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Cereus, nig-ht blooming, 612
Ccropegia sororia, 43S
Chamber of Agriculture, C2:, 7SG, 1190, V20C,

1226, 1230
Chamjebatia foliosa, VSl
Chameranthemum BeyricliU varicgatiim, 246
Cheese, copper in, 644; creara, C25 ; tnickle,

804 ; making, 472, 730
Cheese fungi, 656
Chemistry, agiicultnral, riOG

Cherries, R70, 877 : new, 304 ; select. 7S1 ; in
New Zealand, 31S ; luider glass, 801 ; Ameri-
can, 8.53: Florence, 830; Bigarrcau do la

Caserne, 663
China, nature printing on, G37
Chinese Apple, 803
Chinese rrimroscs, 770
Chiswick, students at, 124,314; education at,

lL'3, 125
Chnler;i, 744; and Cryptogams, 777
Christmas Rose, 7

Chrysanthemums, 10D5 ; Gloria Mundi, C

;

Golden Beverley, 6 ; lona, 240 ; John Salter,

24C: Sensation, 1021; Fairy Nymph, 246;
Rm r .T\i,i..

,
,
:-lC.: Torfrida, 246 ; bedding,

1>'~
1 !r ' Cirdens, 1072; at Stoke

N. '
. Mr. Forsyth's, 1223 ; from

.-' uii]...-. K, A.. .M-t, 1247
Chmcli..ii.i.., pi.uil.-, for, 222, 681, 1020, 11C2,

1195, 12iy
Chum, atmospheric, 1200
Cineraria Lord Amberley, 6

Cinchonas, 198, 362, 657
Cirrhopetalum Pahudii, 662
Claying, 1208
Clematis Jackmanni, 1140; nibella, 1046;

1 muginosa Candida, 104G
Clematises. 170, 826 ; as boddors, 1166
Clianthus Dampicri marginata, 79
Climate, and frait gi'owing, 99, 362, 38.7 ; of
Norway, 391 ; African, 616 ; French, 80G

;

determination nf, 1222
Cliveden, .538, 1163
Clover Dodder, 084
("hib, Hamilton Palace Gardeners', 102
Coal, structure of, 292 ; supply of, 739
Cobffia scandens varicgata, 1022
Coburgia miniata, 222
Cock, death of Mr., 634
Cockchafers, 670
Cockscombs, 128
Cocoa-nut fibre, 437, 517
Coelogyne corrugata, 1046
Coffee, aroma of, 34 ; how to make, 272
Colchicum byzantinum, 755 ; antumnale, 932
College, Veterinary, 547 ; Agricultural, 1023
Collector, plant, 800
Colours, arrangement of, 416; in reference to
flower gardens, 945, 1217

Columnea erythrophaea, 998
Commons, London, 265 ; preservation of. CIO
Concrete, 448
Cones, bitten Pine, 149
Congi-ess, Botanical, of Amsterdam, 5
Congress, Botanical of London, President's
Address, 488 ; meeting of the, 490 ; Ban-
quet at Guildhall, 491 ; abstract of papers

nted to, 51fi ; Prof. Caspary's paper

pei-t's paper to, on the arrangement of
Alpines in gardens, 51-5 ; Prof. Karl Koch or
8y.stcniatic Botany, 515 ; Pi-of. Schulz Schul
zenstein on the presence and source o!

nitrogen in peat with reference to its use ai

manure,515 :Mr.Andersononthetemperature I

of water and its effects upon plant cultiva-
tion, 539; Mr. Carroll on garden drain;ige.

]

564: Mr. Warner on Cool Vin i I'liii
,

564 ; Mr. Earley on the preji i' i ,
.

tion of trained wall fruit tii

.

vi

Trevor Clarke on a certain ]ii). n r; n ,.|

Ilybridism observed in the geim.-^ .\l:iLiiui>l:[,

.^i88 ; Mr. Wills on the sporting of Pulargo-
niiuns and other plants, 611 : Mr. Rivers on
the culture of fruit in unheated glass stmc-
tures, 706 ; ditto on raising Peaches, Necta-
rines and other fruits from seed, 731 : Prof.
Lecoq on the culture of Colchicum byzan-
tinum, 755

Conifers, treatment of, 267 ; notes on, 436,
459, 586, 634, 682, 730, 778, 851, 923, 970,
1042, 1191 ; manuring, 948, 1115

Conservators, river, 953
Conversazione, verses respecting the late

horticultural, 519 ; Mr. Thompson's, 1145
Cooling, the late Mr., 975
Copal gum, 294, 1118
Com harvesting, 761, 767; in Ireland, 11 IS

Corn trade, 495
Cora averages, 1078
Correa, the, 705 ; Latrobeana, 733, 756
Corysantbes picta, G62
Cossus ligniperdus, 390
Cottages, labourers', 299, 352, 57G, G46, 717. 906,

910, 957, 1089, 1099
Cottage gardens, G46
Cotton, 710, 732, 733 ; in Egypt, 973 ; Majorca,

11C2
Cotoneaster and Jasmine, 688
Cotoneaster beiTics, 1044
Cotyledon fascicularis, 1046
Cow, cottagers' widow's, 325 ; food of, 983

;

American dairy, 1028 ; Brittany, 1179
Cowslips, change in, 437
Cratajgus Oxyacantha Gumperi bicolor, GG2
Crinolme, 539
Crocuses, 146, 148 ; nudiflora, 925
Crops, green, 346 ; appearances of, G92, 714,

739, ^S7
Crops, 598, 841 ; in Kent, 861 ; Austrian, 978 ;

returns respecting, 670, 761, 702 : ridge 1032 :

Fruit (see Fruit)
Cryptogams and Cholera, 777
Crystal Palace Show, 855
Cucumbers, large, 1022
Cucumber-leaf disease, 659 ; Fungus, 562
Cucumber snail, 266
Cucurbits, 146
Cucurbita raelanosperma, 290
Culford Hall, 903, 92G
Cultivators, 350
CupressuH sempcrvircns, 292 ; L,aw.^<.niaTia, 662
Currants, 220, 292
CuiTant sports, 876
Cutanda, deatli of Don V., loll

INDEX.

Cyclanieu<i, 4(;4 ; malformed, 1246
Cyclosis, GIO
Cyfarthfa Castle, 1071
Cymbidium Hookeriannm, 7, 433 : giganteum,
1148

Cyperus Papyrus, 294
Cypripedium, the, 705 ; .spectabilc, Gl'l, 637, 1219

Cytisus racemosus, 436

DAira- Farm, Lord Granville's, 738, 977;
management of a, 1231, 1256 ; Ayrshire,
1251

Dairy farming, Scotch, 551 ; Leicestershire,

1030 ; Ayrshire, 1127
Dairy crops, 1052
Dairy cows, American, 1029
Daisies and Pausies, 565
Danosbury, gardens at, 343
Darlingtoniacalifomica, 126
Dasylirinn gi-acile, 921 ; longifoliuni, 52
Datura at Hardwicke, 923
Do Candolle, M. Alph., 410 ; Prodromus, 800
Defoliation, 198, 1114
Dcmdrobium dixanthum, 246 ; MacCarthi^e,

:^:J8,414 ;pycnostacbynm, 459 ;D,(Pedilonuni)
p^n-cum. 1042

Dcsiiidiiium penduliflonmi, GG2
Devonshire in December, 1245
Dianthus hybridus multiflonn Emile Part^,

663
Dickson, the late Mr. P., 272, 317
Dickson's (Dr. A.) appointment, 1243
Dinner, horticultural, 266, 314, 389, 410
Dipladenia amabilis, 1046
Disinfectants, 156, 159, 393, 445, 984
Distinction, 247
Docks, 1049
Dog show, 1009, 1173
Drainage, 621, 667, G93, 714; and floods, 8.",

109, 133, 156. 1146 ; at Norwood, 255
;
garden,

564 ; Denton on, 598 : effect of, on tempera-
ture, 786, 809 ; results of, 983 ; arterial, 931,

954
Drawings, 512
Dream, a gardener's, 1114, l'-C2

Droughts, mitigation of, 389
Drying, artificial com, 881, 907, 1123 ; flowers,

1024; herbs, 712
Ducks, 1005
Dupplin Castle, gardens at, 663, G87

Earth closets, 906, 932, 981, 1007, 1104
Eau de Cologne, 1248
Echinopsis Zuccarinii var. Rolandi, 663
Economic plants, 708; African, 784
Edging plants, 317 ; hardy, 291
Edinb\irgh Fmit Show of 1865, 6
Education, agricultural, 201, 302, 324, 393, 418,

494, 594, 695, 720, 882, 1097, 1199 ; horticul-
tural, 9. 149, 1121, 1126 ; at Chiswick, 70, 100,

123, 125
Egg pre.'^erving. 376
Egyptian gardening, 318. 461, 5S9, 709, 1195,

1246
Klra, the, 807
l^mbankment slopes, 222
f Emigration, efifect of, 691
ICmployers and employed, 1099
Kngines, farm, 789
EngLand and Canada, 956
Epidendrum myrianthum, 79 ; dichromum
striatum, 218

Epilepsy, reputed cure for, 781
Epiphyllums, 1191
Epping Exhibition, 709
Ericinella Mannii, 438
Estates, 858 ; division of, 882 ; imi.rovemcnts

of, 982
Eucalyptus Mahogany, 688
Eucharis grandiflora, 636
Eucodonopsls naegelioides, 1138
Eulophia euglossa, 346 : Wrens, 662
Euphorbias, 563 ; jacquinillora, 224
Europe, Flora of, 1045
Examinations of Royal Horticultural Society,

220, 317,106.5, 1162. 1217
Excursion, botanical and horticultural, 635
Ex bibition, Amsterdam International, 5

;

\'ienna Agricultural, 36 : at St. Petersburgh,
stal Palace, 461 ; at Aarhuus, 689

i r,-i1 ..f London, 30,52, 170, 173, 266,
: :;4o, 362, 410, 434, 512. 581,

: [
'I.;; dittoand gardeners, 314;

.:! uLti.malof 1867,362, 410, 729,
i

'

;. il'^O, 1217 : arrangements, 51,

,
I'M. 1J4, 125, 244,459, 1110, 1141

I fmit. International, 1193
^M.

buns

EastL 1

5M4 Ml 1

[irti-^s, tracing, 589
I horticultural advis

413
'14, Ayrshire dairy, 1127.

110, Berwickshire, 1180;
" Bniton, 959 ; Professor

P i\tive, 600; Fenton-
1

I lis, 1145; Lord
I thorpe. 983, 100'

lits resulting fror
Ml Randall's, 1151;

lsmethwii_k Hill (4" homersetshire, 93j

bussex, 576 , West ditto, 4J3 taking, 1128
;

Welsh, 327 Wester Ross, 1055 ; Mr. West-
wuod s, 689, G^G

Farm Irook keeping, 125D
Farm pests, 446. 719

Farming, American, 1073, 1076 ; in Aberdeen-
shire, 500 ; Dutch, 623, 600 ; German, 156

;

Irish, 1054 : dairy, 1231 ; Leicestershire
ditto, 1030 : East Lothian, 862 ; Manx, 255

;

Scotch. 279 ; sheep, 158 ; skill In, 466

;

Cheshire and cattle pLigne, 396 ; Mr. Mechi's,
1250
armers, you, 912
armer's League, 39

Fasciation, Gr)6

^nnrcc^ r.f, R60

... - 'M.I |..n^, 1232
i. I

. i.iista, 782
; IJ ; hardiness of, 1193 ; hybrid,

,
1

, ", i ' , new garden, 290, 634, 730, 777,
'.iTii; Sicilian, 1144; Australian, 365, 995,

1045,1066, 1139; New Zealand, 1141,1222;
singular British. 1089 ; Smith on, rev., 590

Fertilisation of plants, 29
Fibre, Potato, 924
Ficus vesca, 589 ; Suringaiii, 662
Figs, 224, 268, 292 : standard, 318 ; small
garden, 146: large, 613; Castle Kennedy,
803 ; caprification of, 945 ; oiling, 972.

Fig cuttings, 800
Fig trees, 244
Fir, large silver, 148
Fish in France, 277 ; as food, 672
Flax, 249, 745, 811, 838
Floods, effects of sudden, 85, 109, 133, 156, 1146
Flora of Buckinghamshire, 194 ; of Middlesex,
146; of Sussex, 170; of Europe, 1045; of

Lynn, 709
Florists' flowers, 710, 782, S31, 951, 998
Flowers, mor.al influence of, 434, 436 ; sexual
changes in, 127 ; double, 290. 364, 681,682,
697, 900 ; variegated ditto, 730 ; spring, 538 ;

autumn, 1140; white, 997; drying, 1024;
vegetable, 123; of speech, 1198

Flower Shows, arrangements of (sec Exhibi-
tions) ; managers, hints to, 753 ; working
men's, 758, 926

Flower gardening, 409
Foliicolous Sphjcriw, 782
Food, cattle, 183, 977, 1172; fungi as, 849;
cheapest kind of, 1078 ; supply of, 468,

740 : imports of, 1128 ; plants that sup-
ply, 437 ; of plants, 742, 899 ; Irish Ivy as,

442
Forests, economy of, 525 ; effect of destroying,
1018 ; in India, 1190, 1218

Forest insects, 390
Fowls, varieties of, 208 ; apoplectic, 304
Fragaria lucida, 708
Fremontia califomica, 589, 782
Fruits, Indian, 52, 77, 102; our small, 220;
various new, 364 ; Nova Scotian, 808 ; to keep
from insects, 826 ; badly spelt names of, 849 ;

causeof fall of, 1138; effect of bees on setting,

804, 877 ; wall, 904 ; effect of climate on, 99,

362, 385, 1138; Kentish growers of, 830;
crops of, 849, 851 ; in unheated structures,
706; raising seedling, 731; tropical, 1195;
American dried, 1224

Fruit trees, hard soil for (see Soil, hard)'; for

northern districts, 781 ; training of, 588
Fuchsias, culture of, 390, 415, 462 ; select, 856
Fungi in living animals, 217 ; Rhizomorphoua,

518 ; Cucumber, 562 ; cheese, 656 ; root, 660,

1017 ; study of, 997, 1093 ; as food, 849 ; new
Mexican, 1118 ; Tulasne's work on, 194 ; Eat-
able, rev., 566

Fungorum Carpologia, 585
Fungus medicine, new, 753

Gales, effects of, 53
Galls, Thistle, 784 ; Oak. 1024
Game question, 624, 817
Game cover, 31
Gamgee, Prof., 87, 110 ; on cattle plague, 231
Gangs, agricidtural. 668
Gardeners, education of (see Education);
evening work for, 9 ; examinations of, 220,

317, 1065, 1162 ; meeting of, 461 ; social

position of, 245, 293, 365 ; and the Royal
Horticultural Society, 196 ; wages of (see

Wages)
Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution, 149,

365, 389. 458, 461, 562, 565, 609, 611, 803, 972,

1092, 1195
Gardens, school, 399 ; cottage, 646
Garden-wall eyes, 565 ; studs, 588
Garden plans, 243, 512, 539, 564
Gardening, flower, 409 ; at Porthgwidden, 460

;

camp, 1018 ; Parisian, 802, 1042 ; market,
1097 ; sub-tropical, 1241 ; Egyptian, 318, 461,

539, 709, 1195, 1246
Garlic, wild, 540
Garrett, late Mr. R., 202. 642, 886
Gas companies, 633
Gas water, 184
Gas works, 229
Gasparini, death of Prof., 1114
Genista candicans, 803
Geranium Robertianum, 732
Gerrard, the late Mr., 1042
Ginkgo, the, 413
Girls, field labour for, 159
Gladioli, remarks on and lists of, 10, 79, 175,

199, 270, 1046, 1118, 1142 ; winter, 1196
Gladiolus Papilio, 246 ; Milton, 1094 : Bowi-

ensis, 1247
Glasnevin Botanic Garden, 220
Glass houses. Beard's, 344 ; at Hamilton
Palace, 75

Glazing, double, 9, 52, 77, 152, 200 ; without
putty, 1194

Gleditschia seeds, 849
Gleichcnia cryptocarpa. 6
Gloxinias, raising, 801
Glyphsea Monteiroi, 1094
Glyptostrobus pendulus, 1040
Gnaurs, 856
Goeze, Mr. E., 435
Gooseberries, topnme, 128 : select, 412 heavy

800
. .

J.

Gooseberry caterpillar, 712
Gorse, 1053, 1101
Grafting, leaf, 386 ; hvbrids obtained by, 849,

873, 1217
Grain, to dry, 881, 907, 1123

Grainstone, 1172
Grapes, Golden Lady Downes', 7 ; Muscat Cham-

pion, 7 ; Mrs. Pince's Muscat, 7, HOG, 1221 ;

at Bury Hill, 10, 78, 101, 126, 148 ; at Coombe
Abbey, 1169 ; Mr. Meredith's, 458 ; Mr. Kay's,
757, 1041, 1069 ; Messrs. Lane's, 1043 ; Black
Alicante, 1141 ; Black Tokay, 781 ; Frede-
ricton, 663 ; culture of, 318 ; late, 292 ; pre-
servation of cut, 12G; shanking of, 948, 972 ;

new, 364 ; open air, 1220, 1244
Grape disease, 633, 897
Grape mildew, 1117
Grasses, pasture, 625 ; colonial, 423 ; trouble-
some, 346

Grass land, 445, 671
Grass seeds, 398
Graveyards (see Churchyards)
Grayemma Menziesii, 247
Gray, Mr., 80
Gray, Dr. Asa, 1042
Greenhouses, convenient way of enlarging, 612
Greville, lateDr,, 538
Grimston Park, gardens at, 1224
Grog, 994
Guano, tfl apply, 111, 1226 ; and Celery gmb,

948
Gum Copal, 294, 684, 1118
Gymnogramma flexuosa, 6

Gypsum, 39

Halv;
Hamilton Palace Gardens, 75, 951 ; Club at, 102 :

'

stock sale, 1080
Harvest, the late, 910, 912, 1030; produce of

the, 862; and the weather, 884; last German,
575 ; Russian, 1175 ; reports concerning the,
202

Harvesting, early, 720, 761, 767, 787
Harvey, the late Dr., 458, 537
Haymaking, 643, 864
Hayward Testimonial, 1172
Heat, conduction of, 996 ; radiation of, 1020,

1069, 1117, 1141, 1165, 1194 : artificial, 1244
Heath in Surinam, 9
Heckberry, 1044
Heliptemm Cotula, 1046
Hellebores, 100
Henderson, death of Mr. Joseph, 1138
Herb drying, 712
Heyland, death of Mr.. 1114
Hinds' wages, 861, 910
Hobbs, the late Mr. Fisher, 1007, 1026
Hole Testimonial, 52, 610
HolLand, cattle plague in, 933
Holly benies, 464
Hollies.to head down, 1000
Hollyhocks, 151 ; select, 415
Hooker, the late Sir William, 8, 148
Hooker, Dr., 410, 657
Hooley House, 415
Honey, disposal of, 1197
Hops, 274, 304. 251 ; Bavarian, 322 ; as textile

plants, 1248
Horses, 787, 791, 838; breeding of, 497; keep

of, 979, 1029
Horse Show, 352 ; Biraiingham, 070, 047
Horticulture v. Botany, 660 ; in Hungary, 898 ;

British V. German, 899
Hospital, 688
Huntleya cerina, 1046
Husbandry, Belgian, 447 (see Agriculture)
Hyacinths, 880 ; in water, 1116, 1142, 1103,

1223
Hybridisation, 1089, 1091
Hybrids obtained by grafting, 849, 873, 1217
Hyde Park, 704
Hydrangea japonica rosalba, 662

Ice, 808
Ice houses, 344, 1067
Ilex latifoha, 1046
Implements, agriculture, 513
Imports, 232, 817, 865, 1081
India, trees for, 1021
Indmn fruits, 52, 77, 102
Insects, effect of seasons on, 30, 149 ; forest tree,

390 ; oil cure for, 753 ; and vinegar, 826

Insect economy, 948
Insurance, mutual, 600
International Horticultural Exhibition (see

Exhibitions)
Inula salicina, 246
Ipomoea Horsfalliae, 662
Ireland, visit to North, 909; com in, 1148
Iresine Herbstii, 338, 637, 684, 708, 733, 757,

780, 826, 829, 900, 901, 997, 1020, 1070, 1090,

1116
Irises, 388
Iris reticulata, 438
Iron, use of in Staffordshire, 1250
Irrigation, Lord Palmerston on, 304 ; meadow,

Jamaica Botanic Garden, 268
Japonicas, 54, 102
Jardinets, 512
Jasmines, double, 733 ; seedling, 733

Jonesia Asoca. 540
Journal, Royal Agricultural Society's, 575,

880
JulxTa spectabilis, 664
Judges, duties of floral, 169, 244, 562, 585, 037

;

International, 537
Juniper Fungus, 529
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ivaMii, 7V
IcndroM, *m. «13, 97J, r7, »4« ;

,

maUan at, 308; fartiUiKtioo of. •»;

•. 803, 9-.'7, 828, 810,

i.iliw, 713
r. 050; firandiflorua, G8I,

- 1081
i.iarmomtA, 438

'.iris, 'J 10

r. M>
. >r., 4S9 : tuberuaa. SfU
I'.ntna, 003 : now, : roioa

]|a]t tax, !k;. |.<». r:
MalUng. I.»> In, 443
Mamnial*. Mumy .m

ManettU mli-an*. ^

Haiuvl rr^.p, 1-

! lonnap^nidits AacutM.
i-rbariT, 173: aJn.-

oilar-flowcrod i .

.
<io : CycUmcn.

.
; doubia Faa bl,—

r Tomato, 1117 ; Tm11|<.

, rer , »03

l'jMaz.t39: rottfti, 414.

I.'. 7i7: at CbataWKth,

.. 413; 8tal>dafi-a,MS:
Uttb, 9S] : TahM ol.

' : arrtlatkai d, llOOl

<*'.
; now, 8 ; Alexandnr, 9,

i?rinde, 2W ; Poacatorcl, '

if:_ .iiij;.i.l.,Min, UW, 1231 1

Odtiura, cUnUlcatiun of, 900
I

OU, Kcradno, 733 ; r. iluoctx, 7^3
OU«kea,»«o
Oldhara. Mr., monument to, 857
OUn In ESTT*. 70.^

Onddlum bokKhrynjin, 410 : ManbalUanum,
C93 : maoantbum, 1331, 1343

OnlaOLftM; N'uneham Park, 954; Hpanlah.
IM : FMato, 300 : ImporU •.<, MS9 ; tree, 1249

Ootaoamtind, 393

Oianga, otistn of the. 4

OrmilM tnaa, aoJo of, 77 : plajpioa affecting,
1048; at Oannanbary, m, 1070, lOM: at
BoUand Houao, 1118

Ortbajd houaaa. 339, 703, 708, 978
|ln-llat^l h..u« mlture, 733, 734, 791

- .-00 : ditto and hard aoU

.1*, 410, 89,3, 1088 ; InlCT-
VlncTT. 104 : Hr. Data-

uf. 1093: itfa of.

Oahum. lit nil U Mr.. .>.-j

<M<rtica,17J
Owla and tba woatlMr, 1»7
OnllaM,7r9
OxalU Bowal. 73«
f>Ken r. bonaa, 897
Oxfofd rnirarrfty iKVioura, S^i
(>xtoo Uall. fardana at, 347, 371

ai'Iu ( International Exhibition, 834,

tw. TCfratablo, 410
i.;..il iii.-.v, 1030, lou

' 1 13; Dorkahin:, I'C

f. Of.', 9iK) ; black.

-(«na
»49;

nca of,

•>*«. 410.

ailbtr \. >t aaltna

. . , „ii>atiaatioo

.Irj uij o(, 933 :

900
. -lendron abowa, S41

Kill Irrpoat (aoo Cattle Placnc)
RlTori' (Mnara.) Nutagry. »7^ 9»», ]«», UK
IliTcr oonaorratcav, 979
Bo»d ch.it.-. v 111'.

Roa.!- . rlan, 1190
KoUi J

Rock -A

Rock A U7
Rodrwu.-i. ii-.icni.umi. 1043

Roumania, bmir in, 71)^

Rookory, eatabUdllnc a, 14», 197, Kl, 343. tm,
393

Roota r. laarca. SM, 1044, 1070

Root Fungi. ••>, 1017
Rootrrunlnx, 1000
R«itcnm, 194, 417

w, 71o; 807 ; ol ino. 7M ; Martdtal
NIol, 149. M7. 8M, 894. 709 : a tteiat flowar,

333, 347, 30 ; rlimKii,.-. -V t(. nilr». 99? ;

nr. Undlcy ••«:

Margaret P
-•4 ;

ran.
Fortune'i

.

pegged dow;
llM, 1J31. I.H.. "-.U.l K- •

Gloire de IMiun. U40
Roae Aaaodatioo. Ralgata, (M
Roao abow, Btnninnaa. 839:
Robert. 733 : Crjital PaUoe. 8U ; Umroai,
•80; RngbT. 881

Roao mlldav, 389
I{naepaata,8l3
il,m^. OhftalBiaiL 7

L'Ain|4oii, doQblo, 998
• leuoodarmla. 7M

~ »»3
1343

Sarv>MJKin> ampollaemii, TM ; itwrffVww
f£Vant««ini I, 1187

A«Sn.n. r.M
Salmon proaarfinf, 34
Salt nvfaiga,hat, 11<3
iianebaaU iMMUa, 783
Sand, and Ita naatan, 1088

' - laoa at, T1I.7U; Herlieal-

at, 938

Saf^ aaoaatettba. tm. Ml; «>7. «M
nsaoa, 883
finailm.\nn

1188. 1X33
.1141:

rura lor, IS, 3«8, M): en Oraaga tnm.



VI

School gardenuig, 537
Schott, tho late Dr., 242
SciUas, 1021
Scilla Coopcri, 662 ; bifolia, 1220
Sclerotiiini stipitatum, 1118
Scolytus destiiictor, 390
Scone Palace, Gardens at, 43!)

Scott, death of Mr. H, 30
Sea, elevation above the, S32
Sea shores, Koyal claim on, 1122
Season, mildness of the, 102
Sedum Fabaiia, 924
Seeds, transmission of, 539 ; American v.

English. S-2G, 829
Seeding, thin, 396, 837, 861, 933, 1004, 1050.

1078, 1101 ; at Tiptree, 906, 930, 931, 980,
102G, 1200

Seed steeps, 588, V09
Seedsmen, plea for, 1194, 1221
Seemann, Dr., CSl
Selaginella Martensii variegata, G63
Selenipedium (Cypripediam) Pearcei, 662
Sempei-viviim Paivie, 7S2
Sensitive phmt, f^di, 825
ScquMi ,

. ;n,.. ;..nrns. 970, 1042, 1141, 1245;
^^ (V i_;:mtea, 1115, 1191

Sew, ciC. 1025, 1125; effects of,
4;i I ;

ill. I ini Mi n. 496, 574 ; and Rye-grass,
G4r>, !*77 ; value of, 742 ; Dublin, 957

;

London, 1UU4 ; Leamington, 1049, 1053

;

Croydon, 1100
Shading hothouses, 1093 •
Sheep, 39, 398 ; breeding of, 228, 252, 276, 320,

S63 ; farming, 303 ; Uruguay, 599 ; grazing,
b-2r, :

<•. catUe, 641, G42 ; water for, 618

;

V. bullocks, 710 ; Folkington, 809 ; sales,

730, 7S8, 858, 883, 908 ; Buenos Ayres, 1103 ;

disease, 301, 689 ; small pox in, 328 ; rot,

792 ; salvo, 984 ; dogs worrying, 433
Shorthorns, 526, 694, 833 868, 882, 906, 929, 932,

953
Shows, special, 242, 970; Bii-minghani, 5S6 ;

several days', 511, 921
Shrubs, Australian, 31
Siebold, death of Dr. von, 1041
Silk, mountain, 976
Silkworms on Oaks, 149, 194 ; Ailantus, 194
Sirex juvencus, 637 ; gigas, 637
Sleaford Horticultural Exhibition, 709
Sleep and carbonic acid, 123
Smith, Dr., 338
Smitbfield aub, 253, 1005, 1079, 1152, 1171,

1204 ; implements at, 1229
Snail, Cucumber, 2G6
Snake, 390
Snowdrops on lawns, 712, 753, 803, 830
Snowstorm, effects of the late, 53, 77

SociETiEa:

—

Aberdeen, 717
Bath Agricultural, 325, 423, 957, 1176
Belfast Chemical, 1029
Botanical of Edinburgh, 198, 318, 390, 709,

782, 1141
Braintree Agricultural, 1102
Brighton Horticultural, 901
Caledonian, 246, 51S
Cambridge Horticultural, 390
Clay Cross Horticultural, 806
Cornwall Agricultural, 1053
Entomological, 127, 294, 342, 4G2, G14, CS5,

805, 92G, U95, 124G
Faversham Agricultural, 1103
Fordington Agricultural, C4G
Gardeners' Mutual Protection, 194
GlasL^uw Ilurticultural, 29.5, 541, GGl, 87S
lil-n.- . ' \ li.ultural, 958, 1029

11 Hural, 1150
]]. ! I.I .\ ii. Mllural, 1150
Highlruid Airricultural, 85, 345, 575
In imiou with Royal Horticultural, 296
Jersey Horticultural, 1022
Leeds Horticultural, 5G6
Linnean, 174, 294, 613, 1118, 1195
Manchester Horticultural, GCl, 831, 945,

1089, 1117
Morayshire Agricultural, 1126
Nnrfnlk A.'vi.-nlt.nral, 695
N-CiM \: l-iti,-iiltural, 1195

!;
I .ilI of England, 133, 157,

ISJ, ::''. :
.

:ml'. 325, 418, 422, 465, 497,
546, .>.7i', lU.^, 741, lu78, 1175, 1199, 1200
Royal Agricultm-ul of Ireland. 575, 934
Royal Botanic, Spring Shows of, 270, 341,

390 ; Great Exhibitions of, 437. 540, 638
Royal Caledonian, 590, 5GG, 854
Roj^al Horticultural, Medals awarded at

International Fruit Show of, " ~

shows of, 30, 149, 174, 10ft, 222, 245, 29;

341, 3G5, 390, 438, 4GI. ^"^
I , l^n, ^"r>\ ^?•2-^'

Floral and Fruit Coir IT, ,r;. . M..(in....i :
174, 222, 260, 318, :i(;.".. I'.l ,

'. ;,-. >.
,

",

805, 85:!, 901, 05(1, '-'• ; ,
I

I : ;, 11',,
• Anniversary Meetin;_' ..r, i

.'
; ;. m >:] - ..n

ditto, 170 ; union of, w'ith Pruvini-ial SociL-tics,

218 ; spring shows of, 245, 341 ; May Show of,

414; special prizeexhibition, 565; RoseShow,
613; proposedshowof at BurySt, Edmund's, i

777, 800, 1018, .1041, 1066, 1068 ; award of I

cups at ditto, 1140, 1162, 1220, 1245 ; number i

INDEX.

of persons who visited the garden on the
late Prince Consort's birthday, 826 ; ditto on
free days in September, 992 ; several days'
shows, with respect to tho, 921 ; why practic;il

gardeners are not members of the, 1021

;

Societies in union with, 296
Scottish Pansy, 614
Stoke NewingtonChi-ysanthemum, 1070
Suffolk Agricultural, 646
United Horticultural, 389, 413, 438, 566,

806, 973, 994, 1093
Waterford Agi-icultural, 1054
Worplesdon Agricultural, 1029
Yoi'k Horticultiiral, 614 ; ditto Agi-icul-

tiu-al, 671, 695, 767, 789
Zoological, 32, 174, 198, 319, 390, 462, 541,

590

Farmers' Clubs ;—
Athy, sheep breeding and management,

303 ; cattle food, 1254
Attleborough, agricidture in Norfolk, 662
Ballymahon, farm pests, 719, 790 ; advan-

tages of early ploughing, 981 : stall feeding,
1127
Boroughbridge, the horse, 83S
Botley, annual report of, 1231
Central, subjects for discussion at, 109

:

British tiUage, present and future, 134

;

Cattle plague and Government measures,
230, 253 ; agiicultural exhibitions, 326 ; the
piize system, 374 ; on increasing the supply
of animal food, 468 ; application of maniu-es,
1206 ; annual meeting of the, 1254

Chester-le-Street, farm labourers, 1208
Cirencester, feeding stock, 32C, 351, 499

;

Lincoln sheep, 671; reaiing of calves, 812;
light land Cotswold farm, 1178

Derbyshire, breeding and form of stock,
791
East Lothian, Swedish Turnips, 182
Easter Ross, rooks, 254
Faiingdon, manual labour and its rela-

tions to agriculture, 1126.
Galashiels, farmyard manure, 95S
Herefordshire, game laws, cattle disease,

tunipikes, 622 ; cattle sales, 1150
Hexham, cattle plag'.ie, 31)

Hungerford, farm pests, 44G ; utilisation
of farmers' clubs, G23

Iverk, stock fanning in Ireland, 1255
Kelso, best way of treating lambs after

weaning, 599 ; harvesting com, 910
Kingscote, annual meeting of, 886
Leslie, progress of agi-iculture, 838
Logie and Lecroft, application of ma-

chinery to farm labour, 813
Midland, management and improvement

of Grass land, 445 ; di-ainage and water
supply, 508

^ Newbury, Grasslands, 671 ; food of plants,

Over, summer grazing of sheep, 527
Oxford, labour market, 934
Pembroke, Grass lands, 718
Penrith, principles and practice of disin-

fectibn as applicable to the Cattle Plague,
445
Thame, the labourer and his cottage, 910
Ulster, Grasslands in IreLond, 1101

So_il,_hai-d, 779, 804, 829, 900, 924, 947, 972, 990,

Strawberry packing, 460
Strawberry pan, 1116
Styptic, Thomson's, 126
Sugar beet, 389, 1004, 1229
Sugar cane, Chinese. 950
Sulphur, a disinfectant, 720
Sulphur rain, G34
Susses, flora of, 170
Swainsona magnifica, 79
Sydney, gardening about, 7 ; Botanic Gardc]

at, 30 ; nurseries at, 52
Symphytum aspenimum, 297

Solanaceous plants, c

Soldiers' gardens, 1018
Southernwood, 562, 589, 612
Species. 1161
Sphacele ecerulca, 24G
Sparaxis pulchenima, 79
Spider, poisonous black, 394 : red, 392 ;

burrowing, 1224
Spinach, Nettle, 263
Spiranthes margaritifera, 219
Spha-ria clavata, ,'iS5

f^P'i' . i^iu of, 729; Almond, 800;
I 'I

,
S(i3; Azalea, 586; Beech,

.
' "I '

-•<'•: Pelargonium (sec Pelar-

Stacks, aerated, 910
Statistics, agrieidtural, 441, 443, 525, 761, 812,
954

Steam cultivation, 57, 60, 100, 206, 371, C70
691, 716, 1007, 1226, 1227, 1249, 1254

Steam ploughing, 82
Steam plough companies, 133, 155, 181
Steep V. birds, 613
Stephens, death of Mr. Wm., 458, 520
Stipa pennata, 517
Stocks, 102, 734 ; double, 74 ; cross braeding, 588
Stock seci, 125

: fopdii
. 351

I estimating nursery, 1194
1

,
.statistics of, 467, 468 ; fat, 467 ; high

,
C68 ; or AVheat, 693 ; Lincolnshire,

re, 1146; Hitchin fat, 1232; Irish,

Table decoration, 268, 435, 512, 994
Tacsonia Van Volxemii, 170, 243, 438, 782
Tagetes signata pumila, 948
Tan, 363
Tar trees, Queensland, 565
Tares, Kidney, 789 ; winter, 622
Taxodium sempervirens, 389, 413
Taylor, the late Mr. S., 791
Tea Orchid. 314, 315, 540 ; Paraguay, C83
Teleianthera ficoidea versicolor, 612
Teleiantheras, 1020
Temperatiu-e, of water, 539 ; at Osberton, 733

;

effect of drainage on, 786, 809
Tenant right, 882
Tent, International Exhibition, 386
Textile plants, 1248
Thames Embankment, 194
Thibaudia cordifolia, 246 ; coronaria, 433
Thistles, 208
Thistle galls, 7S4
Thorley's food, 155
Thrips, 392, 1024
Thunbergia fragi-ans, G59
Tilia heterophylla and bees, 972
Tillage, British, 134 ; future ditto, 154 ; deep,

693
Tillandsia xiphioides, 246
Timber, buQding, 411

;
preservation of, 457 ;

shaky, 1221, 1246
Timber duties, 601
Timber insects, 390
Tithe commutation, 109
Titmice and Oak galls, 197
Titness Park, 592
Tobacco for horticultural purposes, 206, 364,

360, 1042, 1065, 1091, 1141
T''Cuyo River, products of, 1224
Tod's, Mr., garden, 591
Tomato, singular. 1217
Tomato pickle, 1024
Trade lists, 55, 103, 151, 199, 297, 366, G8G, 870,

902, 993, 1022, 1118, 1223, 1247
Trade memorandum, 101
Traffic, continental, 741
Tragopogon porrifolius, 538
Trees, bird-feeding, 268 ; curious varieties of,

338 ; pollard, 344; historical, 529 ; Austi-alian,
34, 464 ; Windsor Forest, 807 ; German publi-
cations on forest, 1114 ; planting, 124 :

transplanting, 925 ; northern limit of
British, 1022 : London, 1065 ; avenue, 1021 ;

for India, 1021; hardy pictorial, 1139;
weeping, 1139 ; pyr.amidal, 1139 ; wonderful,
248

Tree tissues, 11G2
Trichocentrum albo-pnrpurcum, 219 ; comu-

copije, 2C6
Tricyrtis hirta. 31
Trifolium striatum, 207
Trillium sessile, 1044; grandiaorum, 1219
Triteleia uniflora, 413, 1220
Tritomas, 1140 ; Dvaria, 925
Tropical beds, 462
Truffles, 318. 880
Tulips, four-headed, 657 ; early, 1022, inn
Tulip bulbs, monstrous, 386
Turnips, Swedish, 182 ; culture of, 424
Turnip dye, 760
Tm-nip fly, 576
Turnpikes, 1029
Twinei-s, influence of light on, 140
Twitching, 933

United Horticultui-al Benefit Club, 874
United States' winter, 197
Urceolina pendula, 1046

Str,
. price of, 229

Strawberries, imseasouable fruiting
Sicilian mode of eating, 12; cultm-
829, 877 ; sterUity in, 704 • "^^^ t

781 ; Princess of Wales, 431

610,
The Lady, 756,

Kent, 657

Vaccisation, cattle, 82
Vanda Lowii, 704; Benaonii, 1094
Variations, plant, 1017, 1242

Varieties, how they originate, 612
Vegetable parasites, 145
Vegetable physiology, 410
Vegetation, 616; alpine, 11
Veitch, Mr. J. G., 170
Ventilation, theory and practice of, 171, 435,

'^fv^ -;*;-, (IM, 6-^^ 707, 826, 924,947, 972,
'•"'>', !"'. I""", 1117, 1164, 1165, 1194

Veil.. '

: really blue, 246; beau-
til". il.

.
'. ' .i..n, 79; Fascination, 79;

oiiui:i,li- ,.i: iiilure of, 704; semi-double,
901 : new bcd^ling, 754

Veronicas, hardy, 1195
Vetch Kidney, 837
Vetches, 864
Veteiinarians, 1050
Vctivert, 416
Vienna Agricultural Meeting, 394, 570
Vines in Egypt, 318, 341 ; and putrid bones,

781 ; Finchley, 757, 1041, 1069 ; extra-
ordinary growth of, 1137; old Muscat,
1116 ; double cropping, 1166 ; at Combe
Abbey, 1219 ; at Viceregal Lodge, 1221

;

treatment of young, 1246
Vine borders, 973 ; early, 126; heated, Q9G
Vine sports, 970
Vine Fungus, 704
Vineries, ground, 565 ; Mr. Miller's, 10C7
Vinegar v. insects, 826
Viola conuita, 147, 173, 830, S7G, 90O, 948, 972,

1093
Violets, double, 1022
Vitis opaca, 3G5
Volunteer review, 361

Waoes, gardeneis", 245, 268, 272, 317, 340, 341,
388, GGO, 684 ; in nurseries, 54 ; labourers',
178, 183, 1027, 1032, 1080, 1123: hinds', 861,
910

Walks, garden, 1190, 1222
Wallflower, the, 290
Wall eyes, 565
Wall nails, 588
Wall fruits, 904
Walnut stains, 997, 1020
Walnut tree, bleeding, 317
Ward's cases, 434, 501
Warscewiczella veLata, 6C2
Wasps, 149, 517
Water, 412 ; for plants, 539 ; for sheep, 618 ;

supply of, 837, 955 ; held by air, 1141 ; drop
of, 1147

Water-drill, new, 1125
Waterei-essea, 193, 416
Watering, 563
Watci-ing pots, 660
Weather, the, 460 ; at Weybridge, 32 ; of 1865,

53 ; the late wet, 948 ; predictions respect-
ing, 226, 615, 1002 ; and the harvest. 884 ; on
the Continent, 194; in Kent, 317; and
herons, 317 ; in Scotland, 588

Weather poetry, 1055
Weeds, agiicultui-al, 597: on walks, SSO: Irish,

11119

Weeping trees, 1139
Weir, Mr., 170
Wellingtoni-is, 152; photographs of, 620;
treatment of, 949 ; age of, 1093, 1116, 1116,
1191

;
golden, 948 ; heights of English gi-own,

1101, 1222, 1246
Wells, diggmg, 520
WelwitscUia, CS2, 730, 778, 851, 1140
Wheat, 8.37; different varieties of, 1031, 106G;

pickling, 936; price of French, 370; aa
cattle food, 577 ; peck per acre, 642, 930

;

Rowing, 883 ; experiments with, 909
Wheat cfop, 981
Wheat prospects, 497
Wigandia caracasana, 1140
Willows, seedling, 1',.'42

Wmd, artificial, 517 , action of, 704
Wmdow gar
Windsor for
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THE GARDENEES' CMnNICLE AND AGFJCULTITRAL GAZETTE. [January 6, 186G.

To Clear Ground.
OrECIAL OFFEK—'20 }ht rent. olV Catalo;;uo prices.—
C> HOLLY (GREEN), YEWS. DEODARS, ARBUTUS, LAURELS
(Coinu)Oii), Laurels (Portugal), Cupressus Lnwsoniaiia, Thuja Lobbii,
i'inus iusignls, P. excelsus. P. ponderosa, Taxodium, Hazel (a large
breadth), Larch do., Spruce do^ Austrian Pine do.. Beech do. For
sizes and prices, see CATALOGUES, sent on application to

J. Scott, Merriott, Somerset.

SPECIAL OFFER of FRUIT TREES.—25 per cent-
off C-xtalo^ues.—Having a largo and fine stock of the under-

mentioned, they are offered at greatly reduced prices, to clear
ground:—iVachov, Xcctariticj! ^ii.i Apricots (trained and untrained),
Apples, Pfi! - 111 ! . mod and tintrained).

M--' ; :
. :

r> r-n application to

Tanslev >ur:^enes, near Matlock, Derbysliire.
rOSEril ^.Milil. MN, invites Flantere and the Trade
' to inspect ins Nursery of SO Acres of high land. The soil is of ft

M-ous uative, and the plants take up with excellent roots, such as
ensure the best success in their removal. The Nurserv contains
anv Hundred Thousands of RHODODENDRONS, COMMON and

PORTUGAL LAURELS, BOX BROOMS, BERBERIS. HOLLIES,"
" " " 3 very

SMITH,
ROSES.—12 of the very best

standard. Perpetual, and Mo.s9
Roses for IS.'*. ; 60 for 63s. ; 100 for £'

ORELIA SNOWFLAKE.

Backhouse & Son. tork
Barr & &"ugden. King Street. Covent Gai-dcn. W.C.
Beck, Henderson, & Child, Upper Thames Street, E.C.
Garter, Dunuett, k Beale, High Holbom, W.C.
Cutbush.W. & Son. Highgate
Dickson. F, & A., Chester
Dickson & Co., Edinburgh
Dickson & Sons, J., Edinburgh

To the Trade.—Contlnentai Flower Seeds, &c.

FW. WENDEL, Erfurt, Prussia, begs to anuounce
• that Ue is now prepared to execute orders for the above.

CATALOGUES free on application to his Agent, Geo. Macintosu,
Hiph R":ul, Hmiiint-rsu.ith, Luiidon, W.

T^ORTY ACRES ^of FRUIT

L;'. .vi,i -1 ,,.w-' r.i' IKEEb, by the Thousand. Hundred, or Dozen.

APPLES, PE.AilS, PLUMS, CHERRIES, PEACHES,
and NECTARINES.

Fine, flat, well-trained, of best quality, and true to name.

O^
Vines, and Figs.

EVERGREENS for Ornamental Planting or Avenues,
handsome, ve\l grown, and transplanted within the last two

years. For prices of smaller sizes and quantities, see Conifer List.

At 30^. per dozen :

—

Abies A\h\ 5 to T feet i Juniperus thurUera, 3 to 4 feet
Douglasii, 3 to 4 feet
inverta. 11 to 2 feet
orientalis,' It to 2 feet

„ Siberian, 4
Cedar, Red, 5 to 6 feet
Cryptomcria viridis, 4 to 5 feet

Pinns cenibra, 3 to 4 feet
„ escelsa, 5 feet

."» feet . Taxodium sempervirens, 7 to 8 ft.

feet

Abies Douglasii. 4 t

,, inverta, 2 to :

,. orientalis. 2 t

pyramidalis, 2 to' 2| feet

Tht^a Lobbii, 3 to 4 feet

„ aurea, 1} foot
*> 4 feet

I
„ compacta, 1^ to 2 teet

it Thujopsis borealis, 3 feet

I

Wellingtoma gigantea, 2 feet

At 42s. per dozen :-

2\ feet
to 2i fet

Amncafia imbricata, 2 to 2} f&et

]
Pinus excelsa, 6 feet

I
„ Lambertiana, 3 to 4 feet

„ insignis, 3 to 4 feet
Thuja Lobbii, 4 to 5 feet

„ compacta, 2 to 21 feet
' ,2 feetArbor-vitW!, Sberiaa, 5 to G feet

„ American, 7 to S feet ' Tbuiopsis borealis, 4 feet
Cedar. Red, 6 to S feet

I
Wellingtonia gigantea, 2i feet

Cupressus Knightii, 6 to 7 feet
,
Tew, Insh, 5 to ij feet

„ Lawsoniana, 4 to 41 ft. Laurels, Pyramid, Portugal, 4 to
4) feet

Colchic, C to 7 feet

At 005. per dozen :-

xceisa, 6 to 8 feet

„ pyramidalis, 3 to 4 feet
Arancaria imbricata, 2} to 3 feet
Aibor-riKe, Siberian, 6 to 7 feet
Cedrus Deodara, G feet
Cupressus Knlgbt-il. 7 to 8 feel

„ lawsoniana, 5 feet

I „ Lambertiana, a to 6 feet
I „ Cembra, 5 to G feet
I
Thuja japonica, 21 to 3 feet

„ aurea, 2i feet

1 Taxodimn sempervirens, S to 10 ft.
' Wellingtonia gigantea, 3 feet

inverta, 3 to 4 feet
Menziesii, 6 to 8 feet
orientalis, 3 to 4 feet

Irish, 6 fi

At 84s. per dozen :

—

eet I Cedrus Deodara, 7 to 8 feet
Juniperus thnrifera, 6 to 7 feet

„ inverta, 4 to 5 feet

„ „ 6 feet^ 2l«.

Araucaria irobricat.% 3 t

Nordmanniana, 2) to 4 feet,
Kis. Gd. to 42s,

., 4 to 6 feet, 42s. to S4«.

„ Pinsapo,3to5ft.,10t6dLto42«.

STAXDAIID ORXAiCENTAX
At 12s. per dozen :

—

I

Chestnut, Spanish, G to S feet

FLOWERING and
TREES.

Ash, Mountain, 7 to 9 feet
Acacia, 7 to 9 feet
Birch, Weeping, S to 10 feet ...
Crab, Sjbeiiaa, scarlet, 6 to 7 feet „ Lombardy, 9 to 10 feet

„ yellow, 6 to 7 (eet I Pyras spectabilis, 6 to 7 feet

At 18s. per dozen :

—

Almond, flowering, 7 to 8 feet I
Chestnut, Spanish, S to 10 feet

Acacia, S to 10 feel Cytisus, 3 to 4 feet
A£b, Mountain, 9 to 12 feet Elm, Chichester, S to 10 feet
Acer Nciiundo, 6 to 8 feet Poplar, Ixtmbardv, ll to 12 feet
Birch, 10 to 12 feet „ Silver, 10 to 12 feet
Crab, Siberian, yellow. 7 to S feet Pyrus spectabihs, 7 to S feet

Almond, flowering, 8 t
Acer >'egundo variegata, 6
Acacia, ball, 6 to 7 feet
Chestnut, scarlet, 6 lo S fe

HICHARD SMITH'S LIST of all the EVERGREEN
FIR TRIBE, suitable for Britain, giving size, price, popular

RICHARD SMITH'S FRUIT UST contains a sketch
' of the vanous forms of Trees, with Directions for Cultivation,

Soil, I>r»inage, Manure, Pnming, Lifting, Cropping. Treatment under
Glass ; also their synonymes, quality, size, form, si-^n^ colour, flesD,
flaTour, use, growth, duration, season, price. &c.

Free by post for one stamp.

RicBAKZ> SviTH, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Dobson & Son, Fu'lkam. S.W.
Drummond Jk Sons, Stirling
Dreghom &, Aitken, Kilmarnock, N.E.
Downie, Laird, & Laing, Edinburgh

Henderson, E. G. & Son, St. John's Woo-1, N.W.
Henderson, A. & Co., Edgeware Road, W.
Hurst & Sod, Leadenhall Street, E.G.
Hogg & Robertson, Mary Street, Dublin
Laird & Sinclair, Dundee
Lawson, P. & Son, Edinburgh
Minier, Nash, & Nash, 60, Strand, W.C.
Nutting & Sons, GO, Barbican, E.C.
Osborn k Sons, Fulbam,S.W.
Perkins, .T, 4 Son, Northampton

„ Thyne, J. & R., Glasgow
„ Wrench, Jacob & Sons, London Bridge, E.C.
„ Wood & Son, Maresfield
„ 0. C. Wheeler & Son, Gloucester

Mr. H. Brown, Commutation Row, Liverpool
C. Burgess, Cheltenham
J. Chater, Cambridge
E. Cooling, Derby

J.'Fniser, lea Bridge, N.E.
W. Ivery, Peckham, S.E.
P. Kerr, Liverpool
W. Masters, Canterbury

J. Veitch. Chelsea, S.W.
B. S. Williams, Holloway, N.
G. Wheeler, Warminster
R. Smith, Worcester

JoRs & Charles Lee, Royal Vineyard Nursery and Seed Establish-

('
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OSP.OIIN iV SONS'
SELECT CATALOQUE OF THE ABOVE
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SUTTON'S PERMANENT GRASS SEEDS FOR ALL SOILS.

SUTTON & SONS
HAVE ONE OF THE

LARGEST STOCKS IN EUROPE

PERMANENT NATURAL GRASS

CLOVER SEEDS,

WHICH THEY MIX KXPRESSLY TO SUIT THE SOIL

FOR WHICH THEY ARE REQUIRED.

SUTTON'S MIXTURES OF PERMANENT GRASS AND CLOVER SEEDS,
FOK LAYING DOWN LAND TO MEADOW OH PASTURE.

PItlVES ACCOEDIjSG TO QUANTITIES ItEQUinEI) AND FURFOSES FOU WHICH THE SEEDS ARE INTESDED.

In these Mixtures the hirge Seeds are supplied in one uuxtuie, aud the small in another, to be sown at two casts. The sorts coutaiued in t'leiu are giown in difl'erent

localities, aud gathered separately by the hand expressly for this purpose, by which means all noxious weeds ure excluded. They consist of the most nutritive kiads of

FESCUES, POAS, SWEET VERNAL, PEUENNIAL CLOVERS, LOLIUMS, &c., and each kiud being kept separate, they are subsequently mixed in such sorts and

proportions as are most suitable to the soil to be laid dowu. In this we use our discretion, in accordance with our many years' experience in all parts of the kingdom, as well as

in foreign parts. We liud our customers are generally pleased to leave this point to our professional judgment, but we are equ<*lly happy to execute orders from prescriptiuns sent

by the purchaser . In the latter case, however, it is desirable to inquire the cost, as it may be greater than that of our own prescription; though we think our own canuot

generally be sm'passed, if it can be equalled. The quantity we usually supply is 2 bushels of lai'ge Seeds and 12 lb. of small Seeds per acre.

1^^ Should Grass Seeds he offered at loivcr jJrices than ours, tve ivould adeise intending purchasers to iwjuire the quantity supplied per acre of Xatnral Gras^^cs and Clovtrs.

Cheaper Permanent Mixtures.

These are also supplied at the rate of 2 bushels per acre, including CliiTei-s and

good Permanent Grass Seeds, but omitting some of the more expensive kinds.

Mixture for B.eclaimed Marsb.es and Heath Lands.

Many acres of land of tlds description have been successfully laid down to

Pcrmaneut Pasture by us, including much of the saudy soil at the Aldershot Camp.

Mixture for good Black Peaty Soil.

These soils produce excellent pasture when sown with the proper kinds of Seeds.

Grass Seeds for Cultivation with Sewage & other Liquid Manure.

Having for several years been engaged in supplying various Grass Seeds for

experiments with Liquid Manure on the Bagshot Sands, the Aldershot Camp, and

other poor soils, we are now prepared to offer the sorts which have been found to thrive

best under this treatment, and confidently recommend their cultivation as highly

remunerative and profitable. The quantity required per aero is 3 bushels, and the

present price is 8j. per bushel.

Mixture for Laying down Chalky or Gravelly Uplands and
Sheep Downs.

For this purpose Grass Seeds are annually collected from dry and hilly districts,

where they are foimd growing spontaneously; aud, after many years' experience, we

can confidently assure our friends that a good andpermanent sward may be obtained on

any upland from this mixture.

Mixture for Laying down "Water Meadows.

In this department also we have been very successful, many customers having

expressed their great gratification at the effect of these Seeds.

Permanent Evergreen Grasses for Churchyards and Cemeteries.

We have had the honour of supplying His Grace the Archbishop of Canterbury

and many others of the Clergy with Grass Seeds for Churchyards and Cemeteries,

which have given great satisfaction. Price of Seed, 18s. per bushel (2^ bushels

required per acre).

Mixture for Orchards and Pastures Overshaded with Trees.

An excellent Mixture can be supplied, suitable fur this purpose.

Mixture to Lay down New Park Lawns.

For this purpose all coarse-growiug kinds are carefully excluded, and the sward

will at all seasons present a luxuriant verdure, so desirable in Pai-ks contiguous to the

Mansion. The cost of Seeds for this purpose will be 18*. per bushel.

Mixture for fine Garden Lawns,

Including only the Unest and shortest growing lands. Price \s. per lb., or 20*.

per bushel.

Gentlemen possessing Perennial Clover Seeds, &c., can be supplied with a proper

Mixture of GRASSES to sow with them, as under :

—

Mixed Fescues, Cocksfoot, Loliums, Poas, Sweet Vernal, &c.,

Best sorts for Pt-rmaueut Pasture (omitting Clovers aud other heavy seeds).

Two bushels of the above, and 121b. of nuxed Clovers, wUl be the proper

quantities per acre for Peimaneut Pasture.

MIXED GRASS SEEDS, of coarse kiuds, for Cover, &c.

Do. do. do. fur Railway Embankments, &c.

Mixtures for Four Years', Three Years*, and Two Years' Lay.

MijTture of GRASSES, CLOVERS, &c., for Three or Foui- Teai'S* Pasture, Hay,

or SoUing (2 bushela per acre).

Mixture of GRASSES, CLOVERS, &c., for Two Years' Pasture, Hay, or Soiling

(1 bushel per acre, containing a larger proportion of Clover Seeds).

Renovating Mixture for Improving Old Pastures.

Our Renovating Mixture consists of the finest Grasses and Perennial Clovers. If

the Seeds are sown early in the season, the improvement in the pasture will be very

great, and at a small expense. Quantity of seed required, 8 to 12 lb. per acre. Sow in

March and April, or after hay cart at Midsummer.

N.B.—Those intending Laying down or Improving Pastm-es are recommended to communicate with us, stating the nature of the soil and the number of acres to be sown,

when we shall be pleased to advise what kinds would be most suitable, and to quote lowest prices for the Seeds.

Mr. martin SUTTON'S ESSAY on PASTURES, from the "Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England," is supplied Gratis with every parcel of Grass Seeds.

Ail other kinds of FARM SEEDS, also GARDEN SEEDS, FLOWER SEEDS, &c., can be auppUed, a PRICED LIST of which wUl be forwm-ded post free on application.

All Goods cai'riago free, excepting very small parcels ; 5 per cent, allowed for cash payments.

A reference or remittance is requestedfrom unknown Corrcspondtnts.

SUTTON AND SONS, ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.
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occm-riug, as it did, early in the year, wlien

frosts had but a few days disappeared, its success

was the more remarkable. Whether we English

have profited by the lessons there to be learnt,

especially in the matter of effective arrangement,
remains to be seen. The more artistic aiTange-

ment of the objects exhibited, however, was not

the only featur-e that was worthy of our imitation

—there was another equally important, and one

to which we should do well to pay more atten-

tion, viz., the endeavour to blend Science with

Art. The eye was to be gratified, and not the

eye only, but the intellect of the spectator. How
much the interest to the professional visitor was
enhanced by this combination need hardly be
said, and no better means of popularising botany
could well be adojited. The Congress, too, fiu-.

nishod another excellent means of bringing

together the botanists and the horticultm-ists ; of

showing practically to each theii' mutual relations

and mutual duties. Here, again, the general

public had a means offered them of appreciating

the practical api^lications of botany. It is too

much to expect it to understand the abstract

portions of the science unless its special taste

inclines in that direction; but we can hardly
conceive any sui'er mode of placing botany and
scientiiic horticulture on a better footing with
the public than by means of such gatheiiugs as

these. No slight gain arises, too, from the

intei-mingUng of the students and the workers
fi'om every country. We "may boast that in this

country hortioultiu'e is in a very advanced con-
dition, but for all that we have something
to learn. Our botanical ranks, moreover, are not

so crowded but that we should be the better for

accessions to the number, and there can be few
better plans for recruiting the force than those
offered by such a Congress.
The other example to which we alluded was

the EdinbuT'gh Fruit Show, held iii the past

autumn, and which, as a display of the better
kinds of fi-uit—of Grapes especially, has never,
we believe, lieen equalled. We speak not so

much of the superiority of special exhibitions,

though some rcmai-kably fine bunches were
shown, as of the general excellence of the Grapes,
which were staged in great profusion. It was at

least made evident by this meeting, that the
modem appliances of horticultui'e are sufficient

to outweigh natural difficulties and disadvantages,
and that the skUl of our leading horticulturists is

equal to the realisation of successful—nay,
of eminently successful results, in whatever
locality it maj' be brought into application.

The opportunity which tins exhibition afforded

for the friendly association of the gardeners of

the north and the south, was not one of its least

advantages, and it will remain as one of the
pleasant recollections of many who were present.
The summer and autumn of last year were

quite oxcoptioual in their heat, as was manifested
by the fruiting and flowering of numerous plants
which ordinarily do not come to perfection in this

country. The thorough ripening of the wood,
too, which took place this autumn, gives good
promise for the coming season, except in those
not infi-equent cases where plants produced their

flowers a second time.

On the whole, however, as far as we are
concerned, the retrospect is a sad one. Our
losses last year were exceptionally heavy,

j

Calabar region, has given us a grand addition

Wo mjss from among us oiu- great chieftain's, • to the terrestrial race.

and no small number of om' rank and file. Few
|

Amongst stove plants we may refer to

years, it is to be hoped, could furnish such an I
Anthmium magnificum as having won and kept

obituary List as that of 1865. Taking merely \

a foremost rank amongst the now fashionable

Chatsworth and the Crystal Palace remain in

existence, and the reminiscences of the Great

Exhibition of 1851 suiTive. In August Hugh
Cuming, the traveller, a diligent collector in

almost all branches of natural history, was
removed from among us ; and two days after-

wards the veteran Sir W. Hookek succumbed.
Ho had devoted a long life to the advancement
of botanj', and to him mainly wo owe the proud
position which Kew has attained as the first of

botanic gardens. Little more than two months
after death had thus removed one great botanical

chief from our midst, John Lutdley was laid in

the grave—the friend ofHookek, and the acknow-
ledged chief of horticultiu'e in this countrj'.

In the face of such a list as this, we might well

be anxious for the futui'O, were it not for the

conviction that in these days of constant progress,

individual talent and individual zeal, however
desirable, are less important than in bygone
times, when so much depended on the exer-tions

of one, or at least of very few men. We may
not have such giants again ; but there are stiU.

among us some of foremost eminence, while
the number of humbler devotees, small though it

be in proportion to what it ought to be, is yet
larger than of old.

With all our regrets, then, and they are of the
deepest, we think there is no reason to look with
apprehension to the coming time. On the con-
traiy, we look forward mth hope that the futui-e

of Horticulture will be even brighter than the past
has been, and that because the aUiauce between
the botanists on the one side, and the horticul-

tmists on the other, will have become more inti-

mate ; for assm-edly in proportion as that intimacy
is strengthened, willthe botanist and the gardener,
cultivators of intenningled sciences, be held in

increased estimation by the world at largo.

The year which has just passed away has
brought us its full .share of Novelties, in the
shape of beautiful and useful objects woi-thy of

eveiy cai-o on the part of the horticulturist or

florist. We have had perhaps nothing brought
out so startling as the Victoria was in its day, or

as the Eafiiesia will be when the suggestion we
recently made has had time to bear fruit, for

Welwitschia it appears has again failed, but we
have nevertheless secru'ed many important
additions to oiu' collections from foreign lands,

and in the departmentjof home-productions there
ai-e everywhere signs of progress.

If in easting a look backwards to the more
prominent of the objects which have been
brought into view, we commence with the aristo-

cratic Orchid family, we shall find that amongst
the now favourite Odontoglots, some gems of
the first water have been discovered. There is

for example Odontoglossum Alexandi'aj and
0. Bluntii—whether they be one or twain we
leave orchidologists to settle—which take rank
amongst the most beautiful of theii' race ; while
scarcely less lovely, but of another type, are
0. HaUii and racliatum. Then the fine genus
Phaltenopsis has received some most welcome
additions, in the shape of P. sumatrana and
P. Liiddemanniana ; what Prof. Reichenbach
calls the finest of the forms of Laelia elegans has
appeared in the v.ariety he has named Wolsten-
holmi;e ; and Liisochllus Horsfallii, from the

prominent names that had an interest for

botanists or horticulturists, and naming them
merely in the order in which they were taken
from us, we find William Siiakp Macleay,
formerly well known as a scientific man in this
couatiy, and a liberal patron of horticultur

class of fine-leaved species. This plant was
introduced by Mr. Weir (whose sad case we
adverted to a short time since), and has suc-

cessively borne the names of grande and ronli-

foUimi, but its recent publication in the //> / "
Horticole, with a plato, under the first-mentionud

Australia. In the same month (January) Huon
\

name, will give to that a place in the annals of

Falconer was removed from among us—better i

science which the others cannot claim. Another
known as a geologist than a botanist, but still

[

lovely plant of this category is the Calathea
held in grateful recollection as tho successor of Veitchiana, the finest of the dark mottled-leaved
Hoyle at tho Botanic Garden at Sahanmpore. plantscultivatedunderthe name ofMar'anta; while
In February Sir R. Sohombitrgk, the discoverer another very cm-ious example of the same family,

of the Victoria regia, was summoned to his rest. ! and beautiful withal, differing in presenting a
In May wo lost iViEXANDEii Smith, who had as 1

remarkably light and lively tint of green in con-
large an acquaintance with economic botany as I

junction with regularly-disposed dark blotches,

any one now living, and whoso manuscripts wo and shown as an unnamed species of Maranta
yet hope to hear wUl be given to the public,
Chakles Waterton, the veteran natm-alist, and
a fi'equent contributor to our- columns, termi-
nated his long life about the same time. In
June we had to lament the loss of Sii' Joseph
Paxton, one whose name was jjerhaps more
widely known than either- of those we have men

now bears the designation of Calathea tubispatha,
from the remarkable tubular form of the spathe
whence its flowers issur. ( il' sinxc ] ilants valuable
for their blossoms, thi ihm^I iiii|)iiilant acquisition

which occui's to us is the Ahinrliiu inicans. which
may be described as resi'iiibling M. cordilblia,

but with larger flowers, producedm gi-eater abun-
tioned, and whose memory will endivre as long as dance on the numerous short lateral branches.

A few important additions have been made to

the list of hardy perennials. Primula Pariyi, a
broad-leaved, dark purple species from theEocky
Moimtains, is a grand acquisition in its class ; so

also is Pentstemon granditbUus, with ovate

glaucous leaves and large Idac flowers, from the

same region. Anemone angidosa, one of the

Hepatica race, comes as a choice spring flower,

quite eclipsing the Hepaticas which have long

been familiar as garden flowers ; while in Abronia
fragrans, another Eocky Mountain denizen, we
gain the finest known species of its genus, and
what seems to be a valuable hardy rock plant.

Of choice exotic Ferns, Adiantum farleyense,

shown at one of tho Kensington meetings, is the

most curious and most beautiful addition ^of the

past year. It adds to the grandeur of A. trapezi-

forme a most charming di'ooping and excessively

leafy and fringy character of growth, while the

fructifying parts, sparingly produced, resemble

A. tenerum. This is West Indian, and, being
reported as a seedling, may possibly be a hybrid,

and if so wiU possess stUl higher interest. From
South America wo have derived the curious

scrambling flexuoso refiraoted Gymuogramma
with finelj'-cut leaves, which bears the name of

G. flexuosa. The Gleichenia cryjitocarpa of

Chili, a well-marked example of the more
elegant of the Gleichenias, has been introduced

to public notice as hardy in Torkshii-c ; while

from North-west America has come the

Polystichum munitum, a fine evergreen Fern
aUied to tho falcineUum of Madeira, and
to our- own Lonchitis. New n.ative Ferns
have been acquii-ed, either as wild plants or

cultivated .sports, in considerable numbers. We
may mention as occurring amongst the more
interesting of them which we hope shortly to

notice more fully, a form of Polystichum
angulai'e called pan'issimum, a Fern of extreme
elegance and sj-mmetry, and Asploiuum Adiau-
tum-nigrum 13cllaii-si;e as remarkable for its

cm-ious eccentricitj' of development.

The raisers of new Seedlijig flowers have not

been inactive, but diu-ing the year have made
valuable contributions to the general progress.

Wo cannot follow them in detail, for their name
is legion ; but we may refer to a few in illustra-

tion. Thus, Ml-. Pabsons is working on with the

Achimenes year by year, obtaining some advance
in size, form, coloiu-, or quality. Mr. TURNER has
introduced to om- notice some exquisitelybeautiful

Alpine Am-iculas. In Azaleas we have additions,

but nothing like the advances made in the

previous year by the advent of Mi-. Veitch'S
Stella and its kindred kinds. Cinerarias have
yielded us one fine dark self, called Lord
Amberley. Of the many new Chiysanthemurns ,

we should point especi-ally to Gloria Mundi as
\

the flower of the year—a flower of exquisite

form, and remarkable for its brilliant colour,

which is a rich golden yellow ; while Golden
^

Beverley, another shade of pui-o yellow, and^
lovely in tint, though hardly equalling the foi-mer

in quality, may surpass it in usefulness as a show
or decorative plant. The ranks of the Fuchsias
have as usual been acceptably replenished from
the stores of Mi'. Banks ; as those ofPelargoniums
have fi'om the choice seedlings of Mr. Hoyle,
Mr. Beck, and others. Beaton's Bedding
Pelargoniums are working a revolution amongst
"bedding stuff," the earlier varieties having
already made a reputation ; while many later ones

still in Mr. W. Paul's hands, -svill usefuUy sup-
plement, and in certain cases surpass, the

originals. Mr. Fleming, too, has gained in this

dii-ection some useful improvements on tho .score

of colom-, Mr. Wills has been successfully

working from the leafage point of view, and
• itlii-rs right and left are devoting themselves
t u I he production of new sorts ; so that

prub.ibly in no jnodei-n flower is there so fail- a
jjrospect of a succes.sion of acquisitions as

amongst those bedding races of Pelargoniums.
The double Pyi-ethr-irms perhaps come next to

them in this respect, only they differ in being
comparatively new and unknown. In the han^s
of Ml-. S.iLTER and others, they are, however,
sui'ely progressing, for many very beautiful and
distinct sorts have been gained, and many more,
we cannot doubt, are buried in the womb of time.

Those grand old flowers, the herbaceous Lobelias,

after standing still for many years have at length

made a no-w stai-t, and in place of the mere
scarlets and puiples of fomier days, we .'hall now
have a variety of most pleasing shades of colour,'

including pinks, ro.ses, carmines, crimsons,

maroons, violet^, and many intermediate tints.

In the Snowflake Lobelia, too, a pure white

variety of Lobelia ramosa, we have gained a
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superior white flower for summer massing. The

Mimulus has undergone a strange metamorphosis

in a duplex- flowered race, which has sprung i^p,

and seems to be permanent, as Mr. Bull ali-eady

hoId.s several distinct vai'ieties. Oiu- readers will

doubtless remember, fi-om the description of them

we have already given, that they are changed by

the conversion of the calyx into the semblance

of a coloui-ed coroUa, so that the blossoms grow
hose-in-hose fashion, the true coroUa fallLug off

early as usual, while the coloured calyx remains

for a long time fresh and pertect. Amongst
BngUsh-raised Eoses, that called Dr. Lindley is,

we know, held in high esteem by skiUod

rosarians, and we ourselves have full confidence

that it will prove worthy of its name. Mr.
Wills, amongst Verbenas, has given us quite

a new race, which, from its close dwarf

habit and profusion of blossoms, will probably

revive some of the prestige of that flower

as a summer bedder. iVnd finally, lest we tue

the patience of oru- readers, the Violet has not

escaped imjirovement, as witness Mr. Gii^vnAii's

new variety called The Czar, which in point of

size and \-igoui' eclipses all that have pre-

ceded it.

In the department of Pruits the acquisitions, if

not so numerous, are at least as important. We
need only mention such productions as the

Golden Lady Downes', the Muscat Champion,
and Mrs. Pince's Muscat amongst Grapes, and
point to the Early Alfred and Alexandi-a

Noblesse, worthy successors of Early Albert and
Early Victoria, amongst Peaches, in order to

illustrate this, and to indicate the channels along

which at the present day the current of improve-
ment is most strongly setting in.

And if we cannot record such striking advances
in the Culinary department, it is not for want
of effort, nor indeed of effort in the right direc-

tion, witness the many selected Peas, the
hybridised Cabbages and Kales, the seedling
Potatos, which from time to time appear, but
which in many cases have to be fixed by a long
course of careful selection before they can bo
said to have any real existence ; and after all, in a
variety of instances, are but a reversion, or some-
thing very like it, to a pure or time stock of some
old sort, fi'om which in the ordinary com-so of
cultivation the form usually grown has gradually,
and it may be imperceptibly, diverged. We
have, however, in the Tail-podded Radish some-
thing more like a novelty to include in this

summary of the year's progress, and concerning
the introduction of which we refer to a short
paragi-aph subjoined.

We find the following interesting" account
of the Rat-tatl Radish, by Dr. Lawson in the last

number of the Nova Scotia " Journal of Agriculture "

:

At the July Exhibition of the Royal Botanic Society,

Mr. Bull exhibited "a new Radish, in which
instead of the root the seed pods, which have the
flavoiu' of a Radish, are eaten." The vegetable
referred to is no doubt the same as " the Spottis-

woode Rat-tail Radish," of which a fidl description

and engraving were publLshed by Dr. Lawson in

DowNiNG's " Hortioultiuist," (New York), August
ISno. It had been in cultivation for some years at
the Edinburgh Botanic Garden, and in Canada. It

is a delicious vegetable, a native of Java (not of

India), and appears to have been in cultivation in

some parts of India for a considerable time, particu-
larly in the neighbom'hood of Benares. It had
indeed been referred to in the " Revue Horticole "

by M. CouKTOis Gekahd, as the Madras Radish.
However it is not referred to in " Hortus Maderas-
patensis," and the name Madras Radish must be
chopped as having probably originated in some
error. It was introduced to Europe by Mrs. Colonel
Spottiswoode, who, on Dr. LawshnV -ujl. mi.h,
sent seeds to Prof. Balfoub, and it i',:i ;i. r. - i,iiK

reared by Mr. McNab in the Edini.iiijii KiIjim.

Garden. Ciiltivators of this Radish rtgaiJ il a.s uuu
of the most valuable vegetables that liavo been
introduced tor many years, being far superior in
delicacy of flavoiur to the best varieties of Root
Radish. The pods have a peculiai- pungent yet
delicate flavour, and are perfectly succulent, and may
be used either as salad or to form a pickle. Its culti-

vation is extremely simple, very much that of the
common Root Radish. " Notwith.standiug," adds
Dr. LawsoNj*' the opinions expressed by writers in
the ' Revue Horticole,' we believe the plant to be
identical with the Raphanus caudatus of botanists.
The French horticultiu'ists seem to find their pods
comparatively short, while those of R. caudatus are
described by botanists as 3 or i feet in length. It
must be observed, however, that there are many
varieties of the Rat-tail Radish, vaiying in the
length of their pods, and that a good stock is only
obtained by oarefnUy saving seed feom the
very long attenuate-podded plants. Fourteen or

15 inches was found to be a good length for the pods
in Canada In moister climates they will no doubt
grow much larger, under good management, and in

Nova Scotia we need not despair of obtainingpods that

wiU approach De Candolle's description :
' Siliqua

tota planta longior, imo 4-5 pedalis,' &c. We are

soriy to see the root referred to as edible. In the
true large-podded varieties, the root is quite worth-
less, and the jjods alone should be used. The young
leaves, however, are succulent, and edible, and have
the same flavour."

New Plants.
323. Cymbidium Hookkria^vm, Jic/i!>. Ji/.

Foliis liueari-ligiiLitis acutis (bipcdalibus), vaginia cncrgicc
striatis, pedunculo porrecto mcemoso grandifloru, floribus
illos Cymbidii cbumci sequantibus, sepalis pet<alisquc stel-

latis, oblongis obtuse acutis, petalis paulo angustioribus,
labello trifido, laciuiis lateralibus basi subsemicordatis, seu
aequalibus, .antice ungulatis, laciiiia aiitica subcordata uv.-ita

transversa lobulosa, lineis geniiuis velutinis a basi disci in
basin laciniM .-uiticie, labello ceteruni hilic illinc subvelutino.
Sepala et petala viridla, Labellum ot colunina iilbo-flav-ida

guttis atropurpureis.

A magnificent species, with the habit of Cymbidiimi
giganteum, but with larger flowers of a pale Apple
green ; the lip and column being whitish, with
numerous piui)le blotches. The deHoacy of colours is

very beautiful.

What must prove to be this plant, floweredyears ago
at Exeter with Messrs. Veitch, under Mr. Dominy's
care. We saw it ^vith buds at the Royal Exotic

Nursery, Chelsea ; and we were told the develop-

ment of flowers was very slow, so that the plant is

expected to be one of the grand ornaments of the
International Flower Show.
No doubt Messrs. Veitch will be glad to obtain the

name before the opening of the flowers—an excellent

name too, given with the writer's best wishes as a
gratulation for the first new year's day of his Kew
directorship, to Dr. Hooker. Bchb.jil.

EXTRACTS FROM THE JOURNAL
OP Me. John Gould Veitch,

DUEINC A TRIP TO THE AUSTRALIAN COLONIES
AND THE SOUTH SEA ISL.\NDS.

Should you consider that the accompanying
extracts from the Journal of my son John, who is at

|

present travelling in Australia and the adjacent

islands, would be of interest to your readers, they are

at your service for publication in the Gardeners'

Chronicle. These extracts, you will find, contain brief

notes on the botany and horticultm'e of those coun-
tries, and are just jotted down on the spot, without any
embeUishment or attempt at fine descriptions, and are

simply the impressions produced on one of the first

English hortioiUtirrists who has visited those, or at

least some ot those parts. James Viite/i, Hoyal Krotie

Kursery, Chelsea. [We feel greatly pleased in

inserting this letter, as we are sure that the horticul-

tural and botanical gleanings of so intelUgent and
adventurous a traveller as Mr. J. G. Veitch will

possess much interest for our readers.]

Atiyusf 2, 18(!+.—On the afternoon of this day I

left Plymouth Soimd for Sydney, N. S. W,, in the

ship La Hogue, commanded by Captain Williams,

We were 40 saloon passengers, including many old

Austrahan colonists. Our voyage of 05 days was a
long one, and natiu'ally monotonous, the occasional

sight of a ship being our only change. My chief

amusement consisted in attending to a collection of

plants in Wardian cases, intended for distribution

among my friends in Sydney, which enabled me to

learn the be.st mode of packing plants for such
voyages, with their treatment on board ship. My
experience goes to show that all hard-wooded plants,

such as Camellias, Indian Azaleas, Rhododendrons,
Conifers, Roses, Ike, wiU travel with the greatest

safety, provided that a sufficient supply of water is

given to them previous to the case being closed up,

and they are kept on deck exposed to the hght during
the voyage.
With soft-wooded plants, such as Verbenas,

Petunias, Geraniums, Carnations, &c,, I failed ; their

tciidi inv to grow whilst crossing the tropics, seemed
t 1 I x1i:ui-i I heir strength. The loss in sending such
]jlaui- -.1 ;;iriit a distance will , I fear, alWays bc great.

With tlie exception of an indistinct view of

Madeira on the l.'ith of August, no land was seen

previous to making the Australian coast, and our
pleasure was consequently all the greater on finding

ourselves entering the heads of Sydney harbour,

with an early prospect of once more walking on
im-a firma.

Si/rlneij, iXuremher 5, 1,SG4.—The harbour of Port

Jackson, .seven miles from the entrance of which lies

the city of Sydney, is the finest and most picturesque

I ever saw. As we sailed up it, I could not avoid

exclaiming, " How splendid !
" A series of the most

beautifid views presented themselves, changing
every moment as a fresh promontory or bay, over

which were scattered numerous suburban houses and
ornamental groimds, appeared in .sight. One thing

only is wanting, viz., luxuriant vegetation.

I was immediately struck, and greatly disappointed

with, the brown, bumtup appearance of the countiy.

We anchorefl alrnost abreast of the Botanical Gardens.

In a few moments the ship's deck was crowded
with the friends of the various passengers ; amongst
the number was Mr, Charles Moore, the Director of
the Sydney Botanical Gardens, who welcomed me to
Au,stralia with the greatest kindness, and iusisted on
my making his house my home at once, and as long
as I staid in the countiy.

One's ideas on landing in a country where every-
thing is new and strange, are somewhat confused.
One sees more than can be remembered or described.

My first imjjressions of Sydney and its immediate
vicinity were most favourable. The delightful
climate, and the thorough English appearance of
everything connected with the town, strack me
veiy much. Sydney itself is more remarkable for

its general extent than for any individual buildings

or streets. The latter are narrow and not pecu-
liarly clean. The great centre of attraction, and
that which Sydney may justly be proud of, is the
Botanical Garden. On the eastern side of the town
is a large public square or park called Hyde Park. It

is most ornamentally planted with fine avenues of
ConiferjE and evergreen trees. The Sydney Museum,
one of its finest birildings, is situated on one side of
the park. The collection of objects of Natural
History is already lai'ge, particularly of insects and
reptQes. Sydney's grand feature, however, and
that which one never ceases to admire, is its

harbour. In the immediate vicinity of no large city,

probably, are there so many and such varied sites

for buildings and ornamental grounds. The prin-

cipal drive out of Sydney is the South Head Road,
leading to the Southern Point, which forms the
entrance to the harboiu, and on which there is a
brilliant revolving light. It was at this spot that

the deplorable wreck of the Duubai' took iilaoe

some years since.

A very fair insight into the vegetation of this

district is obtained by a ride along the road, whilst

here and there one meets with the mast pictiu-esque

views of the noble harbour, with the rocky and
thinly vegetated points of land jutting into it.

I noticed many plants in a wild state which I had
previously known imder greenhouse cidtiue in

England. The cliffs are of sandstone fomiation.

Subjoined is a list of the priucip^l i-.lniit- tbnt fell

under my notice :—Acacia.s, Ba;cl:i;' 1'- ' i lu-

lata (the native Rose), and otli i ' ns,

Ceratopetalum gummiferuin (the ]i:.u^'^ LLn Lma-;

Tree, so-called from the persistent calyx turning a

bright red colour at this season, and answering the

pm-pose of Holly-berries), Ceratopetalum apetalum,

Correas, Dendrobium speciosum (the native Rock
Lily), ElEeocarpus retioulatus, Epacris grandiflora,

Eriostemon buxifolius, E. neriifolius,) Eucalypti

(various), Grevillea robusta, Hakeas, Leptosper-

miuns, Melaleucas, Pimeleas, Tetrathecas, SmUax
glycyphyila, Xanthorrhoeas (the Australian Grass

tree), and numerous Ferns, of which the mast striking

were Gleichenia flabellata and microphylla, Schizsea

dichotoma, and Todea australis.

(2'u 111 eoutiiuud.)

THE CHRISTMAS ROSE,

This fine old herbaceous plant may be said to be

the datum jieg of all the year's botany, the first

flower of the season, a plant of it now before me
being in full bloom this day (December 28), having

been indoors only about a week, and kept in a sitting

room. The Christmas Rose is most valuable at this

festive season for supplying cut flowers ; its large

pure white buds, finely tipped with pink, are borne on

very stiff stems, 4 or 5 inches in length, and when
open the flower is found to consist of five petals, or

rather floral leaves, and to measure about 3 inches

across. These leaves are very stiff and showy, con-

sisting of a calyx, pure white inside, and white

tipped with pink outside ; to make amends for this

anomaly, however, there is a corolla of beautiful

pale green petals, about 15 in number, in the form of

inverted cones, elegantly cut, and so an-anged within

the calyx as to give the general appearance of the

flower a greenish hue. These little horns arc

much shorter than the stamens, and are only

discovered by close examination. The stamens, say

inn in number, with orange-coloured anthers, give a

fulness to the flower, and are not milike the " Glory

on the Figure " in the St. John's-wort.* In both

cases there is a resemblance to the halo or rays of

gloiy that the ancient painters were in the habit of

placing aroimd the heads of the Holy Family.

The architecture of the pistil of the Christmas

Rose is exceedingly ornamental, resembling as it

does a vase elaborately carved and twisted. The

general effect of this dead white flower, with its

centre of green and orange, is very striking, its dark-

coloured leaves setting off the blossoms to much
advantage. The leaves themselves, like eveiy other

portion of this interesting plant, are thick and

leathery, and at the time when the flowers appear

are at least one year older than the blossoms whose

delicate orgairisation they are destined to defend.

Opening into beauty, as this plant does, at

such an inclement season as Christmas in England

' Hypericum : of this name, Loudon -says "«ri^
uiltaiwvn." Dr. Hock says the translation is «« mbove :

firn. Mle

irnftge or figure, and hypt-y. wpr.n or over.
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g^norally i^, t-ftino nnluralprnt^ction seems necessary,

aud "ive find that tliis is liandsomely jtriivided,

for upou a stiff I'ootst.alk arc arranged some nine ur

ten leaves, springing from a common centre, like

the groined roof of some old cliuroh, thereby forming
a penthouse S or inches in diameter over the blossom-

buds below, whilst at the same time sun and air have
fi-ee access to them. The leaf when detached from
the plant is in character and appearance quite a
miniature Palm, and the whole plant, although only
a couple of handbreadths in height, has so much
individuality about it, that it could not fail to attract

notice on that account nione ; but when we come to

speak of it as associated with the festive season of

Christmas, we turn over a new leaf, or rather we
must advei"t to the old pages of its history.

At the bare mention of its scientific name

—

Helleborus, the golden honours on its head vanish,

and the whole plant seems an apostate ; suffice it

therefore to state that the Christmas Rose is a relation

of those beautiful garden flowers the Ranunculus
and Anemone, as well as of the gaudy Pasony and the

wild clambering Clematis ; indeed the English name
of Clematis vitalba, the Traveller's Joy, is quite a
household word ; we find the plant in every high
hedge in the western counties of England, delighting
the traveller with masses of blossoms as large as

haystacks, for I have seen this Clematis in a jimgle
100 feet long and 30 feet wide, in one mass of

flower. Let the Christmas Rose then be associated

with the Traveller's Joy in its family circle, for

they are really allied ; but let no one venture to

name the deadly Hellebore.
The Lily, the Lily of the Valley, the Violet, the

Snowdrop, the Passion-flower, and even the Judas
Tree may be quoted to show that the nomenclature
of our plants is now and ever has been associated
with real life and history, and we could very ill spare
a well-known name from our list—least of all could
we spare the name of Rose, associated as it ever has
been with loveliness.

If the Christmas Rose were to appear in June
with its five white petals in some thorny jungle,
elbowing itself into notice like the Bramble, its

flower might pass muster among those of the
Dog Rose, where the five pink-tipped white petals
are so well known to prevail ; but when we
see the order of Nature so strongly reversed,
that this tiny evergreen herb lets the spring,
summer, and even the autumn, pass by, and flowers
in the very depth of winter, we need not wonder at
its being so highly prized. About a week before
Christmas it may be potted and placed in a cottage
window to bloom, to effect which no costly arrange-
ment is needed ; a disabled basin, with no hole in
the bottom, will hold earth enough for this hardy
herbaceous plant, and to those who may have to
purchase the plant, it will not cost more than (5rf. ;

the clumsiest tyro, too, that ever planted Kale with
a dibber, "will be gardener enough to do the work, for
such is the determined character of the plant to thrive
under difficulties, that no one need despair of having
the Christmas Rose in full bloom at Christmas.
Nothing could compensate us for the loss of

Christmas festivities. It is thoroiighly English to
have "mirth and joUitie" at this season, and the
bard wrote well when he said

—

" A Christmas gambol oft would cheer
The poor man's hearc thi-ongh h.alf the year."

There is great joy in an atmosphere of flowers,
and there is no end to their beauty, so that what
has often been applied to pictures, may truly be said
of them

—

" A thing of be.anty is a joy for ever."

Alex. Forsyth.

THE LATE SIR WILLIAM HOOKER.
The following eloquent passages bearing testi-

mony to the memory and services of the late Sir W.
Hooker, have just appeared in the 41st volume of
Silliman's American Journal of Science and Art,
with the well-known signature of "A. G." (Prof.
Asa Gray). They form the concluding paragraphs of
a very able and discriminating notice of the deceased
botanist's labours, and as coming from one well
qualified to judge, and one mitrammelled by national
feeling, are doubly worthy of peiiLsal ; and for these
reasons we reproduce them here :

—

" Our survey of what Sir William Hooker did for
science would be incomplete indeed, if it were con-
fined to his published works—nmnerous and import-
ajit as they are- and to the wise and efficient
administration through which, in the short space of
24 years, a Queen's flower and kitchen garden and
pleasure grounrLs have Ik.h I r.in-l'ormed into an
imperial botanical rslaLli Imim m, i,f unriv.alliHl
interest and value. A.rmi,,! .,li,,nld be taken of the
spirit ill wliieh he worked, of the researches and ex-
ph.ialiniis Ih- ]iromoted, of the aid and encom-.age-
iiieiit ill-

. xtiuded to Ills felluw-labourers, especially
to young and rising botanists, and of the means and
appliances he gathered for then- use no le.ss than for
his own.

" The single-mindedness -nath which he gave him-
self to liis scientific work, and the conscientiousness
with wliich he lived for science while he lived bi/ it,

wer; above all praise. Eminently fitted to shine in
soci ;ty, remarkably good-l.joking, aud of tlic m<M,

jileasing addt-css. frank, cordial, and withal of a vor^'

genial disposition, he never dissipated liis time and
energies in the rounds of fashionable life, but ever

avoided the social prominence aud worldly distinc-

tions which some sedulously seek. So that—however
it may or ought to be regarded in a country where
Court honours aud Government rewards have a
factitious importance—we count it a high compli-
ment to his sense aud modesty that no such
distinctions were ever conferred upon him, in

recognition of all that he accomplished at Kew.
" Nor was there in him, while standing in a position

like that occupied by Banks and Smith in his early

days, the least manifestation of a tendency to over-

shadow the science with his own importance, or of

indifference to its general advancement. Far from
monopolising even the choicest botanical materials

which large expenditure of time, and toil, and money
brought into his hands, he delighted in setting other

botanists to work upon whatever portion they wished
to elaborate ; not only imparting freely, even to

comparatively young and untried men of promise, the
multititde of specimens he could distribute, and
giving to all comers free access to his whole herba-
rium, but sending portions of it to distant investi-

gators, so long as this could be done without too

great detriment or inconvenience. He not only
watched for opportunities of attaching botanists to

Government expeditions and voyages, and secured
the publication of their results, but also largely

assisted many private collectors, whose fullest sets

are among the treasures of far the richest herbarium
ever accumulated in one man's life-time, if not the
amplest anywhere in existence.

" One of the later and not least important services
which Sir William Hooker has rendered to Botany
is the inauguration, through his recommendation
and influence, of a plan for the publication, under
Government patronage, of the Floras of the different
British colonies and possessions, scattered over every
part of the world. Some of these (that of Hong Kong
and that of the British West Indies) are already
completed ; others (like that of Australia, and the
Cape Flora of Harvey and .Sender, adopted into the
series), are in course of publication ; and still others
are ready to be commenced.

" The free and cordial way in which Hooker
worked in conjunction with others is partly seen in

the variotis names which are associated with his in

authorship. This came in part from the wide range
of subjects over which his survey extended, a range
which must have contributed much to the breadth
of his views and the sureness of his judgment.
Invaluable as such extent of study is, in the present
state and prospects of our science, we can hardly
ex})ect to see again a botanist so widely and so

well acquainted both with cryptogiimic and phane-
rogamic botany, or one capable of doing so much
for the advancement and illustration of both.

" Oitr narrative of Sir William Hooker's scientific

career and our estimate of his influence has, we trust,

clearly, though incidentally, informed our readers
what manner of man he was. To the wide circle of
botanists in which he has so long filled so con-
spicuous a place, to his surviving American friends
and correspondents, some of whom have known him
long and well,—and ' none knew him but to love
him, nor named him but to praise.' it is superfluous
to say that Sir William Hooker was one of the most
admirable of men, a model Christian gentleman."

Home Correspondence.
Odonfnghissum Jilinitii anil Alcrnndrrr.—Ton a.sk

for my views about the identity or difference of the
two new Odontoglossa, Alexandra} and Bluntii. Not>
withstanding you will shortly have from me some
figures and remarks on these plants, j'et I think it

better to answer yoirr question at once as well as I

can. I was supplied a few months ago by my
English friends and correspondents with many
flowers of Odontoglossums, and should be very
thankful if they would continue so to do. I feel
quite convinced now that our knowledge will
increase a good deal by these vast supplies. We
shall gain, no doubt, quite unexpected rays of light
as to the limits of variation in species. No doubt, as
I have already said, it is a pity that we must name
all these kinds immediately they flower, as it would
be much safer to wait for a few years, to allow of
more careful observation. But it must be done. As
to myself, I feel already quite persuaded that there
arc mules which disturb our botanical feelings. Mr.
Stnail Low wa- >< > i^.iod as to send me at two dif-
f' n iH lim. - ||..^^( I , it the shape of Odontoglossum
V'tMtiM^iiiii. :,ii,l

_\
I I w 1 1 It some ver^' decided characters

a|iprnaLUiny thmv uf what we call "radiattnn."
Tliu.s I can well imagine that Mr. Weir (in my ej-es

one of the few modem careful collectors, since he has
sent home verj' valuable berbaria). lia.s felt jier-

suaded that nil Ibr « lni, -IImm-.v,.! (M.iniw;:l,,N he
observed, in ininnm caiil. \ anat i.in-, l.i loiM.-r.

I
I.. n)ir

species. For m\' I'ai 1. 1 l«lir\c ilHivaie I w ^ ^|i. ,!,--,

aud mtUes too between tlieni. Alexauilra' lias tlie

longer thinner more crispy flowers, bearing an acute
liji, and longer freer lamella; on the lip. Bluntii has
thicker, shorter, not much crisped flowers, and very
short keels f,o the retu.sc lip. I hope to see a set of

my sketehes prodticed in the GarAenrrR^ Otromclc.
Alexancb-a; is quite in the way of Odontoglossum
crispum, Bluntii is in the way of Odontoglossum
Pescatorei. I would recommend the question to

Messrs. Veit«h, who have at their disposal the
services of Mr. Dominy, who raises the seedlings of

Orchids with an extraordinary facility. He should
take seeds of both types, and then cross the two
together. Then in the course of, let us say 10 years,

we would see more clearly. I qitite understand
Mr. AVeir believing these to be one, since he seems
not to have thought of hybrids. I can imagine that a
century or two hence a Japanese or a New Zealand
gardener wiU be sent to Europe as a collector, to

secure in the Jura Mountains a harvest of Narcissi,

in ignorance of there being mules ; when having
collected not only what we call Narcissus poeticus and
pseudo-Narcissus, but also the mules, so nicely called

by Monsiexu- Grenier super-pseudo-Nareisso-poeticus,
pseudo-Narcisso poeticus, sub -pseudo -Narcisso-
poeticus—would he not become nervous to find the
mrnnts at home .speaking about two different species?

//. G. Rclih.fil.

Orange indigenous to Central Italy.—Can any of

your coirespondents state if the Orange is indi-

genous to Central Italy ; and if so, can they kindly
give the exact locality ? ir. //. [It is held by the
best authorities that the Orange and several allied

fniits are all of Eastern origin, introduced to Europe
at a comparatively modern date, but of very ancient
and general ctiltivation in Asia.]
Mr. Patirson's Potatos.—Potatos are so much in-

fluenced by the soil and circum.stances under which
they are cultivated, that the iudi^'idual experience of

one grower cannot be regarded as conclusively deter-

mining the merits of any particular variety. I know,
from experience, that several sorts of Potatos, of im-
doubted excellence grown in some neighbotiring
districts, are absolutely worthless when grown in the
heavy land of this locality. Mr. Wliiting's opinion
concerning the value of some of Mr. Paterson's
Potatos must be understood as applying to the locality

in which the experiment of their cultivation was
tried, and his testimony is vahiable and interesting

to those who seek in such discussions for reliable

information to guide them in the important matter
of selecting a good Potato for future cultivation, but
Mr. A\Tiiting's opinion is fairly balanced by evidence
from another locality. Mr. Dean has fairly and ably
stated his experience in the cultivation of

Paterson's Potatos, and announces results justifying
the commendations these Potatos have received.
Let me, as one interested in the elucidation of
facts bearing on the diverse influence of the soils

and circumstances of varioiLS localities on the fruit
and vegetables we cultivate, add my experience
in regard to the merits of some of Mr. Paterson's
Potatos. Early in the year I obtained from Messrs.
Lawson three kinds of Potatos sent out by Mr.
Paterson—Victoria, Regent, and Rock—considering
from the testimonials in their favour that they were
best calcidated for gai-den culture. In setting these
Potatos I treated them precisely as I do my general
crop ; they were set on the .surface of winter-dug
ground, in rows 2i feet apart, and immediately
earthed up. The dressing employed was principally
charred earth aud burnt woody matters. I grew on
the same land near them, Dalmahoys, Regents, Pink-
eyed Regents, Prince of Wales, Skerry Blue, Rooks,
and Flukes, and several other kinds experimentally.
The growth of these varieties and Mr. Paterson's
was equally healthy aud luxuriant up to the period
when, owing to a low prevailing temperature, and an
excess of rain in August, the dreaded disease made
its appearance ; then the superior constitutional
vigour of the Scotch Potatos was seen. AU my old
kinds succumbed to the disease ; the haulm and leaves
turned black and withered. Paterson's kinds, though
exhibiting indications of the disease, appeared to
have in a most active vitality the power of resisting
the disease. The haulm remained green and .succu-

lent, and some terminal leaves continued to expand
until late in the autumn. On securing the Potatos
in October, I found that nearly all my old and
favourite sorts—Pink-eyed Regent, Regent, Dal-
mahoy, and others—were badly diseased, even to the
extent of half the crop. The still living haulm of
Paterson's varieties led me to hope for better results,

and I was jiLstified in my anticipations, for, on
taking up Paterson's Victoria, Regent, and Rock,
but few instances of disease were observed, while
the crop of sound tubers was most abmidant and
excellent. Although P. Rocks were free from disease,
the sample was spoilt by a peculiarity in the season,
which induced a second growth, particularly affecting
Rooks. With a result so satisfactory, at least in
two instances. I lielieve I may venture to give my
tr I hii'Miy ill favour of two at least of IMr. Paterson's
I'litatii^. anii 1 may add that I am confirmed in this
M|,iTii,.]i iiy the exjterience of a neighbour, a large
I'l'tal,

I
grower, who has been equally successful in

•ji"\\ iiigtheseveralsortsi haA^e named. Wm. Ingram,
luir.'n-. Having last jti^x occasion to add
ahcmt tin acre of old turf land to my g.aiden, I

resolvetl to plant a considerable portion of it
with Potatos ; and hearing .so good an account
of Paterson's seedUngs, I desired Mr. Ttrmer, of
Slough (who I believe actt'd as Mr. Paterson's
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agent), to supply mc \Tith some of each variety,
I
beams coiild possibly penetrate the gloom. Is a

which he accordingly did—I believe 12 kinds. They
were all carefully planted, together with 13 other

varieties, which I had collected in various parts of

the country the previous autumn, being anxious to

discover the kinds that were best suited fo^ my
neighboiu'hood. All were put in the ground the

same week, and without a particle of manure.
During the summer several of my horticultm'al

friends in,spected the growth of this batch of

Potatos -with much interest, Paterson's being a

long way the favourites, in consequence of the luxu-

riance of the haulm, which quite outstripped all the

others. At the proper period for testing the crop-

ping qualities a few friends were invited, and an
afternoon devoted to carefully examining the lot.

The unanimous decision was that only three out of

Paterson's seedlings were worth growing, viz.,

Queen Victoria, Napoleon, and Scotch Blue. The
majority of the others were either so ugly in appear-

ance, or so scanty in crop, as to call forth laughter

from the lookers on when the produce of a root was
exposed ; consequently the lot was looked upon as a

complete "sell." The three varieties before named
I re.solved to grow again this year ; they have
turned out moderately well, but by no means equal to

many older kinds. I was led to believe from drawings
and testimonials that they were of beautiful form ;

but I cannot show more plainly they have not been
so with me than by stating the following fact :—

A

prize of a guinea was offered at a local show for the

Ijcst eight dishes of Potatos in the last week in

August. I had about a score of roots of every variety

I grew dug for the purijo-se of selecting fine hand-
some tubers from. I won the prize, but not one of

Paterson's Seedlings were able to put in an ajjpear-

anoe among the prize tubers. C.J. Perry, The Cellars,

CasHc Bromu-ieh, iirar Birmlwjhniit, Dec. 30, 180.5.

Al'ilihirsn of the *«,«/«.—I have sent you a sample
of Rivers' Eliza Strawben-ies, gathered this day
(Jan. 3) from] the open ground ; and should the
weather continue equally mild, we shall shortly have
a good dish of them. John Ingrain, Uiuit'inriilon.

[The fruit in question was almost full-grown, but it

was colourless, and, though nearly ripe, was without
flavour.]

CumAUas in Bloom out of doors in CormruU.—At
this season, when Nature seems at rest, anything in

the shape of flowers is, as may be imagined, hailed
with delight, particidai'ly when out of doors

may not, therefore, be out of place to state that

we have here on open walls very fine specimens of

Camellias, blooming profusely. Oui* old Double
White has attained a height of 14 feet, and it

measures as mi:ch across, thus presenting an area of

100 feet of glossy foliage, intermixed with
abmidance of pure white blos,soms. Other .sorts

succeed equally well, though they are at present not
BO large. We give them no protection during winter,

but our Cornish winters are mild compared with
those about London and many other places. CameUias
are, however, perfectly hardy, and might doubtless

be used for out-door decoration more extensively

than they are in many other counties besides Corn-
wall. Itich. Pointer, Gr. to Bnmchamj) Tiicltir, Esq.,

Treriilee, Cornn;,ll.

Uilucutioii of Gardeners.—Tour coiTespondent
" Brassica " (see p. 1203, 1805) appears to object to

the refined appellation of "student" being applied to

young gardeners, and adds, " Let me see a man dig,

and I will tell you what he is worth." To know how
to dig properly is doubtless a useful item in a
gardener's education, but it must be evident that
there are many other points pertaining to his

b usiness on which he requires to be equally well
informed ; and I do not see that the scheme for the
mental improvement of gardeners promulgated by
the Royal Horticultural Society particularly favours
the " kid-glove fraternity." I should say that the term
" student " belongs quite as much to those who are
being instructed in horticulture as to learners in any
other business or profession, nor does the necessity
for manual laboxir in this calling at all disqualify
the designation. Surely it is high time somethiu]

double roof worse than this ? -4gaiu, is it possible

that the glasses can become more dirty than those
we so often see daubed over with whitewash ?

This practice, which has become so "fashionable"
in such a very short time, has not perhaps met with
half so much opposition as double-glazing has.

We need not go to the opposite extreme if we
have double roofs, and because we can keep the
plants less exposed to sudden changes of tempera-
ture, keep them " simmering in steam ; " we need
not "ride a hobby to death." I am siu:e I often

wish we could keep our plants a little less exposed to

the air without " cooking" them. We have roasted

a good many in siunmer, and boiling them could not
be worse. No good practical gardener woidd think
of shutting up plants in a hothouse or greenhouse
without a breath of air ; but if he could have the
admission of air more under his control it would
be a great advantage. Let every one, however,
try for himself, which is generally less trouble

than being perplexed in listening too long to

argument. There is nothing like one's own
experience, and experiment might easily be

tried on a small scale. If any one is build-

ing a house with deep sash bars or rafters, it

would be very easy to double-glaze. Insteatl of the

lower edges being " chamfered " off, let there be a

groove made, a little wider than the thickness of the

glass to be used, about half an inch from the under
side of the bars or rafters. This groove should be
made the whole length, and when the outer glazing

is done, a piece of the wood on the imder side of the

rafter, as near the ridge as possible, should be cut

out the length of one of the squares. This will, of

course, allow a pane of glass to be slipped in and
pushed down to the bottom, then another, and
so on up to the top, edge to edge, and
the top one might be kept in its place by nailing in

the little slips cut out at first. Those who have
such houses already buUt could glaze the under side

by nailiui

Standstills, it may have been more difficult for me to
learn than it was for " 40 years a Gardener ;" never-
theless I still plod on in my old-fashioned way,
reading aU I can that is likely to make me useful to
others or to benefit myself, and what I practised when
yoimg, now that I am getting old I recommend to
others. Be up in the morning, so as to have time to
search the woods, valleys, and hills within your
reach, and to proeiu'c specimens of all you can find,
and dry them carefully. Do the same in the evening,
as time and weather pei-mit. Lay them by tiU some
one wiser than yourself occurs to tell you their
names. Never be above being told, and make up
your mind to get something out of every man, as of
every book you meet with bearing on your business

;

and whatever contrary advice you may get, heed it

not ; keep clear of the " pubho-house and cards,"
stand up for your own use of "the evenings."
Read! read I read I Jasjur Stondstill.

American Erica Tetrali.r.—You have given several
remarks on Calluna vulgaris growing in America.
AUow me to direct your attention to an old state-
ment of Erica Tetralix growing in Surinam.
Weigelt, a German collector, one of those good old-
fashioned collectors who knew the necessity of
drying botanical specimens, sent it to Dresden. I
possess such a specimen myself. It has been indi-
cated by my father in his " Flora Germanica
Exem-soria," p. 413, sub No. 2774. It rather appears
that no one has taken any notice of this indication,
and even Mr. Bentham, who overlooks nothing, did
not allude to it in his celebrated monograph of Erica
in the " Prodromus," no doubt because he had no
faith iu its truth. Now-a-days, I presume, the old
statement will have a new interest. II. O. Bchi. fil.

^ortcttcis.
ROTAL HoBTicrLTFRAL.—Tlie following extra

medals were awarded at the International Fruit
Show held in the gardens at South Kensington in

two very sniaU strips of wood to
|
the middle of December last, viz., the Silver Flora to

foi-m the groove. On this plan a good-sized house
: Malta, for a very complete collection of the more

could be glazed on the under side for 0/. or 11. The
^

useful products of that island ; and a similar award
ass could, if necessary, be aU taken out once or

twice a year, washed and replaced in a few hours,

and the cost at first would not be more than a

perishable woollen cloth and roller, D. G. [This is

a very good suggestion, for those who may be dis-

posed to submit the matter to direct experiment,]

Aranja {Pliij.tiantlins) alliens (see p. 1178, 1805),

—

This useful climber fruited freely with me at

Oakley Hall, in Hampshire, about the years 1850 or

1857. It was planted in a border prepared for it,

and was trained to the back wall of a very cool

greenhouse, I coidd have gathered more than a
quarter of a peck of fruit from it at one time.

to the Cape of Good Hope, for dried fruits. To Mr.
R. Webb, of Reading, was given a Silver Knightian
for very fine samples of Apples and Pears, and a
collection of Filberts ; two other medals of the same
kind were also awai'ded—one to Mr. R. Budd, gr. to
Lord Darnley, Cobham HaU, Kent, for vegetables

—

the other to Messrs. Rivers & Son for little Oranges
in pots, well furnished mth ripe fruit. To the Rev.
G. W. St. John, Woodstock, was awarded a Silver

Banksian for Apples, Pears, Potatos, and Brussels
Sprouts, the last being contributed to show the good
effects of using house sewage in the growth of these
and similar winter Greens. Messrs. Barr &; Suirden

Tacsonia moUissima also fruited with me about the ^\^q received a Silver Banksian for a beautiful coUec-
same time. It was planted at the back of a large con- I

servatory, and after the back wall was furnished %vith

branches, strong shoots of it were trained do^vn the

rafters, from which the laterals were allowed to hang
in graceful festoons ; and in this way they produced
flowers and fruit in abundance. The latter is white
in coloiu', and about the sli.a]>e and size of a hen's

egg. ir. Ilohins, Ouklei/ Park. Siifol/t.

Eecninij Work for Oardeoers.—Youl' " 40 years a
Gardener " (see p. 1228, 1805) says, " The long winter

evenings are a great inducement to resort to the

public-house or cards." If a man is inclined towards
these things, depriving him of an hour's candle-

light will not prevent him from following them
;

but I hope that those who are aspiring to be gar-

deners in the present day, have found out that the

public-house and the card table are not the right

schools in which they can obtain the education they
require. Why, I have professed to have been garden-

ing for upwards of 50 years, and I found the truth of

this statement out as long ago as that. True
enough, " the public-house and cards " were resorted

to by many then, but things are much altered now,
and in the present day such practices are, I hope,

rather the exception than the rule. I should like to

know how a [young man can become a " gardener,"
was done to improve the intellectual status of i deserving the name, unless he has an opportunity of

gardeners, a fact of which the Royal Horticultural
, improving himself in reading ; and wheu can he

Society is evidently aware, and I have no fear that
educating men in the science of their business, and
enabling them to use their tongues to advantage,
will at all induce them to neglect the practical
department of then" art. Reason.

Bonhle-iilaxiiuj.—This does undoubtedly prevent
evaporation to a very great extent, a fact which will
be understood by every practical gardener, for when
he puts in cuttings of any kind of plant that would
easily dry up and perish, he takes care to cover them
with glass of .some kind, in order to prevent evapo-
ration. If therefore double-glazing had no other
advantages than that of preventing so much watering,
it would in some cases be worth adopting. Some
have objected to it from an idea that a double roof
must necessarily soon get dirty between the glasses,

and so become impervious to light. This however
is, I consider, a very trivial objection, for I have seen
shades put over houses in the summer for four
or five hours during the day time, and during just
that part of the day when the plants need most light,

and when not a single |ray of the sun's glorious

do this if he does not take advantage of the long

winter evenings ? I have found it to be hard work
to scrape together the little knowledge which I pos-

sess, even by taking the early dawn in summer as well

as the evening for improvement ; and I still find it

necessary to make the most of all my opportunities

in order to keep pace with the times. As to the work
done in the " evenings," I have never found occasion

to employ the men under my charge during, that

time, as byproper management suchworkmay be done
in wet weather much more profitably than by
keeping men out to catch col(i and rheumatism,
thus rendering them unfit for a good day's work,

especially " now that glass erections are so common,
as also convenient sheds, with warming apparatus,"

&o. I have no doubt that " 40 years a Gardener,"

like myself, knows what it has been to rough it in

cold weather under some upstart superior, but such

usages are fast dying away, as men now-a-days

know when they are ill or well treated, and act

accordingly. Bygone practices would not therefore

succeed. Belonging, as I do, to the family of the

tion of Gourds, and similar marks of distinction
were conferred upon Mes.srs, Dewar, of Newcastle,
for Celery, Beet, and other vegetables ; on M.
Capeiniek, of Ghent, for an interesting exhibition of
Apples and Pears ; and on J, Corbiere, Esq,, Nor-
mandy, for some large and fine examples of Pears,

The other awards made on the occasion will be found
mentioned in our report of the International Show,
at p, 1180 of our last year's Volmne,

Notices of 3i»ooftiE(.

Lires of Boiilton and Watt. By Samuel Smiles.
8vo, pp. 520. London, 1805. Mun-ay.

Mr. Smiles is well known to a large circle of

readers from the pleasant fluency with which he has
recorded the story contained in the " Lives of the
Engineers." The present volume, which concludes
the series, is a worthy supplement to those which
have preceded it. Beginning with the ball of

jEolus, with which Hero of Alexandria astonished his

compatriots, Mr. Smiles traces the history of the
steam engine from its infancy to the invention of

the condensing engine by Watt. The history of

Watt's life has often been told, but it is one that bears

repeating over and over again, as it affords one of

the best illustrations of the efficac,y of patient con-

tinuous study. Most men woiUd have turned their

attention to other subjects in the face of rebuffs and
disappointments such as Watt had to encounter.

But " though discoiuaged by these misadventures, he
was far from defeated, but went on as before, battling

down every difticulty inch by inch, and holding good
the ground he had won, becoming every day more
strongly convinced that he was in the right track."

His association with Boulton, from which better

things might h.ave been hoped, was, for a time ,ab

least, beset mth even greater difficulties and graver
anxieties th.in had been before experienced by him.
At length, aided iu no small degree by the faithful

service of William Mm-doch, himself an inventor,

and the one to whom we owe the practical applica-

tion of coal gas for lighting purposes, prosperity

dawned ou the firm of Boidton & Watt.
A pleasant chapter iu Mr. Smiles' book is that

devoted to the " Lunar Society," so called because
its meetings were held monthly at the full of the

moon, to enable distant members to drive home by
moonlight. Boulton and Watt were prominent
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members of this, perhaps the most disting-uished

of the provincial literary and scientific coteries at

that time existing in this coimtry. Witheiing, the
physician and botanist ; Priestly, the chemist

;

Wedgwood, the potter ; and other scarcely less well
known persons, were among the "lunatics;" but
" Dr. Darwin was regai'ded as the pati-iarch of the
Society. His fame as a doctor, philosopher, and
poet, was great throughout the Midland Counties.

He was extremely speculative in all directions, even
in such matters as driving wheel oaiTiages by st«am."
His professional engagements, however, prevented
him from attending the meeting veiy regularly, but
he would excuse himself by such a letter as that

with which we close our notice of this very agree-

able book. Dr. Darwin's letter nms thiis :
—'* Dear

Boulton,—I am son-y the infernal di-vinities who
visit mankind with diseases, and are therefore at

perpetual war with the doctors, should have pre-

vented my seeing all your great men at Soho to-day.

Lord 1 what inventions, what wit, what rhetoric

metaphysical, mechanical and pyrotechnical, will be
on the mug, bandied like a shuttlecock from one to

another of your troop of philosophers 1 While i^oor

I, I by myself I, imprisoned in a post-chaise, am
joggled and jostled and bumped and bruised along
the king's high road to make war upon a stomach-
ache or a fever I

"

Books Received.— Constitvtwnalism of the Future'
or Parliament the Mirror of the Nation, By James
Lorimer, 8vo, pp. 188. Edinburgh : A. & C. Black.
Foi-tunately for ns we are not called upon to exjiress

any opinions on matters political, and hence we may
confine om-selves to mentioning that this book con-
tains a " scheme for the universal recognition and
subordination of political lights." The basis of this
scheme is that evei-y adult male should be entitled

to one vote in the absence of any disqualification
;

age and political experience should confer further
privileges on the citizen, as also property, education,
and profession. So far, then, this scheme resembles
in its principles those on which the natural system
of classificalnon is foimded, and according to which
eveiything is taken into consideration that can be
used for the purpose, and due subordination of
characters is ensured by giving the greatest weight
to those points which foom whatever cause are most
impoi-tant. ^Vhether this analogy will have any
weight with our readers we know not, but they will
at any rate admit that Mr. Lorimer's proposals are
more "natural" than the "artificial" schemes at
present in use.

HaVINO rea»l with much plea.sure the interesting
article by " Rambler " (see p. 1182 of your last yeai''s

volume) on that most beautiful of all autumnal
flowers, the Gladiolus, I cannot refrain from
addressing to you a few remarks on points in which
I differ from the opinion expressed by " Rambler ;

"

and I am induced to do so from the fact that the
result of the exijerience gained by four years' careful
personal observation of nearly all the new varieties
of this lovely plant may not be unwelcome to those
of your readers who ai'e about to enter on its culti-

vation, and wish for some guide to enable them to
make their selections from trade lists. On looking
through the list of varieties enumerated in yoiu- Paper,
I find that under the head of " Varieties of recent in-
troduction " the names ai-e placed alphabetically, and
not, as I have always endeavoui'ed to keep them, accord-
ing to the year in which they came out, keeping the
novelties of each year separate. This order I shall
now try to observe. Begirming with the year now
closed, I .shall enumerate the really good varieties
which came out in it for the first time, and so go
back for the three years over which my experience
extends. Last spring two French trade Usts came
under my notice : the one, that of a weU-known and
highly respectable finn, only announced four new
varieties for 1865, whereas the other, not so well
knoivn in this country, announced nearly 20. From
previous experience of the dealings of the firsts

named house, I felt perfectly safe in getting at once
the four it announced, and Madame Furtado, Fulton,
Madame de Sevignfi, and Meyerbeer, proved really
distinct and valuable additions, the third-named
being an improvement in shape and delicacy of
colour on the beautiful old variety Le Poussin

;

Fidton being a very distinct and well-shaped light
red ; and the first-named, one of the most exquisitely
shaped and delicately streaked and tinted varieties
I have yet seen. The remaining 16 kuids I got only
on trial, and with the exception of two—Adehna
Patti and Madame Isidore SaUes (only the former
of which was sufficiently distinct to keep) aU were
quite worthless, the majority of them being pale
blushes, except Charles Smith, which was no im-
provement on the old variety Raphael.
The year 1864 produced 8 novelties :—Chaiies

Dickens, a very pretty streaked blush; James Carter,
an improvement on Le Poussin, with rather deeper
ground colour ; James Veitch, quite one of the finest
varieties out—magnificent flowers regularly disposed
on the spike, and in colour bold and distinct

;

Princess of Wales, a fine large white blotched with

rose, an improvement on Reinc Victoria in habit and
size of flower ; Prince of Wales, a fine bright red, with

white thi'oat and marks, but mediiun-sized flower

;

Stuai-t Low, a peculiar colour, resembling Leonardo

da Vinci, but worthless from its smaU poor flowers

and dwarf weak habit ; Walter Scott, a low-growing

kind, with distinct bright rose-coloured flowers, a

nice addition ; Peter Lawson, a worthless kind.

With the exception of James Veitch, the novelties

of 18(!3 were of a far higher order in beauty and dis-

tinctness than those of 18r,4. They consisted of

John Waterer, quite one of the grandest varieties in

cultivation, and for shape and brilliancy of colour

unexcelled by any other ; EduUa, a most distinct and
lovely variety, flowers of medium size, bright rose,

with white eye and throat ; Imperatrice Eugenie,

most distinct and peculiar in shape, white ground,

prettily and distinctly striped with rose ; Stevenson,

one of the finest and most brilliant rose selfs in

cultivation.

Among those mentioned by " Rambler," which I

have discarded from my collection as unworthy of

cultivation, either'from possessing no great merit or

some disqualifying fault, are Chaiies Smith,

Empereiu- Maximilien, L'Omement des Parterres,

Madame AUester, M. CamOle Bemardin, Peter

Lawson, Stuart Low. Roi Leopold I have never seen.

The varieties Dr. Lindley and Madame Doniage I

should class among the older varieties, as they have
been out now some fom- if not five years.

Among the other varieties mentioned, I have
discarded the following : — Clemence, Diane, El

Dorado, Endymion, Lord Raglan (sm-jiassed by
Auguste Haas). Madame Haquin, Madame Binder,

Madame Pereire, Madame Rabourdin, Princess

Clotilde. Several others mentioned I have not in

my collection, and have never heard that they

possessed any distinguishing merits, having never

seen them at any of the great shows I have attended.

For next year are announced six novelties, all

raised by Mr. Souchet, of Versailles, the king of

Gladiolus raisers ; they are as follows :—Eurydice,

Milton, Shakespere, Newton, Lord Byron, and Miirshal

VaiUant ; all of these I have got from Paris, except

the last, the roots of which were too small to send
out ; likewise three others, also raised by Souchet,

viz., Cherubim, Le Dante, GaUUee, said to be first-

rate ; Samuel Weymouth and Eleanor Norman are

also good English known kinds.

Tlie following may be considered as nearly perfect

a collection as may be, embracing only rejdly good
vaiieties (the new kindls of this year being of course

as yet unproved) as grown by me in the county of

Cork, where the mild climate is particularly suitable

to their perfection
Adelina P.atti, 1805

2. Madame de Sevign^, 1865
3. Madame Purtado, 1865
4. Pulton, 1865
5. Meyerbeer, 1865
C. Charles Dickens, 1864
7. James Carter, 1864
8. James Veitcb, 1864
9. Princess of Wales, 18C4

10. Prince, 1864
11. Walter Scott, 1864
12. John Waterer, 186.3

1.3. Edvilia. 18C.3

14. Stevenson, 1863
15. Imper.atrice Eugenie,

1863
16. Le Poussin, 1862
17. Madame Basseville, 1862
18. Auguste Haas
19. Carl Wagner
20. AcMlIe
21. Ceres
22. Comte de Momy]
23. Calendxilaceus
24. Canari
25. Cardinal
26. Dr. Lindley
27. Dr. Andiy
28. Due de Malakoff

29. Eleanor Norman
30. John Bidl
31. Jeanne d'Arc
32. James Watt
33. Junon
34. La Quintinie
35. Madame Vilmorin
36. Mad.ame Lcstible

37. M.adame Poignant
38. Mad.ame de Vatiy
39. MadUe. AdSle Souchet
40. MadUe. Marie

^

41. Maria Dumortier
42. Mar€ch.al MacMahou
43. Napoleon III.

44. Ninon de L'Encloa
45. Ophir (best yellow)
46. Keine Victoria
47. Rembrandt
48. Rubens
40. Linn^
50. Eurydice
51. Shakespere
52. Milton
53. Newton
64. Lord Byron
55. Cherubini
56. Le D.antiS

57. Gallilec. W. E. O.

WEh,avc had inquiries from various correspondents
respecting a disease which is frequently very fatal

among bees, viz.. Dysentery ; and requesting
information as to the cause, and advice as to the best
means of effecting a cure, when it has fairly taken
posses.sion of a hive. Dysentery usually shows
itself after a period of long-continued cold weather,
particularly if this is followed by a veiy warm and
damp state of the atmosphere.
There is little doubt that this disease is caused by

an undue retention of the faeces, from the bees having
been detained close prisoners by a protracted period
of cold and wet. This is more particularly notice-
able, if this season of cold, or otherwise unpropitious
weather, sets in after Christinas. Bees can only main-
tain the reqiusite amoimt of internal heat by a large
consumption of food, and being unable to rid
themselves of the accumulation of fjeces, and being
too cleanly in then- habits willingly to void them
within their own hive, a condition of disease is set
up which m,ay soon prove fatal to the whole commu-
nity. Then the interior of the hive presents a very
different appearance to that which is usually charac-
teristic of these insects. The floor-board and the
surfaces of the combs become covered with a dark
foetid discharge. The bees themselves being greatly
distended, and unable to fly, rush or roll out of the

hive, soiling the alighting place and the vicinity of
the doorway, as weU as each other. In a very short

space of time the ground for a considerable distance

in front of the hive may be covered with the dead and
dying, and the popidation, which before consisted of

some thousands of inmates, be reduced to a few
himdreds. If mild genial weather then prevail, the

progi'ess of the disease may be arrested at this point,

and this small nucleus of a commonwealth endeavour
to struggle on to strength and prosperity. Too often

the struggle is in vain, and if a cold unpropitious
spring sets in, the bees are too few in numbers to

obtain sufficient supplies for their wants, and to

keep up the required temperature within the hive.

It is almost invetriably found that the queen is the
last survivor of the population and frequently retains

considerable activity when all the rest are dead. The
cause of this has not been to our mind very satisfac-

torily explained, so far as we have seen, but that it

is a wise provision there is little doubt.

We beUeve there is no real cme for dysentery

;

that is, that there is no mode of medicinal treatment
likely to prove successful. Mr. S. B. Fox, writing
some years since in the pages of a contemporary,
then advocated the administration of food to which
a small quantity of rimi had been added. One or two
others, at the same time and subsequently, have
indorsed his views, relating instances in which this

treatment had been successful in eradicating the
disease. But we have very great doubts as to any
beneficial results having been effected by the addition

of the spirit to the food. Probably the bees would have
rallied just as well with the food minus the rum.
Natural causes may have so far already arrested the
disease, and a judicious supply of food, which may be
really needed to keep the bees from starvation. wiU
help to establish a complete recovery. We doubt if

Mr. Fox now believes in the efficacy of his nostrvmi,

as we know that he has of late pursued a very
different course of treatment.

Our own plan, which is, we imagine, very similar

to that followed by the apiarian alluded to, consists

in giving the bees an entire change of domicile.

With frames this is a very easy matter. The combs
are lifted out one after the other, and any very dirty

or mouldy portion is cut away, or the comb altogether

rejected. The state of the population as to numbers,
the appearance of the queen, the presence or other-

wise of brood or eggs, are carefully noted prior to

the combs which are retained, being transferred to

their clean hive. If not too much depopulated, the
hive may be able so far to recover itself as to become
a strong stock in the coirrse of the summer ; but,

usually, little good can be looked for from it until

the following year.

^Vhen two or more hives in an apiary have been
thus affected, we almost invariably imite two or
more together. With frame hives, again, this la

easy. All the frames are lifted out, the queen
searched for, and half, or a less number, only of the
combs are placed in the new lx)x. The brood is

always to be located in the centre. Those combs
which contain no brood are shifted towards the sides.

The other hive is now visited and simUaiiy treated,

the frames as inspected being placed temporarily in

another box. In this colony the queen must be
foimd and destroyed ; a few only of the combs with
brood, if any, and the clustering bees are placed in
the temporaiy hive. The covers of both hives are
put on, and the bees allowed to settle. In an hour
or two the frames of the second hive may be gently
lifted out and shifted into the first, where the spaces
are ah-eady made to receive them. The straggling
bees must be brushed or shaken in on the top of the
frames, and the cover replaced as quickly as possible.

We have seldom or ever had any fighting, and the
united populations proceed to their labours with
increased energy and vigour. Bee-keepers must
always bear in mind that one strong colony is worth
more than two or three weak ones. With bees, as
with men, " union is strength." We may have more
to say on this subject of dysentery and its treatment
in ordinary hives.

We have received from a correspondent an extract
from the Hamilton Adrniiser of October 1, 1864,
giving the following account of the Extraordinary
Product of one Hive in that year. The correct-

ness of the statement is vouched for by the owner of

the bees, who is well kno^vn by our correspondent to
be a person of position and veracity. " Carliilie.—
Lately this season an amateur among the bees had a
hive which weighed as follows :—Top hive, 160 lb.

;

second hive, 70 lb. ; and the old hive, 92 lb. ; alto-

gether, 328 lb. This has been a year of exuberance
among the honey, and the present instance is a good
iUu.stration. Can the Heather blooms of Camwath
or Douglas produce any better ?

"

Garden Memoranda.
Bury Hill, Mansfield, Notts, the Seat of

Sir Edward Walker.—We conceive that the in-

terest of a garden report is considerably enhanced
when it includes a notice of those circumstances of

soil, position, and altitude which directly or indi-

rectly affect the particiJar locality in which the
garden is situated. We are better able to understand
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the extent to which the art of gardening has been

pursued, and to iippreciate the labour of the gardener,

when we have a fair luiderstanding of the local

privileges or difficulties of his position.

In illustration of this, as regards soil, while one
man may be so fortunate as to find a soil elabo-

rated by natiu'al operations, and suited to the large

majority of plants he cultivates—such as may be
found in the rich loamy deposits of ancient river

valleys (on which so many of our most famous gardens
are situated), or the alluvium left by mightier
agencies than mere fluvial cvu-rents—another has to

worli out his gardening results on an intractable

clay, while a third finds his skill taxed to the utmost
to form a soil on chalt downs or limestone hills, or

on the light sandy or gravelly drifts which are
spread so largely over the country. Again, elevation

may fairly be taken into account i the merest tyro

can readily understand the difference between a
valley climate and that found on a breezy hill ; and,
to fui"ther realise the climatic influences which
affect the place, rainfall should be taken into
account. The imequal distribution of rain in

Britain has recently been very fuUy demonstrated
by Mr. Symons, in his useful compilation, " British
Rainfall."

In proceeding to describe the garden named at the
head of this paper, we wOl endeavour further to
Illustrate our meaning by noting the peculiar
geological or other features which the neigh-
bourhood may present, and which may influence
the gardens at Bury Hill. As we approach
Mansfield, we remai'k a boldly undulated open
country, exhibiting the distinctive features of the
formation called by geologists the Permian ; we
notice as we advance thriving plantations of Oak,
which tree we always fancy is more thoroughly at
home on this formation than any other—witness the
trees at Welbeck, and in Lord Bagot's park ; healthy
Larch plantations teU us of a light, dry, and open
soil, more or less siUcious ; and the occurrence of
such land is immediately assured to us by broad
tracts of unreclaimed moorland, growing Heath and
Gorse, the former unmistakably indicating a sandy
soil free from the presence of lime. These are but
incidental features. We find the general expanse of
the country under cultivation. Farms of mixed
arable and pa.sture land occupy both the hiU sides

and valleys, and the character of the crops tcUs us
-that the soil has the elements of fertility. The culti-

vated land is without those defects so noticeable
in some counties, of tall straggling hedges, and gaunt
miserable hedgerow timber. The whole counlxy is

open, breezy, and cheerful, and we do not encounter
any local circumstances calculated to exert au injurious
effect on any garden within its scope. The smoke
from the tall chimneys of the coal mines which
appear in the distant landscape, can have no un-
favourable influence, while proximity to the mines
naturally cheapens fuel (coal is obtained at Cs. per
ton), and places a gardener in an enviable position in
that respect.

Nearing Mansfield we have an opportunity of

remarking in the extensively worked stone quarry
the rocky substxatum of the county, and we can
scarcely help en\'ying a place that passesses good
building stone, coal, a good .soil, and pure water,
afforded by a little river which runs partly through
the town. Going from Mansfield to Bury Hill we
pass a deep cutting made in a hill side, for a peculiar
and very valuable sand, in great demand as casting
sand in the Mansfield iron foundries. The value of
an acre of land affording this sand exceeds 2000Z.

In our remarks we have attributed special advan-
tages as attending certain formations. Before
entering on an examination of the garden, we may
shortly describe the nature of the soil and subsoil
existing in the immediate neighborvrhood. We find, as
we have already observed, at Mansfield, a substratum
of rock, which probably extends throughout the
locality ; and further up, and forming the bulk of the
hiUs above the town, we have sand of a particularly
close and compact character, while in its bed ; a sub-
soil of a mixed shale and clay, the upper crust of
stone beds, also occurs in certain places. The surface
soil is partly derived from the decay of the various
substrata, and partly made up of a sandy and gravelly
drift, which overspreads the land in the neighbour-
hood. Bury Hill enjoys an elevated position, the
altitude of the place being upwards of 6U0 feet above
the sea ; the air is pure and bracing, and uncon-
taminated by the miasmatic exhalations of sheets of
.stagnant water, called lakes I which render so many
of our fine old places unhealthy. The average rain-
fall is 25 inches.

Entering the estate from the Mansfield Road, and
on our way to the gardens, we pass near the mansion,
which is built of the stone of the neighbourhood, and
is a substantial and handsome structure, without any
cxtraordinai-y arohitectiu'al pretensions, but of an
extent that promises to afford everything desirable
for purposes of state or domestic convenience.
The pleasui-e gardens which partly surround the

house are not extensive, but from their elevated
position a rich and interesting landscape is com-
manded, in itself a noble garden, and perhaps more
enjoyable in this peculiar position than any inter-
vening displays or attempts of landscape art.

Although shrubs and flowers are largely distributed

about the place, there is no formal flower garden. A
broad and an imposing walk runs thi-ough the

pleasure garden west of the house, and on each side

are flower beds of various character, making the walk
attractive and enjoyable. This walk runs parallel

with the range of hothouses, which ai'e partly con-

cealed by raised beds planted with Rhododendrons

and other evergreen shrubs. We must retm-n

towards the mansion to appreciate the excellent and
somewhat novel arrangement of the.se hothoases,

an arrangement which wiU commend itself to

many gentlemen, interested, as Sir Edward
Walker is, in the pursuit of horticulture. It con-

sists in connecting the range of hothouses with
the mansion by means of an ornamental verandah,

and an (intermediate) conservatory. The proprietor

has thus at command at all times and seasons an
agi'eeable walk amongst his fruit and flowers, and, if

so disposed, he can. with his friends, walk into the
fruit-house after dinner, in evening costume, and
enjoy a dessert fresh from the tftes, and Mr. Speed
has provided so many temptations to lovers of fruit

that we did not wonder to hear that the Vineries

were often visited by Sir Edward and his family.

Commencing our inspection of the range by first

passing through the consei'vatory, which at the period

of our visit was gay with Fuchsias, Liliums. and
Heaths, while many fine specimen Camellias and
Azaleas gave promise of a brilliant display later in

the season, we enter the first house in the range,

which is devoted to Yines ; and here we may say that

the special object of our visit to Bury Hill was
to inspect the Vineries, and to note all the pecu-

liarities of Mr. Speed's management, and oiu- preli-

minary examination of the soil and circumstances

natural to the locality was made to assist us in the

inquiry as to the existence of any special property
in it, or other advantage in the place, that enabled

Mr. Speed to grow Grapes surjjassing in size and
general excellence all that had ever before been
grown in the Midland districts. The practical

deduction from an analysis of the physical circum-
stances of the position is, that there exists the

advantage of a poor, dry, and wholesome soil,

favourable for ordinary Grape eultivre, but .affording

nothing calculated to induce the extraordinary

development which, in Mr. Speed's words, the sevcr.al

varieties he has cultivated have obtained. The range
of forcing houses compri.ses early Vineiy, Peach-
house, Vinery, Fig-house, Vinery, Peach-house,
Muscat Vinery, Pine stoves. We were too late to

see the Grapes in the first Vinery, the dimensions of

which are 50 feet by 18 ; but the vigorous and weU-
ripened wood told of health and fruitfulness, and we
coidd rea<lily believe that bunches of Hambiu'gh
Grapes were cut from this hou.se weighing 6 lb.

each i this house contains nine Hamburgh and two
Mu.scat Vines, planted five years since ; the Vines
completely fill the house ; they are pruned on the

TOd and spur system. The house is heated with a
hot-air flue, and has a pit filled with leaf-soil in the

centre of the space within it. The border is concreted,

and the soil of which it is compo-sed is the top spit of

the land of the adjoining pa.stures, mixed with lime,

scraps, charred matters, and bone-dust. The border

is raised from the surface, and is a little over 2 feet

in thickness, and IC feet wide ; it is aerated by
3-ineh earthen pipes, pa.ssing through and through
the borders, and entering the house opposite the

flue. The border is external, and the Vines are

brought into the house. We observed that Mr. Speed
had wa.shed the whole of the flues and .stone-work

with sulphur. Passing through the early Peach-
house we reach a second Vineiy oO feet by 23 feet,

which had been planted 2 J years with three Lady
Downes' Seedling, three Bai'biu-ossa, four Muscat of

Alexandria, and one Trebbiana. "These Vines arc

particularly vigorous, and have reached the back of

the house. In cropping, the Barbarossa were
restricted to four bunches each, the bunches
.averaging 5 lb. Mr. Speed thinks the Barbarossa
one of the best winter Grapes ; it w.as kept by him
hast year until the 28th April. The Muscats were
allowed to bear (i or 7 bimches, and would aver.age

2i to 3 lb. Lady Downes' had 8 or 9 bunches, and
these were very Large and handsome. This variety

of Grape is valued very much at Bury Hill ; we never
saw Vines of the same age bearing a finer or better

crop of fruit. To maintain a vigorous and un-
checked development from the very moment the
Vine begins its growth from an eye, until its period
of rest arrives, is one of the points in Mr. Speed's
management ; the most vigorous and prolific Bar-

barossas and Lady Downes' were, we were told, stniek
in the month of January from eyes, and planted
out in the April of the year they were planted.

Many of our fruit, and even forest trees, injured

when yoimg by being cramped and retarded, never
make healthy or large trees. We have had an
opportunity of observing that a Barbarossa checked
and injured in its early growth never afterwards
grew kindly or well ; it may be one reason why
this variety enjoys .so little favour. The border

belonging to this house is not paved, the subsoil

being a compact sand ; the Vines are planted within
the house. The next Vinery is 30 feet by 15 feet

;

it is planted with three Muscats, three Hamburghs,

two Barbarossa, a Lady Downes', and Alicante. There

is an example here, showing that it is injudicious to

plant a strong-growing, robust, hardy Vine next to

those of a less vigorous character ; the association

of a Barbiirossa with a Mu.seat has been evidently

prejudicial to the latter, while the Hamburgh and

Muscat agree. I-

Miscellaneous.
Alpine Viyiiatioii.— ln the interesting letters

from abroad) by the Dean of Chichester, which

appeared in the volume of " Good Words " for 18C4,

are the followiug remarks on the various plants that

pai-ticulai-ly attracted his attention in the course of

his passage over the Simplon. Oirr botanical readers,

we think, will be griitified by their perusal :—" No
one who has not walked among high mountams

really knows the charm of wild flowers. There are

parts of England where a few species suffice to clothe

the meadows and coppices in gay colours; our own
Kent, for instance, with its Primroses and Anemones,

foUowed by its Blue-bells and Campion, and Fox-

gloves ; but compared with the Flora of the Alps,

ours is poor indeed. In the mountain valleys we

have every paddock of mowing Grtiss bnght with

the purple Salvia and three-coloured Polygala, white,

pmk, and blue, while thick in the undergrowth are

all our EngUsh meadow flowers, larger in size and

brighter in hue ; Orchises, Speedwells, Ranunculuses,

Scabious red and purple, are far more vanou^

and beautiful than with us, glittering ^«th

tufts of feathery bloom. Then in every patch ot

comweh.avethe Larkspur, andVenus's Looking-glass,

and the bright yellow Pimpernel, and not \in-

frequently the graceful Gladiolus, so that the spaces

between the furrows often gleam vnih a lustre ot

continuous pink and blue. But all this is nothing

to the Alpine p.Tstures. Anemones red and golden

and white, opening their vase-like blooms to the

Sim ; Columbines, tufted pink, or deep pui-ple

;

Monkshood, with its solemn gi-een and its violet

spikes of flowers ; and then as we mount higher, the

ever lovely and ever welcome Alpine Rhododendron,

with its feriaiginous le.af and bright rose-coloured

flowers lighting up whole tracts of mountain side,

fi-inging the edges of the ten-aeed cliffs, and nestling

even on the road-side banks for the delight ot the

p.assing traveller. But this is not all, nor near it.

On these rocks, as we look up, are Saxifi'ages ot aU

hues and sizes, clothing every chink with gl»™.o<™s

verdure ; that gleam of delicate rose-coloured light,

far up, is due to a colony of lovely Pinks, fixed, as

you will know if you climb for them as I have done,

into the rock by an obstinate tap root which you may

sever but cannot extract. Near them, where aU the

shade seems touched with ultramiirine, hundreds ot

minute Campanula bells are clustering amid their

tiny delicate foliage. Nor can we omit mention,

in passing, of the Ferns which enrich these ma-'',ses

of rock and these road-side moimtain walls. On the

Simplon, I have not observed any whose names are

not familiar to the most ordinary amateiu- ;
but of

these, the abundance, and the marvellous beauty

have been a constant delight. The staple Fern of

rocks .and walk in the lower Alpine valleys is the

gracefid Asplenium Triehomanes ; not, as with us, a

minute st.ar of stunted fronds, but clothing with its

ample fringe whole masses of rock and masonry.

As soon as the traveller loses this in his upward

journey, all the Alpine Ferns proper succeed to it,

thePolypodium, Phegopteris, Dryopteris, Calcareuin,

and the most elegant of them aU, the Cystopteris

fragilis. I need not add, for any obsei-vant traveUer,

that the mountain pastui-es, where they dip do\vn to

the bed of the torrent, stand thick with the fresh

gi-een leaves of the Oreopteris, giving out its pleasant

scent as the foot brushes it. One thing somewhat

surprised me, that on the Simplon I did not any-

where see the Parsley Fern (AUosorus enspus), so

common in other parts of the Alps, and on the shores

of our English lakes. To compensate for this dis-

appointment, miignificent specimens of the Lonchitis

or Holly-fern oecurred on our way up. But let us

proceed with our flowers. Higher yet, we pass trom

those commonly ^known by the general n.ame of

Alpine to those "which are really and exclusively

indigenous on moimtain heights. Fu-st of all, the

lovely Gentians, spotting the moist track of the

melting snow with stars of intensest blue ; not the

large bell-flower so named, though that is grand in

form and colour, and abounds here likewise, but the

smaller and fl.atter, deeper in colour, and lying close

to the ground; and another, even smaller again and

closer still to the groimd, and deeper yet in inde-

scribable intensity of colour. These fii'st : and then

the httle clustered Alpine Primula or Aurieida, of

the colour of the pale Damask Rose, popidous on the

spongy bank and yieldiag hillock; giving up easily

to the h.oiid its roots amply fumished with protecting

earth, but, as I have known by repeated trial, most

difficult of culture at home. Nay, this is more or

less true of all Alpine plants ; they may, after careful

transport, and with due observance of their wild

habits, siurvive, and even bloom for a year or two j

but we cannot create a climate for them, and

gradually, underthe adverse influence of our air, they

degenerate, and finally die. Among the Gentians and

Primulas are usually found the moisture-loving little
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Ping^ucuia, with its delicate lilac flower, digitalis-

like, depending gracefully from its incUuing stem

;

and the other variety, beautifully fringed, and deep

Tiolet purple in colour. Pansies, too, aboimd, yellow

and pm-ple ; the latter generally choosing for them-

selves some shelving nook, and there pouring their

multitudes profu-sely, to the exclusion of every other

flower." „,
SiciUan Moilc of Etitiiif/ S;v/«-J«t;cs.—Through-

out Sicily it is the custom to e.at Strawberries along

with sug.ar and the juice of an Orange or two. The

Strawberries, a small kind, come to table without

their stalks, are crushed with white pounded sugar,

and the juice of an Orange is squeezed over them.

The result is a most fragrant and agreeable com-

pound, much superior, in my opinion, to Strawberries

and cream. Indeed, I think it is all but worth while

to make a journey to Sicily to be initiated mto this

mode of eating Strawberries. Bcnnet's Mcntone, Sd

Edition.

Calendar of Operations.
{For ilw cns,ii,i,i nreh.)

The new year has set in with weather equally

mUd with that of the close of the last, thus affording

a good opportunity for forwarding arrears, it any,

of Late autimm work. At this time of year, when
home enjoyments occupy more than usual attention,

let every gardener make it his particular business to

contribute, as far a,s'^es in his power, to the gratifica-

tion and pleasure of his employers and their friends.

The plant houses and their occupants wdl be of the

first importance at this dull season ; and, to be

appreciated, they should be an'anged in such a

manner as to display themselves to the best advan-

tage. Great care should be taken of plants now in

flower, in order to preserve them in that state as

long as possible ; due attention should also be p.aid

to bringing others forward, in order that a proper

.succession may be kept up. Let perfect order and
neatness be evident in everything ; for if this point

be attended to, it will compensate in a great measiu'e

for the absence of a more extensive floral display.

Hybrid Rhododendrons and Chinese Azaleas will

now be coming in, to assist with the Camellias, early

Epacrises, Indian Daphnes, and numerous other good
things, in producing a rich display of flowers. A few
more of the above should therefore now be put into

a mild heat.

FLOWER.GARDEN AND PLANT HOUSE.S.

Let pei'fect neatness prevail out as well as indoors,

in order to compensate for the absence of more bril-

li.ant attractions. Eemove all fallen leaves, and let

the sm-face of the soil in borders and clumps be forked
over, or made clean "with the rake. The walks should
be put into perfect order, and, if necessary, receive a
slight sprinkling of clean fine gravel. Let drains and
gi-ids be examined and cleaned ; and if in vei-y rainy

weather the water lies on any parts of the walks, let

the defect be remedied by introducing a new drain,

or by filling up the low places with new gravel

;

nothing intei"feres so much with the enjoyableuess
of any place, at this season, as damp dirty walks.

If the turf is wet in any part of the pleasure ground,
the winter season, during mild weather like the
present, is an excellent time for remedying it, by
cutting drains wherever they are reqvdred. In doing
this, keep the ch-ains at the greatest possible dist.ance

fi'om ti*ees,to prevent their being choked up by roots ;

but in parts where the proximity of trees is una-
voidable, let them be filled with broken rubble to

within 12 or 15 inches of the surface, in order th.at a
passage may be seciu'ed for the water, even if roots

do enter the drains. In filling the latter up with
soil, let it be well rammed in, to prevent any after

sinking of the surface.

Cabnations and Picotees.—Dxuing the present
mUd weather keep the frames open as much as

possible, and do not water unless the plants abso-
lutely require it. Keep gi-eeu-fiy down by means of
fumigation.
Dahlias.—If not already done, let all ground

intended for these next year be well trenched, throw-
ing the surface up in ridges with the view of exposing
as much as possible of it to frost. Examine roots of
choice sorts now and then to see whether or not they
are in good condition. If rotting they might be
started into growth in gentle heat.

Fuchsias.—Old plants of these m.ay now be pruned
in, repotted, and placed in gentle heat. When fairly

ptai-ted, .strike cuttings ^om them ; these under
good culture will make handsome plants for flowering
next July.

Hollyhocks.—See that cuttings of these do not
d,amp off, au evil to which they are liable in duU
weather. Remove all decaying leaves, and give as
little water as is consistent with healthy growth.

Pansies.—Where these are gi-own in pots, prepare
soil for them now, in order that it may be ready and
in good condition when they receive their final shift
next month. Keep the plants hardy, and as neai'
the glass as possible.

Pelakqoniums.—Continue to give air whenever
the weather will admit of it ; but avoid cold
draughts, and keep out frost. On the other hand, be
careful not to use too much fire heat.

TULIP.S.—Keep these safe from heavy rains ; frost,

when it ocoiu-s, can then do them little harm.

FORCING GARDEN.

Pines.—During the next few weeks care should

be taken to limit the application of exciting influences,

or the plants will be induced to grow at a rate very

disproportionate to the amount of light which they

are at libei-ty to enjoy. The object to be aimed at in

Pine-growing, is not the producing a large pliint with

gross exuberant foliage, but rather the production of

small yet healthy plants, with short sturdy leaves,

while the roots are reveUing in rich compost, which

they wiU continue to do even through the winter

months, if the bottom-heat is kept at from 80° to 85°.

This end is not, however, to be obtained through

staiwing the plants by an inadequate supply of water

and soil, but by affording, along -with a proportionate

quantity of these requisites, a free circulation of air.

If this point, in connexion with a proper supply

of water, be duly attended to, and if a healthy root-

action be secured, the plants, though small, ^viU be

filled with highly-elaborated sap ; and, as a natural

consequence, will produce lai-ge, well-swelled and
highly-flavoured fruit.

Vines.—Be content with moder.ate progress for

the present ; but take advantage of every fine day

to allow the temperature to rise 15° or 20° higher

than that at which it is kept during the night.

Where the buds are not yet broken, the rods maybe
syringed daily -with water the temperatiu-e of which
is about 70° ; and, after the buds break, it should be

used from 10° to 15° warmer. When sharp frost is

expected during the night, syringing in the after-

noons should be avoided ; as the water becomes

congealed about the laps of the glass, sometimes

breaking it, and the front gutter or spout for

carrying away the water from the roof becomes

choked up with ice. Too much steam from the

vapour troughs has also a similar tendency.

Admit air on every favourable opportunity ; and
proportion the moisture in the atmosphere to the

amount of daylight. Be oai-eful that the fermenting

material over the roots does not gee too hot—

a

moderate warmth, not exceeding 75° or 80° in the

dung, is suflicient ; but, at the same time, it should

be frequently examined, that it does not fall too low

during cold weather, or the check will injure the

roots. Where Grapes are still hanging, remove the

faded leaves, which are no longer of any service to

the Tines, and prune in at once aU sjiurs on which
no fruit is hanging.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.

To prevent any difficulty in digging up Celery or

Cardoons, when the ground is hard frozen, let a

portion of each, about as much as will suffice for a

couple of weeks, be always under protection, either

by means of loose litter. Fern, or thatched hiu'dles, or

some other convenient material which ^vill exclude

fr-ost. These coverings shoidd be pirt on while the

ground is in an uncongealed state, as it woidd otherwise
do harm rather than good, by preventing the sim and
air from acting upon the soil in case of a ch.ange of

weather. It must however be understood that the

portion which is covered up is not to be left untouched

till the arrival of frosty weather, but used in the regular

rotation ; and as the covering is taken olf the part for

present use, it is to be moved forward to a similar

space beyond, so that a supply for the next ensuing

fortnight shall always be imder protection, except of

coui-se when the ground is in a frozen state. If, by
means of spare frames or other contrivances, a
portion of such crops as Parsley, Spinach, &c., can be

protected, the plan will be foimd very convenient

when the ground is covered with snow. Some Horse-

radish, Jerusalem Artichokes, Parsnips, &c., should

be got up and laid in moist soil for present use.

STATE OF THE
FortheWcctendingJ
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THE EARLIEST and BEST OUT-DOOK
GROWN PEA we have tasted this season—Tide Journal of

SoHxouUurt of the 13th of June, 1865 ; it was also favourably noticed

to the Gardeners' Chronicle of June 3, W^.
The above Early Pea is now beini; sent out by Robert H. Potnter,

at Is. Od. per quart. Height 3 feet. The kind was gathered from in

good condition as early as the 20th of May, and was sent to the
Editor as above on the 28th.

None genuine except from accredited Agents.

All over two quart packages free on Great Western Railway.

Robert H. Povnter, Seed Merchant, Taunton.

THE ESSEX EIVAL PEA.—Tliis variety lias proved
to be the finest, best-flavoured, and most productive EARLY

PEA m cultivation. See Testimonials in "Journal of Hoi-ticulture
"

of December 5, and in Qardeners* Clironicle of December 9. Price

Is. Od. per quart.

To bo obtained of the proprietor, Mr. Thomas Elet, Sible

Hedingham, near Halstcad, Essex. Aiso of the following appointed
Agents :—
Messrs. Peter Lawson & Son, 28, King Street, Cheapside, London, E.G.
Mr. James Veitch, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea.
Messrs. Cooper & Bolton, 152, Fleet Street, London, E.G.

ai^li .v Snii, Chelmsford, Essex.
I .'i: ^'-ii'-, Iti'-iiline, Kerkshire.
h 'I'r. nihil-- & s. na, Penrith, Cumberland.
i:is i,tiiuir\. I'uterbirough, Northamptonshire.
.auU-uziD. V^jut-uor, Isle of Wight.
odward, .Southend, Essex-

" ' ' Nursery, Colchester, Essex.
' " Withara, Essex.

, A. F. .,w„a.v, .

, B. Cant, St. Johii a xiuiao
Taber, Rirenhall,

1 Florist, 4, Place des Trois Maries,m1 Paul Toltard, Nurseryman
Paris, Fiance (Sole AgenLj,

The price being reduced to Is. Gd. per quart, and liberal terms
offered to the Ti-ade, Mr. Elet is sans^utne that the Essex Rival Pea
will henceforth become a UDivei-sal favourite meverygardeu tbi-ough-
out the United Kingdom and on the Continent.

monials in Qardeners' Chronicle of November 18.

Price 2s. per quart. Price to the Trade on application.

E. P. Dixon & Sow, Yorkshire Seed Establishment, 67, (Jueen

DICKSON'S "FIRST and BEST" EARLY TEA.
The Best Earlt ^^^ iv Tr. ti v vr,..v

This Poa has been tested aga^n^t i! ,. , , l, ,. I.i.mn,
and is pronounced by most of tlh i . ^ .: ;.

i m tha
kingdom to bo superior to any iii..

i ;
, , ,., ,, pro-

ductiveness, and general good qmihii. . I:... 1.1 .imli,: (../.

PRICED CATALOGUES of Kliuiil.:,-e.AUU;;,N, J LuWER,
and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS; alao separato CATALOfiQES of
the Various Classes of Nm-sery Stock will be forwarded, post froe, on
application.

Fraxcis & AaxnoR Dickson & Sons, The Old Established Seed
Warehouse, lOO, Eastgate Street, and Upton Nurseries, Chester.

To tlie Trade and Otliers.

/^EmJINE NEW ONION, JLINGEL, TURNIP,
I TT „„ "VBBj^" """"

^

ex'cellent CABBAGE PLANTS still c

2s. Gd. per 1000 fo"r cash, of several of the best varieties.

Frederick Gee, Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade, Beds.

ANDERSON'S INTERMEDIATE STOCK.— This
beautiful variety of Stock is extensively used in the principal

flower gardens in East Lothian for masses or ribboning purposes, and
has called forth the admiration of all who have seen it grown in such
perfection. It is of a fme rose colour, and blends happily with almost
any colour. It shoidd be sown early in February, and vrill come into
flower in July, and continue flowering till Christinas or till killed by
frost. Eight or nine double flowers in the d<jzeu may be counted
upon. Sent out in sealed packets, Is. Gd. and 2s. Gd. Usual discount
to the Trade.

Stdart & Mein, Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Kelso, N.B.

LAXTON'S PROLIFIC EARLY LONG-POD PEA.—
We have much pleasme in introducing this valuable v.arioty,

raised by Thomas Laxton, Esq., Stamford, to the notice of the
Tr.ide ; some pods (in a green state) were exhibited by us at Mai-k
Lane in June Ia.it, avcr.igmg 11 and V2 Peas in a pod, and tbey

Trade to bo a

and a Pea for earlj

class in cultivation

by J

Wo have been fav'

bo found full

first-class Pea.

noral cultivatit

hatit and charactei
; th.at the pods

;ty. For ;

1, there is no Pea of a
) feci every confidence that it

. very few years. The Pea has

with the annexed Testimonials, wherein will
oboration of our own opinion as to its being " a

Copt of TESTiMoniALg.
your inquiries respecting Mr. Laxton's"Gestlemen,—In reply

New Eaily Long-podded Pea, I beg to inform
the variety on more than one occasion, groW
Dickson's Favourite and the Auvergne. I 1

tested, and can confidently recommend the Ni
second early variety ; the pods are finer and nv
of Dickson's Favourite, the Auvergne, or any i

so early.—Your obedient Servant, M. JlAiuts
Marquis of Exeter, K.G., Bui-ghley Park."

, I havu

Stamford, Nov. 11, 1865.
the New Early Prohfic Long-podded•'Gentlemen,—I have see _ _ „

Pea, raised by Mr. Laxton, growing side by "side, under aimilaf
cumstances, with Dickson's Favourite and the Auvergne, and <

Bider the former quite
" :imitar

I fit t

distinct variety, the pods being large,
Lud containing upon an average from w to

Sown on the same day as Sangster'a No. 1, the new
be gathered four days after this variety. I consider

Scimitar shape, and containing upon ac

and Exhibitor of

it decidedly ai

Gentlemen, y
Chaplin & lie ,

Stamford Horticultural Society.

„ . ..
" Stamford, November, 1865.

" GentlemkNj—Dunng the past three years I have seen M
Laxton's Seedling Peas growing under similar circumstances with
about 50 other sorts, and consider tho Early Prolific Long-podded
variety has the longest and finest pod of any vet sent out. ft is ai
immense cropper, and is certainly a very distinct and superior I'ea ir

every respect to Dickson s Favourite and the Auvergne— "I am
Gentlemen, your obedient Servant, 0. Clahk, Superintendent Stam.
ford Horticultural Society s Exhibitions.

-I grow a great number of Peas, but h;
1 to Mr. '

'
*

In Scaled Quarts and Pin
Price to the Trade

The follovring Seedsmen have ordorod^supp'

Austin & McAalan, Messrs., Glas-
gow [Dalkeith

Ballantyne & Son, Messrs.,

Beck, Henderson. & Co., Messrs.,
Upper Thames Street, E.C.

3enary, Ernst, M., Erfurt, Pn
Boll, John, Mr., Wigan [Lyons

Eiotherton, W., Mr., Leeds
Brown, Stephen. Mr., Sudbury
Bunyard & Son,Messrs.,Maidstone
Church, W., Mr., Mulbarton
Cooper* Bolton.Messrs., Fleet St.

Cutbush, W., & Son, Messrs.,
Highgate

Davidson, J., Mr., Ayr
Davies, Thos, & Co., Messrs.,
Liverpool

Dean, W., Mr,, Bradford
Dicksons & Brown, Messrs., Man-
chester

Dicksona & Co., Messrs., Edin-

Dods, W., Mr., Hadduigton
Dnimmond & Sons, Messrs.,
Dublin

Dnimmond & Sons, Messi-s.,
Stirling

Fairhead & Son, Messrs., Borough
Market, S.E.

Fisher, Holmes, & Co., Messrs.,
Sheffield

Gadd & Son, Messrs., Worthing
Hannaford, '" " "
3argroaves, _ . ,. _
Lancaster

Henderson, E. G. & Son, Messrs.,
St. John's Wood

Hurst & Son, Messrs., Leadcnhall

James Cartes St Co., Seedsmen, 237 and 238, High Holbom, W.C,

^'J^.^' ^^r 3^^^^* 25. per pint.

I of this invaluable

Jenkinson, M., 'Mr., Newcastle
Staffordshire

Kcr, R., Mr., Liverpool
KUvington, G., Mr., Bristor
Thetford

Leo, J. & C, Messrs., Haiumer.

Maule & Son, Messrs , Bristnl
Minchm. Uv., Mr., Ilonk Xorto
Nelson, Joli'ii. Mi- . );,

i
i..i

Nutting & :^i.ii
,

",;. r ,. ,
,.-i

Parsons, Jn I.;,, m,
, ,

,,..,. , „

Piatz & 's'.fj,' ':>iV,'i",'"i'.';'mr

Pontey, Mrs., Plymouth
Poynter, R. H., Mr., T<iiinton
Qnincy,

, Mr., Peterborough
Kiill..y. G.. Mr,. Imriiam

Taylor, E.. Mr., Malton
Thomson & Sons, Messrs ,Glas''oi
Toolo Sc Co., Messrs., Dublin

°

Van Houtte, M., Ghent

Seeds for Exportation.
QUTTON AND SONS beg to inform those who majO be about to send or take Seeds to the Colonies, that their
NEW GRASSES and other kinds of FARM and GARDEN
SEEDS are now residy for delivery, prices and particulars of
which will be forwarded on application. The following are among
Testimonials recently received as to the Superior Quality of their
Seeds to those usually exported from this country, as well .as to tha
very efficient manner in which their export packing is effected :—

From A. N. Ella, Esq,, Queaistotm, Cape o/Gifd Hope.—July 9.
" I may mention that tne case referred to was In splendid order,

! inking as fresh after three months' sea and six weeks' land carriage
u-. if only yesterday packed."

From Messrs. Cboccu, Pm'iland, Victoria.—September Ifi.

" We may remark that Messrs. Sutton's shipment of seeds have
^i\en the greatest satisfiction as Iiir as they have been tried ; the
(.1 isses. Clovers, and Lucerne are up. We find the crop will be far
too thick. If the vegetable seeds turn out as well, we may say that,
without exception, they are the best lot of seeds ever received iu this
place from Emope."
From G. Moiirison, Esq., Su2)eri}it€ndent of the (iovo'Timmt and

Otidh Agricultural and Soi'ticultttrat Socieli/'s Gardens,
Luckito)t\—July 17.

" I received some vegetable seeds, also some flower seeds from your
firm some 18 months ago, and they turned out first-rate."

From Sir K. Montgomerv, Lieutenant-Oovernor, Punjaub,
India.—Mai/ 15.

" I am happy to tell you that the seeds you sent last year answered
very well. I carried oflT the first prize both for vegetables and flowers,
as you will see by an extract from tho Lahore CUronicU, which I

Fr<-mi the Rev. R. G. L.i,Mn. Green Point, Cape Toum.—November 7.
" Your seeds h.ave answered right well ; one pinch of such as yours

is worth a handful of the stuflf sold here, which gononilly goes to seed
before coming to perfection."

From Mr. Cc,
Zealand.—October 6.

" The Grass Seeds you sent me arrived in excellent condition, and
already present a luxuriant appearance, with the promi.se of abundant

, Boyce Farm, near Aucklarid, New

fcede

, Reading.

To the Trade.—Pampas Grass Seed.
SUTTON AND SONS ha^iug sticceedt-d in hn

good plump SEED of the above, can supply it on adv
terms. Price to the Trade on application.

Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading.

tS^ht Egncttltural (Baiette.
SATURDAY, JANUARY C,

The past year has not wanted agricultural
excitement. Looking back thi-ough tlio quarter
of a centiu-y with which this Journal has been
connected, we remember no year which has been
so stii-red up by cii'cumstances—none more full

of agitation, energy, and effort, whether for
attainment or resistance. It has been a year of
low prices in Mark Lane, and of inferior produce
in our corn fields ; and though generally one of
good prices in tho meat market, yet unusually
disastrous for stock-keepers. The outcry for
laying down arable land in permanent pasture
which received such check in 1863, when, owing
to the di-ought, only the plough-land of the
coimtry was productive—which, however, has
since revived under the stimulating contrast of
tho prices of bi-oad and meat respectively—has
received another check in 1863, when small-pox
in sheep, tj^^hus in pigs, and rinderpest among
oui- herds, havo combined to show the excessive
risks of animal life iruder the artificial conditions
of intensive agi'iculture.

The lessons of the coming year we can hardly
doiibt will be .severer still. Those of tho past
have been very gradually learned ; but wo hope
that everybody now, unless indeed it be the High
Sheriff of BucKiNon-\iisniRE,* knows well by
heart that this dreadful poison, which is being
spread throughout the country by um-estricted
cattle trafBc, and ruining hundreds of our fai-mers,

must be rigidly confined -nathin its present limits,

or it will ruin all. It is now, wo hope, well
known that cattle tainted with the rinderpest a

kind with which they come in contact, but any
that touches anj'thing that </«!!/ have touched. So
virulently fatal a poison—one so active and so easily
conveyed—nowhere exists. No ono believed this in.

the outset of the plague, imless, indeed, it wero
Professor Gajigee, who had for years been
fighting such an unsuccessful fight with vis
iiierliii: on those subjects, that when ho proved at
length to have been correct, the habit of
incredulity was too strong for him. Had the
evil been realised at first, it could and would have
been destroyed at once. But not having been
believed, any central authority, order, or
instruction directed against it was necessarily
powerless. Even now we learn that cattle

destroyed by order aro half buried, and dogs
have carried the diseased flesh from village to
village, and neighbours havo not had tho public
spirit to inform ag.ainst offenders ; but with
public opinion then laughing it to scorn, how
would the exercise of unusual authority havo been
possible ?

No one, however, is laughing at it now ; and
tho sooner that Government interferes with more
energetic authority, with severer penalties, and
over the whole area of the country, the better.

The losses ah-eady reported under a system which
acts as a premium on secrecy, have now risen
fi'om a few hundreds to many thousands weekly.
In a single county the deaths had risen to 250
daily during the last week of the year. The
Quarter Sessions of the different counties have
during the past week generaUj' adopted or taken
measures for exercising the powers of restiio-

tion with which tho recemt Order invested them.
And it behoves tho Government now to inter-

fere for the completion of tho system of super-
vision for the whole country, by overruling
the few instances in which the powers conferred
may have been refused.

It appears fi-om Mi-. Waddington's reply on
Wednesday to tho Lincolnshire deputation, that

a scheme for mutual insurance to be offered

to stock-owners has been di'awu up by Sir J.

ICiY-SiinxTLEWOKTii, and is at least under con-
sideration. AVe may, however, rest assured that
no scheme with anything like a national

guarantee against natural risks, whether unusual
or not, win ever be sanctioned by Parliament.
But it is possible that some method of dealing

with the difficulty may bo adopted by which a
certain amount of remuneration shall bo offered

for that self-sacrifice which obedience to arbitrary

law inyolves. Bo this as it may, it is plain that
not only all parties within the agricultural

world, but the whole country, is aroused. How-
ever diverse may bo the interests of the various
passengers and crew—whatever contests may
arise among them in fair weather—it only needs
the imminence of so great a common danger to

make us feel that we all row in one boat after

all. And, not only as landlord, tenant, and
laboui-er, but as regards agriculture, manu-
tactures, and commerce, as we believe that share

and share alike of so great a disaster to bo in-

evitable, so wo havo no doubt that share and
share alike will be cheerfully accepted.

The cattle plague has for tho present swallowed
up all tho other agricultural interests of the year,

but these have not been unimportant. Tho
occuiTenco and dis.appearance, under rigid qua-
rantine, of the small-pox among sheep in Sussex,

and tho unusual fatality among pigs, havo im-
portant I'olations to the more serious plaguo among
our cattle. Wo have had the relations of laud-
lord and tenant discussed, both before the Eoyal
Commission on tho Law ofHypothec iu Scotland,

and before the Societies and Clubs all over the

island, which have earnestly protested .against

tho excessive preservation of game.—Tho dis-

cussions before the National Agricultural

Society and tho Central Fanners' Club, and tho

evidence before another Eo}'al Commission,
have ventilated tho question of the general and
professional education of the farmer.—Social

Science Congresses, Metropolitan Societies, and
F.ai-mers' Clubs, hiive had the condition of the

labourer, his cottage, his relation to the master,

the gang system, night schools, vUlago hospitals,

and the priite system, under consideration.

—

The General Election has opened up a new field

for pubhc-spiiited effort to the tenant farmer

—

ono of whom, the first wo doubt not of a number,
will sit in Parliiiment the rein'esentativo we
believe, not only of practical agricultui'e, but of

wise and moderate views on all the existing rela-

which the tenant-farmer sustains,—Of the
as veritable and dangerous a plaguo as dogs with I dXaikTf lcTuV"feim pr^tice man^'co^d 'be
rabies-' bitmg

,
indeed, not only any of theu- .^^^^^..^ j^^^^g excited great interest in agricul-

Soo another column, I tural cu'cles during the year. The utilisation of
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town sewage has made a great step forwards

by the power at length conferred on the

lietropoUs Sewage Company.^The corresponding

subjects of Land Drainage, Iirigation, and the

Water Supply have been discussed.—Dr.

VoELCKEU has made known the existence of new
sources of Potash Salts for manm-e in Germany ;

and of now sources of Pho.sphate of lime in

North Wales.—And on the general question of

the condition of business on the fann and in the

market, Mr. LampoPwT before the Wigton
Farmers' Club read what we take leave to

describe as the most important agricultural

Paper of the year (see page 878, 18G5). It

has more than once astonished us that so little

attention has hitherto been directed to the

extremely able and suggestive reasonings

which were then laid before the agricultm-al

Ijublic.

Even fi-om this very imperfect Hst—from which
we have omitted, by the way, all mention of the

agitation for the repeal of the Malt Tax, in which
so largo a section of the agricultural body take so

deep an interest,—it will appear how many
topics of groat importance have engaged our

attention in 1SG3. As already said, they have
for the present all been swallowed up by the

great calamity which has befallen our stock

owners; and on this, almost alone, for many
months of 1866, no doubt the attention of agri-

culturists will be almost exclusively dii-ected.

If we were implement makers, we should
ask real fiicnds to point out defects, and here is a

case in point : On showing a cultivator at work, a

friend spoke of its good jioints. " Thank you,"
said we, " please point out the defects." The
cultivator soon got into foul ground, the tines

cleared themselves acbnirably, except the centre

tine ; well, the main or keel bar was straight,

the remedy was to bend it upwards, and it ims
a remedy. In all cultivators it is most desii-able

to have them as low as possible, and if the tines

are properly arranged they wilL not choke in foul

ground. Experience founded on ample deduction
has proved, taking the low-.set FiNiuVYSON as a
typo (having two tines on the fore cross bar, one
in the centre with keel bar, and two tines on
hind cross-bar), that with five tines covering
36 inche.-*, with tine paths of 7| inches apart, two
stays to strengthen tine bais, and some simple
leverage, you have a cultivator ecxual to two horses
on light soils, and for three horses on heavier
soils ; and with such a space for riddance
there is no choking. And if your tines are

(Uamond-shapcd, you have the minimum of

resistance to draught and the maximum of

di.sintegi'ation and maximum of resistance to

longitudinal and lateral strains. Two wheels in

front allow the jiilot wheel to be nearer the
fi-ont bar, and the length dedicated in the older

tyi^es to keeping this wheel clear of the leading
tine, is better devoted to increasing the space
formerly allowed between fore and hinder tine

bar for the reception of the centre tine, and for

raising and disposing of roots, &c. Wo know
fi-om experience that such a cultivator would beat
Coleman's, Eaijsome's, or Babeett & Exall's
long-legged things on sloping ground, and would
face them on level ground. Did you ever see a

prize offered for the best plough or cultivator for

sloping ground ? What a commotion it would
make—" For the best plough for working across a
slope, 6?.

!

" and yet thousands of acres are
habitually ploughed across the slope.

Cinders a STOMAcnic for Pigs. Meciii
Tvas laughed at for sajTiig so some years ago, but
ho was quite right. In many districts all the
labourers' wives are careful to give a few cinders
every two or three days to their pigs. S. M. F.

THE EINDEEPEST IN THE CHEESE AND
DAIRY DISTRICTS.

I HOPE you will pennit me to address the land-

owners of Cheshire and Shropshire through your
columns on a matter which I think you and they
will deem of sullicieut impoi'tance to sanction the
favour.

A somewhat intimate acquaintance with the con-

dition and management of landed property in those
counties, has led me to conclu-sions bearing on the
cattle plague, which I am desirous of expressing,
becanse I believe they may possibly have a beneficial
influence, not, perhaps, in assuaguig the present
malady, but in preparing for any similar visitation,

and in mitigating the evils of a disease which is of
very frequent recurrence in the cheese-making and
dairying districts—plem-o-pneumonia.

It is acknowledged on all hands that the present
plague is contagious and infections ; not endemic,

I but epidemic in it.s chai'acter ; that, in fact, though
diseased animals may infect the air, the air, mthout
the presence of diseased animals to infect it, could

not, like the malai-ia of Egypt and Italy, originate

disea.se. Isolation is, therefore, believed on all

hands to be a sure means by which the scourge can

be mastered, if aU commimication between the

diseased and the healthy can be stopped. At present

the practice in Cheshire and the sun-onnding

coimties is to give the stock the range of the fields

at all times of the year. It mattei"s not what may
be the state of the atmosphere, or the condition of a

neighbour's herd, or how near that herd may be,

the fields are the refuge of whatever animals the

farmer possesses. In large farms, if the animals are

confined to particulai fields in the centre, isolation

may be eifected, but the opportimities of doing this

are very rare. Isolation,' to be effected at all, as a

rule, must be accomplished at the home,stead. And
where in Cheshire and Shropshire are the home-
steads in which can be collected with safety and
comfort the stock of a well-provided farm ?

In nearly all in.stances the only buildings in which
stock can be housed are the cow shippons, which are

low, close, and cramped, and it is the practice to

collect the milking cows at certain periods in these

buUdings, where they are crowded in a stifling atmo-
sphere until the time comes for tm'ning them out

a^jjain. This arrangement necessarily predisposes the

cows to infection, as it is not an unusual thing for

them to be at one period of the d.iy—when in the

shippon—in a temperature of from ;jH° to G0° ; and
at another—when in the fields—below freezing

point. In fact, I have myself on more than one
occasion stood in a shippon in which the only ventila-

tion has been a direct draught across the biulding,

when the temperatm'e at the head of the cow has
been GO", and that at her tail verging upon 30°,

owing to the extreme cold which the draught has
taken through the building.

There ai'C few resident agricultiuists who will

deny that this state of things exists, and those who
have reflected upon it will admit that such accom-
modation does not allow of the housing of stock for

any length of time with security of health. If this

be admitted, where is the capability of isolation at

the homestead ? I do not know of 20 homesteads
in all the norih-westera checsc-maldng district

where the proper accommodation of the whole
stock of a faiTQ exists. In some cases the shippons

may be better than in others—there may be less direct

draught, and the cows may be less crowded—but in

one and aU, such has been the effect of cramming
hay into the lofts above the cows in destx'oying

proper ventilation, that nothing short of cleai-iug

away the loft and the hay, and giving free vent to

the ridge of the building, will render them healthy

imder all changes of the weather. And this altera-

tion woiUd only improve the character of these

particular buil(hngs, and the nece-ssary isolation

could not be carried out by the iLse of them only.

They are not now capacious enough for the cows in

profit, if proper room be given to each ; what is to

be done with the .store stock ? Where are the fold-

yards ? Ought there not to be at the homestead of

every stock farmer some yards, with shedding, where
neat stock of all ages may have the benefit of litter

and the comfort of shelter ? In 19 out of 20 farms
in Cheshire and Shropshire there ai"e no enclosed
yards, and the tenant is consequently precluded from
bringing home his store stock to rest under his eye,

and receive the care and attention which Lord Spencer
so rightly declai'ed was more likely to prevent the
disease than all the medicine in the world to cure it.

The yoimg cattle must either remain in the fields,

or be crammed into buildings already overcrowded,
the consequences of which would be worse than
leaving them in the fields. In saying this,

moreover, I exclude the injury done to the pastures
themselves, which are so injin-ed by being trodden
into mire in the winter that they seldom recover the
effect before winter comes again, which affords

additional reason for homestead accommodation.
These observations bi*ing me to another considera-

tion of importance. If it is desirable to afford

facilities at the homestead for collecting and protect-

ing the whole stock of the farm, ai'e there not other
reasons than the existence of a special disease,

recognisable by a dairy and cheese-makiug farmer,
which would render comfort and shelter highly
profitable ?

Fold-yards and covering ai'e valuable not only
because wai-mth saves food and makes flesh and fat
cheaply, but because it enables the farmer to
economise his straw, both as fodder and litter, and
to preserve his manure after it is made. Thus we
have in the application of shelter, 1st, the better
health of stock luider ordinaiy circumstances ; 2d, a
better means of isolating and tending them under
extraordinary cu-cumstances ; 3d, the saving of straw
where straw is scanty ; and, 4th, the preservation
of manure where, oiving to the little straw grown,
farm-yard manm-e is scanty too. There is a dif-

ference of opinion whether stock a.re healthier
wholly under cover, or in fold yards with sheds to

run imder in foul weather, but I believe the opinion
is uuanimous that one or other is far preferable to

no covering at aU, and the fact that all stock require

less food with shelter than without it goes far to
support the conclusion.

As all these advantages are gained by covered
yards, they commend themselves to landowners in
Cheshire iuod Shropshire, who would indeed do well
to consider whether they might not profitably apply
the spaces which generally exist in front of the
farm buildings (as receptacles of dung thrown out
of the shippons, and for all kinds of wasteful uses)
as fold-yai'ds, with covering over the whole or iiortiona
of them.

If there exists in England any district in which
shelter and comfort at the homestead is specially
needed, it is in those comities to which vnj remarks
have been pai-ticularly applied ; and the very care
with which past generations have housed their hay'
showed that they considered shelter profitable in
that particulai-, though they were so short-sighted as
to sacrifice the health and comfort of their stock to
attain it. J. BaUnj Benton.

THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
1

.
The following returns were issued yesterday :

—

These retiu-ns do not jHofess to give the total
number of cases which have oocm-red in Great
Britain, but only those which have been ascertained
from the official information received at the office
from inspectors, whether appointed by the Clerk of
the Coimcil, or by the local authorities. "The divisions
of England are those of the census. Column 1 only
records the cases reported as having commenced
during the weeks indicated by the headings, " back "

cases being added to column 2.
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there then would be much reason and justice in the

claim. But we doubt whether any instances of this

kind can be atlduced, although no doubt there are a

great number of cases of beasts half fat, or even
milch cows in good condition, being sold for the

pui'pose of slaughter because the disease has appeared
on the farm they are sent from. In such oases a
claim for compensation cannot be made, inasmuch as

the owners receive a good portion, probably two-thirds

of the value of the stock, and voluntarily accept the
loss in preference to taking the risk of lo.sing the

whole. Again, we iind from the latest returns that

out of 55,88t! animals attacked with the plague,

20,700 have died and 12,380 have been killed.

Now, supposing compensation were demanded for the
latter, at what value could they be assessed ? Not
surely at their previous value in a sound state, but
that only \vhich they would fairly realise if there
were no restrictions to forbid the sale of plague-
stricken animals, and this would be the salv.age price

of the cai'case alone. We find from the Table
refen-ed to, that about 12 per cent, of the number
attacked have recovered ; these evidently embraced
the mild&st and most favoirrable cases, and we cannot
BupiMse if there had been no power to kill, that of

the 12,380 slaughtered, 5 per cent, of this number
would have recovered—probably not more than 1 per
cent., and yet it is on these 000 or 120 only, a.s the
ca.se might be, that compensation could rea.sonably

be demanded. Now, we feel sure that not 1 per cent,

of the nimiljer killed by inspector's' order have been
destroyed without the willing consent of the owners.
We hazard another assertion equally safe—that not
1 per cent, of the whole number killed have been re-

vised treatment by the inspectors when the owners
wished it to be tried. How then is there any just
claim on the public pm-se for compensation for animals
that have died or have been killed '! We are inclined to
think, however, that the London cowkeepers at least

have a moral although no legal claim on the Corjjo-
ration of London (the owners of Islington Market)
for .some poi-tion of compensation for their heavy
losses, and that this wealthy body, instead of with-
drawing their 1000^. because the public did not back
their subscription, should have increased it to some
20,000Z. or 50,0007. for such a laudable purpose, inas-
much as it was Islington Market that spread the
poison to the town dairies and even to the country,
and it was the unwillingness to interfere with this
market that has in a great measure deterred the
Government from adopting more uniform and more
stringent measures throughout tie country. If the
cost of so many public corporation dinners were
appropriated to the pirrpo.se, the contribution we
have suggested would soon be made up. Although
our ai'givments are opposed to the claim for general
compensation which has been set up, yet they tend
to support with great force the fair demand that
might be made for the salvage value of all cattle
that were either killed or had died from the disease,

and which might be estimated at from 17. to 21. 10s.

each. In all cases where these animals were,
for the real or supposed good of the country,
buried with their skins, the owners, we consider, have
the strongest moral claim on the Government for
the value of the carcases ; and although the same
may be small as compared with the previous value
of the animals, yet where the losses have been many,
the claim woiUd be substantial, and if granted
very seasonable. With regard to the Government
Inspectors, who no doubt were at first appointed
somewhat inconsiderately, and invested with too
great power and responsibility, and are now snubbed
by the withdrawing of this power, just as they
began to know how to use it with discretion, we
agree with Dr. Crisp, who considers that it would
have been better to have appointed one man of
superior ability and acqiurements for each county,
whose duty it would have been to overlook the other
Inspectors, and having thoroughly informed himself
of the characteristics of the disease, have ensured
uniformity of action by keeping up fi'equent com-
munication with head-quarters, to advi.se as to treat-
ment and disinfection, and to ensiu'e that the
Inspectors did not by inadvertence commimioate
the disease to sound animals. At the same time,
hastily appointed as they were, they have done their
best, and preserved many districts from the disease,
and have not deserved those shameful and un-
warrantable attacks that have been made on them,
even by respectable men. H'. C S.

3. On Prevention Ca!>rldgc(7).—-Wha.t are the
facts ? First, that the disease is unquestionably the
true rinderpest, or steppe-murrain of Russia. It is

recognisable by marks and qualities scarcely less
plain than those by which we recognise smaU-pox to
be smaU-pox.

Secondly, the disease is propagated from animal to
animal by contagion, direct and indirect. In vulgar
phi-ase, it is " catching," and it is produced iu no
other way. It is not indigenous here ; it never
springs up spontaneoasly in this country. The con-
tagion is probably more swift, subtle, sure, and
far-reaching than that of any other known disorder,
whether of men or of brutes. The deadly poison is

capable of being carried to a considerable distance
by the air, and to any distance by things, animate

or inanimate, to which it may cling, and it clings
rea^lily.

Thirdly, the disease is a very fatal one. Its death-
rate is appalling—'JO in 100, they say ; and it is

absolutely iucuj-able. With or without what is called
treatment, a small number of recoveries happen ; but
there are no cures. I do not mean that medical care
is useless or inexpedient. There are measures relating
to food, temperature, cleanliness, support, even
medicine (measures that are defensive against aU
weakening influences), which sometimes may turn
the hesitating scale, and give the victory to the
restorative force of uatur-e. But there is no specific

plan or antidote that can stop or chase away the
disease, any more than there is for the cure or the
cutting shox-t of smaU-pox. This is alike triie of all

the specific fevers. They run a definite course.
Fourthly, the very same disease has afliicted these

realms before ; probably often, certainly 120 years
ago ; when, notwithstanding strenuous but ill-

sustained struggles made against it, it remained for
no less than 12 years a ciu-se and drain upon the
country. Since then till now it has not revisited us.

This fact, or these facts, are of weighty import.
They show the tenacity of the disorder in spite of
great pains taken to di.slodge and expel it. They
show also that it is not ineradicable—that our land
may be freed from its presence. They confir-m,

moreover, if any confirmation were needed, the
belief that the plague is of foreign origin, and has
been imported into England now as it was in 174.5.

If all this be so, surely it is time to tiuni oiu'

thoughts from the sick and the dying to the animals
that ai'e yet left among us alive, in health, and
iminfected—to abandon the vain search after impos-
sible specific remedies, and to adopt the true and
sole nostrum, which is prevention. This is still

within the scope of our power. It is daily becoming
more difficult.

The one object of our warfare should be the mate-
rial exciting cause of the pestilence. That cause
removed, the all-impoi-tant problem is solved at
once ; tiiUitnr rffcctiis.

Its full solution involves three indispensable con-
ditions :

—

1. Our liviag and healthy cattle must he protected .against
all possible access of the infecting matter. They must be kept
away from the poison, and the poison must he kept away from

2. The actual poison itself, wherever it may h.avo been
deposited or 1,-ft l.,-l,iii,l >.v sick or dead animals, must,
with the mo.4t m r u)., l.n. , ., i,,- destroyed .and expunged.

3. The rciiili- , i
i:i -i„.eific poison into this comitry

from the Contiiii I i. !

i

- v,.nted.
The first of tl,, .

iIn ..iMliti.,ns, the pi-eserv.ati.m of the
remaining cattle, imi-Hcs their complete i.. )iti i, i i , iimk?.

It can never be insm-ed so long as cattle, \^ I
i I i

i I. in,

aro permitted to travel or to he carried fr,,i,, ii i il ., ,,r

to be collected in fair.s ur uwrkots. Tb(l„r :. il,'. l.,,-,ts

togetli.jr f,..i,, .liv, , ,,Ml ..nil. 1 ii,, .1. ,M . , iilrai p,,int,
whcij,-, •!.• .•!' 'I..!. .,::. '.. livers other
part.s, ,> .: ir.' .r ,11 ,', |., .,i;),, way of per-
petjKitii . I- :
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, : i iruoof Other

I

!

:'
' I lily be dead-

1 n I ;i : : , I ! , ! ]
i , ntly supplied

I
:

,
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. I I .; I,, in England
,11 i ii -I 11,1 1'. , I. n,,,i. f,. .siblo than it

n m ITiJ, N.,d,,ubt much l..ss and suffering
will at first be produced by so great

nala.

mthi,- 1,1,1,],

could have 1

a change of system; but without it the viltiniate' less"and
suifeiing would he far more serious and severe. The great
temporary evil will he more than compensated by greater and
permanent benefits.

Methods of pm-iiieation and disinfection are well known,
and of suifieiently easy aiiplicidion.

"Wliatever sacnficcs tli, r,, - -\- t,-rM imi, 1 ml , ill be
made iu v.ain. unless cfT, I 1-, 'i ,

,
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i
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i i i i l .nfly
and rigorously used, fi ,1 I'
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exotic mischief into il.i ,,;, i: , , , ; no
rapidly multiiilyin", in

:
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, , flie

home of the ],l.i ,, — i i
, , it.r

and more dircer, '"• ;,i |. m i, ,i
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for us than fi,!- , n i m ,,,, ,
',

i

•,,
, \

' i. •

; .mst
tlie influx of tl,, ,,11, _\ ,

i i.., ih, i,, li,,. ii.,ii-ii ,1 ilio

disease across uiLtiul niaiVlics ha.s. as a rule, been .succes.sfully
averted by quarantine regiJ.ations watchfully enforced.
This third and essential condition of contmued safety would

alone require that the substitution of meat markets for cattle
markets should be made pennanent.
And other signal advantages would follow that wholesome

ch.angc. It would be an unspeakable benefit and blessing to
the inhabitants of this great city if the d.amaftc and dangers to
both man and beast from cattle-driving tIiTfiii_^ cm- i-r,,Av,lcd

streets, if the pollutions of offensive an! i i i :.
, of

hides and hoofs, and horns and offal tl,,* i i
i mess

there, if the filth .and abominations of sliiiiii I
i

. lii lii(;r.

houses could at once and for ever be abi.lis),, , i,,.,,, luuuiiy us.
It is beyond nn i |„ I, ji, , ,„ ,,iii |„, , i, ,, , iil,o in detail

how the scveiil i
,,|

1 : but there
can be uo rati-:,,' i. ,.',! :! , n^ :i,i

, ':|.y, encrgetic,
practical counti\-, il il,,ii i,|.,i; . i_ liil\- niiprehended,
and their difheulties LIU h, li

,
iii,

I with, they are all as
possible as they are iii,ii , i i il,le. Thaiuas Walson,
M.D., Henrietta Street, (

,

,„ the Tims.

i. Local Repoets.— /V/w^^;,)-;/.—It has lost much
of its virulence in this district. Mr. Collins reports
that of (14 cows which had been under his treatment,
2G have recovered. Mr. Carter reports that since the
commencement 73 cows have been attacked, of
which .51 have died, 19 recovered, and three are still

aifected.

Jiucliinf/Mm.—The Duke of Buckingham : Since
the disease has appeared in the country I have
never held any other view than that the strictest

quarantine regulations were necessary to arrest it.

That view is coufii-med by all that has passed, and
the Government even seems to have adopted it. I
believe it was necessary in the first instance to stop
the transit of cattle entirely, even from one part of a

farm to another, where a public road intervenes.
Mr. N. G. Lambert (High Sheriff) thought such a
motion should not be carried unless some extreme
necessity could be shown,—unless it were proved
that the disease had committed gi'eat ravages and
was on the increase. But so far as the south of the
county was concerned, they had little or nothing of
it ; and fi'om what he had heard at Aylesbury, he
believed in the noi'them part of the county it was on
the decrease. Gentlemen present might not be
aware of the actual proportion of cattle attacked.
There were some TJ million cattle in the country.
The number attacked was about G0,000, or less than
1 per cent. ; those which had died were 35,000, or
li per cent. About 13,000 had been slaughtered,
which woirld increase the percentage slightly. The
Government had taken the prudent course they
ought to have done, and had not been forced tq
extreme measiu'es by writers in the press, who were
urging them on.

Cltfshh-e.—The nimiber of cases reported to the
1st inst. comprises :—Died, 4.541 ; killed, 21(1 ; under
treatment, 1 703 ; recovered, 834 ; total, 0794. Since
the 25th ult. fresh cases have appeared in 30
additional townships, making a total of 1(J4 places
in which the disease has manifested itself. The
number attacked during the past week has been
2155, or 307 per diem; and those dead and killed,

1721, or 245 per diem.
Cirriiirall.—It continues to make sadhavoo. Since

last week's report the loss in Tnu'o and neigh-
bourhood has reached 330.
DcronMre, Jan. 2.—At the County Quarter Sessions

Mr. Watts called attention to the alarming fact, that
in the district of Ideford diseased cattle had been so
negligently buried that dogs had eaten the carcases
audibeen found with diseased meat in their mouths
running about the public streets. In the same
district, where the disease was raging to a fearful

extent, cattle were removed from place to place
without the penalties being enforced ; this was
owing to the illness of the only policeman stationed
in the district.—Earl Fortescue said he thought it

desirable to state in that court his firm conviction
that nothing could supersede the necessity of her
Majesty's subjects lending their aid, whether ofBciaUy
or unofficially, to the laws enacted for the protection

and benefit of the commimity. He thought it highly
discreditable to the district in que.stion that the
offenders had not been informed against merely
because of the illness of the constable, and that
other per.sons did not like to take upon themselves
the odium of informing, although in the interests of

the public. This case at Ideford had vindicated the
pre(liction of those who opposed the introduction of

the police, on the ground that the system would
tend to sap and undermine the sense of individual
responsibility in her Majesty's subjects by encourag-
ing the delegation of every public duty to paid
officials.—Mr. T. D. Acland, M.P., said, with regard
to inspectors, that the farmers had a perfect horror
of them, a.s they spread the disease in their various
visits. He thought others than the officials shoidd
enforce the law ; unless they did, but little would be
done in staying the plague.

Glt'ticcshi'sJthr, Jan. 2.-— A resolution that the
Court of Quarter Sessions desired to urge upon her
Majesty's Government, by petition and resolution,

the necessity of some positive order being issued by
the Government which should have the effect of

entirely stopping the transit of cattle along any
highway or tm-npike road in the country, and
also the sale or exposure of any beast in any
fair or market throughout the country except
under stringent restrictions, was carried by a large

majority.
limits, Jan. 1.—The Marquis of Winchester said

that up to the 23d of Decemlx;r the whole nimiber of

cattle attacked was 245, out of which 50 had been
killed, Ij,** died, and 21 had recovered or stUl

remained under treatment. From this he thought
that they had no great reason to be alai'med.

He had been in commimication with Sir

James Ferguson, of Ayrshire. The justices for

the county of Ayr had put into force the latest

consolidated Order, had for two months past

stopped all faii-s and markets, had now extended

their restrictions until the 1st of March next, and
had forbidden the importation of any sheep or cattle

into the coimty, fining in the fidl penalty any
oflfender reported to them. The result had been
that the plague, which appeared in five or six

different parts of the county, was at first isolated,

and was now entirely extinct within the county,

although raging in every adjoining county.—Sir

John Simeon, M.P., said that in the Isle of Wight
they had been severely visited by the disease, but
they contrived by judicious .supervision and the

exercise of proper inspection at the ports of dis-

embarcation to keep themselves clear from a fresh

importation of diseased ,stock, and at this moment
he was happy to say that the island did not contain

a single case of disease or infection. When they

had a portion of a county like the Isle of Wight
perfectly free from infection, he thought it a
monstrous hardship to say that the farmers of the

island should not be free to transfer their stock

from a portion of their own farm to another portion
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in carrying on that ordinai'y cattle traffic so essential

to tlie welfare of the agriculturist.

Hrrcforikkjrc.—There i-s no material improvement
iu the infected district in this county.

Hiintin/jdiiii^hirr, Jan. 1.—At the Huntingdonshire
General Quarter Sessions, the following resolutions

were passed ;
—" That this Coiu't, by virtue of an

increase of the powers given to them Ijy an Order of

her Majesty's Most Hon. Privy Council, dated the

ICth day of December, 18C5, do hereby decl.are and
order accordingly that all fairs and markets for the

sale of cattle, sheep, and pigs be stopped, and the

removal of any .stock over or along any highway
from the j^remises of the owner, or from any place

whatever where they must previously have been for

21 days, be only .sanctioned under a certificate from
a magistrate and inspector .specially appointed for

that pm-pose ; and that the carri,age of any maniu'e,

hay, or straw, or infected matter to or removal

from any such premises or place aforesaid withouc
Buch sanction as aforesaid be prohibited." "That
in the opinion of this Coiu't the penalty, not

exceeding 20^., should be on each animal, instead of

(as under existing Orders) on each offence."

Isle of Ehj.—About 70 deaths have now been
recorded at Sutton. Mr. J. Warth has last several.

Mr. S. Parkinson has only four alive out of 21 ; Mr.

R. Shepperson 12 alive out of 40 ; Mr. J. Tibbett,

only 10 aUve out of about 70. In Chatteris the dis-

ease has somewhat abated ; 15 animals have died

during the past week, and eight are under treatment.

At Willingham there have been 450 deaths, and
there are only about 200 cattle now I'emaiuing in the
parish.

Kent.—The plague has considerably abated, and in

parts of East Kent has apparently died out altogether.

Up to December 20, 340 beasts had been attacked, of

which only 32 had recovered, in the Wingham
district. It is, however, only fair to state that, of

the remaining 308, 71 had been slaughtered and
pronounced fit for food. In the Isle of Thanet the
plague is still virident. The Messrs. Champion, of

Sarre, have lost 4!) beasts out of a large herd, in

which at the present time only 11 remain healthy.

Laiwashin {Xorth^, Bee. 30.—A special meeting
of the Royal North Lancashire Agricultm'al Society

was held at Preston, and the following memorial to

Sir George Grey was adopted :
—

" That, considering

the losses ah-eady experienced, &c., this meeting
earnestly prays the attention of Her Majesty's

Government to the establishment of a system of

national insiu'ance which, well considered, would
inspire public confidence and afford adequate pro-

tection."

Zinenlnshire.—Messrs. Carrington and Sandall, of
Thurlby Fen, have 18 dead out of 21. The disease

has also appeared in two other oases at Haoconby
and Deeping Feu. At Coabit 27 deaths were
reported last week. The disease still spreads in the
neighbourhood of Boston. Mr. W. Bartholomew has
lost a herd of 25 at Blankney. In the Spilsby district

the disease is continuing its ravages. At Croft, Mrs.

Heanley has lost no fewer than 2G head. In the

neighbourhood of Louth the disease is extending.
MiUinrfham.—Mr. Paget, late M.P. for Nottingham,

said he wished to caU attention to the very great

importance of the subject, not only to farmers, but
to the general public. The Government had put
power into their hands, and they ought to exercise it.

It not only concerned the destruction of cattle, for

he could conceive no greater blow than this woidd
be to com farming. He believed the lai-ge produce
of our country as compared with other countries was
owing not so much to the superiority of the land or

its cidtivation as to the quality and quantity of

manure for strong lands.—It was determined to send
a circidar to the following effect to the different

Petty Sessional courts in the coimty, with respect to

licences for removing cattle :
—

" The magistrates are

requested not to give any licence for the removal of

fat cattte for slaughter without first satisfying them-
selves by sufficient evidence of the sanitary state of

the district from which it is intended to remove such
cattle. That the licence shall specify the cattle to

be removed, and shall be placed in the hands of a
policeman, in whose custody the cattle shall remain
from the time of their leaving the farm to their

heing removed to the final destmation. That Is.

shall be charged for such certificate, and 2s. Orf. for

the services of the iioliceman."

Oxfordshire, Jan.. 2.—At the Quarter Sessions for

this county a resolution for putting in force the last

Order in Council, and preventing the removal of

cattle from and to any place in the county for one
month from the .')d inst. was carried.

Shropshire (^Nmih), Dee. 29.—An important meet-
ing of landowners and farmers, with the Lord
Lieutenant (Lord Hill) m the chau', was held at

Whitchm'ch, and resolutions were adopted—" That
petitions be presented to the First Lord of the
Treasury, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and both
Houses of Parliament, praying that the Government
take into their immediate consideration the urgent
and pressing claims of stock owners whose herds
have been destroyed by the plague for such allevia-

tion of their diifieulties as Parliament iu its wisdom
may think fit, and calling the attention of Parlia^

ment to the precedent of 1745-C." And, " That the

said petitioners also pray that the several cattle

plague associations that Iiave been established be

sanctioned and a-ssisted by the Government in dis-

charging such claims as may be made upon them by
the insui'ed, and which the funds of the said associa-

tions may not extend to, thereby giving them a

national character."

South Lineoliishire, Jan. 3.—A deputation from
the neighbourhood of Holbeach and Long Sutton
had an interview yesterday with Mr. Waddington at

the Home Office, for the purpose of presenting two
petitions to her Majesty, praying for the immediate
as.sembling of Parliament and for the consideration

of a scheme of national insurance of cattle by
Government. The petitions were signed by about
1500 graziers, farmers, and others in^the locality.

—

Mr. Barker referred to the inability of the local

mutual cattle insurance societies to deal with
a subject of such magnitude, and stated that

it had become now a question of national

importance. The deaths from the disease formed
but a small proportion to the actual loss, for the

graziers, in their terror and alarm, in order to make
the first loss the least, were sending store beasts to

be slaughtered which were utterly unripe and unfit

to be killed. He earnestly craved, on behalf of the

locality he represented, the advice and assistance of

the Government in the shape of insurance, as the

only means to give confidence to the community and
prevent the frightfid destruction of cattle now
daily taking place.—The Sub-Dean of Lincoln pro-

ceeded to .sketch a plan whereby ftmds might be
placed at the disposal of Government by the agri-

cidturists themselves sufficient in amount to meet the

present emergency and to provide for the future.

Government, who were now collecting statistical

returns of cattle in the land, might impose a regis-

tration fee of Is. on every beast. Reckoning the

amount at 7,000,000 head (the uiunber estimated),

this would yield 350,000i. A national insurance
might then be established under Goverment sanc-

tion, and at a rate estimated by the Government
actuary, at every market town in the kingdom
through one of these three agencies— 1, the Post-

offices, after the manner of the savings-banks

;

2, the Collectors of Inland Revenue ; 3, the Boards

of Guardians. The preliminary expense being

defrayed, there would still be a largo disposable

surplus which would be available as a guarantee

fund, or, if necessary, to meet the deficiency arising

fi'om insm'anees paid up.—Mr. John Clark could

assure the hon. gentleman that the calamity could

not be exaggerated. He ha<l himself witnessed

Islington Market yesterday, and had, to his great

sorrow, seen young cattle sold for meat which ought
to have been fatted two years hence. That he had
personally inspected Newgate and Leaderdiall

Markets that morning, and had seen sides of beef

oft'ered for sale at id. per lb. He was informed by
the salesmen that there was never known such a

glut before of that description of unripe meat.

Yesterday at Islington the prime fat beasts only

realised 8*'. per stone of 141b., and he saw small

inferior lean beasts sold at al. and ni. each. The
future supply of animal food for the people was
fearfidly jeopardised, and if confidence were not
immediately restored by a Govenmient measiu*e of

insurance the yards woiild be shortly cleared of cattle.

—Mr. Ward said, if Government would sanction

national insurance, that would restore confidence,

and the agriculturists themselves eoidd find ample
funds.—^Mr. "Waddington said that a scheme of cattle

insurance had been submitted by Sir J. Kay-Shuttle-

wort^i to the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and had
no doubt been carefully considered. The petitioners

were qiute right that the only course to urge was
the immediate assembling of Parliament ; for, as

they were aware, until Parliament met, no one had
authority to deal with the public funds.—Mr. Ayhff

wished to state that immediate action was the vital

import of the matter. If Parliament met on the

17th of February, and then took the matter into

consideration in its ordinary progress, it would be a

matter of small importance to Lincolnshire, for

before action was taken all the cattle would be

dead.

Staffordshire (Xorth).—It continues its ravages
along the northern borders of the county. Mr.
Holer, Craddocks Moss, Audley, has lost 10 head of

cattle, and has 11 beasts down with the plague.

During the last week seven more animals have died

of the disease on the farm of Mr. Hammond, Madeley,
in addition to 20 deaths in the previous week. In
the stock of 33 head of cattle belonging to Mr.
Tomkinson, farmer, near Audley, 28 have died. Mr.
Glover, farmer, Battcrley, has had 19 cows attacked,

and lost 12 of them. Nearly the whole of the stock

of cattle belonging to Mr. J. Bleckley, Radwood,
near Whitmore, consisting of about 40 fine animals,

has been destroyed by the pest.

Suffolk, Jan. 1.—At a general meeting of the
County Cattle Plague Association, it appeared that

the total number of stock insured in the association

is 25.727 ; the total amount insured being 274,6(»3?.,

and the total per eentage paid, 276GZ.

^yttrmiehshire, Jan. 2.—At the Quarter Sessions of

the Peace for this county a deputation from the

Warwickshire County Stock Insurance Association

presented the following resolutions, which had been
passed at a meeting held at Wai-wick :—1. That the
owners of stock should be allowed to remove cattle
from place to place on their own farms, provided
they did not chive them along a public highway.
2. "That the removal of fat stock should be allowed
diu-ing the daytime only, if certified by an inspector
or a magistrate, upon condition that the same be
slaughtered within 48 hours. 3. That the Court be
requested to urge upon her Majesty's Government
the necessity of enforcing the last Order in Council to
its fidlest extent, and that the magistrates be
requested to appoint additional inspectors. A com-
mittee was appointed to consider as to the best
course to be pursued.

Windsor, Dec. 3.—A numerously attended meeting
of agriculturists and landowners was held, under the'
presidency of Major-General F. H. G. Seymour, at
the Castle Hotel, Windsor, for the purpose of con-
sidering a mutual association for the insurance of
cattle. It was resolved that the association shoidd
extend over an area the limits of which should be
those of the South Bucks, East Berks, Wraysbury,
Egham, and Windsor Forest Agricultural Societies,
and all parishes within a 10 mile radius of Windsor :

a committee, with Major-General the Hon. A. N.
Hood as [chairman. Mr. Cannon stated that in the
Maidenhead division of the county of Berks, and
since he was made Inspector on the 16th of August,
no less than 283 beasts had perished from the
plague. The value of the cattle so lost he considered
amounted to about 2023^. 10.«., the cases of disease
principally occurring in the districts of Bray,
Cookham, and Winkfield. Out of the 2S3 cattle

only nine were insured in the Reading Association.

—

The Ch.airman advocated the use of homoeopathy in
the treatment of sick cattle.—Mr. Irons said that
three out of five cattle which he had treated homceo-
pathically had recovered from the disease.

Woreestershire.—There is happily no extension of
the plague in this county, which may be attributed,
in a great mea,sure, to the strict precautions adopted
by the authorities.

Yorhshire.—There have been numerous fresh out-
breaks iu both the East and North Ridings ; while on
the high wolds and moors, and in the low-lying
extensive tracts of Ryedale and Pickering, the disease
continues its ravages, the middle elevations are yet
clear. There is also a much-remarked exemption of
fat stock from the plague. The panic caused by the
plague continues, and in the two weeks 25,0002.

worth of cattle from places not yet infected have
been insured at Maltou. Here .also very great atten-
tion has been paid to the alleged identity of the
plague with the small-pox, and various methods of
experiment with vaccine matter are about to be
tried. The hardship imposed upon feeders of stock
by the operation of the Orders in Coimcil is much
felt in this district, more especially in the large
wold division of Buckrose, which borders on Maltou,
Scarborough, and Driffield, but cannot send stock to
any of these markets, and there is no market in the
division. For the North Riding Maltou district the
retirm shows that there have been in the two months
^04 oases of rindei'pe.st, of which 115 are dead,
14 were killed, 38 have recovered, and the rest
remain imder treatment. The inference drawn from
the remarks appended to each case of attack, as
made in the return, was that the plague was intro-

duced from York market (kept open against all

remonstrance for weeks after the districts were
closed), and taken to Wigganthorpe, Old M.alton,

New.sh,am, .and Barton, and thence spread through-
out the district. The retui-n for the Buckrose (E.ost

Riding) division is, approximately :—The numljer of
cases in the wold district included in this division
since the outbreak at Leppington, eight weeks ago,
is about 360, of which about 1 30 are dead, about a
dozen were destroyed just at first, and about 220 are
recovering, showing a much more successful issue
on the wolds than on the Maltou side of the water.
A return of the cattle affected in the Bidmer West
division of the Noi-th Riding shows that 260 beasts
have been attacked— 105 of which have died, bii are
still ill, 10 have been killed, and only 20 recovered.
The returns which h.ave been made from the neigh-
bourhood of Easingwold show that in this district

there have been no less than 452 deaths. In the
neighbourhood of Boroughhridge the disease is

steadily making progress. At Northallerton it is

greatly on the increase, there having been in the
division of Allertonshire 140 cases. At Darlington
the disease is extending.

5. Railway Teaffic.—The Order in Council of

the loth December extends the power of the " local

authorities ; " t>ut adds :
—

" Provided always, that
nothing contained in this clause shall make it

nnlawfid for any person to send or carry such animal
by railway through or out of such jurisdiction, or
to send or carry any such animal, if brought by sea
from any place out of Great Britain into such juris-

diction, to the nearest convenient railway|station, for

the purpose of carrying it through or out of such
jurisdiction."

Now, this traffic to, by, and from railways is doing
as much or more harm than all the other movement
of cattle. Any one living near a railway station iu
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ajiart of the country where the plague is raging, may
see day by day strings of wretched animals driven by to

be put on the rail, and taken to London, In many
cases the drivers refuse, when 'asked, to give the

names of the owners, it being quite understood by

everyone that the animals—if not diseased them-

selves—are being sent away in consequence of the

miurain having broken out on the fanns from

whence they come.
The whole country is infected by this means. The

railways are spreading the disease into every comer
of the kingdom, and until the movement of cattle,

more especially by rail, is absolutely stopped, nothing

whatever will have been done— as is too weU proved

—to arrest the evil. 11'. m-lh (Jn Vie Times).

C. The E.xpekience in Holland.—The disease

rages mostly in the commune of Kctchel and Spaland,

near to Schiedam, where the date of the first case

has been stated as the 10th of August. Out of

238G cattle attacked between the 10th of August and
the isth of November, 1407 occurred here, of which
2()(j died, fl41 were killed, and 212 recovered. Except

a few isolated cases, the disease only rages in one of

our provinces. South Holland (in *>7 out of its 198

communes), and at the last report it had ceased in

3G, and was still prevalent in 51 communes. Arrang-
ing the communes in order, in two, out of o08(i cattle,

2306, or 4.5 per cent., were attacked. In seven, with

12,217 beasts, 2330, or 10.12 per cent, were attacked.

In eight, containing 10,001,1218, or 10.80 per cent,

were attacked. In five, 300 out of 2803 cattle, or

10.7 per cent. In all the 87 communes (that have
suffered), from the 10th of August to the ISth of

November, 8735 have been attacked, of which
2728 died, 2203 were killed, 2478 recovered,

leaving 025 still under treatment. The result

of the disease was unknown in 700 ca.ses, and
deducting these, and also those imder treatment,

we have on the remainder a per centage of

36.82 dead, 29.73 killed, and 43.45 recovered.

It appears that in some communes the beasts have
suffered more in the stalls than in the meadows.
The purification of the stalls with chlorine and car-

bonic acid(?) has often had a good result. The
disease, when a herd is attacked, lasts from two to

three months before the whole have recovered. The
disease is more \'iolent in the stables, but contagion
can, perhaps, be there more ea.sily prevented. Cold
and damp weather exercises a bad effect upon the
disease. In general the treatment is symptomatic.
The animals are covered during the day in the
meadows, and removed at night into the stalls. The
use of warm water, light food, and frequent washings
with clean water, sometimes mixed mth vinegar, or

carbonic acid (?) for the mouth, nostrils, eyes,

and anus—above all, separation in the stalls

of sound and convalescent animals from those

affected, has been found very effective. Killing

is mast frequently resorted t^ in those parts

of the country where cattle are mostly kept for

fatting, and they endeavour to kill them in time to

save them for meat. "Where rearing of cattle is

carried on, either for butchers' meat, or as cows for

daily purposes, more deliberation is observed. In
this case veterinarians do not advise slaughter, as

they maintain that 20 or 25 per cent, of recoveries

are of more value than 100 beasts slaughtered on
being threatened by a general outbreak of the disease.

But, on the other hand, if the case appears to be an
isolated one, or on the actual appearance of the first

symptoms, they do not hesitate to slaughter the
animal at once, and to immediately isolate the
meadows or .stables that have become infected, not
only as regards the cattle, but also the farm servants,

butchers, and others who have in any way been in

contact wdth the infected beasts. They next make
arrangements to establish dung-heaps at a great
distance from the stables. The most fatal weeks have
been the last in Augnst and the first in September ;

but since the 5th of November the disease has again
increased in intensity, which has been attributed to
the unfavourable and stormy weather, and especially
to the heavy rains. .

To this we add the following letter to Dr. Hamilton
about his former report on homoeopathic treatment

:

" Schiedam, Deo. 27.
" I beg to inform you that the numbers of the cattle treated

by Messrs. Sentin and Gaudy, as you gave them in yours of
the 22d inst., are very ncirly correct. There were put under
their tre.itment, in the first instance, 63 beasts, declared in my
presence by the veterinarians here to be .attacked by this
contagious disease, and afterwards, when these gentlemen were
free from the almve -mentioned control, 10 more, m.akiiig in all

73 aniniali - ..f tliis iiiiiiibor 53 were cured and 20 died.
"Mr--] :- irtiri ml t iiiudy trcatcd .ill the Cattle confided to

them,'
1
M 11 'h were in a desperate state, or which

Ijolou^" 1
I 'I I. tituteof the necessary means for their

trcatrm III
I K' n i

ii- il in each case was entirely justifiable.
-P. J. Vanuvk VA "

Home Correspondence.
Palm. JYi/f-mrnl.— I observed in a late number of

the 6fn:f'fff, an inquiry afldressed to yom* subscribers,
" Whether the reports of Professor Coleman and
others, on tlie Palm Nuf^meal, were to be depended
on." So far as any repoii. by Professor Coleman, or
any analysis by Dr. Voolcker goes, there is no doubt
they may depended on. I bear in mind having seen,
heretofore in Some publidation, an analysis by Dr.

Voelcker of this meal, which gives the oil at something
over 20 per cent., and that Messrs. Smith & Co.

guaranteed the article up to the Doctor's standard

aualysis. I found the meal I have had recently not

so acceptable to sheep as that which I had some year

or two ago, and I therefore sent it to the Professor of

Chemistry at our College for analysis. He informed
me he had recently had several samples to analyse,

and he could tell me it contained, ivith slight vari.v

tion, 20 per cent, of oil. I desired an analysis never-

theless of the last lot of meal I received, in order to

see if it contained any new matter which might
accoimt for the sheep having refused it, even after

having mixed some bran with it. Mr. Church reports

my meal to contain 20.8 of oU, and to be a genuine
article, free from any a':lmixtiu:e. No doubt, in the

process of manufacture for the main object, the

extraction of oil, this has become more effective since

Dr. Voelcker's analysis was made. As the difference

of six per cent, makes a material difference, not only

in the value but in the application of the article, I

send this exiilanation in reply to the inquiry of
" F. W. D." '\\lien we consider how much the profit

or loss, in feeding animals, depends on the nice

adaptation and distribution of the compounds used,

I am surjirised to find how few farmers avail them-
selves of chemical analy.sis of the food they purchase,

which is now to be had at so small a cost. Cliarlrs

Larvrence, Cirencester.

C/iirride of Lime as a Disinfectnnf.—In your

Journal of the 23d December, Mr. J. Lundy, of

Leith, recommends Condy's Flmd in preference to

chloride of lime, because, he says, chloride of lime is

injurious to the mucous membranes. Now, as chloride

of lime is the most generally useful and efficacious dis-

infectant, and is more highly and oftener recom-

mended by professional men than any other, I think

it w-ould be a pity if farmers were afraid to use

chloride of lime as a disinfectant, from what is

here stated with respect to its being injirrious to the

mucous membranes. It is true that pure chlorine

gas, or chlorine in a highly concentrated form, is

very irritant and injurious to the hmgs, but the

same might be said of pure oxygen, as can be

proved by the experiment of placing any small

animal in a jar of oxygen gas. We must bear in

mind that the chlorine given off by chloride of

lime is immensely diluted with atmospheric air,

and in that condition, instead of being injurious,

is highly beneficial to any disease of the mucous
membranes. I have myself cirred many cases of

diphtheria, when the diphtherous membrane was too

far down the trachea to admit of its being sponged
with muriatic acid, by causing the patient to inhale

the steam of a solution of chloride of lime in hot

water, and I have never once known it to have any
injirrious effect upon the lungs. We must also

remember that in rinderpest nearly all the mucous
membranes of the internal organs are diseased, and
in a state of va,scirlar congestion, so that the

action of chlorine in a dilute form worild be of

great use, as it wouldhelp to arrest the disease. This is

thereason why muriatic and nitro-muriatic acids have
been found so efficacious. The dose which Mr,

Limdy himself recommends, of IJ oz. of sulphuric

acid, would be far more injurious to the mucous
membranes, in the mixture of which he has given

the prescription, than the chlorine given off by using

chloride of lime as a disinfectant. I should be very

sorry to see Condy's Fluid adopted as a rule in pre-

ference to chloride of lime, as I have often tested one
against another, especially in senile gangi-ene and
cancerous ulcers, where I have found Condy's Fluid

of little use. It is no doubt useful as an element of

oxygen in the w'ards of sick rooms, or fever wards
;

but any one may try the experiment for himself

of deodorising and disinfecting putrid meat, or the

flesh of rinderpest cattle, by chloride of lime, and
then by Condy's Fluid, and he will then soon find

the difference between the strength of the two disin-

fectants. I agree with nearly all the rest of what
Mr. Lundy advances with respect to gypsum or

sulphate of lime. I only make these remarks, as

I think it would be a very great pity if farmers
were led to abandon the use of chloride of lime
from fear of its being injurious to the mucous
membranes, and I shoiild recommend them to

study instead what Professor Voelcker has ad-

vanced in his lecture on antiseptics and disin-

fectants, which appears in the same nimiber of

your Journal. ('. I'. CU'urer. My attention has
been recently directetl to a doubt which exists in

the minds of some farmers regarding the propriety of

using chloride of lime for disinfecting maniu'e, lest

by doing so part of the ammonia contained in it

should be expelled, and its quality be thereby deterio-

rated. As it is very desirable that no such fears

shorUd deter the farmer from using this valuable
disinfectant, I think it right to explain the nature
of its nftinn Without entering minutely into the
ehrnii lr\ "i lln- ipii -^1 nui, 1 m.ay state that chloride

of liini il il I |iil iiiniMiinia from its compoimds,
as liini' iImi -, Iml t In- chlnriile contained in it decom-
poses that substance into nitrogen and hydrogen.
This change occru's at once if chloride of lime be added
to pure and concentrated ammoniacal compounds,
but the case is very different when (as in a manm-e)
they afe mixed with a large quantity of decompos-

ing animal and vegetalilc matters. The chloride of
lime then reacts on and decomposes these sub-
stances in the first instance, and it is only after they
have been destroyed that any excess of chloride
which may happen to remain will attack the
ammonia. As, however, the quantity of disinfectant
is always small when compared with that of the
maniu'e, there is no likelihood of this ever occurring

in practice, and I have therefore no hesitation in

saying that it may always be used "without appre-
hension. Even if a small quantity of ammonia were
destroyed, the loss would be far more than counter-

balanced by the advantage derived from this disin-

fectant, which I believe to surpass any other yet
recommended. Wliile writing these remarks I may
be allowed to add that the propriety of using disin-

fectants and attending to the sanitary condition of

his cattle sheds cannot be too strongly impressed on
the farmer. I am very far from venturing to assert

that by these means it is possible to secure immunity
from disease, for when an epidemic has once taken
root in a coimtry, not even the most scnipiilous pre-

cautions will do this i but they tmquestionably
reduce the chances of attack, and generally diminish

its severity if it should come. Thmnas Anderson,

15, Shuttle Street, (lUtsgoK, Dec. 22, 1865.

Land Drainage and Floods.—It is not with the

view^ of controverting a generally received opinion

on the effect of land di'ainage on river floods, but to

draw attention to a conclusion to which my own
observation has led me, that I venture to assert the

following propositions : — First, that land drainage
promotes evaporation ; secondly, that it diminishes

floods, or to state it more comprehensively, that

river floods are diminished by the increased evapora-

tion due to land drainage. Flood-water is the surplus

of rainfall which the earth wiU not absorb; the

more absorption therefore, the less flood. Take such

a season as that of the autumn of 1805 ; the river,

the Upper Thimies. Up to the end of August the

rainfall in excess of the average ; September, the

driest ever known, consequently the whole or nearly

the whole of the greate.st rainfall for October, say

6 inches, was absorbed ; in November, 2.70 in.

for the month, or 1.50 in. from the 20th to

the 25th, producing a slight flood ; December,

up to the 27th, .50, or half an inch of rain-

fall My point is this : at the present time the

drained lands have given off so much moisture that

it \vill require at least 2 inches of rain to produce a

flood woi'th notice, whereas nearly aU that quantity,

say half, if you please, would flow to rivers from
undi'aiued lands ; it may be true that the flood, when
it does come, is discharged more quickly, but I

contend that the amount of flood-water has been

reduced by drainage. Prophecies are dangerous, but

I ventureto predict that when the land drainage area

of the Upper Thames watershed has reached its

maximum, especially if the area of arable land is

increased, the floods in the Thames valley will be

consideraV)ly reduced The effect on the perennial

.supply I have given in ray evidence before the

House of Commons on the Thames Navigation

question. James ('. Cliitterhueh, Dec. 28, 1865.

Cniidi/'s Fluid and tlie Itinderpest.—I read a

statement in an article in a late niunber of your

Journal which greatly surprised me. Speaking of

Condy's Fluid in connection with the rinderpest, the

author says that it has been found good for nothing

in many eases within his knowledge. Now the ques-

tion of prevention or cure of this terrible plague is

becoming daily so much more important, I thiiik

anything which holds out a hope of accomplishing

either should not be hastily condemned ; and of all

the innumerable remedies yet suggested, a very large

experience assures me, none is so likely to prove

efficacious ; but of course it must be fairly tried, and

all the necessary accompaniments of cleanliness, ice,

fully supplied. I can easily believe, that merely

giving the animals a certain quantity to drink daily,

taking no other precaution, will neither cure the

disease nor prevent infection, but if at the same

time the sheds are kept clean, and frequently

purified ivith the fluid, I find infection can be

totally prevented. I have had two striking examples

under my notice lately. One is, that the disease

broke out in a shed where this fluid was never tried,

divided only by a thin partition from other sheds on

either side, in which it is in constant use, and to

neither has the infection spread. In the

other case, four cows in a herd of 37 were

attacked. After the dise.ase had broken out, the

proprietor determined to ti-y Condy's Fluid as a pre-

ventive ; not another animal has been affected since

he began to use it .some weeks ago. Our large dis-

trict continues nearly as free from the plague as

when I last addressed you ; for we have never

relaxed in our exertions to keep off infection.

Eveiy day's experience makes me the more willing

to endorse Mr. Iiundy's opinion that, " were it an

univri-:il I ii-iimi to carefully disiufect and purify

the sliiil .
mill il:iil.v administer Condy',H Fluid to the

cows. (Ill I iiiiliriicst would be swept from any

localKy in a very short time-" I only wish I could

persuajle your readers to put our theory to the proof

-

F. Alder, Sanitari/ Inspector, Trafahiar Cottatje,

Ti-afal/jar Square, Dec. 2:i, 1805. [Are Mr. Dancoek's

cattle, on which the fluid was tried, still safe ?]
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— riir Oifth Plngin: — We extract the follow-
ing on the alternative of " kill or try to cure

"

fi'om a pai)er on the sulijcct read at this Hurl-
ing- by Mr. Ciiaiilks IIuNTixii, veterinary suvyv m,
of Sonth Hilton. After jfiving a history ,\\u\

description of the di.sea.se, he said: — Can you
cure the disease to jiay .' is the aU-importaut
question to the owner ; if j'ou cannot, better

not treat it at all. Sujiposing the disease attacked
horses as it now does oxen, and the average
recoveries amounted to 10 or 20 per cent, only, %ve

should still be justified in persevering in the treat-

ment of the malady, because the horse, when dead,
would be of no value whatever : not so mth the ox
or cow—at least half the animals .slaughtered are

worth three-fourths of their net viliie in the market
when alive and well ; and when ^^ ^ r- iii'inluv that
in all the bovine tribe, even if onlv Imll f:it, it will

not pay to treat a disease of a. ^\-('n' form unless

you can save at least SO per cent, of your eases, and
this, too, in diseases not infectious, because it is

found that the expense of treatment and attendance,
mth the certain deterioration of the animals by loss

of fle.sh, and the risk of losing 20 per cent., is a
remedy more expensive than the loss occasioned by
sending the half-fat carcase into the dead-meat
market when fir.st attacked and when fit for human
food. If this is tlie case with ordinary diseases of
the ox tribe, how much more applicable would
the rule be to the mast contagious and infectious
disease known in the animal kingdom I A
veterinary surgeon in Newcastle, of 3.5 years' expe-
rience, wrote to one of tlif il.iily ii:i[iLj'> tii that town
stating his ability to cun- !lii- di. "u-

, ;iiid condemn-
ing the slaughtering pro,,. :i']..;,:,d. Of course
there were many poor uku h Lo YxmI the whole of
their money invested in their cows. Amongst others
there was Mr. , who had 11 beautiful cows in
fine condition. Unfortmiately for him the plague
broke out in one, which was reported to the inspectors

;

they, seeing the admirable condition of the animals,
recommended the noor fellow to kill the whole and
send the 1 0, all of which were good and wholesome
food, into the dead-meat market. The owner being
anxious to save his cows if possible, applied to the
veterinary surgeon who had publicly stated his power
to cure tlje malady, and he commenced to treat them
three weeks since, and here is the result : The first

seven cases all died, three others were so hopele.s.sly

bad that the owner in disgust sent them to the
manure-yard, aud one had not contracted the disea.se.

Can we have anything more illustrative of the
absurdity of such a proceeding ? and I hope, for the
sake of oiu- profession, it was nothing more. Here

;

were nine fat cows, worth as food not less than i

201. each— 1 HOI. loss to the poor man, and not less
than .585 stones of good beef lost to the public, besides
the ten-fold risk of spreading the disease to other
animals ! 1 cordd give yon six other cases which
have come under my own observation, where
similar tlioughtlessness has been practised. If,

by letting one ox live, there is a reasonable proba^
bility that two others will die, it is clear that it

would be the height of foUy to prolong the existence
of the first for an hour. But rindeqiest at present
is far more contagious, fatal in this coimtry than
either typhus or tyjihoid fevers in man were ever
known to be. Again, .see the immense difference
between the .alvine and other secretions .and

excretions of the ox and those of man ; and
disinfection can be practised almost to perfection in
the case of human patients, who are clothed and
bedded ; but even in the best an-anged cowsheds or
open fields this can only be done to a small extent.
In proof of this, I may just mention that when
I was in Newcastle I saw fom- carts, belonging to
farmers a few miles out of to-wTi, loading manure
from an Infected bjTe, to take it undisinfected to
their own farms ; and one fai'mer had given his man
instructions to put the entrails of an animal which
had died of the disease into the bottom of the cart,

so that the inspectors shpuld not see it ; and, fm-ther,
these four carts had to pass along the main road to
the moor, where, in the course of an hour or so, some
hundreds of cows would have to pass to their
pastui-e ! The wonder to me is not tliat the disease
is spreading, but that there is a byre in the town
free fi'om it ; and my own impression is, that imtil
far more stringent measures are adopted by the
Government, the disease will continue to spread.
Again, what would medical men think if their
patients suffering from cholera, small-pox, tjiihus
fever, and other contagious diseases, were compelled
to attend public places of resort, travel in cabs,
omnibuses, and railway carriages, mixing with
thousands of healthy individuals. How would
they expect to arrest the spread of such maladies ?

I presume it would be quite impossible. But if

we attempt to treat the cattle plague, in
spite of all such regulations as are now carried
out, our patients with rinderpest will be compelled
to similar acts by h\mdreds of men who are owners
of cattle. I was much pleased to see the report of
the Minister of the Interior to the King of Belgium,
stating that rinderpest no longer exi.sted in any part

of that coimtry, published in the Times of October
1-lth : the more so, because when Dr. Fni-st^nberg.

the Prussian Commissioner, was staying with me.
he received an accoxuit of the outbreak of cattle

plague in Belgium, carried there by a cow bought at

tho luarkot of Ena;na, in Holland, on the 11th of

\M'jn.t This animal was taken to Uccle, near
I Iiii- ol ^ .and placed with a herd of nine others. On
the -'ith she .showed symptoms of rinderpest, and
was destroyed at once, the others sharing the same
f.ate. Two days aftei-wai-ds it broke out at Markekerk-
ham. in East Flanders, where a herd of seven were
killed. Here, as at Uccle, the diseasewas traced to one
of a herd of cattle bought in Holland. Thus the
disease continued to sjjread from place to place, when
the most stringent measures were enforced, and in
less than two months not a case was kno^vn to exist in
the whole country. I mention this instance because
Dr. Fnrstenberg so specially drew my attention to it,

stating—" Yon will see that the Belgians will stamp
out the disease in theii' country in a few weeks,

j

while you, with youi' half-and-half measures,
and differing with each other as to whether it

shall be treated or not, wiU lose more than the half
of your noble breed of cattle, and then yon will have
to adopt the same meaiis as they do before you can
eradicate the plague from Britain." I should think
there is no country in Europe so like our own in
agriculture and manufactures as Belgiiun ; but while
they act upon the experience of other men, and tlrive

this malignant disease out of their coimtry in eight
weeks, we. on the other hand, refuse to be guided by
the opinions of numbers of men in every country in
Europe, every one here doing as lie thinks right in
his own eyes ; and, from bigotry on the one hand,
and self-interest on the other, are spreading the
disease to every part of the land. 'UTiy we English-
men, who have never seen the disease before, ^ould
refuse to receive the opinion, foimded on year's of
experience, of French, Austrians, Rus.sians, ancl

Prussians, I cannot undei-stand, unless it is that oiu-

countrymen will not be dictated to. If tliose

measures are successful in other coimtries, why
woiUd they not answer in oirrs ? As. however, our
countrj'men will not submit to these stringent regu-
lations, they must take the consequences. AVe, as a
jjrote.ssion, have urged them strongly and persistently

;

.and I believe I may state that nine out of ten
amongst us have been of one opinion, and for
expressing it freely we have met with not a little

abuse. If we are ignorant, we are honest ; and
I am proud to see nine-tenths of the veteri-
nary profession advocating with all their might
a prooediu'e which they believe to be for the
best interests of their country, but diametrically
opposed to their own pecimiary benefits. But we
should remember all epizootic and epidemic diseases
inv.ariably assume a milder foion as they progress,
and therefore we have a right to expect that rinder-
pest will be no exception to this rule. Whether it is

that the diseases become less virulent, or at the first

outbreak all the weaker constitutions of the race are
swept away, or that better s.anitary or preventive
meassures are adopted, I will not stay to discuss.
Cholera in the human subject, influenza fever in the
horse, lung disease and the foot-and-mouth disease
in the ox and sheep, are familiar illustrations of this
fact. If we are to treat this disea.se, it shoidd only
be in those cases of lean stock which are not
fit for the butcher ; and in these good nursing will
be of the first importance ; clothing the surface of
the body, pure au- and excessive cleanliness, and
disinfecting the excreta ; small and frequent quan-
tities of Linseed and hay teas mixed with good
gruel, mild diuretics and drffusible stimidants should
also be given. Amongst the latter class I have
always foundAmmon.Carb. and Sp. Ether Nit. to hold
the fii'st place in all diseases of a low tj-jje ; and
where the life of the animal is of more impoi*tance
than the expense of treatment, good .sherry in half-

j

pint doses is invaluable. ;

33lcbtctu$.

On till- Cattle Phu/iie, nr Oii,fii,ji„iis T>/j)I,iis in Homed
Cuttle : itsUistm-ij, Origin, Deseription, and Treat-
ment. By H. Bourguitmon. ,1. Churchill & Sons.

This is the most elaborate and fidlest treatise on its

subject which has yet reached us. Originally written
in French, it has been originally published in EngUsh.
Whether owing to the style of the author or to that
of the translator, it will appear to the ordinary
reader a very inflated perfonnance—turgid and tech-
nical where the simplest and most ordinary terms
should alone have been used. Those, however, who
are not repelled by the pretentioiLS mannerisms of
the author, will find him both intelligent and in-
structive on the subject of the cattle plague. Begin-
ning with a suflioiently obvious truism, couched in
magniloquent terms, he at length condescends to
the items and particulars on which information is

desired from him. " Nations," we are told, at starting,
" diu'ing the successive phases of their evolution on
the globe, in which they julvance from a state of
infancy and barbarism to one of virility and civilisa-

tion, from civilisation to decadence or .senility, and
from decadence to their final extinction, are liable

to niunberless calamities." But we very .soon reach the
details of History, Description, and Treatment, where
the author is explicit enough on the particidar
calamity which has now overtakeSi us. Even here,

however, the words used are often not ad,apted to
the agricidtural reader. What, for instance, are
we to make of the following piece of descriptive
\^nating :

—

" The fiinctional derangements, in truth, sub-
ordinate to and depending on the predispositions
exhibited by the catfile, ai'e far from being the same
in all. In some, the nervous derangements pre-

dominate, in others it is those of the respiratory,

and in others it is those of the digestive channels.
" As in this period of irritation the nervous

centres are more particularly affected, the animal
suffers cerebr.al and rickety pains, a constant
cephalalgia, which provokes vague anxiety ; he is

sometimes cheerful, sometimes wild and furious ; he
clenches his teeth and yawns, the muscles of his

face spasmodically contract, the spine feels very
sensitive when pressed, a burning and insatiable

thirst comes on, the breatlung is hivrried, and the
intestinal evacuations are suspended.

" In this form the toxfemia appears to concentrate
about the nervous centres—as is observed elsewhere
at the outset of certain violent fevers, in the typhus
and tyjihoid fever of man. for instance—and sOme of

their number may perish the victims of these

nervous disorders, and even fall as if struck with
electricity. They die apparently from the result of

the typhic poison ; for at this second period, we do
not trace in the nervous centres those injuries which
might account for so sudden a death.

"

By-and-by, however, we come upon a chapter
which is addressed especially to farmers and graziers,

and the author then writes such good and lucid

English that one regrets the high-flown style in

which most of his work has been dressed.

Here, too, we come upon a passage showing that

two months ago, when the author was engaged upon
his work, the analogy of the small-pox, to which so

much reference has lately been made, was present

to his mind. He says here :

—

" The cattle plague which has lately fallen upon
horned beasts, is a plague, no doubt : but there are

different sj^ecies of plagues, and it is necessary that

you should know that this disease is one arising

from the absorption of seeds and germs with which
the ail' is impregnated, and which is drawn by the

animals into their bodies when breathing the air

around them. When these germs, these infections

poisons, have penetrated into the lungs and blood of

the animals, these seeds of infection remain there

from eight to 12 days without producing any very

perceptible effects ; but after that time the tainted

animal becomes dejected, loses his appetite, is seized

with fever, laborious breathing, and diarrhoea, to

which sum of disortlers in the health of oxen, cows,

&c.| the name of tyi^hus has been given ; or, as this

distemper is contagious in the highest degree, it has
also been called the contagious typhus.

" You may compare this disease, in order to form
a more precise idea of it, to the small-pox which
sometimes afflicts your children, or to typhoid fever.

These complaints, which are familiar to most of you,

have some resemblance to the typhus of the ox.

Only in the small-pox, which is caught by contagion,

and which seldom attacks more than once, like

typhus, the disease is localised on the skin ; whilst
in the cattle plague the internal organs are the
principal seat of the evil.

" This compiarison wiU .show you at once that the
cattle plague, or rather the cattle typhus, can only
be cured when the disease ha.s run its full course, as

you have observed in a person tainted with small-

pox ; so that your task must be to help the sick

animal to end\ire his complaint imtil the end, or

until he is cured ; and you must not attempt to

check it by violent means, for if you did, you wordd
hasten the death which you desire to prevent. You
will likewise imderstand that if the disease—as is

certainly the case—does not attack the same animal
twice, it would be very beneficial to inoculate the

animal whUst he is sound and healthy, whenever this

scourge threatens—as in the present time—to attack

all cattle. Perhaps you may be told that inoculation,

which prevents smaU-pox in man, cannot be appli-

cable to cattle ; that animals inoculated with the

virus of the typhus have aU died of the conseqnences

of the operation, and so on. To all these objec-

tions you wiU answer, -with that downiight good

sense which belongs to your class, that Nature

cannot have two weights and two measmes \
and

that if the inoculation of the tyijhns kills animals,

whilst the inoculation of the small-pox saves men,
both maladies being governed by the same laws, it is

the inexperience of physicians, and not the operation

itself, which must be made to accoimt for it.

•' In a word, to sow virus is to reap it ; but there

are many ways of so-wing it, and one man will reap a

rich harve.st, whilst another shall gather nothing but

tares. Let those uubehevers say what they like, and
take my word for it, that we shall one day cure

typhus as frequently as we do sraall-pox, by inocu-

lating it, and when it appears in spite of that course,

by treating it medicinally."
There is a great deal of detailed instruction given
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as to the treatment of animals attacked—of animals
wiiich have been infected—and of animals still

imtainted by contact with the disease, for which we
must refer our readers to the book itself.

We observe that " anti-contagious drinks are

recommended ; 2 drachms of chlorate of potash or

of permanganate of potash dissolved in S ounces of

warm water, and then mixed with a gallon of infu-

sion of sage." On page 301 " arsenic acid " is recom-
mended as a disinfectant of places and manures,
which we presume to be a misprint or mistranslation,

for certainly no such substance should be placed in

the careless hands of farm servants.

The recommendations as to treatment are many of

them already famUiaa- to our readers ; the use of

liquid food alone is insisted on ; and various medi-
cines are named as suitable to the varying stages of

the disease. Treatment however has hitherto been
a failure. Prevention is better than ciu'e. The
former is happily possible, the latter hitherto unliap-

pily has not been possible. Ou lioth Dr. Bom-guiguon
is sufficiently emphatic and explicit ; and we recom-
mend his book to om- readers.

m}t iPoultrg ¥arir.
The Koyal Agrioidtm-al Society of Great Britain

considers poultry Infra dig. ;
" one must draw a line

somewhere." The Smithfield Club thrives and
prospers ; long may it do so ; but it shoidd admit
poidtry. Could its Secretar)' but know the amoimt
of money tm-ned in the Christma.s week or in the
whole year for poultry in London, we think he would
leave a loop-hole at which the cocks and hens might
creep in. All who come in contact with us remark
what curious people we are. AVhen the Indian
mutiny broke out, there was a great talk of caste.

Men who had never seen anyone darker than a
ha;yTnaker or hop-picker, spoke learnedly about the
difficiUties of colour, caste, and class in India. The
French think us fir.st-rate customers for poultry and
egg.s, and laugh at us whDe they take om- money. It

seems to be our privilege to pay and look pleasant.

The annual exhibition of dead poultry fatted for

sale and table use has just been held in Paris, and
w^e are enabled to append the following through the
kindness of a jiu'or. The exhibition was a second
edition of that held with so much success last year,

but the entries were better filled, the specimens more
carefully chosen, and a marked progress distinguish-
able in aU the classes. The first classes on the list

are those for the breed of La Bresse, a fowl compara^
tively speaking unknown in this country, and one that
would not answer to introduce here, as the points for
which it is remarkable are possessed in great per-
fection by oiu- own table fowls, the Dorkings.
Twenty-nine lots of capons and 2i) of poulardes
fought for honours in this class. The size of the
specimens was good, but the judges thought they
could detect a cross of Brahma in most of them, and
so they appended a note recording their impression.

A sub-variety of the same breed, called La Bre.sse de
Loiihans, contributed about 30 lots of good lairds,

which met the approval of the judges.

The splendid breed of La Floche, the bird y^a?'

excellence of France, was well represented by 80 lots

of splendid specimens. The best of the young cocks
weighed, when plucked and dressed, upwards of

101b. |i.r bii-a, idul the pullets from 8 to «4 lb.

These H^iv l)i" jir.it centre of attraction, and we
should luirills rn (lit the prices made by the best
specimeus ol this breed, well fed and well killed.

The best chickens of the season have been known to
realise from .j0.s-. to 10s, per bird, that is when in

perfection. At the show of which we now write,

this breed took the Gold Medal of merit.

AVe have lately heard a good deal of the breed
called " Houdan." Some birds represented as speci-

mens of this breed imported into this country have
lately had their portraits taken and presented to
the public. The breed is sadly belied by them if they
are faithfully represented. We do not think them a
fowl suited for England. We know that they have
been fairly tiied here, with no favom'able result.

They are a very .scarce bird even in their own
country, and this fact may account for the low order
of merit of those who lately had their portraits
taken. This breed contributed only 32 lois of cocks
and poidai'des to the exhibition in Paris.

The Creveco3ur, the fowl of France, brings to one's
recollection the " Ingoldsby Legends," where Hamo of
that name skedaddjpd at the first threat of Ralph
de Thurland, an.l .iK'i Walter Scott's inimitable
" Quentin Durw :ii'l

" 'I'lii^ bird has always been the
Frenchman's bmu idral ul a fowl. Gavami, the king
of caricaturists, is said to have taken his best con-
ception of the devil from the heatl and neck of a
good Crevecoeur cock. From the fact of this being
the staple bird, and in every one's possession, the
exhibition of it Was not so large as of the scarcer
varieties ; the excuse was made which we constantly
hear at home, viz., that every one has some like, and
that it is not worth the trouble to .send them.
The exhibition was crowded from the time of its

opening to its close. Most of the specimens were
sold at highly remimerative prices, and we do
earnestly kdpe that 'ife Sucoeis may lead us to
copy it.

Farm Memoranda.
A Staffoed,shihe Dairy Farm.—I can best

explain my %aews by describing somewhat in detail

the system of management with which I am most
familiar, taking the case of a farm of cold .strong

land, situated in the Midland Counties, containing
300 acres, let for about 30.s. per acre, of which two-
thirds are pastiu-e and meadow, and the remainder
arable. The land is not well adapted to sheep, and
the pastures are not sufficiently rich to fatten cows
or bullocks, without the aid of a considerable quantity
of artificial food. I think I eau .show that by far
the most profitable m.nlc nl' ocriiiiying such a farm
(provided that the unlinary wiuircments are sup-
plied) will be by keeping a huge dairy of cows, and
endeavouring to make whole-mUk cheese of first-rate

quality. If the arable land be thoroughly drained,
it will provide straw and roots for the winter's keep
of the dairy cattle, and Clover, Italian Rye-grass,
Vetches, and Cabbage, for their use in simimer and
autumn. Without .such drainage cold clay-land
cannot be cidtivated in an efficient maimer.
The 200 acres of tm-f-land may be divided as

follows :—120 acres, in convenient enclosures, and
well supplied with good water, shade, and shelter, as
the regular summer pastm-e for the dairy cows ; 30
acres as permanent meadow, to be maniu'ed eveiy
year, and mo^vn for hay; the remaining .50 acres,

least conveniently situated, and least adapted for

dairying, will provide a summer's run for the yearling
and two-year-old heifers and farm-horses, and for a
moderate quantity of sheep. By the use of cake and
crushed com to the value of, say, lOOi., fifty dairy-

cows would be well kept, besides rearing from 12 to

20 heifer calves every year.

I lay particular stress upon this point in conse-
quence of the serious losses to which dairymen have
been of late years subject from infectious disease—

a

consideration which has acquired additional force

since the outbreak of the cattle murrain. The foot-

and-mouth complaint, which is very prevalent
amongst drift cattle every spring, and highly con-
tagious, is a veiy serious complaint when it attacks
cows in full inUk ; and should the owner be so for-

tunate as to escape the loss of any of the animals
affected, it still entails a great diminution in the
yield of milk, even if the animals are not lost.

Again, from pleuro-pneumonia the dairy-farmer has
much more to fear than the grazier, because his

cattle are necessarily congregated together, and they
cannot be so readUy disposed of to the butcher.

When this disease attacks a dairyman's herd, it is

not uncommon for him to send all the apparently
healthy animals for sale to a distant market, and
thus the disease is spread.

My father and myself have for many years had
upwards of 100 dairy cows, but by adopting the plan
of rearing a sufficient number of heifer calves, and
scarcely ever buying stock in the market, we have
been most fortunate in escaping infectious disease.

One or two partial attacks of the foot-and-mouth
complaint have occasioned us .slight losses, but from
more serious disease we have altogether escaped.

The spread of contagious disease is greatly due to the
filthy state of the trucks used in the conveyance of
cattle by railway. I regret that the Cattle Diseases
Bill, introduced last session of Parliament, was not
allowed to become law.

The greater portion of the cows calve in March
and April. The best and eariiest of the heifer-

calves are reared ; they will require their mothers'
milk for two ur tliiee weeks at least, and may then
be fed ( ii!i. r :\iili skim-milk and oatmeal, or sweet
whey [:u id \\lir;i!..ii or rice flour, with what hay or

oilcake they will eat. Care shoidd be taken to keep
the calf houses clean and well ventilated. As soon
as the weather becomes warm, the calves should be
allowed to rim in a sheltered paddock; at three

months old the suckling may be discontinued, but
they should still have an allowance of \ lb. to 1 lb.

of Linseed-cake per day. If they are kept healthy
and growing from birth, as they may be by a
judicious use of Linseed-cake, the best of them will

be big enough to come into the daiiy at two years

and two months old. If kept imifcmiily weU, thej'

will then be as good as those a yi-.n- ulilrr in ordinary

condition, and will prove more jJicilitalilL to thedairy-

man. A few of the calves at the commencement of

the season, which ai*e not wanted for rearing, may
be fattened; but when cheese-making is in full

operation, all the remainder of the calves will be sold

as soon as dropped, at about 1/. each.

The cows, after they have calved, should have a
daily allowance of 4 or 5 lb. of crushed com or cake,

with hay and roots or grains, until there is an
abimdant supply of Grass for them. They will

then have the run of the 120 acres of pasture,

but they should be divided into at lpa«t two bords.

Dairy cows do much better in not ver;, l;imo li.ids
;

they tread the ground le.ss, and the w o.ik.i- on.. ;ire

not so much knocked about. Should tin y ivijuirc it,

they will be supplied with mown Clover, Rape, and
Vetches, or other green food, in the .simimer and
autiunn, until the middle of September, when the

Cabbage wiU be ready for use.* This is a most

The dahger of '"hoove" from g^azin^ Clover "with dairy
vs is 30 great, that it .should be mown either for hay or for

valuable food for dairy cows, and by its aid a large
quantity of cheese may be made in the last three
mouths of the year, when otherwise the cows
would be almost diy. The Cabbage grown from
autumn-sown plants will generally be the best
for early consumption in the months of September
and October ; after that time it will be over-ripe, and
its quality will be deteriorated. Autumn-sown
plants should be planted nearly a yard apart every
way. Where Cabbage is spring-sown, those kinds
should be selected which are of early maturity. The
Swedenbirrgh Cabbage I consider the best for this
purpose. The seed shoidd be sown on a warm border
early in March : 1 lb. of seed will produce plants
enough to set out two acres. The plants should be
planted (about 2 feet apart) in the latter end of May
or beginning of Jime, damp weather being chosen
for this purpose. If the winter be mild, Cabbage
will keep till February or March, but exposure to
severe frost damages its quality very much. Cab-
bage is a gross feeder, and will repay a dressing of
4 c^rt. per acre of Peruvian guano, in addition to a
fair coat of farm-yard manure. Where the land is

perfectly sound, I prefer planting on the flat; the
crop is less liable to suiter from di-ought.

Six shifts of 16 acres each, distributed as follows,

mil meet these requirements:

—

(1.) 16 Wheat.
;., , { 6 Cabbage.

'

V—

J

-^ ;iQ Xuniips, SwQdes, and M.angel.

(3.) 16 O.ats or Wheat, with'seeds.

^ *'
^ 8 Rape and Vetches, for greeu fodder in AugUst
V and September.

The cows are allowed to go dry soon after

Christmas, a rest from milking of two or three
months being indispensable. They will then be fed

principally on straw, with roots. Should the supply
of roots be scanty, the deficiency may be supplied
by the use of brewers' grains, cake, or corn, in

addition, if required. I do not recommend cooked
food for store cattle ; it is unnatural, and weakens
the digestive powers, so that the stock do not thrive
so well afterwards when turned out to Grass. Where
the supply of good straw and roots is abundant, the
extra expense entailed in the chopping straw for

dairy-stock is not always repaid. If, besides whole
roots twice a day, plenty of straw be given them in
the racks, they wiiJ pick out the best of the straw,
and the stumps will be available for litter. In
exceptional seasons like that of 1864, and when the
utmost economy had to be exercised in the use of

fodder, the benefit of chopping was undoubted.
The extra expense entailed by milking daily

cattie must not be overlooked. Five or six effective

milkers will be required for 50 cows ; and it is

important that all shoidd milk quickly and
thoroughly well, other^vise the cows become dry
much sooner, and great loss is occasioned. The
master's superintendence is necessary to see that this

is properly carried out. This expense cannot be put
at less than 30Z., or 51. for each effective milker. It

is an operation that must be performed with regu-

larity, and every other farm work must give
place to it. The milking machines yet brought out,

however ingenious, have at present, I regret to say,

entirely failed to achieve the desirable residt of

lessening the labour of this process. When aii

equabletemperature of from 60° to 70° is required in the
dairy and store-room, this can best be maintained by
the use of warm-water pipes placed round the walls,

commvmicating with a boiler at the back of the
kitchen fh'e. Where this cannot be conveniently

arranged, a separate boiler may be set up for the

purpose of heating the water. The first cost of the

pipes is somewhat heavy; but wlen, as in many
cases, the water can be heated without extra fnes,

the advantage is very great, the dust, trouble, and

expenditure of fuel, from a stove, being avoided.

These remarks, however, apply rather to making
biitt«r than cheese.

Skilled dairy servants readily and deservedly

obtain high wages; their cost, including board, &c.,

on the farm in question, would not be less than 50?.

per annum. This, with a charge of 301. for miUdng,
of 201. for wear and tear of dairy utensils, heating

apparatus, &c., woiUd bring the extra expense

attendant upon dairying on this farm to 100/. per

year, or 21. per cow. I have taken the average yield

ou such a farm at 4i cwt. per cow, or \6l. per head

per annum, although where a very superior quality of

cheese is made, an increased return would be

obtained, with some aid furnished by the arable

land, &c. The amount realised from cow stock alone

on this farm would therefore be

—

Pi-oduce of 50 cows, at \Sl. Bach . . . . £800
Sale of 35 yoimg calves, at n. each . . .. i?5

15 cows sold every year, at 11?. each .. 165

1000 «

Deduct e.\tra expenses of dairying 100

£900
Or 18i. per cow.

Mr. Corfiiigtcm, in Journal Em/. Ayri. Suejcfi/.

immediate consinnption. It may bo grazed by young stock if

it stands for a second year ; the Alsike is especially adapted,
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Calendar of Operations.
Januaky.—Horse labour is almost entirely con-

fined to work with carts and waggons on roads in

soft weather, when tiles, stones, lime, and grain may
he carried, and during frost on fields to which manure
will continue to be taken. All corn stubbles^ and
Clover lea ought to have been ploughed by this time :

if any remain, they should be finished as soon as

possible. Old Grass lands which it is intended to

break \\\i in this way, may be ploughed this month.
The work of digging, quarrying, hauling, and
wheeling of marl ^ clay, or chalk on to the lands

appropriate for it may be done any time during

winter ; of coui'se the earlier in the season the

))etter, as the frost will have the longer to act on
them. Threshing proceeds during this month, the

cattle and sheep requiring an abundant supply of

litt-er. During wet weather the men may be employed

in jircparing compost maniires for use in spring.

Mixtures of bones and ashes may be made, and well

soaked at intervals with liqiiid mantire. Superphos-

phate of lime may be made by the action of sulphuric

acid on bones. Salt and lime may be mixed—1 cwt.

to 1 ton—and spread on any dry sheltered floor. The
cont-ents of liquid manure tanks may be emptied
over heaps, imder shelter, of turf ashes, burned clay,

charcoal dust, chan-ed jieat, sawdust, spent bark from
the tan-yai*d, or any other substance capable either

of acting as a sponge on the liquid or its volatile parts,

or of rotting the more rapidly for its saturation

by a substance in the act of fermentation. Where
the system of box-feeding is adopted, the urine of

the animals is, no doubt, all absorbed by their litter,

but even here the stable tank remains as a supply for

all these puqTOses. In wet weather also, men may
*' lease " straw for use as thatch during next
hai,'vest ; and they should have a day now and then

for cleaning the harness.
Oftirrft may be planted in wet land, that has been

dug over for the purjiose. Select sorts siiitable for

the kind of work common with them in your own
neighl>ourhood. Tour sets should be 2 or S feet

long, of three-year-old shoots; and they are to be

fixed 1 foot deep in the land, 2 feet from one another,

in rows 3 feet apart.

Gi'ttss La nth should be cleared of stock, top-

dressing finished and brushed in, draining completed,
and the land laid to rest.

ObstiiTctions in water meadows from dead leaves

and other extraneous matter, must be sought for and
removed. As the sun will now have lost its power,
and evaporation nearly ceased, the ground in

ordinary seasons will have become satiu-ated. The
correctness of the levels may be safely tested, and
where operations are not completed, memoranda
should be made for future guidance. In case of

severe frost, it will be much better to allow the
water to flow imchanged, than run any risk from
exposure to its effects; but should the weather con-

tinue mild, it will be desirable, where the whole
surface cannot be in-igated at the same time, to

change the courses twice a^week, choosing a mild
morning. The rule is to let the water flow till a
scum appears on the Grass.

Animals have now become more inirred to wintry
weather. Towards the commencement of the season

the same diseases prevail as in the autumn, gratlually

disappearing, however, as the cold weather obtains.

Horses, during the long continuance of wet weather,
are extremely subject to swelled legs and cracked
heels, produced by the action and reaction of wet and
cold. Diseases of the skin, such as mange, are

rife during the winter season. Mares in foal

at this season of the year require attention. Their
diet should be moderately good, with shelter at night,
and ample means for exercise. If kept too low,
and hardly worked, there is much danger of their
casting their foals; and if too much confined and
"without exercise, parturition is attended with more
difficulty and danger. The same observations apply to

milch cows, and, in a less degree, even to sheep. It is

during the winter season that breeding flocks are often
visited by that severe scourge, abortion, or casting
the lamb—a disease which may, in the greaternumber
of instances, be traced to the practice of keeping the
breeding ewes on Turnips during the fall of the
year. In two years out of three this may, perhaps,
be done with impunity, but the losses of the third
are sufficient to overcome any profit that might have
bfeen derived from it, and are sufficient to condemn
the practice nltogether.

Prize Cucumber Seeds.

CIUTTON AND SONS v.m supply SEED of all the

O best kinds of CUCUMBERS, inclndinK Berkshire Challenge,

Berkshire Champion, Mr. Hami'.ton's NewVarieties. and nviny others^

For List and Prices of which see Messrs. SUTTON'S CATALOGUE
for 1806, which «iU be forwarded gratis and post free on applicitioa.

Sdtton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

Dewar's Northumberland Champion Celery.

HENRY DEWAR and SON beg respectfully to offer

Seed of this excellent solid WHITE CELERY " i-j—-^

by all who have grown It i

Awarded a Flrst-c'" """*
be the best variety in cultivation.

^^,.^.^„. „ ,..^ _„ Certificate at International Show, South

Kensington, December 9, 1865. In sealed Packets Is. each, post free

13 stamps, usual allowance to the Trade,
DEWAR'S IMPROVED SHORT-TOP RED BEET,-Thev also

beg to offer Seed of this very superior Beet, awarded First-class

Certificates by the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society. November 7, 1865, and at the International Show, South

Kensingtoo, December 0, 18G6. In sealed Packets Is. each, post free

13 stamps. Usual allowance to the Trade.

Seed Establishment, 97, Grey Street, Newcastle-on-TyTie.

HERO PEA.—
For Testimonials of this valuable New Pea, see Qardeners'

CVjronicte of November 18.

Price 2». per quart. The Trade supplied.

E. P. Dixon & Son, Yorkshire Seed Establishment, 57, Queen
Street, Hull.

New Kidney Bean—Dickson's Eclipse.

TAMES DICKSON and SONS have great confidence

pJ in introducing and recommending this New and Distinct

KIDNEY BEAN, as being a thorodghly superior variety. Testi-

menials from well-known gardenere who have carefully tested its

merits, fully explaining its superior qualities, forwarded by post upon
application. It is ofTered in sealed pint packets at 2b. 6d.

Seed Warehouse. 102, Eastgate Street, and the "Nevrton
Nurseries, Chester.

Down
Nurseries, Bristol, off"er the following SEEDS, which they

can guarantee to be of great excellence, and decided acquisitions.

Prices to the Trade on application.

BROCCOLI {Caraway's Late White).—Pure white, very large, late,

has been exhibited at the local shows, in first-rate condition, in the

beginning of June. Retail price. Is. Gd. and 2s. 6d. per packet.

CELERY {Burbank's Superb Red and Burbank's Superb White).—
Solid, crisp, and of fine flavour, has been grown for several years

by the raiser, Mr. Burbank, and given vei? great satisfaction.

Retnil price, l-t. per packet.
CUCUMBER (Pain's Ridge).—Very hardy, fine flavour, good size,

and remarkably productive. Flrst-cIass Certificite awarded by
Fruit Committee of Royal Horticultural Society, August 8, J8C5

Retail price. Is. per packet. „ ^
LETTUCE (CUifton Hardy Green Cos). — As hardy as Hardy

Hammersmith, large, and of good fl-avour. Retail price. Is. per pkt.

Jamks Garawat k Co.'s PRICED LIST of SEEDS for the ensuing
sea.sons will shortly be ready, and will be forwarded po.st free on
application.

Erin's Queen Dwarf Ashleaf Potato.

WAITE. BURNELL, and CO. have
the j-leasure of agfiin introducing this

really true and pure stock of the Ashlcif variety,

which gave great satisfaction during the past
... _, i-._ iL- 1—1_ foliage of a

aluable for

bushel.
. tbc Trade.

181, High Holbom, I^indon, W.C.

Price 10s. Crf. pt

A liberal discount
Seed Warehi

H
Seed Fotatos.

AND F. SHARPE invite the attention of the Trade
. to the following varieties of SEED POTATOS, which they

grown from the finest selected stocks; they comprise al! the

sorts worthy of cultivation. The quality is excellent, bemg free from
lisease ; and prices very moderate :—

Early Ash-leaved Kidney
|

.Early Oxford

,, Myatt's prolific Kidne
"

Webb's Imperial Kidney
Early King, very fine

„ Martin's Globe „ Cockney
„ Golden Globe ., British Qi

„ Foxe's Seedling Fluke Kidney

Forty-fold

LAWES' WHEAT MANURE for AUTUMN SOWING.
A supplv of the above Manure is now readv for delivery, at

J. B. LAWEs'Factories,Deptford. and Barking Creeks. Price £Sperton.
Two to three cwt. per acre to be harrowed into the land before the

seed is sown. It can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through any of his

appointed Agents; also

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME . . . . £6 6 per ton.
MINERAL SUPERPHOSPHATE ..5 5., „

Genuino PERUVIAN GUANO direct from the Importers, and all

Chemical Manures of value.

AMERICAN and other CAKES at market prices.

Address John Bejjnet Lawes, Offices, 1, Adelaide Place, London
Bndpe, E.C. ; and 22, Eden Quay, Dublin.

THii LONliON MANURE COMPANY
(EstABLisoED 1840),

Have now ready for delivery
WHEAT MANURE, for Aiitumn Sowing.

DISSOLVED BONES, for Diesf^ing Pasture Lands.
SUPERFnOSFHATES of LIME. &c.

Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO and .N'lTRATE of SODA, ex Dock
Warehouse, SULPHATE of AMMONIA. FISHERY SALT, &c.

Offices, 116, Fenchurch Street. E.C. Edward Fcrseb, Secretary.

PALM- NUT MEAL, Manufactured by
Ai-EXANDER M. Smfth & Co., Kent Street Mills, Liverpool.

£7 a Ton free to Rail or Boat in Liverpool.

£7 10s. delivered to Rail in Bristol. y^ u cX
£7 12.«. delivered to Rail in London. f*^ " * i

In Bags containing 2 cwt. each, bi-anded
"This valuable Meal, containing above 20 per cent, of

fatty matter, is recommended as an economical food to mis n
home-grown produce " (See Dr. Voelcker, R. A. S. E. Jour
Vol. I.. 2d Series, page 176).

For further particulars and Analysis apply to Messrs. SuiTn,
their Agents, Messrs- Humphries & Co., Bristol.

John Colemav, 150, Leadenhall Street, E.C, London Agent.

Thomson's Styptic for Pteventing the Bleeding
of Vines.

BALLANTYNE ant> SON huve been appointed Agents
for the'Salc of THOMSON'S STYPTIC, which is highly recom-

mended as being the most effectual remedy yet introduced, and all

who have tried it testify to its worth.- In Bottles, price 38., with full

directions for use. The Trade supplied on liberal terms.

The Nursery and Seed Establishment, Dalkeith.

THOMSON'S STYPTIC for PREVENTING the
BLEEDING of VINES after PRUNING, is Manufactured and

Sold bv John Yodxg & Son, Dalkeith, N.B., and cm be had of all

Nurseiymen and Seedsmen, in Bottles, price 3s., with directions for

application. None is genuine unless the Label on e^ch Bottle

bears the Signature of Wi

(^ ISHURST COM-
VjT POUND, whether used
against Insects and Mildew, on
Growing Plants, or as Winter
Dressing on Trees at rest,

should be dissolved 48 hours
before use. This gets nd of
smell, and if the Solution be
d'icanted, prevents any staining

of foliaga. A strength of from

Sold Retail by Nuroerymen
.ind Seedsmen, in boxca, Is,,

3.1., and 10s. G(f. each.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATEN

Cattle Plague.

Myatt's Prolific Ashleaf Kidney Potato for Seed.

MR. J. MYATT, of Offenham, Evesham, has a fine

s.iniplp nf this excellent varietv to offer this seison ; also the
old ASIir,KAF KirtNEY, the ROUND ASHLEAF (a very good
M , FIONA'S PRIDE: the last-named variety had

\ -.r, Mr. Boutledge, Isle of Man, last season.

] 'he three firsl-named varieties, and 6.*. perpeck
1 iide. Remittances expected from unknown

L r : iioe to the Trade on application.

,\ \-\\- M'r.ii-rv.-.f the ESSEX KIVALFEA forS.ile. a g^od snniple

The Earliest Variety of the Ash-leaf Kidney Potato
is Mona's Pride.

MY\TT has murli pleasure in offering this

M' DISINFECTING
best means of Disinfects

A. in bags, 1 cwt. each, at
" 1 and upwards.

201b, ket's. lev. ;.'.on.

Alexander McDoi
London—11, i

II I'tljv-andSick Cattle the Coni-
i.mugall's patent DIS-

i !
,! . blisters at 2s. Gd.; 101b,, 6s.

;

I'll Octmil* Uiv use in each package.

, Maoufactiuing and .tVgrlcultural Clieraist,

I\T'

iniicle rif August 2fi, page 795, it is described by
- tlie Earliest and best of the Ash-leaf varieties

;

September 2, it is said by another correspondent.

I Peck Bags of One Stone at 5s., delivered free to
( Railway Station in London. The \

Notices to Correspondents.
A Circular Acre : M A. Its diameter is as ne.^rly as possible

T8i yards. A circle with that diameter enclo,ses about .a

square foot less than an acre. The diameter of a. half-circle

is about 5.5.6 yards.
Cantelo'k Hydro-incfbatob : FmrJu. It was a success only In

80 far as hatching the birds is concerned. The after-rearing
the young birds was the difficulty. Whether that will be
overcome by Mr. Geyelin's artificial mother, which has been
ah'cady described in those columns, remains to be seen. We
do not know where any hydro-incubator is uow Xo be seen in
operation ; but this i-eference to the subject may procure you
the information.

Rape -.LB. It will if sown in July yield a quantity of food
during October and November. But you must not expect a
spring crop after the autumn one. Itis eaten off—ormaybe
mown off and the land is then at once ploughed up for
Barley, O.ita, or spring VTheat.

_ _ il allowance
^ less than asack of four bushels is ordered.

Terms cash from unknown correspondents, and no orders from

RATNBIRD, CA.LDECOTT, BAWTREE, COWLING,
AND COMPANi', Limited,

CoBX, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Mercitants,
Address, 89. Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and Prices Post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851,

for Wheat ; 1862, for " Excellent Seed Com and Seeds."

TNTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION
JL and BOTANICAL CONGRESS. — Tlioae who are. preparing
Plants for the above Exhibition should feed them liberally with
STANDEN'S GARDENER'S and AMATEUR'S FRIEND. Sold by
ttie leading Nurserymen and Seedsmen

pEIGATF SILVER SAND (T^p^t quility), 12s perton,
" "'

'
'

'
" ' ^'' anv London w harf or

I Wllo'vv'loam,
\ FIBRE REFUSE

XV at Swan PI

Glasgow—F. H. McLood, IS. Dixon Street

;

Dublin—G. J. Alexander. 2, 3, and 4, Mary's

Agents in most Towns throughout the Kirgdni

DAY, SON, AND HEWITT'S
UNIVEKSAL CHEMICAL EXTRACT,

for bad cases in Drawing Lambs, and to stop

Heaving and Straining. Mr. Woods, in his

Lecture on " Breeding and Management of

Sheep," says :— " My shepherd decla -

„,^.. .^ipnal GASEOUS FLUID, for

Debility and Exhaustion in Ewes after Lamb-
ing, for Diarrhcea in Calves and Lambs, and
lor Colic and Gripes in Horses and Cattle. In

feverish cases, and for cleansing in Ewes and
Cows, a dose ofthe " Red Drench" should be

Mr. Bowick, Author of\he Prize Essay on the " Rearing of Calves,"

says :— •* I have reared 26 calves this year, and by the use of the

Gaseous Fluid I have not lost one." ^ ^ <«
Price Is. 9d. per bottle ; or one dozen in a wooden box, 20?.

Full Directions for use given with each article. Prepared by the

original and only proprietors-DAv, Son, & Hewitt, 22, Dorset Street.

Baker Street, London. W

THE IMPROVED LEATHER DRIVING STRAPS
for MACHINERY are stronger for a given weight, more

durable, and cost considerably less than any other

kind of dririntf belt.

SPECIAL STRAPS for PORTABLE ENGINES.
Turner's Patent StraD and Hose Company.

Manufactory • Armit Works, 'Greenfield, near Manchester.
Warehouse : 81, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

Mr. H. Ferbabee, Agent.

T. ARCHER'S '* FRIGI DOMO." — Patronised

• bTher Majesty the Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for

Syon HoLe. his Gtac. - ^ '"" * " " >'- *"-' ^hi««^'^'' Gardens.

Professor Lindley I'l

for the Ci7Stal Pal^^

PROTECTION tr-

"FRIGI DOMC
Wool, a perfect n<iii-

andflofit,i^fpSr^^^^^^^^^^
scorching rays of the sun, from wind, from attacks of insects, and from

morning frosts. To be had in any reqmrcd Jengths.

, keeping, wherever
all horticultural

ived make, 2 yards wide .

,| 3 yards wide . . 2«. 8d. per yard i

Also""FrigiDomo" Netting, 2 yards wide, Is Gd per yar

Elisha Thomas Archer, Whole and Solo Manufactmcr
Trinity Lane. Cannon Street, City, and of all Nursorymca a

men throughout the kingdom. ,. . „
*' It is much cheaper than Mats as a covenng."
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NEW IMPROVED PREMIUM WIRE NETTING.

OKEAT

lUFBOVEMENT,

WITH

REDUCED nUCE.

Mostly u^ed for

PEICES PER LINEAL TxVRD, 24 INCHES HIGH.
Medium. Strong.

Hares, Dogs, Poultry
le or Pnultrv Jft'ttin],

13 iiich Smi.ll Kal.l.its, flares, &c. id.

li inol)Sm:illLSt Itabljits .. .. od.

J.ipannod. Gitlvanized.

3d.

Sid. ^d.

Japanned. Galvanized. Japanned. Galvanized. Japanned.

3id.
id.

4£rf.

Hd.
od.

Shd.
6J<f.

7d.

Od.

aU.
6k.
Id.

Od.

Quuutities of 100 yards or upwards delivered free at uearly all the principal Railway Stations aad Shipping Port^
in England ; and 200 yards or upwards delivered free to most parts of Scotland and Ireland.

*,* Every description of Netting warranted to give satisfaction, and if not approved will be exchanged or

mag be returned unconditionally.

J. B. BROWN AND CO. Offices : 18, CANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.G.,

Nearly opposite St. Swithin's Lane and London Stone, and near London Bridge.

WAREHOUSE (where Netting is kept in stock), 148, 0PPER THAMES STREET, E.G., opposite the
City of London BitEWEity, and close to the London Biudge Steam Boat Piek.

W. T. AND J. TAYLOR,
(LATE JOHN TAYLUK .ic tiONS),

HORTICULTURAL WORKS, and HOT-WATER HEATING

ATPARATUS MANUFACTORY.
KENSAL GREEN, LONDON, W.

Iron Hiirdlea, Fencing, and Gates.
^OTTAM'S HUKULl^iS an- ina.ie in tK.- b.-st man

SilKKP IIUROLES, from

l!iH. I

i FIELD GATES, iio„
Illustrated Price List on

aijpliciitioii.

KNTU;VNCE GATES, RAILING.
and IKON WORK of every descrii)-
tiuii. Dcdigiis mid Estimates fioo ol

COTTASI & Co.,

No I, Wmsley Street

(opposite ihc Paiitlitioti),

Oslord Street, Londuti, W.

' AllDEN UOIJUEH EDGING TILES, iu great
iriety of patterns uiul matorial, the plainer sorts being espc-

cially suiliJd for KITCHEN GARDENS, us tHey
hiirbour no Slugs and Insects, take up littlo

room, and once put down incur no fuither lubour
and expense, as do "gro«
quently being much cbeapei
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, tc, In

Artificial Stone, of great durability, and in great
variety of design.

^ F. & G. RosBKR, Manufacturers, Upper"^
Ground Street, Blackfriars, S.

;
Queen's Road

West, Chelsea. S.W. ; Kinj;sland Road, Kingsland, N.E.
Sole Loudon Agents for FOXLEV'S PATENT GARDEN WALL

BRICKS, illustrated Price Liats free by post. The Trade supplioil.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Conidors, Balconies, &c., as cheap and durable as Stone,

In blue, red, and buif colours, and capable of forming avariety of
designs.

Also TESSELATED PAVEMENTS of more enriched designs thaa
the above.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lininz Walls of Dairies. Lardera,
Kitchen Ranges, Baths, ic. Grooved and other Stable Paving
Hricks of great durability, Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, Wail
Copings, Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, &c.

To be obtamed of F. & G. Rosues, at their Premises as above.

QILVERSAN liest quality), at tlie above
per Bushel ; 'Zs. per Ton extra

:i.ny London Railway or Wbart.

SECTION OF NEW

UPRIGHT BOILER,

FOR HEATING

CHURCHES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS,

MANSIONS,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS, H.:

FOR HOT-WATER BOILER.

We have proved

this Boiler before

offering it to tlie

Tublic, and can uow

safely say it exceeds

in every respect our

greatest anticipations.

Plaus, Specitica-

tions, and Estimates

of Heating Apparatus

to any extent

forwarded upon

application.

BOILERS of every

description and size,

with, p u w e r s

averaging to lleat

from 50 to 1-3,000 feet

of pipe.

FOR CONSERVATOR!-

CONSERVATORIES,

OBSERVATORIES,

ROOFS,

HORTICULTURAL

BUILDINGS

of every description

made in Wood or Iron,

erected or packed and

forwarded to any part

of the world.

Plar Specifica-

tions, and Estimates of

the above forwarded

upon application.

No charge will bi

made for same i

returned within ;

niontli of receipt.

This Boiler for economij and power is tvithout exception the best in, use, and stands unrivaUed.

/WM// - :*

TAilES'S FIRST PRIZE MANURE CART, which has
ff been awarded 20 PRIZES. Isnowtitted up toanswer for LIQUID
MANURE, for supplying tbo STEAM PLOUGH, for WATERING
STREETS, or for a FIRE ENGINE. Nearly 300 already sold.

Wasliing.
The last great improvement in Washing Machines is In James's

new Patent PRIZE WASHING, WRINGING, and MANGLING
MACHINES, awarded several FIRST PRIZES. Will Wash 20 Shirts
in 20 Minutes, with much less injury than with the hand. More than
300 Sold.

Address, I. Jaues, Tivoli Works, Cheltenham.

GlALVANISliU IKON W.\TER CISTERNS.
Cheap, light, and durable, will not nist or corrode, aud

keep water perfectly sweet.

To hold Each.

11) gallons, 18s. 6(i.

uO gallons, 22s. (W,

bO gallons, 31s. Od.

100 gallons, 3C». Qd.

120 gallons, 39a. Od,

140 gaUons, 42«. 6ii.

200 gallons, GOs. Od.

250 galloua, 72s. Oci.

With Lid and

Brass Tap.

GALVANISED WIRE STRAND CABLE FENCING.
GALVANISED IRON ROOFING.
IMPROVED GAL
HURDLES, htm; I

PATENT STi; Al -

GALVANISKH i

GALVANISKI
LAWN MOWKi:
ASFHALTK Rulj

Mo

- ;: ItARROW-S.
^l.i'l. - ROLLERS.

\ L. 1 i^Li', hi. per square foot.

Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for
ilTNOK AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that you get

also the corporate mark Obtaim

Gardeners and others, but i

Observe the mark _

Wauranted, without which
S. & C, regret having to

compelled to do so, in consequence of
quality, havmg been sold for the genuine one, and which has caused
many complaints to be made to them of Knives which were not oi
their make, all of which are warranted both by sellers and makers.

S. & C.'s Pnmmg and Budding Knives are the best and the cheapest

Paxton Works, Sheffield. Established upwards of 125 yoare.
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HOT-"WATER ArPARATUS, of every description,
fixed crimpleto in any part of the country, or the materials,

tIz., Boilers, Pipes, &c,, delivered to any Station.
Estimates on application.

J. OoSF.3 & Sons, 6, Bankside, Southwark, London, S.E.
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Exhibition Prize Medal, 1862.
lAVE'S PATENT SLOW COMBUSTION

STOVE.

nil d.iy and
Capable of

Til is ^
tff, Soutliampton btn

l<u )ii m Oijen
,iand, W.C.

Mc;

hi Of MUS-
iitid COW-
lid SO much

. & Son,

Under tlie Patronage of Her Majesty.

CLVKK VND HOPE (LA.TE Clark) 56, Lionel Street,

Lirmin-haiii MA^c^ACTURERS of Metallic and Wooden Hot-
houses CoNsiRVAT iiivi, VtRANDMis &c CoppEH "ind WBouonx
BON bASBts Ski LI iiTs &.C and Hot Water Apparatus for Horti-

oulturil and Donicstit. [ mi osct.

C & H beg to call atten-
I their NEW TREE

^ COVER or Continuous
\^^W Glass Covennp for

Walls which IS constructed

high the Lights beitis opened togethi

tuting a Tenant's Fixture.
It um be made 6, 7, or 8 feet

wide, and 10, 12, or 14 feet
of simple and

durable mtchmerv, in lenKtbs of about 50 feet ; and the
not exceed that oi a wooden structure.
Further particulars, with prices, forwarded upon application ; and

on receipt ofthe amount in posti^e stamps, a Book of Designs, plain,
Is. 6J., coloured 2s. Cd., for Horticultui*al Buildings, &c.

JAMES WATTS and CO., Hothouse Builders and
Hot-Water Apparatus Mandfactcbeiis, near the Green Man,

Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

^-

200 : : :nd HELOX HOXIiS and LIGHTS,

I LIGHTS r„i- I'lTS or nil SIZES kept in STOCK.
Glazed and Painted cninplete, ready for immediate use. Packed

--• "--ttoallparttoftliokingd.
Public nd Pr

t appinvod »d
Huildiiigs, Warehouses, &c.. Heated (

Ijr .iiid economical principles.
\' luhtv. Gentry, and Ti-ade in most t

, the

Greenhotises—Heating Apparatus

riBLIV

T.
IRU\ t HORTICl 1 1 UR \L BUILDINGS
DEXVIS S P \TI- NT W ROTTf HT IRON PRIZE

CONSEPVATORIES a o of the 1 i:,hest nrdei

DENNIS'S
ORCHARD HOUSES (as

symnietr
DENNIS'S

GERANU M
and ndriiit [i u

d upon •:

NNIS'SDENN I'ATKXT

\\-:-'\-<
;] IT-IRON PRIZE MEDAL

'. lliii SKS are speciallj' arranged and

WlUHGHT-IRON PRIZE MEDAL
PINERIES, when heated upon T. H. P, D.'S improved system, are
calculated to secure tho grrnvth of flr&t-class fnut.
DENNIS'S PATENT PRIZE MEDAL FORCING HOUSES

DENN!- - r \ 1 I \ I WROUGHT-IRON PRIZE MEDAL
STRAW I

,
II' i:-;admit a complete flood of air and light.

Thr :. I
I II rs can be glazed with or without putty.

Thes... ll.i,-.-
.-.-. -t- ..___ rs. .. ..

f„ .J

Houses in Wood c

Illustrated Catalogues on application to the Patentoe,
T. H. P. Dennis, Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Engii

CHAW A X
J. Rhaw Sl Co„ '^, Oxford Street. Mnnchcater.

For samples and prices applv t

nqualifled approval
, „ , ., ,--- . -mission to publish)

justify the Patentees in publicly soliciting a trial, which Is allowed
frea of carriage or expense.
Thomas Bradford SCo., C.^, Fleet Street^ LondoD. E.G. ; Cathedral

Steps. Manchester; Dawson Street, Dublin. Catalogues post IVee.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—Steam Engines,
Threshing Machines, Pumps, Carts, Waggons, Ploxighs, Har-

rows, Ohafl" Cutters, Cake Breakers, Turnip Cutters, Churns, Garden
Tools, &c. Improved Wire Netting. Delivered carriage free.

Price Lists per post.

Bdroess i Key, 95, Newgate Street, London, E.G.
Works. Brentwood, Essex

Oil Paint no longer Necessary.

HILL AND SMITH'S PATENT BLACK A'AUNISH
for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish is an

excellent substitute for oil paint oh all out-door work, and is fully

two-thirds cheaper. It may be applied by an ordinary labourer,
requires no mixing or thinnina:, and is used cold. It is used in tho

f
rounds at Windsor Castle. Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many
undreds of the nobility and gentry, from whom the most flattering

testimonials have been received, which Hill & Smith will forward on
application.

Frovi CnAS. E. B. Suedley, Esq., T7ic Orange, near Bofiton.
' "1 have mvich pleasure in giving you a renlyto your inqtiiriesabout
the Black Varnish I have had from you for the last two years. It has
answered my expectations fully, and as far as I am able to judge, it

is the best material for preserving iron fencing, gates, and other wood
work exposed to the air ; and I can with safety recommend it as the
best and cheapest article that is yet out. Wisliing you every success."

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at Is. 6d. per gallon, at the
Manufactory, or Is. 8rf. per gallon paid to any Station in the kingdom.

Apply to Hill &_Smjth^ Brierly Hill Iron Works, near Dudl
1 Street West, E.G., from whom only i B obtained.

THE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE for SILVER.—
Th.' KKAL NICKEL SILVER, introduced more than 30 years

^ao bv Wit r.iAH S. Bcrtos, When PLATED by the patent process of

ilt's^r's. F,lkiTi|;ton & Co., is beyond all comparison the very best
article nest to' sterling silver that can be employed as such, either
usefnUy or ornamentally, as by no possible test can it be distinguished
from real silver.

A sni.all useful set guaranteed of first quality for finish and
durability, as follows :— ..T*.

Fiddle Bead

1 Pair of Stigar Tongs .

,

I Pair of Fish Carvers .

.

I Butter Knife .

,

1 Soup Ladlo
1 Sugar Sifter

"'iS'l-.Pat^. PaTtrrS. >^»lPattern,

12 9

Thread
ul

Thread.

1 12 1 15
1 12 ! 1 15

8 9

3 6 4

,t the f

o number of knives, &e.,

_ id comer dishes, cruet and liqueur
frames, &c., at proportionate prices. All kinds of replating done by
the patent process.

CUTLERY. WARRANTED.—The most vaiied
assortment of T.VBLE CUTLERY in the world, all warranted,

is on Sale at William S. Bcbton's, at prices that
only because of the largeness of the sales.

Table Dessert! p.,„a«
Knives ' Knives I ^^^"f'^^

I

per I per 1 xf^'

I

Dozen.
|

Dozen.

4-iiioh ivor^ balance handles ' 18

Ditto, with silver ferules
Ditto, carved handles, silver ferules
Nickel electro silver handles, any pattoru
Silver handles, of any pattern

Bone and Horn Handles—Knives and
Forks per dozen.

White bone handles
Ditto, balance handles

I

^^ 9
BUck born rimmed shoulders .. .. 17
Ditto, very strong riveted handles . . 12

The largest Btoct In existence of Plated Dessert Knives and

l>
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J. B. BROWN & CO.'S NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWER.

MAXUFACTUKED BY

J. B. IBOWN & CO.,

U8, UPPEE THAJIES STKEET,

LONDON, E.C.

GUARASrEKD TO GIVE

PEKFECT SATISFACTION,

AND IF NOT APPUOVED OF

MAY BE AT ONUE KETURNED.

J. B. ISKOWN AND CO. haviug so very successfully introduced, at the Meeting of the Bath and "West of EngLmd Society at Hereford in June l.SGJ, the NE^
P.ATENT B B LAWN MOWER, of their ow-n manufacture, beg to mention that having supplied the large number of MACHINES ordered on that occasion, and up to the

present time, with most unqualified satisfaction to every one, so far as they are aware, they are now actively preparing to execute further orders for the approaching season,—and,

owing to the large niuuber of such orders already received, they would very respectfully solicit all intending orders to be sent with as little del.ay as possible,—say to be executed

at any time during the opening of the spring, or in the course of the summer, as may be desired.

The Hereford Journal, dated June 10, 186.5, thus notices this new Machine :
—" Messrs. Brown & Co. are well known in connection with the best Lawn Mowing Machini s

—these veiy useful and now almost indispens.ible Machines, wliich save so much labour and at the same lime so much improve the appearance of the lawn. Messrs. Bisowx

show a new Lawn Machine of their own manufacture, which attracted much attention on account of the compact arrangement of p.arts, its light and elegant appearance, .in.l

neat workmanship. It is worked by means of well-made geared or toothed wheels, which we believe to be more desirable than the use of chahis, which are found to stretch and

break so fiequcntly, and cause much trouble. The working of this new Lawn Mower is lii^ht and silent, and we have no doubt it must become a great favourite."

The NEW BB PATENT LAWN MOWER is mauufuctured by Messr-s. BKOWN and CO. on their own premises ia Loudon, under their personal buperinteiid.u.o.

It is worked by means of geared or touthed wheels, is quite nuiaeless, and is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction in every respect.

PATENT B B HAND MACHINE.
PFJCES— Includiug Carriage to any Railwa> Station or Shipping Port in England, with the necessary tools and Eii-cctions for use.

10-inch Machine £3 10
i

LS-inch Machine £7 10 EasUi/ Worked by a Man.

12-inch Machine 4 10 0) Easily Worked bi/ a Soi/.

14-inch Machine 5 10 o)

16-inch Machine 6 10 Ditto by a Man.

If with Bra

PATENT B B HORSE MACHINE.
PRICES—Complete, without extras, including Carriage to any Railway Station or

Shipping Port in England, with the necessary tools and Directions for use.

42-inch Machine £28 10 i ^
36-inch Machine 2^ .^^

Q]Drawnby a Horse.

30-inch Machine 21 10 ByaHorseorStronyPony.

20-inch Machine SOOi
22-inoh Machine 8 10 > Ditto by Two Men.
24-iuch Machine 90o)

mounted Grass Box, os. extra.

PATENT B B PONY and DONKEY MACHINE.
PRICES—Complete, without extras, including Carriage to any Railway Station <

Sliipping Port in England, with the necessary tools and Directions for i^e.

30-inch Machine .'. ..£17 10 Oi • •*

28-inch Machine 16 10 J
°™"" ^V » ^"'"J-

2o-iuch Machine 14 10 Drawn by a Donkey.

New Improved Horse, Pony, and Donkey Boots, wholly of Leather, as follows;—Horse Boots, 2is. ; Pony Boots, 2l5. ; Donkey Boots, 16s. per set.

*^* Every Machine sent out is warranted to give ample satisfaction, and if not approved of may be exchanged for any other size of Machine, or for the

Machine of any other Maker, or may be at once returned unconditionally.

A Specimen of the best MOWING JIACHINES which have been brought out for the Season will always be on view at J. B. Bkown & Co. 'a Wax'ehouse, 148, Upper Thames

Street, E.C., quite close to their Offices, for the inspection of those who may wish to select for themselves ; and Orders for the Machines of other Makers will always, as formerlj-,

have careful and prompt attention.

l^" J. B. Brown & Co. beg to make the announcement, so important to all who use Mowing Machines, that they now E.kecute Repairs of all Machines in London.

All Repairs and Adjustments of Machines promptly executed at moderate fixed rates.

The NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWER has already been patronized by Her Majesty the QoEEN, for the Royal Gardens at Windsor Castle, Osborne, Kew, and

H.ampton Court; by His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, for Sandringham; and by His Grace the Duke of Somerset, the Eight Hon. the Earl of Dirby,

the Eight Hon. the Earl of Chaelemont, and numbers of the principal Nobility and chief Landed Proprietors in the Kingdom. Besides to Merchants, for export to the

Continent, and to Egypt, India, Australia, Natal, and other countries, and to a large number of the most respectable Ironmongers, Nurserymen, and Seedsmen in various parts

of England, Scotland, and Ireland, many of whom have applied for special agencies, and ordered Machines for next Spring delivery.

TESTIMONIALS
i'rom Mrs. PnicE, Uagky Villa, Lugxanhne, Ucrc/ura, Aui/iM IS, IsCfi.

much pleasuia m iuformlDg you that the Mowing Machlue [a U-mch BB] I ordered ft-om
you at the Bath aud West of England Meeting, held
greatest satisfaction, and I am very much pleased with i

I Hereford, has In every reBpect given the

From W. H. Aj-pbkliev, Esq., Withini/toii, near Hertford, Aut/ujtt U, I8C5.

' The New B B Lawn Mower I purchased of you has now been frequently used by my Gardener
1 recominehdinK your

J'Vom OEonoE McHab, Esq., Mtbihanl Common, Sumn, Seplcmhtr 27. 18C5.

" I am very pleased with the Lawn Mower I had from you [a I4-iuch B B Machine]. It U ce.rtalitly

the moat compact one I ever saw, and does its work well."

From A. LtoN, Esq., Nupi^T Hov^e, Edviwnton, October I.J805.

" I have given the B B Mowmg Machine [a U-inch one] a good trial, and am quite satisfled with

it. It worlia so e.asUy that my daughters have on several occasions used it. 1 shall be glad to give you

a testimonial at any time, as I eonaider it worth one. You can malt© what use you like of my name in

furthering the sal© of the Mower."

,» Every Machine sent out is uarranttd to give ample iatisfaciion, and, if not approved of, may be exchanged for any other sin of Machine, or for the

Machine of any other Maker, or may be at once returned unconditionally.

J. B. BROWN AND CO., OFFICES, 18, CANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.C.
NEARLY OPPOSITE ST. SWITHIN'S L.VNE and " LONDON STONE," and near LONDON BRIDGE.

WAREHOUSE (where Machines are kept in Stock), 148, UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C.
OPPOSITE tha CITY of LONDON BREWERY, and close to the LONDON BRIDGE STEAM BOAT PIERS.

Editorial Communieal
rrl^t^d trw™u.rB;"f»r, of i3''uT'\'? ',;

I'"" ='"'»': • Adv,.„i,,„,ont, and Hu„ne„ Letter, t„ • The Publisher." at the Office, 41. Wellin^-loa Street, Covent G.

Printers, at their Office, Lombard Street, i,At of WhUeES; aS'lt'^uiiZ', and FuSeiVy'them rt ?hfoS,'NS^[. mmli'gton StoS, Sul'o"/JJri-aultco^t'e

Garden. Lonii.ii

;treet. in the Pi
Gordeu, in the Baid Co.-

t of Wbitefriara. City of Lon.lon
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INTERNATIONAL HOETICULTHEAL EXHIBITION
and BOTANICAL CONGRESS.

Under the PatronttKC of Her Majesty Tug t^fttN, and of their Roval
Hl({hnesses the PittNCK of Walks and the Du&e of CAUealDtin.'

The EXHIBITION and CONGRESS wjl OPEN on MAY 22, and

Secretary, at the Olllcea, 1, Wilham I: , Lowndeu square, LonJoi

LKEDS HO.KXICULTUKAL SOCIETY.—
Tho FLORAL FETE and GALA for 1800 will bo held on

Wednesday and Thursday, Juue c aud 7.

James Birbeck, Secretai7.

EIGHTH YEAR of the 6RANU YORliSHllEGALA,
York, JUNE 13 and 14, 1800.—FLORAL FETE. Prizes £400.

schedules and Forms of Entry may be bad on application to
JouN WiLso-v, Secretary.

Committee Room, 13, New Street, York.

_JAMES FAIRHEAD and SON, Seed Gko^tors and
3. 7. Borough Market, London,

'

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.
M E S C A R T E K A N

Seed Farmers, Merou»!<is, and Nibsebtm
237 and 23j, High Holborn, London, W.C.

C 0.,

H S H A R P E,AND
J, Wisbech.

SPECIAL PRICED LIST of NEW SEEDS on applic

Nursery and Seed Establislunent (Establislied 1787).
r-rHOMAS KENNEDY and t;0., Nuiiserymen,X Seedsmen, and Fiobists, Dumfries, N.B.
DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATjlLOGUES forwarded to any

address on application.

rpHE LONDON SEED COMPANY, LIMITED'.X The GENERAL PRICE CDRRENT of KITCHEN GARDEN,

s aud post free to any address in the Kiogdoi

q^HE LONDON SEED COMPANY, LIMITED.X The COLLECTIONS of GARDEN SEEDS are now raady
10s. 6d., 20s., 40s., 60s., lOO.f.

For particulars see the GENERAL PRICE CURRENT.

THE LONDON SEED COMPANY, LIMITED,
68, Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square, W.

^^^ Seed? carriage free by rail or steam.

c 0.

C^
clAKTKK'S GUINEA BUX of SEKDS

ill produc e choice Vegetablea all the year round.

/^AUTEK'S TWO-GUINEA BOX of SEKDS
V-^ will produce choice Vegetables all the year round.

Kitchen Gardens, and will be forwarded o

clARTER'S GENUINE GARDEN SEEDS.
I Price Lists gratis and post free.

D^238,^H I G H ~H L B K N,237
Excellence and Economy.

>RICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of GARDEN
and FLOWER SEEDS on application to

H. Broww, 4, Commutation Row, Liverpool.

POYNTER'S ANGLICAN COLLECTIONS of SEEDS,
prices 7«. Od., 14t., 265., 30fl., 42s. each (carriage free GreatW estern Railway), are the simplest and best offered.

R. 11. Potwter , Seed Merchant, Taunton.

rpHE ANGLICAN COLLKCTIONS of SEEDS contain
JL sufficient KITCHEN GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS lor One

ARIliliON BORDER of FLOWERS (six colours) for
the season, price 2s. 6d-, stamps, post free. Trade Mark, the

Royal Oak. Potnter, .Seed Merchant, Taunton.

Early Spring Flowers.
WEBB'S GIANT POLYANTHUS and GIANT

COWSLIPS, and other varieties, largest stock in England.
List and prices on application to M r. Webb, Calcot Gardens, Reading.

Now ready, 1866 and 1866.
PAUL AND SON'S NEW ROSK CATALOGUE.

See Note on Forcing Roses. Post free on application.

To the Trade.
STANDARD and DWARF STANDARD ROSES.

Extra aud at reasonable prices.

WANTED, Strong iMANETTI STOCIvS for Working.
—Apply to Wm. Wood S Su.v, Woodlands Nui^enes

Mares&old, aear Uckfleld, Sussex.

'UTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE (Illpstuated).
Sixpent ' '

BUTLERan-dMcCULLOCH'S SPRING CATALOGUE
of SEED.S will be ready in a few days, sent free and post paid

on applioation-
BiiTLER k McCiTLLOcn, Coveut Garden Market. \i.C.

N EW SEED CATALOGUE for 1866
Woodlands Nm-sery and Seed Waiehouse, Mare&field,

JIVERY AND SON beg to announce that their
. DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES of AZALEA

IXDICA, HARDY BRITISH FERNS, KOSE.S, CONIFER.*

The Price Current and Garden Directory for 1866 of
MESSRS. LAMOUREUX, CLARK, and CO., Sked

Merciia.vts, will be forwarded gratis and post free to any
address in the kingdom, on application by letter or otherwise, at their

Warehouses, Cornwall Street, Plymouth.

AMBROISE VERSCHAFFELT, Nurseryman, Ghent,
Belgium, begs to offer to the Trade fine strong Bulbs of

LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM SPECIOSUM (true rubrum), at 35s.

To the Trade.iILIUM AURATUM.
Earr & ScoDEif, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchanti,

12, King Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

VEltBENAS, -with plenty of Cuttings, in Purple,
White, Scarlet, and Pmic, 3s. per doz. ; and PETUNIAS for

cash. P. Lapps, Florist, Bexley Heatb. Kent.

HAMPTON COURT BLACK HAMBURGH VINE.
—Strong plants from Eyes of this excellent Grape, 6s. each:
ir dozen.

T. JACK90W & So5. Nursery. Kingston, S.W.

Grape Vines.
SGLENDINNING and SONS have a splendid lot of

• extra fine Fruiting Canes.
PRICED LLST ni.iy be had on application.

Chiswick Nursery, London, W.

w Grape Vines—Fruit Trees.
M. CUTBUSH AND SON have a tine stock of the

CATALOGUE gratis on appl cation.

R
To the Trade.ASPBERRIES

CARTER'S PROLIFIC, 15,000 to 20,000. Can be had of
[CHARD CiiATFiELD, Market Gardener, Seven Oaks, Kent

4 to 6 ft., £4 per IQQO; 3 to 4 ft., £3; under 3 ft., £2.

RASPBERRIES.— The Small Prolific Red, the best
known for preserving, aiiy quantity, at 3.?. per 1000. Also

BEECH and SCOTCH FIR TREES, from 4 to 12 leet high. Apply to
Mr. James Hopkiss, Salperton, Andoversford, Gloucestershire.

WEBB'S PRiZlTCOBflLBERTS, and other Triz
Nuts and Filberts. Trees of these splendid Nuts to be had (

Mr. Webb, Calcot Gardens, Reading. Catalogues on application.

What Vegetables to Grow, & How to Grow them.—See
SUTTON'S AMATEUR'S lil'IDK (li.msruATED),

dd post Iree, orgrati.s to <'iisti-rnpr«

Royal Berkshire Seed E^tii.' Lmi', l;. i tlnj;.

Q.iNDRINGHAM NEW DV,
^3 Superior variety, fine fl.iYour,

Peter Lawtsow & Sow, ;i8. King Sti..-.

SCRVMGER'S BRUSSELS Si'ROUiS.—Seed of the
above excellent variety can bo had true from the nilaer. In

packets at Is.
;
post free 14 stamps. Price to the Trade on applica-

tion. Q. ScRvuoEB, Sonning, near Reading.

Broccoli All the Year Round. -See
OUTTON-S AMATEUR'S GUIDE (Illvstrated).
k-5 Price Sixpence post free

;
gratis to customers.

ScTTON & Sons, Royal Berltshire Seed Establishment. Readinc.

rpHE INVINCIBLE SCARLET SWEET PEA.
JL The Trade can still be sujjpiied. Price on application.

E
', Sudbury, fc'uflolk.

SSEX RIVAL PEA.- The above fine Pea can be
supplied in quantity at 1«. per quart, or £1 per bushel.

B U E SCIMITAR P" E
For price apply to

Henry Minchin, The Nurseries, Hook Norton. Oxon.

other Peas grow
Hull, 7, Mftrket Place ; and Cottingham. Established 1788.

Folates for Plantinff.
SUTTON'S UESCRlP'i'IVE LIST

Post Free.
ScTTow & Sows, Royal Berkshire Seed Establiihment, Reading.

>ATERSON'S FAMED SEEDLING POTATOSl
APPOINTED AGENTS In LONDON;

t Co., Covent Garden Market, Lfndon, W.C.

EED POTATOS. — Twenty Varieties, including
Paterson's Seedlings. Lists and Prices on aoplication to

:s. Hook Norton, Oson.

YATT'S PROLIFIC KIDNEY POTATO.-
Tons of carefully selected Seed to be Sold Cheap.

)p1y to Alfred Fryer, Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgcahi

Several Tons of Seed Potatos, Garden Varieties.LAIRD and SINCLAIR,
roBSERTMEN and Sebdsuex, Dundee, N.B.
Special ofler of above on applic

w
EARLY KIDNEY POTATOS.—Webb's Tele:?ianh,

first early, 20s. per bushel ; Webb's President, sccontT early,
\Qa. per bushel ; Webb's Imperial Kidney (best Potato known for all
purposes), 12«. per bushel.

Apply to Mr. Webb. Calcot Gardens, Reading

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots—
PEACHES. NECTARINES. APRICOTS, CHERRIES,

Xt earliest and the most productive of all the Ash-loaf Kidney
Potatos. Price per ton of finely prepared seed given on application to

Messrs. Twos. Rivcits fc So.s, Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth.

AlNTREli'S SEEDLING POPATu is the best
early round white Potato in cultivation, and can be obtained

at a moderate price on applir-"--
:, Fendrayton. St. Ives, Hunt-

MYATT'S PROLIFIC KIDNEY, surplus stock.
For price apply to

s
Fruit Trees.

GLENDINNING and SONS invite attention to
. their superb stock of healthy well-grown FRUIT TREES

PRICE LIST on api^lication.
Chiswick Nursery, London, W,

New Edition of
QCOTT'S FRT'TT 'rKl';K CATALOGUE of the finestO Collection in I'- •' r.i I'l^' ' li Uogiie is allowed to be the best
published, and is f i i ,

, ;ii)ijut the Cultivation of Fruits,
over lUOO being dL;, :

Somerset.!

V^ BurpluB

3., Seed Merchants, Sleaford.

To the Trade.
1RAB STOCKS and PEAR STOCKS.—A few
> thousands of each, clean and well-grown.
Maurice Young, Milford Ntiraeries, near Godalming, Surrey.

THE GREAT NURSERIES of CORDIER,
at Bemay (Eure), France.

More than 100.000,000 FOREST TREES for Plantations.

„ 3,000,000 APPLES and other FniitTreesforexportation.

TO the TRADE.—The Subscribers have to offer several
Millions of fine LARCH of all sijies, from 1 year's Seedling up

Two HUNDRED THOUSAND Superior LARCH,
from 3 to 4 feet, to be Sold. For .Samples and Prices apply to

Jon» Hemslct, High Fields, Melbourne, near Derby.

F
Planting Season.

INE TRANSPLANTED LAliCH, and other Nureerv

w Larch.
WITTY and son have to offer fine Strong

I LARCH, from 2^ to 31 feet iiigh, at very reasonable prices.
The Nurseries, CottinRhara, near Hull.

w Red Cedar.
WITTY AND SON have to offer the above, from

• 2 to 2i feet high, fine and bushy, at reasonable prices.
The Nurseries, Cottingham, near Hull.

)LANTERS engaged in PLANTING for immediate
effect, can be supplied with .handsome CEDRUS DEODARA,™ o .„ ./.—

I
o<j fgg^ high, well rooted, and safe to transplant.""' "" application.

DAVID DOW, Nurseryman, Falkirk, N. B., offers
the following very hea'thy, well-iooted, well-topped NURSERY

.STOCK, cheap, viz, : Larch, Scotch Firs, N. Snruco, Oak, Beech,
Cjuifka, &c. A large quantity of transplanted INARCH from 2 to 3i ft.

L"'aRGE en (III S H"~^d~~rRlS"^~^Y'E W"S.—
Handsome single-stemmed ENGLISH and IRISH YEWS

7, 8, and 9 feet high. Pjico according to size and number required

CHAMPION of ENGLAND PEAS, surplus Btocki
^Applyjo Charles .SHAapE k Co., Sle.aford.

WHITE SlWXISIl ONlON^True), surplus stock.
For price a^i.! haiiiphj ,i[. fly to Ciiatiles ShahpeJc Co., Sleaford.

Agricultural Seeds.
CHARLES SUAUl'E a.nd CU.'S "WHOLESALE

PRICED LIST of AGRICULTURAL SEEDS is now ready, aud
will be sent post free on applicatiun.

Garden Seeds.
CHARLES SHARPE and CU.'S PRICED TRADE

LIST of GARDE.V SEEDS Is now ready, and will bo Bent post
free on application.

TT'K A R L E^S SHARPE TTd "c"o7,
\j Seed Growers and Szed Merchants. Steaford.
PRICED LISTS on application. Special offers to large purcbasera

LANE AND SON have a laj-gu quautUy ol fine
stronR SEA K.\IL fit for Forcing, 12a. per 100.

The Nurseries, Great Berkham pstead.
H,

To the Trade.
"'0 BE SOLD, Cheap, a large quantity of 1-year SEA
. KAIL PLANTS

I
also 2-year ASPARAGtiS PLASTS.

Prices on application to

CARsTAias k Sons, Warriston Nursones, Edinburgh.

G^
, Covent G;i.rden Market, W.C

s
Fresh Imported Double Italian Tuberoses.

UTTON AND SO.nS havejust re^ceiveil their supply,

Double Italian Tuberoses.
"OUTLER AND Mcculloch beg to offer fin^ Roots of the above at 3s. per Aon

nported

Butler & McCu a Market, W.C.

D
To the Trade.OUBLE ITALIAN TUBEROSES,

fine large picked roots.
ME8 Cartkr k Co., 237 and 238, High Holbom, London, W.C.

G^
X & Sons, Seed Merchants, fcu., 103, Eastgato St., Chester,
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Rust's Tliames Bank Peach.
OSBOEN AND SONS have a few Maiden Plants left

for Sale of the above-named new late Yellow-fleshed PEACH.
Dr. Hogg, in the " Gardeners' Year Book for 1864" aaya :—" The

flesh 13 tender, melting, and juicy."

Fruiting Vines.

EG. HENDERSON and SON offer the above, with
• splendid Canes of well-matured growth, with prominent

eyes, sure to *!ive a heaw crop of fruit, 10s, Gd. each.

LIST of SORTS sent on application.
Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London , N.W.

ExtraTitrong Fruiting Vines.
TAMES DIUKSON and SONS can stUljupply Stotjt,

fVora 4 to 8
Also Canes r Planting <

The ' Nc

BS. WILLI.^^l^
• the undenii

PRICED and DE.si ) :
.

!

VINES.—Strong 1'

ties, including the i VIXEVAHD.
.on plants, and suckers of all

best PELAR(5OSI0MS and GERANIUMS, including BEATON'S
best NOSEGAYS.
DUTCH BULBS. ~ Splendid roots of the strongest flowering

HYACINTHS for glasses or pots, .it 6s., 8s., 9s., 10s. and 12s. per
dozen. POLYAN-fHUS NARCISSUS, CROCUS, Early TULIPS,
and all other bulbs.
ENGLISH-GROWN SEEDLING GLADIOLI, 9s. and I2«. per

dozen, ready next month. As the supply of these is limited, early

MAGNIFIUKNT Ilwarf-ti-ained FRUIT TREES,
PEACHES, NECTARINES, APRICOTS, PLUM.S, and

CHERRIES; extra fine Trained MAY DUKE and MORELLO
CHERRIES ; ROYAL GEORGE PEACHES. Prices very moderate.

cannot be sm-passed in quality.
Woodlands Nm-sery, Maresfleld, near Uckfield, Sussex.

Lancashire Show Gooseberries and Currants,

MA. LAKK.
• several tlv

EVERGREEN 11"
PRIVET ; also HUk-
MAPLE, .and POl'LA

Hridgewater, has to olfer

. "f the choicest kinds.
t" 2 feet, and EVERGREEN
. KLMS.OAKS.SYCAMORE.

F
To the Trade.—Continental Flower Seeds, &c.

AV. WEN DEL, Kiluit, i'russi;., begs to announce
that Ue is now prepared ti-i oxecutu orders for the above.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM CiiQ now send, post free for six postage

' stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their yarietiea, 36 pages,
incUifling prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his NEW and PklCED
DEiiCKlFriVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS,
No. 7

%* Part II. (Exotic Ferns) will be issued as early as possible.
Foot's Cray Nu , S.E.

Pinus Nordmanniana Seed.

CH. PLAIZ AND SON, Krfuit, Seedsmen to the
King of Prussia, have just received a large quantity of Pinus

Nordmanniana Seed, best quality, direct from the Caucasus, which
they offt-r to the Trade at I2s, per lb.

Application for the above can be made direct to Erfurt ; or to
JoKO & Schneider, Seedsmen, Cheltenham.

Chrysanthemums. -Notice.
In Answer to Ndmerods Enqciuies,

ADAM FORSYTH begs to inform his Friends and the
Public that ho will be prepared to send out his large

Collection ofCURTSANTHEMCMS «arly in the Spring 1866.

ChKi>ANTHl';iUJMS, and How to have them Fine
fur Exhibition.—Use STANDEN'S GARDENER'S and

AMATEUR'S FRIEND.
STANDEN'S GARDENER'S

Fertiliser, fnr Chris;

ground.

No, 1 FERTILIZER
best adapted for Chiysanthe-

the

} and Hard-wooded Plauta
of every description.

No. 2 FERTILIZER is recom-
mended fur Soft-wooded Plants,
Bulbs, Ac.

Sample Canisters, Is. ft 2s. (

wElvaston Nurseries.-Important to Planters.
'J.LLIAM BAKKON be^s to offer the following at

extremely low figures, to Noblemen, Gentlemen, and others
1 large scale :

—

Jc),—This highly ornamental tret
I'l'liLy of growth and quality of t

111 B It 1

engaged in Plantrng o

PINUS LAKICIU

mast!!, in '.!.
.
> J-year seedlint^s.

P1NI.'> 1-'' '! . 1 - v ir's seealings.
PINUS 1 \ i 1

.
\ -

i A N \ — L' years seedlings.
ABlEb ilKNZlE.Sll.—FtW people are awai

timber of ILis beautii'ul tree. 2i to 3 ft.

PICEA NODILIS (true).—Very fine. 6 to 9

! of the value of the

GENUINE SEEDS.

JAMES VEITCH
EEGS TO AXNOl'NCr, THAT HIS

CATALOGUE OF KITCHEN GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS FOR 1866,

WITH LIST OF IMPLEMENTS AND OTHER GARDEN REQUISITES,

I3 now Published, and will be forwarded Free on application.

J. Y. devoting his personal attention to this department of his business, can warrant his Seeds True to Name, and
of the most genuine description.

The CATALOGUE will be found to contain all NEW VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS of merit, in addition

to those kinds in general cultivation.

coloured blossoms, together with the quantity of
bears (of which pheasants are very fond), render it one oi tne most
attractive and deau-able plants for lawn, as well as cover planting
ever introduced. 1-year seedlings.
BERBERIS WALLICHIANa.—1-year seedlings.

Prices wUI be forwarded on application.
Elvaston Nui'series, Borrowash, near Derby.

WANTED, to be delivered free at AbhevIWood Station
of the North Kent Railway. 1500 COMMON ASH, and

SWEET CHESTNUT SAPLINGS, Transplanted, not less than ii feot
high ; and lO.Oui) Transplanted 3-yeai- THoRNS.

at. nri,.n r^ar mn iv.y SapUugs, and per 1000 for Thorns, to

Transplanted Larch and Quicks.
CHIVAS AND WEAVER (late George CHrvAS),

Chester, offer several Millions of TRANSPLANTED LARCH,
from li to 4i feet, very stout, gi-own In an exposed situatinn

;

Bpeeially fine plants, and at prices greatly in favom- nf the buyers.
Also several Millions of TRANSPLANTED QUICKS, a lar«e
quantity of which are of great strength: stroyg English Oaks
superior Spnic-, up to 2) feet, together with a general stock of other
Forest Tiees, as well aa a large stock of Evergreens and Ornamental
Trees: many Thousand fine Standard Apjiles, and extra strong

TTlll be forwarded on application.
sCATAIiOGUE, which

THE UOYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

NEW VEGETABLE, FLOWER, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.

JOHN & CHAELES LEE,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN,

ARE PREPARED TO EXECUTE ORDERS FOR EVERY KIND OF

VEGETABLE, FLOWER, AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,
GROWTH OF 186.5.

Their DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE is now ready, containing all the NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLE,
FLOWER, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS in cultivation, and will be forwarded Free on application.

ROYAL VINEYARD NURSERY and SEED ESTABLISHMENT, HAMMERSMITH, W.

GARDEN SEEDS.

OSBOEN & SONS'
SELECT CATALOGUE OF THE ABOVE

May DOW be had on application, and they beg to call special attention to the following Select Ai-ticles

:

NEW AMERICAN TOMATO 1 G

This is very large, and less water; than the old R«d.

SCOTT'S SUPERB WHITE COS LETTUCE ,.10
BELLE BONNE SUMMER CABBAGE LETTUCE 1

Tbese three Lettuces are leas liahlo to run than any we know.

PULHAM NURSERY, S.W.

PETER LAWSON & SON,

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

LONDON and EDINBURGH

FARM, VEGETABLE, and FLOWER SEEDS.

28, KING STREET, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.G.

LILIUM AURATUM.
THE GOLDEN-RAYED JAPAN LILT.

E. a. HENDERSON & SON
ReBpcctfuUy offer NEW SEED of this most beautiful species, saved from their own plants,

at 1*. and 2s. Gd. per packet.

The Trade supplied by the 100, 1000, or 10,000 Seeds. Prices on applieation.

NEW PRIZE MELONS.
For descriptions of these first-class Ftuits, see la;st Numbers of Gardeners' Chrome!e.

THE NEW CLIANTHUS DAMPIERI,
lu varieties of colour, as saved from the White and others, us exhibited by the Raise:

2s. Sd. and 5s. per packet of 12 and 24 Seeds.

The present ia the best time for soiling, to ensure bloom the first season.

E. G. HENDERSON amd SON, WELLINGTON NURSERY, ST. JOHN'S WOOD, N.W.
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SUTTON'S RINGLEADER (or CARTER'S FIRST CROP) PEA
THE EAULIEST IN CULTIVATION

This PEA was introduced to* the public last season simultaneously
liy Messhs. SUTTON and SONS and Messrs. Jathes Cakter & Co.,

both pai-ties being entirely ignorant of the fact that the stocks frum which
tlicy had raised their Buppliea were obtained a few years since from the
s;iine locality, and in fact from the same person who originated it. Of all

the kinds tried against KINGLEADEK (or FIRST CROP) none have
proved so early.

The price charged last season was the same by both vendors, viz.,

2s. Gd. per quart, and the demand at that time being so great as to prevent
our holding a sufficient quantity for seeding, the price cannot be reduced
this season.

The following are Extracts from a few of the numerous Letters received relative to this unrivalled Early Pea :

—

liYom Mr. George Soryuger, Holme Park, Sonning, May 29.

"I bave great pleasure in reporting favourably of your new ea

German Flower Seeds. Fresh Imported.
QTJTTdN AM.SONS luiw iiiipo,-u..l ;i Muin-inr assort-O nientcf NEW GERMAN FIXiWEK SKEKS, a PRICED LIST

FINE GRASS LAWNS in
FLOWER GARDENS, &c.

The great expense of cutting and carting

Turves from a distance may be avoided, and
a superior Turf produced in a few months
by sowing

SUTTON'S LAWN GRASS SEEDS,
which consist solely of the finest and
shortest-growing kiodg, perfectly free from

Moss and other weeds.

Is. per pound"

Pea we have had."

** I planted your ' Ringleader Pe.i ' on the last day of February ; on
the same day I planted 'Daniel O'Rourke* and other early sorts.

Your 'Ringleader' is uncommonly well podded, and the pods are
filling fast. I have no doubt they will be cleared, and the ground
planted, before I picK from any of the other early sorts."

From Mr. Jamks Pearsos, Gardener to H. Bentley, Esq.,
Woodlesford, Leeds, May 25.

" Your ' Ringleader Pea ' is six (lays earlier than Dillistono's, and
is the most promising Pea I have grown."

From Mr. H. Harbison, Dedham, May 26.

"Your 'Ringleader Pea' has proved with mo by far the earliest,

and will be cleared off the ground before the others have done
blossoming. I consider tho ' Rmglender ' tho quickest Pea of any of
the early sorts grown in this neighbourhood."

Froin the Rev. William Wood, Prestwood Parsonage, Great
Missenden, May 27.

"I expect your 'Ringleader' Pea will be a fortnight earlier than
'Sangster'sNo. 1' sown on the same day; in fact, it is earlier than
any Pea which my gardener has known. The garden lies high, and is

exposed to the cold."

" 1 have this year sown your ' Ringleader' Pea against your Early
'Champion,' which I have hitherto found the earliest in cultivation,
and I am glad to tell you th.it it came into bloom ten days earlier.

It has been covered with blossoms from top to bottom. 1 am suie it

ia a valuable addition to our early Peas."

Pea ' Ringleader.
popular early sorts. I gathered from it c

14 days earlier than I shall of any of the other v

verj- prolific ; altogether with me it has proved an acquisition."

Frojn William Tuomas Rew, Esq., Coombershead, Tiverton, May 30.

Ringleader' Pea has quite proved worthy of its name. I
'

• .-,... sangster's No. 1 (which
the 'Ringleader' has

a a very high and exposed situation, i s rather late.

From Joiiv FoHD, Esq., Merton Hall, WancicJc, May 3L
" My gariiener Bowed on the 12th of January, side by side,

'Satton's Ringleader," 'Sutton's Champion," 'Early Essex Rival,"

and ' Dillistone'.'i Early Prolific ' Peas. ' Sutton's Rmeleader ' was in

bloom first, coming in the 3d of May, the others a week or so later."

From Messrs. Dobso
' We tried your ' RingI
d it Wiis from a week to ]

a that has come under o

& Sos, TVoodlands Nurset-y, Isleworth.

[leader ' Pea last season with ' DiUistone's,'
I days earlier. It ia certainly the earliest

From the Gardesehs' Chronicle, Aiigust 12, 1S65.

Peas.—On tho 28th of March I sowed Sutton's ' Ringleader,* and
iplciLdi'l n-np HI k'Hs Unin elt;ht weeks, which! allowed to
III : .. I ! k. ]

;
i on July 10th, and bave now a

capital L(
:

* r v
.

i op having been six weeks only in

growiiiL', '
I

'
. .

I II produced in less than 5 mouths.
I beg t '

> !
, lis in which you will observe ai'e

wellfillu-l -/ '-. /.- 't . . i\'i ' Horse, Binjkld, Berks,"

Retail Price, 2s. 6d. per quart.

PRICED LISTS of FLOWER ROOTS, GARDEN SEEDS, FARM SEEDS, &c., Gratis and Post Free.

SUTTON AND SONS, ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

/BARTER'S GARDE.\F,i;s- \ Al*!' MECUII for 1866

LINCOLNSHIRE GEM PEAS (Martin & Son).—
See Testimonials. Superior to Dixon's Yorkshire Hero or any

other Peas grown here.
Hull, 7, Market Place; and Cottingham. Established 1788.

Nuneham Park Onioxi.

WM. CUTBITSH AND SON beg to announce that in
consequence of the extraordinary demand for [this superb

Onion, NO MORE SEED can be SUPPLIED this Season, except
from those Seedsmen who have received a supply.

Hifehgite Nurseries London N

Seed Business —Notice
WILLIAM CORLR h u mg In ! tli tire Ar-imffprnent

oftholatoMr VEiTcnsSeed I I It
18 years)) bej,s to announce to tt I -s

friends, ind trio public feencrallv

SEED Bt SINESS at Taunton. S
rience and knowledge ol the Ti i i

supplying goods of the verv best quiliL lu
i

s,u i, a t^i il

share of tht,li patronage
N B CATALOGUES post free on application

Seed W alehouse No 1'^ FoieStieet Tiuitoo Somerset

Northampton Nnr'^ene'^

JOHN pn n\

Of this he ha*^ i|

extra fine also i \

and SCOTCH *K ^lu^ ic

Pinus^ustn ici 2 to 3 It

Berbcris Vquil 1 um Ij to i

dulcis 14 to 2 It

Green Bo\ 1 to 2 ft

Laurels, ' to 3 tt

Portugal Laurels IJ to 2 ft

Evergreen Privet 2 to 3 ft

Hornbeam, 3 to 4 ft.

J. P.'a stock of all kinds of Fruit, Forest. Ornamental Trees, &c..

is very extensive, and this season remarkably fine, and In excellent

Beeoh ' to 4 tt

Turkey- Oaks 4t
t-lm-i English G

M 11 iL ( t s ft

Hois Lhest uts
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BARK & SUGDEN, 12, King Stbeet, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

OUR NEW SEED CATALOGUE
WILL THIS WEEK BE SENT TO ALL OUE CUSTOMERS.

1^ There mil then be a few Copies left for Oemral Distribution, which can h; had Free and Post Paid by intending Purchasers.

THE CATALOGUE EMBRACES ALL THE NOVELTIES AND SPECIALITIES IN FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS WORTHY OF NOTICE.

TITLE PAGE.

FIRST EDITION. 1866. TWENTY-FIVE THOUSAND.

BARE AND SUGDEN'S
DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST

CHOICE seeds

FLOWER AND KITCHEN GARDENS,
BEING THE COMPENDIUM OF THEIR

ILLUSTRATED GUIDES TO THE FLOWER AND KITCHEN GARDENS.

L SEED BULB&fLANT ^\^AREHQUSE)

BARR AND SUGDEN,
12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.

PRESENTED WITH BAKR AND SUGDEN'S COMPLIMENTS.

BAUB & STTGDEN'S COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE SEEDS.
No. 1. COMPLETE COLLECTION of VEGETABLE SEEDS for 1-year's

Supply 10s. 6rf.

No. 2. „ „ „ „ „ „ 1,5 6
No. 3. ,, „ ,, „ „ „ 21
No. 4. „ ,, „ ,, ,, „ SO

No. 6. COMPLETE COLLECTION of VEGETABLE SEEDS for 1-ycar's

COLLECTIONS of FLOWER SEEDS, Ss. 6d., 3s. 6d., 5s. 6d., 7s. 6d., 10s. 6d., 153. 6d., 21s., 30s., 42s., and 63s.

BARR AND SUGDEN, 13, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.
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AVILLIAM PAUL
(S..X Mi.l SiivBwoR t.i the Ut45 A. Pail), WALTHAM CROSS, LoXUdN, N.,

BK03 TO AXXOrXCK THAT HIS

NEW SEED CATALOGUE IS NOW READY,
AND WII.I. BE KOUWAKIiEli uN AI'IM-K ATIn.N FREE BY POST.

It U wfU known ih.il both Wj-rlahlM and Flovcn T«r)- much in qualitr from Bowl, and tn inttire tit beat mem
all the critiral and important rrtipa arp home MTcd, or uvcd cxprrwly for bim under ht« own duporrinion. In proof
af the aurrraa of thu rounw ho mar vtatr that no Iom than hlcrcn Prixca were awanifd to the produrtiona of his
Sroda at thr Roril llortiruliural Socictv'i Show in Jiilv last.

cue (SarUcttf10 Chi outclc.
sjTritnAr. JAxr.niy 13. 1866.

.1/ f)r,frra furffult^ aitentitd to, and p^fktd by txptriettftd par

SUTTON'S
rSRIVALLED COLLECTIONS OF

utton*; CfARDEN SEEDS for ONE YEAR'S SUPPLY,
IKUI.Ii.h H:H

St-rrox k S<i?i» ar» now prrparcd to iMrire Ordna for their imrirallrd

COLLECTIONS of GARDEN SEEDS. «• un-'rr-

A (OMPLETB COLLECTION of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS fnr ONE WHOLE TEARS SUPPLY
(with Inatruclioiu on Cultiration) £3

rill.\ in quiinlitira pronoriionatalr rrdiiccd 2««
Ditto diito

"
1 n 6

U'"" ditto 110
Ditto ditto 15
Ditto, for a SMALL GARDEN .'. 10 6

Sent Cirriaitr Frrv by Rail, and 5 par rent, diarount allowed for c«ah parmrnt. A remiltancr or reference
requeated fnun unknown Corrrapondenta.

or fy ordrrimf nit «/ lA/ar fWtttii a ymr miieA IrotMt mnd frpmtt iriV/ bt xrerf.

Al». NATfR-tL GRASSIS f.r MWNS and MEADOWS, fine aorta of MANGEL WURZEL, TTIUflP,
and other AGRICCLTrR.\L SEEDS.

ii-ivii,

SCTTtlNS GENERAL ILLUSTRATED DBSCRIPTITB PRICED CATAIXHJUB and AMATETR'S GUIDE
W now ready, phco \i., or frati« to CuMomera.

Remittaneea may be mide by Cheque, on Town nr Country Banker*, or bv Pout 0«'e Ordera parable lo

SITTOX A»D SONS. ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHSIENT, R£AD1>'G.

MlirnSO" FOR THR IMSnXO WEEK.
TaraaDAT, Jt.i m>lJMM«a a rjr.

{ RoraJ HwUrvMarml (WMalf abAw^ at
a^TraaAt, — »< aoalli K mmlavtoa > r-a.

IH^ival Brtaatr a| r.a.

Few qupstions iii tho microocopical anatomy of
plants havn excited koonor intorMtt than thom
relating to the Fertilisation of Pijt>Ts. Tho
diffictilty of the invcstipatinn, tho importaiiro

attaching to a correct dilution, tho character of
tho obsorviTS, and the temper in which the con-
troversy was carried on, ail tended to cxdte tho
curio-oitj- and arouwi tho attention of the
by.standers, whether holani^t« or nmntcurn. Tho
great contest in over, thi- interest flag", we know
In>m tho adnii»."ions of all parties that tho
einlirj'o plant is formed within the oviilo after

.ind (we are justifii^l in fo Riving) in cnnso^tienro

1 if the contact of tho pollen tnW. We haie indeed

hi'tird, not long ago either, of some, ' critiqtua

riiisonnfes et r>-futution aur la th^orie dcR boyaux
poUiniques," but the troopa did not rwe at this

challenge—thev felt that tho battlo w»» orer

—that the citadel wa-s tnk<'n : thnr>> might be out-

lying botterie* still unconqiiered. but in the main
the work was dune.

In inve«tip»tii<ns of such delicacy and minute-
ness. wher\- iij.jitjii .:.. • - 1^' rcn-'jritly presented

that are. as wo ' ' islead tho

best and UK>st n always
deoirable that r>-i made m
different plants ai.il ji il;II' i. nt n. ii.r.irs. so that

in till).' all stagi* of the proeew. and all the

cirrtini«tanei-» conrn-r-tr-d Tt-:th it. and all tho

infltuiirr^ aflecti: . known. On thia

account we ar>^ n th" January
nunitier of " Mirr " nr nrttHebj-

I>r. r. Maiitis In V V- • of

Tigndta. He was aidt-i : 'r.

AU.E.\ MaCXEAN. well K .-i*
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a careful hybridiser, and between them they have
not only confinned what has been done before,

but they have, as it appears, successfully attacked
one of those outlying batteries we spoke of just

now. To di'op the metaphor, we may state that

the enormous elongation of the pollen tube,
which takes place in man)' plants, has been a
subject of marvel to many. It seemed difficult

to conceive that this (in some cases) rapidly

elongating tube could be a mere extension
of the pollen grain— this was almost as diffi-

cult of belief as that ' Pharaoh's serpents ' can
emanate from the little cones of tinfoil in which
they lie concealed till the vivifjang flame is

applied. But now we are told that the pollen

tube is not one continuous tube, but that it is

cellular ; that it grows by addition of new cells,

and hence it is propelled thi-ough the tissues of

the stj'le, even when its upper esti-emity is

desti'oyed, at the rate of 1 inch in six hours (in

Tigridia) on the average, though the rapidity of

its growth, and consequently of impregnation,
depend to some extent upon atmospheric influ-

ences. Thus, under the influence of dii'ect heat
and sunlight, together with a humid atmosphere,
the growth was found to be at the rate of

an inch in two hours. In its passage down the
style the pollen tube is nourished by the juices

of the style ceUs, and even by the cells of the

ovule itself when it has reached that body. It

pushes the embryo sac before it for a slight

distance, or more properly speaking, it indents it

without perforating it ; but after a time the
contents of the pollen tube pass (query by
endosmosis ?) into the embryo sac, and an
embryo plant is soon after foi-med. "We were
beginning to fear that oui' race of botanical
microscopists, if we may so call them, was dj-iiig

out, but we rejoice to find some still at work.
Truly there is work enough for them.

Few of the many reports and notices that

come under our observation are so full of present
interest and futiu'e promise as the EEroETS OF
THE VARIOTT.S COLONIAL BOTANISTS AND DlBEO-
Toss OF Botanic Gaedens. Wo have briefly

alluded in a recent Number to the report on the

Garden at Calcutta, by Dr. Anuerson, rendered
peculiarly interesting from the record of the
effects of the disash'ous Cyclone. We have recorded
the doings of the colonial botanists in Ceylon, at

the Cape of Good Hope, at Brisbane, and other
places. Even ' unhappy Jamaica furnished its

quota of information, tlirough Mi'. Wilson ; and
indeed we may lay claim to tho pubUca-
tiou of that gentleman's prevision of the negro
insurrection weeks before it actually happened.
But with this ti'agedj' we have nothing to do

;

ours is a brighter task—to congi-atulate the
Directors of such institutions as those to which
we have referred on theu- zeal and energy, and
on the extremely valuable results that are likely

to arise fi'om their labours. They are the men
who, figuratively speaking, are making two
blades of Grass grow where none gi-ew before

—

who are enriching oui- colonies with plantations

of Cinchona, of Tea, of Cotton, of Incljgo, and of

whatever is likely to be of service, either in the
amelioration of climate, the reclamation of waste
lands, in the production of necessary articles for

human consumption, or in furnishing materials
for commerce. It is difBcult to over-estimate
the. services these gentlemen render in theii'

generation, or to appreciate the value of their

labours for those that are to come. We have
now before us the reports of Dr. Ferdinand
Mueller on the Melbourne Botanic Garden for

1865, and that of Dr. Thwaites on the
establishment imder his charge. Dr. Mueller's
is not perhaps so interesting to us in the
home couutiy as some others that have
reached us, and which owed theii- special interest

to peculiar circumstances, but it bears impress
ofimtuing labour and zeal. We read of thousands
of trees .idded to the public walks, avenues, and
roadsides of the colony; others planted in such
numbers in the Garden itself that droughts will
be materially lessened in consequence. Nearly
40,000 Stone Pines raised at one time, and 7000
Deodars raised at another, have been dispersed
over the country from the Melbom-ne Garden.
Alluding to the necessity of a laboratory in the
Garden, where the mercantile value of many
vegetable products might be determined. Dr.
Mueller calls attention to the little-known
fact, that from the resin of the Grass Ti-ees picric
acid can be prepared, and which is now exten-
sively used for dyeing purposes. " That un-
bounded treasures of oiu- forests," wi-ites Dr.

Mueller, " available by dry distillation of their

woods, remain dormant, is but too apparent ; and
in the furtherance of native industry and in

aflTording new means for the emjiloyment of the

colonists, the special application of technological

chemistry should be brought to bear on thi:

branch of our resources." Dr. Mueller's report

concludes with an account of the botanical

publications in which he has described so many
Australian forms, and with some notices of the
enormous herbarium gathered together mainly
by his earnest zeal. This herbarium is being
transmitted, piece-meal as it were, to Kew, in

order that it may be submitted to the investiga-

tion of Ml-. Bentham, who is engaged on a
flora of Austa-aUa. With the aid of two such
botanists no part of the world will be so well

known botanically as Aush-alia.

Dr. Titwaites' report derives its main interesst

fi'om the success with which the cultivation of the

Cinchonas has been attended in that island. No
less than 129,350 plants, either of C. succii-ubra

or of C. officinalis, have been disti'ibuted, while

applications have been received for more than
three times that number. Several of the plants of

C officinalis have produced seeds, and one plant

of C. succinibra is mentioned as coming into

flower, "so that there appears to be every
prospect," writes Dr. Thwaites, "of 'quinine

becoming before very long ono of the most
important products of the island."

We are now able to state definitively, that
the International Horticultural Exhibition
of 1866 will take place on the site of the Great E.xhi-

bition of 1862, the sanction of Her Majesty's rir.st

Commissioner of Works having been obtained to

apply the central portion of the space opposite the
southern entr.auce to the Horticultural Garden, to

thia purpose. The building which it is proposed to

erect, will cover an ai*ea of about three acres, which
will be laid out in the form of an ornamental
garden, the cld-fashioned formal stages and tabling
being entirely dispensed with. From this building
there will be free access to and from the Horticul-
tural Garden, which will be an agreeable prome-
nading ground for the visitors.

We take an early opportunity of inviting the
attention of those of our readers who grow plants
for exhibition, to the circumstance, that at the
Saturday Shows of the Royal Horticultural
Society (which being found agreeable to the
Fellows .ind beneficial to the exchequer of the
Society, are to be continued), the awards no longer
consist of Certificates only, but of Money Prizes,
according to a schedule which can be had on appli-

cation to the Assistant Secretary, at the Gardens,
South Kensington.

We regret to have to announce the death, on
the ")th inst., of Mr. Henry' Scott, who was for
many years gardener to WvxN Ellis, Esq., of Pons-
boume Park, Hertford. We are informed that he
has been a subscriber to the Gardeners' Royal
Benevolent Institution since 184.">, and that by his
wiU he has left a legacy of 200^. to the Institution

—

a good example, certainly, and one that may be
recommended for imitation to those whose circum-
stances permit them to do likewise.

EFFECTS OF THE TWO PAST SEASONS OK
INSECT LIFE.

The last two se.isons have been so extremely
exceptional in respect to the range of the tempera-
ture, the rainfall, and other peculiarities of the
weather, that, as might have been predicted, some
curious results in connection with insect Ute have
been noticed. Of these the extraordinary quantity of
specimens of the humming-bird hawk moth, and of
the caterpillars and perfect in.sects of the death's-
head moth,'have attracted public attention .almost all

over the country. Wasps in the early part of the
summer of 1864 were exti'emely numerous, and it was
feared that no fruit would escape them in the
autumn, but a disease set in by which the grubs in
the cells of their imderground nests died and became
putrid, and in the autumn scarcely a wasp was to be
seen . It was accordingly -n-ith great surprise that in the
fine days of the spring of 1865, vast numbers of queen
wasps were seen flying over the hedges, but many of
these wereprobiibly unfertilised. It was probably
owing to this want of impregnation that led to a
large quantitj' of queen wasps congregating together
in the window of Caldecote Church, Hants, in the
middle of April, as recorded in " Notes and Queries,"
October 21, 1S65. The foimdations of many nests
were however commenced, but the progeny, when
produced, shared the fate of the previous year's
brood, and again in the autumn we had scarcely
any \yasps in the greater pai-t of the country,
although they were numerous here and there. This
destruction of the larvffi of the wasps seems to have
been produced by a disease quite analogous to that
by which so many bee-hives were destroyed in the two
or three preceding seasons, and which was known

mider the name of " foul brood," and it can scarcely

admit of a question, that it was, of its kind, an
epidemic, just as the rinderpest and cholera have
proved to be.

Aphides in the dry early part of the season of

1865 promised to be extremely numerous, but as the
siuumer advanced, their numbers decreased, although
the weather seemed mo.st favourable for their produc-
tion, and scarcely an aphis was to be found
throughout the latter part of the sxunmer on our
Roses, .vc. No honey dew was to be seen on the
leaves of the trees. The honey bee soon found this

out, and perhaps also from the nectar'of flowers being
developed in but small quantities, owing probably to

the excessive dryness of the season, the bees took
to the fririt, to which they did as much
mischief as the wasps in ordinary seasons.

It was probably also in consequence of the want of
the ordinary supply of succulence in tlie young
shoots of plants that the aphides had died off. But
if wasps were scarce, earwigs abounded to an
extraordinary extent, entering into houses and dis-

tributing themselves " up stairs and down stairs, and
in my lady's chamber." I found them in great
numbers about my bee-hives, and instances were
recorded of their devouring the grubs of wasps. For
several days they swarmed (being at the hive in the
pupa state) on the stone steps of the south turret of

the museum at Oxford, although theie is no adjacent
spot where it seemed lLkel,y that they could have
been developed. They had also swai-med in the pre-

ceding year, and a correspondent of mine killed

more than 7000 in that year, as many as 1460 in one
day, and again, in 1865, not fewer than 2500 to tho
end of Jime, which latter must have been in the
perfect state.

Another correspondent has remarked that the
common daddy-long-legs, the grubs of which are so

destructive to Grass in la^Tis, was not to be seen
in the autumn in places where two year's previously
it had been almost a plague. So again the little

Melolontha hoi-ticola, also a pest in lawns, was not
observed in the early summer, where in former years
it had been most abundant. On the other hand
there was an imprecedented profusion of galls.

Lastly, as a most iinexampled instance of the pecu-
liarity of the season, swallows were seen flying

about in the neighbourhood of the Thames at Oat-
lands, as late as the 29th November last, there
having been several days throughout the month in

which there were two or three degrees of frost.

Anxious to know whether any corresponding pecu-
liarities in insect life had been obsei'ved on the
Continent, I applied to my correspondent, M. Snellen
van Volleiihoven, the distinguished entomologist of

Leyden, whose reply I subjoin :

—

" Here, too, Macroglos.sum stellatarum was abim-
dant, flying in such vast numbers over the flowers

of Echium vulgare in the sunshine that eight or ten
at once could be caught in one swing of the net.

Aglaia Tau, otherwise very rare, was abundant in

April near Nymegen and Aiiiheim. The cateiijUlars

of CharEeas graminis have done an immense damage
to the meadows in Groningen and Drenthe, and the
males of Noctua popularis were to be foimd by
hundreds in the houses of Velp in Gueldren. Hepi-
alus Humuli was also very abundant near the little

lakes of Rotterdam, having fed, not on hops, for

that plant is very scarce on that spot. Mr. P.

Snellen has found near those waters a very
interesting male Bpecimcu with female colora-

tion on the upper side. Larvae of Tenthredinidae
were not abimdant this year, except the most
common species ; but I have foimd at Leyden in

some numbers the rascal living in the shoots of

Roses which you once sent me, and from which I

could not rear the imago. I hope to have more
success with it this spring. As to the empty body of

the female sphinx Atropos, it is a fact discovered by
Verloren 10 years ago, and published by him, but in

Dutch. He observed that the abdomen was only
empty in those specimens which came forth in the
autumn, but that those of the following spring had
swollen ovaries." J! 0. Wesiivood, t?.T/'wrf, ./«». 1,1866.

P.S. I understand that the great flight of the white
Ephemerffi on the Rhine took place thi» year six

weeks before the usual period, namely, towards the

end of July, the first week in September being the

ordinary time of their appearance.

EXTRACTS FROM THE JOTTENAL
of Mr. John Gould Veitch,

DURING A trip TO THE AUSTRALIAN COLONIES
AND THE SOUTH SEA ISLANDS.

(Crmthnicd/rmnpage V.)

Sydney, Xomiher 12, 1864.—My first days in

Australia were occupied in visiting its nurseries and
chief places of horticidtural note, and in m.aking the

acquaintance of botanical and other friends. It is

only due to all to say that I was everywhere received

with the greatest kindness, and that it would be

impossible to meet with more genuine hospitality

th,an I experienced in Sydney.
Horticulture in New South Wales is probably

farther a<lvanced than in either of its sister colonies.

The climate is admirably adapted for out-of-door

gardening, although not altogether without draw-
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backs, in the shape of occasional hot and very dry

seasons, and the frequent hot parching winds. The
Boil in and near Sydney is for the most part scanty

and poor, so much so that in many places the g-round

has to be made before any success can be obtained.

This is pai*ticularly the case in the Botanic Gardens,

where an enormous amount of labour has been

expended merely to quarry the rocks cropping' out in

all directions, and fill up the excavations with earth.

As an instance of what is done in Sydney, and of

how admirably adapted the climate is for gardening

purposes, I need only mention that it is a common
occurrence to find plants grov.'ing side by side, which
iin England we should class as stove, greenhouse,

bedding, and hardy. Who would fancy that Ipomoea
HorsfaUiai and Cupressus Lawsoniana, or a Clero-

dendi'on and a Kose would grow together in the same
soil and situation ; nevertheless such is the case. I

have seen Ixoras, Clerodendrons, Thimbergia
Harrisii, Ipomoea Horsfallije, Lapageria rosea,

Araucaiia cxcelsa. Hoses, Magnolia grandiflora,

Wellingtonia gigantca, Geraniums, Fuchsiias,

Verbenas, iS:c., all growing together. One is

much struck with seeing a garden of this

description for the first time, and unable for a

time fully to realise the fact that such a state

of things is possible. The climate of New South

"Walea is also very suitable for fruit growing. The
greater part of our English fruits do well, in addition

to which one finds every kind of Orange and Grape in

great perfection; also Lemons, Olives, Medlars, Mul-
berries, Pine-apples, Bananas, Passion-fruit, Pome-
granates, Guavas, Loquats, and the delicious Cheri-

moyer (Auona CherimoUa). The Mango has also

ripened fruit, but the climate is too cold to do it justice.

There are few private gardens in Sydney where
gardening is carried on with any spirit. Those of
Mr. Thomas Mort, of Darling Point, the late Mr.
William Macleay, of Elizabeth Bay, and Six Daniel
Cooper, of Rose Bay, formerly contained good collec-

tions of native and imported plants, but now they
are no longer kept up. Mr. Young, of The Glebe,
possesses by far the best collection of imjwrted plants,

consisting chiefly ofNew Caledonian Fenis and Palms,
and impoi-ted Orchids, Caladiums, and fine-foliaged

plants. Mr. Mort's collection of Orchids must at

one time have been very complete and well
cultivated. Sir Daniel Cooper, previous to his
departure for England, spent many thousands of
pounds in improving one of the finest sites that I

have eeeu. Three large greenhouses were also

erected, but now unhappily the latter are almost
empty, and the garden is barely kept free from weeds.
The late Mr. William Macleay, who, in addition to
being pa.«.sionately fond of flowers, was one of the
very best botanists and naturalists in New South
Walys, had gathered together a very large collection

of plants, especially bulbous, from all parts of

the world. The gardens and ornamental gi-ounds at
Elizabeth Bay contain many fine specimens. A
large tree of Ficus clastica, \\ith its truuk partially

covered with Dendrobium speciosum and Platycerium
alcioome, and throwing out numerous roots in all

directions, is a most striking object in these gardens.
This estate is upwards of liOO acres in extent,

commanding an extensive water frontage and a
most beautiful view of the harbour. Gleicheuia
flabellata and microphylla abound on the sea^side

cliffs. It seems strange at fir-st to find so few
gardens and collections of plants kept in good order,

but the price of labour and the difficulty of getting
good gardener.^, added to the fact that most people
reside in the colonies simply long enough to realise a
fortune, and then return to Europe to enjoy it, will

in a great measure account for this.

The Botanic Garden of Sydney is certainly one of
the finest features of the town. It covers some
SO acres of undiUating ground, situated at the head
of one of the beautiful bays of Port Jackson
haibour, thus commanding a fine water frontage.
The Botanic Garden was the first Australian ground
I trod on, and struck me as an exceedingly fine and
suitable spot. No situation could be better adapted
for a public garden, being, with the exception of
the part bortlering on the sea, sun-ounded by the
Government domain, within which stands the
Governor's house.

Thus it is at once almost in the centre of the town,
and yet perfectly secluded. This Government domain,
comprising about 00 acres, together with the Botanic
Garden, are under the dir-ectorship of Mr. Charles
Moore. Great credit is due to that gentleman for the
admirable order everywhere apparent, and for the
ornamental arrangement and planting of the grounds^
particularly as the means placed at his disposal are very
limited. I have no hesitation in saying, that I have
seen no botanic garden in Europe kept in better
order. The garden has three entrances, the principal
one being through an avenue of Acacias, Bamboos,
and Pines, but by far the prettiest is one recently
made, at which a most artistic ari'angement of
rockwork, planted with Yuccas, Dracaenas, and other
suitable plants, produces a pleasing effect. A
small portion of the garden is set aside for the
arrangement of the natxiral orders. Another small
square is reserved for the birds and animals of the
Acclimatisation Society, but the greater part is laid

out in lawn, and ornamentally planted. Taking

ad vantage of a small stream of water which runs
'
Low at South Kensington as 0. Bluntii, and

through the grounds, a grove of Australian and New
Zealand Tree Ferns has been planted, and are grow-
ing most luxuriantly.

In the centre of that portion of the garden more
particularly devoted to floweiing shrubs, bedding
plants, and annuals, stands a splendid specimen of

Araucaria excelsa. It is more than 100 feet in
height, of great symmetry, and branched almost to

the ground. Another plant worthy of especial note
is Dammara Moorei ; it is 50 feet in height.
The climate being so propitious, there is but little

necessity for greenhouses. There are three to con-
tain the newly introduced plants, and for purposes of

propagation. In one of these a small collection of

Orchids is growing most luxuriantly. Attached to

but probably Professor Pl. is not responsible
for the labelling of those two plants. AVhat is a
species and what a variety, is a question on which
botanists very often differ ; and where there is in
a genus a group of varj'ing foi-ms running into
each other so gradually as to make it impOFsible to
draw a satisfactory line between them any\vhere, it

is perhaps a matter of little impoitance whether we
call the two extremes of such a group species, and
the intermediate forms hybrids, or whether we take
an intermediate form and call it a species, and the
others varieties. This latter was the view I took
while collecting the many forms of these Odonto-
glots. Had I foreseen that any doubts could have
arisen as to their specific unity, I would have taken

the garden is a lecture-room, in which a series of
|
the precaution to have dried a more complete series

popular lectures is annually delivered by Mr. Moore.
Annexed is a list of some of the most remarkable

trees and shrubs in these Gardens :

—

Livistonia umbraculifera,
feet by 15 feet

Cocos jjliiraosa, 50 feet high
Cnrj-pha australis, 40 feet high

Pbcenix dactylifera
Seafortbia elegaiia

Are&i s.ipida

Ulaiiyfine speciinensofZamiaa,
Matrozaniias, Cycads, and
Xantborrhceas

Araucaria excelsa, several fine

trees, 60 to 80 feet
Araucaria Ciinninghami, CO ft.

Podocarpus ueriifolius, 33 feet

Salisburia adiaiitifolia

A magnificent clump of Dam-
maras, including Moorei, oO
feet ; ohtusa, 23 feet ; orieu-

talis, 30 feet ; austi'alls and
Brown ii

Cupressus Lawsoniaua, 12 feet

Taxodium sempervirens, 40 ft.

Wellingtonia gigantea, 10 feet

Also fine specimens of many
of the Cj'prcsa and Juniper
tribe

A splendid specimen of Jaca-
randra mimosjefoUa, 30 feet
high and loaded with
bunchcg of the Itrightest

blue flowers
Hvmenospermum flavum, 40
feet by 20 feet

15
1
Aralia papyrifera. 15 feet
Musa Ensete, 25 feet
Draciena australis, 30 feet
Delabechia rupestris, the Aus-

tralian Bottle tree, 12 feet
Bauhinia purpurea, loaded
with mauve-coloured flowers

Bauhinia Hookerii
Botryodendron latifolium, 14

feet by 14 feet
Stenocarpus Cunninghamii,

33 feet
Splendid trees of Grevillea

robusta, Sterculias (the
Flame trees of Australia),
Erythrinas (the Coral trees),

Ulmus cbinensis, Castano-
spermum australe (the More-
ton BayfChestnut) ; several
species of Ficus, &c., are
scattered over the grounds

On many of the older trees,

Pkity.
-"

' .

growing and giving
most pleasing effect

Olives, of which there is a
large collection, do well

All the Aloe tribe thrive and
flower

Large bunches of Gardenias,
BUbiscus, Deutzias, Camel-
lias, Azaleas, Magnolias,
/VUamandas, &c., flower
profusely

of the varieties, but at that time no doubt on the
subject had arisen in my mind, as I had often seen
among other plants variations quite as great,

in what is usually considered a single species.

Even among Orchids, the genus Odontoglossum is

not singular for the variable nature of some of its

species. In many other genera there are species

which vaiy nearly if not quite as much as these
Odontoglots. While in New Granada I saw in bloom
many hundred plants of Epidendrum macrochilum,
and I noticed that some of them varied much from
others, both in the size and the amount of colour in

their flowers. But a far more remarkable instance
of variability exists in the case of a Cattleya which
grows in many different localities in New Granada.
The varieties of this are endless, and it would not be
difficult to find plants with flowers as large again
as those of other plants growing beside them.
The forms of the flowers also differ much,
and they are of eveiy shade of colour

and Dendrobes '
between a dark lilac and a nearly pure

(To be continued.)

NEW AND SELECT PEARS.
No..?. BoyemUdn Cornice.—This is one of our finest

November Pears, often lasting well into December.
WTien ripe its skin is of a yellowish green, with a

white. I have seen half-a-dozen plants growing on
one tree, no two of them being alike in any of these

particulars ; neither is the variation confined to the
flowers, but extends also to the pseudobulbs and
foliage. Now, are we to consider all these hybrids,

or are thej' only seedling varieties originated by
some cause which we do not understand, but which
is analogous to that which gives us so many varieties

(not hybrids) among ciUtivated plants ? I believe

the latter supposition to be the more correct of the

two, especially as the varieties seem to produce
perfect fruit in abundance, as also do the varieties of

the Odontoglossnms which are the subject of dis-

cussion. It certainly is not always necessary

to caU in hybridisation to account for varieties

among species, as it is well known that

many plants do produce them without
this, and both in cultivation and in their

natural habitats. Sometimes an external

cause for such variations is discoverable
;

in other cases, as in these Odontoglos-

sums and Cattleyas. where the varieties

are growing side by side in apparently

the same circumstances, the cause is not
so easily detected. But if it be once
admitted that species may and sometimes
do vary in their natural habitats, in how-
ever slight a degree the variation may
take place, the existence of an innu-
merable series of varieties can easily be

accounted for ; for it is a grand fact in

horticulture, that when a species does

begin to vary, there is no end to the

varieties of that species which can be

obtained by the ])rocess caUed cro8s-l)reed-

ing. in contradistinction to hybridisation ;

and I think that no one who admits

the possibility of two species interbreed-

ing in a state of nature, will deny that

cross-breeding is at least as likely to take

place between two varieties of one species

in the same state. John Weir.

Milivm as Game Cover.—Some years

ago, a Grass called Miliimi effusum was
greatly praised, as producing a good cover

for game when sown in woods. Any
information which your correspondents

can give on the subject will be very

welcome. U. J. Movie, Gaicltovae.

TrietjrtiH hirto.—I shall be glad to com-
pare notes with some of your readers

red cheek—a very handsome fruit. Its flesh is respecting this new Japanese plant. My own expe-

white, very juicy, fine graine*!, and perfectly melting, rience has led me to fonn an unfavourable opinion

with a delicious and peculiar aroma. The tree forms of its value. Its flowers are developed so late in the

itself naturally into a pyramid, gi-ows freely on the ' season, that the whole of the fobage, except that on

Quince, and bears, not "so abimdantly as some, but ' the immediate summit of the stem, is completely

well. It deserves extensive cultivation.

Home Correspondence.
Oiforiioglossiim AJi-j-tindro'.—After so experienced

an orchidologist as Professor Reichenbach has pro-

nounced Odontoglossum Alexandrse and O. Bluntii

to be distinct species, anything further that I can

say on the subject will probably be considered of

little value ; but perhaps you will allow me to state

that I am scarcely yet convinced of the distinctness

of the two, especially as the differential characters
j

Tangier Pea. _ , ,

of O. Alexandras given by Professor Reichenbach
j
alone were sufficient to create an impression of the

(p. R) agree better with the plant shown by Mr. \ identity of the two plants, and aet^^al trial nmpi;"

ythered by the time the first flowers ai*e expanded,

so that its aspect is melancholy enough. Its vaunted

hardiness of con.stitution, on which great stress is

laid in one catalogue that came \inder my notice, is

but a poor compensation for so grave a defect.

W. I. T.

LfithyniR mati/ritanieus.-—Having noticed the above

name in some of the new seed lists, perhaps you will

allow me to state, that having cultivated the so-called

novelty the past season, I foimd it to be nothing

more than our old acquaintance L. tingitanus or

The size, form, and colour of the seeds
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confirmed it. Good novelties, as many as you please,
j

" des bataillons," of showy herbaceous plants.

Messieurs les Grainiers, but don't palin off old , excelling in the beauty of their growth, or in the

friends in disguise upon us. Diogene. \
curious forms of theii' leaves. Thus he has given a

The Tear 1865 at Wcj/bridge Heath, Stirrer/, \55feet ahme mean sea level :—

Prflvailing Winds.

Higlicst. WiivL-.

January U (W.)
February 19 (S.W. to N.W.)
March 20(E.N".E.)
May 30 (S.W.)
October 25 (W.)
November 22 (S.W.)

25 (8. to S.W.)
December 29 and 31 (S.W.)

Mean height of barometer

Mean height of thermometer

:

Highest iu the sun .

.

Highest in the shade
Lowest .

.

67'.5160

60*.9M9
40".3558

Mean daily amount of ozone 2.3967

Jlean temperature 50'.6457

R,iinfaU inches 26.9310

Niunber of wet days . . . . . . . . .

.

38

Number of days on which rain, &c. fell .. .

.

161

inches 2.15
85*. 00

Range of ozonometer 11.00

December 15. Barometer highest .. .. inches 30.67

January 14. Barometer lowest . . . .
inches 28.52

June 21. Thermometer highest

:

In the Sim 102'.00

In the shade 94°.00

January 28. Thermometer lowest (in the night of)

Febru.iiy IS and I Greatest amount of ozone
November 23 j

Jan. 22, March 21.
)

June 25, Sept. 7, } Least amount of ditto .

.

Sept. 2S.J)ee^ 19, j

• The me

Departure from

inches .00n.'i +

1*.6041 +
1".3497+
.0199—

.6491 +
inches 3.0965+
rtays 2.1000+
d.iys 21.6000—

inches .3500+
6'.4000+
.5625—*

inches .0980+
inches .2530

—

I of last four years.

W. F. Harrison, Bartrojyis, ^Veybridge Heath, Jannarij 2.

Ani^rican. Blight.—In your answers to correspond-

ents (p. 12) "J. G." and " M. Z." are recommended
remedies for American blight and mussel .scale on
Apple trees. On our American and other Apple trees

here, both large and small, we have found Gishurst
Compound applied in full strength, by means of a
brush wetted, then rubbed on the cake in the box,

BO as to produce a thick lather, and this painted over
the bUght, an effectual and lasting cure for American
blight, mussel scale, and red spider, (r. 11".

Soctcttcs!.
Zoological ok London : Dec. 12.—Dr. J. E. Gray

in the Chair. The Chairman communicated an
extract from a letter received from Prof. LiUjeborg,
containing some observations on the skeletons of the
Cetaceans exhibited in the Jardin des Plantes, at

Paris.—Mr. P. L. Sclater made some remarks in

rectification of a previous paper upon the .supposed

occurrence of the common sea eagle (Haliaetus
albicilla) in North America.—Mr. W. K. Parker read

a paper upon some remains of fossil birds discovered
in the Zebbug Cave, Malta, by Captain Spratt, R.N.
The most remarkable of these appeared to belong to

a new species of swan, nearly one-third larger than
the common swan (Cygnus olor), which Mr. Parker
proposed to call Cygnus Falconeri.—Dr. J. Murie read
a i-^i^ upon the abnormality in the form of a tail

feather of a Scemmering's Pheasant in the Society's

aviary.—Dr. Gray described three new species of
dolphins, of which examples had recently been trans-

mitted to the Free Museum at Liverpool by Captain
Walker, of the ship Trenton, having been obtained
during the voyage of that vessel from India to Liver-

pool.—A communication was read from Dr. L. Pfeiffer,

containing descriptions of 13 new species of land
shells, discovered in Formosa by Mr. R. Swinhoe,
H.M. Consul in that island.—Mr. W. H. Flower com-
municated some notes from Dr. Hector, Director of

the Geological Survey, New Zealand, upon the bones
of various species of Dinomis which had been exhi-

bited in the New Zealand Exhibition, recently held
at Dunedin in 1S(;.3.—Mr. \V. H. Flower also exhi-

bited and made remarks on a specimen of the gular
pouch of the great bustard (Otis tarda), which had
been transmitted to the Museum of the Royal College
of Surgeons by Dr. Cullen, of Kustendje.—Mr. A.
Newton read a letter addressed to him by Mr. H. 0.

Clark, announcing the discovery of some remains of

bones of the Dodo in Mauritius.

new physiognomy to the landscape. Among all

plants his favoirrites are the Cypripedia. But since

the climate of Paris does not allow these to be

planted in the squares, he makes u.se of the Solana.

Hence the present Solanaceous state of Paris, which

is admired by every one.

Monsieur le Comt« Leonce de Lambertye is well

known in the garden world as the King of the

Strawberries, and in botanical circles as the able

author of the "Catalogue raisonnee des Plantes

vasculaires du Departement de la Marne." The idea

of writing on the modem ornamental plants was a

The First Part, just published, isvery happy one
devotedto the Solanums. It is dedicated to M.Barillet^ ___ ^__^ ^_^_ ^
Deschamps, " ' Jardinier en Chet de la ville de Paris,

' latter a hint for our agriculturists, &c.

Notircs of 3»oof{0,
Les Plantes a FeuiUcs Ornementales en Pleine Terre :

Botaiiique et Culture, par Comte Leonee de

Lambertye. 1" partie : Solauum. Paris : Librairie

Centrale d'Agriculture et de Jardinage, Rue des

ficoles 82, pres de la Musde de Cluny. Auguste
Goin, editeur, 8vo, pp. 72. (Hardy Foliage Plants ;

Botany and CJultivation of, &c., by Count Leonce
de Lambertye.)

If one should ask what has become of horticultural

Paris, you may safely answer, ''Paris has become
Solanaceous." Monsieur BariUet^De.schamps, who
has been employed since ISno in the public

gardens and parks of the old metropolis of

the Seine, and has succeeded in giving her a fresher

appearance, has the merit of inaugurating
r,uw system, the

Chevalier de la Legion d'Honneur, createur de la

decoration des pares par des plantes tropicales,' par

I'auteur de ce petit livre." Such a handsome tribute

accorded by a man of the Count's position and

reputation " must, indeed, be most agreeable to M.
Barillet. We hear that the Second Part of the work
will treat of Cannas, and the third will consist of

a " melange ^'especes." In a preface the author

tells us the history of his own love for Solanums.

We are not astonished to learn that species coming

from Erfurt were not well named. The author gives

a description of 30 species, in preparing which he has

availed himself of Monsieur Dunal's monograph in

the " Prodromus." May we be allowed to express our

hearty condolence with Monsieur le Comt« for having

had recourse to so unsatisfactory a work. He has

however, suppressed many of Dimal's details, and
modified and added to others, as we are glad to

learn. He adds some remarks on the method of

culture of the several species, the height of the plants,

&c. The following speci&s are, according to Mon-
seigneur Lambertye, first-rate, viz., amazonicum, Ker ;

atropurpureum, Schrank ; betaceum, Cav. ; crinitum.

Lam. ; glutinosum, Dtm. ; hyporrhodium, A. Braun
& Bouch6 ; Karstenii, A. Braun & Bouche ;

lacini-

atum. Ait. ; maroniense, Poit. ; macranthum, Hort.
;

marginatum, L. ;
pyraeanthos. Lam.

;
quitoense.

Lam. ; robustum, Wendl. ; reclinatum, L'Herit.
;

Sieglingii, Hort. ; War.scewiczii, Hort. Weick.

The second-rate Solana are these : auriculatum,
Ait. ; aculeatissimum, Jacq. ; citrulUfolium, A.

Braun ;el£eagnifolium, Cav. ; cuneodorsum. Cat. de la

ViUe de Paris ; ferrugineiuu, Jacq. ;
glaucnm. Dun. ;

giganteum, Jacq. ; indicum, Nees ; Jacquinii, W. ;

sisymbriifoUum, Lam. ; and tomentosum, L.

There are also representations of Solanum crinitum
(griven twice !), of robustum, and of Warscewiczii. We
regret to add these are but coarsely executed. Then
foUows an analytical key, of which we fear practical

gardeners will not make much use, and the arrange-
ment being an arbitrary one, we believe it to be nearly
superfluous. Of greater utility will be the " tableau
comparatif de trente especes de Solanum (Morelle),

considerees au point de vue horticole." We should
have liked to have furnished more details to our
readers ; but such a course would seem to be rather
dangerous ;

" toute reproduction, memo partielle, est

interdite,cette ouvrage etailt la propriety deTediteur."
Thus we must make an end of our report on a

book that is certainly useful and interesting, and
which is written by one of the best, most zealous,

and most intelligent friends of horticulture.

readers. Taking them indiscriminately in the order

in which they come, we—but, no, we must apologise

to Mr. Sylvanus Urban, and at once give precedence

to the eentleman's Magazine, a new series of which,

under new editorship, and published by Bradbury k
Evans, has just commenced. The dear learned old

gentleman appears in a new dress, and, to continue

our simile, with a new coachman and a fresh pair of

horses. He drives along the old roads, now and then

diverging into by-lanes, stopping where au old

church, a collection of pictures, a library of curious

books, a Horse Chestnut with Mistleto growing on it,

or other object of interest may attract his attention.

He chats by the way on kings and statesmen, on the

religion of the one and the genealogy of the other

;

on the P.aston letters, and the Westminster Play.

Homer and his translators occupy much of the old

gentleman's thoughts ; and having returned from
his drive, he pays visits to Societies, looks in at the

Royal, but feels more at ease at the Society of

Antiquaries, and kindred meetings. As befits a man
so well known and appreciated, he is up in the news
of the day, even to the fluctuations of the barometer

and the price of Stocks ; while he is, as of yore, a

chronicler of births, deaths, and marriages. Long
may he prosper under present auspices. —

—

Praser smacks this month more of the long vacation

than of Christmas bills : more of excursion trains

and steamships than of Holly and Mistleto. Before

he starts on his journey, however, he gives us his

views on the state of political affairs, runs across

St. George's Channel to see about Church tempora-

lities in Ireland, from thence to the Queen of the

West (Cincinnati). A little way further on we find

him turning up at Lisbon, en route to Rio de Janeiro.

He has something to say about " cholera in Malta,"

and as to " how we retook Dewangiri ," but we
leave him at last sketching in the Eifel (and his

sketches are very attractive), and recounting the

history of sundry personages, to wit, Gilbert Rugge,

and " the Beauclercs, father and son." The
Tech noliigi.it for January comes in its usual brown
cover, suggestive of a good serviceable working dress,

and within it we find records of honest enterprising

labour, in such departments as the manufacture of

sugar, the cultivation of opium in France, recom-

mended in these words—" Let each agriculturist

devote a comer of his soul to this new tillage, which

will be to him a lucrative and agreeable amuse-

ment." Besides these there are articles on vegetable

food, on extract of beef, on vegetable albvunen in place

of glue, on paper making from Lucerne roots—the
' In the

Books Received.—We have an assortment of

lystem of displaying m^ses, periodicals on our table awaiting introduction to our

current number of Popular Science Pcvien; the Rev.

Mr. Houghton descants on the turnip and its insect

enemies. Baron Liebig tells us how to make coffee.

Dr. Seemann explains Prof. Unger's views as to

Australia and Europe having at one time formed but

a single continent, this startling hypothesis being

based upon the discovery in the Eocene beds of

Europe of leaves of various species of Fagus,

Exocarpus, Grevillea, and Banksia, apparently almost

identical with the leaves of corresponding plants

now growing in Australia. Dr. Richardson gives us

a summary of w^hat is known about ozone, and

speculates on the formation at no very distant date

of an ozone company, which is to bleach, deodorise,

disinfect, preserve meat and vegetables, give sea air

to every household, and to furnish an article as

manageable as gas, and as cheap as water ! Mr.

Barrett contributes an account of the wonders and
beauties of snow and ice. The Rev. G. Henslow

speaks of the no less wonderful habits of climbing

plants as studied by Mr. Darwin ; while Mr. Sorby

has yet more wonders in store in his article on the

spectrum microscope, and from which we infer that

the old adage, nimium ne crcde colari, will not iu

future be so often quoted as it has been. Have any

of our readers made any observations on the struc-

ture of plants by the spectroscope ? If not,

there is a fine field for them to work in.

The Household (Groombridge) is a new "magazine

of domestic economy and home enjoyment." lis

scope is fairly indicated by its title, and it

seems to contain some useful hints. Ovii maiirc^se

d'hotel rather demurs to the economy of some of the

receipts : and our own doctor can only guess what is

meant by " a four-oimce bottle of extract of lead,"

which is to be kept safe from " the reach of children

and the displacement of servants." There are a few

woodcuts, and the cost is but twopence. Odds

and Ends (Edmonstou & Douglas). No. i) of this

little series has the following title, which gives a

very good illustration of the author's style: " Wayside
Thoughts of an AsophophUosopher—not Godless, but

Godly ; or a Triangular Treatise on Education," by

D'Arcy W. Thomson. The author makes out a very

good case for the Queen's Colleges in Ireland. The
quaint illustration on the title page might have been

drawn by Edward Forbes. No. 10 of the same series

comprises a lecture of Mr. J. A. Froude's, on the
" Influence of the Reformation on the Scottish

Character." This statement is sufiScient to show

that the pamphlet is well worth reading. On the

Commereial Use of Flm-ers and Pl^ants. hy Eugene

Rimmel, is a reprint of a lecture delivered at the

Royal Horticultural Society, and treats mainly of

perfumes, their mode of extraction, &c.
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iFIorigts' d(?lotocrs!.

XoTWiTHSTAXDiNG thc immense popularity of

the new Liliura auratum from Japan, the several

fine varieties of LiLir.M i-ANciroLiUM will always be

^reat favourites, and most justly so, and I would
urge ciUtivators to direct attention to these kinds,

and try to get improved form and deeper colours.

The late Mr. Groom, of Clapham, had he lived

longer, would have introduced some improved
strains, for I quite recollect seeingf in his nursery

in bloom, just before his death, some fine high-

coloiued varieties of improved form, the petals being

quite free from curves or curls ou the margin,

and being, moreover, broader thau they are in the

Tjilium lancifolium generally. All, or most of his

fine stock of Liliums were distributed at the sale

which followed his death, and some of the best

strains are no doubt about, but diffictdt to meet with.

Our chief aim in preserving the characteristics of

this fine species and its varieties should be to con-

tiHue breeding by seed from the finest coloured

varieties, with the view of getting richer-coloured

kinds and better form. I cannot say how much is

to be done by crossing with other species, but I

hope to see some of our florists try their hands at

improving the existing varieties of the grand old

L. lancifolium.

Great attention is paid to the culture of this Lily

in various parts of Yorkshire, and it is astonishing

what very fine examples are to be met with repeatedly

at very small country shows in the autumn. It is no
unusual thing to meet with pots containing from
five to eight roots, wath from 15 to 20 superb blooms
on each.

The plan generally adopted by good growers is to

pot up the roots early in February, using pots about
11 or 12 inches in diameter for three or four fine

roots, and larger sized pots for a larger number of

roots, but I think it a mistake to grow so many roots

in a pot when good blooming roots can be had. A
good compost may be made up of fibrous sod,

well -decayed leaf-mould, and well-rotted frame
manure, all chopped and not sifted, and with
some sharp sand run in with it, so as to make
a good porous compost. A good-sized crock and
about H inch of rough crocks should be used,

and over these a few lumps of fibrous sod should
be placed. Many make a mistake in potting too

near the top of the pot. I prefer filling the potmth
soil to witiiin 5 inches of the top, on which the
bulbs should be placed and covered, leaving fully

li inches of space below the top, for this reason :

those who have given a moment's attention to the
growth of the Lilium must have observed the
quantity of yotmg fleshy roots sent out from the
base of the flower stem, and to the full development
of these roots especial attention should be directed.

As soon as the shoots are of a moderate height, and
have become pretty fixm, fill up the pot to the rim
with .similar compost to that used for potting,

adding a little more manure. This will give them
an efficient top-dressing, and the stem roots will

speedily become matted into it, and the flowers will

consequently become large and plentiful. The main
point in the culture of the Lilium is to develope the
stem roots, a point too often lost sight of.

After potting, they should be placed in a cool shed
or frame, or mider a stage where light is attainable ;

and as soon as the soil gets dry and cracks from the
side of thc jwt, give sufficient water to moisten the
soil without saturating it. Many aUow the youug
growth to be started too early and become drawn,
which should be avoided. The pots should rather be
kept quite cool and exposed to the light, for the Liliuin

is a perfectly hardy plant, and should be grown
hardy. The best plan is to treat it as an out-door

plant as far as possible, by standing the pots out of

doors after the winter is over, taking care to shelter

them from spring frosts and blisteiing winds. Of
coru'se at the blooming time they should be under
cover in bad v/eather. "When they have done flower-

ing, the pots can be placed on their sides, and as

soon as frosty weather sets in, removed to a dry
shed, and be kept quite dormant, drj% and undis-
turbed until potting-time. Everj'body knows what
a glorious plant it is for autumn decoration, Tr.

Dean, Sfiiplnj, Yorlishlrt:

€6t ^piarj?*
Wii resiune the subject of our last week's reuiarks.

Dysentery ajiong Bees has been supposed Ijy

some to be almost entirely confiuefl to those kept in

wooden hives ; and some enthusiastic advocates of
straw in preference to wood, hereby hang an arjfu-

ment in favovir of their views. But this is a mis-
take -, bees in straw hives are frequently attacked
with this disease, and we have had communications
from bee-keepers who have been so imfortimate as

to lose during the last spring several hives fron that
cause. At the same time we think that bees are on
the whole rather more liable to the disorder when
located in wooden domiciles, particularly if they are
not properly protected and attended t«.

When dysentery does show itself among the in-

mates of a common straw hive, the means to be
adojited for the pur|50se of effecting a cure are very

limited, and uncertain in their results. "NATien it is

desired not to break up the stock, we shoidd
choo.sing a ver}' fine, warm day, drive all the bees

out into an empty hive. Inspect and (out away all

the dirtiest of the combs, and return the hive to its

place. Knock out the bees on a cloth at some dis-

tance from the stand, and search for^and .secure the
queen. She may, when found, be at once liberated

among the combs. The bces'that^are able to fly

after a little while take wing, and return to

their owni|hives, delighted to find* themselves all

riglit with their o^vn beloved monarch. Some
apiarians recommend that the queens thus captured
should be temporarily imprisoned in queen cages,

which are secured between the combs, and from 12

to -4 hours be suffered to elapse before they are

allowed their liberty. When the lives of valuable
Italian queens are at stake, we should adopt this

practice, but otherwise we prefer taking the risk,

and hitherto have been free from any untoward
event in consequence.

If the number of the bees which are able to

return to their old quarters is verj' limited, and
the weather become cold and ungenial, it is a good
plan to confine the bees, and to remove the hive
into a warm kitchen every night at dusk, restoring

it to its stand early on the follomng morning. This
may be continued for a week or two, or until the
hive ha.s received some accession of strength from
the hatching out of young bees. With the common
straw skeps, it is not easy to strengthen these

weakened populations by uniting two or more
together, in consequence of the probable loss of
valuable brood which may take plaee. The plan we
would recommend would be to purchase or to have
constnicted a frame hive. Having again driven out
all the bees of the straw hive, proceed to transfer

the largest combs into the box, in the way described

at p. 3!il of our last year's volume. The bees

of a .second hive may be driven out and united

to the first, the combs being treated in the same
way, or it may be better to transfer both these stocks

into separate frame boxes ; and when the combs
have been securely fastened, and all artificial props
and supports removed, the bees and combs may be
united in the manner described last week. Should
there be no other stock available for the purpose of
strengthening the population, and the one which
has been subjected to the summarj' treatment de-

scribed above stUl continue very backward, it would
be advisable, when the swarming season an-ives, to

add the bees of a second swarm. A hive thus treated
stands every chance of turning out a first-rate stock
the following summer.
Another plan which we have adopted with success

is that of transposing hives. A strong stock is re-

moved in the middle of a fine day, and the weak
stock changes stands with it. This requires care in
carrying through, and sometimes it will be necessary
to re-transpose the hives, otherwise the strong stock
becomes too much depoxnilated. W'e occasionally
have found it preferable to effect the transposition

an hour or two before du.sk. ^NTien the bees are
.settled, shut in those of the strengthened stock,

which remove into a dark place for twenty-four
hours. Return the strong colony to its old stand at
the same time. The other hive, on the following
day at dusk, is also to be restored to its former
position. There is less probability of the more
populous hive becoming so denuded of bees as to he
seriously injured. In the years 18(;o and lS(iI we
transferred the bees and combs of several common
hives into frame boxes. A few of these were very
weak in bees, and we carried out this plan of trans-
position somewhat extensively, and succeeded, by
the middle of the .summer, in establishing a nice lot

of populous and well-furnished hives, some of which
we still retain in good condition.

Hives attacked by dysenterj', will occasionally,

after having suffered immensely from the loss of

bees, wonderfully recover their strength. On the first

occasiou in which this disea.se made ils appear-
ance in our apiary, in 1841), the bees of our hive were
so affected by it, that the dead and dying formed a
large heap under the alighting board. They rolled

out and tumbled over,Jiterally in thousands, and the
hive was given up as lost, but was suffered to remain
on the stand, for the purpose, as it was only .stocked

the previous summer, of having a fir.st swarm hived
into it when the proper time should arrive. How-
ever, in a few days pollen was earned in, and by the
end of May the stock had become so populous, that
a large glass super was put on, and in due time filled.

There is another form of dysentery on which we
meant now to have said a few words, but space will

not permit ; and as it is a subject which well de.senres

a chapter to itself, we leave it for a future occasion.

the hive tn tli i' I a i t. there is no necessity for .any
other covcrini if i i il nf whiehthehiveisconstnicted
be not less tlim ^ .

' n . i_ lit lis ipf an incli in thickness. Tiiis

we hjivc proved in ;u-tu:il pnictice.— No. .3 : Certainly. No
other wr.ippings are necessary.— No. 4 : Bees do dislike the
smell of putty ; therefore in fixing ou the adapting boards

, tlKit wlii-n iip.ruTly

painted ev<.-ry year
-, we never used to
bees were in them.

Garden Memoranda.
Bury Hill, Mansfield, Notts, the Seat op

Sir Edward Walker.—In addition to what was
stated last week (see p. 1(1) in reference to this fine
place, let xis remark that the Peach trees in the house
next entered are partly trained on trellis, and partly
against the back wall ; in both positions they are
healthy and well arranged, and furnished with even
weU-ripened wood. The soil at Buiy Hill requires
but little preparation for Peach trees ; it naturally
provides the Peach all that it requires for a fruitful

growth, without promoting that rank luxuriance of

habit which rich, moist soils develope in fruit trees.

The adjoining vinery is of more modem construc-
tion thau the preceding portion of the range, and is

®
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trees, affording an illustration of oru- opinion oi' the

suitability oi: the light soil of the locality for Peach

trees. There is no miUlew to be seen, but as there

is no stagnant water near, and the subsoil is dry, we
are less siu-prised at the absence of so common a

jiest. The waU is coped with stone, which projects

8 inches. The soil being shallow and rather poor,

^Ir. Speed removes as much as possible of the old

soil when the Peach trees exhibit failing vigour-,

and replaces it with new and sweet soil. If this

practice were more commonly pnr.sued, we should

have fewer failures on our Peach walls. Fronting

the south wall, and parallel with it, and at a distance

of 2.") yards,a second wall, 5 feet high, has recently been

built. It is intended to make the space between the

two walls into a garden for small fruits, Goose-

berries, Cm-rants, Strawberries, &c., and to cover the

whole with wire netting. Sir Edward Walker has

been induced to decide on this plan in consequence

of the continued depredations of birds on his fruit,

the blackbird being one of the most pei-tinacions

robbers. Owing to the profusion of Bilberries at

certain seasons in the neighbouring covers, this bird

is more than usually numerous.
Pursuing the outer walk, and turning along- the

west end of the kitchen garden, we notice on the

west waU some particularly healthy and well-trained

Plum trees, and on the opposite side of the walk,

two rows of pyramidal-trained Pears and Che-fries,

remarkable in their clean, soimd, healthy wood.

Entering that portion of the kitchen garden enclosed

within the walls, a space two acres in extent, we
pass along the main walk, which traver.ses the

centre of the garden, each side of which is planted

with pyramidal-trained Apple and Pear trees, which
are clean, vigorous, and fruitfid, proving that,

with proper management, this apparently poor soil

is capable of supporting aU the ordinary orchard

fruits. Strawberries are perhaps the exception,

being more difficult to manage on this soil than the

other garden fi-iuts. Adjoining the kitchen garden
is the ilelon groimd, in which are two span houses

and pits. In one of the foi-mer we found late

Melons and Cucumbers. Mr. .S. cuts Melons as late

as November. The second house is employed as a
greenhouse. "We saw a remarkably fine, well-grown
collection of Indian Melons, happy in soil, climate,

and treatment. The neighbouring moorland affords

excellent peat for American plants. Pelargoniums,

Heaths, Camellias, and Chrysanthemums, are all

largely included in Mr. Speed's collection, and afford

evidence of his cultural skill. The Mushroom house

is situated at the back of the range, and is exceed-

ingly well adapted for the purijose. The walls are

thick, and the roof is secured from all fluctuations of

weatlier by a double ceiling. For five successive

years there has been no cessation in the supply of

Mushrooms from this house.

Close by the Mushroom house we saw a drinking

trough made from a single block of Mansfield stone,

capable of containing (i7.) gallons. We have now
reached the confines of the home grounds, and have
only to notice a little judicious planting which has

been made on tlie north and north-west sides of the

house to ward off the sweeping winds to which its

elevated position exposes it ; and were it not for this

we should not admit the propriety of plantations so

close to a residence which has the pre-eminent
advantage of being exempt from the encirclin^

woods and weedy ponds which make so many of our
fine old mansions homes for the generation of con-

sumption, fever, or rheumatism, rather than resorts

giving health and longevity. I.

Miscellaneous.
Aronm of Coffer. — The berries of coffee, once

roasted, lose every hoiu- somewhat of their aroma, in

consequence of the influence of the oxygen of the air

which, owing to the porosity of the roasted berries,

can easily penetrate. This pernicious change may
best be avoided by strewing over the berries, when
the roasting is completed, and while the vessel in

which it has been done is still hot, some powdered
white or brown sugar (half-an-oimce to one pound of

coffee is sufficient). The sugar melts immediately,

and by well shaking or turning the roaster quickly,

it spreads over all the berries, and gives each one a
fine gla-ie. impervious to the atmosphere. They have
then a shining appearance, as though covered with a

varnish, and they in consequence lose their smell

entirely, w;hich, however, returns in a high degree as

83on as tliey are ground. After this operation, they

are to be shaken out rapidly from the roaster and
spread on a cold plate of iron, so that they may cool

as soon as possible. If the hot berries are allowed to

remain heaped together, they begin to sweat, and
when the quantity is large the heating process, by
the influence of air, increases to such a degree that

at last they take fire spontaneously. The roasted and
glazed berries should be kept in a dry place, because

the covering of sugar attracts moisture. JStiroii

lAehiij, in- I'opulor Srirnct: Hovhif.

Tu Preserve iSiilmon.—L^t-as suppose that instead

of neglecting the fry in our river for the whole two
years of their childhood, we had from the time they

were a few weelss old, commenced netting the river

with a small-meshed net, a net not more than an

inch squai-c in the mesh ; suppose we had dragged

it wherever a fish was likely to be, and killed every-

thing which could not pass through this inch mesh ;

we could not possibly do any harm to the salmon

fry. for they could at all times eiisily pass through ;

and everything which could not pass through, would,

most certainly, not be a young salmon, and if not a

salmon, would, as certainly, be a fish which preyed

upon salmon fry. and ought to be kept out of every

salmon river. This dragging of the river should

never cease, in season or out of season, while there is

a head of vermin to be caught. D'witcns's " AU tlw

Year Bound."

Calendar of Operations.
(^Ihr the ensuing weeJi.)

While the ground is covered with snow, as it is

at present, little can be done out of doors. Embrace
the opportunity, therefore, to forward any smaU
operations which can be equally well done now as in

finer weather. From this time imtil the end of

February is the most trying period for tender plants,

placed throughout the winter and spring in pits and
frames. The great point is to take care that no injury

comes to them ; and that whatever plan of wintering

them has been adopted, it be made to answer by
strict attention and diligence in preventing the

plants from siiffei-iug from frost or from damping
off for want of air. Should frost continue for

some time, so that no light or air can be admitted to

pits containing such plants as Pelargoniums. Calceo-

larias, Petimias, &c.. be cautions in imoovering after

the frost goes, lest the too sudden exposure to the

action of light should prove injurious, to them.

Remove the ga-eater part of the covering first,

leaving a little to shade the plants for a few hours,

while air is admitted by tilting the sashes an inch

or two at the back, which wiU enable them better to

endm-e the sudden change from total darkness to a

bright light. In giving water, much caution should

be used not to cause more damp than is imavoidable

inside the frame or pit. as the drier both it and the

covering material is kept, the less will frost be

attracted, and the healthier will the plants continue.

FLOWER G.VRDEN AND PLANT H0USK3.

Euphorbias, Poinsettias, and plants of that

description which have done flowering, wiU now
require less heat and moisture than they have been

receiving, in order that they may be ripened

gi-aduaUy off, and have about thi-ee months' rest

before they are again started into gro-wth. It is not

worth while to retain more of the old plants than

will be required for large specimens, as yoimg plants

are easUy propagated, and, if well grown, make nicer

plants than the old ones, and, by discarding the

latter, room is obtained for other things. Attend

well to Tulips and other forced bulbs now in flower,

in order that their beauty may be preserved as long

as passible.

Auriculas.—Continue to remove decayed foliage,

but in doing this care must be taken not to Injure

the plants. Water sparingly, especially while the

present hard weather lasis.

Azaleas.—These mu.st now be watered -with care,

giving at present only just sufficient to keep the

plants from flagging. Remove decayed leaves, and
any plants affected with thrips should be cleaned by
fumigating them with tobacco-smoke three or fom-

times, allowing an interval of a day or two to ocour

between each application.

Carnations and Picotees.—Soil for these should

be frequently tru-ned and exposed to frost. Keep
the plants diy. and dead foliage removed.

Cinerarias.— Plants intended for exhibition

should now receive their final shift. Keep them
near the glass, and give them plenty of room. Tie

out the side shoots, so as to keep the plants dwarf

and improve their shape. On no account let them
get frost-bitten.

Dahlias.— Continue to examine the tubers iu

order to .see that they are not rotting at the crown ;

if that appears to be the case, set them at work at

once in gentle heat. Pot roots keep sound longer

than those from the open ground, and if not required

for cuttings, make excellent early strong plants by
starting them in gentle heat about the beginning of

April.

Hollyhocks.—Roots of these potted fi-om the open

gardens in autumn, for cuttings, may be started in a

little heat. When the shoots are about 3 inches in

length cut them off, put them into thumb pots in

light soil, and place them on a mild bottom heat.

FORCING GARDEN.

^SPARAn US. — It the bed made first has done

bearing, it might be again planted with fresh roots,

renewing the heat by means of linings if necessary.

Cucumbers.—These must hare careful attention.

By a proper arrangement of the ventilators a small

but constant circulation of air should be secured, and
the portion of fresh air which is admitted from the

outside should, if possible, be made to pass over the

warm sm-face of the flues or pipes before it comes in

contact with the plants. Upon a proper attention to

this point the health of the foliage and the setting

of the fruit vei-y much depend. A high night tem-

perature, and a scalding evaporation are vei-y inj urious.

Peaches.—If the buds are swelling in the early

house, maintain a temperature of about 50* by night,

and sprinkle the trees occasionally with water of

the same heat as that of the house.
Pine.?.—Maintain a healthy root-action, without

exciting the top too much. A temperature of 60°

with a bottom of about 80° wiU therefore be amply
sufficient for the present. Let succession plants have
aU the light possible by uncovering them as early in

the morning as the state of the weather will permit.

Stkawbebkies.— Select some of the strongest,-

best-rooted plants, and after examining the drainage
and ascertaining that it is in an efficient state, they
should be top-dressed with a mixture of loam, well

rotted dung, and fine charcoal, and plunged close

to the glass.

Vines.—In the case of Vines started, keep up a
moist atmosphere, and avoid sudden depressions of

temperature.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.

Scions for grafting, of choice fi-uit trees should be

secured. In selecting them, make choice only of those

varieties which have been proved by experience to

be weU adapted to the locality. There are many
varieties which do admirably in one coimty, but

are worthless in another. In purchasing new kinds,

the above reason makes it advisable not to

procure too many plants of any one variety till its

applicability to the soil and situation has been

tested. By procuring root-pruned plants on Quince

stocks this may be easUy managed in a couple of

seasons.

STATE or THE WE.iTHEK AT CHISWICK, NEAtl LONDON,
For the Wepk niidina Jan. 10.il86G. nsobscrvcd nt tlie >[orticultural Gardena.
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.1. Then a^ to the h^-pftl«"sis that the incroaspd

price of mcut would compensate for the loss ot >tnek,

this might enable the farmers who suffered small

losses more cheerfnlly to pay the rent-charges of the

national loan ; hut this increase in the price of meat

would 'be no advantage to those farmers who had

lost all their stock, and would be a most inadequate

compensation to those who had lost one-halt or one-

third of it.

The landlords woidd give the nmd effectual help

on this plan by consenting to the insurance of their

tenants' stock] with the secimty of a reut^charge on

their fanns for the repayment of the national loan.

They would make, no doubt, liberal arrangements

ivith incoming tenants as to this rent-charge, which

ivould thius become a burden both on the rental .and

on the profits of the fann. The proprietor would

remember that without this security he wovild have

run the risk of an indefinite loss of rent, and the

tenantrv would acknowledge the great advantage to

their class of this diffusion of the losses arising from

a great national cjdamity.

It will be seen from the tabular returns in

another column that the disease still .spreads. In
Che,shirc alone there have already been nearly

10,000 eases, of which only J.53 have recovered;

and diu-int; tho past week there were 2629 fresh

instances in that county, and 1940 deaths. We do

not suppose that there are many more than
100,000 rows in Cheshire, so that the prospects

both of its landowners and its tenants .are suffi-

ciently gloomy. Surely it is plain that some
such scheme as Sir J. TvAY - SnuTTLEWORTn's
should bo undertaken by the fTovemment, by
which other counties, not knowing how- soon

they may bo called to suffer as .severely, may at

once combino to bear the common biu'den, share

aud share alike.

The letter of Mr. Gladstone referred to

above by Sir J. Kat-Shuttleworth, is given

in another page. The following is a second

letter (to Mr. Ayliff of Holbeuch) of a later

date, which has just appeared, relating to the

ju'oposal for insui'ance which was urged on Mr.
AV-VDniNGTGX by the deputation of South Lin-
colnshire :

—

" Hawardon, Cheater, Jau. 3, 18C6.

"Sir,—Mr. Gcrdon has forwarded to nie a note of the state-

ment he received yesterday from a deputation from South
Lincolnahire, with respect to a plan of national cattle

" In tho tirst place I need not as.sure you of my own strong
anxiety on the subject as well as that of the Govei-nmeiit.

Personally I have every re.asou to be on the .alert, for the
disease prevails extensively in this pari.sh, .ind is indeed on
land belonging to me.

" I do not, however, see wh.at cognisance the Treasiuy can,

IS X department, take of youi plan, unless the Iquestion be
whether the ch.arge entailed b> the ravages of this plague
should be borne by the Consolidated ! und

" I understand thit the deputation disclaim and dis.appro\e

my such plan, and 1 (. rt unh im f opiiu ii (li it tlic funds r.f

the country c 11111 it t
I

1 i 11\
IhLhi.ldclsof oui 1

1 sliill honi\ 1 11^1

dtntiiin of anj pi ii 1 I
iit i

tion before the Go\crniuLnl ui i 1 issuim Lti il liitv u i\i, 1 ml
vour apphcation with ieg.nd to the gcueial
htfore either the Loid President of the Council

, of state foi the H->nie Department
I -h.n

bxihipu
iLichnieiy of (

•^lunnce would ot it

th it promptitude i

believe thlt ill mt
to mc—the local I rt, i

foi the pui-pnse I

bu«lcn 111 equal pn
]

" Unless I am luisi

landlords and teualit*,-

into
n thi.

it ili\ ittLlnpt to use
piu"poae of uxttle in

111 a case wheie all feel
1.1 tliL .tbci hind. 1II 1 1 rted

the

1^ |1 vu i-hne
t tugi.thu .md agreiAl tu tic it

the coat of this deplorable calamity by i charge upon the i ite

ibh property equillv divided between the two cla-sse*., itthi

ini tin ot Vin'tb n .wnt mt, rii il aiTangemcnts for \\ oi

k

nil I tirht ippear whj a volun
1 I f this kmd might not be

1 1 1 iL legislation for separate
I I n 1 quieter than i pi in to

opi J itt uiiif II inl\ mil I Limpiilsi nil for the country at Lirge
" I h.ive the lionoui to be, ^ir, youi faithful servant,
'*£. G A>llff, Esq , ifcc. "W E GL.AnsT0N>
' PS The disease ippens to have been stopped bj ngul

iiiLisnicsin Vbcrdci-nshiie iftcr 272 c iscs

to be filled in by intending exhibitors, and to be sent

prepaid " To the Committee of the Agricultural

Kxhibition, Vienna," which, in case of permission to

exhibit being given, will retirni one of them,

properly signed, to the Exhibitor.

Articles will be admitted and given U)) again

only on production of the signed form.

The following articles will be admissible, viz. :

implements, tools, machines, and apparatus made
either at home or abroad, and used for the cultivji-

tion and improvement of the soil : tor sowing, rear-

ing, and reaping plants or vegetables ; for the trans-

port or use of products of the soil ; and generally all

such as are used for agricultural purposes.

iVU articles intended for exhibition must arrive at

the building between the 1st and 1.5th May, 18(11),

before which day their arrangement must be

mpleted.
All machines requiring foundations, as well as

those requiring water or shafting, must be in their

places not later than May J, ISliCi.

Machines, ice., placed under cover will be taxed at

the rate of (i.*. for each 384 square feet of .space,

English measure (3 Austrian florins per square
Matter). Exhibitors of machinery in motion mil
have to find their o^\ti fuel and attendance.
About experiments \vith their machines, Exhibitors

will have to arrange with the Prize Jury. All such
experiments to be made at their own expense.
The removal of all articles exhibited must be

finished six days after close of the Exhibition.

THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
1. The following returns were issued yesterday :

—

These retiuTis do not profe.ss to give the total

number of cases which have occurred in Great
Britain, but only those which have been ascertained

j

profit largely by the disease as producers, while as

from the ofiicial information received at the office consumers they would only suffer in common with

(beyond a fixed limit, which would at once be found
a very, very narrow one) lay with the public pitrse.

" 2. The fact that in a number of cases particular
districts and landlords have already made their own
arrangements, which must have been acted upon.
M'ere Government to move into the field, these good
examples would be neutralised, and those who have
met their own losses would be called as taxpayers to
assist in meeting the losses of other people too.

" 8. If it shall appear, as is probable, that it is to
prevention rather than cure or compensation that
we must chiefiy look, imder Providence, for the
mitigation of the calamity, nothing could be so
imforttmate as a measure like a Stiite guarantee,
which, by relaxing vigilance and the ingenuity of

self-interest, would tend to take the minds of men
off a subject obviously of the greatest moment, and,
as clearly, not yet soimded to the bottom. This
objection does not apply to plans of a voluntarj-
nature, where every man would be checked by his

neighbours, and each scheme would have its proper
adjustments.

" 4. If the cattle plague .should not extend itself

on a large scale, and so the losses of a severe

character shoiUd be confined to a small fraction of

the farming class, there seems an obvious improp. iety

in relieving landlords, neighbours, and rateable
propeiiiy from the duty of assisting, .so far as

as.sistance is necessary, those on whom the blow has
fallen. And the precedent would be an evil one.

"
't. But if, on the other hand, the disease should

extend very widely, the residt must inevitably be
felt in a much augmented price ot meat. The con-
.sumer would then, probably, taking the country all

over, pay the same or a larger aggregate amount of

money for a greatly diminished quantity. AU those

who were not smitten in their own cattle would thus

from inspectors, whether appointed by the Clerk of

the Council, or by the local authorities. The divisions

of England are those of the census. Columns 1 only
record the cases reported as having commenced
dtuing the weeks indicated by the headings, " back
cases being added to columns 2.

The following is so much of the Pro-
;;ramme of the Agricultural Exhibition to bo
held at Vienna during the ensuing month of

Miiy, as relates to Knglish exhibitors. The
Exhibition will be opeuetl on the 17th of May,
and will close on the 31st.

The Exhibition is to include agrioultui-al

machines and imploments inanui'actui'ed either

in Austria or abroad.

Application for permission to exhibit mu.st be
made not later than February 1.5th, 1R6K, on printed

forms of application to be had gratis from the Com-
mittee of Exhibition, from Chambers of Commerce,
Agricultural Societies, ice* Two of the.se forms are
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«» (wItlliilK hit »illli..rilvl ilr«.Titir. n-

1 To mnnvr (h.m ll.o «.» Ii..i.«^ >ll

St,>\mMy »fr..nli.,i- ~ .. ..I. I..l,-.n.„i i.

, b> rrptntr nil. I
<

ph.<r<i., .1. I.. W..

aKTiu'V <>t tlir liii.'l

0|ixn »lr Thr ilw .v». li.->- ii"»

hi<iirlii»l l'<T v»rfk» It f«iiw

Ihink, •)»iil * wivk ajriL It liiw !>

fknna whrrr lUrmw> lltr«AlllrM tin^ . '-..Ii .-^.l-l

will tliim fnr tlirr miiKiii iiiioMlir.) W • i

IV* |iri»ulnei Ui niinwrr (i>r l.> iiiomm i

I limti mil jrrt )iB|<|>riii>l l.i lir«r •( miv I

o well worth attriiil.iti I iiiikr ml'l llini

oirtmtniitancm nf lU a|i|i»*ftriuicr lirn' Mt-m l»» mii-.

Uiat Uid li>mwr \xum^ \<y * illlliiiv.1 niovriiK I.I

Uhi ltt>1ll»|>llrn', Ulil llnl Hilly. IIioIIkIi i» »ll ll>" >l

hmKl inurh iimrp vlnilrntly, liv rtuitAirinii l.iki'.

wi«e Ihftl tlirni arn vMimiN iHitiiU nf ilrUill. wliii-)i.

If •Utnl, wmilil K<> ulri'iiirly t<i >u|i|>irt wlot I liavc

mUiI i<( tlip iirrvi'iitiM. iiif'a/<un.<< Omi wnnl iiuirr "f

Uu> luranurm thi'lliM'lvi^ At Bliy tnnliu'llt tiir

diMiaap nmr *|i|«'ar mi tiir rii-ui|iU.<l fluiiix lliil

iho rrtilnic^i of tiioir failiirr wouM crrtAiiily not

ppRMwIi wiiiiilcU-iinw iiiiul U wriT ktitiwii what
pmiHirtinii of tiiK «ti«'k wrtr M'iMxl, luiil »hi\l pn>-

portion of th* aviml hiul mxivi-nil. Tht> irtuni for

tho wrrk rmtinic OrcrinlK-r li'th gi\t» u> the follow-

ing 0)rumi : - -

)•««. IHfl. IIXH.Trrml.
I oiiil; i4 Oiolcr .. .. 1I;M M4 . . <(l

All N>4laii.l| 4i»l> lOTi . . MA
Thiu, in Chrahirr, the drathii luro .*<*( per ornt of the

nwra ; in .ScotlMid, T2 per rpnt. ; and in f'hniliin)

the iT«<orrrii.i< ar<< 8| prr cent, of tho dcatlm j in

Scntland. .14 prr wnt.
" ' •x'tf joii to rucufc any error which may have

cnpt int«i thin lctl<r. and I nniain, dear Sir. your
Tery faithful uTTniit. " \V E. Glad.stonk.

•• Sir Thuman l» Lloyd. Hart, MP.
" P.S.— In C'lii<«hin) allowann- murt bo inado for

daily «tnck ; but tho ineijualitini cUowhcrx an<

many. Tlio nvorrrirK in all Kn|;laiid arv to Uii'

deathn an one to oijfht ; in Forfanliim, where the
nuiuhera attaeknl are lari^r than in any «iunty
except York, they arv two in nevcn."

.1. FiiuM Mr. J. .\. I'LAiiKi:.— In tho thick of tho
IlKhtwith rn-ath.orin hourly dn-a<l of the irrvxiiitiblc

dentixiyiT, it in nut eauy t«i taku a calm view of the
aituatjon ; but ok ret I )ierccive no Ki|ni» that thi'

public i» appnx'iatiiifr the gravity of the criniu and
Uio mafrnitudo of the eunw that has fallen U|ion

Britinb cattle ItenilinK' the onlirs of mat,'i>itrnte>i.

the recummcndntioUH of .bx-tort. thi- apiH-aN of st^vk-

owucm—Kinir for prv>hibitiii^all trallic in ne.-it flock.

nme for Iravintr fat l«eaHt<« pn^lty much ol lilierty

while conflninf^ «t»ini cattle unitrr nifiilation?*. *iome

for cloainfT hiffhwayB a^^ni^t humed animaln, fiomc

for allowinir a journey of w> many hundred yardn,

aome for staying the traffic in «wiiie, some for addinff
aheep to the n.?*trictive li.^t, iiomo for shuttinp up
dof^. Kime forailjoumin^ the meetx of hotindn. nome
demandiUff nurrfillaiicc of pe<^plc ai^ well as animal<i.

•omo directing attention In hypienic and mcdicnl
preparatory treatment, some encoura^ng hi»|ies

of wonderful di.^oivery in prevention or cure.

—

reading thone manifold regnlationn and suggeMtionn.
one would think that rinderpest was never heonl
of before, that tlic long experience of fonitrn
oountric* i* to go for noUiing. while we commenci.
an empirical dealing with the disease r//- noni, and
that we have a likely expectation of quelling the
plagne by methixts never yet sucoes.sful in Europ«\
or by some specific that may chance to lie lighU:<l

upon in England after eluding all the learning and
practice of the Continent. Sjicculate if you pleajie

on the origin of the plague, deny that it spn'ad.H by
ooDtagion alone. Iiecausc the channel of it/i imjxirtA-

tion to England is unknown, hope that the malady
may bo so assimilateil to nirinhi that ^implc vacci-

nation may save our herds.— still the fact is l>efon>

us that on the Continent outbn-aks of rinderpest an-
always circum»crilie«l by summary measure?" adopted
against contagion, while extensii.ns of the
disease are trac«-ahle t<i breaches of the sanitary-

cordons drawn around infccteil centres. Tlie

mwt searching report* by the soundest authoriliiv

agree that the ordinary course of the plague is to

ravage until it is stopped, not until it capriciously
vanishes, like familiar forms of epiiootic disease,
without the intervention of man. Thus, in li^'i*.

Profcaaor Simonds was an eye.-witnei« of the
** stamping out " of the pUgne at a village in Galicio.
a sanitary cordon having cllectually omfincd the
disease to the cattle on one fann. s|>aring all the
other cattle in the village. The previous year the
plague was al.«i extirpatwl in Silesia ; but. owing to

imperfections and delays in giving effect to the
sanitary laws, seven months weTe consumed in the
process, so that many deaths occurred ; though, as
the report says. " the loss was a trifling one, com-
pared with the thousands of animals whi<^ are sacri-

ficed in other countries." Again, in IS,'.5-<".. the
rinderpest was suppressed in the usual manner in
the .Austrian empire. The (lovemment districts

pomesMd 2:0,i>ni cattle, and. before it was finally

smotherod, the disease had attacked .'>^0 Tillage* own-
ing .10,700 cattle, of which nearly one-half perished.

xiniiintlon of till ilixnM' by li. r

till' ilolJiing of isr-iii.. nii.'l «
U.ur has )u«l biiri«l the t4tli out ..i i,i. i. i.,:

of 4.'> ls'a.<ts ; his pn'tiiiw* stand within I'.'ii .

of one of my hniiirst«<nils, and Uie public has n i

of ronilwny Ihmugh Uith fanns, and rI(MM> by i

sets of buildings. Ilalfa-mile further off is a yunl
with four iM'osts now down with Ihi- plague A
mile in another dinH.'t ion is another famisteiul. where
three animals are just struck ; half a mile fnimthis
lieastx are dying in another yani ; a iiuarter of a

mile ftirtlier on 17 animals have perisiusi ; and n

mile from this 40 half-meale<l oxen an- just si"

' tereil u|ion the first symptom aii|><'aring in th.
' Public rowls pass and fisitpatlis trnvi-rse all '

farms, and nobisly has any jiower to forbid all

course by day or night lietween the afllicU.*! f .

steads and thw« at pn-sent showing clean b:

health. Iudit.<l, grnnUxl that wo hiiil the Is ,1.1

for shaqi practiw, I cannot s«.e how anything elTi.j

tual could Iw done now. I fear that tlie golden

opjiortunity is lost, ami that we cannot hoite t<i

I

pnifit by the vigonius exainple of Abenlet^nshire,

reporte^l in your paper of to-iiny. The farms whence
all cattle have lieen elean-d out by the iilague, or

where the isxir victims an. dying by twos and thre™
daily, where they ore sinking sl.iwly or Iwing shot

raving mail— these are alri'ttdy so frightfully nume-
rous that I do not see how the (Jovemmi'nt emjiloy-

ing the military or civilians in sanitary cordons

could blockade " eleven thoiLsand " /nei of infection,

intercept all transit of people, anil certain

dtT^riplions of goods (except by submission to

•(uarontinc scrutiny and fumigation), p<'niiit no
approach or retreat from the precincts of disease, and
keep the attt'ndontsuiion sick aninialsclose prisriners,

even handing tlii-m their food at the i-iid of a long
jHile. Tlu'U. Sir, though conveyance of the jiesl by
d.igs. by birU. and vermin, and by olhi-r subtle

ogi'nciis might prolmbly lie checked, or seldom found
, to work mischief, there remains carriage of the virus

by the wind, against which a thickly-settle<I country
like this, having a farm.stcail at about every half

mile, must hv utterly helpless. It is a well-oWrve<l
fact that in this neighlxiurhood the ix.s<tilcncc has
travelk^l with the gale, a homestead, in .several cnst-s,

having Is-^-n .^mitten iniini.«li:il<-ly iijii'in a ni-..ir and
infect<.ii home.'.tea^l I'sx^miing i-itu.it<-<l to windwartl,

while (OH in my own ca^ie) the close!.t neiglil>:mrhood

has not bnmght the |ie«t as long a.s the wind blows
contrary. Field grar.ing in the summer will, of

counio, present every facility for disseminating tho

disease ; brook-s and ditches will form no sanitary

barrier between healthy and infected animals ; and
every hoigc, bush, and tree-trunk may retain a storo

of the js-.is"in. past all power of applied disinfectant*

to n-move.
If. then, we ore not prepared to enforce those

severe measures of suppression which alone are
found capable of " stamping out *' the plague in

other countries ; if the most di^potic arm a"iul<l not

hope to csitoblish effective c<"»nlons in a kingilom so

densely populated as this, with an evcr.driving,

hum-ing traffic through its length and bniuith ; and
if the very proximity of our fannsteads to one
another threatens to render nugat*iry the only
known melhrsls of meeting tile malwiy— it ibies se«m
that the calamity now growing u|s.n us will soon lie

sei'n in all the pmjiortions of a huge catastrophe.

Our disunited, inefflcirnt ]ieddling with means of
prot^x^tion can but cb^g the sure march of the hor-

rible jioison. till those animals which possess no
" predisposition " for its attack alone remain alive.

To my mind, tho future is not merely gloomy ; it is

appalling.

\\Tiat maybe the con .

famine of beef, of a -•

and butter for the oi-.f.

t-io early weaning of

dependence upon milk, is m!
tsiwers of oilculati'in. Tli.

for the agricultural world is h«'\.

race of farmi-rs fpnm aliSi.luto niiii l:i

districts of Britain the tenant's homed stock

i"all." Vnd.-T m.-sT .^r^.-rr." .-f b".=V..-in.1rr i-
•

half the

:

man.igiT-
ii"l. or

I

many far - .^.^ - :
suddenly rrsluoeil

I
Our winter's trcading-down of manure has been

r ged
• the
-t/iru

heir
. - ........ ...: ;.:.lala

prill' Uml will pmlsklily rul« bigba-r llian gra£lrr*

ever heanl of lieforn ? In a cmrse of yr-ar^ we nan
sulMtitiiN. fliK:ks frir herds. UAh on fMMliirMi arfl in

fold-yanls ; and pigs and homes may hmome more
pnimmeiil tlian ever in fann eoonomy. But. m**!!-
wbTb, ">...-p riT*. ^.--ir.-r, nrr! f..r thn loM f''w rears

' ting.

IS Isi

. ... , ; Or,

l.iough lum down thr wanl Ui grow grain
.• do not pav, and gret-n crops that for a

'. • we shall have no mouths to consume ?

" .\^'riculttiral clistrcss " has often been a btigbear

that failnl liefore honest inquiry ; liut I writ*

si'riously in presence of a malignant, sll-cmbraring
d|.»troyer, that is still but sowing the senls of

the horrors that may he shortly eipecud, and
I express my belief that, with lr«se« of breeding and
store cattle artually kill"! by th- '-

' from
unffsl tiea.>t» hurrinl to mark. riBoe,

and l'ts-*.s fpim a oompli-te der

.

-riess,

vast numliers of U-nant-farmer. , • found

unable to meet their engageraciitA . ax^d that this

year, IHflC, if it does not bring the •' woe " of our

modem prophets, will at least lay an unexampled
calamity upon British agriculture.

If our case docs not merit national assistaooe,

whether by an insurance including the entire herds

of the c»iuntry, or by loans rejiayable fmm tho

affiictetl fanns (with landlords and tenants as joint

security, anil a pnivision for shielding applicants

again.st liMs of credit by publicity), I do not think

one is to Is; found in history. TTie merchant takes

his chance of gluts and drains of gold, the shipowner

nins his risk of unwonted storms, the fisher trusts

his luck to uncertain shoals, and the farmer average*

his good and bud han-ests. and calculates upon
unusual mortality among his stock. But the rinder-

|x*t is excrf'ptionol, and outside the category of

afllictions to Is- apprehrnde^l by any ordinary for^

sight of ngricultiiri..'ts— a blow of rarer instance and
remoter danger than even a cutting-olT of our coUon
supply. And when Providence deals a special chaa-

tisement upon a nation, surely a right-hearted

community will undertake that threatened ruin to

individuals shall be commoted, if pcwsiblf, into a

lightly-liomc burden upon many. Jokn Alfrrm»m
Clarkr, h'tig Shtlon, L<ntvltii>i\rf, Jan. 10.

4, GoVKRNMEST ISRfRAVrr.. — Amongst tho

earlier suggestions given to farmers by the Pnry
Council was the formation of Mutual Assurance Asso-

ciations for the protection of individuals from tho

niinous results of an attack of the plague. The advisen

of this course did not inform the public nor them-

selves that such associations would, if formed, have

been in most in.stanccs illegal, and wouM not have

hwl the jiower, in case of a hr-svy vi-itation. of com-
-iTubers. Tho
-ignised. and
IS attended

u'.ties. And
.-.^ :i.^v«ialioiu, and

stood the test of trial

very great objections ;

provided npi^n«^ it !s

ix'lling contributions fr

principle of insurance.
'

is sound at liottom ;
'

with almost insumi
although there are many
many of them legally n-gi.»tered and backed by

oluntarr subscrijitions. yet few of them hare ye«
- ' anil all are subject to thfBse

The amount of riak to be

impossible to fIcnlate. and
h'^ meet with earlier l oai ei

compensation, thoae who
. losses of othen for many

'.i.cre are no fund* left wherr-
..wn. There is beside* great

nd litigation arising, so that we
\: m.iiiv ).r.f.rr;ng to remain

Then with
- can be no
an estimate

: snouid the <

' prinapal opantaoaa.
..«* faTlJaiit, the

. ,„.. „ . .^haiigv wtmla proride

them with '"yi'^e pro^l* eztfKsted from tlie fvvncn
pockets. The ooitditiau of one onmpany before n*
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require lid. in the pound on the amount insured,

but in case of death from the plague only two-thii-ds

of the loss is paid, and from this 10 per cent, is

further deducted on account of there being no
salvage. Now, this is tantamount to insiu'ing the

whole, and being compensated to the extent of one-

half ; thus, if 100/. worth of stock is insured, for

which the annual iiremium is 41. lis. Sd., should the

stock be earned off by the plague the insured receives

two-thirds, less 10 per cent., or 50/. 8.<. ; so that the

premium is nearly 8 per cent, on the sum recovered,

or, in other words, more than 40 per cent, remains

uninsured.
Now it appears to us that the only sound and safe

system is a Government Insurance, because here we
have in addition to imdeniable security all the

advantages of the mutual and proprietary systems

united, without the disadvantages of either. Like

the former, no surplus profit is wanted, and therefore

the terms can be liberal ; and like the latter, the

terms and duration for insurance can be fixed, so

that every insurer will know beforehand what he

may expect to pay or receive. We trust that the plan

for securing the census of Uve stock, of which we
have always been the steady advocate, will be

successful, and will be speedily followed and further

utilised by a Government scheme for cattle insurance.

The number of cattle in the country has been

estimated, although probably it is xmder the mark,
as 7,000,000, and their presumed value may he taken

as 70,000,000/. We will suppose that one-half are

insured at the premium of -i per cent, per annum,
yielding 1,400,000/. ; and the other half at 2 per

cent., bringing in 700,000/., and making together

2,100,000/., a sum adequate to the loss of

210,000 animals. The total deaths from the plague

as affoixied by the last return give the total number
as about 42,000. If, with this to guide us, we take

the twelvemonth's losses at 170,000/., or in value

1,700,000/., we have still the wide margin of

400,000/. in hand. It may be urged that some of

these animals are insured aheady, and that others

would not be insured at all. These suppositions do
not affect ovu' argiiment, as the risk would be in

proportion to the number of animals insured. We
would suggest the following mode of carrying out
the scheme :—

(1.) Each owner of cattle should make his own
return as to number and value, the accuracy of

which should be testified by the inspector of the
district. To guard against fraud, one-fifth of the
risk should be taken by the owner, so that he
should pay only four-fifths of the premium, and
receive in case of loss four-fifths of the value of the
animal.

(2.) The premium should be paid quarterly, and
in advance, at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum for

an infected, and 2 per cent, per annum for a non-
infected district. It may be prudent to exact an
additional pre-payment of one quarter in advance.

(3.) A petty sessional division should be considered
as a district, and be regarded as healthy if no case of
the plague has occurred therein within 2H days.
Thus, those residing within it will not only be
tempted to insure by the low premium offered, but
will use every endeavour to preserve their district

clean, and at the same time to promote Government
objects by the encouragement of breeding. On the
other hand, cattle owners in infected districts will
surely require no inducement to protect themselves
from losses by snoh a moderate premium as 4 per
cent, for the thi-ee months. It may be urged that
the scheme woiUd involve a great amount of labour.
However great this might be. it would be less than
one-half that required by private companies, sup-
posing it could be so done. There is at present a
staff of inspectors, one or two boards of commis-
sioners, actuaries at command, post-office facilities,

and every other aid wotdd quickly come for the
asking. And with the public confidence such a
scheme would produce, not only would the fatal
disease be trod out with greater facility, but cattle
breeders and graziers would be encouraged to look
to the futiare and ward off that scarcity of animal
food, which bids fair to become almost as great an
evil as the rinderpest itself. 11". C. S.

the cattle disease. He replied that for several years

past he has been in the habit of vaccinating every
fre.sh cow on entering his sheds—old or young—and
that since his adoption of this simple prophylactic

measure he has not lost a single cow from any cause
whatever.

I think these facts sufficiently interesting and
important to be made public, especially at a moment
when it is suggested that the cattle disease is

nothing more nor less than malignant small-pox. It

is worthy of remark that my visit to Mr. B.'s shed
was made two days before the publication of Dr
Murchison's valuable paper on this subject in the
Lancet

J
and three days before it appeared in the

Times. There are three points to which these facts

point—viz., 1, the suggestion that the disease is

small-pox ; 2, that these 27 cows had all been
vaccinated ; 3, that the cattle disease has been
observed in their immediate neighbourhood in its

worst form without affecting them in the least

degree. When these facts become known I am
inclined to believe that stock owners will at once
cause all their cattle to be vaccinated, without
waiting for official instructions from the Cattle
Plague Commissioners. It is more scientific to

prevent than to cure, and infinitely cheaper. Thomas
Cliambet'Sy Senior Assiidant-Surgcon to tite Londmi
Surgical Home, 2a, Sutlicrland Street, WanvicJe
Square, jS.TF., Jan. 4.

5. Cattle Plague and Small-pox.—As every
mite of information calculated to elucidate this
painful subject is now of the greatest importance,
perhaps you will permit me, through the medium of
your valuable journal, to make known a fact which
has recently come imder my notice, for the benefit of
those whom it may most concern.
A week ago. December 27, I had to pay a pro-

fassional visit at the house of a London dairyman.
Before leaving the house Mr. B. asked if I should
like to see his stock of cows, and, without waiting
for a reply, he led the way to his sheds—two. They
were large roomy buildings, well ventilated, and
scrupulously clean. There I found 27 beautifiil
cows in the most perfect health. Mr. B. has not had
a single case of disease of any kind in his sheds,
although a neighbour of his, having sheds within a
cannon-shot of Mr. B.'s, lost 80 cows in a fortnight
in October last. I made particular inquiry as to
whether he had adopted any prophylactic measures,
with a view to protect his stock from an attack of

6. Local Repobts.—5reron.«A7>fl.—At the Epiphany Quarter
Sessions it was ordered "that it sh;tll nwt lie lawful for any
pei-son from the date of this m !i :i 'il "-}

1 ~t of March next
to bring 01 send any such nnif ' i 1 from any other
place in Great Britain inti- n. [.: . i m this county of
Brecon. Any person oflfeiiiiu.. i, pin .ili f.>r every such
offence forfeit a sum not cxtc-lni^; jj/." The following
resolutions were also adopted :

" Provided alwaysthat nothing
contained in these orders shall be held to prohibit any peraon
from bringing or sending to any butcher within this juris-
diction any fat stock bona jld^ purchased by such butcher, and
provided such fat stock be .slaughtered within 48 hours of such
bringing or sending."

Buckirifihara&h.ire.—T!h& plague has at last broken out in
nearly every pai"t of this important agricultural county. The
Duke of Buckingham has just contributed 100/., to be given
every year for ten years, if required, to the funds of the
Buckingham Cattle Insurance Society, which, ovring to the
many calls, has resolved to admit no more mombers after the
6th inst , r.xcept at the discretion of fti- '"n-mit+ro. This
S^>ri'?f\- !i;is :t]ri'.i.-lv 180 members, an<l ' ! "f cattle
nrr iii-;ui, ,1, l.i-.w.irdsof 150COWS h.r .

-.
. frmathe

disL-:^s>- or li^'i.u killed by order of 1li> ; i-.:..; .: Newport
Pagutl. ai.C'jrding to the return fumisliijU l^ Mi. \N . Li. Duncan,
one uf the magistrates for that divisiou,

Circnceafer.—Up to the present time the cattle plague still

continues to rage with great virulence in the neighboiirhood of

Brinkworth. On Monday evening a public meeting was held
in Cirencester, when a large number of magistrates, Cotswold
farmers, and others, attended, which was presided over by the
Hon. W. H. Bathurst. The following resolution was unani-
motisly passed :

— " That, having rcgai-d to the fearful ravages
of the cattle plague, nu i i- il,i i uin with which it threatens a
great portion of thr ,i. ,! ,i

. ust of this kingdom, this
meeting is of opiiii' : ! : » i.in.nt shovild be urged to
adopt the most spi i i i, . .

i;j.~ fi.r f.icilitating national
insurance against lusa m it.-.t>cii ti- animals dying from or
being killed in consequence of the plague."

DevoTishire.—At an adjourned meeting of the Quarter
Sessions, it was ordered that from the 8th day of January inst.

until the 1st of February next, no animals, as defined by that
order, shall be brought or sent from any other part of Great
Britain into any part of the county of Devon. It was further
ordered that in certain districts where the plague is raging no
cattle shall be removed thoncc to any other part of the county.
A notice was directed to be issued prohibiting the movement of

any cow, heifer, &c., from any part of their jurisdiction to any
other part of their jurisdiction, except between the hours of

7 in the morning and 5 in the evening ; but such prohibition

shall not prevent the movement of any cow, &c. (not otherwise
prohibited), except along highways or over or along any unen-
closed road. During a discussion which took place, a denial

was given to a report made at the Sessions on Tuesday that
cattle had been improperly buried at Ideford, one of the
infected districts.

^E'.s-sf.r.—At the County Quarter Sessions it was agreed that a
general order should be issued that up to March 1, "No cow.
heifer, bull, bullock, ox, or calf, shajl be brought from any
other part of Great Britain beyond the county of Essex into

that county ; and further, that no such animal shall be driven
or conveyed along any highway within the said county from
any place within such county to any other place witlun the
same, or from or to any part thereof, for any purpose what-
ever." The following provisoes were, however, added :

— " Pro-
vided, nevertheless, that this prohibition shall not extend to
prevt;nt persons living within such cruuity a.s aforesaid having
anih, ,1- ni'..! r..v slaughter, and whirh I'-.-r) r.ii ' i Me in
til.' ! . ..r' the owners thereof ;it I

* '
I

---^ prior to
s;ili ti..:,, .1 ;>, . the same from air. i. : i

-11, )i >.nnty to
flu- III III -I I .1 . iv station, or to any I m. '

. 1 1 1 !li.- purpose
"( ^..ik .iiui .;,ni^iilor only, provided :i ! 1 •

t
.

-1 I'l
i
i'^' tw.-^

justie-js of the pouce.ictin<?for tbe.viii,! . .,: it'.in t',,

same rlivision. authorising siieh r'"ii" >' '

1

'- ' ! i'

obtained for such puiT^ose. And pruvi' . -
- k t :, '

"(''' property -A the occupier, may be rm '.\ < >l iio ui i-.n t
..>"

the occupation to another along a highway for any distance
not exceeding 300 yards."
Me o/Sb/.—At Sutton upwards of 30 beasts have died during

the week. At WUhngham, since the outbreak of the disease,
the total loss has been about 470. At Chippenham Mr.
Newman has lost 29 steers and heifers, three calves, and a

Kent.~ThQ Order in Council of the Ifith of December last

th respect to the cattle plague, was di-rir^^--i hv t>re justices
nf Kent at the Quarter Sessii

unanimnusly ad-pted :-l. That aU
the justices nf the several petty ses-i' ii

'
.1 1 ri. huuld be

revoked. 2. That the chief constabl.j i_>i ihu L-.unty. and the
superintendents and sergeants under bis cumniand,' should be
appointed inspectors for carrying out the regulations made
under the Orders in Council, the inspectors ali*eady appointed
by the juMtaces in petty sessions to l.c re-appointed. 3. That

t.. :' I

' !'. -tvithin

w.le. 4. lli.a UM lhv:>,on^- fuMod n..cnu,J,rn^.-. i.uU, bullock,
ox. or calf, shall be broutrbt from any place without the juris-

diction te any place within the jurisdiction of the Court, nor
be on. or pass over, along, or ttrro^n any highway, or any

public road within such jurisdiction, subject to the proviso In
the Order of Cnuncil viith regard to cattle travelling by rail-

way. 5. That the authorities of corporate towns within the
county be invited to co-operate with the justices. 6. That the
Chairman be requested to apply to the Home Secretaiy for
power to increase the pohce force tempoi inly by any number
rf! ennnt.xr luiL 30 - Tl t tl p attri ti n f the Home
^ I 1 11 1 1 1 tmg to

I I sit of
1 n of

ti ttleby

•itni t,Lnt niodbUics adopti^d with iCLiid to the Alcticpolitan
MuUt

/ '/ — Tlie dreaded rinderpest has nrw made its

aj pt irance in the Wigan Union in the township of Hindley,
which 18 'Situated on the side of the district neaiest to
Leigh, where the plague has been raging fearfully for some

Leicfstershirp.—ThG cattle plague is rapidly increasing in this
county. In the parish of Leire, near Luttenvorth, the disease
has broken Tuit with graat severity. At Melton Mowbray
33 have been killed or died from the plague ; at Leire and the
adjoining p.arish upwards of 40.

Lincohi.ih ire.—The disease has made its appearance in the
neighbourhood of Market Rasen. In the Trentsidc district the
disease is still extending. At East Butterwick the losses

amount to 70, at West Butterwick to three, and at Amcotts te
it;. Oti ATi- iii,<vr- |>vf>,-,.ic.«t. rit Barholm a beast which
sbi.'> I Ml t i ..1 ii, ,ii , ,., 1. ,v enveloped in a sheet plas-
ti I i r

!
1

i.
1 I

!
Ill I aiised by the mustard pro-

4m ,1 'i. and in less than an hour
tb. 'IiI'ilJ; ..; !

,
I ..t\ J : I i.ii'ii it hadpreviouslyrefused.

The next day it was quite well. The disease has carried oflf

the whole herd of Mr. Harris, of Imham, with the exception
of one cow. The villages round Harbling, and 2'2~4 head of
cattle, have been insured. The disease is still extending in
the neighbourhood of Boston. Fi-esh cases of disease continue
to prevail round Long Sutton. The deaths in the Spalding
district during the week are returned at 63. Round Market
Deeping the disease is inakinu'- sad havoc.

MoyimouthJ'hire.- .\'< ^^' liV irri-i o-mt " '
" "-

eventually agreed t!i t
1 : ! '

' '

petty sessional unii : ; i: : ;'ii(.pn 01

homed stock, sheop, i.:
i

._ :-.' 1:. ;
1

,.iiy other
county, the exhibitiii^; >>i ..n', Lk-.u^A .^Inci. ,il .my fair or

market (this prohibition not to extend to shoup and pigs), and
the conveyance by railway from place to place in the county
of any cattle, sheep, or pigs.

Nnyfa/k-. — lt was decided, on the motion of the Earl of

I.. 1. i It .11 Id by the Earl of Albemarle, that the Order
ill ' i>;

;
I

1 1.
1 i-inber 16th should be put in force in the

I. .
:

> nday the County Agricultural Association
rr>' 1 ' I t 1 M no exhibition of stock during 1866, by reason
of the cattle i-lague.

Horthamptomh ire.—At the January Sessions the following
orders were made :

— " That it is expedient from the 10th day
of January inst. imtil the 1st day of March next ensuing, that
no cow. heifer, bull, bullock, ox, or calf, and which are herein-
after designated as cattle, shall be removed from place to place
within their jurisdiction except with the licence of two
jvistices acting in and for the said county, and except such
cattle be removed for immediate slaughter, or to the nearest
railway station where cattle are received, to be sent to some
market legally open for the sale of cattle

;
provided always

that nothing contained in this order shall make it unlawful for

any person to remove his own cattle from one part of his farm
or occupation to another, unless such cattle shall, in the course

of such removal, be driven more than 100 yards upon any
highway or public road."
Northuwherland.—At the Quarter Sessions it was resolved t-o

prohibit after the 5th inst. the bringing of cattle into any
place within the jurisdiction of the Bench ; also that a licence

of two justices should be required before any cattle be removed
from one place to another, and to close .all markets and fairs.

On the motion of Earl Grey, itwasfurth.-r I'^t^nniTi'-d to send
a copy of these resolutions to the Hnipi - 1. 1 n - ni'l at the
same time to express the opinion of 1

;

1 hat the
present regulations are not sufficien' ' ' ' -pre.ad of

the disease, tbt; Bench believing that 1 unit' tin fi.l stringent
!>'.' .adopt.ed t^oughout the covuitiy on tJio

1 r.adius of

ford. AVith stirks and animals not
in calf it 1- , Ir 1.1 ili^ II mI fMim. and 40 or 50 per cent,

of those ati 1,1 III 1 instances recovered; but
with this I |, I

: 1 .

I

I
.

.1 ;is virulent as ever. The
administi-.it i-M ..i -'iIi.ImI' - ! 1 whole herd, whenever a
member of it lias }ieen attackeii, has been found here, as in

other localities, raaterially to mitigate its severity when the
infection .subsequently manifested itself. At Waterheaton
homteopathy has had a full trial in the herd of Mr. Rowland,
but out of '-I '

-".^' ff-if-e.-l to ^-iToved fatal.

Pembrol-'-! - M 1 1,,^ »i, , 1
, , ^^.^sions for the coimty, the

following,' r. 1:
1

1 .-
^ manimously :—" That, with

a view to p; .
,11 II

I I the cattle plague into the
county of r m''I '

i I' I- . \'- iient to put a stop to the
removal of anv cattle, either by sp.a or land, from without the
county, into the jurisdiction of this Court until the 1st day of

March (except cattle imported into the country and authorised
to travel through by railway) ; and also that no cattle be
canned by railway from any one place within the jurisdiction

to any other place also within it, and that an order to that
eflEeet be made, and a notice published in the local papers, in

pursuance of the powers given to the justices by the Order of

Her MajcstV^ "Ti-i-.— '"'.nTiril .-f tli.- U";t'i of D.--r-cmber, ISO.").'*

Stifnil-. T',. ,;.-,
I

..;.,-.'....
1 ,. '. .n Friday a series

of restrieti;. I. .'I'.., i|.
!.'.

I. r. !|..ic county under
the powei- : 1

. > ^; M
I ir I M'.. il . : I ' .il.ri- Ifi.

WiU'^h.:,,
.

, III. iM 'I :-i the i>urpose of
,,,11 ,', i, li:, I,. I .1 .1" |.

I
'!" *! M.'i.-^trates

,,,, ;,, , 1 .' ',. -«,..-, . . .1 . .:
.

I tlint the

anv'pari'^h or place in flie ei.unty nf Wilts, t- any nther "parish

or place in the same county, and in the introduction of cattle

into the said county, and the moving of any cattle a greater

diatance than 100 yards on the public high road, he prohibited

;

and it was resolved to apply to the Home Office for an
extension of the Court's Orders in that respect. It was agreed

that, should the plague bR on any particular fai-ni. the cattle

on that farm mav be confined to the faiTO until the inspector

shall pronoiuiep ft t-tf.^ t.-. remove them.
Tork-fih i . \

II', /,, .1, - At a special sessions of the peace

convened f 1 Mi. :
'' IT. S. Thompson presented a report

dravraujii^ h ajipointed at the previous sessions.

The conniiitti'. o^i !< in. recommendations;—1. The revoca-

tion of all noticey issiied by justices in petty sessions. 2. The
closing of all fairs and markets, except for cattle for immediate
slaughter. 3. The prohibition of the introduction of cattle

from places beyond the jurisdiction of Quarter Sessionsj

4. The prohibition of the removal of cattle from place to place

except for .slaughter, unless under licence from a justice of the

peace. ^. The prohibition of the removal of cattle from
infected premises until the inspector has certified that no case

has occurred for 28 days. The committee also recommended
the formation of a standing committee, to be called " the

Cattle Plague Committee," with power to exercise a general

supervision over the carrying oqt of the Orders^ in council.
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way of passing laws upon the subject, but tbey

could do something which might be useful to them-
selves in the event of an outbreak in that neighbour-

hood. It was well to be prepared for any
contingency. One thing in the way of preparation

had struck him very forcibly, and that was the

question of Mutual Cattle Insurance Societies.

He had had some experience in such Societies, for he
had instituted one some seven or eight years ago,

when the lung disease was raging in the south of

Ireland. If anything was done, it would be desir-

able that they should have the Society on what Mr^
Disraeli termed " true commercial principles." H'e

did not wish the Club to take the matter up, for it

should be done on a large scale. Mr. Grey iiext

spoke of the precautions against the disease itself.

With regard to the treatment of cattle, Mr. Stephen-
son, the inspector for Newcastle, had stated at a

meeting in Newcastle that there were many cases in

which the disease had been cured, and some of them
had been bad cases, and that was owing to supporting

the system of the animals—gi"vang them larg©'

quantities of gruel, and attending to their geneml
comfort by good nursing. There had been a gdod
deal of notice taken of two systems of curing, which
should be tried. One was the vapour bath, and the

other the homoeopathic system. Referring more
particularly to Mr. Caird's opinion, Mr. Grey quoted
the following extract from that gentleman's report

to Government :
—

" But wherever the disease has
shown itself in several herds in the same locality,

remedial measures are adopted. Isolation of the

individual, and medical treatment, according to the
symptoms of each, accompanied with cleanliness and
warmth, are the principles of treatment. No certain

specific has been discovered, but a rational treat-

ment, according to varying symptoms, is practised,

with warm clothing and nourishing drinks to

sustain the strength. The result of this treatment
has been that 25 per cent, have recovered. The
cows return to milking condition, and there has been
no instance of an animal becoming a second tim.e

affected. The most successful treatment is said to

be by homceopathy." After speaking of the Turkish
bath as another valuable auxiliary, Mr. Grey con-
cluded by expressing a hope that the bath and the
homoeopathic system might have a fair trial.

Mr. SCBIVEN, a large farmer from the north of

Ireland, spoke at some length of the benefits to be
derived from the iise of hot-air baths in the treat-

ment of animals. He had built a bath on his farm,
and on putting a cow, hor.se, or pig into it, the first

action which would strike them was that it pro-
duced great action of the bowels, and that was very
desirable. He never failed in curing inflammation

j
f.

or colic in horses by the use of the bath, and those
horses very rarely had a second attack. All his

horses had the limg disease, and they were put into

the bath at a temperature of 180°, and he never lost

one of them. The mode of heating he had adopted
was by applying radiating heat, and the action was
more rapid and more easily maintained than by the
old process of making brick structures.

LINCOLNSHIRE GEM PEAS (Martin & Son).-
See Testimonials. Superior to Bison's Yorkshire Hero or a

other Peas grown hero.
Hull, 7, Market Place; and Cottinghai Established 1"SS.

~
out-'d'c

n the Gardeners' Chronicle ofJune 3, 18C5,

The above Early Pea is now beint; sent out by Rodeiit XI. PoTNTt:r

at \s. lid. per quart. Height 3 feet. The kiud was BatUered from i;

Eood condition
Editor as above on the 'J

/ Anoyert'l?oJinrt"i
/ Robert II 1'

tho 20th of Ma

D ICKSUN'S "II KM
TuE Best Earl

Pea has been tested against all the earliest

111 Railway.

\liLY"rEA.

ductivenesp, and general go

. of the beat practical Gardeners
' other Early Pea for
alitien. Price

PRICED CATALOGllES of KITCHEN-GARI?EN, FLOWER,
and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS; also separate CATALOGUES of
the Various Classes of Nursery Stock will be forwarded, post free, on
annli cation.

The Old Established SeedFrancis & Authdr Dicksoh & Sons The Old I
W-drehouse, 106, Eastgate Street, and Upton Nm-ser

/ The Earliest Pea known Is

pARPENTKR'S EXPRESS, gathered May 7th, the
V^ Earliest date on record. See Testimonials in Gardeners'
Chronicle of September 2 and 9, October 16, and November 6. Price

6«. per quart. Trade price on application.

True f tted to be had only of Edward Cahpenter, Seed Merchant
and Grower, Brighton and Sussex St-od Warehouse, 96, St. James's
Street, Biighton ; and of M'-^-r- \V.>..t. .V 8nn, Nurserymen, Mares-
field; Messrs. Osbobn A s ^ nmi i Mum, Fulliam, S.W. ; Messrs.

W. BarcEfi Co., Seed M. :
.\^— Messrs. F. & A. Diok-

sox & Sons, Nurserv "'1 Messrs. Jas. Dickson &
Sons, Cheater. CataloK'i-- -'• Ml-i' ""

PRICED CATALUL.Lil..^ol DL iOlI BULBS now ready.

AXTON'S PROLIFIC EARLY LONG POD PEA

THE ESSEX RIVAL FEA.-
to bo tho Snest, best-flavoured, a

PEA m cultivation. See Testimonials
of December 6, and i '

Is. 6rf. per quart.

To be obtained of tho proprietoi

Messrs. Cooper &. Bolton, 152, Fleet a . London, E.C.
Eraser, Richardson, & Goad, 82, Bishopsgate Withm, E.C.
Richard Lowe & Co.. High Greon, Wolverhampton, Staffordshire.
J. Roberts & Son, Denbigh.
P'isher, Holmes, & Co., Handsworth Nursery, Sheffield, York-

Saltmarsii &, Son, Chelmsford, Essex.
„ Sutton & Sons, Reading, Berkshire.

known V •< Joseph Tremble & Sons, Penrith, Cumberland.
1 in the Mf- Christmas Quincy, Peterborough, Northamptonshire.

„ B. C. Mackenzie. Ventnor, Isle of Wight.
„ A. F. Godward, Southend, E.ssex.

„ B. Cant, St. John's Nursery, Colchester, Essex.
„ George Taber, RiTenhall, near Witham, Essex.

M. Paul ToUard, Nurseryman and Florist, 4, Place des Troiu Maries,
Pari?, France (Sole Agent).

Mr Eley has since he published some of the testimonials relative

to the abovo Pea (which appeared m "The Journal of H'»rticulture'*
of December 6, and in Gardeners' Chronicle of December !), 1866)
received several other most satisfactory reports, among which are tho
following :

—

In a letter received from the Rev. R. T. Wilpon Tatlor. St. Mewan
Rectory, near St. Austell, Cornwall, bearing date December 21, 1865,
who bas previously borne testimony to the excellent qualities of the
above Pea, adds—"Tour system of Pea growing has answered well,
and I for one thank you lor valuable hints thereon. In regard to
distance, I keep the rows at least 10 feet apart ; hence, I think, in a
measure, the profusion of pods. Youia turned out and turned in
uncommonly well, us it was one m.iss of bloom, and pods from top to
bottom—the admirrtion of all who saw it."

From Miss Willis, of Hurst House, Prcscot, Lancashire.
"Miss WalUs has great pleasure in adding her testimony to that of

many thers on the excellence of Mr. Elet's " F/isex Rival" Pe.i,

wh ch she consiacrs the best oi the early Eorts that she has ever tested.
M St W II 8 finds this admirable Pea is sold at the seed shops in

L verpool she will therefore obtain it there this year, and is

extremely sorry that from the circumstance of her having been from
home she has been unable to give Mr. Elev her report earlier.

—

Hu st House, December 23, 1866."

"The Vicange, Castle Hedingham, January 2, 1866.

T —I must apologise for having been so lone in giving 50U
favour of your early Pea, " Essex Rival.'^

s of either Pea on the table.

—

We have much pleasure in inlioduc ng
raised by Thomas Laxton, Esq., Stamfo d
Trade , some pods (in a green state) were^eth b ted by

val able va ety
of the
t Mark

pod and tdey

In Sealed Quarts and Pints, 3a. dd. per quart, 2s per pint.
Price to the Trade on application.

In addition to the list already advertised, tho following Seedsmen

. Poole
, Godwin,' Mr., Shefflerd \ .i'!i, .' i-.. ^ii.. Chelsea

F. Farrell &, Son, Messrs.. Dublin \ •
. Mr., Bristcn,

Mitchinson, J., Mr.,Truro i

Dickson, Messrs., Chest". 1 • ii I ; .. .Mi., Manchester
Jno. Iredale, jun., Mr., Stainburu v\ '.-, J. A. ^jii. Messrs., Wood-
Troughton, W., Mr., Preston
Taylor. W.. Mr., Cupar, Fifo Charlwood & Co., Messrs.

E
The Torkshlre Hero Fea.

P. DIXON AND SON, Seed Merchants,
67, Queen Street, Hull, beg to intimate that they have

All who have g

Miscellaneous.
Assto'anci' against the Plague.—England, protected

by the sea, and which has been spared for a century,

was taken somewhat unawares, so that some un-
certainty has been witnessed in the measures
employed to arrest its course. In some districts, the
parties interested have had the good sense to form
assurance funds ; and it is much to be regretted that
the same plan has not been adopted for the metro-

\

last, while other

poUs. But we cannot help what ha.s been done ; let

us, therefore, be reconciled with the past, and see
what is best to be done in future for the interests of

all. ^Vhat is the pre-sent state of the matter ? A
certain number of districts, both in England and
Scotland, are still exempt from the typhus ; in

others the disease is generally extending its ravages.
Those districts which hitherto have been spared,

should institute assurance funds, and take every
precaution to secure themselves against this scourge,

In France, in Belgium, even in Great Britain, some
places managed, in 17')0, to successfully protect

themselves by prohibiting the importation of any
foreign cattle or animal. These preventive measures
may now be taken with some chance of success.

this year harvested a floe lot of their YORKSHIRE HERO PEA.
variety sent out by them, which has always sustained the very high
character given of it, being remarkably prolific, early, and of delicious

flavour. This Pea is similar in appearance to Veitch's Perfection,

but much dwarfer, about a fortnight earliei-, and far more prolific :

upwards of 70 pods are frequently found upon a item. It is also a

, and found it a

From Mr. Thomas Gibb, Gardener to the Eight Honourable the
Earl of Yarborough, BrockfeJibi/ Park Garde^m.

' 1 grew the Yorkshire Hero Pea the lust season, fl '

'

nbundant bearer and an excellent Pea of the Mai
resisted the hot weather of July, and remained quite green to the

"at the same time were covered witn mildew."

From Mr. William Brown, Gardener to Sir T. A. Clifford

Constable, Bart., Burton Constable Gardens.

/:j.LNUINE NURSERY STOCK, comprisini

Pinus monticola, 4TR \NSPr ANTED FOREST
TREES.

Alder 2 to 3 feet
Ash li to feet

Birch, 2 to 3 feet

„ 3 to 4 feet

„ 4 to 6 feet
Chestnut (Suanish) IJ to 21 feet

Hazel, 1} to 21 feet

Wiliows, 3 feet

„ extra strong, 4 to 6 feet

CONIFERS AND HARDY
EVERGREENS.

Arbutus, li to 2 feet
Aucubajaponica, 1 to 2 feet
Berberis Bealii, 1 to 2 feet

„ japonica, I to 2 feet
Box (Tree) of sorts, 1 to 2 feet
Eugenia Ugni

,, npiculata
Hollies (green), 2 to 3 feet

(variegated), U to 2i feet
Laurels (coiiiiron), 2 to 3 feet
LaurustiniL«, 1 foot

Privet (Box-leaf), 1\ to 2 feet
Pinus Ceinbra, 2 to 3 feet

macrocarpa, 1 to H foot

21 feet

I'i to 21 feet

Cedrua Deodara, 4 to 8 feet

„ africanus, 3 to 6 feet

,, Libani, 3 to 6 feet

Cryptomeria Lobbii, 4 to 5 feet
Cuprcs&us Lawsoniana. 2 to 3 feet

,, macrocarpa, 2 to 3 feet

„ torulosa, 11 to 2 feet

Junipcrus chlnensis, IJ to 2 feet

„ ..3 feet

„ hibemica, 21 to 3 feet

„ _ sabina {for covers) 2i ft.

Wellingtoniagigantea, 1 to 11 ft.

L fine condition for removal, prices and s

7 r<ja, 'The Yorkshit" 1 am highly pleased with your
and shall give it my best recommendation. I believe it to be the
best Dwarf Pea grown, and much superior to Veitch's Perfection, z

it is dwarfer, much earlier, and more prolific."

From Mr. James Robertson, Gardener to the Dowager Countess
ofRipoi.

"
" It gives me great pleasure to

the very excellent Pea sent out b:

oi 'The Yorkshire Hero.' I sowed
and June, each of which sowings
verv prolific, and in point of fl:

"

"

equally productive, indeed

^ __ inot be surpassed. Several
ighbourhood tasted, and cpoke very highly of it.

Notices to Correspondents.
Cattle Plague: J C H. The paper on Indemnity will .ippear

ne-^t week.
Royal Aobicultural College : Tovng Farmer. We under-

.staiid that .a student competing for the College diploma is

required at the end of his first and second sessions to secure
half marks in the several subjects in which he is examined,
and two-thirds of the total ; the subjects and the marks
allotted to each being :

—

Agriculture . . 600
Chemistry .. 600
Veterinary .. 300 ^
Botany . . . . 300 ( . .

Or Geology .. 300 r^>
Surveying .. 300 J
Drawing .. .. 100

After being at the CoUef,'e two more
in agriculture and chemistry, and i

nuirked (a), according to his choice. During the entire c

(four sessions) the student is subjected to weekly €

tions, and therefore has, at the leaat, 12 examinations i

agriculture and chemistry, and six on the other subjects.

and I think it a remarkably distinct

become a general favourite."

From. Mr. Walter Hardik, Forester to the Right Honourable the
Earl of Y'arborough, Brncklesby Park Nursery.

" Having growm the ' Yorkshire Hero ' Pea, 1 can bear testimony t(

its excellence in every respect, especially its delicious flavour anc
productiveness."

From Mr. Geobob Fairbanss, Gardener to Joseph Robinson
Pease, Esq., Jlesfl/cirood Hovse, near Hull.

' I had BC Peas from you the past
:cellent sort ; beinit early,

extraordinary bearer, itdwarf, of most delicious fiavour,
withstood the mildew better than any other Pea

From Mr. W. Kemp, late Gardener to Sir Thomas Beckett, Bart.,
Somerby Park.

" The Yorkshire Hero Pea is a .splendid variety of the Wrinkled
Marrow, 21 feet in height, very branching, and an abundant bearer,

requires sowing very thin in good rich soil, and will produce from
6n to 70 well-filled pods of a most delicious flavour, ana verj- thin in

the skin, full 10 days or a fortnight earlier than Veitch's Perfection,

and superior in every respect ; it is the best Pea I am acquainted
with, and will become a general favourite in every garden, not
requiring such an immense forest of sticks to support them as most
scits do. I may further mentum that from the quart of seed I had
from you I have saved 6 pecks of well-ripened Pens, which I can
easily dispose of at 65. per quart to those who saw them in bearing."

From R. R. BnowN, Esq., BrUllington Quay.
" I have great pleasure in subscribing my t' stimony in favoxir of

the wondertully productive qualities of your Yorkshire Hero Pea;
they are very large, and at the same time delirious eating, and I can
pronounce them, with the greatest degree of truth, to be tho best

dwarf Pea I have ever grown."

Price 2s. per quart. Price to the Trade on application.

E. P. DiXoN & Son, Tho Yorkshire Seed Estabhshment, 57, Queen
Street ; also 76 and 77, High S:reot, Hull.

Choice named Hardy RHODODENDRONS. SCARLET, WHITE,
ROSE, and PURPLES, in every shade, fine bushy plants, \\ to

3 feet, £7 lOs. to £10 per 100.

RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, varieties of various sizea, (Vom
3Us. to 100s. per 100.

AZALEAS, named sorts, 40«. to 60fl, per 100.

STANDARD and HALF-STANDARD ROSES, in choice varieties,

fitraight stems, and good roots, 60s. to lOOs. per 100.

STANDARD and DWARF APPLES, in 50 approved kinds, 60j. to

Plans and Estimates given for Laying out and Planting New

NEW DESCRIPTIVE and PRICED CATALOGUE of
Japanese Novelties and Geocnil Nursery Stock may bo had on
pplication.

: YooHO, Milford Nurseric! r Godalming, Surrey.

Special Offer to the Trade.
'IN8, 42, Drapei

great pleasu e in oflTcring the folic

r—
. per dozen

]\yrARSn a.nd PI^IKKINH, 42, Drapery, Northampton,

rooted s

all stout, wcU-

tu 15.S-. per dozen

ARBOll-VIT.E, AMEIIICAN, I to 1} foot, Oa. per 100

e bedded, 6 to

3 bedded, 12 to

BERBERIS AQUIFOLIUM, 6 to 12 inches. 308. per 1000

„ 1-year Seedling aua 2-years
20Ji. per lOOU

BOX, GREEN, 3-years' Cuttings, 20a. per lOuO
'XVansplante \ I to IJ loot, 50s. per 1000

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, I to 11 foot, 30s. per 100

HOLLi', COMMON, extra Transplanted, 12 to 18 i: ' "
"

PYRACANTHA, yellow berried, in pots, fine, 2 1

SWEET BRIAK, l-year's seedling, 2a. per 1000

LARCH ilR, Bedded, 1 to 11 foot, 6«. per 1000

. p.r 100

J 3 feet, 50s. per If

SPRUCE FIR, Bedded,

3 leet, I5s. per 1000
3 to 4 feet, 20s. per 1000
hea, 6s. per 1000

transplanted, 9to 12 inches, 12s. per lono

Do., do., 1 to 11 foot. lfi«, per 1000

PRIVET, transplanted, 1 to 11 foot, 10s. per 1000

„ li to 2 feet, lbs. per HWO
BLACKTHORN QUICK, 1-year, fine, 78. per 1000
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HAW'S TII'FANT.
For samples and pi-Ices apply to

J. Sh4W& Co., 20, Oxford Street. M.Anchestor.

CLAYTON, SHUTTLKWORTH, and CO.,
EN01NEER8, Manufoctiirera of PORTABLE and FIXED

STEAM ENOINES, Machinery for Pampiug, Hoisllog, Grinding,
Sawing, kc. Engines for Steam Cultivation, Self- Moving Engines
for Common Roads and Agricultural Purposes generally.
Stamp End Works. Lincoln, and 78, Lombard Street, London; also

at LowKNOASSE, No. '14, Landfltrasse, Vienna; and Gogeniiber dem
Bahnhof. Pesth.

Descriptive, Illustrated, and Priced Catalogues, Free per Post.
Special Drawings when required.

[Tlie best Steam Threshino Machtnery made.]

WS. UNDEHHILL'S NEW PATENT IRON
FENCE for GARDENS, LAWNS. &c.

Manufactory : Newport, Salop.

Warranted the strongest and most durable Fence ever offered at
corresponding prices. It is easily repaired if broken from accidents,
can bo rolled up most compactly when not in use, is admirably
adapted for exportation, and can be had of any height and mesh
required, at prices from id. to U. 6d, per yard and upwards.

For further particulars apply at the Manufactory ; or of the London
Agent. Mr. R. Winder. 18. Abingdon Street, Westminster, S.W.

THE rMPROVED LEATHER DRIVING STRAPS
for MACHINERY are stronger for a given weight, more

effective, more durable, and cost considerably less than any other
kind of driving belt.

SPECIAL STRAPS for PORTABLE ENGINES.
ToRNER'a Pater.t Strao and Hose Company.

. Manufactory : Armit Works, 'Greenfield, near Manchester.
' / Warehouse : SI, Mark Lane, London, E.G.

TANNED GARDP^N NETTING for preserving Seed
Beds, Fruits, strawberries, from Frost, Blight, Birds, Ac, and

as a Fence for Fowls. &c. 1 yard wide, IJrt. ; 2 yards, 3d. ; 3 yards,
iljd. ; iukI 4 yards, tid. per yard run in any quantity, may be had at

VARNISHED FLOWER STICKS:—! foot, 3d.; li, id.; 2, 6tf.
;

2i, Til. ; 3. li)d. ; 4. U. Gd. per dozen. DAHLIA do., per dozen :—3 ft.,

1«, Od. ; 4, 2s. 3d. ; o, 3s. ; C, 3^. fid- An allowance to Nureerymien.

Oil Paint no longer Necessary.

Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.
COTTAM'y HURDLES art- made in the best manner

of superior AVrouKhL Iron. SHEEP HURDLES, from 48.;
CATTLE HURDLES, from 4fl. lid
each ; CONTINUOUS FENCK, from
Sd. per foot; FIELD GATES, from
2ns. each. Illustrated Price List on
application.

ENTR.VNCE GATES, RAILING,
and IRUN WORK of every descrip-
tion. Designs and Estimates free ol

COTTASI & Co.,

No. 2, Winsley Street

(opposite the Pantheon),
Oxford Street. London, W.

GALVANISEU WIRE CABLE STRAND FENCING,
forF\RM3 PARKS aDd GARDEN'S

TheORUrlNAL IN VtNTURSiiKi MANUFACTURERS.

_ A Cable Strandand Staules for wood
HURDLES, HURDLES, HURDLES, is, 9<J,

CONTINUOUS IRON FENCING, GATES ol

GALVANISED SWING WATER BARROWS.
GALVANISED IRON WATER
GALVANISED IRON hUMPS.
GALVANISED IRON WATER CISTERNS.
GALVANISED IRON PUMPS.
LAWN MOWERS, GARDEN ROLLERS.
ASPHALTE ROOjFING FELT, Id. per square foot.

MoTLKY & Gbeen, late H. J. Mortos & Co..
niustr.ated Catalogues and Estimates free on application.

M
Notice.

ESSRS. HEREMANand MORTON beg to express
'i ! "!' t 'K;iiii;s to the Nobility and Gentry for the liberal

' ni-teived in tlie Manufacture and Sale of the
I

I 'l [.VXTONS P.'VTENT HOTHOUSES for the
' :\',' much ].ilo;i,sure in informing their patrons

,
ii I

. il' advantageous arrangements with the Repre-
aiivcs 'H till? i'.iteiitee, they are enabled to offer those simple
i:llit;n;nt Gl.is.s Houses wifh severitl improvements, at reduced
s. on and after Febi uarj' 1, ISiiti, when the newly revised List of
69 may be had on applieatiun at tlieir OfBcea.

7. Pall Mall East, London. S. W.—January, 1866.

OTHOUSES for the MlLI,l()N.~Ou the principle
invented and p;itonted by tha late Sir Joseph Paxton.

Illustrated Circulars, vrith Prices, can be had on application to
Messrs. Herkman & Morton. 7, Pall Mall East. London, S.W.
Also a HANDBOOK of VINE and FRUIT THEE CULTIVA-

TION, 2d Edition, price Is. ; pose free. Is. Id.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, of every desci'iptioni
fixed complete in any prut of the country, or the materials,

viz., Boilers, Pipes, &c^ delivered to any Station.
Estimates on application.

J. JoKKS & Sons, 6, Bankside, Southwark, London, S.E.

s
Refere

GENEBAL HoRTICULrURAI. BeitDER,
Knotty Ash, ueur Liverpool,

permitted to the Nobility and Gentry throughout Great
3 and Irelani.

Heating by Hot Water.WJ. HOLLANDS, Iron Merchant,
• 31. Bankside, London, S.E.

HOT WATER PIPES, from Stock, per yard :—2-inch, Is. 2rf ;

3-inch. Is, Wd. ; and 4-inch. 2s. 4'i HRM*'^, trnm^tnfi?, ]fM.,2s. (id.,

and3.^.each. THROTTLE VA lA r i, ! ;v
,
nn. I I

!- r:,<-h Other
Connexions at equally low pruc-, ..i il! ls..i in -t i.'i.iss manu-
facture. Estimates given, and nr i. i i-

t j.uitu.illv ;iM.i.-iided to
thes 3 da;

f' Street. Leeds.

HILL AND SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VARNISH
for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish is an

excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-door work, and is fully
two-thirds cheaper. It may be applied by an ordinary labourer,
requires no mixmg or thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the
grounds at Windsor Cnstle. Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many
Hundreds of the nobibty f.nd gdntry, from whom the most flattering
testimonials have been received, which Hill & Smith will forward on
application.

F7-om Richard Hemuiko, Esq., Bordesley Park, Win-ccstershire.
"Gentlemen,— I have great pleasure in stating that I highly

approve of your Black Varnish, as a substitute for paint for farm
buildings, barn doors, gates, and especially when the wood has been

Barrow with apparatus for beating gas tar has been found
usefiil, and so great a convenience do I consider it that I shall beg
you to send me another, as well as a cask of the Blaok Varnish, for
the use of the property which I have in Warwickshire. Please to
send the whole by the same conveyance as before."

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at 1^. 6rf. per gallon, at the
Manufactory, or is. 8rf. per gallon paid to any Station in the kingdom.

Apply to Hill & Smith. Brierly Hill Iron Works, near Dudley, and

3i 4i

4
1

41

5 4i

6 5

6 j0 6t
7 7

1 li I 3
1 6 11

12. Cat 1 Street West, E.C.. from whom only it can be obtained.

/:i LASS for GARDEN PURPOSES.—A Box containingVX 411 panes of Sheet Glass, 7 inches by 5 inches, for lOs bos
included. Prices sent for any description of 61a.ss on applicat on to

Rout. P. Tate. Glass Merchant. 31, Holborn Hill, London, E C

JAMES PHILLIPS and CO
beg to submit their prices as follows :—
GLASS for ORCHARD HOUSES,

As supplied by us to Mr. Rivers, to the Roval Horticultural Soc et

and to most of the Nobility, Clergy, and Gentlemen of the Un
Kingdom.
EaclijBo.i£ contains 100 feet. The prices only apply to the stzesst, te 1

Squares 20 by 12, 20 by 13, 20 by 14, 20 by 15.

Quantities of 100 yards or upwards delivered IVee to nearly all the
principal Railway Stations and Shipping Porte in England ; and 200
yards or upwards delivered free to most parts of ScotUnd and

IRON HURDLES, CONTINUOUS BAR FENCING. IRON and
WIRE FENCING, FENCING WIRE, FIELD and ENTRANCE
GATES, GARDEN ENGINES, GARDEN ROLLERS, GARDEN
SEATS and CHAIRS, CAST IRON VASES, and every description
of HORTICULTURAL and AGRICULTURAL JlACHINES,
TOOLS and appliances. Lists Free on application. Every article
guaranteed to be satisfactory.

J. B. Bhoww & Co. Office: 18, Cannon Street, City, London, E.G.
nearly opposite St. Swithin's Lane and " London btone," and near
Loudon Bridge.

Warehouse (where Netting is kept in stock), 149, Upper Thames
Street, E.C. ; opposite the City of London Brewerj', and close to the
London Bridge Steam Boat Piers.w

CR A N S T N ' S PA T K NT IJU I L 1

N

Ij S for
HORTICULTURE, Highly Commonded by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, South Kensington. Plans and Estimates free on
application. Houses of the following sizes always in stock :—Span, 30
by 16 feet, and 24 by 12 ft. ; Half-span, 24 by 10 ft. ; Lean-to, 24 by 8 ft.

Stereoscopic Slides of different hou-ses post free for stamps each.
Descriptive Book, fully illustrated, by post for 20 stamps from the'"" " " '" *"" ' Cranstok, Architect, No. 1, Temple

»)i u \
( 'UCUMBER and MELON BOXES and LIGHTS,

,--,UU and i'rnm
\m f . r.fto LIGHTS for Pll'S nf all SIZES kept in STOCK.

Gl.izt.-d ami PiiUittJ o-imple:e. roa<lv '
'

..---
.mil .sent to ,ill )>;u ts of the kingdom.

Public r<li.l Private Bu-Min-s. W;irc
most approved scientific and economical principli

Rofcrence;! to the Nobility, Gentry, and Trade in

Counties 111 England.

lediate use. Packed

&c., Heated on the

TG. MESSENGER, the Proprietor of the ahove
• Works, finding it necessary (througn the great demand for his

Horticultural Buildmgs and Heating Apparatus) to make large
additions to his Premises, and to Fit the same with an entire sot of

STEAM-POWER MACHINERY, is now enabled to execute any
Orders entrusted to him with the greatest dispatch, and at the
lowest Dossible price consistent with good and substantial work.

Illustrated Catalogues, Working Model, Plans and Estimates, free
on application.

Dublin Exhibition Medal, 1866.
The ONLY PRliE MEDAL for HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS

has been awarded to

TH. P. DENNIS, HoiiTicxiLTURAL Builder in
• Wood and Irox, Hot-Wateb Engineer and Patesteb,

Chelmsford, Essex.
PATENT GALVANIZED METAL GREENHOUSES, "The

Gardener's Own;" are tenant's fixtures.

PATENT GALVANIZED METAL ORCHARD HOUSES as
supplied to Mr. Rivers, with his improved ventilation ; are the most

cal erection for this important branch of gardening.

Third ditto

English 10s. 245.

The above prices include the Boxes, which are not returnable

SMALL SHEET SQUARES.
In 100 feet Boxes.

Gby4 Clby4i 7 by 5 "i by 5* .. 1 „„ r^
8 by 8i by eg by 7 flj by 7J .

.

/
^'^- ""•

10 by 8 lUi by 5i Vis. 6d.
Boxes 2«. each, returnable at full price.

HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE GLASS.
Packed in Boxes of 60 feet each.

G by 4 and GJ by 4j 10«, GiZ per bos
T by S and 7* by 5i I2s. „
8 by R and 8i by CJ 13s. Brf. „
by 7 and Oi by 7i and 10 by S .. .. Ifis. „

Bo.ie8 is. each, returnable at full price.

London Agents for HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT ROUGH
PLATE.
LINSEED OIL. Genuine WHITE LEAD, Cari

PAINTS of various colours, ground ready for use.
ISO, Blahopsgato Streot Without, London, E.C.

PAINTS

PATENT GALVANIZED METAL GREENHOUSES, "The
Novelty," are tenants' fixtures and the cheapest buildings extant aa a
Lean-to, 20 ft. long, including glass, with s ft. rafter, £10; 10 ft.,

£l'>17t Crf • l'>ft £16168.
PiPENT GALVANIZED METAL WALL TREE COVER
h I h possessed by every one who has a garden wall; it is a

t ( xtur and costs for walls, Gft. high, 8s. ; 7 ft., 98. ; 8 ft., 10s, j

1 6 foot -un including glass.

rV'll'Nr GALVANIZED METAL and WOOD GROUND
NEf lEb and DWARF ORCHARD HOUSES, from 128. M. to

p pa ng zed.
ITENT G VL\AN1ZED METAL PIT LIGHTS, 4d. per foot.

ATENT GALVANIZED METAL HAND GLASS FRAMES,
not rust nor break, do not require painting, and are the best in
Prices from 4. to 8s. M. each. Special prices for quantities.

Illustrated Catalogues and estimates on application.

harbour c „ .

EO VIID AGA NST THL SpREAD
Priced Engravings of all these Inventions *

A remarl ab e -n ccess Approved br Laundrtsscs, Awarded Seven
Pr ze Medals th a year {the only Medals at Dublin and Cologne
Internet oua Exhbtions). The letters of imqualified approval
rece ved from j ur I .isers daily (many with permission to publish)
justify the Pit ntees in publicly soliciting a trial, which is allowsa
Ireo f I T ago or expense.

Iron Works, Belfast.

NEW TARIFF OF GLASS AND HORTICULTITRAL GOODS.

HAND GLASSES.

THOMAS MILLINGTON,
GLASS AND COLOUR MERCHANT,

87, BISHOFSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.C.

REDUCED TARIFF FOR SHEET GLASS AND HORTICULTURAL GOODS.

PRESERVE JABS.

MILK FANS.
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SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWEES FOR 1866.

PATRONIZED ON FIVE SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1864 BY

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN,
AND ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF SAXONY;

AGAIN ON FOUR SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1865 BY HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN
ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OP HOLLAND

;

AND ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF PRUSSIA.

EVERY MACHINE
VABKAUTED.

IF NOT APPROVED OP, CAN

BE AT ONCE RETURNED.

HAND MACni

ALEX. SHANKS and SON, in pvesentiiig their L.VWN MOWERS for the .ippro;iclimg Season, are gr.itihi-d to be able to state that the demand for their celebrated

Machines is rapidly increasing.

A. S. AND SON, in introducing Improvements into their Machines, h.ive been careful that no Improvement be introduced which has merely novelty to recommend it, but

that the advantages in point of durability and simplicity of construction, which have alw.ays been a peculiarity of their Machines, should still remain.

A. S. AND SON can confidently assure their numerous Friends and Customers and the Public generally that their endeavour will always be to supply a Machine, first-claas

in every way, one which cannot be surpassed if even equalled, whether for simplicity of construction, ease in working, or durability. None but the best materials and skilled

workmen are employed in the manufacture of their Machines.

Illustrated Circulars^ withjuU parlicularSy sent free on application.

ALEXANDER SHANKS and SON, DENS IRON WORKS, ARBROATH, N.B.

LONDON OFFICE and SHOW ROOMS, 27, LEADENHALL STREET, E.C.

N.B.—A. S. AND SON keep a Stock of Lawn Mowers at 27, Leadoihall Street, London, from which Orders can be at once executed. They also have at their London Warehoutt

a Haffofexperienced Workmen thoroughly acquainted with all the details of these Machines^ so that they are enabled to repair Laivn Mowers in Loyidon as well as at the Manufactory,

8 ihould be ftddreMEd to " The Editor ; " Advertisements and Business Letters to • Tlie Publisher." at the Office. 41. WcUinKton Street, Covent Garden.
13, Upper Wobuni [1 the Parish of St. Pancras, ia the Co of Middk-sex, jmd Frei

flfllce, Lombard Street, Prcciuot (;f Whitefiiars, City ef London, and PubUehed by t eOffice.No. 41, Wcl it.ParUUoC'^ttPiiUi'i
the Precinct of \Vhit«friftn, City^fvLondon,
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American Plants, New Hardy Rhododendrons.
WATKRER AND (JODKREY'S PR1CKJ> and

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS,
as exhibited in tlie Hoi-ticultural Garriens. boum Kensington, free

on application. This Catalogue fairly describes the Rhododendrons

most worth gi-owing, as well as some new and very handsome kinds

exclusively iu their possession, and now for the first time offered.

Knap Hiil Nursery. Woking. Surrey.

Rhododendrons.

JOHN WATERER begs to offer the following Six
RHODODENDRONS, in good, strong, healthy plants, at 4?. 4a.

the Set, the usual discount to the Trade :—

SIDNEY HERBERT I MRS. FITZGERALD
JOSEPH WHITWORTH THE WARRIOR
SIR ROBERT FEEL |

SURPRISE
The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

MARECHAL NIEL ROSE.—Good plants of tliis

scarce and most splendid of all the Yellow Roses can be

3 16 feet of wood

A. Godwin & Son, Ashbourne, Derbyshire.

New Rhododendrons.

JOHN "WATERER is prepared to execute Orders for the

following Six RHODODENDRONS at the subjoined price.

!rhev are this season ofEered for the first time, and are particularly

recommendedforttie following qualities, viz. Hardiness, fine Foliage,

Free Hloomei-s, and as being perfectly distinct from any other

known kinds,

ALEXANDER ADIE.—Brilliant rosy scarlet.

SIR JAMES CLARK—Dark shaded crimson.

SIR WILLIAM ARMSTRONG—;ATery^briEht

'"lady EMIly'PEEL—A very bright rose, intensely marked with

chocolate-coloured spots.

RAPHAEL.—Reddish crimson, and large bold flower.

The Set for Gt. 6s. Usual discount to the Trade.

Tlie American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey-

Hardy Scarlet Rhododendrons.

JOHN WATERER' S CATALOGUE of HARDY
SCARLET andotherOHOlCE RHODODENDRONS as annually

displayed in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, can now be

had on application. „ .^ *

It contains faithful descriptions of all the varieties really worthy_ of

cultivation, as well as a selection of HARDY CONIFERS, with

heights an<l prices, with ORNAMENTAL EVERGREENS, FOREST
TREES, &c.

Tho American Nursery, Bagshot. Surrey.

Just published, price Is., Gratis to Customers,
CAKTKII'S TI.I,T S'lRATED GARDENERS' and

F\r II \i I MFLUM containing i most extensive

uid"38 High Hflboi

POTNTER S RIRl'ON BORDER SEEDS
given such satisfaction dunng tWT vciis pist ho ha-

impioved the elet,tlon ind apportioned the quantity

Roses.
WILLIAM BARRON b^gs to invite attention to his

splendid Stock ofSTANDARD ROSES, which comprises all

the leading sorts, including the best varieties of 1864. He is prepared
"

i offer them at the following very moderate figure :—

Leaving the selection to W. B.—Per doz.. Vis. ; per lOO, 76fl,

Purchasers' selection—Per doz., not less tha
per 100, not less than 30 varieties, lOOs.

Elvaston Nurseries, Boirowash, near

British Fern Catalogue.

ROBERT SIM can now send, post free for six postage
I stamps, Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,

including prices of Hardy Exotic Feme) of his NEW and PRICED
DESCKTpTIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS.
No. 7

\* Part II. (Exotic Ferns) will be issued^ early

Foofs Cray Nu ?.E.

i^lHRYSANTHEMUMS, and How to have them a
V_y for Exhibition.—Use STANDEN'S GARDENER'S
AMATEUR'S FRIEND.
STANDEN'S GARDENERS

and AMATEUR'S FRIEND,
a highly concentrated Inodorous
Fertiliser, for Chi
and all kinds of Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, Vines and
other Fruit Trees in pots &c ,

also Vegetables, fee, in the open
gronnd.

No. 1 FERTILIZER is the
beat adapted for Chrysantte
mums and Hard-wooded Plants
of every description.

No. 2 FERTILIZER is recom
mended for Soft-wooded Plants,

Bulbs, &c.

Sample Canisters, Is. & 2fi 6d
May be had of the leadiHo

Bahr & S0ODF.N, Seed and Plant Merchants, 12, Kmg Street

Covent Garden, W.C.
A List of Agents will shortly be pubhshed.

SEED COMPANY,

Offices, 68, Welbeck t: ., Cavendish Square, London, W.

Seeds for the Garden.
i^OMPLETE COLLECTIONS of GARDEN SEEDS for

Vy Large and Small Gardens, at 10s. 6d.,^_158._, 20e., AOs., and liO«,

SEEDS for the GARDEN.—All Orders amounting- to

20s. and above will be sent Carriage Free to all parts of the
United Kingdom byj,he London Seed Company, Limited.

3ND0N SEED COMPANY, LIMITED.—
This Company was fotmed tij the Purchase of an Old-Established
aess of 80 years stanomg. CATALOGUES can be had Gratis on

application at the Offices of the Company,
G8, Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square, London, W.

Camellias, CameUlas, Camellias.
"VTOIJELL AND CO. beg to offer fine plants of the above
1 in bud, true to name ; English worked, 36s. and 42s. per dozen.
EPACRIS.—Fine plants, well set for bloom, comijnsing the most

showy kinds, 12s. and 18s. per doz. The usxial allowance to the Ti'ade.

Royal Nurseries. Great Yarmouth.

UTTON'S CHOICE

arefull

pjst free stomps

PoBT H Po\NTEB^anntnn

TnOLETS, now in~Full Bloom ind m fiist-ra

V dition for planting out — \ l rp '.f >rU of all 1 inds •

plants iut,luding thp Giant * ii I i
i * '

jBiantj beating i finer bloom i

ofitskmd nowmptttecti n '

John Stfim^v \iQlet Ui I i > ^

Select Catalogues of Seeds and Plants
>0BLK1 PAIktR bto-s to annomicr th it his NEW
"fPPlLED anl DESCRlPTnE CATALOGUES containing

Select Li'tts of the bebt \ailLtle8 ot Vegetable Agricultural

Flower Seeds Ntiw inl Raie Plant3 ic aio n "
--^'-----' —

be forft irded to applicants All Seeds are ?

finest possible quality Intending purchasers
paie the pricea with those of other houses

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Sui'i

X\} ]

/ published and will

To the Trade.
/~1UPRESSIIS LAWSONIANA SEED (true), of excel-

Kj lent quality, and warranted crop of present season. ,Rrice,

postage paid, 5s. 2rt. per oz. ; 32s. per half lb. ; 60s. per lb. nett.\ From
' ' "-^

t accompany order.

COLLECTIONS
of FLOWER SEEDS

Free by Post or I^ail

The Truly Magnificent
/GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEI'ENSIS still stands
VT unequalled in hardiness and unrivalled in colour, as the

following reports from the Oardeners' Civroniclt will fully testify :~
" * the gorgeous appeai'ance of which cannot be spoken of in terms
of exaggeration. The tall robust habit and intensely bright scarlet

flowers place it at the head of all the hardy flowers of the autumn.''
" It has long held a prominent place amongst the '

prtiduciug eflect '~ "" "

orange-scarlet colo'

the flower garden, on account of its bright

d its hardy constitution ; and this character

it still holds." "Notwithstanding the improvement which has

latterly been going on in the Gladiolus in respect to size and form,

none of the finer varieties of high colour are as yet sufficiently

attainable to replace it ; and when attainable it will remain to be
ascertained whether they will prove to be equally useful. In the

meantime Gladiolus Brenchleyeusis maybe set down as a thoroughly

attractive decorative sort."

Some idea may be formed how much this fine variety is esteemed

and cultivated when V & Co state that their stock last season

coveri-d three ^nd a half acies and nflbrded a most magniflcei.t and
gorgeousdisplay to thousands of visitors, ^othing is so well adapted

lor planting in clumps belts oi at the foot of standard Roses, the

effect being mobt duln,btful A continuation of bloom may ^'^

ibtunedfrom A»igust to December by planting
'

February t JuH
No 1 size bulhs the verv strongest, selected from

stock 3s ytd pel djzen -Ss perloo.

strong flowering bulbs 3*. per dozen; 20s. per 100.
*" ide pnce m application.

Royal Nurseries. Great Yarmouth.

. Chipps, Nurseryman. Tunbrldge "Wells, Kent.

Choice Ranunculnses, Anemones, &c.

CTYSO, Elorist, Wallingford, Berks, offers from Lis

• unrivalled stock

—

RANUNCULUSES, per doz., named sorts, 3«. Gd. to bs.

ANEMONES, double, ditto 3s. 6d. to 3s. fid.

REED from finest Ranunculuses, per packet, 2fi. 6d. and bs.

The above can be sent by post, also CATALOGUE of FLORISTS'
FLOWERS and SEEDS for ^ " " -""'"'=" -- "*«ttxt

CULUS, seven stamps; ditto,

found useful by all cultivators.

Pinus Nordmanniana Seed.
Seed
large quantity of PinusCH. PLATZ AND SON, Erfurt, Seedsmen to the

Ring of Prussia, have just received '

'*'" — ""'

Nordmaimiana Seed, best quality,

they offer to the Trade at Vis. per lb.

Application for the at

X the Caucasus, which

^

-^.

T.
\ AI (1 r R E U X,

w Seed Business.—Notice.
ILLI\M COkLR hiMn^ had the entire Management

the ate Mr Veitcb s Seed Uusiness at Exeter (for the last

begs t announce to the Nobility, Clergy, Gentry, his
""^^ M_ 'hat he has COMMENCED thed e public generally that he has COMMENCED
INESS at Taunton Somei-set, and fVom his long c

kn edge of the Trade, and with the ftiU intent''

ds o thi. very best quality, respectfully solicits ° "^

pe-

libei

Those requiring showy kinds of Flower eed

well acquainted with the sorts, are respe '

leave the selection to us,

really worthy of cultivation.

i will supp

The b?st 100 sorts (hardy, haU-hardy, and tender)

2. The best 60 sorts ditto

3. The best 36 sorts ditto

4 The best 24 sorts ditto

6. The best 24 sorts (hardy sorts only)

Pr'iCED CATALOGUES gratis and'post free on application.

SOTTO!. & Soss, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

LINCOLNSHIRE GEM PEAS (Martin & Son).—
ee Test n nials. Superior to Dixon's Yorkshire Hero or any

other^Peas gr^wn^^cra
_^^^ _ and Cotttogham. Established 17S8.

D^
ISON'S YORKSHIRE HERO PEA is the best

Dwarf Green Wnnkled Marrow in cultivation. See Testi-

monials in Qardemrs' ChronicU of November 18.

Price 2s. per quart. Price to the Trade on application.

E F D1X0.-4 & Soir, Torfcahire Seed Establishment, 67, Queeu

Hardy Climbers.—To the Trade.

CLEMATIS JACEMANNI, 2.?. 6rf. each ; 21s. per doz.

RUBRO-VIOLACEA, 2S. each ; 18«. per doz.

HYBRIDA SPLENDIDA, 2s. each ; 185. per doz.

'I STANDISHl, 2s. each ; ISm. per doz.

SOPHIA FLORE PLENO, 2s. each; 18s. per doz.

o " COfiRULEA {A2UHEA) GRANDIFLORA, 60s. perlOO.
"

Besides otuer good old varieties.

A CATALOGUE, including Description and Ti'eatment of Cle-

matises, will be forwarded free on apphcation to

Geo. Jacrman & Soy, Woking Nursei?, Surrey.

N
VERONICA FUUTICOSA GLAUCA.
CLIANTHUS DAMPIERI, in varieties

Coloured Plates, post free on receipt of Stamps, of the following :-

"AUBRlETlA'CAMPBELLLTd.
CLIANTIIUS DAMPIERI ALBll-LiUi^A, is. i«.

For dehcni'linii of the above see E. G. Henderson & Sons

AUTUMN (.'.VTALOGLTE, torwarded post free.

WelliTit^ton Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

COMPLETION OF THE~YICTORIA NURSERY.

B. S. WILLIAMS

to the Houses removed, several New Plant Houses have be«n erected, including the

LARGE SHOW CONSERVATORY,
inn fe.t lon^ 40 feet wide, a Ught and elegant structure, well stocked with handsome speeimens of PALMS,

YUCCAS cfbiDS,T^E'FEftis, AlUUCAKUS, CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, &c.

. .• swnw „f -FT OWERING and ORNAMENTAL PLANTS wUl he maintamed in this Conservatory

durin^gTheXte\?S lB™™mlrlX q-te sufficient m itself to repay a visit at any time

Th SeId shop h been entirely remodelled and conveniently fitted up, and fte Staff of Ass^tant, increased,

, that no unnecessary deUy wiU take place in the execution of orders in this department.

VICTORIA and PARADISENURSERIES, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

Elvaston Nurseries—Important to Planters.

WILLIAM BAKKOM begs to offer the following at

estremolv low figures, to Noblemen, Gentlemen, and others

engaired in Planting on a iurge scale :—

PINUS LARICIO (tine).—This highly ornamental
theLarcli, butli fts to rapidity of ffi-owth and quality

will thrive where iho Larcn will not. It ts also used

he French navy, 2-year 8e6dlin^s.

t spars and

i PINUS ROMAN.N
_ PINUS PALL.
' ABIES ]

- -

timber of I

PICEA

imgs.
i of the value of the

1 pheasant!
"esirable ,

1-year seedlings.

fine. 6 to 9 inches.
much cannot he sa

the profusion i

of this line

., ., , ^ its orange-

i, together wah the quantity of berries which it

BERiiERIS WALLICHIANA.—1-year seedlings.

Prices will be forwarded on application.

Elvaston Nurseries, Borrowash, near Derby.

GARDEN SEEDS.

OSBORlT&^ONS'
SELECT CATALOGUE OF THE ABOVE

May now he had on appUcation, and they beg to call special attention to the foUowing Select Ai.ticles^^^_^

KOWDEN'S BKOWN COS LETTUCEPer paclcet.

OSBOEN'S WHITE WINTER BEOCCOLl

NEW AMEEICAN TOMATO

Th» is very large, and less watery tbac the old Red.

SCOTT'S SUPERB WHITE COS LETTUCE ..
1

BELLE BONNE SUMMER CABBAGE LETTUCE 1

lew liable to run thin »ny we know.
These three Lettuces a

FULHAM NURSERY, S.W.
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F
Extra fine 1-year Seedling Larch and Hazel.

1-year SEEDLING UAZKL
tile quiuitity requin

Dispose (

by post 1

Important to Nurserymen.
TARGE QbAMiXilLS of 1-^ear THORN aUICE,
I i 2, and up

Appli

3 iDOhes ; l-yeor UEECH, to 9 inches, at £7 10s.

3 from unknown Correspondepta.

To Clear Ground.
QrT:rTAL offer —-in p..T cent, otf Catalogue prices.—
i^ n-y : V lonKFxt, ykw-^, mkmdars.aebutus, laurels

I
I

Lii:
.

.-
I

!'
1 1 II ! I

I ni'i. "MIS Lawsoniana, Thuja Lobbii,
I

I : ^;l. Taxodium, Hazel (a large

STECIAL UFl
off CaUloKUf-

mentioned, they a

^ouud:—Poaches, .

Apples, Pears, I'lui,

DEriCKiri

TJiEES.—25 per cent,
id fine stock of the xmder-
y reduced pilces. to clear
^jts (trained and untrained),
ued and uutrained).
)S OD application to

F^
en planting or
with the imder-

'.r FURZE. l;year,

I FIU"IT TREES, SHRUBS, and

W. Maulk & Sons, The Nurseries, Bristol.

KHODUi) JiJS DKONS.
; Matlock Station. Per 1000—s. d.

)ut plants 17

LA K U li and
Delivered a

LARCH, li to 2 tt., good St

„ 20 to 30 iii., „ „ .. IH

„ 2 to 3 ft., „ „ 22

2Jto3if«et ,, ,, 25
RHUDODENDKON PONTICUM, bushy and well-rooted, 6 to

12 inches . . 105

„ „ O to 15 in., ISs. per 100 . . . . 17u

„ „ I to 14 ft., 23s. per 100 . . . . 220

„ „ li to 2 ft., 308. per 100 .. ..290
,. HYBRIDUM, 15 to20iQ.,288.6d. per 100 270

„ „ 14 to 2 It., 32a. fid. per 100 820
The Trade supplied. Apply to

Jaues Suitu, Darley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

SCOTCH UK. twici. tKiL>i
WEVaiuUllI i'l.Nhi. M/.cs 1

ELM, HAZI-.L, I'lLU ET KV
WILLUW DL.\>.K Jil. Ml.N
Ueet : .^II.\ !:: H n:, i .' tn

- of loss atteodine planting

ISK riiEsTNUr, fine,
liKKL'lI ana ONTARIO
"IIILGAL LAUREU

i Nurseries, Lancaster.

JOHN WATEKi;i;,
Surrey, respin

;

the folluwiiig dehiiil I

" " for trausplautiLt^ li

ARADCARIA IMJiKl^A

a Nursery, Bagshot,
he atieDtiou of plaDters
i-the best possible condl-

r forming a

„ AFRICANA 1 4 to B 7 anri S f..

,, LIBAN I (LEBANON) / * " " ' »'"' '• '"

THUJA ADRISA, 2 to 3, and 4 feet. Large

3 feet. Very hand-

quautity of perfectly

seedlings.
OtClDKNTALIS, 4 to 6 feet. This forms a most eusellent

omamental beoge.
,, WAREANA. 4 to 6 to 6 feet.

THTJJOi'SIS BURKALIS, 3 to 4, and 6 foet. Many hundreds of
finely grown speci.i.ens, all seadlines.

DOLABKATA, 1 to 2 feet.

TAXUS lYeit), coumion gteen, and In large quantltie

WEU.INOTUNIA GIGANTEA, 2 t

formed plants.
ABIE.S DuUOLASIl, 4 to 5. 6 to 8 and 10 feet.

PINSAI'U, 3 tu 4, to i aad feet.
UJUEILI.^. J t'. :;aiiil i foet.

NOKI i.M .\ N .M A N .\ , -J to 3 to 4 to C feet.
AMAlill.l^, !• I l: i.jut.

GRA
LA.^^ I J 5 and 6 feet. The five species last

A, 3 t

LA\\
LAWSO^IlA^
DlSTiUHA (Ueciauous Cypress),

,, THUJOIDES VARIEQATA, 2 to 3 ana 4 feet
JUNIPERUS HIBBRNICA, 3 to 4, 6, 6. to 8 feet '

JABUNICA, 3 to 4 and 5 feet.

,. CHlNENSISi, 3 to 4 and 5 Ibet.
PlNtrS CEMBRA, 3 to 4 to 6 feel.

JEFFEBYANA, 4 to 6 feet.

LAMBERTIANA, 3 to 4 to G feet.
INSIGNIS 3 to 4 to 6 to T feet

GREEN HOLLIES, large quantities, from 1 to 2, 3. 4 to 6 and 8 feet,
in all the leading kinds, by name, 2 to 4 feet.
bestGoldandWaterer's variety, fine plants, 2 to 3

tofifeet.
STANDARD HHODODENLttoNS, from 2 to 3 and 4 feet stems,

with handsome symmetriuol heads, of all the leading
varieties, .such as are jlnnually exhibited by us at the Royal
Botanic Garden?, Regent's Park.

RHODODKNDKONB, ail the Uneat named Crimson, Scarlet White
and other varieties, strong bushy plants, 1 to 2 to 3 and 4 feetANDROMEDA FLORLBUNUA, very Hie buiuy plants, 1 to 2 to 3

RHODODEMDRON PONTICPM, and Hybrid CATAWBIENSE
for undercover (hares and rabbits never injure them), strong
bushy plants, fit for immediate planting, 21s. per luu • larger
26.'. to 3US. per 100. , & .

IKHODODENDKONS, Dwarf,
' edging tu largo: tlrids.

BERBERIS AQOllOLIUM, lor undercover, 1 to H foot.
J. W. has likewise a large stock of all the other leading kinds of
Svergroens, such as Arbutus, Box, PhlUyrea, Common and Portugal
Laurels, &c., with strong ti-ansplanted Forest Trees ol lollowmg

eight varieties, fine, for '

.....3, oauipies ol which will 1

ASH, 2 to 3 and 4 feet. , SPANISH CHESTNUT. 2 to ;BIKCH, 2 to 3 and 4 feet.
| and 4 feet." .... LARCH FIRS, 2 to 3 and 4 foet.HAZEL,

WITHY, 3to 6 feet. ) AUSTRIAN PINE, 2'.„
., .„„„

ALDER, 2 to 3 and 4 feet. 1 SPRUCE FIRS, 2 to 3 and 4 feet.
CATALOGUES oontaming faithful descriptions of all the Rhodo-

laenarons worthy of cultivation forwarded to all applicants.
The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey, near Sunnlngdale Station

iSouth-Westem Railway. '

Northampton Nurseries.
JOHN PERKINS, hiM..H. Iip^s to call the attention

of NobleiuGU, liotiUi-iucii. anil 'llit-rs engaged in planting,
large stock ofl,2j^" ...n.,.,^,*., ^ ^

J 2 ft.

Beech, 3

1

4tt.

Xi
Green Box, 1 to 2 ft.

Laurels, 2 to 3 ft.

Portugal Laurels, li to 2 ft.

Evergreen Privet. 2 to 3 ft.

Horubflam, 3 to 4 ft.

J. P.'k stoct of all kiHds o( Friilt, Forest, Ornamental Trees, 4c..

is very extensive, and this season remarkably fine, and in excellent

Horse Chestnuts, 6 to S ft.

Syavmores. 3 to 4 ft.

Cedrus Deodara, 4 to G ft. , G to 8 ft.

To Land Owners and Planters.

FOR SALE, about 50,000 strong healthy LAECH,
fit for Upland Planting, 7s. 6d. per lOOO.

75,000 strong grown, 2 to 3 leet, good roots.

60,000 ditto 3 to 4 feet.

No charge for samples of 60 of either size

TO THE TRADE.—160,000 SEEDLING THORNS, 2 years,

strong, 2s. Qtl. per 1000.

Address Wii Nurseryman, Cardiff.

I C H T H
,

ROSES.—12 of the veiy best
standard, Perpetual, and Moss

Roses for 18s. ; 50 for 63s. ; 100 for £5.

12 ditto Dwarf do. do. for 12s. ;

or 42s. ; 100 for 75s.

; ditto. New Sorts of 1865, for 24s.

Descriptive List on application.

FORTY ACRES of ERXJIT
TREES.—Apples, Pears, Plums.

Cherries, Peaches," Nectarines,
Apricots form desired for

DWARF-TRAINED TREES, by the Thousand, Hundred, or Dozen.

APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS. CHERRIES, PEACHES,
and NECTARINES.

Fine, flat, well-trained, of best quality, and true to name.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Cherries, Plums, Pears, Apples,

Vines, and Figs. ^^
EVERGREENS for Ornamental Planting: or Avenues

handsome, well erown, and transplanted within the last two
years. For prices of smaller sizes and quantities, see Conifer List.

At 30*. per dozen :—
Ablea alba, 5 t

„ Dougla6ii,.9to4f6et
2 feet

, U to » f

er{c»n, 6

CupreseuB Law

to 7 feet
a 5 feet

et
4 to fl feet

Da, :i to 4 feet
frairrgins, S feet

laniperus thurllera, 3 to 4 feet
Laurel, Colchic, 5 to 6 feet

Portugal, Pyramids, 3 to 4 ft.

nbra, 3 t ' " '

,, excelsa, 5 feet
Taxodium serapervirens, 7 to i

Thiya Lobbii, 3 to 4 feet

„ aurea, IJ foot

„ compacta, IJ to 2 feet
Thuiopsis borealis, 3 feet
Wellingtoma glgantea. 2 feet

At 42s. per dozen :-

Ablee Douglasil, 4 to S feet

„ invorta, 2 to 2i feet

.. oneutaiis. 2 to 2J feet
pjTaraidalia, 2 to 2i fieet

American, 7 to 8 feet

Cedar, Red, 6 to 8 feet

CupresauB Knigbtii, 6 to 7 feet

Ptnua Cembra, 4 t

„ Menziesil, fi to 6 feet

„ orientalis, 2i to 3 feet

„ pyramidalU, 3 to 4 feet
Araucaria imbricnta, 2} to 3 feet

Arbor-vitas, Siberian, ti to 7 feet
Cedrus Deodara, 6 feet

Cupressufi Knlghtii, 7 to 8 feet

„ LawsoQiana, 6 feet

At 84r. per dozen :—
Abies Douglasil, 7 to 8 feet

Pimis excelsa, 6 feet

,, Lambertlana, :

,, insignis, 3 to 4
Thi^^a Lobbii, 4t

compacta, 2 to 2^ feet

,
Portugal, 4 1

6 to 7 feet

Pinus excelsa, 6 to 8 feet

„ Lambertiana, 6 to 6 feet

„ Cembra, 6 to 6 feet

Tbuja japonica, 2} to 3 feet

„ aurea, 2i feet
Taxodium sempervirens, 8 to 10 tt.

Wellingtonia gigantea, 3 feet
yew, Insh, leet

Abies Douglasli, 8 to 10 ft., 12«.6rf.

12 to 16 feet, 2l8,

4 to 5 feet, 108. 6d.

6 feet, 21$.
., inverta,

Araucaria imbncatai 3

78. ttd. to 2ls.

„ „ 4to8ft.,21s.to84s.

Cedar of Lebanon, 8 to 10 feet, 21«.

1 nobilis, 2 to 2i feet, 10s. Gd.

10tol2rt.

Picea nobilis, 2i to 5 ft., 21s. to 63fl.

,, Nordmanniana, 2) to 4 feet,

10s. Gd. to 42s.

„ 4 to 6 feet, 42s. to 84s.

Finsapo,8tooft.,los.
,, 10s. fS(L.

,, iz to io leet, los.

Lambertiana, to 8 feet,

16 feet. 10s. Gd. 1

3 4 feet, at 60s. per 100.
"

"
' 76s. „

3 feet, at lOOs.

FLOWERING and STANDARD ORNAMENTAL
TREES. At 12s. per dozen:—

Ash, Mountain, 7 to 9 feet i Chestnut, Spanish, 6 to 6 feet
Acacia, 7 to feet Hornbeam, 8 to lo feet

Birch, Weeping, 6 to 10 feet
_ |

Poplar, Silver, 8 to 10 teet

Crab, Siberian, scarlet, to 7 feet

„ yellow, G to 7 leet | Pyi

At 18ji. per

Lombardy, 6

Almond, flowering, 7 t

Acacia, a to 10 leet
Ash, Mout

I

Chestnut, Spanish, 8 to 10 feet

12 feet Elm, Chichester, 8 to 10 feet
Acer Negundn, fi to 8 feet I'oplar, Lombardy, 11 to 12 feet
Bu-ch, 10 to 12 feet „ Silver, 10 to 12 feet

Crab, Siberian, yellow, 7 to 8 feet Pyrus spectabdis

IS, ball, t

Chestnut,

;

iriot,

'

J S feet

j 10 feet

L\ia;(iREENRICHARD SMllH'S LiST ui uii uii

FIR TRIBE, suitable for Britain, giving size, pnce, popula
and botanical names, derivations, description, form, colour, foliage,
growth, timber, use m arts, native country and size there, situation,
soil, and other information, wltli copious Ipdex of their aynonymes.

Enlarged Edition, rtee by post for 12 postage stamps.

EICHAitD SMITH'S i^KuTi'TlST contains a sketch
' of the various forms of Trees, with Directions for Cultivation,

Soil, Drainage, Manure. Pruning, Lifting, Cropping, Treatment under
Glass ; also their synonymes, quality, size, form, skin, colour, flesn,
flavour, use, growth, duration, season, pnce, &c.

Free by post lor one stamp,
Ricni^BD Smith, Nurseryman and !6eed Merchant, Worcester.

30,000 Common Laurels,
Fine bushy pluuls and well rooted, Uom 1 to 6 feet.

WM. AVOOD AND SOiN haviufj a larjie stock of the
above, will bo happy lo give special quotations at reduced

[Address, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfleld, nearUckflold, Sussex.

M-
Larch, Scotch, Ash, &c.

ARTIN ANU SUiN Cam mi|i|.i\ .^i.i,Midid plants, viz.,

ASH, 2 to 3 leet ; St. ' ^ - I
!

i
i

. :; lo.t ; LARCH, 2 to
Price ni,

HuilEstabli 1 ice.

CiHAS. DALY AND bu.'
J THORNS. 7s. per lUOO ; ;->.

LARCH, 1 to li toot, 7s. M. ; uiL

Seedling ditto. In. ALDEK, 1

SCOTCH 1-IH, is. ; l->ear ditl

ELM, Is. 6rf. ; LAURELS, fine,

2 to 2i leet hjgh, 20s. per 100, fi

iplanted, 'J

, 6d.

Tansley Nurseries, near Matlock, Derbyshire.

JOSEi'H SMITH, &]'.N., invites i'laniera ana the Trade
to inspect his Nursery of So Acres of high land. The soil is of a

fibrous nature, and the plants take up with excellent roots, such as

many Hundi'ed Thuii>;iii'is "J l;ili il k i|ii;.N
i
lU' i.N-^, (_( '.M.vIi.'N :irid

PORrUGAL LAUKl-,L.^, i-'>\. Li.m. ,.\i.-, i,i,i: i;hi:i>, ilol.l.lKs,

had on application a

MORRISON BROlHLKS, Aberdeen, have a large

stack of the following to ofl"er :—
Transplanted LARCH, 2i to 3i leet, extra fine stuff, being thin ii

! branched to the ground, i 1 will be offered a

1-year Seedling PINUS AUSTRIACA, LAKICIO, MARITIMA.

PRICED LISTS may be had on application.

F^
\P I eet

Per moo s. d.
.. 10
.. 12 6

I ng 1 to 2 feet.. 10 u

Seedl ng fiDie.. 20 U

: r Seedling, fiue 20 (J

.e d Pd K Atiwood.

Excellent Nursery Stock at Moderate Prices.

Wl i u CU NuitbEKiMCN, JJedalc
e fol ng to be de ered free at

Leen Ued u u ks —

Cheape per iOU

hd 3 jrs 3» ed.;iyvn.,{is
yrs b 4 rs IJs.

iitLII IREEh
Standard APPLE PEAK PLUM and,CHERRY TREES 6 to

ti teet 8 rong good t cm Lis per du
GOOSEBEKRl and i^Ul KANT iREES the best kinds, 2«. per

doz 10 pe 100

Best BUck u Ale VINES In pots 21 2* rerd z

1 HONJisisUCKLE^ nbest

lUO HOLL
100
100 hand u

Special Offer to the Trade
MARSH AND PLUKiN'^ -i Draper) Northampton,

ha o g eat pleasu e n ofle u^, the fo oning all stout, welf-

rooted stuff.—

APRICOTS, Dwarf-trainetl MOOR PARK, 2U'. per dozen
APPLES, „ 12s. per dozen
PiiLACHES, „ 21s. per dozen
PEARS, „ I2s. to 15s. per dozen
PLUMS, „ Hi to 15a perdosJeu
CHERRIES, „ l^ per dozen
CUKRANTrt, RED and BLACK ik. per 100, 60s- pei
Rdsk.s. S'i'ANliARD^ - Lo 1 tcet oUi uer luo

1000

IM
CHlNksE andlAl lAKIAN, twice bedded,fito

„ ChTnESE and iAI i iRLYN, twii.e bedded, 12 to
ISiuclies, Jts perlOUU

BERBERIS AQUU-OLlUMjOto 1 m..Ut.b 30^ perlOOO

„ .,
1 yeai eudJi i^ aud 2 years* Bedded,

_0» pel lOUO

BOX, GREEN, 3-yearB Cuttmge, -o& pi.r lOOO

Truiisplanto , 1 to Ij loot oOs per 1000

CUPRESSUS LAW SONIANA, 1 to IJ loot, oOs per 100

HOLLV, COMMO:^, extij. Iraneplauted 1- to IS inches, 12*. per 100

„ 1. 11 to - leet, „us. per 100

LIGUSTRUM OVALIFOHUM, Sto 4foet, ia p^i luO
PYKACAJ4THA,>eUow bellied in pots, hue 2 lo 3 leet 50s. perlOO
SWEET BRIAH, l-ycirs seedling A* per 1000

LARCli J? MR, Bedded, 1 to li loot Oj. per looO

SPRUCEFIR, Bedded, 1 i

twice IransplautLd Jtul_iin^i

, 1 to 1* loot lbs per

fme, li to 2 leet

per 1000
pel luOO

M> 12)> per 1000

QORSE, 2-year8' drills fine, 4b perioio
PRIVET, Transplanted, 1 to li loot, lOs per 1000

,, li to « teet lojt per luuu
BLACKTHORN QUICK, 1 year fine, 7;. per luuo

,, - years du , iOi per 100(

A reference or remittance required Irom uuknow
: correspoDdentst
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>LANTERS engaged in PLANTING for immediate
effect, can be supplied with ihandsome CEDRUS DEODARA,

m 8 to 10 and 20 feet high, well rooted, and sale to transplant.
Prices sent on application.

Wm. Madle & Sons, The Nurseries, BrlstoL

To the Trade.
WCROWDEE, :NuKyERYMAN, Homcastle, has to

• offer. Cheap, 100,000 BERBERIS AQUIFOLIUM, 1-vear
Seedling; CRAB STOCKS, S-vears transplanted, very fine ; SPRtfCE
FIR, twice transplanted, 15 to 20 inches; and QUICK, 2,3, and
4-yeitrs transplanted, strong. Samples and prices on application.

TOHN CJRIGOR and CO., Nurseries, Forres, Scotland,
tf have received the numerous Preminms aw.irded by the Highland

Agricultural Society for^ the cultivjition of the Tme Native
,,,

, ^^ ^^^ ^^ offer stronp: 1-year Seed-
, , grown from Scpii ^-ii- ---:

1 the North of Scotland. I'l

"Upton" Nurseries, Chester.
fjiRANCIS AND ARTHUR UICKSON and SONS

stock of the following, in very snperior
Qer tliem at exceedingly moderate pricea,
n application, stating qviantity requiied.

VSH, 3 to 4 iL-et, and 4 to 5 feet, strong
' t, and 4 to 6 feet, strong

'
I :i to 4 feet, strong

I
, i; to 3 feet, and 3 to 4 feet, strong

plant.s, are induced to i

which will be forwarded <

Transplanted CoilMON

„ HUNli;
„ BLACK
„ ,, ITALIAN POPLAR, » ... i .^v-, ..^^ .

„ PORTUGAL LAUREL, 2 to 3 feet, very bushy
and 5 to 6 feet, fitrong

WELL-RIPENED AND GENUINE SEEDS
FROM THE TALE OF TATOTTON DEAN.

Vseful Trice Zists on application,

ROBERT H. POYNTER, THE COUNTY SEED ESTABLISHMEKT, TAUNTON.

GENUINE SEEDS, CARRIAGE FREE.

B. S. WILLIAMS,
VICTORIA aiul PARADISE KURSERIES, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

UEGS TO STATE THAT HIS

DESCRIPTIVE AND PRICED SEED CATALOGUE FOR 1866

It contains all Noveltit

CAN BE HAD POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

worthy of notice, with full description to each, and a few Hints for the guida

Q.ENUINE NURSERY STOCK, comprising:—

TRANSPLANTED FOREST
TREES.

Alder, 2 to 3 feet
Ash, li to 2 feet

„ U to 3 feet
Eirch, 2 to 3 feet

„ 3 to 4 feet

„ 4 to 6 feeb
Chestnut (Spanish) IJ to 2* feet
Fir (Larch), 1} to 2 feet '

„ 2 to 2i feet
Hazel, 14 to 2i feet

,j 2 to 3 leet
WillowB, 3 feet

„ extra strong, 4 to fi feet

CONIFERS AND HARD!'
EVEKGREENa.

Arbutus, li to 2 leet
Auciiba japonica, I to 2 feet
Berberis Bealii, l to 2 feet

M japonica, 1 to 2 feet
Box (Tree) oC sorts, 1 to 2 feet
Eugenia Ugui

„ aplculata
Hollies (green), 2 to 3 feet

(variegated), IJ to 2\ feet

t, (Box-loaf), li to 2 feet
Ccmbra, 2 to 3 feet
111 icrokarpa, I to IJ foot

The LIST of laXCHEN GARDEN SEEDS comprises all that is essential in variety for the various require-
ments in family consumption. Those Vho prefer leaving the Selection of Vegetables to B. S. W. may rely upon
receiving none hut the most valuable and approved sorts. Collections are proportioned to suit Large and Small
(jardens at the following priros

—

lOs. 6d., 21s., 42s., 63s., 84s. each.

For QuaJititieSj see Catalogue.

pyrenaica, 1} to 2) feet

3 feet

„ 4 feet
6 feet

il
',',

7 to S feet
Codnis Deodnni, 4 to fl feet

africauus. 3 to 6 feet
„ L)bAUi,3 to feet

Cryptonieria Lobbii, 4 to 6 feet
Cupressus Lawsoniana, 2 to 3 feet

„ macrocarpa, 2 to 3 feet
„ torulosa, li to 2 feet

Juniperus chineusis, li to 2 feet

„ „ 3 feet
,, hibemica, 2} to 3 feet

sabina (for covers) 2i ft.

Taxua (Yew, i u). 2t
irish, 2 to 6 feet

„ „ variegated, 1} to 2 ft.

Thuja aurea, 1, i. and 2i feet.fine
„ Lobbii, 2i to 3 feet

„ __ „ 4 to 6 feet
:> 3i feet

I fiae condition for r

3 feet, £7 10s. to jElrt per 100.
RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, varieties of various sizes from

30*. to lOOs. per 100.
AZALEAS, named sorts, 40s. to 50s. per 100.
STANDARD and HALF-STANDARD ROSES, in choice Tariotles

sVraijiht stems, and good roots, 60s. to lOOs. per 100.
i.TANDARD and DWARF APPLES, in 50 approved kindn, 60.. to

Phil. s and Estimates given for Laying out and Planting New

FOREST TREES supplied and planted by the Acre, and failures
reciiiiccd.

A NEW DESCRIPTIVE and PRICED CATALOGUE of
Japanese Novelties and General Nursery btOck may bo had on

MAunicE Tousc. Milford Nuieeries. near Godalming, Surrey.

The foUowius CHOICE and 'S^LW VEGETABLE SEEDS are specially recommended:

M.:iLVERN HALL MELON, earliest variety in cultivation. 2,*. p. pkt.
WILLIAMS' MATCHLESS RED CELRRY, Is. per packet
DIGSWELL PRIZE ENDIVE. Is. per packet
The ALBERT SPROUTS, U. per packet
HILL-S INCOMPARABLE DWARF CABBAGE, ].i. per imcket
HOLME PARK LETTUCE. Is. Od. per packet
NUNEHAM PARK ONION, 2s. Qd. per packet

DOUBLE TUBEROSES, very fine, 3s. per dozen
|

The ORANGEFIELD DWARF PROLIFIC TOMATO, now offered

for the first time, an Introduction of real worth ; the fruit ia

large, very dwarf, and wonderfully prolific (stock limited),

2d. 6d, per packet

Choice GLADIOLI ROOTS, ds.. 8.*,, 12a.. and l&s, per dozen

NOVELTIES FOR 1866.

E. G. HENDERSON & SON
RESPECTFULLY OFFEK THEIR

NEW SEED CATALOGUE FOR THE PRESENT SEASON,

[ Containing full descriptions of the following Novelties, with many others from the Continent.

Fost Free on application.

Transplanted Larch and QuicJcs.
/^HIVAS AND WEAVER (late Grorge CmvAs),Vy Chester, offer several Millions of TRANSPLANTED LARCH
from li to 4i feet, tery stout, grown in an exposed situaUon;

"s greatly In favour of tl "^
—

-- JfePLANTF.n OIITHK^K
of greai ..

) 2i feet, togetUi
t Trees, as well as a large stuck of Evergi
many Thousand fine Standard Appli

will be forwarded c

xtra strong

CATALOGUE, which

TROP.^OLUM COMPACTUM COCCINEUM—The finest scarlet- i

flowered bedding variety of the "Tom Thumb" section.
,

LYCHNIS GRANDIFLORA GlGANTE.tV—A splendid Rcarlet-
I

flowered variety for a bed or clump, or pot-plant.
|

HELIPTERUM AUREUM NANUM.—A lovely little yellow-'
nowered species, fl mches high. I

CELOSIA R.-VCEMOSA ELEGANS.—The bedt of known kinds for i

pot-culture, in conservatory decoration, true from seed, '

LOBELIA ERINOS, PRINCE ALBERT.—Fine habit, oneot'thd
finest in its section for beddmg.

YELLOW PERFECTION WALLFLOWER.— A beautiful variety,

true to its colour and h.ibit. Received a Certificate trom Cbe
Royal Horticultural Society.

CYCLAMEN.—From our uonvalled collection, in varied colour*,
separately or mixed.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FILICIFOLIA.-The bo.iutlful Fem-Uka
leaved variety, white and crimson, sepamtely or mixed.

LILIUM AURATUM (Golden-rayed Japan Lily). — The most
beautiful of its tribe. New Seed.]u.st gatuered.

NEW PRIZE MELONS.
For descriptions of these first-class Fruits, see last Numbers of Gardct •s' Chronicle.

THE NEW CLIANTHUS DAMPIERI,
In varieties of colour, as saved from the White and others, as exhibited by the Raiser.

2s. 6d. and 5s. per packet of 12 and 24 Seeds.

E. G. HENDERSON and SON, WELLINGTON NURSERY, ST. JOHN'S WOOD, N.W.

THE MAGNITICENT

JAPAN LILIES,

LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM,

ROSEUM, and RUERUM,

For planting in Rhododendron

Beds, &c., 6s., 9s., and 12s. per doz.

;

40«., 50s., 60s., 7ns., and 80s. per 100.

:( BAR,I1& SUGDEK

-<12.10K(.^ STFiEEl\C6VENT GAm)ENnc)^>.M m. per do.

Orders aniountin^ to 21s. sent Carria^ Faid.

THE MAaiilFICENT

GOLDEN-RAYED LILT of JAPAN,

LILrDM AURATUM.
Fine Established Bulbs of the above,

which have been two seasons in this

try, 5s. 6i/., 7s. 6rf., 10s. 6rf., and

155. Newly imported Bulbs much

cheaper.

For Bedding out, Lilium lancifolium

album, toseum, and rubrum, 6s., 9s.,

Carriage paid.

>fo. 1. COLLECTIONS of TEGETABLE SEEDS
No. 2.

NEVA SEEDS.
lOs. M.
15 6
21

Carriuije paid,

COLLECriONS of VEGETABLE SEEDS 42s. Od.

63
84
loa
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RAPHANTTS CAUDATUS.

ME. WILLIAM BULL
Has much pleasure in introducing the above useful, remarkable, and interesting vegetable production, the Seed of -which was received last spring ft-om Mr. "Wii.uam Bell,

Superintendent of the Botanic Garden, Saharunpore, with the following remark :—" Enclosed are a few Seeds of a Radish, which is rather remarkable from the great length of its

pods. I have seen them over 3 feet in length ; only the pods are eaten, which when young have a taste much like that of an ordinary Kadish."

I'hese Seeds having been received from so warm a country, Mr. "W. B. had some grown in the stove, some in the greenhouse, and others in the open air. In the stove the

plants failed, in the greenhouse they did very well, but in the open air its cultivation was most successful. When so\vn, the Seed easily vegetates, and in about eight weeks the

plants flower pvoi"u=ely ; anil then produce numerous siliquas (seed-pods), which elongate in the most rapid manner (sometimes as much as 3 inches in a night), until they get

about 3 feet in length.

The Seed Pods vary in colour ; on some plants they are pui-ple, on others green, while others again are purplish green. "When the Plants are tied upright they have a very

singular appearance, for'each plant produces from lo to 20 pods, some hanging quite straight, others twisted or whorled into fantastic .shapes. These pods being succulent and far

superior m delicacy of flavour to the ordinary root Eadishcs, can be eaten m then- young state in tho same way, and applied to all similar purposes ; for salading they are delicious,

aod lor pickling invaluable ; indeed it might be regarded as one of the most useful vegetables that have been introduced for many years.

Price, in Sealed Packets, 3 Seeds Half-a-G-tunea ; 7 Seeds, a Guinea.

^^^ ESTABLISHMENT for NEW and RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD. CHELSEA, S.W. ^

SUTTON'S PERMANENT GRASS ^EEDS FOR ALL SOILS.

m^ SUTTON & SONS

L.VRGEST STOCKS IN EUROPE

\ PERMANENT NATURAL GRASS

CLOVER SEEDS,

WHICH THEY MIX EXPRESSLY TO SUIT THE SOIL

FOR WHICH THEY ABE BEQOIRED.

SUTTON'S MIXTURES OF PERMANENT GRASS AND CLOVER SEEDS,
FOR LAYING DOWN LAND TO MEADOW OR PASTURE.

PRICES ACCOSDISG TO QUANTITIES REQUIRED AND PURPOSES FOR WSICR TMB SEEDS ARE INTENDED.

In these Mixtures the large Seeds are supplied in one mixture, and the small in another, to be sown at two casts. The sorts contained in them are grown in diflerent

localities, and gathered separately by the hand e.^cpresslv for this purpose, by which means all noxious weeds are excluded. They consist of the most nutritive kinds of

FESCUES, POAS, SWEET VERNAL, PERENNIAL CLOVERS, LOLIUMS, &c., and each kind being kept separate, they are stibscquently mLted in such sorts and

proportions as are most suitable to the soil to be laid down. In this we use our discretion, in accordance with om* many years' experience in all parts of the kingdom, aa well as

in foreign parts. AVe iind our customers are generally pleased to leave this point to our professional judgment, but ttr are equally happy to execute orders from prescrtptwus sf:nt

by tilt purchaser. In the latter ca^e, however, it is desirable to inquire tlie cosi, as it may be greater than that of our own prescription; though we think our own cannot

generally be surpassed, if it can be equalled. The quantity we usually supply is 2 bushels of large Seeds and 12 lb. of small Seeds per acre.

Those intending Laying do\vn or Improving Pastures are recommended to communicate with us, stating the nature of the soil and the number of acres to be sown,

when we shall be pleased to advise what kinds would be most suitable, and to quote lowest prices for the Seeds.

Mr, MARTIN SUTTON'S ESSAY on PASTURES,, from the " Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England," is supplied Gratis with every parcel of Grass Seeds.

All other kinds of FARM SEEDS, also GARDEN SEEDS, FLOWER SEEDS, &c., can be supplied, a PRICED LIST of which will be forwarded post free on application.

All Goods carriage free, excepting very small parcels; 5 per cent, allowed for cash payments.

A referenre or remittance is requestedfrom unknown Correspondents.

SUTTON AND SONS, ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.
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Lobelia SnowflaKe.

White Lobelia called Snowlialte, to wliich a FirHt.class Certificate

was awarded. Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society,

July 25, 1865."

JOHN AND CHARLES LKE havins acquired the stocli

of this desirable NRW BRDDTNG PLANT, ther have much
pleaiure in offering SEED in SEALEU PACKETS. It Is also wel
adapted for pot culture
As a BEDDING LOBELIA it stands unrivalled. The plant is of

dwarf compact habit : the flowers are lar^ and even, and of the
purest white. The stock comes perfectly true from seed.

Price 2j!. firi. per packet. Price to the Trade

New Vegetable, Flower, and Agricultural Seeds.

TOHN AND CHARLES LEE, Seedsmen to the Queen,
ff are prepared to execute orders for every kind of VEGETABLE,
FLOWER, and AGRlCnLTDBAL SEEDS, powth of 18155.

Their DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE is now ready, containine all

the NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLE, FLOWER, and AGRICUL-
TURAL SEEDS in cultivation, and will be forwarded ftee on
application.
Royal Viae.vard Niu-sery and Seed Establishment, Hammersmith,

New Seeds, Growth of 186S.

SUTTON AND SONS are now prep-ireii to execute
orders for all kinds of GARDEN SEEDS,

The prices are moderate and the quality fine, owing to theii
tuLving been harvested well.

Royal Berksbire'Seed Establishment, Reading.

^Iie (SartretterjS'Ciirontcle,
SATURDAY, JANUARY 20, 1866.

meetings for the ensuing week.

rC' ,- 1' T!, r!'inViir-.i V'Tal ,-ind Fruit Com-
T„..„.. _ •' i.nlti- ,,l -i.iirh K,u-i„-ton ..11 A.M.

It is with great regi'et that we havo to

announce the DEATH OF Dr. 1Iontags:e,
which took jjlace on tho 9th inst., for

tliough he has for some time been quite inca-

pacitated for any e.xertion, and had even almost
lost the power of speech, his decease reminds us
forcibly of the fact, that the scientific w-orld has
sustained a loss which is not likely to be repaii-ed

veiy speedily. Intimate as he was with
almost eveiy branch of Cryptogamic botany,
his pen and pencil were ever ready to record
the novelties which were poui-ing into Palis
fi'om every quarter, and his extensive cono-
spondence and valuable herbarium gave a
precision to his diagnoses which can scarcely be
too highly appreciated. His friends, moreover,
have lost a man of a most generous and genial
spirit, and a most entertaining and in.sti-uctive

companion ; his attainments were by no means
confined to botany, for he was generally recog-
nised as no mean scholar, while his taste

and judgment were constantly referred to

where it was requisite to have some definite

decision as to the comparative merits of musical
compositions. Few persons had seen more of Ufe
or had profited more by dearly-bought
experience, and we can refer to our own personal
intercourse with him, as well as to a very long
correspcii.lcuee, with unmixed pleasure.
The following brief account of his career

is taken from M. HoEFER's " Biographic
G#n^rale ' .

—

' Jean Francois Camille Montagne was bom
on the l.'.th of February, 1784, at Vaudoy (Seine et
Marue). He was the son of a .surgeon, who died
while ho was yet an infant, under such circumstances
that, froi". want of sufficient means, he was almoiit
self-ed"eatetl. At the age of U he went into the
navy, into which he entered at Toulon as a master's
mate, and soon took part in the expedition into
Egypt, where he was employed in the civil depart-
ment, and ultimately as secretary to the military
controller of the navy. In 1802 he retunied
to France with the army which had capitulated at
Alexandria, and devoted himseU to the study of
medicine. He quaUiied as surgeon in 180-1, and was
attached to the military hospital at Boulogne, and
from thence sent in I8tM: to the army of Naples. In
1807 he was authorised by the Emperor to pass into
the guard of King Joseph, and served in the regi-
ment of Grenadiers, of which he became the following
year, on the arrival of King MuRjVT, surgeon-maior,
being at the same time nominated a knight of the
Royal Order of the Two Sicilies. In 1814 he was
charged with the surgical service of the Royal Guard of
Murat, and in 1815 was designated, witli the title of
surgeon-in-chief, to superintend the medical service
of his army. In consequence of a disastrous cam-

paign, the French, in spite of the engagement entered
into with the Austrians to respect their liberty, were
all made prisoners of war and carried oil into tbe
fortress of Arad, in the depths of Hungary. In 18IG
they were allowed to return to their country, where
after a year's anxious delay he obtained his re-

admission onhalf-payassurgeon-major. After having
practised medicine at Paris, and, in the intervals of
leisure, devoted himself to the study of Greek, for
which he had an original predilection, he was recalled
to the service as surgeon-major in 1819. He then took
part in the Spanish Campaign, and his conduct
at the siege of Pampeluna gained tor him the Cross
of Honour. In 1830 he was made the head of the
military hospital at Sedan. Two years later he
obtained his discharge, and established himself at
Paris. For a long time his taste had turned towards
Botany, in which Laurent de Jussieu, Desfon-
T.iixEs, and Claude Richard had been his masters.
While in service he visited successively Lorraine, the
Vosges, Spain, Brittany, the isles of Hy&res, Lyons,
the P,vrenees, and Ardennes, where he made large
collections. But on his return to Paris he found the
study of Cryptogamic plants, to which he was espe-

cially attached, almost abandoned in France, or at
least so far neglected that travellers were obUged to

send their Mosses, Fimgi, Lichens, and Alga; to

Sweden, Germany, and England, for determination.
This was the case with Gaudichaud and Auguste
DE Saint Hilaire, both members of the Academy.
Induced by a desire to be useful, M. MoNTAGNE
devoted himself with as much zeal as disinterested-

ness to a branch of botany which had fallen into

abeyance, and for 20 years gave up 10 hours a-day
to it. He introduced, described, and figured in

great measure almost 2000 species, and to aiTive at

Uiis result he entered into the most active corre-

spondence with the principal botanists of Europe
and America. This perseverance met at last with
its due recompense ; after having had seven votes

in 1837 as candidate for the Institute, he was elected

almost unanimously in 18.53 as successor to Achille
Richard, and finally, on the 8th of April, 18.58,

received the cross of an officer of the Legion of

Honour.
" His works are too numerous for detail here, but

we refer those who wish for an epitome of his

labours to his " JSylloge," published in 1 853.
'' Notwithstanding his very limited means before

his admission into the Academy, he was distinguished

for his kindness and hospitality to strangers, and for

the total absence of anything like susceptibiUty or

national jealousy, though his opinions as an old

Napoleonist were naturally decided. Few persons

were more generally respected or will leave behind
them a character .so perfectly free from any taint of

morals or disposition, while he retained to extreme
old age all the vigour of mind and intelligence

which distinguished his riper years." M. J. B.

" They manage these things better in France."
The following letter, from our valued correspon-

dent Profes.sor' Eeichenbacii, will form an apt

commentary upon the above text.

Without endorsing all our friend's opinions, we
nevertheless feel that in a matter of so much
moment at the present time, it is very desii-able

that aU the pros and cons should be fully con-
sidered. We shall have abundant opportunities

for expressing our own opinions on the subject,

and at present content ourselves with laying
Professor EElCHENB.\.cn's views before our
readers :

—

" There are two principles of arranging exhibitions

of flowers, the continental and the old English
fashion,—the two beiag very different.

" Continental shows have no doubt a very
picturesque effect. To understand them well they
must have been seen. You enter into a saloon,

wherein there is accumulated such a crowd of flowers,

and of shrubs, and of trees, that people ignorant of

geographical botany would believe they were enter-

ing into some virgin forest, provided they were not
struck at once by the numberless flowers of Azaleas
and Camellias. These latter are quite necessary
adjuncts, since the public is so accustomed to see the
white and scarlet and purple masses of flowers, that
it is scarcely possible to make any successful flower

show when these are not in season. There is not
the least attention paid to the geographical range of

plants. But if the weather be very cold, as it had
been at Amsterdam up to the time of the show,
separate provision is made for stove plants.

Tall shrubs are ranged against the walls, while the
centre is occupied by small beds edged with turf, and
enclosing masses of flowers and perhaps a fountain.

Between the plants lurk some goddesses or busts of

high personages. Sometime-s, generally in smaller
apartments, tables are found, on which are placed

plants in pots of various kinds, but always aiT.onged

with an eye to picturesque effect.

" When the jurors enter upon their responsible

task they have a difficulty in finding things for

themselves if the space is large ; hence thej' are

obUged to secure the services of a guide, who not

unfrequently has his coat adorned with a collec-

tion of ribbons, in sign of his dignity, thus reminding

one of a Spanish banderillero. He conducts the
jurors from one place to another, in order to see
the combatants, taking one now upstairs in the
gaUery, now downstairs, and anon into another
apartment. Sometimes also even he is not able to find a
group that he wants to find, and then that lot is not
judged. Thus it is often scarcely possible to compare
in so hasty a manner and from memory the various
lots. As soon as the prizes are awarded, the jurors have
the grand satisfaction of having to meet the exhibitors.
Before they had complained of the partiality of

Monsieur I'Architecte, who arranged the plan of the
exhibition, and who gave the designs for the whole—" mninffnaiit c*cst rotrii four.^^ But generally they
are good enough to attribute the misfortune of their
lots not having received first prizes, to their having
been so very ill-placed.

" Enters at length the pubhc, bearing or not
bearing catalogues, and with every wish to learn
something. Sometimes there is also a band of music
playing, which proves very attractive. People
obtain in this way a very general impression, but a
very agreeable one, a fatn morijana, a dream out of
an oriental tale, as of one of the Thousand-and-one
Nights. How difficult the real study of the show is you
can easily ascertain by observing those connoisseurs
who are condemned to be reporters. It is extremely
disagreeable to fill this office, and nearly impossible
to give so fuU a report as is the custom in Bugland,
and there is scarcely any possibility of making safe

comparisons. It would facilitate the labours of those
desirous of making comparisons to frame a kind of
map, with numbered spaces, and to give at the same
time an alphabetical catalogue, with thousands of
references, as in Collins's map of Loudon.

" The EngUsh plan is quite different. There it has
never been an aim to produce general impressions on
the ordinary visitor, or to intoxicate the senses of
the spectator by the dazzling effects produced.

" The objects of competition in the same class stand
side by side, so that English judges have the utmost
facility for making the needful comparison. The
public is in a position to compare, too, and in so far
as the.v are capable of judging they act as a check
upon the jurors themselves. We h,ave never heard
of any complaints made by exhibitors. All the
classes being arranged near one another on the same
level, or nearly so, it would be ridiculous to complain
of groups having been ill-placed. English con-
tributors themselves, with candid tmpartiaUty, often
declare, before the jurors have given their verdict,

that they shall and must be beaten. Decorations are

scarcely used ; and no doubt a gentleman who has
been a continental exhibitor wiU feel much sui-prised

when seeing so unadorned an assemblage. But is

any ornament necessaiy ? Are the best jewels not
the best ? Did not, at the last great London Exhi-
bition in 1862, the gi-and Koh-i-Noor diamond quite
hold its own, although it stood upon its humble
stand instead of resting upon a large plate of gold ?

If you want to see general effects, go into the woods,
go into the hothouses, go into the Kew winter
garden and Palm-house.

" Spectators accustomed to English shows appear
to delight in them. We have observed keenly obser-

vant connoisseurs, delighted amateurs, and even
numbers of ladies, who, though of course occupied
with studies of the dress of other ladies, yet still

gave glances of admiration to all the vegetable
beauties.

" Wliich kind of exhibition is preferable ? To
give an answer to this question, we must go to the
point.—What is the object of these exhibitions ? Is

it for amusing and delighting people merely ? Or is

it to show the progress of gardening, to excite

riv.alry, to encourage meritorious amateurs and
gardeners, to improve taste, to increase the love of

flowers or the gallant sport of gardening ?

" There can be no doubt as to the answer, and as

soon as we feel we are convinced about it, we must
consider that the English method of conducting
exhibitions is, if not the mast beautiful, yet cer-

tainly the wiser. We believe that the high develop-

ment of gardening in England arises not only

from the general wealth, but from an old taste well

trained by seasonable English exhibitions. English

amateurs have excellent opportunities of learning at

their flower shows.
" If English exhibitions were arranged more artisti-

cally, and more attention paid to decorations, some
people woidd praise it as an improvement ; but

we should say, never mix together decorations and
objects of horticultural interest. Never make these

themselves decorations. Never abandon your good
old system for a foreign system, which itself

demands improvement according to the English

method."

Mb. Bull, of Chelsea, has kindly forwarded
a leaf and flower of a Camellia, which he pro-

poses to call C. japonica var. apuastormis, but which
is commonly known as the Fish-tailed Camellia. He
observes, " I believe it is the first time it has
flowered in this country, and it is one of Mr.
Fortune's recent introductions from Japan." This
fish-tail variety is a very interesting plant. The ellip-

tical leaves are divided at the apex into two or three

acutely-pointed lobes, which in the sample before us
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are of a golden yellow colour, while patches of the

same colour exist in irregular blotches on other parts

of the leaf. ThQ flowers are single, pink, with the

stamens arranged in three rows, the two outermost
consolidated into- a single mass below, while the

third series are perfectly distinct both from each

other and from the outer rows. The greatest interest,

horticulturally speaking, however, resides in the

curious and handsome leaves, which perhaps may be

regarded as giving promise of a new race of golden-

crested Camellias, if the variegation can be rendered

permanent. M. Morren's notion that there is

something antagonistic between the production of

double flowers and of variegated leaves seems borne

out by this plant. We learn, however, that this

golden-tipped state is at present merely accidental,

such as often occurs, for example, on the old double

striped Camellia. In Dr. Seemajs'n's Journal of

Botany for the present month a permanently

variegated single-flowered Camellia is figured under
the name of C. japonica var. variegata. This plant

was also derived from Mr. Bull's nui-serj', having
been introduced from China by Mr. Fortune. Both
leaves and flowers are smaller than in the fish-tail

variety, the form of the leaves being also quite

different.

Professor Morren, in the current Number
of the " Belgique Horticole," gives a figure and
description of Dasylirion longipolium, together

with some details concerning the rate of growth of

the inflorescence, which may be interesting to many
of our readers. The following is M. Morren's
summary ;—The growth was more rapid in the

earlier stages of development, and was generally

somewhat greater during the day than at night.

The rate of gro^vth was nearly a metre and a half in

20 days, or about 7 centimetres a day.

Although 10 years have passed away since

we had the pleasure of giving in the Gardf/m-s"
Chronicle a life-size figure of a flower of ANGRiEcUM
SESQUIPEDALE, yet we fear that only a very small
section of our readers has as yet ever seen the plant
itself in bloom. This circumstance is not to be
attributed to any shyness in flowering, for

in all collections that are fortunate enough
to possess the species, it blossoms profusely

every year. No doubt its great rarity has
had much to do with the result in question, yet
there are other Orchids even rarer than itself

— Disa grandiflora. for example, with whose
faces the frequenters of our spring shows are

abundantly familiar. But in the case of the
Angraecum, which never flowers except in mid-
winter, there are no great shows at which it

could be seen by the public, nor, even if the shows
themselves were held, would the possessors of so

tender a plant be willing to expose it to the rigours

of a London winter. Thus, what ^vith the extreme
scarcity of the plant, which is as diflicult to import
as it is hard to propagate, and what with the season
of its blooming, it need not be matter of surprise that

so few persons should ever have set eyes on one of

the greatest marvels that even Orchids have to boast I

Under these circumstances we have heard with
much pleasure that a spike of this prodigy wlU be
exhibited at the meeting of the Royal Horticultural
Society on Tuesday next, and perhaps be balloted for

afterwards.

• We learn with great pleasure that the Lord
Mayor, Aldermen, and Court of Common Council
unanimously voted on Thursday, that the Cuildhall
of the City of London should be placed at the disposal

of the Executive Committee of the International
Horticultural Exhibition for the purpose of the
grand banquet being held there on Tuesday, the 22d
of May. This is as it should be on the occasion of
the visit to this coxmtry of so many distinguished
horti^jultural and botanical foreigners.

We are informed that the Hole Testimonial
is making veiy satisfactory progress ; and that the
subscription list will soon be closed.

DOUBLE GLAZING.
I join issue with yom: correspondent " A. R. E.,'*

in " considering the further discussion of this

matter entirely superfluous," as it is unquestionably
one of the most important and generally interesting

topics of the day ; and in returning to the subject,

I beg to assure your correspondent that I do so in

perfect good humour, anxious in the fii'st place

to relieve his apprehensions concerning my mis-
understanding or misconstruing the meaning of his

article (see p. 962). I intended to give him full

'"redit, not only for what he advanced, but for what
he thought unnecessaiy to mention, in as far as

regards '* efficacious arrangements for ventilation ;"

and if I found it to be my duty in the interests of

horticultiu-e to take exception to the gist of his

remarks, and to question the logic and force of his

deductions in favour of his pet system, I

cannot see that I founded my arguments on so

unwarrantable a basis as " A. R. E." assumes to

establish. Nay, more—when I make use of the very
weapons with which that gentleman elects to

strengthen his assertions, and vindicate his par-

tiality as illustrating the exuberance which Orchids

are able to attain under the beneficial and inappre-

ciable influences of double roofs, and " entrench

myself into a position " which, " in spite of every

exertion," he is unable to rival or oveiTeach—surely,

to say the least of it, he must have been indulging

his imagination when he credits me, in so doing,

with " hyperbolic assertions."

I should have been quite contented to leave the
solution of the subject to time, and maintained a
con.servative silence, satisfied with the result of

my o^vn practice, did I not know that himdreds of

people of affluence, who I am proud to say are

enlisted in and swell the ranks of horticulture, look

to these pages for sound practical advice ; and when
letter after letter was pouring in, extolUng the
advantages of double roofs, surely it was time to

step in. attempt to stem the tide, and call aloud
audi alteram j}(i7'trm. .

j

Properly construct-ed and adequately-heated i

houses, with single roofs, "will, I am stubborn enough
;

to maintain, always be sufficient to grow esta-
^

blished Orchids, or any other plants requiring a high
temperature, to a great degree of perfection in this ;

country ; and if I had not under my charge over two i

thousand established plants, from various parts of

,

the world, growing in different temperatures under
a variety of treatment, and not three per cent, of the

number affected in health or appearance, either

by spot or any other disease, I would not speak with
such an amount of confidence, or combat the opinions

of parties holding opposite views. It is not in a

spirit of egotism that I am maintaining the ground
by ^vriting up the Meadow Bank collection, and
singling out individual plants of a praiseworthy
character, but rather with the view of placing

an interdict upon an extravagant estimation and

,

adulation of double roofs.
|

I cannot understand, because I have never seen (and
I have not always remained at home), what collections

'' A. R. E." refers to, that are "more adorned with I

spot than with bloom." This much I may rejoin

—

that my note-book contains a form idable list of re-

markable plants gro\vn in the best collections of the
]

country, under single roofs, which might well be
dubbed ** Orchidaceous prodigies," and which I should
have been fairly entitled to claim in estimating results.

Spot, unfortunately, does occur occasionally, even in

the best-managed collections ; and I presume double
roofs have not the special virtue of completely
warding off its inroads. Speaking from memory, I

believe Mr. Berkeley found one or other of the forms
of it in plants newly imported ; so that it is a
natural affection, which is likely to be aggravated
even in the best planned artificial climate.

It is very considerate of " A. R. E.," in the pro-

fusion of his complimentary allusions, to attribute

my success to anything and everything but single-

glazed houses. Coming from him, who sees in

double roofs the sine qua noii of Orchid cultivation,

it is a compliment indeed. It must be accepted,

however, with considerable reservation. We have
only about 50 hours of sunlight just now during the
week against 80 in the great majority of the habitats

of the plants which we are domesticating. The
duration of the period of inflorescence, at this time,

is materially shortened, and the constitution of the

plant proportionately affected. The slightest darkness
has a prejudicial effect, and that is one of the evils of

double-glazing. I have never found any great difficulty

in properly controlling ventilation under the most
trying circumstances so as to promote the well-

being of the plants, neither have I misunderstood
or confounded in so doing "ventilation with
radiation

;

" nor can I conceive, in properly

planned houses, without this air-cushion between the
two surfaces, a want of control in balancing the
atmosphere. I have therefore no good reason to be
enamoured of this novelty, and am bound to exercise

a little caution in recommending the adoption of a

svstem to my employer, in which I might miserably
f'aO.

Some gentleman of large experience, with no little

temerity, propounds, that to base your argument
upon a successful issue is "ab.surd." This, to my
mind, is simply a convenient deduction ; it is not a
very convincing one, having a tendency to depreciate

the value of instruction imparted. If uniform suc-

cess is not to be measured by results and their

causes, then science becomes a dead letter, and
language devoid of meaning. James Anderson.

June and October, l>^(i5, and many of them are as
fresh as when first picked. One of the best of all

tropical fruits, the Mango, is represented by the
Common or Wild Mango, and three varieties of
inarched Mango, namely, the Malgova, Raspberry,
and Chittoor Mangoes. It seems that inarching is

the only way to propagate these good varieties.

Mr. Black says that the varieties of this

fruit in India are almost as numerous as
those of Apples in England. There are also

good examples of Jack-fruit (Artocaqius integri-

foha), and Bread-fruit (A. incisa). Of this latter

the variety sent is that which bears perfect seeds
and a comparatively small portion of pulp. The
roasted seeds are eaten, and taste like Spanish
Chestnuts. The Papaw fruits (Carica Papaya) are
the produce of a dwarf variety, which fruits when
the plant is from 4- to 5 feet high. The Country
Gooseberry (Averrhoa Carambola) is much eaten
by the natives, and tastes very much like a green
Gooseberry. The fleshy cvlIjh of Hibiscus Sabda-
riffa, the Roselle, is also highly prized for making
tarts and jellies. The sample of Vanilla, the first

grown in Bangalore, is well worth notice ; the
fragrance is very powerful and agreeable, though of
course the fruits are not so large as the Mexican.
The Moreton BayChestnut (Castanospermum australe)

appears to produce its fruit in as great perfection

as in its native country ; its introduction into India
does not date back further than about 30 years, but
there are now several fine trees in the Bangalore
Gardens. Though in Australia the natives eat the
large Chestnut-like seeds of this plant, in India
they are seldom or never used. The entire collection

numbers about 40 specimens ; amongst them are

UvariaNarum.Limoniaoligandra.Flacourtiainermis,
Spondias mangifera, EmbUca officinalis, iScc.

It is satisfactory to know that the Royal Horti-
cultural Society intend taking into consideration the
subject of the best mode of exhibiting fruits, kc.

Had the specimens in this collection been cleaned
and placed in glass jars, previous to the exhibition,

they would have attracted even more attention than
they now do at Kew. It may be worth while to

state, that Mr. Black, the Superintendent of the
Bangalore Gardens, who gathered and packed the
collection, was formerly Curator of the Herbarium at

Kew, and it is gratifying to see that he has still

an interest in the place of his early laboui^s, a fact

exemplified by his consignment of the collection in

que-stion to that establishment. John li. Jackson.

INDIAN FRUITS.
It may be interesting to your readers, or at least

to as many of them as visited the late International
Fruit Show at South Kensington, to know that the
fine collection of Indian fruits sent from the Mysore
Government Gardens at Bangalore, has found a
fitting home in the Museum of the Royal Gardens at

Kew. It is to be regretted that this collection,

gathered and packed with so much care, should have
been exhibited in the dirty tin cases in which it

made its journey from India. Cleaned, and placed in

colourless spirit in white glass jars, these fruits are

now a valuable addition to the already rich stores of

the Kew Museum. They are all in excellent con-

dition 5 they were gathered between the months of

EXTRACTS FROM THE JOURNAL
OF Mr. Johx Gould Veitch,

during a trip to the AUSTRALIAJJ COLONIES
and the south sea lslands.

(Continuedfrom page 31.)

The largest and most important nurseries of
Sydney are those of Messrs. Baptist & Son, Shepherd
& Co., and Guitfoyle & Son. I must acknowledge
that these establishments somewhatdisappointed me,
probably from having previously heard so much of
them. As a rule, there is a want of that order and
arrangement in the Sydney nurseries which in
England we consider so indispensable.

Messrs. Shepherd's was the first established. It

contains a fine stock of aU kinds of Araucarias,

Dammaras, Palms, and Ferns, particularly of the
rare Araucaria Riilei and the beautiful Dammara
Moorei. There is also a good general assortment
of evergreens in pots to suit the trade of the
country. There is one greenhouse for propaga-
tion. The climate of Australia has rendered it

necessary to grow all pot plants under a partial

shade. A plan has been adopted throughout the
country, of erecting large skeleton sheds or frames,
surrounding and covering them with branches of

Melalexica, or some other suitable shrub. The
Melaleuca being plentiful almost everywhere, is

the cheapest 'material that can be used, having the
advantages of admitting sufficient light and air, and
not altogether excluding rain. I found all young
nursery stock in pots grown in this way. Messrs.

Shepherd have also a country establishment

where they grow Roses, fruit trees, and ornamental
trees and shrubs exten.sively.

The greater part of Messrs. Baptist's establish-

ment is devoted to market gardening. From this a
shop in the Sydney market is supplied. This nursery,

situated at the foot of the Surrey Hills, was redeemed
from a swamp, and has the very great advantage of

being always damp. It is the largest in Sydney, and
contains a good general stock, and many fine speci-

mens. A row of Araucaria excelsa, now (>0 feet in

height, has been most effectively planted along the

entire frontage. The collection of specimen Ca-
melUas is worthy of special note. Many of the bushes

are from 12 to 15 feet high. They are annually

loaded with flowers, which as a rule are larger than
any I have seen in Europe. Messrs. Baptist have
raised a number of seedlings, some of which quite

equal those of Italy. The Camellia bids fair to

become one of the commonest flowering shrubs of

Australia. There are four greenhouses in this

establishment ; the largest of these, attached to the

dwelling house, is filled with a collection of Ferns and
fine-foliaged plants ; the others are used for propa-
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gating, aud to coutaiu the recent introductions from

Europe and elsewhere. There is a large assortment

of Conifera! and Evergreen shrubs grown in pots under

similar shaded frames to those before mentioned.

Amongst the number I noticed Araucaria excelsa,

Bidwillii, and Cunninghami, several species of Ficus,

Camellias, Azalea indica, Aralia Sieboldii and papy-

rifera, Magnolia fuscata and grandiflora, Portugal

Laurel, Pittosporuma, Grevillea robusta, Berberis

Dar^vinii and japonica, Evergreen Oaks, several

Teeomas, kc.

. Messrs. Baptist have gone to great expense in

introducing plants from Europe. The greater

poi-tion of the latest English Gladioli, Dahlias,

Gloxinias, Achimenes, Calatliums, Roses and fruit

trees are established here. The Gladiolus is admirably

suited to the country. The spikes of flowers far

surpass anji^hing that I have seen in England. The
Rose also grows with great luxuriance. The indi-

vidual flowers are quite as large as those of Europe,

added to which they are produced more freely, and
for a far longer season ; indeed, there is scarcely a

month in the year that a Rose-bud is not to be

obtained.
Magnolia grandiflora has become one of the finest

evergreen shrubs. A specimen in Messrs. Baptist's

garden is 25 feet high, and annually loaded with
fragrant flowers. A clump of New Zealand Flax
(Phormium tenax) is met with in every nursery.

The leaves furnish the material in common use for

Table Showing the Height of the B.\p.ometer

tying. A variegated variety of this is (jccasionally

met with : its yellow striped foliage is of great

beauty.

Messrs. Guilfoyle's nursery is at Double Bay, two
miles out of Sydney. Mr. Guilfoyle, sen., was for a

long time a foreman in Messrs. Knight & Perry's

estabhshment at Chelsea ; he then became Mr. Mort's

gardener at Sydney, and is now at the head of, if not

the largest, one of the best nurseries in the colony.

The stock consists almost entirely of flowering and
evergreen trees and shrubs, and Coniferai. The col-

lection of the latter is probably one of the most
complete in the colony. There is also a large assort-

ment of Camellias and Azaleas, both planted out and
in pots. There is one greenhouse, and a large

niunber of the usual covered sheds.

(To be continued.)

THE WEATHER OF lSOr>.

Janvary.—The arrear of rain at the commence-
ment of tlie year was lOj inches ; but the arrear

was reduced by the quantity which fell in January,
that being l.fSS inch above the average. The mean
temperature was nearly 2* below the average, owing
to the coldness of the nights, for the average tempe-
rature of the days was fully maintained. The lowest
during the month. 8", occurred on the night of the

2Sth ; but there was no continued severe frost. The
barometer on the 31st was very low.

/J7/r»/7?*^.—The amount of rain was a little above
the average, and with that which fell in January
reduced the arrear of rainfall to S-i inches by the end
of the month. The mean temperature was about
2.^° below the average. The lowest temperature
occurred on the night of the 14th, when the ther-
mometer fell to 7°, and this proved the lowest
reached in the whole year. The wind.s were from
N.E. seven days, and from the opposite quarter, S.W.,
also seven days.

Mtjrc/i.—With two exceptions the nights in this
month were invariably frosty, and the mean tem-
perature was upwards of 4.^*' below the average.
Owingto this vegetation was in a great measure safely

retarded : the ni<;ht of the 24th was the coldest,

thermometer IS", which was very trying to blossoms,
even though not expanded. But northerly winds
were prevalent in this month, and also in the
whole year. The quantity of rain was below the
average.

April.—The mean temperature was 1° below the
average. This was owing to the great amount of

sunshine ; for although the days were very hot, yet
the nights were colder than usual. The mean
maximum temperature of the days was nearly 10°

above the average ; that of the nights 1" colder.

On the 2(;th and 27th the thermometer in the shade
indicated SO" and S2°. The last night of the month
was the coldest, thermometer 23%

Baeometee.
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sylit in twain by wedg-cs of snow, or sin<;le branches

hac\ been pressed outwards and extended at right

angles, like telegraph arms ; whilst in some places

the deciduous shrubs, as Lilacs, Snowberries, Guekh-es

Roses, &c., were literally pressed flat on the ground, as

if a gigantic roller had passed over them. The chief

damages sustained have been ;—In the Botanic

Gardens the great Araucaria has lost three principal

limbs, and is much disfigured ; the seven sisters

(Elms) have lost several large branches, as have the

fine Laricio at the entrance gates, and the old Cork

tree. The skylight on the roof of Museum No. 1

was blown off, but no further damage done. In the

Pleasure Grounds the fine evergreen Oak and Cedar

near the fiag.staff are terribly di.'ifigured. The top of

a Pine near the Arch is blown off ; five Cedars near

the Pagoda are seriously injured, and one almost

destroyed. The grounds are everywhere strewed

with large branches of Elms, Firs, Birches, Oaks,

Limes, and Beeches, of which trees the two latter

have suffered least. Four large branches are broken

off the Cedar near the Brentford Ferry Gate. In

the Queen's Cottage Garden a Horse Chestnut is

blown down, and many other trees damaged. In the

Palace Gardens, Arbutus, Arbor-rita;, Lilacs, &c., are

completely prostrated, and some literally sr|ueezed

flat on the ground. Three large limbs are broken off

the fine Cedar, which is greatly di.sfigured. One large

limb of the Morns alba, and the branches of varioi«

other trees, strew the groimd. Very great as the

damage has been, it is gratifying to be able to add,

that, with the exception of one Evergreen Oak, the

Araucaria, and the Cedars, our noblest trees have
suffered comparatively little, and the young trees not

at all. The Deodars, owing to the form of their

branches and pendulous habit, have wholly escaped

injury, and the condition of the houses shows that

they are in a very satisfactory state of repair ; the

snow not having broken the lights, nor the gale

removed any of the sashes. Jos. 1). Jlmhrr, Dirrrtor.

It may interest some to know that a few of

the fine old trees in the Fulham Palace Gardens have
suffered much injury from the late snow-storm,
which, together with the strong easterl.y wind that

accompanied it, has done more mi.scbief to our ever-

green and deciduous trees than has happened to

them during the last iJO years. Some of the

oldest specimens, hitherto the pride of this place,

that were probably planted by the famous gardener
Mr. London about the time of or before the Revolu-
tion in 1GS6, are, I am sorry to say, a total wreck.
The old Cork tree, supposed to have been planted by
Bishop Compton 180 years ago, is much injured ; the

oldest Judas tree (Cercis Siliquastrum) in Britain is

also damaged ; but what I have mo.st to deplore is,

that our Qii^rcus Ilex, a noble specimen, which is
,

said to have been planted 180 or more years ago,

has likewise fallen a victim to the weight of the

.snow and fury of the gale. Large branches of Cedar
of Lebanon have also been broken off. In short, of

the storm in question, I fear we shall have cause to

have long remembrance. B. ('nunhighajn. The
night of January 10, ISGG, ^viU never be forgotten

by those who witnessed the tornado which for

many hours raged in a most awful manner.
During the night of the 0th we had tempestuous
gales of wind and driving storms of hail, sleet,

.and rain. The 10th was mild and quiet as a May
day, the sun shining all day, but not a bird was
giving us a song, although on the pre^^ous day
many song-thru.shes and hedge-sparrows were
singing, and the storm-cock was screeling in every
direction. The barometer had been very low, but at

3 A.M. on the 11 th it was lower than I ever
saw it. The snow fell in balls and lumps
such as I never before met with. About half-

past 3 a square of glass was .smashed in my
bedroom by one of these balls, and in poured the

snow and wind with the force and roar of a steam-
engine ; fortunately there are shutters to all oiu:

windows, which I soon clo.seil. A large tree was
blown down against the end of my cottage, just

missing the gable and the room I am now writing

in. Daylight showed us an awful wreck ; it was
stiU blowing and snowing ; trees were falling in aU
directions, and the hurricane increasing, it became
dangerous both in doors and out. Two trees came
down close to my house ; the head of one smashed in

the window close to my desk, and ha<l it not been
for the strong window-shutters inside, it must have
swept me into eternity ; thank God, I am this time
spared. The destruction of gla.ss about the hot^

houses. Pine-pits, &c. by the great snowballs is fear-

ful. I can now see how- they were formed ; the trees

were all cased on the hurricane side to a considerable

thickness with the drifted snow ; then by a severe

twist it was rolled up, and away it went in great lumps
of several pounds weight—woe to the glass or tender
plants it ( ame down upon. At 9 A.M. the tornado
was raging more awfully than ever, the snow
driving at the rate of from GO to 70 miles an hour,

in the straight bite of the wind from N.E. by N.
to S. What an awful smash in every direction I

Nothing has at all approached this gale in violence
since the memorable hurricane of the 2i>fch November,
1K37, which was a south-wester with heavy rain

;

and we have not had such a snow-storm since the

year 18H to my knowledge. The number of trees

uprooted is very lai-ge indeed. I ran my tape over

a few as I passed :—Populus canadensis alba, girth

H feet inches, length of stock 40 feet, height of

tree, lit feet ; a Beech, girth of stock 17 feet, length

2G feet, height 80 feet ; another Beech, girth 17 feet,

stock 30 feet, height 80 feet ; an Elm, girth 1.5 feet,

stock 30 feet, height 100 feet ; old English Oak,
girth 30 feet G inches, height 80 feet ; these and others

that have weathered many a storm are now levelled.

The hurricane subsided at noon, after being at its

second and greatest violence from to half-past

10 A.M. ; during these 80 or 00 minute.s, it was truly

awful, roaring, howling, cracking, and smashing in

all directions. It would be of interest to know the

time of its greatest violence in viirious localities ;

here, when at its height, the wind was straight south-

east. It was followed by a calm sunny afternoon, and
a clear steady frosty starlight night to midnight, the

wind due north ; the wind then backed to west, then
cloudy with a shower, cleared and froze again ; then

j

a severe thunderstorm and quick successive lights

ning from north-east to sonth-east, which continued
from half-past 1 A.M. tUl » ; then a pelting heavy
shower. The thermometer at G indicated 38^, it was
at 28° at 10 P.M., eight hours previous ; between G

and 7 A.M. it sunk again suddenly to 28*, and the

ground became dangerously slippery through every-

thing being covered with a sheet of clear ice. The
12th was a beautiful sunny clear day, the ther-

mometer indicating from 38° to 44* all day.

The variation of the thermometer and barometer has
been something astonishing, also the wildness of the

i

stonu glass. I can hardly believe my own eyes, the

face of the countrj' is so altered, and the landscape

so changed, new views and new scenes being opened
up by sea and land. ^\'h!it a picture of destruction

I have seen to-day in a large plantation of Scotch

Fir, Spruce, Spanish Chestnut, Oak, kc, from GO to

90 feet high ; one part of it, .several hundred yards

in length and breadth, is levelled—nearly every tree,

as if mo^sTi down, all lying one w.ay—one on the

other, but not quite extending through the planta^

tion to the .S.'W. side. Here is a destruction of many
hundreds of fine trees at one sweep, and I expect in

less than two minutes. The leaves of Hollies,

Laurels, Portugal Laurels, Evergreen Oaks, Ivy,

Rhododendrons, and other tough-leaved evergreens,

are torn into little pieces ; cart-loads of them have
been driven up like chaff. This will give some idea

of the Wolence of the wind. But little damage has
been done in the arboretum ; the Coniferas have
stood the hurricane wonderfully well. James Barnrs,

Bicton, Jnn. 12. " Rusticus," in a letter to the

Times, alluding to the extraordinary devastation

which the late storm has committed among the Fir

tribe, observes—" It is not only the possessor of a
terraced garden, fashioned by a professor, and fur-

nished with exotics by a nurseryman, who is the

victim of this unexpected invasion. The hardiest

of the Fir tribe—the Scotch Fir, which grows
where nothing else will grow, .and which braves

the violence of any ordinary tempest in our
temperate climate—has on this occasion succumbed
to the fury of the elements. The oldest and
finest have suffered most in the place where
I reside, not 40 miles from town. Hundreds
of fine trees, just arrived at the age when
their form and beauty begin to develope them-
selves, have been either totally wrecked or sadly

mangled : even Junipers and Hollies have not been
spar^i, while Ilexes and Lucombe O.aks have fared

equally ill. The Cryptomerias have suffered, though
not so badly ; only the Wellingtouias—perhtips I

from the circumstance of their being less exposed

—

have escaped without injury. Nothing like this has
happened during the last 40 years. It is not the

wind alone nor the snow alone that has done it, but
the combined force of . both ; and what that force

must have been may be a.scertained by any one who
will take the trouble to calculate the leverage which
a gale of wind acting with a given number of

pounds' pressure upon the square inch, would bring

to bear upon a tree whose branches were laden with
snow to the extent of perhaps three pounds weight
to the square foot." Many years have pa.s.sed

away since so much damage was done in a

single day to trees and shrubs .as that effected

by the combined snow and wind on the 11th.

The snow commenced falling at an early hour of

the morning, and with daylight the wind began
to rise, gradually increasing in strength till it blew
a strong gale from the N.W. The temperature
being low, the .snow adhered to the branches, espe-

cially to all kinds of evergreens, and the force of the

wind acting on this increased weight has grievously

mutilated many of our most ornamental trees. The
Cedar, the Spruce, and the Scotch Firs have suffered

most, probably in con.sequence of their denser
foliage retaining more snow ; but other sorts of

Fir, the Ilex, and even deciduous trees, are much
broken, and many thrown down. Itwould seem that

when one of the topmost brsmches gave way, its

weight, resting upon the one beneath it, broke that

off also, and in this manner as many as nine branches

of a remarkably fine Douglas Fir growing in these

grounds have been broken down. Some old and
highly pictirresque Scotch Firs, which have long

been a principal ornament of one of the parks

attached to this place, are now mere skeletons of
what they were a week ago, several of them being
BO greatly disfigured that they will have to be cut
down. Many promising young trees of the Spruce
have lost two or three y.ards of their tops, and some
old trees have been similarly beheaded. In short,
the damage done is immense, and to an .admirer of
trees the sight is a lamentable one. J. B. Whiting,
The Beeptlene, near Darhing,

Japvnieas.—Walking to-day do^vn the centre aisle

of Covent Garden Market, I noticed at one of the
fruit stalls some strange-looking things rmder the
above name. They were about the size and had
much the look of shrivelled acorns. They had more-
over a pleasant sub-acid toffj'-like taste. \\'hat could
they be ? I fancied that they were the offspring of
some species of Japanese Palm, but the woman at
whose stall they were declared them to be the pro-
duce of a tree with large leaves and white flowers.

Could they possibly be the dried fruit of Eriobotrya
japonica? Perhaps Mr. Fortune may be able to
solve the enigma. J. B.

Wages in yurseries.—I have noticed .several com-
mimications concerning the insufficiency of wages
paid to working men in nurseries— 12^. per week
ha^ lieen admitted to be too low a wage for gardeners
working in nurseries. "WTiat then is a nursery
labourer to do with \0s. per week, which is the wage
paid in a large nurserj* in the county of Norfolk

;

and which amount is received only when the weather
proves flue, and there is no loss of time. It is no
wonder that nurseries are .so thin of good jiersevering-

and industrious young men. The ifact is, as soon
as they get any insight into their work they leave
for the gentleman's garden, where they get 3.?. or 4s^

per week more. Their pl.aces are thus filled by farm
or other labourers who have no knowledge of the-

work they are set about, and the oversight of these
becomes a wearisome task for a foreman or manager.
I should like to know which is the cheapest, a
farm labourer at 10^. or an experienced nursery
labourer at 13.«., which I consider is equal to 13.».

in a London nursery. Niu-serjTnen, ask yourselves
what are your men to do with 10.«. or 11^. per week,,

taking into account the present high price of pro-
visions ? A Xitrsenj Labmirer.

Baree Sugar.—^Vllat is the botanical name of th&
plant from which Baree sugar is procured ? J. K.
Moffat.

Noticts of aSoofeiS.

Tlie Treasury of Botany : a Popidar Dictionary of the-

Yeqetahlc Kingdom, .?v. Edited by John Lindley^
Ph.D., F.R.S., and Thomas Moore, F.L.S, assisted

by numerous contributors. In Two Parts, pp.
12.")4. London : Longmans.

The appearance of this work is a cheering sign of
the progress that Botany, in common with the
other natural sciences, is making with the general
public. A demand has arisen for a tru.stworthy book
for general reference, a book which, without being
shallow or puerile, shall, so far as is possible, be
divested of dry technicalities and bald details. The
present work is intended to, and we fully believe

th,at it will to a very great extent, satisfy that de-
mand. It comprises, under the form of a dictionary,

a brief account of the principal families and genera,

of the vegetable kingdom. The leading structural

lieculiarities and points of distinction l:>etween

these groups are given in as concise and simple
language as is consistent with accuracy.

\Vhere any species possesses interest for its

utility, its beauty, or the conformation of its

parts, special notice is taken of it. In this way we
find in the work before us not merely a series of

descriptive articles relating to the tyjies of vegetable
structure, but also copious details on the uses of

plants for medicinal, economic, or asthetic purposes ;

with which is intermingled pleasantly enough much
of what we may call plant lore, such as popular

legends and traditions, and extracts from prose and
poetical writers concerning plants. A full glossary

and lists of popular names of pLants, .^c, are valu-

able features of the work. In truth there is

comprised within the compass of these little

volumes a vast amount of information which was
previously inaccessible to the general reader, or

to one not having access to a large botanical

libr.ary.

In so comprehensive a work, the compilation of so

many contributors, some errors of fact as weU as

errors of the press mast have been overlooked, but few
will be cynical enough to decry the book on that

account, the more especially as the names of the

contributors are a sufficient guarantee of tlie general

accuracy of the articles written by them. The best

authorities have been, we doubt not, consulted by
the several writers, who have also added in many
instances the results of their own personal observ.a-

tions. Increased confidence in the value of the book
will be felt when it is seen that Mr. Berkeley is

responsible for the cryptogamio articles. Prof.

Balfour for most of those relating to the natural

orders, Mr. Moore for the Ferns, his namesake of

Glasnevin for the Grasses, Mr. R. Thompson for

fruits, the late Mr. Alexander Smith for the economic
plants, and Dr. Masters for those of medicinal interest;
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flowering- plants and Ferns had a peculiar interest.

This vra\k leads to the Nursery, a piece of ground of

considerable size, on an elevated, site, with a free

exposure to the soiith. This department, besides

being employed for the rearing of small trees, con-

tains some remarkable examples of ConiferEe. A pair

of unrivalled specimens of Abies Albertiana, the

seeds of which were sown in 1853, are each 24 feet

in height, and the spread of their branches covers an
area of 57 feet in circumference. Abies Douglasii

variegata is also a beautiful plant, its golden foliage

contrasting well with all around it. Pinus Banksiana
is 18 feet G inches, and montana 20 feet in height,

both remarkable specimens of these slow-growing
trees. Pinus monticola is 22 feet G inches in height

;

Pinus ponderosa, 19 feet ; and Picea Webbiana and
Fischeri, 1 3 feet and 10 feet G inches respectively ;

a glorious example of Picea nobiUs is 18 feet in

height, with a growth this year of 3 feet. Of small

plants growing onwards into trees, there are multi-

tudes of the most interesting kinds, as well a-s

many of a more rare and choice description,

amongst which we noted Abies Hookeriana, Morinda,
Menziesii, Douglasii, and Douglasii variegata ;

Picea Pichta. Lowiana (a fine robust species), Picea

magnifica (very beautiful), and Picea robusta, very
handsome and distinct. There were also Picea
cephaionica, Pinsapo, grandis, Pichta, Vancouveri.
Pindrow, "Webbiana, Nordmanniaua, cUicica.

amabilis, &c. Of Pinus there were Lambertiana,
Jeffreyii, Craigiana, exceisa, monticola, flexilis, &c.

There were, moreover, vast numbers of beautiful
Deodars, Wellingtonias. Albert Yew, Menziesii,

Thuja, Lambert's, Lawson's, and the fragrant
Cypress, together with many other sorts, aU in
admirable condition.

A little further onwards is the kitchen garden,
which occupies an area of an acre or two, admirably
cropped, and producing excellent vegetables, as well
as good examples of Apple and other fruits ; and, at

the period of our visit, the borders were gay with
beautiful flowers. There is an excellently-constructed
half-span vinery, at one end of which were some
admirably ripened Muscat Grapes of large size, and
of that golden colour which is so much prized, but
which is so seldom attained ; they were in short the
best we had seen for many a day. Associated with
these was a Black Prince Vine, also producing an
excellent crop of very handsome bunches—faultless

both as regards colour and size ; but strange as it may
appear, the other Vines in the house, for some un-
explained reason, refuse to grow *, nor could Mr.
Patterson, the enthusiastic and excellent gardener,
assign any reason for so very exceptional an
occurrence.
There is also a somewhat lofty span-roofed Conifer

house, 30 feet in length, and 18 feet in width ; the
upper part of the roof on the south side is boarded,
so as to afford shade to the trees underneath. The
door is in the centre of the building, and there is a
broad bench along the front and ends, on which
squai'e pans are thickly set, teeming with vast
numbers of young seedling plants, among which
were the following species, viz. Picea grandis,
lasiocarpa, amabilis, Craigiana (new). Pence, Apol-
likis ; Abies Pattoniana, Hanburyana, Parryana,
Engebnanni, Menziesii, Morinda ; Pinus exceisa,

Murrayana, insignis, monticola, Lambertiana, Fre-
montiana ; Thuja Menziesii, Craigiana, dolabrata, and
Doniana ; Cupressus Lawsouiana, torulosa, fragrans,
and macrocarpa ; the Umbrella Pine ; the WeUing-
tonia, Araucaria, ^c. On the floor of this house were
large specimens of Indian andMexicanCj'presses.the
latter bearing cones. We had on a similar elevation
on the chalk hiUs of one of the southern counties of
England, raised and grown onwards into specimens
fully 16 feet in height, some of these Mexican
Cypresses, and they were the gems of a large collection,

the admiration of aU beholders, but the winter of
1860-61 brought them swift and sudden destruction.
Growing in the fine cultivated soU of the kitchen

garden are a pair of very handsome specimens of
Araucaria imbricata, 16 feet in height, and robust in
character. A pair of very elegant Deodars enjoy
the same liberal treatment, and are also veiy beau-
tiful. Outside, but close to the garden in question,
are also some admirable examples of evergreen trees

;

Picea grandis is more than 16 feet in height, and
Picea Nordmanniana, 12 feet, both singularly beau-
tiful. The broad-leaved variety of Douglas Fir is

27 feet in height, and its spreading branches display
a breadth of deep dark green foliage, such as we
have not seen elsewhere exliibited, except on the
sloping sides of these granite formed Scottish
mountains. Abies Morioda, Thujopsis borealis, the
Weeping Juniper, and Taxodium sempervirens were
also present, in the shape of some healthy and
elegant trees.

This estate, which is of considerable extent, pos-
sesses, as has been already indicated, a considerable
variation of surface. The soil on the more elevated
portion is of a peaty character, whilst that on the
lower range of the hiUs and in the valleys is of a light
loamy nature, and plantations axe formed all over it,

both on ground that has been trenched and drained,
as well as in the existing woods and wastes, without
any previous preparation, nor are the plants under
the latter conditions aided by the addition of peat

soil, or stimulant of any kind whatever. The soil

and climate appear especially suitable for the gro\rth

of Coniferous trees, the Picea section in particular

grow at a rapid rate. The whole of the young stock

will be planted out all over the estate in suitable

situations, Mr. Patton's object being to fairly lest

the description of trees that are most smtable to the

soil and climate of these northern elevated regions.

With Coniferous trees Mr. Patton's name has long

been intimately associated, and in hours snatched as

it were from the duties of an arduous profession, he
has watched and te»ded with no ordinarj' care the

raising of a large and choice collection of them, from
the sowing of the seeds to the development of their

beautiful forms. In 12 short years the elegant Abies

Albertiana has grown 2-1 feet from the time the seed

was deposited in the ground. B.

Calendar of Operations.
(Fur the ensuing/ veeJ;.)

The present is an excellent time for eradicating

insects, especially those of the scale family, for the

extermination of which vigorous efforts should now
be directed. Where the young wood has become
firm the best of all tools and materials for this

purpose are the sponge and syringe, with hot water

(heated to from 110° to 130°) and soft soap. Let
every tie be unfastened, as these are their favourite

hiding-places during winter ; and where wire trel-

lises are used, they should also be thoroughly

washed with the hot water.

FLOWER GARDEN ANT) PL.ANT HOUSES.

. During the present windy weather lawns should

be carefully looked over daily and cleared of dead

spray from trees, woi-m casts, &c. Walks should be

freed from weeds, and neatly rolled— operations

which in the majority of Rases require attention

rather than much additional labour. In plant

houses the principal work will coiLsist in keeping
them and their inmates scrupulously clean. Conser-

vatories and other show houses will soon be gay
ndth forced plants, of which a supply must be kept

up by means of successions introduced into heat as

often as may be necessary.

Azaleas.—A few of the most forward plants

intended for blooming early may now be placed

where they can have a temperature of from 50° to

55°. Water carefully when necessary, and in mild

weather verrtilate freely.

Camellias.—Some of these ^"111 now be in flower.

Water must therefore be liberally supplied, and air-

given tolerably freely dirring fine weather.
Cinerarias.—These require careful attention in

the way of watering. Do not place them so close

together as to touch one another, and be sure to keep
them secure from frost.

Chinese Primroses.—Plants in bloom should be

introduced into the greenhouse or conservatory, and
others brought on to succeed them .is their beauty

fades. Do not let them suffer from want of water.

Jasminum nudifloru.m.—The bright yeUow
Primrose-like blossoms of this hardy Jasmine
have such a cheerful look at this time of the year,

when flowers are scarce, that a few plants of it should

always be kept in jwts for decoration in-doors, where,

inter-mixed with green-leaved plants, they have a fine

effect.

Pelarooniums.—Sireeimens intended for flower-

ing in May should be placed as near the glass as

possible ; let the temperature at night be about 50°.

That for the later blooming plants should not be

above iO°.

SoLAXUM CapsicastRum.—This, together -mth
S. Pseudo-Capsicum and other sorts bearing small

round brigh1>coloured ft*uit. are very useful at this

season for purposes of decoration. See, therefore,

that those in conspicuous sitrrations do not suffer

from want of water, especially if rmavoidably placed

in the neighbourhood of hot pipes.

Violets.—Let pits, in which the Neapolitan is

grown, have plenty of air while the weather is mild.

FORCING GARDEN.

During open weather like the present, fire heat

should be used with as much moderation as possible.

Keep an eye to the maintenance of constant succes-

sions of crops.

Asparagus.—Make a bed to succeed that in irse.

On fine days draw off the lights to allow the heads
to acquire their natural flavour and coloirr.

Cucumbers.—Keep domi thrips and red spider on
these, by maintaining a moist healthy atmosphere.

Figs.—Trees in pots may nowbe started, beginning

gradually at irr-st and increasing both heat and
moisture by slow degrees as the plants progress in

growth.
Mushrooms.—Prepare horse-droppings for beds to

succeed srrch as may soon become exhausted.

Peaches.—Give abundance of air during the day,

keeping gentle fires at the same time, so that during

the present mUd weather little fire-heat may be

required at night.

Pines.—Plants intended for fruiting during the

summer must now have careful attention. Let them
have a steady ear-th temperature, and a top heat of

about 65° at night.

Vines,—See that there is always a steady wanuth
in the covering on the orrtside borders of early houses.

Attend to the stopping and tying-in of young shoots

as they advance in growth. Let Harrrburghs have a

night temperature of about 65°. Muscats should be

kept 5° or 6° higher.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.

While the weather keeps mild, new fruit trees may
be planted. Where old trees, too, are not growing
well, a portion of the soil may be carefully removed
from their roots and replaced by better material. All

unoccupied gr-orrnd should be rough dug, trenched, or

ridged, regrrlating these operations according to the

natrrre of the soil and the character of the preceding

and contemplated future crops. Keep frost, should it

occur, orrt of fnrit rooms, and remove all decayed

fruit. Diligently proceed also with pruning, nailing,

and training.

Apples.—Let all trees infested with insects have a

thoroirgh cleaning and wa.shing either with Gishurst

Compoimd or with soap and hot water as mentioned

above. Apples and Pears may even be syringed

OTth water of the temperatirre of 160°.

Beans.—If not already done, plant Early Mazagan
in a warm situation.

Lettuce.—Protect these in bad weather, but

expo.se them freely on all other occasions. Sow for

an early crop.

Rhubarb akd Seakale.—Continue to introduce

into warmth successions of these, as plants in use

become worn out.

Strawberries.—A few may now be prrshed

forward ; but do not drive them too fast, or the

blossoms are apt to becorrre " blind." During mild

weather those in frames for succession should have

plenty of air in the daytime, but at night the lights

should be put on in order to secure them against

frost.
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latt's Prolific Ashleaf Kidney Potato for Seed
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The Earliest Variety of the Ash leaf Kidney Potato
IS Monas Pnde
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_ London The usual illowance to the Trade

wh'ere not less than asack of four bushels is ordererl,

Tenus cash from unknomi correspondents, an

such will be attended
Manor Farm, Deptford.

EED POTATOS from the North of Scotland,—The
Sub'^criber havJnp for .i number of years paid much attention to

the purity of his stocks of Totatos, now offers the following, grown

in Inverness and Ross-shire, without any appearance of disease :—
TAYLOU'S FORTV-FOLD. I DALMAHOY EARLY.
WALKER'S EARLY REGENT. FLOUR-BALL REGENT.
SKERRY BLUES.

I
ROCKS.

They will be sent out (packed in 2 cwt sacks) in Ton lots of single
" ' ' inds, and deliver ' ' ' '---- ^' •-

-•

er\- moderate rate_,

, Seafield, Inve

M
Seed Potatos.

ARSH AND PERKINS, 42, Drapery, Northampton,
bee to offer the following, all true to name :—

Per Cwt.
I

Per Cwt.

Webb's Imperial Kidney, Cs. Soden's Early Oxford .. 5s.

Flukes, Kidney .. ..5s. ] Dalmahoy 6s.

Dainiree's Prolific,

E
Hill's Incomparable Dwarf cabbage.

P. FRANCIS AND CO. have apiun -reat pleasure in

offering the above invaluable CABBAGE, it having fully

iustfiiued the character given of it last season, ns being the best

Dwarf Sprouting Variety ever offered. Price Is. per packet.
The Nurseries, Hertford, Herts.

Their NEW SEED CATALOGUE is now ready, and Will he
oi-warded gratis on ar-pUcation. __^_

N
Surplus Stock.

EW and GENUINK WHITE SPANISH ONION,
Iv. M. per lb.

NEW iiM ':i:\'T-lN-E nnoWN GLOBE ONION, 2s. per lb.

Term-. ' '
v

.
>

i r mue must accompany all orders from
known ^ .

Fk' ~
i ihant and Grower. Biggleswade.

Te^I I
\. !! I [

!
s 1' \ Vr^"H nSMON~~S"K"KD,

Mr. P. J. I'ci

at every Hoi
year. Only r

y's btanii al, BLrmici^ham ; and obtained a First Prize
icultural Phow where they were exhibited the same
ew pounds for sale, 2s. Qd. per ounce, post free. May

H';

Kensington, Deoen '
.

13atanii'S, nsu'-l !iM..,. i
, m.,,

CEVVAKS nn i> : ' J' I 1 lOP RED BEET.—They also

beg to offer Se-.*! . linr Beet, awarded First-class

Certificates by th.j ' '
.

.* of the Royal Horticultunil
Society, Novenib.T :, i

' Hic Int.cmational Show, Soutli

KeiiBiugton, Deceiiiln i . iltd Packets is. each, post free

13 btamps. Usual mIImv, i... i. i li.' Tr ide.

ScedEstabiisLiiieiiL, n;. ijre.v bLreet, NoTCcastle-on-Tync.

EED PEAS and BRANS.— A ffw' Quarters~of the
following choice varieties, well harvested and warranted true to

1 10s. per bushel,
or bushel.
eris, Cambs.

BLUK -
I '.i 1

I '
.

NEWK-i |.. , - \\ 1 i., !

TAVI.im: - l.i;".Mi \\-\
Al.plj L uA.M,K.» l, , , 1

RAYNBIKD, CALDI <

'

Corn, Seed, Mam lu

Address, 89, Seed Market, A
Samples and Prices Post free

for Wheat; 1862, for "Excellcnl

Improvement of Grass Lands.
SUTTO^J'S REN"V\T!M. MIXTURE f-r

IMPROVING OLD i'A-ii \:\'~-
'

i in? sown early.—Our
Renovtttmg Mixture consiv'^- ': .iissca and nerennial"

ii
'

1 'U, the impfn'

I
:. \v,

1 i;i-;t:,DO\VLING,

1 ",,. M.I Mkrcuakts/
^ L.n.t.', l-.A-i or Basingstoke,
application. Prize Medals, 1851,

;ed Corn and" ' "1 Seeds."

rill t , tity

1 February, March,of Seed required, 8 l

and April.

Fmm T. E. Osmond. Esq., IliOTp-le-SokPli , Fcbruaiij 27, 1865.
" Yoiir Renovating Mixtures for old pastures have answered

purpose well."

J, C. Blacrett, Esq.. Thot-pt Let, Egh
Blackett will be obliged '

Renovatim; Grass Seed, ot the same

FINE GRASS LA
-Thefri-e:itexpc.....

may be avoided, and a
sowing SUTTON'S LAV

1, September 30, 1805.

Satton to send him
lost yeari which was

1 Buchan, Esq.,
. 1^5.

I IS given the gi'eatest

\\'right, Esq.,

i-ih ment. Reading.

I GARDENS, &e.

Fro7n Mr. Joiis Jouxsus. G<i''tlener, Mowbray Park, Sundi:rlan<l,
April 20, 1865.

" The Lawn Seed wa got last year about this time ia como up
eieellently."

From Mr. Thomas IVii.i.TN./niN, i;nr<!nicr to II. W. Vincent, Esq.,

" The Grass See 1 ;, 1 -iiii.ii.'i \i.:- ^|-l^ll l;ist SL-:ison grew remark-

" The Jiiwn Grass Seeds I

good turf already."

From J. NmnTiNCALE. Ert

I you last year have made a vory

q., Hiijli street, Kin^$ton-o)i Thaiiut,
May 2, ISaf..

I may add that the Grass seeds you -supplied last year, have (not-

Seeds for Exportation
BUTTON \M) SONS 1 - t inf im lho«!P who ran)
r5 be il t c 1 t U s 1 tl*- (. kn s that tl eir

NEW 1 I \ ARDEN
SEEDS iKrs of

which V ro -imont,

Ic tin f tl uir

Scedb I I 13 to the
vtry efflc e t i i i tr n 1 cl tl t.\j. rt i a ki k tflected —
Figm X N Ella Esq <^ien<ilotLi Cape of od Hope —Julj^i

place from Europi

X^om G M RRisov Ef.^ Super) UnlTt f tl e < ovemment and
on I Hot lii,uHw al Suetety s Oardtiu*,

Lt I

"lie st-etJs, also some flower seeds from your
firm s I they tm-ned out first-rate."

i- r\ Lieutenant-Governor, runjavl*,
India,—May 16.

" I am happy to tell you that the seeds jou sent last year answered
very well, I carried ofTthe first prize both ^or vegetables and flowers,

I wUl i ' bji I exti-act from the Lahore Vhronictey which I

From the Rev. R. O. Lamu, Great Point, Cape Toim.—Novem'ber 7-

" Your seeds hiive answered right well ; one pinch of such as your.'!

is worth a handful of the stuff sold here, which generally goes to seed
before coming to perfection."

From Mr. Cbas. Haselden, Boyce Farm, »rar Aiickland, New
Zealand.—October 6.

*' The Grass Seeds you sent me arrived m excellent condition, and
already present a luxuriant appearance, with the promise of abundant
feed early in the lings

Royal Berkshir . Rending.

Sutton's Grass Seeds for Cultivation with Sewage
and other Liquid Manure.

KSSliS. SUTT0:T liaviu!^ for
;ral years been engaged in

various GRASS SEEDS for

with Liquid Manm-
inf '

"

GRASS SEEDS for

Eiit ^gncultutal ®a|ettc<
fiATCnDAY, JANUARY 2Q, ISlifi.

A CORRESPONDENCE is publislied just as

we go to ])ress, announcing that the Government
is prepared to ask Parliamentary sanction to a Bill

authorising the advance of money ifrom the public

funds bj- way of loan upon adequate security to

county or other local associations, with a view to

spread the charge in respect of losses fi-om the

cattle plague Over a short term of years, in cases

where the amount of such loss has been con-

siderable.

We are for the present content merelj' to

direct the attention of our readers to the returns

in another page of work done by steam power
under Fowlek's, Howard's, Smith's, and other

systems of steam cultivation, during 1865.

It is significant, probably, of the common-
place agricultural status which this latest appii-

catiou Of steam power has at length achieved

—

that to many hundreds of applications for infor-

mation, these are all the returns that We have

received. Mr. Smith of Woolston, Messrs.

Howard and Messrs. Fowlek wei-o good enough
to send our circular inquiry out to all their

customers in Great Britain, and several hundred
copies were thus distributed by each. It will be

seen that little more than a dozen of each of these

several classes of correspondents have retui-ned a

full reply, and the true inference probably is that

almost all are now so entirely in the habitual use

of steam power in place of horses for cultivation,

that the subject has lost that novelty and that

doubtful character which at first induced a

careful record of experience. Leaving till another

week the task of careful, and if possible accm-ate

estimate of the work accomjilished in the

examples here collected, it must for the present

suffice that we point out the extreme variety of

experience which is thus recorded. Of every

method of steam cultivation known, there arc

examples of great success and also examples of

failure to be met with ; and it cannot be too

urgently impressed on intending steam culti-

vators that this alternative of success or failure

depends even more upon themselves and on theii-

management, than on the system they have

adopted.

We add here a reference to a conti-ivanco espe-

cially adapted to the " roundabout " plan of steam

cultivation, to which in the course of this corre-

spondence our attention has been called as

diminishing the labour of the anchorman and so

as cheapening the work. Mr. Bulsirode's

patent "snatch-block sling"* is an ingenious
device for making the shifting of the pullej' from
one anchor to another in a great measure auto-
matic. The two anchors are connected by a rod,

along which the puUey moves as soon as it is

detached from the anchor towards whicli the
grubber has been drawn. During the outwai-d

joiu-ney of the grubber from that anchor, the

snatch-block being detached from the anchor,

slides to its new position in front of the second

anchor, to which it is then attached, while the

one already used is being replaced. The opera-

tion of shifting anchors is thus not only facili-

tated but guided, for the length of the rod,

being regulated by the width of the gnibber that

is in use, determines with accui-acy the length of

the successive steps by which the anchors are

shifted along the headland. It appears to us a

useful contrivance, deserving general adoption.

The coolness of temper, the calm um-uffled

philosophy of certain classes at the present crisis,

may be edifying to students of national character,

and illustrativo of John Bull's easy shouldering

of a burden. But, unless we are egregiously

mistaken, the voice of complaint now heai-d

fitfully in magisterial sessions, in public meetings,

in petitions and deputations to the Government,

will soon be found swelling to so loud and even

passionate a ciy, that the nation and the nation's

rulers cannot disregard it. Scientific discussion

upon the theory of the plague, polite bandying

of arguments "and even jokes by the respective

advocates of the pole-axe and the ten-di-op dose,

suggestions of innumerable nostrums, iecom-

mendations of precautionary arrangements,

expectations of some wonderful discovery in

treatment, may fill columns of the daily and

weekly press ; but, surrounded by the dii'e

spectacles of the calamity, it is not easy for the

afflicted stock-owner to think over the state of

affaii'S in cold blood, and deliberate with com-

posure upon gi-eat general principles involved in

measures of relief. Out of 40 well-bred cattle,

perhaps, in your yards and houses, some have

sickened and'died in the course of a week, some

have sunk from perfect healthiness info corrupt

carcases within the space of eight horn's, others

have been shot i-aving mad, and j'ou have,

perhaps, one single beast remaining in a state of

apparent recovery : this is the case on the next

farm to that of the present writer. Or your

whole herd of a2—all the neat stock you pos-

sessed—may have perished within a fortnight:

tliis is the pitiful case of another neighbour.

Or, if your homestead be as yet spared

the fell Strokes that are not decimating but

sweeping off all the animals in your neigh-

boui-'s herds, you are anxiously waiting youi-

turn to suffer"; and you watch with trembling

anxiety for the veering of the wind that shall

bring on its ghostly wings the poison that no

man can intercept by disinfectants, and no

medical specific can grapple with after the

victims are struck. So swift, so subtle, is the

influence generated in the honible fetor of many
a pest-house throughout your locality, that your

most painful alarm seems reasonable ; and you

are giving up all hope for the prolonged safety of

your breeding-stock, your choice and costly

bulls, liigh-priced cows, and pet calves and J'oung

thing.s—all that are left you, now that your

half-fat oxen have been sent unripe to

the slaughter-house, at a hea\y sacrifice of

market returns and manure. Smitten, we

say, or in daily dread of the blow, you may view

the crisis with something like dismay. But we

doubt if even sufferers in ova- heavily-visited

districts are yet sufficiently aware of the magni-

tude and gravity of the situation.

Do you expect that the cattle plague will commit

a certain amount of havoc in Great Britain, faUing

with dreadful severity in some localities, and

lightly affecting or altogether missing others,

and then, after a while, either disappear as sud-

denly as it came, or linger with few and unim-

portant seizures that will l>e easily subdued 't Do
you suppose that "rinderpest" is either an

unknown visitant, so mysterious and capricious

that there is no saying what it may or may not do,

or a disease that will spread rapidly at first, and

after a little while die out, like cholera or certain

other maladies that occasionally run theii- brief

and fitful course ? If so, you must be ignorant

of the well-ascertained, much-studied, and long-

known character of the foe that has fastened

upon us. The history of rinderpest is in our

hands ; eastern Europe and Asia are familiar

' Manufactured by Messrs. Howard, and exWbited list

December at tbeir stand in the Aipicultural HaU.
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irith its nature and habits ; and we have not to

deal with something new, although with some-
thing that the present generation in England has

never experienced before. The fact is, that the

plague does not, and will not ravage until it

stops ; but it will ravage until it is stopped. The
community of cattle in this kingdom is leavened

with death ; and that death will penetrate

wherever there is material amenable to its

influence, unless its working be counteracted or

destroj-ed. That is, from the experience of other

countries, the disease will spread until no cattle

remain alive except the proportionately few that

have not a "predisposition" to it, unless oui-

active measures of safety, or our medicinal treat-

ment, can combat, restrain, or cm-o. And it is

this conviction that impels us to say that the

presence and progress of this fiightful murrain
do warrant any extent of panic and consternation

ill the country, and will certainly justify the

blackest prophetic warnings.
" What need for such an outcry?" has been

the feeling of the public; "a vei-y small per-

centage of animals has died yet. Appeal for

Governmental assistance when j'ou have some-
thing like a general 'agricultural distress.'"

Thus, because the insidious character and
tremendous power of the enemy are not reallj'

believed in, we are to I'ouse from our apathy only
after we are in the toils of the deceiver, in the

fangs of the ruthless adversary, and when the

gi-eatest of efforts may prove in vain to save us.

But we have already waited, in our blindness,

and our nerveless tampering with opportunity,

until the disease has not only passed our
defences but entrenched itself in innumerable
centres—whence its network of contagion is

swiftly extending in eveiy conceivable tlisguise,

and with a subtlety that securely elude.s the

touch of our pi'eventive measui-es. The high
hand of despotic authority, actmg with prompt
vigour at the first outbreak, might probably have
" stamped out" the plague, as it has been ".stamped
out" in numberless cases in foreign countries

—

as the Aberdeenshire men believe that they have
obliterated it ; but we hold it to be doubtful
whether any practicable measures can now cope
with the virulence, secrecy, and rapidity of the
deadly agent so thoroughly established in our
midst. Still, heedless of ha\'ing let slip the
one opportunity of striking a fatal blow, we are

following up our inappreciation of the danger by
a miserable feeling of our way by slow
degrees to that determined and wholesale action

which alone is fitted to the emergency. For, long
after all the world has forewarned us, we manage
to find out that animals can convey the

disease in apparently healthy bodies ; so we have
(not quite) stopped all passage of live stock out
of infected areas and upon public ways. By-and-
by we shall learn by experience (what we already
kiow very well from the teaching of the soundest
authorities) that all sorts of means of con-
tagion have been overlooked, that the excreta of
the victims have made premises, vehicles, roads,
and fields, pestilent ; and the plague will burst
forth again and again with its wonted malignity,
in spite of our plentiful use of all sorts of sweet-
eners that gloss over the sm-face of things,
and make believe to disinfect while they do but
deodorize. We shall be amused with impracti-
cable schemes for burning every straw, scraping
every square inch of the inside and outside of
our buildings and fences, washing with some
patent chemical into every minute crack
that may hold some taint of the disease. Yet the
plague will most likely reveal its deadly presence
all the same, perhaps months after the date of
its fii'st desolation. In fact, our very ignorance
of any feasible as well as certain means of purifi-

cation, no less than our attitude of inaction and
our weak comprehension of the extremity of our
case, fills us with the gloomiest foreboding for

the future.

Panic often works misery and loss ; supine
indifference may bring heavier disaster, but a
reasonable fear moves men to their salvation

;

and we may be true friends to agriculture if we
state our grounds for expecting a national
calamity more grievous than anj-thing commonly
thought of as the ultimate infliction of the plague.

It is needless to recapitulate the strict and
searching measui'es of quarantine which are put
in force in foreign countries, and which for a
gi-eat number of years have prevented the rinder-
pest from reaching western Eui'ope. Eveiybody
by this time should be familiar with the meaning
of " sanitai-y cordons," and with such decisive
measures as destroying and deeply bui'ying every

beast in an infected quarter, stopping even the

traffic of foot passengers in or out of suspected

neighbourhoods, shutting up schools and chiu'ches

and places of public resort in order that people

may not bear the plague about with them,
diverting public roads so as to avoid the neigh-

bourhood of infected sites, forbidding the carriage

of woollen goods out of a diseased cii'cle, and
many other extremely careful precautious. Is

our CTOvernment, we ask, prepared to insti-

tute and enforce indispensable sanitary regu-
lations like these ? Why, they have hesitated

about stopping all traffic in live cattle (and hesi-

tated, we are afraid, until the mischief is

irreparable), because it would so interfere with
trade I—What did they expect ? A whole-
sale deadly agent like this plague operates on a

scale that interferes with all trades and with the

veiy life of a nation : and wiseacres in power
could not imagine that far-reaching and bitterly

oppressive measui'es might be wanted to grapple
with it. A choice of evils is before us ; and if we
will endure no control and suffer no hardship by
way of remedy, we must inevitably bow before

the pestilence, and to its ravages no man can
as.sign a probable limit. Suppose that the

Government, moved by the universal dismay,
detennines to attack tho disease in the only known
manner—as it is attacked and beaten on the Conti-

nent ; or suppose that, under the Governmental
initiative, volunteer " committees of safety " in

every petty-sessional division, or in every parish,

begin to form and operate against the enemy : in

what mouth of this year, we ask, would the

system become fairly organised and up to its

dut}' thi'oughout tho whole area of the kingdom V

for isolated, partial, and ill-timed efforts cannot
hope to succeed. Will the nation pay down tho

necessary two-thirds of the value of every beast
summarily despatched for the general benefit ? If

sO, it must be by virtue of an Act of Parliament;
and by the tiiiio that oiu' gentlemen senators

have been called from enjoj-ing themselves, and
the Session has been opened in the middle of next
month, and the amiable speeches have been made
on the empty complimentary "Address," and pre-

liminary business has been disposed of, and a Bill

has been introduced, and its second and third

readings have been delayed because of nights being
filled up with debates on overj'thing under the

moon, and the Bdl has fought its way thi'ough

committee, and has there been handled in
" another place," and most of its able provisions

mutilated or cut out, and has been .sent back to

the Commons, and has at last received the finish-

ing touch at the Palace—after all this, and much
more, it wUl be May-day, or more likely

Midsummer. Well, there will probably be
300,000 cattle dead before May-day or Mid-
summer, judging by tho present increa.sing rate

of mortality ; and at two-thirds of the average
value per head—say S!., the fund wanted wUl
be 2,400,000/. Of course, wo shall not get a
halfpenny. The British nation jauntily flung

down its 20,000,000/. to reimburse the planters for

certain black chattels that had been theirs by
unrighteousness and iniquity ; but it is too much
to expect either a lavish or cautious expenditure

of English money for the mere object of dehver-
ing ourselves fi-om a curse that may destroy tens

of millions of pounds worth of oui- own lawful

property.

It is vain to hope for general imitation of the
example of Aberdeen. Awake to the emergency
at the earliest moment, the landowners and
tenants have, so far, found a voluntary fund of

4000/. adequate to "stamp out" a few hundred
cases and keep tho disease from making head

:

but had a delay of months been permitted to

occur, thi-ough unbelief or apathj', where would
have been theii' prospect of success from cordons
of sworn watchers, or how would that county of
innumerable cattle have raised pecuniary
indemnity for losses, say as numerous as those in

Cheshire ? But when deaths in one county are
numbered by thousands, nayby tens ofthousands

;

when the disease has fastened upon 164 places in

one count}-, and appears in 30 additional town-
ships within a week (as in Cheshire)—what
possibility can there be of establishing quarantine
circles in time to overtake tho enemy ?

It appears to us that all we can now hope to

do by preventive measures is to retard the
progress of the disease throughout the kingdom,
to save the few districts which are not yet invaded,
and to provide against relapses in districts where
the plague has worn itself out by the destruction

or the emigration of the cattle. Despair' is never
the right attitude of mind for an Englishman

;

and by all means let us press tho Government
and stimulate one another for the immediate
adoption of the most strenuous measiu'es of
repression ; but our chief solicitude must be to

start means of relief for sufferers. What those
means are to be will require the most earnest
consideration; and when determined upon, can be
secured only by a united voice and effort of the
whole agricultui'al public. I. A. C.

" There is much to be said on both sides," is

an old two-edged saw particularly applicable to
the question of Birds in their relation to the
farm ; one observer, for example, testifying to
having examined the contents of a rook's
stomach, and found therein such an array of
caterpillars and wireworms as to make him con-
clude these biids to bo the farmer's best friend

;

while another may find the rooks " playing old
gooseberry " with his newly-sown Oats, and can
testify to tho truth of his assertion by showing an
example with a crop full of this grain.

The fact is that tho food of bii'ds differs

greatly \nth tho season, and oui' experience'
shows that to determine the amount of
good or evil which any species of birds may do
from a single observation, would be as fallacious
as to conclude that an Englishman's food con-
sisted only of " bifstick and rosbif." So fully
have we become impressed with the importance
of extended observation and repeated examina-
tion, in order to become thoroughly acquainted
with the good or evil or good and ill of bu'ds on
the farm, that we have commenced the inquiry
by the occasional sacrifice of every species of
bu'd we can got on our own farm at different
seasons of tho year, and under all circumstances
examining their stomachs, and so making out as
detailed an account of tho diet of birds as
possible.

Now one object of .-^vi'iting these notes is tho
hope that some of your readers m.aj- be induced
to assist us in this imiuiry, to 'n-hich end we ask
for notes of the following facts :—

•

1

.

Tho name of tho bird.

2. The place or farm where shot.

3. The date of the shooting or examination.
4. As detailed an account as can be made out

of the contents of tho stomach.
5. The name of tho observer.
6. Remarks upon the farm, &c.
Any communication which may bo made on

this subject will be heartily welcomed, and in
any use of them that may be made they will bo
most thankfully acknowledged.

THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
1. The following retiuns were issued yesterday :

—

These returns do not profess to give the total
number of cases which have occurred in Great
Britain, but only those which have been ascertained
from the official iufoi-mation received at the office
from inspectors, whether appointed by the Clerk of
the Council, or by the local authorities. The divisions
of England are those of tho census. Columns 1 only
record the cases reported as having commenced
during the weeks indicated by the headings, " back "

cases being added to columns 2.

Metropolitan
S. Eastern .

.

S. Midland .

.

Eastern
S. Western .

.

W. Midland .

N. Midland .

.

N. Western..
Yorkshire .

.

Northern .

.

Mon. Si Wales
Scotland

1071 30
780 681

260| 265
59 40

251 1
264

455; 565
1964 2465
2023:1508

902
2489
3031

11,612

14,200
•2019

3831

8093 9r20 9243 94.250 15,395 55,391 10,003 13.462

2. The last Order is Council, being the

Sth, is only another step in the slow step by step

progress in stamping out this fearful visitation and
destruction of the people's food which alone our
Government seem able to bring their dawdling minds
to adopt. I contend it is ^\'Tong, radically wrong,
in principle, as not being the very best method to

fully attainjthe object desired ; in fact, only a half

measure. Within the distance from me of two miles

the plague has broken out and carried off upwards
of three-fourths of the farmers' cattle, surmised
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to have been introduced by the farmer sending

his cow less than a mile along the highway

on its way to a neighbour's bull. On another

farm, a mile or so off, the plague a few days

afterwards also made its appearance ; and on

Sunday, the 17th idt., two or three men were

obtained out of the village of Sadberge at the high

remimeration of 17. each a day to assist in slaughter-

ing IG beasts ; and no one can realise the anxiety

and alarm these men returning to their villages

spread around, and I am informed the farmers will

not in any way employ them. Since I applied to

the Bench of Magistrates at Darlington to put in force

the Order in Council of the 23d November, I have

twice noticed on the highway running through my
property here, that cattle had been driven, as there

were not only their fresh footsteps upon the footpath,

but recent dung—and as this highway crosses a

railway, where U passenger trains stop per day,

and a man attends all day to the gates, no

cattle could pass between the hours of 0.1."> a.m.

and !l.l,") P.M. without the station-master or the

porter, kc, seeing ; but upon my inquiring I learnt

from them that since the stoppage of cattle being

allowed to come into the Darlington distiict, none
had passed diuing the daytime. Therefore night

driving of cattle is clearly practised, and that to a

considerable extent, as my brother and others have
also noticed the same evidences on other portions

of this highway. Now it really seems unfair

that the Government will not afford protec-

tion against evil doers, endangering and destroying

the property belonging to the peaceable industrious

inhabitants who are engaged in the important duty
of manufacturing food for the people, so that

it is po.sitively dangerous to travel, or ride or walk
along the Queen's highway, or ride in a railway
carriage, unless you rub agjiinst a man who has con-

tagion upon him, which will be imparted to

the stock-keeper's clothes by contact, and so convey
innocently the morbific matter to his byres, con-
veying dire ruin to him and destruction of the
country's beef. The plague has also appeared in

Darlington, and the poor cowkeeper with only four

cows is mystified, under all his anxious cares pur-
sued to avoid all chances of conveying the con-
tagion, how it has invaded his byre. Obviously all

the.se and many'more evils could be obviated by a(lopt>

ing the British course of forcing the enemy and pen-
ning it up in its den. If I raised a revolution among
the people, all fiddle-f.addle womanish feelings of
constitutional principles would soon vanish, and the
weakest Government this country' could have would
declare martial law. One mode is to imprison all

dangerous characters, and as .soon as the plague
broke out on a farm I would have the police to take
possession with an organised body of well-paid
attendants, and so permit no chance of the plague
radiating. I would pay out of a special fund, to be
advanced by the State, one-half to two-thirds of the
loss incurred by the stock-o\\Tier, so that as soon as
the first symptom made its appearance this .stock-

owner would have the best incentive to place himself,
household, and cattle in full charge of the police.

And as to the repaymeut of the money, that is a
subsequent matter for consideration ; and if the
State does not bear it. the district or county might
repay it by a rate extending over a few years. This
would efl'ectuallj-, by the all-powerful incentive of
self-interest of the cattle proprietors and the control
of the police, prevent night^travelling of infected
cattle, and reckless and careless men from circu-
lating the morbific matter over wide areas of the
country. Care .should be taken to prevent neighbours'
dogs, ,^c., attracted by the scent of slaughtered
animals, from prowling among the most infectious
matter, and carrjing it directly home to their
master's .stock, and also to prevent prying recklessness
from coming to see. A poor country shoemaker, with
his only cow, had an apprentice who must needs go
and see a plague-stricken bea.st, and then returned
and infected his master's cow, which died. The
inconvenience now pressing upon all is much greater
in amount than if all plague-stricken premises, with
their human and animal occupants, were imprisoned
and paid a portion of the loss, whilst the rate-
payers paid the' money ; and as the principles uiwn
which the Orders in Council were founded have
proved to be total failures, the disease
instead of diminishing, increasing — not only,
remember, in numbers of cattle attacked, but in the
spread of numbers of new centres—surely expe-
rience will dictate to the most self-wiUed and
unthinking that something new is needed. I blame
the Ministry for not calling Parliament together to
legislate si)ecially upon the question, but anything
masterly and determined is obviously not to be
expected upon a commercial and agricultural subject
like this from our present men in power, and
we should organise and act under some central head
like the Royal Agricidtural Society, London Farmers'
Club, &c. IC. A. U'oolcr, Sadberge Uall, Dec. 30.

3. RiNDEBPEST AND Small-pox.—As there seems
to be a growing opinion that this desolating scourge
has some affinity with small-pox, I may be allowed,
perhaps, to state my experience in confirmation of
this theory. I had a herd of IC cows, 10 of which

were vaccinated and not. The vaccinated cows
are all, up to this time, healthy and well, the
luivaccinated are all dead. The vaccinated and
unvaccinated were kept in separate shippons, but
the shippons were wdthin 20 j-ards of each other, and
in the same yard. The six smitten cows were sepa^
rated as soon as they showed the slightest symptoms
of uneasiness, and placed in a kind of hospital, and
treated variously, according to the directions of
several eminent authorities, whose directions were
.serupidously carried out. They all died, notivith-
standing. The healthy cows were all vaccinated
from matter procured from the Vaccine Hospital
(not inoculated from the pus of the disease), and
accinated on the upjier part of the tail. I was

induced to try vaccination from some letters which
recently appeared in the Timm, and I hope these
letters may prompt experiments tending to dissipate

the gloom which overshadows this country. Oiur

fivrmers are at their wits' end, their stocks are being
annihilated, and ruin stares them in the face. ir'i7-

hnilmm Tolhnmeh; mgk Sheriff of Oieshire, Dorfold
Hallj Xanticichy Jan. G. {Times.')

4. Second Letter from Mb. Tollemache,
Jan. IG.—My 10 cows are up to this present time
quite healthy and well. I .maile no difference in

their treatment either before or after the operation.

No medicine was given, no change of diet. Some
of the cows were in milk, some were dry before
calving, and one calved six days after she was vacci-

nated. As the question of vaccination being a safe-

guard against rinderpest is of vital importance in this

cheese-mjiking countj-, I may state that, after the
most diligent inquiries, I have not been able to hear
of one fatal ease in this neighbourhood where the
operation had been succcssfiU. Many vaccinated
cows have died, but not one, as far as I can hear,

where the vaccine had taken.

I have lately been trying an experiment, which I

am sure will possess deep interest with many of your
readers. On Thursday morning last, the Uth, I had
a 13 months old Aldemey heifer, which had been
most successfidly vaccinated, turned into a kind of

loose place, 9 feet square, in which was one calf very
ill from unmistakable rinderpest, and another calf

which had just died from the effects of it. The dead
calf was removed in about half an hour after my
calf was put into the place. The sick calf died the
following day. Since then two more calves ill from
rinderpest have been pKiced with my calf, and have
since died from the disease. My calf is as healthy
and sharp as ever she was, notwithstanding she has
been kept for five days and five nights in a most fetid

atmosphere, and coming in immediate contact with
these four djlng and dead calves !

Surely, Sir, there is a ray of light here ; and may
we not hope that the same merciful Providence '* in

whose hands is the breath of every living thing, and
whose are the cattle upon a thousand hills," may
vouchsafe to do for our cattle, and by the same agency,
what He has done for mankind ? Wilhrahenii Tolle-

mache, High Sheriff of Cheshire, Dorfuld, Jan. 16.

5. Indemnity for Losses.—In a recent Gazette
there is an article by " W. C. S. " upon " In-

demnity for Losses" caused by the cattle plague,

which though specious, I think shallow, and sanc-
tioning methods which tend rather to extend than
arrest the further spread of the disease.

"W. C. S." states that it would be a charity to

indemnify some for their losses, though forming a
dangerous precedent, ignoring his own previous
sentence stating that 100 years ago the Government
accompanied the order to slaughter with a promise
to pay—whether a part or the whole of the value of

the beasts he knew not—but that in other instances it

would reward those who were most oidpable, i. e.

dealers or others who, I presume knowingly, bought
beasts from infected herds and took or sold them
into the country, frequently into parts hitherto un-
tainted with the disease.

Now, if reasonable compensation had been allowed
at first, few beasts from infected herds would have
been exposed for sale (none if a heavy penalty
against such exposure had been properly enforced),
so that I for one fail to see how in any but isolated

instances the dishonest or careless man would have
been able to make a profit out of the Government
indemnity.

It is certainly right that the farmer should take
the chance of ordinary disease amongst his stock,

such being indeed a good incentive for him to try

and keep .all as healthy as possible ; but I venture to

think that in the case of the rinderpest, a plague
terribly contagious and almost unknown in this

country, and moreover in all probability imported
with beasts brought to England for the good of the
community in general, not of the farmer, it wears a
somewhat different aspect, so that I think " W. C. S."

hardly puts the matter rightly when he goes on' to

state that the salvage price of the carcase alone, and
that only of a very small x>ori.ion of the beasts killed

by " Order," could fairly be claimed.
The duty of a Government, as I take it, is to look

after and secure as far as pos.sible everj'thing that
will tend to the benefit and advantage of the people
under its protection ; and surely no one can deny

that to stamp out the rinderpest, even by rigorous
measures, would aUke benefit farmer and consumer

;

indeed all save perhaps the butcher alone. Hence,
when the disease first appeared, prompt measures
and effectual should have been taken by it to get rid
of the plague, failing which, surely those suffering
heavy loss have some moral chaim to compensation,
not only as salvage upon the carcase of a small
portion of those killed by order of the inspectors,

but even upon those that have died of the disease

also.
' W. C. S." seems to think it great injustice that

the public should be called upon to pay for the

benefit of the farmer, but can he point out why they
should not pay for their own good ? If they had been
compelled to do so at first, how much would they not
have been saved in the price of butcher's meat alone

up to the present time, to say nothing of the future ?

For instance, take the umnber of beasts " W. C. S."

himself quotes, 2;<,70O, as having died, and 12,380 as

having been killed ; had a high average of \2l. each
been paid as compensation for these 42,080 beasts,

how much would that have been per head of the

population of England and Scotland ? Just Grf. each 1

not more than the advance upon two or three poiuids

of butcher's meat. If this be so now, what woidd it

have been if Government ha<l taken the bull by the
horns at first, and killed and compensated for every
infected herd ?—certainly not one halfj^enny per head.

" W. C. S.'' also, after show'ing to the best of his

ability that farmers have no right to compensation,
curiously enough argues that the cow-keepers of

London have a moral claim to such from the Corpo-

ration of London, inasmuch as it was from the

Islington Market that they got the disease ; and mark
this : because it was the unwdlingness of the

Government to interfere with this market that has
deterred it from adopting more uniform and stringent

measures throughout the coimtry.

If the London cow-keepers have a claim, why not
the f,armers, for from whence, if not from Islington

Market, did the disease come among their herds ?

And if Government was, as " W. C. S." says, loath to

interfere with that market when it knew the disease

was there, why should the Corporation of London,
and not it, be morally responsible ?

It seems to me that in showing the unwiUingnees
of the Privy Council to interfere with the Islington

Market—after such warnings, too, of the fearfully

contagious character of the disease as were given by
Professor Gamgee, and others—" W. C. S." has done
much to defeat his former arguments for non-
compensation ; and to prove that the Government
is really responsible for much of the after-spread of

the disease.

But the great question now is, how to stay its

further ravages, and I cannot help thinking that if

at the expiration of the term of the present Order in

Council, viz., March 1st, when we may hope that the

phague will be somewhat more localised than at

present, a further Order extending the time, so as

still more to isolate the jilaces infected, or a decree

either then or after the further extension of time,

condemning the whole of the tainted herds, with or

without (though I contend that the former is the

more just) a certain compensation to owners, were
passed, and strict extermination of all fresh out-

breaks carried out afterw.ards, the present year
would see the last of this awful murrain ; but if some
such measures be not taken, no one can foretell

either the havoc it will cause, or the years it may
still remain in the country. -4 Warmchshire Farmer,

G. Effect of the Existing Orders in Coukcil.
—The effect of the Orders is :

—

1

.

That the justices are not authorised to i:)rohibit

or restrain the removal of sheep, lambs, goats, and
swine from place to place within their jurisdiction,

except to a market, fair, or place for exhibition or sale.

2. That sheep, lambs, goats, or swine cannot be

brought from any place out of the county or juris-

diction, except in compliance with the Orders in

Council and of the justices of the county, iic, into

whose jurisdiction they are to be brought.

3. That cows, heifers. bulLs, buUocks, oxen, and
calves cannot be exhibited for sale or brought from
any place out of the jurisdiction or removed from
place to place within the jurisdiction, except in com-
pliance with the orders of the justices.

4. As no two local authorities appear to have
adopted precisely the same form of order, tiie notices

must in each case l>e referred to to ascertain the

conditions upon and subject to which animals may
be removed, but keeping in mind that so much of

any order or notice as purports to prohibit or restrict

the removal of sheep, lambs, goats, or swine from
place to place within the same jurisdiction, except to

a market or fair, or place of exhibition for sale, is

null and void. P. J. U7.«r, in the Times.

7. Cheshire.—The following is the number of

cases reported to the l."<th inst., viz. :—Died, 8049 ;

killed, 258 ; under treatment, 3034 ; and recovered,

738—the total being 12,979. Since the 8th inst. the

disease has appeared in 43 additional places, making
a total of 2G1 townships infected with the plague.

The increase during the past week has been S.I.'iG

attacked, or 508 per diem ; and dead, killed, 251)),

or 358 per diem.
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REPORTS OF STEAM CULTIVATION, 1865.

FOWLER'S SYSTEM.
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T. M. Richardson, Hibaldstoio,can appreciato ita bi

tincolnsf^ire.

14. Coals, 8s. per ton. H. T. Marton, Berringli

HOWARD'S SYSTEM.

1. Ten-horse traction engine by Aveling k, Porter; windlass

and tackle by Howard. Bedford ; cultivator by ditto, three-

furrow plough by Fowler. Coals per ton, delivered, 27«. Men
and boys employed—engine-driver, 35. ^d. per day ; two
anchor-men, 2.''. Gd. each per day ; one steersman, 2.?. Gd. per

day ; two boys. Is. 6d. per day ; waterman and horse, 4s.

Wear of rope trifling. , Kenf.

2. Howard's engine, 10-horae power, cost 280i. ; apparatus,

220/.
;
plough. 65/. Coals per ton, delivered, cost 17a. 6rf. Five

men and three boys employed ; total wages per diem, 13«. M.
Bopo nearly as good as new. Work done—about 5 acres a day
with the cultivator, three with the plough. Howard's plough
is not a good implement ; his cultivator is perfect. I like

steam cultivation immensely, but consider Fowler's system
very superior to the other. Gto. Onslow JS^eieton, Croxton Park,
St. NenU.

3. Howard's cultivator. Coals per ton, delivered. 18s. Five
men and two boys employed—pay 3s. an acre first time ; 2«.

the second over. I find the rope wears better than that 1 had
In 1S59 with the apparatus, but now, with every attention, the
expenses on the rope are heavy. On large heavy-land farms
the steam cultivator can be used to advantage ; but the raaster

and men should be experienced, and the engine quite up to its

work, the fields large, and not an hour lost while the land is

dry and weather fine In autumn. Repairs not much, excepting
wear of rope. J. C. Robimon, Stevin^ton, Bedfordshire.

4. Howard's tackle, lO-horae engine, 625/. Coals per ton,

delivered, 8s. per ton. Five men and two boys, and one boy
driving water, say half time ; average of men's wages. 12s. per
week. Rope going now over three years, but beginning to
wear. The cultivation by steam has given me the greatest
satisfaction, every crop being sown in good time. George Hope,
Fenton Barns, Drem.

5. One Howard's 12-horse power traction engine, with double
drum, 1600 yards rope and traction waggon, and S-furrow
plough, 5-tine cultivator, anchors, and snatch-block for the
round-about system. Total cost, 9G81. Coals per ton, delivered,
avemge, 19s. Men and boys employed—one engine-man, 3?. 4rf.

per day ; one ploughman, 2s. id. per day ; two anchor-men,
28. each per day ; four boys, including water-cart boy, respec-
tively. Is. Gd., Is. 3d., Is. 3rf., Is. 3rf.—5s. 3d. per day. Wear of
rope scarcely perceptible. I find that out of 10 farmers that
I have steam-cultivated land for in this neighbourhood, there
is not one but what wishes to have more done ; therefore con-
firming ray own opinion, that there are but very few farmers in
this neighbovirhood but what will gladly employ steam
apparatus when reasonably obtainable, which I believe this
apparatus to be. Thomas Colsey, Toddington, near Winchcombe,
Gloucestershire.

6. Clayton it Co.'s 10-horae engine, 300/. ; Howard's apparatus,
with ciJtivator, 250/.

;
plough, 80/. Some of fen ploughing

20 inches deep. Coals, per ton, delivered, cost 14*. Engine-
driver, 10s. a week ; one windlass-man, 14s. ; one ploughman,
14s. ; two anchor-men, 12s. each ; two porter boys, 6s. each ; one
water boy, 7s. 1 have done, since I purchased my tackle in
Juue, 1864, about 800 acres, and consider the rope is about half
worn out. Taking into consideration the efficiency of the
work done, I consider it cheapei than horse power, and calcu-
lated very materially to assist the drainage of heavy land, and
believe that this land, brought under it a few years, will pro-
duce more com, &c., at less cost. James Moriluck, Pidley
Home, near Huntingdt^n.

7. Howard's system. Coala, per ton, cost 16s. Four men and
four lads employed. Ropelathemostexpensiveltem. lestlmate
it at Is. 6d. per acre. Robert Bartmi, Wiyan Farm, St. lees,

Huntingdonshire.
8. Howard's apparatus ; Including drag harrows and extra

snatchblocks and anchors, but exclusive of last new rope
(1400 yards). Repairs very trifling indeed. Coals, per ton,
delivered, cost ISs. Englno-driver, 3s. 6(/. ; windlass-man,
3s. ; ploughman, 3«. ; two anchor-men, at 2s. 6rf., 5s. ; one or
two port^ermen, at 2.1. 6t/., say 3s. Gd., equal 18*., add water-
cart man, 2s,, total 1/. March 1, 1864, put 700 yards new rope
on each drum, retaining 300 yards old rope on each. Have
therefore now 1000 yards on each drum in good average
order. W. Bulstrode, Mount Farm, Cookham. [See leading
article.]

9. Howard's 10-horse power, second-hand, 130/. Coals, per
ton, delivered. 20s. Men and boys employed - five men and two
boys, 12s,lld.perday. Ifind steam cultivation profitable. My
three years' experience tells me that a good staff of men, a long
day and fine one, a large field, and heavy clays and strong
loams, are required. Where land can be cultivated wdth two
horses never attempt steam. I had 26 acres in a most wretched
state. In high-backed lands, drained in old furrows 4 feet deep,
and I put the tackle to work first week in April. Have just got
sheep out of the field, after eating off a good crop of Turnips,
and had it not been for steam power, it must have been
fallowed all the summer. B. Greig, }yestoning, Woburn, Beds.

10. Howard's cultivator. Coals per ton, delivered at 14s. Qd.
Englneman, 3s, ; four men at 2s. Ct/. ; two boys, Is. per day. My
rope has been in use since 1858, and broke three times this
year. Would not be without the apparatus on any account.
Henri/ S. Trower, Castle Thorpe, Bucks.

11. Coals per ton, cost 15s. Two men at 3s. ; three men at
2s. ; three boys at 8rf. Rope very little worse for wear. The
produce is more, and land worked at the right time. John ami
James Marks, Belton, Grantham, Lincoln,

12. Messrs. Howard's apparatus. Messrs. Clayton & Co.'s
8 horse engine. Total cost, with 1600 yards of rope, 510/. Re-
pairs -whilst at work, uU. Whole apparatus overhauled before
harvest at a cost of about 5/., including engine, which Is also
used for grinding, chaff-cutting, and sawing. Coals per ton,
delivered. 20s. Engine-driver, 2s. 6rf. per day ; four men at 2s.

each per day; three boys at 8d. each per day— total, 12s. 6rf,

Rope In good repair. Having many porters in use the rope
seldom touches the ground ; I am very particular in this
respect. Steam cultivatiton is not only a great saving of time
and labour, but the work is done in season, and the crops are
much better in consequence ; indeed, I do not know how very
strongland can be successfully cultivated without steam. John
Ford, Morton Hall, Waricick.

13. Coals per ton. delivered, 16«. Three men at 2s, 3rf. ; two
men at 3s. ; two boys at 9rf. The above is all the experience
I have had ; the apjoaratus being quite new, which I
menced to work on the 2nd October. Myself and men had all
to learn in its management. I have no doubt I shall be able to
perform more work in the same time when I commence again
to work. I have not put down the horse leading water, nor
other horses in removals; I should say 4/., in addition
to the above, would include everything. I am fully convinced,
so far as my experience goes, that steam cultivation will
answer, and ' that considerable benefits will result to those
who use it. John Brown. South Owersby, Lincoln.

14. Coals per ton, delivered. XQs. Five men at 3«. per day
three boys for 5s. with beer. Rope been in wear three years, ex
pect to wear one more year. Steam cultivation generally great
saving in labour ; consider the whole of the com averages six
bushels per acre more since steam cultivated, Charles
Mounstephfn, Walton, Loughborough.
_ 15. Coals, 208. a ton delivered. Five men and three boys,

ploughing, and 2s. 6d. an acre cultivating. My
Tepalrs very trifling, but I made sundry alterations 1

consequence of having a new engine, which caused me to

expend some pounds ; this coiild not be put down as repairs,

because indeed they were not so. I also had a new rope in the
autumn of 1864, which stands its work well. My first rope

much injured the first year I had it by want of care on
the part of my people. The cost of oil and coals may not bo
exact ; as a rule, we consume i a ton per day of coals and
about IJ pint of oil; but of course this quantity varies. I

have destroyed the separate bills or accounts sent in with each
alteration, and only know the amount ijaid in conjunction with
other things. I know the blacksmith's bill did not amount to
5/. /. Henderson, Shrubbery, Sa7idicich.

SMITH'S SYSTEM.
1. Coals cost 16s, perton delivered. Five men and three boys.

Rope the same as when last reported In May 1863. The few
acres worked yearly on this farm have not made a perceptible
mark iii them. William Smith, Woolston, Bletchley Station,

lucks.

2. Cost about 200/.,— only the apparatus, viz., windlass and
rope. We would not cultivate on foggy mornings until the fog
got away, which made it tedious. Coals about IS.-!, per ton at the

I. Two boys at 8d. per day ; two anchor-men, one windlass-

, one to oil, &.C., and one to feed water, 2s. 3rf. per day,
each. Rope wears out fast, we have so many flints ; and on
our first using the rope we got it between the cogs of the
windlass. I like steam cultivation very much, in fact I could
not farm without it in my present way of cropping. John
Wtjatt Bay, Wootton Ulreby, Lincolnshire.

3. Engine 220/. Cultivating apparatus made by Ashley, of

Louth, after Smith's plau of Woolston, 180/. The soil is

400 acres of arable land altogether. Half of it warp land from
the sea, the other half nice free working land, with a silt

subsoil. Coals cost, delivered, 16s. per ton. Five men, two
boys ; four men at 2s., one at 3s,, two boys at 8(/. Rope costs

about 9(/. an acre. 1 strongly recommend steam cultivation,

Henry Jno. Seels, The Hall, Wainfleet, Lincoln.

4. The apparatus cost 579/. 15s., viz., Smith's apparatus,
made by Ashley, of Louth, with Avellng &; Porter's rope
porters, worked by 12-horse power Allen's patent engine.

The engine of 12-horse power is new, has been used throughout
the season, and is fitted with Allen's patent cylinder, which
economises steam, consequently water and fuel, to the extent
of one-half compared with our old one of 10-horse power.
The soil varies from strong deep clay to thin chalky soil,

covered with small flints, occasionally large flints and pebbles

are met with, causing damage. In estimating the number of

acres ploughed, hedges and ditches, marl pits, headlands and
occupation roads are deducted. "The price of coals perton,
delivered, is 17s. Five men and three boys, viz., engineman,
3s. 6d. ; windlass and ploughman, 2s. bd. each ; two anchormen,
4s. 6d. ; two porter boys, Is. Sd. ; water cart boy, Is. Total

:

15s. 8rf. per day. We sometimes on the most hilly parts

employ another boy to signal, which I have not included. The
rope has been in use three seasons, and has been once broken,

after cultivating 659 acres ; we then changed the ends ,and

have since cultivated 29 acres, making 688 acres. It was also

last season used 15 days in drawing the mud from fish pond.
Satisfied on the whole with steam cultivation, W. Smyth,
Elkington Hall, Lincolnshire.

5. Coals delivered cost about 20.s. per ton. Three men at 2s.

per day, Gs. ; two men at 3s. per day, Gs. ; two boys at Is. per
day, 2s. ; total, 14s. per day. First rope continuiiUy breaking

;

second rope, 500 yards, very good. Answers well, as the
engine is used for threshing, giinding, chaff cutting, &c., as

well. , Woixester.

6. Coals per ton delivered cost about 16s. 6(/. Six men at

2s. per day, and for overtime 4./. per day ; one boy Is. per day,
with beer for the whole lot each day. I have the same rope
still in use that I had with the tackle in 1859, but made
longer ; now I have 1000 yards on each side of the windlass. I

should not like to be without the cultivating tackle now, for it

is so very useful after harvest ; it gets all the weeds on the
surface, where it is iised twice over. Robert Long, Upper
Stondon rid Biggleswade.

7. Coals delivered cost 14s. 6rf. per ton. Engine and
windlass-man at 3s. ; three labourers, 2s. ; three boys at M.

;

one ditto at Is. This is my second year of cultivating, and I

consider that half of the cost of the rope belongs to this year,

amounting to 2s, Gd. per acre. Steam cultivation has answered
my expectations so far. Since I have had it. I have dispensed
with four horses. John J. Foster, Ludborough, near Louth, Liti-

8. Coals per ton cost 17s. Six men and one boy arc

employed. The rope is the most expensive part to deal with.

As far as my experience in steam grubbing goes, we cannot
estimate its value ;is compared with horse ploughing, or
how nmr): \. .ik i: im m during the year. Williani Cranjicld,

Buck,!.,.. /!

9. (_'".il 1^ ! ' t iinsby, "miles off. Five men and two
boys— I'l-^r I'l "! f'>r 3 tines, and 2«. 3f/. per acre for

5 tines, iicpairs only ;i few shillings. The rope is wearing
considerably. I have had more than a year's experience of

steam ^cultivation, and so far am well satisfied with it, having
cultivated altogether in that time about 665 acres. Johii

Sowerby, Jun., Bretsiy, Grivisby, Lincolnshire.

10. Smith's Woolston system, cost 220/. , with 10-horse engine
(Clayton & Shuttleworth). Heavy clay chalk subsoil, costing
25s. per acre to plough with horses. Coals per ton, delivered,

cost 19s. Three anchor-men, 2s. 3rf. ; one ploughman, 2s. 6rf.

;

one windlass-boy. Is. 2d. ; one porter-boy, 6(/. per day. My
rope was new October 12, 1863, and now I have just turned
ends, and think it will last 2 years longer : cost 951. The wear
of i-ope is the only drawback to steam cultivation, and I .am

going to Islington to see if I can find a better method of carrjung
the rope. I have been steam cultivating some years, and am
thoroughly satisfied with the results as regards cheapness,
letting alone the treading, which on our heavy land does so
much harm. I find my land cleaner, and my com to yield
decidedly better, and my Turnips to be first-rate, and for

clearing land nothing better, and then what an auxiliary in a
wet season ! Aaron Futcher, Fovant, near Salisbury/, Wiltshire.

[Wages include 4s. per day for old horse and water-cart.J
11. The apparatus is Smith's, manufactured by Howard nf

Bedford ; cost 220/. Thesoil is part deepsoil.ongi'avelandcl.iy,
and also very heavy tenacious clay. The hire of engine at 14s.

per day cost 28/. 16s. Coals per ton cost, delivered, Lis. Wages
—1 engine-man, 3s. 6d, ; 1 windlass-man, 2s, 6d. ; 1 man on
cultivator, 2s, Gd. ; 2 anchor-men, .5s, ; 2 strong lads, rope
porters, 4s. ; boy and horse water-cart, 4s. per day=l/. Is. 6f/.

per day. Rope has been used two years ; last year ploughed
300 acres, and appears nearly as good as new. It is so entirely
superior to cultivation by horses, and not more than half the
expense, that I wonder how anyone with 200 acres of strong
clay land can do without it. All my ploughing' was coniplijtcd

by October 7th this year, John Keraley FovrU-r. P-.-rh.- :.!.,' /•,'-,-,»,-;,

Aylesbury, Bucks. [See memorandum in .nv'ii' t
iv i

12. The apparatus cost 550/. Smith's, wit li I ( ^ ii.\v

plough. Coals per ton cost, delivered, 1.--.
I

.. /.

each per acre for ploughing and grubbing ii; l iin!-, .^u I '.

per acre grubbing second time ; boy at 1.*. per day to fetch

water; rope about 6d. per acre. Cheaper than horse power.
I cannot trace a coiTect account farther back than since harvest

;

the quantity and cost, &c., above, commenced August 29th,

and finished October 16th, 1865. Edward Pullen, Sutton
Courtney, Berkshire.

13. Smith's ctUtivatlng apparatus, complete : cost 463/,

Coala cost, delivered, 18«. 6d. per ton. One ongine-man, 3s, per
day ; one ploughman, 3s. do. ; four labourers, each, 2fl. 6d. do.
I am not an occupier of land, but charge per acre from 0». to
14s. John Morris, ^Shenley, near Stony Stratford, Bucking-

14. Coals per ton cost, delivered, lis. to 13s. 6d. Six men, one
lad, 13s. 6d. per day. Wear of rope very little in fine weather.
For strong soils steam cultivation is invaluable. The quantity
of work in this report is leas than usual, but the ground was
exceedingly hard. The quality of work done, firet-rate. Two
wheels of rope porter broken, 8s. No other repairs except
blacksmith's work, of which no account has been kept. Cost
per acre 2s. maximum, wear and tear and repairs. Peter

Stevenson, Rainton, Thirsk.

15. Coala 6i cwt. a day at 23s. a ton, five miles off. Wages
22d. per acre first time ; 18d. the second time. (See Smith's

apparatus memoranda in another column). /. G. Wenticortht

Broughton, Neicbury.

16. (See Smith's apparatus memoranda in next column.)
T. Bodwell, HolioHl Bury Farm, Stafford.

MEMORANDA ON STEAM CULTIVATION, 1865.

[We have received a large number of replies to a circular

inquiry on this subject, and among them the folloi.ving

relating to the various systems which have been adopted ; and
as most of these cannot be tabulated, they are therefore given

in the form of extracts or abridgment-*.]

1. Fowler's System : Nortlmmhcrhnd.—Thesoil

is loam, I have this year "digged" 384 acres

12 inches deep, grubbed 24G acres a fii'at time

IH inches deep, and 246 acres a second time 14 inches

deep. The price of coals per ton deUvered is 85. per

ton. Engine-man, 3i. per day
;
ploughman and

anchor-man, 'Zs. Or/, per day each ; three porter boys,

l.s'. each ; one boy for driving water, Kt. 2rf. per day.

We have had the plough at work for two years and

a half, and it has cost very little for rope. (No. 14,

Fowler's Table.) H. T. Morton, Bcrrhtgrfon.

Berkshire.—All blank. Can neither sell engine nor

plough. £. W. M., C . S(vuerset.^The set

of apparatus I had fi-om Messrs, Fowler I sold

to Mr. C. Bugg, of Milbom Wick, near Sher-

borne. He has not kept an account of his

work ; but he is in every way satisfied with

the working of the set of tackle, and is a good

practical farmer, renting nearly 1000 acres ; his

opinion of ploughing by steam is valuable ; his

engine is at work about two-thirds of the month
generally. TJiomas Bic/iirrd.^, Wiiiraufon, .Somcrgef.

Bcnifighrough.—My steam plough (a second-hand

one) was not in order when I got it, having been laid

aside by the former owner ; the ropes would not

stand the heavy work, and moreover my men Avere

so unused to such work, that our work was miserably

slow and luisatisfactory from that caiLse ; biit what
was done in the autumn of 1864 showed well this

year as to the goodness of crop, part of a field being

horse-ploughed, and part done by Fowler's steam

plough. The latter was so superior as regards crop

(Oats), that people on the road asked what was the

difference of treatment in the land ; whereas the field

got nothing in the way of manure different, either

the horse-ploughed or the steam-ploughed. The
field was so hard that it broke the ropes and some

part of the steam plough, so that we had to give it up.

I have since had the apparatus refitted, and it is now
at work on an old seed field, and doing good work.

P. Ban-nay.

2. Howard's System : St. Neofs.—l have used

Howard's cultivator with a 10-horse-power engine

for three years. It is a great success ; the crops are

better ; I have no bare fallow, and have reduced

my cart-horses from 15 to 9. I should say that

Fowler's direct system, with'a Howard's cultivator,

would be very nearly perfection. Geo. 0. J\/'n-ton,

Croxton. Park. Ayhshury. — You will find on

working my figures out that the work costs about

la. ?,d. per acre—but this does not include intere.st

of capital, which at 220Z., at 10 per cent. (5 per cent,

interest, and 5 per cent, wear and tear), is 21/., equal

to another Is. lOrf. per acre, or about O.s. altogether.

You \\'ill also observe I put down the hire of engine,

as I have at present not one of my own. This is

14.V. per day, and is a heavy item. I had an accident

with my rope, it got entangled close at the end, in

the cogs of the drum, and it was nipped in two, but

it was spliced in a very short time, and I believe is

almost as good as at first ; it is a famous steel rope,

made by Messrs, Howard, and how it stood the

sma.shing up of my strong clay last year and this

also, I cannot understand ; the land came up in

great masses of 2 cwt, each, and all the horses in the

county could not have moved it. Every one who has

seen the work on my farm pronounces it perfect ;

the actual cost of the work, exclusive of removals,

I consider was not more than 6.?. lOrf. per acre.

John K. Fon-/n; Prehendal Farm. Winchcomhc^

Cheltenhain.—From a carefully kept account of work

done and receipts and expenses of a set of apparatus

belonging to the Right Hon, Lord Sudeley, which

I manage for our own use and that of his lordship's

tenants or neighbours, at a price per acre charged

according to the work, you will no doubt perceive

that the amount of work" done this season is veiy

small ; that is owing to the lateness in the season

that we received the engine, and other stoppages.

The coal consumed also I consider is 10 per cent,

more than we have used the last time of working,

owing to a very frequent leakage of tube, which I

have now repaired. I give totals of work done in

season of 1864 ; that also was a short season, owing

to lateness when purchased. Apparatus consisting
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of Howard's lO-horse power engine and windlass,

double snatch-block, &c., cost ('}22l. ; worked 14U
days, ploughed l."* acres,' cultivated o!)2 acres. Total

607 acres, at a cost, including coal, oil, labour, and
repair. See, of 199Z. 8s. 7id. (See No. 5, Howard's
Table.) Thottum CoUey, Broomjleld-, Clielmsford.

—We have been so well satisfied with the effects

of steam cultivation, in the increase of produce
of various kinds, that after having kept an account
again.st it for several years, we have not for

the past year or two continued to do so ; for

being mixed up with accounts of threshing, drain-

ing, &c., we found it gave a great deal of extra

trouble ; but I may add that we are still quite satis-

fied with the residts of steam cultivation. BM ,?

Impey. Trinq.—As to the general results of steam
culture, I have no hesitation in saying we have great

reason to be highly satisfied ; and our experience

has been acquired under as varied circumstances of

soil and surface as the most sceptical could desire.

tfohii Tayhr.
3. Smith's Appakatus: Burghclere, SVnwhury.—

The apparatus cost ioOl. ; viz :, S-horse engine and
Smith's grubber, made by Brown & May, of Devizes,

with a very large tumbril, which winds the rope
beautifully. Brown & May's engine is the most
economical in fuel and water of any I have tried ;

i cwt. of coal for 10 hours' threshing with 6-horse

power.—The soil is principally clay, some chalk hills,

and some sand.— We have grubbed |y.3 acres the
first time, and o2 acres the second time, generally 7
inches deep, but 1-t acres 12inches.—The number of

days at work, including removals, was 20i, and the
number of removals 7. Coals about 64 cwt. per day

;

Welsh steam coal cost 2Ss. per ton at Newbury, five

miles distant, and one pint of best olive oil is used
per day. The cost of wages is 22(7. per acre first

time; if done tmoe over, without removal, 18(i. for

the second time ; men wiD earn 2.'i. each
and upwards per day. The cost of repairs has been
SI. this year ; but it will give more "wear and tear
to engine than threshing. Then the number of men
and boys employed, and their wages, is as follows :

—

one engine-driver, t}d. per day more than other's for

general superintendence ; one man at windlass ; two
anchor-men and one to steer cultivator ; one poi-ter

boy, generally about Is. per day ; one boy to fetch
water about half histime ; being five men and two boys.

The rope wear's well, which may be partly accounted
for by large diameter of windlass : we do not splice

it now when broken, but merely tie a knot, which
draws tight itself. Steam cultivation enables me to

be always forward with work in field, also we are not
obliged to be a hiuTy to push forwai'd unless the
land is in a fit state, and when it is, we can do a great
deal in a little time. I bought the set of tackle in

spring of 1862, and have done for myself and others

upwards of 900 acres, including some done more
than once over. I find the rope wears less on a clay

land than any other soil, sand and gravel being the

most injvu'ious: the men also being more careful

of the rope when at home. John, (rodfrey M'entivoi-th,

Wery'.i Farm, Burghclere, Neirbury, Hcuitt:.

Broadiray.—I can work for less than 21. a-day , taking
interest, wear and tear, and everything into con-

sideration. We grub from 4 to 7 acres per day
the first time over, according to the state of the land.

With the present rope we have done over 500 acres,

and I am sure it will do more than another oOO

without any addition of new rope. JoJiit OtrnuJt,

King. P.S. The wear and tear, excepting rope, is

trifling. Shejford.—We use Smith's windlass,

cultivators, &c., which ccst, exclusive of engine,

about 200 guineas. It is a heavy soil. We ciUtivate

principally in the autumn, and as this year was wet
we did not do one half our usual quantity. AVe have
no steam plough. Thirty-two acres were grubbed
twice over about 8 inches deep : our usual depth is

about 9 or 10 inches. The work occupied 12 days,

inclftding two removals. The cost of coals

was about 5s. per day, of oil about 9.v. in all, and of

wages about 1 5s. dd. per day. There has been no
expense of repairs during the 12 days, as rope when
broken was repaired by the men. Coals cost, delivered,

lis. (td. per ton. Six men and one lad cost 15s. 6a!.

per day, exclusive of horse for getting water. The
wear of rope is very considerable, although kept weU
up on the porters. We think steam cultivation a

great benefit, as it enables us to to get over a great

quantity of work just when it wants doing, and
which could not be done by the horses used on the

farm, or done so well. Oiu' rope has broke (though a

steel one) several times, taking the men a'bout half

aji hour to repair each time, which is very hindei'ing.

We find also when we ciUtivate deep it is trying

to the engine, which is only 8-horse power. Thvs.

Dod>i-eU,Hol»rU Bury Farm, nr. Slwfford, Beds.

Parkhill, Boss-sliirt:—The apparatus is as follows :

—

12-horse power patent double cylinder steam-engine,

made by Messrs. Clayton. Shuttleworth & Co.,

Smith's patent steam windlass, steel wire rope, and
Chandler's patent 3-furrow plough, porters, and
anchors. The .soil is alight sandy black loam ; 40 acres

were ploughed, 8 inches deep, in 1 5 days, including

four* removals, two from one field to another,two when
in the fields. The cost of coals is 4s. per day, of oil Is.,

and of wages 9^. Qd. The rope is not much the

worse ; we have no stones. In my opinion steam

is preferable to horses. We have fully 2 qrs. Oats

more per acre from the steam plough than the horse

plough. The only ilrawback is the high price of every

thing connected with it. ./o>i)i Elliot, Tarhat Maiiif.

Lineiihis/tirc. — I have not kept a particular

accoimt. It is Smith's apparatus with the turnbow,

and it grubbed about 230 acres last year. I can say

this, that I like it well. I consider when it is at

work it is as good as 12 horses. I value its cost

something like the following :—Five men, 2s. 3d.

each ; three boys, Od. each ; wear and tear of engine

and apparatus, 25.?. ; half ton of coals, 8.s'. ; total,

21. G.f. (jd. per day. Twelve horses, 4s. each, 21. S$.

per day. Benjamin. Mnsgrare, West Keal, near

Spilshy. Salisbury.—My rope has been in use

four years, and appears likely to do a great deal more
work. I have, imtil now, used the cvdtivator only,

but am now commencing ploughing. It would not

be possible for me to give you the particular expenses

of my steam cultivator, the same engine doing the

throwing ; but the more I see of it the more I am
convinced of its advantages over horse power. "Wiien

commencing (four years ago) I reduced my nimiber

of horses 25 per cent., and hope shortly to make a

further reduction. Harry Green, SalteHon, Salisbury^

4. Savory's Doublk Engine: irar/ctci.—Savory's

two 12-horse engines. SoU a strong loam. Number
of acres ploughed this year, 54. Number of acres

grubbed first time, 230. Number of acres grubbed a

second time, 220 ; about 10 inches deep. Men and
wages—Four men and two .strong boys, 13s. per day.

The chief wear is friction from the soil, more espe-

cially on stony soils. The crops are decidedly better.

Have grown a splendid crop of Beans on poor land

without manirre, from two grubbings. Benjamin
Bomford, Pitchill. SIn'ojishire.— Unfavourable,

owing to the frequent breakages. P. W. Bmeen,
Shran-ardine Castle.

5. HowAKD's Apparatus with Fowler's
Plouoh ; Shori'hn.m.—I am quite satisfied with
steam cultivation, but I cannot give you detailed

information, as I get the work done as weU and
cheaply as I can. without keepin.g accounts, which
would be of no use to me. WiUiitm. Jlemptnn.

Kent.—I am happy to inform you that I have
used steam cultivation on my farm for the last

two years, both ploughing and cultivating, and am
perfectly satisfied with its operation. My engine is

of 10-horse power traction, made by Aveling &
Porter, of Rochester ; the plough one of Fowler's,

and the windlass, cultivator, anchors, and snatch-

blocks, from Messrs. Howard, of Bedford. Thos.

Piddlesden, jun ., Xeir Bomncy.

G. Smith's Grubber and Howard's Plough '

Boyston.—After five years' experience of steam cul"

tivation on 750 acres of mixed soil, chalk, gravels*

and clay. I am fully persuaded of the cheapness of

steam cultirre, and of the benefit derived from it,

more especially on poor stubborn clays. John Smyth,
A^ewselVs Bury, Buyston..

7. Smith's andFowlek's: Peterboruugh.—Smith's
windlass. Fowler's plough, Homsby's 8-horse power
engine. The soil approaches clay ; it is or was
3-horse land. Grubbing, first time, 8 acres per day,

including moving, from 6 to 8 inches deep. Coals
consumed amount to 1 cwt. per acre for the large

grubber, and double that quantity, the first time,

with small grubber. Oil, 1 pint per day ; wages,
10s. per day for men and boys. Coals per ton,

delivered, 15.s'. The first rope did about 1800 acres

(expect to do more with the .second, having had
more experience in the using). I plough about
4 acres per day, and use 8 cwt. of coals. Thmuas
Foster Edteard.<, Bye, Peterborough. Hereford.—
I have not used my steam cultivator the last

1 2 months ; have not had water near, the seasons
being so very dry the last two years. T. Harrhins.

8. Apparatus not known : Syft'olk.—I have
just commenced steam cultivation, and done
40 acres. As far as I can see, 3s. 'Jd. per acre
will cover everything. My land is light. Steam
cultivation must be right on occupations above
400 acres. Edward Green, Bury St. Edmunds.
St. JVeot'.^.—I and my brother are in partnership
in our machinery, and this year I did not have
the cultivator imtil he had finished ; consequently
I have done but little, and of that can give
no estimate. I consider steam cultivation far
superior to horse, and with good fellows need not be
attended with many breakages, but with careless

men nothing is so ruinous. One thing I strongly
recommend, i.e., no partnership ; for it might happen
that one would receive great benefit, and the other
none, as so much depends upon the weather. M'm.
Addinyton. Shiffnal.—I have not been able to
see much advantage on our light lands in the u.se of

steam cultivation, and consequently have nearly
discontinued the use of it, except on a few acres of
the foulest stubbles after harvest, and of which I

have not kept any particulars. Sam.Bj-on-ne, Brochtou

double cylinder engine and Smith's cultivators : cost

4027., including two driving bands.

Home Correspondence.
Steam Cultivation, 1863 and 1864.—Sept. 9, 1863 :

began steam cultivating with tackle as purchased
second-hand, viz., Clayton & Shuttleworth's 8-horse

_5-i_

No. of Times.

3.51

Most of the land lies in five-bout lands (not being
underdi'ained), which causes a loss of time, as the

cultivator won't reach, and to do it I generally go
three times on a land, as my object is to do good work
more than quantity. Men's wages about 21s. per day

;

then horse for water-cart, 3s. I employ six men and
a strong lad when I can get one ; if not, seven men
are employed. It is a very bad locality for labour.

. of Til

Doae badly ; too
wet, or fresh
engineer.

IG -2

Engine rings broke in eyliuder
hired another ; did not get ou.

Up to July 27, 1865.

Total.

Since which the land has been too wet. I have not
been able to give the quantity of coal, as I have used

coal for other purposes ; oil the same. Cost of

repairs is in the bills with other work, which would
take a long time to get out. Rope nearly worn out i

has got short. Repairing engine. 32Z. J. Moores.

[We have not our corresjwndent's address.]

Highland and Agricultural.—At the half-

yearly general meeting of this Society, held this

week, Mr. Hope, of Fentou Bams, referred to the

experience of Aberdeen, where a volimtary rate of

Id. in the poimd had furnished nearly twice the sum
needed for the measures which had effectually

stamped out the disease : so that for one month they

had been free. He moved and carried resolutions

urging Government to pass a Bill thi'ough ParUar

ment which should create coimty Boards, having
power to direct the destruction of infected animals,

and to levy rates on landowners and on occupiers for

the reimbursement of the stockmasters.

3Uci)ieh3S.

British Medical Journal, Jan. C, 1866. T. Richards,

37, Great Queen Street, W.C.

Last week's number of the " Medical Journal

"

contained a veiy interesting account of Lancisi's

work on the Cattle Plague

—

Be Barilla PesU—
written 150 years ago, which it describes as marvel-

lously replete with wisdom and common sense and

scientific knowledge.
We extract some of the passages taken from the

original treatise, as weU as others in which the

treatise is described by the reviewer.

The cattle plague, we are told, " first appeared iu

Italy in 1709, in the district of the Po. It was

brought there by an ox from Hungary. Thence the

disease, as ' a neglected spark, spread like a oonfla-
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gration over Italy." It did not, however, reach_the

Campagua (Lathim) until the summer of 1713.

Directly its presence there was announcetl, most

stringent measures were taken to ajrest its progress.

All traffic in cattle was forbidden, and the severest

punishment inflicted on those who disobeyed the

order. Then arose the question, how to deal with

the infected oxen ; whether it would be best at

once to destroy every animal within the city

boundaries, whether diseased, or supposed to be dis-

eased. ' I advised,' says Lancisi, ' that the animals

shoidd be killed ; for' I argued, th,at if they were

left to a slow death, they would cause great expense

in drugs, veterinaries, attendants, &c. ; and especially

that, by their presence, they would assist in the

spread of the contagion. The Sacred College, how-

ever, determined that a milder course should be

pursued, and remedies tried ; and, indeed, were much
moved to this by the fact that there were plenty of

persons who asserted they had infallible cures for

the disease.' But the truth is,' added the sagacious

Lancisi, ' that in the cattle, as in the human plague,

not every one who takes the disease dies of it. Some
recover ; and thanks to Nature, rather than to the

remedies given them.'

"As Lancisi anticipated, these attempts to cure

the disease led to its wider spreading. Edicts were

issued forbidding the bringing of cattle from the

Campagna into the city district of Eome, under

penalty of death to a layman, and of the galleys for

life to an ecclesiastic. Strictly forbidden also was

the sale of the skin, horns, flesh, and fat of the

animals : and their bodies were ordered to be buried

in deep pits, and covered with quick-lime."

The symptoms of the disease, as described by

Lancisi, are the very same which strike the observer

now. Even the analogy to the small-pox had not

e,scaped him. The foUo%ving are his word;! :

—

" Do wc not see that the skin i» stripped of its hair bj- the

disease, horripilation, tremor of the shoulders and of the

buttocks, and that the skin is infected with spots and pustules

(maculix denique et pustaUx infecta cuU\ ,0 : and so that indeed

some have thought that the oxen were destroyed not by the

phacfue, but by the pustules called small-pox {boves mn lac, ml
ipsu puftulin, ijuoK v<iriota8 vacant, iitterire)."

" H.aving discussed the nature of the pestilence, Lancisi

then asks. But what should we do for its cure ?

" * My opinion is this (setting .a.side the prevention of its

contagion, which, viehercuhs .' I would say. is the most
excellent and only mode of averting the disease), that we must
endeavour to preserve the oxen from being infected, by giving

them a proper diet : and that when they are infected, the

only thmg which can save them from death is still a proper

diet. Hitherto the disease h.as eluded .all the powers of

pharmacy : and experience has shown, that nothing avails more
than a sparing diet. Applications of vinegar, oil, &c., may be

used to the tongue, palate, ifeo. But .as to venesection and
violent remedies, they are always hurtful in contagious

diseases ; and the sentence of Hippocrates may be here well

called to mind :
' So act that if you do no good, you at least may

do no harm.' I think it is well posterity should know that,

of all the many and powerful remedies used during the

pestilence, none h.as been found which will be.ar the name of a

proper or specific remedy.
" .\a for our experience at Rome, I must confess that we

met with no remedy which could be called true, siu-c, or

sound .and specific. Many we found useless ; many hiu-tful

;

and some few seemed useful."

We take further the following passage on
prevention :

—

" 'The only sure remedy for w.ardiug off the pestilence is

to prevent all intercourse of healthy with infected cattle and
with aU other infected bodies.' It was observed, he says,

that those who carefully obstructed every chink through

which cont.igiou might approach, preserved their cattle from

the plague. Thus, while the plague was raging around, the

cattle on the estates of Prince Pamphilo and of Prince

Borghese. by the greatest care and watching to ward off every

possible source of infection, remained unaffected.
" In his last chapter, an appendix, he sums u]i —
'"The steps which a wise 0"i'iiii .oit -Ii uli ni I liMv

take whenever (which may Hea\ i 1

1

'i li' i
*il i i iv

again appear upon our borders. .VII i
i

i i i
i

il I

bacirefidlvk'uir.lud, sothatno..x .i... uni 1

to cut. 1
-1 -11. '1-,- .\ny aumi.il ».. ti,t,,iu,„ ,L...il,l be

fortlnM-i 1 'I ' ulhuried. Should tho postilencu, bow-
ever.

,
' 'l»o separation of the sick from the

healtli . . , i m1 by decree. Indeed, in my opmion,

by f.ii tliL Ll. '. L HI. ^ IS instantly to destroy the anim.xl. .ind

with thi; pulcixc, si. that no infected blood may escape on to

the gromid ; for, in attempting to cure the diseased anim.il,

the veterinary surgeon may convey the plague to healthy oxen.

The healthy oxen removed from their former pastures, which
must now be regarded as contiiminated. The diseased oxen
should be kept in stables, to which no one is admitted except
the veterintiry sm-geon or the herdsman. The fountains and
vessels used by the animals should be frequently cleaned with
quick-lime. "The clothes of the shepherds also should be fumi-
g.ated. The dead carcases, from which not one h.air is to be
removed, are to be buried in deep pits ; and any saliva or

secretions which may drop from them on the road to the pit

to be carefully removed. If any cows are infected, their milk
is instantly to be thrown into a hole in the ground ; and the
severest punishment inflicted on those who disobey this order.

The passage of all rustics and dogs from ono district into
another should be forbidden.

'"Such are the means, and the reasons fn, . mi,' ., in.: Minn.
which I offer for the purpose both of avui.iin :

i
. :

i --

ing the plague. But, in truth, when I ri ;' t
: iirh-

culties, the expense, the dangers, and the lii"ui t [imi, I in

carrying them out, I confess that I know of no means by
which the plague may be more easily, more surely, and more
expeditiously removed, than by instantly knocking on the
head every infected .animal, and burying, them deeply in the
earth."

The following is the concluding remark of the

reviewer :

—

" In nine months, Rome and the Campagna was
treed from the pestilence through the energetic pro-
ceedings prescribed for its suppression, whilst it

raged in other parts of Italy for several years.
' Should this plague ever reciu* hereafter,' says

Lancisi, ' posterity may study these pages with some
satisfaction, and certainly with profit.'

"

Calendar of Operations.
[The publication of this and ntlicr conmiujiications mider this

head h.as been imavoidably delayed till now.]

Chatteris, Cambridgeshire : January i.—The
date, Jsinuary 4, reminds us that we should now be

in the midst of winter, with frost and snow around
us, but the weather and the temperature woidd tain

convince us that these cold dreary months were

already passed, and spring was beginning to dawn
upon us. Probably we shall ere long experience a

change, and shall have enough of ice and cold.

Hitherto we have had scarcely a frosty morning,

certainly not one that would inspire any farm opera-

tions, and the ploughs have been enabled, without
interruption, to prepare the soil for the spring crops.

All field work is consequently very forward.

We have, as usual, used the steam cultivator, and
we think with great advantage. We began just at

the end of harvest, and"sma.shed up" about 120

acres, giving it the benefit of the fine, hot September

weather ; the result was a thorough aeration of the

soil, and the destruction of all noxious vegetable life.

We paid 2s. <jd. per acre for the manual labour,

including everything but the cartage of coals,

the removal of the .apparatus from field to field, and

the necessary preparations for re-commencing work.

We did not keep an account of the consumption of

coals and oU, and consequently cannot tell the pre-

cise cost per acre, exclusive of wear .and tear of

apparatus. We are so fully convinced of the benefits

arising from steam cultivation, that we have ceased

to keep minute details of cost, but rather seek to

extend the application of the principle.

This is the bright side of the picture, but there is

.another which common hon&sty compels us to men-
tion. We have had a bad harvest, and are surrounded

on all sides with cattle pl.ague in a mcst virulent

form. The crop of IVhe.at is turning out no better

than was reported .at the time of, and just subse-

quent to, the harvest. About thi-ee quarters per

acre appears the general yield on fen soils_ ; some is

less and some a trifle more, but we question if the

average will at aU exceed three qiuvrters, and the

quality is generally moderate. Oats, even where a

bulky crop, are also yielding badly, and are from two

to three quarters per acre less than was expected

when the crop was harvested. Beans appe.ar to be ;is

near an average as anything. Added to the deficient

harvest, and the heavy losses consequent thereupon

we have the rinderpest making fearful havoc amongst

many herds throughout the fen country. We there-

fore "commence the new year most inauspiciously.

We have an unusually heavy crop of roots this

year. Kohl Rabi is very good, and Mangels are

unprecedentedly large, but we shall have great difli-

culty in getting them consiuned. We are fox-tunately

.almost without cattle, having only seven head.
^
We

sold out our Scots in June, which we bought in Soot-

land the September previous, and ere we bought

again, the plague appeared, and as it now proves, w
acted wisely in refraining from purchasing our usual

winter's suppl.y. We are using sheep and horses for

treading the straw down, having JOO of the former

and 50 of the latter. But how is our Grass land to

be stocked in the spring .' 370 of our sheep are fat,

130 are ewes ; the latter con.sequently are all we shall

have for eating the Grass. If all the Grass lands of

England are to be largely stocked with sheep instead

of bullocks, where are the sheep to come from ? and

what will be their price with such an increased

demand .' and where the profits .' P.asture lands for

the present must be greatly deteriorated in value.

We tremble to look into the future, both as it regards

the nation generally, iind ourselves individually

farmers ; but we must trust and seek the guidance

of that Providence which has protected and guided

us hitherto, and perhaps, when and where we least

expect it, deliverance and help may come. The gi

ing Wheats are looking well throughout the whole

country, and are strong and vigorous, and will bear

a little severe weather with less damage than is

frequently the case, and will, we trust, go on favour-

ably until ingathered. A. fi. M.

Notices to Correspondents.
CmmNrNr. : P G M'D. The night before churning, put the

cream in a tin to stand in a furnace of warm water, which
should gi-aduaUy reach boiling heat, imtU the cream is

.scalding hot, stirring it occasionally while it is heatijig.

Then take the tin out of the water, pour the cream into

another vessel, and let as much as possible of the steam
from it escape. Sitir it also once or twice, while cooling ;

keep it in a warmer temperature than in the dairy until

churned next morning. This removes all disagreeable taste

from any kind of food taken by the cows, and
known to fail in making good butter come ill 20 or 40 minutes
churning.

Dutch Cattle: Rinderjiest. We hope shortly to have a report

on this subject to publish.

Egos: G B. Mr. Geyelin's address, we believe, is "Poidtry
Farm, Bromley, Kent," Or you can apply to Mr, Ffiil-,-

Vaccination OF Coivs : Cor. 1. jUl the vaccine n.:itt-
i

n. .i

England is obtained from the human subject, 'll- !

lymph is human vaccine matter, pa.ssed through tlr
"' , .. . . .,,^. ,,,,,,^f be for the JUL -I n i CM

;!ii "'Niitional \';icciiie

,
' |i[ily its own demands.

I
' I \ (. nient part. 4. Vei-j-

.1 I
, -[its even when the vacci-

,' r,*:isons the animal should be
lessfully) vaccinated cow would

Establishment " c

3. The " periuaium "
i

little constitutional di-t

nation succeeds, but for

housed. Matter from :

the Sprmd of the Disorders'

The DisisFEctiKo Powdiik uisobibeo i» the Repobt is

McDOUGALL'S PATENT Dl.SlNFECTING
POWDER.—It is commended as the betit means of Disinfect-

ing Cattle Sheds, Farm Buildings. &c. Sold In bap.
£10 per ton. Carriage paid on J-ton and upwards,
'nog tbe bodies of both Healthv and Sick Cattle tl

strongly recommend McDOUGALL'S PATENT DIS-

lOe. 6d .,.„-- ,. =- t.
For Washing tbe bodies of both Healthv and Sick Cattle tlie Com-

• • ——••- "-"-ENT DIS-
. 10 lb.. ,5».

;

each pacl{a.:e.

, Manufacturing and Agricultural Chemist,

INKECTING SOAP, Sold in 61b. Canisters

201b. kegs. 10s. ; 501b., 26s. Directions for

ALEXA*(DrR McDoo
London—11, Aithur Street West, London Bridge. E C ,

111 WIIT'S
\ 1 M EXTRACT,
if II h 1 1 Ls and to atop

bti.iiiiiu^ Mr Woods m his
Breeding and Manat,ement of
— My shepherd declares lb to

the Rod Di..uch bbould be

1 have reared .36 calves this year,

Gaseous Fluid I have not lost one.

'

Price Xa 9d. per bottle ; or ono dozen in a wooden box, 20s.

FiUl Directions for use ^iven with e.ach article. Preparedby the

onglnal and only proprietora—Day, Sob, & Hew "" '^

Baker Street, London, W.
22, Dorset Street,

rnoWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
.1" and CULTIVATOR may be seen at Work in every

Agricultural Countv in England. For particulars appiv to

Joiix Fowler & Co., 28, Comhlll, London, E.G. ; and Steam Plough
Works, Leeds.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—Steam Engines,
Threshing Machines^ Pumps, Carts, Waggons^ Ploughs, Har-

Woiks, Brentwood, Essex

Iron Htirdles, Fencing, and Gates.

COTTAM'S HUUULEis ai-e i I- m '- '•

-

or superior Wrought Iron. slIKKr : i

-

*-
'" ~

8d. L-er loo. . .

illutit.i'uUjU I'ticu Liat on
apphcatioa.

ENTRANCE GATES, BAILING.
aud IRON WORK of every descrip-

Uesigns and Estimates free ol

COTTAU & Co.,

No. 2, Winsley Street

(opposite the Faiitheon),

Oxfoi-d Street. London, W.

NETTING.

TKifKNui .M;rri>
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GEEEN'S PATENT SILENS MESSOE,
OR

NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and COLLECTING MACHINES.

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT,

SOLE MANUFACTURER
TO HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY

THE QUEEN.

The aboTe Machines have proved to be tile best, and have canioil off every Prize that has been given in all cases of compclitiou, ami in proof of tlioir suporiovity aO.OUO have

been sold since the year 1856.

They are the only Machines that have been in constant use at the Eoyal Horticultural Society's Gardens, South Kensington, since its opening, and at most of the principal

places in the United Kingdom, whore they have given entii-e satisfaction, being more durable, less liable to gi-t out of order, and can be worked with greater ease than any other

Lawn Mower extant; they are the only Machines that are fitted up with the Patent Self-sharpening Reversible Cylinder Cutters.

Every Machine is warranted to give entire satisfaction, and if not approved of, can be returned unconditionally.

Having above 3000 Machines in stock at our Leeds, London, and Dublin Establishments, we are in a position to e.\ecutc orders on the day they are received.

To Cut 10 inches

16

£3 10 Suitable Jor a Lady.

•4 10

5 10 Suitable for One Person.

6 10

PRICES OF HAJ^D MACHINES.

To Cut IS inches

24

£7 10 Suitable fur One Person.

S Suitable for Two Persons.

8 10 „ „

9 „

Packing Cases are charged .at the following low rates, viz. : for the 10 and 12 inches Machine, 3«. ; 1-1 and 16 inches, 44'. ; 18 and 20 inches, os. ; 22 and 21 inches, 6f

.

Parties providing themselves with Lawn Mowers are recommended to purchase the Cases in which to stow them away, when not in use, to prevent them fironi getting damaged ;

if returned, two-thirds will be allowed for them.

PRICES of HORSE, TONY, and DONIvEY MACHINES, including Patent Self-delivery Box; Cross Stay complete; suitable for attaching to

ordinary Chain Traces or Gig Harness.

To Cut 26 :

„ 28 1.5 ) Ltttthcr Boots for Donkeij, 18s,

17 o]

To Cut .30 inches ,
£21

I

24 /
Leather Boots for Pony,

-'' " "
I Leather Boots for Horse, 26,

30 OJ

The 26, 28, and 30 inches .

and, as the M.iCHINES make i

asily be worked by a Donkey, or by Two Men, on an even Lawn, the 30 aud 36 inches by a Pony, and 42 and 48 inches by a Carriage Horse
;

ise in working, the most spirited animal can be employed without fear of its running away, or in any way damaging" the MACHIXE.

Both the HORSE, PONY, DONKEY, and HAND MACHINES possess (over all other Makers) the adviintage of self-shai-pening : the cutters being steel on each side,

when they become dull or blunt by running one way round the cylinder, can be reversed again and again, bringing the opposite edge of the cutter against the bottom blade, when

the MACHINE will cut equal to new. Arrangements are made that the cylinder can be reversed by any inexperienced person in two or three minutes.

The above MACHINES are made from the best materials, and of superior workmanship ; are delivered Carriage Free to all the principal Railway Stations and Shipping Porta

in England.

THOMAS GREEN and SOxN^ SMITHFIELD IRON WORKS, LEEDS;
54 and 56, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S. ; and 19, EDEN QUAY, DUBLIN.
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PRIZE MEDALS AWARDED TO

GEEEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS

UUJiUN, 188J.
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TAMES PHILLIPS and CO.
t} beg to submit their prices as follows ;—

GLASS for ORCHARD HOnSES,
As sunplied bv us to Mr. Rivera, to the Royal Horticultural Soelety,

and to most of the Nobility, Clergy, and Oentlemen of the United

Each Box contains 100 feet. The prices only apply to the a

Squares 20 by 12, 20 by 13, 20 by 14, 20 by 16.

IS stated.

Third ditto
Seconds
English 24rt.

Tht above prices'indude the Boxes, whicti are not retnrnable.

SMALL SHEET SQUARES.
In 100 feet Boxes.

Obyl (ilby4i 7 by 6 7) by .ij .. ^2*. OA
8hy0 SibyOt 9 by 7 OJby.J .. ^

10 by 8 101 by 8J .

.

13s. f'd.

Boxes 2s. each, returnable at full price.

HABTLBrS PATENT ROUGH PLATE GLASS.
Packed in Boxes of 50 feet each.

n bv 4 and BJ by 4* 10»- «'' per box

7by6and7iby5i 12.«. „
8by6and8iby6i .. 13s. Oii. „

9 by 7 and 9i by 7J and 10 by 8 . . ,••,--
Boxes 2s. each, returnable at full price.

London Agents for HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT ROUGH
PLATE.

LINSEED OIL, Genuine WHITE LEAD, C«»eon's PAINTS,
PAINTS of various colours, ground ready for use.

180, Bishopsgate Street Without, London, B.C.

GHATS OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Class IX., No. 2119.

Mr. Gray begs to call the attention of tlie Nobility, Gentiy, Nurserymen, Gardeners, &c., to his

NEW OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,

acknowledged by practical judges to be a great improvement on every form of Tubular Boiler yet introduced. It has

proved itself superior to all other Boilers for quickness of action and economy of Fuel, doing its work with one-third

less the araoimt required by any other.

Extractfrom Report in Gardeners* Chronicle of Internatxoyial Hxhibition, May 24, page 476.

circvilar plan, but the oval form giviThe upright form of Boiler is usually made _ _ _.._,.__,_. _ _

able in consequence of its bringing the tubes in closer contact with the fire. The
a square, it aeeins feasible that the Boilers on the oval plan should bring the tubes completely within range of the burning fuel ; and

They are made of all sizes, which, with prices, may be had on application.

JAMES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL WORKS,

DANVERS STREET, PAULTON'S SQUARE, KTNG^S ROAU, CHELSEA, S.W.

NEW TARIFF OF GLASS AND HORTICULTURAL GOODS.

THOMAS MILLINGITON, aftaO^
GLASS AND COLOUR MERCHANT,

87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.G.

REDUCED TARIFF FOR SHEET GLASS AND HORTICULTURAL GOODS.

PRESERVE JARS,

MILK PANS.

WEEKS'S
IMPROVED PEIMCIPLE of DOUBLE GLAZING,

Among tlie luimei-ous objeetiona to the cmployiiiout of Two Sets of Sashes for Double Glazing, it has been stated that they are too e:epcnsive, and unsighUy in appearance ;

that the necessary increase in the size of the Eaftcr and the additional Scantlings for the extra Glass exclude Light ; that being Fixtures they are imotH-'enient to remove when
required, and consequently not easily repaired ; that they neutralise that neat, light appeai-ance sought for in Glass Structures.

To obviate these failings, J. "WEEKS and CO. have the pleasure to announce that by means of a rerg simple contrivance, they are executing DOUBLE GLAZING upon a

highly improved principle, which requires no additionalframes, no putty, is elastic and self-a^'usting, near, efficient, light in appearance, and very inexpensive.

The whole of the Glass of an ordinary Eoof can be fixed or removed by an intelligent labourer in about an hour. The entire cost of the Apparatus, fixed and Glazed

complete, is only a fraction in addition to the expense of the Glass. The Apparatus can be easili/ attached to existing Souses,

In future Glass Hoofs may at t/te option andfree of any additional expense to the purchaser, be prepared on "ft'EEKS'S IMPROYED DOUBLE-GLAZING PRINCIPLE.

l^" See Knticc elsewhere.

J. WEEKS AND CO., HORTICULTURAL ENGINEERS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

CLINTON & OWENS
(LATE BEN-JAMTN FOWLER & CO.)

ILVNUFACTUREKS OF

PUMPS AND HYDRAULIC MACHINERY,
WHITEFRIAES STREET, FLEET STREET, LOISTDON, E.G.

.11 >lr ..1 '1 1: !M I'iliai'.ii HI ;.|; > I |.](.; KAM. This is a simpl
hi' iuiii J nviiU; LirtJibiisluneiits. Its adoption is not confined t
ucd from n SLreiiu, Brook, or Spring.

ntry for raising from (K)0 to 6000 or more Gallons per day t

THE J.ANDSCAj;. Ma.)
Bejf-actiug jViadiiin-, huiw^d ior linMiit

l-ositioiiSaSfcLowii, but it ib suited for anj situ;itiou wbeie a I-iUl eim be obtain

Messrs. CaiNTOK b Oweks have fixed a great many in various parts of the c
elevations varying nom 'M to 300 leet, and forcing tlirough main pipes 6i) yards to sevoral tniles in length^

No. 37. IMPROVED TREBLE EABEEL PUMPS with HORSE GEAEING for Kaisrue Water from DEEP
WELLS for the supply of MANSIONS and PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

No. 288. DOUBLE BARREL PUMPS for HAND-POWER for similar purposes.

Messrs. Clintok & Omtks Manufacture and Erect every description oj Engineer's Work required in Public or Private Establishments
pnnose on the largest or ttrajlest scale, Steam Engines. Water Wheels, Turbines, Wanning and Drying

^ orks and Fittings. Estimates furnished from Plans or on inspection of position.

Frice Lists of Fmnps, %c. free on application.

i-unj,,,

IB, Eat
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rp H E LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(E^TABLisaet) 18-)0].

Have now ready for delivery

WHEAT MANURE, for Autumn Sowing.
DISSOLVF.D BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands.

SUI'EKPHOSFHATKS ot LIME, &c.

ne PERUVIAN GUANu and TITRATE of SODA, ex Dock

S
' M A N U K E

iiamifactured by J. B. Lawes for the pre.

i.'. !< niy for delivery i
' ' " "

, his Factories, at the

LTME from BURNT
nr MINERAL PHOSPHATES £

WHEAT. BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
RES S

-[RATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.,

I'ording to cost or carriage,
! Peruvian Gu; _ _ _..

libate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Mi
iU and other Cakes at mark

from the Importers. Nitrate of

THE PATENT NITRO- PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY, Limited, Manufacturers ol

^ ODAMS'S PATENT BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.

Thomas Knight, Edmonton, Middlesex.
Robert Leeds, West Lexham, Norfolk.
George Savilu, Ligtliorue, near Stniiifor

Samuel ,T'ri. I ,
I "II: ; !, il I

' ^ i li ,_, r-.._'X

r the

iinder the Direction

SURE COMPANY.-

Manures manufactured by

.V r.'.-pei nis will be lorwarded on application to the Secretary, or
iv h.' hnil Ml til..- local Agenta. C. T. M.*.cao4Ji, Secretary.
Jhicl I 'ihcis, in:), Fenchurch Street, London, E.G.

) A L M - N U T"~irEXL', Manufactured by
Alexander M. Smith k Co., Kent Street Mills, Liverpool.

£7 a Ton free to Rail or Boat in Liverpool. - v
jE7 108. delivered to Rail in Bristol. /a}ji\\
£,7 12s. delivered to Rail in London. \ t x

In Bags containing 2 cwt, each, branded . t •

e-grown produi

litaining above 20 per cent, of
inded £ ' ' ^ ' -

(he.

)
•

, London Agent.

I:AL EXHIBITION
preparing

>t quality), 12*. per ton,
or to any London wharf or

hire)T'KEN^lhH"'and HAM/sHIRE'pEATs! YELLOW L0A3I,

REIGATE blLM.l. s.V.

at Swan Place, dt^livt-red 1.

railway Iti.s, jj^er ton, or l.«. tid- J)i

pOCOA-NTJT REFUSE
\y delivered within 21 miles
of Channg Cross, at 23. per bag.

For particulars, and how to
use it, see long Advertisement in

Gardeners' C'hrunicle of the 21at

March, 18G3; or apply to the
Patent Cocoa Fibbb Company,
Kingston-upon-Thames.

TW
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SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWEES FOR 1866.

PATRONIZED ON FIVE SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1864 BY

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN,
AND ONCE BT HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF SAXONY;

AGAIN ON FOUR SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1865 BY HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN
ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF HOLLAND;

AND ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KINO OF PRUSSIA.

EVERY MACHINE
WARRANTED.

IF NOT APPROVED OF, CAN

BE AT ONCE RETURNED.

ALEX. SHANKS and SON, in presenting their LAWN MOWERS for the approaching Season, are gratified to he ahle to state that the demand for their celebrated

Machines is rapidly increasing.

A. S. AND SON, in inti-oducing Improvements into their Macliines, have been careful that no Improvement be introduced which has merely novelty to recommend it, hut

that the advantages in point of durability and simplicity of construction, which have always been a peculiarity of their Machines, should still remain.

A. S. AND SON can confidently assure their numerous Friends and Customers and; the Public generally that their endeavour will always be to supply a Machine, first-class

in every way, one which cannot be surp,assed if even equalled, whether for simplicity of construction, ease in working, or durability. None but the best materials and skilled

workmen are employed in the manufacture of their Machines.

Jlhistrated Circulars^ with fttU particulars^ sentfree on applicaiiofK

ALEXANDER SHANKS and SON, DENS IRON WORKS, ARBROATH, N.B.

LONDON OFFICE and SHOW ROOMS, 27, LEADENHALL STREET, E.G.

N.B.—A. S. AND SON keep a Stock of Laion Mowers at 27, Leadenhall Street, London, from which Orders can be at once executed. They also Jiave at their London Warehouse

a staffofexperienced Workmen thoroughly acquainted with all the details of these Machines, so that they are enabled to repair Lawn Mowers in London as well as at the Manufactory.

' Advertisenietiti and Business IEditorial Communicati
Printed by William L . _. ._, _ ^, .. vuu.u i jai,c ui kuc a atisu ui o>.

Printers, at tbeir Office, LomWd StreetfpreJmct of W hir«friftrs.' ^iiyotUm^on, audVubLUhsd'bVuiem ut tha'offli

The Publisher." at the Office. 41, Wellin^n Street, CoTent Garden. London,
" '" " '^

f No. U, Bouvtria Stre ' - -^ "—
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(Price Pivepence.
(Stamped Edition, GJ.

Books, noticed 79 «

CatUe plainic SI c, 83 6, 85 <

— — in Abeidt-en ifil

DouWe-gliiziiiK 77 i

Gladiolus, the
Glaring, double
Grapes at Burj Hill

Hiimilton Pulucc glR89hoUses.. 75 t

Orange trees, scale o

Society, lloyal llorticulturul.,
— Ilieliliind Atrri

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION
and BOTANICAL CONGllKSS.

Under the PatronfiL'c nnlrr Mnjestv TirE Qitfn-, tind <^f their Roval
Highnesses tlifPn I N.'. ,.(»•,,,- 'wl th" Ii.kf "rl'>MnKii.OE.

TheEXHIBIThi\ n.i .m\i.i:!:-s «,ii ,jri:\ m, MAY22,and
oontiDuo till JI:vy -'

,
i

i
i, ., i,,i,, , i i. ;.-.-,'ivcd, and

Schedules and I'll si

.

i,, i
. i . I ;, ,

;
iti.,iitothe

Socrctar.?, at the i in,.
, , i, \\ iMi im ^(n . i. l,'... ihI. . --ipiiLre. London.

JilSTOLTcLlFTiiN, iiiul WliST of ENGLAND
IIOIITICULTURAL MEETINGS, 1886.

Sl'HING SHOW. THtTRSDAY, May 31.

B
addressed to, the Sei , Zoological Society, Clifton.

New Rower Seeds-Novelties for 1866,
With Instructions on CuLTiVATioN.-See

BUTTON'S AMATEUK'S GUIDE (Illustrated),O page 31. Price Sixpence post free, or Rratis to customei-B.
Koyal Berkshire Seed EstabllshToent, Reading.

Genuine Gaxden Seeds.
TXrir. CUTBUSH AND SON'S DESCRIPTI'VE
VV PRICED CATALOGUE ol SEEDS, which contains every-

thing NeivnndOld worth growing, can be had post Iree on application.
Ilighgato, London, N.

BUTLER AND MCCULLOCH'S SPKING CATALOGUE
of SEEDS will be ready in a few days, sent free and post paid

G ENUINE NEW GAUDEN SEEDS.— PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE Post Free upon
npplication.
JAMts DicKsoM fe Sows, Sflod Mcrchapta, ic, 102, Eastgate St., Cheater.

"VTE W SEED catalogue' fTT H66~
X^ Woodlands Nursery and Seed Warohouso, Marcsfield,

near Uclcfleld, Sussei.
Apply to \Vu. Wood & Son, as above.

w Grape Vines.
M. CUTBUSH AND SON hav6 a fine stock of extra
BtroDg planting VINES, also a few fruiting size lofl.

CATALOGUES and price on application.
Higbgate Niii'serioa, London, N,

w
Surplus Stock of Strong Grape Vines in Pots

To B« Sold CoEiF.

M. 'WOOD AND SON have an extra fine Stock of
tho above to offer cheap.

Woodlands Niirserv, MaresQeld. near Qckfield, Sussex.

HAMPTON COURT BLACK HAMBURGH VINE.
—Strong plants from Eyes of this excellent Grape, Ss. each;

60«. per dozen.
T. Jacrsox & Soy. Nursery. Kiogston, S.W.

Grape Vines.
SGLENDINNING and SONS have a splendid lot of

extra fine Fruiting Canes.
PHICED LIST may be had on application.

Chiswick Nursery, London, W.

STRONG FRUITING VINES from EYES.— Black
Hnmhurgh and Muscat of Alexandria, 7s. Gd. to IQs. Gd. each;

- '
'''-' ' — -'10 Trade.

ATNEs. Penge Nursery, SuiTey.

CASTLE KENNEDY FIG.—Plants of the above may
now be had at lOs. Gd. and lis. each ; tho usual discount to Lh'e

Trade. Fetek Lawsqw 4 Sox, Edinburgh and London.

Double Italian Tuberoses.
X> UTLER AND McCULLUCH beg to offer fine imported

T,_ _^_ _.-.,__ _,_
2s, per dozen.
t Gordon Marlcet, W.C,

G]
lER & McCuLLocB, CovoDt Garden Market, W.C.

Gladiolus Bowlensis.
THOMAS BARNES oflera the above in strong; flowering

bulba, by the 100 and 1000. Prices, which are very low, may
be had on application.

Dane Croft Nursery, Stowmarket.

R
To the Trade.ASPBEKKIES

CARTER'S PROLIFIC. 15.000 to 20,000. Can bo had of
icnARo CnATFiELD, ilarkot Gardener, Seven Oaks, Kent.

4 to Oft., Ji perlOOO; 3to4ft., jE3; under 3 ft., £2.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other Prize
Nuts and Filberts. Treea of these splendid Nuts to bo had ol

Mr. Webb, Calcot Gardens, Reading. Catalogues on application.

Early Spring Flowers.
WEBB'S GIANT POL:fANTHUS and GIANT

COWSLIPS, and other varieties, largest stock in England.
List and prices on apclicatlon to Mr. Webb, Calcot Gardens, Reading.

AND ¥. s H A a P E,
• SsEn Gnownns and Mebcba»ts, Wisbech.

SPECIAL PRICED LIST of NEW SEEDS on application.

Nursery and Seed Establlsliment (Established 1787).
riiHOMAS KENNEDY and CO., Nuhsekymen,X Seedshen, and Florists. Dumfries, N.B.
DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES forwarded to any

address on application.

J'
'^AMES^FAiilHEAD and SON, Seed GuowEit.s and

Mercuants. 7. Borough M.irket. London, S.E.
New and Genuine AGRICULTURAL. GARDEN, and FLOWER

. SEEDS. Special prices and advantageous offers on applicatioo.

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.AMES CARTER and C 0.,
Seed Farmers. Mercoan-ts, Rnd Nurserymen.
237 and 233, High Holborn, London, W.C.

J
ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots—

PEACUF,S, NECTARINES, APRICOTS, CHERRIES.
PLUMS, PEARS, APPLES, VINES, and FIGS.

RicuARp SuiTu, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

s
Pruit Trees.

GLENDINNING and SONS invite attention to
» their superb stock of healthy well-gi-own FRUIT TREES

PIUCE LIST on appl:
Chi* ;ry, Loudon,

JOSEPH BAUMANN, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,
bcca to offer 100 fine CAMELLIAS, with Flower Buds, jEG

;

100 Ditto, strongor plants, £8, £10.

F.

D^

K. BURlilDGE, Seed Farmer and Nurseryman,
Lexden Road, Colchester.

Spring Prices ofFLOWER SEEDS on application.

Sub-tropical and other Foliage Plants,
I^OWNIE, LAlUD, AND LAJNU are now sending out-L/ Sooda of the above. PRICED LISTS on application? with
Cultural hints.

Stan.stead Park, Forest Hill, S,E. ; nod EdiiiburKh

Garden Seeds, Carriage free.
M. PAUL'S SELECT LIST contains ra.iny articles

,

worthy_ the attention of Exhibitors and others who wish tow
.hayoPlRST.CLjVSS VEGETABLES audFLOWERSiu theirs"

's NnrBeries, Waltham C

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.
PAUL TOLL.ARD, Seed (xrower and Merchant

20, Qual do la Mfirtsserio 20, ci-devant 4, Place dcs Trois Maries 4" SPECIAL PRICED LIST of NEW SEEDS, in Engllsli
i money, on application.

The Price Current and Garden Directory for 1866 of
MESSRS. LAMOUREUX, CLARK, and CO., Seed

Mercuants, will be forwarded gratis and post free to any
address in the kinedom, on application by letter or'otherwise, at their

Warehouse s, Cornwall Street, Plymouth.

A MBROISE VERSCHAFfITlT, Nurs^ee^mXnTgIw
jr\. Belgium, begs to offer to the Trade fine strong Bulba ofLILIUM LANCIFOLIUM SPECIOSUM (true rubrumirat SSs!

Hoyle'3 and Foster's New Pelargoniums.
(-CHARLES TURNER lia.^ fine plantt of tlic above
V,' which he strongly rocommends. All tho best old kinds atmoderate prices. CATALOGUE on application.

The Royal Nurseries. Slough.

pi IK SALE fnow ready), 1500 strong Cuttings of

,

\i^REaATI.D GERANlfl'MS, viz. -Golden Chain. Cloth of
Id, nower of Spring, Alma, Shottesham Pet, ic, at I0» per 100Wm. Potted, Camden Cottage, SLsainghurst, Staplehurst', Kent.

'

RS. POLLOCK GEEANlUM.-^lo'oO strong Bedding
Plants, in 60-riots, to be sent out in May at £3 pef loo
PoTTRN, Camden Cottage, Sisainghur.st, Staplehurst, Kent

YJiKBENAS and PETUNIAS, witli plenty of Cuttings"

at 3s. peT'd^o^efford"
°°"""' " ^"'^'^' '^'"'- «"""='' ^^ «^''.

P. Lauds, FJorist, BjsloTjToath. Kent, S.E.

L-.
... ., ^ To the traded

'^ -

^n^ L^ H „ A U R A T U M,Barb & SroDEK Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants.
1-', King Street, CoTent Garden, W.C.

J„
New Rosea of 1866^

~
OHN FRASER of the Lea Bridge Road Nurseries,

the b';°s??a";ie*;i:s-o'f''Nliv''li^,?ES ?o';f iToo""'""""™ '' ^'^^ "' ^"

\i^?!Xiiz foye^t.^^ga!ca°:^' °°^"^ '" """"^ °'"-

P
Now ready, 1866 and 1866! ~

^^i' i^ 1°^'*^ ^^"^ l^OSli CATALOGUE,
See Note on Forcing Roses. Post free on appUcaUoi

Old C h eshunt Nurseries, N.STo the Trade!
—

TANDABD and DWARF STANDARD ROSES
Extra and at reasonable prices.

Paul A Sow, " Old " Cheshunt Nlu^erieg, N.

W'M. WOOD AND SON Lave a magni«cent stock of
im^^t.^^ri.?"^ I'^'^-^f^^?'^^° "OS'^-'^. ""'» flho weli.g7oTO

lte?s-?xi'!biSoi;°^''24?°s ii%z-zT° '"' «"=-^°-
Woodlands Nursery, Uaresfleld, near Uckflold, Sussex.

Excellent Nursery Stock at Moderate PricesTyM. JACKSON AND CO., NuitsEHYMEN, Bedalc,
T T Yorkshire, beg to refer to thoir Advertisement at page 47 of

the Oardenerif CItrontcle and Agricultural Gazette, January 20, ISOti.

MAURICE YOUNG'S DESCRIPTIVE LIST of
fu t <^''?,'J<"'">

New and Rare Hardy Plants, Ornamental Trees lind
Shrubs, Rhododendrons, Japanese Novelties. Forest Trees and
Roses, forwarded on application.

'

Milford Nurseries, near Qodalmiog, Surrey,

ARGE ENGLISH and IRISH YEWS —
Handsome single-stemmed ENGLISH and IRISH YEWS

7, 8, and leot high. Price according to size and number requiredon application to
h«"oia

T. Jacrsos & Soy, Nurseries, Kingston S.W.

LarchT
SON llavo to offer fine Strong

3i feet high, at very reasonable prices
Hull.

I.irge Stools, 12k. per tlozon. Ten per cont. allowed on all orders that

Broccoli All the Year Bound,—See
SUTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE (Illustrated).

Price Sixpence post free ; gratis to customers.
SuTTOx & .Sons, Royal lierkshiro Seed Establishment, Reading.

s
The Forwaxdeat Field Pea is

UTTON'S EARLY llACEHORSE.
For price, depending on quantity required, apply to

, Royal .Berkahire Seed Establishment, Reading.

THE INVINCIBLE SCAKLET SWEET PEA.
Tho Trade can still be supplied. Price on application.

SxBrniw UnowK, Seed Grower, Sudbury, Suflolk.

PotatOB for Planting.
SUTTON'S DESCKIPTIVE LIST

Post Free.

w WITTY . . _ .

» LARCH, from 2i

w
TheNuraenes, Cottingha

w Red Cedar.
WITTY AND SON have to offer the above, from

• 2 to 2i feet high, fine and bushy, at reasoniiblo prices
The Nurseries, Cottinghain, near Hull.FCbeap Larch.

lELD BROTHERS, lioughton Nursery, Chester
haveaquantity ofextra fine LARCH, 2i to 3 foot and 3 to 4 feetv«,rv Rtnnf. and wcU rooted. Samples and prices on application.

Post Free.
& Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed EstablLthment, Reading.

Several Tons of Seed PotatOB,~Garden Varieties^
P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR,
KuaSKnvMRN and SEEnssiEN, Dundee, N.B.
Special offer of above on application.

INCOLNSHIRE GEM PEAS (Martin & Son).—
See Testimonials. Superior to Dixon's Yorkshire Hero or any

other Peas grown here.
Hull, 7, Market Place ; and Cottingham. Established 178S.

PATERSON'S FAMED SEEDLING~P"OTATOS^
APPOTNTKO AGENTS In LONDON:

HoorEii&Ci., CovfiitO.iniun Market. London, W.C.
i'.ii 1

1 \ :l[ , .Liiii l.iHts furnished.

M
ANTED IMMEDIATELY, a quantity of COMMONLAURELS and PRIVET, from 2 to 3 yeirs old.

Henry Dowkisc, Norbury Park, ijickleham, near Dorkmg, Surrey

YATT'S 11.

Tonsol' I

Apply to Ai.nm. 1

. IIINEY POTATO.—A few
-^i.'cd to be Sold Cheap.

1 i.s, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

"p'OR SALE, about 3-2,000 Seedling CHESTNUTS
MO om?lJ''??h f'"-,

% ^'^^^. a»l> PRIVETS, 3 feet!JOUU ljuich.s, i to 3 feet, liSs. per lOOO.
James Welch, Riverhead, Kent.

D'^y^Pu^^^^' NUH.SERYMAN, Falkirk, N. B., offer's

^ri?° SiS'""'^
very healthy, woU-iooted, well-topped Ni/rseRY

r>,,Sr ',. °2'i'
"^' ^'^''^' •^=°'='' ^i". N. SprGie, Oak, BeechQuicks, 4c. A largo quantity of transplanted LARCH from 2 to 31 ft!

M.T,.„TT.T
I-arch, Scotch, Ash, &c.

A_R'riN AND SON can supply splendid plants, viz ,

t f.„,
^°' - '° ^

'°"i,'
«COTt;H. 1 to H and 3 feet ; IaRCH, 2 to

3 leet. Price on application at tho
Hull Establishment, 7, Market Place.

E
Alder, Ash, and Birch,

P. FRANCIS AND CO. , an supply the above, in
. .strong, woll.rootod pLiiit.?, i ft., 6 ft. and e ft. high Priceupon application. ^ * ^""^^

Tho Nuraenes. Hertford, Herts.

rro GENTLEMEN and NURSEitYMEN.-S.OOO very-L strong LARCH, 4 to fi feet ; 2,000 very bushy SPRUCE, 2i feet
Prices and Samples on appUcKlon to

• '

North wSr^'^'n'!?''?,"""'"?''''^™'^"""''''' "1Kb Street, Wrexliam,North Wales, and Railway Station Nursery.

J,,^„
„ ^° Nurserymen and Florists!AMES CARTER and CO.. beg leave to offer New

lOs.eS'pioz.^""""^'
"^'''''' GLvNDflLORA.""tmeral

237 and 238, High Holborn, W.C.

JrVERY AND SON beg to announce that their
. DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGOES of A7AI FA

GRAPE'viNES^a^nd^'^'J,',^"
FERN^^'SseI, %f^tKM,GRAPE VINES, and S>EfcDS, may be had on appUcatjon at theif

Llorkmg Nursery,

EARLY KIDNEY PUTATOS.—Webb's Telegraph,
first early, 20s. per bushel ; Webb's President, second early,

16s. per bushel ; Webb's Imperial Kidney (best Potato known for all
purposes), 12s. per bushel.

Apply to Mr. Webb, Calcot Gardens, Reading.

OYAL ASH-LEAF POTATO.—This is oue of the
I o.irlicst and the most productive of all the Ash-leaf Kidney

Potatos. Price per ton of finely prepared seed given on application to
Messrs. Tnos. Rivers & Son, Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth.

DAINTKEE'S SEEDLING POTATO "is the best
early roiuid white Potato In cultivation, and can be obtained

at a raodeiuto price on application.
Mr. S. A. DAiWTitEE, Fendrayton. St. Ives, Hunts.

SEED POTATOS.— Myatt's Prolific Kidney, Early
Dalmahoy, Webb's Imperial Kidney, Daintree's Seedling, and

nil tho bent early and lato varieties at low prices.
H. & F. SiiAKPE, Seed Growers and Merchants, Wisbech.

Scrymger's Brussels Sprouts.
SEED of the above excellent variety can be had true

from tho i-aisor. in packets at Is. ; post free 14 stamps.
Price to tho Trade on application.

G. SunrMOKR, Sonnlng, near Reading. ^^^^
To tlie Trade.

10 BE SOLD, Cheap, a large quantity of 1-year SEA
KAIL PLANTS 2-year ASPARAGUS PLANTS,

on application to
& Sons, Warriston Nurseries, Edinburgh.

SANDRINGHAM NEW DWARF WHITE CELERY.
Superior variety, fine flavour, very crisp and solid.

Petkr Lawsow & Soy, 26, King Street, Cheapside, London, E.G.

ANTED, 30 Strong CUCUMBER PLANTS, of
good Varieties. State lowest price to

NO, .Seedsman and Florist, North Row, Lewishara. S.E.

w
FINEST LAWN MUTURE.—Composed only of the

best and cleanest Seeds of the most suitable dwarf Evergreen
Grasses, is. per lb. Carnage free.

Jakeb Djossom & Sows, Seed Merchants, 102, Eastgate Street, Chester,
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C^
ONDUN bEED COMl \N1 LIMliEB

C8 Welbeck St eet Cavond sh '^i L ndon W
LIMITLIJ —LONDON SEED COMPANY

CAT-VLOGUES and PRICE CURIFNT a o n re

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of G IRDtN -iEEUi) fur

yea sp^ly Iro 10 6' ivrd
Oftices I) Welb k t t C v n 1 I ju ro Lo do W

y~J Large and
cacTi CATALC
the Lopdon "^eed

Seeds for the Garden
I T(t\s t ( \Ki)r\ sn us 1

LlMUJbl) —
anOld-Estabhshed
an be bad Gratis on

eg, Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square, London, W.

Botanic Nurseries, Biggleswade, Beds.
"\TEW PLANTS.—MIMKLUS IHM'LEX. 12 -smf^, '20s.

Xy VARIEGATED VERBENA a'"i*I-'LAR).— Scarlet Flowere,

12 plants. 20.-.

ASPARAGUS.—Ex. ex. fine, 3-year. 3s. t>(i. per 100.

QPLENDID TKESH-IMPORTED CALIFOKNIANO SEEDS, warranted growth of 1865.

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, lOOO seeds, Qs. ; 6000 seeds, 25s.

;

1 oz. (about 0000 seeds), 27*-. Gd. ; 4 oz., His.

PINTJS LAMBERTIAKA (True), 60s. per lb. ; 15& per 4 oz.

;

All of lii-st-rate quality. Larger quantities on application. Free
In London or Leith Terms Cash

Peter ^mith &^ Co , Seed Merchants, Hamburgh

CULLKUTIONS

GARDEN SEEDS.

OSBORN & SONS'
SELECT CATALOGUE OF THE ABOVE

May now be had ou applic;itioii, nnJ they bvg to f:ill srecial iittention to the foUowi

\EW AMEEICAN TOMATO 16
ThiB Is very large, and loss watery than the old Red.

; Select Articles :

—

Per packet.

—

s. 0.

ROWDEN'S BRO\VN COS LETTUCE .. ..11)
SCOTTS SUPERB WHITE COS LETTUCE ..10
BELLE BONNE SUMMER CABBAGE LETTUCE 1

Theac three Lettuces are les3 liable to run tban any we kuo w.

FULHAM NURSERY, S.W.

GARDEN SEEDS.
ELEVEN PRIZES AT THE SOUTH KENSLSGTON SHOW IN JULY LAST.

WILLIAM PAUL
(Son and Successor to the late A. Paul), WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.,

BEOS TO ANNOUNCE TUAT HIS

NEW SEED CATALOGUE IS NOW READY,
AND WILL BE FORWARDED ON APPLICATION FREE BY POST.

It is well knowTi that both Vegetables and Flowers vary much in qu.ility from Seed, and to insure the best races

all the critical and important crops are home saved, or saved expressly for him under his own supervision. In proof

of the success of this course he may state that no less than Eleven Prizes were awarded to the productions of his

Seeds at the Royal Horticultural Society's Show in July last.

Foreign and Colonial Orders carefuUij attended fo, and packed btj experienced packers.

NOVELTIES FOR 1866.

E. G. HENDERSON & SON

Thcie requiring showy kind:* of Flower Seeds, and who are net
well acquainted with the soita ire lespecttuUy recommended to
leave the selection to us, and we will supply thoae ^*e know to be
really worthy of cultivation £ t rf

1. The best 100 sorts (hardy, half-hardy, and tender) 1 i (i

2. The best 50 sorts ditto ditto 010 6
3. The best .30 sorts ditto ditto 7 6
4. The best 24 sorts ditto ditto fi

5. The best 24 sorts (hardy sorts only) . . ..050
PRICED CATALOGUES gratis and post free on application.

ScTToN & So.vs, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

HKYSANTHEMUMS, and How to have them Fi^e
for Exhibition.—Use STANDEX'3 GARDENER'S andAMATEUR'S FRIEND.

ST wnrvs n ARDENEP.'S
ini- \^l ^11

'
i; -^ FRIEXD,

. -55 ^„„, «w., .a the open
ground.

No. 1 FERTILIZER is the
best adapted for Chrysanthe
mums and Hard-wooded Plants
of every description.

No. 2 FERTILIZER is recom.
mended for Soft-wooded Plants,
Bulbs, &c.

Sample Canisters, Is. & 2s. 6d. Bags, 5s. 6d., 10s. 6ti
May be had of the leading Nurservmen and Seed^ix^^u

CoveTotrlen" w'c.'*°"'
^'"' ^""" ^^'''^'^^'' '' K">g Street

V. List of Agents will shortly be publlahed

CT T,^,^,!?-^,,?^,**®^
^"'i Beautiful Plants.

J. BARKER has much plea.sure in asaiu offeriug
. . SEEDS of his Choice New HYBRID FLOWERS, which base

Bj„ .?i5 . If"S"' satisfaction in past seasons, and he feels very con-

mr°haU i ^ ? f""
°^'" "^^ produce floweia farsurpassing

pPTrrvi l*L '^^P''''''"^"^'y ^^^^ out. Per packet—a. U.

\ii^:
"'

' " '^'"" "« beautlf^ll collection of
"O""'- OS exhibited at the Koyal Horti-

ering, Qom our well-known

cultii,

TROP^:,
cbllu. ,,

, ,, , ir:eues

'"^V^lwtV:,-,•"-"": '
—Saved with 'care fi-bm a 'choiid

laSl-r BeaJon's b«t fli'^e'S
'""""""^ "• ^'^''' '""' ""•

MIMULUa-Eiom aselect coUection of biautiflii neW hybrid

1

of large and small flowers"

TROP^OLUM and petunia"r h„.., .rtj|j,5u submitted to us' by you a
" The blooms of both ..!..,.«. u^ou w us- d-

In shape size, and substance, and channinclv" iaiied in colouV

n^rosri^i'ia'nh^'s^i-?^???./?.''?^'^^^^^^^
double kinds, which, w: j,™ „, „
factory eStscf—Oardmers' Chronicle, Sept. 30, 1805
"
T""? sSoSs have produced such flowers as were never seen In thiscountry before."—i£«er/'0»i K S America

""""'''" '«™ "> 'h's

application. Eiotio Nursery, Oodalmins, Sirey.
"'""<«»

RESPECTFULLV OFFER THEIR

NEW SEED CATALOGUE FOR THE PRESENT SEASON,

Containuig fuU descriptions of the following Novelties, with many others from the Continent.

ro$t F)-e€ OH application.

VIOLA CORNUTA, In Seed and Plants.-One of the best known i LOBELIA ERINUS, PRINCE ALBERT.-fino habit, oneoftho
species, admirably adapted for chaste ruai-ginal effect to summer ' finest in its section for bedding.
and autumn flower-beds. YELLOW PERFECTION WALLFLOWER.— A beautiful vniiety,

TKOP^OLUM COMFACTUM COCCINEUM.—The flnest scarlet- ' true to its colour and habit. Received a Cortiflcato from tho

flowered bedding variety of the "Tom Thumb" section. Royal Horticultural Society.

LYCHNIS GRANDIFLORA GIGjVNTEA.—A splendid scarlet- CVCLiUIEN.—From our unnvallod collection, in varied colours,

Iloweied variety for a bed or clump, or pot-plant.
|

separately or mixed.

HELIPTERUM AUREUM NANUM. — A lovely Uttlc yellow- i
PRIMULA SINENSIS FILICIFOLIA.—Tho beautUUl Feru-Uko

flowered species, 6 inches high. leaved variety, white and crimson, separately or muted.

CELOSIA RACEMOSA ELEGANS—The best of known khids for
[

LILIUM ADRATUM (Qolden-lTvyed_ Japan ^Lily). — The most
pot-culture, in conservatory decoration, true from seed. ' *" '

".-.-^- " -
.:-—..-—' . •beautiful of its tribe. New Seed just gathered.

NEW PRIZE MELONS.
For descriptions of these firat-elass Fruits, sec l;i»t Numbers of Gardeners' Chronicle.

THE NEW CLIANTHXTS DAMPIERI,
In varieties of colour, as saved from the AVhite and others, as exhibited by the Raisei'.

23. 6d. and ds. per packet of 12 and 24 Seeds.

RAPHANXrS CATJDATUS.
The I'emarliable New Radish, with long eatable pods, 2«. 6d. each Seed.

DOUBLE-FLOWERED MIMULUS.
Seed Packets, Is. 6d. and 2s. Sd. each.

E. G. HENDERSON and SON, WELLINGTON NURSERY, ST. JOHN'S WOOD, N.W.

GENUINE SEEDS, CARRIAGE FREE.

B. S. WILLIAMS,
VICTORIA ami PARADISE NURSERIES, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.,

UEGS TO STATE THAT HtS

DESCRIPTIVE AND PRICED SEED CATALOGUE FOR 1866

CAN BB Hjat POST THEE ON vU'PLICATION.

It eontaina all NoTelties worthy of notice, with full description to each, and a few Hints for the guidance ofAmateuii

The LIST of KITCHEN GAKDEN SEEDS comprises all that is essential in variety for the various require-
ments in family consumption. Those who prefer leaving the Selection of Vegetables to B. S. W. may rely upon
receiving none bat the most vnluable and approved sorts. Collections are proportioned to suit Large and Small
Gardens at the foUswing prices :—

lOs. ed., 21s., 42s., 63s., 84s. each.

For Quantitic Catalogue.

The following CHOICE and NEW VEGETABLE SEEDS are specially recemmended ;—
MALVERN HALL MELON, earliest variety in cultivation, 3s. p.
WILLIAMS' MATCHLESS RED CELERY, It. per packet
DIGSWELL PRIZE ENDIVE, U. per packet
Tho jlLEERT SPROUTS, Is. per packet
HILL-S INCOMPARABLE DWARF CABBAGE, ts. per packet
HOLME PARK LETTUCE. Is. M. per packet
NONEUAM PARK ONION, 2s. Od. per packet

Tho OHANGEFIELD DWARF PROLIFIC TOMATO, BO* oftred

for the first time, aa Introduction of real worth ; the fruit is

large, very dwarfs and wonderfully prolific (stock limited),

ij. Ocii per packet

SHARMAN'3 UNIVERSAL CUCUStUEK, the best winter variety

friut long and handsome, vei7 prolific, 'is. fid. per packet

DOUBLE TUBEJjlOSES, very fine, 3s, per doion. Choice GLADIOLI BOOTS, W., S»., 12»., and 1S». per doiou
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AUCUBA JAPONICA, LOADED WITH BRIGHT RED BERRIES.

JOHN & CHAKLES LEE,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN,

ISV'ITE INSPECTION OF THEIR

LARGE STOCK OF MAGNIFICENT SCARLET-BERRIED AUCUBAS,

"Which they believe to be unrivalled for extent, perfection of form, and colouring.

The BEIUIIED AUCUBAS are valuable for Table Decoration, for -which piupose they may be

hired at 10s. 6d. per night.

PLANTS may be purchased at 3 guineas, 4 guineas, and 5 guineas each.

EIPE SEEDS, producing innumerable Tarieties, at 25. each, or 18j. per dozen.

The Trads supplied on liberal terms.

KOYAL VINEYAKD NUKSERY and SEED ESTABLISHMENT, HAMMERSMITH, W.

PETEK LAWSON & SON,

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

LONDON and EDINBURGH':si,

W&S^M)> FARM, VEGETABLE, and FLOWER SEEDS.

2S, KING STREET, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.G.

LEE'S COLLECTIONS of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS.

JOHN & CHARLES LEE,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN,

ARE NOW EXECUTING ORDERS FOll THEIR

COLLECTIONS OF KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS, GROWTH OF 1865,

Whirh, halving been selected with great care, mil be found replete with every requisite
for the supply of a Family for the year.

To Clear Ground.
SPECIAL OFFEK- 21) per .vut. .ilf Catalogue prices.—

HOLLY (GREENI, YEWS, nEul>AR.S,ARBCTOS, LAURELS
(Common), LaurelB (Portugal), Cupressua Lawsoniana, Thuja Lobbii,
PiQua insigQifi, P. oxcelsus, P. pooderosa, Taxodlum, Hazel (a large
breadth). Larch do.. Spruce do^ Austrian Pine do.. Beech do. For
sizes and prices, see CATALOGUES, sent on application to

J. Scott, Merriott, Somerset.

ground :—Reaches, Nectarines and Apricots (trained and untrained),
Apples, Pears, Plvmis, and Cherries (trjiined and untrained).

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES on application to
J. Scott, Merriott, Somerset.

FOX or GAME COVERT.—Gentlemen planting or
refreshing their Preserves can be supplied with the under-

mentioned faTourite Plants :—ENGLISH GORSE or FURZE. 1-year,

&s. per 1000 : 2-ycars, very strong, 10s, per 1000 ; ENGLISH BROOM,
2-yeai-s, very sti-ong, 12s. per 1000; Evergreen Berberry, or Mahonia
aqviifolia, 1 to 2 feet, strong transplanted, 25s\ per 10(», or £10 per loiiO.

LISTS of all kindsot FOREST and FRUIT TREES, SHRUBS, and
CONIFERS, sent on application.

W. Maule ,!i So.is, Tho Nu , Bristol.

Tansley Nurseries, near Matlocli, Derbyshire.
JOSEPH SMITH, Sbn., invites Planters and the Trade
fj to inspect his Nursery of 80 Acres of high land. The soil is of a
fibrous natiu-e, and the plants take up With excellent roots, such as
to ensure the best success in their removal. The Nursery contains

niivny Hundred Thousands of RHODODENDRONS, COMMON and
PORTUGAL LAURELS, BOX, BROOMS, BERBERIS, HOLLIES,
PRIVETS, YEWS, Sc. The FOREST TREES are very eitonsive,

Of all the leading kinds there are 16 Acres of LARCHES, of different

slzos. and all others in proportion. Prices moderate, which can be
had on application as above.

LAKCH and KHODODENDRO
Delivered at Matlock Station. Per 1000.

LARCH, H to 2 ft., good stout plants

NS.

3 30il

3 3 ft.,

2J to 3\ feet
RHODODENDRON PONTICUlf, bushy and well-rooted, 6 to

12 inches . . 1

„ „ to 15 In., 18». per 100 . . . . 1

, „ 1 to li ft., 23s. per 100 .. ..S
14 to 2 It., 30s. per 100 . . . . S

„ HYBRIDUM, 16 to 20 in., 28a.6d. per 100 i

„ „ li to2ft., 32s. Cd. per 100 ;

Tho Trade supplied. Apply to

James Suito, Darley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

N E ^y FORAGE PLANTS.
NEW ZEALAND PRAIRIE GRASS I BROMUS SCHRADERl
NEW HARDY CLOVER I

TRIFOLIUM STRIATUM
Peter Lawson II Son, Tho Queen's Seedsmen, 2S, King Street,

Chcipside, London, E.G. ^_^

No. 1. COJtPLETE COLLECTION of the choicest kinds

No. 2. COMPLETE COLLECTION „ „
No. 3. COMPLETE COLLECTION „ „
No. 1. COMPLETE COLLECTION ,

£5 5

3 3

Theii- DESCRIPTR'E CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN, FLOWER, aud AGRICULTURAL SEEDS
for 1866, may be hud Free by Post on application.

ROYAL VINEYARD NURSERY and SEED ESTABLISHMENT, HAMMERSMITH, W.

SUTTON'S
UNRIVALLED COLLECTIONS OF

GARDEN SEEDS for ONE YEAR'S SUPPLY
VAlililAUE FREE.

Si rroN & Sons are now prepared to receive Orders for their unrivalled

COLLECTIONS of GARDEN SEEDS, as under:—

A COMPLETE COLLECTION of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS for ONE WHOLE YEAR'S SUPi'^LY

T,-., . ... (with Instructions on Cultivation) £3 3
IJitto, in quantifies proportionately reduced . 2 2

P!"" ditto
. .. 1 11 6

JJitt" ditto
. .110

^'""

,

ditto ;; ;; ;; ; " ;; ,. o 15 o
Ditto, for a SMALL GARDEN

| 10

Sent Carnage Free by Rail, and 6 per cent, discount allowed for cash payment. A remittance «» reference
requested Irom unknown Correspondents.

1^ 111/ ordirimj one of these C'olhetu • a year much trouUe ami expense will be mretl.

and otfe AGRICULTURE^
^""^ MEADOWS, fine sorts of M.iNCTL WURZEL, TORNIP,

.
SUTTON'S GENERAL ILLUSTRATED DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUE imd AMATEUR'S GUIDE

IS now ready, pnce Qd.^ or giatia to Customers.

Remittances may be made by Cheques on Town or Countrv Btiukera, or by Post OtlUe Ordera payable to

SUTTON AND SONS, ROYAL BEKKSHIRE SEED ESTA^IilBHD lEKT, READING,

To tlie Trade.
MORRISON BROTHERS, Aberdeen, have a large

Ht.^ck of the following to offer ;—
Transplanted LARCH, 2i to Z\ feet, extra fine stuff, being tbin in

the lines, are branched to the ground, and will be offered at a very

TmTisplanted SILVERS, 4 to and to 15 inches, very stout stuff.

Transplanted SPRUCE, to 15 and 15 to '2A inches, very stout sLutl.

1 and -i-voar Seedling CRABS \Verv flue in drills and extremely

1 and 2 year Seedling PRAR J low in price.

l-Tcnr Seedling BEECH, SPANISH and HORSE CHESTNUT,
HAZEL, MAl'LE, EI^GLISH OAK, SYC-iMORE, all in drills antl

very flno.

l-vear Seedling PINUS AUSTRIACA, UARICIO, MARITIMA.
still I ffered in large qiu Also a fine

LINCOLN'S 1

1

See Testiiii. .

other Foas grown huie
Hull, 7. Market Place ; .ind Cottmgham. Established 1783.

Dickson's " First and Best " Early Pea.

FR.VNC1S AND ARTHUR DICKSON anu SONS'
"FIRST and BEST" EARLY PEA having given universal

satisfaction, and being pronounced by competent judges (see

Testimonials below), In accordance with the fact ascertained, by
themselves by repeated trials, to be the vert best Early Pea ever

offered for earlmess. prolific nature, and persistent c"

at 2». Cd. per quart.

From Mr. J. IT ^I-—;,
Qariiencrs' ch ' :i,i-

" Dickson's I :
'

ever yet grown I

pods, and sbvci-li - ii ii. 1

1

Furthey o}>iiuoii.i •'»

See fjardenera' Cfironici,
" Dickson's First ami

First Crop and Sutton'^
produces a larger quant

the

.ru, July 29, 1866, p. 7

[he best Early Pea 1 1:

I ffood-sized well-fji

r than these (Carter's

ire vigorous habit, and
> the average number

I pod, that o"

DicliBon's was fi-om 5 to 7. Dillistone's, Carter's, and Sutton's Peas

yield their entire crop in about two pickings, while from Dickson's

ifonr good gatherings can be obtained. The last-named kind was
...-_.-:.... o.-i*—'sand Carter's lota

'rogues' in Peas

, June 10, 1865,

;

First and Be.st

Fram Mr \^

See Qai'deni:i.\
" I sowed th

and Sangstci

|i , 1. .[, , I'lr.st :inLl Best, Dillistone's Early,

ni 1 luuuil the tirat to be folly nine days earlier

of the others. Its quality is excellent, it is very hardyj

a strong grower, and pods in abund^ni

gathered a much larger crop

bottom. 1

the First and Best'than I did from
future I shall sow it only for nay first

See Gardeners' Chronicle
" I have been much >

who have tried the vaiT

have made very caroiUl

result of my experienc

Early Peas, time when a

I Best wa.1
) had plenty among them."

. Vh€lsp.a.

. JulyliO,lS05,p. 700.

). (Hero tollow the names of all the new
3wed, and dates of fiist gatherings.} Dick-

veiy good and true, and in my opiuion i the

rMiiimLinlatoi7 of our " First and Best" Pea
1 from tirst'Clasa Gardeners and others, but
have quoted from the Gardeners' Ciironicle

(Dickson's I''u--.i •i >

Scores of lottci., ',(11

have been artdre^isufl t'

we think tho extracts

sufficient.

Francis & Artbub Dickson & Son's DESCRIPTIVE and PRU
CATALOGUE ofVEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS, with

- — ,.,,,. —
----oQ^ ^lu be sent gral

B all grown by them
) the most select stocks In

** Seet^s'of jes value (Qraia excepted) delivered free to any Ball*

way Station.
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BAKE & SUGDEN, 12, King Steeet, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

TKE SPLENDID

JAPAN LILY,

LILIUM LANCIFOLIDM,

For planting in EhodoJendioa

Beds, &c.,

6s; 9s., and 12«. per dozen;

40s., 50i., 60s., 70s., and 80s.

2s. 6if., 3s. 6d., 4s. 6il., 6s., 9s., 12s.,

and 15s. per dozen

;

12s. &!., 15s., 21s., 30s., 40s., .50s.,

to 100s. per 100.

THE MAGNIPtCENT

GOLDEN-EAYED

LILY of JAPAN,

LILIUM AUEATDM,

"W^urranted ti-ue.

Fine established Bulbs, in pota,

which have been two seasons i]i

this country.

. G<1., '3.6,/,, 10s. 0i7., 12s. C,/.,

and Lis.

C SEED BULB&fLMT IVAKEHODSE)
Orders ammoiting to 21s. serd Carriage Paid. Packets sent Fast Paid,

A FEW SPECIALITIES for the KITCHEN GARDEN.
Section I.—Leguminous Plants.

', and Very productive. Is. 6(i.per(it,

vei-y productive, 3s. G(l. per quart

the way of Voitch's Perfection, 2s.

PEAS.
ADVANCER, tho earliest dwarf green wrinkled Marrow, fino fla

ALBERT EDWARD, a tall green Marrow, as early as tho Erapt

YORKSHIRE HERO, an abundant cropping wrinkled Marrow,
per quart

LAXTON'S PROLIFIC EARLY LOXG-POD, a second early variety, in the stylo of Auvergne, but
with podfl twice the size, '2s. per pint

LITTLE GEM (McLe*s), GREEN WRINKLED MARROW, a first early variety, possessing tho full

sugary flavour of the late wrinkled Peas ; a most valuable acquisition. Height, Ifoot; Is. porhalf
pint, 3s. 6d. per quart

McLean's prince of wales pea, a dwarf wnnUed Marrow, first-class second early, bolgUtSfoet,
2a. per qxuirt

PRINCESS ROYAL, in the style of Bishop's Long Pod, but very superior, Is. 6rf. per quart

CARTER'S FIRST CROP, SYN. SUTTON'S RINGLEADER, not only the earliest, but the most
prolific early Pea, in sealed packets, 2s. Cd. per quart

DICESON'S FI R3T and BEST, a rival to First Crop, in sealed packets, 2s. Gd. per quart
WONDERFUL, a first-class wrinkled Manow, extremely productive, 2s. Cd. per quart

TOM THUMB GREEN BEAN, dwarf v:iricty, on that account valuable for small gardens, l.!.G.f.perqt.

Section II.—Edible Leaved and Edible Flowered Plants.

SPINACH BEET, gathered throughout the summer as a substitute for Spinach, 4d. per packet;
Is. per oz.

BECK'S IMPROVED SEA-KALE BEET ; the mid-rib of the leaf is from 2 to 3 inches broad, very
white, delicate in flavour, and used as a substitute for Sea Kale, id. per packet ; Is. per oz.

ALBERT SPROUTS, one ot Mr. Melville's successful hybrids, between the Drumhead Savoy and
Brussels Sprouts, and is likely to prove the most useful hardy winter vegetable, is. per packei.

COVENT GARDEN GARNISHING BORECOLE, beautifully variegated Borecole, varying in colour
from white to crimson, valuable for garnishing, also for shrubbery and flower borders" In winter, Is.

per packet

UALMENY SPROUTS, between the Cabbage and Brussels Sprouts ; the growth resembles the latter

;

stems thickly set with sprouts, and termmated by a cabbage of medium size, 6<i. per packet

SNOW'S WINTER WHITE BROCCOLI, a very valuable winter Broccoli, with fine heads, which may
be cut daring December, January, and February ; Parker's select stock, 2s. Qd. per packet

OSBORN'S WINTER WHITE BROCCOLI, a fine early and mid-winter Broccoli, heads as white as a
Cauliflower, hardy, and self-protecting ; sown in March, can be cut in November, and by successional
sowings may be had in use till April or May, Is. per packet

THE HORTICULTURAL SUPERB LATE BROCCOLI ; this varietv was much approved of and
recommended by the Fruit Commitee of the Royal Horticultural Society, Is. per packet

TOM THUMB CABBAGE, a delicately-flavoured miniature, very early variety, id. per packet ; Is. p. oz.

COVENT GARDEN (IMPROVED EARLY LONDON) CAULIFLOWER, an exceedingly flne stock,
very early. Is. per packet ; 2s. lid. per oz.

NEW ERFURT DWARF MAMMOTH CAULIFLOWER (Syns. Frogrnore Early Forcing. Carter's
Mammoth, ic.) ; it produces immense compact heads of superior quality, grows close to the ground,
is valuable for small gardens, and for hot dry seasons ; it is also the best tor forci ng, Is. per packet

LENORMAND'S PARIS MARKET CAULIFLOWER, an exceedingly large-headed, fino eariy
variety, largely grown for the Paris Mai-ket, Is. per packet

SHEARER'S LATE WHITE BROCCOLI ; heads large, compact, and pure white ; froady in April
and May ; remarkable for its extreme h;trdiness and excellent quality, Is. per packet

Section III.—Edible Rooted Plants.

COVENT GARDEN BEET, a handsome medium-sized variety, of a rich deep blood-red colour, boils

tender, and is of very superior flavour, id. per packet ; Is. per ounce

FRENCH HORN CARROT (COVENT GARDEN VARIETY), a favourite little Carrot for soupa,
prized lor its extreme earliness and superior flavour, the best variety for forcing, id. per packet

;

AYTON CASTLE or HENRY'S PRIZE GIANT LEEK, a very large variety, much Fuperior to tbo
Musselburgh Leek, 6d. per packet

omoN.
DANTERS' new yellow, a large handsome fine keeping brown-skinned variety, which cannot be

ONION.
TREB0N3, another very largo brown-skinned variety, and t

xsynonyn;
exceedingl y heavy cropper, Nuuoham

i between tho White SpanishNUNEHiVM PARK, a very large brown-skinned Onion, said to bo a (

and Flat Tripoli, in original packets, 2s. 6d.

COVENT GARDEN, small sliver-skinned pickling Onion, 6(/.

Section IV,—Edible Fruited Plants,

BARR'S EMERALD GEM CUCUMBER (new) ; where a large supply of handsome medium-siaod fine

flavoured fruit is the thin;; sought, this variety will fully meet too requirement; it is exceedingly
early, prolific, and withal a splendid sort for winter forciog. Is. Gd. and 2s. 6d. per packet

BARR'S PEARL GEM CUCUMBER, fruit pearly cream, very handsome, and dehcately flavoured.
Is. per packet

KEIGHLEVS PROLIFIC CUCUMBER, an exceedingly free-bearing handsome hardy frame variety,

from 16 to 18 inches long. Is. 6d. per packet

BARR'S GOLDEN MONARCH MELON, a splendid new varie^, received from Adelaide. Australia,
where out of doors it attains the enormous weight of 10 lb. Mr. Cuthill, of Cambcrwell, exhibited a
fruit at the Crystal Palace which weighed G lb. The rind is bright yellow, flesh creaniypmk, meltiog
and luscious ; before the fruit is cut the aroma is del icious ; we can strongly recommend this Melon
to those who like a large sized handsome and lull-flavoured iVuit, Is. Od. and 2s. Od. per packet i

MALVERN HALL MELON, scarlet flesh nicely ribbed, and of moderate size, ripens early and acts
freely ; highly recommended, 2s. per packet

TOMATO DE LAYE, or Tree Tomato ; an upright variety, with flne large red fruit, Cd. per packet

„ GRENIER, a new upright-growing kind, said to be the finest variety in cultivation, Is. per pkt

CUSTARD VEGETABLE MARROW, a fine variety, IW. per packet

MOORE'S VEGETABLE CREAM, one of the best fiavoured varieties, 6d. per packet

Section V.—Salad Plants.

COVENT GARDEN WHITE CELERY, dwarf close habit, very solid, crisp, juicy, and fine flavoured,
id. per packet ; Sd. per oimce

„ RED CELERY, dwarf compact habit, very hardy, crisp, and of a superior
nutty flavour, id. per packet : Od. per ounce

SANDRINGHAM NEW DWARF WHITE CELERY. This excellent variety is almost exclusively
grown in the gardens at Sandringhani, for tho Prioce of Wales' table. Is. per packet

WILLIAMS'S MATCHLESS RED CELER.Y, very crisp and fine flavoured, dwarf and hardy ; in con-
dition till the middle of April, Is. per packet

COVENT GARDEN GIANT COS LETTUCE, the best White Cos Lettuce known, as regards size,

crispness, and flavour ; it is also less aff'ected by hot weather than other varieties, Od. and Is. per
packet ; 2s. Gd. per ounce

COVENT GARDEN GIANT BROWN COS LETTUCE, block seeded; this is the best of its class,
' .rge, crisp, and fine flavoured, not readily runuing to seed ; an excellent winter variety, Od. and

2«. I

1 affected by hot weather j also very hardy, indeed t . winter Cos, 6d. and Is. per packet

;

THE HOLM PARK SUMMER COS LETTUCE ; Mr. David Thomson, of Archerfield Gardens, states
this variety to be "the best hot weather Lettuce he ever grew." Is. 6d. per packet

COVENT GARDEN SL'MMER CABBAGE LETTUCE, the very best summer Cabbage Lettuce grown.
Is. per packet

STANSTEAD PARK ECLIPSE CABBAGE LETTUCE. We consider this tlio hardiest and best
variety for winter, 6d. ana Is. per packet ; 2s. 6d. per ounce

NEW FRENCH BREAKFAST RADISH, an excellent oval variety for forcing, and very eflfectiVe In a
salad ; the upper half bright scarlet, the lower half pure white, Od. per ounce

DIGSWELL PRIZE ENDIV'E, recommenaed as a hardy good-hearting variety, Is. per peck

POTATOS.
WEBB'S TELEGRAPH PROLIFIC KIDNEY (new); this remarkobly handsome prolific variety we

consider the earliest in cultivation ; last spring it was planted by Mr, Webb the nrat week In April,
and a fine crop dug the last week in May. Poifectly free fiom disease, 6s. Cd. per peck

ENGLAND'S FAIR BEAUTY KIDNEY POTATO, a great cropper, very flomy, and of superior
flavour, 3s, Gd. per peck

COVENT GARDEN PROLIFIC ROUND POTATO, a first-class second early variety, an extremely
heavy cropper, fine-flavoured, with a dwarf compact top, 3s. Gd. per peck

WEBB'S PRESIDENT KIDNEY (new), a first-class second early variety, exceedingly productive,
handsome, and fine fiavoured ; perfectly free from disease, 4s. 6d. per peck

WHEELER'S MILKY WHITE, a seedling from the Fluke; a fine-flavoured second eariy variety, 4s
per peck

BABB. & SXTGDEN'S COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE SEEDS.
No. 1. COMPLETE COLLECTION of VEGETABLE SEEDS for l-jear's No. 5. COMPLETE COLLECTION of VEGETABLE SEEDS for I-year-a

COLLECTIONS of FLOWER SEEDS, 2s. 6d., 3s. 6d., 5s. 6d., 7s. 6d., lOs. ed., 15s. 6d., 21s., 30s., 4as., and 63s.

BARR AND SUGDEN, 13, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.
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E
Fruiting Vines.

G. HENDERSON and SON offer the above, with
splendid Canes of well-matured growth, with prominent

;ure to (?ive a heavy crop of fruit, 105. 6d. each.

LIST of SORTS sent on application.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

Extra strong Fruiting Vines.
TAMES DICKSON and SONS can still supply Stout,
rj Close-jo iNTKD, and Perfectlt Ripened CANES, to produce
ftom 4 to 8 lb. of Grapes this year. Prico 7s. 6d. each and upwards.
Also Canes for Planting out.

The " Nowton" Nurseries, Chester.

o
Rust's Thames Bank Peach.

SBORN AND SONS have a few Maiden Plants left

for Saleof the aboTc-named new late Yellow-fleshed PEACH,
Hogg, in the "Gardeners' Vear Book for 186i " says :—" The

' nder, melting, and juicy." He fu "

iQ hast of the Yellow-fleshed Peache. .

3 the Trade.

Lancashire Show Goosehexrles and Currants.

MA. LAKE» The Nurseries, Bridgewater, has to offer

• several thniisand of tho above, of the choicest kinds.

EVERGREEN HOLLIES, from 1 to 2 feet, and EVERGREEN
PRIVET ; also HORSE CHESTNUTS. ELMS. OAKS, SYCAMORE.
MAPLE, and POPLARS, of sorts ; fine Trees, from 10 to 12 feet.

Prices moderate, which will be forwarded on application.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to direct special attention to

• the undermentioned, of which he now holds a fine stock.

PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE LISTS can he had on application.

VINES.—Strong Planting and Fruiting Canes of all the best varie-

ties, including the new Grape RO I'AL VINEYARD.

BECK'S NEW PELARGONIUMS.—For the present season, at

tho moderate price of 10s, Gd. each ; also a largo assortment of the
best PELARGONIUMS and GERANIUMS, including BEATON'S
best NOSEGAYS.
DUTCH BULBS. — Splendid roots of the strongest flowering

HYACINTHS for glasses or pots, at 6s., As., Oj?., 10.^. and 12s. per
dozen. POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, CROCUS, Eariy TULIPS,
and all other bulbs.
ENGLISH-GROWN SEEDLING GLADIOLI. 9s. and 12s. per

dozen, ready next month. As the supply of these is limited, early

c
Just published, price Is., Gratia to Customers,
AUTER'S ILLUSTRATED GARDENERS' and

_ FARMERS" VADE MEUUM. containing a most extensive
List of Flower, Vegetable, and Farm Seeds ; also a Calendar ot

Operations for Flower and Kitchou Gardens, together with copious
remarks on Farm Management.

Jamf.8 Carter & Co., 237 and 238, HiRh Holbom, London, W.C.

LONDON SEED COMPANY, LIMITED.—
Liberal Commissions will be allowed to all Agents appointed by

the Company. For terms and particulars apply to Mr, Alfred
BnEwiN. Manager, 68, Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square, London, W.

ONDON SEED COMPANY, LIMITED.—
Agents Wanted in Districts and Towns not at present repre-

sented. Liberal Commission will he allowed.
63, Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square, W.

LO.NDON SEED COMPANY, LIMITED.—
Agents are required to represent the Company throughout the

United Kingdom. For Terms and Commission applr to
The Manager, 63. Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square, W.

THE GUINEA HAMPER of GARDEN SEEDS can
bo obtaino<l from the LONDON SEED COMPANY, sufQcient

for a moderate sized Garden for the whole Year.

THE HALF-GUINEA HAMPER of GARDEN SEEDS
can bo obtained from the LONDON SEED COMPANY,

sufficient for a Small Gaidon for the whole Year.

GARDEN SEEDS all the YEAR ROUND.—
Complete Collections for One Guinea and Half Guinea each.

London Seed Company, Limited, 68, Welbeck Street, Cavendish
London. Sv,

>OYNTER'S ANGLICAN COLLECTIONS of SEEDS.
prices "ft. 6d., 14s., 258., 30s., 42s. each (carriage free Great

astern Railwav), are the simplest and best offered.

R.'H. PoYWTER. Seed Merchant. Taunton.

Extra large Peach and Nectarine Trees.

WANTED, a few Standard and Dwarf-trained
PEACH and NECTARINE TREES, m a Bearixg State,

for a bouse.
Any Gentleman or Gardener having a surplus of really well-trained

healthy Trees, and willing to part with them, may hear of a customer
by applying to

Mr. Veitck, Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea. S.W.

THE ANGLICAN COLLECTIONS of SEEDS contain
sufHcient KITCHEN GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS tor One

Year's Supply. Only the most useful and best kinds included. Trade
Mark, tho Royal Oak. Povnter. Taunton.

A RIBBON BORDER of FLOWERS (sis colours) for

the seaaon, price 2s firf,, stamps, post free. Trade Mark, tho
Royal Oak- Potster, Seed Merchant, Taimton.

MAGNIFICENT Dwarf-trained FRUIT TREES,
PEACHES, NECTARINES, APRICOTS, PLUMS, and

CHERRIES; extra fine Trained MAY DUKE and MORELLO
CHERRIES; ROYAL GEORGE PEACHES. Prices very moderate.
STANDARD-TRAINED PEACHES.—Wm. Wood k Son have an

enormous stock to offer of the above. They feel certain the Trees
cannot be surnassed In quality.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

AUCKLAND PRIZE MELON.—The above splendid
Green-fleshed Melon was awarded the Ist Prize at the Great

Show. Bishop Auckland, 18C5, over 20 other Fruit from alt parts of
England. It is green-fleshed, and the flesh is thick and the quality
first-class. In sealed packets, containing 12 seeds, 2s, Gd. each. Tho
Trade supplied.

POYNTER'S RIBBON BORDER SEEDS having
given such satisfaction during two years past, he has carefully

improved tho selection, and apportioned the quantities. Instnic-

tions with each Collection. Price 2s, 6d., post free, stamps. In
ordering, state if for bed or border.

Root. H. Poyxter, Taunton.

New Vegetable, Flower, and Agricultural Seeds,^

JOHN AND CHARLES LEE, Seedsmen to the Queen,
f) are prepared to execute orders for every kind of VEGETABLE,
FLOWER, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, growth of 1S65.

Their DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE is now ready, containing all

tho NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLE, FLOWER, and AGRICUL-
TURAL SEEDS in cultivation, and will be forwarded free on
application.
Royal Vineyard Nursery and Seed Establishment, Hammersmith,

H. MaV*h CATALOGUE of GARDEN SEEDS
Fill be forwarded free on application.
Address, IIknrv May, The Hope Nurseries, Bedalo, Yorkshire.

New Edition of
SCOTT'S FRUIT TREK CATALOGUE of the finest

j

Collection in England. The Catalogue is allowed to bo the best
i

published, and is full of information about the Cultivation of Fruits,
j

tferriott, Somerset.

lady.and y INCOLNSHIRE GEM PEAS (Maktin & Son).—
JLJ See Testimonials. Superior to Dixon's Yorkshire Ilero or any
other I'oas grown 1:

Hull, klarket Place- and Col nghn Established 17fiS.

and Cherries; also Standard wall-trained Peaches and
Nectarines. The abovo are well worthy the notice of intending
planters.

Select Catalogues of Seeds and Plants.
ROBERT PARKER beers to announce that his NEW

PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, containing
Select Lists of tho host varieties of Vegetable, Agricultural, and
Flower Seeds, New and Rare Plants, &c., are now published, and will

bo forwarded to applicants. All Seeds are warranted to be of the
finest posMble quality. Intending purchasers are requested to com-
pare the prices with those of other nouses.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Smxey, S.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT. BAWTREE, DOWLING,
AND COMPANY, Limited,

Corn, Seed, Manurk. and Oilcare Mbrcitakts.
Address, 89. Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke,

Samples and Prices Post free on application. Prize Medals, 1861,

for Wheat ; 1862, for '* Excellent Seed Com and Seeds."

Boses.
WILLIAM BARRON bfgs to invite attention to his

splendid Stock of STANDARD ROSES, which comprises all

including tho beat v 18C4. He
figure :—
L2s. ; per 100, 75s.

than 6 varieties, 15s.

Elvaston Nurse ri

w Bedding Pansles, &c.
ILLIAM DK.W (iin snp]>lv for Spring decoration

—

CLIVEDKS HLIK liKIiliING PAKSIES .. 6s. per do z.

„ VI-,Ll,u\V HKDDING PANSIES .. Gs. „MIUW rAN.'>lES, mixed .. ..6*. .,

AUBRIETIA PURPUREA 6s. „
Bradford Nursery, Shipley, Yorkshire.

Rhododendrons.
JOHN WATERER hegs to otter the following Six
fj RHODODENDRONS, in good, strong, healthy plants at 41. **s.

the Set, the usual discount to the Trade :—

SIDNEY HERBERT I MRS. FITZGERALD
JO.SEPH WHITWORTH THE WARRIOR
SIR ROBERT FEEL |

SURPRISE
Tho American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

New Rhododendrons.
JOHN WATERER is prepared to execute Orders for the

following Six RHODODENDRONS at the subjoined price.

They are this season oflered for the first time, and are particularly

recommended for tho following qualities, viz, Hardmess, fine Foliage,

Free Blooinors, and as being perfectly distinct from any other

THE DUCHESS OF SUTHERLAND. —Nearly white centre
bordered with rose.

LADY EMILY PEEL,—A very bright rose, intensely marked with
chocolate-coloured spots.

R/VPHAEL.—Pveddish crimson, and larce bold flower.

The Set for Gl. Gs. Usual discount to the Trade,
The American Nursery. Bagshot, Surrey.

Hardy Scarlet Rhododendrons.
JOHN WATERER'S CATALOGUE of HARDY
O SCARLET and otherCHOlCE RHODODENDRONSasannually
displayed in tho Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, can now be
had on application.

It contains faithful descriptions of all the varieties really worthy of
cultivation, as well as a selection of HARDY CONIFERS, with
heights and prices, with ORNAMENTAL EVERGREENS, FOREST

. Bagshot. Sun

wAmerican Plants. New Hardy Rhododendrons.
"'ATKRKR AM. lilllJll'.KVS I'KICED and

DESCIIIPTIVF. CATALi.«:UK uf .\ JIF.UICVN PLANTS,
exhibited in tho Hnrticulturiil (Janlenfl, >"Uth IConsintrton. free

1 ftpplicfttioD. This Catalogue fairly describes the Rhododendrons
ost worth growing, as well as some new and vei7 handsome kinds
LClusively in their possession, and now for the first time offered.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

Hardy Climbers.—To tlie Trade.
CLEMATIS JACKMANNI, 2s. 6rf. each ;

'ils. per doz.
RnBRO-VIOLACEA, 2s. each ; 18s. per doz.

„ HYBRIDA SPLENDIDA, 28. each ; 18s. per doz.
„ STANDISHI, 2s. each : 18s. per doz.

SOPHIA KLORE PLENO. 2s. each ; 18s. per doz.
CCERULEA (AZnREAl GRANDIFLORA, 50s. per 100.

Besides other good old varieties.

A CATALOGUE, including Description and Treatment of Cle-
matises, will be forwarded free on application to

Geo. Jackman & Son, Woking Nursery, Surrey.

N E W N
AUBRIETIA CAMPBELL! (effective spring flower).

FUCHSIA BANKS'S BEAUTY.
VERONICA FRUT1C0.SA GLAUCA.
CLIANTHUS DAMPIERI, in varieties (seed only).

Coloured Plates, post free on receipt of Stamps, of the following :

—

AUBRIETIA CAMPBELLl, 7rf.

"ANTH" '
-'

escrlpti

AUTU.MN CATALOGUE, forwarded post fi

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

New Catalogues.
DOWNIE, LAIRD, axd L.vlNG be;; to intimate that

their PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of FLORIST
FLOWERS, NEW PLANTS, GARDEN, FLOWER, and AGKICUL-
TURiVL SEEDS are now ready, and may be had free ou application.

17, South Frederick Street. Edinburgh; and Stanstead Park,
Forest Hill. London, S.E.

FINE (iKASS LAWNS in FLUWEK GARDENS, &c.
—The great expense of cutting and carting Turves from a distance

may be avoided, and a superior Turf produced in a few months by
sowing SUTTON'S LAWN GRASS SEEDS, which consist solely of
the finest and shortest-growing kinds, perfectly free Irom Moss and
other weeds.

From Mr. John JonwsoN, Gardener, Mowbi-ay Park, Sunderlaud,
^pni 26, 18G6.

" The Lawn Seed we got last year about this time is come up
excellently."

From Mr. Thomas Pollinoton. OartUjier to H. W. Vincent, Esq.,
Bradwell Grove, Bur/ord, January 10.

" The Grass Seed you supplied me with last season grew remark-
ably well, though sown under trees. I think every seed grew."

From Hknry H. Cave, Esq., Desborough, Market Harborough,
May 13, 1865.

" The Lawn Grass Seeds I had from you last year have made a vory
good turf already."

From J. NioHTitfOALE, Esq., JTiffft Street, KiTigatonron Thames,
May 2, 186C.

" I may add that the Grass Seeds you supplied last year, have (not-
withstanding the very unfavoui'able season) succeeded very well."

Sutton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

Rovj

New Seeds, Growth of 1865.

S'V'f^^i ESTABLISI

SDTTON AND SONS are now prepared to execule
orders for all kinds of GARDEN SEEDS.

The prices aro moderate and the quality fine, owing to their
having been harvested well.

Royal Bork.shlro Seed Establishment, Reading.

Lobelia Snowflake.

Erlr(Ktfrom Ga
" Mr. Cox. Gardener to Lord Beauchamp, exhibited a beautif\il

Whito Lobelia called Snowflake, to which a First-class Certificate

was awarded. Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society,
July 25, 1865."

JOHN AND CHARLES LEE having acquired the stock
of this desirable NEW BEDDING PLANT, thev have much

pleasure in offering SEED in SEALED PACKETS. It is also well
adapted for pot culture
As a BEDDING LOBELIA it stands imrivalled. Tho plant Is of

dwarf compact habit : the flowers are large and even, and of tho
purest white. The stock comes perfectly true from seed.

Price 2s. 6d. per packet. Price to the Trade on application.

pAKTER'S GARDENERS' VADE MECUM for 186G

^\\t <5arSjener0'Ciutiittcle«
SATURDAY, JANUARY 21, 1866.

MEKTINOS FOR THE ENSUINO WEEK.
Thchsdat, Feb, 1—Linncan .. * p.«.

S.thhday — i ( Roval Horticultural (Weekly .Show), »t
Satoedat, - J

J South Kensington 2 p.».

What is the Object of a Flcwee. Snow?
" Is it to amuse and delight people merely ? or is

it to show tho progress of gardening, to excite

rivaliy, to encourage meritorious amateurs and
gardeners, to improve ta.ste, to increase the lore

of flowers, or the gallant sport of gardening ?
"

So writes Professor Reichenbach, who states

his case clearly enough, and we think those who
have this matter at heai't owe their thanks to him
and to the Eoyal Horticultural Society for

affoi'ding an opportunity of discussing so

important a matter. The Society combines
within itself representatives of aU classes of the

flower-loving and flower-gTowing community.
There are those who, like Professor Eeichenbaoh
and Mr. Wilson Saitnbers, incline to think the

present system of arranging the plants, iSrc.

at our flower shows, as on tho whole the

best— and this, we take it, is tho opinion

of the majority of the exhibitors them-
selves ; and there are those who, like Mr.
Pollen, think that some modification of the

existing plan is desu-able, and this we, imagine,

would be the verdict of the greater niunber of

the non-professional flower-loving public who
come to see, and who, after all, are the persons

to whose support both the Society itself and the

professional exhibitors look for remuneration.

It • is quite clear that every facility must be
given to the .judges and students who have to

compare and inspect the objects exhibited with a

critical eye. But is there no way of satisfying

the requii'oments of those who come to study

bald details, as weU. as of those who come to see

results di-aped in the most attractive and enticing

manner ?

Should the answer to this question be given in

the negative, it wiU not be saying much for the

fertility of invention of those with whom the

making tho necessary arrangements depends.

Want of time, lack of sufficient funds, and disin-

clination on the part of the exhibitors, form the

three chief obstacles to any material deviation

from tho present mode of arranging our shows,

and they are certainly formidable difficulties, but

they are by no means iusurmountable.

Want of time does not apply to those exhibi-

tions which, like the recentfruitshowheldat South

Kensington, are continued for several days, and

by a little forethought need not form any very

serious unpediment even under oi'dinary circum-

stances. As to lack of funds it is reasonable to

suppose that the more generally attractive the

display is made, the more will the funds pour into

the treasury, other things being equal.

Disinclination to alter estabUshed usage, which

has, moreover, undeniable advantages, is the

greatest difficulty to be contended with ; but if

it can be made apparent that public opinion is

on one side, and the exhibitors on the other,

no long time can elapse before the exhibitors

will see that their interests are involved, and

they will make such compromises as circum-

stances demand.
Flower shows, we take it, are not only intended

as a means of affording opportimities to exhi-

bitors to display their productions, or cultivators

their skill, but they aim at pleasing and instruct-

ing the casual visitor. Like a sculpture gallery.
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or a collection of pictures, they are intcnderl not

merely for the professional man, but to improve

the taste of the masses, to extend Icnowledge, to

foster and increase the love of flowers that is in

a measure common to aU humanity—in a word, to

secure the appreciation of the beautifol and tho

good.

How is this result to be obtained without

interfering injm'iously mth the interests of the

exhibitors, and the functions of the jurors ? This

seems to us to be the really important question

—how to reconcile the two interests ? and we
trust that the subject will not be allowed to drop

before some practical suggestions have been

thrown out by those competent to make them.

i?or our own part we cannot help thinking that a

little more care in breaking up masses of colour, a

judicious intermixtm-e of foliage plants among tho

flowers, a little more attention to secui'e a varied

surface, to avoidharsh'formal lines, and one uniform
level, need by no means, if properly earned out,

form any impediment to the proper and effective

conti-ast of objects sent for competition, but
would, on the contrary, often prove very advan-
tageous in allowing the eye to discriminate

between shades of colour, and niceties of form,

which are now lost in the general blaze of bloom.

How much the general beautj-of the show would
be enhanced by such a course is undeniable.

There is another point in the arrangement of

our shows inseparably connected with that now
attracting attention, and that is the lack of

interest attaching to them. Given the time of

year, and the visitor can tell beforehand pretty

exactly what he will see, and how ho will see it.

What he will see is, of course, to a gi'eat extent

necessarily invariable, but the manner in which
ho maj- see it, admits of much desu'ablo change.

We must not jjursue this subject further at

this time, but we shall hope to have suggestions

from aU classes of flower lovers, which may
tend to settle this vexed question to the general

satisfaction of all parties.

TnERE have been manj' speculations hazarded
as to the means to be adopted to obtain Double-
flowered Stocks, and though particular

growers sometimes succeed in obtaining a good
strain from which a fan- percentage of double-
flowered plants may be looked for with tolerable

confidence, yet it must bo confessed that there is

veiy little really known about tho matter, though
much research and numerous experiments have
been devoted to its elucidation. So that after all,

tho obtaining of a good crop of these double-

blossomed plants, is more a matter of accident

than of certainty. Any fresh information there-

fore which may tend to thi-ow light on tho

subject, or confirm existing opinions, cannot but
bo acceptable to the cultivators of flowers.

We may briefly glance at the means which
have been adopted to obtain this desideratum of

plants bearing double instead of single flowers.

There is first the crossing of single flowers with
double ones, by placing a double-flowered

plant in proximity to a single-flowered one ; but
this, it is obvious, could lead to no important resirlts,

since the double flowers, having scarcely any
pollen, could barely influence the seed, which is

borne only bythesingle-flowered plants. Another
plan is the degustation of the buds, that is to

say, the chewing of the well-formed buds; it is held

that the single plants can be recognised by their

sweeter taste and greater consistence ; but there

is at least the disadvantage attending this

method, that the plants, single as well as double,

must all be grown wp to the period when these buds
are tolerably well advanced. A third method
which has been adopted is that of sowing the

seeds at a particular lunar epoch, great confidence

being placed in the practice of planting them
during the last quarter of the moon, but such
confidence is found to be misplaced. Tho plan of

removing the stamens has had its supporters,

but as this must be done at an early stage of

development, and could only influence the result

by diverting the vital force which would be
expended in the maturation of the pollen,

to the perfecting of the seeds, it is obvious
that the plan is impracticable tor all ordinary
purposes, even if in any degree efficient, which
from the plasticity of vegetable development, and
the faculty of doubling which is inherent in flu-

Stock family, is not at aU improbal)lr. Still

another mark, the presence of a fifth jxtal in the
single or seed-bearing flower, has been hold to

indicate the assurance of obtaining a crop of

double-flowered plants from seeds saved fi'om

flowers possessing this peculiarity. To a certain
extent, doubtless, this expectation would be

realised, owing to the plasticity and inherent

quality just alluded to, but the proportion would
bo too small for any useful practical ]iurpose.

"The gardeners of Erfurt," observes M.
CllATE, an intelligent young horticulturist of

Paris, who has written a book* on tho

subject, in which he makes known a means of

obtaining double-flowered Stocks founded on
more than 50 j'oars' practice in his family, '

' have
for a long time to a certain extent monopoUsed
the sale of seeds " of these plants ; but the method
which M. Chate makes known, will, he says,

place his brother gardeners in a position to obtain,

from seeds of theii- own growth, flowers as

beautiful as those of the German cultivators. To
obtain those seeds, the Erfui't gardeners cultivate

the flowers in pots, and place them on shelves

in large gi'eenhouses, giving them only suf-

ficient water to prevent them from dj-ing. So
cultivated the plants become weakened, tho pods
shortened, and the seeds less numerous, and
better ripened ; and these seeds give from GO to

70 per cent, of double flowers.

M. Chate's method, which he calls the French
one, gives still greater results, viz., 80 per cent, or

more of double flowers, andthese produced by very
simple means. " When my seeds," he observes,

"have been chosen with care, I plant them, in

the month of Apiil, in good di-y mould in a
position exposed to the morning sun, this

position being the most favourable. At the
timo of flowering I nip off some of the
flowering branches, and leave only 10 or 12 pods
on the secondary branches, taking care to

remove all the small weak branches wliich shoot at

this time. I leave none but tho principal and
the secondary branches to bear the pods. All the
sap is employed in noiuishing these seeds thus
borne, which give a result of 80 per cent, of double
flowers. The pods under this management are
thicker, and their mahiration is more perfect.

At the time of extracting the seeds the upper
portion of the pod is separated and placed
aside, because it has been ascertained that the
plants coming from the seeds situated in this

portion of the pod, give 80 per cent, of single

flowers. They yield, however, gi-eater variety
than the others. The plan of suppressing that
part of the pod which yields single flowers in

the largest proportion, greatly facilitates the
recognition of the single-flowered plants, because
there remains to bo eliminated from among the
seedlings only from 10 to lo per cent.

This separation of the single from the double-
flowered plants, M. CllATE tells us is not so
difficult as might be supposed. The single Stocks,
he explains, have deep green leaves (glabrous in

certain species), rounded at tho top, the heart
being in the form of a shuttlecock, and the plant
stout and thickset in its general aspect, while
the plants yielding double flowers have vei-y long
leaves of a light green colour, hairy, and curled
at the edges, the heart consisting of whitish
leaves, cui'ved so that they enclose it com-
pletely. Such is the substance of M. Chate's
method of securing so large a proportion of
double-flowered plants, and then of separating
them fi-om the remaining single ones—a method
which commends itself to tho good sense of the
intelligent cultivator. The doctrine put forth by
M. Chate is not indeed in all respects new, but
has received little practical attention, and comes
as a singular confirmation of the practice of Mr.
James MuifEO, as described in the GiinlniiTs'

Mai/cizine (xiv. 121). Mr. MuNEO states, that

having a number of single scarlet Ten - week
Stocks, he deprived them of all their flowers as

soon as he found that five or six seed vessels

were formed on each plant, by which means he
compelled all the nutritive matter that would
have been expended on the whole flower spike,

and its numerous seed-vessels, to be concentrated
in the smaU number which he left. The result

was that fi-om the seed thus saved he had more
than too Double Stocks in ono small bed.

O.irden of Bang:alore, of which he was appointed
Superintendent, in the Jiope tliat tho warmer climate
might benefit his failing- health. Here he remained
till .about the beginning of November last, when he
left for Eangoon on leave of absence. His brother,
who resides at Rangoon, saw at once on his arrival

that he had remained too long at his post, but the
best medical ad-vice was obtained, and he "w-as

recommended to go home in a sailing vessel,

by way of China or Australia, some hope being held
out that the voyage might aiTest the progress of the
disease. He was to rem.ain a montli at Rangoon,
when his brother was to accompany him to .Singa-

pore or Penang, and see him on board a comfortable
ship. In the meanwhile an opportunity pre.sented

itself for a trip to the Andaman Islands and back,
by the Government steamer DaUiousie, of which
they avaifed themselves. They left Rangoon on the
20th of November, and got on pretty well for a day
or two, until the invalid was seized -with a .sudden

difficidty of breatlung, after which he became
gradually weaker imtil the 4th ult., whenhe peaceably
passed away. The Dalhouiiie being off tlie Cocos at

the time, a grave was dug " on the top of Table
Island, one of the group, in a most beautifiil spot,

surroimded by the richest vegetation that ever a
botanist can conceive, and he was buried on the .5th

of December as the siin -went down, -with the Union
Jack for a pall, and four British seamen as bearers."

It -will be seen (p. 71)) that at the Royal
Horticultural Society's meeting held on Tuesday last

a LiKDLEY Medal was awarded to Mr. Bull for a
collection of fine-foliaged and other plants. Tliis

was the second medal of the kind that has been
awarded. To Mr. Veitch belongs the honour of

having been the first to win it, with a beautiful

collection of Orchids, including no fewer than
oO plants of Lycaste Skinneri in bloom.

We have to thank Mr. Bull for the infor-

mation that the AucuisA, -wliich in the normal state

bears four stamens only, produces at the same time
blossoms in which the nimiber of these organs is

increased sometimes to five, sometimes to six.

New Plants.
.324. Pleukothallis S.\rN'Di-:nsiAX.\, /fr!ih. /il.

..L1--

We regret to have to record the death of

Mr. Allan A. Black, which took place on the

4th of December last. Mr. Black was for some
years Curator of the Kew Herbarium, and those who
had occasion to hold intercourse mth him in that

capacity wiU long remember his courtesy of

manner and the skill -with which his duties were
l)crfornied. His knowledge of plants was some-
thing quite extraordinary, and rendered him a
general referee in questions connected with the

names of plants or the discrimination of species.

Being affected -with lung disease he was induced
some two years since to proceed to the Botanic

Ti-aiU des GiroJUes, par E. CHATfi. Paris.

Il-- ipi- 1- iiiinuto

1-11. Ill i;- I. liilrrsti-iLito.poUlisrliiiinbcis ligulali.siipicem
\. ,11 l:il,elloab ungue utrinque humerato obfongo,
111;

I

II. 1 .asin obtusaugulo, cetenuu deuticulato, tuUi
M.|.

.
Ill, ii..ri papulosa, cohiimiii i,'r.'iciH, androclinio

utrinqiie aiit,mlato, postice m. i;.. l- i.'i. .il itn,

Tyin siniillima Pleuroth.-iIIi i

i
iii l.indl.!, (cujua

tautum icon citissime enni. ; i .
l

.
.ii-i Lindleyano)

Kewensi exstat, a me «,-ri| il -i ni. m hcrbario regio
Mou-icensi investigati, l-'ujia mij,'ii.sti<'ra, eaules lamina

ipala lateralis semi-bifida, petala Ugiilato eroso
ulata, labeUum carinia geminia altissimis, androclmii

limbus totus serrulatus.

British hospitality is famous everywhere ; it

belongs not only to men, but to many other beings.

And so Orchids are received >and welcomed and
beloved -with quite an extraordinary cmjjrefsemenf,

at least such as are fashionable, viz., Vandas, Aerides,

Cypripedia, Phatenopsids, Odontoglossa, and such
showy plants as are likely to flower at exhibition

time, and are good travellers, belonging to the

I
genteel set of Orchids. But if such poor little

I

creatures as Pleurothallids, SteUds, and small-

[
flowered Epidendrums have crossed the sea, where

i are they received in old England ? Where 'i
" Help

yourselves " is liheir general welcome.
Yet there are a very few refuges for such modest

plants. There are a good many to be found at High
Cross, Tottenham, at Mr. Day's. We have also seen

two or three—perhaps even foiu- ?—at West Hill, at

Mr. Rucker's; one Pleurothallis lodges, on dit, at

Biddulph Grange, Congleton, at Mr. Bateman's.

But all these plants are overshadowed by Vandas
and the other fashionable Orchids ; and are banished

to the comers of the stoves—tolerated, indeed, but not

regarded as dear pets. There is only one gentleman
who does them full justice, naming them enfants

chh'is, making careful portraits of every one for his

home portfolio, and giving them the best central

places in his splendid stoves, where they sit enthroned

like little Dryads and Hamadrj'ads, praising their

generous landlord w-ith a great profusion of flowers.

This gentleman is W. WUson Saimders, Esq., who,
in his stoves, at Hillfield House, ne.ar Reigate (on

the way from London to the Aldershot encampment),
has a most formidable army of such soldiers ; and to

whose hospitality so many " Saundersian Orchids "

are confided, which reach the British or Belgian

shores, sent to him living in boxes, baskets, and—it

is really true in the case of NotyUa bicolor—in posted

letters.

Thus we have regarded itoiu duty to act as an in-

terpreter both of the thankful and confidential feelings

of Pleurothalloids, and of oiu- own. by making W.
Wilson Saunders, Esq., the godfather of a lovely

young anonymous Pleurothallis, coming, we believe

(papers not seen) out of Mr. Low 's Nursery, into which
it was introduced from Brazil. H. G. RcM). fil.
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NEW GAUBEN BUILDrKCS

HAlillLTON PALACE.
The gardens and garden accom-

modation at Hamilton Palace were
not, prior to 18(i^, at all on a scale

commensui-at« vnth the princely

domain of the Duke of Hamilt(in,

and although additions of a some-

what comprehensive character had
been talked of for years, nothing

was done until after the appoint-

ment of Mr. Mitchell as gardener.

After making a general survey

and feeling his way, as we all have
to do on entering on a new sphere

of labours, he resolved to prepare a
set of plans and submit them to

the Duke's consideration. These
plans were almost immediately
approved, and instnictions were
given to proceed with the work,
which was set about "with an
earnestness and an energy which
did Mr. Mitchell credit. The
arduous iindertaking was barely

accomplished when his Grace's

untimely death took place, in con-

sequence of which all operations

except such as were absolutely

necessary to complete works in

progress, were suspended. In the

short space of two years a garden
of six and a-half acres had been
formed out of a thick plantation

overrun with tangled masses of

underwood, and had been sur-

roimded ^vith a substantial brick

wall 15 feet high ; while the block

of forcing houses and other accom-
modation represented in the an-
nexed engraving had been com-
pletely finished. The expenditure
consequent on operations of such
magnitude must have been consi-

derable ; but the ranges of glass

and their accessories are the most
complete of their kind that ever

came within my cognisance, and
form a suitable adjunct to this

extensive demesne, with its famous
piles of architecture, its very ex-

tensive acreage, and its noble and
ancient trees.

The greater part of the north
wall is covered mth the principal

range. This consists of two large

centre Vineries, each 50 by 1 8 feet

;

then two on either side, separated

by corridors, 45 feet and 40 feet by
15 feet respectively, the corridors

being about 8 feet square ; and a
Peach-house at either end 50 feet

by \2 feet, making altogether a
range of about SHPi feet long.

The natural position of the ground
was admirably adapted for getting
the front ranges in a proximate
position without obstructing the
action of the sun's rays either upon
the main range of houses or the
borders, the gradient being about
I in 5. This afforded capital

drainage, without necessitating a
seriouH amount of labour, while
the coup-d'oril from the lower part
of the garden, and from other
salient points, is rather enhanced
than otherwise by the proximity.
A retaining wall of about 10 feet

above the ground line, marked a a
on the plan, forms part of No. "1

range, which is exactly 48 feet

from the inside of the north wall
to which the No. 1 range is

attached ; 10 feet of this forms
the walk that runs parallel with
and joins the retaining wall, so

that by this arrangement the
Peach borders outside the house
are 21 feet wide, and the large

Vineries 15 feet outside, and vice

verm, inside.

Opposite the corridors we descend
corresponding flights of steps to

the lower and front ranges, having
the Peach cases, each 'JO feet long,

on the eastern and western ex-

tremity of No. 2 range. The
central division, at the back of

the Pine stoves, was intended for

a series of offices, but Mr. Mitchell
turned them, in my opinion, to

better account by covering them,
as indicated in the elevation

sketch, with glass for plant culti-

vation, and admirable plant houses

they certainly make. The two centre houses are

filled with Ferns and foliage plants, the stoke-hole

being walled off, as indicated at h, and completely

screened from the promcnader, while the house

!
-

n

\T\ n

on either side is flUed with a miscellaueous assort

ment of flowering plants.

No. ;) range was at one time wholly occupied with

Pines, being specially fitted up to meet the wants

of that class of fruit -, but fully the one half is now

occupied with plants. The pits
in front of the Poach cases, and
the smaller ones confronting the
succession Pine stoves (c r), are
valuable auxiliaries for many pur-
poses in such an establishment.
The heating of the whole affair

is of the most complete and simple
character, one of Gray's oval tubular
boilers efficiently working the

whole of Nos. 2 and 3 ranges with
upwards of .5000 feet of i-inch

piping, admirably arranged so as

to produce the minimiun of fric-

tion, a matter of immense impoi-t-

ance. Each .set of pipes in each
house is so regulated by Beck's

patent valves (which Mr. Mitchell

has found to be thoroughly efii-

ciint) that they can be worked
iiiii(']ir'ndcntly, the mains being
r;itrir(l I'ight along the passages in

i-]i;i!iilier.s, and the paths covered

with ornamental cast-iron gratings

thus allo'nHng none of the heated

air to be lost. A couple of boilei s

of lesser dimensions are attacheu

to the upper range, which heat

the outside border of the 4.") feet

Vineries as well. Ventilation is

thorough and efficient, both at

fi-ont and back, supplying a cur-

rent of air of greater or less

volume both in the honses and in

the borders, and is made easy on
what is called the "self-acting"

principle. The houses were con-

structed, and the heating executed

by Mr. Gray, of Chelsea, who,
while having a good thing to

begin with, has known how to

cany it through with credit to

himself, and satisfaction to Mr.
Mitchell and his noble employers,

as weU as to all those who have
had the pleasure of inspecting it.

The houses which form the

limb of the span at the shady
side of the north wall are as com-
plete a set of offices as could well

be conceived attached to any gar-

den establishment. There has
been much talk in days past about
the want of proper bothy accom-
modation in the garden establish-

ments of this countiy, and in

many instances not without good
reason, for men have often been
domiciled in hovels, where the

kitchen, besides being the only

resort, formed also tlie dormitory
for three and four individuals.

Add to this a low ceiling, win-
dows limited in size, insiiffleieut

drainage, and minimum ventila-

tion, which nothing but a healthy
occupation and a soiuid constitu-

tion could have successfully battled

against, and the picture is not
overdrawn. Times have changed,
however, and as at Hamilton so

in many places, bothy accommo-
dation forms no inconsiderable

item in the estimates ; and the

health and comfort of the young
men are thereby effectively minis-

tered to and promoted. Here,

however, there are comforts which
many head gardeners are denied,

and which result from a well-

planned arrangement at first, and
from the number of young men
which must be housed in an
establishment of this extent.

Besides having scuUery and
kitchen, there is a hall which can

always be kept as orderly and
clean as a parlour, free from the

noise and dust of pots and pans,

and weU suited either for self or

mutual improvement. Then there

are suites of bed-room.5, properly

and .substantially fitted up so as

to promote and preserve order, the

luxjiiy of a bath-room, with hot
water from the kitchen, and cold

water in pipes by gravitation, these

being fitted up where required

throughout the establishment. Not
tlie least important is the spare

bed-room, which does duty as a
hospital when reqmred, thereby

not necessitating the instant

removal of the patient in cases cf

infectious fevers, &c. Scrupulous

cleanliness prevails in all the

apartments, through the agency

of the female engaged in domestic
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duties. As was to be expected, more comfort pre-

vails than in places where yoiing men have done,

or may still do, the " cooking " in turn. The other

offices are all commodious, and fitted up to suit their

several requirements.

The comprehensive character of the whole design,

the substantiality and neatness which pervade its

parts, and its general suitability in point of structural

compass and arrangement, afford proofs of the judg-

ment and practical ability of Mr. Mitchell, on whom
the onerous task of general superintendence devolved.

J. A.

EXTRACTS FROM THE JOFRNAL
OF Mr. John Gould Veitch,

DUEIHG A TRIP TO THE AUSTRALIAN COLONIES
AND THK SOUTH SEA ISLAMDS.

(Coittiimedfrom pct(ic 53.)

Camden Parh, the Sent of Sir M'iNinm MneAi-tlwr,

Nm-ember 17, 1864.—Sir William MacArthur, who
is now almost as well kno-n-n in Europe as

in Australia, is a most enthusiastic amateur in

horticulture ; he kindly took an especial interest in

my visit to his countrj', and in many ways rendered

my stay of increased interest. Camden Park is

situated in the centre of an estate of 30,000 acres of

fine arable and pasture land. It is 40 miles from
Sydney, and is easily accessible by rail, the station of

Menangle being within 4 miles of the house. Tlie

country between Sydney and Camden is devoid of

any interest or beauty. It is one continuation of

flat grassy siu'face, thinly covered with the usual
Australian Melaleuca and Eucalyptus scrub. The
white or light brown peeling bark, and brown
fohage of the many species of Eucalyptus so peculiar

to this country, and everywhere so common, gives
the landscape a mo-st desolate aspect. The first idea
of a person coming from England is, that all the
trees are dying, or that each specimen has been
struck by lightning. The barren, desolate appear-
ance this produces, deprives the country scenery of

all beauty, or semblance of luxuriance. The Camden
district suffers greatly from the heavy floods which
are experienced more or less in all Australian low
lands. The river here, which in summer is often
almost di-y, has been known to rise SU feet. It can be
easily imagined that such a mass of water would
cause immense damage. The "RTieat crops of New
South "Wales have of late years been almost totally

destroyed with rust. The greater part of last season's
crop on the Camden estate was scarcely worth cutting.
Camden House stands on an elevation of some

200 feet. The approach to it is poor, and not in

keeping with the other portion of the grounds.
The gardens are extensive and kept in good order.

The collection of ]ilants and fruits at Camden is by
far the best that I have seen in the colony. No
means have been spared to obtain the best varieties

in each class. Even oiu' most recent Strawberries
aie thriving here. The garden is divided into two
part«, and is under the superintendence of two
gaa'deners. That in immediate connection with the
house is laid out in lawns and shrubberies, -n-itli an
Orange grove, the picture of health and luxuriance,
and two greenhouses for the purpo.se of propagation,
attached. Here may be found many rare plants. All
the CaUfomian and Japanese Coniferas are doing well,
lapageria rosea, Thrmbergia Han-isii, MandeviDa
suaveolens, Tecoma jasminoides. Wistaria sinensis,

Bignonias, Tacsonias, Ipomoeas, Passifloras. SoUyas,
Clematis lanuginosa, Fortunii, and Standishii, and
Lonicera aureo-reticulata are among the climbers.
Bougainvillea spectabilis and splendens flower pro-
fusely against a north waU. There are few sights
more beautiful than the side of a large house com-
pletely covered with these bright mauve-coloured
and scarlet flowers. Beaiunontia grandiflora,
Duranta Baumgardii, Plumlmgo capensis, Tecoma
velutina, Phygelius capensis, Heterocentrimi roseum.
Magnolia grandiflora, fuscata, pumila, glauca,
conspicua and macrophylla, Cantua dependens, the
pendulous TJlmus chinensis, the Sweet Bay, the
Oleander, the Arbutus, and Lilac, Anmdo Doniox
yariegata, and several species of Ficus, are common
in the shrubberies. There are also many varieties
of Rhododendi-ons, and both Indian and Ghent
Azaleas, but these require special treatment, and are
mostly grown in pots. Roses are in great perfection.
During the flowering season the ground is literally
covered with the fallen flowers. Some of the seed-
lings raised at Camden are distinct and good. Soft
wooded plants are in abundance. The colours of
Verbenas, Petunias, and Geraniums are brighter,
I think, than in England. Fuchsias, Primulas,
Cinerarias, and Calceolarias do not succeed so well, i

Phloxes, of which Sir William has introduced
the best from France, are particularly siuted to
the climate. A few of the specimens of Conifera?
and of evergreen shrubs here are the largest in
the colony. Thuja aurea is the largest I have seen ;

It measures 7 feet each way. Araucaria BidwUlii is
undoubtedly the finest specimen in cultivation It
forms a beautiful pyramid of the darkest gi-een
glossy foliage, 40 feet high by 35 through. Cedrus
Deodara, Pinus h<alepensis, Ficus indiea, and Mag-
nolia grandiflora are fine trees.

The lower garden is devoted chiefly to vegetables

and fruit, but also contains a number of flowering

shrubs, and a large collection of bulbs. There is

almost every variety of obtainable fruit suitable to

the climate. Gooseberries and Currants will not
succeed, the heat being too great. Fruit is so pleU'

tiful that large herds of pigs are fed on it. Sir

William has devoted special attention to bulbs. His
collection contains numerous hybrids raised by him-
self, and the best imported varieties of Hy.acinth,

Tulip, Crocus, Anemone, Ranunculus, Alstroemeria,

Amaryllis, Gladiolus, Lily, Iris, &c.

Camden Park is celebrated for its wine. Extensive
vineyards are under cultivation. The principal

Grapes grown are those of Germany. The wine is

made by men from the Rhenish wine districts.

Mr. Ferguson's Nursery is situated near the village

of Camden. Mr. F. learnt his business at Chats-
worth, and other large English gardens. He was
then for several years in charge of Sir William
MacArthur's estabUshment. This nursery is the
most practical and best managed that I have seen in

New South Wales. The stock comprises fruit trees

of all descriptions, Roses, and ornamental trees and
shrubs, with the usual variety of Ai'aucarias and pot
plants grown under shaded frames. The whole is

very clean and healthy.

{To be cfmtimted,)

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SCHEME

EDUCATION AND IMPROVEMENT OF
GARDENERS.

This proposal merits more attention than it

as yet appears to have received. I desire to thank
the Society for entert,aining the question. Some
such service gardeners have long expected from it.

Whether the present plan will satisfy the craft

generally remains to be proved ; but the Society is

entitled to the gratitude of gardeners for directly

aiming at their improvement. Hitherto it has been
very generally asserted that the Horticultural Society
has been much more anxious to advance gardening
than gardeners. It has been held to care more for

the products than the living agents employed in
bringing them to perfection. Its energies have been
expended rather in the improvement of dccid matter
than in the deviation of living minds. Doubtless
there is a certain amount of truth in these charges.
Until quite recently I am not aware that the Society
has ever made the elevation of gardeners a direct, or
indeed an object at all of its existence. To collect, to
prove, to correctlyname and describe, to grow well, and
distribute among its members the most useful and
ornamental plants of the world^ and to encourage
their perfect culture by the offer of liberal prizes at
its splendid exhibitions, was the wide and useful
sphere that it marked out for itself. And all must
admit that it was and is eminently successful in
accomplishing these objects. Even its apparent
partial failure in some of them was the result of its

eminent success. Its exhibitions for instance fell

off, because the stimulus of its example reproduced
similar displays in more easily accessible or more
popular localities. The gi-and Chiswick fetes are

j

gone for ever, simply because no single Society can
ever again comm.and a monopoly of suc'n shows. It

;

is h.ardly possible to exaggerate the advantages that

'

the Horticultural Society has conferred upon garden-

1

ing. By collecting and introducing new plants it

has widened the basis, and by its exhibitions it has
elevated and improved the practice of horticidture.

I

In fact, so obvious is all this, that few or none will
be found to deny it.

What is disputed is the service, if any, that the
Horticultural Society has rendered to gardeners.
Upon this point the utmost diversity of opinion
prevails. Amidst it aU, however, one idea con.stantly
crops out. It is, that the Society ought to have
done, or to do something for them. Taking this,

then, for granted, let me inquire what the Society
has done ; what it now proposes to do ; and what
more it ought to attempt for the elevation and
improvement of gardeners ? In answer to the first

question, many say that the Society has done
nothing. I cannot agree n'ith them. Others assert
that the Horticultural Society has necessarily done
as much for gardeners as it has for gardening. They
contend that it is impossible to improve any art
without elevating in a proportionate ratio the
practitioners of th.at art. It must be admitted that
this philosophical statement of the case, is partially
confirmed by experience. Nevertheless the real
truth will be found about midway between those
who affirm that the Society has done nothing,
and those who assert that it has done everything
for g-irdeners. Indirectly, at least, and also by direct

precept and example, it has extended our knowledge,
and improved our quality.

The Horticultural Society itself admits that it

might have done more for gardeners in the past, by
proposing to do more now. This brings us to our
second question, which was to discuss the merit of
its present plan for the improvement of gardeners.
After the thorough notices and explanations you
have given, I may presume that your readers are con-
versant with its details. Briefly, it may be described

as a system for teaching, testing, and ccrtifjing

gardeners. It aims at malring, proving, and inducting
into situations good, or at least clever men. This is an
object worthy of the high position and large resources

of the Horticultural Society. To form, cultivate,

and bring to the highest possible perfection profes-

sional and manly character, is a higher, nobler work
than any the Society has hitherto undertaken. And,
as in gardening so much depends upon the talent

and skill of the living agents employed, it is obvious
that the improvement of the men, is the .surest mode
of advancing the science and perfecting the practice

of horticulture. Hence the Horticultural Society is

only doing its own proper work in initiating and
sustaining a movement for the superior instruction of

gardeners. Its present scheme, if successful, will in-

troduce something like a competitive examination into

the business ; few if any gardeners will object to this*

Doubtless the tendency of the present day is to carry

examinatory trituration to absurd excesses. It is not
very pleasant to have one's mental powers labelled

and measured to a nicety. Few men would like to

fill up their pedigree thus : intelligence, 30.009. Still,

the plateau of success had better be reached through
the gateway of cram, it it must be so, than through
the backdoor of favouritism, as is too often the case

at present. Besides, there need be little or no
cramming in the case. The programme of the Society-

is reasonable, and within the power of any indus-

trious young men of ordinary intellect to fill up. As
much or more is already demanded of gardeners by
nurserymen and private individuals. Now, if our
capacities are to be gauged at aU, it is better that

they should be measured by a public society than by
private persons. Certificates of proficiency would
thus acquire more value, and there would be a better

chance of even-handed justice. More than this, the

Horticultural Society is, or ought to be, the best

judge and highest authority in all such matters.

If competitive examinations are to become general,

that is the body that shoidd be entrusted with their

management. It may be held to be above the reach

of personal favouritism, and its decisions would
generally be accepted as impartial, weighty, and in a
sense final. They would do much to place the best

men in the best places ; they might do more to thin

our ranks of shallow pretenders. Its diplomas ought
to become a passport to success in life.

Notwithstanding aU this, there is great danger of

the whole scheme proving a complete failure. The
Society has done well as far as it has gone. No
sensible gardener will object to its assumption of

teaching, testing, and certifying functions. But
many, most, will be tempted to ask

—

cvi hmw ? At
present I think it difficult to give an intelligible

answer. Having gone so far, I think the Horticul-

tural Society is bound to go further. And this

brings me to my third query—what, if anything more
does the Society propose to do for gardeners ? As far

as at present appears, nothing more is to be done. I

wish to state most emphatically that we are entitled

to something more. I thank the Society for its

efforts to extend our knowledge, and raise the
standard of our qualifications. The wider the
former, and the higher the latter, the better. But
the manufacturer who devotes his energies to the
improvement of any article, generally makes it his

interest or his duty to see that a fair equiv>alent for

its value is obtained for it in the markets of the
world. This rule eminently applies to the Horticul-
tui-al Society in this matter. The rock on which its

whole scheme is likely to be wrecked is simply this :

its entire purport is directed to the extension of the
knowledge of gardeners. Not one thought seems to

have been given to the improvement of their material
condition. Worse than that, the latter is to be sacri-

ficed for the time being, for the sake of the former.
In theory this may be all well enough. There are

those who contend that knowledge is the mighty
lever that wiU and must lift men up to competence,
if not to wealth. That it ought to do so none
will deny ; that it does do so in many pursuits can
be readily proved ; but that it does so in gardening,
but very few gardeners will be bold enough to affirm.

For years gardeners have been advancing in intelli-

gence, growing rapidly in knowledge. It is daily

becoming more difficult to be a gardener. The sphere
of our duties is widened, our cares are multiplied,

our anxieties increased. Of all this no good gardener
complains. Our moderate, reasonable request is that
compensation should bear some reasonable propor-
tion to talent and responsibility. We go further, and
require of those who demand more talent as a pas.sport

to success, that they will help us to secure .something
like value for our worth.

I am quite aware that it is but little the Horti-
cultural or any other Society can do in this matter.

Supply and demand must mainly determine the
worth of a gardener's services, as it does that of all

other commodities. But the element of quality aXso

exerts a great influence in the assessment of value.

And this fact seems to have been very much over-

looked in our exchanges with our employers. Let
me not be misunderstood. Our employers are par-
ticular enough about quaUty. A gardener's chai'acter

in a good situation must be as perfect as that of a
cabinet minister's. Those who certify to our worth
axe as particular as if we were to be prize subjects
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at a great eidiibition of all the virtues and all the

talents. But, in determining the vital question of

wage, all this quality appears to go for nothing

—

absolutely not a single fraction is given in

exchange for it. One of the chief reasons for

this state of things is that those who have been
most zealous in improving the quality of gardeners,

have done nothing to assist them to obtain more
money for it.

In illustration of this, allow me briefly to record

an episode in my own experience. Some 20 or more
years ago, I entered one of the best London nurseries

to wait for a head gardener's situation. The
nurseryman was justly most scrupulously particular

about character. In addition to the highest testi-

monials from our best places, each man had to write

out his pedigree, from his birth to. the day of

entering the nursery ; drawings, descriptions, &:c., of

the best houses for various purposes were required

from us as tests of capacity. Prizes of books were
offered as stimulants to talent. Our pedigree.s,

drawings, kc, were exhibited in the ofiice to all

noblemen and gentlemen in want of gardeners.

There was much in all this to stimulate the ambition,

and excite the hopes of the young and sanguine.

I entered into it aU with zest. The spring was
severe. I was up many a night with the fires

without any extra pay. I worked and studied hard,

and kept myself on the usual 12s. a week. Present
hard.ships were not felt, as I looked into and longed
for the bright future. Honour, distinction, com-
petence, fame beckoned me to embrace them
through the magic influence of that oflice.

At last my time came. A baronet wanted a
gardener. The place was offered to me. Young men
of ardent temperament will know what that means.
In my delirium of joy, however, I had prudence
enough to ask about wages. My price fell upon me
like a thunderbolt. I felt a sense of injustice and
wrong that I have never experienced since. I

remonstrated ; but the nurseryman advised, almost
commanded me to take it, and fearing the usual
penalty of refusal—tw-o years' retention in the
nursery—I went. Need I add, that when I arrived
there, I was requested to sleep with the foot-

man. Who can blame thatgentleman for measuring
the social position and intellectual status of his

young gardener by a money standard ? Our wages
were about the same ; why should I have different

treatment from the footman ? I may mention in

passing, that I staid, and left the place a respectable
one for my successor.

But the point in the case is this : either that
nurseryman did too much, or he did too little. If he
was right in demanding such qualifications from his
men, he was altogether wrong in sending them forth

at footmen's wages. The merchant who prides

himself on the sterling quality of his goods, will

neither keep an inferior article, nor sell a good one at

less than it is worth, to suit customers who value
nothing butcheapness. Some such service as this the
Horticultural Society can render to gardeners. Cer-
tifying to quality, it will acquire a moral right to say
something authoritative about price. And it ought
to say it. It can do more than this ; gardeners will

expect it to set the example of paying for quality in
its servants. Amid.st the multitude of places where
a bare competence is possible, and the greater number
of sheer blanks where no honest man can keep
himself and family respectably, there ought to be
some liberal prizes. Among the latter, the situations
at the disposal of the Society should hold the first

rank. On this account I much regret that the
practical superintendence and scientific teaching
proposed to be given at Chiswick are not combined
in one person, and that a practical gardener. I

believe the offer of a salary of iOOl. or 500Z. per
annum would have produced several candidates well
qualified to discharge both functions. Such an
example would have had the best possible
influence on the status and wages of gardeners. As
it is, the two superintendents .should have, say 2.50/.

a year each. Such places can only be well filled by
the best men, and who shaU say that the above wage
is more than they would be justly worth '? The
scheme does not give the wages of the teaching
foremen. But such duties zealously performed
should command a salary of 100/. a year. The wages
offered to the students will limit their number and
lower their quality. Considering that Chisivick
provides neither lodging nor vegetables for the men,
the wages are far too low. This is to be regretted,
not only for the sake of the men, and as risking the
failure of the entire plan, but also on account of the
effect of the Society's example upon others. I know
that the Society protests against its wages being
quoted as a standard ; but practically its example
will be taken in favour of low wages, where its

protests will be conveniently forgotten. The
wages offered are also much lower than those
given in private gardens. In these, lodgings,
and very generally vegetables and milk, are found.
Reducing the wages of the students by the
value of these items will leave about 10s. per week
Few talented young men will care to leave private
gardens, at wages of from 12s. to 18s. per week,
with lodgings, &c., to come to London to pinch them-
Belves upon 10s. nett. Before doing so they will ask

themselves and each other the very pertinent question
— Citl bono ?

I confess to having serious doubts about the

students being forthcoming at the price offered. This
question of pay naturally introduces us to another

—

the age and future prospects of the students. Two
or three years in other gardens, one entire year to

have been spent in the same garden, with good
character and the nomination of a Fellow of the

Horticultural Society, are to be the qualifications

for admission to Chiswick. The period of probation

there need not exceed one and cannot extend beyond
two years. "NMiat are the students supposed to be

fit for at the expiration of these five years /

Master foremen or joumejTnen ? If the

former, they must have learned fast and well to have
acquii'ed the necessary knowledge and experience in

the very limited time allowed ; and if the latter,

where is the benefit of going to Chiswick to be

certified as efficient foremen or journeymen ?

I am not at all certain that the training at Chiswick
would be accepted as a recommendation by practical

gardeners. Some of them are already expressing their

fears that the very name of " student " will spoil the

young men. I have no such fears ; still in most
private places the first quality demanded of young
men is an enormous capacity for getting through

work. It is hardly to be expected that this would be

fostered or strengthened at Chiswick. D. T. Fish,

Harihflcke Gardens, Bury St. Edimmds.
(To be continued.)

Home Correspondence.
ExMUilcn Arran(tem,nts.—As one who attended

the lecture at South Kensington on Tuesday last,

perhaps you would allow me to notice a few of the

most prominent points noticed. The lecturer pointed

to the tables on either side of the room, one filled

with mLscellaneous foliage and a few flowers, the

other with a beautiful bank of Orchids, and suggested

that it would have been an improvement to intermix

them. The difficulty in a mixed arrangement is,

however, to get foliage that will harmonise with

certain flowers ; for example, if the Orchids had
been mixed with the foliage plants in any way that

I could think of, they could not have been made so

effective as they were in a simple mass ; and if the

lecturer had noticed, he might have seen both before

and after the meeting that the public crowded around
the latter, while the former, which were perhaps of

more real interest, were only noticed by the scientific

gentlemen present. Again, if we take a mass of

splendid Roses, such as we hope to see at the

International next May, what intermixture of

foliage coiild be made to improve them ? There

is improvement no doubt to be made, but it

.should be done with caution, and discussed in

the spirit of the letter in last week's Paper. I

should consider it one point of improvement if any
arrangement could be made by which the pots could

be plunged on the green banks, loose Grass being

.strewn over the rims. This Grass with damping
would continue green for some days. I am aware of

the difficulty of the angle required in placing different

plants, but still a good-sized hole is easily covered,

when the plant is placed. On wooden stages this

could not be done so easily ; but still these could be

improved by having a loose board that could be

moved up or let down in front of the pot, and
foliage plants put inside to the height of the pot.

Such plants as Azaleas might be arranged to greater

advantage by abiding a background of suitable

foUage, which would exhibit to the visitors more
distinctly the individual merits of the plants than

when they are in masses, where the glowing colours

are so crowded together as to detract from the full

effect of what are frequently gems of high cul-

tivation. This could be done, perhaps, best

by allowing an exhibitor more space than he

absolutely requires for his specimens, to be fUled

in as he might think proper, making the arrangement
either a part -of the competition or giving for it a
separate prize. Growing Grass in boxes will not
answer, nor is it necessary where turf and cut

Grass can be got .so easy ; besides, as was observed,

Lycopods are better, but neither of them will ans

for showing fruit. Experience has long ago proved
that fruit, such as Grapes, Peaches, Pines, Melons,

&c., brought into contact with anything earthy,

imbibes an earthy fiavour immediately ; even fruit

packed in Moss not thoroughly dry is unfit to be

eaten. Besides, a Peach placed on Grass, however
short it might be cut, would simply look ridiculous.

It must be so placed as to allow the curves of the

fruit to stand clear, and no auxiliaries that I have
seen tried are so efficient as the leaves of the Bay
or Portugal Laurel, well washed. The great difficulty

is how to arrange fruit on a table to be seen to most
advantage. Exhibitors of fruit, Uke exhibitors of

plants, do not like to have their own arrangement
disturbed. A box of Grapes carefully tied down
before starting is expected to be placed on

the exhibition table as sent ; hence the

difilculties to both parties. No attempt to

assimilate the size of the boxes or their shape has
' as yet been attempted by any schedule makers.

There can be no doubt it would add greatly to the

effect of our fruit shows if exhibitors would allow
their Grapes to be cut from the packing box, and
placed under certain conditions that would give more
harmony ; for example, a curved table, or curved wicker
work painted green, in divisions, to be placed on a
table, adding a division as necessary, proper flat spaces
being provided for the various fruits up to the centre,

which should be for Pine-apples. We are led by old

and familiar association to couple basket-work and
fruit so much together that perhaps the latter would
be the best contrivance. But if Grapes are never
seen under a good arrangement at our exhibitions,

what shall we say about Pines ? At no exhibition

abroad can so many examples of this noble fruit be

got together in such perfection as in England, and
still we find them invariably placed in incongruous

vessels of varying shapes, from that of a candlestick

to a Hyacinth glass. I think this might be improved
by cutting a portion of the footstalk and leaves

with the fruit, and placing the stalk through a hole

in the centre of the table, or in a stand. I am
afraid of having already taken up too much of

your valuable space ; still, I cannot pass one other

remark of the lecturer. He stated that white paper
round or near flowers always enhanced their beauty.

There is too much of "shop" in this remark. I

ppeal to any parties who are in the habit of making
nosegays, whether there is not more beauty in a

backing of foliage than any paper can impart.

Even the lecturer himself, at an earlier stage,

pointed out how beautifully Nature had arranged the

green to blend with the colour. It is reversing the

order of nature to put stiff white paper round a bunch
of flowers, that would be so much improved by the

leaves of Ferns and Acacias, or sprigs of Jasmines,

Centaurea, kc. With respect to using such rubbish

as brick-dust or broken bottles or chalk in arranging

exhibitions, I can only say they would be more out

of place there, than even in the garden. F.

'lite lule Siiotr-dorm.—The disastrous effects of the

memorable snow-storm of the Uth inst. will long

continue visible in parks and gardens in the south and

south-west of England. Having made a careful suri'ey

of its ravages at this place, which is near the eastern

edge of the Bagshot sand, at an elevation of about

150 feet above the sea, I have set down the names

of some of our most ornamental trees and shrubs,

principally Conifers, which have either escaped

altogether, or been more or less injured, distinguish-

ing the degrees of injury by the figures to 9, and

confining the list, for the present, to fine specimens,

ranging from 12 to 25 feet in height. If other

sufferers in different parts of the storm's path woiild

furnish similar returns, much useful information

might be gained, and possibly a table constructed,

showing the different capacities of the members of

this most ornamental class of evergreens to resist

what may surely be considered to have been in the

nature of a " proof charge " of snow ; — Pinus

Bcnthamiana, excelsa, Sabiniana, ; Abies cana-

densis, Douglasii, nobilis, Nordmanniana, Pinsapo, ;

Araucaria imbricata, ; Cednis Deodara, ; Taxo-

dium sempervirens, ; Thuja gigantea, ; Pinus

insignis, 1 ; Juniperus virginiana (Red Cedar), 1 ;

Abies excelsa (common Spruce Fir), 2 ; Cryptomeria

japonica, 2 ; Cupressus torulosa, 4 ; Pinus Pinaster,

(i 1 Cupressus macrocarpa, 8 ; Scotch Fir, 9. 11'. F.H.,

Bnrtropjis, Wetjliridt/e, Surrey, Jan. 18.

Scale on Orange Trees.—Your^inquirer about scale

on Orange trees should take a large garden watering

pot, and mix in it a quantity of soft soap until it

becomes a lather. The quantity is of no importance,

so that it will pass through the syringe. The plant

should then be laid on one side, so that the

mixtm'e may not run too much into the BoU ; or if

in a heavy tub, the surface should be covered over

with Moss, tying a portion round the bottom of the

stem for the same pui-pose. 'The tree should then be

well syringed while the mixture is warm ;
it should

be left on the tree for half an hour or so, and then

washed off with clean water. This will not only

take away the scale, but also the black accumulation

on the leaves that generally accompanies this pest.

The plants should be at rest when this is done, not

in a vigorous growing state. The same plan will be

found to answer with Neriums, Acacias, Jasminiuns,

Gardenias, Stephanotis, kc. F.

Indian Fruits.—Mr. Jackson should have been the

last to have said anything about these fruits. On in-

quiry atthe gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society,

I find that Mr. Black's collection arrived from India

on the evening preceding the Show ; that the collec-

tion was consigned to Kew after the exhibition ;

that the authorities there were advised of their

arrival next day, with a request that bottles and

spirits might be sent, so that the fruits might be

taken out of the tins, and placed in the bottles. Mr.

Jackson came to Kensington next morning to see

what was required ; and on the following day sent

up a man with bottles and spirits whoUy inadequate

in quantity, and many of them so small as to be quite

unfit for the purpose for which they were intended,

F. R. H. S.

Duuhle-glazing.—Being pretty intimate with the

results of this system as earned out at Rockville, I

once or twice thought of saying a few words about

it; but having visited Mr.'Rucker's garden a few

days since, and there seen the system in fair opera.
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tion, I no longer hesitate. Within the past season
Mr. Rucker has built a fine new span-roofed house,
5(5 feet long by 21 wide, with double roof, sides, and
ends, and in this hou,se the greater portion of his
East Indian Orchids have been grown for the past
four or five months. The result is already so satis-

factory as to astonish Mr. Pilcher and his master,
and make them ardent believers in the great advan-
tages of double-glazing. The merest tyro can see
the perfectly finn, free, and vigorous gro'wth the
plants have made since being placed under the
double roof, and how much superior it is to any
made when the plants were grown under a single

one. With JJMr. Pilcher's many years' experience of
Orchid growing, and with numerous stractures
having single roofs now devoted to Orchids, so that
he can readily compare the results of the two
systems, he surely ought to be able to pronounce on
its merits, and he does so emphatically by declaring
that he would use a double roof, and no other,
for any Orchid house, stove, or very early
Vinery which he should for the future erect

!

Those who think a double-roofed Orchid house
re.sembles a Wardian case should see this house at
Mr. Rucker's. Ventilation ? It has as much fresh
air as any six Orchid-houses of my acquaintance !

The centre bed has hot-water pipes in its chamber,
which communicates with the external air by drains
passing underneath the passages, and open up just
outside the house, and these are never shut. The
air is always flowing in ; and then, getting heated
beneath the bed, flows gently into the house through
pigeon holes in the walls of thecentre bed or pit. In
addition to these are little slate shutters in the side
walls, which are shut and opened according to the
weather. They open a little below the pipes, just as
srich apertures are arranged in good Orchid houses
now-a^iays, only in general such houses are nearly
dependent on these alone for their ventilation. Then
there are sashes in the top, and of these every second
one is left open night and day. The house has never
been " shut " for a moment since it was made, but
has always fresh air passing through it ; so that
instead of double roofing interfering with ventilation,
it is the very system which above all others enables
the gardener to ventilate thoroughly and con-
tinuously. " The men like to work "in it," says
Mr. Pilcher, who himself feels it a pleasure to
breathe in it for any length of time. The
splendid Vanda Lowii (10 feet high) which for
a long time has been one of the lions of Mr. Rucker's
Orchid coUeotion, has made such a vigorous start
since placed here that it will very soon be necessary
to sink the pot beneath the floor or cut down the
leading'shoots. The Foxbrush Aerides, which so often
gets the ends of its leaves hurt, is growing away since
coming in here without even as much spot as would
do for a microsoopist. The many plants of Vanda
coerulea are in an equally satisfactory state.
Galeandra Devoniana has made since its intro-
duction to this house, shoots almost as big as
those of Dendrobium Dalhousianum ; and a similar
improvement is ^^sible in aU the plants, which were
considerably knocked about during the alterations
in the summer. A total prevention of drip, that
special annoyance of the Orchid grower, is one of
the best featm-es of this double roofing. In most of
the other Orchid houses here, Mr. Pilcher often
has to send round a boy with stick and sponge to
prevent it falling in cold heavy drops on his plants,
but not a drop ever can fall in the new house, and
thus one pest is disposed of. Then again the
constant circulation of fresh air has another
important result—it enables Mr. Pilcher to syringe
his plants as often as he wishes, and he does it

many times oftener than he dare with a single
roof, and with the best effects. This alone is no
small boon to the grower of Vandas and Sacco-
labiums. As regards the " light " of the house it is
perfectly satisfactory—it is in fact better lighted
than any other house in Mr. Pilcher's charge. Some
of the old Orchid houses, without glass at the sides,
are dungeons compared to it. By having a house
with well-lighted sides, the slight amount of sun
obscm-ed by the double roof may easily be compen-
sated for. Besides, we should remember that though
Orchids like " light, " they cannot as a rule bear sun.
Mr. Pilcher states that the improvement which has
taken place in the plants during the past five months
in this house is so great that, if sold now, the increase
in their value within that time would more than pay
for the erection of the house. I may add, that Mr.
Penny, whom I met at Mr. Rucker's in quest of
evidence as to double glazing, and who grows his
Orchids as well as any other cultivator, was as fully
unpressed with the superiority of this house as
Mr. PUcher himself. Respecting Mr. Bewley's
houses, when I described them a season or two past
It was with a firm conviction that their contents
were extraordmary for perfection of health, .as com-
pared with the best English "plant places ;" but when
It was aU done I had a slight suspicion that further
experience would reveal beauties of in-door gardening
to me which would put those of Rockville into the
shade. I have seen many places since, north and
south, and have now a very decided opinion that the
great Femeiy and gi-eat stove at RockvUle ai-e the most
instructive and beautiful plant-houses in the United

Kingdom. The Orchids I will not say are better or

so good as in other places, but stove plants, fine-

leaved plants. Ferns. Palms, Sec, display a cleanly

vigour and beauty of gro'n'th which I have never
elsewhere seen equalled. It is hardly fair to compare
the best results of the system so long pursued in this

country with those of the double-roofing plan, which
will not have had a fair trial till it is in full

operation with a dozen or two of our best Orchid
growers. IF. U.

firape-ijron'ing at Btiry Hill.—An interesting
description is given by " I.," at p. 10, of the gardens
at Bury Hill, in the neighbourhood of Mansfield,
Notts. It is said that the world knows nothing of

its greatest men, and the same may be also said

of the people of the Midland districts, who know
nothing of their greatest gardeners. As a resident
in one of the Midland districts, I must confess that
I and many others had never before heard of the
extraordinary Grapes grown at Bury Hill, or been
able to discover at which of our public or private
exhibitions they have eclipsed all others that were
ever seen for size and general excellence. However,
I for one, as a Grape grower, beg to thank " I." for

the information. There will be now no occasion for

us to visit Messrs. Meredith, HiU, or other lion Grape-
growers, as we have something worth seeing nearer
home. As " I." does not think that the peculiar
exceUeuce of the Grapes groTvn at Bury Hill proceeds
from anything in the soil or management, it must
be from the pure air and freedom from the
" miasmatic exhalations from the sheets of stagnant
water called lakes." It is to be hoped that he
himself resides in a hilly district, and that his health
may not suffer from his peregrinations in the fine

old places where lakes abound. H.

Royal Hoeticultural : Jmi. 23.—Lord Henry G.
Lennox, M.P., in the Chair. After the election of
new members, and the ch.airmen of the Floral and
Fruit Committees had announced the awards that had
been made in their respective departments, the Rev.
M. J. Berkeley offered a few observations on the
different subjects exhibited. Concerning a new
Calanthe from Mr. Willi,ams, of HoUoway, it was
remarked that it only differed from the well-known
C. vestita in having a less prominent rose-coloured
spot in the centre of the flowers, which were otherwise
pure white. An unnamed Odontoglossum, greenish
yeUow, spotted with browai, produced at the last meet-
ing, was pronounced to be 0. hystrix, one of Mr. Weir's
discoveries at Bogota, and described by us at p. 1 202
of our volume for 1864. Xanthosoma appendiculata,
an Arad with a singular process on the under side of

the leaves, was next adverted to. In this plant a
portion of the midrib is reverted, so as to produce
a small leafy lobe below, which gives the
appearance of two leaves placed back to back.
A similar anomalous kind of structure, it was
observed, had been found in an Indian species of Fig.
Concerning Dracaena fragrans, a plant of which was
exhibited, Mr. Berkeley stated that, though com-
paratively unattractive in appearance, it was very
fr.-igrant, especially at night, a quality which
rendered it well worthy of cultivation. Ficus Cooperi.
a species from tropical Australia, next came under
notice, as did also Palicourea discolor, a plant
with long-shaped dark velvety leaves, relieved and
set off to increased advantage by a bright silvery
midrib. Pycnostachys urticajfolia, a plant closely
rel.ited to the well-known genus Coleus, was stated
to be worth attention on account of the bright blue
colour of its blossoms. It possesses a somewhat
straggling habit, a fault, however, which skilful cidti-

vation will, doubtless, easily correct. Herrania
palmata, an Australian plant, shown by Mr. Bull, was
stated to belong to the Order Buttneriaceaj. Con-
cerning fruits of Pynis nepalen-sis, which were
exhibited, Mr. Berkeley took the opportunity of
remai-king that at one time the genera Cydonia and
P.yrus were considered distinct ; but he observed
that those botanists were doubtless right who unite
the two. Attention was next directed to a handsome
bush of the common Aucuba, covered with beautiful
bright red fruit, from Mr. Bull, and small examples
of male and female Aucubas from the same nursery-
rnan were shown in flower. It was mentioned that
since the introduction of the male Aucuba into this
coimtiy, by means of which the common kind had
become ornamented with berries, the commercial
value of the last-named shrub had been very greatly
increased, and that plants which might formerly
have been bought for some '2s. (id. each, could not
now, when covered with fruit, be got for less than
from 15 to 20 guineas apiece. Another plant, also
from Mr. Bull, noticed by Mr. Berkeley, was
a variety of SelagineUa Martensii, charmuigly
variegated with white.
The Chairman stated that the best mode of

arranging plants at floral exhibitions had lately
occupied considerable attention : he had, therefore,
much pleasure in introducing to the notice of the
meeting Mr. J. Hungerford Pollen, who would make a
few remtirks on that subject.

Mr. PoUen commenced by reading the observations
on defective arrangement in regard to flower-shows,

published by us at p, 1201 of our last year's volume.
He likewise alluded to Prof. Reichenbach's remarks
on the subject, at p. 51 of our last week's issue, and
also to the report made in the Journal of the Royal
Horticultural Society by Dr. Masters, in reference' to
the great International Exhibition at Amsterdam.
The;Continental and English modes of arranging
plants at exhibitions differ, as is well known, mate-
rially from one another. In this ooimtry certain
classes and descriptions of plants are usually associated
with others of a similar kind ; on the Continent, on
the contrary, materials from all parts of the exhibi-
tion are so grouped together as to produce the best
possible effect, which is the chief thing aimed at.

Mr. Pollen, however, saw no reason why the two
methods of showing plants just alluded to, might not
in some measm'e be united. By such a union, he
thought, a good pictorial effect might be produced,
without in any way interfering with the individu-
ality of the different subjects exhibited. In order to
see how fiiiits and flowers look best, reference, he
said, must be made to nature, and what strikes one
most there, is the enormous amount of light
under which her productions are placed. That
circumstance should lead us to consider what
kind of buildings are best in which to exhibit plants,
and in that point of view it would not be difficidt to
see that tents carried the day, inasmuch as they
admitted light equally all round the objects exhibited,
and that of a most agreeable kind. In buildings, on
the contrary, only one side was shown well, while
the other was in comparative darkness. With
.statuary and paintings the case was different, as for
these light was wanted onlyon particular points. With
respect to arrangement, instead of portions of the
show being all foliage and others all flowers, he
would mix the two together, and in illustration of
the effect produced by a judicious combination of this
kind, he pointed to the Rhododendron exhibition
that was held in the Society's garden last year, under
a tent, which in point of elegance of construction had
not, he said, been equalled in this or any other country.
The principles of aiTangement to be kept in \'iew
were, 1. Ught ; 2, background ; 3, surface. Some
plants, he said, appear to the best advantage when
looked down upon ; others when looked np to.

Inequality of surface was, therefore, a necessary point
in regard to effective arrangement. Flat tables covered
with green baize were all very well, but fcr the best
effects we must look to Nature herself. There plants
are varied in appearance by admixture with Grass,
irregularity of sui'face, and other conditions under
which they are placed. Long or square boxes
surfaced with turf, a continental practice, it was
thought might be advantageously employed in
different ways in this country to improve the general
aspect of our exhibitions ; it was also stated that
white paper might be so used as to associate well
with certain subjects of exhibition. Bouquets, for
example, are always surrounded with it, and prints
are generally mounted with a wide margin. In a
monastery in the Apennines Mr. Pollen had met with
a monk in the act of sketching out a pattern on a
floor with chalk, which was afterwards embroidered
with Box and wild flowers %\'ith excellent eft'ect.

\Miere flowers could not be obtained, gravels of
different colours, used as Mr. Nesfield employs them,
he thought might be substituted with advantage.
These were matters of no groat moment in them-
selves, but in connection with great plant dis-

plays they might not be unimportant. One other
Ijoint worthy of attention was the best way in which
to exhibit fruit, and here he could not help thinking
that, as in the case of flowers, the Grass-covered
boxes alluded to above might be employed with good
effect, or very white china. Moss, he said, is sometimes
used, but if not quite fresh and green, it has a bad
appearance. These remarks were, however, only
thrown out to provoke discus.sion. If, he said, all

the world were judges, the present mode of arranging
fruits and flowers at our great exhibitions would
answer perfectly, but as he knew that large numbers
attended these exhibitions, principally to derive

hints as to tasteful an-angement to be afterwards
employed in the improvement of their gardens at
home, it became necessary that as much skill in the
way of decoration as possible should be bestowed
upon their arrangement.
The Chairman then invited members present to

take part in the discussion.

The Rev. Dr. Rock agreed with Mr. PoUen as to

the necessity of infusing a greater degree of taste

into matters connected with our exhibitions, and
adduced in illustration a road near Rome which he
had seen covered with flowers. He also adverted to

the Derbyshire village festival of weU-dressing in

favourable tei-ms ; it not only served, he said, to

implant a love of flowers among young people, but
by bringing them into connection with the neigh-

bouring gentry who patronised the festival, it had
also a civilising tendency which was not to be over-

looked. Fiiiit ornamented with Lycopod or Lady
Fem had. he thought, a better appearance than when
merely placed by itself on a white table cloth.

Mr. Wilson Saunders said : The question is, for

what purpose are exhibitions established ? If they
are merely to please the eye, then by all means let

us make-them artistic. Another object must, how-
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ever, be kept in view, and that is, the different

subjects must be so arranged, that their comparative
merits can be properly recognised. To the fact of
our exhibitions being those of merit, rather than of

art, he thought the present high state of horticulture
in this country is in a great measure to be attributed.

He therefore concurred in Professor Reichenbach's
view of arrangement. He hoped that attractions to

the eye would not be overlooked, but the great point
he considered was to make both fruit and floral dis-

plays as instructive as possible.

Jan. 23 {Fim-al Committee).—To alarge assemblage
of fine plants exhibited on this occasion by Mr.
Bull, the new Lindley Medal was awarded. It

consisted of Selaginella Martensii albo-variegata
alluded to above ; Podocarpus macrophyllus albo-
variegatus, a plant with beautifiil white- striped
leaves ; DracKuas of different kinds ; a variegated-
leaved Sedum ; different varieties of Aucuba, most
of them bearing fruit ; Tree and other Ferns

;

Yuccas, including the handsome Y. quadricolor
;

Peperomia arifolia, with leaves shaded with silver ;

the handsome Lomaria gibba ; the white variety
of Dielytra spectabilis ; the singular - looking
climbing plant called Marcgraavia rotundifolia

;

Palms of different soits, including the golden-
coloured variety of Latania borbonica. Calamus
dealbata, the .silvery-leaved Palm of Madagascar

;

and Thrinax elegans, a beautiful dwarf-growing
species of that noble class of plants. Associated
with these were also Orange trees, Capiellias in
flower, the red -veined -leaved Gymnostachyum
Verschaffeltii, Agave americana variegata, and a
handsome long-leaved variety of that Aloe called A.
longifolia ; Pandanus oruatus, an extremely graceful
little plant, for which a First-class Certificate was
awarded ; the fine Australian tree called Dammara
Moorei ; Schistocasia Portei, with deeply-cut Cala-
dium-shaped leaves ; Eranthemum sanguinolentum,
with leaves veined with red ; Herrania palmata. to
which a First-class Certificate was awarded ; different
varieties of Ehodea, with handsome gold-striped
leaves ; the Xanihosoma appendiculata, mentioned
above ; Ficus Porteana, with ample glassy-green
foliage ; the Brazilian Chameranthemum reticu-
latum ; a variegated-leaved Achimenes ; Sphasrogyne
cinnamomea, with large handsome leaves ; the
Australian Grass Tree (Xanthorrhoea hastiUs) ; and
luxiiriant ma.sses of the Irish Fern (Trichomanes
speoiosum), and of Hymenophyllum tunbridgense.
A variegated variety of Lastrea Sieboldii was shown
by Messrs. Henderson, of Pine-apple Place, and
received a Firstolass Certificate. Dr. Patti.son,

of (St. John's Wood, furnished examples of
Angra3cum sesquipedale, to which attention was
directed in our columns last week ; and an example
of Barkeria Skinneri, one of the most useful of
winter-blooming Orchids. J. Bateman, Esq., con-
tributed cut flowers of the Angrsecum just named,
and other Orchids ; also blooms of Thibaudia
macrantha, and sprigs of T. bracteosa. Mr. Veitch
again communicated a magnificent group of Lycaste
Skinneri, intermixed with flowering plants of

Barkeria Skinneri ; Odontoglossum cordatum, Angi'ai-

cum ebumeum, Cattleya Warscewiczii delicata, C.

bogotensis (both fine kinds), and FrancLscea calycina.
From Mr. Williams came the Calanthe mentioned
above, to which a First>class Certificate was awarded

;

Angrfficum ebumeum superbum, and another variety
of that species called virens. The Society's Garden
contributed a well-flowered plant of the charming
little Sophronitis grandiflora, Cattleya Warscewiczii
delicata, Clivia nobilis, Saxifra^a tricolor, a species
with finely variegated leaves, a collection of yellow-
leaved Pelargoniums, and other plants already
noticed.

Jan. 23 {Fruit ChmmiUee).—To a medium-sized
longish-shaped Seedling Pear, from Mr. Betteridge,
of Steventon, a First-class Certificate was awarded
on this occasion. Mr. Wilson showed examples of
Uvedale's St. Germain from an orchard house, and
of other Pears we noticed Beurre de Flandres, Susette
de Bavay, and Eliza d'Heyst. From Mr. Tillery.

of Welbeck, came the following Grapes in a good
state of preseiTation, viz., Muscat of Alexandria,
Welbeck Black Tripoli, West's .St. Peter's, and
Trebbiana. What appeared to be Black Monukka
came from Mr. Culverwell, of Thorjje Perrow. Fruit
of Musa Cavendishii was shown by Mr. Bateman,
and that of Pyrus nepalensis by Mr. Page, of
Southampton. Mr. Wilson, the Chairman of the
Committee, mentioned having seen at Prof.
Wheatstone's an electrical apparatus, which he
thought might be useful in gardens, inasmuch as
whenever a thermometer placed in any particular
hothouse fell below 40°, or rose above 70*, it rang a
bell at the gardener's bed.side, and thus drrected^atten
tion to the matter.

Notircs of J^ooKtS.
The figures in the Bntameul Mngazine for the

present month represent the following plants :-

HhoJodendron Hudtjsvni, " one of the noblest of thi

grand series of Rhododendrons that adorn the Eastern
Himalayan mountains." one of the finest also in
respect to foliage, the leaves being used as platters
for butter, &o., by the mountaineers, while the large

compact heads of bell-shaped flowers are of a pale-
purple colour. It blossomed last April in the temperate
house at Kew.

—

Lielia r/randis, a very distinct species,
with peculiar nankeen-coloured sepals and petals,
and a white Up veined with purple ; it was grown
in 1850, but from that time seems to have disap-
peared till reintroduced from Bahia last year by
Messrs. Low & Co. Dr. Hooker remarks that in
habit and aspect it is undistinguishable from the
Cattleyas, to which, but for its eight pollen masses, it
would at once be referred. "And even the latter
structural distinction," he adds, " cannot be implicitly
relied upon, for I have examined specimens of so-
called LaiUas, in which all but two pair of poUen-
masses were merely rudimentary. The circumstance
of the two supposed genera breeding freely together,
as has been proved by Mr. Domlny's experiments, is

another fact pointing in the same direction."

—

Begonia haccata, a fine robust Begonia with baccate
fruit, found by Mr. Mann in the Bight of Benin.
The stem is taU and robust, the leaves large,
broadly roundish-cordate, and the flowers large,
white, and dipetalous.— Spamj^is pulcherrima,
a most lovely Cape bulb, introduced by Messrs.
Backhouse & Son, of York. It a good deal
resembles S. pendula, but the whole plant is larger,
the perianth beU-shaped, and the bracts dissimilar.
The leaves are narrowly sword-shaped, and the
flowering stems tail, with hair-like branches, bearing
tufts of large drooping blood-purple flowers. " A
more lovely and graceful plant'' cannot well be
imagined.

—

i:pidendritmmi/rianthiim,a,Yeiy\>ea.ntiiul
epiphyte, with taU leaf-stems, distichous leaves, and
dense terminal panicles of rosy flowers. Mr. Bate-
man relates that a few of the specimens sent from
Guatemala have lingered in this country, but
Giving no doubt to their being kept too wai-m, could
never be induced to flower. As one of these hap-
pened to be stiU alive at Knypersley, though its

shoots were no thicker than a crowquiU, he directed
it to be put in a cool house, in which some of the old
and feeble stems speedily blossomed, and new shoots,
thrice the .strength of the others, almost immediately
presented themselves.
In the Journal of Botang Dr. Seemann figures

CtimeUia japnnina mriegata, a prettily variegated
form, introduced from China by Mr. Fortune, and
now flowering with Mr. Bull. The blossoms are
single, .and of a pale rose colour. The most pro-
minent papers are these relating to the Flora of the
Shetland Isles, to the genus Brainea, and to the
Cinchona Bark of Ootacamund.
The Florist and I'omologist has a figure of Bcurri

d'Anjoii Pear veiy fairly executed by chromo-
lithography. This Pear is said to be the Ne Plus
Meuris of the French nurseries, under which name

•as received by Mr. Rivers from Messrs. Jamin
et Durand, of Bourg-la-Reine. It is described as a
first-rate Pear of delicious flavour, growing vigor-
ously on the Quince, and bearing well in the warmer
parts of England, either as a pyramid, bush, or
espalier. Among the more interesting papers are
some remarks on Beaton's race of Pelargoniums, and
on the Floral Decoration of dwellings.
The Flural Magazine gives representations of the

following :

—

Sn'ainsona maynifeu, a handsome plant
which looks very much like a fine specimen of S.

Greyana ; it was raised by Mr. Williams from
Australian seeds.— Cliantlius Vampieri marginatu,
the whiteJiowered red-margined sort recently
adverted to.—A group of striped Verbenas named
Beatitifiit, Carnation, and Faseinutioii, from Mr.
Bull's coUeotion, showing an improved form as com-
pared with the striped Continental sorts which have
appeared dm-ing the last year or two.

—

Primula
eortusoides " amoma ear. all/a," one of the handsome
Japanese Primroses introduced by Mr. Veitch.
We see with pleasui'e the announcement of a

Popular Re-issue, in cheap weekly numbers, of
Charks Knight's English Cgelopadiu. It is to com-
mence' with the division of "Arts and Sciences,"
and will be followed immediately by "Biography,"
" Geography," and " Natm-al History," all increased
in value by means of Supplements now preparing.
This capital opportunity for possessing such a
valuable book is well alluded to in the Prospectus :

" To the members of Mechanics' and Literary and
Scientific Institutions, Working Men's Clubs, and
other associations for the purchase and common use
of otherwise inaccessible works of research and
reference, this mode of re-issue seems parti-
cularly well adapted ; whilst there are doubtless
many individuals who, unable to pay large sums at
once, would gladly avail themselves of the oppor-
tunity, by easy payments at short intervals, of
possessing so useful and extensive a work as ' The
EngUsh Cyclopaidia.' "

Books Received.—Messrs. Longman have recently
published an abridgment, for the use of junior
students, of White ami Riddle's excellent Latin-
English IHctionarg. Special care seems to have been
taken to explain the mode of formation and the
etymological meaning of words, the student being
much assisted in this department by the typo-

I

graphical arrangements made use of. Some of our
readers who may recollect a discussion as to the

I
propriety of applying the \ioxii. parcissirnvs in lieu of

imus will be amused to find the former word
printed in bold Egyptian type in the head-line of

p. ill of this volume. After that, let no man cavil

!

irlorfsts' dFlotocrg.
The Gladiolus.—A moderately attentive observer

of affairs cannot fail to notice that there is much
truth in the saying of Carlyle, " that mankind in

general are largely imbued with bell-wedderism ;"

and it would appear that florists are much like other
folk in this matter. Some few weeks ago " Rambler "

was the bell-wedder] as regards the Gladiolus, with
his excellent paper on the general merits of this

most beautiful flower, which paper so pleased me
that I contrived to forget for the moment the bashful-

ness which is supposed to be indigenous in my
countrymen, and away I jumped after " Rambler,"
and humbly laid at the feet of our high priest, the

Editor, my experience as a grower of Gladioli, which
dates back for some 10 or 12 years ft'om the

present time, when the splendid hybrids of the

Gandavensis tribe were yet unknown. Then hot
on my heels comes " W. E. G.," all the way from
Cork, where, as he truly says, the good soil and
humid atmosphere are very much in favour of

Gladioli, and indeed most other florists' flowers as

well. It would do the Rev. Mr. Radelyffe's heart good
to see the splendid blooms of Cloth of Gold and other

Tea Roses sho«Ti there by Mr. Wigmore, Mr. Martin,

and others, and this with, as they have informed me,
the smallest possible amount of care and attention.

Like the statues of " gods and goddesses so fair," in

the sweet groves of Blarney just near them, they

bloom and flourish " all mother naked in the open
air," and in many sheltered comers you can nearly

have Roses all the year round.

But to return to our wedders : I took the liberty

of differing a little with " Rambler," andl venture

to say that if he tries a few of the sorts I named,
he will flnd them useful additions. I must
take a similar liberty with " W. E. G.," whom I

know to be a good grower and great admirer of the

flower we are treating of, but I fear he is too hasty

and sweeping in his judgments on new flowers.

On several occasions he has mentioned to me his

detennination to give up certain sorts after their

first season, just because they did not please from
every point of view. Having met him on several

occasions at the exhibitions at Dublin and Cork, of

course our pets were carefully looked over at the

exhibition tables : and while I ailmire his taste and
judgment generally, I do think he leans too hardly

on some of our favourites. Princesse Clotilde he
spoke of discarding two years ago. This I cannot

think of doing, as I consider the fair Princes.se a noble

flower for a stand of 24 or 36, for a back row, though

a little coarse. Then Madame Rabourdin must go ;

really this must not be thought of for years to come.

Madame is (I say it emphatically) one of the best

light-ground Gladioli in existence, and during

the past glorious season I have frequently

compared her with the splendid novelty Ma<lame
Furtado, to see which I admh-ed most, and I think

it remained a vexed question at the end, after weeks
and weeks, and with seven or eight spikes of each

variety to appeal to. Then Lord Raglan must go,

alsoMadame Binder, Madame Allester, Charles Smith,

Stuart Low, Madame Peretre, Peter Lawson, &c.

All those just named I shall retain for the present

;

Madame Binder, Stuart Low, and Peter Law.son,

I was able to show in fine order at our last exhi-

bition here on Sept. 1. The last-named is a little

thin, and does not bear travelling well, but its colour

is peculiar, and I think beautiful, being softly shaded

with blush and pale mauve, the throat slightly

dashed with straw. Madame Pereire was very fine on
the same occasion in the stand of Messrs. Dixon& Sons,

of Newtownards i it is a thick solid flower, and inost

peculiar in colour, dark plum and white shaded, and
well worthy of being retained as a show flower, and

for seeding and crossing. " W. E. G." jjraises John
Waterer highly. The shades of its colour are rich and

beautiful ; I like it very well, but when I have gone

to cut a spike of it for exhibition, its loose scraggy

habit has always sent me away a Uttle dissatisfied,

and I do not think I ever showed it, though I out

150 to 200 spikes annually for e.Khibition purposes.

" Rambler's " paper has proved to the general floral

public that the Gladiolus is much admired, and

o-enerally well-grown in various places all over the

three kingdoms. Those gentlemen who have kindly

given observations as to their proceedings, all differ

a little each from the other. Some like one flower,

some another. This always has been the case, and

doubtless ever will be so, as tastes will differ,

and many little matters will tend to influence

differently the views of different persons, but at the

same time all may be good growers and fair judges.

I had last summer the pleasm-e of a couple of

friendly visits (and of course a gossip on floral

affairs on each occasion) from my friend " D." of

Deal. On the last occasion, about the first week of

August, the Gladioli were just commencing to unfurl

their lovely banners, and after a careful study of all

my stock, he gave me the names of three of

Standish's flowers, which he thought would improve

my collection—they were Caroline, Lucy Neal, and,
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I think, Mrs. Dombrain. Like " W. E. G.," I have

great faith in Souchet's flowers ; I take all his

novelties every year, to the extent of about four

bulbs of each sort, and I mean to continue to do so,

as long as he sends out such splendid sorts as his

batch of 1865. I have obtained all the novelties

for 18G6, just as " W. E. G." has done ; but of course

we cannot say a word about them until another year

has passed away. In the meantime I hope to see in

the Gardeners' Cltron'wle good papers on the Gladiolus

from many others besides those who have as yet

spoken. J. F. L., Dublin, Jan. 10.

Oesekvatoey Bee-hives.—I have for some time

pastwished to possess a good observatoiy bee-hive, but

thinking I saw a fundamental defect in the unicomb

hive, in so far as it gives no protection from the

.changes of temperature, or any privacy to the bees,

if I may use the term, and seeing an equally

important defect (though in a different direction) in

Huber's " leaf hive," I set to work to construct one

on a new principle, which I believe will be found to

overcome all the detects hitherto incidental to

observatory hives. I propose to call my hive the

"portfolio observatory hive." The accompanying
woodcut will serve to explain its principle, but I may
describe it as follows. For the fixed frame of the

hive suppose two letters V, forming the two ends,

but to make the illustration more perfect you must
cut off the lower part of the letter, so forming a

square instead of a pointed bottom. Suppose the

two sides of each letter joined by arches, having a

radius equal to the distance from the centre of

its truncated bottom. The stout wooden frame is

completed by joining the two V's by two parallel

longitudinal bars at the top and two at the bottom,

which latter forms an oblong frame, fitting on to a

floor-board, as in the imicomb hive. Now suppose the

top roofed with a sheet of curved glass, which drops

into grooves in the arched bars, joining the top ends

of each V, and into flanges in the two longitudinal

straight bars joining the upper angles of the two
V's together. The two ends forming the two letters

V are filled with flat glass resting on flanges formed
of strips of zinc screwed upon their inner face. You
thus have a frame with two glazed ends, an arched

ooivrse, minor detals in carrying out the plan, which
I need not enter into here. If this invention seems of

suflScient interest to warrant the step, I shall be glad

to send the portfolio hive to any place in London or

elsewhere, where apiarians might have the means of

inspecting it. I may remark that the same principle

may easily be applied to three combs as well as two. I

must apologise for this long letter, but before closing

it would be glad to ask a question for practical

guidance. I am about having a .shed made to hold

liives. How much space do you consider suificient

to allow in height between the shelves, to take a

hive, and what supers may be required, in a good
honey country ? I may, before long, have something
more to communicate on the subject of In-door Bee-

keeping. Arthur Man\ Bentliall Hall, near Broseley,

Staffordshire. [There should be at least 2 feet 6

inches clear space between the shelves, or between
the shelf and the roof. We prefer even more room
tor convenience of lifting off or putting on supers.

Do you mean to have two rows of hives, one above
the other i This is considered by most apiarians as

decidedly bad, and we would not, on any account,

have a shed so constructed. We shall be glad to

hear from you again on the subject of " In-door Bee-

keeping," a matter of much interest to us.]

The Langsteoth Frame Hive. -The Rev. L. L. Langslroth,
being desirous that English bee-keepers should have the
opportunity of seeing specimens of his celebrated hive, has
presented and forwarded to Mr. Alfred Neighbour, two of

the most approved patterns for trial in his own apiary. Mr.
Neighbour will be very happy to show them to any apiarian
who may like to inspect them, at 149, Regent Street, where
they will remain for the present.

A. Fixed frame of hive.
B 1. One of the moveable frames, canyiug combs, when

opened for inspection.
B 2. One of the moveable frames in its closed or normal

condition.
C. The frames holding the combs.
D. Glazed doors, by which the combs may be taken in and

out.
E. Floor board.

glass roof, but open at the sides. To complete the
hive, there are only wanting two glazed frames with
sish-bars projecting inwards, upon each of which
hang tour frames of comb, or in fact two small
uaicomb hives, each with a glass side omitted. Now
suppose these two frames, with their combs attached,

introduced into the frame described above. They
are of course made just to fit into each side. Upon
tlie lower end of each side are screwed brass plates,

shxped like the letter J, those on each side turned
inwards so as to cover the centre point from which
the radius of the arched roof was struck : at this

c jntre point a pin is passed through the fixed frame
at each end, and through corresponding holes in the

two pairs of brass plates. The two sets of combs
thus hinge on the same centres, opening and shutting
like a portfolio set up on its back edge. In its

normal or closed condition the hive presents two
S3ts of four combs each, standing side by side at their

proper distance from one another, thus giving pro-

tection from cold as well as the privacy bees delight
in. Now, to inspect the inner surface of the combs
(where breeding will of course go on), all I have to

do is to remove the pins which keep the two frames
in their perpendicular position, allow either of

them to gently subside, tiU it rests on the longitudinal
bar. If I also drop the other to the same position

I get a view (almost at right angles) of every part
of the inner surface of the comb, and when the
inspection is complete I have nothing to do but to

raise the frames again to their perpendicular position,

without the risk of crushing a single bee, as the two
frames do not touch, except at two points, where
studs are placed to keep them at their proper distance
apart, when parallel with one another. There are, of

Miscellaneous.
Mr. Gray, of Cliihiii.—Wi- have been requested to

contradict a current n'pmt, to the effect that

Mr. Gray, of Danvers Street, Chelsea, the well-known
horticultural builder, a representation of whose
range of houses erected at Hamilton Palace occupies

a space in our present issue, had met with a fatal

accident. Mr. Gray was thrown down by the starting

of a horse with a cart-load of building materials, and
has received some rather severe bruises, but is, we
learn, satisfactorily recovering from the shock.

Calendar of Operations.
{Fur the ensiling week.)

Snowdkops being in flower in wann corners, and
Pansies in full blossom in open beds, in some places, an

observant eye must be kept on the ornamental departs

ment, in order to see that surrounding objects are in

keeping with these early treasures. Seldom have we
had so fin e a season for outdoor improvements and
alterations ; but tender plants are in a very forward

state, and must still be kept securely protected at

night. Improve as much as possible outlines of

every kind, and while the weather is favourable

plant fresh masses or groups of shrubs where neces-

saiy, and introduce specimen plants only where
fitting opportunities offer. Much mischief is done
by planting single specimen trees in recesses ; these

should be carefnlly preserved, as a general rule, to

give deep shadows, and to throw the prominent
features into bold relief.

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLANT HOUSES.
Soils for flower beds may be prepared, and digging

and trenching where necessary may now be pushed
forward with advantage. The propagation of plants

for massing must also receive attention. Stock in

pits should be looked over, and any plants likely to

prove short of the expected demand should be removed
to where there is a gentle heat, to force them into

growth for cuttings.

Auriculas.—On aU favourable occasions let these

have as much air as possible.

Bedding Plants—These, if in pots, must also

have air whenever the weather is mild, but means of

protection at night must be at hand.
Carnations and Picotees.—Draw the lights off

these in the day time when dry, but let them be put
on again at night.

Cinerarias.—Secure these from frost, from which
they are very liable to suffer. Strong-gi'owing plants

may now require a shift, in order that their pots may
be well filled with roots by flowering time. When
fully established they may have an occasional water-
ing with weak liquid manture.

Forced Flowers.—These will at present consist

chiefly of Tulips, Hyacinths, and other early blooming
bulbs, of which successions, equal to therequirements
of the establishment, must be at short intervals con-
tinually introduced into the forcing pit ; as must
also be Roses, Lilacs, Rhododendrons, and plants of

that description. See that they have a healthy
moist atmosphere, which must not, however, be over
warm. A temperature of from (10° to 70° will be
amply sufficient for the present.

Pelargoniums.—These will now be pushing
slowly ; therefore let them have as much air as

possible, consistent with the proper temperatui'e

Fancy varieties, as has been formerly stated, may be
kept a little wanner than ordinary kinds.

Primulas.—Water those in bloom with very weak
liquid manure occasionally, and bring others forward
for succession.

FORCING garden.
High temperature must still be avoided, or un-

healthy growth will be the resiUt

Asparagus.—Prepare a new bed to succeed that

now becoming exhausted. On fine days give as

much air as possible, consistent with maintaining a

proper amount of heat.

Carrots.—Sow a little Dutch or Early Horn in a

2-light box on a gentle bottom heat.

Cucumbers.—Worn-out plants in houses may now
be rooted up, the beds renewed, and their places filled

with young plants.

Peaches.—Admit air freely in the early house

whenever the weather is mild, and keep the

atmosphere moist, maintaining a steady night tempe-

rature of about !>0°.

Pines.—If not already done, young plants growing
in beds that have been some time planted will be

benefited by having the soil loosened up as deeply as

can be done without injuring the roots, giving it a

liberal soaking of tepid water if it be found to be

too dry. The water should be applied by means of a

pot with a rose on it, and not so fast as to flood the

surface, for if this is done the soil will be rendered

almost as close as before forking up ; indeed, care-

less watering is the great cause of the surface of the

soil becoming close and hard, and should be carefvdly

avoided. Endeavour to afford a nice bottom-heat,

with a thoroughly moist atmosphere, and keep the

plants growing as freely as may be consistent with

preserving them dwarf and bushy. Have a constant

eye to maintaining a .succession of fruit, for seeming

a supply at the season when it may be most wanted,

and let the treatment of the plants be regulated

according to circumstances ; this Ls a matter which
demands considerable forethought, and which can be

successfully managed only by careful observation

and attention.

POTATOS.—If not already done, let some be planted
in a frame on a gentle bottom-heat.

Vines.—Be satisfied with as low a temperature

from fire-heat as may be considered safe, but shut up
early, allowing the thermometer to rise considerably.

This will to some extent economise fuel, and w^U be

much more congenial than having recourse to much
fire-heat.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Digging and trenching may now be carried on

with activity, and, where necessary, drains may also

stiU be put in. Wheeling should, if possible, be kept

for hard weather.
Apples.—Pruning and thinning of these must

now be pushed forward with expedition. Where
necessary, root-pruning may also be performed ; but

this kind of work is best done in the autumn.
Cauliflowers.—Look carefully after those in

frames and under hand-glasses.

Lettuces.—Plants of these in frames will also

now require attention. See that they are not

suffering from undue confinement.

Pears.—The observations made in reference to

Apples also apply to these.
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DICKSON'S "FIRST and BEST" EARLY PEA-
The BrsT Early Pea in Cpltivatios.

This Pe.i has been tested against all the earliest varieties known,
and is pionounceJ by most of the best practical Gaicleuera in the
kingdom to be superior to any other Early Pea for erirliness, pro-
ductiveness, and general good qualities. Price ner quart, 2s. 6d.

PRICED CATALOGUES of KITCHEN-GARDEN. FLOWER,
and AGKICULTURAL SEEDS; also separate CATALOGUES of
the V;irii.>us Classes of Nui'sery Stock will be forwarded, post free, on
application.
pRANcrs & Arthur Dickson & Snus, The Old Established Seed

Warehouse, lOG, Eastgate Street, and Upton Nmseries, Chester.

PEA in cultivation. See Testimoniaia m " Journal of Horticulture
of December 5, and in Gardeners' Otronicle of December 9. Price
Is. Od. per quart.

To be obtained of the proprietor, Mr, Thomas Elev, Sible
Hedingham, near Halstead, Essex. Also of the following appointed
Agents :

—

Messrs. Peter Lawson & Sod, 2S, King Street, Cheapside, London, E.G.

,, Cooper & Bolton, 152, Fleet Street, London, E.G.
„ Fraser, Richardson, & Goad, 82, Bishopsgate Within, E.C.
„ Richard Lowe & Co.. High Green, Wolverhampton, Staffordshire.

„ J. Roberts & Son. Denbigh.
,, Fisher, nolmes, & Co., Handsworth Nursery, Sheffield, Tork-

„ Saltmarsh & Son, Chelmsford, Essex.

,, Sutton & Sons, Readin;?, Berkshire.

„ Joseph Tremble & Sons, Penrith, Cumberland.

Mr. James Veitch, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea.
, Christmas Quincy, Peteiborough, Northamptonshire.
„ B. C Mackenzie. Ventnor, Isle of Wight.
,, A. F. Godward. Southend, E&'^ex

„ B. Cant, St. John's Nursery, Colchester, Essex.

„ George Taber, Rivenball, near Witham, Esses.
M. Paul Tollard, Nurseryman and Florist, 4, Place des Trois Maries,

Paris, France (Sole Agent).

Mr Elet has since he published some of the testimonials relative

to the above Pea (which appeared in "The Journal "^f Horticulture"
of December 5, and in GardeJiers' Chronicle of December 9, 1865)

received several other most satisfactory reports, among which are the
following :—

In a letter received from tbo Rev. R. T. Wt lbon Taylor, St. Mewan
Rectory, near St. Austell, Cornwall, bearing date December 21, 1605,
who baa previously home testimonv to the excellent qualities of the
above Pea, adds—"Your system of fea-growtng has answered well,

and I for one toank you lor valunble hints thereon. In regard to
distance, I keep the rows at least 10 feet apart ; hence, I thmk, in a
measure, the profusion of pods. Yours turned out and turned in
uiicommonly well, as it was one mass of bloom, and pods from top to
bottom—the admirttion of all who saw it."

From Miss Willis, of Hurst House, Prescot, Lancashirir,
' Miss Willis has great pleasure in adding her testimony to that of

,romely sorry that from the circumstance of het having been from
home she has been unable to give Mr. Elev her report earlier.

—

Hurst House, December 23, 1886."

"The Vicarage, Castle Hedingham, January 2, 186C. T
" Dear Sir,—I must apologise for having been so long in giving you

my report in lavour of your eurly Pea, "Essex Rival.'* My garaener
tells mo there was a close race between your Pea and one supplied
by Mr. DilliLtone, sown the same day, towards the end of 1864,

Ddlistono's being only one day in advance. I am sorry I cannot give
any tei-timony as to the relative merits of either Pea on the table.

—

I remain, dear s:r, yours very tnily, Henry Wilsinson."

The Essex Rival Pea.

MR. ELEY, tlie Proprietor of the above popular PEA.
strongly recommends gentlemen who requireaplentiful supply

of good early Peas for table to make r-' "

1 above stated, may aepend upon

Sible Hedingham, January, I86C.

Seeds for the Season.
CHARLES TUK.N Kit's DKSCHII'TIVE CATALOGUE

is now ready, Oi.iit.iiiiinc the new varieties worthy ot notice,
with a careful selection of the older kinds.

In PEAS, for first crop, C. TuitNEa strongly recommends LITTLE
GEM, agreen wrinkled Marrow of the finest flavour, and very prolific.

This remarkable v.<riety is only 1 foot high, and requires no stakes.
ADVANCER is recommended_for a second crop.
The finest Summer Pea is PREMIER. See description in Cata-

logue, which may be had on application
BETTERIDGE'S SUPERB QUILLED ASTERS, in 12 distinct

varieties, Ss. 6rf. the Collection. This seed is saved by tiie raiser,
R. H. Betteridge, Esq.

GERMAN FLOWER SEEDS from tho first sources.
The Roval Nm-aeries, Slouch.

The Earliest Pea known Is
CARPENTER'S EXPRESS, gathered May 7th, the

Earliest date on record. See Testimonials in GarUeiieTs'
Chronicle of September 2 and 9, October 16, and November 0. Price
&s. per quart. Trade price on application.

TiTje ^eed to be had only of Edward Carpenter. Seed Merchant
and Grower, Brighton and Sussex Seed Warehouse, 9C, St. James's
Street, Brighton ; and of Messrs. Wood &. Son, Nurserymen, Maros-
fieid ; Messrs. Osborn & Sons, Nurserymen, Fulham, S.W. ; Messrs.
W. Bryce'& Co., Seed Merchants, Glasgow Messrs. F. i A. Dick-
SOS & Sons, Nurserymen, .Chester; and Messrs. Jas. DicasoM 4
Sons, Cliester. Catalogues on appli

PRICED CATALOGUES of DUTCH BULBS E

Horticulture of tho 13th of June, 18il5 ; it was also favourably noticed
in the Gardeners' Cl>ronicle of June 3, 1865.

The above Early Pea is now being sent out by Robert H. Potnteb.
at \8. 6d. per quart. Height 3 leet. The kind was gathered from in
good condition as early as the 20th of May, and was sent to the

Alio qu.art packages free on Great Western Railway.
Robert H. Poyxter, Seerl Merchant. Taunton.

OEED PEAS and BEANS.— A few Quarters of theO following choice varieties, well harvested and warranted true to
name, at the following low prices for cash :—
VEITCH'S PERFECTION, at 12s. 6d. per bushel.
EUGENIE or ALLIANCE, at lOs. 6d. per bushel.
BLUE SCIMITAR, at 9s. per bushel.
NEWINGTON-S WONDER KIDNEY BEAN, at 10s. per bushel,
TAYLOR'S BROAD WINDSOR BEAN, at iis. per bushel,

Apply to Andrew Fuller. High Street, Chatteris, Cambs.

To Market Gardeners and Others.
SUTTON AND SONS can supply the following Superior

kinds of PEAS, in large quantities, at moderate prices, which
may be had on application.

Prizetaker Marrow
Veitch's Perfection
Sutton's Now Long-podded Tom

McLean's Little Gem
King of the Marrows
Payne's Conqueror
Rmgwood Marrow
McLean's Wonderful
Flack's Dwarf Victory
Advancer
Champion of England

Seed Establishment, Reading.

s

the fact that the stocks from which they had
raised their supplies were obtained a few
years since Irom the s.ime locality, find In
i ict from the same person who originated it,

The price uh><rgecl last s

liy both vendors, viz., 2«. Cd, per quart, and
the demand at that time being so nreat as to
prevent our holding a sufficient quantity for
teeding, the price < be reduced this

The Yorkshire Hero Pea.

EP. DIXON AND SON, Seed Merchants,
• 67, Queen Street, Hull, beg to Intimate that thev have

this year harvested a fine lot of their YORKSHIRE HERO PEA, n
variety sent out by them, which has always su&tained the very high
character given of it, being remarkably prolific, early, and of delicious

flavour. This Pea Is similar in appearance to Veitch'a Perfection,
but much dwarfer, about a fortnight earlier, and far more prolific :

upwards of 70 pods are frequently found upon a ftem. It is also a
Pea which withstands the mUdew better than any other, and we have
every confidence in saying that it is the best Pea extant.

All who have grown the Yorkshire Hero Pea have pronounced it to

be tho best variety of its class, and one which will become a great
I

favourite in svery garden. Price 2s. per quart. i

Testisionials. '

Prom Mr. Thomas Gibb, Gardemr to the Right Honourable the
Earl of Yarborough, Brockleaby Park Oardenn.

" I grew the Yorkshire Hero Pea the Itist season, and found It an
ribundiuit bearer and an excellent Pea of the Mairow sort. It

resisted the hot weather of July, and remained quite green to the
last, while other sorts at the same time were covered with mildew."

Fr&m Mr. William Brown, Gardener to Sir T. A. CliEford
Constable, Bart., Burton Constable Gardens.

" I am highly pleased Bith your now Pea, 'The Yorkshire Hero,
and shall give it my best recommendation. I beliovo it to be the
best Dwarl Pea grown, and much superior to Veitch's Perfection, as

It is dwarfer, much earlier, and more prolific."

From Mr. James Robertson, Gardener to the Dowager Countess
of Ripon, Nocton Halt Gardens.

" It gives me great pleasure to contribute my meed of praise to
the very excellent Pea sent out by you last season, under the name
of ' The Yorkshire Hero.* I sowed It in the months of March, May,
and June, each of which sowings were equally productive, indeed
verv prolific, and in point of flavour cannot be surpassed. Several
gentlemen in tins neighbourhood tasted, and epoke very highly of it,

and I think it a remarkably distinct variety, and one that will

become a general favourite."

From Mr. Walter Hardie, Forester to the Right Honourable the
Earl of Yarborough, Bmcklesby Park Nursery.

" Having grown the ' Yorkshire Hero ' Pea, I can bear te.stimonv to
Its excellence in every respect, especially its delicioua flavour and
productiveness."

From Mr. George Fairbanks, Gardener to Joseph llobinson
""

!ei
" '-

1, and can truly say that i

dwarf, of most delicious flavour, and an extraordinaiy bearer, "it

withstood the mildew better than any other Pea we had."

From Mr. W. Kemp, late Gardener to Sir Thomas Beckett, Bart.,
Somcrby ParK

" Tho Yorkshire Hero Pea is a splendid variety of the Wrinkled
Marrow, 2i feet in height, very branching, and an abundant bearer,
requires sowing very thin in good rich soil, and will produce from
60 lo 70 well-filled pods of a most delicious ll.^vour, and very thin in

the akin, full 10 days or a fortnight earlier than Veitch's Perfection,
and superior in every respect ; it is the best Pea I am acquainted
with, and will become a general favourite in every garden, not
requiring such an immense forest of sticks to support them as most
sorts do. I may further mentinu that fiom the quart of seed I had
from you I have saved pecks of well-ripened Peas, which I can
easily dispose of at (m. per quart to those who saw them in bearing."

From R. R. Brown, Esq.. BritlUugton Quay.
" I have great pleasure in subscribing niy t ^stimony in favour of

ery large.

; them, with tho greate&t degree of truth, to be the beat
dwarf Pea I have ever grown."

Price ^a. per quart. Price to the Trade on application.

E. P. Dixon & Son, The Yorkshire Seed Establifihment, 67, Queen
Street ; also 76 and 77, High Street, Hull.

The following are Extracts from a few of the i

received relative to this unrivalled Early Pea :—
From Mr. William Dowell, Gardener to Sir George Chetwynd,

Grenden Hall, Atlurstone, May 24. 1865.

"Your 'Ringleader' is earlier than any Pea I have ever grown. I

.ihall gather a dish to-morrow morning, which is by far the earliest
Pea we have had."

" I planted your ' Ringleader Pea ' on the last day of February
the same day I plantcdf 'Daniel O'Rourke' and other early sorts.

Your ' Ringleader' is uncommonly well podded, and the pods are
filling fast, I have no doubt they will be cleared, and the ground
planted, before I pick from any of the other early sorts."

From Mr, James Pearson. Gard«)ier to H. Bentley, Esq.,
Woodlesford, Leeds, May 25.

"' Your ' Ringleader Pea' is six days earlier than Dillistone's, and
Is the most promising Pea I have grown."

From Mr. H. HAnnisoN, Dedham, May 2G,

ed with me by fa

before the othe
blossoming. I consider the ' Ringleader ' the quickest Pea of any of
' early sorts grown in this neiglibourhood."

From the Rev. William Wood, Prestwood Parsonage, Great
Mis-'^enden, Mau 27.

I expect your 'Ringleader' Pea will be a fortnight earlier than

Sutton's Grass Seeds for all Soils.
SUTTON AM. SONS liLvini; ivr,.,vr,l (hrir supplies of

New GRASS SEKhs i„ fn,o rendition, .-k,-.. now prepared to
quote prices for the same, which will principally depend on the
purpose for which the seeds are intended, and the sorts and
quantities required.

forwarded gratis

p. 4 of the
their SEED
post free onCATALOGUE, which wilt

application.

WoTTON & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading,

Quantity
Sow in February, March,

Improvement of Grass Lands.
BUTTON'S UENOVATIN(j MIXTURE forO IMPROVING OLD PASTURES should bo sown eaily.-Our
Kenovatiug Mixture consists of tho finest Grasses and perennial
Clovers. If tho seeds are sown early in the season, the impfovement
of the pasture will be very great, and c' - ' '"'— '*

of Seed required, 8 to 12 pounds per ac
and April.

From T. E. Osmond, Esq., Thoi-p-U-Soken, February 27, 18C5.

"Your Renovating Mixtures for old pastures have answered my
purpose well,"

From J. C. Blacrett, Esq., Thorpe Lee, Egham, September 30, 1805.
"Mr. Blackett will be obliged to Messrs. Sutton to send him

Renovating Grass Seed, ot tbo same quality as last year, which was

From Mr. Georgk Vesner, Gardener to J. H. Buchan, Esq.,
The Grove, Hanwell, February 28, 1866.

" Your Renovating Mixture of Grass Seeds has given the gi-entes
satisfaction. I had a very fine crop of hay last year."

From Mr. John Longocrst, at Thomas S Wright, Esq.,
The Myskyns, Ticehurst. May 12, 1865.

" The Seeds sown last year are doing exceedingly well."

Sutton ft Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

Sutton's Grass Seeds for Cultivation with Sewage
and other Liquid Manure.

^ri:SSHS, SUTTii.V hnvinp for
i.*JL s^voral VL-.irs boon engased In

supplying various GRASS SEEDS for
experiments with Liquid Manure on the
Bagkhot Sands, the Aldershot C-^mp, and
other poor soils, are now prepared to off'or

the sorts which have been found to thrive
best under this treatment, and confidently
recommend their cultivation as highly
leinunerative and profitable. Thequantity
iquirod per Acre is Throe BosheU, and
... .g g^ pg[. Bushel.

THE KELSO POULTRY and BIRD SHOW will
take place on WEDNESDAY, 3l8t January.
Four Silver Cups and large Money Prizes.

Schedules on application to the Secretary, J. Steel.

STIie Agricultural ©alette*
,SJ TUllDA Y, JANUABY 18G6.

It will be seen that the new cases of the Cattle

Plague exceeded 10,000 last week ; so that there

is no result perceptible as yet of the measures
which magistrates in Quarter Sessions have
adopted for its restraint. On the other hand, all

readers of the daily Papers (whose continual

discussions of this subject prove that the calamity

is admitted to be general and national quite as

much as it is agricultui'al) have doubtless seen

how generally prevalent is the idea that vaccina-

tion will prove a preventive to its fm-ther

r Wadds, Oardenfr to S. A. Sykos, Esq.,
Jtaywell, Brouyh, May __.

" 1 have this year sown your ' Ringleader' Pea against your Early
•Champion,' which I have hitherto found the earliest in cultivation,
and I am glad to tell you that it came into bloom ten days earlier.
It has been covered with blossoms from top to bottom. 1 am sure it

is a valuable addition to our early Peas."

From Mr. Georoe Sckvmgkr, Holm* Park, Sonning, May 29.
"I have great pleasure in reporting favourably of your new early

Pea ' Ringleader.' It was sown the same day as five of the most
popular early sorts. I gathered from it on the 26th of May, which is

H days earlier than I shall of any of the other varieties. It is also
very prolific ; altogether with me it has proved an acquisition."

From William TnOMAS Rew, Esq., Coombershtad, Tiverton, May 30.
" Your * Ringleader ' Pea has quite proved worthy of its name. I

Slanted it side by side on the same day with Sangster's No. 1 (which
as hitherto been my earliest), but now the * Ringleader ' has

blossomed at least one week before the others, and from all

appearances will be fit to gather quite a fortnight before them. My
garden is in a very high and exposed situation, as well as rather late.

From Jobs Fobd, Esq., Merton Hall, Warwick, May 31.
" My gardener sowed on the 12th of January, side by side,

'Sutton's Ringleader," 'Sutton's Champion,' 'Early Esse.\ Rival,'
and ' Dillistono's Early Prolific ' Peas. ' Sutton's Ringleader ' was in
bloom first, coming in tho 3d of May, the others a weok or so later."

From Messrs. Dobson & Son, ll^oodlands Nursery. I/tlnoorth.
"We tried your 'Ringleader' Pea last season with ' Dillistone's,'

and it was from a week to 10 days earlier. It is certainly the earliest
Pea that has come under our notice."

From the Gardenehs Chronicle, August 12, 1806.
" Peas.—On the 28th of March I sowed Sutton's ' Ringleader,' and

had a splendid crop in less than eight weeks, which 1 allowed to
ripen. I then sowed the ripe seed on July loth, and have now a
capital crop of Peas, the second crop having been six weeks only In

growing, and the two crops have been produced in less than 6 months.
I beg to forward you a sample, the pods in winch you will observe are
well filled.— T/ionias Fielder, White Horse, Bitfield, Berks."

Retail Price, 2.s. Cti. p^r qv
3f FLOWER ROOTS, UA.

iE,r.ur}, ac, unitis and Post Free.
SuTicN & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed EstabllsbmeDt, ReadlDg.

It is held to be established (!) that the

cattle disease is no more and no less than
small-pox—that in cattle the thickness of the

hide prevents in most cases the eruptions from
appearing externally, as in man ; and as the virus

cannot bo thrown off in that way, the animal in-

evitably dies ; and that the wonderful discovery of

Dr. Jenner, in 1798, which has in great measure
set us free from what was formerly the greatest

scourge of all in this land to man, is similarly

effective in the case of cattle as in man where it

is properly administered, and where it takes, as it

appears to do in tho majority of cases.

And thereupon follows the desire that every

means of publication—placards, papers, church

doors, &c.—beemployed to urge and to describe the

process. "Wo have in another column discussed at

length the probabilities of this subject, for

there is as yet no certainty whatever ; but though

sorry to discourage any effort to meet the plague

which has the smallest support from analogy or

fact, still more should we regret if any undue con-

fidence in plans for treating the complaint should

either check the energy -svith which all oui' plans

for destroying it should be inspired, or discourage

the promoters of the only way of rendering the

existing burden tolerable.

The destruction of the poison, and the distri-

bution of our losses by an insui-ance of all stock

against the common risk, are the two great ends

at which united effort should be aimed. The
]n'oceeding8 in Aberdeenshire, and those before

the Highland and Agricultural Society last

week—both reported elsewhere — furnish the

proper models for our imitation ; and Sir J.

Kay-Shuttleworth's scheme for an insurance

as nearly national as possible is the only way
of helping the agi'icultural interest to bear its

bui'den without breaking under it.

Another Order in GouucU has been issued

dai-ing tho past week, including hides, hoofs,



dung, hay, straw, &o., among tho subjects of

control, so tkat the conveyance of any of these

may be limited or forbidden, as the local autho-

rities shall dii-ect.

The vaccination question is just now agitating

the public mind almost as much as the " plague
"

itself ; the fact is all the more remarkable as the

idea is not new. When the disease first broke

out in various parts of the country, nothing was
more common than to hear the suggestion that

vaccination might prove efficacious, and in

natui-al association with this was the impression

that the plague was merely "a kind of small-

pox." Long before the actual characteristic

eruption was noticed or thought much about,

country people somehow got hold of the belief

which has just received the sanction of high
scientific authority.

It is not our province, nor would our readers

patiently permit us, to enter upon an elaborate

criticism of the small-pox theory ; the whole
question resolves itself into a matter of fact, so

fai' as its practical results are concerned ; but we
may be allowed to remark that it is a somewhat
singular circumstance, that the system of the ox
is, at least in England, especially non-susceptible

to the effects of small-pox virus. Inoculation

with the IjTnph from the vesicle of human
variola is proverbially inoperative, and dui'ing

the first outbreak of small-pox in sheep, bovine
animals were inoculated and exposed to the

influence of the disease in every way without
result. We are awaro that a disease, said to be
identical with small-]3ox, is rife among cattle in

India, but our' own experience is certainly opposed
to the assumption that cattle in oiu' country are

obnoxious to the affection ; nevertheless the

evidence, it must be admitted, is only negative.

Whether or no the cattle plague is small-pox,
or only an eruptive fever, posscs.sing certain

phases in common vrith it, one thing is certain,

viz., that the notion is not a novel one. The
earliest writers upon the cattle disease allude to

the similarity of the two affections to each other

;

some ajjpear to take the identity of tho two
diseases for granted, while others advance tho
idea as something too ridiculous to be discussed,

nightly or wrongly, however, the " small-pox
theory " is in favour, and vaccination is expected
to do great things.

In all cases where questions are to be set at

rest by experiment, the great difficulty invariably

lies in the tendency on the part of non-profes-
sional investigators to draw conclusions ft-om

negative evidence ; for example, a certain number
of animals are vaccinated, and escape the plague,

although the neighbouring herds on both sides

fall victims. This is a style of argument that

may be virged in support, indeed has been urged
in support, of a dozen different systems of treat-

ment. One man will quote the use of tar water,

another the employment of iron, another carbolic

acid, another sulphite of soda, another inocu-
lation with the matter of pleuro-pneumouia,
and in every case the statements made may be
exact and true, and in every case, being negative,

the}' prove nothing. Again, among non-profes-

sional men there is a want of aptitude to dis-

tinguish between things that differ—a posi-

tive determination to adhere to a ])reconceived

conclusion, in spite of all evidence to the contrary,

as was exemplified by a letter pubhshed in the

columns of the daily press last week, from a

gentleman lately returned from Austi-alia, where
pUnud-pneumonia is raging, and where inocu-
hitiiiii with the fluid from a consolidated lung is

piactiMjd as a protective measure. The writer,

confounding this disease with the cattle plague,

wrote to Sii' George Grey, recommending the

system of inoculation, and describing the method
of obtaining the fluid from a diseased lung. The
((.nnnunication was referred to the Veterinary
I leiiartraeut, and a reply was sent correcting

th(3 mistake into which the writer had evidently
fallen. Alluding to this reply, the gentlC'

man from Australia merely says that hi

" received a letter fi-om the Eoyal Veterinary
Ciillige, ' which amounted to nothing; and
adiis, " Feeling assured that my views were
correct on the subject, and that they may prove
useful, I forward the letters containing them to

you for publication." No agricultvuist would
peruse the letters in question without perceiving
how entirely uninformed the author is upon the
question he endeavoui-s to elucidate, but to those
who have most to do with the matter, there is

nothing remarkable in the blending of sti'ong

convictions with profound ignorance.

Much care, much painstaking observation,
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and much scepticism in the reception of evidence,

are to be desii-ed in reference to the present

experiments upon vaccination. The investiga-

tion has ah-eady advanced to some extent, and
before long the question wiU be decided ; but in

the meantime marvellous accounts will reach us

from all parts of the country, and wiU, it is to be

feared, draw attention from the calmer, because

more carefully weighed, statements of scientific

experimenters.
Vaccination is easily perfoi-med, the original

difficulty being to obtain a supply of lymph,
which at fh'st must be obtained from the human
subject ; as soon, however, as a sufficient number
of cattle have been successfully vaccinated, the

lymph from them becomes available, and sup-
posing the system to become general, there can

be no lack of material to continue it. The trans-

mission of the cow-pox fi"om man to tho cow is

not however by any means the invariable result

of the oijeration, the punctures made comm only

dry up and heal, without the formation of any
vesicles, but in successful cases the true vaccine

vesicle will be developed about the 8th or 9th day,

and the lymph may then be taken upon glasses or

ivory points. Tho operation itself is simple

enough : small punctures are to be made with a

lancet in any part where the skin is thin and
free from hair, and not exposed to injury from
friction; the points are then to be introduced

and allowed to remain for a few minutes. To
insui'o the greatest chance of success, the assist-

ance of a competent professional man should be
sought, as no description can convey an idea of

the necessary manipulations. After the opera-

tion the animal should be housed, in order that

the body may not be exposed to adverse influences.

Some persons object to use the milk from cows
that have been subjected to vaccination ; there

does not seem to be the slightest evidence of

injury having residted from its consumption,

nor, considering tho very slight effects upon the

constitution, could it be expected that the secre-

tions should undergo any special modifications.

Notwithstanding our fears that vaccination will

eventually prove of little value, ws cannot b^it

concede that the Ul success of all measui'es hitherto

instituted, justifies the coui'se that is now being
adojited throughout the country.

Query for the future of Ste^ui

Plouohtng with very light tackle and engines.

Are there no lands in England which, even after

draining, are so tender, that experience has
proved it is better to plough them very shallow

to check growth of root weeds in autumn, and to

leave all deep-tillage for spring? They lie so

much drier when ploughed shallow, and if you
roll immediately after ploughing in autumn they

lie even much drier ; and may be compared to

a sponge bound round with twine to prevent
absorption of water. This is a fact which must
be remitted to experience for fur'ther proof.

B. M. 7'".

HOW TO DEAL WITH THE RINDERPEST.
I AM not a farmer, nor do I know anything pro-

fessionally of the disease which is now creating such
havoc among our flocks, but, like many of the general

public, I have taken some interest in the efforts

made to arrest the progress of this dreadful plague.

In no county in Great Britain has the enemy been
met with greater energy and combated with greater

success than in the county of Aberdeen. The story

of the struggle made against the Rindeqjest by the

tanners of Aberdeenshire is worth recording, and we
think a perusal of the record may aiiord some hints

to the authorities of other counties. The county of

Aberdeen is, as most of yom* readers are aware, the

great cattle-rearing and cattle-feeding coimty of

Scotland. It is almost a purely agricultural comity,

and the great object of the Aberdeenshire farmer is

to raise and feed cattle for the London and other
English markets. The fame they have acquired by
their skill—a fame not confined even to Great
Britain—is pretty good evidence of then" success.

Of course, when this great disaster to the farming
interest began to threaten us, the shrewd farmers of

this county were on the alert. Although they stood

sorely in need of imioorted cattle to feed for the

London market, they generally ceased to purchase
from infected districts ; but among fanners, as

among other classes, there are always rash persons

who will see no danger where their neighbours see

utter ruin. Calves were accordingly brought, about
four months ago, by a certain dealer, from an
infected district in the south. These calves, as it

proved afterguards, were infected by the disease, and
being scattered over the coimty might have involved

the whole district in the ruin which has overtaken

so many other districts of the country but for the

prompt measures taken. The most virident attack

of the disease displayed itself in . the parish of

Forgue, Aberdeenshire, a parish than which, from
its central situation, the plague could have fixed on
no better point as a " Head Centre " for directing its

attacks against the flocks of the three great cattle-

feeding counties in the north-east of Scotland

—

Aberdeen, Banff, and Moray.
"What do the farmers of the district immediately

do ? A meeting is held forthwith at Huntly, in

Strathbogie, the nearest market town, in which the
farmers of several parishes resolve to pay the value
of every animal upon the farm on which the disease

has broken out, provided all that had been in contact
with the diseased cattle are at once slaughtered and
buried, skin and hides, four feet under ground.
Fortunately, a shrewd Scotch veterinary sm'geon,

Mr. Stewart by name, who had been called by the
faiTner to see his cattle, knew the dangerous nature
of the disease, and, skilful as he is known to be in

the district, felt that this disease was beyond his

skiU, and advised the farmer accordingly. What was
the result ? Every head of cattle on this farm was
forthwith slaughtered and bmied. But to show the

contagious nature of this deadly pest, the disease

again broke out, about 10 days or a fortnight

afterwards, in a byre containing a cow or two,

belonging to a relative of the fanner whose
cattle were first attacked. The same process

was at once gone through. The axe and the knife,

and fotir feet of earth for carcase, hide, and every

appiu*tenance of the infected animals, settled the

question for these cattle, and stamped the plague
out in this very promising centre. In two or three

other centres about the same time the disease made
its appearance, although scarcely in so virulent a
form, and was dealt with in the same manner. The
county was now thoroughly roused, A meeting was
held at Aberdeen, and resolutions were adopted to

assess the county—of course, volmitarily—at the

rate of Id. per pormd, to be paid in equal proportion

by landlord and tenant, every tenant who paid his

proportion having his cattle in.sm-ed by the associa-

tion, should they be attacked by the Rinderjjest, but
only on the condition that the members of the

association should bind themselves to conform to

certain very stringent rides. What was the result ?

In a very few weeks the Rinderpest was " stamped
out " in Aberdeenshire.
But again the recklessness of two persons involved

the county in peril.

A fanner in the Buchan district of Aberdeenshire
pmrohased cattle from an infected district, which of

course brought the dreaded disease again into the
county, and in the district surrounding the farm the
disease is not yet altogether " stamped out." But I

have no doubt that it wiU be so, as a cordon of

sworn watchers is drawn around the infected farm,

and every beast attacked by the disease, as well as

every beast that has been in contact with any one
of the diseased cattle, is at once slaughtered and
buried.

In the southern part of the county, too, a cattle-

dealer lately impoi*ted from an infected district the

fatal plague at two different points by sending cattle

from Forfarshire and Kincardineshire to be fed on
some Turnips, of which he had, to the misfoi-tuue of

the neighbourhood, been the purchaser. The same
policy of " stamping out " the plague was followed

in this case, and with equally satisfactory results.

And what is the result of this great battle which
the Aberdeenshire proprietors and farmers have, to

their credit be it said, been fighting conjointly hand
to hand against the Rinderpest ?

The total sum raised by assessment of Id. per 11.

on proprietor and occupant amounted to upwards of

4000/. The amount of claims for compensation

amount to 2134/, 1.5s., about HOOl. of which was
incurred before the association was in existence.

After paying working and other expenses, the balance

in hand is about 16001.

And it may be pretty safely said that, for this cost

and by the other active measures taken, the cattle

plague has been effectually " stamped out " in the

north-eastern counties of Scotland ; where it would

have gained the same hold, but for the precautionary

measures taken, as in any other district in England

or Scotland. J. M., 8trathhogii; Abcrdemthire, in

the Thiu's.

SMITH V. FOWLER.
" Those who msh to benefit Ly steam must not depend upon
8te;tm Ploughing Compauiea."

—

Mr. !iuvi'!ffe's Utter, p. lUliV.

SnCH is the opinion of a first-rate agriculturist,

and one whose practical knowledge of steam cultiva-

tion is very considerable. In this opinion I fuUy

concur ; and having had some experience in working
on my own farm, as well as having done a rather

considerable amount of work for hire, I may be
'

thought in some measure qualified to speak on the

subject. I do so in the hope that it may contribute

towards the solution of the question propounded by

Mr. Toepffier—"Can the fanner obtain a greater

advantage from purchasing or hiring ?
"

If land could not be cidtivated without the aid of

two powei-ful steam engines and apparatus costing

something like UOO;., I should say by liiring ; but if

1 show, as I hope to do, that it may be managed
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with a comparatively small outlay, in addition to

the 8 or 10-horse engine which is to be found on
most farms of any considerable acreage, I think it

will be generally conceded that it is better to buy.
In dairy districts, such as the Whitchurch Com-

pany seem desirous of benefiting', where, to do
i'>9l acres, it is necessarj' to go on to 48 faniis, and it

is not unusual to travel 10 or l.i miles to a job, I can
hardly conceive the necessity for a steam plough
at all.

The three chief advantages derivable from steam
are

—

1. The displacement of horses and their attendants.

2. The breaking up of a large quantity of ground
in a short time and at the best season.

S. The gradual deepening of the staple and pre-

vention of pugging by the horses' feet.

1

.

In a Grass coimtry, such as described by Mr.
T. R. Smith, where it can lead to no saving in the
stable, and where horses can be kept chiefly on
Grass at little expense, there is no economy in em-
ploying the steam plough. Moreover, where a man
has but a small quantity of work to do, he can
generally select a favourable season in which
to do it. In such districts I care not whether
the experiment of hiring out be tried by a company
or individual, I cannot believe that it will ever i>ay.

It has been the big jobs only from which I have
found any profit accrue. The extra expense to the
men, incident to travelling, and their lodging from
home, must necessitate an increase of wage, while
the loss of time consequent upon bad weather,
breakages, &c., is a serious drawback, as they cannot
be profitably employed in such intervals.

The owner of a set of tackle working on his own
land is generally able to fill up the gaps caused by
hindrances of any kind, without much loss or incon-
venience to any of the parties.

The great disadvantage to the hirer is, however,
the uncertainty about obtaining the implement

;

while he is waiting, time will not stand stiU, and
before it reaches him bad weather may have set

in, and if he then u.se it, it will do him but little good.
Managers of steam-plough companies are naturally
anxious to keep their staff employed, their chief
concern being, whether the work do well or ill, to
earn money ; and a farmer hiring has not in this
respect that control which he could exercise with
his own hands and his own implement. In addition
to this, as he cannot while dependent upon casual
a.ssistance, which may fail him, reduce his team, he
loses one of the main advantages of the system.

2. On every well-cultivated fai-m where steam-
power is used, all, or nearly all, is broken up within
a couple of months after harvest, and nothing remains
requiring that agency until the follo\\-ing year at
the same period. Hence I think it can never pay
any company to keep a staff of hands for such partial
and fitful employment as steam cultivation.

A farmer employing his own tackle, worked by his
own men, may sometimes, after having done his o\m
work, be enabled to give a neighbour a lift with
advantage to all parties. I know to my cost though
that it is generally to the'roughest and toughest jobs
that the assistance of the steam-plough is sought.

3. In the discussion between Mr. Hutchinson and
the Secretary of the "Whitchurch Company, the
former has been taunted a good deal about the
matter of depth. No man in his sen.ses would, even
if clean, increase the depth of clay land (the proper
province of the steam-plough) by ploughing it 12 or
U inches deep, and if foul he would act still more
unwisely, as he would make it tenfold more difficult

to clean. Deep cultivating woidd do le.ss harm, but
even then it would be more judicious to clean the
surface first. I have an opinion, however, about
these great depths which I am almost afraid to
express, as it will, I fear, bring a hornet's nest about
my ears. I have on two or three occasions, for my
root crops, cultivated to 12 or 14 inches, but have left

strips across the field where it was worked only to 7
or 8 inches, as left by the implement after the first

operation. I have been unable to perceive any diifer-

enoe in the value of these or of the succeeding crops.
Hence I do not attach much value to such deep
stirring. I do not by any means advocate shallow
cultivation, but on clay land I would certainly
recommend the depth increased gradually, bringing
no more of the subsoil into admixture than atmo-
spheric action would render workable and the
manure enrich.

I have touched on those points only in which I
think the general public are chiefly interested. I
will not go into figm-cs. Of what has been done by
Mr. Hutchinson at Dunton Lodge I have heard a
most favourable account from a very trustworthy
source. I have no doubt that excellent work has
been made by the Whitchurch Company, Mr.
Nichols, and others, and I sincerely hope that the
spirit of enterprise displayed may meet its reward.
One fact, however, is apparent in the coiTe-

spondence—that steam cultivating is much more
largely practised than steam ploughing. Despite the
cold water thrown on the system in its early days, it

has everywhere crept largely into favour, and ia fast
superseding the plough.

It is this fact which inclines me to believe that a
simple implement like Smith's, which can be pulled

out after harvest and hitched to the eight or 10-hor.se
engine which is sufficient for the threshing and other
purposes ofthe farm, will be the one ultimately adopted
by the tenant farmers of England, and, so far as this
country is concerned, be largely used when the
ponderous engines and apparatus of Messrs. Fowler
k Co., with their beautiful mechanical combinations
and ingenious contrivances, and notwithstanding
their extraordinary performances as described by Mr.
T. R. Smith, shall have become matter for history.
F. ir. Biijndl, Lini/jlifoii, Stony Stratfonl.

THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
1

.
The following retiuTis were issued yesterday :

—

These returns do not profess to give the total
number of cases which have occurred in Great
Britain, but only those which have been ascertained
from the official information received at the office

from inspectors, whether appointed by the Clerk of
the Council, or by the local authorities. The divisions
of England are these of the census. Columns 1 only
record the cases reported as having commenced
during the weeks indicated by the headings, " back "

cases being added to columns 2.

Metrop. .

.

S. Eastern

.

S. Midland.
Eastern .

.

8. Western.
W. Midland
K. Midland
N. Western
Vorkshire .

Northern .

.

Monmouth
&. Wales .

Scotland ..

24G51 3738
1508 1.31

4

21 C 290

10,322

10,333

1163

i»120,9243; 10,041 107,098; 10,135183,905

5143

11,831

3996

15,227

2. Vaccination pon Cattle Plague.—I am
desired by the Cattle Plague Commissioners to

request you to give insertion to the accompanying
paper.

The efficacy of vaccination as a preventive of

cattle plague ia not yet proved, but is being made
the subject of careful experiment by the Commis-
sioners. With a view to the assistance of persons in

various paints of the country who may wish to make
the trial, they have further thought it well to issue

some plain suggestions as to the performance of the

operation and its results, which have been dra^vn up
by a member of the Commission, Mr. Ceely.

Muntaguc Jliriuird, Cattle FUigiie Commission, Jlniisc

vf Commons (_Priiteij)al Floor, Boom 10), Westmiiistif,

8.W.,Jan.\^:—
*' I.

—

Mode of Performing tlic (Operation.

" The vaccination of the cow with the lymph naturally and
casually developed on the species is, in general, a successful
operation, but unfortunately such l>nnph is rarely procurable.

" The retro-vaccination of the cow with hiim.anised lymph
is a diflcrcnt affair, and to iu.sinr I jt ; ui. i, i.ae .amount of

success, when indiscriminately |. ,
i i

i .^ more atten-
tion to many particulars than i~ , I! I

I

-rii.

" In the first pLace it is neccs^.o . i ~li li. , iIil animal from
cold and wet.

" In the next pUce it is desirable to employ recent liquid
lymph, conveyed in capillary tubes, or contained in well-
developed vesicles on a child's arm.

" It is important also to select certain regions for the
operation.

" Those regions Ol'e the most eligible which possess the
thinnest skin, are void of hair, not likely to be subjected to
friction, .and yet affol'd facility of access in operating and
in.specting.

" In the milch cow the back part of the udder, the thin lax
skin on each side of the vulva, or in close proximity to its

cutaneous margins, are jKU'ts mo.st eligible. In the dry cow
i' I' a ii; I iiil'lcr will be avaU.able,

>.i\- more convenient of
I

:
L i t lie scrotum afford the

lage, the inside of

In the male tin

best sites. But i

' The moil. -

havijig its advoi
" First.—By i

*' Secondly.—By puncture.
' Thirdly.—By scratching i

face.

abrading the cutaneous

' I i\ I ! I . L.s regards celerity of execution
I I infecting, as well as abstracting

I

I

1
1 M 1

.
1 lu effected by a small scalpel or

I !ill '"! I.J, I'V the Danish vaccinator.*
"The iucisinii shi.uM bo made from half to threo-qiiartcrs

of an inch in length into tho skin, just deep enough to luake
the edges of the wound slightly to gape. Wait till the
of blood has ceased, then supply the lymph into and ui

edges of the incision. The I1:nii!,' > .. . it ,; ., , n

small ' Valentine's knife,' or th. '
.

'!
f

pocket case of mathematical in :- ,i : i
i

r ! .;

cutting edge. The instrument 1 II
i
n

.

i

its point to tho liquid lymph -ii i
i

i
i

i h. i,,

tulje, or oozing from the punctnn I hi iliild

is made to penetrate the skin i 'i
i

depth,
drawing much blood. Thelym|>li i

i i ,, , is cfe,

at the time of making the incLsion. v\iiii t hitl.' practice, half
a dozen incisions are quickly made and charged.

' An instrument in general use in Denmark, procurable at
small expense in London.

o/.mg

.ill.iry

" 2. Puncture —This is best suited to the practice of in-
serting the end of a doubly-charged vaccine point, which may
be broken off from the shaft, and allowed to remain in the
puncture for a quarter of an hour.

" 3. Scratching.—This is tedious, but in thin skins is often
advant.agcous for the application of lymph preserved in large
or small ivory points. The lymph, previously moistened, is
rubbed otf the point into tho scratched surface. From four to
.six chisters of scratches .should bo made. "These, if executed
by a large modification of Weir's vaccinator, are done with
nuich more celerity than with a single pointed instnnnent.

" ll.~Jte>tuUs ofthf Operation.

" About tho fourth or tifth day after the operation a slight
redness and elevation, with some hardness and heat, may^be
discerned. These phenomena gradually, but not uniformly,
increase till the sixth or seventh day, when a small central
crust fills the mcision, and plugs the punctures.
" On tho scratched surface the exuded and dry lymph

occupies the fuiTows, or more or less overspreads the abraded
.surface.

" The vesicles now become more .and more elevated and
extended till the 10th or 11th day, when they flatten
and rapidly decline, more or less covered with a thick blackish-
brown crust.

" Uidess the skin bo thin and very fair, no areola is visible,
but the margin of the vesicle is felt h.ard and tense. When tho
areola is visible on a fair skin it ia often not more th.an three
or four lines in width,

" Although the vesicle assumes the form usual in man, afl

deterrnined by the mode of operating, its margin is, from
the thickness of the skin of the animal, solid, and if punctured
will yield only blood. Lymph can be procured rarely before
the ninth r t. ntb .tiy, and then only by removing carefully
the I ' I

[ ( ind waiting patiently for its exudation
thrmi

1 puncture.
' ^' I ' ly very slight punctures or superficial

abrabi. 11
.

.•: li.i. tiitis resemble more closely those on man
and yield Ijonph eailier, but they are liable to earlier rupture
or abrasion, jind yield but a scanty supply of turbid lymph,
" It not unfrequently happens that the stage of progressive

papulation is indistinctly mai'ked or apparently arrested, so
as to lead to the apprehension of failure, when suddenly the
characteristic foi-m of the vesicle appears, and it adv.anees to
maturity.

" It is not rare, however, to find among several pjipnlae some
of thijiii aM.-l il in their progress, and prove abortive. When
this. :' I M major part or the whole of the puncture

ed.

of the operations : the 1 site

" DuiniK the piogrcss of the disease scarcely any consti-
tutional symptoms are observed ; sometimes an acceleration
of the pulse may be detected.

" The retro-vaccine lymph obtained from these operations,
little as it is, should be used as far as possible for other
vaccinations."

R. Indemnity pok Losses «'. Government
Insubahce.—"A Warwickshire Farmer" is pleased to
criticise that portion of my article on the cattle

plague which appeared in this Journal of the Kith
ult., under the heading " Indemnity for Losses." I
do not complain of his remarks, but I wish to

explain some points, believing there is little real

difference of opinion between the writer and the
critic, who probably would have modified his expres-
sions had he read the remainder of my article in your
last week's Paper on " Government In.surance." My
purpose was strongly to enforce the latter, believing
it to be by far the most important, beneficial, and
practical measure relating to the cattle plague yet
suggested ; that it would powerfully endorse all other
measures for stamping out the disease ; would save
the ovraers of a large amount of cattle from ruin

;

and by a moderate premium only on all cattle, ranging
from 2 to 4 per cent., woidd effect this vast amount
of good -with little, if any, expense to the country.

All that is wanted from the Government is a general
organisation and a national security. If the scheme
is sound, it shoirld be taken up " pure and simple,"

and pressed on the Government, with all the
force of the agricultural interest. It .should be
divested as much as possible of extraneous complica-
tions, the most clogging of which would be the
claim of indemnity for past losses. If the Treasury
is besieged, it should not be as paupers petitioning

for alms, but as a powerful and independent body
demanding a fair consideration for its righteous

claims. This is the more essential, as it is to be

feared that with the loss of Lord Palmerstou the
Government has lost half its common sense and
much of its moral courage. If it had come forward

at first, aiTaed as it was with the knowledge of tho
character of the disease, seizing and destroying eveiy

affected animal, and compensating the owners for a
great portion of the value, such a measure, I agree

with the " Warwickshire Farmer," woidd have been

both wise and successful, and in acknowledging
this I meet the question put me by my critic-

nan he point out why they (the public) should

not pay for their own good ? It is one tljing to

use stringent and costly measures to guard from

future evil, or to accept a present loss in order to

avoid a greater, and another to settle the claims

of the owners of 70,000 dead animals, many of them
perhaps lus complicated as the issues of a Chancery
suit. Government indemnity for losses must be

fatal to Government insurance, for so long as the

former is anticipated, the premiums of the latter

will not be paid ; but if, on the other hand, it was
known that no compensation would be given unless

the animals were insured, but the moment the

premium of 2 or 3 per cent, were paid, four-fifths of

the value would be reimbursed in case of loss, every

owner oi cattle would imsure, and every one would
be interested in .stamping out the disease, so as to

limit the period for which premiums would be de-

manded, as well as for the restoration of unrestricted

trade.

In nearly all the propositions which I have seen

put forth for indemnity for losses, it is claimed only
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for those animals that have been killed, and not for

those that have died from the disease, aTid for two-

thirda the value only. The last return shows tliat the

former number l.'i.WO, two-third.s of the value of

which would amount to 104,000?. Now the salvage

indemnity I would allow for all losses, on the prround

that the carcase is destroyed for the public benefit, and

taking this at CO*, per head (which is scarcely too

much if we consider how m.nny valuable animals

have succumbed), this ^vnnlil rri|uln' a sum of

177,00"/., the disposal of ^^ill.ll wmilJ j.olonly .alford

more suli.stantial aid to tli.' ^iillnrj-. I>iit, would he

more fairly distributed. In iuUULiuu to this, peculiar

and pressing claims can also be supplemented by

local assistauce afforded in really de-serving cases,

and thus guarding against imposition. The
ux])re3sion of the opinion that the milkmen oi

London have a moral if not a legal claim

for some compensation from the Corporation of

London as owners of Islington Market, is not

opposed to the opinion that a claim on the public

would fall through. The former may be urged on

the ground that the Corporation, in the first instance

liy misailvinture. ami afterwards by gro.ss careless-

ness, iiropagak'd tliis jiestil. iitial disease, or other-

wise s|irpad i)oisou whilst following their own gain.

The (lovernment could reply against a claim on the

)iulilie ])urse, in addition to the plea that it is not

answerable for thefts, crimes, or individual losses,

tli:il r:iili:iniriit, even so late as last Session, refused

III |i:i I'.ill I I jirevent the spread of cattle diseases,

anW I lull 111! r liilLs when introduced were very

frilily sup|.ortcil by the Agricultural interest. Its

iiiciuliers. t^io, may also reply with some ground
wlieu ebargcd with want of energy—If we were
drowsy on the matter, what were yoiu: special

guardians V Your great Agricultural Society, which
you support with your thousands of pounds, was
positively asleep ; whilst your Central Farmers'
Club, which talks so loudly at times, was equally in

a state of hybernation.

The Government Loan scheme I do not think
would be half so effectual as a Government Insurance.

T)ie latter is on the principle of the many assisting

the few, or the strong supporting the weak ; the

foniier on tlie suffering supporting the sufferers, or

till- Mind Iriiiiiiig the bUnd. The former is simple,

(be hitiii rriniplieated ; and although the spreading
of till- rrpiiyninit over 30 years would greatly relieve

the present pi'essure, and although the annual pay-

ments might be borne by the present tenants, who
sustain the loss, succeeding tenants would demur,
and then it must come on the landlord. Probably
the Loan might supplement the Insurance, or the

two plans might be combined. IT. (\ S.

4. CoNDY'g Fluid : llatfcrsen.—Your impression

of the tlth inst., containing a letter from the

Rov. C. P. Cleaver on chloride of lime aa a disin-

fectant, in which he discusses the merits of that

substance as compai'ed with those of Condy's Fluid

in a way unnecessarily disadvantageous to the latter,

having been brought to my notice, I beg to be

albiwc-d to make a few ob.servations on the subject,

Willi tlie view of pointing out some instances in

which that gentleman has been betrayed into some-

what hasty assertions.

There cannot be two opinions as to the efficacy of

chlorine, or rather of hypochlorous acid, the active

principle of chloride of lime, as a disinfectant. It

is a most powerful indirect oxidizing and hence
disinfecting agent, but it evidently cannot be held

to 1» sn|ini..r to nascent oxygen (the active principle

III' I Mii<l\ I luid), which in truth is the agent it

WMil.. i.v, I III "Ugh withdrawal of hydrogen from
u\.\liviUiiy^ii compounds with which it comes in

contact.

The disinfecting action of chlorine must therefore

always be attended with the production of hydro-

chloric acid, which consequently may be considered

the attendant refuse of the operation of chlorine.

Mr. Cleaver seems to overlook this when he treats

chlorine and hydrochloric acid as analogous in

respect to their action on the human economy.

His argument is this : hydrochloric acid (a fluid to

be taken into the stomach by the oesopliagus, and not

into the lungs) has been found efficacious in rinderpest

;

chlorine is analogous to hydrochloric acid ; therefore

chlorine (a gas to be taken into the lungs by the air

passage.?, but not into the stomach) must be of great

use in arresting the disease. Now, I submit : 1st,

that there is not much to show that hydrochloric

aiid i^ I'l u<e in rinderpest ; L'd, that chlorine

and liydnu lilMiic acid have no analogy whatever
ill iv-iHri ii. tlioir behaviour with organic bodies,

because the chlorine, which exists as a component in

the latter, is already netitralised by hydrogen ; M,
the effect of one substance taken into the Btomach
can throw little or no light on that of a different

substance taken into the lungs.

But there is no need to speculate as to what might
be expected to be the action of chlorine or hypo-

chlorous acid when respired for any length of time
The results are well kjiown to chemists. On this

point Liebig says :
—" Chlorine exerts such an in-

breathe."—"Chemistry of Agriculture," translated

by Playfair, 4th Edition (18i7), p. 404. Dr. Leesou,

in his Parliamentary Report on Disinfectants,

remarks :

—" Unfortunately chlorine is itself an

offensive, irritating, and corrosive substance, which
will account for its not having been more exten-

sively employed." Few things concerning the action

of chemical substances on the living frame are

better known. It is this circumstance that chiefly

enables other disinfectants to compete with chlorine,

wliich but for it would probably be without rivals.

Mr. Cleaver observes, " It is true that pure chlorine

gas, or chlorine in a highly concentrated form, is

very irritant and injurious to the lungs, but the same
might be said of pure oxygen, as can be proved by
the experiment of placing any small animal in a jar

of oxygen gas I
" I do not see how it can be said of

oxygen that it is irritant and injurious to the lungs,

because animals require for respiration an admix-

ture of oxygen and nitrogen, which is all that can

be deduced from the experiment alluded to. There

is no one gas, however inert and innoxious, capable

of supporting the life of man and the higher

animals. The irritant effects of chlorine are not

proved by the fact that animals are killed by

respiringthat gas in the undiluted form, but by the

circumstance that air contaminated with even a

small proportion of chlorine, after being breathed

some time, causes cough, and other uneasy symptoms.

It would be both an erroneous and dangerous con-

clusion to arrive at, that because steam impregnated

with hy])Ochlorous acid, as stated by Mr. Cleaver,

can be inhaled by diphtheritic patients, with benefit

to their complaint, an atmosphere equally charged

with that substance is fit for continuous respiration.

There is a vast difference between inhaling for a few-

minutes for remedial purposes, and ordinary

breathing.

Mr. Cleaver says :—"The dose of 14 oz. sulphuric

acid which Mr. Lundy recommends would be far

more injurious to the mucous membranes than the

chlorine given off by chloride of lime, when used as a

disinfectant." That gentleman has failed to notice

that Mr. Lundy orders the acid to be given with

Condy's Fluid, which contains much alkali, whereby

it would be to a considerable extent neutralised. But

even allowing that the dose in question did cause a

certain amount of excitation in the oesophagus in

the course of its pa-ssage for once, it by no means

follows that the reiterated contact of chlorine with

the air tubes will not give rise to irritation in them,

which is what was to be proved.

Mr. Cleaver admits that " Condy's Fluid is useful

as an element of oxygen in sick rooms and fever

wards." Would it be unreasonable to think that on

that account it might also be expected to prove

useful among diseased cattle in pens and cow-houses ?

That gentleman has evidently been consultmg some

medical work in which Condy's Fluid was recom-

mended for sick rooms in preference to chlorine, but

has failed to perceive that one of the rea.sons for the

preference was the absence of evolution of irritant

gas from the former. Cows and bullocks, however,

have lungs and air tubes as weU as human beings
;

and since medical men avow their fear of chlorine,

and try to avoid its ell'ects on their patients, veteri-

narians and owners of cattle would do well to

exercise the same caution.

In conclusion, I would add, that in the event of

chlorine gas, under certain circumstances, being'

thought necessary, it can be evolved with more ease

and certainty, and in greater purity than in any

other manner, by acting on hydrochloric acid

(muriatic acid or spirit of salt) with Condy's Fluid.

In the interest of the community, I think it

important that a false impression should not prevail

on a matter of such consequence, and shall therefore

feel obliged by your insertion of this letter. H. IS.

Vondij.

5. The Cattle Plague and Small-pox. —
Dr. Watson, in his interesting letter published

recently in The Times, has alluded to the supposed

analogy, if not identity, existing between the cattle

plague and small-pox as it affects man. The question

is one of the most profound interest, and concerning

which the public can hardly fail to desire intonna-

tion. Knowing no means by which that infonnation

can be so effectually conveyed to them as in the

columns of The Times, I beg to send you an outline

of the present state of our knowledge on the subject.

"Wlien the cattle plague came among us at the

close of last summer, with a hope of gaining an
insight into its nature, its^phenomena were anxiously

watched and compared by professional men with

those presented by the diseases of man which
seemed to resemble it. Thus it has been said to

be identical with typhoid fever, typhus fever,

influenza, scarlet fever, small-pox, v^c. It is with

the last named of these diseases alone that any real

analogy has been traced. This analogy had not

escaped the observation of the older writers on this

plague. Fracastorius, Lancisi, Lanzoni, Ramaz-
zini, and others in Italy recognised its eruptive

character, and made frequent allusions

thisjm-ious influence upon the lungs that it may be l
resemblance to variola, while in this country

classed among the most poisonous bodies known, and Layard, who described both the epizootic of

should never be employed in places in which men |
1745 and that of 1769, fuUy recognised the latter as

smallpox, and said that it resembled the disease of

It is very remarkable that these facts should
have been overlooked until some few weeks ago,
when Mr. Ceely, of Aylesbury, who has contributed
so eminently to our knowledge of the connection
between small-pox and vaccine, being struck by the
frequent reference which is made by the older writers
to eruption on the skin in this disease, examined
diseased animals, and found the observation entirely
confirmed by the facts. A peculiar eruption, situated
on the more delicately covered portion of the body,
is scarcely, if ever, absent in cases which survive
beyond the fifth or sixth day. The existence of this
eruption has been since abundantly confirmed by the
investigations of the medical committee of the Norfolk
Cattle Plague Association, also by Drs. Miu'chison,
Saunderson, and Bristowe, and Professor Varuell, ol
the Veterinary College, engaged in investigation on
the subject for the Royal Commission, and by others.
Thus the nature of the cattle plague, as being an
eruptive specific fever, is clearly established.
The next st«p is to deteimine with which of the
eruptive disea.ses it is analogous or identical. This
inquiry is more difficult than might at first

appear. It must be conducted carefully, and its

results must be waited for patiently. In the mean-
while an accidental circumstance seems to have
supplied one important link in the inquiry, while
other links have been afforded by comparing the
phenomena of this disease with those of small-pox.
Mr. Hancock, the Veterinary Inspector of the
Uxbridge district, was accidentally pricked in the
back of the hand while examining, on the 3d of
December, the body of a bullock that had died of
the cattle plague. In a few days the slight wound
assumed characters which were recognised by Mr.
Raj'ner, of Uxbridge, as those of vaccine, and the
patient suffered aU the constitutional symptoms
incidental to vaccination. He was also seen by
Professor Spooner, Dr. Quain, Dr. Murchison, and
Mr. Ceely, all of whom were impressed with the
resemblance of the results of this infection to those
of vaccination. The case gave fresh impulse to
inquiry, and Dr. Murchison a few days subsequently
published in the " Lancet " a series of observations
showing in how many respects the cattle plague
resembles small-pox. It belongs to the strictly pro-
fessional journals to take cognisance of the pro-
fessional portion of this subject. It is sufficient to
say here that the cattle plague and smaU-pox
resemble each other in the fact that both are
eruptive fevers 1 that both are highly contagious,

and can be communicated by inoculation ; th.at they
very rarely occur a second time in the same
individual ; and that the symptoms, the progress,

and morbid appearances in both are very similar.

Still further evidence of the close relationship

between those diseases might be adduced. Arguments
against such a view have also been brought forward,
but unquestionably the weight of evidence is at this

moment in favour of the identity of cattle plague
with variola.

If the fact can be established, its importance will

be unmeasurable. Vaccination or inoculation with
small-pox will be the safeguard of our threatened
herds. Even before this scientific inquiry assumed
its present form, there were not wanting those who
on seeing certain animals holding, as it were, a
charmed life"in the midst of surrounding pestilence,

attributed this immunity to these animals having
previously had cowpox. The subject is being fully

investigated under the auspices of the Royal Com-
mission, and by a number of independent inquirers.

If these investigations supply us with a power of

controlling this direful pestilence, one can scarcely

estimate their value.

On the other hand, we should be prepared for a
different result ; we may have to learn no more than
that the disease is not small-po.x. Under such cir-

cumstances may I offer words of caution to those

who possess cattle ? If inoculation or vaccination

should prove useless (and even while the question

be undecided), hesitate not to follow the advice

already given. Stop all traffic, isolate all animals,

disinfect all infected sites, and in a given, and that

a short period, the disease must cease. ^., in tlie

Tintea.

G. The Veterinary Practitioner spreads the
Disease.—The representations of Mr. Clarke are
almost too appalling to contemplate, and if sub-
stantiated by a searching investigation, as they
assuredly ought to be, the Royal Commissioners may
be released from their most unpleasant duties, and
Science may cease her laboiu-s. Man's efforts to stay

the plague will prove of no avail. Our learned
bodies have frankly confessed their utter ignorance

of either the cause or cure of the disease, and I would
seriously urge that for a while we dispense altogether

with scientific interference, from the conviction that

common sense has been confounded by the v-isionary

dogmas and technical verbiage of the schools, and trust

to the observations and experience of those men
whose interests are so deeply involved ; and when
facts have accumulated, science may then have some-
thing more substantial than their fancies to work
with.

I would put a question of some general interest,
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and request it may be replied to. I have some pretty

and excellent little Jersey cows, and I, mil suppose one

or two of them to be attacked with a slight common
cold ; in my anxiety at this time, I shall wish to

call in our best cow-leech, who perhaps will

take me in his rounds, and soon after visiting a
number of animals unmistakeably affected with the

rinderpest, which he may have been handling,

drenching, or, may be, subjecting a fatal case to a
post nioi'tetfi inspection. Now, if Mr. Clarke is

correct, I might as well introfluce a diseased animal

into my cowhouse as the doctor, for the one must as

readily and as assuredly communicate the disease to

my animals as the other.

I have presented my case to the learned ones, but

have received no reply. I expressed my opinion that

if the disease could be convoyed from farm to farm
by a dog, if it could be carried by a straw, and with-

out one or other having been in actual contact with
the di.sease, how much more readily must the cow-
leech convey it ; and, if Mr. Clarke's statements are

really to be relied on, I have no hesitation in declar-

ing it to be my firm belief that the cow-leech is the

main disseminator of the disease throughout every

district. I therefore put my question—how am
I to act, should my cows bo somewhat indi.sposed ?

We know that medical men may carry death into

houses, if precautionary meastires are not observed.

I know that in one instance 1-4 cases of puerperal

peritonitis occurred in succession to one practitioner

who had neglected to destroy the clothes he wore in

the fir,st case—no further deaths occurred on follow-

ing my suggestion—and this rinderpest appears from
rei»ort to be far more commnnicable than puerperal
fever or other known disease. I should feel much
disposed to advocate the erection of large marquees
in the most central position in every district, to

which all infected animals were immediately taken
;

and especially if the disease bears any relation to small-

pox (which I doubt), since the cool treatment in my
hands has always proved the most beneficial ; indeed
every farmer would do well to place his diseased

stock under tents rather than in sheds, and when
the sun is bright to let them have the benefit of it,

since there is more in sunbeams than many dream of.

I may here suggest a poxt moiiem- examination of

the base of the brain, where the pith or spinal chord,

or marrow, as it is commonly called, comes off from
the brain, and the spinal chord itself in its upper
half-length by removing the bony parts which cover
it ; and should it be found very highly-coloured from
the smaller blood-vessels being gorged or filled with
blood (provided the animals examined had died in

the earliest stages of the disease naturally and had
npt been drained of blood by the butcher's
knife), it would lead to the supposition
that the disease had first fallen on these

the most important parts of the body, and direct a
mode of treatment which I have .seen most wonder-
fully efficacious, though not in the rinderpest ; this

was a free bleeding from the arteries in the tail,

taken at about the fourth joint from the mmp. The
situation of the artery where it may be easiest

operated upon can readily be ascertained by the
examination of the tail of a deceased animal.

I must not intrude further on your valuable space.

You will perceive I have addressed myself to

fanners in plain and unmistakable phraseology, that
they may think over the matter. I urge the tent
especially on their consideration ; for if I had been
wounded in battle, or reduced by fever, I would far

rather be treated imder canvas than in a house or

hospital, and I believe the army medical staff hold
to the same opinions. At all events it would
free their .sheds and cow-houses from diseased

animals. High malignant fevers towards their

termination fatally show vesicular, pustular, and
petechial marks oftentimes, and I suspect these
marks arise from high action and the circidation of

semi-putrid fluids in the minute vessels of the skin,

and that it is not small-pox under any form that
now affects the cattle. 7'. T.—P. S. Very unlike it in

the sheep.

LAND DRAINAGE AND FLOODS.
I DESIHE to follow the example of the Rev.

J. C. Clutterbuck, and place before your readers, in
as few words as possible, the conclusions to which
my observations have brought me on the two
questions to which that gentleman referred in his

communication of the 2xth ult. I allude to the
effect of drainage on river floods and in promoting
evaporation.

As one object of under-drainage is to render the
soil free to absorb the rain by discharging, through
pipes laid beneath the surface, the excess after the
retentive capacity of the soil has been replenished,

there can be no doubt that if the drainage of the
country consisted simply of under-drainage, floods

would be diminished by the quantity of water
expended in satisfying the soil after evaporation had
reduced the water retained by it. But drainage has
a second and equally important object, which, in

fact, most people make the primary consideration,

i. c, the discharge of the " excess " when it leaves

the outlets as rapidly as possible by the improve-
ment of outfalls, which conduces to the more rapid
concentration of surface waters from all lands,

ilr.iin'^l and undrainfid, as well as the water of

iiiidrr-draiuag.!. This practically more than com-
pensates for any detention of that proportion of the
rainfall which pas.ses through the soil. If we could
insist upon all lands when drained being laid flat,

without furrows, and cidtivated deeply, so as to

break the crest of the .soil and let all the rainfall

pass through the hand, instead of over the surface
(which it now 'does to a great extent, in spite of
under-drainage, particularly in sloping surfaces), we
should increase absorption ; but it is very doubtful
whether the discharged water would not then collect

as rapidly from the under-tlrains as from the surface,
for when the subject is closely and carefully investi-

gated it will be found that the " excess " which is

discharged out of land by imder-drains—after the
reteutive properties of the soil are satisfied—is a
veiy large proportion of the rain that falls on the
surface 'at those times when great downfalls talic

place, which are the times when floods occur. I

believe that if the quantity which then flows off the
surface of drained lands with sloping surfaces be
added to that which is discharged out of the land by
the under-drains, the sum will frequently more than
equal that which is discharged from similar land
undrained. But this does not reach the principal

effect produced by under-drainage upon our rivers,

and which helps very materially to raise floods in

the valleys. We find, if we have a wet autumn and
a wet winter succeeding each other, the imder-drains
do not cease running at all till April or May, when
possibly there wUl not be any overflow from un-
drained lands. The quantity of water thus discharged
in the aggregate from the under-drains is immense,
and the rivers gain a great accession by it, which
conduces to their overflow directly any sudden do\vn-

faU of rain occurs.

Agreeing with Mr. Clutterbuck in the ab.straet

view, that vmder-drainage, /ifr sc, may diminish
floods, I am son-y to take exception to his view that

it increases evaporation from the surface, if by tW
tenn " promotes eva|)oration " ho means to convey
that conclusion. No one will deny that the effect of

the aeration of soils, which results from under-

drainage, is their disintegi-ation, and that this effect

will " promote " capillary attraction and evaporation

if there exists in the bed of the soil a stratum of

water from whence to draw a supply ; but it equally

facilitates the percolation of water by gravity to the

drains, and it is impassible, therefore, to believe that

the same supply exists in drained land which has
discliarged by its under drains some hundred tons of

water per acre (even without rain on the surface) as

there exists in rmdrained land from which there has
been no discharge at all. This condition of thing
may be seen in the spring months of March, April,

and May, when there is not unfrequently more water
discharged from the under-drains of clay lands than
falls upon the surface in the shape of rain,—if, as I

have just said, the previous months of November,
December, January, and February have been wet.

If this be so—and it is capable of proof—how can
it be said that rmder-drainago increases evaporation,

for whatever water the under-drains discharge and
the rivers gain, the air must lose.

I will not lay stress on my belief that a proper
depth of drains has the radical effect of weakening the

powers of capillary attraction, and thereby of reducing
evaporation, but I have no doubt that practical ex-

amination will contradict the purely theoretical views
prevailing with many of us.

All these results, howevcr.^bearing most import-

antly upon our water supply, require careful investi-

gation, and hence it is that I am so urgent for a
careful inquiry by Govoruraent into the whole
matter. J. liailnj Vciiliin, 'I'l, Whitehall Place.

Home Correspondence.
The liejmil of the Malt Taj-.—k period of 20 years

having elapsed since the doctrine of Free-trade
became established, and nearly every tax in relation

thereto having been altered in deference to that
principle, it is most extraordinary, but none the less

true, that the Malt-tax still stands intact, in all its

huge proportions. And when it is remembered that
all the leading statesmen at the time of the repeal

of the Corn-laws condemned the tax, and stated that
as a measure of ju.stioe to the agricultural interest the
Malt-tax should be repealed, it seems almost incre-

dible that so long a time has passed away and
nothing done. The Malt-tax in its present propor-
tions is a disgrace to the whole agricultural commu-
nity of this country, inasmuch as it is a heavy
burthen imposed in the bygone days of Protection,

so-called, and likely to be borne, unless the agitation

for the repeal be persevered in. And therefore it is

the duty of every farmer to aid and assist by every
means in his power, and persistently refuse to vote

for any candidate for representation in the House of

Commons who is not distinctly pledged to obtain by all

loyal and con.stitutional means the repeal of the

Malt-duties. Let us see how it operates in the simple
matter of private brewing. A sack of Barley of

good quaUty may be purchased for 18s., its manufac-
ture into malt may cost 'Is. (If/., 4 lb. of Hops at

1«. lie/, per lb., (Js. more, and man's time 2». 6d. ; total

expense of brewing one sack of malt, 29«. This will

m.ike a hng.'thoad of cx'-i-llrnt ale equal to
r.ass's. and the cost will be a trifle over
C.r/. i)cr gallon without tlie interference of the
obnoxious Malt duty. This at once advances the
price of malt to ;j(J.v. per sjxck, and the price of beer
fi'om private brewing to IIW. i)er gallon, consti-

tuting a tax of 7") per cent., and 1(10 per cent, upon
the beer-consuming puldic. The working out and
operation of the Malt^tax tends to create a monopoly
to the maltster, the brewer, and the publican ; a
policy condemned as unjust and injimoiLs when the
clamour was raised against the Corn-laws, as it was
contended it was not right or just the bread of the
people should be taxed in order to granta monopoly
to the com grower, or the so-called Protective duty.

And if this was right with respect to bread, why
should it not be made to apply to beer, the drink of

the labom-ing classes '!—this'is an anomaly the farmer
cannot understand. And this is not all : by thp
injurious working of the Malt-tax, the trade for the
disposal of a most important portion of his produce is

cirrtailed. The experience of the past harvest to the
fanners in the south of England wUl illustrate my
meaning, when the rainy character of the harvest

weather has stairied and damaged so much Barley ;

it may be malted, it is true, subject to a deal of

interference and dictation in the mixing, for cattle

feeding ; but the maltster cannot use it ; he very

naturally and very properly says, "thisBarley isof too

inferior a quality to suit my purpose, because I shall

have to pay a heavy duty." Shut out then from the
maltster, and cut off fron> the feeding or giving to

stock by silly restrictions, it is easy to perceive that

the price of inferior Barley is materially affected and
thrown back upon the farmers' hands, in many
respects an inconvenience and a loss. Surely the

time has anived, and the necessity exists for

reform in the excessive tax, and let us hope that

ingenious sophism will not prevail in the face

of stubborn facts, and that another Session may
not pass away without some important reduction

being made, if not the whole repeal ; and if it be

true that five or six millions may be saved in the

Army E.stimates, there is the sum, or if that be too

much at once, say one-half the duty remitted to

begin with, and the remainder at a more convenient

sea.son. IT. .S. (f.

Highland and Aduirni/rriUL of Scotland:
Jan. 17.—At the hiiH-.v<';ir!y L'friioral meetingr of the

Society, the Earl of IIa<lilin.%'-t-on wan called to the

chair. He proposed a vole of tliauks to the retiring-

President, the Duke of Argyll, which was carried by
acclamation.

Sir Gkorge Clerk then proposed as his successor

his Grace the Duke of Buccleuch, who was unani-
mously elected.

After the election of Vice-Presidcnis and Directors,

reference was mafle to Mr. Hall Maxwell's resigna-

tion of the office of SeiTciary, and it was resolved

that, aa a suiLiihlc .-iinl ]-< rmaiMiii. iiMiiiorial of the

general ai)i'ru\ ;il hv i lir S^.n, i
. .^t Mr I hill MaxwclIVi

services, he .shunt. I !... n'.|iif a^-A In . 'orient to havo
his portrait executed at the .Society "m expense by an
eminent artist, and that the picture, when completed,
should he hung in the Society's hall.

Forty new Members were then elected.

The Cattle Plague.

Mr. Camprell Swinton moved the following

resolution :

—

T. TJi.'i). the Society having bad vindcr consideration a letter

iiddre.HSLifl tn the President by the Secretary of the Board of

Tni'lr, ill nf.L'i-. iR-(; In tli" Ht(;])H t;ikc-ii hy that dopfirtmont for

(,),t,ijiiiii 1 i Mil 11-. 1.1 111! iniiiii.M i't h\ I' stock in the country,

it \^ , ,
,

. .1 ; !, ir Mil- I ; .itid the duty of owners

of St.
I

I
I 1 II !' I

iiy Government by fur-

njshiii . II,. \'.. >i.i i.j ir.i'i'' v.iii mediate nud accurato

II. 'I'hut tho Society considcra a viKonms and uniform action

on tlic i.iirt of all local authorities in tho application of the

OimUvs ill Council to be of priinnr>- importance, and it would
m)^c nil t(p- 'itt^nfi' i\ -'f -"f}! •,Mil."fHti.-R the propriety of pro-

vi.ljii . , , ,
., ,,, , I

M f.. I ihr movement of stock

(IiiiMi I III .c i|.i,
I I. ! II i M practicable and con-

,,|,i. n' I
:. Si;crL;l;trv of state for

111 . Lli.

the Home Du^jarluMiM
on his part ui giving'

2 ;id November last, 1'}

plained of, and found
bouring authorities thn
and by himself applying ..

. , , .. ... .,

within the district of such authority. And further, that if

said Oirler ..f '2.34 November bo in any respect mcomplete,

iniTiM lin- !'i' 'I'lnld bo taken to supplement it, so as to

c„i,„, .
. !i III. s-jcrctary to take the place of any Jocal

aiiti,,,, i; I
.

•y neglecting properly to enforce tho

it tn b(^r !\I;ii<;atv'H Government

• iiy which tho
;iniraal8 might

fni the paixial

IV. IL.tL iL^.-u.i. ty iv,.)-.-s<-

that it would be dLMi.iM.'

Parliament shall mei-i l.
i

i

compulsory slaughter '-f 'ii i

be secured by some jiT'.vi-ii

compensation of the sufferers.

Mr. Hope, Fentonbams, said—It is with no small reluctance

that I rise to propose additional resolutions to those which
have been brought forward unanimounly by the directors.

The unparalleled circumstances under v hi h -,'.. m [Lu.ud

must be my apology; and certAiidy lli .i l
[

i
.

i^ a

quite unprecedented calamity to agriciilti;i i
ii. i.-iimh.

We havo had numerous Orders in Couu' il n . n in., n, .md
rcgiUations of every sort and kind by the iii.i^^n.str.itt-.s of

comities and of towns, some of these regulutions being

judicious and beneficial so far as they went, while others were
only calculated to distract and annoy the unfortunate owners
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of stock. Ma^strates generally have cai-ried out the Orders in

Council as far as the public opinion in their distiict pennitted.

Uut men's opinions are dianged, and are still rapidly changing,

in proportion as the disastrous results of the plague become

apparent. Rules have been welcomed which were first

described as a violation of natiu-al rights. Many who at first

insisted on holding fairs and markets as usual, and whc
Inudly denounced any restrictions on the transit of cattle, are

now ready to agree to any rules that can be laid down, '

have even heard men deplore the absence of a despoti

withstanding all that has been done, the plagi

steadily forward with

i. Not-

_ ^ _ marches
constantly accelerated speed,

the [lightest abate-

such districts as

inw left for the

_.„ ._, pretends to say they
raent of the evil, unless it be
Foi-far or Fife, where little food

disease to prey on. But I am wronpr

Scotland where the plague has hevu n.-i -i " "" ""
from all others. Inthecountynf ALcnl. n : '

,
>;

cattle district in Scotlaud-atlciist it n .-- i^ <

upwnr.|-.-.f l~n.tn¥i cattle—the clear-h'j.vl.I '^' I'l •
-''"

fn.ni i)n nr-t ii,.,t the feU destroyer was not tn hu trilled mth.
i>ii ' t II -nil. V"ij,incnts was amongstthem, but they at once

t;ri|'|".| II I- iii> ihtoat and choked it. Seven distinct times
i.,.tiM-, i„ , M ii,>]K', and now the county has been clear for

onth. I say, all honour to Mr. M'Combie and his

follow in the wake. Free-trade we now
free-trade in i-inderpest among our herds i

Foreign countries must be both
our supineness in the matter- *"" *'

will give in a great i

,
for this :

into their

date"the trade, of supplying our tee

beef. In the meantime, therefore. I

any other

'listant

I with

lotion
.._^ „ than that embraced
and with these few remarks I beg to give it my cordial

Tho n

friends for the lesson tliey have taught us. By a voluntary

rate of Irf. per povmd, paid by both landlords and tenants,

they have paid 2290?. for the cattle desti-oyed, :uid have still

some 1600?. on hand. I am aware that this slaughtering of

all diseased animals, and of those that have been in contact

with them, is still objected to by some for whom I have the

highest respect. But I would remind them that this disease

is Ti.t TiV- n ti nur veterinary surgeons, but it is one they
;,rr . f

I inable to cope with; and, in fact, the few
:iiin II I! ' recovered have mostly done so when lot

;i1mi,. \i ^^une time, it is admitted that it is

iiiucli. lu Liu iiiiLctious than any disease known to aSect

man '-r thu domestic animals— that, even when every

precaution is taken, the vims is carried by the wind.

What'I propose is Jthis, that this Society shoidd memorialise

Government to prepare a Bill and to urge j.t through Parlia-

ment immediately on its assemblage—
cei tril board with fi 11 j owers to reqmre
ties and town*! to destroy at once ill

3 u sdiction labourmg inder the plagi '-

r c I ui their shires Also to
1 j,htc of all animals that have
line 1 b t the carcases of whicl

octintr agreed imanimonaly to adopt the first three
-. fntf nv 1 .r. p'-i'^nd by Mr. Swintoii, and to take up Mr. Hope's
., ti .

I iraendment on the foui-th resolution pro-

.~
I

. .] .1
, ! 1 i.i . I ^^ON, Bai-t., M,r., said he ventured to think

III ii |>iu|...>,l1 of Mr. Hope, in one particular, might be

I: i. He referredto the proposal tb.it there sli.iukl be a

ihe whole lands and heritages nf a county tu xive com-
I in. The rate ought to be on a^^ricnltuni! -.ul.jcct.s alone.

Mil ..iiu'ht not to be supplemented by t^a-ants from the public

irse. unless the cattle plague extended to a much greater

ttent than, please God, he hoped it would reach.

Mr. Hope preferred to leave it an open q^uesti^^ _, __ .. ^ ^
how the

rateahouldbe^ievied, and he would word fhe resolution in

this way—" and shall also have full power to levy a rate to be

paid by owners and occupiers for the indemnification of the

owners of said stock." He was not disposed to omit asking

the inoncv frr.m Government ; but he supposed Sir James
-.\-i .nlri :.: rrr tr L^nve that in the resolutions, though he thought

til' :';> - _--r the money.
I- - Ml ,.f Kippendavie. said the returns showed that

,sn.i,' , ale had been attacked in the coimtry, and of

th.a iiLiixiu^; !;u.iinu had either died or been killed. Therefore,

to carry uut Jlr. Hope's proposal to stamp out the disease, it

reqiured only the sacrifice of 120,000 head of cattle. The whole

sum required from Government would be 400,000?. ; and he

was i|uit.e sure that if they could get rid of the disease at the

,..,.1 ,.] I iiiir.i.n of money, they would never get rid of

it .
, I ; 1 tv week's delay would involve the necessity of

,
I

t II'. At present all their stock was in byres,

hu: 1 I, II til. !'r-t of May came, and people put the animals to

B'll appointing a I (jiass, the icstrictions on the removal of cattle would be

agistiates of coun impossible to carry out. The stock must go to the fields, and

im lis withm their they did not know what sort of disease was on the other side

the

I 1

of

f th XI

htfoi
Una

It M

and
oUcd

ladstone
whj the
ney

1 t t i sti ong I may say inansweml le

( r ent shoiSd declmo to isk Parhament foi

])eiiH.itiou . and Ml. Disraehand General Peel, on the opposition

side of the House, ai-e equally against paymnet for compensation.
But I am not aware that the plan I have indiwited has
ever been proposed , to or considered by the gentlemen
named. I am confident, if it was adopted, it would extirpate

the plague in a single month. In many counties it would not
c ist a f.irthing, or at most a mere trifle. From all I am learn

tlie ;iverage loss on the feeding herds seized, which were at

once killed and sold, does not amount to one-fourth of theu
valor, iiiMiiirh in oth^ or two herds of lean and young cattle

whi.ii v,.i,' i!-. ,i;..i f.u iv>'Mvery, fullynine-tenths werebxiried
|i. 1:1 I . r 1 tenants might carry through this

I r I . , 1

1

I
I

111 I would advise them to do so if

i; I UI . ! .i' I (, hi I ;illpccimiary assistance; but I think
i; , it be fairly called on to supplement local

. II : i!' ; iiiustice to any class or party in the coramii

hi; ii i.it only save a great portion of the stock of

1),. m: I

i t would at once check the sending to mai ket
Mt the sale of which at present by thousands
w I ; iiriately place butcher-meat out of the reach of

I- jlies. The feeding of stock has been the
,sl,. : (I. n I I irmera for years past ; and if the supplyof
> t . .

I
.

I
, ,1 1 s it must do, miless an efficient remedy is

Ml , ; ; It \vill be ruination to tenants, diminished
I

I

( ,
.

1 : 1 II ! -
1 ds, and, if not starvation to the public, it

vv
1 i-^^cs into vegetarians by compulsion. Mr.

H-i" . :i. lu'i. .1 i.y moving:

—

l.'-t, That experience has proved that the only effectual

method of extirpating the cattle jilague is by slaughtering at

once all affected animals, and cattle in immediate contact with

2d, That this Soci. t\ in-

Bill, and to urge 1 1

1

on its asaembliiiL;, ^ i.

board of Commiw^i'ii. i

they shall see fit, \ln.- im
thi"oughout the kingduni
Supply and one or more
]5arish in counties, and of

—which county or towii 1

"

destruction of all atl. i.

and shall also have :
i

i

valuation-roll of sui I

owners and the otbci li:ili

cation of the owners of si:

public good, to the extent
for other remedial measn
inspectors of districts,

central

^„ He cordially supported Mr. Hope's proposal,

Mr. Hope's resolutions wore carried, amidst the applaus

PRESKNTATION TO Mr. HALL MaXWELL.

At the close of the meeting of the Highland Society, the
|

known Or I)orkin|

of the hedge.

the

_jnnection witli the agricultural societie.s and also

those held independently, have been on the whole

highly .successful, both in attendance of visitors and
number of entries. We have to chronicle the im-

provement of many of the breeds already in favour,

and the introduction of new ones as candidates for

public favour.

There has been a healthy demand for really good
bird>s of all the principal breeds, and the prices at

which many pens have been claimed at the principal

shows, must have been highly satisfactory to the

vendors, and given them great inducements to breed

carefully for the coming season. Among the fowls,

the Dorkings still hold their pre-eminence, and fully

justify it by the great improvement perceptible in

them. One might now scan the classes at many a

show without finding any of those wretchedly bad
specimens that were a few years since .so common.
Birds that two or three years since would have
carried offmany a prize, arenow obliged to be contented

with the barren honotu* of a commendation. The
cock bii-ds show increased size and breadth, aa do

also the puUets, and give us hopes that these valuable

birds may be still further developed as food pro-

ducers. And although insufficient attention is stiU

paid to the subject, they are, we are very glad, so

being introduced into many farm-yards where they

will have every chance given them of becoming a

recognised and profitable portion of the stock.

The Cocliin Chinas have always, and are likely to

have, their nimierous supporters, in spite of all new
comers. Their docility, and their great value as winter

layers and early setters, ^\nll always find them many
friends. The Buff and Partridge-coloured birds

exhibited during the past season have been of great

merit, and also of great size. The white variety of

this breed does not find many admirers. The Spanish

fowls, the birds of the fancier before Cochins were
cared for, have had to meet

Duke of Buccleuch invited the members to r

the presentation to Mr. Hall Maxwell of a testimonial from

membei-s of the Society expressive of their appreciation of hif

Sir Alexander Gibson JIaitland, convener of the Testimonial

Committee, said he was extremely glad to say that the efforts

of the committee had been extremely successful. They had
had 820 subscribers, whose contributions amoimted to 16.50?.

;

and as almost all these subscriptions had passed threugh his

hands, he was happy to say that they came from all parts of

the coimtry.
The gift consisted of a purse of 1000 sovereigns, and a hand-

some "iilvei "-V"! UP 1 t indelabia, m the form of anOak tice

with SIX 1 I itid on a beautiful silvci i)lateiu

wreathi. 1 ^ith other aiticles of plate

The 1>

my dut\ 1 '

timomal [ u 1 ';ui l \ i

to its intiinsic value but ^

your private chatacter
iha

-Mr HaU Maxwell it is

I scnbcr-* to pre'-ent t s u this tos

I till udmy
II I ! LCt to

f thi.

I
ubhc
htv

bcmfe btiU um. u£ uui uflit-t bc^iers 1 im qmtc eeit un he will

still be a frequent attendei md do dl m his power for U"j md
that we will have the benefit of his experience. His Grace

then made the presentation, and read the inscription on the

epergnc, which was as follows :

—

"Presented, with other Articles of Plate, and a Purse of

One Thousand Sovereigns, to John Hall Maxwell, of Dargavcl
Companion of the Bath. I

Agricultural Society
zeal, energy, abilit\

,

discharged the duti

Mr. Hall Maxu i i

said : My Lord Dukt
and I fear most inadequate,

Members of the Highland and
I grateful appreciation of the
Aith which -for 20 years he
if the Societj-. 1860."

..-uivedwith loud applause,
int;n,-Pennit mo in a few,

>rd8 to express the gratification

and pride with which'l accept this token of your approbati

A gift so munificent—a testimonial so flattering—could not

ni I....U boards fail, under any circumstances, to evoke feelings of gnititude ;

laiiiidsioners of but there are considerations connected with this presentation

iiers from each which invest it, in my eyes, with a value far surjiassing even

.^wns or buTffhs 1 that of its intiinsic worth. Tliis volume, which your Grace

uired, order the ,
has presented to me, doubly enhances your gift, recording

within their jurisi

y a rate accordin
n—one-half to Vie

u).iers-foi- the in

Government of one-third part of all mouie?^ so expemieil— iln,-

value of the animals so slaughtered tu be determined by cum-
petent persons appointed by said county or town boards.

3d. Thiit, as every day's delay increases the difliculty and
expense of dealing with the plague, it is earnestly recom-
mended to all local authorities and the owners of stock, to

adopt voluntarily and immediately the policy indicated in the
two previous resolutions, so far as the same may be practi-

cable under circumstances.
Mr. Robert Russell, Pilmuir, in sconding Mr. Hope's reso-

lution, said:—It appears to mo that the idea of asking Govern
ment to insure animals against rinderpest without slaughtermg
them so as to prevent the diffusion of the seeds of the disL •^ i

much the same as if you were to ask Government tu ii

buildings of a street with the flames raging at one en 1

proper steps were to be taken to extinguish them 1

the loss over a series of years and obtain a loan does i I

matter. This, as Mr. Gladstone points out would 1

thi'owing the whole burden on the landlords foi tenants \\hu

have suffered loss could not be expected to contribute towards

refunding any such loan. I think it has been most unfortunate

that Mr. Gladstone has been approached by those who ad\ocite

any system of assurance without being prepared to take thf. se

exia-eme measures which can alone arrest the career of this

fearful malady. But surely the plan proposed by Mr. Hope to

deal with the evil is not liable to any of those objections whirh

do apply to the insurance scheme. If GovernnM oi, 1 o 11 i K,

and tenants would now contribute a share, i i
'i i I

be interested in seeing that no abuses occun> i
i

.
;

,

'

i

tion of the funds, or carelessness in prevenim. ,
.f

the malady. It is not so much to recompense lannut^ lur

losses as for extirpating the disease that we ask the aid of

Government in this matter. The direct loss to farmers from
th© mere loss of cattle is small in comparison to those which

That the compliment I am now receiving is not duo to
! ti ility of a few fiiends, but, as has been stated by Sir

\: M litland, is the spontaneous and voluntaiy offering of

ouiidred members of the Society, connected with and
n t ing every county in ScotLand. Again, in this

I I find that which in itself is no mean testimonial—
iii'leed. of which any man might l>e justly proud—

I il .(.. to that long array of names belonging to those
g^:iiiioiiien who have lieen pleased, as a committee, to
head the list of subscribers, and than whom there are

none in Scotland more distinguished, whether in respect
to social position or agricultural pre-eminence. There
is one further feature in to-day's proceedings which to me is

in the highest degree gratifying. I believe there is no Scotch-
man who would not attach additional value to a testimonial
presented by the noble Duke now in the chau-, and in my case
this feeling is all the more powerfiU when I recal the kindness
and support which for so many years have been vouchsafed to
me by his Grace When in any difliculty, when in any need of
wise counsel and advice I h we never hesitated in applying to
1 in 1 o ) c I 1 n u h ^ readUy such counsel would be

' 1 11 It would prove. In tlv r-'ii.mti.-.n of

f the Duke of Bu'.' ! i m

I discharge of dn[\, ...i u;

assiune that had b. i.^ ;
! .,i,.-

ill 1 pherc, had at leuat eu'.l'_.i\L.ur',il ti-

woidd not have ofiieiated un this
itamped with the seal of his approval the honour

Cftc iPotiltig ¥arH.
riin P(mHnj Year of 180.-,.—The yeoi- that has

just closed has been one of progress as regards
poultry in every respect. In the first place, the

general supply to oiu- markets has been steady and
uniform, and the quality superior on the average to

that of previous years. The Exhibitions, both in

dangerous rivals in the nevifly-introduoed breed of

La fleche ; the latter is, however, still considered as

on its probation. The quality of the Spanish as a

class has improved, but the birds that are now
considered the best hardly come up to those of a few
years since.

The Brahma Poutras have advanced rapidly in

public favour, and now form one of the most impor-

tant classes. Decried as mongrels, and accused of

having boundless appetites, besides having the

misfortune of being introduced to the public just as

it was awakening fi-om the Cochin mania, the

Brahmas have had an uphill task, and have proved

themselves well worthy of the support accorded

them by a few breeders and amateurs who have

believed in them throughout. We believe these

bii-ds will become general favourites in all districts

whore it is said poultry does not thrive. They are very

hardy, very easily reared, excellent layers, and one

recommendation of them in any farmer's eyes is the

fact that they are excellent foragers, and will, where
there is any chance of so doing, spend the greater

part of their day in food hunting, and so lighten the

quantity of dii-ect consumption. The dark Pencilled

variety has hitherto been the favourite, but the lighi>

coloured birds are now getting many admirers, and
their numbers increase at each show of any
importance. The only difference between them and

the Pencilled birds is that of colour.

The Hamburghs, both Pencilled and Spangled,

keep fully up to their numerical strength, but the

Pencilled birds have not improved in quality the

last year or so. The Spangles are improved in

strength of constitution, and are excellent layers.

The Polanders and Malays are, as they have been,

very much neglected by the generality of breeders,

and it is a rare thing to find a new name on either

list. The Game fowls, with theii' many classes and
shades of colour, stand very high both in quality and
numbers. We would recommend them to any one

who has an off-hand farm or cattle yard, and who
requires fowls that wiU shift for themselves and do

with little looking after. Among the show birds of

this breed the weight has been much reduced the

last year or so, and birds thatwoiUd have been called

small by the old " Cookers " are now quite up to the

average.

The B.ontams have prospered and gained many
friends, and we may expect great progress to be

made during the coming season.
' In Geese, the imported Toulouse birds have done

much good. They are of great size, and lay vei-y

many more eggs than the English varieties ; their

young attain in ordinary growth a much greater

weight without fattening than the others. They

are of excellent quality, and stand a fair

chance of being generally adopted by the

principal breeders. A very great man once said that
" he is a benefactor to his country who makes two

ears of Wheat grow where previously there was but

one." Surely he deserves equally well of his country

who produces Fowls. Geese, Ducks, and Tiirkeys of.

double the size of the former mongrel denizens of

oiur farnyards. A farmer in Scotland, somewhere

near Brechin, introduced these Geese there some

years since, and bred theni very successfully, and so

notorious did his breed become for weight and

excellence, that on the market days there were no

geese sold until it was known whether he had any
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there, so anxious was every one to get these large

ones. Turkeys and Ducks we nmst leave for another
number.

Calendar of Operations.
MeesE of Beewickshire : Janliarij fi.— This

remarkably mikl season has been favourable to the
due economy of a small crop of TiUTiiiw, hiit there

has scarcely been a frosty day for carting- out muck.
A^Tiere straw, Turnips, and cattle are scarce, the
dungheap will not be large. A considerable breadth
of Wheat was sown about the middle of November
and December, in capital order, for the rainfall of

the two months little exceeds 4 inches. Turnip
storing is weU forward, and we can now realise the
fact that the best fields are about half a crop.

Contrary to expectation, Swedes have made little if

any growth since the October rains, and other kinds
are going " like snow off a dyke." Ewes have made
their meat at Grass hitherto, with little or no help,

and late-sown Turnips will stand the winter better

than larger bulbs. Lambs in many flocks were
poisoned by foul Grass and antiunn dews, and by the
succulence of Turnip-tops. Cake and sliced Turnips
have stayed the mortality, which has much exceeded
the usual limits, and we may profitably note that
mismanagement is the worst sheep plague.
A lot of 14 cattle from the south brought the

cattle plague into this district, and after being con-
fined to that one fann and the adjoining village for

many weeks, and all but exterminating the herd of
(jl), it has latterly spread to the N.E. with great
rapidity. The practice now is to send off all soimd
cattle to market (by the nearest railw^ay station)
whenever one takes iU ; and if this had been per-

mitted under the earlier Orders in Council, in the
case of our iirst imfortunate neighbour', the plague
might have been extinguished. As it was, the
disease was kept festering, and the whole place,

contaminated by so many burials, became a hotbed
of corruption.

Beyond the district referred to, there are two
authenticated cases, and it is remarkable that all

the diseased farms are embraced in the sites of two
of the great " meres," which in former times covered
so much of the country. If cattle, for the public
good (as is imagined), are to be destroyed for feax of
infection while yet healthy, then justice demands
that the nation pay for them full value. The offer

of a percentage virtually concedes the justice of the
demand. As for the compulsory slaughter of aU fat
cattle at home, it is simple confi.scation ; for the
butcher who comes to slaughter two or three weekly
is, next to the inspector, most likely to bring the
plague to those that remain. All the means and
appliances of a coimtiy district are utterly inadequate
to the proper and speedy disposal of a large lot of
carcases ; and when spring comes, the beef must be
given away, for Swedes will not last for ever. /. T.

Miscellaneous.
Mr. Gamgce and the CattU Plague.—The disease

spreads more rapidly, and destroys much faster, than
such means of cure as are known can follow ; and
therefore it is of more profit to kill than to try to
cure. This is the simple and serviceable ground
which has been aU along held by Professor Gamgee,
and to this the farmers are rapidly coming. There
is in Scotland at least a conviction that had Pro-
fessor Gamgee's energetic counsels been taken at
first, we should not have been in these alarming
circumstances. It has been the fate of Mi-. Gamgee
to see a little too clearly, and to speak a little too
soon, for the class in whose interests he labours.
He declared the di.sease imported ; after much con-
troversy that is admitted on aU hands. He urged
the suspension or rigid supervision of the import of
foreign cattle ; the commissioners and the fanners
have practically recommended the stoppage of the
entrance of live cattle from abroad. He strenuously
prescribed isolation and slaughter as the sole effectual
cure ; and for the " killing cure " many of the
farmer5_ are now only too willing. He has long,
almost if not quite alone, insisted on the necessity
and advantage of a National Cattle Insurance Asso-
ciation, as a safeguard against the ravages of this
and other epidemics

; and the most influential
meeting of agriculturists that has been held on the
subject of the plague has taken up the idea, and
resolved in favour of just such a system of insurance.
It is something for any man to have been right, and
to have pointed the way in a time of emergency and
tumult of opinion, to have silenced and convinced
opponents, and to have led those who have laughed
at him. This Professor Gamgee has done, and it is
but just that the credit he deserves should be given
to him. Medieal Juurnal.

Prize Cucumber Seeds.

kin.ll ..if Cri.'UMl-iKRS, m
shire Champion, Mr. Il:iiiii:ton-b

For List ;ui<i Prices of wluc
LOGUE for ISljG, which will bo
applicatii

llenge. Berk-
tKs, and many others.

,i.s. SUTTON'S CATA-
gratis and post free on

Sot- & Sons, Eo,v.al Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

To the Seed Trade.

FEAME CUCUJSIBEKS, all EugUsh-saved ; true
and select.

Carter's Champion [
Hamilton's JIarket Favourite

('utliiU's Black Soino I Highland Marv
Swadlinc's Berkshire Challenge

one
'

1 Telegraph

BROCCOLI, Pure and Genuine .Stock.

Early Purple Capo I
Ellitsoti's Mammoth

Snow, true Winter Ward's Superb Lato White
. .^ _ ... .™t...^- i Dixon's Champion of England

Carter's Champion
INVINCIBLE SCARLET SWEET PEA.

Trade prices on application.

rKPHEN Brown, Seed Grower, Sudbury, Suffolk.

Ne'w and Choice Seeds.

^m
LEE'S IMPERIAL DWARF CAULTFLO"WER is the

earliest and best in cultivation. Price Is. M. per packet.

LEE^S HAMMERSMITH CUCUMBER is the best for winter and
general use. Price \». Gd. per pacbk-t.

LEE'S EXCELSIOR GREEN-FLESH MELON ; the finest green-

flesh Melon in cultivation. Price is. Crf. per packet.

Jons & CnAitLKs Lec, Seed Merchants and Nurserymen, nammer-
smith, London, W.

JAMES GAKAWAY and CO.. Dm-dhiim Down
Nurseries, Uristol, offer the following SEEDS, which they

can guarantee to be of groat cxcGllencc, and decided acquisitions.

Prices to the Ti-ade on application.

BROCCOLI (Caraway's Late White).—Pure white, very large, late,

has been exhibited at the local shows, in first-rate condition, in tht

beginiiin*' "f Juue. Retail price, Is. Gd. and 2». Gd. per packet.

CELi:i:V I r; ( I. iiii ^ S.iyierD itodand Curbank's Superb White).—

Solid I 1
tUivour, has been grown for several yean

by tl'iL- I . . 'I i ihtnk, and given very great satisfaction

Retail [: 1 ,
t.

CUCTM I [
' ii Ui.Ico}.—Vcrv hardy, flno flavour, good size,

and n?ni:irk:iMy productive. First-class Certificate awarded hy

Fruit Conimittuo of Royal Hoiticultural Society, Ai^ust 8, 18G5

Retail price, Is. per packet.

LETTUCE (Clifton Hardy Green Cos). — As hardy as Hardy
Hammersmith, large, and of good flavour. Retail price, Is. per pkt.

James Garawav 4 Co.'s PRICED LIST of SEEDS for the ensuing

seasons will sLortly be ready, and will be forwarded post free

application.

Seed Potatos.
TARSH AND PEKKl.NS, IJ. Drapery, Northampton,M ofiferthe folU'Wiiig, all

Per Cwt.
I

Per Cw
Webb's Imperial Kidney, Oh. Soden's Early Oxford .. 6a.
.., ,_ _ jfidney .. .. 6s. Dalmahoy 6s.

j's Prolific. . . fts.
I
Aylesbury White .. .. bs.

ASPARAGUS ROOTS. 2 vcars old, \f)s. per 1000.

M'

AL PEA for Sale, a good sample.

North of Scotland.—The
I if years paid much attention to

I
.'. ..:i. I, the following, growu

TAVI.i I !
;

. "I I
.

I \: \HOY EARLY.
WALKKi.-f viil.i I.M.I \l I i.'H I;. HALL REGENT.
SKEKia LL(. h.>.

I
UuLk^.

They wUl be sout out (packed in 2 cwb. sacks) in Ton lots of single
or assorted kinds, and delivered free at London, Newcastle, and
Liverpool at very moderate rates, which will be learnt on applying to

. SlM Seaticld, Inve:

Henry's Prize Hybrid Leek, Genuine.
DOWNIE, LAIRD, .\ND LAIN'J ;irc now sentUn<r out

the ahovo m packets at Is. each. This is uiiquestiona'
"

H^
Kensington, Deconibcr '.i, Imj,.. In nc'iio'l i'iiukuLb i.'^. u;!- I

13 stamits, usuul allowance to tho Tnido.

DEWAR'S IMPROVED SHORT-TOP RED BEET
beg to otfor Seed of this very superior Beet, awardt.!

Certificates by the Fruit Committee of_ the Royal 11;

N^

a-Tyne.

^EGETAELE SEEDS.

BROCCOLI, OSBORNE'S NEW WINTER WHITE, Is. per packet

,
CARTER'S NEW SUMMER LATE.2s. Gd. per packet

BEET, SUDBURY SELECT CRIMSON, very dwarf and dark,
Is. fid. per

"

IIITE SPINE, .splendid

' MS, Is. to Ir. flrf. perpkt.
iiiid hardy, I«. fio.peroz.
:.I;N C0S,1.*. per packet

SUDBCllV LAllGK WUITE COS, Is. flrf. por ounce
ONION, NUN EHAM PARK, 2s. ed. per packet
MELON, PRINCESS ALICE, weight U to 11 lb., and oxcollont,

PEA.Tiii i:i\'";m' \rir"!r '- r -- ' ^•- - , ^^v fid. per quart

I. V
I

i\ -
I

'. 1
.

' ::. fld. per quart
s 1 1 1 1 ;

I
I ; \ \ 1 W i ; I

s K I :
;

I >
,

.
I'/irly, 4s. per quart

RaIjISH, NKW u\ AL .-.tAHl.i'.l U i 1 U K-TIPPED, 6d. pel pkt
And liKiiiy uther Nuw auU bi;li;ct Seeds.

CATALOGUE for 18G0 (CULTUB^VL and DESCRIPTIVE) ftee

on appi
Stepi Browk, Seed Grower Sudbury, Suffolk.

TVERY'S KONSUCH LETTUCE, the best Samimer
X variety ever ofl'ered. Is. per packet, sealed with initials W, I.

The following have already been supplied this season with- tho

ITotices to Correspondents.
LiMEKii,NS : SubKriber. We do not suppose that the neighbour-
hood of Limekilns will have an injurious effect ou a field of

Potatos.
Rinderpest : Cor. We see it published that Holland has had
the disease in 1713-19, in 1744-56, and 1768-86. We are not
aware in what degree ,. that country is dependent upon
Eastern Europe for its breeding stock.

Barr & Sugden, Messrs., Covent
Garden

Bri(!den, Mr. T., King Wm. St.

Barnes, Mr. W., Caraberwell
Cooper & Bolton, Messrs., Fleet

Clarke. Mr. S. H.. Edcw-are Rd.

Chas.' II., Market
Place, Manchtstcr

Denver, Mr. W., GracechnrchSt.
Dictison, Messrs. Jaines it Sons,

Chester

Fisher, Holmes, & Co., Messrs.,

Sheffield
Flanagan & Son, Messrs., Cheap-

Hendei-sno.Mr. H., Birkenhead,
Hodaon, Mr. J. T., Birmingham

Ilayward, Mr. J. S., Worcester
Hurst & Son, Messrs., Leadonhall

Street
Ivery & Son, Messrs., Dorking

smith
Mallei-, Mr., Lewlsham

Mr. W., Canterbury

Paul & Son, Cheshunt
Ponsford, Mr. S., Brixton
P.^ul, Mr. W.J Waltham Cross
Rutley & Silvcrlock, Messrs.,

Strand
Veitch, Mr. J., Exotic iJursery,

Chelsea
Wood, Mr. A., Worcester
Whalley, Mr. T., Liverpool
Watkinsoii, Mr. H., Manchester
Who

Mr.
tSon

hu-gest Leek in cultiv
and 10 inches in circumference. Was
Edinburgh and other leading Shows.

, lenath of blanch,

uth Frederick Street, Edinburgh ; and Stanstead Park,
: Hill, London, S.E.

Ti

sweepstakes, in September, 18(34, when there i

24 Unions weighing 19 lb. 14 oz. They were also e.\hibited ou
Mr. P. J. Perry's stand at Birmingham ; and obtained a First Prize
at every Horticultural Show whore they were exhibited the same

Only a few pounds for sale, 2?. 6d. per ounce, post free. May

Elvaston Nurseries.—Important to Planters.
WlLLlAiM liAKROJS be-^s to ofler tho loUowiiisr at

extremely low figures, to Noblomen, Gentlemen, and others
cngoired in Planting on a large scale:

—

PINUS LARICIO (true).—This highly ornamental tree surpasses

the Larch, both as to rapidity of prowth and quality of timber, it
.. --_ -. - . _. -pais andwill thrive whe
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J. C. WHEELER & SON, Seed Geowers, Gloucester.

THE NEW POTATO, MILKY WHITE.

o\\\'

iM„'l(,
'

4s. per Peck ; or 4s. 6d. per Peck, including bag.

We hare tlio ploasuro of inviting atteution to this most excellent Second Early variety. In iatroduciiig it last yeai- we pronounced it to bo " the finest Totato

ever raised, perfectly "White, Mealy, and of excellent Flavour." Its merits have been tested in difi'erent parts of the country, und the result has been most gratifj-ing.

"We have received many Letters fully confirming the good opinion we entertained of it.

The following are a few Extracts :-

Chipping Sodbmy

Kidderminster

Elling-.on

London

Tonby

Pembroke

naving been Induced to give yoiir Milky White and Gloucestershire Kidney a
trial, I am well satisfied with the result. I would particularly recommend the
Milky White to the notice of Potato growers and consumeis, as being an excellent

cropper and possessing tine flavour, and cooks dry and floury, / don't think it

poasibU to have a better second early."—Gsoboe Bonn , Canton, Cardiff.

yrylhJiall Her.tory, Chipping Sodbxiry.

" Your Milky ^Vhite Potito is excellent, a great cropper, very mealy, nnd
delicately flavoured, earlv, and remarkably free from disease. It was about the
only Potato in my garden"tbat was entirely free from it. It appears likely to turn
out a good keeper, as well as bemg flt for the table so early in the season."

—

William Rodek, M.D.. F.R.C.S., Kiddcrminnter.

" The Milky White Potatos i

oxcollent quality. They wei
icKM.\K, Broadnymett.

Hood, Sampstead.

grown."

—

Thomas Bkoor, Glendower, Tenby.

Court, Pembroke.

ire much approved, and turned out a large crop
often cooked by way of a treat."

—

Tiiouab

9 generally noticed when upon the table.*

" Mr. Langdalo begs to say he is perfectly satisfied with the Milky White, but
) too hot to give them a fair chance."—C9, Finchtcy

mv opinion, quite equal to yo
1 colour and flavour supciioi

% border 10 yards by 5, and
"such a crop I have never before seen.

1 very few small ones. They are very white, mealy, and of eiicellent

-R. GiiEZN, Gardener to Lady Cromie, Witcombe Park, Gloucester.

, Qardeiier to Sir W. Milner, Bart., Nunapkton, Tadcaster.

Wjndhaiu Lewis, Esq., The Heath,
varaijf.

"Your Milky White is everything that can be desired. It is purely white, a
good cropper, and pecxUiarly free from disease, Fcarcelv a tuber having been
affected by the ]>revailmg blight of this season."—Htsa v HcnsoN, The Elms,
Pershore.

Their flavour is excellent.^'

1 of the finest I have h.id tho pleasure of eating."—

" I grew about 20 difl"erent sorts of Potatos last year, and I have no hesitation
in pronouncing the Milky White the best in flavour and appearance."—J. H.
WiLSJKsoN, Godmanchesta; Huntinodon.

" I have much pleasure in i

with which you supplied me li

unsurpassed by any Potato I evt

Titchiretl Rectory, King's Lynn.
[ my table."—Edward Sev;

Acton Burnall,

" I found vour Milky White a very good sort ; they boil very white and floury.
Unfortunatelv, I lost a great part of them from the disease. They violded, however,
very well."—W. H. Stantos, Hasleton Rectory, Andovers/ord.

L every respect."

—

Wm.

Milky White Potato is superb."— Messrs, Barc & Sl-gdek, Covent

p;eas»ire in informinz you that the produce of the seed (Milky
s excellont."—Geoegk MORANT, Cuttrell.

Lampeter

Ross

Huntingdon

King's Lynn

Aclon Uuniall

Andovei-^ford

London

London

Llandilo

Cottroll

Owing fo (he large demand for this va •ictt/, ice regret to state that we cannot spare any more to the Trade this season^

c shall be pleased to book Orders for next year.

THE FOLLOWING FIKMS HAVE ALREADY ORDERED :—

Messrs. James Carteii & Co., 237, High Holbom, London, W.C.

Mr. James Veitch, King's Koad, Chelsea, S.W.

Messrs. Barr & Sugden, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, "W.C.

Messrs. Pavl & Son, Cheshunt, Herts, N.

Messrs. Jacob Wrench & Soxs, London Bridg

Messrs. James Garaway & Co., Bristol.

In consequence of the Jimi(<:d sirpph/ of (his new Potato MiUn/ White^ earhj Orders arc necessary.

This Advertisement will not be i^epeated.

OUE LIITLE BOOK OR SELECT SEED LIST FOR 1866

Is now ready, and will be forwarded on application.

It contains a choice selection of all the most desirable varieties of VEGET.VBLE and FLOWER SEEDS, and SEED TOTATOS.

J. C. WHEELER and SON, SEED GROWERS, GLOUCESTER.
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PLANTERS engaged in PLANTING for immediate
effect, can be supplied with ihandsomo CEDRUS DEODARA,

from 8 to 10 and 20 feet high, woU rooted, and safe to transplant.

W "VIRGO AND SON having a surplus stock of the
• undermentioned FRUIT, FOREST, and other TREES, can

ofler them at a very reduced price, '

Standard and Dwarf Apple:
Standard and Dwarf Pears
Standai-d and Dwarf Trainfld

Cherries (very fine)

Hazel, 2 to 3 teet

Birch, 2 to 3 and 4 feet

Spanish Chestnut, 2 to 3 feet

Withy. 3 to 4 and 6 feet

Also a larffe quantity of Trees fit for bolting,
" " " " ' - ' " " - d on apnlicatio

r Guildiord, Surrev.

Alder, 2 to 3 feet
Larch Fir, 2 to 3 feet
Spmce Fir, 18 inches, 2 and 3 feet
Herberis Aquifolium, 1 foot

„ duicis, 2/eet
Portugal Laurel, 2 feet
Common Laurel, 2 to 3 feet
Privet, 18 inches to 2 feet

Prices of the above c apnlication at the Nursery,

GEORGE DAVISON, Nvrseuyman ana Seedsman,
Hereford, offers strong Transplanted QUICK, 4years, at 208.

per 1000; LARCH do., 16s. to 20«. per 1000; fine CONIFERS, from
2 to 6 feet, 24s. per dozen; HORSE CHESTNUTS, to 10 feet;

OAK, COMMON and TURKEY, to 12 feet ; MAPLE, 10 to 12 feet

;

MOUNTAIN ASH, 10 to 12 feet ; B[RCH, do. ; HORNBEAM, do. ;

BEECH, 8 feet. The above are well suited for Avenues.
CATALOGUES of Seeds and Nui-sery Stock on application.

M 1 T H
;t, Worcester.

ROSES —12 of the very best
standard Perpetual, and Moss

U es for ISs 60 for 63s. ; 100 for £5.

1 d tto Dwarf do. do. for 12s. ;

"lORTY ACRES of FRUIT
1 REES —Apples, Pears, Plums,

rr es Peaches," Nectarines, and
ts in every form desired for

DW\PFTP\I\ED TPEEs by the Thousand, Hundred, or Dozen.

AlPLES PF\RS ILUMS CHERRIES, PEACHES,
JrX. and NECrVRlVEs

Fine, flat, well-trained, of best quality, and true to name.

O^
171VERGREENS for Ornamental Plantins; or Avenues,

-J handsome, well crown, and transplanted within the last two
years. For prices of smaller sizes and quantities, see Conifer List.

At 303. per dozen:—
Juniperu.'i thurifera, 3 to 4 feat
Laurel, Colchic, i> to (! feet

„ Portugal, Pyramids, 3 to 4 fl.

Pinua cembra, 3 to 4 feet

„ excelsa, 5 feet

Taxodium sempervirens, 7 to 8 ft.

Thuja Lobbii, 3 to 4 fuet

Abies alba, 5 to 7 feet

„ Douglaaii, 3 to 4 feet

„ Inyerta. li to 2 feet

Siberian, 4 to 5 feet
Cedar, Red, 5 to 6 feet
CYyptomeria vlridls, 4 to 6 feet

Thujopsis borealls, 3 feet
Wellingtoma glgantea, 2 feet

At 42s. per dozen :-

,, orientaiis, 2 1

,, p>Tamidalis, 2 to 2\ feet
Araucaria imbiicata, 2 to 24 feet

Lawsonia:
Juniporus thurifera, 4 to 6 feel

Pinua Cembra, 4 to 6 feet

Finns oxcelsa, 6 feet

WelliDgtooia ^gantea, 2) feet
Yew, Irish, 5 to 5i feet
Laurels, Pyramid, Portugal, 4 to

Abies inverta, 2i to 3 feet

„ Douglasii, 5 to 6i feet

,, Menziesii, 5 to 6 feet

,, orientaiis. 2i to 3 feet

„ pyramldalls. 3 to 4 feet
Araucaria imbricata, 2\ to 3 feet
Arbor-vrtio, Siberian,

At 60s. per dozen :—
Colchic, G to 7 feet

Lawsoniana, 5 feet
I
Vew, Irish, 6 f

At 84j. perdosen :

Abios Douglaeli, 7 to 8 feet

Plnus excelaa, 1

„ Lambertiana, 6 to 6 fe

„ Cembra, 5 to 6 feet

Thuja japonica, 2i to 3 feet

Wellingtonia gigautea, 3 feet

Abies Douglaflli, 8 to 10 fl., ISs.Crf.

„ „ 10 to 12 feet, 16s.

„ „ 12 to 15 feet, 21s.

„ Inverta, 4 to 6 foet, lOa. 6d.

C feet, 2l8.

Araucaria imbricata, 3 to 4 feet,

73. Gd. to 21s.
„' „ 4to8a.,2l8.to84s,

Picea nobills, 2 to 2} feet, 1

J 42s.

„ ,, 4 to 6 feet, 42s. to 84s.

„ Finsapo,3to6ft.,10s.6d.to42s.
Finns excelsa, 10 to 12 feet, 10s. 6d.

„ 12 to 15 feet, 15s.

Lambertiana, 6 to 8 feet.

Thuja
10s. 6rf. to 21s.

American Aibor-vitEe, for Hedges, 3 to 4 f

9 ft., 10s. Gd.

. 12 to

60s. per 100.

FLOWERING and STANDARD ORNAMENTAL
TREES. At 12s. per dozen :—

Aah, Mountain, 7 to 9 feet 1 Cheetnut, Spanish, 6 to 8 feet
Acacia, 7 to 9 feet Hornbeam, 8 to 10 feet
Birch, Weeping, 8 to 10 feet Poplar, Silver, 8 to lOteot
Crab, Siberian, bcarlet, to 7 feet „ Lombardy, 9 to 10 feet

„ yellow, 6 to 7 feet | Fynw spectabilis, 6 to 7 feet

At 18s. per dozen 1—
Almond, flowering, 7
Acacia, 8 to 10 feet
Ash, Mountain, 9 to 12 feet

Acer Negundo, 6 to 3 feet
Birch, lU to 12 feet

Crab, Siberian, yellow. 7 to 8 feet

„ scarlet, 7 to 8 feet

Chestnut, Spanish, 8 to 10 feet

Thorn, double pink, 6 to 7 feet

At 30s. per dozen :—
10 feet

I
Cytisus in variety, 4 to 5 feet

Acacia, ball, 6 to 7 feet
Chestnut, acarlet, 61

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST of all the EVERGREEN
FIR TRIBE, suitable for Britain, giving size, price, popular

and botanical names, derivations, description, form, colour, foliage,
growth, timber, use In arts, native country and size there, situation,

30,000 Common Laurels,
Fine bushy phmts and wuU rui.tcd, iVom 1 to 6 feet.

M. WOOD .u\D SON having a large stock of the
above, will be happy to give special quotations at reduced

Address, Woodinnds Nursery, Maresflcld, near Uckfield. Su-ssex.

w
Transplanted Larcli and Qulclss.

CHIVAS AND WEAVER (late George CmvvVs),
Chester, offer several Millions of TRANSPLANTED LARCH,

from U to 4i feet, ^ery stout, grown in an exposed situation;
specially fine plants, and at prices greatly In favour of the buyers.
Also several Millions of TRANSPLANTED QUICKS, a largo
quantity of which are of great strength ; strong English Oaks
superior Spruce, up to 2} feet, together with a general stock of other
Forest Trees, as well as a large stock of Evergreens and Ornamental
Trees *, many Thousand flne Standard Apples, and extra strong
Transplanted Apple Stocks.

For prices and conditions of free delivery, see CATALOGUE, whiflh
will be forwarded on application.

HAND R. STIRZAKER offer 600,000 LARCH,
• 2 to 3 and 4 foet, 3 years tmnsplantcd, but lifted last spring

and planted over again; there is no tear of loss attending planting
these, being such fine rooted plants. Also 1,000,000 LARCH, 2

and TURKEY OAK, ii s from 2 too feet; BEECH and ONTAHIU

VIT^, AMERICAN, SIBERIAN, and CHINESE, fine, 3 4, ». fl. and
7 feet, quotations low. A considerable reduction to the Trade from
our list issued.
Improved LEMON KIDNEY POTATO, the earliest and best

variety, price per cwt. or ton.

Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

RICHARD SMITH'S FRUIT LIST contains a sketch
' of the various forms of Trees, with Directions for Cultivation,

Soil, Drainage, Manure, Pnming, Llfling, Cropping. Treatment under
Glass ; also their synonymes, quality, size, form, skm, colour, flesli,

flavour, use, growth, duration, season, price, &c.
Free by post for one stamp.

RicaiRD Suits, NvirBeryman and beed Merchant, Worcester.

TJIOREST TREES, &c.—At the Nursery of the lateX David A- Reid, Park Attwood, Bewdley, Worcestersbire.
Per 1000.— .-i. d.

SOO.OOO LARCH, 2 feet 10
.'iiiiVWO LARCH, 2to3feet 12 6
:iiK».U(XlPEAR STOCKS, 2tor.feet 15s. to 50
liHi.Ow SPANISH CHESTNUTS, 1-year Seedling, 1 to 2 feet. . 10

~ SILVER FIR, 4-year Seealing, flue 4
^PHT-PF i_,„.ir Seedling, fine 3

car Seedling, flne 2
~i ^'dling, fine 2

; n Seedling, fine 10
- I VKAMIDALIS, 1-vearSeedIing, fine.. 20
- -i:.MPERVlRENS.l-vear Seedling, fine 20
ii-.it HAWS. Price on application.

iicc, tu .lAMb-H Rir.Di.LL, steward. Park j

srurcE, 4->

Special Offer to tlie Trade.
fARSU AM) I'EKlvl^S. 42, Draperi,-, Northampton,

! great pleasure in ofl'ering the following, all stout, well-

PLUMS, „ 12s. to 15s. per dozen
CHERRIES, „ 12». per dozen
CURRANTti, RED and BLACK, 6s. per 100, 60a. per 1000
ROSES, STANDARDS, 2 to 4 feet, 608. per 100
ARBOR-VIT.^ AMERICAN, 1 to 1) foot, 6s. per 100

„ „ li to 2 feet. Vis. per 100

„ CHINESE and TARTARIAN, twice bedded, C to
12 inches, 20^. per 1000

„ CHINESE and TARTARIAN, twice bedded, 12 to
18 inches, 30s. per 1000

BERBERIS AQUIFOLIUM, C to 12 inches, 30.'*. per
lling and 2-year8' Bedded,

208. per 1

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 1 to H foot, 303. per 100
HOLLi', COMMON, extra Transplanted, 12 to Is inches, 12s. per 100

„ „ 1* to 2 feet, 20s. per 100
LIGUSTRUM OVALIFOLIUM, 3 to 4 foet. 48. per 100
PVRACANTHA, yeUow berried, in pots, flne, 2 to 3 feet, 60s. per 100
SWEET BRIAR, l-year's seedling, 2s. per 1000
LARCH FIR, Bedded, 1 to IJ foot, Os. per lUOO

„ „ li to 2 feet, y.s. per lUOO

„ „ 2 to 2i feet, 12.'*. per 1000 [per 1000

„ „ twice Transplanted, very flne, li to 2 teet, 10s.
Do., do., 2 to 3 leet, I63. per 1000
Do., do., 3 to 4 foet, '^Os. per 1000

SPRUCE FIR, Bedded, 6 to 12 inches, 6s. per 1000
" ' Transplanted, Oto 12 inches, 12s. per 1000

OOnSE, 2-vears' <

Do., do., 1 to li foot, 16s. per 1000

PRIVET.'ffi

BLACKTHORN QUICK,'l-year, fliio,

A referenci

Is, flne, is. per 1000
led, 1 to li foot, lOs. per 1000

" 2 feet, 16s. per 1000

/:j.ENUINE NURSERY STOCK, comprising

,, 2 to 3 feet
Birch, 2 to 3 feet

„ 3 to 4 feet

Chestnut (Spanish) 1} to 2i feet
Fir (Larch), li to 2 feet

2 to 2i feet
Hazel, li to 2i feet

,, 2 to 3 feet
Willows, 3 feet

„ extra strong, 4 to 6 feot

CONIFERS AND HARDY
EVERGREENS.

Arbutus, li to 2 feet
Auciiba japonica,

'

eeio'^Ts. .

lUgni
apiculata

Hollies (green),'

„ (variegated), li to 2i feet
Laurels (common), 2 to 3 ftiot

Laurustiniis, 1 foot
Privet (Box-leaf), li to 2 feet
Piuus Cembra, 2 to 3 feet

> li foot

Plnus monticola, 4 t

muricata, 1} t

pyronalca, li to 2i foet

Cedrus Deodara, 4 to 8 feet

„ africanus, 3 to 6 feet

„ Libanl, 3 to fi feot
Cryptomeria Lobbii, 4 to 5 feet

Taxus (Ye
sabina (for covers) 2i ft.

IV, common), 2 to 3 ft.

Irish, 2 to feet

„ „ variegated, li to 2 ft.

Thuja aurea, 1, 2, and 2i feet, flne

„ Lobbii, 2i to 3 feet

„ „ 4 to 5 feet

„ Wareana. 3 to 3i feet
Thujopsis borealls, li to 2i feet
Wellingtonia gigantea, I to IJ ft

ecimen CONIFERS, in fine condition for removal, prices and size
on application,

oico named Hardy RHODODENDRONS, SCARLET. WHITE,
ROSE, and PURPLES, in every shade, fine bushy plants, li to

308. I 1 100.?. per 100.
AZALEAS, named sorts, 408. to 60s. per 100. "

STANDARD and HALF-STANDAKD ROSES, in choice varieties,
straight stems, and good roots, 60s. to 100s. per 100.

STANDARD and DWARF APPLES, In 50 approved kinds, 50s. to
76s. per 100.

and Estimates given for Laying out and Planting New

replaced.

A NEW DESCRIPTIVE and PRICED CATALOGUE of
Japsiieso Novelties and General Nursery Stock mav bo had on
application.

Madbics Topno, Milford NWBeries, near Godalming, Surrey,

Spring Planting.
T)ETER LAWSON am. SUN an- prepared to execute
I , , _. ,

., . *"-USKRV HT'^ -

ATIONS.
-..-, --- ___.^_ ._ . _. it is recommended that requirements

for SPRING PLANTING should be ordered as soon as possible, and
tho plants may be reserved m the Nurseries until required. If largo
quantities of LARCH, SCOTCH FIR, CORSICAN PINE, and other
leading TREES are wanted, Plteb Lawson Sl Sok will be glad to
submit special oflers when desired.

Edinburgh and London, January, 186C.

F
Extra flne 1-year Seedling Larcli and Hazel.
RANCIS AND ARTHUR iJlCKSON and SuNS h:\r

several Millions of l-year SEEDLING LARCH to Dispose 1

quality. Samples and prices forwarded free by post
application, stating probable quantity required. Also very flue

1-year SEEDLING HAZEL
"Upton" , Chester.

F
To Land Owners and Planters.

OK SALE, about 5U,00U strong healthy LAUCH,
fit for Upland Planting, T». 6d. per 1000.

75,000 strong gi-own, 2 to 3 leet, good roots.

60,000 ditto 3 to 4 foet.

No cliarge for samples of 60 of either size.

AM \V[ u, Cardiff.

Upper Kendalstown Nurseries, Delgany, Co. WlcHlow.

Mr. I'KNNICK hess to announce that he has a Hue
. stock ot the following:—CRYPTOMERIA JAPONICA.

2i to 3! feet bigh; CEDAR ot LEBANON, 11 feet j UPRIGHT or
IRISH VEWS^ 1 to 7 foet; SWEET BAY.S, 2 to 2i foot; CHINESE
AHB0R-VIT.9E, do. The above are generally handsome, healthy,
and well rooted. Prices moderate, on application.

Special Offer.

JOHN KEAESLEY and SONS, Nurserymen, Leeds,
beg to offer the following. They are all flne stuff, and on L.and

which raust bo cleared.
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J. B. BEOWN & CO.'S

NEW IMPROVED PREMIUM WIRE NETTING.
REDUCED PRICES, FEBRUARY 1866.

GREAT mPKOYEMENT fe'i^

IN GALVANISINLi, ^'
'~

WITH REDUCED PEICE,

AXL> GALVANISED AFTER MADE.
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Established 1812.

) R CT R and U Y L A N D ' S prepared BONE
MANURES for Tiirrji]. , ';i.i--, Wli. -if, Barlay, Oats, Potatos,

OfQces—Com K>

r LIME, ;

..ine, Birmingliam.

U R E S

r ready for delivery at hia F
lollowiiiK priCL-s. per ton :—
LA\V1.> r\ll\l liRNIP MANCmE. and BONE £ s. d
HVV> I

. 1 \ i ) -I LIME 6 G I

LAW I
- it.

; -IliATEof LTME from BURNT
Bum ,, ..; ri[OSFHATES 5 6 (

LA\Vt> u III A I, liAKLEY, GKASS, and MANGEL
MANUKKS 8 0*

CONCENTRATED CORN and GU^VSS M/VNURE.. ..12 i

These Manrires can be obtained of Mr. Lawfs, or through tin

appointed Agents in all parts of the United Kingdom, at price

varying according to cost of carriage.
Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from tlie Importers. Nitrate

Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address, JouN Bknnkt Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London BriiJj

E.C. ; and 22, Eden (iuav, Dublin.

THE PATENT NITRO- PHOSPHATE or ULOOD
MANURE COMPANY. Limited, Manufacturers of

ODAMS'S PATENT BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME and DISSOLVED

BONES.
Chief Offices—lOi). Fenchurch Street, London, E.C. ; Western

Counties Branch ; Queen Street, Exeter ; Iiish Branch : 40, West-

Edward Bell, 48, Marine Parade, Brighto]
Richnrd ITnnt,

.So(ici(t)7'*—Mo^-.

of Agriculturists, c

cad Abbot. Herts.
I'liton, Middlesex.
,i.\ham, Norfolk.

i Street, Strand,
m, Cambridgeshire.

James 0»ams.
-. & Co., Lombard Street
iJian, is. Esses Street Strand

I :, 1 ;s under the Direction
;. !> .iCiv earned for It nnotlici
.LU-JllNURE COMPAQ i
rtvards of ;'>0,000 Acres of Land

t with ManurLS of thei
Its Members are Cultiv.-itors <

which has been for years under i ^ .._ ._

own Manufacture. The Consumer, therefore, has the best Guarantee
I'or the genuineness and efficacy of the Manures maaufactured bj
this Company.
A Prospectus will bo fonvarded on appl ication to the Secretary or

mav bo lind of the local Agents. C. T. Macadam, SecreUirj
Chief Otllces, HW, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

rjiH; LONliON MANURE COMPANT
(Established 1840).

Have now ready for delivery

fNTERNATTONAI, Hi iirrirULTURAL EXHIBITION
BOTAN

Plants for the :il

STANDEN'H C\
the leading Nui-^''

\ MATEUR'S FRIEND Sold by

/^.I.SHURST COM-
VJ POUND, whether used
against Insects and Mildew, on
Growing Plants, or as Wmter
Dressing on Trees at rest.

smell, and if the Solution be
decanted, prevents any staining
of foliage. A strength of from

is recommended for growing
Plants ; one from 4 to IG oz. for
Trees at rest.

Sold Retail by Nm-Gerymen

3s., and lO^'. Gd. each.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

^ss^o r>u
SON, AND HEWITT'S

UNIVERSAL CHEMICAL EXTRACT,
fur bad cases in Drawing Lambs, and to stop
Heaving and Straining. " v.t__.

GENUINE TOBACCO PAPER, in 4.1b. packets.
Price on application to

HeWRY Appledy, Foreman to Messrs. Ivery & Son, Dorking, Surrey.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may bo seon .at Work in every

Agricultural County in England. For particulars apply to
JoiiNF(nvLBR& Co., 2S, Cornhill. London, E.C. ; and Steam Plough

Works, Leeds.

iiiiiiiiiiilii'Hii

D FERGUSON Landscape Gardener Contracting
• i ^^ i\ r fNcHSEBYST as kr.

Garden Ar 1

MR Nl W I

ver of Land Planting &c
line 1 en ace, London AV
i Alteration^ ReforerL-csg en

II liud

MUSGRAVI'
adooted by His

MUSGRAVK
ployed by the i'

The PATEN
perfect in their

LE and HARM^.s^s l- ITflNGS,
I'rince o( Wales for Sandringham,
\ -COMBUSTION STOVES, em-

1 they are indestructible, inexpensive,part being of ii

cleanly, and healthful for the animal. Should' sickness (

iron work be painted and the walls washed with lirae, they can liei

harbour nor communicate contagion. This system in fact is fOLin
be the only true Safeguard acaiwst tde Spread of Epidesiic.

Priced Engravings of all these Inventions sent post free on a]

cation to MosGRAVE Brothers, Ann Street Iron Works, Belfast.

Oil Faint no longer Necessary.

[ILL AND SMITH S PATLNT BLACK VARNISH
1 Work Wood or Stone This Varnish is an

cxcciKiit MH tihiio 1 I il
I
nut n all out door work, and is fully

two tliii I
I I] ] [ltd by an ordinary labourer,

reqiiii i

i is used cold. It is used in the
fi'oni I I ions and at tho seats of many
until iroin whom the most flattering

testim
[ li I

I I Inch Hill & Smitu will forward on
apphcatun

From Major Rt Bki l Sandhoe \orthumbcrland.
1 havi, much pleasure in sijing 1 h'lve known your Black Varnish

to be used for some time by fnends of inme, and thev all speak
highly of it, which has induced me to get the quantity t have from
you. That 1 have used looks remarkably woll."

Sold m casks of about 30 gallons each, at 1«. Gd. per gallon, at the

22, Cannon Street W.

[. per gallon paidt<
u. Brierlv Hill 1:

. E.C. from who 1 be obtained.
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THE ELEVATOE GUN.

111 pi U ill \

SECURED BY RO\AL LETTERS PATENT.

DESIGNED for TRAVELLERS, EMIGRANTS, ORNITHOLOGISTS, SPORTSMEN, &c,

INVALUABLE FOR HOUSEHOLD DEFENCE.

nc vse ofiJiis Gii

BRIEF DIRECTIONS FOR PURCHASERS.

sil!/ acquired that a child may shoot u'ifh if, if strict attention he giccn to the following Directions :—

Stand witli the head erect, exactly rrs in archery. Screw the Elevator well up,

and grasp it firmly round the lower part with the left hand ; then hold the Gun with

both arms extended as iu the ligure. In taking sight, ht; sure to look along the whole

length of the Gun*

* If tho fihootoi- looks doion upon tlie buTol Instead of looking along it, the aliot will pass ovor tho
mark aimed at.

In firing for the first time, not more than half the usual Bportmg charge shotdd be

put into the gun, say one drachm of powder and half an ounce of shot. At each

successive shot the charge may be increased, so long as it is found that the recoil is

under conti'ol. An ounce of shot and two and a half drachms of powder may, after a

little practice, be fired with perfect safety.

GENERAL ADVANTAGES
Presented by the ELEVATOR GUN over the shoulder fowling-piece :— It Is less

Mostly, far more portable, more easily cleaned ; has nothing about it liable to break

by an ordinary fall ; is less liable by bursting or accidental discharge to injure the

shooter or his companions ; ofiers complete secuiity against the loss of an eye by the

escape of the percussion cap.

SHOOTING ADVANTAGES,

Greater effectiveness in tliick cover, as it comes up quicker, and commands sliots in

positions not available with a gun resting against the shoulder.

Especially adapted for shooting in boats and for Ornithologists. As a household

protective weapon, it makes the loud report of a gun, while, Uke a pistol, it can be kept

loaded under lock and key in a bedroom di-awer, or in its case.

Price £7 73.

Complete with Case of best Oak, Lined, and fitted with Flask, Shot Pouch, Cleaning Eod, with suitable Apparatus, Nipple and Tuni-screw, Oil Bottle and Picker,

Folding Eod and Sheath, Rod Holder, Punch, Cloth Cover for Case, &c.

Without Case and Fittings, £4 4s.

THK PUBLIC GENERALLY AllE INVITED TO CALL AND EXAMINE THE MERITS OF THIS INVENTION.

For Testimonials sCe Oardcncrs' Chrmnde of December 30.

CHARLES POMEROY BUTTON, 142 and 143, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.G.

_ Printed by Wit,.„K Bhuibob? of 11 rn™ w^k ^^ Editor ; " AaTcrtlsempnts and BMlnes? Lrtters to • The Publisher." at the OBicc. 41. WelUnrton Street. Covent Garden, London. W.C.-
Printen, at tbeU Office. Ix)mbiu-d¥&eelPrLK„;SSn'£''"d'>'''^''"'*''°'^'-^''°™»>'^ the Co otMiddlracx, »nd F«EDE»icii Mollett Ev.ss.of No. 11, Bouvcric street, in the Precinct of 'Wlutefrinri.Citr of London,.u vmco.iomDaro street, Prccmct ol iiVlilteOriar., City of London, and Publijhed by them at the Office, No, 41, Weliington street. Parish of St:pairs,CoTent Garden, in the taid Co.-Saio»o»i. January 27, je«6.
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INDKX.
Gamgee, Prof..,

Abuuiiack, lUustrutcd Farmer

Auricula, the 104 c

Au.itralia,Mr. J. U. Veitcb uii lul c

Climate and fiuit ktuvtii
Club. Hamilton Palace

, London lOy .

Grapes at Bury HiU,.

I
. New Roses of 1866.

JOHN FRASER, of the Lea Bridge Road Nurseries,
Leyton, Essex, N.E.^ wi_Il forward on application a LIST of all

Early orders are respectfully solicited.

f ready for sending out.

Steam cultiTation .

.

Trade Memorandum..

R°^ HORTICULTURAL S
SOUTH KENSINGTON.

ThB ANNOALGENERAL MEETING will be held
the 13th inst.. at 3 o'clock.

TNTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION
-L and BOTANICAL CONGRESS.
Under the Patronaee of Her Majeaty Toe Qckes, and of their Royal

Secretary, at the Oflices, 1, William Street, Lowndes Square, London.

JAMES FAIRHEAD and SON, Seed Gro-«-ee.s and
MtHCHANTs, 7, Borough Market, London. S.E.

New Boses of 1866.

PAUL AND SON'S LIST is now ready. Their plants
ore already strong, but will not be fit to travel till early March.

The *' Old " Cheahunt Nurserioa, N.

w*>

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfleld,

;

r Uckfleld, Sussex.

To the Trade.
STANDARD and DWARF STANDARD

Extra and at reasonable prices.

rACL i Sox, " Old " Cheahunt Nurseries, N.

New Roses for 1866.
10,000 strong healthy well-^rown Plants of all the New Rosos,

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfleld, near Ockfield, Sussex.

WM. "WOOD AND SON have to ofl'er an extraordinary
stock of tho best NEW ROSES of the present season, in

fine healthy plants.

PINES.—Strong: Fruiting, Succession, and Sucke
of all the leading Kinds, can be had of

B. S. Williams, Victoria and Paradise Nu !s, Holloway. Londo;

H AND F.
Skbp Obowkrs and M ,

SPECIAL PRICED LIST of NEW SEEDS

H A R P E,
I, Wisbech.

application.

Surplus Stock of Strong Grape Vines In Pots
To BK Sold Cheap.

WM. WOOD AND SON have an extra fine Stock of
tho above to offer cheap.

Woodlands Niu^ery. Maresfleld. near Uckfleld, Suswex,

FK. BURRIDGE, Seed Farmer and Nurseryman,
• Lexden Road, Colchester.

Special Prices of FLOWER SEEDS on application.

T.SAAC MATTHEWS, ""Milton~^d' W^ley MoorX Nurserfos.begs toofferto the Trade 20,000 RHODODENDRONS,
Ij to a feet, bushy. Prlco on application, deliyered at Stoke Station.

Hoyle's and Foster's New Pelargoniums.
/"1HAKLES TURNER has fine plants of the above,
V--' which he strongly recommends. All the beat old kinds at
moderate prices. CATALOGUE on application.

The Royal Nurserios. Slough,

60«. per dozen.
T. Jicisox & Soy. Nursery, Kingston, S.W.

Grape Vines.
SGLENDINNING and SONS have a splendid lot of

• extra flne Fruiting Canes.
PRICED LIST may be had on application.

Chiswick Nursery, London, \V.

Grape Vines.

WM. CtJTBUSH AND SON have a fine stock of extra
strong planting VIN ES, also a few fruiting size left.

CATALOGUES and prlco on application.

^^^ Highgate Niu-serles, London, N.

OOPER AND CO., Seed and Plant Merchants, i "TTINES. — A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of
Cr?V-t„9?rdeQ MarK^t, London, W.C. Y GRAPES ; By T.ios. Rivers. Preo per post.

Nurseries, Sawbridgewoiith.i Edition), just published.
H
SPF

forwai

DUTLERj^dMcCULLOCH'S SPRING CATALOGUE F^^lw^ftre'^JadlngSU^Z^bLheJ. IX ^^^u''^.XJ of SEEDS will be ready Id a few days, aont tree and post paid Carriage paid to London.

Broccoli All tlie Year Round.—See

SUTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE (Illustrated).
Price Sixpence post free : gratis to customers.

Sutton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

M
Scarlet Geraniums.

ARSH AND PERKINS, 42, Drapery, Northampton.
have pie!
ive from . ..

N.B. The usual discount to the Trade. Terms : Cash.
the above from

Garden and Flower Seeds.

RETAIL PRICE LIST and CATALOGUE free by
post. Seeds of best quality considerably under the usual

retailjjrices.

J. H. CoTTRKLL, 15, Bull Ring, Birmingham. (Established 185(J.)

GTenuine ne"w garden seeds.
r —PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CAT^VLOGUE Post Free upon

application.
James Dickson & Sons, Seed Merchants, &c., 102, Eastgato St. .Chestor.

wenty 'th'ousand double scarlet
INTERMEDIATE STOCKS, in GO's. fit for Potting into 48*s or

Bedding out. Price £11 per 1000.

, Ladbroke Nu . Notting Hill, W.

Scrymger's Brussels Sprouts.

SEED of the above excellent variety can be had tn:

from the raiser, in packets at Is. ; post free 14 stamps.
Price to tho Trade on application.

G. ScRYMOER, Sonning, near Reading.

w ANTED, a few Thousands strong MUSSEL,
BROMPTON and BRUSSELS STOCKS.
State price to Charles No

s
Tbe Forwardest Field Pea is

utton's early racehorse.
For price, depending on quantity required, apply to

tUTTON S Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

THE INVINCIBLE SCARLET SWEET PEA.
'llie Trade can still be supplied. Price on application.

Stephen Brown, Seed Grower, Sudbury, Sutlolk.

LINCOLNSHIRE GEM PEAS (Martin & Son).-
Soo Testimonials, Superior to Di.x.on"s Yorkshire Hero or ai

other Poas grown hero.
Hull, 7, Market Place ; and Cottingham. Established vm.

"VTEITCH'S PERFECTION PEA, warranted
V delivered at the Ely Station at 32*. per coomb, or (i

quarter. The price per bushel on application to
R. Dkdron, Nurseryman, Ely, Cambs,

To the Trade.

BLUE SCIMITAR PEAS, to be Sold Cheap.
For price apply to

Hv. MiNcBri*. The Nurseries, Hook Norton, Oson.

T3EAS.—Four Quarter
X- warranted tnv, '•^^v^\ \

Lcadenhall Stro'^ I'l'

Apply to tlu i:

BtlTLEK & McCcL t Garden Market. W.C.
9 & Son, Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth.

VTPR ^ pnnppTGAM TZ^ ruwc DDimri^ ^ASTLE KENNEDY FIG.—Plants of the above may
ni«?DTu^i,7? n .S;Vw?o,^. r*^Pv,r,.^£- ^. .^^.S^^^ ^ "ow be had at 10«. 6d. and 2U. each ; the usual discount to thoDESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of GENUINE GARDEN and Trade Peter Law^^om & So-- EdinburKh and London

FLOWERSEEDS,andNOVELTIESforl869,po8tft-eeonappllcatiou. ^^^-- i^I^A ^^^i'"'* ' ^'"'' '^"'""^rgn ana ix)naon._ _

Trinity Nursery, and 33, St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh^ T?IVE HUNDRED MORELLO CHERRIES, fine
X^ Dwarf-trained. Price £10 per 100.

D^

of SANGSTER'S No. 1 PEA,
' tM hpstSeed, bought of Messrs. Hurst,
' 1 iiiishel, by the (quarter.

' w s. ShelliDgford, Faringdon.
>wn correspondents.___ __

H , Ladbroke Nursorj', Notting Hill, W.Excellence and Economy.
BROWN'SPRICEDDESCRIPTIVECATALOGUE -r^,„T,„,„ ,,,„„,,„,,„,„„ „. „ .,. j,
orSEED.S,4c..f.>rlsCi!,willbesentfr6ebypo.atonapplicatloD |-j"AblOLt RAbFBERRIES. — Strong Iruitmg Canes,

4, CDiiiiimliitiMii H„w, Liverpool. " "" ' ' -....-.. .u._ ,,., „

Genuine Garden Seeds.

WM. CUTBUSll AND SON'S DESCRIPTI'VE
PRICED CATALUUUE uf SEEDS, which contaira every-

thing New and Old worth k
Highgate, London, N

be had post iroe on application.
K

Garden Seeds, Carriage free,

To the Trade.ASPBERRIES
CARTER'S PROLIFIC, 15,000 to 20,000. Can be had of
icu.nn CuATViELD, Market Gardener, Seven Oaks, Kent.

4 to 6 ft.. £4 per lOOO ; 3 to 4 ft., £3 ; under 3 ft., £2.

E.' P. Di-io; t So.v, 67, Queen Street, HuU.

S
Ŝutton & Sons, Royal Boikshire Seed Establishment, Readine.

MYATT'S PROLIFIC KIDNEY POTATO.
Tons of carefully selected Seed to be Sold Cheap.

A fei

I, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

WM PAlTT'S SPT FCT't 1ST .„,Tt.frn.*' ^-
1 I

IT^T'EBB'S PRIZE cob filberts, and othei

,J., ti'^.t? „.-o„ f pIk, '^!^™''"?"^'S'™ W Nuts and Filberts. Trees of these splendid Nuts to bworthy tho attention of Exhibitors and othei-a who wish to Mr Wkrh Calcot Gardens Raadlnir ralalnminH nn ftnulii
hftvnFlHST-ilr.A.KS VKnF.TART.l.'S;(i.„ts'T.nwirR«'i.,*i.=i..„ ,.

^^- "«««. l^aicoL uaruons. Keaaing. catalogues on appln

ther Priz
be had c

application.

HAND R. STIKZAKKIl <ilti

. KIDNEY POTA'I'n, i i.. , ,,

alsoDALMAIIOYandKI.l I
!

I Skort-.fi

I^ALMTHOY POT.\i '
!> M

•XJ 200 Bolls, warranted tnie. i'

Ai.EX. Ton. Gurgio Ma is, Edinourgh.

.
Fruit Trees.

AURICE YOUNG'S DF.SCRIPTIVF T TST nf d GLENDINNING and SONS invite attention to

Con;"ri^,Newlnd Rare Hardy p?anS,Oriam^^^
Shrubs, Rhododendrons, Japaneso Novelties, Forei
Roses, forwarded on application.

Milford ?fur30rie3, near Godalming, Surrey
.

To the Trade.

L ILIUM AURATUM.
Barr & SuoDEN, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,

12, King Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

MANGOSTEEN TREES.—For Sale, Six Mangoatccn
TreeH, just arrived, in flno condition, from Karong, in Java.

EARLY KIDNEY POTATOS.—Webb's Telegraph,
first early, 20«. per bushel ; Webb's President, second early,

16s. per bushel ; Webb's Imperial Kidney (best Potato known for all

purposes), 12s. per bushel.
Apply to Mr. Weuh, Calcot Gardens, Reading.

13 YAL ~ASH^LE"AF~]'OTAta^^his is one of the

.-- fLwbridgeworth

.

Dorkmg Nuroery.

Early Spring Flowers.
GIANT POLYANTHUS and GIANT

ix varieties, largest stock in England.
Listand prices on application to Mr. Weiib, Calcot Gardens, Reading,

To Plant Collectors.

RM. STARK begs to offer, at moderate prices, several
• rare and interesting PLANTS recently collected by himself in

North America. PRICED LISTS on application.
7. South Charlotte Street, Edinburgh.

/:<LADIOLI. GLADIOLI, GLADIOLI.—
VJ Collections, Including all tho finest varieties In cultivation
from 10«. 6d. to 03fl.

to 2l3. and upwards carriagepald.
u, Covent Garden Market, WC.

Seeda-GladioU.
PAUL AND SON'S LISTS of the above are now ready,

containing a careful selection of Novelties. Enlarged List of
Fine-foUaged Plant Seeds, and original notes on Gladiolus Culture.

" Old " Cbeshunt Nurseries, N.

>AUL'S CELEBRATED HOLLYHOCK SEED.
Collections of 12 choice varieties, 6». ; of

Pal'L a Son, "Old" Cheshunt Nurseries, Cheshunt, N. Also of
Msrs-'WRKNcu 4 Son, Hurst & Son, James Veitcp, and FiansB,

Excellent Nursery Stock at Moderate Prices.

WaL JACKSON AND CO., Nurserymen, liedalc,
Yorkshire, beg to refer to their Advertisement at page 47 of

tho Gardtntrsf Chronicle and Agricultural Gazette, January 20, 1866.

P"ETER S. ROBERTSON and CO.'S CATALOGUE
of FOREST and ORNAMENTAHTREES and SHRUBS post

free on application.
Trmlty Nursery, and 33, St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh." '

" YEWS:^ARGE
and number required7, 8, and feet high. Price

on application to
T. Jacrsow a Son, Nurseries. Kingston S.W.

Cheap Larch.
FIELD BROTHERS, Boughton Nursery, Cheater,

have a quantity of extra flne LARCH, 2i to 3 feet, and 3 to 4 feet,
very Btout and well rooted. Samples and prices on application.

FOR SALE, a quantity of 1-year Seedling l-year
Transplanted LARCH ; and 2-year Seedling 1-year Transplanted

- jQ condition. Applv to
HO BKOTnERs, Tho Nurseries, Inverness, N.B.

Suh-troplcal and other Foliage Plants.
DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING are now sending out

Seeds of the above. PRICED LISTS on application, with

t Hill. S.E. ; and Edinburgh.

IRISH IVIES, in any quantity, from 3 to 7 feet high,
well established in Pots.

J. Re£V£s, Ladbroke Nursery, Notting Hill, W,

DAINTREE'S SLI.i
early round white I'ui.i.

moderate price on appln
Fendraj'ton, St. Ives, Hunts.

SEED POTATOS.—A quantity of pure RED REGENT
SEED POTATOS to be Sold at a low pnce.

Address B. J., Qardentrs" Chronicle Office, W.C.

EED~iP0TAT0S7^^yatt's Proliiic Kidney, Early
Dalmahoy, Webb's Imperial Kidney, Daintroe'a Seedling, and

all the best early and late varieties at low prices.

H. & F. SHARrE, Seed Growers and Merchants, Wisbech.

SEED POTATOS.—Twenty Varieties, including some
of PATERSON'S SEEDLINGS, to be Sold Cheap.

Price on application to

Hv. MiNCHiN, The Nurseries, Hook Norton, Oxon.

MR. MYATT, of Manor Farm, Deptford, having SOLD
all his available Stock of MONA'S PRIDE POTATO, takes

this opportunity of informing those patrons who are still making
numerous applications.

Price per ton of MYATT'S PROLIFIC ASHLEAF on application.

7^ REEN ROUND TURNIP SEED (Surplu
*jr For prico, sample, &c., applv to

FRtDK. Gee, Seed Merchant and Grower, Bi

Stock),

IjiEATHER GRASS Wanted, in any quantity.
I' Samples and price to
Iloorrn & Co., Centre Avenue, Covent Garden Market, London, W.C.

r-^INEST LAWN MIXTURE.—Composed only of the
J? best and cleanest Seeds of tho most suiUble dwarf 'Evergreen
Gra.sses. l,s. perlb. Carriage free.

James Dics.sow A SoM3, SeedMercUants, 103, Eastgate Street, Chester,
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Vines.

BS. "WILLIAMS bess to announce that he still

• holds a fine Stock of the above. PlantiDg and Fruiting

Cmios of all the best kinds, including the NEW GRAPE KOY^U,
VINEYARD.

Victoria & Paradise Nurseries, Hollow.iy, London.

Ertra strong Fruiting Vines.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS can still supply Stout,
Close-jointed, and Pbbeecilt Ripeked CANES, to produce

from 4 to 8 lb. of Grapes this year. Price 7s. 6d. each and upw.ards.

Also Canes for Planting out.
"

The *' Newton" Nu , Chester.

Fruiting Vines.

EG. HENDERSON and SON offer the above, with
• splendid Canes ot well-matiued growth, with prominent

eyes, sure to give a heavy crop of fruit, 10.«. Qci. each.

Extra extra strong Fruiting Vines.

FRANCIS and ARTHUR DICKSON and SONS,
The " Upton" Nurseries, Chester, beg to direct at' "'

large stock of the above, which includes the ni

w
30,000 Common Laurels.

Fine bushy plants and well rooted, from 1 to 6 feet.

M. AVOOD AND SON having a large stock of the
above, will be bappy to give special quotations at reduced

Adrlress, Woodlands Nm-sery, MaresQeld, nearUckfield, Susses.

PLANTERS engaged in PLANTING for immediate
effect, can be supplied with ihandsorae CEDRUS DEODARA,

from 8 to 10 and 20 feet Mgh, well rooted, and safe to transplant.

FOX or GAME COVERT.—Gentlemen plauling or
refresbing their Preserves can be supplied with the under-

mentioned favourite Plants :—ENGLISH GURSE or FURZE. 1-year,

6s. per 1000 ; 2-Tears, very strong. Ids. per 1000 ; ENGLISH BROOM,
2-years, very strong, 12s. per 1000 ; Evergreen Berberry, or Mabonia
aquifolia, 1 to 2 feet, strong transplanted, 25,f. per 100, or £10 per 1000.

XISTS of all kinds of FOREST and FRUIT TREES, SHRUBS,and
CONIFERS, sent on application.

W. MAULF.& SOKS, The Nurseries. Bristol.

Sample plants sent if desired.

Rust's Thames Bauk Feacli.

OSBORN AND SONS hare a few Maiden Plants left

for Sale of the above-named new lata Yellow-fleshed PEACH.
Dr. Hogg, in the "Gardeners' Tear Book for 1864" says:—"The

flesh is tender, melting^ and juicy." He further adds. "This is

certainly the

MAGNIFICENT Dwarf-trained FRUIT TREES,
PEACHES, NECTARINES, APRICOTS, PLUMS, and I

CHERRIES; extra fine Trained MAT DUKE and MORELLO
CHERRIES; ROYAL GEORGE PEACHES. Prices very moderate.
STANDARD-TRAINED PEACHES.—Wm. Wood & Son have an

enormous stock to offer of the above. They feel certain the Trees
cannot be sumassed in qualitv.

Woodlands Nursery, liaresfield, near Uck field, Sussex.

ROSES.—12 of the very best
standard. Perpetual, and Moss

Roses for 18«. ; 60 for 63s. ; 100 for £5.
12 ditto Dwarf do. do. for 12s. ;

60 for 42*. ; 100 for 763.

12 ditto. New Sorts of 1865, for 24s.

DeBcriptive List on application.

Cherries, Peaches," Nectarines, and
Apricots in every form desired for

Faulting.

W VIRGO AND SON havin? a surplus stock of the
• undermentioned FRUIT, FOREST, and other TREES, can

ofter them at a very reduced price,

Standard and Dwarf Apple;
Standard and Dwarf Pears

Alder. 2 to 3 feet

Berberis Aquifolii

V?ithy. 3 to 4 and 5 feet

Also a large quantity of Trees fit for beltmg.
Prices of the above can be had on application at the Nu

Wonersh, near Guildford, Surrey.

E PIERCE, Yeovil Nursery, Somerset, begs to oflfer

• a large stock of the under-named Trees,
PIERCE'S NEW CRICKET NECTARINE, in Pots, set in Bloom

Buds, 84s. per dozen
ORCHARD TREES. PEACH and NECTABINE, in Pots, set In

Bloom Buds, 48s. per dozen
CEDAR of LEBANON, well-balled, 7 to 9 feet, 84*. per dozen
BED CEDAR, 3 to 4 feet, GOs. per 100
GREEN HOLLY, three times Transplanted, 2 feet, 605. per 100
PORTUGAL LAUREL, 2* to 3 feet, Ou^-. per 100
ARBOR-VIT^ (CHINESE) 3 to 4 feet. (iOs. per 100

,, „ (AMERICAN). 3 to 4 feet, 00s. per 100
BERBERIS AQUIFOLIUM, Transplanted, 20s. per 100
PINUS AUSTRIACA, Transplanted, 18 In. to 2 feet, 170s. per 1000
LARCH FIR, 2l6-., 25a., and 30s . per 1000

New Edition of
SCOTT'S FRUIT TREE CATALOGUE of the finest

Collection in England. The Catalogue is allowed to bo the best
published, and is full of information about the Cultivation of Fruits,
over 1000 being described, 'Apply to

J. Scott, Merriott, Somerset.

sURPLUS STOCK of extra fine weU-trained FRUIT
TREES to be Sold Cheap, viz.. Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots,

UckBeld. g

SPECIAL OFFER of FRUIT TREES.—25 per cent,
off Catalogues.—Having a large and fine stock of ^he under-

mentioned, they ai-e offered at greatly reduced prices, to clear
ground :—Peaches, Nectarines and Apricots (trained and untrained),
Apples, Pears, Plums, and Chemes (trained and untrained).

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES on application to
J. Scott, Merriott. Somerset.

To Clear Ground.
SPECIAL OFFER—20 per cent. oS" Catalogue prices.—

HOLLY (GREEN), YEWS, DEODARS, ARBUTUS. LAURELS
(Common), Laurels (Portugal), Cupressxis Lawsoniana, Thuja Lobbii,
Pinus insignis, P. excelsus, P. ponderosa, Taiodium, Hazel (a large
breadth), Larch do.. Spruce do^ Austrian Pin© do.. Beech do. For
sizes and prices, see CATALOGUES, sent on application to

J. Scott, Merriott, Somerset.

To tlie Trade—Offer of 1-year Beech.

G FROST, having a large stock of the above, will Sell
• 100,000 for £6 10s., 250,000 for £12 10s. These low prices are

for cash only,

WANTED, APPLE STOCKS.-Must be of very clean healthy

Scotch Laurels and Gorse, &c

G FROST offers 1-year EngUsh GORSE or FURZE,
• very fine, 'at 2s. per 1000 ; 2-jeai-s, 3s. Od. j transplanted 1 to

14 foot, 7s. 6d. ; li to 2 feet, 12s. Gd. LAURELS, fine transplanted,
and very bushy, 1 to 2 feet, 8s. per 100, 708. per 1000 ; Ij to 21 feet
15s. per 100, 140s, per 1000 ; 2 to 3 feet, splendid stuff, 208. per lOO'
180s. per 1000. English OAK, transplanted, 1 to 1} foot, 14s. per lOOo'
SYCAMORE, transplanted, 10 to 16 mches, 10s. per 1000. Also a
la^e quantityof 2-years transplanted SCOTCH, very fine stuff: 1-yeai
BEECH, OAK, and APPLES.

X'ii,-o*.rie<;_ Bampton, Devo"

^_ Engllsli Oak, Asli, Horse Cbestnut. &c.
(^ J. WOOLLETT oilers the following cheap, theVJ • grotmd being required for Building :—About 1600 Horse
Chestnut, 1 years seedling, 6s. per 1000 ; 2000 Horse Chestnut. 1 to
C feet

; 1500 strong Englisn Oak, 4 to 7 feet. 15s. per 100; 600 strong
English Oak, 7 to 9 Jeet ; 1000 Common Ash, 6 to 8 feet, 20s. per loo
EngUsh Elm, 4 to 6 feet, ISs. per 100 ; 300 Sycamore, 6 to 7 feet
strong Irish Ivies, 4 to 6 feet, and other Nursery Stock,

Nurseries, Caterham, Surrey,

Tj^OREST TfiEES, &c._At the Nursery of the late-L Da\ id a. Reid, Park Attwood, Bewdley, Worce&torsbire.

600,000 LARCH, 2 feet .
^^

'""^•"T!; '';,

600,000 LARCH, 2 In ,3 feet ;, il

200,000 PEAR bTUCKS, 2 to 5 feet tK. tA in n
100,000 SPANISH CHESTNUIS, l-yVar Sesdlmi' 1 to > fSt in (,

6O0,o00SILVERFIR,4-vearSeedling,flne *•"'"''
'5 ?,

f«MWUSPKUCE,4.year Seedling, Sue Jo"' '^^
' ^ ^l"liE, 1-year Seedling, fine !

2'I I' 1

1
1 year .Seedling, fine. . .] » a

I

- IM-year Seedling ane .. ,% „

200 Bu.,hels PITTED HAWS. PriM ?nCp°Satton
Apply, mtb reference to JiJiis Riodell, Steward, Park Attwood.

DWARF-TRAINED TREES, by tbe Thousand. Hundred, or Dozen.

APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS, CHERRIES, PEACHES,
and NECTARINES.

Fine, flat, well-trained, of beat quality, and true to name.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Cherries, Plums, Pears, Apples,

Vines, and Figs.

EVERGREEKS for Ornamental Planting or Avenues,
handsome, well grovrn, and transplanted within the last two

years. For prices of smaller sizes and quantities, see Conifer List,

per dozen :—
Jiiniperua thurilera, 3 to 4 feet

. li to 2 feet
orientalie, U to 2 feet_

Arbor-vitDe, Amei

'

Cryptomeria riridis, 4 to 6 feet
Cupressus Lawsoniana, 3 to 4 feet

„ fragrans, 3feet

Araucaria imbricata, 2 to 24 feet
Arbor-vitK, Siberian, 5 to 6 feet

Pinua cembra, 3 to 4 feet

„ excelsa, 6 feet
Taxodiimi sempervirens, 7 to 8

Thuja Lobbii, 3 to 4 feet

„ aurea, U foot
,. compacta, 1} to 2 leet

Thujopsis borealis, 3 feet

Pinus excelsa, feet

Thuja Lobbii, 4 to 6 feet

.n,7t
Cedar, Red, 6 to 8 feet
Cupressus Knightii,

„ Lawsoniana,
Jumperus thurifera, 4 to 6 feet

Pinus Cembra, 4 to 6 feet
! f„ Colchic, C

At CDs. per dozen :—

compacta, 2 to 2) feet

feet i Thiilopsis borealis, 4 feet
Wellingtoiua giganten, 2' '

Tew, Irish, 6 to '61 feet
rramid,
4) feet

Wellingtoiua giganten, 2) feet
Tew, Irish, 6 to '61 feet

4i ft. Laurels, Pyramid, Portugal, 4 to

7 feet

„ pyramidaiis, 3 to 4 feet
Araucaria imbricata, 2i
Arbor-vitse, Siberian, 6 to 7 feet
Cedrus Deodara, 6 feet
Cupressus Knlghtiij 7 to 8 feet

Lawsoniana, 6 feet.

Pinus excelsa, 6 to 8 feet

„ Lambertiana, 6 to 6 feet

„ Cembra, 6 to 6 feet

Thuja japonica, 2i to 3 feet

At 84s. per dozen :

„ orlentalis, 3 to 4 feet

Eai
Abies DouglaaU, 8 to 10 ft. , 12s.6d.

„ „ 10 to 12 feet, 15s.

„ „ 12 to 16 feet, 21s.

„ inverta, 4 to 5 feet, 10s. 6d.

„ „ 6 feet. 2ls.

Araucaria imbricata, 3 to 4 feet,

Picea nobilis, 2 t

lOs. M.
,, „ 4 to 6 feet, 4i<. to 84^.

, Pinsapo,3tofift.,10«.6d.to42s.
aus excelsa, 10tol2feet,10s. 6(1.

„ „ 12 to 16 feet, 15s.

„ Lambertiana, 6 to 8 feet.

Taxodiuni sempervirens. 12

American Arbor-vita;, for Hedges, 3 to 4 feet, at 603. per 100.

„ 4 to 6 feet, at 75s. „

„ 5 to C feet, at lOOs. „

16 feet, 10s. 6rf. to 15s.

D 4 feet, at

j feet, at

Spring Planting.

PETER LAWSON and SON are prepared to execute
orders for every description of NURSERY STOCK smtsble for

FOREST and ORNAMENTAL PLANTATIONS.
To prevent disappointment, it is recommended that requirements

for SPRING PLAIVTING should be ordered as soon as possible, and
the plants may be reserved in the Nurseries until required. If large
quantities of LARCH, SCOTCH FIR, CORSICAN PINE, and other
leading TREESare wanted, Peter Lawso\ & Son will be glad to

SPLENDID FRESH-IMPORTED CALIFORNIA^
SEEDS, warranted growth of 1866.

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, 1000 seeds. 63. ; 6000 seeds, 25s.;
1 oz. {about 6000 seeds), 27s. Gd. ; 4 oz., S4fi.

PINGS LAiIBERTIA>'A (True), 60s. per lb.; 15s. per 4 or..;

All of flrst-rate quality. Larger quantities on application. Free
in London or Leith. Terms Cash.

Peter Smith & Co.. Seed Merchants, Hambiirgh.

FLOWERING and STANDARD ORNAAIENTAL
TREES. At 12s. per dozen :—

Ash, Mountain, 7 to 9 feet i Chestnut, Spanish, 6 to 8 feet
Acacia, 7 to 9 feet Hornbeam, 8 to 10 feet
Birch, Weeping, 8 to 10 feet Poplar, Silver, 8 to 10 feet
Crab, Siberian, scarlet, G to 7 feet „ Lombardy, fl to 10 feet

„ yellow, 6 to 7 feet 1 Pyrus spectabilis, 6 to 7 feet

At ISs. per dozen
Almond, flowering, 7 to 8 feet

_ _ 10 feet
Ash, Mountain, 9 to 12 feet
Acer Negundo, 6 to 8 feet
Birch, 10 to 12 feet
Crab, Sibenan, yellow. 7 to 8 feet

„ scarlet, 7 to 8 feet

Chestnut, Spanish, 6 to 10 feet
Cytis " - '

Elm, Chichester, 8 to 10 feet
Poplar, Lombardy, 11 to 12 feet

,. SUver, 10 to 12 feet
Pyrus spectabilia, 7 to 8 feet
Thorn, double pink, 6 to 7 feet

At 30«, per dozen ;—
Almond, floweriuK, 8 to 10 feet i Cytisus In variety, 4 to 5 feet
Acer Negundo vaiiegata, 6 to Sfl. Poplar, Silver, 12 to 16 feet
Acacia, ball, 6 to 7 feet Thorns, double pmk, 8 to 10 feet
Chestnut, scarlet , 6 to 8 feet I Willow, Ameri. Weeping, 6 to 8 ft.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST of all the EVERGREEN
FIR TRIBE, suitable for Britain, giving size, price, popular

and botanical names, derivations, description, form, colour, foliage,
growth, timber, use in arts, native country and size there, situation,
soil, and other information, with copious Index of their synonymes.

Enlarged Edition, free by post for 12 postage stamps.

RICHARD SMITH'S FRUIT LIST contains a sketch
' of the various forms of Trees, with Directions for Cultivation,

Soil, Drainage, Manxire, Pruning, Lifting. Cropping, Treatment under
Glass

J
also their synonynies, quality, size, form, skm, colour, flesh,

flavour, use, growth, duration, season, pnce, &c.
Free by post for one stamp.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots—
PEACHES, NECTARINES. APRICOTS, CHERRIES,

PLUMS, PEARS, APPLES, VINES, and FIGS.

RicsARi) SuiTQ, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

GEORGE DAVISON, Nurseuym.vn and Seedsm.\n,
Hereford, offers strong Transplnntel >>i P K, l veirs, at 20s.

per 1000; LARCH do., 15s. to 20s. per M ' "Mi KRS, from
2 to 6 feet, 24s. per dozen; HORSE < 11 I -I m I

--. m^' 10 feet;
OAK, COMMON and TURKEY, 1> to I: i-.; . .M.\l 1.1.. KHoU'leet;
MOUNTAIN ASH, 10 to 12 feet ; BlRCIl.d.> ; Ih iKNBEAM, do. ;

BEECH, S feet. The above are well suited fur Avenues.
CATALOGUES of Seeds and Nui-sery Stock on application.

To the Trade.

MORRISON BROTHERS, Aberdeen, have a large
stock of the following to offer :—

Transplanted LARCH, 2i to 3i feet, extra fine stufT, being thin in
the lines, are branched to the ground, and will be offered at a very
low figure.

Transplanted SILVERS, 4 to 9 and 6 to 16 inches, very stout stuff.

Transplanted SPRUCE, 9 to 15 and 15 to 24 inches, very stout stuff.

land 2-year S-jedling CRABS 1 Very fine m drills and extremely
1 and 2-year Seedling PEAR / li^w in price.
1-vear Seedling BEECH, SPANISH and HORSE CHESTNUT,

HA'ZEL, MAPLE, ENGLISH OAK, SYCAMORE, all in drills and

LARCH and RHODODENDRO]
Delivered at Matlock Station. Per 1000-

LARCH. li to 2 ft., good stout plants
„ 20 to 30 in., „ „
„ 2 to 3 ft., „ „
„ 2i toSJfeet „ ,,

RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, bushy and well-rooted, 6 to
12 inobes . . 1

„ „ 9 to 15 in., 18s, per 100 . . . . 1

„ „ ItolJ ft., 23s. perlOO ,. -.2
,, ., li to 2 ft., 30s. per 100 , . . . S

,, HYBRIDUM,16to20iu., 28s.6(/. per 100 S

„ „ 1§ to 2 a., 32a. Od. per 100 a

The Trade supplied. Apply to

James Smith, Darley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

G ENUINE NURSERY STOCK, comprising

TRANSPLANTED FOREST
TREES.

Alder, 2 to 3 feet
Aah, li to 2 feet

„ 2 to 3 feet
Birch, 2 to 3 feet

„ 3 to 4 feet

„ 4 to 6 feet
Chestnut (Spanish) li to 2i feet
Fir {Larch' *' ' " " *

HazelV 1) t

,, 2 to 3 leet
Willows, 3 feet

„ extra strong, 4 to C feot

CONIFERS AND HARDY
EVERGREENS.

Arbutus, li to 2 feet

2 feet
Box (Tree) of sorts, 1 to 2 feet
Eugenia Ugni

apiculata
(green), 2 to 3 feet
(variegated), li to 2i feet

Laurels (common), 2 to 3 feet
LaurusUnus, 1 foot
Privet (Box-leaf), li to 2 feet
Pinus Cembra, 2 to 3 feet

„ macrocarpa, 1 to li foot

Holtlej

Pinus monticola, 4 to C feet

., muricata, 1* to 2J feet
pyrenaica, 1} to 2J feet

6 feet

7 to 8 feot

Cupressus Lawsoniana. 2 to 3 feet

„ macrocarpa, 2 to 3 feet

„ tomlosa, li to 2 feet

Juniperus chiuensis, li to 2 feet

Thuja a

„ sabina (for covers) 2i It.

TaxuB (Yew, common), 2 to 3 tx.

„ „ Irish, 2 to 6 feet

.. variegated, 1} to 2 (I.

^ 1, 2, and 2i feet, fine

Lobbii, 2i to 3 feet

„ 4 to 6 feet

„ Wareana, 3 to 3i feet

Thujopsis borealis, li to 2i feet
WeUingtonia gigantea, 1 to li ft.

I fioe condition for removal, prices and size

Chorc"e"iiamed"flardy RHODODENDRONS. SCARLET. WHITE,
ROSE, and PURPLES, in every shade, fine bushy plants, li to

3 feet, £7 10s. to £lo per loo.

RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, varieties of various bizcb, from
30s, to 100s. per 100.

AZALEAS, named sorts, 40s. to 50s. per 100.

TDAKD ROJ
a, 50s. to 100,

STANDARD and DWARF APPLES, In 50 approved kinda, 60i, to
75s, per 100.

Plans and Estimates given for Laying out aud Planting New

replaced.

A NEW DESCRIPTIVE and PRICED CATALOGUE of
Japanese Novelties and General Nui^sery Stock may bo had on
application.

Mackice Touxg, Milford Nurseries, near Godalming, Surrey.

To tlie Trade.

THOMAS "WARNER begs to remind his friends in
theTi-ade. that In addition to his general NURSERY STOCK,

he has the following in immense quantities, all finely grown, well

rooted, and vigorous, and at moderate prices, as seen in his "Trade
List " for the present season :—

FRUIT TREES.
Apricots, Dwarf Maiden Moor Park ; Cherries, Dw.^rf Maiden, on

common and Mahaleb Stocks ; Currants, Houghton Castle or

Victoria ; Nectarines and Peaches, Dwarf-trained (of those it may
be said, that for symmetry and vigour such are seldom seen, each

tree having f^m five to nine shoots.)

ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS.
Abies alba, 1 to 3 ft. ; Arbor-vit^, American, 1 to 3 ft. ; A.

Siberian, li to 3 ft ; Aucuba japonica, 9 in. to 2ft.; Berberis, Bed-
fruited, li to 3 ft. ; Bos, Tree, Common (gold-edged), 1 to 2 ft.

Cedrus atlantica, 1 to 2i ft. ; Ch&stnut, Scarlet-flowered, 4 to 8 ft.

Cytisus, Purple, Yellow, and White-flowered, standards—Elm,
Chichester, 6 to 8 ft. ; English, 4 to 5ft.; Exeter, (' t" ^ft :

Giant,

6 to 8 ft, ; new Silver-striped, 4 to ft. j
PurpK'-luavcii. li t" ^ it. :

Siberian, 5 to 9 ft. ; Weeping, Scampston s "•' ' ' >- > ^r.nf.

^ _ , . _ I

VarT^ted-leaved.itoGfL ;Syinpii'oriaglon! _

amabilis and rosea; Willow, Weeping (common), 6 to i ft.; iew,

English, 1-year Seedling. 2-years Bedded do., 1 to 3 It. (transplanted

Spring 1864) ; Tew, Irish, 1 to 4 ft., primed to single

elegantis&lma, in pota.
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Tansley Nuraeriea, near Matlock, DerbysMre.
JOSEPH SMITH. Sf;n., invites Planters and the Trade

to inspect his Nursery of 80 Acres of high land. The soil Is of a

fibrous nature, and the plants take up with excellent roots, such as

to ensure the best success in their renioval. The Nursery contains

manv Hundred Thousands of RHODODENDRONS, COMMON and
PORTUGAL LAURELS, BOX. BROOMS, BERBERIS, HOLLIES
PRIVETS, YEWS. &c. The FOREST TREES are very extensive

Of ail the leaduiK kinda there are 15 Acres of LARCHES, of different

sizes, and alt others in proportion. Prices moderate, which can be

had nn application as above.^ _^
Upper Kendalstowfl Nurseries, Delgany. Co. Wiclclow

MP. PENNICK begs to announce that he has a tin

• stock of the following :—
CRYPTOMERIA JAPONICA, 2* to 3i feet high
CEDAR of LEBANON, H foot

UPRIGHT or IRISH YEWS, 1 to 7 feet

SWEET BAYS. 2 to 2i feet

CHINESE ARBOR-VIT^, 2tO 2* feet

The above are Kenerally handsome, healthy, and well rooted.
Prices moderate, on application.

Lnd R. STilZAKER offer 500,000 LARCH
• 2 to 3 feot, 3 years out, but planted over again last spring

there is no fear of loss in planting, these having such good roots

1 000 000, also 2 years transplanted. 2 to 3 feet ; SCOTCH
SPRUCE, and SILVER FIR, extra transplanted, from 1 to 24 feet

AUSTRIAN and WEYMOUTH PINES, Ito 2ft. ^LDER. BEECH
ELM PRIVET EVERGREEN, SYCAMORE ; WILLOW, HUNT
INGDON ; OAK, ENGLISH and TURKEY ; CHESTNUT. HORSE
various sizes, from I4 to 6 feet; YEW, ENGLISH and IRISH, fine

mmiahed plants, moved last season, from 2 to 6 feet ; PORTUGAL
LAUREL, fine plants, 2 to 6 feet. The above can be offered in great

quantities at most reasonable prices.

Skerton Nurseries, Lan caster.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen about to be engaged
in Plantmg.

DICKSONS AND CO., NuRSERYJiEN, SEEDSMEN, and
Florists, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh, have this season a large

and very healthy stock of SeedlinR and Transplanted LARCH (native

and Tyrolese). True Native Highland SCOTCH FIR, Spruce, Oak,
Plane or Sycamore, Spanish Chestnut, Alder, Ash, Elm, Thorn
Quick, Beech, Evergreen Privet, Poplar, Willow, &c., as well as all

other kinds of Forest and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Fruit

Trees, Roses, Greenhouse and Stove Plants, Herbaceous and Alpine
Plants, Ferns, Ac,
Their Forest Trees, which are grown on exposed ground, are this

season finely ripened, and can be sent with perfect safety to any part

ol the kingdom.
Samples and prices will be sent free on application.

s UTTON'S CHOICE COLLECTIONS
of FLOWER SEEDS, Free by Post or Rail.

LARCH THINNINGS.—Wanted, a quantity of the
above, suitable for Fencing ; also SPRUCE. To be' delivered

at the nearest Station on the London and South-Westem Railway.
Particulars ol size and price to be sent to William TaoMPSojf,

Esq., Weymouth, Dorset.

Those requinag showy kinds of Flower Seeds, and who are m
well acquainted wiih the sorts, are regpecthilly recommended 1

leave the selection to us, and we will supply those we know to I

really worthy of cultivation. £ g_ (f

1. The best 100 soits (hardy, half-hardy, and tender) 1 1

2. The best 50 sorts ditto ditto 10 6
3. The best 36 sorts ditto ditto 7 6
4. The best 24 sorts ditto ditto 6
6. The best 24 sorts (hardy sorts only) . . ..050
PRICED CATALOGUES gratis and post free on application.

Sutton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

GENUINE SEEDS, CARRIAGE FREE.

B. S. WILLIAMS,
VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, HOLLOWAY, LONDOK, N.,

BEGS TO STATE THAT HIM

DESCRIPTIVE AND PRICED SEED CATALOGUE FOR 1866

CAN BE HAD POST FREE ON APPLIOATIOX.

It contains all Novelties worthy of notice, witli full description to each, and a few Hints for the guidance of Amateurs.

The LIST of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS comprises all that is essential in variety for the various require-

ments in family consumption. Those who prefer leaving the Selection of Vegetables to B. S. W. may rely upon
receiving none hut the most valuable and approved sorts. Collections are proportioned to suit Large and Small
Gardens at the following prices :

—

10s. 6d., Sis., 42s., 63s., 84s. each.

Tor Quantities, si:e Catalogue.

The following CHOICE and NEW VEGETABLE SEEDS are specially recommended :—
MALVERN IIALL M ELON, earliest variety in cultivation, 2j. p. plit.

WILLIAMS' MATCHLES.'j RED CELERY. Is, per packet
DIGSWELL PRIZE ENDIVE, Is. per packet
The ALBERT SPROUTS, Is. per packet
HILL'S INCOMPARABLE DWARF CABBAGE, Is. per packet
HOLME PARK LETTUCE, Is. Cii. per packet
KUNEHAM PARK ONION, 2s. Cii. per packet

DOUBLE TUBEROSES, very fine, 3j. per dozen. Cliol

The ORANGEPIELD DWARF PROLIFIC TOMATO, now offered

for the first time, an lutroduotion of real worth ; the fruit is

large, very dwarf, and wondorlXilly prolific (stock limited),

2s. G(^ per packet

SHARMAN'S UNIVERSAL CUCUMBER, the beat Winter variety;

fruit long and handsome, verj- prolific, 2s. Od. ppr packet

:o GL.ADroLl ROOTS, Os., 8s,, 12s., and 18s. per dozen

NOVELTIES FOR 1866.

E. G. HENDERSON & SON
IRESPECTFULLY OFFER THEIR

NEW SEED CATALOGUE FOR THE PRESENT SEASON,
[^Containing full descriptions of the following Novelties, with many others from the Continent.

Post Free on application.

VIOLA OORNUTA, in Seed and Pl,ants,-0n8 of the best known I LOBELIA ERlNtJS, PRINCE ALBERT.—Fine habit,
species, admirably adapted for chaste marginal effect to summer i finest in its section for bedding.

YELLOW PERFECTION WALLFLOWER.— A beautiful variety,
i autumn flower-bcda.

TBOP.EOLUM COMPACTUM COCCINEUM,—The finest scarlet,
flowered bedding variety of the "Tom Thumb" section.

LYCHNIS GRANDIFLORA GIGANTEA.—A splendid scarlet-
flowered variety for a bed or clump, or pot-plant.

pot-culturo, in conservatory decoration, true from seed.

to its colour and habit. Received a Certificate from the
Royal Horticultural Society.

CYCLAMEN.—From our unrivalled collection, in varied colours,

separately or mixed.

Lved Japan Lily). — The most

For descriptio

NEW ?IIIZE MELONS.
of theso first-claBS Fruits, sec last Numbers of Gardeners' Chronicle.

THE NEW CLIANTHUS DAMPIERI,
In varieties of colour, as saved from the White and otliers, as exhibited by the Raiser.

2«. Gd. and fi«. per packet of 12 and 24 Seeds.

BAPHANXrS OAUDATtrS.
The rcm.arkablc New Radish, with long eatable jkkIs, 2s. Gd. each Seed.

DOUBLE-FLOWERED MIMULUS.
Seed Packets, Is. 6rf. and 2s. C(/. each.

Lobelia Snov?flake.

White Lobelia called Sncivflabe, to which a Fir3t.cla33 Certificate

wiis awarded. Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society,

July 25, 1866."

JOHN AND CHARLES LEE having acquired the stock

of this desirable NEW BEDDING PLANT, they have much
pleasure in offering SEED m SEALED PACKETS. It is also well

adapted for pot culture

As a BEDDING LOBELIA it stands unrivalled. The plant is of

dwarf compact habit : the flowers are large and even, and of the

purest white. The stock comes perfectly true from seed.

Price 2s- 6d. per packet. Price to the Trade on application.

Genuine New Garden Seeds.—Carriage Free.

SCOTT having received liis NEW SEEDS for this

• Season, begs to intimate that he is prepared to execute all

new Seeds worth cultivation
FLOWER SEEDS ot c

Cineraria, Primula fimbri:(

Transplanted Larcli and QuioHs.

CHIVAS AND WEAYEi: (hue George Chivas),
Chester, offer several Millions of TRANSPLANTED LARCfl,

from 11 to 4i feet, very stout, grown in an exposed situation

;

specially fine plants, and at prices greatly in favour of the buyers.

Also several Millions of TRANSPLANTED QUICKS, a large

quantity of which are of great strength ; strong English Oaks
superior Sprucj, up to '1\ feet, together with a general stock of other
Forest Trees, as well as a large stock of Evergreens and Ornamental
Trees: many Thousand fine Standard Apples, and extra strong

Transplanted Apple Stocks.

TO GENTLEMEN and NURSERYMEN.—5,000 very
strong LARCH, 4 to 5 feet; 2,000 very bushy SPRUCE, 2i feet.

Prices and Samples on application to

Y'. Strachas, Nurseryman and Seedsman, 4, High Street, Wrexham
North Wales, and Railway Station Niirsery^

R S,SPRING PLOW
Arhanoed in Approxisi.\.te Order of Bloomii

HEPATICA ANGULOSA.—First-ciass Certificate, Royal Horticul-

tural Society. 3s. Gd. each
,, DOUBLE BLUE.—Healthy young plants, 9^'. per dozen

SCILLA SIBIRICA (Siberian Squill).—Spikes of brilliant porcelain-

blue bells, 4s. per dozen ; Crf. each
„ BIFOLIA ("Sprmg Squill").—Heads of vivid blue "stars.", Cs.

CYCLAaiEN t;OUM,—Rosy plain leaf; blooming plants,

\. \\ i:' I 'I i: :,crimson, variegated leaf; blooming plants,

YUL\i Mil M ' i; \ NDlFLORUM.—Large and elegant purple
bfll^ ii (11 'i.iii 1 n.-ii-iike tufts. Is. each ; 9s. per dozen

OMPlIALiUJKS VKllNA. — Ueop brilhant blue flowers, like

Forget-me-Not, I

)er dozen
•TIS MONTANA (Spring Forget-me-Not}.—This is fregu

e; root creeping, perennial.

.-._--„ - ,
Dtly

long before any other species show bud. It is the largest-

flowered species in cultivation. Gs. per dozen
LEUCOJUM VerNUM (Spring Snowflake), 3 to 6 inches high.—

Flowers large snow-white, tipped with bright green, very fragrant.

4s. per dozen ; M each
riFoLlA (Purple Mountain Saxifrage).-

* uf handsome purphs^heel

j thes , butB„ OPPOSlTll'i '1.. \ '>;'iiH: I'lowerstw
scatterci.Uii.'i i !..

'
- i^i-'i-dozen

ANEMONE HiJi;Th^-i- i> ( K I. LATA).—Quite different from
" the coniiiioii Uardou Anemone." Two varieties, ruby and
purplish rose. Each variety, 6*. per dozen

„ FIjLGENH,—Brilliant scarlet. First-class Certificate Royal
Horticultural Society. Is. each ; 93. per dozen

APENNlNAlBluo Wood Anemone).— Large, sky-blue, vaiy-

irplish and white ; in pots, 6s.

Is. Gd. each, 16s. per dozen

12s. per dozen
large, white, bluisli-

calys' shagpy ; 3 to C Inches.

TRICHONEMA BULlJuCOUlUM. — Lively bluish Crocus-like

flowers, with yellow centres ; leaves iiishy, (i inches ; forms
dense tufts -1^, i.ur du/.eii, 'lU. per 100

rRlMll \ M \i:';i V \ - . -
I beads of self lilac ; very distinct.

M.—Rosy-purple; dwarf Colchicum-like

plant, with dense
:rs. Is. €rf. to 3s. Gd.

: wsually in bloom ivith the Snowdrop.
A —Cushions gaily adorned with bright pink
ULH ; moist sand ; sunny. Is, to 3s. Gd.

-beep'brllliant yellow Anemone-like flowers
;

and finer than P, i

Society. 9d, each, 7s. 6rf. per

SOLDANELLA ALPINA.—Deeply fringed drooping purple beUs

;

Alps. Od. to Is,

PHLOX VEllNA.—Large rosy c

each; &s, per dozen
L dwarf-creeping epecies.

E. G. HENDERSON and SON, WELLINGTON NURSERY, ST. JOHN'S WOOD, N.W.

„ NiVaLIS.—Beautiful clusters of pure white, strong.. Is. 6d. to

ANEMONE PALMATA (Cyclamen-leavedAnemone).—Deep golden

vellow, very distinct and fine. Is. 6d. .. j ,. -j « *

AUBRlE'hA GRANDIFLORA.—Larger than A. deltoidea. 6s. to

GR^CA —Firet-class Certificate Royal Horticultural Society.
" The finest species we have yet seen. Is. each ; 10s, 6d. p. doz.

SANGUINAKIA CANADENSIS.—Pui'e white starry flowers,

2 mclics 'icruss. 1m, each : 10s. Crf. per dozen

HILENE ACAULIS {Stemless Alpine Campion),—Dense, bnght

green, perennial cushions, covered with pink or rose flowers.

"
as toW. per dozen

. „ ..

SOILLA A3HENA.—Spikes of doep blue. Follows S. bifoiia and

siblrica. 6s. per dozen
, .

HYACINTH US AMETH YSTINUS.—Pretty dwarf tufts of porceUm

blue Follows the Scillos. 6s. per dozen ; 42s. per 100

QENTIANA ALPINA -Very rare and beautiful species, from the

Pyrenees. Flowers smaller than the garden '* Gentianella. and

Uahtcrblue, Is. Gd. ,„ ^ ,

ANEMONE PULSATILLA (Pasque flower).—Strong, Is. ; 10s. Gd.

DO^BLE^DARK CRIMSON VELVET PRIMBOSE.-Not com-

mon. 16s. per dozen

A SUPPLEMENT to our GENERAL DESCRIPTIVE CATA
LOGUE of ALPINE PLANTS and HARDY PERENNIALS of last

Spring is now in the Press, and wUl shortly be issued. It contains

many novelties and r

Jas. Bacbuoube & Sos York Nurseries,
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THE MiGNintSNT

JAPAN LILIES,

lanJM LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM,

ROSEUM, and EUBRUM,

For planting in Ehodoaendron

Beds, &c., 6j., 9«., and 12s. per doz ,

40j., 50s., 60s., 70s., and 80s. per 100

T"SCE^J BULB ^PLANT AVAREHOUSE

Orders amounting to 21s. sent Carriage Paid.

THE MAGNIFICENT

' GOLDEN-RAYED LILY of JAPAN,

LILIXnH AUBATTJM.

Fine Established Bulbs of the above,

which have been two seasons in this

country, ^s. 6rf., Is. 6d., 10s. 6d., and

15s. Newly imported Bulbs much

>^^^>^ cheaper.

For Bedding out, Lilium lancifolium

^ album, roseum, and rubrum, Gs.j 9s.,

For SPECIALITIES in VEGETABLE SEEDS, see our large Advertisement, p.

Carriage paid.

w„ 1. COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE SEEDS, for One
"^' ' lear 8 Supply .

»

Ditto ditto ditto

Ditto ditto d;tt"

Ditto ditto (litto

Ditto ditto <!«<)

Ditto ditto <htto

Ditto ditto "itto

Ditto ditto ditto

NEW SEEDS. Carriage paid.

No. 2.

No. 3,

No. 4.

No. 5

No. 6.

No. 7.

No. 8,

.. 83

.. 84

..105

No. 1. COLLECTION of FLOWER SEEDS 3s. 6if.

No.
No. 3.

No. 4.

No. 6.

No. 6.

No. 7.

No. S.

No. 9.

Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

10 6
15

21

30
42
63

There are still on hand a few Copi( of our DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST of SEEDS for the FLOWER and KITCHEN GARDEN, and which can be had by
intending purchasers Free and Post Paid.

BARR AND SUGDEN, 12. KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

J. C. WHEELEK & SON, Seed Growers, Gloucester.

M
Price per Peck, 3s.

;

/(i|te

including bag, 3s. 6d. K ^X'

Price per Bushel, 10s. 6d.

including bag, lis. 3d.

Keath.

Newtown.

KIdwolly.

Burford.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE KIDNEY.
VERY EARLY, PROLIFIC CROPPER, FINE FLAVOUR, GOOD SIZE, MOST PROFITABLE.

"We beg attention to the following Extracts from Letters lately received :—

Kidneys yoi

rolkesi
" The GloucestorBhire Kidneys I bad from you were not only excellent in flavour

but were also abundant croppers, and my Gardener considers tbey are the best early

variety grown."—Charles Anthony, Mansion House, Hereford.

" 1 can speak In the highest terms of the Gloucestershire Kidney. Tb« lot I had

from you were divided between two other gentlemen and myself^ Iflnd
btained. The Gloucester-

other sorts as to be noticed by all my
table, and before they knew of any change of sort."—

J. Edgar Mabtineac, SoIiAtil, Birmingham.

" 1 much prefer the Gloucestershire Kidney to the Ashleaf, for although I planted

the former some two or three weeks after the latter, they were fit for the table quite as

soon with at least doubk the crop ; and I may add, that the Flukes were superior to any

I have ever seen, both for quantHn and guaiifi/."—Henby Allen, Nealh Abbey, Neath.

" I can with pleasure speak in high terms of the Gloucestershire Kidney. It is very

early, a good cropper, very short i " ' '

" " '

"
"'"

"

that good crops of most excellent and large Potato;

shire Kidneys were so much better in quality r
family when they fli-st t

few diseased.

"The Gloucestershire Kidney
produced

had from you was
^^„„„^ excellent crop. ' They eat now as well i

T. C. Abmstbong, Pinged House, Kidieelly.

" Tour Gloucestershire Kidney turned out remarkably fine, large, and well

flavoured."—H. Kice, Bectory, Great Risington, Burford, Oxon.

, OardtMr to Jno. Johns,
" The Gloucestershire Kidney is an excellent variety, beingjer^ early, and a first-

rate cropper. They give every satisfaction."—Davib Kn
K3q., Dolancothy.

" I am muoh pleaasd with the Potatos. The GloucesterBhire Kidney I consider t

be one of the best, being eaity. a heavy cropper, and of «->— •- ""-i-"' ti,.. m-iu

White I think equally high of, and am happy to say I havt

disease."—Tiiou AS Tuesku, Kington, Herejordshire.

" 1 have great pleasure in adding my high approval of

and Milky White, which I have proved excellent.'—]

Rectory, Honiton.

" I think the Gloucestershire Ktdnov equal, if not superior, to any I ever had

before."—Richard Pgillcpps, ±knfUsbush, Neath.

" The Gloucestershire Kidney turned out very wall ; indeed the crop from them was

abundant and of excellent quality."—A. Wilson, -S^ Anns, ChtUcnham.

" I have much pleasure in tolling you I had an excellent crop of vourGlouooator-

shire Kidneys. They are remarkably fine, and very good on the table. —William
Spearing, Keiinet, Marlbormmh.

liXNY OTHER TESTIMONIALS EQUALLY FAVOURABLE MAY BE SEEN IN OUR

LITTLE BOOK OR SELECT SEED LIST FOR 1866.

Lampetei

Honiton.

Noatb.

Cheltenham.

Marlborough,

THE FOLLOWING FIRMS HAVE OBTAINED A SUPPLT THIS SEASON ;—

Messrs. James Carter & Co., High Holborn. I Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading.

Messrs. Jacob Wrench & Sons, London Bridge. Messrs. Fisher, Holmes, & Co., Sheffield.

Messrs. Coopeu & Bolton, 152, Fleet Street.
|

Mr. A. Dancer, Fulham.

J. C. WHEELER and SON, SEED GROWERS, GLOUCESTER.
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AUCUBA JAPONICA, LOADED WITH BRIGHT RED BERRIES.

JOHN & CHAKLES LEE,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN,

INVITE INSPECTION Or THEIR

LARGE STOCK OF MAGNIFICENT SCARLET-BERRIED AUCUBAS,
"Which they believe to be unrivalled for extent, perfection of form, and colouring.

The BERRIED AUCUBAS are valuable for Table Decoeation, for whieh purpose they may be
hired at IO5. 6rf. per night.

PLANTS may be purchased at 3 guineas, 4 guineas, and 5 guineas each.

BIFE SEEDS, producing innumerable varieties, at 2s. each, or 18». per dozen.

The Trade supplied on liberal terms.

ROYAL VINEYARD NURSERY and SEED ESTABLISHMENT, HAMMERSMITH, W.

LEE'S COLLECTIONS of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS.

JOHN & CHARLES LEE,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN,

ARE NOW EXECUTING ORDERS KOR THEIR

COLLECTIONS OF KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS, GROWTH OF 1865,

Which, having been selected with great care, will be found replete with every requisite
for the supply of a Family for the year.

New VegetaWe, Flower, and Agricultural Seeds."

TOHN AND CHARLES LEE, Seedsmen to the Queen
fi aro prepared to execute orders for every kind of VEGETABLE*
fJJOWER, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, gi-owtb of 1865
Their DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE is now ready, containing all

4he NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLE, FLOWER, and AGRICUL-TURAL SEEDS in cultivation, and will bo forwarded free on
application.
Royal Vineyard Nursery and Seed EstablisliHQent, Hammersmith

London, W.

Seeds of the finest quality for the Garden and Farm.
ARCHIBALD HENDERSON, late Superintendent to

the Horticultural Society of London, and of His Grace the bulcB
of Sutherland's Gardens. Trentham. Staffordshire, bees to announce
that his DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of SEEDS and useful
GARDEN CALENDAR is now published, and «-ill bo fomarded
post free on application.
A. H. has selected the leading Tarietie.s only in each Class, bis

past practical experience having enabled bim to do so.
Sion Nursery, Thornton Heath. Surrey, S.

FEE S^FECIAL CASH.
CARTER'S FIRST CROP PEAS,•SUTTON'S RINGLEADER,

2s. fid. per quart.
•CARPENTER'S EXPRESS ditto. Is. M. per quart, 30s. per bu^h
"^SEX^RiyAL_ditto,_ls. per guart, 24a. per bushel.
DICKSON'S EARLY FAVOURITE, 9d. per quart.
DILLISTONE'S FIRST EjiRLY. 1

SANGSTER'S No. l.Orf. per quart.
VEITCH'S PERFECTION, Is. per quart.
HAIR'S DWARF MAMMOTH. Is. per quart.
CHAMPION of ENGLAND, M,. per quait,
BRITISH QUEEN, Is. per quart.
NE PLUS ULTRA, Is. per quart.

CARROT SEED.
jALTRINGHAM, 1«. per lb,, 12s. per stone of 14 lb.
t.IAMES' INTERMEDIATE, Is. per lb., 12s. per stone.
LONG ORANGE, Is. per lb. •

MANGEL WURZEL, ic
tENGLEFIELD YELLOW GLOBE, M. per lb., 66s, per c

No. 1. COMPLETE COLLECTION of the choicest kinds

No. 2. COMPLETE COLLECTION „ „
No. 3. COMPLETE COLLECTION „ „ „
No. 4. COMPLETE COLLECTION „ „ ,,

£') 5

3 3

Their DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN, FLOWER, and AGElCULTUR.iL SEEDS
for 18(i6, may be had Free by Post on application.

ROYAL VINEYARD NURSERY and SEED ESTABLISHMENT, HAMMERSMITH, W.

GARDEN SEEDS.

OSBORN & SONS'
SELECT CATALOGUE OF THE ABOVE

May now be had on application, and they beg to call special attention to the following Select ^Vrticles :

—

NEW AMERICAN TOMATO 16
This Is very large, and less watery than the old Red.

SCOTT'S SUPERB WHITE COS LETTUCE ..10
BELLE BONNE SUMMER CABB.\GE LETTUCE 1

Tlicso tbroo Lettuces aro loss linblo to ruu thaa any we know.

FULHAM NURSERY, S.W.

ROBETITSON-S OX ditto, 2s. 6rf.'pe*r lb.
ENFIELD MARKET CABBAGE, 3s. per lb.

rOTATOS.
^MOXA'S TRIDE ASH-LEAF, 3s. per peck of 14 lbs.
^KHERS' ROYAL ASH-LEAl', 25. per peck, 13s. per cwt., 258 per

LEMON KIDNEYS, Is. Od. per peck, lis. per cwt., 21s. per sack
A^H 'I'ors (old sorts). Is. per peck, 7s. 6d. per cwt., 14s. per sack
EAiU.y HA.NDSWORTHS, 2s. perpeck
•DaINTRER'S SEEDLINO, Is per peck, 7s. per cwt., 13s. per sack
SPENCER'S KING, Is. per peck, 5a. 6d. per cwt., 10s. per sack.
nVEBB'S IMPERIAL, Is. 2d. per p«ck, Ss. per cwt., 15s. per sack.
EARLY SHAWS, 9rf. per peck, 5s. per cwt.. 9s. per sack.
SKERRY BLUES, Od. per peck, 5s. 6d. per cwt., 10s. per sack.
EARLY FOKTYFOLD {Shallow-eyed), !)(i. perpeck, 6s. Crf. per cwt.,

lOs. per Back.
•PRTNCE of WALES, Is. Orf. perpeck, lis. per cwt., 21s. per sack.
*MYATTS PROLIFIC, Is. per peck, 7s. Od. per cwt., 148. per sack.
FLUKES, 8d. per peck, 4s. Od. per cwt., 8«. per sack.
DRUMHEAD CABBAGE FI.ANTS, as. fid. per 1000, 22s. Cd. per

10,000
StroiiR two years' ASPARAGUS PLANTS, 2s. per 100, 15?. per 1000.
WHITE SPANISH ONION SEED, 2d. per oz., 2s. per lb.

•NUNEHAM PARK ONION, 2s. Cd. per packet.
Russian Mats, Is. 2d. each, I2s. per dozen.

New 4-lb. Sacks, Is. Od. each; 2-bushel Bags, Is. 2d. ; 1-bushol
ditto, lOd. ; pocks, Tid.

»*• Remittances to accompany Orders

.

CiiniBTsiAS QuiNCET, Seed Grower and Seedsman, Peterborough.
* Stocks from the parties sending them out.

+ Samples sent on application where large quantities are required.

Dickson's " First and Best " Early Pea.

FRANCIS AND ARTHUR DICKSON and SONS'
"FIRST and BEST" EARLY PEA having given -unwersal

satisfaction, and being pronounced by competent judges (see
Testimonials below), in accordance with the fact ascertained by
themselves by repeated trials, to be the very best Early Pea ever
offered for earliness. prolific nature, and persistent character, is now
being sent out from a large bulk, which they have grown to meet the
great demand, in sealed and labelled packages (none others genuine),
at 2s, dd. per quart.

Testimonials :—
From Mr. J. H. Mabow, Slour*on Castle Gardens, Staffordshire. See
Gardeners' Chronicle and AgncuKurnl Qazette, July 29, 1865, p. 700.
" Dickson's First and Best is decidedly the best Early Pea 1 havo

ever yet k'^'^h. It is a ^0^"^ crupper, with good-sized well-filled
pods, :ii Ml ..'. 11 lI ! iiIhuii.- 1 -III 111.' nbtainedfrom it."

/'. M 'I •"s, Stoiirton Castle Oarden^.
See '; o '

[ - '(f/iim(Ga2e((e, July 29,1865,p.70n.
"Jill I I

lit: I. I ^^Tows taller than these (Carter's
First It

. I I' i.
I ), is of moro vigorous habit, and

prodnri I
I

,
i'

;
III, and while the average number

of I'l'h ! !. ' 1,1 1
' I ,,l^ from 4 to 6 in a pod, tliat of

Dick.smr .
I

I :
,

1
' Miiij's, Carter's, and Sutton's Peas

pickings, while from Dickson's

SUTTON'S
UNKIVALLED COLLECTIONS OF

GARDEN SEEDS for ONE YEAR'S SUPPLY
CAiaUAOE FREli.

SuTTON' & Sons are now prepared to receive Orders for their unrivalled

COLLECTIONS of G.-iEDEN SEEDS, as under :—

A COMPLETE COLLECTION of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS for ONE WHOLE YEAR'S SL'PPLT
(with Instructions on Cultivation) £3 3

Ditto, in quantities proportionately reduced 2 2
Ditto ditto 1116
Ditto ditto 110
Ditto ditto 15
Ditto, for a SMALL GARDEN 10 6

rit. A remittance or refereSent Carriage Free by Rail, and 5 per cent, discount allowed for cash payr
requested from unknown Correspondents.

ig^ By ordering one of these Colleetions onee a year viuch trouble etvd erpense will be saved.

Also, NATURAL GRASSES for LAWNS and MEADOWS, fine sorts of M.iNGEL WURZEL, TURNIP,
and other AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.

SUTTON'S GENERAL ILLUSTRATED DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUE and AMATEUR'S GUIDE
is now ready, price 6r/., or gratis to Customers.

Remittances may be made by Cheques on Town or Country Bankers, or by Post Office Orders payable to

SUTTON AND SONS, BOYAL BEEKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

Best?
entirely free Irom rogues, the other two had plenty among them."

From Mr. .1. Veitoh, Exotic J^vrmy, Chelsea.

. and dates of first gatherings.) Dick-
1 my opinion i the

Mr. Veitch's opinion that i

(Dick.so;i.. 1 ;i.-: -^-"i i'- U i. Ui- i -.-^t new Early Pea yet sent out."

Scores of letters equally commendatory of our " First and Bast " Pea
have been addressed to UB Item first-class Gardeners and others, but
we think the extracts we have quoted from the Gardeners' Chronic'e

sufflcient.

fBANcis & AniBDE DicssoK 4 SOMS' DESCRIPTIVE and PRICED
CATALOGDE of VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS, with a '

1 excepted) delivered free to any Rail.
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SUTTON'S PRESENT PRICES OF NEW FARM SEEDS.

Cheaper

by the Cwt.

PRICE

is.
^/

per Pound, -f

4*-

HOTTON'S SELECTED YELLOW GLOBE MANGEL.

F}om the Hon. A. L. Melville, Branston ffall, Lincoln.
March 10, 1565.

" The Yellow Globe Mangel you sent me has provad the best I have

ever grown,"
From Mr. J. Uicren, Boiii-ton, Rugby.

" I have taken the Prize offered by the Rugby and Dunchurch
Association lor the cleanest and best crop of Mangel Wurzel
Five Years in succession; the crops were grown from the seed of

Yellow Globe supplied by you."

NEW YELLOW INTERMEDIATE MANGEL.

From MoBsrs. J. & T. HcrBuftK 4 SoM, SowtMtark, S.E.

November 15, 18i35.

" Wo forwarded yesterday from our Farm at Dartford, for

exhibition at your Show, 9 Yellow Intermediate Mangels, taken from

a piece of 3i acres, which produced 75 tons per acre—tho rowa 2 feet

6 inches apart, and tho plants 18 inches in tho rows."

SUTTON & SONS, Seed Geowees, Beading, Beeks,
HAVE NOW THE PLEASURE OF nASDING THEIR

LIST OF THE LEADING KINDS OF FARM SEEDS, WITH PRESENT PRICES,

WHICH Al(£ OFFERED WITH GREAT CONFIDENCE, AS BEING GENUINE NEW SEEDS, WHICH HAVE BEEN PROVED TO GEKMINATK WELL.

FOR LARGE QVAXTITIES, SPECIAL CONTRACTS MAY BE MADE.

POA TRIVIALIS—Rough-stftlked Meadow Grass

Sutton's best Mixtures of Permanent Grass and Clover Seeds,

For Laying Down Land to Meadow or Pastui-e.

For LOAMY SOIL of MEDIUM TEXTURE I For STIFF HEAVY SOILS
For LIQHT BLOWING SANDS

|
For CHALKY' SOILS

Consisting of 2 biisliels of light seeds, and 121bs, of Clovers and other small seeds per acre. SOjf. per aero

Natural Grasses contained in Messrs. Sutton's Mixtures,

and which may be purchased separately at Catalogue prices.

ACHILLEA MILLEFOLIUM—Yarrow
ALOFECURUS PRATENSIS—Muadow Foitall
ANTHOXANTHUM ODORATDM--SweetVomaI
CYNOSURUS CRISTATlJ.'^Cre^te.i Dogslail
DACTYLIS GLOMF.i; \T \ r: . .;

'"
.-ksfoot

FESTUCA DURII>' t :
', ' I

i r.c

„ PRATK-N- ' no
OVINA -

„ RUBRA- ll.'.l.i-h
I

. ,

LOLIACEA— Darm;l-le:xvcil Feseiio
PHLEUM PRATEN.SE—Tlmothv
LOLIUM PERENNE SUTTOlfll — Sutton's

Perenntil Bye-grass

Cheaper Permanent Mixtures,
Including Clovers and good Permanent Grass Seeds, but omitting some of the more

expensive kinds. 26.5. to 30s. per acre.

MIXTURES for RECLAIMED MARSHES and HEATH LANDS, 25s. per aero
for LAYING DOWN WATER MEADOWS, 30s. per acre

„ to LAY DOWN NEW PARK L.\WNS,—Seeds for this purpose will be 208. per bushel

„ for FINE GARDEN LAWNS, including only the finest or shortest-growing kinds. Is. 3<I.

per lb,, or 24s. per Ijiishol Tlin^o bushels per acre of these fine sorts are reqiiired

5SES fo

MIXTURES for ORCHARDS
EVERGREEN GRASSES foi

nly ISs. firf. 1

id CEMETERIES.—Price of seed. 20s. per bushel
;rahadowed with Trees, 30s. to 3(*s. per acre

PERMANENT GRASSES WITHOUT CLOVERS, 12s. per bushel
GRASS SEEDS for CULTIVATION with SEWAGE and other LIQUID MANURE, as used on tho

Bagshot .Sands, Aldershot Camp, and other poor soils, 10s._per bush. Three bushels per acre required.
RENOVATING MIXTURES for IMPROVING OLD PASTURES, 10((. per lb. 2 lbs. per a

Mixtures of Clovers and Rye-grass Seeds.

To be Sown with Corn for a Crop of Clover, &e., in the following Year.

CLOVERS and ITALIAN RYE-GRASS (.SEEDS), for ONE YEAR'S CLOVER, ic, including 141l>

Alsike and othi. .

CLOVERS and COMMON RYE-GRASS, including I4Ibs. Alsike and other CIo
CLOVER SEEDS WITHOUT RYE-GRASS, 12s. U. per acre

New Clover Seeds, perfectly free from Dodder and other Weeds.
COMMON RED. or BROAD CLOVER, extra line and clean, lOid. per lb. ; second quality cheapei
Y'ELLOW TKEtOIL (Hop, Clover, or Black Meaick), &i. per lb. ; sr"— -" — -'"- -

DUTCn CLOVER, Is. per lb ; second quality cheaperWHITE,
ALSIKE, ov n
COW GRAS-
MALDE.V^ 1

MIXED i'l !:

MIXED CLu

'

Is. per lb.

RIB-GRASS, I

i'ER, 2

,ck Meaick), 6tl. per lb. ; second quality cheaper
' - -ility cheaper

; second quality cheaper

v'ER (Trifoliuni striatum!, 2s. per lb.

ERS for PERMANEN'r PASTURE (Perennial Red, Perennial White, t
OXHEART.—New early, prodi

Selected Sorts of Mangel Wurzel (clieapcr liy the cwt.'

YELLOW GLOBE.—Saved fiom
in nil soils, baa gained many i

„ ORANGE GLOBE.—Fine, but varies a little i , ._. ^

FISHER HOBBS' ORANGE GLOBE.—A well-known sort. Is. per lb.

SUrrON'S ELVETHAM long red l Wo gained the first prize at Birminghaiu last year with

„ SELECTED LONG YELLOW / these two sorts. Is. per lb.

STRATTON'S RED OLOBE.-Fine shape, keeps well, Is. per lb.

Mangel Wurzel.
Saved from large roots, ^d. per lb., cheaper by the cwt.

GOOD YKLLOW GLOBE I GOOD RED GLOBE | GOOD ORANGE GLOBE
GOOD LONG RED | GOOD LONG YELLOW

New Sorts of Mangel Wurzel (cheaper by the cwt.)

NEW YELLOW INTERMEDI.VTE.—A most desirable kind, very fine shape, free from roots, and
produces Kr&at weight per acre. Is. iwf. per lb.

NEW RED INTERMEDIATE.—Similar in shape. Is. M. per lb.

UERKSHIRE PRIZE (or SUFFOLK CHAMPION).—A new large Yellow Globe, remarkable lor its

small top, and freedom from coarse roots. The Bead will be sold this season In quantities not

eKceeding 8 lb., at 2*. M. per lb.

Turnip Seeds (from selected roots, cheaper by the bushel).

SUTTON'S CHAMPION SWEDE.—-A very largo Purple-top Y'ellow Swede. Gained 12 Silver Cups
presented by His late Royal Highness the Pnnce Consort in six successive years, of 20 guineas value

each, besides _ aguished Frizes in other parts ol the Kingdom, Is. per lb,

nAitDYIiRbNZ&TOP SWEDE.—Will stand tho ' , . -
... j -- ...

KING of SWEDES.-Very largo, lOrf. per lb.

i winter, \0d. per lb.

HARDY WHITE SWEDE.—Choice stock, excellent for late feed. Is. 2(J. per lb.

SUTTON'S GREEN-TOP Y'ELLOW HYBRID TURNIP.—Good substitute for Swedes, Is. per lb.

„ PURPLE-TOP YELLOW HYBitID TURNIP.—Large, and of flue feeding properties

Is. per lb.

SW PURPl
Swede. Is. u... ..... .u.

Y'ELLOW TANKARD TUKNIP.—A valuable Turnip and certain cropper. Is. per lb.

SUTTON'S RED PARAGON TUltNIP.—Very large, and of excellent teeding properties. OJ. per lb.

IMPERIAL GREEN ROUND or GLOBE.—Should be sown for the main Winter Crop,

instead of the Common Green Round Turnip, being a heavier and more nutritious Turnip, 9d. per lb.
_ „. ^..„.— ., ..... .__,.. -J "'.per lb.

rib.

..^^..^— , , . .- - ag only. Is. per lb.

SUTTON'S SHORT-TOP SIX-WEEKS.—The quickest Turnip known, excellent for very early or very

late feed. Is. per lb.

GREY STONE, or MOTTLED GLOBE —Fine large new sort, strongly recommended, Vkt. per lb.

Lowest price per Bushel may be had on application.

Carrot (cheaper by the cwt.)

WHITE BELGI.\N.—Fresh imported Seed ; a very heavy cropper. Is. 3d. per lb.

LARGE GREEN-TOP Y'ELLOW BELGIAN.—Sunilai to White Belgian in size, and more nutritious.

Is. 6(i. per lb.

RED INTERMEDIATE.—Excellent for sballow soils, 2s. Orf. per lb.

ALTRINGHA-M.—The largest Red Carrot, 2». 6(i. per lb.

ALTERNATE HUSBANDRY (Col Red, Alsike, White, and Yellow},

Rye-grasses (cheaper in large quantities).

ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, good Enclish seed, is. per bushel
FRESH IMPORTED SEED, cleaned, 7s. per bushel
SUTTON'S I'KREX ^\\l- KYK-(ii>,.\s.s, oxtia line, new. Id. per lb.

PErEnNI M '

I 1 I '-I' <--
•

.',„,,, ijnshol

PACEY'S I I
I

I

'
I ' ,1 ,. (V.^, C(i. to rs. 6d. per bushel

EVERGRFl ,
I

I ' ,

ANNUAL, I.I i M ii M, ,\ I ,111,1 I,
1 I

liushel; do. do., lighter seed, 4,'i. 0<?, per bushel
BROMUS .^c:ilKA|i||,ia, iUl- ui-» lurinc (jivLsa, is-, per lb.

All Goods Carriage Free except verij sm

PRICED LISTS of FARII

Cow Cabbage.
I heavy crop, 3s. Cd. per lb.

ided, 2s. 6d. per ib.

CATTLE PARSNIP

Kohl Rabi, or Turnip-rooted Cabbage.
This Seed is very scarce this sOiison.

3 large as the preceding, 45. per lb.

Miscellaneous.
RAPE I

SERRADELLA
SHEEP'S PAR.SLEY LUCERNE
SILESIAN SUGAR BEET I

BROOM
FENUGREEK EARLY RACEHORSE PEAS, 4c.

mall parcels. 5 per cent, discount allowed for Cash.

id GARDEN SEEDS Gratis .and Post Free.

SUTTON AND SOiNS, ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.
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Stirling, Scotland.
M. DRU-MMOMi AND SdXS, Seedsmen and

_ _ vMt:\, .StirliijL'. will be glad to forward their
CONCISE DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE and
FLOWER SEEDS, to any address, post free on application.

%• Seeds carrLags paid as usual.

w
New Descriptive Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower

Seeds, &c., for 1866.

ROBERT T. MACKINTOSH, Nurseryman and
Seedsm.\s, 12, Melbourne Place, Edinburgh, begs respectfully

to intimate that the above LIST, embj-acing several New and
interesting Novelties, may now bo had post free on application.

DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LaING beg to intimate that
their PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of FLORIST

FLOWERS, SEW PLANTS, GARDEN, FLOWER, and AGRICUL-
TURAL SEEDS are now ready, and may be had free on application.

17, South Frederick Street, Edinbuigh ; and Stanstead Park,
Forest Hill, London, S.E.

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.

PAUL TOLLAED, Seed Grower and Meecilint,
20, Quaide laMtgisserie 20, ci-devant 4, Place desTi-oia Maries 4,

.1 Paris. SPECI^U. PRICED LIST of NEW SEEDS, in English
weights and money, on application.

LAMOUREUX, CLARK, and CO.,
Seed Mebchakts, Plymouth.

The SEED CATALOGUE and GARDEN DIRECTORY for I8Grt.

now published, will give full particulars respecting prices and other
matters in connection with the Husiness. WUl be sent gratis and post
free to any address in the kingdom. ^__^______^_

Gladiolus Bowieusls.
THOMAS EARNKS oflers the above in sh-ong flowering

bulbs, by the 100 and lOOO. Prices, which are very low, may
be had on application.

Dane Croft Nursery, Stowmarket.

l\AHLlAo, DAHLIAS, DAHLlAS.-Three Thousand
-M-J Pot Roots, of the best sorts, including 18G4, at 20s. per 100 ; 300
large Stools, 12s. per dozen. Ten per cent, allowed on all orders that
contain cash. Post Office orders payable to

J. C. Padman, Boston Spa, Yorkshire.

THE CZAR, a New Russian TIOLET, raised by
F. J. Graoam, Esq., obtained two First-class Certificates for its

magnificent flowers and foliage in 1865. It blooms from October

Very 'fine plants in bloom may now be had from Mr. Jony Gbaham,
Cranford, near Hounslow, 61 per 100 ; 13s. per dozen prepaid, pack-
3gi3 included.

Brltisli Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM can now send, post free for six postage

' stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their rarietlos. 36 pngos,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his NEW and PRICED
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS.
No. 7

%* Part II. (Exotic Ferns) will be issued as early as possible.
Foot's Cray Nursery, S.E.

To the Trade.
CUPRESSrS LAWSONIANA SEED (true), of excel-

lent quality, and wan-anted crop of present season. Price,
postage paid, 5«. id. per oz. ; 3)is. per half lb. ; 60s. per lb. nett. From
unknown Coirespondents a remittance must accompany order.
WHOLESALE CATALOGUES of GENERAL NURSERY

STOCK can bo had on application to
Taos. Cpii'ps, Nurservman, Tunbridge Wolls, Kent.

Select Catalogues of Seeds and Plants.
ROBERT PARKER be^s to announce that his NEW

PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, containing
Select Lists of the best varieties of Vegetable. Agricultural, and
Flower Seed.i, Ne^v and Rare Plants. Ac, are now publLshed, and will
be forwarded to applicants. All Seeds are warranted to be of the
finest pos«!ible quality. Intending p^uchaser8
pare the prices with those of other nouses.

Esotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.

W Bedding Fansles, &c.
ILUAM DEAN can supply for Sprins decoration—
CUVEDEN BLUE BEppING PANSIES .. 6». perdoz.

ED m,i
American Plants, New Hardy Rliododendrons^

,

WATERER AND GODFREY'S PRICED 'afii

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of AMEHICAN FI^WTS,
ns exhibited in the Horticultural Gardeos, Soutb KeDsiogton, free
on applicatioQ, This Catalogue fairly describes the RhodoQendrons
most worth growing, os well as some new and voiT handsome kinds
eicliisively in their possession, and now for the flret time offered.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

Hardy Scarlet Kbododendrons.
JOHN WATEEEE'S CATALOGUE of HAEDT

SCARLET and other CHOICE RHODODENDRONS as anmullly
displayed in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, can now be
had on application.

It contains faithful descriptions of all the varieties really worthy of
cuHiTOtion, as well as a selection of HARDY CONIFERS, with
heights and prices, with ORNAMENTAL EVERGREENS, FOREST
TREES, Sc.

The American Nur.iery, Bagshot, Surrey.

Hardy Climbers.—To tlie Trade.
CLEMATIS JACKMANNI, 2s. 6rf. each; 21s. per doz.

„ RUBRO.VIOLACEA, 2s. each ; 18*. perdoz.
HVBRIDA SPLENDIDA, 2s. each ; 18s. perdoz.

„ STANDISHI, 2«. each ; 18s. per doz.

„ SOPHIA FLORE PLENO, 2«. each; 189. perdoz.
„ CCERULEA (AZU REA) GRANDIFLORA, 505. per 100.

Besides other good old varieties.

A CATALOGUE, including Description and Treatment of Cle-
matises, will be forwarded free on application to

Geo. Jacsmas & So\, Woking Nursery, Surrey.

N E W PLANT
AUBRIETIA CAMPBELLI (effective spring flower).

-AUCA.
v:irif3ties (seed only),

ii of Stamps, of the following:

—

FtTcnsiA ba:
VERONICA !-

CLLANTHC,^ I

Coloured Plates, p.

AUBRIETIA I

CLIAJJTHUS !.\ M II i ) M.IMFLORA, \s.\.l
For description <>f the ;ibuvo t^(;a E. G. Hendehson & Sox's New

AUTUMN CATALOGUE, forwarded post free.

Wellington Nursery. St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

/^HRT S ANT I [ KMnM Sj, ^and^H~
" ^

ahighly wi-.L.:.L..iti,^. l.ii.a.jious

Fertiliser, Inr Chr\s;intheinunis
and all kinds of Stove and
Greenhouse Plants. Vines and
other Fruit Trees in pots, &c.

;

also Vegetables, &c., in the open
ground.

No. 1 FERTILIZER is the
best adapted for Chi7santhe-
mums and Hard-wooded Plants
of every description.

No. 2 FERTILIZER is recom-
mended for Soft-wooded Plants,
Bulbs, kc.

Sample Canisters, \s. & is. Od. Bags, ba. Cd., lOs. 6d., and 21a.

May be had of the leading Nurserymen and Seedsmen.
Seed and Plant Merchants, 12, King Street

POYNTER'S ANGLICAN COLLECTIONS of SEEDS,
prices 7.*. 6d., 14s,, 2fis., 30*-., 42«. each (carriage free Great

Western F^ailway), are the simplest and best offered.
R. H. PoYNTER, Seed Merchant, Taunton.

THE ANGLICAN COLLECTIONS of SEEDS contain
sufficient KITCHEN GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS !or One

Year's Supply. Only the most uaefid and best kinds included. Trade
Mark, the Royal Oak. Poynter, Taunton.

A RIBBON BORDER of FLOWERS (sis colours) for
the season, price 2s fid., stamps, post free. Trade Mark, the

Royal Oak. Poyster, Seed Merchant, Taunton.

:, (l-S, Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square, Londoi

Seeds for tlie Garden.
/COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of GARDEN SEEDS for
V^ LrtfL-.- in-l Si-^n'l Onrdens, at 10s. 6d., 15s., 20s., 408.. and firts.

each. (W I \l M(,i I- ,111 be had on application at the Offices of
the Lot I

-
i

: I v, t'i>>, Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square, W,

S^ i;i tiAKDEN.—All Orders amounting to
ii.>*e »ui L>o sent Carriage Free to all parts of the
1 by the London Seed Company, Limited.
' *'"^ 1 he had on application at the

LONDON SEED COMPANY, LIMITED.—
This Company was formed bj the Purchase of an Old-Established

Business of 80 years standing. CATALOGUES can be had Gratis on
application at the Offices of the Company,

6S, Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square, London, W,

INCOLNSHIRE GEHrTEASlMARTiN & ~
Sox).—

See "Testimonials. Superior to Dixon's Yorkshire Hero or any
other Peas grown here.

Hull, 7, Market Placo; and CotLingham, Established 178S.

DIXON'S YORKSHIRE HERO PEA.—
For Testimonials of tliia Taluable New Pea, see Ganltners'

Chronicle of November 18.

Price 2s. per quart. The Trade supplied.

E. P. Dixon & Son, Yorkshire Seed Establishment, 67, Queen
Street, Hull.

Estatolislied Upwards of a Century.

BUTLER AND JI c C U L L C H'S Coniplete
COLLECTIONS of VEGET^VBLE SEEDS for ONE YEAR'S

SUPPLY, all of the Growth of 1865.

No. 1.
I

No. 2.
I

No. 3.
I

No. 4. |
No. 5.

£3 3s.
I

£2 2s. | £110?. [ £1 Is. | 10s.fi(J.

All orders amounting to 21s. and upwards sent carriage paid.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES sent free and post paid
upon application.

Bdtler a McCL-LLncu, South Row, Cnvent G-irden Market, W.C.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 18G6.

MEETING.S FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAT, Feb, 5—EntomoloBicnl " F.K.

_ ,rt( Royal Horticultural ^Weekly Show), at
Siionoii, - raj south KensiDston 2 r.M.

y . .

' Eestjuino tlie subject of Clim.\te in relation

to the Cui/TITATION OF Fkuit, we have now to

direct attention to the variations arising from
the hypsometrical position of places. Elevation

above the level of the sea is one of the main
elements affecting temperature, and therefore

climate. It is well-known that as we ascend a

high mountain, the warmth of the atmosphere

decreases till we reach the line of perpetual snow,

which line is, generally speaking, lower or

higher, in proportion as the distance from the

eciuator augments or diminishes. Many
common facts attest the same law. An obseiTer,

li^g six miles inland, we will say, and at an

elevation of 500 feet above the sea, sets out, after

a sudden fall of snow, to walk towards the shore

:

at homo he leaves everything enveloped in a

sheet of white perhaps 6 inches thick; as he

descends, the fleecy covering becomes gradually

thinner ; and at the sea side he finds that the

snow had melted as it feU. Or suppose that, on
a winter afternoon, with signs of incipient fr-ost,

he walks in a reverse dii-ection ; at first the

ground is wet and sloppy ; as he ascends it

becomes drier ; at the altitude of 300 feet,

perhaps, the earth begins to feel firm and crisp

under his foot ; and when he reaches home, hard

frost has set in. It is true that, in this case, his

observations are not simultaneous ; the frost at

the end of his jom-ney has the advantage

in point of the time occupied ; but could ho, at

the middle of his walk, suiwey the whole line,

he would find only the faint conunencement of

polarisation at the lower extremity, while at the

upper end cakes of ice of some thickness had
been actually formed. In another form the

effects of elevation are famibar to gardeners.

They are in the habit of remarking that a given

place, near the sea, is 10 days or a fortnight

earber in its climate than another place at a

higher level—meaning that vegetation at the

foraier place is generally about that interval in

advance of the latter. This is obviously an

important advantage, as, independently of the

higher temperatures probably oocmxing at the

lower place, it may add a whole month to the
effective season, and may have a material in-
fluence in maturing late fruits, as, for example,
the Beuire Eanee Pear.

The effect of elevation on Temperatui'e was too
obvious to escape the attention of meteorologists.

They have endeavoured to amve at definite con-
clusions concerning it by means of general reason-
ing, by experiment, and by lengthened obser-

vations in a great variety of circumstances. As
a good example of the elementary treatment of

the subject, we may cite the late Professor

Leslie's investigations, in the article on Climate
in the later editions of the '

' Encyclopaedia

Britannica." It is there shown that the

decrease of temperature in ascending heights

is dependent on two physical principles, viz.,

the decrease of density in the atmosphere, and
a corresponding increase in the capacity for heat
in the attenuated air. Leslie shows that, begin-
ning at the level of the sea, there is a decrease

of 1° of Fahi-enheit in the temperatui'e, for every
300 feet of ascent. The spaces, however, corre-

sponding to the decrement of one degree become
less as we ascend to considerable heights. Thus
at the elevation of one mQe, the fall of 1° corre-

sponds to an ascent of 295 feet ; at an elevation

of two miles to 277 feet; and at three miles to

223 feet. These results are reached partly by
experiments with the air pump, and partly from
a consideration of the properties of the logarithmic

cuiwe to which the densities of the ail' conform
themselves. It is aifii-med that the results corre-

spond very well 'with observation; but this

assertion must be regarded as doubtful, when we
compare the very discordant figures given by
dift'crent observers, Humboldt assigns 299 feet

for 1° Fahrenheit in Central Europe, and 341 feet

as deduced fi-om his observations in the Cordil-

leras. BoussiNG.vuLT for the latter region gives

the mean result of 319 feet. Mrs. Someeville,
in her instructive work on Physical Geography,
states it at 334 feet ; Sir John P. Herschel at

350 feet ; and Dr. B.U-FOUR at from 300 to 400 feet.

From this diversity it is manifest that these

figures are little more than rough guesses.

Moreover, it is not certain whether in these

statements the numbers represent the spaces

commencing at the level of the sea, or whether
they are presented as a sort of average appUcable
to all elevations within human reach. Neither
does it appear that the eminent physicists

we have named take into account the

horary vai'iations of the spaces which were indi-

cated by the observations of Saussitke on the

Col du Geant, and Kaemtz on the Eighi. The
whole subject requires a more exact investigation

on the part of meteorologists than, so far as we
are aware, it has yet rmdergone.

In reference to this much needed investigation,

another remark may be pei-mitted us. All

winter temperatui'es may, or rather ought to be,

omitted. When vegetation is entirely stagnant,

the effect of these temperatures is only nil. A
great deal of trouble has been taken to ascertain

the mean temperature of the whole year. We do
not say that these mean results are in all

respects useless ; but it might be easily .shown

that they exercised a deceptive influence on par-

ticular speculations. In relation to the culture

of fruit, the means .should be taken only in those

months during which the plants or trees are

in active growth. Indeed, it might be more
interesting and useful to know the average

maxima of temperature than the average means.

Of coui'se it would also bo useful to ascertain the

average or even the .absolute minima; for these

might determine whether the plant in question

could live in the given cbmate at all, and in that

case the -winter temperatiu-es must necessarily be

included.

As few gardens in Britain are more than

1000 feet above the level of the sea, the assump-

tion of a rise of 300 feet for a decrease of one

degree of Fahrenheit is probably sufficient for all

practical piu-poses. In truth it must be admitted

that, however much it may be desirable for the

sake of exact science that we should have precise

knowledge as to the relations of altitude and
temporatiu'e, that knowledge is not extremely

important in a practical point of -view. Tempe-
rature is not the only element affecting

vegetation. Its influences are not a little modified

by a variety of circumstances, which, in some
cases, may be so considerable as to mask, if not

altogether to nnUifj-, the effects of elevation.

The pecidiar soil ; the comparative ch'yness or

humidity of the district ; the direction and force

of the 'winds at the seasons of blossoming, gi-o-wth
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and ripening of the fiiiits; the sm-face over

which the prevalent winds of summer blow ; the

nature of the coimtiy to the windward of the

particular garden, that is, whether it is cultivated,

moorish, wooded, mountainous, or othei-wise;

the kind and efficiency of shelter ; and the amount

of sunny or cloudy weather—aU have most

sensible efiects on the growth and ripening of

fruits. And, as Husidoldt has well remarked,

though even he has hardly been able to obtain

for his suggestion the attention due to it, there

is "the difference between direct and diffused

light, or that which prevails when the sky is

clear and when it is overcast by mist or cloud."

" I have long," he adds, " endeavoured to direct

the attention of physicists and other physiologists

to this difference, and to the unmeasured heat

which is locally developed in the living vegetable

cell by the action of direct light." ("Cosmos,"

vol. i., p. 330, Bohn's edition.)

We might here state a number of illustrative

facts, but as these refer to climate both in its

latitudinal and altitudinal relations, we shall

reserve them for another occasion. Meanwhile

we recm- to the conclusion arrived at in a fonner

article, viz., that plants themselves—flowers or

fruit trees—shoidd be adopted as living instru-

ments wherewith to ascertain the value of

cUmates. Plants represent the whole combined

agencies or influences at work in Nature, while

the thermometer yields indications of temperatirre

only. We observe that the Cxu'ator of the

Edinburgh Botanic Garden is in the habit of

reporting to the Botanical Society the blooming

of a variety of winter and spring flowers. That
affords the means of comparing one year -ndth

another relatively to the garden in which the

observations are made ; it would bo most
interesting to compare different places in distant

localities, particularly as to the effects of

differences in altitude. Might wo take the

liberty of recommending this subject to the

Pruit Committee of the Eoyal Horticultural

Society? The writer of these remarks has
made more than one attempt in this field of

statistical inquiiy, but with indifferent success,

partly owing perhaps to his own want of skill in

framing his questions, and partly to the almost
invariable tendency in gardeners to give the best

account possible each of his own particular

garden. We could give amusing instances of

this procKvity, which would go to show that our
venerable critic, Mr. M.^tiiew, is by no means
alone in shedding a eon/rttr de rose on his own
successes. The Scottish Meteorological Society has
been working in this direction, and it is under-
stood has experienced similar difficulties. M.
Alphoxse DeCandolle recommends the mark-
ing of the flowering rather than the ripening of

fruits and seeds of plants, -the latter being inde-
finite and liable to be mistaken, though in his
own researches he has often skilfully employed
both. But even in regard to flowering we must
be sure that it is fairly due to the natural process
of the season. It is vain to ask questions about
the blossoming of Peas and Beans, rmless we
are sure that in the instances compared they
were sown on the same day. Even perennial
plants may be injuriously affected by a previous
severe winter. For example, while the Solfaterre,

or the Gloire de Dijon Eose, in a genial season,
may bloom in the beginning or middle ofMay, if

they have suffered from fi-ost they may not show
theu' blossoms before the middle or end of June,
But the appearance of the fir.st dozen of flowers

of the same variety of Crocus, or stdl

moi'e the first dozen of blooms of the Goose-
berry, or of standard Apple or Cherry trees, or
of an Apricot or Peach tree on a wall -with a
southern aspect, might be determined within
a day or two. Of course the more numerous and
diversified the subjects of obseiTation, the more
completely would the sources of error be elimi-

nated. Such data would enable us to tell with
precision how much earlier one place is than
another ; and if the ripening of fruits could be
strictly ascertained, as sm'ely in some cases they
might, a flood of light would be shed on a
variety of subjects connected with climate, which
at present are extremely obscui-e.

We may add that the above inquiries have
been suggested to us by some of the beautiful

maps published by the Board of Ordnance. The
Scotch maps on the 6-inch scale exhibit contour
lines of the country, by which the elevation of

gardens can be known within the limit of 50 feet.

We suppose a similar advantage is enjoyed in

other parts of the countrj'. As an inquiry
embracing the whole of Britain would be too

complicated and laborious, groups of counties

might be selected—such as Kent, Surrey, and
Sussex — Middlesex, Hertford, and Essex—
Gloucester, Monmouth, Hereford, and Worcester

—or whatever other combinations men possessed

of adequate local knowledge might recommend.

It can hardly be doubted that a staff of trust-

worthy observers could be secured in each of these

groups. And it is as little to be doubted, that if

they went at their work with a wQl, we should

learn a great deal more on these subjects than

we yet know.

How is it that so little attention is paid to

those very beautiful winter and spring-iiowering

plants the Hellebores ? The common Christma.s

Rose is a great favourite, but there are others almost

if not quite as beautiful, such as H. atro-rubens, with
large violet-coloured flowers ; and H. purpurascens,

with smaller blooms of a darker purple hue. H.
oljTnpicus and H. argutifolius too, ai"e worth a place

in any garden. Nor are our English H. viridis and
its near ally H. Bocconi at all to be despised in a
horticultural point of view. It is quite time that

some of these beautifiU hardy perennials should be

found elsewhere than in Botanic gardens proper.

They are of easy cidture, and by crossing and selec-

tion, numerous fine varieties might doubtless be
obtained. Have any of our correspondents ever met
•ndth a double Christmas Rose ?

New Plants.
325. Aerides Thibautianum, Schh. fil.

Folii.s Aeridis quinqueioilucri, r;icemo pendulo nuiltifloro,

sepalis oblongis, pctalis ciuicato obovatis, labelli lamina
tripartita, p.artitioui>jus latcrallbus falcatis, partitione media
ligulata acuta callo bidentato-in basi, calcari conico curvo
lamiiis subfequali, callrj siiti pede columnae tumido tabulari

cmargiuato ostium oilcans claudente.

The christening of a new Aerides marks a red-letter

day in otir horticultural calendars. Here is a new
one with all the habit of Aerides quinquevulnerum,
in a collection of which it arrived. The ffowers

remind one of the Foxbrush variety, but the

coloiurs are much softer, and they are arranged in

a pendidous raceme, like the flowers of A. quinque-
viiluerum and its allies. The deep amethyst colour

is very striking, and the sugary exudation as rich as

in any of the species. We believe it is of Polynesian

origin. It comes from the rich collection of Messrs.

Thibaut and Keteleer, to the first of which gentle-

men it is inscribed. //. G. Itelih.Jil.

THE
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SCHEME

EDUCATION AND IMPROVEMENT OF
GARDENERS.

{Canditdeilfm.n ).. 77).

But apart from all this, it seems desirable that if

the Horticidtural Society is to give certificates at aU,

it should certify finished, and not half-made
gardeuei-s. It will be more than useless for it to

work up cheap raw material to a certain point, and
then send it to be perfected elsewhere. Such a
system will rob its diplomas of any value, and
hinder them from acquiring the slightest weight or

authority. To ensure success, it seems to me that the

teaching shoidd begin at the point at which it is now
proposed to leave oil. No gardener who has been
leas than five or six years at the business should be

eUgible for admission to Chiswick as a student.

The time for study there ought also to be extended.

As these changes woiUd seciu-e more skilful men,
they would be entitled to higher wages. Eighteen
shillings or one pound per week would bring to

Chiswick the best young men in the market, and
none other ought to receive the patronage and
supiKirt of the Horticultural Society. Instead of the

parsimonious economy that distinguishes the present

scheme, which seems based upon the principle of

making the students pay for their advantages by
giving them less for their labour than it is fairly

worth, I would reward them for learning by the
solid advantage of good wages. The tangible

present good would draw the best men toChismck , and
their prospective advantages would stimulate them
to the utmost in the pursuit of knowledge. Our
yoimg men of the present time are daily demanding
to live more in the real present, than in the tar-off

imcertain future. They lack the stem self-denial

and plodding difBculty-mastering industry that
characterised so many of their elders. Such being
the fact, it is neither msdom nor common sense to
propound any scheme for their improvement that
tries them on its very threshold with two years of
hard pinching, if not semi-starvation. They won't
pass in, and so the scheme wiU end. For in tlie

true words of an asopho-philosopher, " The genius of
modem times is reaUstic ; is appreciative of creature
comforts ; careless of the past, distmstfid of the
future ; nailed by the ear to the coimter and the
money-box ; earthy ; unspiritual ; possessed of a
mean devil ; the servant of arithmetic and X, .«. rf."

But by increasing the age, pay, and time, men will

not only be found, but other advantages gained.

The students will then leave Chiswick to fill head

gardeners' situations, and reap the assistance of tlie

high example and moral support of the Horticultural
Society in obtaining the utmost value for their duly
certificated talents. Gootls warranted genuine by
the highest authority ought to command a higher
price than those that are not. If not, where is the
benefit of the warranty ? Further, as already hinted,
the party certifying merit, shoidd go further and see

to it that merit has its due reward. No mere scheme
for the education of gardeners wiU succeed unless
this is seen to be its legitimate end. For the great
want of gardeners at the present day is not more
intelligence, but better pay for the time, knowledge,
and skill that they have already wasted in their
business. No sensible gardener opposes the demand
for higher qualifications if these are needed ; but
side by side with that demand we place the natural,
necessary, and just request for better remuneration.
Neither are those our friends, but foes, who would
move heaven and earth to increase our wisdom, but
have never yet lifted a finger to add to our wealth.
The highest authority has said that man does not

live by bread alone ; and it is equally obvious that
man cannot Uve without it. Knowledge does make
a man wiser, happier, better ; but it wiU not—at
least garden lore does not—feed, clothe, or educate
our families. For these purposes vulgar money is

needed, and all that gardeners ask for is a
fair day's wage for a full, thorough, and generous
day's work. One of your correspondents has
lately asked that the gardener's day of work
shoidd be lengthened ; he prescribes cindle-Ught as

a remedy for low wages. The ^vriter cannot know
much about gardening. \\'hat with fires and tempe-
rature to see .after in all weathers, we have to burn
too much candle already. The fact is, the gardener's

day in large situations never ends. Lengthen our
day indeed I Why, our working hours are all day, if

not of bodily toil, at least of mental anxiety, which
is much more wearying both to body and mind. A
hea"vy load of worrying care which we cannot s.afely

relinquish for a moment, meets us at the entrance
upon every situation, and clings to us firmly through
our whole tenure of office. A merchant closes hia

office, a tradesman his warehouse, a shopkeeper his

shop, or a mechanic throws down his tools, and bids

adieu to work until the morning. The head gardener
retires to his home, but he cannot reUnquish the
cares of his business. Again and again throughout
the evening and in the cold thcary night, his work
may, and often does, call him forth, and prove to him
that his day of work is as iutenninable as the

circhng seasons themselves. Gardeners make no
complaint of this. Their long hours arise from the
very nature of their business. Life is ever liable to

injury and the inroads of death, and they who are

held responsible for its well-being must be distin-

guished, not less for unwearying watchfulness than
skilful intelligence.

Notwitlistanding the length of gardeners' hours and
the number of their cares, they are worse paid than
almost any other class. The carpenter working
10 hours with his plane, the bricklayer with his

trowel, the mason with his mallet, wiU nett as much
wage as many head-gardeners. It is also a fact that

while the wages of most classes are advancing, those

of gardeners are stationary or retrograding. And
this while their work, and the number and magnitude
of their anxieties, have been doubled M'ithin a few
years, and the prices of many things—butchers' meat,

for instance, have risen to impossible-to-be-bought

prices. Matters have reached such a crisis that some-
thing must speedily be done. Honest men cannot keep
themselves and their families respectably on their

present wages. Gardeners have whispered this among
themselves long enough. The time has now come for

speaking the truth right out, fearlessly, but respect-

fully. The Horticultural Society's education scheme
furnishes the suitable occasion. I have tried for

weeks to discuss that scheme apart from the

wages question, and found that I could not. Cui
bono .' rung in my ears all the while. Knowledge,
more knowledge, asked the scheme ; wages, higher

wages for it, demanded justice and common sense.

Neither is the wages question simply a gardener's

one. It affects the interests of our employers even
more than it does ours. Many of the more fortunate

among us can weather through to the end. But
unless gardeners' wages are raised, the quantity of

gardeners must decline. Like the Church, the spade

is losing its popiUarity among young men. Talent is

better paid in other channels. A sense of justice

has induced me to tiun many young men aside to

other pursuits, who were crowding into our

ranks. Other gardeners are doubtless doing the

same. The weighty words of the late Sh- Joseph

Paxton are full of the worst portent for the future

of gardening :

'

' Scarcely any gardeners' sons follow

their fathers' business." We have not far to search

for the reason. Sir Joseph stated in the same letter

that there were not more than a hundred places in.

England where the gardener's salary exceeded 1001.

From 651. to 1001. may be given as the average

wage. Gardeners having learned by experience where
the shoe pinches, are naturally desirous that their

sons should not be crippled like themselves.

Hence the advice to their boys—" better emigrate, or

puddle iron at five guineas a week (I) or be butchers.
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or even chimney sweeps, than gardeners." And so

the tide of the best material is diverted away to other
pursuits, and the monilr of the great amiy of cul-

tivators is weakened and demoralised.
It is high time that the process of deterioration

was arrested. This is a matter demanding the
urgent attention of the Royal Horticultural Society.

Its new scheme for the Education of Gardeners,
improved and extended as I have ventured to

indicate, provide it with the necessary' machinery
for enlarging the knowledge, elevating the status,

and improving the material condition of gardeners.
If it confine its attention to the first of these objects
only, it will fail ; but let it resolve to embrace all three,

and to accomplish all three, and neither men nor
money will be wanting to ensure its triumphant
success. The Horticultural Society may thus earn
the lasting gratitude of all gardeners, and it would
also find that in helping them to reach a higher
position and secure better wages, it had been adopt>
ing the surest means of advancing the science and
practice of gardening, and promoting the highest
interests of its moneyed patrons and members.
J5. T. Fish, Eardn-iche Gardens, Bury St. Edmunds.

EXTRACTS FROM THE JOURNAL
OP Mr. John Gould Veitch,

DDRING A TRIP TO THE AUSTRALIAN COLONIES
AND THE SOUTH SEA ISLANDS.

^Catumtd .fr,„A fl'tlc -6.)

Paramattn, N. S. W., Xim-mbei- 10, 18C4.—The
town of Paramatta is U miles from Sydney,
situated on the bank of a river, or rather an arm of
the sea, which is navigable for small steamers. I

visited this town for the double purpose of in.specting
the Orange plantations for which the district is

famoiLs, and to see the largest plant of Bougainvillea
spectabilis in the colony. The latter of itself was well
worth the visit. The plant covers the side of
a very large dwelling-house, the residence of Mr.
James Byrnes. It was one complete mass of bloom,
and surpassed in effect anything that I had previously
conceived. It is found that even in Australia this
plant requires the very hottest aspect to bloom it.

The Nurseryof Mr. Purchase is at Paramatta. Ithas
not been long established, but there are already some
20 acres under cultivation, and kept as clean as it is

possible for a nursery to be. Young Orange and other
fruit trees form the chief portion of tlie .stock. The
soil is good, and well adapted to their growth. Mr.
Purchase is now devoting his attention to the culti-
vation of a general assortment of plants, and is
introducing many from England. This establish-
ment bids fair to become one of the first in New
South Wales.
The trip by water from Sydney to Paramatta on a

fine day is very interesting. The scenery is pretty,
although there is always the want of fine luxuriant
vegetation. There are several small towns and
gentlemen's seats on both banks, but gardening is a
very difficult and expensive hobby. The ground is so
rocky and poor that scarcely anything will grow.
Mr. Wright, of Hunter's HiU, has spent a fortune in
blasting the rock and making a garden, and even now
with only partial success. The Rev. Mr. Turner's
garden at Ryde contains a good collection of plants,
amongst which is a cone-bearing Araucai-ia BidwiUii,
but here likewise the shallow poor soU is a great
drawback. Orange plantations are established on a
large scale throughout the district lying between
Sydney and Paramatta, and in past years have proved
most lucrative. Recently a great proportion of the
trees have become sickly and attacked with white
scale, in some cases destroying the entire plantation.
I attribute the cause of this in a great measure to
the want of proper drainage, and to the fact that
little or no care is taken in planting and attending
to the young trees.

In many cases maiden ground is not even trenched,
but a hole dug into which an Orange tree is planted,
and expected in due time to produce a crop of fruit.
The Orange thrives best near the sea-coast, and in a
sheltered situation with an eastern aspect. The
trees are planted about 24 feet apart, and generally
commence bearing about the fourth or fifth year.
A sandy loam is the best soil, and bone-dust the most
suitable manure. A fine healthy Orange plantation,
with Its dark glossy green foliage and liright golden
fruit, IS a beautiful sight. Some trees in Mr. Pye's
Orangery of Paramatta measure over .30 feet high,
and are loaded with fruit, yielding annually upwiirds
of 2,",0 dozen each. Trees of the Mandarin Orange
measure from ir. to Is feet in height, and yield even
a larger crop. The favourite varieties are the Navel
St. Michael's, Malta Blood-red, and Mandarin The
first of these is the finest fruit, and fetches the
highest price, being free from seeds. Lemon trees
are also largely planted. I heard of one Orangery
producing 60,000 dozen fruit in a .season.

Sudiinj, Korrmher 28, IKIU.—Under the guidance of
Mr. Edward Hill, a gentlemen possessing a thorough
knowledge of the Natural History of the colony I
paid a visit to Botany Bay. It is seven miles distant
from Sydney. The intermediate swampy plains
contain a viist variety of native plants, .and in order
to obtain a better idea of the district, we avoided
the beaten track and rode through the bush. The

characteristic vigitation is low scrub, with only
occasional clumps of trees, formed of several species
of Eucalyptus. The Austriilian forests are very rich
in these Eucalyirti or Gum trees, so called from a red
gum exuding from the trunk of almost every species.
The commonest varieties are the Peppermint, the
Lemon-scented, the Blue, the Spotted, and the Yellow
Gum trees ; also two varieties known by colonists as
the Stringy .and Iron-bark trees. Blandfordia nobilis
is plentiful in the swamps near Botany Bay. The
flowers, producetl on stems from 18 to 24 inches long,
vary_ from bright orange-scarlet to pale yellow. Two
species of Xanthorrhcea and Macrozamia spiralis
are scattered over the whole district. The stems of
some of the former measure quite .5 feet in height.
Gomphocarpus fruticosus, known as the Wild

Cotton, is a perfect weed. I noticed amongst the
bush plants Pimeleas, Melaleucas, Diosmas, Boronias,
Gompholobiums, and Epacris. After lisiting the
spots where Capt. Cook and La Perouse first landed,
and where the latter repaired his vessel, we returned
by way of Ranwick, the Epsom Downs of New South
Wales. Formerly there were upwards of 300 abori-
gines inhabiting this district, now it is a rare occur-
rence to see one. Those few who now occasionally
visit the neighbourhood of Sydney do so with the
object of obtaining the means to buy nun, of which
they are passionately fond.

Brishanr, (^uiviLthnid, Dccemhm- 8, \%(A. —
During my .stay in Sydney, H.M.S. " Salamander "

left for a cruise on the e.ast coast. This opportimity
I took adv.antage of, .and by means of an Admiralty
letter, kindly procured for me by Mr. George Skinner
before I left England, obtained a passage without
difficulty. Having come from Sydney by a coasting
.steamer, and spent a few days in Brisbane, I em-
barked, taking four Wardian cases with me to
contain my collections, and we sailed for Somerset,
Cape York, the most northern point of the Australian
continent.

On. Board JI.M.S. Hlhinuiiidrr, Dccfmher 11,
18C4.—On our way to the northward we landed on
a small coral biink or island named Bell Cay.
Guano was reported to exist here, but we found
scarcely any trace of it, although there were
thousands of gulls and terns. It was the breeding
season, and|everyav,ail<able spot not immersed at high
water was covered with eggs or recently hatched
birds. On our distiu-bing the old ones they flew
over our heads, making a most deafening noise. A
little Grass and a dwarf species of Bamboo were the
only signs of vegetiition.

On Board H.M.S. Silamander, Dn: 15, 18(i4.—
We are now sailing within the famous barrier reef,
a coral formation extending at unequal distances
along the whole of the north-east coast of Australia,
.and so continuous that there are but very few
p.assages for vessels of any size. Within this reef,
which thus forms a n.atural breakwater, there are
numerous islands, and ample room for vessels to sail
along the coast. Having Government despatches to
deliver, we called at Rockingham Bay. The town of
CardweU here is the most northern European settle-
ment, with the exception of the newly formed one at
Somerset.
This is by far the most picturesque and luxuriant

Xiortiou of the east coiist of Australia. The dividing
range of mountains, fi-om 3000 to 4000 feet, is in the
immediate background, and a little farther to the
northward it forms the coa-st line itself. Being only
four hours on shore, I h,ad but little opportimity of
acquiring any knowledge of the vegetation. Den-
drobium imdul.atum is plentiful on the rocks and
trees. Its yollosv .and brown flowers render it the
most showy of all the Australian species.
A new and unnamed species of PLatycerium is

common on trees. Two Palms, probably an Areca
and a Pinanga, the indigenous Musa Banksii, and
several Ferns, grow on the baiiks of a stream to the
north of the settlement. Mr. Dalaehy, who is now in
this district forming collections for the Melbourne
gardens, informed me that he had found some 30
Ferns and five or six Dendrobiums on the mountain
ranges. The natives of this part are troublesome, so
much so that none of them are allowed to enter the
settlement, and .all Europeans carry arms in the bush.

On. Board JI.M.S. SaTnmamkr, Becenihir 21,
18G4.—Landed in Cairncross Islands, CO miles to the
southward of Cape York. On getting out of the
boats, two natives, neither of whom had a vestige of
clothing on, and who had evidently come across from
the m.ainland to catch turtle, came towards us,
waving a green br.anch .as a signal of peace. They
took to their canoe and made off immediately how-
ever on hearing the report of a gun. At this season
the island abounds with Torres Straits pigeons, which
afforded us good shooting. The island is of coral
formation, with but little soU. Pancratium
amboynense grows plentifully in the sand above high-
water mark. The trees "belong to the genera
Eucalyptus, Casuarina, Erythrina, and Ficus.

(Ti,ljccrmli,i,ml.)

TRADE MEMORANDUM.
A PERSON has lately visited a nursery in the

neighbourhood of Penge, and represented himself to
be a " son of Mr. John Waterer, of Bagshot," and to
be carrying on business at Shepherd's Bush and

Stoke Newington ; he endeavoured to obtain goods,
and offered Rhododendrons in exchange, the latter to
be sent from his father's nursery at Bagshot. As a
caution to the Trade I beg to say that Ihave no son
in business at any place whatever, except at B.agshot,
.and that the person just alluded to is decidedly an
imiKistor. John, Waterer, Bagshot.

Home Correspondence.
Arrangements of Shon-s.—lhiti important question

has been present to my mind for several years, and I
have often tried to impress upon the managers of
our shows the necessity of changing their arrange-
ments in order to satisfy the various tastes which
now exist. Formerly we were content with a
formal disposition -ivithout vtiriation ; in fact a
graceful plant was then rarely seen, for most of the
specimens were trained to sticks or trellises, every leaf
and flower being placed as though clipped to make a
flat surface. I do not condemn such plants, for many
of our finest things are best grown in this manner,
such as the Stephanotis, Allamanda, Dipladenia, &c.,
and they are indispensable for their colours and
forms. Still, in our London exliibitions there has not
been the slightest improvement during the Last

10 years, but we are rather going b.ack. One never
sees anything fresh, except it be a few .small new
plants. The same plants are shown year .after year.';

or, if not the same plants, the same kinds. They
consist, it is true, of very fine sorts of Erica. Azalea,
Ixora, Epacris, Vinea, Dipladenia, &c., .and no one
can deny that they are gr.and objects, .and cannot
be dispensed with ; but we much want variety and
change. The exhibitors are not at all to blame ; it

is the fault of those who aiTange the schedules.
The same prizes are offered, and the exhibitors
bring the same plants. They of course wUl not
make any alteration whOe they find the same plants
will do year after year : indeed it is to their interest
to keep to these old favourites. But if we desire to
keep u]) the credit of our shows, e.ach exhibitor
must be ready to do all in his power to that end.
The more we study the wants and wishes of the
lovers of flowers, the more admirers we shall gain ;

but if there is not some visible alteration maxie in
these matters, flower shows will go down altogether.
The arrangements of our shows may be altered
without adding much to the expense, .and even a
slight increase would be counterbalanced by the
attraction of more visitors, who will then take a
more lively interest in them. The change would infuse
a kind of new life into them ; and is to be accom-
plished by introducing a greater variety of objects,

and making new dispositions. The latter can easDy
be done without breaking up the collections, which
I believe would be objected to by the exhibitors, and
justly so, as their plants would be more liable to
injury. I can see my way very clear to meet the
wants of our .shows without interfering with exhi-
bitors, and with very little trouble, by introducing a
few fresh cl.asses ; such as mixed collections of
flowering and foliage plants ; Tree Ferns in
threes or sixes ; the same with Drac.x>nas, Yuccas,
Conifers, Rhopalas, Palms, Aralias, or such
plants that wUl form gr.aceful features amongst the
flowers. The managers always know what plants
are coming several d.ays before, so that the space
could be judiciously allotted to the different plants.

In this way the show might be rendered very
attractive and interesting. It is thought by some
that the judges would have a more difficult task,

and to some extent this might be true ; but this

would easily be met by providing a few more judges.
I cannot see any difficulty if the things are placed as

they should be ; for example, if prizes are offered for

collections of Azaleas to amateurs and nurser^^nen, the
two sets being put apart would offer no obstacle

in judging. Thus by arranging different cLasses by
themselves, and by placing foliage plants at the
back of the flowers, and Tree Ferns in a prominent
position, where they would have a striking effect

without hiding the flowers, the formality which we
hear complained of in the masses of gay flowers,

would be done away with. If prizes are offered there

will be no Lack of foliage plants. These, when well

grown, are always attractive, and when well packed
are easily carried, besides forming at home some of

the best subjects for conservatory decor.ation. I once
heard an exhibitor s,ay, " They should not be
encouraged at our shows, for they are as easy to

grow as a Cabbage." Now, I would say, so much
the better, as we are likely to get more cultivators,

and the more persons we get to grow them, the
greater variety we shall secure ; while the greater the
number of fresh exhibitors the more energetic will

the old ones become, and thus a permanent good
will be secured. B. S. W.

Grape Gron-'tng afBury Hill.—Your correspondent
" H.," commenting (p. 78) on my report of the Bury
Hill Garden, assumes that the reputation I have
assigned to Sir E. Walker's place as famous for
Grape growing is incorrect, because he had not heardi
of it. It occurs to me that his argument goes more
to prove himself unknown than anything else. I am
quite .sure that many gentlemen and gardeners in
the North Midland district can bear testimony to the
excellence of the Grapes grown at Bury Hill, and
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can confii-m the accuracy of my description of them.

I do not understand why other than the excellent

Grape growers "H." has named should not exist,

or why they should be neglected, even if the

merits of another good Grape grower should

come to be recognised ;
" H." surely^ cannot

siippose that everything that is good in fruit

must needs appear at a show— many gentle-

men object to the exhibition of their fnut.

The most frequent exhibitor is not always the

best cultivator. But letting the fact go for what

it is worth, I believe that Mr. Speed has been a

successful exliibitor at the London as well as at

country shows. " H." says " I." " does not think

that the peculiar excellence of the Grapes grown at

Bury Hill proceeds from anything in the soil or

management." Now, in my description of the place,

I distinctly recognise the value of the soil for ordi-

nary Grape culture, and attribute to Mr. Speed's

good management the great results obtained. " H."

has therefore perverted my remarks, in order, I

presume, to give him an opportunity of ironically

adverting to my statement respecting the value of

pure air. Having seen in the course of my peregri-

nations, many instances where the great mistake

of forming artificial sheets of water has been

perpetrated—in some instances when the fashion

was in vogue a century ago, in others with-

out the excuse of fashion, or any other—I was
rejoiced to find an estate entirely free from even an

attempt at an ornamental pond, aud I recorded my
impressions to that effect. I am glad to say that my
health is unaffected by contact with the injurious

influences of stagnant and weedy wastes of water,

artificially ti-eated. I wish I could gather from " H." 's

communication a similar assurance. I.

Stocks.—I studied the Garden Stock and the

generation thereof for a series of years, and I must
confess that in the end I found myself as much in

the dark as ever, as to the means of inducing double-

ness in the flower. I tried all the stock receipts

:

growing in pots and out of pots, in all temperatures,

soils, and circumstances, saved seed from poly-

petalous flowers, crossed and re-oro.ssed, and carried

out every book-suggestion that ever was printed, A
generation or two in very highly manured soil will

always bring a redundancy of petals, but polj-petalous

plants were not better breeders of doubles than any
other. Really double specimens never produce

pollen. I think individuals may be more inclined to

breed doubles than others, but I don't know. Old

seed is no better than fresh. I have grown plants

from seven-year-old seed. Singleness may be noted

in the young bud at a very early stage from the

^reat development of the anthers. I always grew
my plants to one stem, and only allowed a pod or

two to ripen. I have had as good a crop of doubles

from out-door ripened seed, as from pots under glass.

s. T. a
MUdims of the Mttithcr in Xm-th Xntts.—Th.a

weather here during January has been like that of

spring, and vegetation is rapidly progressing.

I have never before gathered in the open air in

January so many flowers of Violets, Chimonanthus
fragrans, and Tussilago fragrans a.5 I have done
this year. This last plant is not grown so

much as it deserves to be, for a bunch of

its flowers gives out in winter a perfume like that of

Hawthorn, It will grow in any out-of-the-way place

in shrubberies, and requires the protection of a few
^raw-hurdles in severe weather ; it is not suitable

for borders amongst other plants, for it soon spreads
- all over them, like other Tussilagos. I have it con-

fined in a corner, where gi'avel walks keep it in check,

and I have been able to gather large bunches of its

flowers during these last six weeks. Apricots and
Peaches on walls will soon he in flower unless they

receive a check. In the orchardsthe catkins on Filberts

aud Nuts are fully expanded, and Gooseberries

and Currants are swelling their buds fast. In the

shrubberies Roses are showing leaf, and Skimmia
japonica and the new Aucubas are in full flower.

Very little snow feU here when the great fall in the

. south occurred, and the rainfall up to this date (the

a7th ult.) has been under an inch. The thermometer
has ranged unusually high for January, the mean
temperature being 7° above the average ; highest,

50°, on the Uth, and lowest, 2i°, on the morning of

.:the 12th. The fluctuations in the barometer have
» been very great, caused by the many gales and
Ihiurricanes which have characterised the month. I am
-.afraid, however, we shall yet suffer severely (unless

frost or colder weather comes soon), by a cold

protracted spring, WiWam, Tilh'ry.

Blacli-lwai-teil Plnc-njiples.—I have a Smooth-
leaved Cayenne Pine-apple which has become bad in

the centre. Can any of your con-espondents say

what the cause of this evil is ? The fruit in question

swelled satisfactorily, and looked as sound as a

Pine could look, but when cut the heart was
discoloured, 1 may mention that our soil is of a

very light sandy nature, and that I gave the plant a

little weak manure water when it was swelling its

fruit. These are the only two matters that I can

think of, as at aU likely to affect the fruits, D. W.
Jiqjunims.—Your correpondent " J, B," asks if I

can give any information about what is sold under

the above name in Covent Garden Market. Before

I had an opportunity of seeing the article in question

it was impossible for me to give him any informa-

tion about it, I have heard sundry old ladies call

Camellias " Japonicas," but as your correspondent's

question referred to a fruit and not a flower, the

Camellia was out of the question. Then it occurred

to me that I hatl seen the fruit of the Loquat

exposed for sale under that name, but from the

description your correspondent gave it could not be

Eriobotrya japonica. Besides, eiitre. nous, I thought

I recognised the style of your correspondent, his

initials helping me to this recognition, and had
therefore little doubt as to his being well acquainted

with the fruit of the Loquat. The two Japonicas

were, therefore, put on one side. Having occasion

to visit Covent Garden the other day I readily found

the fruit alluded to, and I have great pleasure in

giving your correspondent the information he

requires. The tree which produces the so-called

Japonicas is the Zizyphus sinensis, and belongs to the

natural order Rhamnacese. It is abundant in the

southern and central provinces of the Chinese

Empire, Its fruit is oblong in form, and when
ripe is about the size of a small Plum, It ripens

in the autumn, and is exposed for sale in the

shops and markets at this period of the year, and

large quantities of it are preserved for winter use,

like those which are now sold in Covent Garden.

A much finer species or variety of this plant is culti-

vated in the northern provinces of China, the fruit

of which is highly esteemed by both natives and

foreigners. It is brought south annually by the

junks, and forms an important article of trade. In
appearance, and particularly in taste, it resembles

the fruit of the Date Palm, to which, of course, it

has no botanical affinity. Indeed, the name by which
it is known amongst the foreign community is the

"Chinese Date." If it could be brought home in

good condition it would no doubt be highly esteemed

in this country, and would form a nice addition to

oiu- preserved dessert fruits. On one occasion I

happened to leave China for Calcutta at the season

when the fruits in question came south, and I took

a basketful of them to present to the late Dr.

Falconer, by whom they were much liked. They
reached India in good condition, and I do not see

any reason why they would not come home to

England in as good preservation as the inferior sort

now sold in Covent Garden. The description of the

"Japonicas" alluded to by your correspondent,

having " large white flowers," is of course not

correct. The" flowers of Zizyphus sinensis are small,

and greenish in ooloirr, like those of most of the

plants in the natural order to which it belongs.

Iluhfi-t Fortune.

Indian. Fruits.—Tour correspondent " F.R.H.S."

has not given an accurate version of the question at

issue regarding the Bangalore fruits sent for the

exhibition which opened on the Oth December. The
first announcement of their amval at South Ken-
sington was made to Dr. Hooker on the 13th, with a

request that jars should be sent, not for their exhi-

bition, as yom- correspondent implies, but for their

preservation and tran.sport to Kew. According to

Dr. Hooker's instructions, I went without delay on the
11th to South Kensington, and found that no attempt

had been made to exhibit the fruits properly, none
having even been removed from their tins, except a

few, of which the spirit had leaked away, and which
were expo.sed on plates without spirit. After ascer-

taining the amount of jars and spu-it required to

transport the damaged specimens to Kew% I sent them
on the Friday, the day before the close of the exhi-

bition. John. Jf. Jarltson.

The late Mr. AJlan A. Black—The following

notice of the life of the late Cm-ator of the Kew
Herbarium, whose death was adverted to last

week, will be read with interest by many who
retain a vivid recollection of the valuable aid he
gave to all inquirers for information at that

establishment. [Eds.]—Mr. Black was bomjin 1832,

we believe at Forres, in Morayshire, and was from
his youth attached to horticulture and botany. He
served his apprenticeship under Messrs. Henderson,

of Dunkeld. where he displayed so much knowledge
and enthusiasm in botanical pursuits as led to his

being recommended to the notice of the late Sir Wm.
Hooker, who selected him for the ofiice of curator of

his herbarium in the year 18.53, and by whom he
was held in the highest regard and esteem during
the remainder of his life. Mr. Black retained the

office imtil 1 SG4, when, owing to the failure of his

health, he was obliged to seek a warmer climate.

The post of Superintendent of the Bangalore
Gardens falling vacant at that time, he was recom-
mended by Sir William to fill it ; he was appointed
immediately on his arrival in India, and fulfilled the

duties most ably, until a few weeks before his death.

Though his health at first improved, his disease

(pulmonary consumption) was not conquered ; and
he suflrered so much during last summer and
autumn, that at the urgent desire of his friends he

was induced to obtain two months' leave of absence,

and to undertake a sea voyage, in the forlorn hope

of warding off its consequences. With this object

he embarked for Rangoon in November last, on a

visit to a brother who was resident there ; he landed

in a most precarious state, and acting under medical

advice, he went to sea again, accompanied this time
by his brother, on a trip to the Andaman Islands.

Four days after embarking, his disease terminated
fatally, and he was buried on the 5th of December
on Table Island, one of the Cocos group, immediately
north of the Andamans, in the midst of a tropical

vegetation of the utmost luxuriance and beauty.
Mr. Black's decease will be greatly regretted by a
very large circle both of British aud foreign botanists,

by all of whom he was most highly valued, not only
for the many services he rendered to them, but
for the simplicity of his manners, his amiable
disposition, and his truly estimable character. His
modesty prevented his ever becoming an author,

but many botanical works owe much of their value
to his industry and knowledge ; and at Sir Wm.
Hooker's request he drew up a catalogue of the Flora
of Japan, which appeared under his own name in
" Hodgson's Japan," and of which many copies

were distributed by his patron in a separate form.

J. D. Hooker.

Foreign Correspondence.
New Zealand and Australia.—The following

extracts from private letters, both written in the

same month, one from Australia the other from New
Zealand, will be read with interest by many
intending emigrants, as well as by those who
take an interest in climate and colonial affairs

generally :

—

Itfvell St., IIohHilui, Xen- Zealand, Ifor. 2, 1865.—
I am on the gold fields of West Canterbury, which
are going ahead as fast as they possibly can. The
surrounding countiy is magnificent. The town-
ship of Hokitika is built along the sea beach for a
distance of nearly two miles in length. Last night

we had one of the heaviest falls of rain

which have ever been known here, followed by one
of the greatest floods that have ever before been
witnessed on the west coast. Large trees, 90 and
100 feet in length and a yard and a half in

diameter, were swept bodily down by the force of the
current. This is an awful place for rain, never-

theless the amount of business transacted is something
astonishing. Imagine a towm consistingof at least

10,000 inhabitants having been built up in a sub-

stantial way in less than a year. What would people

in England say to that 'i Diggers here think
nothing of earning from iol. to Wl. per week per

man. In fact, the diggings here are supposed to

be the best that have ever broken out. The other

day three men came into town with 112 lb.

weight of gold, the produce of three months' labour.

It realised QlU'l. 0,». id.

Qiieanheijan, Australia, ^'or. 20, 1SC5.—When I

last wrote I was imable to give a very flourishing

account of the state of this country, and since then
things have not improved. A period of dry weather
has set in, so severe that we are being literally

starved. Cattle are dying in thousands ; the crops

in this and the surrounding districts are all

burned up. Not a " cock" of bay has been
made in the district. Everything is at famine
prices, and though one may succeed in getting a bit

of beef, it is either diseased or so starved that there

is not a particle of fat to be found in it. As regards

sheep, one has to pay for bones, not for meat. Eggs
and butter are unknown, and as to fruit and
vegetables we once knew what they were, but at

present we have none. My garden is in a ruinous

condition, although watered every evening. The
sun sets at night as red as scarlet ; next

morning breaks upon us with a cloudless sky

and a stiff hot wind, with dust blowing all day imtU
about 4 o'clock, when the sea breeze cools the air for

three or four hours. A dull calm succeeds, accom-

panied by a suffocating heat, which, owing to the

coolness an hour before, is even less endurable than

it otherwise would be. Even trees are dying, and
now and then we receive a visit from birds strange

to this quarter. Only the other day I saw six

emus— first two and then four together, I

heard, too, that one of these birds had been killed

within a few miles of the town. Their feathers

are not unlike dried Grass, the rastle of which they

resemble when shaken, A rich quartz gold reef has

been accidentally discovered within 12 miles of

Queanbeyan. Already claims are marked out. It

may therefore be imagined that with a large influx

of population, matters as regards both animal and

vegetable food are becoming worse. As to Grass,

were you to travel 20 miles, an armfid of it could

not be gathered together.

Societies.

Hamilton Palace Young Men's Club.—The
following paper, by Mr. James Anderson, of Meadow

Bank, entitled "Seasonable Hints to Young Gar-,

doners," was read on the evening of the 2uth ult.

at the weekly meeting of the Club :—

I have been requested by your esteemed President, Mr.

llitcheU, to prepare a short p^per bearing more directly upon

the advantages to be derived from well-spent evenuigs m the

hothy. I have done this with great pleasure, m the belief

that no subject can be approached of greater importance, either

for the interests of gardening, or for the intellectual advance-

ment of gardeners. The interests of the one I need scarcely
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tcU you are intimately bound up and interwoven with the
interests of the other : and the moment we as horticulturists
become apathetic, and relax our efforts (which in individualsmay not go for much, but in the aggregate represent animmense power), our a-vuse becomes depreciated. And how in
these days of progress is the cause of horticulture to be sns-tamedand elevated? The answer is simple and obvious. Itmust be by the exertions of the very class of men I am now
.addressing the rising generation of gardeners. The heavy end
of responsibUity rests upon their shoulders, and if we could
nly get eveiy young man to feel the weight of it, and actaccordmgly the annals of horticultural progress, notwithstand-mg the bnlhant position it can justly claim in these days,

would, from such combmed action, shine forth with increasing

l"'S^' ,?'' ""' y™ ^'ly '•eadUy infer that, in my estimation,
horticulture viewed in either its theoretical or practical
bearings is not quite at so advanced a stage as it might be at
the present day

; and the impeding cause is. the want of regu-
larly organised social science clubs-for yours and aU kindJed
ones are fully entitled so to be eaUed—and a generally defective
remuneration throughout the profession.
No one can exiiggerate the importance of education ; for if

It has not always fixed a man's relative position socially, ithas implanted withm him a power and a confidence in cases
ot exigency or emergency, which his less favoured feUows .arebound to recognise and respect. The greatest ancient
philosopher, and the wisest man that ever Uved, exhorted his
children with all their getting to get understandmg."
Weekly meetmgs, such as yours, where e.ach prepares an essayon some subject or other, wlU .awaken within you self-respect .andan emulation to excel, and wiU rouse up the latent fire of your
intellect, which but for the tax upon its energies might have
Iain dormant for ever. You will investigate cSuses Ld take
cognizance of effects in your every-day practice. Anything
anomalous m the growth or flowering of plants, from the
suuplest vegetable in the garden to the plant aristocracy in the
houses, wiU bo sure to receive more than a passing glance or
notice at your hands. The more you learn, the less you will
take for granted m the whole circle of the study ; and when
once that idea is inculcated in the garden student, half the
battle of tmtion is overcome. Ten to one but over afterpamstaking zeal and assiduity and tolerably accurate con-
clusions, wUl be the characteristics of that individual. He willthink for himself, and act for himself, and when in doubt or
difficulty wUl admit his want of knowledge and apply forinformation. The self-pretentious feUow wiU strut about withamazing tementy, and according to his own showingwrU know far more about things in general, .and

rln IS' "°"<^« ."> particular, than his master, while
really he knows nothmg, and must be cla.ssified among thoseIndividuals of whom it may be said, in the words of the Scotchproverb, "whiit they want in education they've got in im-pudence. **

It is, moreover, of the highest importance that you should
ra.ake yourselves acquainted with the multifarious details con-nected with the practical part of the profession. You shouldleave no stone unturned to procure situations where advancedg.ardemng IS carried on, and move from place to place untUyou have obtained a famiharity with aU those subjects whicha first-class gardener is expected to master. If you have doneyour duty and been f.aithful, interesting yourselves in theoperations whieh you have been called upon to discharge, yourmaster will pride h mself in promoting Jour advancement byevery means m his power. Such men, in fact, are boundultimately to succeed. The more necessity, therefore there isof learning something more than the mere art of the prc^

ih 'Zh ^' •"'
''tl*'

' i^^y ^"^ y™' '^ ""ly empiricS
; TrIts tendency is rather to surprise and astonish by resultsthan to disclose processes. The fashion has been in days

^r.Z„ ? ?"" *""* " peculiar knack in the cultivation

l„ft^?t?,u'
°'"™'"n°r« successful than his neighbours

ill fruit culture, nay even in vegetable culture, to involve themethod 111 as mysterious a form as possible, and endeavour tokeep his compeers m total darkness as to how such successwas attained Science has quite an opposite tendency. Itswhole dehght, and the basis of its claims are inquiry and inves
tigatiou It accepts nothing without the severest scrutiny-
its whole aim bemg to rid itself of vague technicaUties, ind
to aiuminate aU obscurities, A weU-reguLated mind is alw.avs a

S,';S i'

°»"°- JI™*^ exertion is a Far heavier tax upon thephysical system than continual labour with a spade which

onrrdSbour."'^'"'''"^'
"° '"""P""* '° """""^ " ^^"'"^

The great Dr Lindley, whose loss we have had so recently todeplore (who had beyond shadow of doubt a more intimateand accurate knowledge of the theory .and practice of horticul-

„ fli'"».''"J "";" .°''"' •^^'^ w "™S. and who feU imartyr to head work), has left behind him the results of a life
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diwiS fh
" '''"»"'*•'!" y^f self-respect, to keep up the

SriiftllS I "^ff""'
,='"'' *" elov.ateyour soei.aUtatus. I

Yf;,r Vi ^ ?'^ ?! '.'"^ celebrated Lord Bacon, be "fuU men."lour club of Itself is an evidence that you are aUve to the

opSTraiSrn'l°-''FT'''' "' ^^-^ time /and whar^th the

vour ilm^S ?,^
^°°\ ^.,°" '";=, '^"Kaged in out of doors, and

vom-he^tf^r^^rfr"'''''*,
'"',"''' comforts, I anticipate th.atyoui neiirts .are m the work of progress.

With reference to remuneration, there have always beenand always wjl be conflicting opiiJions, There «,n never"ean uniforai r.ite of wages to joilrneymen garden™" -and the

tTSm'S?tUs'°tSS "'"h"'
""'""•• -=^nt,indTans^erablo

as muS a? th^ T.^^! ^l^"'?';. ^ '/'"»'' °' iustruetion, differ

^a^ted in the L?r;i ''*"f ?r'
''•'"" *« college. The fees

fn tb? „M,;r » "'it"'
"" proportion to the fees exacted

toinarted andT^in .*H?,T''™°r'
="" """* "' u«ti-uction

J.^fS. tS.'i *?? ,
" '^ <liflerent way, from the very samecause, will this always more or less occur in the gardensthroughout the country. I want young men such .as yoursdv"'

the amounTofinst" H^^" "^ "^Wether, and'^rttoa ethe amount of instruction you are receiving as a Dortionof your reward. In my opinion, it is far nioirc«?
to define the diflicult problems of EucUd th.an it isto define wh.at, in the present day, reallv constitutes a gardener. , But let us examini one or twoexamp es as we see them m the .advertising columns of thegardcnmg press :-" Wanted immediately, a single middleaged man .as Gardener, and to .assist in mamaging a few cowsThere are two Vmenes, Cucumber and Mushrwm houses and

men needT^lf""'^ ^°= ""f
experienced and industries

f Jtn^h^n?'^ ^- • ^'t'S^V'. eJ^Perience would accept sucha situation? Agiim
: "Wanted, a steady, married man .asGroom and Giu-dener, and to m.ake himself generaUy useful "

Ihis IS one of those places, I doubt not, whore the gardenerwould be governor-general of the pigs. Such are but ve^moderate samples comp.ared to what sometimes appear in theT,ma. The most impudent that ever came under my observa-
tion IS one which appeared a few weeks ago, and to which Isolicit your attention :-•• The advertiser finding the Gardener
Lately engaged msuflicient for the work, he & now open tofresh offers The place is single-handed, and requires a Strongand very active man, who has a thorough practical,knowledgf
of stove and greenhouse plants, of which a few good things aie

SrZ,'it" T'*'}^ "''''', *? ''^^P ""'^ flowlrand kitchengarden in good order; and the gardener ^«1I be expa-tcd todevote his whole time to his «>.,',- ,1,1 ]„j .
, , 'r 1 T

labourers' hours. Testimonnils fu: ' : •
,

,', ,: ''
'„;.,'

be received and read from geiitli 1, 1 w ,,.,.
annum, paid weekly ; and 5;, f.,

'
"'

quarterly instalments, and not w

3<roticcg of JSoofes.

^Z"'fh"^n'
^""''"^'"'!l^"ft''e BritUh Association

at the liiniiiy/iam iVcetiJi^, 1866. 8vo, pp. 402.London : Hardwicke. ^'^

The title of thfe volume is sufficiently cxijlanatorv of

dS -,';?"'*"'": '^'"^ inaugural address of Professor
1 hilhps IS given at lengrth, as weU as those of the
presidents of the various sections. The abstracts of
the papers read, and of the discu.s.sions consequent
thereupon, will render this volume an interesting
memorial to those who attended the meetin<^ in
question. °

We regret that our botanists and physiologists do
not appear to better advantage at these meetings—
as to horticultural science, we doubt if it were ever
heard of on these occasions. Why not ?

Cataloohes Received.— IF". Paul's OValthum
Cross) Select Lut of Seeds, is, as it professes to be a
select list, and that of really good things. Among the
specialities we notice a fine crimson Beet and the
superb

^

dwarf Hertford.shire Cauliflower. — C.
Iiiriicr's (Sloiir/li) Catahijiie of Seech is also a very
select list, including, among other good things the
i-remier Pea, said to be of gi-eat excellence.—
n.Ci,fb„s!, S-,Son's (IHgluiate) Catuloqm' of Si'het
^edsis another good abbreviated li.st.— 7/«y«.,. ,y-

Co. s General Spring Catalogue for ISGC is one of the
more comprehensive lists, and has several iUustra-

?^t
interspersed, including some half-dozen forms

of the China Aster.

of English grammar, perfectly in kc _
demand that the g.ardener " should not gS off a"! d'ay-ratol^'ers'
hours, and yet bea "gentleman," at the handsome remunera-

of U. per week
! I might .argue that there ought to be—.._lme of demarcation drawn between this ckiss and the

real professional, for by such innovations our calling is onen
to the contemptuous sneers of a foppish class : still there aremany worthy men of position whose stand,ird of morals,and of intellectual and professional worth, more thancounterl
balances such drawbacks.
The case is quite different with such young men as your-

selves. You and others, in a similar Nphere ,a"e so to sneakmeoUeges of learning, .nl ,,.: ,„ . , f„, 1 hi4fil indeSj ifyour remuneration mc. I. .:,,,:
, ,,.,,». The value of he

msti-uetionyou.arereec,.n ,- ..mterbalanees a lowrateof wages. Your an,!,,; „,„ ,„,,-, |.,n„,pt you to ailhigher standard of usefuli.t...-., .u..i i.. strain every lier
fit yourselves for tho higher prizes of the profe
I need scarcely remind you that you are better offmonetary point of i,new than most of the profe.
that require skiUed labour, whose students have 10
"'!, T a long probationary period, with " small innmgs "

indeed Tho prizes of our eaUing are far fewer than theyought to be If we look at the kind of superintendence
demanded

: but the evil is fast curing itself. Noblemen andgentlemen are begimnng to see th.at the highest paid official
the most efficient and cheapest in the long run The press
earliest in supporting the good cause. Gardeners are no.,makmg them.selvcs felt and heard over the length and breadth
of the country. Depend upon it, young men, the greatest
stimulus, after practical efficiency, to a better state of things" -lentific education. Look, for example at the n
Aii,'

?.°"°*
''J''

y.irf.e'^es, half a century ago, and .„= .„„
difficulties and prejudices even, they h.id to encounter before
receiving tho rudiments of a good English education, and com
pare them with your position and opportunities at this day
It required an unusual amount of pluck and perseverance t.
deviate from the beaten tiack. And how, think you

Diseases op Bees.—We have previously published
some observations respecting that fonn of disease
ordinarily known as Dysentery (.see pp. 10 and 33)

-•ping with theauiS^ ,?fr f.t'^'^fJ^«'"?j?i' of the last paper signified our
1, I, _

lue auu.,cious intention of describing another disease or a different
foi-m of the same malady, which has attracted the
attention of many apiarians. Whether this last is a
disease in itself, or dysentery in an aggr,avated form
or m an advanced stage, is a matter open to some
doubt and discussion. There are points of difference
between it and dysentery, as ordinarily seen, which
are worthy of notice.
In the year 18(j2 Mr. Woodbury lost several hives,

...>.jui, umeeu, n 1

^n" Was much annoyed during the summer by a
The value of the malady which he considered to be Dropsy and allterbalances a low wbA bnH on rt«,^.^,w-, i^ c^-l • .,

»«."«**"

the "Theory and society and beeommg good gardeners? It was not by the
rardener ought to

laudation they received at the day-school altogether although
iiecura. I mav also Scotland, at tli.it time, was far better nrovided for in the Jt.^

shouldc. ...^

least such of them

long experience and study in the many high-class works that 5?™5.° '''°?' ""= ''='''=" ti'ack. And how, think youhave emanated from his pen ; but his maynuin ojius, so far us
^"^ ""^y achieve the position of being useful members ofthe practical gardener is concerned, is the "Theory and S"""*?. ""l '"^coming good gardeners? It was not by thrractice of Horticulture," which every irardener nnrrlit ^ I edni-atmn fhpv T,i..ii;nn.) o*+i... .j„,. „.i—t_,i. ., ...-^

prize as a legacy, and treasure as a va,i mecum. I may also
tell you that no man Uving has done more to poputa ' '

science of botany. ^

„^'\\ ""'' ' ^^'^ ^i'' J""' ""^ ^ put ^y way of an urgentappeal to commit you to a certiiin course of thought and aJtionby day, to prepare the w,ay for weU-spent evinings in thebothy; because the garden is really the claas-r.^m from

wSfs^^^Srn ?
practical part of your instruction, and

digest
""""'^"y funushing food for you to theorise on and

™u '» °'j"^° \^'^ utmost importance that you should haveweU-storedmmds and a portion of your spire time ought!

1 v^nT' *° '"'
'f'

apart for reading 'and let me exhort youby aU the earnestness .and all the iufluenee that 1 can brine to

iWrl^E-TJ?!!'
""' '° •''"" fatisfied mitil you have thoroughlymterpreted the meaning of what you read. There is a real

gratification m mastering a subject, which, .at first may
??,SifJ.?'"^i'™S'^H'!/'i *° '"''^"'^ct

;
and this brings to myrecoUection the beautiful passage of Sir John Herschel with

reference to reading. He says, " If I were to pray for a tastewhich should stand me in stead under every variety of eb-Sm!stances and bo a source of happiness and cheerfulness to methrough life, and a shield .against its ills, however thingsmignt go amiss, and the world frown upon me, it wouldbe a taste for reading. I speak Sf it, of course

aZLJ^ "
™''''i'y

advantage, and not in the sUghtestdegree as supersedmg, or derogating from the higher office

hurJ^tL "frojiger panoply of reUgious principles-but as a taste, an mstrument, and a mode of pleasurableVati-
fleation. Give a man this taste and the means of gratifyta^it

Fail nf Tnnlrintr o Vin.,^„ ,>, i ?_ P !

™n J^ut iT^^l''^ 'f'
°'

""l'""8 ^ '"PPy ">'«>. unless'indeed

S.*^ w '
^"l''''

a ""stperverse selection of books. Youplace him in contact with the best society in every period ofhistory, with the wisest, the wittiest, the tenderest, tte teavestand the purest characters that have adorned humanity Y'oumake bun a denizen of all nations, a contemporary of all .ages

S?tW ?I,'^
^'"^ "=ro?"=1 '" ,""-• It is moraS^ impossfblebut that the manners should take a tinge of good breecUng andcmhsation from having constantly before Sne's eyes thiwayin which the best bred and the best informed men have talkedand conducted themselves in their intercourse with each otherThere is a gentle but perfectly irresistible coercion in a habitof readmg, weU directed, over the whole tenor of a man'scharacter and conduct, which is not the less effectual

because it works insensibly_in short, it civiUses the con-duet of men." How much more so is it in your case whohave to come in contact with tho Hilt of society, both learned

who had an opportunity of witnessing the ravages
which it caused, airived at the same conclusion. We
will first see what true dy.sentery is, according to
Dzierzon's view, and then note the points in which
the malady, which is the subject of the present
paper, differs from his description :—
"Dysentery," according to Dzierzon, " is a disease

which frequently occurs towards the end of winter
It consists in the inability of bees to retain their
fa;ces beyond a certain time and measure : but it is
not a proper disease, because the evil is at an end as
soon as they are able to empty themselves. The
causes of dysentery are as follows :—Long and severe
winters, unwholesome honey, or honey can-ied in or
given too late in the season, and which, therefore
mostly remains unsealed ; coldness of the hives and
combs, frequent disturbances, superabundantmoisture
or extreme drought, premature breeding, or, in short,
any circumstance which causes an unwonted con-
sumption of food, and by which bees are deprived of
the opportunity of voiding in the open air the fa?ce.'!
which then accumidate so rapidly. But, as under
these circumstances the bodies of many become so
swollen that they are unable to fly, and can at most
drag themselves to the entrance of the hive, the evil
ultimately degenerates into a disease of which
numbers perish, both inside and outside the hive.
Nay, the malady sometimes appears to become
actually contagious, since it has been found that
when a stock which had been reduced by dysenteiy
was strengthened by the addition of healthy bees, the
mortality continued until it became as weak as it
was before. The queen alone is exempt from this
disease," and " remains in good health even after
the majority of her workers have succumbed to the
malady." Dzierzon seems to slightly contradict
himself. He says that dysentery is not a proper
disease, and then goes on to prove that it is a disease
which appears to become actually contagious, from
our own experience we are inclined to take the latter
view of its nature.
Dysentery asually gradually disappears after a

short period of genial weather, and, as Dzierzon .states,

the queens are seldom if ever attacked by it. But as
respects the malady, which, for want of a better
term, we must consider as drop.sy, a remarkable
difference was observable on the.se two points. Some
of Mr. Woodbury's hives continued to be decimated
by it far on into the summer

; as, in his own words,
" it ivas most pitiable to see, all through the spring
and during the finest summer weather, the ground
in front of the hives perpetually covered with
hundreds of disabled and dying bees, which crawled
about in all directions, setting up at intervals a
feeble vibration of their wines as if in faint imita^™..= ..i., ui, j,uu, uuiy mine garaen, tor m thus doing, you j-.-nn nf fbn I,.;,,

"i"B=, "01^ iji i<uiiu miiua^
wUl, however slowly and imperceptibly, elevate the status of

"O^ O' ™e novermg crowd of joyous labourera
gardening, and by this you and your successors will eventually overhead, in whose delightfid toil they were never
t"'""'- again to participate."

— far better provided for in the way
.1 for the sons and daughters of the
-SOS. It was from severe mental appli-
evenings at home. That was the

L-ss. It enabled them to rise, bead and
fellows in simil.ar circumstances,— at... „ .„—

. „ were content to remain p,assive and
indiflerent concermng their mtellectual status. Many head
gardeners of eminence are aU but self-taught ; but if you askthem, they will tell you tho difficulties and obstacles they h.ad
to encounter in the process of self-education, and not one ofthem but wiU exhort you to diligent application in youthMany men of humble burth had not the opportunity ofacquiring information systematically and accurately in thedays of then- youth, and were turned out upon the world
entirely upon then- own resources, in many mstances ere theyhad reached their teens. Such of them as had a spirit ofindomitable perseverance, and " a friend in need " Influentialenough to push them forward, were lifted from theruck, and
in all probabihty, achieved a positton in the worid whichnobody was more astonished at than themselves. But what Iam eonstramed to admire most, looking back now to tho eha
racter and conduetof these lucn, was their almost unexampled
8elf..abnegatlon. There thry w.r,.. ivitl, their 10» per w?ekwhich was about the avoruK.- .0 , ,>ol l..v j,„m,eymen 20 yeari
ago, ploddmg on, and aliii.-.l ,l,„ii„;,. themselves the liecessanes of hfe, seeking for kiiuwicdt'e l,y well spent evenings inthe bothy and dohng out their Uttlc mite partly to sjcure
books, and p.artly husbanding it to carry them from one esta-bhshment to another with the view of promoting their ultimate
advancement. Such mstances were by no means rare.

not be misunderstood now in my concluding remarks
Education and practical abiUty must henceforward go hand in

, ,,-,j
" '" ".°

""f."^
"''°'' nuw-a-days. either of schools

for children or education for adults. Moreover, the fees
:acted are withm the province of every industrious working

_an, and all are morally bound to give their children an educa-
tion suitable to their means. Let no one prosecute this or
any other calUng, who is not earnest in the work, and bent
on promotmg it by every means in his power. I say,
finally, to all,—if you are anxious to better your position,
amalgamate into clubs of this kind, read diligently and
studiously, store up well-defined principles in your mind, and,
above all, do your duty in the garden, for in thus doing, yoi
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Then, again, the qneens were also attacked by

the malady, which rendered them incapable of

oviposition, their abdomens becoming immensely

distended. In one instance a young unimijregnated

Ligurian queen was so attacked, and lingered on In

the hive four months, most probably without ever

having been able to take a matrimonial flight. Prom
one of his breeding queens, which fell a victim to

this malady, nearly a tea,spoonful of fluid gushed out

on the abdomen being opened.

It is possible that this peculiar malady is dysentery

in an aggravated form, and not dropsy, or aUied to

it ; but to ourselves, who had abundant opportunity

of observing its ravages, it appears to be a distinct

disease, which fortunately, however, is very rare in

ite visitations. The abdomens of the bees thus

attacked ara filled ahnost to bursting with a thin

light-browc-coloured watery fluid, having a pecu-

liarly disagreeable odour. The discharge emitted

from bees suffering fi-om dysentery is of a much
darker colour, and much less watery in its nature.

In dysentery, even after the hive has become almost

depopulated, the disease will frequently disappear

and the hive regain its strength ; but in hives

affected by dropsy very strong remedial measures are

requisite to establish a cure.

From a lady correspondent we have had appeals

for advice under circumstances which bear a very

strong resemblance to those which we have related.

For two years, a disease, which from her description

must be considered as precisely analogous to that

which attacked Mr. Woodbivry's hives in 18(52, has

devastated her apiary, and has defled all her efforts to

eradicate it. From another correspondent we have,

within the last week, had a similar appeal. In this

case also it seems probable that dropsy, and not
dysentery, as imagined by the writer, is the cause of

the great mortality which has taken place. The
earnest attention of bee-keepers is caUed to the

existence of a malady heretofore undescribed, we
believe, in any bee-books, and we shall be glad of the

opinions and esiierience of apiarians on the subject.

The Auricula.—I have now been a grower of this

beautiful and fascinating flower for the long period

of -tl years, and have tried every sort of compost for

my plants, being extremely anxious to excel in their

cultivation. The result has been' many failures, and
with them convincing proof th.at the more simple the

ingredients used in the making up the compost, the

greater is the chance of success. I have used the

following compost for many years, and I have never
failed with it to produce sound healthy plants, while
I have not seen the disea,se called rot among my
plants since I commenced to use it. It consists of

one half coAv-dimg, rotted to black mould, the other
moiety being equal parts of leaf-mould and rich loam,
with a sufficiency of silver sand to keep the whole
porous and open. Should any oxide be in the loam,
some finely sifted newly slackened Ume is added. Mix
the whole intimately, and keep it imder cover ready
for use. For top-dressing I use equal parts of decayed
sheep droppings, rotted under cover, and the ordinary
compost, with enough of silver sand to make it

porous. In order to communicate information to
young growers, perhaps the best mode of proceeding
will be to begin with January, and take the other
months in succession.

The plants during January are dormant, and aU
the attention they require is to give them plenty of
air during mild weather. Keep them free from
decaying leaves, and give merely water sufficient to
prevent the leaves from becoming flaccid. During
severe frost, shut aU the ventilators clo.se.

During the first mUd weather in February top-
dress, and set the plants to work. Do this by removing
the surface soil to the depth of rather more than
half an inch, and fiU up with" the prepared soU to
within half an inch of the lower leaves. Care must
be taken not to break or disturb any of the fibres,

and while the neck of the plant is bare, rub away
all the eyes or embryo offsets ; only where increase is

wanted, one or two of the strongest may be left on.
Strong blooms cannot be expected from plants that
are allowed to break into unregulated increase.
Many of om- fine show varieties are so prone to break
into increase that blooming plants are not to be
expected except this treatment is resorted to. When
the plants are top-dressed, water with rain-water,
and continue to do sowhen theyrequire it. If,dm-ing
the previous season, the plants were affected with
green-fly, let them now be examined, and all the
larvaj brushed away from the leaves ; also let the
stages be thoroughly cleaned. Doing this effectually
may be the means of keeping away the fly for a
whole season.

Close attention will have to be given during the
month of March. Keep cold muds from the plants,
but give all the air possible dming mild weather.
Water regulai-ly, and so soon as the trusses show
clear of the foliage, cover diu-ing the night. An old
carpet next the glass and a mat over it vnll ensure
the pips from damage by frost. Remove the covering
early in the morning. Towards the cud of the montfi
the trasses will be sufficiently advanced to show
where thinning of the pips is necessary. Plants

intended for exhibition require to have the small

interior pips cut out with a pair of sharjj-pointed

scissors. Do this carefully, so that none of the pips

intended for showing overlap each other.

Every attention must be given during April so as

to have frae blooms. Continue to protect from frost.

Never allow the plants to flag for want of water.

Give plenty of air to prevent the stems becoming
drawn. Turn the pots occasionally. Attend to the

thinning of the crowded pips. Keep the jilants free

fi'om decayed leaves, and attend to general clean-

liness. Whenever the jrips begin to show colour,

shade while the sim is strong ; thin white cotton

cloth fixed over the sashes suits well for this purpose.

Varieties thsit are likely to be too early in bloom for

the day of .showing may be retarded by removal into

the shade.
So soon as the bloom is general, remove the plants

where they will only get the early morning_ sun.

After the bloom is ]iast in May, when seed is not

wanted, pinch off the stem below the truss ; the

plants will still be growing. Attend to the regular

watering of them and keeping them clean. Look
for green-fly, and never aUow them to effect a
lodgment on the plants. 'Whenever the siu'face soil

becomes hard or covered with green slime, stir it or

remove it, and replace it with some new soil. Look
well after a small black caterpillar that lodges in the

centre of the plant, and if not detected in time will

eat out .oU the interior leaves, and reduce the largest

plant to a naked stump. George Lighthoilij, Fallilrk,

Jan. ',1, ISIJC. (To he continued.)

atmosphere moist, but the foliage should always be

allowed to become perfectly chy in the course of

the day.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Digging and trenching may still be carried on

with activity. Reserve all wheeling if possible for

hard weather. Prepare ground for fruit trees, the

planting of which could not be effected in autumn,
by thoroughly draining borders in which they are to

be placed, and forming in them a substratum

through which roots will not ea,sily penetrate. In
the absence of paving stones, tiles, &c., a good

substitute may be formed of coarse gravel and
finely sifted quicklime in the proportion of six of the

former to one of the latter, mixed well together with
a sufficiency of water, and laid do^vn to the depth of

i or .'i inches. Prom 1 '> to 1 .S inches dejith of soil

will be enough for Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots

;

even less than this will do if the borders are mulched
and cropping dispensed with.

Apples and Peaks.—Pruning and thinning of

these should now receive attention.

Beans.—Broatl Wind.sor and Johnstone's Won-
derful may be planted as soon as the ground is in a

fit state for their reception.

Peas.—^Make a sowing of these also as soon as the

ground is fit to receive the seed.

Radishes.—Let a sowing be made on a warm
border.
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During the present somewhat changeable weather
considerable attention will be required in the way of

maintaining proper temperatures. Spare no labour

to keep up a gay appearance in the Conservatory and
other show houses. Cut and train Climbers, and let

everything be kept scrupulously neat and clean. See
particularly that Orange trees. Oleanders, and plants

of that description are clear of insects before they

begin gi'owing, as young wood and foliage are difii-

cult to keep clean without injury.

FLOWER GARDEN AND PL.\NT HOUSES.

Look over beds of CrociLses and other bulbs to see

that they are not thrown out of the ground or suffer-

ing from the depredations of mice. Also inspect

half-hardy plants in pits, in order to see whether or

not they are sirffering from damp.
Auriculas.—Let these still have as much air as

possible while the weather is mild. In other matters

relating to their cultiu'e be guided entirely by Mr.
Lightbody's instructions printed in another column.

Roses.—Another batch of these may now be placed

in heat to succeed those coming into bloom. Keep
down fly by frequent fumigations.

Tulips.—Place in heat potfids of bulbs to succeed
those now in bloom, and see that the latter are not
allowed to droop from want of water.

FORCING GARDEN.

Asparagus.—On fine days give a little air to that

in pits to keep the heads from becoming too much
dra\\-n.

Cherries.—Syringe occasion.ally trees put in to

force, and keep all floors and other evaporating sur-

faces moist.

Cucumbers.—Where necessary fill pits and frames
with young plants.

Peaches.—Admit air freely while the weather is

mild, and keep the atmosphere moist, maintaining a

steady night temperatiu-e of about .50°. Very early

houses in which the fruit is set should be afforded a

nice growing temperature, syringing liberally to

prevent red spider, and keeping the borders in a
healthy state as to moisture in order to seciu'e a
vigorous root action.

Pines.—Young plants in beds that have been some
time planted wiU be benefited by having the soil

loosened as deeply as can be done without injuring

the roots, giving it a liberal soaking of tepid water if

it be found to be too dry. Endeavoirr to afford a nice

regular bottom-heat, with a thoroughly moist atmo-
sphere, and keep the plants growing as freely as may
be consistent mth presserving them dwarf and bushy.

Have a constant eye to m.aintaining a succession of

fruit, or securing a supply at the season when it may
be most wanted, and let "the treatment of the plants

be regulated according to circumstances ; this is a
matter which demands considerable forethought, and
which can be successfully managed only by careful
observation and attention.
Stkawbekries.—Put sufficient of these for a good

supply into a Peach-house or Vinery, and place them
on a shelf near the glass where they will have plenty
of light. A fresh lot of plants should be afterwards
placed under cover every fortnight or so. Let the
temperature be low at first, and even afterwards force
gently and give all the air possible, or the flowers
will be apt to become " blind." Jf ^"jf ?i
Vines.—Be satisfied with as low a temper.atnr^ Vines, g

from fire-heat as may be considered safe, but shut up .is ordinary wMp-grafting, and s

ea^ly. This wiU to some Httle extent economise
Jj-^^-^^^^^^^^

fuel, and will be more congenial than strong fit&- _r. t. Pince (thanks)-D, T. FiaU-J. Anderson-J. F.
heat. Except where Vines are in flower keep tlie | McElroy—W. Dean.

Notices to Correspondents,
%* Tho Editors have to beg the iiidulgenco of

spondents for the delay which has taken place in the
publication of some of their communications. It is most
flattering and encouraging to tho Editors themselves to
have met with such hearty and valuable co-opetfttion.

The communications they have in hand shall be published
lis speedily as the space at their disposal will pormit ;

mciu\\hile they most sincerely thank those who have so
piomptiy and uffidLiifh u lo I thorn in their endeavours to
manit un the i ' ie m the position of the
Icidmgjouiii 1 1

BooKb 5 Von \\ 1 lie information you seek in
Glenny s"IIni U Mi (mi den," or Mrs. Loudon's
" LadieV Comp mi m tu the 1 1 >\\ ui (nrden." of which latter a
new edition, revised by Mr Ldmondi, has lately been pub-
lished.

Caution to Gardeners : G Kay, waiting on the part of tho
young gardeners at Kenwood, desires us t-.> ^-ni ntlurB

again.st nno Oeorge Hodaon, a gardener, rep'v r,' Jv Im ; If

to bo a Yorkshireman, who on the liith ult ;. i i ini-

self in the bothy at Kenwood, and, as it .iii- i. ! ! duI

secreted some clothing, but was let ofi. wIilu ii-_'> ci.d,

through his depredations not having then bc-iouic known.
He is described as about 40 years of age, dark and thicfc-

set,?with bushy whiskers and dark eyes, and about 5 feet 7
inches high.

Dinner Tablb Decoration : R M. You will find many useful

hints on the subject in our columns, especially at p. 634,

1SG4, and at p. G05 of our Volume for 1865 ; and much
further information in Mr. March's "Flower and Fniit Deco-
ration," published some thi-eo or four yeai's since, and noticed
by us at the time : see p. Ui% 1802.

Grafting Vines: C F. You may graft the Black Hamburgh
on yoiu- Sweetwater without fear of converting it into a
\Vhite Grape, or without risk of affecting the colouring of

tlie ben-ief* provided the roots arc in a healthy state.

Market GAunnNS : Alt>ha. The infurmation desired may doubt-
less bo ;iscert;uncd on applyini< to such well-known establish-

ments as those of Uanecr. of * hi^wirk ; Wilmot, of Isloworthi

Meyers, of Brentford ; Jly ; s ,
- > 1

> |a , mi . iiaycs, of Edmon-
to Mr

Gardeners' Association.

Names of Plants : MA il

fluviatiUs.—-D N. Aral

from any one who grov

Cineraria maritiraa. Tl

finely cut.

—

Yo v. ng Oi

Cyanotf

to the Market

for sale.-S.nuM.
-s white and more
lia pai-vifolia : 3,

vittata;'4, Selaguiclla M;irtt;ii;.ii ; others indeter-

minable.
Pears : Pi/nis. We should recommend yon to plant Williama' .

Bon Chretien, Comte de Lamy, Winter Nelis, and Josephine

dc Malines, all of which are of firatrato excellence, and will

5tO£
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LINCOLNSHIRE GEM PEAS (Martin & Son).-
See Test n Is buper r to Dixnii's Yorkshire Hero or a

I ind C tt nghHin. Established 17S8.

T^
'une 15b ; it was also favourably noticed
ol June 3 1S05.

Lj > 1 u V be n^ sent out by Robert H. Po

r H. PovsTER, Seed Merchant. Taiinton.

-*, 1,11 be the flnost, best-flavoured, and moat productive EARLY
PEA in cultivation. See TestimoniaU In "Journal of Horticulture'
of December 5, and in Gardeners' Chronicle of December fl. Price

I*. Od. per quart.

To be obtained of the Proprietor, Mr. Tromas Eley, Sible

Hcdingham, near Halstcad, Essb.k. Also of the following appointed
Agents :—
Messrs. Peter Lawson & Son, 28, King Street, Cheapside, London, E.C.

„ Cooper & Bolton, 152, Fleet Street. London, E.C.
„ Fraser, Richardson, & Goad, 82, Bishopsgate Within, EC.
„ Richard Lowe & Co., High Gretn, Wolverhampton, Staffordshire.

„ J. Roberts & Son, Denbigh. [shire.

„ Fisher, Holmes, & Co., Handsworth Nursery, Sheffield, York-
„ Saltmarsh A: Son, Chelmsford, Essex.
„ Sutton & Sons, Reading, Berkshire.
„ Joseph Tremble & S-^ns, Penrith, Cumberland.

M. Paul Tollard, iiurserymaii and Florist, 20, CJuaide la Megisserie,
P^ris (Sole Agent).

Mr- Eley has since he published some of the testimonials relative

to the above Pea (which appeared m " The Journal of Horticulture "

of December 6, and in Qardetiern' Olironicte of December 9, 18C5)
received several other most satisfactory reports, among which are the
following i—

'* Trebursye, January 25. 1866.

"Sir,—I consider your Pea Essex Rival deserves all the eulogiums
given in its favour. I was the only one in this district who gi-ew it

last season ; not so this year. I intend to sow double the quantity I

did last year ; it Is a most excellent variety.—Yours trulv,
"Mr. Thos. Eley, Sible Hedingham. " A. Milse."

Mr. Elev, the proprietor of the above popular Pea. strongly recom-
mends gentlemen who require a plentiful supply of good earlv Peas
for table to make sowings for successive gatherings in the following

Pea Cultm'e, and s i above stated, may depend upon gathering

s. James Carter
tirely ignorant of
II which they had

botn vendors, viz,

the demand at that t

prevent our holding
seeding, tbo price c

The following are Extracts from a fow of the
'cd relative to this unrivalled Early Pea :

JiVom Mr. William Doweli., Gan/ener to Sir George Chetwynd,

Bhall gather a Bish to-morrow inorning, which is by far the eaiUest

Foa wo have hod."

Frovi Mr. W. PovEY, Garderierto H. P. Best, Esq., Donnlngton,
Grove, near Newbury, May 2\.

" I planted your 'Ringleader Pea* on the last day of February ; on
the same day I planted 'Daniel O'Rourke' and other early sorts.

Your 'Ringleader' is uncommonly well podded, and the pods are
filling fast. 1 have no doubt they will be cleared, and the ground

'dPitcr to H.
"1.^, Map 25.

•' Your 'Rintrt' ^ !' !ivs earlier than DiUistone's, and
is the most prt.ihi: i i I'wn,"

J'^r^.l" :.:. II !;>!. I.
.

'•^. Hedham, May2ry.
"Your 'Rinijii-*;- I'-i Ili" 1; i i'U'Vcd with me by far the earliest,

and will be cfcEiit'd oil" the gi-ound before the othcr.s have done
blossoming. I consider the 'Ringleader ' the quickest Pea of any of

the early sorts grown in this neighbourhood."

From tli€ Rev. William Wood, PresUvood Parsonage, Great
Siisttenclen, May 27.

" I expect vour ' Ringleader ' Pea will be a fortnight earlier than
' Saug'iter's No 1' sown on the same day: in fact, it Is earlier than
any Pea whn.h ni> gardenei has known The gaiden lies high, and is

exposed to the Cild

i-jjmMrl \ ^ V. Sykoa, Esq

,

" 1 have i\w* i ea against your Early
' C h unplon ' n h I ii best in cultivation,

and I 1111 glid t 1
1 tom ten da>s earlier

It has been cohered with blo'^ oins fi Jin t \ to bottom 1 am sure it

Is 1 voluible addition to our early Peas

J/(>»tMr GfioROE ScPTMGER, ffo^mc ParA., Sjiijioiff May 2*^

" I have gieat fltosure m reporting fn in il ly I \nurnewcarlv

\ wliicli is

14 d lys t) I

veiy prnllliL alt ...otlin with iiiu it

from "UiiiivM Thomas Rf%> Fsi
' \om ' Hiu(.,kader Pea has qu

planted it side by side on the same
has hitheito been my earliest),

btntsomed at least one week be

appcaiances will be fit to gather
\

i

garden is in a veryhigh an i

Prom Jonv Ford, F
" My garicner sowed

Pnal,'

bloom first, coming in the id "-I M i\ tl 11 i ii\i. ! i Utui

/•; _,;/t Messrs DoBSOS&Sos, U n ' - / \ ir i ill rth

"Wo tried yuur 'Ringleader' Pc i I ist ^a us m with Dillist^ius
and It WIS liom a wctk to liidavs eaihtr It is ceitainly the earliest

Pea that h is t jmo under oui notice

Tr »i»eGAnDFfFHs Cithonicle, vlwgtMMZ. 1SC5
" Pttv*.—un the 8th ot SI irch 1 sf wed Sutton a ' Kingleader," and

had a spUndiJ cir| m 1 <;s rl an ri ht wprki whirh 1 allowed to
ripen. 1 then - I tl r 1 i I h Ktli nl have now a
capital crop (11 " eks only in

rowing, ami tl i months,
beg to forwai 1 hserve are

well fiWQd.—Tk I

\1 1»LN sl-LDS, FARM

"siJtton"4 Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establtflhrnent, Reading.

DIXON'S YORKSHIRE HERO PEA is the best
Dwarf Green Wnnkled Marrow in cvUtivation. See Testi-
Is in Gardeners' Clironide of November IS.

Price 2s. per quart. Price to the Trade on application.
'. Dixos & Son, Yorkshiro Seed Establishment, 67, (Jucon

The Earliest Pea known is
/^ARPENTKR'S KX!M;
KJ Earliest date on re
ChroiiicU of September J m
55. per quart. Trade piKi
True seed to be had oiilv .

and Grower, Brighton and S
Street, Brighton ; and of Messrs. u oon & son, wurseryme
field ; Messrs. Osbors & Sons. Nurserymen, Fulham, S.W. ; Messrs
W. Brvce & Co., Seed Merchants. Gias;,'ow ; Messrs. F. & A. Du
SOS & Sons, Nurserymen, .Chester; and Messrs. Jas. Dicrson

red May 7th, the
iinials in Gardeners'
lid November G. Price

R, Seed Merchant

Seeds for the Season.
CHARLES TURN Kirs DKSi.'lilL'TlVE CATALOGUE

is now re.ady, containing the new varieties worthy of notice,
with a careful selection of the older kinds.

In PEAS, for first crop, C. Turner strongly recommends LITTLE
GEM, agreen wrinkled Marrow of the finestflavour, and very probfic.
This remark'able variety is only 1 foot high, and requires no stakes.
ADV^VNCER is recommended for a second crop.
The finest Summer Pea is PREMIER. See description in Cata-

logue, which may be had on application.
BETTERIDGE'S SUPERB QUILLED ASTERS, in 12 distinct

varieties, as. 6d. the Collection. This seed is saved by the raiser,

R. H. Bettendge, Esq,

; the following lu

VEITCirS PERFECTiM-,, ;
i

,. , ..
, Im.shel.

EUGENIE or ALLIAN' I.. ,;
i (

[

! bushel.
BLUE SCIMITAR, at IK i.. i

i-i-h,
i

NEWINGTON'S WONDER KIDNKV BEAN, at IOj. per bushel.
TAYLOR'S BROAD WINDSOR BEAN, at Cs. per bushel.

Apply to Anohew Fuller, High Street, Chatteris, Cambs.

NEW and SELECT VEGETABLE SEEDS.

BROCCOLI, OSBORNE'S NEW WINTER WHITE, Is. per packet
,, CARTER'S NEW SUMMER LATE,2s. Gd. perpacket

BEET, SUDBURY SELECT CRIMSON, very dwarf and dark,
Is, Gd, per ounce

CAULIFLOWER, HAA'lES m
Caubflnw. i-~.v, i,l, ,,,lv

„ SUDBUHV I, WJ-v: I Ml
CABBAGE, OLlVKl;- M.,\\ \

CELERY. blXoN--- M \MM(M
CUCUMBER, PAl - - M \'. li

try fine, 6d. per picket

I V
I

>'. \\ n ITE SPINE, splendid

!;i.i,l«. to Is. 6d. per pkt.
'

I
'

-
,
iiid hardy. Is. 6(1. peroz.

^'
1

1
\ I : I I

'
.

1
: 1 ; KN COS, Is. per packet

,, i^v'.M -I V i' .
I'lr duration, crisp and

,. SUI.'lJLUl' l-AKul. Willi]: Cu.S. Is. 6d. per ounco
ONION, NUNEIIAM PAKIv, is. M per pricket
MELON. PRINCESS ALICE, weight 1* to 111b., and excellent,

l,s'. Cul. per packed
PEA, THE KINGLEADKK (or F:r^t Crop), 2,j. Cd. per quart

„ McLEAN-^ I irri !-• -:kM '-. ,:., ,.,.r quart
,. McLEAX'- i.l'Ji ' i:i \ \ ' i i..,- ,,mvt
„ LAX']''''. ,..' I

I

.
,i'nt.:;^' iJd. per nuai-t

SUDRT-i:', .111.
, vrlv. 4s, per quart

'•^ ^i -' \ 1.1,1.1 ^Wil I IvTlPPED, Cd. perpkt

'fir" i^Gu\cULTUKAL and DESCRIPTIVE) free

r Brown. Seed Grower Sudbury, Suffolk.

LETTUCE, Gl-\

raVjish, new

To Market Gardeners and Otners.
I^^ITTTON" AND SONS can supply the following Super!.
k3 kinds of PEAS, in large q
may bo had on application.

Daniel O'Rourke
Sangster's No. 1

Prizetaker Marro

Woodford Marrow

itities, at moderate prices, which

King of tho Marrows
Payne's Conqueror
Ringn'ood Marrow
McLean's Wonderftil
Flack's Dwarf Victory

Sdtton & Sons, Royal Berksbhe Seed Establishment, Reading.

U U T TON ' S "POT A TO S ~fo r~P~L ANTING.O Prices per peck, bushel, sack, or ton, may be had on application.

Mona's Prido
Roval Ashleaf
Prince or Wales
Red Regent
Hudson s Nonsuch
Wheeler's Gloucester
shiro Kidney

Datntree's Seedling
Fluke
York Regent
Wellington

Dawe's Matehle: Myatt's Ashloaf
Erin's Queen

I Skerry Blue

I

Early Ashleaf
I
E;irly Walnut-leaf

j
Improved Eai-ly

i

Shaws

I Fortyfold&Lapstoi

Webb's imperial
ITudson'a Mav
Wheeler's Milky
White

Early Oxford
Dalmahoy
Walker's Improved

I Regent

PATERSON'S SEEDLING POTATOS.
Victoria I Napoleon

j
Paterson's Regent

Seedling Rock Forfarsbiro Red Paterson's Blue.
Irish Blue \ Scotch Blue

|

SUTTON'S DESCRIPTIVE LIST of POTATOS may bo had

'•'iblislimont, Reading.

the List of Agents
1.1 lirst-rato variety, the

jI Street, E.C.

ors, Gloucester.

MILKY AVHITK
foi- the Sale of tlu-

foIIowlDg Firm.s were acci.l

Paterson's Famed Seedling Fotatos.
MESSRS. « . I'ATEliSUN ami SON buK to infm-m

the Seed Trade that McMis. DECK, IIENDEKSON, & CHILD,
221 & 223, Upper Thames Street, .are appointed WHOLESALE

E E D A T S.
EARLY OXFORDS jE4 per ton, cash
FLUKE KIDNEYS JE4
" ..is

ed to any Railw,ay Station i

, Coveiit Garden Market, London, W.C.

EARLY SHAWS
In new sactis. Is. 6d. each, doll

Loudon free. Apply
.TouN i Gko. lii

Seed Potatos.
MARSH AND PEKKINS, 42, Dmpciy, Nnrtliampton,

beg to offer the following, all true to name ;

—

Per Cwt.
I

Per Cwt.
Webb's Imperial Kidney. C«, Sodeii's Early Oxford . . fis.

Duliiiahoy

A.SI'AKAaUK I!'

M"
Potato for Seed.
sha line

old .^ ,_ , „
secoiiit. ':. ' i:i ' li-t-riaincd variety had
direct u III., ci, .1. :.|[ i;. irl. .;..-. Ulr ,.f Man, last season.
Price ii,,-. pel l.ii,.,lti;i. Llio Llinc iii^.-i,..iiie.i ,iuieties, and iis. per peck
of H lb., Mona's Pride. litinitlances expected from unknown
correspondents. Price to the Trade on application.
A few quarters of the ESSEX RIVAL PEA for Sale, a good sample.

pAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE, BOWLING,
-Lt ANlidOMl'ANV, I.llultcd,

O.i.s, Sun. M.,M 111. 1111.1 iM. ,i,i: Mei.,.ii*ms,
A'Mi-i .

,

'' ^'i i 11 111 . ', "1 it-
I i. |.; c ; or iiaalngstoke.

W. 1

^Vho can i

PROVIDENCI
N'Dr, and

Dewar's Northumberland Champion Celery.

HENRY UEWAR and SON bpf respectfuUv to offer
Seed of this excellent solid WHITE CELERY', acknowledged

by all who have grown it to bo tho best variety in cultivation.
Awarded a First-class Certificate at International Show, South
Kensington, December 11, I8I1.',. In sealed Packets Is. each, post free
13 stamps, usual allowance to the Trade.
DEWAR'S IMPROVED SIIOIIT-TOP RED BEET.—They also

beg to ntfcr Seed ef this very superior Beet, awarded First-class
Oertifi<'fii..« t,v tlirt Fruit Cuntioittee of the Royal Horticultural
.Soei.-l 1 .

Ni.viMii..
] .. 1-.., i:i.i at the International Show, South

Keiisii. I

' In sealed Packets Is. e.ach, post freo

New Clover Seeds, free from Dodder & other Weeds.
QUTTON AND SONS inn now siinplv, at vi-rvO moderate prices, fine NEW RED, 'WHITE, YELLilW,
ALSIKE and other CLOVERS. For samples and lowest prices
apply to

Sutton & Soss, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

Notice.
PURCHASERS of LARGE QUANTITIES of FARM

or GARDEN SEEDS will lie supplied liberally by Sutton &
Sons. For prices apply {stating quantity required) to
SoTToN & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

For PRICES, see

SUTTON'S NEW FARM SEED LIST, wliich may be
had gratis and post free on application to

Sutton k Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

Eixt EgnntUural iBairttc.
SATURDAY, FICIUICAUY i, LSIW.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING 'WEEK.

The 300 deaths per diem from the Cattio

riaf;ue in Cheshire have doubled in a fortnight.

Up-wards of 5000 fresh cases and 4270 deaths

took place last -week.—The disease has reappeared

in Aberdeenshire ; and the whole stock of tho

faiin 'Was immediately pm-chas-ed for the county

association, killed, and buried 5 feet deep.

—Although Ml-. ToLLEMACiiB still maintains his

faith in vaccination, notwithstanding that soma
at least of his stock have .sickened, yet its powers

as a. preventive have already been disproved.

One of the recent cases in the North is indeed

stated to have been just recovering from cow-pox
of the natui-al kintl 'when she was attacked by
rinderpest. And Dr. Mukchison 'writes as

follows to the Times :—
" The points of resemblance between cattle plague

and small-pox are so striking that certain observers

were led to hope that vaccination might protect

cattle from the prevailing disease. The experiment,

I believe, has now been fairly and fully tried ; and,

although the first accounts appeared favom-able,

there is sufBoient evidence that vaccination confers

no permanent protection from the plague. It is

well that this fact should be generaUy knomi liy

publication in the Times. Rigid isolation and the

suspension of all movement of living cattle mu.st

still be the preventive measm-es on wluch we mainly

rely."

Wo are thus thrown back, as Dr. MttbCHISON

declares, on that policy of i.solation .and tho " pole-

axe" which was our only hope at first, and is (at

so much gi-cater coat) our only hope at last. Tho

Aberdeenshire plan is being advocated almost

evcrj'wiicre, and a voluntary rating of agricultural

rentals to enable it, ought, in tho absence of

Government interference and assistance, to bo

univorsaUy adopted. At the recent Gloucester

mectiu", where resolutions to this effect were

passed, a tenant farmer proposed, amidst cheers

and laughter, that any one refusing his quota

under such an arrangement should be '

' branded

with a X 'ipoH tlis hind quarters." And so he

ought to be !—a Uttle ridicule sometimes goes

a long way, and 'we daresay the proposal helped

the unanimity of the Gloucester gentlemen ; who
however, will not be able to laugh even at so

good a joke as this, if tho fate of the corre-

sponding dairy county in tlio North should

overtake them.
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The Order in Council with reference to

the Cattle Plague in Ireland, which was issued

last Saturday, requires that on the occuiTence of

cattle plague on any fai-m the Lord-Lieutenant
shall be informed by telegraph , and shall thereupon
immediately idespatch an inspector with the

ordnance map in his hand, upon which he shall

there and then draw a line of isolation around
the infected farm or district, which line is to bo
kept by the county constabulary, and no domestic

animal is to be allowed to cross it until 28 days
after the disappearance of the disease. Why has
not a measure of this kind long since been
adopted here ?

It is now or never as to any hope of remedy.
In 10 weeks' time our; cattle will be sent afield ;

and no such chance of effective isolation wUl
e.xist as remains while they are for the most part

housed. The disease must then be left to die out

of itself, as it has done at Edinburgh, and left

the cowkeepers with just one-fifth the stock they

had six months ago !

A correspondence has appeared diu-ing

the past week on the condition of the Dorsetshire

agricultui-al labom-er. To this, under the present

pressure of a more important subject, we must
hereafter direct attention. Lord Shaftesbury
points out the many perquisites and pajinents in

kind which go to swell the weekly wage, and
di-aws so much more satisfactory a picture of

tho condition of the labourer in that county
than has hitherto been imagined, that "S. G. 0.,"

another well-known Dorsetshire philanthropist,

declares that so great was his astonishment on
reading it,

'

' you might have knocked him down
with a feather." The fact we presume to bo
that all beyond the money payment depends so

much on the will of the master, both as to

quantity and quality, that there is room for tho

utmost difference, both of opinion and of e.x-

perience, on the condition of the servant under
such a system.

The tabular returns of the progress of the

Plague do not impress every one with their full

significance. A himdred and seven thousand
head of cattle attacked are but \\ per cent, of the

estimated horned stock of the kingdom ; so, on
the principle of trifling with .sparks in ware-
houses and being careless of trickling runnels

thi-ough embankments, we are invited to refrain

from fuss and agitation till wo are able to total

up our losses by millions. However, if the

optimists will but look at tho figui'os, remember-
ing the character of the enemy that is upon us,

they, too, may grow serious with misgiving and
alarm. A fluctuating influence from week to

week must be recorded of a disease that '

' incu-

bates" before declaiing itself in sjTuptoms, that is

irregular in the dm-ation and intensity of its
|

attacks, and is disseminated with varying rates

of speed—sometimes marching slowlyand steadily

and planting its centres for coming outbreaks,

sometimes hastily careering thi-ough a district

or pouncing upon outlj'ing spots, without appa-
rent order in its com-se ; but a tolerably uniform
rate of increase is at once obsei'vable when we
group the weekly numbers into monthly periods.

AiTanged thus, the statistics up to January 6th

aro remarkable, and full of dreadful warning :

—
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ought not in policy—coiild not in justice—relieve

out of the taxation the sufferers by the cattle plague.

The poorer taxpayers are often just as miserable, are

in a hundred cases more miserable, than those

sufferers. They ought not to be compelled to give

out of their little to help others who already have
more. And if the English Government once begin

to tax one class of capitalists to make up the losses

iiicuiTed by other capitalists, it will have little else

to do. Each year some class will have a case as

strong as the farmers this year. The cattle plague
was new and unexpected, but the cotton famine was
just as new and unexpected, and no one even
dreamed of proposing that the millowners should be

compensated when it came. In a vaiying ajid mis-

cellaneous world a certain quantity of astounding
change is sure to come, and ought to be expected.

If the national treasury were to be opened to com-
pensate all sufferers by singular calamities, it would
be infinite, and it must be fed by imlimited taxation.

We showed, too, what is more important, tliat the

plan suggested by Sir James Shiittleworth, and
partly countenanced by Lord Russell and Mr. Glad-

stone, of a State loan on "ample security" to help

these sufferers, was on a great scale impossible, and
on a small scale nugatory. The mass of the sufferers

—all the worst sufferers—have no security to offer.

The poor farmer had his stock before the plague,

and had little else—nothing else fit for a security for

a national loan. No such loan ought to be made
except upon security which will ensure its repayment

;

if there be any doubt or risk in the matter, the

operation is a disguised gift, not a true loan. The
land of England, it is true, is an excellent security

—

the best security, take it all in all. which the money
world have ever known. But, then, the land does

not belong to these sufferers. England is not a
country in the main farmed by its lando^\^le^s.

Neither its cattle nor i+s crops as a rule belong to

the owners of the soil. The landowners have good
security to offer to the State, but they are not the

real sufferers here. Their incomes may fall off, it

is tnie, upon this sudden calamity, but so have the
incomes of underwriters upon these sudden gales.

We would as soon lend to relieve the distress of

Lloyd's as the distress of the landowners.
As a measure of general relief, the lending scheme

will break down on the threshold. The landowner
will not become seciu'ity for the farmer. He will not
say to the Government, " You lend me money up:>n
my land, and I will lend it to the farmer, and he
shall buy cattle with it." And if he did say so, how
could it be proved that he spoke truly ? Who is to

prove to the Government, for '20 years to come, that
the cattle bought with the Government money still

belongs to farmer A, who on the 1st of January, 18(JG,

owned 50 head of good cattle, and liefore the 1st of

February lost all of them by the rinderpest.

The relief loan was useful in Lancashire, just

because that loan was not what this one must be.

The Lancashire loan was not a compensation to

capitalists. It was a loan for utilising men. Certain
labourers were out of work and we had to keep them

;

the only alternative was, will you keep them in

idleness, or keep them at work ? We chose to keep
them at work. And as a result we have good drain-

age and good pavement in some great northern towns
where there were very bad pavements and dangerous
drainage before. The loss in Lancashire was not
"spread over a course of years." The loss of the
Lancashire capitalist was not helped at all ; the loss

of the Lancashire labourer was helped at once. The
only thing * * spread over years " is the payment by the
improved towns for their improvements.
We also observed that insurance as a matter of

business would not effect what we wish. An insur-

ance company looking to profit—looking even to
protect itself from loss—must fix certain rates of

premium grounded upon tables and digested expe-
rience. But here there is no experience. There are
no tables. There can be none. The peculiarity of
the calamity—the special ground upon which our
aid is asked—-is its novelty. It is so new and strange
that the sufferers could not be expected to foresee it,

and therefore we ought to aid them. But exactly on
this account an insurance office as a business cannot
aid them. It cannot calculate by anticipation how
far so new an evil will spread, and till it can calcu-
late it cannot insure.

The existing companies for cattle insurance have
mostly other defects. Not only are the premiums
settled at a venture, and therefore their solvency
uncertain ; but their area is small, and their fate
dependent on the caprice of local infection. One
union may e-scape and its insurance office flourish

;

another be infected and its insurance office ruined.

In that case those who do not want relief will have
made profit, and those who do want relief—those
whose cattle die—will have suffered an added evil.

They will have paid premiums to a bankrupt society.

We suggested that there should be a great Relief
Association for all England, which should attempt
to mitigate this evil. It should havea large paid-up
capital, and a still larger unpaid-up capital. They
should charge premiums, avov/edly without data,

because no data exist, and should be ready to pay
out of their capital if those premiums prove insuf-

ficient. It is in fact a national subscription to aid

the 3ufferei"s ]»y a national calamity : the novel

nature of the calamity making the risk incalculable,

the benevolent part of the public agree to take that

risk and subscribe much money to make their

promise good.

Two preservative conditions are needed to make
the plan work well :

—

1st. No one should be allowed to insure more than
two-thirds of the value of his cattle. The association

is only intended to alleviate suffering ; it is not
intended to extingiiish suffering. It does not profess

to make those who lose their cattle as well off as if

there had been no plague, but only to make them
less ill off than they woiUd have been if nothing had
been done.
The prohibition of full insurance, too, at once cuts

off the most potent temptation to fraud. Mr. Chadwick
has lately contended in a very elaborate essay, that
it ought not to be allowed in marine insurance or in

fire insurance ; he estimates so highly the frauds it

causes. But, at all events, in a national charity of

this sort we ought to take the most effectual means
that such charity shall not be abused. If no one can
insure up to the value of his property, no one can
gain by voluntaiy losses, and accordingly there will

not be such losses.

2d. Those who insure largely ought to subscribe

and*to take shares in the Relief Association in some
l>roportion to that insiarance. A rich owner of

cattle who proposes to benefit largely by a company
mainly got up for his poorer neighbours should help

that company much, or he shoiUd not be allowed to

avail himself of it.

If the cattle disease continues and spreads, some
association of this sort miist be formed. It would be
prematiu'e to begin to agitate in public on its behalf

as yet. But on that account quiet and grave
thinkers should familiarise their minds with the

considerations it involves, mature their opinions upon
it, and be ready to regulate opinion upon it when the
time for action comes. FcofKimisf.

3. Vaccination (h).— You were good enough on
the Ifith inst. to insert a letter from me, in which I

mentioned au experiment that I was making with
an Aldemey calf.

I am Sony to say that this morning the calf suc-

cumbed to the disease, after being ill eight daj's.

The poison generated in her system, from her having
been so long in close contact with animals suffering

from malignant rinderpest, seems to have over-

powered the influence of the vaccination,

I have also one vaccinated cow ill from the disease,

and another cow, also vaccinated, that I have great

misgivings about.

As I do not consider the death of the calf to be a
fair test of the vaccination theory, I purpo.se to-

morrow to inoculate a cow (that has been success-

fully vaccinated) with the tears running from the

eyes of a diseased beast. I also purpose subjecting
another cow, which has been vaccinated, and which
(after vaccination) took cowpock, to precisely the
same experiment. If either of these cows are proof

against rinderpest, we shall gain much insight into

the nature of the disease, and the best mode of

dealing with it.

The most eminent authorities seem satisfied that
rinderpest is bovine small-pox ; we are not, therefore,

groping in the dark, but feeling our way with the
view of discovering some antidote or palliative

against this desolating scourge. Wilbraham Tollc-

mnchc, DcvfoM. Jai,. 2.1, in the TimcR.

{h).—Mr. Tollemache, in your paper to-day,

says, " The most eminent authorities seem satisfied

that rindeqjest is bovine small-pox." Mr. Tollemache
has no authority for saying this. It would be much
nearer the truth if he had said that cattle plague in

many respects resembles small-pox, and belongs to

the same class of^diseases ; but that it is not bovine
small-pox, and cannot be kept off by vaccination or

by inoculation, but only by insulation. H. Beiicc
Jones, ol. Brook Street^ Jan. 27, in the Tunes.

4. The Cattle Station at Holyhead :

Llanfai.njnghomwy, Hohjhead, Jan, 26.—To show
the utter carelessness of railway authorities, I beg
to enclose an extract from a report made to me (as

an individual magistrate only) of the state of the
railway company's cattle station at Holyhead.
Though "unauthorised," it is an astounding docu-
ment. Owing to a mistake, it will be a week before

we have an " authorised " inspector to look after

these matters ; and it will then be a question

whether he can prevent the arrival of non-disinfected

trucks. Though we may look with hope to the

effects of vaccination, I have been amusing myself
with devising means for arresting infection in cattle

trains while travelling, and send you a sketch of it.

Jas. Williams. [A travelling cleansing apparatus in

every truck.]

Cox>y of RfpOTt on Cattle Statioit at HoJyhfad.
" Holyhead, Jan. 24, 18G6,

" Rev. Sir,—To-d;iy I inspected the railway cattle-ti-ucks.

and found a great number of them in a dirty state, not being

cleaned before sending down here, and heaps of dung thrown
out from the waggons left on the sidings and trodden about.

I think there is more danger from this than anything else, as

the men from the railway m.iy carry it about with their feet

into other frelda in the neighbourhood in going about. So they

may take the distemper with them in that way, and we shall
not be safe as long as tlicy send the dirty trucks down here,
and leave the dung about on the sidings and trodden under
foot. That is the very dung that comes from England. The

5. Feeding in Pits.—The Times inserted a few
days ago a short paragraph, copied from a local

paper, relative to a plan which I had introduced for
placing cattle in detached underground stalls, and
which might be easily adopted on farms where the
subsoil is porous, or where there is a suflBcient fall for
draining to a depth of (» feet.

As the plan is approved and thought feasible by
many practical farmers in the district, I am desirous

of giving a fuller and more correct description of the
manner in which it can be effected, and the result
hitherto gained, than would appear from the article

first quoted by you.
Holes are sunk about 40 yards apart, from 5 feet to

n feet deep, l;^ feet long, and '.> feet wide at the top,

decreasing towards the bottom to 7 feet, that the
falling in of the sides may as far as possible be pre-
vented. A narrow incline leads dovra to the opening
which fonns the entrance. Across the top are placed
light poles, covered with brushwood, the whole sur-

mounted by a thatched roof. A manger, with two
upright poles for tying up the animals, completes the
stall, the entrance being closed by bundles of straw.

It appears advisable to confine two cows in each
stall, as they thrive better in company.
The disease having broken out at Lineal, a village

near EUesmere, I prevailed upon my friend Mr.
Jarvis, a farmer there, to adopt my plan, and three
weeks ago he placed 1 4 cows in seven underground
stalls. The disease is now prevailing in every farm-
stead in the village with the exception of Mr.
Jarvis's, while in buildings adjoining his IG out of
20 cows have died.

The cows thus detached are healthy and contented,
and are fast improving in condition. The ventilation

is perfect, the hot air escapiug through the roof, and
leaving the stalls dry and warm without being hot,

while the temperature can easily be raised or

depressed by altering the position of the straw at the
entrance. Strict attention is, of course, paid to

cleanliness. The fodder is carted to the field once a
day, and verj' little extra trouble is incurred by the
aged attendant, who cheerfully carries out his

duties, and prides himself in the success of the
experiment. In answer to any doubt that may be
urged as to damp or other objections to the under-
ground system, I would instance the case of horses

in coalpits, where, at a depth of 200 feet or 300 feet,

they are kept in excellent condition on less food than
is consumed in stables above ground.
The chief advantage of the system appears to be

this, that in cowhouses or sheds as they are commonly
constructed, where a number of cattle are kept in

close proximity, although an animal on the first

appearance of the disease may be at once removed,
yet the tainted stall still remains to probably infect

the rest, while by adopting this plan the diseased

animal can be at once killed, and, by deepening the

stalls forthwith buried -without bringing the carcase

above-ground, and the stall filled in and closed, the

partner of the affected animal having been removed to
an empty stall, to be kept in strict surveillance. The
cost per head will be from 2,'*. to 2^. (j^/. for labour, of

course exclusive of poles and straw, which can here-

after be turned to account. Jnlni Batho, English

Franl'toii, near Bllrsmej'e, S<iloj>, Jan. 27.

G. How AEE Cattle Plague Difficulties to
BE OvEiicoME OR Mitigated ?—I ask this question

as a breeder and grazier, because this will presently

be the question of all questions to be decided by
breeders and graziers, both of cattle and sheep. The
cattle plague has already devastated some districts,

and its ravages are daily spreading, and with

accelerated force. In the immediate district from

where I write it has made fearful havoc. Many fold-

yards of cattle are entirely carried off. The losses

have been exceedingly painful and heavy—I say

painful—yes, it is painful, and truly distressing to

see 3(.i or 40 newly-made graves with their mounds

over so many cattle ; and it is so. My very next

neighbour has that number ; another adjoinmg has

12 in one row ; another has 21 (he lost nine head

yesterday. Sunday); another has 31, and others in

similar proportions. Every remedy has been tried,

and eveiy precaution has been taken, but in vain. It

still increases, and with every change of wind fresh

outbreaks occur in the direction of the current of

air. This I unhesitatingly assert to be the fact,

besides all the conceivable and inconceivable means

by which it is otherwise propagated. Its terrific

attacks and dire results are truly appalling. The
calamity is no doubt a national one. Cattle owners

are of course the first sufferers, but the British public

will soon be compelled to own how deeply it affects

them, although they have as yet scarcely felt the

loss, or considered themselves implicated. The panic

amongst cattle owners has been so great that many
thousands of cattle have been sent to market,

having no pretensions to rank as fatted animals,

but they keep down the price of beef notwith-

standing. When these unripe animals, in the usual
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ill full, and the farmers, considering that they had done their

be'^t gn\e the matter up since which time one death has been
rep rtt-l Vt th w c^ Iv mcctm/ r f the liodmm Cattle Plagut.

\ MI t f iTici lead a letter

f I c ittle attacked,
t ^ •luccesbful -

II mriitie acid GO

il y tcdattheeailyst«igei_f 11 i

ittickcd in the county up t

tUest "33 had died, 22 hi 1 1 i

—the remainder being now un ki tri. itni nt
Cumberland.—The inspectors for the Carlisle district received

notice of several fi"esh outbreaks on Thursday on the north side
of Carlisle. At Br;;mpton an efF..rt is beiny: made to " stamp
out," upon the Al
there on Monday, i-

of farmers of the <h-

in the poimd on tin i

and 1(7. on the teu^ni
respective parishes in Bruuiptuu Ui

that appeared
. t a large meeting
iiake a rate of 3rf.

i-n the Landlord,

its gentlemen put
dowai their names to a guarantee fund till the rate should be
collected, and arrangements were made for buying up the
infected stock at Swaites, originally numbering 34, of which
13 still remain healthy. The whole stock, both diseased and
healthy, would be shot on Friday and buried in a deep trench.
The weekly returns of the inspectors in the infected districts

of Cumberland, corrected up to Thiu^day night, show that
since the outbreak of the plague in the county in November,
1.175 cattle have been affected with the disease, and only 178 of

them have recovered ; 675 have died, 260 have been destroyed,
and |2G2 are now ill. At the adjourned Court of Quarter

, of Crofton Hall.
lis made by this i

'

iiuncil be in force n

keep, or pigs, be n
. place within the e

: of farm sales <

course of fatting, would have found their way
t:) market, their places will be vacant. It is

then that the scarcity will come. It is then

that the public will miss their supply of beef. It is

then their eyes will be opened to view this visitation

as a national calamity, and they will then be ready

to deal with it as such. I wish such a revelation had
come upon this British public much earliei , we
should not now have been in our present trymg
and most unsatisfactory po.sition. More strmgent
measures would have been adopted had the public

been up to the measure of their difficulties. Now,
when too late, this unstable public can acquiesce in

any measure, however harsh and tyrannical it may
be, if its tendency is to stay the plague. It might
have been stayed ; it cannot now, except by Divine

interijosition. No human effort can arrest its course,

no human skill can effect a cm-e. What, then, is to

be done for future guidance and to mitigate these

woeful evils ? Om- first appeal is generally to the

Government. Well, what can the Government do ?

Suppose Government does undertake a " National

Cattle Insurance" under guarantee. It must be

based upon some equitable data—fair commercial

princiijles. Government never imdertakes to com-
pensate individual losses, however multiplied.

Suppose the Government Actuary attempts to fix

the rate of premiums upon insiu-ance ; he tries to

ascertain the numljer and value of the cattle in the

kingdom, then the average number of deaths. He
estimates the cattle to be from six to seven millions

;

the value from 00 to 70 millions sterling ; the losses

to be about 10,000 per week in deaths and slaugh-

ters, as the most probable number, /. c. about 12 per

cent. : then he adds agencies and office costs—about
another 8 per cent ; total, 20 i>er cent. Now, what
is the premium at 20 per cent, of insurance

upon an ox of the value of 20/. ? "^VTiy, just 4/. I

and so on in proportion for every head of

cattle. Of what real value, then, will this

vaunted " National Cattle Insurance" be to suffering

cattle-owners if they are to pay such high premiums .'

And there is no help for it, unless Government make
great sacrifices on their behalf. What independent
company would insure for less rates ? I am afraid

the guardians of the public purse would not allow

Mr. Gladstone to bestow favour or run risks vdth
it. Well, say others, if Government can't insure

our cattle to our advantage, they must lend us money
to cover our losses. Suppose Government does under
take this, and becomes wilUng to advance loans to

sufferers—Government will require fair adequate
security. How is this to be guaranteed ? Will neit,h

bour join "with neighbour in joint security ? ^A ill

individuals give their own bonds, under biUs of sale

or otherwise ? Will Govenunent stipulate that her
Majesty, in case of failure, shall always be first paid
Will Government, under any circumstances, accept

,

nPr«Annl <;ppmntip*; ' T think Tint, Whif tbpTi iq tn -''"''•''''f--Atapubhc meeting held at Mold on the26thult.,personal secimties . l tnmk not. W nat tnen is to
j^ ^.^^ resolved,-** That this meeting, having fully considered

be done .' \^ ill coimties accept loans to lend to
, the plails submitted to it, with a view to remedying the losses

sufferers on security of county rates? Will Poor ^istaiued by owners of stock in consequence of the Cattle

C;irlL--l

that all previous MI.],

revoked, and that tl .
>>

fullest extent, aii.l ii,.s i,..

from farm to farm, ui li-.-iii

the only exceptions being
change of tenant to be held under the regulations already laid
down until one week after Wednesday next ; and that under
the certificate of two justices in petty sessions sheep may be
moved from place to place for the purpose of being put upon
Turnips. After some discussion on points of detail, the motion
was agreed to unanimously. .^Vn exception was made in the
case of farms on which there is no water. On these cattle will

be allowed to be taken to the nearest watering place on a
certiftcAte of two justices. Mr. Dacre, of Kirklinton Hall,
tlrew the attention of the Court to the " stamping out " system
adopted in Aberdeenshire with sn much success, and advocated
its adoption in Cumberland, lli 1 ii> \', ili, y had no power to
enforce a rate, but a recomi I n i this Coiu^; wovild
bin<l the county together as 1

1

:

i

,
i , if ion of no single

ward could. He moved, " lli .. i . i.
i

.i |>.>se of suppressing
the oattlo platnie in CunibLilaii.l, u ...i.lJ be expedient to
li.ivi- a \ii|iiiitary assessment or rate of id. in the poimd—one
li.ilf ]M> iM.. 1 V the owner and one half by the occupier ; that
it i" f rtliwitli levied throughout the county and be collected
by the '.v(_r--eers ..f the poor in the ensuing week, and by them
paid tn the treiisurers of the respective Unions, and that it be a
reet.immendation from this Court that a Cumberland Cattle
riague .jVssociation, with branch associations in all the wards
of the countv ind c

* '
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Law Unions accept such loans upon union ratinj^

Will landlords accept such loans upon their estates

to lend to suffering tenants ? These questions
require a satisfactory solution. Who can give it V

Suppose it is given — what is the position of the
unfortunate borrower ? Is he to proclaim his

poverty to all the world ? He, poor man, is

afraid to disclose his circmnstances to his best

friends. ^\Tiat if everybody knows his need ?

Why, he is in hourly fear that one or other
of his creditors will fall upon him and ruin him.
To make this advance of loans gratefully acceptable
and permanently useful to sufferers, it is imperative
that such should be privately and secretly accom-
plished, under the direction of some trustworthy and
competent oificer. My own opinion is that Govern-
ment ought to run some risk, as the calamity is so

great. It ought to suffice that each applicant for a
loan should have it granted, upon producing a certi-

ficate of the loss sustained and his competency to

repay, signed by two well-kno^^Ti and respected
householders of his parish. The loan of course to

extend over a course of years, and to bear a low rate

of Interest. In this way many poor drooping cattle-

owners may he enabled to recover their position, and
a vast load of sorrow and care be mitigated in the
hearts of many worthy men. I hope this one
salutaiy aid at least mil be afforded to our deeply
distressed sufferers from this dreadful scourge. I

will, in a future paper, give my views of some of the
means by which the effects of this pest may be
mitigated or overcome by proceedings in business, as
farmers and graziers. 0. F.

7. T.nfAL -Rv.vo-Ri?.—r„ ,..lnhh,. shir. nu,r the MeofSlv.-The
fij., ,.,„-.;., r-AjA,]].- i,„-r.-o.i.i_. -.t 1 ittl. p. .It Mr- J. L. Little has
l,,.,,.., ,! |., .,.,,. .1... i. .., .,- I -Iilts. Mr. Shrewfi-
1..! 1. - i'

, ! \i. (rapley, 24 dead

:

Mi iV.. : .1. ,.i, i! !
. :.

,
M. .

.
; i,., ji dead; Mr. T.

W.lHi-, ', .lr.„l
, Mr I., w., I,. ;,:.,: \!, Hopkins, 15 dead,

(i recuvered
;
Mr. Wilkins, 1 : , i ^ , red ; Mr. Cleaves,

16 dead; Mr. Chambers, 1.. h . i \ ,, , ;ii itiun and inocula-
tion are being tried to a lar-' . • i,i

Cornicall.— Jn Truro eight m i
.

i. .u ii~.., mrred in the course
of the week, making the total ;n'7. A fresli outbreak occurred
on Tuesday in the parish of St. Minver, on the homestead of
Mr. Wills. On the following morning several fanners of the
parish met, and determined to stamp out, if possible, the
disease from so dangerous a locality. Accordingly, Mr. Wills
was offered two-thirds the value of four bullocks'if he would
immediately slaughter them ; he refused to do so unless paid

Plague, wishes still to express its conviction that a scheme of
national insurance would afford a better mode of dealing with
the evil, and begs to submit most respectfully to her Majesty's
Government the propriety of their reconsidering their present
intention upon this subject." There have been 1600 deaths
from rindei-pest in Flintshire.

Gloucentershire.—A veiy large meeting of landlords and
tenant farmers was held on Saturday afternoon. Mr.
Holland, M.P., described the means which had been adopted
in Al)erdcenshii'e, which was the only really effectual one, for
the veterinary profession had hithcrtn" f:iil,:d"t<. find a cure. As

t. the plague had only in:v}'- it-- ajijM ar-nir..' m \?. places in
thi.

the Tiiius, prevails with great

ISortliuinbeilaitd —On Saturday Robert Spearman, of^'E^ast-

wick was charged m the Moot Hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne, with
dnvmg ten head of cattle between that place and Dalton on.

the 12th of January He was fined 201. and costs. There
appears now to be no cattle disease in Northumberland, except
t Ml V I ^ ! tr t< Hevham, and the farmers in the district

1
)
uehaae the cattle upon the farm where it pre-
them
—On Saturday last a meeting was held in

il 1 1 1^ 11 tl] ^ottmgham. Mr. Charles Paget, Mayor
i.f NLttmghmi proposed the first resolution, as follows:—
"That we believe the measures taken in Aberdeenshire to
cope with the cattle plague have been successful ; and this
meeting is desirous that similar means should be adopted in
Nottinghamshire." Mr. Huskisson, of Epperstone, seconded
the resolution. Whether 2d. or Sd. would be required, the
money would be applied in the best manner possible, and from
all he knew the tenant-farmers would be most anxious to
unite and give every effort to promote the object of the
meeting. Mr. E. P. Burrell proposed the second resolution.
He said that the only eflieient remedy yet discovered was to
stamp out the disease by killing the animal as soon as the first

symptom appeared. He proposed that a committee be
appointed to confer with other committees in different parts
or the counts' to effect this object.

Xvttii}{/liaiiii<fi ire (North).—Avery influential meeting washeld
at the Town Hall, Retford, on Saturday, for the purpose of adopt-
ing some more effective measures for arresting the cattle
pljigue. The principal features of the association hmw pr(.i])oseA

to be established wei-e that all landlords and tenants should be
i.ieii.ber.s tli.reMf. and sbouLl ],ny Ul. in the poimd on the

. _i i. i;ii 'il i! i.!;i:l ..i (I, 1' . r iL.'s aiid farms, and that nO'
I

I I i
'.

1
.;

I hu.unt beyond the sum sub-
' '

'

1
1

\ I
'1 icing formed in, the county

'" N-! iiii^ij.uii II}.. .n iii. -1)11, in-iiiciples as the associatioa
which had been f..niici.l in Ahenleenshire.

Shrojishire.— In the Whitchurch Petty Sessional Division the
total number of cattle attacked by the plague fi-om its first

appeai-ance there, at the end of November, tUl the present
time, was .538. Of these, 405 had died, and only 49 recovered,
leaving 84 still under treatment. Besides these, 51 head of
cattle have been slaughtered in the division as belonging to
suspected herds, but which had not shown any symptoms of
the disease.

Staffordshire (iVb)-?/.).—The cattle disease continues to spread.
Near Leek the plague is increasing in virulence, and here ithas
been very recently inti-oduced. Fearful accounts continue to
arrive from the Staffordshire borders of Shropshire, and it is
stated that in a radius of five miles from Market Drayton not
less than 1500 head of cattle have been swept away by the
plague.

li'indxor, Jim. 27.—At a meeting held at the Town Hall,
Major General the Hon. A. N. Hood in the chair, in order
to complete the arrangements for the formation of the
Windsor Mutual Association for the Insurance of Cattle,
the chairman read the committee's report, and observed that
the rate of insurance to be paid by the stockownerwas intended
to be 10 per cent, on the value of the stock insured, of which,
.sum S^^per cent, the insurer would be required to pay at once,
and that no animal should be valued at more than "5^ The
1 ndowners residents and others m the pi oposed district were
e mchtly sohcited to subscnbe to a guarantee fund to meet
such 1 sses IS might arise from the cattle plague and their

I u I ad b II
I id

ill., (thu h irinon) ht ted that tho committee hui astertau ed
that there were 5000 homed cattle in less than half of the
panshcs proposed to be included ui their district. He regretted
that they had not yet received all the returns, but they had
ascertained that many of the f.armers had expressed a desire to
insure. He was pleased to say that the guarantee fund already
amounted to about 2500^, and there was every likelihood of a
much larger sum being received, and then the association
would be founded upon a substantial basis. The opinion of
counsel had been obtained as to whether the articles of the
association should be framed in accordance with the provisions

''.-
' I'iiy and not for gain. The

I
I

' irricd unanimously. Major-
1

1 M I ; _.. ii j... III;. Ill informingthe meeting that
I haU f;i.n.i..ti,'.l\ e-.-iinLiited to give a guarantee to the

the rules, when submitted,
and if it were [shown that it

dtnl

it broke out se\-< i. "
i

• ."
;-i'". . , . ;

.

killed, it was olT. .
, . .r .-

: -. >. i. .. r .. !
|u.sed "Th.at in thi.-i.iiii. .

i
,!- .!

:

. i-l. ;.!

;aunot be extirpated by ai)\- .:!
I i

i. i' ,. -r.i, ].!,. r
"lut, experience showing till' n r '

:

i

.i

becdincs only a source of tli< ; i ,
i :

[uently, that measures oul'1 it i..i.> hmh,. Iiii.')\- . i..|.-. .i :..i

stamping it out in this county. lie argued that it was iin-

pos.sible to suppress the disease without a uniform system
throughout the country, to be introduced by Government, and
that the losses involved ought to be met by a general assess-
ment. Mr. Hyett deprecated rating the general community
for the losses of a class, and expressed a strong opinion
in favour of vaccination for the cure of the pLague.
The resolution was adopted. Mr. Curtis Hayward, the comity
chairman, proposed " That Parliament be petitioned to pass an
Act giWng the required power to magistrates and other
authorities for assessing the agricultiu^l rental, or a portion
theveiif, in order to raise a fimd for indemnifying sufferers.anrl
ci'vering the cost of extirpating the disease." Dr. Ancrum
prnpiKsed a resolution that as time was short and immediate
aetii.in neeessary, in the absence of a Government measure,
Vdhmtary rating, as in Aberdeenshire, be adopted.

Laui:nfl.ir>- {North).—The cattle plague, which subsided in
its vinilence a short time ago in North I^ancashire, has
broken out again more seriously than ever. Mr. James
Melling, one of the tenants of Colonel Wilson Patten, M.P.,
has so far been the greatest Fufferer. Mr. Melling has alto-
gether bptw,-.-T* Ki. ^,vi <in iio.,.i ,,f «tr.ck, and if the disease is
notspeeiiih M. ..,!.. I Tl.,

.
1.,. ,.,, n.es must bemostserious.

Several I
1

! urinated for the purpose of
preventiii. w

. i
. ,,iile of Mr. Melling's farm

amount of oUU/., dependent oii

being approved by her Majesty ;

re4illy was the wish of the inhabitants of the neighbourhood
that the association should be established, her Majesty would
_ I

.
- 1 H- r .support. The chairman also read out the list of sub-
.

IS to the guarantee fund, which was beaded by her
M ; V with 500f. The announcement w;is received withgreat

i
!

.
'>. Tlie roadinj,M..f tbe otber names met with the s^uiie

ulnnel L< M.i'. iiev. in . of

about in

,-th).. Uolto] outbreak has taken place
among the herd of Mr. Halliday, 23 in number. A herd of 22 a
short distance away has also been attacked. Within a fort-
night the herd of Mrs. Bromilow, of Ixjstock Hall, numbered
58 valuable cattle. There are now but three left. In the Bolton
district the plague is raging. In the Leigh district during the
past week the deaths have been 50 in number. The neighbour-
hood of St. Helen's is suffering fearfully.

Li>}co()t»h ire.—The Stamford district is at present free from
the disease. In the neighbourhood of Bourn the malady has
made sad havoc. In the Long Sutton district the disease, as

Eton CullKge, IWl. ; Colonel H. Vyse, luu/.. Aie. The aduptiou.

of the rules was ultimately proposed by Mr. Coleman, seconded,
by Mr. Vallance, and unanimously carried. Mr. R. B. Harvey,
in the course of some observations, said he felt surprised that
the exertions of the committee had attracted so little attentiont
among the agriculturists.

Y»r/r!'hir'>.—The reports as to the cattle disease in this
cniiitv vary most rptii.irkably. In some places it rages with
II, ,

.
. ii _ I

iT' 1 null., than ever; but in other portions of
tl li I

I . .|.]iears almost to have spent itself. In
^ I :i I

I I, ly been three deaths from rinderpest
iImui, ill. [i-i \>.,i, v^liich is a smaller number than in any
week since the ..utbreak. At Escrick, near York, the seat of

Lord Wenlock, it has been deemed prudent to kill no less than
32 beasts belonging to his lordship, and his brother (the Hon,
and Rev. S. W. Lawley) has lost nine of his cattle. In the-

Ainsty 60 deaths are reported, and at the village of Ruffortb
not a single .xnimal remains. The practice of vaccination has
become very general.

I'orkfhire (North and East Ridinffn).—At a meeting held at
Malton for the purpose of closing the capital accoimt of the
insui"ance association formed there, the cattle now insured
represent a value of 40,000/. The society has not had to
encounter very serious losses, although in the districts the
disease has been very severely felt. It was found requisite,

however, to make a first call on the members, but only to the
extent of 2j per cent., representuig about 1000?, t

Yorkshire(South-ice$tRidiv{f).—The numher of cattle attacked

i^i some parts of this division is exceedingly large. Vaccination

has been tried in many instances and failed, and the highest
veterinary science has failed to check the spread of the disease.

Since our last report for the petty sessional division of Straf-

forth and Tickhill, 120 additional cases of the disease have
transpu-ed. It has extended already to 17 townships, and still

spreads. In Upper Osgoldcross 220 have died within a short

lime.
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Home Correspondence.
Dnnniige and Flvmli:.—When two persons are

equally anxious t» arrive at the truth, the friendly

discussion of a point on which they are at issue will

probably tend to realise the object they have in

view. I still venture to contend that drainage does
" promote," by which I mean increase, evaporation,

though I do not think with Mr, Denton, that the

disintegration of soils promotes or increases capillary

attraction ; indeed, I believe that an unbroken clay

favours capillary attraction more than a well

stirred and deeply cultivated soil ; nor do

I believe that " a proper depth of drains has the

radical effect of weakening the powers of capillary

attraction," though the power will always suffice

to feed the evaporation from the surface. The force

and jxiwer of capUlary attraction is in the inverse

ratio of the diameter of channels in which the liquid

rises. The first action of w'ater rising in a loose soil

is to draw the particles together, and^to produce the

condition most favourable for the action of the

force of capillary attraction, A simple experiment
\vith finely powdered clay in a glass tube will show
this. Evaporation in a saturated soil is almost con-

fined to the surface. As the water is taken up by
the air it is replaced by the action of capillary

attraction, and a stream, so to speak, is kept up so

long as there is any water to rise ; but this

will be far short of absolute drjTiess, for I find

by experiment that a dry sub.stauce placed on the

same substance fully saturated by capillary attraction

will absorb or abstract from the saturated substance
(say chalk) only a certain per centage of the
moisture ; when that is accomplished immediately
below the surface the partial drying of the substance
will extend downwards with a rapidity in proportion

to the amount of moisture which the surface may
give off, I believe that a drained soil is in a con-
dition to effect this more rapidly than an undrained
soil in the winter, consequently that it will take
more rainfall to replace the water so evaporated in

the winter, and hence the probable diminution of '

flood-water from drained lands, ./, C. Chitirrhitck.

The Query for the Future of Steam Plminliimj.—
]

I will endeavour to answer this "query" with my
light tackle and engines, ",Are there no lands in

England which, even after draining, are so tender,

that experience has proved it is better to plough
them very shallow to check growth of root weeds in
autumn, and to leave all deep tillage for spring ,'

"

What kind of lands these can be I cannot quite
understand. They cannot mean our heavy clays, for

after draining they are never tender ; they may be
sticky in wet weather, and that's all. The most
tender lands after draining (that I know of) are a

|

mixed gravel and clay. If those are the lands
pointed at, the main question to be considered is,

What are the " root weeds " generally grown upon
them .' Upon such lands Twitch, Thistles of various

j

kinds, and Coltsfoot are root weeds that gi'ow very
freely ; besides these there are other weeds that are a 1

great pest on such lands—Water-grass, Crow-foot, and
j

various others that grow very freely. Now the next

'

question is— what are we going to prepare such land
for that is full of such filth ? The query asked
shows that it is for spring planting, then one would
fancy for roots, for I cannot imderstand how such
filthy stuff could be got in a fit state for planting any

;

kind of com in the spring. What good woiUd it do
to shallow-plough in the autumn such land full of
such filth ? Shallow ploughing would cut the root
weeds in two and turn it with the vegetable top and
some root filth under. How rolling can di-y these
lands I cannot rmderstand, for in my opinion the
best way to dry any lanrl is to drain it well and
break the under hard horse-trodden crust to
give a free passage to the water to go to the
drains. Now I have some land, on what is called
my light soil, that well represents this class of
land. It has been well drained, and under horse
culture it used to grow very freely all the weeds
named above, and used to need a good deal of
ploughing and knocking about to keep it moderately
clean. Now since I liave adopted the cultivating
plan of shaking and destroying the.se weeds upon
the surface without cutting them, it has enabled me
as nearly as possible to eradicate them. The only
weed on such land that I ever want buried is Chick-
weed, a mere vegetable substance, which if tm'ned
under will perish. That weed interferes a little now
and then after roots for Barley. MTienever it appears
I always have a ready means of destroying it. A
cultivating in the keen winds of March with a frosty

day or so afterwards, a drilling and a haiTowing, wiU
destroy a precious lot of it. I cannot give any
particular rule for burying or destroying it.

It depends so much upon circumstances. Chick-
weed is now the only weed that I have to contend
with, and I have always found a ready means of
destroying it. Moderate hoeing is sufficient for all

other annual weeds. The " root weeds " inquired
about are easily destroyed upon the cidtivating plan,
but not so whenever the plough is used, for that
implement cuts them into short lengths, and renders
a complete eradication of them quite impossible. If

I have not pointed at the right cla.ss of land, and
" E. M. F." wiU better inform me, I will do my best

for him. William Smith, M'ooMnn, Illrtchle;/ Station,

Buchf, Jan. 20. P.S. I must thank F. W. Bignell for

his summing up in your Court.

Sejrtennial Arerages ; Tithe Omimutatioii.— As
many of your readers may feel anxious to know the

result of the com averages for the seven years to

Christmas, 1S6.5, pubUshed by authority in the London
Gazette of this evening, viz. :

—

Wheat .. .. 5^. Hit/, per imperial bushel.
B.arley .. .. 4*'. "l\tl, „
Oats .. .. 2s.9k,l.

I beg to state, for their information, that the value

of each lOOl. of tithe rent-charge, will, for the year

1S6G, amount to '.17Z. 7s. 9Jrf. It appears from the

following statement, from my " Annual Tithe Com-
mutation Tables," that the lowest average value of

100/. of tithe rent^charge during the 30 years which
have elapsed since the passing of the Tithe Commuta-
tion Act was in the year 18.Jo, viz., SOZ. los. SjA, and
that from that time.up to the year ISGl, the average

gradually increased 22/. 7s. Krf., or about 3^ per cent,

per annum, up to 112Z. 3s. i^d., or the highest value

during the whole period. From 1861 the septennial

average value has been gradually receding in a

.similar ratio.

r the Yeai
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to the foot is " half-size," nor need he have illustrated

the fact at length as follows :

—

" Thul, if a scale of ' 6 inches tin the foot ' is used in making
a drawing—the various parts are jvist one-half their full ^izc.

and the scale is known as ' half size.' If 4 inches to tiie fi".t.

the parts of the drawing are one-thii-d their full size, and the

scale is known as a scale of ' one-third ;' if 3 inches to the

foot the scale is ' one-quarter ;
' 2 inches to the foot is a ' sixth :

'

an inch and a half to the foot is a ' scale of an eighth :' an inch

to the foot a scale of 'one-twelfth'—the words 'of full size'

being in all cases understood. Scales of proportions other than
those are specially constntcted. Thus," &c. &c.

The following note too, in which 50 words are

made to do the work of 10, appears calculated not

so much for the farmer as for his children :

—

" Note.—A-n error is often made, which should he giiarded

against, in supposing the terms ' si^uare inches ' and ' inches

square ' to be synonymous, denoting, in fact, the same thing ;

but there is a great difference between them—' twelve .square

inches' is only the twelfth part of a square foot, but ' twelve

inches square' is 144 .square inches."

The data under this division, useful in farm-work,

cover a very small portion of the ground to which
they refer, and they are not always accurate. We
should be sorry to tie the Editor to his own calcula-

tion that clay soil can be excavated, filled and spread

for 2^/1. to 3d. per cubic yard. As to the various

data relating to manures, they are given in aU sorts

of terms—composition is described in ounces per

ton, lbs. per ton, figures per cent., so that the relation

among them is not readable ; the paragraph pro-

fessing to give the constituents of sea^weed is not

intelligible ; the quantity of urine voided in a day
by different animals is mere guess work^oevtainly
the feeding bullock does not void 10 gallons nor the

sheep 3 gallons daily ; what is the ' night soil,' of

which 1 S cubic feet will weigh a ton ?—there is

none known to us which weighs twice as much as

water ; what, too, is the " dung with the manure
retained," which weighs a ton per cubic yard ?—Go
on to Section i (Data and Calculations relating to

Farm Crops). The following is the oth paragraph :

—

'*5. Average Weight per Acre of the Boot and Haii Crops.—
Turnips, 20 to 30 tons ; Carrots, '25 tons ; Potatoa, G to 12 tons ;

Hay, X to 13 ton : Clover-hay, 2 tons."

Turnips do not average 20 to 30 tons, nor Carrots

25 tons (!) per acre, nor Potatos 6 to 12 tons, in this

counti-y ; even 15, 10, and (! would have been above
the truth for the whole island.—Look now at Section 5

:

— In the 1st paragraph we have the weight of

feeding constituents in 1 00 lb. of various cattle foods
;

and we are told that Wheat straw contains 79 lb. of

"real food," 18 of water, and 3 of ash ; Linseed-cake

contains 75ilb. of "real food," 17 of water, and 7i of

ash. It is plain that Wheat straw is worth a good
deal more than oilcake ! The whole paragraph will

mislead any one who reads it, unless he already

knows a good deal more than the -nTiter telLs him.

Under Section 6, relating to the feeding of stock, we
learn that Professor Tanner estimates that it takes a

consumption of 150 lb. of Mangels or Swedes to

produce 1 lb. of meat. This result of one i^articidar

season*s feeding over a flock of sheep was ascertained

and published long before Professor Tanner was a

student at the Royal Agricultural College. To this

it is added that 8 lb. of Beans will produce 1 lb. of

meat. But, stated as a general truth, all this is

directly contradicted by the very next paragraph,
where we read as follows :—

" To produce 1 lb. of flesh in fatting stock, it is calculated

that it takes the consumption of either 100 lb. of Turnips,
50 lb. of Potatos, 25 lb. of mUk, 9 lb. of Oatmeal, 71b. of Barley
meal, 7^ lb. of bread, the same quantity of flom*, 3i lb. of Peas,

or nearly 4 lb. of Beans."

Some of these items may be correct—those relating

to Barley, bread, and flour will be generally found to

be about the truth—but the others are outrageous.

Turnips may be worth (\s. or 7.'.'. per ton to feed, not
Vis. or 13.«. as this table makes them, with mutton
at Id. a poimd. Beans cannot be meat makers at

the rate of 1 lb. for both 4 lb. and 81b. of thera as food.

Milk is worth twice or thrice as much as this table

pronounces it to be for feeding veal.

It is plain that whether as regards the terseness,

the consistency, or the accuracy of the pages,

hitherto the editorship has been at fault. The
remainder of this, the characteristic section of the
Almanack, is however a great deal better ; and in

particular, the section on the weight and measure-
ment of cattle is very good. The paragraph on the

weights of sheep of differentbreeds is however untrust-

worthy : and there is a paragraph on the amoimt of

air required for the ventilation of houses, which may
mislead. We are told that a cow should have
1400 cubic feet of space allotted to her. This is

10 feet by 10 feet, and 14 feet high—or, taking the
width of stall at 4 feet, 4 by 25 1 and 14 feet high.

It is, we venture to say, largely in excess of the
• space in any cowhouse in the kingdom. On referring

to our notes of the magnificent and Royal cowhouse
at Frogmore, we find that the mdth allowed per

cow is 4 feet, and including the wide central

promenade and the ample space behind the two rows
of cows, the width of the building is 38 feet ; the
average height is less than 16 feet, giving about
1200 cubic feet per cow, which is much in excess of

what is necessary.

The information about the engineering and archi-

tecture of the farm is elaborate and good and full.

A large number of facts and data for calculation

are here collected on the value of timber, strength of

material of various dimensions, efficiency of fuel

;

and we come then to a second division containing

a great deal of useful information on the construc-

tion of farm ImUdings, with recipes for mortars,

concretes, paints, &c., with amply illustrated instruc-

tions for guiding the designs of all sorts of farm
erections. The authorship of this part of the work
is indicated by a sufficient number of references to

various published works, fi-om which extracts are

made ; and we need not say that Mr. R. Scott Bum's
name is a sufficient guarantee for its excellence and
trustworthiness.

The •'i!d Division contains a variety of household

and useful recipes collected from various sources

;

" A Practical Work "—" An American Authoress "

—

" A Recent Work "—" The Gardeners' Omnicle "—
"An American Publication," &o.

The " Farmers' Almanack " closes with the list of

fairs, which, in our experience of such pitblications,

is their least satisfactory part. But previously to

this there is here a list of new agricultural plants.

It is chiefly confined to an elaborate account,

we had almost said advertisement, of the new
Bromus (Schrader's Brome Grass), in which Messrs.

Lawson seem to put miich greater faith than
we can place. It wiU yet be found, we believe,

that our estimate of the value of this Grass, given

nearly two years ago in these columns, is a truer one
than M. LavaUette's. It is not likely succe.ssfully to

rival the Italian Rye-grass as a producer of excel-

lent succulent food for horses or for cows.

Farm Memoranda.
Bayshaji Court, near Ross.—Mr. Duckham, of

Baysham Court, gives the following account of Ms
farm in the recently published volimie of the Joirmal

of the West of England Agricultural Society :

—

Upon these soils and also upon the driest of the

gravelly loams the following four-course system has

been generally adopted, viz., roots. Barley, or other

com. Clover, and A\Tieat ; artificial manure being

applied for roots and fold-yard manure for '\Mieat.

Sheep-farming is carried to great perfection upon
these soils, large quantities of oilcake and com being

consumed -with the roots ; and if more attention were
paid to the making of good fold-yard manure and to

the improvement of permanent pastures, the cultiva-

tion and general farming of the district would bear

comparison with th.at of any other district in the

kingdom. This being the district in which I farm,

I may state that I have been induced to discontinue

the four-course rotation, partly owing to failures

with the Clover plant and an increasing tendency to

disease in the 'Turnip and Swede crops, and partly

because of the inferior quality of Barley which
followed the use of cake and com mth the sheep

when folded to eat off the Ttu-nips ; the land ha'ving

been thereby rendered too high in condition for that

crop, produced a large bulk of straw which was
early laid, and thus the yield of com was small and
of secondary quality. Under these circum-

stances I resolved to try the following five-

course rotation, viz., roots. MTieat or other com.
Barley, Clover, 'ftTieat. But farming is not like most
other occupations : it requires years of close observa-

tion to enable any one to speak with confidence of the

result of such experiments ; therefore at the end of

four years I will not do more than state, that
although I was told at the commencement by some
experienced friends, whose judgment I think highly
of, that " I should not be enabled to keep the land
clean," my experience is not in accordance with that

opinion ; and as I keep as many .sheep as I formerly
did, and have actually more cattle, I see no reason
for discontinuing the practice.

My method of cidtivation is to clean the Wheat-
stubbles in the autumn as far as practicable, and to

cart the stubbles to the fold-yard, as I never burn
anything that can be in any way judiciously con-

verted into manure. As soon as this operation is

ended, I manure the fallow from the foldyard,

ploughing it in a fair furrow deep vdfh a pair of

horses. In the month of October or early in

November I plant a portion of this land 'with

Wheeler's Improved Early Cabbage, or some other
good sort ; one-fourth is set apart for Vetches, Rye,
or winter Oats, which are drilled to secure a succes-
sion of crops in the spring ; the other portion of the
fallow is cross-ploughed as early as possible in the
winter, with four horses working two abreast ; the
sm-face soil is thereby inverted, and about 4 inches
of subsoU is brought up, the layer of manure being
between the two ; this has the effect of keeping the
subsoil light and exposing it to the beneficial influence
of atmospheric changes. After breaking down the
fallow and thoroughly cleansing it, I give it, where
requisite, another light ploughing at such times as I

require to phant. Abotit the middle of May an
eighth part of the area is planted with Mangel
Wiirzel ; in the middle of June one-half is planted
with Swedes,* and as soon as the ground under
Cabbages, R.ye, and Vetches is cleared, it is

well haiTOwed, cleansed, and once ploughed for

common Turnips. I drill all my roots upon the flat.

The middle of June may to some appear late for this work,
but my experience is that Swedes planted at this time are less

liable to nuldew than when planted earlier. T, V.

using from 1 i cwt. to 3 c^vt. of superphosphate of

lime or dissolved hones mixed with ashes : uot that

I attach importance to a.shes as a fertiliser, but
because the,v facilitate an equal distribution of the
manure employed. The Mangel Wurzel, together
with one-third of the earliest of the Tm-nips and
one-third of the Swedes, are carted off for the cattle

;

the remaining roots are cut and eaten in troughs by
the sheep, which are regiUai'ly folded—the wethers
and other fatting sheep having a liberal allowance
of Linseed-cake and com reduced to meal, mixed with
cut hay. The store sheep follow in the folds used
by the fatting sheep, and thus the whole of the land

derives an equal benefit from the eiu'iched food

given to the fatting animals. As the land is cleared

it is ploughed lightly for Wheat or other corn -.

immediately after harvest it is scarified, cleansed,

and sown with Mustard for autumn feed, or Rape
for spring feed ; and after it has again been
cleared it is lightly ploughed for Barley and seeded

down for the next year's Clover, which is manured
as early as possible in the following year from the

foldyard.'* As I fatt«n all the sheep and cattle I

rear, a large quantity of good manure is made : this

I use twice in the rotation, exclusively for green
crops, acting on the principle that a more equal

distribution in smaller quantities is preferable to the

application of an excessive dressing once in fotir

years only. I use lime, usually mixed with soil, once
in the rotation : I have this year u.sed it, mixed with
salt, as a top-dressing for the gro'wing "Wheat. My
pastures are manured from a compost heap, made
with road-scrapings, sidings, fold-yard manure, lime,

and salt : and so marked has been the effect of this

application, that the whole nature of the herbage
appears to have changed.

I use Biurgess & Key's side-delivery reaping-

machine for Wheat. For Grass I employ Burgess
c^ Key's mower ; Howard's tedding machine teds

and turns it ; Fry's American gatherer rows it in,

and Kell's horse-rake follows the waggon : thus all

the manual labour for my hay-making, beyond that

of driving the horses, consists in placing the hay on
waggons. I mow a limited qxiantity onlj', as I find

cut straw and pidped roots enable me to keep more
stock than I other^dse could. My practice is to cut

straw and mix it with pulped Turnips or Swedes
a day before it is used, in order that a slight

fermentation may take place, and the straw be
rendered more digestible. Two feeds of this mixture,

and a supply of long straw at night, constitute my
feed for the store cattle until February, when to the

straw-chaff I add a small quantity of hay, which is

increased as spring advances. Owing to the disastrous

drought of the year 1 8(i4, and the scarcity of roots

and hay, I was not enabled to piu'sue my usual system

during 1;he past winter, yet I have made more than
my average quantity of beef, and I have never seen

animals more healthy or thri'ving. The food con-

sisted of one part of cut hay, two of Wheat or Barley-

straw, wetted with Lin.seed-tea, seasoned with salt,

and mixed while boiling hot with meal, in the pro-

portions of one of AVheat or Indian Corn, one of Oats,

and two of Barley : the composition being aUowert

to remain some 12 or 14 hoirrs before use, and each

animal receiving from 3 lb. to 5 lb. of Linseed-cake

every morning before any other food. It shotdd be

observed, however, that when I had any Oat-straw

in cut no hay was added, and that this mixtmre witli

Linseed-cake was given to fatting cattle only.

Breeding and store cattle had no hay at all, but

simply cut straw damped with Linseed-tea, and a

small portion of bran and meal added to the heap.

Two feeds of this kind of food, and a liberal

allowance of straw at night, formed the winter

dietary of my store stock, and thus, in an inexpensive

manner, I have been enabled to keeiJ them in a

healthy thriving state, and to make an imusually

large quantity of beef in one of the most trying

seasons I have ever kno"wn.

Miscellaneous.
Professor John GanKjce.— \Vliile we have been

discussing and thinking "how to do it," France,

listening to her men of science, has kept her herds

clear of the miu-derous cattle plague. More than

this, M. Bouley, the veterinary surgeon, who has

played such a conspicuous part as adviser of the

Government in this matter, has been made an officer

of the Legion of Honour for his intelligence and

zeal. It is only justice to our own scientific country-

man to say, that aU that M. Bouley has said and
done, and advised his Government to do, in averting

the plague, has been long ago, over and over again,

said and done and tvdvised by Mr. Gamgee. Mcdicul

Journal.

Effict of Lime on the Tliird Crop.—Mv. Kidner of

Durston, near Taimton, called my attention during

the summer to the Barley crop standing in one of

beneticial a result

to any crop T D

f tb ] at September, I

n the y ')ung Clovers,

h le .an excellent
cBects. All the

n and the soil of

t jet its present
In fact, I never
quickly follow
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his arable fiekls, one half of which field obviously

bore a much more abundant crop both of grain and
straw than the other. He informed me that he had
dressed the half of the field, on which .the more
abimdant crop stood, with lime in the autumn of

Ism, at the rate of about 20 hogsheads or 4 one-

horse cart-loads per acre. The field was first (after

such dressing) sown with Wlieat, but no result

appeared therefrom either in straw or grain beyond
what stood on the imlimed portion of the field. In
the next year (1SG:H) the whole field was cropped
with roots, and well manured with farmyard dimg
and about 3 c^vt. of superphosphate per acre. Again
there was no difference between the crops on the

limed and on the unlimed portions of the field. The
crops were good in both, and as good in the one as

in the other. These roots were all drawn off the

land, and were succeeded this year (1S64) by a crop

of Barley ; but now the superiority of the crop on

the hmed portion of the field was unmistateable. I

asked Mr. Kidner to measure a part of the limed and
also of the imlimed portions of the field, to harvest

;ind thresh the produce of each separately, and to

give me the result. This he has kindly done, and
here it is. Two perches of the lime-dressed portion

of the field gave of grain 3| pecks, which weighed
48 lb., and of straw 70 lb. Two perches of the

unhmed portion gave of grain 2 pecks and 1 quart,

which weighed 28 lb., and of straw 53 lb. Mr. Kidner
states that the two plots were only a few yards apart,

and that as near as he could judge, they fairly repre-

sented their respective portions of the field. G. S.

Poole, hi the Joxmial of the Both and West of
England Agricultnral Society, Vol, 12.

Calendar of Operations.
"West Sussex : Jununnj.—This perhaps is the

dullest time of the year on the farm. "We have had
no frost, but a good deal of rain and wind, and the
land is very wet. We have not been able to plough
for some time, but there is not much to do in that
way. Work is well forward, and dimg carting,
threshing, &c., is the chief employment at present.
The cattle disease had disappeared from our district

after having done a deal of mischief, but it has again
broken out near Arundel, and we are in continual
fear of its coming among us again ; and the mistaken
idea that it may exist in the air, and that animals may
take it without being in contact with diseased ones,
tends very much to increase the danger, as many
think under these circumstances they need not take so
great care. And the general wish among stock-keepers
is that all traffic for a time may be stopped, and
above aU that the Government take the matter in
their own hands, and make an order that shall
be universal j for though one county may stop
traffic, another does not, and the inconvenience to
trade is nearly as great, and will be much more pro-
longed, than it would be if the rule were the same in
every county.
The lambing season has begun, but it is later than

last year, the weather being comparatively warm ;

there are not many accidents yet, and the Swedes
have kept better than we expected, so that the
supply of food is not likely to faU short. Mangel
does not keep so well as usual, which is perhaps
because their skins burst during the simimer, and
never healed up as they usually do, and perhaps we
shall have to use them earlier than we could wish.
Hay »;iU' be more abundant than we expected, and
is now lower in price. Wheat comes to market
pretty freely, and the quality is good and the yield
much better than was ex^iected. There is great
difference in the samples of Barley, and Oats were
never worse, so far as our experience goes. The
young Wheat looks well on tho ground, not too
forward, and very even. There are no labourers out
of work, except it be those who never do care to keep
steady, and they are not so many now as they were
a few years ago. And the time is near when agricul-

tural hands will be scarce, and it will be weU to
have homes provided for aU that are required ou the
farm, for in no other way wiU good men be kept.

The days for men to walk two or three miles every
day to work on a farm, are nearly over. (r. S.

Xfotices to Correspondents.
Cattlb Plaoxie : A C asks,—Can any of your Con-cspondents
inform me at what distance from a plague-animal you arc
liable to catch the plague, or carry it to another animal iii

your clothes, &c. ; and how long will your clothes retain the
poison, and what is the best plan to destroy the poison in
your clothes, so that yovi would not give it to another
animal ? WiU horses and hounds carry the plague from plaou
to place by hunting .across the counti^ where the plague isV

[Next week.]
Disinfectants: AC. Condy's fluid .ind chlorine gas are hot li

disinfectants, and not mere deodorizers.
Peruvian Guano -.BBC. Apply 3 cwt. per acre, broadcast

,

previously mixed in a cartload of earth, over every acre of

grass-land in wet weather next month. Or 1 cwt- each of

Peruvian giumo, supei-phosphate, and nitrate of soda, would
probably be more efficiont.

PoDl.TRY : Subscriber. Apply to Mr, Baily, 113, Mount Streel,
Grosvenor Square ; or perhaps some of our readers will tell

us for you '* where the best dark-pencilled Brahma Poutras
are to be obtained ?

"

Rats and Mice : C'orregpoudent. The pamphlet is by Mr. C,
Belchei-, of Faringdon, Berks, to whom you might apply.
The publisher's name given is on the title-page,

Spanish Breed : H. ClenienU. Your question was mislaid.
Keep a pure-bred Spanish cock.

THE HYDROPULT,

An Invention for Throwing Water by Hand Power,

(Sk( Rov.

PRICE LIST.

Complete with Brass Cylinders and £ s

Japanned Stirrup 1 l:i

Complete with Brass Ctlinders and
Copper Stirrup 2 2

The Price " Complete
De!ivoi7 Hose, Galvanised Wi

1, includes 2i foet Suction and 3 feet— '

^r, Rose and Small Jet.

THE HYDROPULT
is invaluable for use in the

GARDEN for

WATERING HEDS,
SPRINKLING PLANTS,

DROWNING OUT INSECTS,
CLEANSING TREES FROM SMUTS,

DRESSING WITH LIQUID MANURE,
&c. Sac.

CAUTION.
Important to tub PunLic—The extensive aale of the Hydropult

has excited tho ciipiihty of so-cn,llcd respectable, but in reality

unprincipled ManuUictu'rers. who are now palming on tho Public
woitUless imituium-. -i Mir I l>i|r>,[>iilt, and through their connec-
tions are onabld I

I

' .1
I

.;ci.!s on exhibition, and for sale, in

many of the pruni] .
r \ Liid Seed Establishments through-

out the city and 1-1 . ,1,. 1 .1^ . .luvices resemble in many respects
the Hydropult hi jiii '-ai.Li:',j'j. :iud are calculated to deceive the
unsuspecting. The ^^^•pri^;t'>r tlierefore issues this Caution, and
respectfully intimates that parties wishing to purchase the Hydropult
should examine the machine offered for sale, and see il it has
attached thereto a label, with the following words :—" Tho Hydropult,
Vose's Patent, manufactured only by Gi ' "

Prospectuses^ with Testimonials, on application.

HYDROPULT SHOW ROOM, 142 4 143, CHE^VPSIDB, LONDON.

IMPEEIAL SUGAR BASIN.
SECURED BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

USEFUL, OUXAMUNTVI UNIQUE

Tho II. .^.'lu 11:^1 i:l I
l^ :

Cover, ^ . ...;. ::n. !. I
' !, .1 I..

tor instant use, but obviatnip _.

table. The Sugar Basm can be used for a Butter Dish.

Price, m white metal, electro-plated, £2 2s.

:t L. kn b o e tl er s de of the
-ita tl t i dd s ppearmg
Bot only haung the lid ready
--"-

of its removal from the

Prize Cucumber Seeds.

CJUTTON AND SONS can supply SEED nf all the best

kl kinds of CUCUMBERS, includmg Berkshire Challenge, Berk-

shire Chamnion, Mr. Hamilton's Now ^''aneties, and many others.

For List and Prices of which see Messrs. SUTTON'S CATA-
LOGUE for 1806, which will bo forwarded gratis and post free on
appUcation.

StJTToy & Sows, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

F-

To tlie Seed Trade.
RAME CUCUMBERS, all English-saved ; true

and select.

Champion t
Hamilton's Market Favourite

Cuthill's Black Spit Highland Mary
Dickson's Newton Hero I Swadling's Berkshire Challenge

Dr. Livingstone I Telogi-aph

BROCCOLI, Pure and Genuine Stock.

Early Purple Cape
i

Ellitson^s Mammoth^
Snow, true Winter
Osborne's Winter White

,

Knight's Protectiug I Carter's Champion
INVINCIBLE SCARLET SWEET PEA.

Trade prices on application.

Stephen Brown, Seed Grower, Sudbury, Suft'olk.

Myton Hall Cucumber.

FG. GODWIN, with peculiar
• pleasure and increased confidence,

again offers this excellent CUCUMBER,
nich should be grown by all Cucumber

¥M growers. Reports from all sides agree
•^ ° that it .is unequalled- See Testimonial

Shuet (post free on acplication), from
which the following are' Extracts :—

From F. MoNTAGDE, Esq., Somerset,
CoU^raiJie.

"Myton Hall Cucumber i;

exhibition V.

productiveness, and a crisp slicer."

From S. J. Cartku Racrham, Es(^., The Grove, Cotton, Norfolk^

"I have grown numbers of ^ ' '

as A 1."

ieties, and look upon Mytoi

the Rev. T. O'Gbady, H^ffnaston Vicarage, Ashbourtu.
" You may, with every confidence, recommend it to your customers

as "the best out."

In flcaled packets. 2s. Gd. each. Price to the trtide on application.

A DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUE of Choice VEGE-
TABLE SEEDS post free on application.

3 and 4, Norfolk Market, Sheffield.

/CUCUMBERS and MELONS.
Kj The following flue Varieties, picked Seed, can bo suppliod

true at la. per packet.

CUCUMBERS.
Black Spine.

Sh- C. Campbell Gen. Canrobert
Victory of Bath
Rifleman
Manchester Prizo
Allen's Victory

Mill's Jewess
Cuthill's Black Spine
Champion of EngLand
Ipswich Standard
Tiley's Improved

,
the finest Black Spluo grown, 2s. 6^. per packet.

Manchester Prize
Huntei-'s Prolific

Incomparable.

I
Syon Hoi

MELONS
I

Phenomenon.

Golden Perfection
Gulden Ball
Qu ecu's
M'Ewen's Ai'undel Hybrid

Bromham Hall
Blackall
Bailey's Bowood

M'Ewen's Arundel Hybrid

Hybrid 1 Egyptian Improved!.

LoniiLlA BLUE KING.—Asplondid new di8tinctvariet7,ls.perpkt.

TILIOV'S EMPEROR RED CELERY.—The finest flavoured grown,

K[) r.\NSY, fruni named flowers, Is. perpkt.

.'i[Kv, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, H, Abbey
I, ii:ith.

iicc- must accompany all orders m penny postage stamps.

New and Choice Seeds.

EE'S IMPERIAL DWARF CAULIFLOWER is the

J tiirliest aiiiibu^t in ciiltiv:ition. Price Is. Gd. per packet.

'I-',s 'i| \ \i \i I i;- \l I I II <
'"' t'MHER is the best for winter and

y\ ,, , ! . : I.KSII MELON; tho finest green-
'

i'l, |. ,1, ,. ,, ,
. I,, . ; .

. . J
!''- Is. IJ(/. per packet.

!
I ,,,,,,, . 1,,,, I-,.-. .1 _M i.i,;ints and Nurserymen, Hammer-

smith, Luudoii,

CHARLES POMEROT BUTTON,
U2 and 143, Chuapside, London, E.G.

JAMES GARAWAT and CO., Durdham Down
Nurseries Bristol, offer the following SEEDS, which they

can guarantee to be of great excellence, and decided acquisitions.

Prices to tho Trade on application.

PROCCOLl (Garaway'a Late White).—Pure white, very Large, late,

has been exhibited at the local shows, in first-rate condition, in tho

bucinning of Juno. Retail price, Is. Qd. and 2s. Gd. per packet.

t'FLKRY (Burbank's SuperD Red and Burbank's Superb White).—

Sniifi ci'i.sp and of fine flavour, h.as been grown for several years

by tlie raiser, Mr. Burbank, and given very great satisfaction.

Ret:iil price. Is. per packet.

IM

Finit Committee of Royal Horticultural Society, Augxiat ;

Retail price. Is. per packet.

LETTUCE (Clifton Hardy Green Cos). — As hardy as Hardy
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GEEEN'S PATENT SILENS MESSOE,
OH

NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and COLLECTING MACHINES.

BV SPECIAL AI'POINTjMENT,

SOLE MANUFACTURER
TO HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY

THE QUEEN.
ADJUSTING L

RMSINC OR HCPRESSINS

ANDLE

The above Machines have pvovcd to be the best, ami liavc carried off every Prize that has been given in all cases of competition, and in proof of thciv suiieriority 30,000 havo

been sold since the year ISoG.

They ai-c tlie only Machines that havo been in constant use at the Royal Horlicultural Society's Gardens, South Kensington, since its opening, and at most of the principal

places in the United ICingdom, where they havo given entire satisfaction, being more durable, loss liable to get out of order, and can be worked with greater case than any other

Lawn Mower extant; they ore the only Macliines that are fitted up with the Patent Solf-sharponing Kcvcrsiblc Cylinder Cutters.

Every Machine is warranted to give entire satisfaction, and if not approved of, can be returned unconditionally.

Jlavins above 3000 Mai liincs in stock at our Leeds, London, and Dublin Establishments, \vr are in a jiosition to execute orders on the day they are received.

To Cut 10 inchc £:! 10 Sidtahtc for a Lady.

A 10 „ „
.5 10 Suitable for One Person

G 10

PRICES OF HAND MACHINES.

I
To Cut IS inches £7 10 Siiiiablcfor One Person.

8 Suitable for Two Persons.

S 10 ,, „
9 „ „

Packiug Cases aj-e charged at the following low rates, viz. : for the 10 and 12 inches Machine, os. ; U and 16 inches, is. ; IS and 20 inches, 5s. ; 22 and 24 inches, 6.'.

Parties providing themselves with Lawn Mowers are i-oeommended to purchase tho Cases in which, to stow them away, when not in use, to prevent them fi'om getting damaged ;

if returned, two-thirds will be allowed for them.

PRICES of nOESE, PONT, and DOXKEY MACHINES, including Patent Self-delivery Box ; Cross Stay complete ; suitable for attaching to

ordiuju'v Chain Traces or Gig Harness.

To Cut 26 inches fl3 0\ I
To Cut 30 inches ••£21 ) „ , r d oo~ " i 'if -14 (

•^''''''"'' -Soois for Pony, 22s.

1;') ] Leather Boots for I)onl;eif,\Ss.
\

" ,', '
'i~ n n

,- n nl
' "

" *- •'
' " "

\ Leather Boots for Korse, 2es.
1' " "/ „ 48 30 OJ

The 26, 28, and 30 inches can easily be worked by a Donkey, or by Two Men, on an even Lawn, tho 30 and 36 inches by a Pony, and 42 and 48 laches by a Carriage Horse ;

and, as the MACHINES make no noise in working, the most spirited anira.-d can bo employed without fear of its running away, or in any way damaging the MACHINE.

Both the HORSE, PONT, DONKET, and HAND MACHINES possess (over all other Makei-s) the advantage of self-sh.irpening ; the cutters being steel on each side,

when they become dull or blunt by running one way round the cylinder, can be reversed again .and ag.ain, bringing the opposite edge of the cutter against the bottom blade, when

the MACHINE will cut equal to new. Arrangements .are made that tho cylinder can be reversed by any inexperienced person in two or three minutes.

The above MACHINES :

in England.

nade from the best materials, and of superior workmanship ; are delivered Carriage Free to all the principal Railway Stations and Shipping Porta

THOMAS GREEN and SON, SjMITHEIELD IRON WORKS, LEEDS;
54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S. ; and 19, EDEN QUAY, DUBLIN.
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PRIZE MEDALS AWARDED TO

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS.

SOCIfiTfi ROYALE LINN^ENNE,
1861, 1862, .ind 180:i.

llAMIiUHG GRANDE EXPOSITION UNlVEUSiiLLE
D'AOKICULTUKE ET D'HOKTICULIUBE.

GREEN'S
Patent

LAWN
MOWERS

liave i)i-oved to bo tli

best, and carried olF

every Prize that has

been given in all cases

of competition.

THOS. GREEN and SON,

SMITHFIELD IRON WORKS,

LEEDS

;

54 & 55, BLACKPRIARS ROAD,

LONDON, S,
i

10, EDEN QUAY, DUBLIN.
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SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWEKS FOR 1866.

PATRONIZED ON FIVE SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1864 BY

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN,
AND ONCE ET HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF SAXONY;

AGAIN ON FOUR SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1865 BY HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN
ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF HOLLAND

;

AND ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF PRUSSIA.

EVERY MACHINE
WARRANTED.

IF NOT APPROVED OF, CAN
BE AT ONCE RETaRNED

HAND ilAUlllNiS.

ALEX. SHANKS and SON, in iiresenting thcu- LAWN MOWERS for the approacliiag Season, arc gratified to be alle to state tliat the demand for their celebrated
Machines is rapidly increasing.

A. S. AND SON, in introducing Improvements into their Machines, have been careful that no Improvement be introduced which has merely novelty to recommend it, but
that the advantages in point of durablLity and simplicity of construction, which have always been a peculiarity of their Machines, should still remain.

A. S. AND SON can confidently assure their numerous Friends and Customers and the Public generally that their endeavour wiU always be to supply a Machine, first-clasg

in every way, one which cannot be surpassed if even equalled, whether for simplicity of construction, ease in working, or durability. None but the best materials and skilled
workmen are employed in the manufacture of their Machines.

Illustrated Circulars, u-ltltjull particulars, sentfree on application.

ALEXANDER SHANKS and SON, DENS IRON WORKS, ARBROATH, N.B.

LONDON OFFICE and SHOW ROOMS, 27, LEADENHALL STREET, E.G.

N_B.-A...S_. AND SON ;«;, a Stock- „f lawn Mowers at 27, Leadenhall Stnct, LondonJrom which Orders tdn he it once executed. They also hate at their Loiuton Warehouse
a stajf 01 expenenctf ft^or/oim %mu!ihl!, acquainted with all tU details oj these Machines, so that they are enabled to repair Lawn Mowers in London as well as ^t the Manufactory.
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Henry's Prize Hybrid Leek, Genuine.
DOWISIE, LAIRD, A.XD LAINU arc now sexidin

the ahove in packets at Is. each. This is unquestionat , .

largest Leek in cultivation, growing 16 inches in loiigth^of blanch.

Edinburgh and ntl

) unquestionably the
„ 10 incuca in length of blanch.

Was awarded the First Prize at the
Icacimg Shows.
k street, Edinburgh ; and Stanstead Park,

A^
than 12 packets

irlANT SCOTCH LEEK.—This
.-h fur size, flavoxir. and hardiness has no
i.1, pure and genuine, free per post, in

I. A liberal allowance to the Trade
! taken.

Robert T. Mackintosh, Nurseryman and Seedsman, 12, Melbourne
Place, Edinburgh,

Surplus Stock.

NE"^ and GENUINE AVHITE SPANISH ONION,
Is. Gd. per lb.

NEW and GENUINE BROWN GLOBE ONION, 2s. per lb.

Terms Cash. A remittance must accompany all orders from
unknown Correspondents.

Fre; ;, Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade.

To Farmers, Gardeners, and the Trade.
EXCELLENT Strong CABBAGE PLANTS of Early

York, Early Nonpareil, Eaatham, Drumhead, &c., may still be
had at 2«. firf. per 1000. A remittance must accompany all orders.

Fredk.. Gee, Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade.

To Market Gardeners and Seedsmen.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, a quantity of JENKINS'S
superior RED CELERY SEED, at is. per pound, in quantity

;

a single pound 5^-. Apply to
J. H. JLNK.INS, 3y, Princes Street. Rotherhithe, S.E.

SILVER SAND.—Wanted, an A?ent in Town to
undertake the SALE of very pure WHITE SILICIOUS SAND.

Address B. J., Gardeners' Clironicle Office, W.C. i

OCOA-NUT REFUSE
delivered within 2) miles

of Charing Cross, at 2s. per bag.

For particulars, and how to
,

long Advertisement in i

„ ^ the
Fibre Company.

rpHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
in 4z-y floe condition,
Use
i-ssing Pasture Lands

ex Dock Warehouse

;

SALT, Ac.
Ufflees, 116, Fenchurch Street. E.C.MANURES

MANURE, and BONE £. t

I r>TME from BURNT
VTES 5
UKAS.S, and MANGEL

LAWES' PATK
SUPERPHO.si

LAWES- SUI'Kl
BONE or MIN

LAWES" WHK
MANURES

CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE
These Manures i

"
"

"

appointed .^gents
varying according to cost of carriage.
Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from the Importers. Nitrate of

Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
Americanand other Cakes at market prices.

i, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge,

THE PATENT NITRO- PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY, Limited, Manufacturers ofODAMST "" — • —

ODAMS*
BONES.

Chief Offices—109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C. ; Western
I Street, Exeter ; Irish Branch : 40, West-Counties Branch : Qi

moreland Street, Dublin.
Works—Plaistow, Essex ; and Ebford. Toosham, Devonshire.

[NTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION
and BOTANICAL CONGRESS.— Those who are preparing

the leading Nurserymen and Ssec

s
To the Trade.

TEONG TOBACCO PAPER, 80s. per cwt.
M. BnQw>-, 4.'Commutation Row, Liverpool.

TISSUE for FUMI GATING.—
under Letters Patent from Tobacco rolled into
s i-t to consume slowly without tho assistance of
e tinito ciring off a very powerful narcotic effect,Q Jroni aiiy chemical admixture, which is so

(
i

iiit'^. It will bo found more economical and
^'e^erally used,

THOMSON'S STYPTIC for PREVENTING the
BLEEDING of \aNES after PRUNING, is Manufactured and

, Argyle Hou-e. Holloway.
, -. arade, Brighton.

Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot. Herts.
Thomas Knight. Edmonton, Middlesex.
Robert Leeds, West Lexham, Norfolk.
George Savile, Inglhorpe, near Stamford.
Samuel Jouas, Chrishall Grange, Essex.
Charles Dorman, 23, Essex Street, Strand.
Thomas Webb, Hildersham, Cambridgeshire.

Maiiaging Directoj-—James Odams.
Bankers—Messrs. Bametts Hoares tt Co., Lombard Street.

Solicitors—Hessrs. Kingsford & Dorman, 23. Essex Street, Strand.
Auditor—J. Carter Jonas, Cambridge.

Secrelary~C. T. Macauam.
This Company was originally formed by, and is under the Direction

of Agriculturists, circumstances that have iustly earned for it another
Title, viz. :—"THE TENANT FARMERS' MANURE COMPANY."

Its Members are Cultivators of upwards of 60,0(H) Acres of Land,
which has been for years iinder managemeut with Manures of thei.*
own Manufacture. The Consumer, therefore, has the best Guarantee
for the genuineneas and efficacy of the Manures manulactured by
this Company.
A Prospectus will be forwarded on application to tbe Secretary, or

may be had of the local Agents. C. T. Macadam, Secretary.
Chief Offices, 100, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

PA L ai^^NHUT MXA"LT^~jSiifflctured by
Alexandeh M. Smith i Co., Kent Street Mills, Liverpool.

£7 a Ton free to Rail or Boat in Liverpool.

For aamples and pr
TIFFANY.
icas apply to
street. Mnncbostor.

Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for'"""
,9.2PA¥1S ..^^Ai'l^ANTED PRIZE

that you get
R, also the corporate mark OdtairObserve the mark Sa

'ARRANTED, WithOUt wWch
S._& a regret having to caution Gardeners and others, but

compelled
quality, hs
many complaints

L consequence of :

quality, having been sold for the genuine c ,..._._ .. ^^ made to them of Knives which were not o
warranted both by sellera and makers.
1 Y-_. ._

the best and the cheapest

Universal Microscope. Price £6 6s.

SMITH, BECK, ANi> BECK,
31. Comhlll, E.C. ; late 6, Coleman Street.

•#" Catalogues sent on receipt of G postage stampi.

1866 -BENJAMIN EDGINGTON'S
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE for tho coming

Strecl
(only), 2, Duke

"pORTAi; , liUl SI:: III

Also COTTAGE;
SCIIOOL-ltOOMS, &c. ; also POULTRY itOUSES.
each sent, and Prices.

99, Eu&toa Road, London. Established 1830.

Vi)Ol» ;md IRON, for all
SHEUS BARNS, CHAPELS,
'

'
"""

' " Drawings of

R. Ri.

;. lOd; TANNED GARDEN NET, Qs. 3d. per 100 yards; NEWTWINENET. 12s. Cd. per 100 yards ; ditto halAnch mesh, 20s. per
ion yards ; SHEEP NETS, PEA WIRES, NETS for Pheasantries,
Fishing, 4o.
N.B. GARDEN TARPAULING3, 323. per dozen, 8 feet by 4 feet.

R. RicBARPaos. 9i>, Euston Road. London, N.W.

D FERGUSON, Landscape Gardener, Contracting
• Planter, and Valdeh of Ndrsery Stock, &c.

^_^^_ Whitton Nursery, Hounslow, W.

Garden Architect, Improver of Land Planting. &c.

MR. NEWTON, 30, Eastbourne Terrace, London, W.,
attends to advise or carry out Alterations. References giver

to important Works completed in many parts ofEnglandand Ireland,
Workmen and Plans provided for the Continent and America.

Nursery for Private Sale.

TO *E DISPOSED OF, an OLD-ESTABLISHED
NURSERY, in the West-end of London, doing a First-class

readv-monev business, established upwards of 12 years, and parted
"* "" -"'-—"•- Rent nominal. Price, to

£7 1 . deii ) Rail in Bristol.
. delivered to Rail in London.
In Bags contaimng 2 cwt. each, branded

"This valuable Meal, containing above 20 per i

Sold by Jo)
Nurserymen ana at
apphcntion. None
bears the Signatiu-e

fatty matter, is recommended i economical food t

Dalkeith, N.B., and can be had of all home-grown produce." (See Dr. Voelcker, R. A. S. E. Journal,
" '"

" - Vol. I., 2d Series, page 170).

For further particulars and Analysis apply to Messrs. Smith, or
their Agents, Messrs. Hdmpurieh 4 Co., Bristol.

JoDW. CoLEMAW, 150, LeadenhaU Street, E.G., London Agent.

Notice.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, a SEEDSMAN'S BUSINESS
in a Town in Scotland, which has been established for many

years.—Apply bv letter to
Z". A., Gardeners" Clironicle Office, W.C.

Weymoutli and Portland.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, a First-class NURSERY,
SEED, FLORAL, FRUIT, and GREENGROCERY

BUSINESS. Established seven years. No other Nursery or Flor.T.1

Business in either place. Terms modei-ato. Good references, &e.
Aadreas Alpha, Weymouth, Dorset.

against Insects
Growing Plants,
Dressing

whether used
nd Mildew, on
or as Winter

smell, and if the Solution bo
decanted, prevents any staining
of foliage. A strength of from
1 to 2 oz. to the gallon of water
is recommended for growing

"
..for

Sold Retail hy Nm-oerymen

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT

Kendal.

TO BE LET on LEASE, a GRAZING FARM,
2'i minutes by railway from Windermere.—The BIRDS PARK

FARM, about 190 Acres, with Fai-mhous* and Buildings, all in good
condition, threo-qu .rters of a mile from the town. To suit a superior
Tenant, arraijgements may be made for tho Improvement of the
House. Possession in Spring.
Apply to Mr. R. Knowles, East Plain Farm, Flookborough,

i-Cartmel.

Cattle Pla^e.

PUBLIC NOTICE—REPORT of the ROYAL COMMISSION.
See " Sanitary Eecommendations and General Prccautioiis to Prevent

the Spread of the Disorder."
The Disisfeotino Powder described iktbe Report is

McDOUGALL'S PATENT DISINFECTING
POWDER.— It is commended as the best means of Disinfect-

ing Cattle Sheds, Farm Buildings, &c. Sold iu bags, l cwt. each, at
10a. Gd., or £10 per ton. Carriage paid ou 4-ton and upwards.
For Washing the bodies of both Healthy and Sick Cattle the Com-

missioners strongly recommend McDOUGALL'S PATENT DIS-
INFECTING SOAP, Sold in 6lb. Canisters at 2s. Cd. ; 101b., bs. ;

20ib. kegs, 10s. ; TiO lb., ICm. Directions for use in each packa^^e.
AiiXANDtR MtDouGALL, Manufactiuing and Agricultural Chemist,

I-oncloii—11, Arthui Street West, London Bridge, E.C.

;

Manchester— liiga street, Shudehlll

;

GlasKow— F. H. McLeod, 18, Dixon Street

;

Dublin—G. J. Alexander, 2, 3, and 4, Mai7's Abbey.
Agents in most Towns throughout the Kingdom.

^C^STf^^ T^AY, SON, AND HEWITT'S
^.^*S1??S**^^ --^ UNIVERSAL CHEMICAL EXTRACT,

Heaving and Strauiing. Mr. Wuods. in his
Lecture on " Bn^efliiic and Maiiat;ement of
Sheep," says;— "My shepherd declares it to
be worth a guinea a bottle." Price 'is. Gd.
and 7s. per bottle.

Also, the original GASEOUS FLUID, for

|V*' tor Colic and Gripes in Horses and Cattle,
feverish cases, and for cleansing in Ewes and
Cows, a dose of the " Red Drench " should be

Gaseous Fluid I have not lost
Price l3. Orf. per bottle ; or one dozen in a wooden box, SO.f.

Full Directions for use given with each article. Prepared by the
onginal and only proprietora—Dat, Sob, & Hbwitt, 22, Dorset Street,
Baker Street, London, W.

GARDEN BORDER EDGING TILES, in great
variety 'if patterns and material, theplainer sorts being espe-

cially suited for KITCHEN GARDENS, as they
harbour no Slugs and Insects, take up little

room, and once put down incur no further labour
and expense, as do "grown"
quentlj" being much cheapi

Manufacturers, Upper
variety of design

F. & G. Rosn .

Ground Street, Blackfriars, S. , ,
West, Chelsea, S.W. ; Kingsland Road, Kingsland, N.E.
Sole Londi- _ „ .

BRICKS. Illustrated Price Lists fi-ee by post. The Trade supplied.

M'i;,

and Shrubs.

SaUg lifi auction.

Consignment of Plants from Belgium,

\ variuLius ; iiud a Ki"uaL osauiLuieuL ul' Hardy Tn

t the Morniag of Sivlo, and Catalogues had.

Importation of Bulbs from Hollanrt.
T\/rR. J. C. BTKVJiNS will Mill- \' i V

IVX his Great Rooms, 3S, King sii.

for FOXLEVS PATENT GARDEN WAIL
:

S-^^KLIAY, Kobniary 10, at hall ].

Collection ot GLADIOLI. ANEMoNI,- , .1 l;\\i \i

for .Spring Planting; and an Assortineut uf IIAKI'^ I'll

Mo:ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, Ac, as cheap and durable as .^tone,

and buff colours, and capable of forming a variety of

3 enriched designs than

In bl ,

deal cms.
Also TESSELATED PAVEMENTS

the above.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walla of Dairies, Larders,
Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving
Bncks of gi-eat durability, Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, Wall
Copings, Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, &c.

To be obtained of F. 4 G. Rosuer, at their Premises as above.

SILVER SAJiD (REIGATE, best quaHty), at the above
addresses—143. per Ton, or la. 3d. per Bushel ; 2«. per Ton extra

for delivery within three miles, and to any London Railway or AVhnri
Qxmntities of 4 Tons, Is. per Ton less.

FLINTS, BRICK BURRS or CLINKERS, for Rockeries i

Grotto Work.
F. & G. RobRER.—Addresses see above.

N.B. Orders promptly executed by Railway.

SHRUBS froi

iloming ot Sale, and Catalogues had.

3 SELL by AUCTION,

nd at moderate prices.
31. Comhill.E.C.

, her Majesty tho Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for
ayon Houscj his Grace the Duke of Devo -

Professor Lindley for the Horticultur.al ,._,. __^.

for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, &c.

ndtloi
scorchi
moruing"D-ost8. Tu b

Two yards wide
ny required lengths

_ Is, 9(i per yard run.
Four yards wide 3a. fid. per yard.
An improved make, 2 yards wide . . Is. 9d. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide . . 2s. 8d. per yard mn.

Also "FrigiDomo" Netting, 2 yards wide, Is. Gd, per yard run'
Elisiia Thomas Archer, Whole and Sole Manufactm-er, 7, Great

Trinity Lane, Cannon Street, City, and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-
"" 'Lroughout the kingdom.

*' It is much cheaper than Mats as a covering."

jn the Premises.

, , , , ., WEDNESDAY,
February 2l| and following days, at half-past' 12 o'Clock precisely

Garden, London, W.C.

Annual Sale of very handsome Engllsli-grown
Camellias, &c.

.N-). MOK-niS will SELL InlyjESSHS Vl.'OTH

AMERICAN PLA^Tb,]
sorts, GLADIOLUS, &C.

; LILIUM LA^CLPOLIUM

Unreserved Sale of Nursery Stock.
Dos.viNCTON RuAD, Newuurv. Berks.

MR. C. W. DOE is instructed to SELL by AUCTION,
on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, February C and 7, at

11 o'clock each day, without the slightest reserve, the whole of the

valu.able NURSERY STOCK, Household Furniture, and Effects,

the property of Mr. W, H. Davis, Nurseryman and Florist, under

Deed or Assignment for the benefit of Creditors. The Nursery

StocK, which will be sold at the Donnington Nursery on Tuesday, the

, U o'clock, • i 3000 Standard Roses, of the choicest

YaiiULics, iooo Dwarf Itoses, 3000 Laurels, 6000 ilanetti Stocks,

14,000 ditto Cuttings, 3000 Fruit Stocks 2300 Privet, Cunant Trees,

Sea Kale plants, and other general Nursery Stock.

May be viewed the daj- previous and Morning of Sale. CatalogueB

may be had ofthe Auctioneer Newbury.
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J. B. BROWN & CO.'S NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWER.

MANUFACrCRED BY

J. B. BBOWN & CO.,

148, UPPER THAMES STREET,

LONDON, E.G.

GUARANTEED TO GIVE

PERFECT SATISFACTION,

AND IF NOT APPROVED OF

MAY BE AT ONCE RETURNED.

J. B. BROWN AND CO. having so very successfully introduced, at the Meeting of the Bath and West of England Society at Hereford in June 1865, the NEW

Patent B B lawn mower, of their o^Tn manufacture, beg to mention that having supplied the large number of MACHINES ordered on that occasion, and up to the

present time, with most unqu.ilified satisfaction to every one, so far as they are aware, they are now actively preparing to execute further orders for the approaching season,—and,

owin" to the large number of such orders already received, they would very respectfully solicit all intending orders to be sent with as little delay as possible,—say to be executed

at any time during the opening of the Spiing, or in the course of the Summer, as may be desired.

The Hereford Journal, dated June 10, 1865, thus notices this new Machine 1
— " Messrs. BnoWN & Co. are well kuowa in connection with the best Lawn Mowing Machines

these very useful and now almost indispensable Machines, which save so much labour and at the same time so much improve the appearance of the lawn. Messrs. Brown

show a new Lawu Machine of their own manufacture, which attracted much attention on account of the compact arr.angement of parts, its light and elegant appearance, and

neat workmauship. It is worked by means of well-made geared or toothed wheels, wliich we believe to be more desirable than the use of chains, which are found to stretch and

break so frequently, and cause much trouble. The working of this new Lawn Mower is light and silent, and we have no doubt it must become a great favourite."

The NEW B B PATENT LAWN MOWER is manufactured by Messks. EROWK and CO. on their own Premises in London, under their personal superintendence.

It is worked by means of geared or toothed wheels, is quite noiseless, and is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction in every respect.

PRICES-In.iludii

PATENT B B HAND MACHINE.
Carriage to any Railway Station or Sliippiug Port in England, ivith the necessary tools and Directions for use.

lO-inch Machine £3 10
j

12-uich Machine 4 10 o\ Easily Worked hj a Boy.

14-inch Machine 5 10 '

16-inch Machine 6 10 Diito hy a Man.

IS-inch Machine £7 10 Easily Workrj! tiy a Man.

20-inch Machine SOOi
22-inch Machine 8 10 [ VMo by Two Men.

24-inoh Machine 90o)
If with Brass-mounted Grass Box, 6s. extra.

PATENT B B PONY and DONKEY MACHINE.
PRICES—Complete, without extras, including Carriage to any Kailway Station or

Shipping Port in England, with the necessary tools and Directions for use.

30-inch Machine £17 10 i

28-inch Machine .^^ .^^ q] Drawn by a Pony.

PATENT B B HORSE MACHINE.
PRICES—Complete, without extras, including Carriage to any Railway Station or

Shipping Poi-t in England, with the necessary tools and Directions for use.

42-inch Machine £28 10 Oi

36-inch Machine ^_^ ^^^
Q]I)rau>nby a Horse.

30-inch Machine 21 10 By a Horse orStrong Tony. 1 2S-inch Machine 14 10 Brawn by a Donkey.

Now Improved Horse, Pony, and Donkey Boots, wholly of Leather, as follows :—Horse Boots, 24s. ; Pony Boots, 2l5. ; Donkey Boots, 16s. per set.

*,* Ei'ery Machine sent out is warranted to give ample satisfaction, and if not approved of may be exchanged for any other six of Machine, or for the

Machine of any other Maker, or may be at once returned unconditionally.

A Specimen of the best MOWING MACHINES wluch have been brought out for the Season will always be on view at J. B. EroWn & Co.'a Warehouse, 148, Upper Thames

Street, E.C., quite close to their Offices, for the inspection of those who may wish to select for themselves ; and Orders for the Machines of other Makers will alw.ays, as formerly,

have careful and prompt attention,

1^ J. B. Brown & Co. beg to make the announcement, so important to all who use MoWiNO Machines, that they no* E.^iECuTE Repairs of all JTachines In Londo.v.

All Repairs and Adjustments of Machine.? promptly executed at moderate fixed rates.

The NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWER has aheady been pati'onized by Her Majesty tha QcEHJt, for the Bojal Gardens at Windsor Castle, Osborne, Kew, and

Hampton Court ; by His Royal Highness the Pkinob of Wales, for Sandringhani ; and by His Grace the Duke of Somerset, the Eight Hon. the Earl of DiKiiY,

the Right Hon. the Earl of Chaklemont, .and numbers of the principal Nobility and chief Landed Proprietors in the Kingdom. Besides to Merchants, for export to the

Continent, and to Egypt, India, Australia, Natal, and other countries, and to a large number of the most respectable Ironmongers, Nurserymen, and Seedsmen in various parts

of Engl.and, Scotland, and Ireland, many of whom have applied for special agencies, and ordered Machines for next Spring delivery.

TESTIMONIALS.
Protn Mra. PbICe, Hagky V^illa, LUOioardiiif, Mcfc/drd, Augim 18, lS6B.

" I have much pleasure in Informing you that the Mowing Machine [a 14-inch BB] 1 ordered from
you at the Bath and West of England Meeting, held in Hereford, has in every respect given the
greatest satisfaction, and 1 am very much pleased with it."

From W. H. Apperley, Esq., Witldugton, 7te«f Hereford, Auottst 11, 1865.

*' The New B B Lawn Mower I purchased of you has now been ft-equeutly used by ray Gardener,
and he is perfectly satisfied with it. It does its work well. I shall feel plea&ure in rocommendina your

From QfcoRCB McRak, EstJ-i MUciUim COiMiion, Muirey, September 27, I8C5.

"
I am very pleased with the Lawn Mower I had from you [a 14-inch B B Machine]. It is certairUy

the most compact one I eVei* saw, and doeS its work well,"

From A. liTon, Eaq., NapUr jffwsf, Edmonton, October 4, 1S65.

"
I have given the B B Mowmg Machine [a 14-incb one] a good trial, and am quite satiafled witii

it. It works BO easily that my daughters have on several oc

a testimonial at any time, as I consider it worth one. You

furthering the sale of the Mower."

used it. I shall bo glad to give you

make what use you like of my name in

*#* Hvcry Machine sent out is xcamtnted to give ample satisfaction^ and, if not approved of^ may be exchanged for any other size of Machine^ or for the

Machine of any other Maker y or may he at once returned uncoiiditionally.

J. B. BROWN AND CO. OFFICES, 18, CANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.C.

NEARLY OPPOSITE ST. SWITHIN'S LANE and " LONDON STONE," and near LONDON BRIDGE,

WAREHOUSE (where Machines are kept iu Stock), 148, UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C.
OPPOSITE tho CITY of LONDON BREWERY, and close to the LONDON BRIDGE STE.AM BOAT PIERS.

Prinipd
[^'^^'""""ations Should be add Tcsied to ' The Editor;" Advertisements and BUsines.! Letters to " Tlie Publisher." at the Office, 41. Wellington street, Covcnt Garden. London. W.C.

Prmtera at their nffl^"T V"!;"!.'.-
"' 'i_"l>Pe' Wobum Place, in the Parish of St- Panrras. In tbr Co. of Middlesel.'and FajDia.ci Moliitt Ey4«s, Sf No. U, BoUTerie Street, in the Precinct of Whltefnars. City of LOIS?I.WV..1., at lueip umce, Lombard Street, Fiecljict of Whitetriars, City of London, and PubUjbed by them al the Offlcc, No. «, WcUlngtoa Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Corent Onrden, in the said go.-BitonoiT, Pebrunrj 3, 1S66.
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ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park.—
EXHIBITIONS of SPRING FLOWERS, SATURDAYS.

March 17, April 7 and 21. Tickets 2s. (W. onch.
GENERAL EXHIBITIONS. WEDNESDAYS, May g. Juno 8,

July 4. Tickets is. each. Tickuts are now being issued, and to bo
obtained at the Gardens only by Vouchers from Fellows ofthe Society.

J^TERNATIONALHORTICULfURALEMIBITIONX and BOTANICAL CONGRESS.
Under the Patronage of Her Majesty Tob Qukk:t, and of their Royal

till May 25. Subscriben
8 and Proapecl

. _ _
Sooretary, at the Omcea, 1, William Street, Lowndes Square, Londo

CRYSTAL I'ALACE FLOWKE SHOWS. — The
FIRST GREAT FLOWER S]IOW of the leason 1» Aied for

SATURDAY, May U; «ud the ROSE SHOW for SATURDAY,

BuTLin i McCuLLOcH, Corent Garden Market, W.C.

Seeds.
SGLENDINNING and SONS' PRICED LIST of

• KITCHEN GARDEN, AORICULTURAL, and FLOWER
SEED.S, is now publlabcd. and may be had free on application.

Chiawick Nursery, London, W.

PETER S. ROBERTSON and CO.'S PRICED
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of GENUINE GARDEN and

FLOWERSEEDS, and N I )VELT I ES for 18M, post free on application.
Trinity Nuraery. and 53. St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh.

H Excellence and Econom?.
BROWN'S PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

I of SEEDS, 4c., for ISCrt, will be lent free by poat on application.
4, Commutation Row, LiTorpooi.

Genuine Garden Seeds.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S DESCRIPTI'VE
PRICED CATALOGUE of SEEDS which contalna eyeij-

thing Now and Old worth growing, can be had post tree on application.
Highgate, London, N.

Garden Seeds, Carriage free.

WM. PAUL'S SELECT LIST contains many artieloa
worthy the attention of Exhibitora and others who wish to

have FIRST-CLASS VKUETAULES and KLOWERSin their soasonj.
Piul'b Nurseries, Waltham Croas, N.

M^
Shrubs, Rhododendrons, Japanese NoTeltici

r Godalming, Surrey,

G1ENUINE NEW
« —PRICED DESCRIPTl

application.
w A Sows, Seed Merchants. &c., 102, Eastgate St., Chesto

Surplus Stock of Strong Orapa Vines In Fota

w M. WOOD AND SON have an extra fin* Stock of
the above to offer cheap.

Woodlands Nui-aery. Maresfield. near Uckfleld. Sussex.

Grape Vines.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON have a fine stock of extra
strong planting VINES, also a few fruiting Biz« loft.

CATALOGUES and price on application.
Highgate Nurseries, London, N,

Sawbridgeworth.

-Strong In-uitmg^, Succession, and Sucker
of all the leading kinds, can be had of

us, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Holloway, Londoi

POTS, for Forcing or Pot Culture.—
few of thcloading.ktnds, flno bushes, &s. to 7s. 6d. each.

Carriage paid to London.
" " VKRR & SoH, Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth.

X' A f

B, Seedsman, Taunton.

ASTLE KENNEDY FIO.—Plante of the above may
bo had at 10s. txf. and lis. each ; the usual discount to tho

Trade. Fktbb L iwsow t Sow, Edinburgh ana London.
C^

Mr. WsiiB, Calcot
I of these splendid Nuts to be had of

Reading. Catalogues on application.

s
Fruit Trees.

OLENDINNING and SONS invito attention to
I their superb stock of heiilthy well-grown FRUIT TREES.

PRICE LIST on application.
Chlswlclc Nursery, London, W.

Excellent Nursery Stock at Moderate Prices.

WM. JACKSON AND CO., NuHSERYMEN, Bedalc,
Tork,shlre, beg to refer to their Advertisement at pago 47 of

the Oanttttfr*' chronicle antl AgrvyuUural Gaxetif, January 'JO, 1800.

E'TiiR S.^RmiEllTSON and Cll'S~CATAT70GrUE
of FOREST and ORN.AMENTAUTREES and SHRUBS post

free on application.
Trinity Nursery, and .1^, St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh.

Garden and Flower Seeds.
RETAIL PRICE LIST and CATALOGUE fi-co by

post. Seeds of beat quality considerably under the usual
retail prices.

J. 11. CorTBiLi, 15, Bull Ring, mrroingham. (Established 1850.1

P~
LANTEUS ^n^ageTrn PLANTING for immediate
effect, can be supplied with .handsome CEDRUS DEODARA,

from 8 to 10 and IM feet high, well rooted, and safe to transplant,
sent on application.

.8, The Nu », BrlstoL

Bub-tropical and other Foliage Plants.
DOWNIK, L.VIItn, AND LAING are now Bending out

Seeds of tho al«.to. PHiCED LISTS on application, with
Cultural binta.

SUnstead Park, Forest Hill, S.E. \ and Edinburgh.

Acorns.
ACORNS, sound and good, and 1-ycar ENGLISH

OAK, at low prices.

Wm. DiLi.laroHe, Munro Nursery, Sibie Hedtngham, Easel.

Apjily to Stb

Btout Trees, 8 to 10 feet, in tho
condition for removal,

ufcs Uaows, Nursery, Sudbury, Suffolk.

TRANSPLANTED LARCH FIR, extra fine, 3 to 4 ft,
*1.i. nor 1000.

Fannn. I'RnaiKfi, Bedford Uoad Nurseries, Northampton.

FOR SALE, a iiviantity of 1-year Seedling 1-year
Transplanted LARCH ; and S-year Seedling l-year Transplanted

LARCH in tine condition. Apply to
Mdkuo BaoTisRi, The Nurseries, Inverness, N.R

QAMUEL FINNEY and CO. have a largo stock ofO strong woll.rontod 3.years transplanted THORNS, from 15 to

24 inches nigh, which they can offer to the Trade at very low pri'

Early applications a

H.
OateHhoad Nursery.

AND F. SHARP E,
Smrd Growbm and MsRirnAXTs, Wisbech.

SPECIAL PRICED LIST of NEW SEEDS on application.

D
JAMES FAIKHEAD and SON, Seed Guoweius snd

,_. , ...^.,.^. ......... ,,.^ ..... .
MiRrniRTS, T, Borough Marltet, London, S.E.

ArtlilAb, DAULiAb, UAilLlAH.— Itiree lHousand New and Oemune AGRICULTURAL, GARDEN, and FLOWER
Pot Roots, of tho best sorts, including 18W, at 20». j>er 100 ; 30a SEEDS, Special prices and advautageous offers on application,'~'~

DahllasT Pot Roots and Seed.
largo Stools, \.2s. per dozen. Ten per cent, allowed on all orders that
contain cash. Po.it Ofllco orders payable to

UAN, Boston Spa, Yorkshire.J. C. Pii

Hoyle'B and Foster's New Pelargoniums.
CHARLES TURNER has fine plants of the above,

which he stronglv recommends. All the beat old klnda at
moderate prices. CATALOGUE on application.

The Royal Nurseries. Slough.

To the Trade.ILIUM AURATU
BiBtt & ScoDBir Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchanta,

1*2, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

c
To the Trade.

ARNATIONS and PICOTEES, good named Borta,
60s. per 100 pairs. Fancy Borts, Solfs, Plnlcs, &o.
STAFFuan's Nurseries, Ilyde, near Manchester.

Early Spring Flowers.

Scarlet Geraniums.
» PERKINS, 42, Drapery, Northampton,
B In offering Strong Autumn-struck PLANTS of

the abovofrom Storo I'ots, 12«. per 100; 100.*. per 1000.

have pie:
jovo from
N.B. The usual discount t the ^Trade. Terms t Cash.

VERBENAS and PETUNIAS, with i

ANNIE KEYNES, PRINCESS, and other flrst-claas

at n<. per dozen. Mixtures, 10s. per 100. AIno a small qui
CHOICE SEED, at 2«. 6d. per packet of 60 Seeds,

Waterloo Road, Romford, E

tity of

Seeds—OladlolL
PAUL AND SON'S LISTS of the above are now ready,

containing a careAil selection of Novelties. Enlarged List of
Fino-foUaged Plant Seeds, and original notes on Qladlolua Culture.

*;^01d •* Cheslmnt Nurseries, N^

New Roses of 1866.
now ready. Their planta

__ J fit to travel till early March.
The " Old Cheehunt Nursories, N.

gT
To the Trade.

lAKD and DWARF STANDARD
Extra and at reanonablo pricos,

Pacl k Son, " Old " Cheshunt Wurseriert, W,

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfleld, near Ucltfleld, Susaer.

SURPLUS STOCK of SPECIMEN TEA-SCENTED
ROSES In Wnoh pots, fof Exhibition or for lorolng. Splendid

plants,
Addr.;a>,

UcUleld, b
Address, Wm. Wood k Sox, Woodlandu Nureery, Maresfleld,

:

SEEDS

The Cultivation of Bromus Schraderl.
QUTTON AND SONS cin supply genuine Seed of thaO above Now FORAGE GRASS, in packets, for trial, at I,s-. each,
or In larger quantities at fis, per lb., with instructions on cultivation.

Slitton & Sons, Koy-il Berlohiro Seed Establishment, [leading.

IVERY
DESCRIF

INDICA, HARDY BRITI.SII FERNS, ROSES, CONlFERjE,
GRAPE VINES, and SEEDS, may be had on application at their

DorUiug Nursery.

pAMBKlAN COLLECTIONS of GARDEN SEEDS
\J for 10s. Gd.. 21s., iVs. (id, and 42s., sufficient for One Year's
Supply for Larize and Small Gardens. Basket included.
CATALOGUES of SEEDS and NURSERY STOCK on application.

Gkokgk Davisox, Hereford.

Broccoli All the Year Round.— Seo
QUTTON'S AMaVrEUR'S GUIDE (Illustrated).O Price Sixpence post free • gratis to cu.stomeis.

ScTTON & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Readinff.

Sale,

a stock that r

from 1 to 3 yei

M. RociiF, , Market Gardener, Pago Ore

To the Trade.
''0 RE SOLD, Cheap, u large quantity of 1-vear SEA
. KAIL PL.VNTSi also 2-yeav ASPARAGUS PLAINTS,

Prices on application to
Carstairs k Soss, Warriston Nursories, Edinburgh.

SANDRINGHAM NEW DWARF WHITE CELERY.
Superior variety, fine flavour, very crispi and solid.

pETEn Lawson ft Son, 28, King Street, Chcapside, London, E.G.

, Seed Grower, Sudbury, Suffolk,

Scrymger's Brussels Sprouts.
EED of the above excellent variety can be had true

from tho Raiser, in packets at Is. ; post free 14 stamps.

To Farmers, Gardeners, and the Trade.
EXCELLENT Strong CABRAGE PLANTS of Early

York, Early Nonpareil, Eastham, Drumhead, &c., may still be
had at 2s. 6(1. per 1000. A remittance must acconipany all orders.

FaEDK. Gee, Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade.

G'
Fredk. Oek, Seed Moi

The Forwardest Field Pea Is
UTTON'S EARLY RACEHORSE.

For price, depending on quantity required, apply to
iDTTow & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

Loadonhall Street. Price 6s. per bushel, ^j «u.^ ,v,>«..i,.j..

Apply to the Bailiff, John Groves, Shelltngford, Faringdoa.
Prepayment from unknown correspondents.

THE SKERRY BLUE POTATO.—This Potato is one
ofthe best and most productive In cultivation, and Is very freo

troui disease. Price 0«, per bushel ; cheaper by the sack or ten.
SuTTiiN & Hoxs, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

Paterson's Seedling Potatoa.

SUTTON AND SONS having been appointed AGENTS
for the above, can supply them Tn quantity, at moderate prices,

which may bo had on apjjlication,^

Sutton L S IS, Seed Morchants, Reading.

THE "KING" of POTATOS.—Thi3 may bo. fairly

described as tho finest Potato in cultivation. It is quite distinct

from any other variety, with a clear yellow skin. Price as. per pock ;

cheaper by tho bushel or sack.
Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading^

200 SACKS SPENCER'S KING of POTATOS, at

5s. per bu.shel, onoof the largest, finest, and most produc-

of Kidney Potatos ever Introduced ; It withstands the disease

ft Co., Devon Nurseries, near Exeten
r Potato.

W HEATH begs to offer a good sample of ALMA
• KIDNEY POTATO for Sale at 3«. 6d. per bushel. A

reduction made if taken in quantity.
College Nursery, Cheltenham.

2EED POTATOS.—A quantity of pure RED REGENT
5 SEED POTATOS to be Sold at a low pnce.

Addre.s3 B. J.. Oardentra' Chronicle Office, W.C.

EARLY KIDNEY POTATOS.—Webb's Telegraph,

flrat early. 20s. per bushel ; Webb's President, second earlv.

IBs. per bushel ; Webb's Imperial Kidney (best Potato known for all

purposes), 12s. per bushel. „,..„. tt j-
Apply to Mr. Wzbb, Calcot Gardens, Reading.

OYAL ASH-LEAP" POTATO.—This is one of the

oarllost and tho most productive of all the Ash-leaf Kidney
PoUtoa. Price per ton of finely prepared seed given on application to

Messrs. Tnos. Rivers ft Sow, Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth.

SEED POTATOS.— Myatt's Prolitic Kidney, Early
Dalmahoy, Webb's Imperial Kidney. Dalntree's SeedJlng, and

all tho befit early and late variotlea a*

'

'
—

DAINTREE'S SEEDLING POTATO is th

early round white Potato in cultivation, and can be >

moderate price on application."'"""
' I, Fendra>'top, St. Ives, IItiDt3._

YATT'S PROLIFIC KIDNEY POTATO.—A few
Tons of caroflilly eelectod Seed to be Sold Cheap.

Apply to
' *" -. ™ =- --- .- j~M

J Frter, Nurseries, Chatteris. CambridgeBhlra

MR. MYATT, of Manor Farm, Deptford, having SOLD
all his available Stock of MONA'S PRIDE POTATO, takes

this opportunity of informing those patrons who arc still making
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w
New Rosea for 1866.

) Btrons healthy well-yromi P!:mts ol all the New Roses.

oocUands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

M. WOOD AND SON have to ofler an extraordinaiy

New Roses of 1866.
TGHN" FRASER, of the Lea Bridge Road Nurseries.
fj Lenon, Essex, N.E.. will forward on application a LIST of all

the best varieties of NEW ROSES for 1866.

The plants are strong, healthy, and are now ready for sending out.

Early orders are respectfully solicited^

H
Boaes.

LANE AND SON liuve to offer a lai-^e stock of
strong and healthy STANDARDJand DWARF ROSES, in

ricty, consisting of all the popular and wall-k
cultiv:\tion.

CATALOGUES may be obtained post fr.

Berkharapstsad, Herts.
t the Nu . Great

North of England Rose Nursery.

J HARRISON begs to inform his friends and the Trade
• that he has still on hand a Stock of nearly 20,000 ot the best

DWARF and HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES, worked on the
Maiietti Stock, also several Thousands upon their own roots, exceed-
ingly fine healthy plants; all having been removed m November last,

are in the finest condition for planting. The NEW ROSES of the
present season are also nearly ready for transit. Several thousands
of Manettis, Autumn potted, and now fit for working, 25s. per 100.

Darlington— F..-1.. 10.

NEW CATALOGUE, ^\ i

GERANIUM LE GRANM,
Lists of Snow, Spotted, Fancv, /

" Dhsias. Verbenas, Petu" ' '

Jits, ic, now readv in e

Geo. Smith, Tollingtoi

W.

. Ho

J itod Geraniums ;

In;mums, Bedding

i, London, N.

Stirling. Scotland.
"\T7M. DRTOMONB and SONS, SEEDSitfEN imd
\ V NnBSPRYMEv. Stirlinc, will be glad to forw«rd their
CONCISE DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE and
FLOWER SEKI iS. tn any address, po.st free on application.

*.-• Seeds c:ima-e pmd as usual.

New Descriptive Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower
SeedSfJcc, for 1866.

ROBERT T. MACKINTOSH, Ncr.sERTMAN and
Seedsman, 12, Melbourne Place, Pklinburgh, begs respectfully

to mtiraato that the above LIST, embracing several New and
mteresting Novelties, may now be had post fl"ee on application,

DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LaTnu beg to intimate that
their PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of FLORIST

FLOWERS, NEW PLANTS. GARDEN, FLOWER, and AGRICUL-
TURAL SEEDS are now ready, and may be had free on application,

ir. South Fi-ederick Street, Edinburgh; and Stanstead Park,
Forest Hill, London. S.E. ^_

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.

PAUL TOLLARD, Seed Guoweu and Merchant,
20, Qufti de la Megisserie 20, ci-devant 4, Place des Ti-ois Maries 4.

Jl Paris. SPECIAL PRICED LIST of NEW SEEDS, in English
weights and money, on application.

L

Genuine New Garden Seeds.—Carriage Free.
SCOTT having received his NEW SEEDS lor this
Season, begs to intimate that he is prepared

orders for the L vei7 liberal toi-n

L PRICED LIST free on application. The stock includes all the
V Seeds worth cultivation.
FLOWER SEEDS of oxtra_ eictra fine qup.lity.— Calceolana,

Pi'imiUa fimbrlata. Dm unporLod Altera,

Hardy Scarlet Rhodoaendrons.
JOHN WATERER'S C\IAIjm,i|, ..f HARDY

SCARLET and otherCHOlCERIIOlKJDKXDRONSas annually
displayed in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, can now bo
bad on application.

It contains faithful descriptions of all the varieties really worthy of
cultivation, as well as a selection of HARLY CONIFERS, with
heighta^and prices, w\th ORNAMENTAL EVERGREENS, FOREST

The American Nursery, Bagshot. Surrey.
TREES,

,

American Plants, New Hardy Rhododendrons.
WATERER and GODI-'REV'S PRICED and

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS,
as exhibited in the Horticultural Gardens, bouth Kensington, free
on application. This Catalogue fairly describes the Rhododendrons
most worth growing, as well as some new and very handsome kinds
exc!u.sively iu their possession, and now for the first time offered.

Knap Hdl Nursery, Woking, Snrrev.

Choice Hybrid Rhododendrons.—Special Offer.

ISAAC DA VIES being about to REMOVE, offers
SEEDLINGS of the above from to 12 inches high, which have

been carefully cn-.ssed and raised for own stock from the very best
crimson and ^ca^I^t tree-blooming varieties. Price, if ordered this
month, &0«. per 100.

Laikficld Nursery, Wavertree, Liverpool.

Hardy Climbers.—To the Trade.
CLE^tATlS JACKMANNI, 2*. 6rf. each ; 21s. per doz.

„ RUBRO-VIOLACEA, 2s. each ; ISs. per doz
HTBRIDA SPLENDIDA, 2b. each; ISs. per doz

„ STANDISHI, 'Zs, eacli ; lis. per doz.
„ SOPHIA FLORE PLENO, 2s. each; 18e. per doz

C(F:RULEA (AZUREA) GRANDIFLORA. sew. per 100.
Besides otner good old varieties.

A CATALOGUE, including Description and Treatment of Cle-
matises, will be forwarded free on application to

Geo. Jackhak & Sow. Woking Nursery. Surrey.

THE CZAR, a New Russian YIOLET, raised by
F. J. Graoau, Esq., obtained two First-class Certificates for

British Fern Catalogue.
EGBERT SIM can now send, post free for six postage

' stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 30 p.igos,
Including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his NEW aiMi PKICED
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS,

To the Trade.
pUPRESSrS LAWSONL\NA SEED (true), of excel-
\^' lent quality, ;uid warranted crop of present season. Price,
postage paid, o& l'-/. per oz- ; 3is. per half lb, ; 6uj*. per lb. nett. From
unknown Cnrrespondents a remittance must accompany order.
WHOLESALE CATALOGUES of GENERAL NURSERY

STOCK can be had on application to
Thos. Cripps, Mnrseryman, Tuubridge Wells. Kent.

Select Catalo^es of Seede and Plants.
ROBERT PARKER be^s to announce that his NEW

PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, containing
Select Lists of the best varieties of Vegetable, Agricultural, and
Flower Seeds, New and Rare Plants, ic, are now published, and will
be forwarded to applicants. All Seeds are warranted to be of the
finest pos'fible quality. Intending purchasers are requested to com-
pare the prices with those of other houses.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.

SUTTON AND SONS

forward

Flower Seeds

Free by Poat or Rail.

leave the selection to u" and we will supply thoso we know to be
really worthy of cultivation £. s. d.

1. The best 100 sorts (hardy, half-hardy, and tender) 110
2. The best 60 sorts ditto ditto 10 6

3. The best 30 sorts ditto ditto 7
4. The best 24 sorts ditto ditto 5
6. The best 24 sorts (hardy sorts only) . . ..060
PRICED CATALOGUES gratis and post free on application.

Sutton Sl Soks, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

LoheUa SnowflaKe.

Extractfi-om GAnDEKcns* CnnoiftctE :—
** Mr. Coi, Gardener to Lord Beauchamp, exhibited a beautiful

White Lobelia called Soowflake, to which a Hrst-class Certificate

was awarded. Floral Committee of the Royal Uurticultural Society,

JulT 26, 1865."

JOHN AND CHARLES LEE having acquired the stock
O of this desirable NEW BEDDING PLANT, thev have much
pleasure in offeria" SEED in SEALED PACKETS. Itisalso well
adapted for pot culture.

As a BEDDING LOBELIA it stands unrivaUod. The plant la of
dwarf compact habit: the flowers ar« large and even, and of the
purest white. The stock ootaes perfcctlv true from seed.

Price 2a. 6d. per packet. Price to tne Trade on application.

New Vegetable, Flower, and Agricultural Seeds.

JOHN AND CHARLES LEE, Seedsmen to the Qiteen,
prepared toexe^ute orders for e>;ery kind of VEGETABLE.

the NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLE. FLOWER, i

TURAL SEEDS in cultivation, and will be forw
application.
Royal Vineyard Nursery and Seed Establirtiment, Hammersmith,

CHRYSANTHEMUMS, and How to have them Fine
for Exhibition.—CbO STANDEX'S GARDENER'S and

AMATEUR'S FRIEND.
STANDEVS GARDENER'S

and AMATEUR'S FRIEND,
a highly concentrated Inodorous
Fertiliser, for Chrvsantliemuma
and all kinds of Stove and
Greenhouse Planta, Vines and
other Fruit Trees in pots. Ac.

;

also Vegetables, &c., in the open
ground.

Ho. 1 FERTILIZER la the
best adapted for Chrvsanthe-
mums and Hard-wooded Plants
of every description.

No. 2 FERTILIZER is recom-
mended for Soft-wooded Plants,

Bulbs, ic.

Sample Canisters, Is. ft 25. 6d, Bags, 5«. Gd., lOs. 6d., a

had of the leading Nurseryu

& ScoDEN, Seed and Plant Merchants, 12, King Street
m, W.C-
A List of Agents will shortly be published.

Covent Garden, W.C.

CHOICE SPRLNG FLOWERS, &c., now ready in
Strong Plants. ^er doz.—s. d.

HEPATICAS, double red and single blue 4

VIOLETS, double, in four sorts 4s. to

„ single, in SIX sorts 3s., 4s., and 6

„ new single striped Is. %d. each 12 o

„ newdoublestriped,Rein9desViolettes,2«.6d. each, 24

„ new double red 1«. 6d. each 18
PRIMROSES, double, in four varietiea «
CHRISTMAS ROSE, scarlet 2s. each 18

PAMPAS GRA^S, fine plants 409. per 100 6
DAISIES, six new and choice kinds 6
ROCK CISTUS, in 20 fine kinds .. CO
OLD CRIMSON CHINA ROSE 9
AURICULAS, finest Alpines 6

LAVENDER, fime plants
CLOVES, old cnmso
PINKS, line named &

Also the following in Stock Plants :

—

6

PETUNIAS, uc, u. .ou» D V
CHRYSANTHEMUMS 6
TROPjEOLUMS and LOBELIAS, new 6
ANTIRRHINUMS and PENTSTEMONS, new .. .. ..CO
PHLOX, new 9
CINERARIAS, new \> u

100 CHOICE HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS. In 50 fine named
varieties, for 26.S,

ROSES.
21 FinestSTANDARD andDWARF ROSES, 24 distinct varieties. 2Is,

24 ditto ditto on their own roots, in pots, 2U.

. CATALOGUES free OB appUcation; also, TRADE CATALOGUE
of NURSERY STOCK.

Post-offlce Orders on Castle Hedingham.

Wu. Difti-ifiTovE Munro Nursery, Sible Hedingham, Essex.

Established Upwards of a Century.

T>
U T L E R AND Al r C i; L L C H'8 Pomplptr

y COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE SEEDS for ONE YEAR'S
SUPPLY, all of the Growth of 1SC5.

No. 1.
I

No. 2.
I

No. 3.
I

No. 4. | No. 5.

i3 3s.
I

£2 2s.
I

£110S. | £1 Is. | lOs.Od.

All orders amounting to 21s, and upwards sent carriage paid.
DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES sent free and post pal

uix)n application,

BpTLEK k McCcLLocH, South Row. Covent Garden Market. W.C.

LONJUON SEED COMPANY, LIMITED.
68. Welbeek Street, Cavendish Square, London, W.

LONDON SEED COMPANY, LIMITED.—
CATALOGUES and PRICE CURRENTS are now ready.

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of GARDEN SEEDS for a whole
year's supply, from 10s. Cd. upwards.

Offices, Qy. Welbeek Street, Cavendish Square, London. W.

Seeds for the Garden.
COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of GARDEN SEEDS for

Large and Small Gardens, at 10s. 6d., 15s., 20s., 40a., and fiOs.

each. CATALOGUES can be had on application at the Ofllces of
the London Seed Company, 68, Welbeek Street, Cavendish Square, W.
UEEUS for the~GARDEN.—All OrderTamountinglo
^T7 20s. and at*ove will be sent Carriage Free to all pails of the
United KiDgdoni Viy the London Seed Company, Lmiitecf.

CATALOGUES can be had on application at the
Offices. 08, Welbeek Street, Cavendish Square. W.

LONDON" si: i:ti pom p an y, limited.—
This Company u I

' rnr-linseof anOld-Established
Business of 80 years '-1 Li. < \\ \ I

' >ii CES can be had Gratis on
application at the oifi. . .

>
; ,;i\,

_ 08, Welbeek M .. t, ( l\ \-
li Square, London, W.

Scarlet Geraniums.
~"

' ~~
T\7ITTY AND SON have to ofier strong Autumn-struck
y » Plants of the above, from store pots, at lOs, per 100. or

£4 per 1000. Terms cash, or reference from unknown correspondents.
The Nurseries, Cottingham. near Hull.

Unbloomed Seedling Calceolarias.

MR. HENRY MAJOR, Kuosthorpe, near Leeds, is
now prepared to offer nice young Plants of the above, in

parcels of 20, at 6s. per p.arcel ; or three for 15s., post free. Thev are
the production of hia unrivalled collection. CALCEOLARIA SEED,
2«. Od. per packet, or three for 58. Postage stamps or Post-offlco
Older in payment.

Seeds of the finest quality for the Garden and Farm.
ARCHIBALD HENDERSON, late Superintendent to

the Horticultural Society of London, and of liis Grace the Duke
of Sutberlanfl'a Gardens. Tientham. Staffordshire, begs to ftnuounco
that his DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of SEEDS and useHil
GARDEN CALENDAR is now published, and will be forwiu-ded
post free on application.
A. H. has selected the leading varieties only In each Claas, his

past practical experience having enabled him to do so.
Siou Nurser>*, Thornton Heath, Surrey, S.

1^^ E \V P L A ^N T^^T^.

AUBRIETIA CAMPBELLI (effective spring flower).
FUCHSIA BANKS'S BEAUTV.
VERONICA FilUTlOOSA GLAUCA.
CLLANTHUS DAMPIERL in varieties (seed only).

Coloured Plates, post free on receipt of Stamps, of the following :—
AUBRIETIA CAMl'BELLI. 7d.
CLLANTHUS DAMPIERI ALBIFLOR.(V, U.U.

For desoiptioa of the above see £. G. HeBTDEasos ft Sox's New
AUTUMN CATAHfOUE, lorivarded post free.

Wellington Nursery, St. John'.i Wood, London, N.W.

Seeds of New and Beautiful Plants.

CJ. BARKER has mucii plcasuiv in attain offering
• SEEDS of his Choice New HYBRID FLOWER-S, which bavu

given such perfect satisfaction in past seasons, and he feels very con-
fident that the Seeds be now offere will produce flowers for surpassing
any that he ha.s previously sent out. per packet.—*, rf.

PETUNIAS.—Very choice, from the beautlftil eolloctton of
double and siogiC flowers exhibited at the Royal Horti-
cultural Society's Gardens 2 6

TROP.^XJLUM.—Perpetual-fiowering, from our well-known
collection of choice hybrid varieties 10

PELARGONIUMS (Zokale).—Saved with care from a choice
collection of finest new kinds, including Mr. Bull's, and the
late Mr. Beaton's best flowers 10

MIMULUS.—From a select collection of beautiful new hybrid
\-arieties of large and small flowers 10

TR0P.S:0LUM and PETUXUL
** The blooms of both of these submitted to us by you are exoelleot

in shape, size, and substance, and charmin^y varied in colour.

Among the first are some beautiful orange yellow, spotted with rich

marooD. And among the latter are many handsomely striped and
ilmible kinds, which, whether in pots or beds, must proouce a satls-

Ui-tory aSi2Ct."~aardaiej3' ClironicU, Sept. 30, 1805.

" Your seeds have produced such flowers as were never seen in this

country before,"

—

LtUer/t'om U. N, America.

C. J. a. has also to ufler cheap, a laive collection of fine Fruiting

GRAPE VINES from Eyes, of all the leading varietes. Prices on
applicat ion. Exotic Nursery. Godalming, Surrey.

AGEXES SIGNATA PUMILA. — Magnificent
Bedding Annual, 1 foot high, of dense comp.ict growth ; foliage

graceful and Fern-like, of a bright g^en colour; the plant is covered
with rich orange blossoms, and tiowers rigorously from June tiU cut
down by frost, maintaiumg till the list itfi beautimlly neat habit.
" It bids fair to supersede the VeHow Calceolaria as a Bedding

Plant."—See Qardeners' Chronicle, 16B5, p. 0C4.

ASTERS and STOCKS for EXHIBITION, fcc.

Tmflaut's Fseony'Qowered Aster, 20 v^irieties, 3s. id. ; mixed packets,
3d. and (Ki.

Victoria Aster, new, rosy carmine, per packet, 6t/. ; smaller parket. 3U.

Rose Aster, new, mixed, per packet, M.
Dwarf Chrysanthemum Aster, 12 varieties, 2s. ; mixed packet^ 3d,

and 6d.

Double Dwarf German Ten-week Stock, 24 varieties, 4». ; mixed
packets, 3d. and Od.

Large-flowering Double Dwarf ditto, 20 varieties, 3*. id. ; niised
packets, 3a. and tid.

The quality of the above Asters and Stocks as exhibiticm flowers Is

well known ; those from seeds supplied by me having taken prizes at

many Shows during the past seaaon.

Many other varieties of Asters and Stocks, see Catalogue.
NEW MELON " PARAGON."—Deep groen flesh, flne oval form, thin

transparent rind, nearly white, beautifully netted, tender and (^f

delicious flavour, a flrst-clase variety. Per packet. Is. Qd.

Any of the above fr«e by post.

PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE post free on application.

Jam£3 Tvnan, Seed Warehouse, G8, Great Geor(<e Street, Liverpool.

OREST TREES, &c.—At the Nursery of the late
Divin A. Rkid, ftirk Attwood, Bewdley, Woircestersnlre,

Per 1000.-^. d.

600,000 LARCH, 2 feet WO
500,000 LARCH, :i to 3 feet 12 6

200,000 PEAR STOCKS, 2 to 5 feet IBs. to 60

100,000 SPANISH CHESTNUTS. l-yearSeedling.l to2feet.. 10

600,000 SILVER FIR. 4-vear Seedling, One 4

600,000 SPRUCE, 4-) ear i^etihng. fine 2

600,000 SYCAMORE, 1-year Seedling, fine 2

300,000 BEECH, 1-year Seedling, fine 2

20,000 WALNUTb, 1-year Seedling, fine 10

20,000 CUPRESSUS PVRAMIDALis, 1-year beedling. flne.. 20

20,000 CUPRESSUS SKMPERVLRENB. l^yearSeedUng. fine 20

200 Bushels PI'ITED HAWS. Pnce on application.

Apply, witn reference to Jam ss Riddiix, Steward, Park Attwood.

BE SOLD, for want of room, FOUR fine

Specimens of the AMERICAN ALOE, about 4 feet high

trom top of box, and 6 feet through, supposed to be 80 years of age.

clean and healtbv, and likely to bloom in a few years. Growing m
strong slate boiefi, with oak frames. Size of boxes, 2 ft. S in. by 2 ft.

Apply to J- Mtatt, Gardener to R. T. Adderley, Esq., Barlaston

Hall, Stone, Staffordshire.
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GARDEN SEEDS,

OSBORN & SONS'
SELECT CATALOGUE OF THE ABOVE

May now be had on application, and thej- beg to call special attention to the follo^villg Select Articles :

—

Per packet.

NEW AlIEEICAN TOMATO

This la very large, and leu water)- tlian the old Ked.

1 6

1 6

ROWDEN'S BRO'ftT} COS LETTUCE
SCOTT'S SUPERB WHITE COS LETTUCE ..10
BELLE BONNE SUMMER CABBAGE LETTUCE 1

These three Lettuces are less liable to run than any we know.

FULHAM NURSERY, S.W.

GARDEN SEEDS.
ELEVEN PRIZES AT THE SOUTH KENSINGTON SHOW IN JULY LAST.

WILLIAM PAUL
(Son and Successoe to the late A. Paul), WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.,

BEOS TO ANNOUNCE THAT HIS

NEW SEED CATALOGUE IS NOW READY,
AND WILL BE FORWARDED ON APPLICATION FREE BY POST.

It ia well known that both Vegetables and Flowers vary much in quality from Seed, und to insure the best races

all the critical and important crops are home saved, or saved expressly for him under his own supervision. In proof
of the success of this course he may state that no less than Eleven Prizes were awarded to the productions of his

Seeds at the Royal Horticultural Society's Show in July last.

Foreign and Colonial Orders carefully attended to, and pacJced by experienecd paclerft.

GENUINE SEEDS, CARRIAGE FREE.

B. S. WILLIAMS,
VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.,

BEGS TO STATE THAT HIS

DESCRIPTIVE AND PRICED SEED CATALOGUE FOR 1866

CAN BE HAD POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

It contains all Novelties worthy of notice, with full description to each, and a few Hints for the guidance of Amateurs.

The LIST of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS comprises all that is essential in variety for the various requii-e-
ments in familv consumption. Those who i.rcfcr Icaring the Selection of Vegetables to B. S. W. may rely upon
receiving none but the most valuable and approved sorts. Collections are proportioned to suit Large and Small
Gardens at the following prices ;

—

106. 6d., 21s., 42s., 63s., 84s. each.

For Quantities, tee Catalogue.

The following CHOICE and NEW VEGETABLE SEEDS are specially recommended :—
MALVERN HALLMELON. earliest variety in cultlration, 28. p. pkt. I The ORANGEFIELD DWARF PROLIFIC TOMATO, now offered
WILLIAMS' MATCHLESS RED CELERY, Is. per packet
DIGSWELL PRIZE ENDIVE. U. per packet
The ALBERT SPROUTS, I». per packet
HILL'S INCOMPARABLE DWARF CABBAGE, Is. per packet
HOLME PARK LETTUCE, Is. M. per packet
NUNEHAM PARK ONION, 2s. M. per packet

for the first time, an Introduction of roal worth ; the fruit ia

large, very dwarf, and wonderfully prolific (stock limited),

2». M. per packet

NOVELTIES FOR 1866.

E. G. HENDERSON & SON
I
RESPECTFULLY OFFER THEIR

NEW SEED CATALOGUE FOR THE PRESENT SEASON,
Containing full descriptions of the following Noveltic:*, with many others fruui the Coutinent.

Post Free on application.

Extra strong Fruiting Vines.
TAMES DIiJKSiiN .\Ni. SO.NS. an Mill supply Stout,
tl ClOse-jointid, and PtitrECTLv Ripenfd CANKS, to produce
from 4 to ^ I b. of Grapes this year. Price 7s. Gi/. each and upwards.

E,
rrultlng Vines.

G. HENDERSON and SON offer the above, with
splendid Canes of well-matured growth, with prominent

" ' ' " heavy crop of fruit, 10s. 6d. eacn.

Extra extra strong Fruiting Vines.
"pEANClS AND_ All I II IHcKMi.N VD SONS,
Xj The " Upton" Nur--
their very large stock of th'- :^y^^•\^\ \'.i.,.) .iihIl'-- t.tio newest ano
best varieties in cultivation. They liuve beeu proaounced to bt
"raagniflcent btuflfbyall who have seen them, and they believe a

finer lot of Vines were never grown. Inspection invited.

Prices and all particulars on application.
Sample plants s " ' " ' ' '

Vines.
S. WILLIAMS begs to announce that he etill

holds a fi»c Stock of the above. Planting and Finiitlng
Canes of all the best kinds, including the NEW GRAPE ROYAL

, Holloway, London.

B.

O
Bust's Thames Bank Peach.

SBORN AND SONS
for Sale

Dr. Hosg, ii

few Maiden Plants left
lew late Tellow-fleshed PEACH.
''r\v Book for 1864" says:—"The
y." He fuither adds. "This is

lied Peaches we know."
illowance to the Trade,
rsery. S.W.

planters.
Addro! ,

Uckfleld, Sussex.
Address, Wm. Wood & Son, Woodlands Nui-sery, Mareafleld,

New Edition of
SCOTT'S FRUIT TREK CATALOGUE of the finest

Collection in England. The Catalogue is allowed to be the best
' '-—

',ion about t:

•riott, Somerset.

SPECIAL 01<TJi:R of FKUiT TREES.—25 per cent,
off Catalogues.—Having a large and fine stock of the under*

mentioned, they are offered at greatly reduced prices, to clear
ground :—Peaches. Nectarines and Apricots (trained and untrained),
Applss, Pears, Plums, and Chen'ies (trained and imtralned).

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES on application to
J. Scott, Merriott, Somerset.

To Clear Ground.
SPECIAL OFFER.—20 per cent, off Catalogue prices.—

HOLLY (GREEN), YEWS, DEODARS, ARBUTUS, LAURELS
(Common), Laurels (Portugal), Cupressus Lawsoniana, Thtija Lobbli,
Pinus insignis, P. excelsus, P. ponderosa, Taxodium, Uazel (a large
breadth). Larch do., Spruce do., Austrian Pine do,. Beech do. For
Bizes and prices, see CATALOGUES, sent on application t

J, Scott, Merriott, Soi

\.\^H,

^^

standard and Dwarf Pears

Fruit Trees in Pots.
[' SDN have to offer a fine, healthy, well-

' FHUIT TREES in Pots, beautil\illy set with
I II-' the leading varieties of the following:

—

'\-~. PLUMS, PEARS. PEACHES, NECTA-

Hazel,

:

Birch, 2 to 3 and 4 feet
Spanish Chestnut, 2 to 3 feet
Withy. 3 to 4 and 6 feet

Also a large quantity of Trees fit for beltmg.
" ' "

3 above can be b:id '.m upiilication at the Nurserj",

upplication.
-tyad, Herts.

Aider, 2 to 3 feet
Larch Fir, 2 to 3 feet
Spruce Fir, 18 inches, 2 and 3 feet
Berberis Aquifolium, 1 foot

„ dulcis, 2 feet
Portugal Laurel, 2 feet

Wonersh,

SHARMAN'S UNIVERSAL CUCUMBER, the best Winter variety;

fruit long and handsome, very prolific, 2s. M. per packet
I

DOUBLE TUBEROSES, very fine, Za. par dozen. Choice GLADIOLI ROOTS, (is., hs.y 12s., and Ife. per dozen.
j

Upper Kendalstown Nurseries, Delgany, Co. Wicttlow.

MP. PENNICK be-s to ar.nnuure thut lie has a fine
• stock oi the following :

—

CRYPTOMERIA JAPONICA, 2\ to 3i feet high
CEDAR of LEBANONj \\ foot

CHINESE AHBOR-YlT.ffi. 2 to 2J feet
The above are generally handsome, healthy, and well rooted.

" "

1 application.Prices moderate, i

ENUINE KURSiiRY STOCK, comprising:—

VIOLA CORNUTA, In Seed and Plants.—One of the beat known
species, admirably adapted for chaste marginal effect to summer
and autumn flower-beds.

TROP^OLUM COMPACTUM COCCINEUM.—The finest scarlet-
flowered bedding variety of the "Tom Thumb" eection. '

LYCHNIS GRANDIFLORA QIOANTEA.-A splendid scarlet-
'

flowered variety for a bed or clump, or pot-plant.

HELIPTERUM AUREUM NANUM._A lovely little yellow-

i

Uowered species, 6 mches high.

YELLOW PERFECTION WALLFLOWER.— A beautiful variety,
true to its colour and habit. Received a Certificate from the
Royal Horticultural Society,

CYCLAMEN.—From our unrivalled collection, In varied coloure,
separately or mixed.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FILICIFOLIA.-Tho boautiful Fem-Uke
leaved variety, white and crimson, separately or mixed.

LILIUM AURATUM (Golden-raved Japan Lily). —The most
beautiful of its tribe. New Seed juat gathered

TRANSPLANTED FOREST

Alder, 2
Ash, 1* t

Birch'

Chestnut (Spanish) 1} to 2i feet
Fir (Larch), Ii to 2 feet

„ 2 to 2i feet
Hazel, 11 to 2) feet

„ extra strong, 4 to 6 feet

CONIFERS AND HARDY
EVERGREENS.

Arbutus, li to 2 feet
Aucuba japonica, 1 to 2 feet
Berberis Bealii, 1 to 2 feet

„ japonica, 1 to 2 feet

NEW PBIZE MELONS.
For descriptions of these firat-clas.s Fruits, see lust Numbers of Gardener^ Chronicle.

THE NEW CLIANTHUS DAMPIERI,
In Taneties of colour, :i3 saved from the White .nml others, aa exhibited by the Eatser.

2s. lid. and fis. per packet of 12 and 24 Seeds.

RAPHANTIS CAUDATtrS.
The remarkable New Radish, with long eatable pods, 2s. (,d. each Seed.

DOUBLE-FLOWERED MIMTTLtTS.
Seed Packets, \s. Grf. and 2s. M. each.

E G. HENDEESON and SON, WELLmOTON NURSERY, ST. JOHN'S WOOD, N.'W.

„ apiculata
Hollies (green), 2 to 3 feet

(v.iriegated), U to 2| feet

pyrouaica, 1) to 2^

3 feet
4 feet
Sfeet

„ africanus, 3 to 5 feet

„ Libani, 3 to G feet

Cryptomeria Lobbii, 4 t

Cupressus Lawsoniana, 2 t

macrocarpa, 2 t

tomloaa, Ii to £

,'; ;; variegated, IJ to 2 ft.

Thuja aurea, 1, 1, and 2i feet, fine

,, Lobbli, 2} to 3 feet

„ „ 4 to 6 feet

„ Wareana, 3 to 3) feet

Ttiu^jopsis borealia, Ij to 24 feet

Specimen CONIFERS, in fine oondition

ChoSl^SjS'll'^rdy RHODODENDRONS. SCARLET, WHITE.
ROSE, and PURPLES, in every shade, fine busby plants, \\ to

3 feet, £7 10a. to S.VA per 100.

RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, varieties of varioas sizes, from
30». to 100«. per 100.

AZALEAS, named sorts, 40«. to 60s. per lUO.

STANDARD and HALF-STANDAKD ROSES, iu choice varietiei,

straight stems, and good roots, 50s, to lOOs. per 100.

STANDARD and DWARF APPLES, in 60 approred kinds, 60s. to

765. per 100.

Plans and Estimates given for Laying out and Planting New
Grounds
FOREST TREES supplied and planted by the Acre, and failures

replaced.
A NEW DESCRIPTIVE and PRICED CATALOGUE of

Japanese Novelties and General Nursery Stock may be had ou
application.

Madbiob Tooko, Milfn-d Nurseries, near Godalmlng, Surrey.
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w
30,000 Common Laurels,

bU3liy plants an.l well rooted, from 1 to 4 foet.

M. "WOOD AND SON having a large stock of tlie

above, will be happy to give special quotations at reduced

Uckfiold, Sussex.Address, Woodlands Nursery. MaresSeld. t

LARCH and RHODODENDRONS.
Delivered at Matlock Station. Per 1000-5. d.

LARCH, li to 2 ft., good stout plants 1<

RHODODENDKON PON'/ICOlf,' bushy and weil-rooted, 6 to
12 inches . . lOa

_ to 15 in.. ISs. per 100 . . ..170
" ItoUft., 23s. perlOO.. ..220

7, 11 to2ft..303. perlOO .. .. 290

HVliRIDUM,16to20in., 2Ss.6d. perlOO 270
"

„ li to 2 ft., 32s. 6d. per 100 320

Tho Trade supplied. Apply to

James Smith, Dnrlay Dale Xurseriea, near Matlock.

) Mei

SMITH
-, Worcester.

ROSES —12 of tlie very best
stindiid, Perpetual, and Moss

R(.s si I l'^'- , 50 for 03s, ; 100 for £5.

1_ diUo Dwaif do do. for I2s. ;

( M .r4- liinfurVofi

1-ditt •, ^ewS'Jrtsof 1865. for 2l5.

Di.8CJiptive List on appli^atiOD.

TREES —ApDlcs, Pears, Plum-

DWARF-TRAINED TREES, by the Thousand. Hundred, or Dozen.

A rPLES, TEARS, PLUMS, CHERRIES, PEACHES,
JrX. and NECTARINES.

Fine, flat. well-tr.T,iiied, of best quality, and truo to name.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Eruiting in Pots.—
Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Cherries, Plums, Pears, Apples,

Vinoa, and Ftss.

TpVERGREENS for Ornamental Planting or Avennes,^ - - -""lin the last two
a Conifer List.

Juniperus thurifera, 3 to 4 feet

Laurel, Colchic. 5 to feet

„ Portugal. Pyramids, 3 to 4 ft.

Pmus cerabra. 3 to 4 feet

., excelsa, 6 feet

Taxodiuni senipervirens, 7 to 8 ft.

Thuja Lobbii. 3 1 *
"" *

Aibor-vitie, American, 6 to 7 feet

„ Siberian, 4 to 6 feet

Cedar, Bed, 6 to fi feet
Cryptomerla vlridis, 4 to fi feet

Cupressus Lawsoniana, 3 to 4 feet
Thuiopsis borealis, 3 feet
Weliingtoma gigantoa, 2 feet

At 423. per dozen ;

—

Ahie3 Douglasil, 4 to G feet
iuverta, 2 to 2} feot

„ orientaiis. 2 to 2} feet

„ pyramidalis, 2 to 2i feet

Araucaria imbiicata, 2 to Sj feet

Arbor-vita>, Siberian, 6 to C feot

„ American, 7 to 8 feet

Codar, Red, 6 to 8 feet
CupresBUfl Knightii, to 7 feet

Lawsoniann, 4 to 4i ft.

Junipenis thurifera, 4 f

Pinus Cembra, 4 to 6 feot

FiDus excelsa, G feet

„ Lambertiana, 3 to 4 feet

„ insignis, 3 to 4 feet

Abica inverta. 2^ to 3 feet

At COs, per dozen :-

3 borealis, 4 feet
a gigiinte,-!, 2} feet

Colchic, 6 to 7 feet

Araucaria imbricul
», Siberian, C to 7 f«et

Juniperus thurifera. fi to C foot
Laiu*els, Pyramid Portugal, 6 ft.

Pinxis excelsa, 6 to 8 feet

„ lambertiana, 6 to 6 feet
„ Cembra, 6 to 6 feet

Thuja japonica, 2} to 3 feet
„ aurea, 2i feet

Taxodium sempervirena, 8 to 10 ft.

Wellingtonia gigantea, 3 feot
Lawsoniana, 6 feet Yew, Irish, feot

At 84s. per dozen :—
eet

I

Cednis Deodara, 7 to 8 foot
b Juniperus thurifera, fi to 7 feet

Abies Douglasil, 8 to 10 ft.,

Picea nobllis, 2 to 21 feet, lOs. 6d.

American Arbor-vitie, for He

10s. Orf. t

„ 4 to fi feet, 42s. I

„ Pin8apo.3to5ft.,10s,Gti.t

„ Lambertiana,
10s. 6rf. to 21s.

Timja incurvata, 8 to 9ft., IO.'j. Crf.

1 feet, at 50s. per 100.

A RIBBON BORDER, Six Colours, Post Free, 2s. 6d. Stamps.

The selection of the above is unique, equalling Bedding Plants, at one-thirtieth the cost.

Poynter's 25s. Anglican Collections of Garden and Flower Seeds for One Year's Supply

Contains one of the above, and is altogether the best and cheapest offei-ed. Carriage free.

1^ Useful PRICE LISTS gratis.

ROBERT H. POYNTER, SEED MERCHANT, TAUNTON.

FLOWERING and STANDARD ORNAMENTAL
TREES. At 12s. per dozen :—

Ash, Mountain, 7 to foet t Chestnut, Spanish, fi to 8 feet

Crab, Siberian, scarlet.

Almond, flowering. 7 to 8 feet
Acacia 8 to 10 ft '

Ash, Mountain,

'

7 feet ,, Lombardy, o to 10 foe
7 feet I

X*yrus spectabilis, 6 to 7 feet

At 185. por dozen :

Chestnut, Spanish, 8 to 10 feet
Cytisus. 3to4feet
Elm, Chichester, 8 to 10 feet
Poplar, Lombardy, 11 to 12 feet

„ SUver. 10 to 12 feet
Pyrus spectabilis, 7 to 8 feet
Thorn, double pink, 6 to 7 feet

At 305. per dozen :

—

Almond, flowering, 8 to 10 feet i Cytisus in vai-iety, 4 to 6 feet
Acer N cgundo variegata, C to 8 ft. Poplar, Silver, 12 to 15 foet
. ._.,.-..-., i ™.

la, double pink, 8 to 10 feet
Chestnut, scarlet, to 8 feet

HCHARD RMirirs TTST
t FIR T!;ll:i., SM.i ,!,. f, r i;,

Willow, Ameri. Weeping, Gto

llip EVFTKJREEN

PETER LAWSON & SON,
Si

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

LONDON and EDINBURGH

FARM, VEGETABLE, and FLOWER SEEDS.

Soil. Drainage, Manure, Pruning, Lifting, Cropping, Treatment under
Glass ; also their synonymos, quality, size, form, skin, colour, flesh,
flavour, use, growth, duration, season, price, &o.

Free by post for one st:imp.

O^

28, KING STREET, CREAPSIDE, LONDON, E.G.

SUTTON'S
UNRIVALLED COLLECTIONS OF

GARDEN SEEDS for ONE YEAR'S SUPPLY,
CAinUAGE J'JiJiE.

SVTTOX & Soxs are now prepM-cd to receive Orilcrs for tlicir unrivallcJ

COLLECTIONS of GARDEN SEEDS, as under:—

A COMPLETE COLLECTION of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS for ONE WHOLE TEAR'S SUPPLY
.

(with Instructions on Cultivation) £% 3
Ditto, in quantities proportionately reduced 220
Ditto ditto 1 11

Ditto ditto 110
Ditto ditto 1.^)

Ditto, for a SJIALL GARDEN 10 6

Sent Carriage Free by Rail, and .5 per cent, discount allowed for cash paj-nient. A remittance or reference
requested from unknown Con-eapondcnts.

I^° By ordering one of these Colleetions once a year much trouble and expense u-ill be sared.

Also, NATURAL GRASSES for LAWNS and MEADOWS, fine sorts of MANGEL WURZEL, TURNIP,
and otber AGRICDLTURAL SEEDS.

SUTTON'S GENERAL ILLUSTRATED DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUE and AitATEUR'S GUIDE
is now ready, price 6(/., or gratis to Customers.

Remittances may be made by Cheques on Town or Country Bankers, or by Post Ofiioe Orders payable to

SUTTON AKD SONS, ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

SUTTON'S
GRAS S SEEDS FOR ALL SOILS.

Messrs. Sctton's GRASS SEEDS being Mixed expressly to suit the Soils for which they are requh-ed. Persons

ordering have only to state the Nature of the Soil, and Acreage to be laid down, when suitable Seeds will be supplied.

SUTTON'S

GRASS and CLOVER

SEEDS

Fon

PERMANENT PASTURE'^

RECL.UMED MARSHES

GOOD BLACK PE.\TT SOU ijij^i
"*

CHALKY UPLANDS

SHEEP DOWNS,

WATER MEADOWS,

CHURCHYARDS,

CRICKET GROUNDS,

CULTIVATION with LIQUID
MANURE

SUTTON'S

GRASS and CLOVER

S£EDS
FOR

PERMANENT PASTURES,

PARK LANDS,

31 Jcr4 YEARS' PASTURE

HAT or SOILING,

2 YE.VRS' DITTO,

1 YEAR'S CROP of HAY,

FINE GARDEN LAWNS,

NEW PARK LAWNS,

BOWLING GREENS,

ORCHARDS,

RENOVATING OLD
PASTURES.

Messrs. Sdtton beg to announce that their GRASS and CLOVER SEEDS, which have hitherto given such

great satisfaction, are now ready for sending out. The Seeds this year have been haiTested m tte best possioio

condition, and Messrs. Sutton respectfully request early orders, which shaU meet with their best personal attention.

LM of Prices of Turnip, Mangel, and other Farm Seeds, with any information required, will be sent on application.

Ma. MARTIN SUTTON'S "ESSAY on PASTURES," 6d. post frco, or Gratis to Customers.

SUTTON AND SONS, ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.
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Spring Planting.

PETER LAWSON ami S(.i,\ ;irL- prepavcd to execute
orders for every descrii.tiiiu of NVRSHUV STOCK suitable for

FOREST nnd ORNAMENTiU, I'LANTATIOJiS.
To prevent disappointment, it is recommended that roquiremonts

for SI'RING rLANTING should bo ordered as soon as possible, and
the plants may bo reserved in the Nurserias until required. If largo
quantiUes of LARCH, SCOTCH FIR, CORSICAN PINE, and other
leading TREES are wanted. Fetes Lawson & So.v will bo glad to
submit special oQers when desired.

Edinburgh and London.

GEORGE DAVISON, Nuksery.man and Seedsman,
Hereford, offers Strom; Transplanted QUICK, 4 years, at 20*.

per 1000 ; LARCH do., 15«. to 20s. per 1000 ; fine CONIFERS, from
2 to 6 feet. 24s. per dozen ; HORSE CHESTNUTS. 9 to 10 feet

;

OAK, COMMON and TURKEY, to 12 feet ; MAPLE, 10 to 12 leet

;

MOUNTAIN ASH, 10 to 12 feet ; BIRCH, do. ; HORNBEAM, do. ;

BEECH, 8 feet. The abovo are well suited for Avenues.

CATALOGUES of Seeds and Nursery Stocli on application.

Tansley Nurseries, near Matlock, Derbysliire.

JOSEPH SMITH, Sen., invites Planters and the Trade
to inspect his Nursery of 80 Acres of high land. The soil is of a

fibrous nature, and the plants take up with excellent roots, such as
to ensure the best success in thoir removal. The Nursery contains
many Hundred Thousands of RHODODENDRONS. COMSION and
PORTUGAL LAURELS, BOX, BROOMS, BERBERIS, HOLLIES,
PRIVETS, YEWS, 4c. The FOREST TREES are very extensive.
Of all the leading kinds there are 16 Acres of LARCHES, of different
sizes, and all others in proportion. Prices moderate, which can be
bad on application as above.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen about to be engaged
In Planting.

DICKSONS AND CO., NVR.SKKYMEN, SEEDSMEN, and
FLonisTS, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh, have this season a large

and very healthy stock of Seedling and Transplanted LARCH (native
and Tyrolese), True Native Highland SCOTCH FIR, Spruce, Oak,
Plane or Sycamore, Spanish Chestuut, Alder, Ash, Elm, Thorn
Quick, Beech, Evergreen Privet, Fopl.ar, Willow, ic., as well as all

other kinds of P ' '
~

Trees, Roses, Gre
Plants, Ferns, &c.
Their Forest Trees, which are grown on exposed ground, are this

1 finely ripened, and can be sent with perfect safety to any part

rill be sent free on application.

Nursery Stoclc.

JOHN HARRISON, DarlinRton, has a larce stock
of 2, 3, and 4 feet Transplanted LARCH. NATIVE HIGHLjVND

SCOTCH FIR, BLACK AUSTRIAN PINE. SILVEK FIB, and
other Forest and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs. Ccdnis Deodara
from 3 to 1.1 feet, Abies Douglasii 6 to fi feet, Pinus escelsa 3 to
12 leet, Araucaria imbricata 2 to 6 feet. All removed last spring, and
grown on exposed, strong soil. Prices exceed'

TOHN MACFARLANE, Nursek\m.\n and Seedsm.vn,
fj Alnwick, Northumberland, has about l.'tO.OOO splendid LARCH
FIR, from 3 to 3i feet, .at 12^. !>;. per I ; Common HOLLT, IJ to

Delivered free on Rail.

Evergreen Hedges.
^HUJA PLICAl'A ur WARKiWA (the

Arbor-vitai).— Atr.., i.„,,.i,, -, r..... m.. ,,nr ino t

THUJA PLIC-Vl\r°ur"CvRK'iNA (the Siberian
Arbor-vitai).— Aveia>;L' licit^lit 2 feet. 10.s-. per 100, 80s. per 1000.

Ditto 1 foot, OS. per 100, 40^. per lOijO. This species lornis the most

Tnos. Rn

f oil evergreen hedges.

i s"sf

Strong Thorns,; Oaks, Native Scotch, Larch, & Spruce.
CHIVAS ANU WEAVER, Chester, are still lioBers of

extra strong TRANSPLANTED QUICKS, ENGLISH OAK:
extra fine, 2i to 4i feet ; NATIVE SCOTCH, very fine, 1) to 3 feet';
LAllCll. vt.v sh.iit, u In 4« feet ; .and .SPRUCE, 1 to 2» feet. "
stpiru- li 1,1 .1. I M-I'LE STOCKS, ready for Grafting.""

I the above, which are greatly reduced.
bOlnl -

.

TjiuX nr i; \\\\-. COVERT,
X' rcrrej,liuig their Preserves cm
mentioned favourite Plants :—ENi i l

per lOOO ; 2-year8, very strong, 1'

utii-iiun planting or
li'i'li' ! "ith the under-

';
' I I liaZE. 1-year,

, _ .- —^ „, . - (LOU Berberry,
Mabonia aqxufolia, 1 to 2 feet, ^li , ,

,
. i, j;^s. per 100, or

» per 1000.
LISTS of all kinds of FORE,ST and FULIT TREES, SHRUBS,and
nvn?i.-BG sent on application.

W. MxvLr. k So»s, The Nurseries, Bristol.

CONIFERS, s

QPLENllID I''RKSH-I51P0RTED CALIFORNIANO SEEDS, warranted growth of 18G5.

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, 1000 seeds, Cs. ; 6000 seeds, 2os. :

I 07.. (about 6000 seeds), 27s. Gd. ; 4 oz., 84s.

PINUS LAMBERTIANA (True), 60s. per lb.

All of first-rate quality. Larger quantities

15s. per 4

pplication. Fre
London or Leith. Terms cash. The above can also be obtained

CARAGANA ABENARIA

2 6
JUBATA

CALOPHACA WOLGARIC.i .. .. " "20
HALIMODENDRON ARGENTEUM ..

' ..3
CABAGASA ARBORESCENS, 6 to S feet . . ..10

Carriage paid to London.
Thos. Rivers fc Son, Nurseries, .Sawbridgeworth.

Leaf-mould and Leaves.
To NcBSERVMiv, M T I... Aso Oinms.

TENDERS are rnri i I'URCHASE of 500
,
„_LOApS of good I] •'

: , il M a large quantity of

Royal Gardens, Kew, Feb.
r large or .small quantit

EDWARD SHENTON, Botanic Nurseries, Biggleswade,
Beds.

Hull's new MIMULUS DUPLEX. 12 sorts, 12». to !«.:. per doz.
New variegated VERBENA (POPULAR), a splendid flower, 12s. to

RED, OS. per 1000.

GENUINE SEEDS.

JAMES VEITCH
liLLiS TO ANNOU>Ci: THAT JUS

CATALOGUE OF KITCHEN GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS FOR 1866,

WITH LIST OF IMPLEMENTS AND OTHER GARDEN REQUISITES,

Is now Published, and will ho forwarded Free on application.

J. V. devoting his personal attention to this department of his business, can warrant his Seeds True to Nasie, and
of the most genuine description.

The CATALOGUE will be found to contain all NEW VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS of meril, in addition
to those kinds in general cultivation.

THE ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

H. AND R. STIKZAKER ofler 500,000 LARCH",
2 to 3 foct, 3 years out, but planted over ngrain last ^prinR;

fliriiisliod plants, tiiovod lost
L; YEW. EN(;L1sI1 ami HUSH fmo
iBason, froai a to G feot ; i-UHTUGAL

:an be offered ia great

N
Surplus Stock.

EW aud GENUINE AVHITE SPANISH ONION,

Term.s Cash. A riiiuittance must accompany all
'<

unknowa Corrospondonts,
Fbedk. Gkk, Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggloswado.

unplied
Hanover NurseiT, Peckham, S.E.

Dickson's "First and Best'* Early Pea.
TjiRANCIS AND ARTHUR DICKSON and SONS'

1 seated acd labelled packages (Qone othora genuiac)

Testimonials:—
From Mr. J. H, Mason, Stourton Castle Gardens, Staffordshire. See
Oardeners' Chronicle and AgricuUnrnl Gasnti, July -l^, ISGa, p. 700.
" Dickson's First and Best is decidedly tho best Early Tea 1 liave

ever yet grown. It is a good crnppcr, with good-sizcii well-fillld
podfl, and several gatherings can ba obtained irom it,"

Fitrlheropinio-nsofiiiv. Mason, Stourton Castlf Gardens.
See Gardeners' Chronieleand Agi-iciilHiral Gar.ctte, July li9, 1S65, p. TOO.
" Dickson's First and Best Pea grows taller than these (Carter's

First Crop and Sutton's Rincleaderl. is of more vieoroua hahit_ .iiid

produces
of Peas in the two mentionecl '

_.. _ __

Dickson's was from 5 to 7. Dillistone's, Carter's, and Sutton's Peas
yield their entire crop in about two pickings, while from Dickson's
four good gatherings can ba obtained. The last-named kind was
remarkably true in character, whilst among Sutton's and Carter's lots
of stragglers reared their heads, aud were, as 'rog:ues' In Feajt
generally are, later in blooming."

From Mr. J. C. Mckdell, HorUy Uouse, Croydon. See GardeMn'
iltural Gazette, June 10, 1865,
ention made in your columns

ety invaluable for its earliness,
/'"

"^li '>'> 'I \.y'.\- •., /' 'if''ii'ii.,i,Garden$,nearLiullow.
SC'-';--

.

'
.

f
.

. .'.7;-,.'('(,',(:cfre, July22,1865,p.6"8.
"

I
'

I '
!

1 ' 1 II st iiid Best, Dillistone's Early,
ami.-- I,. .1,1. ',.!i uii- lu-t lu befullyninedaysearlior
thnn -.It! .

I I (
I

!. I- I- .|ii lin.v l^ cxctillent. it is very hardy,
a Btrons Krowur, and jiods in abunrtniice from top tf> bottom. I
gathered a much larger crop from tbo First and Best than I did from
either of the others, and in future I shall sow it only for ray first

Eaily I-c ..LLl..ii;.^. i Dick-
1 uiy opinion 1 the.'^t and Best wrs very g_o<ji

JBarly Pea sent out this season. ~

From Mr. Jonw McHattie, Seedsman, Chester.
See Gardejiera' CJironicU andA fjricult n ral Gazette, Aug. 10, 1865, p. 7TS.
"I have no hesitation in endorsing Mr. Veitch's opinion thn,t it

(Dickson's First and Best) is the best now Early Pea yet sent out."
Scores of letters equally commendatory of ouc '* First and Be^t " Poa

have been addressed to us from flr8t-cla.s8 Gardeners and others, but
think the extracts wo have quoted from the Gardeners' Chronicle

i>ufflciout.

Dtcssos & Sons' DESCRIPTIVE and PRICED
CATALOGUE ofVEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS, with amplo

rniation, will bo sent gratis an
*

la are all grown by thomsulvci
obtained tram the best sources, and arc the most select sloclui i

cultivation.
Fbakcis & ARTBun Dicksos & Soxs, The Old Established Seed

Warehouse, 106, Eastgato Street, Chester.
' * Seeds of £2 value (Grain excepted) dolivcred (Voo to any Rail-

^^e<BARR& SUGDE>J

.

TUE MiGNIl-'ICENT

JAPAN LILIES,
LIUUM LANCIFOLIUII ALBUM,

ROSEUM, and RUBRUM,
For pl.inling in Ehodoilundron

Beds, Con.scrvatorics, &c., 6.v., 9s., ai\d

12«. per doz.; 40s., 50»., 60s., 70s.,

and 80s. per 100.

Splendid named GLADIOLI for

exhibition, &c., per dozen, ds. 6d., ';. -^r/ — ..r... .. -—
-
^- - ^„-, .

-

5s.6a., 7s. ea., 10.6^., m., los., ^^gfSEi:!) IJULB Jk;PLAM^ ^VAREI10^SE ) '

IHE MAGNinCBST

GOLDEN-RAYED LILY of JAT.VN,

LILIUM AURATUKT,
5s. Gd., 7«' Gd.j and lOs. 6d.

..r^ siisflfti^

M. 1, for Hard-wooded StovG and
niiousc Plants, FniitTrecs, Hoses,

' ^—^—-—— -~ / ^ ^^_ g^_^ jQj_ (3^_^ j,^^ 2ls.

V k .

18s., 24s., and 30s.

MIXED GLADIOLI, for

effective masses, per 100, 10s.

Ids., and 21s.

STANDEN'S GARDENER'S and
AMATEUR'S FRLEND MANURE.
A compound of the richest fertilising

phosphates known.

Carriage paid.

No. 1. COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE SEEDS, for One
Tear's Supply .

.

10s. 6rf

ditto .. .. 1.5 6
ditto .. .. 21
ditto .. .. 30
ditto .. .. 42
ditto .. .. 63
ditto .. .. 84
ditto .. .. 10-5

( / / -Is s ( / !

For SPECIALITIES in VEGETABLE SEEDS, sec our large Advertisement, p. 72

Soft-wooded Plants.
Is. and 25. Gd. ; and
Cxi, aud 21s.

J l;dd on the surface

No. 2.
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GEORGIE SMITH
BEGS TO CALL ATTENTION TO HIS FIRST-CLASS

SEEDLING NOSEGAY and ZONALE GERANIUMS, also SEEDLING FUCHSIAS,
WHICH HK ESFICCIALLY HKCOMMEXDS, BELIEVING THEY WILL GIVE THE HIGHE.sT SATISFACTION TO ALL CULTrVATORS, VIZ. ;—

NOSEGAY GERANIXnH, LE GRAND (G. Snuth).

Flower of immense size, colour of brilliant crimson scarlet, the centre shaded with purple, new in colour, fine habit ; its enormous trusses resemble in size the flowers of the

Hydrangea, stout stem, neat foliage. The plant continues blooming from the first week in May until November, being without doubt the finest Nosegay Geranium ever offered.

Awarded a First-class Certificate at the Eoyal Horticultural Society; First-class Certificate from the Boyal Botanic Society, Kegent's Park j also a First-class Certificate from
the United Horticultural Society. Plants 7s, 6d. each..

Where 6 are ordered, 7 mil be sentj and v:h'.n: VI arc "rdn-<d, l-j n-in In- forxvardt^d. Usml DUcotmt to the Trade.

OPINIONS OF THE
^^r^ PRESS.

OPINIONS OF THE
PRESS.

Report fi-om the Horticiiltunil

Proceedings," June 37, 18C6.

' Lz Grand (Nosegay) a

beautiful kiod, with globular

1 scarlet flowers, of large

B and great substance."

From the " Gardeners'Weekly

9," July, 1S(J5.

" 1 would advise cultivators

to procure as early as possible

when sent out, Lt Geaxd
(Smith's), a fine crimson purple

Nosegay, bearing immense

trusses i a fine pot variety."

From the "Florist," Nov. I,

leoa.

"One of the 'gems' Eub-

mitted to the Floral Committee

was a Nosegay relargonium

named Le Gband, from the

veteran Mr. George Smith, of

ToUington Nui-sery, Homsey
Road. The flowers are bright

orange scarlet shaded with

purple, remarkably stout and

well formed for a flower of this

section, a large and vei-y striking

truss, the habit dwarf and

atiff."

From the " Gardeners' Weekly

Magazine," Dec. 23, 1865.

" If anyone wants the utmost

perfection attainable in a

variety having neither broad

petals nor an imbroken circle,

let him take Mr. George

Smith's Le Grand, which is one

of the very beat things ever

offered from the repository for

floral treasures at Tollington

Nursery."

^•'S.|*^

NOSEGAY GEIIAXICM, ' LK OlvA^Nb. From a Woodcut by Mr. Damman, in the "Gardeners' "Weekly Magaaine.

The *' Gardeners' Weekly

Magazine" for November 18,

1865, gives a woodcut, together

with the following extract ;—
" I was wanting a model for a

truss, and 1 hesitated between

Cybister and Lady Rokeby, for

those two gave the finest indi-

vidual tnisses of any In my lot

during the past season. When

I had made several measure-

ments and sketches, the matter

wa.s settled by Le Grand, which

loomed on the horizon like the

rising sun, and put the 'stars

nnd planets, which till then

were so bright, into a mere

haze of greyness in the pre*

Ecnce of this advancing glory.

1 was 50 anxious to establish a

model for judging trusses that

1 got Mr. Damman to make a

finished drawing of Le Grand,

which is a Seedling of George

pMiTii's, of ToUington Nursery,

It was ehown at Regent's Fartt

in July, and of course took the

highest honours that could be

awarded it, and it wUI, I sup-

pose, be sent out in the Spring

of 1666. I call attention to this

in the present conueutlon,

because while it is a true Nose-

gay, as may bo seen at a glance,

it presents us with the finest

truss that has ever yet been

seen on a Nosegay, or any other

Geranium. The form of the

truss Is that of on umbrella,

9 inches over, as symmetrical

as a geometric drawing, and so

solid to the centre that you

caonot see the flowers on tho

other side, which i

some Importance,

see through a truss you must

inevitably see all the shrivelled

scrape of dead petals that col-

lect m the centre, but if it is

well faced up through an excess

of pips, it continually covers its

own nakedness until sheer age

brings ita glory to an end. Than

the sun sets, and the btant

appear again ; but while Le

Grand shines, very few of tho

present Nosegays will ho visible

s a point of

if yon can

iity. its

general character beyond the

points here noticed, you will

find them enumerated in

reports of Royal Botanic and

United Horticultural Shows,

for I did not fail to place on

record its several claims to the

respect of cultivators."

CHlEFrAlN (G. Smith).—Awarded a First-class Certificate by the Royal Horticultural Society
G. S. recommends tho foregoing as one of the most brilliant and benutiful varieties yet produced 5?"

Report from Proceedings of Royal Horticultural Society:—" Cbik-tikiv, a Zonale variety with
bright orange scarlet flowers, large, and of excellent form, the leaves darkly zoned ; a very effective

CHRISTABEL (G. Smith),—Flowers large and of fine substance, well defined, colour pm-e white, with

e all flowers of great merit ; they

Awarded a First-class Certificate

New Zonale Geraniums.
GLApIATEUR.—Rich rosy sali

s Certiflcate;

and desirable v

ised by Mr. D. Wir
general fine qualities :—

^ tho Royal Botanic Society, fe.

1 form and habit, very nc

__ _„^^ _ ._.^e trusses; one of the finest of Its class, extra. Awardeda
Flrst'class CertiflMite by the Royal Botanic Society. 7«. 6d.

GREAT EASTERN.—Colour orange scariet. truss large and compact, excellent habit. Awarded a

First-class Certiflcate by the Royal Botanic Society. 6s.

SIR R. PEEL—A free-habited Zonale variety, having the leaves marked with a faint green zone ; fine

trussei of bright scarlet, large and well formed; one of the finest free flowonng varieties yet

offered. Received a First-class Certiflcate from the Royal Horticultural Society, also a ! u-st-clasa

Certificate from the Royal Botanic Society. 7s. 6d.

PINK PERFECTION.—Silvery pink, the upper petals white, very fine and free. Received a Fir&t-class

Certificate from the Royal Botamc Society.

New Fuchsias.
DREADNOUGHT (G. Smith) —Sepals broad, waxy, and nicely refiexed, corolla rich violet, very large and I QUEEN of WHITES (G Smith) —Tube and sepals coral red, the latter broad and well reflexed; corolla

finmnant- imod habit, and fine foUa^n
:
a free blooming variety, the IinesL of the double kinds. lOs. 6rf.

I pure white, large and double, of fine compact habit, and a desirable variety. 10s. 6rf.compact, good habit, and fine foliage

G. S. will be prepared to send out after the 2-ith of April, a good Plants, the foregoing NOSEGAY and ZONALE GERANIUiMS and SEEDLING FUCHSIAS.
Eoi-ly Orders are respectfully solicited.

TOLLTNGTON NURSERY, HORNSEY ROAD, ISLINGTON, LONDON, N.
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Choice Ranuncnlns Seed.

CTTSO, Fl.nKi.sT, WalUnsford. Bn.'cecdeJ last season

. in xivwK some unusually tlno SEED fvom RANUNCU-
LUSES of the finest quality. The present is tlie season for sowing.

Packet!?, 2.T 6d. and fis. eacb, witb directions post free. Also,

PRICED CATALOGUE for one stamp.

To'tlie Trade -Golden Chain Geranium.
USSEY ANU SON call supply tine Autunin-stniokH plants of the ftbov3, from ;

DAPHNE CNKORUM, ftaeplaots, well set with Bow
dozen, 40». per 100.

Mile End Nursery, E.itoa, Norwich,

GLADIOLI, GLADIOLI, GLADIOLI.—
Collections, including all the finest varieties In cultivation,

from 10*. Gd. to G3s.

All ordera amounting to 21j, and upwards carriage paid.

BtTLER t McCi-LL.>cu. Covont G.irdeu Market, W,C.

Gladiolus Bowiensis.
THOMAS BARNES otters the above in strong flowerin;^

buTbB. by tbo 100 and 1000. Prices, which are very low, may i .^j ^ ^l^g ^^ [^ ^Qgfc other CaseS be the best
be bad on applic''*'

—

a Crofl Nursery, Stowmarket.

Amaranthus cruentus graudiflorus.
STJTTOX AND SONS conftaently recommend the a>tov€

-- as one of the most showy hardy Annuals. The flower is a rich

crimson, and it has a most elegant and gracefol appearance.
Hoii;ht 4 feet. Price Cd. per packet, post free.

SPTT05 & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

3riir (SarUenerjS'Cftrotttcle,
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1866.

Smith Kensington 3

IZooIoKieal 8i
-Miorosropical (Anniversary) . . fl

—Linnean .

.

8
( Royal Horticultural (Weeiily ehow
{ South Kensington 2

When our foreign friends visit us next May, as

we hope they will do in great mimhers, we doubt

not that we shall ho able to show thum some
"products of horticulture" of which we need

not be a.sham.od ; but while we have little fear

for the credit of British hoi-ticulture as mani-
fested l)y its results, we confess to an uneasy
feeling when we contrast their scientific Ixstitu-

TIONS for INSTEUCTING GARDENERS vd the theory

as well as the practice of their art, with anything

we do in this way. AVhere are onr schools for

instructing the young gardener in the elements

of Botany, of Vegetable Physiology, of Physics,

and other sciences connected with his pui'suit?

Where cixn he leam the principles involved in

the pruning of fruit trees, in the forcing of

flowers, in the production of hybrids, or in the

numerous operations he is called on daily to

practise f To these questions we cannot at

present give a satisfactory reply. We know of

coui'se that the young gardener may often derive

the most valuable information from his superior,

that he has often access to books, and that in some
few instances lectures arc given on matters inte-

resting to him, but still we have nothing like the

organised coui-ses of instniction which the French
and Belgian gardeners have. And why not?

If a man set up as an architect, a ci\il engineer,

or a doctor, with only the practical information he
had derived from the m.oster to whom he had been
articled, should we not estimate such a man at a

veiy low rate ?

It is time we did something to remedy this

state of things, and wo therefore look forward

with much interest to the Education scheme of

the Eoyal Horticultural Society. Very varied

opinions exist as to this proposal, as may be seeu

by referring to our own columns. Some seem
afraid that the scheme will tend to develop a

kid-glove fraternity of " students " rather than a

race of inteUigent gardeners—men woU grounded
in the principles of their art, and able to apply

them practically. Others think the Society

.should not only put men in the way of

advancing themselves by affording them a

sound education, but should ofTer a larger

amount of pecuniary remuneration to their pupils

for theu- labour, and shoidd secure better pay for

them when they go into the world. If the Society

were like a rich Paterfamilias, who could afford

not only to educate his sons, but to buy them
fat livings, lucrative partnerships, and such like,

this would be all very well, but we rather look

upon the Society as exercising in this matter the

functions of a College. No one would expect a

College to educate and examine its pupils, and
feed and clothe them at the same time, at its own
cost ; and if it gave anj'thing beyond educational

advantages to its inmates, it would be simply

in the form of exhibitions or scholarships

to the most deserving of its alumni, cer-

tainly not to all. Again, no one would
expect the Universities when they sent out

a man with the honours of a double-first or of a

senior wrangler, to dictate to the employers of so

distinguished a scholar the rate of payment to be

awarded to him. The curate gets his scanty

physician his honorarium, without any direct

reference to the status ho may have held at college.

That gai'dcners in the best sense of the term, not

more garden laboui'ers, are underpaid, is unde-
niable. It is equally undeniable that their

attainments, and the multifarious requirements
expected from them, are such as to entitle

them to a higher rate of payment, to a better

class of residence, and to a higher position alto-

gether than they generally get ; but tins is a

matter towards the rectification of which the

Horticiiltural Society can do comparatively
little. The personal qualifications of the indi-

^-idual, duly attested by competent authority,

security for his attaining his proper position

among his fellows, and his fitting social rank.

Now that the Growth of Plaxts in Living
EooMS is so common au occiu'rence, and one
attended by so much piu'e delight, the following

communication with which we have been favoured

by Sir- Waiter Teevelyan, will be read with
interest.

DeC.indolle held that the small pi-oportion

of noxious ingredients that exists in so many
articles of vegetable food was by no means to be
considered as an unmixed evil—that it might
indeed servo as a condiment and faciUtato the

digestion of the more important substances ; so

perchance a small amoimt of carbonic acid gas

may lie beneficial in the way mentioned by Sir

Walter :

—

" Some time ag'o, thinking that carbonic acid gas

might be an active agent in the promotion of sleep,

I looked into v.arious authors on the subject., but

could not find any allusion to what may perhaps

prove an important fact.

** The sed.itive nature of this gas, as shown in

producing drowsiness, has been more or less felt

or observed by most persons, when it has been

generated by the human lungs in crowded or ill-

ventilated rooms.
" With a majority of animals in a state of Nature,

sleep comes on about the time when the development
of carbonic acid gas from growing vegetation coin-

mences, at or soon after sunset ; and it relaxes its

hold about sunrise, when it ceases, and that of the

stimulant,"oxygen, succeeds, and rouses into action

their nervous and muscular system.
" This applies principally to herbivorous quadrupeds

and birds. Those camivora which are constituted

to roam at night in'search of prey, resort during the

day to deep and narrow caverns, in the recesses

of which the air must soon be vitiated by their respi-

ration, and thus be adapted to promote their sleep.

" So that, instead of being a gas which should

always be avoided, carbonic acid, however deleterious

in large quantities, may serve an important and
beneficial purpose in the life of man, as of terrestrial

animals in general.
" The presence of vegetation in or near our sleep-

ing apartments, which has generally been deprecated,

may be favourable to the promotion of healthy

sleep, and only require to be avoided as deleterious,

when connected with imperfect ventilation, a damp
atmosphere, or with exhalations arising from organic

decay and the consequent evolution of sulphuretted

or phosphnretted hydrogen.
" That a mixture of the air mth carbonic acid gas

may be essential tor healthy sleep, might indeed

almost be inferred, from the tact that most
animals, including man, when instinctively com-

posing themselves for sleep, do so, not only in a

position that gives the greatest ease and relaxation

to the muscles, but at the same time they place the

head so as to favour the accumulation of that gas

about it, and consequently its inhalation.
' The head of man, when at rest, generally lies low,

on a soft and depressed pillow, those of most quad-

rupeds couched between their paws, and those of birds

nestled among the feathers of their backs or wings ;

so that, in all these oases, besides the normal
nocturnal dilution of the air with carbonic acid

gaa, that part of it which is breathed becomes neces-

sarily, at every inspiration, .still further mixed with

a portion of what has been already discharged from
the lungs, much of which, from the low and confined

position of the mouth and nostrils, must be inhaled

again ; whereas from the generally erect, or more
elevated position of the head during waking hours,

and from the great specific gravity of the carbonic

acid gas expired, very little of it can mix with the

fresh air that is then in.spired."

We have to announce the death of the DlREC-

TOR^GrENEEAL of the Eoyal Gardens at Potsdam, near

Berlin, Dr. Peter Joseph Lenne, which took place

on the morning of the 23d ult. Germany loses in

him one of her best landscape gardeners, in the esti-

mation of some superior even to Prince Puckler.

He was bom at Bonn in 1789, and in 1814 obtained

employment at the Court in Vieima. In 1816 he

. „ ___. ,,_„ .. was called to Potsdam to lay out a garden for Prince

stipend, the barrister his slowly won fee, the
|
Hardekberg, which he did with so much taste that

it soon tbrought him into public notice, and pro-
cmed for him permanent Government employ-
ment. The capital of Prussia, and the Royal
residences in the neighbourhood, situated as

they all are in a sandy uninteresting district,

owe much of their present cheerful aspect to the
skill which Lknne brought to bear upon them :

though it should not be overlooked that It was not
Lenne, but the late Feed. Otto (father of the

Curator of the Hamburgh Gardens), who planted

the first square in Berlin. We hold a landscape

gardener immeasm'ably superior to a landscape

painter. The difiBculties of tiirowing a landscape on
canvas are mere child's play in comparison with

those of converting an unattractive wilderness into

a cheerfid landscape. The painter can judge

at once of the effect of his groupings and
colouring, and alter when he has committed a

mistake ; but the lanilscape gardener has no such

advantage. His paintbox is the arboretum and
frutioetum ; and soil, situation, and circumstances

of every description have to be taken into considera-

tion before he can touch it. The habit of growth of

every plant employed must ever be before his mind,

and the question of expense never be lost sight of,

for his flights of fancy, unlike those of the painter,

cannot be gratified merely by adding a few more
inches of canvas or a little more paint. When at

last the great transformation scene commences, he
has to make up his mind to bear patiently the

criticism of those too ignorant to realise the effects

at which he aims. But all his anxiety, plodding,

and patience, are amply repaid when at last

the creations of a true landscape gardener

become sufficiently tangible to be capable of appre-

ciation by the general pubUc. LEtrsE, in his green

old age, reaped the fuU benefit of all this ; the

Government and people heaped honours and dis-

tinctions irpon him. In 1818 a marble bust of him
was placed in the Royal Gardens of Sans Souci, and

one of the streets of Berhn is named after him.

Amongst oiusclves his memory is preserved by a

pretty genus of Legumuiosse, of which one species,

Lennea rubinioides, is an inmate of gardens.

Alluding to the scarcity of Forced
Flowers in P.^eis at this season, owing to the

dry summer of ISfio, " L'Horticultem- Francjais "

says that flowers have met with serious rivals in the

form of sugar-plums and Tm-nips !
" In the practised

hands of the market denizens the homely Tm-nip is

transformed into charming-looking flowers. OviD
did not foresee this metamorphosis, and Alfred de
MussET scarcely thought that

' De presscr teudremeut itn uavetsiir son cceur'

would cease to be bitterly ironical. Factitious

Camellias are made so successfully in this way, that

even bachelors in science might easUy be deceived.

The BeeWoot also becomes transformed into CameUia

Donckelaari and C. reticulata, and the variegated Beet

produces charming flowers of CameUia pomponia

variegata. These Turnip and Beet flowers are tied

on the ends of the branches of .voung Oleanders

and Portugal Lam-els, which resemble the Camellia

pretty accurately when .seen at a distance."

—— The Vienna" papers speak in terms of high

praise about a Bouquet which the Empress of

Austria ha<l in her hands a few evenings ago, and

in which every petal of the CameUias had a

diamond attached to it in imitation of adewdrop. The

effect is said to have been very striking, and it is

hinted that bouquets of this description will now
come into fashion !

M. LiERVAL, in the current number of the

" Horticulteur Francjais," describes the following

method of raising Cuttings of Pelargoniums in

spring, so as to obviate the necessity of keeping so

many stock plants through the winter. A shelf is

placed in the front of the greenhouse over the hot-

water pipes, so that the temperature attams to

10° or 12° Centigrade (50'- 5i^ F.) :
on this

shelf a layer of Moss is spread to a depth of o or 6

centimetres (about 2 inches); this is again covered

bv a laver of Ught soil of about 1 centimetre m
thickness. In the beginning of February the

stock plants .are allowed to grow, and as

soon as the buds are developed, they are removed

with a smaU portion of the branch attached to

them. The cuttings thus made are placed m the

heated soil, which is kept constantly moist After

five or six days the roots are formed, when the

euttin<rs are put into smaU pots and placed on a hot-

bed in frames, as close to the glass as possible.

Eiffht or ten days afterwards fresh roots ai-e formed,

the cuttings are repotted, and put back m the frame.

When neoessaiy the tops are pinched off, so as to

obtain closely branched plants.

The Council of the Royal Horticultural

Society have given notice that they wUl propose to

the Fellows the foUowiug changes in their body, at

the ensuing Anniversary meeting, which is to take

place on Tuesday next, the l:'.th inst. John J.

Blandy, Esq., John Kelk, Esq., and Major Teevob

Cliek to retire, in favom-of the Viscoimt Sandon,

the Right Hon. W. Cowper, M.P., and SiGissau-ND

BuOKEE, Esq. ,
proposed as new members ;

Geoege

F. Wilson, Esq., to replace Mr. Kelk as Treasurer ;

h
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and Lieut.-C'ol. Scott, R.E., to replace Mr. Wilson
Saunders as Secretary. We trust the latter chauge

may not involve the loss to the Society of the active

services of Mr. Saundeks, which have always been

of the greatest advantage to the cause of Hortioultiu'e,

of which he is a most liberal patron.

The liei-iie Hoi-ticolc, in noticing the remarks

of Prof. Reichenbach on the Areangement of
Flower Shows, published by us at p. 51, considers

that although the Professor may have exaggerated

the inconvenience of the continental method, there

is yet much justice in his remarks. The object of a

flower show, says our French contemporary, is to

recompense the labours of horticulturists, and it

should be so arranged as to display fuUy the degree

of perfection to which they have attained, and this

aim should not be sacrificea for the sake of pleasing

the public taste.

We beUevo the Superintendent of the

Chiswick Garden of the Royal Horticultural

Society is now prepared to receive applications from

candidates for admission to the garden as Students.

The conditions to be complied with are these :—The
student is to obtain the written recommendation of

a Fellow ; he must be at least 20 yeai's of age
;

have good health ; and have been three years in

good gardens, of which one whole year must have
been spent in one garden ; he must bear a good

character ; and write a good hand, spell well, and
have a fair knowledge of arithmetic. The wages,

as at present iixed by the Council, are 12s. per

week, which they intend to supplement by giving

rewaids for meritoriou.s practical work.

In a paper recently read before the French
Academy of Sciences, by"M. Theji. Lestiboudois
on the Spines and Thorns of Plants, the writer

endeavoured to show that Thorns are of two kinds,

viz., those continuous w'ith the deeper tissues of the

plant, and those which are merely superficial. The
former he divided into epidermic, epidermidic, pareu-
chymatic, and liberian. The second group, which
especially formed the subject of the paper, may, he
stated, be produced in the following manner :—By a
single formation, commencing with the bark which
beai's them ; by a single formation, subsequent to

the development of the bark which supports them ;

or by successive formations, in which case they may
remain aculeiform, or may become tubercular, or

even confoimded with the bark ou which they rest.

EXTRACTS FROM THE JOURN.AX
of Mr. John Gould Veitch,

DURING A trip TO THE AUSTRALIAN COLONIES
AND THE SOUTH SEA ISLANDS.

j

{CmMnuedfrom page \Dl.)

" Somerset, Cape Yorli, January 1, 18G.j.—This settle-

ment w;is first formed in July last. The present
European population consists of five gentlemen and
two ladies, with a guard of 18 marines. In course of

time it will probably become of importance in con-
nection with steam and telegraphic communication
with IniUa, China, and the numerous intermediate
islands. The aborigines are a mi.serablc r.ace,

without any kind of habitation, living on fi.sh,

fruit, and roots, and devoid of ,all clothing. Thoy
appear to be more warlike than the tribes of the
south. Theii- weapons are spears 6 to S feet long,
which they throw a long distance with great
acciu'aey. A short time previous to oiu' arrival two
marines were dangerously wounded. During my
stay they were peaoefid, and several of them
regularly accompanied me into the bush, .and

brought me plants and seeds in exchange for
tobacco, of which they are passiouate^ly fond. They
swallow the smoke out of a long piece of Bamboo,
and to judge from their distorted faces, give them-
selves great pain. In the absence of tobacco they
smoke the dry bark of the Melaleuca.

Large ant>-hills are a peculiar characteristic of the
open sandy plains of the northern part of Australia.
Some measure as much as 18 feet by 8, forming
perfect pyramids of honeycombed red sandy soil.

We remained here three weeks, during which time
I collected sufficient plants fi'om the mainland, and
the neighboiu'ing Island of Albany, to fUl my cases,

but on the whole the vegetation disappointed me.
Although within the tropics it is .scarcely what may
be termed semi-tropical, and is entirely devoid of the
usual tropical verdure and luxuriance. Eucalypti
and Melaleucas form the principal part of the
forests here, as they do in New South Wales, and
there are but few of the Orchids, Ferns, and
Palms one looks for in such latitudes. The low hiUs
are composed of loose, disintegrated ironstone, -ivith

but a mere scattering of soil. The mean tempera-
ture dui-ing our stay was 82°. The cause of the
b.arren vegetation I attribute to the dryness of the
atmosphere, and to the fact that there is but a short
rainy season, and that the dews are very light.
The principal portion of my collection consisted
of five Palms, probably new '(in addition to which
Caryota m-ens is very common), four Dendro-
biums, a Nepenthes, three species of Paudanus,
a Curcuma, a Crinum, two Ipomojas, and some few
flowering plants and Ferns. A Nutmeg almost
as large as that of the islands of Malacca Straits,

but with less flavour, is common, and a fnut
known by the native name of Nonda (a species of

Eugenia), is most refreshing, and weU suited to the

climate. The district is rich in birds and insects.

Many of the former are identical with species

already foimd in New Guinea. One of the most
peculiar is the Megapodius, a bird little larger

than a fowl. It builds its nest on the ground,

forming it of decayed leaves and rubbish. The
nest is a large mound, often 10 and 12 feet in

diameter. The eggs, which are of a light pink
colour and quite as large as those of our turkey, are

buried in this heap of decayed vegetable matter, and
hatehed by the natural heat.

U.M.S. Salamander, Jan. 19, 1865.—On our return

trip we landed at Raine Island, on the outer edge of

the Barrier Reef. A beacon has been erected on this

island for the guidance of ships passing through the
barrier. This is another small coral bank, with no
soil, and .scarcely any vegetation. It seems to rise

perpendicularly out of the sea. Within half a mile

from the shore we found 180 fathoms of water. It

is swarming with sea birds, so tame that one could

easily knock them down with a stick.

The hawk's-biU turtle is also plentiful. We
counted 40 large ones from the ship's deck as they

lay basking in the sun. The heat was most
oppressive, the island being devoid of the slightest

shade. On leaving Raine Island, and steering to the

westward, so as to get within the Barrier Reef again,

we had the misfortune to nm omr ship on to a small

sunken coral reef. Happily it was calm, and having
lightened the vessel we floated off again the same
day. The sea amongst these coral reefs is peculiarly

clear. We could distinctly see small objects at a
great depth. The yonng bright^coloured grooving

coral looked very pretty under the vessel's Iwttom.

II.M.S. Salamander, Januanj 28, 1865.—Landed i

the Frankland Isles. These are amongst the largest

and most luxuriant of the islands within the Barrier

Reef. It is the only locality on the east coast of

Australia where the Cocoa-nut Palm is known to

exist. The islands are of coral formation, and unin-

habited. The vegetation greatly resembles that of the

mainland.
Brisbane, Feb. 8, 1SC3.— My ti'ip in H.M.S.

Salamander having come to a close, I spent a few
days in despatehing my collections to Europe, and
in seeing the chief places in Queensland, previous to

finally returning to Sydney.
Brisbane is in no respect to be compared to Sj'dney

.

As a commercial town it is making rapid strides,

and seems destined to become one of the chief cities

of Australia. One misses, however, the beautiful

harbour of Port Jackson. The site of the

town is wanting in picturesque scenery. The
suri'ounding country is devoid of any striking

features, and is covered wth the same bro>^'n-lookLUg

Australian vegetation. The river Brisbane, on the

banks of which the town is built, is narrow, with
only sufficient water for small vessels. Cultivation

is alreatly extensively carried on for many miles along

both banks. Banana groves, Pine-applo planta-

tions, and Vineyards occupy a large extent

1
of ground. Araueaiia Bidwillii and Cunning-
haml are natives of Queensland ; the former is

kno^vn by the native name of Buuya Bonya. The
Araucaria forests are situated 80 or !)0 miles

inland from Brisbane. The aborigines set a high
value on these trees, as they make a kind of bread

from the seed. Araucaria Bidwillii is one of the

very finest of the Australian trees, although Mr. HiU
informs me that A. Cunninghami is more valuable

as a timber tree. Queensland being a .young colony,

horticulture has not made much advauce. The
climate is warmer than that of New South Wales,

and more regular throughout the year, consequently

one finds a diilerent style of vegetation. Tropical

and semi-tropical plants, which in Sydney exist, but

do not thrive, are quite at home in Bri.sbaue ; and, on
the other hand, niunbers of our European deciduous

trees and fruits find Queensland too hot for them.

(Td be coi.lmiKif.)

TREES AND PLANTING.
It must be many years since we experienced such

a succession of violent storms as we have lately had.
The high wind and rain were trying enough, but the
heavy wet snow on the morning of the I Ith ult., that
elung to every branch, did more damage than all the
rest. I fear many w-ill have to grieve with us the
loss or disfi 2furement of fine specimens. Although
the large Elms and Oaks have lost many fine branches,
it is among evergreen Oaks, Cork trees, Yews, and
Pines that we find the mast damage done. Of the
first-named, in some instances, the tops are stripped
clean down ; in others, one side of the tree is stripped
of branches, from one having given way at the top
and bearing all the others down with it. Many
Yews have been turned up by the roots, while others
on banks have slipped Aovm one above another from
top to bottom. With Pinus it is different ; one or
two are blo^vn down on one side, and require props

;

while others are carried a distance from the spot
where they were growing, but stUl adhere to the
place by an uncoiled root. Upon lifting the roots of

one Pinus insignis, it was found that the tree had

been planted out of a pot without disturbing the
ball—not even the drainage had been removed. It is

to this that I wish to invito attention.

There is not so much objection to plants reared in

pots as many persons make out, uidess they are stunted
and pot-bound. There will always be some of the
better varieties kept on this system, but their success
as trees that will hold their own against such gales
as have passed over our woods of late, depends very
much upon the planter. A plant put in Immediately
out of a pot without preparation, will never become
a tree ; but instead of this, suppose, when the hill is

ready, that the roots are threaded out; singly, and when
the tree is placed on the hill they are each laid out
straight from the collar, and pegged firmly to the
soil ; and suppcse also that before covering them up
we put in three good stiif stakes to keep the tree
firm, in case that driving them afterwards might
injure some of the roots ; the result would be very
different. At one time I went so far as to put some
roots down a centre hole, to form a tap root, but four
ye.ars ago the high wind in November brought down
many fine trees of Pinus Strobus, wliich were
found to be completely decayed in the centre. The
tap root had gone down into a stratum of iron-

coloured gravel, and had evidently gone first, while
the outside roots were still fresh and growing. The
whole plantation where this stratum of gravel
occurred, was in the same condition. I therefore
discontinued the practice of making a tap root.

To return to the planting. Many nursery soils are
very light, and we frequently find th.at on attempting
to get a good plant up with a ball, one half of the
soil breaks away, and takes the roots with it ; or even
if the soil has by chance been retained at the lifting,

it has quite left the roots before the tree reaches its

destination. In such soils a greater care for the
roots and less for a ball, will be more in favour of
the after success of the plant. It will be found also

in planting that instead of one tier of roots from the
collar, as in pot plants, trees from the open ground
wiU have two or three tiers, and care must be taken
in planting accordingly. Besides, being frequently
top-heavy, they want more pinning, a most essentisj

point to every newly-planted shrub or tree.

Wliere the plant is got with a ball, by far the best

method is to place this upon a hill or moimd, and
fill or make up the ground to its roots. In making
these hills, which, unless the ground is very indiffe-

rent, need not be large, great care should be taken to

mix in plenty of sandy material. I have frequently

known a Pinus to bo pronounced tender from its

having been plantetl upon a heap of beautiful rich

loam, the consequence of which has been that the
frost has come upon it while making a second and
unmatured and therefore tender grovrth. If we
consider that the habitats of most of these trees are

the barren, dry sides of hills, this result of planting
in rich soil will be easily understood.

Putting in a choice plant, out of a pot, without
any care bestowed upon its roots, Ls very much
like the practice we so frequently see followed in

making young plantations. One person with a tool

less than the common-sized spade cuts out a neat
square the size of the tool ; another, perhaps a boy,

lays the roots of the plant in the hole, holding up the

top ; the square piece taken out is then placed back
over the roots, and one stamp from the tool man,
and another from the plant-carrier on the opposite

side, completes the operation. In such planting the
tree is left to struggle against difficulties it never
overcomes. The late Commons Enclosure Act brought
a great deal of this planting into operation. One
instance I may notice as explaining the difference in

practice. A large common near here was divided,

and plantations were made by two different persons,

almost within sight of each other. The one piece of

ground was open-drained and broken up—trenching
was out of the question, from the barren nature of

the place ; stUl the plants succeeded, and now form a
good shelter, which they were intended for ; and
besides, the Larch are now being thinned out for

fencing and ornamental purposes. In the other piece

the trees were put in without any preparation ; they
are mostly dead, and what few remain are likely

soon to perish. Ilortns.

ROYAL GARDENS, B^IW.

The following extracts are taken from the Report

of the Director, dated January 1, 1866 :

—

The nimiber of visitors to the Royal Gardens during
the past year has been 55,'J34 in excess of that of

1861 ; the distribution being the following :

—

Total number on Siinda.vs 260.040

Total number ou week days 269,201

Total 529,241

After alluding to the loss sustained by the death of

Sir W. J. Hooker, the Report goes on to say that the

office of Assistant Director has been suppressed, as

the duties hitherto attached thereto can be more-

efficiently and economically performed by raising

the position of the Curator, and that of the Keeper of

the Herbariimi and Library ; and by transferring to

the latter department the supervision of the Museums,
and the naming of the collections in these, and in the

Arboretum, plant-houses, and gardens generally.

In the Botanic Gardens it is stated that a great
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and indeed rajiid improveraeut is ah-eady visible,

partly in consequence of changes in the staff of fore-

men and advanced gardeners, but mainly owing to

the horticultui-al skill of the present Ciu'ator. espe-

cially in the Orchid and Fern collections, the Pahn-
house, and in the most valuable and striking of all

the collections, the Cacti and other succulents.

More, however, remains to be done, especially in

introducing tj'pes of tlie vegetation of Australia and
South Africa, the old plants of which are worn out

;

in procuring more Palms, Orchids, and Tree Ferns ;

in raising a stock of useful plants for exchange, and
in improving the lawns, flower-beds, and shrubberies,

by introducing many new and uncommon ornamental
plants.

The labelling of the plants, both common and rare,

requires immediate attention. Their present unsa-

tisfactory condition in this respect is due partly to

the fact that the repotting of so vast a collection

(containing, perhaps, 20,000 plants) involves the loss

of some labels, and the displacement of many more
;

and very much to the want for many months of a

good foreman for the lawns, arboretum, and shrub-

beries, the labels of the plants in this department
being particularly liable t» be removed by mowers,
jmd by the public in traversing the groimds.

A very important step taken this year has been
the conversion of the old Victoria House (No. 0) into

an " Economic plant-house," to be devoted henceforth

to the display of aselectedsetof tropical plants, whose
products are useful for food, or as drugs, or in the
arts. The house itself being small, the specimens
will be so also, and all will thus be brought within a
moderate space. This will save the necessity on the
part of visitors of searching through the large collec-

tions in the Palm-house, kc, for what they most wish
to find readily.

It is reported that space is much wanted for the
cultivation of more water-plants ; and the Director
strongly recommends the heating of a small tank in

the open air for this purpose, in which even tropical

Water-lilies may be made to flower freely.

In the Palm-house the whole collection has been
repotted and re-arranged, and the house itself has
lieen thoroughly set to rights in respect of order,

cleanliness, and the cidtivation of the plants, which
are for the most part in excellent condition. Certain
tropical plants that produce a striking effect from
"the size and vivid green of their foliage, have been
introduced into the beds between the Palm stems.

A small collection of Japan plants- has been got
together, and placed in a conspicuous position, in a
frame near the Heath-house (No. 14).

The collection of Cacti, Aloes, succulents, and
Ijulbs, in No. 7, has been for the most part repotted
and very greatly improved ; and has also been
materially increased, chiefly through the liberality of

Mr. W. Wilson Saunders, whose almost annual contri-

butions are both the most valuable and most
nimierous that this establishment ha.s received
since its foundation.
From India and the Colonies most satisfactory

accounts continue to be received of the progress of
Uotany and HorticiUture mider the various colonial

botanists, and heads of botanic gardens, who have
for the most paiii been sent out from Kew by the
late Director, and who receive liberal encouragement
from the Governors and other authorities. As we
have from time to time called attention to the
labors of the various colonial botanists, we need not
reprint that portion of the Report referring to the
doings of those gentlemen.

AsccnsUiii Island.—Captain Barnard's excellent
report gives a satisfactory account of the progress
of the imported vegetation in this once sterile

island. It now possesses thickets of upwards of 40
kinds of trees, besides numerous shnibs and fruit

trees, of which, however, only the Guava ripens.

These already afford timber for fencii)g cattle

yards.
The most important plants distributed from the

Koyal Gardens have been Cinchona seeds and plants
to various colonies, &c., and the Ipecacuanha to
Trinidad, Ceylon, and Calcutta.

A most important introduction has been the
Calumba root from the Mauritius, a plant which it

is proposed to cultivate in Ceylon and the West
Indies, some eminent druggists having reported that
the supply from East Africa is both scanty and bad

;

and that, owing to the condition of labour, &c , on
the African coast, there is no prospect of an
improvement.

Various applications for seeds of the best kinds of
Tobacco have been received, especially from
Western Australia, and an ample supply of fresh
seed of the best Shiraz Tobacco has been distributed
to 30 or 40 colonies, &c.

In the Museums are a curious collection of vege-
table products used for food, and taken from the
pre-historic pile-dwellings recently explored in the
Swiss lakes ; and living specimens, received in too
injured a state to sm^dve, of Welwitsehia mirabilis.

In regard to the Herbarium the Director says :

—

*' I have to announce the acquisition by this departs
ment of two of the most important private collec-

tions that existed anywhere in Europe ; viz.. Dr.
Liudley's collection of Orchids, by purchase ; and
the late Dr. BurchcU's South African and South

American herbarium, by gift from his sister (who is

also since deceased). Dr. Lindley's collection of
Orchids is the key to the nomenclatiu*e of this vast
and important family of plants ; it was commenced
when the first importation of them took place, and
has been kept up by pm'chase and contribution from
every quarter for nearly half a century, and will

always be the standard of reference. It contains
upwards of 3000 specimens, in perfect condition,

fastened upon cartridge paper, and copiously illus-

trated with sketches and dissections by Dr. Lindley's
own hand and from other sources."

NEW AND SELECT PEARS.
No. I. Madame Millet.—A Pear of the first size,

often very large. Its skin is generally nearly
covered with russet, with blotches of yellow peeping
out when fully ripe. Its flesh is remarkably free

from any grit, quite melting and ftiU of juice, ynVh.

a most agreeable flavour for the late season in which
it ripens. It grows pretty well on the Quince, but
the tree soon exhausts itself by over-bearing ; it is

therefore better cultivated on the Pear stock or

double-grafted on the Quince. It requires a wai-m
soil and site ; a south aspect on a waU would
probably bring it to a perfect state of ripeness. Its

season is April to the beginning of May. It well
deserves careful cultivation.

Home Correspondence.
Tlie llmiieidUmil .'^m-iftf.i Scheme nf Ediieation.—

The promoters of this scheme must expect a diversity

of opinion, from which, and through the exchange
of ideas, the value of their object will be the better
educed. Whatever prejudice we may foster in
opposition to the proposed scheme, yet, if candid, we
must admit it is a step in the right direction, and
those who may offer themselves as candidates for the
ordeal must be indifferent to the ridicule which is

the result of an infringement on a long-established
custom, not forgetting that the path they have
chosen has for its motto, " Upwards and onwards."
To those who may apply for admission to the Garden
the £ s. d. question shoidd be a secondaiy considera-
tion ; while under sufferance the future should be
considered in all its advantageous bearings. There
is a class of men ever ready to echo the words of
Pope, " A little learning is a dangerous thing." To
that I add—when men are anxious for the welfare
of their feUow-men no further than as it affects
their own mercenary interests. To say that the
possession of, or a thirst for educational acquirements
in connection with gardening, will incapacitate a
man for manual labour, is, to say the least, an en-or.

There may be exceiitional cases, but they belong
entirely to extreme enthusiasts. We can blame no
man for aspiring to a foremost place in the ranks of
his profession—and this educational movement
will so far qualify him, instead of subjecting him
to the caprice of individual influence, for
on the decided merit of his attainments alone
may his future course be shaped. Many an ardent
cultivator has been doomed to exercise his innate
talents in a contracted sphere, because his position
in the eyes of the gardening world was considered a
disqualification for further adv.ancement ; or, on the
other hand (admitting that there is a power in

circumstances), he was devoid of patronage. Now
the proposed horticultural examination will place
the obscure yovmg gardener, however humble, if he

seeks to avail himself of its benefits, pu blicly on a par,
in pomt of capacity, with those who have hitherto
been favoured by reason of influential circumstances.
There is one objection which I fear may prove a
barrier to the realisation of the latt er remark, and
that is, that candidates for admission to the Garden
are presumed to have been hitherto employed in
some good private gardening establishment. It is
to be hoped that there will be a discretionary clause
enti-usted to the dispenser of this rule. To those
who believe in the doctrine of every-day experience
as being the most suitable for fitting a man to
discharge the duties confided to him, I would say,
will the additional information that may be acquired
through the proposed channel make him a worse
member of society 'i I anticipate the reply—No !

Well, then, it must do one thing of two. If it does
not make him worse he will be decidedly the better,
and if so, then he will be a more useful man, and
the application required for the accomplishment
of his purpose will have caused him to exercise
a greater amoimt of thought than he would
by the ordinary efforts usually required, thus giving
him a systematic mode of combatting difliculties.

Whatever may be the cost to those young
gardeners who may embark in -this course
of training, there is one cheering reflection—that they will find the knowledge prac-
tically available in every part of the globe.
Besides, the employment of their leisure
time in the preparation for the examination,
wUl bear sweet reflection in after-life, espe-
cially when the vigoiur of manhood is on the
decline, compared with the manner in which
many fritter away their spare moments in
the buoyancy of manhood by idle and sensual
indulgences. For myself I have ever striven
to urge the young gardener to keep pace
with the progress of other trades and arts
in the thirst they have and do continue to
evince for general information. May the
Horticultural scheme for rewarding the
truly meritorious receive that public encou-
ragement it deserves. John F, McElnnj
Stamford Hill, K.

Donl/lc Steele Seed.—In curing consimip-
tion, repletion and depletion, hot climates
and cold climates have been successively
recommended. So, I suppose, nothing is

really known about it. A similar uncer-
tainty seems to prevail as to obtaining
double seeds. Of the plans described in
p. 74 of your Paper, the Erfurt one is avowedly
a system of depletion, while those of M.
C'hate and Mr. Monro, by concentrating the
vigom: of the plant upon a few seeds, may
be considered as examples of repletion. I
will now give you another prescription,
which was communicated to me by an old
gardener as the result of his own

experience, but I have not proved it myself, and
therefore cannot vouch for its success. Sow the seed
uot earlier than May. Keep the plants over two
winters in pots, and save seed of the second, i.e. the
last summer. I presume that during the first siunmer
the plants are not allowed to matui'e seed, but as my
informant has long .since gone to his rest, I cannot
now obtain any further particulars. .S'. S.

An-aiif/iiiij Plaiit.i foe Krhibiiioii.— Without
wishing to enter into any controversy upon the
subject which has recently occupied the attention
of the Royal Horticultural Society, you will per-
haps permit me to offer a few remarks upon the
present suggestions, and the bygones of former
years. Somewhere about 20 years ago, at the
time the Chiswick exhibitions were quite at low
water mark, ovring principally to the desertion of the
" Kentish brigade," Barnes, Hunt, May, Pawley, &c ,

1 was personally solicited by the C'oimcil of the

Society to give them my ideas of what would
form an attractive .schedxrle for the following season,

and of what would conduce most to the effectiveness

of the exhibitions. This I did in a maimer
which led to a thorough reconstruction of the
Society's schedule, and the result was a May
Exhibition which h.as never been excelled.

At the time in question the propriety of holding a
two days' exhibition had been mooted, and I soimded

the Kentish men upon the subject. The difficulty

was the expense ; for as most of the exhibitors had
to pay the hire of the vans and horses employed, it

became a matter of C s. d. with them that the extra

day's costs should be guaranteed. This was an
impassable barrier, and hence the project was
abandoned. I recollect, however, perfectly well, I

suggested that the plants and fruits shoidd be staged

on the fh'st day for competition, as is the present

fashion ; but on the second day, for the purpose of

presenting an entirely new feature, they should

be arranged for effect, and that plants from the

Society's collection—Musas, Ficus, Ct)uifera3, &c.

—

should be introduced for the sake of contrast, and to

break up that blaze of bloom which to me was
always perfectly bewildering. My scheme was
approved, and I received through the late Dr.

Lindley the thanks of the Council for it, but it was
never carried out. At that time " foliage plants,"

with the exception of a few Ferns, were not in
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fashion, but now they form a giand feature—perhaps

the most attractive of our exhibitions, and offer

splendid material for artistic groupings. If

the Council of the Royal Horticultiu-al Society

still think of carrying out this scheme, I should

recommend them to stick to the old plan,

cultural merit, the exhibitor's ambition, the first day,

and then, artistic effect, the second. In this way
the same plants would offer two perfectly distinct

exhibitions, and would satisfy the cultivator as well

as the art student. In the " Gardener's Magazine of

Botany," conducted conjointly by Mr. Moore and
myself, will be found some hints upon this subject,

illustrated by artistic groupings from the pencil of

Mr. H. Noel Humphreys. They might supply a hint

at the present time, and I mention them on that

account. With reference to fruit. Grapes, I think,

shoiild always be suspended in groups of three

bimches ; whU-st small fruits. Peaches, Xectarines,

kc, never lock .so well as when placed upon growing
pans of Lycopods or SelagineUas. Cut leaves of all

kinds flag and look poor, but the Lycopods continue

fresh and green, and afford a cool resting place for

the fruit. The Society might provide the Lycopod
ba.skets or pans, or, if it was grown in flat baskets in
leaf-mould, they would not be difficult for exhibitors

to carry about, while their production, as the
Lycopod will grow in any warm moist shady place,

would not be attended with either much trouble or
expense. I offer these remarks for " auld lang sjTie,"

for, though I have but little to do with gardening
now as a profession, my old love still prompts me to
take an interest in its progress. IP. P. A ijrcs.

Early Pea Groivintj.—Having been the means of

introducing the Essex Rival Early Pea, and had some
considerable experience in the general cultivation of
this plant, I have thought it would not be presump-
tuous on my part, nor rminteresting to the public,

were L to maie known a system of Pea-growing
which I'have for many years adopted with success.
First, the ground, if not ali-eady prepared, should be
well manured, and dug or forked along where the
row of Peas is to be sown ; as soon as sufficient

ground is ready to receive the first row, set the line,

and with a Bean hoe, C or 7 inches wide, draw a
trench of that width, and 2^ inches deep, then press
the foot (not too heavily) along the trench, so as to
form a square solid bottom ; this practice is very
desirable, as by means thereof the roots take firm
hold of the grormd, which strengthens and invigo-
rates the plant. The trench will then be .5 inches deep.
Now sow the seed (which should be, if sown in the
autumn, of a hardy kind,) along the trench
as evenly as possible ; but however careful the
sower may be, the Peas will lay somewhat
uneven, being thicker in some places than at others ;

they may however be easily separated and placed
equally by the hand—eveiy Pea then has its own
allotted space to grow in. Never sow Peas too
thickly, particularly in the spring. About U inch
from Pea to Pea if sown in the autumn, and 1 J inch
if sown in the spring, throughout the whole width
of the row, is, I consider, a fair thickness for early
"--- Man-ow varieties require 2 inches. ManyPeas.

_ ^
good varieties of Peas have been condemned through
being too thickly sown. Cover them up with about
an inch thick of sifted mould made from burnt weeds
or other vegetable matter ; rake over the natural
soil, and the row is finished. Then prepare for the
next row. By this means you do not tread back-
wards and forwards on the sown ground. When the
Peas are well up, draw the mould to them on each
side, so as to form a kind of bank, which I have found
a far better protection against sharjj wind with frost, i

than cinder ashes. When sufficiently high, mould
them up and stick them. Let the rows point from

|north to south, so that the sun may shine on both
sides. The situation should be (if sown in autumn)
sheltered from north and east. I am no advocate
for sowing early Peas on a wann south border, but

'

prefer the open ground where sheltered. Early and I

Marrow spring-sown Peas may be treated the
same way, with the exception of not being planted I

so deep in the trench. A yard from row to
jrow for early, and a yard and a-half for tall

Marrow kinds, is the distance I always allow.
It is a good plan to soak the Peas in water
24 hours before planting, particularly in the spring.
November, February, and March are the three best
months to sow for early gatherings. To keep Peas
pure with regard to stock is also very essential. This
may be done by examining the rows after podding
off, and taking from them any other varieties
(termed rogues) that have by chance got amongst
them

; sporters also, by which I mean such as appear
considerably above the usual height of the variety
sown, should be drawn from the rows. Tluis. Elaj.

Dnrli niftonUi crilifurnica.—As several correspond-
ents have wished to know a little more of the waym which the Darlingtonia was raised at Dangstein,
I subjom the foUowiug particulars, kindly supplied
by Mr. Van-. The seeds were sown on the 8th Jan.,
18(!4, m a shallow pan well drained and filled with
Ught sandy peat, kept covered with a bell-glass and
placed in a moist stove with a temperature of from
C,n° to G5° by night, rising now and then considerably
higher during the day. The young plants made
then- appearance in about 10 weeks from the time of

sowing. "When large enough to handle they were
pricktd off singly in small pots, and kept in the
same house diuiug the summer. In the autumn
they were moved to a cooler house—from 50" by
night to C0°, C<o°, or 70° by day, falling, however, in

very cold weather to 40° at night. During all this

time they were kept under bell-glasses, usually tilted

up at the sides. In the early part of the year they
were taken back to the house in which they now
grow. 7f*. P.

Eitrli/ Miu- Borders.—A few useful hints may
perhaps be found in the following mode of con-
stiiicting an early Vinery border, the dimensions of

which are 21'. feet long and 20 feet broad, thus
allowing the outside border to be 6 feet broad, the
inside one H feet, a path 3 feet, and a back border
of 2 feet. Supposing the natural position of the
ground to be level, the soil should be taken out to

the depth of 3 feet at the front and 2 feet at

the back, leawng the bottom of the border to

slope regularly to the front, where there should
be a main drain running parallel with the fi'ont

wall ; and of whatever thickness the foundation
walls may be, of course there will be so much more
of soil in length and breadth to be taken out. This
being done, and the foundations of the house got
nicely up, proceed to cover the border with a (i-inch

layer of stones, none of them larger than the fist,

but smaller if possible. Get some fresh lime and
still smaller stones, mixing them together into a
mortar. Take this mixture and go over the border
.sever.al times imtil you have filled up every
crevice amongst the stones, and I will be bound
to say, when this becomes perfectly dry, that no
A'ine roots wiU go through it. The next thing to be
considered is an important one, namely, the mode of

heating the border ; and, as hot-water apparatus
have become fashionable, and justly so, in every kind
of horticultural buildings, as well as the habitations
of man, I give them the preference—hot-water
having many advantages over the older systems,
.such as heated air, smoky flues, or fermenting
materials. It is more equal in its influence, and
less dangerous in its ai^plication than any other
method at the present time. The boiler and
pipes should be supplied by a respectable firm, and
set by competent workmen. One flow and return
for the outside border, and one flow and return for

the inside, will be quite sufficient for bottom-heat.
Let the pipes be G inches in diameter, and laid about
the thickness of a brick from the concrete, keeping
the flow always on the higher gi-oimd. The apparatus
being fixed, should be thoroughly tried before
covering the pipes. All being found to act well,

proceed to cover the spaces between the pipes with
a layer of slabby stones, rounding the layer nicely
over the ])ipes. Cover the whole ^\^th sods, to

prevent the soil from sifting down into the drainage.
The soil should be composed of a friable loam, not
chopped too small. A good quantity of bones or
oyster shells well broken, \\*ith plenty of liine scraps
and charcoal ; and if all these are got in in good
condition, tlie Vines will find no fault with their food.

In filling the borders, three or four upright pipes of

the same diameter as those employed for bottom-
heat, and just long enough to overtop the siu-face of

the border by 2 inches, should be placed at equal
distances along the flow pipe. These upright pipes
are of great service, as by each having a mouthpiece
or plug, you can confine the heat or let it escape into
the house ; and they are also of great advantage in
letting water down round the pipes -n-ithout drench-
ing the whole border. Brasska.
Linum ^/itinim.—I am thinking of plantiu-- two

beds of Linum flavum. Will some one kindly say
what success I may expect with them here in north
Yorkshire ? The plant does well with me in the
greenhouse, and if it does one-half as well outside, it

will make a good yellow bed. Any information
respecting it as a bedding plant will be thankfully
received. Pat.

T/iomson's Sfi/jytlc.—I obtained a supply of the
'

Styptic recently introduced by Mr. W. Thomson,
The Gardens, Dalkeith, to prevent the bleeding of
Vines, and I have been trying it on plants which
were pushing into growth, and which under ordinary
circumstances would have bled freely on being
pruned. The styptic is a dark thick liquid, with a ,

fm-niture-polish kind of smell, and if applied to the
part pruned, it immediately becomes a fli-m, glutinous
substance, and, so far as I have foimd, effectually
stops bleeding. I have just cut back about 300
young plants, some of them pushing freely, and have
pnmcd some older plants in a moderately wann
house, and in no instance was there the slightest
trace of bleeding a few hours after pruning, although
some evidently would have bled if the styiJtic had
not been applied. The little experience I have of it

induces me to believe it will be most useful in cases
where Vines bleed after pruning, and as a 3*. bottle
is ample for a very large Vinery, it is within the
reach of all. MlUiam Pean, Shipley, Ynrlisliirc.

Prc.vrvatliiii nf (irapis diirUig ^yhltlr.—It may be
useful to loiow of a method of keeping Grapes dmiug
winter where houses are not entirely devoted to
Grape growing, for in that case the fruit is often
consumed much sooner than it otherwise would be
if it could be allowed to hang longer on the Vines.

The method in question consists in removing from
the Vine the Grapes and shoot on which they are
growing, cutting the latter off as in pruning, viz.,

« or 8 inches below the bimch or further from it,

according to the variety, leaving the part above the
bimch untouched. Get a quantity of bottles of any
shape or size, provided the shoot will fit into them

;

fin the bottles with water, to every pint of which
add a tablespoonful of powdered charcoal. Place
the lower end of the shoot into the bottle containing'
this mixture, and make all fast, in order, as much as
possible, to prevent evaporation. The bottles thus
furnished may be kept in any kind of room that is

I

not too hot or damp, a fniit room being the proper

[

place for them. To the wall nail two strips of wood
on which to support the bottles, one being placed

.
close to the wall, the other 4 or 5 inches from it in

I

an upward direction, so that the water in the bottles
may not run out, or the Grapes rest against .anything.
Thus placed, the bunches will require to be looked
over occasionally, cutting out any decaying berries
that may appear on them. And I may now state
what should have been mentioned before—that they
must not be over-ripe ; on the contrary, they should
be cut at lea.st a week before they are ripe ; and if
the process of bottling in charcoal water has been
carefully done, the result will not disappoint those
who make the trial, Grapes having been known to
keep good in this way for four or five months
together, P.

Ercrgrern Bashils.—Permit me to recommend the
employment of evergreen baskets for the decoration
of drawing and dining-room tables in winter. When
tastefully filled they are very beautiful, and the eye
never tii-es of the pleasant rest afforded by their
varying tints of green and glaucous leafage. These
baskets should be open, and made of opaque pale
glass or white porcelain, with a plain handle over-
arching the middle. They should be sufficiently
deep to hold an inch or two of water, and large
and broad enough to permit effective aiTange-
ment of the twigs in them. From 12 to ]."< inches
in length, from G to 8 inches in breadth, and
from 2 to 3 inches in depth, would be ample
size. With regard to the disposal of the material
in them, differences of opinion will exist. As a
general rule, however, the broader-leaved kinds
of shrubs and trees should be so disposed as to form
a sort of under-work, though here and there a sprig
of Bay or Holly might be placed obliquely or erect,

whOe the central portion might be filled mth Firs,
Cypresses, and Junipers, not forgetting Pines, both
of the rigid and more flaccid-leaved sorts. Such
evergreen baskets will retain aU or nearly all their
beauty for at least ten days or a fortnight, only
needing now and then a Uttle water. The main
drawback is dust, which deadens the lustre of some
of the broad-leaved forms employed. Flowers might
be intermixed with the Evergreens perhaps, but I

prefer leaves alone. Laurel (Primus Cerasus and
lusitaniea). Bay Laurel, Holly (and variegated HoUy
sparingly). Arbutus, Olea, PhiUyrea, Abies Pinsapo,
Pinus sylvestris and excelsa, Junipems excelsa and
communis, Cupressus and Thuja, Cedar of Lebanon
and Deodar, Holm Oak, all form material suitable
for the ornamentation of baskets of this kind. John
P. Jaclison.

Grape-grming at Bury Sill, Mansfield.—In your
impression (see p. 78), I see a paragraph, signed
"H.," criticising the remarks of " I." upon the Grape
growing at Bury HiU. I fail to discover the object
of the writer, unless it be to snarl at a successful
neighbour, and as I have not seen the remarks of
"I.," I am not aware what he may have said
respecting the Grapes. If, however, he said any-
thing less than that they were, and are, superlatively
excellent, he has stated that which is untrue. Being
in the neighbourhood of Mansfield, I called at Bury
Hill a week back, and was delighted to find not only
first-class Grape growing, but the " merit mark" of
good cultivation in every department of the garden
carried out by an old" friend, Mr. Speed, whom I
had not seen for nearly 20 years, and whom I
little expected to find in Nottinghamshire. Mr.
Speed need fear nothing, for his Grapes at the
present time will bear comparison with those pro-
duced by the best growers in England ; he has not
only quahty but he has also quantity, and all in

excellent condition—the Blacks, black as Sloes and
plump as Cherries, and the Muscats and Charlesworth
Tokay, with that peculiar amber tint about them
which shows that the last touches of a master culti-

vator have been skilfully laid on. Of the kinds stiU

hanging I noticed Black Barbarossa, some btmches
not less than 7 lb. weight. Lady Downes' Seedling,

plump and excellent, and some very handsome o-lb.

bunches of the Trebbiana. In another house I noticed
finely swelled fruit of the Canon Hall Muscat, and
also the Charleswoith Tokay and Muscat of Alexan-
dria. At the present time Mr. Speed has from 200
to 300 bunches of excellent Grapes still hanging
on his Vines. WTiat the Midland gardeners may do
in Grape growing in the height of the season I

know not ; all I can say is, and I speak from the
evidence of my own senses, that Mr. Speed has a
superb lot of excellent finiit, and such as in a
40 years' experience I have rarely seen equalled, and
never excelled, in the end of January. It should
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never be forgotten that Grape growing for exhibi-
tion, and Grape growing for the daily supply of a
gentleman's table, are two very different occupations.
" Give merit to whom merit is due " is my motto, and
despite the inuendos of " H.," there is much merit in
the Grapes and the gardening generally at Bury
HiU. Whilst writing the above, yom- Paper contain-
ing the memoranda of "I.," has been put into my
hands. HLs remarks upon the geology of the
locality, as well as upon the gardening at Bury Hill,

are just and to the point. I scarcely understand his
special reference to the absence of " lakes and
weedy ponds," as being an element of success in
Grape growing. As a set-off, I might instance the
valley of the Thames, from Frogmore to Gravesend,
as being a firs1>class Grape-growing district, while
the valley of the Mersey, both on the Garston
and C!heshire sides, has played its part, as Sam
SUck would say, " in licking all creation."
Go again to Brighton, and if you like, step to the
sea-board of North Wales, and between Chester and
Holyhead you will find Grapes as good as any in the
world. Near Bangor, at the residence of John
Piatt, Esq., M.P., Llanfairfechan, are to be seen .some
Vines bearing their second crop, which Mr. Meredith
will guarantee me in s.aying are not second to
any Vines of the same age in Great Britain.
These Vines are growing within an eighth of a
mile of the sea, and hence do not lack a moist
atmosphere. Indeed, I have for so many years
noticed, if not the superiority, the ease with which
Grapes may be grown wherever the tide serves, and
the sea breeze permeates, that I have arrived at the
conclusion, that a moist atmosphere, with " a taste of
the briny," is an element of success if not a desidera-
tum in Grape growing ; and I think Mr. Meredith
will bear me out in this assumption. 11'. P. Aures,
MannfitM.

Partial Change of Sex \n Uniseinial Floivers.—Will
any of your botanical readers have the kindness to
inform me, whether in those monoecious or dioecious
plants, in which the flowers are widely different, it

has ever been observed that half the flower, or only
a segment of it, has been of one sex and the other
half or segment of the opposite sex ; in the same
manner as so frequently occurs with insects ?

Cliiirlcs Durtvin. [We have seen W'illow flowers
with one stamen, and one stalked carjiel. There is

also the case of Glochidion, in which three of the
cells of a six-celled ovary were developed in the form
of anthers. See Lindley, " Elements of Botany," p. 81

.

Similar changes have been met with in other
Euphorbiaceaj. Eds.]

Jiitteii Pine Chne.—In the Pine woods near Bourne-
mouth, where vast quantities of the Pinaster, the
Scotch Pine, and the Stone Pine are gi-owing
luxuriantly, numerous cones may be found on the
ground with all their scales apparently bitten off

nearly to the base in a vei-y regular manner, so that
merely the ba.ses of the scales are left, each with a
jagged edge surrounding the axis of the cone. The
seeds have quite disappeared. Can any of your
correspondents furnish information as to whether
squirrel, rabbit, or other .animal has produced this
singular appearance, or whether it be due to some
other cause. S. L.

notes on the occurrence of Trichopterous insects in
the Ice Caverns in Switzerland. In one on the road
to Chamouni the insects were found in the most
remote portions of the caves. Mr. Bates gave some
account of the proceedings of Mr. Bartlett on the
shores of the UcayU, on the eastern sloix; of the
Andes. He had been successful in obtaining several
hundred mammalia, birds, &c., as well as large
collections of msects, which might shortly be
expected to arrive in England.

Nottcts of 35oofeg.
Books B.^QT.WED.— Great K,n-th Afltmtie Tele-

ffrap/i Poiife. An anonymous pamphlet (copyright)
devoted to the promotion of a .scheme for laying
down telegraph wires " through Scotland, Shetland,
and the Faroe Islands to Iceland, and the western
shores of Greenland, acro.ss Davis Straits to the
coast of Labrador or Belle Isle, and to communicate
through Canada with the vast telegraphic system of
the United States and the continent of America."
Tijihcltrift fliwr Itet Antn-erpsrh KniidhiiniUg
ijni(V)tsehaj> vitijegeeen orcr-hriul en fninlmtrhiinde en
rrrdere natuvrreetrnschappen. We regret that we can
do no more than announce the appearance of this
new horticultural publication (in monthly nimabers),
owing to oiir ignorance of the Flemish language.

The Qiun-terhj Iievien\ No. 237, contains a
summary of our knowledge of African travel, with
special reference to Dr. Livingstone's discoveries
already noticed by iLs, p. 11.58(1.10,5). Tennyson's
" Enoch Arden " is made the basis of an article on
the Laureate's poems in general, which, says the
reviewer, are " ba.sed upon tnie sympathy mth the
noblest, the gentlest, and most beautifid tendencies
of modem life, and never with any of its flashy

impulses." A Review of Mr. Palgrave's " Narrative
of his Joiu-neyings in Arabia " furnishes occasion to

the writer to recall the modest and meritorious
services of Lieutenant Wellsted, too much over-
looked now-a-days. There are other articles to

which we have not space to refer, but which will

well repay perus.al. Messrs. Bradbui-y & Evans
have issued the first number of the re-issue of
Knighfs English Cyeloprrdia, to which we referred

at p. 7fl. The value of this Cyclopffidia has been so

gener<ally acknowledged that this re-issue will prove
very acceptable to a large class of readers.

Societies!.
Royal Hoisticultuiial : FeJi. 3 ( Weehhj Shaw).—

Messrs. Cutbush, of Highgate, furnished on this
occasion a charming exhibition of forced flowers, to
which a 1 st prize was awarded. It consisted of four
pots of Polygonatum vulgare, or common Solomon's
Seal forced, as a centre piece, sirrrotmded by plants of
Rhododendron Cimninghami, Dielytra spectabilis, a
red Azalea, Vallota purpurea, two pans of Crocus
versicolor, two pots of Vermilion Brilliant Tulips,
one of Toumesol Tulips, and one of each of the
Hyacinths La Tour d'Auvergne, Vainqueur, and Amy.
Mr. Bartlett, of Shaftesbury Road, Hammersmith,
again contributed a nice collection of 2.5 Hyacinths
well bloomed, and some Polyanthus Narcissus, for
which he received a 2d prize. Messrs. Lucking re-

ceived a first-class Certificate for a pretty exhibition
of forced flowers.

Entomological : Jan. 1.—F. Pascoe, Esq., Pre-
sident, F.L.S., in the chair. Mr. S. Stevens exhibited
an extensive series of insects, chiefly Coleopterous
and Lepidopterous, collected with great care in the
Himalayas, and most beautifully preserved ; amongst
many rare species were Buprestis Buquetii, Dynastes
Hardwickii, Papilio Menereus, and many other
fine Papilionidaj, which had been reared from the
larva state. A paper by W. C. Hewitson, Esq., was
read, containing descriptions of 2.5 new species
of butterflies belonging to the family Hesperida;. The
President also contributed a paper containing descrip-
tions of the Longicom C'oleoptera collected at Santa
Marta, in Venezuela, by the late Mr. Bouchard,
63 species in number, of which about 20 were
previously imdescribed. Professor Westwood read
a communication which he had received from Mr.
Snellen van Vollenhoven, of Leyden, giving an
account of various pecidiarities observed during the
past year in the production of insects of various
kinds in Holland. Mr. McLachlau read some further

iffloxim' dFlotucrs,
The Auricula.—(Ginehuleil from, page 104.)

—

The Aujicida makes no growth in June and July.
During these months all that the plants need is to keep
them in the shade as much .as possible. Attend to

watering, and the removal of decayed stems and dead
leaves, and practise general cleanliness. Towards the
end of July commence to repot the plants. Growers
ought to study the habits of the different varieties

they cultivate : these that make smaU plants should
be put in pots of a suitable size ; plants of robust
habit in pots r.ather larger. Strong blooms cannot be
exjjected when plants are overirotted. The largest

plant ought not to be in a pot more than inches
across, and there are only a few varieties that a pot
of this size will suit. My practice is rather to

undei-pot than be guilty of tiie other extreme.
My favoxvrite pot is one with a hollow bottom.

For drainage I use oyster shells, when I can get
them. I place one, convex side up, over the drainage
hole, and over it some vegetable fibre to prevent the
drainage becoming choked. Fill the pot about half
fuU with the compost previously mentioned. Turn
the plant carefully out of the pot ; examine the tap
root, and with a sharp knife cut back to the sound
part, should there be any portion of it in a state of

decay. Reduce the ball, distiu-bing the fibres as

little as pos.sible. Slip any offsets that may be on
the plant. Dress all the wounds with the powder of
wood charcoal, which is a first-rat« styptic. Replace
the plant in the pot, and fill to within half an inch
of the rim of the pot, and the same distance from the
lower leaves. Pot moderately tight, and give a supply
of water. Remember always to have some of the
fibres in contact with the side of the pot. While
repotting, clean the plants from any green-fly that
may be on them. The offsets may be potted either

singly in .small pots, or two or three round the edge
of a 45 or o-ineh pot ; I prefer the latter plan, as it

saves labour afterwards. U.se always clean pots.

Repotting should be finished by the end of the first

week in August. In this month ,they will begin to

make their autumn growth, consequently ihey will

require to be regularly supplied with water, and have
abundance of air given.

Of late years autumn blooms have been very preva-
lent. Plants that throw up trusses at this season

are generally spoiled for blooming well in the sirring.

All that can be done in this case is to break over the
head of the stem, and watch to pluck the stem away
so soon as partially decayed. When the decaying
portion of the flower-stem is allowed to remain too

long at this particular season, rot is almost sure to

be the result.

In October the plants will be approaching their

period of rest. The supply of water wOl require to

be diminished, and the plants divested of decayed
leaves.

Dm-ing November and December the plants are
dormant, and all the attention then needed Ls to give
plenty of air during mild weather, to remove decayed
leaves, and give only as much water as will prevent
the leaves becoming flaccid ; shut all close during
frost.

General Obserrations.—In past times I used to
practise the old system of exposing the plants to the
weather as soon as the bloom was over ; but in con-
sequence of continual losses among my own stock,
and seeing many extensive and valuable collections
lost by rot, occasioned by exposure to heavy rains, I
gave this up. For many years past I have kept my
plants under glass, taking care to give abundance of
air by tilting the sashes and having proper venti-
lators. Since I have followed this practice I have
always had my plants in the finest health. In veiy
hot weather the plants are refreshed by watering the
foliage through a very fine rose, which causes the
water to faU like dew.
Growers cannot be too particular to prevent the

lodgment of water in the centre of the plants.
Nothmg will induce rot sooner than water allowed
to remain for some time in the centre of a plant.
Should rot at any time appear, it is easily detected.
For example, when a plant begins to look sickly
and lean over to one side, then it is the neck of the
plant that is affected. The remedy is to remove all

the soil from the diseased part, and with a sh.arp
knife cut away the whole of the part affected, till

the soimd part is reached ; then dress the wound
with wood charcoal, and expose the part to sun and
air till the wound is thoroughly dried.
Another and the most fatal symptom of rot, is

when a plant shows the interior leaves upright and
apparently growing, but the exterior leaves quite
flaccid, and lying on the surface soil. Then rot has
made progress from the end of the tap-root upwai'ds.
The only successful remedy for this th.at I have been
able to discover is to shake the plant free from the
soD, cut away all the diseased part, wash it with
clear water, and when dried in the smi, dress the cut
pai-t with charcojil, and repot in loam and leaf-
mould. I have, by this treatment, saved plants that
had not above one half inch of sound stem left.

When there are no fibres left, a little silver sand
placed around the neck will cause new ones to start.

Diseased plants should be removed from among those
in health, as they are liable to commimicate the
infection.

Rot in Aiu-iculas has a peculiar smell, and any
grower who has once experienced it will remember
it again.

.StimiUants ought never to be tried with theso
plants. I have known of ooUectious being destroyed
by the u.se of liquid manure, which is .siire to bring
rot upon the plants. Simple and plain food is the
best for keeping them in health, although it will
require more time to grow them up to full-sized

plants.

My stages are moimted on stone blocks, a foot off

the ground, and the pots stand upon shelves. This
space is never closed, so that there is at all times a
free circulation of air under the plants. I have
never found this injurious, but the reverse.

In conclusion, I will reiterate my advice to practise
rigid cleanliness. George Lighihody, Falkirk, Jan. 9,
18GG.

€|)e glpiavj?.
Dysentery.—H,a\-ing peru.sed with much interest

the papers which have appeared on the foregoing
subject, I am induced to send you an account of the
disea.se, which has played sad havoc in my own
apiary, and to request the favom* of your advice as
to what I can do to effect a present cm'e, and if

possible to prevent its recm-rence. I am very fond
of bees, but I am not clever enough to perform all

the operations, which, to more experienced apiarians,

are doubtless very easy. Perhaps as " A Lady " I

may claim some excuse for any deficiency in the
above respect.

Last winter and in the succeeding spring I lost

five hives from dysentery or dropsy, or some similar

complaint. I did all that could be done in the way
of changing the floor-boards, but without avail.

The hives which perished were of the following
kinds. Two moveable frame woalen boxes of

Tegetmeier's ; one in a Neighbour's straw cottage
hive ; one in the Lady's Observatory glass hive, also

of Neighbour's construction ; and one in a common
straw hive. Tliis last had the disea.se worst of all

;

the smell from it was most abominable. On exami-
nation after the death of the bees, I found plenty of
honey in the combs ; .some was good, but a great deal

of it w.as as thin ,as water. The good honey-comb
was melted down for feeding bees ; the rest of the

contents was bunit. I have often wondered if it

was foul brood which caused the detestable smell ;

there was some broo<l, but I am not experienced
enough to be able to say what sort of state it

was in.

Of the remaining hives, in some the combs were
mouldy, and in others wateiy. All were more or

less provided with honey.
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I must now relate the state of my apiary at this

time, as the malady has reappeai-ed, and I am
anxious to know if any stepa can be talien to

eradicate it before it may make much progress. One
hive has already perished from this honid disease.

Three others are now affected by it, one to a very

great extent. There is a large quantity of honey in

this hive, a good deal of which is unsealed. The
iioor-board becomes in a most filthy condition in two

days. Ought I to continue to change the floor-

board every two or three days ? Since the disease

appeared, I removed the hive into a room at the top

of the house, but -ivithout doing any good. The

combs are not at all mouldy, and on removing the

top board I find it to be quite dry, and no bad smell

to arise. The bees are very weak and hang only

from the middle comb. The hive is one of Teget-

meier's bar-fi-ame boxes -with four gla.s3 sides, fitted

with wooden shutters outside.

Of the others affected, one is a wooden frame hive,

and the other is a square Woodbury straw hive. The
first of these two is very sti'ong in bees even now, and

is well supplied with honey. The other is also well

popiUated, but is very deficient iu stores of food. I

have put on a bottle-feeder, but the bees refuse to

take down any food. I had previously supplied

them with barley-sugar, but they would not touch it

at aU. I can do nothing more, and fear, even if the

disease does not kill them, that they will perish for

want of food. All these were swarms of the past

summer. It seems strange that dysentery should

prove so fatal among stocks so newly established.

I must not forget to say that all these affected hives

were ted in the autumn.
In conclusion, I may state that my district is not

considered a good one for bees ; but this last summer
was so extremely fine, that I was induced to expect

great things from them. I was, however, miserably

disappointed. Being absent in Switzerland for two
mouths, my bees were left in charge of a servant,

who was, I am sure, very attentive to them, but on
my return in August I found that there was very
little honey collected iu the supers, and that there

had been veiy few swarms, or at least veiy few
secured. What honey-comb there was in the supers

was so mixed with brood that I could make but httle

use of it. The supers were left too long upon the
hives, as I had the greatest difSeidty iu expelling the
bees. I trust your patience will not be exhausted,
and that you will be able to assist me with yoiir

advice, as I am almost disheartened fi'om the bad
success I have met with, and ^vith the prospect of

futiu'e losses from the same causes. A Lady.
[In reply to our fair correspondent, we can only

refer her to the directions which have appeared in
previous articles on this subject. The disease from
which her bees suffer seems to be of a vu-ulent
character, and not to yield easily to the ordinary
Giu-ative measiu-es. *' A Lady " seems to have done
almost all that can bedone, and we hardly Imow how
to advise her, fivrther than to persevere in the
remedial means she ha.s hitherto lulopted. It is

evident that dysentery attacks bees in wooden boxes
and in straw hives indiscriminately. "Whether one
hive was affected by " foul brood," it would be impos-
sible to say without an inspection, or further
description of the state in which it was foimd.
The .stock, which is now so weak in bees, will, even

if the disease should disappear, bo hardly worth pre-
serving- ; it would be better to imite to it the bees
of the one that is so deficient in stores, than to endea-
vour to save it as it is. Food in any sort of feeder
will not be looked at so early iu the season by bees
when so very few iu numbers. A strong stock would
probably make some use of it, if the temperature be
sufficiently high.

During "A Lady's" absence la Switzerland, some
of her hives most probably threw off .swanns which
were lost. She was also unfortunate iu having so
much brood in the supers. In oui' o^vu apiaiy last
summer not a single instance of this sort occurred in
a large number of supers which were fUled. If
supers are left on too late in the autumn it is

fi'equently a very difficult matter to expel the bees
from them. To summarily drive them out is the
best way. The quicker this is done, and the sooner
the bees are restored to their parent stock, the
better, as, imle.sg the weather is very mild, many
win perish, as much from Mstlessness, as from actual
exposure to cold.]

charitable mstitutiong he took an active interest.

He was a man of cheerful disposition, of simple

tastes and habits, and was held in high esteem by his

worlonen. As an evidence of this, six of them
seiwed him 50, 42, 40, 32, 2il, and 20 years respectively.

After upwards of half a century earnestly devoted to

his profession, he died on the 2Gth ult., at the

advanced age of 70 years.

Miscellaneous.
The hiie Mr. Jush tin .Viijin:—It is with regret we

have to record the death of Sir. Joshua Major, Land-
scape Gardener, Knowsthoi-pe, near Leeds, a gentle-
man who held a prominent position in his profession,
and was the author of several works. In 1S29 he
published " A Treatise on Insects most prevalent on
Fruit Trees ;

" in 1 832, " The Theoiy and Practice of
Landscape Gardening ;

" and iu ISOl (with the
assistance of his son, who succeeds him), " The
Ladies' Assistant in the Formation of their Flower
Gardens." In days gone by, he was also a frequent
contributor to Loudon's " Gardeners' Magazine. As
regards works of philanthropy, it may be mentioned
that he as.sisted in forming the first Simday school
in the town of Leeds, and that in all religious and

Calendar of Operations.
{For the oisuiiiff nveJi.')

M.\.NY in-door plants will soon require attention

in the way of potting ; everything therefore neces-

sary for the proper carrying out of that operation
may now be put in readiness. Continue to keep
insects strictly in check, and bestow constant care
ujjon the timely performance of routine work.

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLAKT HOUSES.

Ab regards the conservatory and other show-
houses, the obtaining Spring bulbs, Chinese Primulas,
and other plants in flower from forcing pits or other

houses, and the removing such as have done bloom-
ing to other quarters, will now be the kind of work
requiring most attention. A temperature of 45° at

night, and from 50" to oi" during the day time, is at

this time of the year sufficient in conseiTatories,

even in houses iu which plants are in flower.

CARNATION'S AND PicoTEES.—Planting time with
re.spect to these is approaching ; therefore bestow
great attention on the proper preparation of soil for

them, as upon that much of the after success depends.

Orchids.—Re-pot such kinds as require that

attention. Many sorts on blocks wUl have received

little water since last autumn, and may be very di'y.

Occasionally, therefore, soak the blocks for a few
minutes in tepid water ; and baskets, if dry, will

also be benefited by being subjected to the same
process. Syringing may soon be resorted to early in

the afternoons of fine days, and other conditions

favourable to growth may more generally be put iu

force than would have been prtident duriug duller

weather.
Pansies.—Where plants have been kept in pots

during winter they may be planted out with their

balls entire on richly prepared soil as soon as the

weather has become favourable for that piu-pose.

Pinks.—These ought to be carefully gone over,

.slightly forking up the surface soil and applying a
top-dressing of light rich fi'esh mould to the depth
of say half-an-inch all over the bed.

FORCING GARDEN.

CucnilBERS.—Follow up former directions, regu-

larly stopping and often sprinkling lightly mth
water round the frame.
Fioa.—As soon as the young shoots are four or

five joints long, commence stopping them by squeez-

ing them flat between the finger and thumb ; this is

one of the principal secrets of .success in Fig manage-
ment. Ensui-e a steady degree of moisture at the

roots. Figs are very impatient of drought;—a veiy
short period of neglect iu this respect may prove
fatal to the crop.

Kidney Beans.—Give weak liquid manure to

the.se, and make sowings for succession as required.

Peaches.—Suffer no gross shoots to push above
five or six eyes without stopping ; this will do more
to equalise the sap than any mode of winter pruning.

If the trees are properly attended to in these respects

there will be litUie left for the knife. Wlien the fi'uit

is as large as a marble, commence thinning, removing
only a few at atime. Give air freely when tlie weather
is favoiurable, and syringe liberally in the afternoon.

Pines.—Do not allow the bottom-heat to rise too

suddenly ; when much new tan has been added in

consequence of recent shiftings or removals, this may
readily take place. Constant attention to the trial

sticks is therefore now necessary, in order to ensure

success. For general purijoses 80° or 85° will be suffi-

cient. Let atmospheric moisture be in proportion to

the natm'al increase of heat and light, and give air

freely early in the day on all favourable occasions,

shutting in a good amoimt of sun-heat whenever a
chance of doing so occurs.

Vines.—Attend regularly to the disbudding or
stopping of superfluous wood. Take good care of

bunches that require shoulder tying. A brisk heat
may be i>ennitted on bright afternoons ; but be
moderate at night ; let (15° at that period be the
maximum. Keep up a liberal amoimt of moisture
independent of the syringe. As soon as succession
houses are closed for forcing, be careful to secure a
thoroughly moist state of the atmosphere by fre-
quently .sprinkling the floors and every available
surface, but where it can bo done, a regular moist
state of the atmo.sphere is most effectually seeiu'ed
by means of a slight bed of fermenting materials
in the house, which vrill also afford a little warmth,
and the moisture from this is much more congenial
to vegetation than anj-thing that can be effected
by the most careful use of cither syringe or evapo-
rating pans.

UARDT FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
As the period for sowing seeds of some crops will

soon be at hand, see that eveiything is in readiness
for that piu-pose ; never sow, however, until the
ground is sufficiently dry to bear treading on without

disadvantage, and otherwise in proper condition to
receive the seed. Much mischief is committed by
inatteution to these particiUars.

Be.\ns.—Sow Early Mazagan whenever the ground
will pei-mit.

Carrots.t—Sow also Early Horn on a warm border.
Wall Trees.—All pruning and nailing must soon

be brought to a close.
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Jj best and clonnest Scods of tlio most suitable dwarf Ev*TBreen
Grasses, la. per lb. Carhapo free.

James Dickson & Sn-.o, Seed Merchants, 102, Eastgate Street, Cbeefcer.

N F E A G E

NEW ZEALAND TRAIRIE GRASS I BEOMPS SCHRADERl
NEW HARDY CLOVER

I
TRIFOLHIM STRIATUM

Peteh Lawson & Sojf, Tho Queen's Seedsmen, 28, King Street,

Cbeapside, London, E.C.

BLACK TARTAKIAN OATS may be had very pure
for Seed, the produce of both strong clay nnd peaty soil, from

W. UniTMMOND & Sons, Seedsmen. Stirling, N.B.—
supply POTATO, liERLlE, SANDy, and

rROVIDENCE OATS. Sample! I pnci ^ applicatio

RAYNJIIUU, CALDECOTT, BAWTKEE, D0WLIN6,
A»D COMTAN y, Limited,

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake MERcnANTS,
Address, 89, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples ana Prices Post free on application. Prize Medals, 1861,

for Wheat ; 1802, for " Excellent Seed Com and Seeds.']

Brighton and Sussex Seed 'Warehouse.
EDWAllU CARPENTEK'S MIXTURES

of PERMANENT GRASS and CLOVER SEEDS.—Best
qu.ality, Sfe per acre (2 bushels light seeds, and 12 lb. Clovers and
small seeds per acre).—See testimonials in Catalogur

Old Pa
! RENOVATING MIXTURES for Improring

PRICED CAT^UjOGOES of KITCHEN GARDEN, FLOWER,
and FARM SEEDS now ready.
EcwAnn CAHrENTEit, Seed Merchant and Growei", 9lj, St. James's

Street, Brighton.

PRESKNT PRICES of CLOVER SEEDS.
Clieixpi^r by the cwt. Samples and lowest price per cwt. for-

warded .111 ;i|'plii;:itiMTi,

BRo^\l> K!';ii. I
;. -.t, iii;-!. per lb. ; Second Quality cheaper.

YELI.i'W li:KlMML, l(^-3t, 0(i. per lb. ; Second Quality cheaper.
wmi'K I»( rill, ^lL^t, U. per lb. ; Second Quality cheaper.
ALSIKE CLOVER, :;,•. to 2s. Crf. per lb.

PERENNIAL WHITE, Is. 3d. per lb.

COW GRASS, Is. to Is. 2d. per lb.

FINE MIXED CLOVERS, Is. per lb.

PRICED LISTS of FARM SEEDS, Gratis and post-free.

Sdttow &; Soys. Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

ImproYement of Grass Lands.
SUTTON'S RENOVATING MIXTURE

SHOULD NOW BE SOWN".
This Mixture consists of the finest Grasses and perennial Clovor=

and if sown early in tho season the improvement in the pasture l^
'

be very gre.it, and at small expense. Quantity of Seed required
i

acre, 8 to 12 pounds. Price lOd. per lb.

From T. E, OsMONO, Esq., Tlwrp-le-Sohcn, February 27, 18G.^.

"Your Renovating Mixtures for old pastures have answered mv
purpose well."

From J. C. Blackett, Esq., Thorpe Lee, Enham, September 30, ISGS.
" Mr. Blackolt will be obliged to Messrs. Sutton to send himRonova-

ting Grass Seed, of tho same quality as last year, which wasexcellent."
From W. IIarper, Esq., Agricultural Colony, \\niitiviclt, Jan. 4, 1806.
" Tou will be glad to hear that your Renovating Mixture for our

nome Meadow answered remarkably well. It is now the greenest
and freshest 10-acre field in tho neighbourhood."
PRICED LISTS gratis aud post free. All goods carriage free,

e Seed Establishment, Readintr,

except very small parcels.

D

A^

Henry's Prize Hybrid Leek, Genuine.
OWNIi;. LAli;i).

n'owing 10 inches in length of blanch,
Was

11 1; Shows.
I uot, Edinburgh

ded the First Pri:

and Stanstead Park,

(JIANT SCOTCH LEEK.—This
ill f'^r size, flavour, and hardiness has no
U, pure nnd genuine, free per post, in
oral allowauco to the Trado when not less

, Nurseryman and Seedsman, 12, Melbourne

\-rAUAGUS,

exhibited loii Iu.m.is w,.

IDO heads were uliown at
1-year Roots, i«. C(/. ; i'

New an.i Cho

M^M;
ER'S T>MT.!;T\T, 1>^VM;F r\rLTFL0WERi3 the

A .-n r I

I

I I

I-'. ii(/. per packet.

smith, London, W.

j^i

:ulliiig'8 Berkshire Challongo

Carter's Champion
Cuthill's Black Spino
Dickfion'a Newton Here
Dr. Livinj'stone I Tclci

BROCCOLI, IMrc itnd Gluuiiio Stock,
Early Purple Capo

"""

Snow, true Winter
Osboi-ne's Winter Wliito I Dixfm's ClJampion of England
Knight's Protecting i Carter's Champion

INVINCIBLE SCARLET SWEET PEA.
Trado prices on application.

STErpEH Crows. Seed Grower, Sudbury, Suftollc

^ and SELECT

Ea y Sliee Feed
\ RYE GRASS

-

a Lectiu-e de
Wight, a-s rep
Express, Mr. H
" I always r

Improved Ita ii

Lambs, i think you will agree that this is a crop of very great val'

Tho Italian Bye erass which is sold by Sutton, of Reading, is a most
astonishing vigorous plant; Indeed, I never saw aoything to equal

SiTT'-. \ ' I
I I'uestockatprcsentof their Improvcdltalian

Rye-i;r:i .
'i i difl'crent and superior article to much that

Prcs'.n' i'!..'',!'
!''

I
'i-T bushel; cheaper in quantities over G qrs.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Readir

VEGETABLE SEEDS.

BROCCOLI, OSDORNE'S NEW WINTER WHITE, Is. per packet
,, CARTER'S NEW SUMMER LATE, 2s. Cil. per nackot

BEE'T, StTDiiURV SELECT CRIMSON, very dwarf and dark.

' '. IIITE SPINE, splendid

' vrinetics, 1«. to Is. fld. perpk
',,lar(re,and hai-dy. Is. 6a. pero

ONlii'-
MEi,' I

PEA, I

WHITE COS Is. 0<!. per o

I'll (or Firat Cnipl,

For PRICES, see

^lUTTOJJ'S NEW FAKM SEED LIST, which may be
J hod gratia and post free on application to

ScTToN & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Estabhsliment, Reading,

MANGEL WURZEL
SEED from Lar.ijo Bulbs.

Cheaper by tho cwt.

Per lb.—s. d.

Good TELLOVT GLOBE.. a
„ ORANGE GLOBE.. u
„ RED GLOBE .. a
„ LONG RED .. .. a

„ LONG VELLOW .. a

SUTTON'S

Selected Mangel Seed
from Selected Roots.

Per lb..

CATiVLOGUE tor IbUli (CULTURAL aud LESCHIPTIVE) freo
on application.

STIPUZ5 Broww, Seed Grower, .Sudbury Suffolk.

I'TTO cd YEL.
i;T.0BE
i:l,OI!E

INTER-

whole herd should come to be sacrificed in pboe
of tho single animal or the two or thi'oe to which
alone under considerate mauagemeut this rulo
would apply.

" You may prove anything by figui-es," i.s a
taunt vulgarly cast in the teeth of tho hard-
headed elear-cyed calculator of statistics ; but it

is forgotten how many disciu'sive goneralisers

attempt to prove theii' conclusions without tho

indispensable basis of "facts"—so troublesome

to collect, and so difficult to deal 'with when you
have got them. For tho assistance, then, of

voluble speakers and facilo wi'iters on the

absorbing topic of tho day, it may be woU to

follow up our figures already given to illustrate

the rapid extension of the plague.

The gi'and total of '

' cases " in Great Eritain is

about doubling every foiu- weeks; but certain

sanguine expectations aro being founded upon
the cii'cumstance that several counties present a

weekly " decrease." Take the English pro'vincos,

for example :

—

In Twbntt-two Counties of England.

Do. RED do 1

NOKIUTON GIANT LONG
RED 1

BERKSHIRE PRIZE, or
SUFFOLK CHAMriON,SUTTON'S YELLOW GLOBE,

Price Is. per lb. j.'tcw £

Lowest price per cwt. on application.

t SuTTOS & Sows. Royal Bcrkshlro Seed Establishmont, Reading.

Notice.

T)UECHASERS of LARGE QUANTITIES of FARM
or GARDEN SEEDS will bo supplied liberally by Sottom Sl

Sons. For prices .apply (atatin;! qu,antity required) to

Sutton & Soni, Royal IlerUsliire Seed Establishment, Reading.

arite ^gricultttval ©alette*
SATVUDAY, FEBRUARY W, 1866.

-— At a very crowded and important confer-

ence of Agricultiu'al Societies in St. James's Hall
on Thursday, resolutions 'were passed that all live

traffic of cattle by highway or railway from
place to place within Great Eritain ought to bo
suppressed—that foreign cattle if imported' living

should be slaughtered immediately upon landing

—th.it all diseased and infected cattlo .should be
slaughtered—that partial remuneration should
be provided by Act of Parliament—and that the

disinfection of infected places and things should
bo enforced by law.

Tho meeting was not called for the puqioso of

placing certain views before tho country so

much as for a conference on the subject by which
the views of agi'iculturists were to bo elicited,

and tho unanimity which prevailed is tho more
significant of tho mtcnse feeling of the necessity
of Govei'nment interfercnco which now prevails in

the agi'icultiu'al world. Any difference of opinion
which tho proposal of resolutions eUcited, tended
to the assertion of gi'cater stringency of rule.

Exceptions were urged, not 'without force, but no
exception was allowed—neither that of hitherto

untainted counties, nor that of cattle going direct

to tho shambles, nor that of the bull required in
herds where none is kept. An absolute cessation
of live cattle traffic, combined 'with tho adoption
of the Abordccnshiro plan of ' ''stamping out" the
disease—and this, enabled by means to bo pro-
vided by Act of Parliament—such aro the items
of tho course which is now unanimously recom-
mended.
A short report of tho meeting is given in

another column, and wo add to what appears
thero that Mr. Ooodlet, tho President of the

Edinbui'gh Chamber of Agriculture, pointed out
tho necessity of fai-mers keeping theu' live stock

in small well-separated lots, or (where they are

valuable pcdigi'ee stock), in absolute individual

separation and seclusion, lost somo iiilo of

slaughtering infected animals being adopted, a

Tot.ol Number
Attacked, down to

Oauuary 20.

Attacked during the
Week ending
Jauu.ary 20.

Inerease for tho
Week ending

January 20, as com-
pared with the cor-

esponding Week of

last Month.

In Thirteen Counties op England.

Tot.al Number
-Vthiekcd, down to

J.aiixiary 20.

Attacked during the
Week endmg
J.anuary 20.

lecrease for the
Week ending

January 20, as com-
pared with the cor-

iponding Week of
last Month.

393 33019/190

Now, if decrease were observable in those

counties which contain the great majority of

cases, and increase appeared only in those counties

where tho attacks have been comparatively few,

there might be some ray of encouragement from
this aspect of the question. Eut tho actual state

of afl'aii's is quite tho reverse. In that portion

of tho kingdom which suffers only 393 attacks in

a week, there has been a decrease, compared
with tho number of attacks a month since ; but
in th.at area of the country which has witnessed

7145 attacks in a week, there is an increase of

3742. Thero is nothing in these figures to warrant
tho notion that tho disease is anywhere weakening
in its force ; for, if we were fully acquainted with
the infinite variety of conditions, such as situa-

tion, precautionary management, and severity of

repressivo measures, in all tho centres where tho

plague has fallen, it is vci'y probable that suf-

ficient explanation of decrease and increase would
be .at once apparent. Some districts have fai-ms

of immense size, 'with buildings widely separated|;

others consist of smaller holdings, so closely

packed together that a cluster of tonantrj' con-

sider themselves "in tho same boat" with any
one of their number that may get the contagion

on his promises. And, of com-so, the amoimt of

ignorance as to tho dangerousness of attacked

animals, and the dogi'ce of vigilance exercised,

dilfor immensely in different neighbourhoods.
_

Then, again, it is a cause of congratulation

with some that tho " recovery rate " is steadily

impro'ving. Tho tabular form of conveying

information is most ready and .striking to the

eye, and here aro tho figures that are supposed to

be .so cheering :

—

October 23
November 18
December II

December IC

December 30
January
J.anuary 13
.T.anuary 20
J.a

ir.er.i

2T,432
4",lll'.l

ri3,.'!Sli

73,.5.10

8308
10,003
11,831

Percentage of
the Attacked
which have
Recovered.

Latterly, the reported recoveries aro stiff i

numerous, as for instance :

—

Weekly Cases in Great Britain.

uary Cth

Number
Attacked
dui-ing the

week.

7,100
(1,243

10,041

Recovered
during the

Percentage of
Recoveries
duiang tho
Week.

That is, of evei'y six animals attacked, one is

officiaUy reported to get over tho complaint.

Now, in the fu'st place, wo doubt even tho

approximate correctness of these percentages. We
believe that gi'eat numbers of beasts of all sorts,
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oxen, bulls, incalvers, and yovmg growing

stores, have been slaughtered (the process is still

going on) upon the earliest intimation of refusing

their food, and so have not been reported as having

been "attacked" by the disease. The weekly

returns of the Privy Council Veterinary Depart-

ment professedly give the numbers " .slaughtered

healthy ;" but, seeing that the inspectors go only

to farmers who send for them, and are bu.sy

with galloping after actually bad cases, there

seems to us no likelihood of their ascertaining

how many carcases are taken to towns and to

railway stations after being killed " to save their

lives." What the figures really prove is this,

that the fiu-mers in the plague districts are being

more on the alert than they were when the

disease was a novelty, and (now that the winter

treading of manure' is mostly accomplished) and

killing off without hesitation or hopeful indeci-

sion animals that are plague-.struck but not so

far gone as to present positive and unmistakable

plague symptoms. A few months ago, such

animals, a little off then- keep, a little dull,

perhaps, and so on, would have been left to

develop themselves into decided plague patients,

in the hope that mere cold or some trivial

complaint might be the matter ; whereas now,

there is smart action with all doubtful cases,

quick sending for the butcher, and a transforma-

tion of the barn into a house of blood, flesh,

and fat.

In the second place, if be a fact that of the

number of animals which either have exhibited

hedge ; go at it again, break off again, and then

shamble home." " Both creatures," when they

arrive at home, " eat and di-iuk, and then go to

sleep." Of course they do ; why shoiUd they not

—

both are animals, both work, both rest, and both

enjoy their vietuais.

But, Mr. Editor, the learned gentleman ought in

fairness to the plough-boy to have included himself

in the simile he has drawn. He, sir, is also an
animal in a similar sense, and so is every child of

Adam, and the main object of work has always been

to fill the belly.

The Cockney realisation of the state of our
ploughman is only worth quoting to show to all the

absurdity of his position :
—" They go to chiurch on

Sunday, 'tis true, and wear a white smock, and hear
with a dim incredulity that it covers the ' image of

God ; ' but in the religion, the intellect, or the vital

movements of the day, their fellow-brutes the horses

share almost as much when you tie their tails up for

the holiday with a bit of smart riband. Such is the

result of 3 1(7. per day and feudalism."

As for our ploughmen troubling themselves about
" the intellectual movements of the day," we cannot

but think that an honest man who has to find bread

for a wife and family by manual labour has quite

enough to sharpen his wits without dabbling in such

matters. But with regard to religion we have yet

to learn that riches are the best path to its attain-

ment ; but it is perhaps easier for the camel to go
through the needle's eye than we thought.

I do not know Dorsetshire, but the champion of

the country labourer includes all the counties of

England in his sweeping condemnation. Now,
Mr. Editor, as a Dm-ham man I feel bound
utterly, to deny all this inflated nonsense. The

pl.ague symptoms, or would have done so if not l ignorance of the subject which your contem-

at once butchered, an increasing percentage has , poraiy exhibits in eveiy passage of his effusion

been restored to health again, aU wo can say is, cannot be better exemplified than by Ids having

T)o not ht this delude you. One of the greatest ,

selected Diuham as one of the four counties he has

preachers we ever Hstened to, produced a pro-
|

speciaUy held up to scorn. The Durham counti-yman

found impression upon his audience by setting
' ?PP>^«s.sed! The farmer who taes it once won t try

,,,,,,'
i. 1 J e , i-u„i- %,„- ,,7^ It again, I reckon. IS o, Sir, if the Durham farmer

h.rth the wretchedness of a man that has no
.^ ^^^^^^^^ ^f „„e thing more than another, it is

hope. But the excitement grew more intense
^hat the men are becoming over-masterful,

when he proceeded to portray a condition more
|

j^gj. „g -^^-^ ^t the facts of the case ; a good man
desperate and more terrible than that—tho case

! cannot be obtained under 2s. Gil. per day, in ordinary
of a man with a false hope. Be not deceived, wo

j

times ; under 2s. Sd. to 3s. in busier seasons ; and
s.ay ; our sanguine spirits who look cheerfuUj' at

! under 3s. Grf. to 4s. in harvest. Hinds (married

the Plague "recoveries" are in this darkest and i ploughmen) receive 13s., Ifs., and l."i.v, per week,

most irretrievable position—lulled to fatal in-
!

cottage free, coals carted, often 2 bush, of Wheat at

action by the glo.ss of a false hope. For if the Christmas, and Potatos acoordmg to stipulation,

per cent.age of recoveries has increased, though Then we have the case of the unmamed men and

we do not admit that it has, if all bona fide cases Ij^^- These
fT','.,'^,!'''"^ ^ ^°r f^n

''^ '''°° T
of " attack" had been ascertained and stated, yet t^f.y

^<' '^"e to hold the plough (and often sooner^

,1 . . n , Til 1. i. j_- A This means that they are hired to a rarmer lor a
tins IS all past, and though interesting as a matter

^^^^j^^ y^^^^ ^^ ^ g^^^ ,^^„g_ ^^^^^ from
ot history, you can see, by looking at the figures, -^ ^ oo? per annum, according to age and ability,

that the recovenes are not increasing now, and and that they live in the same house with the farmer,
thoy have not increased during the Last few weeks, gj^ jn jjjg kitehen, and, generally speaking, live as

After all, we are stated to havo arrived merely .(veil as the farmer himself. They grow up rosy,

at a normal proportion of recoveries, somewhat i fat, active, not over civil, and become shrewd, clever

more favourable than that realised in some other I workmen.
countries. As for a gi-adual wearing out of the I am out of patience with the maudlin humbu;

disease, or conquering it by treatment, the
|

which deplores the condition of such a people, and

prospect remains as hopeless as before, and we
I

characterises them as " a class for the express piir-

grieve to see people buoying themselves up with ' Po^es of ploughing, haiTOwing and horse-rolhng
;
a

^iapations'thi; can Ll only to evil.^ The ^^:^^''^^i't^tfo^^ !:i^^::^^ri^<^^.
mischief of the reports of amehoration lies ill this

I

^^jgr ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^, Ai^ts . a cl.vss whose

constitute a really good ploughman. But, so far as
my own county is concerned, however far the agri-

cultui'al jwpulation may be from what they ought
to be, it is not to be remedied by any amount of the
silly sentimentality of the Dnilij Trlnjivjih : and
the wage they are receiving is as much and more
than their masters can afford them. J. W.

THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
1. The following returns were issued yesterday:

—

These returns do not profess to give the total

number of cases which have occmTcd in Great
Britain, but only those which have been ascertained
fi-om information received at the oflice from inspec-

tors. Columns 1 only record the cases reported as

having commenced during the weeks indicated by
the hea<hngs ;

" back " cases being added to columns 2.
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Jlr. T. B. Rydeu (IiveXT30ol) assured the meeting that the

reaohition wiis one which entirely accorded witli the opinions

of the L;uicashirc and Cheshire fai-mers.

Pi-ofessor Gasigee said : There appeared some vaKUeneas in

the phrase " animals that have been witluM r'n imln -iire of

contagion," and to remove any difficulty v\
I :, I M i-^il-ly

arise from that cause, he should call tli i
,!i ,ii the

test which the thermometer supplied as t > vhil liuh ;U were
Ml were not infected. He had, by the use ol tlial instrument,
! I'cted the presence of the disease where no one believed it

.
, 1 -ted, and if used it would protect a lai'ge quantity of stock.

1 --'ple widely differed as to what was meant by being
within the influence of contagion," and ^therefore he

suggested some such definite proposition as they would be
enabled to make by watching the indication of the ther-

mometer as a^uide to the presence of animal heat.

The Chairman suggested that the definition should be left

to Government, as the meeting had been called for suggestive

and not for legislative piUTJOses.

Professor Gamgee agreed, and the resolution was carried in

its original form.
The following resolutions were put and carried :

—

"That the partial remuneration of the owners of animals
affected by these measures be provided by Act of Parliament."
"That the disinfecting of all infected premises, market

places, railway cattle-trucks, and cattle-pens, be enJforced by
Act of ParlLament."

" Th.at the petition approved by this meeting as appended
be circulated by members of the Conference, and, when
siyTir-t j,.-..-,.Ti^'-i > I'Mth T[M,i.jes of Pai-liament."

" T^ IT ii . II,,,' 1 1, 1
- meeting be given to the Earl of

Lii-li' ,
I tking the chair."

It I ,
I il carried, "That a deputation,

consi-iiiij ,M ',, I
1 ill, n, r[,c movers and seconders of reso-

lutions at this meetin,', w.ut upon Sir George Grey, Bart., at a
quarter before 2 o'clock to-morrow (February 9), to represent to

him the views of the meeting, and to urge the Government to

take the steps necessary for giving immediate effect to the

The usual vote of thanks to the Chairman closed the

tJeKberation which is afforded by the announced
tranaition of debate to other topics will be wisely
employed by Ministers, and that they rrill not pro-
voke a too curious retrospect into past errors by a
refusal to grapple with a most formidable and
imminent danger. Times,

?,. The Debate on Tfesday.—The discussion

naturally divides itself into two parts—the reti'O-

spective and the prospective. The House has to

consider not only who is to blame for the past, but
what Ls to be done for the future. It says much for

its practical spirit and sterling good sense that the
discussion was carried on more with a view to the
latter than the former object. The Government, a-s

it seems to us, profited much, and might have profited

more, by the extremity of the peril and the gigantic
scale of the misfortime. Attention was so fixed on
the possible remedy that at first, at least, it

was little directed to the cause of the evO. The
Government did not escape some severe reflec-

tions, but the whole stress of the first three

hours of the debate consisted of suggestions for

future amendment. The sum of these sug-
gestions may be stated in very few words. It

consisted, in the first place, of urgent demands
that the Government should do what has so often
been advocated in these columns—that it should
take the matter into its own hands, and supersede at

a single blow the inconsistent, perplexing, and
inadequate operation of local authorities. The
second demand was, in various forms, the establish-

ment by Act of Parliament, and therefore in a
compulsory form, of a plan somewhat similar to
that which has met with a chequered, but, upon the
whole, a considerable success, in the county of
Aberdeen. The speeches in which this was advocated
showed a very considerable knowledge of the subject,

and were delivered with an earnestness which
evidently came from deep conviction ; and so the
debate proceeded until it came to the turn of
the Government to give an explanation of its

intentions on the subject. It then appeared that
on the first branch of the demand the Govern-
ment had not the least intention of giving way,
and that whatever be the causes which induced the
Home Secretary to leave everything to local autho-
rities—whether a dislike of responsibility or a pre-
judice in favour of local self-government—he is not
prepared to yield to remonstrance. Such an opinion
entertained by so high an authority as Sir George
Grey is entitled to the utmost respect, and yet we
are very unwilling to beUeve that his views on this
subject are fixed and irrevocable. Every day as it

passes increases our knowledge of the discrepancies,
anomalies, and inconveniences which surround the
local system. Every day teaches us more forcibly
the extreme peril in which wc stand, and paints the
future that awaits us in blacker colom's. To-
day takes what has been spared yesterday, and
the remainder is swept oft by the rapacity of
to-morrow. We can hardly believe that measures
imperatively required for the safety of the whole
coimtry will be pemiitted much longer to be
regulated by the caprice or interest of local bodies,
many of which look to nothing beyond their own
interest, and that interest regarded from the
naiTOwest and most short-sighted point of view. . .

Parliament seems to have very wisely deferred any
further consideration of the conduct of the Govern-
ment until they see the measure that is to be pro-
duced next Monday. Should that measure be
unsatisfactory, it is very unlikely that a question
exciting such deep and universal interest will be
allowed to rest there. Even should the proposed
measure be satisfactory, it is very doubtful whether
it win be accepted .as a settlement, unless coupled
with some assurance that it is the intention of
Government to reconsider its present unsatisfactory
policy of leaving everything to local bodies, and to
apply a general remedy to an evil that presses
uniformly upon all. We hope that the interval for

4. Vaccination.—You were good enough to
insert a letter of mine, in which I mentioned an
experiment I was about to make of inoculating-
two cows with diluted Rinderjiest virns. These cows
had been successfully vaccinated, and I expected
that by inoculating them with diluted Hinderpest
virus—one drop of virus to eight drops of wann milk—they would either have resisted inoculation or else
have taken the disease in a mild fonn.

I have, I am sorry to say. been disappointed in
both these expectations, as the two cows died yester-
day evening.
The 'remainder of my vaccinated cows, seven in

number, are all well up to this present time
; and

as Icng as they continue so, my faith in the protec-
tive influence of vaccination will remain unshaken,
provided it be done in time, when no disease is lurk-
ing in the system, and when the operator is an
experienced person.
The same men who nursed the .sick and dying

cows tended the others without changing their
clothes, or taking any precaution whatever.

Is it not, therefore, presumable that the present
immunity of my cows from the disease is owing
to the protective agency of successful vaccination I

Wilbi-aham TolUmache, Uorfulil Hall, y,u,t it-u-h

,

Feb. a, in the Times.

.">. Aberdeenshire Practice.—The uncertainty
that most well-informed persons have felt through-
out regarding the efficacy of vaccination as a prophy-
lactic in cases of rindeii^est being now .succeeded by
a conviction that it is practically useless, we are at
last left with no specious theory, none worth losing
a winter's daj' to speculate on, to stay the shaqj
military practice really needed in the face of this
fearful scourge.

If Parliament falls short of appreciating the
absolute necessity of such iHractice, if its time and
energies are to be wasted during the precious days
of this month in party discussions and unavailing
reproaches, if the country is to continue boggling
with Orders in Council, and legislation is to pass
utterly from St. Stephen's to the Courts of Quarter
Sessions—then I say let the landowners, let the
bankers, let the numerous interests closely identified

with agriculture look to it. The grazing lands will
not be stocked by prudent men. The proverb

—

"This year to mow, next year to owe," will be
exemplified. Graziers will paase before they embark
their capital in the mad speculation of purchasing
store cattle out of yards and districts whose return
of fresh rinderpest cases last week numbered over
11,700, and this, too, with oiu' stock to a very great
extent isolated .in their winter quarters.

There are those who, having exhausted every con-
ceivable form of quackery, fall back on "God's
Providence "—a vague expression, implying that the
di.sease must have its course ; who shall deny it ?

But it seems to me that we have a remedy, and in
Aberdeenshire an example of its working. Are we,
or are we not, to take advantage of it .' That is the
question. All the machineiy is at hand for raising
funds by way of county rating. Owners seem
universally ready and anxious to apply it. Tenants
are willing that Parliament should define in what
proportions the tax should be levied on themselves
and their landlords. By common consent it is

admitted that now only is the time left us for action,

that if the country generally wUl not during the
next 10 weeks submit to the inconvenience of
depending upon home-killed meat, she will, when
summer comes, have to remove all restrictions on
trade in cattle, and with infected railway trucks,

steam-boats, highways, market-places, open fields,

and enclosures, let the plague nm its natural course
till its viras is exhausted, and England is left to
raise again her splendid herds of cattle on such
stock as, proving unsusceptible of the disorder, may,
after 10 or 12 years of ordeal, by some inscrutable
law of Nature, be spared to us.

It is, indeetl, a melancholy reflection that a great
nation, so apt to acquire and establish, should .show
such want of decision to save—that our wealth of
herds should for half a year have been left so
defenceless, that common sense should be so para^
lysed, that history should serve its pm-pose so ill, and
that the free and jealous spirit of the people should
have debarred us from employing those almost
military measures by which other countries have
freed themselves from a curse that with us is every
day becoming more and more intolerable. I believe

that in this county all that could have been done
with the means at hand has been done, but we can
only just hold the enemy at bay. .As a nile, our
farm premises are excellent, "our herdsmen expe-
rienced, our landowners resident, practical, and
united, and in constant personal commimication
with their tenantry. No time has been wasted here
in whining for national charity ; the shoulder has
indeed been put to the wheel ; we have insurance

societies, guarantee funds, an excellent police, local
orders innumerable. But incur heart of hearts, if
there is no panic, there is no confidence and there is-
fear. We know that as matters stand we are very
helpless, very dependent on chance ; one tainted hide,
one spatter of poisonous manure, the footfall of one
prying intruder, the Sunday or evening interchange of
plighted vows between Damon of the hill and PhiUis
of the valley, and the omnipotence of folly actino-
in a thousand divers ways lay our cattle open to
destruction. We still, however, hope, as the result
of the London conference advertised in The Times, to-
press'upon Government and the Legislature the
necessity of immediate action, and to urge on them
at the eleventh hour with one great simvdtaneons
effort to suspend the whole course of live cattle-
trafiio for a limited period, and during that period
unsparingly to kiU and disinfect at every centre of
disea.se.

With our raih-oads, telegraphs, and penny post, it

is not to be expected for one moment that the
regular supply of animal food to the great town.?
will be jeopariised ; some vested interests will for a
time suffer under restraint, but they are secondary
interests after all, and must retire for a while before -

those which are of the first importance.
Let the inconvenience, however, be what it may,,

let the first cost be what it may, let the difficultie-s

be what they may in providing for the immediate
extirpation of the plague, we can compass them, and
no thinking man can find it in his mouth to say that
the result sought is not worthy of the self-sacrifice
and denial demanded, or that we may not reasonably
promise oiu'selves reward in future plenty and
national triumph. Albei-t Pell, Haselheeeh, Nortlwimp-
ton, Feh. y.

0. Insurance.—The official returns of last \<^^
show that nearly 12,000 cattle had been attacked by
the rinderpest. Supposing 3000 of these recover, there
remain yOOO, which, at an average value of 8^. each^
amounts to 72,000Z., which Great Britain is losing-;

weekly by this plague.

Six weeks at this rate amo-onts to +32,000Z.—a sum
which your correspondent, Mr. Big-nell, calcidates ii;

sufficient to pay for buying up and slaughtering all

the cattle in the country that are at present affected.

Not only has this system been effectually carried
out in Aberdeenshire, but in Pi-ussia since the time
of Frederick the Great, in 1765, laws have been
enacted that have repoateiUy stamped out the disease,
which had been introduced from the frontier-

districts of Russia and Austria.
Eighty years ago a similar system was adopted in:

Banffshire, where the plague had been introduced
by a Dutch ship ; every head of cattle in the smaO
town of Portsoy was slaughtered and buried, and so-

the plague was stayed. The loss of 700Z. was paid
by Government.

In this city the mayor of last year at an early
period prevented fairs or markets being held. Some
cattle anived by train from London ; they were

\
-n-atched by a policeman till they were slaughtered.
Others were sent from a distant part of the county^
and they -n-ere at once retiu-ned to the place from
which they came. At York, Malton, Hull, Peter-
borough, and other places in our neighbourhood,,
open markets have been the means of widely dis-
seminating the plague.

We have a mutual insurance compauy for this^

union and petty sessional division, and have not as
yet had a single claim. The union comijrises
100 parishes, and we have 4700 cattle insured.
Excluding the city parishes, our union rating is

above 200,000?. A rate of id. in the pound to be
paid by the tenant, and a second Id. by the landlord,
would produce 3200/. With such a sum as this we
should be ready to buy up any infected cattle imme-
diately the disease appeared, and to have them
slaughtered and buried. At present we should not
know what to do with one-foirrth of the money, as
the disease has only appeared in one parish, bordering -

on another union ; but the disease is now creeping
round us on several sides, and immediate action
seems necessary. This rate of td. in the pound

'

would, on a rent.al of 300/., only amount to hfis.,

which I am siu-e both landlord and tenants in this

district would gladly pay. All that appears to me to

be neces.sary is an Act of Parliament authorising the
Government to grant a loan to the required amount, .

to be repaid by the necessary call on the union .

rating.

As chaii-mau of the in.surance company, and also

'

of the union, I have been in communication -witli so-

many large farmers on this subject that I feel I can
express their opinion that a very prompt and decisive

measiu-e of this nature is necessary. -4. Leslie Mel-
ville, Branston Ball, Lineolii, Feb. 5.

7. iNStTRANCE Clubs.—As everything relating to

the cattle plague is at present read -with avidity, I
am induced to send you the Bides of a Mutual Cattle

Assurance Society which I have formed among the
Duke of Devonshire's Lancashire tenants. It has
been established about a fortnight, and it has been
so well_taken up by the tenants generally that other

farmers have called upon their landlords to ask the
Duke to allow them to join the Society on the same
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^appy to say his Grace has con-

M-wl 13l)0;. the first day it was
--..I ,v^.,.... ^ ..;< .cbecn solicited by many persons

•CO pat>li5Ji Six Rules. I think you will find them
plain syn/1 omjjIcl

We "baTC no paid staff. Everyone at the end of

She jear ufill get two-thirds of his losses if tliere is

moFEey enong-h ; if not they win all get in proportion.

We have had many attempts to form a Mutiial

Aasar&acR Society, but all fell to the g-round for

want of confidence. You will perceive by this plan

"we ie*irare no inspection till the disease actually

^finreaks oat an a farm. Gi'o. Drt-ivryt Ilolher.

a^auist RindcrpeM.

fl_) Each tcsiani: to pay 10 per cent, upon Lis rentiil.

^> Tke ta&dloni to p.iy the same amount.
<!.> iHy fcxxnt lusting bmd 'r.nder any other Lindlord, or

octaieying &uut of his own, must pay 20 per cent, upon the
-sjuuiiij -H^^se of .such land.

(4.) 'Bie jBOncj to be pLiccd in the Lancaster Banic jointly in

file aam«:s «f ESs <*racc the Ihike cff DcTonshiTU and George
ftrewry, Esij.

(a.) The3fiaas«f the society to be conducted by a committee
43F managcmnnt^ oonMstin^ of a chairman and uinc committee-
zncTi—^x to be chesen from Pomcss .and JQrkby, .and three

irtHa CutBacL
(6.) "Ww^ ossociarffon to insure against rinderpest and plcuro-

pneumoroa, bnt notJiing will be paid for losses by piem-o-
-pucnxQonia until *bi. rinderpest lias attacked the stock of the

(7.) Na p.-iymeiA "will be made for losses till the 2nd of

Ffebraary, !867, when each member will receive two-thirds of

"the vnlnc of such losses, pro\'ided there is a sufficient paid-up
.capital in the bank; but if the losses exceed the paid up
-cupitaZ, cftch tenant wsli receive in proportion to the losses he
-or she bas irastsuBcd.

(Ti.) No payment wiH be made for any cattle that have not
^jecn in tba hnnds of the .aasiu*er 2S days (and during that
period sluiU !kvc been free from disease), unless they have
been itoTcbascd from a mcmlx;r of this society.

JJ.) Any person -purchasing or importing cattle from an
ectad or prohibitfd district, will forfeit all claims to the

(ll*-) When any member's stock is attacked, three members
«£ the cozomittec to be called in to value the whole of the
stock on Uic farm, and if they decide tlmt .any of the anim.als
shall be fciUcd, this must be done immediately; and those
which arc diseased must be burled, with the skiu on, to the
satisfaction of the committee.

<ll-) No aulntal to be valued at a higher price than 24?., nor
any aSowanec made for any animal under the age of 16 weeks.

02.) Bach member to pay his own veterinai-j; surgeon.

(13.) On tjie S2nd of Febmary, 1867, the society \vill be dis-

solved, an/l «ach KeKber will be at liberty to withdraw fiom
it, rcceiong hfis or her share of any surplus which may rera.ain.

(14.) Any member not giving notice of the disease being iu
Bis or her sioc^, or refuang to comply with the fureguing
ruje^ or Qic orders of the committee, 3h.i!l forfeit all cl.aims

ijpon t&e fnnds.
as.) Mi> catHe-dealcr admitted.
(IS.) No imc admitted .after February Sth, 1666.

TBK ITOESETSHIRE L.iBOURERS.
So nracli lias been nr^ed against the condition of

the Dorsetshire labourer that I feel it to be a duty
to make an effort towards reotifj'ing some errors

3jlA mi:*coTic(?ptions iu reference to oiu" people.

The statement I make is founded on an inquiry

into the condition of the labourers on IS farms,

extending or»er very nearly 10,000 acres, all Ijnng

together, and in a part of the county where there is

font lit£Le pasture for cattle, and of which the soil,

Ifhongii send, is not remarkable for fertility.

It will fae seen that our system of pajTuent is a

lorr weekly wjtge, supplemented and eked out at

T^irioQS &mcs "by perquisites and allowances in coin

car material, or opportunities of piece-work (such

work b^zi^ always paid for in cash), so as to form

employed ; the third with one child engaged in

labour ; the fourth with four sons at weekly wages.
The first, the single man, receives 9s. a week, but

his perquisites in money raise him to 1I.«. a week,
and his allowance in Potato-ground and other things

to 1.1. M. a week more, making a total of 12.s. Cil.

a week.
The second is married, with three chDdreu, but

none of them capable of work, a condition of things
involving, in the early years of wedded life, a heavy
pre.s.sure on the income of the family. He is engaged

a week, but his perquisites in money raise him
to I'.U. i'uJ. a week, and his allowances to l.<. Qtd.

ore. making in all a receipt of \7>s. a week.
The third, maiTied, with eight children at home,

two of them engaged in work, receives ','». a week
;

his allowances in money for piece-work raise him to

erf. more, and liis other perquisites to an addi-

tional shilling, making in aU lis. i'ul. His two
children eai"n respectively 7.*. and 3s. a^week, which,
added to his wages, gives to the whole family

. Is. Cil. a-week.
The fourth, married, with four sons at work,

receives 10s. (Irf. a week ; his piece-work in money is

equal to l.«. fV/. a week, the remaining allowances to

another shilling, thus making for himself Vis. a week.
The wages earned by the four lads, with their money
allowances, amount to 24s. '.W. weekly, making an
aggregate of U. 17s. Ur/. for the family.

I have myself cai'efully examined these men, who
are ordinary labourers, and neither carters nor shop -

herds, and they admit the accuracy of the calcula-

tion. The result is that among 1S5 able-bodied

laboiu'ers, married and single, to none of whom Ls a

higher weekly wage paid than 10,*. 6d,, the average
value of their earnings is Us. &\(l. a week, with a
sliorter period of labour by one hour and a half

daily dming 10 months of the year than is required

iu the wealthier provinces of England.

But this is not the full statement of their finan-

cial position. The peasantry pay a weekly rent of

Is. for their cottages, which are, many of theni,

quite new, each having a front and back kitchen on
Oie grovmd-floor, three bedrooms upstairs, and every

form of outhouse and other conveniences essential to

the comfort of domestic life.

To each cottage, at a rental of 40.«. and upwards,
a garden is attached, the produce of which is esti-

mated by themselves at iil. weekly, reducing thus

the rent by one-third of the amount named above.

Again, the allotment system prevails here to a

great extent. A very large proportion of the

labourers, 3.30 in number, hold allotments, and derive

from them a considerable increase of income. I

have before me statements from themselves, to .show

that, after paying the rent and all other outgoings,

they have a residue which, spread over the year,

would give them an additional Is. 6rf. or 2s. a
week.
The cases I h.ave quoted must, with the exception

of the single man, be raised in weekly receipts by
the saNing on the gardens, and the profits of the

allotments, to at least 2s. more. I need hardly say

that the wages of labour are calculated here, as

elsewhere, by the demand .and supply, and the

ability of the man to perform the work required of

him. The number of his children is a strong

.ground for aid and compassion, but it cannot be
regarded as a title to additional remuneration for

mere labour.

In addition to the advantages stated above, we
of penny clubs, clothing

a consideiable aggregate at the end of the year. A
«;asna^ inqpurer is misled by this arrangement, for

]

have an ample provisi

a qn&^ion as to the amount of wage is always clubs, and fuel clubs, from which the contributors

answereiS by a statement of the weekly receipts, receive more than 20 per cent, over and above their

ffithoni anj mention of the other particulars, which,
|

deposits,

liowevcT open to objection, show, at any rate, the

ainonno ol the expenditure of the employer on the
la.'bonrer.

I am ^Eiy lar indeed from approving this system,

and I shouM be happy to see it altered. It is, I am
satisfied, financially injurious to both parties. But
tihere is Teason to believe that the labourers them-
sselvta wonM \>a more opposed than the fanners to

any a^iement of their perquisites in exchange for

SI higgler payment in money.
it must also be mentioned, as no imimportant part

«tthe ctmsidexation.that the hoursof labour in these

par^ aJE not so many as in several other counties.

Xs TL i»enfira3 rule, and with very few exceptions, no
feboarer, from the middle of September to the

satisfied that I have rather understated than
ovei"stated the case of the labourer. The papers and
documents on which it is foimded are open to any
one, and a walk through the district would fm-nish

abundant evidence of the accuracy of what I say.

I have no doubt that a similar statement could be
made by almost every landowner in this county.

Lord .iluiftcshurii, in ike 27m,s.

[The following, by "S. G. O.," appeared in the
Times of the following day in answer to the above
letter by Lord Shaftesbury :—

]

The Lord-Lieutenant for the county of Dorset has
come forth in your columns, under a sense of duty,

^ctify some errors and misconceptions as to
Diiiidia oS July in tie following year, commences wages, ^cc, of Dorset labourer
n-ork nnlU 7 o'clock, nor continues it beyond o, with

| He gives the public a picture of a bucolic Utopia

—

talf am iionr off for "breakfast and an hour for tenants of great intelligence and liberality ; cottages
«Uant'T, givii^, therefore, to his employer, instead of " " " "

'

lO, only S i iionis a day. From the midiUe of July to

She mi/idie of September he comes earlier to his work,
t^knil stays at it longer ; but then he is paid, for every
lioiur bejiazd the 84 hours given in general, extra
"adages for his extra work.
This is a practice very dear to oxur people ; and, in

proof v< its I may state that when one of my principal

tenauis, "Mr. Sjmes, a man of great intelligence and
Siberalitj, oSered to increase the weekly wage in

-zetnrst fotr aji increased amount of daily labour, he
was nwSi 1^ an immediate and hopeless refusal.

AilcFW me to give, by way of examples, the cases
of fcarr a^e-bodied labourers—the first single j the
aecMui iTiaTried, with no ihildren old enough to be the produce of which is worth id. a week. A great

of admirable construction ; labourers working only
from 7 o'clock to 5 for 10 months of the year, and
the other months, when working more hom's,

receiving extra pay ; their wages low, it is true, in

their weekly character, but eked out by allowances
and perquisites to a figm-e rejiresenting a very sub-
stantial value. One hundred and eighty-five able-

bodied labourers, married and single, none receiving

on the average less per week than 10s. Gd., the real

value of their earnings 14,v. {\\d. per week, " with a
shorter period of laboiu* by one hour and a half

daily, during 10 months of the year, than is required

in the wealthier provinces of England." Every
cottage has a garden, if the rental is 40s. or upwards,

many labourers have allotments, giving them an
additional Is. Gd. or 2s. a week. Penny clubs,
clothing clubs, fuel clubs, added to the above, as
sources of income and advantage, leave the case of
these happy St. Giles's labourers rather understated
than overstated.

"\Mien I read this letter of Lord Shaftesbury's I
confess to a degi-ee of astonishment I did not think
in my old age I was cap.able of. "tt'hen I came to
the concluding words, I own to somefuing of that
old-womanish feeling which is expressed in the
words " you might have knocked me down with a
feather." " I have no doubt," says Lord Shaftes-
birry, " that a similar statement could be made by
almost every landowner in the county."

I can quite understand a Dorsetshire landowner
niiting in defence of his county, and endeavouring
to prove some false statements have been made about
wages, some imputations affixed to the character of
Dorset, which are just as applicable to other counties.
But Lord Shaftesbury goes far ahead of this. He is

not content with showing we are not worse than
others ; he must needs argue that we are as good, if

not better, than the best of other counties.

I altogether deny that any such statement as that
Lord Shaftesbury has put forth with regard to the
labourei-s on the 1,S farms, if true on them, could be
proved to be true on almost all the estates of the
county. I know that it cannot. I quite believe on
several estates the tenantry are as highly respectable
and intelligent. On a very few estates the cottages,

with the gai-dens and the allotments, may be on as
good a scale, although it is not in my experience that
on any one estate it is so throughout. It is in my
knowledge that on some estates the cottage accommo-
dation is still shamefullybad. ^Vhile on some few there

is great amendment, at the present rate of iprogress

it must be many years before the state of things can
exist which Lord Shaftesbury says now exists almost
everywhere.

I cannot for one moment believe that on any
other estate in the county the labourers for 10 months
in the year ordy go '.t<5 work at 7, and leave off at 5,

especially when in those months are included the hay
harvest ; nor do I believe that anywhere else, in the
other two months, when the men work more than,

eight hoiu-s and a-half they are paid extra wages.
As to perquisites, I never put the smallest faith in

any statements from any quarter about them. I

know nothing so liable to abuse in the mouth of

m-aster and man as the statement of the value of

perquisites. It is for this reason the most intelli-

gent of the rising race of tenantry are anxious to do
away with them. As to piece or tut work, there
is nothing more fallacious than the arguments
founded on it as a favoiu' to the man. If he is a
thatcher or hedger, he has a skill other laboiirers

have not. It commands its price. The work of

these men must be done at ceitain seasons. It is

their interest, and that of their employers, to get it

quickly done. It is therefore made a matter of

contract for their mutual advantage. If working
extra hoiu-s, using their own peciUiar tools, and
employing their own special skill, they take such a
contract, I hold it to be mere folly to call it in the

nature of an allowance or perquisite to them. Again,

"with regard to Turnip hoeing, harvest work, and
other piece-work, the men contract to do so much of

it at a certain price. It is true they earn large

wages for the time ; but, as they give more hours

to a day, they, in reality, work some eight days to

one Sabbath ; meastiring the money earned by these

days will bring their real wages back to the original

scale, and we must bear in mind that at piece-work

the men lose by wet days. They have also by this

strain on their powers of endurance taxed them to

the fullest, and not only caused more wear and tear

of clothing, but needed a greater expenditure for

food.

That where there are families many of whom can
go out to work a large apparent amount of earnings

is brought home is quite true, but against it must be

set the food, clothing, shoes, &c., of the extra young

I

power—a power which in earning ever consumes
nearly all it can obtain.

It is in my opinion puerile in the extreme to bring

I

acts of charity into the scale of wages ; to calculate

the value of the headland given for Pot.atos, or the

Furze carted as an eking out of wages. I am quite

sure the present race of tenant-farmers would be

ashamed to do so ; at least they ought to be.

I have yet to leam that allotments, penny clubs,

and clothing clubs do not exist in the counties where
higher wages are paid. It is altogether wrong to

throw such matters into the scale as so much proof

of low wage thus eked out.

j

If the letter of Lord Shaftesbury falls into the

hands of lalxiurers who can read, it will certainly

cause them no little amusement ; they are well

aware of how the case of the masters can be made
out, but I doubt whether they ever saw it so made
out before. He invites any who are incredulous to

"

walk over the estate and go through his collection of

figures, &c. I wish ho would go through personally

the length and breadth of the county, and study to

arrive at the real truth ; he would return to St.

Giles's a more sad, if not a wiser man.
I can quite forgive him endeavouring to wipe off
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some of the mud tlirougli which Dorset ha.s of late

|
complains that rouffh and tough jobs are riven him

been dras-B-cd, but I deeply resrret he shoii d Imve r dn „nf,i ;„„„(-„ .v f "u"o" J""? ;"e given mm
133

been drag-gcd, but I deeply regret he should hrm
put forth a statement as true of a whole coimty which,
in some particulars, I deny to be true of any part.
Matters are mending. Wages must rise, for there

is a call for labour elsewhere which will soon lower
our supply of able men to a degree which wUl make
it a matter of necessity to pay them and lodge them
better. There must be more cottages built, for the
farms cannot be worked without them. Agitation
has done its work. It forced into light the foul
abuses of old days. Modern farming, iu the (lersons
of the modem tenantry, can now fight its own
battle. I rely no longer on sentiment or philanthropy

;

I am content to abide the action of what I see
around me. The ruin of the landlord and the tenant
are alike involved in the question how far land can
be cultivated to a profit by a population giving only

I do not dispute it, for any sort of a job is rough and
tough for a weak horse or a small engine, but I have
never yet seen the large engines experience either
the one or the other, inasmuch as they axe well above
their work, and fully qualified to smash up the most
obdurate mid stubborn soils.
At the close of his letter Mr. B. condescends to

assert that the beautiful and mechanical combina-
tions and ingenious contrivances of Messrs. Fowler
& Co. will become matters of history Yes sir
Mstoiy wiU no doubt hand doira to posterity the
name of John Fowler. History will show how his
genius successfully triumphed over the insinua-
tions and attacks of prejudice and ignorance, and
how his rivals succumbed to the common sense
of the English fanner, when the name of the flail
the horse plough, and the boasting cultivator will be

^.,,^^^^^ „ j.,„„„ .,j . pui^uiauiou givmg omy me norsc plougli, and the boasting cultivator will heweai, discontented labour m retimi for low wage, buried in oblivion. T. M. ItU-htr,honmMZuweked out by perquisites, housed insufficiently, often
|
Gm„^c, Lincolnsldh:

"""^on, uuiaUMuw
tired with travel before they commence their first

'

' '

"

hour's work.
As for the Utopia of Lord Shaftesbury, I am

altogether incredulous that it represents the real
condition of any one county in England ; I should,

'

Home Correspondence.
_ ,„ I

Oraliuiric and Fkwch.— ^Wiat I feared when I

indeed, rejoice if irwaranJihTng Ukertra^ i^ct^e I a^rbuck''!! j^»
°PP°*'^''™^ «' '"•>' f^e^d. «>•

of one-tenth of Dorsetshire, .s'. O. 0,Jan •",)
t

J^'^^'^buck, on the two mam points upon which we
_

;
' have given our opinions, has come to pass. We

are now at direct i.ssue upon a point which explains
our differences and renders them irreconcileable
From the terms of Mr. Clutterbuck's last communi

bpruce, and Pine. Redwood is a splendid splittin?
timber, easily worked up into posts and rails for
fencing It makes first-class shingles, and is nearly
as durable as Oak. The forests of Redwood here are
inexhaustible

; the trees ranging from 3 to .'JO feet in
diameter, and from 200 to 300 feet in height
There is a hoUow tree not far from hero that
has several times afforded shelter for half a
dozen men, and a good stable for their hor.ses
You may think I am " drawing the long bow," for
I did not believe there was such timber in existence
until I had ocular demonstration of the fact. Apples
and Peai-s do well here. Peaches and Grapes do not
come to perfection in consequence of the heavy fogs.
I think Hops would succeed in the southern piirt of
California. Up to the present time none have been
raised in this State. All the Hops used here are
importc<l, and consequently command a high price.
I should be thankful for any information on the
cultivation of Hops, as I would like to put iu a crop.
Vetches are also a crop that our agricultiu-ists know
nothing of. The cattle here are good stock, bred
from imported stock that were driven across the
plains. Good milch cows are worth from 20 to
2.5 dollars each ; but you can buy large bands of two
and three-year-old .steers and heifers in the mountains
for 10 dollars a head (fat), but of course not very
gentle.

Oxen broken to work are worth from 100 to
12.) dollars per yoke. The horses they ase here for
agricultural purposes are about the same stamp,
perhaps a trifle heavier than the roadsters in the old
"oimtry

;
but the heavy teaming in the mountains

STE.iM PLOUGH C03IPANIES.
I CANNOT allow the letter of Mr. Bignell to pass

i

*'?"' ^^^ *'"'™'' °^ ^^''- Chitterbuck's last communi-
unnoticed, wherein he exin-esses a wish to contribute ' ^ A"''

"^ appears to think that " an imbroken clay "

something towards the question propounded by Mr i r
™e common condition of a drained clay soil, while

Toepffer, viz.. Can the fanner obtain a greater ..„^""'.}'^^l
^"^'^ '^°^ "»' cxi.st, even iu the

i

country
;
but the heavy teaming in the mountains

advantage from purchasing or from hiring '' He
I '^f"'^f

'*°, -'''aen once it is drained, " an unbroken
j

is done principally by mules. A good pair of mules,
therein quotes the words of Mr. Savidge -'Those •^' *''*' ^^"^ facility with which water per- li: hands high, are worth from 500 to (iOO dollars'
who wish to benefit by steam must not depend upon '

?<=a'^^
™f subsoil, under the influence of gi-avitation

i

The native Gal or Spanish horses are chiefly used
steam ploughing companies." But why should one \

"'^"""^''"'Js. and attraction upwards, is due to the
j

under the saddle. They are infinitely tetter for
individual opinion, which is moreover substantiated

'^™?"ii"ution which results from aeration, and diivmg stock, inasmuch as they turn much quicker
by no proofs or even arguments, be held up in a

I

'"'"•'''i '' is the object of drainage to effect. By than emigrant horses, and are altogether better
question .so highly important to the agricultural

I

""'^'''^"'^'^''''^^S''' '"'' ff'''^"'^^-*' S"^' ""1 °* wide cracks -''""'—^ < • " ....
community, as a bugbear to deter others from carry- "?'? substitute a pulverised or disintegrated con-
ing out a legitimate and most feasible means of .

^^^^"^ °f '^oi'- whereby the minute particles, which
„,„i,;— „> iij.„i;-__ .....

: were hitherto held together, become separated.making steam cultivation more general. I entirely
I

^™'^® hitherto held together, become .. ,

differ from the opinions expressed by Mr. Savidge '
^^°^fi^ ''^'^ interstitial .spaces are still so close that

" '*' " " ' -tain that in this countv ™PfUary attraction has full play, within certain

adapted for running over the moimtains after cattle.
They are not by any means safe in harness, and very
diflicult to break, being always a little wild ; but
they are as tough as raw hide, and will do more
traveUiug imder the saddle than any two emigrant
horses you can find. But their disposition depends
very much on how they are used. I have a Spanish

aitter Jrora the opinions expressed by Mr. Savidge I

''"""S'l "^""^ "^

and Mr. BigneU. I am certain that in this county ^PP^^iT attr ^.„^, .,„„ . __._. „.,,,„.,.„™ „.i.„„^
VIZ., Lincolnshire, many farmers have adopted steam "°i''^> while gravitation stiU retains its natural

[

very much on how they are used. I have a Spanish
cultivation, who could never have been persuaded to ^°^^':-

,
^ l^-'^ve explained this to the best of my ' mare, which I ride constantly now ; I had her from

purchase a|smaU set of tackle, and havingo«cr derived
i

"•^'''^y '"^ a paper you published many months ago,
|

a stock man a few months ago, then she was as wild
benefit from it, are now holding out every encou- 1

""'' which Mr. Constable, the Principal of Ciren- as any prairie steed. I have used her kindly, and
ragement to the North Lincolnshire Steam Cultivating ' '^^'***'^'"°'^^8'''''^''P"''''**'^'^ among other lectures given she has become .so gentle that she will follow me
Company to increase their machinery. I then ask j

^^^'>'^<', ^^^ students there. As my time is fully
;

about like a dog.
Mr. Savidge :

" Why do they do this ? " Simply because '

O'^^upied in matters I miLst attend to, I hope neither The petroleum excitement .still rages here—mining
they find it cheaper to hire than to purchase ; they [

^""^ Clutterbuck nor any of your readers will con- districts being laid off in every direction. Up
thereby obtain the advantages of experienced' men |

^^'^^^ ™'' uncourteous if I refer them to that paper to the present time only one company has
fully competent to work the machinery, and a large

^""^ ^ ™°'° detailed statement of my views. It is struck it. I was out lately prospecting for three
amount of work is done for them in a short time

'^"'^'^".'^'"''''"^'"'y* ^'^'^''^''^"'age, as accepted by
I

days down the coast, and in my travels
and in a most satisfactory manner. I could even

"'' P''actical man." I know of nothing to make me paid a visit to Cape Mendocino, the most
name a gentleman farmer who allowed his small '^''"'^ ^^'^^^ '** ^^"'^'^ expressed. I wiU only add that I western point of the United States. We went
engine and cultivator to remain idle in his stack-yard i

^™^ brought to the conclusion that " a proper depth "i *» the rocks at low tide, and had some good
and employed the double set of engines to work for "* underdrainage has the effect of weakening the

j

sport shooting sea^lions. There is the heaviest surf
hire on his farm. Is not that evidence strong P°.'*ver of capillary attraction,'' not altogether by "U the coast I ever saw—huge breakers running,
enough to outweigh the opinion of Mr. Savidge or ,

'*i<="t''ic reasoning, but by observing that at sea.sons even in the calmest weather. It is fearful
Mr. Bignell ? °

j

when evaporation is very active there has been work
j you must, if your horse is used to the

Mr. Bignell must not suppose that he is justified
' "' .continuous, copious discharge from under-drains, '

breakers, travel in the surf, at the imminent risk of
condemning cultivatimr nnniTin.nip<. n-ot,or.,ii,. I

without any sufficient fall of rain on the surface to
{

being taken out to sea—to say nothing of having
ni- ^t Tl.ia wn, exemplified in the Hinx.- ' J'o"! boots fille<l with sea-water every two minutes

;

month of February, 1H.57
; |

oi' ^Ise travel in sand up to yom- horse's belly, where

in condemning cultivating companies generally '

without any sufficient fall of
because the Whitchurch Company had to travel 15 i

account for it. This was cxei

miles of road iu order to obtain about 10 or 12 acres
''•'"^^ records during the mom

of work. In this comity, for instance many farmers ' ''"'' ' '^ave been more thoro

..u.v^u mm i,iii »tio ijiiiy »i.v, rtim tne
but one-fifth of an inch. This fact, together

Mr. Bignell steers clear of figures, biit I ain not
'*^'"' ^'^^ phenomenon that under-drains have been

the least afraid of proving every assertion by that '"'o^^n, and are now frequently observed, to discharge
iportant test. He considers 1400/. a very great ''^ater after they have ceased to run, \vithout any

outlay for a pair of engines. But two engines can ""ai'ifall at all, miLst, I think, satisfy all practical
be employed for 200 days in the year, and earn on an

I

™''" '''at the existence of drains at proper depths
average H. per day ; that will produce a sum of Html '

foi'ces the soil to give up and discharge that which
The expenses of labour, when deducted from that '° '"' undrained soil would rise by attraction to the
sum, leave OOOZ. to pay the interest of capital, wear I

surface and be evaporated into the air, and this is
and tear of machinery, and a very comfortable

|

^'^'^^^^ ^^? P"™* '^'"^ '^^ant to get at. The question of
dividend. I have seen serious lasses arise from ' ^^'^ relation of capillary attraction to evaporation is
attempting to work with too little power. When

I

*'°° abstruse and refined for public discussion. It is,
the land is very hard and dry, a small engine must '

nevertheless, one which has much, very much, to
be strained, or else vei-y inferior work done. I

^o with our water economy, and therefore it should
Mr. Bignell acknowledges that l/iy jobs pay ' If

'^'^ understood by aU who are interested and con-
ey pay on machinery of a small scale, surelv cemed in the object. J. Bniln/ Dcnton,i2, Whitehall

Phi-e, II rxt minster. P. S. The word " crest " in my
last communication is a misprint. It should be
" cru.st."

o -- , — to— t ""^* ... "x«Du say
-t has taken a deal of the non.sense out of me. The
native Americans arc a much better educated class
of men than emigrants. All the Scandinavians I
have come across are smart, intelligent men, and
first-rate linguists. Cf. .V. Tni/n/.

they pay on machmery of a small scale, surely
they WiU pay better on a large scale. A smaU set of
tackle IS a certain improvement over horse power
but a largo powerfid engine is an equal improvement
oyer a small one. As regards the uncertainty of
hiring the implement, all companies must arrange
that the supply is equal to the demand. And then—
where the uncertainty ?

Mr. BigneU states that there are only two
months in the year for steam cultivation. But in
the county of Lincolnshire, where the farmers are
large occupiers, where the fields average from 25 to
30 acres each, where Turnip husbandry is the main-
stay of aU other crops, not only the two months in
the autumn are fully engaging the services of the
steam cultivator, but also the whole of the spring
and summer months employment is obtained at a
most satisfactory remuneration. Further, Mr B

Foreign Correspondence.
Eel Rivek, Cahfobnia : Antjnst, ISGj. The

crops ^reai-ed here surpass anything I ever heard of.
Oats and Potatos ai'e the favourite crops. Many of
the settlers who raised Potatos and Oats last year,
realised quite a pile. Oats sold for 2i cents, and
Potatos for 4 cents per lb. in San Francisco (whole-
sale prices). Oats are not considered a good crop
unless they yield from 125 to 130 bushels to the
acre. Potatos range in weight from 2 to « lb.
(each ?), so you may fancy that it is first-rate soil.
The bru.sh (.') land is infinitely suijcrior to the
prairies. There is also any quantity of Redwood,

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Monthly Council: Ueilnesffni/, Fehrmri/ 7.

—

Present, Lord Tredegar, President, in the chair.
Earl Cathcart, the Earl of Powis, Lord Bemers,
Lord Walsingham, Major-General the Hon. A. N.
Hood, the Hon. A. H. Vernon, Sir J. V. B. Johnstone,
Bart., M.P. ; Sir Massey Lopez, Bart., M.P. ; Mr.
Acland, M.P. ; Mr. Amos, Mr. Bamett, Colonel
ChaUoner, Mr. Clayden, Mr. CUve, M.P. ; Mr. Dent,
M.P. ; Mr. Druce, Mr. Brandi-eth Gibbs, Mr. HoUaud,
M.P. ; Mr. Hud,soii, Mr. Jonas, Colonel Kingscote,
M.P. ; Mr. Lawes, Mr. Lawrence, Mr. Pain, Mr.
Rigden, Mr. RandeU, Mr. Shuttleworth, Mr. R.
Smith, Mr. Thomp.son, Mr. Torr, Mr. Wells, Mr.
Jacob AVilson, BIr. Frere, and Dr. Voelcker.
The following New Members were elected : —
k-nrk, > I, :it. ]>:• II •...:lii.-U;mi

Sol.y, - I
>.i ' IN, BurySt. Eclmiuida

Uul.lun., .l-.lii, l:.ll|. I.h. «,,.|,,it

J!ott.>Mi, Charl.j.s, .\ewi.i:.rkct

Druco, S. Benjiimm L., New University Club, St. J.'unes'a Street,
London, S.W.

Vox, William, Adbury, Newbury
Frcwer, Alfred, Debeuham, Ipswich
Gaj-<ord, George, The Lodge, Barrow, Bury St. Edmunds
Henley, Henry Comiah, Leigh House, Ch.-ird, Somerset
Hubbersty, Henry A,, South Collingham, Newark, Notts
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Hervey, Lord AugusUw H. C, Ickworth, Bury St. Edmunds
Jonas, WlUiam, Heydon. Royston

Marks, Thomas Henry, Tiplree House, Kelvcdon

Peter, John Luke, Redruth
, ,. ^, , , j

atone, Edward B,aldock, Chipchaee MiU, ^Yark, Northumberland

Taber, John, Heme HiU, Dulwich, S.

Woodg.ate, John, Breuteleigh, BUdeston, Suffolk

Finances.—Major-General the Hon. A. N. Hood,

Chairman of the Finance Committee, presented the

Report, from which it appeared that the Secretary's

receipts dm-ing the past two months had been

examined by the Committee and by Messrs. Qnilter,

Ball, & Co., the Society's accountants, and were

found correct. The balance in the hand;? of the

baulsers on January 31 was ISO'M. 12«. id. The

balance sheet for the quarter ended December 31,

1865, and the statement of subscriptions and arrears,

were laid upon the table -, the amount of arrears

then due being 981/. One hundred and eighty

members have given notice during the past year

of their withdi-awal from the Society.

Journal.—Mr. Thompson, Chairman, announced

the recommendation of the Committee that the fol-

lowing subjects be annoimced for discussion at

Weekly Councils, viz. :—Wednesday, Feb. 2 1 , Professor

Simonds to open a discussion on the Cattle Plague ;

Wednesday, March 14, Expected Report of Royal

Commission on Cattle Plague to be considered in its

practical bearings.

Application having been made for permission for

the dynamometric apparatus of the Society to be

used for testing some cotton gins for a department

of Government, any injury to be made good, the

same waa granted.

A series of resolutions prepared by the Cattle

Plague Committee having been adopted by the

Counca, it was resolved that any Members of Council

who can attend do foi-m a deputation to urge upon

the Government the adoption of the views embodied

in the resolutions. The First Lord of the Treasury

will receive the deputation at 2 o'clock on Monday
in Downing Street.

Mr. Bamett read letters from which the following

art e\tr\cts —
1 I havLbeenamartyrt the rinderpest and it occurred to

1 tL t I i^ht to find ut the nature of the co nplaint, and,

il I
It -t I] lit vhich I behtvc to be

1 ] in the lemnant of ray

tt sivod those which
rt, aU died a he same

I urs in my neipthbour-

1 h '^ t been Ubed the cows

h Relj on it that if you will

vc yo ir stock if not ah'eady

T ut until the system becomes
days they are not safe igaiust

tl ot hj-posulphite of soda to 100 gallons

s the constant dnnl The s id v will cost

other than Cows (not including Horses), should be entered m
the two Columns vmder the Head of "Other Cattle," .according

to the specified Ace—Of and Above Two Tears or Under Two
Ye.^r=^ 1i:t A i til-' it st.ating whether they are Bulls, Oxen,

Bfif. I
- I ' '

S/ —Th N unb f Sh p h uld

Ix 1 mn nd th h d f '^h p

Rw
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work of my enpino. it would have been at double cnat.

I have received the following truthful letter from a distin-

guished member of our Club, whom i now seo present:—"!
think there is a point or two you might take up in your pfiper

with advantage. Many people who go into steam ciiltivation

expect results from it which they have no right to entcrtnin.

The simple fact of drawing an implement through the fii^il Viy

steam, in lieu of horse-power, cannot rL-nli i iln il liliei';

'tis only by increasing the depth of tli^' iM" '
' -!- ;iru

power is so beneficial. Again, it is not mh. i. . |. i
m ih;tt

will render the land permanently more pp. 11, II ..
,
r i.i i^Mie

followed up year after year. I know peoplf pi isst-^^Mii^; r^tcam-

cultivating apparatus who have done theii- Lmd little or no
good. To get over a great acreago is their sole study, and this,

of course, at a sacrifice of depui. One of the fields of mine
you went over when at , eight years ago, had only a staple

soil of some 5 inches— all below sheer cliy ; now, by cijnstant

deep atirring and exposure, I have from 13 to 14 inches of
' staple,'—good, dark-coloured soil. If you can spare a day to
fun down before reading your paper, I shall be glad to see you.
I am confident that in 20 years' timo no cultivator—at all

events of strong land—will be without his own steam-culti-
vating apparatus, where the occupation is over 300 acres. I

have not much faith in companies or letting out ; farmers used
to hire their drills since I can remember."
How much Plants ore improved in appearance after either Hand

or Horse-hoeing, inrfepfndent of the Removal of Weeds.—The
cause is thus explained by Baron Liebig, whose powerful
mind deduces some new theory from almost every experiment.
He says :^" The outermost crust of the earth is de.stined for

the development of organic life, and its broken particles are
endowed, by the wisest arrangement, with the pow'er ofcol-
lecting iuid retaining all the elements of food which are
essential for the purpose."
How signifi&int are these words—"broken particles !" and

how regretful it is that our " outermost crust " is only about
5 inches thick, and too often "unbroken," or imperfectly
broken ! I wish that you would read in his books his beautiful
description of how the "outermost crust" not only collects
and retains all the food-elements that we put into it, as
manure, but also how the "broken particles " collect from the
air, during hot dry weather, moisture (with carbonic acid and
ammonia), and how this absorbed moisture warms and fertilises

the soil and moderates the cooling of the ground from
radiation. How importiuit then it must be to thicken this
" outennost crust " by steam tillage, and increase its quantity
of "broken particles," so that they may "absorb from the
deeper-lying moist strata that constant distillation of water
which is taking place towards the dry surface, accompanied by
a corresponding evolution of heat in the upper strata on its
absorption of the vapour,"

Tiltofie Anomalies.— I have many times seen, in certain
counties, four horses at length drawing a plough, attended by
A driver and ploughman. T shnuM i

pro\ided they stepped t' .;'

a pair of horses. I :iiii

often found that a pair !'
i

shallow work, and tliat i

especially on hYHit '^"i)^ I

the HGryu"

t. perhaps, iibjctt to thu

nf ,,|

before iind..T .Ir.nii;,.'.'

being clu-sen 1m ].i .
.

, i,

The result la, 1
'

while in the fmi i:

drainage is gi-u'lu ill ;

tillage.

Ill, Conclusion.—We, .

with the whole world i

petition is to be as st

it must be by tic' . ni i

Steam." Itis'im^ : i

for their intrr-.- i r

practice of faiTmi i

sensible men \\ i I
!

of another witli n' ,
i

us not forget 1 1 1 .

sagacious and j- '

chemistry, whirii iiii

vered. Happily

' i.ipid i-ushof the tlood-water.
T ipe on the top of the ridge,

' T vmripe, and weedy. Under-
11^ this unprofitable system of

'I !: f" .i.
I

:
I , ,-,ubject, let

' ^1 : ' mmTuU. His
r ;.

.
I

.'! i..it ^i,
. n . i : . iiiysteries of

'- i]'i'ii' 'i tM i.n-n lilt iiM'. were undis-
, . . .

i that useful man's time, Davy, Liebig,
aad other able chemists have unveiled Nature's mysteries,
and shown to us the why and wherefore of agricultural
fertilisation. Let us pay heed to their advisings, and
no longer treat agriculture as an empirical art, but render
farming more Intelligent and more profitable. There ii

something to be learned from the story of the old mai
who, on his dying bed, told his sons to seek in his field
for money which he had somewhere buried there. The soil
and subsoil were carefully and deeply examined. They did

icy ; liut they found ample money's
ased crops resulting from deeper and

with mc thatbetter
al1prn;u-l,n,_. ..r.l.Mll. l„„ -,,,!. ,.,.•

at til. ' . ;. " .: , I r, ,r
,' h :il':'

harnii.iii-i--' |.<'i i. . \\v w il li nr. |.ri--iMl

your perniis.sinn, repeat it: "I see in
activity pervading British agriculture.

3 of things which I

lecture which I read
in 1852 ; and as it

i-lings, I will, with

one horse will draw to market the load ut t.iur : when the
sewage of our towns will ebb Ijack to its uriginal
source ; when the waters of our rivers and drains will
be applied to the irrigation of our fields ; when our millers
will use steam instead of water ; when our farmers and
their children will be better educated, and rank higher in the
social scale ; when our labourers will be better housed, taught,
and fed. Then will the blundering rudeness and clumsiness
of ignor.iiK-L' be exchanged for the watchfulness and thought
of an -rill _ I,: I,, I

](,. Higonce ; then will the fractional calcu-
lationn

I

I

: .n,'h the fears of coat; then will anti-
quati^'i t. - ' hiiesbe superseded by personal respon-
sibility, 11. hill ,.u I I'Mssession. I see all this in perspective.
It is a iiic'ic questiiin of time. I sec mighty engines in rail-
wayed open fields, tearing up furrows a yard deep, making
the land look like a sea ; I see those hungry earthy masses
saturated, and immcdLately fertilised, with the sewage of our
towns. I see ample evaporation and facile percolation.
Tottering and dilapidated farmeries will give way to perma-
nent and convenient homesteads ; the pinching economv of a
penurious and pernicious system will be exchanged for liberal
views and large operations; caj^ital will develop its giant
strength, unfettered by s. i n. uii lI i. irictiona; agriculture,
commerce, and manufart n

-

i

.
; i

:
i.y the ties of a great

common interest and com (.i
,

i h , for the good of our
people and for the houuur i

I ii.i
i i. -i nition."

Miscellaneous.
P/f/ Brerdbu/.—Mr. William Joyce, of Abbey Farm.

Waterford, a successful breeder and exhibitor of
Berkshire pi^s, writes as follows in the Farmos'
Gazette :

—" There is no animal that wiU put on the
same amonnt of flesh in a given time, with the same
amount of food, as the highly bred pig. The Berk-

shire pig is a particulai'ly thrifty, sti'ong, hardy
animal, and can bear any sort of weather ; he does

not want a sunshade in summer to keep him from
the sun, or a greatcoat in winter to keep him warm;
and another great advantage is that no pig will feed

on the Grass like him. My breeding sows nearly
live on the Grass all the summer ; even up to this

time (November) they get only one feed of pulped
roots in the day, besides what they get on the Grass
fields. I never cook any roots (except Potatos) ;

but give everything in a raw state to cows,
horses, and pigs. I have at present over 50 pigs,

and every one that is able to eat gets pulped Tur-
nips ; I find they do well on it, and the saving in

labour and fuel is something considerable. People
who come to see ray pigs are greatly surprised to see

them eating raw Turnips, and to see them in such
condition. I do not feed my Mangels, if I can avoid
it, tiU spme time after Chiistmas. The way I use

my pulped food fc«* the pigs is by putting the pulp
into a large cask, and pouring over it a few bucket-

fuls of boiling porridge malde from Indian meal,

leaving it a few hours to cool, and then it is fit for

use. I have been a breeder of Berkshire pigs for

nearly 50 years, and have had some considerable

experience with respect to the early and precocious

habits of highly bred and highly fed pigs from
their birth. The sows come ripe for taking the boar
between four and five months of age, and I have
known them to have done so ; but the result is

bad, destroying the young animal's constitution

30 much that it scarcely ever recovers siiffi-

ciently to make the vnluable animal she would
have been if she had been kept from the bpar until

.she harl been nine or ten months old, which is

the right age, in my opinion, to peel sows. Yoimg
boars should not be used until after they are seven
months old, and then but little for two or three

months ; if not over-fed they would then be valuable
for breeding purposes for several years. With
respect to having had three litters begotten and bom
in one year, I never had from the same sow. I

certainly shall not tty it, as I consider it would be a
very bad practice if it could be done, which I very
much doubt. Two litters in the year are ([uitc

sufficient for any sow to rear. This is what I always
endeavour to do with ray sows. All my show sows,
although in their high condition, produce me two
litters in the year. The country fanners who bring
their poor, starved sows to the boar (and I never
refuse my best pig to any one of them) are
astonished to see sows in such high condition as
mine are, rearing their ten or twelve young ones.

They say they cmiId n ot believe any sow could breed in

such high condition, but this is a very great mistake.
Depend upon it, the stronger you have your sow
the better she can rear her young, and so much
better the young will be Any sows that I keep for

my own iLse I feed well, but not so highly as for
show purposes ; although I do not think high
feeding at aU interferes \Wth their breeding, and I

will state one or two cases which came directly

under my hands. In 1 857 I bought from Mr. Hewer
one of his three prize sows, then eight months old,

.and shown at the Royal Show at .Salisbiuy. She
had been very highly fed. I left her with Mr.
Hewer to have her put to his best pig ; she was sent
home in about a month—this was in September.
She produced me 1 2 young pigs in January follow-

ing, and was a regular breeder after. Another case
in point is my sow Alexandra, which was bred by
Mr. Sadler, had been as highly fed as any
animal could be all her life, and had been kept for a
show sow up to the time I bought her at Worcester,
where she took the fir.st prize. She was then
two years old, ami bad never been put to the boar.

I showed at tin- \l->yi\\ Slmw at Kilkenny, and there
the judges (lt-(|ii;'liii< d lior for being .so fat; they
said it was iinpus.^liU: li»r her to breed—this was
about three weeks after I bought her. I put her to

|

the boar just after the show ; she proved in youn_
and on the 1st of January following she produced
me a litter of nine, and has had two litters each year
since that time. I think that is quite sufficient to
prove that high feeding does not injure their breed-

ing properties."

Seeds for the Season.
pHAULES TUKNEK'ti DEfJClill'TIVE CATALOGirE

«w varieties worthy ot notice,

GEM, a groon ivrinklod Mam
TUiBreniiirkabli
ADVANCKR

I'the
only 1 foot high, and requires no stukei
gilded for a second crop.

The Quest Summer Pea is PREMIER. ^See description in Cata-
logue, which may be had on apphcation.

BETTERIDGE'S SUPERB QUILLED ASTERS, in 12 diattoct
varieties, 3s. 6d. the Collection. This seed is saved by the raiser,

R. H. Bettendge, Esq.

GERMAN FLOWER SEEDS from the first sources.
The Royal Nm-series, Slough.

mJTTON'S RINGLEADER PEA^ (or CARTER'S FIRST CROP).

SpTros & Sons have still a limited supply

of the ahovo excellent Pea, which has proved

itself to bo the forwardest ever yet intro-

duced. Price 2.S. Gd. per quart.

PRICED LISTS of FLOWER ROOTS
GARDEN SEEDS, FARM SEEDS, &c.,

tJratis and Post Free.

ScTio.v & Sons,

THE ESSEX RIVAL PEA.—This variety has proved
to be the finest, best- flavoured, and most productive EARLYEARLY

Journal of Horticulture'
Gardeners' Chronicle of December 9. Price

PEA in cultivation
of Decemhor .0, !

Is. Gd. per quart.

To be obtained of the Proprietor, Mr. TnoM,
TIedingUam ' ^ - " - ---'-'

Messrs. Peter Lawson & Son, 28, King Street, Cheapside, Loudon, E.C,
„ Cooper & Bolton, 152, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
„ Frascr, Richnr.lsnn. .*; r,,.nd. R2, Bishopsgate Within, E.C.
„ Richard I,m\m. \r,, Mt'li Oreen, Wolverhampton, Staffordshire.

„ J. Roberta \ ^-..n, liii,|.|^-li. [shire.

„ Fisher, llnlni.-., .«. in
. llandaworth Nursery, Sheffield, ITork-

-, I'n J nth, Cumberland.

mi Nursery, Hammersmith, W.
\ Mo Nursery, Chelsea,
erborough, Northitraptoashire.
Di^r, Iste of Wight.

lio published some of the testimonials relHtive
1 . I ,1 11 nppenred m "Toe Journal 'if Horticulture"

I I, H .1 111 tfiivdeners' Chronicle of December I), 18G6)
oral i-'thcr most satisfactory reports, among which are the

following :—
" Trebursye, Janimry 25, 186fl.

"Sir,— I considoi" your Pea Essex Rival deserves all the eulogiiuns
given in its favour. I wns the only one in this district who grew it

last season ; not so this yoxr. I intend to sow double the quantity I

did Inst yes " ' ' .t . _.
.
._i_ i>- !._.._,.

_

'• Mr
Mr. K

lent variety.—Yours truly,

'riiya Eloy, Sible Hedingh: " '

the proprietor dftbo -.v

Mil
> popxil.'ir Po:i, stron^tly r

I sows .IS above st;i

's content.

Sible Hedinghain

i. Il Ml 1. 1 I s I.I .- r,, siy that

cU, may depend upon gathering

January, 1866.

E.
The Yorkshire Hero Pea.

. PIXON ANT) M)N, Seed Merchants,
fir. Queen Street, Bull, beij to intimate that they have

this year harvest.^il a ftno lot uf their YORKSHIRE HERO PE^V, a
variety sent out l>v tln^iii. which has always sui,tained the veiT high
character given it u. l.ni.i; r- iiKirk:ibly prolific, early, and of deflcious

flavour. Tlii> I'l i i'- Hiiiii:ii m :ipi)earance to Veitch's Perfectioi

but much f

Pea which withslnul-- l!ic nnlilL'iv

tvery confldenco in saving that it i

AH who have grown the Yorkshi

might

1 any other, and v

he best Pea extant.

Hero Pea have pronounced it to
class, and one which will become a great
Price 23. per quart.

Testimokialb.
From Mr. Tdomas Gmjb, Qardetier to the Right Honourable the

Earl of Yarborough, Brocklesby Park Oardens.^
" I grew the Yorkshir

resisted the hot weather of Jul>

last, while other sorts at the sann

From Mr William Brown,
Constable, Bart., Bii.

1 highly pleased with \<'

'the jfa'i

en to the

Notices to C orrespondents.
Copse Wood: R M. If your pui-j)o.se is to get the land into
regular arable culture afterwards, you may as well trench at
once ; hecause it will have to be done hereafter if it be not
done now. Thus, if you merely wish to get a rough crop to
stand for game this year, sufficient cultivation for the
purpose xnay be given to the surface with a heavy hoe to fit

it for the Buckwheat or the Barley you intend to sow.
Oat-s and Baiilev : H T. If 8 quarters of Oats and 5 of Barley

be equally good crops, then if the Barley is well harvested
it will generally be worth more money than the Oats.
Barley-straw generally has some dried Clover amon^ it.

By itself, however, Oat-straw is sweeter and better food than
Biirky.

roon \V >, rr T wr. / You had better pare and bxim rather
tb:ni il .11 il ni I

[i r tnget a cropof Tumipsor Rape to feed
otf I.H

' ' It I. .xtyear. It will cost you probably 30«.
ail .n:

'

I

I
Ill, ,iud spKead the ashes. Ynu must then

pliiir il I 1! '.iiiiig the ashes; rrn^^-iiVni'.'-h flor.^i.T

HOW -..I, . 'If 1
1 iri-).Iiate or guano bi-n/di' i-i u,.i i, -i ,,,

it II .h 'I II,. iml ou the fiat. Al"i. i
: i i^-

Soda Ah '.' I' i-* carbonate of so'l.i uu' i \ -t ,[:i.-. I
.ifpi

,

impure. Onu cwt, per acre ia a sufficient dressing, and it

more likely to be of se
*

applied for green crops

and bhall give it my hv-

best Dwarf Pea grown, ;i

it la dwarfor, much oarlu

FrovilAx. Jamks R^iu
ofRip

*• It gives me great 1

1

the very excellent Pea ^

Vnrkahii Hui

Yorkshire Hi
,od June, each of wh

' prolific, and in pi

Veitelfs Perfection,

Dowager Coimtesa

I I if March, May,
indeoii

jussed. Several

ighbourhood tasted, and spuko very highly of it.

d I think it a remarkably distinct variety, and one that will

come a general favourite."

From Mr Walter Habdie, Forester to the Right Honourable the

Earl of Yarborough, Brncklesbji Park Xursery.

grown the ' Yorkshire Hero ' Pea, I can bear testimony to

Qce in every respect, especially its dehcious flavour and
productiveness."

,. Gardener to Joseph Robinson

»„" Having grown

" I had 60T,i.'

dwarf, of mo>-t 'i' '

withstood the unMi-

From Mr. W. Kt

II- Hero" PeJis from you the pa
1 most excellent sort ; being earl

ii. jiiid an extraordinarj' bearer,
ni Miiy other Pea we had.'^

hner to Sir Thomas Beckett, Bart.,
r&y Park,

I Veitch's Perfection,

' The Yorkshire Hero Pea is a splendid variety of the Wrinkled

irrow "Meut in height, vcrv branching, and an abundant bearer,

M,\,.' "'>.Mi .- ^' IV tlvTi ):i 'J'-:'!-! ri'-(i '"i), and Will produce from
very thin i

i Perfection.
Pea I am acquainted

re ill every garden, nob
to support them as most
n the quart of seed I had

iTrom Tou I have saved 6 pecks of well-ripened Peas, which 1 can

easily dispose of at bs. per quart to those who saw thtm in bearing."

I R. R. Browk, Esq., Bri'lUnglon Quay.
pleasure in subscribing my t stimony in favour of
productive qualities of your Yorkshire Hero Pea

;

'ith, riMl

requiring
1 may fui t; I tliat 1

Q delir s eating, and I c

: truth,

J*-, per quart. Price to the Trade on application,

ow & Son, The Yorkahiie Seed Establishment, 67, Qu
3 76 and 77, High Street, Hull.
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TNVINCIBLE SCARLET SWEET PEA, Tory fri|

X Btrikingly brilliant, and extremely distioct m r..'. nr \

class Cortiffcate from the Royal nolticultural ^. .
i - '

e at the Crystal Palace Show in Septembe
2s. 6d, each ; packets of 100 Seeds 7s. Cd
Seedsmen throughout the kingdom: «.=..-

Haarlem ; Vilmorin & &>., Paris ; Ben-ary and H.iaiic fc --m,.

Erfurt, Prussia: and Smith k Co., Hamburgh ; aUo ol the luus.

Stephen Brown. Sudbury. Suffolk.

Price to the Trade on application.

SEED PEAS and BEANS. — A few Quarters of

following choice varieties, well haryostod and warranted tri

name, at tho following low prices for cash :—

VEITCH'S PERFECTION, at 12.s. 6d. per bushel.

EUGENIE or AI.LIANCE, at 10s. dd. per bushel.

BLUE SCIMITAR, at Os. per bushel.
, . ,„ ,NEWINGTOSS WONDER KIDNEY BEAN, at 10s. per bus

TAYLOR'S BROAD WINDSOR BEAN, at Cs. per bushel

Apply to AM.REW Fi'LLFii, High Street, Chatteris, Cambs.

HAAGE'S D^VAllF Ji:AKLIEST CAULIFLOWER.-
Very dwarf, the earliest, hardiest, and finest of Cauliuu"'"

, ,Soad Gi

H
Dewar's Northumberland Champion Ceiery.

ENKY DEWAll and SON he- ,,^|irrih.Uy to offer

Seed of this escoliont solid WHITE CI'-LKHV, acknowledged

grown it to he tho best vanety m cultivation

1 TAMES GAKAWAY and CO., Durdham Down
ft N..1SIT10S Bristol, offer the f.lluwiOB SEEDS, which they

• beofgreatexcellii,-. ,
ml .1. , ;.I. 1 :K'([Uisitlons.

b, ^ I

line, ui^irui priue, i> ' ' -
t

-. i"--" ,--^
,

, |,| I
,

,
,,

I
,,1. . Superb Red and IJurbaiik's Superb Whitcl.—

Soli.i ,
I tlavour, has been grown for several years

by ti'. ' l;urbank, and given veiy great satisfaction.

CI ( I

'
! i I: 1,1, - Kidgel.—VoiT hardy, fine flavour, good size,

.,„,! ,,, ,1 , 1 -hiitivo First-class CertiBoato awarded by

Friiit ,,,,,.; K-.y.al Hoiticultural Society, Auguat 8, 18Go

Retiil I
,

' , I -^ ^ct.

L|..| II , I, i( I
, ;i Ibirdy Green Cos). — As hardy as Hardy

nanmicisn.uli, i:u>;c. and of good fl:ivour. Retail price. Is. per pkt.

jASiES Garjwav & Co.'s PRICED LIST of SEEDS tor tho ensuing

seasons will shortly be ready, and will bo forwarded post free on

application.

y AWES' M A N U K E S .

1J The Miinures manufactured by J. B. LiWES for the present

season of 1806 are now ready for delivei-y at his Factories, at luo

lollowing prices, per ton :—
LAWES- I-ATKNT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE £ s. rt.

sri'i.iiriiM-rii.M'E of LIME .. .. ^;,„^,:; •> » "

PHATEof LIMB from BURNT
PHOSPHATES 5 6

by all who have grown it to oe luo ..t... ,..,,^.,j ...
c-'7,T

Awarded a First-class Certificate at International Show. South

Kensington, December 9, 180,1. In scaled Packets Is. each, post Irce

'',?k^"v!^iVs™?!i.PBSylD'°s51oRi"T°dp RED BEET. Thov also

beg to offer Seed of this very superior Boot, aw.ardod First.cl3.ss

CertiUcates by the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society, November r, 1865, and at the International Show, South

Kensington, December 0, 1865. In sealed Packets Is. each, post free

13 stamps. Usual allowance to the Trade.
Seed Establishment , 07, Grc? Street, Newca>tlc-on-fyne^^^

Paterson's Famed Seedling Potatos,

ESSRS. W. PATEPvSON -\m> SiiX 1.. c to inform

the Seed Trade that Mes.srs. BECK, IIENDEllSO.N. & CHILI^- - "
.ppointed WHOLESALE

.Street, Dundee

M
Upper Thames Street,

a LONDON

SEED POTATOS.—Dawes' Matchless Kidney, the best

Second Early, largo croppers, £7 per ton ; 4s. per bushel. Early

Oxfords, £4 per ton ; Fluke Kidneys, £4 per ton ; Early bhaws £5 per

ton, cash. In new sacks. Is. fld. each, delivered to any Railway

Station in London free. Apply to „ , . , » „„
John i Geo. Bell, Covent Garden M.arket. London, W.C.

rNTEENATIONAL HQJRTICULTDRAL EXHIBITION
' and BOTANICAL CONGRESS. — Tliose who aro prepnrmg

abovo Exhibition should feed them liberally with

siJii^ucs^ a uARDENER'S and AMA'^'''">'= "'"^Ti k„ih h,

the leading Nui"aerymen and Seedsmen.

Plants for the abovo Exhibition should leea tnem iiooraiiy wiin

STANDEN-S GARDENERS and AMATEUR'S FRIEND. Sold by

To the Trade.

STRONG TOBACCO PAPER, 80s. per cwt.

H. BwowN, 4," Commutation Row. LiverpooL

C^l ENUINE TOBACCO PAPER, iu 4-lb. packets.

T Price on application to ^ , . o

rpOBACCO TISSUE for FUMIGATING.—
X Manuficturcd imder Letters Patent from Tobacco rolled into

sheets, which allows it to consume slowly without the assistance of

blowing, at the same time giving off a very powerful narcotic enect,

and is^ entirely free from any chemical admixture, which is so

destructive to tender plants. It will be found more economical and

very superior to tho article generally used.

Samples will be forwarded on application to Messrs. Roberts & bows.

Tobacco Maiiiifacturers, 54, St. John Street, Clerkenwoll, E.C.

L.V« I

51.'

IJAKLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL

CONCENT 11 .VIED CORN and GRA.SS 'MANURE.
These Manures can be obtained ol 5Ir, ^ •"""

'

8

Soda, Sulphate of I, and other Chemical Manures.

American and other Cakes at market prio

—

Address, John Bennet Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge

E.C; and' 22. Eden Quay, Dublin.

M
Seed Potatos.

AKSII AND PKUKINS, 42. Drapery, Northampton,
offor tho folluwing, all

i' ebb's Imperial Kidncj-, Cs.] *| Soden's Early Oxford

THE PATENT NITRO- PHOSPHATE or liLOOD
MANURE COMPANY, Limited, Manufacturers ol

ODAMR'S PATENT BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.
oKaMS-S SUPERPnOSFHATE of LIME and DISSOLVED

Chief Offlces-lOa, FoncbuvcU Street, London, E.C ;
Westorn

Counties Branch : Queen Street, Exeter ; lush Branch : 40, West-

moreland Street, DubUn.
Works—Plaistow, Eases; and Ebford, Topsham, Dovouslure.

J Parade, Brighton.

s"a Prolific.. .. ft«.

asparagus roots. _ ,

Terme: Cash

Dnlmahoy
Aylesbury White .

.

old, 10s. per 1000.

Myatt's Prolific Ashleaf Kidney Potato for Se

MK. J. MYATT, of Otienhfim, Evesham, has j

sample <^f this excellent variety to offer thi'^ se:isoii ; :ii

old ASHLEAF KIDNEY, tho ROUND ASIU.K.M' (. ^ r

second eavlv), and MONA'S PRIDE: the la-t iii.n..| vitM
direct fioni tho raiser, Mr. Routledge, Isle -f M u,. l ,' ;

Price 6fl. per bushel, the throe first-named van- i .r-., iiml
. . i

ol 14 lb,, Mona'a Pride. Romittancca cxpccu-a (mm un

correspondents. Price to tho Trade on application.

A few quarters of the ESSEX RIVAL PEA for Sale, a good s mple

Seeds. Seed Potatos, &c. _ ^
DALMAHOY, PiNK-KYES, and KED-BOG SEED

POTATOS, all of earlv and superior sorts. Also

CABB \OE SEEDS, of the best kinds, from Is. to l.t. Gd. per lb.

BEET SEED (Lang's), from picked, dark-colom-ud roots, all under

wholesale prices.
, ^ „ „ , .

CABBAGE PLANTS, in fluo condition, from Is. fit/, to 2s. ikt. for

1200 Plants. Supplied on application to the Grower.

Mr. J. B. Tatlor, Seton W. Malna, Prestonpai s. Last Lothian.

N.B.—Carriage per steamer is both cheap and ciutck.

^^i^^'

GISHURST COM-
POUND, whether used

against Insects and Mildew, on
Growing Plants, or as Winter
1 jressing on Trees at rest,

should " bo dissolved 48 hours
before use. This gets nd of
smell, and if the Solution bo
decanted, prevents any staining

of foliage. A strength of from
1 to 2 oz. to the gallon of water
IS recommended for growing
Plants ; one from 4 to 18 oz. for

Trees at rest.

Sold Retail by NurBorymen

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT

CANDLE COMPANY

mi is under the Direction
lustlv enrnedfor il nnothcr

. MANURE COMPANY."
:.-i of 60,000 Acres of Land,

this Company.
A Piospoctus wilt ho forwarded on applicntlon to tho becroUiry, <-

may bo had of the lotal Agents. C. T. tJAC^OAJi, Secretary.

Chief Offices, loy, Fenehurch Stroet, London, E.C.

PUBLIC NOTICE.—REPORT of the ROYAL COMMISSION,

See " Sanitary liicommen'lu/iv'is - '
" "' " '"".- *^ n^»"

th. .S; /

The Disinfect.

MCUOUGALL^ I \

POWDKi;.-lt 1^

Ing Cattle Sli. .i
,
I'r i

1. IN TQE Report is

DISINFECTINa
. best means of Disinfect-

N»> R Mi^DouGALL, Mauufacturii
udoii—11, Arthur Street West,
.nChester—Riga Street, ShudebtU ;

F. H. McLcod, 1«, Dixon Street;

Dublin—G. J. Alexand nid 4, Mai7*s Abbey,
tho Kipgdo:

-CVSTT^f.,

A Boon to tie World.
•OEINCE of WALES' KIUNEY POTATO.-
-L A new Soodlinp, remarkably handsome, fino eating, and the

t prolific in the world.... Testimonials :—
.... the late Professor Lindlv.y (Editor of tho GartU-nfrs' Chronicle).

I have this morning had the Seedling Potatos exHmiued. Tho
crop is very extraordinary, and tho Potatos themselves iir

handsome, and quite ripe."

From SiiiELEt HmnERD, Esq. {Editor of tho GarOcnera'
it'€(kly Ma^ashit).

a of Wales), I have found
.. flavour, handsome, aud suuh
the bouoflt of."

t, Royal Exotic N

"Tho Seedling Potato (Pn
ondcrfullv productr— "
fi the world ought t

Tobeh.id of Mr. jamks > eitch, ivujin jiiAuwi- jiu..-:i..j, ...."&

Chelsea. S.W., and through every Nm-soryman .and Seedsma
fj. King";

Price, li'f. per bushel.m Great Britai... ^ ..v^, .^. ,-- ,
, , ,r

N.B. They may be planted up to the end of May

To Market Gardeners and Otliers.

OUTTON AND SONS oaa supply the f..1Inwin? Superior

O kinds of PEAS, in large quantities, at moderate prices, which

may bo had on ai>plication

j'Rourke
I's No. 1

ior Marrow
t Perfection [Thumb
s New Long-poddod Tom

Pny. -

Ringwo

or the aiai

Woodff^rd fllaiTOff ».uaiiii>iuu vi junK-mvi

SuTTos & So.Ns, Rovftl Bcrkshiro Seed Establishment, Reading._
ij"UTTON'"S"rOTTTOS for PLANTING.
7j Prices per peck, bushel, sack, or ton, may be had on application.

11 H E iTo N D N MANURE C M P A N Y

][.^^,, V - .11 ; ! '
' 'iiv line condition,

])]s^, ,, \
I

|. I....1 -,!' !. .:il; Pasture Lands
srn;i:r n -! il \ 1 I

-. :
I nn'.

I'RKI' \ K
MANt.l I

Also Geinui.. I

X Dock Will i-

;ALT, Ac.
Otttccs, lie. Fe

-pvAY. SON, AND HEWITT'S
J / rMVF.USAL CHEMICAL EX'IRACT,

, . !i, 1 Hawing Lambs, and to stop
I

! lining. Mr. woods, in his

I I'lling nnd Management of

\Iv shepherd declares it to
, : ;,;,i.a'a bottle." Price 2».6d.

il '..ii^'iii.'^l GASEOUS FLUID, for

iu,l Kxli:»u.>^tion it " ' *
lM.>rrli"M m Calvi

feverish cases, and Ivi „i«.»uo...t, •;• "-7."^."
Cows, a dose of tho " Red Drench" should bo

Mr. Bowick, Author SThe Pri7.o Essay on tho '' Kc^nng
^[^''^^fS'

says :—' I have reared 26 calves _th:s year, and by the use of the

Gaseous Fluid I have nr-*^ ^" * """ "

Prico 1». ad. per bottl

Full Directions for uso ti»uu ...ku w*w. ..

ong.nal and only proprietors—Dat, Son & llEwn

Baker Street, Loudon. W.

8 Pride

t Wales
.... „-iit

Hudson's Nonsuch

lyai .\shleaf

Red Kege

EstaDUshed 1812.
. .. ,. , c,

PP. C T R and R Y L A N D ' S
PREPARED BONE MANURES

TURNIPS, GRASS, WHEAT, BARLEY, OATS, POTATOS, &c.
;

and their

BONE SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME
are tho best prepared and cheajwat Maumes offered to the Public.

Offices—Com Exchange Buildings, Carr's Lane, Birmingham.
,

Works—Birmingham, Warwick, Bristol, and Chester.

SILVER S.VND.—Wanted, an A.ii^ent in Town to

k5 uadert,ake the sale of very pure WHITE SILICIOUS SAND.
Address B. J ., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

^ |

COCOA-NUT refuse!
delivered within 2i miles

of Charing Cross, at -28. per bag.
|

Fur particulars, and how to

use it, see long Advertisement in

Gardeners' Chronicle of tho 21st '

March, 18G3; or apply to the
,

pAtK.NT Cocoa Fiuhb Cosipanv,
Kiugston-upon-Tbamcs.

Postage Stamps or Post-office

Orders payable to J. Babsuam
,

F OWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
AgricuIt\7rarComity"i" EngTand." For particulars apply

Jons Fowler & Co., 28, Cornhill, London, E.C; and St

Works, Leeds

1 Plough

A GIUCULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—Steam Engines,

J\. Threshuig Machines, Pumps, Carts, "^^'fteeons. Ploughs, Bar-

rows CUall' Cutters, Cake Breakers. Turnip Cutters, Churns, Oarden

Tools, &.C. Improved Wire Nettii.g. Delivered carnage free.

Price Lists per post.

, JSe Key, 95, Newgate Street. London, E.C.

Mir: iMi

Worlip.'Brcntwnod, Essex

W \
]'

Dainti
Fluke
York Regent

Seedling
Wh Early Walnut-leaf

Impioved Eariy
Shaws

Fb
Fortyfold ft Lapsti

Walker's Improved

,,v..."s""" Regent

PATERSON'S SEEDLING POTATOS.
Victoria

I
Napoleon I

Paterson s Regent

SeedllDg Rock Forfarshire Red Paterson s Blue.

Irish Blue | Scotch Blue 1

SUTTON'S DESCRIPTIVE LIST of POTATOS may be had

gratis and post fVee.

Sutton & Sons. Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Readiag._

ANFS NEW^TaTE" KIDNEY POTATO
FREEDOM, 10^. per seed bushtl. A remittance to accompany

all orders.

Tejftimonial/rom Wu. Hill. Keele HaU hardens, StafortUhire.
•• Sir.—I beg lo say the seed you sent mo for trial has proved very

satisfactory, and aa a lato variety I consider it very valuable."

" We the imdereicned, being members of tho Nowcastlo-imdor-

Lyme Horticultural Society, have muchpleasureinbearingteatiniony

to tho excellence of Hand's Seedling Potato Freedom.
W. H. DurroN, G. Jenrinson, Nurseryman,
w! Babkow, Gardener, D. Dilwoutu, Hon. Sec."

Messrs. Hurst & Co., Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.

MesTs Burgess t Kent, Nurserymen, PenkhuU.
Mr. Jenkinson, Nurseryman, Newcastle, Staffordshire.

Wm. Ha»d, 0, Marsh Street, Newcastle, Staffordshire.

r\ I MKll DRIVING STRAPS
more durable, drive better,

; . ,^ Kelts. SPECIAL STRAPS
1 I

, ! Liis I'rco by post.

; .-.u.L|, .iLul iUtso Company.
rceuficld, near Manchester.

Warehouse : Si, Mark Lane, Londoiij E
Mr. H. Ferhadee, Agent.

C l.AYT' .
SHUTTLEWOKTH, and CO.,

MrmufiKtiircrs of FORTADLE nnd FIXED
M.achinery for Puraping, Hoisting, Grinding,

. r— c. .....;. r...lHvnrinn KflK-MnVloe EnCUlSS
,i,s for SteiuSi Cultivation, Self-Moving Engines

,uid ACTicultural Purposes gcnerully.

B, Lincoln, and 78, Lombard Street, London ;
also

_^ ^ --,- . -H, Landstrasse, Vienna; and Gegonilber dem

°D'e°seripUv'?,'liluatratea, and Priced Catalogues, Free per Post.

Stnnip Ki

EARTH CLOSETS AND COMMODES.
(Moule's Patent.)

I substitute

ly ortensiveTHE EARTH CLOSET is intended to remedy the evils arising from the <^™™°°
^;;''XvVntS

for SVater .vhen the Urainage is defective, or the supply insufficient; and as a means foi pievtntin,

Smell in Bedrooms, Hospital-wards, &c. _ . ,,

It is founded upoii the weU-known power of earth as a deodoriser. The EARTH CLOSET P>^- - y.,»PP^''»

this power : a given quantity of earth meehanicuUy fulfiUing the object, destroying all smell, and eutntlj piex tnimg

noxious vapours and other discomforts ; the product being a valuable Manure.

The principle of THE EARTH CLOSET consists in an Apparatus for Measuiing and DeUvci-mg he
^

On view at Mes,srs. WHITE a^d CO.'S, 29, BEDFORD STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W C.

Where FrospecUtses ani every informalion mo;/ lie ha:l on appUealion.
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SAMUELSON & CO.'S

LAWN MOWIFG AND lOLLING MACHINES.

Delivered Free to any Railway Station in

Great Britain.

Cutting 12 inches wide, suitatjle for a

Boy £i 10

Cutting H inches wide, suitable for a

Boy .5 5

Cutting 16 inches wiile, suitable for a

Man GOO
Cutting 19 inclies wide, suitable for a

Man and Boy
.

6 10

EVERY MACHINE WARRANTED.

PRICES.

Delivered Free to any Railway Station in

Great Britain.

Cutting 22 inches wide, suitable for

Two Men £7 10

Cutting 25 inches wide, suitable for

Pony Power 110
Cutting 30 inches wide, suitable fur

Pony Power 14

Great Improvements have been made in these Machines during the last few years, in reg.xrd to all those small but important points of superiority which the practical working
of a Lawn Mower suggests ;

while for elegance of appearance, lightness of draft, and efficiency in worliing they cannot be excelled. They possess the following advanta'cs —
1st, Motion is given to the Cutting Apparatus by toothed gearing, which experience has pi-oved to be by far the best method of driving.
2d, The whole of the Driving Wheels are on one side of the Machine, a point of great importance in preventing damage to Sluubs°and Flowers, when niowino- round (he

edges of beds.
' °

3d, All the smaller working parts of the Ifachine are made of Malleable Iron, and are not liable to break.

IHustralcd Trice Lists, with selections from several t/iousaiid Testimoniah, free by post on application.

SAMUELSON and CO., BRITANNIA WORKS, BANBURY.
LONDON OFFICES : 18, CANNON STREET, E.C. WAREHOUSE (where Slock is kept) : 10, LAURENCK POUNTNEY LANE, E.G.

AND OF ALL SEEDSMEN AND IRONMONGERS.

GEEEN'S PATENT SILENS MESSOR,

NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and COLLECTING MACHINES.
FITTED WITH PATENT SELF-SHARPENING CYLINDER CUTTERS.

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT,
SOLE MANUFACTURER

TO HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY
THE QUEEN.

AOJUSTJNC JOINT
RAliINC OR DEPRESSING

HANDLE

Every Machine is warranted to give entire satisfaction, and if not approved of, can be returned unconditionally.

Having above 3000 Machines in stock at our Leeds, London, and Dublin Establishments, we are in a position to execute orders on the day they are received.

Ilhisirated Price lists and Sheet of Prkc Medats awarded to GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS,/cce on application.

T. G. ANB SON having taken very extensive Premises in London, they arc in a position to do all kinds of Repairs there, as well as at their Leeds and Dublin Establishments.

THOMAS GREEN and SON, SMITHFIELU IRON WORKS, LEEDS;
m and 5.5, BLACKFRIAES ROAD, LONDON, S.; and 19, EDEN QHAY, DUBLIN.
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SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWERS FOR 1866.

PATRONIZED ON FIVE SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1864 BY

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN,
AND ONCE EY HIS MAJESTY THE KIKG OF SAXONY;

AGAIN ON FOUR SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1865 BY HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN
ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF HOLLAND;

AND ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF PRUSSIA.

UOLSE-loWEll lIACUlXli.

EVEEY MACHINE
WARRANTED.

IF NOT APPROVED OF, CAN

BE AT ONCE RETURNED.

ALEX. SHANKS and SON, in presenting their LAWN MOWEUS for tUe approaching SeaBon, are gratified to be able to state that the demand for their celebrated

Murhiiies is rapidly increasing.

A. S. AND SON, in introducing Improvoments into their Macliines, hav« been careful that no Improvement be introduced which has merely novelty to recommend it, but

that the advautasces in point of durability and simplicity of construction, wluch have always been a peculiarity of their Machines, should still remain.

A. S. AND SON can coniidently assure their numerous Friends and Customers and the Public generally that theii- endeavour will always be to supply a Machine, first-class

in every way, one which cannot be surpassed if even equalled, whether for simplicity of construction, ease in working, or durability. None but the best materials and skilled

workmen are employed in the manufacture of their Machines.

Illustrated Circulars, with Jiill particulars, sent free on application.

ALEXANDER SHANKS and SON, DENS IRON WORKS, ARBROATH, N.B.

LONDON OFFICE and SHOW ROOMS, 27, LEADENHALL STREET, E.G.

N.B.—A. S. AND SON keep a Slock of lawn Mowers at 27, ZeaJmliall Street, London,from which Orders can is at once executed. Tliey also have at their London Warehouse

> 'tafofexperienced Workmen thoroughly acqtiainted with all the details of these Machines, so that they are enabled to repair Lawn Mowers in London as well as at the Manufactory.
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PHILLIPS AND CO
3 follows :—

GLASS for ORCHARD HOUSES,
As supplied by them to Mr. Rivers, to the Royal Horticultural Society,

and to most of the Nobility, Clergy, and Gentiemea of the United

Each Bos contains 100 feet. The prices only apply to tlie sizesstatod.

21c
Squares 20 by 12, 20 by 13, 20 by 14, 20 by 15.

10 oz. to the foot.

Fourth quality . . . . 14«. Gd
Third ditto 17s 21s.

Seconds Ifls. 2is.

Ehglish 19s. 24«.

The above prices include the Boxes, which are not returnable.

SMALL SHEET SQUARES.
In 100 feet Bosea.

61 by 4J T by 6 7i by 5^
iti by 7i

] las. (W.
'
13«. Od.

8 by 6 61 by Cg
10 by 8 lOi by SJ

Boxes 2s. each, returnable at full price.

HARTLErS PATENT ROUGH PLATE GLASS.
Packed in Boses of 50 feet each.

fi by 4 and (1 J by 4) lOs. C-J. per bos
7 by 6 and 7i by 64 12«. „
8 by 6 and Si by Gi 13s. 6d. „
9by Tandai by74 and lObyS .. .. Us. „

Baxcs 2^. each, returnable at full price.

^London Agents for HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT BOUGH

FAINTS.

G'
•E. Glnsfi Meichaut, Jl, Uult

QWING AVATERO BARROW.—Tins is the
best and cheapcst.irtioleyet

ily raisinfitho
Handle it can be placed on
the ground, and the Frame

C image paid to any sta= on Oreat Eastern Line.
}• VOINE, suitable for thcabove,pric

I l.'ird LIQUID MANURE CAKTS.
iugues on ippljcation.

I LT i\, Ruso Lane Iron 'Works, No

Futuie Safety from Rinderpest.

TANNED GARDEN NETTING for preserving Seed
, Beds, Fmits, Strawberries, from Frost, Blight, Birds, Ac, and

.18 a Fence for Fowls, &c. 1 yard wide. IJd. ; 2 yards, 3d. ; 3 yards,
4id. ; and 4 yards, Od. per yard run in any quantity, may be had at

Chas. WnicHT's, .-376, Strand, W.C.
VARNISHED FLOWER STICKS :-l foot, 3d.; IJ, Ad.; 2, 6rf. ;

2i, 7(/. ; 3, lOd. ; 4, Is. fid. per dozen. DAHUA do.,perdozen i—3 ft.,

Is. lid. ; 4, 2,^;. 3d. ; 6. 3s. ; G, 3s. Qd. An allowance to Nurserymen.

STRAWJJKRRIl'.S, &c.—TANNED NETTING* t
tlie .ibitve Iroiii Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide, n*/' per v;inj,
or lOti yards 20«, ; 4 yards wide, Crf. per yard, or 50 vards 2i>s. NEW
TANKED NETTING, suited for any of the above purposes, or jia a
Fence for Fowls. 2 yards wide, 6d. per yard ; 4 yards wide, la. per
yard

; J-inch mesb, 4 yards wide, 1». Gd. per yard.
any quantity of Eatgx & Dellkr, C and 7, Crooked

WOOL NET to piTsiTv, lUn.-nm, 2 vards wide, 10//.
per yard; NKW TWlNK NKT. \-yi. per yard; TANNED

NETS, Cs. 3d. per lin UibEN NET.S. RABBIT

L:n;h ; Driving Aprons. 7s. ; Police
pf^. Waterproof, 9s- per dozen ;

;, Sd, per square yard, all wiatLs.
"n Road, London, N.E.

w. UMtlUlllILL'S NEW PATENT IRON
FENCE for GARDENS, LAWNS. &c.

Manufactory : Newport, Salon.
Warranted the strong*

correspondmg prices. li

can bo rolled up most compactly Whon noi
adapted fbr exportation, ana can be bad of
required, at prices from 4d. to Is. 6d. per yard

Agent, Mr. R. Wind Abingdo

id upwards,
ry ; or of thi_

Street, Westminster. S.

of the London

Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.

COTTAM'S 1IUKDLE8 are made in the best manner
of superior WrougliL Iron. SHEEP HURDLES, from is.

;

t; FIELD GATES, fi-o _.

'2iis. each. Blusti'ated Price List on
a[iplication.

ENTRANCE GATES, RAILING,
and IRON WORK of every descrip-
tion. Designs nnd Estimates free ot

CoTTAMiCo.,
No. 2, Wmsley Street

(opposite the Pantheon),

Oxford Street. London, W.

MUSGRAVE'S PATENT IRON COW STALLS, with
fresh Air Inlets as used in the Government Model Farms.

MIJSGRAVE'^ PAlEVr si \KLE UTIINGS and LOOSE
BOXES AdoutPd b\ M R H tht Prince of Wales, for Sandringham.
MUSGRAVE'S P \ ri M H VI'NESb BRACKETS, IRUN

PIGOERIFS an! Dim, KI-NM Is
MUSGRAVES i VI i Si sLUW-cOMBUSTION STOVE.

Emplovedby the Ft-cksi istic il ( nimissioner^
The PATENT IRUN CU\V siALLS and AIB INLETS arc

pcrtcct in their airiDgemeuts for Feeding and Ventilation ; every
part being of iron ttiey are mdcstructible, inexpensive, very compact,
cleanly, and healthful for the animal 'Should distemper occxir, if the
Iron work bepamted and th« w iiKwa.Hht.d with lime, they can neithi

PRICES oi:>ETTI,v
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THE HYDEOPULT.

Editoria!, m-itteii by Eobeiit Hogg, LL.D., F.L.S.

The HvDRorrLT.— The great secret of successful

in-door gardening consists in the free and judicious use

of the Syringe. A Greenhouse or Conservatory that does

not enjoy this luxury, becomes a miserable lazar-house of

vegetable incurables. Vermin and filth hold unbouuded
8way, and people become disgusted with their own want
of success. Well do we recollect the foi-mer days of

plant-culture, the days of " collections," when the use of

the Syringe was yet limited or unknown. What a time

for red spider, scale, and green fly ! What fumigations

and consumption of tobacco and tobacco paper, washings
with tobacco water, and all sorts of remedies were resorted

to ] We regard the introduction of the free use of the

SyTinge as one of the events in modern gardening. To
this is due the success of Orchard-house management,
Viue Management, and Phant Management, but the old

Syrhige with its slow suck and squirt, is now as much out
of date in modern gardening, as an old stage waggon in

modern locomotion. Jfany are the improvements and
complications of the old simple Syringe. We have tried

several of them, but for ease in working and efficiency in

result, we have not yet met with anytliing to equal the

Hydropult, sent us by Mr. Bunoji. It is powerful in

operation, and so easy and comfortable to work, that one
never gets fatigued. With such an mstrument, plants

may be kept in perfect health, and quite free from insects

and dirt. We first tried it on a few Geraniums in our

Conservatory, which were smothered with green By during

our temporary absence of 10 days, but on our return, a

stout discharge from the Hydropult sent them clean off

across some unknown bourne, whence they have never yet

returned.

—

Tlie Florist and Pomolo^ist.

Editorial, written hj Shirley Hibhekd, Esq., F.K.II.S.

. The Hvdeopci.t.—This is an invention introduced in

a most spirited manner by Mr. C. P. Button. It is at

once a Fire Engine and a G.arden Engine, is always
ready for use at a moment's notice, is neat and portable,

weighing only Sib., and can be worked by a boy of

moderate strength for some hours in succession without
fatigue. The mechanical power employed being econo-
mised by combining the action of the hand and the

resistance to the foot, between which the instrument is

placed and used as a Double-action Pump. From the

sole to the handle the Hydropult measures 24 inches.

The two Brass Cylinders measure 12 inches in length,

and 31 inches in breadth. At the top of these cylinders

India-rubber tubing is attached, on one side to feed, on
the other to discharge the water. It will perhaps sur-

prise the reader to be told that this little contriv.ance,

which is pretty .as a toy, and ran be carried under the

arm as easily as a trumpet, will throw from 7 to 8 gallons

of water per minute a distance of .50 feet. But it will do

it, as wc know from having tried it, finding the experi-

ment an agx-ec.ible exercise, and of special service in

washing down a stuccoed wall, which it accomplished

quite as well as if we had sent for the parish engine.

Gardeners will not need to be told the value of a Portable

Force Pump of this simple kind. It can be used to

produce a powerful stream ^to extinguish a Fire, or a

gentle shower to Syringe a whole houseful of Plants,

without the necessity of moving a single step from the

position most convenient for a supply of water. Wlierevcr

a Pump or Syringe is needed, the Hydropult can be

brought into use, to remove Water from a Cell.ir or a

Boat, to Cleanse a Cistern, Wash a Pavement, or Drench
the Foliage of Trees loaded with Soot, or annihilate at

one fell swoop the whole Insect population of a Plantation

of Roses. But we will net enlarge upon its merits, they

are obvious, and having a Hydropult in use we can say

that it will soon pay for its cost in a Garden, besides

being always at hand in case of an emergency of any kind
which may require an immediate removal or discharge of

water,—Gui-rfCHO-a' Weekly Magazine.

EXTRACTS FROM THE PRESS.

Bditorial^ written by Rev. H. H. Dombrai.v, A.B.
The Hydropult. — When we fonncrly noticed tliis

instrument, we did so from merely seeing it at the

Proprietor's; since then, wo have had an opportunity of

testing it personally, and can hear testimony to the

excellence of the invention. The force with which it

throws a stream of water is almost incredible ; while, for

syringing a Greenhouse, a gentle shower, as fine as that

from a Hand Syringe, with considerably more ellect, can

be easily given. We have a gardener, quite of the old-

fashioned school, who does not generally fall in love with

new-fangled notions, but he is perfectly enchanted with

the saving of labour and time that the Hydropult will be

to "^m.-^Fhral 3fagazine.

The Hydropult.—We strongly recommend this to the

attention of our readers, for—which is not always in our

power to say—it fully comes up to' this statement of its

Proprietor :—" It is aFire- Annihilator and Garden Engine,

simple, effective, and convenient. It weighs but 8 lb. and
will throw 7 or 8 gallons of water per minute to a distance

of 50 feet when worked by the power of one man." It

throws the water either in one stream, or dispersed in the

form of the finest shower of rain, by means of a sprinkler

wliich is screwed on beneath the pistons, and which can

be fixed when needed on the end of the jet. WTierevcr a

man with a bucket can pass, there can the Hydropult be

brought into operation, so that naiTow walks, and other

places inaccessible with a Garden Burrow Engine, are no

impediments to the approach of this very simple and very

effective contrivance. — Journal of Jlorticulture and
Cottage Gardener,

The Hydropult.—The Hydi-opult is a Hand-Engine
for throwing water, of singular simplicity and power, and
we arc much mistaken if it does not speedily supersede

all the complicated and expensive Garden Engines, Gutta

Percha Tubing, and such appliances. Any description of

the little instrument would fail to give our readers an

idea of its simplicity. It weighs only 8 lb , can be worked

by a lad, and throws a strong jet of water 40 or 50 feet

with the greatest ease. It is extensively used as a Hand
Fire-Engine, and it is on record that many disastrous

conflagrations have been prevented by its agency; and

we strongly recommend its use to all owners of manu-
factories, and to those householders who are not within

easy hail of the ordinary Fire Engines. But though this

is its primaiy use, it is admirably adapted for garden

purposes. We have practically tested its efficacy in this

way, and a more easy and effectual mode of irrigation

cannot be conceived. It is equally useful for washing

windows, caniages, and all such purposes.

—

Birmingham
JournaL

The Hydropult.—Under this title a contrivance for

throwing water by hand power has recently been patented.

The Machine is certiiinly the most compact and efficacious

Force-Pump of its size that we have ever seen. Its form

is simply that of a double cylinder, beneath which is fixed

a pedal, or stirrup, for steadying the apparatus, which is

worked easily with short vertical strokes, by a wooden

handle. The hose branches forth from the top of either

tube, and thus we have an engine as portable as could

well be devised, wliile at the same time its force has been

found adequate to extinguish fires. When it is considered

that the length of the stroke is only from 5 to 8 inches,

and the whole Machine is not more than 8 lb. in weight,

it is Bui-prising to be told that public buildings have been

saved from destruction by its agency. Yet such wc fijid

to he an officially certified fact.

—

Daily Tdegraph.

The Hydropult. — It is admirably adapted for

sprinkling gardens, trees, graperies, washing windows,

carriages, and for household purposes : ita simplicity

and portability being its strong recommendation.

—

IlUistratcd News of the World.

The Hydropult.—The slightest examination con-

vinced us that a more useful—we might say necessary

—

apparatus could not possibly be found in dwelling-houses,

offices, and shops. It weighs only a few pounds, and
consists of two tubes of about 2 feet long. It will throw

water 50 feet high at least, will serve to wash windows,

and in the event of fire, would certainly extinguish it in

any dwelling-house while it was confined to a single

apartment ; for by its means water can be projected into

the place without opening doors or windows. In fact, it

can be poured in volumes through the key-hole; and
where a close room is on fire, it is not at all necessary that

the water should touch the fire. It will be quite enough

if it is converted into steam, for steam is the great enemy
of fire. AVe arc satisfied that all house-keepers ought to

have one, and we are equally satisfied that if they once

see it they will order H.~Zii-erpool Daily Post.

The Hydropult.—a vast number of the fires which
daily devastate the metropolis and provinces might be

effectually prevented, and a large amount of human life

preserved, by the timely use of a portable but efl'ective

machine for extinguishing the flames while in the first

stage of progress. The most effective, compact, and

economical contrivance that wo have yet seen, and the

most multiform in its uses that has ever been Introduced

to the public, is that known as the Hydropult, or Portable

Fire Annihilator and Garden Engine. In a word, it is

available for even,' possible pui-pose, as a Hydrant or Forco

Pump ; it is always ready, constantly available, and so

easily worked, that the most inexperienced can efficiently

use it at a moment's notice. We have before us the

unvaniished and straightforward testimony of the managers

of the principal fire insurance companies, proprietors, and

superintendents of works and public institutions through-

out the United Kingdom, relative to its utility, efficacy,

and universal adaptability. Our provincial and meti'O-

politau contemporaries, who have, with ourselves,

witnessed the admirable results of the experiments made
with the Hydropult in the various uses above enumerated,

also unite in according the invention (or rather the inventor)

the utmost praise, and thoroughly and unequivocally

endorsing the truth of his assertions respecting it. Wo
can only say, that no public establishment or private

house should be without one of these useful machines.

—

The Comnwcial Daily List,

The Patent Hydropult or Portable Firb and

Garden Engine. — This ingenious but simple con-

trivance, though so insignificant and valueless in appear-

ance, is, notwithstanding, one of the most powerful,

unique, and useful illustrations of the practical applica-

tion of scientific principles to common things. Though
scarcely 2 feet in length, and weighing but 81b., it is

superior in its use to the ordinary garden engine, or that

revered piece of antiquity, the parish engine, and its

attendant magnate the beadle, in all the splendour of hia

three-cornered hat, and gold-bedizened coat. It can bo

enti-usted to the most inexperienced youth, who can use it

with ease, and bring it into action at once, without the

possibility of disappointment or failure. The great

feature in this invention is its simplicity. It consists of

two parallel metal cylinders and boxes fitted with valves

so arranged that whether you push the piston down or

pull it upwards, it expels the water through the india-

rubber pipe at the rate of eight gallons per minitte (the

velocitv being always proportionate to the force applied

by the hand). For performing any purpose to which a

Hydi-ant or Force Pump is applicable, it is invaluable and

trustworthy. We commend it to the notice of the

proprietors of warehouses and other buildings, public and

private, in the metropolis and provinces. The Hydropult

possesses the advantages of economy, utility, and applica-

bility to a variety of purposes.

—

The Mechanic^ Magazine.

The above Extracts are selected from some hundreds which this incaluable instrument has received.

THE
TRADE MARK—

H YD RO PU LT.

CHARLES POMEROY BUTTON, 142 and 143, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.G.

and Biuiness " The Publi slier." at th? f t Garden. London,
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SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 17.
(Price Fivepence,

I Stamped Edition, Gd.

Apples, dried 149 t

AufitraUa, Mr. J. G, Veitcb on 147 t

Education, horticultural..

Girls fielil labour Tor .

Glazing .;

Grapes at Harj Hill . .

.

Hooter, the late SirW 1*8 6
Iniects.effecU of 1864-5 on .. 149 a
Kitchen garden plant names . US b
Melona, cattle 146 <

Pigt, Berksliire
Pilie-apples, blaci .. __.
Puiniettia piUcherrima \i2 i

apples, black-heart*d
,

RainfaUatBelTOir I4tt b

Itookei-y 149 e

Kose.MEtrcchal Niel 119 b
Silkworms on Oaks WJ b

ijocietr. lloyal HortiiultuiLil IW c

— Kuyal Agri. of Enghind 1S7 c

Pteain pluu^li coinpanics ... Ijj n
Thorlcy'sf.od 1 ^ „
Tillage, future liritiali IM «

Grape Vines.
"\X7TI. CUTBUSH and SON have a fine stock of extra
V V strong planting VINES. aUo a few fruiting slzs lelt,

CATALOGUES and price on application.
Higbgate Nuraeriea. Loiidon, N.

VINES. — A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of
QRAPES : By Thos. Riverb. Freo per post.

Nurseries, Sawbridgcworth.

PINES.—Strong Fruiting, Succession, and Suckurs,
of all the leading kinds, can be had of

B. 3. Williams, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Holloway. London.

FOR SALE. 20 FRUITING PEACH, APRICOT, and
NECTARINE TREES, well. esUbllshed in Pots, and well-set

CASTLE KENNEDY FIG-—Plants of the above may
now be hftd at 10s. 6d. and 21s. each ; the usual discount to the

, Trade. Petcr Lawson k Sox, Edinburgh and London.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON.

A MEETING of the FRUIT and FLORAL COMMITTEES will
take place on TUESDAY NEXT, the 20th inst., at 11 o'clock.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park.—
EXHIBITIONS of SPRING FLOWERS, SATURDAYS,

March 17, April 7 and 21. Tickets 2s. 6U. each.
GENERAL EXHIBITIONS. WEDNESDAYS, May g, Juno 0, and

July 4. Tickets 4«. each. Ticketi are now being issued, and to be
obtained at th« Gardens only by Voucberi from Fellowi of the Society.

FIGS in POTS, for Forcing or Pot Culture. —
A few of the leading.klnda, flno buahei, 6«. to Ij. Gd. each.

Carriage paid to London.
Tnos. RiTEKs k Sott, Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth.

TNTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONX and BOTANICAL CONGRESS.
Under the Patronage of Her Majesty Thi Quees, and of their Rotal

Highnesses the Princi of Walks and the Dcke of CAUDRiDei;.'
The EXHIBITION and CONGRESS will OPEN on MAY 22, and

continue till May ;:5. Subscnbera" names will be recelTed, and
Schedxdcs and Prospectuses may be obtained on application to the
Secretary, at the Offices, 1, William Street, Lowndes Square, London.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other Prize
Nuts and Filberts. Trees of these splendid Nuts to be had of

Mr. WeiiB, Calcot Gardens, Reading. Catalogues on application.

Fruit Trees,
GLENDINNING and SONS invito attention to

• thelTiuperbstockof healthy well-grown FRUIT TREES.
PRICE LIST on application.

Chiswlck Nursery, London, W.

w
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY of LIVERPOOL

The FOURTH EXHIBITION of HYACINTHS and SPBLNO
FLOWERS will bo held in St. George's Hall. Liverpool,

4, Basnott Street.

Excellent Nursery Stock at Moderate Prices.
~\I. JACKSOX AND CO., NiitsEKYMEN, iicdnk,

Yorkshire, beg to refer to their Advertisement at page 47 of
the Oartiearrif* OtrcmicU and Agricultural (JazttU, January 'JO, 1S6C.

Seeds.

S GLENDINNING axd SONS' PRICED LIST of
• KITCHEN GARDEN, AGRICULTURAL, and FLOWER

SEEDS, la now published, and may bo had free on application.
Chiswlck Nursery, London, W.

H^
&c., will be held in St. George's Hall, on TUESDAY and WED-
NESDAY, July 3 and 4, when most liberal Prizes will be awarded.
Schedules now ready, post free, from Robert W. Ker, Hon Sec

S'

To the Trade.
TANDAHD and DWARi' STANDAED ROSES.

Extra and at reasonable prices.
Paul k Hon, *' Old " Chesbunt Nurseries, N.

New Roses for 1866.
Not to oa Ukdkbiold or akt RMPtcTAiiLi Hoiie ly rni Tradb.

WM. WOOD AND SON have all the NEW ROSES to
offer, at the lowest advertised prices. Address

Woodlands Nursery, Maresflold, near Uckfleld, Sussex.

SURPLUS STOCK of SPECIMEN TEA-SCENTED
ROSES In fl-lnch pota, foi Exhibition or for Jorclng. Splendid

Early Spring Flowers.
WEBB*S GIANT POLYANTHUS and GIANT

COWSLIPS, and other rariotles, largest stock In England.
Llatand pricea on application to Mr. Wbbb, Calcot Gardens, Reading.

To the Trade.ILIUM A U R A T U M.
Baer k St'ODBy, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchantfl,

12, King Street, Covent Gorden, W.C.

Excellence and Economy.H BROWN'S PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
• of SEEDS, Ac, for 1886, will bo sent free by post on application.

4, Commutation Row, Lirorpool,

PETER S. KOBERTSON and CO.'S PRICED
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of GENUINE GARDEN andFLOWER SEEDS, and NOVELTIES for 18«6, post free on application.
Trimty Nursery, and 33. St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh.

PETER 8. ROBERTSON and CO.'S C.VTALOGUE
of FOREST and 0RNAMENTAL1TREE3 and SHRUBS post

free on applicatioQ.
Trinity Nursery, and 3.1, St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh.

HOOPEK AND CO., Seed «nd Plant~Mekcuants,
Covent Garden Market, London, yf.C.

SPRING CATALOGUE (New Illustrated Edition), joat published,
forwarded lor six stamps, or gratis to all customers.

ENUINE NEW GARDEN SEEDS.
— PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE post free upon

cation.
s DicKsnw A Sons, Seed Merchants, &c., 102, Eastgate St., Chester.

G
Oarden and Flower Seeds.

RETAIL PRICE LIST and CATALOGUE free by
post. Seeds of best quality considerably under the usual

retallpricea.
J. H. CoTTRELL, 15, Bull Ring, Birmingham. (Established 186<!,)

w Genuine Garden Seeds,
M. CUTBUSH AND SONS DESCRIPTl'VE
PRICED CATALOGUE ol SEEDS, which contains overy-

thing New and Old worth growing, (

w Garden Seeds, Carriage free.
M. PAUL'S SELECT LIST contains manr articles
worthy tfle attention of Exhibitors and others who wish to

Acorns.
ACORNS, sound and good, and 1-year ENGLISH

OAK, at low prices.
Wm. Dillhtqwb, Mxmro Nursery, Sibla Heduigham, Essex.

LARCH.—Fine stout Trees, 8 to 10 feet, in the finest
condition for removal.

Apply to Stipukst Broww, Nuriery, Sudbury, Suffolk.

VX^TRA Strong Transplanted LARCH, 2* to Si feet,
XLi 17ji. 6d. per 1000.

Wm. J. Watsow, Nurseryman, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

IRANSPL.USTED LARCH FIR, extra fine, 3 to 4 ft.,
20s. per lono.

Fbbdk. pBRKiNfl, Bedford Road Nurseries, Northampton.

To the Trade. ~ ^'~ '

PLENDID Transplanted LARCH, 2J to 3 feet,
3 to 4 feet. Price low.

JooM Cranstow, Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

SAMUEL FINNEY and CO. have a large stock of
strong well-rooted J-years transplanted THORNS, fyom 15 to

24 iuche* nigh, which they can offer to the Trade at Tery low prloea.

WANTED, LIME TREE.S, 8 to 20 feet high.
Quote Cash Prices to

Alexan-pkb Tiirelk e ld, Nurseryman, Belfast.wANTED. LIMES, from- 10 to 12 feet high.—
state quantity and price.—Address,
, Brunswick Nursery, Stoke Newington, London, N.

w.
Wandswortb, S.W.

HOOPER'S Complete COLLECTIONS of
CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS for One Year's Supply,

at 10s., £1, £2. £3. £4. £6, carriage free.
DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES free MiappI Icatlon.

CAMBRIAN COLLECTIONS oFGAREEN^SEEDS
for lOs. (W., 21,,, 311. 6tf., and 4Z!., sufficient for One Year's

ONDON SEED COMPANY, LIMITED,
68, Wolbeck Street, Cavendish Square, London, W.

H AND F. S H A R P E,
Sasn Growurs and MEitcnA5TS, Wisbech

SPECIAL PRICED LIST of NEW SEEDS on application.

JAMES FAIRHEAD and SON, Seed Groweb-s and
MKacBAHTi, T, Borough Market, London, S.E.

New and Genuine AGRICULTURAL, GARDEN, and FLOWER
BEED8. Special prices and advantageous offers on application.

'8AA0 MATTHEWS, Milton and Wetley Moor
~ Nurieries.begi toofferto the Trade20,000 RHODODENDRONS,
:
to 2 feet, bushy. Price on application, doliTered at Stoke Station.

JIVERY AND SON beg to announce that their
• DESCRIPTIVE PRICEO CATALOGUES of AZALEA

INDICA, HARDY BRITISH FERNS, ROSES CONli'ER^.

J-J CATALOGUES and PRICE CURREeJts _„ ..„., .™«,
COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of GARDEN SEEDS for a wholi
year's supply, (torn 10#. 6d. upwards.

Offices, 68, Welbeck Street. Cavendish Square, London, W.

ONDON SEED ^COMPANY, LIMITED—

Seeds for the Garden.
COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of GARDEN SEEDS for

Large and Small Gardens, at lOt. Od., 16«., 20».,

FINEST LAWN MIXTURE.—Composed only of the
beat and cleanest Seeds of the motit suitable dwarf Evergreen

Grasses. 1^. per lb. Carriage free.

Jam Es Dickson k Sons. Seed Merchants. 102, Eastgate Street, Chester.

Hoyle'fl and Foster's New Pelargoniums.
/CHARLES TURNER has tine plants of the abov
V-/ which he stronglv recommends. All the bes>t old kinds ;

moderate prices. CATALOGUE on application.
The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

I Sons, Seedsmen, Isleworth, London, W.

rri.H E BEST VEGETABLE SEEjDS
-L (Catalogues free) supplied by

DoBsoN k Sons, Seedsmen, Isleworth, London, W.

DoBSON k SoN.s, Seedsmen, Islewortli, London, W.

D^
DoBsoN & Sons, Seedsmen, Isleworth, London, W.

* & Sons, Woodlanda Nursery, Isleworth, London, W.

A^

GLANT ASPARAGUS.—Extra fine 2-yr9., 20i. per 100

;

extra fine S-yeara, 30s. per 100.

Price to the Trade on application.
John Ceanston, Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

Lang's Mammotli Red Celery.

YQUELL AND CO. beg to ofier the above unrivalled
CELERY. In packets. Is. and "it. each, post freo.

Royal Nurseries, Great Yarmouth.

\». each.
, Seed Grower, Sudbury, Suffolk.

Scrymger's Brussels Sprouts.
SEED of the above excellent variety can be had true

from the Raiser, in packets at Is.
;
post'free 11 stamps.

Price to tne Trade on application.
G. ScRruGER, Sonning, near Reading.

F^
r:' KEEN BOUND TURNIP SEED (Surpl
*JT For price, sample, ic, apply to

Frbdr. Gee, Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade, Beds.

Stock)

.

To Farmers, Gardeners, and the Trade.
EXCELLENT Strong CABBAGE PLANTS of Early

York, Early Nonpareil, Eastham, Drumheatl, &c,. may still ba
had at 2s. Qd. per lOOO. A remittance must accompany all ordero.

Fredk. Gkx, Seed Merchant and Gro'— "— ' * -

s
The Forwardest Field Pea Is

UTTON'S EARLY RACEHORSE.
For price, depending on quantity required, apply to

ScTTON & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

SEEDS for the GARDEN.—All Ordera amounting to
20»r and al>ove will be sent Carriage Free to all parU of the

United Kingdom by the London Seed Company, Limited.
CATALOGUES can be had on application at tho
Offlcoa, 08, Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square, W.

L',
;Ion at the Offices of the Company,
W, Welbeck Street, Cavendish Squaro London, W.

ft-om disease. Price Os. per bushel ; cheaper by the sack
ScTTON k Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

Paterson's Seedling Potatos.
SUTTON AND SONS havin- been appointed AGENTS

for tho above, can supply them in quantity, at moderate prices,
which may bo had on application.

rs. Seed Merchants, Roadlng.

THE "KING" of POTATOS.—Thl'j may be fairly
described as the finest Potato In cultivation. It is quite distinct

from any other variety, with a clear yellow skin. Price 3a. per pook ;

cheaper by the bushel or sack.
Sutton k Sons, Seed Growers, Reading.

ROYAL ASH-LEAF POTATO.—This is one of the
earliest and the most productive of all the 'Ash-leaf Kidney

Potatos. Price per ton of finely preoared Seed given on application to
Messrs. Thos. Rivers & Son, Nu IS, ftawbrldgeworth.

ROYAL ASH-LEAF KIDNEY POTATOS, warranted
true, grown upon light land from Seed obtained direct from

Mr. Rivers. One Ton to be Sold at 'Ja. per cwt. prompt cash ; sacks
charged extra.

Apply to Jonx Homer, Earl Shilton, Hinckley.

To the Trade.—Early Potatos.

DOWNIE. LAIRD, and LAING, 17, Frederick
Street, Edinburgh, and Stanstead Park, Forest Hill, London,

S.E., hold a fine Stock of all the leading varieties of the above.
Prices on application.

SEED POTATOS.— Myatt'a Prolific Kidney, Early
Dalmahoy, Webb's Imperial Kidney, Dalntree's Seedling, and

all the best early and late varieties at low prices.

H, k F. SaABPz, Seed Growers and Merohants, Wisbech.

DAINTREE'S SEEDLING POTATO ii the best
early round white Potato in cultivation, and can be obtained

' price on application.

). A. Dainteee, Fendrayton, St. Ives, Hunts.

MYATT'S PROLIFIC KIDNEY POTATO.—A few
Tons of carefully selected Seed to be Sold Cheap,

Apply to /
refully selected Seed to be Sold Cheap.
) Frteh, Nm-series, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

i)(\(\ SACKS SPENCER'S lONG of POTATOS, at
^yjyj 6«. per bushel, one of the largest, finest, and moat produc-
tive of Kidney Potatos ever introduced ; it withstands the disease

W HEATH be?8 to oiFer a good sample of ALMA
• KIDNEY POTATO for Sale at 3s. 6<i. per bushel. A

reduction made If taken in quantity.
College Nursery, Cheltenham.
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Vines.
S. WILLIAMS begs to iiimouncp that he still

holds a fine Stock of the above. I'lantiriK and Fruiting
Canes of all the best kinds, including the NEW UKAPE ROYAL
VINEYARD.

Victoria & Paradise Nurseries, Holloway, London.

B,

Extra strong Fruiting Vines.
JAMES DICKSON and SONS can still supply Stotit,

Close-jointed, and Pebfbctj,y Ripened CANES, to produce
from ! to 8 lb. of Grapes this year. Price 7s. Od. each and upwards.
Also Canes for Planting out.

The " Newton" Nurseries, Chester.

O
Bust's Tbames Bank Peach.

SBORN AND SONS b,ive a few Maiden Plnnts left

for Sale of the above-named new late Yellow-fleshed PEACH.
Dr. Hogp, in the "Gardeners' Fear Book for ls64" aays:—"The

E
FruitlJig Vines,

G. HENDERSON and SON offer the above, with
splendid Canes ol well-matured growth, with promiueat

1 heavy crop of fruit, 10s. (jrf. each.

Extra extra strong Fruiting Vines.
Ij^EANUlS AND ARTHUR DICKSON and SONS,
-L The " Upton" Nurseriea, Chester, beg to direct attention to
their very large stock of the above, which includes the newest and
beat varieties in cultivation. They have been pronounced to be
"magnificent stuff "by all who have seen them, and they believe
fiuei- lot of Vines were never grown. Inspection invited.

Prices and all particulars on application.
Sample plants sent if desired.

Pine Plants and Vines.
THOS. PAPE can supply strong Fruiting and Succes-

sion PINE Plants of PROVIDENCE, BLACK PRINCE.

Undercliffe Gardens, Bradford, Yorkshire.

To the Trade.
EXTRA fine Dwarf-trained APRICOTS, PEACHES,

PEARS, PLUMS, and CHERKIES.
Extra fine STANDARD PEARS. CHERRIES, PLUMS, ic.

GRAPE VINES. ORCHARD HOUSE TREES, Fruiting or other-
wise. List of sorts on application.

John Cranston. Nurseries. King's Acre, near Hereford.W VIRGO AND SON having a surplus stock of the
• undermentioned FRUIT, FOREf^T, and other TREES, can

oBer them at a very reduced price, viz. :—
Standard and Dwarf Apples I Alder, 2 to 3 feet
Standard and Dwarf Peai's Larch Fir, 2 to 3 feet
Standard and Dwarf Trained Spruce Fir, la inches, 2 and 3 feet

Cherries (very fine)

Hazel, 2 t _ _ _
Birch. 2 to 3 and 4 feot I Portugal Laurel, 2 feet
Spanish Chestnut, 2 to 3 feet Common Laurel, 2 to 3 feel
Withy, 3 to 4 and 6 feet I Privet, 18 inches to 2 feet
Also a large quantity of Trees fit for belting.

sURPLUS STOCK of extra fine well-trained FRUIT
TREES to be^Sold Cheap, viz.. Peaches, Nectarines, Apr

Address, Wm. Wood & Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield,

New Edition of
SCOTT'S FRTHT TREK CATALOGUE of the finest

Collection in England, The Catalogue is allowed to be the best
__.,,:_,_. J __ J ...-._., ..r ._..- ._ . t the Cultivation of Fruits,

SPECIAL OFFER of FRUIT TREES.—25 per cent,O off Catalogues.—Having a large and fine stock of the under-
mentioned, they are offered at greatly reduced prices, to clear
grovmd :—Peaches, Nectarines and Apricots (trained and untrained),
Apples, Pears, Plums, and Cherries (trained and untrsiined).

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES on application to
J. Scott, Morriott, Somerset.

To Clear Ground.
SPECIAL OFFER.—20 per cent, oft' Catalogue prices.—

HOLLY (GREEN), YEWS, DEODARS, ARBUTUS, LAURELS
(Common), Laurels (Portugal), Cupressus Lawsoniana, Thuja Lobbll,
Pinua inaignis, P. excelsus, P. ponderosa, Taxodlum, Hazel (a large
breadth). Larch do.. Spruce do., Austrian Pine do., Beech do. For
sizes and prices, see CATALOGUES, sent on application to

J. Scott, Merriott, Somerset.

HOOPER & CO.
BEO TO ANNOUNCE THE DISTBIBnTION FOR THE FIRST TBfE OF THEIR

NEW iiud WONDERFUL PEA,

THE ALEXANDRA.

It is the only true rival to theii" long-celebrated " Inoomparablo " Pe.i. Is enormous in size, prodigious in

cropping, and unsurpassed in flavoui- and sweetness.

Sealed packets : Quarts, 3s, 6d. ; Pints, 2s. each.

HOOPER AND CO., SEED MERCHANTS, COVENT GARDEN HIARKET, LONDON, W.C.

STIRLING, SCOTLAND.

GENTLEMEN ABOUT TO REQUIRE AGRICULTURAL SEEDS
JLiV FIND IT AHVANTAGEOUS TO REFER TO OUR

PRICED CATALOGUE,
"Which will be forwarded Post Free on application.

Over a long series of Tears the Laying Dowti of Land to Grass has occupied much of our attention, and we are
enabled to furnish Assortments of trustworthy Seeds, moderately chai-ged, to suit every description of Soil. Full
pai'ticulars as to these, as well as to our improved varieties of Swede .and Yellow Tui-nip, &c., will be found in
Catalogue.

W. DRUMMOND and SONS, STIRLING ; ami DAWSON STREET, DUBLIN.

Stirliny has direct tipcditiuiis commuiiicntwn to all imrtsof the Kingdum. Seeds as hitherto areforwarded Carriaije Paid.

GENUINE SEEDS, CARRIAGE FREE.

B. S. WILLIAMS,
VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.,

BEGS TO OFFER THE

FOLLOWING CHOICE KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,

The Prices uf which are quoted as low as possible for the finest samples (hat could be procured.

DESCKIPTIVE CATALOGUE can be had Post Free on appUcatiou.

Peas.
DILLISTONE'S PROLIFIC
SANGSTER'S No. 1

HARRISON'S ROTAL BLUE

GENERAL WVNDHAM

VEITCH-S PERFECTION
HAIR'S MAMMOTH

AtrVERGNE
I

WATERLOO
DICKSON'S FAVOURITE FAIRBEABD'S
RISING SUN SURPRISE
CHAMPION of ENGLAND BLUE SCIMITAR
RINGWOOD MARROW I

FRENCH BEANS and SCARLET RUNNER, Is. per quart
~ " CELERY, best kUidB, (W. per c

LETTUCE do. (M. per c

BROAD BEANS, 6t/. per quart
BORECOLE or KALE, id. pero

'

BRUSSttLSSPROOTs,lI<l.pero PARSLEY do. 3il. perc
PARSNIP do. M. per t

TURNIP do. Sit. per c

CRESS, Is. W. per quart.

RADISH, TURNIP, or WOOD'S EARLY FRAME, 2». 8.(, per qrt.

SPINACH, WINTER or SUMMER, lOd.

CAULIFLOWER, best kinds, Ito. per oz.

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of KITCHEN GAEDEN SEEDS for One Tear's Supply,
at the following prices, lOi-. 6r/., 21*., 425., 63*., and 84«. each.

MUSHKOOJI SPAWN, superior quality, 5s. per bushel.

THE MAGNIFICENT

^s^

JAPAN LILIES,
LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM,

EOSEUM, iuid KUBRUM,
For planliug in Ehododendron

Beds, Consen-atories, &c., 6«., 9*., and
12s. per doz.; 40s., oOs., 60s., 70s.,

and 80s. per 100.

Splendid named GLADIOLI for

exhibition, &c., per dozen, 3s. 6rf.,

as. &d., 7«. 6i/., 10s. 6rf., 12s., 15s.,

18s., 24s., and 30s.

MIXED GLADIOLL for large
effective masses, per 100, lOs. &d.,

15s., and 21s.

STANDEN'S GARDENER'S and
AMATEUR'S FRIEND MANURE.
A compound of the richest fertilising

phosphates known.

Cmriaye ptiid.

No. 1. COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE SEEDS, for One
Tear's Supplv .

.

No. 2. Ditto ditto ditto

No. 3. Ditto ditto ditto

No. 4. Ditto ditto ditto

No. 5. Ditto ditto ditto

No. 6. Ditto ditto ditto

No. "• Ditto ditto ditto

No. 8. Ditto ditto ditto

~v THE MAGNIFICBNT

J>C<^C> I • GOLDEN-RATED LILT of JAPAN,

LILIUM AUBATUM,
5s. 6d., 7s. ad., and 10s. 6d.

12.KING STREET.COVENT GARDENwc>#
Orders amouiHing to 21s. sent Carriage Paid.

For SPECIALTIES ia VEGETABLE SEEDS, see our large Advertisement, p.

NEW SEEDS.
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Brttlsh Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM c:in now send, post free for six postage

' starapa, Part I. (Hrltlsh Ferns antl their varietioa, 3(1 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Foms) of his NEW and rKICED
DESCBIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FEENS,
No.T

%* Part II. (Eiotic Ferns) will be issued aa early as possible.
Foot's Cray Nursery, S.E.

Amarantlius cruentus grandiflorus.
SUTTON AND SONS confidently recommend the above

OS one of the most showy hardy Annuals. The colour la a rich
crimson, and h.is a most elegant and graceful appearance. It usually
attains the heipht of 4 feet, and is therefore very suitable for grouiw
in front of Shrubberies, or by the sides of Can-iage Drives.

Price 6</. per packet, post free.

Sdtton & SoN.s, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

EDWARD SHENTON, Botanic Nurser
Beds.

Bull's new MIMULITS DUPLEX, 12 sorts, 12>. to 18». per doz.
New variegated VERBENA (POPULAR), a splendid Sower, 12s. to

18^. per doz.
ASPARAGUS, 3-yenr, 30. 6d. per 100.

To the Trade.
CUPRESSTJS LAWSONIANA SEED (true), of excel-

lent quality, and wammted crop of present season. Price,
postage paid, 6a". 2d. per oz. ; 32^. per half lb. ; 6fl«. per lb. nett. From
unknown Correspondents a remittance must accompany order.
WHOLESALE CATALOGUES of GENERAX NDRSERY

STOCK can be had on application to
Thos. Caipps, Nurseryman, Tunbridge Wells, Kent^^

Select Catalo^es of Seeds and Plants.
ROBERT PAKKER hecs to annouuce that his NEW

PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, containing
Select Lists of the best varieties of Vegetable, Agricultural, and
Flower Seeds, New and Rare Plants, &c., are now published, and will

be forwarded to applicants. Ail Seeds are warranted to be of the
Quest possible quality. Intending purchasera are requested to com-
pare tne prices with tboso of other houses.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Smrev, S.

SUTTON'S CHOICE COLLECTIONS
of FLOWER SEEDS.

Stirling. Scotland.
^yyM^ DRUMMONl) AND SONS. Seedsmen and

FLOWER SEEDS,

.Sttrlmg,
TIVE CA

:o any address, post free on application.
' Seeds carriage paid as usual.

leallj worthy of cultuation
and we wdl supply those we km. i

9 (hardy, half-hardy, and tender) 1 l

Choice Hybrid Rhododendrons.-Speclal Offer.
TSAAC DAVIES bein? about to REMOVE, offers
X SEEDLINGS of the above from i) to 12 inches high, which have
been carefully crossed and raised for own stock from the very best
Crimson and Scarlet free-bloommg varieties. Price, if ordered this
month, 50s. per 100.

LatkAeld Niu-sery. Wavertrea, Liverpool.

wAmerican Plants, New Hardy Bhododendrons.
""ATERER AND GODFREY'S PRICED and

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS,
shibited id the Horticultural Oarrlens, :South KeusingtoD, free
Rpplicition. This Catalogue fairly describes the Rhododendrons
St worth growing, ns well as some new and very handsome kinds
:!u9ivo]y in their possession, and now for the first time offered.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

Hardy Scarlet Rhododendrons.
JOHN WATERER'S CATALOGUE of HARDY

SCARLET and otherCHOlCE RHODODENDRONS as annually

s falthftil descriptions of all the varieties really worthy of
cultivation, .as well aa a selection of HARDY CONIJ'ERS. with
heights and prices, with ORN^VilENTAL EVERGREENS, FORE.'iT
TREES, Sc.

i Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

Hardy Climbers.—To the Trade.
CLEMATIS JACK.MiUSINI, 2s. 6rf. each; 21s. per doz.

„ RUBRO-VIOLACEA, 2t. each , 18s. per doz,
„ HVBRIDA SPLENDIDA, 2«. each: 18s. per doz.
„ STANDISHI, 2s. each ; 18». per doz,

„ SOPHIA FLORE PLENO, 2s. each; 18s. per doz.
„ CtERULEA (AZUKEAI GRAJIDIELORA, 60s. perlOO.

Besides other good old varieties.

A CATALOGUE, including Description and Treatment of Cle-
matises, will bo forwarded free on application to

Geo. Jaceman Si Son, Woking Nursery, Surrey.

N W A N S.

AUBRIETIA CAMPBELLI (effective spring flower).
FDCHSIA BANKS'S BEAUTY.
VERONICA FRUTICOSA GLAITCA.
CLIANTHPS DAMPIERL in varieties {seed only).

Coloured Plates, post free on receipt of Stamps, of the following:

—

AUBRIETIA CAMPBELLI, 7tf.

CLIANTHUS DAMPIERI ALBIFLORA, la. Irf.

For description of the above see E. O. Hendersos & Son'b New
ADTUMN CAT.<VLOGUE, torwarded post free.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W,

Genuine New Garden Seeds.—Carriage Free.

J SCOTT having received liis NEW SEEDS for this
• Season, hegs to Intimate that he la prepared to execute all

orders for the aame on very liberal terms.
A PRICED LIST free on application. The stoclt includes all the

new Seeds worth cultivation.
FLOWER SEEDS of extra extra fine quality. — Calceolaria,

Cineraria, Primula Qmbrlata, Double Zinnias, imported Asters,
Stocks, &Q. LIST sent free on application.

J. Scott, Merriott and leovil, Somerset.

Paul's Nurseries, WaltUam Cross, N.

BEATON'S GERANIUMS.—The following; BEDDING
GERANIUMS were sent out ft-om these Nureeries last year,

and have now been thoroughly tested, and acknowledged to be of
MATOHLEas Beauty. Manyoftbem have received First-class Certifi-
cates from the Royal Horticultural and Royal Botanic Societies of
London, and those marked thus "* have been awarded the highest
nmrks of merit in the Royal Horticultural Society's Trial Ground at
Cbiswick.

Now Readt, AntuMS -Struck. Plants.
*** ALEXANDRA (magenta), 25. 6d. each ; 24«. per dozen
•*• AMY HOGG (bright purplish rose), 2s. each ; 18». per dozen
»^ BEATON'S INDIAN YELLOW (orange-scarlet suffused with

yellow), Is. Od. each ; 15s, per dozen

DUCHESS (soft rosy lake), 2s. each ; 18

FULGENS (Vivid scarlet), &. C(/. each
•GLOWWORM (magenta and

2s. 6d. each ; 24a. per dozen

per dozen

flushed with scarlet),

MAGENTA CiUEEK (magenta), 3a. 6d. each
ORANGE NOSEGAY (bright orange). Is. Gd. each ; 15s. per doz.
PILLAR of BEAUTYJbrick-red),V Gd. each
PRINCESS LICHTENSTElN{aalmon-pink),to. each ;18s. per doz.
SALAMANDER (brilliant scarlet, large white eye), 28. each

;

ISs. per dozen
SCARLET GEM (brightorange-scarlet). Is. &1. each ; 15s. pordoz.
MRS. WM. PAUL (delicate rose pink), 2s. fl(^. each; 24s. per doz-
WALTHAM SEEDLING (dark crimson), 2s. each ; ISs. pordoz.

A Circular vnth ftiUer descriptions free by post.
The usual discount to the Trade.

Importast.~A11 letters should be addressed William Paul (the
Christian name in full), Waltham Cro.ss, N.

The bei

4, The best 24
6. The best 24

PRICED CATALOGUES "grati;

ditto " ditto
ditto ditto
ditto ditto

(hardy sorts only)

post free c

, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

Lobelia Snowflaice.

Extract ft-t

" Mr. Cox, Gardener t __
White Lobelia called Snowflake. to which" a First-class Certificate
was awarded. Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society.
July 25, 1866."

JOHN AND CHARLES LEE liavinp arqidred the stock
of this desirable NEW BEDDING PLANT, thev have much

pleasure m offering SEED In SEALED PACKETS. It ia also well
adapted for pot culture
As a BEDDING LOBELIA it stands unrivalled. The plant Is of

dwarf compact habit : the flowers are large and even, and of the
purest white. The stock comes perfectly true from seed.

Price 2;. 6d. per packet. Price to the Trade on application.

New Catalogues.
DOWNIF, LAIRD, and LaING b.-g to intimate that

th ir PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of FLORIST
P LOWERS NEW PLANTS, GARDEN, FLOWER, and AGRICUL.
rUIlAL SEEDS are now ready, and may be had free on application.
17 South Fi'ederick Street. Edinbm-gh; and Stanstoad Park

Forest Hill London, S.E.

.

*

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.
T3AUL roLLARD, Seed Grower and Merchant,

Lide laMC-gisserie
PRICE
1 application.

d6vant4, Place desTi'o

T \MOUREUX, CLARK, and CO.,
-l J Seed Merchants, Plymouth.
TheSELD CATALOGUE and GARDEN DIRECTORY for 1866,

n w I ublished will give full particulars respecting prices and other
matters in connection with the Business. Will be sent gratia and post
u e to any addiess in the kingdom.

Seeds of tlie finest quaJlty for ike Garden and Farm.
ARCHIBALD HENDERSON, late Superintendent to

the n I ticultural Society of London, and of His Grace the Duke
1 sutberl rris Gardens. Trentham, Staffordshu'e. begs to announce

that his DESCRIPITVE CATALOGUE of SEEDS and useftU
u VRDEN CALENDAR Is now pubUshed, and wUl be forwarded-
I-

t free on application.
V H has selected the leading varieties only in each Class, his

past practical experience having enabled htm to do so.
bion Nursery, Thornton Heath, Surrey, S.

The Truly Ma-ghificent Giadlblus^renclileyenslsT"
YOUELL AND CO. still hold a fine Stock of the above

at the undermentioned prices;—No. 1 size, the strongest
selected, 3s. Gd. por duz,. 2r.s. yur l<«) ; No. 2 size, strong Flowering
Bulbs. 3s. perHn;-

,
:'" p.T in-i 'Pn.l^-' ;n'-.? on application.

Fordescni'ii .1 I II,.
,

,:.,..; .s- Chroniele, Jan. 20.
I uiiiouth.

rriAGETES SIGNATA PUMILA. — Magnifies
-L. Bedding Annual. 1 foot high, of dense compact giowtb: foli
graceful and Fern-like, of a bright green colour ; the plant ia cove
with rich orange blossoms, and flowers vigorously from Juno till
dovm by frost, maintaining till the last its beautiinily neat habit.
" It bid-s ihlr to supersede the Yellow Calceolaria as a Bedding

Plant,"—See Gardener^ Chronicle, ISOU, p. 964. Gd. per packet.
ASTERS and STOCKS for EXHIBITION, &c.

Truffaufs Paoony-flowered Aster, 2u varieties, 3s. id. ; mixed packets.

Supeiu Uuublu liullyhOCks.
WILLIAM CliAlLl: U'-.. lu ivmind the Admirers

of this beautiful flowui th;it now is the best time for planting
it out to insure fine spikes and blooms this season.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, with instructions for its Cultiva-

; also prices of Plants per dozen, 100, or 1000, may be had on

Bloomed Seedlings, with colours named, very fine. 6s. per doz., and
from .3tt.>j. to los. per 100.

S*ei:i! -tvi' I frriiii rh'^ finest named varieties, very choice niixed

ued varieties, extra fine, 10s.

;

WiLL i.vji CiiAn.n, Nurseries, Saffron AValdon, Essex.

30,000 Common Laurels;
Fine bushy plants and well rooted, from 1

1

per packet, Gd. ; smaller packet, 3d.

packets, 3t7. and Gd.
The quality of the above Asters and Stocks as exhibition llowers

> from seeds supplied by me having taken prizes i

many Shows du: ig the past
of Asters and Stocks, see

Deep green flesh, fine oval form, thinNEW MELON " PARAGON. »- 6.»«^^^.^, »uc vrm.uiu., ..uiu
transparent rind, nearly white, beautifully netted, tender and of
deUcioua flavour, a flrst-class variety. Per packet, U. Gd.

Any of the above free by post.

PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE post free on appUoatio
. Warehouse, 68, Great George Street, Liverpool.

pHOICE SPRING FLOWERS, &c., now ready in
V> strong Plants. p ^ ^
HEPATICAS, double red and smgle blue ... 40
VIOLETS, double, in four sorts

! 4s. to 6
„ single, in six sorts 3*., 4«., and B
„ new smgle striped is. 6(/. each 12

double stnped.ReineUeaViolettofl, 2s. 6d. each, 24
double red is. ea. each 12

1 four varietiesPRIMROSES, double,
CHRISTMAS ROME, scarlet

POLVXNTHUS''finest laced Yiii.«Lii»

PAMPAS GRASS, fine plants 4ys. per

2s. each IS

DAISIES, glx new and c'hoice kinds
ROCK CISTUS, in 20 fine kinds 00
OLD CRIMSON CHINA ItOSE .... 00
AURICULAS, finest Alpines

! 6
„ Penin'a red

' '30
ROCKETS, double white and yellow .. .

" '60
LAVENDER, fine plants " 3
CLOVES, old cnmson and others Ss. to 6
PINKS, flhe named sorts .... 46
SWEET WILLIAM, Auricula-eyed, 4o. 3
WALLFLOWER, double yeUow and dark .. .', !'. 4

Also the following in Stock Plants :—
iw, of 186S

i ^.ii.i,i«..j, uow. of 1S65 [ ,.6CHRYSANTHEMUMS goTROP^OLUMS and LOBELIAS, new .

.

ANTIRRHINUMS and PENTSTBMONS. new '

6
PHLOX, new ,.

'
* o

CINERARIAS, new
; 13

100 CHOICE HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS, in 60 fine named
varieties, for 253.

ROSES.
STANDARD and DWARF ROSES, 24 distinct

FUCHSIAS, n.

GERANIUMS,
PETUNIAS,

24 ditto ditto on their

CATALOGUES free on application: also, TRADE CATALOGUE
of NURSERY STOCK.

lice Orders on Castle Hedlngham.
, Munro Nuibery, Sible Hedlngham, Essex.

FOR PATERSON'S POTATOS
APPLY TO THE APPOINTED AGENT.S IN LONDON,

HOOPER & CO.,
SEED MERCHANTS, COVENT GARDEN MARKET, W.C.

PRICED LISTfcJ and TESTIMONULS Post Free on appUcation,

WM. WOOD AND SON hiivin- a largt- stock of the
above, will be happy to give special quotations at reduced

prices.
Address, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfleld, near Uckfleld, Sussex.

Evergreen Hedges.
THUJA PLICATA or WAREANA (the Siberian

Arbor-vitse).—Average height 2 feet. IOj*. per lOO, 80s. per 1000.
Ditto 1 loot. 6s. per 100, 40ji. per 1000. This species lorms the most
compact and beautiful of all evergreen hedges,

Cai-rlage paid to London.
Tnos. RivEBs Sc Son, Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth,

WM. JOS. WATSON, Nurseryman and Seedsrlin,
Town Hall Buildincs, Newcfistle-on-TjTie, begs to offer New

Seed of WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA. PICEA GRANDIS.
ABIES DOUGLASII, and ABIES MENZIESII, at 23. Gd. and Gs.
pur packet. Also CEDRUS DEODAllA, at U. and 2s.6d. p. packet.

Dickson's " First and Best " Early Pea.
FR.ANCIS AND ARTHUK DICKSON and hUi^S'

"FIRST and BEST" EARLY PEA having given universal
satisfaction, and being pronounced by competent Judges (see
Testimonials bolowl, in accordance with the fact ascertained by
themselves by refbated trials, to be the very debt Early Pea ever
offered for earlmess, proliQc nature, and persistent character, is now
being sent out from a large bulk, which tbey have grown to meet the
great demand, in sealed and Uxbelled packages (none others genuine)
at 2d. Gd. per quart.

Testimonials:—
From Mr. J. H. Mason, Stourfon Castle QardetlA, Staffordshire, Sea
Oardeners' CJironick and AyricuUurnl Oazetle, July 29, 18rt6, p. 700-
'* Dickson's First and Best is decidedly the best Early Pea 1 have

ever yet grown. It is a good cropper, with good-sized wbi.l-fii.lxd
pods, and several gatherings can be obtained from It."

Further opinions o/Mr. Mason, Slourton Castle Qardcns.
See Oardenei-8' OltronicU and Agt-icuU'ural Gazette, July 29, 1866, p. 700.

"Dickson's First and Best Pea grows taller than these (Cartor'a
First Crop and Sutton's Ringleader), is of more vigorous habit, and
produces a larger quantity of pods, and while the average number
of Peas in the two mentioned was from 4 to 5 in a pod, that of
Dickson's was IVom 5 to 7. Ddlistono'a, Carter's, and Sutton's Peas
yield thetr entire crop in about two pickings, wbile from Dickson's
four good gatherings can be obtained. The last-named kind was
remarkably true in character, whilst among Sutton's and Carter's lots

of stragglers reared their heads, and were, as 'roguee' In Peas
generally are, later in blooming."

Froya Mr. J. C. Mdndell, Horley Hoiifse, Croydon. See Oardenere
Otronicte and Aoricuttural Cfasette, June 10, 1885, p. 533.

" I have not seen any mention made in your columns ol Dickson'a
First and Best Pea, a variety invaluable for its earliness.

From Mr. Wm. Landon, Doxonton Castle Gardens, near Lvdtow.
See Qcvrdenera' ChronicUamt AoricultiiralOazelte, July 32, 18ti6,p. 676.
" 1 sowed this season Dickson's First and Beat, Dillistone's Early,

and Sangster's No. 1, and I found the first to be fully ' "

tlian either of the others. Its quality
'

a strong grower, and pods
gftthored a much larger en
either of the others, and

excellent. It ia very hardy,
abundance from top to bottom. I

ip from the First and Best than I did from
. future I shall sow it only lor my ftrst

^v ..™ «,.^v^ noticeable that whereas Dickson's FU-st and Best v

entirely free from rogues, the other two had plenty among them.'*

From Mr. J. Veitcb, Exotio Nursery, Chelsea.

See Gardenerti' Chronicle and Agi-icultural Gazelle. July 20. 186ft, p. 700.
" I have been much interested in reading the opinions of those

who have tried the various new Peas sent out last Spimg, and as 1

have made very careful triala^of all, I give you the following i

" of my experience.

f good and t I, and i

I the new
js.) Dick-

my opinion 1 ths9 First and Best
,( new Early Pea sent out tnis season.

From Mr. John McHATrrE, Seedsman, Chester.

e Gardeners' Clironicle and AgricuUti'ralOaaeHe, Aug. 19, 1866, p. 773.

think the extracts wo have quoted from tbe Gardenen^ Chri/nicU

Bufflcioat.

Francis & Arthur Dicason & Sons' DESCRIPTIVE and PRICED
CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS, with b

- ' ' - . - - >
3 gent jjrati:

n by thems
t sei«ct slocks in
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BAEE & SUGDEN, 12, King Street, Covent Gaeden, London, W.C
THE

INTEKNATIONAL
BOTANICAL

AND

HORTICULTURAL
CONGRESS.

Those who are preparing Phmts
to exhibit at the above grand
gathering will find STANDEN'S
GARDENEK'S and AMATEUE'S
FRIEND MANURE invaluable
for promoting in plants a healthy
vigorous growth, increasing the
si^^e and heightening the colour of

the flowers, and improving the
foliage. Sample canisters, \s, and
2s. 6(/. ; bags, Ss. %ci., 10s. M.,
and 21s.

List of Agents at bottom of

A FEW CONTINENTAL AND ENG
Per packet.-

ACTINELLA GRANDIFLORA, a composite dwarf, early floweriDg, hardy perennial, with
large showy yellow flowers

AGROSTEMMA CtELI ROSEA IIVBRIUA FL. PL., n chftniiing hnrdy annual, producing
from IC to 20 per cent, of double bright rose-coloured flowers, which are tmce the size of
tbe single flowers of this variety '

AMARANTHUS GASTRENCIS. flowers white
,, SPINOSUS, flowers rich crimson purplo, foliage tinted and curious

ANTIRRHINUM MAJUS, TOM THUMB, CRIMSON QUEEK. DELILA, HENRY IV.,
and STRIATA.—These remarkably pretty mmiature Snapdragons are deserving of notice;
the growth is compact and globular, height 4 inches, with flower spikes rising 6 Inches
above the fuliago. Mixed Is., or the 4 varieties separate

AQUILEGIA ALBO PLENO. fine double wh
ASTER, NEW HEDGEHOG, with white centre,

passing in beauty the much admired Cocardeau

Columbine U
tremely effective, and far aur-

ietics, mixed or in separate
colours 2

BISNAJA MAJORjShowy annual, with large whiteumbelliferousflowersand finely cut leaves 1
. CALCEOLARIA, HERBACEOUS-^Tanies's choicest Prize, saved from hybridUed flowers of

large size, fine form, and beautifully marked, plants compact and bushy, tbe finest stnin
in cultivation ^if. Od., 3s. CJ., and 6

CALLIOPSIS DIVERSTFOLIA, a charmine dwarf perennial, mth beautiful golden yellow
flowers, blooming the first season, and continuing a considerable lime in flower . . ..10

. CARNATION, choicest Double, mixed as. Crf. and 3
COCCINEA INDICA, a rapid climbing Indian Gourd, with beautiful shining foliage, snow-

white flowers, followed by bright cai-raine fruit 10
CEDRUNELLA CANA, a beautiful hardy perennial, with long handsome spikes of deep

purple flowers, and neat fi-agrant foliage; flowers the first s " "~ '" ' "
^'i.n-iiA Pvu A\firtAi.T« ATROVIOLACE

PRINCE of WAl
,, .. PRINCESS MARY, white,''perfBc£ sugar-loaf shape .

.

CLARKIA PULCHELLA INTEGRIPETALA ALBA, TOM THUMB, an exceedingly
prettv dwarf compact-growing variety of the whole-petaled white Clarkia

CiCLAMEN PEBSlCUM, saved from the finest collection of large-flowered varieties in

dark violet double flowers, Inside paler
luperb plant, with dark

irietieaof this favourite perennial

beautlf\il dwarf double whiteDIANTHUS HEDDEWIQII NANA ALBO FL. PL.
variety, which is all but constant

DICTAMNUS FRAXINELLA GRANDIFLORA, large-fiowered varieties 1
. GERANIUM, saved from the newest Zonale and Nosegay varieties 2s. Cd. and 3
GODETIA LINDLEl'ANA PL. PL., a handsome double-flowered Godetia, with rich rosy

purple flowers
„ ,, TOM THUMB, beautiful dwarf variety, with rich rose-purple flowers

GUTIERREZIA GYMNOSPERMOIDES,aflneaQnual, with bunches ofvellow flowers, 6</. & 1

HELIOTROPIUM MEXICANUM, beautiful pink flowers . . . . " 1
IPOMCEA CORDIGERA, a pretty annual variety, with rose-carmind flowers 1

„ SCHIZOLOMA. brilliant carmine flowers 6d. and 1

„ VERRUCIPEDES, a perennial variety, with elegant foliage and small pure white
flowers 6i. and 1

LILIUM AUBATUMj the golden rayed Lily of Japan, fertilised with L. ilrownii .. ..2
LINUM PERENNE ROSEUM, rose-lilac .. .

LOBELIA SNOWFLAKE.—This is the gem of the season ; flowers as large as L. ramosus,
white as a snowflake, compact and free flowering. Mr. Cox, the raiser, assures us it
coutinues blooming till destroyed by frost ; itisraatcnless asawhite beddiug plant, Is. Cd. Jc 2

LOBELIA ERINUS, BLUE KING, similar in colour to the favourite L. pf'-—'-—-
»---*

with much larger flowers
LOBELIA ERINUS, PRINCESS ALEXANDRA, similar to L. Paxtoniana, b
LUPINUS TRICOLOR MUTABILIS, cream, changing to mottled purpli

; pure white 1

irying from white t
! of L. Haageana, and

t evening scented Stock, the delicate perfuj
/morningispe *' ' - '

MACH^RANTHERA GLABRA, a very e

MATHIOLA BICORNIS,
J and early morning is perceptible""""'"""""

'1 hardy perennial, with
flower-heade,

MALCOLMIA INCRASSATA. a
. ..^._

coloured flowers, and smooth fleshy deep-green leaves
species of Virginian Stock, with larger and brighter

OKCHAKD HOUSES.
Those who are interested in

the succesa of the above struc-

tures, will find STANDEN'S
GARDENER'S and AMATEUR'S
FRIEND MANURE invaluable

for promoting in the plants a

healthy vigorous growth, and

inducing fruitfulness, and also

improving the flavoui* and size of

the fruit.

STANDEN'S GARDENER'S
and AMATEUR'S FRIEND.

It ia also a valuable Manure for

Vegetables, and for improving

Lawns which are in bad condi-

tion. Sample canisters, \s. and

Is. M. ; bags, 5s. 6(/., IOj. 6(f.,

and 2U.

See List of Agents at bottom of

page.

LISH NOVELTIES FOR 1866.
Per packet.—s. d.

NASTURTIUM (TROP.-EOLUM) TOM THUMB, "KINO THEODORE,"—This variety has
the same fine compact habit and bluish-green foliage of King of Tom Thumb, but with
flowers of an intense black colour

NICOTIANA PURPUREA GRANDIFLORA, a fine sub-tropical plant, leaves and flowers
much larger than the Tobacco plants at present in cultivation

tEMOTHERA DRUMMONDII NANA ALBA, a charming addition to our first-class annuals,
effective and durable as any beddme-out plant, having handsome pearly-white flowers

OXALIS TROP.^OLOIDES syn. OXALIS CORNICULATA RUBRA, a fine lOck plant,
also exccodlngly effective as an edging, M. In Mr. Williams' original packets

PALAFOXIAHOOKERIANA, a beautiful rose-purple annual from North Mexico, which
may be treated as a hardy or half-hardy annual, succeeding best in a dry soil

PEA, NEW SCARLET SWEET-SCENTED INVINCIBLE, a very beautiful variety of this
universal favourite 6d. and

PELARGONIUM, Choicest mixed 2*. Ikf. and
PECTIS ANGUSTIFOLIA, a charming Citron fragrant compact dwarf annual, vrith bright

yellow fiuwers half an inch in diameter, and produce I in tufts from C to 12 inches across .

.

PENTSTEMON GRANDIFLORUS. a handsome hardy perennial, with large purple-lilac
flowers, which are produced during June and July

PICOTEE, Choicest Double Mixed 2s. W. and
PETUNIA HYBRIDA FL. PL. (BARKER'S).—We have never seen so rich and varied a

display of Double Petunias as those from which this seed was gathered ; there were self

colours, blotched and striped varieties innumerable l5. Cd. and
PETUNIA HYBRIDA DUNNETTII, beautifully blotched and striped varieties Od. and

MR. HARRY VEITCH, a large-fiowered beautiful bedding variety, with red-
purole flowers Ot*. and

PETIJNIA MR. WILLIAM BULL, a fine large-flowered bedding variety, centre of the
flower purple veined fti. and

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA, Barr's select strain, the finest in cultivation, MUed,
Red or White 28. 6d., 3^. &(., and

SALVIA COCCINEA PUMILA, a fine new annual, with long spikes of beautiful red
flowers, which continue in suucessien from June till destroyed by frost; fine beddiug
plant, height 15 inches

SALVIA GRACILIFLORA, a pretty dwarf annual, with spikes of rose-lilac flowers, con-
tinning in beauty the whole summoi'

SANVITALIA PROCUMBENS FL. PL., a charming novelty ; flowers golden yellow, and as
large and double as a Ranunculus ; a flne dwarf bedding plant

SILENE PENDULA RUBERRIMA, a new variety of this highly-prized spring-bloomlng
annual, flowers bright carmine-rose, with reddish-brown foliage Kyd. and

SILENE SAXIFKAGA, a charming miniature plant, of 'neat compact growth, with a
pretty green foliage lesembllng fine Grass, and covered with small white flowers; flne for
edgings and rockwork M. and
STATICE INCANA HYBRIDA NANA, a fine border plant of compact bushy habit, flowers

of various rich colours
STOCK, ANDERSON'S NEW INTERMEI>I.\TE, rose, two-thirds of this beautiful rose-

coloured Stock may be depended upon flowering double ; if sown early in spring, it will
bloom till destroyed by f^oat; If suwn iu July, it will come in with the Covent Gardoo
Scarlet variety . . . .

STOCK VICTORIA, SCARLET BROMPTON, a splendid variety of this favourite Stock .

.

„ ROSE „ a beautiful new colour
,. WHITE ..SWEET WILLIAM, ADRICULAEYED PERFECTION, and HUNT'S; for richness,

variety of colour, and profusion of bloom, these are unrivalled M,. and
TROP^OLUM, BARKER'S PERPETUAL-FLOWERING VARIETIES, amongst which

there is a great diversity ol shade, colour, and markings, with finely-shaped fiowera.

.

TROP.EOLUM ELEGANS NANUM, compact bedding variety, with a profusion of rich
crimson flowers standing well out from the foliage

TROP.^OLUM LUCIFER, a rapid climber, with fiery scarlet flowers and brownish

TROP.EOLUM ZANDIERI NIGRUM, a rapid climber, "with dark maroon flowers '.'. '.'.

VERBENA, BULL'S AURICULA-EYED, embracing all the newest and most beautiful
colours

WAITZIA ACUMINATA, a pretty Everlasting, with flowers varying from purple to citron.

.

„ GRANDIFLORA, the finest yellow Everlasting, flowers large and handsome
XERANTHEMUM ALBUM FL. PL., and ATROVIOLACEUM PLENISSIMUM. two
charming Everlastings e""*-

ZINNIA ELEGANS VIOLACEA FL. PL., the colour of this beautiful acqmsition is
considered '—

*

INTERNATIONAL BOTANICAL AND HORTICULTURAL CONGRESS.
Those who intend to Exhibit Plants :it the above grand gatheiing, should use STANDEN'S GAKDENER'S and AMATEUE'S FRIEND

MANURE ; it promotes a healthy vigorous gro\rth in plants, increases the size, and enriches the colour of the flowers, and gi-eatly improTes the

foliage.

Sold in Sample Canisters, Is. and 2s. 6d. ; Bags, 6s. 6d., 10s. 6d., and 21s.

No. 1 quality is for Hard-wooded Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Fruit Trees, Vegetables, and for improving Lawns, &c.
No. 2 quality is for Soft-wooded Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Annuals, &c.

Tlie uborc valuable Manure can be procured from any respectable Kiirserymen or Seedsmen.

THE FOLLOWING ARE A FEW OF THE AGENTS —
For London :—

Messrs. E. G. HEyoEBsoN & Son, St. John's Wood
„ Hugh Low & Co., Upper Clapton
„ Jamks Carter & Co., High Holbom
„ DoivsiE. Lairi). 4 L»iso, Forest HUl and Edinburgh
„ Hooper & Co., Covent Garden

Mr. B. S. Williams, Paradise Nursery, Holioway

For London ;—
Mr. Green, Covent Garden

,, Kesnedv. Covent Garden
„ Gaines, Covent Garden
„ BicK, Covent Garden
„ William Cctbusu. Bamet
„ Macibtosu, Hammersuilth

, F. G. God
,
W. DiLLlS

, T. HouBS, Landport.

AdMioiud names of Agents n-ill be given from, time to time.

1^ AVe have just received an additional supply of NUNEHAM PARK ONION, in original packets, and can now oblige any of our friends who are .anxious to grow it.
.

The price is however Zs. Gd. per packet.

TEEBONS.—A very large brown-skinned Onion, an exceedingly heavy cropper. " Nuneham Park Onion " we believe to be a synonjTue, or a selection from the Trebons, and
not a hybrid between the White Spanish and Flat Tripoli ; it is, however, an interesting subject for inquiry. Per packet, id.

BARK AND SUGDEN, SEED, PLANT, and BULB MERCHANTS, 12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN.
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THE GREATEST NOVELTY OF THE SEASON

STRIPED-LEAVED JAPANESE MAIZE.
This benutiful and valuable addition to our ORNAMENTAL

' FOLIAGE PLANTS was obtained in Japan by Mr. Thomas Hogo
the well-known Nurseryman and Horticulturist at New York who
sent Seeds of it to his" Brother, Mr. James Hog^, in the Spring
of 1864. It appears to be a variety of Curagua, or the Zea Per irian

Maize, as it in many respects differs from the Zea Mays, or Indian
Com, as it i*^ called in the United States. It grows to the height of from 5 to 6 feet, and his its folii^e aU initeh
opposite , the foliage is from 2 to 3 inches wide, and is about 4 feet in length. It is beautifully and evenly striped,

or ribboned, with alternate stripes of green and white, and in its earlier stages of growth is also striped with rose
cnlour. It resembles the Arundo Donax variegata in appearance, but is of a more elegant and imposing habit. Nothing
in the way of a foliage plant can exceed in gracefulness and beauty a group of three or five of tliis variety of Zea.

Price Is. per packet. Price per 100 Seeds to the Trade on application to

JAMES CARTER and CO., 237 A: 238, HIGH HOLBORN. LONDON, W.C.

A RIBBON BORDER, Six Colours, Post Free, 2s. 6d. Stamps.

The selection of the above is unique, equalling Bedding Plants, at one-thirtieth the cost.

Poynter's 26s. Anglican Collections of Garden and Flower Seeds for One Year's Supply,

Contains one of the above, and is altogether the best and cheapest offered. Carriage free.

I^ Useful PKICE LISTS gratis.

ROBERT H. POTNTER, SEED MERCHANT, TAUNTON.

GARDEN SEEDS.

OSBOEN & SONS'

New Roses of 1866.
JOHN FRASER, of the 1-ea Bridge Road Nurseiics.
f/ Loj'ton, Essex, N.E., will forward on application a LIST of all
the best variotios of NEW ROSES for 18G6.

riie plants are etrong, healthy, and are now ready for sending out.
Eir J orders are respectfully solicited.

W
New Roses for 1866.

10 000 strong healthy well-in'own Tlants of all the New Roses,
Woodlands Nursery, Maresfleld, near Uckflold, Susbox.

M. WOOD AND SON have to offer an extraordinary

JOHN KEYNES, in ofieriug the above, begs to state
that they are in the finest possible condition, having all been

REroTTED, and nowfwell established, ready for immediate removal.
Price 36s. per dozen. The usual allowance to the Ti-ade.

Salisbury.—February 17.

N^ of
Now Roses, John CniNSTON has tbls .season carefully selected
23 vahetles out of 40 or 60 sorts offered by the French raisers.

These he can confidently recommend, and ho believes his selectiou

and will be fit to send o

D^
DoiisoM S So»s' PRIZE PRIMULA, !«.. 23. &!., He.

DoDsoN t Soss- PRIZE BALSAM. U., 2».

Doiisos * .So»s' PRIZE PELARGONIUM, 2s. C<d. nnd
The above are extra choice quality.

DoDsoK t Sons. Seedsmen, Islewortb, London, W.

V

SELECT CATALOGUE OF THE ABOVE
May now be had on application, and they beg to call special attention (o the following Select Articles :

—

Per packet.

-

Per packet.—s. rf. i

OSBOEN'S WHITE WINTER BROCCOLI .. 1 6 ROWDEX'S BEOWN COS LETTUCE
SCOTT'S SUPERB WHITE COS LETTUCE .. 1

•• BELLE BONNE SUMMER CABBAGE LETTUCE 1

This is very large, and les3 watery than the old Red. I ThcKe tlirce Lettuces are less liable to lun than .any we Itnow.

NEW AMERICAN TOMATO

FULHAM NURSERY, S.W.

GENUINE SEEDS.

JAMES VEITCH
BEG9 TO .ANNOUNCE THAT HIS

CATALOGUE OF KITCHEN GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS FOR 1866,

WITH LIST OF IMPLEMENTS AND OTHER GARDEN REQUISITES,

Is now Published, and will be forwarded Free on appUration.

.1. V. devoting his personal attention to this department of his business, can warrant his Seeds True to Name, and
of thi- most genuine description.

The CATALOGUE will be found to contain all NEW VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS of merit, in addition
to those kinds in general cultivation.

THE ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

NOVELTIES FOR 1866.

E. G. HENDERSON & SON
RESPECTFULLY OFFER THEIR

NEW SEED CATALOGUE FOR THE PRESENT SEASON,
Containing full descriptions of the following Novelties.

rost Fire on appUcaU'on.

VIOLA COBNUTA, !.«. and 1». M. per pacliet

LYCHNIS GKANDIFLORA GIOANTEA, 1«. and Is. M. per pkt.

HELIPTEKUM AUREUM NANUM, I8. and I«. M. per packet
CELOSIA RAMOSA ELEGANS, 1». and 2». 6rf. per packet
LOBELIA ERINUS PRINCE ALBERT, 6rf. and 1». per packet

SNOWFLAKE, 2«. M. per packet
YELLOW PERFECTION WALLFLOWER, Is. and 2.». 6((. per pkt.

PRIMULA FILICIFOLIA, white and red, 2s. M. per packet
LILIUM AURATUM, Is. and 2«. M. per packet
SANVITALIA PROCUMBENS FLORE PLENO, Is. i 2». M. p. pkt.
BLOOD-RED TEN-WEEK STOCK, la. and 2a. Cd. per packet
SILENE PENDULA RUBERRIMA, Is. per packet

CEDRONELLA CANA, Is. per packet

DICTAMNUS FRA-KINELLA GRANDIFLORA, Is. per packet
PETUNIA MULTIFLORA, bedding. Is. per packet
IRIS PUMILA, in 20 vanetiea. Is. per packet
CYCLAMEN ATKINSI, in varieties. Is. per packet

FERSICUM, in varieties. Is. and 2s. m. per packet
SCHIZANTHUS RETUSUS NANA, Is. per packet
VISCARIA CcELl-ROSEA FLORE PLENO, Is. and 2s. 6rf. per pkt.
MIMULUS PARDINUS FLORE PLENO, Is. Od. and 2s. Orf. per pkt
BOCCONIA .TAPONICA, Is. and 2s. 6d. per packet
SONCHUS MACRANTHA, 2s. 6d. per packet
DAHLIA IMFERIALIS, 2». Sd. per packet
CELOSIA NANA AURANTlACA, Is. 6r(. and 2«. fd. per p.ickct
MATTHIOLA BICORNIS. Is. per packet

NEW PRIZE MELONS, WILLS' OULTON PARK HYBRID, scarlet-fleshed, 2s. 6rl. and 5s. per packet.

WILLS' GREEN PINE-APPLE GEM, green-fleshed, 2s. Gd. and 5s. per packet.

RAPHANUS CAUDATUS, a remarkable new long-podded Radish, 2s. ed. each seed.

CLIANTHDS DAMPIERI HYBRIDA, 2s. 6rf. and 5s.

A well-executed Coloured Plate of the white, margined with scarlet, post free at Is. Bd.

AUBEIETIA CAMPBELLII, hardy ornamental Spiing-floweiing plant, 5s., 2s. 6d., and Is. 6d. per tuft.

A beautifully Coloured Illustrated Plate at jd. post free.

E. G. HENDERSON and SON, WELLINGTON NURSERY, ST. JOHN'S WOOD, N.W.

lOLETS.—The GIANT VIOLET, bearing a liner
bloom and a more beautiful iperfume than any of its kind,
perfection and in first-rate condition for planting out.

John Stedman, Violet Grower, Thornton Heath, Snn-e

THE CZAK, a New Russian VIOLIOT, raised by
F. J. Graham, Esq., obtained two First-class Certificates lor its

magnificent flowers and foliage in I8C5. It blooms from October
till May.
Very fine plants in bloom may now be had from Mr. John GaAUASi,

Cl-anford, near Hounslow, 61. per 100 ; las. per dozen prepaid, p.acb-

age included.

w
Superb Double Hollyhocks,

TueFin_.. --

CHATER has a large Stock of fine healthy
Plants now ready, which he can supply on libenal terms.

New Descriptive Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower
Seeds, &c., for 1866.

ROBERT T. MACKINTOSH, Niir.seryman nnd
Seedsman, 12, Melbourne Place, Edinburgh, begs respectfully

to inttmato that the above LI.ST, embracing several New and
interesting Novelties, may nnw bo h.^d pi".t free "n appli cation.

Unbloomed Seedling Calceolarias.

JYTR. HliN'liV M.\.IIIU, Kncstlinvpr, nr.n- Leeds, is

pi'cprii

t fioparcels of 2(), at 6s. per p . . .

the piodnctirm of his unrivalled collection. OALCEOLARI
i«. Od. per packet, or three for 5s. Postage stamps
Older 111 payment.

The

c,
Choice Tttinnnenln

TTSO, FroiiisT. \\ .h,. •.,-

In saving some m

PRICED CATALOGUE fn

Scariet Geraniums.
MARSn andPEKKINS, 42, Drapery, Northampton,

have pleasure in offering Strong Autumn-stmck PLANTS of
the above from .Store Pots, Vli. per 100: 100s. per 1000.

N.n. The al discount to the ^de. Terms : Cash.

Scarlet Geraniums.
WITTY AND SON have to otter strong Autumn-struck

Plants of ithe above, from store pots, at 10s. per 100, or
£4 per low. Temis cash, or reference from unknown correspondents.

The Nurseries, Cottingham. near Hnit

Gladiolus Bowlensls.
THOMAS BARNES otters the above in strong Flowering

Bulbs, by the 100 and 1000. Prices, which aro vei7 low, may
be had od application.

Dane'Croft Nurser.y, Stowmarket.

/^ "lXdTo Li, "gladiolT," G

L

A D I O

L

I.—
VT Collections, incliiding .all the finest varieties in cultivation,

from 10s. 6d. to 63s.

All orders amounting to 21s. and upwards carri.age paid.

BcTLsa & McCuLLocii. Covent Garden Market, W.C.

Established Upwards of a Century.

BU T I, E R AN!) jM c C U L L (J H'S Complete
COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE SKEIlS tor ONE YL'AR'S

SUPPLY, all of the Growth of I860.

No, 1.
I

No. 2.
I

No. 3.
I

No. 4. I No- !,.

£3 3s.
I

£2 2s. | £1 10s. | £1 Is. | lOs.Od.

All orders amounting to 21.s. and upwards sent cari-isge paid.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES .sent free and lvi»t i>aid

upon application.
BuTLEa & MeCuLLOcH, .South Row, Covent Garden Markel, W.C.

Oic (BarUenn-^'CfirotttcIe,
,SArrrn>Ai\ febrvauy r,, \^m.

The objects of cultivation, botli in the garden

and farm, suffer so much from Vegetable
Parasites, that it is highly necessary for the

cultivator to have some correct notions as to their

habit and structure. We have therefore from

time to time taken the opportunity of acquaint-

ing our readers with any fresh information that

has been obtained on the subject. We have
often pointed out the fact of the same species

having different modes of fructiiication and
appearing under different forms, and recent

observations .show that, like tapew.orms and
some otlier parasitic animals, there are parasitic

fungi which, in one stage of growth, flourish on
plants of a totally different ord?r from that on
which they attain theii- most perfect development.
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The case which has been followed out most fully

is the more interesting because it thi'ows light
upon a question which has been warmly discussed
for nearly a century, and which has for the most
part been regarded by those who had the most
intimate acquaintance with these parasites as
unfounded. The expert of fonner days, however,
must be content to bow with deference to facts,

which we now bring forward, if he is not prepared
at once to admit that the case is decided.

The question is that of the influence of the
Berberry in producing mildew in Wheat, which
has often been discussed in these columns, and
it is now more than 20 years since we noticed a
commission which was instituted by the Agricul-
tural Society .at Lille for examining the subject,

andwhich came to the conclusion that it really had
some influence. There is generally some degi-ee

of truth in such wide-spread persuasions as those
which are current on the subject, but so long as
these were supported merely bj' an imperfect
series of observations, they could not be received,
even in the character of probabilities, especially
when aU that was known of the parasites which
affected the plants in question seemed to contra-
dict mere practical observers. Now, however,
De Bary,* who is confessedly an excellent
observer, has taken up the subject in earnest,
though he has not arrived at present at a
complete demonstration, wo can no longer refuse
to listen patiently, however oui' preconceived
notions may militate against a matter which at
the first glance seems visionary.

It must be premised that De Bary believes
that cereals are affected by more than one species
of mildew. The (juestion is, however, contined
to the connection of the .33cidiuui with Puccinia
graminis, which is generally allowed to be the
plant to which the disease called mildew is due.
It is with that alone then that we are interested
so far as this question is concerned, though it

wlU be well to state what I)E Bart says
respecting other forms of mUdew, because it may
afford an answer to some objections which m.ay
be made as to the prevalence of mildew where
the Berberry is scarcely to be found.
Two kinds of fruit occur constantly in mildew—the one transitory, consisting of unicellu-lar

sessile spores, the other lasting thr-ough the
winter and not germinating till the following
spring, and which are stipitate and uniseptato.
The only two species with which we are at present
concerned are Puccinia graminis and Puccinia
straminis ; the prominent distinctions of which
are as follows :—In Puccinia graminis both the
kinds of spores occur in the same heap or sorus.
The orange-coloured sessile spores are oblong,
with four perforations fi'om whence they germi-
nate ; whereas in P. straminis they are nearly
globose, and seated in distinct sori, while the
spores are six in number. The winter spores of
P. graminis are more obtuse, with the two cells

nearly equal, while in P. straminis they vaiy
much, being often pointed .and oblique, often
abruptly truncate, and the lower division
frequently longer than the upper ; besides which
their peduncle is much shorter, while the margin
of the sori bears prismatic paraphyses of a bght
brown tint, and some are scattered over the disc.
Occasionally there are thi-ee joints. It is worthy
of remark, moreover, that the rust-form of
Puccinia graminis appears much later than that
of P. straminis. The former appears in early
spring, while the latter is essentially a production
of summer, and therefore is more rapid in its

development.
Now, the unicellular spores of Puccinia

gi-amiuis germinate readily when scattered over
the mother plant, and their germinating threads
penetrate its stomates or air-holes, produce a
mycelium in the parenchym, and ultimately give
rise to new sori, which have all the characters of
rust. The winter spores, on the contrary, when
placed on the mother plant, germinate exactlj*

as they would do on glass ; they bear a number
of secondary spores on theii' germinating threads,
which in their tui-n germinate, but the threads
wither without penetrating the tissues, either
through the stomates, or immediately through the
cuticle. This seems to suggest that they requii-e

some other matrix, and the supposed influence of
the Berberry induced De Bary to see if they
would behave differently on its leaves. Germina-
ting spores were therefore applied, and though
theu- threads withered on the plant from which
they were derived, they peneti'ated the cuticle,
and in a short time gave rise to those peculiar
little cysts with minute gelatinous spores, called

spermogonia, which always accompany the well
known parasite of the Berberry, .55cidium
Berberidis.

These experiments were made with leaves
separated from the pai-ent plant, but as, after a
short time, they always became discoloured and
mouldy, it was necessary to have recourse to

some other method. Accordingly young seedlings
wore chosen fi-om a nursery, of such a size that
they could be kept conveniently in small pots
and covered for a time with a beU-glass. The
leaves were treated as before with germinating
winter spores, and not only were the Little cysts
above mentioned produced, but the true .Slcidium
appeared.

Comparative experiments were made in the
first instance with cut leaves to which no spores
were appUed, and in the others with young
plants, and not a single pustule .appeared, which
was especially necessary because some of the
plants in the nursery from whence those selected
for experiment were taken, had oid pustules on
them. Not a plant, however, out of these pro-

I

inaU cases to avoid the possibility of confounding a
species with a variety ; thus we would, if Latin
must be used, write Camellia ;a/)on«ca pfeoniflora,

and so on. One great objection to this plan is the
length and unwieldiness of such designations, of

which we have given sufficient examples, and so

we are disposed to side with M. HERmcQ, and to

say that science (and therefore scientific nomen-
clatm-e) should remain pure and neutral in all

that regards commercial speculation or traffic.

"When once a plant passes from the hands of
the botanists into those of the merchant, it

becomes often difficult, sometimes impossible,

to follow it throughout all the modifica-
tions to which it may be subjected by honest
industry and skill on the one side, or by
quackery on the other. Let the botanist who
discovers or fu'st describes a plant give it a name
according to the rules laid down for that pm'pose

;

but when it comes to a question of garden
varieties, then let those be named by the
gardener in accordance with his rules. If he
have no code of nomenclatiu'e, let one be framed.

develope a mycelium in the leaf of the Berbeny,
while it is certain that it is of very frequent
occurrence on Wheat, we shall at once have an
explanation of the very different conclusion:
which observers have an-ived. The Berbeny may
have no influence in the production of P. straminis,
though, if De Bary's observations are confirmed,
it is clear that it has a very important connection
with P. graminis. M. J. B.

duced any fresh pustules, so that it seemed almost
j

but always in such a manner as to prevent the
certain that the iEcidium must have arisen from ' possibility of a mi-sunderstanding, and as far as

the winter spores of the Puccinia.
I
practicable the commission of a fraud by the

Unfortunately the converse experiment of
j

unprincipled dealers.

producing the Puccinia from the spores of the
I

-35cidium has not at present succeeded, but as |

Attention was called last year to the fact

experiments of this kind with other species have ^^^^ ™^".^ ^^eds of Cucurbita maxima, the Winter

demonstrated the complete cycle of growth, there I

Squash of the Americans, had been sold as those of the

seems the greatest reason for beUe?ing that De ' '^^"',? *'^«.^™- We believe that the real Cattle Melons

B.UIY is correct in his notion of the intimate
are aUvaneties of CHicurb.taPepo (or Summer hqua^).

, ,
, ,, ^ , J

iiivi.uciro t,gygrai are oultiv.ated m the Unit«d states for stock,
connection between the Berberry and Puccima

^

^nd in some parts of Europe (as for example in
giaminis.

. Hungary) they are grown with gi-eat advantage for
It IS highly desirable that similar experiments

I pigs. In France the variety most esteemed Ls the
should be made with Puccinia straminis, bflt if I Touraine Gourd, of which we possess a good quantity
it should be found that its resting spores will not of seed, a sample of which will be at the service of

any one who sends a properly directed and stamped
envelope, enclosed in one a<ldressed to the Rev.
M. J. B., King's Cliffe. It is not certain that it will

succeed in this coimtry in average seasons, but last

year it produced very fine specimens, filled with
excellent seed, which is very peculiar, and cUffereut

from that of any other variety with which we are
acquainted. Should there be more applications for

seed than can be supplied, they will be reserved for

the following year. It is at least desirable that our
readers should have the true plant for trial, instead
of a more tender and le.ss eligible species, ^f. J. B.

Crocuses seem peculiarly subject to a mal-
formation, whereby some of the segments of the
flower become adherent one to another. The union
talces place along the centre line only, the sides

remaining free, just as if two sheets of note paper
were folded in halves and pasted together along the
central fold. Sometimes one of the stamens is also

joined to one of the segments of the flower in this

way, and then we get three organs placed one in

front of another, and partly adherent in the way
just mentioned. This pecuUaiaty is not, so far as we
know, noticed in any of the standard works on mal-
formations, but it is nevertheless of common occur-

rence. We do not at present see how this condition
is brought about. Can any of our correspondents
help us .'

M. DucHARTRE has recently laid before the
French Academy his views on the Influence
OF Light upon the Twining Parts op
Plants. Recording his own experiments and
those of other observers, M. DucHARTRE con-
cludes that there are two groups of twining
plants :—(1) Species, such as Dioscorea Batatsfl

and Mandevilla suaveolens, which have the
power of attaching themselves to siirroimding
objects only imder the influence of light ; and (2)
Species, such as Ipomoea purpurea and Phaseolus,

Our neighbours on the other side of the Straits
of Dover—we bog pardon—^the Pas de Calais,

have been occupied lately in discussing the
advisability of applying L.\TiN Names to tho
many A'arieties and Races of Vegetables
grown in the kitchen garden. How, asks M.
BossiN, can a Frenchman procure fi'om a seeds-
man of London, St. Petersburg, Madrid, or Phila-
delphia, seeds of " Chou de Bruxelles ? " Ten
chances to one if tbe dealers in those capitals
would understand what was meant ; but by
writing for seeds of Brassica multiplicata, or
polycephala, no difficulty would be met with !

So, in writing for Triple Curled P.arsley one
should, on this plan, ask for seeds of Petroselinum
sativum crispum !

M. BossiN and those who think with him are
quito serious in this matter, or we should be dis-
posed to smile at the proposal, and to wonder
what in the world our gardeners would make of
Lactuca romana, louga, rubicosa, hyem.alis

!

But in truth, if the florists employ Latin names
for their varieties, as they do, for instance, in the
case of the Camellias, Camellia alba semiduplex,
pseoniflora, papaveracea, &c., it is hard

why the kitchensee wny the kitchen gardener should be ^p^uies, .ueu a» ipumuca i,u.puiea emu ruuBeoius,
debarred ti-om the use of similar grandiloquent which exhibit this power equally well either in light
expressions. Some would s.ay that onlv the

|

or in darkness,
aristocrats in the drawing-room should be
endowed with classic names, and that the humbler
kitchen inmates should have more homely appella-
tions—would object in fact to the performance of
the farce of " High Life Below Stairs." But
we cannot in common justice see why cultivated
varieties of flowers should be honoured and
kitchen plants not awarded a similar distinction.
" None' of iimir airs. Miss Bkenchleyensis,"

Dr. Henkv Trimen and Mr. W. Thiselton
Byer are coUecting materials for a Flora of the
county of Middlesex, on the plan of the Cambridge-
shire and Essex Floras. They will feel indebted to

botanists who will send them local lists, notes of

localities, or information of any kind connected with
the subject ; in the case of rare, critical, or doubtful
species, the loan of specimens will be very acceptable.

Dr. Trimen's address is 71, G-uildford Sli-eet, Russell

Christ Church, Oxford.
might fairly say Master Spinach, " if you ai-e a I Sviare, London, W.C. ; Mr. Thiselton Dyer's,

Grladiolus, I am .an Atriplex—Atriplex rubra if
^'^~~' "^ "-"—

^

you please, and I refer you to M. Bossin for a
copy of my baptismal register." While tall Miss
Beet (Beta rubra longior) might faii-ly assert her
claims to equality with Camellia japouica. In
truth, however desirable it may be to seciu-e
unitbrmity in the nomenclature of garden

FIG TREES FOR SMALL GARDENS.
A FEW years .ago I happened to be in central

Germany towards the end of the month of June. As
a ride this part of Germany offers but few subjects

.

of intere.st to the horticulturist, but chancing one
of the old .Schloss gardens, I was

See Monatsbericht der Kon. Preuss. Ac, Jan. 186.5.

varieties, we do hope it wfll not bo attempted ^^ to visit
through the medium of the Latin language, both

j
jjf^h^XrestS by^bserring Tomrhars^^^^^^^

for the sake of the general pubbc, and tor the sake I bush Fig trees growing in the open borders of the
of scientific botamsts, already heavily encumbered kitchen garden, covered with young Figs. Knowing
with a daily increasing load of synonyms. If Latin that the Fig tree could not endure the severe winters
be used, the name of the species should be given of that part of the country, the thermometer often
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falliug- to 20° or even 30° below zero of Fahrenheit,

my curiosity was excited. On inquiry I found

tliat these trees—they had compact bushy heads,

and stems as thick as a man's leg—were annually

taken up in October and placed in a dark fro.st>-proof

place, some at the back of an Orangery, and others,

as I understood, in a dry cellar. The gardener said

that some earth generally adhered to their fibrous

roots, and that in spite of this annual removal they

ripened a good crop of Figs in August and September.

On inquiiy as to the time they were removed to

their summer quarters in the kitchen garden,

i learnt that it was in most seasons early in

May, and that they were planted in some rich com-

post, and well soaked with water tor a week or two.

if the weather happened to be dry. I did not think of

trying this mode of Fig oiJture till the summer of

1860, when some fine young trees were prepared, but

owing to forgetfulness they were not removed to safe

winter quarters, so that in spite of being carefully

protected with dry straw round their stems, they were

all killed by that memorable Christmas Day frost.

It was not till the autumn of 1864 that the German
method of growing Figs again occurred to me. Early

in November of that year 1 had a number of young
trees with stems from' 2 to .'i feet in height, placed

thickly in an orchard house, "laid in," as they call it,

I. e., their roots placed in a trench, and their stems

inclined so that a mat could be placed over them to

prevent any pos.sible injury to their fruit buds. They
remained in the house till early in April, which last

spring was like a warm May. They were planted

out in a .sheltered sunny place, and to my great

satisfaction, ripened a nice crop of fruit in August
and September. The trees are again in their winter

quarters, and I hope to see them do the same this

year.

There is no doubt but that this easy method of

growing Figs may be canied out to a great extent in

the neighbourhood of London, and in the north and
east of England, in all inland districts where Fig
trees are so often injured by the frosts of winter, for

even when trained to walls, imless well protected,

their fruit bud^ containing the first crop are often

killed. There is also much trouble with wall Fig
trees in many soils, owing to their rampant growth
and consequent barrenness. With the fig trees 1

have described there is but little vigorous growth,
owing to their annual removal, but even if inclined

to grow too freely, their regular summer treatment
will prevent their becoming unruly. This consists

in taking out the terminal bud of every shoot

as soon as it has made five full-sized leaves. By
this simple mode of priming, the trees soon form
compact hea^ls, and become marvellou,sly fruitful.

I ought to add th.at a dry cellar or a frost^proof

.shed, with some e.arth in which to place the roots

of the trees, will answer the purpose of an
orchard-house ; in such places they will not

require being covered with mats. The first

sort that ripened with me last year was the

Brown Ischia—this wa.s dead ripe in August;
the Brunswick, a late Fig, ripened in September.

The earUest sorts, and those best adapted to this

open-air Fig culture, are the Brown Ischia, Brown
Turkey, Early Violet, White Marseilles^a variety of

high excellence, and Angelique.

I have been tempted to describe this mode of Fig
culture, because it may be practised in our very

small suburban gardens, or even in city gardens, for

the Fig tree does not refuse to flourish in a smoky
atmosphere. I think also it is the duty of every man
experienced in fruit culture to make known to the

inexperienced any simple mode of carrying it out.

I can well call to mind my youthful days, when I

used to walk in the fruit gardens of our wealthy
people, look at large Fig trees and large Peach trees

trained to high walls, and think that such things
were not for ihe people, and that no other modes of

culture ever could exist. I have therefore long ceased
to wonder that our great gardeners, of whom England
may justly be proud, are apt generally to look to the
spread of fruit culture, not perhaps with contempt,
but with a feeling that the routine way—the way
they have always seen and practised, is enough for

all lovers of fruit and fruit trees. If it had been ray

fate to have had the charge of a large and well-

appointed garden, I have a fuU conviction that I

should have looked at my Pineries, Peacheries, and
wall trees—all perfect of their kind—and should
never have thought of Fig trees for small gardens,
which may, however, prove interesting to a certain
class of your readers, for wherever there is room for

a Gooseberry bush, a Fig tree may be grown. Th
Rii-ei:i.

BEURRfi DE JON&HE PEAR.

This variety was obtained in the gardens of

M. Gambler, of Rhode-St.-Gen6se, not far from
Brussels. I saw it in fruit for the first time in

1H52, at Uccle, another country seat belonging to

I
M. Gambler. The seedling haxi been planted there

two years before, and growing in a strong compact
dry soil, it bore only small fruit, somewhat resem
bling a Bergamot in form. The quality having been
ascertained U^ be good, and the tree one of great

fertility and of a hardy constitution, I judged it to

bo prudent to submit this new variety to an atten-

tive study in my experimental garden. It was
accordingly grafted on some strong tall free stocks,

and also on the Quince. The variety succeeded best

on the Quince, the fruit being in that case better

developed, and of larger size. It is from this source

that I have increased it. The figure represents a

fruit gathered from a tree which had been worked
on a Qviince foiir years previorisly, and was growing
in the open air in the nursery. From one of the

grafts on the tall stems, after six years' cultivation,

I have gathered fruits nearly identical.

The branches are vigorous and of moderate length,

with brown bark, dotted with grey specks, short

jointed, and with close eyes. The leaves are generally

heart-shaped and finely toothed, with recurved points.

The corymb consists of from five to seven large

white flowers, which all set, but it is prudent to

leave o'nly one fniit to each cluster.

The fruit has a short thick fleshy stalk and an
open slightly sunk eye. Its form is regularly and
obtusely obovate. At the time of gathering, the

skin is of a clear nut-brown colour, with a .slight

tinge of green scarcely apparent beneath, marked all

over with grey dots. When it approaches maturity

in December or January it becomes yellow. The

flesh is of a pinkish white ; the juice abimdant, of

a sweet vinous flavour, and leaving on the palate an

agreeable after-taste, such as can only be met with

among Pears of the first rank.

Neither the tree nor the fi-uit, resemble those

of any other kind known among cultivators.

J. de Jonglte.

VIOLA CORNUTA.
I SEND you a few particulars about the origin and

cultivation of this valuable addition to our bedding

plants. Three years ago I saw it at the Messrs. E. G.

Henderson's nui'sery, growing in pots amongst their

collection of hardy herbaceous plants ; and being at

the time rather favourably impressed with its

appearance, I purchased a plant of it, with other

choice Alpine and hardy plants. It was put out in

the herbaceous beds at Oulton Park during the

following season, and I noticed that the plant was
continnallyln bloom from April till late in October.

This led me to use it as a bedding plant, and the

result has been highly satisfactory diuring the past

summer. I consider it one of the most beautiful

shades of colour we have for giving relief to and
toning down the strong glowing colours produced

by a large proportion of the plants used for bedding

purposes.

Viola comuta was introduced to the Royal Gai-dens

at Kew Ijy Dr. Ortega in 1776 from Spain; and a

very correct figure of it is given in Curtis's " Botar

nical Magazine," vol. 21, plate 7111. It is strange

that the plant should have remained so long in our

gardens (nearly 90 years) without its peculiar merits

having been noticed by some one, especially as it is

a shade of colour that has been so long wanted in

the flower garden ; but

Thore it was content to bloom.
In modest tints .arrayed,

and the plant would no doubt have perished long since

from neglect, and would have been totally last to our

gardens, but for its extreme hardiness.

It thrives in any common garden soil without

any care, and when once the plant has become

established there is some difficulty in getting rid of

it, as the smallest bit of the root if left in the soil

will grow, and soon produce a plant. It flowers

more profusely in a dry soU, but tiirives better and

produces larger and better developed flowers in a

moist soil, and partially shaded situation. It seeds

very freely, and may be propagated either from seeds

or cuttings. The present is a good time to sow the
seeds or to propagate by cuttings. The seeds should

be sown in shallow pans, and placed in a cold pit or

frame. The cuttings should also be pricked out in

a cold pit or frame, where they wUl soon emit roots ;

and when they are fairly rooted they should be again

replanted into a cold pit in some good soil, where

they wiU grow very rapidly, and by the end of

March have made good plants. By that time, if it

is necessary to have a large stock of them, they

may be divided into a large number ; they should

then be planted out into nursery beds. By the

first week in May they will be again well

established, and may be planted permanently as beds

or margins, as occasion may require. They will at

once begin flowering very freely. The small plants

should have similar treatment previous to planting

out in their final quarters, but must not be pricked

out from the seed pans till they have made the third

or fourth pair of leaves.

MTiere the plant is intended to be used for early

spring decoration (which is now becoming very

popular), ciittings should be taken early

in Augu.st or September, and the plants

placed in their final quarters about the

end of October.

I intend to carry out a course of ex-

periments, if I am spared, in the coming
spring, by crossing the flowers of V. cor-

nuta with Mr. Tyerraan's varieties of V.

montana, as well as with many of the

other Violas and Pansies, to see if I can

produce the various coloiurs of the latter

along with the habit and constitution of

Viola comuta. If I can succeed in doing

this, I shall be the means of intro-

ducing a class of plants to our gardens

that will not easily be surpassed for the

many good qualities which make the genns

Viola so much appreciated. There have

already been obtained some greatly im-

proved forms of Violas. What is wanted

now is the beautiftil odour of the com-

mon Violet, combined with a good habit,

and a profuse production of bloom a,ll

through the summer months, these again

combined with the different tints of colour

to he found in the Pansy.

I have not yet tried the plant in heat,

but intend doing so this spring, and have

little doubt but that it will strike as

readily as a Lobelia or a Verbena, after

the plant has been growing freely in a

gentle heat for a few weeks. If so, those

who do not possess the plant, may, by pur-

chasing a few roots of it now, by bedding-

out time raise some thousands from them. ./. ir(7/.v,

Hinilroyde, Biiniky, Lanrnsliire, IH. 0, 1866.

EXTRACTS FROM THE JOURNAL
OP Mk. John Gould Veitch,

i)l!RINU A TRIP TO THE AUSTRALIAN COLONIES
AND THE SOUTH SEA ISLANDS.

(Coiilhmedfrom jyarie 124.)

Brisbane boasts of a beautiful botanical garden,

prettily .situated on the banks of the river. This

establishment is under the directorship of Mr. Walter

Hill, well known in England from having of late

years introduced m.any of the finest of the North

Australian plants. Mr. Hill also fills the office of

Surveyor of Government Agricultui'al Reserves. This

takes him to all parts of the colony, and affords him
opportunities of inspecting its botany. I was

fortunate in finding Mr. Hill at home on my arrival

in Brisbane, and he at once placed the whole of his

establishment at my disposition, and showed me
great kindness.

The Botanic Gardens are about 30 acres m extent,

and occupy the side of a low hill sloping down to

the river. The Governor's house and domain are at

the immediate back. The private garden attached

to Government House is small, and contains nothmg

worthy of note. A fine broad walk extends along

the river frontage of the pubUc grounds. Here an

avenue of Araucaria Bidwillii has been planted
;
the

trees are now 25 feet high, beautifully symmetrical,

and thriving well. Some future day this avenue

will be one of the most striking features of the

town. A portion of the grounds is devoted to a

Pinetum, and a very fair collection of Coniferae has

been already planted. Most of this tribe of plants

do well, particularly the Pines, Junipers, Arbor-

vitaes and Cypresses ; but the heat is too great for

such as the Wellingtonia and Cedrus Deodara.

A circular Rose Garden is a very pleasing picture.

I was much surprised to find Roses doing so well in

such a hot climate. One of the prettiest features of

the garden is a fine clmnp of Bamboos 60 feet in

height. Taking atlvantage of the shade this clump

aftords, the centre is planted with a collection of

Aloes, Yuccas, Palms, Dracajn.as, Beaucameas, Tree

Ferns, Gleichenias, Dendrobium speciosum and

Hillii, San-sevieras, Zamias, Macrozamias, Cycas, &c

A stream of water has also been introduced. The
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sha^le and moistirre thus obtained, where otherwise
there would be little of either, gives the whole an
appearance of g:reat lirsiiriance.

Two ponds contain the indigenous Water Lilies of

the colony, viz., the pink Lotus, Nelumbium
Kennedy!, and the blue Nymphfea gigantea. Both
these bloom profusely, and produce flowers of

immense size. IVIr. Hill is devoting especial atten-

tion to the trial of plants likely to become of com-
mercial value to the colony. There are large patches
of Tea, Coffee, South Sea Island Cotton, Indigo,

Senna, Ginger, An'owroot. Cinnamon, &c., all of

which seem to tje well suited to the climate. There
is but one small greenhouse, used to contain and
propagate recent introductions. The constant heat
renders more unnecessary. Here, as in Sydney, the

greater portion of the grounds are laid down in lawn,
upon which are ornamental clumps of trees and
flowering shrubs. I particularly noticed a fine

specimen of Stenocarpus Cunninghamii, loaded «'ith

bunches of its yellow and scarlet flowers ; Barklya
syringcefolia, quite covered with long racemes of

bright yellow flowers ; this would in all proba-
bility prove a most ornamental plant for green-
house and conservatory cultivation in England, as

it flowers naturally in a dwai-f state, and few plants

create more effect ; a beautiful .species of Sagus
from Cape York, probably one of the finest of the
Australian Palms ; Dendrobium Hillii, a species in

the way of D. speciosum, but quite distinct in habit,

and producing larger and iiner spikes of bloom ;

Grevillea Macleayi, a very ornamental shn^b, resem-
bling G. Dnimmondi ; sever.al distinct varieties

of Gleichenias, and Tree Ferns ; and lastly a
new Sciadophyllum from Cape York, which is

one of the most ornamental of the Aralia
tribe that I have seen, its foliage being of a
light glossy-green colour, somewhat resembling
Aralia pulchra, but much larger than the leaves of
that species, and having a most graceful pendulous
habit, giving the plant an effect at once distinct and
peculiar to itself. Altogether I was agreeably sur-
prised to find a public garden so far advance<l, and
so large a collection of plants in the comparatively
yoimg colony of Queensland.
The grounds are annually increased in extent, as

far as the means at Mr. Hill's disposal -nTll allow.
The whole establishment is one of the most practi-
cally managed public gardens that I have seen,
reflecting great credit on its Director.

There is no nurseiy in Brisbane worthy of
remark. Almost all horticultural produce comes
from Sydney. I visited the private garden of Mr.
R. R. McKenzie, situated on the banks of the river,
about two miles out of the town. This garden is in
Queensland what Camden Park is in New South
IVales. Some 10 acres are filled i\-ith a good collec-
tion of ornamental plants and fruits, to which
additions are continually being made from Engl.and.
As is almost universally the case in Australia, the
groimd not actually planted is rough and in bad
order. The price of labour chiefly accounts for this.

Excepting the Botanic Gardens, Mr. McKenzie has
the largest collection of plants in Queensland. I

was more surprised than ever to see the great variety

;

some from cold coxmtries, and othere from the hottest
part of the tropics—Palms, Ro.ses, Begonias, Fuchsias,
Hydrangeas, Azaleas, Guavas, Oranges, Indian
shrubs and climbers, Califomian Conifers, Japanese
Camellias, and other shrubs, all thriving together.
Tecoma velutina, a plant originally intro-

duced fi-om England, has become one of the
most common and sho%vy of garden shrubs. It
is well suited to the climate, and produces
its immense bunches of bright yellow flowers
in great abundance. Conifera; thrive here
remarkably well notwithstanding the he.at, par-
ticularly such as Cupressus macrocarpa, Lamber-
tiana, pendula, and Knightiana, Thuyas, and the
indigenous Arancarias, &e. The Pampas Grass
becomes a perfect weed, and blooms to great perfec-
tion. Fruit is chiefly confined to Bananas, Plantains,
Pine-apples, Cherimoj'ers, Loquats, the P.assion

fruit, Grapes, Oranges, and Peaches. Mr. McKenzie's
present gardener, Mr. Last, has been but a few
months in the colony. He . came from London in
hopes of bettering his position, but Uke thousands
before him, he finds that Australian life is a rough
one, with many drawbacks.

liochhampton, Fch. 25, 186.5.—This, the second place
of importance in Queensland, is situated on the banks
of the river Fitzroy, forming the great water outlet
for the northern grazing lands. The to-mi is rapidly
becoming one of importance, although at present
one meets with the stumps of trees in the streets,

and most of the houses are built of wood. The heat
is very great throughout the year, and often rises to
110° in the shade during the summer months. The
atmosphere is said to be more oppressive here than
at any other of the Australian settlements. This
arises from the town being built on a low swamp,
nearly 30 miles from the sea-coa.st, and entirely shut
in by a range of mountains.
The scenery of the district is most impictiu-esque,

• and the vegetation devoid of all luxuriance, for not-
withstanding the great heat, the extreme dryness of
the atmosphere gives the whole country a parched
up appearance. Some lagoons in the vicinity are

covered with Nymphsea gigant«a. Dendrobium undu-
latum grows on rocks on the sea-coast, and Musa
Banksii and the famous Leichardt tree are found in

the moimtains. The woods and scrub country con-

sist of scarcely anything but the same brown dingy
Gum-trees one meets with everywhere.

rort Dcnison, March S, 1 865.—This is amongst the
youngest of the Australian settlements. It is

situated on the sea-coast, with a beautifiil harbour

—

second to none north of Sydney. The present
population is 800. The greatest drawback to the

place is the want of fresh water ; none is found
within two or three miles of the town. The
surrounding coimtry is barren, but fine grazing land
exists in the interior. Having attained my object in

prociuring a supply of the Orchids of the district, I

remained here but two days. On returning to

Brisbane we passed through the '\^Tiit^Sunday

passage, close to the mainland. Both the ^Tiit-

Sunday Islands and the mainland rise to an elevation

of 1500 to 1800 feet, and are for the most part
covered with vegetation to the summits. The
scenery is very pretty, and somewhat reminded me
of Japan. No Europeans are as yet living in this

district. We saw several of the naked, miserable,

Australian aborigines on the beach as we steamed
past. They have the reputation of being particularly

savage.
{.ToUco-niinuul.)

THE LATE SIR W. HOOKER.
In the "Archives des Sciences de la Bibliotheque

Universelle de Geneve." for January, 1866, is a notice
of the life and writings of the late Sir William
Hooker, from the'pen of Professor A. DeCandoUe, the
President of the forthcoming Botanical Congress,
and which has also been issued separately. We
regret that our space wiU not allow us to pubUsh the
article in extcnso, but we extract the following as
likely to be of interest to many of our readers ;

—

Sir William Hooker, s.ays M. DeC.indolle, belonged to
the .active or working-class of Bot-iuists rather than to tlie

reflective or philosophical class. The latter publish compara-
tivel.v little, but from their carition and ex.actitude every line
which they write has to be well considered by the reader. To
this ctass belong Cfesalpinus, Micheli, the three Jussieus, St.

Hilaire, and specially Robert Brown, while In vegetable
chemistry, Th^dore de Saussure is a good representative of

the class.

Among "active" botanists are enumerated as types

—

Bauhin, Toumefort, Ray, Linnaius, Do Lamarck, De Candolle,
Lindley, and Humboldt. These are the men who are daily
increasing our stores of knowledge, who astonish us by the
abundance of their writings and the variety of their researches
and their ideas. When a happy thought strikes them, they
turn it to practical use immediately. "If," says M. De Candolle,
" the mode of indicating species by the use of two names hjid

been proposed in a memoir by some philosopher as a desirable
thing for adoption, nobody would have p.aid the least atten-
tion to the suggestion, but Llnnieu."; speedily put the plan into
e.\ecution, and its value was immediately appreciated."

Linnseus, Augustin Pyramus De Candolle, and Sir Willla
Hooker are considered to have been.the most prolific botanical
authors : Ray, Lindloy, and Von Miirtius being but little less 8(

Hooker attained his eightieth year, and continued hi

Labours as an author for 55 years, viz., from 1811, the date of
his first publication, to 1865. Linnjeus lived to the age of 72,

and his publications extend over 42 years. De Candolle lived
63 years, and his authorship w-as spread over 44. The longest
career among the more distinguished botanists was that of
Link, who died <at the age of 85, after having been engaged in
authorship for at least 69 years. In contrasting the two classes

of botanists, M. De Candolle -sees no reason to elevate one at the
expense of the other. Nothing is more admirable than
perspicacity united to reflection, than genius guided and eon-
trolled by common sense, and breadth of generalisation com-
bined with the faculty of paying scrupulous attention to
details. Considered in this w.ay, Robert Brown ranks the
highest amongst botanists. But there is another way of

estimating the position of scientific men, and that is by con-

sidering the results of their Labours .and the diutition of their
influence.
"The gl-e.atest men," said N.apoleon, ".are those whose works

survive longest." Applying this principle to botanists, it will

be seen that those savans who have collected a gre.at deal, or
have described and published much, not only exercise a great
influence over their contemporaries, but also leave a long

during m.ark behind them. The more numerous their
descriptions of heretofore unknown plants, the n:

the plates they publish, the more will their
compelled to consult their works. M. De CandOlle goes on to

compare the researches of the physiologists with those of the
descriptive botanists. He shows that in physiology there .are

but few absolutely new Ideas. The observ,ation8 of Brown or
Mirbel, for instance, had been in a measiu-e anticipated by
Grew—not so with a new pLant. A botanist who describes
and figures a hitherto unknown plant adds a new fact to the
.science—one which may pos-sibly be of little import,
the other hand. It may be of great v.alue In resolving questions
of affinity or of morphology. Had it not been for the labours
of such Indefatigable descriptive botanists .as Hooker, De
Candolle, Euntb, Lindley, Blume, von Martins, and others,
system.atic botany must have become a chaos. Au^stui
Pyramus De Candolle described and published during his life

upwards of 6000 new species—almost as many as h<ad been
discovered from the time of the Greeks to that of Linnasus.
Hooker probably described as many ; moreover, he published
more than 4000 botanical plates. Reichenbach the elder has
published nearly the same number, but in this case the
plants represented are for the most part European, and
comparatively well known.
Jacqnin published nearly 3,000 beautiful plates ; Sib-

thorp, 943 ; Von Martins had issued in 1856 nearly 1100, and
.adds .annually to the number ; Dr. Wight brought out 2313
plates devoted to the Illustration of Indian plants. From this
it may be seen how Sir William excelled his fellow-labourers.
Due praise is given to the subject of this notice for his accu-
racy in allocating species Into their proper genera, few
botanists having been less often .at fault than the late distin-

guished Director of Kew Gardens.
In alluding to cultivated pl.aiits, and the dlfliculties that

beset the botanist who has to name them, M. De Candolle
makes the following remarks, which will find an echo among
all those who are called on to determine the Identification of

garden plants. " Every director of a botanic garden knows
in wh.at state plants are that flower for the first time. He

knows that the description must be quickly drawn up. In
order that the plant may be handed over to the artist. The
pLant must however be examined without ripe fruit, with no
power of comparing several specimens, and with a sense that
the characters of the plant may be altered by cultivation.
Sometimes the question hinges upon an Isolated or doubtful
member of a large genus that has not been recently worked up.
In spite of .all this the plant must be named and published.
Very excusable are faults made under such circumstances,
verj' praiseworthy those who commit them hut rarely."

The details of Sir William's hfe having been
already published in our own columns, we need not
reproduce them here, nor is it essential to dwell
in greater detail upon the discriminating and well
bestowed eulogy that the Geneva Professor has pro-

noimced over our distinguished countryman.

Home Correspondence.
A'otfiitffJujm O'ocxs.—The meadows near Notting-

ham, exteudiug for a great distance beside the " sil-

very Trent," are now (7th Feb.) covered with tens

of thousands of lovely Crocus blooms in full beauty ;

the greater part are blue and light lilac. The effect

when the sun shines is very beautiful, the fine green
tint of the Grass, and the short sturdy foliage of the
Crocus, with the numerous blooms rai;iied about
.3 inches from the ground, and their pure white stems,

cause them to have an exceedingly pleasing appear-
ance. Numbers of children may be seen each day
gathering quantities of these beautiful harbingers of

returning spring. I also find here and there amongst
them some wild Aconites. The single blooms of the

Crocus are quite as fine as our garden varieties. I

enclose a few. Tirrtt. [The flowers sent are those of

Crocus vernus, and are very fine. WiU our

correspondent kindly forward us a few more
flowers with the leaves, and also a specimen of the
" Aconite."]

Ziirije Silrrr -Pjr.—You will obUge me by giving

me the name of the enclosed specimens. Do they

belong to the true Silver Fir. Picea pectinata, or to

the Balm of Gilead Fir ? Some very fine trees of

this kind have fallen here lately, measirring from
120 to 150 feet in length, and from 8 to 12 feet

round the butt. One of the twigs sent is from an
old tree, the other from a seedling derived from the

old one. S. R-nns, Arbtiry. [We submitted the

specimens enclosed to Mr. Andrew Murray, an
authority in such matters, who has favoured us with
the following reply. Eds.] " Your correspondent

should have been relieved from all doubt on the

subject by the size of the trees. There is no Silver

Fir but Picea pectinata of anything like 1 20 feet in

height in Britain— a photograph should be taken of

them. The Balm of Gilead Firs do not reach more
than 40 to 50 feet in height, even in their native

country, and I do not know a single Bahn of Gilead

in Britain of 60 years of age. They generally die

when about 30 or 40 years old. The pecidiar short

foliage, which has no doubt suggested the com-

parison, is the natural result of want of vigour in

the tree, here probably due to its age. When the

Scots Fir is going backwards, the leaves which are

produced are shorter and more stunted in appearance

than in more vigorous and healthy individuals, and

a forester in going through a wood selects for

cutting down those which show this sign of ceasing

to do well. Commonly it is due to the roots having

got into a cold, damp, imdrained subsoil, but the

same effect will be produced by age, &c."

Grnpc Groiviiig at Sir Ednard WnJltvr's, Bury
Hill, ilansfirld.—I am very happy in being able to

endorse the statements made by Mr. Ayres as to the

practical way in which Mr. Speed deals with the

cultivation of the Vine. Any one may, in looking

over the garden, soon discover for themselves that

he is the right man in the right place. No one can

look upon the Vines at Sir Edward Walker's without

admiring them and their wonderful productions,

brought about of course through the liberality of the

owner and the skilful management of his gardener.

I have also great pleasure in bearing testimony to

the great productions of some young Vines at Llan-

fairfechan, the residence of John Piatt, Esq., M.P.

I have some reason to believe that an alkaline atmo-

sphere is beneficial to vegetation, as I have often

observed that plants groivn near the sea, more espe-

cially if they are .sheltered from the severe gales,

are never so much cut up by frost as where they are

grown inland. I am of opinion the salt spray is

continually charging the soil with a Uberal amount
of soda ; the latter acts powerfully on the silica in the

soils, which is rendered soluble by rain-water, and

enters the roots of the plant as a solution of silicate of

soda, either separately in the latter state, or in com-

bination with other constituents. Joseph Meredith,

Till' Vineyard, Garston, near Liverpool. 1 now wish

that I had never doubted " I.'s " description of Bury

Hm and its Grapes. In fact I have been pondering

whether I ought not to add at the end of this

paragraph a P. to the H., as the initials of " Humble
Pie," the eating of which I hope will make amends

for all the ironical allusions with which I am '

charged. There is only one consolation left, and

that is, that " I." and Mr. W. P. Ayres cla,sh in their

opinions respecting the best localities for Grape

growing, the one preferring the dry air of hilly

districts, and the other that of moist valleys near

the sea. There is, therefore, a chance of some of us
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" Midland gardeners," who are situated near " weedy
ponds, miscalled lakes," succeeding, withoutthe taste

of " the briny," in growing Grapes equal to those at

Buiy HiU. As regards " I.'s " inquiry after ray

health, I am glad to say that I am very well at

present ; but some of the weedy lakes, as well as the

fields adjacent, are in flood, and it is impossible to

say how soon one's bronchial tubes may be

affected. H.
Bitten Pine Cones.—In reply to your Boivmemouth

correspondent " S. L.," I beg to say that the bitten

Pinaster cones are the work of squirrels, and not
rabbits ; the latter, however himgry, never attempt
to gnaw Pine cones. If " S. L.," on a fine spring
uioraing, will go into the woods where these gnawed
Pine cones are found, he will soon hear the little

caqienter at work up amongst the branches over-

head ; he will hear a peculiar cracking sound, sharj)

and distinct, and occiu'ring about once a minute,
and each crack will be followed by the fall of a cone
scale to the ground, which will at once point out to

him the exact position of the squirrel. They are

very shy of observation, but with a little care and
patience their timidity is soon set at rest, and it is

well worth taking some trouble to observe the neat-

ness, strength, and rapidity with which they bite oil

the tough cone .scales, and crack the little seeds,

two of which lie behind each scale. With all the
appliances of knives, pincers, or other tools, it is

diificult indeed to cut up a Pine cone so neatly and
rapidly as a squirrel does with his teeth, sitting too

upon next to nothing, in the fork of a slender branch
which seems hardly strong enough to support his

weight. E. Stdlij. In the neighbourhood of the
" Clee Hills," in Shropshire, I heard, some few years
ago, a strange account of the Scotch Firs and other
Pines in a plantation being bitten in the bark and
cones. On visiting this plantation, the only thing I

could think of to solve the mystery was that the
Pine marten cats mu.st have been the] cause of the
mischief. This animal is now very rare in England

;

but in the Fir woods in the north it is still known to

be vei-y destructive to the young trees by peeling
them and eating the seeds in the cones. In severe
winters squirrels, where numerous, are very destruc-
tive to young Conifers, by eating the terminal buds of
Pinsapo, Webbiana, cephalonica, and other rigid-

growing sorts. ir. TiUerij.

Blae]!-hmHed Pine-apples. — Both varieties of
Cayenne on being cut open are very apt to prove
black in the centre, an evil caused by the dark days
of winter. At that season there is not sufficient sun
to bring them to perfection. In winter Cayenne
Pines are looked upon with suspicion in Covent
Garden Market for the rea.son just mentioned. They
fetch '2k. i]i!. less per pound than that Prince of Pines
the Black Jamaica. P. Gilhei-t, Shalimur, Aetoit.

Trrea at Biftiut.—In the interesting account of
Bicton, at p. ll.SIJ of your last year's volume, refer-

ence is matie to a Pinus macrocarpa, 70 feet high, with
a diameter of U feet r, inches, and to an Araucaria
Cunninghamii nearly 30 feet high. As I have nowhere
seen the Moretou Bay Pine succeed out of doors, I

shall be glad to have the correctness of this report con-
firmed as regards the above-named trees. Many of
yoiu- readers, like myself, look to Bicton as furnishing
a criterion of what trees may be successfvdly planted
in the British climate, and on this accoimt it is im-
portant that there should be no misprint. C/inek's

JfPonalil, Wooihtock Purl; Inistiogm: [The dia-
meter measurement is a mistake or misprint—the
tree is 7 J feet round at i feet from the ground, and as
liigh as was stated. The Araucaria was under the
mark ; there are two specimens of it. From making
its wood at the wrong time it looks disfigured by
brown leaves for a considerable portion of the year,
but this does not prevent its growing, and that too
to a goodly size, its stem being between 3 and 1 feet
in circimiference. Still it would not be wise to try
it out except in the milde.st and most favoured spots
in the south of England or Ireland, and then only
where well sheltered. There is another specimen in
the arboretum which hns yet to be described. W. It.']

Flies and I) «.«/<.«.—In the interesting Mcoimt of
the influence of the seasons of 18(34-5 on insect life

in one of your recent Numbers, the scarcity of aphides
diuring the season is remarked and commented on.
It may, perhaps, interest your entomological readers
to know that this immunity from one of our insect
plagues did not prevail all over the countiy during
the last year. In the north Midland district we
had the infliction of a perfect plague of flies

(a small ivinged aphis), towards the latter end of
September, and they were only effectually dispersed
by the cold winds and rains of the following month.
Unusually hot weather is the immediate cause of the
increase in the.se migratory aphides, and as the
exceptionally hot and dry weather of Sej)-

tember prevailed throughout the country, I am
surprised that the appearance of aphides was not
general. About Belvoir, from the 23d to the 2.jth,

the air was filled with swarms of aphides drifting
apparently from east to west. Myriads alighted on
the leaves of plants, and in a few days produced
their young, so that Rases, Peach-trees, Verbenas,
and other favourite plants were quickly covered.
Turnips suffered a severe check from this great
irruption of insects. Here, as in other places.

wasps were numerous in the spring of l.'<G."i,

and their numbers gave rise to serious apprehensions,
which fortunately proved unfounded. I atti'ibuted

the destruction of the broods to the heavy rain-

fall of July and August—over flj inches fell during
those months. In rainy districts north of the Trent
few wasps are foimd, and I have noticed that in

exceptionally wet seasons we are nottroubled by them,
The hot September weather revived a certain number
of wasps, and I think about .50 nests were destroyed
within a mile of the gardens here late in the autumn.
We were led to pursue them more clcsely in conse-

quence of their pertinacious attacks on oru- hothouse
Grapes. They left other fruit for a time to bees,

which, as your correspondent justly remarks, were
very troublesome, and ravenously attacked our
sweetest and best Grapes, requiring, aa I judged, a
great supply of nutritious and saccharine matter in a I

short ;Space of time. I remarked the small size of
j

the wa.sps in t'ne,autumn. M'illiiint lucrum, Belvoir.

Myrtle Berries.—We were so much struck by
j

the abundance and size of the berries on a Myrtle
last year, that I think a specimen of them may be
worth your notice. The tree on which they grew is

a very old one, planted in a border and covering a

considerable extent of wall, under glass, but without
any artificial heat. It flowers well every year, and
occa-sionally bears a few small berries. In 18G4 it

flowered earlier than usual, to which circumstance
and the extraordinary heat of the sun in September,
may perhaps be attributed its having produced fruit

in such perfection and abundance. Mr. Bain, of the

Dublin Botanical Gardens, seemed to look upon its

fruiting at all as a very rare occurrence ; and oiu' tree

is still so covered with the berries that they might
be gathered by bushels. C. La Tonehe, Bellernr,

Delfjantj, Wieltloir, Ireland. [To the fine season we
have experienced, may, no doubt, be attributed the

size and abundance of these Myi-tle berries—the

production of berries by the common broad-leaved

Myrtle being however not rare, even in the open air,

against a wall, in the climate of London. The more
favoured situation under glass of the plant referred

to would conduce to the high state of perfection

they have attained.]

Itainfall in 18G5, at Belroir Castle, Grantham.—
Top 01

Rain Gnug
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AmoniTst them were incamata, a deep rosy blush,

intermediate in tint between the double red and pale

blush kinds ;
Queen of England, a very large-flowered

double French-white ;
Kermesina splendens plena, a

lively carmine-tinted rose, also double ;
and Fairy,

a dwarf-growing double blush. The prizes for six

Miscellaneous plants were awarded respectively to

Mr Toiing, gr. to E. Barclay. Esq., and to Mr.

Bartlett, the latter of whom had in addition a large

group of forced bulbs.

Fdi. 13 (^»»uv7-.wry).—The Duke of Buccleuch,

K.G., in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting having been read

and confirmed, Mr. Fortune and Mr. Booth were

appointed scrutineers, and the ballot for members of

Council and officers was proceeded with, and resulted

in the election of the Duke of Buccleuch as President

;

G F Wilson, F.E.S., Treasurer ;
Lieut.-Col. iScott,

KB Secretaiy; Geo. F. WUson, Esq., Lieut.-Col.

Scott, and Henry Cole, Esq., C.B., Expenses Com-

mitteemen ; and James Nicholson, Esq., Jonathan

Clarke, Esq., and Robert Hudson, Esq.. Auditors. The

the Council consider to be the best criterion by which to judge i
that the niimber of the Society's contributions

if their appreciation by the FeUows. ^- ^~ -•-"- —•"" -'' *'- -"""

The Fruit and Floral Committees hav.

constant in their work than in the pa~t

attendance of the members has been 9 niil I

of meetings 19 and 21 respectively; and In

before them for adjudication have been of ' n

,

importance. The Committees have also c

the Saturday
has been-gradually increasing, and the prizes offered for this

weekly sbitws will act us a further stimulu.s to induce

ou^c useful trials on bedding and other planti

,

series of experiments on Peas. Reports on these subjects will

be found in the last number of the Proceedings for the year 1865.

10. The Fruit and Floral Meetings for the FeUows, which

h,ave followed the Committee Meetings, have created a very

general interest amongst those specially devoted to hoi-ticultrn-e.

Theyarearevivalof theold Regent tStreet Meetings, withwhich,

in the beauty of the objects exhibited .at le;ist, and in the actual

numbers of visitors present, they do not comp.are imworthUy ;

but, considering the excellence and rarity of the objects exhi-

bited, they have not created that interest among the FeUows

generally which might have been expected. The average

attendance at these meetings in the month of May was 560, and

of this number a portion only entered the Exhibition-room

There is evidence, however, tending to show that the small

attendance on these occasions has been due rather to ignorance

as to the nature of these meetings than to indifference to the

pleasure which such exhibitions are capable of affording. The

-._^_ .- be taken to render the Tuesday meetings betterknown
to the Fellows will be hereafter mentioned.

11. The very large attendances at the Satm-day shows and

ii^"'"" '";;',' T;^
-----

_

-

f, jjp ;

promenades, m compared with the attendances at proracnades
Viscount Sandon, the Klgnt ilon. " ^°™P"> •"^•^•' I g^ former years give evidence. Indeed, that the exhibition of

and Sigismund Eucker, F.L.&., were electedMembers fl^^^rsadds greatly to the attraction of such assembUesfor the

of CoimcU in the pla*;e of the following vacating whole body of the Fellows. In the month of May m 1864

Members—viz., J. J. Blandy, Esq., John Kelk, Esq., I the average attendance of visitors on a promenade day w„.

M.P., aud Major Trevor Clarke.

Mr. Wilson Saunders then read the Annual
! J( ^^ yg^,. \,y upwards of 2000, of whom three-fourths

^^^^^ -..,;. In 1S65, the addition of a small flower show to the

promen.ade raised the average attendance at the same period

Keport, as follows

1. In accordance with the ;amoTmcement made at the la.st

annual,meeting of the Society, the aceoimts annexed are laid

before the FeUows this yeiu-, so as to show in a simple form the

financial results of the year's working. A full statement of

the Society's accounts has also been printed, as directed by the

Charter, and copies can be had on application at the offices at

South Kensington.
, . , . ^ »,

2. The Council have the satisfaction of announcmg to the

Society that the number of its Fellows continues to increase,

and that the amoimt of their subscriptions, which form the

least fluctuating of its sources of income, has risen in a higher

ratio than the increase in its members. The number of

Fellows on the books on the 1st of January, 1866, is nine more
than it was on the 1st of January of last year ; but the sub-

scriptions for 1865 exceed those of 1804 by I38(. ISn. Id. This

good
FeUows and their friends.

12. The produce of Chiswick has not yielded

a return .as was expected. This w.as due to two causes ; ine

Strawberry crop entirely failed : and, although the

wall-fruit was good and plentiful, the general abundance

of fruit during the past season greatly reduced the

prices obtained. The FeUows have, as usual, been the

chief purchasers of the more expensive fruits, ^and^ the
Saturday shows have been instrumental

"

'-'^- "-"

.Tud fruit as they may
lid of the week. The

1 1 at. in instituting those
. i to give to Fellows the
^U beautiful objects as

exhibitors tv
happen to b.i i

i
:

.

'

CouncU desivi : i
!'

' - '

weekly show .^, m ^. . -i- .
,
l1; .

.!> -

opportunity ol ijiuif^uij, u- i..Ai^„

would otherwise escape exhibition.

20. Wishing weU to the International Exhibition before

alluded to, the Council have concluded arrangements with
the Committee of Management of the International Exhi-
bition and Botanical Congress which wiU doubtless prove
satisfactory to the Fellows. Fellows and debenture holders of

the Society are to have free admission to the whole show

—

both to the portion which is within and that which is vrith-

out the gi-ounds of the Society— on the second day of the
exhibition : and such portions of the show as maybe exhibited

in the garden will be open to Fellows and debenture holders

at all times, excepting when the plants and fruits are being
arranged and judged. The Committee of Management of the

Intel-national Exhibition have further undertaken to pay the

Society the sum of 8001. in lieu of the receipts .at the doors for

the week in which the exhibition takes place.

21. It is with pleasure that the CouncU aimounce to the

FeUows that the sp,acious haU for all kinds of

connected with the promotion of arts and
about to be erected, imder the patronage of the Queen and the

presidency of the Prince of Wales, on the vacant site between

the Conservatory and Hvde Park. It will be an amphitheatre

like the Colosseum at Rome, capable of seating 6000 persons

with great comfort, and affording ample and suitable space for

flower shows and horticultuial gatheiings. This hall will in

many ways promote the interests of the Society's Gardens,

and the Council h.avc felt it their duty to afford temporary
accommodation for the oflices connected with it. A copy of

the prospectus of the Central HaU wiU be given to any FeUow
of the Society who appUes for one at these offices.

22. The Council report with gratification that their appeal

for subscriptions for the late foreign coUector of the Society,

Ml-. Weir, who was disabled in its service, has been UberaUy
responded to v.v m.anv of the FeUows ; but the sum received is

asyet too sill nil iMi th. imrchaae of an annuity adequate for

hismainteiiini ;: it stUl remains open. The CouncU
donotnroiin . -ii " list, to employ a foreign collector

i\ v.;, 11 -i"iiisibiiity : but two gentlemen,

their own account—the one in Eastern Africa,

!„..„,. .,., „ ^ the BrazUs—have i-eceived commissions on the

inconvenient to go to part of the Societj', .and the CouncU wiU take ever}' other avail-

the So.
.j-*^«i«« .-UV....3

enabling FeUows to

purchase fi-uits aiio which woiild otherwise have been sent to travelling <

market. Pmtherarrangements are being made for the coming the oUier i

^eaion hv which FeUows to whom it is inconvenient to go to part of the ..... j , . ^ - ^. , ^cSSckS be enSed to partake more freely of the able opportunity of introducing new and interestmg planti>

SiXc 'ofXchitog the fndt^and flowers grown ttere. into theil- Garden. A coUection o plants^ made at Bsperm9a,

IS^^fhe nSSbSTIiSi mSle to the ChisSick Gardens Ijy in th_e province of Bahia, BrazU, has Jiuitbeen received from

FeUows during_ the past year was 1003, .and 3672 persons!

admitted by FeUows' orders. Different

Mr. E. Reed, and they wiu be carefuUy cultivated at Chiswick

embers of the
;
for distribution among the FeUows.

imparatively greater augmentation in the amount subscribed
, |?^fr j^

^
received 1630 packets of cuttings, prindpaUy of i

23. It is with satisfaction that the CouncU caU the attention

uan in the number of FeUows is to lie attributed to the
i ^'f^^esa^^e number^ plants, manfof them^ion- ' o{ the Fellows to the Ust of prizes offered by members of then-

important privileges which a subscriber of foui- guineas

enfoys from both his tickets being transferable ,.. newer anu vegeiao.e i,»e^ .„...-,..
-

, with g,reat sorrow U^t toe CouncU rfer to the ^^^^ di.stribufed among the FeUows,

fruit trees : and the number of plants,

siderable value, distributed by baUot, has been 6265 ; packets of

flower and vegetable seeds to the number of 376,884 have also

heavy losses by death which the Society has lately suffered,
j j^ ^j^^ FeUows will have remarked with pleasure that pro-

It has seldom, if ever, happened in the experience of the , ^ ^^ ^ .
, ^^.^^^ ^^^^^.^^^^ tl,g ^onjpleHon of the stroctures

Society that three men of emment horticiUtural attamments K ^.^^fc
^^ ^^^^ Kensington. A considerable portion of

have passed away in one year ; .and whatevra- the extension of
^^^ sp^ndrils of the arches of the Upper Arcades has been fiUed

the love of gardening-however Ulustnous tte men enioUed m
^a^erra-cotta bas-reUefs, .and a contract has been accepted

the r.anks of horticulture, the decease of three such '-^>" -° '

! aud '

the ranks of horticultiure. the decease of three such men as
^ ^ completion, before the out-door season commences, of

Dr. Lindley, Sir WUliam Hooker, and Sir Joseph Paxton-wUlL^^
frieze ornamental work of the same arcades. This

be regai-ded as a serious calamity. The CouncU propose to
decoration it wUl be remembered, forms a portion of the

show how much the labours of these distinguished men were ^ j^ midertaken at the commencement of Last yeai- by
appreciated in this Society by endeavourmg^ to obtam the ^ j^ ,^ Commissionei-s for the Exhibition of 1851.
co-operation of Government, and bodies pursuing braiiches of

^^ ^ ^^^^^ arrangements for the coming season the CouncU
science coUateral with horticulture, m obtaimng a hfe-sijed

| ^ endeavoured tS work out the idea of uniting
group of them. They have also voted that a memonnl be

instituted, in the form of a medal, in honour of Dr. Lindley's

exei-tions in carrying out the objects of the Society, to be

awarded only at the Fruit and Floral meetings which he so

long and so ably supported.
4. The balance of the receipts from the public throughout

the year, and the expenditure for bands, and for prizes, &c. at

exhibitions, is more favourable to the Society than in 1804 :

and the result of the year's working tends to show that smaU
and frequent exhibitions, as they are more conducive to horti-

cultural progress, so also are they less Ukely to occasion pecu-

niary losses than the large exhibitions of past years. The

body, and by other members of the Society, for special

productions. These prizes are to be awarded at the show on

the 14th June next. Some of them are to enoour.age the

growth of tropical fruits, a branch of science of great interest

to horticulturists, and hitherto attended withmany difficulties.

These difficulties wiU doubtless be surmounted, aud the

CouncU wiU be glad to aid the endeavours now being made to

overcome them in every way in their power. As a further

inducement to experiment, they arc enabled through the

Uberality of a Member of CouncU, to offer a prize of 10 guineas

for the best Essay on the Growth of Tropical Fruits, which

may be sent to the Council during the present year.

Sir A. Waugh, in moving the adoption of the

Report, said that all must have observed -with pleasure

^t.'fhepastTabii^of'this Society have been the source'f^m
i

the improvement whi<ii had taken pla^e "^ the

which the other nations of Europe have chiefly derived their
, Garden. He also -wished to express the grafahcation

knowledge of the practice of sound gardening ; and there is
; ^jjg^j. .j^j^g fgj^ ^t the extension of the privileges. The

t;!^^'lZ^:if^^'^^'^lS^yl^^T"^o\o.lt?t^'^^ was .sure would sympathise with the

is Mr-i III 111 -II in the English people; their appreciation
I

Council in their expression of regret at the loss ot

of i ,, ^..tables is certainly not exceeded abroad;
I

tjjj-ee eminent botanists, viz., Dr. Liudley, Sir W.
anil -

II-.- yearly more lavish in then- Pleasure
I Hog^er, and Sir Joseph Paxton. He also begged to

gi-um; ; iiiil . Ill lis. Botanists, meanwhUe, are seekmg to |

-""'-'^'=^> ^^"'-^
. ^ . - - - .

a^'
. . ,

itage of their

Council continue, therefore, to he of opinion that the Society

should hold one great general exhibition only in each year ;

and the best time for this exhibition they consider to be the

end of May or the beginning of June.
5. "The income arising from letting portions of the .arcades to

exhibitors of horticultural implements and ornaments is fast

increasing, and the amount shown under this head in the
^ ^^ me appou...m«uo oi ..» .v... „. .. .

accompanymg accounts wUl, it is expected, be nearly doubled ^ Sooietv on the botanical questions that
The CouncU have received

1 ^e^i^^^^„^^ ,^oh wUI tend to place

, . ^ ;,-'°5tH'"'y°f "'™I^^™^*''«
I proper relation to the general study of th. .-„

manufactures of various firms, afforded by these exhibitions,
, g^^^ and by unitmg with him two practical horticulturist

y generally appreciated by FeUows who have desired^to
[
^^^^ ^^^ ^^ eminent authority in pomology, and the other in

'" ^'" " " ' "" "' " """^
floriculture—the CoimcU hope that the Ideas evolved by_ expe-

. . _ __^ _ speciars^f^^the
I

advert to the ICth paragraph of the Eeport, in which

..ppliances which horticulturists possess tor aiding them In I they observed -ndth satisfaction that it was the

their work; and horticulturists are beginning to feel how much jntiention of the Council to carry out experimental

snnik'nS^'t^'Eisirti^niS'c^^r'b^^^^ '^.\°^^""^*^^^a
"^ "'''"'' "' '^°"''*

the Ciiiiii. il 1 1 nth takephace this year in the Gardens of the that science would be advanced.

Roval iiiitii iitiii .1 Society, it is proposed that a Botanical
j

jj^. 6. E. Blenki.vs seconded the motion, and
Coufe-i.-ss shall lie bcld^ji ^^y^^^'^ "' ';m"'«i<=<' "re

j

expressed his satisfaction at the increasing prosperity

10.^ By the appoii'taent oTthe^Rev. M. j. Berkeley to .advise and success of the Society.
_ .t ii ri tompauymg accuujn,:, «iii, in .=. t.vpcvtiiu, u.^ o^^w^j «,,.,«.,.^ ^^ Society on the botanical questions that arise, a link has Mr. GRENVILLE stated, m reference tO the Ureat

the next financial stotement. The CouncU hav^^ tend to place horticulture in its International Exhibition to.[be held in May next,

i^.;!;^l^^J^:TJhlt^° E^Tl'JtlrS™^^' !
i;"P<=>^ -!?«<'>' *; ^- .?r.'r-^ it"-^. °l.*f ™ef.'?S.':_!iS^- that he understood FeUows would only be admitted

on one day. He hoped that no exhibition would ever

take place in the grounds to which Fellows would

not be admitted.

Mr. Hexry Cole explained that the exhibition in

question was not to be held in the grounds of the

Society, but on that on which the Exhibition build-

ing of 1862 stood ; but even if it were held in the

Society's grounds, he thought that members would

see that the arrangements were still such as would

give them greater advantages than if there were no

eshibitiffn at all. Of course this great international

display must be paid for. The promoters must look

to that, and they came and said that they would be

glad of all the accommodation the Society could give

them ; they offered 300Z. for anything they might

get thi-ough the Society's assistance, and they agreed

to give the Fellows the first public view—which took

place on the second day—of the exhibition. The first

day was to be limited to the admission of those

who were going to pay for the exhibition, which

was to be an enormous one. He hoped that it would

be thought that the Council had done what was for

the best. Such portions of the Show as were withia

the Gardens would be open to Fellows at all times.

Mr. Gkenville was satisfied with the answer he

had received. The International Show was an

extraordinary occasion, but he hoped it might not

be thought to form a precedent for the holdmg of
_

any exhibition in the Gardens to which the Fellows

were not to be admitted.

The report on the valuation of the Society's stock

showed that that at Kensington was set down at

3783Z. Us. Gd., and that at Chiswick at 2202/. 15s.,

making a total of 5986?. 6s. Gd,

In reply to a question whether the system ot

make'purchases foV their giirdens. This aiTaiigement. there

fore, works well both for the Society and for the exhibitors.

The rentals from these Icttings did not, it will be remembered,
originally form part of the income of the Society, but were
presented to it by H.M.'s Commissioners for 1851. The
Commissioners have now also liberally given to the Society the

payments by the contractor for the right of supplying refresh-

ments in the gardens,
6. A comparison of the expenditure of the Society for the

years 1863, 1864, and 1865, will show that a system of retrench-

ment in the working expenses has been steadily pursued ;

and although in futtn^ the scientific work of the Society will

be caiTied on, as will hereafter be explained, on a scale

necessitating an increased expenditure under this head, the
Council hope that their arrangements will leave savings on
'jther items which will more than counterbalance the outlay on
thia, the first and the special object of the Society.

7. The nimiber of entrances to the Gardens at South Ken-
sington have been—

115,521 in 1863

185,092 in 1864

231,599 in 1865.

Of these entrances, during the latter halves of 1864 and 18Co

(before Jxdy. 1864, the books vrere not so kept as to admit of

comparison in this respect), 60,705 and 83,530 respectively have
been Fellows and their friends. The niunbers are exclusive of

the exceptional occasions of the uucoverins of the Prince

Consort's Memorial in 1864, and of the anniversaries of the

Piince Consort's birthday in the last two years. This

increasing popularity of the Gardens with the Fellows as well

.IS with the public augurs well for the futm-e of the Society.

8. In their annual report in February, 1864, the Council
announced to the Fellows their desire to set apart portions of

the Garden at South Kensington to be planted by nurserymei
and floi-lsta of eminence, desirous of exhibiting the plants

specially cxUtivatedby them. The mi\<ciiitir,.iit Rliodndcndron
exhibitions of Messrs. Waterer & Godfi. ' r; , Tent
and the brilliant display of Tidipa by M r, last

year, have fully justified the imti<

interest which would be thus given to u , ,
, this

interest the exhibition of spring flower^:, i -, M.. \v i,,..Li.. I'iiul—
the commencement, probably, of a series of aimilor exhibitions
—fonned no vinimportant addition. That the nurserymen
making these eihibitions desu*e to repeat and improve thcni

riments at Chiswick, through the labours of the Fruit and
Floral Committees, and by the results of the shows, will be

carried to practical conclusions. Mr. Berkeley. Doctor Hogg,

and Mr, Moore will supervise the operations and conduct the

experiments at Chiswick : they will watch and report on, for

publication in the Society's Journal, the fi-uit ^id floral

meetings, and the shows' of the Society; and the Journal,

edited bv Mr. Berkeley, wOl, as well as the Proceedings, be

issued gratis to the Fellows. It will also be the duty of Dr.

Hogg and Mr. Moore (the botanical examination is conducted

by the Examiner for the Society of Arts) to examine
candidates for the Society's certificates and diplomas, both in

theoretical and practical gardening ; and to advise on the mode
of instruction of the yovmg gai-deners at Chiswick. Chiswick
will thus afford to young men desirous of taking a high
position in their profession the advantage of a training in a

garden where a systematic course of experiment is being

carried out.

17. By these arrangements the Council hope to eflfect two
important objects. First, to spread a knowledge of what is

being done both by the Society and by horticulturists

genei-ally— =^'*> that a ^vf^tcm may be worked out by which the
fiel^ of Viii ••

I ' ' Tv^t-titinned among horticulturists, and
exji- If' . them. Secondly, to procure the
iii-t' ; :

Il k, or by the inducements held

uiit ; it the examinations, of as many
aspu.--ilt- t _. I . _ „ lAtionof gardeners in those pro-

cesses and lueth-ids wiiich are likely to lead to successful

results. In some such manner only can we hope to bring

together a sufficient number of facts for arriving at safe

generalisations on the effects of particular modes of treatment

on vegetable life.

18. The charge for admission to the public has been made
half-a-crown for all Tuesdays during the London season ; and
with the view of making the fruit and floral meetings, which
are held on the first and third Tuesday of the month, better

known to the Fellows, and as popular as they deserve to be, the

second promenade in the week during the summer months-will

be held on the Tuesday. This promenade will commence at

4 o'clock, so as not to interfere with the fruit and floral meetings,

which take place at 3. The Fellows will retain the privilege

of admittingtwo friends, and of using their orders on this day.

19. It can hardly have escaped the attention of the Fellows
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admitting tlie public five days a week during autumn
at a reduced price liad been successhil, and to wbat
extent the public had availed itself of the privilege,

Lord H. Cf. Lennox, M.P.. said the experiment had
been a financial success. He added that the result of

admitting the public for threepence had not caused
any damage whatever to be doue to the Gardens.

Mr. CoT.E exjilained that the public were only
admitted at a cheap rate when London was, as it

were, out of town, namely, in August and September.
Colonel Challoner thought that the threepenny

admission lowered the character of the Society, and
he knew that many ladies were disgusted, having
paid their 40/. or four guineas per annum, at the
gardens being thrown open for threepence. They
would rather have certain days free to the public.

Mr. E. A. BowRiNG reminded the meeting that the
land which the Commissioners gave up to the Society,

and for which it has paid very little rent, was the
produce of the shillings of the people ; it was there-

fore a question whether the general public should
not have some privilege with respect to the Gardens
He did not know what was the best .shape for that
privilege to take, but he agreed with Colonel Chal-
loner that the better plan would be to throw the
Gardens open at certain times free.

Lord H. G. Lennox said he was happy to tell

Colonel Challoner that the matter had been under
the consideration of the Council, and they felt that
tlie Gardens must be made available for the use of

artizans when the Fellows were for the most part
out of London ; the Council were therefore anrious
to hear whether the Fellows thought they had better

continue the present system of threepenny admissions,
or whether the Gardens should be open in the
autumn free on one day in tlxe week.

After some conversation it was suggested that
the Gardens should be thrown open on Mondays in

August and September free. The matter was ulti-

mately left in the hands of the Council.
Mr. Richardson called attention to the privi-

leges of two-guinea and four-guinea subscribers ; he
argued that these were not sufficiently defined, and
that the two-guinea subscribers had not, as they
were .supposed to have, half the privileges of the
four-guinea members. It was also urged that the
tickets of the two-guinea sub.scribers ought to be
made transferable.

Mr. Cole said he should like, a.s well as any one,
to make two guineas do the work of four ; but
they must not offer an inducement to their four-
guinea members to become two-guinea .subscribers.

A Fellow suggested that it was important that
the Society should have lectures on the science
of Botany. He did not think this would involve
any expense, as plenty of gentlemen of experience
and information on the subject of botanical science,

would, he thought, be prepared to give lectures free.

The Chairman having nominated as Vice-Presi-

dents, the Earl Grosvenor, M.P., Lord H. G. Lennox,
M.P., W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., and James Bateman,
Esq., the proceedings were terminated by a vote of

thanks to his Grace and the members of Council.

3Cot(ceg of a^oofesf.
OiitUmg of Elementary Botany. By Alexander

Silver, M.A., CM., M.D. 32mo. pp. .^80. London :

Reushaw.
This is a little volume intended expres.sly for the use of

medical students, and as an introduction to the more
bulky, and consequently to the pupil, appalling tomes
of Balfour, Bentley, and others. It contains a care-

fully prepared digest of the main principles of

Botanical Science, and is arranged in such a way
that it "will be very useful to the medical student,

who is expected '* to get up " botany and many other

things be.sides, in three months ! There is one rather

important omission in these days of schedules—and
that consists in the absence of any directions to the
pupil how to describe a plant concisely and accurately,

so that he omit nothing of importance, insert nothing
superfluous, and give due prominence to certain

points over others. This plan is not only one of the

best ways of teaching botany, but it is also an excel-

lent preparation for the study of medicine. In a
future edition Dr. Silver will do well to in.sert

a chapter on this subject, even if he have to occupy
space now filled by a conden.sed account of the

natural orders, many of which might with great

advantage be omitted from a work of this character.

Catalogues Received.— //roy;f;- ^ Co.'siCoeent

Oardeii^ General Spring Catalogue is one of the
encyclopaidic lists. There is no end of " Hooper's
Incomparables " amongst the new vegetables. The
Incomparable Pea should be a prodigy indeed.

—

Charln-ooil
.J'

Cummins' {Covent Garden) List of
Seeds is chiefly distinguished by its list of the seeds

of trees and shrubs.— William Tliomj/sun's {Ij)sn-ieh)

Descriptive Catalvgiie is, as usual, arranged according

to natural orders, with a special list of novelties, in

which Waitzia grandiflora, a fine new Everlasting,

is offered for the first time.

—

Fliuthnn A' Stms'

(Ilntherimm) Catalogue of Planer Heeds has appended
to it the " Useful Garden Almanac."

—

B. JI. Poyn-
ter't {Taunton) Setail List of JSnt/lis/i and Foreign

H,:eds.— neiras f,- Wearer's {Cliester) Catalogue of

S,rds.~F. A- A. DieksoH .« S,o,s' (Chester) Catah.jiie

if Seeds is a good and ample list, embracing much
information on cultivation.

—

James LHeltson ,S'' Stns'

(Chester) Vegetable and Flonrr Seeds.—JL llnnrn's
(Lircrpool) I'riced I)e.ierijitiee List is principally
devoted to seeds.—/^i7. Vertegan's {Edghaston) Cata-
logue embraces fruit trees, Roses, and plants generally.
— Tr. Drnmmond

.J-
Sui.i' (Stirling) Deserij)tire

Catalogue is a neat select list, and is accompanied b}'

a u.seful pamphlet entitled '• Directions for Sowing
and Cultivating Vegetable Seeds," Sec.—Smith 4''

Simo?is' (Gla.igon') Cultural Guide and Desoriptire
Seed Catalogue gives, as it professes, a good deal of
information on cultivation, and the lists are
judiciously shoi'tened.

—

Downie Laird cf iMinq's
(London and Edinlturgh) Seed CataUgue has' a
separate list of Ornamental-foliage plants.— 7! Ken-
nedy ,<• Co.'s {Dumfries) Seleet Vegetable and Fhnrrr
Seeds i? well-arranged and useful.

—

T. McEenzie
.<• Sin.':' {Corlt aiul Dublin) Vegetable, Farm, and
FUnver Seeds is a remarkably neat compendious list,

with useful information embodied, and devotes con-
siderable space to horticultural implements and
farm seeds.

—

Haaye <)'• Schmidt's {Erfurt) Tariff of
Seeds and Plants is a mo.st comprehensive list of

some 150 pages crowded with names, in small close

tj-pe, tlie seeds alone with running numbers reaching
nearly to W,()0(\.— Vilmorin-A>u/rieuj- .V Cie. {F'aris)

Catnloguedes Graines d'Arbres et d'Arbustesisanei^-
tensive list of the seeds of trees and shrubs.— G. Smith 's

{ILornsey DoaeT) Descriptive Catahgnc of Florists'

Flowers is an e.^ceUent list of Pelargoniums, Fuchsias,
Verbenas, and similar plants. Mr. Smith offers Le
Grand Pelargonium, one of the finest of the Nose-
gays.—i))-wm«w«/f Brothers' {Edinburgh) Garden
S'ed List offers a good .selection of vegetables and
flowers. Messrs. Drummond announce that, having
carefully considered the principle of the '* per-

centage " system, and finding it much objected to by
influential employers, they have resolved in future
not to give percentages to empkiyes, being convinced
that the abolition of the system would be the better

for all parties.—P. ,S'. Bobei-t.mn S- Ca.'s (Edinburgh)
Catalogue of Garden and Flonrr S-eds,and Catalogue

of Forest 'Trees, tS'e., the iirst a select list of seeds, the
second a rather full list of trees and shrubs, especially

rich in Conifers.—i'. P. Dixon <• Ain's {Hull) Cata-
logue of S-eds is a neat and compendious assortment
for farm and garden, accompanied by the " Useful
Garden Almanack." — Joseph Baumann's {Gand)
Prix Courant pour 18r>G-C7 is especially rich in

Rhododendrons, Azaleas, and Camellias.

—

Dreghnrn
,V Aitken's {Eilmarnoeh) Catalogue of Sieds and
Catalogue of A'ursery Stock consists of a brief useful

list of the former, and a well-varied assortment of

the latter.

The Propagation of the Hollyhock.—The
present time beiu^ the best for striking Hollyhock
cuttings, I am induced to make a few remarks on
the propagation of that flower, which may be u.seful

to some amateurs, and to such gardeners as may not
be very conversant with the Hollyhock, but are about
Uf take up its cultivation. I am often amused
when noticing Hollyhocks in other gardens, and
inquiring from the gardeners their system of propa^
gating, at receiving such answers as these—" Oh, I

never have any diflBculty ; " " Nothing can be easier ;

"

" My cuttings always strike." But on further

inquiry I generally find that this easy kind of pro-

pagating is confined to the summer months, July
and August, when cuttings and eyes, placed in any
comer of the garden and kept from the blazing sun,

will strike with great ease and certainty.

But propagating in the winter and spring months
is quite t/ne autre chose, as the cuttings are then
very ditficult indeed to manage. Do what you will,

take all possible care, and you will find from one-
half to three-quarters of your stock damp off. Of
course I am now speaking of propagating on manure-
beds, which system I have found so unsatisfactory

that I have just had a small propagating house
erected, to be heated with hot water, which I hope
will render me independent of the weather. HoUy-
liocks, when striking, require a certain amount of
air, and should the season be such as we have had now
for several months—frequent rains, and everything
saturated with wet,—it being impossible to open the
frames, damp (the Hollyhock's most deadly enemy
when striking) settles on the plants, the gardener
daily sees his cuttings going to the bad—the best and
choicest varieties of course leading the way. But here
I will make what I consider a valuable suggestion to

such as use manure-beds, viz., to have a wood bottom
to the frame ; this prevents the reeking heat from
rising into the frame, and the plants, which are

potted singly and plunged in sawdust, keep compara-
tively di-y ; and in moderately fine weather, with
constant supervision and care, many will be found to

strike which otherwise would not.

But the system which I now prefer, and which I

find the most certain and successful, is grafting,

which is a very simple process ; a piece of Hollyhock
root about 1 4 inch long, and the same thickness as

the cutting, must be spliced to it with matting or

budding cotton. The greatest care and nicety

are required in fitting the two paits together ; and
as on account of the glutinous nature of the sap
they are very apt to slip, a small pin will be found
most useful in keeping them in position till well
tied. The cutting is then potted into a nice light
compost, a third being silver sand, and plunged in
sawdust in a close frame without bottom-heat, which
ought to be kept in a greenhouse if possible. In a
fortnight or so, when many of the outer leaves of
the cuttings will easily come away, the plants can be
plunged (again in sawdust) in the hot frame, and in

a month or so most will be rooted. They are then to

be taken out and again placed in a close frame
without bottom-heat, and kept there shaded till such
time as they can bear greenhouse temperature
without flagging, when they can be potted and
treated on the usual system— only care must be
taken in cutting off the matting when potting the
plants. I consider that by grafting the chances of
successful propagating are much increased, and time
saved as well, as the cuttings root much sooner than
when non-grafted.

I am quite aware a prejiidice exists against grafted
plants, of which at onetime I partook, but experience
now leads me to believe there is really no ultimate
difference whatever between grafted and ungrafted
plants ; but this, of course, on the understanding
that the grafting be well and neatly done. Last
season at least three-quarters of our plants were
grafted, and neither myself nor gardener could
detect any difference between the two kinds ; for

all grew and bloomed equally well, so much so,

indeed, that for the future the greater part of our
plants will be so propagated. And now it may not
unnaturally be asked, " But why all this trouble .' If

plants strike so easily in summer, why not propagate
your stock then t' " Yes; for early plants—plants
that vnU bloom from the end of July to the middle
of August, and then be over and gone—summer ia

the proper time to strike cuttings ; but to have
blooms, and especially spikes fit for exhibition for

the end of August or beginning of September, when
most of the horticulturul societies hold their

meetings, cuttings must be struck in early spring.

And here I may mention, that under all circum-
stauces I much prefer spring-struck plants, as I have
especially noticed now for some years that such
plants usually give finer .'*pikes and blooms than
those struck the preceding summer. And, what I

consider a further advantage, as a rule they are
decidedly more constant, for some varieties whioli

are worthless from summer-struck plants are very
fine from spring ones. As an instance, I may
specify the well-knowTi variety Lady King, the best
so far of its colomr, and which in the one case is

always inconstant and bad, aud in the other very
fine both as to spike and bloom. Ud?i\ Hawhe, WiUhty-
ham liectory.

'STibc api'aig.
Bee-Keeping in Sussex.- Having been much

interested in the success of your department devoted
to Apiarian subjects, I have from time to time
thought whether I could in any way contribute to

help on the good work. A bee-keeper of only a very
few years' standing, I have as yet been but a learner,

nevertheless it has occurred to me that a short account
of my apiarian doings for the year 1805 might
not be altogether iminstructive. At the same time I

may confess to having an ulterior object in view : as
perhaps ^ray paper may lead to my obtaining some
Taluable hints for the better future management of

these little favourites.

In the spring I started with the following stocks,

eight in number :—Two cottage hives (Neighbour's
improved), two common straw hives, two Stewai1»n
box hives, one flat^topped straw hive, one \V00dbu17
bar-and-frame straw hive.

May 10. I provided with supers Nos. 2 and 3,

common straw hives. From No. 2 the super, with
;i"» lb. of honey, was removed on July 21.

May 21. No. 3 threw off a natural swarm, not-

withstanding that the bees had taken well to the

super from the time it was added. The swarm was
domiciled in a Woodbury hive, and at the close of

the .season weighed 22 lb. nett. The work in the super

was discontinued, and no honey was stored in it.

May 20. No. 1. I forced a swarm from this hive,

placing it in a Woodbury bar-and-frame hive.

Obtained no honey from either the stock or the

swarm.
May 22. No. 8, a Woodbury hive, was furnished

with a super, which was taken off on July 21,

weighing 32 lb. of pure honey.

May 22. No. ii, a Neighbour's cottage hive, was
driven, and the swami hived in a Woodbury bar-and-

frame. No honey was yielded by either stock or swarm.
May 22. No. 4, a Neighbour's cottage hive, was

supered. Requiring some honey for a friend, the

super was removed on the 10th of June, with 10 lb.

of honey. A second super was then put on, but
nothing was done in it beyond a small quantity of

comb. I ought to have said that this stock threw
off a swarm six days before the glass super men-
tioned above was removed.
From one of the Stewarton's I obtained two boxes

of honey of 9 lb, and 1 lb. respectively, aud from the
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other, one box of 12 lb. weiglit. At the close of the

year my apiaiy consisted of 12 hives, four Woodbury
Wooden hives having been added to the previous list.

It will be seen that the heaviest super was obtained

from a common straw hive, and the next in weight

from the bar-and-frame hive. It is probable that I

should have had much more honey from the Neigh-

bour's hive, if the super had not been prematurely

removed, and the hive had not thrown oif a swarm.

Besides the swarms, my harvest amounted to

about 100 lb. of good honey comb. With this I

should have been well satisfied, if I could have dis-

posed of it to some advantage. But on application

to some of the London houses I found that honey

was rather a drug in the market, consequently I was
obMged to give away the whole of the honey harvest

among my friends, in.stt^ad of being able to put the

proceeds in the account against the expenses of my
apiary. I hope in future to remove all my supers in

July, as my experience (so far as it goes) is decidedly

in favour of early removal. I am convinced that

cottagers would be gainers by taking up their hives

in Jidy, instead of delaying the execution of their

bees until late in the autiunn.

In the autumn, apprehending a severe winter, I

stuffed a quantity of dry hay between the hives and
their outer cases. I also laid some of this non-

conducting material on the top of each hive. This

has made them very warm and snug. The advan-

tage of the plan remains to be proved. Is it con-

sidered to be good practice ? We know that the

warmer bees are kept, the less they will consume, and

that damp is a greater enemy to bees than cold.

The above plan mil, I think, secure both increased

warmth and dryness.

I am sorry to say that in my b.ar-and-frame hives

the combs have been in nearly every instance built

across, instead of in a line with the bars. This

unfortunately prevents my having any control over

the interior. I should much like to unite the bees

and combs of one of my stocks to a Woodbury hive,

but the condition of the combs in the latter prevents

my doing so. WTiat can I do to remedy the existing

state of affairs ? A Sfisser CJergijman.

[We will reply to your queries next week.]

Feeding Bees.—The " London Review " says ;

—

" A novel method of feeding bees during winter has
been suggested by Signer Masso. Bees, it seems, are

exceedingly fond of Rape oil-cake ; a fact which the

Italian observer discovered by finding that certain

sacks in which this substance was contained had
been penetratetl by the.se insects. Signer Masso, 1

therefore, put some of the oil-cake on plates near the 1

hives, and found that the bees Hocked to them in

iinmen.se numbers, rolling up the particles into baUs,

and carrying them away to their cells, and that they
continued this habit until the reappearance of flowers

in the spring. He states that his swarms have never
been in a more prosperous condition than after

having been ted in this way." We have no faith in

the correctness of these assertions. In the first place

it is quite impossible that the bees could have eaten

holes in the sacks. Nor does it seem at all more
likely that they should roU up the particles into balls,

and convey them into their hives.

Calendar of Operations.
(^For the ensuing ivceh.)

As the season is at hand when planting must to

some extent demand attention, a few words on the
i^uliject now may possibly be useful. To dig a hole
and thrust the roots of a plant into it, and after-

wards to tread down the loose soil thrown over them,
is with some the whole theory and practice of

planting. The results of this careless perform-
ance of the operation may be seen in many
quarters where better things might be looked
for. Under such circumstances plants necessarily

die to a greater or less extent, whUe others
maintain a slow and sickly growth. Soils of course
have considerable influence ; but skilful planting
has much more. Two persons for example may
purchase two collections of Base trees, of precisely

the same varieties, age, and general character ; the
soil and aspect may also be the same, and yet the
results may be widely different. In the one case
growth may be rapid, the foliage healthy, and the
blooms abiuidant, while in the other the very
reverse of this may be the fact. On examination
the cause of this marked difference will be found to
he the dift'erent modes of planting pursued. It wiU
be seen that the plants that had thriven badly hail
been hurriedly put into small pits or holes, through
the hard sides of which the roots coidd not pass,
while those which grew satisfactorily had teen put
into ground trenched and otherwise well prepared
for the reception of its occupants. See, therefore,
that all ground intended to be planted is properly
prepared before that operation is attempted, a recom-
mendation equally apphcable to beds in the flower
garden, as to ordinary shi-ubbery borders.

FLOWER G.\RDEN A^TO PLANT HOUSES.
The winter, mth one or two exceptions, has as yet

been so favourable for indoor plants generally that
comparatively little fuel wUl have been required in
conseiTatories or greenhouses ; a slight increase of

warmth may soon, however, be indulged in for a

couple of hours or so on sunny afternoons : but let

the temperature sink at night again to 4.5° or .nO°.

Auriculas.—There has of late beeu sufficient

moisture in the atmosphere for these plants, but as

the days lengthen, more water wUl be required.

Keep them cool in order that the plants may
push gradually and not be brought prematurely into

bloom. Top dress and keepthem clear of insects and
dead foliage.

Cabxations and Picotees.— Owing to the

mildness of the season, some of these are starting

into growth ; be, however, sparing with water for a
time. Let frames in which they .are kept be open as

much as possible. As the time for potting, and the

preparation of the soil, is at hand, care should be

taken not to let the latter get too wet. Early potting

is desirable, but planting in beds must be deferred

until next mouth.
Cinerarias.—Plants for flowering late may now

be re-potted and stopped. Tie out the side shoots of

such as are approaching the blooming season, and
by means of frequent fumigations endeavour to keep
them free from green fly.

Dahlias.—Cuttings of these will now or soon

require to be struck freely, but roots placed in the

forcing house shoirld not be pushed so rapidly as to

exhaust them too much, as next month is the best

time for obtaining healthy plants without touch
forcing. Pot roots should certainly not be started

for some time yet.

Fuchsias.—Push forward autumn-struck plants
;

let them have sufficient pot room, and a moist

growing moderately warm atmosphere. Pinch in

the young shoots as often as they require it. Old
plants may now be shaken out and re-potted, and
put in cuttings for blooming late in the autumn.

Pansies.—Re-pot such as ai-e intended to bloom
in pots.

Pelargoniums.—These will now be beginning to

grow, and in watering them take care that the soU
is well soaked down to the bottom of the pot. Tie

out the side shoots as they lengthen, and stop young
plants from which hate bloom is expected.

Verbenas.—Cuttings of these put in now will be

found to make good plants, either for pot culture or

bedding purposes.

rOKCING GARDEN.

The keeping up of regular suppKes of Seakale,

Asparagus, and Rhubarb will now require con-
siderable attention. Owing to the changeable
character of the weather, night covering.^ will have
to be resorted to, especially in the ca.se of pits, in

which an even growing temperature must be main-
tained. This wiU diminish the amount of fire-heat

employed, which should be no more than is absolutely

necessary. Keep at all times plenty of leaves and
dimg well blended, and in a state of high fermenta-
tion, ready for new beds, Mnings, &c. : a portion

should be mixed once a week at this period.

Melons.—Make a sowing of these, and when up
let the yoimg plants be placed in a Ught part of .any

warm frame ;
70^ of heat, and abundance of atmo-

spheric moisture night and day, are indi.^pensable. •

Peas and Beans.—A sowing of these wiU require

to be made as soon as the gro<md is sufficiently dry
for the purpose.

Pines.—Proceed steadily -, if pits are at liberty,

and provided with permanent bottom-heat of say
.H0°, it would be a good plan to shift a small portion

of the plants into large pots in the exijectation of

their producing early fruit. Where a constant suc-

cession Ls required, let the final removal into the
fiiiiting jiots take place successively. Young stock

which has thoroughly filled the pots might also have
a liberal shift, provided pit^room is at hand.
POTATOS,—Some Ash-leaved Kidneys may now be

planted in frames and pits, in which there is a gentle
bottom heat.

YiNES.—Proceed as before recommended ; lessen

the atmospheric moistm-e when the Vines are in

blossom, and dispense altogether with syringing for

a whUe ; allow plenty of day heat with a brisk

circulation of air.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Nailing must now be pushed forward with vigour.

Before planting fruit trees remember to drain
thoroughly, and let the ground be otherwise pre-

pared as directed al>ove. Nowhere is this advice
more necessary than in the orchard.
Cauliflowers.—Get hand-glasses ready for such

phints as are to be tmmed out of pots : enrich the
stations for them, adding fresh loam also if at hand.
Turn out four strong ploLUts—one under each angle
of the glass ; the soil should be well soaked with
liquid manure previously to their being planted.

Horse-Radish.—If not aheady done, this may
now be planted ; dibble in the sets or crowns in light

rich soil fi-om a foot to 1.5 inches deep.
Onions.—As soon as the ground is dry enough for

the purpose, sow the White Spanish on well-manured
deeply dug ground in an open quarter of the garden.

Sow in drills about j of an inch deep, and 10 or

1 1 inches apart, covering the seed witli the back of

a rake. Then, if the ground is tolerably dry, tread

I firmly, and beat all level with the back of a spade.
I Rhubarb.—Get both this and Sea Kail for next

year's forcing planted immediately on rich ground,
trenched : throw a hillock of old tan, ashes, or sand
round each crown to coax it on through the vicissi-

tudes of the weather dining this month and next.
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Notices to Correspondents.'
*_^* Persons wishint; t<> sunJ the O.vrdenehh" Chrosiclf by

Post sbuuM ...]> r tl.i- Si:iu]ped Edition.

Books: John Lu£. K i
m t" 1-ay Out a Garden "is

published by Jl-

-

) i
''^' Evans, Whitefriars.

—

Annie. The *'Ti. , ,.; .r i; .hv."'—yf C W. Mcintosh's
"Orchard and Fma u.ad^ii, Kivers' "Miniatui'e Pruit
Garden," thx BreuU'.s ' Fruit Trees,*' and Hogg's "Fiaiit
Manual."

Campakula PTRAMrDALis: Ongar. You mayincrease this either
by means of seeds, or cuttings taken from the old rnots.

For cuttings employ leaf-mould iand sandy peat. When
strong enough pot them off into 3-inch pots, shifting them
into larger ones as they appear to require it. When some-
what advanced in growth give them a rich loamy soil, mixed
with a little bone-dust, and water at intervals with liquid

maDiu«. Treated in this way they will be found to grow
strongly, and flower profusely.

Conifers: H C. Gordon's " Pinetum."
Glazing : LOW. Hartley's rough plate glass does not require
the addition of any shading. It has, therefore, an advant'ige
during summer, whii;h, however is not so positive during
winter, when the brightest light we can get is, aa a general
rule, the most beneficial. There is, therefore, a balance of
advantages to be struck between rough plate and good plain
sheet glass. The former obviates shading in summer, but to

some extent neutralises light in winter ; the latter mvolves
some shading in the ease of most plants, but beneficially

admits the maximum of light in winter. In your case the
roof might, we think, be advantttgeoualy glazed with the
first, and the aides with the last.

Gkape Growins at Bury Hill. We have received numerous
letters testifying to the excellence of the Grapes grown at
tlii.s establishment, and not one in derogation. Mr. Speed
iiiuj- fairly consider his fame as secure.

HoKiTiKA Gold Fields: C L. We have received from a corres-
pondent an extract from a letter written from Auckland,
and which gives quite a different version of the gold fields

from that printed by us at p. 102. Our account was written
by an eye-witness, a gentleman in whose veracity there can
be no question, and it agrees with information derived
from other sources. No intending emigrant should set out
before making the fullest possible inquiries. We print only
such statements as we have reason to believe are correct, but
we never take the responsibility of advising emigrants aa to
what colony they should select. They must exercise their
own discretion, and should always bear in mind, that there
are two ^des to every pictxire.

Landscape Gabdenino : Novice. There is no royal road to
the acquisition of a knowledge of this art. It must bo
patiently studied and worked through like every other.
You should thoroughly study Repton, Gilpin, and Mason,
and after these Uvedale Price ; and you should take every
opportunity of examining good examples of laying-out
grounds, comparing what you see with what you read. Of
course it is necesairy to acquire also a knowledge of the
working details, which you would best attain by getting
employment undergome one in good practice.

Names of Plants; W T K. Comus loascula.—A Young
Gardener. We cannot undertake to name Mosses, especially

when not in fruit.— Wardie. A. variety of Helleborus niger.

—

Lord E. Dendrobixim moniliforme.
ORCHARDa : Ddto. Tic Thorns round the stem of the tree. If

the bark is wholly removed around the stem the tree vrill

probably die. We should prefer the T-homs to the tar.

Pelargoniums: B Culvert. M. Duval, tho raiser of so many
choice Pelargoniums, is, we beheve, a Frenchman, and
gai-dcner to an amateur residing near St. Cloud.

PoiNSETTiA pulcherbima : H. This may be raised from, eyas
(like Vines) taken &-om the haid ripened wood of last year.

When struck, r«pot into sandy loam and leaf-mould, keeping
the young plants in a Cucumber frame, then in a low btor©,

and as near the glass as possiljle. In July and August they
will succeed very well in a greenhouse if kept near the glass.

In September they should be placed in a stove, watering
them n-eely when in flower. Old cut-down plants seldom or
ever have the floral leaves go Lirge or fine as young stock
raised from eyes or cuttings.

BosBs: Beta. Pruning of these may now bo proceeded with,

leaving, however, the more tender kinds untouched until all

d^ger of injury from frost is over,

Wellinoto?*ia3 ; Welliiigtovift. Tour seedling plants may
remain in the cold Vinery with plenty of air till March, as

you propose, but we would not advise you to keep them
there after heat is applied. They are very hardy, and merely
require shelter from severe cold during their infancy. You
had better, therefore, transfer them to a cold airy pit or

frame, and plant them out (imcoiling the roots) in favourable
weather during the months a£ April or May.

Communications Beceivbd.—Prof, A. Do CandoDe.—M. Chatin.

—Dr. Hasskarl-—D&n Pedro should furnish ns with hia

name and address.—J. Banies (thanks, they will be accept-

able).—J. Fleming. W. P. A,
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RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREB, BOWLING,
AND COMPAN V, Limited,

CouK, Seed, Masure, and Oilcake Meeodiants,

Address, 89, Seea Market, Mark Lane, L.C. ; or Basiiigstoke.

Samples ana Prices Post free on application. ^ Pri^e Medals, 1851,

torWl " Excellent Seed Cum and Seeds/

B^)LACK
TAKTAKIAN OATS may be had very pure

) for Seed, the produce of both strong clay and peaty aoil, flrom

W Dbummond & SoN3, Seedsmen, Stirling, N.B.

Who can alsj "supply POTATO, BERLIE, SANDi^, and
FROVIDKNCE OATri. Samplea and prices oa applicanon.

NEAV FOKAGE PLANTS.
NEW ZEALAND PRAIRIE GRASS (Biomua Schradeii)

MALDEN S NEW CL< iVKR (lYifoliuni stnatuiuj.

pETEB Lawsun &. ^^uv, Thj t^>ut:en's SeedsmeD, 2s, King Street,

Cheitpaide, Luudon, EC.

Improvement of Grass Lands.
SUTTOJ^iS KK^OVAXXiVU MIXTURE

SHOULD NOW EE SOWN.
This Mixture consiflls of the finest Grasses and perennial Clovers

and if sown early in the season the inurovemenl. in the pasture will

be yer>- gro^it, and at small expense. Quantity of Seed required pt.r

acre, 8 to 12 pounda. Price lod. per lb.

F'rotn T. E. OsiiosD. Esq., niorp-le-Soken, Ffbraary 27, 16C5

"Your Renovating Mixtures lur old pastures have answered niv

purpose well."

Prom J. C. Blace-Ett, Esq., Tliorpe Lee, Egham, September 30, ISoj
" Mr. Blackelt will be obliged to Messrs. Sutton to send huuRen }yj.

,ing Grass Seed, ot the same quality aa last year, which was excellent
"

From W. Harpeb, Esq., Api-icultural Colony, liliUwiek, Jan 4 ImimI

" i'ou will bu glad to hear that jour Renovating Mtxturo f jr our
Home Meadow answered remarkably well. It is now the greenust

and freshest lU-acre held in the neighbourhood."
PRIUED LISTS gratis and post free. All goods carriage free,

except very siii^U parcels.

buTTow & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reidine

s
Early Sbeep Feed.

TJTTON'S IMruuVKXJ liALlAN RYE-GR\SS

—

TbiB "Improved" Italian Rye-giass is recommended in prefer

ence to every other variety, producing three or (our he.tvy crops in

one summer, and being almost if not stiictly perenniaU
At a Meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society, on March 16, in

a Lecture delivered by Alfred Hughes, Esq., of Thomess, Isle of

Wijflit, afl reported in BelVs Mesavnyer, and tue Mark Lane Express,

Mr. iiughes said-—
" I alvrays reserve a portion of Oat land to lay down with Sutton's

Improved Italian Ryc-gnuts, the most reliable plant 1 have como
across lor some years for Ewes and Lambs m the Spring. When I

tell you that I put it m in the sprmg, and dressed it alter harvest with
guano, and that in the autumn, wben uiy Sneep fed it off, it was up
to ibcir knees, i^nd ttiat 1 fed it off again thi;i spring with Ewes and
Lambs, I think you will agree that tbis Is a crop of very great value.

The Italian Rye grass which is sold bySoTio[(, of Reading, ia a most
astonisUmg vigorous plant; indeed, I never saw anything to equal
it in the course of all my experience."
SuTioN iL Sons have a fine stock at present of their Improved Italian

Rye-g rasa, which is a very different and superior article to much that

Present price, (wf. lid. per bushel ; cheaper in quantities over 5 qrs.

Quantity ruquired per a

'i busbela and upwards.

H''. per lb. ; Second Quality cheaper.
hest, Qd. per lb. ; Second Quality cheaper.

1 , Is. per Id. ; Second Quality cheaper.

TO MARK 1.1 I. \i;iil. M.I ;^^.— SEEDS, Surplus Stock.
—Scarlet. IV I \ .. fen-Week Stock; Scarlet Inter-

mediate Stock; ui. I i.<Mi,vii stuvk; White Cos Lettuce, alsc

Uauliflower and Lol.:.u..i.: i.',,ui^.

W. Ma^un, Lort'cr Road, Deptford, S.E.

Mew and Choice Seeds.

LEE'S IMPERIAL DWAUF (JAULIFLOWER ia the
earliest and boat in cultivation. Price la. (id. per packet.

LEE'S HAMMERSMITH COCUMBER is the besl, for winter a

general u^. Price la. fid. per packet.

LEES EXCELSIOR GREEN-FLESH MELON; the finest grei

flesh Melon la cultivation. Price U. Qd. per packet.

JoBN & Cbakles Lee, Seed Merchants and Nurserymen, Hamm
smith, London, W. __^_^__________^.^

, Very dwarf, the earliest, hardiest, and finest of Cauliflowers.

I'acKets la. fW, each.
SEED CATALOGUES, containing the finest New Vegetables,

free by post.
Stephen Brown, Seed Grower, Sudbury, Suffolk.

F
To the Seed Trade.

RAME CUCUMiiERS, dl English-saved ; ti-ue

and select.

t
Hamilton's Market Favourite
Highland Mary

sNe'
Dr. Livingstone

Swadling's Berkshire Chftllengs

Stock.
Ellitson's Mammoth
Ward's Superb Late White
Dixon's Champion of England
Carter^B Champion

INVINCIBLE SCARLET SWEET PEA.
Trade prices on application.

rEPUEK Brown, Seed Grower, Sudbury, Suftolk.

"VTEW and SELECT VEGETABLE SEEDS.

BROCCOLI, OSBORNE'S NEW WINTER WHITE, Is. per packet
CARTER'S NEW SUMMER LATE, 2^. 6rf. per packet

BEEl'. SUDBURY SELECT CRIMSON, very dwarf and dark.

Is. Q'l. lier nnnce
CAULLFLOWER, HAAOE'S DWARF EARLIEST, the first of all

CABBAGE, "
CELERY, r.l

CUCUMBER.

LETTUCE, I

-T packet
' v., \s. per packet
\ IIITE SPINE, splendid

LtiNi^>. IAN I il'.i:, i>- !i! u I'M bio for duration, crisp and

SUnBullV LATIGE WHITE COS, Is. Qd. per ounce
ONION. NUNF.IIAM PARK, 2s. 6d. per packet

MELON, PRINCESS ALICE, weight it to lllb., and escellent,

1.S' fit/, per packe^
PEA, THE RINGLEADER (or Firwt Crop), 'ia. 8ti- per quart

McLKAN'S LITTLE GEM, a^*. 6d. per quart
" McLEAN'S EPICURE.:VN, 2n. fid. per qu.irt
" LAXTON'S PROLIFIC LONGPOO, 3.*. ^d. per quart
" SUDBURY A 1, WRINKLED, very early. 48 perquart

RADISH, NEW OVAL SCARLET WHiTE-TIPPED, 6d. perpkt
And many other New and Seleot Seeds.

CATALOGUE for 1866 (CULTURAL and DESCRIPTIVEJ free

Stepken Broww, Seed Grower, Sudbury Suffolk.

For PRICES, see

;;iUTTON*S NEW FARM SEED LIST, which may be
J bad gi-atis and post free on application to
SoTTos & Sows, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

%.. ^ Cheaper by the

Per lb.^«. (I.

Good YELLOW GLOBE. .

„ ORANGE GLOBE.. 9

„ RED GLOBE ..0
,, LONG RED .. ..0
, LONG YELLOW . .

SUTTON'S

Selected Mangel Seed
from Selected Roots.

STRATTON'S RED GLOBE 1

SUTTON-S SelectedLONG
YELLOW

New YELLOW INTER-
MEDIATE

Do RED do.
NORBITON GIANT LONG
RED 16

BERKSHIRE PRIZE, or
SUTTON S YELLOW GLOBE, SUFFOLK CHAMPION,

Price Is. per lb. New 2 6

Lowest price per cwt. on application.

ScTTOw & Sons. Royal Berksbire Seed Establishment, Reading.

Notice.

PURCHASERS t.f L,\RGE QU.INTITIES of FARM
or GARDEN SEEDS will be supplied liberally by Sctros &

, -ed) t

1 Establishment, Reading.

New Farm Seeds.

LONDON SEED COMPANY, LIMITED.
Choice stocks of all kinds of FARM SEEDS now ready.

The FARM PRICE CURRENT cs^n be had on application to Mr.
Alprkd Bbewiic, Manager, 68. Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square, W.

LARGE PURCHASERS of SEEDS foTthiT FARM
will be supplied at the Lowest Prices.

For terms .and particulars applv to the London Seed Company,
Limited, 68, Welbeck Street, (;:ivoi„li,,h s.|uare, W.

Seeds Carriage Free.

LONDON SEED (.:u .\1 ]' AN Y, LIMITED.
All Seeds abovo i;a<. in valvu .sent carriage free.

For prices nnd particulars apply to the Manager, 6>i, Welbeck
Street, Cavendish Square, W.

Yellow Globe Mangel Wurzel.

THE LONDON SEED COMPANY, LIMITED,
have some choice stocks of MANGEL WURZEL at the lowest

prices. Purchasers of largo quantities will be liberally dealt with.

68, Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square, W.

K\it ^gricttltttial (Baiette-
SATr/lDAV, FEBRUARY \1, 1866.

MEETING FOR THE EN9CINO WEEK.
... - .J ,. o, r AKTii-ultural Society of England-Noon
Weih.isi.ay, Feb. 21

{ (Catllo Plague Report.]

It will be seen from tlio reports in our News-
paper that the deputations from last week's Con-

ference of Agricultui-al Societies to Secretary-

Sir George Guey, and from the Council of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England to the

Peejiiee, together with the many other evidences

of public opinion which during the pa.*t few; days

have arisen, have at length forced the inaction of

Government ; so that a mcasm-e, even larger and
more satisfactory than had been anticipated, has

been introduced into Parliament by the Home
Secretaey', having for its object most of the ends

agreed upon in the public meetings of agricultui-al

Societies last week, namely; the compulsory

slaughter of all infected cattle with compens.ation,

the absolute or qualified prohibition of the

removal of cattle, the isolation of suspected

animals, the disinfection of suspected premises,

and regulations as to cattle brought into the

countiy by sea. Tho Bill lays down certain

general rules applicable to the whole country,

from which no local authority shall be able to

depart ; it makes use of the local authorities in

caiTj'ing out these rules, and it gives them, how-
ever, a large discretion in matters on which they

are supposed to be best qualified to judge. With
regard to the slaughter of cattle, the BiU makes it

imperative on the local authorities to order the

slaughter of all infected animals ; gives them a
di.seretion to order the slaughter of animals

which had boon exposed to contagion ; and
allows them to grant compensation in tlie first

class to the amount of two-thirds, and in the

second cla.ss to the amount of three-foui-ths of

the value of the animals, the maximum not to

exceed 20?, and 2.5/. in each ease respectively.

On the subject of the removal of cattle, the Bill

lays down restrictions applicable to the whole of

the coujitiy, leaving it open to the local authori-

ties to apply them. For a limited period the

removal of cattle by night will be entirely pro-

hibited, and there will be a general prohibition to

move cattlo at other times except by licences

given by the local authorities under certain con-
ditions. Instead of a penalty of 20?. , the di-iver will

be liable to arre.st, and the magistrates will then
be empowered to dii'ect the slaughter of the cattle

without compensation. The local authorities

will be empowered to declare a distiict infected,

and upon notice being issued to that efl'oct, no
fiu'ther removals in that district will be permitted

under any cu-cumstances. The public sale of lean

and store cattle will be prohibited for a limited

period, and no market for fat cattle will be

allowed except with the licence of the local

authorities. No beast once brought to market
shall be removed before being slaughtered, and
in small boroughs the concurrent licence of the

county magistrates will be necessary to holding a

fair or mai'ket. The BiU further provides that

foreign cattle shall not be removed from the port

of enU-y before slaughter—with the exception of

cattlo ti-om Ireland, if these are immediately sent

forward from the port without passing into a

market where they might meet with infected

cattle. On the question of compensation, which
is to be retrospective, it is proposed that two-

thirds of it .shall bo provided from the county

rate, the remaining third by a cattle-rate not

exceeding 5.1. per head, power being given to

borrow money from the Public Works Com-
missiouei'S on security of the rates, and a discretion

being also vested in the magistrates to remit the

whole orpartof the rate in caseswhere farmers have
sutfered severe losses. Moreover, the Bill allows

tenants to deduct from the landlord's rent half

the rate levied for compensation purposes.

Another Bill has been introduced by Mr.
HirxT, one of the members for Northampton-
shire, which differs from the former principally

in the greater stringency of the rule forbidding

all live cattlo traffic, to which the Conference

were almost imanimous that there .should be
no exception. Whichever BiU may pass, care

should bo taken to forbid the carriage of infected

manure, which is especially Ukely to do mis-

chief. And any alterations in the Government
BUI should go to increase the stringency of its

provi-sions, both in this particular and in others.

For example, aU live cattlo traffic by railway

should be absolutely suspended for a time ; and
now that public opinion is thoroughly convinced,

tho regulations for local traffic should be enacted,

and not merely suggested for local adoption.

[It wiU be seen from the ParUamentary report

in another page that on Thm-.sday night Mr.
IIu:^T carried by a large majority an amendment
of the Government measiu'o, to the effect that aU
Uve cattle traffic—with certain exceptions to be
enumerated—shaU be absolutely forbidden for a
limited time : so that the measure, as it wUl be
ultimately carried, bids fair to be quite as stringent

as tho meeting at St. James's Hall desired.]

The second report of the Cattle Plague Com-
missioners was published on Thursday. It wiU
be made the subject of discussion before the

Royal Agi'icultural Society next Wednesday ; and
for the present we give the mere conclusions

which are arrived at in it.

The number of reportetl cases from the commence-
ment is declared to have nearly doubled itself at

intervals of four weeks.

Of the total number of cattle on farms, in sheds or

other places, where the disease has been officially

reported to exist (after dedncting those slaughtered

healthy), there were attacked in every 100 .-—
Up t<3 November i .. 44 Up to December 2J . . 51

44 Up to J.amiiiry

Up to December

Of the total number of cattle known to have been

attacked by the disease there were in every 100 :—
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disease, but the more highly bred the animal,

the sooner, generally spuaking, it succumbs.

English stock, compared with foreign breeds,

seem to have less power of resistance.—Refer-

ence is made to the successive Orders in Council.

—

Under the powers thus created, orders of Quarter

Sessions have been made in eveij county of England

and Wales, prohibiting or restricting generally the

movement of cattle into and within the several

areas of jurisdiction. Tliese orders, however, exhibit

many varieties of detail.—The opinions expressed by

the Commissioners in the Erst report (Mr.McLean stiU

dissenting) remain unshaken, and have been mate-

rially strengthened and confirmed by the deplorable

experience of the last three months.—Investigations

as to the nature of the disea.se have been pursued

under scientific superintendence, reports of which

wiU soon be published. There are, however, some

points of more or less practical moment at once

adverted to :—Vaccination is not a protection

against cattle plague. There is no evidence that it

fortifies the system against this new assailant in any

degree.—The possibility of mitigating the virulence

of the disease by inoculation with the matter of the

disease has engaged attention. Such inoculation has

been tried repeatedly, and on a considerable scale, by

the Russian Government, and the effect of a long

.series of transmissions has been carefully noted and

recorded ; but the experiment has not been very

succesafxd, and it has for the present been abandoned.

—The only means of combating the disease which

remain consist in the stoppage of the movement of

stock and of things likely to be vehicles of infection,

in the isolation and slaughter of infected cattle, and

in the use of disinfectants.—The subtle poison of

this disease has now difl'used itself through the

country, and our principal danger is at home, and not

in importations from abroad. But the question what
permanent regulations must be made to prevent the

re-importation of it hereafter from infected countries

i5 one which mu.st be considered sooner or later.

whii-h have turned up the soil and subsoil to a

dt'i.fli of 15 or 16 inches in all. But such

instances are quite as exceptional in the expe-

rience of steam cultivators as in that of ordinary

farmers. We admit -without hesitation that the

application of steam power to tillage in any

district does deepen cultivation there. Hopes

break and tools come to grief owing to land-fast

stones, and subsoil difficulties, which the common
horse-drawn plough had glided over without

touching them. It must, however, be confessed

—and we have seen steam cultivation in

most of the southern and midland counties of

England—that we have never yet seen 12-inch

work over a whole farm, either by steam plough

or steam cultivator, anj'where. The latter imple-

ment, di-iven rapidly, is indeed extremely decep-

tive as to the work accomplished by it ;
and in

many a case where the heaps of moved earth

thrown up looked as if the land had been stiiTed

a foot or more, we have found that the average

depth was not really more than half so great.

The deepest tillage known to us which anywhere

obtains over a considerable di.strict is the autumn
or winter ploughing of the stubbles for the suc-

ceeding green crop in the Lothians. Wo see

that Mr. S.\dlek, of Forr5'gate, in the report of

a Turnip crop recently published, declares that

the soU was stirred 16 to 18 inches deep with

Fowler's cultivator. We should like to know
how that was ascertained. Witling to concede

almost anything to the agricultural authority on

which the statement is made, we should other-

wise feel the greatest doubt of its accui-acy. At

any rate so extraordinaiy an achievement as

the tiUage of land to a depth of 16 to 18 inches

at one operation deserves the fullest detail both

of description and of .attestation, and we cannot

, . , be satisfied with its bare announcement amon^
The FuTiTiE of British Tillage, to yhichl

j^^^^j^j^^j.^jj^g^jgjjjt.jjgygt(,i.yofacompetingcrop.

Mr. Alderman Mechi directed the attention of q^j. ^-eaders may have seen, too, in the reports

tiio London Farmers' Club last week, is, like
^^ steam Cultivation given at page 60 a few

ivei-y other agricultm-al topic, sure to be mate-
.^.ggjj.^ ^gg^ i^^i depths of 12 to 18 inches are

rially affected by the ravages of rinderpest.
I Maimed as having been achieved bv Fowler's

With the destruction of so large a part of oui-
, cultivator. We can only repeat oui- belief that

slock must go to some extent the cultivation of
|
^^^ j.^^j jepti^ attained is almost always over-

our food forstock. A recurrence to bare fallow

for lack of mouths to eat our fallow crops must
tend, unless extra effort be made some other

way, to the return of the same half crops which

such cultivation used to yield.

Failing the natm-al supply of manm-e, how-

rated, and that a foot is veiy rarely reached.

Another point on which Mr. Mechi very

properly insists, is the need of thorough reduction

of the soil to its ultimate particles. But thi.s,

too, is an assertion which needs to be intelli-

gently received. There are very few fanners

ever, artificial fertilisers must be more largely
^^^^^g experience would not tell them that to

used ; and failing green-crop cultivation, all I

reduce their soil to powder by artificial means
such means of tillage, as by their greater I

^^^j^ ^,g ^.j^g j^sj ,i^ay to ensure good tilth,

efficiency get much accomplished m a httlo time,
|

rpj^^
^^^^ ^j^j^j. fertility depends upon full access

must be resorted to. Steam cultivation on
|
|jeij,g obtained to eveiy part of the soil, both by

om- clay soils, which, under thorough tillage,
| rain-water and by the roots of plants, is indeed

seem to yield never-ending stores of food for
|

pej-i^aps already sufficiently understood. It is

plants, win under a scarcity of stock (so especially i taught us by the advantages of the water-di-Ul,

needed on the lighter lands) increase more than
-^^^ "^^^ j^ged of thoroughly comminuting and

ever the supeiiority which a properly worked puiygrising om- manures, and by every history

stifi' soil possesses. Under thorough drainage
^^ extraordinary fertility ; and we may faii-ly

and perfect tillage a fair calcareous clay^is prac-
! j^fgj. ^j^^t the unit of fertilitj' is the composition

tically inexhaustible. Lois Weedon cultivation

is a sufficient proof of this ; and there is hardly

a steam-cultivated clay-land farm in the country

that is not more or less a sufficient illus-

tration of it too. The Council of the Farmers'

Club did well, therefore, even when our stock is

being destroyed by the cattle plague, to divert

the attention of theii- members from it for a while

to the subject of land tillage. And Mr. Alderman
Mechi was a very good exponent of it to put

forward on the occasion. His continual discus-

laious of it have made him in great measure its

acknowledged representative — his wine-glass

illustration of the depth to which the tillage of

the soil generally goes, has been often enough

and evei'jTPhere insisted on—and his experience

on the intractable soil of Tiptree Heath ought

to have made him familiar with the subject.

We entirely agree with him in his criticism of

the loose reports one reads and hears of the depth

to which tillage goes ; but we share his incre-

dulity rather with regard to reports of the

extraordinary than of the ordinary experience

on this subject. It is not so much the coinmon

tillage of a neighbom-hood as that accomplished

by steam-power, that is, as we believe, so

greatly exaggerated. One sees almost every-

where in reports of steam cultivation depths of

12 to 18 inches quoted. We once saw in

Staffordshire a tool with a couple of teeth

which went below the soil, and even below the

thin coating of gravel on which it rested, into the

gi-easy, red, clayey subsoil, and brought up some
of that rich marl to the sui-face from a depth of

15 inches. And probably ploughs have been
yoked on to the steam horse in tie fen districts

and the accessibility of the individual soil

particle— but it must not be supposed that

therefore the artificial multiplication of pai-ticles

within the soil is the true way to increase

fertility. A powder thus produced 'will run

together, compact and impenetrable, with the first

soaking rain. The true fertilising tUlage imple-

ment is the weather. It is to give full efficiency

to this that we tear up our soUs, and occasionally,

when the time is short, smash them with the

roller and clod-crusher. In general the most

economical and perfect tillage agency is the

deepest and roughest tearing up of the entire soil

before winter, after di-ainage. The lumps thus

thi-own up are reduced by rain and fro.st to the

finest particles, comprising a very much larger

number in a given weight of them, than if by
rasp or roller they were gi'ound to powder by
horse-power or by steam

That the disease now so well known as Rinder-

pest is infectious no one entertains the slightest

doubt, but considerable latitude of opinion seems

to be allowed in the matter of degree. How far

may the virus be carried ? whether by the

atmosphere, or by the clothes of an attendant, or

by the wool of a .sheep, or the hair of a dog?
The popular faith in the activity of an infecting

agency is boundless. No story is too mai-vellous

to be received ; witness the account of the strange

tenacity with which an infectious malady clung

to a fated dwelling in Italy. The historian, for

whose accuracy we do not vouch, gravely

relates how after one family died the

house was subjected to the most efficient

disinfection, the walls new papered or

painted and almost rebuilt ; and how, not-

withstanding, the next inhabitants suffered the

fate of the former ; how in despaii' the com-
bined intelligence of the village sought a solution

of the mystery in vain, until an individual, wise

above liis fellows, discovered that notwithstand-

ing all the means employed, a fatal omission had
occuiTed—" they had forgotten to change the bell

ropes !
" Not less wonderful are the accounts we

hear of the conveyance of scarlet fever or small-

pox in some garment a hundred miles or so from _

the sufi'erer, to fresh victims, and the sting of all

these tales is found in the fact that while science

may laugh it is powerless to disprove, and in

many cases these far-fetched arguments are the

only ones at hand to accoimt for the facts, so that

it becomes a serious question how far infection

may be carried, and by what vehicles 'f

In reference to the cattle plague the question

has occurred over and over again, how far must
healthy animals be removed from diseased ones

to be safe. No one would hesitate to separate the

infected members of a herd and place them miles

awaj', if there were alwaj's conveniences for such

complete isolation, but the question of distance

is important to the owners of premises of limited

extent, and hence the urgency of the inquiry.

To answer such a question satisfactorily, an
appeal must be made to experience ; no theoretical

reasoning can be advanced with authority, in the

absence of positive evidence, but unfortunately

positive evidence is exceedingly difficult to

obtain ; so many cii'cumstances are to be taken

into the account that it is often impossible to decide

whether an animal has been infected in conse-

quence of its proximity to a diseased beast, or from

the influence of other causes which may have

been in operation, irrespective of distance.

New outbreaks of disease have occurred diu'ing

the last few months, apparently proceeding from

a certain centre without direct contact with

infected animals, and in those instances the

healthy stock have been placed at various dis-

tances, from 20 yards to a mile or more apart

from places where the disease was known to

exist. In other cases certain healthy cows have

remained unaffected up to the present time, with

the plague raging all round them ; and, what is

still more remarkable, in the same shed where
animals are standing side by .side, the infection

is commonly not communicated from one to the

other according to rotation, but will seemingly

pass by a dozen, and fix upon an individual at

the other end of the shed, and then appear at the

opposite side, or even in another shed 20 yards

off in the same premises. In short, isolation and
distance are not convertible terms. One animal

may be so placed that it shall be perfectly isolated

at a distance of 40 yards, while another removed

a mile away shall be in constant and dangerous

communication with a diseased subject.

From observation we do not gather that so

much depends upon distance as upon a rigid

adoption of all measures calculated to keep

healthy animals from all chance of contact with

an infected medium, whether air, or water, or

food, or litter, or the dress of the man who
attends the diseased beasts. A certain inter-

vening space is necessary for pui-ifying the atmo-

sphere, but experience has not absolutely decided

how short a distance is safe, other things being

equal ; certainly animals have escaped while

standing not more than 40 yards from cases of

disease. But it would not be desirable in the

present state of our knowledge to fix a minimum

;

it is, however, on the other hiind safe to assert,

that no distance wiU aflbrd immunity, if even

indirect communication is permitted.

The important point is to determine—what is

really isolation ? and while the answer is not

difficult, it involves a practice that is. All com-

munication between the diseased and healthy

must be completely cut off. The building

containing the animals must be so placed

that direct currents of aii- cannot pass fi-om the

hospital to the sanitarium, in such a way as to

impinge upon the animals ;
and for the purpose

of neutralising as far as possible the infecting

particles in the air, disinfectants should be used

freely in both places, and all the secretions and

excretions thi-own off from the diseased should

be rendered harmless by immediate combination

with chloride of lime, chloride of zinc, or carbohc

acid, and removed at once to a secure receptacle. •

The attendant upon the sick should never

approach the healthy, unless he goes through

the ceremony of wearing a watei-proof dress while

I

engaged in his duties, and removes it before

I
entering the healthy shed, taking especial care to
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change his boots ; but a more simple plan would

be to place the healthj- stock under the charge of

another man, whose proceedings should be care-

fully watched, in order that he may not visit any
infected locality.

Clothing, excepting waterproof material, cannot

be disinfected without being injured, but the

India-rubber coat, leggings, and boots may be

immersed in a solution of chloride of lime with-

out detriment. Short of these precautions, which

to analyse the Btatements themselves, and he will that upon them may not rest the responsibility of
find that not only was the cost less, but the acreage any fresh outbreak of the disease. Dr. Lyon Play-
per day was in favour of the little tackle. He woidd

|

fair says :

reaped its harvest,
the disorder was i

infected beast. X.i

.single faria-nay. e

; what will be the consequence of a single case of
destroying the seeds of contagion after death has

^1,1'iMlnliillty

disinfeci

We have
-idueed into this
if, on the libunih.
, a single c-owsl,.,.

he countly has 1 i.

for the foul place
re from which contagion will radiate.
1 infected localities that the disease sprang up
.ally, after being subdued, dm-ing the last century."

In fine, there are but three main branches of

.vill ),s

agio

1 fact from

also leani other particulars which would enlighten

him on many points. As a comparative test these

returns are especially valuable, coming as they do
from about an equal number of clients of the
respective systems, and being disinterested parties

the figures are above suspicion.

Mr. R. says, " To obviate the uncertainty of obtain-

ing the use of the implements, all companies must
we admit can hardly be canied out completely,

|

arrange that the supply is equal to the demand."

we do not believe in "isolation." The mere i
That is all very well, but unless they could regulate

separation of sick animals fi-om healthy ones is a ,
the demand, which is quite impossible, spare tackle remedy to meet this great evil, the cattle plague,

waste of time and trouble, unless roind each a must be kept, which can be called into requisition J^hese are judicious .slaughtenng, careful isolation,

Une is drawn across which nothing shaU pass h^^pe^er necessaiy from a flush of work. He seems and thorough cleansing and disinfection. .1 Vwtmi.

f „„ .„ .i,„ „ii ,

°
to Ignore the fact that this would involve extra „ „ z , ^ .

,

from one to the other.
^^p;^_^_ ^^.^^ ^^^^j^ ^^^^ j^j^^.^^j. ^^ether at work „ 3. TiiEATMBNT.-Lord Leigh thus speaks of Mr.

Bk wo, Thokiey ' The time has now arrived or not, ajid the retentioii of extra hands with partial ^oms management of his stock :--• The riuder-
i^M.-ivu, j.iiuni,r.i

.
iiie Lime nas nuw

'*''"};'^' i , ' ^
'^

pest broke out on my farm with such \ioleuce onwhen he must enter the hsts, " thipw down the employment
^ ^^^^ ^^_^^ ^^ ^^^ foUowing Saturday and

gauntlet,' and challenge aU comers m the decla-
,

^° conclusion i woiuu say wmi steam piougn
jj , j jg,j3.o„gj .)., valuable quimnls with +>,„°

. . ., 4 i, 7 " f • ii in„ companies, like other pubhc undertakings, are fair fi^omiay r uesi-royeu .,- vaiuaoie animais wicn tHe
ration that he can do more for us m he cattle

^
l^^ j'^, ^^-^^^^ l^^ ^yjg,^„t „g° '^ ^^1^ hopes of stamping out this fi-ightful disease. This

disease than any other man m the world.
[different opinions. Hence I do not see that Mr. ? contemplated doing acoordmg as it shoidd show

Why stand by and see your cattle die, when
, Richardson is justified in charging aU who wiU not itself among my stock, but seeing a paragraph in the

the remedy lies m a fom--ounce penny package
.see through his glass with " insinuatioiis and attacks /^""« of last Monday, to the effect that Mr. Worms

of Thorley's nouiishing, tonic, stimulating '

of prejudice and ignorance, &c." treated some animals on a farm at Datohet with
food?" "After all the scientihc twaddle and. So far as I am concerned, I have no interest Perfect success, I telegraphed to that gentleman, and

blundering, nay diabolical ti-eatment practised beyond that which is common to the agricidtuial requested him to do me the favour of trying his

by the veterinarians of this country, it will be world generaUy in either invention, as I care not a g'X" Z-
™^' ^'° \ '' " °^™^ ('^e Lodge,

proved beyond doubt that the only man who !

straw whether I ever do another acre of work i-g^am Surrey) came here, and selected for treat-

can c<,pe,,with the cattle plague is-Joseph Wept for myself.^

^^^'^^^T^^^f^^^ -- ^^^.^^^^ % ?=
We puksh, thus,, his advei^ement for hini that every farmer ought to under a ^.e^i^^Us S^^ M^^hi^lS^fniSerS

gi-ahs, and we do him the additional service to 'AowarfLd others wZ have Ton^^^^^ ^ «" °* "T' ^^^ f *- '"T'^"'^*
^-'"^"^ '"^'^

oniit his prefatory token or trademark—the ^j^ ^^^ ingenuity, their money and their time,
they were treated) they are aU well, and take their

British hon, tongue projectmg, holding a trefoil towards the solution of the great agi-icultiu-al
f°?.^ as usual.

m his paw, and evidently laughing at the brazen problem of the day. It will however be a long tune '^'"^ toUowma- is a letter fi-om Mr. Worms.]
face which calls him as attesting witness to the before their imited efforts succeed in burying the
truth of such a wonderful assertion !

' horse plough in that oblivion to which Mr. Richard-
son has consigned even its name with one dash of his

pen. F. W. Biijnell, Lomjhton, Stomj Stratford.STEAM PLOUGH COMPANIES.
"Will you kindly afford me space to say a few

words in reply to the letter of Mr. Richardson. If
he will take the trouble again to look at my former
communication, he will find it therein stated that if

in the tUaguosis, a.s ii

the tirst stage of the
applied, the animal -

THE CATTLE PLAGUE. terc

1. The foUowiug- returns were issued yesterday :— "'/j

These returns do not profess to give the total fnii

.

land could not be properly cultivated -without
, number of cases which have occun-ed in Great 5f a

employing "apparatus costing UOOi, it would be i Britain, but only those which have been ascertained -'""^

cheaper to hire than to buy. According to his from information received at the oflBce from inspec-
^Jf'"'account the fens of Lincolnshire cannot be properly tors. Columns 1 only record the cases reported as thoiouyiih

cultivated with more inexpensive tackle. He may be having commenced dm-ing the weeks iadicated by it to oooi.

"

right, perhaps, as regards his own coimty, and, if the headings; "back" cases being added to columns
"""^

such be the ca^e, there is, so far, no point at issue
betwixt us. I shoidd advise hiring by aU means.

I have, however, good reasons for believing that
even in that coimty, the smaUer tackle has done, and
stiU is doing good service, notwithstanding his asser-

tion that a nameless gentleman preferred for some
special reason, which does not appear, to give his
patronage to the double engine system.
The 'great error, however, into which the writer

falls is in fancying Lincolnshire all England—in other
words that the farmei-s had all fen^land and large
farms consisting of large enclosures. I wiU for his
information tell him that the contrary is the case,

and that a very large proportion of the soil of this
coimtry, it ploughed 12 or 15 inches deep, would be

,vispected of having the rinderpest, or us
at the present time, its mouth should
th smelt by a person with a keen sense
\\^,. l,Ti-;,tli !- the most important point
ii 'i" ' ' rrainty the presence of

\ '11 as this test has been
'

'

I " sep.aratcd from those
il iiic should be adminis-

1 i:!.'l;. li'i ..iii.j i'lLiMiis andapound
'I

^
I" - ' I

!

' M.-- ,1 mortar and
ii|. 1- I'll-

1

III]. I
;• o iimd of ground

Ii I
li I tliiii .]i] irti-rs of a pound

I 11 Ml water over it to cover it, then
I 'it remains, carefully removing all

1 of asafretida over the pulp
the whole

Itils cigtit quaits of
inlHcieut for 14 fuU-j,

—To a ftill-grown .animal, U i

ighths of a pint ; and to a calf, fi

alio

Monmouthsh,
& Wales. ..

Scotland

Metrop. .. ,

S. Baatem

.

I S. Midland. .

Eastern Co.

, „ ., -
I

S. Western,
seriously damaged for years, it not permanently

i w. Midhmd .

injured.
j

N. Midland

After reverting to the Whitehurch Company, Yor^shtf
which had to travel 15 miles of road to obtain 10 or

! Northern Co.
12 acres of work, Mr. R. says that " no sane man
would attempt to form a company without a suffi-

cient guarantee of success." Why, the very example
alluded to confutes his words. And if at aU well
read in the history of steam ploughing, he must
know that various companies have come to grief or
paid no dividend. Will he assert that the promoters
were all insane ? If not, what becomes of his
argument ?

Mr. Richardson finds fault with me for not using
figures. I refrained from doing so for a twofold
reason. First, there are few people who care to
wade through them ; secondly, the carefully tabulated
statements embracing returns from different sources
which have lately been published in this Paper
contain more infonnation than can possibly be
furnished by any one individual. As Mr. Richard-
son himself, though, boastfidly proffers to prove
everything by these means, I wiU take him at his
word, and a.sk him [for full particulars as] to when
and where the double engine tackle has done
200 days' work in one year, and earned on an average
il. per day.

I wUl stUl fiu-ther gratify him, as he is so fond of
figures, by drawing his attention to the following
calciUation, which is based on the tabulated state-
ment to which I just now referred :

—
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immediately went up to Lention aud got bisulphite of

soda and gave it to the cows, which in two days were
" all right " again. Bisulphite of soda was also given

to the other stock, aud we have had since no fresh

case of rinderpest. I would observe that if bisulphite

of soda is given, I would advise doses of one, two, or

three ounces, once, twice, or three times a-day. h.

Mr. Smith, the Rector of Dry Drayton, near Cam-
bridge, on the oth of January last writes me thus ;

—

" On the 2.jth of November there were 11 heifers and
.steers in one yard. One showed evident signs of

the plague, and two others had a suspicious

appearance : these three had each sulphm- and

nitre given them ; two died on the 7th of December,

the other one got better. Tliis one on the 7th

as well as the eight that were removed ha»l bisulphite

of .soda given them, and on the iith they had sulphuric

acid given them. At this time nearly all the eight

showed signs of the plague. They have all had two
teaspoonfnls of sulphuric acid in three-quarters of a

pint of water morning and evening every day ; they

are now quite well, but there is a slight eruption in

the necks of all of them, I believe, and the spots on
the noses of some of them may still be seen, but they

are dried up. This seems a clear case of the disease

being stopped by the acid in its early stage. The
animals are some two, some three years old." Aud
on January 2ii, Mr. Smith \vrites :

—" Some publicity

ought to be given to the experience we have had, as

for some five weeks we have not had one fresh case,

and I believe every head of cow stock in the paVi.sh

has more or less sulphuric acid given to it.*' In the

same letter Mr. Smith states that Mr. Sparrow,

of Cambridge, is trying sulphuric acid in the shape

of hyposulphite, I think, of soda. He uses this in

preference to the bisulphite as cheaper. He has a

herd under his charge in a severely infected district,

sun-oiuided, I believe, by dying animals, and has

hitherto preserved this island, as it were, of healthy

stock. From the little experience I have had, I am
convinced that as in foreign countries, if the total

isolation of all diseased cattle is strictly enforced at

the same time, this sulphuric acid is a specific if at

once used without waiting for an outbreak of tlie

plague. And if two teaspoonfuLs every morning and
evening in three-tiuarters of a pint of water be

administered to those cattle that are at present

healthy, we shall soon, I believe, find that that

awfully infectious disease, the rinderpest, has been
*• stamped out" of England. T. Ltjon- Thi(vli>if\\

JJiii/imi-d's Pin-!!, Uorshum, Febrmin/ 3.

I). CoMMOX S.\LT AS A REMEDY.—Farmers have
generally been in favour of the " stamping out " on
tlie same plan as in Aberdeenshire, but within the

last week a change of opinion has taken place, in

conscriuence of the successful treatment of the cattle

disea.se by Mr. Alexander. Mr. Garland, of Caimton,
i

has followed the same treatment ; he has a .stock of

7.'>. -SO of which were attacked, and only one died. In

my parish, of which I am convener of the Plague
Committee, I find one herd all recovering from

,

similar treatment, while, at another farm, where no
.salt had been given, but as much straw and Turnips

laid before the beasts as they could eat, all had died.

As far as our experience has gone, all who have used

salt for some time and liberally have had no losses.

I have been using it for three months, and have had
only one case. I killed the beast because I was in

front of " the advance," but I believe it woidd have
recovered. J. Dijm N'icoh

Lrtlerj'roM Mr. AUxmuler HmMtrlon, Liwrencekld-, N.B.,
Feb. 9.

' Alwut three months ago I commenced strewmg common
;alt over the Tiiniips given to the whole of my cattle, the

ciuantity not leas than 1 lb. per day to each beast. The effect

of the salt on the constitution of the animals is very appai-ent,

prevcutuig the lodgment ^of deleterious substances in the

stomach, .and preparing the whole system to throw off .any

liisease with which they may be seized. The appearance of

the animals when taken ill showed immistakable signs of

rindci-pcst—watery eyes, contracted nostrils, ears h<anging

back, the mouth discharging frothy s,lliva, and the nostrils

yellow matter. As soon as these symptoms appeared, the

affected were removed from the rest of the herd, kept as waiui

as possible, scrubbing the skin two or three times a day with a

cim-ycomb ; if bowels costive, half to whole bottle of Linseed

oil ; if lasative, flour gruel with laudanum ; remove all food

from them, give cold water frequently, but don't let it .-.taiid

Ijefore them: if the bowels continue costive, -I^i i.i?i,i' '

f^-uel mixed with ti-eacle and s.alt (id lib., l"i'

it over their throats; if laxative, give flom" gn I': I r

eggs. When the disease is taking the tnni .u, , u

shows a desire to eat, give it a small quantity uf .
1;^^.! iiui.ip

and a mouthful of hay or straw. I have had 3G oases of rinder

pest, and they are now all well. The last bea.st attacked was
a cow ; she showed symptoms on Saturday last : her milk left

her at once ; she was sick for a day or two, but ycsterd.ay

morning ulcers were thick on her udder, and but for those

-she seems well. I have no doubt the disease could be

mastered if the animals were properly cared for both before

and after they are seized."

CHLORIDE OF LIME AN'D COXDYS FLUID.
Allow me to reply to some of Mr. Condy's remarks

in your Journal of the 27th ult. ' He there states :

—

* There cannot be two opinions on the efficacy of

chlorine, or rather liypochloroas acid, the active

principle of chloride of lime, as a disinfectant. It is

a most powerflU indirect oxidising and hence dis-

infecting agent, but it evidently cannot be held

superior to nascent oxj-gen (the active principle of

Condy's fluid), which in truth is the agent through
which it works, by tlie withdrawal of hyiirogen from

oxyhydrogen compounds with which it comes in

contact." Now it seems a very new theory in

chemistry to say that the efficacy of chlorine as a
disinfectant is due to its being an indirect o.xidiser :

in other words, that it acts indirectly by oxygen,
which is a less powerful gas than chlorine itself.

No doubt the bleaching power of chloride of lime
is due to the affinity of chlorine for hydrogen, as

most of the vegetable coloirring matters contain
hydrogen, and are decomposed by chlorine, and in

the .same way free chlorine, acting upon the aqueous
v,apour of the air, would foiin hydrochloric acid, and
liberate oxygen in tiie form of ozone. I do not how-
ever agree with Mr. Condy in thinking that hypo-
clilorous acid (CI 0) is the active principle of

chloride of lime. Bleaching powder is made by
passing chlorine gas over layers of quick lime ; the
result is (Ca CI) chloride of lime. I know there

are some persons who think tliat a double decompo-
sition is formed (CaCl), chloride of calciimi, and
(Ca 0, CI 0) hypochlorite of lime. But if this

were the case the Ideaching jxiwder would be
deliquescent, as chloride of calcium is a deliquescent

salt, and soluble in alcohol, but bleaching powder
is not deliquescent, and contains but a small pro-

portion of salt solulile in alcohol (at least when it is

properly made), and therefore I consider the gas
given off by chloride of lime is chlorine and not
hypochlorous acid, and as chlorine has but a slight

affinity for oxygen, it does readily pass into hypo-
chlorous acid by contact with the air.

Mr. Condy states that hydrochloric acid is the

attendant refuse of the operation of chlorine, and
adds, that *' chlorine "and hydrochloric acid have
no analogy whatever in respect to their behaviour

with organic bodies, because the chlorine which
exrsts as a component in the latter is already

neutralised by hydrogen." Now, as hydrochloric

acid is a most powerful acid, it is a very strange
|

thing to say that it (chlorine) is neutralised by its

combination with hydi'ogen—as well say it is neutra-

lised by its combination with oxygen, when it

becomes hypochlorous acid. The attendant refuse

(as Mr. Condy calls it) will be found just as powerful

a disinfectant, and if anything a more irritant gas
|

than it was before ; besides, hydrochloric acid in
j

contact with most organic and inorganic substances,

readily enters into combination, and forms com- I

pounds with chlorine in them, showing that the
]

chlorine is Ijy no means neutralised, but it is stUl

ready to act as powei'fidly as before. Neither is it

correct to say that chlorine merely acts as a dis-

infectant by entering into combination with
hydrogen ; it has a powerful affinity for many
noxious gases, and is capable of decomposing most
gases tliat resrdt from the decay of animal or

vegetal)le matter.

Again. Mr. Condy finds fault with mc for suggests

ing, that as hydrochloric acid taken into the stomach
has been found beneficial in some cases in rinder-

pest, so chlorine breathed into the lungs may also be

of use ; he considers, in short, that there is no
apparent analogy. In answer to this, I contend that

the efficacy of hydrochloric acid as a medicine is due
to the chlorine, and that the chlorine acts by entering

directly into combination with the salts of the

blood. In the same way chlorine, breathed in small

quantities in the atmospheric air, enters into imme-
diate contact with the blood in the lungs ; and just

as the oxygen we breathe oxidises the blood in the

lungs, so" also I consider that chlorine may act

directly ujxm the salts of the blood when breathed,

as hydrochloric acid taken into the stomach acts

upon the mucous membranes, and also on the

blood by the lacteal ducts.

I know Mr. Condy can bring forward plenty of

authorities for .stating that chlorine is a very irritant

poison to the lungs, but what I maintain, both by

theory and practice, is, that if the chlorine is suffi-

ciently diluted with air, it does no injury to the

lungs, and it is easily seen Ijy the uneasy sensation

it gives to the lungs when there is too much used -,

if there is no inclination to cough, no injtrry is done.

I have used chloride of lime very freely in a great

many cases ; in one winter in upwards of 60 cases of

>carlet fever, and never once knew any unpleasant

"I- injimous effects, and quite lately in two cases of

liad cancer, and one of senile gangrene, in more
than usual strength, and found it was of

great benefit both to the invalid and also

to the attendants ; in the latter case Condy's fluid

had been tried as a dressing to the wound (it was a

case of senile gangrene of the foot), and was found
quite ineffectual in allaying the unpleasant smell, or

in arresting the progress of the disease, which
chloride of lime did. I cannot help feeling that too

much stress is laid at present upon the action of

ozone as a disinfectant. No doubt it is a very

powerful oxidising agent, but at the same time it is

a very rmstable gas, and soon pafsses into oxygen ;

and when we consider that oxygen forms a fifth part

of the air we breathe, it will require an immense
amount of oxygen to be generated by any disin-

fectant to make an appreciable difference in the

atmosphere. It has been stated that in some cases

by Schonbein's test ozone has been foimd on the

svindward side of a drain but not on the other,

and this has been brought forward to prove that

ozone has acted as a disinfectant ; but as the effluvium
from the drain h,as generally in aU these cases been
foimd on the leeward side, it only goes, in my mind,
to prove that the gases from the drain have decom-
posetl the ozone—not that the ozone has disinfected
the gas, I will not, however, trespass longer on
your space. I only wished in my former letter to
refute the idea of chlorine being so injurious to the
lungs, that it must not be used as a disinfectant in
cowhouses, and I brought fonvard in.stances where
chlorine had been breathed directly into the lungs
by inhalation with steam impregnated with chlorine.

Mr. Condy seems to think this no proof, because he
says it is the constant breathing of chlorine which
does the hai-m, but in the cases I quoted the
hot water contained a solution of one part of

concentrated liquid chloride of lime to nine parts
of water, and consequently the aqueous vapour
arising was very strongly impregnated with chlorine ;

but when used as a disinfectant the air does not
contain more than a trace, not perhaps 1 pai-t in

10,000, and a few handfids of bleaching powder
scattered on the floor of cowhouses can do no injury

to the lungs. Ammonia, which is the product of

every enclosed cowhouse, is in a concentrated form
quite as irritant and injurious a gas to the lungs as

chlorine, but when sufficiently diluted is only a
stimulant. Lime takes up about half its weight of

chlorine. So that, as the specific gravity of chlorine

is 2.47, 1 lb. of commercial chloride of lime con-
tains at the most .about Ij cubic feet of chlorine

gas. Now every cowhou.se ought to contain at

least from 400 to .jOO cubic feet for e,ach

beast ; and as all the chlorine is not given off at

once, init gradually, it can easily be seen how much
diluted the chlorine must be in a large shed, where
only 3 or 4 ounces are used in a day. especially as

every shed ought to be well ventilated, and should

allow for the passage of free currents'of air ; and I

can only add again, I have never known any injury

done by the proiier use of chloride of lime as a disin-

fectant, and have almost always foimd it beneficial

in a sick room by helping to purify the air. Apolo-
gising for trespassing so much on your space. C. P.

aeai-cr, AppMim-h-Stred, Mnltoii.

Home Correspondence.
Mr. ./«//(('•< JScrl-shiir Pi;is.—In your Paper of

Saturday is an interesting paper by Mr. William

Joyce, of Waterford, on the Berkshire pig. In all

that he writes of the Berkshire pig I agree,

except in the important statement—" high feeding-

does not at all interfere with their breeding"—an
opinion which he illustrates by the following

narrative. ** Another case in point is my .s.ow

Alexandra, which was bred by Mi'. Sadler, had been
as highly fed as any animal could be all her life,

and had been kept for a show sow up to the time

I bought her at Worcester, where she took the

1st prize. She was then two years old, and had
never been put to the boar." Now, Sir, the theory

is wrong, and I should think that the alleged fact

on w-hich it is ba.sed is wrong too, inasmuch as the

sow "Alexandra" was shown as in farrow ; she

had, it is true, the 1st prize allotted to her at

Worcester, but in consequence of her not proving to

be in pig. the 1st prize was p,aid to me, as the

exhibitor of the sow " Lady Bowly," No. 1002 in the

Catalogue. The interests of truth, no less than of

science, demand this explanation. It is greatly to

be deplored that the Royal Agricultural Society does

not give greater publicity to the circumstance,

when animals to which prizes have been awarded
have been disqualified tlu'ough not fulfilling the

conditions of competition. In this particular case,

in the Prize List of the Society, published long after

the Show, the sow " Alexandra " is described as the

prize-taker, although in fact the prize was given to

the sow exhibited by yours respectfully, Jnhn Hitrh-

jiiau, .U;c?ikin-ei; DeThy.

Uminiifie nnd Plvoih.—Jl I thought that the

differences between Mr. Denton and myself were

irreconcilable, I should cease the discussion. I will

merely say in explanation, that by " unbroken clays
"

I mean those not stirred, as pastures, drained or

undrained ; and I stiU venture to maintain that

such clays least interfere with the upward stream

(so to speak) of capillaiy attraction. Though I

said m broken groimd, drained or undrained, the

capillaiy attraction would be sufficient to feed the

evaporation, I think this may be seen even in drained

unbroken pastures by the cracks in a dry summer. I

also maintain that the tilth of broken ground when
drained gives off more moisture by evaporation in

the winter than undrained ground, because its con-

dition i^romotes evaporation, and so it takes up more

w.ater, and reduces floods. J. C. Cliiticrhnch, Jmi. 12.

Foreign Correspondence.
Near Sti'ttgart : Hit. rA.—Thc J3,it-nmf

Siii/nr Maniifnctorii nt ,% nnd its AijriniUmr.—

[Some details on the agriculture of this estabhsh-

ment were given in last year's volume, p. UC4.]

—The work at this factory is done by labourers,

some of whom have been employed there from

its original establishment. They earn from 10s.
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to 30«. a week. Messrs. R. established, five or

six years ago, a savings bank at their offices,

where each workman may deposit earnings, and
these he can re-demand at any time, with interest at

5 per cent. The labour of the farms is done partly

by piece, partly by day work ; and though the latter

seems to be less expensive for the emploj-er, never-

theless the former is preferred wherever it is possible.

Thus the hoeing, singling, and raising the Beet-roots,

the making of pits, the unloading and covering of

the former, and any other work of the farm, are

mostly done by ta.sk-workers. Day labourers are

had from the adjacent villages in any quantity, the

males earning generally 1.^. iff., and the females 1.*.

per day, without any supply of food or drink. On
each "farm two or three cattle-men are kept,

who receive their board from the bailiff's wife, who
besides is allowed to supply the farm labourers with
cider, beer, and bread, &c., on her own account. The
ploughmen and carters come daily from the nearest

villages, and get from 201. to 2.")/. a year, with no
other allowance.

The implements and machinery of the farms, with
the exception of those described in my la<it, are

nearly the same as those we may meet with on every

good farm in England ; thus we find two threshing

machines driven by oxen, some five or six drilling

machines of English and German make, Garrett's

manure-distributor and horse hoes, Coleman and
Clay's cultivators. Burgess & Key's reaping and
mowing machines, and many other implements.
Amongst the implements of German make a kind of

grubber (called here Kriimmer), coming originally

from Northern Germany, was mentioned to me as a
very efficient implement, surpassing in some respects

even the last-named cultivators. This grubber has
the form of a triangle, the three wooden sides of

which are pro\-ided with altogether 1.5 shares or

bent teeth (12 inches in length), which, beginning
behind with five teeth, appear to end at the point
with one tooth. This grubber is made after a model
at the sugar manufactory, and costs only about 2.").«.

to 305. Though Messrs. R. possess several grubbers
or cxiltivators of British make, this rather simple and
clumsy-looking implement is iLsed by them in

preference, for grubbing in spring all the land
ploughed deep before winter.
The working oxen are purcha.sed generally in lots

of 20 to 2.") couples at markets in Bavaria and
Austria, where they are more suitable for the hard
work, and less expensive than in this countrj'.

Mes,srs. R. have made experiments with all the
different breeds of Southern and Western Germany,
and some years ago even hundreds of beasts of the
small and long-homed Hungarian breed were
imported, but none have shown so marked a success
as a very large Bavarian breed, called the Triesdorf
breed. The oxen of this breed are rather coarse, but
they are very suitable for the hard work of this
place, and fetch good prices when fattened with the
refuse of the pressed Beet-roots. Last summer
Mes.srs. R. took advantage of the dry sea.son and
purchased some 50 couples of oxen in the neighbour-
hood of Salzburg, where the prices of cattle were
exceedingly low, in consequence of the great scarcity
of food we had to complain of throughout the whole
of Germany. The oxen were got at that time at
prices varying between 2.">/. and 30/. per couple, and
are worth now, after three months' work and three
months' feeding, about 3.j/. to 40?. per couple.

This is of course an exception, in consequence of
the bad season for the stock-keepers ; but supposing
that Messrs. R. make on a couple of oxen only about
21. of net profit (which may be rather below the
average), a pretty sum might be obtained, considering
that 250 to 300 oxen are sold every year. The oxen,
which have to work hard for five or .six months pre-
viously to their being fattened, are fed chiefly on the
refuse of the pre.s,sed Beet-roots and chaff, besides
Maize-meal and Sorghiun and Lucerne, which latter
are given, according to the season, in their green or
dried state. The feeding oxen receive now daily
about 4 lb. of Indian Com meal, besides 70 to 80 lb.

of salted food, consisting of the above-named ingre-
dients. Mr. Adolph R. has the last few seasons been
very successful in making different experiments
on preserving .all kinds of food for his stock, and
as this is a point of the highest importance, it may
perhaps be of some interest to you and your readers
if I enclo.se an extract from an article by Mr. Adolph
R., published some time ago in the weekly paper of
Hohenheim, imder the title of " Preservation and
Improvement of different Feeding Stuffs by means
of Salting." Mr. Adolph R. writes on this point as
follows :

—

"The failure of our recent Clover and meadow
hay crops, and the scarcity of food we had in con-
sequence thereof, have induced me to direct atten-
tion to several feeding stuffs. Having four years
ago introduced the mode of preserving Beet^root
ehaws, as long practised in Silesia and some other
countries ( I mean hereby the putting of the shaws
in i>its in their green state along with some salt),
on my own fanns, I resolved to go on in this
direction, and to make the same experiments with
some other kinds of food. I have foimd by different
experiments that even green Maize and Sorghum
could be preserved as -(vinter food as well as Beet-root

.shaws, but I have convinced myself at the same
time of the advantage of letting the forage plants

get dry on the ground after being cut, not only

because they could be ea.sier housed, but also because

the food so treated assumes more the shape and the

taste of hay. In this way the cultivation of Maize
and Sorghum could be extended, because not only

the yonng stalks, but also those which previously

grew ripe seed, are able to be preserved as an
excellent substitute for hay ; the fonner material
having served for three winters as the principal food

for a stock of 250 to 300 oxen. Last winter
especially 5000 cwt. of old Sorghum and Maize stalks

were presented in the following manner, and given
instead of hay to a stable of 100 oxen from November,
1804, until May, 1805. The working oxen receiving
dirring this time daily 25 lb. of preserved Maize and
Sorghum straw, about 10 lb. of salted Beet-root shaws,
and 40 lb.*of pressed Beet-root refuse each, without any
hay ; the fatting oxen receiving precisely the same
food, beside 2 lb. of meadow or C'lover hay, and about
6 lb. of Indian Com me.al. All the beasts not only

did very well on this food, but were thriving

decidedly better than those on our other farms, which
received meadow or Clover hay instead of the dried

Maize straw. The preservation of Maize and Sorghum
is done simply in the following manner :—Succulent
green Maize and Sorghum is left spread out on the

field for one or two days, losing thereby about the half

of its weight, whilst Maize and Sorghum which bore

a previous crop of seed need not be dried expressly.

At the same time pits are made in the field in a dry
place ; these pits at the base are 4 to 5 feet smaller

than on the level, so that the walls of the pits are

completely oblique, and the heavier weight of the
mass comes thus on the top. The stalks of Sorghum
and Maize are then put into these pits, and in

feeding the cattle care must be taken that the root-

ends of the Maize and of the .Sorghum are laid always
parallel with the walls, and salted and trodden down
particularly on this spot. Towards the middle of

the pits less salt is wanted, and the treading down of

the Grass is not .so necess,ary there as on the walls,

where the weight of the mass is not so great. The
Maize and Sorghum straw is piled up about G to

8 feet over the level of the pits, and after the outside

of the mass has been sprinkled with salt, the
whole is covered with a layer of fine earth, 3 feet in

thickness. The influence of the e-xterior air being
thus cut off entirely, the mass soon ferments, which
produces in a few days a heat amounting to
150° Fahr.

" The woody stalks get quite soft in time ; and the
whole mass, pres.sing itself together by its proper
weight, lo.ses nearly the half of its size. Care must
be taken to keep the covering of the pits always in

good order, so that no air is able to enter into the
interior of the latter. On 20 cwt. of stalks, 1 lb. of
salt are quite sufficient [?], two-thirds of which are
used for the exterior, and one-third for the interior of

the mass. I have made the same experiment with
well-withered Lucerne, and not only oxen but also

horses decidedly prefer it to the usual " Lucerne
hay," which requires more care and labour, and loses

much of its weight by the frequent stirring and re-

moving from one place to another.
*' Last year Barley awns, which some f.anners

hesitate to use as litter, excited my attention,

and for this purpose the crop of 220 acres was
treated in the same manner, with this difference

only, that on account of the drj-ness of this substance,
some salt water was used for the midst of the pits.

The Barley awns got likewise into a warm fermenta-
tion, a,ssumed a pure mtilWike smell, and cast along
with other food they were eaten with pleasure by all

the beasts. After being thus prepared through
fermentation for easier digestion, the chemical
analysis makes me suppose that this substance,
which many put merely on the dung-heap, has
become a very nutritive and valuable cattle food.

As a necessary condition for a successful preserving
of these awns, I must mention expressly thjit they
ought to be trod in as soon as they come from the
threshing machine, for if left loose for some time,
they undergo a mouldy fermentation, which is

injurious, and cannot be cured afterwards by the
salting.

" Besides the above-named substances. Vetches (after
Barley) in a half-dried or frozen state, and Lucerne
and Meadow Grasses, which had undergone such
hard frosts as to be unfit for being fed in the usual
manner, have been trod in on our farms, and given
to the cattle without the least damage."

Mr. Adolph R. concludes his interesting report
(which I must abridge now as much as possible), by
urging similar experiments with other kinds of food,

as he thinks any plant which is free from obnoxious
substances, even the leaves of trees, are fit to serve as
food in times of want, when treated in a similar
manner as those described above. He still recom-
mends the cutting of the so prepared food with a
good chaff-cutter, and mixing it with all other kinds
of food, and says in conclusion :

—

" Finally, I mu.st observe particularly, that the use
of all these different kinds of preserved food has not
caused the least injury to the health of oiu: large
stock. On the contrary we are convinced that the
earlier digestion of the food produced by fermentation,

ha,s increased the he.alth of the beasts, inasmuch as
the fresh lustre of their hair and a decidedly quicker
increase in feeding our stables, are facts easy to be
proved." Julius Hcihlfii, Stuttgart, Dec. 23, 1865.

^ocirttes.
nOY.\Ij AGRICULTURAL OF EXGLAND.

Adjourned Monthly Council : February 14.

—

Present : Mr. Tliompson in the chair. Earl Cathcart,

Lord Walsingham., Colonel Challoner, Mr. Clayden,
Mr. Dent, M.P. ; Mr. Holland, M.P. ; Mr. Button,
Mr. Wells, and Mr. Frere.

The names of candidates were proposed.

Viscount Sidmouth attended the meeting and
made a communication relative to the trials of

Homoeopathic treatment of Cattle Plague in Holland,
especially the treatment adopted successfully by
Messrs. Scutin and Goody ; and contradicted the
statement that their plan had been tried in Norfolk.
The Council then adjourned to 11 a.m. on Wed-

nesday next.

Professor Simonds will open a discussion on Cattle

Plague on Wednesday, the 21st inst., at 12 o'clock.

The following letters are published for the infor-

mation of agricultural implement and machine
makers :

—

" 20, St. Switbin's L,ino. E.G., Jan. 25, 1866.

"Sir,—The Committee of the Imperi.^I AgricuUnr.il Exhi-
bition, which will take place at Vienna in May next, is

desirous that the division representing m.atters pertaining to
Agriculture and Agricultural Buildings should be well repre-
sented.
"As the English Management and Practice of Agriculture

and all its bnanches have been so eminently successful, and
are so highly thought of, the Vienna Committee would thank-
fully receive from the Royal Agricultural Society of England,
.and other Societies in this country connected with .agriculture,
ri.ans, Sketches, and Models of Farm Buildings, Sheds,
Gran.arics, Stables, and Mjinufactories ; PLans for Watering
and Drainage : and p<articular8 connected with the M.an,age-

ment of Forests.
'

' I trust, therefore, that you will be good enough to use your
influence with gentlemen connected with agriculture to induce
them to exhibit the above-mentioned objects ; and as it is

particuliirly desired th.at this branch of the Vienna Exhibition
should be successful, I shall be happy to receive, with a view
to communicating with them direct, the n.ames of any other
societies to which you may consider it would be advisable to
write them on this subject. " A. Rothschild,

"Imp. Roy. Austri.an Consul-Gener.al.'*

" Consul.ate-General of Denmark,
Lfindon. .I.ann.irv 6, ISOC.

•
I Invr tl,, i.In 111-.- tn Inf.Tm -m,; tin* tlm Acrinultur.ll

So.'irl', - l> -,1 ' ' i
' I- " ' ir intli Meet-

Forul,;!! .1.'. .-.lII.;.- U-i..'- unit .M.n liii.i,. liiip!..ii.i.iits Models,
Drawings. Designs, P-itteniw, Ac., used in .\griculture, Horti-
cultiu-e. Forests, Hunting .and Fishing, and likewise of Cereals
from all Countries, for which Prizes will be awarded in all

Classes.

"The Meeting will bo held at Ajirhems, Jutl.and, from the
25th to the 20tb of June of the present year, and all applieations

for sp.ace must be m.ade before the 1st of April, and all articles

for Exhibition are exempt from Import Duty unless sold to
rem.ain in the eomitry.

" Full p.articuLars as to the arrangements will be supplied on
application at the Danish Consulate General, 26, M,ark Lane,
K.C., which will also receive for free transmission. Models,
Drawings, Samples of Cereals, .Specimens, .and less bulky
articles.

" Hoping that you will have the kindness to bring this to

agriculture, &c.

Bath and West of England.— The Saliihurt/

Meeting.—The Society's exhibition for 180(i will

comprise horses, poultry, agricultural implements,
works of art, fine and decorative cort, manufactures,
horticultural specimens, &c.

The sum of 500/. wiU be offered in prizes for

horses, care being taken to give special encourage-
ment to those used for agricultural purposes ; and
the prizes for poultry will be on a much larger scale

than at former meetings, with a view to the
encouragement of jwultry breeding as an important
auxiliary to the ordin,ary means of providing food for

the people.

'J7ie (hrntrall Meeting.—The meeting of the Society

to be held next after Salisbury will be at Falmouth.

1. Tlie Cattle Plague. By Lyon Playfair, C.B., ,^c.,

reprinted, with additions, from the "North
British Review." Edmonston & Douglas :

Edinburgh.
2. liinrlerjiest : Itemarl's, ,W. By the Hon. F. .Scott.

Hatchard ,<t Co., is", Piccadilly.

3. T/ie < 'aft le Plague ill 1745. (From a MS. written

in 17(iO). By a Cheshire Farmer. Guardian,

Office, Warrington.
4. riie Cattle Plague E.rtinguishment. By W. A.

Wooler. Times Office, Darlington.

5. Tlie Cattle PUgue: its Patliohyy and Treatment.

(From the " Monthly Homoeopathic Review,"
Vol. X.) By A. C. Pope. H. Turner & Co.,

77, Fleet Street, E.G.

The first of these pamphlets, by one of the Royal
Commissioners, gives the history of plagues in

England, and in particular the history of those in

1745 and 17(18: it refers to the Continental system

of Railways as a standing menace ; and describes

Russian experience, and in particular the experi-

ments in inoculation there, which prove that the

intensity of the virus decreases as it passes through
successive generations—so that when the matter
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had passed through six cows it only produced (i per
cent, of deaths. Indeed we are told :

—

"In 1854 it wa3 determined to inoculate oxen in
the steppes themselves, and a large number were so

treated, with the astonishing success that not a single

animal died. This was a peculiarly favourable year ;

but, not\\'ithstanding the exceptional character of

the result, it holds out hopes that means may be
discovered to mitigate the intensity of the virus.

Although none of these inoculated animals died in

1854, and few even sickened, they were all found
to be efficiently protected against t'utxire attacks of

the disease."

Dr. Playfair gives the full history of oiur own
experience diiring the past few months, and declares

with the utmost urgency the necessity of combining
disinfecting processes with the suspension of cattle

tralfic in order to the abatement of the disease.

The second pamphlet on the above list contains
the speech of Mr. Scott at a meeting of the Guildford
Agricultural Society, which has had a most disastrous

experience of the plague in its district. It is con-
fined chiefly to an attack upon Government inaction
and a contrast between the English and Continental
methods in such cases.

The Cheshire pamphlet is a record, hitherto unpub-
lished, of la.st centiiry's attack, written by an agri-

.

oidtural eye-witue.ss, whose orthography, grammar, i

simplicity of character, and religious meditations on
the visitation, are here all literally reproduced.

Mr. Wooler's criticism of the latest Order in

Council, and his suggestions for further .action in the
spirit of it, are all satisfied we presume, or nearly
so, by the Bill which the Home Secretary has at
length introduced.

The Homoeopathic pamphlet analyses in an
appendix the cases of rinderpest treated homuso-
pathically in and around York.

It appears that 177 cases were so treated, and
|

72 recov^ered ; but of 98 deaths many it is said were
dne to causes for which homoeopathy is not respon-
sible. Details of this are given, and the following is

the conclusion of the reporter ;

—

" A reference to these details will show that out of om"
!>8 faf.-vl cases, death occun-ed frnni one or other of these causes
in CI instances. Deducting tlii-it fr.^m o,ii- tMt:,1 ..f |77 iriiitrtl--:

treated these 61 deiitUa, the "ti. i. . i t-, ,,

refused, the three transferred I i
:

i

treatment, we have 100 reni:nni ._ i . i
,

< i
,

,
'

homeopathy had .as good chanr. t- i-ili I f : -i my
system out of a saniitorium, and nf tli-.M , _ \ i i i

" It was noticed th.at Dutch-hred cow hi I
. ti, i. i ruj.id

recoreries, and the mortality among tilt N ,
.

i
.,

i ht.

tbe Saihi Nefrx„t the foth of Janiruv - 1 il. , lli.l ii|i to
the L'Oth of l>, r, niK. 1

• i;|n
> isos of rindenie.st had ciccun-ed in

Yorkshire. '
i ..lit. had been killed ; 77 per cent.

had died, roi.l
i i I recovered."

It is iihiiii ih;ii 11)1 the worst showing the
177 homa^opathic patients furnished much better
than the ordinary experience.

Irish Industrial Magazine. McGlashan & Gill,

Dublin. London : Simpkin, Marshall, & Co.
Edinburgh : John Menzies. Manchester : S.

Heywood.
The fir.st number of a monthly scri.al magazijie under
the above title appeared at the commencement of
the present year, under the editorship of Mr. G.
Harvey Wadge, F. G.S., who has himself contributed
some of the most interesting and able articles. As
the object of the writers is in a great measure to

discuss subjects kindred \vith tho.se which arc pre-

sented in the pages of the AgriGultural Gazette, I

shall advert to the matter contained in the specimen
or pioneer number of this new pubUcation. The
Editor, in his introductory pages, states as a motive
for their appearance, the great requirement of the
times for such an agent. '* The greatest surprise has
been universally exjiressed that in Ireland, comprising,
as it does, so many elements, and so wide a field for the
beneficial practice of the industriiil arts, and capable as

they are of creating independence, wealth, and
happiness, the attempt at their elucidation and
expansion by means of a literary vehicle specially

devoted to the serWce should have been so long
neglected. At a period in which all civiUsed com-
mimities are making or endeavouring to make
progress in the good work of benefiting themselves,

and mankind generally, by such pursuits, and thus
conducing to permanent social weal, it would indeed

be strange if Irishmen neglected to keep themselves

and their coimtry in the van of such movement.''
In harmony with this idea of self-exertion, we read

this remark of another of the ivriters—" The con-

dition of Ireland depends on causes which Parlia-

ment cannot reach, and political agitators cannot
influence causes which lie within the control of the

people themselves, and to which their attention

cannot be too frequently or emphatically directed."

The question natiu'ally occurs, how can the Irish

themselves most readily give the desired impetus to

industrial works of arts and manufactures and
improvement of land, farmsteads, &c. ? The means
suggested by the Editor in a principal article, are

the increase of Joint-Stock Companies under the
legal provisions of limited liability. Ireland has
only the proportion of one to ten of the limited

liability companies in England and .Scotland

since the passing of the Acts which consolidate
the law of Joint^Stock Companies. Without allu-

sion to the disturbing influences which the Fenian

conspiracy n<iturally exercises at the present
juncture, and which we hope wiU .subside shortly,
remedial observations are .suggested to the following
effect :—There are abundant pecuniary means for
the amelioration of the Irish people in Ireland
herself, at le.ast for the commencement of operations,
on the joint-stock principle. If Irish land pro-
prietors and merchants would take the initiative,
the middle classes who have accumulated capital
would associate with them in supplying fimds for
remunerating works which would soon change the
aspect and social condition of Irehond, c. ;/.

:—" In
the pre.sent state of the land question, a Company
with a large paid-up capital would very profitably
engage in purchasing land in large lots out of the
Landed Estates Court, and in reselling it in .smaller
lots, either to persons who coidd each pay for his
2.'), .^fl, or 100-acre f,arm, or to those who coidd only
pay for such holdings as they might require, or be
able to cultivate, or build on with limited capital, on
condition of being allowed say 20 or 30 years to do so
by reguhar stated instalments ; the Company in every
such case reserving to itseU water rights, fisheries,
and minerals, for the purpose of sale or letting out
afterwards. The business of such a Company might
al.so be extended to the pirrchase and reclamation of
waste lands, making up building and garden plots
in the neighboirrhood of populous towns and villages,
or many other similar transactions in land suited to
the wjints and state of the coimtry in which the
pm-chases are made. For this scheme peculiar and
most advantageous f.aoiUties are offered by the open
market and undoubted title of the Landed Estates
Court. The utilisation of peat for fuel, by some of
the various processes now patented

; the develop-
ment of fisheries for human food for manufacture of
oils and manures, each offer materials for joint stock
companies. But we opine the one of aU others most
likely to pay a high per centage on the outlay would be
for land drainage ; not one-fourth part of .all the
hand in Ireland, capable of the great improvement to
be effected by such application, is at present drained.
To accomplish this work and render it thoroughly
effective, would require a greater amount of money
and unity of action than the farmers in .some cases
can command, and larger than most of those who
liave money in hanks would risk."

It is satisfactory to perceive, from the official

notices publishetl in the DiiUin Grneral Admiisrr,
that applications are frequent for loans of money
under the Landed Property Improvement Acts, for
draining and otherwise improving farms and
erecting labourers' dwellings in various parts of
Irehond. Among recent applications a clergym.an
has memorialised for a loan of ;!:i(;4?. for improving
.0.57 acres of glebe land .and other property in the
county of Tyrone, where bog and mountain and
much cold and shallow clay soil, interspersed with
fertile tracts, afford wide scope for reclamation.
Trinity College, which possesses considerable estates
of improvable qu.ality, has also applied for a lean of
(;70/., to be expended on hands in Donegal. Sir Capel
Molyneux is another appUcant for .aid to the amount
of 10007., for improvements to be executed in the
more f.avourable climate of Kildare, and Lord
Monteagle is about to borrow ,500/. from the same
source, for the very desirable and sole purjiose of
erecting Labourers' dwellings in the county of
Limerick. These are claims made in one week of
the present year. It is obvious that the facilities
afforded by the Legislative Act under which such
fimds are procur.able, will be ancillary in a very
effective degree to the Joint Stock Companies which
the Editor of the " Irish Industrial Magazine " would
oall_ into existence for the promotion of the same
national and general objects—each working at the
same time with a special design in the general
economy.
The Flax movement, as a concui'ring agent towards

the development of Irish industrial occupations, is

among the subjects treated of in the new-bom
magazine under observation ; and the writer of the
paper on " the Growth of Fl.ax " being a gentleman
of the county of Annagh, which is so distingiushed
for the ciUture of Flax and manufacture of linens,
may justly be received as a competent judge of the
m.atter on which he %n-ites. Instead of an impulsive
zeal for rapidly extending throughout Ireland the
cultivation of Flax, which, under the peculiar cir-

ciunstances of Ulster land occupiers is extremely
advantageous, he would have a cautious and gradual
introduction of Fhax in the routine of crops. Let
Mr. Tenisou speak for himself :—"Itnotimfrequently
happens that speakers or writers, being deficient
in practical knowledge, fail clearly to demonstrate
the most prominent benefits which the growth of

Flax is capable of conferring on the population
generally, whilst they dwell too much on the sup-
posed extraordinary profits which result to the
farmer from its extensive cultivation. This is

a rock on which many have split ; for when
a man is told that he may realise a profit

of 207. or 30/. per acre, but is not as forcibly
impressed that probably the profit may not reach
half that amount, and possibly may be less than
nothing—then, in case of failure, his disap-
pointment is in proportion to the extent of his

expectations, and unanticipated loss, as a natural

consequence, serves r<ather to dishearten than to
impel him to renewed exertions in pitrsuitof success.
Not finding that the philosopher's ' fibre ' tirrns all
it touches into gold, he hastily pronoimces it to be at
the best but a questionable source of gain."
Having given details of management, and shown

how the north-east portion of Ireland has derived
great benefits by the cultivation of Flax, and adverted
to the secondary m,auufacturing and commercial
advantages that have followed, he concludes with
this judicious observation :

—" Its extension an4
development, however, must be gradital, .and may
reqviire, perhaps for years to come, the active co-
operation of all those interested in promoting
industry and securing prosperity to the country.
Past efforts have failed, and yet it remains to make
a good beginning." I dare not encroach more on
yoirr space to notice other interesting papers relating
to quarries, and mines, and fisheries, in all of whion
departmente the signs of progress are observable.
Itartln Doyle, Jan. 15, 186fi.

Farm Memoranda.
LAjBiERMuiR Sheep Farm.—Such an open and

mild winter .as we have hitherto h.ad it h>as seldom
been in our power to record. The pasture fields ar?
still green and unscathed by frost, and this has tended
to economise winter keep, which, either in the shape
of fodder or Turnips, was very deficient, the dry
summer'having shortened the straw, and also told

severely against the Tiu-nip crop. The smalbiess of

the latter is now beyond a doubt as regards the

coimties of East Lothian and Berwick ; .and notwith-

standing the fact of large herds of cattle having
been prematurely hurried off to market, either

because of or in dread of rinderjiest, yet Turnips
have not become more plentiful, such lots as have
come into the market from the above cause having
been eagerly taken at very high rates for sheep.

The complaint is tmivereal that the.y have stood even

less eating than their appear.ance indicated. Had this

been a severe winter there mu.st have been a great

dearth of keep for cattle and sheep. We have to-day

sent off a lot of ewes to low-coimtry Turnips, which
being in the next county necessitates a licence from

a justice of peace for their removal. The aitthorities

have entirely prohibited the ingress of stock into

Berwickshire, which must lead to immense awkward-
ness when Turnips are finished, the lambing season

commences, and Gr.oss fields come to be stocked. Con-

siderable quantities of stock have been sent north

from this county to Fife and Forfarshire to winter, and
the authorities dread the return of these sheep from
districts where rinderpest has raged. Should the

plague not be stayed before spring, it wiU be neces-

sary to continue the system of removing stock under
licence and certificate, as a dead lock in the cattle

traffic between counties would be attended with
great loss and inconvenience. Happily our district

continues qtiite free of the terrible scourge, and at

the present time it seems confined to narrow limits

both in East Lothian and Berwickshire. We read at

the time accotmts of the great mortality in a flock

of sheep belonging to Mr. Harvey, M.P., on his

estate near Norwich, and the similar experience of

others. During the warm weather of summer and
autumn, a disease came amongst the sheep on this

farm, very mtich akin to the above in its symptoms.
In fact, Dr. Lethebv's report on Mr. Harvey's sheep

in the Ar/rimlfMral Gazette of September .30, 18G5,

fully describes the disease. He says :
—" The animal

at first appears somewhat feeble in its g.ait ; it .also

looks heavy, and stands with drooping head and
ears. Its appetite f.ails, and it shows signs of severe

febrile action by the heat of the head and cars, and
by its seeking the shade and running to the water to

drink. At this time a discharge begins to flow from
the eyes and nose, the discharge being very limpid

and colourless like water, &c. There is some diffi-

culty of breathing, the respiration is panting,

and the animal moans as if in pain. Diarrhoea also

occurs, &c."
We noticed also that when the skin was taken off,

both carcase and skin had a very red and inflamed

appearance, the inside of the skin along the back

being of a dark colour, and the wool very loose upon
it. From this cause we lost from 20 to 30 old sheep,

whilst the recoveries would range from one-half to

two-thirds of those attacked. The disease was not

confined to one lot of sheep, but made its appearance

with more or less severity amongst all the sheep on
the farm. Nor was it confined to this farm, but was
generiil throughout the district If this was rinder-

pest amongst sheep, then it is no new disease in this

locality, as during the last two or three summers it

has appeared here and there in particular flocks
;

never, however, so generally as during the past

stunmer. A singtilar fact in connection with it is,

that a neighbouring farm, which suffered severely

last year, has this year all but entirely escaped, whilst

this farm, escaping last year, has this ye.ar suffered

from it. I understand from an old shepherd that

this disease was known many years ago, and he also

mentions one or two farms which in his day were

more than others subject to it. We are glad to say

it has disappeared at the approach of winter, and

beUeve that the excessively dry summer was the
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cause or had much to do with the generating of the

disease. The desire which the animals showed for

water, when under the complaint, was remarkable ;

at the same time many were .seized with it which

had abundant access to water on their owm pastures.

As usual we have had the autumn complaint of

sickness, or Grass-iU, amongst the lambs, in some
cases rather severely, and find they are never safe

from it till fairly put on to Turnips, but incline to

think that if they were kept always progressing in

condition, and all checks avoided, the loss from
various cau.ses would be considerably lessened. For
two seasons past we have been unfortunate in getting

the hill hoggs on to Turnips, having had consider-

able loss when first put upon them ; and this no
doubt is to be attributed to the sudden change from
muir pasture. If a sufficient command of young
Grass could be obtained, the correct course to follow

would be to bring the lambs early off the hill in the

autumn and keeji them improving in condition on
young Grass or stubbles, so that when put upon

as the manufacturing (U-itricts of the country. We
have been long convinced of tlie practical degradation

of the female character by the encouragement of

field labour for young girls. If our employers of

laboiu- desire to inculcate those habits of modesty,

morality, docility, and domestic usefulness, which
are essential to the duties and comforts of married

life, they will do well to limit their employment of

youthful labour to the male sex. The gross associa-

tion of mixed gangs, the encouragement of coarse

and filthy language, of rude conduct, and too familial:

intercourse, which prevails in them, can only unfit

the girls for the true mission of woman, and degrade
their sex fio that old level of debased inferiority

which she occupied in the heathen days of the

barbarous conquerors of this portion of Britain.

The true comfort of man depends upon his home :

men are capable of going through almost any amount
of labour when they have a comfortable home waiting

to welcome them ; but the wild tone of reckless

liberty acquired by a rude taste for the labours of

Turnips they would begin to eat them at once. This
i
the field in girlhood unfits the tastes and destroys the

year there was considerable difficulty in teaching domestic habits in woman, which alone can make
them, and it was only after keeping them on young home happy and comfortable to her husband.

Grass through the day and on the Turnips at night,

and tempting them \rith frequent fresh breaks, that

they began to take on and iuiprove. They are now,
however, doing well, being allowed five or six hoiu's

a day on the Turnips and then run off to the hill

pastiu-e.

Although the winter has been nnu.snally mild, it

is quite time that the field ewes had a few Turnips.
They were allowed Turnips for four or five weeks
during the tupping &ea.son, but none from the middle
of December till the present time. They arc now
fast going back in condition, as they generally do
after the 1st of February. Turnips will, however,
require to be economised, and perhaps supplemented
by corn or other feeding stuffs this spring.
Our yearly hiring markets for householders have

once more come round, and a movement among.st
the liinds for a rise or alteration of wages is very
general in all the south-eastern counties of Scotland.
Meetings are being held in the different districts,

and inflammatory speeches delivered—many of them
by persons who are not hinds, but tradesmen and
shopkeepers from towns, at the head of whom
we find the new M.P. for Edinburgh advising com-
bination and sti-ikes. Men of this class are sometimes
vei-y intelligent in country matters, Friday last was
the hiring day in Haddington, when engagements
were made at a small advance of wages. In Berwick-
shire a stand will no doubt be made again.st furnish-
ing a bondager or field worker for the farm. The
bondage sy.stem, by which each householder engages
to furnish one worker, has hitherto prevailed in the
coimty rather than the bothy system, by which
several of the field workers lodge together in one
house or bothy. If this is really such a grievance to

our farmers wish for sober and steady labourers, for

cleanly cottages, happy hearths, and domestic home-
steads around them, they must do their best to

encourage the man to do his o\vn appointed work in

labour out of doors, and the woman hers in minis-

tration at home. Lonii Sutton Piirhh Mmjazlne.

THE HYDEOPULT,

Calendar of Operations .

February.—Sjirinr/ M7imt, Unms, /'('((.«, and Onts

may be sown this month.
Beans are to be sown early in February'. The land

was manured in autumn, and the seed, from 8 to

in pecks per acre, may be placed in the ground,

either by sowing in every third furrow of the plough,

or by the Suffolk drill in rows 18 to L'+ inches apart.

A good method is to drill thinly in " double rows,"

—

i. I'., at alternate distances of 8 and 24 inches—which
allows room for horse-hoeing, the double rows being

cleaned by the hand-hoe.
Peas may be sown on the lighter soils. Use the

common SuffioUv drQl, the coulter levers being well

weighted, in order that the seed shall be deposited

at a sufficient depth. Sow in rows 12 to IS inches

apart—3 bushels per acre. After -sowing, the water
furrows are to be cleared out.

Oats may be sown in rows 9 inches apart—10 to 12

pecks per acre on ploughed Clover stubbles of the

past year (which, however, in England, are more
generally sown with Wheat), or on land that has
borne any other green crop, that was ploughed in

autumn, and has been well harrowed since winter.

In exposed situations the sowing of Oats should be
deferred tUl the end of March.

n,„ , •„ , - . , • .,.-,,...,
1

Clover, Grass, Can-ot .seeds. Mangel Wurzel, and
the hind as is reprasented, we are mc ined to think

| Turnip seeds of all the required kinds, must now bethat farmers might let
^
it go without ex^ieriencing

p^^ured. Purchase 12 lb per acre of Clover seeds,

An Invention for Throwing Water by Hand Power.
(SECimED BT RoVAl. LETTERS PaTENT),

PRICE LIST.

Complete with Brass Cylinobrs and £ ,s, rf.

Japanned Stirrup .. .. .. 1 12 6

Complete with Brass Cylinders and
Copper Stirrup 2 2

THE HYDROPULT
is mvalu.lb]o for use in tlio

GARDEN for

WATERING BEDS,
SPRINKLING PLANTS,

DROWNING OUT INSECTS,
CLEANSING TREES FROM SMUTS,

DRESSING WITH LIQUID MANURE,
&c, &c.

CAUTION.

These devices r

has excited the cupidity of so-called
unprincipled M.anul:icturers, who are now p.ili

worthless irattations of the Hydropult, and tin
tions .ire eniiblod to pl;»c - = =

many of the

the Ily.lr-,]

more than a temporary inconvenience. They would
then require to secure the residence on the farm of a
certain number of householders with grown-up
families, who, no doubt, are to be found in the
coimty— bondagers at present being mostly
recruited from their own ranks, thus making it more
a question of the equal distribution of such families
over the country. The towns and villages would
supply their quota as at present, though no doubt
the bothy would be called into requisition for the
accommodation of the supplementary staff. It is
also becoming popular to urge, for the improvement
of the hind, that his wages should be paid in hard
cash instead of partly or mostly in kind as at
present. We are satisfied that instead of bettering
his condition this change would be a loss to him,
besides being more expensive to the employer. The
present arrangement is a mutual benefit, saving
the farmer the expense of marketing that portion
of his produce which is to he consumed by his
workpeople on the farm, and a saving to the
consumer in that he deals with the producer direct
and saves the retailer's profit, WTiatever the wage
agreed upon may coimt to by the week, it is the
interest of both parties to continue the present
system of payment to a large extent in kind. In
regard to the Potatos, cow, and pig, how could the
hind supply his household better than by the present
plan ? The rural population in present circum-
stances compare very favourably both in health and
comfort with the labouring men of towns; but if
the hind is at present underpaid, the open market is
the field upon which to try the point, as he has a
perfect right to sell his commodity (labour) in the
dearest market. As regards the assistance of trade
unions, combinations, and strikes in the settlement
of differences, one cannot but wonder whether their
advocates consider them founded on Protectionist or
on Free-trade principles. J. S. B.

Miscellaneous.
Field Lahonr fee (in-h. \\r liii.l that this inte-

resting aud somewhat painful subject has attracted
the attention of the Government, and that a
commission is now engaged in investigating the
condition of infant labour in the agricultural as well

procured. Purchase 12 lb. per

and 1 bushel per acre of Grass seed for use with the

Clover ; 3 bushels per acre of Italian Rye-grass, if

for use alone ;
.'>, 7, and ;i lb. per acre respectively of

Carrot, Mangel Wurzel, and Turnip seed, for the
extent of land on which you grow each.

Manures should be purchased
;
guano and other

fertilisers for grain crops, superphosphate and other

manufactured manures for green crops.

Notices to Correspondents.
Bonedi'St: W RA. For iliy l.md ymi had better .apply it dia

solved in acid, Mant,"'! \\ ur/.iK ^n.-wn on clay .soil, autumn
cultivated, .and nunmr. ,1 witli IHm y;ird dung, will repay an
additional drL--ii, t ;, ; |,i ,(, <if super-phosphate of
lime. Itisii,.! I i :i ,:' |., .' .Me that on claj land
well tilled, d.]- ,

; i,. ii i ^ i ., i linigis likely to lesult
in .any apprt-ri ^M, tniiinili-- f, i tiiity.

Disinfection of Air, .1/*- \Vlnt<:. M.H.C.-S., of Finchh i has
patented a contiivance for disinfection of the air passing
iuto cowsheds, for the use of which, however, he grants
unlimited licence. The house is to be air-tight except
through the doorway, and that is to be of canv,as, constantly
wetted by a disinfecting fluid. Ventilation to be ensured by
an upward cun-ent in a he-ated chimney, and by double
doors, one shut befnrr' the other is opened : "no air will piss
excopt tlir,>'i,^li tl) Mv)" r>n th" p-i-Hige of .an attendant
Butilii,,, , , , ,n I

I , 111 :ind .air will entei U
othvi !! i.

, , ,
,, I I,

, i„l (2) the double do i

plan I"- jxcept thi'ough the
canv;i- I h, iM, n I ml i h,: I It,, yo through the can\as
by the douhle-donr jilan, nn more is the air which he cames
with him : and (3) the attendant himself is not disinfected
even though the air were.

Ferruginous Spring : A Sultaci-ibe): It is owing to the e\ist
euce of soluble salts of iron in your soil. Deep .and thorough
till.age will tend to oxidize the soil and subsoil, and thus
destroy the solubility of the iron in thcin, and the watel will
then be free of iron.

Oats per Acre as Seed : E J W. It is usual to sow 100 lb
to 160 lb. per .acre ; i.e., 2i to 4 bushels per imperial acre

The American Grist Mill : L G. We shall be glad to Uy
before our readers the expuncmc of any of our l m.
spondents wh .r,- ^i<\> M-,',ltM min, in .lu ,•( i)

following quc>; i i, w , I i, ,"
i ,

, i , | . ,,, t,
i

,-
i

i

has it lasted, \\ .i w i,. i

part is used up, ,.
l ill i„ : ,,, , ,,

i i., ,
, n ,:

, (

power will it i.-ipuiL I,, hiunl ,^,i> j,, l,, .', ,, (,.

Does it require any p.ai-ticulur skill to |.(,,|,, ij '
,

i m
What is its co,st? "My farm is about 3(lo ,i,j ,

, hi
|

and cow land; and as I have my own , n, m, i i ^
machine, chaff-cutter, &c., I have thought ,,l,,,iii ,i rn II I it

have been Btron^ly advised against the American in favour
of the old French burr millstones ; the reason given has been
that the American mill very soon becomes useless, and not
capable of being repaired."

purchase tliellydTopuJt
lie. and see if it has

•The Hydropult,
»o3tB 1 a^,.-iiL. uiiiuutactured only by GaiFriTHS t Bkowitt,
BhTniughaiu. Charles Pomeroy Bdtton, Proprietor. 142 and US,
Cheapside, London." tlnless this label Is attached, the Machine ia

not the Hydropult.

Prospectuses^ with Testimonials^ on application,

HYDROPULT SHOW ROOM, 142 4 143, CHB-iPSIDE, LONDON.

IMPERIAL SUGAR BASIN.
SECURED BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

UbEFUL, ORNAIMFNTM UNIQUE

I
I

I
I I III vention consists in Revolving

I I I t
1 [i„ the knob on either side ot the

1 1 i[ t I I I I matanth the llddisappeaiing
lilt 1 letoptitlt I t Ise biDttLiii thus rot only having the lid ready
ioi instant use but obviating the nei,e6s.itj ot Its removal from the
tiible fhe Sugar Basin can be used for a Butter Dish

Pnce in white metal eleUrj plated ±.2 2«

CHARLES POMEROY BUTTON,
142 and 143, Cheapside, London, E.O.
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To the Trade—Early Peas.

QUTTON AND SONS having: very
•^ nenrly sold out of their lUNGLEADEK
I'EA, rogrot that thoy have for somo time

prist boon obliged to decline all orders from

the Seed Trade.

Vy Sdttdn & Soss bavo still a good supply of

i
DANIEL O'ROURKE, SANGSTER'S No. 1,

//SUTTON'S LONGPODDED TOM THUMB,
iid DILLISTONE'S EARLY.

EARLY KIDNEY TOTATOS.—Webb's Telef^rapb,
first early, '.^tK per bushel ; Webb's Tresidont, second early,

165. per bushel ; Webb's Imperial Kidney (best Potato known for all

P R I N G

To Market Gardeners and Others.
SUTTON AND SONS can supply the following Superior

kinds of PEAS, in large quantities, at niodei-ato prices, which
may be had on application.

For Bouquets and as Cut Rowers
THE INVlNClllLE SCARLET SWEliT PEA is

invaluable The colour is intense and permanent. Packets

M., 1.^., and 2.*. fnl. each. Sold by the principal Seedsmen throughout
the kingdom, or of the Raiser,

Stei-kkn Bhown, Seed Grower, Sudbuiy. Suffolk. _^

TNVINCIBLE SCARLET SWEET PEA, very fragrant,

X strikingly brilliant, and extremely diatmct in colour.—A First-

class Certincate from the Royal Horticultural Society ; also a Certifi-

cate at the Crystal Palace Show in September. Packets 6rf., In., and
2s. M. each ;

packets of 100 Seeds 7a. G'l. Suppli«d by the principal

Seedsmen throughout the kingdom : also of Messrs. Krolajco, ol

Seeds for the Season.
CHARLES TURNER'S DESCRU^TIVE CATALOGUE

Is now ready, containing the new varieties worthy of notice.

i recommended for a second crop.ADVANCER
The finest Su

loE;ue, which ma, _.___. .

BETTEUinOK'S SUPERB QUILLED ASTERS, in 12distinci

Trtrtcties, a,s'. M. the Collection. This seed is saved by too rai.ser

R. H. Bottoridgo. Ks'i-

The Essex Rival Pea.

AJR. ELEY, til.- I'rojuirtot nf tlio aliovet invites
hi: White Poas for
ii.ukot, or othcr-

,
bible

Jill N I
Mr the following appointed Agents :

—I I
I I I

, KingStreet,Chcapsidc, London, E.C
,. < . .|.. I ,\ I. ., . ,, 1 ,

, I M-,t Street. London, E.C.
,, l;i,;h,ii I ].'.<:. L ,v I, .. lii^u Groon, Wolverhamuton, Staffordshire.

„ Entscr, RiclinrdsoiK & (i'l^d, 82, Bishopsgate Street Without.
„ J. Roberts &. Son, Denbigh. [shiro.

„ Fisher, Ilolmos, & Co., Handsworth Nursery, Shofliold, I'ork-

„ Sutton k Sons, Reading, Berkshire.
„ Joseph Treuihlo k Sons, Ponrlth, Cumberland.

Austin & Mc.VsIan, Glasgow.
: V. Le , Itcyal Vineyard Nursery, Hammersmith, W.

•rs(>n, & Child, 22:!, Upper Thames Street, I.rt)ndoi

„ Saltinarsh i Son, Chelmsford, Essex.
Mr. James Vcitch, Uojal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea.

„ Christmas Qmncv, Peterborough, Northamptonshire.
„ B. C. Mackenzie," Ventnor, Isle of Wight.
„ A. F. Godward, Southend, Essex.

Ponsford'B Devon Giant Aspara^s.
TAMES SCLATER and CO., ji.von Nursorics,
f I Exeter, can now offer fine Uontsof thi-^ superior ASPARAGUS,
tho earliest and largest sort known. It has t-ikon numerous
Prizes at the Royal Horticultural and other Shows. We have
oshibited 100 beads weighing over 20 lb., and in the past week
100 heads were shown at Exeter weighing over 7 lb.

1-year Roots, 2s. 6rf. ; 2-year3, 3s. fid. ; and 3-years, 5^. the 100 roots.

TVERY'S NONSUCH LETTUCE.—The best Sumn
-L variety ever offered. Is. per packet, sealed with initials " W.
See List of Trade purchasera in finrdeners' Chronicle, Jan, 27.

N.B.—CATALOGUES of choicest Seeds can bo had post free

application.
The Trade supplied with superior MUSHROOM SPAWN.

Prizetaker Marrow
Veitch's Perfection (Thumb

)n's New Long-podded Tom

Ringwood Marrow
McLean's Wonderful
Flack's Dwarf Victory
Advancer
Champion of England

. & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Rcading.

Hudfion's Nonsuch

Dalntree's Seedling

I Myatt'B Ashleaf

Slia-

Flour-ball
Fortyfold & Lapstone.

PATERSON'S SEEDLING POTATOS.
Victoria 1 Napoleon I Patorson's Regent
Seedling Rock Forfarshire Rod Paterson's Blue.
Irish Blue |

Scotch Blue
|

SUTTON'S DESCRIPTIVE LIST of POTATOS may be had
gmtis and post free.

& Soxs. Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

Paterson's Famed Seedling Potatos.

. BECK.HENDERSOX, & CHILD,

FLOWERS
; Order of Bloomiko.
ass Certificate, Royal Hortlcul-

S^ILLA SIlUKIc \ (^^

blue Ijuilii. 't.-. I'ui ilii/on ; 6d. each
„ BIFOLIA (' Spring Squill").—Heads of vivid bluo"star6."

plain leaf; blooming plants,CYCLAMEN COUM.—Rosy <

U. ad. to 2a. M. each
„ V, VERNUM.—Rosyicrirason, variegated leaf ; blooming plants.

Is. 6rf. to 2s. 6d. each
SISrRINCHIUM GRANDIFLORUM.—Large and elegant purple

bells, from dwarf rush-like tufts. Is. each ; Os. per dozen
NEAPOLITAN VIOLETS.—P;»le sky blue, deliciously flagrant,

6.1. per dozen : a few extra strong, iu pots, 12s. per dozen
SINGLE WHITE HEPATICA, 6s. per dozen
MYOSOTIS MONTANA (Spring Forget-me-Not).—Tliis is frequently

in bloom long before any other species show bud. It is the largest-
flowered 8pecie.s in cultivation. 6s. per dozen

LEUCOJUM VeRNUM (Spring Snowflake), 3 to 6 inches high.—
Flowers large snow-white, tipped with bright green, very fragrant.
4s. per dozen ; fit/, each

SAXIFRAGA OPPOSITIFOLIA (Purple Mountain Saxifrage).

—

Mos.sy foliage, covered with sheets of handsome purplish
rose flowers. Ps. per dozen

„ OPPOSITIFOLIA MAJOR.—Flowers twice the size, but more
scattered and rosy pink. 6«. per dozen

ANEMONE HURTENSIS (STELLATA).—Quite different ft-om
" the common Garden Anemone." Two varieties, ruby and
purplish rose. Each variety, 65. per dozen

APENNINA (Blue Wood Anemone). —Large, sky-blue, vary-

dense tufte. is. per dozen, 2ls. per 100

'ij^pointed WifOLESALli PRIMULA MARGI&ATA.-IW heads of self lilac ; very distinct.

New Seedling Potatos.
TELEGRAPH, 11 tliys cnrlier than tho Ashleaf,

abundant bearer, per busfiel, ao.-;,

PRESIDENT, 14 days later than tho above, wonderful cropper,
per bushel. ICs.

For description see Butler & M'Ccllocu's
LOOUE, free and post paid on application.

Covent Garden Market, W.C.

SPUING CATA-

Seed Potatos.

MARSH AND PERKINS, 12. Drapery, Korthampton,
bog to offer tho folLiwing, all true to name :—

Per Cwt.
I

Per Cwt.
Webb's Imperial Kidney, 6s. Sodon's Early Oxford .. .'Vs.

Hukes, Kidney .. .. Ss. Oalmahoy &«.

Daintrce'9 Prolific. .. &a. | Aylosburj' White .. ..5s,
ASPARAGUS ROOTS, 2 years old, lOs. per 1000.

Terms: Cash.

Seeds, Seed Potatos, &c.
DALMAHOY, PINK-EYES, and RED-BOG SEED

POTATOS, all of early and superior sorts. Also
CABBAGE SEEDS, of the best kinds from Is. to U. M.. per lb.

BEET SEED (Lang's), from picked, dork-coloured roots, all under

RlntoiU's Early Don Potatos.

DO"V\'NIE. LAIRD, and L,\1NC
1

.a. Duviu, ..'.1. 6rf. per dozen
BULBOCODIUM VERNUM.—Rosy-purple ; dwarf Colchicum-Ilke

flowers. 6s. per dozen
NDROSACE CARNEA. — .A primiilaceous plant, with dense

clusters of bright pink, yellow-eyed flowers, is. Cd. to 3a. Od.

A I! thr f'<r('ioin{f art itsuoUy in bloom tvilh the Snoivdrop.

ATA.—Cushions gaily adorned with bright pink
iny. Is. to 38. Gd.
V Anemone-like flowers

;

strong, lis. per dozen
ry rare Himalayan species ; larger
a, 2a. ad. each ; extra, 5s. to 7«. fkl.

(Corbularia Bulbocodium) " The
•.;
"—Large spreading brilliant yellow

ti, 10s. 63. per dozen [9rf.

low ; rosettes larger than D. aizoiaes.
— Charming dwarf rushy loaves ;

deliciously fragrant yellow flowers, 1 to 3 on slender stalks,

4 to 6 inches high, forming dense tufts ; hardy. I'irst-clasa

Certificate Royal Horticultural Society. 9rf. each, 7s. &f. per
dozen, 50s. per 100

GENTIANA VERNA, U. 6rf., J5s. per dozen
., BAVARICA, 3s. 6rf. to 5s. each

SOLDANELLA ALPINA.—Deeply fringed drooping purple holla j

Alps. Vd. to Is.

PHLOX VERNA.—Large rosy crimson dwarf creeping npecios. Crf.

6.*. per dozen
ARIA MEL.
voW pendent'- —

-

PRIMULA VISCOSA (Pyreneof).—Fine cushions of rosj pmk. U.

DRABa'
NARCISSUS J

I

ety, grown by Mr. Rlntoul of East Craigle, on old

NIVALIS.—Beautiful clusters of pure white, strong. U.Gd.io

dmg out ANEMONE PALMATA (Cyclamen-leaved Anemonoj.-Deepgoldcn
""" "" "''*

yellow, very distinct and fine. Is. 6d.
AUBRIETIA GRANDIFLORA.—Larger than'A. deltoldea. Gs. to

GR.'ECA.-

starry flowers.
ell ndapted for the Field or Garden, and is strongly
- I

^- Lond Early Variety. Price 2s. per peck, or 10.s. i

ii on application. '

, ,„^,n;3 .n,j..,-ia ,r. ..ni-.t , .
street,Edinburgh, and.Stanstead Park, Forest gii^ENE ACAULIS (Stemlcas Alpine li^mplon).-Dense, bright

preen, perennial cushions, covered with pink or rose flowers.

Wi A«I! . Hanover Nursery, Peckham. S.E,

Surplus Stock.

NEW and GENUINE "WHITE SPANISH ONION,
Is. 6'i. per lb.

NEW and GENUINE BROWN GLOBE ONION, 2s. per lb.

Terms Cash. A remittance must accompany all orders from
1 Correspondents.

Frei :il Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade,

Henry's Prize Hybrid Leek, Genuine.
DOWNIE, L.MKD. .\XD L.\ING are now semlin? out

the above m packets .at Is. each. This is unqiiestionabl y the
largest Leek iu cultivation, growmg 10 inches in length of blanch,

and 10 mches in circumference. W^as awarded tho First Prize at tho
Edinburgh and other leading Shows.

17, South Frederick Street, Edmburgh ; and Stanstead Park,
Forest Hill, London, S.E^

ATTON CASTLE GL\NT SCOTCH LEEK.—This
splendid LEEK, which f-

packets, at 1*. each. A Iiboraf allowance

r>BF.BT'T. Machintosii, Nurserj'man and Seedsman, 12, Melbourne
:e, Edinburgh.

BLUNDELL'S C.\TTLE MELON and CATTLE
MARROW.—These have now been tested in 37 countii

England, and iu various parts of Ireland and Scotland, and proved
to DO a heavy cropping and valuable Fruit for Feeding all kinds
of Stock.

Prices, exclusive of carriage—100 Seeds, 2s. 6<f. ; Seed for \ acre, 6s.

;

The Cultivatlo

Sorrow k Sons, Ko;

Of BromuB Schraderl.
Iv -rnuine Seed of the

:
I kots, for trial, at Is. each,

; iTistmcttons on cultivation.
' I. -> < I HsLablishment, Reading.

FINE GRASS LAWNS in FLOWER GARDENS, &c.
—The great expense of cutting and carting Turves from a distance

may be avoided, and a superior Turf produced in a few months by
sowing SUTTON'S LAWN GRASS SEEDS, which consist solely of
the finest and shortest-growing kinds, perfectly free Irom Moss and
other weeds.

From Mr. Jons Jounsos, Oardener, Mowbray Park, Sunderland,
April 20, 1805.

"The LawTi Seed we got last year about this time has come up
excellently."

From Mr. Tqomas Poliikoton. Gardtiier to H. W. Vincent, Esq.,
Bradtcell Orttve, Bur/ord, Jamiari/ 10.

" The Grass Seed you supplied me with last season grew remark-
ably well, though sown under trees. I think everj- seed grew."

From Hesby H. Cave, E-sq., Desborou^h, Market HorboroH^h,
May 13, 1)S65.

" The Lawn Gra.is Seeds I had from yuu last year have made a vory

good turf already."

From J. NiGiiTiSGALE. Esq., Iluih Street, Kinff8to7i-on Thames,
May 2, IKtic'i.

s Seeds you supplied last year, have (not-

M li,i.\ A Ml I.N A —Spikes of deep blue. Follows S. bifolia and
. . .. ].. ri-.zen

in \' iNifM \ MKTHi'STINUS.—Pretty dwarf tufts of porcoUin
1,,. I A (hsScillas. 65. per dozen ; 428. per 100

F: N I I \ N A A I I ' 1 X A —Very rare and beautiful species, from tho
PvrcueLs. Flowers smaller than the garden " Gentianolla," and
Ikhter blue. is. M.

ANEMONE PULSATILLA (Pasque flower).—Strong, Is. ; \0s. M.
per dozen

DOUBLE DARK CRIMSON VELVET PRIMROSE.—Not com-
mon. 15fl. per dozen

A SUPPLEMENT to our GENERAL DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
LOGUE of ALPINE PLANTS and HARDY PERENNIALS of last

Spring is now in tho Press, and wilt shortly be issued. It contains

many novelties and rarities.

e ft Son, York Nurseries.

QIBERIAN TREES for LAWNS.—The foUowing
|
iSTjapo^^.^Tto 2 feet

A Boon to the World.

PRINCE of -WALES' KIDNEY POTATO.—
A new Seedling, remarkably handsome, fine eating, and tho

handsome, and quite ripe.''

From Sun iHir .Esq. (Editorof the Gardeners
Weekly Maga^

" The Seedling Potato (Prince of Wales), I have found to be
wonderfully productive, excellent flavour, handsome, and such a one
as the worl'd ought to have the benefit of."

To be had of Mr. James Veitcu, Royal Exotic Nursery, King's
Road, Chelsesv. S.W. ; Messrs. Barr i Siigden, King Street, Covent

O species of CARAGANA, &c.. are grafted on straight i

Caragana arborescens, about 5 feet in height ; they bloom freely i;

Spnng, and are most ornamental :— Each

—

s. d.

CARAGANA ARENARIA 2 6

„ CHAMLAGU 2

FRUTESCENS (Weeping) 2 6

JUBATA(rare) 3 6

SPINOSA 2 6

ALTAGANA 2 6

CALOPHACA WOLGARICA 2 6
HALIMODENDRON ARGENTEUM 3 6
CARAGANA ARBORESCENS, to 8 feat . . ..16

Carriage paid to London.

ENUINE NURSERY STOCK, comprising:—

Pinus monticola, 4 to 6 feet
.. muricata, li to 2\ feet

pyrcnaica, li to 21 feet

Araucaria imbricata, 1} t

africanus, 3 to 6 feet

„ Llbani,3 to6feet
Cryptomerla Lobbii, 4 to 5 feet

Cupressus Lawsoniana, 2 to 3 foot

„ macrocarpa, 2 to 3 feet

„ torulosa, \\ to 2 feet

Juniperus chlnensis, 1) to 2 feet

G
TRANSPLANTED FOREST

TREES.
Alder, 2 to 3 feet
Ash, n to 2 feet

„ 2 to 3 feet
Birch, 2 to 3 feet

„ 3 to 4 feet

„ 4 to G feet
Chestmit (Spanish) \\ to 2\ feet

Fir (Larch), 1) to 2 feet

„ 2 to 2i feet

Hazel, li to 2i feet

Willows, 3 feet

„ extra strong, 4 to 6 foot

CONIFERS AND HARDY

Tho: 33, .Sawbridgeworth.

LARCH and
Delivered 8

LARCH, li to 2 ft., good st

RHODODENDRONS.
b Matlock Station. Per 1000—«. d.

)ut plants 17

2* to 3i feet ,, ,,
25

RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, bushy and well-rooted, 6 to
12 inches . . 105

tolSin., 18«. per 100 .. ..170
1 to li (1,235. per 100 .. ..220

,. H to 2 ft., 30s. per 100 .. ..290
HYBRIDUM, 15 to 20 in., 2Ss.6rf. per 100 270

„ „ ij to 2 a., 32s. 6d. per 100 320

The Trade supplied. Apply to

James Smith, Darley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

Hollies (green), 2 I

Privet (Box-leaf). ^ to 2 feet

Pinus Cembra, 2 to 3 feet

„ macrocarpa, 1 to li foot

„ „ \rish, 2 to 6 feet

„ „ variegated, .li to 2 ft.

Thuja aurea, 1, 2, and 2i feet, fine

„ Lobbii, 2i to 3 feet

fine condition for removal, prices and size

Chorc*^ "named 'Hardv RHODODENDRONS, SCARLET, WHITE.
ROSE, and PUR'PLES, iu every shade, fine bushy plants, li to

3 feet, £7 10,1. to £10 per 100. _ , ^
RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, varieties of various sizes, from

30». to 100s. per 100.

AZALEAS, namtd 8orts,_405, tq_50s. pej; 1WK_

STANDARD and' DWARF APPLES, In 60 approved kinds, 60j. to

Plans and Estimates given for Laying out and Planting New Grounds.

FOREST TREES supplied and planted by the Acre, and failures

replace
^^ DESCRIPTIVE and PRICED CATALOGUE of

Japanese Novelties and General Niusery Stock may bA had on

'^**^Maukice Young, Milford Nurseries, near Godalmlng, Surrey.
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D
Sub-tropical and other FoUage Plants.

OWNIE, L.UR1), AM, L.UNi; an- n..w ^..i.ling: out

Seeds of the »bo.o. rillCEU LISTS ou ai.|.llci.tioD, with

v,u..iU-al
l^'^^j^j^ p^^^_ j.„^5jt Hil, s E. ; aod Edinburell.

AURICE YOUNGS UESCRIPTIVE LIST of

ConUerjo, Now and Rare Hardy Plants,Ornamontiil Tioea and

Shnibs. Rhododendrons, Japanese iJoielties, I'oreat Trees, and

Roses, forwarded on Rppiication,
V Godalming, Surrey,

TORN MACFARLANE, Nurseryman and Seeds>i.vn,

(} Alnwick, Northumberland, has about 150,000 splendid LARCQ
FIR from 3 to 3J feet, at 12s. M. per 1000; Common HOLLY, IH"
2 feet, bushy, IGs. per 100 ; Common YEW, .ii

per 100. The above prices "-" *" *^'' '^--'''^ o,.i

f feet, bushy, 50s.

Spring Planting.

PETEK LAWSON and SUN are pveparcd to execute

orders for every description of NORSKRV STOCK suitable lor

FOREST and OR.NAMENfAL PLANTATIONS.
To prevent disappointment, it is recoumionded that requirements

for SPRING PLANTING should bo ordered as soon as possible, and

the Dlants may be reserved in the Nurseries until reyiiired. If large

!ZS?tlesS JaRCH, scotch FIR, CORSICAN tlNE,
reading TREES are wanted. PtTia Liwaos & So» will

submit special oilers when desir

EdiutmrgU and London.

Strong Thorns, Oaks, Native Scotch, Larch, if Spnice.

r^HIVAS AND WEAVER, Chester, are still linldcrs oi

V^ extra strong TRANSPLANTED QUICKS, ENGLISH OAKS,
extra fine, 2i to 41 feet ; NATIVE SCOTCH, very fine, 1) to 3 feet

LARCH, vefy stout, li to 4i feet : .and SPRUCE, 1 to 2i leet. Alwj

strong Transplanted APPLE STOCKS, ready for Grafting,

Prices ofthe whole of the -' •-' ' ' "

be forwarded on application.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen about to be engaged
In Planting.

DICKSONS AND CO., Nrusr.iiYMEN, Seedsmen, aud

FtoaisTS, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh, have this Bea,son a large

and very healthy stock of Seedling and Transplanted LARCH (native

.and Tyrolesel, True Native Highland SCOTCH FIR, Spruce. Oak,

Plane or Svcamore. Spanish Chestnut, Alder, Ash, Elm, Tborii

Quick, Beech, Evergreen Privet, Poplar Willow, ic, as well M all

other kinds of Forest and Ornamental Trees .and Shrubs, *ruit

Trees, Rosea, Greenhouse and Stove Plants, Herbaceous and Alpine

Plants, Ferns, 4o.
Their Forest Trees, which are grown on exposed ground, are this

season finely ripened, and can be sent with perfect safety to any part

ol the kingdom.
Samples and prices will be sent free on application.

GEORGE U.WISO.V, Nuuseuyman aud Seed.sm.vn,

Hereford, offers strong Transplanted QUICK, 4 years, at 20».

per 1000 : LARCH do., 15s. to 20». per 1000 ; line CONIFERS, from
S '-.'- "- per dozen; HORSE CHESTNUTS, 9 t" i" f'-t

< and TURKEY, to 12 feet ; MAPLE, 10

COCOA-NUT
delivered wil

of Charing Cross, a

REFUSE
liin 21 miles
. 'ia. per bag.

particulars, and how to
soe lon^' Advcrtlsemont in

the Hist'jX^ j 0<inkners' HUrunich oft
Q^ > Miirch. 1M'.3; or apply

^t Y Patent Cc^ia KinitE Ou
r^y* . Ktogston-upou-Thames.

xT.*-'^ Postage Stamps or Pes
>rcv*^ Orders payable to J. B,

MATS are sold i

BRUSHES and

which are greatly reduced.

Fox 01- GAME COVERT.—Gentlemen planting

refreshing tholr Preserves canbo^ supplied with the nn

3 2 feet, 'strong transplanted, 25.?. per 100,

SMITH,

iPLENUIU FRESH-lMl'OKTED CALIFORNIAN
J SEEDS, warranted growth of 1805.

WELLINOTONIA GIQANTEA, 1000 seeds, 0». ; 5000 seeds, 25s.

;

. (about 6000 seeds), 27s. (ki. ' " "''

S'

PINUS LAMBERTIANA (Truo), fiOs. per lb. ; 158. per 4 oz. ; or 5j

n oppHcatirtn. Free ii

Tansley Nurseries, near Matlock, Derbyslilre.

JOSEPH SMITH, Sf.x., invites Planters and the Trade
to inspect his Nur&eiy of 80 Acres of high land. The soil ia of a

fibrous nature, and the plants take Up with excellent roots, such

PORrUQAL LAURELS, BOX. BROOMS, BERBERIS. HOLLIES,
FRIVETS, VEWS. Ac. The FOREST TREES are very oitensive.

Of all the leading kinds there are 15 Acres of LARCHES, of different

sizes, and all others in proportion. Prices moderate, which can be
had on application as above^

Ivery form desired for

DWARF-TRAINEU TREES, by the Thousand, Hundred, or Dozen.

APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS. CHEiaUES, PEACHES,
and NECTARINES.

Fine, Qat. well-trained, of best quality, and truo to name.

PYRAMID APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS, CHERRIES.
Beautiful Trees for Garden or Orchard Houses.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in Pots.—
Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Cherries, Plums, Pears, Apples,

Vines, and Figs. ^^_^

EVERGREENS for Ornamental Planting; or Avenues,
handsome, well irrown, and transplantod within the last two

years. For prices of smaller sizes and quantities, see Conifer List.

At 30s. per dozen :—
Juniperus thurllei-a, 3 to 4 feet

Laurel. Colchlc. .'• to fi feet

„ Portugal, Pyramids, 3 to 4 ft.

crientalis,' li to 2 feet Pinus cembra, 3 to 4 feet
"'"'--' „ excolsa, S feet

Taxodium sempervirens, 7 to S ft.

THE PATENT NITRO- PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY, Limitkd, Manufacturers ol

ODAMS'S PATENT BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME and Lll.SSOLVEU

BONES.
Chief Offlcos—100, Fenehurch Street, London, E.C. ; Western

Counties IJranch : Queen Street, Exeter ; Irish Braneh : 'W, West,
nioreland Street, Dublin.

Works—Plaistow, Essex ; and Ebford. Topshani, Devonshire.

Chairman—John Clavden, Littlebury, Essex
Deputy-Cliainnan—Jons Collins, Argyle Hon e. llolloway.

Edward Bell, 48, Marine Parade, Brighton.
Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot. Herts.
Thomas Knight, Edmonton, Middlesex.
Robert Leeds, West Lexhani, Norfolli.

ge Savile, lugthorpe, near Stamford.

Upper Kendalstown Nurseries, Delgany, Co. WlcUow.

MP, PENNIUK lii-jcs to ur,ii..iin.-e that he has a tine

. stoek r.l the foMowinc :-
CRYPTOMERi A JAPO.-JICA, 2) to 3) fuet high
CEDAR of LEBANON. 11 foot

UPRIGHT or IRISH YEWS, 1 to 7 foet

SWEET BAYS, 2 to 2J foet

CHINESE AKBOK-VIT.E, 2 to 2i feet

The above are Eenerally handsome, healthy, and well rooted.
Prices moderate, on application.

To the Trade.

JOHN PERKINS, Sen., has a lai-ge Stock of th(
following to oflTer :—

BLACK THORN, 1-year, 1 foot; 2-years, U to 2 feet;

3-vears, twice transplanted, 2 to 3 feet.

LARCH FIRS, 2 to 3 feet ; 3 to 4 feet.

SPRUCE FIRS, 11 to 2 feet; 2 to 3 feet.

SCOTCH FIRS, U to 2 feet.

BERBERIS AQUIFOLIUM, 1 to 11 fool; 11 to 2 feet.

Purchasers of the above in large quantities will be liberall]

dealt with.
62. Market Square, opposite the Com Exchanse, Northampton.

. . LARCH, .SCOTCH, SPRttCE. AUSTRIAN PINE, HOLLY,
YEW, SYCAMORE, BEECH, BIRCH, SPANISH CHESTNUT.
Address, with price, and whoro delivered, W. C. M., Post OtQce,

Sheffield.

WANTED, Strong Transplanted SCOTCH ac
SPRUCE FIRS.—Parties who can supply the above in real

goo I stout well-rooted plants, 11 to 2 feet, and 2 to 21 feet, a

requested to state prices and all particulars to
Francis & Abtddr Dickson & Sons, Upton Nurseries, Chester.

o I ft. up t'

quality. Also AbbER, 2 to 3 ft. ;' COMMON "LAUREL, 1 to 2 ft.

COMMON YEWS. 3 a. to 3 ft. C
Noblemen, Nursooiiien, and others about to Plant are respectfully

Invited to apply to R. W. Pkoctob, Nurseryman, Chesteiflelu.
Prices very moderate, wtiich may be had on application ; and

samples if required.

To the Trade.FOREST TREE SEEDS.
Surplus Stock.

40 bushels of HOLLY BERRIES, collected Dec. 18C5. 10s. per bush.
60 bushels of ENGLISH OAK ACORNS, sound. &h. per bushel.

.^..^ ..^„,.^ ._.. . . _ ^ .^ i%M, and now fit for sowing,

berlan. 4

Cedar, Red, 5 to 6 feet

CYyptonieria viri<hs, 4
"

Cupressus Lawt.
to 6 feet
i, 3 to 4 feet

fra^rans, 3 feot

Thuja Lobbii. 3 to 4 feet

„ aurea, U foot

,. compacta, 1} to 2 leet
Thuiopsis boreali3, 3 feet

At 429, per dozen ;-

Welllngtomagigantea, 2 feet

Abies Douglasli, 4 to 5 fcot

Araucaria imbiicata, 2 to 2} feet
Axbor-vit;e, Siberian, 5

„ American, 7
Cedar, Red, G to 8 feet

3 feet

) S feet

Cupre'ssus fcnightii. fl to 7 feet

„ Lawsoniana, 4 to 4) ft.

Junipcr\is thurifera, 4 to & feot

Pinus Cembra, 4 to 6 feet

At COd. per dozen

Thuja Lobbii, 4 to 6 foet

„ compacta, 2 to 2} feet

„ aurea, 2 feet
Thujopsia borealis, 4 feot

gigantea, 2) feet
Yew. Irish, 5 to 5i feet

Laurels, Pyramid, Portugal, 4 to

^ feet
Colchic, C to 7 foet

6 feet

„ orientalis, 21 to 3 feet

„ pyramidalis. 3 to 4 feet
Araucaria imbricata, 2t to 3 feet

Arbor-vitaj, Siberian, to 7 feot

Cedrua Deodara, C feet

Cupressus Knlghtii, 7 to 8 feet
Lawsoniona, 6 feet

Juniperus thurifera, 5 to 6 feet
Laiu'Qis, Pyramid Portugal, 6 i't.

Pinua cxcelsa, 6 to 8 feet

„ Lambortiana, 6 to 6 feet

„ Cembm, 6 to fl feot

Thuja japonica, 2i to 3 feot

„ aurea, 2\ feet

Taxodium sempeiTirena, 8 to 10 ft.

Samuel Jonas, Chrish;
Ciiarles Dornian, 2),

Thomas Webb, Hildi

Managinfj Dire<

AatlUor—J. Carter Jo:i:is, L':iiiibrult;e.

Sec)-etari/—C. T. Macaoam.
This Company was originally formed by, and is under tho Direction

f Asriculturiscs, circumstances that havejustly earned for it another

Itle, viz. :—"THE TENANT FARMERS' MANURE COMPANY."
Its Members are Cultivators of upwards of 50.0(io Acres of Land,

which has been for years under management mth Manur
own Manufacture, Tho Consumer, therefore,

•---'-- ---

for tho genuineness and effloaoy

of theii-

the best Guarantee
tiid Manures mauufacturod by

.. Company.
A Prospectus will be forwarded on application to tho Secretary, o

lav be had of the local Agents. C. T. Macadam, Secretary.

Chief Offices, lOtl, Fenehurch Street, London, E.C.

HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(ESTABLISUED 1S40).

Have now ready for delivery in dry flno condition,

CORN MANURE, for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture LandH
SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED QUA SO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA,
ex Dock AVarehouse; SULPHATE of AMMOiMA, FISHERY
SALT, &c. E. Pdbseb, Secretary.

Ufficea. 116, Fenehurch Street. E.G.

A WE S
J_J The Manures manufactured by J. B. Law
season of 18Cfi aro now ready for delivery i '

'
'

"

following prices, per ton :—

N U R E S

GRASS, and MANGEL

At e4jr. per dozen :

Abies Douglaall, 8 to 10 ft., 12«.C£i.

„ „ 10 to 12 feet, 15a.

C feet, 2l8.

Araucarla'lmbricata, 3 to 4 feet,

7s. <kl. to 2U.

„ „ 4to8ft.,2l8.to848.

Cedar of Lebanon, 8 to 10 feet. 21».

Cednis Deodara, 8 to 10 ft., lOs.Od.

to 2ls. [to 21«.

Plcea nobllis, 2 to 24 feet, 10s. 6d.

I

Cedrua Doodara, 7 to 8 foet

Juniperus thurifera, 6 to 7 feet
Pinus excelsa, 8 to 10 f.>et

I
Taxodium sempeiTtrena, 10tol2tt.

10^. dd. to 4&i.

„ „ 4 to 6 feet, 42s. to 84*.

„ Pinsapo, 31

CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.. .. 12 U

These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawks, or through the
appointed Agents in all parts of tho United Kmgdom, at pri(

E.G. ; and 22, Eden Quay, Dublin.
, London Bridge,

P\ÂLM-NUT MEAL, Manufactured by
M. Smith & Co., Kent Street Mills, Liverpool.

£7 a Ton free to Rail or Boat in Liverpool. /\
£7 10s. delivered to Rail in Bristol. X uX
£7 12«. delivered to Rail In London. /AM.b.X

In Bags containmg 2 cwt. each, branded
"This valuable Meal,

Pinufi excelsa, 10 to 12 feot, IO0. fld.

„ „ 12 to 16 feet, 15s.

„ Lambertiana, to 8 feet,

10s. Cd. to 2l8.

Thuja inciu^ata, 8 to lift., 10s. Qd.

Taxodiiun sempervirens, 12 to
lo feet, 10s. 6d. ' >15s.

American Arbor-vltie, for Hedges, 3 t

feet, at 100s.

16s.

few bushels of SEA-KALE SEED, r
per bushel. The above are cash prii

T. Fox, The Nurserieg, Wetloy Rocks.

and Qne. Is. per qt.,

r Leek, Staffordshire.

FOREST TREES, &c.—At tlie Nursery of the late
David A. Rkid, Park Attwood, Bewdley, Worcesterstiire.

Per 1000.—8. d.
600,000 LARCH, 2 feet 10
60(J.OOO LARCH, 2 to 3 feet 12 C
" tO.OOO PEAR STOCKS, 2 to 5 feet
100.000 SPANISH CHeJiTNUTS, Lyear Seedling, 1 to2 feet.

.

600.000 SILVER FIR, 4-year Seedling, fine
600,000 SPRUCE. 4-year Seedling, fin©
600,000 SYCAMORE, 1-vear Seedling, fine
300,000 BEECH, 1-year 'Seedling, fine

20,000 WALNUTS. 1-year SeedUng fine

10

H RlDD

HA2JD R. STIRZAKEU offer 500,000 LARCH,
• 2 to 3 feet, 3 years out, but planted over again last spring

;

there is no fear of loss in planting, these having such good routs.
1,(XK>,000, also 2 years transplanted, 2 to 3 feet ; SCOTCH.
SPRUCE, and SILVER FIR, extra transplanted, ftom 1 to 24 feet.
AUSTRIAN and WEYMOUTH PINES. 1 to 2ft, ; ALDER. BEECH,
ELM, PRIVET EVERGREEN, SYCAMORE; WILLOW, HUNT-
INGD0N;OAK. ENGLISH and TURKEY; CHESTNUT, HORSE,
various sizes, from I4 to feet; YEW, ENGLISH and IRISH, fine
furnished plants, moved last season, from 2 to feet ; PORTUGAL
LAUREL, fine plants. 2 to 6 feet. The above can be offered in great
quantities at most reasonable prices.

SkertOD Nurseries, Lancaster.

Ash, Mountain, 7 to 9 feot

Acacia, 7 to 9 feet
Birch, Weeping, 8 to 10 foet

I

Chestnut, Spanish, to 8 feet
Hornbeam, 8 to 10 feet

Poplar, Silver. 8 to 10 feet
Lombardy. 9 to 10 feet

B spectabilis, 7 t

ti, double pink, to 7 feet

Crab, Siberian, scarlet, -
, ..

„ yellow, to 7 feet
I
Pyrus spectabilis, 6 to 7 foot

At 18s. per ci

Almond, flowering, 7 to 8 feet
Acacia, 8 to 10 feel
Afih, Mountain, 9 to 13 feet
Acer Nogundo, 6 to 8 feet _

Birch, 10 to 12 feet „ Silver, 10 to 12 feet

Crab, Siberian, yellow. 7 t

„ scarlet, 7 t

At 30*. per dozen :

—

Almond, flowering, 8 to 10 feet r Cytisus in variety, 4 to 6 feet

Acer Negundo vanegata, to 8 ft. Poplar, Silver, 12 to 16 feet
Acacia, ball, to 7 feet Thorns, double pink, 8 to 10 feet

Chestnut, scarlet, 6 to 8 feet I Willow, Ameri. Weeping, 6 to 8 ft.

RICHARD SMITH'S LIST of all the EVERGREEN
FIR TRIBE, suitable for Britain, giving size, price, popular

and botanical names, derivations, description, form, colour, foliage,

growth, timber, use In arts, native country and size there,

RICHARD SMITH'S FRUIT LIST contains a sketch
of the various forms of Trees, with Directions for Cultivation,

Soli, Drainage, Manure, Pruning, Lifting, Cropping, Treatment under
Glass ; also their synonymeH, quality, size, form, akin, colour, flesh,
flavour, use. growth, duration, season, price, &c

Free by post for one stamp.

homo-grown produce."
Vol. I.. 2d Series, page 1'

For ftirther particulars and Analy;
their AgenU, Messrs. Hcmpiiriks & C.

JoiiK CuLEUAN, 150, Leadenhall Si

itaining abovo 20 per cent, of
od as an economical food to n

(See Dr. Voolcker, R. A. S. E. Journal,

I apply to Messrs. Suirn,
Bristol.

2fit, E.G., London Agent.

tho host means of Disinfect-

ing Cattle Sheds, Farm Buildings, &c. Sold in bags, 1 cwt. each, at

10s. Cd., or £10 per ton. Carriage paid ou i-ton and upwards.

For Washing tho bodies of boih Healthy and Sick Cattle the Com-
missioners strongly recommend McDOUGALL'S PATENT DIS-
INFECTING SOAP, Sold in 61b. Canisters at 28. Cd. ; 101b., 6». j

201b. kegs. 10s. ; 60 lb., 26s. Directions for use in each package.

Alexander McDouoall, Manufacturing and Agricultural ChemiBt,
London—11, Arthnr Street West, London Bridge, E.G.

;

Manchester—Riga Street, Shudoblll

;

Glasgow—F. H. McLcod, 18, Dixon Street

;

Dublin—G. J. Alexander, 2, 3, and 4, Mary's Abbey.

Agents in most Towns throughout the KlDgdoin.

Straining,
Breeding

hheep," says : — " My shepherd de<

Also, the origmal GASEOUS FLUID, for
Debility and ExhaustioD in Ewes after Lamb-
ing, for Diarrhoea in Calves and Lambs, and
iur Colic and Gripes In Horses and Cattle.

for cleansing in Ewes and
i dose of the " Red Drench " should bo

Mr. Bowick, Author of the Prize Essay on tho " Roaring of Calves,"

says :—" I have reared 26 calves this year, and by the use of the
Gaseous Fluid I have not lost one."
Price Is. 9d. per bottle ; or one dozen in a wooden box, 20s.

Full Directions for use given with each article. Prepared by the
:Ht 22, Dorset Street,
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SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWEKS FOR 1866.

PATRONIZED ON FIVE SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1864 BY

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN,

AND OXCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE ONG OF SAXONY;

AGAIN ON FOUR SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1866 BY HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN

ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF HOLLAND;

AND ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF PRUSSIA. '

EVERY MACHINE
WARRANTED.

IF NOT APPROVED OF, CAN

BE AT ONCE EETORNED.

These are the only Machines that can be depended on to give lasting satisfaction.

THESE ARE THE OXLY MACHINES THAT WILL MolV VROPERIY IfHEX THE GRASS IS WET.

THESE ARE THE ONLV MACHINES THAT DELIVER THE GRASS WitHOUT STOITIKG, THUS SAVIKG AN U.ME^^SE AMOUNT OP LABOUR.

SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWEKS a.o the only Machines that have been in operation in Her Majesty's Gardens for a quarter of a century, and they

M-c in daily use m all the PubUc and Principal Gaidcns in the Kingdom.

A. SHANKS .«D SON have now re.idy for dehvery a large Stock of their celebrated LAWN MOWERS. The Machinee have been manufactured by skilled workmen,

of the best materials, and by the aid of the most improved Macliinery.

A. S. ANn SON have been particularly cai-eful that the .advantages in point of dnrabffity and simpUcity of construcdon which haye always been a pecuUarity of their

Machines should still remain, and that no improvement be mtroduced which has merely novelty to recommend it.

SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWERS for 1S66 are unrivalled for simplicity of construction, ease of working, and durability.

12-inch Macliine [ For Pmhinti onhj

H-inch Machine '

(*3 10

I
,

1 10 J

( .5 10 Bii a Bo'j

PRICES

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HAND MACHINE
Easily Worked. Slleut Myvwinent, iVi,ithnfr„ft,r Easily Worked. Silent Movement.

16!;n?hMa"chine , for Eu.Ung ov (
£6 10 IiyaManorT^oBoy.\,

\ 4s. extra.

, F'^Mng or
(

f6 10 Hy aM or iwo jsoys
^^_ ^^j^^

19-mch Machine (
I)rawin,j

\
7 12 6 By a Man and Boy ) ^ ^_^

22-inch Machine
(

separately or 1 »
J

° SBuTwoMen
24-inch Machine ) togetlur. \ 8 17 C ) ^ extra.

SHANKS' NEW PATENT PONY and DONKEY MACHINE.
If mtb Patent Delivering Apparati

Width ot Cutter. . ,,- „,tra.
25.mch Machine £12 10 oj. extra.

28-inch Machine U 10 .. ..
30s. „

30-inch Machine 15 13 ..
..30s. „

Silent Movement, 12s. 6d. extra; Boots for Pony, 21s. per set;

Ditto for Donkey, 16s. per set.

30

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HORSE MACHINE.
It wltli Patent Delivering Atparatus.

Widta of Cutter. oin n n
h Machine il9 .

.

.. 22 ..

30s. extra.

30s.

40s.
36-inch Machine

42-inch MacMne 26

48-ineh Machine 28 .. •*"»• "

SUent Movement, 20». extra ; Boots for Horse s Feet, 24s. per set.

*,» ORDERS EXECUTED ON THE DAY THEY -ARE RECEIVED.

NB-^ . ,So. .,..Uy anno... . a.rnu,.erous ,.tr.. a. .... A... « .^^ «^«^«^-*-;-^»- ^'"^^ Ware>... Uor.,My ..,.^nU. ..., aU

ae21 ^tLrMaclL, - L^ tkey are ena>Aei to repair La^n Mo.cr. in Zo«*« as .ell as at the Manufactory.

PATENTEES AND SOLE MAN-UFACTUKEES .

ALEXANDER SHANKS and SON, DENS IRON WORKS, ARBROATH, N. B.

LONDON OEEICE and SHOW ROOMS, 27, LEADENHALL STREET, E.G.

^^^^^^^^

^ 27, Le.,..UU Strea is iU only ,Uoe in London .U.re irrten,i.y l>ur,.u.rs of La.. Motors can ekoo. fro. a slocU of fro. 1.0 .

All sizes Upt tUre, wliether for Bone, Pomj, or ttand Pomer.
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TNTERNATIONAL HOETICULTUKAL EXHIBITION
X aud BOTANICAL CONGRESS — Those who are preparing

Plants for tbo above ExbibitioD should feed them liberally with

GENUINE TOBACCO PAPEli, in 4-lb. packets.
Trice on application to

JY, Foreman to Messrs. Ivery & Son, Dorking, SuiTsy.

To the Trade.

1TR0NG TOBACCO PAPER, 80*. per
) H. Brown, 4, Commutation Row, Liverpool.

GISHURST COM-
POUND, whether used

against Insects and Mildew, ou
Growing Plants, or as Winter

smell, and if the Solution be
decanted, prevents any staining
of foliage. A strength of from
1 to 2 oz. to the gallon of water

recommended for growing

Sold Retail by Nmserymen
and Seedsmen, in boxes, U.,
3s., and 10^. 6(2. each.

Wholesale by

PUICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

(LiJ

CHEAP PAVING TILES. — A Manufacturing Firm
have a considerable stock of PLAIN and ENCAUSTIC TILES,

more or less damaged in the process of manufacturing, that they
would be willing to dispose of at orices below those of the commonest
description of paving materials. To Landed Proprietors they would be
invtiluahle fcr the floors of Cottages, Farm Houses, &c. ; and would
be supplied at a very low rate.

Address, M,, Post Office, Broseley.

I.ARDEN BORDER EDGING TILES, in greal
] pnttern.s and matonal, the plainer sorts being espe-

cially suited for KITCHEN GARDENS, as they
harbour no Slugs and Insects, take up little

room, and once put down incur no further labom
and expense, as do "gi'own" Edgings, conse-

quently being much cheap
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, 4c.

Artificial Stone, of great durabihty, and
variety of design,

greu

^'TTT^ Ground Street, Blackfrlars, S. ;
Qui

West, Chelsea, S.W. ; Kingsland Road, Kingsland. N.E.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, Ac, as cheap and durable as Stone,

In blue, red, and bull" colours, and capable of forming a variety ol

designs.

Also TESSELATED PAVEMENTS of more enriched designs that
the above.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining WaUs of Dairies, Larders,
Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving
Bricks of great durability, Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, Wall
Copings, Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, &c.

To be obtamed of F. & G. RosnEs. at their Premises as above.

SILVER SAND (REIGATE, best Quality), at the above
addresses—14a. per Ton, or Is. 3d. per Bushel ; 2s. per Ton extra

for delivery within three miles, and to any London Railway or Whart.
Ouantities of 4 Tons, U. per Ton less.

FLINTS, BRICK BURRS or CLINKERS, for Rockeries or

Oil Faint no longer Necessary.

HILL AND SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VARNISH
for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish is an

excellent subatituie for oil paint on all out-door work, and is fully

two-thirds cheaper. It may be applied by an ordinary labourer,
requires no mixing or thinning, and is used cold. It ia used in the
grounds at Windsor Cattle, Kew Gardens, and at the scats of many
hundreds of the nobility and gentry, from whom the most Hattering
testimonials have been received, which Hill & Suitq will forward on
application.

From Chas. E. B. Smedlet, Esq., Tlte Oranife, near Boston.
*' 1 have much pleasure in giving you a reply to your inquiries about

the Black Varnish I havo had from you for the last two years. It has
answered my expectations fiilly, and as far as I am able to judge, it

is the best material for preserving iron fencing, gates, and other wood
work exposed to the air ; and I can with safety recommend it as the
best and cheapest article that is yet out. Wishing you every success.'

Sold m casks of about 30 gallons each, at la. Cd. per gallon, at the

Apply t

tWest, E.C
)rly Hill In

, fruii whor

1 the kingdoD
lear Dudley, an
1 ba obtained.

ET. ARCHER'S •

• byhor Majesty th.' ','i

Syon House^ his Grace the 1 '

al Zijiilriiiicj.! Society, &c.

LD WINDS and MORNING FROSTS,
made of patent prepared Ha

Professor Lmdley
for the CYj-Btal Palace, Roy
PROTFXTloN from Co
"FRIGl DUMU,' a Canvas

Wool, a pertect non-conductor
It is applied, a Qxedtemperatu

,

andfloncidtural purposes, for preserving Fruits and Flonoian
scorching rays of the sun, from wind, from attacks of insects, oi

morning frosts. To be had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide la.9d. per yard nir
Four yards wide 3s. 6d. per yard.
An unproved make, 2 yards wide . . Is. 9ci. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide . . 2s. 8d. per yard nin

Also "Frigi Dome" Netting, 2 yards wide, 1*. Gd. per yard

Elisha Thomas Abcdeb, Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7, Great
Trinity Lane, Cannon Street, City, and of all Nurserymen ana Seeds-
men throughout the kingdom.

" It is much cheaper than Mats aa a covering."

JAMES PHILLIPS and CO
beg to submit their prices as follows :—
GLASS for ORCHARD HOUSES,

As supplied by t hem to Mr. Rivers, to the Royal Horticultural Society,
and to most of the Nobility, Clergy, and Gentlemen of the United

Each Bos contains lOil feet. The prices only apply to the sizes stated.
Squares 20 by 12, 20 by 13, 20 by 14, 20 by 16.

IG oz. to the foot. 21 oz.

Fourth quality . . . . 14«. Qd Vis.

Third ditto 17s. 21s.

Seconds 19», 22s.
English 10s. 24s,

The above prices include the Boxes, which are not returnable.

SMALL SHEET SQUARES. "

In 100 feet Boxes.
0by4 64by4i 7 by 5 7* by SJ .. 1,.7, n,;
8 by G 84 by 6^ 9 by 7 yj by 7* . . ; ^•^- ^"

10 by 8 lOi by 8i .

.

i3s. Gd.
Boxes 2s. each, returaable at full price.

HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE GLASS.
Packed in Boxes of 50 feet each.

fi bv i and Oi by 4* 10s. Qd. per box
7 by 6 and 7i by 5i I2s. „
S by 6 and 84 by Gi 13s. 0^. „
by 7 and yj by 74 and 10 by 8 .. .. l^s. „

' Boxes 2s. each, retm-nable at full price.

London Agents for HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT ROUGH

Caution to Gardeners.—When you asH for
SAYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE

PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that you get
them. Observe the mark Satnor, also the corporate mark Obtain
Warranted, without which none are genuine.

S. & C. regret having to caution Gardeners and others, but are
compelled to do so, in consequence of an imitation, of common
quality, having been sold for the genuine one, and which has cause^l
many complaints to be made to them of Knives which i

w .\NTED, a SMALL COTTAGE, with from One-half
to One Acre of Land, suitable lor a Nursery, within 12 or

II miles of Londoi

1710R SALE, a FLORIST aud SEED BUSINESS in aX fast improving neighbourhood, a few miles South-East of
London. Illness the solo cause of leaving.

A. C, Belvetiere, Kent.

Loughborough, Leicestershire.
To NUHBERYUEN AND SeEDSUEN, &C.

TO BE LET. the 01d-estal)Hshed BUSINESSES of
NURSERYMEN and SEEDSMEN, so successfully and for

many years carried on by Messrs. Robinson at Loughborough, in tho
county ot Leicester, and which may be much increased by

i' business, have been carried c

of Grass Ground to be lot with the Nursery*::. .. '. hmsU
of about 2.'i acres, and the Stock is young :ui'i i i '

i llu

Nursery Ground (comprising Greenhouses, St ai Uuia
ings) lies within the Town, and the residue i, i; ,;> l lew

nunutes' walk.
Immediate possession can be had, and application to treat may be

' " ' " Grocer; Mr. Ambrose Cumberland
, Draper; or to their Solicitor, Mr,

all of Loughborough.—Loughborough, Feb. 17.

^al£!5 630 gluctton.

Adams's Nursery, Acton Lane, Turnham Green.

ATETTING for FRUIT TKh
1\ STRAWBERRIES, &c.~TAN
the above from Frost, Blight, liiniv, ,,

or mo yards 20s. ; 4 vard.-^ ;i i.i. ,
i,

1 ,

TANNED NETTIN'G, suil. I (
1

; I

Fence for Fowls. 2 yards \\:i
.

yard
; J-inch

i yards wide, Is. per

.li;r, R and 7, Crooked

c
Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.

OTTAM'S HURDLES are made in thr b.st mnimcr
of superior Wrought Iron. SHEEP HT"t;h! P'-V fr :n iv

;

n I, CAl^LE IiriMH I
- t, ,, 1 11,

(

I I each;CONTlM . i ^ Iimio

6d. per foot ; ) I ; I I

I I
. \ 1 I

,
II Mill

25s. c.ich. lUu-ii l:. I m,. I, -t uii

application.

ENTRANCE GATES, RAILING,
and IRON WORK of every descrip-
tion. Designs and Estimates free ot

COTTAU & Co.,

No. 2, Wmsloy Street
(opposite tho Pantheon),

Oxford Street, London, W,

;IVIX<: STRAPS

i'.nk.s. (inji.-iiii''lti, noiii' M;inchester.
, Mark Lane. Londonj E.C.

. H. Fer

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—Steam Engines,
Threshing Machines, Pumps, Carts, Waggons, Ploughs, Har-

rows, Chaff Cutters, Cake Breakers, Turnip Cutters, Chums, Garden
Tools, &c. Improved Wire Netting. Delivered carriage free.

Price Lists per post,

& Ket, 05, Newgate Street, London, E,C.
Works. Bn

WING WATER
BARROW.—This is the

MR. J. C. STEVENS 1

been favoured with instri

retiring from tlie busiuoss. to SEJ;L br AUCTION,

Garden, IjO;tdoi

tbe Premis
WEDNESDAY,
o'clock precisely
I Dwarf-trained,
I:n, apricots,

ind WALNUT

Consignment of Hants from Ilullii

Mi; I I -~1
I \ KMS will SELL 1 \i

I -, ::s. King Street, ( i-

WEliN :
I . >

, ; fv -21. at balf-paM I-

1000 Lilium auratum from Japan ; ISO lb. of

MK. J. C. STEVKNS wii) si-;i,i

his Great Rooms. :- I. ;,! -!. ! i

TIIURSD.IY. February _.

lOOOsplendid Bulbs of l.li.l ! \i \i i:\l, i,
' n i tved per m.ail

\rrTION, at
uleu, W.C, on

so lb. uf CI', I)

NORDMAN.NI-X^ ^ I

a;iLls, PICEA

M^
ut FUuita irom Ghent.

FRIDAY, Febi-uary 23, at half-past 12 o'Clock pre

Standard Roses. Liliuiwn, ^^..^x^, i.-...<..i-....<,iu^j^ ^ .ui.u j..at=, ^.^^^

Acacias, Laurustinus, Dutch Bulbs, and a variety of Hardy i

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs.
On view the Morning of Sale, and Catilogues had.

M'^

Aniiuai bale ot veiy liautliioine LiigUsli-grown

ESSHS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL by
^' ^ AUCTION, nt3S and 39, Gracechurch Street. Citv, E.C, on
WKDNESDAV, February 21, at 1 o'clock precisely, about 300
I 1 1,1 iH.i |;lE camellias and AZALEA INDICA, from 1 to

•
• I I' .lit lully fm-nishcd with bloom buds; a stiperii assortment of

mil STANDARD and DWARF ROSES; selected
I'LANTS.tine bulbs of LILIUM LANCIPOLIUM of

Manufactured by W, s. Boiltox, ftoso Lane Iron Works. Norwich.

1860. -BENJAMIN EDGINGTON'S
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE for tho coming

seaKOU, I'ost tvoo on application.
Marquees and Tents for all purposes. New and Second-hand.
Rick Cloths, Now and Second-hand, with Poles, Sc, complete.
Be particular to address, Blnjauin Edoikoton (only), 2, Duke

Street, London Bridge, S.E. No other Establishment.

M'

D. FERGUSON, Landscape GAUDENru, C<>NTiiACTL\G
Planteii, and Valuer of Nuiistitv St.i.k, &c.

Whitton Nurserv. Ilcninslm. W".

Garden Architect, Improver of Land Planting, &c.

MR. NEWTON, 30, Eastboui-ne Terrace, London, W.,
attends to advise or cany out Alterations. References given

to important Works completed in many parts ofEnglandand Ireland.

Workmen and Plans provided for the

To Florists.

ON SALE, by Private Treaty, a well-established
NURSERY, with flrst-clasa Connection, Propa^ting and

Greenhouses, Hot and Cold Frames; well-stocked with Plants and
p'l-mt Trees in splendid condition, with every convenience for
carrying on an extensive trade. Only 4 miles from Manchester. A
persevering man will &ud this an opening seldom met with.

E., 41, J\Iauche.^ti'r Guardian Office, Manchester.

TO BE LET on LEASE, Unfurnished or Partially
FuiTiislied, WEDUEKBURN CASTLE, situated in the

parish of Duiise. and witlun two miles of the Dunse and Edrom
Stations on the North British Railway. The House contains five

public rooms, seven bedrooms, besides servants' apartmi

of excellent (

Land and Ornamental Plantal
bad to the House, Garden.s, Pleasure Grounds, Pasture Land,
Offices, and to the Cottages at Whitsunday next. Fox Hounds ami
Hariers hunt in the neighbourhood, and good Trout Fishing .ini

Shooting may bo obtained if required.

For particulars, apply to Mr. A. Hctton, Factor, Milne Oraden,

^ ; handsome Standard

Brick-built CotLaye,
effects.

May be viewed one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues had on tho

M
Highgate.

To GLNTLLM^^, NmsER^siLN, BuiLDnis, ANO Others.

ESSKS PliOliri IMli: AND MORKIS are instructed
! ^ 1 I Ml AUCTION on the Promises, The

Nui^ T u I
jiurtersof a mile of tho Archwjvy

Ta\<ii I
i \^, February 28, at 12 o'Clock

pi Lt I bemg immediately required lor

buiM I
I

'I valuable NURSERY STOCK.
consistinj., >l I veiKif-o Ut.ii m ua ')hrub!j Ornamental, Fruit, and
Iioieat litsca, honObouio Standard and Dwart Rosea, Hardy Climbing
Plants, &c
May be viewed pnor to tho "^ale Catalogues had on tho Premises

;

at Mr Eagles soed Shop, North Ro id, Highgate; of the pilncipal

Seedsmen in London . and ol the Aiu-tionet-rsand Valuers, American
Nursenes, Loytons^toDc^N^^^

Shepherd's Bush.

M'
UNRESERVED SALE by AUCTION, on tne Premises,
LTy, adjoining the Shepherd's Bush Station on thy
1 ilailway, on MONDAY, March 6, and following day, at
;. rk precisely each day, a portion of the valuable

M ;
I

1 ^ 'fuCK, including a choice variety of handsome Ever-
1,'ts; also Deciduous Shrubs, Ornamental and Fniit

I
i ii'l and Dwarf Roses, Ac, with a Pony Phaeton and

Full piiitiLulars of Nuraeij Stock will bo announced In the noxt
Advertisement,

American Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex, N.E.
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HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION,
AWARDED A PRIZE MEDAL, 1862.

ON THE PKINCIPLE INVENTED AND PATENTED BY THE LATE

SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

COMBINIKG SIMPLICITY, CHExlPNESS, EXCELLENCE, AND DURABILITY.

BEING CAPABLE OF FULFILLING IN THE MOST PERFECT MANNER ALL THE REQUIREMENTS OF HORTICULTURE.

MANUFACTURED in LONDON; NEWTON in CARTMEL, LANCASHIRE,; GLOUCESTER; COVENTRY; ABERDEEN, and PAISLEY ONLY; in order to supply the

Nciglibouriuf; Districts, and to save purchasers unnecessary expense in Caniage.

'llK^t PAiLNl L.L\.bb HUL'iL^ lu cjmp. ^ d ot t-mipk , , , „

BudmsuieiceitimaopofFiuit As Portible St.uctmos they may be iemD,ed and lefived at UttU expense, and though calculated foi Ga.dcns

Horn theu cheapness, desuable for Muket Gardens, «here thej may be made to co^er any extent, as also for Suburban YiUis and Oottrge Gardens.

TESTIMONIALS.
" Grosvonor House, May 19, 1803.

" The Marquis ot Westminster wrltoa, in reply to Mr. Hereman's note, to say tbat he bos much

pleasure in informing him that the Glass Houses for Peaches, 4c., which he conBtnictod for him in

Doi-set, 1860, have fully answered their purpose, anil prove very sJitisAictory."

" 5, Prince's Gale, S.VV., May 10, 1803.

,. sir^_i am happy to be able to inform you that the Lean-to Roof which you sent to nie at

Bryanstono is most successful, and I am quite satiaflod will repay its cost.—Toui-s «c.,

" Mr. S. Hebejijs." " l'o«r" »»•"

" Bolgravc, hear Leicester, May 20, 1803.

" Sir,—The Lean-to House Which you supplied to MO in 1800 has ftilly answered my oipectations.

The House is planted with Vines, and Figs on the hack wall ; there is no artificial heat, and, though

lost year was a most unfavourable one, some of the bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes weighed moro

than a pound, and ripened well for the season.

•' The material and constmetlon of the house have proved highly satlsfiKtory.—Yoms 4c,,

" Mr. HEBEMiK." " Al-IOED ELMS."

" Johnson Hall, near Eccloshall, Staffordshire, May II, ISC3.

Sir,—I have had In operation for several years. Lean-to Vineries made with your 14-feet sashes at

an angle of about 60 degrees, the lower or front wall being 3 feet high. Nothing can be more simple

than their construction ; the mode of ventilation is excellent, and entirely obviates the annoyance and

breakage caused by movable sashes, and I feel much pleasure In recommending these structures.

*' Mr. S. HEBEaAS." " Yours. &c., Ehward Ltos."

" Wath-upou-Deame, nfiar Rotherham, May 12, 1863.

" Dear Sir,—The three small Glass Houses you sent me answer admirably. The Lean-to with

ie.foet sashes covers now about 25 healthy and strong Vmes ; last year the produce and quaUty ot the

fruit were surprising. • • • I recommend every one who is so fortunate as to take pleasure in his

garden, and who can afford the espense, to erect one or mora ot your cheap ' Hothouses for the

Million '—a never-failing source of profitable amusement.

" I have other more costly and estensive glass structures, but, having regard to their cost and

efficiency, they bear no comparison with those I had of you.

" I am surprised that market gardeners do not adopt them more g enerally.»-^I remain, &c.,

'• Mr. SiMCEI. HEBEMili." " O. P. NICU0U105."

" Invei-ary Gardens, May 21, 1803.

" Dear Sir,—1 have much pleasure In bearing testimony to the efficiency of the Lean-to Glass

Houses which you erected here for covering in Peach and Fig trees. Although our wall is 17 feet high,

the fruit sets regularly over the whole surface, and, with the command of ventilation these houses have,

IVuit can be forwarded or retarded at pleasure— I remain, &c.,

•' Mr. .S. HtBEUA^." *' Jon^" Caic [Gardener to Ili-s Ctrace the Duke of Argyll.]"

*' Newton Nurseries, Chester, January 20, 1805.

" Sirs,—Tho ' Span-roofed House' you sent us is ale we coded wish, and suits us very well,

do not grow Grapes, and tUerofore cannot speak as to its efflcioocy in fruit growing, though we

nothing in the formation of tho house to lead ns to fear it would not grow anything as well a

' Lean-to Roof.' • « » Tbo House came to us In perfect order, and not a pane broken, and was

once put up and at work.—Yours, &c.,

" Messra. S. Heuhas & Co." " Jiiis DicisOH 1 Sons."

Messrs. Hereman & Mobtos." » Oeoboe BanEE [Gardener to Viscount Caatlerosse]."

" Benham Park, Newbury, Berks, January, 1805.

" Sir,-I am pleased to inform you the Patent Glass Houses supplied by you 2 years ago have given

great satisfaction. • « • We had a splendid crop of Muscats in one house ; and in the other

house West's St. Peter's, and Lady Downes' Seedling. We had an extra division put in to make a

Peach House : the trees have done wonders. I took the First Prize for Muscats, and First Prize for

Nectarines grown In your Patent Glass House at tho Newbury September Show.-I am, yours, ic,

" Mr S Hebesian." " •'^"^ Jeffrey [G.ardoner]."

" Kingfleld House, Carlisle, January '^7, 1860.

• Gehtlemen,-To the Lean-lo Vtaely supplied by you in October, 1801, Mr. Ewart wishes to add

three moro sashes and ventilators. As we commence to force about the middle of February, you will

much obUge by having them forwarded without delay. I am glad to say tho Vinery gives great satis-

faction, has been very successful, and gave extraordinary good crops for tho last three seasons, and each

of tho last two crops 1 am sure would pay for the house. I must also add that tho quality ot wood and

workmanship was tar above my expectations.-1 am, &c.,

" Messra. Ueremah & Co." " Martik Soibebland [Gardener to J. Ewart, Esq.]."

" KUlamey Gardens, February 1, 1866.

" Gentlemen.-l have pleasure in giving you my report in favour of your excellent Hothouses.

• In the range erected January, 1605, I had line Peaches and Nectarines last August, and my trees

have evei7 appearance of an abundant crop this year. With the new sashes you lately supplied, the

range is now 232 foot hi length, and I consider it a most useful addition to these gardens. Tour Houses

have many advantages ; they are Ught in appearance, and effectually exclude wet with the small slips

;

the ventUatlon is excellent, and readily opened with the machinery. They are easily erected and very

cheap, and have given perlect salisfictlon. 1 shaU feel a pleasure in recommendmg them.-I am. Sc.

" Without
arrangement is

lines and weights.

any pretence to high fiilish or elaborate Workmanship, which in such f-^^-^f.^^ZZllol'^loltlt^Zll^ZlV^^^
as siufple as ingenuity can render them, No rafters obscure the Ught and make them c^^^^^^^^^^ ,? . . . It Is their perfectters obscure me uguv auu u^^^^^^^ TV -ij;„„. ;= «= nprfprtlc

by e^sive -mechanical contriyan.=es ; and yet all the^yentilation
^^^^l^^^J^J^'^l^^^fl,'^_ .^d^ a,fent

portability that must give tin

ensive mechanical contrivan.:es ; ^d yet al the ventilation reqm.itemsucuu^^^„.^^^^^
enthusiastic enough to fix up a greenhouse, it

, , „-- .aem a peculiar val.ie in the eyes of the pubUc It ;'«>"?
J l^™^'',,*;'\iV^r^^ np and remove it along

remains the absolute property of the landlord at the end of the term. But, if instead of fixmg up ,^™ drop down
""""'.^Yfi860

^
' ^

with the wateriug-caL, wheel-barrows, and other implemeuts."--Or. X»irffey «» " The GABDENEia Chronicle, July JiUi, itsou.

ILLUSTRATED CIRCULARS with LISTS of PRICES of the PATENT KOOFS, also ESTIMATiSS for HEATING APPARATUS, ORNAMENTAL CONSERVATORIES,

GREENHOUSES, &c., to Designs can be had on application to

MESSRS. HEREMAN and MORTON. AGENTS, 7, PALL MALL EAST, LONDON, S.W.

The SECOND EDITION of A HANDBOOK of VINE and FRUIT TREE CULTLVATION, as adapted to the above P"*™' H^'l'^^^fJ^^^^^fi"/
Illustrations,

Hints for Heating Houses, and Geneiral Directions for Cultiyation, &c., may be had of Mr. Hebejian, price U.
,

post iree, x .

^
" The instructions given for the cultivation of the Vine and other crops are essentially practical, and aro evidently written by one

operations before he attempted to instruct others."

—

Cottag> i GartUmr, October 6, 1863. ^^_______^^—

who has himself performed all the

Editorial Commualcatlui t the office. 41. WeUmgt « Street, Covcnt Oarde,. Ujndou W.C .-

ranters, at tlieir Office, Lombard Street, treciact ef whltefrlars, City

;" Advp rtisemenia ana ttuiuu«»*i.vvM;i,.Y .«».""..-"-.. —--^-^-^jj—.^^^^^ ofNo 11 BouverieStreel.il

Mj'Ju. ud»S!^^Pa"Sed\y them at Jhe OUce/No. 41. WelUngton Street, ParisUot St. Paul's, Covent Oatden,

,it<!filars.CltyotI.ondoii,
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ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, Regenfi Park.—
EXHIBITIONS of SPRING FLOWERS, SATURDAYS,

March 17, April 7 find 21. Tickets 2*1. 6<2. e:\ch.
GENERAL EXHIBITIONS. WEDNESDAYS, Maj 8. June 0, and

July 4. Ticliets 4«. each. Tickets are now being issued, and to be
obtained at tho Gardens only by Vouchers from Fellows ofthe Society.

JNTEENATIONAL HORTICDLTURAL EXHIBITION
and BOTANICAL CONGRESS.

Under tho Patronaze of Her Majesty The Qceen, imd of their Roval
Higlincsscs the PniNcE of W»Lr.i and the Dcee of Caudbidoe,'

The EXHIBITION and CONGRESS wUl OPEN on MAY 22, and
continue till May 26. Subscnbers' names will be received, and
Schedules and Prospectiiaes may be obtained on application to the
Secretary, at the Offices, 1, William Street, Lowndes Square, London.

HORTICULTUiUL SOCIKTY of LIVERPOOL.—
The FOURTH EXHIBITION of HYACINTHS and SPRING

FLOWERS will bo held in St. George's Hall, Liverpool, on
WEDNESDAY, March • '" 1. .

.-

For Schedules, &c.,

4, Basnett Street.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY of LIVEKPOOL.—
The FIRST EXHIBITION of ROSES. ORCHIDS, FERNS,

&c.. Will be hold in St. George's Hall, on TUESDAY and WED-
NESDAY, July -J and 4, when most lilieral Prizes will bo awarded.
Schedules now ready, post free, from Robert W. Ker, Hon. Sec,

4, Basnett Street.

Garden Seeds, Carriage free.

WM. PAUL'S SELECT LIST contains many article:
worthy Uie attention of E.xhibitors and othei's who wish ti

have FIRST-CLA.SS VEGETABLES and FLOWERS in their seasons
Paul's Nurseries. Waltham Cross, N.

w Genuine Garden Seeds.
M. CUTBUSH AND SON'S DESCRIPTIVE
PRICED CATALOGUE of SKEDS, which contains every

New Roses of 1866.
JOHN 'FRASER, of the Lea Bridge Road N
f " Le.Tton, Essex. N.E..- will forward on application a L

Early orders are respectfully solicited.

application

eady for sending out.

w
New Roses for 1866.

10,000 strong healthy well-^rown Plants of all tho New Rosos.
Woodlands Nursery, Slaresfield, near (Jckfleld, Sussex.

Bt. WOOD AND SON have to offer an extraordinary

fine healthy plant:
ock of the best NEW ROSES of the present !

New Roses.
JOHN" KEYNES, in ottering the above, begs to state

that they are in the finest possible condition, having all been
REPOTTED, and now 'well established, ready for immediate remOTal.
Price 36s. yer dozen. The usual allowance to the lYade.

Salisbury.—February 24.

w
New Roses for 1866.

Undehsold by ant Respectable Hol-se is trf, Trahe.
M. WOOD AND SON have all the NEW KOSES to

offer, at the lowest advertised prices. Address
Woodland.s Nursery, Maresfleld, near Uckfield, Sussex.

SURPLUS STOCK of SPECIMEN 'iEA-SCENTED
ROSES in C-inch pots, for Exhibition or for Forcing. Splendid

plants, from 245. to 30s. per dozen.
Address, \Vu. Wood k Sox, Woodlande \urser>', Maresfleld, near

To the Trade.
) and DWARF STANDARD ROSES.

Extra and at reasonable prices.
L k Son, " Old " Cheshunt :

ROSES.—MANETTI and Strong FRUIT STOCKS
WANTED.—State ape and quantity to offer, with lowest price.^ RiCQAHD SuiTii, Nurseryman, Worcester.

YY ANT Eir,

VINES. — A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of
GRAPES: By Tiios. Kivebs. Freo per post.

Nurseries. Sawbridgeworth.

w Grape Vines.
M. CUTBUSH AND SON have a fine stock of extra
strong planting VINES, also a few fruiting size left.

CATALOGUES aud price on application.
Higbgate Nurseries, London, N.

)INES.—Strong Fruiting, Succeasion, and Suckers,
of all the leading kiods, can be had of

S. Williams, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Holloway, London.

The Cultivation of Bromus Schraderl.
SUTTON AJTD SONS . ,n ^u.,,,1^ i,r,.iiu„ie Seed of the

above New FORAui: i \ ,, ts, for trial, at Is. each,
or in larger quantities .It

. t motions on cultivation.
Sdttoh & Sows, Kovia li.

, - , , ...Lablishment, Reading.

SUTTON'S PEK.U A :n EN 1 tiRASS SEEDS
For ALL (SOILS.

HOME ITALIAN GRASS SEED offered to the Trade
'1 upwards per quarter (freefronj Rinderpest infection).

Apply early to Josi , Seedsman, Kendal, Westmorland.

r^^INEST LAWN MIXTURE.—Composed only of theX best and cleanest Seeds of the most suitable dwarf EverGToen
Grasses. U. per lb. Carriage free.
jAMKsUicKjJON & Snvs. Seed Merchants. 102. Eastgato Street, Chester.

N E W FORAGE PLANT
NEW^j:ji.LAND^P^AlRIE GRASS (Bromus Schraderi)

Cheupside, London, EC.

FK. BURRIDGE, Seed Farmer and Nuuseuyman,
• Lexden Road, Colchester.
Special Low Prices of FLOWER SEEDS on application.HAND F. S H A R P E,
• Seed Growths and MEncnAsrs, Wisbech.

SPECIAL PRICED LIST of NEW SEEDS op applicati on.

RLAING (the first exhibitor of AUCUBA JAPONICA
• in fruit) has very fine largo ripe Berries for sowing at Is. each.

As tho quantity is limited an early application is necessary. One
will be Eent by return of post on receipt of Vi stamps.

Twickenham Nurseries, S.W.

A^
GlANT ASPARAGUS.—Extra fine 2-yrs., 20s. per 100;

extra fine 3-years, 30s. per 100.

Price to the Trado on application.
tANSTOw, Nurseries, King's Acre, near Herelord.

SANDRINGHAM NEW DWARF WHITE CELERY.
Superior variety, floe flavour, very crisp and solid.

i> T m. o .. .>g^ King Street, Cheapaide, London, E.C.

THE LONGSTANDER LETTUCE.—Most remarkable
for duration without niuning, crisp and excellent. Packets

I Broww . Seed Grower, Sudbury, Suffolk.

T
To the Trade.

BE SOLD, Cheap, a large quantity of l-vear SEA
KAIL PLANTS: nlso 2-year ASPARAGUS PLAINTS.

Prices on application to
& Sons, Warriston Nurseries, Edinburgh.

PETER S. KOBEKTSON and CO.'S CATALOGUE
of FORE.ST»nd ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS post

free on application.

.
TripitT Nursery, and 33, St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh.

PETER S. ROBERTSON and ^CU.^S^I'RICEI)
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of GENUINE GARDEN and

FLOWER SEEDS, and NOVELTIES for 1866, post free on application.
Trinity Nursery, and 33, St. Andrew Square, Edipbiirgh.

H Excellence and Economy.
BROWN'S PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

> of SEEDS, 4c,, for 18CC, will be sent free by post on application.

_____^_^ ^, Commutation Row, Liverpool.

SGLENDINNING and SONS' PRICED LIST of
. KITCHEN 0.\RDEN, AGRICULTURAL, and FLOWER

SEEDS, is now published, and iuay be had free on application.
Cbiswick Nurserj', London. W.

Garden and Flower Seeds.
RETAIL PRICE LIST and CATALOGUE freo by

post. SeedH of best quality considerably under the usual

(Established 1?56.)

seeITs^G'
jAuf.s DicKsQK A Sons, Seed Merchants. &c., 102 , Eafitggto St., Chester.

Wandsworth, S.W.
WHOOPEE'S Complete COLLECTIONS of

. CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS for One Year's Supply.
at 10s., £1, £2, jE3. £4, £5, carriage free.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES free on application.

NEW FARM SEEDS of best selecteil quality.
PRICED DESCRIPTIVE LIST post free upon application.

Jaues Dicksom & Sons, Seed Merchants, 4c., 102, Eastgato Street,

TAMES FAIRHEAD and SON, Seed Growers and
, 7, Borough Market, London, S.E.
iriRif^irr.Ttin A T ri\u^iv\f ^^a

T
Genuine Garden and Farm Seeds to be liad at
HO MAS KENNEDY and CO.'S

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Dumfries, N. B.
And delivered free of carriage as formerly.

FP.TCED CATALOGUES furnished op application.

Newly ImpoitedILIUM AURATUM,
3b. 6d., 5a. Gd., la. 6«I., J0«. 6rf., and 12.s. 0,i. each.

Bahb & ScoDKN, Seed, Dulb, and Plant Merchant!,
12, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

CALCEOLARIA AUREA ELORIliUNDA and
GRANDlS ; LOBELIA PAXTONIANA, true ; HELIOTROPE,

of sorts, Light and Dark, fit for potting. 6^, per loo, package included.
Terms cash. PniLip LAnns, Florist, Bexley Heath, Kent.

/"lASl'LE KENNEDY FIG.—Plants of the above may
\J now bo had at lOs. Od. and 21». each ; the usual discount to the
Trade. Peter Lawsow A Sox. Edinburgh and London.

FiGS in POTS, for Forcing or Pot Culture.—
A few of the leading kinds, 8no bushes, 6». to 7«. Cd. each.

Carriage paid to London.
Tnos. Rivers & Son, Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth.

/^REEN ROUND TURNIP SEED (Surplus Stock)
i

'-X For prico, sample, &c., applv to
Fredk. Gee, Seed Merchant ana Grower, Biggleswade, Beds,

Aberdeen Strawberries.
BENJAMIN REID and CO., Nuuserymejt, Aberdeen,

have a choice collection of tho finest STRAWBERRIES culti-
vated. Prico from 23. 6d. per 100 plants. LISTS free.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other Prize
Nuts and Filberts. Trees of these splendid Nuts to be had of

Mr. Web», Calcot Gardens, Reading. Catalogues on application.

To Farmers, Gardeners, and the Trade.
EXCELLENT Strong CAIiBAGE PLANTS of Early

York. Early Nonpareil, Eastham. Drumhead, &c., may still be
bad at 'Is. fid. per 1000. A remittance must accompany all orders.

Fkkuk. Gek. Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade.

For Bouquets and as Cut Flowers
*

THE INVINCIBLE SCARLET SWEET PEA is
invaluable. The colour is intense and permanent. Packets

Od., Is., and 2s. Od. each. Sold by the principal Seedaraen throughout
tho kingdom, <

s
Fruit Trees.

GLENDINNING and SONS invite attention to
I their superb stock of healthy well-groivn FRUIT TREES.

wANTED, 200 DAMSON TREES, elean sterna,

WANTED, 500 APPLE TREES, of one or two best
sorts.—State price to

B. P., at Deacon's, 164, Leadennall Street, London, E.G.

Acorns.
ACORNS, Bound and good, and I-year ENGLISH

OAK, at low prices.
Wm. Dillistone, Monro Nursery, Slble Hedlnghatn, Essex.

LARCH.—Fine stout Trees, 8 to 10 foot, in the finest
condition for removal.

Apply to Stephen Brown, Nmsery, Sudbury, Suffolk^

STRONG LARCH, 2 to 5 feet.—Fine stout well-rooted
plants. Special Low Prices upon application,

Jaues Dickson & Sons, " Newton Nurseries, Chester.

oNE-YEAR SEEDLING LARCH.— Special quota-
" ' for large quantities will bo given. The stock is superior.

iUiN Reid & Co., Nurserymen, Aberdeen, Scotland.

EXTRA Strong Transplanted LARCH, 2i to Si feet,
irs. 6(i. per 1000.

Wit. J. Watson, Nurseryman, Nowcastle-upon-Tyne.

To the Traae.
PLENDID Transplanted LARCH, 2\ to 3 feet.

PLANTERS engaged in PLANTING for immediate
effect, can be supplied with .handsome CEDRUS DEODARA,

from 8 to 10 and 20 feet high, well rooted, and safe to transplant.

PINUS PINASTER, or MARITIMA.—A most desirable
Pine for planting near tho Coast, as it grows very freely when

exposed to the sea breezes. Transplanted, 10s. Cd. and lfi«. per 1000.

Ja.mes Dhkson & Sons. " Newton" Nurseries, Che-ster.

W^
Early Spring Flowers.

mTAXT"!' r»/M VAXTTTJ1T«

1 application to Mr. Wkbh, Calcot Gardens, Reading.

ROBINIA DECAISNEANA, the New Pink Aeacia.—
A few very fine straight standards, 10 feet high, 10s. Od. each.

Carriage free to London.
Tuos. Rivers k Son, Nur-ieries, Sawbridgeworth.

International Horticultural Exhibition.

FOR SALE, a fine Specimen Plant uf ARAUCARIA
CDNNINGHAMI. It is growing in a large Tub, and is a noble

Plant, 16 feet in height, and 12 feet in diameter.
For price, &c., apply to Mr. Masters, Exotic Nursery, Canterbury.

', Sudbury, Suffolk.

The Forwardest Field Pea Is

SUTTON'S EARLY RACEHORSE.
For price, depending on qxiantity required, apply to

Scttton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Readicg.

THE "KING" of POTATOS.—This may be fairly
described as the finest Potato in cultivation. It is'quito distinct

from an^ other variety, with a clear yellow skin. Price 3a. per peck ;

cheaper by the bushel or sack.
IS, Seed f

, Reading.

THE SKKl;I:V la.T'F. !<

of the bt.'-i .1 ,1
from disease ]

\ Ti -Till

SEED PUIAIU^-—hlvERRV lU.UE, 4.s. Qd. per
bushel; Mi'ATT'S PROLIFIC ASHLEAF, 6s. per bushel;

ARLY SHAW POTATOS.
Several Tons of fine Plants cheap,

srs. HARnis, Salesmen, Covent Garden or Spital fields Market.

YATT'S PROLIFIC KIDNEY POTATO.—A few
Tons of carefully selected Seed to be Sold Cheap.

)ply to Alfred Fryf.h, Nurseries, Ch-itteria, Cambndgcfihire.

SEED POTATOS.— Myatt'3 Prolific Kidney, Early
Dalmahoy, Webb's Imperial Kidney, Daintree'a Seedling, and

all the best early and late varieties at low prices.

H. & F. SHARrE, Seed Growers and Merohants, Wisbech.

DAINTREE'S SEEDLING POTATO ia the best
early round white Potato in cultivation, and can be obtained

at a moderate price on application.

Mr. S. A. Daintree, Fendrayton, St. Ives, Hunts.

EARLY KIDNEY POTATOS.—Webb's Telegraph,
first early, 20s. per bushel ; Webb's President, second early,

IGs. per bushel ; Webb's Iiniiorial Kidney (best Potato known for all

purposes), 12s, per buabol.
Apply to Mr. \Vi:iin, Calcot (.fardens, Reading.

To the Trade.—Early Potatoa.
DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LAING, 17, Frederick

Street, Edinburgh, aud Stanatead Park, Forest Hill, London,
S.E., hold a fine Stock of all the leading varieties of the above.

Prices on application.

ROYAL ASH-LEAF POTATO.—This is one of the
earliest and the most productive of all the Ash-leaf Kidney

Fotatos, Price per ton of finely prepared Seed given on application to
Messrs. Taos. Rivers & Sow, Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth

.

ROYAL ASH-LEAF KIDNEY POTATOS, warranted
true, grown upon light land from Seed obtained direct from

Id at 98. per cwt. prompt cash
i
sackQ

Apply to John Homlr, Earl Shilton, Hinckley.
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Extra strong Fruiting Vines.
TAMES DICKSON and SONS can stUl supply Stout,
fJ Close-jointkd, nnd Perfectly Ripekeo CANES, to ^iroduce
from 4 to 8 1 b. of Grapes this year. Pnco 73. Gd. each and uj.wards.
Also Canes lur Planting out.

The " Newton" Nxirseries, Chester.

B.
vines.

S. WILLIAMS begs to auuoimce that lie still

hoMs a fiDe Stock of tUe above. PlantinK and Fniiting
or all the best kiuds, including tlje NEW GEAPE ROYAL

Fruiting Vines.

EG. HENDERSON and SON offer the above, with
• splendid Canes of well-matured growth, with promioent

eyes, sui'e to give a heavy crop of fruit, 10s. Gd. each.
LIST of SORTS sent on application.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

Extra extra strong Fruiting Vines.
IJ'BANUIS AND AllTHUR DICKSON and SONS,

The *' Upton" Nxirseries, Chester, beg to direct attention to

their very large stock of the above, which includes the newest
beet varieties in cultivation. They have been pronounced to

la^ficent btuff'byall who have seen them, and they belie
ire never grown. T

s and all particula;

Sample plants sent if desired.

To the Trade.
EXTRA 6nc' Dwarf-trained APRICOTS, PEACHES,

PEARS, PLUMS, and CHERRIES.
Extra line STANDARD PEARS, CHERRIES, PLUMS, 4c.

GRAPE VINES, ORCnARD HOUSE TREES, Fruiting or other-
Wise. List of sorts on application.

John Ckanston, N^virseries. King's Acre, near Hereford.

To the Trade.—Overstock, verv Cheap.
j'iAM' \i;I'-m: \IM:i> ROYAL GEORGE PEACH,

.. E and other sorU.
iriety, as May D(xke.
,
Adam's Crown, Belle

d'Oilc.-iii.-, l.Li.^M .. L..i\j i:i,ui;, iic.

I'LL Ms. dwaif tnuncil, in great varietv, as Cox's Emperor, Bryan-
stone, Green Gage, Drap d'Or, St. Martin's, Quetache, Angeline
Enrdette. Orleau.s, ic.
CHERRIES, 3tiind.i.rds, In variety, as May Duke, Elton, Bowyer's

Earlv Heart, Black Heart, Belle d'Orleans, Florence, &c.
PEARS, pyramids on Quince, Louise Bonne, Glou Morceau,

w. VIRGO AND SON haviti}^ a surplus stock of the
undermentioned FRUIT, FOREST, and other TREES, can

>m at a vorj- reduced price, viz. :—
Alder, 2 to 3 feet

Portugal Uaurel, 2 feet
-J 3 feet Common Laurel, 2 to 3 feet

) 4 and 5 feet Privet, 18 inches to 2 feet

\ large quantity of Trees fit for beltmg.
i 01 the above can be had on application at the Nursery,

Wonersh, near Guildford, Surrey.

G]
.nnd upwards carriage paid.
vont Garden Market. W.C.

Established Upwards of a Century.BUTLEK AND McCULLOOH'S Complete
COLLKCTIUN.S of VEGETABLE SEEDS for ONE YEiVU-.S

SUPPLY', all of tlie Growth of 1865.

No. I.
I

No. 2.
I

No. 3. 1 No. 4. I No. 6.

C troQ and po^t paid

D, South Row, Covent Garden Market, W.C.

MARTIN AND SON have great pleasure in offering
the above NEW WHITE LOBELIA, which wlU be found oi

of the very best White flowering plants for edging. It fonns
ompact bush, and i

• Mr. Cos,

Lobelia Suowfialce.

u'Cnn
I Lord Beauchamp, exhibited i

White Lobelia called Snowliake, to whicli a First-class Certificate
was awai-ded. Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society,
July 25, 1866."

JOHN AND CHARLES LEE having acquired the stock
of this desirable NEW BEDDING PLANT, they have much

pleasure in offering SEED in SEALED PACKETS. It is also well
adapted for pot culture.
As a BEDDING LOBELIA it stands unrivalled. Tho plant la of

dwarf compact h.abit : the fluwers are largo and even, and of the
purest white. The stock comes perfectly true from seed.

Price 2.«. 6d. per packet. Price to the Trade on application.

^S
Superb Double HoUyhocks.

TTTJJ.AAr (MTATKH Ix^ss to remind the Admirers
' !'!! '. I

t iiiit now is the best time for planting

Seedlings from btst named varieties, 4s. per doz., or from 20s. to
30*. per KM).

Bloomed Seedlings, with colours named, very fine, G*. per doz., and
Irom 30s. to 40s. per 100.

Seed naved from the finest named varietiea, very choice mixed
^" *^d. and 5s. per packet,

in Collections of 12 separate named varietiea, extra line, los.

;

ies. Saffron Walden, Essex.

THE GREATEST NOVELTY OF THE SEASON

STRIPED-LEAVED JAPANESE MAIZE.
This beautiful and valuable addition to our ORNAMENTAL '

rOLIAGE PLANTS was obtained in Japan hy Mr. Thomas Hogg
the well-known Nurseiyman and Horticulturist at New York wUj
sent Seeds of it to his Brother, Mr. James Hogg, in the Spring
of 1864. It appears to be a variety of Curagua, or the Zea Peiu^ian
Maize, as it in many respects differs from the Zea Mays, or Indian

the United States. It grows to the height of from 5 to 6 feet, ind his it-, t hi

_ 3 from 2 to 3 inches wide, and is about 4 feet in length. It is beautifuU) and t

or ribboned, with alternate stripes of green and wbite, and in its earlier stages of growth is also striped with "lo

colour. It resembles the Arundo Donax variegataiu appearance, but is of a more elegant ind impo<?iiig habit Notliuig
in the way of a foliage plant can exceed in gracefulness aud beauty a group of three or h\ e of this \ iriety of Zea,

Price Is. per packet.

Cora, as it is called i

opposite ; the foliag

r„„_
British, Fern Catalogue.

>OBERT SIM can now send, post free for six postage
I.' stamps. Part I. (British Ferns aud their varieties, 3fi pagoa,

'A'£.o^I??r,K.'?,S?r5 ?^ ^i^^^y Exotic Ferns) of his NEW and PRidED
DESCRfPTlVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS,

%• Part II. (Exotic Ferns) will be issued as early as possible.
Foot's Cray Nursery, S.E.

1
Select Catalogues of Seeds and Plants.

:>ORERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW
V PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, containing

Select Lists of the best varieties of Vegetable, Agricultural, and
r Soed.s. New and Rare Plants, fee, are now published, and will

Price per 100 Seeds to the Trade on application to

JAMES CAKTER and CO., 237 & 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

F. F. Hallett, Esq. (Raiser of the Pedigree "Wheat), Manor Souse, Brighton, August 1, 1865.

'' The Swede Turaip (Carter's Imperial Purple-top) you supplied me last gave nie great satisfaction
;

so, that I was Induced to obtain my Seed from you again this season. This has also proved very good."

Kow Mfodi/ (gratis and post free on ajypUcationJ

,

CARTER'S SELECT LIST OF FARM SEEDS (liiustrateti),

CONTAl.-JINQ ILLUSTRATION AND VOLUMLNOUB REPORTS ON THE

Cultivation of the New Forage Plant, Bromua Schraderi,

BEBtDES SPECUL LISTS OP TUE

BEST SORTS OP GlRASS SEEDS, TURNIPS, MANGELS, ETC., ETC.

JAMES CARTER and CO,, 22,1, 238, aud 2G1, HIGH aoLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
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NOVELTIES FOR 1866.

E. G. HENDERSON & SON
REsrECTFULLY OFFER THEIR

NEW SEED CATALOGUE FOR THE PRESENT SEASON,
Containing full dcscriptiona of the following Novelties.

I'osi Free on application.

VIOLA COkiJU'i'A, Is. nnd la. C./. per packet
LYCHNIS GRANDIFLORA GIUANTEA, Is. and Is. Oii. par pkt.

HELIPTEEDM AUREUM NANUM, Is. and Is. Cii. per packet

CELOSIA RAMOSA ELEGANS, Is. and 2.S. Qd. per packet

LOBELIA ERlNtrS PRINCE ALBERT, U. and Is. per packet

„ SNOWFLAKE, 2s. G<i. per p.acket

YELLOW PERFECTION WALLFLOWER, Is. and 2s. 6<i. per pkt.

PRIMULA FILICIFOLIA, white and red, 2s. Ocf. per packet
LILIUM AURATUM, Is. .ind 28. (W. per packet
SANVITALIA PROCDMBENS FLORE PLENO, Is. 4 2s. id. p. pkt.

BLOOD-RED TEN-WEEK STOCK, Is. and 2.t. M. per packet
SILENE PENDDLA RUBERRIMA. Is. per packet
CEDRONELLA OANA, Is. per packet

DICTAMNOS FRAXINELLA ORANDIFLORA, Is. per packet

PETUNLA MCLTIFLORA, bedding, Is. per packet
IRIS PUMILA, in 20 varieties. Is. per packet
CYCLAMEN ATKINSI, in Tarieties, Is. per packet

„ PERSICOM, in varieties. Is. and 2s. &d. per packet
SCHIZANTHUS RETDSOS NANA, 1». per packet

VISCARlA ClELl-ROSEA FLORE PLENO, Is. and 2s. &(. per pkt.

MIMULOS PARDINOS FLORE PLENO, Is. 6(i. and 25. 6J. per pkt.

BOCCONIA JAPONICA, Is. and 28. ed. per packet

SONCHUS MACRANTHA, 2s. U. per packet
DAHLIA IMPERIAXIS, 2s. M. per packet
CELOSIA NANA AURANTIACA, Is. Cci. and 2s. U. per packet
MATTHIOLA BICORNIS, Is. per packet

NEW PRIZE MELONS, "WILLS' OULTON PARK HYBRID, scailet-fleslied, 2s. Ct?. .and 5s. per packet,

WILLS' GREEN PINE-APPLE GEM, grcen-fleslied, 2s. M. and 5s. per packet.

EAPHANUS CAUDATUS, a remarkable new long-podded Radish, 2s. 6</. each seed.

CLIANTHUS UAMPIEEI HYBRIDUS, 2s. 6d. and 5s.

A well-e.xecuted Coloured Plate of the wliite, margined with scarlet, post free at Is. &d.

AURRIETIA CAMPCELLII, hardy ornamental Spring-flowering plant, 5s., 2s. 6d., and Is. 6rf. per tuft.

A beautifully Coloured Illustrated Plate at Id. post free.

E. G. HENDERSON and SON, WELLINGTON NURSERY, ST. JOHN'S WOOD, N.W.

FOR PATERSON'S POTATOS
APPLY TO THE APPOINTED AGENTS IN LONDON,

HOOPER & CO.,
SEED MERCHANTS, COVENT GARDEN MARKET, W.C.

PRICED LISTS and TESTIMONIALS Post Free on appUcation.

PETER LAWSON & SON,

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

LONDON and EDINBURGH

FARM, VEGETABLE, and FLOWER SEEDS.

2.8, KING STREET, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.G.

SUTTON'S
GRAS S SEEDS FOR ALL SOILS.

Messrs. Sutton's GRASS SEEDS being Mixed expressly to suit the Soils for which they are required. Persons
ordering have only to state the Nature of the Soil, and Acreage to be laid down, when suitable Seeds will be supplied.

SUTTON'S

GRASS and CLOVER

SEEDS

roR

PERMANENT PASTURES

RECLAIMED MARSHES,

GOOD BL.ICK PEATY SOIL

CHALKY UPLANDS,

SHEEP DOWNS,

WATER MEADOWS,

CHURCHYARDS,

CRICKET GROUNDS,

SUTTON'S

GRASS and CLOVER

SEEDS
FOR

PERMANENT PASTURES,

PARK LANDS,

for 3 or i YEARS' PASTURE
UAY or SOILING,

2 YE-\RS' DITTO,

1 YEAR'S CROP of HAY,

FINE GARDEN LAWNS,

NEW PARK LAWNS,

BOWLING GREENS,

ORCHARDS,

EENOVATLNG OLD
PASTURES.

CULTIVATION with LIQUID
MANURE

Messrs.' Sutton beg to arinounce that then- Gli.AS.S and CLOVER SEEDS, which have hitherto given such

great satisfaction, are now ready for sending out. The Seeds this year have been harvested in the best possible

condition, and Messrs. Sutton respectfully request early orders, which shall meet with theii- best personal attention.

Lint of Prices of Turnip., Mangel^ and other Farm Seeds, with any information reiiuired, will be sent on application.

Mr. MARTIN SUTTON'S " ESS.\.Y on PASTURES," 6rf. post free, or Gratis to Customers.

SUTTON AND SONS, ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING,

riCtlLTUKAL

the

advantageon

JOHN KERNAN, AonicuiTUBAL and Hu
t» SeiDsaiN, 4, Russell .Street, Covent 0:1,1. u
prepared to supply SEED.Sof the finest qn.ilii

i

terms, and confidently challenges one trial i
i

prove the superiority of Sowing Seeds thiii

rubbish advertised and vended by the nuiji^ii u i ,.i

which in the long run are sni'e to cause i.utliiiitr

appointment, in addition to the utter wa^te of i

be preparation of the soil. Parties will flnd"it"most
to Name the Ai'ticlea they wish sent, but where this is

.
J. K. wilt have the greatest pleasure in making a

selection according to the extent of the Garden or the amount
ordered, and trusts, as usual, to give the highest satisfaction.

J. K. also continues to supply Bell's Patent Ammonia-fixed
Peruvian Guano, Cuba Bass, Russia Mattings, Japan Flax, P\imi
gators, SjTinges, and all other Garden Impltments.
A very charming collection of contrasting varieties of GLADIOLI.

Best sorts of rOTATOS for forcing and outdoor planting, including
the last and excellent new seedling the Prince of Wales. A very
choice collection of ROSES, ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS and FRUrt
TREES constantly on Sale. The Trade supplied.

w.
; Fi;

Superb Double Hollyhocks.
: PuuLi

CHATER has a large Stock of fine healthy
FLinta now reariv, which lio ctin supply on liberal terma,

^•"
- ' page.

Address, W. '^itfron Walden.

RICHARD SailTIl
aCiilendEirofTiiii' i

Pnces, Uireotions for Oiupj
Depth, Distance, Season,

' I .VTALOGUK coutaius
1
uticulars of Collections with

:id economically. Soil, Manure,
1.JVI/U11, uioiu-utc, .jottauu, iiiiiuiuwHS, Dui-atlon, Foro), Height,
Colour, Storing, Use, Flavour, and other qualities described. This
List free by post for one stamp. Seeds dii'ect from the growers, the
surest way to success.

Richard Smith, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

SUTTON AND SONS

Flower Seeds

Those requiring showy kinds of Flower Se
well acquainted with the sorts, are respecthilly' i

leave the selection to us, and wo will supply those t

really worthy of cultivation. £
1. The best 100 sorts (hardy, half-hardy, and tender) 1

. The best 60 s

3. Til 3Gs

6. The best 24 sorts (hardy sorts only) . . ..060
PRICED CATALOGUES gratis and post free on application.

Sutton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

G EORGE SMITH'S NEW CATALOGUE, with
., vpirjdi.l Wnodcut of NOSEGAY GERANIUM LE

lNI' III tiuest of all Geraniumsfor effect; for deacrip-
' \ ! \ i

.

i !; and Advertisement in OanUners^ Chronicle,
I.

1 (Ataloguo contains select Lists of the newest
s of Sh(

Verfi.

Toll'lDgto:

French, Fancy, Zonale, and Varie-
onas. Petunias, DuUlias, Chrysan-
uow ready in exchange for one

Nursery, Homsey Road. London, N.

XXnknOWIl Cnin -;

WHOLESALE
STOCK can be had

Taoa. Caipps, Nurseryman, Tunbridge WoUs, Kent.

TRANSPLANTED RHODODENDRONS.—4-year-old
Hybrids saved from tho rhoiccst (.'rirasou, White, and Claret-

coloured, sorts. 12s. Gf?, per liii>. or \m\\ lur £5
Ri.;iiAEtri Smiih, Niii-..'1 \ni:in, Worcester.

Haxdy Scarlet Rhododendrons.
JOHN WATEREKS CATALOGUE of HARDY

SCARLET and other CHOICE RHODODENDRONS as annually
displayed m tho Royal Botanic Gardeus, Regent's Park, can now bo

appiicatioi

cultivation.

faithful desoriptio!
ell

9 reallv worthy of

heights and prices, with ORNAMIONTAL EVERGREENS, FO'rEMT
TREES, ic.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

American Plants. New Hardy Rhododendrons.
WATERER AND GODFRKrS PRICED and

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS,
as exhibited in tho Horticultural Gardens, South KensingtoD. free

on application. This Catalogue fairly describes the Rhododendrons
most worth growing, as well as son^ '

"'-' '—"'"

—

-^ ''"-"

exclusively iu their possession, and c

7 and veiy handsome iduds

Kitchen Garden and Agricultural Seeds.
See the List witu all tde Pbices attached of

MARTIN AND SON, Seed Merchants and Nursery-
MEK, 7, Market Place, Hull, and Cottingham, and compare

prices also see tho quantity of Prizes won by the produce of Seed
obtained of Martin & Son, in Collections, at one of the principal, if

not the principal Show in I'orkshiro, for Vegetable and Agricultural

produce. . .

First Pi-izo, Collection of Vegetables (quantity not limited), 20s.

Second Prize do. do. do. ao, lOs.

Third Prize do. do.

First Prize do. do. (limited), 20i\

1801 AND 1862.

First Prize, £5 Silver Cup, CoUeotion of Vegetables (Subscribed for

by the princip.il Seedsmen of Hull and neighbourhood).

First Prize, £5 Silver Cup, Agricultural produce. \ Given by
Second Prize, £2, Agricultural produce. J Martin & Son.

First Prize, £6 Silver Cup, Agricultural produce (giveu by Cotting-

First iL i/,e, £.1 .silver Cup, Agricultural produce (tjivcn by Jno. RJng-

Fir^t I'li/.e, r^ilvci' Medal, Agricultural produce (by a Seedsman).

ISa^ANDlSM.
No Prizes for Collections given.

Mabtin & Son, Seed Merchants and Nurserymen, 7, Market Place,

Hull ; and Cottingham.
' Estabhshed above Three-quarters of a Centurj-.
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N W P L ANT
AUBRIETIA CAMPBELLI (eflbctivo sprinj flower).

AUBRIETIA CAMPBELLI,
CLIANTHDS DAMPIERI ALBIFLORA, Is. U.

For de.scription of the above see E. G. Henderson & Son
AUTUMN CATALOGDE, lorwarded post free.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

Hardy Climbers.—To the Trade.
CLEUATIS J.iCKMANNI, 2s. 6rf. each; 21s. per doz.

„ RUimO-VIOLACE A, 2s. each ; 18s. per doz.
HYDIIIDA SPLENDIDA. 2s each ; la.i, pordoz.

„ STANDISHI, 2s. e:ich ; IS.-,-, per doz.

„ SOrill.A KLORE PLENd, 2.--. e.ioh ; IS-!, per doz.
CIERULEA (AZUKE.\) l)K.\NDIFL(IRA, 50s. per 100.

Besides other good old varieties.

A CATALOGUE, including Uescription and Treatment of Cle-

matises, will be forwarded free on application to
Geo. Jacruan & Sox, Woking Nui:sei-y, Surrey.

SUTTON'S
TJNRITALLED COLLECTIONS OF

GARDEN SEEDS for ONE TEAR'S SUPPLY,

Genuiiie New Garden Seeds.—Carrlage Free.

SCOTT liaviu^ received Ms NEW SEEDS for this
• Season, bogs to intimnto that he is prepared to execute all

ji s lor the s:inie on very liberal terras.
1. TRICED LIST free on application. The stock includes all the

^teds worth cultivation.
quality. — Calccolai

d:

ANTIRflHlNUM, Od., Is.
SWEET WILLIAM, M., Is.

T INTERMEDIATE STOCK, M., I

.y SL-C'-nd tn none. Post free.

DonsoN & So: th, London, W.

Amarauthus cruentus grandiflorus.
UTTON ANU SUMS lontidtiitly ri-commcnil the above
as one of the most showy hardy Annuals. The colour is a rich

1, and has a most elegant and gi-aeeful appearance. It usually
the height of 4 feet, and is therefore very suitable for groups

in front of Sbrubberie! r the sides of Oan*iagc Drives.
^ fr.-

. Reading.

MUS. POLLOCK GERANIUM,
SUNSET GERANIUM.

application.

.^
New Catalogues.

T^OWNIE, LAIRD, .vnd LaINi; beg to intimate that
-LJ their PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of FLOllIST
FLOWERS, NEW PLANTS, GARDEN, FLOWER, and AGRICUL-TURAL SEEDS are now ready, and may be had free on application.

17, South Frederick Street. Edinburgh; and Stanstead Park,
Forest mil, London, S.E.

CAltlUAGE FREE.

Sutton & Sons are now prepared to receive Orders for their unrivalled

COLLECTIONS of GARDEN SEEDS, asunder:—

A COMPLETE COLLECTION of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS for ONE 'WHOLE TEAR'S SUPPLY
(with Instructions on Cultivation) £:! .3

Ditto, in quantities proportionately reduced 2 2
Ditto ditto 1 11 6
Ditto ditto 110
Ditto ditto 1.5

Ditto, for a SXLVLL GARDEN
Sent Carriage Free by Rail, and 5 per cent, discount allowed for cash payment. A remittance

requested from unkno^vn Correspondents.

Ig^ By orderuig one af these Collections once a year jnuc7i trouble and expense tcill he saved.

Also, NATURAL GRASSES for LAWNS and MEADOWS, fine sorts of MANGEL WURZEL, TURNIP,
and other AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.

SUTTON'S GENERAL ILLUSTR.4.TED DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUE and AMATEUR'S GUIDE
is now ready, price 6(/., or gi'utis to Customers.

10

rcferen

Rcniitfances may be made by Cheques on Town or Country Bankers, or by Post Office Orders payable to

SUTTON AND SONS, llOYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING,

STIRLING, SCOTLAND.

GENTLEMEN ABOUT TO REQUIRE AGRICULTURAL SEEDS
MAY FIND IT ADVANTAGEOUS TO HEFER TO OUR

PEICED CATALOGUE,
Which will be forwarded Post Free on application.

Over a long series of Tears the Laying Do^vn of Land to Grass has occupied much of our attention, and we are
enabled to furnish Assortments of trustworthy Seeds, moderately charged, to suit every description of Soil. Full
particulars as to these, as well as to our improved varieties of Swede and Tellow Turnip, &c., will be found in
Catalogue.

W. DRUMMOND and SONS, STIRLING ; and DAWSON STREET, DUBLIN.

Stirling has direct expeditious coinmunicaiion to all parts of the Kingdom. Seeds as hitherto are forwarded Carriage Paid.

Splendid n.amed GLADIOLI for

exhibition, &c., per dozen, 3.!. 6^.,

5s. U., Is. U., 10s. U., 12s., 15s.,

18s., 24s., and 30s.

MIXED GLADIOLI, for large

efleetive masses, per 100, 10s. «</.,
'

15s., and 21$.

The magnificent ,TAPAN LILT,
LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM RUBRUM,
for planting in Rhodcidendron Beds,

Consen-atories, &c., 9s. and 12s.

per doz. ; 50s., 60s., 70s., and 80s.

per 100.

STANDEN'S GARDENER'S and
AMATEUR'S FRIEND MANURE.
A compound of the richest fertilising

phosphates known.

.g^^iE^^i^^aoira^

/^ T-» ;—-T-» -TT. T; r^^^ t~^ T-vT-i^^T^ ~N The magnificent GOLDEN-RATED
•^<^ BAR.RcSc SUGDEK. >^^I-4V.n°/. ^)^^':^,^\^^Z

10s. %d. ; extra large roots, 21s.

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS.
Those who are preparing Plants to

(ii exhibit at the International Botanical
and Horticultural Congress should use
STANDEN'S GARDENER'S and
AMATEUR'S FRIEND MANURE.
A compound of the richest fertilising
phosphates known.

?
^^J-T^

^°* ^' ^'^'" Hard-wooded Stove and>^ Greenhouse Plants, Fruit Trees, Koses,
Vegetables, ' '

SEED BULB &rPLANT ^VAREHOUSE
^ . " . ^""i LaAvns. Sample

M\'l .KING ST.REET,COV_ENT GARD.ENw.c)#--S"6irio^6l':i?^-2t'
•""' "''''

No. 2, for Soft-wooded Plants.
Sample canisters, is. and 2s. 6rf. ; and
bags, 5s. 6rf., 10s. 6rf., and 21s.

'The Manure should be laid on the
surface dry, and watered in, thus
SAVING LABOUR.

Orders amounting to 21s. sent Carriage Paid.

For SPECIALITIES in VEGETABLE SEEDS, see our large Advertisement, p. 72.
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A RIBBON BORDER, Six Colours, Post Free, 2s. 6d. Stamps.

The selection of the above is unique, equalling Bedding Tlants, at oae-thirlieth the cost.

Poynter's 25s. Anglican Collections of Garden and Flower Seeds for One Year's Supply,

Cont^lins one of the above, and is altogether the best and eheapost offered. Carriage free.

Ig^ Useful PKICE LISTS gratis.

ROBERT H. POYNTER, SEED MERCHANT, TAUNTON.

May now be I

GARDEN SEEDS.

OSBORN & SONS'
SELECT CATALOGUE OF THE ABOVE
n application, and they beg to call special attention to the following Select Articles :

—

Per p.ackct.

NEW AMERICAN TOMATO

This is very large, and less watery than the old Red.

1 6

1 6

EOWDEN'S BROWN COS LETTUCE
.SCOTT'S SUPERB WHITE COS LETTUCE ..10
BELLE BONNE SUMMER CABBAGE LETTUCE 1

These three Lettuces are less liable to run than any we know.

FULHAM NURSERY, S.W.

GARDEN SEEDS.
ELEVEN PRIZE.? AT THE SOUTII KENSINtJTON SHOW IN JULY LAST,

WILLIAM PAUL
(Son and Successor to the late A. Paul), WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N..

BEGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT HIS

NEW SEED CATALOGUE IS NOW READY,
AND WILL BE FORWARDED ON APPLICATION FRDK BY POST.

It is well known that both Vegetables and Flowers vary much in quality from Seed, and to insure the best races
all the critical and important crops are home saved, or saved expressly for him under his own supervision. In proof
of the succL'ss of this course he may state that no less than Eleven Prizes were awarded to the productions of his
Seeds at the Roy:il Horticultural Society's Show in July last.

ForeiffH and Colonial Ordo •eftdlij attended to, and packed hy experienced packe

SPECIALITIES, NOVELTIES, and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,
POST FREE.

B. S. WILLIAMS,
VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.,

HAS MUCH TLEASURE IN HT^DMITTING THE

FOLLOWING LIST OF NEW AND CHOICE SEEDS,
WHICH ARE SPECIALLY RECOMMENDED FOR THEIR ItEAUTY AND SUPERIOR QUALITIES.

For full description see NEW CATALOGUE, post free to all applicanta.

Jn ordering Flower Seeds it will be quite sujicient to send the Kumbcr attached onhj.

PRIMULA (Williams's Superb Strain).—Red, White, or Mixed seed.

2,1. Gd., Zs. 6ri,, nod bs. per packet.

Ttie strain hero offered is undoubtedly the finest In cultiva-

tion, taking prizes wherever shown, and giving universal

Eiitisraction.

CINERARIA (Weatheriil's Extra Choice Strain).~Very superior
both in habit of growth and size and colour of the Howers.
This Is the raost popular strain in the mnrket. B. S. W. having
purchased at a grent expenao the on tire stock of Si;ed, none is

genuine unkss the packet bears his name and address.

3a. 6(/. and 5s. per packet.

plants" for exhibition, this is the best variety", and invariably
receives the chief prizes at the Metropolitan Flower Showa.

38. 6c/. per packet.

;'CI, vMT- V rrP-^K I M —Tlio pr ..In. c of the finest collection
til I II 111 II ii 1, not only on account of
ti I I tlie peculiar marbling of
II ' tlio Royal HorticxUtural
^

I 111 attraction. Several
(_(,iUli.itL L I . 1 L u I I . iL L ..jllcction,

it, and i) <jd pcry.aket

Per packet.— s. d.

J54. Aflter Victoria .

.

ir,7. „ White Cbnsant
158. Auricula, superb colic

Lved from selected
167- Callirrhoc i

108. Carnation,

Ferdinandia e
ijl. Geranium zonal

e

ij:;. Gladiolus, seed from finest i

Per packet -
Gloxinia, erect-flowciing ..

,, drooping ..

. Godetia Lindieyaua floro pleno .

.

,, rubicunda splendens
. Hcliptonim Sanfordii
,
Ilelichrj'sum nanum atro-

„ Paxtoniana
„ Snowflake, t

Matthiola bicomis, i

. Mimulus tigridioidei

King Theodore, _ _ .

215. Nicotiana atropurpurca grandi-

21fi. iNolana lanceolata
211). Ornithogalura tbyrsoidea album .

.

220. Oxalis comiculata rubra ..

221. Palafoxia Hookeriana, new.

.

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS Carriage Free.

Pansy, saved from prize flgwers .

.

Pcctis ancustifolia, now .

.

Petunia, fuur namerl llower-s

Phalacrnia crelestin'^ Tom Thumb
Phlox Drummondi Twilight

, Primula fllicifolia, Red
fllioifolia. White ..

, Rhodanthe atrosanguineum
, Silcne pendula ruborrima .

.

, Solanum Princess Beatrice.

.

, Stock, Scarlet Bromptcu ..

„ Purple Queen
, Sweet William, Hunt's Superb ..

, Sweet Pea, The New Invincible
Scarlet . ,

. Tfopseoluni elegans natium. now .

.

. Veronica glau'

Complete CollectioBs to suit Gardens of various sizes at the following prices—

lOs. 6d., 21s., 4Ss., 63s., and 84a. each.

VICTORIA and PAEADISE NUBSEEJES, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N,

Gladiolus Bowlensis.
rpHOMAS BARNES oilers the above in strong FloweringX Bulbs, by the 100 and 1000. Prices, which are very low, may
be had on application.

Dano'Croft Nursery, Stowmarket.

Dorking Nursery,

G^
Dahlias, Pot Roots and Seed.

RAWLINGS ran supply WILLIE AUSTIN,

CHOICE SEED, J

Wa
;. &ii. per packet cif 50 i^

' '00 Road. Romfnrd, K.

New Descriptive Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower
Seeds. &;c., for 1866.

ROBERT T. MACKlNTdSR, Xri-rrv-ivx .ind
Seedsuax, 12, Molbouruo 1" ... ifully

to intimate that the above I.l-^ I v and
mteresting NoveItie,s, may now l.r- li .

,
i

.. .;,

Genuine Garden and Agilculiurol SeoUs.

PAUL TOLLARD, Seed Ghuwer and MiUiuiiANT,
20, Quai de la Mfpisserie 20, ci-devant 4, Place dea Ti-ois Manes 4,

a Paris. SPECIAL PRICED LIST of NEW SEEDS, in English
weights and money, on application.

AND CO.,

~V \-.\\ l;ii--i -, mI 1865.—Owing to the annual intrn-
-^^ .II' t. ! iiiv inferior, and, in fact, worthless varieties of
New u^-.,..,,, j.,t,.^ -^H-iNSTOK has this season carefully ssUcted
23 varieties out of 40 or 50 sorts offered by the French r<i"£er3

These he can confidently recommend, and ho believes his selection
contains all that are worthy of note.
A List, with pri\.es, sent cm application. The plants are stron',

and will bo fir

r Hereford.

r OS, New Sort s.

KV WRITE. 4s. per peck.
1
1;!-: KIDNEY, 3s. per peck.

'
I. per peck.

"Better t

Potato comi
a splendid c

"'uu t: ...vUi )> \^\ ; !ioit ana comDact : tut __ . .

flavour !

Potato grown, and Is as white and niealy as Fluke or Flourbill, an 1

these two cannot be sui-passed in coioiir and texture. I shall run no
risk in dealing boldly with this fme Potato, and I shall therefore put
it in an emphatic form that Wheeler's Milky White is the best of all

Potatos, and those who do not grow it may consider themselvea
rather behind the &gQ."^From an editorial article on Pvla'os in the

Gardeners* M.iOAziNE, January 27, 18C6.

J. C. WuEELER & Son-, Seed Growere, Gloucester.

^ht (BartJeneijESCiirontclc.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1806.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Thursday, March I-Linnean 8 p.m.

<i.T„nn.v tJ Royal Horticultural (WcoUly Show), at
^AiuupAi, — j^ boutli KensiDgtou 1 r.M.

If we might ventiuo to found an opinion on
the number and nature of the inquiiies that reach

us with respect to the Duties of Judges at

provincial exhibitions, we could only conclude

that those duties are very little undei-
stood in many cases, either by those who
nominate to the office, or those by whom it is

filled. Thus, wo have, from time to time,

censors inquiring what are tho powers conferred

on them by their appointment ; we have exhi-

bitors putting forward statements of grievances

of all possible kinds in respect to the awards

;

and we have even managers and committee-

men now and then seeking to know if they are

not competent to revise the judgment of tho

judges they themselves have appointed. Such
being the case, it maybe useful just now, to look

a littlo into this question of judges' powers and
judges' duties.

As to his powers and his position, then, it must
be evident that a judgo at a Hortiiultural

Exhibition is an officer appointed specially by
the Executive to decide the question of merit

between the different exhibitors who arc compe-

titors. The judges therefore imdoubtedly have

power, when tho productions of the soveriil com-

petitors are handed over to them by tho . ifficials

for adjudication, to determine absolutely (ho

relative merit of tho ilifferent competing

exhibitions, according to the existing law.

Now tho law in this matter, so far as it is

written, is to bo found in the regulations pub-

lished, in each case, by the Executive, and

these it is tho duty of the judges to ad-

minister with equity. On any points in these

regulations which may appear doubtful, the

officials may properly advise the judges, upon
application being made to them ; but in no other

way should the judges be interfered with by the

managerial staff. Tho decisions therefore we
hold to rest absolutely with the judges, and
hence the paramount necessity of ajipointing

only such persons as are not only well informed

as to the matters they are called upon to decide,

but also men of the highest moral character, who
both know how to be rigorously just, and have

at the same time the moral covu'age to act up
to that knowledge. But the appointment once

made, the managers, under whatever name they

may appear, liave no further voice in the mattci'
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of awards ; thoy are morally boxmd by the tloci-

eions of the men of their own appointment, and
the most unwise thing they can do is to attempt
to alter any of the decisions at Tvhich the judges
have arrived, either to meet their own views, or
those of remonsti'ant disappointed exhibitors.
There can, then, be no doubt that ti-om the

time when the judges commence their duties, bj*

having the question of adjudication officially

handed over to them, until they make a return
of their awards, the question of relative merit
is entirely in their hands. And here we may
incidentally mention a reprehensible practice

which is common at country shows. We allude

to the circumstance of certain members of the
Committee, well-moaning men no doubt, anxious
to SCO all things right, following the judges as if

the latter were in custody or under sui'veillance,

and by their officious interference or rem.arks,

really to some extent influencing the awards.
Now, the only communication which should be
held with the judges on the part of the officials, is

to point out, by means of an attendant (and one
is quite sufficient), the position of competing
objects, so that time may not be lost in seeking
for them. No suggestion that this or that collec-

tion, or this or that specimen are most meritorious,
or that they belong to some liberal supporter
of the show, should be offered, as it sometimes is,

bat the judges should be left free and imbiassed
by even the whisper of an outside opinion. In
other words, the judges alone should be
adjudicators.

As one instance of the imperfect manner in

which the tnie position of a juilge is appreciated,

even by persons well infoi-med in other respects,

we may quote the following inquiry which has
recently been addi'essed to us, omitting names :

—

*'"\ViU you be kind enough to state if the judges
at a horticultural exhibition, having awarded a first

prize to twelve large-flowered Chrysanthemums, and
afterwards (before finishing their laboiu-s) detected
a Pompon iii the collection, would be justified in

correcting their error and disqualifying the collec-

tion ; and if, after such disqualification, they would be
justified In giving the disqualified collection a special

extra prize. Please state the general discretionary
powers left to the judges. At the Chrysan-
themum Show, the judges committed the error above
referred to. A few miniites afterwards, observing
the mistake, they di.squallfied the collection, and
gave it a special extra prize. The exhibitor ot the dis-

qualified collection claime<l the first prize, because a
first prize card was on his collection for some ten
minutes. The judges maintain that although they
did not notice the Pompon at first, they had the
power of correcting or amending their awards after

they saw an error, more especially as the correction

was made before they had finished their labours." C

Now, as we have already said, we hold that

from the time the judges are instnxcted to com-
mence their labours until they have completed
them, tho awards are in thoii' hands. Hence, as

it seems to us, there can bo no question what-
ever that the judges had a most perfect right

to rectify an eiTOr of their own, discovered too

before their laboiu-s were concluded. The right

to do this must be coincident with the right to

make an award at all, while the latter must
rest on the appointment to their office by the
Executive. But the cbdlculty mentioned in our
correspondent's letter appears in this case, as it

would in most others, to have arisen from some
statement that must have gone forth from an
officious looker-on to tho effect that a " 1st prize

card" had been for some 10 minutes or so put
down to this afterwards disqualified collection.

The mischief, therefore, must have been done by
persons with prjang eyes, who either had morally
no right to be present, or being present, had no
right to interfere T\dth the duties of tho judges
—for the latter, as our correspondent expressly

says, had not completed theii' task before the

card was changed. This is one chief reason why
nonebut judges, andthereallynecessary attendant,
should be admitted while the adjudication is in

progi-ess. It may often happen that in the case

of nicely balanced competition the judges may-
form an opinion—may even go so far as to make
an award in favour of one collection, and then,

keeping the question before the mind's eye while
proceeding with other duties, they may return
to a fresh scrutiny with more matru-cd views,

and reverse the decision formerly arrived at.

This they are perfectly competent to do, notwith-
standing that acasual looker-on might think other-

wise. It is from such facts as these, that we deduce
the i-ulo that officious personages such as we have
alluded to, who have no duties to perform, and
who are themselves incompetent to judge, should
never obtrude their presence while the judges

are performing their sufficiently onerous task
;

unless, indeed, if they must gratify their curiosity,

and can command tho intrrc, thoy can, for tho
time, act as though they were not present. If

such persons aspii-o to pass a judicial opinion,

they should assume the office and share in the
responsibilities of a judge.
We have no evidence to determine whether the

.special extra prize referred to in our correspon-
dent's letter ought to have been given or not in

this case ; but unquestionably the judges had
the power to recommend it to the Committee.
This is the point where the action of the Executive
properly intervenes. Whatever prizes aro publicly
offered, the judges, by virtue of the appointment
to theii- office, have power to deal with, subject
to law, the special law being the published
regulations under which the competition takes
place ; but in the case of extra prizes, the judges,
not being administrators of the funds, have not
tho right to award unconditionally, but only
provisionally. In other words their duty as
regards extra prizes consists in making a recom-
mendation to the Executive, which recommenda-
tion shoidd, as far as possible, bo met. The
probability is that in the instance which " C."
refers to, tho plants really deserved some mark of
approbation on account of their superior culti-

vation, inasmuch as the first prize had been put
down for them ; and the mistake which, when
discovered, was such as to disqualify them from
the regular competition, being one which even
tho judges themselves at first overlooked, it may
charitably be concluded that it was a psirdonable

one on the part of the exhibitor. If this were so, it

was quite a proper course for the judges to re.com-

many cases our pockets have been filled through
tho exertions of earnest zealous men like Mr.
Weir—earnest zealous men who have broken
down under their labours, as he has—earnest
men who have given their strength, their health,

and even their life, to serve the cause of Horti-
culture. In such a state of things, how-
ever true the assertion may be, the statement
that the Society has no funds at its disposal to

bestow upon one who has lost his health, and with
liis health his all, in its service, is ono which
cannot be read without pain. No blame can be
imputed to the Society for this, and we do not
allude to tho matter with any such object. We
aro rather inehnod to give it credit for doing aU
that, as a Society, it could do under the cii'cum-

stances in which it is placed ; but we do think it

right to lU'go upon those individual Fellows who
have not yet responded to the call, tho propriety of

so doing at once, in order that the list may be
closed, and that, so far as is possible, Mr. Weir's
misfortunes may be alleviated by the right prin-

ciple and kindly feelings of those whom he has
striven to serve.

De. Kegel, the Vice-President of the Horti-
cultural Society of Russia, has issued a circular
stating that it is the intention of the .Society to form
a great E.xhibitio.x op Products of Horticul-
ture, as well as of objects of art and industry
relating thereto, at St. Petersburg at Whitsuntide,
18G8. The Exhilntion wQl be held under the
patronage of his Imperial Highness the Grand Buke
Nicholas, and in connection with it will be held a
congress of botanists, horticultirrists, and amateurs.
In his circular Dr. Kegel requests mformation and
suggestions, first as to the best mode of transmitting
articles for exhibition, and as to the best means for
facilitating the journey of the exhibitors and the
members of the jury ; and secondly, as to what objects
.should be especially exliibited. Intending exhibitors

mend an exh'a prize. So much forjudges' powers.
To glance for a moment very briefly at the

duties of judges, we remark that thoy should
individuaUy feel it a moral obUgation not to

, Z'""JLT^'Z^^'^' ''.^^ZTJ:l.,T'""^i"CV"""^T.
, , , \ T T L 1 • "i 1 1. i.T_

or Visitors should commiuicate with Dr. Reg
undertake to adjutucato on suliiects which thej'

| .^ritliout delay
do not sufficiently understand ; they should ,, „,' . ^ ^.x , .

examine with painstaking earnestness the
!

.. .,; \ ^j""'?^!^'
J"

^ f"^'^ ?T ".^
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subjects brought before them, thoroughly weigh- ,

^«^"« Hort.cole, while referring to Mr. Darwin's
• 1. ti 41,

^
-J. J J -i 1 iP I p.aper ON Climbing Plants m terms of apnroba-

ing both their merits and demerits
; and they

, ^i„^,_ proposes to call the faculty by which plants
should award the prizes accordmg to theu- honest climb "Clematism." Of this clematisra he distin-
conyietion ot the ments of the objects shown, i pushes four varieties—by roUing or entwining, by

They can never hope to clasping,byeutanglementorintertwining(c«c7(mV;r-without fear or favour.

pleaso all parties, but if they act up to the spirit

of these rules, thoy will at least have the satis-

faction which follows the doing of that which is

right, and their integrity of purpose will command
the respect even of those who may not agree in

theii' conclmsions.

The Report of tho Eoyal noRTicxTLTURAL
Society, as given in onr columns last week, is

sure to excite tho attention of horticulturists of

all classes. Not only in this countiy but also

abroad are the proceedings of the Society atten
tivelj- watched. It has a very difficult task
before it. It has to conciliate the horticulturists

and to do all in its power to advance horticulture

at the same time it has to cater for tho public
for those who have a real earnest feeling for the
" theory and practice," and for those who care

only for pleasure or fashion. If it offend the
one part}- it runs the risk of losing not only it

prestige as a scientific Society, but also its stock
in trade ; if it run counter to the other party,

subscription.s fall off, and poverty stares it in the
face. No wonder then, that tho Society find:

it difficult to please all parties. Some persons feel

gi'ateful to it for its efforts towards improving
tho education of gardeners, others are of opinion
that it does not do what it might to amend their

position . There are thosewho fear that the interests

of horticultui'o proper are to be sacrificed to those
of fashion, and woiild gladly see a larger infusion
of practical horticulturi.sts into the governing
body ; while others look to tho Tuesday meetings,
and the experiments at Chiswick to be carried on
under tho supervision of Messra. Berkeley,
Moore, and HoGO, as hopeful and encouraging
signs of progress.

To some of these topics we have already alluded,

and shall do so again fi'om time to time. Other
matters are, so to speak, of a purely personal
natui-e—matters in which the Society alone is con-
cerned—internal affairs, in which the doctrine of
non-intervention applies in all stiictness, and upon
which therefore we have no right to express an
opinion. But there is one topic, in which not only
Fellows of the Society, but also all those who are
in any way connected with horticultui'e aro con-
cerned—the case of Mr. Weir. We need not
reiterate the melancholy story of his labours

;

unfortunately it is no new tale. We have heard
it before. Our g.ardens have been enriched, our
stores of gratification havo been enlarged, in

/), and by juxtaposition.

We learn that Dr. SeemAnn has been com-
pelled to resign the Secretaryship of the forthcoming
Botanical Congress to be held in connection with
the International Horticultural Exhibition, in con-
sequence of ha\'ing to proceed immediately on an
unavoidable mission to Central America j and that
Dr. Masters has been appointed to the office thus
rendered vacant. Several important papers are, we
understand, already promised.

We are happy to be able to announce tlie

safe return to this coimtry of Mr. .1. G. Veitch, tlie

record of whose joiu-neyiugs, as given in our colmuns,
has attracted so much attention.

Mr. W. B. Hemsley, Assistant in the Herba-
rium, Kew, is engaged in collecting materials for a
Flora of Susse.x, and soUoits the co-operation of
resident botanists and others interested in the is.sue

of such a work. Local Usts, especially of the extreme
west and north-west ; also information relating to
critical species and specimens of the same would be
of great service. It is intended to include lists at
least of the lower Ciyptogamia. Names ot intending
subscribers wUl be received, as the success of the
undertaking depends upon the .support of a certain
number. Commimications may be addressed to the
Herbarium, Royal Gardens, Kew, W.

New Plants.
320. Tacsonia Van-Volxemii, FiniH-, Joiirn.

d'Hort. Pratiq.Y. (18i;i), with figure. Lcmtihr,
VJUiistr. Ihrrt. t. 381.

This splendid creeper, a native of Antioquia, a
province of New Grenada, where it is moreover
cultivated in gardens under the name of Courouba,
was introduced to Em-ope a few years since by M.
Van Volxem, a Belgian traveller, but has remained
till now but Uttle known. We are indebted to

Mr. Pince, of the Exeter Nursery, for beautiful

flowering specimens, from which the annexed figure

was prepared by Mr. Fitch.

It is a free-growing creeper, furnished with opaque
rugose leaves, dark green above, glaucescent beneath,
and tripartitely divided nearly to the cordat« base, the
segments being ^^ inches long or more, lanceolate acu-
minate, and serrated ; their stalks are pubescent, and
furnished with several smallglands. The flowers are

nearly (J inches in expansion, of a deep rich carmine .

crimson, the tube slender, about an inch long,

with an involucre of (two in the specimen examined)
small ovate downy bracts, though described as

involucre nuUo." There are five sepals and five

petals nearly equal in size, the sepals being somewhat
keeled and mottled with green at the back. The
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mouth of the tube is white, surrounded )>y a black-

purple ring, which bears very short cilia; of the same
dark colour ; and beyond this the stamens and

pistils protiude about 2J inches.

According to M. Van Volxem, the thermometer
often descends, in the country of which this plant is a

native, below 0° R. (32° F.) a circmnstance which
indicates that in the north of Europe the shelter of a

greenhouse or cold house would suffice for it, while

in the warmer parts of Europe it would succeed in

the open air. Mr. Piuce has taYOured us with the

following valuable notes on the cultivation of the

plant, which quite accord with these statements of

the discoverer.
" Tacsonia Van-Volxemii is undoubtedly one of the

finest conservatory climbers ever introduced, second

only to tho justly and universally admired Lapageria

rosea. The healthiness, vigour, and rapidity of its

growth combine to make it highly desirable for pro-

ducing immediate effect in conservatory decoration.

The flowers, which are of a rich rosy crimson colour

(fully .5 inches in diameter) are freely produced from
the axil of each leaf,

and arc gracefully
suspended on long,
slender foot^stalks, a
foot in length, so

XJeculiarly slender and
thread-like, that the
flowers hang, as it

were, clear and de-

tached from the foliage,

and have the appear-
ance of brilliantly-

coloured parachutes
suspended in the air.

Our plant was put into

our show house (the

temperature of which
is only that of an
average conservatory,

air being freely ad-

mitted, and the ther-

mometer frequently
falling as low as 38°

to 40*^ in winter) in

the middle of April
last, and it has covered
the ornamental rafter

which spans the house,
has been clothed with
flowers all through the
summer, and now, at

the end of Januaiy,
is still adorned with
them. The foliage is

also remarkably good,
and free from that
coarseness which de-

tracts much from other
Tacsonias.

" Our plant, which is

now 20 feet long, with
numerous branches,
is growing in a mix-
ture of rough peat,

loam, and coar.se sand,

with abundance of

drainage, and plenty
of pieces of broken
brickbats, crocks, sand-
stone, and old lime
nibble, mixed in wath
the soil. Occasional
syringing and copious
supplies of water to the
roots during summer
and autumn, promote
luxuriant growth. It

may be requisite now and then to cut back vigorous
shoots, which have flowered, in order to bring up
fr&sh flowering stems. From the pendent position of
the flowers, it is obvious that this beautiful climber
can be seen to better advantage trained to a rafter
or the roof of the conservatory, than if put against
a wall. I have alluded to its comparative hardiness,
in support of which, and in addition to the general
lowness of the temperature of our show house, I

may say, in conclusion, that we had a plant of it

growing luxuriantly on an eastern wall out of doors,
all last summer and autumn. HoH. T. Pinee, Exeter
Nurscnj, Ej;rter, Jan. 31, ISdG."

common child's amusement of lifting a stone with a

piece of wet leather attached to a string—the
every-day fact that fluid running from a barrel

requires an air-hole to make it flow—the operation
of cupping, kc, all illustrate the pressure or weight
of the atmosphere. Perhaps it is impossible to

make this .so clear in any other manner as it is

shoT\Ti by the JIagdeburg experiment. In 1G34 Otto
GUricke (one of the inventors of the air-pump)
had the honour of exhibiting this experiment on a
grand scale before the princes of the empire and the
foreign ministers assembled at the Diet of Ratisbon.
The force of two teams, consisting of a dozen horses
pulling in different directions, was found insufficient

to separate two large hemispheres held together only
and wholly by the pressure of the air on their

external surface. On a small scale this experiment
is performed in the following manner. Two hollow
hemispheres, with perfectly smooth edges, are placed

in conta.ct. The lower one is furnished with a short

tube opening into it, which can be opened or .shut at

pleasure wibh a stop-cock. The end of this tube is

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF VENTILATION.
No. V.

That the air has weight can he proved by actual
demonstration. If a copper flask, of the capacity of
100 cubic inches, furnished with a stop-cock, be nicely
balanced and accurately oounteri^oised with weights,
and the air then exhausted or drawn out of it by an
exhausting syringe or air-pump, it will be found to

have lost in weight about 31 grains. On opening the
stop-cock the air will be heard to rush in, and the
balance will be once more restored. This experiment
can be reversed by condensing more air into the flask

than it would naturally contain. Every stroke of the
condensing syi-inge renders the flask heavier. The

screwed into an exhausting .syringe, the air from the

hollow sphere withdrawn, and the stop-cock turned

to prevent the air entering. A handle can then be

screwed to the tube, and two persons drawing in

opposite directions, will be unaljle to separate the

hemispheres. On turning the stopcock the air

rushes in, and thus the hemispheres fall asunder at

once. The force that bound them together was
the simple pressure of the atmosphere. If the

.sphere is C inches in diameter, a section through
its centre will be about 29 square inches, and
if the vacuum is perfect, a weight of 420 lb.

will be necessary to separate the hemispheres. This
gives a weight of about 14J lb. onevery square inch

of surface. Prom this to 15 lb, is proved by a variety

of experiments to be the weight of the atmosphere
on each square inch at the level of the sea. In other

words, a column of atmospheric air one inch square

and 45 miles high weighs 13 lb. The barometer

affords another striking illustration of the weight of

the atmosphere. Many young gardeners know
nothing of the fact that the column of mercury 30

inches high in the barometer tube is counterpoised

or borne up by the weight of tho atmosphere, and
that the air is as heavy as a layer 30 inches thick of

mercury would be. The water in a common pump
also rises solely by tho force of atmospheric pressure.

As water cannot be so raised to a greater height than

between 32 and 33 feet, the atmosphere weighs as

much as an ocean of water of that depth rolling over
the world. The gross weight of the atmosphere is

almost incomprehensible. It is supposed to amount
to five thousand billions of tons, a sum-total easily
expressed, but impossible to understand. Enormous
as this weight is, yet it is not only sustained without
inconvenience, but it is essential to the maintenance of
all vegetable and animal life. Man lives and moves
and has his being, subject to a pressure of atmospheric
air amounting to 1 .' tons. The amount even varies

in different states of the atmosphere as much as

2500 lb. without much inconvenience. Plants of

course su.stain a proportionate amount of pressure

according to their size. But this pressure is not a
load to be borne up. but a support afforded. We live

at the bottom of the aerial ocean, and are buoyed up
and supported by it at all points, just as the denizens
of the deep sea are held up and not crushed dowm by
the density of its waters. The air obeys the laws of

other fluids, and presses equally in all directions.

Its vertical is not greater than its horizontal or

upward pressure -, it binds round and compacts
together the living

tissues of plants and
animals. Without its

bracing power allthese

would be ruptured and
destroyed by the
specific gravity of their

fluids. Every living

thing is also freely

permeated by air. In
the hardest woods, and
nen the bones of

inimals, air is found.

The external pres.sure

IS es.sential to coun-
teract the elasticity of

this internal air. If

either the outside or

inside air were re-

moved, destruction and
death would ensue.

But the external

weight and internal

elasticity of the nir

are so beautifully

balanced that the

thinnest membrane is

preserved in safety,

and enormous as is the
gross pressure of tbe
atmosphere, it never
falls upon the most
delicate vegetable or

animal life as a

weight to be home
up. Having weight,
of course the air is

material, as any one
may prove for himself
by filling an air bag
or bladder with air,

and trying to force its

two sides together.

Another physical

property of the air is

inertia. Like other

dead matter it remain,s

at rest, unless com-
pelled to move by
superior force. Pro-

vided its density, elas-

ticity, and temperature
remained the same,
perpetual calm would
reign for ever through-

out the great ocean of

air. To secure this

cahn it is only necessary that the surface of the earth

should become colder than the air, and that the air

should be warmed directly by the sim's rays from

above. Every stratum of air would then partake ot

the heat elasticity and density adapted to its posi-

tion, and motion become impossible. . , j_
Impenetrability is another quahty of the atmo-

sphere—not in the sense that it cannot be passed

through, but that two bodies cannot occupy the same

place at the same time. This is an obvious trath, as

far as liquids and solids .are concerned. If we lie

down in a bath full of water, a quantity of water

will overflow equal to the bulk of the body sub-

merged. The same thing happens in an emp^ bath,

as it is termed, that is, a bath full of air. When we
enter a room a quantity of abr exactly proportioned

to om bulk escapes by the door, windows, or other

openings. The impenetiability of air may be made

visible by the simple experiment of inverting a

bottle in water. Keep its edge horizontal, to prevent

the air escaping, and it will be found that to what-

ever depth the bottle is plimged, the water will not

fill it entirely. At a depth of 34 feet it will be half-

lull of water ; at 100 feet it wUl be three-fourths fuU ;

at 1000 it will be filled within a thirtieth, but even

this small space holds all the air that originally filled

the bottle, and in drawing it up to the surface itwOl

expand to its original bulk and force out all the

water. The air has only been squeezed into a smaller
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space, but none of it lost or displaced. This experi-

ment also iUustrates the compressibility of the air.

Air has been compressed into more than one-
thousandth part of its usual bulk, so as to become
denser than water ; but however much its volume
has been diminished, none of its quantity has
been lost.

Density is the result of compjres.sion— solids and
gases are more susceptible of changes of density than
liquids. The hammering of metals and pressing

together of air or gas results in a change of their

density. The particles compcsing them are more
closely impacted together, conisequently a greater

amount of matter is contained in a given space, and
the density of bodies thus becomes an index to their

weight. For the sake of comparing the weight of

one body or substance with another, its density is

spoken of as its specific—that is, its peculiar gravity.

Pure water at a temperature of 60° is adopted as the
standard of comparison, and by this standard the
relative weights of all .solids and liquids are tested.

To get at the exact specific gravity of solids,

advantage is taken of the fact that these when
plunged in water displace a bulk of that liquid

exactly equal to their own. The solid weighs so

much less in proportion to the amotmt of water it

displaces. Therefore the difference between its

weight in air and its weight in water must give the
weight of an equal bulk of water. The rule, there-

fore, is to weigh the solid first in air and afterwards
in water, and having found the deficiency of the
latter weight, to divide it by the fonner, and the
quotient will be the required specific gravity. For
taking the specific gravities of fluids an instrument
called an hydrometer is used.

Elasticity is another great characteristic of the
atmosphere. So much is this the case that the air is

generally taken as a type of what are termed elastic

fluids. Daniell ch,aractcrises the atmosphere as a
terrestrial sphere of matter in an elastic fluid state.

Perhaps no truer definition of the air has ever been
given. A hogshead of air can be compres.sed into a
cubic inch, and it will immediately fill the hogshead
again on the pressure being removed. In f.act there
seems no limit to the elasticity or expansive power
of the atmosphere. It has been calculated that if

one cubic inch of such air as we breathe were
Temoved 500 miles above the earth, it would enlarge
itself to such an extent as to fill a hollow sphere
one thousand eight himdred millions of mUes in
diameter. Air has. by improved air-pumps, been
rarified or thinned one million times, and yet it has
bafiied the power of men to create a perfect vacuum

;

the air left has possessed elastic force enough to
occupy the entire space. The less the pressure the
greater the expansion, and rice versa. The elasticity

of the air is restrained and kept within proper limits
by pressure, and it is only necessary to remove
either the pressure or elasticity to discover the
destructive energy with which the other would
work. If the neck of a glass bottle is screwed into
an exhausting syringe, and the internal .air removed,
it will be crushed into fragments by tlie external
pres.sure of the atmosphere. So, on the contrary, if a
similar vessel be carefully closed at the neck, .ind

placed under the receiver of an air-pump, it will be
blown to atoms by the elastic force of the air it

contained. The same thing would happen to a fruit
or living plant placed in the same position. Their
safety depends upon the elastic force of the air they
contain neutralising the power of the external
pressure of the atmosphere, and also in the latter
restraining the energy of the former.
From various experiments it appears th.at the

elastic force of air v.iries exactly in proportion to its

density. The more it is squeezed the stronger is its

disposition to expand, and rice wrsd. This important
law, called after its discoverer tlie law of Mariotte,
.appUes to air under all ordinary pressures, and
indeed to all other gaseous bodies as well. At very
high pressure the density of air becomes greater than
its elasticity. But the .above law holds true up to a con-
densation of 50 or GO times, provided always,
however, that the temperature continues tlie same
D. T. Fish.

EXTEACTS FROM THE JOURNAL
OF Mk. John Gould Veitcii,

DURING A TRIP TO THE AUSTRALIAN COLONIES
AND THE SOUTH SEA ISLANDS.

{_Continucd frftm po<}e 148.)

Sydney, y. S. IF., Jmic 4, 1865.—On my return
from my trip to the north of Australia, I was
informed that Commodore Sir William Wiseman
proposed visiting the various groups of the Polynesian
and Melanesian Islands within the limits of his
station, extending to the 10th degree of south lati-

tude, and the 160th of west longitude. It was my
intention to have finally quitted Australia about this
time, but such an opportimity offered too many
advantages to be thrown away, and I could not resist
the temptation of .seeing so interesting a part of the
world, and one likely so richly to repay me.

Mr. Charles Moore, of the Sydney Botanic
Gardens, visited some of the same islands in H.M.S.
Havanna, and strongly advised me not to lose the
present opportunity. Dr. Seemann and others have

also published the most favourable accounts of their

liixuriance. and as I sh.all probably be one of the first

persons who will have devoted his time to the collec-

tion of living plants for introduction to Europe, I

must acknowledge that I look forward to my excur-

sion with mingled feelings of expectation and satis-

faction, such as, perhaps, are only known to those

who have experienced the infinite pleasiu-e of lighting

for the first time upon some fine plant previously

unknown to English gardens.

With these feeUngs I applied to the Commodore for

a passage, which was immediately most kindly

granted me, with a promi.se to afford mc every

assistance in his power. The ward room officers

kindly made me an honorary member of their mess,

and did everything in their power to render me
comfortable.

Eight Wardian cases filled mth soil in readiness to

receive my anticipated collections ; a number of

articles, such as hatchets, knives, fish-hooks, red

cloth, &c., to barter with the natives, and my
personal baggage having been put on board, I

embarked .at noon this day (.Tune 4), on board H.M.S.

Curiipoa, the flag-ship of the station.

At ;! P.M. we steamed out of Sydney harbour, the

band playing on the upper deck, and every one being

in high spirits. Our vessel is a fine 2;5-gun frigate,

with a complement of 350 men. In addition to

myself I found foiir other civilians on board, viz., a

photographer, a conchologist. a taxidermist, and a

private gentleman accompanying the commodore.

We numbered 14 in the ward-room—a most agreeable,

jovial party.

It is proposed to occupy four months in making
this trip, and during that time to visit the following

islands, .or groups of islands, in the order mentioned ;

Norfolk Island, Savage Island, the Friendly Lslands,

the Navigator's, the Feejees, the New Hebrides, the

Solomon group, and New Caledonia.

On leaving Sydney our cour.se was steered direct

for Norfolk Island. The wind being f.air our screw

was hoisted, and we proceeded under sail. On the

6th inst., two days after leaving Sydney, we sighted

Lord Howe's Island, and .at noon on the same d.ay

passed between that and a small pyramidal rock

named Ball's Pyramid. Both these islands are barren

and very bold, the former only being inhabited ; its

greatest elevation is 2.H34 feet.

At 8 A.M. on the morning of the 0th, Norfolk
Island was reported in sight, and at noon we
anchored in Sydney Bay. A strong south-east

breeze springing up, we were compelled almost
immediately to weigh anchor again and steam round
to the other side of the island. On the following

morning we were again driven to sea, and this time
unable to approach the land for two days. The fact

that there is no good harbour or safe anchorage at

Norfolk Island must always be a great drawback to

it. The surf is often so heavy as to prevent a boat
approaching or leaving the land for days together.

The morning of the ]."th was fine, and the sea

comparatively smooth. The commodore and most of

the officers landed at once j myself and others .also

took .advantage of the first boat. The first desire of

every one was to see the far-famed Pitcairn Islanders,

who are now the inhabitants of the island. Our
ciuaosity being satisfied in this respect, each followed
his o^vn peculiar pursuit, and we explored as much
of the country as our limited time would permit of.

Our conchologist gathered six species of land shells
;

nine kinds of parrots and other birds were shot

and skinned. I proceeded to ascend Mount Pitt,

the most elevated point on the island, 1030 feet.

It is thickly wooded to the summit, the most
striking plants being a Palm, Areca sp.,

the native Tree Fern (Alsophila sp.), DracEeua
.australis, and numerous dwarf Ferns, one of

the mo-st plentiful of which is Dai'ea diversifolia,

Norfolk Lsland is one of the most picturesque and
fcrtUe islands that it has fallen to my lot to visit.

The vegetation does not possess the rich luxuriance
of the tropics, but the beautiful green appear.ance
every^vhere met with, is particularly striking after

the dingy brown bush of Austraha. The soil is

universally good (very much resembling the loam of
Devonshire), fine Grass is mo.st abundant, and the
famous Norfolk Island Pine (Araucaria excelsa) being
thickly scattered over evei-y part of the island, the
country greatly resembles a well-wooded English
gentleman's park. Araucaria excelsa, in its island

home, is a splendid tree ; many specimens standing
singly are furnished to the ground, forming the most
perfect pyramids that can be conceived. The average
height of this tree would seem to be about 100 feet,

but one fine old specimen measured 36 feet in cir-

cumference at the base, and must have been consider-
ably over 150 feet high. Unfortimately the cones
were not ripe, although there was a plentiful supply
on the trees, an occurrence which takes place but
once in three yeai*s.

This being the winter season (corresponding with
December in England) there were but few plants in
flower, nor is the island at any time so remarkable
for the abundance and variety of its flowers, as for the
luxuriant verdure of the whole coimtry. One is

amply repaid for a visit to this place if it is only to

obtain a sight of the masses of beautiful, .s^-mmetrical

Araucarios,

Phillip Island, of small extent and iminh.abited,
is only six miles distant. The vegetation is most
scanty, but it abounds with rabbits. A good shot
can kill hundreds in a short time.

Before bidding adieu to this interesting spot, one
word about the Pitcaimers, who have now resided
here since 1856, may not be out of place. Their
houses are the buildings formerly occupied by our
convicts. Every one welcomed us with the greatest
kindness and hospitality ; the chief desire seemed
to be to anticipate our w^ants and render our visit

an agreeable one. Board and lodging were
offered to as many as liked to land. The
greatest harmony appears to exist among.st these
people, but they struck me as being somewhat
w^anting in energy. I fear also that their migration
to Norfolk Island, and consequent more frequent
intercourse with strangers, is tending to break down
the simple and peculiarly open manners, which at
Pitcairn Island were so characteristic of them. Some
Americans and others have already established them-
selves on the island, and are living amongst them.
The entire population now numbers 300 ; besides
which 38 have returned to the old island of Pitcairn.
The striking feature of our visit was a ball given by
the officers of H.M.'s Cur.a<;oa. The delight of the
people on hearing the b.and was immense, it being
only the second time th.at they had heard such music

.

Dancing commenced at 8 p.m., and was kept up
to 2 A.M. Every man, woman, and child attended.
A more jovial party I never saw. Many of the
young ladies, who were dressed in strict accordance
with the latest fashions, even including crinolines,

danced very nicely, although they had certainly not
learnt the latest European steps. Their zeal however
overcame all difficulties, and they faii'ly tired out her
Majesty's officers, which is saying a good deal. The
visit of H.M.S. Curajoa wUl long be remembered by
the inhabitants of Norfolk Island.

June 13.—At 5 P.M. we bade adieu to Norfolk
Island, shaping our course for Savage Island, in
west longitude 16'J'50', and south latitude, 19" 10'.

June 23. — Passed Sund.ay Island, in latitude
29° 15', and longitude 178° 11'. It is moimtainoua
and thickly covered with luxuriant vegetation. The
highest pe.ak is 1627 feet. There is said to be a fresh
water lake on the top of the mountain, the basin
being the crater of an extinct volcano. An Ameri-
can family named Halsted are the only inhabitants.
June 29. Saeage Island.—A low flat island of

upheaved coral about 33 miles in circumference.
There being no anchorage, our stay here was only
eight hours. Numbers of the natives in canoes came
off several miles to the ship, bringing pigs, vege-
tables, and curiosities to barter with the sailors.

The inhabitants, 5000 in number, are one of the
numerous light-coloured Polynesian races. They live

in well-built houses, and have all nominally
embraced Christianity. The Rev. Mr. Lawe and his
wife are the only Europeans on the island.

(.Tr, he Continued.)

THE CHISWICK TRIAL OF PEAS.

In consequence of the number of varieties of Peas
that have been introduced since the last trial made
in the summer of 1860, the Fruit Committee deter-
mined to procure all the varieties that were offered
for sale, and subject them to careful comparison in
the garden at Chiswick. They were all obtained
from their original sources, so that no doubt might
arise as to the seed being true ; and they were all

so^\Ti on the same day, on the same piece of ground,
and all under perfectly similar circumstances. Along
with these new varieties were sowTi all the older
sorts which had previously been proved in the
garden, for the purpose of comparison, and to see
wherein and how far these professedly new varieties

differed from the others. That there should be no
doubt as to the characters that each possessed, the
most careful observations were made in every stage
of their growth, from the time they first appeared
above ground till their perfect maturity ; and as soon
as the first blossoms appeared on the earliest varieties,

the whole collection was subjected to daily obser-
vation.

The variety that has been considered the earliest

for several years past is known by the name of
Dillistone's Early, which is a carefully-selected stock
of a very old early Pea known as the Early Kent, or
Early May, and which was grown many years ago
in the parish of Higham, near Gravesend, tor the
supply of the Loudon markets, in days before the
railways had reached Cornwall, or the Peninsular
steamers had touched the port of Lisbon. This Pea
was always the first in the London market, where it

appeared in ordinary seasons in the last week of
May, and in those that were usually early about the
24th of the same month. When the hate Prince
Consort arrived in this eoimtry, the Early Kent
was dignified by a loyal seedsman with the name of
Prince Albert, and sold at a price which under its-

own proper designation it could not command ; and
is has from time to time made its appearance under
many different names, each name professing to
represent a Pea that was some days earUer than any
existing variety. If such had really been the case,

at that rate of progres.sion we .should ere this have a
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Pea that ripened at the beginning instead of the end

of May ; but, notwithstanding all the representa-

tions that have been made, the season of the old

Early Kent is stiU the season of Early Peas. Taking,

then, the Dillistone's Early, a Selected Early Kent,

as the standard of earliness, all the other early

varieties were compared and tested by it.

The whole collection was sown on April 3, and
Dillistone's Early bloomed on May IS, and on June 5

the crop was ready to gather.

Carter's First Crop w.as so similar to true DUli-

stone's that it could not be distinguished from it.

It bloomed on May 18, and wa-s ready for use on

June 5.

Dickson's First and Best Early proved to be a very

true stock of Dillistone's Early. It bloomed on May 2i >,

and was ready for use June 5.

Sutton's Ringleader.—This is also a very pure stock

of Dillistone's Early, and passed through its various

stages of growth on the same dates as the precetling.

Minier's Early Frame proved to be a pure stock of

Sangster's No. 1

.

Carpenter's Express was a spurious stock of Sang-
ster's No. 1

.

Essex Rival could not be distinguished from the

ordinary Early Frame.
Sutton's Longpodded Tom Thumb bears so close a

resemblance to Beck's Gem, that it could not be

distinguished from it.

Prince.9s Royal is a very excellent Pea in the way
of the old Dwarf Marrow, upon which it is a great

improvement. It bloomed on May 27, and was fit

for use on June 1 2.

Fortyfold.—This is a green Wrinkled Marrow, of a
branching habit of growth, four feet high. The
pods are somewhat of the shape of the Blue Scimitar,

of good size, and contain from 8 to 9 Peas in each.

It is a very distinct variety, and of iirst-rate quality.

The blooms appeared on June 3, and the whole was
Teady for use on June 24.

Premier is a good white wrinkled Marrow, in the

way of Maclean's Prolific, from which it does not
materially differ.

Blue Excelsior is a very distinct variety. The
plant is 4 to 3 feet high, of a vigorous habit of

growth, and somewhat branching, producing an
abundance of very large pods, similar to those of

the Victoria Marrow, containing 'J or 10 large Peas ;

but it differs altogether from the Victoria Marrow
in having the seed smooth and blue, like that of the

Blue Prussian. It was in bloom on June l.st, and in

use on the 2.5th.

Carter's Surprise proved to be identical with
Flack's Imperial.

May's Prolific proved to be identical with British

Queen.
fumer's Wonderful, Carter's Prince of Wales,

Carter's Princess of Wales, and Yorkshire Hero, are

all identical with Maclean's Favourite.

Dickson's New Paragon is identical with Veitch's

Perfection.

It is a circumstance worth noting, as exhibiting

the difference between the season of 1860 and that of

18G5, that Dillistone's Early, iu the former year sown
on February I'Jth, came into use on June 22d ;

whereas this year it was not sown till April 3d, and
was ready for ase on June .jth. From the time of

blooming till the crop was ready to gather, in the

former year, occupied 34 days; and this year, 1805,

was only 1 8 days. All the other varieties exhibited

similar results, in the same ratio. Itobt^rt Hogg, hi

Proceedings of lioyol Ilurtleiiltiiral Sucielij.

Home Correspondence.
Blaclt-heaHed Piae-ajiples.—Your correspondent

Mr. Gilbert states (seep. 149) that both varieties of

the Cayenne Pine-apple are apt to be black-hearted

in winter. I agree with him that the Prickly-leaved
Cayenne has that very serious faidt, and on that

account I have discontinued growing it, as I foimd
that it was not only apt to become black in the
centre, but that imder the most careful management
it frequently rotted at the base before it ripened at

the top. As regards the true Smooth-leaved
Cayenne I never found it to exhibit signs of the
fault in question, and I ripen quantities of it all

through the winter months. I have kept it at times
from four to six weeks after being quite ripe, and
yet it has cut \ip quite fresh. In fact I have
never been able to keep any variety of Pine-apple
so long as the true Smooth-leaved Cayenne.
There is a spurious variety in cultivation, of which
this black centre fault is a peculiar characteristic,

and though externally very much like the true

variety, it is altogether inferior. I could name several

Pine growers whose experience of these three
varieties is the same as my own. The true variety
is a noble and useful fruit, far surpassing the Jamaica
in appearance ; and though the latter is the most
brisk in flavour, the Cayenne is the more juicy of the
two, and some prefer it to the Jamaica. They are
hotli splendid Pines, but I find the Smooth Cayenne
keeps the longest after being ripe. D. Thomson,
Aivherfeld.

Pojnlus canadcnsis.~\ have seldom heard of a finer

specimen of Poplar than that said to have been
blown down at Bicton during the awful hurricane

of the morniug of the lltb ult. In your impres-
sion of the 2Uth nit., p. .54, the dimensions of

this Poplar are given as : Girth, 14.^ feet j length
of stock, 49 feet; height of tree, 114 feet.!

The name given to the tree is Populus canadensis
alba, but from this I fail to ascertain the species. I

am not aware of any Poplar of that name. The
Canadian Poplar is P. monilifera ; P. canescens is

the Grey Poplar. These are two of our largest

Poplars. Perhaps the term canescens should have
been inserted for canadensis ? J. G. [For the fol-

lowing reply to these remarks we are indebted to

Mr. Baraes, who saj's :
—*' The mistake is mine,

owing to my having written the accoimt of the
never-to-be-forgotten tornado in a hurry. The right

name is P. alba canescens, and the tree was acknow-
ledged to be a most wonderful one. It grew
on good soil, that formerly had been a kitchen
garden, now for many years turfed, and with
a niunber of weU-made American plant beds dotted

about it. A beautifully clear stream of water,

about G feet wide, and averaging 4 or .5 inches

in depth at all seasons, mth the bottom paved
with pebbles, ran through this ground. Under
this stream the roots spread in all directions, as

well as under the turf into all the American beds.

The ground being drained, too, its roots very fre-

quently choked up the drains. Where its large limbs
branched off there was quite a hollow sort of plat-

foi-m, where a pair of Egyptian geese have made a

nest every season for several years pa.st. There they
hatched their young, and conveyed them safely to

the ponds of water above this garden. The pair of

geese in question now have their nest on the top of

a wall covered w^ith Ivy. I have also known wild

ducks to breed in the crutches of this noble tree."]

Linum jiorom.—Your correspondent "Pat" says

(see p. 121!) that he is thinking of planting two
beds of Linum flavum. This will be an e.xcellent

mode of securing fine plants for potting iip next
autumn for the decoration of the greenhouse in

Blarch and April. But if " Pat " expects a display of

bloom throughout the summer as the result of turn-

ing out his plants, he will be disappointed. It is not
the habit of this Linum to throw up more than a few
occasional blossoms, after say the middle of May,
imtil which time from the middle of March, well-

grown plants of it are a galaxy of beauty. M'Uliuiu.

Chitttj, Stamford Hill.

Rainfall in. \Vi.

J.inuai-y .

Febniary .

March
April

May
June

fKickshir

Inches.
I

in 1865 :—
Inches.

Brought forward
July 45
AuglLst .T

September . . .

.

October 4

November . . .

.

2|
December . . .

.

\

Carried fol-ward . . 8^

a. Craddorh, Gardiorr to the Liml Willoughby dc
Brohe, Comjiton J'rrnfi/.

IntrrnotioHol K.rhi'hition So/iedule.— Ii there is

one prize meaner than another in this schedule it is

the prize offered for jO Orchids. I trust I may not
be accused of making this statement from motives
of gaiu in respect to £ s. d. I happen, unfortunately

for myself, to be one of those ambitious individuals

whose pride it is to be in the first rank at an exhi-

bition, regardless of that kind of gain, and I do not

scruple to say that I am anxious to be in the front

rank at otu' forthcoming great International display.

But can a 1st prize of 30/., a 2d of I'll., and a 3d of

lOl. for .".0 Orchids, worth from 500/. to 700/., partake
of an International character? Can this paltry

prize be any inducement to the great growers of

this country, or to those on the Continent, to exhibit

for the great prize of the day, and on an occasion

like that in question, when we are all anxious to

obtain the greatest prize for honotir's sake. I can
assure those unacquainted with expenses of trans-

mission of plants to shows that the 1st prize would
not cover expenses for 100 miles, while exhibitors

who may be unfortunate enough to be placed 2d and
3d would be minus to a considerable amount

;

without taking into consideration the losses sus-

tained by injury to our plants, and neglect of business

at home at a season when the head of a garden
estabUsbment is most wanted. It is really too bad to

make us labour for honour, and pay for it as well.

The committee should reconsider this matter, other-

wise exhibitions in the class just indicated, which
should be most attractive, will be limited to a single

entry. If the prizes offered in this class had been
on a scale sufficient to pay expenses, I could have
shown 50 plants worthy of a place in the exhibition

;

but, under existing circumstances, I must refrain

from doing so, and leave the honours of the day to

not the best collection in Europe. Boiert Biillen,

Leicester.

Osier Tn'igs.—I am surprised that these are not
used in English gardens as fruit-tree ties. In France
they are very generally used for that purpose, for

which they are very durable. Although exposed to

the weather for four or five years, I have seen them
present a very sound appearance. They are flexible

as string, harbour no insects, and they allow the

branches to expand freely, as such ligatures should

never be tied too tightly. The French have a custom
of building mutton knuckle bones into their walls ;

Osiers are attached to these, and in this way the
mortar is not disturbed. The Osier, however, ties
well to a nail. I know of nothing in the way of
ties so cheap as Osiers, which if kept in a cellar m.ay
be Iiatl in stock for a long time. In France one large
bundle costs about 4s. Of/. -1. B., Boiien, Feb. 16.

[Osier twigs are not imfrequently used in this
country for keeping strong and refractory branches
in their places on walls, but for small shoots they do
not answer so well as cloth shreds.]

Seedless Berbcrri/.—I have to apologise to " Diss "

for not sooner answering his inquiry as regards
Berberry preserve. It is made exactly in the same
manner as other preserves, except that it requires a
small cupfuU of water to about a quart of fruit.

It also takes a plentiful supply of sugar, and a good
deal of boiling. Another correspondent says, he
"cannot make it set." This is either for want of

more sugar or more boiling. It does set beautifully,

and makes a most delicious preserve. Loudon says
that " the delicious Confiture d'Epine vinette is matle
from the seedless Berberiy at Rouen." Our fore-

fathers appear to have didy appreciated this frmt, as
we find fine trees in almost all very old gardens. I
have to thank several correspondents for infoi-mation
in answer to my inquiries about the seedless Berberry,
for several branches loaded with fruit ; and more
even than this, I have had some beautiful plants
sent me, which I shall watch with much interest. I

suspect that most of the old trees in very old gardens
in England and Scotland are of this variety. I have
had it sent from Gloucestershire and Yorkshire, but
Westmoreland and Dorset seem the great places for
it. In both these counties it seems to grow wild in
the coppices and hedge-rows, as well as being in

gardens. Mr. Robert Craig, gardener, Levens HaU,
Westmoreland, informs me that there are many
plants of it in the woods there, many of them fine

old trees. Mr. Craig has also cleared away what was
before a puzzle to me, namely, how a seedless plant
could get established in woods and hedge-rows. He
tells me that on examining a quantity of the berries,

he found that some few had seeds in them ; one
every now and then. This will account for their

dispersion. The common Berberry makes an excellent

preserve, but the seetUess variety a much better one.

I strongly recommend all who have finiit to try it

next season. Mr. Craig also informs me that the
seedless variety grows iu . Scotland, probably abun-

j
dantly. It is, he believes, in the gardens at Falkland
Palace, Lachore in Fifeshire, and at West Blair in

Kinross-shire. In Switzerland, where the Berberry
abounds, I do not remember meeting any seedless

ones. ir. J). F.

nokicornitta.—Mr. Wills (see p. 147) has made
some remarks respecting this Viola which I can
fully endorse, having tens of thousands, indeed, I

may say cai-t-loads of it at Csberton. Here it is

used in lieu of Box edgings on rockeries, and, indeed,

I

it is planted here and there all over the pleasure

groimds ; during summer it is also extensively used
in the flower garden. It is a singular circumstance
that like the Black Alicante Grape, this Viola, after

lying in obscurity for many years, should in so short

a time of its getting into good hands have reached
so high a point of excellence. This Viola and the
Iresine Herbstii, of which we have some thousands,
are general favourites at Osberton. Edivd. Bennett.

Allow me to assure Mr. Wills that this valuable

herbaceous plant can be increased by means of

cuttings placed in heat as easily as Lobelia speciosa

or Purple King Verbena. Last autumn a friend of

mine supplied me with four plants of it. I had
them potted and placed in a cold frame. Receiving,

as I did, with them a very flattering account of

their beauty and of their usefulness for edging
purposes on terrace beds, I attended par-

ticularly to them, and when we commenced propa-

gating Verbenas, &c., in Januaiy we tried this Viola, as

I have said, in heat, and with perfect success. Our
stock is now being hardened off preparatory to the

treatment Mr. Wills recommends for its future well-

being. I have also a seed pan of this Viola in heat,

which promises to be equally successful. The
seedlings are now showing themselves in abundance.

James Drcn-ctt, Denbies, BorJiing.

Aiieiiba Berries.—It may interest some to know
that we have this week picked 240 ripe berries from
a plant of the common Aucuba japonica, growing in

the open air. It was fertilised last spring, and has

had no protection whatever. The thermometer

with us has fallen to 25° this winter. James

Garan-aii .(• «'., Bristol.

Sgnirrcls and Pine Cones.—I observe at p. 127 of

your valuable Journal, a notice of some depredations

made on the cones of the Pinaster, Stone Pine, and
Scotch Fir. A little observation would have shown
" S. L. " that the little busy squirrel was the rogue

which committed the depredations, but not at this

season of the year. It was during the summer and
early auttunn, when the cones were fully grown, and
their seeds soft and fuU of fiavonr, like a new
Filbert. I have for _vears watched their astonish-

ing activity and perseverance on large trees close

to my cottage, as well as in the large Piue plantations

here about the arboretum. It is wonderful to see

their activity ; they nm to the summit of a fruitful

branch, full of setdy cones, pluck one off, scamper
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back to a suitable crutohed branch, or limb of the

tree, sit upon their hind legs, and with both front

paws hold the cone to theh- mouth, turniug it round

at railway speed, grinding: off the outer scales, which
fall away like chaff, while the sweet seeds ai-e

as quickly swallowed. They commence at the

base of the cone, or near to it, where the perfect

seeds are formed, and leave off where the seeds

are not worth lookhig for. This will easily be seen

by any observer who watches their active move-

ments. The core of the cone they let fall, and the

reason why is seen by cutting open a whole cone,

which is a more difficult matter to u.s than to them.

Within a himdred feet of my desk, and about

70 or 8(» feet high, on an old branch of a

large Pinus sylvestris hanging over my windows
and the road, I have seen the rogues—several

of them on the same tree—choose their position,

gather the cones in haste, turn them roimd, and in less

than half a minute divest them of eveiy perfect seed.

But this is not the worst of their depredations, for if

thus orientalis) and of Narcissus Tazetta, imported

from Persia, were next alluded to as illustrations

of the soxurce from which the charming examples
of these flowers now found in gardens have sprung.

The extremely beautiful rich crimson and yellow-

flowered Libonia floribunda next came imder notice.

It comes from South Brazil, and in this country will

probably be found to succeed best in warm green-
houses, to which, owing to the profuse manner in

which its showy blossoms are produced, and the
.small amount of pot-room it requires, it will be a real

acquisition. A cut specimen of Wellingtonia from
Orton LongviUe, the seat of the Marquis of Huntley,
near Peterborough, furnished with male catkins, was
then shoTvn to the meeting by Mr. Berkeley, who
stated that although the Wellingtonia had borne
cones in England, he had not heard of its having
produced male catkins before, and that now when it

had begun to do so there might be some hope of

getting it to bear seed in this coimtry. The
tree from which the specimen in question was cut

they have not plenty of cones to grind, they ' forms part of an aTcnue of Wellingtonias at Orton

commence eating off the two and three- LongviUe, upwards of I'OilO yards in length,

year - old bark from the leaders of thrifty
I
Attention was next directed to a Cucurbit from Mr.

young growing plantation trees, and do incal- Berkeley's garden in Northamptonshire. It was
culable mischief For the last seven or eight ; stated to be a form of C. maxima from Valparaiso,

weeks we have been more than ever subject to their and to excel in good qualities the weU-known
deva-stations, especially since those tremendous hurri- C. ovifera. Among garden seeds now being distri-

canes, for when cones and perfect seed run short, buted by the Society, were stated to be packets of the

these rascals work at the leading shoots of the Pinus ' Portmanteau Gourd, a distinct large kind ; allusion

family—bark them all round from .S to « inches down
|
was also made to the Musk Gourd, which was said to

clean, sufficiently I suppose to satisfy their hunger,
I
be too tender for our climate. A mould (Botiytis pro-

All the trees thus practised on lose their leaders.
I
fusa) covering decayed Dahlia stalks, next came under

which ai-e broken off by the stormy winds of winter, observation, as did also a parasitic Fungus which
There is no more growth, Jind what has been made in :

infests the surface of Peai- leaves. The latter, it was
previous years is stunted, so that the trees become ' stated, had been proved by the Danish Professor

worthless scrubs. Such trees are^ too plentiful in Oirsted to be a stage of another Fungus which grows
this locality. Another fact worthy of notice is thjit

[

on the Savin (Jrmiperus Sabina) ; the popular

squirrels do not injure the cones of the Abies, ' notion therefore that there is some connection

Picea, or Cedrus to any extent, on account of the ,
between the Wheat mildew and that of the Berberry

quantity of tiu-pentine which sticks to their jaws i may not be without good foundation,

and paws. Again another fact is that nothing offers ! Mr. Wilson Saunders favoured the meeting with
to touch the cones of the Araucaria imbricata while

j

a few observations on a little group of what are

they are on the tree, but a host of depredators are called by some " miseries of Orchids," which he

on the watch as soon as the seed falls off ripe.
|

showed—^minute flowering sjjecies interesting chiefly

There are squirrels, mice, woodpeckers in variety, ;
to botanists. Among them were what was sup-

titmice in variety, and hosts of others who posed to be a species of Leochilus, of little

seem ,to smell and hunt thom out, and shell out
|

beauty, but having a scent like that of HeUotrope,
every perfect seed as soon as the wind shakes them

^

especially when the sun shines on the flowers ;

Epidendrum HormicUum, the blossoms of which
smelt like fresh-gathered Primroses ; Pelexia triloba,

remarkable for the beauty of its structure ; an Eria
from Assam ; and others of a similar description,

most of which were fastened to thin slabs of wood
or cork, on which Mr. Saunders has found them to

succeed best. They were stated to require a con-
tinuous supply of moistiure, which is obtained not
only from the air of the house in which they are

kept, but also by wetting both sides of the wood on
which they grow, with a syringe. Tiliandsia

bulbosa. attached to a block, was also adverted
to by Mr. Saunders, who has found it to succeed
better in that wav than when grown in soil
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in pots. The Moss-Uke T. usneoides, he said,

—Messrs. Cutbush furnished on tlus occasion a
|

would also have an interesting appearance in stoves,
beautiful show of forced flowers, consisting of

1
treated in a similar manner, were it possible to

down. Those who have not seen it can have no
idea how they are watched for, and how soon they
are gobbled up by one thing or another, either by
night or by day. This, I must say, is not much to

be wondered at, for the fresh kernels of a nicely

ripened Araucaria imbricata are of a very prime
flavour indeed, either fresh from the tree or roasted.

No wonder the South Americans feast on them, and
our birds and bipeds look out so sharply for them.
Jiimfs Barnes, Bictim Gardeni', Biidlcirjh tkiltfi'ton,

Febnmri/ 12.

^otittits.

Solomon's Seal, Magnolia Soulangeana, Berberis
japonica. Azaleas, Rhododendi'ons, Dielytra, and the
double-blossomed variety of Prunus sinensis. For
these a 1st prize was awarded. The same exhibitors
also sent a collection of forced Hyacinths, Tidips,
and Polyanthus Narcissus, to which a 2d prize was
awarded. They likewise exhibited 12 Hyacinths,
which received a 3d prize ; and a collection of
Crocus, which was awarded a Firs1>olass Certificate.

Mr. Robinson, gr. to R. Benyon, Esq., Reading,
sent 1 1 beautifully-grown plants in pots of Otaheite
Oranges, laden with fruit. Although the larg-est of
the plants was not 1 S inches high, some of them
bore as many as 14 lai'ge full-sized Oranges. For
these an extra 1st prize was awarded. Mrs. Hooke,
Munster Road, Fulham, sent four pots of well-
grown and beautifidly-flowered Cyclamens, to which
a Fii-s1>class Certificate [was awarded. Mr. Bartlett,
of Hammersmith, again exhibited forced bulbs, to
which a First-class Certificate was awarded. Mr.
Young, gardener to Mrs. Barclay, Highgate, sent a
collection of Dracaenas, which received a First-class
Certificate. Mr. Earley, gr. toF. Pryor, Esq.,contii-
buted a pot of the lovely little ScQla bifolia, and a
good specimen of Franciscea eximia, which received
a First-class Certificate. He also exhibited a collec-
tion of vegetables, which received the 1st prize.
Mr. Beasley, gr. to Mr. T. Wood, Twyford Abbey,
Acton, received a 2d prize for a smaller coUeotion ;

and Mr. Earley a 3d prize for six dishes of Apples.
Messrs. Lucking received a First-class Certificate for
forced flowers.

Frh. 20.—Lord Henry G. Lennox, M.P.,in the chair.
After the election of 30 new members, and the
announcement of the awards in their respective de-
partments by the Chairmen of the Floral and Fruit
Committees, the Rev. M. J. Berkeley made a few re-
marks on the different subjects exhibited, adverting
iirst to a handsome form of CattleyaTrianaji, of which
v.arieties varying from pure white to deep lilac, with
a rich crimson-tipped Up, may not unfrequently be
found. Plants of the common Hyacinth (Hy;icin-

port it alive—a difficult task. Along with these

was a little creeping Peperomia, which had inad-

vertently turned up among some Orchids from
Mr. Weir, and which, owing to its pendulous habit,

had, when hung up, a singular apx)earance. Though
a mere stove weed, it may doubtless be used vrith

advantag-e in the ornamentation of hanging baskets,

and for other purposes of decoration in which
l^enduloiis forms of vegetation are desirable.

A ballot then took place for cuttings of fruit trees.

Feb. 20 {Floral Cummittee).—Mr. Wilson Saunders
received a special Certificate for his collection of

Orchids and other plants, just adverted to. Mr.
Young reproduced his collection of Dr."ica;nas aUuded
to above, along with which was a specimen
of Bryophyllum calycinum, or Life plant. Messrs.
Cutbush also reproduced the beautiful collection of
Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, and other forced plants,

shown by them on Saturday last at the Weekly
Show, and for which a Special Certificate was on
this occasion awarded. A similar distinction was
confen-ed on a fine group of Violets from Mr.
Graham, of Cranford, consisting of his Czar, and a
seedling from it in aU respects inferior to its parent.
From Mr. Bull came three^CameUias. Mr, Watson, St.

Alban's, sent plants of the red and white-ben*ied
Cyathodes oxycedrus, and Messrs. Waterer & Grodfrey,

of Woking, a charming little bush, loaded with fruit,

of the green-leaved variety of Aucuba japonica.
Peperomia arifoUa came from Mr. Lucking. The
Society's Garden fiuTiisbed the beautiful variety of

Cattleya Triantei, named above, to which a First-

class Certificate was awarded ; various DracEenas
;

and the free-flowering Libonia floribunda alluded to

by Mr. Berkeley.
Feb. 20 {Fruit C<immiifee).—A fine display of fruit,

considering the season, was produced on this

occasion. To Mr. HQl, gr. to R. Sneyd. Esq., Keele
Hall, was awarded a First-class Certificate for

Madras Citrons, both in their natural state

and preserved. For the latter prnpose green
fruit was considered to be better than that

which is fully rijje. The same exhibitor had
examples of Lady Downes' Seedling Grape, and also
specimens of the Golden variety of it, still plimip and
sound. Mr. Rivers i-eceive<l a similar award for a
collection of American Apples, with cle.on bright-
coloured skins, the result of the w<irm summer
of last year. They were stated to have been
groi\-n on dwarf bashes gr.afted on the EngUsh
Paradise stock. Mr. Ford, gr. to W. E. Hubbard, Esq.,
Horsham, also received a First-class Certificate
for a coUectiou of Apples in an excellent state of
preservation ; among them were Court Pendu Plat,
Scarlet Nonpareil, Blenheim Orange, Adam's Pear-
main, Golden Harvey, Pear.son's Plate, Bess Poole,
King of the Pippins, Elstead Pippin, Norfolk
Beefing, and several others, together with some
kitchen and dessert Pears, Limes, and Oranges.
Mr. Lynn, gr. to Lord Boston, furnished
h.andsome examples of Hedsor Winter Prolific

Cucumber, a free-bearing sort, apparently very
useful for early forcing, and 1.5 dishes of Apples,
among which were beautiful fruit of Bess Poole,
Scarlet Nonpareil, and Pearmain, Cockle Pippin,
Lewis's Incomparable, Herefordshire Pearmain,
Sturmer Pippin, Cox's Orange Pippin, Court
Pendu Plat, Wellington, Lemon Pippin, and
French Crab, for which a Special Certificate was
awarded. The same exhibitor had also Black
Hamburgh Grapes, ripened last September, still in
good contlition. Seedling Apples were shown by
Mr. W.atson and Mr. Ford ; but in both cases they
were past their best, and were requested to be shown
again.

LrsTTEAJf : Jan. IS.—George Bentham, Esq., Pre-
sident, in the chair.—The Rev. C. Clarke ; D. G.
Elliot, Esq. : H. G. Knaggs, M.D. ; W. J. MacLeay,
Esq.

i and C. A. Wilson, Esq., were elected Fellows.
Dr. St. Brody exhibited a p,acket of Introduced Plants
collected by himself during the past year, chiefly

in the neighbourhoo<l of Gloucester, and a
few of which he believed to be new to Britain.
The following papers were read :— 1. Flm-ula of
Bandit, by M. P. Edgeworth, Esq. This paper oon-
SLsted of a list of the plants collected in the district

of Banda, by the author, diuing a residence of two
years in lfii7-9, and was originally published in 1850
in the Journal of the Asiatic Society ; the speci-

mens having subsequently been collated with others
in the Herbarium at Kew, which had rendered
many rectifications of names necessary, it was now
laid before the Linnean Society. 2. On s&me
Xor Brithh Poli/noina, by E. Ray Laukester,
Esq., communicated by J. G. Jeffreys, Esq.
There were also read two letters communicated by
Dr. Hooker, the one addressed to him by C. J,
Meller, Esq., dated Bourbon, Dec. 3, 18C5, and con-
taining some notes on the botany of Bourbon and
Madagascar ; the other from S. Ward, Esq., dated
Government House, Seychelles, Dec. 5, 1863, and
giving some fiuther information respecting tlxe

Coco de Mer, Lodoicea sechellarum.
Feb. 1.—George Bentham, Esq., President, in the

chair. C. E. Broome, Esq., was elected a Fellow.
The following paper was read : On some Paints in,

the Anatomij of the Fekidnti JItjstrix, by St. George
Mivart, Esq.

Zoological of Lo>'dox : Ja n. 9.—A. Nenix)n, Esq.

,

F.L.S., in the Chair. A letter was read from
Sir C. W. DQke, Bart., announcing the occuiTence of

a gyr f<alcon (Falco gj-rfalco) in the Holt Forest,

near Farnham. Professor Owen read a memoir on
the Osteology of the Dodo (Didus iueptus, Linn.).

The materiiJs upon which ProfessorOwen's researches
were based consisted of about 100 different bones
belonging to various parts of the skeleton, which
had been recently discovered by Mr. G. Clark, of
Maheberg, Mauritius, in an alluvial deposit in that
island. After an exhaustive examination of these
remains, which embraced nearly every part of the
.skeleton, Professor Owen came to the conclusion

that previous authorities had been correct in referring

the Dodo to the columbine order, the variations pre-

sented, though considerable, being mauily such as

might be referable to the adaptation of the Dodo to

a terrestrial life and different food and habits.

A paper was read by Dr. J. E. Gray, containing
*' Descriptions of two new foims of Gorgonioid
Corals from Japan and the Cape of Good Hope."

Notices of 3SooltS.
The Food, Use, and Beaittji of British Birds. By

Charles Ottley Groom Napier. Pp. 83. Loudon :

Groombridge.

This little book may be recommended to the notice of

our horticultural and agricultural readers, both much
concerned in the depredations committed by birds.

It consists of a catalogue of aU the commoner birds

of our island, with indications of their localities,

utility, beauty, rai'ity, &c. But the most important
featiu-e of the whole is a detailed account of the food

obtained bythesefeathered bipeds at different seasons,

an account drawn up after an inspection of the

contents of the stom.ach. The poor birds are thus

often caught flagrante delicto, but we are glad to

find that on the whole our author inclines to the
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opinion that the harm they do is more than compen-
sated for by the benefits they render.

We rejoice to find our pets the blue tit and the

great tit, for instance, which generally are in bad
repute, thus mentioned:—" In January the stomach
(of the great tit, Parus major) contains birds {sic)

and insects. In February and March seed, insects,

and parts of small birds. In April insects and their

larvaB, often extracted from under the buds of trees
;

but actual buds are veiy rarely found in its stomach.
Now, a bud that has been rained by a dipterous,

coleopterous or lepidoptcrous larra never can ex-
pand into a perfect leaf, the sooner it is plucked oft

the better, the sooner will the tree produce other
buds, and the sooner the larva is extracted the better,

and the eggs that produce them, deposited as they so

frequently ai'e in or about the buds. The bird removes
the insects or their eggs, and often the ground is

strewn with buds, out of which the tit has extracted
the worm. This often leads, on the part of a
superficial observer, to a false conclusion, and conse-
quent persecution of the tit. The.se remarks apply
with even greater force to the blue tit, Parus
coeruleus."

J. Tai/hii- .?• Sitns Xoiihiimpfonsldre Handbouk and
Ilbistratcd Ahnnn,i,-k and Diari/. Svo. Pp.224.
With a County Map and several Woodcuts.

This is quite a model of a county almanack, con-
taining as it does an excellent map, with eveiy kind
of information which can be desired by the various
classes of which the population is composed. The
merchant, sportsman, churchman, nonconformist,
with a host of others, mil find exactly what he
wants in his own department, besides a mass of
entertaining and instructive information. One
distinguishing feature is a record of remarkable
fires which have ocoun-ed in Northamptonshire, and
we hope that the Editor, following the line which
was traced out by the lamented Rector of Thedding-
worth, Mr. James, in his instructive article in

the " Quarterly Review," on the more striking
features of interest in the county, will furnish us in
future years with much analogous matter. The
account especially of the Great Fire of Northampton
in 1675 will be read with general interest. Doubts
less many other records of similar calamities exist,

which have not fallen imder the Editor's notice.
There is a tradition, for example, of two great tires

which took place at King's Cliffe, the one in the
reign of Edward III., the other at the beginning of
that of James I. The palace at Cliffe fell a sacrifice

to the fir.st, and was never rebuilt. No traces now
remain of the superstructure, though in that part
of the churchyard on which a portion of the palace
stood, the sexton often comes upon the foundations.
The dam of the King's enormous fish-pond .still

remains nearly perfect. In Rymer's " Fffidera" we
meet with occasional notices of the King's sojoura
at the palace, as, for example, on August 8, 1330 ;

but the neighbouring Castle of Rockingham .seems
to have been a favoured resort. The latter fire

destroyed the greater part of the town, and aU the
older houses in the parish are of the beginning of
the 16th century.

James I., in his progress from Scotland to

London in 1603, spent some time at Sir Anthony
Mildmay's, in the adjacent vUlage of Apethorpe ;

but we have no record of his visiting the site of his
palace, which had already passed into the hands of
the Lord Treasurer Burleigh. There is still in the
library at Apethorpe a copy of the sermon which
was preached before him by a Mr. Evans, which is

remarkable at once for its cleverness, quaintness,
and the boldness with which he spoke to the King's
Courtiers. It was on this occasion that James I.

met with Villiers, Duke of Buckingham, The
ancient family of Lynn resided in the neighbouring
village of Southwick, and young Villiers came to
Apethorpe with his tutor, Anthony Cade, who
had married into the Lynn family, where he was
introduced to the King. There is still extant a
painting of the favourite when i« statu piqnllari,
with an excellent likeness of him in maturer years,
by Cornelius Jansen. We could point out a great
many more matters of interest from the same collec-

tion, but we have already trespassed too much in a
direction which is remote from any horticultural
interest.

Books Received.—ia«(/ aiul H'a/f?-. A new
candidate for public favour, which might fairly have
been called Water and Land. At any rate, one great
object of the paper is to promote the improvement
of our British river and sea fisheries. It is under-
stood that the management of the newspaper is in
great measure in the hands of Mr. Frank Bucklaud,
from whose versatile and lively pen the reader may
look for amusement as well as instruction. Sports
of all kinds form the staple of the paper, but, as we
have indicated, there is an infusion of the useful
with the sweet. The gardening column is edited by
Mr. G. M. F. Glenny, Jun.—The Technohgist for
February contains among other articles notices of
the manufacture of sugar in Mam-itius, on Paper-
making materials in Russia, in which country it

appears that Flax is largely grown, but ordy on
virgin soil and for its seed chiefly, and it does notseem

probable that it would pay to export the fibre to this

country for paper making. — Fraser's Magazine
contains articles on the schools and dwellings of the

indigent class, and on the insurrection in Jamaica,
by a resident, who justifies in general terms
the proceedings of Governor Eyre. IVIi*. G. O.

Trevelyan contributes a Uvely dramatic sketch
entitled The Dawk Bungalow, or " is his appoint-
ment pucka ?

"
l'^c.

The Gladiolus.—As my friend, " J. F. L.," has
alluded to me in his excellent article (p. 70) on this

oui- favourite autumn flower, I cannot let the dis-

cussion as to varieties pass by without a word of
notice on my part, and especially as to those raised

by Mr. Standish, of Bagshot, of whom our neigh-
bours -across the water are somewhat jealous ; in
fact, one grower, M. E , told me that Mr. S.

bought Souchet's refuse I and was not a little

staggered when I told him I had seen them from the
time the seed was fertilised until the roots bloomed,
and that I considered some of his sorts quite equal
to the very best of Souchet's. But Mr. Standish has
not done himself justice ; he felt that he ha<l a good
strain, and so, as soon as he had obtained a few
roots of each sort, he put them into his catalogue.
Had he waited, increased his stock of particular

varieties, and weeded some out, he would have done
himself more honour.

I consider that of those that I have seen, and
which are for sale, the very best are :—

Eleanor Nomiaii. Lucy N
Sir James CLark. The Ensi^
Mrs. Dombrain,
Miss Howell.
J. W. Lane.
Samuel Weymouth.
Susan Ingi'am.

My opinion of the foreign varieties coincides with
that of " J. P. L." John Waterer I do not like for

the reason that he condemns it. and I .should certainly

not think as yet of descending to Peter Lawson,
Stuart Low, Madame Pereire, and others that he
names. I wish more encouragement was given to the
Gladiolus at our autumn shows ; it is evidently as

worthy of as good a prize as the Dahlia—not so

many classes, but as valuable prizes. D.^ Deal.

straw. The plan seems likely to prove beneficial, and
we have partly adopted it this spring. We shall be
glad to hear whether our correspondent's bees winter
better for this extra padding of hay, with an account
of the .state of his boxes some time in March, as to
whether they are much affected or otherwise with
dampness of the interior, and mouldiness of the
combs. It remains to be proved whether the stuffing
of hay will not itself become damp and musty, and
add to the evil instead of lessening it.

Our correspondent is also unfortunate in having
the combs in his frame hives built across the
bars. He. cannot have used sulficient guide
combs

J but, in any case, this is the first time we
have heard of the ribbed Woodbm'y bars proving
a total failure. As almost the entire benefit which
accrues from the use of frame-hives consists in every
comb being easily manipulated, we should not rest

satisfied with our correspondent's present state of

affairs, but at whatever cost of tuouble, and at what-
ever risk of injury to the stocks in question, we
should dislodge the bees, carefully cut out the combs,
and fix them straight in frames for the bees to

secure and properly fill up. Our correspondent
cannot do better than follow the directions which
were given in answer to a previous query on the
same subject, which wUl be found at p. 703 of our
last year's volume. Proceed first with the rectifica-

tion of the combs of the frame hive, prior to
attempting the union of the bees and brood combs
of the stock which it is desired to break up. About
the end of March or beginning of AprU, provided
the weather be sufficiently mild and favourable, will

be the best time for the joint operations.

Bee-Keepino in Susse.x.—We are much obliged
to "A Sussex Clergyman" (see p. lol), for the
succinct account of his apiarian doings for the year
1H6.5. His success certainly was not very brilliant,

but we know of many bee-keepers who, last year,

with apiaries of equal or superior pretensions, failed

in realising even his results.

He was not fortunate in obtaining honey from his

swarms, whether natural or artificial, or from the
stocks which gave off the swarms. From one of our
hives which threw off a very fine swarm we obtained,
in addition, a super of 55 lb., while from one of our
swarms we realised a .super of 25 lb. Several other
of our swarming stocks gave a small quantity of

honey, and the majority of the swarms stored far

more than 22 lb., the amount of the contents of our
correspondent's swai*m at the end of the season.

These resiUts are not in any way attributable to

better management, but to our district being some-
what more favourable, at least during the early part
of the season.

Sf Supers should be removed as soon as they are

completely filled. Not only does the honey find a
readier sale, but it usually commands a higher price.

And the sooner it can be taken from the bees, the
better will be the colour and purity of the combs.
With regard to the best time for cottagers to break
up their hives, much must depend on the locality.

Where Heather aboimds, it would be folly to destroy

the bees in July, and in no district should we advise
so early a general breaking up. There is an enor-

mous quantity of brood in the cells all through that
month ; as this is gradually hatched out, should the
.secretion of honey be moderately plentiful, the cells

arc filled with honey. If the stocks are taken up in

July, a vast amount of brood is sacrificed, with less

honey stored. If this most valuable brood is saved
by the more advanced apiarian, and used for the
strengthening of other colonies, then there is less

objection to so early an appropriation of the honey
harvest. But as we cannot expect cottagers to take
even so small an amount of trouble as that of pre-

serving and giving to other stocks the brood which
may be found in the doomed hives, we had better let

them follow out their own old course of routine.

We have not been in the habit of adopting any
means of defending hives from the influence of cold,

by any extra wi'appings or protection beyond what
is afforded by loose outside cases of half-inch wood.
Many of our hives have not even this last covering,

but are quite exposed, with the exception of roofs

to throw off the rain. Since, however, so much has
been said about dysentery, and the evil effects of

condensed moisture within the boxes, it has been
recommended by the Rev. L. L. Langstroth and
others, to remove the top boards, and substitute

layers of some woollen material, or loose covers of

Garden Memoranda.
KiNFAUXs Castle, Peiithshire.—This, the prin-

cipal seat of the Bight Honourable Lord Gray, is

situated on the south-east side of the city of Perth,
from which it is distant little mor.> than three miles.
The Castle, a noble structure, is built of pale-coloured
enduring sandstone, in the Gothic style, from designs
furnished by Sir Robert Smirke. It is placed on an
eminence which projects boldly from the south side
of the Sidlaw Hills, a range which stretches along
the north side of the river Tay, from the adjoining
county of Forfar, increasing in altitude and sylvan
grandeur as it approaches the termination at
Perth, which is its western limit. The portion of it

which lies westward of the Castle is known as the
Hill of Kinnoul—one of the most interesting and
beautiful of the Scottish mountains. Along the
summit of the whole ridge is presented a broken
range of perpendicular grey rocks, many of which
are more than 300 feet in depth, and amongst their
debris agates and pebbles of good quality may
be found.
The principal approach from the Perth and

Dundee road enters the domain by a neat
lodge and gate, and winds up a somewhat
steep ascent, admirably bordered on either hand
by venerable mas.ses of stately trees. The grand
terrace in front of the Castle is elevated far

above the receding ground below ; it is merely
laid out in Grass, the well-shaven surface of which
is in excellent keeping with the broad, well-kept
rectangular walks with which it is skirted. The
scenery from this spot is exceedingly diversified and
beautiful, backed up as it is on all sides by hills and
mountains of considerable altitude. On the left a
densely Pine-clothed conical hill protrudes its

unique form into the plain, its top being surmounted
by an observatory and flag-staff. In the foreground
beneath, the Tay suddenly alters its course south-
wards, and soon after joins the Farg and the Earn

—

rivers which issue from a valley beyond the mountain
on the right ; these united waters being stemmed in

then- onward com-se by the mountains of Fifeshire

in the distance, present the appearance of a broad,

sinuous, irregularly-margined lake, studded with
weU-clothed islands.

The pleasure ground is situated on the western

side of the Castle, on an irregular acclivity extending

onwards to the summit of the highest peak of the

range of mountains adverted to above. Gilpin

and other artists were consulted in the laying

out of these grounds, which are of consider-

able extent, and through which walks are

judiciously led so as to display their many treasures,

as well as the magnificent scenery of the adja-

cent countiy. Immediately opposite the western

front of the Castle, a tiny cascade pours its mur-
muring waters into a chasm of some little depth.

On the southern side are many venerable forms of

Oak, Plane, Beech, and other round-headed trees,

which are over-topped by exalted Poplars, Elms,
Silver and Spruce Firs—of the latter a noble finely

clothed specimen measures 90 feet in height.

Associated with these are nice trees of Purple
Beech, white Poplar, and Weeping Ash ; and a
grotesque form of gnarled Elm has a singular

effect, as has also a curious example of Horse
Chestnut. On the turf, distributed about in masses,

are Rhododendrons, Portugal Laurels, Yews and
HoUies, amongst which are good examples of

Tulip trees. Fern-leaved Beech, Turkey Oak,
and others ; with which are associated Thujas,
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Chinese Junipers, Mount Atlas Cedar, Arbor-

vitaj, the broad-leaved variety of the Douglas Fir, and

other evergreen trees. A good-sized specimen of the

Deciduous Cypress had at the time of my visit just

began to assume its scarlet autumn livery—a lovely

object. Rhus Cotinus, too, was very interesting.

Seats, both covered and open, are placed at con-

venient distances along the sides of the southern

walks, so as to command views of the delightful

country beyond.

The kitchen garden, with its accompanying

orchard slip, contains an area of somethiug Uke

8 acres. Its site at no very remote period had fonned

the bed of a river ; the sod therefore is of

a rich alluvial character ; and although the drains

are frequently filled by the action of high tides and

occasional floods, it is notwithstanding admirably

adapted both for the production of fruit and vege-

tables. It enjoys, too, an admirable situation, with a

full exposure to the sun, and is screened from the

wind in all directions, lying, as it does, at the

bottom of the hill in front of the Castle, from which

it is hidden by the stately trees in which this noble

building is embosomed, and through which it is _

approached by a broad walk from the left-hand side some instances" blowing them down altogether, in

of the cai-riage drive, leading to its main entrance at others inflicting on them partial injiu-y. In both cases,

the western side, immediately in front of the therefore, see that the damage done is repaired with

gardener's house, a commodious two-storied erection, as little delay as possible. EoU walks and clear

Here there is a flower gai-den laid out in beds, lawns from dead spray, so as to have them in proper

which in smnmer are well filled with gay plants, order for the scythe or machine,

amongst which golden-foliaged Pelargoniums and flower garden and PLANT HOUSES,
the graceful Humea elegans produce a fine eifeot.

^^^ ^^ ^ ^^^
Associated with these are masses of Rhodo- ^ . ^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ j^^^^ ^^^j^ i^
dendrons, Portugal Laurel Hollies, ^^c.

;
and

jj^g j,^,'t5,i„ them out as soon as that operation can
there are also scattered about good e.vainples

^e done so as to obtain not only fine heads of bloom
of Araucaria imbricata, AV ellmgtonia gisantea

i^^^eased strength in the i-emaming shoots, to
CedrusDeodara, Cupressus Lawsoniana, Variegated

,^^,,i, them to stand ^vith less as.sistance from staies.

nXXZ'! emp-licaf pImpa?^^^s,\nrSrer ^Th%^^llo:Srts
'''^^^ ''''''''' "'"'' ""'

specfnens of interL. A rockexy immediately in
-^^-^.^^f^ripr tec young growths of these from

front of the windows is sparsely coveml with ^
1i§vances water more

Ferns, intermixed with vaa-ious mmutfi *°™^°
I frequently, as well as more liberally; weak liquid

native plants. The boundary walls are covered
, '^"r'i".':.. Ji'_ , ,.„ ^^ ^-^iJ t,,„ ,. jl„., .

with Magnolia, Pyracantha, Calycanthus, Ceano-

as to be liable to be broken off in the operation.

Syringe frequently until the leaves begin to unfold ;

but use the syringe sparingly after that time. Where
the buds do not promise to break regularly, bend the

Vines so as to place those that are backward in the

most likely position to catch the sap, and this should

be done directly any indications of their not breaking

regularly are observed. If any of the bunches iu

houses where stoning has been finished, look as if they

would be improved by a few more berries being cut

out, let this be done at once.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
All pruning and nailing must he brought to a

close. Make timely preparations for protecting wall

trees. Be sure that everj-thing is in readiness for

that purjiose, so that the material to be used can be
put up in a short time when it is needed.

Carrots.—The Early Horn should be got in about

this time, to succeed those sown on heat.

ri ^^^A^^ nf n.no^ot.^n-ne CAULIFLOWERS.—When large enough, and the
^aienaar OI wperaiions.

weather has become warmer, these should be care-
{Ihr the etntviug week.)

f^jjy packed out, either in gentle heat, or on a warm
The strong gales lately experienced have every- sheltered border ; if the latter, they wiU require

where been very destructive to aged timber trees, in
|

protection until well rooted.
' '' '

""" ''""" '" Turnips.—Sow Early White Dutch on a gentle

bottom-heat, and also a supply for succession in a

warm border.

hill, are several ranges of pits in which Pines

were formerly grown, but which are now princi-

pally used for growing plants into specimens for

the greenhouse, and storing bedding plants in

winter. Here also are other pits and frames for the

production of Cucumbers, Melons, and other forced

articles required for the consumption of a large

family.
These gardens were formed by the late Mr.

Campbell about the year 1S17, a man not only

eminent as a cultivator, but who had also directed

his attention successfully to the raising of new fruits

and flowers. He continued to superintend their

management imtil 1827, when he was succeedetl by

the late Mr. Robertson—a name well known both to

Scottish botanists and hoiticulturists. They are now
under the care of Mr. McDonald, a most enthusiastic

and skilful cultivator. D.

thus, &o., amongst which Clematis, Roses, and plants

of that kind flower abimdantly. From this point a

broad walk extends to the extreme end of the

principal portion of the garden, which is a lengthened

parallelogram, and contains an area of some 2.J acres,

enclosed by lofty brick walls. In the centre of the

southern side of the north wall the hothouses are

placed. They are in two ranges, each 100 feet in

length and ,9 feet in width, with a lofty detached

greenhouse in the centre. The adjoining ranges

consist of several divisions, heated by smoke flues,

and filled with Grapes, Peaches, and Nectarines.

The main walk in front of the houses is bordered

with a broad band of Cerastium tomentosum, whose
silveiy foliage has a fine effect, and contrasts nicely

not only with the Box edging iu front, but with the

lines of glowing colour behind it, with which .the

borders in summer are ribboned. Immediately in

front of the greenhouse, at the junction of the centre

walk with the main walk, there is a circular basin,

the borders on the outside of which are filled with
select specimens of herbaceous plants and Roses,

intermingled with varieties of Gladiolus. The other

walks are lined on either side with dwarf standard
Apple trees, amongst which we observed Cornish
Gilliflower, Dutch Mignonne, Gogar Pippin, Ribston
Pippin, Early Margaret, Newton Pippin, Irish

Peach, Paradise, Ravelstone, several varieties of

Pearmains, and other table Apples ; of kitchen fruit

there were Dumelow's Seedling, Royal Russet,

Bedfordshire Foimdling, Reiuette du Canada,
Hawthornden, Tower of Glamis, Alfriston, York-
shire Greening, King of the Pippins, Keswick
Codlin, Brabant BeUefleur, Waltham Abbey Seed-

ling, Gravenstein, &c. In the orchard are grown on
standards a considerable collection of Apples and
Pears, amongst which there were good examples of

Golden Pippin, OsUn, and Ribston Pippin. Of
Pears, we noted Comte de Lamy, Hacou's Incom-
parable, Seckel, Marie Louise, Citron des Carmes,

Moorfowl Egg, as well as BeuiTes and Bergamots
of sorts ; there were also many of the older

.kinds of Scotch Pears, such as Black Achan,
Kilwinning, Crawford, Green Yair, &o. Grow-
ing on walls were good examples of Jar-

gonelle, Passe Colmar, Comte de Lamy, Easter,

Brown, and the DielBeurres, Doyenne Gris, Duchesse
d'Angoulcme, Crassane, and the Pound Pear. The
smaller fruits, such as Gooseberries, Currants, Rasp-
berries, and Strawberries are well grown, and produce
magnificent specimen fruits of their respective kinds.

Vegetables, too, were of the very best description.

Behind the hothouses on the northern wall is a

long range of sheds, in which the stoke holes, fruit

rooms, Mushroom-house, &c. , are situated ; there is

also a considerable portion of ground beyond this

ix)int, on the slope of the hill, enclosed by a lofty

brick-flued wall, to which however artificial heat
has not been applied in recent years. These walls

have also the advantage of a broad projecting

coping board. They are all finely covered with healthy
well-trained trees, both of Pears, Plums, Cherries,

Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots. At the north-
east comer of the garden, on the slope of the
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Notice.
PURCHASERS of I,\K(}K QI' WTITIES of FARM

01- GARDEN SEED- '
'

' —"~ '- " "•

For prices appl;

Soti ; Sons, Royal

icrallj bj Sc

lisliment, Koiiding.

GRASS SEEKS for I.: n.
Meadow and Pastiu .

12 lbs. .Small Seeds to eacli -.:
I ••

i

! .icre.

MIXTURES for IMPI;ii\ I
• •! I' r

,
I I ' RES, Is. per lb.

MIXTURES for LAWNS, i ..-
i

TRlciO LI.- to IK..
GcoBOEGiBBsiCi., Sce<K[nc u, ija and S , Li.-ufn Slreet, Piccadillj, W.

BrigMon and Sussex Seed Warehouse.
EDWARD CARPENTER'S MIXTURES

of PERMANENT GRASS and CLOVER SEEDS- — Best
quality, 3Gs. per acre (2 bushels light seeds, and 12 lb. Clovers and
sniall seeds per acre).—See testimonials in Catalogue.
EnwiRD CiapEKTEK's RENOVATING MIXTURES for Improring

and FARM SEEDS i

Enw.vRD Carpes-
Street, Brighton.

Seed Merchant and Gr<

FINE GRASS LAWNS in FLOWER GARDENS, &c.
—The great expenao of cutting and carting Turves from a distance

may be avoided, and a superior Turf produced in a few months by
sowing SUTTON'S LAWN GRASS SEEDS, which consist solely of
tho finest and shortest-growing kinds, perfectly free Irom Moss and
other weeds.

From Mr. Jons Johnson, Oar(le7ier, Mowbray Park, Sunda-tand,
April 26, 1865.

•* The Lawn Seed we got last year about this time has come up
oxcellently,"

From Mr. Thomas Pollington, Oa/rdener to H. W. Vincent, Edq.,
Bradu-ell Grove, Bur/ordy January 19.

** The Grass Seed you sappHed me with last season grew remark-

Esq., Desboro^
May 13, 1865.

" The Lawn Grass Seeds I had from you last year have made a Tory
good turf already."

Fi-om J. NiGQTiscALE, Esq., High Street, Kingston-on Thames,
May 2, 1865.

' I may add that the Grass Seeds you supplied last year, have [not-

ImproTement of Grass Lands.
QUTTON'S RENOVATING MIXTURE
KJ SHOULD NOW BE SOWN.
TUi.s Mixture consists of the finest Grasses and perennial Clovers,

and if sown early in the season the improvement in the pa-sture will
bo very great, and at small expense. Quantity of Seed required per
acre, 8 to 12 pounds. Price lOd. per lb.

From T. E. OsMOKD, Esq., Tharp-le-Soketi, February 27, 1865.
"Your Renovating Mixtures for old pastures have answered my

puiiiose well."

From J. C. Blackett, Esq., Thorpe Lee, Egliam, StptemJjer 31, 1865.
"Mr. Blackett will be obliged to Messrs. Sutton tQ send himBenova-

tiug Grass Si!ed,ot tho s,iine quality as last year, which was excellent."

Fi-oin W il M,t I i
,

I.
I

, AiiricuUuralColony, Wliilwicle,Jan.\,\%(S^.
"Von > ;; !

I
' liar that your Renovating Mixture for our

omark.ab)y well. It is now the greenest

For PRICES, aeo

BUTTON'S NEW FARM SEED UST. whicli may be
!3 had gratis and post free on application to
RcTTON & Sons, Ro.val Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

AGRICULTURAL HALL COMPANY (LIMITED).
FIFTH ORDINARY GENERAL MEETING.

NOTICE i:

MEETTV'i
at th>-

"-
;t, Liverpool Road,

TPSWICH POULTRY SOCIETY.— TheX FIRST EXHIBITION of tho above Society will be hold at
Ipswich on the Gth and 7th of November, 1S6G, under very dis-
tinguished patronage, when handsome Silver Cups and valuable
money Prizes will be offered for the principal classes of Poultry,
Pigeons, and Cage Bu-ds. Full particulars will be duly announced.

W. B.JtFFRIE
Henley Road, Ipswich. O. W. Balks,

PRICED Ll.ri^
except Very small

SuTTpy & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Readine,

Very Early Sheep Feed.
SUTTON'S IMPROVED ITALIAN RYE-GRASS.—

This "Improved" Italian Rye-gi'osa is recommended in prefer-
ence to every other variety, producing three or four heavy crops in
one summer, and being almost if not strictly perennial.
At a Meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society, on March 10, in

a Lecture delivered by Alfred Hughes, Esq., of Thomess, Isle of
Wight, Mr. Hughes said-

—

" I always reserve a portion of Oat land to lay down with Sdtton's
Improved Italian Rye-grass, the most reliable plant I have come
across for some years for Ewes and Lambs In the Spring. When I

tell you that I put it in in the spring, and dressed it after harvest with
fuano, and that in the autumn, when my Sheep fed it off", it was up
o their knees, and that I fed it otf again this spring with Ewes and
Lambs, I think you will agree that this is a crop of very great value.

The Italian Rye grasy which is sold by Sdtto.n, of ReatUng, is a most
astonishing vigorous plant; indeed, I never saw anything to equal
it in the course of all my experience."
Sutton & Sons have a fine stock at present of their Improved Italian

Rye-grass, which is a very diflerent and superior article to much that
is sold as Italian Rye-graas.

Present price, 6s. Qd. per bushel ; cheaper in quantities over 5 qrs.

Carriage ft'ee in quantities of 8 bushels and upwards.
Quantity required per acre, if sown alone, 3 bushels..

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

PRESENT PRICES of CLOVER ^EEDS".
Cheaper by the cwt. Samples and lowest price per cwt. for-

warded on application.
BROAD RED Best \u\d pel lb , Sucond (Juality cheipcr
' ' "

'

'
St 6d per lb Second Quality cheaper.
per lb , Second Quality cheaper
is Gd per lb

s 3d per lb

iELLliW I PI. Kill
Willi] 1 I III
ALMI I I

fLL I III
COW I I \ I

riNh Ml \l I 1 \ 1

PRlCtD LISls 1

SDrro"* & sovs Royal 1

SUTTON'S MIXll I

GRASS —To be sow
will produce go d li. 1 1

1

CLO\ ERb and I i \ I I \ N !

lor One 1 1 r !

CLOVERS and i i MM \ 1

I eadmg

r &c , Which
11 tt o i Uowmg year.

bpTioN 3 Mixture),

ScTTOv b Mi\ture),

able cin-un si incest «i

Hhe foilowmg soits

Broad Red Closer
Perennnl do (Cc

a Clover
Alsike Clover
Yellow Trefoil
Meadow Foxtail

The quantity required per i"-"
3 2(te. per i

for three years ' jou s

I ho above named Mixtures for the number

I EDS for Two Years Lay —This MiUuro
L 11 of Perennial Clovers and under fivour-
ifcen 'itand for threo years

3 mcluded, and invariab y answar well —
Round Cocksfoot
Sheep 8 Fescue

Sutton'i
Italian Rye-Grasa

i one bushel, weighing about

r Four Tears' Lay.—The

menced farming, had such a heavy crop."

PRICED LISTS of other FARM SEEDS gratis and post free.

All goods carriage free; 6 per cent, discount allowed for cash
payment.

Sutton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.
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The Cattle Disease Pretention Act
passed thi-ough the Lords without amendment,
and received the Royal assent on Tuesday last.

It is given almost in its entirety in another page.

Mr. illTNT's Bill has been winning its -way

througli the Commons duruig the pa.st week,
receiving many alterations and amendments

,

during its passage. In its present foi-m it enacts

that untU the 2oth of March next no iierson 1

shall be allowed to movo any live cattle along
any public road : but there are many exceptions i

allowed. For examples, (1) traffic in districts

declared untainted by the Lords of the Privy
i

Council
; (2) traffic from one field to another in

the same tenancy, even to two miles asunder ; !

(3) cattle fiuider a licence) for immediate
slaughter

; (4) cows under a breeding licence
;

and others. London, Leith, and Bristol aro

exceptions to the rule requiring all imported
stock to be slaughtered witluu 500 yards of their

landing.

A recent Order in Council has placed a

cordon around the parish of Long Buddey, in

Northamptonshire, so far as sheep and lambs aro

concerned, owing to tho sudden appearance of

the sheep pox, which is attributed to importation

from abroad.

A discu8.sion, intended to elicit and place

on record the present state of our knowledge and
experience on the subjcc't of tho Cattle Plague,

took place on Wednesday before the Royal
Agricultural Society. And to no one of

course could the opening of such a discussion

have been so properly committed as to the lecturer

on this occasion, I'l'of. Simonds, who has all

along been in tho fore-front of whatever fight

has been waged with tho calamity. It appeared,

indeed, gi-otesqucly enough, that the Charter

of tho body before whom ho lectui'ed, forbade

any allusion to the measures which had been
taken, or wore to be taken by Cxovernmeut and
Parliament—the only Power, as is now imiver-

sally acknowledged, capable of employing any-
thing like an adequate repressive agency ; and
on one or two occasions, moreover, the Professor,

very unnecessarily as it appeared to us, took
occasion to apologise for breaking the bounds of

that reticence which appears to be the first duty
of a public servant ! Hampered, however,
though both lecturer and audience were, the one
by his sen.so of duty to the vetei-iuariau depart-

ment of the Privy Council, the other by a charter

forbidding reference to Parliamentary proceed-
ings—the address and the discussion cannot be
considered thrown away. For by both it was
made plain enough that in isolation and pieveu-
tion is our only hope of dealing with the plague.

The last new remedy, Mr. Woems* onion diet,

notwithstanding the frequent testimony which is

still borne to its value in the columns of the

Times, was shown to have been really ineffective

in some of tho best attested examples of its

successful agency.
We have no room for a detailed report of the

proceedings, and must therefore be satisfied with
the following abridged account of them. Professor

SiMONDS commenced by refeiiing to past attacks,

which he showed to have been preceded by
the existence of disease on tho Continent, and
to have been imported thence. As to the

character of the plague, it was neither typhoid
as the French considered it, nor variolous as
many high English authorities had believed, but
a distinct and special malady. Even however if

it had been allied to small-pox, ova- experience
of the relations of sheep-pox and cow-pox shows
that we .should not even then have had reason to

expect with any confidence that vaccination would
have been preventive. That idea has indeed at

length been finally abandoned. As to oiu-

means of dealing vrith tho disease : the only
source of danger is direct or indirect contact or

connection with diseased or infected animals.

Laboui'ers, travellers, dogs, cats, pigeons, any
moving thing, even the wind when the disease

extensively prevails, may can-y particles of the

morbific matter, and if any of that lodges in a
healths' animal, it is certain to become cUseased.

It is not an epizootic, but a purely contagious

malady, as shown by a map dotted in every
locality where the plague exi.sts or has existed,

on which it appears that large blank spaces exist

close by the disease, into which it has not yet

been carried. It must be here observed that

imperfect burial of diseased animals has often led

to the infection being carried.

As to preventive mea.sures, they depend on
absolute isolation of healthy stock, and on the

greatest care being taken to disinfect infected

places. No good is done by the use of disin-

fectants in healthy places ; but it is a matter of

tho very gi-eatest importance—and Professor

SiMONDs was especially emphatic here—that

wherever the disease has existed, every person,

thing, and place should bo thoroughly disin-

fected—sheds, utensils, recovered animals, clothes,

yards, maniu-e, must bo carefully disinfected, or

the plague will come again.

As to cure, it was hopeless and impossible.

The plan of fortifying the system was of course

of service, but if the poison be once introduced it

is certain to develop. There is no known way of

either destroying the morbific matter or hindering

its development in the system when once it has
obtained a lodgment. Sulphuric acid, sulphates,

sidphites, hypo-sulphitos, iron and its .sulphates,

common salt, sulphur, had all been tried, and,

notwith.standing the number of alleged cures,

they had all proved inefl'ectual wherever the

experiment had been fairlj' tried on animals

known to be diseased.

The hi.story of Mr. WoEMs's remedy was
given. Its alleged efficacy in the herd at

JDatchet, which wore declai-ed to be cured, though
every one of them is since dead ; its trial at

Stoneleigh and subsequentls' at Mentmore, on
Baron Rothschild's herd, were described. The
10 infected cows at Mentmore, which were
declared to be recovering under the influence

of , this remedy, had in fact never had the

disease at aU ; and, indeed, one of them,
which had it recovered would thereafter have
been proof against it, has since taken it and
died. Of five others which have since taken the

disease, the latest intelligence was that one was
dead and two were dying. No hope of cure in

fact exists. The vital power becomes almost at

once so weakened that the remedies which usually

act by calling on one and another of the organs

of the body for the pui-pose of eliminating the

poison find no response ; there is no na,tural

ability in tho first place, and thus no artificial

excitement of it is possible. With some reference

to the serviceableness of careful nursing—so that

none of the natural power of resistance which

remains be wasted—tho lectiu-er concluded.

The discussion which ensued referred, among
other things, to the alleged usefulness of

washing the nostiils and mouths of healthy stock

n-ith some antiseptic fluid, which was denied on

the ground that if particles were brought by

air they would be at once received into the

lungs. Camphor was suggested, but camphor is

not an antiseptic, though useful in preventing

decay by hindering the approach of insects.

Dr. Ceisp asserted the commimicableness of

the disease to sheep and other ruminants, and it

was declared that 23 flocks, containing 3948 sheep,

had been attacked by it in different parts of the

country, of which 2265 had died. He also con-

demned .strongly the continuance of hunting.

As to the possibility of cure, especially by Onions

and Shallots, "and such tomfoolery," how could it

be supposed that a disease affecting 100 feet or

more in length of the whole surface of the alimen-

tary canal could be thus effectually combated.

Mr. REiVD, M.P., declared his own experience to

be in accordance with this. Cattle in which the

disease had been detectc'd in the very eailiest

stages had been carefully isolated, nursed, kept
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from solid food—receiving only liquid di'inks

—

but had nevertheless all died.

Lord Cathoaht spoke at length of the valuable

services rendered by Professor Simonds and the

veterinary inspectors throughout the country.

He referred to the indications afforded by the

thermometer of the earliest attacks of the dis-

ease ; also to the e\'ils of imperfect burial, espe-

ciallynear wells—to the lack of statistical inf<inna-

tion as a great gi'iev<ance—to the usefulness of car-

bolic acid as a disinfectant—to the national and
not merely the agricultm-al importance of the

subject, especially as regards the supply of milk

—and to the need of energetic action in ike

present time as the alone period during which
any effoi't is likely to be effectual.

Let us add a word on the great importance of

dividing and sub-dividing the stock upon a farm
as much as possible. This was referred to by
Mr. GooDLET before the meeting in St. James's

Hall. And it cannot be too strongly urged on
stock-owners that valuable animals bo kept
individually apart, and all others in lots as small

as possible. If one fall down, the whole will

otherwise come under the provisions of the new
Act ; and, anyhow, unless the stock be thus sub-
divided, the plague once entering will sweep the

whole away.

We beg our readers to compare the letters on
the wages of Agi'icultural Labourers lately pub-
lished in our columns with the discussion on the

same subject before the East Lothian Agricultural

Society, reported in oru- Paper to-day. In the
one, Lord Shaftesbuey praises the condition of

the Dorsetshii'e labom-er, who is paid to a large

extent in " kind ;

" and " S. G. 0. " condemns
that system of pajTnent as not only liable to

abuse, but altogether delusive. In the other, we
have Ml-. Hope and Mr. Skieving defending the

system as carried out in East Lothian, while Mr.
Loi-'GL.^s speaks doubtfuUj' of it, and Mr. Sadler
altogether disapproves of it. It is plain that

among farmers, as among landowners, there is

great difference of opinion on the subject. Mr.
Scott Skibvixg attributes the condition of the

East Lothian laboui'er, and not only his condi-

tion but his character, very much to the preva-
lence of this system of pajTnent in Icind, by
which frugal and pmdent habits are fostered

;

so that, as he says, he has not a plough-
man in his service but he would ti'ust

as an ordinary friend. Nevertheless he is

convinced that were they all to be paid in money,
"even 15s. a week and 2s. extra," these men so

worthy of his ti'ust would aU in two years' time
be as other labourers receiving as much money
—theii- childi'en shoeless, and theii' mves in rags

!

—Mr. Hope, of Fenton Bams, agreed with
Ml'. Skirvikg as to the tendency of p.ayments in

kind, for instance in cow's keep, as adiHng so

much to the wholesome food of the family, and
contributing so much to their responsibility and
therefore to their trustworthiness. He did not,

however, amuse his audience with any such
inconsistency of illusti-ation as had been given
by the preceding speaker.—Mr. Douglas declared
that the East Lothian hinds, whoso character as

a consequence of this mode of payment had been
praised, were listless and indifferent, striving

after no improvement in their work from youth
till age, and receiving, according to one common
formula, a wage without regard to differences

of ability, the more clever of their number
continually left for other services.—And Mr.
Sadler (lid not think the system of pay-
ments in kind worked well. Although the
other was more costly to the master, j-ct he
found that hinds preferred the money payment,
except when theii- families were largo ; and he
urged that if the wives were industrious in

looking after their cows, they would also be
industrious and frugal in the management of

their cash.

It appears to us that to insist on payments in

kind is to give a paternal character to the relation

of masters and servants which is not only un-
warrantable, but mischievous; for under it the
latter will be always children, more or less

untrustworthy, dependent, and unsteadfast, with
little euergj' or self-reliance. Let the men be
paid, as Mr

.j
Sadler recommends, in the manner

they prefer. The amount of wage is indeed
beyond their determination.' It is determined by
the competition of man with man for employ-
ment, and of master with master for laboui'ers.

But anything which tends to a more public
and a freer labour' market tends also
to the fairer and more accurate settle-

ment of this point. Money wages, in which

the whole indebtedness of the master (as an
emiiloyer of labour) is discharged by a single

weekly or occasional payment, are unquestion-
ably more likely to represent aright the current

value of agricultural labour than a sj'stem of

free cottages, various perquisites—as corn and
beer and coals, &c.,—with a small annual money
payment, can ever be. The administration of the

family means, provided thus, may indeed tend to

the .shrewd fi'Ugality and skilful management of

the housewife, but the system also tends to the

stagnation in every way of the character and
condition of her husband. He is tied to his

cottage, his master, and his parish all his life;

and if saved perhaps from such falls and ti'oubles

as a fi-eer man runs risk of, he is also hindered
from the other's chances of bettering his con-
dition.

If it be solely as to the real interest of the

labourer that the discussion is conducted, what
weaker advocacy of such a system can be imagined
than that of Mr. Skirving, who declares that

while the domestic comforts it ensui'os are great,

the character which it fosters and creates is not
worth two years' purchase ? No doubt he is

right enough in thinking that men brought up in

such a way should never leave go leading strings,

but surely no severer condemnation can be
passed by any one upon the system which he
desii'ed to advocate.

If we had our way, there should be nothing
whatever in the circumstances of master and of

seiTant in agriculture which should arbitrarily

tie the one to the other against the will of either.

The jiersoual relationship should bear its proper
fruit. Hard masters should feel the difficulties

which they entailed upon themselves, and bad
servants sbould be paid accordingly. Let them
enter into just such agi'e(!meuts with each other

as tho law allows and as they severally please

;

but there should bo nothing in the artificial cir-

cumstances of the relationship thus created

coercive of cither bej'ond the simple terms of the

bargain. It is more probable that the parties to

a bargain of this kind would severally obtain

their due, than where the idea is that the one
has to protect the other against his improvidence
and restlessness. We may depend upon it that

the natural self-interest of our men, and their

natural domestic interests, are a safer guide for

them than the average interest of theii' masters
for them will ever be. Nothing is more imtrust-
worthy or delusive, as a general rule, than the

provision which one to a bargain insists upon in

the interest of the other !

Character of course will bear its proper fruit

more promptly and decisively under a thoroughly
independent system than when the outward
cii'cnmstances are made in some measure inde-

pendent of it ; but that is rather one of its advan-
tages than othei-wise ; for character is the result

of education in the first place; but thereafter

of the corrective discipline which it brings upon
itself—and no artificial hindrance to the full

development of such a discipline should be
created.

We are persuaded that these considerations may
be fairly urged in the discussion of the important
question raised by Lord Shaetesbcry and
" S. G. 0.," and Mi'. Scott Skirving and the

other members of the East Lothian Club. The
most lasting and most cordial relationship of

master with servants we have ever known—the

one which during more than half a century had
retained the largest number of old seiTants, and
sent out, as weU-instiiicted labourers of good
character, the largest number of their sons and
daughters, was in the case of one who, though
paying upwards of 1000?. a year as rent, had but
a single cottage on his farm by which a labourer

could in any degree artificially be tied to him.
And not only was there not a single artificial tie

in the way even of annual agreement, or of those

annual terms of payment which belong to

Dorsetshire and East Lothian, but every man
paid weekly knew that he was free at any time
to leave his master's service.

Let it never be forgotten that there is a

pei'son.al relationship, both unavoidable and
rightful, of a most important and fiuitful kind
between master and servant, independcutl}' of

that which concerns the mere exchange of

ser\'ices for wages ; but certainly it is not that of

the father and his family. The duties and
relationship of "neighbour" were thoroughly
appreciated in the case referi'ed to—and all the

wholesome tendencies on either side to ti'ue

Chiistiau manhood which .ire sure to be deve-

loped wherever tho equal duties of that relation-

ship are mutually acknowledged, were admirably
realised. Let a man treat his seiTants first

simply as men who offer sei-yices for theu- market
value, and secondly as " neighbours," knowing
that the Christian rule affecting that relationship
applies to them and to himself with equal force.
Let him pay the laboui'er for work just according
to the value of it ; and this cannot be done by a
common formula of perquisites and aUowanoes
applied to all ahke ; indeed, it can only be
carried out efficiently when labom- is properly
superintended and paid for by the piece. And
let him also honestly, unreservedly, and always
regard his laboui'er as his "neighbour;" the
other will very soon come to do the same by him.
This is the true and neededsuppleinentof thatsheer
justice which the former half of the understanding
provides. And it is founded on unquestionable
Chi'istian duty, and on no such untruth lii'st, and
merely pretty sentiment afterwards, as is the
mischievous figment of paternal relationship by
which the wholesome Christian rule is first dis-

placed, and then comes to be forgotten. And,
moreover, it is only thus that a premium will

arise upon everything that is desirable in either

the master or his men, or such characteristics

as strength, and skill, and industry, trust-

worthiness, considerateness, and kindliness wiU
be severally promoted by receiving their aiipro-

pi'iate rewai'd.

THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
1 . The following retmnis were issued yesterday :

—

These returns do not profess to give the total

number of cases which have occurred in Great
Britain, but only those which have been ascertained
from information received at the office from inspec-
tors. Columns 1 only record the cases reported as
having commenced during the weeks indicated by
the headings ;

" back " cases being added to columns 2.
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14. Evei-y local authority shall, within its district, cause tho
yard, shed, stable, field, or other premises in which any
animal affected with cattle plague has been kept while affected

by the disease, or has died or been slaughtered, to be tho-

roughly cleansed and disinfected, and all hay, straw, litter,

dimg. or other articles that have been used in or about any
such animal to be bmut or otherwise destroyed : and no fresh

animai shall be admitted into any yard, shed, stable, field, or
other premises in which any animal affected with cattle plague
has been kept while affci ttd ^>^ thi di^i i>-l <n has died or
been slaughtered, imtil tl

i
it fi i f n i,\^ aftfi the

cleansing- and disinfcLti) '
'

i

this Act : aud eveiy Im U

the clothes of. and thi
I

cattle overseers, and utL^i u it . \ ith a
by the cattle pla^e, with a \ii-\\ to prc\ent thi

contagion.
15. A local authority may, if it thinks fit, cause to be

slaughtered any animal that has been in the same shed or
stable, or in the same herd or flock, or in contact with any
animal affected with cattle pLague within its district ; and the
owner of any animal so slaughtered may either dispose of the
carc^ise on his own account, with a licence from some officer

appointed in that behalf by a local authority, or may require
the local authority to dispose of the same, in which case such
local authority shall pay to the owner thereof by way of
compensation, such sum, not exceeding 25/., as may equal
three-fourths of the value of the animal slaughtered : Pixivided
always, that the Lords of Her Majesty's Moat Honourable
Privy Council, or any two or more of them, may reserve
animals (ordered to be slaughtered as aforesaid) for the purpose
of experimental treatment.

16. The local authority may require the value of any animal
slaughtered under this Act to be ascertained by officers of the
local authority or by arbitration, and generally may impose
conditions as to evidence of the slaughter and value of the
animals slaughtered : Provided that no compensation shall in
any case be paid in respect of any animal found affected with
cattle pLague in a market or on a highway, or in respect of any
animal which has been moved or otherwise dealt with in con-
travention of this Act, or any oi-der of a local authority made
in pursuance thereof.
•^ 17. Movement of Cattle.—All cattle brought by sea from any
place in Great Britain or from any place out of the United
Kingdom into any town or place in Great Britain shall he
marked by clippingthehair off the end of the tail, and no such
cattle shfdl be removed alive from such town or place except
by sea. No cattle shall be moved on any railway before the
25th day of March, I86C.

Pabt II.

—

Erpenses.

18, All expenses incurred by a local authority in pursuance
of this Act, including any compensation payable by it in
respect of animals slaughtered in pursuance of this Act, shall
be defrayed out of the local rate as defined by this Act, or out of
a separate rate to be levied in all respects in the. same manner as
the local rate, and included under the term " local ra,te." Any
person who is not the owner of the premises in respect of
which he is rated, under this Section, to the local rate may
deduct from the growinjc rent due to the owner of such
premises one-half of the rate jKiyable by him for the purposes
of this Act, and every owner .shall allow such [deduction
accordingly. "Owner" for the purposes of this Section shall
mean the person for the time being entitled to receive
the rack-rent of the premises in respect of which the
rate is made on his own account, or who would be
entitled to receive the same if such premises were
let at a rack-rent, including under the'term "rack-rent" any
rent which is not less than two-thirds of the net annual value
of the premises out of which the rent issues. Every local
authority shall have power, notwithstanding any limit in any
Act of Parliament, to levy a local rate to the amount required
for the purposes of this Act, but every rate or increase of rate
levied under this section shall in all precepts for the levy
thereof be described as a separate rate or separate item of
rate, and when collected from the individual ratepayers it

shall be collected as a separate rate or specified as a separate
item of rate.

19. Where, before the passing of this Vrt
suffered so great a loss of cattle by cattle pi i

him in tho opinion of the local iuthoiit\ t

- t M title

i-ity

whole or in part of any rate due fn
this Act, such remiss{on may be granted liv till li i

When within the district of any local authority mj
been raised by a voluntary r itc for the pmrpose of paymg for
cattle slaughtered with a view of preventmg the ipiead of the
cattle plague, the local authority iniv w.nth the l >nscnt i f the
managers of such voluntary rate iti t i i t It il t the
rate or such portion of the rate i lu
duly expended for the purjiosc t 1

from such managei-s the balan i 1

1

M i it

to the purposes of this Act, and ni -.ucii i. i-st, Iht mhum proved
to the satisfaction of such locil authority to h tvu been paid
by any person to such voluntai y rate, and to have been duly
accounted for, shall be deducted from any rate payable by
such person under the provisions of this Act.

_
20. Where any animal has been slaughtered under the iwo-

visions of this Act, the ownor of such animal shall not be
entitled to recover in respect of the insiuvmce of such animal
any sum which, together with the payment he receives for
such animal imder the provisions of this Act, shall exceed the
sum which he would otherwise have been entitled to i*eceive
in respect of such insurance.

^
21. The local authority in coimties in Scotland shall from

time to time give notice to the Commissioners of Supply of
the sums necessary to be provided imder the provisions of
this Act by means of the local rate, and the amount so inti-
mated shall be assessed and collected by the Commissioners of
Supply.

22. Whenever the rate levied or to be levied for the purposes
of this Act exceeds tho sum of 6d. in the pound, a local
authority may borrow, on the credit of the local rate,
mortgaging it for any period not exceeding seven years,
and where tho rate levied shall exceed 9il. In the pound, the
Lords of the Treasury may extend the temi to any term not
exceeding 14 years.

2-5. Reports are to be ^ven by local authority to Privy
CouncU ; and (26) power is given to purchase Land for buriid of
diseased animals.

27. Leffai Proceedings (uul Savhiff Clauses.—Penalty for dis-
obedience not exceeding 20/., and where any such offence is
committed with respect to more than four animals, a penalty
not exceeding 5/. for each animal may be imposed instead of
the penalty of 20/.

Clauses 28 to 33 refer to recovery of penalties, prosecution of
appeals, &c.
p»f 34. This Act shall continue in force xmtil the fii-st day of
Jime, 1867, and until the end of the then session of Parliament,
and no longer, except in so far as respects the power of levying
i-ates for repaying any sums bon-owcd under tho provisions of
this Act

: provided that it shall he lawfid for Her Majesty in
Council at any time to suspend the operation of this Act as
respects the slaughter of cattle.

3. How ARE Cattle Plague Difficulties to be
Overcome or Mitigated ?—In a short paper I sent
you upon the above .subject, and which you in.sei-ted

in the A f/ricultural Gazette of Febniary 3, 1 promised

" to give my views of some of the means by which
the effects of this pest may be mitigated or overcome
by proceedings in business as breeders and graziers."
In so doing I have set myself a difficult and unsatis-
factory task, because I in truth believe that the
difficulties cannot be overcome, and but very slightly

mitigated. However, " we must make the best of
it," " do the best we can." In the first place, it

would be un^vlse of the graziert^ to purchase cattle

for grazing pui-poses. The diffusion of so much
information through the Agricultural Gazette and
other papers of the fatal natm-e and incurability of
the disease must have left everyone ^vithout excuse
as to the hazardous character of cattle gxazing. It
even appears to be more virulent in its attacks of
cattle in the fields than in sheltered yards.

Summer gi'azing affords no immunity from its

attacks—it would rather aid its more speedy and
sure attacks, in consequence of one animal so con-
stantly grazing after another tipon the same spot of

ground, and partaking of the same herbage. Of
course in this way the saliva and other excretions

from infected animals more readily infect others.

There is also this well-ascertained fact, that infected

atoms or particles are] carried upon " the wings of

the wind," and as these atoms would more readily

alight upon, or rather be inhaletl by, cattle dispersed
over the length and breadth of a field, the chances of
their becomiuginfected in the^^field are gi-eater than in

fold yards. Should circum.stances make it expedient
to attempt cattle grazing, the grazier should if possible

isolate the herd, /.('., he should graze them in fields

separated as far as possible from other cattle, and
these fields should be exclusively depastured by
cattle, and on no account allow cattle to be dis-

tributed about the farm as usual. They must be
kept together as a means of protection. Of course,

the more widely they are dispersed over the farm,
the greater is the probability of imbibing floating

particles of infection. Cattle grazing, too, must be
at a discount, owing to a capricious public becoming
inimical to beef as food. Ordinary grazing must be
discontinued for this further reason : cattle may
infect sheep. It is proved that sheep do imbibe the
disease from cattle, although in a modified degree.
It is folly, therefore, to permit them to graze
together, seeing that a nibble at the same blade of

Grass may cause the lodgment of the disease. Cattle,

then, must be confined to their own pastures, and
these pastures should be as far apart from each
other as the respective farms vrill permit. This
order will not overcome the difficidty, but it may in
some degree mitigate it. The grazier's chief depen-
dence for the summer grazing must be in sheep.
For this purpose importations on a large scale

should be encouraged. Our stock of sheep will not
suffice. Five sheep will be required to supply the
placeof every head of cattle lost through cattle plague.
I estimate that before the 1st of May our loss of cattle

will exceed a quai'ter of a million. We shall there-
fore require an importation of sheep to the niunber
of 1,250,000 to make up the deficiency arising from
actual losses. But these losses do not include the
immense number sacrificed before fatting, aud fidly

equal in amount to them. This woiild swell the
number required to 2,500,000 sheep. Of course this

number cannot be forthcoming. "What then is to be
done ? Of course importaU we can, and that quickly,
or they wiU have no time to rest, and thus become
prepared for summer grazing. Prussia, Holstein,

Germany, Holland, Belgium, and Spain could each
spare considerable numbers. But the thing wants
setting about. Spring is at hand, and no time to

lose. Importers of sheep should at once commence
this additional business—I doubt not a most profitable

one, because the demand wiU be excessive. The price
of good Prussian and German sheep, at two years old,

is from ICk^. to 1S.^'. each, leaving alarge margin for

profit and costs of importing. It is true they are

restless animals, and of roving halnts, in an open
country, but in sun*oimding hedge-row fields they
may be kept to their pastures. It may be said they
are not comparable with home-bred sheep, and are
unprofitable graziers. It may be so in some respects,

buttheywould supplementour own flocks satisfactorily,

and eke out our supplies of grazing animals. It is

to very little pui-pose to lay in our Grass fields for

meadows ; they will not be much in request. Where
will cattle be found to consume it ? It would be far
better to convert some of the old meadow lands into
tillage. It would be more profitable in every respect,

and the present season would present many reasons
for adopting this course. On my own farm is a field

which for many years was meadow ; it produced
this very summer a greater weight of food in the
Mangel crop than as meadow hay aud Grass it had
produced for a period of some 1 5 or 20 years collectively.

Cultivated Grasses are far more productive than
the natural herbage, and the root crop is better still.

The better the land, I would fiirther say, the l)etter

worth ploughing up. The crops of seeds, com, roots,

and vegetables such land will produce is astonishing
under the best management. The profit in grazing
such lands cannot compare with it, taking it in a
broad sense. The employment it gives, the retura it

yields, are both alike beneficial to a country. The
conversion of inferior Grass land to tillage is almost
indispensable at a time like the present. There is

no telling how long the disease may remain with us.
It would be decidedly wrong to persist in providing
exiiensive stock for such lands. It will be a puzzling
case for graziers how to keep their pastures in a
profitable condition, considering that sheep only are
to be the sole stock upon them. I would suggest
that early and continuous heavy stocking should be
pursued. This will keep all the herbage under as
sheep pasturage. Sheep will not profitably graze
upon coarse pasturage. As the pastures fail, com and
cake must be resorted to, or roots and early
Cabbage, kc. If such a course appears undesirable,
the rough pasturage must be kept down with the
scythe. This coiu'se of grazing is so unusual that it

will be attended with difficulties, but they must be
dealt with as the best judgment of the grazier
dictates from time to time.

4. Mr. Worms' Remedy {a).—Tlie following is a
report by Professor Simonds on Barou Rothschild's
cattle, alleged to be cured :

—

-^(56.

I1..11 liL.aiinjitt and
o itiportud to me as

going on most satis-

" I yesterday went down to Meutni'
Rothschild, fw the purpose of inveatig.Hn ! 1

:
j. nt of

animals affected witii cattle plague, as iiii.
]

I' I 1. \ii \\ nrms.
I found on the premises US head of cmu ^i.^iv an llh;i.I into
several lots, but occupying yards suflioieutly contiguous to
each other as to afford gie.at facilities for tho spread of smy
infectious disease. Until Fi-iday last, February 9, the whole of
the animals had continued in perfect health ; but on this day a
heifer, one of a lot of 24, gave indications of illness. The
veterinary surgeon, Mr. Lepper, of Aylesbury, who was called
to the case, recognised some of the earlier symptoms of cattle
plague, and as such the animal was placed as soon as possible
under the care of Mr. Worms. Notwithstanding all the atten-
tion which it received, it died on the fourth day of the attack.
On Saturday, the 10th inst., two other heifers were also said
to be attacked with the plague, and consiqiKntly were placed
aside by themselves. On Monday l>ii' in. ;i> f u-, and
Wednesday (the day of my visit) thi-et 1 j .

1 i
> • 1 wei-e

removed as bemg likewise the subjects ^i
1 I iiu ten

animals were also placed under the carL' I 1 Mr \\..ii,i ^vhohas
since superintended all the details
genei-al management. The early case
having been cured, and the others
factorily. It required but little knowledge of the diseases of
cattle to at once see that none of the ten animals had been or
were the subjects of any serious disease : and, after giving to
each of them a careful examination, I failed to detect the
slightest symptom of cattle plague in any one of them.
Whether plague will, under the peculiar cu'cumstanoes of the
case, be devdoped in the herd remains to be seen ; but ahould
the opinion of Mr. Lepper be correct as to the cause of the
death of the first animal, only a few days can pass without
determining the point. "Jasies B. Simond.s."
"Tho Clerk of the Council."

[Further reference to this case will be found in a
leading article.]

The following letter from Mr. Worms has ap-
peared :

—

{b.) ''Finding from the experience I have recently had
respecting my treatment of the rinderpest in this coimtiy that,
owing probably to the difference in breed, the greater richness
of food, and the dissimilarity of climate, the animal can bear a
much stronger dose of my medicine here than in Ceylon, I

beg to make the following alteration in the quantities pre-
scribed, and shall feel obliged by your giviug publicity to it :

—

Increase the quantity of onions and of garlic each from one
pound, as previously stated, to two pounds ; tho ginger from
one pound .to one pound and a half ; and the a5«afoetida from
three quarters of a pound to one pmmd and ;i f]uarter.

Should the animal suffer fr.^'M mwwj. iimini it the fol-

lowing mixtiu-e (for a full-gi-uv. 1. >i,;i 1j .
I : spoon-

ful of laudanum, and one Willi r- ,, i II, i I i, ,i>.huin
about a pint of thick rice [^m.l !/ ,,'- 11 '.,,,.

, j;, Park
Cmceiit,FeO. 19.

5. Hyposulphite op Soda.—My herd, before the
introduction of the plague, consisted of high-bred
Short-horns and ordinary farm stock. The disease

first manifested itself among the latter, having been
conveyed, it is supi^osed, on the clothes of a man who
had been in contact with infected animals on another
farm where all the cows had died. My herdsman
then had directions furnished to him ; but he treated

only a portion of the high-bred animals with hypo-
sulphite. These, althougli no provision for isolation

was attempted, escaped contagion, while the remain-
ing portion of the well-bred and the ordinary stock,

which had not been subjected to the treatment, all

died.

The specific is simply hyposidphite of soda, 5 lb.

dissolved in 100 gallons of water, which, thus

impregnated, should be given as the ordinary drink
of the cattle so long as danger of infection remains.

There is no risk of injury attending the use of it

.according to this prescription, and I believe it may
'be given to calves in their milk. J. 2\ Noakes^

Bniehhy Hall, Lovhhum, Feb. 20.

6. Cheshire Cow-houses.—I beg leave to call the

attention of your readers to what one of the guardians

of this Union, Mr. Boote, said at the Board meeting,

Saturday, Feb. 3, ISOl*. I extract it from the Kant-
ivich Guardian of the next issue, Feb. 10 :

—

" Mr. Buute said he wished, with the permission of the
chairman, to state the result of an investigation on his part
with refercuL-c to the kittle plague. He found that Thomas
Davenport h;td saved two cows out of three, which were all he
had ; Joseph Moss saved the only two he had, and which had
the disease ; Thomas Trickett saved the only two he had, and
Joseph Turner two. On the other hand all the lai^e stocks in

the neighbourhood were dying off, and the inference he
deduced from it was that where a large number of cows were
massed togother the disease was far more fatal than where
only one or two were kept."

The cow-houses in Cheshire are hothouses for the

i-inderpest. The cows stand in rows across long

buildings—several rows, aU imder one roof. The
cows breathe in one another's faces and over the

fodder in the bin. Their breath at night when all
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are shut up steams the stores of hay and straw in

the long- loft over this long range of rows. No
medicine and no veterinary skill or assiduity can

have a fair trial under such circumstances. Echvard

jDvneomhc, Barthomley Bcctory, Crewe, Fch. 17.

7. Second Eeport of the Commissioners

Appointed to Inquire into the Origin and
Nature, etc., op the Cattle Plague :

—

To THE Queen's Most Excellent Majesty.

Since our first Report was submitted to your Majesty, the

diseiise has continued to spread, the ratio of its advance fluc-

tuating much in different places, but presenting something

like uniformity on the whole. The total number of reported

cases from the commencement was,—
October 7 . . . . 11,300 I December 30 . . . . 73,540

November 4 .. .. 20,897 January 27 .. ..120,740*

December 2 .. .. 39,714
1

It has thus nearly doubled itself at intervals of four weeks.

These figures, however, formidable as they are, by no means
represent the real amount of loss and suffering inflicted by a

calamity which ravages some districts while it spares others.

A pressure, which would be less if distributed over a large

area, isi-uinous and crushing when those on whom it rests are

comparatively few. Cheshire, for instance, which depends in

great measure upon its dairy stock, has had, up to the

27th January. 17,971 cases of disease; Forfai'shire, 10.099;

Lanarkshire, 4371 ; Cambridgeshire, 4364 ; Lincolnshire, 4080 ;

Norfolk, 4063 ; Yorkshire, 19,331 ; and the records of particular

villages and farms where the disease has raged would tell a

still more disti-essing tale.

The great breeding districts of the United Kingdom, into

which in ..v,-ii,rnv tirn."-^ -ittt- ar- but rm-f^lv :nid .::-.snally

the

nport-ior the nio.-^t part established itsulf, by e

ation from London or from Holland,

centres on the eastern side of the island, and thence has

travelled towards the west or south-west, traversing alike low

and elevated lands, and not apparently influenced by varieties

-of soil. It has moved irregularly, leaping not unfrequently.

from one point to another at a considerable distance, bnt seems
generally to have followed the course of highways and ordinary

lines of cattle trafiic. A careful observer,! who has attentively

watched its progress through his own district, states that,

whilst it often passes one stock and attacks another at a

greater distance from a centre, it invariably returns as it came
to the one passed. "This passing," he says, "is only apparent

:

it is owing to one stock being more predisposed to the disease

than the other ; that is, the one attacked has less power of

resistance to the poison than the one that apparently escaped

it." The means by which it has transported itself to new
-centres can in a great number of instances be traced with

certainty, but they often elude detection.

In the contagiousness and the mortality of the disease there

has been no abatement, as the subjoined tables, compiled from

the weekly returns published by the Veterinary Department
of the Privy Coimcil Of&ce, will show.
Of the total number of cattle on farms, in sheds or other

places, where the disease has been officially reported to exist

(after deducting those slaughtered healthy), there ""

—

.attacked in every 100 :—%

44
j
Up to December 23Uj) to November 4

Up to December 2

44 Up to January G

tuntrv. Inquii-y has been made, with this object, of the

verai persons through whose hands the cargo of bullocks

ipoi-ted from Revel in ^lay passed after their an-ival at Hull,

This cargo, it will be remembered, was divided on landing into

poi-tious ; part were disposed of through salesmen in

different towns in the North of England, and the rest sent to

London and sold to butchers in small lots, a lot of 20 being
bought and sent to Gosport by a Goverament conti-actor.

Questions have been addressed to all these persons, and from
' " answers we have no reason to douljt that all the animals

bought and slaughtered, so f;u- as the ]iurehasers coixld

judge, in a perfectly health; -^pect to the
self (settmg
we have no
it does not

c many scattered

diffusion of the disease

aside the steppe provinces in !

;tisfactory evidence. In the \

:em to have shown itself last year
outbreaks (which indeed are frequent) in Central and Western
Russia ; and it raged with considerable violence between
Jan\iary and May in the Government of Kowno, which is very

to the port of Memel,* and between January and July in

that of Volhynia, which l^orders on the (!iallician frontier, and
from whence cattle may Ije easily driven to the eastern
terminus of the Vienna and Lemberg Railway, A subsequent
outbreak occurred in Kowno in November, and led to the
immediate enforcement by the Prussian authorities of the
stringent regulations which the law of Prussia orders to be
applied to the frontier of an infected district. The theoiy that
the disease originated in the London cow-sheds is inconsistent,

not only with the evidence appended to our First Report, but
with that which we have since received. The careful observa-

tions made by Dr. BaUard, Medical Officer of Health for

Mary's, Islington, confirmed by those of the Medical
Officei-s for Marylebone and St. Pancras, and the experience

of other metropolitan districts, are in direct confiict with this

theory, and point distinctly to contagion as the means by
which the Plague was originated and prop.agated in London.

IT.—Outbreak in Holland.

We adverted in our First Report to the outbreak of tL

plague 'in Holland. Weekly returns of its progress in ti

province of South Holland, to which until recently it

practically confined by strict measures of polii

by a militaiy and naval cordon, have been published by the
Dutch Government, in a form closely resembling those issued

here by the Veterinary Department of the Privy Council.

From these returns it appears that the total number of

cases, which was 4084 [on the 7th October and 6744 on the
4th November (the attacks having diminished in the inter-

vening weeks), rose by the 2d December to 11,348, and by the
30th December to 21.4:i7, nearly doubling itself in each month.
The increAse is attributed to the removal of the cattle from
the pastiu-cs to their stalls, the close contact causing the
infeeti'^n to nm its cnnrse more rapidly. During the last

thrci
- - • -

-

a short Bill has just been introduced by the Government,
whicJi, if passed, will vest in the Executive powers virtually
unlimited over both internal traflic and foreign commerce.*-
Nor has the disease been suffered to gain a footing in France,

An animal bought at Malines immediately l^ef i ire the promul-
gation of the decree of the 5th September had been the means
of introducing it, but it was prmoptlv siq.i.ic-^s^ ^1 it a total

cost, says the Minister of the Im i i m in i 1 ( i>nrtto
the Emperor, of not more tli i

i mdin
November, in the Jardin d ^

I i-. de
Boulogne, having been caiTiudtl ii j i i ill. ln.iught

from India, which had been for tlnee m fmn d,iy^ m London.
From them it rapidly spread to yaks, zebus, goats, and fallow
deer, and the sacrifice of about 35 of these animals was neces-
sai-y to arrest its progress.

III.—Order-s in Council.

As the disease has extended itself in this country,
several Orders in Council have been issued. The general
result of these orders has been (1) to circumscribe the powers
of the inspectors ('') to enlarge those of the local authorities ;

(3) to replace the lattei by lucal authorities with a i

depn ed of the
had dis-

f ick animals
with power to

jurisdiction,

t think fit to
it ^ t -^iti-t \ ei 1 wued to close a

anydLstiJct where the loc^il authority had
:omplaint fiom the local authority of a
" " " " T i-^ticos of Peace in

", OS ibstituted the
1 liter Sessions

I accordingly.

ei

Le^.it' .!, :
' 11 !

;
I: ! !

* ,1- subject, dated
Janu.L; .!'[. !

i

'

111 unfavourable
apjic.it iiii'' . '

';! ..I -, .
. 11 iJ I. '

- ill '.Jir :i 111.' )ii-eaking out of

the Plague is re]>.-.rted fur tlic first time, it is .stated that the
origin of it cannot be traced to any contagious medium, con-

trary to liie opinion of high authorities upon the subject, that

every case would be foimd so traceable. Again, though in tJie

original focus of the disease a diminution is announced fui t V

fii-st time since the commencement of it, yet in other c

where it has long raged it has assumed a more aggravi'

character. The area over which it has spread is also increu-in

Returns have been made for the province of Utrecht, in wliich

a few isolated cases in the early part of the season had been
followed by an entire cessation of the scourge, showing, for the
week end'ing December 30, 349 new cases, 1C5 deaths,

2 slr\'iM?t.Ti-.l, mv! 1 46 recovered ; making a total of 1104 cases,

394 '! 1^ I
i htered, 316 recovered, and 367 still under

ti\:i; I . irovinces of North Brabant and North
IIoIIm I'cen invaded, according to the latest

aeeiniir i'i i :. no official returns of the extent of the
visitation have yet been made." The rate of mortality in

Holland, we must add, is considerably lower, as Mr, Ward
observes, than in this country. The latest returns issued

the date of his Report show that out of 29,031 cases, the
tota.1 mmiber in South Holland, 7410 were slaughtered, 8966

, and 9896 (or about 34 per cent.) recovered ; and these
proportions have not very materially varied since the com-
mencement ; whilst in Utrecht, where the number slaughtered

has been inen^f-i'^er^ti'l'-, thpi-.- i>)v» been 926 recoveries to

790 deaths. 'I'l" lin'.-ii < :..^ .n,-.. > t .tppears to have placed

its chief reli 11 . i^ i it' .-f the cordon drawn
around the n: r : ,

;
,

liich permits no egress,

nor, except uiii.i ijp -; -iiin^.Mt i -trictions,t any ingress of

cattle. A further exception^ however, is made in favour of

thi-ough traffic, and the Dutch-Rhenish Railway, which
conveys weekly large quantities of cattle for exportation to

England, passes through the heart of the enclosed district.

The enforcement of other internal regulations has been left to

the local authorities, except that the Government has inter-

Taking actual numbers instead of per-centages, there were,

out of the 120,740 cases of disease reported up to the 27th

January

—

Killed diseased. Died. Recovered. Unaccounted for.

16,742 73,750 14,162 16,086

From the above figures it will have been observed that as the

number of diseased animals killed has diminished, the per-

centage of attacks among the animals exposed to infection

has increased, whilst the percentage of deaths from disease

among the animals .attacked has risen still more steadily, and
in a greater proportion. Were slaughtering entirely

abandoned, the recoveries would probably not exceed

1.5 per cent.

All breeds of cattle appear to be subject to the disease ; but

the more highly bred the animal, the sooner, generally

speaking, it succumbs. English stock, compared v.dth foreign

breeds, seem to have less power of resistance. Of the Dutch
it has been observed in this counti-y, that although not perhftr

le.ss liable to be attacked than other vai-ieties, they survive tho

.first attack longer, and more of them recover. Anim:ib '

good condition, says another observer, resist the lonu. *

but, if they become diseased, the disease runs its course \
:

i

them more rapidly.
Of the influences of weather and temperature nothing

definite can be said. The long drought of the smnmerhas
been followed by copious and almost incessant rains, with con-

tinued south-we-terly gales. The disease increased

proper to add that the year has been peculiarly favourable to

the spread of zymotic diseases generally, and to the rapid
decomposition of organic matter.
We have endeavoured, but without success, to obtain specific

information as to the intraduction of the disease into this

fered to close markets where the authorities of the

had refused to do this. Some difficulty seems also to have
been experienced in inducing the people to submit to restraint.

We are told that " in the province of Utrecht the action of the

authorities is resisted by force, and has to be supported by
militaiy detachments. There are cases in which the troops arc

beaten off by large bands of peasants, and have to take the
cow-sheds by regular siege." t

The Cattle Plague in Belgium has been made the subject of

a careful and interesting report by Mr. B.arron, your Majesty's

Secretary of Legation at Brussels. The energetic measures
adopted'by the Belgian Government have been completely
successful. The total number of cases in that country has not
exceeded 306, of which 17 died and all the rest were slaughtered,
" The localities," says Mr. Barron, "where it was at first mis-

taken or concealed are those which have had to struggle the

longest to dislodge it. On one farm at Leffinghe the whole
herd of 40 were kiUedbetween November 23dand December 8th.

Three weeks after, on December 30th. the same disease broke
,„,» T,-.-,o-—7 the sheep, and the whole flock of 112 were sacrificed,

II !
'

I ^ed and 101 as suspected. The carciises of the latter,

!
!- L-lly sound, were sent for sale to England." One

1 occurred at Antwerp on a milkman's premises, and
. - ;i . I to a smuggled cow. Themarket was at once closed,

1 all egress of cattle from the town prohibited until further

orders. The ravages, however, which the Plague continues to

make in South Holland, and its threatened advance into North
Brab.aiit, naturally excite great apprehension in Belgium ; and

' These returns do not profess to give the total number of

cases which have occurred in Great Britain, but only those

which have been ascertained from the official infonnation
received from Inspectors.

t Dr. Moffat, of Hawarden, Flintshire.

t Decimals are omitted.

§ Decimals are omitted. The sum of the figures, therefore,

in each horizont.ol line will not be exactly 100.

sphere of junsdiction The inspect!

power to li t-bt \ it in ex t

obeyed the i

prohibit ai

except 111 I

impo e ai I r
fair ci niaikei

refuse! t do
neighb xinng di-^ti ict Fmalh
each petty se sionxl division f

Justices of Peace for the cou t

assembled the area of ]un'^ 1

and the power of lestramin^ i i.s to restrain

the movement of cattle withm h U as ingress into

it, but nut mtre ti insit or egrt, 1 y i il-^% ij

Under the r wtrs thus ciexted Orlers of Quarter Sessions

have 1 een ma Ic in every coimty of England and Wales pro-

hibitm^ or rehtnctmg generally the movement of cattle into

.and within the several areas of jurisdiction. These Orders,

however, exhibit many varieties of detail. By some all move-
ment is stopped, even from one part of a farm to another, if a

public road intervenes. jSlovement on farms is permitted by
othii-, -III. liiiM - wiili ]" i-iiiI---I.iiL ^'ranted by a justice or

j^i-l'i, J..
]

'

\ i',. ill"' L.hway traversed do not

ex. 'I I
.. !

I
,

I :' 440
,
yards, whilst occa-

sinii.iii', liii'ii iii.-iiMi loi.j 1 1
"iiL disease for a given but

nut umioiiu pcitMa iiiu.->L i.i; piuv^d before the highway is

crossed at all. In most counties cattle may be moved for

slaughter or for breeding purposes under licence, which may
granted, in someby one justice, in others by two ; but in the

nature of the declaration on which the licence is founded,

the signatures by which that declaration is to be attested,

the time for which the licence is to hold good, the

facts to be proved, there is remarkable diversity. The
animal must have been on the farm, generally speaking, for a

period varying from 14 to 30 days ; the farm must have been

free from disease for a period varying from 14 days to two
months ; and ui some oases no disease must have occun-ed

within a certain distance, varying from a quarter of a mile to

fiM mil. -, of the farmitself or of the route to be travelled. In
I

i.vo instances it is further required that the beast

I it have been brought into ^contact with newly pur-
. h I

> I -i-ek, or exposed in a market within a given period,

ity, all removals between sunset and- sunrise are

forbidden. Some Orders include cattle, sheep, and swine ;

cattle and sheep ; some homed cattle only. These

examples by no means exhaust all the diversities discoverable

in this mass of local reguLations—diversities doubtless

justified here and there by the varying circumstances of

different counties, but evidently arising in a very gi-eat

from mere want of concert, and probably destined, if

they are maintained, to beget considerable dissatisfaction and
inconvenience.

IV,—Medical Investigation.

In our First Report we humbly submitted to your

Majesty the conclusions at which we had anived respecting

the general character of the disease, and the measures which
should be adopted with a view to arrest its progress. We
agreed (Mr. M'Clean dissenting) in the opinion that the only

reasonable hope of effecting this object lay in imposing, for a

limited period, restrictions of a very stringent kind on the

movement of cattle, and that these restrictions should be

uniform, and should be carried into effect at a time when the

disease had not spread to an unmanageable extent, and when
they would be attended with fewer difficulties and with far

less of loss and inconvenience than must necessarily surround

them towards the approach of spring. We differed in some
degree as to the amount of stringency which we might reason-

ably venture to recommend. We think it right to say (Mr.

M'Clean still dissenting) that the opinions in which we then

concun-ed not only remain unshaken, but have been materially

strengthened and confirmed by the deplorable experience of

the last three months.
Mter laying before your Majesty our recommendations on

this head, it remained for us to pursue the investigation which
we had already begun into the nature of the disease, with a

view to ascertain how far it could be combated by curative or

preventive treatment. This investigation included a thorough

and minute obseiwation of the symptoms and progress of the

disorder and careful inquiries into its general and chemical

pathology and morbid anatomy, a microscopical examination

of the tissues and fluids of the bodies of diseased animals, a tiial

of various methods of treatment, experiments on disinfection

and ventilation. It was fuither desirable to ascertain by actual

experiments to what other animals it was communicable. ^

These inquiries were committed, imder the general superm-

tendence of the medical and scientific members of the Com-
mission, to the following gentlemen :—

1. Nature, Propagation, Progress, and Symptoms of the Dis-

ease ; J. B. Sanderson, Esq., M.D.

2. General Pathology of the Disease, and its Relation to

Human Diseases; C. Miu-chison, Esq., M.D.

3. Chemical Pathology of the Disease; W. Marcet, Esq., M.D.

4. Morbid Anatomy of the Disease; J. S. Bristowe, Esq,,M.D.

5 Slicroscopical Researches on the Disease ; Lionel S. Bealo,

Esq., M.D. ^^___^
* No cattle, however, were imported into the United Kingdom

in 1865 from any Prussian port.

t Under an order in the J^WerlaniUche Staats Cov.rant for

30th November. 1865, no animal is to be introduced without

(1) evident need, (2) a licence granted by the burgomaster of

the place of destination, and (3) visi by the burgomaster of

the place of despatch, who must have satisfied himself liy (4)

a declaration of some competent person (hevoeffd desl-vMdige)

that the beast is sound and from an unmfected place ; and the

licence must also be (5) approved by the Royal Commissary
for South Holland. The animal must (6) be accompanied by a

person appointed by the burgomaster, and (7) given in charge,

on arrival, to one or more appointed persons, and (8)

slaughtered within a short fixed period.

X Mr, Barron's Report, This is confii-med l>y the last

Renort of the Minister of the Interior.

" The whole Bill is as follows :—
" Art. 1. Le Gouvemement est autorise h. prescrire par

arr@t6 royal les mesures que la crainte de I'invasion^ on

rexistence de maladies ^pizootiques, pent rendre n^cessaires,

tant dans I'int^rieur du pays que sur les frontiferes, en ce qm
concemeles relations de commerce avec I'^tranger.

"Art. 2. Un rfeglement d^terminera les conditions et le taux.

des indemnit^s qui pouiTaient €' ^'^ .^ a^.*.^-^*-^,,^^

'Art.

d^tenteurs

ts dont I'abatage serait ordonn^.

ux dispositions prises en vertu

_ d'un emprisonnement de trois

mois'a.deu.\ oi^ ; . um- .ujiende de cent francs a mUle francs,

3oitcumuliaiv,.iiiuiiL. soiLscpar^ment,
" Art. 4. Sil exists des circonstances attenuantes, les

peines d'emprisonnement et d'amende pourront €tre r^duites

K celles de poUce."
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6. Treatment of the Disease; GeorgeVarnell.Esq., M.R.C.V.S.,

and William Pritchard, Esq.. M.R.C.V.S.
^ 7. Disinfection and Ventilation ; R. Angus Smith, Esq., Ph.D.

On several of these heads no definite conclusions could be
formed without long and laborious inquiry. On most of them
we have already received reports, and all the reports will veiy
soon be completed. We shall then lose no time in laying them
before your Majesty, together with a brief general account of

the results reached by the different lines of investigation.

This will form our third and last Report.
An experimental investigation of the nature and treatment

of the disca.se was commenced at an cirly period by several

gentlemen of high professional and scientific eminence at

Edinburgh, and a valuable Report by them has been already
published. These gentlemen are continuing their researches,

and have undertaken to place in our hands a further report
upon the subject.

A laive mass of statistical information respecting the pro-

gress of the disease has been collected by the Veterinary
Department of the Privy Council Office ; and the Department
has also obtained, by printed forms very extensively circulated,

information respecting the various modes of treatment which
have been practised in different parts of the country, and their

respective results. A comprehensive digest of the informa-
tion so procured under both heads is being prepared under
the direction of the Secretary of the Department, and w» hope
to be enabled to append this digest, with some illustrative

maps, to oiu- Third Report.
Some further evidence, oral and documentary, respecting the

progress of the disease, the condition and inspection of cow*
sheds and slaughter-houses in the metropolis, the precautions
enforced and accommodation provided at the various landing-
places for foreign cattle, and the provision made for the proper
transport of live stock on the railways of the United
Kingdom, is appended to this Report.

V.

—

Prevention and Cure.

We shall abstain in our jiresent Report from entering
into the results of the scientific inquiries to which we have
refnrred. There are, however, some points of more or less prac-

tical moment, to which in closing our inquiry we think it

right to advert.
All endeavours to discover a method of treatment on which

some reliance could be placed have entirely failed. Innumer-
able suggestions of this kind have been made or communicated
to us, to none of which any substantial value could he
assigned, and the knowledge and ingenuity of practitioners in

every part of the United Kingdom have been exerted for this

object in vam. The experience of the Dutch physicians and
veterinary surgeons during the present outbreak appears im-
happily to coincide on this point with our own.

Vaccination is not a protection against Cattle Plague. Careful
experiments, conducted at our desire by the most experienced
operators, have shown that an animal successfully vaccinated,
and in which eow-pox has been fully developed, may, within a
few days after exposure to the infection of Cattle Plague,
contract that disease and die of it. We have at present no
evidence that vaccination fortifies the system against this new
assailant in any degree. The experiment, however, is now
being made on so great a scale (upwards of 27,000 having been
vaecmated in Cheshire alone), and under such a variety of

circumstances, that, should the statement require any material
qualification, the pubUe will soon have full iixformation on the
subject.

T|ie possibility of mitigating the virulence of the disea.se by
inoculation with the matter of the disoivse is a subject of much
interc.^^ ni 1 1. i- n n^^fd our attention. Such inoculation has
been tn i

i i !
' and on a considerable scale, by the

Ru8si.t]i I iM'l the effect of along series of trana-
mis.siMi .i.fuUy noted and recorded: but the
experiiKi-i.i n.i..-. ii'.4 Ijl;-ju veiy sni'i-cs^fnl, ;itiil it has fur the
present been abauduncd. The h'r.li ' ^ .

. - i.uii ut, though
much pressed to introduce it in > .

li 'i
: li. is refrained

from doing so for fear of the con-^.
i

I
.

i

I
.. .rt aan den

Koning, 23 Jan. 1866.) Whether ml' - .1 i nl ili.m may not
yet be foimd which will effect the desired ol^jijct is a question
which can only bo solved by various and repeated trials.

Further information on the subject will be given in our Third
Report. It is obviously unadvisable that any experiments of

this kind should be tried, unless by persons of competent
scientific knowledge, and under the strictest precautions to
prevent the spread of infection.

The only means of combating the disease which remain
consist in the stoppage of the movement of stock and of things
hkely to be vehicles of infection, in the isolation and slaughter
of infected eattle, and in the use of disinfectants.
The careful and thorough use of disinfectants, which attack

too strongly. In every locality measures should be taken to
circulate information as to the best disiiifectants, and to ensure
their being used. Some ready and effectual compounds for
disinfecting the air, for cow-houses, waggons, ships, and move-
able articles, especially of metal, and for fresh hides, horns,
and hoofs, are described in a note ;* but we hope to supply

1 dctaik'd inforiiKilir,!! on this subject in oui- Third Repoii:..

Bui i

Recent i-..i.i.LiiLii»:c .11*1.^,11., lo iii.in_.ili. IuiiLli Lui, L:vi.t...Ui;ni:y

of slaughteiing iiifcetud cattle, pruvidud thi.s cuu be dune
without injustice to the owners. By what means this can be
best accomplished,—whether by voluntary associations, such
as that in Aberdeenshire, or otherwise,—what may wisely be
done by the Legislature or the Executive to promote and
eneoiuTige such associations, or to assist in other ways the
desired object, arc questions on which this Commission pos-
sesses no special information, and which will soon no doubt be
discu.?sed in Parliament.
We have one thing to add. The subtle poison of this disease

has now diffused itself through the country, and our prlncijial
danger is at home, and not in importations from abroad. But
the question, what pcnnanent regulations must be made to
prevent the re-importation of it hereafter from infected coun-
tries, is one which must be considered sooner or later.

The importation of foreign cattle is large, and largely
increasing. It Is found profitable to bring them from coun-
tries where this disease is a frequent guest, and in the near
neighbourhood of which it commonly dwells. Hungarian
bullocks fetch in the English market a price sufficient to repay

* The experiments of Dr. Angus Smith show that the best
disinfectants are carbolic acid (or M'Dougall's powder) and
chloride of lime. Both of these should be freely used in all

sheds, and for w.aggons and trucks, not only in infected
districts, but throughout the country ; the walls, floors, and
roofs being all well washed. Some of the carbolic acid passes
into the air, whicli it purifies. Hides should have common
salt spread over them for 12 hours, and afterwards be washed
in a solution of carbolic acid and water (two ounces of aeid to
the gallon), or he laid in a solution of chloride of hme (4 lb. to
a gallon of water) for ten minutes. Manure should be burnt,
or if this be impracticable, should be disinfected with carbolic
acid, and deeply buried. For washing purposes. Dr. Angus
Smith recommends M'Dougall's disinfecting soap, wluch
contains crude carbolic acid.
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I
I iiity has shown how defective are

our general precautinus— if any precautions can be said to

exist—for the detection and prevention of contagious cattle

diseases, and we trust that it will give an impulse to improve-
ment in these respects, and that the subject will be recon-
sidered hereafter. It lies, however, beyond the scope of our
Commis.sion, and we content ourselves with directing atten-

tion to it. (Signed) Spooner, Cranborne. Robert Lowe.
LvoN Plavfair, Clare Sewell Re.\d, Henry Bence Jones,
Richard Qdain, E. A. Pabkes, Thos. Wormald, Robert
Ceelv, Charles Spooner.— (Subject to views appended to
first Report) J. R. M'Clean.
5th February, 1866. Moustague Bernard.

STEAM PLOUGH COMPANIES.
'*T. M. Richardson " is a bird of passaj^e ; he is

now of " Hibaldstow Grange, Lincolnshire ;" on
Dec. 1, ISiJ.j (according- to John Fowler k Co.'s

" Facts of Interest to the Farmers "), he was of

Kirton-in-Lindsay. It is necessary that I should
thus trace him out, because I shall hereafter want to

refer to him at the latter place.

Mr. Richardson now stands forth as a champion
to meet Mr. Savidge and Mr, Bignell. These two
g-entlemen may or may not meet him—I cannot say

—

but be that as it may, as I have John Fowler k Co.'s
" Facts, kc.,'' at hand, with some good stuff in it to

handle that will be generally useful to the public, I

wiU have a go in. He finds fault because Mr.
Savidge did not back his opinion by " proof

or even arguments," and he then " entirely differs

from the opinions expressed by Mr. Savidge and
Mr. Bignell." He then swaggers a bit about the

North Lincolnshire Steam Ploughing Company,
which, according to Mr. Toepffer'.s showing, is only

going to do something. He then asks Mr.
Savidge a question and answers it himself—not by
" proofs " mind you, but by mere assertion, except

when he tells us about " a gentleman farmer
who allowed his small engine and cultivator to

remain idle in the stack-yard, and employed the

double set of engines to work for hire on his farm ;

"

and then he asks whether " that is not evidence

strong enough to outweigh the opinion of Mr.
Savidge and Mr. Bignell."

Let us try its weight. It is mere talk, except the

few words about " a gentleman farmer," and he is

kept in the dark. Who can he be ? At page 57

of "Facts of Interest to the Farmers," by John
Fowler k Co., I read thus :

—

" Mr. T. M. Richardson, Kirton-in-Ziiidsa;/, December 1, 1851.

—During the present controversy respecting steam cultivation
with different sets of tackle in various counties, I think the
experience I have had in Lincolnshire during three years with
a traction-engine and portable windlass, fitted \vith clip-drum
and a self-moving anchor, raaynotbe altogether unintercstuig.
The cost in the first instance was—

Engine . . . . £420
Windlass ;mchor, 800 yards .steel rope. 20 rope

porters, and cultivator 200

Total cost £710
In the year 1862 I cultivated upwards of 1400 acres, and used
about .39 tons of coal " (a little over i cwt. per acre, a tough job
this, Mr. Editor), '

' or an average of 6rf. per acre, as the coal cost
10s. per ton at the station, and the quantity u.sed was about
1 cwt. per acre."

This must be a mistake, for 30 tons are equal to

780 cwt., or about 4 cwt. per acre, which will bring
his cost for coal to about '.id. per acre. Cheap work
this, Sir !

" For instance, on the faJ*ra of Joseph Kirkham, Esq., of

Andleby, I did 18 acres within 12 hours, using only 8 cwt. of
coal on the d.ty'.s work."

This is good evidence in support of the Sri. per
acre, yet beats it, for it is only a trifle over 2^(1. per
acre.

Iti.il s(.a,s()n. The engine of course conveyed the
tla- ri.pc Ciirt, the farmers removed by horses the
nliivator, and also attended the engine with a
I charged Is. erf. per acre, and had the men

Ite farmer's expense by their foreman, and the
lied the boys to remove the porter in the field

If this made a good job of it for Mr. Richardson,
it must have been a dear job to the farmer. Let us
ti-y it both ways:— 12 acres a day, at Is. Cd. per
acre= £4 lO,?. As the men were fed by the farmer,
such a siun ought to have paid the contracting man
well.

Now let us try the cost to the farmer ;—
£ .•. rf.

12 acres a day, .at -s. 6f/. per acre 4 10

IJnrsc for removals and water (i (t

I'm] tcr boys IJ .1 6
1. . .1 formen li

' "il 4

or O.f. per acre. Therefore the farmers paid 8s. lOrf.

for burning three-pennyworth of coal. The con-
sumption of coal .shows that the farmers must have
paid a high price for light jobs.

*'In 186.3 I cultivated with the
upwards of 1300 acres. I l.I..unlicrl 2

the digging lirti t^, ln'':iii.. t-td

engine and tackle
s. and worked with
t.^. The working

ere :!»„,> i- i r,, ,• , , .
-,

, |, . tb.an in 1862,
ithc |.l...: 1.1

I ;.- lime. In 18(i4 I

2 acres "I . 1.1; i,..i ni^, ,111.; ii ,i.
i

.
,^ ijf ploughing

in-iit- lu ISI,., 1 L.ui; a.jac ^.^.ii^v.L.d less, as I have
' ; MiLiMuy with the double engine set, and they are

I ;\- district, consequently my engine is now more
I 1 ; 1 threshing, grinding, .and making Linseed and

ik'
, as I have erected hydraulic presses on my own

These are strange facts. A man doing 12 acres a
day, getting Ts. Gtl. an acre, with his men fed, yet
drops such a lucrative job to join a company in

his own district ; in fact joins Mr. Toepffer, and
packs his tackle off in his own famjstead. Is

this the man that we were told about at starting

that let his tackle stand " idle in the stack-

yard ? " If so, I have brought the gentleman from
darkness into light ; be this as it may, I will follow
"T. M. Richardson " through his second paragraph.
He will have it that Mr. Bignell must not
condemn steam ploughing companies, which have
made such a ba<l job of it, in conse-
quence of their "10 or 12 acre" jobs, for in

his county " many farmers have 150 acres worked
upon one laolding in a season, thereby employing the
engine for at least 10 days, and few require their

services for less than 00 or HO acres." Let us test

this. He has not given details, but another Lincoln-
shire man has done so :—Messrs. Smitli and
Lingford, of North Thoresby, Louth, at page 4f» in

John Fowler & Co.'s " Facts, &c." They did
122;:t acres on .'3(> holdings in 173^ days, or an average
of 34 acres per holding. This fact tells its own tale.

I will now go on to the third paragraph. We are
told that Mr. Bignell .steered clear of figures, but that
Mr. Richardson is not the least afraid of proving
every assertion by that important test. The proof
is against him in the last paragraph, and it is a
query to me if he fares much better in this. He
says Mr. Bignell "considers 1400/. a very great
outlay for a pair of engines. But two engines can
be employed 200 days in a year, and earn on an
average 4/. per day." He shows that he got himself,

in 18G3, 184 days ; Messrs. Lingford show that they
got, in ISO.'), 173.^ days. I have looked through all

the other contracting men's evidence without being
able to find one who got anything like 200 days'

work in a season. Then his calculations or rather

statements following are all worthless ; he may
have seen losses with working too little power,
perhaps with the tackle lying in the stack-yard.

In his fourth paragraph he will have it that big
tackle is better than little tackle, following the lead

with Mr. Toepffer, with his " donkey and hor.se,''

or rather " tortoise and hare." See p. 28 of " Facts of

Interest," &c., where Mr. Toepffer says :
—^"In such a

position does the small tackle of Mr. Smith's stand

with respect to Mr. Fowler's double 14-horse power
engine set." The evidence is exactly that ; look

when I may, yoiu' own tabulated report is strong

evidence in support of it. Those tables show that

Fowler's average day's work with locomotive engine

tackle is 63 acres, whereas mine is shown to be

7J acres. Here are some other plain facts, worked
out from those same tables ;—

•

Clients,

Vi

REP.im.'

Acres.
6284

2571J

Wages,

'"U
3178

Coal.

2814

438(. 1S.<! \d. I

I
57/. 5s. 4rf.

I

I

Cost.
I

963/. 7.<. Irf.

348/. 6,!. Irf.

Av. p.

;

68/. ia<. Ci/.

l!l(. Os. 0(/.

03. id.

Of. lid.

Total Cost per Acre.

I

Repairs. I Wages. I Coal.
|

Oil. I Total,

'owler . . Is. id. 2s. 5d. Is. 7d. -Id. Ss. &/.

mith ..
I

Os. 5Jrf. | 2«. 2t/.
I

Is.Od.
|

IJrf. | 3s. Oc/.

These are all " facts of importance to the farmers,''
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iilpnut 10 per cent, of potash and soda. Swede
Turnips, which contain only (ij per cent, of

suit in their ash, and H per cent in the leaf, may be

jfiven in almost unlimited quantity without evil

result, and are much preferable for cows and breed-

ing animals. Carrots also contain but 8 per cent, of

salt. Mangels contain more soda than either Carrot

or Swede, and less lime. Mangel is the most nutri-

tive root, but less of it can be safely consumed either

than Swede or Carrot. Mangel carefully given to

our farm horses does wonders for their condition—of

course mixed with plenty of chaff, and their com
ground into meal ; but horsemen must not be
allowed to give unlimited quantities, which they are
too ready to do. Sheep, deprived of exercise, suffer

more from Mangel than when roaming at large.

J. J. Mi-dil, Feh., 186C.

Bittiii/rrfanff!.—On farms where the cattle plague
has broken out, it is of the utmost importance to bear
in mind that the excrements of the diseased animals
are a most fruitful source of infection. All the

manure that can possibly have become contaminated
ith the excrements of the diseased animals should

be at once carted into a field and made into a clamp,
2 to 3 cwt. of freshly burnt and freshly slaied lime
being well mixed ivith each ton or cartload of dung.
The whole should then be covered with earth to the
thickness of at lea.st 1 foot, both at the top and sides.

This covering will serve to prevent the loss of the

lia given off from the dung by the action of

the lime upon it. It is, however, not sufficient to

remove and disinfect the dung produced by the

diseased animals. The yards, stalls or sheds, carts

and implements, must all be thoroughly cleansed and
disinfected. The j-ards should be scraped clean,

spread over with quick lime, and then, after some
days, this should be removed and a solution of

chloride of lime sprinkled over the ground. The
stalls or .sheds should be treated in the same way,
with the additional precaution that any paving
should be removed, well cleansed with a solution of

soda, rinsed with a solution of chloride of lime,

and, after the use of lime and chloride of Ume
to the .ground, re-laid. All wood-work .and iron-

work should also be well w.-i-shed with soda,

and then rinsed with a solution of chloride

of lime ; and the walls and ceilings should be first

well washed with the chloride of lime solution, and
then twice lime-washed. The carts and implements
should also be scoured with soda, and then washed
with chloride of lime. For these purposes the soda
solution may be made by dissolving from 2 to 3 lb

of common soda in a pail of water, and the chloride

of lime solution by mixing 1 lb. of chloride of lime

with every gallon of water reqiiired. There are

many other deodorisers and disinfectants, but
chloride of lime is, I think, the most effective, and it

is at the same time perhaps the most easily obtained,

and the most convenient in use. The general

practice seems to be to bury the entire bodies of

animals that have died, or been slaughtered under
the influence of the disease, and this is certainly the

most effective means of preventing mischief, pro-

vided the process be properly conducted ; that is, if

the animal be buried sufficiently deeply, and with a

.sufficient coating of quick lime over it. But such a

proceeding is attended with great loss, and is. I am
inclined to think, not necessary if proper precautions

bo taken. If the hide be weU salted on the inside,

and well wa.shed with a solution of chloride of lime

on the outside, it might then be sent to the tanner ,

the inside and all other easily separable fat might
be well washed with chloride of lime, and then sent

to the tallow-melter ; the remainder of the animal

should, however, be buried, with quick lime, some
feet below the surface of the soil. J. B. Linrcx.

Home Correspondence. TIic Cattlf PUtrjuc—l remember reading and

Till- Vitiifirr.t of nil nhunihnit JLiiii/il Crop.—Expe- hearing, at the time when cholera was amongst us,

rience h.as' taught me the necessity for being very
I

tqat there had been few or no instances of any one

careful as to the safe and proper supply of Mangel , being affected by it who lived in the immediate

to my live stock, having regai'd to their age, sex, and neighbourhood of a lime-kiln. If such was the case,

condition. I know that much ilbiess and many
\
might not the same hold good with regard tothe

losses have occurred this season by the too free use of
|

cattle plague ? Has the influence of smoking Ume,
Mangel. The crop is so abundant in oiu- southern

1
as a remedial agent in an infected district or locality,

and eastern counties that it has led to a too lavish I
been tried ? Of course it is not everybody who lives

and injurious use. My veterinary teUs me of no end in the neighbourhood of a lime-kiln, but it would

of cases which he traces to this cause. I am at
|
not be very difficult for any one to lay down in his

present feeding horses, cattle, and sheep with it, but ;
fields, or in the precincts of his homestead, such a

have to watch closely how much they can bear with
;
supply of lime as might be available to disinfect the

and all are on the side of the turtriiso. rir lathiT

Smith's tackle. Mr. Riohanlsnn will liegin tri s.t'

that his fast runner may be outriui by the steady

runner.
Now let us foUow him to his fifth paragraph, about

"time in the year for .steam cultivation." Messrs.

Smith and Lingford's evidence upon this point is the

best we have ; they show what they did in evei-y

month in 18G5 :

—

March S4 1 31)

April 24^ 2 VI

May 21:) .3 30

Jime 1J3 :i 33

July ro 3

August 102 1 4

.Septemlier 20S 1 8
October 1'.'2 :. 32

Tutil 1223 « 38

They s.ay that " it ra,ay be seen that the quantity

of work done in each month varies very much,
which is accounted for partly by the wet weather,

and b,y the want of work at certain .seasons." This

tells us plainly what work can be got in a Turnip-

growing district, where only one set is kept. How
Mr. Richardson can make his " siunmer months'

remuneration " is best known to himself ; neither

he nor any one else disputes with me upon the point

of winter work or rather idleness.

Mr. Richardson in his last paragi'aph tells us that
" History will show how John Fowler's genius

successfully triumphed over insinuations and attacks

of prejudice and ignorance." ^VTiat insinuations

have we had .' Mr. Bignell .spoke plainly. I have
always been a plain open-speaking man, frequently

too plain for the ploughing and locomotive party.

Tou have done a good deal to show up facts, but
I have never read an insinuation that yoir have
penned. If there has been any of that soi"t of stuff

about, it has been from the other side—I shall not
trouble myself to look after it. I have attacked the
whole party, and shall continue to do so, so long as

they attack ray right. " And how his rivals

succumbed to the common sense of the English
farmer." Have they ? Who were his rivals ? He
had none. It was he who rivalled me. After I had
fairly started, he with the Royals at his back tried

to trip my heels up. The farmers of England
know full well that he never did that, and
plain facts now tell their o\vn tale that Smith's once

despised ciUtivator has nearly buried the old roll-

over plough for ste.am puqioses " in oblivion,'' and
the evidence now is getting very heavy against the

locomotive engine and contracting system. Mr.
Richai'dson's own evidence is dead against it. He
made the fanners pay 8». \M,. an acre for burning
three pennyworth of coal—cost in all 9.?. an acre.

Three penn.yworth of co.al coiild not have done more
good to the land than the cost of the feed of Mr. R.'s

highly fed men by the steward, with the pay of the

boys for porter and watt^r, &c.—to drop altogether

Mr. R.'s 7.V. y\th an acre.

I have gone through Mr. Richardson's letter, and
have touched upon every point worth notice. I

could go much deeper into the contracting system.

There is plenty of evidence in John Fowler it Co.'s

little book—" Facts of Interest to the Farmers," but
as I shall very shoi-tly be out with my own revision

of it, showing up aU matters of interest, especially

the contracting system , I will not now trespass further

upon your much crowded space beyond just saying
that the cost to a private worker is 'i$. ilr/. an acre,

exclusive of interest of money and wear and t^ar,

against Mr. R.'s I).?, an acre on light Turnip soils.

Wm\am Smith, Mmhton, Bletcldcij Station, JJiir/i':.

Feb. 12, 180(;.

Chairm.an, reported the following to be the distribution
of prizes which they recommended in connection
with the recent Cambridge local examinations :

—

Seniort:— I. .£ ... rf.

3 in Cambridge, 1st Class, 5^ eacli .. .. 1-'' ('

5 in Cambridge, 2d C1.188, 2^ eacli .. .. 10

The 21. prizes to be given in books. £2.'>

1 in Cambridge, Ist Class
2 best in Cambridge, 2d Class. 5L each .

.

51. in Books among the remaining four i

Cambridge 2d Class

2 Candidates distinguished in Cambridge Pure
Math. I. i iti. J II ,-, 1 ist, il. c.-\oh

2C.tiidi'l (t ': til I Mil Cambridge Applied
M:dli. I

••
I ist, 4/. each ..

2 Candi-tiii ii-i ni .ii -hril in Cambridge Chc-
niLstry I l.us.s Li.sl, l;. each

I Candid.ate distinguished in Cambridge Botany
Class List

3/. in Books to three next best in Pure Mathe-
matical Cl.ass List

4/. each to distingiiished candidates in

Mcebanics. Pure Miithematics, jind

B. itany Class lists

S?. ill B< luk-s to the next eight best can-

didates in Pure Mathematics .

.

III.

Ulrehmna ai'iiUeil to Agrkullnrc.
2 best, 5/. each
2 next best, 1/. each in books

Cltemhtvi/ applied to Affrm'.Uuie.
3 host. 6(. each
2 next best, 1/. tO«. each

This Report was adopted.

Farmers' Clubs.
East LoTiiiAX.—At the last monthly meeting of

this Club, Mr. Scott Skin-ing of Campion in the Chair,

the following w.os stated to be the result of the

competition for Messrs. Cunningham's prize of IW.

for the best 10 acres of Swedish Turnips, grown in

the countv —
Per Scotch acre

tons cwt qrs lb,

1 Mr
Ml TI t

t Mr M
4 Mr I

The foUu

competitors

24

the reports hy the various

Vi f I 1 ill 1-

I nil liss h

safety. We never give it alone, but always with dry

and varied food, especially hay or straw chaff, bran,

malt combs, cake, corn, or meal. To breeding .animals

we never give any until some time after parturition.

We have to administer it very cautiously to l.ambs.

In the spring it is less dangerous than in autumn. I

have good reason to believe that it is the large quan-
tity of common salt in it that causes the mischief

;

it irritates and inflames the neck of the bladder,

especially where sheep are confined. The analysis of

the ashes shows that common salt (chloride of

sodium) forms 24.^ percent, of the ash of the biilb,and

375 per cent, of the ash of the leaf of the YeUow Globe,

while the Long Red only contains 14 per cent, in the
bulb and 30 per cent, in the leaf. We can therefore
easily understand why the latter is to be preferred
for early feeding, and may be much more
safely given to cows or young .stock. Both
Long Red and Globe contain in their ashes

by being kept constantly burning. The influence

of lime might not be efficacious in checking the

spread of the disease by contagion, but as a pm-ifier

and disinfectant of the" air there is little doubt of its

efficacy. B. E.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.

Adjourjied Monthly Council : Wed/iesd/ry,

^,,j,^ 21 —Present : The Duke of Marlborough in the

Chair ; Earl Cathcai-t. Lord Berners, Lord Fevershara,

Lord Walsingham, Major-General the Hon. A. N.

Hood, Sir J.V. B. Johnstone. Bart., M.P.. Sir A. K.

Macdonald, Bart., Mr. Acland, M.P., Col. Challouer,

Mr. Dent, M.P., Mr. Dnice, Mr. Holland, M.P., Col

Kingscote, M.P., Mr. Frcre, Professor Simonds. and
Dr. Voelcker.
Agricultural Education.—Mr. Holland. M.P.,

nd prtisli
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Mr. Hope's.

On a heavy lo.am on a retentive clay .tnibsoil ; .sown May Ist,

and finished" May 3rd. The field had been worked the previous

antnmn by tbe* steam cultivator (ca.st and west), and again
immediatc'ly before sowing (north .".nd south). The driU-s were
drawn off east and west, and 15 loads of dimg and 5 cwt. of

Peruvian giiano per Scotch acre, or 12 loads dung and 4 cwt.

Peruvian guano i>er imperial acre put in them at the time of

sowing. The early part of May was very cold and windy, and
there were several heavj- showers, followed by hot weather in

the middle of the month. A crust was thus fonned on the
surface of the ground which retarded the coming away of the
plants. The braird was late, tardy, and partial, and towards
the end of May the plants were attacked and vei-y much
injured by the fly. Thefield was thinned from the 10th to 16th

June, the diill grubber preceding the workers. The previous

crops were Barley, after yellow Turnips, after Oats, after one

Mp. ^nrrppFF^.

Previous Rnfatiov.— < ^
" ' '' t Ltn.s, Barley, Swedes.

Mode of CuHivnii- -
i' -- grubbed in autumn.

I
i .^itll well-made farm-yard

..!.,( daring summer," at the
The carts would average alxivit 14

cwt. each. The manure was ploughed in with a 10-inch furrow.

In the end of April the land was three times grubbed, har-
rowed, and rolled, and allowed to lie about a fortnight before

being drilled up for sowing. Began, to sow on the 15th May,
.and finished on the 17th. 3 cwt. Peruvian guano, 1 cwt.
Ichaboe, and 2 cwt. of ground bones were given per acre in the
drill. A portion of ten acres were top-dressed in July with
coprolites, the whole quantity applied being only 1 cwt. on
one or two spots where the plants were inferior. The last

sown part of the field was also top-dressed (about foiu- acres)

with 1 cwt. Peruvian and 1 cwt. bone-ash superphosphate, at

the rate of 2 cwt.. per acre. The Swedes all .singled by the

23rd of June,
Mr. Eluot's.

1863, Potatos; 18G4, Wheat ; 1865, Turnips. I applied"

30 tons c.f Edinburgh Pohce manure on the stubble, and in the

drill I g.ive them 1 cwt. discoloured Peruvian guano, 2 cwt.

Bolivian guano. 2 cwt. bones,—5 cwt. per Scotch .acre. They
were sown May 22,

Mr. Dubie's.

Rniaiion o/ Oro;)*.—Potatos ; Wheat; Turnips, manured with
20 carts farmyard manure per acre, and ploughed i" '^ ^~

Manured on the flat in 1

'

manure, which had \j<.^

rate of 25 carts per acre,

1 December
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—land plnughod again in April ; reduced in middle nf :M:iy ;

• but from wet weather occurring the seed was n"t si.wn iinhl

6th June. Manure applied at llie time nf suuiii^'-:! e\\t.

guano, and 3 cwt. dis^Mhi^l '..n. ;'i li' -
'

i I'l ''
i

'

Scotchacre. The seedln'
.

i i" :i
,

'

'
' '

,

''

vigorous, and though ati i !
i'

''
' '•

''
I

two-thirds of regular plant i h. . m,|. v^ .- i ipn i M...11I ih.

second week of July. lliiineui.Llel.y allei iiMvin^, -j ..\vl,.

gii.ann per acre waa applied bro.ideast ; and after hoeing the

soil w.as lightly turned up.

The soil is fair Turnip land, resting on greenstone rock,

which here and there is visible above the surface.

Mr. Scott Skirvlno referred to Lord Elcho's

. recent speech as evidently a piece of chaff and fun

from beginning to end. Lord Elcho was reported to

have said, that under certain circumstances the

whole existing tenantry might be easily done awa.y

Avith, and that the proprietors of the soil might
cultivate the laud in Scotland. He thought some of

them might recoUect the speech of a clever man
who said he could easily cultivate the whole
county of Bast-Lothian and preach every Sunday
besides, but with this important reservation,
" provided somebody sitpplies me with the capital."

In order to cap this .I'oke, there was another plan,

that the hinds of East-Lothian were all to be

partners in the grand concern of cultivating it. But
how could the partnership go on, if the head partner
were losing money and none of the rest had any
capital to put in ? That brought him to the

proposal of the hinds in the neighbouring county
that they should have 15,«. per week in money and
certain other perquisites, equal to about 2.^. more. He
had deliberately come to the conclusion that the men
were making a dreadful mistake, and a mistake that
would be much more dreadful if they succeeded,
because if they were in an evil hour to be paid this

1.5.S'. weekly, with 2s. extra, he maintained that in

about two years they would sink to the level of other
labourers getting that amount of money. Their
wives would be going in ragged petticoats and
their sons without shoes to their feet, becatise

the money given in a fortnight would go in a
fortnight, and there would be nothing for

clothing or schooling, or the comforts they now
enjoyed. He maintained, in looking at the
hinds of the Lothians generally, and at East Lothian
in particular, thatthey were immeasurably better off

than the labouring agricultural cla.sses of Europe ;

and the reason they were so much better was, he
believed, mainly owing to the payment in kind, which
fostered frugal and prudent habits. Lately, in

Cheshire, he saw a farmer whose men were hired at
weekly wages, and who could not trust them with
4//. to pay a toll, for they would go round five miles
and come home and tell him they had paid it—
therefore, he had to make a bargain with the toll-

man ; and these men and their wives, the farmer said,

were always in poverty. Now, he was proud to say
there was not a ploughman he had that he would
not tru.st jast as much as he would trust an ordi-

nary friend. He thought the rea-son East Lothian
hinds were so comfoi-table and respectable, and
better dressed on Sundays and at funerals
than any labouring people, wa,s that they were paid
in kind, and had their cows, and produce, and pigs ;

and he tnisted he might never live to see the
day when those things were done away with.
Mr. Skirving next proceeded to speak on the
subject of the cattle disease, and referred to fox-
hunting. Their cattle were put into courts, and it

was difficult to see how fox hounds, sweeping over a
country, could get among diseased cattle. He thought
that if other dogs were allowed to range the country
in freedom, the disciplined fox hounds could do no
harm. He should have thought that the ca,se of a
man who went from one farm to another with dogs
catching rats would be much more dangerous than
fox-hunting.

Mr. Douglas, Athelstaneford, said he had been in
this room at all those annual meetings for the last
25 years, and he had never heard a better speech,
taken all in aU, than that delivered by Lord Elcho
on the late occasion. He had made a most liberal
explanation with regard to game. He said the best
way of settling the question was that the hares
should be conceded to the tenant. In some instances
Lord Elcho had been misrepresented. He had only
said that if it was necessaiy—if the proprietors could
get no security for their land—no person could find
fault with them for farming it themselves ; but, he
added, " God forbid that." Mr. Douglas went on to
speak of the proposal to give the ploughmen a share
in the proceeds of the farms, and referred, as an
illustration, to the practice in some shops in Edin-
burgh of giving the shopmen a percentage on the
sales they made. This, he said, had the effect of
making them zealoiLs in calling attention to the
goods they sold. Lord Elcho might have been
looking at the thing in that light. The gentlemen
there knew perfectly well that the hinds, as a fact,
had very little interest in their work. It would be
found that a hind would go on from youth to old
a;^e, and never make any improvement in his work.
hK knew this for a fact, that they paid the same
wage to the men, all and sundry. It was true that
thvjre were leading men who were rai.sed to be grieves,
and who were paid I^. or is. C^d. a week more wages

;

but it was a fact that men who could perform all they
did in a satisfactory way, not merely as to quantity

but as to quality, got no more wages than a man of

a very inferior class, and it was this which drove so

many of them into other employments. Now, he
1" lirved that Lord Elcho had his eye upon that.

lit' ( Jlr. Douglas) suggested that they should have a
-1 anilard wage, and if a man did his work faithfully

and well, let his salary be increased by 2/. a year
after two years' service. As a practical man, he
felt it to be the case that good hands should be
rewarded for their industry. If they failed to do
that, they would be left with what might be called

the rubbish, and the farming operations would be
very imperfectly performed.

Mr. Hope, Fenton Barns, said : It was a very
difficult thing to attempt to fix wages one way or

another, for they all knew that these things depended
upon supply and demand. He thought Mr. Skirving
was quite right, that the way in which the hinds
were paid in this county contributed to their

responsibility and trustworthiness. He considered

it a matter of the deepest importance, for it required

in the hinds' Avives an amomit of forethought in

disposing of the grain and of the produce of their

cows, that had a beneficial effect on their families,

besides having a supply of milk for their children,

which he thought was of the greatest possible con-

sequence, as they could easily tell, from the colour of

the faces of the children, whether their parents had
cows. He had once or twice assisted men to purchase
cows, and they had always paid the money back in

a short time, and thriven afterwards. 'Whatever
might be the result of the agitation for an increase

of wages, the hinds should insist that so much of

their wages, at all events, should be paid so as to

enable them to keep a cow.
Mr. Sadler, Ferrygate, referring to the argument

for paying in kind, said that if a hind's wife was
industrious in looking after the produce of the cows,

she would be equally industrious in managing her
cash. He generally paid the wage in the shape the
hinds desired it, but he did not find, except the
family was large, that a corn wage was much asked
for. He did not think that the' system of paying in

kind worked .satisfactorily ; and, calculjiting the
12.!. a week they received, with the free house.

Potato and garden ground, the meat in harvest, and
occasional gains, he found the wage was as good a.s

18*. 6f/. a week.

Oil thr Mininrinnrnf ,if F„nn S1,.rh in IJcaUh and
l)i.-<,;i.-^r, „ii,l w,.r, ,.,„',;, 1 1 1,, ,./ Dain/ Cms: til

'n-hirh ,n-r ,/,/,/,,/ v../;. /'/w, /;,'„/ S.ni^irltiuns fur the

I'm; liti,:ii ,iinl Dr,,!:,!, nI ,;f /; , J,,/', 'r/,r:,t , fli'SccjIjlC

MiirniiH, ,\v. My a ,ScLiLti.-,U Tenant Farmer.
W. Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

This is a very instructive pamphlet by an extremely
successful and observant farmer. He has, since
IH.tl, milked 70 to 100 cows every year, and has had
only three cases of death and only two of actual
disease in his herd diu'ing the whole of that time.

One death was from hoven, and another frnui

accidental injury ; the third was after calving.

The two cases of disease were respectively miik
fever and a solitary case of foot-and-mouth
muiTain. This is probably an unparalleled
experience, and the history of the management
to which the writer very fairly attributes it cannot
but be interesting. We strongly recommend our
readers to procure the pamphlet, in which it is verj'

explicitly and simply described. Reference is made
to the construction of byres and to the management
of the cattle at different seasons of the year as to

housing ; and fuU detail is given of the winter and
summer feeding. The attendance on the cows as to

sufficiency of careful attention and supervision, and
as to management in disease and illness, is described,

and a full account is given of the special measures of

prevention which have been adopted in regard to

Rinderpest. There are also references to the manage-
ment of sheep and horses as regards health.

The following is a useful extract on the preventive
measures which the author has adopted hitherto with
success :

—

" Perfect isolation of cattle from all contact with
any person, animal, or article of clothing, fodder, or
utensils from an infected locality, is the only chance
of escaping the contagion of the disease. Whether
or not it is also epidemic seems not yet to be fully
determined. Certainly, when there are many cases
in a place, the air seems to become impregnated
with it. But however much this may or may not be
the case, one thing is quite certain, that even the
killing of the cattle will be of no use whatever in
what is called ' stamping out ' the disease, unless the
most stringent measiu-es are taken also to disinfect
the whole interior of the byres, walls, roofs, floors,

gutters, between the pavements ; in short, every
nook and cranny. Nothing is so effectual for this as
fresh quicklime, repeatedly and plentifully applied
again and again. All straw and manure and refuse
must be burnt with tar and brushwood, which will
destroy all batl air ; and the drains and gutters
should be well flushed withCondy's Red Disinfecting
Fluid and water. If the dead cattle are dragged
along to be buried, all the roa^l they are taken should
be quicklimed, and they should be covered with

Mi-hx, paila,

article

iiuicklimo wh. 11 .l.t-i.lv b\u-ied. The persons i-m"
pL.yfd in .-"iiCirt « ith them should thoroii-hly
wash themselves with Coudy's fluid ninl wati r (oiu:-

third Condy to two-parts of wati 1 1, and ;,ll their
clothes be burnt. Their shoes should li. u. 11. leaned
with Condy's fluid ; and all utensils

wheelbarrows, gi'apes, shovels—every
short, that has been near the sick animals, must be
disinfected likewise. It is useless otherwise to kill

the animals ; the infection will be left for the next
comers, and all that is done in the slaughtering will

be lest. You may as well ' stamp out ' the flames

on a burning moor, and expect any sparks you leave

behind not to be fanned into a flame by the first breath

of wind. So much for preventive measures against
the spread of the disease. Where it has not alreatly

appeared, the best way to ward it off is to bestow imrc-

mitting attention on the general health of the cattle
;

to give them plenty of fresh air, guarding again.st

extremes of temperature, plenty of fresh water, and
careful good feeding, with .3 or 4 oz. of common salt

each, and 1 lb. or 2 lb. of oilcake per day in their

food, keeping them very clean, and removing the

maniure twice daily, using plenty of quicklime and
whitewa-sh, and disinfecting fluid (Condy's red),

about the byres, drains, &c. If the cattle are in very

poor condition, they will more likely succumb to the
rindcrpo.st, which is of a low typhoid type. If they
are well kept and in good condition, they have a better

chance of recovery. They have no chance at all if

either left shivering out in cold fields, or shut up in

dirty, ill-aired, and close byres, or alternately driven

from one to the other."

On the cure of the disease it is, we believe, useless

to speak, but wc extract so much of what is said on
the subject as belongs to the domain of nursing :

—

" Be watchful for the very first symptoms—dulncss

or sickness, or loathing of food, and staring of the

coat especially, and disorder of the bowels. If such
shoiUd appear, at once remove the animal into a
comfortable loose box, or make a temporary one
with hurdles, in which it can move about with ease.

If possible, bed it with sawdust, to avoid all risk of

it eating its litter. The sawdust also soaks up all

secretions, and prevents risk of future infection, as

it is easily removed and buried. Take away all

fodder, Turnips, and solid food, as iu rinderpest' no
solid food whatever miLst be given till convalescence

is re-established. Salt, also, which is one of the

best preservatives of health and preventives of

disease, must in this disease be left off at once, as

its action is too irritating on the mucous membrane,
the fourth stomach being the chief seat of the

complaint."

The Home ami tVreign Ar/ricultural Misre/laiii/.

Vols. III. & IV. a! FuUarton & Co.

Two additional volumes of this series, the one on
the Diseases of Cattle, and the other on the Fatten-

i

ing of Cattle, made their appearance most seasonably

at a time when both cattle disease and cattle feeding

were busy. The former of these volumes, Aratten by
l>r..|V^,..r ('. J. Murray, M.R.C.V.S., has, however,
lit rn |inlilished some months, and thus the reader

will 111 111 nothing of the prevailing epiizootic in its

liagns. IJut the process of digestion and nutritiou,

and all the common maladies are described, and this

is all that the farmer ordinarily requires to know.
The subjects are sidHeiently well illustrated by wood
engravings. The fourth volume, on the Fattening

of Cattle^ is written by Mr. R. 0. Pringle, who is

already well known by his agricultural writings ; and
especially by his publications on this particular

subject.

The following passages relate principally to the

advantages of cooking food for feeding beasts :

—

" Referring to Colonel M'DouaU's system of feeding,

Mr. M'CuUoch, of Auchness, who is agent or factor

on the Logan estate, says :
—

' The two facts of

greatest practical value brought out by those experi-

ments, are the superiority of cooked over uncooked

food, as an auxiliary to roots. By merely boiling the

same quantity of Beau meal (4 lb.) instead of giving

it raw, an equal result is produced by 71 cvrt. of

Mangels as by 84 cvrt. ; and with Swedes the cooking

of the auxiliary Bean meal makes a saving over the

raw meal of 27 cwt. of Swedes ; or, to put the value

of the cooked food in another light, it appears that

an ox fed on Turnips alone consumed daily 1.501b. of

Swedes, while one with 4 lb. raw Bean meal con-

sumed daily 13" lb. Swedes, and another with

4 lb. Bean meal cooked, consumed daily 100 lb. Swedes,

the 4 lb. raw Bean meal being an equivalent to

20 lb. of Turnips ; whilst by merely cooking it, it

became equal to 50 lb. of Turnips.'

"

" A Kentish feeder, who has used Rapecake with

success beo"an by using it crushed, mixed with shells

of Oats, chopped straw, and a sprinkling of Bean
meal. This mess was moistened with cold water,

and well mixed. He found some difficulty in getting

the cattle to take to it at first, but although the

system answered fairl,y, yet he has latterly had
recourse to steaming, with more s.atisfactory results.

He now uses a portion of Bean straw, rough .seeds,

and chopped straw, together with 4 lb. of Rapecake

and 2 lb. of bran. The whole is previously mixed,

and then steamed together. The Bean straw and
bran give a relish to the me.ss, and the cattle devour
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it greedily. The daily alloivance of food for each
beast by this system consists of

—

Clii'iiiiod Oat straw, shells of Oats, and Bcain
loib. .. .. .. .. .. L,^^

The above are all blended together previous to

Haiiecakc. 4 lb.

be iig steamed.

Swedes. 60 lb., or M.angcls, .lO lb., give
a raw or ii.atural state .

.

Dried chopped straw in addition

' Upon this fare he calculates, on heifers weighing-
from 7 cwt. to H cwt. each, an average gain, through
a lengthened course, of not less than 14 lb. per week
each ; and on cattle of a larger size, say from 10 cwt.
to li' cwt. each, again of from 14 lb. to 18 lb. perweek
each. He further finds that when the cattle are
bought in fresh condition, it requires 1(1 weeks, or,

when lean, 20 to 24 weeks to make them fit for
market."

" Mr. Ogden,Beny HiIl,Northumberland, gives each
of his fattening cattle ' 2 lb. of oilcake, 2 lb. of Beau
meal, 4 lb. of cut straw, and Ih oz. of salt daily.
In preparing this mixture, to seiTe 24 cattle for 24
hours, 48 lb. of oilcake, 48 lb. of Bean meal, in; lb. of
cut straw, and .30 oz. of salt, are, in the fir.st place,
well mixed together in a trough ; ."SO g.allons of
boiling water are then added, after which the whole
mass is well turned and incorporated together and
pressed down, and in an hour or two is quite ready
for the cattle.' This is jirepared every forenoon, and
keeps quite sweet for ;)(; hours. A daily feed of this
mixture effects a great saving of Turnips, the cattle
consuming ' 1 cwt. of Turnips less per day than
when fed on Turnips alone.'

"

" Mr. Coleman, Park Farm, Woburn, considers that
by adopting the following plan he is enabled to keep
one-third more stock than on the dry, or Norfolk
sy.stem. He says, ' The corn or meal I use is ground
and then boiled ; the chaff is placed in layers of
about six inches in thickness, in Large cisterns" ; upon
this chaff a thin coating of pulped or cut roots is
spread, and upon the roots a portion of the boiling
mucilage is poured, to which, after being .slightly
mixed, is added more chaff, roots, and mucilage,
until the cistern is quite full. It is then left for 24
hours, in which time fermentation takes place ; and
with three parts of straw and one of inferior hay,
1 lb. of Linseed meal, half a bushel of roots per head
per diem, I have had 80 head of store cattle all
winter, that have kept in good condition, thriven,
and done weU. AVith fatting cattle the proportion of
hay is greater, and I generally commence with 4 lb.

of meal or cake, and gradually increase to 8 lb.,
which quantity I rarely, if ever, exceed. My mixture
usually consists of 1 lb. of Linseed to 4 lb. of Barley,
Lentils, or other com meal ; it boils down and makes
a much better mucilage. Upon 120 acres of roots,
100 of upland hay, and 80 of pasturehay, I never had
le.ss than 2,')0 head of cattle all winter ; 80 fat ones
sold at Christmas, and I shall get rid of 80 more
before this month is up ; 80 store cattle, ic, and
over 1000 sheep. I hesitate not to say, had it not
been for the consumption of straw I could not have
kept more than half the number.'

"

We readily adopt the words of the editor, and
add that we trust our readers will pay particular
attention to the last sentence. Straw is greatly
wasted about many farms, and at the same time we
shaU probably find the stock on such places in any-
thing but good condition, or in a thriving state. In
Uke manner, we have but too often .seen hay dis-
gracefully wasted in feeding stock, even when it was
extremely scarce, and we look upon the economical,
but at the same time the right use of these materials
as one of the best evidences of an advanced style of
farm management.

Miscellaneous.
Tlommijinf/ii/ a,i,l the Cillh- P%hc.—We extract

the following from a report published just as
we go to press. The full report will be given
next week :—" The result of our experience shows that
the disease is to a certain extent amenable to treats
ment.

^
The progress of our trials is marked by an

increasing measure of success, partly due, uo doubt,
to greater skill in treatment, but possibly also to the
disease itself having assumed a less fatal character.
In Norfolk the result of our first trial in November
and December was recoveries in 4.5 cases treated,
which was considerably better than the average of
that county at the time. In York, up to the 26th of
January, we had 72 recoveries in 177 cases treated

;

being over 40 per cent, of cures, while the average of
the county at the same time was 17j. In Cheshire,
where the disease has been so fatal, up to the 1 7th of
Febiiiary we had 32 recoveries in 107 cases treated

;

being 30 per cent, of cures, while the average
of that county was below seven. The general
result shows the following comparative figures :

Pereent^ige of
Reeoveries

by Homreopathy.

Average Recoverii
of the same
Oonutv.

While Ave are therefore justified in believing that

the work of the Association so far has nut Iki.'u in
vaiu, we feel it right to add that this <liseast' is of so
complex a character, and its symptoms so varying,
that very few ordinary stock-oAvners are capable of
dealing successfully with it."

"

Calendar of Operations.
Febri-ARY

:
77),' Lnmhimi .s'ra.«/«.—This period to

the floekma.ster is the most important and most
interesting of the year. To the shepherd it is one of
anxiety. For the time being he is the most important
man upon the farm ; the ewes must be attended to ;

every preparation must be made to instrre the success
of the lambing season. All other fai-m business is

as nothing, compared "with the requirements of the
shepherd and his ewe flock. This is commendable.
Depend upon it, when the shepherd manifests such
unusual care, the season, so far as he is concerned,
will be a successful one. To insure this he must be
ever watchful, not only that no ewe .shall be without
his aid when requisite, but that the whole flock shall
be free from alarm or disturbance of any kind, and
that all their wants are promptly supplied, and that
with regularity. I name this because so much in
reality depends upon the flock being kept in a quiet,
docile state. It is always detrimental when the
ewes are wild and lambs timid. How much better
when all seem to feel the kindness of the shepherd !

It is essential to success that ample provision should
be made for warmth and shelter : for this
purpose a convenient paddock— " the lambing
paddock "— should be provided. It should be
well sheltered by thickly cut hedges surrounding
it, and a considerable niunber of temporary lambing
pens or .sheds should be made, some well covered
over, others with open tops. Straw-wattled sheep
trays or hurdles arc best for the pm-pose ; these are
for the recently lambed ewes in cold weather or dark
nights. They efi'ectually protect many a weakly
lamb. The lambing paddock shoidd only be used
for night convenience. The ewes are best in the
fields in the day ; besides, their absence permits
the piunfying of the paddock, so that decaying
vegetables, litter, excretions, ic, are thereby
in a great measure rendered inoperative.
These matters all being necessary, and being all

duly attended to, we come to the lambing time.
Their "times being up," they must be collected

together as conveniently as possible. The shepherd's
whole time should be given to them, and he should
not be absent from them for more than two hours at
a time—indeed he must be considered as always
present, although leaving a patient for a short time.
It is .surjirising how soon a lamb is lost in cold
weather. During the pains of parturition the
shepherd's eye should be noticing the progress
of the case. If it is a protracted one, he must
render aid, otherwise the ewe might be left to

nature. In giving aid he .should gently lay the ewe
upon her side, then insert his finger into the
uterus to ascertain that the presentation is right,

/. e. the fore feet lying just under the nose, and
both nearly protruding. If so, he must draw the
feet forward with one hand, whilst he softly enlarges
the uterus with the other. A rather strong pull svill

then generally bring forth the lamb. If the presen
tation is wrong, /. c. the hind quarter forward, oi

only one leg forward, or the head and no legs, i:c

then he must gently and very gi-aduaUy insert his

hand into the uterus and womb, judiciously touching
the lamb's back, and if possible turn it. If a leg
can be got at, put the noose of a strong cord upon
it, and then try for the other for the same purpose
next tiy to lay the head beside them ; he may
then commence pulling the cords cautiously. If the
lamb can be thus got away it is well, but if not
it must be pulled away piecemeal, but as gently as

possible. In all cases of protracted labour a small
tablespoonful of laudanum should be given, to lay

the ewe quiet, and keep her from paining till the

X?arts in some measure resume their right x")Osition

otherwise by continuous paining the womb is often
enfeebled. Gruels, and sweet spirits of nitre,

should be given in such cases. The lamb should be
suckled as soon as convenient, but not till tJic ewe is

somewhat rested. Should fever ensue, a warm airy

place shoxUd be appropriated to her, and the best
nursing accorded her. I5ran, Oats, cut hay, and a few
pulped roots should constitut* her food. The udder
of every ewe should be cleared of all wool likely to

interfere with the teats. It is highly dangerous for

the lamb to suck wool into its stomach. 0. F.

Notices to Correspondents.
tas-water: Vdifjny, Gen^re. We have reeeived the following
letter :—" Here, in the Canton de Vaud, there is a consider-
able production of ammoniaeal water, and I propose to apply
it to old Grass land which hjis been entirely neglected for

year.s. I wish to know—1, At what strength the water
should be distributed from the liquid-mantu-e cart : 2, In
what quantity : 3, At what season ; 4, -What is a simple test
of the strength or value of the gas liquor in question ?

"

[Gas-water generally requires about 7 ounces of sulphuric
acid to the gallon to neutralise its ammonia—200 gallons
]tcr acre should be a fair dressing ; but you had better dilute
it with at least as much water before applying it. Apply m
wet weather during the season of growth to Grass, or to
com crops if the grassy growth of these requires to be
promoted. — We have to apologise for the delay of this

New Farm Seeds.T ONDON SEKli COMPANY. LIMITED.
-LJ Choic" sl.H-i--- r.f ;i!i I

I ,,i r \ |;^i SKFIW Tiow ready.
^The FAK.-M I'lih I I I I I \ I , ,,, i, i,

, i ,,,, implication to Mr."
1. ( nili.'iU Square, W.

T ARGE 1 ,

For terms
IJ*. Welbecb Street, Cavcudish .Square, W.

the FARM
lie Loudoii Seed Company,

Seeds Carriage Free.
T ONDON SEED COMPANY, LIMITED.
-^-^ All Seeds above 20s. in value sent carriaco free.

pr.(

Street, Cavendish Square, W.

Yellow Globe Mangel Wurzel.
THE LOXTiiiN slin lo.MPANY, LIMITED,

h.avesn),i.
1

. I. i:i, WURZEL at the lowest
prices, rill. I. ill lie liberally dealt with.

I .1 , li^li Square, \V.

AgnciUtural Seeds.
GEORGE GIBBS and CO.. Seedsmen, heg to inform

the public that thair CATALOGUE of PRICES IS now
published, and will be forw.ardod free on application.

25 and 21.;, Down Street. Piccadilly, London, W.

Seed Corn from the Chalk.
Ar.L THE MOST ArmOVBD VjRILTlES SCPPLIEP nV

rJAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, EAWTREE,
\i DOWLING, A^D COMP.VNV, LIMITED.

Address, BasiuRstoke ; or 89, Seed Market, Mark Lane, London, E.C.
\* Samples .and prices on application.

RAYNlilKl;, CALUKnoTT. KAWTllEK, FOWLING,
; Avr. CHMI'.WV, I.tniited,

Address, 89, SeeiJ M .

Samples ana Prices r
for Wheat ; 1862, for "

1

.

S'

Hudson's Nonsuch
Whoelei-'s Glouceater-
sblre Kidney

Daintrec's Seedling

Pink-cyed Regent

Hudson's May
Early Oxford
Diilniahoy
Walker's Improved
Regei

;
Erm's (Jiieen

: Skerrv Jtluo
I Early Afililoaf

FATERSON'S SEEDLING FOTATOS.
Victoria

j
Napoleon I i'atorson's Uopcnfe

Seedling Rock Forfarsliire Rod Paterson's Blue.
Irish blue

i
Scotch Blue

|

SUTTON'S DESCRIPTIVE LIST of POTATOS may bo had
grotis and post free.

SUT- , Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

Seed Fotatos.
HENIIY MINCHIN, The Nurseries, Hook Noi-ton,

Oxon, bogs to offer the fullowmg, all true to name. Torma
cash Per cvrt.—.*. d. l Per cwt.—s. d.
Ash-leaf Kidney .. .. ICingofPotatos .. .. B
Walnut Leaf y Webb's Imperial .. ..6 6
Royal Ash-loaf (Rivers') ..10 Pink Fluko 6 U
Gloucestershire Kidnoy . . I Prince of Wales . . . . 10

And several other kinds, including PATERSON'S SEEDLINGS,
equally obeap.

D^
Lea Land, cxi-i. -

finest quality.

than the above, wonderful cropper,

SPRING CATA.

[rrlra Market. W.C.

Early Don Potatos.
i

I \ ^ending out
I

It Cralgle, on old
1-

I ,;i r 1. . I ii, them last year,
L^iwii. ..iv.anii^ tu.ji .i,i,Li^ crops of the

per cwt. B.ate per ton on appbcatio:
17, South Frederick Street, Kdhiburgh. audSt.anatead Park, Forest

Hill, London, S.E.

A Boon to the World.
f \ I 1 I W\L\ POTATO.—
n fine eating, and tho

PRINCE
A nc S

handson c and qu t

he f?a knars' Chro;
Pot OS examined.
s themselves are

an, L q Ed tor of the Gardeners'

Pnn w

Kurserj-, King's

To Mar d Others.
/^APrv 1 IL L LXFIELD, and
V^ D IHEAD s k trviB and can be

Rt CiBB\ EPLWT c\t fle »( per 1000.

N N ^HirE iM H pe b
UK<:EL ILLLO V GLOI E i8 pe cwt

EVILI SHA'W POI -iTO pe c t wairanted ti-ue.

Teiins cash.
KiciLinu Walreb, Seed Merch.ant and Grower, Biggleswade,

\ i-iJETABLE SEEDS.

II: WHITE, Is. per packet

ATEW and S

BIlOCCOLI, OSBOKN
CARTKI:

Dbl

CAULIFLOWER, HAAGE'S DWAP.F EARLIEST, the first of all
Cauliflowers, very hardy, and immense heads, Is. Qd. per pkt

„ SUDBURY LARGE IMPROVED, very fine, ed. per packet
CABBAGE, OLIVER'S XF.W MIIN'ARCH. Is. per oz.
CELKHV. Ill \ '•« - 'I \ "il \|M I II I J...

I- packet
COCUMBF.l;, II.-

.
I

.'. 1,1 i.erp.acket

,, I

I

. \ I I

I
I I \ I

I
I \ -

I ; I I iGE, Is. per packet
,.

' 11' 111 -I • l.'i'.'. WHITE SPINE, splendid

lis. Crf. porpkt.

,. SniisLKY LAlvliH v.'illTE COS, Is. Cd. per ounce
ONION, NUXEHAM PARK, 2s. ed. per packet
MELON, PRINCESS ALICE, weight 'J to 111b., and ejcellont,

IE HTN'oV.EAnF.R. (or First Or.

MiLI
Mel.

I

LAX
per quart

''!'•" ..MM', ./ l-trqU
„ ."iUlHii i.'i A I, l\ i;l.> l-Li.ii, 1.., -i,., per q

RADISH, NEW ij\ AL -CAllLLr Hli rih-lll'fLD, Cd. per pkt
And many other Neiv and Select Seeds.

CATALOGUE for IS60 (CULTURAL and DESCRIPTIVE) fl«a
on application.

STEt : Bao- , Seed Grower, Sudbury SuflTolk.
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Peas.
To Market Gabdcni;rs and OinEns.

SUTTON AND SONS can f^upplv the following kinds
of PEAS. GOOD Han-d-pickkd S, *

moderate prices, which may bo had c

Champion of England I

i & Sons, Koyal Berksl
King of the M..

it, Reading.

To the Trade—Early Peas.

QUTTON AND SONS hnving very
•"^ nearly sold out of their RINGLEADER
PEA, regret that they have for some time

l-ast been obliged to decline all orders from

the Seed Trade.

Sutton & Sons have still a good supply of

IJANIEL O'ROURKE, SANGSTER'S No. 1,

SU'lTON'S LONGPODDED TOM THUMB,
and DILLISTONE'S EARLY.

Royal JBeikshire Seed Establishment,

Seedamen throughout the kingdom: a}su of Messrs. Krelage, c

Haarlem ; Vilmorin & Co., Puris ; Senary and Haapte & Schmidt, c

Erftirt, Prusaifl; and Smith & Co., Hamburgh ; also of the Raiser,

New Dwarf Marrow Pea, Lincolnsliire Gem,
33. C(/. per quart, sealed.

MARTIN AND SON have a few quarts yet left of tliis

magnificent Pea ; it is early, well-flavoured, and immensely
SroliQc ; it has been well tried in this neighbourhood by the side of
lixon's Yorkshire Hero, Veitch's, and others, and pronounced to be

the earliest, and double the crop of the former. See Testimonials
in <}ardentr^ Oironicle.
Address 7, Market Place, Hull; or Cottingham. Established

M^
The Essex Rival Pea.

purpo.ses of gathering, as a vegelatle for London market, or other-
wise, to try a few acres of this invaluable, early, and productive
variety, which ho can atronRly recommeud !\a being far superior to
many of the early kinds now in use. For field culture he thinks this
Fea will prove a most decided acquisition, basiug this, his opinion, on
the very high testimony given of it by several of the fir^t men in

able

Heding'liam, Ualstead, Essex. Or the follo'wiug appointed Agents :—
Messr-s. Peter Lawson & Son, 28, King Street, Cheapside, L'ondon, E.G.

„ Cooper & Bolton, 152. Fleet Street, London, E.C.
„ Richard Lowe & Co., High Green, Wolverhampton, Staffordshire.

„ Eraser, Richardson, & Goad, 8ii, Bishopsgate Street Without.
,, J. Roberts & Son, Denbigh. [shire.

„ Fisher, Holmes, & Co., Handsworth Nm-sery, Sheffield, i'ork-
„ Sutton & Sons, Reading, Berkshire
Joseph Tremtle & So s 1 r nth Cumberland
A istm &, Mc Vsl n Ol w
r ; t L e F il \ u I Nursery Hamnieismith, W.
B ok Htnder^ n AtChll Upper Than i_s btreet, London.

„ B t. I t N I r i.i\ Cokh stcr E sex
, QeoiK«- 1 bi,i I oi tiill I uar Within Es c\

M Pa 1 lollird Nurt^tiinian an 1 1 1 iist y ui de la Mtgis
PariB sole agent

Dickson's ' First and Best Early Pea
FRANClb Avi> \11H1K DICKSO^ AND SONS'

"FIRsr 1 1 \ \\ PEA havmg givtn timvn'nl
satisfaction, ii i 1 by competent judpcs (s»eo"

with the Jact ascertamed by
themsi^lves by i t i the very best Early 1

offered for em hue ^ 1- i >. j t. and persistent chiiacter is now
being sent outfrnm a lir^o I ulk whii-h tliey have giown to meet the
great demand, m ualed and labdteil packages (none otheis genume)
at 2a. Od. per quart

Furllui ijiniju^ j Ar Ma^ n V in /^f/ Cx
fieo Oardenei th iinhanl 1/ i utiu aldi ai Julj ]

" Dickson s l-ir-jt and Best lei gr w ttlkr thin tl

First Crop and Suttjno Rin(,lcilLi) is t ui il. vi^, r

produces a larfei-r qu^rtitj ol p ds nl whi <. tl u
of Peas in the twj mentiom. 1 wis irtm 4 t

Dickson's was Irom 5 to 7 DillistouL s (_ i, t

yield tlietr entire crop in about two i ii,kni„

four good gatherings can bo obtiint 1 II

remarkably true m character, whilst am jiig "^ t

of stragglers reared their heads, and wbtu r c,m-f> m I

generally are, later m blooming
From Mr. J C Mdmjell Rorley Rmite Cioydtm SeeOaideii

Cltrouicleand Ay;tcultuialOa ette Juno 10 I860 p 532
" I have not seen at y mention in ide in j ur c lurni 1 t.i Did

First and Best Pea a varietv 11 \ il 1 I 1 f r

From Mr Wm L\ don /)

See Gardcnub CI 7 1 ( i I l

" I sowed this si.a'i n In i- I I

and Saugstoi sNolaidll iiltKl tt
tlian either of the others Its quality is excf'lloi t it is \eij h u 1\

a strong grower, and fods m abundance from top to bottom 1
gathored a much larger ciop Jrom the First and Best than I did fiom
either of the others, and in future T shall sow it only for myfiist

From Mr ALE\A^ 1 / i( >

BeeOardeners C/nomcle 1SC5 p 603
" It waa also noticeable 1 i Best was

entirely free trom rogues t thenL
From Ml r \

SeeOardeners Chroniclt 1965 p TOO
"I have been mucU i s ot those

who have tned the vano and nu 1

tiave made very (

Surplus Stock.

NEW and GENUINK WHITE SPANISH ONION,
Is. (id. per lb.

NEW and GENUINE BROWN GLOBE ONION, 2&. per lb.
Terms Cash. A remittnnce must accompany all orders from

nd Gro , Biggleswaiio.

See List of Trail;; i^i^icl...

N.B.—CATALOGUES
applic

.'TUCE.—Tlie best Summer
1 ket, sealed with initials " W. L"
•hHiTtT VhroHick. Jan. 27.

st Seeds can bo had post free on

result of my expem ill the ne«
lings ) Dick

aufflciont.

Francis & AnrnoB Dicksom & Sons DEbCRIPTIVE and PRICED
CATALOGUE of VEGETABLE and i LOWER SEFDS, with ampl
Cultural Hints and much usclul inform if— —"' " --'-- -

post free on application Their Se da i

obtained from the best sources, and a:

Frakcis & Arthur Dicke _ _ ,_._,
Waruhouse, 100, Eastgate Street, Chester.
%• Seeds of £2 value {Grain excepted) delivered free to any Rall-

r & Soxs, The Old Established Seed

HAAGE'S DWARF EARLIEST CAULIFLOAVER.—
Very dwarf, the earliest, hardiest, and finest of CauliQowers.

SEED CATALOGUES, containing the finest New Vegetables,
free by post.

STEPiiEy Bitowx, Seed Grower. Sudbury, Sufl!"olk.

Henry's Prize Hybrid Leek, Genuine.
OWNIE, LAlRi), AND LAING arc now sendin- out
the Above in packets at la. each. This is unquestionably tbe

largest Leek in cultivation, growing 10 inches in length of blanch.
D

uded the First Prize at the10 inches
Edinburgh and other leading Shows.

17, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh; and Stanstead Park,
Forest Hill, London. S.E.

A YTON CASTLE GIANT SCOTCH LEEK.—This
J~\. spleiiilid LEEK, which r>r size, flavour, and hardiness has no
equal, - n. )•> 1,^1 ,,• usiiat, pm-e and genuine, free per post, in
packi.'t-.i I

.

.
-I \ lit-eralallowance to the Trade whennot less

lioi.. I I' ^1
'

- 'I. Nursei-yman and Seedsman, 12, Melbourne

NEW KHULARIi, PRINCE of WALl!:S.—This
Rhubarb is remarkably early, and very superior for flavour and

colour. Strong roots from four to six crowns, I'Js. per dozen ; second
size, as. per doz. single crowns, Gs. per doz. ; ditto ditto, per 100, 25s.

W. Whiteqodse, Nurseryman, Harborne, near Birmingham.

Scrymger's Brussels Sprouts.
EED of the above excellent variety can be had true

from tbe lUiser, in packets at Is. ; post free 14 stamps.

To the Seed Trade.
"piRAME CUCUMBERS, aU^ EugUsh-saved

; true

Dickson's Newton Hero
Dr. Livingstouo

BROCCOLI, Pure
Early Purple Capo

Telegraph

id G<:nuine Stock.
KUit'iKn's Mammoth
Ward's Superb Late Whito

"hampion of England
Carter's Chinipion

Snow, true Winter
Osborne's WinteV Whito
Knight's Protecting

INVINCIBLE SCARLET SWEET PEA.
Ti-ade prices on application.

_^^^ Stepues Brown. Seed Grower, Sudbury, Sufl'olk,

E DWARD TAYLOR, Nursekyman, Malton,
Yorkshire, having largo stoclis of the following, offora thoin

2.yo:irs I ; I A N I \

3-ye;u- -; I \ \ I \

GLAIil.ill ^ II
GLAiiliil.l -. 1;

SEA KAIL, M. ,

STANilAllDuii I

Dwarf-trained M

'

Dwarf-trained -

Dwmft: 1 I'K

DEAL WOOD LABELS, 3i inch, 2«. per 1000 ; Is. 9d. per 1000 if
20,000 taken

ENGLISH OAK, 1-year Seedlinu, 2j. per 1000
HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS, from very choice hybridised

seed, in single pots, 155. per 100 ; 28. 6d. per dozen
CATALOGUES gratia on application.

M'
C heaper hij tJiec

Per lb.—s. d.
Good YELLOW GLOBE.. 9
„ ORANGE GLOBE.. »
„ RED GLOBE .. !l

„ LONG RED .. .. a
„ LONG YELLOW .. U

SUTTOVS
Selected Mangel Seed

fnun Selected Roots.
Vl,':ape.r by th

I
SUTTON'S Selected YEL.

Per Jb,

1 YEL
LOW GLOBE 1

. do. ORANGE GLOBE 1
SITER HOBBS*
MMN'U-' r!f OBE .. 1
i: \ I

|M\-^ i:i-.Im:;L0BE1

« BERKSHIRE PRIZE, or
SUTTON'S YELLOW GLOBE, SUFFOLK CHAMpIoN,

Price l.«. per lb. New 2
Lowest price per cwt. on application.

^UTTON & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

TAGETES SIGNATA PUMILA. — Magnificent
Bedding Annual, 1 font high, of dense compact growth ; foliage

graceful and Fern-like, of a bright green colour ; the plant is covered
with rich orange blossoms, and tlower-s vigorously from June till cut
down by frost, maintainmg till the last its beautifully neat habit.
" It bids fair to supersede the Yellow Calceolaria as a Bedding

Plant."—See Gardener^ Oironich; 1SCJ3, p. 904. C(/. per packet.

ASTERS and STOCKS for EXHIBITION, &c.
Truff'aut's P.-eony-flowered Aster, 20 varieties, 3s. id. ; mixed packets,

perpacket, 6(/. ; smaller packet, 3rf.Victoria Aster, new.
Rose Aster, now, mixed, per packet, C(/,

Dwarf Chrysanthemum Aster, 12 varieties, 25. ; mi.^ed packets, ;

packets, 3^. and Od.
The quality of the above Asters and Stocks as exhibition flowers is

well known ; those from seeds supplied by mo having taken prizes at
many Shows during the past season.

B'
Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.

Cbiswick.
I the Royal Horticultural Society's Trial Ground at

' ALEXANDRA (rr
; 24s. per dozen
.ach ; ISs. per doiten
-cscarlot suffused w

BLACK inVARf l.l.iM. .111,1 ..I

DONALD BEATON [..i^.u , i<it

dozen
DUCHESS (soft rosy lake), 2s. each ; 18s. per dozen
FULGENS (vivid scarlet), 2s. Gd. each

» GLOWWORM (inagebia nnd criinso: flushed with scarlet).

ad. each ; los. per dORANGE \i
: .

>
. I

PILLAR If I. > I
I

PRINCE.SSi.K H I
:,\-

I 1,1 \i
yALAMANL»h-li. (I'uiii^uiL .^uii

18s. per dozen
SCARLET GEM(brightorange-.sc.arlet),L'j.Gt^. each ; 15s. perdoz.
MRS. WM. PAUL (delicate rose pink), 2s. ikl. each ; 249. pordoz-
WALTHAM SEEDLING (dark crimson), 2s. each ; 18s. per doz.

A Circular with fuller descriptions frea by post.

Chnstia

The usual discount to the Trade,

r.—All letters should be addressed Wil
imo in full), Waltham Cross, N.

JOSEPH BAUMANN, Nurseryman, Ghent, Rclgiuni,
O begs to offer the now STRAWBERRY DR. NICAISE, tho
largest and one of the beat sorts of all Strawberries. C plants, 4».

;

12 phiLt.-i, 7s. ; 100 plants, £2.

100 fido rAMF.LLIAS, with tlnwcr bu.1s. £C.
100 t'uir ''.V-Mi:!,!,! \-i, »iMi llmvi.T bu'ls. stronger plants, £Sand£lO.
100 Scjiih'' Klh.'lii)|)KNJ»K(>NS, with flower buds, named, strong

100 ViKUKM'M ICrilALUM, with flower buds. £4 and £0.

c
Seeds of New and Beautiful Plants.

J. BARKER has luu.-h plcasurL' in a^ain off.'rin"-
» SEEDS of his Clioi^:t)Nev,- llYKRn.i FLoWKK.S "hicU liavo
I such perfect s-

' "

that the Seeds he
any that he has ijreviuu

PETUNIAS.—Verv cli

TRiM' I >l I \i I
" .iiiig, from our well-known

f '

> ' iriuties 10
PEl.-\ ],'. ^ M \i -- I/', •. M I

I
--iivud with cave from a choice

cui.i,^L.;uu u. .i;n_..L iic.i k.ud.,, including Mr. Bull's, and tho
lato Ml-. Boatoii's best fl-.-wers 10

MIMULUS.—Fi-om a select collection of beautiful new h\brid
varieties of large and small flowers 10

TROP>EOLUM and PETUNIA.
" Tbe blooms of both of these submitted to us byyou are cxccilcnt

in shape, size, and substance, and charmingly varied in colour.
Among the first are some beautiful orange yellow, spotted with rich
m.aroon. And among tho latter are many handsomely striped and
double kinds, which, whether in pots or beds, must produce a satis-

factory effect."—Grtrdf<(*.s' Chronicle, SejH. 30, 1865.

" Your seeds have produced such flowers as wore never seen in this
country before."—Lerftr/co?H U. S. America.

C. J. B. has also to oQer cheap, a largo collection of fine Fi'uiting
GRAPE VINES from Eyes, of all the le-iding varietes. Prices on
application. Exotic Nursery. Godalming, Surrey.

pHOICE SPRING FLOWERS, &c., now readyin
yj Strong Plants.

p^^^ ^^^_^ ^
HEPATICAS, double red and single blue 4
VIOLETS, double, in four sorts 4s. to 6

single, in SIX sorts 3s., 4s., and 6

„ new single striped is. Gd. each 12

„ newdoublostnped,RoinedesViolettes,2s.Crf.cach, 24
„ new double red Is. Crf. each 12

PRIMROSES, double, in four varieties 6
CHRISTM^VS ROSE, scariet 2s. each IS

I'<;)I,^' WTHTTw (in^^Mnced varieties ' !' 3 o
PA.Mr\- 1.1: \----. II..' |>lants 40tf.pcrlOO fl

DAl-^ii . .1 (iioico kinds ..no
ROCK 'III iiiii-i kinds y
OLh ' 1 I M \A ROSE 00
AUlvli,A ljA.>. iiiit.-'u Alpines go

„ rcnin-dred 3
ROCK KTS, double white and yellow c
LAVENDER, fine plants 3 U
CLOVES, old crimson and others a-f. to c u
PINKS, fine named sorts 4
SWEET WILLIAM, Auricula-eyed, ic 3 u
WALLFLOWER, double yellow ana dark 4

Also the following in Stock Plants :—
FUCHSIAS, new, of 18G5 do
GERANIUMS, new, of ISC5 9.'. to l->

PETUNIAS, riew,ofI805
CHRVSANTIIKMUMS u
TROP^ULUMS and LOBELIAS, new c
ANTIRRHINUMS and PENT6TEM0NS, new GO
PHLOX, new U
CINERARIAS, new 12

100 CHOICE HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS, in GO fine named

ro.s'es.
24 FinestSTANDARD and DWARF ROSES. 24 distinct varieties, 21».

24 ditto ditto on their own roots, in pots, 2l8,

CATALOGUES free on application ; also, TRADE CATALOGUE
of NURSERY STOCK.

Post-oflice Orders on Castle Hedingham.
Wu. DiLiJSTONE, Munro Nurserj'. Siblo Hedingham, Essex.

Seeds of the finest quality for the Garden and Farm.

A!;(
II I i; \i.i) II i:n hi:i;-."\, i..ir si.|m ,i,,i, mi. nt, to

;lul

5,000 COMMON YEWS, 1 to 4 feet.

2,000 yards extra fine BOX EDGING.
Tho whole of tbe above are fine bushy plants, and well rooted.

R. Gadd & Son having a large stock ol the atovo, are in a position
offer them at remarkably low prices. Special quotations oa

ipplication.
Tho Nurseries, Salvington, near Worthing, Sussex.

To the Trade.

JOHN PERKINS, Sen., "has a large Stock of the
following to offer :—

BLACK THORN, 1-year, 1 foo^; 2-years, U to 2 feet;
3-vears, twice transplanted, 2 to 3 feet.

LARCH FIRS, 2 to 3 f«ct ; 3 to 4 feet.
SPRUCE FI KS, li to 2 feet ; 2 to 3 feet.
SCOTCH FIRS, li to 2 feet.

BERBERIS AQUIFOLIUM, 1 to IS foot; IJ to 3 feet.

Purch^wers of the above in large quantities will be liberally
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New Edition of

SCOTT'S FRUIT TREE CATALOGUE of the finest

Collection in England. The Catalogue is allowed to be the best

full of informiition about the CultivatioD of Fruits,

being described. A]
J. Scott, lierriott, Somerset.

QPECIAL OFFER of FRUIT TREES.—25 ni

O off Catalogues.—Having a larRO and fine stock of tl

ground:—Peaches, Ncc
Apples, Pears. Plums, !

DESCRIPTIV

cent,

largo and fine stock of \he under-
iduoed prices, to clear

(trained and untrained),
lud untrained),
I application to
taet.

To tlie Trade.

HLANE AXD SON !i:au tu oitlr a lar^e and fine stock

• of strong and well-nrovrn TREES of the foUowing :—Maiden
Nectixiines Peaches, Poais, Plums, Cherries aud Apples; PFramid

Apples, Pears. Plums, and Cherries ; Bush Apricots for Potting

;

Standard Apples, Cherries, .and Pears ; Dwarf-trained Apples and

Pears of the leading kinds; Grape Vines in variety; Sea Kail very

AJsoalarge quantity of extra flnsfrult-bearing ORCHARD-HOUSE
TREES, with well-ripoaed wood and bloom buds, gi'own under glass,

and well-established in Pots, comprising theapprovedsorts of Peaches,

Nectarines. Apricots, Pears, Plums, Appli^ Cherries. Figs, &c.

Also a splendid collection of STANDARD and DWARF RO.Siib

ol most oftho popular sorts in large quantity.

CATALOGUES of the above may be had upon appllcatf"" "^^

The N - • --
, Great Rerkhampstead, Herts.

FOREST TREES, &c.—At the Nursery of the late

David A. Reid. Park Attwood, Bewdley, Worcestershire.

'^eur Seedling, fine .. ., .. .. 2

St;edliug. fine 2
,. (iReedlmg, fine 10

t V KA M 1 DALIS. 1-year beedling, fine

30,000 Common Laurels,
Fine bushy plants and well rooted, from 1 to 3 feet.

War. "WOOD AND SON having a lar^e stock of the

above, will be liappy to give special quotations at reduced

Ad'liess, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckficld. Sussex.

Strong Thorns, Oaks, Native Scotch. Larch, & Spruce.
r^HlVAS AND WEAVER, Chester, are atill holSers of
Vy extra strong TRANSPLANTED QUICKS, ENGLISH OAKS,
extra fine, 2i to 4i toet ; NATIVE SCOTCH, very fine, li to 3 feet

;

Sub-tropical and other Foliage Plants.

DOWNIE. LAIUU, AND LAING are now sending out
Seeds of the above. PRICED LISTS on appUcatlon, with

Cultmal hints.
Stanstead Park, Forest Hill, S E. ; and Edinburgh.

MAURICE YOUNG'S DESCRIPTIVE LIST of

Coniferse, New and Rare HardjPlapts, Ornamenta^ Trees and

r Godalming, Surrey,

WM. JOS. WATSON, NuuSERYMAN and Seedsman,
Town Hall Buildings, Newcastle-oa-Tyne, begi to ofler New
)f WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA. PICEA GRANDIS,

Evergreen Hedges.
THUJA PLICATA or WARKANA (the Siberian

Arbor-vites).—Average height 2 feet. 10.s- per 100, 8(W. per 1000.

Ditto 1 foot, 58. per 100, 40i». per lOoO. This species lornis tlie most
compact and beautiful of all evergreen hedges.

Tuos. Rii
Carriage paid to London.

Sawbrldgeworth.

To Clear Ground.
QPECIAL OFFER.—20 per cent, off Catalogue prices.—
O Hn!.l,V MJHFFNl, YF,WS, DEODARS, ARBUTUS. LAURELS
(CuuniiMiil. I. ii.r. 1- il'. It nj.i). Cupressus Lawsoniana, Thuja Lobbil,

Pii,,i. II, i.iii I
I

I

"iiiderosa, TasodUim, Hazel (a large

F^
;o ' 5s. per lOiXi

;

To Noblemen and Gentlemen about to be engaged,
in Planting.

DICKSONS AND CO., NuiiSEUVMEN, Seedsmen, and
Florists, Wa'erloo Place, Edinburgh, have this season a large

ami very healthy stock of Sotidlins and Transplanted LARCH (native

and Tyroloso), True Native Highland SCOTCH FIR, Spruce Oak,
,

Plane or Sycamore. SpanisU Chestnut, Alder, Ash, Elm, Thorn
f5"

Quick, Beech, Evergreen Privet, Poplar, Willow, &c., as well as all J;^^^

other kinds of Forest and Ornamontal Trees and Shrubs, Fruit

Trees, Roses, Greenhouse and Stove Plants, Herbaceous and Alpine

Plants, Feras, &c.
Their Forest Trees, which are grown on exposed ground, are this

8ca.son linely ripened, and can bo sent with perfect salety tu any part

oi the kingdom.
Samples and prices will be sent fteo on application.

\Mi (
'i,

I K r ( i ntlemen planting or
I

^llppIied with the under-
,, r ,.- I.- i.il liuRSEor FURZE. 1-year,

_..:.-,._:. i ,,. I' 1 I li'OO; EvergrooD Barberry,
uha, 1 tij -2 iLct, strong transplanted, 26«. per 100, or

nds of FOREST and FRUIT TREES, SHRUBS.and
t r>n;ipp1ic:it!r.n, „ - , ,

M Mt I .<i s.,^,, Thii NiirseriGS, Bnstol.

stout, li to 44 feet ; and SPRUCE, 1

.lanted APPLF —
Prices of the whule of the

PPLE STOCKS, ready for Gi-afting.

be forwaided on applicatic
which are greatly reduced, will

COCOA-NUT REFUSE
delivered within 2i miles

of Charing Cross, at 2s. per bag.

tlanltnti:-i' Chronicle ofthe2l8t
March, 1S03; or apply to the
Patent Cocoa Fibbb CoiiPANr.
Kingstou-upon-Thames.

Postage Stamps or Post-offlce

Orders payable to J. BAKfitiAH

BRUSHES and

ry H S LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1S40).

Have now ready for deUvery in dry fine condition,

CORN MANURE, for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUANO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

I PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA4

Offices. 116, Fenchurcli Street. E.C.

Tansley
JOSEPH ^
O to in-sr..-,! i,

Hundred Thou^a-
PORTUGAL LAUREL-
PRIVETS, YEWS. ic.

Of all the leading kind.s th

Matlock, Derbyshire.
I'lauters and the Trade

: liij-h land. The soli is of a
itti excellent roots, such as

:il. The Nursery contains
INDRONS, COMMON and

' MN BERBERIS, HOLLIES,
rivEES^are very

A AV E S
' MANURES.

The Manures manufactured by J. B. Law£s for the present

n of ISiifi are now ready for delivery at his FactorieB, at the

BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
6

URN and GRASS MANURE.. . . 12

1 be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through the
I all parts of the United Kit '

QIRERIAN TREES for LAW NS.—The foUowiu
k? species of CARAGANA, &c.. are grafted on straight stems (

Caiagana arborescens, about 6 feet in height ; tUoy bloom freely i

Spring, and are most ornamental ;

—

Each

—

s. d.

CARAGANA ARENARIA 2 G

CHAMLAGU 2 G

„ FHUTESCENS (Weeping) 2

,,
JU«ATA(rarc) 3 a

SPiNOSA 2

. ALTAGANA 2

CALOPHACA WOLGARICA 2
HALIMODENDRON ARGENTEUM 3 C

CARAGANA ARBORESCENS, C to 8 foet . . ..10
Carriage paid to London.

Spring Planting,

PF,TER LAWSON and SON are prepared to execute
,,|.i- I

< ,^trv' description of NURSERY STOCK suitable for

Foi:, I
,1 . \MENTAL PLANTATIONS.

1 , M.iiitment, it is recommended that requirements

ff,r -.1 1. 1 M . 1 I . \ ^ 1 1 N'G should be ordered a

, Lawsok & Son will bo glad 1

,
Nurseries, Sawbridgeworlh.

LARCH and RHODODENDRONS.
Delivered at Matlock Station. Per 1000—«. d.

LARCH, li to 2 tt., good stout plants 17

\ Upper KendalBtown I

CllVPi'O.MKi.. ^

CEUAllul LLl.;
UPRIGHT or lU
SWEET BAYS.

igdom, at prici

tnge.

ct from the Importers. Nitrate of

d other Chemical Manures,
market prices,

, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge,

Established 1812.

PROCTOR Mild RYLAND'S
PREPARED KONE MANURES

for

TURNIPS,. GRASS, WHEAT, BARLEY, OATS, POTATOS, ic. :

and thou'

BONE SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME
arc the best prepaied and cheapest Manures oflferod to the Public.

Offices—Com Exchange Buildings^Carr's Lane, Birmlnghau:
Works—Birminghai ' "•->"-'-

'ick, Bristol, and Chestei

Ji to3i feet high

Prices moderate, on apjiUcation.

,, -,:( to oj letsb ., .. •• ".-:•
RlluDODENDRON PONl'lCUM, bushy and well-rootod, 6 to

12 inches

„ to 15 in., 18s. per 100 .

.

1., 28a.Qd, per 100 270
'
li to 2 ft.. 32s. 6d. per 100 320

The Ti-ade supplied. Apply to

J SuiTQ, Darley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

OHARLES CLARKE,

SEED, sapleuUid v ip.-Lcl

Me
SMITH,

'. w

ROSES.—12 of the veiy best
Standai-d Porpetiial and Moss

Roses for 18^. ; 50 for C3s. ; 100 for £5.

12 ditto Dwarf do. do. for 12s. ;

fiij for 12s. ; 100 for 76«.

12 ditto. New Sorts of 1865, for 2is.

Descriptive List on application.

G""1 ENUINE NURSERY STOCK, comprising :— Abies aiba, p to 7 feet

jf M Douglaaii, 3 to 4 foet

mouticola, 4 to 6 feet « '"J^*^;.^^ ^?r H^L.
muricata, 1* to 2* fbet 1

. - oriontalis, 1* *- •>
*-»

pyronaica, 1} to 2,\ feet

TRANSPLANTED FOREST
TREES.

Alder, 2 to 3 feet
2 feet

Chestnut (Spanish) l\ to 2i feet

Fir (Larch), U to 2 feet

2 to 2i feet

Hazel, U to 2i feet

„ extra strong, 4 to B feet

CONIFERS AND HARDY
EVERGREENS.

Arbutus, U to 2 feet
Aucuba japonica, 1 to 2 feet

I Arbor-v
3 4 feot

Araucaria iiub'ricata,'l4 to 2 feet

American, 6 to 7 feet

„ Siboriao, 4 to fi feet

Cedar, Red, 5 to feet

EVERGREENS for Orna-
mental Planting or Avenues,

handsome, well grown, and trans-

planted within the last two years.

I s^zus and quantities, see Conifer List.

At 30s, per dozen:—
Juniperus thurilei'a, 3 to 4 feet

Laurel, Colchic, 6 to feet

„ Portugal, Pyramids, S.feet

Pinus Cembra, 3 to 4 feet

exceLsa, 5 feet

Taxodium seiupervirena, 7 to 8 ft.

Thuia Lobbii, 3 to 4 feet

„ aurea, li foot

„ compacta, li to 2 feet

Thujopsis borealis, 3 feet

Wellingtoma gigautea, 2 feet

At 42j. per dozen :-

Ccdrus Deodara, 4 to 8 feet

„ africanus, 3 to 5 feet

„ Libani, 3 to 6 feet
Crj-ptomeria Lobbii,

Abies Douglasii, 4 to 5 feet

„ inverta, 2 to 2J foet

„ orientiUis. 2 to 2i feet

„ pyramidalifi, 2 to 2^ feet

Araucaria imbiicata, 2 to 2i feet

, . . Arbor-vitsQ, American, 7 to 8 feet
Lawsoniana. 2 to 3 feet Cedar, Red, C to 8 feet
macrocarpa, 2 to 3 feet

, cupressus Knightii, to 7 feet
tomlosa, li to 2 feet i Lawsoniana, 4 to 41 ft.

3 5 feet

Juuiporus chiueusis, li to 2 feet

„ ..3 feet

„ hibernica, 2i to 3 feet

,, sabina (for covers) 24 ft-

Taxus (Yew. common), 2 to 3 ft.

„ Irish, 2 to feet

„ „ variegated, li to 2 ft.

Thuja aurea, 1, 2, and 2^ feet, fine

„ Lobbii, 2i to 3 feet

Thujop , -. -

Wellingtonia gigontea, 1 to li ft.

I line condition for reuioval, prices and size

-M, varieties of 1

Pinus excelsa, 6 feet

„ Lambertiana, 3 to 4 feet

„ insignis, 3 to 4 fett

Thuja Lobbii, 4 to 6 feet

„ compacts, 2 to 24 foot

Wellingtonia glgantea, 2i feet

UWARF APPi.ES, in 50 approved kinds, fiOs. to

i Planting New Grounds.
; Acre, and fiiilures

replaced.
A NEW DESCRIPTIVE and PRICED CATALOGUE of

Japanese Novelties and fcreneral Nui'sery Stock may be had
application.

M*uitita YouNO, Milford Nursaries, near Godalming, Surrey.

Juniperus thurifera, 4 to 6 feet

Pinus Combra, 4 to 6 feet

At (JOff. per dozen ^—

AbioB inverta, 2i to 3 feet

„ Douglasii, 5 to oi icet

„ Menziesii, 6 to 6 feet

„ orienLilis, 2i to 3 feet

THE PATENT NITRO- PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY, Limiteb, Manufacturers of

ODAMS'S PATENT BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.
ODAMSS .SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME and DISSOLVED

BONES.
Chief Onices—100, Fenchurch Street, London, E.G. ; Western

Counties Branch : Queen Street, Exeter ; Irish Branch : 40, West-
moreland Street, Dublin.

Works—Plaistow, Essex ; and Ebford, Tupsham, Devonshire.
Directors.

Chairman—Sonv Clavdew, Littlebury, Essex
Deputy-Chairman^-3oHV Collins, Argyle Hou-e. Holloway.

Edward Bell, 48, Marine Parade, Brighton.
Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot. Herts.
Thomas Knight, Edmonton, Middlesex.
Robert Leeds, West Lexham, Norfolk.
George Savila, Ingthorpe, near Stamfoi-d.

Samuel Jonas, Chrishall Grange, Essex.
Charles Dorman, 23, Essex Street, Strand.

Thomas Webb, Hildersh.im, Cambridgeshire.

Managing Directoi

Ba/ifcers—Messrs. ^metts Hoa
Boricitors—Messrs. Kingsford

s & Co., Lombard Street.

^ ___. . 23. Essex Street, Strand.

AudUor^J. Carter Jonas, Cambridge.
Secretary—C, T. Macadam.

This Company was originally formed by, and is under the Direction

of Agriculturists, circumstances that li^»«jiistly earned for It nnother

Title, viz. :--t6e TENANT FARMERS' MANURE COMPANY."
Its'Members are Cultivators of upwards of 60,Ono Acres of Land,

which has been for years under managemeut with Manures of their

own Manufacture. The Consumer, therefore, has the best Guarantee

for the genuineness and efficacy of the Manures manufactured by

this Company.
A Prospectus will be forwarded 1 application to the Secretary, <

s
To the Trade.

TRONG TOBACCO PAPER,
H. Brown, 4. CoinnmtuLiMi, Kow, Live:

. per cwt.

Price to t

lMa "

pyr; nidalis 1 leet

Araucaria imbricata, 2i to 3 feet

Ccdrus Deodai-a, G feet
Cupressus Knightii, 7 to 8 feet

Juniperus thurifera, 6 to G feet

Pinus excelsa, to 8 feet

„ Lambertiana, 5
"

„ Cembra, 6 to G

Tbujajaponica, 2i t

aG feet

2ifeet
gigan'""

Yew, Irish, G feet
Wellingtonia gigantea, 3 feet

Lawsoniana, 6 feet

At 843. per doisen

Douglasii. 7 to 8 feet

inverta, 3 to 4 feet

Abies Douglasii, 8 to 10 ft., 12i.Grf.

inverta, 4 to 6 feet, 1

' '
, 2I8.

ImbricaU, 3 to 4 feet,

7«. Qd. to 2l8.

„ „ 4to8ft.,2Uto84«.

Cedar of Lebanon, 8 to 10 feet, 2l8.

Cedrus Deodara, 8 to 10 ft., lOsM.
to 21s.

Abies orientalis, 3 to 4 feet

Cedrus Deodara, 7 to 8 foet

Juniperus thuril'era, to 7 feet

Picea nobiiis, 2 to 21 feet, 10s. Gd.

10s. tid.

„ „ 4 to 6 feet, 42.s. t

„ Pin3apo,3to6ft.,10s.Grf.t

i' U Jvl I G A T 1 N (j

. —An entirely new article manulactnred

under Letters Patent, from Tobacco rolled into sheets, which allows

it tu'consutne .slowly without the assistance of blowiuij, and is

'ly free from any chemical admixture, which i:

economical and very superior

vu the~artu;le generally used.
_, „ ^ , iv. v

,

Sold in lib. piiekagea and upwards, price 3s. M. per lb., by

Messrs. Ruukrts & Soss. Tobacco ManuCxcturers, 54, St. John

D tender pL-vnts. It will be found n

American Arbor-vita;, lor Hedges, 3 to 4 feet, at 50s. per 100.

4 to 5 feet, at 76<t. „
** "

„ 5 to G feet, at 100s. „

KicuIrb SMnii'.'NurBeryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester

Gl POUND, whether xised

against Insects and Mildew, on
Growing Plants, or as Wintei-

Dressing on Treea at rest,

should bo dissolved 48 hours

1 to 2 oz. to the gallon of water
is recommended for growing
Plants

' - ^ -- -
—

i from 4 to IG

Sold Rdtail by Nuraarymen
and Seedsmen, in boxes, !».,

'33., and los. Gd. each.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT

CANDLE COMPANY
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TNTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXIIIMTION
X and UOT^VNICAL CONGRESS. — Thofle wbo are preparing
Plants for the above Exhibition aliould feed tjiem liberally with
STANDEN'S GARDENER'S and AMATEUR'S FRIEND. Sold by
the leading Nurserymen and Seedsmen.

< C\STEfie. 1~\ AY, SO N, and II E W I fT ' S
•^*==^Tr**C^ "L^ UNIVERSAL CHEMICAL EXTRACT,

for bad casos in Drawing Lambs, and to atop
Heaving and Straining. Mr, \Yoods, in bis
Lecture on " Breeding and Mauageiuent of
Sheep," says:— " My shepherd declares it tc

be worth a guinea a bottle." Price 2s. 6d.

and 7«. per bottle.
Also, the original GASEOUS FLUID, for

Debility and Exhaustion in Ewes after Lamb-
ing, for Dianhoja in Calves and Lambs, and
lor Colic and Gripes in Horses and Cattle.
' -'

,, and for cleansing i

Gaseous Fluid I have not lost one
Price Is. Od. per bottle ; or one (

Full Directions for use given i

original and only proprietors

—

Da
Kaker Street, tondon, W.

en in a wooden box, 20s,

1 each article. Prepared by tho
io.N & Hewitt, 22, Dorset St

Cattle Fla^e.

PUBLIC NOTIt.'E.—RKroRT of the ROVAL COMMISSION.
Ve " Saitihuit I'."

...<-
, .

<( :•.,,:, ,\i Precautions to Preveh

sRei

McDOlHi A M.S 1' Ail. NT DISINFECTING
POWDKU— It, is coniiiiciided as the best means of Disinfect-

ing Cattio Sheds, Farm Buildings, &c. Suld in bags, 1 cwt. each, at
11)8. Od., or £1U pur ton. Carriage paid ou i-ton and upwards.
For Washing the biidies of both Healthy and Sick Cfattle the Com.

missionei-s strongly recommend McDOUGALL'S PATENT DIS
INFECTING SO.\r, Sold in 51b. Canisters at 2s. Cd. ; 101b,, 63.

;

20 lb. kegs, 10,s, ; .""lOlb., 25^. Directions for use in each package.

ALE.\ANDf:R McDhi'oall, MaDUfacttuing and Agricultural Chemist,
"

' ithur Street West, London Bridge, E.C.
j

Manufactured by W.

QWING WATERO BARROW.—This is 1

best and cheapest article

out, or by merely raismgthe
Handle it

...
the groui
detached

Carriage paid to any station

1 Works. Norwich.

011 Paint no longer Necessary.

HILL A.VT) SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VARNISH
for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish is an

excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-door work, and is fully

two-thirds cheaper. It may be applied by an ordinary labourer,
requires no mixmg or thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the
grounds at Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many
hundreds of the nobility and gentry, from whom the most flattering
teatimonials have been received, which Hili. & Smith will forward on
application.

From RicDAKD Hemsiiso, Esq., BordesUy Park, WurrxsUrshire.
"Gentlemen,—I have great pleasure in stating that I highly

approve of your Black Varnish, as a substitute for paint for farm
buildings, barn doora, gates, and especially when the wood has been
previously painted in the usual way a few years before ; in this par-
ticular cxse it loaves a very nice glazed surface, than which nothing
could bo hotter. Tho same observation also applies to ironwork ol
every description, Kuch as iron hurdles, &c. The Wrought-lron
Barrow with api'unitu.i lor ln;atiug gas tar has been found moat
useful, and so yreat a conveuieucu do 1 consider it that I shall beg
you to send nie another, as well !is a cask of tho Black Varaish, for
the use of the property which I have iQ Warwickshire. Please to
send the whole by the same conveyance as before."

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at la. 6d. per gallon, at the

>ATENX WOKCESTEKSUIKE EANGE.

II l/LMI I \I 1

The Advantaul ol tho 1 l

t of Coal as one of any other

simple arrangement a not surpassed

Hortlcuitural Agent and Valuer.

MR, A. CHANDLKR (of the late Firm of Chandler
& So.,«s|. continues to midertalto all kinds ol VALUATIONS

c.nnectu.l with ll..rtii-iilt\iro.

1, bevonaliire Terr.ace, Fulham Road, .S. W.

1),
FEKGUSON, L.\ni)wcjvpe G.ykdener, CoNxiijicrriNG

rtASTEii, and ViLuiiK of NnasEBV Siocs, ic.
Whitton Nursery, Hounslow, W.

Garden Arcliitect, Improver of Land Planting. &c.

MK. NEWTOX, 30, E;i>,tl.oiirne Tm,,, ,
, i.,„,-|.°, VV.,

attends to advise or carry out Altur < w ~ L/ivet
to important Works cumpltited in many p. (I- I , ili.'Tund

Workmen and Plans provi.lcd for the (_'iiiit i-,ri,t f .i .\'i[M \c:\.

H
Trees Coming into Bloom.

AYTHOUN'S HEXAGON aud CHISWICK
GARDEN NETS will protect Bloom from Frosts, Hail, and

Diioct'Mr. li

-'ps. Plies, Birds, &c. Patte'nis, prices,

Nottingham.

Preserve your Trees from Frost.
F>ENJAM1N EDGINGTUX, 2, Uuke Stieet,

> Southwaik. has a lart;o .Stock i-f NEW at,d REPAIRED
TANNED NETTING. COrrON BUNTING, HALL'S COTTON
NETTING, FRIGI DOMO, &c. Samples tree by post. Maiquees,

and Tijmporary Rooms on Hire, Lined, Boarded, Liehted,
•ly Warmed.

OS {only), 2, Duke Street, London
ifortably Wan

Address, '"

Bridge, S.E. ishir

NETTING for FRUIT TREES, SEED BEDS, RIPE
RTRAWBERRIKS, &c,-TANNED NETTING, tor protecting

tho filn.v.- ii-,.ii. Filler, Hlu'ht., liirds, &c.,2 yards wide, 3(1 per\(i> (

or lini - ii.i :'
,

I , :li,!- r. ..I,', („;. par yard, or 50 yards SOs N I \

TAN N t , I

'

I
'. I

.

) r iiiv of the above purposes, r r

Feim 'I .;i ,
iir?, per yard ; 4 yards wide, l

i

yanl ,
! ii-i-^ >- ill., Is. 0(i, per yard.

CiJi I
.

I I |M.uiLilj ul EiToN A; Dkllub, OandT, Ci. l

wANTED, a CARRIAGE HORSE, warranted sound
and free from vice. Not under IG Hands. Grey preferred

u .lOt essential. Not over S yeai-s old. Price not exceeding £45
Apply by letter only to Mr. Read, Bowling Green, Limpefleld,
>dstone. Surrey.

OLD and WELL-
1, well'stocked with three

, Folkestone, Kent.

A\'

H. 4rf ; '1, b.i

-ri dozen-—3 ft

J Nurserymen.

.
'

. AllDEN NETS, RABBIT
1

1
\ I

,
.N H rs, &C.

. each ; Driving Aprons, 7s. ; Police
vi»es. Waterproof, 9s. per dozen
k, 8<i. per square yard, all widths.
ion Uoad, London, N.E.

WB. UMduailLLS NEW PATENT IRON
• FENCE for GARDENS, LAWNS. &c.

Manufactory : Newport, Salop.
Warranted tho stronRcst and most durable Fence ever offered at

corresponding prices. It is easily repaired if brok'
can be rolled up iiii.-.t c-iiii[',utly when not in
adapted fur uxiirhiti .n. :ii,.i i- iti be had of any height and
reouired, at piK.-- ii FN \'l i>l. iitl. per yard and upwards.
For further iciitu 111 Li- ,1] |

l\ ,it tho Manufactory ; or of the London

i admirabiy

S.W.

GAEVANISED WIKE CJ.VIJLE STKAND FENCING
for FARMS, PARliS, and GAKDENS.

Tho ORIGINAL INVKNTORS and MANUFACTURERS.

i| M \ I EST i ENCING in USE
J I \i I M. have been SUPPLIED

It u t ims no injury by being

GALVANIM I «
GALVAMSI I

-

GALVANI-.I I II

GALVAM^I I 11

IIlu-.!

foi POULTRY, So

lit

IilOi,
1 application.

Iron Hurdles Fencing, and Gates
COTIAM '5 mivlill b 11. iiii.li in tl„ bt«t m.anner

or supLiur \\r UKht Ir i. slih H' IIUl III FS, from 4«.
;

1 M il I nil ill I s flora 4«. lid.
till ciiSIISI nUsltNCH.from

/ III I t 1 in D LrATES, from
,. iLli lUuali ted luco List on

11-] huLtiun

ENTRA-NCEQ VTES RAILING,
and IRON WORK ol every descrip-
tion Designs and Estimates tiee ol

CoTT tM & Co
,

No 2, Wmsley Stieet

(opposite the Pantheon),

Oxford Street, London, W.
f*^^^

iMJJLsri N si \ 1

Phe PATLNr IKON
perfL(,t lu tbtu irr!Uij,L

part beiufe of iion thcj -

.! \1 I s ind AIR INLETS ar..

I U K mdVentlat q evor
I till II i.\pens e verycomptct

cleanly, and healthful" ft r tho animal sh nild distemper occur, if the
iron work be painted and tho walls washed with lime they can neither
harbour nor communicalo contagion Ihis sjstem in fact is foLind to

be the onlv true SAFEOunD AoiiNhi XHt bPRtAD of Epidemic.
Priced Eugia^lngs of all thesi. Inventions) will be sent tiee on appli-

cation to MtaouAVK Bkutueiis, Ann Street Iron Works, Beliast.

Brighton.
To Ndrseryjikn, Florists, and Otdkhs.

TO BE LET, with Immtdiate Possession, the
BUSINESS of a NURSERYMAN and FLORIST, situated in an

improving part of the Town, with Greenhouses, Gi-aperies, Peach-
honse, and other conveniences for carrying on au extensive Trade.
The whole plant in excellent working condition. Eleven years of

i\pired, and a fuithor term of 21 secured. The whole

Valuer, Bright t Mi

To Nurserymen, Gardeners, and Florists.
rno liE JiISlMiM \)

GOODwn?r'
wlthafli'^t ^1

inipoitant n

could be given
Pimcipala only m

Cowdell & Giundy, ^

Conti'dct, m
1 < no i.f the Film, the STOCK,
l.liihed NURSERY BUSINESS.
en,is btandinir, in ono ol the most

Lt-t Towns uf England It consists
hi^'h state of Cultivation, three
usos, and U Pits, ill wdl stocked
Ftauis Eneas Azaka.s New

nil. .<Lc The Nil
Pinks

nhich this \u

niipn*
\tensive

sery b is a fiist

•5, iLioio'ieoiis, Deciduous
C iniler.o The Nursery

steamboats, affoidrngcisy

Sales fiju gluction.

Kilbiun P.irk Nursery, W.

M^
Kilhur
Kilburn Static >ii ii tliL- Norlli^V-' i:. ai ., --a Mi^NliAY,
February 20, at 12 o'clock priri i

, id, the

.1 I I. ' \^".-~ Il Lii.i-- .st:uidard

and Dwarf Roses, 1101) choico IL-.n i„>cK=. Jl,;j Uic^-ju^ I'lants,

quantity of Rhubarb, &o. ; about 2uuti ijreeiihouso Plants, two .Span-
roof Gicoiihouse."!, a "-light Brick Pit, two Sheds, a Four-roomed
Brick-built Cottage, Saddle Boiler, Hot-water Piping, and sundry

Auctioneers and Valuers, i \ Nurseries, Leytonstono, N,E,

lilo of tho Archway

Building purposes, the whole ol the valuable NURSERY STOCK,
consisting of Evergreons, Deciduous Shrubs, Ornamental, Fruit, and
Forest Trees, handsome Standard and Dwarf Roses, Hardy Climbing
Plants, &c.
M IV I, \; ,> I 1 I

.
I Ml -ill'. CataloRues Lad on the Pr(

Sale ui VL-rv En^lish-STOwn Camellias, &c.
"1 ^• ;> Mn|:|;|^ will SELL by

. City, EC, on

, lino bulbs of LILIUM LANCIFOLiaM of

M^
Sbepherd's Bush.

roRTJM Sale op NunsEnv Stoc-b.

I'RIlTIIKROH ,\Nn MORIMf

oiee variety ol h.indsoiiiu Ever-
Shrubs, Ornamental .and I*ruifi

Trees, Standard aiid Dwarf Roses, &c., with a Tony Phaeton and
Harness.
Full particulara of Nursery Stock will bo .announced in tho next

Advertisement.
American Nursery, Leytonstono, Essex, N.E.

SALE THIS D.VY, AT IIALF-PAST TWELVE PRECISELY.
Consignment of Plants from Surrey.

K. ,1. V. STKNKXS will SI:M. I'V .\M IMiN'. a

.AlATIS, RASPBERRY CANES. DUTCH BULBS, ic.

Ou view the Homing of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Consignment of Plants from Jersey, Scotland,
Kent Somersetsliire, and Surrey.

I G hlLVLNb will SELL by AUCTION, -

t I K nf; St ct C vent Carden W C o

> I
I I t I t ock preciselv

I s CONIFER'

Consignment of Plants from Ghent
TK J C blL\£NS \mU bLLI I \l(U(i\ it

h 8 H eat Rooms 3S K. ng Strt-ot L t \ t n
SI \\ M 1 li ifiast 1 L k

I I hno
I \ I \N S'MEAS 400 1 II ID I i\\)K \s

i on oa 200 L stroas St u lard aud
d Fiiiit Trees and a vai cty ol

Ic and Catalogaes 1 ad

To Noblemen Gentlemen and Parties Planting
CL.ILLVKD btgs to mike knowu thit he it,

. lustr ctod to offer by 1 UBLIC AUCTION n fl ESDAT,
Feb uaiv 7 a valuable Consip roei t of s nie 00 Lots ot splendidly

grown OBNVMENTVL SIIRDBs, EVERGREENS, btandaid.
Dwarf, and Climbing Roses; Pvramidal and Bush Fiuit Trees, of
all the leading kinds ; also Orchard-house Trees, Larch, Fir, Quicks,
Privets, and Holly for hedges
Catalogues may bo obtained 14 days prior from tho Auctionker,

LichQeld ; aud Mr. II. QiLi., • " f--
.

•
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SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWEKS FOR 1866.

PATRONIZED ON FIVE SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1864 BY

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN,

AND ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF S.VXGNY;

AGAIN ON FOUR SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1865 BY HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN

ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF HOLLAND

;

AND ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF PRUSSIA.

EVERY MACHINE
WARRANTED.

IF NOT APPROVED OF, CAN

BE AT ONCE RETURNED.

PATENT HAND MACHINE.

These are tlie only Machines that can be depended on to give lasting satisfaction.

THESE ARE THE OXLY MACIIIXES THAT WILL MOW I'ROFERLY WHEX THE GRASS LS WET

THESE ARE THE ONLY MACHINES THAT DELIVER THE GR.\SS WITHOUT .STOPPING, THUS SAVING AN IMMENSE AMOUNT OF LABOUR.

SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWERS m-h the only Miidunea that have been in cpevalion in Her Majesty's Gardens for a quarter of a century, and they

are i]i daily \ieo in all the Public and Principal Gardens in the Kingdom.

A. SHANKS AND SON hive now ready for delivery a large Stock of their celebrated LAWN MOWERS. The Machines have been manufac turcd by Sskilled workinc

of the best materials, and by the aid of the most imin-oved Madiinery.

A. S. ANn Son have been particularly careful that the advantages in point of durability and siinpliiity of Consti'uciion which have alw.iy3 been a poculiai'ity of the:

itachincs should still remain, and that no improvement be introduced which has merely novelty to recommend it.

SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MO'WTIES for 1866 are unrivalled for simplicity of construction, ease of working, and durability.

) Bi/ a Lmhj
£3 10

12-inch Machine \Foi- Fushinti onhjl 4 10 )

H-inch Machine ) ( 5 10 By a ISoij

PRICES, including Carnage to any Kailway Station or Shipping' Port in the Kingdom.

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HAND lOACHINE.
Easily Worked. .Silent MovoDient. Width of Cutter. Easily Worked. Silent Moyemsnt"

Fo '
"

J 4s. extra.

Width of Cutter. _ -.

16-inch Machine \ For Pushbig or f £6 10 By a Man or Two Boys \ , ^^
19-inch Machine < Drawing ) 7 12 6 By n Man mid Boy j

*» <-i'rii.
awtng

22-inch Machine t separntely t

24-inch Machine ; toycther.

8 7
^ ,^

° \By Two Mm Is. 6d.

extr;

SHANKS' NEW PATENT PONY and DONKEY MACHINE.
Width ot Cutter. ]f with Patent Delivering Apparatus.

25-inch M.icliine £12 10 .. .. 2.5s. extra.

28-inch Machine U 10 .. .. 30s. „

30-inch Machine 15 la .. .. 30». ,,

Silent Movement, 12s. 6(7. extra ; Boots for Pony, 21s. per set

;

Ditto for Donkey, 16s. per set.

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HORSE MACHINE.
Width of Cutter.

30-inch Machine £19

36-inch Machine 22 .. .. 30s. „

42-inch Machine 28 . . . . 40«. „

4S-inch Machine 28 . . . . 40s. „

SUent Movement, 20s. extra ; Boots for Horse's Feet, 24s. per set.

*,* ORDERS EXECUTED ON THE DAY THEY ARE EE.DEIVED.

N.B.—^. S. 4- Son specially amwimcc to their twmerous patrons that they ImM a st({f of experienced workmen :U their London Warehouse, thoroughly acquainted with all

the details of their Machines, so that they arc enabled to repair Lawn Mowers in London as well as at the Manufactory^

PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS :

ALEXANDER SHANKS and SON, DENS IRON WORKS, ARBROATH, N. B.

LONDON OFFICE and SHOW ROOMS, 27, LEADENH.ALL STREET, E.G.

r^27, Leadcnhall Street is the only place in London mhere intendiwj jnovhasers of Lan'il Moment van efioese from a stock of from. l.'.O to 200 Machine.

All si:es Tiept there, whether for Horse, Pony, or Sand Power.

municationa ihould be addressed to " The Editor ; " Adycrtisemcnts and Bujiness L«Mer« to " tile Publisher." at the OIHce. 41. Wellir .ijlon sW-eet. "oTcnt Garden. I^ndn.
whitefriars. City ot London.

Printed by Wiiinn BainBOBi. of 13. Itppcr wobum Place, in the Parish ot St. Pancras, in the Co of Middlesex, and FnEOIRica Mci-LEtT Evins. of No. ».^^<>'i;"'^^"'S'!!^i^a^JlSia>^-il,^ilw.oi.-l. FeblTiary M. 1866.
Printers, at their Office, Lombard Street, Precinct of Whltefriare City of London, andPublished by them at the Office. No. 41, Wellington Street. Parish ^f St. Panl's, GeVeat Garden, in ine sain uo. o*iw«i,

,
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A Newspaper of Rural Economy and General News*

SATURDAY, MARCH 3.
(Price Fivepence.
(STAiiPED Edition, GtK

Aericulture, Chamber of
Australia,!' ' " '--'•-

Mee culture

Buckingh;ii

Australia, Mr. J. G. Vettch c

Mee cu"

Fungi. Til
Fowls, sot

Ganleneis

0:il[ caUs anil t

1, death ofMr. 200 r.

PelsrKoniunis. bedding
,

Rniiifall. the late
Rookery, estiblishing a

Society, Gardeners' S

Protection
— Royal Horticultii
— Botanical of Earn
—• Zoolouical ,

team cultivatio
Thames embank)

Tobn.
Trad<
United Statet

Steam cultivation

galls.

Trade liste..

United Stat
"Watercresaes ...

AVeatber on the Continent .. lit i

Persons M i^hhig to send the Gardkneus' Chronicle
by I'ost should order the Stamped Edition,

ROYAL HOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park.—
EXHIBITIONS of SPRING FLOWERS, SATURDAYS,

March 17, April 7 and 21. Tickets 2s. Grf. esch.
GENERAL EXHIblTIONS. WEDNESDAYS, May 9, JuneG.and

July 4, Tickets As. each. Tickets are now being '
* -

- -

obtained at the Gardeas only by Orders 11 " "
I Fellows of tiie Society.

Under the Patronaee of Her Majesty The Qt7EEh-, and of their Roval
Highnesses the I'rtiNct of W^lks and the Duke of CAUnninoK.'

TheEXHiniTIttV . ,1 i ' Ai
; r.F.SS will OPEN onMAr22, and

till Ml ' 1-,* names will bo received, and

Grape Vines.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON have a fine stock of extr
fltrong planting VINES, also a few fruiting siza left.

CATALOGUES and price on application.
Highgatd Nurseries, London, N.

VINES.—Very fine Canes, fit for Fruiting; sure to
bring a very heavy Crop, at low prices.

Jaues Crawford, High Beech, Essex.

Fruitinf
e leading 1

I and Paradise Nurseries, Holloway. London.

^ASTLb; KENNEDY FKi.—Plants of the above jC
Aberdeen Strawberries.

BENJAMIN KELD and CO., NuRsr.RYMEy, Aberdeen,
have a choice collection of the finest STRAWBERRIES culti-

vated. Price from 2s. fid, per 100 plants. LLSTS free.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other Prize
Nuts and Filberts. Trees of these splendid Nuts to be bad of

Mr. Webb, Calcot Gardens, Reading. Catalogues on applicatioa.

s
Fruit Trees.

OLENDINNING and SONS invite attention to
their superb stock of healthy well-grown FRUIT TREES.

PRICE LIST on application.on appl

Sub-troplcal and other Pollage Plants.
DOWNIK, L.ilKD, AND LAINU are now sending

.Seeds of the above. FRICED LISTS on application.
Cultural hints.

Stanstead Park, Forest Hill, S E. ; and Edinburgh.

Acorns.
ACORNS, sound and good, and 1-jear ENGLISH

OAK, at low prices.
Wu. DiLLisToiCE, Munro Nursery, Sible HediuRham, Essex.

HOHTlCULlLLAi. MiOJETY of LIVERPOOL.—
The FOURTH EXHIBITION of HYACINTHS and SPRING

FLOWERS will be held in St. George'a Hall. Liverpool, on
WEDNESDAY, March 14. Entries close March in.

For Schedules
4, Basnett Street.

OKTICUI
. The FIRST EXHIBITION of ROSES. ORCHIDS, FERNS, I

etc., will be held in "* " ' ^' " "
"

NESDAY. JulySand
Schedules now ready, post free, from Roaci

sr'QeoVt"e-s Hal?,Tn"TirESDAV"an5'wED: I
CPLENDID TlMns'^?antal'''''LAliCH, 2.^ to 3 feet,

4, whon most liberal Pluo^ willbo awarded. ! O 3 to 4 f- »t. Price low.
ies, King's Acre, near Hereford.

HOOPER AND CO., Seed and Plant Merchants,
Covent Garden Market. London. W.C.

Garden Seeds, Carriage free.

have FIRST-CLASS VEQETA BLES and FLOWERS ii

T ARCH.-

1
Apply t

EXTKA Strong Transplanted LARCH, 2.V to 3i feet,

ir«. Oil. per 1000.

Wm. J. WiTsoif, Nurseryman, Newcastle-upon-Tyni

stout Trees, 8 to 10 feet, in the finest
condition for removal.

•niN Baowir, Nursery, Sudbury, Suffolk.

Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Crt
, N.

thing N.

Genuine Garden Seeds.
CUTBUSH AND SON'S DESCRIPTIVE

PRICED CATALOGUE of SEEDS, which contains every
j

Higbgate, London, N,
1 be had post free on application.

Tree and Sbrub Seeds.
CHARLWOOD AND CUMMINS' LIST of TREE and

SHRUB SEEDS is now ready, and will be forwarded on appli-

cation. H, Tavistock How, Covent Garden, London, W.C^

Trinity Nursery, and 3.1, St. Andre

"PETEK
r Square, Edit

CoT^KOIiERTSON AND CO.'S PRICEDX DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of GENUINE GARDEN and
FLOWER SEEDS, and NOVELTIES for 1860, post ftce ou application.

Trinity Nursery, and 33. St. Andrew Square , Edinburgh.

OLENDINNING and^SONS' PRICED LIST of
KITCHEN GARDEN, AGRICULTURAL, and FLOWER

SEEDS, is now published, and may be bad free OD application.
Cbiswick Niu-serj-, London, W,

SPECIMEN PLANTS for SALE. — Consisting
Fine ORANGE TREES. CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, ERICAS,

and many other Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
' ' " -.rh sizes and prices, on application to Edwix Cooling, Derby.

GLADIOLI.^Splendid sorts for Exhibition, or growing
in Masses, &c., 2s. 6d., 3s. Gd., ia. M.. bs. 6d., 75. Orf., 9a., 12*.,

15«., to 30*. per dozen ; 10«. Qd., 15s., 20s., 30s., to 20O5. ver 100.
Barr& Soonen, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Gi
from 105. 6rf. I

All orders amounting to 21s. and upwards can*iage p.iid
BuTt-KR A McCuLLocB, CovBnt Garden Market. W.C.

LADIOLUS, the finest cu
new .and older vArioties.

CATALOGUES, CULTURAL and DESCRIPTIVE,"
, Sudbuiy, Suffolk.

o
G'

UOD CLOVER SEEDS at M.ARKE I' PRICES'.
Red

I
White Dutch I Yellow

Alsike 1 Cow Grass | White Suckling.

s^-
UTTON'S PERMANENT GRASS SEEDS

'•'-" ALL SOILS.

\ss Sl.i;il ort'ci'od to the Trade
I !' nn Rinderpest Infection).

HU.ME IIALIA.N
.IfJ.'s :m.lu..w:ir.l

_.V,.|.lyc.n.vt.,.I^«,n, I

ITIINEST l,\\\ ,\ \

J? best and d r, '

Grasses. Is. P' i
'

'iSAAC .\1 \ I

coloured sorts. Vi

iendal, Westmorland.
\ I I KL^.- L'umposed only ot tbe

I'.iij most suitable dwarf Evergreen

1 I li:mts, 102, Enstgate Street, Chestoi'.

A ^, ililton aii.l Wetlev Moov
I I ! - " " 1:11' ilHiDEjfDRONS,

I stoke Station.

II I'i -i'i:n' s -l-ycar-old
'

''
' '

-'
< 1 ,1,1- ,,, w i,iLe, aiid Claret-

, Nurseryman, Worcester.

A**-fi. 1

GlANT ASPARAiil • -i-yi

Gt HAYS OX'S GIANT ASPAKAtiUS.
Fine strong 3-year roots, 30s. per 1000, 3s. M. per 100.
Flno strong 2-yoar roots, 21s. per 1000, 2s. M. per 100.

Stepuex Brown, Nurseryman, Sudbury, Sullolk.

t;
\ Sudbury, Suffolk.

s
Scrymger's Brussels Sprouts.

EED of the abov.- L-xci-lUnt vuruty can be had tr

from the Raiser, in packets at l.>!. ;
post free 14 stamps.

c
Tbos.

BBAGE PLAJNTS
strong DRUMHEADS for Cattle. 3s. \d. per lOOO.

ND, Surrey Gardens, near Godalmlng, Surrey.

Seed of WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA. PICEA GRANDIS,

s.

Garden and Rower Seeds.
RETAIL PRICE LIST and CAI'aLOGUE free by

post. Seeds of best quality considerably under the usual
retail prices.

J, g. CoTTaEi.L, 15. Bull Ring, Birmingham. (Established 18511.)

G^

Ww. Wood ft 'Sov, Nursery, afaresBeld, near Uckfleld, Sussex,

"YS/'ANTED^JOOTSH7"6Tt^StrongT"andTOOO Strong

Wo

F
1 DicR30J* & Sona, Seed Merchants, &c., 102, Eastgate St., Chester

K. liURRIDGE, Se

H.

Farmer and Nuusehyman,
Leiden_Road,^ol cheater.

application.Special Low Prices of FLOWER SEEDS o

S H A K P E,

JAMES FAIHHEAD and SON, Seed Growers and
MiRcnAMTS, 7, Borough Market, London, S.E.

New and Genuine AGRICULTURAL, GARDEN, and FLOWER
SEEDS. Special prices and advantageous offers on appllcstion.

New Roses of 18667 •

Revised Descriptive List Now Ready.

PAUL AND SON, Old Cheshunt Nurseries, N., have
Now Ready fine Plants of all the Varieties in their List. The

Trade and Amateurs should consult this.

w
New Roses for 1866.

o BE Undersold bt ant Respectable House in tqi Trade.
M. WOOD AND SON have all the NEW ROSES to

offer, at the lowest advertised prices. Address
Woodlands Nursery, Maresfleld, near Uckfleld, Sussex.

SURPLUS STOCK of SPECIMEN 'J'EA^SCENTED
ROSES in 6-inch pots, for Exhibition or for forcing. Splendid

plants, from 24a. to 30a. per dozen.
Address. Wm. Wood it Son, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfleld, near

Uckfleld, Sussex.

-MANETTI and Strong FRUIT STOCKS
'" '.—Stateagoand quantity to off"cr, with lowest price.

CHARD Smith, Nurseryman, Worcester.

Chronicle Office, W.C.

XT ANTED, a quantity of Small Seedlinj,^

rV WELLINGTONIA, CUPKESSUS LAWSONIANA,
RAUCARIA IMBRICATA, and other rare CONIFERS.

Send List and price per 100 and 1000, stating height.
Address, Watson, care of BarriSugden, 12, King St., Covent Garden.

WANTED, two or three dozen AMERICAN ARBOR-
VIT^, 10 to 12 feet high. Particulars and price to be sent to"

7, FortessTerrace West. Kentish Town.N.W.

WANTED, Transplanted SYCAMORE, 3 to 4 Jeet,

4 to 5 feet, the latter preferred. Wanted, 5i

Send samples and price to

5000 as above.

& Co., Durdham Down Nurseries, Bristol.

PINUS PINASTER, or MARITIMA.—A moat desirable
Pine for planting near the Coast, as It grows very freely whon

exposed to the sea breezes. Transplanted, 10a. 6d. and I5s. per 1000.

James Dicxson & Sowi. " Newton " NurBCries, Chester.

ROBINIA DECAISNEANA, the New Pink Aoaeia.—
A few very fine straight standards, 10 feet high, 10s. Qd. each.

Carriage free to London,
Tuoi. Rivers k Sok, Nurserlefl, Sawbridgeworth.

AMBROISEVERSCHAFFELT, Nurseryman, Ghent,
Belgium, begs to announce that his NEW CATALOGUE,

No. 78, has just appeared, and can be had at his Agents, Messrs, R.

SiLBLRRAD ft Son, b. Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London, B.C.

JIVEKV AND SUN beg- to announce that their
. DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES of AZALEA

INDICA, HARDY BRITISH FERNS, ROSES, CONIFER^:,
GRAPE VINES, and SEEDS, may be had on application at their

Dorkmg Nursery. _^^__^.^

or:eoI_..., ,, -^ = -

, Perfection Aster, Lllium auratum, Intermediate Stock, Jarae

A. B., Oarrieftcra' prize Calceolaria, Barr's Select Strain of Primula, each 2fl. Qd. p. pkt,

JBabr k SyoDEN, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C,

Splendid Sea Kali for Forcing.
WILLIAM BARNES has a few hundreds of the above

to offer for present forcing. They aro all flno, strong,
sound, selected crowns, and will produce an excellent crop.
Price upon application to Wu. Barnes, Camden Nursery, Camberwell'

T^̂
E BEST FO'uil KINDS ^f PEAS.
Sutton's Longpodded Tom [McLean's Advancer,

Thumb, 'Is. M. per quart Is. (!t/. per quart
Turner'aLittleOem, 3s. 0(1. perqt. | Epicurean, 23. &il. per quart.

May be had uf
Sdtton & Si>N.^ Koyal Burk^liivo Seed Establishment, Rcri-lmg.

HE SKk"i;i:^ iU.iT;"V" i\rin,"-Th^ri^,iT,"is nne
of the be-

f

I

! i;. rreo
from diseasD I n

T^
HE "KINO" uf POIA'IOS.— riu^ ni;iy U- faiTIy
described as the finest Potato in cultivation. It is quite distinct

from any other varletv, with a clear yellow skin. Price 3s. per peck ;

cheaper by tbe bushel or sack.
Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading^

Apply to Mr. Pearce, Meaaham, A3bby.de-la-Zouch.

MYATTS PROLIFIC KIDNEY POTATOS.—A few
Tons very good, and warranted true. Price 6s. per bushel at

Bottesford Station. »

Apply to Mr. S. Wilders, Barkestone, Bottesford, Nottingham.

EED POTATOS.— Myatfs Prolidc Kidney, Early
Dalraahoy, Webb's Imperial Kidney, Daintree's Seedling, and

all the best early and late

H. &F. Sfi

UEEU POTATOS.—SKEllRY BLUE^ \s. 6d. perO bushel; MVATT'S PROLIFIC ASHLEAF, 6s. per bushel;
SEEDLING ROCK, 4a. 6d. per bushel. These three kinds are the
most hardy, free from disease, and abundant croppers known.

D AINTREE'S SEEDLING POTATO is tl

early round white Potato in cultivation, and can be
price on application.

>. A. Daintree, Fendrayton. St. Ives, Hunts.

EARLY KIDNEY POTATOS.—Webb's Telegraph,
first early, 20s. per bushel ; Webb's President, second early,

ICs. per bushel ; Webb's Imperial Kidney (best Potato known for all

purposes), 12s. per bu.shel.

Apply -J Mr. Weed, Calcot Gardens. Reading.

To the Trade.—Early Potatos.
DOWNIE. LAIRD, and LAING, 17, Frederick

Street, Edinburgh, and Stanstead Park, Forest Hill, London,
S.E., hold a fine Stock of all the leading varieties of the above.

Prices on application.

ROYAL ASH-LEAF POTATO.—This is one of the
earliest and the moat productive of all the Ash-leaf Kidney

Potatos. Price per ton of finely prepared Seed given on application tg
Messrs. Taos. Riturs if Son, Nurseries, &awbrldgewortb.
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Superb Hollyhocks.
WILLIAJI PERKY has to otter a healthy stock aiid

fins plnnts of the above, which can be supplied on liberal
terms. Price per lOO on application. A List of sorts post l^ee.

Messrs. RivcRs' Nui^eries, S:iwbridRewortb, Herts.

w
Superb Double Hollyhoclis.

HE FlM.ST C.ILK.TluV ^^M. M,., ,„ ,,. uikPdBLIC.
CUATKl; iin^ ;i I ^' ': i tine hcalthv

Amaranthua cruentus grandiflorus.
SUTTON AND SONS confidently recommend the above

as one of tho mnst showy hardy Annuals. The colour is a ricli

crinisnii, nnil li.'is a iiKist elegant and gi-acefal appearance. It usually
aLtiLiii II iir ! ( I I

I leet, and is therefore very suitable for groups
infi r,

I
.-, or by the sides of CaiTiage Drives.

' i-e 6ri. per packet, post fretj.

Si I .
: -

I ;:il BeiKshire Seed Establishment, Readinp.

7"iJloii:j^ VAiUEGATED PELARGONIUJIS;
Mrs, Tollock I Golden Vase I Tlalnbow
Sunset Snowflake Burning Bush
Yellow Belt Picturata Princess Alexandra
Golden Torn ITiumb ) Argus

I
Fontainebleau

The aljnve 12 choice varieties, Euitable for exhibition, for 21.1.,

basket ;uid packing included.
Address, Alfred Fbver, Nurseries. Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

Remittances required from imknown correspondents.

A RIBBON BORDER, Si* Colours, Po«t Free, 2s. 6d. Stamps.

The selection of the above ia unique, equalling Bedding Plants, at one-thirtieth the cost.

Poynter's 25s. Anglican Collections of Garden and Flower Seeds for One Year's Supply,

Coutains one of the above, and is altogether the best and cheapest offered. Carriage free.

1^ Useful PRICE LISTS gratis.

VIOLETS.—Now. in Full Bloom and in first-rate
condition for planting out, a large stock of all sorts of Violet

Plants. The GIANT, bearing a dner bloom and a more beautiful
perfume than any of its kind, now in perfection.
Lists of Prices and Sample Blooui of tbe i

on receipt of stamp for postaj

. Violet t

' Sort,

, Thornton Heath. Surrey.

rriilE CZAR, a New Russian VIOLET, raised by
JL F. J. GitAHAM, Esq., obtained two First-class Certificates for its
magnificent floweis and foliage in 1865, It blooms from October
till May.
Very fine plants in bloom may now be had from Mr. Jonw Graham,

Crarford, near HoiuikIow, 5^ per 100 ; 13s. per dozen prepaid, pack-
age included.

CAMBRIAN COLLECTIONS of GARDEN SEEDS
for 10«. Gd., 21j(., 315. ed., and 42*., snfflcient for One Year's

Supply for Lartfo and Small Gardens. Basket included.
CATALOGUES of SEEDS and NURSERY STOCK onsppllcation.

GEoace Datisos, Hereford.

British Fern Catalogue.
r>OBERT Slil can now send, post free for six postaa"o

t' stamps, P.art I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 30 r^^^^
Including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his NEW and PIJli '

DE-SCKfRTlVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FKI.
No.r

\* Part TL (Exotic Ferns) will bo issued as early as possible.

__^ Foot's Cray Nursery, S.E.

Hardy Climbers.-To the Trade.
CLEMATIS JACKJLVNNI, '2.!. 6rf. each; 21s. per doz.

„ RUBRO-VIOLACEA. 2». each ; ISs. per doz.
liVBRIDA .SFLENDtDA, 2«. each ; 18s. per doz.
STANDISHL 2«. each ; ISx. per doz.
SOPHIA FLORE PLENOj 2s. each ; 18s. per doz.
CCERULEA (AZUREA) GRANDIFLORA, 60s. per 100.

Besides other cood old varieties.
A CATALOGUE, including Description and Treatment of Cle-

matises, will be forwarded free on application to
Geo. Jackman & Son, WoKing Nm-seiy, Surrey.

ROBERT H. POYNTER, SEED MERCHANT, TAUNTON.

CARTER'S
PERMANENT GRASS SEEDS,

Per acre, 26b., 30s., and 36s.

CAETER'S PRIZE M.US^GEL SEED, U. per lb.

CARTER'S PRIZE SWEDE SEED, Is. pov lb.

CARTER'S FARM SEED LIST, Gratis and Post Fn npplifatiOD.

JAMES CARTER and CO., 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

J\^rttc published^ Is. post ftec^ Grath to Customers.

CARTER'S
GARDENER'S and FARMER'S

VADE MECUM (illustrated),

Contains all the information nece.=sar\- for the successful \
1 iiu^ement of the Ivitcbou O.ardcn, Flower ijarden, Fruit Garden,

i > I ,( nhouse. Conservatory, Stove, Vinery, &c. ; also copious

information on Farm Management.

JAMES CARTER and CO., 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

Splendid named GLADIOLI for

exhibition, &c., per dozen, 3.?,

^s. Gd., 7«. 6r/., 10,». RU., 12s.,

18s., 24s., and 30s.

MIXED GLADIOLI, for lai'sf

eft'cctire masses, per 100,

15s., and 21s.

The masnificcnt JAP.Uf LILY.
LILIUM LARCIFOLIUM RITBRUM,
fur jilantin;? in Rhododendron Beds,

Conservatories, &c., 9s. and 12s.

per doz. ; 50s., 60s., 70s., and SOs.

per 100.

STANDEN'S GARDENER'S and
AMATEUR'S FRIEND MANURE.
A coni])ound of the richest fertilising

phosphates ];oown.

r ^ -r^ A Ti^ T-> c, f^-»^..^^^ir-i>-»-^-w V \, The magniflcent GOLDEN-RATED

,

>^^<BAR.R& SUGDEMo >€?^^ h;,t^p„°? ^^'orvs^V'^l*,^

^IVfETROPOr r^»r^. C-C>__.^^ 10s. 6rf.; extra large roots, 21s.

ti^SIS^-^^ l»*''iJ«_"-v"'- =^=-SJ^ 70~T-~^ iV'^^^'i? "r INTERNATIONAL C0NQKE8S.
. Those who are preparing Plants to

CJ^ exhibit at the lulcruiitional Botanical

P andllorticulturili n, i

. -^ ^ii.iuld use
STANDEN'S i

: \ I: i MM' l;\s and
AMATEUR'S IliilMi .M A.XOKK.
compound of lliu iidiL.-,t laLilising

phosphates known.

^^S'<7-.i(^ No. 1, for Hard-wooded Stove and
Y ^ Greenhouse Plants, Fruit Trees, Rosea,

Vegetables, and La^vns. Sample
^ - canisters. Is. and 2s. 6(/. ; and bags,
"^ "Ss. 6c/., 10s. 6rf., and 21s.

No. 2, for Soft-wooded Plants.
Sample canisters. Is. and 2s. 6rf. ; and
bags, 5s. 6rf., IDs. 6rf., and 21s.

For SPECIALITIES in VEGETABLE SEEDS, See our large Advertisement, p. 72. surface dry,""^and watered "7d,''thus
SAVING tABOUR.

12.KING STREETCOVENT GARDENwc)!
Orders amounting to 21s. sent Carriage Paid.
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Paul's Nurseries. Waltham Cross. N.

New Uo.i.-. ANJ. GtHlN.LMS. Knulisu StU.L.N-US,

M. PAUL (Son iind SiRcissor to Uir late A. Paul)
has to offer in May next the following ftrgt-class NEW

HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSBS:—
BLACK PRINCE, H.P. (Wm. Paul).—Flowers dark cnmson,
shaded with black, tupped, large and full. This Rose may bo
called a very dark Gloire de Santenay, which it repemblea In

most respects, but is very distinct in colour. Price 6.t. each.

Dlt. LINDLET, H.P. (Wm. Paul).—Flowers crimson, with black
centres, very large and full. Growth robust, foliaRO splendid.

One of the finest English Roses yet raiaed. Price 75. &d.

GLOBOSA, H.P. (Wu. PAOLJ.—Flowers clear dark bright crim-
son, colour intense and uniform throughout. This flower is

qiiite unique in character, the petals closing at the top, so as
form a complete crimson ball. Certificate from the Royal
Horticultural Society. Price 5s.

LADY SUFFIELD. HP. (Wm. Paul) -Flowers purplish crim-
son, colour uniform throughout, the purple tmt predominating

;

large, tull.and of fine form. Price &s.

One plant of each of the above for £1.

The following, which are 'already out, can bo supplied in Strong
healthy plants :—

ELIZABETH VIGNERON fWii. Paul).-Flowers rosy pink,
very large and full, cupped in the way of I«ella, but fuller,

fresher and brighter in colour ; constitution hardy, growth
vigorous ; blooms continuously ; one of the best of last year's

distinct, and good. Prici

PRINCE DE JOINVILLE {Wk. Paul).—A find large showy
Rose, something In the way of, but or a lighter colour, than
Princess of Wales ; vigorous ana hardv. Price 2s. Cri.

PRINCESS LICHTENSTEIN (Wu.
'

Paul).-Flowers White,
globular, large and full, perfect in form in their young state, a
good hardy Rose, flowering abundantly. Price 2s. 6rf.

GLORY OF WALTHAM (Wm. PAUL).-Flowers crimson, in the
way of Red Rover, but more double

;
growth of extraordinary

vigour ; one of the best of climbing or pillar Roses. Price 3s. 6d.

All the really good French Novelties, 3.t. Crf. each ; the older kinds,
by name, 12s. to ISs. per dozen ; 75s. to 100s. per 100.

SCARLET GERANIUMS (BEATON'S RACE).
The following new Zonale and Hybrid Nosegay Geraniums have

been selected from several thous,T,nd Seedlings raised from the stock

(ceived now, the plants delivered in rolatior., as far asthft stock will

allow, in May next.

Group 1.

—

Bedding Vakieties.

'n* Any 12 varieties from this and the two following Groups may

in the way of Lord Palmerston, but brighti
broader in the petals.

MONTE ROSA, dark rosy-purplo, pleasing colour, large truss,
very fine. Price 5s. each.

NIMKOD, orange-scarlet, white eye, large flower and truss,
folmge and habit fine. Price Xt. 6d. each.

PHCENIX, in the way of "Stella" in habit and general character,

'. loaf, fiist-rato and distinct

, fine truss, dwarf compact habit, Tory
I iLT.inium yet raised. PriCo 5a. each.

J orange, very briglit, fine largo

and substance ; a flrst-class variety for pot culture. Prici
38. G(l. each.

CARDINAL.—Flowers dark orange scarlet. For shape, sub-
stance, colour and habit, this is in advance of any scarlet
variety yet raised. Price Os. each.

CELES riAL.—Flowers ro&y lake, with fiery spot on uppo^ petals.

POET LAbREATE.—Rosy purple, top' petals orange Bcailot,
yellowish eye, perfect shape. Price 3s. Crf, each.

TIARA.—Flowers scarlet crfrbSoo suffused with purple, good
truss, very free, fine habit

;
quite distinct from aoy yet raised,

and very lovely. Price 6s. each.

Group 3 —Miniaturf; ouPompon VAfttETiEB.
DIAMOND —Fine scarlet purple centre, white ey*, flowers

Price 33. Gd. each.
WALTHAM LILAC—Flowers true lilac, very profuse; tc new
and desirable colour, excellent for massmg. Price 6s. each.

ZEPHYR.—Flowers light purple top, petals ro.TO colour : stands
the rain and sun well, very dwarf and free. Price 3s. M. each.

Group 4.—Bedding Varieties sent fbok TflFse NcnsEniEB

Many of them have received First-class CertiflcateO from the Royal
Horticultural and Royal Botanic Societies of London, and those
marked thus ••* have been awarded the highest marks of merit in
the Royal Horticultural society's Trial Ground at Chiswick.

Now Ready, Autumn-strdck Planta.
*** ALEXANDRA.—Magenta. Price 2s. Grf. each ; 24*. per dozen.
•*« AMY HOGG.—Bright purplish rose. Price 2s. each j I8.<. per doz.
*** BEATON'S lNDL\Ji YELLOW.-Orange scaritt sufluscd with

yellow. Price Is. Od. each ; Us. per dozen.
BLACK DWARF.-Dark crimson. Price U. ed. each ; 12fl.
pur duzen.

DuSALL) BEATON.—Clear orange Soarl6t. Price Is. Od. each ;

•»» duc'hp:ss.—soan
FULUKNS.—Vivid „

•*• GLOW WORM.—Magenta cri
2s. (!d, each ; L'fs. pur dozen,

MAGENTA l/UEEN.—Magenta. Price 38. 6d. eachORANGE NO:^EOAY.-Bnght orange. Price Is. 6(/. each ; 16s
per dozen.

PILLAR of BEAUTY.-Brick red, Price 2*. (W. 6ach
PRINCESS LICHTENSTEIN.-yalmon pink. Price 28. each;

SALAMANDER.— Brilliant scarlet, large whito 6ye Price *>«

each; ]?«, per duzen.
SCARLET GEM—Bright orange scarlet. Price is. td. each •

l&n per dozen
MRS WILLIAM PAUL.—Delicate rose pink. Price 2s 6rf
each, 2in. per dozen.
WALtHAM SEEULINO.-Dark crimson. Price 23. each. 188
per dozen.

The above set of Ifl varieties, one plant of each, 24s.
SPRING CATALOGUE, with full descriptions of these and other

plants, free by post. The usual discount to the Trade.
IMPORTANT.—All letters should bo addressed William Paul

(the CtiriMtian name ui mil), Waltham CrOBs, LunUun, N,

SUTTON AND SONS

forward

Flower Seeds

Rail.

S^

Those requuing showy kinds of Flower Seeds, acd who are not
well acquainted with tne sorts, are respectlnlly recommended to
leave the selection to us, and we will supply those wo know to be
really worthy of cultivation. £ s. d.

1. The best 100 sorts (hardy, half-hardy, and tender) 1 1 o'

2. The best 50 sorts ditto ditto 10 6
3. The best 36 sorts ditto ditto 7 6
4. The best li4 sons ditto ditto 6
6. The best 2) sorts (hnrdv sorts only) .. ..050
PRICED CATAI.OGri-> -r;Uis and post free on application.

SDTTnsfc So ns, Kuvril M-'ih-liiro Seed Establishment. Reading.

Superb Double Hollyhocks.
WILLIAM CliATLi: begs to remind the Admirers

of this beautiful flower that now is the best time for planting
it out to insure fine spikes and blooms this season.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, with instructions for its Cultiv.v

tion ; also prices of Plants per dozen, 100, or 1000, may be had on

Seedlings from btst named varieties, 4s. per doz., or from 20s. to

Bloomed Seedlings, with colours named, very fine, Cs. per doz , and
from 30s. to 4iJs. per 100.

Seed saved from the finest named varieties, very choice mixed
28. Cd. and Ss. per packet.

In Collections of 12 separate named varieties, extra fine, 10s.;
v.irietics, extra, 5s.

12 named v-arietics, all good show flowers, 'is. Gil.

6 do. do. do. do. 4s.

Wit, 1.1 AM Chateh, Nurseries, Saffron Wnlden, Essex.

CHOiCJi "EiFiiUNtj I'i.UWKRb, O^u., iiow^reiiuy in
Strong Plants Pcrdoz.-s.d.

HEPATICAS, double red and single blue 4
VIOLETS, double, in four sorts 4«. to C

,. single, in six sorts Ss., 4s., and C

„ new single striped Is. 6d. each 12

,, ncwdoublestriped, ReinodesViolettes, 2s. Cd. each, 24

„ new double red Is. ftd. each 12
PRIMROSES, double, in four varieties 6
CHRISTM^IS ROSE, scariet 2s. o-ich IS

,, „ whito
POLYANTHUS, finest laced varieties 3
PAMPAS GRASS, fine plants ,. .. .. .. 4ns. per 100
DAISIES, ajx new and choice kinds .. ..

ROCK CIKTUS, in :;0 fine kmjs 6
OLD CRIMSON CHINA ROSE y

AURICULAS, finest Alpinea o o
,„ Pemn'sred 3

ROCKETS, double white aud yellow 6
LAVENDER, fine plants 3
CLOVESj old crimson and others 3s. to 6 o
PINKS, flOe named sorts 4
SWEET WILLIAM, Auricuhteyed, ftc 3
WALLFLOWER, double yellow and dark 4 u

Also the following in Stocl: Plants :—
FUCHSIAS, new, of 18C5 CO
GERANIUMS, new, ofl8G5 Os. to 12
PETDNtAS. new, ofl865 CO
CHRYSANTHEMUMS fi

TROP.^-;OLUMS and LOBELIAS, new
ANTIRRHINUMS and PENT»"rEMONS, new CO
PHLOX, new
CINERARIAS, no# 12

100 CHOICE HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS, In 60 flno named
varieties, for 26s.

ROSES.
24 FinestSTANDARD andDWARF ROSES, 24 distinct varieties. 21s.

24 ditto ditto on their own roots, in pots, 21s.

CATALOGUES free on application ; also, TRADE CATALOGUE
of NURSERY STOCK.

Po-st-offlce Orders on Castle Hedingham.
Wtf. Dri.i.iSTONK, Munro Nursery, Bible Hedingfiam . Essex.

rpAGETES SIGNATA PUMILA. — Magnificent
-L Bedding Annual, 1 foot high, of dense compact growth ; foliage
graceful and Fem-liko, ofa brightgreon colbur; the plaht is covered
with rich orange blossoms, and flowers vigorously from June till cut
down by frost, maintaining till the last its beautifully neat habit.
" It bids feir to supersede the Telle* CalCeolftria as a Bedding

Plant."—See Gardeners' ClironicU, 1866, p. 064. Qd. per packet.

ASTERS and STOCKS for EXHIBITION, &c.
Trufl"aut's PiBony-fiowered Aster, 20 v.irietio3, 3s. id. ; mixed packets,

3d. and 6d.

Victoria Aster, new, rosy cai-mine, per packet, 6<(. ; smaller packet, 3(1.

Rose Aster, new, mixed, per packet, Od.
Dwarf Chrysanthemum Aster, 12 vanotleSi 2s. ; mixed prickets, 3d.

and Od.

Double Dwarf German Ten-week Stock, 24 varietiea, 4s. ; mixed
packets, 3it. and Cd.

Large-fioworing Double Dw-irf ditto, 20 varieties, 3s. 4d. ; mixed
packets, M. and Cd.

The quality of tho above Asters and .Stocks as exhibition flowers is

well known
; those from seoiis supplied by me having taken prizes at

many Shows during the past su^i>.oii.

Mfinv other varieties of Aht';fra and Stocks, seo Catalogue.
NEW MELON "PARAGON.-Deep green flesh, fine oval Ibrra, thin

transparent rind, nearly whito, btj.LUti fully netted, tender and of
delicious flavour, a first-cUs.s variety. Per packet. Is. Gd.

Any of tho above free by post.

PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE post free on application.

James Tv nan. Seed Warehouse r,>. (ircal Geur^e Street, Liverpool.

To be sold cheap.—Important to Planters.
'

WILLIAM BARKON li.-s u. .jilir il,, li.Uowing at
extremely low figures, to Nobl..-iin;n, GL-ntlcmen, and others

engaged in Planting on a largo scale :—
PINUS LARTCIO (true).—This highly ornamental tree surpasses

the Larch, both as tu rapidity of growth and quality of timber. It
will thrive where tho Larch will not. It ia also used as spars and
masts in the French navy. 2-year seedlings, 10s, per 1000.
PINUS ROMANA.—2-year soedlings, 10s. per 100.

PiNUS PALLASIANA.—2-year seedlings, lOs. ppr 100.

ABIES MENZIE8II.—Few people are awaro of the valoo of the
timber of this beautiful tree, 2} to 3 ft., SO.-*, per loo.

PICEA NOBILIS Itrue).—Very floe. 6 to U inches, 10s. per doz.
BERBERIS DARWlNlI.—Too much cannot -bo said of this fine

evergreen species. It is hardy, and the profusion of its orange-
coloured blossoms, together with the quantity of beiTies which it

bears (of which pheasants are very fond), render it one of tho most
attractive and desirable plants for lawn as well as cover planting ever
Introduced. 1-year seedlings, 20a. per 1000.
BERBERIS WALLICHlANA,-l-ycar seedlings, lfi.« per 100,

Klvaston Nurseries, Burrowuah, near Darby.

B
Established Upwards of a Century.

U T L K R Axi. M c C i; L L U (J ll'.S Complete
COLLECTIONS of VKGETABLI'; SEEDS fur ONE YEAR'S

SUPPLY, all of the Gru\\-th of I8C5.

No. 1. I No. 2.
I

No. 3.
I

No. 4. [ No. 6.

£3 3s.
I

jC2 2s.
I

£1 109. | £l Is. | 10s.6d.

All orders amounting to 2Is. and upwards sent can-lago paid.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES sent free and post paid
upon application.

BoTLER & McCuLLocH, South Row, Covent Garden Market, W.C.

Spring, 1866.
WILLIAM BARRON bog^ to nnnounce tliat his

NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of CONIFER.E and
other ORNAMENTAL PLANTS, RHODODENDRONS, ROSES.
FRUIT TkEES, &c. for Spring 18C6, may bo had post free upon appli-
cation, Elvaston Nurseries, Bormwash, near Derby.

Select Catalogues of Seeds and Plants.
ROrtKKT PARKER be^s to announce that his NEW

PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, containing
Select Lists of the best varieties of Vegetable, Agricultural, ana
Flower Seeds, New and Rare Plants, &c., are now published, and will
bo forwarded to applicants. All Seeds are warranted to be of the
finest possible quality. Intending purchasers are requested t

pare the pricei with those
-'--"---

New Catalogues.
DOWNIE, LATRl), and LaING beg to intimate that

tli.'ii PRrcKn riKSCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of FLORIST
FLnUI l>, M.w 1 i,ANTS,GARDEN,FLOWER,aT\d AGRICUL-
TL'IM I ~l I

'.'-
I II w ready, ana may be had free on application.

'; .-street. Edinburgh; and Stanstead Park,
Fun

r>ICHARlt SMITirs ,SKL':i) r.\T \ l.< h , ! i:

\} a Caleiiii;ii- ni I'lm.' I'.n S. .\miil', j.arl n-r-i '
<

'

Prices, Direct inn-, ti'r (.([ii'ini; wi.ll ,iti'1 uc. :. <

Depth, Distaiicc, ^c:.M.I,, ILu.lui^.'---, Inuo..., i ;,,

Colour, Storing. L'=l', I'liuum-, and i-ttiL-r qu..!.:.. -. l;^--..: -

List free by post for one .stamp. Seeds direct froin tlif gi

surest way to success.
Richard Smith, Seed Merchant, Worc-^ster.

N w N

AUBRIETIA CAMPBELLI (effoctivo spring flower).
FUCHSIA BANKS'S BEAUTY.
VERONICA FRUTICOSA GLAUCA.
CLIANTHUS DAJiriEKl, in varieties (seed only).

Coloured PlatL's,
I

I I i, r. c^ipt of Stamps, of the ft

AUBRIE'I I \ . \ ' ' ' -

CLIANTllI !

For desci-iptii.ii

. LBIFLORA, Is. 1,1.

»co E. G, H
JO I 1., 1.1 >\urded post free.

Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

& Sox's New

SAMUEL COX, NtJKSERYM\N, Ludlow, oft'urs II

following to the Trade for cash only !—
SCARLET VERBENAS. 7s. Kl. per 103.

SCARLET GERANIUMS, Us. per 100.

The above are shaken out of cutting pots and good Plants.
MR.S. POLLOCK GEBANIUIM, in pots, 10s. per d02on.
SUNSET GKRANIUM, in pots, 20(, per dozen.

TRABE CATALOGUES of BEDDING PLANTS may be had <

application.

riEOKGE SMITH'S NEW CATALOGUE, with
Vjr a Splendid Woodcut of NOSEGAY GERANirjl LB
GRAND, "liirli i. 111..' nnc.l i,fM Gciiinnuiisf T otfi'cl : f.ir .H--crip-

w ready in e.Kchange I

ToIIington Nursery, Ilornsoy Road. London, N.

Hardy Scarlet Rliodocleudrons.

JOHN WATKREliS CATAI.diiUK of HARDY
.SCARLET and other CHOICE IUIODODENI>BONSasa*nu.ally

It contains faithful descriptions of all the varieties really tvorthy of
cultivation, as well as a selection of IIARDT CONIJ'ERS. with
heights and prices, with ORNAMK.NT.M. l.:VEllOKEEN», FOREST
TREES, «c.

The American Nursery, Bapshot, Surrey.

American Plants, Nev Hardy Rhododendrons.
"A'l'KKEK ANii (iOUFKEV'S PRICED aiid

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS,
exhibited in thO Horticultairal Gardens, South Kensington, froo
application. This Catalogiie fairly describes the Rhododendrons

w
!iy handsome kinds

;hoir possession, aud now for the first time offered.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

Lobelia Snowflalce.

Ertract/rom GAnoESEns' CnnomcLE :—
" Mr. Cox, Gardener to Lord Beauchamp, exhibited a be,\utlful

Whito Lobelia called SnowHake, to which a First-class Certificate

was awarded. Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society,
July 25, 18(35."

JOHN anh CHARLES LEE luring ai-quired the stock
of this desirable NEW BEDDING PL.\NT, they have much

plea.snre in offering SEED in SEALED PACKE'IS. It is also well

adapted for pot culture
As a BEDDING LOBELIA it stands unfiyallM. The plant Is of

dwarf compact habit: the flowers are largo and even, and ut the
purest white. The stock comes perfectly true from seed.

Price 2». Cd. per packet Price to th e Trade on application. -

New White Lobelia
~

MARTIN AND SfA I t ikisuie Ln offeriiig

theabovoNEW will I I I III \ n liith will be found on?
of the very best W h tt tl i

1 r edging. It forms a
compact bush, and ono i ' i nil tl e summer. It is

the most distinct and thi II l ill ftl ite edging plants.

Tho principal Nursoijuici II n ir testimony to this

lovely gem. It » is rji I I M I r tl o ciiuiient Calceolaria

grower, lit the gardens IM ^1 l« ^i LIU. Price is, (Id.

each, I8s. per dozen or f i
11

Address to tho Hull Litillshm ii \i • Mirket Place; or

their Nursery Grounds at C ttlrghan t qtablished 17S9.
^

TO the Trade

CtJPHESSUS LAWSONIANA bbED ftrue), of excel-

lent qualitj, and warranted or f of pteseiit season. Price,

postage paid, 6.«. iid. per 02. ; Ti«. per half lb. ; COS. per lb. nett. Prom
unknown Correspondents a remittance must accompany order.

WHOLESALE CATALOGUES of GENERAL NURSERY
STOCK can be had on application to

Toes. Cairrs, Nurseryman, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

FOKliST TKEKS, &c.—At the JS'ursery of thu late

David A. Reid, Park Attwood, Bewdley, Worcestershire.
Per 1000.—«. A

{00,000 LARCH, 2 feet 10

600.000 LARCH, 2 to 3 feet 12

200 000 PEAR STOCKS, 2 to 5 feet 16s. to 60

100 000 SPANISH CHEt5TNUTS,I-year Seedling, I t02feut.. 10

600,000 SILVER FIR, 1-year seedling, flno 4

$00,000 SPRUCE, 4-year Seedling, fine SO
600,000 SYCAMORE, 1-year Seedling, flne 2

300,000 BEECH, l-vear Seedling, fine 2 "
2O,000WALNOTS, 1-year Seedling, line WO
20.(«)CUPRESSOS PYBAMIDALI.S.l.year seedling, flne.. 20

20,000 CUPRESSUS SEMPERVIRENS, l-year Seedhng, flne 20

100 Bushels PITTED HAWS. Price on anpHontion.
Apply, with reference to James Ridcele, Steward, Park Attwood,
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B
vines.

S. WILLIAMS bess to announce that lie still
holds a floe Stock of tho above. Planting and Finlting

C.ines of all tlio best kinds,
VINEYARD.

Victoria & Piradiso Ni

ludiDg tUe NEW GRAPE ROYAL

HoUow.ay, London.

Fruiting Vines.

EG. HENDERSON and SON offer the above,
• spleDdid Canes of well-matured growth, with prorn

eyes, s\ire to give a heavy crop of fi-xiit. 10^. Od. each.
LIST of SORTS sent on application.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

Extra extra strong Fruiting Vines.
[^"^RANCIS AND ARTHUR DICKiSON and SONS,

Sample plants sent if desired,

Extra strong Fmlting Vines.
TAMES riRKSON .\nd SONS can still supply Stotjt,
O CYosE-j. is;ir. 1 Fi i 'r. ;i.i P.IPESfD CANES, to produce
from4toSiN .1,1 Lr. Pi-ice 7s. Gti. each and upwards.

SPECIAL OFFER FOR CASH ONLY.

EXTRA FINE TRANSPLANTED LARCH,
2 to 3 feet, 15s. per 1000 ; 3 to 4 feet, 21s. per 1000.

Samphs if required.

JAMES GARAWAY and CO., DURDHAM DOWN NURSERIES, BRISTOL.

HOOPER & CO.
BEG TO .ANNOUNCE THE DISTRIBUTION FOR THE FIRST TIME OF THEIR

NEW and WONDERFUL PEA,

THE ALEXANDRA.

c Fruitinf? Vines.

niifi:. .
,

I . .
• •l:i3 season. TUe

collui.'i ., ,.'.:.>.....'. ,, -
,; :

:
...II ., Tnces, 6s., 7«. M., I

and itw. Al.^0. fnr li.'iuliiif.' viut. hi-Mltliy cle..n plants, 3a. Gd. each.
All lioiu ejcs, and well rooted.

.Vui-serie-s, Strcatham Place, Brixton Hill, S. ; Leigham Court Road,
St'eatham ; and Mottingham, Kent, S.E.

To the Trade.
EXTRA fine Dw.irf-traine(l APRICOTS, PEACHES,

PEARS, PLDMS, .and CHERi:lE.S.
Extra fine STANDARD PEAR.S, CHERRIES. PLDM.S, Sc.

GR.4.PE VINES, ORCHARD HOUSE TREES, Fruiting or other-

j

It is the only true rival to their long-celebrated "Incomparable" Pea. Is enormous in size, prodigious

1

cropping, and unsui-passed in flavour and sweetness.

Sealed packets : Quarts, 3s. 6d. ; Pints, 2s. each.

HOOPER AND CO., SEED MERCH.4.NTS, COVENT GARDEN MARKET, LONDON, W.C.

List of s. applic

. King's .Vcre Ilcreford-

To the Trade.—Overstock, verv Cheap.
QTANDAKD-TKAINED ROYAL OEOKGE PEACH,O DWATIF-TRAINED ROY'.\L GEORGE .and other sorts.
CHERRIES, dwarf trained, in great variety, as May Dnke.

Waterloo, Werder's Early Black. Bigarreau, Adam's Crown, Belle
d*Orl.-nns, Knight's Early Black, &c.
PLUMS, dwarf trained, in great variot?, as Cox's Emperor, Bryan.

stone. Green Gage, Drnp d'Or, St. Martin's, Quetsche, AngoUne
Curdotte, Orleans, 4c.
CHERRIES, standards, in Tariciv, as Mav Duke, Ellon, Bowyer's

Earl. Heart, Black Heai-t, Belle d'Orlcans, Florence, &c.
PE-VRS, ijyramids^on Quin.je, Louise Bonne. Glou Morcoau,

STIRLING, SCOTLAND.

GENTLEMEN ABOUT TO REQUIRE AGRICULTURAL SEEDS
IT ADVANTAGEOUS TO REFER TO OUil

PRICED CATALOGUE,
Which TviU be forwarded Post Fre application.

Over a long series of Years the Laying Down of Land to Grass has occupied much of our attention, and we are
enabled to furnish Assortmenta of trustworthy Seeds, moderately ch.arged, to suit every description of Soil. Full
p,ai-ticular« as to these, as well as to our improved varieties of Swede and Yellow Turnip, &c., will be found in

p ASPBERRIES.—CornweU's
X V Cntbush's Prince of Wales, IGs.

C-irter's Prolific, 10k. ; Red Prolific, Ss.

Seedling, 12s. per lOd

;

Sclater's Semper Fidelis, £1 ;

Double Bearing, Ss. ; Evans's

W. DRUMMOND and SONS, STIRLING ; and DAWSON STREET, DUBLIN.
Stirling has direct expeditious communication to all parts of the Kingdom. Seeds as hitherto areforwarded Carriage Paid.

Birnimgli
Pr.ces

60, £3 Cs. ; 20, £1 10s.

of The Lady Strawberry Plant : — 100, £5 ; 75. £4 6s.

;

less than 10, at 25. each, package included.Plants m Potc,
The above seal
Mr. Underihll's " Tro

either in English, French,

will be sliRhtly changed ^ ..,

tise on the Cultiv.ition of StrawbeiTies,"
or German, may bo bad through tho post.

.L, Sir Hand's Road, Edgb.aston, Birmingbai

w.
standard and Dwarf Peai
Standard and Dwarf Trained

Cherries (very fine)

Hazel, 2 to 3 leet
Birch, 2 to 3 and 4 foot
Spanish Chestnut, 2 to 3 feet
Withy, 3 to 4 and 6 feot

I larnc quantity of Trees fit for belting,
-.,.. .. L _ t _ _, _

J appiicati

Spru sFir, ]

Portugal Laurel, 2 feet
Common Laurel, 2 to 3 feet
Privet, 18 inches to 2 feet

New Edition of
SCOTT'S FRUIT TKEli CATALOGUE of the finest

Collection in England. The Catalogue is allowed to be the best
published, and is full of information about the Cultivation of i'niits.

SPECIAL OFi'JiK ot EKUIT TKEES.—25 per cent,
off Catalogues.—Having a large and fine stock of Ihe under-

mentioned, they ai'e offered at greatly reduced prices, to clear
ground :—Peaches, Nectarines and Apricots (trained and untrained),
Apples, Pears^ Plums, and Cherries (trained and untrained).

LARGE ORANGE TREES, ^rrflMEX STUVE
PLANTS, and ORCHID.'? _ i ,ery fine Trees,

all planted out, in good health, :i:. \ tli safety. Tbe
property of a Gentleman giving; u, _ _ . To be Sold by
private treatv, in One Lot, price iir.-'" J i

"
i u. in ft. high by 6 ft

4, 8 ft. by oft. ; 5, Oft. by 4ft. ; 5 on clean JJ ft. steins with good heads ;

I variegated do,, 3 ft. stem, fine ; 1 Tangierme, 5 ft. by 3 ft. ; 1 Myrtle-
leaved. 4 ft. by 4 ft. ; 14 others, various sizes, with2 Lemons, 1 Shaddock,
and 1 Cii

TUe
Rn

iTOVK PLANTS i t of All.amandas. Stephanotis, Ixoraa,
• I il '

'

I

1 -, Clcroaendron, Mandevdla,
'I • ,., nnd other miscellaneous

pill
,

I : I in I Orchids, as follows, viz.

:

2SLi.;.
1

.,i.i' I. ;... i,', .,1 ;. .. i h:L.^kets, of sorts; SCattleya
M'l--'

. r ;Im-.,. i,i •: ii,;jri ;
, 'v Ti i i HI.-., 7 Zygopetalon Mackayi,

2L;t'li:i supoibiens, \ (;ongcnini;ioulatn, ;; Lvca.ste Skinneri, 1 Neottia,
3 Aerides, 1 Vanda Teres, 2 ODCidmms, 2 Peristeria aiatn, 1 Renan-
thera "occinea. Price for the lot, which can be seen within 2 miles of the

rOSF.PH BAUMANN, Nurservman, Ghent, Bel-ium,O begs to offer tho now STRAWBERRY DR. NICAISE, the
largest aotl one ol the best sorts of all Strawberries. 6 plants, 4s.

;

12 plaut?, 7s. ; 100 plants, £2.

100 fine CAMELLIAS, with flower buds, £G.
! CAMELLIAS, with flower buds, strunger plants, £Sand£10.

100 Scarlet RHODODENDRONS
plants. £12 and £1C

lOO VIBURNUM MACROCEPHALCM. itU flower buds. £4 and £6.

Large Specimen Limes.
FOR SALE, the I'ropertv of a Gentleman (being obliged

to remove them, and having no use for the same), 17 SPECIMEN
LIMES. 10 to 18 feet high, and about 10 feot through the heads. All
young, very handsome stuff. May be selected at 10s. Gd. each, or
taking the whole, £C 10s. May be seen on application to
H. McMillan, Nuraery and Seed Establishment, St. James's Road.

J^ea Street, Kingaton-on-Thames, S.W.

GRASS SEEDS,

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,

FLOWER SEEDS.

t-'alahffii^s foricardid post free to anij address on application.

SUTTON'S
GRAS S SEEDS FOR ALL SOILS.

Messrs, Sdtton'9 GRASS SEEDS being Miied expressly to suit the Soils for which they are required, Persons
ordering have only to Ptate the Nature of the Soil, and Acreage to be laid down, when suit.ible Seeds wUl be supplied.

SUTTON'S

GRASS and CLOVER

SEEDS

FOR

PERIIAXENT PASTiri

RECLAIMED MARSHL

GOOD BLACK PEATY SOIL

CHALKY UPLANDS

SHEEP DOWNS

WATER MEADO'ft S

CHURCHYARDS

CRICKET GROUNDS

COLXn^iTION with LIIJOD
MANURE

Messrs.' Sutton beg to ai i

SUTTON'S

GRASS and CLOVER

SEEDS
FOR

PERMANENT PASTURES,

PARK LANDS,

3 r 4 YEARS' PASTURE

U.\Y or SOILING,

2 YEARS' DITTO,

1 YEAR'S CROP of HAY,

FINE GARDEN LAWNS,

NEW P.\RK LAWNS,

BOWLING GREENS,

ORCHARDS,

RENOVATING OLD
PASTURES.

that ther GRA'jb ud CLOVER SLEDS wh h have hitherto

great satisfaction, are n w readv f r s nd ng out The S d th s 5 r h ve been harvested in the best possible

condition, and Messrs. StrrroN r pectfuUy request early orders hich shaU meet w th then- best personal attention.

List ofFriees of Turnip, Mange!, and other Farm Seeds, with auy information required, will be sent on application.

Mr. MARTIN SUTTON'S " ESSAY on PASTURES," 6d. post free, or Gratia to Customers,

SsUTTON ANU SONS, ROYAL BERKSHIEE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING,
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GARDEN SEEDS.

OSBORN & SONS'
SELECT CATALOGUE OF THE ABOVE
m application, and thoy teg to call special attention to the following Select Aiticlos :

—

Per packet.

NEW AMERICAN TOMATO

This is very large, and less watery than the old Red.

ROWDEN'S BROWN COS LETTUCE
SCOTT'S SUPERB WHITE COS LETTUCE .. 1

BELLE BONNE SUMMER CABBAGE LETTUCE 1

Xliese three Lettuces are less liable to run than any we know.

FULHAM NURSERY, S.W.

NOVELTIES FOR 1866.

E. G. HENDERSON & SON
RESPECTFITLLT OFFER THEIR

NEW SEED CATALOGUE FOR THE PRESENT SEASON,
Containing full descriptions of the follo\^'ing Novelties.

Fast Free on application.

TIOLA CORNUTA, l.i. and Is. M. per packet
LYCHNIS GRANDIFLORA GIGANTEA, l.s. .ind Is. 6rf. per pkt.

HELIPTERUM ADREUM NANTJM, l.s, and Is. Crf. per packet
CELOSIA RAIMOSA ELEGANS, Is. and 2». M. per packet
LOBELIA ERINCS PRINCE ALBERT, 6i). and Is. per packet

SNOWFLAKE, 2s. 6ii. per packet
YELLOW PERFECTION WALLFLOWER, Is. and 2s. Crf, per pkt.

PRIMULA FILICIFOLIA, white and red, 2s, 6rf. per packet
LILIUM AURATUM. Is. and 2s. Grf. per packet
.SANVITALIA PROCDMBENS FLORE PLENO, Is. 4 2s. Crf. p. pkt.

BLOOD-RED TEN-WEEK STOCK, Is. and 2s. M. per packet
SILENE FENDULA RUBEBEIMA. Is. per packet
CEDRONELLA CANA, Is, per packet

DICTAMNUS FRAXINELLA GRANDIFLORA, Is. per packet
PETUNIA MULTIFLORA. bedding. Is. per packet
IRIS PUMILA. in 20 varieties. Is. per packet
CYCLAMEN ATKINSl, in varieties. Is, per packet

FERSICUM, in varieties. Is. and 2s, 6rf, per packet
SCHIZANTIICS RETITSDS NANA, Is, per packet
V1.SCAI!1,\ ciKl.l lio.sKA FI.ORF, ri.K.NO. Is. and 2s. 6rf. per pkt.

MlSin.ls I'MMilM s il.dllK I'l.KXo, is.6rf.and2s.crf.perpkt.
BOfciiMV ,l\rii\M \, l^ inil - I',' i"i- packet
•SONl. iM - ^1^' l: \ \ Ml,\, :- ',/ pi |,i. ket

DAIIH,\ l,Ml'l:l;l,\l.l-^, 'Js f'.' [iri.i.ket

CELOSIA NANA AURANTIACA, l,t. Crf. and 2s. Crf. per packet
MATTHIOLA BICORNIS, Is. per packet

NEW PRIZE MELONS, WILLS' OULTON PARK HYBRID, scarlel-fleshed, 2«. 6f/. and 5.!. per packet

.

WILLS' GREEN PINE-APPLE GEM, gicen-fleshed, 2s. 6«f. and oj. per packet.

RAPHANUS CAUDATUS, a remarkable now long-podded Radish, 23. 6d. each seed.

CLIANTHUS DAMPIERI HYBRIDUS, 2s. 6rf. and .5s.

A well-executed Coloured Plate of the white, margined with scarlet, post free at Is. Grf.

AUBRIETIA CAMPBELLII, hardy ornamental Spring-flowering plant, 5j., 2s. 6rf., and Is. M. per tuft.

A beautifully Coloured Illustrated Plate at Id. post free.

E. G. HENDERSON aijd SON, "WELLINGTON NURSERY, ST. JOHN'S "WOOD, N.W.

SPECIALITIES, NOVELTIES, and CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,
POST FREE.

B. S. WILLIAMS,
VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.,

HAS MUCH PLEASURE IN SUBMITTING THE

FOLLOWING LIST OF NEW AND CHOICE SEEDS,
WHICH ARE SPECIALLY KECOMMENDED FOR THEIR BEAUTY AND SUPERIOR QUALITIES.

For full description see NEW CATALOGUE, post free to all applicunts.

In ordering Flower Seeds it will he quite sufficient io send the Number attached onitj.

PRIMULA (Williams's Superb StiaiD).-Rod, White, or Mixed seed.

2s, &d., 2s. Gd., and bs. per pncket.

The strain here offered is undoubtedly the finest in cultiva-

tion, taking prizes wherever shown, and giving universal

satlsraction.

CINERARIA iWeatheriirs Extra Choice Strain).—Very superior
both in bnbit cf growth and size and colour of the flowers.
This is the most popular strain in the market. B. S. W. having
purchased at a gre.it expense the entire stock of Seed, none is

genuine unless the packet bears his name and address.

3t>. Gri. and 5s. per packet.

lis is the best
. at the Metropolitan Flo'

I. 6d. per packet.

! of the finest collection in

w
New Roses for 1866.

10,000 strong healthy well-^rown Plants of all the Now Roses.
Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex
M. WOOD AND SON havo to offer an extmordinarv
stock of the best NEW ROSES of the present season, in

_ New Roses.
TOHN KEYNES, in offerinjj the above, begs to state
tJ that they are in the finest possible condition, having all been

' " " """* 'well established, ready for immediate romoval.

New Roses of 1866.
JOHN FRASER, of the Lea Brid-e Road Nurseries.O Levton, Essex, N.E.. will forward on application a LIST of all
the best varieties of NEW ROSES for 1866.
The plants are strong, healthy, and are nc

Early orders are respectfully solicited.

NEW ROSES ofT865^0wijig to the annual intro-
duction of so many inferior, and, in fact, worthless varieties of

New Roses, John CnAKSTO>f has this season carefully selected
23 varieties out of 40 or 50 sorts offered by the French raisers
These he c^n confidently recommend, and he believes his selection
contains all that are worthy of note.
A List, with prices, sent on application. The plants are strong,

and will bo fit to send out in Marcli.

Roses, Roses, Roses, at reduced Prices.
fJlWO THOUSAND ROSES (DWARFS), consisting of

number of the best varieties, including Ruslitoa

Momy, Madame A. Vc
Verdier, Madame Den.?
Paul, Souvenir de Wii;
Anges, Persian Vol low.
obtEined at gi'catly roiiu

Madame Victor
L'o Paul, Madame William
UG Bernardin, Soeur des
HI fine plants, can still bo

ist, 3, Rue Dunols, Paris.

Early Spring Flowers.
WEBCS GIANT POLYANTHUS and GIANT

COWSLIPS, and other varieties, largest stock in England.
Listand prices on application to Mr. Webr, Calcot Gardens, Reading.

Newly Imported
I U M A U R A T

I. Od., 6s. 6d.. 79. 6rf., 10.'!. Crf.. and 12s. G.f. each.
I &, SuoDEN. Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,

12, King Street. Covont Garden, W.C.

U M,

To the Trade.
CALCEOLARIA S.—Aurea floribunda, Prince of Orange,

and Kayi, very strong and woll-rooted Plants, 4/). per 100,
308. per 1000. Readv for pottintr. Delivered free witliin lo miles.
Tbomas S. Ware, Hall Farm Nurseries. Tottenham, Middlesex, N.

To the Trade.—Golden Chain GeraniiimB.
HUSSEY AND SON beg to offer fine Autumn-sh-ur'k

Plants of tho above from store pots, at 14«. per 100 ; als"
DWARF ROSES, all the leadmg Hybrid Porpetuals, on Manetti

To the Trade.
TOM THUMB GERANIUMS, in 43-po1s,

8 to 10 inches over, bs per doz., nri.^. per 100.

Also CHRISTINA, STELLA, MADAME VAUCHEU, and OAK-
LEAF GERANIUMS, 5«jier doz. Delivered free within 10 miles." "

Hall Farm Nui-sery, Tottenhaoi, Middlesex, N. ;

LA M U R E U X, CLARK, and CO.',
Shkd Mfrcuan-tp. Plymouth.

TheSEKD CATALOGUE ami GARDEN DIRECTORY for IW'j,
now published, will pive full paiticulars vespectin;

1 tho Rusi
;.lo

jratisand post

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.

PAUL TOLLARD, Seed Guower and Mt.rchant,
20, Quai de la M6gi.sserie 20, ci-devant 4, Place dcsTi-ois Maries 4,

k Paris. SPECIAL PRICED LIST of NEW SEEDS, in English
weights and money, on application.

New Descriptive Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower
Seeds. &c., for 1866.

ROBERT T. MACKINTosd, Nuiiseryman and
Seedsman, 12, Mclli'->urriL' PI.tvo, Kdinbuigb, beps respectfully

ting No

Genuine Garden and Farm Seeds to be had at

r
HO MAS KENNEDY and CO.'S

Nursery and Seed Establlah.ment, Dumfries, N.B.
And delivered free of carriage as formerly.

PRICED CATALOGUES furnished on application.

Notice.
PURCHASERS of LARlih «>

or GARDEN SEEDS will i.

Sons. For prices apply (stating mi

AXTITIKS of FARiyf

) for the peculiar marbling of
of the Royal Horticultural

lety last year they formed quite an attraction. Several
Certificates have been awarded to this collection.

Is. and 2s. <id. per packet.

Per packet.—s. d.

161. Antirrhinuni Crimson Tom Thumb 1

, Asttr Victoria
„ White Chrrsanthemum

, Auricula, superb collection

from selected

173 Chrysanthei

, Clianthi
, Convolvulus mauritanicus
. Cosmidium Engelmanni
. Ferdinandia eminens
. Geranium zonale
,
Gladiolus, seed from finest ^

Per packet.-
Gloxinia, erect-flowering .

.

,, drooping
. Godetia Lindleyana flore pieno ..

,. rubicunda splenaens
. Helipterum Sanfordii
,
Helichrysum nanum atro-
sangumcum

Win OarSfcnrr.g' Cftrom'clr.
SATURDAY, MARCH 3, 186(5.

TCEBDAY. —

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
ilnr^-li -^—Entom-'l'iirical

rRov.-il llorticultiunl (Floral nnd Fr
' mitterfil,ntSontli liensington .

iral (Weekly Show), at

213. Nnsturtiu
i bals.iminaleucantha .

1 King of Tom Ihumbs
King Theodore, new .

atropurpurea grandi-

. Sweet Williatn. Hunt's Superb ..

. Sweet Pea, The New Invincible

Notana lanceolata
Ornithogalum thyrsoides album .

220. Oxalis comiculata rubra
221, Palafoxia Hookeri

2'u. Tropicoluni elega;
2G1. Veronica glauca

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS Carriage Free.

Complete Collections to suit Gardens of various sizes at the following prices

—

lOs. 6d., 21s., 4Ss., 63s., and 84s. each.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, HOLLOWAy, LONDON, N

There are some few plants that may be

termed citizens of the world. Go where we will

we meet with them. Tho common Wateb-cress
is one of these cosmopolitan plants, not quite so

widely diilusod as some others, but still to be
found almost everywhere throughout Em-ope, in

Southern Asia, in Ameiica, in Bi-azil, in Chili, in

India. A pretty wide range that, and we might
extend the list of countries wherein collectors

have rejoiced to light upon so familiar a denizen

of our iiome ditches. But our object is not so

much to illustrate a fact in botanical geogi-aphy,

as to justify that craving for salad and green

food which is of so general an occurrence among
us, especially in Spring time. M. Chatin, in a
communication laid before the Botanical Congress

at Amsterdam iast year, and more fully in a
recently published little volume, gives us good
reasons for our longings, at least in the matter of

Water-cress.* In this humble weed we have a
veritable medicine chest, whose contents have

* Lc Cresson, par Ad. Chatin, kc. Paris. Bailliere, pp. 120.
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the additional merit of being palatable. See

tlie composition of the plants as analysed by
M. Ghatin. Hero is the sapid oil wliicli all the

Crucifers have in greater or less degree, but

miugled in this case with sulphur and nitrogen,

such as one meets with in the Onions. So far

then we have a combination of the ingredients of

the notoriously wholesome Crucifers, with the

equally health-giving properties of the Allium

tribe. Next a bitter extract—not so bitter as to

be unpleasant, but only sufficient to act as a

gentle, pleasant tonic. Then, in notable quantities,

are iron and iodine—no more nauseous draughts

of chalybeate waters—no more inky mouthfuls

of the syrup of iodide of ii-on ! Have we not in

the Watar-cress the iodide of iron ali-eady prepared

for us in an agreeable formin Nature's laboiutory ?

No wonder, then, that by natural intuition we
have found out that tho Wator-cross is an excellent

anti-scorbutic. We thank M. Chatin heartily

for supporting by scientific demonsb'ation tho

conclusions at which we had arrived by
inclination and experience. Oddly enough,

M. Chatin's attention was first di-awn

to the subject by a quotation in the
" Vegetable Kingdom," wherein the presence

of iodine in AYatcr-crcss is alluded to. This

furnished the germ of the work before us, wherein

in addition to tho chemical details to which we
have alluded, the reader will find a sketch of the

botanical history of the plant, much informa-

tion as to the best methods of culture to be

adopted so as tp seciu-e tho most savoury product,

and many other particulars that cannot fail to inte-

rest not only those who have a " running brook,"

not too deep or muddy, but sufficiently charged

with iron and its constant companion iodine, in

which the plant may be niade to flourish, but

also those less fortunate individu.als who hate to

depend upon London i/iimins of either sex for a
supply of '

' Ore-esi-s.
'

' The commercial importance

of the culture cannot bu slight, inasmuch as it is

calculated that tho average daily supply to Paris

of "Water-cress amoimts to 2000 dozen bunches,

filling eight to ten small carts, and representing

a money-value of 4000 francs, or 160?. sterling !

We may leave to architects and the cultivators

of the fino arts, the duty of criticising the doings

and intentions of the Metropolitan Board of

AVorks as regards the buildings to be erected on

the Thames Embankment, but as cultivators of

the SOU wo claim the right to bo heard on tho

question of planting it mth Trees. The subject

was indeed referred to in oiu- columns some time

ago, but we revert to it now, as tho timo is

approaching for giving permanent shape to this

great undertaking.

The space which is to be reclaimed and utilised

from the foreshore of the Thames, is, if wo rightly

understand the plan jirnposod, to be devoted in

part to roadii ami in ]):iit to buildings—to the

former ^s ainiMii lil ulieviug the overcrowding

of the cxistiiifj,' stiv( ts, and to the latter we
presume as a profitablo iuvostment, inasmuch as

they wiU add but little to the beauty and utiUty

of the reclaimed space, which, on the principle

of "nothing like leather," we maintain might
bo more tastefullj^ if not more profitably,

occupied as gardens.

With the question of terraces and crescents, how-
ever, we have no wish to become involved ; but
we enter a detennincd protest against buildings

of any sort being allowed to press too closely

upon tho river frontage, north or south of the

waterway ; and we call most earnestly and
emphatically on all who have any voice or

influence in the matter, whether in or out of

Parliament, whether on or oflf the Board, to

seciu'e above all things spacious thorouglifares,

such as may be planted with trees to form a
northern and a southern boulevard. Thus we
may at least secure to oiu- metropolis one feature

of which au Englishman may be proud. No
considerations of cost must be suffered to inter-

vene to prevent tho working out of this feature,

for that would be to rob London of a gi'eat

present opportunity of effecting something worth
the name towards its internal improvement.
The question presses for immediate solution,

and its importance in a sanitary point of view
can scarcely be overrated. It is neither more
nor less than that of seciu'ing in our overgrown
metropolis a grand outlet for stagnant air as well

as stagnant ti-affic. It is to give London an
imposing feature, for which it would not be easy

to find a parallel elsewhci-e, and that by means
of rearing a stately avenue on cither bank of its

noble but sadly desecrated river, and by formmg
in comiection therewith spacious thoroughfares

in which the pent-up population may freely

breathe and as freely move. Such ari oppor-

tunity does not often occur, and must not

now bo lost, either by indifference or over-

sight, or by what is worse, the par-simonious

scruples or the wilful neglect of those whose
speci.al duty it is to watch over and regulate

works of this kind. What we want, and
that which we claim on behalf of our
enormous town population, is that the river

frontage or quay wall ehaU be left

entirely free ; that adjoiriing it, for a width of

from 80 feet to 100 feet, or more if it can be
socm-cd, shall be constructed a roadway, with

the necessary footways on either side, the road

itself forming one avenue if the n.arrower width
only can be spared, but parted in two if the

greater width can be secur'cd ; that on each

margin of the road, as well as down tho centre

if it is divided, there shall bo placed a line of

properly selected trees, carefully planted with

duo regard to their ultimate prosperity ; that

open spaces shall be kept hero and there for

Grass antl ti'ees ; and finally, that these lines of

roadway and these avenues of trees shall exhibit

as little deviation fi-om a straight line, at least

fi'om bridge to bridge, as tho nature of the case

will permit. Above all, let us have our avenue
of trees. They will add a graceful feature of

ornament to the river's banks, and while they

beautify the scene they will .at the samo time

serve to purify tho atmos]ihere, and to impart

an agreeable .shade, which will be gratefiilly

appreciated by every passer by.

The Third Part of the Selbcta ruNGOEUM
C.4.KP0LOGIA of the JMessrs. Tulasne, and which we
fear will be the last, has just been published. It

comprises notices of the bright-coloured fleshy

Sphajria; belonging to the tribe of Nectria>, together

with the Phacidiei and Pezizas, which constitute the

most noble tribes of the Ascomycctous Fmigi. We
pmiiosc on a future occasion to give a detailed

accoimt of the volume. Wc had hoped that these

admirable mycologists would have taken up the

moulds, which are so important in a horticultural and
economical point of view, and we stiU trust that

their attention will not be drawn off to other matters.

Meanwhile we recommend all who are interested in

a complete solution of many of the difficulties which
attend the study of the lower Fungi, or who think it

a duty to encourage labours involving so much
time .and expense, to secure a copy of the work, of

which only a limited number is printed. A reference

to our Journal of February 22, 1862, wUl show what
are its especial claims. .1/. J. Ji.

M. Camille Peesonnat, of the Sericiculture

School, 19, Bretagne Street, Laval (Mayenue), states

in a letter to the Times, in reference to the Oak
SILKWOEM, that there are three species of silk-

producing insects known to feed on the Oak. First,

the Bombyx Yama-mai of Japan, where it was always

exclusively cultivated. This is the most valuable for

its produce, .and is the sort which has been accli-

matised in Europe ; the cocoons are of a beautiful

yeUow-greenish colour, and the silk is as fine a.s that

of the Mulberry-worm. Secondly, the B. Pernyi, of

the north of China, which produces the gridclin

cocoon .and silk. Thirdly, the B. Mylitta of the hills

of the East Indies, which produces a large cocoon

and grey sUk, which silk, like that of the Pemyi, is

greatly inferior to the Yama-mai silk. M. Pee-

SONNAT is about to publish a Guide ("Le Ver i

Soie du Chene, Bombyx Yami^mtii " ), which is to treat

of the history, rearing, habits, and products of this

insect, the demand for eggs of which, he states, has

been so great that he has but few left tojdispose of. In

a letter of subsequent date relating to these sQkworms,
Lady DOEOTHT NEViLL.of Dangstein, writes : "I have
cultivated them for two years with the greate.st care,

and from my observations I fear that they will never

stand our changeable climate. I reared them success-

fully, both under glass and in the open air, tiU the

fourth change of skin, when they all died of a malady
caUed '.pebrine,' induced by a few days of rainy and
cold we.ather in the month of June. The Ailantus

worm, on the contrary, is perfectly hardy, fearing

uo rain or wind, or even a slight frost. Its

only enemies are in infancy the ants ; in old age the

tomtits. I rear many thousands every year without

the slightest difficiUty, .and I shall be glad to give

any person the benefit of my experience. To show
they are gaining much in the public estimation since

I introduced them into England three years ago,

I have sold and given away 70,000 eggs annually,

besides sending cocoons to all parts of the world
;

and more than that, I have a gown made from the

silk. I intend trying the Oak-worms again this year,

and hope to have more success."

AVe are informed that a Society has been

formed under the title of the AVest Middlesex

Gardeners' Mutual Protection Society, and consisting

of working gardeners only. The main objects of the

Society are to endeavour to secure to journeymen
gardeners a rate of wages not less than is. 6d. a day

of 10 hours in summer, and from daybght to d.ark in

winter. The Society's affairs are conducted by a
committee who meet weekly at the AVorkman's HaU,
Portland Road, Netting Hill, where a register is

kept of gardeners out of employ, and where further
information may be obtained from the Secretary.

The absence of winter weather till recently
seems to have been uo less marked across the
Channel than with ourselves. At Cannes it appears
that the Orange Teees are in blossom as in the
month of May, and supply the distillers and per-

fiuners ivith flowers ; while the grounds plxuted
with Rose trees present a magnificent sight, the
trees being covered with Rosebuds.

Mr. Jj\JiES Britten is collectmg materials
for a Floea of Buckinghamshire, and would be
glad of any assistance in the way of local Usts, notes,

&c., of plants from any part of the coiruty. The value
of such communications would be much enhanced if

accompanied by illustrative specimens. Further
information will be given on application. " The
smallest contributions thankfully received." Address,
Mr. James Britten, High A¥ycombe, Bucks.

AVe are glad to be able to announce that the
meetings of the Botanical Congeess which is to

take place in connection with the International

Horticultural Exliibition, will beheld in the R.aphael

Cartoon room of the Kensington Museum, by per-

mission of tlie Lords of the Committee of Council on
Education. AVe hear also that several p.aper3 are

already promised, and that the meeting is likely tg

be a successful one.

NEAV EARLY PEAS.

I HAVE read with much pleasirre, as every gar-

dener, and every lover of his garden, ought to do,

the very useful Report on the varieties of Peas grown
in the Royal Horticultural Society's garden at Chis-

wick. I mu.st confess, however, that the pleasure I

derived was tinctured with a little vexation, for

I had been victimised to a small extent in buying
Peas at '2.i. M. a quart, which I could have bought
under their old names at Is. I sincerely hope and
trust that the above-mentioned Report will be useful

in dispelling the illusions of testimonials from
individuals. No private note or letter should ever

be published by men of business as a testimonial

—

no dependence will, I think, in future be placed on
these effusions ; there is no doubt of the sincerity of

the writers, but a strong one as to their judgment.

In proof of this I must quote a few words from the

Report, and then give the information I have
gathered from it.

" The variety that has been considered the earliest

for several years p.a.st is known by the name of

Dillistone's Early, which is a carefully-selected stock

of a very old early Pea, known as the Early Kent or

Early May," and I may add the alias of Single-

blossomed Early Frame. In good common-sense
times two sorts of Early Peas were grown and
sold, the Single-blossomed Early Frame for the

first crop, .and the Double-blossomed E.arly Frame for

the second—there has been no change in the sorts,

but a marvellous one in names.

It seems that a few years since the late Mr.
Dillistone, then occupying' a smaU nursery in Suffolk,

selected from the Single-blossomed Frame a pure
stock, which he named DUhstone's Early. According

to the Report this is the sort which now bears the

names of Ringleader, First Crop, and First and
Best, so named by three seedsmen who added

their names to these quasi new early sorts of Peas.

This would have been of little consequence if the old

price had been adhered to, but to be made to pay
2s. fid. a quart for merely a good stock of an old sort

generally sold at 1 s. a quart, is not quite as it should be.

How much more business-like it would have been

if the first selection had been named " Dillistone's

Selected Fr,ame," and then, when other growers had

purified the stock by selection—a very common-
place affair—they might have placed the sort in

their catalogues as " A.'s Selected Early Frame,"
" B.'s Selected Early Frame," and so on. If the

sort proved good and pure, the firm sending it out

would have soon gained a reputation for it, .and a

large sale would have followed. In all matters per-

taining to gardening the exact truth should be

adhered to. Besides the three sorts of Peas I have

named, I find some others in the Report which

have been heavily testimoniaJised, yet have proved

merely old sorts under new names. Let us hope

that after this exjwse, testimonials, milesa from a

pubhc body, will go out of fashion.

It must not for a moment be thought that I have

any inimical feeling towards those enterprising

firms who furnish us with Guides, Vade Mecums,

and lUustratcd Catalogues, got up .at a heavy

expense ; in my opinion they have done much
good, for they have made thousands take a wai-m

interest in their kitchen gardens, who at one time

never looked into them, and never expected any-

thing more from them than a Cabbage and a Potato.

It is only to be regretted that their zeal has carried

them too far, for in reading their eloquent descrip-

tions of a Pea or a Potato, that Uttle ugly word

"puff" wiUjCome to mind. I hope and trust the
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day will come when, instead of 50 sorts of Broccoli,

30 sorts of Cabbage, and 50 sorts of Peas, we shall

have some 10 or 12 of the really useful sorts of each,

truthfully described, and, above aU, let us humbly
pray for the omission of testimonials. FM.II.S.

EXTRACTS FROM THE JOURNAL
or Mb. Johx Gould Veitch,

DUIilNU A TRIP TO THE AUSTRALIAN COLONIES
AND THE SOUTH SEA ISLANDS.

(Continued /nm pagr 172.)

Juno 30. Savngf Ishiiiil.—In addition to what was
stated about this island in my last, I ought to say
that we were received here with great civility, but
could obtain nothing without an equivalent in the
shape of fish-hooks, Jews' harps, coloured prints, A:c.

I was not even allowed to take up some Palms without
paying for them. The island is thickly covered with
luxuriant vegetation, but no large timber trees.

Ferns are plentiful, but I only saw some six or

eight kinds. A fine species of Livistonia, with
immense foliage, particularly struck me. The prin-

cipal crops are Yams, Cocoa Nuts, Arrowroot, Sugar
Cane, Oaladium esculentum (Taro of the natives,
from which a kind of bread is made), and Broussouetia
papyrifera. The latter is grown for the sake of its

fibre for making cloth and mats. There appear to

be no wild animals or venomous reptiles. The mean
temperature dm-ing the year of 18G4 was 80°.

July 9. 'The Sitmoan or A'anii/ntor Manrl's.—Two
days after leaving Savage Island we sighted Tutuila,
one of the Samoan gi-oup. As we proceeded to the
northward the heat became very great, and during
rainy days was most oppressive. On the 1st of July
we anchored in the harboirr of Pango-pango, said to
be the best in the group. It is probably an extinct
crater, and is a veiy beautiful spot. Entirely land-
locked, the hills rise abruptly on all sides to a height
of nearly 20(i0 feet, being covered with luxuriant
vegetation to the suramiis. Patches of cultivation
QcoasionaUy appear some little way up amidst the
otherwise dense forest. whUst small villages and
Cocoa-nut plantations are scattered along the beach.
Immediately on anchoring we were surrounded by
soores of natives in outriggered canoes, bringing off

curiosities and articles of food to barter with us.

Missionaries have resided on the Samoan Islands,
since 1830, and .almost all Samoaus are nominally
Christians. At all events they have given up their
heathenish practices, and respect life and property.
They are a remarkably fiue race of people, with a
bright copper-coloured complexion. The men are
quite as tall and well-built as those of any European
race. Their only dress is a covering for their loins
of native cloth, made from the bark of the Paper
Mulberry. Some of them are tattooed about the body,
and both meu aud women bedaub their hair with lime.
The women as a rule are pleasing in appearance.
They are now all dressed in frocks of European
cloth. The whole population received us with open
arms, inviting us to their houses, and offering every-
thing they possessed in the shape of eatables. The
houses consist of enormous round, pointed, thatched
roofs, standing on poles 3 to + feet in length. The
sides are quite open, to allow plenty of ventilation.
The floors are neatly matted over, aud everything
looks wonderfully clean. Each district contains a
building kept expressly as a church, and every sea-
side village of importance has 'a large boat-house, in
which the large double war-canoe is kept. Some of
these are capable of oarrjnng 200 men. Elephantiasis
disfigures numbers of the people. It is a disease
very prevalent amongst the Polynesians, causing the
legs and feet to swell to a disgusting size. There is

said to be no cure for it. Maunga, the chief of
Pango-pango, dined with the Commodore, after
which an exchange of presents took place, and a war
danoe was performed by upwards of 100 men and
%vomen for our especial edification. It was a strange
sight. The men oiled their bodies and decorated
themselves with wreaths of scarlet Hibiscus flowers.
The only music was a Bamboo drum, in addition
to which all clapped their hands, and repeated
some native words in a low drawling tone of voice.
The dancing consisted of throvring the body into
various positions and in jumping about. The noise
was terrific, so that we were all glad when it was
over. Our stay at Tutuila was only three days.
Under the guidance of a native I spent each day in
the woods. The vegetation is very luxuriant, and
the forests are so thick as to be almost impenetrable,
were it not for the native tracks. This island pro-
duces .some 150 Ferns, including several arborescent
species, and some beautiful Trichomanes and Hymenc-
phyllums. There are upwards of 90 Mosses. The
Cocoa-nut is the only Palm. Cocoa-nut oil is the
great article of tr.ado and barter.

Dracjena terminalis, feiTea, and several other
species are common. Some are cultivated. A spirit
is distilled from the steins, and the dried leaves are
used for clothing. Orchids are very scanty and not
at all showy. Fruit abounds throughout the whole
Samoan group. Bananas, Oranges, Lemons, Limes, the
Papaw Apple (C!arica Papaya), the Malay Apple
(Eugenia malaccensis), &c., are very common. The
chief vegetables are those on which almost all the
Polynesian and Melanesiaii races live, viz., Yams,

and Taro or Arums. The former grow to an
immense size. Three presented as a Royal gift to

the Commodore, measured over 4 feet long by
18 inches in circumference. There are endless
varieties of Arums (Colocasia antiquorum var.

esculentum). Every available damp and swampy
spot is converted into a Taro plantation. In addition

to this the corms of Alocasia indica are eaten. This
plant attains an enormous size, often over 12 feet

high. During my rambles I oame upon the village

of Fang-a-saa on the opposite side of the island.

I was entertained here with a genuine Polynesian
dinner, consisting of a pig. Yams, and Taro, cooked
in an oven of heated stones, and the great Poly-
nesian beverage Kava. This is the grog of the
coimtry, made of the root of Piper methystieum,
prepared as follows. It is chewed liy young girls

until quite masticated, when it is placed in a
polished bowl and mixed with water ; after

being well mixed, and strained through a bunch
of fibre it is ready to drink. The preparation and
appearance is anything but inviting, and the taste

can be compared to nothing better than strong soapy
water. It is an act of etiquette to offer every
.stranger this beverage. The natives are passionately
fond of it, and become quite intoxicated on it. The
kava bowls are beautifully polished, and looked upon
as the most valuable piece of family furniture. They
are generally made of CalophyUum Inophyllum.
From Tutuila we went to the island of Upolu,

another of the Samoan group, and anchored in the
harbour of Apia. The appearance, habits, and
customs of the natives are much the same as those of
Tutuila. If pos.sible, they are still more cleanly.

The people are quite peaceable, but they are
certainly not improved by their intercourse mth
Europeans, of whom there is a considerable number
at Apia, including an English consul. Nominally the
whole population are Christians. Their spears and
clubs are now looked upon as curiosities more than
weapons.
Upolu is a beautiful island. The mountains rise

to an elevation of nearly 4000 feet, gradually sloping
down to the sea-coast. Nearly the whole population
live on the sea-coast, in an almost continuous line of

villages. The vegetation is most luxuriant. The
soil is fertile, and capable of producing almost any
tropical crop. Cocoa-nut oil is at present the chief
'article of trade, but Coffee and Cotton are now being
largely planted, and are thriving well. Beautiful
arrowroot is made from the root of Tacca pinnatifida.

The climate, although hot, is said to be healthy.
The mean temperature during our stay was 78°.

The inland soonei'y is very pretty. On ascending
the mountains the trees are loaded with Ferns and
Mosses in great variety. The timber of the coimtry
is small.

At some 1 4 miles from Apia there is a large lake
formed in the crater of an extinct volcano, at an
elevation of 3500 feet. On its banks I found two
new Palms, while on the low lands the beautiful
Fan Palm, Pritchardia paoifica, is often met with.
Fourteen species and varieties of Draeamas are
common, some cultivated and others wUd. Two or
three species of Pandaueas are also met with. Para-
sites are very numerous. Ferns, Lycopodiiun
Pblegmaria and dichotoma, Dendrobes, Bolbophyl-
luma, Coclogynes, Calanthos, and Bletia TankerviUia)
abound. The flowers of the Orchids as a rule iiro

not showy.
(To be Contuturd.)

THE LATE RAINFALL.
The quantity of rain which has fallen during the

last 20 weeks is so unusually large that some notice
of it will doubtless prove interesting. With only
one exception more has fallen in the above period
than in any consecutive 20 weeks for at least the
last 25 years, aud that was in 1852. The respective
amounts which fell in the tJwo periods are here given
in a contrasted form :

—

Wet Period of 20 Weeks m 1852.
'^'^

^^J'?.'' ,1''; h}^^^' '"

Inches.
3.71

3.54

Doc.
Jan.

Tu Feb.

R.il

Inches.
6.25

1.70
0.02
3.58

3.10

It mur/t be observed that the 1852 period includes
the warm months of August and September—two
hot montlis, when consequently a large amount of

moisture must have been carried off by evaporation,
whereas much of the recent fall of rain took place in

the winter months, after a great portion of the large
amoimt which fell in August had been absorbed by
the previously very dry soil, and was retained to

saturate the latter—which is the case to a gi-eater

extent than has been known for many years. The

springs have not been so high since the wet period
with which we have compared the present, 1852.
There is an open well at Chiswick which serves as

a gauge for indicating the level of the water in the
gravellysubstratum. That level is now 2 feet 10 inches
below the brick-in-cement coping, or surface of the
ground. At the present time it is yet 4 inches
lower than it was in 1852. Since the latter date the
springs have been much lower, as appear.^ by the
following measurements of the same well :

—

Depth from the surface of the groimd to that of

the water in the well :

—

It.

IS.W ..

1800, Feb. 1 .

„ Out. 17 .

,, Dec. 31

1861
1802
1863
1864

ft.

. S
1866, Feb. 17 . . 2 10

HliiLst the springs were from 7 to 9 feet below the
surface of the ground, and wells had to be deepened
.about London and elsewhere, many persons were of

opinion that the water wovild never rise so high as

formerly ; but the present instance proves the con-

trary. It was a good time to sink wells, in 1859,

when the springs were at theh- lowest ; because if

they were smik so deep as to afford then a plentiful

supply, there is a great probability that it will not
at any time fail. But, on the contrary, those dry

seasons were not the best for making stockholes

and setting boilers for hothouse heating ; for some
that would have had their fire-places perfectly dry
9 feet below th^ surface, can now have no fire, but
instead, 6 feet of water. It might prove very useful

to those interested in hortioidture, as well as agri-

culture, to mark the height to which the sub-soil

water rises at the present time ; for although it may
gradually subside, it may rise again, when severe

frost may supervene, and with more disastrous con-

sequences to valuable plants. There is no excuse

for not building new houses sufficiently high from
the water ; and those that are built should have flat

instead of tall adaptations of boilers, so that the

stockholes need not be so deep ; and after all the flat

may prove the better in other respects.

The arrear of rain at the commencement of 1S65

was lOi inches ; at that of ISGIJ it was reduced to

0.97 inches : aud we have had in January of tho

present year 3.58 inches ; and in the first three

weeks of February, 3.22 inches ; being together

fi.80 inches, which is 4.00 inches above the average
for the period since January 1 ; and by this the

arrear of rain is now reduced to somewhat less than
3 inches. JL T.

CULTURE OF THE WHITE SPANISH ONION.
The writer of the following short article on the

cultivation of the true White Spanish Onion, has
been very successful in growing this most useful

bulb for the last seven or eight years. Cultivating

mostly for horticultiural shows, he has, however,
perhaps bestowed more labour on it than an ordinary
amateur gardener would consider necessary for
" home " use. He has always found that the be.st

situation for an Onion-bed is the most open space in

the garden ; and he has repeatedly, for five years

in succession, grown Onions on the same piece of

ground, plenty of air and sun being extremely
necessary, as the plant is very susceptible of blight,

mildew, &c., at particular periods of the season.

Having selected the spot of ground, let it be well

double-dug and trenched as roughly as possible in

the autumn ; in doing this be careful to remove all

large stones, &c., that may be brought to the surface

in throwing up what is called " hungry soil." At
about Christmas time, when a moderate amount of

frost has set in, begin to manure the groimd with
the following proportions of rotten dung, viz. : three-

sixths pig, one-sixth cow, one-sixth horse manure,
and one-sixth road dirt, adding to the whole about

201b. of common salt, and mixing all well together ;

spread this compost about five or six inches thick on
the ground. On cold stiff soil the road dirt and salt

may be dispensed with, and the same quantity of

rotten horse manure u.sed instead. Let this lie tiU

some time about the end of January, at which time

well dig the ground again, and a second time pick

out aU large .stones, removing those on the surface

carefully with a rake.

In about a fortnight afterwards, say about the

middle of February—the seed should be sown,

selecting the latter part of the first fine day for the

operation, when the ground is pretty dry. In choosing

seed, be careful to procure the true White Spanish.

For finally preparing the ground, give it a thin

layer of a mixture of bm-nt garden ashes, a few
pounds of Peruvian guano, and some rotten manure,

the whole having previously passed through a sieve.

Rake the ground evenly all over. Draw drill Unes

from end to end about three quarters of an inch

deep, and 10 or 11 inches apart, and thinly deposit

the seed. Cover over with the back of a rake, and
let it remain about eight days. Then on a fine after-

noon, when the ground is pretty dry, well tread the

bed all over, and, with the back of a spade, beat it

evenly. Some time towards the end of April, when
the Onion is 4 or 5 inches high, go carefidly over the

bed with a small flat trowel in one hand and press

down, close to the Onion, all holes that may have
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been made by worms. In about 10 days' time begin

to singfle out tbe Onions to about an inch or so

apart ; in doings this, however, be careful not to

disturb those which are to stand. Use a knife for

this purpose, and do not raise the earth, but cut the

roots off close to the bulb. In this way the fibres of

those intended to stand are not broken.

From this time, for a month or so, hand-weed
and g^radually again thin the bed, till the Onions

stand 7, 8, or 10 inches apart. Then give it another

layer of about half an inch of burnt ashes, a few
pounds of guano, and dry sifted rotten manm-e evenly

all over the bed, close to the Onions.

Towards Midsummer, when the plants have begun

to throw out good-sized bulbs, if the weather should

continue dry, watering will be necessary. This should

be done in the evening, vrith. a veiy fine rose on the

watering-pot, giving the bed a thorough soaking.

The rose for this pui-pose should be made of copper,

as when of this material the holes may be di'illed to

any size. From this time gi-eat care should be

taken in moving over the bed not to bruise the tops

of the plants. WTien they have attained a good

size—say about July—liquid manure may be bene-

ficially used on the bed previously to watering it

;

in this operation, however, be careful not to let the

liquid touch the bulb ; on the contrary, pour it

between the rows with a small watering-pot without

a rose. Occasionally, as the bed becomes somewhat
hard on the surface fi'om watering, slightly stir

and level the soil with a trowel or small hand-hoe.

Continue to water and to apply liquid manure till

the crop is ripe and fit to be harvested in September.

An Amateur Gardener in. the Midland Counties.

GARDENERS AND THE ROYAL HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.

Supposing the new plans for instructing, certifying, and
elevating gardeners to be liberally and successfully carried

out, is there anything further that the Horticultural Society

can do for them ? I think there is. However successful the
scheme m;ty prove, it c;m only directly benefit the rising

race "f j.Liih. I . Till;'. . n\- indeed it may and ought to
bettirti I ! 1 .lit the bulk of the profession can
neithi I 1 : I Mnicted, nor obtainits diplomas
as vi.hi.Im-i-- i..( in. i: i.ui n-- liut there are other modes by

iilly and substantially benefit all

3 time it would extend its own
influence, and augment its prosperity.
The new examination in Floriculture and Horticulture,

inaugurated by the Society of Arts, at the instance, I believe,

of the Horticultural Society, is one of these modes. In so far

as this extends the teaching and examining, it will also widen
the area of the certifying system, with its concomitant
advantages Therefore I tru-^t the Society will mike special

efforts T e^t year to increase the n imber of prizes in each

just rights or legitimate influence of either. Personally I have
nothing to say against, and much in favour of both. But
absolute power is a dangerous possession, and, as human nature

goes, is aiways abused. No men or class of men can su'omit to

it without degrading or losing their manhood. The sickening

subserviency that we occasionally meet with among gardeners,

that fires our indignation while it excites our pity, arises from
their utter helplessness. Gardeners are too often handed back
and forward between nurserymen and employers almost auto-

matically ; they have scarcely a voice in the matter. If they
objectto terms, orstipulate about wages, sofearful isthenursery-

man of losing a customer in the employer, that another man is

pushed forward for the place. The present mode of filling

gardeners' situations not only saps our independence, but eats

into the very core of our self-respect. Our highest interests

and our very manhood are frittered away by those who may not

care for either, and ought never to have been entrusted with
the keeping of both.

It is hardly possible to exaggerate the magnitude and inten-

sity of this evil, nor to measure the full force of its deteriorating

influence on the character and position of gardeners. In

romance we often meet with poverty and powerlessness

associated with independence. And to the honour of gardeners

be it stated, that among them, though poor, there are manywho
will bow to no patron's insolence, nor cringe to vulgar wealth.

Still it must be admitted, that omr position is not favourable to

true independence of character. An empty sack can hardly be

expected to stand upright, it can only be kept erect by being

filled or held up ; in the latter case it must be entirely at the

mercy of those who hold it —if they relax their grasp, down it

must fall. Gardeners are too much like the empty or half-

filled sack—they have not been filled up with good wages, and
have thus been compelled to be held up mainly by nurserymen
and employers. The resultmighthave been anticipated :

between
them we have been kept pretty close to the ground, and
that too not more perhaps from their faults than our own
faults and misfortunes. In many respects both their interests

are different from ours, and it is impossible to censure them
erely for preferring their own interests to those of others.

Our greatest folly consists in allowing ourselves to continue sc

entirely at their disposal. It is much easier, however, to put

one's finger upon this evil than to discover a remedy for it.

From the very nature of our business our tenure of of&ce if

precarious. Our business is a luxury, it is therefore the first

to succumb to tightness or embarrassment in domestic

chequers. It touches on the domain of high art, and for this

ason, success or failure in it cannot be judged by arithmetical

other vulgar rules. Such vital questions to gardeners arc

often determined by mere matters of opinion and of tiste, and
nothing can be more unstable or capricious than these. We
have also to do battle with all the forces of nature, and the

tempers and whims of men. It, therefore, can be no matter

of astonishment that the best men sometimes fail, and

that ordinary men may often do so. Hence it comes that

change of situation becomes a far too common event in the

life of gardeners. These are the crises of their being ; their

character must be flawless, or ruin stares them in the

face. This fact places them in the absolute power of

employers. Doubtless the majority of 'them make a point of

giving their gardeners a fair and honest character, but there

are many exceptions, and what becomes of them
generally appeal to nm-serymen. Now, howev

these classes from three to ''0 o
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Suffolk Hurticultuml S. .. i 1
' i. i>'<a

from the RojMl IIorHoulti; - i

'
•

•""<:

of the privileges of menil" i| - I' i i' 'ii
,
'Mi : m ''m.^^U

him to the memliot-^. i. ! i
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I
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I

i, i.l gi-cat pleasure in

moving the aflBhation ol > i i ; ; i ; 1 1 the Royal ; and the

feeling of the meeting w.u. uuu lI iiii.uiiudty and gi-atitude for

the advantages offered. Such services as these will not be lost

upon gardeners, and will help to strengthen the Horticultural

Society, by rallying 2 horticulturists around it.

Home Correspondence.
KitiiUisliiiig a Btioirr;/ (see p. H'.l.)—The plan you

recommend in reference to this subject is good. An
magpies' nests at present are, however, few and far

between, I will mention another way by which the
same result may be arrived at. Exchange the eggs
found in a jay's nest for a similar number of rooks'

eggs. In doing this great care must, however, be
observed to elude the extreme watchftilness of the
jays (which seldom go far from their nests), for so

jealous are they that even the too near approach of

an intruder ^\'iU induce them to desert, a fact which
will amount to a certainty if they find the intrtider

up the tree in which the ne.sts are placed. If, how-
ever, the exchange is safely effected, the jays become
the best of all foster parents. Another plan is to

substitute rooks' eggs for tho.se of all jackdaws to be
found in the surrounding neighbourhood. It is not
as a rule necessary that the birds should be hatched
upon the very trees on which it is desired to form
the rookery ; but one point is essential, and that is,

aU the lower branches, or any small spray which exists

upon the bole of the trees, should be cleared away.
Rooks do not object to underwood or brushwood ;

but a clean bole and lofty limbs are necessary in the
establishment of a fresh rookery. Placing a rook's

egg in the nests of long-tailed tomtits foimd in the
neighboiurhood also might be tried ; as these birds
kindly bring up so strange a progeny as a young
cuckoo, I see no reason why they may not hatch and
extend their care with equally good results to the
less strange though darker-fledged young rook.
mHiam Earley.
The CTilsn-lck Trial of Peas (see p. 172).—We are

suiprised to see the report of the " trials " of Peas at
Chiswick re-published in your columns. flTien that
report appeared in July last, it was declared by
numerous correspondents, including some of the
principal gardeners and seed.smen in the kingdom, to
be quite contrary to their own experiments. AVe
have in our possession upwards of 100 letters to the
same effect, all declaring Sutton's Ringleader (or
Carter's First Crop) to be the most forward Pea in
cultivation. It is also some indication of the esti-

mation in which the several kinds are held by the
public, that, notwithstanding what has been repre-
sented in favom- of Dillistone's, we have completely
sold out our stock of Ringleader, and are obliged
almost daily to refuse orders from the trade, while
Dillistone's, which ha,s been offered in the same
list, remains still on hand. Siittmi \ fi'iis, Jimr/hiff.

1 am pleased with the account of the trial of
Peas at Chiswick, for it is of the utmost importance
to have trustworthy information on the subject. I

believe that really distinct Peas are much fewer in
number than many imagine. If however we are to
believe the testimonials from gardeners, of which we
see too many now-a<lays, we ought to have good
Marrow Peas in April instead of June. Speaking
from my own experience, after trying many new
named sorts, I find none to answer so well as
Sang.ster's No. 1 for a first crop, sowing at the same
time Dickson's Favourite for a second crop ; and for
the remaining crops I find none to surpass Veitoh's
Perfection and British Queen. On these I depend
for a supply of good Peas, and it is generally forth-
coming. J. r. Xicholson, nWlsWni Park, Yorhsliirr.

Oahyalh and Titmice.—The Oakgalls have become
very prevalent here, and have done great damage to
the trees. For some time past I had observed in
the part of our arboretum devoted to the Quercus
family, groups of the blue-headed titmouse, daily
increasing in numbers till an immense flock was
gathered together, and latterly they have been joined
by great numbers of the small 'black-headed Tit>
mouse, a circumstance which induced me to watch
them, and I observed they were busy boring
their tiny beaks into the Oak-galls and extracting
from them the insect which they contained. I could
not help saying— "Well done, you little rogues;
although you are tartars for gouging out the late
crops of Peas, you are now .set to work in earnest to
gain a reputation !

" I have known for years that
titmice did to some extent extract insects from the.se
destructive Oak-galls, but I never before saw such
immense numbers of them at work in one locality.
At first the Oak-gall insects in question only attacked
young hedgerow copse and sapling Oaks, but dm-ing
the last few years they have attached themselves
to trees of all sizes and ages; even the little short
scrubby young shoots of old pollards have suffered
from their depredations, bidding fair to deprive us
of the father of the forest, the hardy Oak of old
England. James Parnes, Pirtan.

Orchidaceous E-rai/ticratiniis.—" Is not the woodcut
of Palimibina, published in the Chronicle, p. 793,
exaggerated ? " I was asked this question by an
artist, a friend of mine, and in reference to it, I

should like to make a few remarks ; but before I go
to the question itself, I wish to tell your readers
something they may not be aware of. For a long
time well-meaning, old-fashioned botanists on the
Continent believed that our deeply-lamented Doctor
invented the Orchids that he described, and they sug-
gested to their English friends that they should have a

look at his fingers ! Lindley was greatly amused at this

story, and repeated it to me one day as one of his most
fimny remembrances. Now as to coloiu's, I believe

it is very often difficrdt to decide whether they are

exaggerated or not, for each species of Orchid seems
to have variations in colour, and it is the great aim
of collectors now-a-days to select the best, and to

give or to sell the inferior varieties to collectors of

smaller means or less intelligence. There is, for

instance, a bad variety of Cattleya amethystoglossa,
which has flowered several times in England, and
which ,is much inferior to Cattleya Forbesii ; then
compare this with another variety, having a dozen
or twenty flowers in a large raceme, each flower

being a fine rich brown with a dai-k amethyst-
coloiu-ed lip. Or consider Mr. Stuart Low's new
lemon-coloured variety with a white lip, which
promises to be a fine thiug. Even on the same
plant the colours of the flowers may vary
from causes that we do not perfectly under-

stand. Thus, I know that the same plant of

Stanhopea tigrina had in one year nearly

black flowers, and in another year flowers ahuost
entirely yellow, the dark spots being very few in

number. Much may indeed depend upon light and
temperature. Thus I remember that La^lia anceps,

autunmalis, and furfirracea changed their colours

totally when subjected to cooler treatment and
brighter light. There are, moreover, some cultiva-

tors who have special skill in producing brightly-

coloured flowers. Twenty years ago M. Kramer, an
excellent gardener in this neighbourhood, was
generally believed to possess some mysterious means
of producing brightly coloured flowers, and it is only
now that true justice is done him, and it is known
that his secret consists in imderstanding better how
to manage his plants than other people do. It is also

very difficult to judge of the luxmiance of the inflores-

cence. \\'hen we on the Continent were not initiated

into the mysteries of Orchid growing, we looked
on the representations of Chysis aurea and Onci-
dium Lanceanum, in the " Botanical Register," as

highly exaggerated ; but now we rather sneer at

them as poor specimens. Those who have not seen
the giant flowers of Miltonia spectabilis Moreliana as

Mr. Rucker is wont to grow them, would believe a
representation of them to be overdrawn. Phalaj-
nopsis Lowii, even, was regarded as a plant producing
but few flowers on the spike, and when three flowers

were produced, it was considered to be a sign of

vigorous growth. Mr. Fitch showed me one day not
long ago a splendid dra%ving of this plant, bearing a
panicle with 1.5 flowers ! He enjoyed my surprise,

for no doubt I looked both bewildered and incre-

dulous ; and then he opened another portfolio and
brought out the dried plant, destined for the Kew
herbarium, where it may now be seen. The dried
specimen has li flowers, and the addition of another
blossom was rendered almost absolutely necessary on
te.sthetic grounds. We have a series of varieties

of Phatenopsis Schilleriana, the best of which
bear flowers which arc more than twice as large as

were the first that we so much admired, and what is

the more astonishing, the large-flowered varieties

produce more numerous blossoms ; for in general, as
is well known, there is a sort of antagonism between
the size and the number of the flowers. Odontoglos-
sum radiatum, on which I shall have something to

say by and by, varies extremely in its flowers. The
second and third flowers of this plant sent me by
Mr. Stuart Low, were only half the size of the first,

so that I felt quite ashamed at the idea that some
collector would think the representation in the
Oardc/iers* Chronicle exaggerated ; and so with
Palumbina. The first flowers that were produced
were as large as those represented in the Gardeners'
Chronicle, but when the plant produces many
spikes of blossoms, then the flowers are small,
as shown in the "Botanical Magazine." I have
in my herbarium both large and small-flowered
varieties. I have thus explained how one ought
to be cautious in accusing others of exaggera-
tion, so long as one has not seen the speci-

mens. I do not mean to say that there have not
been errors of this kind. In auction rooms drawings
are shown as accurate copies of the original plant,
but which are as much like it as the fine representa-
tions outside a menagerie are to the miserable
beasts inside I In this way, I believe that the
representation of Zygopetaluni aromaticum in my
" Xenia Orchidacea" is much too highly coloured

;

it was copied from a sketch made by a friend in the
place where it grows. Flowers that I procured
subsequently were much paler, being of a dirty lilac

hue, instead of that unrivalled azure blue which
reminded one of an Italian .sky. Yet I cannot say
that this azure blue colour does not exist in the wild
plant, though I am very suspicious as to this point.

I remember having seen somewhere a di-awing of Disa
grandiflora with a branched iufiorescence. Now, if

such a thing had really happened, which I scarcely

believe, it should not have been represented, unless,
indeed, as an anomaly. There is also a di-awing of
Galeandra Baueri, with a spike as fine as that of
Saccolabium Blumei, and bearing as many trumpet-
shaped lips as would have supplied the necessary
musical insti-uments to a large army of Tritons
//. G. Pehh. fil.

On-Vs light on the Weather.— During these last
two moons I had, both in the evenings and early
mornings, missed the hearty, jovial voice and notes
of the owl, until one morning, which became clear
and staiTv .after the night's storm, a fine fellow
began bawling out over my head, in some lofty trees,

Tu-whoo, tu-wbitt, tu-whitt, tu-whoo-whoo-whoo.
" Ah, you meiTv rascal," said I, " I am delighted to
hear your jovi.il voice once more. Are we to have
a fine day ? " Tu-whoo, tu-whoo, tu-whitt, whco-
whoo. Last evening again the owls were answer-
ing each other. We had a fne day yesterday, a
fine starlight night, .ind a frost at the moon's rising

this morning, the 113th. James Primes, Picton.

Foreign Correspondence.
The Winter ix the United States.—The

thermometer in Philadelphia has marked a lower
degree of temperature than has ever been recorded
before, going down on the night of January 1 3 to 13"

below zero. Vegetation, however, has not suffered as
much as it often does when the thermometer falls but
to about its usual point of zero. We have, however, v
pretty much settled do^vn to the conclusion that it

is not so much the absolute degree of low tempera-
tiure that injures plants, as it is the capacity of the
phont to retain its heat and moisture, which capacity
varies with the plant's individual health, or with
the circumstances under which it is exposed to the
cold. If, for instance, trees that will usually withstand
severe cold happen to be exposed to a severe drought
in summer, their vitality seems so much weakened
that they succumb to severe cold sooner than when
they have had a better summer chance. So also

evergreens in the shade suffer much less than others
in exposed ground, while deciduous trees well
ripened in the sun, stand in the fall a greater degree of
cold than those of the s.ame species w'hich may have
m.atured in a shaded phace.

It is remarkable thjit no m.atter how severe the
winters may be, our hardy trees continue to store up
moisture all through the winter season. The roots
seem to have the power of pushing through the frozen
earth, thawing their way by me.ans of their own
natur.al heat, and absorbing into the plant's system
the moisture they thaw out in their progress through
the frozen ground. As the .spring months approach,
the plant's tissue seems ready to burst with sap, for

the slightest scratch will make streams of moisture
trickle down the green bark. Towards the month of

March, it is no uncommon sight to see icicles a foot

long, hanging from the points of branches that have
been pruned or .accidentally broken off.

The heat of the plant is of course maintained by
this circulation of moisture through the plant's

system ; and we suppose that when from any cause
the plant cannot tr.ansmit moisture through its

sj-stem fast enough to supply the waste, it perishes.

The amoimt of moisture which must pass through
our American trees in a severe frosty winter's day
must be enormous. If we cut off a branch, and
expose it to such trying weather, it becomes drier

th.an a similar branch in summer would do in the
same time.
There are, of course, two ways in which plants are

destroyed by frast : one in which the vessels are
burst by the expjinsion of the sap, as in a Geranium
or similar succulent plant ; the other when the plant
cannot maiut.ain sufficient heat and moisture for the
great demand on it, when the lamp of life—the vital

force—dies out. In fact a plant killed here by a severe

winter has all the appearance in spring of one killed

by a hot and dry summer. We may regard it as really

the siime cause.

I think these observations arc confined to

Americans—at least I h.tve never noticed them
referred to in any Engli.'ih work. On the contrary,

I believe with you it is regarded as a fact, that plants

are almast entirely at rest in the winter season, just

as much so as hybemating animals. Dr. Lindley

takes this view in his " Theory of Horticulture,"

.although he grants that the roots of plants grow all

winter except when encased in frost.

At one time the " Theory of Horticulture " was
the guide of practical men in America as well as in

England, and on the theoiy of Dr. Lindley, as above
referred to, it was argued th.at fall mu.st be much the

best time for transplanting trees, so as to get the

benefit of the newly st.arting fibres ; but it was
found in practice that the evaporation of moisture in

winter from the tr.ansplanted tree was so great as to

overbear any such .advantage.

The effect of heat in pltmts in winter is beautifully

illustrated in our severe climate in the case of
Hyacinths or other Dutch bulbs, which, although
severe frost may set in immediately after planting,

and they be kept frozen in till April, will on
examination be found to have thawed themselves
through to near the surface. T. J/., Gennanton-n,
near Philadelphia.
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Tastefully made up basketfiiis of spriiig--flo-n-ering

plants were shown on this occasion by Messrs.

Lucking, of Netting Hill, who had also other exhi-

bitions equally interesting. Mrs. Hooke, of Fulham,

furnished some pretty Hyacinths and Chinese Prim-

roses ; and blooms of Anna Boleyn Pink in good

condition came from the Eev. G. Cheere, of Pap-

worth. From Mr. Young, gr. to R. Barclay, Esq.,

Highgate, came GreenhoiLse Plants and CameUia

blooms, and from Mr. Bartlett, of Hammersmith, a

collection of forced bulbs. Messrs. Cutbu.sh agam
contributed a chaniiing group of forced shrubs and

bulboirs plants, descriptions of which have been

given in former reports. 3Ii-. Lyim reproduced his

15 dishes of App'es shown at the last fortnightly

meeting.

Botanical op EDtNBUKGH : Jan. 11. — Dr.

GreviUe, President, in the chair. The following

communications were read:—I. Xotcs on OrclicWi

Weed and on a Xctv Spliret-ia from AnyoU, llc^f

Africa. By Dr. Lauder Lindsay. II. On the Pnrtx

im-olnd in the Procesx of SifolUdion. By Mr. W. R.

M'Nab. The author showed that the proce.ss_ of

defoliation was to be studied only by an examina-

tion of the development of the leaf. From oft the

plant appears a small mamilla or cushion, which the

author called the phyUobla-st. This at a certain stage

became differentiated into two parts, one near the

axis—a stationary part— the other a rapidly-develop-

ing part attached to the axis, not directly, but

through the lower part. The stationary lower part

he called the hypophyll ; the other, the epiphyll.

The hypophyll developed the stipules from any part

of its surface. The epiphyll developed the parts of

the leaf proper—lamina and petiole. The stipules

are thus not properly appendages of the petiole,

but belong to a morphologically distinct part. In

the leaves of deciduous plants (those with free

lateral stipules being most tyirical, and in which the

process is best seen) the leaf falls off so as to leave

the stipides and hypophyll entire, as in Cytisus

Labiu-num, Liriodendron tulipifera, &c., the cicatrix

being formed by the hypophyll. The author then

taking. The oldest plants which were planted out

in August, I8(>2, are now from S to 12 feet in height,

and from 7 to 13 inches in girth at G inches from the

ground, well furnished with lateral branches, and
present a most robu'Jt and healthy appearance. In

the oldest plantations the branches of the plants 10

and 12 feet apart are now touching each other, and

the bark has much increased in thickness. The cha-

racteristic markings of the finest Peruvian bark are

becoming more and more apparent. Lichens and Mosses

being fully developed. The plants are flowering freely,

and perfect seeds have aheady been obtained ; in

short, there is no room to doubt that the Cinchona can

be gi'own on the NeOgherries in great perfection.

^IT. Nutlce ofPlants roUectcd dm-tmj u Turn- in

Ireland In 1SC5.' By Jlr. F. Naylor. V. Jlejiort on

the Fltmvring of Plant.i In the Open Air at the

notjulButanle Garden. By Mr. M'Nab. Mr. M'Nab
stated that perhaps during no previous season were

we ever permitted to give such a list of plants as

were seen in flower in the open air on the Kith of

January this year—amounting to no less than

5 1 species. The cause is to be ascribed to the extreme

mildness of the weather dming the past three

months. From the beginning of October up to this

date, only on IS mornings did the thermometer fall

below the fi-eezing point—the lowest being on the

Gth, 7th, and 13th of November—each morning
indicating 24°. On l.'ith December it stood at 26''

upon the osteology of the Sperm ^\Tiale (Physeter).

Mr. Flower's observations were based principally

uix>n a nearly perfect skeleton of this animal
lately received by the Royal College of Sm-geons
from the coast of Tasmania, and upon a
skeleton recently obtained by the British Museum
from the North Coast of Scotland. Other specimens
in various European collections had also been con-
sulted when available. In the present communication
Mr. Flower confined his remarlis to the vertebral

column of this huge animal, which was described in

detail.—One or two other communications were also

read.

on 23d October and 1-tth November at

5<rotircs of 3»oofeg.
Si/HOj/.iis if Conifers, their Lltaracteris'tle Diatinetioits,

n-ith Indications as to their Ciiltiratien and Dura-
tion in Germany. By Dr. J. B. Henkel and W.
Hochstetter. Stuttgart, 1865. 8to. Pp. xxviii.

and 4-1(1.

The object of this book is to afford German culti-

vators of the important and interesting tribe of

Conifers the same advantage which our countrymen
possess in the works of Gordon and others devoted to

the plants of this natural order. Even to those who
do not understand German, it may be useful from the
very copious synonyms, though unfortunately aU the

characters, both of genera and species, are given in
on ' German only. The work commences with some

26th October, 29th October, ith November, and general observations on the order, a sketch of the

11th December at 28°
; on 16th November, 2'J"'. On ' geographical distribution of genera and species, in

the other .six mornings it ranged between 30°
i which aUasion is made to Dr. Hooker's indication of

and the freezing point. Many of the summer
^
the specific identity of C'edrus Deodara and atlantica

bedding-out plants, in the open air, were up to the
,
with C. Libani, though they are kept distinct in the

preceding day in a free-growing state—such as Scarlet
|

text. This is followed by a systematic review of the

Geraniums, Verbenas, Calceolarias, &c. Roses,
j
40 genera which are admitted by the authors, who

although producing flowers more or less throughout
;
happily are contented to adopt those ah-eady pro-

the winter, had in numerous instances young shoots posed without recording any ill^iigested divisions of

averaging from 1 to 4 inches in length. The their own. A description of species follows, with short

Jasminum nudiflorum was scarcely ever kuown to general remarks;under each. Pinus Peuce, Griseb.,

have flowered so profusely as it has done this we observe is still kept distinct, without any suspicion

WTnter. The Chinese Chrysanthemums on open '

as to its identity with Pinus excelsa. Indeed it is

walls have this autumn flowered themselves out,
' placed in the section Cembra, and not in that of

instead of being injm-ed or kiUed as they generally strobus, which is the more remarkable, as the

are while in bloom. Wallflowers and Intermediate authors were in possession both of the winged seeds

^ „^._^__. __ .
Stocks have been particularly fuU of bloom up to ' and cone.s.

maintnins that the' separation takes place between
j
this time, all produced from autumn-made growths.

; The natm-e of the work does not give much room

one part of the leaf and another—between hypophyll
,
Besides aimu.als, which of late have been growing for making extracts. We give as a specimen from the

and epiphyll and not between axis and leaf, as has '

freely and flowering profusely, some perennial svstematic part, the following notice of Salisburia

generally been supposed to be the case. UI. On' herbaceous plants have made remarkable shoots, ajliantifolia (Ginkgo), which seldom, if ever, bears

Cinchona Cultiration in Ceijhm. By Mr. Clements ' the most coiLspicuous being the HeUeborus fruit in this ooimtry. Indeed we believe that female

Marldiam. Communicated by Dr. Grevllle. Mr.
J

foetidus, where the new-made flowering tops have plants are comparatively rare, and even the male

IMarkham has been deputed by the Government to
;

already pushed 10 inches and are in bloom. Of the plants very seldom produce catkins :^

visit the planters along the western coast of India, ' other plants which have grown freely are the " Two remarkable examples of the Ginkgo, a male

and try to induce them to cultivate the Cinchona Prickly Cardoon (Cynara Cardimculus) and the Cow and a female, exist in the Imperial Botanic Garden

tree, in order that a new source of supply of quinine Pai-snip (Heracleum giganteum) -, on both these at Vierma, which flowered and bore fruit in the year

may be obtained. He has been visiting and report plants the leaves have grown from 10 to 12 inches. \$ic,. It is curious that the older examples which

ino- on the Hakn-'alla Cinchona Plantation, in Ceylon. ; Numerous plants have made new growths varying are found in Europe are all males, and that the first

He says that the site at Hakgalla is well chosen, as from 4 to 6 and 8 inches, such as the Fennel, Ever- female plants were raised in the Montpellier Botanic

closely resemblinn- the habitat of the plants in South gTcen Bugloss, Woad, Comfrey, Oriental Poppy,
' Gardens from seed about 1788. In 1 853 a plant at

America and he bears testimony to the skill and
,
Alpine Dock, and the Common Day Lily. Grasses Harbke, near BaUenstedt, bore fruit for the first

success with which Dr. Thwaites, assisted by Mr. ' and Sedges have been advancing ;
of these the Tall time, as also, in the same year, one in the Jardin des

MacNicoI, has condticted the ta.sk of cultivating and . Fescue Grass has made leaves 8 inches in length, piantes at Paris. There are beautiful specimens in

propao-ating the quinine-yielding plants. Of the
[
Amongst British weeds numerous examples were Naples, which bear every year a great quantity of

manylihousands planted oiit on a bare slope at Roths- ; in flower, such as the Daisy, Dandelion, Groundsel,
' good seed, whence it would seem that the climate

chUd exposed to the full influence of light and Sorrel, Clover, and Chickweed. The thermometer there is peculiarly favom-able to the setting of the

wind' he also speaks in the highest terms as robust on the 11th fell to 20°, being 12° below the freezing
: f^uit. The seeds have a pleasant flavour, and are

and flourishing. He states that the Cinchonida; in
1

point ; and many of the plants which were in flower
j

eaten, besides which they furnish an excellent oU."

India are pretty certain greatly to excel the parent
I the prerious day received a check. The number of species, independent of varieties,

plants in South America in the yield of valuable
| described in the volume is 343, but doubtless many of

aUialoids. So striking is the improvement, indeed, ' ZOOLOGICAL OF LoxDox : o/inf. 23.—Dr. J. E. Gray
j

these must idtimately be reduced,

that what are reckoned inferior species in the coun- , in the Chair. Mr. Sclater exhibited an egg of the ^t the end of the description of the species m
try to which they are indigenous, vie in their pro- ' one-carunculated Cassowary (Casuarius uni-appendi- each division of the order, directions are given for

ducts with the most valuable. It has been proved culatus) laid iu the Gardens of the Zoological Society, U^e cultivation. Many Conifers, however, which

that not only do the young pninings yield large Amsterdam.—Dr. J. Miuio read some notes on the Kgar the winter well in England will not succeed m
quantities of quinine, but that by encouraging the Markhore (Capra megaceros), chiefly based upon a Germany, and of those which can resist the winter

growth of Moss and Lichens on the stems, the specimen of this animal which had recently died in the
^
eoM, many put forth their young shoots so vigorously

quantity of alkaloids is increased ; and more than Sooietj-'s G.ardens. Dr. Murie also gave some account
: jn the spring that the later frosts, though far less

this, that if the wounds are at once covered of the morbid appearances he had obsen'ed in a '

severe, do them great injury. Though fine specimens

over by Moss, strips of bark, rich in the most
,
Chimpanzee which had lately died in the menagerie, of Araucaria imbricata exist in Gei-many, from 40 to

valuable of febrifuges, can be repeatedly taken from
j

—Mr. A. D. Bartlett, Superintendent of the Society's
\
50 feet high, they require protection in winter, and

the same trees without injury to their vitality.
1 Gardens, read some notes upon the nesting-habits

j

attempts at acclimatisation have hitherto failed.

Every encouraging element, as far as cidtivation is
;

and eggs of certain of the rarer species of birds that
| -^e may remark, while on this subject, that clay

concerned, is therefore present ; and to complete the
;
had bred in the Society's Aviaries during the past

j
seems especially injurious to this Conifer. Plants

inducements to the Ceylon planters to engage in the
!
summer. Amongst those to which particular atten- often succeed admirably for some years, and then the

pursuit there wiU be a market close to their ! tion was called were the Sun Bittern (Eurypyga

doors. 'The Government of India, the largest heUas), Nicobar Pigeon (Caloenas nicobarica), the

consumers of quinine in the world, are about

to estabUsh a manufactory for obtaining the sul-

phate from the bark, in the Madras Presidency.

The red bark of India and Ceylon will fetch as high

a price as the Calisava of Bolivia, the most valuable

of all the barks (4.t. p"er lb.). If the price went down

Scarlet Ibis (Ibis rubra), and the Guira Cuckoo
(Ptiloleptis guira).—Several other communications

were read, includiag a revision of the genera of

Pteropine Bats, by Dr. J. B. Gray.
reh. 13.—J. Gould, Esq., F.R.S., in the Chair. Mr,

Sclater made some remarks on several new and

to one fourth of this sum, we have little doubt the interesting additions lately made to the Society s
~ '

menagerie, amongst which was particidarly noticed

an eared seal (Otaria), from Cape Horn, probably

referable to the species called by Dr. Gray

Arctocephalus Hookeri. Mr. Sclater also exhibited

part of a collection of mammals and birds sent

home from the vicinity of Nagasaki, Japan, by

Mr. H. Whitely, and called attention to several

rare species represented in it.— The Rev. H. B.

Tristi-am communicated a " Report on the Mammals
of Palestine," being a catalogue of 80 species,

specimens of which had been obtained by him dm-ing

his expedition to that coimtry in 1864.—Mi-.

W. H. Flower read the first part of a memoir

cultivation would pay. The bark could either go to

India, or it would be taken at a cheap rate to

England as fiUing-up cargo. Not halt a dozen

years have elapsed since the first plants were intro-

duced into India, and now they are to be found, to the

number of at least a million and a half, scattered over

the hill ranges of Ceylon and India, from HagkaUa
to the Himalayas—flom-ishiug everyn'here, except in

hill hollows, where actual frosts prove fatal to them.

The Indian Government consider that the progress

in the operations has been very satisfactory, and they

congratulate Mr. M'lvor on the important success

that has attended his labours in this national under.

leaves gradually turn partly or altogether brown,

tin it is quite clear that no further healthy growth

can be expected. We believe that in the majority of

cases of this kind it wiU be foimd that there is a

substratum of clay, and when this lies at a consider-

able depth, the sudden change to an unhealthy

condition may create some smin-ise. If we are right

in this view, it may answer, where the clay is not

superficial, to take some measures to make the roots

ran laterally -svithout penetrating into the deep-

seated poison. Clay seems to be just as uncongemal

to the Araucarife as lime is to Bhododendra.

Books Receiv:ed.—Science Gossip) maintains its

value as a guide for amateurs, and is the best

work of ite class published since Loudon's " Magazine

of Natiu-al History," which latter, however, cost

almost as many shillings as this does pence.—JVk;

Ilh-cr Plate as a Fieldfor Umiyratiiin (Bates, Hardy,

• SjTiopsia der \"adelh61zer deren charaktcristischen Merk-

m.ile nebst Andeutimgen Uber ihre Cultvir und Ausdauer ir

Dcutsclilands Klima. 1 Dr. J. B. Henkel undW. Hochstetter.
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& Co.) is a pamphlet containing an account of the
climate, products, commerce, and political institutions

of the Argentine Republic prepared for the perusal of
intending emigrants, for whom there seems to be an
ample field and fair prospects.

Catalogues Received.—Thomas G'Ms
.J-

Co.'s

(PircadiUt/) Ciitnhnjitc of Seeds is chiefly occupied by
a select list of vegetables, amongst which prominence
is given to Gibbs' Defiance Pea, a tall sort for

general crop.

—

S. Glentlinning ,5' Sons' (^Chismu-k)
Catalogue of Seeds is another selected Ust of the
better sorts of vegetables and flowers.

—

Itoughead
^_ Park's {Iladdhigfon) Deseriptire List of Seeds
gives the quantities required, and other useful
memoranda.—.-1. Henderson's (Tlim-nton Ileath) Seed
Catalogue opens with the apt remark—" it is useless

to expect ftrst-ratc kitchen-garden crops without a
liberal application of manure ;

" the list is a selected

one, and is accompanied by the ' Useful Garden
Almanack.'— IK Bidl's Itetail List of New Plants,
besides new varieties of Pelargoniums, Verbenas,
Fuchsias, &c., oilers the new Lobelias we alluded to
last year, a selection of twelve sorts of varied colours,

of which those with pink, carmine, and ruby
blossoms will be great acquisitions. We trust they
may revive the taste for these fine hardy perennials,—John Stilter's Descrljitive Catalofjue of Chrysan-
themums, <^V., is of course indispensable for the
buyers of now Chrysanthemums and variegated
plants, and contains many other choice selections, as.

for example, Pyrethrums, Irises, Pteonies, Phloxes,
kc—James Smith's (JJarleij Dale) ^^l^olesale Cata-

logue of Trees and S/iriilis indicates a varied collec-

tion, grown in large quantities for wholesale trade.—
DoKnie Laird ,) Luing's {Edinburgh and Limdun)
Descriptive Catalogue of Phirists' Plo?rcrs is very
complete in the department to which it is devoted.
New PSinsies, Hollyhocks, Pentstemons, Pelargo-
niums, etc., as well as good selections of old sorts, are
offered.— 11''. Iloopcr's {M'andswoi-th) Deserijjt
Catalogue is confined to a selection of the best
vegetables and flowers.

The result of the trial of Bedding Pelargoniums
at Chiswick during 1.SC5, though for various reasons
not at aU complete as regards the newest varieties,
may be taken as a guide to the merits of certain
of the staudardjsorts in the climate of London. 'We
therefore print the substance of the brief report
which has recently appeared in the Society's
Proceedings :

—

Of the plain green-leaved varieties with scarlet
flowers, the following, which had received marks
indicating the highest degree of merit, were con-
firmed in the position which had been previously
accorded to them, viz., Ele.'uior, Faust, Punch, and
Trentham Scarlet. Red Dragon, a variety with very
deep-scarlet flowers, remarkable for their rich
velvety surface, was allotted the same number of
marks. Achillea was confirmed in a somewhat lower
rank.

Of cerise or rosy-scarlet plain-leaved sorts. Lady
Middleton was still awarded the highest ; and
'Viceroy the second place.

Of rose-pinks with plain leaves, Christine and
Rose Queen were adjudged to stand in the first

rank.

The zonate-leaved series with scarlet flowers yielded
the following, still adjudged to be of the first quality :—Adonis, Attraction, Clipper, Garibaldi (North),
Martin Gireau, 'Victor Emmanuel, Vivid, and Vol-
cano. A grade lower were placed—Comet, Com-
)nis.sioner, Cottage Maid, Emperor of the French,
Harry Hieover, Persian, and Rev. Joshua Dix.
The zonate-leaved rosy-scarlet or cerise-flowered

series afforded of first-olass sorts the following ;

—

Hector, Herald of Spring, Mons. Martin, Roi d'ltalie,
and Umpire ; to which list of first-class sorts was
added Provost. Those of the next grade of merit
were Bonnie Dundee, Cecilia, Comte de Morny,
Effective, Francois Chardine, Glralda, and Pink
Peari.

In the zonate group with salmon or flesh-coloured
flowers, the previous award of a firstr<;lass position
was confirmed in the case of St. Fiacre ; and to
the same category were added Fanty and R.aymond.
In this series Prince of Hesse was kept in the second
rank.
In the zonate group with white flowers, none of

the other sorts were found to be superior to Madame
Vaucher. That called White Perfection, which was
highly approved last year, was from accidental causes
not grown this season.
Of the zonate oculate series, those with white or

whitish flowers and a salmon-coloured eye, the sorts
preferred as most meritorious were—Eugenie Mezard
and Francois Desbois. Some of the more recent
varieties of this group, however, possessed great
promise.
The zonate series with rose-pink flowers was

represented among the firstclass sorts by Rose
Rendatler, Eve, Sec. ; and amongst the second class
sorts by Amy and Minnie. Some veiy fine varieties
in this group were however discovered amongst the
newer kinds.

Of the marbled-leaved zonate sorts, the highest
position was still hold by Sheen Rival.
The Nosegay series, in so far as the older varieties

were concerned, presented nothing superior to

Cybister and Stella ; while in the secondary group
the only one which was again approved was Magenta.
The Silver variegated-leaved series presented

several sorts to which the highest position was again
accorded. Thus in the group with zonate and white-
m.argined leaves, Argus, Countess of Warwick, and
Picturatum were retained, and Silver Chain raised to
the first class.tJulia was retained in the second class.

Of those with white-margined leaves, not zonate,
the highest position was allotted to Alma, Bijou, Jane,
and Queen of Queens, Mrs. Lenox being also raised
to the same rank ; and'of those mth creamy-margined
leaves. Flower of Spring stood as a first-class sort,

Venus was raised to the same position, and Meteor
was retained in the second rank.
The Golden variegated-leaved series is less exten-

sive than the Silver. In the zonate and margiuate
group the first rank was confirmed in the case
of Mrs. Pollock and Sunset. In the marginate not
zonate set. Cloth of Gold, Golden Chain, and Golden
Fleece were severally placed as firsi>class sorts.

Golden Harkaway was kept in the second class. In
the group with the leaves wholly yellow, General
Longstreet was raised to the first rank.
Amongst the new sorts which were sufiScieutly

a<lvanced to admit of their merits being determined,
the following were allotted a first-rank position,
namely :

—

Akwandra. — A darkly-zonate leaved Hybrid
Nosegay, of free habit, and effective in colour, having
a deeper tint of rose than Amy Hogg. The flowers
are crimson in the upper part, and deep magenta
below, producing a pleasing play of colour.

Ami/ Hogg.—A vigorous-growing Hybrid Nose-
gay, with slightly-zonate leaves, and very large
trusses of flowers standing up above them, the
flowers uniformly of a bright pui-plish rose colour.

Peaton's Indian YelUm'. — A free-growing
Hybrid Nosegay, mth zonate leaves, the flowers of a
novel orange-scarlet tint, and having a glow of
yellow when newly opened. A very effective variety.

Bcaute des Snresnes. — A beautiful zoned-
leaved sort, with large and finely-shaped ro.sy-pink

flowers.

Beautg of Oulton.—A very finely marked and
effective variety, mth leaves of a tolerably even
roundish outline, and of a yellow-gi-een colour,

marked with a very distinct zone of rich chocolate
brown. It was quite an acquisition,

Dneh'ss.—A free-flowering and dwarfish variety,
producing large globular trusses of soft rosy-lake
flowers of good form. It is one of the Hybrid Nose-
gay race.

Forester.—A compact-habited and very telling
sort, with green rounded leaves marked with a very
dark broad zone, and ro.sy flowers of excellent sh.ape.

(uiietg.—A handsome-leaved sort with golden-
tinted leaves marked with a bronze-coloured van
dyked zone ; flowers scarlet.

Ghfu-n'orui.—A Hybrid Nosegay of novel and
pleasing character and compact habit, the upper part
of the flowers being of a glowing scarlet, the lower
magenta flushed with crimson, the trusses erect and
abimdant.

Little Treasure.—Of very dwarf habit, with
small zonate leaves, and very bright scarlet flowers.

An effective dwarf variety.

Luna.—A very rich and effective sort, with yellov

leaves marked with a bright chocolate brown zone
the flowers scarlet.

Madame W. PJit:n\—A very superior variety
of the oculate series, with zoned leaves, and well-

formed flowers, white with a deep red eye. A plant
undistinguishable from this was received from
Messrs. F. & A. Smith under the name of Rosebud

Mons. Parre.—A dark-zoned round-leaved sort,

with salmon-coloured flowers paler at the edges, the
flowers thi'own well up.

Mons. Cr. Natchet.—A dwarf vigorous-habited
variety, with darkly zonate leaves, and ample trusses
of finely-shaped bright scarlet flowers. It is also a
good pot plant.

Pink Beauty.—This has zonate leaves, and very
much resembles Bcauti? des .Snresnes.

'oodwardiana. — A showy variety, with the
leaves marked with a faint vandyked zone, the
flowers sahnony carmine, of fine shape.

London seed.smen, and one of an eminent nursery-
man a short distance out of town. If 1 had purchased
the bulbs of the London seedsmen, I find the follow-
ing woidd have been the result. One would have
supplied 25 of the kinds (the number of bulbs of each
variety agreeing with the number of each I actually
bought) for 71. 'ds. ; the other would have supplied
the entire order for 0/. 12.?. 107. ; while the nursery-
man woidd have supplied also the entire order for
8/. 4.(. Hd.

Now all these tradesmen are " honourable men,"
with whom I have long dealt ; and I have not a
word to say against them as individuals, but
much against a system which demands siich exorbi-
tant profits—I can call it nothing less—for, as
dealers, they can purchase cheaper than I can. It

is quite tnie they must " get a living ;
" so must I, on

a fixed income ; but I confess I find it helps me con-
siderably even to buy Gladioli in Paris at less thau.

half the price I am asked in Loudon, and I have onl3'

to add that I recommend my brother floricultm*ista

in like circumstajices to "go and do likewise."
Gandavensis.

Gladioli.— Much has appeared lately in news-
papers touching French beef and mutton, and, I

believe, with considerable benefit to the pockets of
consumers. I wish to say that other French com-
modities deserve direct importation for a like reason.
Several letters have been printed in your late issues

about Gladioli. The Gladiolus is one of my favourite
flowers, and I am going to speak of the price, which,
no doubt, deters many from growing it, just as the
price prevented the con.sumption of English beef and
mutton, but for which a remedy was found by send-
ing for them to France.

I have just had, from one of the first nurserymen I frequently seasons in which, __ ,

in Paris, 30 varieties of Gladioli, in all ICO bulbs, being realised from bee-keeping, expenses preponde-

which have cost me, delivered at my house, il. Os. 9d. rate, and loss and ruin of valuable colonies and swarms

I have taken the catalogues of two of the leading I go far to damp the ardour and energies of the most

'20)0 ^pfavg.
Bee Culture.—In the opening chapter of "Tlic

American Bee Joiu'nal," (a monthly periodical pub-
lished in the year 18(jl,and discontinued in conse-
quence of the lamentable civil war), a volume of
which has been kindly sent to me by the Rev. L. L.
Lang.stroth, occur the following remarks :

—

" Bee ciiltiu-c need no longer be .a precarious and empii-ical
pursuit. Discoveries and improvements, comp.iratively recent,
have so elucid.ited its principles, that its processes can be more
definitely reguLated than those of almost .any other branch of
rural economy. Without being divested in the least of that
.attractiveness which, from the earliest periods of history, drew
to it the attention alike of the humble cottager and the
inquiring student—making it .a subject of miflagging interest
and unfailing enjoyment—it now cLaims .additional regjird
from the fact that it can be so conducted .as to become a som-ce
of certain and amply i-emunerating profit. It may be viewed,
first, as a science, having for its object the attainment of a
con-ect knowledge of all th.at pertains to the life, h.abits. and
instincts of the honey-bee ; and, secondly, as a practical art,

which regards all the attainments thus made and to be mado,
.as the only reliable foundation of successful m.anagement."

I do not perfectly agree with aU that is stated
in the paragraph just quoted ; but in the main the
remarks are so good and so much to the point, and
illustrate the objects which I have in view in this

and succeeding papers on the same subject so well,

that I have been induced to place the quotation
in its present prominent position, and take it as the
text for consideration.

" Bee eulttire need 7W longer he a precm'imts OAid

empirieal jinrsuit."—I fear that the culture of bees
as a soui'ce of profit will ever be of a precarious

character. So much depends on circumstances over
which the most careful and talented bee-master can
have no control, that, regarded as a branch of rural

economy, its residts mast ever be precarious and
uncertain. That it need no longer be an empirical
pursuit is very true, for of late years so much light

has been tlirown upon matters connected with the
physiology, instincts and internal economy of bees,

which ha«l previously ,been involved in great doubt
and mystery, that the scientifically practical apiarian

has now certain rules to guide him in his mauipida^
tions, which must, barring unforeseen accidents or

influencing circumstances, lead to the results which
he desires to accomplish.

" Its processes can he more definitely regulated tham,

those of almost any athrr hraneh of rural eeonmny."—
This is true as respects the practical bee-master who
endeavours to make himself thoroughly acquainted

with all the laws which govern bees ajvd their

instincts, and, guided by his knowledge, lays down a

well-defined course of action, modified only to suit

unlooked-for exigencies which may arise from time

to time.

Tlie attract ireness of the piirsvit.—There can be no

question on this point, whether considered as a subject

for close and intricate investigation by many of the

most scientific men of every age, or as a pursuit for

the attainment of practical results, either as a source

of considerable revenue, as in the most fa,voured

honey-producing countries, or with the object of

obtaining small supplies of honey for domestic use,

if weather and seasons prove propitious, m the less

f.avoured di.sti-icts ; bee-keeping has ever been, and

still continues to be, regarded as a pursuit or occu-

pation of an engrossingly attractive natui-e. All or

most of us can bear witness to the enthusiasm -mth

which wc have entered into the subject at one tmie

or other of our career as apiarians. With some the

fit has been of an evanescent, or of an intermittent

type ; with others of us it has proved of a persistent

and permanent character, most difficult to cure, if

not quite incurable.
" Bee culture can he so conducted as to become a,

source of certain and amply renmnerating profit.''—

This is true as regards its pm-suit in some countries,

but I fear there is too much uncertainty of climatic

influences as respects our British Isles, to warrant our

endorsing this statement in its integrity. There are
"

'

far from any profit
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enthusiastic among our fraternity. Nevertheless it

is no less true that he who brings to bear the know-
ledge he has gained in his scientiiio and practical

experience will, in a majority of cases, be enabled to

weather the storm, and take advantage in due time
of that " tide in the affairs of " bees •' which leads

to fortune," that is, an abundant honey harvest and
prolific swarms. The same writer in the article

quoted attributes the " cause of the depressed con-

dition of bee culture in general," not to any want of

attention to the subject, but says that it is rather " to

be found in an inadequate knowledge of, and erroneous
opinions concerning, the physiology and habits of

the insect, in the defective or iU-adapted construction

of the hives," " and in an injudicious mode of treat-

ment." " Despite the most a.ssiduous observation

and study, the interior of the hive and the domestic
economy of the colony remained till recently, and
stiU remain for the masses, a mysteiy." All this is

undoubtedly most true, and it is my object, as I am
sure it is that of all other writers in the columns of

the Gardeners' C/iroiiieh; to disseminate any know-
ledge we may have gained from our own observa,-

tions, or from the experience and researches of

others ; to inculcate improvements in hives and
other apiarian appurtenances, and in the manner of

perfoi-mtng manipulations, so as to render bee-

cultiu-e a safer and a more generally successful

pm'suit than it has usually been found, or considered
to be capable of being made in this country.

Jjre etilturc as a seU'iiec.—As a subject for

scientific reseaa'ch and obseiwation, there can be no
doubt that the honey-bee takes a very high rank.
Many illustrious men, whose names need not be
here pai'tioulansed, have devoted years of their lives

to the study. It is remarkable that more Ught seems
to have been thrown on points which had hitherto

been involved in doubt and mystery, within a very
few year's, than had been discovered within the
lap.se of centurias. To men, therefore, of scientific

tendencies, who may care little or nothing for the
practical results which may be realised from bee-
cultui'e, this pursuit can be confidently recommended
as one of absorbing and never-failing interest. Even
it no new discoveries fall to the lot of the observer,

there is an ample field of interest to be reaped fi-om

the investigation of the truths and problems already
promulgated, and in subjecting them to the test of
practical experiment.

live eiiltiire ns a pmctiml art.—By the labours
of scientific investigators, so much that was
mysterious has been made clear, that he who follows
the pm-suit with a view only to practical and
substantial results, may, by making himself well
acquainted with all that is now known respecting
the physiology, habits, and peculiarities of bee-

economy, follow oxit the attainment of his particular

objects with increased facilities, and with infinitely

greater probabilities of success. With the
American writer, in the concluding words of the
quotation given at the head of this paper, I am
quite inclined to agree that the scientific " attain-

ments thus made and to be made " must be regarded
" as the only reliable foundation of successful

management." By a favourable combination of

circumstances, the most unenlightened bee-keeper
may ooca.sionaUy obtain a rich harvest from his bees,

but to establish and retain an apiary constantly in

the best possible condition for taking advantage of
propitious honey seasons, and for carrying it through
unfavom'able periods with the least possible amount
of loss, it will be found that a thorough scientific

acquaintance with bees, and their habits and
requirements, combined with a promptness and
decisiveness in action for the purpose of counter-
acting the vicissitudes and accidents which may
from time to time occur, is highly necessary and
important. Without some of this knowledge, or,

having it, without the proper appUcation of it to

practical purposes, the bee-keeper who steps at all

out of the old beaten track, must inevitably sooner
or later meet with great disappointments. H. Sevan
Fox.

SuiFTINO Bees: AB. It will be very hurtful to your 'bees to
luuve the hive to any other part of yoiir garden. Many
hundreds must be saciificed, and the hive will be materially
injured. Your best plan would be to send the hive away the
distance of a mile and a-half, fi-om whence it may be brought
buck at the end of three weeks, .lud placed in .any position
y<iu choose, without lisk of losing a bee. S B F.

served me IS years, having been much esteemed by
my late brother-in-law, Mr. Leveson Gower, and
plants were received by me even la.st week. He was
a perfect gentleman in mind and manner, indeed, in

the highest sense of that word. His character was
an uncommon one. With great cleverness, there
was a beautifid simplicity of charaeter, a tender
heart, gi-eat benevolence, and a deep sympathy for

the sorrows of all, high and low. Many and rapidly
succeeding losses were allotted to me six years ago,

and few things soothed me more than to go to

Fulliam, and sit "with that kind and sympathising
man ; and I feel I have lost a friend. He also

wrote extremely well, so that letters he wrote me
when my .sorrows fell thickly would have astonished
many, showing, as they did, deep religion (without
quotations or texts,) deep feeling, and a trust that
all, however painful, was ordered by a wise, kind,
and nneiTing Hand ; though we poor mortals only
saw the dark cloud, and not its silvery lining."

Lettuces.—Let these be planted out on the first

fine day.

POTATOS.—Plant early sorts as soon now as
possible.

Peas akd Beans.—Make sowings of these it not
already done.
ToMATOS.- These may now be sown, and raised in

a Cucumber frame.
Turnips.—If not yet done, lose no time in getting

in a little seed of the White Dutch on a warm border.

Miscellaneous.
Iicrith if Mr. Oshnrn.—We regret to have to

record the death of Mr. Robert Osbom, of the firm

of Osbom ^^ Sons, nurserymen, of Fulham, which
took place on the L'3d ult. after a prolonged illness.

Mr. Osborn, who was in his S4th year, enjoyed the
respect and esteem of all who had the pleasm-e to

know him, or to be in any way connected with the
establishment with which he had so long been iden-

tified, though for the last few years he has not taken
an active part in its management. We cannot
withhold the following testimony to Mr. Osbom 's

worth sent to us by a lady residing in the
cotmtry :

—
" I have often thought your notices of

the death of upright gardeners calculated to do
great good. I trust and hope you will not pa.=s by
good, kind, upright Mr. Csbom, of Fulham. He

Calendar of Operations.
{Fin- the ensiiiiiff n-ee!i.)

As soon as the present somewhat winterlj' weather
shall have broken up, and the ground become fit to

receive seed, a collection of the best hardy annuals
shoidd be sown : they are of most service before

Verbenas, Pelargoniums, and other bedding plants
come to perfection, and therefore must be got in in

good time. Where a frame or pit, ;however, is at

liberty, we would recommend their being sown in

small pots in loamy soil, and not turned out \mtil they
are slightly pot-bound ; the flower then gains the

predominance, and the great proportion of this

above the leaf constitutes the chief beauty of most
annuals.

FLOWEK GARDEU AND PLANT HOUSES.
Fuchsias.—Where fine specimens of these are

required, a moist atmosphere, with a slight amount
of shading, when there is bright sunshine, will cause
the shy .sorts to make wood by retarding the flowering

principle. Those wintered in outhouses or cellars, if

not already done, should now be brought forth and
potted, if possible, to give them a start for the,deco-

ration of lawns or the flower-garden.

Hyacinths.— These should not have too much
heat ; they lose much of their effect when the beUs
are too far asunder through too much excitement in

proportion to light.

New Holland Plants.—Now is a good time to

shift such as require more pot room.
Orchids.—These will be pushing]!vigorously, and

many on blocks and ba.skets will require careful

attention in the way of watering, which should be
done on stinny mornings early, and air given for a
couple of hours, in order to prevent moisture from
lodging amongst the buds and tender shoots.

FORCING GARDEN.
Cucumbers.—Make it a point to turn one or more

of the linings frequently until May. See that they
are in good condition as regards moisture, and take
care that no burning extends into the bed.

Figs. — Provide against red spider by copious

syringings.

Kidney Beans.—Secure abundance of atmospheric
moisture to these, and water them continually Tvith

clear weak manm'c water.
Peaches.—Trees on which fruit is beginning to

swell will now begin to enjoy a little liquid manure

;

guano water, clear and weak, will be found of great

service. Gross shoots need scarcely be feared with
this application, provided all luxmiant wood is

stopped as soon as it is 5 or inches long.

Pines.—It should be at all times understood that

a sudden check of any Idnd whatever is at variance

•n-ith the whole economy of Pine growing. In
shifting in .spring this frequently happens if the

Ijlants are allowed to stand unplimged in a tempe-
rature of 50°, whilst the tan bed from which they
were tiiken has probably been at tio°. So great a
discrepancy is found to be followed by pernicious

effects. Attend well to atmospheric moisture ; rest

assiu'ed that as far as the Pine alone is concerned it

is not easy to overdo it at this period. Shut in sun
heat whenever it can be done.

Vines.—Look well to the bottom-heat outside.

Endeavour to keep your fermenting material to )S0',

or even 90° if possible. When material of this kind
is suffered to beceme inactive at this period, it is

worse than useless. Early Grapes now stoning

should be run over once more with the scissors ; let

the shoulders be well set out. Keep up an agreeably

warm atmosphere on all ordinary occasions, but
allow the heat to rise to S5° or 90° early in the after-

noon of bright days, which we may now expect soon

to get, and let it sink to 65° at night.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Protect fruit blossom when it appears by aU pos-

sible means. Straw-ropes, mats, canvas, bunting,

nets. Fir boughs, and fronds of Fern, should all, or

any of them, be in requisition.

Broccoli.—As soon as the ground is in a proper

state to receive the seed, sow a little of the Purple
Sprouting sort.

HF.KBS.—Sweet Marjoram and Basil may now le

sown in heat.

i ovtrcast ; slight fro!

Mean ti'iiip.i.'liii I ! t!'' i.ii'.; ii' / !.
:

\i tin- .iverage.

STATE OF THE WE.VTHEIt AT ClilSWICK.
nuring the last 40 years, for the ensuiug Week, eliding Mai-ch 10, ]

|3S

Prevailing Winds.

4th, ISOO-thcnu. 70 dcg.
7deg.

ipernture during the above period ocenrred on tho
II tbe 10th, 1U7-

Notices to Correspondents.
Ahaucarhs : Continental Subscriber. The only ono which is

hardy lu Enghmtl is A. imbricita.
Climate of Scotl-vnd : In ,in ai-ticlc relating to this subject

(aec p. 100) occurs i ] a -.i.-. \v}ii.h:Mr. Matthew chooses to
consider as animitiit tii. n -n In- vci-icity. This gentleman
also inquires of us Li-' ti' wli.it [uis(.liievous imp of dai'kness
lias outiced us to thiuw Jisp-tuiyement upon Scotland?
Tortunately for us we arc guiltless of any desire to defame
either Mr. Mattliew or bis native country. Moreover, wo
have no wish to plunge into controversy, or to weary our
readers with the publication of letters couched in anything
but rose-water phi*aseology.

Double-Glazing : Continental Subscriber. Practically tho
enclosed space has to be regulated by^the depth of the rafter,

and in order to avoid shade it i^ imt adWsable to make
this too deep. We shuuM '

i r l ult if there are
advantages compensating ' . s of increasing
the space beyond a thickiM Can any one
report as to any experiimiii • .it / or as to any
benefit residting from iner*.;.i. ...^ ,u-. .-i-..^^ lo 8 or 10 inches?
which is what our correspondent suggciits.

Gea-fting Wax : X I P. We do not know how that used suc-
cessfully in France is made ; but one consisting of equal
parts of bees-wax, resin, and tallow, if properly made, will

be found jiliable and good.
Grindon's Botany : MAE. You should apply to the author
whose name you mention in yovu- letter. We cannot under-
take to answer for bim. We see no reason to re-open the
g. ii: 111 <|iH -li 11, though we have not the least objection
f I

• find the book most useful."

N\. , I , C S., Clapham, Beun-5 Eance Pear.—T.
j:i . y. . :. No. 1, Verulam Pear; 2 and 3, immature

Name-s of I'L-vNTs : Laird <C- Sinclair. Euonymus pen-
dulus. — S Ji. 1, Apono^eton distachyum ; 2, lUicium
religiosum.— 6'. Sonchus spinosus.

—

R IV S. 1, Retinospora
ericoides ; 2, consisting of a twig of a Pine, without any
information as to flower, cone, or native country (which, if

correctly given, saves a world of trouble to the examiner), is

most probably Finns ponderosaj from California; 3, Picea
Pichta, from the Himalayas ; 4, a Thuja, before pronouncing
on which we should wish to have any information you
can give as to its native coimtry, <fee.

Potato Onion : //. There are several ways of growing this

useful kind of Onion. The two following have been prac-

tised with success :—The first is to manure and well dig tho
groimd, forming it into beds 4 feet wide. On each of theao

plant, about the end of this month, three rows, placing tho
roots 10 inches apart, and inserting the bulb about half its

depth in drills dmwn on the bed lengthwise. As they grow,
earth them up like Fotatos : small bulbs become large, and
produce offsets; the middle-sized and large ones, largo

clustei-s. Under this kind of treatment, 60 bulbs jtlanted

out in spring are reported to have produced 360 in the
following July. The second method is, when the Onions
Lave shot out their leaves to their full size, and when they
begin to get a little brown at the top, to clear away all the
soil from tlie bulb down to the ring from whence the roots

proceed, thus forming round each bulb a basin, which
catches the rain and water from the watering-pot. The old
bulbs then immediately begin to form new ones, and if kept
properly moist, and the ground gooil, the clusters will be
large and numerous, and bvilbs grown thus above ground are
said to be sounder than those grown below, and to keep
better,

ROVAL HOKTlCULTURiL SOCIETY'S EDDCATIOK SCHEME 1 C B.

The "letter fi-om a Fellow" means that you must get a
recommendation from some one who is a Member (or Fellow)
of the Society, which should not in any case be a difficult

matter. It is not necessaiy to admission to have been
educated in a "School of Art," or to have a "thorough"
kni.wledgo of botany ; but of course some knowledge of

botany will be necessary before passing the examination.
There is no restriction as to nationality.

STr;ipi;L) Dianthus : W. J)illistone. The leaves of your seedling

arc vei-y distinctly marked with longitudinal stripes of

creamy white, and no doubt the plant is a very ornamental
one of it5 class. It is quite distinct from anything we have
previously seen.

Tan \ JB H. Your req uest shall be attended to.

Erratum : In last week's Nimiber. imder the head of Florists'

Fkiwers. six lines from the bottom, for " descending to,"

read "discarding."

J
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Seeds for the Farm.

A DESCRIPTIVE VRICE CURRENT is just

Xi. pubUshod, 40 pages, large octavo.

Copies can be had on applicatioo to Mr. Alfred Brewin, London
Seed Company, Limited, es.Welbeck Street, Cavendish Squaro,fW^,

rpiIE LONDON SEED COMPANY, LIMITED,
X was established by the purchase of one of the Oldest Etnblished

Firms iti the Kingdom, of 80 jears standing.

LARGE PURCHASERS of FARM SEEDS are
supplied on the very lowest terms.

Apply for the rRlCE CURRENT, just published by tho London
Seed Commny, Limited, 68, Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square,

Loudon, W.

All Seeds Carriage Free by the

LONDON SEED COMPANY. LIMITED.
68, Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square, London, W.

See the PRICE CURRENT and FARM DIRECTORY just pub-

lished, and which can be had on application gratis and post fiee.

Seeds for the Garden.
COLLECTIONS of GARDEN SEEDS, enou^li t

Supply a Garden all the year round, 10s. Gd., ZQs., 40s., an :

GOs. each.
For particulars apply to the London Seed Company, Limiio i,

68, Welbeck^Street, Cavendish Square, W.

Seed Corn from the Chalk.

RAYN B^i' R D r cTilD E CO^T T ,'T? AW TRET:.
DOWLING, AND COMPANY', LIMITED.

Address, Basingstoke ; or 89, Seed Market, Mark Lane, London, E '

*»* Samples and prices ou application.

AYNBIKD, CjULDECOTT, BAWTEEE, DOWLINC,
ASD COMTAN Y, Limitea,

CoRW, Seed, Manpre, and Oilcake Mercfants,
38S, 89. Seerl Market,
^ ani Pi-ices Post free on application

For PRICES, SCO

SUTTON'S NEW FAKM SEED LIST, which may ho
had gritis and post free on application to

Sdtton & Suhh, Royal Berk-^hire Seed Estabbshment. Reading.

R

G RA"-

Brighton and Sussex Seed Warehouse.

I
EDWARD CARPENTER'S MIXTURES
\i of PERMANENT GRASS and CLOVER SEEDS- — Best

quality, 3Cs. per acre (2 bushels light seeds, and 121b. Clovers and
Bmall seeds per acre).—See testimonials in Catalogui

Old Pastures.
CARPESTEn's RENOVATING MIXTURES for Improving

PRICED CATALOGUES of KITCHEN GARDEN, FLOWER,

Street. Urightoi

Very Early Sheep Feed.
SUTTON'S IMPROVED ITALIAN RYE-GRASS.-

This "Improved" Italian Rye-grass ia recommended in prefei
ence to every other v.iriety, producing three or foui- heavy crops

'

one aumnior. and being .almost if not strictly perennial.
At a Meeting of tho Royal Agricultural Society, on March ir..

. Lecture delivered by Alfred Hughes, Esq., of Thomess, Isle

Wight, Mr, Huches said*

—

I of Oat land to lay down with Sutton's
-'^, the most reliable plant 1 have come
Aves and Lambs in the Spring. When 1

lie s-pring, and dressed it after harvest with
nnn, when my Sheep fed it off", it was up
III it '^iffiigain this spring with Ewes and

" '" -' - iropjaf^very great value.

•..d, 1 neve

bushel; cheaper in quantities o

MANGEL "WURZEL
SEED from large Bulbs.

Chtiaptrby thecu-t.
Per lb.—5. d.

Good YELLOW GLOBE.. 9

„ ORANGE GLOBE.. U

„ RED GLOBE ..0 1)

SUTTON'S

Selected Mangel Seed
from Selected Roots.
Cheaper by the cu-t.

Perlb.-^. d.

SUTTON'S Selected TEL-
LOW GLOBE 1

Do. do. ORANGE GLOBE 1

1 isli ER HOBBS'
Ml: WOE GLOBE .. 1

-li; \ l'l'"N*8REDGLOBEl
SI

I i..N-,s ELVETHAM
I
I'M'. RED .. ..10

-;,;-:. >i 1 liiN'.SSelectedLONG
H^^ -'

I I : ),<'\V 10
- .y .\ TI'.LLOW INTER-

..-,--'' -M : I'lATE 16

^^ r^OUlUTON GIAJJT LONGM RED 16
V BERKSHIRE PRIZE, or

SUTTON'S YELLOW GLOBE, SUFFOLK CHAMPION,
Price Is. per lb. New 2 6

Lowest price per cwt. on application.

ScTTOW & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

Agricultural Seeds.
/^ EORGE GIBBS and CO.. Seedsmex, be? to infoi-m
V_T the public that their CATALOGUE of PRICES is now
published, and will be forwarded free on application.

25 and 26, Down Street, Piccadilly. London, W.

NEW FARM SEEDS of best selected quality.

PRICED DESCRIPTIVE LIST post free upon application.

Jaiiks DicEsojr & Sows, Seed Merchants, Ac, 102, Eastgate Street,

Chester. __^

111' -n .|!i I
1 :r I.:-; of 8 bushels and upwards.

u:Lu(,iLy rfi|iiirLid per acre, if sown alone, 3 bushels..

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

Improvement of Grass Lauds.
SUTTON'S RENOVATING MIXTURE

SHOULD NOW BE SOWN.
This Miitiire consists of tho finest Grasses and perennial Clovers,

and If sown early in the season tho improvement in the pasture will
bo vcr)- great, and at small expense. Quantity of Seed required per
aci-o, 8 to 12 pounds. Price lUd. per lb.

Ji^om T. E. Osmond, Esq., Tliont-U-Soken, Febmary 27, 18C5.
"Your Renovating Mixtures for old jiasturea have answered my

purpose well."

ting Grass Seed, oi the same quality as last year, which was excellent.

From W. HARrEB, Esq., Agricultural Colony. inn'O'-iVit, Jan. 4, 18Cil.
" Ifou will bo glad to hear that your Renovating Mixtiu-e for our

I Meadow answorod remarkably well. It is now the greenest

; tho Autumn, and in tho following

CLOVI.I:- ,
,1 ir\l I \N KYE-GRASS (Messrs. ScTTON-sMixtiu-e),

CLOVERS and CuMMuN RYE'-GRASS (Messrs. Sdtton's Mixture),
for One Year's Clovpr Hay, at 14s. per acre.

CLOVER SEEDS WITHOUT RYE-GRASS (Messm. Sdttoh's
Mixtiu-e), at V2s. Cd. per aero.

In the Mixtures ot Clovora and Rye-Grasa described above, we
ally give 14 lb. of Clovers (principally Red and Alsike) and o

the order, and the proper quantity will t

*,* Those who require Seeds to aov
Clover Lay will save tiiemselvas trouble, and c- -r-- --
for their soil, l>v or.ltrmi< the above-named Mixtures for the number
ofacro-f-l" .A-t,.

G1;a-- !' I'vri: SEEDS, for Two Years' Lay.—This Mixture
contiui I turn of Perennial Clovers, and under favnur-
ablec.i' 1

"ttcn stand for three years,
Thu I

.
'. J I

ui; luoluded, and invariably answsr well :^
Round Cocksfoot
Sheep's Fescue
Timothy
Pacey'a Perennial Rye-Grass

nial do. (Cow Grass)

Yellow IVL-fuil

Tho gut
251b. Pri
GRASS Ti

Sutton', _,. „
Italian Rye-Grass
ono bushel, weighing about

Id CLOVER SEEDS, forThi-t

Sra-.:. ui- iJ.o.buL iiiu^LiiL,L b.- L:.r.-'-li.aL-r.jiUii'i:uuLtneut Pasture;
/;'.-„[ c. F. TuuLT^iTOH, Ki>q., TalijdrUi Hall, Machynlleth.

*' I had a most famous hay crop on a 10-acre field from the 'seeds
br three years' you sent me last season. I have never, since I c
iiuneed farming, had such a heavy crop."

PRICED LISTS of other FARM SEEDS gratia and post free.
All Rooda carriage fi-eo; 6 per cent, discount allowed for cash

myment.
SuTTox & Sox3 Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Readhig.

BATH and WEST of ENGLAND
SOCIETY, for the Encouragement

of Agriculture, Arts, Manufactm-cs, and
Commerce.

Established 1777.

Patron—H.li.B.. The Prince of "Scales, K.G.

SALISBURY MEETING, 1800.

Prcsiden/—Tho Right Hon. tho Earl of
PORTSMODTU.

AL S!.

; SALISBURY, ^^ «-

-h, and 8th of JUNE NEXT.
Tho Prize Sheets and Regulation Papers

Entries will close on the 14th of April.

, lor HORSES, POULTRY, IMPLEMENTS,
i:iiii I. II

I
: L, ti> the Secretary, Bath.

RTS, MANUFACTURES, and LACE, to R. R. M. Daw,
Exeter. By Order of the Council,

17th February, ISOO.

?^He ^giicttltutal (Baiette*
SATURDAY, MARCH 3, 1866.

TuE Cattle Plaguo Bill introduced by
!Mr. Httnt, Mr. Holland, and others, -which has
passed through the Ilou-se of Commons, is given

in another pago in the condition in Tvliich it at

present stands. It was the subject of a conversa
tion on Thursday evening in the House of Lords
but no chance appears to exist of any such quick

movement for it through the Upper House as

was given to it through tho Commons. It is now
before a Committee of the Lords, whence, judging
from tho objections of the Government, the Duk'
of BuccLEUCH, and other Peers, it will is.su6 with
considerable alterations and additions.

The retiu-ns for the past week from tho

Government Inspectors, which are published in

another page, report a considerable diminution
nearly 1500, in the number of cases of the Cattle

Plaguo. But we fear this is again a merely
apparent not an actual advantage. Some
hun(b-eds of these officers have failed to send in

their returns in time ; and among these are some
who had reported upwards of 2000 cases last

week. The utmost therefore that can be said is

that the jiroi/rcsf: fmeaning, thereby, the new
cases) of the disease is at presentnearly stationary.

The Plague is still extending, but not at present

at a greatly increasing rate.

Abe our readers aware that the Educational
ExAiliNATlONSoftheEngb.shAgricultui-alSocictj'
are about to become a iiolitical agency of the

most important kind ? The member for Hull
has lately introduced a Bill by which the fi-an

chise is to be conferred on any one who can jiass

a certain school test. Whether the BUI wiU
ever be enacted remains to be seen ; we know,
however, that Mr. Aclajtd, who is one of the

most active members of the Agi-icultm-al Society's

Education Committee, has declared his approval

of the so-called " fancy " fi-anchise which is to be

won in this way. But tho point which thi'ows most
light on tho atfcitiide of the Agiicultural Society is

Mr. Harry Chester's testimony in tho matter.
If there be one more than another to whom
application might tho most safely and confidently

be made for trustworthy infoi-mation on tho
educational methods, machinery, or status of

tliis country, it is Mr. Harrt Chester. His
official connection with the subject has, wo
believe, been almost life-long, and his warm
interest in it lets no opportunity for its pro-

motion pass him. Tho whole energetic agency
of the Society of Arts in connection with general

education has been organised by him and cai-ried

to its present very successful issue. And in him,

as well as Mi-. Aclattd, the BiU of Mr. Clay,
in which, no doubt, he sees another furthoranco

and stimulant of the education of the working
class, finds an energetic advocate.

Now what chief puiijose, according to this

gi-eat authority on educational subjects, is the

Eoyal Agricultural Society of England, which
has boon lately exhibiting its anxiety on this

subject, tho most likely to serve ? Here is a
warmlj' interested student of every movement,
whether national or class, professional or

general, for the promotion of education. Tho
recent acti-rity of the Agricultural Society has

not escaped him ; he has been a friendly obsei-ver

of all that under Mr. Aoland's guidance has

dru-ing the last few yeai-s been done by the

Council of tho Society in discharge of tho educa-

tional duty imposed by its Chai-ter. And what
does this experienced and impaitial educational

authority see in this movement of tho National

Agricultm-al Society ? Whither does he see the

movement tending ?

In his i-ecently published letter on tho pro-

posed Educational Franchise, and on the existing

machinery for superintending tho test thi-ough

which it is to bo achieved, he points out that

there are difficulties in the way of the coopera-

tion of the Society of Ar-ts. Its examinations

are hardly tho thing which the promoters

of the Bill reqiui-e. But hero is an
agency wide as the agriculture of the country,

having a certain chai-ge, you may say, of every

portion of its .sui-faco, and desh-ous, of course, to

make its influence felt wherever there is an acre

to be tilled or a cottage to be tenanted. It is but
lately, moreover, that the English Agricidtui-al

Society has felt or expressed its anxiety for the

education of its great constituency; and now
brooms are proverbially efficient—and wielded, as

in this case they are, -nith all the impulsive

energy of youth, we cannot doubt that the ground
will be well covered, swept, and worked. In
.short, Mr. Harry Chester thinks the educational

examinations of the Royal Agricultural Society,

with one or two other agencies ho names, aro

tho very machinery which the new Franchise

BiU requii'es for its successful operation.

Is not this a pleasant sm-priso for the members
of tho Royal Agricultural Society P Let them
not think that the suggestion thus refen-ed to ia

tho uttorauco of a mere reckless impulse. We
repeat that Mr. Chester has spent a long lifo in

the promotion of education ; and his -wi-itings on
the subject are to be received as the well weighed
utterances of experienced and jutlicial impar-

tiality. He has been for many a long year an
undoubted power and authority in this coimb-y

on all questions connected with this subject. We
hope then that at the next meeting of^ tho Agri-

cultural Society's Education Committee some
member -will call attention to the light in which

thou- past proceedings thus appear to such a

spectator. Sui-oly it will occur to some of them
to inquire how it is that one of the most intelli-

gent of those who have been watching them has

come to imagine that the educaiional agency

they have organised wiU be available for the

purjiose of this Franchise BiU.

But indeed there is no difficulty at all in

accounting for the blunder.—Tho fact is, tho

train has left the Une, and is careering -without

guidance ; and thus any one upon a hobby is at

liberty to believe that it is coming his way.

Perhaps Mi-. Haery Chester's idea of the

educational and political ser-viceableness of

Mr. AcLAM) and his friends upon tho Council

of tho Agricultural Society may do what nothing

hitherto has yet accomplished, and awaken the

authorities to the real natui-e of the sole pui-poso

for which this great professional Society was
established.

Our readers no doubt saw last week the latest

report of its Education Committee.—What on

earth has the Agricultural Society of England

to do -with prizes for proficiency in "Pure
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Mathematics ! " We do not doubt at all that such

an intoUectual training as the mastery of Euclid

gives is of the greatest service to a young man,
whether he is to be a farmer or not. But so

also, and even more indeed, will such a moral
training as is indicated by the m-gent, cordial,

and thorough inculcation of, say the Chui'ch

Catechism, be of the utmost service to liim in

the agi'iciiltural, or any other futui'e open to him.

Will any one move the Educational Committee
in Hanover Square to offer piizes which shall

energise and guide the efforts of teachers every-

where on this important point ?—There is not a

single argument for interference in the one case,

which does not apply with even gi'eater force to

interference in the other.

Surely the right way to hasten and achieve

the progress which wo all desire is for

every agency and man to do his duty in

that station which properly belongs to him.

Parents moro and more are realising the true

interests of theii- childi'en, and thus the

bettor education of every succeeding gene-

ration conies to be recorded. Country gentlemen

and others are more and more exerting them-
selves for the real welfare in this way of their

neighbours of every rank of life. Our great

educational establishments are extending their

operations and holding out those oifers of help

which lie within their proper office to present.

Let agricultui'al societies then follow the goner.al

example and stick to then- proper business. Will

the real interests of farmers' sons during those

years when their general education is proceeding

be any the less cared for because these few " one,"
" two," and " five pound " prizes offered by this

"professional" Society for general educational

status and for mathematical proficiency have
been withdrawn? It is simply ludicrous toimagino

it. There is no want anywhere of interest in

general education ; and it is this alone that these

prizes might possibly help somewhat to excite.

The interest is all alive ali-eady ; the real coimti-y

difficulty is want of schools, and that is one
which oven Mr. AcL^vpro will hardly ask the

Society to spend its funds in meeting. No one

need fear that were the Agricultural Society at

once to withdi-aw from the field of general

education, where it has no business whatever to

be, the smallest mischief would be done.

We sti'ongly recommend that no time bo lost

in getting the "engine" once more safely on
tho "line" which has been expressly laid down
for it. Let the di-iver be discharged ; and let

the voice of the guard, who we see stiU

stands at his post, notwithstanding that the

train has long been out of his control, be

once moro heard.

Mr. Holland has, no doubt, retained his

formal presidency of the Committee for tho sake

of that small modicum of cncom-agement to

professional education which alone has hitheito

been sanctioned. The offer of those two small

prizes for Chemistry and Mechanics applied to

Agricultirre, which are the only points of the

whole scheme consistent with the Charter of tho

Society, and which he obtained as a sort of con-

cession, we presume, to that " vulgar prejudice
"

which considers agricultural education to bo
merely the means of making better farmers of

us, ho no doubt believes to be the thin edge of

tho wedge by which this so-called vulgar
prejudice may bo introduced, and perhaps como,
ultimately, to be received as tho sound and
orthodox belief. And notwithstanding there-

fore that tho programme published last week
must run almost entirely counter to his \iews,

we see that it was presented by him to the

Council.
What is thought of the whole scheme as it

at present stands is well stated in tho follow-

ing letter, received since the above was wiitten,

from ono of the most intelligent and influential

of the many agriculturists who have been
watching with cmiosity and interest the pro-

ceoilings of the Society on this subject.

" Agricultural Education.
" Munificence of the Coxmcil of the lioyal Aijri-

cultural Society of Enyhmd,
" Sir,—In the course of last year I recollect to have

.seen many articles of yours, and contributions from
numerous correspondents in reference to the long
neglect of the Society of the injimction in their

Charter to provide for the education of those who
depended on agrioultirre for their support. It having
been understood that the CoimcU took the matter in

hand, the discussion ceased, and I had for some time
looked with some interest for the result. I .saw this

recorded in print recently, and it immediately

recalled to my mind an example in the Latin

Grammar :
' Parturiunt montes, nascetm- ridiculus

mus,' which I may translate for the beueiit of

embryo agriculturists thus : the Council, after much
labom-, brought forth SOI., to rouse the energies of

the fanning youth of Great Britain to compete for

the following prizes for the best informed in the

sciences of Mechanics and Chemistry as applied to

Agriculture, viz. :

—

Mechamcs—2 prizea of £5 Os. each.

,, 2 ,, 10 each.
Chemietry—3 ,, 5 each.

,, 2 „ 1 10 each.

£30

I am rather surprised to find there were any com-
petitors, but it further appears that there were
actually nine. Aryiis."

The Eeports of the Harvest of 1865 which havo
appeared during the past two weeks in the Mark-

Lane Express present even a worse account of it

than our own reports dui'ing its in-gathering.

On August 12 last year we had declared the

Wheat on the lighter soils and loams to bo
generally inferior ; Barley on the lighter and
thinner soils to be much below an average, and
though much the best crop of the year, upon the

whole it, too, was generally inferior. The Oat
crop, excepting the few instances where winter-

sown, was the poorest crop we had had for many
years, and Beans and Peas were generally below
theii- usual yield. Tho tabular statement of

returns on which this character was based was
as follows :—

NcMBEn OF Returns.

Our contemporai-y, now, after a largo propor-

tion of the crop has been threshed, publishes

about 600 reports from correspondents in dif-

ferent parts of the country, tho percentages of

which, under the heads of average and over

average, and under average respectively, are in

tho following table compared with the per-

centages indicated by om- own reports quoted

above.
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continues to the present day. Ever^'^vhere the

ancient footmarks of the plough are visible ; now
and then a sort of interjectional culture bursts out,

and is dropped again, as the stupidest of Govern-
ments may for a spasmodic period favour or prohibit

the importation of com and other cereals, and native

idleness shrinks from the task of anything approach-
ing- to a regular course of cropping. Everywhere
the large but ill-bred leggy flocks are seen slowly

moved across the landscape, picking off the nascent
herljage, leaving the surface bare and sprinkled

with their dung, a system which while it helps

to enrich a soil naturally fertile, actually increases

the evil both by removing the natural clothing

too soon, and supplying to the aftergrowth a
ready element which lessens its natural demand
upon the soil.

It sounds strange when a good thing becomes
literally a source of evil. It seems so contrary to

one's habitual experience, that I can hardly without
a feeling of reluctance broach what to those who
have not personally witnessed it, must seem like a
bold theoiy, at issue with some of our best experience,

—that the droppings of cattle should add to the
unwholesome condition of the soil. But during
repeated, and not unobservant rides and walks in the

Campagna, the view that I have taken has forced

itself upon me by evidences that I cannot fully

describe in detail, but which have to my mind been
quite iiTesistible. In an EnglLsh meadow, or
upland, or on a stubble, or Turnip crop, or wherever
in fact a flock of sheep has been folded, it is readily

sensible to the smell, but it is a wholesome natural
odovu' such as always occurs when the absorbents of the
soil are doing their duty. Here it is quite the reverse

;

a heavy suffocating loaded atmosphere positively

makes you .shrink from the spot with a sort of
loathing not unlike what is felt in a field of Potatos
where the disease has thoroughly got possession.

This cannot be right. It is as if the earth rejected its

natural food, was sick with innate repletion, for want
oiita luit II rill i:\fereisf. Oh! for a good broad-leaved
crop of Clover, followed by rattlingWheat ;^«mannred,
and then an early autumn " smashing up " and
a hearty winter covering of Swedes and Mangel, to

take up and convert into wholesome siilids, both for

man and beast, this drugged miasmatous condition
of the soil, and make the air as pure as the breath
of morning, or the sunshine that sparkles through
it ; for such I feel convinced it would do, and that
if this could.be extended throughout the broad Cam-
pagna, we might soon cease to hear of the Malaria
of Rome. Talpa.

(To be CoiUiMiul.)

THE CATTLE PLAGTJE.
1. The following returns were issued yesterday:

—

These returns do not profess to give the. total
nimiber of cases which have occiuTed in Great
Britain, but only those which have been ascertained
from information received at the office from inspec-
tors. Columns 1 only record the cases reported as
having commenced during the weeks indicated by
the headings ;

" back " cases being added to columns 2.
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WjiiJ^thTdiseaso has Ijeou so fatal, up to the 17th Fehniaiy

we had 32 recoveries in 107 cases treated ; being 30 per cent_ uf

eures, while the average of that county was below ^ The

latest return we have is to the 19th Feb. by Mr. Hope, of

York, a layman, who has during the last three months

devoted hiluseU to ihe study and pr.ieticd treatment of the

diseas.- v, i , Mi' iiv>st patient labour, perseverance, and

honi' >-' .[ M 1;
,

i

writes ,,!! 11 ' I

"I am hipi
honour of clear

:tUv. with the a:^sistance of J

r of that city, treated 140
a eminent

He

,0 inform you th.at honirp

„ the city of York of the i

five cows were cm-edby me in 14 days, fruin

to the 10th February. I will just add that tlj

man, who, if his cows had been sHivdit.-r^-

1

Act, would with his family have !" II "I'l

14 days I have been treating lo .ii;!
!

near York, in all stages of the pi .j

13 are doing so well that all that 1 M t i

got it ag.ain, and, before the Bill can l>ccom

all well, to the gieat joy of the f.armer."

The general result of the whole of our cases show

. following comparative figures :

iii„' the last

TO a f.armer

1 to say that
id'ling have
they will be

the

Percentage of

Recoveries
by Horareopathy.

Average Recoveries

County.

Xoilolk
York .

.

(Cheshire

hend the dri

driver or pcrsr

move such be.L

according to 1
'.

bended imdei
constal.l" "V -

stablf..

it t'j I-

dotenti.

shrdl produ

,I,;,1

charge of the beast, unless such

; a licence .authorising him to

vlt or person shall be taken as

to be examined and dealt with
t I ir person detained or appre-

^hall not be detained by any
1 of his own authority longer

J the order of a justice in the
r-^ at the utmost : and the con-

I'.taining any beast shall cause

itc food and water during its

I he has

17. Where any live beast is detained under this Act, two

justices may, if it appears to them that the beast was when
.stopped being moved in contravention of this Act, order it to

be slaughtered, and its carcase to be sold, buried, or otherwise

disposed of as they may think fit. The proceeds of any such

sale shall be p.iid under the order of two justices of the peace

to the treasurer of the county or borough, and shall be placed

in a county to the credit of the county rate, and m a borough

to the credit of the borough fund.
, , .

.

,

IS to 23 relate to restriction on movement of hides and

24. No offal or dung of beasts, and no hav. straw, f.idiler. or

litter, sh.aUbe moved on any railway, c,ni;il. n im iS'.-i: river

or highway from .any building or y.irdwli't tea

with the cattle plague h,as been kept, mili- I'd,

dung, hay, straw, fodder, or litter has In-i'i
'

'!

fected under the superintendence of the inspectu

so certified.

25. Penalty on owner of such offal, not esceedn

further penalty not exceeding 10/. for every half 1

of such offal or other thing after the first half ton.

26. Penalty on di-iver, company, &c., not exceeding 20f.

MUceUa.neoitn.

28. Disinfection of cattle pens and trucks of railw.ay

companies.—Penalty for using pen or ti-uck not disinfected,

not exceeding 5/.
,. „ j

29. Local authority may order that dogs be not allowed

to go at large, not under the control of their owner, or his or

her servant or servants, and may authorise any constable or

peace officer or other person to destroy any dog going at large

•n contravention of the order.

30. Exhumation of buried animals prohibited.

31. Hours. for use of licences as to highways—Prom the

beginning of one hour before sunrise" to the end of one hour

after sunset. Such licence available only for four days,

including the day of the granting) thereof. Licence shall

:e^ *l— —..v., 4-rt \,a ^n^roT^ nnrl thft naniG of thC driVCr Or

'\Vhile we are therefore justified in believing that the work

«f the Association so far has not been in vain, we feel it right

to add that this disease is of so complex a character, and its

symptoms so vai-ying, that very few ordinary stockowners are

capable of deaUng successfully with it. The srcatest watchful-

ness and skill are requisite in earryingf out the homceopathic

treatment, each symptom as it manifests itself requiring

specific attention, and thus calling for a greater extent of

competent medical .assistance than can be obtained.

The Legislature having now ordered the slaughter of

4nfected and suspected animals, the efforts of the Association

must neces3.arilv be suspended until the results are seen. If

the prc^eso of the disease should thereby be arrested, every

one wllffeel thankful. But should that, unfortunately, not be
• the result, it will then be still more necessary that renewed

efforts should be put forth. The experience ah-eady gamed by

the Association will enablethem to renew their action with the

very great advantage of a more hopeful co-operation on the

p.ii t of the owners of stock than they have generally met with.

The Association have to .acknowledge the readiness with

which her JIajesty's Treasury placed temporarily at their dis-

posal the offices which they have occupied, thus en.abling

them to apply the whole amount of their subscribed fmids to

the trials which they instituted and to the actual work of the

Association. ,^ ,., . , ,

The B.alance-shect of Receipts and Expenditure is enclosed.

Marlborough, Ch.airman.

C, Adolphi TeiTace, E.G., 21st February, 1866.

J The Cattle Plague Bill.—The following i.5 or keeping within the district of .any localauinomy wnerem

J 1 t™,v,<,v„ r,f Wr TTnnf* Hill in Thp ' the cattle plague exists, affixes at the entrance to any building
a condensed summary of Mr. ilunt s 15111 in tne

, in^^^^l .^^i__^b^^
^^^.^j^.^j^^ ^^^^ j^ ^^pt ,, jj„y(,^,„^,,lj^mg

condition in which it has been sent up to the House .^^j^, ,„ „,i„ i„to or on that building or land without his

of Lords :—
j

permissi.jn, if any person not having a right of entry or^ay

!: ra^^l^St'SefS'SiSjifScctedwithth. "9^^
cattle plague, and has not within 30 days been in contact with

„/,»; MT^^^.f'^STffie P?i?v O ,u,i. il .sh .11. l.v order, declare
^any aniinSl so affected, and has not withui 30 days been in or

"J^y^^te j"om battle Xgu" may, if sound, be moved within
on'any building or yard or field where .any animal so affected ^^^^^ rfs^ch^stSTtilis eiLictment 'shaU not apply.to
had been kept.

« ,i „i thp case of "animals brought by sea from beyond such district

5. Fi-om the 1st day of March until the 2oth day of March, '"^ '^/'^ °'
^fajrirt wittol 30 days of such first-mentioned

1800 and thenceforth until the opei-ntion of this enactment IS into sucn amiiiec niiuiu ou u,.,

determined by an Order of the Lords of her Majesty's Privy

Coimcil, it shall not be lawful for any person (except as in this

Act e.xpressly authorised) to move or cause to be moved any

live beast on any public highway, or on any canal, navigation,

or river ; provided, nevertheless, that nothing in this Act con-

tained shall prevent the remov,al of live beasts withui .any

district which the Lords of her Majesty's Privy Council shall,

by Order in CouncU, declare to be free from cattle plague, such

ilistrict having well-defined boundaries.

lying in the sound pastiu-es of this district), would

hare strayed along the highway.
Things of this sort, which, at other times, can be

borne as merely trifling inconveniences, incidental to

the pleasure of one's neighboiu's (borne too, out of

regard to the interests involved in the support of

hunting, in neighbourhoods like this), lie open to

serious questioning, when, as now, they are carried

on in direct opposition to the principles of present

restrictive measures, and in the face of a great

national calamity. William Law, Marstoii Tnitscll

Hector//, Fclj. 27, in the Times.

7. Compensation.—The ultimate success of any

measure depends mainly on promising an amoimt of

compensation sufficient to induce stock owners to

report disease. The proportion of one-haU provided

in the Bill is quite insufficient for this purpose, and

this I shall endeavour to show, both from general

considerations and our experience. It has been

stated as a reason for reducing the compensation

to one-half, that on an average the value saved does

not come up to that proportion when the disease is

allowed to run its course.

Admitting this fact, we nevertheless deny that it

constitutes a good reason for reducing the com-

specify the route to be taken and the name of the driver

other person who is to have charge of the beast, animal, or

tiling to which the licence relates.

33. Penalty for refusal to produce licence not to exceed 10(.

34. Penalty for false declaration not to exceed 50(., or in the

discretion of the 'justices, imprisonment for any term not

exceeding two months, with or without h.ard Labour.

35 Any penalty recovered under this Act in a county shaU

bo applied .as follows : viz., one-half thereof shall be p.iid to

the informer, and the other half thereof shaU be paid to the

treasurer of the county, and shall be by hinl placed to the

credit of the county rate.

39 Where .any person, having any beast in his pcssession,

r keeping within the district of .any local authority wherem

'C Where separate lands are in the occupat. .„_._..„

nerson .any live beasts, if sound, may, for the puipose of being

taken from one of those buUdings, yai-ds, or lands to another,

be at .any time moved on any public highway for any distance

not exceeding 200 yai'ds, and vvith a hcence .for any tanger

distauce. provided that such distance shall not

mil

u. Hunting and Cattle Plague. —- Good

public service has been done by the Insertion in The

Times of Monday of an article from the Field, bear-

ing this title.

The discussion of this not unimportant question

in so logical and dispassionate a manner by one

who does not allow his attachment to the sport either

to warp his judgment or contract his views is cloai'ly

entitled to the gravest consideration.

The article would have been exhaustive, and its

eed two writer would have left nothing wanting to lead his

?;'"'-' '
readers to a just appreciation of the merits of the

'7'"\nvUvcbeast, if sound, may be at any time moved, with L^^j-g,. j^ ^U its bearings, had it not been tor his

licence, on any public highway for any distance not exceed- '
; f ^^g f^Ct, which is an important hnk m

- Allies, for the purpose of immediate slaughter at a ^m^^^^
^j j^^;^^ sequence.

slauo"hter-house. , .^, ,.

6 °Any live beast may, m Scotland, be moved, with a hcence,

under such conditions as the local .authority may prescribe, on

any miblic highway, for the puniose of unmediate slaughter.
"

10 In order to allow for the breeding of stock, a cow or

heifer if sound, may be moved with a breeding licence on auv

nublio highway for any distance not exceeding six mUcs to and

from any place where a bull is kept. A bull, if sound, may be

moved vvith a breeding licence on any pubUe highway, for any

distauce not exceeding 20 miles.

11 \nv calf if sound, not being more than 21 days old, may

h' moved with a licence, on any pubUc highw.ay m a cart or

other vehicle for any distance not exceeding 20 miles.

1' Any live beast landed from a vessel.at any 111, 11 m
miy be moved on a public highway within the 1.. • •

metropolis, or any borough, as defined by I
, ,

Diseases Prevention Act, 1866," subject to the i
,

.i
> ,.

Clause 17 of that Act ; and beasts landed at th .

mav be moved by the direct '•™t=^ tj«^°^'=
.i" ."i

slaughterhouse in Edinburg'
•'->-- —'

-

anv licensed slaughter-house, ot lu .*,., ^".^ ".',-'.":." '

V"ii,
such a slaughter-house, within the^ J;™1icJ;ion __ofJh

iiisauiuii.

In reality, it is not with averages we have to

deal, but with individual cases, and that before the

loss has been sustained. A farmer wlU not readily

reconcile himself to the average loss, and this feeling

is strengthened by the occasional occurrence of cases

where the loss does not exceed, I am assured,

10 per cent. .

Again, most animals will be far advanced m
disease—indeed, quite unfit for human food—if the

carcase does not fetch half the sound value. It is

thus evident that it would be for the farmer's

interest to slaughter a diseased animal, and qiuetly

dispose of the carcase, without reportingthe existence

of disease, and thereby placing his whole herd at the

disposal of the local authority.

We can state from our experience that compensa-

tion to the extent of one-half the sound value wiU

yield less to the owner than would be realised from

the disposal of the carcases.

From the pubhshed Report of this Association it

may be seen that up to the end of December there

were shaughtered and sold (being fit for human food)

205 auimaLs, either slightly affected or which had

been in contact with the affected, valued sound, at

339U 13». The net proceeds amounted to

''257? 2s. 10(/., exactly two-thirds of the sound value.

It is, therefore, clear that the offer of one-half is

no inducement to farmers to report disease.

I have reason to believe that this Bill has been

pushed tlirough Parliament w-ith the laudable desire

to provide for and to inaugiu-ate a prompt, -sTgorous,

and united effort over the whole kingdom for the

extirpation of the plague, and I state, from our

experience, that nothing would have contributed

more to its success than to enlist the active co-

operation of every individual farmer by ofEermg such

ample compensation as to leave himm no doubt what

was his best policy.
„ , . . ^

This is the principal aim of this Association,

which provides (compensation to the extent of three-

fourths of the loss caused by the slaughter of

animals, which, be it noted, differs veiy materially

from three-fourths of the value, thus :—An animal

valued at llV. is slaughtered, and being considered fit

for human food, is sold. Suppose the proceeds amount

to 1"/ leaving a loss of it. the association pays

three-fourths of this sum-viz., SI. If the compen-

sation were three-fourths of the value, the com-

pensation would be «(7, because the animal has

realised that amount. This brings out a radical

difference tetween the Bill and the policy foimd

successful here, for under the provisions of the BiU

nothing will be gained by promptness or care on the

part of the sufferer, as in any case he wiU receive

half compensation, and by no means can he secure

more. As regards the principal provisions m the

Bill I anticipate that vei^ embai-rassmg questions

He seems to reason on the assumption that the

passao-e of hounds across different districts is the

chief danger to be apprehended from the continuance

of fox hunting under present circumstances.

Now, leaving out of view altogether, for argu-

ment's sake, the question of the possibility of hounds

carrying the plague poLson between their claws, or

of horses conveying it within the interstices of
, ^„„„„^,„ ,„„, ,,,, ^ , ,

their- hoofs, ranging such notions m the category of
, ^,^' ^^^^^^Ji" apprehend that in severarcounties

groundless suppositions-vulgar errors, if you ^^.^
J^. 'f' .^"f'fYLa^n^rthe slauo-hter of convalescent

[;ir,tT«ii;t^x»-^^^^^^^^^

slau-hter-house in Edmbu^h, and at the port of Bristol to ^^ insepai'able from the sport ;
and that IS the ^^« f^^^^^"^ ^^^^^ to the slaughter of such

an^'licenscd slaughter-housefor to any lair ? .f^^
"dj^iccnt ,^^^^^^4 ^ud indiscriminate mingling of cattle of du^ase "^M to suo

dependence, will

li!r!jndc1^f^'^:ririIJrp4^Jd'Stg« f™- fences broken down and gates animal^^po.ssiUy no^^^
^ farmer's ^.atience can

bersis fri^'l^'icW LilS.?oUott^^^^
"^

The present excellent master of the Pytchley some ^nto^.
^^^^^ ^.^^1^ ^^U

to the lairs on the road to the same,
J""^?""^ '^^^J'V?' few weeks ago, cautioned his brother sportsmen ve^ J^^* °^ JlSt tUs be done even if the animal is so

*^;v^edS!>lieteXm*'^ei«SoSr°'""^'^'^^^^1^
13. Pi-ovides for the obtaining a licence. but, alas ! without much Visible goo'i/"ect. Lneou = ^ ^^ nun-fcm examination ?

General Provmo,,, ReMu.o <o CatiU. ness which belonged to everybody, found nobody to
«°;f^^'J

™^; -^^^^^ of human food will be enormous,

^te^tol^C^ 2^^^^^ri^^\''^^'T^'^ 0-ions. As regards

run of the Pytchley on the 7th mst the whole hunt .^^^.^''^^."If^^Zovement of cattle, we

mingling of his «t'P iX^% "^Hime Ms
1

WeT^^'isolated the county by prohibiting the

^"(Ld Te?e are "tnsldefatS n^unS^'stUl ! ingress of cattle, stopped all fairs and markets, and

re°snS''trmOTe'thaii foui-'aiii'mals,' a penalty not exceeding

61. for each animal may be imposed instead of the penalty

"^'5"^Vllere any person is charged before a justice of the

nea -e mth having moved a Uve beast on a public highway itS be Presumed that it has been so moved in contravention

of this Act until the contrary is shown.
j j » ,•„

16 Anv const-able or other peace officer may stop .and dctam

anv live ijeast being moved in his view along any public high-

wav which he has good cause to suspect is being so moved m
oilitravcntion of this Act, and may without warrant appro-
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provided that when disease breaks out, this fact,

per sr, makes it illegal to move any animal within

the distance of one mile of the place where the

disease exists from the time of the outbreak tiU

30 days after the la-st case.

According to this provision the infected district

extends with the disease, and always a mile

beyond. Police-constables watch these infected dis

tricts day and night (without this the prohibition

would be worthless), and all points of ingress from

the south are similarly watched. Our experience

indicates that these are all the restrictions reaUy of

much service in preventing the spread of disea.se.

The country generally may receive the Bill without

expressing much dissatisfaction, because farmers

require to feel the operation of the Act before under-

standing its provisions, but our experience in this

county enables us to anticipate with considerable

certainty what will be the result. James W. BnrcJnij,

Abertlcenxhirc Ilinderpest Association, Aberdeen,

Feb. 21.

8. Salt.—It is literally the case that the death

and decomposition of the animal begin when the

prominent symptoms of the plague show themselves,

and then all hope of saving them is at an end. How
to prevent these fearful signs of a fatal termination

showing themselves is the grand desideratum.

Surely the simplicity of so common a remedy as

rock salt should not prevail against its universal

employment by cattle keepers, it it is, as it is believed

to be, a constituent all-important to the preservation

of life in animals as it is to man. Computing the

number of horned cattle in England at 0,000,000, to

give each animal 1 lb. of salt, a.s suggested by Mr.
Alexander, of Haulkerton, Laurencekirk, N.B., would
require no less a quantity than 2000 tons of salt and
upwards daily. Surely the consumption of this quan-
tity of salt, or anything like it, transferred into the

blood of these cattle, at present in so weak and
unnatural a state for want of it, would in the course

of a few weeks, by the accession of an adequate pro-

portion of saline matter to their blood, so strengthen
them and improve their habit that they would be
fortified against falling under the ravages of the
plague ; for rock salt placed before the cattle, so that
they may at all times obey the instincts of their

nature in licking it, is undoubtedly an excellent

preventive mea-sure, and worthy of universal notice

and adoption. John Ilitehman, Leamiiifjfon, Feb. 24.

'.1. The Calf Trade.—I fear that the permission
of traffic in suckling calves will too effectually

prevent the " stamping out " of the rinderpest. It

is well known in E.ssex that nearly every ca.se of an
infected herd arose in the first instance from the
purchase of an apparently healthy suckling calf.

I know of many such instances in my own neigh-
bourhood, although, fortunately, I have at present
escaped, having declined to purchase my usual supply
of calves.

I believe the fact to be that if, immediately pre-

ceding parturition, the cow receives the germ of the
rinderpest, the calf is also infected, and although for

three to ten days after its birth it may appear
vigorous and healthy, it then succumbs, and infects

the stock with which it is mixed. Having had the
experience of some 30 calves annually, either

reared or bred here, I have observed the same
result with ordinary fever, or other complaints of

the cow. J, J, Mechi, Ttptree Hall, Kelvedon, Fsse.r,

Feb. 22.

Of cour.se, calf-dealers will now ply their trade
vigorously, bringing from one county to another
calves from every herd.

THE ABERDEENSHIRE EXPERIENCE.
[The following is an abridgment of a letter which has been
published by the Secretary of the Aberdeenshire Rinderpest
Association.]

Up to January the disease had been brought into
the county to seven diflferent places, in every case by
cattle, and, spreading from these centres, had
attacked in all 40 different herds ; 93 animals had
died of the disease ; 3G0 animals, either diseased or
in contact with disease, had been slaughtered ; and
the total loss in the county amounted to S^To/.

The disease was extirpated in the end of December,
and the county remained free of disease up to the
10th of January, on which day it appeared simul-
taneously at two new centres ; on the 23d at a third,

and on the 1st of February at a fourth, each at least

seven miles distant from any of the others, and from
any previous seat of disease. I shall detail the
proceedings in each of these cases to illustrate our
mode of action, but I will first state briefly the
principal restrictions on cattle traffic in this county,

i
1. All fairs and markets have been prohibited

I
since September.

2. Since the 1st of December no cattle or sheep
(one lot of the latter only excepted) have been
admitted into the county, and watchers have been
stationed day and night at all accessible jroints along
the southern boimdary of the county to make the
prohibition effective.

3. All movement of cattle, sheep, or other articles

named in the Orders in Council within one mile of
any diseased animal has been prohibited.

Tliere are various other minor restrictions, but
these are the ] iincii il ones rehe 1 on

n-it .

iR t tili thu cl

ed The remaining 8t» ck
1 II two other sheds being

PI ed to stand over but on the
Stb I

)
f the sheds and the sis animih

here w r th 1 t,hteied In the third shed in animal
app are 1 t 1 1 f,hth affected on the 3d of February and
w s il nf, ^th f r others at once slaughtered leavu g two
rn wh ch p to Fe n ar 14 remain un\ff cted

This farm is at least seven miles distant from any
previous seat of disease, the farmer had not taken
in auy new cattle for some months, and his beasts

had not for a considerable time been off his own
premises.

No medium is kno'wn by which the disease could

have been conveyed. The owner is a member of this

association, and will be indemnified to the extent of

three-fourths of his loss, which is also the case in

Cases 3 and 4.

Case 2.—On the SVth of January disease was discovered
at Pitmillan, parish of Foveran, at least 2') miles distant from
any previous case.
On inquiry it was ascertained that a co\

on the 19th of January, and the local pni
days' treatment, recommended that si

which was done, but he did not make a /

tion. On the 27th several animals became alluctcd, and the
parish committee, having heard of the disejise, called in the
county inspector, who found about a dozen animals more or

less affected with cattle plague. The owner was not a member
of this association, and it devolved on the parish committee to

make the best bargain they could with him for his permission
to have the stock slaughtered, the disease being so far spread
that there was no hope of saving any part. Ultimately the
owner agreed to give the beasts at half their value previous to
attack, and the parish committee caused the whole to be
slaughtered and buried the same day (January 27)

The origin of the disease is unknown. The farmer
had not received any new stock for a considerabl

time. It was reported that at Christmas he had
received from Aberdeen a piece of beef sewed up in

a dirty pack-sheet, which had previously done
similar service probably to London ; that the milk-
maid had used it imwashed as an apron, and so, had
the sheeting been in contact with diseased beef, con-

tagion might have been communicated, in milking
or otherwise, to the cow. I am, however, by
means satisfied of the accuracy of this report-.

Case 3.—On the 1st -.i" |.i.(m.,i., .ii-- ,-. -a,- i, i' •' '''1 'it

Mindumo, parish of "II Ml ' ii ri .tiiy

previous case. A cow 1 1 i I

'

;
.

I 1
1

.

.
: I

.
I ; '.' I i.if

January, but being in {\\'\- < iiii.i. .. v.-i' h itvly

slaughtered. On the - M

.

^ ' i i I was
treated by a local prartr I

''. '
i : '

i-i 'tiie

so ill that she was sl-iu .;. i

<'> ' > -i l'- :
i mury

surgeon, after examini'.' ':. I'li v.\-], \: ' .iii;,'-at

.-h, d.-.-l:. l.Lthe
On til.

abi-ni^

Til..' vt... I. , ..[,-] 1. .1 ..1 :;; mi'Mil-, j: being in three shed;

partially Ri.-)i;iiatcd, and 10 hi an upon court.. Two of the sheds,

in each of which some of the animals showed sympt<
cleared ovit, the good meat being sent to market, and the rest

buried. The stock in the third shed and open court we tried

to save, but on the 3d of February disease appeared in the
third shed, and all the animals in it were slaughtered, along
with one yearling in the open court, which also showed
symptoms. Up to this date tlie remaining nine in the court-

yard continue in good health.

In this case also the origin of the disease cannot
be traced. The farmer had taken in no new stock

for two month, excepting a two-year-old from a
neighbour who had bred it, and whose stock con-

tinues healthy. No butcher had been in his byres,

and his cattleman had not been any distance from
home for some time.

Case 4.—On the 9th February disease was reported at

Oldfold, parish of Peterculter, about 12 miles distant from any
other cases. Here a cow took ill on tbn i-t f.f I-vbnt.irj'.

and was treated by a local farrier, but .M I
u '' d He

reported the cause of death to be imi i nlmut
examining the stomach. On the 8th, lmI .iher

animals took ill, and the farmer reportui ! il ' jm li r.m-
niittce. The county inspector, on the Uth, fduml the whole
of the animals in the same shed, IG in number, more or less

affected, and in consequence the whole had to be killed.

Four yeatliiigs, which had been in another shed, we hope
may escape.

In this case the fanner has added none to his stock

since October, and his cows had not been out of the
shed for some time. The whole of their food was the
produce of the farm, and no stranger had been among
the cattle. The servants are all members of the

family, and had not been 10 miles distant for a con-

siderable period.

Case 5.—This case is at Knock, parish of Strahan, county of

Kincardine, IHsoa.se appeared on the -J^d Januarj-. The
11, T^

Tli.

,,.-,1, ,,! -\'-U. "<, II, , 11. .Mh ^,.ir ..I . ,,|Ti..i-|l, and
i.ssix nilks uislant. lioJii ia^ul, Ih^- liuar,:>L ^c-al ol Ul.^t^a.SL',

and about 10 uiilus north-west from the parish of Fettercahii,
where disease exists at perhaps 50 or 60 adjacent farms.

The farmer had not added to his stock since

August last, and had no idea how the disease could
have reached his farm.
From the preceding narrative it is evident that

the weakest point in our organisation lies in the

incapacity of many of the veterinary surgeons or

farriers. Had the disease been reported in three of

these cases when the first animal took ill, I have no
doubt the greater part of the herds would have been
saved by prompt action. It is encouraging, however,

that the disease has not spread from either of these
four centres so far as yet discovered. I need hardly
observe that in each case the whole premises, dimg-
hills, &c., were carefully disinfected.

Such are the chief features of the new outbreaks
which have so much alarmed us—not so much on
account of the immediate residt as the inexplicable
nature of the attacks. In each of the seven previous
cases in which disease was brought into the county
we clearly established the fact that it had been
brought by cattle ; but in only one of the five cases

stated above has any means, rising even to bare pro-

babiUty, been discovered.

Generalising the facts of these fiive cases, it

appears :

—

(1.) That during an interval of 22 days from the
28th of December to the 19th of Januarj-. there was
no visible disease in the county.

(2.) That disease broke out simultaneously at two
places 20 miles apart, and four days later disease

appeared simultaneously at other two places each
seven miles apart, and each seven miles distant from
any previous seat of disease.

(3.) That no cattle or sheep (one lot of the latter

only excepted) have been admitted into the county
from the south since the beginning of December.

(4.) That no cattle had been received on any of the
farms for months previous to the outbreak (except
in the case of Mindiirno, where one animal was
received from a neighbour whose stock is still free

from disease).

(5.) That no food other than the produce of the
farm (oil-cake alone excepted) had been used in any
of these cases. In all the cases the animals first

attacked were cows which had not received any
oilcake.

((i.) That there is no ground for suspicion that the
disease had been brought by persons or articles of

any description, except in the case of the pack
sheeting at Pitmillan.

Without asserting that it is altogether impossible
that disease could have been brought to all these

places by persons, animals, or articles, the amoimt of

negative evidence is so strong that we are certainly

justified in looking for some other means by which
the disease may have been communicated. Referring
to a map of the counties of Aberdeen and Kincar-
dine, it will be seen that the five new centres of dis-

ease lie nearly in a straight line from south-west to

north-east, and, further, that if this line is continued
south-westwards it passes through the parish of

Fettercairn (distant on the map some 10 miles from
the nearest of the five cases and 40 from the most
distant). Since the 1st of Januarj' about (.iO farms
in the parish of Fettercairn and immediate neigh-
bourhood have been attacked by the disease, and as

the farmers have attempted to cure, that district

necessarily became a complete hotbed of rinderpest.

Can there be any connexion between this hotbed of

disease and these five outbreaks occurring at inter-

vals in nearly a straight line running N.E. from it ?

[Then follows a meteorological history of the period,

and the writer continues.]

If we are justified in tracing this outbreak to the
infected centre of Fettercairn, we cannot resist the
conclusions that we have in our midst a disease so

virulent that the germs retain their vitality after

being carried by the wind 30 or 40 miles, and so

penetrating that it finds its way, unaided save by the
wind, to the most secluded hamlets, and into the
vciy sheds where our animals are housed ; and it

must be clearly evident that ifwe allow it to increase in

any locality unchecked, we have no means of prevent-

ing its communication to an indefinite extent in

every direction. We are more than ever convinced
that the only way in which we can cope with this

gigantic evil is U^ " stamp it out," wherever it occurs

and at any cost. Were this done, were all infected

places isolated, all affected animals killed at once,

and all tainted articles disinfected, we might then

allow a moderate degree of liberty in regard to the

movement of cattle ; and thus, while doing all that

can be done to obliterate infectious centres, relieve

the agricultural interest of the country from some
degree of that restriction which will, if continued, be

felt by-and-by to a ruinous extent. As soon as our

cattle are put out to graze we may expect the disease

to increase a hundredfold if infected districts are

allowed to harbour the plague, and to become a

constant source of pestilence to every farm and

every animal for many miles around. Jnvies W.
Barchuj^ Hon. Sec. Aberdeen Association^ M'b. 14.

THE LONDON COWHOUSES.
[Mr. raiiter'.s evidence before the Commission.]

Thk state of the London dairies themselves is not

such as to encoiu-age the propagation of disease.

Forty or fifty per cent, of them are well managed
and kept clean, and well ventilated and drained.

There are exceptions which are grossly mismanaged.
The usual mode of treating a cowshed in London
ith regard to replenishing the stock is, that as soon

as a cow gets down to about 5 quarts of milk a day,

the dairyman looks at her, and considers what she is

worth the most for ; and, as they do not usually

breed in London, she is sent to the butcher generally

when the quantity of milk gets down to 5 quarts
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9 day. Cows are replaced twice and three times in

the year. A person who keeps 5i) cows would have
to buy quite liju usually in the year. The average
time that a cow remains is not more than six

months—hardly that. The moment she gets down
to this low supply of milk she is sent into the
u^arket to be sold to the Imtohers, and veiy often the

pleuro-pneumonia takes them off long before that.

The Lomlon d,airies are never free from the pleuro-

pneumonia for many weeks together. I think this

is the result of the unnatural feeding. It comes
from the artificial and heavy feeding upon brewers'
grains in a great measure, that system being resorted

to for forcing the milk to the greatest extent ; and
from the constant purcha^iug of animals in the

market, which introduces infection.

The usual mode of feethng the .animals in the

London dairies is with brewers' grains in summer
.and winter too. "We give them about a bushel and
a quarter, or from that to a bushel and half to each
cow, and about lolb. of hay, and about 301b. of

Mangel Wiu-zel, and 4 lb. of meal (Pea-meal
principally), in addition to that feed in the winter.

In the summer. Grass instead of h.ay and Mangel
Wurzel. This mode of feeding, though it damages
the constitution of a cow, is in order to force the
greatest quantity of milk which the dairyman can
get. The gain more th.an covers all the loss ; at

least it is supposed so. In our suburban district

(Hendon) we give them more air, and feed them
more on Grass in the fields. We do not feed them so

he.avily upon grains and artificial food as they do in

London. We give them much more natural food.

We turn them out from about July to October.

Some follow that practice, and some do not. The
cows always lose condition by being turned out

;

that is invariably the case. They lose milk too to

the extent of a quart a day, unless the pastiu'e is

very good indeed.

Question.—It has been suggested by some wiiters in the
iwiiers that it woTild be desirable to do away with the d.-iijies

in London; what is your opinion upon tli.at point? Would
it be a desirable thing for the health of the cattle ?

Certainly the London atmosphere cannot be a very
wholesome one for the cattle to breathe ; in a great
many parts of London at any rate. The trade could
be carried on without having the dairies in London
itself. The deficiency of milk is w^onderfuUy kept
Tip now by what comes from the country. Milk is

brought by train, and London seems to suffer very
little as regards the quantity of milk since the cattle

plague has been in existence. I consider that the
milk we have at Hendon is better than the milk that
is produced actually in the cowsheds in London.
The practice in a cowshed in London, when a
dairyman finds that some of his anim.ils have fallen

sick with any disease, is to send them direct to the

market to be slaughtered for what they are worth, if

the cowkeepers are once satisfied that it is the
I>leuro-pneumonia. If it is the footand-mouth
complaint they w'ould keep them to go through it.

And hundreds and thousands of animals with inci-

pient cattle plague upon them have been sent out
to the markets in this way. I have witnessed them
myself in the Metropolitan Market with the plague
upon them, some in its iirst stages, .and some in the
more advanced stages. If the animal is too much
diseased to pass the inspector in the market, he
condenms it, and it is sent to the slaughter-house ;

there it is slaughtered, and the meat inspector then
inspects it, and if it is considered unfit for human
food it is condemned, and sent to the knackers. If

it is considered fit for hiunan food, it is passed, and
goes to Newgate.

(?.— I think I understood you that in the London dairies

they get a larger qu.intity of milk, but the qu.ality is not .so

guod as that obfciined in the rural distrieU. In what respect
is the quahtv diilereut?

I think the difference is on accoimt of the extra
feeding. The quantity of the milk is forced by
grains and mangel-wurzel, and distillers' wash, to

such an extent in London that the milk becomes
much thinner.

(?.—You do not think thjit there is more cream in the milk
jtroduced in the l^ondon dairies than in what comes from the

The only reason why the milk-sellers sometimes
say that there is more cream in the London milk is

because it is set for cream much earlier than it can
be when it h.is to travel. When milk comes up
from the country there is the friction of travelling,

.and it gets cold. In my opinion, the milk coming
from the country, from Aylesbury, for instance, and
from Swindon, is much better than what the

Londoners ever had before. As to can-ying the u
in that way in summer there w^ould be some difficulty

in keeping it sweet unless the trains were put on
differently to what they are now. If the railway
companies would .accommodate the farmers it could

be done. The aver,age quantity of miUi that a good
cow is supposed to yield per day varies according to

the different stages after calving. I can state the
average of Lord Granville's 130 cows. We consider

that about 1 1 quai-ts is a good average ; that w'ould

be partly for cows in milk .six months, and some
three months, and some one month. Our best cows
average from 18 to 20 quarts a day, and now and
then they come up to 2.5 quarts, but that is quite an
exception. [Mr. Panter then repeated his evidence

as to the attack of the plague in Lord Granville's
herd.]

None of the 130 cows had Iil-cii Umie.l .nil at aU before the
time when they were taken ill .ii tli.. ^th iif .Vugust, but as
soon as the plague attacked thtiii lln.y \vi ic turned into a large
open space where there w.asjpluiitv .1 ;; 1 Grass and water.
They had not therefore been at ull uu.ntli.j lields where llr.

Mis.senden's c.Lttle were, but had Ijeen kept closely tied up,
.and supplied with the West Middlesex water fi-oiu the
Thames, brought down m pipes for a di.st.ance of five or
six miles. With regard to the ventilation in the best
shed. Dr. Laukester came down and me;isured it recently.
I think he said it w.as 1200 cubic feet to each cow. We
have ventilation along the roof, and at each end. There
are four windows, not opposite to each other, but placed
across in a triangiilar manner. It is a shed about 100 feet
long, with sis double doors. We always le^ive the top door
open when the state of the atmosphere will allow of it. The
air in the shed ia thus pure—is open to the held, and on high
ground. The cows stand head to head, with a four-foot path-
way between them. The breath of the cows sti*ikes you .as

being hot in w.alking down : otherwise, exceptwhen the weather
is exti'emely hot, there is a very nice .air in w.arm weather.
The ridge ventilation continued right along, one ridge tile

being raised above the others, and that was the shed where the
first cow was attacked, viz. our best ventilated shed, holding 50
cows. No one going into that shed h.ad been near to the
Dutch cows that had been ill. The Dutch cows were a mile
away. We took the greatest trouble to avoid any infection.

I believe there was no kind of connection which might
have taken pLace between those cows and those in our shed.
I believe that this disease was a spontanous outbreak in our
own shed. I have been nine weeks occupied with it, and have
had very great anxiety and trouble during those nine weeks,
.and I never could arrive at any other conclusion. It coidd
have had nothing to do u-ith the ventilation, because I beheve
the shed is ]''

t f' '^ n. fit .~it could be made so, and we had
been using ii i

' ^ i; * i. h as chloride of lime, eversince I

had first In i ise in London. We have always
used quickli . i^ the moisture and ammonia.
Wben Prufu^. .. 1;;...^;. ..nd Professor Simonds came to
Golders Green, they were nowhere near the sound cows at all.

When we use disinfectants we apply it to the carcase of the
cow, to the floor, and even to the mangers. The cows were
not absolutely washed ; they were sprinkled. We wash them
now with Burnett's disinfecting fluid, and with Condy's fluid,

and with chloride of lime as well. It is the new stock that
I am speaking of. The 16th of August was the time when we
bought the first 1*2, but two of those 1'2 were attacked, not at

our Golders Green r-.i i •
;• : ..:. :;. r ium. Simc then

there h.as been no ;nt * l I' :
i ! .- n, 'i. f that

those disinfectants li: I. .

i

i in n
: \ f n'. r

i inn.uiae

I tried them a long tnin- i.iti.; iln^ ni . i-i nrnkn .nil m the
first instance. I believe ll l.s spuulaueuus ill iLs nuyiii, but
most contigious on the same premises. I may mention the
case of another cowkeeper who nos actu.ally issued circidarsto

his oustomera to say that by cleanliness and various other pre-
cautionshe has kept clearfrom the plague,[and afterhaving issued
those circulars to his customers the pLitme broke out among
his cows a few days ago. I do nut know that that will not be
the case with Colonel Talbot's next week.* i believe in

contagion. 1 am boiuKl to do so after what I have heard and
cx|Hiun i inn I : I L mention that I have four or five

min 1
n

i \ irds, and some within -200 of me,
win. (

;
I
n ,n

. .iltogether until now, whose cows
havr n-n, II ini\' n n uli ll- i>n.l COWS aud with infected herds.

Home Correspondence.
leum Ciiltiiutiiiii.—I can speak with the greatest

satisfaction of the results obtained by the use of

the steam cultivator. These are of a permanent
character, ^\^lere the ditches on a farm have
been properly attended to, and are sufficiently deep,

steam cultivation will render underdraining unne-
cessary. In some of my sandy and gravelly land, at

a depth vai-j'ing from '<! to 14 inches below the .sur-

face, there is a hard pan or bind perfectly impervious

to water. Where this pan exists, which it does to a

great extent on soils of this kind, in di-y weather the

land becomes so parched that vegetation is w'ithered,

while in wet weather the land is unapproachable
both to horses for the purpose of tillage, and to sheep

for feeding off Turnips. Underdr.aining is of no
avail unless the drains almost touch oiie another.

But where this pan or bind has been broken thi'ough

by subsoiling, the hand appears to change its very

nature. The ordinary operations of tillage need no
longer be set aside, and horses and sheep go on
it without difficulty. If this pan is more than (1 or

7 inches in dejjth, it can only be effectually broken

by the aid of steam, and it is desirable to go over the

field twice, the " lifters " of com-se being taken off

the shares, and the second operation - being con-

siderably deeper than the first. This deep sub-

soiling cannot be done satisfactorily with hor.ses,

for the deeper the subsoil plough has to go, the

greater is the number of horses required, the tnample

and tread of which alone must create another bind in

the place of the one to be removed. In my case this

simple but permanent operation with the steam
cultivator h.as, I am convinced, added considerably

to the actu.al value of the freehold, so that the cost,

whether it be a few shillings more or less jier acre,

is not worth considering. I believe that on niost

arable lands, even where there is no natnr.al bind,

the tread of the horses and the sole of the plough

form in the oour.se of time an artificial bind,

which becomes as impervious as the natm-al p<an.

I may, I think, assume that a farmer who occupies

as little even as 300 acres, the greater part of which
is arable, can scarcely get on with satisfaction to

himself unless he h.as' a portable steam-engine. It

is almost indispensable, not only for threshing, but

for cutting h.ay and straw into chaff, and for cracking

.and grinding his inferior corn for cattle, sheep, and

pigs. I know he in.ay liire for threshing ; but this

is often attended with serious inconvenience. He
caimot obtain the engine at the time he wants it,

and, when he does, is obliged to thresh out a great

deal more than he otherwise would, and a great

' It did prove to be the ciise,

sacrifice of str.aw is the general result ; while^for the
other purposes I have referred to, hiring is out
of the question. The scarcity of food last winter
taught us, at all evente, that "we could
economise to a great extent, and that we had
in former years wasted enormous quantities of
food. We then found that straw cut into chaff
and mixed with pulped Mangels or Turnips makes
excellent food. I can only speak from experience.
I tried to do all this work with horses, but I utterly
failed, and then had recourse to steam with great
success. Having gone so far I soon discovered that,

with an additional outlay of about 200Z., I could also

cultivate with steam. I accordingly purchased
Howard's tackle, and have indeed evei-y reason to
rejoice that I did so. Now, what I want the farmers
to see is, that for all ordinary purposes a steam=
engine is a real necessity ; th.at if they will only
take care to have one somewhat larger than is

required for threshing, they can, with an .additional

outlay of 200?. or 250Z., cultivate also with steam,
and that this additional expenditure is a mere trifle

compared with the advantages obtained. To go on
plodding with the plough and horses in these days
reminds one of some prejudiced men of former days,

who w'ere so attached to things as they were, thafc

they would not travel by rail if they could only find

a stage coach ! Steam cultivation will do for agri-

culture wh.at the railrotids have done for internal

communication throughout the length .and breadth
of the land. I will tmdertake to say that the advan-
tages of steam cultivation are so great that they
only require to be known and its use must become
general. J. Loclie King.

Toharco-growinij in Ireland.—About -40 years ago
the cultivation of Tobacco had been successfully

carried on in the south-eastern portion of Ireland,

especially about Enniscorthy, in the county of Wex^
ford. Its mode of culture, and preparation for sale

to the tob.acconist, and its money returns, were so

very great that many feared it would supersede

Potato culture by absorbing all the small farmers'

farm-yard manure, artificial mantires being then

little heard of, and the culture of green crops for

stock-feeding very little practised but by a few of

the aristocr.acy, who about that lime, or a little

before, had Swedish Turnips and Mangel Wurzel
introduced for the first time. The Government of

the day, who were anything but free-traders, seeing

the effect of Tobacco-culture in Ireland as calculated

to lessen the revenue, the Irish Tobacco bidding

fairly to supersede the use of the foreign growth,

introduced a Bill into Parliament which enacted

that home-grown Tobacco in Ireland should bear as

heavj' a duty as that imported, regardless, I believe,

of the difference in quality. This put an almost

complete check to this species of Irish industry.

Indeed, there has been none grown since, except by
stealth, and at the grower's risk of being seized by
" the ganger." Wien allowed to be grown freely,

and wherever since grown " under the rose," its

acreablo sales amounted, according to quality, to

between liO/. and 1.50/. ; the produce being from

1200 to 2.500 lb. per acre. Since free trade began to

act, as m,any believed, and stiU believe, so detrimental

to the interest of the corn-growing farmers, an Ii-ish

M.P. now and then suggested in Parliament the

justice of allowing their constituents to grow

Tobacco, subject to what is, I believe, called an ail

mlm-em duty. But " the imited wisdom," taken as

a whole, but laughed at the idea of growing

Tobacco to perfection in Ireland. Indeed, I

well remember some discussions on the subject

in the Onrdfnerg' Chronicle, when the great

Dr. Lindley him.self pooh-poohed it ; and except

by stealth, as .already said, the "weed "ceased to

exist in the Emerald Isle, notwithstanding the

great demand for it by all classes, and the viist

pecuniary returns it woidd be sure to bring in to the

working farmers. Much as I had thought of its

great profits from my early experience in its culture

and preparation, I was by no means prepared to

expect what I had seen at the Christmas show of

the Royal Dublin Society. A gentlem.an farmer

from the neighbourhood of New Ross in the county

of Wexford, exhibited there some of the finest speci-

mens of Tobacco, grown on his own farm, ever before

seen in DubUn, whether of native or foreign growth.

The acreable produce he assured all who questioned

him on the matter was 8000 lb. ; and I heard a

Tobacco manufacturer say that such Tobacco to him
for his various purposes in traile would be worth at

least U. per lb. , and turning in to the grower 1 GOO/, per

acre. Now, if even one-half that sum could be

obtained, would it not be worth the notice of the

Chancellor of the Exchequer to devise some regulation

in trade by which the growth of this plant woidd be

encouraged as a source of profit to the grower, and a

fertile but not as now an oppressive source of

revenue to the nation ? I thiiJc it would be to the

interest of the nation that such laws in its regard

should be enacted to encourage this species of Irisb

industry. A question now suggests itself, how could

such excise laws be enforced without either in-

volving a great expense in collecting the revenue, or

allowing the laws to be evaded. I think it could be

readily done in something like the following manner.

Let a reasonable duty be fixed upon ea^h acre or
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part of an acre so cropped, rendering it com]iulstiry

on the intended grower to pay that aoreable duty,

and take out a licence before lie conld plant the

crop. By snch restrictions no one would befool enough

to undertake Tobacco growing without adequate

capital and skill to grow and prepare the

crop in the most profitable manner. I throw

out these crude hints with the view of call-

ing public attention to this important matter, and

eliciting the views of your common-sense readers .at

both sides of the Channel, for, as we are supposed to

be a united people, all members of the same body
politic, whatever seriously affects the interests of so

large a portion of the empire as Ireland is, must
affect the whole community in an indirect if not in

a direct manner. At yom' side the Channel your

people are crying out for a repeal of the malt duty

and tax upon Hops. Both of those questions affect

us also, but far less under existing piicumstances

than a repeal, or at least an equitable inoijification of

the duty on Irish-grown Tobacco, would affect you.

yicotine, BithlUi.

Scottish Chamber of Agricultdee ; Feb. 14.

—This was a meeting to hear the report of the depu-

tation appointed to iittend the Conference of agricul-

turists held in London, and to accompany the depu-

tation from that body to Sir George Grey. Mr.
Goodlet, of Bolshan, President of the Chamber, and
Mr. Milne, Niddry Mains, were the deputation ; and
Mr. Snow, Chairman of the Edinburgh Fleshers'

Association, who attended the Conference as repre-

senting the interests of the fleshers of Edinbiu-gh
and Glasgow, was also present at the meeting.
The Chairsiax gave a detailed accoivnt of the pro-

ceedings of the deputation in London. With regard
to the Conference, he said that he found the English
agriculturists quite unanimous in favour of the total

stoppage of the transit of cattle through the country
for a limited period. They stated what seemed
to him good grounds for the entire stoppage
of traffic—narrating many instances of infection
having been conveyed by railway trucks, and
in other ways, where the utmost possiljle pre-

cautions had been used, and arguing that, owing
to the system of cross roads, it was impossible to

eradicate the disease so long as there was any tr,T,nsit

of cattle along them—and he confessed he had been
brought very much to their way of thinking. How-
ever, as the Chamber of Agriculture had declared,

and it was the feeling of the Scotch farmers, that it

was perfectly safe to allow fat cattle to be removed
from farms to the market to be sold for slaughter,

he had, along with Mr. Milne, supported an amend-
ment to that effect made by Mr. Snow, against the
motion declaring the entire prohibition of all transit

of cattle necessary. The other resolutions proposed
at the meeting were adopted withoxit much difliculty

He had with much pleasiu-e moved the third resolu-

tion, >vhich was to the effect that iill plague-stricken
animals, and all cattle which had been in direct
contact mth them, should be slaughtered—the latter

clause of the motion refeiTing to animals in direct
contact with those which had been seized havin;^
been added by tlie English agripulturists, on the
strong recommendation of the Scotch deputation
He saw from Sir George Grey's statement, in intro-

ducing the Government Bill, that he did not adopt this
resolution in its full extent, but had simply ordered
the destruction of all plague-stricken animals,
leaving it in the power of local authorities to say
whether the Order should apply to animals which
had been in direct contact with those which had
been .seized. He regretted this very much, and he
thought the Club might consider the propriety nf
making a representation to Government on the sub-
ject. The deputation had .strongly lU'ged, wherever
they had the opportunity, that local authorities
luider the Bill should embr.ace a large number of
practical men—say that they should be composed
one-half of county gentlemen and one-half of farmers.

Mr. Hope, Fenton Barns, said it appeared that the
only difference between the proposals of the Chamber
of Agriculture and the resolutions adopted by the
Conference and embodied in Sir George Grey's Bill,

w,%s in regard to the slaughter of fat cattle—the
Chamber of Agriculture holding that they should be
sent to the butcher, and the Conference declaring
that the butcher should go to them. Though there
was a great deal in what the Chairman had reported
regarding the position of English agriculturists and
feeders of stock, he was still of opinion that in
Scotland at le-ist it would be much better t« allow
the cattle to be seut to the kilUug places or
slaughter-houses in the county towns or the
metropolis, or anywhere else. He thought the
sending out of butchers to the farmers to kill the
stock there was almost cert'iin to si)niMl I he i1i,(m.;,.

In England, in consequence of the ^i. ;
. ihniI], r

of railways, and the practice of scmlii^ i . ;, \,\

these railways, the chances of danger liwiu uliowiug
the transit of cattle might be very great. Still,

considering that it was proposed to stamp out the
plague by at once killing all animals that were
really ill, it appeared to him that there was very
little danger in that respect. There was another

point in the Bill which was of still greater impor-

tance. The Government did not propose to destroy

animals wliieh had been in actual contact with
diseased animals. As long as matters remained in

that position, he was quite sure the disease would
not be stamped out.

Mr. Melvin, Bounington, said he thought the

Club should press upon Government the propriety of

killing all cattle that had been in immediate contact

with diseased animals. With regard to the proposals

to stop entirely the trairsit of cattle, he knew no
more effectual way to spread the disease than by
sending out butchers from Edinburgh and Glasgow
from farm to farm to slaughter cattle, as would
under such a prohibition requir-e to be done. That
had always been his opinion, and he stated it at the

general meeting of the Club in December last. He
thought the safest, as well as the most convenient

way, was to send healthy cattle to the markets for

immediate slaughter.

Mr. SWAX said he hoped the Farmers' Club would
do all in their power to press upon Government to

allow healthy cattle to be sent to the markets for

slaughter.

Mr. Dawdson said the Club must give a decided

expression to its view that all cattle which had come
in direct contact with diseased stock should be

slaughtered as well as the animals actually seized.

If disease broke out in a stock of cattle, say of 100,

he found from inquiry that not more than three or

four of the number would escape the disease. One
by one they died, and were buried, and while they
lingered there was no chance whatever of getting
rid of the disease. Probably out of a stock of TOO,

9.5 would die in the course of a month, and be
entirely lost ; whereas, if all the animals which had
been in direct contact with the diseased cattle were
slaughtered on the first appearance of the disease,

SO per cent, of them might he available for human
food. With regiird to the question of assessment for

compensation, he thought the rate to be proposed

should be a general and not a county rate.

A long conversation foUqwed, in which the feeling

of the meeting was unanimously expressed in favour
of a peremptory order for the slaughter of all cattle

having been in direct contact wuth diseased animals
—meaning thereby .all cattle which had been cnn-

fine(l in the same inclosure. Some difference "i'

opinion was expressed upon the question as to the

entire stoppage of transit — the majority of thoae

present being apparently in favour of the sending
of fat cattle to the markets and killing-places for

immediate slaughter. The Chairman, however, said,

that being decidedly of opinion that all transit of

cattle should be stopped for a limited, period, he
would, if the matter were to go to the vote, be com-
pelled to move to that effect ; and on his representa-

tion it was agreed not to come to any deliverance

upon the matter. It was then remitted to the

Parliamentary Bills Committee to prepare a memorial
embodying the views of the General Committee on
the Government Bill ; and it was also left to the
committee to consider whether a general meeting of

the Club should not be held on an early day to con-

sider the whole subject.

3Ucbiclug.
Tlic Canli: Piafiuc, n-ilh Ollirlal Bejwits, ,Jv. By
John Gamgee, Princip.al of the Albert Veterinary
College, &o. E. Hardwicke, 11)2, Piccadilly.

[First Notice]

Professor Gamgee has long been distinguished by
his efforts to raise the general body of his profi

sion not only in public estimation, but intrinsically,

by an education fitting them for the great and
useful field they occupy. He has also for many
years been impressed, much more deeply than the
generality of those who are interested in the subject,

with the great losses actually incurred by stock-

owners, and the greatly increased risks they run
owing to an imperfect knowledge and an imperfect
appreciation of the diseases of our Uve stock.

Perhaps he has all along exhibited a confidence on
these subjects, which though events have proved it

true and just, was nevertheless beyond what the
facts of the case, as kiiown either to himself or any
other authority, ever warranted at the time. And
his reputation as an authority and prophet no doubt
suffered at the time, from his failure to substantiate

and prove the case of cow-keepers and other stock

owners as it was presented by himself at the time of

the fruitless attempt to pass a Cattle Diseases BUI
some years ago.

His arguments and assertions, especially in
reference to some of the less fatal diseases to which
cattle are liable, broke do\vn in the Committee of the
^ouse of Commons before which that Bill was
examined. And his warnings on the subject of

limlerpest and other diseases have thus been less

lirriled than they would have been, had they been
IViuuded less on the large and somewhat
uueertain surface of what he hclicrcd, and,

J^s it turns out, believed correctly, than on
the smaller foundation it might be, but an
unassailable one of actual fact and experience, to

Thioh he could have called attention without risk of

heing successfully opposed. Nevertheless, as events

have turned out, we may say that the impressions
formed by Professor Gamgee, and so confidently
uttered years ago, have all been realised ; all his
warnings have been justified ; and had he possessed
the power of carrying out the measures which for

years he has been advocating, English agriculture

woidd have never suffered the tremendous losses she
is irow experiencing.

No one, therefore, has a better right to claim a
hearing upon Riudeqiest from English agriculturists

than the author of this portly volume which he has

now issued on the subject. It contains an elaborate

discussion of the whole history, symptoms, post-

mortem appearance, nature, and treatment of the

Cattle Plague -, with the fullest possible details on
the subject of prevention. It gives a full accomic of

all that Government has done, and of the experience

of every coimtry on the subject ; and it publishes

official reports of the International Congresses of

Veterinarians held in 1863 and 1SG5 at Hamburg
and Vienna respectively. Of course so large a work
hurriedly prepared exhibits signs of hasty editorship.

The reports of the International Congresses are ver-

batim ! and ought to have been condensed one half.

The republication of all past Orders in Council

merely adds to the weight and bulk and cost of an
unwieldy book. And even the detailed account of

the .several counties appears to us to be unueces-

s,arily long. The first part of the book is

however quite what we want— an exhaustive

treatise of the nature of the calamity, and of

all that can beai' on the work of reducing or

dismissing the heavy burden which now lies on
English agricidturists. We shall refer at length

next week to the contents of this part of the volume ;

meanwhile we add the following extract from the

Preface of the author :

—

for
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ticjitment of the disease, but wb.it has been said on the
subject I have felt it my duty to say in deference to public
opinion in this country. The question has not been set aside.
Had I consulted my own desires alone, I should have dis-

missed the subject in one short sentence, by pronouncing the
\iselessnes3, and deprecating the adoption, of curative treat-
ment. We should never treat cases of pl.igue in Great
Britiiin. They may do what they choos. i 1 1

Kn- i . ,
i ut here

it is our duty to prevent or cxtermin."t< ' ii.l not
play with it by using drugs. "While

vilogeirk through the pres.s I have been den i.

of sufficient time to do it ample justice, tla't I Ii:l(i more
leisure I might have said better and more briefly wh.at I have
felt it my duty to say—well or ill, at least promptly and
honestly.

" The publication, for the first time in this comitry, of the
official repoi-ts of the International Vctcrinarj' Congix-sses is,

in ray opinion, most important and appropriate now. The
discussions which took place both in Hamburg and Vienna

i so much to the rindeilJcst, and were conducted by
able from every part of Europe, that they can only .

towards the end of this month, and the heaps in the
fields to which their contents are taken should not
now be carted over. The carts are to be backed up
against the heaps, and should be tipped up so as to
throw the manure to a strfficient height. Fermenta-
tion will thus be favoiu'ed ; and the man at the heap
must level it, and at the same time cover it with

his earth. Cows should receive nourishing food for two
or three weeks before calving. Immediately after
calving, the cow should be offered a drink of luke-
warm water, with two or three handfuls of Oatmeal
diffused through it. A mash of boiled Barle.y and
Linseed (from two to three pounds wiU be suificient),

given at night and morning, will assist materially in
opening the digestive system, and preventing fever
In the course of a few days the animals may b(

enh.-ince, and enhance largely, the value of this work. They safely ted vnth ordinary food, takmg care that the
refer, in part, to other diseases, but as they have not been, and TlUTlips are never frosted or wet. Give the calf, if
are not likely to be, pubUshed in any other fomi here, I h.ave

, it jg to be brought up by hand, a pint and a-half of
determined on givmg them i» M^cMO. At no time could the .. ,, , -111.^*^1.. ',

. , . ...

inform.ation embodied in both reports be more acceptable to
!

^'^ mothers milk three times a day to begin with,

Englishmen than at the present c

Calendar of Ooerations.

gradually increasing the quantity to a quart, and
then to two quarts twice a day, until the animal is a

I month old, when the quantity of milk shoidd be
increased to from four to six quarts daily ; and

March.—Hoc young AVheat when the land is dry, afterwards artificial food, such as Linseed meal
cither by hand or Ijy liorse-hoe ; and this may be boiled to a jelly. Bean meal. Barley flour, or Oatmeal,
preceded or followed by the roller.

I

may be given with the milk, and hay be placed in a
Jlarch is the principal seed time for Oats. • rack before it.

Biirlrif may be sown, three bushels per acre, '
-R'' f</irrp may be shorn before being sent to

towards the end of the month, on the gravelly and market. The folding over Turnip lauds should be

sandy classes of soils, when the land is dry. Both completed by the end of March. Swedish Turnips
Oats and Barley are the better for washing before being finished, the Mangel Wurzel comes into use.

being .so\vii : 2 oz. of blue vitriol (sulphate of copper) The passage from the one kind of food to the other

dissolved in 1 gallon of water wiU suffice for 4 must be effected during the course of a week or two,

bushels. This tends to prevent smut.
,

commencing with a sprinkling of the one kind, and
(r'niss nnd Clmer .Srrf.t should be sown towards the ending with a sprinkling of the other. When any

end of the month, with either Wheat, Oats, or Barley.
;

of the ewes are scant of milk, that of the farrow
The broadcast sowing machine will sow any quantity cow forms the best substitute, as having a larger

from 8 to IS lb. of the mixed Clover seeds, and at a proportion of curd than that from a newly-calved

seoind time from 2 to 4 pecks of Grass-seed per acre, cow, and so more nearly resembling ewes' milk. If

The land is then to be harrowed, or bush-harrowed, Turnips are scarce and Grass backward, ewes will

across the drills of com, if these are up, and roUed. require chaff of Clover hay and meal to keep them
Pntntos should be planted either on manure in the in full milk. The .young lambs should be castrated,

ch-ills, in rows 24 to 30 inches apart, or they may be flock-marked, and have their tails taken off, when
dibbled by a foot dibble where the land is very soft, two or three weeks old, choosing a moist warm day
wliich will cost about 4.'!. per acre, or they may be for the purpose.

planted by spade at a cost of !).(. to 1 2.5. per acre. In /''.'/«.—The earlier litters may be expected towards
this case "the manure is spread broadcast, the first March. The sow must be confined to the .sty some
trench made by the spa<le across the ridge, the sets weeks before she brings forth, and she must be fed

then planted by a child, the second trench then made, with abundance of nourishing and watery food,

the earth taken out of it being used to fill the fii-st, I
There can be nothing better for her than boiled

the manure, however, lying on the surface between !

Carrots and Parsnips, mingled with 2 or 3 lb. of

the two, being first cleaned off it on to the top of the ;
Barley meal daily.

11 rst row of sets. In light shallow .soils it is a good
I

-Ortiry 7'l()-;«.--Thosc calves which are not required

plan to plough in the sets and the manm-e every 1
for weaning or fattening, arc .sold at a very early

third furrow. The dung is laid in heaps, 5 or (i yards ' age to the butcher, and ehcese-making commences,
apart, in parallel rows, at about the same interval, in ' During this month the complement of the dairy

the direction in which the field is to be ploughed. I
should be ni.ade up by a judicious purchase of

When the ploughs are started, four people have an inealvers. If heifers already predominate, it may
equal portion of the field allotted to them, and plant be weU to buy older cows ; if, on the contrary, the

the sets in every third furrow ; an equal number of
,

present stock be aged, heifers should be selected,

people carry the manure from the heaps, and spread
j

During this month the cheese-pan is placed in a

it above the sets, finishing three acres a-dav. warm situation, and the temperature of the milk

C'rtovJi's.—The land for this crop having been deeply 'should be about 84° Fahr. The temperature of the

ploughed and manured in the autumn, may receive cheese-room should also be raised to (;0° Fahr.

a scarifying and harrovring towards the end of this

month. On light soils a good preparation for Carrots
is a clean crop of Turnips fed off on the land.

Parsnips may be sown in the beginning of this
month, on deeply and cleanly tilled and well-manured
land of the stiffer class of soils. Sow o lb. per acre,

in shallow drills, IS inches apart.
Sjiring Vitclu-x may be .sown this month.
Peas should be sown during March.
Sow GihJmtjc for transplanting in the field in May.
Flnx.—Land ma.y be scarified and well cleaned

now for this crop. It should be of a loamy character,

'

rather adhesive than otherwise. It may be manured
with well-rotted dung now, but should have been

|

manured in autumn. Rape cake is a good manure
for it, sown broadcast now.

Clover Fields should be cleared of all large stones,

'

and roUed.

Land intended for Mangel Wurzel should have
received its final ploughing in autumn, but if on dry
land and in dry weather it may be deeply cross

ploughed now if it still requires it ; but if the ground
be clayey or wet, the ploughing, if needed, should be
confined to the splitting of the ridges, taking care to

keep open furrows. Dig out patohes of root-weeds

from those fields which are to bear fallow crops.

The flowers of the Coltsfoot must be pulled.

Mnmire Heaps in the fields must be turned for use
on the Mangel Wurzel crop. The whole mass may
be well broken for from id. to Id. per cubic yard.

Fenecs.—All planting .should be finished this

month if possible. Finish laying old hedges as early

in the month as possible ; likewise the digging
aroimd and cleaning young hedges.

Grass Lands.—The ewes as they lamb may be
thinly distributed over the sheep pastures ; but if

Clover ooidd be provided it would be better. The
early gron-th of the Grasses should not be checked.

Water Meadows.—A good crop of Grass may now
be expected, and nothing produces so much milk, in

either ewes or cows : hay or other dry food should
be allowed, or the Grass may produce diaxrhcea.

Cattle boxes and yards will require cleaning out

air shoidd be moist, and though well ventilated

there should be no draught through it.

Notices to Correspondents.
Beans: WHtinm Holmes. Mix 2 cwt. e.ach of guano and super-

phosphiite, .and .apply them broadcast on the gi'omid before
the drill.

Pkat : H'ooltliam)ytor< F<iym. Probably "Martin Doyle," whose
address we shall be h.appy tn give you, is the best authority
you can consult, .and he has the adv.antage of knowing nut
otdy Irish experience but the \';ilL- of Keitiiet also.

Sorts of Fowl-s ; J S.
""

.
.'

Baily
Silrrj

Ti'ade List will

Grcii, SpcHhtl,
y.ard fowls. Good

mothers. Not calculate

as a table or market fowl.

An invaluable fowl. Exc
mother ; so hardy it may
weather. Two varieties :

with bhack flight and tail,

bear any confinement. As
excel all other birds,

larger eggs than any otlii.

Thrive iu any locality, how

THE HYDROPULT,

Weighs but
81bG.

f'
v* vk5:|:^|

An Invention foi Throwing \V t i bv Hand Power.

d.

PRICE LIST.

COMl'LETK WITH BrA.SS CYLINDERS AND £
Japanned Stirkup 1

Complete "with Brass Cylinders and
Copper Stirrup 2

The Prico " Complete " as above, includes 2i foot Suctiou and 3 feot

Delivery Hi
.._. ^.^- ^.-:-- t, . =.„,ii t^*

nised Wire Strainer, Rosa and Small Jet.

THE HYDROPULT
is in^Tihiable for use in the

GARDEN for

WATERING BEDS,
SPRINKLING PLANTS,

DROWNING OUT INSECTS,
CLEANSING TREES FROM SMUT3,

DRESSING WITH LIQUID MANUHE,
&.C. &r.

CAUTION.
iuroiiTAKT TO TiiK PcBLic—The esteuslve sale of the Ilydi-opult

baa excited the cupidity of 6o-called respectJible, but in reality

unprincipled Manulacturers, who are now palming on the Public

worthless imitations ol" the Hydropult, and through their connec-
tions are enabled to place said devices on exhibition, antl for sale. In

many of the principal Irouoiongery and Seed Establishments through-

out the city and provinces. These devices resemble In many respects

espectfully intimates that parties wishing to purchase the Hydropult
should examine the machine offered for sale, and see il it has

attached thereto a label, with the following words :—*' The Hydropult,

Vose's Patent, manufactured only by Griffiths it Bbowitt,

Birmingham. Chakles Pomebot Buttov, Proprietor. 142 and 143,

Cbeapside, London." Unless this label is attached, tho Machine is

not the Hydropult.

Prospectuses^ with Testimonials., on application.

HYDROPULT SHOW ROOM, 142 k 143, CHEAPSIDE. LONDON.

IMPEPJAL SUGAR BASIN.
SECURED BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

USEFUL, OKXAMENTAL. UNIQUE.

seldom or never out of (

very easily reared. Pull' ; '

winter layers. Crerecceur-^ - 1

1

layers, producing an uiiu >
1

!

dTiriri},' the autumu when i..

Tlt.-.v ^r^ .-.y.^.-iient table bila^, -.ii'

,^t il.l. \ ii.K -..n-.all homesteads,
/ I , -.t fowl known in France, a very handsome
1

]

'

I i i.f jetblackplumagc; thecomb jsinthefoim
..! I

.. u],>i_!,t iiMins. A delicious table fowl of gi e it

c.xcL-lknt Liycr. Thiives well on a good ran, or firm yard
Well suited for a lodge-gate. Game—Hardy and capital

birds. Good layers, good mothers, excellent for the table

WiU do well in confinement. Suited to eveiy sod and
climate. Varieties : Black and Brown-breasted Reda Duck
wings, Black, White and Piles. Hambiirgs—Yexy handsome
birds, unusually good layers, bear moderate confinement
well. Do not sit ; most atWctive on lawns or at lodge gates

Po/ffK?.*—Remarkably handsome birds, very good layers but
non-sittei-s. Fit for the paddock and cottage om^e, but not

for confinement. Varieties : Golden and Silver Spangled,

and Black with white top-knots. Houclam—A recent intro-

duction from France, where they are considered a very good
table fowl. They are large, of a speckled colour, with top-

knots. Malai/—B.a,rdy and prolific birds, will do well where
all others fail ;

good layers, and well adapted for towns."

The novelty and utility of this Invention <

tructed th-^t by turning the knob on either side of the

Basin it can be covered or uncovered instanth thelidOi ajieaiiDg

into a recei taclo or filse bottom thus not onlj hi\li g the lid ready

lor instant use, but obviatinp the necessity of Its removal from the

table. The Sugar Basin can be used for a Butter Dish.

Price, in white metal, eleotio-plated, £2 2s.

CHARLES rOMEROY BUTTON,

142 and 143, Cbeapside, London, E.G.
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T71INE GRASS LAWNS in FLOWER. GARDENS, &c.

-The groat expense of cutting ftnd carting Tmves from a distance

may be avoided, and a superior Turf product few montha by
", solely of
Moss and

sowing SUTTOli'S LAWN GRASS SEEDS, which c

the flticst and Bhortest-growing kinds, perfectly tVee

other weeds.

From Mr Joun Johnson. Oardener, Nowbray Park, Stuulerlaml,
Jpril 26, 18C5.

" The Lawn Seed we got last year about this time has como up
excellently."

From Mr. Thomas ToLLiNOToy, Gardener to H. W. Vincent, Esq.,
Bradivell Grvve, Burford, January 19.

'* The Grass Seed you supplied me with last season grew remark-

ably well, though sown under trees. I think every seed grew."

From Hkxrt H. Cave, Esq., Desborough, Market Harbormigh,
May 13, 1865.

" The Lawn Grass Seeds I had from you last year have made a very

good turf already."

From J NionTiNOALE, Esq., High Street, Kingston-on Thames,
May 2, 1865.

" I may add that the Gmss Seeds you supplied last year, have (not-

withstanding the very unfavomable season) succeeded very well."

ScTTON & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading. ^

The Cultivation of Bromus Schraderl.

SUTTON AND SONS can supply genuine Seed of the

above New FORAGE GRASS, in packets, for trial, at In. each,

or m largtr quantities at 6s. per lb., with instructions on cultivation.

Sdttow i Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

ATUUAL GRASSES : their Names and Derivations

;

Quality, Produce, Elevation, Situation, Soil, TJso, reculiarit\,

Sciison, Growth, Increase, Time of Flowering, Price, &c.

Free for one postage stamp.

Richard Smith, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

DAVISON'S MIXTURES of GRASS SEED,
lOs. Gd. per bushel ;

per acre, 32«.—Italian Rye-grass, best,

S« per bushel, 14 lb. ; Pacey's Perennial, 6s. Cd. ; Devon Evergreen,

Ok. ; Red Clover, best. \>id. per lb. ; White Dutch, best, lOd. per lb. ;

Trefoil, best, 5)(i. per Ih. ; SwclIo, all the best kinds, i)d. to 10*'. per

lb ; Mangel Wurzel, 9(i. to Is. per lb. PRICED LISTS free.

Hereford.

To Agriculturists.

JOHN JIALDEN, Agricpltural Seedsman,
Bicgleswade. begs to intimate to bis Agricultural Friends that

he has a NEW FODDER PLANT to introduce this season, under
the name of MALDENS CLOVER, or TRIFOLIUM STRIATUM ;

a soft knotted Trefoil.

This Clover has been examined by W. Baxter Smith, Esq., and
several ^)ther eminent Botanists ol the day, and they have passed

upon it the highest encomiums.
The Seed has been introduced at Mark Lane and several country

markets, and. as yet, there has not been a gentleman (eithtr in the
seed trade or not, English or Foreign) that has any knowledge of the
Seed. Its history is short—some Bix years ago, a fnend of mine

''^ " ^--'- -cade) selected
with Foreign

get more than
„ vth of a plant

rill prove a boon to the agricultural world. I lai^t year had
rather more than One Ton of this seed, which 1 sold to my friends at

a low price, ray object being to j;lve it a f;iir trial, and in every case

where I have made in<)iiii\ I ii n. i" nn i the trial has been most
satislactory—there beiii^ .u. .'''.,

i me of the peculiarities

of tills ntaiit is. tin far fin ) i, .

.
. i tij discover, it will grow

i which are Clover sick,

3 crop it will produce, I

TNVTNCIBLE SCARLET SWEET PEA, very fragrant,
X strikingly brilliant, and extremely distinct in colour.—A First-

iiii. Supplifld by the principal

(>i]i; also of Messrs. Krelage, of

, lionary and Haage & Schmidt, of
* . , II iimburgh ; also of the Raiser,

I'lvvs, Sudbury, Suffolk.
Trade on application.

New Dwarf Marrow Pea, LincolnsMre Gem,
3s. M. per quart, sealed.

MARTIN AND SON tiave a few quarts yet left of this
magnificent Pea ; it is early, well-flavoured, and Immensely

prolific ; it has been well tried in this neighbourhood by the side of
Dixon's Yorkshire Hero, Vcitch's, and others, and pronounced to be
the earliest, and double the crop of the former. See Testimonials
in Oardeners' Chronicle.

Address 7, Market Place, Hull; or Cottiogham. Established
78 yeai-8 t^o

To the Trade—Early Peas.

SDTTON AND SONS having very

nearty sold out of their RINGLEADER
PEA, regret that they have for some
liast been obliged to decline all orders from

the Seed Trade.

Sl'tton & Sons have still a good supply of

DANIEL O'ROURKE, SANGSTER'S No. 1

SUTTON'S LONGPODDED TOM THUMB
and DILLISTONE'S EARLY.

SEED P O T A T S , New
WIIEKLER'S MILKY WHITE, is. per pock

"Better tli;i

Potato comnii.
a splendid cm

kllsIIIRE KIDNeV. 3s. I

0, 6a. per peck.
ilie later—better In fact than any

Potato grown, and i.s as white ;liii1 ! i.
.

i. ..
, |

these two cannot bo surpassed in r.. I
i i . i

i ,

risk in dealing boldly with this fill!' I' . . , i i

it in an emphatic lorm that WhtL-K-i
'

.M , i . W ' : - t h- i,.

Potatos, and those who do not gro\v it, niiiy consuior tli

rather behind the age."

—

From an tUilorial arlicte on, rola
Gardeners' Magazine, January 27, 1S66.

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Seed Growers, Gloucester.

QEED rOTA'IO Myatt's Fi
of good quality,

Roval Ashleaf
Prince of Wales
Red Regent

Iv Ashleaf
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NEW and SELECT VEGETABLE SEEDS-

CAULIFLOWER, UAAGE'S DWARF EARLTEST, the first of all

Cauliflowers, veiT h.irdv, an-i immense heads. Is. 6(i. per pkt
SUDBURY LAROE nU'ROVED. very fine, 6(f. per packet

',', SUDBURY NEW LONO WhItE SPINE, splendid

frame, 2s. Gd. per packet
Several lirst-class frame varieties. Is. to Is. Gd. per pkt.

LETTUCE, GIANT BATH COS, flne, large, and hardy, lA. Ga. per oz.

CLIFTON NEW HARDY GREEN CCS, Is. per p.ioliet

„ LONGSTANDER, remarkable for duration, crihp and
excellent, Is. per packet

SUDBURY LARGE WHITE COS, Is. M. per ounce

MELON. PRINCESS ALICE, weight S to 11 lb., and eicellent.

,, LAXTON'S PROLIFIC LOKGPOD, 3s. lid. per quart

„ SUDBURY A 1, WRINKLED, very early, 4s. per quart

RADISH, NEW OVAL SCARLET WHITE-TIPPED, Cd. per pkt
And many other New and Select Seeds. ^

CATALOGUE for 1800 (CULTURAL and DESCRIPTIVE) free

on application.
N, Seed Grower, Sudbury, Suffolk.

Garden and Flower Seeds.
"xrEGETABLE SEEDS in COLLECTIONS,
V 10.S., £1. £2, £3. £4, £.5. The best FLOWER SEEDS, all kinds.

Is. Of/., 'J3. M., 3s. erf., and 5.f. per dozen packets. The choicest

impoitcd seeds, sealed collections. Is. Cd. to 5s.

QUTTON'S UNRIVALLED
i-J COLLTICTIONS of GARDEN SEEDS
for ONE YEAR'S SUPPLV, carnage free,

Si'TTox & Sons are now preiirtrcd to receive

Orders fnr their unrlTalled COLLECl'IONS
ofGAI'JiEN SEEDS, as under:—
A riiiiii'lu^o collection of Kitchen

Grii-.k'ijS^-i^ilsforOuo Whole Year's
(xvitu iastruetions

Ditto, in quantities proportionately
3 3

2

Ditto ditto ditto .. 1 11 G

Ditto ditto ditto ..110
Ditto ditto ditto .. 16
Ditto, for a Small Garden .. . . 10

Sent carriage free by rail, and 5 per cent.

_jsci:iunt allowed for cisU payment. A
cque.sted from unknown Correspondents.

. r,f these Collections once a year much trouble

M: ASSES fVir Lawns and MoadowR, fine sorts

\'.L, TURNIP, and other Agricultural Seeds.

KKAL ILLUSTRATED DESCRIPTIVE
PRICED CATALOGUE and AMATEUR'S GUIDE is now ready,

price Od., or gratis to customers.

Remittances may bo made by chequeg on town or country

bankers, or by post-ofBce orders payable to

OS & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Rending.

Kitchen Garden and Agricultural Seeds.
See the List with all tup. Pniccs ATT\cnED op

MARTIN AND SON, Sred Merchants and Nurbfry-
MEN, 7, Market Place, HulK and Cottingham, and

prices : also see the quantity ^f, P'

'

1 by the produce of Seed
lined of Martin &"Son, in Collections, at one of the principal, if

not the principal Show in Yorkshire, for Vegetable and Agricultural

F""""""-
1805.

First Piizo, Collection of Vegetables (quantity not limited), 20s.

Second Prize do. So. do. do. Ids.

Third Prize do. do.

First Prize do. do. (Imiited), M$.

isei AND 1862.

Fif&t Prize, £5 Silver Cap, Collection of Vegetables (Subscribed for

by the principal Seedsmen of Hull and neighbourhood).

First Prize, £5 Silver Cup, Agricultural produce. ) 0}ven by

Second Prize, £2. AgricuUural produce. /Martin & Son.

First Prize. £5 Silver Cup, Agricultural produce (given by Getting-

First Pri'zei £6 Silver CTip, AgricuUuftit produce l^iven by Jno. iling-

Second Prize, £2, Agricultural produce (given by Jno. Ringrose, Esq.

Third Prize, Agncuitural produce (given by Jno. Rmgrose, Esq.J

First Prize, Silver Medal, Agricultural produce (by a Seedsman).

No Prizes fof Collections given

Martin & Son. Seed Merchants and Nurseryniei

Hull ; and Cottingham.
Established above Tliree-guarters of i

7, Market Place,

Century.

SIBERIAN TREES for LAWNS.---The follo\vinL

species of CARAGANA, Ac, are grafted on straight sterfls of

Caragana arborescens, about 6 feet in neight ; they bloom freely in

Spring, and are most ornamental :— Each—9. d.

CARAGANA ARENARtA 2 6
CHAMLAGU 9 6
FRUTESCENS (Weopingl 2

JUBATA(rare) 3 6
SPINOSA 2 a
ALTAGANA .. .. ;, ..2 6

CALOi^HACA WOLGARICA 2

HALIMODENDRON ARGENTEUM 8 d

CARAGANA ARBORESCENS, G to 8 feet . . ..10
Carriage paid to London.

Taos. Rivers & Son, Nurseries, SawbridgeVrorth.-

30,000 Common Laurels,
Fine hu9hr plants aii.i well rnoted, from 1 to 3 feet.

WM. WOOD AND SON having a large etoek of tte
above, will be happy to give special quotations at reduced

Address, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, nearUckfield. Sussex.

filoor Edge Nursery, Tansley, near Matlock,
Derbyshire.

JOSEPH SMITH, JuN., has to nfior in quantities,
reasonable. Ti-ansplanted LARCH, POPLARS. PRIVET,

ALDEH, LAURELS, ARB0R-V1T^>, RHODODENDRONS for

grafting and other sizes, &c., seedlings.

ELM, 1 year I BERBERIS AQUIFOLIUM,

10,000 BAYS, Swe«t. 1 U 4 feiit.

10.000 GREEN TREE BOX, 1 to 3 feet.

6,000 COMMON YEWS, 1 t.o 4 feet.

2,000 yards extra fine BOX EDGING.
The whole of the above are flne bu.shy plants, and well rooted.

R. Gapd & Row having a large stock of the above, are in a position

to offer them at remarkably low prices, Special tjuotations on
application

The Nu , Salviogtoi r Worthing, Sussex.

R I C H A R D
I Me:

'^M
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AWES' MANURES.
The Manures nmnufftctured by J. B. Lawes fov tho present

n of iM^ii aro nuw ready lor delivery at his Fflctories, at the

CON'CENTRATED CORS and GRASS MA2JURE.. . . 12

These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawks, or through the
appninteJ Auonts in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices
v:irvic,: 11..

I I.':. [ I fif carriage.
i;..!.,, I ' I

I. niii) direct from the Importei's. Nitrate of

1 :;.;, Kdeu cjnay, Dnblir
, Adelaide Place, London bridge,

T Uii LONDON MANUKE COMJfANV
{Established 1840).

Have now ready for delivery in dry fioo condition,
CORN MANURE, for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUANO

Dock Warehouse; SULPHATE of AMMONIA, FISHERY
SALT, &c. K. Pleser, Seoretiu-y.

Offices, 110, Fenchurch Street. E.O _^
Grass Land.

SOMBRERO ISLAND PHOSPHATIC GUANO applied
at this season of the year has been found more beneficial for

Grass than any other Manure. For particulars apply to W. PicKFimn,

14S, Fenchurcn Street. London. Sole Agent for tlie Sombrero laland.

THE PATENT NITRO- PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY, Limited, Manufacturers of

ODAMS'S PATENT BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.
ODAMS-S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME and DISSOLVED

BONES.
Chief Offices—109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C. Western

Counties IJranch : Queen Street, Eseter. Irish Branch : 40, Wost-
motelaud Street, Dublin.

Directors. I

Chairman—John Clavden, Littlebury, Essex.
Di^puty-Chairman—JijHS Collins, Argyle Houe, flolloway.

Edward Bell, 48, Marine Parade, Brighton.
Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot. Herts.
Thomas Knight, Edmonton, Middlesex.
Robert Leeds, West Lexham, Norfolk,
George Savile, Ingthorpe, near Stamford.
Samuel Jonas, Chrishall Grange, Essex.
Charles Dorman, 23, Ess

•; Lincolnshire.

James Odaus.
s & Co., Lombard Street.
man, 23. Essex Street, Strand.
nas. Cambridge.

This Company w

y. for years under managemen
ore. The Consumer, therefore, _ _ ...

r the genuineness and efficacy of the Manures manufactured by
tuis Company.
A Prospectus will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or

may be had of the local Agents. C. T. Macadam, Secretary.
Chief Offices, 101), Fenchurch Street, London, E.G .

AI7m"^"U1' meal,' '

Manufjictured by
Alexander M. Smith & Co., Kent Street Mills. Liverpool.

£7 a Ton Tree to Rail or Bo.it in Liverpool. y^
i.1 1>V. delivered to Rail m Bristol. X ..X
£.1 Vl^. delivered to Rail In London. /AMS\

In Itags coutiiinnig L' cwt. each, branded \Ij/
"This vaiuablo Meal, containing above 20 per cent, of \/

s, page 17C).

For IVirthor pariiciilars and Analysis apply to Messrs. Suitd,
thBir Agents, Messrs. Hcufhries k Co., Bristol.

John Coleman, 150, Leadenhall Street, E,C., London Agent.

APPLEBY'S GENUINE TOBACCO PAPEK, iu 4-lb.
packets.—Testimonials too numerous for insertion. Price on

application to
lHf;Niiv ArrLEHv, Foreman to Mes-srs. Ivebv&Son, Dorking, Surrey.

GENUINK EXTUA STRONG TOBACCO rAl'ER,
in 2and'l-lK packatjcs, ilmiMo tlit- Kfreugth of tliat usually sold.

ATING
All eir. I '. ly i.-. . tri. :'_._ luanutactured
1 Tobacco rolled into .sUeut^;, which allows

I slowly without tho assistance of blowine, and is
entirely free from any chemical admixture, which is so destructive
to tender plants. It will be found more economical and very aiiperior

, Orf. per lb., by

/:i.ISHURST COM
VT POUND, whether used
against Insects and Mildew, on
Growing Plants, or as Winter
Dressing on Trees at reat,
should be dissolved 43 hours
before use. This gets rid of
smell, and if the Solution be
decanted, prevents any staining
of foliage. A strength of frotn
' "

1 2 oz, to the gallon of water
recommended for growing

Sold Retail by Nui-gerymei
and Seedsmen, In boxes, Is.
Zs., and 10», Cd. each.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT

A
Plagues of the Garden.

^r. AND Safe Remedv.—By using tbo
PHIS WASH, these Pests of the Giirden, tngcthei-"" ^— '- "atenJiUais, Slugs, Earwigs, &c, are Imniedintely

Sold by Cliefnists and others, in 19. bottles, and 2s. W. agalloi
with fun directions for use.

Wholesale at the City Soap Works, Milton Stteet, London, E.O.

c A T T L E P L A G U B "- The Cattle Pl.n^u.
Commisbifnors having sj ocially iccommended CARBOLli

with this Acid by
Bf nd Street Manchester,

wm
TreD

McDOU
powDcr

ing Cattle Sheds
10s. Od.. or £10 pti

VI L^ 1 Vii Si DISINFECTING
—It IS c^mintnde i as the be t means of Disinfect-

Buildmg^ &c Sold m bags, 1 cwt, each, at
Cainage pii I on ) ton and upwards.
s f 1 th Tleilthy and Sick Cattle the Com-

" 1 MrDOUG.,VLL'S PATENT DIS-
\ at 2s. Cd. ; 10 lb., 6s.;

Manchebtei
Glasgow— I-

Dublin—

G

London Bridge, E.C.

;

— hit,ist(e t sliudehill

U ilcLi-ui is Dixon bticet
J Alexandei 1 3, and 4 Mu\s Abbey.

I m most Towns throughout the Kingdom.

mng Mr. Woods, i

L bottle." Price 2s. 6d.

Also, the original GASEOUS FLUID, for
Debility and Exhaustion in Ewes after Lamb-

,y . ing, for Diarrhoea in Calves and Lambs, and
_ rt> for Colic and Gripes in Horses and Cattle. In
^^t*- feverish cases, and for cleansing in Ewes and

Cows, a dose of the " Red Drench " should be

Mr, Bowicb, Author of the Prize Essay on the " Rearing of Calves,"

says :—"J have reared 30 calves this year, and by the use of the
Gaseous Fluid I have not lost one."

Price Is. Od, per bottle ; or one dozen in a wooden box, 20s.

Full Directions for use given with each article. Prepared by tho
onginal and only proprietors—DAT. Son & Hewitt, 22, Dorset Street,

Baker Street, London, W.

fflas§ for Garden Purposes.

AMES PHILI-IPH AND CO.
beg td submit their prices as follows :—

PROPAGATING

2 Iticlies In diametO!

16 „ 8 I 24 , 12 6
Painted and Ql.%2cd with IG-oz. Sheet Glass.

London Agents for HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT ROtfGH

LINSEED OIL, Genuine WHITE LEAD, Carson's PAINTS,
PAINTS of various colours, ground ready for use.

I'^O. Bishopsgate Street Without, London, E.C.

n ING WATER
RARROW.—This is the
mil clioapestartlcle

lUi. ed lor use in G
S I- irm Yards, &c. 1

Wiitti may be dipped out
tbo Tub tilted and poui
out, or by merely raising the
II»udle it can be placed on
tlie ground, and the Frame

Ciirrmge wiid to any station

Pou J \ v\ \ \ \u\n \ \\
IiirK<)\ LD W \1I-.R ird i^It^OlD MANURE CaMs.

Catalogues on application
Manufactured by W S Boi lton. Rose Lane Iron Works, Norwich.

[.ARDEN BORDER EDGING TILES, in great
lety nf patterns and niateiial, the plainer sorts being espe-

cially suited for KITCITEN GARDENS, as they
harbour no Sings and Insects, take up little

T), and once put down incur no further labour
expense, as do "giown" Edgings, conse-

quently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, Ac, In

Artiflcial Stone, of groat dm^bility, and in great
variety of design.

___ __ F. ft G. RosHER, Manufacturers, tipper
'"^rrm ^Ground Street, Blackftiars, S. ; Queen's Road

West, Chelsea, S,W. ; Kingsland Road, Kingsland, N.E.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories-
11.1113, Corridors, Balconies, Ac, as cheap and durable ftis Stone,

In blue, red, and buff colours, and capable of forming a variety of
designs.

Also TESSELATED PAVEMENTS of more enriched designs than
the above.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders,
Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving
Bricks of great durability, Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, W«IT
Copings, Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, 4c.

To be obtained of F. k G. Rosher. at their Premises as above.

SILVER SAND (REIGATE, best quaUty), at the above
addresses— 14.1. per Ton, or Li. 3(i. per Bushel; 2s. per Ton extra

for delivery within three miles, and to any London Railway or Whart,
Quantities of 4 Tons, \s. per Ton less.

FLINTS, BRICK BURRS or CLINKERS, for Rockeries or
Grotto Work.

F. & G. Rosher.—Addresses see above.
N.B. Orden promptly executed by Railway.

Preserve your Trees from Frost.
|>ENJAMIX l-:iM;iX(iT()X. -. ljuke Street,
I » s,M|i|iw;itl,, Iv.s a lai-e stock nf NKW an.l REPAIRED'ANM I' .Mil'., CO'lTON BUNTING, HALL'S COTTON
IKI'li '

I'l- I '"'Mo, &c. Samples frco by post. Marquees,
'uilI

,

I Roomj on Hire, Lined, Boarded, Lighted,

A'Mi.
,

l:i -^ 1I-. i:iioiNaTOs (onlyl, 2. Duke Street, London" No other E^tablisUraent.

ETTINCrToTFRUiT "'i'REESrSEED BEDS, RIPE
STKAWBERRILS, &c,_TANNED NETTING, tor protecting

the above from Fmst, Itliulit, KinJs, &c., 2 jards wide, 'id. per yard,
or 100 vard.s'J(>. ;

iwil r. i-, iW. per yard, or 50 yards 20a. NEW
TANNED N l-;'l I I

'• ., i ; r ,itiv of the above purpose.^, or as a
Fence for I^u. i /. per yard; 4 yards wide, Ij?. per
yard ; J-inch im '

, , 1>-. Gd. per yard.
Can be hail in . y nt:,' ; ;. .( Eaton ft Dkller, G and 7, Crooked

Lane. London lirnlR*.-, !;.(.'.

N

Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.
COTTAM'S HURDLES are made in the W-st manner

of superior Wrought Iron. SHEEP HURDLES, from 4«, ;

CATTLE HURDLES, from 4,1.11(1.

each ; CONTINUOUS FENCE, from
Sti. per foot ; FIELD GATES, from
25.S'. each. Illustrated Price List on
application,

ENTRANCE GATES, RAILING,
and IRON WORK of evei7 descrip-
tion. Designs and Estimates free ot

COTTAM ft Co,,

No. 2, Winsloy Street

(opposite the Pantheon),

Oxford Street, London, W.
1 ' Breeflmg and Management of

;

ys — ' My shepherd declares i

be w'orth a guinea i
" *" " "

and 7s. per bottle.

,ALVAN1SED NETTING.
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GEEEN'S PATENT SILENS MESSOR,

NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and COLLECTING MACHINES.
FITTED WITH PATENT SELF-SHARPENIXG CYLINDER CUTTERS.

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT.

SOLE ^U.NUFACTURER

TO HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY
THE QUEEN.

ADJUSTING JOINT
^ViFOR RAISING OR BEPHtSSlNO

The above SFACHINES have proved to be the best, and have carried off every Prize that has been given in all cases of competition, and in proof of tlteir

superiority above 30,000 have "been sold since the year 1856.

They are the only MACHINES that have been in constant use at the Royal Horticultural Society's Garden, South Kensington, since its opening, and at

most of the principal places in the United Kingdom, where they have given entire satisfaction.

They are the most effective MACHINES for Mowing and Delivering the Grass, whether wet or dry,

TJiey do not require two-thirds the labour to work them of anij other Zauni Mowers extant.

They are the only MACHINES that arc fitted up with the Patent Self-sharpening Cylinder Cutters. When the Cutters become blunt by running one way
round, they can be reversed again and again, thereby saving the expense of regrinding.

To Cut 10 inches

» 12 „ ..

£3 10 Suitable for a Ladij.

4 10 „ „
.5 10 Suitable for One Person.

6 10

PRICES OP HAND M.VCHINE3.

I To Cut 18 inches jE7 10 Suitable'for One Person.

8 Suitable for Two Persons.

8 10 „ „
9 „ „

T. Oreen 4- Son beg to call special attention to their Horse, Pony, and Donkey Machines, which have undergone very considerable Improvementsfor the present season.

PRICES of HORSE, PONY, and DONKEY MACHINES, including Patent Self-delivery Box; Cross Stay complete; suitable for attaching to

ordinary Ch.ain Traces or Gig Harness.

To Cut 26 inches £13

15
J
Leather Boots for Donkey, 18s.

17 0,

To Cut 30 inches
., , Q Q } Leather Boots for Pony, 22j.

^^ •* " ! Leatlur Boots for Horse, 26y.

30 0)

The 26 and 28 inches can easily be worked by a Donkey, or by Two Men, on .in even Lawn, the 30 and 36 inches by a Pony, and 12 and 48 inches by a Carriage Horse ;

and, as the Machines make no noise in working, the most spirited animal can be employed without fear of its running away, or in any way damaging the Machine.

The above MACHINES are made from the best materials, and of superior workmanship ; are delivered Carriage Free to all the principal Railway Stations and Shipping Ports

in England.

Every Machine is wananled to give entire satisfaction, and if not approved of, can be returned unconditionally.

Having above 3000 Machines in stock at our Leeds, London, and Dublin Establishments, we are in a position to execute orders on the day they are received.

Illustrated Price Lists and Sheet of Prize MedaU awarded to GREEN'S PATENT LAWK MOWERS, /«e on application.

T. G. AND SON having taken very extensive Premises in London, they are in a position to do all kinds of Repaii-s there, as well as at their Leeds and Dublin EstabUshments.

THOMAS GREEN and SON, SMITHFIELD IRON WORKS, LEEDS;
64 and 56, BLACKFRURS ROAD, LONDON, S. ; and 19, EDEN QUAY, DUBUN.

Communicatijns ahoutd be addressed ? Editor ;" AdTcrtiseraetits and BU3i The Publisher." Office. 11. ^VoniII^toIl Street. C
t of Whitcfriara, City of London,

Printed by William Bradbcht, of 13. Upper Wobnra Place, iii the Parish of St. Pancraa, in the Co of Middlesex, and FaEDEHicB. Mollett Evins. of No. 11. Bouverie Street. '« ,"»$.
Vf„S',VnV ^.Tr^olr Mareh 3 1866.

prlntem, at their Office, Lombard Street, Precinct of WbiteSs; City of London, and PublUhed by them at the Office. No. 41. Wellington Street. Parish of S(. Paul's. Coveot Garden, in the &aid go.-SATcno*T, Marcn j, iBW.
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OYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
TflURSDAY, MARCH

New Roses of 1866.

T)AUL AND SON, Old Cheshunt Nurseries, N., have
X Now Keady fine Plants of all tho Varietiea In their List. The
Trade and Amateurs shiauld consult this. ^

w
New Roses for 1866.

JOLD BY ANI KeSPECTABLS H0C9E IN THE TraDE.

"wood AND SON have all the NEW ROSES to

offer, at the lowest advertiaed prices. Address
Woodlands Nursery, MaresBeld, near Uckfield, Sussex.

-MANETTI and Strong FRUIT STOCKS
I and quantity to offer, with

'

H, Nurseryman, Worcester.

PINES.—Strong Fruiting, Su
of all the leading kinds, (

B. S. Williams, Victoria and Paradiee N

sion, and Suckers,
had of

, Holloway, London.

Vines for Planting Out.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS can supply Stout,
perfectly ripenel CANES of the leading varieties.

" Newton " Nurseries, Chester.

Aberdeen Strawberries.

££ It T1ITee^^T!c'l'Jt3^p°^?c'^ised^p™
|

y^ENJAMIN HeYd ITd CO*¥uR^^^^^
23. Gii. ; public, 3». 6ti. ; or on the day. 5s.

" ' " -»^L-a i ofm. . Trfot n wir^c?

OYAL HORTICULTURAL
T

DICKINSON'S ITALIAN RYE-GRASS SEED,
grown by him and sold to Agi-iculturists this season lor

present payment at 44s. per (^r., 6 qrs.^t 4"

New Park, Lymmgton, Hants .

GlANT ASPARAGUS.—Extra fine 2-yr9., 2*. per 100;
extra line S-years, 3s. per 100.

Price to the Trade on application.

G RAYSON'S
Fine strong 3-yoar i

Fine strong 2-year

GIANT ASPARAGUS.
oots, 30s, per 1000, 3s. Crf. per 100.

roots, 21s. per 1000, 2s. 6d. per 100.

Nurseryman, Sudbury, Suffolk.
^

To tlie Trade.
ASPARAGUS ROOTS, strong, 2 years old,

at 10s, per 1000. On application to

Marsr & Perkins, 4*2. Drapery, Northampton.

Miltrack Musliroom Spawn.
SUTTON AND SONS can supply the above, good and

fresh, at Gs. per bushel.
Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

} The EXHIBITIONS will be held
SOCIETY. , . „

THURSDAYS^viz.:- /^ASTLK KENNEDY FIG
"

tl- \JSPRING FLOWERS, March 15 and April 12; SUMMER EkHlBI' _ _
TIONS, May 3 and June 14 ; and the ROSE SHOW, June 28.

,
Trade,

Schedules may bo bad on application.

—Planti

be had at 10*. 6d. and 21s. each ; the usual discount to the
Peter Lawbow tt Son, Edinburgh and London.

N, Seed Grower, Sudbury, Suffolk.

SANDRINGHAM NEW DWARF W^HITE CELERY.
Superior variety, fine flavour, very crisp and solid,

sual discount to the Peter Lawso^ & Son, 28, King Street, Cheapside, London, E.G.

Spring Flowers, Primroses, Hyacinths, &c.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIEIY'S FIRST SPRING
EXHIBITION this Season, SATURDAY NEXT, March 17, at

2 o'clock. The Band will pUy from half-past 2 to half-past 6. Tickets

•2a. 6d. each. Tickets not used at the Spring Exhibition wiU^be
admitted to the American Exhibition in June.

I'
NTERNATIONAL~HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION

and BOTANICAL CONGRESS.
Under the Patronaeo of Her Majesty The Qdees, and of their Royal

Highnesses the Princk of Wales and the Duel of Cambridge.
The EXHIBITION and CONGRESS will OPEN on MAV 22, and

continue till May 25. Subscribers' names will be received, and
Schedules and Prospectusei may be obtained on application to the

Secretary, at the Offices, I, William Street, Lowndes Square, London,

C1KVSTAL PALACE. — GREAT FLOWER SHOW,
/ SATURDAY, May 12. Schedule of Prizes now ready, and may

Mr. Webb, Calcot Gardens, Reading. Catalogues o appli

Fruit Trees.
SGLENDINNING and SONS invite attention to

• their superb stock of healthy well-grown FRUIT TREES.
PRICE LIST on application.

Chiswick Nurserv, London, W.

White Belgian Carrot.
... _ SONS can supply fine Is

be had of 1 \!j above at a very moderate price, according to quantity required.

Sutton k Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

Tree and Sbrub Seeds.

CHARLAVOOD and CUMMINS' LIST of TREE and
SHRUB SEEDS la now ready, and will be forwarded on appli-

cation. 14, Tavietock Row, Covent Garden. London. W.C.

s for large quantities will bo given.

be had on application t To tlie Trade.

' (Highgate) GRAND EXHIBITION of "v.^r-ixr^irc '-' j to i i^et. _rn(.o lu
. „ _ ,

* Cranston, Nure

SALE. — Consisting of

Splendid Sea Kail for Forcing.
T\7'ILLIAM BARNES has a few hundreds of the above

I, CamdenNursery.Camberffell

offer for present forcing. * Tbey aro all fine, strong,

sound, selected crowns, and will produce an excelle

Prico upon applicatic ) Wii. Ba;

s
Scrymger's Brussels Sprouts.

EED of the above excellent variety can be had true

from the Raiser, in packets at Is, ;
post free 14 stamps.

Prioe to the Trade on application.

G. ScRYMoER, Sonping, near Reading.

S'^

WM. CUT BUSH AND SON'S
GRAND EXHIBITION of HYACINTHS, 4c.

W«. CoTnosH St Son bog to announce that they have made
amuiKements with the Directors to hold their GRAND EXHIBI-
TION of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, and other SPRING FLOWERS,
at the CRYSTAL PALACE, from SATURDAY the ITth to

"

SlBt March (both days inclusive).
Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

PLANTERS engaged in PLANTING for immediate
effect, can be supplied with ihandsome CEDRUS DEODARA,

(t and 20 feet high,

New Flower Seeds—Noveltiea for 1866,
Wjtu Ihstbdciioks o» Coi.tiv»iio».—See

SUTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE (Illustrated),
page 34. Price Sixpence post free, or gratis to customers.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

H AND F. sharp:
_ Seed Growkrs and MERcnAHTS, Wisbech.
SPECIAL PRICED LIST of NEW SEEDS on application.

JAMES FAIRHEAD and SON, Seed Growers and
MERcnAWTs, 7, Borough Market, London, S.E.

New and Genuine AGRICULTURAL, GARDEN, and FLOWER
SEEDS, Special prices and advantageous offers on application.

FK. BURRIDGE, Serd Farmer and Nurseryman,
• Lexden Road, Colchester.
Special Low Prices of P'L-QWER SEEDS on application.

Genuine Garden Seeds.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S DESCRIPTIVE
PRICED CATALOGUE of SEEDS, which contains every-

thing New and Old worth growing, can be had post tree on application.
Highgate. London. N.

:)0.'S CATALOGUE
of FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS post

free on application.
Trinity Nursery, and 33, St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh.

ETEK S. ROBERTSON and CO.'S PRICED
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of GENUINE GARDEN and

FLOWER SEEDS, and NOVELTIES for 1866, post free on application.

Trinity Nursery, and 33. St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh.

11 rooted, and safe to transplant.

Prices sent on application.

CLE & Sons, The Nurseries, Bristol.

German Flower Seeds, Fresh Impo
QUTTON AND SONS have imported a sifk

TRANSPLANTED RHODODENDRONS.—l-ycar-old
nybrids saved from the choicest Crimson, White, and Claret-

coloured sorts. Vis. Qd. per 100, or 1000 for £5.

RicuARD Smith, Nurseryman, Worcester.

REBECCA, the finest BEDDING GERANIUM
raised. Plants ready in May, price 5s, each.

See Wm. Paul's SPRING CATALOGUE.
Paul's Nurseries, Wattham Cross, London, N.

The Forwardest Field Pea is

TTON'S EARLY RACEHORSE.
For price, depending on quantity required, apply to

ftciTTOK & Sow s, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading
.

Paterson's Seedling Potatos.

SUTTON AND SONS having been appointed AGENTS
for the above, can supply them in quantity

which may bo had on application.
j modera

. Seed Merchants, Reading,

THE SKERRY BLUE POTATO.—This Potato is one
of the best and most productive in cultivation, and is very free

from disease. Price per sack or ton on application.

SuTTos & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

True Ashleaf Potatos.

SUTTON AND SONS caa supply the above, very true,

in quantity. Price per sack or ton may be had on application to

SuTTuN & Sons, Royal Berkshi re Seed Establishment, Reading.

R"
"OYAlT^SH-LEAF POTATO.—This is one of the

earliest and the most productive of all the Ash-leaf Kidney
Potatos. Price per ton of finely prepared Seed ^ven on application t

S!?S , Sawbvidgeworth.

ELIA SPECIOSA and PAXTONIANA,
AMARANTHUS MELANCHOLICUS RUBER.

In packets, 6d. and Is., post free.

DonsoN & Sons, Seedsmen, Isleworth, London, W. ^

^Nlce Plants
_ _ __ free.

HT, Floral Nui-sery, Hallaham, near Hurst Green, Siissex.

AXrANTED, a large ciuantity^of^Seedling ARAUCARIA

7 published, and may be had free

Chiswick Nm-aory, London, ^

GENUINE NEW GARDEN SEEDS.
— PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE post free upon

application.
Jaues Dioiaoif & Sons, Seed Merchants, &c., 102, Eastgato St., Cheater.

C^
LADIOLI.—Splendid sorts for Exhibition, or growang

T in Mas.ses, Ac, 2s. fid., 3s. 6d., is. 6rf,, 6.'*. &d.^ is. 6rf., 9«., 12*.,

16s , to 301. per dozen ; 10«. fid., \bs., 20s., 305.. to 200s. ner 100.

Barr a SuonEK, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

GLADIOLUS,
new and older % --- .

CATALOGUES, CULTURAL and DESCRIPTIVE, sent free.
" K, Sudbui-y, Suffolk.

Garden Seeds. Carriage free.

WM. PAUL'S SELECT LIST contains many articles

worthy the attention of Exhibitors and othere who wish to

have FIRST-CLASS VEGETA BLES and FLOWERS'in their seaaons.

Paul's Nuraeriei, Waltham Cross, N.

Newly ImportedLIUM AURAT
3*. dd., 6«. fid,. It. t>d., 10«. fl('., and 12s. 6./. each.

Iarr 4 SuoDEK, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
12, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

U M,

W
ARAUCARIA IMBRICA'^A, and other rare CONIFERS.

Send List and price per 100 ana 100Oj_statlng b_eight.

Address, Watson ""1 price per lou anu luw, awinuB uoigub.

B of Barr&Sugden, 12, King St., Covent Garden.

)G3f.

., GLADIOLI, GLADIOLI.—
icludlng all the finest varieties in cultivation.

CHAKLES SHAKl'E and CO.,
Sleaford, can sup '"

'

VEITCII'S PERFJ
CHAMPION of EI
NE PLUS ULTRA PEA

Seed Merchants,

WOODFORD'S GREEN MARROW PEAS

CHARLES SHAKPE and CO., Seed Growers,
Sleaford, have good stocks of GARDEN and AGRICULTURAL

SEEDS of their own growinx. Fricea and samples on application.

EngUsli-grown Clover Seeds.

CHARLES SlIAKPJi and CO. will be glad to encl<

saiiiples and quote prices on application.

New English Rape Seed.
, , ,

CHARLES SHARl'E and CO. have on hand fresh

threshed parcels of the nbove.
Samples ana prices on application.

early round white Potato in cultivation, and can be

L moderate price on application.

Mr. S. A. Daintree, Fendrayton, St. Ives, Hunts.

MYATT'S PROLIFIC KIDNEY POTATOS.—A fc

Tons very good, and warranted tr Price 68. per bushel at

Barlteatono, Botteaford, Nottingham.

PINK-EYED FLUKE POTATOS for SEED.—
Eicellent for the table, an abundant cropper on strong soils,

and free from disease, at ia. per bushel of 80 lb. .Apply to

Wm. Grosvekob, Prospect Nursery, near Lecli, ataflOrdshire.

ijEi) TOTATOS.— Hyatt's Prolific Kidney, Early

Dalmahoy, Webb's Imperuil Kidney, Daintree's Seedling, and

all the best early and late varieties at low prices.
.„,..„.

II. & F. SiiARFE , Seed Growers and Merchants, Wisbech.

UEED POTATOS.-SKEERY BLUE, 4s. 6^. per

O bushel; MYATT'S PROLIFIC ASHLEAFC,. per bushel;

SEEDLING ROCK. 4j. 6ii. per bushel. ^Theae^three ^™^^" ''">

most hardy, free from dist
- - -i

To the Trade.
, , - „

EED POTATOS.—Myatt's Improved Ashleaf, Royal

.\shleaf. Prince of 'Wales, Daintree's Seedhng.

Prices on opplic

Northampton.

S^
) John Pkkrins, Sen., 62, Marliet Square,

ILi first early 20». per bushel: Webb's

STpor bmhol ; Wobfrs Imperial Kidney (best Potato known for .

purposes),
12«^P=/t^"£'wEnB, Calcot Gardens, Reading.

HETcTNG of POTATOS, one of the finest Potatos in

,-nltivation. quite distinct, and free from disease, price 6s. per

bushel of 6ll lb.
' Also PATERSON'S VICTORIAS, Seed direct

from Mr. Patei-son, price 7«.6ii. for 601b. ,..,,„ .iroiu
»"^pp|y to Mr. FeAncs, Measham, Aahby-de-la-Zouch.

Evesham Leader

;

oeeFTOTATOS.—Early Ashleaf e

O Myatt's Eariy Prolific Kidney ; Skerry Blue, hardy, productive,

of cood quality, and keeps free from disease. Prices on application to

RArNwnn, Caldbcott, Bawtbee. Dowlino. 4 Co., Limited, Basing-

stoke ; or Seed Market, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

rhRUE WHITE SAVEDE^SEED.-Any person having

X. the above for Sal--, pure, crop 18C6, Is requested to send sample

Wa' TEfBo';'»E?L?lir«-eimen. 181, High Holbom, London, W.C.
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Hardy Scarlet Ehododendrons.
TOIIX WATERKKS CATAHHUiE of HAKDY
O SCARLET and other CHOICE IMIIJDHDE.NURONS as aniiuallj

displayed in the lioyal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, can now be
had on application.

It contains fattlifu! descriptions of all tho varieties really worthy of

cultivation, as well as a selection of HARDY CONIFERS, with
heishts and prices, with ORNAMRNTAH EVERGREENS, FOREST
TREES, Sc. -

The American Nnraei-y, Eagshot, Stii- v.

w-
American Plants, New Hardy Rhododendrons.
"'ATERER AND GODFREY'S I'KlcKD a

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE t-f AM ::i:ii' \N l'l,AN'

xhibited in thu Iltirticultural Gardeii-. -
i ;!, f

iippticition. This Catalogue fairly dch"i ' ! inln

St worth [^"o iviiij:, os well as some new .in i \ i.-n il-thc kit

;!usively in their possession, and now lor Lh--- iJi..L L.u.v v;li;rL.J.

Knap Uill Nursery, Woking. Surrey.

Hardy Scarlet and other Choice Named
Rhododendrons.

Wn. ROGERS, Red Lodge Nursery, Southampton,
• can olfer a splendid assortment of the above, strong busby

plants, £111 per HX) ; or selected, 30a. per dozen.
, ,. ,-.r, . .. T,^ -^ .^ . T ,^,,,..7. i„ L.J — application, and

Superb Double Hollyhocks.
WILLIASt CHATER begs to rc-raind the Admirers

of this beautiful flower that now is the best time for planting
It out to insure fine spikes and blooms this season.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, with instructions for its Cultiva-

tion ; also prices of Plants per dozen, 100, or 1000, may be bad on
application.
Seedlings from best named varieties, -Is. per doz., or from 20;. to

30s. per 100.

Bloomea Seedlings, with colours named, very flno, Os. per doz , and
from 303. to 40s. per 100.

Seed saved from the finest named vaiieties, very choice mixed
2s. 6(1. and 5s. per packet.

In Collections of 12 separate named varieties, extra fine, 10s.

;

12 named varieties, all good show flowers, 7^*. Gci.

C do. do. do. do. 4it.

William Chater, Nurseries, Saifron Walden, Essex.

D
Null! Secuudus.

OBSONS' SUPERIOR SELECTED SEEDS.
DOBSONS' PRIZE BALSAM, Is., 2s.

DOESONS- PRIZE CINERARIA, Is., 2s. 6iJ., 5s.

DOBSONS' PRIZE CALCEOLARIA. Is. «.;., 2s. 6<i., 6s.

DOBSONS' PRIZE PRIJirr. \, I .-'.:>,

DOBSON-S'.SPLENDID AX !!:' M
I

.1 " ./.la.
DOBSONS' INTERMED1.\ I ! M ' I, . ,1,.

DOBSONS' PRIZF. PEL.M^. ,
'.,!,

DOBSONS' SUPERB SWKKI H
i 1.; I \ M .

i...
, Is.

DoBSON i Sons. Seedsmen, Mcw..itli, London. W.

E
Novelties for 1866.

NGLISH and CONTINENTAL FLOWER SEEDS,
per packet. Free bv post.

AGROSTEMMA C(ELI-ROSEA fL. PLENO.— Fine densely
doable flowers. Is.

. BISXAJA MAJOR.—A fine annual; large white umbels of
ihnvei-s, fine effect for groups. U.

. CEDRONELLA CANA.—Very pretty plant, with long Bpikes of
deep purple flowers and neat fragrant foliage ; quite hardy in
almost any soil, and blooms the first seasnn when sown on he.^t. Is.

. CELOSIA PYRAMIDALIS ATROVIOLACEA. — StriUng
variety, and fine pvramidal habit. Oii.

. CENTAUUEA BAliYLoNiCA.—From Pal6stine,finepyram]dal
growth, 7 . 1 -c foliage, with silvery tint. Profuse

,
CHLol: I I 1

1A.—A charming Grass from South
Anieru .

;
kclets, very usetul for bouquets. 6ci.

, CLARKl.x .1.1"
1 \ LA ALBA PLENO.—Double white,

beaitifal, !..,

. LOBELIA ERINUd PRINCESS ALEX ANDRA.-Same habit
I L. Paxtoniana, but with beautiful pure white flowers, la.

— An evening-scented Stock of
I liL- moimtains of Greece.

I —A handaomo Grass, neat habit

412. PECTIS ANGUSTIFOLIA.—Height only 3 to 4 inches, each
plant forming a dense spreading tuft of from 6 to 12 inches
across; reniaikable for Its strong Citron-like appearance:
flowei-3 bright yellow. It received a Certiflcato from the Royal
Horticultural Society. Is.

414. PHLOX DRUMMONDII COUNTESS.—Very fine purple, with

415. PHLOX DRUMMONDII SCARLET PERFECTION.—Flowers
id extra rich in colour, la.

LACA GRANDIFL0R.5
s double, sepai-ate. 2s. Od.

417. ^;ALViA CLtCClNEA PUMILA—Very fine annual, continually
in 111 111 II Ill-Ill June till tho frost seta in, in long apikoa of flno
ii.'il: hi.'uutiiiil lor pots or borders. 1*.

41S. ^SALVIA GRACILIFLORA — Most resembling the Salvia
R;iniL'n:>ija in habit, but having long flowers of delicate rosy

419. SCHIZANTHUS RETUSUS NANUS.-Very closo, compact,
dwarf habit ;lflowers more densely set than the old variety, and
of a blighter red. Is.

420. SILENB PENDULA RUBERRIMA.-Flowers of a bright
carminate rose, the branches are of a brownish red. Particu-
larly striking. 6rf.

421. SOLANUM ROBUSTUM.—Stated to be the finest of all the
Solanums. Is.

422. STATICE THOUAESIl.—Beautifulsky-bluejcharmingasabed-
ding plant. 6d.

423. STIPA BLEGANTISSIMA.—An extremely elegant Australian
Grass, 1* foot high, with silvery-haired fe,atheied flower stalks
in the way of Slipa pinnata, but quite distinct. Flowers tho
first year. Is.

4^4. STOCK, new Large-flowering Ten-week.—Deep orange, is.
425. ,, „ J, Canary yellow. Is.
420. „ new Large-flowering Pyramidal ditto,—Chamois. I5.
4i*7. ,, ,, „ Canary yellow. Is,

The above Stocks are all very fine.
42S. STOCK, ANDERSON'S NEW ROSE, INTERMEDIATE.—

A

very fine and compact free flowtiniit^ variety from Scotland
(flowering there from July to Christuias). Is.

4*i9. STOCK, NEW"EARLY LARGE-FLOWERING BROMPTON.—
Sown with Intermediate flowers same time, in S varieties,
separate. 3s.

430. TKOP.EOLUM KING THEODORE.—A Tom Thumb variety.

433. WAITZIA ACUMINATA CITRINA.-Samo' habit as the last-
iiriii.urf. \Mtli sijv.'i-al shades of vellow. Is.

•i^' \'. Ml.
I

V
' ; VNDlFLORA.^The fine-st of all the yellow

'
I lived a first-class Certificate from'tbe Royal

I'-ty, ami a coloured figure appeared in tho

\:io. \Ki: \\ i lli'.xii.M ANNUUM, New Double White. — As
riuuble as tlio ;iu:ple, of a silvery white. Gd.

430. ZINN lA ELEGANS, New Double Violet —Very fine Is
437. 12 vars. Choice Annuals novelties for 18G6, selection left to S. B. 10«.
438. „ „ Perennials, „ 10,
Fine selections of Novelties of last season and beet older Voi-letles!

see Catalogue. '

CATALOGUES free on application.
STfiPHEM Brows, Seed Grower, Sudbury, Sufl'olk.

SUTTON AKD SONS

1 will supply those we know to beleave the selection 1

really worthy of cultivation.

1. The best 100 sorts (hardy, half-hardy, and tender) 1 1

2. The best 60 sorts ditto ditto 10

3. The best 3G sorts ditto ditto 7
4. TbR bu.st 24 sorts ditto ditto 6
6. The best 24 sorts (h.irdy sorts only) . . ..05'
PRICED CATALOGUES gratis and post free on applicatioi

Sutton & Sons. Royjil Berkshire Seed E.titabli!rhmoiit. Readit:

New White Lobelia.
ly/TAIlTIN ANB SON have great pleasure in offerii

It, ISO. 7, aiariioi

Established llSi

compact biish, and one dense mass of bloom all thi

the most distinct and the most beautiful of all White edging plants.

Tho principal Nurserymen and Gardeners will bear testimony to thii

lovelv gem. It was raised by Mr. Usher, the eminent Calceolaria

grower, at the gardens of Major Sykes, of West Ella. Price 25. dd.

each, 18s. per dozen, or £5 per hundred.
Address to tho Hull EstablishmentLNo. 7, Market Place

their Nursery Grounds

Lobelia SnowflaKe.

White Lobelia called Snowflafte, to which a First-claaa Ccrtiflc;

was awarded. Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society,

July 25, 1665."

JOHN AND CHARLES LEE having acquired the stock
of this desirable NEW BEDDING PLANT, they have much

pleasure in ofl"erine SEED in SEALED PACKETS. It ia also well
adapted for pot culture.
As a BEDDING LOBELIA it sUndi unrivalled. The plant Is of

dwarf compact habit : the flowers are largo and even, and of the
purest white. The stock comes perfectly true from seed.

Price 2s, 6d. per packet. Price to tho Trade on application.

LEE'S CAMELLIA-FLOWERED BALSAMS, in
ooUeetions of nine fine distinct colours, 2s. Gd. A Stand of

this beautlftU strain of Balsams was awarded a J'irst-claas Certiflcato

the Royal Horticultural Society's Meeting, on August 12, 1S05.

Aucuba japonica, loaded with Bright Red Berries.

SCARLET-BERRIED AUCUBAS, which they belit

unrivalled for extent, perfection of form, and colouring. The
Berried Aucubas ore valuable for Table Decoration, for which
purpose they may be hired at 10s. Oil. per night.
"

" i may be purchased at £3 33., £4 4s. and £6 5s. each ; and

N W PLAN
ADBRIETIA CAMPBELLI (effectlTe spring flower).

FUCHSIA BANKS'S BEAUTY.
VERONICA FRUTICOSA GLAUCA.
CLLiNTHDS DAMPIERI, in narioties (seed only).

Coloured Plates, post free on receipt of Stamps, of the following :—
AOBRIETIA CAMPBELLI, 7(i.

CLIANTHUS DAMPIERI ALBIfLORA, Is. U.
For description of the above see E. O. IlENDcitsos & Son's New

AUTUMN CATALOGUE, forwarded post free.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

Hardy Climljers.—To tlie Trade.
CLEMATIS JACKMANNI, 2s. 6rf. each ;

'ils. per doz.

„ RUBRO-VIOLACEA, 2..!. each ; ISs. perdos.
„ HVBRIDA SPLENDIDA, 2s. each ; 13s. per doz.

„ STANDISHI, 2s. each ; 18s. per doz.

„ SOPHIA FLORE PLENOj 2s. each : 18«. per doz.

„ CtERULEA lAZUREA) GBANDIFLORA, 50s. per lOO.

Besides other good old varieties.

A CATALOGUE, including Description and Treatment of Clo.

WM. JOS. WATSON, NoRSERTSiAN and Seedsm.ik,
Town Hall Bmldings. Newcastte-on-Tyne, begs to offer New

Seed of WELLINGTONIA GIQANTEA, PICEA GRANDIS,
ABIES DOUGLASII, and ABIES MENZIESII, at 2s. Ci. and lis.

per packet. Also CEDRUS DEODARA. at Is. and 2s.Cd. p. packet.

HEAP PELARGONIUMS, &c.

struck, Cs. per dozen.
DIPLADENIA AMABILIS.—This la a plant of great value for

home decoration or exhibition. It is of good habit, and pro-

duces fi-eely deep rosy-crimson flowers of large size and exquisite
beauty. It gained general admii-ation wherever exhibited lost

year. 3s. Od. and Cs. each. Price per dozen to the Trado on
application.

TACSONIA VAN VOLXEMII.—See Otinicners' Ohrojticte, Fob. 24,

1S60. Fine plants, Is. 6d. each.
PANDANUS UTILIS.—Strong plants, 2s. Qd. each.

A remittance or reference is requested from unknown corres-
pondents. A SUPPLEMENT to our DESCRIPTIVE HER-
BACEOUS ;ind ALPINE CATALOGUE Of 1805 is now ready, and
will be foiTvarded upon application.

The Admiration of the World.DORSON'S UNE(iUALLED CALCEOLAltlAS are
known and grown all ovor tho world, and may be depended

upon as superior to any other strain ottered or sent out dunog the
last 20 years. About 200 of tho leading Firms in the United Kingdom
and abroad get their supplies from us.

Sealed packets, is. Gd., 2s. Gd., 3s. Gd. and 5s. post free.

DoBSON & Sons, Woodlands Nursery, Islewortb, London, W.

Jaiie3 Back. £ & SoK, York Nurseries.

THE CZAR, a New Russian VIOLET, raised by
F J Grauau Esq., obtained two First-class Certificates in

1^C5 foi its magnificent flowers and foliage ; and a Speci.^l Certificate
111 tht. present yeii Its flowers attain IJ inch in depth, and con-
tinue trom Octobei till May,

Not only is the plant remarkable for its extreme luxuriance,
ttiit the smell surpasses that of any other Violet I ever met with."—
Kepoi t oj Bei 31 J Berketei/.

\ try fine plints in bloom may now be had from Mr, Jous Grabau,
I mfoid near Hounslow, £5 per 100 ; 13s. per dozen prepaid, pack-

' no BE SOLD, for Cash, 2500 DAHLIAS, best out, i

1 I t 1 3 t«; containing the leading kinds of 1SC4, 2.*. 3rf. per doze

VI outE of the above, containing Hollyhocks and Bedding

To be sold cheap.—Important to Planters.
WILLI \M BARRON begs to offtT tho following at

extiemely low figures, to Noblemen, Gentlemen, and others
engaged m Planting on a large scale :

—

PINUS LARICIO (true).—This highly ornamental tree surpasses
the Larch, both as to rapidity of growth and quality of timber. It
will thrive where the Larch will not. It is also used a
masts in the French navy. 2-yeor seedlings, 109. per 1000.
PINUS ROMANA.—2-year seedlings, los. per 100.
PINUS PALLASIANA.—2-year seedlings, 10». per 100.

PICEA NOBILIS (true).—Veiy fine. 6 to U inches. lOs. per doa.
BKRBERIS DARWINII.—Too much cannot bo taid of this fin

evergreen species. It ia hardy, and the profusion of its oraugt
coloured blossoms, together with the quantity of berries which i

bears (of which pheasants are very fond), roudtr it one of tho nios
attractive and desirable plants for lawn as well as cover planting eve
introduced. 1-year seedlings, 20s. per 1000.

Scarlet Geraniums (Beaton's Race).

WSL PAUL (Son and Successor to the late A. Paul),
has to ofl'er the following new ZONALE and HYBRID

NOSEGAY GERANIUMS, which have beeni selected from several
Thousand Seedlings raised from the stock of the late Mr. Donald
Beaton. Every one now offered is believed to be in advance of or
distinct from all pre-esisting krads. Orders received now, the phmts
daUvered In rotation, oa for as tho stock will allow, in May next.

Gnocp 1.

—

Bkddino Varietici.
*a* Any 12 varietiei from this and the two following Groups may

be selected by the purchaser lor £2 23.

BANNERET.—Flowers crimson, scarlet, nnd purple ahaded, very
bright and beautiful ; a hybrid nosegay. Price 3a'. W. each.

FAIR! QUEEN.—Rosy purple ; a largo s 11 flower, very distinct

the way of Lord Polmeraton, but brighter in colour and broader
in the petals.

MONTE ROSA, dark rosy-purple, pleasing colour, large trius, very

, ry li _ ,

.
good habit, prodigious bloomer. Price 3«. sii. each.

PEACH NOSEGAY.—Flowers deep briglTt peach colour, very fVoo
bloomer, spendld truss, plain leaS, flrst-rate and distinct. Price 6s.

REBECCA.—Cherry colour, fine truss, dwarf compact habit, very
profuse, the finest bedding Geranium yet raised. Price 6». each.

ST. GEORGE.—Dark chestnut, shaded with blackish crimson, quite
unique, very free and effective, an entirely new colour among

Prici
^ ^JSTON.—Flowers true orange.
, splendid variety for massing. Pr

WOOD NYMPH—Salmon pink, large and flue. Price 3». Gd. each.

Group 2.—Vabietiis laPEciALLT rkcomuimdbd for Growino i.v

Pots or Vases.
BRIDE.—Flowers white, with large crimson eye, of fine shape and

lolour and habit, this is in advance of any i

raised. Price 5«. each.
CELESTIAL.—Flowers rosy lake, with fler>- spot on upper petals.

...ry free, fine habit. Price 3s. Gd. each.
POET LAUREATE.—Rosy purple, top petals orange scarlet, yellow-

ish eye, perfect shape. Price 35. Od. each.
TIARA.—Flowers scarlet crimson suffused with purple, good truss,

very free, fine habit ; quite distinct from any yet raised, and very
lovely. Price 5s. each.

GRODP a.^MlKlATrRE OR PoHFOW VaRIETIM.
DIAMOND.—Fine scarlet purple centre, white eye, flowers pro-

fusely, habit good, distinct. Price ds. Gd. each.
DRYAD.—Beautifully rosy pink, fine shape and truss. Price

3s. Gd. each.
NAI.tVD.—Flowers purple, Ecarlettop; pleasing and distinct. Price

1 well, very dwarf and ffeo. Price 3s. 6d. each.

Gbodp 1.—Biddinq Variities sejtt pbok these NDR3«R11S

Many of them have received First-class Certificates from tho Royal

tho Royal Horticultural Societj-'s Trial Ground at Chiswick.

Now Readt, Autcm:t-strdce Plants.
ALEXANDRA.—Magenta. Price 2s. Gd. each ; 21». pcrdozeo.

' AMV HOGG,—Bright purplish n , Price 2j. each ; l&s. per doz.

Price U. Gd. each ; 12«.

DONALD BEATON.—Clear orange scarlet. Price U. $d. each ;

l(K«. per dozen.
' DUCHESS.—Soft rosy lake. Price 23, each ;183. per dozen.

MAGENTA QUEEN.—Magenta. Price 3a. Gd. each.
. Gd. each ; 24s. per dozen.
GENTA QUEEN.—Magen.. . _.

ORANGE NOSEGAY.—Bright orange. Price It. Gd. each ; 16s.

per dozen.
PILLAR of BEAUTY—Brick red. Price 2s. ft(. each.

SALAMANDER.—Brilliant ecariet, large white eye. Price 2s.

each ; ISs. per dozen.
SCARLET GEM —Bright orango ecariet. Price It. Gd. each ;

164. per dozen.

The above set of 16 varieties, one plant of each, 243.

SPRING CATALOGUE, with full descriptions of thtie and other

lauts, free by post. The luual discount to the Tr.ade.
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Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.
New lloSLi AND Enwdbii Sk^dliN(;b.

WM. PAUL (Son and Successor to the late A. Pai'i,)

has to offer in Miw next the foUowiDg flrst-clasa NKW
HYBRID PERl'ETUAL R08ES j—

BLACK PRINCE, H.P. (Wm. Paul).—Flowers dark cnmson, shaded
with black, cupped, large and mil. This Roae may be called a
very dark Gloire de Santenay, which it resembles in most respecti,

but is very distinct in colour. Price 6s. each.

DR. LINDLEV, H.P. (Wsr. Pa ri.),—Flowers crimson, with black
!S, very 'large and lull. Growth robust^ foliage splendid.

a complete crimson ball. Certificate ftom the Royal Horti-
cultural Society. Price 6*.

LADY SUFFIELD, H.P. (Wu. Paul),—Fiowera purplish crimson,
colour uniform throughout, the purple tint predominating ; large,

full, and of fine form. Price 6».

The following, which are 'already out, can be aupplied In etrong
healthy plants :—
ELIZABETH VIGNERON (WiL Paul).—Fiowera rosy pink, very

largo and full, cupped in the way of Liolia, but fuller, froiher
and brighter m colour ;= constitution hardy, growth vigorous;
blooms coatmuoualy; one of the boat of last yow'a novelties.
Price 3s. 6d,

MADAME EMILE BOYAU (Wii. PAULt.-FlowerB fioft rosy flesh-

colour, changing to bluah, sufficiently large, perftot in form,
constitution hardy, (rrowtn moderate ; very tODBtant, distinct,

and good. Price 3.-i, Gd.

PRINCE DE JOINVILLE (Wu. pAfL),_A flue large showy Rose,
something in the way of, but of a lighter colour, than Prmoesa
of Wales [ vigorous and hardy. Price 2a. ed.

PRINCESS LICHTENSTEIN (W«. Padl).—Flowers whlte.globular,
large and full, perfect in form in their young state, a good hardy
Rose, flowering abimdantly. Price 25. 6d.

GLORY OF WALTHAM (Wm. Pall).—Flower.'? crimson, in the way
of Red Rover, but more double : growth of extraordinary vigour

;

one of the beat of climbing or pillar Roses. Price 3a, Qd.

Ail the really good French Novelties, 3s. Cd. each ; the older kinds,
by name, 12s. to 18*. per dozen ; 75s. to lOOs. per 100.

RICHAUD SMITH'S SEED CATALOGUE contains
a Calendar of Time for Sowing, particulars of Collections with

Prices, Directions for Cropping well and economically. Soil, Manure,
Depth, Distance, Season, Hardiness, Dunition, Form, Heicht,
Colour, Storing, Use, Flavour, and other qualities descrlt-eo. This
List free by post for one stamp. Seeds direct fi-om the growera, the
surest way to success.

Richard Smith, Seed Merchant, Worcsster.

Select Catalogues of Seeds and Plants.
ROBERT PAKKRK be^s to announce that his NEW

PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, containing
Select Lists of the best varieties of Vegetable, Agricultural, and
Flower Seud.s New and Rare Plants, ic, are now published, and will
be forwarded to apphcants. All Seeds are warranted to be of the
finest possible quality. Intending purchasera are requested to com*
pare the prices with those of other hoiues.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, SmTOy, S.

GEORGE SMITH'S NEW CATALOGUE, \yith
a Splendid Woodcut of NOSEGAY GERANIUM LE

GRAND, which ia the finest of all Geraniumsfor effect; for descrip-
tion, see CATALOGUE and Advertisement in Gardener*' ClironicU.
February loth. The Catalogue contains select List
and most approved kinds of Show, P
gated Geraiimms, Fuchsias, Verboi
themuuis. Bedding Plants, fto.,

t approved kinds of Show, French, Fancy, Zonale, and Varie-

>stago stai

Tollmgton Nursery, Hornaey Road, London, !S.

Garden and Flower Seeds.
\rEGETABLE SEEDS in COLLECTIONS,
V IO.S-,, £1, £2, £3, £4, £5. The best FLOWER SEEDS, all kinds.

Is. 0(i., 2s. Gt(., 3s. m., and Bs. per dozen packets. The choicest
imported seeds, sealed collections. Is. Gd. to 6.f.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES free on application.

W. Hooper, Seedsman, &c., Wandsworth, S.W.

Establislied Upwards of a Century.
BUTLER AND M c C U L L C H'S Complete

COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE SEEDS for ONE Y'EAR'S
SUPPLY, all of the Growth of 1S05.

No. 1.
I

No. 3.
I

No. 3.
I

No. 4. | No. 3.

£3 33. 1 £2 2s.
I

£i 10s. | £1 Is. | lOs.Cd.

All orders amounting to 21s. and upwards sent can-iage paid.
DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOG QES sent free and post paid

upon apphcation.

, South Row, Covent Garden Market, W.C.

BUTTON'S UNRIVALLED
'^ COLLECTIONS of GARDEN SEEDS
for ONE YEAR'S SUPPLY, Carriage Free.

,.,^ , Sutton & Sons are now prepared to receive

&iJ^^>^^\ Orders for their unrivalled Collections of

, Nsr-^v, GARDEN SEEDS, asunder :—

Ull01v\*\\ A CompleteCollectionofKITCHEN £ a. d.

_ 7an^ 1ml GARDEN SEEDS for One wholo
HwU Cj-V^I _ l>'j Year's Supply (with InstructionsA.-u taL

Ql^g /_^y on Cultivation) 3 3

Ditto, in quantities proportionately
reduced .. ..220

Ditto ditto 1 11 G

Ditto ditto 110
Ditto ditto 15
Ditto, for a SMALL GARDEN . . 10 G

Sent Carriage Free by Rail, and 6 per cent, discount allowed for
cash payment. A remittance or relerence requested from imknown
Correspondents.
•»• By ordering one of these Collections once a-year much trouble

and expense will be saved.

Also, NvVTURAL GRASSES for LAWNS and MEADOWS, fine
sorts ot MANGEL WURZEL, TURNIP, and other AGRICUL-
TURAL SEEDS.
SUTTON'S GENERAL ILLUSTRATED DESCKiFnVE

PRICED CATALOGUE and AMATEUR'S GUIDE is now ready,
price lit/., or gratis to Customera.
Remittances may be made by Cheques on Town or Country Bankers,

or by Post Office Orders payable to Suttox Si Sons, Royal Berkshire
Seed Establishment, Reading.

SuTTOwA; Sons, Royal Hcikshire Seed Rstablishment, Rending.

New Catalogues.

DOWNIE. LAIRD, am. LaIXG bog to intimate that
their PRICED DESCKJITIVE CATALOGUES of FLORIST

FLOWERS, NEW PLANTS, GARDEN, FLOWER, and AGRICUL-
TURAL SEEDS are now ready, and may be had free on application.

17. South Frederick Street, Edinburgh ; and Stanstead Park,
Forest Hill, London, S.E.

HEEBACEOUS md ALPINE PLANTS,
the best Sorts.

200 fine sliowv variotiCH jE3
100 do. do. 30s. ; 60 do 17
100 do. do., including now varieties .. .. 2 10
60 do. do. do. do. . . . . 1 10

DE.SCKIPTIVE CATALOGUES, giving heights, colours,

A great variety of SPRING TLOWERS in pots.
SiEruEM CuowN, Seed Grower and Nurseryman, Sudbury, Suffolk.

Seeds of the nnest quality for the Garden and Farm.
A UCIIM'.M.ll T^I;^M>|.:U^o\, 1„|,. Superint™d™t to

£y "" "" "I"" ' "
'

I I
'

'I' II, and of His Grace tUo
Uul.i' '' 'I li 'lit, StafFoitishire, bees to
anil'"" I 11 illiir.

I

i i I A l.OGUE of SEEDS and
useliil I. \ 1.

1

ii-, \ I .\ 1,1 MiM, , II. I j.iii.lished, and will bo for-
wardoil i.....i ;ico ...i. ..|r,.,K.,u..ii,

A. 11. has selected the leadlug varieties only in each Class, bis
past practical experience having enabled him to do so.

Sion Nursery, Thornton Ileath, Surrey, 8.

30,000 Common Laurels,
Fine bushy plants and well rooted, from 1 1:> 3 feet.

WM. AVOOD AND SON having a large stock of the
above, will be happy to give special quotations at reduced

pi-icGS.

Address, Woodlands Nursoiy, Marcsfield, nearUckfield, Sussex.

Strong Thorns, Oaks, Native Scotch, Larch, & Spruce.
/nHIVAS AND WEAVER, Choiiter, are still lioRers of
Kj sxtra strong TRANSPLANTED QUICKS, ENGLISH OAKS,
extra fine, 2t to 4i leet j NATIVE SCOTCH, very Bne, H to 3 loet

;

LARCH, very stout, li to 4) feet ; and SPRUCE, I to 2| loet. Also
strong Transplanted APPLE .STOCKS, ready for Gi-afling.

Pi'ices of the whole of the above, which are greatly reduced, will
bo forwarded on application.

FOX oi; GAME COVEUT.—Gentlemen planting or
refreshing their Preserves can be supplied with the under-

mentioned favourite Plants;—ENGLISH GORSE or FURZE. 1-ycar,
6s. per 1000 ; 2-years, very strong, 10s. per 1000 : Evergreen Berberry,
or fllahonia aqiiifolia, 1 to 2 foot, strong triansplanted, 25s. per 100, or
£10 per 1000.

LISTS of all kinds of FOREST and FRUIT TREES, SBRUBS,and
CONIFERS, sent on application.

W. M^pi.i: it Sons, The Nurseries, Bristol.

LAECH and RHODODENDKONS'.
Delivered at Matlock Station. Per 1000—s. d.

LARCH, U to 2 It., good stout plants 17
20 to 30 in., „ „ 18
2 to 3 ft., „ „ 22

2i to 3* feet „ „ — -

RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, bushy and well-rooted, to
106

, 170
.. 220

Tansley Nurseries, near Matlock, Derbyshire.
TOSEl'll S.\irHI, lSi„v., invites I'bmters and tlie Ti-ade
t} to inspect 111- N'li I

I
V "I 'i .\i nj.s nf lii,i;h Imiil. Thu Mill IB of a

fibrous natiiiL, . i. i ,i . ii|. v, iih lm-..'11i.'ii1 umls, huoIi as

many Hunditil 1 i i m M h il ili.MilLi i.\^, ri'M\liiN mid
PORTUGAL I. \l 111 I

- 111 i\. HKiimM.s, i;hi;i;|:K1s, HOLLIES,
PRIVETS, YEW.s. ic. Tlio FOREST TREES arc very extensive.
Of all the leading kinds there are 16 Acres of LARCHES, of dilTerent
sizes, and all others in proportion. Priges moderate, which can be
had on application as above.

Moor Edge Nursery, Tansley, near Matlock,
Derhyshlre.

JOSEPH SMITH, JuN., has to offer in quantitio.s,O reasonable, Transpliuiteil LARCH, POPLARS. PRIVET,
ALDER, LAURELS, AltUUR.VlT.,E, RHODODENDRONS for
gi-aftinc and other sizes, &c., seedlings.

ELM^l year
|
BERBERIS AQUIFOLIUM,

Pric

..-5)

Splendid named GLADIOLI for

exliibition, &c., per dozen, 3j, Grf.

5s. 6r;., 7s.Gd., Ws.6il., 12.!., 16s., 18s.,

24s., and 30s.; per 100, 25s. to 100s.

MIXED GLADIOLI, for large

effective masses, per 100, 10.?. 6(/.,

16s., and 21s.
;
per dozen, 2s. Gd. and

3s. 6rf.

The magnificent JAPAN LILY,
LILIUM LANCIFOLIDM SUBRDM,
for plauling in Rhododendron Reds,

Conservatories, &c., 9«. and 12s.

per doz. ; 50s., 60s., 70s., and 80s.

per 100.

STANDEN'S GARDENER'S and

AMATEUR'S FRIEND MANURE.
A compound of the richest fertilising

phosphates known. Suitable for all

plants.

Carriage paid.

No. 1. COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE SEEDS, for One
Year's Supply ..

Ditto ditto ditto

Ditto ditto ditto ,

,

Ditto ditto ditto
Ditto ditto ditto
Ditto ditto ditto .

,

Ditto ditto ditto

Ditto ditto ditto

¥ C SEED BULB ^'PL.\^T AVAREHOl
K127K1NC; STREET.COV EiNT GARDENw^

ntinff to 21s. sent Carriage Paid.

For SPECIALITIES in VEGETABLE SEEDS, see our large Advertisement, p. 72.

The magnificentGOLDEN-RAYED
LILY of JAPAN, LILIUM
AURATUM, 5s. Gd., 7s. Gd., and
10s. Gd. ; extra large roots, 21s.

STANDEN'S GARDENER'S and
irty AMATEUR'S FRIEND MANURE.
Ill V

* oompound of the richest fertilising
phosphates known. Suitable for all
plants.

No. 1, for Hard-wooded Stove and
^7>S^ Greenhouse Plants, Fruit Trees, Roses

,

"^^ijy. Vegetables, and Lawns. Sample
canisters. Is. and 2s. Gd. ; and bags,
6s. Gd., 10s. Gd., and 21s.

^ No. 2, for Soft-wooded Plants.
Sample canisters, Is. and 2s. Gi. ; and
bags, 5». Gd., 10s, Gd., and 21s.

The Manure is laid on the surface
dry, and watered in. A great
SAVING or lABOt/R IS THUS EFFECTED.

NEW SEEDS. Post paid.

No,

No. 6.

No. 6.

No. 7.

No. 8.

30
42
63

No. 1. COLLECTION of FLOWER SEEDS 3s. 6i/.
No. 2.
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E,
Fruiting Vines.

G. HENDERSON and SON offer the above, with
splendid Canes of well-matured growtli, with prominent

ure to give a heavy crop of fniit, 10«. 6d. each.

LIST of SORTS sent on application.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

F
Extra extra strong Fruiting Vines.

RANUiS AND ARTHUR UICliSON and SONS,
The " Upton" Nurseries, Chester, beg to direct a.ti

very large stock of the above, which includes the U'

finer lot ofVines were never grown. lospcction invited.

Prices and all particulars on applicatic

Sample plants Bont if desired.

G
Extra strong Fruiting Vines.

EORQE CLARKE has a very large stock of stout,

lose-Jointed, well-ripened VINES, which, under good manage-— ^_ — ..— ^ good crop of fruit this f "''"

Streatham ; and Mottinghani. Kent. S-E-

Vlnes.

S. WILLIAMS begs to .announce that he still

J , holds a fine Stock of the .above. Planting and Fruiting

Canes of all the best kinds, including the NEW GRAPE ROYAL
VINEYARD.

Victoi-Ia & Paradise Nurseries, Holloway, London.

B

T71XTRA fiup Dwarf-trained APiUCOTS, PEACHES
Pi PP.ATT*? PT.HMR .inrt CHF.RHIRSPEARS, PLUMS, and CHERKIES.

Extra fine STANDARD PEARS. CHERRIES. PLUMS, &c.

KAPE VINES, ORCHARD HOUSE TREES, Fmiting or other-

To the Trade. Overstock, verv Cheap.
QTANDAUD-TKAlXIUi ROYAL GEORGE PEACH,O DWARF-TRAINED ROYAL GEORGE and other
CHERRIES, dwarf trained, in great T.irietv. as S

Waterloo, Werder's Early Black. Bigarn
d'Oileniirt, Knit;lifs Ksirly Black, &c.

PT,i'\T^, -i'-T-t'-V ^•ini''(l, in great varietv,

Adam's Crown,

, St. Mai

variety, as May Duke, Elton, Bowyei

i'K.
M.i;

Way
, Belle d'Orleans, Fl

iiJt. on Quince, Louise Bonne. Glou M
,:tl de Ta Cour, Berganiotte d'Esperen, .and White Doyenn'

MAIDEN PEACHES, NECTARINES, and APRICOTS;
STANDARD and DWARF ROSES.

RiciiABD SuiTn, Nurseryman, Worcester.

Seedling:, 12*. per lOi)

;

Sclatcr's Semper Fideli'3, £1 ;

Double Bearing, 8s. ; Evans's
r>

ASPBERRIES.—Cornwell
i) Cutbush's Prince of Wale,s,lC.s

Carter's Prolific, 10*. ; Red Prolific. 8.

White, 10s.

STRAWBERRIES— T;! h ',"i

Napier, Etaanor.Oscar, i

SPECIAL OFFER FOR CASH ONLY.

EXTRA PINE TRANSPLANTED LARCH,
2 to 3 feet, 15s. per 1000 ; 3 to 4 feet, 21s. per 1000.

•Samples if required.

JAMES GARAWAY and CO., BURDHAM DOWN NURSERIES, BRISTOL.

GRASS SEEDS,

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,

FLOWER SEEDS.

Cidcihnjiirs ftnrardrd jjost free to auij address on appUcaiit

y 16s. per 1000.
nTS, IGs. to £1 per 100.

'M. ; 4 years, 4s. per 100.

site Red Lion, Bamet, N.

Verbena Crimson King.
rriHOMAS METllVEN has much pleasm-e

extensively used for the lost t

in its great and continuous pro-

fusion of bloom. Its vigorous atiU comoact habit, and its healthy
constitution. It is in fact a companion to the well-known Purple
King, having all the good qualities of the latter variety, without its

tendency to mildew or to become diseased in winter. Crimson King
haa fine bold crimson trusses of bloom, with petals of unusual
aab.stance, borne onshortstiff stalks, which constitutes it one of the

very best plants for standing heavy rains without much injury.

rforlii s considered by the many gardeiEitherfor . , „
who have seen it this season at Archerfleld to stand unrivalled for

striking effect. The following testimonials which have been received

by Mr. Thomson will i 3 what is said above of ita

Fro

effect of your Crimson King Verbena, when I saw it for the first

on entering the Kitchen Gardeii at Archorfield, formioe a lino in the
ribbon border on each side of the main walk. But when I entered
the Flower Garden at Dirleton Castle, remarkable for its breadth and
variety of colour, in the distance my eye rested on two brilliant masses
standing boldly out from all the others, which I did not tail to see was
produced by the same Verbena. 1 was particularly struck with its

compact body of colour ; and on placing it in proximity with Beaton's
Stella Geranmm, its depth was such as to give Stella an orange hue.
You have great merit in having raised so valuable a decorative plant.'-

From Mr. Toward. Oshomc Hotise, Isle of TTiijht.

"Tour Verbena Crimson King is one
Been ; its brilliancy of colour, profusion
of growth will place it In the front rank."

Prom Mr. John Clark, Oardencr to Earl de Grey and Ripon,
Studley Royal, Ripon.

"1 was particularly struck with your seedling Verbena Crimson
King. It will, indeed, be a valuable acquisition to all who require
dense masses of colour. I cannot give you a better testimony of my
appreciation of it than by saying that immediately on my return to
Edinburgh 1 ordered 100 plants to be secured for me as soon as it is

sent out.
'

From Mr. John Robson, Qai^lmer tn Viscount Holmesdale, Linton

' For many years
jrbenas having the , „

Purple Kmg, but differing froi

Thomson has obtained in his Cr
for massing, for edging, or for lines in ribbon borders ; while for co

i blooming it promises to be superior to Purple King. It

Park, Kei

and lUthough t

known Geranium Stel
Artherfield, it was the
et with, who, like our-

Geraniuni Stella in juxtaposition
Arcberfield, th vt the Verbeua was by far the more brilliant ol the
o. There sceins nothing left to wish for, unless it be for other

Verbenas of like habit, but ot different colours, not yet represented

selves, bad s

than the
) latter w.os in Its best t

on of several gardei
"

i Verbena a '

"

int

From Mr. Thomas Lees, Oai'dener to tixe Earl of Haddington,
Tynmyhame.

" I have great plensure in bearing the highest testimony to your
Verbena Crimson King, having had opportunities of seeing it bedded
along with other Verbenas in the Gardens at Archerfleld both la-st

year and this. Both in fine weather and after dashmg

" Having s

fori

n, borne in great pro-
1-.. ii-kuown Purple King."

Kai-l of Roxburgh, i^ooci'

!.:i i_rimson King at Archerfield
r. linit^iJ that it is the best crimson
f Purple King. It will be a greatI cultivation. Its habit is tlia

acquisition whether used for bei

From Mr. J. Bisset, Gardener
"Crimson King Verbena, which 1 snw at Archerfield in great pir-

fection, is of a most brilliunt >'] 'u, LHh !i v. mted in Verbenas.
Habit good, being very erect ami I

'
, r I had great plea-

sure in giving an order for a qu;iu( i '!i
I

,

To be sent out next May at 1^. ,; i n.ii:is are now being
booked, and will be executed i

N P.—A list of names of thi

will be published shortly.

Seed Warehouse, 15, Princes Street, and Leith Walk Nur
Kdlnburgh.

PETER LAWSON & SON,
*' THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

LONDON and EDINBURGH.

FARM, VEGETABLE, and FLOWER SEEDS.

, KING STREET, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.G.

CARTER'S
PERMANENT GRASS SEEDS,

Per acre, 26s., 30s., and 36s.

CARTER'S PRIZE MANGEL SEED, is. per lb.

CARTER'S PRIZE SWEDE SEED, Is. per lb.

CARTER'S FARM SEED LIST, Gratis and Post Free on appUcaUon.

JAMES CARTER and CO., 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

SUTTON'S
GRAS S SEEDS FOR ALL SOILS.

Messrs. Sctton's GRASS SEEDS being Mixed expressly to suit the Soils for which they are required, Persona
ordering have only to state the Nature of the Soil, and Acreage to be laid down, when suitable Seeds will be supplied.

SUTTON'S

GRASS and CLOVER

SEEDS
FOR

PERMANENT PASTURES,

PABK LANDS,

for 3 or 4 YEARS' PASTUEE

HAY or SOILING,

2 YEARS' DITTO,

1 YEAR'S CROP of HAY,

FINE GARDEN LAWIIS,

NEW PARK LAWNS,

BOWLING GREENS,

ORCHARDS,

RENOVATING OLD
PASTURES.

Messrs. Sutton beg to announce that their GRASS and CLOVER SEEDS, which have hitherto given such

SUTTON'S

GRASS and CLOVER

SEEDS

FOB

PERMANENT PASTURES,

RECLMMED MARSHES,

GOOD BLACK PEATY SOIL,

CHALKY UPLANDS,

SHEEP DOWNS,

WATER MEADOWS,

CHURCHYARDS,

CRICKET GROUNDS,

ffreit satisfaction are now ready for sending out. The Seeds this year have been harvested in the best

condition, and Messrs. Sutton respectfully request early orders, which shall meet with their best personal attention.

List of Prices of Turnip, Mangel, mid other Farm Seeds, with any information required, will be sent on applicatu

Ma. MAETIN SUTTON'S "ESSAY on PASTURES," &d. post free, or Gratis to Customers.

SUTTON AND SONS, ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.
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Early Spring Flowers.

WEBB'S GIANT POLYANTHUS and GIANT
COWSLIPS, and other varieties, larpest stock in Etigland.

List and prices on application to Mr. Webb, Calcot Gardens. Reading.

O^
W. B. Jei

ASTER, GERMAN ASTER, the finest Strain in the
kingdom.—Was awarded the First Prize at the Brinhton and

Sussex Horticultural Show (open to all Englandl, in 1864 and 1865,

and wherever exhibited in 1865. Packets, Is. 6d, eiich.

J. JENNtNGs. Seed Establishment, New Street, Shtpston-on-Stour.

'

CAMBRIAN COLLECTIONS of GARDEN SEEDS
for 10». 6d., 21a., 3l8. 6d., and 4^., sufficient for One Year's

Supply for Large and Small Gardens. Basket Included,
CATALOGUES of SEEDS and NURSERY STOCK on application.

S'

New Edition of
COTT'S FRUIT TREE CATALOGUE of the finest

Collection in England. The Catalogue is allowed to be the best
published, and is full of Information about the Cultivatic

L-:__ J
=bed. Apply to

. Scott. Merriott, Somerset.
[I being described. Apply t

SPECIAL OFFER of FRUIT TREES.—2d per cent,O off Cataloifues.—Having a large and fine stock of the under-
mentioned, they are offered at greatly reduced prices, to clear

ground :—Peaches, Nectarines and Apricots (trained and untrained),

Apples, Pears, Plums, and Chen-ies (trained and untrained).
«. ,,«,.„,, „ . ™ . , « r^^^

^ application to

W VIRGO AND SON having a surplus stock of the
• undermentioned FRUIT, FOREST, and other TREES, can

ofler thom at a very reduced price,

Standard and Dwarf Apple;
Standard and Dwarf Pears

Hazel, 2 t

Birch, 2 to 3 and 4 feot

Spanish CJhestnut, 2 to 3 feet

Withy. 3 to 4 and 6 feet

Also a larKO quantity of Trees fit for belting.

Prices of the above can bo had on application at the Nursery,
Wonersh, near Guildford. Surrey.

Alder, 2 to 3 feet
Larch Fir, 2 to 3 feet

Spruce Fir, 18 inches, 2 and 3 feet
Berberis Aquifolium, 1 foot

,, dulcis, 2 feet
Portugal Laurel, 2 feet

Amaranthus cruentus grandiflorus.
SUTTON AND SONS confidently recommend the above

as one of tho most showy hardy Annuals. The colour is a rich
crimson, and has a most elegant and gracofnl appearance. It usually
attains the height of 4 feet, and is therefore very suitable for groups
in firont of Shrubberies, or by the sides of Carriage Drives.

Price Orf. per packet, post free.

SuTTOM k Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

CO.,LAMOUREUX
Seed Mebc

The SEED CATALOGUE and GARD^.N DIRECTORY for 1806.
7 published, will give full particulars respecting prices and other

Spring, 1866.
WILLIA^[ BARR(»N beffs to announce that his

NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of CONIFERiE and
other ORNAMENTAL PLANTS, RHODODENDRONS, ROSES,
FRUIT TREES, Ac. for Spring 1866. maybe had post tree upon appli-
cation. Elvaston Nu is, Borrowash, near Derby.

/CHOICE VARIEGATED PELARGONIUMS.
Mrs. Pollock

I

Golden Vase 1 Rainbow
Sunset Snoffflako I Burning Bush
Yellow Belt Ficturata I Princess Alexandra
GoldeaTonl Thumb | Argus [ Fontainebleau
The abovo 12 choice varieties, ciUtable for exhibition, for 2l3.,

basket and packing included.

To the Trade.
pUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA SEED (true), of excel-
V-^ lent quality, and warranted crop of present season. Price,
postage paid, 6s. 2d. per oz. ; 325. per half lb, ; 60s. per lb. nett. From
imknown Correspondents a remittance mu.st accompany order.
WHOLESiVLE CATALOGUES of GENERAL NURSERY

STOCK can be had on application to
Thos. Cbipps, Nurseryman, Timbridge Wells. Kent.

Britisli Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM can now send, post free for sis. postage

' stamps. Part L (British Ferns and their i^wioties, 36 pages,

GARDEN SEEDS.
ELEVEN PRIZES AT THE SOUTH KENSINGTON SHOW IN JULY LAST.

WILLIAM PAUL
(Son and Successor to the late A. Paul), WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N..

BEGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT HIS

NEW SEED CATALOGUE IS NOW READY,
AND WILL BE FOKWAUDED ON APPLICATION FREE BY POST.

It is well known that both Vegetables and Flowers vary much in quality from Seed, and to insure the best racesf

all the critical and important crops are home saved, or saved expressly for him under his own supervision. In proo^

of the success of this course he may state that no less than Eleven Prices were awarded to the productions of hi

Seeds at the Royal Horticultural Society's Show in July last.

Foreign and Colonial Orders carefidhj attended to, and packed by experienced packers.

GARDEN SEEDS.

OSBORN & SONS'

May I

SELECT CATALOGUE OF THE ABOVE
' be had on application, and they beg to call special attentiou to the following Select Articles:

NEW AMERICAN TOMATO

This is very large, and less watery than the old Rod.

ROWDEN'S BROWN COS LETTUCE .. ..1 6

SCOTT'S SUPERB WHITE COS LETTUCE ..10
BELLE BONNE SUMMER CABBAGE LETTUCE 1

These three Lettuces are less liable to run than any we know.

FULHAM NURSERY, S.W.

A RIBBON BORDER, Six Colours, Post Free, 2s. 6d. Stamps.

The selection nf the above is unique, equnllLng Bedding Plant.', ut oQc-tliiiticth the cost.

Price . per dozen. Tho

New Roses.
n ofl'erin^ the above, begs to state
finest possible condition, having all been
..„4...,i:.i,-^,. _-„,... .r,.. - (imediato removal.

Sall^ -M;.
I tho Trade.

New Roses of 1866.

JOHN PHASER, of (lie lA>a Lnd-e Road Nurseries,
Lerton, Essex, N.E.. will forward on application a LI.ST of all

the best varieties of NEW ROSE« tor 18CC.

The plants are strong, healthy, and are now ready for sending out.
Early orders are respectfully solicited.

10,1

w
New Roses for 1866.

strong healthy well-i^rown Plants of all the New Roses.

Woodlands Nursery, M.iresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex,

M. WOOD AND SON have to ofler an extraordinary

NEW ROSES of I860.—Owing to the annual intro-
duction of so many inferior, and, in fact, worthless varieties of

New Roses, John Ckanston has this season carefully selected
23 varieties out of 40 or SO sorts offered by the French raisers

Those he can confidently recommend, and he believes his selection
contains all that are woithy of note.
A List, with prices, sent on applicatic

and will bo fit to sand out in March.
The plants are strong,

O
Roses, Roses.

NE THOUSAND DWARF ROSES of all the leading
kinds to be disposed of at a veryjow price. Tho plants a

Doiking Nu

Superb HoUyliocks.
WILLIAM PERKY has to ofler a healthy stock and

fine plants of tbo above, which can be supplied on liberal
tonus. Price per 100 on appliciition. A List of sorts post free.

Messrs. Rivcas' Kursories, Sawbridgeii-orth, Herts.

w
Superb Double Hollyliocks.

The Finest Collectio.v ever Offered to the Pui51>io.

CHATER hiis a large Stock of fine healthy

Address, W. Cii , Saffron Waldon.

New Descriptive Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower
Seeds, jcc., for 1866.

ROBERT T. MACKINTOSH, Nuiiseryman and
Seedsman, 12, Melbourne Place, Edinburgh, begs respectfully

to intimate that the above LIST, embiiicing sevei'al Now ana
interesting Novelties, may now be had post fVee on application.

Genuine Garden and Farm Seeds to be bad at
HO MAS KENNEDY and CO.'S

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Dumfries, N. B.

And dotivorod frrp of carriage as formerly.
PRICED CATALcia KS lumished on application.

T
AMBROIS

Belgium,

;i il \l I'ELT, NrHsKHYMAN, Ghent^
tliat his NEW CATALOGUE,

I
Im; had at his Agents, Messrs. K.

MLUEKRAD E h.iv.
,

II r
|

I > r
,

I
; i eat Tower Stroet, London, E.C.

Genuine Garaen and Agricultural Seeds.

PAUL TOLLARD, Seed Ghower, and Merchant,
20, Qusiide la M^Risserie 20, ci-devant 4, Place desTiois Marie; '

A Paris. ' SPECIAL
weights and nm

lyrEWin;,!
X> Tropjccili

KKDS, in English

Notice.
PURCHASERS of LARGE QUANTITIES of FARM

1
I

' 'I
'

i'iii[ii. Keadirg.

;: \l. M. M. ..I X^tUnl^ham,
,

1
1

: :, .1
:

! \ i;ii lull Meeting.

I .1.1 .1
I I iniamental-

c o.M n.i M i:\ I \

Es.j,, . ( II

H^"
iilMI i;\L SOCIETY of LIVERPOOL.—
The FOURTH KXIIIHITION of HVACINTHS and SPRING

FLOWERS will bo hold in St. George's Hall, Liverpool, on
WEDNESDAY, March 14. Entries close March 10.

For Schedules, &c., apply to Robert W. Krr, Hon. Sec.,

4, Basnett Street.

HORTICULTUR.M
The FIRST EXIlll

Sc, Will be held in SI '

NESDAY, July 3 and 4, wl

il'T-i I i\ i:

Poynter's 25s. Anglican Collections of Garden and Flower Seeds for One Year'J Supply

Contains one of the above, and is altogether the best anil cheapest offered. Carriage fi-ee.

1^ Useful PRICE LISTS gratis.

ROBERT H. POYNTER, SEED MERCHANT, TAUNTON.

STIRLING, SCOTLAND.

GENTLEMEN ABOUT TO REQUIRE AGRICULTURAL SEEDS
MAY FIND IT AD TO liKFER

Which

PRICED CATALOGUE,
ill be forwarded Post Free on application.

Over a long series of Years the Laying Down of Land to Grass has occupied much of otr attention, and we are
enabled to furnish Assortments of trustworthy Seeds, moderately charged, to suit every description of Soil. Full
particulars as to these, as well as to our improved varieties of Swede and Yellow Turnip, &c., will be found in
Ciitjilogue.

W. DRUMMOND and SONS, STIRLING ; and DAWSON STREET, DUBLIN.

"iirling has direct expeditious communication to all parts of the Kingdom. Seeds as hitherto areforwarded Carriage Paid.

Wilt <Bartrener.2J'€fiiOiitclr.
SATCUDAY, MAHi'Il 10, lS()(i.

MEETINGS FOR TUi: EXSl'ING WEEK.
March 13—Zoolottical SJ r.M.

1-Microsc.ipical 8 p.m.

(Itoyal lloi-ticulturul (First Spniig Showj,

'•Ilu.'
'

' '

— i:

- 14-
Ito;

— 15-' lit South ]

I Royal Uotiinic (Fiist Spring Show) 2

A PAPER was published by Dr. Lionel S.

Beale in the " Medical Times and. Gazette" for

January 20, 1866, on certain Entdzooid

Org.'VNISMS which occur very constantly in the

voluntary muscular tissue of beasts affected with

the Einderpest, and in that ofthe heart. Dr. Beaxe
does uot assert that these bodies are really

animals, but contents himself with giving their

histoiy—for they have been observed fur some

years in various animals in an imhealthy or in an

apparently healthy condition, and with describing

theu- minute structure. Dr. Cobbold, who has

devoted so much time and labour to tho sttuly of

tho creatures inhabiting the intestines ofanimals,

is decidedly of opinion that the organisms of

which we have just spoken are not animals, but
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s inclined to refer them to the vegetable king-
dom, in the belief that they are sacs of Psoro-
spenniop, if these bodies are reaUy Algoe as Robin
snpposos. No true Alga, however, has ever been
found in the tissues of animals, all the supposed
species which have been described, including fi;

"

mildew, and its allies, being decidedly referribj(

to Fungi.
We have ah'eady adverted to a notion which

was put forth last autumn, of a possible con-

nection between tho cattle plague and the red

rust which was so prevalent. Last autumn was
however by no means exceptional, for we have
frequently seen the Grass as yellow with the rust-

spots, and have heard conjectiu-es as to tho possi-

bility of its causing cancer and other complaints
to which stock of various kinds are subject.

There is not, however, a particle of evidence to

show that any of the truly parasitic leaf Fungi
are capable of establishing themselves in animal
tissues. An anonymous correspondent in the

same number of the "Medical Times," who styles

himself a provincial physician, while hinting at

the possible connection between rust and rinder-

pest, says distinctly that though the spores could
be readily enough traced in the mucus of the air

passages of the dead animals, nothing fui-ther

confirmatory of the notion could be elicited, or in

other words, there was no evidence of these
bodies having gei-minated and penetrated the
.siibjacent tissues.

There are, however, Fungi which luxuriate in

animal tissues, though they are not always
confined to them. The Fungi which attack the
caterpillars of Hepialus viresoens in New
Zealand, and those of various moths and insects

in oUnT ]iarts of the world, not excepting oiu-

own is1:iiMl, li( 'longing to tho ciu'ious tribe of
S|ili:i'ri,irii, ;;r>" a familiar example of Fungi
adilicti il III till' iiuimal kingdom, .specimens being
often brought home from our southern colonies

as curicsities. It is pretty certain that many of
these attack the larvte while living. But it is

more especially different kinds of moulds which
commit cruel ravages on living animals. The
disease which is the scoiu'ge of silkworms
arises from the attack of a very beautiful mould,
Botryosporium I'assianum, which is probably
identical with B. ditTusum, a species extremely
common on decayed stems of herbaceous plants,

and there ai'o several Fungi of the same group
which seem very indifferent as to theii' place
of growth, and ilom-ish on li\'iug animal tissues

([uite as readily as on decayed vegetables. We
must not omit, moreover, the Fungi to which
some cutaneous diseases in man are due, or the fish

moulds which are the pests of the aquarium.
Now it is very possible that the spores of any of

these might bo taken either into tho lungs
with the ail- we breathe, into the stomach
with tho water, or into the pores of the
skiu, and at length establish themselves in

various parts of the body. The common
ocouiTenco of moulds in tho luine, Sarcina in

the stomach, and PenicilUum in the air passages,
supphes instances familiar, to every one who has
paid the slightest attention to the subject. It is

not therefore impossible that tho organisms in
question may really be a concUtiou of some
Fungus, though from the numerous instances in
which they have been found, where the rinderpest
was not in question, there is no reason to believe
that they are tho cause of the disease, though
they may be a consequence, fi-om the diseased
tissues affording a peculiarly favourable nidus
for the development of the mould.
Tho ciliated surface, were it really shown that

the processes are vibr.atile as those on tho organs
of some Algpe, would be opposed to this notion,
but they may be only of the same nature as those
which occur on the spores of some Truffles and
other Fungi. Tho walls of the sac should bo
tested to determine whether they are composed
of cellulose, though this would not be absolutely
decisive, as cellulose occurs in some undoubted
animals, as for example in Ascidia. Dr. Beale
has tried to obtain a fm-ther development, and it is

very desirable that further attempts shouldbemade
in this direction, those specimens being chosen
in which the bodies lie freely amongst the
musculai- fibres. It is curious, however, that at
present, so far as the rindei-pest is concerned, it

is only in the striated fibres of the voluntary
muscles and in those of tho heart, which are
similar in stnicturo, that they have at present
occurred, and not in the involuntary non-
striated muscular tissue, whose position and
structure would seem better calculated for
their development. The matter is, however,
in overy point of view woi-thy of deep investiga-

tion, and it is quite as interesting to the
botanist as to the zoologist, and demands the
.ittontion of aU who regard either animal or

vegetable pathology. M. J. B.

The causes of the Ascent of the Sap have
long been a .subject of controversy, and it can by
no means be stated' that we have oven now
arrived at any perfectly satisfactory conclusions
in the matter. Endosmose, caijillarity, and the
profuse evaporation which takes place from the
leaves, have aU beou considered a-s potent agents
in producing the upward flow, but even those
who have the most in,sisted on tho power of these
agencies have admitted that they were not
Butfieiont to explain all the phenomena.

Professor Unger and M. Boehm, in a paper in
the Transactions of the Imperial Academy of
Vienna, conclude th.at the rise of the sap is

brought about by atmospheric pressiu-o on the
elastic w.alls of the cells. Air enters into the
plant, and is distributed thi'oughout its structure

by means of the vessels, the air so inti-oduced

compressing the cells, and thus pushing their

liquid contents upwards.
Quite recently, too, Mr. Herbert Spencee

has brought before the Linuean Society his views
on the ascent of tho sap and tho formation of

wood in plants. Mr. Spencer's paper excited so

much attention, and g.avo rise to so animated a
discussion, that we feel pleased to lay before our
readers a brief abstract of tho inferences drawn
from his observations and experiments, anil which
has been kindly fm-nished to us by Mr. Spencer
himself :

—

" The leading idea in my paper is that the
oscillating movements of the stems, branches, twigs,

and petioles of plants are lai-gely, if not indeed
mainly, instrimiental, both in producuig circulation,

and in causing' the deposit of woody matter. ^Vhen
any part of a plant is bent by the wind, the tissues

on its convex surface are subject to longitudinal
tension, and these extended outer layers compre;
the layers beneath them. Such of the vesseLs

canals in these subjacent layers as contain sap, must
have some of this sap expelled. Part of it will be
squeezed through the more or less porous walls of
the canals into the siu'romiding tissue, thus supply-
ing it ivith assimilable materials ; while part of it,

and probably the larger part, will be thmst along
the canals longitudinally upwards and downwards.
AVheu the branch or twig or leafstalk recoils, these

vessels, relieved from pressure, expand to their

original diameters. As they expand, the sap rushes
back into them from above and below. In whichever
of these directions least has been expelled by the
compression, from that direction most must retui'n

during the dilatation ; seeing that the force which
more efficiently resisted the thrusting back of the
sap is the same force which urges it into the
expanded vessels again, when they are relieved from
pressure. At the next bend of the part a further

portion of sap will be squeezed out, and a further
portion thrust forwards along the ve,s,sels. This
rude pumping process thus serves for propelling the
sap to heights which it could not reach by capillary

action ; at the same time that it incidentally serves

to feed the parts in which it takes place. It

strengthens them, too, just in proportion to the stress

to be borne ; since the more severe and the more
repeated the strains, the greater must be the exuda-
tion of sap from the vessels or ducts into the

surrounding tissue, and the greater the thickening
of this tissue, by secondary deposits. A further part

ot my argument is that by this same action the

movement of the sap is detennined either upwards or

downwards according to the conditions. While the

leaves .are active and evaporation is going on from
them, these oscillations of the branches and petioles

urge forward the sap into them ; because so

long as the vessels of the leaves are being
emptied, the sap in the compressed vessels

of the oscillating parts wiU meet with less

resistance in the direction of the leaves than in the
opposite direction. But when evaporation ceases at

night, this will no longer be the case. The sap

drawn to the oscillating parts to supply the place of

•the exuded sap, must come from the directions of

least resistance. A slight breeze will bring it back
from the leaves Into the gently-swaying twigs, a
stronger breeze into the bending branches, a gale into

the sti'ained stem and roots—roots in which longi-

tudinal tension produces, in another way, the same
effects that transverse tension does in the branches.

Mr. Spencer further supported his views by
drawings and descriptions of certain organs
which teiininato the vascular system in many
leaves—org.ans specially adapted by their struc-

tures and positions for absorbing the elaborated

sap that has to be drawn back from tho leaves for

tho nutrition of the supporting jjarts. These
structures, to which, as it appears, no one has
previously called attention, consist of masses of

ii-regular and imperfectly-formed fibrous cells.

Mr. Spencer also showed specimens of some
very singular and bo.autiful structures of a
similar natm-e in the common Turnip, which
have been equally overlooked by microscopists,
although they may even be seen by the naked
eye._ Great credit is due to Mr. Spencer for his
ability and his powers of observation, and it is

earnestly to bo hoped that he will pursue his
investigations in this very important subject.
We propose on some other occasion to recur to a
matter so interesting to all scientific horticultu-
rists; tin then we defer further comment on
Mr. Speno:5r's views.

We ,ire authorised to state that the Council
of the Royal Horticultural Society, ha-ring received an
application from Mr. William Barley of Digs-well,
to the effect that the Journal of the Societ-?.
should be supplied to Gardeners at a cheaper rate
than to the Public, have determined that any bond
fide gardener sending to the Assistant-Secretary,
Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington, the
sum of 45. 4(f. in postage stamps, being one-half the
charge to the public, will be supplied with the
Journal in question, quarterly, for 12 months.

The Committee of the Botanical Congress to
be held in May next, in connection with the Inter-
national Horticultural Exhiljition, and imder the .

presidency of Professor A. De Candolle, now com-
prises the n.-uues ot James Batejian, Professor
Babington, AV. Baxter, J, J, Bennett, Rev, M, J.
Berkeley, Professor Bentley, W, C.ikkutiiees,
Professor Dadbenv, Charles Darwin, Dr. Hogo,
W, Masters, J, McNab, A. G, More, Dr. MooiiE,
T, Moore, J. Miers, W. Paul, Dr. Prior, J, G.
Veitch, Dr, Welwitsch, Dr, Wight, James
Yates, and others. Several papers have already
been annoimced, and it is expected that a large
number of foreign botanists and horticulturists will
be present. Gentlemen intending to tahe part in the
Congress should apply to Dr, Maxwell jVIasters,
the Honortiry Secretaiy, at the Office of the Exhibi-

', 1 , William Street, Lowndes Square, S,W.

M. CiiATiNhas found in certain anthers some
new organs which he calls Placento'ids. He
describes the cavity of the anther as being often
divided by a number of partitions which exactly
correspond to the placentae of the ovary, ,ind it is to
these divisions that bo hiis given the name of
Placentoids. " If anyone makes a transverse section
of the ovary of a Solanum and of one of its anthers,
he will find in e.ach of the chambers of the latter,

as in each ov,arian cavity, a fleshy projection,
which approaches the centre of the chamber of
the anther, and of the cavity of the ovaiy," M,
Chatin defines this p.artitiou or septum to be the
layer ot tissue which divides each of the chambers
of the anther into two distinct thecal. It
may present, he observes, any of the three following
conditions :—It may be formed of a tissue in direct
continuity with that of the connective ; it may be
entirely constituted of the valve of the .anther
chamber reflected upon the connective ; or it may
be of a mixed origin. It may have three different
forms of structure : thus, it may be soleljr composed
of fibre-cells ; it may have no fibre-cells entering
into its structure ; or it may be composed of fibrous

tissue, properly so called,

We obseive that the Royal Horticultural
Society is seeking to identify itself more strictly with
practical horticulture by entering into union -with

the various Horticultural Societies throughout
the country. We do not anticipate any great results

from this affiliation, yet as there is reason to believe
that it arises from a conviction that it is the duty
and interest of the Society to evince more of a
fostering care than it has manifested of late years,

for the plain, practic.il, plodding horticulturists

scattered over the country, we look upon the
movement with satisfaction. Some of the more im-
portant privileges .accorded to Provincial Horticul-
tural and Floral Societies which enter into union, are
thus stated in a paper which has recently laeeu

circulated. Each Society is to have a copy of the
Proceedings and Journal of the Royal Horticultural

Society, which publications will be open to the more
important notices or papers the Society in union
may wish to have published. Each Society is to have
a transferable ticket for the use of its members,
conferring on the bearer the right of free admission
to the Gardens, and other privileges. Each Society
is to participate in the ballot for plants, and in the
distribution of seeds, and is also to obtain such
cuttings of fruits, .tc, as can be spared from
Chiswick Garden.

New Plants.
,'327. Epidendrum dichromum, Llndl.

var, striatum.

Under this name we allude to a most lovely variety

of a weU-known old plant, lately re-introduced by
Mr, S, Low, The new variety has both sepals a.nd

petals white, and all the veins covered -ndth radiating

deep purple lines, A full infloresoence of such

flowers must produce quite a new Orchidaceous
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effect. We obtained it from" T. Dawson, Esq.. of
|

24 to 3 feet loupr, witli numerous flowers varyin,

Meadow Bank, where it had been grown by Mr,

Anderson,

32?. Spiranthes margabitifera, Li7ld. ,?• B. fit.

Folii.s rosidatis l.ate cuneato-oMongis acutis. ni-ipulis alMs

nitidis picti.'s, pedunculo elongato squamis H*'n=i'!='''ili^ npice

nciiminato sctaceis elongatis imbriciiitil u^^ in,'. .
Imh-

gata, rhachi minute glandipili, bracteis 1
n

:
, .i is

flores excedciitibus, aepalo summo lit;ul i

'

I'li-^

latcralibua agqu.iUbus basi in struraam .1, ii nin
.
:;iiim^.

petalis Bub»qnalibiis, labello oHongo-p.indurato acutn. callis

geminis retrorsis, rostello retuso utrinque extus acuto,

medio in processum linear! lanceum extenso, ovario ac

sepalis extua gLandipilibus.

The leaves of thi.s species, introduced by M.
Linden, we believe from Southern Brazil, are large,

oblong, acute, dark green, spotted Avith pretty white

spots. The flowers are, however, valueless in point

of beauty.

329. Teichocentrum ALBOPURPUREini, Lirul. Si

Bfhh.Jtl.

SepaliB petaH.«tque CTineato ligtdatia acutis, labello basi columns
adnato, imgvie dilatato. lamina pandurato-emarginata

biloba, carinL-i quatcmia liuearibua a basi unguis in basin

larainre, extemis trilobiilatis, columna brevi per totuni

limbum libervun alata, ala superne libera lancea, infeme

obtusangula, calcari ovarii pedicellati dimidium sequante.

It does not often happen that the best species are

the last to be discovered. All the Trichooentra intro-

duced till now have proved to be very in.significant

things, but the fine shining foliage of this promised

something better. The flowers are nearly as large as

those of Epidendnim atropurpureum (macrochilum').

The sepals and petals are cinnamon, bordered with

yellow outside. The lip is white, bearing on each side

a large purjilish-blue blotch ; while the keels on the

claw of the lip are of the same colour. There are two
varieties, one with a narrow, the other with a very

broad lip, which is no doubt far superior. It is

size, and occasionally coming abortive
;

ground
colour olive green, sometimes pale yellow, and
barred and blotched with brown ; labellum in some
sorts nearly white, in others shaded with purple ; a

free-growing profuse flowering variety, although one
of the least effective of the tribe. Season of blooming
from November to April.

O. Cct'vantcau.—A very distinct and charming
species from Mexico, -with roundish pseudobulbs
about an inch and a-half in diameter, producing a

short raceme from the matured growth of from five

to eight flowers, of a pinkish white, with very pro-

minent crimson lines an-.onged in concentric circles

round the base, and covering nearly one-half of the

radius of the flower ; labellum large, white, and of

semicircular outline. This is a slow-growing species,

and requires more than ordinary care. Time of

flowering, March to May.

O. B/irrnberffi i.^-This is also a Mexican species,

and so closely allied to Cervautesii as to be unworthy
of distinction. It only differs from the latter in

being a little less in point of size, and not having .so

many concentric rings of crimson, and that, too, of a

fainter tint. In all other respects, as to pseudo-

bulbs, growth and period of flowering, it is precisely

similar.

O. memhrnnacevm.—This is also a variety of

Cervautesii which some growers are apt to confound,
more, probably, owing to the difference of colour that

pervades tlie pseudobulbs than anything else. In
some they are quite green, and in other varieties

there is a deep shading of brown, suffused or clouded
with the green, but when such dissimilar bulbs are

in flower the difference, if any. is only infinitesimal.

O. ritro.viDim (Mexico).—This is o'ne of the most
elegant and one of the most distinct of this highly

interesting group. It

is easily cultivated,

having very lai-ge

broadly-ovate plump
pseudobulbs, bearing
smooth elliptical
leaves. It is one of

the sorts that are ex-

ceedingly impatient
of drought, both in

the atmosphere and
at the root. I do not
know a plant, imless

it be Coelogyne cris-

tata, whose pseudo-
bulbs would form so

admirable a hygro-
scope as this. They
shrivel at the very ap-
pearance of drought,
and become lusty and
plump if generously
dealt with. A little

horse-droppings in

the compost will add
very free and constant flowcrer ; and was intro- much to its luxuriance. \\'hen well grown they will

duced, we believe from Rio Negro, by M. Linden
We saw it also in flower at HillfieM House, Reigate,

at Mr. Saunders', and it has flowered at Biddulph
Grange, with Mr. Bateman. If. G. Belli. Jil.

ORCHIDS AND THEIR CULTIVATION.—No. XI.

(ronlinvedfrom j^. 11.53, l?n5.)

In the genus Odontoglossimi are species that will

resist with impunity more cold than any other exotic

Orchids in cultivation, while other species coming
from the very same locality would perish under

similar circumstances. All, however, are alike

impatient of heat, aggravated, as is often the case,

by a parched atmosphere, and the chances are that

the health and vitality of such plants are more liable

to be affected in a high temperature than in a low
one. The difficulty for the beginner is in the

knowing what extremes to avoid, ,so as to steer

safely a middle course. Probably the most powerful
of all argmnents that I can adduce is supplied by the

average monthly minima for a whole year. Observe,

this is for the cultivation of established Odontoglots
;

for I find imported phints, as a rule, grow and thrive

more satisfactorily in an atmosphere about 5" higher,

at least until after their first pseudobulbs have been
matured. The following are the average monthly
minima of oiu" Odontoglossum house for ISCA :

—
January .. 49*. G4 1 May ..

February .. 50'. 13 Juno..
March . . 48''.70 July .

.

April . . 54'.13
1
August

The variations occurring during the months are

more the result of a corresponding decrease in out-

door temperature than due to fluctuations of artificial

heat. The maxima vary from ">° to 20° more,
according to sunshine ; but I need scarcely state

that the minimum is of infinitely more importance

for the amateur to study ; for plants, like animals, to

be in a thriving condition, must have diurnal repose.

The following are the names of those that have
been for some years under this treatment ;

—

0. hictnnirnni'.—A tolerably hardy variety from
Guatemala, havingplump ovatebulbs,producing oft«n

a flower raceme on each side of the pseudobiUb from

. . 52'.23
I

September

.

. . 64°.70 October

. . 6(r.30 November .

.. 53°. 43 December .

65°. "0

SO'.VO
50'.66

51*.Y3

produce drooping panicles Avith from 20 to 30 flowers,

2i inch&s across, of white and rose nicely suffused,

with numerous irregular deep rose spots at the ba.se ;

labellmn expanding to a broadly semicircular emar-
ginate exti-emity, lower portion shaded rose, ujiper

part shaded yellow with brown spots. Time of

flowering. May, and will last from four to five weeks
with care. I observe Mr. Bateman has named this

pendulum, which name is certainly far more charac-

teristic of the species.

0. citrosmnm rosnim.—In every respect similar to

the preceding, but having a much more highly-

coloured rosy labellum.

O. cortJatiim (Mexico).—This makes one of the

prettiest specimen plants among the grouji, having
fine light green foliage, numerous and highly

ornamental flowers, arranged in compact racemes.

It never exceeds IK inches in height, and yet will

produce from 12 to Ifi flowers on each spike. It is of

the easiest possible culture. I cannot conceive why
this should be such a scarce plant. The flowers are

of a pale olive-green, richly shaded with a glossy

tint of Indian red ; labellum panduriform, white

with blotches of Indian red. Tune of flowering. May
and June, and when in good health will last eight

weeks. This and Pescatorei are much the hardiest

of the whole race, not even excepting grande.

0. fiifciprttiliim (Merida).—Well-grown bulbs of

this should be plump and ovate, measuring about

34 by 2 J inches, with long ensiform leaves. This

variety is evidently allied to the families of

Oncidium and Cyrtochilum, blooming on a panicle

quite 3 feet long, aud producing from 30 to 50

flowers, which are cinnamon colom-, slightly margined
with ochre ; labellum widening out to a rotmdish

cordate form, pure white when first expanded, but

changing to a pale dirty yellow, which destroys the

effect of the inflorescence when fully expanded ;

duration of blooming eight weeks, generally from

December to February.
O. grnnile (Guatemala).—This is much the freest-

growing of all the tribe, and comprises much variety

in the shades of its ground colour, from pale lemon to

a bright .and deep yellow, with flowers occasionally

7 by inches. By liberal culture I have known

single bulbs produce 21 of these flowers from three
racemes, and in one instance two flowering bulbs on
the same plant produced 30 flowers, all in bloom at one
time I The nonnal characteristic of the inflorescence

of this sjiecies is the production of simple racemes, but
I have had, only in one instance however, a panicle
with 1 fi flowers. If amateurs and gardeners woidd
grow this in the compost I have already described,

and in a house as near the minimum temperature
above noticed as practicable, the residts I predict

would be equally satisfactory. The pseudobulbs,

instead of being ovate as one sometimes sees them,
should be nearly circidar in outline, and the leaves

broad elliptical, of a dark green hue, which at once

ihows a consolidation of tissue that will resist partial

check with impunity. The inferior sepals are

generally tiu-ned a little outwards, and the dorsal

are bent forward, the grormd colour being adorned
with bright and intermediate shades of brown
in the form of blotches .and " barrings." Extremity
of l.abeUum of circidar outline, generally white
tinted with pale lemon, and also adorned with spots

and blotches of brown up to the calli, which are

of a high shade of yellow, and fonu very good
representations of the head of a poUed ox. Indi-

vidual flowers will remain good four weeks. Period

of flowering, September and October.

O. Insleayii (Mexico).—Pseudobulbs and leaves

very much like those of grande. Sepals and jietals

nearly imiform, with a creamy white ground colour,

dashed with blotches of sienna. Labellum orange
shaded with yellow, and blotched and spotted with
Indian red and bro-ivn. When in good health this

produces racemes of from 12 to 10 flowers of a
highly ornamental character, the colours being

more telling than gr.onde. Period of blooming,

December and January, and it wUl last from four to

six weeks in flower.

0. Knrtrinshii (Mexico).—This is clearly a variety

of what is generally sold for Reichenheimii, and
although I have seen both sorts in flower at the

same time, I have not been able to distinguish any
but the most infinitesimal difference, and that only

in point of colour—a distinction which is more
or less prominent and characteristic of seedlings

of imported species. This is a very handsome-grow-
ing plant, with immense oblong pseudobulbs, and
leaves of a beautiful dark green. It is often seen ui a

half-starved sickly state for want of proper nutir-

ment to the roots and moisture to the atmosphere
in which it is growing. It is capable of producing
panicles with (>0 flowers, and when in that condition

it is one that deservedly stands in the front raiik.

The flowers are of a creamy yellow, with deep

blotches .and " barrings " of burnt carmine, tipped

Avith lilac, 'presenting a vamish-like. ' appearance ;

labellum twice the breadth of petals, and cm-ving

outwards as the flower gets older ; the upper portion

a deep shade of lavender, and the lower a much
lighter shade of same colour, the two colours being

separated, as if a str.aight line had been drawn across

the centre of labellum. If much exposed to sun-

light during the period of inflorescence the flowers

are apt to become pale in colom-, but with attention

this variety will remain in perfect condition for five

weeks. Period of flowering, April and May, but can
be retarded to Jime.

O. Itevr (Guatemala).—The general habit of the

plant, if we t.ake the pseudobulbs and foliage, is so

similar to Oncidiiun lencocbilum as scarcely to be

distinguishable by even the practical Orchid grower.

ITie flower, however, and the inflorescence generally,

is entirely dissimilar. The sepals and petals are of

an olive-green ground, with burnt umber spots and
blotches, and the labellum white, with light-brown

spotting — a very chaste and desirable variety.

Duration, four to six weeks. Period of flowering,

April and May. Of easy culture.

0. iimiiim (Ocana).—This is one of the most

distinct and highly ornamental among the group.

It h.as been under cultivation for a length of time,

yet very few perfectly well-managed plants of it are

to be seen. It is undoubtedly a somewhat diffloult

plant to manage, because in the flrst place it woidd

literally die by inches if exposed to the same cold that

Pescatorei and cordatum would with impunity

resist. How often in summer do we see its bulbs

shrivelled up hkc the skin of the h.ands of an aged

person, and the spring growths actually starving

for want of sustenance ! The very stomachs of the

pseudobulbs and leaves are calling aloud for water,

and perishing for the want of it. Oiice I was under

the impression that I never coidd get the bulbs of

this species fat, plump and fleshy, as they ought

to be, although other sorts under my care were pro-

gressing quite satisfactorily. It was not until I saw a

plant that Mr. Penny, of the Regent's Park, exhibited

last ye.ar in the centre of Loudon, the very pink

of perfection as to culture and condition of inflores-

cence, that I suspected where my practice was
deficient. He had his plant growing on the liberal

shift .system, and instead of being raised up so many
inches from the rim of the pot, the bases of the

bulbs were all but level, which was proof positive in

my estimation that mine and others in the elevated

state were starved. On my return home I had mine
repotted and more liberally dealt with, both as to

moisture in the atmosphere and at the root, and by
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the end of the season not only the young growths
but the back bulbs had as plump and shining a coat

on them as the more rapid growing of the tribe. It

is astonishing the quantity of moisture Odontoglots

in general can consume during the growing season.

The bulbs have generally numerous eyes, which,

when in good condition, start away readily, the

racemes proceeding from these growths in the

corjse of development, each having from -S to

12 flowers. Sepals and petals nearly uniform,

narrow 'and pointed, e.^ch about 2 inches long,

with a pure white colour adorned with rich dense

irregular spots of bixmt carmine, and the surface

somewhat undulating ; labellum nearly as long,

and only differing in form from being a little wider

at the biose, of the same colours, -nath a rich lemon

blotch on the caUi under the column. Period of

blooming. May and Jime, and can with care be kept

for 9 weeks. J. Anderson., Mcadmr Bonh,

REPORT ON THE GLASNEVIN BOTANIC
GARDEN.

From the Report of the Director, Dr. Moore, for

186.5 we learn that the number of visitors shows a

considerable increase on any former year, which
may have resulted from the International Exhibition

having attracted so many strangers to Dublin. The
total number is 270,.!i47, distributed as follows :—On
Sundays, 212,330 ; on week days, 58,217. Supplies

of plants and flowers for teaching purposes were
I acidity.

furnished to Mr. G. B. Bradshaw, who lectured at I tjie Cherry Currant race, and not remarkable for any
the Royal Dublin Society, and Museum of Irish I

superiority over the Red Dutch. Next to the Red
Industry, Stephen's Green, in place of Dr. Harvey ;

, Dutch in general usefulness is the Raby Castle,

to the Professors of Botany at the College of
I known also as Victoria and Houghton Castle. This

Surgeons, and at Carmichael's School of Medicine ;
j

ig a late. sort, and gives large long bunches with
and to the Botanical Lecturers at the Queen's College, berries inferior only in size to the Cherry Currant

;

Galway. Plants and flowers were sent, as usual, on
I jj hangs long on the tree, and is a valuable sort,

two days in each week, for the use of pupils at the y^,, jj^ve perhaps, no fruit in our g,ardcns that

it has the reputation of being richer in flavour and

less acid than others. StiU all the Red Chirrants are

very sour. Knight's Sweet Red has not the sharp

acidity of the others, but its acidity seems only a

little blunted.

One of the largest of the Red Currants is the

Cheny La Cerise of the French ; this has short

bimches and deep crimson berries of an enormous
size. From this kind several seedlings have been

raised in France by M. Bertin, of Versailles ; one of

these. La Versaillaise, is a magnificent-looking

variety. Its berries are not quite so deep in colour

as those of its parent, but are quite as large, and its

bunches very long, so that a tree of it covered with
fruit is most ornamental. Its fruit is like that of all

of the Cherry Currant race, very acid. An interesting

variety, also raised from the same race by M. Bertin,

is La Hative ; this is a most profuse bearer, its

berries are nearly as large as La Versaillaise ; it com-
mences to colour before any other sort, even earlier

than Knight's Early Red, and ripens so as to be iit

for tarts eight or ten days before the Red Dutch ; it

is therefore well adapted for growing for market.

La Fertile, another of M. Bertin's seedlings, gives

large berries and bunches, but it is not more fertile

than La Versaillaise. All the varieties known as

Red Grape, Imperiale Rouge, Long-bunched Red,

Fertile d'Angers, and Fertile de PuUnau, are inferior

to La Versaillaise in the size of their bunches and

berries, and are all remarkable for their extreme

Knight's Large Red is inferior in size to

School of Art, Royal Dublin Society.

The Victoria House is reported to have been partly

reconstructed by the Board of Works, a new iron roof

having been put on it, by which the faU of condensed
vapour from the roof, by which the large leaves

of this plant were injured, has been prevented.

From the 25th July to the middle of October it was
constantly adorned with a .succession of flowers,

the admiration of many thousands of visitors.

The botanical arrangements of hardy herbaceous

plants suffered a good deal during the hot dry

weather last simimer.
The Arboretimi has had a considerable number of

Tdditions made to it, and some of the Himalayan and
olher Conifers have fruited for the first time in this

garden. Pinus Smithiana, Pinus excelsa, and Pinus

tuberculata have all had cones on them during t^e

past summer. Some of the rarer and newly-inf±o-

duced kinds from Japan have been proved to be

hardy in this cUmate through ordinary winters.

Retinispora obtusa, Retinispora pisifera, Retinispora

glauca, Thujopsis dolabrata, and Pinus firma have
stood without protection of any kind, free from hurt,

during the winter of 1865, when the thermometer
fell as low as it usually falls in ordinary winters.

Those highly ornamental plants may. therefore, be
considered suJBciently hardy for the climate of Ireland.

In the Experimental Ground, the most important

trial is one suggested by L. Waldrou, Esq., which if

acted on may be of some value to smaU holders of

land. It is what farmers would term a stolen crop

of Kohl Rabi from among a crop of Mangel Wurzel.

According to Mr. Waldrou 's plan, the seed of the

former is so\vn on a slight hotbed early in spring,

and from thence planted out on what may be termed
a stock bed, to strengthen the plants for final trans-

planting, after the Mangel is sown, the first week in

May. A sprinkling of guano or bone manure is then
slightly forked into the furrows between the drills

of Mangel, and the strong plants of Kohl Rabi
planted thereon. They make vigorous growth ; and
by the end of July, when the leaves of the Mangel
begin to spread over the furrows, the Kohl Rabi is

has undergone, or is so little susceptible of change as

the ^Vhite Currant. There are several nominal

varieties, such as 'White Grape, Imperiale Blanche,

Imperiale Jaune, Goudouin Blanc, and Blanche

Transparente, but they all resolve themselves into

oirr White Diitch, differing sometimes, as in the

'White Grape, in the colour of their berries, but so

slightly as scarcely to be recognisable. The true

White Dutch is therefore the only variety worthy of

cultivation ; it is probably the kind received many
years ago from Holland, supplanting our common
White Currant, which produces small berries, and is

^ow nearly or quite obsolete.

' I have been able to illustrate the fixedness of this

variety by raising a few hundreds from seed of the

^V^lit« Dutch, selecting the finest berries ; and
although they have all bome fruit for a few years,

no variation can be found worthy of notice. Some
give very small berries, others short bunches and
large berries ; a few among them give red fruit, and
one or two I have sometimes thought to be earlier,

others rather sweeter than the sort they were raised

from ; but in the end one has settled down to the

conclusion that no change worthy of notice has

taken place. I must confess that to me this seems a

remarkable fact, for one would have thought that a

fruit so long domesticated would have sported like

other garden fruits.

Of other kinds of Currants there is not much to

be said. The Striped Fruited Red Currant, which
was distributed by the Horticultural Society some
30 years since, is called in France Gloire de Sablons

;

its berries are small, very acid, and striped with

yellowish white and red. The Goudouin is a veiy

late Red Currant of a most vigorous habit, so that it

would make a good stock on which to graft half-

standard Currants of choice varieties, a veiy nice

mode of culture ; its fruit are of a deep red, and so

sour that they make one shudder on eating them.

The Champagne or Couleur de Chair Currant, which
gives berries of a pale pink, almost rivals the

Goudouin in acidity.

There are but two kinds of Blaok Currants worthy
about two-thirds grown, and may either be fed off at

] ^f culture-Ogden's Black, which is a hardy sort and
once, or lifted, and again planted in ground where
an early crop of Potatos have been dug out, and
there allowed to ripen to full size. The latter plan

was resorted to in this case, and a fair crop of Kohl
Rabi produced.

A considerable number of Donations to the Garden
and Museiun are also reported.

well adapted for the north of England, and the

Black Naples, which is superior in size and flavour,

but the tree is more tender, and does not succeed so

well in a cool moist climate, li.

/ OUR SMALL FRUITS.

/ Currants.—"When one reads the names of

varieties of Currants, some 30 odd in number, in the

fruit catalogues of our continental neighboiu's, one is

surprised to find so few in our English gardens ;

two or three sorts of red and one white, universally

known as the ^Vhite Dutch, being all that are in

general cultivation. We need not regret this to any
extent, for it must be confessed that the great^
number of varieties enumerated and described are

unworthy of cultivation, and many of them differ

in name only. Taking it all in aU, our Red Dutch
Currant, so largely grown by the market gardeners
in Kent and in the neighbourhood of London, is one
of the best kinds known ; its bunches are rather
short, its berries large, and of a very deep crimson

;

EXTRACTS FROM THE JOURN.Uj
OK Mr. John Gould Veitch,

DURING A TRIP TO THE AUSTRALIAN COLONIES
AND THE SOUTH SEA ISLANDS.

{Coiiiiiuitd fvfiin iiotjn 195.)

Jnhj 22, 1865. Tlic Tonrian, or Friendly Islands.—
Three days' sail took us to the Tongan group, first

discovered and named the Friendly by Captain Cook.

Judging from our experience they still deserve the

same name.
The Tonguese are a fine race, very similar in

appearance to the Samoans. They dress much better.

The men shave less, and both sexes bedaub their

hair with lime. They are decidedly far ahead of any
of the South Pacific races, having had the advantage of

missionary instruction longer than any others. They
are more industrious, and far more enterprising, and
are acknowledged to be the best warriors of Poly-

nesia. The whole group acknowledges the authority

of King George, whose laws are strictly enforced.

There arc Wesleyan missionaries in all the principal

islands. All the Tonguese are nominally Christians.

Cannibalism formerly existed among them, but has

long ceased. It is wonderful to see the effect of

mission work amongst these islands. The houses of

Tonga are better built than those of Samoa. Each
is neatly fenced in, and has a smaU garden in front.

The churches are beautiful buildings. Every one

seems to take a pride in decorating and keeping up
his church. No labour or expense is spared.

CiUtivation is probably higher than in any other

of the Polynesian groups. The islands are admirably

adapted to it, being very level, and having an abund-

ance of rich soil. Each man on becoming of age is

allotted 1000 square fathoms of land, which the law
compels him to clear and cultivate within three

years, or the whole is confiscated. Good roads, 15 to

20 feet mde. have been made on each island, and are

kept as clean as a . garden walk in England. The
cUmate is well suited to Europeans. The mean
temperatiire for 1864 was 84°.

We landed on two islands of this group, viz.,

Vavau and Tongataboo (or Sacred Tonga), the

residence of King George. Vavau is 35 miles in

circumference, of nearly one imiform height, the

highest point only 400 feet above the level of the

sea. The harbour of Port Refuge, in which we
anchored, is very pretty, and perfectly land-locked.

The cliffs are barren and abrupt, bxit the level land has

the appearance of one vast garden. On first landing

one is struck by the imceasing sound of the mallet used

to beat out the Tapa or native cloth. It is made from

the bark of the Paper Mulberry, which after soaking

for a time in fresh water, is beaten out into long

strips, and'.then pasted together. Tonguese women
seem to do little else but make and paint Tapa.

Being so low, the vegetation of the Tongan Islands

is not varied. The timber is small. I saw but few
pretty flowering shrubs. A Musssenda and two
Gardenias were new to me. Several varieties of the

Chinese Hibiscus are common, and their flowers

are used by the natives to decorate their hair.

There are no Orchids, and scarcely any Ferns.

Croton variegatum is a common shrub on the

western side of the island. I noticed some five or

six species of Pandanus ; these are commonly
planted in lines along the roadsides. The leaves are

used for making mats. Every garden contains a

Croton or two, and a clump of the Lemon Grass for

scenting the Cocoa-nut oil. The crops are much the

same as those of Samoa. Sugar-cane, Yams, a dozen

varieties of Colocasia antiquorum (with white, pink,

red, and purplish stems). Piper methysticum, and
Broussonetia papyrifera, form the chief. Fruit consists

chiefly of Pine-apples, Bananas, and all kinds of the

Orange tribe, including large Shaddocks or Pomelloes.

Tongataboo is even flatter than Vavau. The
highest point is only 60 feet. The town of Nukualofa,

off which we anchored, is the residence of King
George. He is a fine man, 6 ft. 2 in. high, and well

built. He is very diflident, and seldom speaks. He
copies Europeans in everj'thing ; he dresses like an
Englishman, and lives in a house brought from, and
furnished in Sydney. His Majesty also possesses

a horse and carriage, but which is of little

use, as he is afraid to ride in it. King George

called on the Commodore, in the full-dress

unifoi-m of an EngUsh civil officer, and on leaving

the ship was saluted with 21 guns. Nukualofa is

quite a large town. The greatest neatness is

apparent everywhere. Being so level the inland

scenery is not striking. Several species of larje-

growing Ficus are common. One tree measiued

no feet in circumference. Casuarinas (the Cypress of

the tropics) are commonly planted roimd the graves

of any man of importance. The graves of ordinary

people are ornamented with different kinds of

Draca-nas and young plants of Pritchardia paoifica.

Tongataboo is the most highly cultivated island of

Polynesia. There are said to be eight or ten varie-

ties of the Bread-fruit (Artocarpus incisa) in common
use. The ornamental pinnatifid foliage of these trees,

mixed with that of the Cocoa-nut Pakn, give quite a
character to the scenery.

Coffee, Arrow-root, and Tapioca are common.
Many English vegetables have also been introduced

by the missionaries. Peas, Cabbages, Lettuces,

Carrots, and Onions are doing well. It was a great

treat to get a salad of fresh Lettuce. Maize has also

been introduced and become an important crop.

The coral reefs abound with beautiful Seaweeds.

Pearls are also common, but of so bad a colour as to

be of little value. Kava (Piper methysticum) is

more commonly drunk here than at any of the

islands we have visited. Scarcely a garden is with-

out a shrub or two of it.

(TobeConttnutd.)

Hotae Correspondence.
Thr Sorntif of Arts' E.rnminotioii f,:r h'lirdinrrs.—

The traism that we live in an age of progress is

probably as correct when applied to the science of

gardening as it is to any other profession in exist-

ence. Could our methodical, and to our view some-

what old-fashioned progenitors of 30 years since, once

more revisit this earth, they would be considerably
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astounded at the great changes and improvements

that have taken place in the practice of gardening

and its productions during that period. That such

shordd be the case we may rightly assume to be an
inevitable law of Nature. And we may also regard

it with the more satisfaction, as the progression thus

displayed affords ample evidence of the permanence
and stability of the profession and occupation

with which we as gardeners are associated. Yet
nevertheless, in spite of all this, we are compelled to

admit that there is much room for improvement, not

only in practical knowledge, but also as regards the

social position and intellectual attainments of those

who are its professors. Now it must be generally

acknowledged that the social stnt/is of gardeners is

not a high one, at least not such as will induce them
in youth to look forward to it with any large

amount of enthusiastic aspirations. It is true that

as a class gardeners are not much troubled with
sensations such as these—there are, however,
exceptions. Now, the question might fairly be

asked, why gardeners themselves should remain
stationary while all that concerns their practice is

necessarily progressive ? And to this, among other

reasons, it may be answered that they are chiefly

occupied in administering to the luxuries of man, and
that that value is not attached to their labour that

would be given to that of those who administer to

his necessities ; but even this may be declared to

be a small reason—still it is of some importance.

A greater reason is to be found in the excessive

competition with which gardeners have to contend
at all points, in their endeavours to promote their

social position financially. Now, the chief cause of

this great competition seems to me to be this, that
gardening in its lowest grades holds out to large

numbers not previously graduated to the profession,

but who have acquired a little rudimentary know-
ledge of some of its minor operations, what appears
to them to be a ready and easy means of obtaining a
livelihood ; these generally are men not much above
the condition of an agricultural labourer in educa-
tion or intellectual attainments, and who do not
scruple to offer their services to those gentlemen
who now and then appear in print under the
heading of " Wanted, a Gardener," at a lesser rate of
wages than a man of higher abilities would take. The
advertiser, too often seduced by the prospect of
getting a good article at a cheap rate, closes with the
offer, to the severe injury of the better man. Who
is there among the readers of this who does not
know many such men as those just adverted to / In
fact they form a large proportion of the fraternity

;

and it is not at all unfair to assume that the position
which these men occupy has an exceedingly injurious

'

effect upon that of the properly educated practical
gardener. Then, again, as to character, who does not
acknowledge that as regards success a good character

'

is absolutely essential ; and I may safely assert that,

taking society generally as our guide, we shall find

as near an approach to perfection as possible in this

respect in the intelligent educated and practical I

gardener. Now to the mechanic or artisan or their
employers moral character may be of small moment, t

compared with its importance to the gardener, and i

the latter will often find in making an engagement
that more inquiries are made respecting character
than capacity. Now what is the influence upon the
character of the profession generally that is likely to

be exerted by having within its ranks a body of such
badly educated men as these already alluded to ?

Why, necessarily one of a very depreciatory natiu'e.

Who has not heard of numerous instances where men
have been summarily discharged from their situations
for drunienness, peculation, and numerous other mis-
demeanours, of which few intelligent men would be
guilty ; and does not this tend to reduce the character
of the profession in public estimation, and especially
in that of those whose good favour and esteem we so
earnestly desire to possess, the gentlemen of
England ! Then, again, are not the ramiftca^
tions of our trade and commerce as a nation
so great that young men of good capacity
and intelligence can invariably command a better
market for their labom- than gardening offers ; or,

supposing a young man to be desirous of entering
the profession, and making it a pennanent means of
livelihood, what prospect of domestic happiness
does it hold out to him in the future, when he sees
before him continuously in print the stereotyped
phrase, " must have no incumbrance ? " Employers
of any other body of intelligent workmen do not
venture to impose upon them any suoli restriction.

Now, these are but a few among the deterrent causes
that help to keep gardeners as a body so low in the
social scale. One might fill a book if he would
examine and note thoroughly all the causes that
operate to this purpo.se, but on this subject I have
said enough, and would merely suggest that the
Royal Horticultural Society might well employ a small
portion of its ample funds iu offering a prize for the
best essay on the subject of the " Present Social and
Intellectual Condition of Gardeners, and the means
to be used to Raise it," and should restrict competition
for the same to bond Juh' members of the profession.
Now the subject heading of this paper is a topic
upon which I have not yet touched, but, as a post-
script is said to contain the most important news in

always understood was made in order to increase the
display of Orchids, and the plants of which it is to
consist are not expected to be so large or important
as those iu the other classes, and an exhibitor
may show them all of one variety if he chooses.
The class of .50 I admit is the greatest mistake in
the schedule, in which otherwise there is little to find
fault with, and this I believe is the opinion of most
exhibitors. The rule hitherto observed in London of
giving equal prizes in the first classes of Stove and
Greenhouse Plants and Orchids has given general
satisfaction, and is not open to the imputation of
favouring one class of plant growers at the expense
of another ; the schedule in question bears that
interpretation, and although late to make any altera^

tion, I think the Committee would do well to
equalise the prizes in the classes just named. Such
an alteration would undoubtedly remove a feeling
which is calculated to do harm to the exhibition.

Taking the schedule, however, all in all, I maintain
that the prizes are sufiiciently liberal. The expenses
of exhibiting are heavy, much more so than the
generality of Committees can comprehend ; but to

exaggerate this matter is not the way to remedy the
evil. As to the Orchids under Mr. BuUen's charge
being the best in Europe, I am not in a position
to judge, having only seen a few of them
at exhibitions ; but, if such is the case, Mr.
Bullen must have always left his best plants at
home. Some of your correspondents have found

a letter, so I tnist that the postscript of this wiU be

found to do the same. The proposed examination
by the Society of Arts of gardeners in the subjects

advertised in their Journal, and ab'eady pub-
lished and commented upon in your Paper, affords

an opportunity to them not only publicly to

distinguish themselves, but also to aid in raising the

profession to a higher status in the social scale than
it has hitherto occupied. It is sincerely to be hoped
that, for many reasons, numbers ^vill avail themselves
of the chance thus afforded, and direct and lasting

benefits to the competitors must ensue. It would be
unjust to the Society of Arts to assume that the pos-
se.ssion of one of its certificates would have no material
value, for in the first place, to merit their acceptance
a considerable degree of study on practical subjects
is necessary, and the advantages to be derived from
that alone would be great. But such certificates

might also fairly claim to represent a certain market
value, because the possessors may well expect to be
more eagerly sought after by employers than tliose

who are without them. It may be asserted that the
certificates will not have that interest and value
that they would possess were they presented by a
purely horticultural body, but this under present
circumstances can scarcely be held to be valid. But
the .statement of this objection may lead to the con-
sideration by wiser heads than mine as to the
desirabiUty of e.stablishing a kind of Horticultural
University or College, on the principle of the royal

medical colleges, with its degrees, diplomas, and
;
fault with the Schedule for leaving it optional as to

examinations, and which should devote its special !
the number of plants of a genus that may be

attention to the promotion and the improvement,— !
admitted in the Class of 10 Stove and Greenhouse

morally, socially, and mentally, of the gardening
I

Plants. I consider it, however, the best thing that
profession in the United Kingdom. A. D.,Mayhush. could have been done; as the restriction hitherto

Estahlishini^ a JR^iilicn/ (see p. 107).—ifour corre- exercised has very much lowered the standard of the

spondent can have little knowledge of the formation ' plants in the long classes, by compelling exhibitors

of the long-tailed tit's nest (Pams caudatus), or he to show indifferent specimens in order to conform to

would not advise a rook's g^^ to be placed in it for the rule. At an exhibition of this kind, when the

the purpose of being hatehed. The nest itself is ill- capabilities of the gardeners of the kingdom are at

adapted for the rearing of a rook ; it is of beautiful '
stake, I submit that instead of grumbling, it would

con.struction, resembling a ball ; if built in a tree the
\

be better for each individual to put his shoulder to

materials used for it are generally Lichens, similar the wheel, and do all that can be done in order to

to those growing on the tree itself, detection being insiure the success of the exhibition. Thos. Hniiies,

thus in some measure avoided; if in a thick hush,' Siimmirfield, Boivdoii, Cheshire. [Hear! hear!]

and near the ground, it is composed of Moss and Tlie WuoJpeeher.—Did you ever see or measure the

Lichen beautifully interwoven together. I have been length of the large woodpecker's tongue .' Some years

a collector of British birds' eggs for 1.5 years, and I since, on going through a plantation, after much
never found a nest more than feetfrom the ground. ,

thunder and lightning, I saw at the base of a large

The entrance for the bird is seldom more than an wild Cherry tree one of those beautiful birds, dead ; to

inch in diameter ; the inside'is lined, or rather filled all appearance it had been killed by lightning. Observ-

with feathers, so much so that it is known here by ing a long curious dark something protruding from
the sobriquet of feather poke. The eggs are little its mouth, I asked myself what could it be ? Has
larger than a Marrow Pea, and the bird about half the bird swallowed some reptile, and got choked ?

the weight of a rook's egg. I question if even the Oh, no ; on examination I found that it was its

cuckoo has been known to deposit her egg in a tongue which protruded. It was of a dark, leathery,

long-tailed tit's nest. I think it however possible ' glutinous, sticky character, and measured 7i inches

that a blackbu-d or thrush might hateh and bring up 1 —a length at which I was quite astonished. These

a pair of rooks, as the food of all three in spring is birds are very numerous here, and I have many
similar. The rook does not always choose tall trees times since observed them making use of their long

with clean stems to build on, as your correspondent tongues at the great ant-hiUs, or running up and
describes ; here rooks build iu Spruce Firs, feathered around the trees, sticking in their claws, and resting

to thegroimd ; and within four miles of this place,
]

on their stiff, short, stubby tails against the butt of

the rooks have formed a colony of their own in
i

the tree, tapping, and with railway speed popping

young trees between 20 and 30 feet in height.
\
their long tongues into the crevices or fissm-es of the

"We have two rookeries here about a quarter bark, and gobbling up the insects adhering to their

of a mile distant from each other, and war between : long glutinous tongues. James Barnes.

the two parties is carried on to a considerable extent
]

llie Chisn-iek Ti'uil of Peas (see p. 172).—We
during the building season. Two years ago a pair , observe that you reprint the report on this trial,

of rooks took possession of a large tree about midway
I

wherein it is stated that Carter's First Crop and
between the two rookeries, and after battling for Sutton's Ringleader Pea is similar to Dillistone's

three days, they remained masters of the tree ; they ' Early. We wish most positively to .state that

then set to work in good earnest, and completed a 1
Carter's First Crop or Sutton's Ringleader is not

nest in two days, while imdisturbed. This, however, the same as Dillistone's Early, and it is in our

was only a calm before a tempest, as, when it was opinion a very much earlier variety. A large pro-

completed, about 20 of the black gang came and took
the tree by storm, after a strong resistance, and
levelled the nest to the ground in less than one
hour, not even leaving a single stick to show
where it had been. M'ilUani Culrern'eU, Jlierpc

Perron'. In forming a new rookeiy take

portion of our customers has expressed the

utmost satisfaction with First Crop or Ring-

leader Pea as supplied by us last season.

James Carter ,? Co., High Hollmrn. Your
correspondent "F.R.H.S." (see p. 194) has arrived

at a decidedly wrong conclusion as to the origin

a quantity of young birds before they can fly and of the Pea known as Dillistone's First Early.
"

" The nursery of the late Mr. Dillistone (the raiser of

the Pea) being in Essex, and not iu Suffolk, as

stated by " F.R.H.S.," is one proof that he has not

an intimate knowledge of its origin. I happen

to know something of the Pea in question, having

been well acquainted with the late Mr. DiUistone for

nearly .50 years, and at the time when he became

possessed of the stock I was in his employ. He
informed me that he selected it from a row of Peas

growing in a cottage garden in Cambridgeshire, his

attention haviug been drawn to one single haulm
amongst the rest which was fa.st podding off, while the

others were only just coming into bloom ; he requested

the cottager to reserve him the pods, which was done,

and these Mr. Dillistone carefully increased as fast

as possible. His trials of all the early Peas of those

days were numerous ; for several years aftei-wards,

too, his experiments with Peas were kept up, and

he always found his own stock from six to ten days

earlier than that of any other person. The row of

Peas from which the First Early was selected was
then known as Bryant's or Bradman's Wonder, which
w.as quite different from the Frames, as I have since

proved. Some few years ago the Royal Horticul-

tural Society reported this Pea to be the earliest

variety known, and it was figured and represented as

bring them up among poultry, or by themselves,
close to the trees it is intended they .shall hereafter

occupy. They will soon be perfectly tame, but, in

order that they should not be decoyed .away by old

birds, let them be pinioned ; as they get old enough
they will take to the trees. Take care that they
never have to wander away in search of food, and
the operation is effected. Jasper Standstill.

International Exhibition Schnlnle (see p. 173).

—

Happening to be a grower and also an exhibitor of
Orchids, as well as of Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

I beg to ask Mr. Bullen which of the following two
individuals will receive the best award for cultural

.skill, and incur the greatest expenses in exhibiting

—the man who is first with 50 Orchids, and
receives 30^. ; or he who is first with 16 Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, and receives 2ol. ? There can
be no doubt about the matter, as the Ifl plants will

require double the van room compared with that

necessary for the Orchids. I admire Mr. Bullen's

spirit in aspiring to be at the top of the tree in

regard to Orchids, and he may achieve the position

he aims at by taking up plants that will insure his

being first in the class of 20, as that is looked

upon by all growers with whom I have met as the

premier Orchid class. The class for 50 plants I have
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such in " Hogs's Gardeners' Year Book.'' My trials

of this Pea (which have not been few) differ greatly

fi'oiu the report given in your columns a fortnight

back, and agree very iHilly with the rex^ort given

by the Society some years ago. WTicre Dillis-

toue's has been kept true, it still in my opinion

remains unrivalled as an early variety. JV. E.

We were the first to discover and'to make known that

Carter's First Crop Pea was identical with Sutton's

Ringleader, and the prices of these axe the same ; but

j'our correspondent, " F.R.H.S.," is in error when
he believes that it is only an improved variety of

Dillistone's, or Early Frame. If the reportfrom which
he quotes were correct (which, however, we most
emphatically deny), the nimieroiis gardeners who
have furnished you with reports the very opposite of

that of the Royal Horticultural Society, must be
very incompetent for the position which they hold

;

and the seedsmen who are selling under the new
name at high prices must be open to the imputation

of dishonesty. A " good name," or the " confidence

of their customer's," is the seedsmen's best capital to

trade mth, and it is not probable that they would
sacrifice that by offering an artiole which they did

not really know to be what they represented it to

be, even if they were as dishonest as some of ,yoiu*

correspondents seem to believe. In a few weeks the
" gathering " season %vill again prove that Ring-
leader is the earliest Pea, and presuming that

"F.R.H.S." will then regret that he ever assisted

in circulating the report above alluded to, we trust

that he will do us the justice to publish the result

of his own trials. Sutton tS' Sons, Rcadln/j, The
readers of the Gardc-ncrs^ Chronirle will naturally

give implicit credit to a Report from the Royal
Horticultiu'al Society, but it is almost too much to

expect those who weigh probabilities to believe even
that report when it is directly opposed to the recorded
experiments of not seedsmen or interested parties

only, but also of numerous practical gardeners well
known in the horticultural world. Although that
Report was accepted by the Fniit Committee, I

happen to know that it was protested against at
the time by at least one of those present. Under
such circumstances its publication appears to me
an act of injustice towards the several seedsmen who
have staked their reputation as honest tradesmen
upon their Peas being new varieties, and also

towards the wholesale London seedsmen who have
committed themselves to the eiTor or fraud by
becoming agents for the sale of the said Peas. Surely
this cannot be the object of the Committee. -I nnthcr

F.Ii.II.S.—[Fraud is an ugly word— surely any dis-

crepancies may be accounted for without suggesting
fraud or foul play.]

Vcfjcfiibh; Mould—Anfjh of lit^poae.—Can anj' of

yoiu* correspondents inform me at what slope I ma,y
safely leave a flower border, nine feet wide, which I

%\'ish for some reason to expose as much to the sun
as possible, without risk of its slipping, or being
washed into gullies by the rain, or otlierwi.sc defaced 'r*

I know that on railway embankments a slojxi of 1 to 1

must be turfed, and that it will not do to ti'ust to

the roots of sown grasses to hold the earth together
at that angle ; and flatter slopes, if dug periodically,

would probably be washed down in time, though
they stand well enough during the groAvth of the
seeds which are ultimately to clothe them with
verdiu-e. If none can tell me from successful
exjierience, perhaps some one by faihu-c may be
enabled to kindly tell me what slope is too steep. /J?.w.

Cinchona cult lire in India.—By recent letters from
Darjeeliug I am informed that the success of Dr.
Anderson's operations in that part of the Himalaya
quite equals that in the Neilgherries. From a return
of the operations on the Neilghen-ies, giving the
state of the Cinchona plantations up to the 31st
October last, I find that the increase by propagation
for the month is 78,715, or the amazing nimiber of
37,501 above the average of the previous six months.
The total number of plants is 853.550, of which
number no fewer than 214,871 are planted out.
Looking at the general list of the ntimbers of each
species of this valuable tree, I fiud thjxt the plant
which gives the red-bark, valued at from I'.s. tid. to
8j.'. M, per lb. in the London market, figures for
249,054 of the total ; whilst that which gives the
select crown bark, valued in London at from 2x. lOrf.

to 7,s-. per lb., figures for 559,081. A. CamjAell. [This
note has been kindly forwarded to us by the
President of the Linnean Society.]

diurchyards.—Can any correspondent, clergyman,
or churchVarden tell me what width, from the walls
of the church, ought by rule, custom, or canon eccle-

siastical to be kept free from graves ? Diss.
TJic Ercn/rcen Plane. — In Captain Spratt's

*• Travels and Researches in Crete," mention is made
(vol. 2, pp. 4(S and 91) of an Evergreen Plane tree
growing at Lutraki. This kind of Plane is men-
tioned by Pliny and others as growing on the banks
of the Lethasus, but it is asserted to degenerate and to
lose its leaves like other Planes if removed from its

original site. This seems, however, to be incorrect,
for the species or variety still exists near the vUlage
of Lutraki, and two trees were pointed out to Captain
Spratt as being the true kind. " In these no differ-
ence could be perceived from those Plane trees that
dropped their leaves, except having an apparently

thicker and less flexible leaf." If such an ever-

gi'een tree is to be found in Crete it must be some-
thing very remarkable, and worth importing. It is

jirst possible that some of your readers can give some
information on the subject. T. R.

^octettes*
Royal Horticultural : March 3 ( Wce/tli/

Shon-). — Among subjects of exhibition on this

occasion was a ime display of forced shrubs, bulbs,

and other plants, from Messrs. Cutbush, of High-
gate, from whom also came good potfidls of Lily of
the Valley. Oncidium sphacelatum majus was
shonTi in nice condition by Mr. Young, gr. to R.
Barclay, Esq., and Mrs. Hooke and Messrs. Lucking
fm'uished as usual their weekly contributions.

March 6.—W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., in the Chair.
After the election of 13 new members, and the usual
announcement of awards by the Chairmen of the
Floral and Fniit Committees, the Rev. M. J. Berkeley
made a few remarks on the different subjects exhi-

bited, adverting first to the delicate little trailing

Pei^eromia, which was shown at the last nleeting

by Mr. Saivnders, and which was now stated,

on the authority of M. Casimir De Candolle,

who has paid much attention to the genus, to be
P. niunmulariajfolia. Attention was next directed

to an example of Cobui'gia miniata, shown by Major
Trevor Clarke, from whom a letter was read con-
cerning its cultivation. It was stated that the habit
of this plant was to produce a profusion of offsets,

which shoidd be removed as soon as they appeared ;

that it should be constantly kept in very small pots,

so as to be partially roo1>bound, and that the bulb
should stand about three parts out of the mould in

which it is potted. In other respects it was stated

to succeed under the treatment nsually given to

Hippeasti-ums. Lielia furfuracea, a plant of which
vrith one flower on it was exhibited, was then
alluded to ; it was stated to have been
figured in Curtis' " Botanical Magazine " in 1842, and
to be botanioally distinct from L. autumnalis, to

which it has considerable general resemblance. A
new yellow and brown-flowere<l Odontoglossum,
introduced by Mr. Weir, next came mider notice, as

did also cut blooms of the beautifrd Rhododendron
Aucklandii, and othere of a pink Rhododendron, the
result of a cross between the orange-blossomed R.
javanicum and the white-flowered R. ja.sminiflorum.

This exactly resembled Messrs. Veitch's Princess
Helena, which had, we believe, a similar parentage.
Attention was then directed to a handsome
little bush of the fragrant Illicium religiosum,

which it was mentioned might perhaps prove
hardy on the south coast, where Pittosponmi
Tobira stands unhurt all the year round, and forms
large bushes, while in more northern situations it

requires the protection of a greenhou.se. Examples
of a BougainviUea called splendens, from Mr. Daniels,

Swyncombe, were showTi, and pronounced to be
distinct not only in colour, which is a Uveiy purplish

mauve, but in their mode of flowering, from all

others at present in cultivation. In a letter from
Mr. Daniels which was read, this new variety was
stated to have commenced flowering ^vith the year,

to be in good bloom now, and Mr. Daniels said that

he did not know how long it might continue in that

condition. He stated, moreover, that Bougainvilleas
might now be had in beauty all the year round,
B. spectabilis coming into flower in April and
lasting till Jidy, and B. glabra lasting from July
till January. Flowering branches of NuttalUa
cerasiformis, cut from a bush growing in the shrub-

beries of the Society's Garden at Chiswick, were next
brought under notice. In habit this Nuttallia

somewhat re.sembles a Ribes, and though its nume-
rous clusters of drooping greenish flowers are not
particularly attractive, they are nevertheless sulB-

ciently so to render this perfectly hardy shrub more
apprepiated than it appears to be. It has, there-

fore, been ordered that plants of it be propagated
for distribution. It was stated to be bisexual ; the

specimens shown belonged to the male kind, which
has lOstamens placed in two rows, five being attached

to the calyx, while the other five are attached to the

flower-tube. The female has five pistils, producing
from two to four coriaceous- fruits, of the form of

a cherry, each containing one seed. A beautiful

cut specimen of Rhododendron argenteum was shown
from Mr. Allis, Gimton Park, Norwich.

Attention was then directed to certain Entozooid

organisms found in living .animals, and to their

supposed connection with Rinderpest, a fidl account
of which wiU be found in another column.

In reference to Coburgia miniata, alluded to above,

Mr. Saunders stated that he grew his jjlants of it

somewhat differently from Major Clarke. He
gave his plants more pot room than the Major,

which secured him two or three flower spikes instead

of one, and when they were at rest he txiok care that

the soil never got so dry as to desiccate the roots.

When dormant his plants were kept, he said, in an
ordinary greenhouse, but just when they showed
signs of pushing they were placed in heat and
grown on rapidly, in that way little difficulty was
experienced in getting them to flower satisfactorily.

With regard to IlUcium religiosum, Mr. Saxmder

said that the Japanese constantly grow it round
their temples, and that they entertain a feeling for
it analogous to that which we have for the Yew.
Its flowers, he added, are as sweet as those of a Rose,
and he concluded by recommending that it shoxdd
be cultivated more extensively than it at present is.

Mairh 6 {Flin-al Committee). — Messrs. B. G.
Henderson contributed a beautiful group of Cycla^
mens, consisting of varieties of persicum and cijum,
associated with which was the charming little kind
called Atkinsii. It may be observed, in reference to
this fine collection, that those belonging to the
persicum breed had their bulbs all above groimd,
while those of the other section had them buried in
the soil, a point worth attention in the culrivation
of these charming spring flowers. In one of
the varieties in this collection there seemed to
be a disposition to become double. Mr. Brown.
Ehndon Hall, Birmingham, received a First-class

Certiflcate for the blooms of Rhododendron Auck-
landii alluded to above. The plant from which they
were cut, four feet high, was stated to have 15
heads of flowers on it. Pelargonium Pink Stella

came from Messrs. E. G. Henderson ; and a
charming exhibition of Camellia blooms was fur-
nished by Mr. Pilcher, gr. to S. Rucker, Esq.
The latter, though stated to have been cut from
quite small plants, were nevertheless as fine as could
possibly have been obtained from larger trees. The
same exM'oitor had also beautiful blooms of Lycaste
Skinneri. From W. Wentworth BuUer, Esq., Sta'ete

Raleigh, Exeter, came cut flowera of Rhododendron
Jenkinsii, white tinged with blush : the pink hybrid
Rhododendron alluded to above ; Laelia furfui'acea,

a plant seldom seen in flower ; a beautiful yellow
and brown blos.somed Odontoglossum : and Phal«-
nopsis grandiflora. Messrs. Lee contributed a
group of Aucubas, aU finely in fruit. A blush
spotted Rhododendron, named Duchess of Suther-
land, came from Mr. Elliott, Lilleshall, Salop.

To Mr. Daniels was awarded a First-class Certificate

for his ne^v BougainviUea splendens. A Guatemala
Lycaste, said to be a variel^ of L. Deppei, and the
Illicium already mentioned came from Mr. Veitch.

In an interesting collection of cut Orchid blooms
from Mr. Sherratt, gr. to J. Bateman, Esq.," was
a magnificent spike of Phala^nopsis Schilleriana,

richly ornamented with pale rosy tinted blossoms.
The Rev. G. Cheere had two beautifully bloomed
plants of Anna Boleyn '^Pink, brought forward
in heat. Blooms of Amaryllis were shown by
Messrs. Garaway & Co., of Bristol. From the
garden of the Society came a fine plant of Den-
drobium .speoiosum in flower ; an Odontoglossum from
Mr. Weir ; a Gattleya ; Oncidium Cavendishii ; the
double white Prunus sinensis, an excellent shrub for

forcing ; P. triloba, equally valuable for the same
purpose, producing long slender shoots loaded with
peach-coloured flowers, each as large as a two-
shilling piece ; and P. sinensis, pretty, but greatly

inferior to triloba.

March 6 {Frnit Coinmiftec).—Some excellent Apple
jeUy, made from Grange's Apple, was shown at this

meeting by Mr. Fleming, Cliveden. From Mr.
Christie, A'vdngton, near Winchester, came a seedling

Apple, somewhat like Court of Wick, which was
requested to be shown again. Specimens of an
Apple, resembling Northern Greening, were furnished
by the Rev. M. J. Berkeley, and a yellow rumamed
Apple was shown by Mr, Dixon, of King's Cliffe,

Examples of a late keeping Grape came from Mr.
Turberville, Pilton, near Barnstaple.

Notices of 35oof{g,
Pehin// and the Peliinpese. By D. F. Reunie, M.D.

2 vols, small 8vo. London : Murray.

These volumes not only contain an interesting

account of the events which occurred during the
first year's residence of her Majesty's Embassy under
Sir F. Bruce at Peking, but, being written in form of
a diary, have the advantage of bringing the reader

into daily contact with the Pekingese, and thus of

gi\-ing an insight into their ha bits and peculiarities.

As a sketch of London and the Londoners by a
foreigner would give strangers very little notion of

the inhabitants of Scotland, Wales, or even some of

our counties, so the description contained in these

volumes only holds good for Peking and its neigh-

bourhood, the customs and dialect being in many
respects totally different further south.

At the beginning of the first volume we find a
description of one of their modes of ploughing, which,
as the author justly observes, is veiy elementary.
"Three men are harnessed abreast, traction being
applied by flat pieces of wood across their chests

secured by ropes to the plough, while a fourth is

harnessed between a pair of shafts, and a fifth

guides the plough by a vertical handle. In the

construction of this implement in the north of

China the coulter is about five feet ahead of

the .share, and seems to rip the ground open with
facility. The share consists of a broad arrow-shaped

piece of iron fitted on to the end of a wooden shaft

having a cmwed plate of metal on one side. This

form of plough turns over a large and regular

furrow ; and certainly, whether from superiority in

form of plough, or the loose nature of the soil, the
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process of ploughing appeared to be more speedily

performed than is usnaUy seen elsewhere, even in

countries where the soil is much less tenacious than

on the banks of the Perho."

Further on is the account of a flower show,
" which, for an-angement, would have done credit to

any Eiu'opeau countiy. The flowers and shrubs, in

pots of various colours and qualities, were neatly

arranged and disposed round the courtyards of the
temple, which See-on-tee .states are lent for the pur^TOse

of exhibiting specimens brought in from the nurseries

outside the walls of the city. As an illustration of

the flowers and what they cost. Colonel Neale bought
two red Pomegranates, one white one about 3 I'eet

high, four Geraniums, four Roses, and four Passion-
flowers, all in pots, and when necessary nicely-trained

on Millet-stalk frames ; for the whole he paid

73,000 paper cash, equal to about 20s. sterling. In
addition to the flowers mentioned I noticed

Nasturtium, China Asters, .Stocks, Pinks and
Cactus."
Their manner of moving trees is also worthy of

note, the mould being retained in contact with the
roots by means of matting tightly tied round with
straw rope. In planting, the matting is not removed,
nor are the ropes cut. but allowed gradually to decay ;

in this way more moisture is retained about the

roots, and the ultimate decay of the matting, &c.,

supplies extra nutriment.
If Dr. Rennie is correct, the Chinese were

the first to publish a daily paper, the Peking
Gazette, which now appears in three editions,

and is the semi-offlcial org.an, dating as far

hack as the Limg dynasty, a.d. 1336. Scattered
through the book are numerous instances of the
difference of Chinese customs from ours. We put our
hats in mourning, the Chinese their shoes ; whilst
white is their funereal colour. As another example,
the physicians in attendance on the late Emperor
were on his death deprived of their " buttons," or
marks of rank, by way of punishment.
Towards the end of the volume a Cedar is

mentioned at the Temple of Gilotung, said to be a
thousand years old, which shook from trunk upwards
when a particular branch was shaken. A tablet

erected near it contains a sonnet " on the moving
tree " by the Emperor Keen Lung.
Amongst tlie various places of interest in the

neighbourhood of Peking visited by Dr. Rermie are

the Great Wall and the Ming tombs, with their
gigantic figures of men and animals, each carved out
of a single block of stone.

Through the whole work Dr. Rennie speaks in the
most favourable terms of the Chinese, and the anec-
dotes which he tells are for the most part to their

advantage. It is remarkable that he should have
been so impressed, for at that time Europeans were
looked upon as barbarians and fan-qui, or foreign

devils ; besides, only a few months before the English
and French forces had sacked and destroyed the
Imperial Palace, which act must have left a very
unfriendly feeling towards foreigners. The book is

illustrated by maps and engravings.

from its beautiful colour, and George the Fourth was
considered a gem. Year after j-ear has since brought
us splendid additions, thanks to the skill of the
hybridiser. 'WTi.at a commotion delicate and chaste
Devoniensis caused when first exhibited, and who
would pass Mardchal NeU without an exclamation of

pleasure 1

The Rose, from taking so prominent a position at otir

exhibitions, whether of spring, summer, or autumn,
must be considered, equally with the Carnation,
Pink, Picotee, Pansy, Auricula, or Dahlia, a florists'

flower, but where the distinction ends as to what is

a florists' flower I am at a loss to say, and must
therefore consider it a contraction of the idea con-
veyed by the word " floricxilture." Perhaps some
of your numerous learned readers may be enabled
to enlighten us as to the original derivation of

the term.
Your correspondent lays some stress upon the fact

of so-ealled florists being liable to visit public-houses
and smoke tobacco. As to the latter practice, which is

now so universal from the peer to the pea.sant, we must
suppose it is had recourse to from a wish to be fashion-
able ; but if the writer only knew what difEciUty there
is in obtaining accommodation for meetings of florists

in any place other than public-houses, he would,
I feel sure, instead of holding it forth as a reproach,

assist to remedy the evil. Of the numerous Societies

in the United Kingdom, but more especially in the
metropolis and its vicinity, how few are enabled to

obtain a suitable place for their meetings or their

exhibitions I I am speaking now of the smaller
Societies, composed of gardeners and amateurs who
live within an easy distance of each other, and
associate together for mutual improvement, and hold
occasionally an exhibition of their productions. The
majority of these cannot find any place of meeting
except at the large room of a public-house, or of an
hotel, if a more aristocratic name is desired. Most
probably the proprietor himself cultivates some
particiUar flower with which he is enamoured, and
charges nothing for the use of the room, willingly

assisting his brother gardeners. This I know
in many instances to be the rea.sou why these

meetings are held at a public-house, although^ the
members of the Society may be fully aware their

interest suffers by the connection.

One of the oldest Metropolitan Societies at present

is placed in this unenvi»ble position, I mean the
Stoke Newington Chrj'smthemum Society. Fi

the beginner starts with some form of hive totally
imsuitable for his wants and circumstances, or ill-

adapted for the requirements of the bees. Or he is
induced to nin the roimd of all the plans with which
he has been enamoured ; and this he will usually
find almost equally fatal to success. It is un-
doubtedly very pleasant and interesting to experi-
ment with a variety of bee-domiciles ; nevertheless,
it is an expensive process, not only as regards the
first cost, but as each hive becomes untenanted,
either from actual unfitness or from accidental
causes, it is frequently thrown a.side, never to be
again used for the same purpose. A new hive is

substituted, probably only to be discarded in its turn.
Or, lastly, by repeated failure, the once enthusiastic
amateur becomes thoroughly disgu.sted, and gives up
bee-keeping altogether.

How is it that there is so much diversity of opinion
as to the best form of hive, or so many theories afloat

as to the correct modes of management ? The truth
is that bees can to a greater or lesser extent accom-
modate themselves to, and will occasionally do well
in, almost any receptacle intended for their use. So
greatly do the bees possess the power of adaptation
to circumstances, that hardly any shape of domicile
can be devised which they will at all times refuse to
work in, or which wiU come absolutely amiss to

them, provided the interior dimensions approach
pretty nearly to their requirements. Hence it is that
so many hives are invented, each supposed to possess

some peculiar quality in promoting the storing of

honey, or in affording unusual facilities for manipu-
lation and observation, and the ea.sy appropriation
of surplus stores. S. Beran Fox.

Oilcake as Food for Bees.—A reference to your
Paper of Dec. 26, 1S57, will show that Signer Masso's
bees are not the first that have evinced a fondness
for oilcake. At Mandelieu, near Cannes, the bees

fi'equented the pits in which sesamum cake was
soaked previous to using it for manuring the land for

Potatos. There is probably some inaccuracy in the

minor details as given in the London Review. C.

Is THE Rose a Florists' Flower? — This
apparently simple question was asked some time ago
by a correspondent, who seemed afraid his favourite

flower would lose caste should it be so classified.

His ideas of a florist seemed to be somewhat confused,

and his imaginative powers even pictured Flora's

Queen debased by the odour of " beer and baccy."
On consideration the word *' florist " seems to be a
vague and indefinite term, and about as easily defined
as, let us say, a Fancy Dahlia. Ihe word " horticul-

ture," if I understand that term correctly, embraces
everything appertaining to the gardening world.whieh
may be subdivided into three classes, viz. the culti-

vation of fruits, the cultivation of vegetables, and
the cultivation of flowers—which last is floricultiu-e.

The question is, what are florists' flowers ? Does
not the word " florist " appear to be a short way
of rendering "floriculture?" Or was it originally

applied by botanists tothose cultivatorswho hybridised
and raiswi seedlings from impoi-ted species, and placed
the whole botanical world in confusion by the multi-
plicity of their varieties ; or to those only who
cultivated the seedling varieties raised by others,

and formed societies and held exhibitions at stated
times to test the merits of these productions, both
as to their approximation to the standard of excel-

lence, and their superior cultivation. In either case
it would be a misnomer.

It would be well if such an indefinite designation
as the words "Florists' flowers" were erased
from the gardening dictionary, as from time to time
various flowers will have to be atided on account of

their being cultivated for exhibition purposes. The
Rose, especially, has within the last few years become
one of our most popular flowers at exhibitions,

its delicious fragrance alone assisting to make it

an especial favourite. Tlie exquisite formation
of the petals, as well as the beaiitiful manner
in which they are moulded together to constitute

the blossom, place it without an equal in the floral

world. Many of the readers of these remarks will

remember the time when Tuscany was a favourite

Miscellaneous.
The hiic Boyal Visit to Jirlroir.—By way of the

Lower Lodge, says the Lciccater Jonrnnl of March 2,

the illustrious guests entered the Broad Walk,
which partly encircles the Castle, and from which the

some years past this has been holding its own, but public is excluded. Proceeding to the south slope,

cannot expand and keep ptce with the times, being
unable to obtain a place for its exliibitions sufficiently

commodious or adapted for the purpose.

I do not think florists as a body are more given
to frequent public-houses than other men. The day
is gone by to which your correspondent alludes. Now
he need not fear to meet the most humble cultivator,

for he will find under what may probably appear a
rough exterior, a heart second to none in kindly
feeling, and a readiness to impart, in plain, un-
varnished language, what knowledge may be pos-

sessed to any who may ask in a proper manner, as well

as a willingness to assist a brother in distress ; while
he is respectful to all. If every Englishman were as

good a citizen as the florist, peace and good-will to all

men would be more widely disseminated. M'ilUam
Ilvale. [Clergymen can do something to remedy the

difficulty Mr. Heale alludes to, by allowing the use of

school-rooms over which they have control, for meet-
ings of this kind. We know of instances where this

is or has been done, with very great advantage to the

Societies, and without detriment to any one.]

Bee Culture.—Hires and Boxes.—Perhaps no
department of practical l>ee-keeping has been the

subject of greater diversity of opinion than that of

the description of hive best adapted for obtaining

the largest supplies of honey with the least possible

trouble and risk to the owner. The numberless real

or fancied inventions which have been brought out
for effecting these objects, all of which are fondly

imagined by their originators to pos.sess every merit
that can possibly be desired, and have been advocated

by them through the medium of pamphlets, books,

and advertisements without end, are almost calcu-

lated to stagger the enthusiasm of any intending

scholar in the art and mysteries of the apiarian pur-

suit. Such a tyro may well be puzzled to know
between so many plans, each one,' in the eyes of its

promoter, the very best that has ever been invented,

what form of hive he ia to choose for his own
apiary. The probabilities are that between so many

. stools he falls to the ground. He greedily devours
all the various bee-books he can lay hold of, aU of

them loudly proclaiming the atlvantage of their

authors' various pet theories ; and he carefully

weighs in his own mind the merits of the hive

recommended by each in succession.

For a time, accordingly as he is influenced by the

plausibilities of each separate description, that hive,

and that alone, is the one for him. This decision

remains unaltered only until he becomes possessed of

another bee-book, or he comes under the influence

where excavations had been made for two trees,

the Princess of Wales proceeded to plant one and
the Prince another, in commemoration of their

first visit to Belvoir. The Princess good humouredly
threw down her muff upon the grassy slope, and
very effectively completed her task. His Royal High-
ness then took spade in hand, and filled with earth

the cavity in which a tree had been placed, shovelling

in the soil in a regular workmanlike manner. The
trees selected by Mr. Ingram, the Duke's gardener,

and approved of by his Grace, were two healthy well-

rooted examples of Cupressus Lawsoniana, a Cypress

that has the great recommendation of being perfectly

hardy, and constitutionally suited to our variable

climate, besides being unsurpassed for elegance and
beauty, its Fern-like foliage giving it a peculiar

and characteristic grace. On its native hills in

Columbia it attains a height of .'JO feet. After the in-

teresting ceremony alluded to, their Royal Highnesses
walked through a portion of the Castle gardens, in

reference to which we may venture to make some
few remarks. It may hanlly be in accordance with

correct taste to bring in juxtaposition with the

battlemcnted w.alls and frowning cannon of a

Norman keep, a modern garden with its gay
parterres and flowers. Grassy slopes surround the

Castle of Belvoir, and although the gardens are near,

they are still effectually hidden by evergreen trees

and shrubs, such as Cedars of Lebanon, evergreen

0.aks, variegated Hollies and Laurels. Entrance to

the garden is gained by passing along a walk arched

over with Laurel ; emerging from this we find an

open space, partly embowered by lofty trees, but

with a southern exposure, and embellished by beds

and borders on Grass, but accessible by walks, which,

with elegant cui-ves, embrace all the garden. The
larger borders are filled with dwarf evergreens,

shrubs, herbaceous plants, and bulbs, intended for

effect in winter and sijring ; amongst others we
noticed Rhododendron dauricum atrovirens, Andro-

meda floribunda, Skimmia japonica, Berberis

japonica, Forsythia viridissima, all of which

were in bloom or about to bloom. The flower

beds, instead of presenting the bare and cheerless

ft-spect common to ordinary gardens at this season

(February), are filled with early flowering Alpine

and hardy plants. The first bed contains the Clive-

den Blue Pansy, edged with Saxifraga ; next occur

four beds arranged ribbon fashion, with a centre of

yellow WaUflowers, followed by rows to suit the

square character of the beds, of Erica camea, white

Arabis, lilac Aubrietia, and Crocus. On another

Grass plot there were six beds with a central bed_ of

stonework, containing, in separate divisions, Russian

Violet covered with a profusion of bloom, varie-

gated Arabis, white Arabis, lilac Aubrietia. Erica
of advice from some apiarian of real or supposed „

. ,. ;, ,, t,
'

..^a Wnnflr,,^^,-
better experience. The chances are that, after all,

|

camea m full bloom, Doronicum and Wallflower,
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Primroses and Giant Oxlips. Other beds are disposed

about the Grass and are filled with shmbs, and
Crimson Kale giving colour and effect to this gay

and pretty spring garden. An opening in the trees

exposes to view a steep grassy slope, about which are

statues of heathen divinities ; at the foot of the

slope there is an arrangement of beds of elegant

design and occupying a considerable extent of

ground. The.se beds are most effectively filled up

with dwarf shrubs and bulbs. Red Kale is inter-

spersed amongst the slrrubs and Pmea, and gives an

effect only exceeded by the brightest flowers. A
magnificent example of SUver Fir towers up from

the lower part of the garden, and forms a striking

feature in the view. Leaving this garden and

proceeding along the Duke's Walk, through

the woods which encircle Blackberry Hill,

we reach, after a stroll of about a quarter of a mile,

the Duchess's Garden, an open space in a sheltered

Inward curve of that hUl. facing the south. In this

favoured spot we hear the wind roar over the tree

tops, but scarcely a breath disturbs the plants luxu-

riating on the steep slop e and terraced beds of the

garden. A noble specimen of Araucaria, 85 feet in

height, and an equally remarkable Araucaria Cun-

ninghami, stand on each side of a flight of stone

steps leading to the lower part of the grounds, and
specimens of Hemlock Spruce, Pine, Cedar, and
Cypress are distributed amongst the upjier banks of

the garden. One great Portugal Laurel, said to be

the largest in England, immediately fronts a summer-
house, which commands a view of the garden. Near
the entrance is a large bed, containing many hundreds

of Violets, blooming profusely, and succeeding this

is a bed of Hyacinths in full bloom. The next bed

contains Primroses in bloom and Aubrietia ; Crocus

and Forgetme-not intermixed, successive beds of

WaMower, Arabis, and Aubrietia follow. Below
the walk are beds containing Dorouicum, Heath,

Aubrietia, Arabis, Wallflower, Violet, Red Kale, Prim-

roses, OxUp, SciUa trifoUa, ice. and on the terrace

beds ato Heaths, Pulmonaria, Violet, Gentiana,
; frame

Croons, ami Myosotis. On one of the steep slopes of

the garden rock work has been formed ; ascending it

by rough stone steps, a magnificent view of the Devan
HiU and river is obtained. Altogether there are few
more beantifnl spots to be found than this so happily

selected; by the accomplished Duchess for her

favourite retreat.

Qncstioit to a Wurlhiij Oanhtier.—"Of all your

trees, which yields raostfruit ? " Says he, " Sir, the

best fruits come from my Indus-tree." Ptirivh.

Azaleas.—Continue to give'young growing plants

of these liberal shifts ; a good fibrous peat with a

little white sand suits them admirably, but for

stronger kinds a small portion of loam may be used

with advantage. When jwtted, the plants should be

put into a nice moist growing atmasphere, and they

should have a temperature of from x° to f.0° at

night, and from 65° to 70° during the day time ;

give air freely in fine weather, and attend regularly

to the stopping, thinning, and training of the shoots.

Beddin(; Plants.—Pn.sh on propagation of all

kinds, in order to have thoroughly established and

well hardened plants by May. Pot off autumn-
struck cuttings at pre.<ient in store pans.

Carnations and Picotees.— Strong varieties

may now be 'put into larger pots. If there is any

green fiy on the plants, give them a good smoking

with tobacco or tobacco-paper before taking them
from the pit.

Ctnerartas,—Such plants as are intended for

exhibition should now have their smaU leaves aud

superfluous shoots removed, to admit light and air ;

tie out as thinly as possible, and keep them as near

the'glass as may be convenient ; fumigate, so as to

have them thoroughly clean before coming into

flower, and sulphur such as may,be affected with

mildew.
FORCING GARDEN.

Cherries.—These will now require a steady

moist atmosphere. Stone-fruit, whether forced or

grown in the n.atnral way, suffers more from sudden

changes than other kinds.

Figs.—This is the safest time to begin forcing

these, and they will do in any of the hou.ses where

forcing has latelv commenced. Early ones will now
be swelling their fruit, and wiU require a constant

supply of moistui'e.

Melons and CucnuBEES. — Those who are

beginning to grow these will now have few difficul-

ties to contend with. It is best to commence with

Cucumbers, and to raise the Melons in the Cucumber-

This is the common practice ; but those

STATE OF THE "WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDOS,
For tbe Wcch rndin^ Martli 7, IWJr., asob.'icrvcd at'the Horticultural Gardens
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The Cultivation of Bromus Schradert.

SUTTON AMI SUNS r:,ii supi.h L-riimiH- S.x-J of the
abovoNelt FORAOK (iRASS. hi ,,aL-keta .-•"- - '- —'

New Lucerne Seed (Luzerne de Provence).

SUTKiN AMI SO.NS have just imported a very fine

rmccl of NEW LUCKBNE SEHiD. which thoj; can offer at U.
per lb., or cheaper by the cwt. (Sow 20 lb. per acre in drills.)

Royal Berks Heed Establishnient, Roadipg.

Furze or Qorse fUlex europseus).
CUTTON AND SONS have a fine stock of NEW SEED.O Also all other kind-s of AGRICULTURAL SEEDS at very
moderate prices, «a see SUTTON'S FARM SEED LIST (gratis and
yoal free).

Royal rierks Seed|Establishment, Reading.

COCKSFOOT GRASS (DACTYLIS GLOMERATA).—
Thi^ hiphlv nutrltivQ Grass ia Included in all Messrs. Sutton's

MEADOW MIXTURES, or may be purchased separately at a very
' cli uiay be had on applicattou

'

"

! Horbsbir latablishment, Reading.

s
i all Messia.' Snrroji's MIXTURE.S, -

;itely at a raodei-ate price, on application
I Berkshire 8eed Establishment, Reading

Fine Orass Seeds for Cricket Grounds,
BOWLING GREENS, or CROQUET GROUNDS.

SUTTON AND SONS can supply suitable kinds of tht

anest-growing GRASSES and CLOVERS for the above pur
poses, at is. 3d per lb., i4ft. per bushel.

Sutton ft Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading, _

N EW FARM SEEDS of best selected quaUty.
PRICED DESCIurXlVE LUST post free upon application,
F9 DicRSoN & SoK.1, Seed Merch.^nts, &c., 102, Eastgato Street,

The Forwardest Turnip known Is
QUTTON'S .SIIOiri'-TOP SIX WEEKS, price Is, p^O lb., or cheaper by tho bushel, price of which may be had i

application to
SeTTON & Soss, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

Sutton's Grass Seeds for Cultivation with Sewage
and other Liquid Manure.

MESSKS. SUTTON havinsr for

aoveral yeara been engaRed in

supplying various GRASS SEEDS fur

experiments with Liquid Manure on the
BaJ^fihot Sands, the AJdershot Cmnp, and
other poor soils, are now prepared to offt

"

A^ GRASf5 SEEDS for various other
loila, particulars Of which will be forwarded
ju application.

Rcadinc.

Improvement of Grass Lands.
SUTTON'S RENOVATING MIXTURE

SHOULD NOW BE SOWN.
This Mixture consists of the Anent Grasses and perennial Clovers,

and if sown early in the season the improvement in the pasture will

be very great, and at sniail oxpen»e. Quantity of Seed required per
acre, 8 to li pounds. Trice lOd. per lb.

From T. E. OsMo.VD, Esq., Thwp-le-fioken, Fehruary 27, IPflo.

"Your Renovating Mixtures for old pastures have answered my
purpose well."

From J. C. Bi-acrett, E.M., Thnrpe Lcc, F'yham, September 30, 186fi.

"Mr. Blacbott will bo ohii'.'.t i.. \f-.^r.^ '^M'tontosendhimRcnova-
ting Grass Seed, ot tbesai , ir. which was excellent."

Fr^nn W. HiRPKH, Esq,, .1 irkUmick, Jan. 4, 18«6.
rill be glad t

Home Meadow answcrci
and freshest lu-acre tleld i

PRICED LISTS grati*.

jMii I for e

K tho greenest

All goods carriage D-oe,

[7»INEST LAWN MIXTURE.—Composed only of fbe
L best and cleanest Seeds of tho most suitable dwarf Evei^^een
rasses. It. per lb. Camage free.
AMEaPrcKHo^ ft 3o;t9. Seed Merchants. 102. EnstgateStroct. Cheatei".

NEW FORAGE PLANTS.
NEW ZEALAND PRAIRIE GRASS (Bromus Schraderi)
MALDEN'S NEW CLOVER (Trtfoliuni striatum).

PKTza Lawsoji ft SoK, The QOeen's Soedsmon, 28, King Street,
Chenpside, London, &C.

NATURAL GRASSES: their Names and Derivations;
Quality, Produce, Elevation, Situation, Son, Use, Peculiarity,

Season, Growth, Increaae, Time of Flowering'. Price, ftc.

Free for one postage atanop.
RicHAKD Ssiixn, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

DAVISON'S MIXTURES of GRASS SEED,
lOs. 6d. per bushel

;
per acre, 32s.—Italian Rye-grass, best,

SB. per bushel, 141b, ; Facoy's Perennial, 6.?. 6il. ; Devon Evertrreen,
Qs. ;_Red Clover, best, pid. per lb. ; White Dutch, best, IQd. pe> lb. ;

Trefoil, best, Sirf. per lb. ; J^wede, all the beat kinds, 9d. to 10<i. per
.^ », . , . „.. '•, peril,,

""'"-'•
Hereford,

lb. ; Mangel Wurtel, 9a. to U. per lb. PRICED LISTS free.

& Meadow and Pasture, allowing 2 bushel of Large Seeds, and

rib.

;t, Piccadilly. W.

^ Brighton and Sussex Seed Warehouse.
TT D W A li D (.: X U 1' E N T E U' S .\L 1 X T U RE S
J2J of PERMANENT GRAS^ and CLUVER SEEL^. _ Best
quality, 3C,a. per acre (2 bushels light ^ceds, and 12 1b. Clovers and
small seeds per acre).—Hee testimonials in Catalogui
Edward CARprNTr.tt'H RRNOVATIMC MTXTrrR

Old Pastures.
PRICED CATALOGUES of KITCHEN GARDEN. FLOWER,
md FARM SEEf"- "

Edward Cakvh^
Street, Brighton.

Exeter.

17th February, 18GC.

of Agriculture, Arts, Manufactures,
Commerce.

Eatabliahed 1777,

Palron—H.K.n. The Prince of WALts, K.O.

SALISBURY MEETING, ISjC.

Pi-t^kUrU—Tho Right Hon. the Earl of

The ANNUAL MEETING, ISflfi, will be
held at SALISBURY, on tho 4th, 5th, 6tb,
7th, and 8th of .rUNE NEXT.
The Prize Sheets and Regulation Papors

Entries will close on the I4th of April,

ir HORSES, POULTRY, IMPLEMENTS,
the Secretary. Bath
""lES, and LACE, ou rv.

By Order of the Council,
JosrAH GoODwjM, Secretary,

M.VWUFACTURES, and LACE, R. R.

4, Terrace Walk, Bath.

Efie EgvicuUtttal (Sa^rtte,
SATURDAY, MARCH 10, 1866.

The Cattle Plague Bill passed tKrough
the Lords on Thursday eyening. Attempte wore
made to relax the severity of the fiovernment
Act just passed, by clauses permitting the Priv)'

Council at once to discontinue compnlsoi-y

slaugliter wherever they may think fit ; and
giving local authorities discretion in reference to

the slaughter of convalescent cattle. Both of

these attempts failed by large majorities against

them. Lord Lichfield's clause also was carried,

absolutely forbidding fail's and markets for a
lengthened period, and providing for the transfer

of healthy stock in uninfected districts under a
uniform system of licences, Tho remaining
clauses, together with tho preamble and title of

the Bill, were then agreed to, and, the Standing
Orders having been suspended, the report, with
the amendments, was brought up and agreed to,

and the Bill was read a third time and passed.

I RENOVATISJO MIXTURES for ImprovlDg

Agricultural Seeds.
/tJJIOEGE GIBBS and CO., Seedsmen, Ve to inform\J the public that their CATALOGUE of PRICES la DOW
published, and will he forwarded free on application.

26 and 2ti, Down Street, Piccadilly, London, W.

Seeds for the Farm.
ADESClilPTIVK I'KICE CUKRENT is just

published, 40 pages, large octavo.
Copies can bo hod on application to Sir. Altheo BaEWm, London

Seed Company, Liioit.'d, >i«, Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square,'W.

THE LiiMHiN M.KIi CoitPXNY,^ LIMITED,
waJ*est.^^)ll^l. ; ,

I ' of one of the Oldest Established
iindlng

^llE UlNh

Firms in the K 11

ARQE rLllL:lLVbia:.S ^f FARM SEEDS
supplied on the very lowest! terma.

Apply for tho PRICE CURRENT, just published by the London
Seed Company, Limited, 08. Welbeck Street, Cavendish Squaro,
London, w. ^^

See tho PRICE 1

liflbod, and which can be had on apphcation gratis and post'fre

Seeds for the Garden.
COLLECTION.S of fi.VRDEJT SEEDS, enough to

Supply a Oardon all the yoar found, I(t«. 6d., 30s., V39., and
60*. each.
For parttcnlars apply to tho London Seed Company, Limited.

08, Welheck Street, Cavendish Square, W,

"Well, we have got one Act of Parliament :
* in

some particulars, a good Act ; in some of its

provisions, vei-y bad. " "Whereas it is expedient,"

—exactly ; that is what we urged upon our
knees, month."? and months ago. Tho preamble
is right enough, but the date i.s sadlv wrong

—

" 20th February, 1866." ^Vhy, on the 17th of

Pebruai'y, the Plagrre had established itself in

18,734 distinct and separate centres of infection.

In these wore 320,780 cattle, of which 3.5,418

were bntchercd at a grievous sacrifice to escape

the heavier risk of attack. More than half the
original head of stock, namely 160,379, had been
stricken by the di.seaso ; with only 2 1 ,092 cases

of recovei-y. Tho losses, however, really

amounted to more ; becan.se many of the in-

fljiectora had been trnable to overtake the labour
of making returns. While ParHamcut was
having its fortnight of talk about the ruin, more
than 30,000 cattle wore attacked. But legislators

must not be hurried ; and of course the agri-

cultural interest will not be so impolite as to
grumble—though, by and by. when our cities

begin to feel the want of beef, and " the little

ones" are pining for milk, we may hear some-
thing of popular discontent. Simple-minded
Mr. Baking (in the debate on the Address)
averred that the Govei-nmcnt '

' shrank from no
responsibility ; and even with such centralised

action as one honourable member seemed to

desire, it was difficult to discover what more
could have been accomplished by the Govern-
ment." " What more?"—^why, the stamping out
of the I'lague could have been accomplished if

oiu' Oovoniment had displayed an intelligence

and a zeal equal to those of tho Belgian Oovern-
inent. "Tho country was not prepared for such a
stringent measure," said Sir G-eobge Geey in the
same debate ; nor wa« the country, he might have
added, so well instructed in the bi.story of foreign

stock diseases as to bo aware that an invincible

and incurable plague had fastened upon our cattle.

• Tbe following remarlcs relate to the Cattle Di,sease Pre
vcntion -Act, not to the Cattle Plagtxe Bill, named in tbi

preceding piiragraph.

When Sir Georoe Geey receives information of
a projected landing of foreign armies upon oiu'

shores, will ho wait tUl public opinion is weU-
awakened and '

' prepared for stringent
measures," before he jilaces our persons and
property under military control, and numbers
and marks our farm-horses and vehicles for

Government use at a moment's notice ?

Earl Russell, too, has been equally delicate

about stretching the safeguards of '

' our glorious

constitution," which, we suppose, is the perfec-

tion of sj'stematic government over evci'j'thing

but the pm-suits of the cow-leech. On tho 19th
of January, tho Ijancashire deput.ation implored
his Lordship to issue a general order peremptorilj'

stopping all traffic in live stock ; and in doing so,

they expressed their mi.sgiving that the time was
now too far gone to achieve more than a
retardation of the progress of the malady.
They requested his Lord.ship to bear in mind
that, " from probably one or a few importations,

this disease had in seven months destroyed over
100,000 head of neat stock, worth one million of

money." What was the reply? Why, Earl
RusSELi. admitted that the disease was sijreading

into various counties by means of purchased
cattle, and said that " his own observation of

the number of cattle which he had constantly

encountered passing over Hammersmith Bridge,

entirely proved the difficulty of stopping such
movement on roads without new powers fi'om

Parliament, and an increase of the poUce," Why,
then, had not Parliament been a.sked for thoso

indispensable powere and this requisite increase

of poUce ? His Lordship said that " the

Govoi-nment could not, however, without
deliberation determine to apply for an increase

of their powers of restraint, or for authority

to require peremptorily an increase of the

police force. That is the exact tru'h : our
lierds have perished simply because the British

Government could not move without a fatal

wa.ste of opportunitie.'* in "deliberation." And
his Lordship added, '

' But the matter was one
worthy of consideration." We shoirld have said

that it was worthy of having been not merely
considered but put into actual practice months
before the day when tho Pkemier uttered those

words. It is indeed astounding that the agricul-

turists of this kingdom can sit tamely imder the

infliction of tremendous losses, now known by
everybcKly to have been let loose upon us by the

childish inactivity of our rulers. Is there no
possibility of reiess for thoso individuals who
have suifered severely or been completely

ruined, owing to the failure of public servants in

their duty ?

But we have now to say a word or two on the

Government measure as amended by Parliament.

General congratulation has gi-eeted the bii'th of

thi.s "little stranger" that is to be another

infant Hercules capable of strangling the two
serpents of home-generated and imported con-

tagion. Ko cattle landed at any port " shall be

removed alive from such town or place except by
sea." This is ono great defence (until the loth

of April) against repeated inva.sions of the plague

fi-om abroad ; though a great deal more than tho

more stopping-out of living animals requ.ires to

be done before full security is obtained. In

dealing with the contagion at home, of com-.se it

is desirable that "no cattle shall bo moved on

any railway before tho 2.5th day of Mai'ch
;"

but as Sir Geokge Jenkinson says in a letter

to a contemporary, "I a.sk you to realise the

etfect of a tenant coming out of Cheshu'o with all

his stock, by train or otherwise, into any

other county now (juito or almost free from

disease." The mam point with us must
bo the extinction of the contagion wherever

it may appear, seeing that to stop the production

of seed is much moie likely to be efficacioua

ag.ainst dissemination than the attempt at

impeding tho conveyance of that seed. Ths
Aberdeen regulations make it illegal to move
cattle from within a distance of one mile of the

place where disease exists till 30 days after the

last " case "
" so that an infected district extentls

with tho disease, reaching always ono mile

beyond. This is wise ; but after all the mere
stoppage of animal traffic can but hinder tho

progress of tho infection—it does but exchange

conveyance by cattle for conveyance by the

butcher, as well as by all sorts of subtle

and unforeseen agents. Well, how does tho Act

sot about tho really decisive remedy ?—what
likelihood is there that the "slaughter" clause

win accompUeh the end so long aimed at fruit-

lessly by all the Orders in Council and all tho

efiforts of tho county magistaates ? " Evei-y locn'
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authority shall cause all animals affected with
the cattle plague vrithin its district to bo
slaughtered." This reminds one of the notice

—

" All persons trespassing on these grounds 'vnU

beiirosecuted ;" yes, if you can catch them ; the
word " found " being omitted. The clause in the
Act should have read—"all animals found
affected, (fee." But the Act expects to find " all

animals affected," for it offers a reward by way
of inducement to fanners to give information.
One bullock in John Sjiith's yai-d of 40 has
evidently "got it" (that is the prevalent
phrase)—will he at once communicate with
the district inspector ? If he does, that
animal wUl be kiUed and liberally paid
for; and should the "local authority" think
well to slaughter the whole yard full of
bullocks as a preventive measiire in favour of

the public, JoiiN Smith will receive compensa-
tion to the full value ; so that it is worth his

while to co-operato with the magistracy in
stifling infection in its earliest germs. But wo
have mistaken : the Act is not so wise as to pay
a compensation that might encourage informa-
tion : it does not even leave the duty of giving
notice a matter of indifference to John Smith ;

on the contraiy, it makes concealment John
Smith's pecuniary advantage. The local authority
shall pay to the owner of a slaughtered affected
animal a .sum " not exceeding one-half the value
of the animal immediately before it was
affected;" and when beasts herded with an
affected animal are kUled, either the owner
may^ dispose of the carcases, or he may
receive as compensation three-fourths of tho
value of the beasts that are slaughtered. Conso-
ciuently, John Smith says, "That cow or that
steer is off its keep ; it waters at the eye ; here are
tho marks in the mouth—I am sure it's the
plague. Fetch old Joe Speitchell, clean tho
barn floor and tie-beams, and let's go into the
beef ti-ade." For the carcase is good sound meat,
and unless a miserably poor half-grown beast, it

fetches home from market at least two-thu-ds of
the li'i'ing healthy value, and of his fatting or
fi'e.sh meated animals, John Smith makes the
full value ; at least that is what may be expected,
with the live-cattle trade stopped, and all beef
butchered where fed. John Smith's infected
bullocks will never be heard of, and his premises
will not be disinfected, nor his hay, straw,
litter, &c., desti'oyed by order of an inspector,
who never knew that they required any attention.

Where jVee the Weather Prophets who
predicted that tho winter of 1865-6 was to be the
hardest on record ? It is just possible, however,
that the present state of the atmosphere, which
(b'ives aU sensible beings into as snug retreats as
they can find, may tempt forth these hardier
creatures with a little chirp of triumph. " Now,
at last," they are beginning to say, " oui- prog-
nostications are about to" be fulfilled." But
softly, sirs, winterly weather in spring is not
Winter, and tho months which by common
consent are allotted to Winter are gone and past.
When wo have spring weather in winter there is

generally exacted from us that unpleasant com-
pensation—the tyi'anny of the average,—which
makes us submit to muter weather in spring.
But leaving tho prophets, it may be interest-

ing to take a retrospect of what has "been in many
ways a remarkable season. The day hot weather
of September, followed by a bright and sunny
commencement of October, carried the summer
to an unusually late period of the year. Then
at last came the long-expected rain, in abundance
on 17 of the 21 last days of October, copiously in
November, and in some localities in December
also, and again a large fall in January, and on
the first 17 days of February : making a total of
more than 19 inches in 130 days. This fall,

though excessive in a high degree, and occasion-
ing much inconvenience, ought, nevertheless, to
be highly welcome. It has replenished fiilly

the subterranean stores, and completed the satu-
ration of the ground, which there was good reason
to suppose never took place the previous winter
after the severe drought of 1864. The Thames,
which, with the exception of a short spasmodic
flood in March, 1865, had been for two years
extremely low, was kept in flood for many
weeks; its highest taking place immediately
after the rapid thaw of the snow which fell in
January. During tho height of summer the
river depended entirely for its supply on tho
partial but heavy rains which fell in June on the
hills about its som-ce. It is to be hoped that the
lessons of tho two last seasons will not be lost

on our agricultural fi-iends. It may be that the
fears expressed by many dvuing the drought,
that our climate had undergone an alteration in

the matter of rain, were groundless ; they seem
so to most pei'sons after the dripping five months
we have just passed through ; but the necessity
of stoi-ing our water remains in many positions
in full force, and if not painfuUy needed during
tho few wet seasons that probably are coming, a
supply of pure rain water for the use of men
and cattle can never be without its value either
to the house or fann.

Tho season has also been remarkable for its

mildness—there was no fi'ost in October, and
from that time till tho end of tho year no night
in which 6° of frost were attained, and only
10 nights on which any frost occurred, and then
extremely slight. There was one night of hard
fi'ost in January, when the ground was covered
with snow, but even then not amounting to
10° of frost ; and the only severe frost occUi'red

in tho last days of February, which were marked
by several frosts, tho coldest night of all, with
14° of frost, being on the last night of the month.
The common spring flowers were in bloom a
month earHer than usual. Many of the common
birds paired before the end of January, and the
cock chaffinch having forsaken his bachelor
companions, was singing sweetly to his mate on
the 7th of February, about two months earlier

than last }'ear. But this mildness was not pro-
duced by the direct influence of tho sun, for

the weather was extremely dark and dull ; the
sun power fell from over 9° in October to less

than 5° in November, and only 3° in December
and January.

Again, the season has been remarkable
for its tempestuous character. Two severe
storms were experienced in October, one pro-
longed tempest in November. December was
remarkably still, but the year ended with a
violent tempest, which was renewed with great
severity twice within tho first fortnight of the
year ; and February was marked with a tempest
of unusual violence. As may bo supposed, the
oscillations of tho barometer have boon frequent
and violent.

Such has been the Winter of 1865. If it has
falsified predictions, can we, now that it

has passed, see the causes of its remark-
able character ? What no doubt weighed
with tho weather-mongers was the notion
of great heat to bo compensated by great
cold. But the inference ought to have
pointed to the compensation from the law of
averages being brought about in some other way,
and probably being to bo deferred and spread
over a longer period than the ensuing winter.

When a room has had a fire all day, we expect it

to be warmer all night in consequence, though
the firo has gone out ; and so a warm summer
may be reasonably expected to be followed by a
warm winter, unless somo disturbing cause occurs.

This year, had snow fallen early in tho autumn,
wo should probably have had a colder winter

;

but tho heat stored up in tho earth dirring the

long dry summer was not consumed in the
melting of early snows, and therefore when the

nights were open and frosty tho fi'osts have not
been severe. The only severe frost in January
occurred when the earthwas covered up with snow.

There has been another cause which might
have been predicted as likely to lead to a mdd
mntor. Tho vapour which forms our supply of

rain is drawn from the ocean in far distant climes.

Tho clouds, after long delay, at last began to

gather over oui- northern hemisiihere, and dis-

chargo theii' welcome contents on tho parched
lands. They come from warmer regions, and
encountering the cold of our northern latitudes,

their vapoui' is condensed into rain ; the act of

condensation eliminates a supply of heat, and tho

more vapour, therefore, the gi-eater supply of

heat ; and whilst the clouds shut in the earth

there can be no great cold. Then the rarefaction

formed by a copious descent of rain, is now
known to be a fniitful cause of hurricanes.

Somo of the most destructive storms on record

have been successfully traced to this cause—not
indeed as giving them birth, but as exaggerating
their force and lending them all their destructive

violence. And thus, by gradually accumulated
facts, we are acquiiing slowly the power of

reading the phenomena after their occurrence,

and to a certain degree therefore of predicting

hypothetically and with more or less of proba-
bility, and in very general terms, the experience

of the futiu'e as to weather.
Whether we shall ever bo able to advance

beyond this remains to be seen perhaps by the
next generation. At'present no true meteorologist
will ventm-o beyond the most modest jiresage. Isis.

THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAl SOCIETY OF
ENGLAND.

[The following is tlio le.%ding article of last Monday's Mark
Lane Eximss.]

There is no question but that the national
Agricultural Society is at this moment in an
anomalous and altogether unsatisfactory position.
Prevented by a bye-law from taking any active part
over the one great difficulty now occupying the
attention of the coimtry, the Direction would seem
to have determined upon doing nothing whatever.
For a long twelvemonths, at any rate, the Society is
to snore away its existence in the Valley of the
Sleepy Hollow, as possibly to waken up again Uke
the hero of the fable, enfeebled, unknown, and out
of date. Mr. Holland may, to be sure, be permitted
to put his hobby into a gentle trot, and to amuse
himself, as he did a week or so since, by reporting
that premiums of 101. or 15Z. each would be given to
Cambridge first-class men, or II. worth of books each
to the next best in pure mathematics. The Society
may even spend something Uke loOl. in this way,
while the idea is even contemplated of sending a
few Commissioners out to report upon the progress
of steam cultivation, and so fill up a few sheets of
the next numbers but one or two of the Journal.
But what are such trifles as these to an insti-
tution with an income of oOOOl. or GOOO?. a year
at its command, and the interests of aa
many members in its keeping ? Let us take
it to be admitted that the farmer is in such a strait
as has never been kno-n-n since the formation of the
Boyal Agricultural Society. The probability is that
he will be prevented for some considerable period
from making the most of his business, and that,
more particularly in the use of his stock either on or
off the land, he will find his hands tied, and his
energies wofuUy cramped. The natural conclusion
to which one would arrive here is as to how he may
employ himself in other ways, and how the Royal
Society may essay to help him. flTiat, in a word', is

the backbone of this .Society ? Not its " Joirrnal ;
"

for one smiles involuntarily at the notion of a work
so little appreciated doing much good. Its open
meetings then ? Scarcely ; there are few who
would have the hardihood to maintain as much as
that. The deliberations of the Monthly Council
more probably ? Yes ; for here, unquestionably, the
strength of the Society does centre, so far at least as
these conferences tend to one certain object, and
that, of course, is the great annual Show. But in
18GC the Council wiU have nothing to deliberate
about, for we are to have no Show. Let us allow
that it would be impolitic and dangerous to move
valuable cattle about during the ensuing smnmer,
as sheep might carry contagion, and even pigs
be fairly subject to some suspicion. But is there
nothing with which we might carry out an agricid-
tural exhibition beyond cattle, sheep, and pigs ? It
would be unfair to attempt to anticipate the point of
the paper which Mr. Alfred CrosskiU is engaged to
read at the Farmers' Club in April, on "Agricultural
Shows, and their Influence on Agricultural Progress;"
but it is well known that this gentleman, with many
others in the same " Trade," as it is termed, have
hitherto been more or less hostile to the " Royal "

anniversaries, mainly on the groimd that the trials
were absurdly short and hazardous. There was no
time permitted for arriving at anything like a
proper test, while the attention of the great body of
the pubUc was almost altogether drawn off to the
stock section of the Show. Here then, in 1 SGfi, was
an admirable opportunity afforded for doing the
implement makers more justice. With so much
money saved from other objects, the triennial or
quadrennial system need not be adhered to, but the
prize-Ust extended in a variety of ways, and the sets
of judges proi»rtionately increased. Under such
circumstances a week or a fortnight at Birry might
turn out the most intellectual hohday the agrictd-
turist has ever enjoyed, as at the same time by no
means the less profitable. We may go, however, yet
further, and emphasise such an occasion by still

retaining perhaps the most popular feature of the
prize-sheet. We refer, of course, to the entries of
horses. We have yet to learn the actual objection to
such a proposal. There is to be a Horse Show in
London in May : and, although the Royal Agricul-
tural Society may not hold one at Bury St. Edmunds
in July, the Suffolk Agricultural Society wiU. And
where is the difference? Or can a national body
afford to do nothing, and allow a merely local
organ to be doing something in its stead? We
think not.

With, as must be assumed, the wisdom of the
Kingdom gathered together in its Council-chamber,
the conduct of the Royal Agricultural Society should
be the example to all similar associations. But hag •

its decision over this very important point, as it may
turn out in its own fortunes, been everywhere
received as final ? Certaiidy not. Says the Council
in Hanover Square, it will be better not to hold any
Show whatever in 1800; and it determines accord-
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ing-ly, to hold none, without ever taking the opinion

of the general body of the members upon so vital a

question. And all other such Institutions at once

follow this lead, and ag-ree to go to sleep for t^velve

months. We have already instanced Suffolk to the

contrary, as that whether "the Royal" visits it or

not, Bury St. Edmund's will have a Show in '66.

But there are other Societies of far more calibre

than the Suffolk that equally object to closing their

doors ; and prominent amongst these is the Bath
and West of England, quite a Royal in its way, with

a large extent of tenitory, and a *' Joixmal " at least

equal in merit to its Metropolitan contemporary.

A reference to the report of the proceedings of

the Bath Society, given in another page, assures

us that the Council are going on in 1866 in

this wise ;
*' The horse prize-sheet for the Salis-

bury meeting was finally settled and improved.

The horses for agricultural purposes were divided

into two classes—those for heavy di-aught, and those

for general farm-work ; and in each class prizes of

50^. and 25/. respectively will be awarded to the best

entire horse, above two years old ; and prizes of '201.

and 10/. to the best entire colt foaled in 186-1. Prizes

varying from liil. to 51. will also be awarded to

mares and fillies. Tn the hunter classes prizes of 50/.

and 20/. will be given to the best entire horse ; 30/.

and 20/. to the best mare or gelding foaled in 1862
;

and prizes varying fi'om 15/. to 51. for mares, fillies,

or geldings. Prizes are also offered for hacks and
ponies." But the Salisbiuy show will not depend
upon horses alone, but will comprise poultry, agri-

cultural implements, works of art, manufactures,
horticultural specimens, and so on . Let us dwell for

a moment over the first-cited of these other sections

of the exhibition—poultry, as a substitute, we will

say, for meat ; for it may or is coming to this.

Could there be anything more popular to take up in

a grand way, at such a time, than the different

breeds of poultiy, their improvement and extension '!

The better class of customers have long been getting

shy of beef, while the small-pox is breaking out
again in sheep, and we hear the most terrible reports

of the maladies consequent on the consumption of

pork. In plain truth, if the Royal Agricultural
Society has a duty to perform just at present, it is

to encourage the breeding of poultry. We care not
whether the show be held at Bury or at Battersea ;

but, unless the btisiness is to subside into a fine fat

sinecui'e, something must be done in '66.

From the west we ^vill steer om* course due north,

where at York the All-Yorkshire Society actually

calculates upon holding' a more successftd meeting
than usual. The classes for sheep and pigs are still

retained on the list, while the premiums for horses of

all descriptions are extended, as the hunters wiU be
supplemented by a show of hotmds. And why
should not the Royal Agricultural Society for once
in the way get up a show of hoiuids, ridiciUous

perhaps as the notion of such a thing may sound to

a few old women, but to nobody else The motto
of the Coimcil for this year, above all others, should
be, " Let us do something to bring the people
together," instead of being satisfied with doing
nothing. Let them draw the implement-makers out.

Feed us on ducks and chickens, if you cannot on
mutton and beef ; and put us in the way of breeding
horses and ponies, if for the [time we dare not do too
much with the Shorthorns and Herefords. These
are all matters of more or less importance to the
farmer ; and if the Royal Agricultural Society will

not help him here, there are other Societies that will.

With all entries to close on the 1st of May, it is not
yet too late to recover from a false step that is sure
to be felt hereafter.

2. Important Dkcision under the New Act.

—At the Horncastle Petty Sessions on Saturday last

before the Revs. Thomas Livesey and Thomas
Pickford, Mr. James Banks Stanhope, M.P., was
charged, on the information of Superintendent
Thoresby, of the Lindsey constabulary, stationed at

Horncastle, that he, on the 2yth day of January last,

did unlawfully remove two cows and 16 bullocks

from Revesby to Tattershall along a public highway,
such cattle not being fat cattle removed for the pur-

pose of slaughter with the licence of a justice of the

peace, nor cattle removed from one part of a farm to

another part of the same farm, with the licence of a
justice. The spacious Court House was crowded
diu-ing the whole proceedings, which lasted upwards
of six hoiu-s, and great excitement as to the result

was shown not only at Horncastle, but also in

Lincoln and the districts around each town.
Fronj the evidence adduced it appeared that on

Saturday, the 27th day of January, Mr. Banks Stan-

hope sat on the Horncastle bench, officiating in his

capacity as a magistrate. \Vith him on that occasion

on the bench, besides others, was Mr. Moses Elmhirst,

of West Ashby. The magistrates sat till late on that

day. Mr. Betts, a tenant of Mr. Stanhope's, residing

about from 700 to 000 yards from Revesby Abbey,
Mr. Stanhope's residence, had some beasts taken ill

on the Saturday, and he called upon the veterinary

surgeon at Horncastle, and got some '* drinks " for

them, a« he supposed that the animals were suffering

from'eating too much chaff ; but the inspector told

Mr. Betts that if the beasts were suffering from the

cattle plague he might as well throw his medicines
into the canal as administer them, as they would do
no good. On the Sunday Mr. Betts foimd his beasts

no better, and administered a drink. In casually

passing Jlr. Bell's, Mr. Stanhope's bailiff, he called in

and found that one of his animals was ''off its peck."

After this, Mr. Bell and Mr. Betts went up to the

Abbey and sa\\' Mr. Stanhope, and they recommended
that the beasts should be sent off at once for

slaughter, " because," as Mr. Betts said, " they would
get no fatter, and would not pay for keeping." Mi*.

Betts suggested that they should be sent to Boston,
for London ; and Mr. Bell suggested the Manchester
market. Mr. Stanhope at first declined to send them
away ; but ultimately he despatched the following
letter to Mr. Elmhirst :

—

'• 17'-vp9Tiy Abbey, Stmday, Jan. 28.
'|i<" III —Ml l;.i| Ins become rather frightened at

the]'!' i-i !. M.I', I. -Klin (two miles from my farm)
rtiid III .

I.I' '.. 1. nearly fat, be wisbcs to send

required purpose. Before describing the state of thintrs
as now existing, it will be neccss:u-y shortly to refer tomy former reports of the 15th, lOth. and 22d of Pebruarv
in which the particulars wore given of the tirst 25 animals
which had been removed from the herd and put under
Mr. Woi-ms's treatment. In the first of these reports it was
stated that 10 animals, which, at the time of my examination
gave no evidence of disease, were being treated by Mr. Wonns'.
and that one—the original animal attacked—had succumbed
to the malady. In my second report I stated that four other
unaffected animals had also been taken out of tlie yards for
treaim.:n1. witli five more which were the subjects of the
cattli I'l i.:n

, hi iiLv third report I stated that in the interim
thv ' ') H' II I- which were unaffected at ray first and
scf'jii I i: i ,

' 111 attacked with plague, and in addition
to ilir-r- .,iii.

]
I .->.s had also occurred. A siimmarj' was

named report, and which is here rciieated

:

Unaffected 11 ; affected, but not severely,
died, 5 : dying, 4—25. On my visit to-day I found that the

whole of the 11 auimuls icfcnod to in the summary, and
which had been re^^ii'i' !

i 'I; W. rm-^ .- liiving been cured,
had been attacked, :iii.: i *. i

' '"Idied. Under
the peculiar circviin-t . i iiy be as well to
add the result of thf ti' i -.

i r - , ihul^iIs as distinct
from the rest of tUu h^;.i. ...a.i'i.tji.s x. ,. 4. .:., (J, 7, 10, 12, 13.

14, 15, 10, 17, 1*, -20, -21, -22, 23, 24, and 25 have died, and
numbers 2, 8. 9, 11, and 19 are convalescent. Passing from
these cases, 1 have now to describe the general state of the
remaining portion of the herd, the disease, as previously
stated, having made fearful havoc among the animals
since the 22d of February. In the .sheds were five heifers,
rapidly sinking from the disease. In contiguous yards
were lying 13 cows and heifers which had been shot,
some on the previous evening, and the remainder on this
morning, all having been so severely afflicted as to be beyond
ah hope of recovery. A bull and a heifer were about to .share
the s;Lmo f:Lte just as T nn-ived on the premises, but were
altiv.-r.i t.-, liv,-'iiT-iti' 1 -iv-:r. ii.'''i..ii v/ is completed. I may here
rciii.i:! il, ' ,. I .! :

.
' !' destroyed by the orders

of 111' 1. i i;' '. tnporised yard were 24
cow-, .1..; :.

. , .. 1,1 ',,; i liu remaining 14 were all

mure I'l U.-..-:- ,lI1ccL-.-1. lu l'lk^ ^i-'-^l^t -iiliur yards were 35 heifers,
all uf which were utii;ctcd. Several were dying, and three were
dead. The general state of these animals was such that in a
few days scarcely one of them may be expected to be alive ;

great has been the mortality, and so rapid the progress

ment had been abandoned for
left to their fate. Gi*aves wer
jjossible, and all the rO'iuire

properly earned out. Tl; ilm

will, it is to lie fearc'i, '
:

';

unfortunately iu;idi' i' - 1
1

.
.

i

inspection t" 'liv I !. i' i !

slaughtered, ;ni.l ; .
.

.
.

a-,

being animal.- -i ^iv.^t \.duc
cannot refrain fr

supposed

I informed by the bailiff that all treat-
few days, and the animals

es were being prepared as quickly as
rO'iuireinents of the law were being
ri; iliii>'-t lit d destruction of this herd

: i I I serious loss among the
'

'
I 1 I iiy the 24th the malady

M Ill' luiong them, and on my
I

I liiiii two had died, six been
.

A\ re dying. Two bulls and seven
i hiLT- The entire stock on the dairy
, J I calves, and 4 bulls, ail of them

t \.duc. In concluding this report I
>rcssing my sincere regret that another
esting cattle plague by medical treat-

) 10 [7 e

THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
1. The following returns were issued on Fi-iday

of last week. The retiuTis for March 3d have not
yet appeared.
These returns do not profess to give the total

number of cases which have occurred in Great
Britain, but only those which have been ascertained
from information received at the office from
inspectors.

two cow.s, and seven Scotch steers.
the Ilonicastle inspector to give ' a wan- 111 r i tl,.!! l.ilth,'

withovit which it must be understood that your order i^ not to
bo used. 1 also want a certificate for the removal of my
anui!;ds :u;ross the road ' with the inspector's permission.'

•]\Io.sos Ehnhirst, Esq, "J. Banks Stanhope."

Upon the receipt of this letter a licence was issued

for the transit of Mr. Stanhope's cattle, and the
inspector, by the aid of two candles, examined Mr.
Stanhope's beasts on Sunday night, and certified that
they were healthy. A messenger had been despatched
to Mr. Wood, of the Great Northern Boston station,

asking for cattle trucks to be attached to the mail
train on Sunday nigrht. That gentleman at first

refiLsed, but consented in coujicquence of an impres-
sion made on his mind that the cattle plague was in

the neighboiu-hood, and that it was important to get
them away. A message was also sent to Tattershall.

On the Monday, at 7 in the morning, the beasts were
all removed to Tattershall and sent to Manchester.
On the Monday the inspector called and saw Mr.
Betts' beasts, and pronoimced them to be suffering

fi'om the plague, and some were shot the same after-

noon. Some days after the plague broke out on Mr.
Stanhope's own premises. By the 3d clause of the
Quarter Sessions Order of the HJth of January it was
necessary for every applicant to give evidence that
the cattle plague did not exist within one mile of his

premises before he could remove them. The magis-
trates held that Mr." Stanhope's letter did not show
that it was not within that distance, and fined him
201. and costs.

Hecrop. .

.

S. Eastern .

S. Midland .

Eastern Co,
S. Western .

W. Midland
N. Midland.
N. Western

,

Yorkshire .

NorthernCo.
Monmouth.
& Wales ,

Scotland .

,

13,658
8879
1399

14151

1205
1324;

31,304
ir,.313

2390

20.9381 113,217

4110

19,rC5

3. Mr. Worms' Treatment.—OnTuesday evening
Earl Granville read the follo\ving letter from Pro-
fessor Simonds with respect to the condition and
treatment of Baron Rothschild's cattle at Mentmore,
and to the failure of Mr. Worms' remedy :

—

" Veterinarj' Department of the Privy Council Office,

Piinces Street, March 3, 186G.
" Sir,—I have the honoiu- to report that, acting on yom-

instructions, I have to-day visited Mentmore for the fourth
time, for the purpose of ascertaining the progress of the cattle
plague in Baron Rothschild's herd, and the results of the
treatment adopted by Mr. Worms. Since my last visit, Feb. 22.

the disease has made rapid progress^ and I regret to add that
the fatality has kept pace with its advance. It appears that
in consequence of the deaths which had occurred vip to the
22d of February, and the number of animals which were then
sinking more or less rapidlj'- from the disease, it was deter-

mined to give trial to Mr. Worms's remedy as :i prophylactic
as well as a curative ;^';''l!^ mi') ^••T-iliic.'l'''' i'1 Hv fi'nviining

animals of the original M" ',, -, ,i., ,
.i ,,i, -u^ ,

'im ,i i - with
themixture. With ;i. ! ' mm n-- 'm.^cs,

the unaffected animut :
.

;

i !-. md
placed in small lots in inn.' ,liit.

i
ni ^, n ! -li-; ini ti ,,il ^ach

other, .and temporai-ily fitted ui> on the south side of one
of the plantations. The location of these yards and the
manner of their construction were well suited for the

ment shoidd have proved abortive.'—I have the honour to be,
Sir, your obedient servant, " Jas. B. Simonds."

" The Clerk of the Council."

. The following letter from Mr. Worms, with
regai'd to the above report from Professor Simonds,
appeared in Thursday's Times. He says ;—It is due
to myself to correct a paragraph in Professor Simonds'
letter to the Privy Council in your impression of

to-day. He says,

—

" The general state of the animals was such that in a few
days scarcely one may be expected to be alive, and so great has
l)een the mortality and so i-apid the progress of the disease,

that I was informed by the bailiff that all treatment had been
abandoned for some few days, and the animals left to their
fate."

He implies by this that, the treatment being unavail-

ing, the animals were left to die ; such, however, was
not the case. Baron Meyer de Rothschild had, and
still has, perfect faith in my system, and when the

Act passed on the 2.")th of February, ordering the
slaughter of all infected animals and of those which
had been in the immediate vicinity of such, Barou
Rothschild wrote to the Privy Council requesting

that a few daj's might be granted, in order to give

a fair chance to cattle under treatment. He received

an answer from Lord Granville to the effect that

the operation of the Act could not be suspended, and
that it must be put in force at once. This was
accordingly done, and the animals forthwith

slaughtered. Therefore it was that, to use Professor

Simonds' pathetic words :

—

"Graves wore being prepared as quickly as possible, and all

the requirements of the law were being properly carried out.'-

The Professor would have the world believe that of

the herd of liyhead the majority died, whereas, in

fact, a very small proportion died, and the remainder

were slaughtered in conformity with the Act. I

received (previous to the Act beiug law) numerous

letters from all parts of the country testifying to

the success of my system. Since then, however, many
are deterred from attempting cui-e, and all from

communicating the results, for fear of drawing

down upon the devoted heads of their cattle

the dread pole-axe of the law. I do not profess to

have found the cU.rir rlfcc : but, notwithstand-

ing the ' sincere rcgi-et ' of Professor Simonds ' that

another supposed means of arresting cattle plague by

medical treatment should have proved abortive,' and

despite the learned dissertation in Professor Gamgee's

interesting book, in which he proves the rinderpest

to be incurable, I still venture to hold my opinion,

based upon 25 years' practical experience, that if my
.system be fairly tried, it will prove as efficacious here

as it did in Ceylon. I have given it to the coimtry,

and I can but express my deep regret that the

stringency of the new Act prevents it being

thoroughly tested, and that prejudice should be

allowed to weigh down the scale against a remedy
which, though emanating from an improfessional,

has still been productive of good results. Maurice
M^onm, 27, Park Crescent, March 7.
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4. Disinfection.—Although the Legislature have
passed the Cattle Diseases Prevention Act, by which
it is provided that all persons who come in contact

with diseased animals should disinfect themselves,

and adopt all due precautions against spreading the

disease, and the Royal Commissioners have framed
and issued to the local authorities instructions for

disinfection, one of which is that persons who have
been at farms where infected animals are should

wash and dip their boots in carbolic solution, and
thoroughly brush and sponge their clothes with
the same solution before going near healthy

beasts, we have still in tliis county a most danger-

ous and certain daily commimication kept up between
the diseased and healthy animals by the county
police visiting from farm to farm, collecting statistics

of the number of diseased animals, without taking

any of those precautions.

I cannot better illustrate the great danger of this,

not only to this county, but to the nation at large,

than by quoting Professor Simonds' words at a late

dinner of the Royal Agricultural Society ;

—

"It is a matter of the very greatest importance that
wherever the (1186.186 has existed, every person, thing, .ind

place should be thoroughly disinfected ; recovered aninuils,

clothes, yards, manure must be carefully disinfected, or the
I>lague will come again."

He also observed that the plague was purely a
contagious malady, which could only be contracted
by direct or indirect contact. Labourers, travellers,

dogs, cats, pigeons, even the wind where the disease

prevailed extensively, might caiTy particles of the
morbific matter, which, lodged in a healthy animal,
is sure to produce disease.

It has been asserted that one reason why the
disease has visited Cheshire with such virulence is

that the shippons or cowhouses are so badly con-
structed as to be no better than hothouses for the
rinderpest. Now, some of those visited by the
plague are of the most modern and approved archi-

tectural construction, and at all times kept most
scrupulously clean ; they are also in a great measure
from the size of the farm isolated, and as the
animals have now been kept confined to the
buildings for a considerable time, it is impossible for

them to have come in contact with diseased animals.
How, then, could the infection have been carried ?

The answer is, probably, if not certainly, by the
'daily police visitor.

In 1740 the parish of Knutsford, in this county,
was visited by the distemper ; four or five herds
were seized ; killing the diseased, and isolation of
the healthy was practised, and the parish got rid of

it in about six weeks with a small loss. At that I

time there was no facility for spreading the con-
j

tagion in the way I mention.
While the practice is continued we miist not

wonder if the disease is still carried from farm to

farm with almost telegraphic rapidity and certainty,

and aU idea of stamping it out must be abandoned.
We cannot now prevent, however much we may
regret, the deplorable consequences which may have
attended this injudicious regulation in spreading
disease by which the inhabitants of Cheshire have
lost upwards of 40,000 beasts, and consequently much
poverty and hai'dship have been entailed on the
poorer class of tax-payers in the county ; but surely
the experiment ought to be made of preventing the
police from practising this farm to farm visitation,

,

which can only have originated in gross ignorance,
i

or most culpable disregard of consequences.
t

In my humble opinion the statistics might be
obtained simply and certainly by furnishing the
veterinary inspectors with proper printed forms, to
be filled up each night, and forwarded to the clerk '

of the peace in the morning. Allow the clerk of the
peace 2iMI.. per annum pay for two clerks to put the
statistics together, and all would be done without
the danger of making the policeman the death
bringer to the farmer's door. J. IV. Smif/i, O.rtuii,

.7ica]' Ilirkcnlicad, J/arr/i (i.

5. Another View of the Cattle Plague.—
I believe that one of the greatest obstacles to
progress in the science of medicine arises out of a
disposition on the part of its disciples to eradicate

j

•disease by means of Inral treatment, such treatment

!

being liable to endless interference and difficulty on '

account of the numerous differences of org.inisation, '

hreed, feeding, Sec, of the several animals disMksed.

Without pretending to much wisdom in medical
matters, allow me to remark that there must be a
rtritsr for everything, and that the interests of
medicine would be better served by a more diligent
investigation into the primary causes of disease than
by wasting so much time in battling with its results,

and in fruitless endeavours to cleanse the waters
from a tainted fountain-head.
As a mere suggestion in this direction, having

observed that mucus arising from the cattle disease
has been chemically tested, and I suppose its compo-
nent parts discovered, without any advantage to cure,
I would recommend that the blood of a healthy
animal should next be taken, and the component
])arts incidental to a healthy state of the animal
duly registered ; and next, that blood from a diseased
animal be also examined, so that the variations
arising between the two from the midue absence or
presence of any substance may lead to a general and

rational means of treatment. Mr. Worms's remedy,
which has been partly successful, is composed mainly
of ingredients which eminently influence the blood.

Iodine, sulphur, &o., are also administered to the
human patient with a similar object, and, so far as I

can see, it is only rational to expect iihat in the blood
is the real source of disease to the flesh ; and there-
fore, that he who shall attain to the greatest know-
ledge of the substance of the blood, and how to treat

it^ will be the most likely person to earn the distin-

guished honour of staying the cattle plague. G. H.

C. In South Lancashire the plague spreads
rapidly around Bolton and Leigh, and fresh out-
breaks are reported every day. In Westhoughton, a
township lying between Bolton and Wigan, Super-
intendent Scott visited a farm on Thursday where
the disease had not made its appearance more than a
week. He found that one cow was being dragged
dead into a field, two were nearly in the last stage,

a bull was lying dead in the corner of the shippon, a
fat calf, for which the owner had been offered al. a
day or two previously, was dead on the barn floor,

and the rem,ainder of the stock of 1 7 were beyond
recovery. It is not to be wondered, therefore, that
the disease is spreading in this township as well as
in many of the adjacent hamlets. In the neighbour-
hood of Leigh the attacks increased considerably in
the last week, rising from 29 to .37, and the deaths
also increased from 14 to 22. The experiment
tried by Mr. Diggle, of West Leigh, of isolating his

cattle by sending them down his coalpits, has
hitherto proved perfectly successful. In all 2(1 animals
are now provided for in his mines, where they
appear quite healthy. The mines are well-ventilated,

and a temperature of 57° is maintained in tlie four
sheds which have been prepared. The disease makes
no rapid strides around Wigan, but the report for

the ]iast week shows that there was no foundation
for the hope that it was dying out. In the Wigan
Union its chief seat is Hindley, where several farmers
have lost the whole of their valuable stocks, in spite

of every precaution and the trial of the popular
remedy. During the week ako it has made its

appearance at Golbome, and there has been an out-

break .at Latham, near Ormskirk, one of the principal

agricultural centres in the county. The Manchester
and Liverpool Agricultur.al Society, at a special

meeting on Monday, did not come to a conclu.sion as
to whether a show should be held this year, but
postponed a decision for a couple of months.

SHEEP BREEDING.
[The following paper was lately read by Mr. William D.a^•idson,

Blandsfort, at a meeting of the Athy F.armers' Club. Kildare.]

I no not intend to make any statement'that I could
never realise myself, nor. perhaps, any other person.

This is too often the case with essays or papers written
on agricultural subjects. I hope this Club will con-
tinue its useful course, by " keeping all humbug from
its doors." By the word "humbug," in connection
with farming, I mean all that farming which does
not pay. The paper I have prepared to read to-night
is only a written account of the system of breeding
and feeding sheep carried on by me at Blandsfort

;

and I by no means bring it before you considering
it a perfect system.

Breeds of Sheep.—The different breeds of sheep
found in Great Britain and Ireland are so numerous,
that to discuss the merits of each separtitely would
take too much time for one paper ; I therefore com-
press the numerous distinct breeds into two classes

—the pure-bred and the cross-bred flocks. With
regard to the former, it is necessary that .some of

each distinct breed should be kept pure for the
pm-pose of crossing ; for it is by judicious crossing

that the supply of sheep is to be produced to meet
the increasing demand for mutton. The devastation

now going on amongst the black cattle of England
and Scotland by the cattle plague must increase the
demand for sheep stock ; but, independent of the
loss of cattle, sheep alw.ays were, and will be, the
most profitable stock of the farm. Mutton is always
worth more per pound than beef, and when we
clip our flocks at May the wool pays for mo.st of

theu' year's keep, and the stock is stUl on the ground.
A pure-bred flock for ram-breeding purpcses must
be kept at greater expense and requires more
judgment to carry it out successfully th.au the
breeding of cross-bred sheep for the butcher,

and should only be attempted by those who
have both means and knowledge to do it right,

as nothing is so injurious to the flocks of the
country as filUng the markets with cross-bred

sires, or sheep that are bred upon wrong
principles. It is an acknowledged fact in breeding
that like begets like, but this only holds good with
regard to pure-bred stocks. I have seen veiy good-
looking and well-shaped halt-bred rams, but when
these rams were put to ewes there was not 10 per

cent, of their lambs like themselves, but were
a mixture of all kinds. As an instance of this, some
of the best hill-breeders in Scotland got an idea that

they could keep their half-bred stock (bred betwixt

the border Leicester ram and the Che\'iot ewe) up
to the same type by putting the half-bred ram to the

half-bred ewe ; and so sure were they of the success

of the plan that I saw, some five years since, half-
bred rams selling at the Kelso r.am sale as high as
Wl. each. But they soon found that this was
working on a wrong principle, the produce being
inferior to the half-bred sire and dam, and they had
again to resort to the use of the pm-e-bred sire.
Hence the necessity of keeping some of the most useful
breeds pure. But for generiil purposes crossing is the
best, as they not only produce the most and the best
mutton, being better mixed, but they produce it at
less cost. In Scotland the system followed is
putting the Border Leicester ram to the Cheviot
and Black-faced ewe on the hill-pastures, the produce
being sold to the tillage farmers to fatten-off
on Turnips at one year old. The half-bred Cheviot

j

ewe is put again to the pure-bred Leicester ram,

I

produces what is called then the three-parts-bred,
!
and no more useful or profitable sheep than this

! cross is to be found ; but that is far enough to go
j

with the cross. The half-bred from the blackfaoed
I ewe does not improve anything by a second cross,
and is seldom tried. The hill pastures of Scotland
have b3en so much improved of late that the half-
bred Cheviot ewe is now kept where formerly there
was nothing but the blackfaced sheep kept." It is

for this hiU crossing that there is such demand for
the pure-bred Leicester at the Great Kelso Ram Sale.
It is to be regretted that the mountains of Ireland
are not improved, and made capable of producing a
greater number of sheep stock in the country. The
class of ewes found in Ireland are of a very useful
kind for crossing, to produce plenty of mutton, and
therefore breeders in this country don't require to go
to any place to get a stock of ewes to commence on

;

the only thing required is to select rams that will
cross well with them. In general, the ewes here are
bad sucklers, and hard to feed. Being much crossed
of late years with large soft sheep from England,
they are not so hardy as they were 1.5 years ago

;

and the breeders in the west of Ireland know this to
be the case, from what they saw, to their great loss,

three .years since. I have heard several of the large
breeders s.ay that any sheep that were got by these
sheep were the first to take the rot. Sheep adapted
to the dry cUmate in England cannot stand the
soaking wet weather we have here ; sometimes,
for weeks together, the wool is never dry on
their b.acks. But, notwithstanding all these draw-
backs, I consider there is as much money to be made
out of the Irish ewe by skilful crossing as can be
made from any other sheep. The requisite qualities
required in a ram to improve these sheep and
produce a profitable feeding stock are—early
maturity, robust constitution, and covered with
moderately close wool, to turn the constant rains of
winter.

Mann/^rmcnf of the Flocli.—Having pointed out
the rams that should be provided to cross with, I will

proceed with the management of the flock. The
time most breeders put the ewes and rams together
is about the 1st of October ; some put them early in
September. Where the f.irm is dry, well-sheltered,

and situated in a good climate, such early lambs
may do well, but on most farms it is better to defer
it to the 1st of October, and even to the middle of

the month. Lambs yeaned in February require well-

sheltered fields and plenty of nourishing food
provided for them, or they will get stunted, and
never afterwards gain strength and constitution, no
matter how well kept they may be ; they may live

and grow somewhat through the summer, but unless

great care is taken of them through the winter many
of them will drop off, as they will not have constitu-

tions to stand the change of food ; many of them wiU
not take to eating Turnips till so weak that they
cannot stand them. This is often the reason of so

many deaths among lambs put on Turnips, when it

is not the Tirmips that are at fault, but the state in

which the lambs are brought to the Turnip brake.

The most important point of sheep-breeding is the
selection of the ewes to the various rams provided for

them ; and the careless manner in which they are

matched is visible in looking over the various flocks

brought out to the fairs. The great aim of a breeder

should be to produce his flock with certain qu.alitie3

that he considers suitable to the climate and country
in which his farm is situated. This can only be done
by a careful matching of the rams and ewes—by
putting a ewe that is deficient in some points to a
ram that is good on those very points of which there

is a want in the ewe. One of the first things "that
a breeder should aim at in his flock should be to

procure a family likeness throughout the whole
flock. How seldom do we find this likeness in

flocks when the ewes and rams are put together by
random, as it were. To select 300 ewes to put to five

different rams is a day's work for any breeder. The
first thing to be done is to take the rams, put a dif-

ferent mark on each, then examine their different

points thoroughly—not by a mere look of the eye, as

judging a sheep by the eye, except when newly
clipped, is like buying a book by the look of the

cover. Catch hold of them : stick your fingers into

them ; stamp on your mind the good and bad
points of e.ach, as no breeder need expect to get

rams that are perfection, as the judge will always

find some faults even in his own favourite.

After having gone over each, and thoroughly
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fixed the good and bad points of each on tlie

mind, then catch eacli ewe separately, handle her

minutely in every point as to her wool, quality, bone,

constitution, &c. ; then put her to the tup that is best

in the points of which she is deficient, putting the same
mark on her as on the ram chosen for her. It must
not be done hurriedly, as on the proper selection of

the ewe depends the future type of the flock, and no
part of the management of the sheep flock tries the
skill and judgment of the flockmaster so much as

this. A wrong step taken at this point may cast a
slur on the flock for years. I often observe where
there is a certain number of ewes and rams to be
used, that an equal number of ewes is put to each
ram. That I could never do, as I sometimes will
have to put near 100 ewes to one ram, and perhaps
could not get 20 ewes to answer another ram ; and
sometimes I will have some ewes that neither of the
rams would cross well, when I would try and pro-
cure a suitable ram for them or use a ram lamb that
answered them. Perhaps some will say this is too
particular, but the result will be a flock of well-
matched lambs. I have sever,al times seen a flock
of rams together so Uke each other, that I have
heard gentlemen say you woidd think one ewe had
bred them all. After the proper selection has been
made, then the skill of the shepherd is required
to see that each ram is working. Sometimes
a ram will jump on the ewes and not serve
them, and continue to do this throughout the
season and never serve one of them, and this
is a great disappointment to the breeder, if not
detected in time ; but a shepherd that understands
his business wiU at once detect a ram of this kind, as
the ewe will stick to him much longer than if she had
been served. For the first fortnight the ram should
be marked blue, the .second fortnight red, and then
black. By this a ewe wiU be .seen if she is running on
the ram by the red on the blue, or the black on
the red. WTien any of them comes round again
and served a second time she should be changed
to another ram, as a ewe seldom holds to the
same ram if she comes round again after a
second service. After the ewes are all gone
oyer, a ram lamb should be run among them to
stint any that may come roimd after the other rams ;

by this there will seldom be any barren ewes, though
some of them may be late ; any lamb that is dropped
before the 20th of April is soon enough, and wiU
often beat the March lambs. The ewes should be
kept on fresh Grass or Clover foggage for a short
time before being put to the ram and when with
him, to make them come in regular, and not cause a
long straggled lambing season. .Some Rape and
white Turnips are valuable at this season to make
them twin well, About the 1st of October the sheep
should be all poured or dipped, to prevent scab and
vermin. I prefer making my own mixture for this
purpose to using the ready made dips, which I

consider dry the wool too much, and the yolk of the
wool being destroyed, the constitution is also
weakened, and the fleece does not turn the rain .so

well. The mixture I use is tobacco water, soft soap,
sulphur, and castor oil, well mixed together. With
a pint of this to each sheep I put a wine-glassful of
spirits of tar. I would use Long's wash in pre-
ference to any, if it was not .so expensive.
Winhr Feeding of Eivex.—The proper feeding of

ewes while in lamb is a very important matter, and
often they are very badly treated. Some think .any-
thing good enough for them ; others have an idea
th.at they should be kept thin at the lambing season ;

but it cannot be expected that a starved dara can
bring forth or bear a healthy offspring. Many
breeders have an objection to giving them Turnips,
but I consider that a certain quantity of Turnips or
Cabbage are necessary : it is the careless way in
which they are often given that does the harm,
giving none at one time and too much at another
time. I generally give (considering the Grass to be
rough) about one good cartload of Cabbage to every
200 sheep daily from 1st November to 1st January ;

from that till lambing time, about a load to every
100 ; they should also have some fresh Oaten straw
or hay to pick at ; of the former they will eat a great
deal if taught to it on the Turnip ground when they
were lambs. Swede Turnips should never be used for
them if Aberdeens or Cabbage can be had. In my
experience I have never found sheep to be injured
by Tiurnips when in lamb. About the 1st of February
they should get \ lb. of Oats or cake daily, and it
should be kept to them for .some time after lambing.
This will keep the ewes in strong condition, also the
fleece firmer on, and improve its bulk, and the lambs
will come stronger and hardier, care being taken to
provide plenty of troughs to prevent any crushing
when getting the grain ; the troughs shoidd be low,
or a middle rail on them, to prevent leaping over
them

; the shepherd should also keep them back till

all the Oats are spread, or they will j,am on top of
each other. These seem trifling matters, but by
neglectmg them many ewes are made to slip their
lambs. The flock should be examined frequently,
and if any of the ewes are found getting low in
condition on the treatment that the flock is getting,
they should be removed to the brake with the ewe
hoggs, or put in some place by themselves, being
well marked, so as to be culled out the next season.

as they might improve tlirough the summer, and be

kept on for breeding again, at the risk of producing
a delicacy of constitution amongst the flock.

(To be Continued.)

Home Correspondence.
Wet Seasons, ivasJied Iltnin/'ir'/.^. a ml dear Stran\—

Said a neighbour to me, " lluw \'rry di-ar straw is."

"Yes," I replied, "how can it be otherwise when
w.aggon load after w,aggon load is carted into the
open farmyard in the vain hope of making a dry bed
for the stock. Besides, the great rainfall of August
spoiled or injured much of the straw in sheaf.'" It

is certainly a melancholy reflection that over the
extensive area of fainnyards in the United Kingdom
the soluble and therefore most valuable portionsof the
manure are being washed do^vn the brooks, and thus
lost to the British farmer. Not so the sheep-fold,

for the earth has the power to abstract and retain
the valuable poi-tions of the maniu'e. Surely, covered
farm-yards are a great practical economy, not only
as regards the straw and manure, but especially as

relates to the comfort and well-doing of the animal.
Tho.se farmers who could make no manure because
there was little rain, will have it now to their heart's

content. Let it not be forgotten that covered yards
render dung heaps and turnings over unnecessary.
J. J. Meeki.

Gas Water.—I have generally used gas water by
spreading over the dung clamp without mixing any
ingredient therewith. Permit me to ask and oblige
me by saying if the use of sulphuric acid is necessary
when thus applied. W. Newman, 3Iarkct Gardener,
Bm-nham, Essex.

Increase of Milk in G»fs.— Bj following Mr.
Horsfall's directions in his article in the Royal
Agricultural Journal—steaming chaff, that is chaff
proper, with cut hay. Bean, Barley, Cat, and Wheat-
straw, with the addition of about 3 lb. of Rape-cake
per cow and a little malt dust, the milk has increased
beyond all expectation. At a time when milk is so

valuable, the hint may be worth giving. J. C. C,
Febriiari/ 27.

Mangch in Esse.r.—Farmers hardly know what to
do with the immense crop of Mangel in Essex—being
afraid and indeed unable at present to get lean flock

cattle. I hear of its being offered at from 05. to Is.

per ton, the usual price being 14.^. to 16a'. J. J. M.

nOY.VL .\GRICULTURAI, OP ENGLAND.
Monthly Council : Wednesday, March 7.

—

Present, Lord Tredegar, President, in the chair ; the
Earl of Shrewsbury, the Earl of Powis, Lord Ches-
ham, Lord Walsingham, Major-General the Hon.
A. N. Hood, the Hon. A. H. Vernon, Sir Massey
Lopes, Bart.. M.P. ; Mr. Acland, Mr. Barthropp, Mr.
Bowley, Mr. Cantrell, Mr. Clayden, Mr. Dent, M.P.
Mr. Druce, Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. Holland, M.P,
Mr. Hutton, Colonel Kingscote, M.P. ; Mr. Lawes,
Mr. Randell, Mr. Rigden, Mr. R. Smith, Mr. Thomp-
son, Mr. Torr, Mr. Jacob Wilson, Mr. WaUis, Mr.
Frere, and Dr. Voelcker.
The following new Members were elected :

—

.\dkinfl, Ilcnrj'. Edgb.astou. Birmingh<am
Allen, George, the Manor Farm, Old Windsor
Attcnhnrn.i"!,. Richnrd, Whitley Grnvc, Reading
liolitl,,, ]t,.-\,-

Chi-

Cr;i(

!', Kidderminster
,( r Mills, Wimborne
Worthing

Dii-kcii, I'li.iiri.ia, jiiii., r,,ll,,i, Hall, Kugeley
Hvans, W. Herbert, Fordc Abljcy. Chard
Fretwel], Charles Ilenn', -Vrrandalc, Lawrie Piirk, Sydenham
Fussell, Rev. ,John T, R'ichardson, Amroth Caatle,,Tenby
Gudard, R. H., Tibberton, Droitwicli
Hanbui-y, Barnard B., Riversdale House, Grantchestcr,

Caniljridge
nighfield. George, Blencogo House, Wigton
Houlder, Edwin, Femwood, Sutton, Surrey
Kingston, Samuel. Spalding
Miu-ton, Thomas. KenniughaU. Thetford
Neville. John, jun.. Mathou Lodge Farm. Great Malveni
Reek, Edward. Horse .and Dale Farm, Nuttall, Nottuigham
Ridley, Thomas. Park End, Hexham
Skrine, Henry Duncan, Warleigh Manor, near Bath
Snowball, Francis John, Scation Bum House, Cramlington,

Northumbcrlan<l
Troyto. Charles A. W.. Huiitsham Court, Brampton. Oxon
Vo.ss, William J.ame8, West Bucknowle, Curfc Castle
Wasbrough, WiUiam Dowell, Stoekbam, Wantage
Witts, F. R. V.,UpperSlaughter, Morolon in jMarsh, Gloucester

Finances.—Major-General the Hon. A. N. Hood,
Chairman of the Committee, presented the Report,
from which it appeared that the Secretary's receipts
during the past month had been examined by the
Committee, and by Messrs. Quilter, B>all, & Co., the
Society's accountants, and were foimd correct. The
balance in the hands of the bankers on February 2.s

was 1521?. Is. M.
Journal,—Mr. Thompson, M.P., Chairman, re-

ported the following aiTangements for discussions
at the Weekly Council Meetings ;— Wednesday,
March 21. "To consider the present aspect of the
Cattle Plague, and the practical working of the
Cattle Diseases Prevention Act, 1866." Wednesday,
April 18. " On the conditions to be observed in

carrying out AgriciUtural Experiments in the Field,"

to be opened by Dr. Voelcker.

Chemical.—Mr. Dent, M.P., reported that Pro-
fessor Voelcker had called the attention of the

Committee to the fact that sulphiurous acid is

probably the simplest and readiest disinfectant that
can be used in purifying the sheds where cattle
plague has existed. He recommends that 1 lb. of
sulphur shoidd be spread upon a shovelfull of hot
coals for any shed which would contain from 18 to
20 animals. The etnjtty shed should be closed as
securely as possible, and the sulphur having been
spread upon the hot coals, the empty building may
be left closed up" for from 12 to 24 hours.

The use of diluted carbolic acid, in the Professor's

opinion, will tend rather to jireserve than to destroy

organic substances.

He also strongly advi.ses the immediate mixture of

manure in which any infection may be supposed to

exist, with earth ; if it cannot be immediately
ploughed into the soil, he advises compost heaps to

be nuide of alteraate layers of earth and manure, and
the heap finally covered up with a thick coating of

soil or quick Ume.
The Professor called the attention of the Committee

to the value of the Seed of the Lupine, gro\\'n on
s<andy soils, as a food for cattle. The flavour is bitter,

but they are a good tonic, and act actively in cases

of diarrhcea in sheep. The aimexed is the analysis ;

—

Moisture 12.68

Oil 5.68
*Albumin0U3 compounds (flesh-forming matters) .. 29.69

Gvim, mucilage, bitter principle, and digestible fibre 36,49

Woody fibre (cellulose) 12.98

Mineral matters (.ash) 2.50

f Containing nitrogen, ''4. 75.] 100.00

The Professor contributed a paper on "The
Absorbing Properties of Salts of Soda, and the
Functions of Salt in Agriculture." In the forth-

coming Journal there will be papers on " The Com-
position of Mangels," and on " Disinfectants, with
some Experiments on Carbolic Acid " (these experi-

ments on carbolic acid will be carried further).

The Committee recommend that the Coimcil grant
of 200^. for 1865-6 be now paid to the Chemical Pro-

fessor for the above-mentioned papers, and for the

experiments now being carried on.

Education.—Mr. Holland, M.P., Chairman of the

Committee, stated their recommendation that a
formal letter be addressed to the delegates of the

Oxford Local Examinations, requesting them to

permit candidates for special prizes offered by the

Society to be examined at the same time and place

as the candidates for the University certificates

;

also that they wiU permit the papers set for these

prizes by examiners (selected by the Society) to be
printed and circulated with their other papers ; and
further, with a view to meet the additional expense
incurred, they will accept a reduced fee, not exceeding
half the usual fee required by the University. This
report was adopted.

The results of the examination having been
received from the Cambridge authorities, the Com-
mittee met on February the 2Ist, and, after a long
discussion on the merits of the different candidates,

agreed on a list of prizes, which was submitted to

the adjourned Council held that same day, the Duke
of Marlborough in the Chair, and was at once
approved and .adopted,

The names of the several candidates had not been
put before the Committee when they drew up their

list and made their Report. That list in a some-
what modified form, in consequence of the insertion

of the names of the candidates, is as follows :

—

List I.—Prizes to Candidates Kko obtain Certijicatei, regaj-d

being had to their place in the General Class Lift.

Seniors.

Three in Cambridge, First Class.—J. L.ake, Alfred Ho. Sc,
Bow, Middlesex, 51. ; A. Pollard, Liverpool Institute, 6^ ;

A. Shuker, Brewood Gr. Sc, near Stafford, 5(.

Five ill Cainbrklge, Second Class.— J. B. AUanson, Mansion
Ho. Sc, E.xeter, 2i. ; T. W. Browne, Brewood Gr. Sc, 21. :

S. Churchward, Prim. Methodist CoU., York, it. : C. J. Langley,

Ablngton Ho. So., Northampton, 2(. ; W. Waterhouse, Gr. So.,

L.anca8ter, 21.

Juniors.

One in Cambridge, First Class.—^K A. Shafer, Clewer Ho. Sc,
Windsor, 10!.

Six in Cambrixlge, Second CTmj.-R. J. Leeson, BracondaU,

Norwich, 5(. : G. H. Stuart, Gr. Sc, March, Cambridge. 5(. ;

J. Adams. Mansion Ho. Sc, Exeter, I(. 10s,; E. Ashton,

Gr. Sc, Moulton, 1/. 10s. : B. King, Abmgton Ho. Sc,

Northampton, i;. IOj. ; A. J. Whitton. Abington Ho. Sc,

Nortli.iii.|.l,iii, 1',

List [I / .
'

'- ' />ho, having passed the

/',,, . . / 'finished m ani/ of the

•S. Churchward, Prim. Methodist Coll., York, for Pure

Mjithematics, il.
, , ^ „ ,

'C. J. Langley, Abington Ho. School, for Pure Mathe-

matic.i, 41.

S. f;hurehward, for Mixed Mathematics, il.

'C. J. Langley, for Mixed Mathematics, il.

F B. Kingdon. R. A. Coll., Cirencester, for Chemistry, U.

.V. Pollard, Liverpool Institute, for Chemistry, 41.

F. B. Kingdon. for Botany, .3f.

H T Bovcy, Montvidere Ho. Sc, Torquay, for Pure Mathe-
'ni'atics, 11.

T. Pitts, Montvidere Ho. Sc, Torquay, for Pure Matbe-

.\. PolLard, Livei-pool Institute, for Pure M.atheraatics, 1^

JCNIORS,

^G. H. Stuart, Gr. Sc, March, for Pure Mathematics, 41.

'T. Hill, Gr. Sc, Wolverhampton, for Mechanics, 41.

G. A. Schafer, Clewer Ho. School, for Botany, 41.

\ Highly distinguished.
- Those candidates to whose names the asterisk is prefixed,

appear in the special Cambridge list of distinguished candi-
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B. Coakei-, Mansion Ho. Sc, Exeter, for Pure Mathematics, Jl.

"W. Cotton, Cowley Sc, near Oxford, for Pure Mathematics, 1/.

T. Hill, Gr. Sc, Wolverhampton, for Pure Mathematics, 11.

E. A. Schafer, Clewer Ho. Sc, Windsor, for Pure Mathe-
matics, II,

W. H. Warren, SchoLastic Institution, Plymouth, for Pure
aiathematics, 1?.

W. S. Waymouth, Montvidere Ho. Sc, for Pure Mathematics, 1.

A. J. "NVhitton, Abington Ho. Sc, for Pure Mathematics, 11.

List III.

Mechanics appJifd to AaTicultvre.—A. J. HiU, R. A^. Coll.,
^- - - " '"tto 5?. • J. Ruff "

uol 11

J S Kra s^ R Agrr Coll

Ch^en VT gton 1 ttn 5 J Ruffle ditto 51

J. A 5 H M Tayler ditto 1 10

In e prizes of the same v 1 ire f, v n
to m f rthesames 1 je t thee ndil tes

nam phabet cal orie anj wher the value

of a prize dues not i^xcued 2/., the prize is to I e given in bcks.

[We are forced to postpone till next week the

remainder of this report, -which concludes as foUows : ]

On the whole^the examination may be reported to

have been a successful one, both as regards the

number of candidates, and the way in -which the

candidates have acquitted themselves.

Showyard Contract.—Mr. Randell, Chairman
of the Committee, stated that the Secretary had
been directed to forward the draft contract, as

prepared by Mr. Hunt, to Mr. PoUard, and if

approved by him, the Secretary to enter into such
contract on behalf of the Society for the year 1867.

'

The adjournment of the Council, -which has taken
place in the last month, will be continued every
Wednesday at 11 a.m., especially to consider the
subject of the Cattle Plague.

Farmers' Clubs.
London : March Ty—Tlte Cuttle Plague and ilic

Gnvernment Measures.—Mr. Corbet, the Secretary
of the Club, read the following elaborate paper
on this stibject :— It may be as well to say, in
the outset, that this Club has not yet obtained
the privilege of a charter— a fact which can
scarcely fail to be a source of considerable satisfac-

tion to the members. Were it otherwise—had we
arrived at that dignity, the question for consideration
this evening could hardly have been placed upon the
card in the -way in which it now stands ; for, so far
as I can interpret its uses for agricultural pui-poses,

the chief aim of a charter is to stay the farmers
from striking home. I had, only the other day, the
honour of attending a meeting'called by an influenti^
society, to discuss the serious difficulty against which
the country is contending, and where the gentleman
who opened the proceedings stated that the charter
would not permit of his referring to anything before
Parliament—an admonition that sounded exceed-
ingly " genteel," and at the same time egregiously
absurd. The idea of a number of influential agricul-

turists gathering together to talk over the cattle

plague, without, however, venturing to touch upon
the means employed to subdue it, is so sorry a joke
that I do not believe after-ages wiU ever credit its

occurrence. Fortunately, the Farmers' Club is not
compelled to take such a course. On the contrary,
the dii*ect and sole business of this meeting will be
to refer -to what is passing in Parliament—to con-
sider what the Government has done ; what it should
have done, and when it should have done this ; as,

further, what it has still to do. In taking up these
several points, it will be only fair to remember the
condition we were in when the plague made its

appearance here last summer. No one seemed to
know anything about it, as people only come
gradually to realise the terrible effects of such -visita-

tions. By the end of July— just about a month after
the attention of the veterinary profession had been
called to the outbreak—^the Home Office was enabled
to issue nothing more definite than a caution, com-
mencing in this wise :

" Whereas a contagious or
infectioi^ disorder, of which the natiu'e is at present
uncertain, has lately appeared "—and it was only by
degrees, as the disease spread, and the cattle fell

before it, that the profession and the public came
almost simultaneously to see that the plague-spot
was upon us. We ha-ve since had the symptoms and
the consequences elaborately set forth ; but these, I

am inclined to think, -were derived mainly from cases
as they occurred, and that any previous stxidy of the
malady was, in this coimtry at any rate, very slight

and exceptional.

The Royal Commission.

Ar matters continued to get worse, and such assist-

ance as the Government could command proved of

no avail whatever, it was determined, by the begin-
ning of October, to call evidence before a Royal
Commission, appointed to inquire into the origin and
nature of the cattle plague.

Nobody can quan-el with the constitution of that Commission,
nor the manner in which the duties deputed to it were per-
formed. The best evidence obtainable was taken, and persons
engaged in any pui-suit at till touching- upon the question were,
in tuni, under exaMiin:itii.in. Ml-lUclU men, veterinary surgeons,
prart-ii y\ fnm.i il. -m. u

,
. r.W- .l,.-;ilers, butchers, cattle

iu^p''^'' li I
.

'

.,1
, i. were all invited to give

theii . ::
i.

I
: i

,
I vperience. Aftersitting

alum-.] .1 ,, .iH'
I

.1 I' i..i - ,',..|v 1 lie Commissioners bad,
by the Lui.l ni iht siuxix: montli, t.'ctober, sent in their Report.
—a very elaborate one, but the point of which is embodied in
the fnllovidng recommendation :

" For the reasons stated above,
we feel ourselves compelled to recommend to your Majesty that

such mea.'=aires shall be taken a*? may be requisite to invest
with as little delay as possible, some high ofticer of voui
Majesty's Government v*ith the power of suspendmg, foi i

limited time, the movement of cattle fiom one place in Oi

Britain to another, for extendinc^ nr shortening such \ i

and for renewing the prohibition as often as ciicumstanLi.
render necessary." The grave question th\t an&cs bciL i

Why was this recommendation not at once canaednut' I

answer of the Govemmcut was, or would have been, that r

coimtiy, even if its e-^ecutnn were practicable, was not 1

1]

for the enforcement cf '^ > --ti nc a mpisuie and T cann t i

think that such a rea'; " - M - -^^i t 1 T y \W
partial or local ordei s i ..

often held to be intol ^ i If

received a number < f I ni

plaining of the restia^ti u ' u Ij i i'
i

^ U oi

the penalties for which thry njijht 1 lloui li il k lh> libeity
of the subject wat> already m danger '—"the nghts of an
Englishman were being entrenched upon,' and so forth But
the Government had still greater cause f i ir hesitatmg ovei the
adoption of this recommendation. The Commissioners them
selves were not imanimous upon the point, and foiu* of them
appended a protest, or, as they termed it, a Separate Report, to
this effect : " We are imable to join the other members of the
Commission in recommending ttie total stoppage of all move-
ment of cattle in Great Britain. It is true that, if such 5
measure were practicable, it would be more effectual than any
other in extirpating the disease ; but we do not believe it

to be practicable. It would involve an interference with the
course of trade at variance with our national habits ; and it

woidd demand sacrifices from large numbers of people who are
removed from the presence of the disease, and who will there-
fore not see the necessity for so stiingent a measure. The
sudden transformation of the enormous cattle trade, by which
the large towns are supplied, into a dead-meat trade, would
involve difficulties and dangers of the most formidable kind.
The foreign trade, which at this moment furnishes a con-

siderable proportion of the meat consumed in the large towns,
would also be seriously interfered with. The price of meat
would in consequence rise, materially and suddenly. These
difBculties would lead to the evasion of the prohibition ; and
if it is largely evaded, as we think probable, it will be worse
than useless. We prefer, therefore, the measures of a less

stringent character which are recommended as an alternative
in the above report. They demand no greater sacrifice than
will readily be made to arrest the progi-ess of so serious an evil,

and therefore we believe that they are likely to be thoroughly
carried out." If anything would induce a Goverament to
pause, it would be so matenal a qualification as we have here,

over-riding, as it were, the original Report. "We do not
believe such a measure to be practicable."—"Itwould interfere

with the course of trade"—"demand sacrifices from large

numbers of the people "—and "involve difficulties and dangers
of the most formidable kind." Surely a Government whose
business it is to legislate for a people, and not for a
class, were justified in deliberating over such a caution as this !

The only question, indeed, would be the position and prece-

dents of the four gentlemen whose signatures the paper bore.

Possibly political economists and ideal philosophers with the
most expanded views on the wealth of nations and tlie wants
of the people. By no manner of means. Two of the most
*' practical men," in our own interpretation of the tei-m, of the
whole body of Commissioners signed that separate Report.
One of these was Lord Spencer, who as chairman conducted
the inquiry so ably, and a nam© long fciiniliar to and respected
by agriculturists, further pointed as his Lordship's authority
was by his filling at that very time the office of President to

the Sraithfield Club. The other essentially pi-actical man was
Mr, Clare Sewell Read, a gentleman whose judgment and
abilities are best spoken to in the fact that his brother tenant-

farmers have returned him to Parliament as one of the repre-

sentatives of <me of the best cultivated counties in the king-
dom. Sir. had I been in the place of one of her Majesty s

Ministers in November last. I confess that I should have been
very loth to act upon the recommendation of even a majority
ovoV what may bo considered to some extent an agricultural

question, when I read the names of Lord S^ncer and Mr.
Sewell Read an"anged on the other side. Nothing more, then,

came from the labours of the Commission than the incessant

issue of Orders on Orders, the enforcement of which was purely
optional ; while these were continued until magistrates .and

their clerks, fai-mers and inspectors, must have ;;ot as sick of

seeing the name nf Arthur Helps, as other gentlemen in diffi

cultics have been of John J>6e and Richard Doe. One h-ardly

ever opcncil the day's; r^',,'e.^ without finding some fresh instaiic-

tions from this sorely taxed official :

" Whf so words of lc;irued length and thundering somid
Am;izcd the gazmg ruistics i-anged aroimd ;

And still they gazed, and still the wonder grew,
That one small head should carry all he knew."

The majority, however, of the Commissioners were quickly
destined to receive assist<anee from the same quarter where they
had encountered such formidable opposition—that is from the

practical or agiicultural element.

Thk Action of the Farmers' Club.

The result of our meeting here in November, when
Mr. Charles Howard so kindly and at so short a

notice consented to change the subject of his dis-

course, was the preparation and presentation of s

Memorial from the Club, at the Privy Council Office

—not only the first interview on the subject which
took place with the Government, but one that has

given the tone to the prayers of all subsequent

deputations.

It is satisfactory to say, further, that Mr. SeweU Read not
merely lent us his valuable aid in drawing up our Memorial,
butthatalsoasanhonourablememberof the House of Commons
he introduced us to the Minister. The purport of that paper
went for the .stoiipatfc ci nil ti-affic in cattle, saving only in the
case of fat sti I. i -la i market, to be there immediately
branded an.l -l . i!c foreign cattle wereto be killed

at the port nf i

'
. n Hrectly on their arrival—cordons

drawn round int. • i ii-r' i. is—hides disinfected, cattle kept
off common.sdiiringthe time nf ).r. .l.iMiv n. mid soon. This

sounds somewhat different X" M' K. ins dread of a

dead-meat market ; his belief tl - > .ftraffiewould

be impracticable ; and hi^ do^'- ^" short a time
previously conjointlv w'*V y - i - i l 't store animals

may be pennitted X''
'<- seller to that

of the buver. provide i
;

i
>

.
^m a Justice of

the Peace acthig in ' lo takes place,

showing that they ur- '-"l that they have

been located for a certain time nn the farm uf the seller. We
may thus fairly conclude that Mr. Sewell R«ad, from the fact

tif his acting with us, had qualified the qualification he had
round to think with the

^Ticultural Society—although it

be charter could ever have been
fringement of its rights-

raajoritv. Tb' n tin'

is difficult ti. in, I

induced to .'-:iii, 1

1
' ..^ ^.^—^ ?

—

followed our 1. .i.i, .111 I K- I i-ri^ilised for the stoppage of f.airs

and markets—the injuiuiny :aid slaughter of stock where sold

—the slaughter of foreigai stock at the port of disembarkation

—the institution cxf experiments for prevention and ctire, and
so on. The Smithfield Club at once adopted these views as

their own as the recent Conference of all counties at St.

Jamci s Hall did more than confirm the necessity for decisive

L isiuf's an I unit\ of action. The resolutions carried here
I

I I I
i

^lii'tii'iu against the removal of cattle,

1 Illy road or rail—the immediate
I

I
I ' i< l:en animals, and the partLal

ii tti n > 111 T=—^v^th the disinfection of pla^ie-
1 nnsLs market-places, cattle-trucks, and pens. The

I
I meeting was far more palpable than any that had
I en held, as was demonstrated indeed in the House

I in the very next day, when Lord Spencer, the chair-

tn 1 1 the Commission, asked the Government " seriously to

iiMdor the proposals of so Large and mfluential a meeting as

that held on the pievious day ; although he had had consider-

able difficulty mbimging himself to seethe necessity of such
strmgent measures , but when he saw an influential meeting,

_

epresentmg all tht; counties in England, agieeing vipon the

question, he was wiUmg to waive his own opinion, and consent

with the rest to the course proposed." We have thus the two
leading parties to the protest against the temporary
stoppage of all traffic in cattle withdi-awing from any
further opposition, and so fortifying the Government m
the course which it should adopt. Its own Commissioners,

as the seriousness of the case increased, said "Stop the

traffic;" the agriculturists of the countiy vnthout exception,

for we caimot take Scotland in hei-e, said " Stop the

traffic ;" and the veterinarians, as I will allow, consistent from

the first, said "We can do nothing—we never shaU be able to

do anything ; use the pole-axe, and stop the traffic. Surely

the Government had now something to go on—some grand,

simple, straightforward Act to issue, in obedience to the 'J^nes

of the country, and the ten-ible prospects before it.
_
Here,

however, at this junctiu-c the re.al character of the Administra-

tion began to devclnpc itself. The extent or the consequences

of the evil appear never to have been thoroughly realised at

head-quarters : and the Ministry went on, with the help of Mr.

Helps, and with the pitiful policy of carefuUy sliif™>S ^^

rcsponsibilitv from themselves to the local executive. If there

was a question over which it was the duty of a Government to

take a lead, and to map out a line of its own, it was over this

great difficulty of ensuring food for the people, and mamtam-
ing the health of the coimtry, But, as it now appears our

rulers have from the first systematically refused to accept the

position ; and I really believe that they met Pariiament in

February with as Httle definite puqiose of their own, as littm

determined upon any means for effectually resisting the evil,

as they had resolved upon when they received the Farmers

Club in November.

Legislation.

It -was clearly not to he a Party Question—in other

words, the Party in power, who could employ the

agency of the whole kingdom, who could command
the most reliable returns^ and obtain the best advice

as to the course of action to be pursued, had no such

course of action to recommend. There is a want of

dignity, and, if I may so phrase it, a want of self-

possession in the attitude the Government has taken

over this question.

When fairlv ^ ;- r {^fr, - .Lb,:- tb^ Privy Council brought

in a Bill .11
' * ' ''' ifTered a member of tho

Opposition ^. m i '

'

<
-^ a rider or rather aa a

corrective -f ^
i

! nil-'ss magistrates, their

clevk^ tb. il I

:.
,

.
,

, i 1
. i^-b.-.d not been bothered

en,.,, 1. ,
,

; > I!, ii. ii.'l 1>I- 'b. !-, u-itbnut

woi:.
,'../

' ,.v^;
..'„;:;:::'"', 'rV ."^mI'S

Gm-rnniMVl I'.itllv,^ t.. 1- -111-.', I'.-n -.. |.11--i .'ii'l topped

that the t«re trunk somccly icinailis, .ind CTCU its nwn father

would now not recognise it ; although I doubt if such a cMia

ever had a father who would care to acknowledge it. Tis the

rather an unfortunate foundling dronpod with a ranamy
knock at tho door of a large house in Westminster, -mth a bit

of paper pinned on its Teiy long-clothes, priiying the finder to

have mercy on the oi-phan, and to treat it kindly. But of

couifc it meet.') with the usual fate of such outcasts—is cuBed

M't -|bil> .-1 1- r-rr-Vinrt,- ^hn pho..^.. =
, wltK HO One tO t.lkO itS

Ivirt .' . '"
,

I
,
1^ 1

.
I
.Liradoptsitforadayor

t„.,.
: ..f theweek. Mr. Bright,

Mr 1! 1. i
'!

! ,

'

ill turn to do what they

pIci-m! -.vilU it U.'. i,;-:..i]:U;.:iit -iM.w-ine no front until it

comes to a. vital' principle, when they Mill, i .
H-i-ilIi defeat.

liefer of course to Mr. Hunt's amen-li ' i' '\''-i;'^J^
period the moTementof all cattlehyr.iilv - n rintliat,

had the Ministry read the signs of the liii' - th. vshouia

have done, they would themselves h.ive been the nrst to

propose, continually advised a.s they have been of late on tne

necessity for such an en.actment. This miport.int {catnre of

the case having been so closely considered on every ocrasion

upon which the question has been brought forward, and hemg

now upon its trial, I shall dwell no fiuther upon it hero than

to express my fears that the experiment has only been made a

Uttle too late in the d.ay. A month or two .since the stoppagj

of traffic might reasonablv have been attempted -mthout any

.issoeiation with those rigorous meaimres now running in

couple.s with the order just sanctioned.

Compensation.

And this brings me to the matter of compensation,

of -n-hich it may be remembered no mention was

made in our meraorial ; and I am rather g-lad it waa

not, for I neither like the word nor the notion.

I should have prefen-ed to see the sufferers recompensed by

some system of mutual msurance, which no doubt they would

still have endeavoured to maintain had their losses bem con-

fined to cattle that had actuaUy died from the disease. But wb
have got tar beyond this, and the case becomes maten.auy

altered when an inspector can walk on to a man's prcm'f^ ^^^
order the slaughter of every animal he thinks is affected, or

that he thinks may become affected. I confess that I regard

the two companion clauses, conveying .such powers, with some

alarm, not only as regards the amomit of compensation to be

assessed, but as to the way in which the pole-axe principle is

to be carried out. Who are the local authorities to whom such

powers are to be deputed? The veterinary surgeons, of

course And are these gentlemen as a i-ule to be tiiisted I

I very much doubt it. There are many probably her^

able to give instances of veterinari.ins who have pro-

nounced animals to have the disease when they have

not had it; and who, on the other hand, have passed

beasts .as sound upon which the worst syniptoms were

almost immedi-ately developed. As I have already stated,

.after the chiefs of the Veterinary College had enjoyed nearly a

month's opportimitv for studying the complaint, the Govern-

ment had so Uttle c'onadence in such authority, or the t-oUege
.

men themselves knew so UtUe about it, as to allow of the

disease being spoken of in the Oaiette as "one of which the

natui-e is at present uncertain." Still. th.at Wiis some time

since, and the point is rather. Do we know much more for

certain even now ? A very modem instance tends to a con-

trary conclusion. It w,as only during Last month that Mr.

George Lepper, V.S., of Aylesbury, declared that ho had
- -— 1^^_

. ._._^ .._-..i._;—1„—««, only losing
adopted Mr. Worms' treatment with signal

one animal out of 13 attacked in Baron N. Rothschild s herd ,
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and that ho hati been equally fortunate

remedy on other furras. This stateu

some sensation, and Pmfessor Simi

hastened down t.^ M-ntnioir- tn judge

return he wmi' "

-

were reportt-'^l

The
hL.

ton animals had l^ceii

ir^ been cm-ed, and the others
It required but little know-

to at once see that none of the
e the subjects of any serious

disease ; and, after giving to each of them a careful examina-
tion, I failed to detect the slightest symptom of cattle

plague in any one of them." Now who, in the face of

sucL a report as this, can dare to carry out the pole-

axe principle ? Had the new Act been then — that

is, two or three weeks since—in operation, xmdoubtedly
10 valuable cuu's would have been slaughtered, that,

accnrilin- U. ri..r-sr,r Simondsi never had exhibited
"the sli-lii< -t -\ In jt Mills of cattle plague." Is not this euoiigh

to excit' -iiiri. 'lit' Illation in the country? But let us look

a littly fiiiilirr iiit'i ibc atse, and into the position and antece-

dents of Mr. l>ci.in.r. Sonio hed'i'o "i "'^ f:'n-i.^r i^.-Th-ip«. wh.'

had been just smuggled throntih til' > -U ! v.-hn Im'^ littlL'

knowledge or experience. I cui ipi iti.Ti,

on no merely hearsay cvidcnr' , ^! > i'i" ' '

very extensive practice in Buckijj_,li M-'iii. uliirli iv: \v.

in co-operation with his father, Mr. licniy Leppcr, whoattended
my father's stud—brood mares, young things, and horses in

work—for many years, and who, I have no hesitation in saying,

is one of the best and soundest men in his profession. Tou
shall not, however, he .asked to take merely my word for tliis,

for Mr, Lopper is still, as he long has been, one of the Exa-
miners at the N'eterinaiy College, and he and his son ai*e, of

"!'l"

lerloper. Ho seems tn sa

iiQunden duty to die had
.int^ill, Bntis:niyi--iH'

:, jipint Insjpc >fnrth.

does 11'
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The normal
iayrisctol02\ It

to find it in he.ilthy animals vai-j'ing one or

two degs. at different periods of tho day, so that reliable

obsei-vations can only be made on a number of cattle at the

same time, obeying in all the same conditions as to the

instrument used, the part in which the observation is made,

whether it be the rectum or vagina, and the length

of time the instrument is inserted, &c. Sometimes, when
animals are excited on a hot day, and are hurried into a

shed from a field, the thermometer may rise one or two-tenths

more than usual; but if a whole stock be examined, any

animals suffering, however slightly, from the disease, indicate

an elevation amounting even to 5° or 6°. Such an exaltation of

temperature is generally incompatible with health, and the

only exception yet known to this rule is that observed dui-ing

cestrum or sexual excitement; the temperature then rises 3°

4', and the same may be seen just after parturition.

the
probably preferable to introduce the thei-mometer into th

rectum, as animals are restive when the bulb is inserted in **-

vagina. To indicate the nature of observations in herds in

which the plagiae has appeared, it may be well to furnish some

examples. On a farm where the disease had just broken ovit I

took the temperature of 18 animals which looked in blooming

health in the field, not one showing any sign of dulm
appetite, or other diatiirbance, and the result

No. 1. temp, in vagina 102.

S

2. lOl.i

101.;

Having i

100.2
100.4
101.1

100.2

nefully taken the temperatures,

No. 10. temp.

13.

s follows

1 vagina 101
102.1
100.4
105.2
100.2

101.1

105.3
101
102.3

has not been general ; there have not been many
losses, but a larger number of ewes are barren ;

dealers say they have never known so many. We
are still without the cattle plague, 'and it is to be

hoped that the expected preventive measures about

to pass will keep it from ns. "We think it is best

that the local authorities should carry out the law,

but not that they should have much discretion in

making it. For this, we can now see, has been the

cause of the sad losses that have been sustained. We
now and then hear of cases breaking oiit among
sheep, biit they never turn out to be the cattle plague.

In this locality a farmer lost a great many sheep

after being dipped, and there were various reports

respecting the cause ; some that they had fed where
the liquid had rim off them, and others declared it

to be cattle plague ; but it appears rather to have

been that they were too warm at the time of dipping,

and the pores being open, the poison was absorbed

into the body, and thus slowly killed them, as they

kept on dying for several weeks. 6'. S.

Notices to Correspondents.

Importations during 1864 and 1865 :

I.—Art id €.1 free of Duty.

FINE GRASS LAWNS in FLOWER GARDENS, &c.
—The great expense of cutting and carting Turves from a distance

mav be avoided, and a superior Turf produced in a few months by
sowing SUTTON'S LAWN GRASS SEEDS, which consist solely of

the finest and shortest-growing kinds, perfectly free Irom Moss ana
other weeds.

From Mr. John Jodnson, Oardcntr, Mowbray Park, Srindtrland,

April 26, 1865.
" The Lawn Seed we got last year about this time hx-i come up

excellently."

From Mr. Tdomas Pollington, Qartlener to H. W. Vincent, Ei»q.,

BradiveU Grove^ Bur/ord, January 11).

" The Grass Seed you supplied me with last season grew remark-
ably well, though sown xmder trees. I think every seed grow."

From Henby H. Cave, Esq., Dfsborongh, Market Harborough,
May \3,1%G5.

" The Lawn Grass Seeds I had from you last year have made a vory
good turf already."

From J. Nightingale, Esq., Bigk Street, Kingsfon-on Thames,
May 2, 1865.

" I may add that the Grass Seeds you supplied last year, have (not-

withstanding the very lanfavomable season) succeeded very well."

Sutton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

^ I proceeded to

Tthe animals, and coiild detect slight deviations in the

breathing, and colour of the vaginal mucous membranes, in

Nos. 1, 11, 13, 16, and 18. The two cows which ^ave the most
decided indications of a fever beat had a glairy discharge from
the nose, and a slight blush on the mucous membrane of the

mouth ; but although all these animals were being watched
night and day by men of ordinary intelligence, who manifested

a great desire to serve their master, no suspicion had been
entertained as to their condition."

Professor Gamgee then proceeds to give the results

of his examination of a herd at Corehouse, near

Lanark, in November la.st. Forty-two cows, still

apparently healthy, indicated temperatures varying

from 104* to 107°, and of these only five remained

alive five days afterwards, so rapid was the subse-

quent progress of the plague.

"These cases prove ;

—

" 1st. That the temperature is much exalted when the pulse

indicates slight or no variation from the normal standard.
" 2d. That there are variations in the fi-equency of tho pulse

and the temperature during the course of the disease.

"3d. A sudden lowering of temperature usually, if not
alway.^, precedes death. In the cases quoted above, where the
temperature last taken is marked as high as 105' and 104°,

death did not take place uutU 10 or 12 hourg after the last

observation.
" 4th. With the lowering of tempei-ature before death there

is a greatly increased frequency of pulse, varying from 120

beats per minute to such a rate as to render obscrv-ations almost

"When animals recover, the temperature decreases gradually

till it reaches its normal standard. There is an absence of

very marked and sudden change. The transition from sickness

to convalescence occurs steadily and with regularity."

To some other points elaborately discussed in Pro-

fessor Gamgee's book, we shall refer next week.

Miscellaneous.
Steam CtdtivatlnQ Companies.—Prom the Jlrrcford

Times we learn that a meeting of the Herefordshire

Steam Cultivation Co. (Limited), was held on the

1st inst. at Hereford, A. R. Boughton Knight, Esq.,

Chairman, presiding. A dividend of 5 per cent, for the

six months was declared, and a good balance carried

forward as a reserve fund, amounting together to

more than 20 per cent, per annum. The Report
speaks hopefully of the undertaking. The steam
cultivating machinery possessed by the Company is

two pairs of Howard's new self-propelling engines
on the transverse boiler principle, of which the

Report speaks in the highest terms. The engines

during the -winter appear to be profitably occupied

in working a draining-plough on meadow land.

The Cattle Plnguc and the Becovcry Bute.—The
recovery rate for Great Britain .stood, Feb. 3, atl2.HG
per cent., Feb. 10 at 12.304 per cent., and Feb. 17 at

12.080 per cent.,— ;'. e., one of every eight beasts

attacked now recovers. This may seem but poor

comfort ; but that the recovery rate is sensibly

advancing is seen in the fact that in the third week
of November it stood for the whole of Great Britain

at 0.4:78 per cent., in the third week of December at

y.l25 per cent., in the third week of January at

11.047 per cent., and in the third week of February at

12.680. Should the amelioration continue at the

same rate, the recoveries Avill amount in June to one

in five.

Animals, Living number
Oxen, Bulls, and Cow.s .

.

Calves .

.

Sheep and I>ambs
Swine and Hogs

Bones (burnt or not, or as animal
charcoal) tons

Flax cwt,

Guano, from tons

West Coast of Africa
United States,

Peru
Bolivia
British and West India Islands .

.

Other covintries

Hemp c^\'t.

Hopi

cwt.

Oil-seed cikes tons

PotatoH cwt.

Provisions— . . . . • • cwt.

Bacon and Hams .

.

Beef, salt

Pork, salt

Butter
Cheese
Eggs number
L-ird cwt.

Pyrites tuns
Quicksilver lb.

Rags and other materials for

making Paper .. .- tons

Saltpetre
Cubic Nitre .

.

Seeds-
Cotton tons

Clover cwt,

Flaxseed and Linseed .. qrs,

Wool, !-:licep and Lambs* : From
Europe .

.

.

.

. lb.

Rritish Possessions in Sth. Africa

British India
Australia
Other Countries .

.

Alpaca and the Llama Tribe

Woollen Rags, torn up to be used
as Wool ..I

Woollen and Worsted Yam
Yeast, dried cwt.

1,010,688
98,656

105,570
742,404

302,860
189,411

1,054,617
834,844

335,298,240
217,275

84,642
226,278

1,414,973

235,578

42,047,140
19,880,805
20,425,355
99,037,459

22,418,259
2,604,027

227,528
55,743

914,170
132,943

5,257
8,528

1,065,705
82,419

109,941

806,763

713,346

228,296
183.155

1,08.3,717

853,277
364,013,040

136,898
193,626

71,142

311,390
1,020,394

114,851

214,071

1,435,414

206,111

34,620,134

29,220,323
17,105,617

109,734,261
18.713,914

2,793,498

Very Early Sheep Feed.

SUTTON'S IMPROVED ITALIAN RYE-GRASS.—
This "Improved" Italian Rye-gra.ss is recommended Iq prefer-

eace to ovory other variety, producing three or four heavy crops in

one summer, and being almost if not strictly perennial.

At a Meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society, on March 16, m
a Lecture delivered by Alfted Hughes, Esq., of Thomess, Isle of

Wight, Mr. Hughes said-—
" I always reserve a portion of Oat land to lay down with Sutton's

Improved Italian Rye-grass, the most reliable plant 1 have come
across for some years for Ewes and Lambs in the Spring. When I

tell you that 1 put it in in the spring, and dressed it after hanest with

auano, and that in the autumn, when ray Sheep fed it off, it was up
;o their knees, i.nd that 1 fed it off again this spring with Ewes

stonishing vigorous plant ; indeed, I i anything to equal

of all my experience."

SuTTOK & Sons have a fine stock at present of their Improved Italian

Rye-grass, which is a very diflerent and superior article to much that

is sold as Italian rtye-grasa.

Present price, Gs. Gd. per bushel ; cheaper in quantities over 6 qrs.

Carriage free in qxiantities of 8 bushels and upwards.

Quantity required per acre, if sown alone, 3 bushels..

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

THE ALSIKE CLOVER for CLOVER-SICK LANDS.
—This excellent Clover will thrive in almost any soil. It produces

two good cuttnigs in the year, and makes superior Clover hay. It

may be sown alone (14 lb. per acre), or in conjunction with other

seeds, either for alternate husbandry or tor Permanent Pa.'iture. If

sown with Italian Rye-grass, it is ready for mowinK three tunes in the

year. It is included in all Messrs. Suttom's Mivtures. and they

strongly reommend it to more general cultivation. Price may be

had on application (depending on quantity required).

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

SUTTON'S MIXTURES of CLOVERS and RYE-
GRASS.—To be sown mth Corn for a crop of Clover. &c,, which

vrill produce good feed during the Autumn, and in the foUowmg year.

CLOVERS and ITALIAN RTE-GRASS {Messrs. Sdtton's Mixture),

forOne Year's Clover Hay, at Hs. per aero.
. „ ^

CLOVERS and COMMON RYE-GRASS (Messrs. Sdtios s Mixture),

for One Year's Clover Hay, at U». per acre

CLOVER SEEDS WITHOTJT RYE-GRASS (Messrs. Suttoit s

Mixture), at 12s. M. per acre.

In tho Mixtures of Clovers and Rye-Grass described above, we
generfllly give 14 lb of Clovers (principally Red and Alsike) and one

peck of Rye-Grass per Acre ; but if more Rye-Grass should be

desired, it can be supplied without altering the price, by omitting a

pound or two of Clovers. If but one kind of Clover is required to sow

with the Rye-Grass, it is only necessiiry to name the sort in giving

the order, and the proper quantity will be sent.

',* Those who require Seeds to sow with Com for One Year's

Clover Lay will save themselves trouble, and insure a proper mixture

for their soil, by ordering tho above-named Mixtures for the number

of acres to be&own.
GRASS and CLOVER SEEDS, for Two Years' Lay.—This Mixture

contains a large proportion of Perennial Clovers, and under favour-

able circmuRtances will often stand for three years.

The following s

11.—Articks mhject to Duty.

Com"—Wheat, from Russi;

Prussia
Denmark
Schlesw-ig, Holstein, and Lauen-

Mecklenburg
Hansc Towns

Turkey and Wallachia aiid Mol-

Egypt
United States
British North America
Other Countries .

.

Calendar of Operations.

West Sussex Farm, February 20.—After a very

wet time we have now got a sharp frost, which -will

do the land a deal of good ; it has got very close on

the surface, andhad d^ weather set in withoiit frost,

the shell on the surface would have made it very

unhealthy. As it is, the Wheat on low-lying land

does not look over-well, and in some rather wet land

much of the plant has rotted, but still bright

weather and a few frosts will work a very favourable

change. The roots have stood the winter well, but

are running to tops ; there is such a full supply of

food for sheep that all lean stock is dear. Couples

in the end of January sold for 67s. to 70s. and there

is no doubt they must be kept for nothing so far as

roots and hay are concerned. The success in lambing

Peas
Beans
Indian Com, or Maize
Wheat-meal and Hour, from 1

Towns
France
United States
Bi-itish North America .

.

Other Countries .

.

Total

7,895,015
1,225,513
428,881

1,813,854

1,745,933
485,099
136,735

4,512,391

; included, and invariably a

White Clover

Yellow Trefoil
Meadow Foxtail

The quantity required per
25 lb. Price 205. per

Pacey's Perennial Rye-Grass
Sutton's do. „
Italian Rye-Grass

J one bushel, weighing abou

GRASS and CLOVER SEEDS, for Three or Four Years' Lay.—The
sorts contained in this Mixture are somewhat similar to tho pre-

ceding but the quantities of Permanent Grass Seeds are mcreaaedto

insure the continuance of the pasture for three or four years. The
quantity required per acre is two bushels. Price 243. per aero.

These Mixtures are highly profitable, producing enormous crops of

Grass or Hay, but must not be expectedtoform Permanent Pastures.

From. C. F. Turuston, Esq., Talgarth Ball^
^i°^^y^^l^\

"I had a most famous hay crop r- - " -''' * **-"<

for three years • you sent r

field from the ' secda
I have never, since I com-

menced farming' had such a heavy crop."

PRICED LlSTSof other FARM SEEDS gratis and post free.

All goods carriage free;
' ^' "" * ^"' ""

payment.

discount allowed for cash

SuTTOM & Sons. Royal Berkshire Seed EstabUsbment, Reading.

20,962,963
7,818,404

7,714,230

247,796
3,044, 8i3
250,769

5,904,471

_^^._... . ,
_. 3 c\vt. of guano, and a

half dl-esaing of ^ung "besides, to get a good crop of Mangels.

Tillage: SB. The word depends for its meaning on the

custom of the country ; and the best plan for you to adopt

is to engage the services of a man who is accustomed to

valuations between outgoing and incoming tenants in your

part of the country. The principle on which they proceed

will be to value you out as you were valued in-, except in sc

far as that has been overruled by a special agreement subse

quently made.

Seeds for Exportation.

STJTTON AND SONS beg: to inform ihose who may
be about to send or take Seeds to the Colonies, that their

NEW GRASSES and uther kinds of FARM and GARDEN
SEEDS are now ready for delivery, prices and particulars or

which will be forwarded on application. The following are among
Testimonials recently received as to the Superior Quality or their

Seeds to those usually exported from this country, as well as to the

very efhclent manner in which their export packing is effected :—

From A. N. Ella, Esq., Oueenstown, Cape of Good Sope.-July9.
" I may mention that the case referred to was In splendid order,

looking as fresh after three months' sea and six weeks' land carriage

_ -nly yesterday packed.'

From Messrs. CRovcSj^Portland, Victoria.—̂ ^pt^mberl^^
' We may remark that

the greatest satisfaction r

1 Lucerne a

;etable seeds t
and Lucerne

too thick. Ifthe vei

without exception, t

place from Eiuope."

From G. Mi

of seeds have
the? tiave been tried ; the
We find the crop will be far

"' we may say that,

r received in this

Esq., SuperiiUejidenl of the Govemmmt and
Oudh "AgncuUkral ""^ " -"—' ^^--'"•« n.^'*'^'

Lucknow.—July IT.

I received s

HorticuHur'al Society's GarAem»

._ (is, also some flower seeds from your

firm some 18 months ago, and they tiu-ned out first-rato."

From Sir K. Moxicomert, Lieutenant-Governor, Punjaub,
India.—May 16.

tell you that the seeds you sent last year answered
May 16.

happv to tell you that the seeds yo __

Terywell. I carried oflf the first prize both for vegetables and flowers.
jiKty "*-";,,,•

"i;^^ t,„ „.,f..„„t frnn. the Lalwre Chronich-, which 1
will i . by i

,„..i the Rev. R. G. La .

* Your seeds have answered right v

it, Cape Toim- ber 7.

ciio iia.« -uK^-.v. .-n . pinch of such as yours

is wo'rtiTa^handfS'of the stuff sofdhere, which generally goes to seed

before coming to perfection."

From Mr. Chas. Haselden, Boyce Farm

' The Grass Seeds you s

Zealand.—October G.

r A uckland, ^ew

- 1 iiB uiMo ..^j""- J arrived m excellent condition, and

already present a luxuriant appearance, with the promise of abundant

:harg.d with duty by 1
f=ed e.rly m^tbe comi.g^-^^^^^^^^
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GOOD CLOVER SEEDS nt MAEKET PRICES.
Red

I
Whita Dutch I Yellow

Alsiko I
Cow Grass [ Wliito Suckling.

For samples and lowest prices, apply (stating quantity requirod) to

Sutton tt SoN.t, 8eeil Marchants, Reading.

Seed Corn from ttie Chalk.

RA Y N li'Sf R 1" V !\"i ! i
i'

]: r 111"!', B A W T R E E

,

DOWLING, AM. CIIMl'.\.Nr. LIMITED.
Address, Basingstoke ; or »'J, .Seed Market, Mark Lane, London, B.C.

Samples and piit L application.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE, DOWLING,
AND COMPjlNl', Limited.

Cobs, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake MERcnAjrra,
Address, 89, Soed Market, Mark Lane, E.C ; or Basingstoke.

Samples ana Prices Post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851,

for Wheat ; 1862, for " Excellent Seed Com and Seeds."

New Agricultural Seeds.
F. PIKE can supplv the undenuentioned for cash.
BROAD RED CLOVER, tirst quality, 755. cwt., Sid. lb.

„ „ ,, second qua'lity, 65s. cwt., 7id. lb.

YELLOW TREFOIL, first quality. 32s. cwt., id. lb.

WHITE DUTCH, first quality, Ms. cwt., lOd. lb.

MARL or COW-GRASS, first quality, 80s. cwt., 9'1. lb.

PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS, first quality. Us. quarter ;

second quality, SOs. quarter.
ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, loreign, 28s. cwt., 43. Gd. bush.
YELLOW GLOBE MANGEL, 45s. cwt., 6d. lb.

SPRING TARES, 54*. qr.

Seed and Com Establishment, 52, Walcot Street, Batli.

Kitchen Garden and Agricultural Seeds.
G Lis- ; Pbu

MARTIN AND SON, Seed Merchants and Nursery-
men, 7, Market Place, Hull, and Cottinpham, and compare

prices : also see the quantity of Prizes won by the produce of Seed
obtained of Martin & Son, in Collections, at one of the principal, if

not the principal Show in Vorkshire, for vegetable and Agricultural
produce.

1865.

First Prize. Collection of Vegetables {quantity not limited), 20s

Second Prize do.
Third Prize do.
First Prize do.

do.

To the Trade.—Nuneham Park Onion.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON, in reply to numerous
inquiries, beg to state that they have not been able to

supply any Seed of this superb new Onion since the 20th of January,
and those Seedsmen whoso names are published in the Gardeners
CVtrojMcJc of January Otb, are those only who have received a supply

,N.

AYTON CASTLE GIANT SCOTCH LEEK.—This
splendid LEEK, which ftir size, flavour, and hardiness has no

equal, can be had as usual, pure and genuine, free per post, in
packets, at 1«. each. A liberal allowance to the Trade when not less
than 12 packets are taken.

Robert T. MACKiNiosn, Nurseryman and Seedsman, 12, Melbourne
Place, Edinburgh.

Henry's Prize Hybrid Leek, Genuine.
DOTVNIE, LAIUO, AND LAING are now sending out

the above m packets at Is. each. This is unquestionably the
largest Leek in cultivation, growing IG inches in length of blanch,
and 10 inches in circumference. Was awarded the Firat Prize at the
Edinburgh and other leading Shows.

17, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh; and Stanstead Park,
Forest IJill, London. S.E.

Turnip, Swede, and Mangel Wurzel Seed.LFKLD LEGEKTON, Seed Merchant,
5, Aldgate, London, E,, will be happy to make special prices

of the above to the Tradd upon application. Samples and stocks

A

First Prize, £5 Silver Cup, Agricultural produce 1 Gnen bv
Second Prize, £3, Agricultural produce. j Mirtm & '-

Fii-st Prize, £5 Silver C\ip, Agricultural produce (given by Cottu.

ham Society),

rirat Prize, £5 Silver Cup, Agricultural produce (given by Jno Ring
rose, Esq.)

Second Prize, £2, Agricultural produce (given by Jno Ringrose, Esq

No Prizes for Collections given
Martin & Soy, Reed Merchants and Nurserymen, 7, Market Place,

Hull ; and Cottingbam.
Established above Three-quarters of a Century.

To Agriculturists.

JOHN MALDEN, AGKici'LTrRAL Seedsman,
Biggleswade, begs to intimate to his Agricultural Friends that

he has a NEW FODDER PLANT to introduce this

upon it the highest e

The Seed has been Introduced at Mark Lane and several country
markets, and, as yet, there has not been a gentleman (either m the
seed trade or not, English or Foreign) that has any knowledge of the
Seed. Its history is short—some six years ago, a fnond ol mii e

(Mr. George Winters, of Stratten Farm, near Biggleswade) selected
it from a crop of Clover, supposed to have been sown with Fore gn
seed. When he first selected the seed be could not get more tl in
hftlf-a-pint ; with this small quantity began the growth of a pla t

that will prove a boon to the agricultural world. I la^ityearhtl
rather more than One Ton of this seed, which 1 sold to my fi lends a

a low price, my object being to give it a fair trial, and m every ci. c

where I have made inquiry 1 nave found the trial has been n ost
satisfactory—there being an excellent plant. One of the peculianties
of this plant Is, as far as I have been enabled to discover it will grow
where Clover will not ; that is to say, on lands which are Clover sick

Respecting its quality, and the quantity of the crop it will produce I

1 say without hesitation, that the 16-acre field under the crop that

^ s 2s. per lb., and can be had only
direct from my Establishment at Biggleswade, or of the f llowmg

Messrs. Peter Lawsoni Son, Seedsmen to the Queen, Edinburgh and
London

Messrs, Sutton & Sons, Royal Seed Establishment, Reading Berkshire
MuBsrs. Hurst k Son. Seedsmen, 0, Leadenhall Street, London E C
Mr. J. Scmby, Merchant, &c., Epplng, Essex

To prevent disappointment, early orders are respectfully invited

The followin{/ was itmer/ed in the Gardeners' Chronicle Tune 1866
by Wm. Baxter Smith, Esq.

" A New Clover.—I herewith send you a specimen of a new Clover
which I saw yesterday growing on a farm near Biggleswade, and which
appears to be worthy of notice. Mr. Malden, of Biggleswade, directed
my attention to it, and he intends to introduce it next year to the
Public. Its history is this :—Some years ago, a neighbour ol" Mr.
Malden found it among some Red Clover, the seeds of which had
come fVom France ; and as it appeared to be a new variety he saved a
little of the seed, and has grown It yearly smce that time until the
present, having now a IG-acre field entirely under it. It is a remark-
able thing, that although there is hardly a good field of Clover in the
neighbourhood, thia field carries an uncommonly heavy crop; and
although the Clover does not appear so succulent as Red Clover,
still all kinds of stock eat It with avidity, and thrive upon it. I sup-
pose It is difHcult to say what has caused the numerous failures in

the Clover plant this season, whether it is fVost, or the land being

as botanical knowledge enables me to determine, the plant
Trifollum striatum, being a native of England and Scotland, and
grows on dry pastures and fleMs The IG- - . . . ^ .

Choice Seeds, Post Free.
i ^ATTELL'S ECLIPSE BROCCOLI.—The following
^.y notice of the above is taken from the Gardentrs' Chronicle,
Junes, 1803;—"The specimens of your Eclipse Broccoli were very

useful variety." 1«. Gd. per i ounce packet.

CATTELL'S DWARF PURPLE-TOP BEET, Is. per ounce.
SILVER CURLED BEET, Crf. per packet.
VARIEGATED GARNLSHING KAIL, Is. per packet.
CATFELL'S RELIANCE C/IBBAOE, 1,«. per ounce.
CATTELL'S OLADIATEDR CUCUMBER. Is. M. per packet.
KIRKLEES HALL DEFIANCE CUCUMBER, It. Od. per packet.
KENT FLAG LEEK, 1«. nor ounce.
CATTELL'S EXQUISITE P.4KSLEY, 64 per packet.
CUSTARD MARROW (true), ed. por packet.
CALCEOLARIA, splendid Mixed, 1«. and 2s. fltZ, per packet.

M^
Cheaper by the

Good YELLOW GLOBE
Per lb.-
lOBE..

ORANGE GLOBE..
„ RED GLOBE
„ LONG RED .. ..0
„ LONG YELLOW ..0

SUTTON'S

Selected Mangel Seed
from Selected Ro.its.
Cheaper by the em.

Peril) s. d

V\ SUTTON'S Selected YEL-
jd LOW GLOBE 1
--^ Do do. ORANGE GLOBE 1-^FISHER HOBBS-
ZJ ORANGE GLOBE . . 1

STKATTON'S RED GLOBE 1

BUTTON'S ELVETHAM
LONG RED .. ..1

SUTTON'S Selected LONG
YELLOW 1

New YELLOW INTER-
MEDIATE 1

Do RED do . . I

NORBITON GIAUT LONG
RED 1

BERKSHIRE PRIZE, or
SUTTON'S YELLOW GLOBE, SUFFOLK CHAMPION,

Price Is. per lb. New 2

Lowest price per cwt. on application.

SiTTTOK & Sons, Royal Berkshire Soed Establishment, Reading.

QUTTON'S CHAMPION SWEDE.O PERFErTLY HAnDV. VERY PBOnuCTIVE, STORES EXCEEOINGLV
WILL A')! IIABLH 11 E\ ER SoFEERb FR U MllDEW

Societies, and many other valuable Prizes i

1 bis Lordship's farm."
Price of Seed Is. per pound, or cheaper by the bushel.

SUTTON'S NEW FARM LIST gratis and post free.

Sutton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establisbmeut, Reading.

HAAGE'S DWARF EARLIEST CAULIFLOWER.—
Very dwarf, the earliest, hardiest, and finest of CauIlQowers

Packets la. Gd. each.
SEED CATALOGUES, containing the fine.st New Vegetables

free by post.
'

.Stepuen Brown, Seed Grower, Sudbury, Suffolk.

GIANT ASPARAGUS, fine selected Hoots for early
cropping, 2s. 6d. per 100. This delicious Vegetable does not

require half the expense usually incurred in planting it For
instructions, see Richard Smith's SEED LIST for 1866.

Strong Transplanted SEA KAIL, 2s. per dozen.
RicnARD Smith, Nurseryman, Worcester.

THE BEST FOUR KINDS of PEA5
Sutton's Longpodded Tom IMcLean's Advancei

Thumb, lis. Gd. per quart Is. Gd. per quart
Turner'sLittleGem, 3i. Ori. perqt.

|
Epicurean, 2s. 6rf. per quart.

May be had of
iss, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

S':

To the Trade—Early Peas.

UTTON AND SONS having very
ly sold out of their RINGLEADER

PEA, regret that they have for some time
, ^ past been obliged to decline all orders from
;S^ the Seed Trade.

Sl'ttox ic Sons have still a good supply of

DANIEL O'ROURKE, SANGSTER'S No. 1

SUTTON'S LONGPODDED TOM THUMB
and DILLISTONE'3 EARLY.

The Earliest Pea in Cultivation.
Last Skasos (1864-65) we OrFEBED a New Early Pea,

SUTTON'S RINGLEADER, which we had ascertained
to be forwarder than any other that had come under our notice.

Our system of proving new varieties in our Trial Grounds being well
known to bo careful and certain, orders were freely sent to us from
the Wholesale London Seed Merchants, and from numerous practical
and eminent gardeners throughout the country, who, after grow-
ing it in competition with the other early sorts, have this season
ordered Ringleader still more extensively. The same Wholesale
Seed Merchants have again voluntarily become Agents for the sale of
Ringleader, as the forwardest or First Crop Pea.

In our Trial Grounds are added every year all the alleged new
.-J J .,,. ___ .... ..

y^^

I Firms had originally obtained their stocks from the

During the podding s

,ho QardeTui'a' Chronii
most fully ; but subsequently a report appeared of Ibe Trials at the
Royal , Horticultural society's Gardens, stating that certain otlior
'

'
"" Sutton's Ringleader and Carter's First

"'.' 'oiijidentl!/ ileny Us correctiifss, our
J:n:.,. • i < I rfA'ctti/ duitiuct and orioUial. It
i.s 11' I '

.
. ! 1 !i..' i'iiirly Pe;is tins se.ison, and although

wo li.i>
I

li I
I'. I.. .11 I i.h,.

.
.1 I .. .|i.-ij|ino orders for Ringleader in conae-

quoiico 111 iiiLvnig sola iiLMily out, we have a few left, and shall be
happy to supply thum in quantities not exceeding one Quart to any
gardener or gentleman who may wish to try them.

Sutton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

T
For Bouquets and as Cut Flowers

HE INVINCIliLE SCARLET SWEET PEA is

invaluable. The colour is intense and permanent. Packets
Is and -s. 6d. each. Sold by the principal Seedsmen throughout

1 kingdom or of the Raiser,

Sti-pben Brown, Seed Grower, Sudbury, Suffolk.

I NVINCIBLE SCARLET^VEET PEA, very fragrant,
L stnkmgly brilliant, and extremely distinct In colour.—A First-
Uss Ceitifluate from the Rnyal Horticultural Society ; also a Certifl-
nte at the Crystal Palace Show in September. Packets Gd., Is., and
i hd each packets of 100 Seeds 7s. Gd. Supplied by the principal
tcdsmen throughout the kingdom : also of Messrs. Krelage,

Step
Prici

New Dwarf Marrow Pea, LincolnsMre Gem,
3s. Gd. per quart, sealed.

MARTIN AND SON have a few Quarts yet left of this
magnificent Pea ; it is earlv, well-flavoured, and immensely

prolific It has been well tried in this neighbourhood by the side of
D X 1 s "i rkshire Hero, Veitch's, and others, and pronounced to be
tl" I t and double the crop of the former. See Testimonials

I. f'hro3iick.

\ Market Place, Hull; or Cottingham. Established

/ 1 VlilJ VGE SEED.—The Subscriber has now for Sale,
V^ carofully grown by himself, about 10 cwt. of his own well-
known/ariety of Late DRUMHEAD CABBAGE SEED, crop 1864.
Also about one ton of the same variety, crop 1865. Price of the
former £4 per cwt. ; of the latter £6 6^. per cwt., Bags included,
pub on tho rail at Edinburgh or free on board steamer at Leith or
Gianton Cash or a reference to respectable parties in Edinburgh
or Leith required. Address,

JouH Gibson, Woolmet, Dalkeith, N.B,

C
To Market Gardeners and Others.

ABBAGE PLANTS, EASTHAM, ENFIELD, and
DRUMHEAD, la. Qd. per 1000. The stock true and can be

RED CABBAGE PLANTS, extra fine, 53, per 1000.

ONION. WHITE SPANISH, Is. 3d. perlb.
WURZEL. YELLOW GLOBE, 288. per cwt.
EARLY SHAW POTATOS, 6s. per cwt., warranted true.

Terms cosh.
I, Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade,RlCHAIlD

Bedfordshir

Important to Farmers, Gardeners, and the Trade.
EXCELLENT CAHBAGfc; PLANIS may now be had

at 23, per 1000, or cheaper if very large quantities are taken.
Of the following unequalled varieties, viz. :—Early York, Early
Nonpareil, Eastham, Drumhead or Ox. Red, excellent, da. per 1000

Pacited carefully in bags.

N B. Customers are requested to send their own Bags ; If not, thoy
can be supplied and charged only at cost price, and the full amount
charged will be refunded if returned at once in good condition, and
advised of por post.

Special quotations givenforVar.'sSeeds, Seed Potatos, &c.,on offer.

A remittance or reference must accompany all orders from
unknown correspondents.

Fred&. Gke, Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade, Bedfordshire.

Notice.
ROBINSON'S CHAMPION PRIZETAKER

DRUMHEAD OX CABBAGE SEED.-I have observed that
many Seedsmen are ofl'erlng the above Cabbage ; I therefore doom It

necessary to annex a List of those who have had the Seed direct
from me, and of whom it may be obtained true.

SaUDEL RoBINtON,
Feb. 21, ISCC. Shaw House, Melbourne, near Derby.

& Child, Upper 1 S. Clark, Connaught Terrace

this fine stock grown by Mr. Lythall, of Splttal Farm, Banbury

;

aUo the First Fnae at the Great Sparkenhoe Show at Loughborough,
awarded to Mr. G. Eaton, of Castle Doningtou, and to other parties at
local Exhibitions, all r&leed from Planti purchased from Mr. Robinson.
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New Seedling Potatoa.
. , , ^

TELEGRAPH, 14 days earlier than the Ashleaf,

abimclant bearer, per b«3hol, 20s.

PRESIDENT, 14 days later than tho above, wonderful cropper,
^...1,.,, ,,.,

SPRIKO CATA-

' Covent C?ardea Market, W.C.

HTTE ROCK and SKERRY BLUE Pc7tAT0S.—
1-.,,. <„v,^,.,-.i,..,.s have n largo lot of the abovo vnluiible

Wini' I I '
.;, -.,,'olaUy for Seed in bo^ lands, in the Counties

ofL>„, ,
r, Price for either sorts 5s. per cwt. or £i 10s.

peitnn .1 ,,,s of having a change of seed will find these

lli,- s^,:,, beed Merchants, 22, Mary Street, Dublin.

SEED POTATOS .—The Subscriber h;is for Sale,

CTOwn for Seed purposes, carefully selected, and true to sort—

WALKER'S EVERGREEN REGENT, present price £210s per ton

EARLY DALMAHOY, the largest cropper of all early Potatos, and

flne eatinK qualitv, pre^^ent price £3 ;V. per ton

DAINTREE'S EARL\, present price, £'2 15s. per ton
If in bags ll.f. ^'1. per ton additional.

Put free on the rail at Edinburgh or on board steamer at Ltith or

Granton, Cash or reference to respectable parties In Edinburgh or

Leith required. Apply
s, Woolmet, Dalkeith, N.l

SUTTON'S POTATOS for PLANTING.
Prices per peck, bushel, sack, or ton, may be had on application.

Hudson's Nonsuch
Wheeler's Gloucester-

shire Kidney
Daintree'a Seedling
Fluke
York Regent

Dawe'a Matchless, or
Webb's Imperial

Hudson's M;Ly
Early Oxford

I
Dalm-ihoy
Walker's Improved Flo- -ball

Victoria

PATERSON'S SEEDLING POTATOS.
1

Napoleon I Paterson's Rogent
Seedling Rock Forfarshire Red Patorson's Blue.

Irish Blue I
Scotch Blue

I

SUTTON'S DESCRIPTIVE LIST of POTATOS may be had
gratis and post free.

ScTTOK & Soss, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

First Prize Potato (Extraordinary).

PRINCE of \VAI,i:>- KllOvi.V I'OTATO,
This now variety, will. (, i.! :. i i'-'

Horticultural Society's liii

handsomest and finest e:»i I'lL .
i-m., i. r-,ii...r

the world, hatying yieldtii u ('(i.-vmc- j'-.i •.' iL

after the Ashleaf, and retaios its oxquisiLii flavo

. Ruyal

i'otal

' i have this morning had the Seedling Potatos exAmined.
crop is very extraordinary, and the Potatos themselves are

rnBERD, Esq. (Edito
Weekly Magairine).

•' The Seedling Potato (Prince of Wales), I have found to be
winderfVilly productive, excellent flavour, handsome, and such a one

as the world ought to havo tho benefit of."

To bo had of Mr. James Veltoh, Royal Exotic Nursory, King's

Road. Chelsea, S.W. ; Messrs. Bavr & Sugden, King Street. Covent

Gu-den, W.C. ; Alexander Green Js Co., 10. St. Mary Axe, London-
Sutton & Sons, Seedsmen, Reading ; Mr. Charmes^ N "

and throvigh every Nxirseryman and Seedsman ' " " jry. Eioter

:

a Groat Britain.

3 the end of May.

s EED POTATOS, New S
WHEELER'S MILKT WHITE, 48. per peck.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE KIDNEY, 3s. poi- peck.

"Better man tuis, Luuugu
Potato coming in at the mid-s

1 splendid crop of this last yer
„ r__- r^ijQ growth is"""'

, neither largo

Potato grown, and

' " aliue boldly Wltn l-niS huh X-ULIVLU, uuu a amm i-iiciDiuiD i^uu

aiphatic form that Wheelor'a Milky White is the host of all

Potatos and those who do not grow it may consider themselves

rather behind the age:'~From an editonal aiiicle

Gardeners' Magazine, Jannmy 37, 18C6.

J. C. WuKELBR & Sov, Seed Growers, Gloucester.

9 Wheeler's Milky White. I had
" J - B of them was touched by the

HiRftfLsfl^'^The'^Kr'owth is very short and compact ; tubers are nearly
ui(,wu.«.

.
fa.

__. ,_._^ ^^j g^^^^j . j^ j^gg jjg flpg ^ flavour aa any
s white and mealy as Fluke or Flourbill, and

aVannot be surpassed in colour and texture. I shall run no

risk in dealiue boldly with this fine Potato, and I shall therefore put

"'^^^^^^ticfofm that Wheelor'a MilUy White is*^"*^-^ „, „„

»linaa i»f>in fin Tiofc trroW it maV COUSli _.

I Potatos i

'\\
Primula Calceolaria &c

rUTBUSH AND '^ N
of their superb 1 ?
any years given u

CI m tele <

Forest Trees Stove and Greenhouse Plants

BA\ HITH-VAI S, Tht huisenes, Eeddi b, Ile^l

• Stockport
LARCH, very strong, li to 2 feet. 12s. per 1000

SCOTCH „ 12 to 18 inches, 12». per 1000

SPRUCE „ 12 to 18 inches, 25s. per 1000
RIBF.S, ID variety, extra strong. 12s. per 100
RASPBERRIES, WHITE ANTWERP, good Canes, 5s. per 100

APPLES, fine bushy Standards and Dwarfs, 50s. per 100

Srore and GaEEsnocsE Plants, very strong, at 18s. per dozen.

HOYA BELLA 1 BRESCIA CHRTSOPHTLLA
„ VAUIEGATA ^SCHYNANTHCS LONGIFOLIA
„ CARNUSA ADIANTUM ASSIMILE

RnVN'CliOSPERMnM JAS- DAVALLIA PENTAPHYLLA

ri ENUINE NURSERY STOCK, comprising:—

TRANSPLANTED FOREST

Eucb, 2 to 3 feet

Fir (Larch), li t

„ 2 to z^ 10

Hazel, U to 2i foet

esti-a strong, 4 to C feet

Eugenia Ugiii

Hollies (en

Laurels (co
Laurustinus, 1 foot

Privet (Bos-leaf), lito 2 feet

Pinus Cembra, 2 to 3 feet

,, macrocai-pa, 1 to IJ foot

s monticola, 4 to C feet
muricata, IJ to 2* feet
pyrenaica, \\ to 2i feet

olVicanus, 3 to 6 feet

Cupressus Lawsoniana. 2 to 3 feet

„ macrocarpa, 2 to 3 feet

„ tonilosa, Ij to 2 feet
Junipoi'Us chinensis, 1} to 2 feet

3 feet
hibemici, 2i to 3 feet
sabina (for covers) 21 ft.

irish, 2 to G feet

,. „ variegated, 11 to 2 ft.

Thuja aureoj I, 2, and 2} feet, fine

Taxus (Yei

LobbJl, 2\ to 3 Aiet

„ „ 4 to 6 feet

„ Wareana, 3 to 3^ feet

Thuiopsis borealis, li to 2\ feet
Wellingtorna gigantea. 1 to li ft.

I CONIFERS, in flne condition for removal, prices and size

plication.
amed Hardy RHODODENDRONS, SCARLET, WHITE,
i;, '.\u<\ rrupLES, in evury shade, flne bushy plants, IJ to

: I ,
- I'' 11' '"M, varieties of various sizes, from

>\v1rf j

)ARD RO.SES, in choice varieties,

, ms. to lOiis. per 100.

LES, in 60 approved kinds, 50j. to

Plana and Estimatea given for Laving out and Planting New Grounda.
FOREST TREES suppUod and planted by the Aero, and failures

replaced.
A NEW DESCRIPTIVE and PRICED CATALOGUE of

Japanese Novelties and General Nm-sery Stock may brt liad on
application

Madricx Yo^^o Milfoid Nurseries, near Godalming, Surrey.

p dently the
says — The b

i full and densely Xi: ^ i i.

(.rodu of \ utpital strain
The Toumal of Ho t c t of tho ''Sd f Jan lary says that:-—
The finest ai d hest colo-i ed Ch neae Pr nulls we have yet seen

CALt-EOLARIA (Jame ).—Th s the flaoot he h\>
extant. Per packet 2s. Gd. and 3s, Gd. each,
CINERARIA, ft-om finest named varieties. Per packet 25. 6d. and

3s. Gd. each. Highgate Nun , London, N.

Upper Kendalstown Nurseries Delgany, Co. WicKlow.

MP. PENNICK begs to announce that he has a ^ic
stock ot the following :

—

CRYPTOMERIA JAPONICA, 2i to 3i feet high
CEDAR ofLEBANON,li foot
UPRIGHT or IRISH TEWS, 1 to 7 feet
SWEET BAYS, 2 to 2* feet

CHINESE ARBOR-VIT^, 2 to 2i feeb

The abovo are generally handsome, healthy, and well rooted.
Prices moderate, on application.

QPLENDID FRESH-IMPOKTED CALIFOKNIANO SEEDS, warranted growth of 1S65.

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, 1000 seeds, 6s.; 6000 seeds, 25s.;

1 oz. (about 6000 seeds). 27s. fkt. ; 4 oz,, 84*.

FINDS LAMBERTIAN'A (True), 60*. per lb. ; 15s. par 4 oz. ; or 6s.

All of first-rate quality. Largerquantities on application. Free in

London or Leith. Terms cash. The above can also be obtained on
the same terms of Mr. W. G. Tensast. Leith.

PsTSR SuiTO & Co., Seed Merchants, Hamburgh.

Spring Planting.
T)ETER LAWSON and SUN are prepared to execute

that requirements
for SPRING PLAjSTING should 1"j 'il.

the plants may be reserved m tiie Nm ^ 1

1

quantities of LARCH, SCOTCH FIR, CU
leading TREES are wanted, Peteu Lawson
submit special oflers when de.sired.

Ediubui'gh and London.

MAURICE YOUNG'S DESCRIPTIVE LIST of
Coniferre, New and Rare Hardy Plants, Ornamental Trees and

Shrubs, Rhododendrons, Japanese Novelties, Forest Trees, and
Roses, forwarded on application.

Milford Nurseries, near Godalming, Surrey,

FOREST TREES, &c.—At the Nursery of the late
David A. Reid, Park Attwood, Bewdley, Worcestershire.

Per 1000.—8. d.

500,000 LARCH, 2 to 3 feet 10

200,000 PEAK STOCKS, 2 to 5 feet 15«. to 50
lij*).n-Hi ^,i'AM^n I HE::iTNUTS, 1-yoar Seedling, 1 to 2 feet.. 10

'lOO Bushels PITTED HAWS, t'ri

Apply, witn reference, to James Ridi , Steward, Park Attwooit.

FORTY THOUSAND COMMON LAURELS, 1 to 6 ft

10,000 LAURDSTINDS, 1 to 3 feet.

10,000 BAYS, Sweet, 1 to 4 feut.

10,000 GREEN TREE BOX, 1 to 3 feet.

6,000 COMMON YEWS, 1 to 4 feet.

2,000 yards extra fine BOX EDGING.
The whole of the above are flne bushy plants, and well rooted.

R. Gaud Jt Son having a largo stock of the above, arc In a position

to off'er thorn at remarkably low prices. Special quotatlona on
application.

The Nurseries, Salvingtoi r Worthing, Sussex,

Clioice Seeds.

BACKHOUSE'S WINTER WHITE PROTECTING
BROCCOLI.—Highly recommended for its oarliness. hardiness,

whiteness, size, and delicate flavour. 2s. per packet.

MATTHIOLA BICORNIS.—A dcliciously sweet Night-scented Stock.

New hardy Annual. 1.-^. per packet.
, -.r. • o. i nMALCOLMIA INCRASSATA.-A nowspecles Of Vh-gm Stock, with

larger flowers and more vigorous habit, and lasting longer m
bloom. Is. Gd. per packet. ^ ^ ^^

VERONICA GLAUCA.—A hardy Annual, producing tufts of the

most lively blue flowers. Od. per packet.

INVINCIBLE SCARLET SWEET PEA.—Gd. and U. per packet.

Price per oz. or lb. to the Trade on applicatloo.

FRENCH KIDNEY POTATO.—Tho eai-llest and mostprohflc Ash-

leaf Potato we have
Jas. B.ici

Quality excellent. 2s. Gd. per peck.

, York Nurseries,

To the Seed Trade.

JOHN MALDEN hereby intimates that he has from
40 to 50 Tons of his faj--famed YELLOW GLOBE MANGEL

WURZEL SEED to ofl"er. All Net crop 1865. First-class quahty,

and the stock undeniable ; being the same that he has supplied his

customers with for the past 20 years. He has also fiom 10 to 12

Tons of FISHER HOBBS' STOCK to dispose of. This also Is good

quality and his own growing. Buyers in quantities, say from 2 to

6 tons, liberally treated with. For sample and price apply to

JouN MAi-nEN, Agricultural Seedsman, Biggleswade, Beds.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen about to be engaged
In Planting.

DICKSONS AND CO., NuRSEitY>rEN, Seedsmen, and
Florists, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh, have this

and very healthy stock of Seedling and Transplanted LARCH (native

and Tyrolese), True Native Highland SCOTCH FIR, Spruce, Oak,

Piano or Sycamore, Spanish Chestnut, Aider, Ash, Elm, Thorn
Quick, Beech, Evergreen Privet. Poplar, Willow, ko., as well as all

oiher kinds of Forest and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs. Fruit

Trees, Roses, Greenhouse and Stove Plants, Herbaceooa and Alpine

Plants, Ferns, 4c.
Their Foreht Trees, which are grovm

season finely ripened, and can
"

ot tho kingdom.
Samples and prices v

• Me , Worcester.

bestROSES.—12 of the
Standard Perpetual

Rosea for 18s. ; 60 for G3s. ; 100 for £o.

12 ditto Dwarf do. do. for 12s.

fiO for 428. ; 100 for 76s.

12 ditto. New Sorts of 1865, for 24s.

Descriptive last on application.

EVERGREENS
mental Planting

handsome, well crown, ana it

planted within the last two years.

and quantities, see Conifer List.

Orna-

Grass Land.
SOMBRERO ISLAND PHOSPHATIC GUANO applied

at this season of the year has been found more beneficial for

Gra!5s than anv other Manure. For particulars apply to W. Pkrfobd,
148, Fenchurcli Street, London. Sole Agent for the Sombrero Island.

Established 1812.PROCTOR and RYLAND'S
PREPARED BONE MANURES

for

TURNIPS, GRASS. WHEAT, BARLEY, OATS. POTATOS. &c.

;

BONE SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME
are the best prepared and cheapest Manures offered to tho Public.

Offices—Com Exchange Buildinj^s, Carr's Lane, Birmingham.
Works—Birmingham, Warwick, Bristol, atid Chester.

LA WES' MANURES.
The Manures manufectured by J. B. Lawes fbr the presont

season of ISOO are now ready for dcliveiy at his Factories, at the
following prices, per ton :—
LAWES' PATI^T TURNIP MANURE, and BONE £ s. d.

Abies alba, fi to 7 foot

„ Douglasil, 3 to 4 feet

„ invorta. li to 2 feet

., orlentalls, 1} to 2 feet

Arbor-vltte, American, to 7 foot

„ Siberian, 4 to 6 feet

Cedar, Red, 6 to fl feet

Cryptomeria vlridia, 4 to 6 feet

Cupreasus LawKonlona, 3 to 4 feet

fragrans, 3 feet

I

Juniperua thurifera, 3 to 4 feet

Laurel, Colchic, 6 to 6 feet

,, Portugal, Pyramids, 3 foot

Plnns Ceim)ra, 3 to 4 feet
'

,, excelsa, 6 feet

I

Taxodium sempervirens, 7 to 8 fl.

Thuja Lobbii, 3 to 4 feet

„ aurea, li foot

„ compacta, IJ to 2 Icet

Thuiopsis borealis, 3 feet

Iriah'Vew, V to's feet"

*"""
[
Welfingtonia gigantea, 2 feet

At42«. per dozen :-

Donglaaii, 4 to 5 feet

„ iiisigms, 3 to '4

Thuja Lobbii, 4 to 5 feet

„ compacta, 2 to 2i feet

„ auiea, 2 feet

Cedar, Red, 6 to 8 feet Thuiopsis borealis, 4 feet
Wellingtorna gigantea, 2! feot"

, Irish, 6 to 5i feet

LARGE ORAN
PLANTS, and >

all planted out. in go.M

ill be sent free

i;i:i:s SPECIMEN STOVE
iiig of 37 very fine Trees,

with safety. The
them. To be Sold by

10 ft. high by 6 ft.;
property of
priv.itetrcaty,inOrie I ,, . „ .

4, 8 ft. by 6 ft.: 5, 6ft. by -1 ft. 6 oq ctoan 4i ft. stems, with good heads ;

1 variegated do.. 3 ft. stem, nno ; 1 Taugierine, 5 ft. by 3ft. ; 1 Myrtle-

leaved. 4 ft. by4 ft. ; 14 othei-s, various sizes, with 2 Lemons, 1 Shaddock,
and 1 Citron.
The sruVE PLANTS consist of Allamandas, Stephanotis, Ixoras,

1:mi>.|. !;
I I..: 'I iM'ij'H, riissifloras, Cleroclendron, Mandevilla,

All" III' ill i'lui.:' 11 1>, Marantaa, and other miscellaneous
],i I

. I I
r I ', with in I'erna and 00 Orchids, aafollows, viz.

:

;:.sr,i,, , 1 I
. i '

iiiMlauiiis.mpotsandbaBkets.offlortB; SCattleya
:m.^ . i.iIm ,,, ;uLil skmiicrl; Pbaius, 7 Zygopetalon Mackayi,
2 L;i'hiisuporhions, 1 Gongoramaculata, 2 Lycaste Skinneri, 1 Neottia,

3 Aerides, 1 Vanda Teres, 2 Oncidlums, 2 Peristeria alata, 1 Renan-
thera ?occined. Price for tho lot, which can be seen within 2 miles of the
Ipswich Station, £00, or further paiticulars obtained on application to

JjULU GiLBsar, Florist, &c., St. Margaiet's, Ipswloh.

_ „^ iCuightii, 6 to 7 feet

„ Lawsoniana, 4 to 4i ft.

Juniperus thurifera, 4 to 5 feet Laurels, Colchic, G to 7 feet

Pinus Cembra, 4 to 5 feet

At COS. per dozen

Aral

3 G feet
tali?. 2j to 3 feet
iiidalis3to4feet

3 feet

Juniperus thurifera, 5 to C feat

Pinus excelsa, to 8 feet

„ Lambertiana, 6 to C feet

„ Cembra, 5 to feet

Thuja japonica, 2i to 3 feet

„ aurea, 2i feet

Cedrus Dcorlara f. feet" Wellingtonia gigantea, 3 feot

Knlghtii, 7 to 8 feet Vow, Irish, 6 feet

,, Lawsoniana, 5 feet I

At 84s. per dozen :

Abies Douglasli, 7 to 8 feet I Abies o
inverta, 3 to 4 feet Cedrus i^wu^ua, . ^k, ^ ..-^w

„ Menziesii, 6 to 8 feet 1
Juniperus thuriferii, 6 to 7 feet

Each :—

3 4 feet

Abies Douglasli, g to 10 ft., 12s.(kt.

„ Inverta, 4 to 5 feet, 10s. Gd.

„ „ 6 feet, 21s.

Araucaria imbricat-a, 3 to 4 feet,

Cedrus Deodara, 8 to 10 ft., lOs.Od.

American Arbor-v

Picea nobilis, 2 to 2} foet, 10s. Gd.

to 21s.

Piceanobili3,2ito6ft.,21s. to 63s.

„ Nordmanniana, 2i to 4 feet,

IGS. Gtl. to 42.S-.

,, „ 4 to feet, 42^. to 84s.

„ Pin8apo,3to6ft.,10«.6d.to42s,

„ Iiambertiana, 6 to 8 feet,

4 to 5 feet, at 76«.

BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES
LAWES" WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
MANURES 800

CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE. . ..13
These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through the

appointed .(Vgents in all parts of tho United Kingdom, at prices

varying according to c"""
" "

"eruvian C

[vte ofAm
and other Cakes at market prices.

Address, Juum Bennet Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge,

E.G. ; and 22, Eden Quay, Dublin.

THE PATENT NITRO- PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY, Limiteo, Manufacturers ot

ODAMS'S PATENT BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME and DISSOLVED

BONES. , , „--- — . — - — — Western
; (Jueen Street. Exeter. Irish branch : 40, West-

moreland Street, Dublin.
Directors.^

Chairman—Jonv Claydew, Littlebury, Essex
Deputy-Chainnan—John Collins, Ai-gyle Hou^e, HoUoway.

Edward Bell, 48, Marine Parade, Brighton.
Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot. Herts.
Thomas Knight, Edmonton, Middlesex.
Robert Leeds, West Lexhani, Norfolk.
George Savile, Ingthorpe, near Stamford
Samuel Jonas, Chrishall Grange, Essex.
Charles Dorman, 23, Essex Street, Strand.
Thomas Webb. Hildersham. Cambridgeshire.
Jonas Webb, Melton Ross, LiDColnshlre.

Matuuiing Director—J a
le "

_ifL

Auditor—J. Carter Jonaa. Cambridge.
Secretary—C. T. Macadam.

This Company was originally formed by, and is under the Direction

of AcricultmistB, circumstances that havejustly earned for it another
Title viz. --"T^E TENANT FARMERS' MANURE COMPANY."

Its Members are Cultivators of upwards of 60,0it0 Acres of Laud,

which has been for years under monagomeut with Manures of their

own Manxifiicture. The Consumer, therefore, has the beat Guarantee

for the genuineness and efficacy of the Manures manufactured by
this Company.
A Prospectus will bo forwarded on application to the Secretary, *

f be had of the local Agents. , Secretai?.
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T IE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(ESIABLISIIEDISIO),

Have now ready for delivery in dry Qqo coQditlOD,
CORN MANURE, for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing P;isture Lauds
StlPERPnOSPHATES ot LIME
PREPARED GDANO

ELandPOTATi
1 PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of ^UD \

Dock Warehouse
MLT He
Offlc B llf Fench irch Street E.G.

pOCOA-NUT RErObE
V-y delivered with n 2§ miles
of Charing Cross, at s per bat,

For partieulars, and how to
I long Advertisement n

BRUSHES and

TNTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIO^X and BOTANICAL CONGRESS Those who ara prep n
Plants for the above Exhibition should feed them hbeialU v
.STANDEN-S GARDENER'S and AMATEUR'S FRIEND S 1 U
the leading Nurserymen and Seedsmen.

APPLEBY'S GENUINE TOBACCO PAPER m 4 lb
-ii. packets.—Testimonials too immerous for insertion Price on
application to
Hekrt ArPLEnr. Forcm.in to Messi-s. Ivert & 5o\, Dork ng '^ur ey

ROLL TOi; \(

10130,500 iri"!t I

,

—The cheapest and 1 at
3 and destroying the Fly equal
; over 10 lb.. Is. Id
laro. Fleet Street, E

/':'ENUINE EXTi
VJJ^ in 2and4-Ib, packir
l3. per lb. Price t( i

pHEAP PAVINa TILES.— A Manuf:ictuiin- Firm
KJ have a considerable stock of PLAIN and ENCAUSTIC TILES,
more or loss damaged in the process of manufacturing, that tlioy
womd be willing to dispose of -'--"--'--'--- "' ""
description of paving materiali

• ' ' of Cottages I

POW n ill

Manufactuiedby
Catal gues on apf 1 c

T ) "U k Norwich

rpOBACCO TISSUE for
-L GREENHOUSES.— An entirely :

FUMIGATING— J _3w article manufacturod
under Lettei-s Patent, from Tobacco rolled into sheets, which allows

slowly without the assistance of blowing, and

I 3s. C(7. per lb., by

A ^^^^^ \^]r.

Plagues of the Garden.
.R AMI Safe Remedv.—By using the

se Pests of the Gai-den, together
us, Slugs, Earwigs, &c,, are immediately
t, but strengthens the Trees or Plants.
Ic, August 19, 1805 ; and " Gardeners'

nd others, L 1«. bottles, and 2s. 6(i. a gallo

against Insects and Mildew,
Growing Plants, or as Winter

of foliage.

1 to 2 oz. to the gallon of water
"

" recommended for growmg

Sold Retail by Nmserymen
md Seedsmen, in boxes, Is
is., and lOs. t5d. each.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

(Lis

(^LIFF'S ANTISEPTIC FLUID.V -.r
Manufactured by F. C. Calvert & Co., Manchester.

A^^iXH^* -® .-^hoop Dip, a certain cure for Scab, and a powerJul

^frJil t^
m case of Infectious Diseases. For further particularsapply to RoBT. CoLEMAs & Sow. 160. Leadenhall Street; E.G.

nATTLE PL AGUE.- The Cattle Plague
APTn 1"'^"'^^"^^?''^ ^a^'°g specially recommended CARBOLIC
potnli,.^ o^l ff"*^^'^*^'^^^'^^'^

Preventive for this class of disease.

wStMsAcidb/'"'
*'^ liereby informed that they may be supplied

F. C. Calvert & Co.. ;-. Bond Street, Manchester.

^C1ST£/^^ "HAY, SON, AND HEWITT'S
^.^==?^fit?^<> f-^ UNIVERSAL CHEMICAL EXTRACT,

for bad cases in Drawing Lambs, and to stop
Heaving and Straining. Mr. Woods, in his
Lecture on " Breedinfi and Management of
Sheep, says

:— " My shepherd declares it to
I

be worth a guinea a bottle." Price 2s 6d
and 7a. per bottle.
Also, the original GASEOUS FLUID, for

Debility and Exhaustion in Ewes after Lamb-
ing, for Dian-hosa in Calves and Lambs, and
for Colic and Gripes in Horses and Cattle In
feverish cases, and for cleansing in Ewes and
Cows, a dose of the "Red Drench" should be

Mr. Bowick, Author of the Prize Essay on the " Rearinc of Calves "
says :_"J have reared 26 calves^^this year, and by thf Se of theGaseous Fluid I have not lost
Price Is. 9d. per bottle ; or one dozen in a vronden box
Full Directions for use given with each article. Prepared bv th.
„ J c.^.^^nf^tCra n.v Cn., I. XI n^ T-M . ^.^ '.

Baker Street, London,
, 22, Dorset Street,

original and only proprietors—Da v, Son & He
Baker Street, London, W.

^P^\ ARCHER'S "FEIGI D0"M0." - Patronis^JLJ. byh r Majesty the Oueen the Duke of Northumberland forSyor H use h s Grace the Duke ot Devonshire for Chiswlck Gardebs,

^"J
r f « Hort cultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxtou

•0*^ tl n 1 ZoolOBTieal Society, &c.
PP. r WINDS and MORNING FROSTS

Wool ^ ?u ® P^ patent prepared Hair andyoo' of Heat and Cold, keeping, wherever
^^ ^

" •^"''' Tf
- adapted for all horticultural
^nits and F"
attacks of ii_

any required lengths. ' '

. . Is. Qd per yard r

a nt, fr sta To be had
T vo yards wide
Four yards wide

iiproved make, 2 yards wide
',

'.An improved make, 3 yards wide .. „. ^^. j-.^.^..
Also "Fi-igiDomo" Netting, 2 yards wide, Is. 6d, per yard 'nin

^JS^i^^T
'^^"^"'^ Archer, Whole and Sole Manufactm-er, 7, GreatTnmty Lano, Cannon Street, City, and of all Nurserymen fia Seeds-men throughout the kingdom.

.^«t.us

" It is much cheaper than Mats as a covering."

T^^ AKTH CLOSETS-(MOULE'S PATENT).
-LJ No Unwholesome Cesspools.

The Best Night Commodes.
May be applied to any Closet.
By its use a valuable Manure is saved.

E& Co., 211, Bedford Street, Strand, W,C., where full infomia-

Bv Royal Letters Patent

Ho t c ture he d
ten nt post free of

SI I LP HURLLL f n 4s
CVriLE nUTLLF m 4 llrfeh Nl N UStEN om

1 00 FIELD C VrES from

m Des gn nd Est mites f e

C ttau & Co
^o WnseyS eet

(o po te the Pantheon)
O fo d St eet L ndon W

Adopted largely by Her Majesty s Government

N b P VTEN

I

R

MUSGRAVfe'S PATENT HARNESS BRACKEIS IRON
PIGGERIES, and DOG KENNELS.
MUSURAVE'S PATENT SLOW-COMBUSTION STOVE

Employed bv tlio Ecclesiastica! Commissioners.
The PATENT IRON COW STALLS and AIR INLETS are

perfect in tboir arrangements far Feeding and Ventilation , e^ory
part being ol iron they are indestructible inexpensive, very compact,
cleanly and healthful foi the animal 'Should distemper occur, if the

k be pamted and the wills washed with lime, they can neither
contagion Ihis system in fact is foond to
I ^ *1\STTIIL SlRtADOFEPinEMIO.
t Ti mU be sent freeon appli-

Ti >n Works. Belfast. _
^ I R CISTE'RNS.

I I t or corrode, and

harbour
be the only true Safeoua
Priced Engravings of al

cation to M "

be ni, packed n ro Is and not 1 b e to damage

r 1 f t e t n ber u j requ ed

tot

D n p W nd f r Damp F c

L n ug Iron H
On Pon y pe *^qn e Foot
S PATE"" "" "

, &c., and
FELT, for covering Steam Boilera, Pipes, &c.

CROrC V A D CO S PATENT FELIED SHE VTHING
CO e n^, hi Bot on: "

DRY HAIR FELl, ___ „
preventing the Radiation ot Heat, and saving 25 per cent, ot' Fuel.
Samples, testimonials, and full instructions on application to

CaOGooK & Co.. 2, Dowgato Hill, London ; and at 2, Goree Piazzas,
Liverpool ; and 59, George Square, Glasgow.

L Fl«che, Crevecfflurs, &c.

—

iiid Grains for Chickens, Laying
POULTRY : Houdan, L
i- Appropriately mixed gro

* v,.j^...^. .u.w luo. i also ail other Poultry Appliances.
POULTRY BREEDING in a COMMERCIAL POINT

VIEW, 2s. 6d, Price Lists of
M r. Geyelis, Belgrave House, Argylo Square, London, W.C.

r Street, London, W.
- ' V i.-'!i and Gardeners.

- "' "'I't'i'lv ut the Barboume
I- SOLD by PRIVATE
'I excellent House, Hoi'ti-

i 1

1
-' ''' I it Land of high quality,

i ii^ .,U-.L ,o t..vL^i.,iivi3 and well assorted, and

) Mrs. Geddes. at the Nurseries.

^alt& 6|) ^uctiom

M^

IMPROVm
HtJEDLPs I

PATENT ST I

GALVAMsfD If
GAL\ iMsfU SHIM, H \11 K BARROWSLAWM MOWLRS t vril].N KlILLERS
ASPHALTF RUUJING FtLl Id per square foot.

MoTLET J. bnets heH J MoRTOV 4 Co.
Illustrated Catalogues and Estlmites free on application.

____^ 13, Great (reolge >5tlLet, Leeds

Imported OrcMds from Mexico and New Grenada.
]\/fH. J. C. .STJiVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
-^'-L his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C. onTHURSDAY, March 15, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, 12 Cases

Oil Faint no longer Necessary.

SMITffS PATENT BLACK VARNISH
i, or Stone This Varnish i^ i

all out-door work, and is ftil[\
'""' " oi^dinary laboi

grounds at WmdsorCastl'erK'' ^
""

flattering

TTILL
-L-L for preserving Iron Work, Wood,

Conifer Seeds.
IVTR. J. C. STEVENS wiU SELL BY AUCTION, at
J-fX his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on
FRIDAY, March 16,at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, sever.al hundred
pounds of CKDRUS DEODARA SEED, arrived per mail steamer.
Also a consignment of Seeds jast arrived from Calilornia, coiuprisiug
many choico varieties, and some new to this country.

On view the Morning of Sale, and CUalogucs had.

Sale of very iaudBOme English-grown Camellias, Use.

MESSRS. I'KOTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL by
ADCriON, tt s ind3n, Graceehuroh Street, City, E.G., on

\VP'DM-^1)\^ M 'III at 1 o'clock precisely, about 300 Choico
Dill I M . ^^ \s md AZALEA INDICA from 1 to 6 feet.
In. lilt

1 111 bloom buds; a superb assortment of
' Hid DWAEE ROSES : selected FRUIT

\NTb, flne:bulte "
-----

of ZiLIDM LANCI-I Rl I
-

FOLIUM . 1 ,,ort.s, oL VD10LU.S,'&C.
the Moiiiing of Sale Catalogues may be had

Rooms as above, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone.
the

M^

excellent substitute foi oil pamt l
two thirds cheapei. It may be apphe'd''byl
requiresnomismgor thinnijig, and is used cold.

" " " Gardens, and at the f of many
testimonials have been
application

_

i^ront Major Rt. Bell, Sandhoe, Northumberland.
„ V ''^'^e """ch pleasure in saying I have known your Black Varnish
to be used for some time by f-'— --- -" - » • >
highly of it, which has induced „„ v« -^u -u
you. That I have used looks remarkably well,

n.r?P'1.^°: '^^^^ ^^ about 30 gallons each, at Is. ed. per gallon, at the
r Is. 8d. por gallon paid to any Station in the kincdom.
'

°- H^Brierly Hill Iron Works, near Dudley, ani^"
" "

"

1 bo obtained.

Hampstead Road.
T r SALi. OF Nursery Stock,

II Mil i:roE and MOItKIS have received
the Executors of the late Mr. James

! LL bv AUCTION, without reserve, on the
I

I
V , Hanipstead Road, opposite the Chalk

I iL tliL Noith London Railway, on MONDAV,
I I I

I
lowing day, at 11 o'clock each day, the whole cf the

I
-si RY STOCK, including Thousands of fine Bushy
1 to 4 feet , ^Vibor-vita?, 1 to 8 feet ; Green Hollies,

I
I \, PhiUyreas, Bays, Borberis, Yews, Araucaria

iiiiliiiLLtT Woyin aith Fine, Laurels, :i-
i

'I'v ..i .^t i Mi.g Irish Ivies
in pots; largo Lilacs, Ribes, Spirre;i, u.i '

i n'l ii I'lmis Shrubs,
Chestnuts, Planes, Thorns, Laburliui,.

,
i., , i,, Sycamore,

Weeping Willows, Ash, fine StamLui ,
i

, .,
, Knaes, Dwarf-

trained and Standard Frmt Trees, &c , ...ih i ii. (( .i jmrtion of the
Gieenhou8e Plants, consisting of Double C;iiiiolliiis, Azalea indica, &c.
May be viewed one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be

obtained, Od. each, returnable to purchasers, on the Premises j at the

N,B, The valuable Lease, 46 years unexpired upon about 3 Acres
'Land. Also the choico Greenhouse Plants, extensive erections of

Greenhouses, Sheds, and other Buildings ; ranges of Pits, and
eflfects, will be offered about the middle ofApril next.
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GEEEN'S PATENT SILENS MESSOE,
OR

NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and COLLECTING MACHINES.
FITTED WITH PATENT SELF-SHARPENIXG CYLINDER CUTTERS.

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT,
SOLE MANUFACTURER

TO HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY
THE QUEEN.

ADJUSTINa JOINT
RAISING OR £CPRES5INC

HANDLE

npetiti.

dry.

ind in proof of their

its opiDing, and at

The ahove MACHINES have proved to be the best, and have can-ied off every Pi-ize th.it has been given in all case
superiority above 30,000 have been sold since the year 1856.

Thpy arc the only MACHINES that have been in constant use at the Royal Horticultural Society's Garden, South Kensington,
most of the principal places in the United Kingdom, where they have given entire satisfaction.

They are the most effective MACHINES for Mowing and Delivering the Grass, whether wet (

They do not require two-thirds thi labour to work them of any other Lawn Mowers extant.

They are the only MACHINES that are fitted up with the Patent Self-sharpening Cylinder Cutters. When the Cutters become blunt by running one way
round, they can he reversed again and again, thereby saving the espenKe of regrinding.

To Cut 10 inches £3 10 Suitable for a lady.

4 10 „ „
"

.5 10 Suitable for One Person.

6 10

PRICES OF HAND MACHINES.

;
To Cut 18 inches £7 10 Suitable for One Person.

8 Suitable for Two Persons.

8 10 „ „
9 „ „

T. Green S; Son beg to call special attention to their Horse, Pony, ami Donkey Machines, which have undergone very considerable Improremenis for the jiresent i

PRICES of HORSE, PONY, and DONIUIY MACHINES, including Patent Self-delivery Box j Cross Stay complete ; suitable for attaching to

ordiuai-y Chain Traces or Gig Harness.

To Cut 26 inches

„ 28 „ ..

.. 30 „ ..

. . £13 \

. . 15 ! leather Boots for Donkey, 18«.

.. 17 o)

To Cut 30 inches

24 1
-^™""^'' ^""'^ /"'' P""!/' 22s.

• ^' " "
} Leather Boots for Worse, 26s,

, 30 oi

The 26 and 28 inches can easily be worked by a Donkey, or by Two Men, on an even Lawn, the 30 and 36 inches by a Pony, and 42 and 48 inches by a Carriage Horse
;

and, as the Machines make no noise in working, the most spirited animal can bo employed without fear of its running away, or in any way damaging the Machine.

The above MACHINES are made from the best materials, and of superior workmanship ; are delivered Carnage Free to all the principal Riiilw.ay Stations and Shipping Porta

in England.

Every Machine is warranted to give entire satisfaction, and if not approved of, can be returned tmeonditionally.

Having above 3000 Machines in stock at our Leeds, London, and Dublin Establishments, we are in a position to execute orders on the day they are received.

Illustrated Price Lists and Sheet of Prize Medals awarded to GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS, /iw on application.

T. G. AND SON having taken very extensive Premises in London, they are in a position to do all kinds of Repair's there, as well as at their Leeds and Dublin Establishments.

THOMAS GREEN and SON, SMITHFIELD IRON WORKS, LEEDS
54 and 55, BLACKFRIAKS ROAD, LONDON, S. ; and 19, EDEN QUAY, DUBLIN.

Printid ,? w,? D
>^m\i be iiddroascd to " The Editor ," Advertisements aad Rusincs, Letters to • Tne PuWishcr." at the office, 41. Wcllinston street. Covent Garden, London. W.C. ,,^,. , . _., , , „„ _

Printed; »rtVe^yni.tr''"V"',"J.' "'.'i ^f' Woburn Phice, in the Parish of St. Pancras. in the Co. of Middlesex, and FamiRicn Mollstt Ev»»s, Sf No. 11. BouTerie Street, m.thc Precinct ofWhltefriars. City of Lon.k
rrinwrs. at tneir oaice, Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefrlara, City of London, and PuWUbed by tUcm at the Office No «, Wellington Street. Parish of St. Paul's, Ooyent Garden, in the said Co.-Sire«D»Y, Mai-cb 10, 1866.

^i
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A Newspaper of Rural Economy and General News*

SATURDAY, MARCH 17.
/Price Fivepence.
(Stamped Edition, t

Adiantum Farleyense 244 b

Amherstia nobilis '242 b

INDEX.
Hop growing

Friend Society,

Blandfordias 'Hi

Farnitrs' Club, London '253 b

FHrming.Munx 255 a

Oardeiierd, social poHit

Garden pinna, pioturesi

Judl^es' pow

Law relating to treea, Ac'.

London Farmers' Club
Orchidaceous exaggerationi..

Sehott.late Dr.
Sheep breeding .

i, special spring .

SniithHeld Olub .

' Ferso'is uishing to f^cnd the Gardeners* Chronicle
by Post s/iould order the Stamprd Edition.

ROYAL n O R T I C U L TV H A L SOCIETY,
SOUTH KKNSINOTON.

A MEETING of the FRUiT :uni FLuKAL COMMITTEES will
be held on TUESDAY NEXT, Mfiich liO. at 11 o'clock.

R OYAL HOKTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
Mr. William Paul's EXHIBITION of SPRING FLOWERS

It bo held at South KenaiDgton, from MARCH 21 to APRIL 3.

dmission : Tuesdays and Saturdays (Band at 3), 2*. &(. ; Mondays,

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S OAKJJENS,
Regent's Park.—EXHIBITIONS of PLANTS, FLOWERS,

and FRDIT, WEDNESDAYS. May a June 0, and July 4.

Tickets 4s. each, to be obtained at tbe Gardens only by Vouchers
from Fellowaof the Society. JOHN WATiSRER'S AMERICAN
PLANTS will be Exhibited in June.

The NE.KT EXHIBITION of SPRING FLOWER.S, Anril 7.

JNTEKNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION
and BOTANICAL CONGRESS.

Under the Patronaee of Her Majesty The Queen, and of their Roval
Hlehnesaes the Prince of Walks and the Ddie of Cambbidoe.'

The EXHIBITION and CONGRESS will OPEN on MAY 22, and

^cretary. at the Oiflces, 1. William Street, Lowndes Square, London.

C^
ferred from their Nu

i charge. Admissloa t

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.AMES CARTER and CO.,
Seed Farmers, Merchants, and Ncrserymev,

237 and 238. High Holbom, London, W.C

H AND F. S H A
RD Growers and Mebchanth. WlsbecTi.

SPECIAL PRICED LIST of NEW SEEDS on appllcati

P E,

Genuine Garden Seeds.

WM. CTJTBUSH AND SON'S DESCRIPTIVE
PRICED CATALOG0E of SEEDS, which contains every-

thing New and Old worth growing, can be had post tree on application.
Ilighgate, London, N.

PETER S. ROBERTSON and CO.'S CATALOGUE
of FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS post

free on application.
Tnnity Nursery, and 33, St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh.

PTTTEK Sl^TtOBEETSCTN and " CO.^ TPRICED
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of GENUINE GARDEN and

FLOWER SEEDS, and NOVELTIES for 1800, post free onappllcation.
Trinity Nursery, and 33, St. Andrew Sqimre, Edinburgh.

HOOPER AND CO., Seed and Plant Merchants,
Covent Garden Market, London. W.C.

SPRING CATALOGUE (New Illustrated Edition), Just published,
forwarded for six stimps. or gratis to all customers.

SGLENDINNING and SONS' PRICED LIST of
• KITCHEN G-ARDEN, AGRICULTURAL, and FLOWER

SEEDS, is now published, and may be had free on application.
Chiswick Nmsery, London, W.

/^E N Ura E
""

application.

NEW GARDEN SEEDS.
— PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE post free upon

Seed Merchants, &c., 102, Eaatgate St., Cheater,

w Garden Seeds, Carriage free.
M. PAUL'S SELECT LIST coiitains many articles
worthT the attention of Exhibitors and others who wish
RsiT.nT.Ai^Q vi.'.ni.'.TA HI.E8 and FLOWERS^" '*">*- »-.-.="

Waltham Cross, N
have FIRST-CLASS VEGETABLES and FLOWERSIq their

T
Genuine Garden and Farm Seeds to be had atHOMAS KENNEDY and CO.'S

Nursery and Seed Establishment, DurafVies, N. B.

And delivered free of carriage as formerly.
PRICED CATALOGUES furnished on application.

CAMBRIAN COLLECTIONS of GARDEN SEEDS
for lOit. Gd., 21a., 31s. 6d., and 4'J«., sufficient for One Year's

Supply for Laige and Small Gardens. Basket included.
CATALOGUES of SEEDS and NURSERY STOCK onappllcation.

AMBROISE VERSCHAFFELT, Nurseryman, Ghent,
Belgium, begs to announce that his NEW CATALOGUE,

No. 78, has junt appeared, and can be had at his Agents, Messrs. H.
SiLiifcRRAD_& Son, 6. Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London, E.G.

NEW and CHOICE SEEUS.—Bull's Verbena, BuU'a
Tropieolum, Cyclamen persicum grandiflorum. Giant 10-week

Stock, Perfection Aater, Lilium auratum, Intermediate .Stocli, James'
Frlie Calceolaria, Barr'u Select Strain of Primula, each 2$. 6d. p. pkt.

BA.KII ft SvQDzv, 12, King Strest, Corent Oardeo, W.C.

.

New Rosea for 1866.
Not to be Undersold by ant REsptcrAiu.E Hodse in the Trade.

WM. .WOOD AND SON have all the NEW ROSES to
offer, at the lowest advertised prices. Address

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfleld, near Uckfleld, Sussex.

New Roses of 1866.
Revised Descriptive List Now Ready.

PAUL AND SON, Old Cheshunt Nurseries, N., have
Now Ready fine Plants of all the Varieties in their Liat. The

Trade and Amateurs should consult this.

ROSES in POTS, now ready for planting out,
obtained in any quantity ot" ' ' '•

1^ Berkhanipstead.

be

VERBENAS, FUCHSIAS, PETUNIAS, ROSES, &f..
New and Old, of only those that are worth growing. Nice Plants
e.-idy to send out. DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES free.

. KmcnT, Floral Nui-sery, Hailsham, near Hurst Green, Sussex.

Early Spring Howers.
WEBB'S GIANT POLYANTHUS and GIANT

COWSLIPS, and other varieties, largest stock in England.
List and prices on apnlicatlon to Mr. Werh, Calcot Gardens, Reading.

TRANSPLANTED RHODODENDRONS.—4-year-oId
Ilvbrids saved from the choicest Crimson, White, and Claret-

coloured sorts, 12s. fid. per 100, or 1000 for £5.
Richard Smith, Nurseryman, Worcester.

C;;^LADIOLI.—Splendid sorts for Exhibition, or 5ro\ving
T in Masses, &c., 2s. 6rf., Ss. Gd., is. 6d,. 6a. 6d., 7s. 6d., 9s., 12s.,

Us., to 30*. per dozen; lOs. Orf., 15a., 20s., 30*., to 200s. ver 100.

BAHit & KuQDEH, 12, Kintf Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

GLADIOLUS, the finest cultivated,
new and older varieties,

CATALOGUES, CULTURAL and DESCRIPTIVE, sent free.

Stephen Brown, Sudbury, Suffolk.

from 10s. 6d. to QSs.

All orders amounting to 2l9. and upwards carriage paid.
' Butler A McCcLLocH. Covent Garden Market. W.C.

REBECCA, the finest BEDDING GERANIUM ever
raised. Plants ready in May, price Ss. each.

See Wm. Paul's SPRING CATALOGUE.
Pall's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

German Flower Seeds, Fresh Imported^
SUTTON AND SONS have imported a superior assort-

ment of NEW GERMAN FLOWER HEED.S. a PRICED LIST
of whicb may be had post free,—ReaduiK-

100,000 CamelliasT""
JOSEPH BAUMANN, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,

begs to offer 100 CAMELLl AS'of the best sorts, without flower
buds, good plants, £5 ; 100 CAMELLIAS, stronger plants, £6 to £8.

J'ree to the Custom House, London,

Vines for Planting Out.
JAMES DICKSON and SONS can supply Stout,

pei-fectly ripened CANES of the leading—"-""

VINES.—First-rate Fruiting Canes, sure to bring a
heavy crop, 3s. 6d. each. Good Canes for planting, 28. 6rf. each.

James Crawford, High Beech, Essex.

PINES.—Strong Fruiting, Succession, and Suckers,
of ail the leading kinds, can be had of

B. S. Williams, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries. Holloway, London.

Fruiting Trees In Pots.
)EACHES, NECTARINES, &c., may be had by the

Thousand, at
H. I AXE k Son's Nurseries, Berkhampstead, Herts.

Sample and price.

wANTED to PURCHASE, a dozen good FKUITING
PINE PLANTS.

Mr. Se-iiton, Brewer, Park Street We.st, Luton, Beds.

CASTLE KENNEDY FIG.—Plants of the above may
now be had at 10s. &d. and 21s. each ; the uaual discount to the

Trade, Peter Lawson it Son, Edinburgh and London.

B
Aberdeen Strawberries.

ENJAMIN KEID and CO., NintsERTMEN, Aberde<

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other Prize
Nuts and Filberts. Trees of these splendid Nuts to be had of

Mr. Webb, Calcot Gardena, Reading. Catalogues on application.

s.

Fruit Trees.
GLENDINNING and SONS invito attention to

. their superb stock of healthy well-grown FRUIT TREES.

To the Trade.
PLENWD Transplanted LARCH, 2i to 3 feet,

3 to 4 feet. Price low.
John Cranstow, Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

oNE-YEAR SEEDLING LARCH.— Special quota-
for large quantities will bo given. The stock is superior.
luiN Reid & Co., Nurserymen, Aberdeen, Scotland.

SPECIMEN PLANTS for SALE. — Consisting of
Fine ORANGE TREES, CAMELLIAS. AZALEAS, ERICAS,

and many other Stove and Greenhoiwo Plants.
List, with sizes and prices, on application to Edwin Coolinu, Derby.

P^LANTERS engaged in PLANTING for iramidTati
effect, can be supplied with ihandsonie CEDRUS DEOUARA,

from 8 to 10 and 20 feet high, well rooted, and safe to transplant.
Prices sent on applicition.

W«. Maolb & Sons. The Nurseries, Bristol.

Tree and Shrub Seeds.
CHARL^'OOD AND CUMMINS' LIST of TREE and

SHRUB SEEDS is now ready, and will be forwarded on appli-

cation. 14, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden, London, W.C,

BRITISH MOSSES.—Sets of British Mosses in good
condition, and accuratelv named after Wilson's Bryologia, may

be had at the foUowing rates : 30, 5s. ; 60, 7s. Hd. ; 100, 123. Od.
,
post free.

Address, Mra. Milne, Buckland, Farlngdon, Berks.

QUTTON'S PERMANENT GRASS SEEDS, 26s. to
lO 36^. per acre, nrcording to quantities required, and soils for
which they are intended.

DICKINSON'S ITALIAN RYE-GRASS SEED,
grown by him and sold to Agi'lculturi&ts this season for

present payment at -U^f. per qr., 5 qrs. at 40s.

New P.irk, Lymington, Hants.

N'
ATURALIjRASSKS Hi-ir Nnnips'and Derivations •

Quality, Produce, Kli\ i
>

-mi,,,,. Soil, Use, Peculiarity,
Season, Growth, Increase', In !... ,, I'l-tce, See.

FINEST LAWN MIXTURE.—Composed only of the
best and cleanest Seeds of the most .suitable dwarf Evergreen

NEW FARM SEE DS of best selectedqualitv.
PRICED DESCRIPTIVE LIST post free upon application."

Jamls Dickson & Sons, Seed Merchants, &c., 102, Eastgate Street,

"SAAC MATTHEWS, Milton and Wetlev Moor
- Nurseries, begs to offer to the Trade 20,01)0 RHODODENDRONS,
to 2 feet, bushy. Price on application, delivered at Stoke Station.

A
To tlie Trade.

SPARAGUS ROOTS, strong, 2 yeara old,
at 10s. per 1000. On application to

Mabsb & PtaaiNs, 42, Drapery, Northampton.

G lANT ASPARAGUS.—Extra fine 2-yrs., 2«. perlOU;
extra fine S-years, Ss. per 100.

Price to the Trade on application.
JcHK Craxston, Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

G RAYSON'S GIANT ASPARAGUS.
Fine strong 3-year roots, 30s. per 1000, 3s. Gd. per 100.

Flne strong 2-year roots, 21s. per 1000, 2s, 6rf. per 100.
Stephek Brown, Nurseryman, Sudbury. Sufiolk.

, Seed Grower, Sudbury, Suffolk.

Scrymger's Brussels Sprouts.
EED of the above excellent variety can be had ti'ue

from the Raiser, in packets at 1k, ; post"free 14 stamps.
Price to the Trade on application.

G. ScRVMOER, Sonning, near Reading.

F
Planting Season.

OR SALE, CAULIFLOWER, CABBAGE, and
LETTUCE PLANTS ; also 1, 2, and .1-year old ASPARAGUS,
on application to
John Coopkb, Gardener and Florist, Fulham Fields, S.W.

HAND R. STIRZAKER have a few Tons of Early
. IMPROVED LEMON and HYATT'S ASHLEAF KIDNEt

POTATO ; also DALMAHOY ROUND, which they offer very cheap.

Paterson's Seedling Potatos.
UTTON AND SONS havinjj been appointed AGENTS
for the above, c^n supply thuni in quantity, at moderate prices.

THE SKERRY BLUE POTATO.—This Potato ia one
of the best and most productive in cnltivatioD, and is very free

from disease- Price per s:ii k -v i -n -n ipiiii-.ition.

Sdttos & Sons, Royal 1;m: i i i it.lishment. Reading.

ROYAL ASH-LEA I I "i \ |.i Ihis is one of the
earliest and the Innst ii I n ;. ..i ;i!l the 'Ash-leaf Kidney

rotates. Price per ton of tlnel y prop.'imd .Seed given on application to
Messrs. Tnos. Rivers & Sun, Nurseries, aawbridgeworth.

DAINTREE'S SEEDLING POTATO is the best
early round white Potato In cultivation, and can be obtained

at a moderate price on apnlication.
Mr. S. A. Daintrke, Fendrayton, St. Ives, Hunts.

piNK-EYED FLUKE POTATOS for SEED.—
-I- Excellent for the table, an abundant cropper on strong soils

and free from disease, at In. per bushel of SO lb. Apply;_^t

,
Wospect Nursery, near Leok, Staffordshire.

<4EED POTATOS.— Myatt's Prolific Kidney, EarlyO Dalmahoy, Webb's Imperial Kidney, Daintiee's Seedling, and
all the best early and late varieties at low prices.

H. & F. Sharpe, Seed Growers and Merchants, Wisbech.

QEED POTATOS.—SKERRY BLUE, is. 6rf. perO bushel; MYATT'S PROLIFIC ASHLEAF, 6s. per bushel
SEEDLING KOCK, 4s. 6d. per bushel. These three kinds are the
most hardy, free from disease, and abundant croppers known.

George D. Hereford.

To the Trade.

SEED POTATOS.—Hyatt's Improved Ashleaf, Royal
Ashleaf, Prince of Wales, Daintree's Seedling.

Prices on application to John Peh&ins, Sen., 52, Market Square
Northampton.

EARLY KIDNEY POTATOS.—Webb's Telegraph,
first early, 20s. per bushel ; Webb's President, second early,

lOs. per bushel ; Webb's Imperial Kidney (best Potato known for all

purposes), 12s. per bushel.
Apply to Mr. Webb, Calcot Gardens, Readmg.

rjiHE KING of POTATOSrone of the finest Potatos iu
-L cultivation, quite distinct, and free fiom disease, price 6s. per
bushel of 66 lb. Also PATERSON'S VICTORIAS, Seed direct

from Mr. Paterson, price 7s. Od. for 6Glb. •

Apply to Mr. Pearce, Measham, Ashby-de-la-Zouch.

SEED POTATOS.—Early Ashleaf or Evesham Leader

;

Myatt's Early Prolific Kidney ; Skerry Blue, hardy, productive,

of good quaUty, and keeps free ftom disease. Prices on application to
Uaynbird, Caldecott, Bawthee, Dowlino. & Co., Limited, Basing-

stoke ; or Seed Market, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

NEW ' S E A
'" K A I L S E E I) for Sale.

Apply to G. Baqlkv, West Drayt-.u, Middlesex^

Turnip, Swede, and Mangel Wurzel Seed.
ALFRED LEGERTON, Seed Merchant,

C>, vUdgate, London, E., will be happy to make special prices
oflthe above to the Trade upon application. Samples and stocks
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Ne^ CataldgueS.
DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LaING besc to intimatB that

their PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of TLORIST
I^SY^^fj^J^^ PLANTS, GARDEN, fLOW'ER,and AGKICUL-TuRAL SEEDS are now ready, and may be bad free on application.

17, South Frederick Street. Edinburgh; and Stanstead Park.
Forest Hill, London, S.E.

r.
^^,?®^®*^* CataiogueVof~Seeds and~Plants.
JOBLRT PAEKEK begs to annouuce that his NEW
t PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOOaES, containing

Select Liets of the best varieties of Vegetable, Agricultural, and
Flower Seeds, New and Rare Plants, &c., are now published, and will
be lorwarded to applicants. All Seeds are warranted to be of the

" t possible quality. Intending purchasers are requested to com-

riEOKGE SMITH'S NEW CATALOGUE, withV * a Splendid Woodcut of NOSEGAY GERANIUM LE
tillAXD, which is the finest of all Geraniums for effect; for descrip-
tion, see CATALOGUE and Advertiseraont in Gardeners^ Chronicle
February 10th. The Catalo^e contains select Lists of the newest
and iiicsl, approved kinds of -Show, French, Fancy, Zonale, and Varie-
gated Geraniums, Fuchsiaa, Verbenas, Petuuias, Dahlias, Chrysan-
themums, Bedding Plants, &c., now ready in exchange for one
postage stamp.

Tollington Nursery, ITorusey Road, London, N.

LA M 6 U"KE"uT," 'C'lTK K,
"'

Seed Mehciiants, Plyiuouth,
ND CO.,

GARDEN DIRECTORY for 18CC,
culars respecting prices and other

lie Uusiness. Will be sent gratis and post

A SlBBON BOIDEK, Six Colcxur*, Posi Free, 2s. 6d. Stamp's.
The sclecHou of the above is unique, equalUng IJedtliifg Plants, at one-thirtieth the cost.

Poynter's 25s. AngUc^n Collections of Garden and Flower Seeds for One Year's Supply

Contains one of the above, and is altogether the best and cheapest ofi'ercd. Carri.ige free.

l^- Useful PRICE LISTS gratia.

ROBERT H. POYNTER, SEED MERCHANT, TAUNTON.

M^ S DESCRIPTIVE LIST of
i lardy Plants, Ornamental Trees and
iie.5e Novelties, Forest Trees, and

I- Godalniing, Surrey,

_ To tlie Trade.
f^UPRESSUS LAWSONIANA SEED (true), of excel-W lent quality, and wan-anted crop of present seaaon Price,
postage paid, 5,t. 2d. per oz. ; 32s. per half lb. ; 60s. per lb. nett. From
imkriNivi. fVnTespondents a remittance must accompany order.

STOCK c

Tuos. CniFFS, Nurseryman, Tunbridgo Wells, Kent.

A/ lOLETS.—Now in Full Bloom and in first-rate

1^, .'^'^'^m.^'"^'i>T^'^''vJai'^"^"^S
out, a large stocli of all sorts of Violet

I lants. The GIANT, bearing a finer liloom and a more beautiful
periume than any of its kind, now in perfection.

Lists of Prices and Sample Bloom of the above new Sort sent c
receijit of stamp for postage.

AN. Violet Grower, Thornton Heath, Surrey, S.

ROSES, NEW ROSE^JIOLLYHOCKS, and GLADIOLI

PAUL & SON,
OLD CHESHUNT NURSERY, CHESHUNT, N.,

Would solicit before final close of Planting Season, orders for the following. Prices, their selection of varieties :

Horticultural Society. Good Border Flower.s, ISs. per doz
Good Exhibition Flowers, 18s. per doz.

older sorta, 6s. to IZs. per doz.

;

r sorte, 188. to 30s.

NEW ROSES of 1860, some thousands of strong plants n

38. 6d. to 58. each ; 426. per doz.

largest usual discount to the Trade.

H'lHE CZAR, a Ne\v Russian VIOLET, raised by
,ir. / ?, GRiniM, Esq., obtained two First-class Certificates In
rsijo lor lis niagnificent flowers and foliage

i and a Special Cortlfloato™t|;8 present jfear.^ Its flowers atl.iln li inch in depth, and con-

I I

""*
'

..,..-. linkable for its extreme luximance,
y."^ '

' iny other Violet 1 eyer met with."—

T^O BE SOLD, for Cash, 2.500 DAHLIAS, best out,"iii

1^7 r5°t.™"iA'.;
"""'"injie the leading kinds of 1864, 2j. U. perdozen,

12s. U. per 100; also 200 Old Stools, in excellent health, 4j. eo. b«dozen, or .ij8. per 100.
CATALOQDE of the above, contalnlns Hollyhocks and EeddilurPlants, on application, containing stamped envelope.

.1. C. Padmas, Boston .Spa, near Tadcaster.

BUTTON'S CHOICE COLLECTIONS
'~-' of FLOWER SEEDS.

SUTTON ATO SONS

forward

Flower Seeds

Free by Post or Rail.

I^ Paul & Sok believe theu' choice of Sorts to include every good variety. Their Lists for the past two year.i
'. proofs of theu- judgment and a guarantee of the care taken by them in a selection so iliffieult.

Their New H.P. ROSE, PRINCESS MARY of CAMBRIDGE, wiU be ready with the others, 7s. 6if. each.

PRICED LISTS of the above, FfiUITS, SEEDS, &c., now ready.

CHESHUNT. -Marcli 17.

GBASS SEEDS,

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,

Trade Mark.

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,

FLOWER SEEDS.

VatahffitfS forwarded post free to any address on application

'V' fl

^J
^!^r<

SPECIAL OFFER BY THE

LONDON SEED COMPANY, LIMITED,
ro

LARGE PURCHASERS OF FARM SEEDS.

The Directors bes to caU particular attention to the following LIST of SEEDS, which can be had at the annexed

prices, delivered Carriage Free, agreeably to the Carriage Arrangements specified in the FARM SEED PRICE
CURRENT, just published.

Th requ rlns, showy kinds f Flower Seeds, and who arc nell ic lua nted wiih the s rts are respecthiUy recoiJSended
! Will supply those we know to be

leave the selection to us, and
really worthy of cultiration.

1. The best 100 sorts (hardy, half-hardy, and tender!
^. ibe nest ."iisrirtc .li.t.. j...^ '

10 e
-. The best 5U sorts
3. The best 36 sorts ditto
4. The best 24 sorts ditto
6. The best 24 sorts (hardy sorts onlyl . o s oPRICED CATALOGUES gratis and post free on application

jj g^i^j^ Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Readini.

ditto
ditto

W,,.
„„ Primula, Calceolaria, &c.

*^<,VfS?^?."P
^''° '^'^^ '•"'= "»^ sendinsr-'out

whi.l, h»®3P °"''°'' ^^"^ PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATAwMph has for many years given groat satisfaction.
vij.i a,

Ihe Oar^leturs' Chronicle of the Cth of Jaiiu.ary in Xoticps toCorrespondents, says :_•• The blooms sent are reinarkablv fln«

S'uVetfrc&S'itSiS
•?'""•' '"'°«'''' ''"" "» »"<'-"/ffi

are those raised by Messrs. Cntbush 4 Son."
'
"

joi. se

Sealed packets 2s. Gd. and o.s. 6d. each.

LONDON PUEPLE-TOP SWEDE TURNIP
PLYMOUTH „ „ ..

SKIRVING'S „ „ ••

WHITE GLOBE, GREEN, and RED ditto .

.

SCOTCH PURPLE and OEEEN-TOP
GREY STONE

iacst herbaceous variety

Per packet 2s. 0</. and
ill. N.

„ . , ooaieu pa
CALCEOLARIA IlL,

extant. Per packet 2s li

CINERARIA, from iiu
3;. Gd. each. Higby

-TTTTT T T A ,A'?B^.'S^^°"''ie Hollyhocks.

itUt to°^ii^?re'SSi°S'£rtSstas'o°f ""'^ ^" ^''^'''^

tio"n'''a°ls''o'Ss''of4l^°™F- -^'^ ^^^^ f" ^^ Cultlva-

30?peS *"" "='"""l™rteties, l,. per doz., or from 208. to

""Toflo8°?!J°4§f.' pir'lSS'""''
""=" "'"^ <"'' " P" '">^'. '>«'

seed
»='"^J°f 'J>J>

fi"=st named valleties. very choice mixedGd. and Ss. per packet.
of 12 separate named varieties, extra fine, 10s.

;

In Collection
varieties, extra, 5a.

a
°'"?°'' varieties, all good show flowers, Ts. M.

LONG RED MANGEL .

.

LONG YELLOW MANGEL
YELLOW GLOBE MANGEL
RED GLOBE MANGEL
FISHER HOBBS'S ORANGE GLOBE
DRUMHEAD CABBAGE
ALTRIMiH.-VJ^ CARROT
WHITE BELGI.VN CARltOt
YELLOW BELGIAN CARROT
LARGE CATTLE P.VItSNIP
ITALIAN RyE-GE.\SS
PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS as-

MIXED GRASSES, for PEMUNENT PASTURE 12s.

WEST of ENGLAND COW CLQfVER
WHITE DUTCH ditto .. ..•

TREFOIL ... ,. .. .-; -..-

Bushel.

£1 14

1 14

1 11

1 11

1 10

1 17

Cwt.
2 U

10

2 14

5

Half Bushel.

£0 17 e

17 6

16

lU

16

19

Half Cn
8

1 S

1 8

.5 10 6

2 1.5

2

2 15

2 .5

10

Qrlarter Cwt.
1.5

17

1.5

1.3

16

1 10

I 2 6

1 10

5s. per bushel,

I 12

17

12

17

13

r 38s. per quarter.

38s. „

90s. „

75s. to 90s. per

70s. to S4s.

35s. to 40i^.

of the Business of one of the bldesi istabllslied Firms in the

, S.lffron Walden, Essex.

This Compaiiy -waS. fbrihed by thei Jut'chas
Kingdom, of more tllan TEigM^ ferffs' s^tfinding.

Copies of the PRIC:e CURRENT v.'Hi. be forwarded postage free fo' anyi'ildlresg, as the Company desire that their

Terms and Mode of Busi ness should be extensively known, and can be obtained from

MR. ALFRED BR EWIN, MANAGER, LONDON' SEED COMPANY,
68, WEL^ECK STREET, CATENDISH SQUAllE, W.
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Extra strong Fruiting Vines. . .

C^
EORGE CLAKKE has a, very large stock of stout,

T closo-jointed, woll-ripened VINES,"which, under good manage-
ment, Jiro siiro to produce a good crop of fruit this season. The
collection oin braces sill the moso approved kinds. Prices, 5s., 7s. 6d.,

and 10a Also, for planting out, healthy clean plants, Ss. m. each,

All from eyes, and well rooted.

Nurseries, Strentliam Place, Brixton Hill, S. ; Leigham Coui't Road",

Stroatham ; and Mottingham. Kept, S.E.

B.
vines.

S. WILLIAMS be»s to announce tliat lie Btill

holds a fine StqeJt, of tfye ^oye. Planting and FiiutlDg

Ovnes of all tlio best kinds, Including the NfiW GRAPE ROYAL
VINEYARD.

Victoria & Paradise Nurseries, Holloway, London.

Fruiting Vines.

EG. HENDERSON and SON offer the above, with
• splendid Canes of well-matured growtli, with prominent

eyes, sure to give a heavy crop of fruit, 10a. Gd. each.

LIST of SORTS sent on application.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

To the Traae.
EXTEA fiiir Dwarf-tvaincd AriilCOTS, PEACHES,

l'f'\R-< I'l.iniS, :ind OHEBKIES.
Eitrafln.'M \sii\i:li li:M;s. CHERRIES. PLUMS, 4c.

GR.\PE VINI I M \i I' 111 iij'sE TREES, Fruiting or other-

JOUM

VIRGO .VND SON ha

V Hereford.

.rplus stock of the
• undermentioned FRUIT, FOREST, and other TREES, <

ofler thera at a very reduced price.

Standard and Dwarf Apple;
Standard and Dwarf Pears

Alder, 2 to 3 feet
Larch Fir, 2 to 3 feet
Spruce Fir, 18 inches, 2 and 3 feet
JJerberis Aquifolii " ' "

Common Laurel, 2 to 3 feet
; feet Privet, 13 inches to 2 foefc

ittity of Trees fit for beltmg.

To the Trade.—Overstock, verv Cheap.
STANDAUJ)-TK.UNED ROYAL GEORGE PEACII,

DWAUF-TRAINKD RuVAL GEORGE and othor suits.

CHERllIES, dwarf trained, in great variety, as May Diiko.
Waterloo, Werder's Early Black. Bigarreau, Adam's Crown, Bella
d'Orleans, Knight's Early Black, &o.
'PLUMS, dwarf trained, in Kteat variety, as Cox's Emperor,. Brj-an-

Ktone, Green Gage, Drap d'Or, St. Martm's, Quetsohe, Angelbie
Burdctte. Orleans. Ac.
CHERRIES, statidrirds, m variety, aa May Duke, Elton, Bowyci'a

Early Heart, Hlack Heart, Belle d'Orleans, Florence, &c.
PEAKS, pyramids on Quince, Louise Bonne, Glou Morceau,

Marechal de la Cour, nergamotte d'Eaperon, and White Doyennt.
MAIDEN PEACHES, N KCTARINES, and APRICOTS :

STANDARD and DWARF ROSES.
RnjuARD Smitu, Niu-seryman, Worcester.

THE L.U)T, a SEEDLING STRAWBERRY, raised
by Mr. UsnEBniLL, who waa the originator of Sir Harry,

Phmts are now ready to be sent out in lots of not less than 20,

All applications must be accompanied by a post-ofBce. order, ou
Birniingbam, postage stamps, or cash, to receive attention.
Prices of The Lady Strawberry Plant : — 100, £5 ; 75, £-1 5s.

;

50, £3 Os. ; 20. £1 10s.

Plants in Potc, not les.s than 10, at 2s. each. Jiackage included.
The above scale of pnces will bo slightly changed in August, ISGfi.

Mr. U^J^,luiIl,[,s "Treatise on the Cultivation of Strawbeiries,"
eitlii.i- ,:i !" .- 'i, Ti. u._ii, or German, may be had through the post,
prici- I- ' '

'

Mill' I r , Sir Harry's Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.

St'l.i i VI, ui , i,i: of FRUIT TREES.—25 per cent,
oil i_ai,iilocu(!3-—Having a large and fine stock of the mider-

mentioued, they are offered at greatly reduced prices, to clear
ground :—Poaches, Nectarines and Apricots (trained and untrained),
Apples, Pears, Plums, and Chen-ies (trained and untrained).

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES on application to
J. Scott, Morriott, Somerset.

P>ICHARD SMITH'S SEED CATALOGUE contains
\j a Calendar of Time for Sowing, particulars of Collections with

Prices, Directions for Cropping well and economically. Soil, Manure,
Depth, Distance, Season, Hardiness, Dmution, Form, Height,
Colour, .Storing, Use, Flavour, and other qualities described. This
List free by post for one stamp. Seeds direct from the gi'owers, the
surest w.iy to success.

RrcuARn Smith, Seed Merchant, Worcsster.

HOOPEE & CO.
BEO TO ANNOUNCE THE DISTRIBUTION FOR THE FIRST TIME OF THEIR

NEW and WONDERFUL PEA,

THE ALEXANDRA.

It is the only true rival to their long-celebrated "lucomparuble" Pea. Is enormous in size, prodigious in
cropping, and unsui-passed in flavour arid sweetness.

Sealed packets : Quarts, 3s. 6d. ; Pints, 2s. each.

^^^^^^^Z^"". ^9:?^^^P! merchants, COVENT garden market, LONDON, W.C.

B
British Fern Catalogue.

OEERT SIM can now scii.l, jjost free for six postage
stamps. Part I. (British Kerns and their varieties, 36 pages,

including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his NEW ami PRICED
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS,
No. 7

\* Part 11. (Exotic Ferns) will be issued as early aa possible.

w,
Hardy Scarlet and other Choice Named

Rhododendrons.
H. ROGERS, Rtti Lud-t- Nursery, Southampton,

offer a splendid assortment of the above, strong bushy
plants, £10 per lOO ; or selected, 30,'*. per dozen.
A DETAILED CATALOGUE may be had

also of a very tine General Stock, extending ovei
I application, and

wAmerican Plants, New Hardy Rhododendrons.
"ATERER AND GODEREY'S PRICED and

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS,
exhibited in the Horticultural Gardens, South Kensington, free

1 application. This Catalogue fairly describes the Rhododendrons
__> i._ :_^ ., ._ ,1 _„ new and veiy handsome kinds

f for the first time otfered.
Knap Hill Nurstry, Woking, Surrey.

Hardy Scarlet Rhododendrons.
JOHN CATERER'S CATALOGUE of HARDY

SCARLET andotherCHOlCE RHODODENDRONSas annually
displayed in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, can now be
had on application.

It contains faithful descriptions of all the varieties reallv worthy of
cultivation, as well as a selection of HARDY CONIFERS, with
iierglits and prices, with ORNAMENTAL EVERGREENS, FOREST
TREES, &c.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

c HOICE BEDDING PLANTS, &c.

VlNKs, i!l^AUK .TAMAICA, strong Succession and FiTiiting, fine
lit an plants, from 'As. Gd. to 15«. eachi
VINE SUCKERS, strong, 12s. to 18*-. perdoz.
T. J. Boom ofi"ers the above in strong stock plants. Price to the

I'rade on application.

. Prescot, Lancashire.

Scarlet Geraniums (Beaton's Itace).

WSl. PAUL (Son and Snccossor to the late A. Paul).
has to offer the following new ZONALE and HYBRID

NOSEGAY GERANIUMS, which have been selected from several
Thousand Seedlings raised from the stock of tbe late Mr. Donald
Beaton. Every one now offered is believed to be in advance of or
distinct from all pre-existing kinds. Orders received now, the plante

utiition, .IS fnr a.s ttii? stock will .allow, jn May nextdelivered ii

•** Any I-

BANNERi;!

CARTEirS
PERMANENT GRASS SEEDS,

Per sere, 26s., 30s., and 36s.

CARTER'S PRIZE MANGEL SEED, l*. p.r ii>.

CARTER'S PRIZE SWEDE SEED, U. per lb.

iig Groups may

lo shaded, very
;... Gd. each,
i-r, very distinct

osy-purple, pleasing colour, large truss, very

-t, white eye, large (lower and truss, foliage

CARTER'S PAHM SEED LIST, Gratis and Post Free on application.

JAMES CARTER and CO., 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

SUTTON'S
GRASS SEEDS FOR ALL SOILS.

ordc-iitXvfonirtl'sfS N f''^ '^r'i^ri"^ «?>--!>' to suit the Soils for which they are required, Personsuin„ nave oulj to state the Nature of the Soil, and Acreage to bo hiid down, when suitahle Seeds will be supplied.

SUTTON'S

GRASS and CLOVER

SEEDS

FOR

PERMANENT PASTIJRE'>

RECLAIMED MARSHES, f"*
'-4

GOOD BLACK PEATY SOIL ^^
CHALKY UPLANDS,

SHEEP DOWNS,

AtATER MEADOW S,

CHURCHYARDS,

CRICKET GROUNDS,

CULTIVATION with LIQUID
MANURE

SUTTON'S

GRASS and CLOVER

SEEDS
FOR

t'ERMANENT PASTURES,

PAEK LANDS,

I .3 or 4 YEARS' PASTURE
HAY or SOILING,

2 YEAES' DITTO,

1 YEAR'S CROP of HAY,

PINE GAEDEN LAWNS,

NEW PARK LA\VNS,

BOWLING GREENS,

ORCHARDS,

RENOVATING OLD
PASTURES.

^rcat saSfecHf"^
^'^ *" '^w ' ^^^\ *'" P^^l^

jnd CLOVER SEEDS, ^hieh have hitherto given such

condit,-nnI.]M'
g"'' ''^''''y & ?™'lii>g out the Seeds this jcai li.i^c been harvested in the best possiblecondition, and Messrs. SurroN respectfully request early orders, which shall meet mth their best personal attention.

Lut of Prices of Turnip, Mangel, and other Farm Seeds, with an,j information required, will be sent on application.
Mr. martin SUTTON'S " ESSAY on PASTURES," 6rf. post free, or Gratia to Customers.

SUTTON ^ND SONS, ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, BEADING,

-Flowers pure salmon, large truss, good.

'iwers tme orange, very bright, fine large
icty fur massing. Price 5s. each,

WO(.iD NVJIPH.—Salmon pink, large andflne. Price 3«. Gti. each.
Group 2.—Varieties especially hkcoumended for Growing i.v

Pots ok Vases.
BRIDE—Flowers wbite. with large crimson eye, of fine shape and

aul.stiiiicL' ; .1 lirKtclas-t viini^'ty for pot culture. Price 3s. 6a. each.
CAi; I I \ \ I, II ^ -i II

I . i,iii)^e scarlet. For shape, substance,
' I 111 advance of any scarlet variety yet

CKI.i "I I
; 1., Mk.'. with fiery. spot on upper petals,

I

!

I. iiuiplu, resembUng the " Cactua specio-
iitoL-jc, new in colour, and vory beautifvd.

L()U|i I I! >, ^^
I

I 1
o|;.^Salmon pluk, white eye, perfect shape,

\--\\ iM .
,

iii.i
1

1
I I.I I., Price lis. Ctt, each.

POLi. L.VL Ri.A'l, l'.<.—iiosy purple;, top petals orange scarlet, yelluw-
ish eye, pLiluct abapo. Price 3a. (id. each.

TIARA.—Flowers scarlet crimson suffused with purple, good truss,
vory free, fine habit ; quite distinct fi-om any yet raised, and very
lovely. Price 6s. each.

Group 3.—MiNiATOHE OR Pompon Varieties.
,

DIAMOND.-Fino scarlet purple centre, white eye, dowers pro-

s purple, scarlet top; ploasingand distinct. Pr

WALTHAM LILAC.-Flowoi
desirablu colour, excollent

XEPIIVR -Flowtrs light purple a coloiu: ; stands the
well, very dwart and free. Price Zs. ix/. each.

^ the Royal
Hotlicultural and Royal Botanic Societies of London, and those
marked thus *•" have been awarded the highest marks of merit in

the Royal Horticultural Society's Trial Ground at Chiswick.

Now Ready. Altumn-strdck Plants.
. 6rf. each ; 248. perdozou.

_ _ ght Tiurplish rose. Price 2s, each ; 18,?. perdoz.
• BEATON'S INDIAN YELLOW.—Orange scailet sufluaed witli

yellow. _Price_l£. 0(A each ; 15j;. per dozen.

' AMVHOGG.-

I la. Gtl. each
;

3 2s. each ; 18s, per dozen.
.28. .6{i. each.!

,

1 flushed with scarlet. Price

-Hrilliant scarlet, large white eye. Price 2a'.

— Bright orange scarlet. Price Is. Qd. each;

Delicate rose pink. Price 2«. fl./.

WALTfUAarSEEDLING.—Dark crimioi
per dozen.

The above set of 16 varieties, ono plant of each, 24s.

SPRING CATALOGUE, with full descriptions of these and other

Price 2$. each, 18s.

plants, free by post. The usual discount to the Trade.
lui'ORrAXT.—All letters should be addressed Wi

Chrifltiau name in full), Waltham Cross, London, N,
[ Paul (tho
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NEW ZONALE PELARGONIUM, WILTSHIRE LASS.

DOWNIE, LAIEd7& LAING
Have much Pleasure in introducing this splendid Noveltv, wliich was pronounced by the Members of the Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society, and also

by the Judges of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent s Park, as the finest PINK PELARGONIUM ever exhibited, and was awarded a First-class Certificate on each occasion.

The follo}\Tng description is from the Journal of the Horticultural Society of London :—" One of the finest of the pink-flowered Bedding varieties yet seen, remarkable not
so much for size of flower as for size and completeness of truss

; the leaves were marked with a pale zone ; the flowers were rosy-pink : the base of the upper petals white and
; remarkably large and dense, having the valuable property of retaining their blossoms for a long time in the truss."

The following NURSERYMEN have ab-eady ordered it, and will be able to supply it on and after the 17tli of May next, at 5s. each :—

the trusses i

.. Backhouse 4 Soq. Vork
Ilarr & Sugdeo, Covent Gaideu, W.C.
Carter & Co., High Holbom
Cutbuah St Son, Highgate, N.
F. & A. Dickson & Son, Cheater
J. Dickson Jc Son, Chester
Dickson & Tumbull, Perth
J. Dobson & Sod, Isleworth, W.
J, Garaway Si Co., Bristol
E. G. Henderson & Son, St. John's Wood, N.W.

Messrs. Ivery & Son, Dorking
„ J. & C. Lee, Bammeramith, W.
„ Hugh Low A, Co., Clapton. N.E.
„ Osbom & Sods, Fulbam, S.W.
., F. & A. Smith, Dulwich. S.

„ Vouell & Co., Great Yarmouth
Mr. W. Barnes. Camberwell, b.

„ W. Bull. King's Road, Chelsea

As our stock is limitedy early Ordera

„ J. Keynes. Salisburj'

„ C. Ramsay. Ball's Bridge, Dublin
„ G. Smith, Homsey Road, N.
„ R. Smith, Worcester
„ B. S. Williams, Holloway, N.

respectfully solicited^ which mil be executed in strict rotation as received.

WE HAVE MUCH PLEASURE IN CALLING

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE FOLLOWING NOVELTIES FOR 1866.
Antirrhinums. k. (

ANNIE, greyish wUite, heavilv mottled with dark rose, flue .. ^^

BIJOU, large yellow, densely mottled with rose, very fine . . 6
»-'ARIB, bright rosy scarlet, striped with white 6

LEOPARD, light bronze yellow, mottled and striped with rosy

.fine (\. deeo veil

NINA, ^„_
KTAR, orange, striped with dark c
STELLA, deep bronzy yellow, mottled with rosy crimson, very fine fi

SIR COUTTS T. LINDSAY (D., L.. & L.). tube and sepals
le, well reflexed, corolla deep bluish purple,

Zonale Pelargoniums.
COUNTES!^ of BREADALBANE (D.. L.. & L.). rosy crimson,

truss large and well elevated above the foliage, of the true
Nosegay type, a beautiful and effective variety.

Plants in May, 1800, 6s. each.
MRS. MARSHALL (D., L.. & L.). French white, with a carmine

centre, extra fine form
MRS. E. U. DOUGLAS (D., L.. 4 L.), soft light rosy scarlet,

Hollyhocks,
EARL of BREADALBANE, vivid scarlet flower, large, and of s

the finest form, splendid spike i(EMPRESS of INDIA, glossy crimson raaroon,amooth,fine colour i

MRS. BRUCE B. TODD, rosy carmine, smooth, perfect form
and a grand spike. Certificate at Royal Horticultural
Society of Loudon ii

MRS. DOWNIE(D.,L.,&L.(, delicate soft salmon rose, perfect
form, smooth and well filled, forms a grand spike for exhi-

vid scarlet, fineMRS. ANDERSOtl (D., L, » ^.,, „„u suiiriet, iinu
MRS. PURVIS (D., L., & L.). bright rosy scarlet, fine white

eye, and compact habit 6
MISS J. W. ANDERSON (D., L„ & L). light rosy carmine,

pure white eye, exti-a fine 6

Hollyhocks.
CHARLES EYRE (D-. L., &. L.). dark crimson, a smooth weU-

fllled flower of the finest quality, and grand spike. First-
class Certificate at the Royal HorticulturalSociety ofLondon 10

CONSUL BEDA, brilliant crimson, of the finest form and
quality, forms a grand spike 10 6

bition
MRS. ELLIOTT, white, beautifully shaded with lUac. extra fine 10 6
MRS. MENZIES, soft fawn shaded with pink, fine form and

great substance, magnificent spike 10MAGNET, glowing red, perfect form, smooth and well-filled
forms, a grand spike 10

ity, grana spiK© tor exhibition
INCE, deep buff flowers, vsrv larpA ;

form, extra fine show flower
WILLIAM YOUNG, light rosy red flowers of the finest form

and quality, forms a grand spike 15

Show Pansies.
ARAB (Hampton's), beautiful dark self, flrst-rate show flower . 2JOHN INGLIS, bright golden yellow, deep purple bolting,

blotch dense, flowers of the finest form and quality, first-
rate show flower 5

J. B. DOWNIE, bright yellow and bronze belting, very smooth

Pancy Pansies.
MAGNIFICENT, creamy white pencilled with blue on the top s

marg ined with white
large purple blotch

. . __ . dark blue bL
ORIANA. French white, shaded with
SENSATION, white and purple, flne

,
and very distinct .

Phloxes—suffrutico sa
DR. BREMNER, dart rosy purple, fine light

form, dwarf habit
JOHN .FINLAYSON, white shaded 1

, light purple belting, blotch dense, and

quite distinct

Fancy Pansies.
CAFFRA, shaded rouge violet, plum blotch, margined with

sulphur
fi

FIGARO, deep violet purple side, and lower petals edged with
white 5LADY MONTGOMERY, cream white belted.'with Violet round
each petal, dense dark blotch, flne form, a most beautiful
and distinct variety 7

LADV SINCLAIR, pure white, very fine form, pretty rosy
pink eye. a beautiful and distinct variety

LADY ROSS, light outside, heavily shaded rose, deep rosy
crimson eye, beautiful spike for exhibition

MRS. DR. ELLIS, flne shaded white, distinct rosy crlmsou eye,
very fine

MRS. LAING, light rosy lilac, large c

tion variety
I eye, fine exhibi-

Pentstemons.
HON. MRS. DALRVMPLE, light rose, pure white throat, tube

short, finely refiexec' "

"
JOHN BISTER, light l

light purple, gnind spike
JOHN PATON, light rose, throat pure white, laced with deep

rose, distinct and flne

JOHN POW, bright red throat, and tube pure white, heavily
striped with crimson, extra fine

MISS MOINET, bluish mauve throat, white striped and
mottled with rosy crimson, extra fine variety

MRS. M. BINNING, throat pure white, outside shaded with
light rose, a new type of flower

MRS. BREMNER, cream while, edged round the mouth with
ligiit rose, a large and flne varietv

ROBERT PARKER, light rosy crimson throat, heavily marked
with dark criin,son, very fine .

,

SHIRLEY HIBBERD, light rosy salmon, throat pure white,
strioed with crimson, extra flne

WM. MARTIN, throat dark blue and white, tube heavily
striped with crimson, fine bold spike

SUB-TROPICAL AND OTHER FOLIAGED PLANTS.
We have again tliis year the pleasure of offering SEEDS of the following highly ORNAMENTAL-FOLIAGED PLANTS, wliioh gave so much satisfaction last summer,

and are now extensively and eflectively used in the arrangement of the Sub-troniral Garden in Battersea Park, the Champa d'Elysees, and other public gardens in Paris, where
they have been universally admired, and are destined at no distant date to form quite a new feature in the decoration of the Flower Garden and Pleasure Grounds during the
Sunmier months.

Full particulars a^ to ihe~

Per packet.ACANTHUS LATIFOLIUS, Ibeautiful laciniated prickly '

foliage 1

ARALIA JAPONICA, very 6fl"ective, fine . . . .
"

' "1
,. SPINOSA, very eff"ective. flne

'
1

BANISTERIACHRYSOPHYLLA .. ..
"1

BOCCONIA CORDATA ROl UNDIFOLIA. superb giaucou^
foliage, rosy white flowers \

„ uAPONlCA, a very handsome species from Japan"
BRYONOPSIS »« vTw pn*^' a u p a .„i „„ j; j*^ .

beautify
CANNA ANNEI, superb gi „.

COCCINEA VERA^ Targedark leaves, scarlet flowers
'.

'.nior-i-iT ,-.L. TM ,^n ..rT,..T^. __ ,„
1 tinted

JAPONICA, i

ERYtHROCARPA. splendid" climber,
beautiml scarlet fruit, marbled with white

DISCOLOR FLOR/bUNDA, magniflcent
foliage IGIGANTEA, splendid vai-lety with scarlet flowers o

HOOKERI, distinct and very fine
"

iINCICA SUPERBA. very largeleavea. with scariet flowers oLIMBATA MAJOR, splendid variety .

.

1MUS^FOLIA HYBRIDA, superb variety

shaded foliage

Audi „
CASSIA CORYMBOSA ^LORIBUNDA, an elegant shrub

with golden yellow flowers
CENTAUREA GYMNOCARPA, graceful sUvery foliage, very

DATURA ATROVIOLACEA PLENISSIMA, very dark,
purple centre, fine

^c, li-ill be found in our Catalogue^ u-hieh can be had on applicatic

Per packet.—
EUCALYPTUSGLOBOSA.avery omamenUii:evergreen,ofrapid

grovrth, with beautiful silvery blue foliage, very efl"ective

FERDINANDIA EMINENS, a noble foliaged plant, and very

FERULA GLAUCa) a noble foliaged plant, wfth Fern-like

. highly ornamental foliaged plant

LAPPA EDULUS, leaves of Immense
NICOTIANA GRANDIFLOHA PURPUREA, a very dlsthict

noveltv, splendid foliage, and flne efl"ect 1

J, SANGUINEA, scariet, a very flne novelty
PLUMBAGO CAPENSIS CCERULEA, faat-growing, beautifUl

,, UVEDALIA, a very flne newspeciefl ..

PRIONIUM PALMITA.'.the rare silver Grass-tre.
ance and habit of growth like a Pandanus

RICINUS ALBIDUS MAGNIFICUS, light green, with dark

i.voiKutj ou* iiivLtijo, iiuiL.rust;, i:uuuKiUK LO Diooa-rea XJ o
SANGUINEUS TRICOLOR, stems red, fruit red spotted 6
SULPHUREUS, yellow fruit, very handsome foliage,

VIRIDIS, green fruit, red s

GLUTINOSUM. magniflcent variety with downy stea .

white flowers, and scarlet fruit the size of a small

. beautiful glaucous

'al silvery foliage,

And many other beautiful varieties.

L noble plant of tropical appear-

THE FOLLOWING CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS
Are of the best quality and of the finest struins, and may be had post free at the undermentioned prices.

Per Packet.—s. .

unrivalled col-

Gil. and 1

ANTIRRHINUM, finest mixed, from
lection

, . „„ ,ASTERS. CHRYSANTHEMUM-FLOWERED, very dwarf,
eight distinct colours

„ FRENCH P^ONY, PYRAMIDAL, in C and 12 distinct
colours 2s and

nV T SPJf^^^.*^^*^^^' *^ 12 distinct colom-s "
3s., An' andUALbAM, in C distinct and splendid colours

r-i'i nr?ff ?)?T^?'
^^°^ ^^^^ ''^•ge double flowers Cd. and

(-JLL-utUL-ARlA, extra fine.mixed, and unsurpassed in quality

CARNATION and PICOTEE, in 12 superb vaiieties .

]^' '^'!

" ». perpetual-flowering, in 12 superb

CELOSIA NANA AURANTIAcT FYRAMIDALIS,' 'a new
dwarf variety, with feathery orange blossoms verv

CINERARIA, flnost mixed, unsurpassed in quality
distinct colours, warranted

15. Hd., and 2 6

HOLLYHOCK, superb doutl.
from prize varieties

,. finest prize varieties, mixed . . . . Is.,

LOBELIA, in 8 most beautiful varieties
MARIGOLD, FRENCH, striped, extra flne

,, AFRICAN, orange and lemon
MIMULUS. extra flne mixed
PANSY, finest Prize varieties, mixed

,, FANCY ., „ ,.

PETUN lA, extra flne. mixed
PHLOX DRUMMONDII, in 12 beautiful varieties

,, .. finest mixed .. .. ou. uuu
PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBBIATA ALBA, ROSEA, and

RUBRA, a most superb strain .. .. Is. and
Do. do. do.. COCCINEA AURANTIACA, gorgeous colour.

new and very flne

*4,f* For Novelties in Flower Seeds see Catalogue,

6d.

Per Packet.

-

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA FILICIFOLIA (Fern-
leaved), a very distinct and beautiful variety

Do. do. do. KERMESINA SPLENDENS, very flne Is. and
Do. do. do. STRIATAFLORA. flowers beautimily striped, new
SWEET SCABIOUS, large-flowered, in 6 six distinct colours

STOCK, GERMAN DWARF TEN-WEEK, in 6 distinct

colours 2«. and
Do. do. do. finest mixed Ot/. and
Do, LARGE-FLOWERING TEN-WEEK, in 8 [and 12 distinct

colours, extra fine 2s, and
Do. EMPEROR, flnest mixed 6d. and
Do. SCARLET (D. L. & L.'s) INTERMEDIATE, decidedly the

best Scarlet in cultivation

Do. PURPLE INTERMEDIATE
Do. WHITE
WALLl^LOWER, GERMAN, double.
ZINNIA ELEQANS, i

five beautiAU colours

Q distinct and beautiful colours

STANSTEAD PARK, FOREST HILL, LONDON, S.E. ; and EDINBURGH.
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New Roses of 1866.

JOHN FRASER, of the Lea Bridge Road Nurseries,

Levton Essex, N.E,. will fnrward on application a LIST of all

tho bent rarietiea of NEW ROSES for 1866.

The plants are strong, henlthy, and arc now ready for aending out.

Early orders are respectfully solicited.

" New Roses for 1866.
10,000 strong bealthy well-i^rown Plants of all the Now Roses.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Dckfleld, Sussex.

WM. WOOD AND SON have to offer an extraordinary
stock of the best NEW ROSES of the present aeaaon, in

fine healthy plants.

JOHN KEYNES," in offering the above, begs to state

that they are in the finest possible condition, having all been
RtpoiTED, and now well established, readv for immediate remoTal.

Price 365. per dozen. The usual allowance to the Trade.
Salisbury.—March 17-

HYBRID PEHPETUAL ROSES. — First-rate sorts,

strong on their own roots, in three sizes ; also a fine lot of

strong MANETTI STOCKS. Prices, which are low, may be had on
application

Jam D, High Beech, Essex,

NEW ROSES of 1866.—Oi\ang to the annual intro-

duction of so many inferior, and, In fact, worthless varieties of

New Roses. John Cramston has this season carefully selected
23 varieties out of 40 or 60 sorts offered by the French raisers

These he can confidently recommend, and he believes his selection

contains all that are worthy of note.
A List, vnth prices, sent on application. The plants are strong,

ear Hereford.

NEW ENGLISH ROSE: H.P. KING'S
ACRE (Cranston). Fine dwarf plants for bedding of this

superb Rose, at 24«. per dozen. Every

Joa , King's Acre Nurseries^ r Hereford.

Roses, Roses, Roses, at reduced Prices.

TWO THOUSAND ROSES (DW.^RFS), consisting of

a great number of the best varieties, including Rushton
Radclyffo, Alfred de Rougemont, Comtesse Cecile de Chabrillant.

Doctour Andry, Jules Margottm, Gloire de Dijon. Duchessa de
Morny, Madame A. Verschaffelt, George Prince, Madame Victor
Verdier, Madame Derreulx Donville, George Puul. Madame William
Paul, Souvenir .de William Wood, Maurice Bemardm, Soeur des
Anges, Persian Yellow, .and many others, In fine plants, can still be
obtained at greatly reduced prices of
EcoftME Verdier, Fils Alnfi, Horticulturist, 3, Rue Dunoia. Paris.

Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.
New Ruses and Enslish Seedlings.

WM. PAUL (Son and Successor to the late A. Pavl)
has to offer In May next the following first-class NEW

HrBRlD PERPETUAL ROSES :-
BLACK PRINCE, H.P. (Wm. Pai'l).— Flowers dark cnmson, shaded

with btach, cupped, large and full. This Rose may be called a
very dark Gloire de Santenay, which it resembles in most respects,

but IS very distinct in colour. Price &s. each.

DR. LINDLfiY, H.P. (Wm. Paul).—Flowers crimson, with black
centres, very 'large and full. Growth robust, foliage splendid.
One of the finest English Roses yet raised. Price 7s. 6d.

GLOBOSA, H.P. (Wii. Pacl)—Flowers clear dark bright crimson.
colour intense and uniform throughout. This flower ii quite
unique in character, the petals closing at the top, so as to form
a complete crimson ball. Certificate from the Royal Horti-
cultural Society. Price f>s.

LADY SUFFIELD, H.P. (Wm. Paul)—Flowers purplish crimson.
colour uniform throughout, the purplo tmt predominating ; large,

lull, and of fine form. Price 6.1.

The following, which aro already out, can be supplied in strong
healthy plants ;—
ELIZABETH VIGNERON (Wu. Paul).—Flowers rosy pink, very

large and full, cupped In the way of Lrella, but fuller, fresher
and brightr- — —'
blooms con
Price .^. Gd.

MADAME EMILE BOYAU (Wm. Paul).—Flowers soft rosy flesh-

colour, changing to blush, sufflciontly large, perfect in form,
constitution hardy, growth moderate; very
and good. Price a^. Gd.

of Wale! s and hardv. Price 25. M.
PRINCESS ilCHTENSTEIN (Wir. Padl).—Flowers white, globular,

large and (\ill, perfect in form in their young sitate, a good hardy
Rose, flowering abundantly. I^ice 2s. Gd.

GLORY OF WALTHAM (Wm. Paul).—Flowers crimsoo. In the way
of Red Rover, but more double

;
growth of extraordinary vigour

;

one of the best of climbing or pillar Roses. Price Zs. Gd.

All the really good French Novelties. .'i.i-. M. each ; the older kinds,
byname, 12«. to 18a. per dozen ; 75.*. to KW'/j, per l<».

New Chrysanthemums and Pyrethjums.
JOHN SALTER'S DESCRIl'TIVE CATALOGUE

of NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS and PYRETHRUMS for

I806 is now ready, and will bo sent free on receipt of two stamjis.
Versailles Nursery, William Street, Vale Place, Hai rsmith, W.

Chrysantliemums.
First PairES Stoke Newington anu GuiLnuALL, 1865.

ADAM FORSYTH begs to inform the Public that he
is now sending out his large COLLECTION of CHRYSAN-

THEMUMS, at &*. per dozen. Including Attraction, Eve, Golden
Ball, Golden Dr. Brock, Hercules, King of Denmark, Lady Carey,
Mr. Brunlces, Mr. Wvness. Mrs. Raines, Pink Pearl, Prince of Wales,
Sam Wellor, Venus, Virgin Queen. &c.

JIVERY AND SON beg to announce that their
• DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES of AZALEA

INDICA, HARDY BRITISH FERNS, KOSES, CONIFER.*:,
GRAPE VINES, and SEEDS, mav be had on appHcation at their

Dorking Nursery.

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.
T)AXJL TOLLARD, Seed Gkoweu and Merchant,

"", Qual de la M6pis^eri6 20, ci-devant 4,_PIace^esTiolsMani

ASTER, GERMAN ASTER, the finest Strain in the
kingdom.—Was awarded the First Prize at the Brighton and

Sussex Horticultural Show {open to all England), in 1964 and I860,

ASTER SKED.-The finest German Quilled, saved by
Mr. Beatey. the winner of the First Prize at the Crystal Palace

and Bath Shows. The Flowers that took the First Prize at Reading
were grown from Mr. Besley'sseed. In packets, free per post. 12stamps,

T. Smith, Seedsman, Long Wittenham, Abingdon, Berks.

Superb Hollyhocks.
WILLIAM PERKY has to offer a healthy stock and

fine plants of the above, which can fee supplied on liberal
terms. Price per 100 on application. A List of sorts post free.

Messrs, Rivers' Nurseries, Sawbrldgeworth, Herts.

Superb Double Hollyhocks.
Thf. Finest Collection evek Offereh to the Public.WCHATER has a large Stock of fine healthy
• Plants now ready, which ho can supply on liberal terms.

See Advertisement on other page.
Address, W. Chater, Nurseries, .Saffron Walden.

Pelargonium Mrs. Pollock.
ALFRED FRYER otFerfl healthy well-fn*own Plants of

this beautiful Bedding PELARGONIUM at 12s., !&(., and 18«.

per dozen for cash. All the plants are well established in 60-pot8,
and were'struck in open bordere last autumn.

Remittances requested from unknown correspondents.
Address, Alfred Fhteo, Nuraerles, Chatteris Cambridgeshire.

Fine Grass Seeds for Cricket Grounds,
BOWLING GREENH, w CR0(JUET GROUNDS.

SUTTON AND SONS can supply Kuitable kinds of the
flneat-growing GRASSES and CLOVERS for the above pur-

poses, at Is. 3rf per lb., 'Zis. ])er bushel.
Sutton & Sotts, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

New Lucerne Seed (Luzerne de Provence).
SUTTON AND SONS have just imported a very fine

rarcot of NEW LUCERNE SE^D, which they can offer at Is.

per lb-, or cheaper by the cwt. (Sow 20 lb. per acre in drills,)
Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

COCKSFOOT GKASS (DACTYLTS GLOMERATA).—
This highly nutritive Grass is included in all Messrs. Sutton's

MEADOW MIXTURES, or may be purchased separately at a very
moderate price, which may be had on application to

Sdtion & Sons. Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

SWEET-SCENTED VERNAL GRASS (ANTHOX-
ANTHUM ODORATUM).—This very excellent Grass, so desir-

able In Pastures, is included in all Messrs. Sditos's MIXTURES, or
may be purchased separately at a moderate price, on application to

Suttom & Sons. Roval Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

Newly ImportedILIUM AURATUM,
36. 6d., 5». Gd., "J. Gd., 10.«. 6rf., and 12s. Gd. each.

Barr k SrcDKK, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
12, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

BUTLER AND McCULLOCH'S Collections of Choice
FLOWER SEEDS forwarded Post free.

NEW ANNUALS, fc. and 10s. Gd.
HARDY DO., 2s.6d.,5s.,l0s.,2Os.
HALF HARDY DO., 4s., 7s. Gd., 16s.,

Covent Garden Market, W.(.

/CHOICE VARIEGATED PELARGONIUMS.
Mrs. Pollock

I

Golden Vase I Rainbow
Sunset Snowflake Burning Bush
Yellow Belt Picturata Princess Alexandra
Golden Tom Thumb | Argus

|
Fontainebleau

choice varieties, suitable for exhibition, for 21,i.,

basket and packing included.
33. Chatteris, CambridgcBhire.
nknown correspondents.

To the Trade only.

JOHN KEARSLEY and SONS, Nurserymen, Leeds,
offer as below, all verv fine healthv stuff:—

Choice named CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, per 100 pairs, 50«. ;

do. Mixed, 26s.

DAHLIAS, choice varieties, pot roots, los. per 100.

PANSIES, choice varieties. 16s. per 100.

PHLOXES, Herbaceous, choice. 18s. per 100.

RASPBERRIES. FASTOLFF, lYuo, as.

Dwarf-trained APRICOTS, 21s. per dozen.

,, PEACHES, 24s. per dozen.

LEE'S CAMELLIA-FLOWERED BALSAMS, in
collections of nine fine distinct colours, 2s. 6rf. A Stand of

this beautiful strain of Balsams was awarded a First-clnss Certificate
. the R0v.1l Horticultural Society's Meeting, on August 12. 1865.

John k 'Cuari.es Lee. Royal Vlnevard Nursery and Seed Establish-
ent. Hammersmith, London, W.

Aucuba Japonlca, loaded wiili Bright Red Berries.

JOHN AND CHARLES LEE, Seedsmen to the
f} QriEEs, invite inspection of their large Stock of magnificent
SCARLET-BERRIED AUCUBAS, which they believe to be
unrivalled for extent, perfection of form, and colouring. The
Berried Aucubas are valuable lor Table Decoration, for which
purpose they may be hired at 10s. 6rf. per night.

Plants may be purchased at £3 3s., £1 4s. and £0 5s. each: and
Ripe Seeds, producing innumerable varieties, at 2s. each, or
18s. per dozen. The Trade supplied on liberal terms.
Royal Vineyard Nursery and Seed Establish racnt. Hammersmith,

London. W.

New and Choice Flower Seeds.

Calceolaria, choice mixed 2

Heartsease, choice 1

Lobelia Snowfiake . . . . 25. 6d
Polyanthus, choice mixed 1

Primula fimbriata, mixed 2 6
Salvia patens .. ..10
Salvia argentea

The Admiration of the World.DORSON'S UNK(iUALLED CALCEOLARIAS are
known and grown all over the world, and may be depended

upon as superior to any other strain offered or sent out during the
" "'

years. About 200 of the leading Firms in the United Kingdom
and abroad get t

N W PLANT
ADBRIETIA CAMPBELLI (effective spring flower).

FUCHSIA BANKS'S BEAUTY.
VERONICA FRUTICOSA GLAUCA.
CLIANTHUS DAMPIERI, in varieties (seed only).

Coloured Plates, post free on receipt of Stamps, of tho folIowiDg:

—

AUBRIETIA CAMPBELLI, 7rf.

CLIANTHUS DAMPIERI ALBIFLORA, Is. Id.

For description of the above see E. G. Hendlrson & Sos*8 Now
AUTUMN CATALOGUE, forwarded post free.

Wellington Nursery. St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

TUNBRIDGE WELLS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
—The Committee beg to announce that the ANNUAL GRAND

FLOWER SHOWXand MUSICAL PROMENADE will take place on
FRIDAY. June 29, in the Picturesque Grounds and Field adjoining
the Royal Sussex Hotel.
Schedules of Prizes. Open to All Fngland, also of Cottagers'

Garden Prizes, and for Garden Productions, and every information
connected with the Societv, may be obtained of the Secretary,
Mr. E. F. LooF. S. Parade, Tunbridge Wells.

LEEDS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—THIRD
annual GREAT FLORAL FETE and GRAND GALA, on

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY' June 6 and 7- Prizes £400.
AUTUMN EXHIBITION of FRUIT and CUT FLOWERS, on

September 7 and S, 1800. Prizes, ONE HUNDRED GUINEAS.
The North-Eastem, Great Northern, Lancashire and Yorkshire,

Midland, and London and North-Westem Railway Companies will

convey Plants, Flowers, and Fruits at ordinary rates to the Show,
and return them free if they remain the property of the Exhibitor.
The Committee undertake to receive boxes of Fniit and Cut

Flowers for Exhibition. All Fruit and Cut Flowers so sent will be
carefully unpacked and exhibited, and the following morning returned
to Exhibitors, or as specially directed. Schedules and forms of entry
will be forwarded on application.
James Birdrck, Secretary, Shukespere Street, Burmantofl, Leeds.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
SOUTH KENSINGTON.

SHOW of CAMELLIAS, HYACINTHS, and SPRING FLOWERS
THURSDAY, March 16, 186C.

AWARDS OF THE JUDGES.
Class 1.—18 HYACINTHS, distinct. (Niu-aerymen.)

lat, Mr. Wm. Paul, Paul's Nm-series, Waltham Cross, N., £i los.

2d, Messrs. W, Cutbush k Son, The Nurseries, Highgate, N., £l.
3d, Mr. T. Kirtland, Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, N., 10s.

Class 2.—12 HYACINTHS, 6 kinds. (Amateurs.)
lat, Mr. Wm. Young, Gr. to R. Barclay. Esq., Highgate, N., £2.
2d, Mr. Wm. Bartlett, 2, Shaftesbury Road, Hammersmith, W., £1.

Class 3.-8 HYACINTHS, distinct. (Open.)
Ist, Mr. Wm. Paul, £1.
2d. Messrs. W. Cutbush &, Son, 15s.

Equal 2d, Mr. T. Kirtland, 165.

3d, Mr. Wm. Young, 10«.

Class 4.-6 HYACINTHS, distinct, grown in Windows, lu Pots
or Glasses. (Amateurs.)

1st, Mr. Wm. Bartlett, £1.
2d, Mrs. L. Young, Highgate Road, Kentish Town. 15s.

3d, Mr. J. Beach, Gr. to W. Rogers, Esq., Red Hill, 10s.

Class 5.—fi HYACINTHS, new kinds of 1505-6. (Open.)
1st, Mr. Wm. Paul, £1
2d, Messrs. W. Cutbush & Son, 15s.

Class 6.-6 NARCISSI, distinct, (Open.)
1st, Mr. Wm. Paul, £1.
2d, Mr. Geo. Macintosh, Hammersmith, W., I5s.

3d, Messrs. W. Cutbush, 10s.

Equal 3d, Mr. Wm. Young, 10s.

Class 7—12 POTS of TULIPS, kinds. (Nurserymen)
1st, Mr. Wm. Paul, £1 10s.

2d, Messrs. Wm. Cutbush & Son, £1.

Class 8.—13 POTS of TULIPS. 4 kinds. (Amateurs.)
iBt, Mr. Wm. Young, £1 10s. | 2d, Mr. Wm. B::rtlett, £1.

Class !!.—CROCUSES, Collection of". (Nurserymen.)
Ist, Mr. Wm. Paul, 155. 1

2d, Mr. Geo. Macintosh, 10s.

Class 10—CROCUSES, 12 Pots of. (Amateurs.)
1st, Mr. Wm. Young, 155.

2d, Mr. Wm. Bartlett, lOs.

Class 11.-6 FORCED HARDY SHRUBS. (Open)
1st, Messrs. Wm. Cutbush & Son, £3.
2d, Mr. Wm. Young, £2.

Class 12.—6 POTS of LILIES of the VALLEY. (Open.)
1st, Mr. Wm. Paul, £1.
2d, Mr. Wm. Bartlett, 15s.

3d, Messrs. W. Cutbush & Son, lOs.

Class 13.-6 CHINESE PRIMULAS, various colours. (Open.)
1st, Mr. T. Todman, Gr. to R. Hudson, Esq., Clapham Common, 15s.

2d, Mr. B. Fountain, Gr. to Miss Wood, Ealing, IO5.

Class 14.—3 CHINESE PRIMULAS. (Open.)
Ist, Mr. Thos. Todman, 10s.

Class 15.—12 CAMELLIAS. Cut Blooms, distinct. (Open.)
Ist, Messrs. J. ft C. Lee, Royal Vineyard Nui-sery, Hammersmith, £1.

Class 16.—6 CAMELLIAS in FLOWER, distinct. (Open.)
1st, Messrs. J. &. C. Lee, £3.

Class 18,-4 CAMELLIAS in'FLOWER. distinct. (Nurserymen.)
Ist, Mr. Wm. Bull, F.L.S., King's Road, Chelsea. S.W , £2.

Class 19.—CAMELLIA, siucle specimen. (Open.)
1st, Messi-s. J. & C. Lee, £1.

Class 20.—3 GREENHOUSE ACACIAS, distinct.

1st, Messrs, W. Cutbiihh & Son, £1 IO5.

2d, Mr. Wm. Young, £1.

Class 21.—3 EPACRISES, distinct.

Ist, Messrs. J. & C. Leo, £1 lUs.

2d, Messrs. Wm. Cutbush, £1.

3d, Mr. Wm. Yo-.ing, lOs.

Class 22.-0 RHODODENDRONS, 4 kinds. (Oren.)
1st, Mr. W. Paul, £2.

Class 23.—RHODODENDRON, single specimen. (Open.)
1st, Mr. W. Paul, £1.
2d, Mr. Wra. Young, i:.s-.

3d, Messrs. Cutbush it Son, IDs.

Class 24.-M1SCELLANEOUS COLLECTION of PLANTS
in FLOWER.

1st, Mr. W. Bull. F.L.S.. for Collection of New and Raie Piants and
Orange trees, £1 10s.

Equal Ist, Messrs. J. & C. Lee. for Miscellaneous Collection of
P

2d, Mr.
3d, Mr. William Bartlett, for ditto, los.

Extra. Mr. Wm. Paul, for a Collection of Hyacinths, £1 lOs.

Extra, Mr. Wm. Paul, for a Collection of Tulips, £1 10s.

Extra, Mr. Wm. Paul, for a Collection of Roses in pots, £1 10s.

Extra, Messrs. Paul & Son, for a Collection of Roses in pots, £1 10s.

Extra, Mr. Wm. Paul, for a Collection of Cut Roses. £1.

Extra, Mr. William Bartlett, for Collection of Hyacinths, 10s.

Extra, Mr. William Bartlett, for Collection of Tulips, 10s.

Extra, Mr. William Bartlett, for Collection of Todea pellucida, lOti.

Extra, Mr. William Bartlett, for a Collection of Narcissi, 7s. Gd.

Extra, Mr. William Young, for a Collection of Hyacinths and Tulips,

7s. Gd.

Extra, Mr. J. Graham, for 12 pots of The Czar Violet, 75. Gd.

Extra, Mrs. Mitchell, for Wax Flowers. 10s.

STiie (SartrenrrjS'€lirtitticle.
SATURDAY, MARCH 17, 1866.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING "WEEK.
f Royal HorticulturBl (Floral and Fruit Com-

, Marrh'20^ mittees), at South Kensingtoa .. 11 a.m.

( Ditto (Scientific Dis '

How yery odd and how often inappropriate are

the expressions commonly made use of in all

branches of Natuial History ! The remark
applies as well to many of the more technical

and so-called "scientific terms," as to the

phrases of the unlearned. Take, for instance,

what gardeners caU "sports." These pro-

ductions, alike interesting to the botanist and

the horticulturist, have reaUy some reason to

complain of the names imposed upon them.

Perhaps it is well that plants in general cannot

give utterance to their well-founded complaints,

or what a chorus of gi-oans should we hear !

To return to om- "sports," — the term

seems pretty clearly to be a free translation of

lusus nuturee, the expression made use of by
mediaaval naturalists to denote the strange forms
which met their eyes, or vei-y often were only

seen bj' the eye of imagination in fine frenzy

rolling. Just fancy, what a fancy though

!

Nature apoitiiiy. Natui'e — the orderly, the

methodical, the careful. We might as well

talk of Minerva playing at blind man's buff, as

of Nature sporting. Depend upon it if she does

sport, there is an object in it. There is method in
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her madness; and such an oliject, such a method,
hai'dly consorts with the tenn sport. Now, if

we look to tlio philosopher—he who is supposed

to be best acquainted with Natui'e's secrets, what
does he tell us about these " sports?" Why, he
makes matters worse by talking of monstrosities,

malformations, and the like. Better hint at a

little aportiveness on Nature's part, than say she

is guilty of doing her work badly—<>f deliberately

and of maHce prepense producing misshapen

deformities.

But after all they are defoiTuities-—somethiug

out of the common way—sometimes so pro-

digiously so as to merit LrNT^'.^us' designation of

Peloria — something beyond expression mar-
vellous ! Even LiNN^us, Natm-e's high priest

at the time in which he lived,—even he did not

see fullj- that there was no lusus, no sport, no
malformation—but, like a learned man as

he was, he was humble in Nature's presence, and
like another DoMmiE S.tMPSONhe cried "Prodi-
gious !

" There was .something rather ponderous

about LlNN^'s imagination—it had little of the

aii'y quality which imagination in general has

—

he was more philosopher than poet, but in this

instance it served him in good turn ; marvellous

is a far better, nay, oven a more poetical term,

than sportive or monstrous. These sports with
which wo began this article are more maiTellous
than sportive or monstrous—marvellous because

when rightly investigated they show that order

reigns supreme in the midst of the most apparent

tUsorder—marvellous in that they supply the clue

to much that would othei-wise be mysterious,-

marvellous in that they furnish us vnth. the

means of procrrring the largest and most
symmetrical forms, the deepest and purest

colours, the most intense perfumes, the most
succulent of vegetable food. All this they have
done—how much more they might do if prompted
by the careful experimenter and iuvestigiitor,

remains to be seen. We shall from time to time
allude to some of the more interesting of these

deviations from the common order of things, and
shall feel obliged if our correspondents wiU
forward us any specimens they may observe of

these unusual formations.

Me. WrL.S0N Satjnders hit upon a very

important point in the cultiu'e of Bulbous
PLjVNTS when he remarked the other day, .at

South Kensington, in reference to Coburghias,

that they belonged to a series which have the

habit of forming fleshy persistent roots, and that

these roots shoiUd never be injured by excessive

desiccation during the necessary resting season.

To many persons, no doubt, a bulb would appear
to be a brdb, and nothing more, .and such a dis-

tinction would not bo suspected. If indeed the

cultivator had advanced so far in the principles of

plant-growing as to know, and acted on the know-
ledge, that the success of bulb-gi'owing in great

measure depends on the thorough develoiiment

and matixration of the leaves, and if beyond this

he had varied the temperatui-e according to the

wants, real or supjjosed, of the species under
treatment, the cliances are that this would be
regarded by such an one, and probably even by a
still more numerous class, as the most perfect

treatment that could be adopted, especially if, in

addition, the bulbs were thoroughly di-ied during
the resting period. The remark to which we have
alluded points, however, to something more, and
which is so importfint in many cases, that we desire

to direct towards it especial attention, the more
so as it has received very little attention in books.

" The whole art of cultivating bulbs weU,"
ob.serves a trustworthy author (McInto.sh),
'

' depends on the attention paid to two particular

points, viz., the season when they are put into,

and the length of time that they remain in a

state of rest, and the perfection to which their

foliage is brought during the season of growth."

Capital advice this, .as far as it goes, .and it goes

far enough in the case of many common bulbs
;

but it is advice which needs to be supplemented
in the case of those bulbs which possess persistent

roots, and it is just this supplemental infonnation

to which Mr. Saunders' well-timed hint directs

oui' attention.

. P.or cultui-al purposes, then, and especially as

regards the natiu-e of the rest which it is im-
portant to seciu-o in almost evei'y case, all true

bulbous plants may be divided into two classes

—

those in which the bulb produces only thin

tibrous roots, which perish entirely, and are

renewed annu.ally, and those which are provided
with roots of <a more succulent and durable natui'e.

The first group is weU represented by the
familiar Hyacinth and TuUp ; while, as an

illustration of the second, the plant which di-ew

forth the remark we have C|Uotod, and others of

the same family, maj' be cited.

So far as regards the treatment ofthe deciduous

Tooted section of bulbs, there is no doubt that the

leading features of their treatment should be
such as to secui-6 the following results :—Full
leaf development, perfect and natural leaf matu
ration, a gradual but thorough ripening off,

and just that amount of desiccation which wUl
prevent decay, and at the same time keep the

bulbs, whether of imbricated or timicated sti-uc

ture, from losing theii- iilumpness—the degree

of desiccation that can be endured being, it is to be
observed, very different in the two classes of bulbs.

In the case of the persistent-rooted section of

bulbs, that is to say, those which are provided
with fleshy or succulent roots, a greater or

smaller number of which endure, if they are not
destroyed by adverse conditions, the treatment
must be different. The presence of these perennial

roots indicates that the bulbs which produce
them requii-e a more continuous course of feeding,

and less ofthat absolute restwhich is advantageous
in the other case. The functions of those roots

is perhaps to continue to supply the bulbs with
aliment for a longer period than is found neces-
sary for the deciduous-rooted series

; perhaps
also, if indeed the action is not nearly or quite

continuous, to renew the supply more speedily

than in the other case ; but probably to serve as

supplementary reservoii'S of food provided during
the time of active growth. Whichever ofthesemay
be the most exact inference as to their action, the
necessity for theii- preservation is ob'vious, for if

they tire lost or destro5'ed, the bulb is put to the
necessitj- of exhausting itself to a greater or less

degree to replace them. Their preservation does
not offer any obstacle to the providing of a due
period of rest with its necessaiy desiccation, but
the degi-ee of dryness induced must be moderated
with judgment, and never carried so far as to dry
up these reseiToirs of nutrition.

These considerations lead inevitably to the
conclusion that in the ease of persistent-rooted

bulbs the soil should not be reduced, at least for

anything beyond a very short period, to that

condition which in gardening language would
be described as perfectly dry, but should bo kept
in that di'yish but intenuctUatc conibtiou, which
while it secured to the bulb-coats the firmness

indicative of a complete and thorough rijjening,

would retain the succulency and merely suspend
the action' of these endming roots. It may
further be concluded with equal certainty that
the less such bulbs ai'e exposed by remo^-ing
them permanently from tho soil, the better for

theu- futm-e well-being. lu all other respects,

especially in that securing perfect leaf-develop-

ment, they woidd come under the general reghiif.

There are, we think, to be detected, signs that

bulbous plants are coming again into popular
favour. They certainly compiise some of the
most gorgeous of flowering plants, and deserve
more public favour, than of late years the}' have
received ; and we trast that some at least of those

who maj- be induced to turn thou- attention to their

cultivation, may profit by the hint Mr. Saundeks
has so judiciously thi'own out, and which we
have taken as our text on the present occasion.

EVEEYOXE has heard of the Amhekstia
XOBILIS, to obtain which was one of the main
objects of Mr. Gibson's mission to India in the
service of the late Duke of Devoxsuiee. Few,
however, have been fortunate enough to see its

glorious blossoms, some of which—taken from the
plant that is now flowering at Chat.sworth—will, we
believe, be exhibited at South Kensington at the
meeting to be held there on Tuesday next. This is

an opportunity that should not be thrown away by
such of our readers as may chance to be in town.

Amongst the Special .Seeing Shows
which are to take place this season we have to

record that Sir. W. Paul's Show of Forced Roses,
Bulbs, and other Spring Flowers, in the Garden of

the Eoy.al Horticultural Society at South Kensington,
similar to that of host year, is to open on the
21st of March, and to continue tUl the 3d of April
Messrs. CuTBusH & Son announce that they wUl
this year hold their Annual Show of Hyacinths and
Spring Flowers at the Crystal Palace. This Show
opens to-day, and closes on the 31st inst.

THE LATE DE. SCHOTT.
The following extracts frem a sketch of the life

of the late Dr. Schott (whose death was recorded in

this Journal for 1SG5, p. 232) by the weU-kuown
Austrian botanist, Dr. Fenzl, wiil perhaps interest

some of cm- readers.

Henry W. Schott was bom in Brunn, Moravia, the

7th of .January, 1 704. Asa boy of seven he accom-
panied his father to Vienna, where the latter, an
excellent plant-grower, had been appointed Curator
of the University Garden. At that time the two
Jacquins stood at the head of botanical science

lu the Austrian capital, and they soon became fopd
pf the promising youth. But illness, brought oii by
bodily and mental exertion, seemed likely to put a
stop to the boy's further career, when the far-famed
Humboldt, who had just returned from his travels,

happening to be in Vienna, approached his sick-bed

and spoke to him in such encouraging and land
terms that from that time he began to recover, as he
s.aid himself, many years after, in the dedication of

his " Genera Aroidearura." After h?ivihg received a
soimd education, he entered on his apprenticeship as
gardener under his father's severe discipline.

In constant communication with several of the
leading botanists and horticulturists, and making
the best use of the instructions of the two Barons de
Jacquin, Schott soon acquired such a knowledge of
his profession as to justify his adyancernent. This
was soon followed by his being .appointed head-
gar-deuor of the lovely Belvedere Garden ; and here

we find him engaged on a monograph of the

difficult genus Silene, an essay which he was uu-
happUy prevented from finishing.

His long-cherished wishes, to exijlore some parts

of Tropical America, were to be realised quite unex-
pectedly. A scientific expedition to the Brazilian

Empire was proposed and sanctioned at the marriage
celebration of the Grand Duchess Leopoldin^ pjE

Austria with the Crown Prince of Portugal.

Schott, by the recommendation of his influcntiaj

friends, was attached as collector to the party, con-

sisting of Dr. Mikan, botanist ; John I^aftei;er,

zoologist 1 and Dr. Pohl, mineralogist. Besides

these gentlemen two artists were to accompany the

mission, which was also increased by Dr. Martius

and Dr. von Spix, on the jiart of the Bavarian
Government, and by Dr. Eaddi, ?. n?.turallst from
Tuscany. They had a somewhat stormy passage,

which in some respects was fortunate for Dr.

Schott, as they were obliged to put in at Gibraltar

and Fimchal, where he had opportunities of .study-

ing their then little known Floras.

They at lengtli arrived safely and cast anchor
before Bio Janeh'o, November .">, 1817. Here several

parties were fonned, and Schott, with Prof. Miian
and the artist Buohberger, began to explore the

vicinity of Rio .and to form a garden for accli-

matisation, to harden and prepare plants and
animals for their final transport to Vienna.

Notwithstanding many obstacles, the collections

soon became very numerous, and our young traveller

succeeded equally well in procming many valuable

notes on economical and medical plants, and on
Brazilian agriculture.

After Mikan's return to Em'ope the entire manage-
ment devolved on Schott, but he nevertheless con-

trived to make two journeys to the interior, enriching

materially his various collections and MSS. Four
years were thus spent, when the day of his return to

Europe approached, and passing through Portugal,

France, and England, he arrived in Austria, where
he received a hearty welcome. In recognition of his

many services he was shortly afterwards appointed

Assistant-Director of the Imperial Gardens, m which
position he rendered himself so useful that his pro-

motion as Director-General of all the Imperial

Gardens and Menageries took place in 1815. New
glass houses were constructed, according to his own
plans ; and as he had always been fond of alpine

plants, he succeeded in bringing together a splendid

collection, which even now is one of the richest and
best cultivated on the Continent.

He did not however confine himself to practical

gardening, as his numerous works testify, and,

indeed, he might rank amongst the first of Austrian

botanists. In l.'i32 he pubUshed, in conjunction with
Dr. Endlicher, the " Meletemata Botanica," a botanical

rarity in libraries, as there were only .50 copies printed

for private distribution. His ideas and arrangement
of the Balanophoreffi, a family then but imperfectly

known, were published in this work, and were
exposed with so much accuracy and acuteness, that

they met with the highest approbation. The
•' Fragmeuta Botanica " and " Genera Filioum

"

appeared two years later, and although both of them
did great credit to the author, the latter, containing

four fascicles, was never finished, as Schott's too

great susceptibility was raised by a somewhat
severe critique, and by the appearance of Presl's
" Pteridographia;." From this period his whole time
was devoted to the study of Aroids, a great many of

which he had carefully examined in a living state

during his Brazilian travels. His \\-ide-spread con-

nections enabled him to collect, during 40 years'

labour, such rich materials, that there were but few
of the described species that did not fall under his

examination. He laid out 1 G,000 florins of his private

fortune to have a series of drawings made by

experienced artists, under his supervision, con-

taining 3282 folio plates—certainly of first-rat?

excellence.

Provided with these materials, and having
besides several houses fiUed with living plants,

gi'owing almost as luxuriantly as in their own
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ooimtries, Sohott's publications foUowed one another

very rapidly. First, his " Aroidea;," two part.s,

with 2(1 plates; then, in 1S.5S, his "Genera,

Aroide^um," one volume, Rvo, not to mention here
j

Jie various communications on the same subject to

several periodicals ; but the " Prodromus Sy^tematis
|

Aroide»rum,'Tmc}ob. l.tcn," was his masterpiece, and

formed a worthy climax to his extensive stjidies on

this family. Aroids, however, did not absorb all his

time, as he also made known his interesting obser-

vations on the genera Aquilegia, Sempervivum, and

Primula, and oixly a year befojre his death he pub-

lished, in company with Nymami and Kotschy, the

"AnaJecta Botanica.''

Well-deserved honours were bestowed on him ; he

was elected member of several scientific societies ;

received the Doctor's degree from the University at

Jena, and was made a Knight of the Franz Joseph

Order and the Mexican Guadaloupe Order. It was

only shortly before his death, which took place the

oth of March, 18(5.1, after much suffering, that he

completed, to his own great satisfaction, the descrii>-

tion and determination of the Aroids collected by

Dr. Welwitsch in Lower Guinea, a list of which is

given in Seemann's "Journal of Botany."

The Austrian Empire loses in him one of its most

faithful servants, and science a zealous and well-

gifted disciple. In the interest of both it is to be hoped

jthjit such a man will succeed him in tJie'Directorship,

aB will be able to cultivate and advance Schott's well-

crowped pursuits in horticulture and botany.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING.

Gaedenin(J, as an art and adjunct to buildings,

dates from a very remote period of man's history.

In the early stages it seemed sufficient if gardens

were so constructed that they showed themselves

works of Art, in contraxlistinction to the wildness of

Nature by which they were surrounded.
^
Hence,

formal distances between trees of the same kind, and
straight lines from which they spring, were adopted,

because no such arrangeraeni occurred in Nature,

and consequently such plantations were at oilce

recognised as man's art. In process of time, when
cultivation became more general, when forests were

cleared away, and the face of the country became
bare, a want was felt that the continuance of

straight lines could not supply ; and hence of

necessity some attemijts were made at the ma.ssiug

and grouping of trees.

We have only just become acquainted with the

gardening of Japan. The Japanese could have
had no hints from our civilisation in gardening

;
yet

we fincj straight lines of trees occur for miles along

their roads, and generally of the same kind of tree
;

but we also find that in the gardens surrounding

their temples certain Conifers are introduced, as it

were to support and combine with their buildings.

Nor is this all, for the smaU gardens in and about

their towns are so arranged as to make the greatest

variety in the least space. To effect this, recoirrse is

had to different levels—the introduction of water

and bridges to span tiny streams, and more remark-

able stin, groups of artificial rocks, with winding-

paths, and a whole race of plants .suitable for such

decoration is assembled, many of them tiU lately

unknown even to our gardening world.

Here then we see gardening in a phase wholly

unconnected with our own, and yet, strange to say,

marking periods through which we have passed.

With us, as society advanced, obliterating in its

progress many of the primitive beauties of nature, so

as to secure the growth of com or for pasturage, the

building of villages, &c., it became a want that such

featmres as had been destroyed in the forests should

be reprodviced in miniature on the landed estates of

the wealthy, and in a minor degree on the few
perches, the half or quarter acre, or perchance the

one or two acres around the suburban villas. Here
then a new art sprung up which was destined to

comprise as much of beauty and variety in a small

.space as possible. For this purpose a study of the

material by which landscape painters compose their

exquisite compositions became necessary, for the same
laws govern the formation of an artistic garden, and
the bringing out of a landscape on canvas.

In the pa.st age such men as Brown and Repton
practised their art, and have left proof of their skill.

These were mostly on a grand scale ; but the wants
of society required the same principles applied to

the smaller divisions of land. Cities and towns,

too, had their squares planted and turfed, but even
here there seemed room for improvement.
Many have been the works published upon the

general art of laying-out grounds, and the celebrated

Loudon furnished some plans for arranging small
plots of land. But there seems room for something
besides, and this brings me to the consideration of

Mr. Newton's recent edition* of Siebeck's Garden
Plans, in which 24 coloured plates, having the
German, the French, and the English scales of

measiu'e appended, are given, and gardens varying
from a i of an acre to an area of 4 acres in extent

are mapped out. The work is professedly published

to assist practical gardeners, architects, builders, and

Picturesquf

amateurs ; butmost wisely does theauthorenjoin "that
the plans should not be copied in their entirety ;

" on
the contrary, he says, " let them be modified to suit

the circumstances to which they have to he applied."

The propriety of this is apparent from the confession

of a landscape gardener of many years' practice, and
who (1( rl.u-rd tli;it he never made two plans alike

—

becaus' tlif c .nditions of the surface or the views
wen; dift'rrcnt- But there is one characteristic

—

Style, in wliich a garden artist cannot get away from
himself ; there will be always something, as it were,
to show his handwriting. This remark applies to

the designs in the work in question. As a whole the

designs seem to be of similar character, althpugh
not exactly /f/c similes of each other.

There is however one feature that separates

them from most of the English plans, which is the

introduction of so many single trees in the open
spaces, and of kinds we in England do not so

employ ; for instance, when Lombardy Pojjlars are

introduced, they are not placed so that the whole
trunk may be seen springing from the laivn, but are

so situated amongst round headed trees that their

tops alone are actually made use of to break up the

too great uniformity of those of circular form.

Again, the free use of Copper Beech as a single tree

would afford a speckjness that would be unpleasiug

to an educated eye. Again, many trees of low

growth are placed to stand singly on the Grass.

How are such to be protected from stock ? for in an

extent of 4 acres it is usually a condition that

tbe oficn spaces of Grass roay be fed off by sheep.

English gardeners generally contrive to group

such small and yet characteristic trees, and fhen

fence them in till they have acquire4 a size to tak,e

care of themselves.

Some of the later plans ^show how Vineyards can

be associated with landscape gardening ; to us, with

our Engli.sh ideas, no proper union can be formed

between trees and shrubs arranged for effect and

lines of Grape Vines. As well might we try to

associate our lines of Currants and Fillierts in the

landscape, or dwarf orchards of Apple and Pear, &c.

\\Tioever has seen a Hop garden in beauty just

before gathering the Hops, would acbnit the intense

beauty of these bines and their luxuriant bunches

of fruit. At that time he would say that a comer or

patch of them would not disfigure any landscape.

But what would he say when they are cut down, and

the bare earth alone was visible ? All attempt to

associate regular rows, whether of trees or Vines,

with the constituents of a good landscape, must
end in failure.

The writer, as will be seen by the statement above

adverted to, does not however jnit these plans to be

rigidly copied, but merely to become helps to those

who may need general ideas ; in this I perfectly

agree with him, and dull indeed must he be that

could not take a few useful hints from these four-

and-twenty plates. On the whole it is a useful

work for those who know how to take—ajid what to

lijave. M.S.

EXTRACTS FROM THE JOURNAL
OP Me. John Gould Veitch,

DUniNG A TtUP to THE ACSTBALIAS COLONIES
ASD THE SOUTH SEA ISLANDS.

iContiimtdfrom page 220.)

Aiiijiist 3, 186.5. T!w Fiji or Feejee Mnnds.
(Between 16° and 20° South latitude, and 180° West

and 177° East longitude.)—This group consists of

about 100 islands, the two largest of which—Viti
Levu and Vanua Levu— are between .3000 and 4000

square miles in extent. All are volcanic and
mountainous. The highest peaks rise to an elevation

of 4000 feet. The Feejees form the connecting link

between Polynesia and Melanesia. One loses here

the light coppered complexion, and meets with the

black. A Feejean is verj- black. The language is

decidedly Polynesian.

The inhabitants of these Islands were at one time

as savage and barbarous as any people in the world

—

the worst of cannibals. They not only killed and
ate their enemies taken in battle, but slaughtered in-

offensive men and women to furnish hiunan flesh for

their feasts. Now happily these fearful vices are

ceasing. The Wesleyan missionaries are gradually

Christianising the whole group. The men are vgry

taU, intelligent, energetic, and w.ai-Hke. The women
are not so good looking as those of the Friendly and
Navigator Islands. The national dress is a simple loin

cloth of Tapa (Broussonetia papyrifera) cloth. They
wear few ornaments, but on grand occasions chiefs

wear a pair of the rare orange cowrie shells sus-

pended fi-om their neck. The houses are large and
well built, but very dirty, caused by the cooking

fires being inside, without any sort of chimney to

carry off the smoke. Feejeean arms are superior to

any in Polynesia. The clubs and spears are beau-

tifully carved and polished. The climate is tropical,

the mean temperatm-e averaging. 80°. The whole

group is extremely fertile and t«eming with rich

vegetation. Europeans are established on many of

the islands, and are successfully planting coffee and

cotton. The flora is varied and rich. During my
short stay I met with three Palms, including

Pritchardia pacifica and Kentia exorrhiza ; some
arborescent Ferns, Gleichenia dichotoma, Angiopteris
evecta, Ophioglossum pendulum, Schiza3a dicho-
toma, Acrostichiim auritum, four Trichomanes,
Oleandra neriifomiis, and several epiphytical Lyco-
podiums. Sandal-wood (Santalum Freycinetianum)
is indigenous, but has become very scarce. Amongst
other plants I noticed Poinciana pulcherrima,

Acalypha virgata, several Drac^nas, Panax fmti-

cosiun, Dacrydium alatum, Casuarina equisetifolia,

Dammara vitiensis, two species of Podocarpus, two
Cassias, Parinariumlaurinum,twoorthreeErythrin9g,
Elajocaquis, Crotons, Ipomceas, Euphorbias, Acacias,

&c. Timber is excellent, and in some parts very

large, so much so that tjie Tonguese visit this group
to build their large canoes. As throughout Polynesia,

the Yam (Dioscorea), Taro (Aloeasia), Banana, Plan-

tain, Bread-fruit (Artocarpus incisa) and Cocoa-nut

are common articles of food ; the Tam is the principal.

There is no grain crop. There are at least 10 varieties

of the Bread-fruit in cultivation. The foliage of few
trees adds so much to the beauty of coimtry .scenery

as the large pinnatifid dark glossy-green leaves <§
the Artocarpus. Kava (Piper methysticum) is

largely grown. The root is chewed as in Tonga anS
Samoa. The beverage is a great favoui-ite. Oranges
are plentiful. The Malay Apple (Eugenia malao-
censis^ is a common ti"ee, as also the Chestnut of

Feejee (Inocaiiras edulis). The fruit of a large

number of indigenous trees is eaten by the natives.

Did space permit, I could write volumes about tlig

many novelties one sees when visiting such ap
interesting group of islands. To my regret we stayed

but a few days amongst them, and called at three

islands only—Oval.au, Kadavu, and Ban.
Ornlaii is a small island, of importance only as the

re.sidcnce of the British Consul, and head-quarters of

Eiuropeans in F^'cjee.

Kadttrii is the most southern of the group, it is

said to be one of the richest and most highly

cultivated. We remained here but four hours.

ISmi is the capital of Feejee, and residence pf

King Thakambau. This small island, scarcely ^
mile in circumference, is close to the mainland of

Viti Levu, and was selected for the Royal residence

on account of the security its isolated position

afforded. The whole island is covered with houses.

The prmcipal featm-es of the phace are the king's

palace and the Bun, or strangers' house, in which
all visitors live free. It is an enoimous place, over

100 feet long by 40 feet wide, capable of accomniods-
ting hundreds of people. It is the hotel of Ban. At
the western end of this formerly existed the royal

ovens for cooking human beings. Nothing now
remains to mark the spot but a large tree, on which
a notch was cut to record the death of each victim. It

made one shudder to look at the place. Every house
of importance is siuTounded by a sm.all garden
neatly fenced in, and containing a few red-leaved

Dracteuas, Pandanus, an Hibiscus or two, an
Erythrina, and generally a Kava bush (Pipe^
methysticum). Thakambau may be said to be the

King of the Cannibal Islands one has so often

heard of in childhood. Ho is a man of immense si?,e,

with a firm and most intelligent countenance, and
lo6ks fit to be a King. His dress when visiting ouj'

ship was a kind of petticoat of native Tapa cloth, and
a white linen shirt. The Queen is even propor-

tionately larger than he is, but very chunsy ; she

weighs over 13 stone.

fhe King was for many years a rabid cannibal,

but has been a Christian since 1854. He still keeps

up an army to punish rebellious subjects, but is

otherwise peaceable, and favours the views of the

missionaries.
(Toljc ronliui,,;!.)

Home Correspondence.
Tdismiiii Vai:-}'iilxi'mii.—I have been very much

interested -ivith Mr. Robert Piuce's favotu-able report

on this beautiful climber (see p. 1 7
1
) . It is stated by

him to thrive exceedingly well at the Exeter Nurserj%

in a conservatory in which in winter the thenno-

meter ranges from 38° to 40°. I fear, however, that

many may be misled in .attempting to grow it suc-

cessfully in cooler climates than that of Devonshire

imder such circumstances. Having cultivated it

for these two years past with the greatest of care, I

may perhaps be allowed to say a few words

respecting it. My experience com-iuces me that to

plant it as a greenhouse or a cool conservatory

climber 100 miles east of Exeter would end in dis-

appointment ; a similar distance northwards might
be equally unfavourable to its success. In 1864 I

purchased a fine healthy plant of it, and planted it

in what I considered to be a good situation, against

the back wall of a greenhouse, in well-prepared

compost. The plant tailed to make much progress^

and continued, as the season advanced, to look

more and more out of its proper element. I

had great fears of losing it. It was allowed to

remain where it was planted during the

winter season without receiving .any moisture.

In April, 1865, I took another step with it, which
has proved to be one in the right direction. I had a
large slate box placed in a glass-covered vestibrde to

receive a young plant of Citron, intending that
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it should cover a portion of the back wall on treUis
work. It struck me that if I ivas to have the box
divided by a slate partition, and prepare compost
suitable for this Tacsonia, I might succeed, and
overcome my previous disappointment ; accordingly
I carried out my intentions, and in the course of

II months the plant covered a space against the
south wall 12 feet by 12 feet, making at the same
time considerable progress along the wire, under the
roof—cariying line healthy foliage. Its beautiful
flowers are now the admiration of every one, and it

promises to supply us ^nth a good succession of them
through the coming season. The temperature in

which it has flourished so well "ndth us during the
past winter, has ranged from 50° to 5y by night,

and on sunny days 10° higher. It enjoys a Uberal
supply of water, James Drcicett, Deiihics, Bor/iinij.

Early Peas.—I have just read in ih^ Proceedings
of the Royal Horticultural Society for December,
186.5, the " Report on the Varieties of Peas growu at

the Gardens at Chiswick, 1865," and cannot help
expressing my opinion that it is truthful, does credit

to the writer of it, and equal credit to the Society
for establishing so eflicieut a tribunal. The history
and origin of our too numerous sorts of early Peas
is very interesting.and doubtless quite correct. It is

naively remarked of new early Peas, that as each name
professed to represent a Peal that was some days
earlier than any existing variety, we should ere
this have a Pea that ripened at the beginning instead
of the end of May. This Report seems to have
created a ferment among some of our seedsmen—

I

think, without any reasonable basis. The experiment
it seems was most carefully carried out, but those who
think it was not, have forgotten to ui'ge one simple
fact—the time of sowing was a mistake ; every
gardener knows that early Peas, sown at the com-
mencement of warm weather, are driven along by
the heat, and " come in " nearly altogether. The Peas
reported on were sown April 3. Now it wiU be
in the recollection of all that out summer
commenced last year the first week in April,
and bright simny warm weather continued all

through that and the following month ; it is there-
fore just possible that if the early Peas had been
sown at the proper season, say in .lanutiry or early
in February, some difference woidd have been found
in their podding and season for gathering. This
suggestion may to a certain extent reconcile the con-
tradictory reports on early Peas we have lately read.
A good observer and selector of variations in our
garden and field crops is often of great use to society,

—

valuable sorts of AVheat, Barley, and Oats have thus
been brought into cultivation. Constant annual atten-
tion is however required, or they soon degenerate

;

" rogueing," as the Pea-growers call the taking out
aU those that depart from the true character of the
sort, is an operation never to be dispeni5ed with, or
an untrue sort with its true name is produced. My
DUlistone's Early last year were so degenerate that
more than half were rogues, and were a third crop
instead of a " First Crop." It seems to me that two sorts
of early Peas only are neces-sary, and they might be
named by each seedsman as No. 1 and No. 2, without
that long array of names we are now afflicted with :

so that in writing an order for those es.sentials in
every g<arden—Peas for a first and second crop, we
should be able to say, " Please to send me Messrs.
Smith & Co.'s No. 1 and No. 2 Peas for first and
second crops." Other kinds are a mere matter of
f-incy. If Messrs. Jones & Co.'s Nos. 1 and 2 were
foimd better than those of Messrs. Smith & Co., the
fact might be noticed when proved, and a reputation
for the best kinds formed. This is merely a sugges-
tion, but it may be worthy of attention ; at any rate
let us endeavour to escape from our long lists of
names—some 20 or more—of Peas for first and
second crops. T. R.
Arrangement of Plants at Exhibitions.—lhe

remarks made on this subject (see p. 73) have not as
yet induced exhibitors and others to take much
public interest in the matter. The excellent views
of Professor Reichenbach, so forcibly stated
(see p. 51), have doubtless had some effect in
silencing the advocates of the system of arranging
plants simply for effect?, to the exclusion of all other
considerations. Your correspondent " B. S. W."
suggests that each class of blooming plants .should
be separated by Ferns or other fine-foUaged plants.
This is what ought to be done, but by no means let
any attempt be made to separate the competing
collections in each class. I have often seen this
tried, and it has always given the greatest dissatis-
faction to exhibitors : it is impossible, too, for the
judges to do justice to competing collections any-
thing near equal in point of merit when they are
placed far apart. " B. S. W." suggests also the
arranging of what are called foliage plants at the
back of those in bloom. That has likewise often
been attempted, and generally to the mutual
dissatisfaction of the exhibitors of both. Where,
for example, is the exhibitor of a clean collection
of hard-wooded plants who would tamely submit
to have them overhung by foliaged plants— say
Palms or Tree Ferns, on which the mealy bug often
stands to the leaves in the proportion of a hundred
to one. Such matters as these may appear to the
casual observer to be of little moment, but they are

of vital importance to exhibitors. "VMiere at all

practicable, I should say use Grass-covered earth-

banks in preference to wooden stages. In either

case do away as much as possible with straight lines

and even surfaces ; and where, as at the forthcoming
International Exhibition, there is plenty of space,

make the hoUows and projections on as large a scale

as possible. Those at Regent's Park I h<ave always
considered too small and too numerous, though they
are far in advance of anything of the kind we have
elsewhere in this country. If anything is required
to be placed behind or amongst the coUectiohs of

blooming plants at the International display in May
next, the Committee might provide a number of

Irish Yews, Cupressus Lawsoniana, and other things
of similar habit, 7 or 8 feet in height. These the
exhibitors could arrange amongst their collections

so as to improve the general effect, without the
obvious objection of one exhibitor's plants being
mixed up vnth those of another. T. Baines, Siimmci'-

Jleld, Bon-don, Oieshire. [Very good. There is no
necessity for breaking up individual collections, nor
even for separating collections showTi in the same
class, but where different classes are devoted to the
same kind of plants these may be placed apart as
required. The whole thing could be arranged
without difficulty if exhibitors would only take a
Uttle pains to make their entries exact, and would
not fail to bring the collections entered. We
trust every one will be willing to avoid causing
this dUficulty at the coming International Show.
The suggestion to provide background plants is good,
and has not been overlooked. We trust it may be
foimd practicable.]

OreMdneeous Exaggerations.—From the letter of

Prof. Reichenbach under this heading at p. 107,

I anticipated some severe remarks on botanical
artists generally, but I was thankful to find, owing,
perhaps, to the fortunate circumstance of his having
himself been imjustly taxed with the crime of

exaggeration, he has been very mild in his strictures,

and rather seems to think Nature is the chief delin-

quent. I humbly think he is right. Dining the
many years I have been occupied with the plates for

the " Botanical Magazine," I have often had occa-
sion to regret that the character of th,at work ren-

dered it desirable that new plants should be
figured as early as possible ; for although I

have generally had the assistance of dried .speci-

mens, I have frequently found that the plants have
subsequently produced flowers which eclipsed the
first both in size and colour. I have found however
some slight consolation in the thought that my
drawings were interesting as proofs of the effect of

good cultivation, or extremes of variation. The
freaks of Orchids are sometimes very serious—mth a
single spike of protean flowers they have unsettled
several well-defined genera, to the great consternation
of botanists. After that, such trifling vagaries as

the branching of a spike which should be simple,

or the exhibition of a deeper bliLsh than iLsual, need
not be marvelled at by those who behold them,
or be doubted by those who have not seen them.
Scientific men are justly more prone to doubt than
to belief, and it is difficult to say whether their

incredulity concerning things abnormal is flattering

to Nature or themselves ; but it is hardly fair to

express disbelief in an abnormal fact in a drawing
merely because it is opposed to their theories. I

have been informed that branching spikes of

Disa grandiflora are not uncommon ; and in

a drawing I made for Mr. Robert Warner's
Orchid work, I ventured to introduce a .stem

with two flowers on, and had my veracity doubted.
I think it a pity that such abnormal spikes should
not be preserved or forwarded to botanists for their

enlightenment i it would be but a courteous acknow-
ledgment of their services, and relieve artists from
many derogatory insinuations. As for arti.stic

exaggerations, ttie Royal Academy and other
exhibitions are the places where these are to

be found in perfection. \\'here else can be
seen red Geranium flowers as large as Hollyhocks,
Roses like Red Cabbages, and fruit of such Brobdig-
nagian dimensions ! I have often admired the bold-
ness of the artists who dare outdo even the figures in
floral works, wherein the magnifying tendency is

sometimes slightly apparent. But let not the
botanical artist give his fancy scope ; let him
represent what is, what ought to be, or what ought
not to be,—and he is in danger of the judgment,
ir. H. F.

Adiantnm FarUyen^e.—Understanding that lovers

of Ferns are so much pleased with this Adiantum,
as I thought they would be, from the first sight;

of it, allow me to offer for their infonnation a
few words as to its introduction into our gardens.
It was received "with many other plants by my
employer from the West Indies. Seeing the bad
condition of the plants on their arrival, we resolved

to give air gradually without disturbing the case
which they were in, iinril we .should be able to see

what plants were alive and what were dead. In a
short time this then little Fern sprang up through
the sawdust, and all the plants that have been
exhibited were from time to time taken from it, and
given to their respective owners by my employer,
Thomas Daniel, Esq. Being so much cut about, our

plant has borne but little seed. Samvrl Bray,
Gardener, Sloodleigh, near Tierrton, Deron.
Blandfordias.—As with by far too many of our

most interesting and beautiful bulbous plants, how
seldom do we meet with living representatives of
this pretty genus, the species of which have graceful
Grass-like foliage, and stiff, bold, erect flower stalks,
bearing many pendent Lily-like flowers which last
a long time in beauty. They require merely protec-
tion from actual frost, and enjoy a uniform though
not over plenteous supply of water and abundance of
air. The most pleasing amongst the six or seven
kinds with which I am acquainted .are flammea,
grandiflora, and nobUis. August is perhaps the
best month to pot them in, and as regards soil they
like an admixture of two parts peat, one yellow loam,
and a small dash of silver sand. After being potted
keep the surface of the soil free from Moss, and
the pots clean. Particidarly see that the bulbs are
potted firmly, and do not bury them too deeply.
William, Earleg, Digsn'eU.

Judges' Powers at Exhibitions.—In reference to
your remarks on this subject at p. 169, I beg to
correct several errors made by your correspondent. I

was the exhibitor of the 12 plants disqualified ; the
prize card was placed to my collection for more than
an hour, and the public had been admitted for 20
minutes of that time before the attention of the judges
was called to it by one of the other exhibitors in the
same class. The result was that I was disqualified

for showing a sort named Waterloo, which in Mr.
Fould's catalogue of 1S64 is classed with the large-

flowering varieties as a hybrid. On such points I

would ask what a gardener has to guide him but a
respectable catalogue. In this case I protested that
the judges had no right to alter their decision after

the pubUc had been admitted. They distinctly stated,

moreover, that they did not know positively whether
it was a Pompon or not, and consented that a special

committee meeting shoidd settle the matter. This is

the first time within my knowledge that a case of
this kind respecting hybrid Chrysanthemums has
ari.sen, and as a Chrysanthemum grower I would
suggest that if a catalogue is not a sufficient

authority by which to place them, the sooner we
discard them, or provide for them a .separate class,

the better, otherwise the.y will be a perpetual source
of annoyance to exhibitors. M'illitnn Jones, Gr.,

J. Bent, Esq., Monument Lane, Jlirmingluim. [We
do not happen to know the variety called Waterloo,
but if it be one of those which are assumed to be
hybrids because they are intermediate in character
between the large-flowered and the Pompon sorts, it

could not strictly rank with the former. As to judges
at flower shows, we can have no doubt that they,

acting in concert with the committee, are entitled to

correct a manifest error if done before the show
closes, especially when their attention is directly

called to it. Such is the practice at the metro-

politan exhibitions. Of course it is not done without
giving dissatisfaction ; and on the whole we believe

it to be much better for all parties when the exhi-

bitors defer to the conclusions of the judges.]

Fig Trees for Snmll Garelens.—ilr. Rivers (see

p. 1 4(1) describes a mode of open-air Fig culture which
is practised by our friends over the water, and like-

wise by himself. The plan is doubtless productive

of good results ; but why take the trouble of annually

taking up the trees and wintering them in a dry

cellar or orchard-house as a preventive against frost .'

Certain kinds of Fig will endure the winter equally

well as the Rose or Portugal Laurel, a fact apparent

here in Ea-st Suffolk, where the Brown Ischia, and a
green Fig unknown to me, but which is termed the

Green Imperial, are planted in the open garden,

fully exposed to the east, west, and north winds, and
have endured the winters for upwards of 20 years ;

my employers, indeed, told me the other day, while

speaking of the Fig, that one of the trees in question,

a standard, had been planted not less than 100 years,

and yet these trees ripen annually a crop of large

and truly excellent fruit in the months of August and
September. Last year, too, owing to the extreme

mildness of the autumn, a large proportion of the

second crop came to maturity in November. Although

one of the trees ju,st named only receives the rays of

the sun about two hours each day, yet it bears an
abundant crop. I, however, do not mean to assert

that all Figs are hardy, and it is but fair to state

that the Brown Ischia only ripened one crop with us

last autumn. The trees are, however, in a northern

aspect. There is, moreover, another circumstance to be

considered, viz., that the temperature in this district is

2° or 3° warmer than that of an inland locality, as may
be inferred from the fact that while thousands of

Roses, Portugal Laurels, and various Coniferfe

perished on that memorable Christmas eve, 1860,

they endured the severity of the weather here

without receiving the slightest possible injury, as did

also the Fig. This fact therefore tends to show that

as the Fig endured that winter in this district with

perfect safety, it woiUd in any inland situation with-

stand an ordinaiy winter. I have seen Mr. E.

Bennett, Osberton Hall, Nottinghamshire, deal

practically with the Bro^vn Ischia Fig on the open

wall, but he always affords it the protection of mats
in winter. Should Mr. Rivers visit this neighbour-

hood in the course of the summer, I shall feel much
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rileasm-e in pointing' out to him the trees just

mentioned. I may add that they are pruned every

three or four years, and will again this year shortly

undergo that operation. Tkos. Shtij}so-?f, Gr. to the

J^tr. 'nwmas Mllla^ Stutton, Ips^mch.

Gardeners^ Wages in Kiirserics.—Various com-

munications on this subject appeared in your

columns a short time back. Allow me further to

state that it is no new thing for 15i\ per week to be

paid to gardeners in one of the principal metropolitan

nurseries, where many men are employed. The
wages paid to gardeners by the firm of Messrs.

Rollisson ^^ Sons, Tooting, for the last 25 years has

uot been less than 15.s. per week. If the gentlemen

who have made a public announcement of their

generosity had years back followed the example of

the above-named firm, it certainly would have been

veiy beneficial to the gardening community. U. S.

Arhor-riUc.— Common observation shows that

plants in general have the power of conforming to

conditions the most opposite and varied as regards
|

the nature of their places of growth ; examples of

the same species may be seen luxuriating in lich

soil, and also equally at home in positions apparently

almost deficient of one or more of the elements

essential to plant life. For more than 30 years a
remarkable instance of the latter has been under my
notice in the shape of a plant of Arbor-vita3 (Thuja
orientalis) growing on the south side of a wall in

the Royal Botanic Garden at Kew. When first observed

it was about 2 inches in height, and appeared to be

the result of a seed which had germinated in a
ojcevice of the brickwork, about 14 inches below the

top of a wall "\ feet high, and where it received the

full force of the summer sun during the greater part

of the day. Notwithstanding this, however, the

little plant continued to increase in size, and in a
few years became a neat little compact bush as

high as the top of the wall ; shortly after this

an open trellis arbour was placed against the wall,

which partially hid the plant from view. On occa-

sional inspection, however, I found it always in full

vigour, and increasing in size ; a few years ago, when
about 10 feet in height, it was as good looking a
plant as others of the same kind of equal size that
were growing in good soil. It now measures 1-i feet

in height, and at 4 feet from the base the diameter
of the branches is 8| feet, the circumference of the
stem 6 inches above the base being 15 inches. The
coping of the wall is raised about 6 inches on each
side of the stem, and other two lines of bricks

are raised about o inches for a distance of about
'4 feet ou each side of the stem. Though the wall is

only 14 inches thick, the north side is not disturbed

in the least, and no vestige of root can be detected

on either side. The sitiiation is pretty weU sheltered

by buildings, but age is now beginning to show
itself in the plant, the north-east side of which has
become thin and open. It is not uncommon to see

Yew, Elder, and other bird-feeding trees growing on
walls. The present case is therefore only remarkable
as regards the height at which the Arbor-vita3 in

question has arrived, and as respects its good health
and symmetrical form. J. Sm., Krrv, March 13.

Establishing a Booheivj.—I am obliged to your
correspondent for calling my attention to a late

paper of mine upon this subject. I had allowed my
thoughts to run upon a name localised here, instead

of the certainly more proper one of Pied Wagtail
(MotaciUa Yarrellii of Gould), which is the general
foster-parent of the cuckoo, though occasionally the
hedge-sparrow assumes the, to it, almost overpower-
ing responsibility. The long-tailed tit, as described
by your correspondent, certainly builds its artistic

abode upon lighter twigs, in a less likely position

than most other birds for the purpose indicated. I

am glad to record the fact that these useful little
j

fellows have become more numerous amongst us '

here of late years, regularly visiting our standard
fruit trees actively in search of food. In some
instances rooks build upon unusually low trees, an
example of which, if I remember rightly, is to be
seen aroimd the abode of that able agricultural
experimentalist, Mr. Lawes. I have also seen other
examples both in England and Wales. With some
little experience, however, both with rookeries and
heronries, I have foimd this the exception rather
than the rule, the rookeries .so situated having been
in most instances originally fixed upon thinly
tenanted and isolated parts of the country, where
at that period few strangers were known to
trespass. I trust the love of home is sufficiently

prominent in your correspondent to enable him to
judge why, in after days, they choose, even amidst
much adversity, the same old spot. The case is dif-

ferent where a gentleman is desirous to found a
rookery, it may be near his mansion, or in some more
or less tenanted or disturbed locality. Take for instance
the very many rookeries that are near, even in the
parks of large towns, where lofty trees exist, clean
and free in the bole. I instance Baldock ; and I say
without risk of contradiction that nothing would
induce them to take to the place, or even to retain
the same for any length of time, were the trees there
substituted by those named by your correspondent.
AH suggestions are good, though I have myself tried
both blackbirds' aud thrushes' nests in this way, and
I found that they quickly deserted the nest when

the eggs bad been changed. I presume that the
disparity in the size of the eggs was too great.

Besides, they are extremely wai-y birds. T^he sugges-

tion given by your able coiTCspondent, wrongly sur-

named Standstill, is the best I have yet seen, if the
many natural difficulties can be overcome. William
Earlvij.
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gardeners are not sufficiently paid, a fact which is acknow
lodged on all sides ; and as your correspondent Mr. Fish has
fully and fearlessly exposed many of the causes which produce
this result, I am saved the necessity of demonstrating its

truth. I would rather allude to the removal of the evil, and
really this can be effected in such a very simple way that I

almost blush to mention it. One or two letters iu yom
columris produced instantaneously an increase of a few
shillings a week to gardeners working in nurseries. Nursery
men one after another came forward and volunteered
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question at issue, viz., wages. It is a mistake t- !. .

the law of supply and demand regulating wages. J .iiiu.!-. .m
merchants can do with their goods what no working man can
do with his wife and children— stow them away in some bam
or warehouse out of the way till they are wanted. In a
country like this, where the supply of labour is always in
excess of the demand, the only effect the "law " in question
could have would be to reduce wages. With the view of
effecting what the "law" was calculated to prevent, many
departments of labour have united, and for their protection
have formed societies which are disgraceful and intolerant
despotisms. Mr. Fish hints, as a dernier ressort, the propriety
of establishing such an association for gardeners. This I con-
sider to be the weak point of his otherwise excellent letter.

Worthless and helpless as our condition is, I consider that the
establishment of one of these sugar-coated curses called " pro-
tection societies" would only multiply our miseries. With the
prize csiyiy scheme of Mr. Fish L quite agree, though I do not
think it would materially raise the wages of gardi
class. Any assistance from nurserymen is out of the question

—

they have not the power to do anything in the matter. The
" committee " or court of appeal suggested by Mr. Fish
very plausible idea, but reminds me of the old story of
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to compel gentlemen to^i^ay what it pleases for' a gardener.
Well, then, it may be asked,— What can he done ?

In the first place I would recommend noblemen and
gentlemen seriously to thiak the matter over whether
it is not their duty volimtarily to increase the salaries
of not only their gardeners but their gamekeepers and
foresters. ITie case of house servants is not quite so urgent, as
the 2)rescnt high price of provisions does not so much affect
them ; and really, when one considers the very small sum,
comjiarativcly speaking, to a gentleman, say 30/., which would
bedividedamongstthcsei-vants justnamed, and what ablessing
it would be to men who have, say a pound or 25*. a week, one
really wonders why conscientious gentlemen do not at
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di.sLuma^iiif;, il liiUht be admitted that there is much truth
the itiiiaiks of "John Bristol" on this subject (see p. 149).
There is no denying the fact that the sociid position of gar-
deners is no better generally thin that pointed out by him ;

and it is equally true that while our employers in the mass
estimate our worth only by the results of our practice, there
is very little hope of an improvement of our social position.
These f.icts indicate the existence of an evil which the removal
of the much talked-of ignorance of gardeners would never
successfully obviate ; and unless the Royal Horticultural
Society aims at raising the taste of employers as
an indirect result of its Education scheme, it

aims at nothing, and failure and disappointment
will be the end of its efforts. What good does the
.iqnire's gardener derive from all the scientific cram which he
may have capacity for, if the squire himself does not listen
apprcciat ivcly when he '
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forth that an improved education is the panacea for all the
evils, social and professional, of poor horticulturists. "Why all

this noise about the ignorance of gardeners? Has gardening
been stationary or retrograde? No; it has progressed more
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matter upon the mind at one time begets confusion, rmd
simple elements must alone be brought first before the pupU ;

for, assuredly, if omission exists here, whatever is propounded
afterwards \vill only be seen through a hazy atmosphere.
We must never forget, however tardily admitted, that
the most complex problems in gardening will be solved
just in proportion to our knowledge of first principles.
As the work of teaching progresses, the relation between
science and practice should be explained—not, certainly, by
guessing at conclusions, but by deducting them from acknow-
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the matter on the pupil's mind, and show the teacher the
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I feel certain that it would soon promote among the majority
of gardeners a love for study, beget a higher standard of
intellect, and so prepare yoimg men to meet the Society's
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cultivation. A third exhibition in small pots, also showu in
tliis class, came from ilr. liartlett.

New Uyacintlis came from 3Ir. W. Paul and Mr. Cutbxish.
The former had Princess Maiy of Cambridge, a handsome
variety in the way of Grand Lilas, on which it seemed to be an
improvement ; Sir Hemy Havelock, purplish pluni, a pro-
mising sort, possessing a very desii'able shade of colour

;

Arnold's Princen, something like the last, but of a different

tint ; Vunxbaak, glowing scarlet crimson, a real acquisition :

Adelina Patti, in the way of Robert Fortimc : Bird of

Paradise, scarcely distinguishable from Ida ; and Sir E. Land-
seer, rosy crimson. From Mr. Cutbush came Auriculas Oog,
purplish violet, with a white eye ; Orion, a good companion
to the last, but deeper in colour, and with me pips or bells

much larger and smoother, altogether a fine kind ; Arnold's
Piincen, already aUxided to ; Hogarth, something like La Dame
du Lac, but larger in the pip ; Mrs. James Cutbush, a good clear

white ; and Grand Vainqueur, striped pink. From Mr. Young
came Mary, a beautiful white, with a compact well-built spike

;

Annie LuIg. in the way of Howard, but not so deep in colom-

:

Omphale. blush, too near glgantea : General Pelissier, similar
iu cmIoui- to Grand Lilas ; and Sli- E. Landseer. deep mauve,
making a second flower thus named among this yeai's new
varieties.

A magnificent collection of Hyacinths, consisting of upwards
of 100 potfuls, came from Mr, W. Paul, of very dark, nearly
black, kinds ; among these were General Havelock, Von
Humboldt, and Feruk Khan ; Lord Palmei-ston, pui-plish Hlac,
with white eye, and bright blue metallic-coloured tubes, was
also conspicuous, as were likewise Solfaterre, brillLint crimson
scarlet ; Due de Malakoff, buflt striped with red ; Ida, still one
of the best yell;>v.> ; ;M;!(aiiIay. a magnificent kind, which
certainly St. Li I

'
'
" '

, > ;" ',;,„ l reds; Madame Hodgson,
and Koh-i-iii "Lcupies the first rank
amongdark ! iiites we noticed Madame
de Stael.Mnii; ,. , \l ,, .,;i.Luline. Bright reds com-
prised Garibal... .,.......,...,.. ii....,.iiJ, and perhaps Reine des
Jacinthes. Aiuung pluiii-cuLuuieJ sorts were Haydn, while pale
blues consisted of Com-onue de Cclle, Grand Lilas, Bloksbei^,
Van Speyk, Louis Philippe, and Lord Cowley. Among
darker blues may be named Charles Dickens ; and in no col-
lection should Oi-nement de la Nature, a delicate pink, be
overlooked, although not so new as some of the other sorts
which we have named.

Narcissi were shown by Messrs. Paul, Macintosh, Cutbush,
and Young. Among these Newton, golden yellow ; Gloriosa,

white, wiUi yellow cup ; Bazelman Major, similai- to the hist in
colour, but larger, were very fine. Among others wei-e Grand
Soleil d'Or, yellow, with an orange cup, and Paper-white, both
good kinds.

Tulips, in collections of 12, came from Mr. W. Paul, ilr.

Cutbush, Mr. Bartlett, and Mr. Young. Conspicuous among
them were Keizer Ki-oon, yellow and red

;
yellow and white

Pottebakker ; Proserpine, violet-shaded rose, large :uid fine

Couleur Cardinal, rich deep red ; Cramoisie Superbe, crimson

,

Vermilion BrUlante ; Globe de Rigaud, white streaked purple

;

Cramoisie Royale, rose and white ; Duchesse de Pai-ma, showy
i*ed and yellow ; and Due d'Ai-emberg, brownish-red and
yellow ; together with red and yellow Toumesol, the most
showy of double Tulips. Mr. William Paid had, moreover, a
large collection of these showy flowers, which received, as they
well deserved, general admiration.

Crocuses were numerous, and consistcl "f : j
.' varie-

ties. In Mr. Wm. Paul's exhibition wen. I ,it: .

'

. tine

blue: Queen Victoria, white : Cloth of tii" i
i

i
-.

i ',i\-id

Rizzio, beautiful purple ; Mammotli, whin, .u ; .vi. .. n, lirge

striped ; Mr. Macintosh, Jlr. Young, and .Mr. liiuticLt, ijad

also charming groups of these favourite flowers.

Forced shi-ubs came from Mr. Cutbush and Jfr. Young.
.iVmong these were well-bloomed examples of Deutzia .gracilis,

Gueldres Rose, Rhododendron Cunninghami and others ; pink
and crimson double-flowered Peaches ; Andromeda buxifolia,

with multitudes of little spikelets of snowy-white blossoms

;

Syringas, and Forsythia viridissima.
' Acacias sviitable for pot culture in greenhouses consisted of

A. grandiflora magnifica, with little spikes an inch long,

studded with pale yellow flowers ; Drummondii, somewhat
similar in its mode of flowering ; and eriocarpa, the last loaded
with little globular balls of lich yellow blossoms. Of nitida, a
kind resembling the last, there were also examples. These
came from Sir. Cutbush and Mr. Yoimg.
Camellias were contiibuted by Messrs. Lee, Bull, and

Young. Among them were old Double White ; tricolor, a
striped semi-double soi-t ; Due de Litta, small striped red

;

JE*rincesse Marie, somewhat similar in colour ; Valtcv;ixedo and
Fulgeus Nova, both reds ; Madame Langelier, rose ; Rossii,

red ; Adelaide d'Orleans, Mathotiana, Saccoi Nova, Sarah
Fri-ist, and Henrique.
Of Rhododendrons, Mr, W. Paul had well-bloomed examples

of Blaudyanum, crimson ; hchiller, lilac, with black blotch;
atrosauguineum, red ; Partlolaton, lilac ; Illuminator, rosy
pink ; and Sii I. Newton. Mr. Young also showed in this class.

Among Epaciises, the best came from Messrs. Lee, who had
Eclipse. Salmonea, and Ornata. Mr. Cutbush and Mr. Young
furnished Muiiata splendens ; Walkerii, rose ; nivalis idba ; and
Copelandi, red.

Roses, considering the season, were beautiful. Among
those from Mr. Wm. Paul were Dr. Lindley, Souvenir 'i'un

Ami, Madame de St. Joseph, Alba rosea, one of the very best
kinds for early forcing ; Rubens, Comte de Paris, Madame
Falcot, Pi'esident, Celine Foi-estier, Anna Alexieff, Mrs.
Bosanqiiet, and Madame Damazin. From Messrs. Paul & Son
came Maurice Bei-nardin, President, Alba rosea, Louise de
Savoie, fine yellow ; Princess Mary of Cambridge, Charles
Lefeb^Te, Francois I^charme, Devoniensis, Prince Camille de
Rohan, very dark ; Madame de St. Joseph, and Souvemi- d'un
Ami, all in excellent condition.

Miscellaneous groups of plants were contributed by Messrs.
Lee, Bull. Beasley, and Bartlett. Prom the first of these came
10 pretty little bushes of the common Aucuba in fruit ; various
Epacrises, among which the best were Hyacinthiflora, bright
rose ; Sunset, deep crimson ;

Queen Victoria, white ; and
Salmonoa, pink ; one or two Dendrobiums and Vandas ; a fine

plant of the salmon-flowered Ixora Griffithii ; three standard
Azaleas, and a well-flowered bush of Genetyllis fuchaioides.

Mr. Bull had a charming sky-blue-flowered Ipomcea, from
South America ; Peperomia anfolia ; the green-leaved female
Aucuba in flower, and other kinds of Aucuba in fruit ; the
handsome Yucca quadricolor ; the white variegated variety of

Selaginella Martensii; Smilax macrophylla maculata, with
leaves overlaid with silvei-y markings ; varieties of Dracaena
ferrea ; the handsome Lomaria gibba ; Schistocasia Portei,
with deeply divided Caladium-like foliage ; different forms of
Azalea pxmctulata ; Imantophyllum miniatum, finely in flower

:

a dozen, very handsome little standard Orange trees bearing
fruit ; the graceful shining green-leaved little Paadanus
crenatua, the silver-sti-iped Bertolonia margaritacea, a yellow
variegated variety of Elseagnus japonicus ; Bignonia aiTgyrsea

violascens, with handsome variously coloured leaves ; and
other interesting plants. From Mr. Beasley came a well-
gfown and flowered example of Chorozema Lawi-enceauum, a
white Azalea, Cyclamens, and Camellias. Of Mr. Bai"tlett's

plants notice has already been taken in oiu* reports of the
Saturday Shows, Fine potfuls of Lily of the Valley came from
Messrs. Paul, Bartlett, Cutbush, and Macintosh ; and Chinese
Primulas from Mr. Todman and others. Mr. Graham had
12 potfuls of his lai^e-blossomed variety of Russi;ui Violet
called The Czar ; and from.Mi-s. Mitchell, 5, Anglesey Tenuce,
Battersea, came some well-executed examples of wa.^ flowers.

Among them were representations of CameUias. Roses, Pelar-
gonimns, Rhododendrons, and Orchids. Fi'om Mr. 13ai-tlctt

came a case of Ferns, in which were some good examples of that
favomite class of plants. Fi-uit consisted of some beautifully-
kept Apples from Eatington Park, Stratford-on-Avon, Among
them were Reinette du Canada, Hanwell Souring, Yorkshire
Greeniner. Wcllmtrton, Sturmer Pippin, and one or two fine
kiinl- in; ,! i. Tbey were stated to have been grown on the
v-hi: -uth Warwickshire, and to have been kept

'a dark dry room, having a uniform
b40'.

I this will be found i

Royal Caledonlan Horticultural.—The first Exhibition
of the two amalgamated Societies—the Caledonian and Edin-
burgh Horticultural—took place in the Music Hall, Edinbui-gh,
last Wednesday. As a Spring Show of Hyacinths, Azaleas,
Camellias, <fcc., it was fully equal to any of its predecessors.
There were not probably so many entries as we have seen on
.<iome former occasions, but the quality and genei-al good con-
dition of the various articles whioh were staged, notwith-
standing a thermometer indicating in the morning 20°, was
almost miexceptionable. Hyacinths especially were remark-
able, whether in point of cultivation or get-up, the spike
being of handsome form, with finely developed pips, and the
foliage dwarf and lusty. Messrs. Carsteirs A; Sons, and
Messrs. Downie, Laird A: Laing were the only exhibitors
among nm-serymen, and were placed in the order they are
named. The following sorts formed the 1st prize group :—
Rouge Pyramide, MacatUay, Victoria Alexandriua, Howard,
Von Schiller, Koh-i-Noor, as reds ; in blues, there were General
Havelock, Mimosa, MarL-u, Grand Lilas, Charles Dickens,
Garrick, and Prince Albert: while in white and blush
there were Alba superbissima, Emmeline, Lord Wellington,
Grandeur ii MerveiUe ; and in yellows, Ida—Prince Albert in
the one case >nd Koh-i-Noor in the other, were singled out
as the best single and best double sorts in the Hall. In
the 2d prize lot, differing from the above, were Solfaterre, a
very highly coloured red ; Feruk Khan; La Toui- d'Auvergne,
still a good white ; Leonidas, blue ; Princess Charlotte, red

;

3Iont Blanc ; Due de Malakoff, a good buff ; Lina and Cavaig-
nac, both good reds.
In the Gardeners' Section Mr. Cowe, gr. to Capt. Hope,

Luffness, had the following very fine :—Howard, Havelock,
Dickens, Grand Lilas, Seraphine (a good blush), Cavaignac,
Grandem- a Merveille, Nimi'od fbluej, Alba superbissima. Lina,
Lord Wellington, and Von Schiller. There was a very spirited
competition for the classes of nine and six, Sir. James
Henderson, Millbank, having a very true lot, comprising
Baron Tuyll, 3Iont Blanc, Grandeur Si'Merveille, Dickens,
Grand Lilas, Von Schiller, Macaidiiy, Lord Wellington, and
Susanna Maria. The above sorts comprise the cream of all the
sorts exhibited. There was only a limited competition for sorts
shown in glasses, and seemingly the best adapted for this treat-
mentwereDickens, Victoria, Baron Tuyll, LordiWellington, Von
Schiller, and Grand Vedette. Mr. Vail-, Edgar Bank ; Miss
Nelson, Abden House ; and Mrs. Nelson, Salisbury Green, had
each nice assortments.

Messi"S. Cunningham, Eraser, & Co. had a very interesting
collection of spring-flowering bulbs, among which we noted
SciUa sibirica. bifoUa, and alba, the pretty and interesting
dw,irf Daffodils, Narcissus moschatus and minor ; the pink
and the white varieties of Dog's-tooth Violet, Erythronium
dens canis ; and Muscaria botryoides, paUida, and idba. This
firm had also several good bloomed plants of Rhododendrons,
the best of which were Her Majesty, a piurc white, with a
yellow blotch ; Venus ; Atro-roseiun, a good dark ; Blatteum,
dark purple'; and Lady of the Lake, a chaste lilac. Dick-
son & Co. had ;ilso a lot. including Dalhousia?. Mr. Lees,
Tynninghame, had a plant of his seedling Coimtess of
Haddington, with not less than 60 trusses, some of them a
little injured in transit. Mr, Paterson, Millbank, had a densely-
bloomed ciliatum. 3 feet across.

Azaleas were largely exhibited both by nurserymen and
gardeners, the latter having the largest and finest-bloomed
plants— Messrs. MacGuigan, Woolmet ; Paterson, Millbank;
and Cowc, Luffness, being the most successful. Criterion.
Iveryana, Roi Leopold, Pehurgoniflora, Beauty of Europe, and
Alba cincta were the more prominent varieties. Heaths were
well-grown and bloomed, especially the highly-coloured
Melanthera, from Mr. Fowler, Mavisbank : and the Sindryana,
from Mr. Ijockhart. Amiston.
In Miscellaneous Greenhouse Plants there was a magnificent

Pulteniea subumbellata, and a good white Azalea called Magni-
ficent, from Mr. Lockhart. Acacia eriocarpa, from Mr. Paterson,
was an excellent managed plant, and proves itself to be one of
the very best of this highly ornamental genus. Tremandra
orierefolia was also verytwell managed. Mr. Thomson, Dalkeith,
was first with foliage plants, comprising an extra fine plant of
Pandanus elegantissimus, it good Aralia, Alocasia metaUica, and
Sanseviera guineensis.
There was a spirited competition for cut blooms of Camellias,

the best of which were Madame Lebois, a good red ; Countess
of Orkney, one of the sporting whites with carnation stripe

;

Storyii, Napoleon III., Elata, Duchess of Buccleuch, Saccoi
Nova, Jenny Lind. Queen Victoria, Imbricata (still first-rate,)

Mathotiana, Fimbriata, Lady Belhaven, Augustina superba,
and Marchioness of Exeter. Carstairs <fe Sons, Mr. Henderson,
and Mr. Adie, RockviUe, were the mo.st successful. Cinerarias
were well grown and bloomed, the best coming from Mr.
il'Farlane, Mordun, who had The Wrestler, Amulet, and Duke
of Cambridge.

In Ferns the most prominent batch came from Messrs.
Downie As Co. and Sir. Henderson, among which were
Asplenium lucidum, Dicksonia Culcita, Didymochlajna trim-
catula, Onychium lucidum, Asplenium viviparum, and
Lomaa-ia gibba.

Messrs. Carstairs ifa Son hadatable filled withamiscellaneous
assortment, containing bulbs of sorts. Camellias, Azaleas, Lily
of the Valley, <tc. Mr. Handasydc, Musselbm-gh, had twelve
pots of Saxifraga oppositifoha, a charming trailing species,
densely shaded with highly ornamental piuTile flowers, along
with numerous pots of the equally valuable decorative Iria

reticulata, ilr. R. Mcintosh had a few Ferns and a finely-
bloomed plant of Echeveria metallica, with its soft glaucous
leaves and I'osy flowers on a panicle. Mr, Methven, Leith
Walk, had some Hyacinths. Messrs. PeterLawson ^ Sons had
an assortment of choice foliaged plants. Orchids, and the
decorative Cliauthus Dampieri, in nice bloom.
Among Fruit were two good Pines from Messrs. Paterson

and Thomson. The latter gentleman had also a very good
bunch of Lady Downes' Grape, and so had also Mr. Rose,
Floors Castle. Mr. Thomson exhibited his Golden Lady Downes'
in smallish bunches, but having fine plmnp berries in good
condition, with the immistakable flavour of the black variety.
Apples were shown in vei-y excellent order, both from Messrs.
Rose, and Lees of Tynninghame. The former had Blenheim,
Wellington, and King of Pippins : and the latterhad Yorkshire
Greening, Ganges, and Tower of Glammis, Mr. Rose contri-
buted three dishes of the following Pears, also in fine condition

:

—St. Germain, Chaumontelle, and Beurr^ Ranee. Mr. Ander-
son, Oxenford Castle, had very good Keens' Seedling Sti-aw-
berries, and so had Mr. Thomson.
Vegetableswere well representr'n hv Afr. Thnnison, who hada

most creditable collection, c 'ii.|) i-i'. i;h'iiiarb. Broccoli,
Brussels Sprouts, Seakale, Put.i; "^l- : I reuch Beans,
and Asparagus. The Leeks, a--

i

'

, I Imburgh, were
of Brob.iignagiau dimensions, ;;

i ,1' Ki'iatb scarcely less
,

briskly competed for, andso, while other sample;
generally well shown,

completely filled during the day with the ^lite

igements were

ThcHaU-!
, ^ ^_

Edinburgh and 'its vicinity, and the :

generally satisfactory.

Notices of iSoofeg.
The numbers of the Botaiih'nl Magazine for the

months of February and March give us figures of
the following plants :

—

ChamerantUemum Bmjrichii
variegatum, one of the dwarf variegated Acanthads
introduced by Mr. Weir to the garden of the Royal
Horticultural Society. It has largish oval leaves
marked with a broad in-egularly margined greyish
band along the centre, and in the dwarf state are
rather pretty, but the white flowers add but little to
its interest.

—

Liiishi Pstjclic, a curious Burmese
Orchid, -B-ith thick terete le.aves, and yeUowish-
greeu flowers having a beautifully marked lip ; it has
been already noticed fully in our previous volume at
p. S4-2.

—

mimndiii coriUfoUa, a handsome Vaccini-
aceous shrub, shown recently at South Kensington
by Mr. Bateman as T. oeanensis ; it has neat ovate-
oblong leaves, and crowded racemose heads of
tubular flowers, which are bright red tipped with
white.

—

Bauhinia tomentosa glabra, a rather inter-
esting Benguela shrub, requiring .stove treatment,
and having two-Iobed leaves, and yellow flowers with
a purple spot at the base of the standard.

—

Euhpliia
eiighssa, a Calabar Orchid of little garden interest,
its flowers, which grow on a tall upright stem, being
rather small, green, with a white painted Up.

—

TilhiiKhia ,vij?ffwifk's, a species of dwarf habit, with
large white deUciously-scented flowers, introduced
more than ,50 years ago, and figured in an early
voltmie of the Botanical Begister.— Habranthus
fulgens, a very ornamental plant recently imported
from Chai by Messrs. Backhouse & Son, of York.
The spreading orange-scarlet perianth, with a
yellowish central star^ give it much the aspect of a
small Hippeasti-um, the scape moreover growing
about a foot and a half high, and supporting an
umbel of six or eight flowers. It is said to be
nearly hardy.

—

Dendrvbiiim ilixantlimn, a pretty
Moulinein species described in our last year's volimie
by Prof. Reichenbach, and named from the two
tints of yellow (primrose and orange) in the flowers,
which however better specimens show to be
borne, not singly as originally described, but
in shoi-t racemes of from two to flve. The
leaves are grassy and verj' sharp-pointed. —
Gladiolus Piipilio, a beautiful South African .species,

of which Dr. Hooker remarks that amongst the
species of this family which |abonnd in the Cape
Colony, the present appears to be the most beautiful,
though not the most gorgeous, that has hitherto
been made known : nothing can well exceed the
delicacy of the pale purple of the upper petals, orthe
vividness of the deep purjjle and golden-yellow
markings of the lower ones. It was flowered from
bulbs imported by Mr. Wilson Saunders. The
flowers are almost bell-shaped, with neaily equal
broadly obovate obtuse lobes. The rich purple mark-
ing ofi the two lower inner segments, the yellow
belt, and the delicate purple well-defined border, give
them a very beautiful appearance.

—

PerisfrojyJw

layicpolaria, a Moulmein Acanthad, resembling the
old Justicia speciosa, and as useful in an ornamental
point of view, producing its pale purple two-
lipped flowers for a considerable period in winter.—Batrman Ilia, grandiflora, a handsome New
Grenada Orchid, with ovate two-leaved pseudo-
bulbs, and short basilar racemes of from two to

five large flowers, which are olive striped with
reddish-brown, the Up being beautifully fringed,

white with purple stripes, and orange-coloured caUi
at the base. It is the plant caUed Galeottia grandi-
flora by Richard, and has been associated "with

Batemannia by Prof. Reichenbach, agreeing well
with that genus, except in the number of pollen-
masses, which is four instead of two.

The coiTesponding numbers of the Moral Magazine
contain representations of the foUowing :—The old

blotched-leaved Aucuba japonica in the beiry-bearing

state, but not]very happily rendered.— Verbena Bsally
Blue, an absurd name for what seems to be a pretty

blue-lilac variety of this useful! flower.— Oiryaan-
thennims lona and John Salter, two of Mr. Salter's

novelties ; the first being of a paUsh yeUow colour,

the last orange backed with Indian red, and both
being of first-class quality.— Cahntbe Veitefiii, now
weU kno^vn as one of the best of winter-blooming
Orchids.

—

Sp/iacele cwrulea, a plant with Nettle-like

leaves, and spikes of whorled oddly-shaped grayish-
blue labiate flowers.

—

Nerine FothergiUii, one of the
most desirable of autumn-flowering bulbs.

—

Maranfa
rosea-picta, with dark-green leaves having a rosy

midrib and bands—a plant we shall hope to learn

more about at the International Show in May. A
group of PomjMfi Clirgmnthemiims—Fairg Xgniph,

Bosr d'Amour, and Toifrida, respectively producing
white, rosy-tipped, and amber-coloiu'ed flower-heads.

The figure in the Pebruaiy number of Juiimal of
Bctanij represents Inula i<alieiua, a species recently

found in the neighbourhood ofLough Derg, in Ireland.

Among the papers occur some remarks on Anady-
omene, by Dr. J. E. Gray, in which a new genus,

Grayemma, proposed in compliment to Mrs. Gray,
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is founded on the A. Menziesii of the Gulf of

Mexico, This G-rayemma Menziesii is figured in the

March number of the same work.

The plate in the Flm-ist and Pimtologist for

Febniary is devoted to the Early Altm-t Peach, one

of Mr. Rivers's novelties, described as a first-rate early

melting Peach, ripening- in the beginning of August.

In that for March two of Mr. Bull's new Luhilias—
Peaeh-hlossom and Distincfiun are represented, not

very successfully, by chromo-lithography. There is

the usual variety of papers.

The Sf'ottish Gardener now appears in an improved
form under the management of Mr. W. Thomson,
of Dalkeith, and is filled, as might be expected, with
good practical articles.

The West of Scotland Horticultural Jfagnziiic lends

itseU, we are sorry to see, to the tiroulation of some
absurd charges against the Royal Horticultural

Society's Committees, quoted from a work in which
they would have but little influence. Such a course
cannot add to its reputation.

The J'eehnoloyist for March includes the con-

tinuation of the article on the Culture of Opium in

France ; also a letter on the dyes used in Kashmir.
The blue dyes are obtained from lapis lazuli and
indigo, the yellow ones from the flowers of Butea
frondosa. black from the rind of the Pomegranate
fruit, with iron ; a non-durable red is procured from
Csesalpinia Sappan ; drab is stated to be obtained
from Walnut skins without any mordaunt or pre-

paration.

Frasa' is much occupied with Jamaica, but does

not neglect home affairs, for we have articles on
progress, especially in matters theological in Scot^

land, and on the past, as depicted in the Domesday of

Hampshire. A sketch of the life of Admiral Smyth,
and a notice of Mr. Jeffreys' " British Conchology "

will al.so be found.
The Jot/rneil of the Seotti.^h Meteorological Society

for the last quarter of 1805 is full of facts and
figures of the greate.st importance. The records
furnished by the thennometer, barometer, &c., are
here compared with those furnished by the living

insti-uments, such as plants and animals. The
advantages of such a course of proceeding are
obvious.

Books Received.—A thick part (Part VIII.) of

Brando's Dictionary is this month published, and
compensates in its size for sundry an-ear.s. Having
so frequently .spoken in terms of commendation of

this useful work, we need only now say that with
this part is concluded the second volume of the
re-issue.

dFIorfstts' iFIohjciiS.
Is THE Rose a Flokists' Flower ?—WTien I

read some time ago (see p. 1)42, l.^O.^J) an article on
this subject, my surprise was great. The Ro.se is

a florists' flower, and .something more, for it is " the "

flower of the nation. A universal includes a par-
ticular. The difliculty appears to be to define what,
under the "statute of limitations," is a florists'

flower. The term seems to me, like the mouths of the
Danube, lost in marshes. I, for one, cannot define a
florists' flower. The term appears to be what steno-

graphers call " an arbitrary." Mr. Heale (see p. 223)
asks for enlightenment as to the original derivation of

the term. If by that he means the Latin derivation, it

is of com-se derived from Jios, a flower, the genitive
case of which is floris. That I apprehend is not,
however, his meaning. I presume he means the
origin of the term " florists' flower." Perhaps the ori-

ginators could not strictly define it. If they attempted
it, they would probably end their days in HanweU !

With florist and floriculture, we begin with a diffi-

culty as regards quantity. The " o " in florist iss

long, and the " o " in floriculture and florid are short.
The terms are both anglicised Latin, and show the
uncertainty of arguing from the Latin quantity to
the English. Still, as "two wrongs don't make a
right," so two difficulties don't clear up a difficulty.

I see in your columns of last week that Carnations,
Pinks, Picotees, Pansies, Auriculas, and Dahlias,
are accredited florists' flowers : from which I hazard
a guess, that the originators of the term, whether
nurserymen or amateurs or both, meant a flower
admirably suited for exhibition, with fine outline,
and symmetrical disposition of circular or well
defined petals. If this be so, then surely the Rose,
which has also a fine scent, while a Dahlia has none,
is a florists' flower ; and " the exquisite formation of
the petals, as well as the beautiful manner in which
they are moulded together to constitute the bloom,
place it without an equal in the floral world I

"

A " Herbalist's herlj " is not more difficult of
definition, nor more absurd, than is the term " florists'

flower I" li; F. Badelyffe, Tarrant Bushton.

Indoor Bee-keeping.—As you expressed a wish
for a further report of my experience on indoor
bee-keeping, I may state that the seven hives which
I have kept constantly in this hoiise, are, so far, in

excellent condition, and I can see no sign of disease

in any of them. Of these seven hives, two are

common wooden boxes, with bars ; one is a Wood-
bury straw bai*-and-frame ; one Neighbour's " Lathes'

Observatory Hive ; " one square hive, \vith the sides

all of glass ; and two old-fashioned straw hives. The
glass hives seem to have lost more bees than the
others, through their being enticed out by sunshiny,
cold days, but they are all remarkably strong for the
time of year.

It is necessary to remark that none of my hives
are on the ground floor, or in a room where a fire is

ever made, and I think it probable that the injury
you referred to as being caused by a draught of cold

air entering the hive from without, may be attri-

buted to the ascending column of warm air, which
has a greater tendency to draw cold air into the
lower rooms of a house, than into the upper

;
just as

in a room artificially warmed, there is an inward
draught at the lower part of the door, and an
outwai;d one at the upper part ; and I attribute to

this principle of pneumatics the fact that two hives
which I have kept in an attic, at the top of the
house, have fared better than the others. The only
objection I can see to indoor bee-keeping is the diffi-

culty of executing the necessary manipulations
vrithout letting the bees loose into the house. I do
not think this can be entirely obviated, and it has
induced me to move most of my hives into a shed.

As the time is now approaching when bees
unll be commencing their season of activity, it

has struck me that it would be very useful to

the less experienced amongst apiarians, if you
would give some general instructions for the
spring management of stocks. I refer particularly

to the means to be employed for securing the best
conditioned supers of honey. I have been struck by
the fact that some bee-keepers seem always able to

secure fully stored supers in excellent condition,

whilst others(though obtaining an abundant quantity)
can hardly ever boast of a quality approaching per-

fection. If. as is most probable, success depends on
keeping down the temperatm-e of the super, by
means of ventilation, what is the best means of

accomplishing this important point ? Whilst
referring to supers, I may give a short description of

one I have constructed, with the object of being
able to modify its size to suit the varying capacity of

the bees, and the season to fill it. It is often the case
that m a poor season a super of only partly filled

combs is produced, and when we consider the
immense proportion of honey used in making this

empty comb, the advantage of being able to enlarge
the super gradually, in proportion to the capacity of
the bees, is evident. I accomplish this by making
my super expand on the principle of the telescope.

Within the ordinary box is another of half-inch
wood, attached by angle-plates to the lower board,
and rather shallower than it. WTien the combs
have been carried down to the depth of the outer
box, and more space is needed, all I have to do is to

slide it upwards, and secure it in its expanded
form with set screws, at any point I may desire.

To prevent the two boxes being cemented together
by the combs I have attached end pieces to the bars,

thus making them into frames with three sides ; and
it will at once be seen that the combs can be
extended downwards below the side pieces when the
super is expanded, and when finished the comb will

be in a much better condition for purposes of
package and carriage than if it were cut from the
side of the hive. The space between the ends of the
frames and the sides of the outer box, repre-

sented by the thickness of the half-inch sliding

part, provides an excellent passage-way for

the bees, as in the Woodbury hive. You
have already given excellent instructions for

artificial swarming, but I think it would be very
valuable to the less experienced apiarian if you
would describe in detail the indications by which it

may be known that the exact time has arrived for

perfonning this interesting process. How to recog-
nise the presence of " royal brood," and a description
of the best kind of shed, or other covering for hives,

would be useful. AHhit?' Man\ Benthall Hall,
Shropshire.

Garden lyTemoranda.
OxTON Hall, »Southwell, the Residence op

Henry Sherbrooke, Esq.—Near the confines of
bold Robin Hood's tilting ground, Sherwood Forest,

five miles from Soiithweil, nine from Nottingham,
and five from the Loudham station of the Notting-
ham and Lincoln Railway, about the centre of an
amphitheatre of nicely wooded hills, stretching
almost to the horizon, is situated the village of

Oxton, near the centre of which stands the residence
of the gentleman jiist named, an old family mansion,
long celebrated as being not the least hospitable in a
very hospitable county.
The mansion is plain but substantial, and, like

most houses of the same period, replete with every
domestic comfort. A few years back some con-
siderable additions were made to it, among which a
spacious bay window from the drawing-room was
not the least remarkable, inasmiich as it commands
a view of a very spacious and beautiful terrace

walk, to which allusion will be made hereafter.

The drawing-room on the south side opens into a

neat and well-arranged conservatory, with basin and
fountain, the quiet murmur of which must, in the
summer time, be very grateful and refreshing,
whilst the view from this point across the pleasure-
groimd is very interesting. The conservatory is

well stocked with the usual climbing plants ; and
as the upper part, in consequence of the want
of ventilation, is rather warm, some of the more
tender of the Passifloras and Tacsonias flower in it

in great profusion. At the time of my ^asit

(February 14) Habrothamnus Abeli, an improved
variety of H. fasciculatus, with rich orange-scarlet

flowers, was blooming in great profusion, whilst

other plants were just starting into growth. Among
these Fuchsias of the best kinds are trained over
arches, and that magnificent old Rose, Devoniensis,

grows and blooms with remarkable vigour, many of

the flowers when fuUy expanded being from four to

six inches in diameter. The house was gay with
forced flo%vers, consisting of Roses, Lilacs, Labur-
nums, Azaleas, 6:c., with a good sprinkling of Camel-
lias, Epacris, and Heaths, and. for the sake of con-
trast, a few good specimens of Ferns ; whilst the
more humble denizens of such places at this season
—Violets, Mignonette, Primulas, and Cinerarias

—

yielded their grateful fragrance to the atmosphere.
Before leaving the mansion, I may as well remark

that the entrance front faces the west, and looks

over a very splendidly-wooded lawn, or rather park,
principally stocked with sheep, but to which the
villagers, during the season, are allowed, at a mode-
rate charge, to send their cows to graze—an old

English custom, now, I am sorry to say, more
honoured in the breach than the obseiwance. The
east or drawing-room front has an extensive and
well-wooded view, which wiU be much improved
when some judiciously-placed belts and plantations

develope their full character. There is in this part
of Nottinghamshire a great want of evergreen forest

trees, and consequently in winter and spring the
aspect is cold and comparatively cheerless—a pros-

^)ect which an extensive but judicious iutroducticn

of evergreen ConiferjE, instead of the everlasting

Larch, would soon remedy. WTiile on the subject,

let me ask when is Cupressus sempervirens to take its

proper place in our forest planting ? I have long
been convinced that when its merits shall have
become known and appreciated, it will supersede

the Larch as a rapidly-growing timber tree, inasmuch
as in favourable, if not in all situations,

it will make timber quite as fast, while at the same
time when cut down it will throw up from the old
stool, and make underwood, stakes, rails, Hoi>-poles,

&e., quite as fast as the Ash, Oak, or Spanish
Chestnut. It grows rapidly in this part of Notts

—

so much so, that I think it would form capital rails

or Hop-poles in from seven to ten years. For mature
gro\\iih the timber is of first-rate quality—scarcely

inferior to Pitch Pine.
The trees seen from the pleasitre grounds consist

principally of Oak, common and Wych Elm, the
latter beautifully pendulous, Beech and Ash, whilst
on the brink of the lake, immediately in front of the
house, stands an imusually splendid specimen of

Pm-ple Beech, flanked by an equally large plant of
Variegated Sycamore, presenting by their leafage in

the proper season a striking and peculiar contrast.

As two trees never group well, we can only
regret that a third of sufficient size is not near
enough to form what artists term a harmonious
whole. The lake is of considerable size, and is formed
upon two levels, the difference in elevation being
taken advantage of to form " a fall," which is seen
from the conservatory and the principal parts of the
pleasure grounds. Close to this fall is a rustic

bridge, forming a commimication to the fruit and
kitchen garden, near which are several veiy nice

specimens of Beech and other weeping trees. The
meadow land in front of the house was always park-
like, and has been recently rendered more so by the
removal of hedge-rows and by the substitution of
" sunk " fences for the old division of the pastures.

Much of the land is of excellent quality, and some
that is not so at the present time, affords sufficient

evidence, by its large Oaks and Elms, that the proper

material is there, if Nature's jouraeyman—the

cultivator—would only exert his magic power, and
by proper management, manuring, and, in some
cases, draining, command the products of enlightened

cultivation to stand forth, and contribute their quota

to the public weal. At present mugh of the old

pasture is mossy and hide-bound. To boiTow a
simile from the late Douglas Jerrold, we should not

rest satisfied imtU, by tickling it with the plough

and cidtivator, we had made it smile with three or

four harvests of com and green crops, and then lay

it down again to Grass. Lacking general cultiva-

tion, two or three good dressings of lime and ashes

would do much to destroy the Moss, and convert it

into a manurial form, and that, supplemented by
dressings of bone-dust, would soon convert those hiU
sides into excellent sheep pasture, and increase the

value to double the present amount of rent.

Stepping now within the boundary of the pleasure

groxmd fence, the terrace walk before referred to is

1.'20 yards long, and from 18 to 20 feet wide. It is

formed upon two levels, accessible by a fiight of

handsome steps, and there is a massive architectural
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seat at each end, formed of wood, that being- much
warmer, though less appropriate, than stone. The
seat at the north end of the walk is backed and
canopied by shrubs and trees, that at the south end
by Tews, Rhododenthrons, and Roses, and a Rose
arcade with piUai^ .and arches runs e!i,st and west
from the seat. This walk is to be covered in

by additional arches, and wUl then form a cool and
delightful simimer promenade. Flanking the terrace
walk, upon the upper level, is a broad margin of

turf from 20 to 30 feet wide, and upon this, and
parallel with the w.ilk, is a series of raised circiilar

beds for flowers. The alternate beds are edged with
Irish Ivy kept trimmed in, and the other beds are

formed in terraces or rustic baskets of Larch poles,

the centre bed being about 2 feet above the level of

the turf. As the Larch stumps are rather apt to decay

,

Mr. Bai-tou proposes to replace them with li or

2-uich di-ain tiles ; and as he has tried the experi-

ment iu another pai-t of the garden, he finds them
both durable and appropriate. As however tie
colour is somewhat objectionable, he proposed to

get the tiles for the purpose glazed dark brown,
or failing that he will colour them with
Roman cement — and either plan will be a
great improvement upon the rustic material at

present in use. Near the north end of the walk, in
an open .space, is a large raised four-lobed or " Sham-
rock-bed," with a raised circular centre. The sides,

about eighteen inches in height, are clothed with
Ivy, and from the size of the bed, when covered with
gay Calceolarias, Scarlet Geraniums, &c., itmust look
very gay. Near this bed are some promising young-
plants of CouiferiE, and two handsome plants, each
about ten feet high, of the Golden Yew.
Flanking the bay window of the drawing-room on

each side is a group of four circles chained -together

by a silverband of Cerastium tomentosum. The circles,

which may be said to be struck from the four angles of

a diamond, are edged with Cerastiiun about one foot

wide, aud there is a band of the same width run-
ning through the Grass, so as to link the betts

together. There is also a bed in the centre of the
diamond, and thus each set forms a group of five, a
centre and foiu- sides, each tied with a band of silver.

This is a neat, simple, but tasteful arrangement, and
when filled with well-selected flowers must look very
chaste. Opposite the conservatory is a geometrical
flower garden on Grass, a modification of -what is

kno-wn to gardeners as the old Dropmoro garden.
Herei from the proximity of large trees, the ground
in the summer time dries so rapidly that Mr. Barton
is sinking the beds below the level of the Grass

;

this -will enable him to give copious waterings in

the summer, and will also prevent the natural rain-

fall from running away in waste as it would from a
convex surface.

On the lower ground there is another large circular

bed, with raised Ivy-covered sides, with a centi'al

Ivy-covered basket and handle. This bed is i.5 feet

in diameter, and the lower or outer part was last

year divided into triangles and diamonds, each being
margined -with Sea Ragwort and Cineraria maritima.
The centres being filled -with the gayest colours,

properly relieved and contrasted, must have a very
imposing appearance. To fill these beds and baskets
throughout the sBiison some seventeen to twenty
thousand plants are required, and of course involve
an amount of work and forethought at this season
not to be lightly passed over. IT. P. ,1.

Miscellaneous.
S7«> late Mr. 77/,«. ir;Kf(/-.—It is with regret we

h.ave to record the death, from disease of the heart,

of Mr. Thos. Winter, of Cincinnati, Ohio, America,
one of its oldest and most respected citizens. Mr.
Winter had for some time past retired from the
active business of Ufe, and devoted himself to such
pursuits as charmed his cultivated mind. Foremost
amongst these was that of an amateur horticulturist,

and he devoted considerable time, attention, and
means to the cultivation of riue plants. Of late

years he has contributed a number of valuable arti-

cles to the local literature of his adopted country.

Under the pseudonym of " Habranthus," he wrote a
series of papers entitled " Our Native Flowers," all

of which were received and read with great interest

by the public of Cincinnati. Mr. Winter was a
native of Portsea, Hants, England, and left this

country about 1S23.

A n'ontlnfiil Tree.—In the Birch wood of Culloden
is a remarkable Larch tree, well worthy of note.

Somewhere about 30 years ago, a little giant of the
forest was blown down in a stoi-m, and fell right

across a deep guUy or ravine, which it completely

spanned ; and the top branches took root on the
other side. From the parent stem no fewear than
15 trees grow up perpendicularly, all in a row ; and
tii^re they still flourish in all their splendour, while
the parent stem evinces no taken of decay. Several
of the trees are not less than 30 feet high. Is not
this forest curiosity worthy of a visit by naturalists .'

Farmer.
Exphnion of Pods >eith an AiiMbJe Mejwri.—Some

time since I received some ijods of a leguminous
plant, found in abundance about the Mackenzie
River, Rockhampton, Queensland, known by the

popular name of the '* Mackenzie or Rockhampton
Bean," and which has been found as good a vegetable

as the Scarlet Runner. It is found growing abun-
dantly on the sandy banks of the creeks, as well as

in the scrubs on the summit of the Granite ranges. I

placed the ripe pods on the chimney-piece, and one

evening, just after a fire had been lighted, I was
startled by a loud noise, exactly as if one of the glass

shades had been .suddenly cracked ; on examination

I found the noise was occasioned by the explosion of

the pods, the seeds being scattered with great force

over the room. No doubt the warmth of the fire con-

densed the air contained in the pods, and caused the

explosion. <?. Bennett, M.D., ^dney, in Seemmm's
Journal of Bntavij.

HHr/iii.—To the imobserving, the apparently

sudden appearance of myriads of insects is unaccount-
able ; hence people sometimes call in the direct

agency of the east wind, and attribute to tha,t much-
abused quarter the power to engender, by some
mysteriousinfluence, whole hosts ofcountless myriafls

of flies. This is termed a blight—a term which
expresses in vague langxiage nothing clearly intel-

ligible, so far as relates to the direct cause of the

mischief that ensues. Now, the Haltica nemorum
is probably kno-wn to, and seen by, farmers only at

the time when the Turnips are putting forth their

smooth leaves. He has not noticed them at other

seasons of the year, and wonders where in the world
they" could all have come from so suddenly, witii

destruction on their wings. But the naturalist

notices them even as late as November, sitting with
hind legs bent under their bodies ready for a spring,

upon the leaves of the plants. He notices, too, the

various holes made in the firUy-developed leaf, and
witnesses the little enemy busy at work, in the very

act of making them. Pujnilar Science Jieriiir.

Calendar of Operations.
(^Fur llie ensiling nrrJi.")

The weather has been so exceedingly precarious

of late that it is doubtfid whether many of the

operations that have from time to time been recom-

mended to be done have yet been perfom-!ed : look

back therefore and bring up all arrears <as expedi-

tiously as possible. Shoidd worms become trouble-

some, which they often do on la^BTis in spring, they

may be kept in check by watering the turf occasion-

ally with lime-water, or they may be brought to the

surface and then removed by hand by watering with
a weak solution of corrosive sublimate. Attend to

sweeping up all dead spray or other refuse both on

walks and Grass, and to everything else which vrill

tend to promote neatness and good keeping. Let all

fresh turfing be completed forth-with, aud if not

already done, cut in all coarse evea"greens or shrubs

before the buds get too much advanced.

FLOWER GARDEN AXD PL.^T HOUSES.

Climbers in Conservatories and other show houses

-will now want attention. Prune off superfluous

shoots, stop or pinch the points of over-luxuriant

leaders to induce a flowering habit ia such kinds as

produce blossoms from the axils of their leaves, and
keep them neatly tied and trained.

Ankuals.^—If not already done, make a so-wing

of tender sorts. Pot oflE Balsams, Cockscombs, &c.

;

such things succeed best In a frame placed on gently

fermenting materials, close to the gla.ss, and well

matted up at night.

Bedding Plants.— Continue potting off stock

for out-door decoration ; also making cuttings of

Verbena.s, Fuchsias, Petunia.s, Pelargoniums, kc. ;

they may all be wanted. Shade newly-potted plants,

and remember that in making cuttings the leaf

should not be first allowed to flag, and then an

attempt made to restore it by abundance of water,

but the foliage should never if jxissible be allowed to

drop.

Dahlias.—Re-pot the most forward cuttings ; and

put in others. It is very desu-able -to have extra

strong plants for mixed Ixaders and the shrubbery.

These can be obtained by diviiUng and potting the

old roots, after sufficient cuttings have been taken

from them.
Ohchids.—^Those gro-wing in stoves must soon

receive a slight shade for two or three hours on

bright days, more especially those which have been

disturljed at the root ; these, it convenient, should

be removed to a house or pit by themselves, as

established plants which have remained undisbu-bed

will enjoy more simshine.
Tulips.—Keep the foUage dry eo long as wc are

in danger of frosts. If a watering is necessary,

either from a continuance of dry weather oi- from the

soil being light, it can be done between the rows,

without watering the plants overhead. Protect from
hail on all occasions, and rain also, while the weather

is cold.

FORCIXG GAEDEN.
Cherries.—^These should have free syringings,

-with abundance of air. The syringing, ho-wever,

must ce.ose the moment any ch.ange of colour in the

fruit is pei'ceived.

Figs.—Continue to stop]; give manure water very

freely.

Peaches.—Persist in stopping at all times every

gross shoot on all the upper parts of the tree

—

allowing such, however, to ramble when they grow
towards the exti-emities of the lower parts ; this is

the best way of equalising the sap. Syringe freely—
especially in the afternoon—and at that period endea^
vour to create atmospheric moistiue for the night,
by sprinkling all available surfaces, except flues or
pipes. Trees of these and of Nectarines in pots now
in fuU bloom must have as much air as the state of

the weather will permit.
Pines.—Little new can be a.dded at present. Give

air freely to growing successions m dung-pits

;

induce them to grow more in bulk than in length.
Stkawbekries.—Keep up successions ; do not

suffer those on which fruit is swelling to get dry ;

use plenty of liquid manure as before advised, clear

and weak.
Vines.—Endeavour- to .".void the consequences of

indulging in too much atmospheric moisture in the
daytime. Many berries are doubtless injured by a
surplus of atmospheric moisture in an imdue
endeavour to accelerate forcing by shutting up
unreasonably early.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Protect blossoms, and endeavour to eradicate

insects by all possible means. See that all winter
and early spring work amongst fi-uit trees is forth-

with brought to a close. The period has now arrived

for committing to the earth the seeds of most kinds
of kitchen garden crops, for the reception of which
the soil is in most places at present in good condition

.

Cabbages.—Earth up plantations of the largest

plants, and keep them free from weeds. Sow also seeds

of two or more soi-ts which will succeed each other.

Caeeots. — Look shari)ly after crops of Early
Horn, to prevent slugs from eating them. Nothing
is better, perhaps, than cinder-ashes riddled ex-

tremely fine, and the mere dust taken out ; these

sown thickly over the ground present such a rough
surface, that snails and slugs dislike to venture on
them.
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J.
C. WHEELER and SON, Seed Growers'

WHEELER'S ILLUSTRATED BOOK on GRASSES,

New Editioflj now ready.

Contents.

Oa Laying Down Land to Permanent Pasture, aseriea of Tables,

of frraasQs, Clovors. &c., for Permanent Pasture, naturally

adapted for the principal Geological formation?, nz. :

—

'J'ai

\
11. UPPER and LOWER GREEN SASD. — Tort, Norfolk,

Cambridge, Bedford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts, Dorset,

Surrey, Kent, Susse:^

IV. CORN BRASH, and GREAT and INFERIOR OOLITE.—
north Riding of York, Lincoln, Rutland, GloUcerter,

Northampton, Oxfoi-d, Berks, Wilts, Dorset

V. OXFORD CLAY.— Oxford, York, Lincoln, HuntJngdoD,

Bedford, Bucks, Berks, Gloucester, Wilts, Dorset

VI, UPPER and LOWER LIASand MARLSTONE.—Gloucester,

Leicestor, Lincoln, Northampton, Osford, Rutland,

Somerset, Warwick, Woroeater, York

Vn. NEW KED SANDSTONE and KEUPER MARL.—York,

Nottingham, Stafford, Leicester. Derby, Warwick,
Worcester. Cheshire, Flint, Gloucester, Devon, Somei-set

VIU. CARBONIFEROUS LIMESTONE and SHALE. —York,
Northumberland, Westmoreland, Derby, Monmouth,
Somerset, Cornwall, Glouceator

IX, OLD RED SANDSTONE.—Devon, Cornwall. Hereford,

Monmouth, Breoon, Carmarthen, Pembroke, Somerset,
Salop

XII. POST-TERTIARY.

GRASSES and CLOVERS best adapted for Renovating

Old Pastures on the above Formations :

—

Alternate Husbandry.

CLOVER and GRASS SEEDS for 1 yee^s Lay, at li,-. per acre.

A cheaper Mixture, 10s. 2d. par aare.

CLOVER and GRASS SEEDS for 2 year's Lay, at 20.'!. per acre.

A cheaper Mii:turo, IBs. 2d. per aci-e.

CLOVER and GRASS SEEDSforSor 4year3"Lay,at 2is. 2d. per acre.

A cheaper Mixture, 21s. per acre.

LAWN GRASSES.

On the subsequent Treatment of NewJf Laid Down Pastures.

RTE- GRASSES. J CLOVER SEED.

A PRICED LIST of FARM SEEDS.

J. C. Y^ HEELER & Son, Seed Growei-s, Gloucester.

•Secdsmon to the Gloucestershire Agricultural Society.

w HEELER'S

KASSES for PERMANENT PASTURES on thi
lolloping formations ;—

GRASSES for ttie UPPER and LOWER GREEN
SAND.

Ught-land, 24s. id. j Medium, &~s. dd. ; Hflavy, 38s. llri. per acre.

G R A S S E S for tiie LONDON CLAY.
Light land, 33s. iid. ; Medium, 305. M. ; Heavy, STw. lOd. per acre.

GRASSES for the GREAT and INFERIOR OOLITE-
Light land, 29s. M. ; Medium, S2e. 8d. ; Heavy, 36s. 6d. per acre

G RASSES [for fiie O^ FORD CLAY,
Light land, 32a-. 7d. ; Medium, 343. Od. ; Heavy, 35^. lOd. per acre

GRASSES for tlie UPPER and LOWER LL\S,
Light land, 33*t. 3d. ; Medium, 34s. Srf. ; Heav>-, 37s. per acre.

GRASSES for the NEW RED SANDSTONE-
Light land, 34ii. Qtt. ; Medium, 3Ge. lOd. ; H«avy, 3»s. Id. per aoro

RASSES for LIMESTONE^
Light land, 308. ; Medium, &4s. ; Heavy, 36s. per acre.G

GRASSES for tlie OLD EED SANDSTONE,
Light land, 34a-. id. ; Medium, SHe. fid. ; Heavy, 4^6. 4d. per acre

G RASSES foi- tlio UPPER SILURIAN
Light land, 34*. Brf. ; Medium, 37s. 3(1. ; Heavy, 3Sj». Id. per aero.

G UASSES for the LOWEST SILURIAN.
Light Itaid, 33t(. ,; Medium. 34tf. lid. ; Heavy, 36s, hd. pei- acre.

G\ RASSES for P S T-T E R T I A R T.
Sandy andOravel, 30s. yd. ; Loams, 30s. M. ; Clay, 35.s. Id. per acre,

TABLES of 0-RASSES for the above Formations, with
tlie (juantitiM, Pricus, and all pn,rti^nln.r8, are cirou inWHEELER'S ILLtTSTRATED BOOK ,.i, t;l;.\sSKS. prico 4d

Longmanft Co, Londoii,andall ll.>-k> •f'^r ft Stamps
from ,1. C. Wubij-s* ti Sr- ^- ..

-
.. r

Customers; to Members _ ....

Eo^land ; to Members of the Bq%|i
i Members of the Gloucestershire A^

For PRICES, see

UTTON'S NEW FARM SEED LIST, which may be
had gratis and post free on application to

Bottom & Sons. Royal Berkshire Seed Kstabhshment. Reading.

Seed Corn from the Chalk.

RA YN R i R D r C A L !»' E C *'» T T ,^"bTw T R E E

,

DOWLING, AND COMfANV, LIMITED.
Address, Basmgstokc ; or S9, Seed Market, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

%* Samples and prices on application.

TT A L L E T

CHEVALIER PEDIGREE BARLEY.

Tiz. : byj-epeated annual selection, re-starting m each year fi'

single grain upon a poor tiOil (resting immediately upon the chalk of
the South Downs), which upon neighbouring liums produces Eailey
iveighint; but 51 lb., and fit only for gi-lndlng.

Price Two Guineas a Bushel (including bag), delivered m bags
sewed up and st^etl, at the Brighton Railway Station, upon receipt
of ChoQUO or Post Office Order, without which it will not in any case
be scnb to unknown correspondents. Less than a bushel will not be
Kuppltcd.
Apply to FitEDLlijc P. H-tuLETT, Esq., F.L.S., The Manor House,

Brighton, Sussex.

H* y >•: idlers, &c. On
I the Show, and

I
' same Class of

I I'rticiiltural and
iiseivuieii. Gardeners,

and Manufacturers of Ornamental and Useful Articles for domestic
purposes, may hire Space m the Galleries. Terms, conditions, and
plans may be obtained on application at the Offices, Barford Street,
Liverpool Road, N. By Order,

S. SiDNEt, Secretai-y and Manager.

the Arcade will betii>

mil be LET for the EXHIBITION
GOODS as during the Smithfleld (.

Agricultural Ijuplement Makers, H

Efit Esttcttltural (BK^tttt.
SATURDAY, MARCH 17, 1866.

On "Wednesday evening tie Lords" amend-
ments to tlie Cattle Plague Bill were considered

in the Commons, and it was at length resolved to

abandon the inoasui'e, the Government under-
taking, by Orders in Council appUcablo to tbe

whole country, to provide for the isolation of

infected localities, the protection of healthy dis-

tricts, the regulation of fail's and markets, the
cleansiu" of r.iilway ti-ucks, and other matters of

that kind. And thus the point onwhich the Com-
missioners insisted many months ago, and which
has been m-"ed by Agricultui-al >Soeieties and
Farmers' Clubs all the winter, is at length con-

ceded. As Mr. C. S. Eead stated in the debate

—

Tho course the Government now proposed to

adopt was exactly that recommended in the

Report of the Eoyal Commission in Novembei'
last ; and had Government then thought proper
to adopt it, the cattle plague would by this time
have been extinguished. He impressed upon
Government the imjjortance of immediate action,

the present legislation being far fiom satisfactory,

;is it permitted the traiSc to go on, markets to be
beld, and did not compel the doausiug of railway
ti'ucks. The history of the cattle plague .showed

that whatever interests might bo represented in

the Government, but little weight was given to

the farming interest.

It is not long since it was generally conceived

that the scientific farmer was necessarily given to

wild experimenting, and his experiments were
looked upon as sui'e to end in ruin. In oiu' day
however we look upon the man who acts upon
scientific principles as tho one who experiments
lea.st, while he n'ho is ignorant of tho laws
affecting vegetable gi'owth is in everj- now posi-

tion in which he is placed of necessity an
experimenter. Again, to the intelligent

obscaver evoi-y result may have the teaching of

an experiment, while actual experiments caiiied

on without order or method, or without a duo
appreciation of tho results, are in themselves not
only useless, but too often expensive, and .such

may be any experiment commenced and carried

on in ignorance.

As an example of the way in which tho com-
monest farm proceedingsmay afford the teachings
of ex.p6riment, wc would tlii'ect attention to the

results of a last yoai''s Bailey sowing, now that
this important part of faim-work is in progress.

Our faiTU, situate on a rich sandy loata, fevours
tho growth of good malting Barley, but as a mlo
the <5uabty will de2)eiid very considerably on the
fact of the seed being sown moderately early,

hence much that is sown after roots is inferior iu

quality and quantity by reason of its lateness,

while much that is made to succeed Wheat—

a

not uncommon ciLstom—is superior both in

quantity and quality, because the laud has
perhaps been cultivated iu the winter, bjoU bo

has beon got ready in time.

The following Table, then, it is hoped, will
show some not uninterestiug results, which may
prove the position with which we commenced this
notice, and it may be remarked that though the
Table itself consists of extracts fi-om our fai-m-
book, it may be taken as no bad siiecimen of
undesigned exjjorimental teaching.

liESlILTS OF BaRLSIY CKOP FOK ISCS.

Nuiuber 6 Har. 16

2 ) ,

Section 1 J-^^f-'

_4^o.j_

Aug. 4

Sept. 12

Aiter Wheat.
After Swedes aud
Mangels, in alter-

nate ridges of
eight rows each.

After Turnips.

After Swedes.
After Tmnip.s.
After Swedes.

Now, this Table shows us that even after

Wheat the Barley was the best crop, and com-
manded the best price ; this result was, we think,
the effect of winter cultivation.

In field 5 we have an equal crop, and equal iu

quality, though a little later sown ; but then its

succeediag upon a root crop maybe considered
as affording an advantage in the matter of soil

and condition. It may indeed be said that much
of the variation noted has resulted from a differ-

ence of soil, and this is doubtless true to a con-
siderable extent. But then field 2 is not so very
different in this respect ; it is a field of over 50
acres, and crojiiiedin sections for the convenience
of the work, and yet tho results seem to diminish
in value iu projwrtion to the lateness of sowing.

Again, seasons may have a great influence iu

modifj-ing results of this kind ; still, with all

these considerations, wo are inclined to the belief

that, as a rule, having work forward, aud the

being moderately iu axivajice with aU farming
ojKjratious, will eiisui-e better crops, with the

exponditui-e of less seed than will result from
the best management combined with tardiness.

It is not onlj' in quantity but iu quality, aud
consequent value, that the difference is marked
and this in tho case of Bai-ley-sowing seems to

point to the futility of sowing Barley after very
late fcd-otf roots, according to the common
practice of feeding on the ground, as oui'

experience leads us to conclude that it would
even be better for tho succeeding Baiiey crop to

remove all the roots from the soil in oi-der to sow
early than to run this opeiatiou too late by
feeding where they gi'ow, as by delay we have
frequently seen (he Barley crop worse than
useless.

We conclude this notice with the hope that all

farmers may bo induced to make notes of their

various operations, and from this sample wo have
shown thai so doing may partake of the natui'e

aud possess the value oi some of the most
teaching experiments. Ji.

ON FLAX.
Bbfoke entering upon the eubject it may be useful

to state that the acre in England diiJers ftom the
acre in Scotland, and both diifei" from the Ijush acre.

The difference is as follows :

—

;jOj square yards make 1 square pole, 40 poi&s

1 rood, and 4 roods i acre English ; thus ^\ x 54= S'-*«

X M) X 4 = l,(.iO ,polt!S or 4840 square yards.

au squsire yards make 1 pole, 4W poles '1 rood,

4 roods I acre Sooteh ; thus, Cx«;=36x40x4= .iT^rO

square yards.

4y squai-e yards make 1 pole, 40 poles 1 rood,

4 roods 1 acre Irish; thus, 7x7 = 49x40x4 = 7840

squai'e yards.

Thfi quantity of 3?lax seed for the Irish acre is

about 3 bushels, or say 12 'pecks, or 96 quarts ; for

the Scotch acre 80g quarts ; and for the EngMA
acre 5t» quai-ts and half a pint, but the whole will

ibe better understood by the ride of thiimb in round
numbers given m pecks :—Irish acre 12 peoks,

Scotch acre 1 pecks, English acre 'I peeks.

I need scaroeli' remark, that the utmost acouiiacy

is necessaiy in the ciuantity of seed sowed, as the

crop will be worthless if sowed either too thick or

too thin. Wheat stoles and fills the groiuad, but in

Flax there is no suoh good luck in store, and whUst
we find sev«u good stalks of VvTieat rise from oaic

seed, each Flax seed yields but one stalk. Again, it

must be clearly understood that, aithough most crops

do l)est and are more easily kept clean when sowed
in drills, this will not do for Flax. Flax, properly

sjieakiug, is grown for its woody fibre and not for

either its seed or its fodder ; and althoiigh it requires

to be weeded, still it must be sowed thickly, and
sowed broadcast, and by far the handsomest way ot

growing Flax is to plough or prepare the land in
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beds or narrow ridges, eacli bed ('» feet wide, witli

;} inches of an alley between ; this alley allows room
for the feet of the weeding party without treading

upon the crop, and as there ought to be no seeds

on this alley of '.) inches, there will therefore

be just one-eighth more seed upon the beds than

if the seed were scattered on the whole surface,

as is done with Cats, broadcast. The Flax

should be sowed about Lady Day (25th March), the

last fortnight in March and first fortnight in April,

being its prime seed month, and the ground should

be prepared as follows. If the iield has been a

pasture field it will be in very good condition tor

Flax, that is to say any well-drained field that has

produced a profitable crop of Grass will require no
dressing or manuring for Flax, and if it is ploughed,

rolled, and harrowed, so as to be brought to a good
tilth, and any large stones picked ofl: that would
interfere with the roller, that is to say, stones larger

than one's clenched fist that the roller would not

bury (these are mechanical difficulties) ; but it must
not be thought that stones are injurious to Flax, for

very stony ground produces good Flax, and there is

no need for the cost of their removal, provided we
can get a smooth surface after the roUer, so that the

weeding can be neatly done.

Suppose then that the field or plot of ground is got

ready, and the seed sowed broadcast all over, without

any distinction of beds or alleys. Select the line run-

ning from north to south, if convenient for the paths

or alleys, and set out the beds (! feet 9 inches, that is

(I feet for the bed and 9 inches for the alley, and let the

poles be put in perfectly straight and at the regidar

distances, so that without any line several workmen
can commence with spades t) inches wide to make
the alleys, and fling the earth out of the alleys neatly

all over the beds right ajid left, making the alleys

not over 2 inches deep, and let the beds be neatly

levelled with a wooden or iron-toothed rake, raking
all offal into the alleys. The whole ^^11 now be in

beds, and should be rolled across the alleys imme-
diately—aU the rubbish that has been tallied or

written forthe last 100 years about rolling Flax after

it has been six weeks sowed notwithstanding. I am
not following anybody's dictum, but there is an
" antique tome,'' 100 years old, now lying before me,
that counsels biiiising the young plant by horses' feet

and heavj' rollers. I may mention here that my
father told me when Turnips were introduced, the

worthy cultivators " tumbled on them to make them
knot the better." Any one tumbUng upon a
farmer's young Turnips now-a^days would come in

for the horsewhip, and any one who has gone
through the best practice in the London niu-series of

growing [seedlings, as I have done, will have no
hesitation in putting any one right in the way of

rearing plants in seed beds ; and as I have for years

past made notes on the best forms of Flax beds or

ridges in the Province of Ulster (north of Ireland),

I mean to give this as a better form of gromng the

plant than any plan at present in use, for the finest

sample of an Ulster Flax ridge that I have ever seen

would not compare with a nurseryman's seed bed of

.Scotch Fir. So we may as well copy from the best

examples as blunder on with the rule of thumb, and
I may as well state here that the tools in Ireland are

everywhere deficient, for the long-handled shovel,

and the narrow blade by way of spade, cannot accom-
plish impossibilities. 'The men could do the work
well enough, but not without proper tools, and one
very important part of the business must not be kept
out of sight, and that is that a good labourer with a
proper spade would earn 2s. itd. a day, whereas a
labourer with the narrow blade and (J-feet handle
woidd be only worth about lOii., which is the

wage paid in some parts. I have seen a gang of

men digging Potatos near Waterford, and I hiive no
hesitation in stating, that with such tools as they
bad they could not earn Is. per day, and they were
all fine fellows. But it is not only in Waterford, or

in any other county in Ireland, Scotland, or England,
that the agricidtivral labourer is behind the spirit of

the age we live in, for gardening has verily gone out

into the field, and we see the chemist and the

mechanic consulted as to what is to be done with a
Grass field—that most vulgar of all patients.

Whoever, therefore, attempts to grow Flax must
make up his mind to the use of much more manual
labour on his farm than he has required for most
other crops. It is, moreover, an exhausting crop,

and filthy beyond measure, having, when properly

steeped or retted, a most unbearable stench, and
requiring great watchfulness and nicety in all its

manipulations.
The Flax would of course yield plants of ripe seed

if left long enough in the ground, but this would
spoil the fibre ; and as a great number of people

try to save the seed and the Flax too, it may be

as well to state this matter plainly. Most people,

like the prophet, would fain take the bribe and
retain their honest character, and I have seen people

pulling green Flax and scutching off the green seed-

pods to save the seed after a fashion, that is to say,

they saved half-ripened or green seed, which might
be of service for feeding purposes, but inasmuch as

it was of service there the Flax had lost value, as

will be seen from the following. When the sugar
in com has been converted into starch in the grain,

the straw is completely altered, and becomes, as it

were, the draff of its former malt ; so the fatty matter
in the Flax seed cannot be secreted there without
robbing what botanists would call the woody fibre

of its suppleness. A judge of Flax could tell the

silky feel of fine Flax in the dark ; a botanist

going into a raff yard could tell that the spars barl

been trees thickly standing on the ground, and
had got elongated or drawn up to an unnatural
length, very different in character and properties

from the normal form of the tree. Now this is

just what is wanted in Flax growing. It must not

lodge or fall down, and must still be long thin

plants thickly standing on the groimd ; and as soon

as you can find a shred of fibre that wiU tear from
the boll or seed-pod down to the root without
breaking, the Flax must be pulled green, for if

ripened more than half way up it is too much
ripened, and the yellow leaves half stalk high help

to mark the pulling time. In pulling avoid all weeds
and lay the Flax even, and bind it in sheaves of

i; inches diameter. Pits perfectly isolated from run'-

ning water should be got ready ; they should be

shallow, not over 4 feet deep, and the water should

not be hard water, that is to say water containing

lime, but soft water, such as rain or bog water. The
fermentation will soon set in, and it should be

encouraged by treading the Flax, to disturb and mix
the lower stratum of water with the upper to make
the retting process even. From 10 to 20 days is the

usual time for retting, and when a wisp is taken

out and dried, it settles the time for taking it out.

Deep water has to be avoided, and any stream
running into the pit is injurious. A long narrow
pit, say not over 1.5 feet wide, will do very well, and
they are seldom made more than 10 feet wide ; and
in order'to add to the convenience of working, cross

dykes in the pit at 20 or 30 feet apart, enable a

person to have the water at different levels, which
'

falling ground is a great saving of labour. Sticks and
stones are best to keep the Flax down under water,

but sods will do very well. Pits 20 feet long, 10 feet

wide, and 3 feet deep wiU answer any reasonable

purpose in retting Flax, and the water in which
Flax has been retted, should be put into the water-

cart and carefully spread over the land ; it is simply

manure-water, and should not be wasted. I must
here state a great botanical distinction between
the ordinary cidtivation of com and the cidtivation

of Flax. All the natiural order of Grasses

(Gramineie) have their hard side out. and are

teclmicaUy called Endogens, whereas the Flax is an
Exogen, and has the soft side out, and, unless for

this essential difference, the treatment suitable for

com should do for Fljix, and any one might say
" Do not they both grow alike in the same field /

"

When com is sown in autumn or in spring, the

rough clods help to shelter the brairding corn, and
when spring has well set in, the roUer does the com
good service, for if it is bruised, or even eaten off by
sheep to the stiunps, there is no harm done. The
collar of the com plant has its latent buds, that will

put forth stolons, and from each grain several stalks

may arise, and the hard side being out, the plant

suffers little from any reasonable amount of crushing

its foliage, so long as the underground crown is safe.

Now if this treatment be tried with Flax, and the

young plants .are rolled and bruised, it is simply

doing the crop an injury. I have been at pains

to combat this theory, and shoidd be sorry to

see any one wilfully bruising even one plant

in a hundred where there is no occasion,

for Providence has wrapped up the Flax plant

neatly in the form of a seed, and in that state

you may carry it easily from place to place,

change it from clay soil to bog mould, and rice rerstl,

sow it, trample on it, roll it, with no danger to its

health ; but when the infant plant is tender,

and every part soft in texture, why should it be

mauled and trod upon imder any pretence whatever ?

When the Flax has been taken out of the steep it is

taken to Grass land to bleach, and is there evenly

and thinly spread out, and usually takes a week on

one side, and requires to be turned over so as to get

a week on the other. From the time that the Flax
is bleached and tied up and harvested, up to the

time that it is issued out to the world in the forms

of table linen and body linen, we have nothing to do ;

in a work of this nature the manufacturer, shrewd and
practical, settles all the rest readily ; the enormous
amount of money thatone acre of well-gro^vn Flax will

fetch would not be credited, and no one will be louder

in denouncing Flax cultiure and crying down its profits

than the parties who have neither the skill, the will,

nor the means to cidtivate it profitably. Artificial

manure wiU easUy amend the character of the

soil exhausted by Flax, and the farmers who
require covenants in their leases to prevent them
from ruining the farms they are about to leave, are

getting few in number, for high cultivation wiU pay
where low cidtivation fails. Foreign seed is cried

up, and native seed cried down ; but in this, as in

most other cases, there is a good deal to be said on

both sides. What most concerns the practical man
is to know on what qualities of soil the seed has been

grown upon, for the change of seed is no vulgar

notion, but one well established in every department

of cultivation. Wheat, Oats, Barley, and even sets

of Potatos succeed best when changed from decidedly

different soils, and from various Flax growers
I have asked on the subject of changing seed,

it is clear that in foreign seeds you ai"e left

to the mercy of the foreigner, as you can very
rarely learn the character of the land he has grown
the seed on ; hence, if a person saves seed on clay
soil in Ireland, he will be safer with good seed thus
grown than with foreign seed, provided he is to sow
it on black earth. Clay and sand are excellent
additions to bog soil for Flax, and plenty of bog
eai'th and sand wiU greatly improve clay soil, and
all the forms of soda and common salt come in well
for manure to this plant. The Flax is by no means
a gross feeding plant, and requires good ventilation.

High hedges, woods, and moist valle.ys are not con-

genial to the growth of good Flax. We find it as a
weed in the open cornfield ; it is a native of our own
country, and the natural habitat of any plant gives

us a clue to the cultivation of it for profit. In
bleaching or grassing Flax, windy situations should
be avoided, as the fibre, when spim, must be all one
way, hence, if the Flax get scattered by the wind on
the Grass, it will be of little value to the manufac-
turer ; but this, like many other items of practice,

must be left to the good sense of the parties. I

recollect the Flax mills in Aberdeenshire, and we
grew the Flax that our shirts were made of. Alex.

Forsyth.

THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
1. The following retiums were issned last Satm-day

:

These returns do not profess to give the total

number of cases which have occurred in Great
Britain, but only those which have been ascertained

from informatiou received at the office from inspec-

tors. Columns 1 only record the cases reported as

having commenced during the weeks indicated by
the headings ;

" back " cases being added to columns 2.

Mecrop. .

.

S. Eastern
S. Midland
Eastern Co.
8. Western
W. Midland
N. Jlidland
N. Western
Yorksliire
Nf.rtliemOo
Monmouth.
& Wales

Scotland .

1^

7612
4989

14,512
92.58

1446
9119
9843

.3485

2TJ9
9697
4666
757

5905
5857

32,529
17,944

20,1.151 117,664

cattle as "killed," compared with 1711 Last week, and 980 the

2. Withdrawal op the Cattlk Plague
Bill.—[The following is an abridged report of the

speech of Mr. Baring, the Under-Secretary for the

Home Department, on Wednesday evening last.]

The difficulty in which they were now placed

aro.se thus ; the bon. gentleman, from the first

taking what he properly called an anomalous course,

produced a Bill when the Government introduced

their measure. That Bill, by consent of the Govern-
ment, was read a second time, and committed
without discussion ; and when the Government, in

a division upon an amendment moved by the hon.

gentleman, were, as he described, without any party

motive, placed in a large minority, he proposed that

all those portions of the Government measure which
related to the movement of cattle should be aban-

doned, and that the GoveiTuuent should allow his

BUI to be proceeded with. The whole principle and
main object of that BiU w.as to provide by legislative

enactment the precise rules and regulations imder
which cattle should or should not be moved through-

out Great Britain up to the 2.'>th of March, and the

particiUar point to which he directed the attention of

the House and desii-ed the decision of Parliament
was under what regulations cattle should be moved
after the 2Sth of March. That BUI had up to the

present time undergone probably greater vicissitudes

than any other measiu'e ever introduced into that

House. As sent up to the other House it consisted of

hi clauses and one schedide ; 24 were struck out and
11 were introduced in the other House. All the

clauses relating to the movement of cattle were left

out. It had been his duty to examine the BiU care-

fully to see whether it would be possible by intro^

ducing amendments to make the BiU a useful

measure. He did not dispute that there were some
useful clauses in it, and he had gone the length of

putting his amendments in print. The hon. gentle-

man was aware that it was not competent for them
in dealing with a BiU they had received from the
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other House amended, to make any alteration except

by disagi'eeing or amending the Lords' amendments

or ruaJiing' consequential amendments on those

amendments. Well, the result of his most careful

consideration of the Bill as brought down to them
was, that even supposing what was exceedingly

imijrobable, that every amendment the Government
proposed was accepted by the House—supposing

what was still more unlikely, that the other House
would be prepared to accept all the amendments
approved by them, if the Bill passed in the shape in

which he proposed to amend it. they would have had
a piece of legislation so complicated and so diificult

to understand that it would not have been right to !

J"''^
recommend its adoption by the House. Their legis-

j
r]J,JSi„"!j"" Ti

latiou relative to the cattle plague must be under-
[
hi the C'ati

stood by all classes of the community, and he thought
i

cvcntiuiiy c.

it was perfectly impossible to amend this Bill so
,

''.°;''^f'
'"

''^''i'

as to render it intelligible. The Government were "'''^™"''=

could not be made sufficiently elastic to meet the
requirements of the case : and secondly, because by
means of an Order in Council the whole of the
regulations might be drawn up in one short code,

instead of being scattered among the numerous
clauses of two Acts of Parliament, coupled with a
third, of a temporary nature, the expiration of

which would disturb all the existing regulations.

Mr. HuST Tvas rejoiced to bear from the Under-Seci-etary
for the Home Department thjit the Government
intended to relieve both himself and the House from
verj' great difficulty by accepting all responsibility in this

tter, bua he could not agree with the concluding ob3erv.ation
:entleman that his efforts had been mi.attended
as Jill he desired was that Government should
iemsi.lvcs the responsibility they h.ad hitherto
•- i-ii

.
ni 1. [II in had referred to those cliiuses

! '

'

' which the Government were
ii. I

i haw. as though they had pro-
wii . ri ,,i!. ~'i..ii in the principle on which the
now mrcndca t" act ; whereas, in truth, the

clauses was 'merely to throw upon the local

of the ho

... clTcct of tho
prepared to take on themselves the responsibility authorities the powers and resporisibility whicli it

of dealing with this question in such a manner 'I"ty "t the Government to accept. He believed it was solely

.,., *-r,^„ Jv,«,,i,i +i,^«l- ^^r.4- ^-^^1 T^v,,.ili l.n T.^rt„1,1 owing to his efforts, backed up as he was by those interested
as they should thmk right, and wiich he would

;„ ^^^ question, that they hid heard the announcement to
proceed shortly to explain. In the first place which they bad just listened from the Dndcr-Secrctaiy. They
he had to state that the Government were prepared now heard forthe first time thatitwasthcintentionof Govern-

to strengthen the estabUshment of the Privy CoimcU ""="' '" *^/"/ "^°'™ j°j?"! " Council with refereiiee to the
, , ,°

, J nry TT J J-1, 4-
niovement of cattle and the stopping of fairs and mai-kets, and

as had been .suggested. The House and the country
i^^ „j^„[ se.arcely say bow much pleasure such

would feel with h:' ^' '
'' '^'" ^^' -j-- ....

nt had given him.

when, as they were all aware, there was excessive
purgmg, and a most offensive smell, he had used a
wine-glassful of the fluid to a pail of water, anil
almost immediately the air of the shed became per-
fectly pure, and free from any of the smells so
injurious to the animals and their attendants. West
Middlesex' Advertiser.

HOP GROWING.
As a Hop grower to the small extent of four acres,

my attention was attracted by an article containing
an account of a new method of training, which
appeared in the " Journal d'Agriculture Pratique "

of 5th February', ISCIl. The article, a translation of
which is subjoined, is not entirel.y confined to an
account of the training, or even of the cultivation of
Hops, but it may be worth reading by those who
take an interest in the progress which our enter-
prising neighbours are making, not only in Hop
growing and in agriculture generally, but in the con-
sumption of beer

!

In horticultural manipulations, such as the culti-
vation, pruning and training of fruit trees, the
French have taken the lead ; and if English horti-
culturists have overtaken them, it has been by
industriously following in their footsteps.

This ingenious method of training Hops has not, I
think, been tried in England, and may be worth
notice. If. Evershcd, Hahtead.
On Hop Growing, .\nd .^ New Me Training on

lop gi-owing in the neighbourhood of
-

I Iters, forgetting this fact, so creditable to
i!> il of lateyears that M. Dcrendinger hadI I i: Ml III receive from the Government that

led that of 1S30, a medal in recognition of his services in
They were not .aware that it w,as this Society which

by M. Gunin-Grinaine, the

L the obligations they were under
to Mr. Helps and the gentlemen in his department
for their diligence and devotion to bn.siness in

i
3. Dli. WiLKTN'SON's Remedies.—-l.s- a Prernifirc

carrying on the vast correspondence connected with 3Iefisun\—Dissolve hypostilphite of soda, in the pro-
this subject, in addition to performing their ordinary portion of ^ oz. to each gallon of pure spring water,
business. It must therefore be imderstood that any and supply the animal with an abundant quantity of ' r , p . ^ th ^'^l

^ so'pports
p . , , . .^

changes which it might be contemplated to make in this .solution to drink. (This solution improves the ; SociSy^orFrance," by M™Gu"?ave''Heuze° TransStod from
that department were owing to the necessity of condition of cattle subjected to its use, and in milch ' the Journal d'Agriculture Pratique.]

extending its operations, and not to the conduct of cows improves the supply of milk.) Apply tar to The Imperi.al and Central Society of Agriculture will, I am
those employed in it. On the subject of the cattle the nose of the animal every nio-ht. ,

sure, awirove my laying before it an account of the cultiv.ation

plague, if, a.s might be hoped under Providence would Impregnate the air of the cattle-house or shed i ^4h\*a? Z^^SrlS'T^l%f^'-^^''r^:ZT^t^
be the case, the adojition of the principle of slaughter twice daily with the vapour of creosote, or of carbolic

|

M. i v.>ndiii'"• f. .vmerly of the Grand Duchy of Baden, who
for the period agreed upon by Parliament had the acid (by placing a teaspoonful of either substance i'"

effect of limiting the area of the disorder within a upon a brick made hot in a fire), in order that the
JJ^'^much smaller space than that over which it was animals may thoroughly inhale the fumes. Continue '

the

spread at present, the Government felt that it would this treatment daily. sui

be competent for the Privy C'ouncO, assisted by the i As a Oiiratire Jlram/rc.—When any animals are I

-^

local authorities, to isolate infected districts, and at affected with the disease, carefully separate them ! 'Ipr-ifmr' md" presided
the same time to guard iminfected districts from from the healthy ones and place them in a cattle Minister of A.s^riculturc and
the disease. The next point on which the Govern- house or enclosed shed ; supply them with pure I

Sonic persons denied that the merit of h.aTing first intro-

ment must take action wa.s with regard to fairs and spring water, in which hj-posulphite of soda is ',';":?'?
Hop-growing into Alsace belonged to M, Uerendingc

markets. The course which he would indicate, dissolved, in the proportion of 1 oz. tff each gallon.
without pledging himself that the Government! Impregnate the air of the cattle house or .shed

I

wori: •
i:: i ii tho

would adopt it, in reference to this subject, was four or five times dail.y with the vapour of creosote, f""'""
' ', ' '

'""

almost identical with that proposed in the clauses of
,

or of carbolic acid (by placing a teaspoonful of '

^^!lJ.
'

i,, f , V ;. il^a ;h- i il ^l|
'

. ii i'! .^i. iii7Jv
the Bill, viz., that by an Order in Council all fairs

,
either substance upon a brick made hot in a fire) in

I in. Uerendinger was iufuU wuit^ the piicc of llvpa, which
for the sale of store cattle should be prohibited for a ' order that the animals may thoroughly inhale the could only be had by importing them, w.as as much as

limited time, and that no markets should be held fumes. 124/ percwt.
_ ., ^ ,. „ „

without the license of the Pri^T Council, and that, i If any animal refuses diink, it shoidd be drenched hi.!" ad™d^ Snn^!T°caunot piss ^over thl"n"ilf J?
"vvhen held, no cattle should leave the market alive ; with water containing a proportionate quantity of .

M.Lez,T,y-Mamezia,PrefectoftheLowei'RMne,towhomFrcnch
and that they should only be permitted to take place the hyposulphite, viz., a solution consisting' of -"iJ^Ticiilture is indebted for one of the best statistical ixccounts

in those parishes that should oifer the guarantee 2 oz. "of hyposulphite in a pint of water O^ee t:'¥i:^^^ ^^J^^^TkS^l^^^^^t'^^^i^Si
mentioned by the hon. member for West Norfolk, times a day.

]

worthy magistrate, recognisiiig how advani .-,... i... tin ,;ulti-

The fourth and last point he had to mention was
|

If it takes food readily, mix i oz. oxide of iron v.ation of Hops would be to the depai-toi.ni ..f tli- !...wer

that Government beheved it to be absolutely essential with each feed, and let the food be as nutritious as ^ j™?' '='1?°"^T''
'\'' «'' "*'™'P'f ':' ^' I'ccii'iink'er. by

4.v„i. , 1 ,. .J., J J. ii. ., ,

«,^*^u*w,io «"' ordering the AdmunBtratlon of Forests to sui'ijly hiiLi With thethat some general regulations with regard to the possible. • necessary poles.
removal of hides, dung, and other refuse, should be If it refuses its usual food, it should be fed four ! The cultivation of Hops has incntased every year since that
made by an Order in Council, applicable to the ' times a day, each feed consisting of half a pound of i

*''"'^' "°' ""'y ™ "'^ district of Haguenau, but also in

whole country, exceptthose districts which the Privy : Pea. Beau," or Lentil meal, mixed with one quart of Z%tn^7t S^l^*! B,!u;;^aThT*wLsemb'i°"£' ^Se-
Council might wish to place under protective regu- water, to which one fimd drachm of tincture of lunue. and Benfeld.
lations, for the purpose of preserving them from the sesquichloride of iron is added ; and, if necessary, a |

According to the statistics, the cidtivation of Hops in this

cattle plague. The Orders in Council on this point stimulant consisting of whiskev or brandy. department in 1640extended over 300 acres, and produced an
oi^/^ n;«.,i,i u« ;^ 1 ^-4-1, 4-1, 1 -1 Ti! XI T t-

'
• 1 ,. average of 1500 cwt. That extent, which at that time was

S: T.^, i ,. .
accoidance with the clauses m

!

If restlessness or diarrhoea come on, give a dose of considered large, seems insignificant when compai-ed with the
the Bill of his hon. friend the member for Northamp- , opium at night.

,
breadth in Hops in the same department in 1850, when the

tonshire.
i Of the latter remedies the veterinary surgeon I

^"^P e^"^'

Mr. HiTNT was desirous of knowing how Govern- i ought to be the best judge,
ment intended to deal with that subject. Did they ^ Take care that the cattle house be kept scrupulously
intend to delegate their authority on this point to ' clean, and that it is well washed down with chloride
the local authorities

Mr. T. G. Baring said the iiroposal which he would
indicate as the one likely to be carried out by
Government was that, while the principle of slaughter
would be carried out in infected districts, every pre

of lime and water at least once a day. Si/dcnha

I 11.50 acres, or four times the extent of
1 111 years previously.

Ill' vtcusion of the growth of the Vme that
hastii ;i

1 ] ; '.inva during the last 10 years leads us to
su]>pns. i!i ,1 ,11, li.^p ^'rounds would not have been extended
unless tln.-> U-.i-'i. Lieeu profitable. Facts observed for
several years in the department of the Lower Rhine enable us
to aay that the cultivation of Hops tmd the brewing of beer

tending in propoition to their importance, exactly in
irdance with t]ie remarkable

]

4. Cow Keepers' Protection Association.—
At the meeting held last Tuesday, a discussion took •

th it

1^ , . 1 4.
..-.;:' place on the disinfecting of sheds, in the course of

[ ^.^Siig T^ne?''VccordLg''ly t

caution would be taken to protect uninfected
\
which several ot the members spoke very highly of ! in the departmentof theLowcr l

districts, such as Wales and Scotland. With regard , the utility and value of Condy's Fluid as a i

^^y Hop gardens
'

to the West of England, some form of licence might
; disinfectant. i ^*^l5

eight y—™ -

be devised which would enable beasts to be moved
from one part of the district to another. He might
add, that he hoped it would be possible to effect the
desired object of extinguishing the cattle plague by
means of Orders in Council ; but if, upon further
consideration, Government found that such orders
failed to effect their purpose, it would be their duty
to apply to the House for fuller powers. With
regard to the very important subject of the cleansing
of railway trucks, as the matter had up to the
present time been under the consideration of Par-
liament, Government, out of respect to the House,
had refrained from taking any action for the
pur])ose of compelling the railway companies to
perform that duty ; but in the event of the Bill being
abandoned. Orders in Council would immediately
be issued requiring railway companies to cleanse
all trucks which had been used for the conveyance of
cattle. In the event of Government having to
introduce a new Bill, they would adopt many of the
clauses contained in the present Bill, such as the
power given to magistrates to stop animals and
certain penalty clauses. On all other points Govern-
ment would deal with the cattle plague more satis-
factorily by Orders in Council than by an Act of
Parliament. In the first place, because the latter

ill t.ikes pla
;i.'ii 'i' 1 !: \"ine .T,nd the

I
' .1 Iks .show that

i ..ere occupied
I,: [I..!!!' 'i during the

liie ciUtivation of this

M uni.n-ed the extension of
iiL' iiKiy be pointed out,
better methods of cultiva-

if picking and drying.

Bavaria.
In tbe second place, we may recall the considerable i

u\ the importation of Hops. In 1845, 14,420 cwt. were imported
into France ; in 1855, 31.120 cwt.

These figures suffice to show why the gi'owers of jUsace
have been induced to increase the extent of their Hopgardens..

It may also be observed, that for many,years Hops have
maintained the high pr"

Tiyr ci 1 ii , -1 1 1 ,1 !.-.-.
I

From these facts it i -i

Mr. Strutton said that he had thoroughly disiu-
[
plant progresses most sit '. . <

fected his shed by means of about a wine-glass of i
Among the causes tlj ii ii

Condy's Fluid to a pail of limewash. Heconsidered
; ^/'ffjc^firswIce^^tbc^ado'S

it to be one of the best disinfectants of the many tion,anrinfp?ovementsilK procc;
recommended.

, At Haguenau, especially, the growers have succeeded

Mr. Freeman said that he could by his own I ducing Hops that in flavour and condition rival those imported

experience confirm all that had been said by Mr. ' """

Strutton as to the value of that article. He had,
during the last week, cleaned out a drain in his cow-
house which smelt very bad. He used a small
quantity of the fluid in a few pails of water to flush
the drain, and in a few moments there was not the
slightest offensive smell discernible. In the same
way, when the dung-pit is emptied, a small portion
of the fluid is used, and there is not any offensive
smell. He considered it most valuable in all cases
of foul drains, or places where dogs or other animals
were kept, as it was both cheap and good.

Mr. Alder, sanitary inspector, stated that he
never saw any disinfectant act so thoroughly (and he
had seen and heard of many) as Condy's Fluid.
He thought it right to bear his testimony at the
present time to the value of that article, as he had
so often tested its merits ; for instance, in the case
of the cows of Mr. Smith, of Turk's Row, when
they were in the last stage of the cattle plague, and

The stjitistu

to expoi-tatio]

Hop Gardenw
1700 cwt,, :Ui'

dctv

people lu -;! '.Li.^.- .iiiuk

and i!d, thit they become
quality of this beverage.
In 1S23 the consumpti

habitant was 8 quarts
;

1857 it had re:ulM I u. u

cities of Pari.s ;iij i

the consiunptinii . t i-
, ,,

drunk in Paris, m {-'-
\,

scnting about Uuuu cwt.

to 16^ per cwt.
:

I

.

i I n lat it is a mistake to attribute
! t increase in the extent of the

'
I

'
III'. In 1645 exports had reached
<-,.rd 7100 cwt. in 1858.

ruwcis uf Alsace have found a good
^ and this is owing—1st. to then-
ilgn growers iu supplying the French
good quality ; 2d, to the fact that
more beer than they did formerly :

more and more particular as to the

ion of beer in France for each in-

in 1S46, nearly 14 quarts; and in
1. 171 <pmrts. The statistics of the

.

I >i
>lj' evidence of the increase in

1 1 1 e last 20 years. The quantity
I i 'I !! to 6.600,000 gallons, repre-
ot bops. In 1864 it had reached
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S 103, .100, 000

: that
1 France.

1858 to tlie

oil and Day & Hewitt's extract is a very useful thing

to wash the womb with after a severe case of lamb-
ing. According as the lambs get strong they should
be removed to fresh pasture, and if keep is not
plentiful they must be supplied with roots, and a
mash of bran and crushed Oats. I find nothing-

better for milk than the bran and Oat mash.
The lambs should be all ear-marked as they drop,

so as to know the ram and ewe from which they were
bred. This precaution is seldom taken, and very often

the sheep that bred the best stock are the first culled

out. A great many lambs are lost some seasons by what
is called Grass-iU. Just about the time they begin to

V lL"d ' ruminate, they lose the power of their legs, and some-
- lund

: times die in ten minirtes. "When G-rass is good and
" ""'

I

milk plenty, this disease is most frequent. When keep

volatile
I

^s scarce or twins in a ewe, they seldom take it. I

34 a gummy substance ; 4th, a sometimes use Linseed and soda as a preventive.

When a lamb dies, a twin should be put upon the
dam, and not have any ewe idle. This is easily done
by semng the skin of the dead one on the twin, and
;he will at once take to it, if the twin has been
starved for some time, so that it will press her
for support. Lambs intended for stores should be

In 1851 it had not exceeded 3,339,083

The details furnished by the administration of indirect

taxes are still more explicit than the preceding figures.

They enable us to state that the quantity of beer brewed

France in 1825 was T7,r92,000gallons; inl845it»
g.allons; and in 1856, 141,878,000 gallons.

To complete this account we must state the

has taken place in the exportation of beer brewed
In 1840 we exported to the value of 8,200(., and

'

value of 34.5ao(.

We remarked that the improvement in brewing had greatly

contributed to the increased cultivation of the Hop. For along

period, both in France .and Germany, beer

Hops, for which
nality

^_, ___ : substituted

the'bark and leaves of the box-tree, &c. :
1 ut M l

of beer made with these substitutes, th(.. lii m ::

consumers, and the increa.sed price of 1

brewers to use the Hop only, which alin. ,,. , i

and wholesome, a property it derives fi^iii ti.^ '..

contained in it.

The Hop contains four principal substances—1st,

oil; 2d, a bitter principl"

resinous substance.
Wimmer foimd the following substances in 100 parti

Bracts.

Volatile oil

Bitter principle
Gummy matter
Resinous m.atter
Tannic acid

It appears by these facts, mentioned
Pharmacy," Book 25, that resinous matter
the bracts and in the yellow powder.

Sum.nu')' Maimfft'meid of thf l^^loch.—The ewes
should be milked twice after the lambs are taken off

;

they should be kept on bare pa.sture till dry of their
'

milk, then be removed to the brake of Italian Eye-
grass, Vetches, and Rape, which should be ready
for them in this hurdle, and the crops cut and put
in racks for them. Some people allow them to eat
the crop growing, through the hurdles, but the plan
is wasteful, and .sometimes scours the sheep. On
this they should be kept till the lambs go on the
stubble, and leave them the pastures, which will
have got rough and fresh. The folding brake of
Vetches for this puiiDOse should be on the heavy land
of the farm, if there be any on it, as the sheep will
do well on it dui-ing summer, when they could not
be put on the same land during v.'inter. By this

means heavy clay land that has been well drained
can be manured at little expense, and if a little cake
is used, it will tell well on the future crops, and
make the ewes twiu well. By this way of feeding
for two months, the pasture will get rough and will
stand well to the ewes in the early part of winter,
and save winter feeding. As soon as the corn is off

the land the lambs should be put on .the stubble, as

!
castrated when a foi-tnight old. The tails should not i there is no more healthy feeding for them than pick-

be cut for some time after, as by performing both
operations at one time, as some people do, the lamb is

the " Records of
' too much weakened by loss of blood,

is contained both in
j Man<wcnwyit of Lamis.—Ii the obiect of the

1 insoluble m water, i- - ^ - •.

ing up the stray heads of grain and sweet Grass
among the stubble. It mil .stop all dysentery and
revive the constitutionally weak lambs. Besides the

Grasses and Clover sown for the future Grass crop,

there should be some Grass seeds so%\'n amongst the
com crop on the land intended for the green crops

the following season. This gives a large ran of this

_ learn from the researches of M. Vtamderen that it is ,

breeder isto supply fat lambs for kiUing, he must pro-

.dxssolved by the alcohol produced during the fermentation
j

vide plenty of keep for them from lambing till sold.

ofbeer.
j
This system should not be tried except by those who „ „-- „

,^'^,•"','^t'i','?ill'^°.2Si'?«l T„tV?^r„?,r; t^^tt,'/^ r Sfd have fattening land, as a large good store lamb will
j

fine untainted feeding, and can be aU eaten off in
and disappears completely after long exposure to the air; and , , .

°
, ^ , .,,. , u, .j. I j_- j. , \. £ j.-^ rn • rm,- i i j.

this is why old Hops have but little smeU. But when affected not bring near SO much for killing as one half its : time to plough tor the Turnips. 1 his can be done at

byjdamp they have a strong odour like that of v.ilorianic acid,
i size if fat : but it is very profitable to breed fat very little extra expense by the fanner growing his

In what degree does beer derive its q.nlitv = frmii the i^mbg on ground that answers it, as the ewe if well i own Grass seeds, and to do this he need not spoil his

extororthe''HS.T^^^teinicadi,i'' .,

'

''..'ives kept will seU at a profit on the inlaying price, and ' hay, as for his own u.se he need not lettheseed be

beer its keeping qualities ! These are qui :i ;. ::. I the is off the ground early in the season. I have seen cast
'
too ripe.

consideration of chemists. According tu liui\. .: .MuUcr, of Black-faced and Cheviot ewes bought in Scotland do
]

I consider this plan preferable to ploughing after

Is^mulTttJtSL'iradd: whiKc7^^^^ f<"^ tti« P"n>ose; these sheep, bought in at harvest, and sowing Rye and Rape which except

qu.antity of the albumen contained in the wort, as to its resui
!

present prices, at from 1?. to 30*. each, bring the
:
m a very mild winter, seldom do much good,

and essential oil, which remain unchanged by the tannic acid.
, very best of butcher's lambs, and three of these can and it is much more expensive. Theorists and

However diverse opinions may be as to the action of the Hop
1 |je kept in place of two large ewes ; but these sheep flourishing agricultuiists on paper make a great

'S^^t'Jua.t^H^^lSiZl^t'^Sp'^^ZT.^^'Zf, i seldom do well in Ireland, which is neither the fault noise about what they call " stolen crops." They
not to say cold. At Munich the temperature of the beer ceUars of the country nor the sheep, but of the herds, who

,

might as well call them " pickpocket erops
is .always kept at 32" F. by means of ice. don't like the extra trouble they give them, and they

]
at once; for, with some exceptions, they are

,,:!^^Zi:^^^XoZt.r\?'^n^^pX^Zi^l^Sl^l^<> every opportunity that they can get to run
|

nothing more than the name of a crop and the

more bitter it will be. The quantity that ought to be used them down and get rid of them. They are very
,

Turnip crop is kept la,te by them, leaving |jt often

varies from i to 4 per cent, of the malt, according to quality,
\ subject to foot lameness when brought to the low i little worth, so that one good Turnip crop would be

bitterness, strength of the beer to be brewed, and the time it i land, nature having provided them with a very thick worth a dozen crops of such rubbish.

"The'^^St' beers, little hopped, are pectoral .and more
|

sole to stand the tear and wear of the mountain, but
;

.

emollient than the strong beer of Strasburg or Paris. This is which destroys them on soft ground. Inflammation TT /-• .1why M. Michel Levi remarked in_1861, that according to his
1 gets in under this thick sole and consequently is very

|

ilome OOrresponaence.
" '"""

severe. This can be partly prevented by the free 77ir ('dmjwf/nn of Jimiii:—I much aihuire a letteri experience, good light beer of Paris produced remark.able
effects in cerbiin chronic inflammations of the lungs and the
region nf tbo .stomach.

_
It i~ ui.ir - M \ 111 pursue further these general considcra-

tii'ii^ 1 efficient to account for the excitement
wliii li .

I
i!

1 at in Alsace in favour of the Hop, and the
iie\v|it I .it ion which is taking the place of the old

'
' , insists in supporting the bine of the

., witli iron wires running horizontally

;

li.il tu which the attention of the Society
_' liv >l. Schattenm.ann, one of our most

I curreapondents.

{ToUOaiUmutd.)

use of the knife; but as I said before, the herds in your |
number of March :J, signed "Talpa,"

—

neglect them in order to get rid of them, and get as well the elegance and richness of the language,

again the heavy sheep that give them no trouble, or rather the mental riehness, as the utilitarian

Foot-rot is the cause of great annoyance and loss to purpose— to coi-rect the unwholesomeness of the

some breeders, especially when Grass is kept rough surrotmdings of cities of ancient times. If this
plaiii I

I I
I 1 ., nitli iron wires ninninghorizontaUy; for Cattle. In foot^rot the loose parts of the hom of , gentleman should wish it, I would desire to have his

the hoof should be all pared off, and the foot dressed
|

correspondence regarding this subject, in which two
with blue-stone and pig's lard. If all the feet are

^

heads might be more successful than one. It is a

bad, the sheep should be bled and get a few drenches
|

subject to which I have given some attention. The
of common salt •; if the sole has to be removed, the

|

deltas of rivers and the bottoms in forests often

foot ought to be dipped in a pot of hot pitch, which ! partake of tlie same malaria. In dry warm weather

SS'EEP SREEDiNG. forms a sole, when cold for some days.
j

this malaria has proved so deadly near where I have

(Continued from pane 229.) If the lambs are intended to be reai'ed as stores to
|

residetl, on the alluvion of the Elbe river, that of the

IThcfoUowingisthecontinuationof a paper lately read by Mr.
I
ijg fg^ fo mutton a year old (the age all sheep should

I

people who came down from the poorer higher

William Davidson, Blandsfort, at a meeting of the Athy ,^ fattened), they must get some cake and corn when 1 country to as.sist at harvest, one-half of them have
Farmers' Club, Kildare.j - *^ - „!.„..,..,, , . , , . , .

.„<.,,__. .l_

Tlie Lambing Season.—When they commence to

yean the services of a careful ^^'^^skilMj'J'^eP^F'] only what will te^h them to eat It, and when they
,.__ij.i _i „ „„ , on, ,„ T,„r,

jjggjn to like it, hurdles should be put round the troughsare valuable ; but the employer should bear m mmd
that it is a very fatiguing season on the man who

attends to his business well ; and he should be

encouraged and made as comfortable as possible,

allowing him the necessary help required at this

important period, as any person over-wrought will

lack energy.
There should also be sheds provided

lambs on severe nights. The shepherd should always

have a fire ready to warm any that require it ; I have

often seen lambs that came very weak greatly

restored by giving a little whisky in some warm
milk • there shoxdd also be a number of small sheds

or boxes, about (J feet square to put the ewe and her
^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ _^^ _ _ _ ^_

lambs in as they drop, tiU the lambs ta-ke to their
j^'^^j,^^ clipping, they lose their milk, and the

mothers, as some young ewes are troublesome, and i

stunted, and does not recover it for a long
will often leave them altogether, and when two or 1

" ° , , . ,,

„ month old, so as to teach the lambs to eat it out of left their fle.sh and bones behind, still further to

the trouo-hs. Very little may be given them at first,
]
accumulate the phosphates, nitrates, sulphates, and
carbonic mixtures of the overfed moidd—overfed in

regard to man but not to the bovine genus. Patr'wh

that wiU let the lambs under, but keep back the ewes.

By this means a very small quantity wiU do the

lambs ; but the ewes would use more than would

pay, as cake is like doctor's medicine—sometimes

]
useful when used in moderation, but too expensive to

f p-V "se extensively ; besides, they don't require it. The
tor weaK

|
^^^^ ^^^ lambs should be moved regularly, so as to

keep the pastures fresh and clean. Lambs never

tluive on foul pastures. A few Vetches should be

kept supplied to them in racks so as to accustom

them to the kind of feeding. If on weU-sheltered

lands, the ewes may be shorn at 1st of May ; if cold

laud, the end of May is soon enough. If ewes get

three pairs of twins come together the lambs

times get mixed, and the dams confused, so that

they often refuse even their own lambs.

In most cases I find shepherds err in bemg m too

much haste in giving assistance to the ewe when she

gets sick to lamb. They should always be left some

time to themselves, and in most cases they will yean

without any assistance ; but should they be too long

they must be examined to see if all is right.

Frequently, when twins or three lambs are in a ewe,

a foot of each lamb will come together, and many
ewes are lost by the herd not being careful in seeing

that this is not the case before he gives too much
assistance. The shepherd should always have some

Linseed oil and opium ready to give the ewe in bad

cases of lambing, to keep down inflammation, and

should also pour a little into the womb, holding up

the sheep by the hind legs. A mixture of Linseed

The yeUow powder in the Hop.

time again. About a fortnight after shearing, the

lambs ought to be dipped, to kUl all the ticks on

them : the ewes need not, as by this time they wiU

be aU on to the lambs from the bare pelt of the ewe,

and be killed then.
Lambs should be weaned in the end of June or

I st of July, as I always find them do better after wean-

ingwhen theycome tothisage ; but a piece of nice pas-

ture must be prepared for them ; when weaned, they

don't do well on land on which they have been grazing

all summer ; there should always be a brake sown

iovm with Grass Clover and Rye, without a corn crop,

for the weaning of them. That, along with the

foggage after the hay orthe soiling crop,wUlkeepthem
till the slubble comes in, and the pasture freshens.

Cake and corn should be supplied to them at this

time, as much as they will eat ; for this is the time

to make the constitution of the lamb. After forcing

and feeding, if neglected now, no after care will

bring it up to what it should be.

Matthen; Gourdic Hill, Errol, N.IJ.

Paper Pipes.—A few years ago I laid down a few
lengths to convey water, relying upon the statements

put forth. In my case (stiif clay) they have been an

entire failure, having collapsed and become as soft

as pap. Have any of your correspondents had expe-

rience of it in light soils ? J. J. Mechi, Miiirh 13.

Societies*
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OP ENGLAND.

The following- is the report of the Education Com-
mittee omitted last week. It relates to the list of

prizemen already published (see p. 229) :

—

It will be seen from the foregoing list of the names of the
suecessful candidates, that the same candidate in more than
one instance obtains more than one prize ; in fact Schafer-

amongst the juniors, and Churchward, Laugley, and Pollard-

among the seniors, obtained three prizes each. Of the 31 prize

men, it will be interesting to know that two are both sons of

farmers anil declare their intention of being farmers them-
selves ; 21 are the sons of farmers or others connected wibh the

cultivation of the soil, se^en intend to be farmers in after li^c,

and one to be an agricultural engineer.
" On Prize List I. it may be remarked that out of the

whole number (27) of the seniors who entered themselvaa for

it, 11 "obtained honours," three in Class L, five in Class IL,

three in Class IH. Eight passed, eight failed.

Of the whole number (83) juniors, "5 entered for Prize List L,

and of these 13 "obtained honours;" one in Class L, six in

Class II., aisin Class III. Fifty-two passed^ nine failed, one

was absent ill.

ar It would therefore appear that although the seniors have

relatively a greater number of " Honoursmen" (viz., 11 cut of

2V.) than the juniors (13 out of 75), tho Juniors have, on the

whole, done the better of the two, foi- they have but nino

failures out of 75 candidates, whereas the seniors have eight

out of 27.

On Prize List II.. out of the whole number (27) seniors, 21

entered for Pure Mathematics, of whom two are distinjuisUed
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in the Cambridge "Pure Mathematics" Class List; three

Twelve entered for Applied Mathematice, of whom two are

distinguished in the Cambridge "Applied Mathematics" Class

List ; five failed.

Two entered for Chemistry, and both are distinguished in

the Cambridge "Chemistry" Class List.

Two entered for Zoology; one failed; one did not do suffi-

ciently well to obtain a prize.

One entered for Botany, and is distinguished In the Cam-
bridge " Botnny " Clas.s List. •

One entered for Geology, but did not do sufficiently well to

obtain a prize.

Of the whole number of juniors (83), 60 entered for Pure
Mathematics, of whom one appears in the Cambridge "Pure
Mathematics " Class List ; 21 failed ; one was absent ill ; 3T

Four entered for Chemistry, of whom one (the best) did not
pass the preliminary examination ; one failed ; one did not
go in : one pas.sod, but did not do sufficiently well to obtain a

None entered for Zoology.
One entered for Bot-any, and was distinguished in the

Cambridge "* Botany" Class List.

From these figures it will be seen that by far the greater
number of senior and junior candidates entered themselves for

Pure Mathematics, and that although there are but three of

them whose names appear in the Cambridge "Pure Mathe-
matics" Class Lists, yet so many have done their work so
equally and well th.tl the- Committee nave given a larger share
of prizes to the rmlil it- in iln.-! .subject than to those in any
other. In Api'li- "'

: i . five failures out of 12 candi-
dates seems al.n ' .'.

; ilicsamemay be said of thesis
failures out nf ih< i . luinf Mr.-i who went in for Mechanics.
It will be noticuil ili.it l">Ui IIkj agricultural senior candidates
who entered for CbciiiLstry are distinguished, but that out of
the four juniors entered fur the same subject not one is distin-
guished, and the best of them failed to satisfy the examiners
m the preliminary examination. Both the senior and jimior
candidates entered for Botany are distinguished, the senior
standing by himself in the Cambridge Senior " Botany

"

Class List.

In Prize List IIL of the candidates who entered in Mechanics
applied to Agriculture, it may be sfcited that they all did
better in Mr. Besant's paper than in Mr. Amoa's, that is in the
paper containing questions of a general rather than of an
agricultural tendency. On the examination in Chemistry
applied to Agriculture, the examiners' report (inter alio) iy,

that the answers were on the whole very creditable.
Of the 120 candidates one was rejected for copying.

The foUo^ving letters are published for the infor-
mation of intending exhibitors at Vienna :

—

" Vienna, January 2, 18fi6.
" The Imperial Agricultural Society will hold m the innnth

of May next, in Vienna, an Agricultural and Fnrest Exhibition,
under the Pi-esidency of H.I.H. Archduke Charles Louis,
which, as regards agricviltural and forest implements and
machinery, will be of an int(.ni,itiMn;i] cliaracter.

" For machinery and iiii].Iriiirnt~. i>f uvery description, of
home and foreign manntui lui.

,
sj|\i i and Bronze Medals,

especially stamped for thi^< h^xliiKitinii, have been ofifered for
competition, which will Ite ijhicud at the disposal of the judges
in sufficient quantitj'.
" Prizes in Money for smaller home producers alone have

been offered for competition by the Ministry of Commerce.
" The Committee of Judges for Machinery will be increased

by foreign members in proportion to the share taken by the
several countries.
" The commencement of the Exhibition will take place in

the week during which the German Agriculturists and Foresters
hold their meeting.

" The Committee which has been *'entrusted with the
management of this Exlubition has placed itself in communi-
cation with all foreign Agricultural Societies, and also through
the Imperial Ministry of Commerce with the Austrian
Consulates, in order to ine.ure the largest possible participation
from abroad,

" The Central Cm
founded hope t>i:t* •

Agricultural au'l I

be plentifully s 11)1

and Implement-- i i

"With thi-H )iii|< Uii • i nil tl Committee has sought the
intervention of the InipL-rial fiuvemment, so that the Govern-
ments of those countries from which machinery may be
expected, may be invited to send Reporters.

" I enclose two copies of the Exhibition Programme, and
I beg the Imperial Mission to make an application, in the sense
above-mentioned, to the Government to which it is accredited.

(Signed) " Mevsekburo."
" To the Austrian Agents Abroad."

"Vienna, Feb. 24, 1866.
"My Lord,—With reference to my Despatches No. 24 and

25 of this series, dated the 22din8t., respecting the faciUties
which the Austrian (iovemmeut intend granting to expositors
at tlio \_M iilini il I \liibition, to be held at Vienna on the

the honour to call your lordship's

order that it may bo attended by those persons in England
who take an interest in breeding tiorses.—I am. Sir, yoiu-

raost obedient humble sctvant. "James Murray."
" The Secretary to the Royal Agiicviltural Society."

Farmers* Clubs.
Smithfield : Chuticil Meeting.—Kt the late

meeting of the Council, his Grace the Diike of
Richmond, President, in the chair, Messrs. Thos.
Twitchell and Charles Howard were elected Stewards
of Live Stock, in place of Messrs. Rigden and Keary,
who retire by rotation.

Messrs. 0. Wallis and Robt. Overman were
re-elected Stewards of Implements, &c.

The Stewards reported to the Council in reference

to the protests against certain animals at the late

Show, and it was directed that the prizes be now paid
in accordance with the judges' award.

It was decided that in consequence of the alteration

of the date of the last Show and the regulations that
the Council found it necessary to enforce in reference

to the Cattle*Plague. the fines for non-exhibition of

animals be remitted under the above special

circumstances.

Tlie provisional Prize Sheet for the present year
was arranged, and the following alterations made :

—

The Division for Irish Cattle to have added the words, " and
Improved Irish."

The Class for 1-year old Wethers of the Shropshire breed to be
assimilated to the corresponding Class for Southdowns,
and the Class for 2-ycar old Shropshire Sheep to be
renewed as in 1864, viz., 1st Prize, 15^. ; 2d, 5/.

The condition disqualifying spayed Heifers competing in the
Short-horn, Hereford, Devon, and Sussex Classes to be
struck out.

The Butchers' Cups to be discontinued.
Verbal alterations in the Rules were agreed to.

The Implement Committee was re-appointed.

Mrs. Thomas Gibbs, of Down Street, Piccadilly,

was elected a Member of the Club.

therefore, entertains the well-
'ition will not only exhibit the
! Mmus of Austria, but also will

I ulturaland Forest Machinery

17tb of

No. 24. Ijy vvliicb it ir provided that all goods intended for the
Exhibition shall be aent to the Chief Custom House in Vienna,
at which the amount of duty to which they are liable in case
of sale in Austria shall be assessed ; such duty, however, not
to be exacted if the goods are re-exported.

" With regard to the facilities of transport, the following
arrangements have been made. The Austrian Lloyd ^^ con-
vey gratis by its steamers goods going to or coming from the
Exhibition. The Danube Company will remit hau its usual
rate of freight.

"The Austrian Railways have hitherto agreed, some to
reduce their tariff by half, others to charge one kreuzer per
centner per German mile for the conveyance of goods to and
from the Exhibition ; but the Government hope to induce all
the Austrian Railway Companies to adopt a uniform rate of
charge, by which the facilities now promised to Exhibitors
may be still more increased. " I have, &c.,

(Signed) " Bloomfield."
" The Eari of Clarendon."

The following has also been received from Earl
Clarendon :

—

"Foreign Office, March 2, 1866.
"Sir,— I am directed by the Earl of Clarendon to .state to

you, for the information of the Royal Agricultural Society,
that her Majesty's Ambassador at St. Petersburgh has reported
to his lordship a communication from the Russian Government
to the effect that the Administration of the Imperial Studs
have decided upon holding at Moscow, from the 13th to the
2'7th of September next, the first general show of horses foaled
in Russia.

" The Russian Government at the same time expressed the
hope that publicity may be given to the intended Show, in

London : The CatfU- Plaijru\—The following is an
abridgment of the discussion which followed Mr.
Corbet's paper last week :

—

Mr. CoNGREVE (Peter Hall, Coventry) said he shoidd not
have presumed to introduce himself on the notice of the
meeting thus early, were it not that he was a grazier, and, as
svich. naturaUy affected by the Government me.isurep. Mr.
Corbet had .cfiven them ;i vnninvm'"f tli.>«.^ nT^'i=nr'-v: .^yt.nding
nptothe 'JMhof Mareli 'n,.! I,. iM, (..>...,.,,, -i l.M.,L'l;td

if. in thccnnrfic nf thr .h ,
;

l to

guide grazicrH as t'l w]i:it '
--^ i:i..i It

was well known tb;it afl. i ih.' _' .ih { M n. \^ ih, ^;i,,.i. i- w-.tc

buyers of stock. The land of England was of no use to praziers
Tmless they could stock it ; and he did not see how that was
to be done when all transit of cattle by road, river, or rail was
stopped. A few days were allowed for change of tenancies

;

but no provision was made for enabling a grazier in the
midland counties, after that period, to obtain stock from
other counties. He hoped, then, that when the 25th of
March arrived, there would be some relaxation of the
order; for it was impossible that the food of the people
could be produced unless graziers could buy the raw material
to make it with. He believed there was some idea of
allowing seven days for that purpose at the beginning of
April : but that would be of very little use to the Leicester-
shire graziers. Tlie land could not possibly be stocked in so
short a time. Even if they could buy beasts, and move them,
they could not feed thera ; while the Grass was growing, the
cattle wiiuld st.irve. Mr. Corbet referred to compensation.
Now)i'(M( 1.(1 I, ,

F I thought that the term "compensation"
was :i

I
'

I
I 1 hem. Mr. Bright said that if farmers

werL- r
I

I

I

: 111' extent of the value of their stock, that
woul'l '

;
! I li-n, :iiid nit-M wnuld give their cattle the

di3e:i- I
.. i.M' .f .'. f)i,,_. Mr I,. I,.;,, Tl.rit illustrates

the nl i I r, : , !,'''.
.. iliingabouta

subj'-'fi i .
; / i

I

'..!! ! r M I'.i i.'lit knew no
mor'_- al.-'i. . ii

.
! II III 1 II ih Im

i
\| t * i !:..

;
^ .

. j knew about
cottoll-^l-nlllUl)^. \Mij,,.U-l tin. li'..i.. hieiiii.L't suppose that if

became intu his yard and paid him tjvcry farthing that his
animals had cost, together with the expense of keeping tiiem
till now, be would not be a loser? Mr. Corbet alluded to the
opinion that under present circumstincea, instead of the ox
being brought to the butcher, the butcher should be brought to
the ox. That was a very serious question for graziers who
supplied the Ijandon market from the beginning of June till

Christmas. Let any one present, who had had experience
with f - 1

' ; I i i

1 1 1 1
1
n stuck at home and sending it to market

asdc:iilii' I 1' I liib what he had made per stone on the
averaj. :.i ' I s nf the summer months. When he was
in the M" ii .| -111 III Market that morning, he was advised by
butchers, if be had any cattle, to sell them at home, and not
send them to London dead, where it would aeU for nothing.
There was another important question connected with the
matter, namely, offal ; what was to become, in retired places,
of the head, pln-'V- ^' '' Tb.M-.^ iva.s no demand for such things
within seven mil' ' 'i (•'n. and he might add that there

Mr. C. S. Itt ^1 Ml . i|> knew what to say about the
Government Ilill 11- -ii 1 h .[.i md believe on the first night of
the Session that Parliament had aroused itself to the importance
of this great calamity. But as soon as it had passed one good
resolution, every interest immediately set to work to see how
it was possible for that interest to escape with the least possible
inconvenience and loss ; and all the loss and all the inconveni-
ence which fell upun the country and upon farmers especially,
would, in his opinion, be almost thrown away, as long as the
Government, yielding to the solicitations of the metropolitan
members, allowed foreign stock to congregate in the Metropoli-
tan Market. It was, of course, necessary to disinfect the railway
trucks and the cattle pens : but, above all, it was necessary to
disinfect that great pest-house -the Metropolitan Market and
the layers around it. How short-sighted was the conduct of
the metropolitan members, seeing that a very large proportion
of their constituency would be deprived of milk if the cattle
plague were to go on. and that the cow-keepers of London
would be the first sufferers. Parliament had been charged
Withlr^'i l.iMn. in . iMiiir, Imt ^luvly it Ii'mI r.itlnT I.'^i^Uk.I

not ^

had no Imsin-.'ss in \>r. tiiere, having either buen sent from
infected farms or through needless panic? He was informed
that since the cuttle plague broke out upwards of 60,000 store
cattle had been sold in the Metropoliteji Market, and these
had been supplemented by a vast number of lean carcases
sent up to Newgate Market. The compensation clause which
the Government had introduced was, he thought, a very good
provision. As to the amount, he would not say one word

except thiw— that in reading an article in the Ecnnnnii.it, he
found it remarked that one-half was a great deal too much,
as only unc animal in 10 survived, and yetadded that the salvage
of many plague-stricken beasts would be worth almost as
much as the living animals would have been. He did not
hesitate to say that in Norfolk two-thirds would not be too
much to award as compensation. On the part of farmers, he
would say it was no fault of theirs that they had the cattle
plague. They did not ask for free imports of cattle ; and
they now simply demanded means of protection. As reg.ardcd
the compulsory insurance which the Government had thought
proper to give them, they had in Norfolk tried to effect the
same object on the vohmtary system. They had succeeded in
alleviating the distress of their fellow-sufferers ; hut they were
not able to check the pest, simply because they had not had
that assistance and that co-operation which, in his opinion,
the Imperial Government ought to have given them. There
was one thing which had, perhaps, struck the great majority
of those who had thought on this subject—namely, that for

agriculture there was no administrative department of the
Government ; whereas the Board of Trade had its departments
for Railways, for Commerce, and for Manufactures, there
was no section specially devoted to Agriculture ; and ho
believed that until there was such a department, agriculture
would never receive that assistance from the Government
which it ought to receive. He could not but regard this cattle

plague as an unmitigated evil. He wished he knew a Uttlo
more of political economy, for it must be a very pleasant study.
How was it possible that any loss to a large class of the
community could result in profit or advantage to that class ?

Why, there must be an end of such an argument. Supjwsing
all the cattle were to die, they coiild not all be gainers.
The theory set up was that if half the cattle died, the
owners of the other half would be recouped by the advanced
price. That was surely theoretical nonsense. If the fanners
of England alone supplied the public there might be some
truth ill it, but as they were exposed to foreign competition,
the parties who were the real gainers were the owners of
foreign stock and the producers of foreign cheese. He had
read an article in the Economist that morning which said the
price of an article advanced considerably more than the loss

;

and the writer illustrated his argument by saying that if the
crop of Wheat in England were deficient to the extent of one-
fifth, the consequence would be an increase of the price by
two-fifths. They all knew how that had been illustratcl
practically this year. This visitation had been compared in
Parliament to the cotton famine. He was not going to compare
the losses of the manufacturers with those of the farmers,
because he was well aware that a manufacturer made more
money in one year than a farmer made in his whole life ; but
he would remark that wliat the manufacturers suffered from
during the cotton famine was not the loss of the raw material
but the want of it, while farmers were suffering both from the
loss of their cattle and from the want of cattle. At the chief

cattle station in Norfolk they had been five-and-twenty
thousand store cattle short through the cattle plague. They
were, so to speak, suffering the losses of the Americans, and
also those of the Manchester people. Moreover, this dise-ise

must entirely derange their system of agriculture. This was
an evil which could not, perhaps, be fiuly appreciated yet

;

but all well knew that if they had no stock they could have no
manure, and if they made no manure they could grow precious
Uttle com.

Mr, Chables Howard (Biddenham, Bedfordshire) said ;—
It would be remembered that when, a very few months ago,

he stood there, and dealt out, as he thought, even-handed
justice to a Ijody of nien whom he considered to have been
severrlv m.l iMifilil^ Imiilli-il, he incurred the censure of

soni'' r 'i '
I ,

: 11 i; I the case stand now? Notwith-
I ,: :

ii. : that had been brought to bear
I'i . I ij. I

' ii 1

1 --landing all the nostrums that
had bi;L:ii jmL loiiii ill wiiioii.'i quarters, the iwsition of the
veterinary authurities remained the same as it was at first. Ho
contended that had their advice been taken from the first, the
nation would now be placed in a very different position from
what it was. He would say no more on the point, because ha
thought that must be evident to every unbiassed mind. He
must take exception to what fell from Mr. Dumbrell respecting
the compensatton clause. He thought the Government view
was a right one. There were in some counties many men who
would not join a mutual insurance association ; therefore the
support of such an association, intended to meet the wants of

the coxmty, would fall upon a few ; and the Government were
right in making a county rate, and throwing the burden over
the whole neighbourhood in which the plague existed. With
mutOal association the liberal man would pay, and the parsi-

monious one go free.

Mr. Frere (Cambridge) would ask them to compare the
steps taken in Parliament with those taken in Aberdeenshire.
As to the question of compensation, was it likely that the
•' canny Scot" had lost his canniness when he thought it wise
to give three-fourths? Inspectors would often order animals
to be killed that ought not to be killed ; and on that ground
alone compensation ought to be given, whatever might be
said to the contrary by political economists who drew their

conclusions from one or two facts, instead of taking a com-
prehensive view of the matter. It had been urged as a
reproach against veterinary practitioners, that they had great
difficulty in detecting this mysterious disease in its early

stages. He believed there were many cases of fever that

attacked mankind, of which the ablest medical men were
xmable to predict until the disease had been circulating for

some days, what its ultimate development would be. He
cordially concurred with Mr. Read, that it was very desirable

that there shotild be some members in Parliament who could

rise and speak with knowledge and authority on details con-

nected with the interests of agriculture.

Mr. Owen (Berks) was dis-appointed that the discussion had
not turned more on what fell from Mr. Congreve with regard

to the stockmg of the land. He was in hopes that it would be
shown what plan of operation might be adopted by the local

authorities of different districts. He considered slaughtering

at home anything but beneficial to the grazier or farmer. It

was, he believed, imiwssible to carry out generally a system of

isolation ; unless they had an opportunity of moving their

stock they might as well give up their farms. As regarded the

removal of cattle in healthy districts, he might observe that

there had been no disease within 20 miles of his farm in Berk-

shire, and yet for the last 11 weeks he had been debarred from
moving a single head of cattle. He had that day seen 2000

foreign beasts in the London market, and yet, having plenty of

cattle himself, he was not allowed to move one. Now that

they had the world to compete with, he wanted to see British

farmers placed, as they ought to be, on an equality vdth
foreigners, or the foreigner to havo no xindue advantage.

The Chairman then summed up the discussion. He said :

One of the most important measureswas that mentioned by Mr.
I >,ii^.|. ,,. \\'illi regard to the moving of cattle. He was sorry
II, it Ml I .ni_:i-i.'ve himself did not make any suggestion as to
III. Im \r or time of supplying graziers, but he only
-ii.rj, I, ,i lii it somebody else should do it. He was quite
.Kiirc that nn .nic in the room was more competent to give an
opinion uu that important question than Mr. Congreve ; and
he agreed with him that it would be impossible to supply the
country with meat, unless the graziers in the midland counties
could stock their farms. He quite agreed with Mr. Congreve
that a little longer than the 25th of March should be allowed
for that purpose ; and he should be glad if he would state what
he thought the period should be.
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Ihe "

,M;i

Mr

id he would suggest from the 1st of April to

0. ili'WAini : Say to the 1st of June. You have stocked
tuu cii-ly hitely.

Sir Georhe Jenkinson observed that the Government Bill

only extended to the loth of Api^l.
The Chairman ciintinucd : Mt. Congrevc's opinion

point w;.s vrry hny ctnit. He tlini,;-ht it Tiv->rc thnn
. th^t

Easter Ross : Feb. 26.

—

Damage caused hij Rooka.
—The CiiATRMAN (Mr. D. Mimro) said that he had
to biing before the notice of the meettug another
calamity, scarcely leas serious than the cattle disease
itself, which the farmers of this quarter were .suffer-

ing- from. He had to tell them they were soon to be
eaten up by the rooks. He was at this moment
getting his AVheat fields desti-oyed, and so were manv
of his neighbours, and the matter would only <

'

worse while that rookery at Balnagowu was rn-
tinued. He particularised severe losses he had "n
several occasions to Wheat fields, and declared that
he woidd have to give up the sowing of winter
Wheat altogether. He knew of a farmer in the
district who had already come to that determination,
having almost entirely lost a whole field. He lately,

for the last time, put himself in communication wifli

Sir Charles Ross on the subject, and woiild just read
the correspondence :

—

" All,an, ISth Dec., 1865.
" Dear Sir Charles,— I wrote to yon last spring, as "Vice

-

Prcfle« nf the Ft<Ur Rot-tf Farmers' Club, to bring under your
n-ilir.' Ill, 1. ,t (i -ti''. li III your rookeries are causing to this
p;iri .1 ti I

,
I,

:
I hL'l not the pleasure to receive fi-oin

" I n... I ii )i 1
1 : "Tty of bi-inrfng this matter under

yi'ii ]iMii., M, I :•• Impress a hope that you will order these
vcDiiiii |m iir r,-iii,'i.d in number; for if they be not, neither
y'li t, ii.nl, Hi Hii.se of other landlords in this part of the
c im:! ,

. Mine to i>ay rents for their land, from the
it'i ill seasons to the crops. They (the rooks)
• II' i.iis to game, for in spring they eat the
''- ' trtridges, and grouse, as any experienced
fe'ii' I 11 you. If you desire it, I can send you a
piipLi :M^iii;'l r>y iiie farmers of Easter Ross, farming to the
extent of ubove lU.OOO acres of com land, complaining of this
great evil, so I hope you will not think that I alone complain nf
this. ^' I remain, Ac, D. 5Iunro,

" Vicc-Preses of Easter Bos.s Farmers' Club.
" Sii- C. A. W. Ross, Bart., of Balnagown."

The following was the reply he received :

—

"Bellevue, Parkhill. 23d Dec, 1S65.
"My Dear Sir,—Your letter of 18th inst., addressed to

Sir Cbarh^s Rikss, Bart., "f Balnagown, has been handed to
me. In reply Sir (.'harlcH requests me to say that be will have
plcasin-e in ano\\'iiig you and others to kill crows, as usual, in
Slay and June nest. 1 do not think you can by any possi-
fiility kill them at any other season than when they arc just
beginning to fly about the trees.—Yours very tnily^

" John Foksvth."
"David SFunro, Esq., of ^Ulan, Fearn."

They were allowed to kill them iu Jujie—that was,
when the bu*d had flo-\vn iway He then wrote the
f<.llo\\uig —

Ul n Jd Dec I860
Mj D \\ '^xe —I an in receii t of yours of this date

S C Ro ss leiK to n nte t h n s 71 '*t n f Rfa tory

i t

10 1 h V y ui WT th tv f y t, that m a fe v
ju lost 9 rch U f Wh t th u whi 1 means

If f u ch vab the losh
1 leye 1 over tdi t t

th U ch
c t 1 t t k
r city a d IP
bo huod nd pe L
he u nnot with 1 p tj nj h L r t

an eme t n aj ].rove to be a omewhit c stly o Pie e
hy thi te ] f c bi Cha les Ro I e u y ve t
tr 1 D "\I R

Job F rsytl Esq F cto f Balnag vn

He would now read them a note he had on the
subject from one of the olde.st and most extensive
corn farmers they had in the country—^he meant
Mr. Middletou, Davidson, who, it was known to

them, had, along with his family, something like

20,000Z. invested in corn farming in their district.

Mr. Middleton said :
—

" You are aware I was always
al:i advocate for putting down rooks, and have
always thought them a heavier bm-den to the
tenantry of the country than the poor's rates, heavy
as they are." There was Mr. Middleton's experience,
and it was his own, and that of many others. He
would now read to them the petition that was
referred to :

—

" We, the undersigned, owners and farmers of land in
Easter Ross, hereby certify that the injury we sustain by the
excessive numbers of rooks in this district is very gre^t
indeed. We do not complain of a moderate number of these
birds, but of theii- excessive number, by which their very

-. to the veiy great injury
—.r all seasons of the year,
:u;(y induce them to reduce
iinioVance by which is so

'
I

'. ' K.
, '-hi I .. I. -Hi,, M,i)d<x ; Andw. rii

' !.."
!

1 I, irk, Ardjachy, 250 d(
I

' - V,
, 240 do. : P. P. Sell;

•I'i'i M '-.; I.:.':; ciiiMm, Balnagall, 270 d(
-i. iniiii^-. i,,i- Cadiinli rtiul Invcrgordon farms, 500 do."—the
whole amounting to 10,057 acres.

"ViTiether they thought it right to lift theii- voice,

and continue to use their efforts, against the
grievance, he did not know. For his own part, he
came to ajjpear almost foolish in speaking so much
on it ; but he keenly felt it an intolerable and pro-
voking hardship, and he should do that to the end of
his life.

Mr. Murray concurred in all that had been said. That
gioan from Cromarty about the poor rates from Mr.
Middleton was expressive, but he believed a great many of them
could say that the r.ioks took more from them than the poor
rates. The herding by boys is of little use. There is my
ynnn- friend, Mr. Williamson, who occupies the farm adjoin-
i

'
I , 111 - t saw the other [day on Balnagore three boys on one

I iii_ Wheat field, and the crows quite busy on the other.
I would run here and there among the crows, and the

i ' .' uld just exchange places with the boys, somethintr in
MuaMnlie style.

Mr. KoRSVTH said he mu.st ask leave to say that the Chair-
man, he thou^^ht. was too severe on Sir Charles's reply. He
was sorry if his own note was not plain enough, but Sir
Charles, he felt sure, ineant that they should have a fair
chance, and there was nd doubt that killing the young birds
at the nesting and branching time was the most effectual way
against them.
Eventually, a depnta+ii>n \va« npprqntrd to confer with Sir

Charle!* Ros.s-to e.^n i-r ,,i m,. \\n--.-.. ,* Rockfield : Mr.
Ross, Glastiillich: M' ^ i 1 . Mr. Middleton,
CuUis ; and Mr. Fr.L- ' I; :...ii., / . ., Times.

mcbtctusi.
fimtl iA Pcamiit Pnijirhtiinj. Iloir am it h,

Irt'lii nd ? By Joseph Fisher.

Such is the heading of an article published in the
March number of the new and very promising
" Irish Industrial Magazine."
Having been during half a century an anxious

observer of the social condition of the Irish
peasantry, and in an humble degree a contributor to
the literatui-e which has had for its' object the
amelioration of their circumstances, it affords me
pleasui'e at this time to notice a subject with which
my wishes and aims are accordant.
The suggestions proposed in the essay now before

me are at irrst view of a startling character. In my
little book addressed to the small farmers \ot

Ireland, of which the fii-st edition was issued 40 years
ago, I had not imagined that any plan of the nature
of that recommended by Mr. Fisher, would be
brought to public consideration, I merely advocated
the expediency of improving the condition of the
class of occupiers of from 1 to '> acres, who were
then nearly five times more numerous than they now
are ind of those somewhat higher in grade of
possession, by introducing among them a good
ecopomy of their holdings and a skilful and
judicious application of their own labour, aided by
the CO operation of their landlords. 'While I saw the
ill effects of the execrable forty-shilling freehold
sy tem, which so long left pernicious traces on the
land I deprecated the injustice of evicting com-
pul=orily any families whose " fault " was poverty,
induced by former and perhaps long-continued mis-
management on the part of landlords. I wished
to improve the condition of the petty occu-
pieis through their own well-directed efforts,

svhile I fully appreciated the desirableness of a
^idual consolidation of very small holdings by

1 liable arrangements among the parties interested.

I icli of progressive enlargement of holdings has
esulted from the voluntary emigration of tenants
Ovho have bettered their own condition by leaving
their patches of land, and allowing greater facilities for

employment and support to those who have remained
m the country). The diminution of the popula-
tion was also I fear fully, and in a most unwished
for manner accomplished by famine and fever.

We have now to consider the pre.sent state of the
peasant population under different ch-oumstances.
The numerous class of hybrids, between that of

little farmers occupying a few acres and the land-
less labourer, being so much reduced, and the temp-
tations to emigration so increasingly alluring, some
arrangement by which the deportation of the bone
and sinew of the country and strong disaffection to
Government authority might be abated, is obviously
a matter of great moment. Legislation on the vexed
question of dealings between landlords and their
tenants will probably ensue within a short period, and
the improvement of land will naturally follow. "\Vith-

out presuming to touch upon the details of this
delicate and difficult subject, I shall without any
other preliminary remark, proceed to the examina^
tion of Mr. Fisher's jilan, which does not interfere

with any landlord's right or tenant's expectation. It
appears to mo as an experimental field which criti-

cism may discuss without party bias or obstruction
from selfish interest.

Inverting the order of Mr. Fisher's essay, I take first

from the concluding portion the following quotation
from the Report of the Devon Commis.sion in 18i4.
' There is a Jarge number of persons in Ireland pos-
sessing a small amount of capital, which they would
n'ladly employ in the purchase and cultivation of
land ; and a still lijrger number holding land for
uncertain or limited terms, at a rent, who would
most cheerfully embrace the opportunity of becoming
proprietors. 'The gradual introduction of such a
class of men would be a great improvement in the
social condition of Ireland. The prospect of gaining
admission into this class would oft«n stimulate a
renting farmer to increased exertion and persevering
industry." In 1848 Sir Matthew Barrington and
others endeavoured to form a Farmers' Estate Com-
pany, and applied to Parliament for the necessary
power. A private committee, of which the Bight
Hon. AV. E. Gladstone was chaiiTnan, reported in

favour of the BiU, and it became law ; it enabled
the Comijany to purchase land and sell it in lots, of

not less than 20 Irish acres ; it also enabled the
Company to raise capital by the issue of debenture^.

The scheme failed for two reasons, viz., the resettling

of the cleared estates after purchase, and the diffi-

culty of making the debentures valid security on the
lands. It is true that the latter difficulty has been
removed by legislation in 1SG4, but the other, and it

is a great obstruction, would remain.
Now Mr. Fisher proposes a mode by which this

difficulty disappears altogether, viz,, the associatj,on

of a company for the purchase of estates, and the
reselling them in small lots, " Had efforts been
made when the Incumbered Estates Court was
formed to create a Peasant Proprietary, much might
have been accomplished. To have carried out this

idea the lots should have been made much smaller,

every fann should have been a lot iu itself, and some
aid should have been offered to those in possession

who intended to piu'chase. A large portion of the land
sold in the court was incumbered iu anticipation ; the
amount of mortgages on the present proprietors is

nearly as large as it was upon those who have been
sold out. Had ' the farmers pui-chased, they could
have borrowed money upon the land. This oppor-
tunity was lost. Had it been availed of we might
now have a large number of peasant proprietors,

whose presence would have materially advanced the
condition of Ireland," "The object," he continues,
" is well deserving of consideration. 'We want to

improve the condition of the people ; we desire to

make them contented and pra^perous. Laborious
indu-stiy and self-denial are practised by those who
see a prospect of ultimate benefit. He who
by his savings can purchase an estate, however
small, and by right of that estate is entitled

to the privileges of a freeholder, has many motives
to improve. It appears that there are upwards
of two million proprietor.s in Prussia, and that
further subdivision is encouraged there by the Govern-
ment issue of land debentures guaranteed by the

State, and that there is a simple mode of transmit-

ting land by registration of ownership. Though Mr.
Fisher contemplates vrith pleasure, as every philan-

thropist -will, the prosperity of Belgium, and other

tranquil and orderly countries, where there is a

peasant proprietary, affording conclusive testimony

of the importance of having a ' stake in the hedge '

—

he does not lead me to infer that he approves of the
•ccUcmeiit system iu France, which in my judg-

ment is most pernicious in its general bearings on
the agricultural progress of that country. There the

land necessitates the division of land property in

families, so as to render the accumulation of capital

by any heads of families rarely practicable, and the

infinite subdivision of farms certain. No man of

experience would maintain that it would be desirable

to allot farms under say 15 statute acres—while

the circumstances of the country would render it yeiy
beneficial to have niunerous farms from 15 to 50

acres.

The late Mr. Blacker, no mean authority on the

subject of small farmers, thus expressed his con-

\'ictions, after much experience :—" I am fully

persuaded that the small farmer who holds his own
plough or digs his own groimd, if he follows a proper
rotation of crops, and feeds his cattle in the house, can
undersell the large farmer, or, in other words, can
pay a rent which the other cannot afford ; and this

"will not appear extraordinary to any one who reflects

that the British farmer of 700 to .SOO acres is a kind
of man approaching to what is known in Ireland by
the name of a " gentleman farmer," He must have
his horse to ride and his gig, and an overseer ; add

to this, he must appear himself, and have his family

also to appear, in a superior rank ; and his farm
must not only enable him to pay his rent and yield

him the support he requires, but it must also be

chargeable with the interest of the large capital

necessary to its cultivation. Besides, there is the

great expense of carting out manure to a great

distance, and carting home the crop, A single horse

will consume the produce of more land than would
feed a small farmer, his wife, and two children ;
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and what is more than aU, the large farmer says

to his labourers, "go !tt) your work," hut when the

small farmer Tias occasion to hire them he says

" come." The inference is obvious. Assuming

Mr. Fisher's proposition to be carried into effect, it

would be necessaiy I think to introduce a clause in

the sale prohibiting the futiu-e subdivision of a

small farm, else the evils arising from a multiplicity

of minute holdings would soon reappear; Many ot
the farmers of Ireland have large sums saved up.

and would be rejoiced to purchase lands, on ready or

part payment, and the Company proposed might,

without much difficulty, and under Government
protection, advance purchase money where required.

Such a scheme would to some extent confer a great

measure of joy and comfort, and promote the moral and
social condition of numerous fanners now contending

against heavy disadvantages ; and other reformatory

movements affecting land questions would operate

by assisting movements towards promoting the

progression of Ireland and elevating the minds of

the peasantry, and affording them substantial reasons

for remaining contentedly in their country. 3fartiii

Doyle.

Farm Memoranda.
Manx Ageicultuue.—The following are replies

to questions addressed by the writer of a paper on
this subject in the " Quarterly Journal of Agri-

culture " to a resident in the island :

—

" 1. There is great diversity in the size of the

holdings. The major portion of the soil is owned
by .small proprietors, possessing from 10 to .50 acres,

and farming it themselves in the indifferent fashion

usual among landowners of this class. There are

also farms ranging from 30 to 200 acres, but rarely

more. Perhaps the average may be considered

about 10 or 50 acres.
" 2. The tenure is that tenned ' customary estate

of inheritance,' nearly analogoiLS to copyhold in

England, and its historical origin and former
character is involved in considerable obscurity, and
was the source of frequent disputes between the
lords of the isle and the inhabitants—the former
insisting upon ten.incy at will, the latter claiming
rights of an hereditary character in their holdings.
The 'Act of Settlement' passed in 1703 finally

disposed of this question, confirmed the rights

claimed by the inhabitants in their holdings, and
determined the amount of rents and fines exigible

by the lords. The proceedings recently talien under
the Commission for disafforesting the common lands
in the island have tended to throw some light upon
the history of landed property here ; but the subject

requires too diffuse a treatment to be further dwelt
upon in such a communication as the present.

" 3. Rents are generally much higher here than in
England, and the universal desire for the possession
or occupancy of laud causes extravagant and unre-
munerative prices to be given btth as purchase-
money and rent. In the vicinity of the towns from
31. to 51. per acre is obtained ; in the country from
25s. to '11.— sometimes more. I consider that,

Cfrterh parihnx. 25 per cent, more is given here than
in England.

" 4. The farmsteads are generally inferior and
badly arranged, as few of the proprietors have
hitherto had the means or intelligence requisite for
better exertions. There is, however, considerable
improvement now discernible.

"5. The labourers' cottages are generally of
a very inferior type, much resembling the Irish
cabin—built of sods, and divided into two apart-
ments. A movement for ameliorating this state of
things has, however, commenced. I am just about
erecting several cottages of an improved character
upon my estate.

" (I. Wages are generally !).«. per week in the
country for able-bodied labourers, and in the vicinity
of the towns lis. or 12s., generally paid in cash.
Some fanners still adhere to ihe old custom of
feeding their men in the farmhouse, with a pro-
portionate reduction of wages.

'•
7. The means available for the education of this

class have hitherto been of a very meagre kind,
many of the parochial schools being ill fitted to give
the most elementary instruction. Much, however,
has been done of late years to raise the educational
standard. Many good schools have been erected
with Government assistance, and have been men-
tioned in the reports of the inspectors in terms of
the highest praise. In my own parish (Insby), one.
I trust, will shortly be built, to be placed under
Government inspection.

" 8. The machinery of the steadings is generally
of an old-fashioned and inefficient kind, especially
the threshing-machines. I have lately purchased
an S-horse portable engine and thre.shing-machine
from Clayton & Shuttleworth, of their latest and
mo.st improved make. They are, I lieheve, t'ne only
machines of the kind in the island, and excite much
attention by the excellence and rapidity of their work.

" Eeaping-roachines (generally Dray's) are now
universally employed where the nature of the ground
wiU admit. Corn-drills are employed by the best
farmers. Grubbers are very common. Ploughs are
almost invariably swing.

" 0. Drainage to a considerable extent has been
effected of late years—sometimes with open cuts,

and also with pipes and tiles, though sods and stones

are sometimes employed. It is, however, as yet

lamentably defective and partial. There is in this

district a very large extent of peaty undrained land

—most of it formerly entirely submerged, forming
lakes of considerable extent. At some remote period

it was the site of a Bark forest, as innumerable
trunks and roots of Ash and Fir arc found imbedded
in the peat. Drains have been cut, which are,

however, of little use, as the outfall at the sea is

obstructed by mills, the demoUtiou of which would
render fertile and productive many thousands of

' acres now sterile and saturated.
" 10 and 11.—About 22,000 acres of laud in the

island is " intack," or land formerly included in the
' Lord's Forest,' over which the inhabitants had
rights of common, in satisfaction of which the

Disafforestation Commission have lately awarded
them a moiety of the ' Forest.'

" As in almost all oases these ' intacks ' are of

ancient date, and have been long cultivated, it is

impossible to ascei'tain what method of reclamation
was pursued in these instances. ,Some of them,
however, as well as lands of different tenure, have
been recently reclaimed. On the hUls and on the
mossy soils where these lands are generally situate,

lime is applied, and two cereal crops, generally Oats,

taken off, followed by the rotation usual in the
district. In the case of light sandy soils, of which
we have much, marl is applied, and "Wheat or

Barley sown.
" 12. The fences are generally bad, and often

tortuous to an extraordinary degree—the boundaries

of estates being generally incomprehensibly crooked
and winding. In this district sods are for the most
part employed, and generally sown with Gorse,

which grows \vith great vigour, and, when taken
care of and regularly cut, forms an excellent fence.

The requisite care, however, is seldom taken, and as

the hedges are formed of soft mateiials, and the
cattle are somewhat nomadic in their habits, there is

much left to he desired in this department of farm
management. Quick fences are coming into use
where the soil is favourable. On very dry sandy
soils Gorse is to be preferred.

" 1 .3. The rotation practised in this district is the
five-course—viz., a cereal crop, green crop, cereal crop,

two years Grass. Some superior land is subjected to

severe treatment, but this is exceptional.
" li. The yield of grain crops is very varied,

ranging from 16 to 36 bu.shels. The average may, I

think, be placed at 20 bushels. Turnips, for which
the soil is well suited, range from 12 to 25 tons per
acre. Mangel is here grown to some extent, but our
summer heat is scarcely great enough to develop
this root. Potatos arc largely grown. Both peat
and light sandy soils are found extremely well
adapted to the growth of this tuber, and in favour-

able seasons very hea\y crops are raised.
" 15. A\T3ite \Vlieats are mostly grown in this

district, and are of very fine quality, generally

obtaining a higher quotation than any English
'\\Tieat. Red Wheat is also gro^vn to some extent,

and on the poorer soils a coarse variety, termed here
' Manx Wieat,' but I do not know the soi-t to which
it may be analogous in England. In Barleys,

Chevalier is the most in repute. Scotch Oats are
chiefly grown by the more intelligent fanners,

though the majority of smaller cultivators sow some
nameless variety.

" In regard to culture, there is not much to be
said. A general fault is lateness in preparing the
land for seed ; thus Wieat is seldom sown before
December, efen in land broken up from Grass—often

much later. The best farmers here employ the diiU,

but the practice of horse-hoeing growing crops has
not yet been introduced.

"10. Land for green crops is prepared as in

England by ploughing and grubbing, and the soil is

invariably thrown np in ridges, upon which Tm-nips
or Mangels are sown. With Potatos the reverse

process is followed, the sets being placed in the
trenches and the intervening ridges split by the
plough. Swedes are generally grown on the dry
soils, and Yellow Turnips on the wet soils.

" 17. With regard to manures and their applica-

tion, there is no peculiarity of practice worthy of
note. Of late years ai-tificial fertiliser.?—viz., guano,
superpho.sphate, and bones— have been largely
employed. It is foimd that the light soils prevalent
in this district are more benefited by frequent light

manurings than by occasional heavy ones.
^' There is great general want of skill and care in

the making and preservation of manure. The liquid

is generally allowed to escape, and the straw and
dung exposed for months to the action of the
elements. Seaweed is sometimes obtained.

" Lime, which is plentifully obtained from the
limestone .strata found in the southern part of the
island, is much employed, and is invaluable for the

peaty and hilly soils.

" IS. In the management of meadows there is

little to commend. Most of them are situate in the
mossy undrained district before mentioned, and are

in miserable condition, saturated with water during
a great part of the year, and producing a coarse

rusliy hi;i.y, being generally niown in August and
September, and pastured during winter and spring.
Tl^ere are iiLso some meadows of .superior quality,

and under more intelligent management, which
receive occasional dressings of lime or bones ; but
hardly any from which cattle can be ted oft' fat.

" 1 ',t. It is only within the last few years that much
attention has been paid to the quality of the stock

bred. Now, however, chiefly by the exhibitions of

the recently established Agricultural Society, a desire

has been awakened to possess animals of improved
quality. The Short-horn is chiefly in request, and at

the two last shows many animals of merit were
exhibited. There is not, however, any herd of

established reputation in the island, and good animals

are as yet confined to a few of the more enterprising

proprietors and farmers. The cattle generally met
with are coarse and difficult to fatten, though the

cows are not unfrequently excellent milkers.
" 20. The island possesses an aboriginal lireed of

small sheep like the Welsh, very hardy, and when
fat they produce delicious mutton, though their small

size renders them unprofitable except upon the

poorest and most exposed pastures. Leicesters, pure
or crossed, are most generally bred. Cheviots are

also a good deal used, and lately Shropshire Downs
have been imported in some numbers. Cotswold
rams have also been used of late for crossing with
Leicester ewes, and with good resiUts.

" 21. Mo.st of the best horses used for agricultiu'aJ

purposes arc of Clydesdale origin, though there is

great room for improvement in this description of

stock, as well as in those for saddle and caniage
pui^oses.

" 23. There is little to be said with l•eg,^rd to dairy

management. Upon a few farms, a herd is kept for

dairy purposes, but as there is no greo,t extent of

permanent pasture, and general cultivation is

practised, the system is necessarily imperfect.
" 2i. There is not much absolute destitution in the

island. In the coimtry the poor are dependent on
private benevolence. In the towns, where there is

naturally more poverty, charitable association.s exist,

there being as yet no poor-law here."

Miscellaneous.
ne Gniirth of the Citth; riiiriiir in, aicskire.—lb^

growth of the cattle plague in Cheshire has been

very remarkable. The annexed table shows the

number of animals attacked in the county from
October 1+, 1865, to February 10, 1866, as well as

the number which have either died or been
.slaughtered :

—

Slaiiglitered.Week ending Attacked,

October 21

November 4

)V6:i
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the Sydenham and Norwood hills, but care has
been taken to place the tanks, into which the sewage
first arrives upon the Sewage Works Estate, suffi-

ciently elevated that its passage onward to the land

is but a natural fall. The crop now raised is Italian

Rye-grass. Its seventh cutting in the 12 months
was being carried off when I was present. I took

up a handful, and have brought home a specimen.

It is from 3 to 13 inches in height, or a full

average of 6 inches, leaving a long swathe on the

groimd. It grows thick, and is sown on the natural

turf, which it soon displaces, as the time and con-

dition of the soil permits the seed to be so\vn. This

crop appears likely to last for a week or two's

consumption, at the rate they were cutting it.

Another plot of the land will then be equally

fit for the scythe, and the main crop for hay in June
or thereabouts will very likely rise to the 5 feet of

stature which it did last year on land similarly

treated by Mr. Marriage at the other Croydon Sewage
Works, and where the manager of these works waa
previously engaged for two or three years. The
rent of these 35 acres, taken by a butcher of the
neighbourhood, is for three years, the first year 1001.,

second year 200/., third year 300/. ; the first when
the system was only commenced, the second not
completed, and third scarcely in full operation. He
is now entering the second year, and appears well
satisfied with his bargain. The absorption of manure
by vegetation removes the only doubt of the con-
tinuous use of the same land for disinfecting purposes
for an indefinite period of time. Ja/iiex Cadburij, hi

the Banbury Guardian.
In -a nd- in Breed i ng.— The Hamilton breed of

cattle, which the Earl of Tankerville believes to

have degenerated from its original character, has, on
the contrary, says Dr. Knox, " maintained its weight
and good qualities under the most disadvantageous
circumstances. This was first pointed out to me by a
most experienced judge of stock, Mr. Plimimer, of

Dalkeith. His judicious remark was, that ' the
Hamilton breed of cattle, comparatively neglected,

and suffered to breed as it were in-and-in, by being
conficned to a single stock, is yet equal in every
respect to the best specimens of the West Highland
breed, in the improvement of which great and
constant efforts have been made, and are making,
both by individuals and societies ; the one receiving
as it were the fostering care of a nation, the other
protected merely by a single high-spirited individual,

the Duke of Hamilton.' This circumstance," con-
tinues the learned Doctor, " proves also the probable
groundlessness of the fears of most breeders, in respect

to breeding in-and-in, when the stock is a good or

original one." Professor Low, of Edinburgh, in his

work on " Domestic Cattle, t-tc," in the single sentence

he has devoted to this part of the subject, thus
alludes to the wild animals of the ox tribe :

*' The
wild white forest breed, derived from a race which
formerly inhabited, in a state of liberty, the woods
of the country. Remains of this remarkable race

have been preserved for ages iu the parks of opulent
individuals, where the animals, herding and breeding
exclusively with one another, retain their wild
condition."' The PUutfh. [We see it is annoimced
that the rinderpest has attacked this herd.]

.1 Florh of Sheep Poisoned.—Mrs. Deacon, of Maple-
don, has recently lost no fewer than I .S sheep through
their eating a poisonous shrub. It appears that a
short time ago the gates leading into the pleasure
grounds were left open, and 38 sheep which were
grazing iu a field near strayed into the grounds, and
while there they ate ravenously of Andromeda flori-

bimda, a most poisonous shrub from North America.
Mr. Hewitt, the bailiff, at once treated the sheep, 37 of
whom showed symptoms of poison, and then called

in Dr. Gregory, and under their imited treatment
I'J of them recovered. iSonth-l!^asterti Gazette.

owing to the soft weather, but they are healthy and
ready to make the most of the good time coming.
The big look of l\d. a lb. tempts holders to sell

rough, though it is no more than was got last

summer, when clipped hoggs brought Ud. Besides,

on all hoggs killed just now, the country will lose

the improvement on young Grass, where as much
mutton is made in a week as in a month on March
Swedes. [Further report declares the disease is not
rinderpest.]

The cattle plague is all but extinct in the county,
and so, it seems, we must be tied up to be " neighbour-
like." This vaunted "dead-meat" business seems
to work badly. Meat comes to market the worse
for railway travelling, not to mention that the

freight of a carcase is double that of the live animal.

A very green correspondent of a London paper
ventured to prophesy that when once the country
had a fair trial of carcase transit, it would never
return to the antiquated system of live carriage !

Certain it is, "the country" cannot mean those

who buy and sell cattle. Another ingenious
man said (was it not in the House of Commons ?)

that fanners had no claim for compensation for

compulsory slaughter, because they were gainers

by the rise in price ; when the fact is, it has
been lower all the season than last year, and will

rise when there are few fat cattle left. Farmers
would have no claim if left free to fight their own
battles, unfettered by Order and Bill Plagues.

It is now several years since the most efficient and
inexpensive collection of agricultural statistics, by
the Secretary of the Highland Society, was abruptly
stopped by a petty squabble with the Audit Office.

Every parish in Scotland had its members of com-
mittee, working gratuitously, and never dreaming of

anything else. Once a year these members for a
district were convened to give in their estimates of

produce, and on these occasions they dined at the

expense of the country. For this reckless outlay

the Secretary and his district eniunerators were
called upon to produce vouchers, which they pro-

perly declined ; officialism triumphed, and the col-

lection of statistics was knocked on the head.

The numerical returns were sent by each occupier

direct to the Secretai-y. and the particulars were
known to him alone ; but when each local officer
*' of the Inland Revenue" sends his schedule, it is

only in consideration of the special circumstances
of the country that one is induced to comply.
Of com, once so important, little need be said.

The acreage was of limited extent, and it is mostly

disposed of. Barley has got exceeding scarce, and
won't be plentiful next year -, for a large portion of

Tumip-land is imder AVheat, and of that, " least said

soonest mended," until spring come. Clovers look

rather poor, and ewes must desire growing weather.

Potatos are little grown now, and quite unsale-

able ; but they will help to eke out the Swedes for

the feeding the cattle that still remain in the

western half of the county. .7! T.

Calendar of Operations.
March.—Mfi'se of Bn-n-irhshire.—MteT a re-

markably mild and wet February, during which the
rain-gaiige recorded 3 inches, we are enjoying a
fortnight of something like winter. Repeated falls

of snow to the aggregate depth of a foot, with
thaw and frost to match, are sufficiently trying to

those who, having few Turnips, were hoping for

Grass and living on " artificials." Lambing has com-
menced ^vith a fair show of twins, and ewes are

generally healthy where not tampered with. Along
with Turnips, we tried 4 lb. of a cake made of

Linseed and Cotton seed ; but in three or four days
six ewes took ill and three died, and we have
no more cases since reverting to pure Linseed
cake. Buyers from the north have been inquiring
for ewes and ewe hoggs, and we may expect a rim
on that description of stock, unless it be true that
they are liable to cattle plague. Several of oiu:

neighbours sent lean hoggs to Forfarshire to eat
Turnips at a low price, and one of the lots is

suffering under a fatal disease, which is said by
authority to be the plague. Certainly Hhd. a week
was tempting, when Turnips could not be got here
for three times the price ; and we hope for some
other explanation of the deaths, when we see it

stated that sand was found in the stomachs.
Feeding hoggs have not had a good time of it

Notices to Correspondents.
PouLTEV : Ohf S,'h.irrihn- says. Tell your correspondent " J. S.''

the best sort of a bird, if not required for exliibition, but for

hia own use. is a. b;ilf Ijreed 'twixt the Golden Spangled
Hambiu-ffli and the Grey Dorking (not AVbite). A few Game
hens will be required for sitting. G E 0. lYora your
description, we should ituagine your bird died from the rup-
ture of a blood-vessel in the head. It is not an uncommon
occurrence with cock birds ; but it more frequently happens
in the hen-house than when the bii'ds are at liberty in the
day time. It is of course possible that a blow from a st^ne
may have caused death in this instance, but the cut or

bruise would have been visible. The proper dose of castor
oil for an adult fowl is a table-spoonful ; it may be increased
one-half in case of urgency.

R.\BBiTs : R P. The Btltnan haru rabbit is very kardy, prolific,

and easily kept. II Jt lin^ i_ 1 size, and is good for table.

Rules of a Laboi i.i
, l

-
. iety : Cor. The follow-

ing rules are in -i ' :i . may suit you:—I. That a
society be now <-ij.Iih,..| LnU^r the designation of a
"Society for Aidiu^; IIkj Lul^uriug Classes in and its

neighbourhood." — JI. That the principles on which such
society shall be formed shall be the follovpiug : 1. That of

encouraging and promoting the exercise of foresight, pru-
dence, and industry in the working classes, towards the
maintenance of themselves and theii- families in comfort and
respectability. 2. That of avoiding any interruption of the
relations and responsibilities which mutually belong to, or
exist between, the owners and occupiers of property and the
Working classes.— III. That in accordance with these prin-
ciples, the objects of the society be : 1. To obtain allotments
of land in such townships in the neighbourhood as it may be
practicable, to be let to the working classes of industrious
habits, and to be cultivated solely by the spade. 2. To
endeavour to inciease the amount of employment in the dis

trict, by circulating practical information with reference to

spade husbandry andbther manual methods of cultivating

the soil. 3. And to encourage amongst the poor, by other

means, habits of self-support, or dependence on their own
exertions.— IV. That local committees be formed in any
townships where it may be practicable, or where no allot-

ments of land are already granted to the poor, consisting of

the clergyman and two or more members. That the business
of such local committees shall be : 1. To endeavour to obtain,

from the resident or other landed proprietors, a grant of land
for the purpose of allotments ; but that unless requested to

take the management of such allotments by the landed pro-
prietor, they do in no case take such management upon
them without the consent of the general committee. 2. That
such local committees shall be the medium of circulating
information with reference to spade husbandry, or other
similar means of increasing employment in the district.

That the committee of management may, where any lauded
proprietors decline to grant any land for allotments, or
object to do so on account of the trouble occasioned thereby,
taice any land in such townships as may seem to them
desirable, and re-let the same to the labouring classes, under
the superintendence of the local committees.

THE HYDEOPULT,

An Invention for Throwing Water by Hand Power.
(Secdred by Rotal Letters Patent).

PRICE LIST.

Complete with Brass Cylinders and £ s. d.

Japanned Stirrup 1 12 6

Complete with Brass Cylinders and
Copper Stirrup 12 2

^ ._5 above, includes 2) feet Suction and 3 feet

, Galvanised Wire Strainer, Rose and Small Jet.

THE HYDROPULT
is invaluable for use in the

GARDEN for

^'ATERING BEDS,
SPRINKLING PLANTS,

DROWNING OUT INSECTS,
CLEANSING TREES FROM SMUTS,

DRESSING WITH LIQUID MANURE,

CAUTION.
Important to thk Public—The extensive Halo of tbe Hydropult

has excited the cupidity of so-called respectable, but in reality

unprincipled Manulacturors, who are now palming on the Publio
worthless imitations of the Hydropuit, and through their connec-
tions are enabled to place said devices on exhibition, and for sale, in

many of tiio principal Ironmongery and Seed Eistablishments through-
out the city and provinces. These devices resemble in many respects

tho Hydropult in aiyie-u-ance, ond are calculated to deceive the
unsuspecting. The Proprietor therefore issues this Ciution, and
reapectftilly mtimates that parties wishing to purchase the Hydropult
should examine the machine offered for sale, and see if it has
attached thoretoa label, with the following words:—"ThoHydropult,
Vose's Patent, manufactured only by GniFFiTHs & Bbowitt,
Birmingham. Charles PoMERor Button, Proprietor. 142 and 143,

Prospectuses^ with Testimonials^ on application.

HYDROPULT SHOW ROOM, 142 & 143, CHEAPSIDB, LONDON.

IMPERIAL SUGAR BASIN.
SECURED Br ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

USEFUL, ORNAMENTAL, UNIQUE.

The novelty and utihtj of tlui> Invuntion cunsiits m a Revolving

Coier si> constructed that by turning the knob on either side of the

Baain, it can be covered or uncovered instantly , the liddisanpeaiing

into a receptacle or false bottom, thus cot only haung the lid ready

for instant use, but obviatinjr the necessitj of Its removal from the

table. The Sugar Basin can be used for a Butter Dish.

Price, m white metal, electro-plated, £2 Sh.

CHAELES POMEROY BUTTON,

142 and 143, Cheapside, London, E.G.
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GOOD CLOVER SEEDS at MARKET PRICES.
Red I

White Dutch I Yellow

Alsike I
CowGrasa

I
White Sucklmg

For samples and lowest prices, apply (stating quantity required) o

Sutton & Sons, Seed Merchants, Reading.

FINE GRASS LAWNS in FLOWER GARDENS, &c.

—The Rreat expense of cutting and carting Turves from a distance

nmv be avoided, and a superior Turf produced in a few months by
sowing SUTTON'S LAWN GRASS SEEUH, which consist solely of

the finest and shortest-growing kinds, perfectly free from Mosa and
other weeds.

From Mr. John Johnson, Gardener, Mowbray Park, Sunda-land,
April 20, 18G6.

" The Lftwn Seed we got last year about this time haa come up
excellently,"

From Mr, Thomas Polungtos, OarrUntr to H. W. Vincent, Esq.,
Bradifell Grove, Bur/ord, January 19.

" The GraRs Seed you supplied mo with last season grew remark-
ably well, though sown under trees. I think every seed grew."

From Henrt H. Cave, Esq., Desborough, Market Harborough,
May 13, 186.1.

" The Lawn Grass Seeds I had from you last year have made a vory
good turf already."

From J. NioHTiNGALE, Esq., High Street, Kingston-on Thames,
May 2, 1805.

" I may add that the Grass Seeds you supplied last year, have (not-

withstanding the very unfavourable season) succeeded very well."

ScTTON & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

Very Early Sheep Feed.

SUTTON'S IMPROVED ITALIAN RYE-GRASS.—
Thia "Improved" Italian Rye-grass is recommended in prefer-

ence to every other variety, producing three or tour heavy crops in

one summer, and being almost if not strictly perennial.
At a Meeting of the Roval Agricultural Society, on March 16, in

a Lecture delivered by Alfred Hughes, Esq., of Thomess, Isle of
Wight, Mr. Hughes said-—
' I always reserve a portion of Oat land to lay down with Sutton's

Improved Italian Rye-grass, the most reliable plant 1 have come
across for some years for Ewes and Lambs in the Spring. When I

tell you that 1 put it in in the upring, and dressed it after hai-vest with
guano, and that in the autumn, when my Sheep fed it off, it was up
to their kneea, and that 1 fed it oiT again this spring with Ewes and
Lambs, I think you will agree that this is a crop of very great value.

The Italian Rye grass which is sold bySoiTON, of Reacting, is a most
astonishing vigorous plant; Indeed, I never saw anything to equal
it in the course of all my experience."

Sdtton k Sons have a fine stockatpresontof their Improved Italian

Ryo-grass, which is a very difl'erent and superior article to much that
is sold as Italian Rye-prase.

Present price, 6.f. 6d. per bushel ; cheaper in quantities over 5 qrs.

Carriage free in quantities of 8 bushels and upwards.
Quantity reqmred per acre, ifsown alone, 3 bushels..

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE, DOWUNG,
AND COMFAN V, Limited,

ConN, Seed, Masuhe. and Oilcake Merchants,
Address, 89, Seed Market, Mark Lane,

BLUNDELL'S CATTLE MELON and CATTLE
MARROW.—These have now been tested in 37 counties in

England, and in various parts of Ireland and Scotland, and proved
to be a heavy cropping and valuable Fruit for Feeding all kinds

SUTTON'S MIXTURES of CLOVERS and RYE-
GRASS.—To be sown with Com for a crop of Clover, &e., which

will produce good feed during the Autumn, and in the following year.

CLOVERS and ITALIAN RYE-GRASS (Messra. Sutton's Mixture).
for One Year's Clover Hay, at 14a. per acre.

CLOVERS and COMMON Rl'E-GRASS (Messrs. Sutton's Mixture),
r One Year's Clover Hav,

CLOVER SEEDS WITHOUT RYE-GRASS (Messrs. Suttos's
Mixture), at 123. Qd. per acre.

In the Mixtures of Clovers and Rye-Grass described above, we
generally give 14 lb. of Clovers (principally Red and Alsike) and one
peck of Rye-Grass per Acre; but if more Rye-Grass should be
desired, it can be supplied without altering the price, by omitting a
pound or two of Clovers. If but one kind of Clover is required to sow
with the Rye-Grasa. it is only necessary to name the sort in giving
the order, and the proper quantity will be sent,

'.• Those who require Seeds to sow with Com for One Year's
Clover Lay will save tnemselves trouble, and insure a proper mixture
for their soil, by ordering the above-named Mixtures for the number
of a )bea

White Clover
Alsike Clover
Yellow Trefoil
Meadow Foxtail

The quantity required per i

M ANGEL WrnZEL
SKKD from largo Bulbs.

SUTTON'S YELLOW GLOBE,
Price Is. per lb.

Lowest price per ci

Sutton & Sons. Royal Berkshii

SUTTON'S

Selected Mangel Seed
Irom Selected Roots.
Cheaper by the civt.

Per lb.—a. d.
SI TTON'S Selected YEL-

LOW GLOBE 1

II do ORANGE GLOBE 1 u
, i ISHER HOBBS*
/ ORANGE GLOBE ..10
SI KArrON'S RED GLOBE 1

bUTTON'S ELVETHAM
LONG RED .. .. 1 (I

SUrrON'S selected long
lELIOW 10

New BELLOW INTER-
MEDIATE in

Do. RED do 10
NOKBITON GIANT LONG
RED 10

BERKSHIRE PRIZE, i

SUFFOLK CHAMPION,
New .. 2

To the Seed Trade.
JOHN MALDEN hereby intimates that he has fi-om

40 to 60 Tons of his far-famed YELLOW GLOBE MANGEL
WURZEL SEED to ofier. All Nut crop 1865. First-class quality,
and the stock undeniable ; }"-^r>f tin' \inv ttiat he has supplied his

nth for the
Tons of FISHER HOBlts
quality and hia own gmw
ti tons, Ubtrally treated ui

!8, say from 2 t

'! iinl price apply to
au, Biggleswaue, Beds.

DAVISON'S MIXTURES of GRASS SEED,
10«. 6d. per bushel ; per acre, 32«.—Italian Rye-grass, best,

5*. per bushel, 14 lb. ; Pacey s Perennial, 6«. 6d. ; Devon Evergreen,
e«. ; Red Clover, best, Q\d. per lb. ; White Dutch, best, lOrf. per lb. ;

Trefoil, best, 5\d. per lb. ; Swede, all the best kinds, 9d. to lOd. per
lb. ; Mangel Wurzel, 9d. to is. per lb. PRICED LISTS free.

Hereford.

GRASS SEEDS for Laying Land Down to Permanent
Moadow and Pasttu-e, allowing 2 bushel of Large Seeds, and

12 lbs. Small Seeds to each acre. Price 36s. per acre.
MIXTURES for IMPROVING OLD PASTURES. la. per lb.

MIXTURES lor LAWNS. Is. U. per lb.
pnir-i.' t iQr« fr.-.^

Oeorgi

Suttoti'

Italian Rye-Grass
I one bushel, weighing abou

r Four Years' Lay —The
Mixture are somewhat similar to the pre-
s of Permanent Grass Seeds are increased to

i the continuance of the pasture for three or four years. Tho

Gra.ss or Hay, but must not be expectedto form i

From C. F. Thruston, Esq., Talgdrth Hall, Machynlleth.
" I had a most famous hay crop on a 10-acro field from the 'seeds

for three years ' you sent me last season. I have never, since I com-
menced farming, had such a heavy crop."

PRICED LISTS of other FARM SEEDS gratis and post free.
All goods carriage free ; 5 per cent, discount allowed for cash

payment.
Sdtton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

Improvement of Grass Lands.
SUTTON'S RENOVATING MIXTURE

SHOULD NOW BE SOWN.
This Mixture consists of tho finest Grasses and nerennlal Clovers,

and if sown early in the season the improvement in the pasture will
be very groat, and at small expense. Quantity of Seed required per

I for old pastures have answered my"Your Renovating
purpose well."

From J. C. Blackett, Esq., Tlioipe Lee, Egham, September 30, 1865.
" Mr. Black ett will be obliged to Messrs. Sutton to send himRenova-

ting Grass Seed, of the same quality as last year, which was excellent."

From W. Harper, Esq., Agricultural Colony, niiitwick, Jan. 4. 1860.
-^ _j I'

" -
< Moadow

and freshest lO-acre field in the neighbourhood."
PRICED LISTS gratis and post free. All goods carriage free,

PERMANENT PASTURE.—The Grasses, Clovers, and
other plants best adapted to form natural Permanent Pasture

are, in our opinion, those varieties which are found indigenous to the
locality.

By carehil e.tamination we And tho Grasses, Clovers, and other
plants varying on each geological formation in a very remarkable
degree. Thus, the Herbage of the South Downs, so well adapted for
Short-woolled Sheep, diners entirely from the Herbage on the
Cotswold or Oolitic series, the home of our fine Long-wooUed Sheep

:

whilst the Herbage in the fine Pastures on the Old Red Sandstone of
Herefordshire, where the beautiftil Hereford Herds are seen in such
great perfection, differs also materially from that in the fine Grazing
pastures on the Kimmeridge Clay (Vale of Aylosbury, &c.).

Undoubtedly the Fanner's study should be to have his land in a
high Btate of cultivation before attenipting to lay it down to
Permanent Pasture, and the Seedsman's study should be to supply

, Natural Pasture, regardhlni with the seeds best suited
being had to each particular geological formation.
Thia aubject is fully treated In our NEW ILLUSTRATED BOOK

on 0RAS8ES, and aTable is given for each geological formation.
We shall feel pleasure in sending a copy gratis to any gentleman
Intere.stod in the importantsubject of Laying-down land
Pasture, or of Renovating Oldp

Society, Gloucester.

B with the most suitable Grasses

Brighton and Sussex Seed Warehouse.
EDWARD CARPENTER'S MIXTURES

of PERMANENT GRASS and CLOVER SEEDS. — Best
quality, 36#. per acre (2 bushels light seeds, and 12 lb. Clovers and

1 FARM SEEDS now ready.
Enw

Street, Brightoi
, Seed Merchant and Grower, 96, St. James's

Societies, and many other valuable Prizes i I parts of the
kingdi

From Mr. Large, Bailiff to the Right Hon. Lord Behners.
"The Champion Swedes from seed Lord Bemers purchased of you

are far superior to any other we have grown. I can confidently say
they are many tons per acre heavier than any other

"'

on bis Lovdahip's farm."
Price of Seed Is. per pound, or cheaper by the bushel.

SUTTON'S NEW FARM LIST gratis and post free.

Sdtton & Sens, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

The Cultivation of Bromus Schraderl.
QUTTON AND SONS can supply genuine Seed of the
I- 7 above New FORAGE GRARS, in packets, for trial, at U. each,
or m larger quantities at fis. per lb., with instructions on cultivation.

Sdtton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

n^HE ALSIKE CLOVER for CLOVER-SICK LANDS.
-L —This excellent Clover will thrive In almost any soil. It produces
two good cuttings In the year, and makes superior Clover hay. It
niiij be sown alone (14 lb. per acre), or In conjunction with other
!ieeds, either for alternate husbandry or tor Permanent Pasture. If

sown with Italian Rye-grass, it is ready for mowing three times in tho
year It is included in all Messrs. Sdtton's Miiturea, and they
strongl} recommend it to more general cultivation. Price may be
bad on application (depending on quantity required).

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

THE LONDON SEED COMPANY, LIMITED.—
The FARM SEED PRICE CURRENT Is now ready, and will

be forwarded gratis and post free to any address. Seeds Carriage free

THE LONDON SEED COMPANY, LIMITED.—
FARM SEEDS.—See Special Offers to Large Purchasers of

Farm Seeds at Page 4 of the FARM SEED PRICE CURRENT, to

be had gratis and post free. Seeds Carriage free.

THE LONDON SEED COMPANY, LIMITED.—
Fine Samples of TURNIP SEEDS, MANGEL WURZEL,

CARROT, and all other Farm Seeds at low prices. For particulars

see the FARM SEED PRICE CURRENT, which can be had gratia
and post free. Seeds Carriage free.

Address, 68, Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square, London, W.

Agricultural Seeds,

GEORGE GIBBS and CO., Seedsmen, beg to infonu
the public that their CATALOGUE of PRICES is now

published, and will be forwarded fi-ee on application.
L'6 and 2G, Down Street. Piccadilly, London; W.

TT A L L E T T ' S

CHEVALIER PEDIGREE BARLEY.

Weight 66 lb. per bushol.

This has been " bred " in the same manneras the " Pedigree Wheat,"
viz. : by repeated annual selection, restarting in each year from a
single grain upon a poor soil (resting immediately upon the chalk of
the South Downs), which upon neighbouring farms produces Barley
weighing but &1 lb., and fit only for grinding.

Seed Rehdiked:—
If drilled In March 1 bushel on 3 acres.

April 1 ,, 2 „
Price Two Guineas a Bushel (including bag), delivered in bags

sewed up and sealed, at the Brighton Railway Station, upon receipt

of Cheque or Post Office Order, without which it will not In any case

be sent to unknown correspondents. Less than a bushel will not be

Choice Seeds, Post Free.

/^ATTELL'S ECLIPSE BROCCOLI.—The following
Ky notice of the above is taken from the Oardemrs' Chronicle,

June 3, 1865:—"The specimens of your Eclipse Broccoli were very

fine the heads large and compact, the texture delicate, and the
flavour excellent. These qualities, together with the late season at
which it comes into use, between tho ordinary late Broccoli and
Cauliflower, and its extreme hardiness, combine to make it a very

useful variety." Is. Od. per \ ounce packet.

CATTELL'S DWARF PURPLE-TOP BEET, Is. per ounce.
SILVER CURLED BEET,6d. per packet.
VARIEGATED GARNISHING KAIL, 1«. per packet.
CArrELL'S RELIANCE CABBAGE, Is. per ounce.
CATTELL'S GLADIATEUR CUCUMBER, U. Gd. per packet.
KIRKLEES HALL DEFIANCE CUCUMBER, Is. 6d. per packet.
KENT FLAG LEEK, l5. per ounce.
CATTELL'S EXQUISITE PARSLEY, fol. per packet.
CUSTARD MARROW (true}. 6c(. per packet.
CALCEOLARIA, splendid Mixed, Is, and 2s. Gd. per packet.
SWEET PEAS, SCARLET INVINCIBLE. Cd, K., and 23. eu.pckt.

JoaN Cattell, Westetham, Kent.
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rpELKGEAPH. U
Kew Seedling Potatos.

the Ashleaf,

later than tlie above, wonderful cropper,

I
ii>t paid on application.

Covent Garden Market, W.C.

SPRING CATA-

QEKD POTATOS.—Fivp to Ten XoSSrof. HYATT'S

Bewdle;
. Park Attwood,

r^IANT ASi-AEAGUS, fine selected Roots for earh
cropping, 2s. 6d. per 100.

H^AAGE'8 L>\VAI;F KAKLIl.tiT t 'A C LIFLOWER.-
. Verj' dwai-r, the earliest, hardiest, and Imest of Cauliflower;

Packets Is. &il. eaoh.
SEED CATALOGUES, containing the finest New Vegetable;

free by post.

Stephen Brows', Seed Grower, Sudbury, Suffolk.

WHITE ROCK and SKERUT BLUE PUTATOS.—
The Subscribers have a large lot of the above valuable

Winter Potatoa, grown specially for Seed in bog lands, in the Counties
of Longford and Lralway. Price for either sorts 5s. per cwt. or£410«.
per ton. Parties desirous of having a change of seed will nnd these

worthy of their attention.

Hogg & Rohertson, Seed Merchants, 22. Mary Street, Dublin.

QEED POTATOb free fioni Disease.

DALMAfOl 3s 6(1 per bu hel of u lb
EAFLi \1- JRD 4a (J t ter bush 1 f o61b
EARL"i SH VW 4 61 per bushel of

THE BEST FOUR KINDS of PE.^
Sutton's Longpoddfid Tom [McLean's Advanc

Thumb, 2s. Grf . per quart Is. Cd. per quart
Turner's Little Gem, 3s. G(i. per qt. | Epicurean, 2s. Ctl. per quart.

May bo bad of
SuTTOK k Sons. Royal Berl;shiro Seed Establishment, ReadiPE

WALKER b IMPI [ I \L 1 1

TURK PECrL^^
PIVk ElID Fl-

WEBB S IMPEI
TohvCr\ns

6 I per bushel of 56 lb.

^Olb
hel of 6G lb.

er bushel of 60 lb.

e« ue-tr Hereford.

First Prize Potato (Extraordinary).

PRINCE of WALES' KIDNEY POTATO.—
This new variety, which obtained the First Prize at the Royal

Horticultural Society's International Root Show, Doc. 7, 1864, is the
handsomest and tinest eating, as well as the most prolific Potato

For Bouquets and as Cut Flowers

THE INVINCliiLE SCARLET SWEET PEA is

invaluable. The colour is Inteiae and permanent. Packets
Gd., Is., and 2s. Gd. e.^ch. Sold by the principal Seedsmen throughout
the kingdom, or of the Raiser,

SrEPHEs Brows, Seed Groivcr. Sndhiiry, Suffolk.

ry frn grant,
nir.—A First-

1
cl:is^ Ccrtitic-ite from the K"^ . ' I v; also a Certifi^

c;ito :iL tliu L'ryst^il Piil:ice Slii' i'- ki-'ts Gd., Is., and
2.^. Gil. c:ich ;

packets i.f l(.iu s^. .
-

,
l l)y the principal

Seedsmen throughout the kiii-anfu; als^i '^l' Jlt-ssrs. Krela^e, oi

Haarlem ; Vilmorin & Co., Paris ; benary and Haage & Schmidt, of

Eilhrt, Prussia; and Smith & Co., nanibmgh ; also of the Raiser,

Stephus Browx, Sudbury, Suffolk.

Price to the Trade on application.

CURLED CRESS SEED.—14 bushels of the above,
growth of ISe.i. also a few bushels of LORD RAGLAN and

BLUE SCIMITAR PEAS, and a few pounds of STUDENT
PARSNIP Seed. Samples and price on applicati

Testimonials.
Fto)a the late Professor Lisdley (Editor of the nardemrs' C
" I have this morning had the Seedling Potatos examin

crop is very extraordinary, and the Potatos themselves
handsome, and quite ripe."

H. K. He ed Grower, Ridgwell, I

c
To Marii.» Gaidvu,. >a and Others.

ABBAGE PLAN IS, iv.V,-i IHAll, EKPIELD, and
DRUMIIEAD, lA". '.id. per luou. Tho slock true and can be

Important to Farmers, Gardeners, and tlie Trade.
r~1ABBAGE PLANTIXt;.—Excellent Cftbbage Plants,
'

' ,. v^r-h for quality and price cannot be surpassed, maystill be bad
! !'".(», or cheaper il very large quantities are taken, ol the

unequalled varieties :—EARLY YORK, TRUE NOX-
KASTHAM, and DRUMHEAD. Excellent Red plants

:
iniio. Aremittance orreferonceiQUstacconipany all orders.

iu.np, '...t:. Seed Mercb.ant and Grower, Biggleswade, Beclfoidsbue

Seeds of tlie finest quality for tlie Garden and Farm.
A KCHIBALD HENDEltSON, late Superintendent to

-l\. tbe Horticultural Society of London, and of His Grace the

Duke of Sutherland's Gardens. Treuthani. StaJTordsbire, begs to

announce that his DESCRIPXIVE CATALOGUE of SEEDS and
useful GARDEN CALENDAR is now published, and will be for-

warded post free on application.

jdos
Sion Nursery, Thornton Heath, Surrey, £

each Class, his

Establislied Upwards of a Century.
BUTLER AND McCULLOCH'S Complete

COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE SEEDS for ONE YEAR'S
SUPPLY, all of the Growth of 1S(J5.

No. 1.
I

No. 2.
I

No. 3.
I

No. 1. I No. E.

£2 2». I
£1 10s. i £1 Is.

I
10.<.6d.

lountinpto 21«. and upwards sent carriage paid
f3 Sa

All orier. „ ,.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES
ujion applicati
Boiler Si McCc

free and post paid

Covent Gai'den JI.arket, W.C.

Garden and Floicer Seeds.
^/EGETABLE SEEDS in COLLECTIONS,
V 10.1., £1, £2, £:, £1, £.'.. Tho best FL'iWKR SEEDS, all kinds.

Is. Gd., 2s. Ck'-, 3.^. C't., and .'i.v. per d^'Zeii packets. The choicest
imported seed-i, sealed cnllections, Is f../ tn .".^,

DESCRIPTIVE PRIUKD CATALiMifKS true on application.
"

W. Ilooitii, ScedMuan, ic, \i'andM(orth, S.'W.

OUTT0iS"S UNRIVAXrirb^ COLLECTIONS of GARDEN SEEDS
lor ONE YEAR'S SUPPLY, Caniage Eiee.

^-^ Sltto\ & Sons are now prepared to receive

©Xc^^^^ Orders for their unrivalled Collections of

//•Sy/^^ir^^
GARDEN SEEDS, as under:-

'/.^/yStUtORVl'iW A Comolete Collection of KITCHEN jE i. d.

\m lln I
liARDEN SEEDS for One whole

*X^ * l>ll Y'ear s Supply (with Instructions

OUS/'V^ on Cultivation! 3 3

Ditto, in quantities proportionately
reduced 220

Ditto ditto 1110
Ditto ditto 110
Ditto ditto 15
Ditto, for a SMALL GARDEN .. 10 e

Sent Carriage Free by Rail, and 6 per cent, discount allowed for
casb payment. A remittance or reference requested from unknown
Correspondents.

*v* Ry ordering one of these Collections once a-year much trouble
and i'v],r.viM> ivil] ho saved.

\ , > \ I I (: Al, GRASSES for LA'WNS nnd MEADOWS, fine
: 11 , .1 ,1, WURZEL, TURNIP, and other AGRICUL.

M rin\^ i.l'.NERAL ILLUSTRATED DESCRIPUVE
I'Kii. bu UA'lALuGUE and AMATEUR'S GUIDE is now ready,
price Od., or gratis to Customers.

Reniitt-ances may be made by Cheques onTown orConntiy Bankers,
or by Post Office Orders payable to Sutton & .Sons, Royal Berkshire
Seed Establishment, Reading.

SoTToN & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Estalilislinicnt, Reading.

Cucumber Plants, Wholesale and Retail.

GWALKLING, Seedsman and Fi.ciust, North Row,
• Lewisham, S.E., has several hundicd strong healthy

Cuciimber Plants to offer for Sale, and is prepared to keep up a
supiily throughout tho season. Price on application.

C^UCUilBER Prince Albert. Improved Black Spine,
Vy Telegraph, and L'lng Gun, at Is. Id. per packet. , Best
MELONS, Is. STRAWBERRY PLANTS, £c. MUSHROOM
SPAWN, 5s. per bushel.

Pamphlet on Mushrooms, with Appendix, U. 3d. ; Strawberry, U. ;

Melon and Cucumber, is. ; Market Gardening, 1^. Gd. ; Potato, with
other best things, is. Gd.

James Cutiiill, Camberwell, London, S,

Henry's Prize Hybrid Leek, Geniflne.

DOWNIE, LAIRD. AND LAING are now sending out
the above in packets at is. each. This is unquestionably the

largest Leek in cultivation, growing 10 inches in length of blanch,
and 10 inches in circumference. Was awiu-dcd the First Prize at the
Edinburgh and other leading Shows.

17, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh; and Stansteaii Park,
Forest Hill, London. S.£.

_

JTotice.

PURCHASERS r r,\[;Ol: n.' rTTfTIES" of FARM
or GARDEN Mi itially by Sutton &

Sons. For prices !\]'[ ,
,

! -i) to

Sdtton & Soss, IL'.\ ii i;. I i.-i,,i.j .--
. i \. : :ii.li;,Ument, Rcadin„

c.'.MMut! ioTfer'at^rsi M^ -^--^^^ ]jA1?1.I1^ SUGrDE]^^ i,

5s.6d., ~s.hcl., lOs.ed., Vis., los., ISs.
~

-"- — >--^- -

24s., mi SOs.
;
per 100, 25.«. to lOOs.

MIXED GLADIOLI, for larg

effnctivc masses, per lOO, 10«. G/l, A
15s., anti 21s.

;
(ler dozen, 2s. ed. and

"'

3s. ed.

Tho magnificent JAPAN LILT,

LILIDM LANCIFOLIUM EUBEUM,
for planfin? hi Elwaodendron Beds,

Conservatoi'ies, &c., Qs. and 12s.

per doz. ; oOs., 60s., TOs., and SOs.

f%

^SirSEEl) IJULB .V8^LAi\T \VAREHOUSEr
per 100.

ff-A
STANDEE'S GARDEXER'S and

AMATEUR'S FRIEND MjVNURE.

A compound of the richest fertilising

phosphates Ijnown. Suitable for all

plants.

Carriage paid.

COJIPLETE COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE SEED'sV; for ,6ne

Tear's Supply-

Ditto ditto ditto

Ditto ditto ditto

riitto ditto ditto

Ditto ditto ditto

Ditto ditto ditto

Ditto ditto ditto

Ditto ditto ditto

^li.mSQ SIl^EET.CQVEWT GARDENw.c;|-

The magniiiecntGOLDE^f-RATiD
.LILT of JAPAN, LILIUM
AURATUM, 5s. 6d., 7s. Gd., and
lOs. M. ; extra large roots, 21s.

STANDEN'S GARDENER'S and
AMATEUR'S FRIEND MANURE.

(1111^ A compound of the richest fertilising

Jvl phosphates known. Suitable for all

plants.

No. 1, for Hard-wooded Stove and

,j5^ «. , Greenhouse Plants, Fruit 'ireefSjEoaes,

"^^^Ji, Vegetables, and La\\ms. .Sample
' '—^ canisters. Is. and 25. 6(f. ; and bags,

5s. M., lOs. 6c/., aiid 21s.

Orders amounting to 21s. sent Carriage Paid.

For SPECIALITIES in VEGETABLE SEEDS, see our large Advertisement, p. 72.

' No. 2, for Soft-wooded Plants.
Samjile canisters. Is. and 2s. &d. ; and
bags, 5s. 6rf., 10s. 6rf., and 21s.

The Manure is Laid on the surface
dry, and watered in. A great
SAVtNQ OF LABOril IS THUS EPFECTED.

No. 1.

No. 6.

No.

^E-W
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N VERBENAS
"JOHN KEYNES (EcRFoi.n).-iJright SL-arlet, vntli avIum; uye

The most beautiful scarlet licLUr ihiIh.mn. : '
,

r 1^

Fii-st-class Certificate at lIi" n ; i
.!, i! \.~.

sentientvotce: unequallcili''' ,n n :.

LADY JANB ELLIS (F- I. > ,. Wl.i.,

surrouiidecl by ii disLHnt, an. I \'i> iii-i,i,r(. |.,: }_''':

MR. I
. ;. \ 1

' i
' '- .

. tlviiFORD). ~ Dark scarlet, having a large

light i:\- < 11
1
i:i.' ii ' .K Horticultural Society. Pnce 5s.

ISA'EL'KKOIID (K.R.tORD).—Bedding, puce of the finest quality,

and most ett'ective, tllling the bed well, and keeping its colour all the
season. Price 5s.

KING CILVRMING (Eckfoud).—Bright rose.^with a ring of
Tiaroon and pink eye, A most beautiful variety. Price 5;

GEOKQE ECKFORD (Ecrfobd).—Bright crimson., The Kine oi

all Verbenas. Guaranteed by J. Keynes to be the flnest quality of

"the set complete will 6e 20s. to the Tn
Plates of these fine Yerbeuaa will be forwarded on receipt of 14 si

JoDN Kevnes, Castle Street, SalisbmT-

To Clear Ground.
SPECIAL OFFEU.—20 per cent, ofl" Catalogue prices.—

HOLLY (GREEN), YEWS, DEODARS, ARBUTUS, LAURELS
(Common), Laurels (Portugal), Cupressus Lawsoniana, Thuja Lobbii,
Pinusinstgnis, P. excelsus, P. ponderosa, Taxodium, Hazel (a large
breadth), Larch do.. Spruce do Austrian Pine do.. Beech do. For
sizes and prices, see CATALOGUES, sent on application to

J. Scott, Merviott, Somerset.

FOX or GAME COVERT.—Gentlemen piantiug or
refreshing their Preserves can be supplied with the under-

mentioned tiivourite Plants :—ENGLISH GuKSE or FURZE, 1-year,
I- lOUO ; 2-years. very strong, 10s. per 1000 ; Evergreen Berberry,

" X aquifolia, 1 to 2 feet, strong transplanted, 25s. per 100, orrfia
£10 r PlOOO.

W. Maulk & Sons, The Nurseries, Bristol.

Surplus Stock for Underwood and Coverts, ace.

STRUJ^G HAZEL, 2, 3, and 4 feet ; BLACK THORNS,
3, 3, and 4 feet ; WYCH ELM. 2 and 3 teet ; BERBERIS AQU I-

POLIOM, land 2 feet; PORTUGAL LAUREL, 2 and 3 feet; Trans-
planted LAUCH. 2 to 5 feet. All strong transplanted and full of
roots. Very low prices on application to

James Dickson & Sons, " Newton" Nurseries, Chester.

WANTED, a quantity of Small Seedling
WELLINGTONIA, CUPkESSUS LAWSONIANA,

AKAUCARIA IMBRICATA, and other rare CONIFERjE.
Send List and price per 100 and 1000, stating height.

e of Barr&Sugden, 12,KingSt., Covent Garden.Address, W.

"TUI'rric Ti; \ii(-'

TRAN>t'LA.>ili,P--n..ii_' Ln li. j-^. ,; 2-years Scotch Fir;
Silver Fu, y Lu Ijiiichea; sti I' 1 h Yews, of sizes; Irish
Junipere, of sizes, Ac. En i} i

: i , i:d.

W.P.Laird&Si nm ,, , . ;,. Dundee, N.B.

Moor Edge Nursery, Tansley, near MatlocI:,
Derbyshire.

JOSEPH SMITH, JuN., has to offer in quantities,
reasonable. Transplanted LARCH, POPLARS. PRIVET

ALDER, LAURELS, ARBOR-ViTvE, RHODODENDRONS lor
grafbine and other sizes, &c., seedlings.

ELM, 1 year I BERBERIS AQUIFOLIUM
SPRUCE, 2 and 3 years 1 vear
OAK, I year

|
RHODODENDRONS, 3 yrs., &l

Price on application.

Hardy Climbers.—To the Trade.
pLEMATIS .lAClOI \XNT, 2... (3.?. each; 21s. per doz.
y^ „ RrriM;<.-\'hn,\r'i.' \ ' -.v-i^

-. is*, per do^ ,

.1 in III: 1
1

'

II
! I

! h.\, J.. ,:ichj 18s. per doz.

" Siiri.i \ II., r;i.ch:.lSs..per.doz.
t-''!'.!:''' '''""' i:i.Ai '!; \NOlFLORA,60s.perl00.

.,J\. CATALOG UK, inclu.liiig Description and Treatment of Cle-
matises, will be forwarded free on application to

;, Woking Nursery, Surrey.

30,000 C6mm6ii t&icr&li.
Fine bushy plants and well rooted, from 1 to 3 feet.

WM. WOOD AND SON having a large stock of the
above, will be happy to give special quotations at reduced

prices.
Address, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfleld, nearUckfield, Susses.

New Edition of
SCOTT'S FRUIT TREE CATALOGUE of the finest

Collection in England. The Catalogue is allowed to be the best
published, and is full of information about the Cultivation of Fruits,
over lUOO being described. Apply to

J. .Scott, Blerriott, Somerset.

Upper Kendalstown Nurseries Delgany, Co. Wicklow.
P. J^ENNICK begs to announce that he has a fine

stock of the following :

—

CRITTOMERIA JAPONICA, 2i to 3i feet high
M.

lp:hanon, u foot

SWET
CHKN

The above :ii

H
2̂00 fine showv varieties
100 do. "do. SOs. ; 50 do.
100 do. do,, including new varieties

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, giving "heights, colours.

FOREST TREES, &c.—At the Nmsery of the lato
DwTn A. P.rrp, ParTi Attwood, Bewdley, Worcostershirc.

Appl;
HAWS. Price

FORTY THOUSAND COMMON LAURELS, 1 to G f

t

10,000 LAURUSTINCS, 1 to 3 feet.
10,000 BAYS, Sweet, 1 to 4 feet.
]0,000 GRKEN TREE BOS, 1 to 3 feet.
6.000 COMMON YEWS, I to 4 feet.
2,000 yards extra fine BOX EDGING.

The whole of the above are fine bushy plants, and well rooted.
R. Qadd & Son having a large stock of the above, are in a position

to offer them at remarkably low prices. Special quotations on
applicatic

r Worthing, Sussex.

.1- . Spring Planting.
PETER LAWSON and SON are prepared to esecui

orders for every description of NURSERY STOCK suitable I i

FOREST and ORNAMENT^VL PLANTATIONS.
To prevent disappointment, it is recommended that requirements

for SPRING PLANTING should be ordered.as soon as possible, and
the plants may be reserved in the Nurseries until required. If large
quantities of LARCH, SCOTCH FIR, CORSICAN PINE, and other
leading TREES aro wanted, PtiER Lawson &. Son will bo glad to
submit special oflers when desired.

Edinburgh and London.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen about to be engaged
In Plantmg.

DICKSONS AND CO., NURSERY^IEN, SEEDSMEN, aud
Florists, Waterloo Place, Edinburgli, have this season a large

and very healthV stock of Seedling and Transplanted LARCH (native
and Tyrolese), True Native Highland SCOTCH FIR, Spruce, Oak,
Plane or Sycamore, Spanish Chestnut, Alder, Ash, Elm, Thorn
Quick, Beech, Evergreen Privet, Poplar, Willow, &c., as well as all

ot " " '
"

Tt
Plants, Ferns, &.c.

ot the kingdoi
and prici nil be nt free 1 application.

Strong Thorns, Oaks, Native Scotch, Larch, &i Spruce.
CHIVAS AND WEAVLl;, ClM-lrr. are stUi holers of

extra strong TRANHPLAN'I'Kl) '^)rirKS, ENGLISH OAKS,
extra fino, 2* to 4i teet; NATIVK SO'TUH. very fine. lito3feet;
LARCH, very stout, li to 4i leet ; and SPRUCE, 1 to 2^ feet. Also
strong Transplanted APPLE STOCES, ready for Grafting.

Prices of the wnole of the above, which are greatly reduced, will
he forwarded on application.

LARCH and RHODODENDRO
Delivered at Matlock Station. Per 1000-

LARCH, U to 2 ft., good stout plants

NS.

20 to 30 ii

2t
2it,, Aj lA/ Of ica.

RHODODENDRON PONTICDM, busiy and well-rooted, C to
12 inches . . 1

„ „ 9 to 15 in., 188. per 100 .. ..1
„ ,, 1 to lift., 23^. per 100 .. .. S

„ ,. 1» to 2 ft., 30s. per 100 .. ..2
„ HYURIDUM, 10 to 20 in., 28«.6d. per 100 2

„ „ IJ to 2 ft., 32s. ed. per 100 3

Tlie Trade supplied. Apply to
J.MIES Smith, IJ.irley Dale Nurseries, near Matlock.

Forest Trees, Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
A .Su I .Sioci

BWHITHAM'S, The Nurseries, Eeddiali,
. Stockoort.

LARCH, very strong, U to 2 feet, 12if. per 1000.r,^^^^^ ,., .
.
.„ ,_

-t^Qn^ 12s. per Ifloi)

12 to 18 1

SCOTCH
SPRUCE
RIBES, in variety, oal,,! r,,,,,,

RASPBERRIES, WHITp; .\

APPLES, fine bushy Htaij-l

n

Stove and QBEEKBoust li
HOYA BELLA

„ VARIEGATA
CARNOSA

I ItYSOPHTLLA
ICFSLONGIPULIA

AIIHNITM ASSIMILE
DAVALLIA I'EN-TAPHYLLA
ALLAMA.NDA NERIIFULIA

2S. po

BHifNCHOSPERMUM JAS-
MINOIDE.S

CIIOROZEMAS. beB» ..i.i

ACACIA LOPKANTHA. 10s. to Vn'. per dozan
CYTISUS FRAGRANS, 4s. to Cs. per dozen
EUGENIA UGNI, 12». to 18s. per dozen
DIUSMA GRACILIS, 12e. to 18s. per dozen

An allowance to the Trade

SMITH,
', Worcester.

^ p OSES.—12 of the very best
Tl J-v btindard Perpetual and Moss

1 ditto Dwarf do. do. for 12s.
Ifr42*

; 100 for 75s.

1 ditto Now Sorts of 1865, for 2is.

Descriptive List on application.

EVERGREENS for Ornci-
mental Planting or Avenues,

h mdbome, well eTo\vn, and trans-
planted within the last two years,

and quantities, see Conifer List.

At SOs. per dozen :-

Abies alba, 5 to 7 feet

„ Cougtasii, 3 to 4 feet
„ inverta. Ii to 2 feet

., orlentalis, 11 to 2 feet
Arbor-ritSB, American, to 7 feet

Siberian, 4 to 5 feet
Cedar, Red, 6 to 6 feet
Cryptomeria viridis, 4 to 6 feet
Cupressus Law;

Irish Yew, 4

fragrans, 3 feet

Juniperu3 thurifera, 3 to 4 feet
Laurel, Colchic, 6 to 6 feet

„ Portugal, Pyramids, 3 feet
Pinus Cembra, 3 to_4 feet

"

„ excelsa, 5 feet
Taxodixun sempervirens, 7 to S ft.

Thiya Lobbii, 3 to 4 feet
„ aurea, 1! foot

„ compactii, li to 2 teet
Thuippsia

'

Abies Douglasll, 4 to 5 feet

„ inverta, 2 to 2i feet

„ orientalis, 2 to 21 feet

„ pjTamidalis, 2 to 2i feet
Araucaria imbricata, 2 to 2i foet
Arbor-vitaa, American, 7 to 8 feet
Cedar, Red, 6 " " ' '

. .1^3, 3fee"t
Wellingtomagigantea, 2 feet

At 42is. per dozen :~

Juniperus thurifera, 4 to fi feet
Pinus Cembra, 4 to 5 feet

At 60*. per dozen

Thulopsis borealis, 4 feet
Welllngtonia gigantoa, 2i feet
Yew, Irish, 6 to 6J feet
Laurels, Colchic, 6 to 7 feet

TMPORTED CREVRCOEUR, LA FLECHE, andi HOUUANEOVVLS, TOULOUSE GEESE. ROUEN DUCKS
and NORMANDY TURKEYS, Prices on anplication

^'""*""'

JoiiK Baii.v, 113, Mount Street.Xondon . W.

pGGS for SITTING from selected BIRDS of the

PHEASANTS, Tame, for BreediBg, in Pens :—
Versicolor, Chinese, Bohemian, Ring-necked, and Common

Prices on application.
Jous Baily, 113, Mount Street, London, W.

ready.

r^^OLB and SILVER PHEASANTS.—Four Brace ofVJ the former and two of the latter to be Disposed of. Young
birds of last year, warranted, very strong and healthy. Gold,
IJ guinea per brace; Silver, ^ —" '

Inquire of the GARnt

POULTRY : Houdan, La Fleche, Crevecceurs, &c.-
Appropriately mixed ground Grains for Chickens, Laying

and Fattening Stock ; Desiccaf " "'— -' ' ^---"-— " •
Double Pnnltr;
Fenciii':.', £h> K's. : :\Ism all other Poultry Applisi

COMMERCIAL POINT of

, Ai-gyle Square, London, W.C.

: WORKS and FLOUR
1, Somerset, known as
1 the Dwelling House,
. 44 Acres of first-class

ji'k and good condition.

Orchard, iluadow, Pahtuiu,
The whole of the above .

and in the occupation of Mr. E. T. Kensington, who is about „„
retire from business. The Machiner>', wbich has recently been
erected, to be taken olf at a valuation, consists of three pairs of
Millstones. Srauttmg and Flom- Machines, Oilcake and Bean
Crushers, Bone Mill, powerftil Rollers, and other requisites for

^'ater-power.
For viewing the

Proprietor, James P]

business, and is driven by efflcient

S'fllcg 6j5 Slurtton.

Sale of very handsome Englisli-grown Camellias, &c.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL hi'

AUCTION, at 38 and 39, Oracechuroh Street, City, EC, on
WEDNESDAY, March 21, at 1 o'clock precisely, abont lOli Clioice
DOUBLE CAMELLIAS and AZALEA INDICA, from 1 to 6 feet,
boanttHiHv iinruKli,!) n-th bloom buds; a superb assortment of

.ANOIFOLIUM of sorts, GLADIOLUS, 4c.

of Sale. Cttalogues may be had at the
ho Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone.

M
Hampstead- Road.

TMr.-iRTAST SaI.I: Ub- Nl'h!,ERY StOPK.

„ Menziesii, G t

„ orientalis, 2} to 3 feet

„ pi^'ramldalis, 3 to 4 feet
Araucaria imbricata, ?i to 3 feet
Cedrus Deodara, C feet
Cupressus Knlghtii, 7 to 8 feet

,, Lawsoniana, 5 foet

At 845. per dozen
Abies Douglasii, 7 to 8 feet

|
Abies

Junipems thurifera, fi to 6 feet
Plnua excelsa, G to 8 feet

„ Lambertiana, 5 to C feet

,, Cembra, 6 to 6 feet

Thuja japonica, 2i to 3 feet

Sfeot

entails, 3 to 4 feet

I
cecirus Ueodara, 7 to 8 feet

1 Juniperus tliurifera, 6 to 7 feet

!h:—

I

Picea nobilia, 2 to 2i feet, 10s. 6d.

American Arbor-vita), for Hedge

„ NordJoaanniah^ 2) to ifeet,
108. Qd. to 42s.

„ „ 4 to C feet, 42s. to 84s.

„ Pinsapo, 3 to 5 ft.,10s.6d.to 42s.

„ Lambertiana, G to 8 feet,
10s. 0(1. to 218.

, 3 to 4 feet, at 60b. pdr 100.

Weeping Will^u
,

\ i uulard and Dwarf Roses. Dwarf-
trained and Stiui i ! . 1 I

, ,>,;c.

MaybeviewLii ' n > . .
i,

j m .i tu the Sale. Catalogues may be
obtained, Gd. oacli, rftumnhlu to purchasers, on thePremises; at the
principal Seed-shops in London ; and of the Auctioneers and V.iluers,
American Nurseries, Leytonstone, Essex, N.E.
N.B. The vahiablo Lease. 45 years unexpired upon abont 3 Acres

of Land, Also the choice Greenhouse Plants, extensive erections of
Greenhouses. Sheds, and other Buildings ; ranges of Pita, and

effects, will bo offered shortly.

Important Sale of Hardy and Ornamental Plants
At tuk R"! i ^^

I
1

1 .
I'ui w Y irmoDTn, Nohfolk.

MR. J. ('.
; t' \ I

's-, C I,. I iiuRAL Auctioneer
and V.M .

.
' . i,t, Garden, W.C. begs

.;;; ^'^/ui.u'ii^.r''
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SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWEKS FOR 1866.

PATRONIZED ON FIVE SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1864 BY

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN,

AND ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF SA50NY;

AGAIN ON FOUR SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1865 BY HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN
ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF HOLLAND

;

AND ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF PRUSSIA.

EVERY MACHINE
WARRANTED.

IF NOT APPROVED OF, CAN

BE AT ONCE RETOENED.

r.VTENT HAiND MACHINE.

These are the only Machines that can be depended on to give lasting satisfaction.

THESE ARE THE ONLY MACHINES THAT WILL MOT/ FROFERLY WHEN THE GRASS IS WET.

THESE ARE THE ONLY MACHINES THAT DELIVER THE GRASS WITHOUT STOPPIXG, THUS SAVING AN IMMENSE .\MOUNT OF LABOUR.

SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWERS are the only Machines that have been in operation in Her Majesty's Gardens for a quarter of a century, and they

are in daily use in all the Public and Principal Gardens in the Kingdom.

A. SHANKS AND SON have now ready for deliver}' a large Stock of their celebrated LAWN MOWERS. The Machines have been manufactured by skilled workmen,

of the best materials, and by the aid of the most improved Madiinery.

A. S. AND SON have been particularly careful that the adv.antages in point of durability and simplicity of construction whicli have always been a peculiarity of their

Machines should still remain, and that no improvement be introduced which has merely novelty to recommend it.

SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWERS for 1866 are unrivalled for simplicity of construction, ease of working, and durability.

PRICES, including Carriage to any Railway Station or Shipping Port in the Kingdom,

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HAND MACHINE.
Easily Worked. Silent Move

12-inch Machine \ For Fushiiig only
| 4 10 1

14-inch Machine ) ( r, 10 Bij a Bo;/

is. extra.

Easily Worked. Silent Movement
16-mch Machine \ For Fmhing or I £& 10 By a Man or Two Boys ) . ^
19-inch Machine I Drawing I 7 12 6 By a Man and Boy j«-«tra.

X™/-"'' ( 81? l}ByT.oM.n
{

SHANKS' NEW PATENT PONY and DONKEY MACHINE.
width ot Cutter.

25-inch Machine £12 10

28-inch Machine 14 10 .. .. 30s. „
30-inch Machine 1.5 1.5 . . .. 30s. „

Silent Movement, 12s. Gd. extra ; Boots for Pony, 21s. per set

;

Ditto for Donkey, 16j. per set.

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HORSE MACHINE.
Width of Cutter.

30-iuch Machine £19

36-inch Machine 22 .. .. 30s. ,,

42-inch Machine 26 .

.

. . 40s. „

48-inch Machine 28 .. .. 40s. „

Silent Movement, 20s. extra ; Boots for Horse's Feet, 24s. per set.

*,• ORDERS EXECUTED ON THE DAY THEY ARE RECEIVED.

N.B.

—

A. S. ^ Son specially announce to their numerous patrons that they have a staff of experienced workHUn at their London Warehouse, thoroughly acquainted with all

the details of their Machines, so that they are enabled to repair Lawn Mowers in London as well as at the Mamtfactory.

PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS

:

ALEXANDER SHANKS and SON, DENS IRON WORKS, ARBROATH, N. B.

LONDON OFFICE and SHOW ROOMS, 27, LEADENHALL STREET, E.G.

CS" 27, Zeadenhall Street is the only place in London where intending purchasers of Lawn Mowers can choose from a stock offrom 150 to 200 Machin

All sizes kept there, whether for Horse, Pony, or Hand Power.

lrii?Ii^?S "^S"""
»'"'"l<i *« addressed to " The Editor ;

' AdTertUements and Bnainess Letters to " The Pahlisher." at the Office. 41. Wellinston Street, Covent Garden. London, W.C_,,,,. „ ,, ^ T.,nHon
PrintIS .?./.^n«"".*''V"°.''J.' "' 'i "PP" Wobum Place, in the Parish of St. Pancros. in the Co. otMiddlesei, and FaEOEaica MottETT EviKs.Or No. 11, Bouverle Street, In the Precinct ot Whitetnars. My of IjJMon,
rnniers, at their Office, Lombard Street, Precinct of Whltefrlars, City of London, and Published by them at the Office. No 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden,m the aaid Co.-34tu8dat, March 1 ,

,
i«».
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Asrrieultunil experience 273 ft
j
Fish in Fra

Ailantus glniidulouii 2t)8 c Glndiuli ...

See-s, oil-cake f<

Nt-ttle Spiuach .

Paul's (Mr.) exhibition ,

Congress, Ilotanical .

Cucumber snail ,

proposed horticul- Society. lloyal Horticultural 2(ii

e decoration 268 t

Trees, bird feedin|r

Persons wishing to send the Gaudexers' Chronicle
bi/ Post should order the Stamped Edition.

ROYAL HORTICULTUKAL SOCIETY.—
Mr. William Pacl-s EXHIBITION of SPRING FLOWERS

will be held at South Kensington, from MARCH 21 to APRILS.
Admission : Tuesdays and Saturdays (Band at 3), 2*. Gd. ; Mondava,
Cd. ; other daya, la.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S GARDENS.
Regent's Park.—EXHIBITIONS of PLANTS, FLOWERS,

and FRUIT, WEDNESDAYS, May 9, June 6, and July 4.

Tickets 4s. each, to be obtained at the Gardens only by Vouchers
from Fellows of the Society. JOHN WATEREB^ AMERICAN
PLANTS will be Exhibited in June.
The NEXT EXHIBITION of SPRING FLOWERS, SATURDAY,

Tickets 2j(, 6</. each.

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION
and BOTANICAL CONGRESS.

Under the Patronage of Her Majesty The Queen, and of their Royal

, Lowndca Square, London.Secretary, at the OfBces, 1, Wilham t

New Rosee of 1866.
Reused Descriptive List Now Ready.

PAUL AND SON, Old Cheshunt Nurseries, N., have
Now Ready fine Plants of all the Varieties In their List. The

Trade and Amateurs should consult this.

ROSES in POTS, now ready for planting out, can be
obtained in any quantity ot

H. Lase ft Sow, Nurseries, Berkhampatead.

w
New Koses for 1866.

EESOLD B» iHT RcSPECT.BLE HODSE I» TBE TradE.
M. WOOD AND SON have all the NEW ROSES to

offer, at tho lowest advertised prices. Address
Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Ucltfleld, Sussex.

New and Genuine AGRICULTURAL, GARDEN*, and FLOWER
SEEDS. Special prices and advantageous offers on application.

AND ¥. S H^J
• Sekd Growers and Merchants, Wisbech

SPECIAL PRICED LIST ot NEW SEEDS on i

R P E,

Genuine Garden Seeas.
"ITTTI. CDTBUSH and SON'S DESCRIPTIVE
VV PRICED CATALOGUE ol SEEDS which contains eiory-

thing New and Old worth growing, can be had post tree on application.
Highgate, London, N.

Vines for Planting Out.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS can supply Stout,
pei-fectly ripened CANES of the leading

" Newton " Nurseries, Chester.

\riNES.—WANTED, MUSCAT of ALEXANDRIA,
V strong, to bear from six to ten bunches, in pots, this season.

State price and strength to
FisHEH, Holmes & Co., Handsworth Nurseries, Sheffield.

PINES.—Strong Fruiting, Succession, and Suckers,
of all the leading kinds, can be had of

B. S. WiLLiAUs, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, HoUoway. London.

RIPLEY QUEEN PINES ftrue).— To be Disposed of,

about 4 dozen Succession plants, very fine and perfectly clean,
in 24-pot5. Price for all or part on application to

HoBTua. Post Oflace, Stratford, Essex, E.

F^

Fruiting Trees in Pots.
"PEACHES, N£CT.liaNES, &c., may be had by the

FRUIT STOCKS.—Extra strong clean MUSSEL PLUiM
STOCKS, fit for this year's working ; a few thousands to spare.

Sample and price.
Apply to Charles No

cASTLE KENNEDY FIG.—Plants of the above may
had at 108. 6d. and 2U. each ; the Imual discount to the
^BTCR Lawsoh & Sov, Edinburgh and London.

Fig Trees In Pots.
WANTED, 25 BROWN TURKEY, 25 WHITE

MARSEILLES, 25 SINGLETON.
Address, stating price, E., Qardeiiern' Chronicle Office, W.C.

'

EBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTSTaid other Piize
Nuta and Filberts. Trees of these splendid Nuts to be had of

Mr. Webb, Calcot Gardens, Pleading. Catalogues on application.

s GLENDINNING and SONS invite attention to
I their superb stock of healthy well-grown FRUIT TREES.

PRICE LIST on application.
Chiswick Nui'sery. London, W.

/BARTER'S GARDENERS' VADE MECOM for 1866

Early Spring Flowers.
WEBB'S GIANT POLYANTHUS and GIANT

COWSLIPS, and other varieties, largest stock in England.
Listand prices on application to Mr. Webb, Calcot Gardens, Reading.

rpRANSPLAN'rED RHODODENDRONS.—4-year-old

n, Worcester.

Newly ImportedILIUM AUKATUM,
3*. 6d., be. Gd.. 7*. 6J., 10s, 6d., and 12s. 6d. each.

Barb ft Scodek, Seed, Bulb, and Plant Merchants,
. 12, King Street, CoTent Garden, W.C.

JrVERY AND SON beg to announce that their
• DESCRIITIVE PRICED CATALOGUES of AZALEA

INDICA, HARDY BRITISH FERNS, ROSES, CONIFER.*:,
0R4PE VINES, and SEEDS, may be had on application at their

Dorking Nursery.

PETER S. ROBERTSON and CO.'S CATALOGUE!
of FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS post

free on application.
Tnnity Nursery, and 33, St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh.

PETER S. T«fBERTS0N~7S5^ CO.^S
" PRiC¥l)

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of GENUINE GARDEN and
FLOWERSEEDS, and NOVELTIES for 1866, post freeonappllcatlon.

Trinity Nui-aery, and 33, St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh.

VERBENAS.— Strong, healthy, in any quantity,
E. B. IIavnes, Penge Nursery, Surrey.

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.JAMES CAR'fER and CO.,
SzRn PARMERa. Merchants, and Nursertmes.

s
Seeds.

GLENDINNING and SONS' PRICED LIST of
. KITCHEN GARDEN, AGRICULTURAL, and FLOWER
iDS, is now published, and may be had free on application.

Chiswick Nui-sery, London, W.

w Garden Seeds, Carriage free.
M. PAUL'S SELECT LIST contains many articles
worthy the attention of Exhibitors and others who wish

> Genuine Garden and Farm Seeds to be liad atTHOMAS KENNEDY and CO.'S
Nursery and Seed Establishment, Dumfries, N. B.

And delivered free of carriage as formerly.
L applicationPRICED CATALOGUES fumiflhe.

AMBROISE VERSCHAFFELT, Nurseryman, Ghent,
Belgium, begs to announce that hii NEW CATALOGUE,

No. 78, has Just appeared, and can be had at his Agente, Messrs. H.
SiLBEBHA^D & SoM, 6, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London. E.C.

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.
PAUL TOLLARD, Seed Grower and Merchant,

20, Qualde l.i Mtgisserio 20, cl-devant4, Place desTroia Maries 4
ft Paris. SPECIAL PRICED LIST of NEW SEEDS, in English
weights and money, on appUcation.

G L AD 10 L us, the fineBt cultivated,
new and older Tarieties,

CATALOGUES, CULTURAL and DESCRIPTIVE, sent free
SiKPUBw Brows, Sudbury, Suffolk,

GLADIOLL—Splendid sorts for Exhibition, or growing
in MaaseH. &c,, 2a. 6rf., Zs. (M., 43. Gd., 6*. Qd., 78. Qd., 9«., 12«.,

15«., to 30*. per dozen; lOu. 6d., 15«., 20«., 30«,, to 200s. per 100.
Barr & SucbEN, 1^ King Street, Covent Oarden, W.C.

\rERBENAS, FUCHSIAS, PETUNL\S, ROSES, &<•.,
V New and Old, of only those that are worth growing. Nice Plants

now ready to send out. DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES free,
Wm. Kniqiit, Floral Nursery, Hallshani, near Hurst Green, Sussex.

New ClirysantHemums and Pyrethrum¥.
JOHN SALTER'S DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
tJ of NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS and PYRETHRUMS for
18ufl is now ready, and will be sent free on receipt of two stamps.
Versaillea Nursery. William Street, Vale Place. Hammersmith, W.

SPECIMEN PLANTS for SALE. — Consistinff of
Fine ORANGE TREES. CAMELLLiS. AZALEAS, ERICAS,

and many other Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
List, with aizea and prices, on application to Edwin Cooling, Derby.

"DEBECCA. the finest BEDDING GERANIUM ever
Plants ready in May, price 5s. each.
Wm Pim'n SPRiNfi oat a r.nnmj?

Pau

100,000 Camellias.
JOSEPH BAUMANN, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,

begs to offer 100 CAMELLlASof tho best sorts, without flower
buds, good plants, £6 ; 100 CAMELLIAS, stronger plants, £6 to £S.

the Custom House, London.^>6.

The Admiration of the World.
DOBSONS' CELEBRATED CALCEOLARIAS.

Sealed packets of Seed, Is. M,, 23. 6(f., 3*!. Qd,, and 6«.

DoBsoN St Sons, Seedsmen, Isleworth, London, W.

CAMBRIAN COLLECTIONS of GARDEN SEEDS
for 10s. 6d., 21s., 3l8, 6d,, and 42«., sufficient for One Year's

Supply for Largo and Small Gardens. Basket included.
CATALOGUES of SEEDS and NUR-SERY STOCK on application.

NEW and CHOICE SEEDS.—Bull's Verbena, Bull's
Tropjeolum, Cyclamen persicum grandiflorum, Giant lo-week

Stock, Perfection Aster, Lilium auratum, Intermediate Stock, Janieg'
Prize Calceolaria, Barr's Select Strain of Primula, each 28. 6d. p. plct.

Ba.bb k SuGDEN, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

LARCH.—To be Sold, cheap, 30,0U0 strong LARCH,
from 2, 3, to 4 feet, at 128. Qd. and Ifis. per lOOO : and other

NURSERY STOCK very cheap.
Apply to J. Evans , Nurseryman, Handbridge, Cheater.

To the Trade!
PLENDID Transplanted LARCH, 2h to 3 feet,

3 to 4 feet. Price low.
)ras8Ti>n, Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

s

NATURAL GRASSES : their Names and Derivations
;

Quality, Produce, Elevation, Situation, Soil, Use, Peculiarity,
Season, Growth, Increase, Time of Flowering, Price, fitc.

Free for one postatre stamp.
RicuABD Smith, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

GOOD CLOVER SEEDS at Market Prices.—Red,
White, Dutch, Alsike, Cow Grass, and Trefoil ; also Perennial,

Italian Rye and other Grasses. For samples and lowest priceBnpply to

DICKINSON'S ITALIAN RYE-GRASS SEED,
grown by him and sold to Agi-lculturists this [season for

present payment at 44s. per qr., 6 qrs, at 403,

_ New Paric, LymiDgton, Hants.

<4 UTT O'N '"S~P E RM A N"EN T ~^GRAS"S~s1e E D'SO For ALL SOILS.

QUTTON'S PERMANENT GRASS SEEDS, 26*. to
y~^ 368. per acre, according to quantities required, and soiLs for
which they are intended.

N EW FORAGE PLANTS.
NEW ZEALAND PRAIRIE GRASS (Bromus Schraderi)

Cheapside, London, E.C.

F"
INES^LTAVN^MIXTURE.—Composed only of the
best and cleanest Seeds of the most suitable dwarf Evergreen

Grasses, Is. per lb. Carriage free.
Jamks Dickson A Sons. Seed Merchants. 102, Eastgate Street. Chester.

EW FARM SEEiJSof best selected quaiitv.
PRICED DESCRIPTIVE LIST post free upon application.'
:es Dickson & Sons, Seel Merchants, JScc, 102, Eastgate Street,

N
Agricultural Seeds.

GEORGE GIBBS and CO.. Seedsmen, beg to infoni
the public that their CATALOGUE of PRICES is noi

published, and will bo forwarded free on application.

25 and 20, Down Street, PiccadiUy, London, W.

To the Trade.
SPARAGUS ROOTS, strong, 2 years old,

^ at 10s. per 1000. On application to
Marsh & Perkins, 42, Drapery, Northampton.

GLINT ASPARAGUS.—Extra fine 2-yrs., 2s. per 100;
extra fine 3-yoars. 3s. per 100.

Price to the Trade on application.
John Cranston, Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

G^

Stephen Brown, Seed Grower, Sudbury, Suffolk.

ROYAL ASH-LEAF POTATO.—This is one of the
earliest and the most productive of all the Ash-leaf Kidney

Potatos. Price per ton of finely prepared Seed given on application to
Messrs. Tuos. Rivers & Son, Nurseries, riawbridgeworth.

MESSRS. PATERSON and SON, Dundee, be- to
inform their friends that Mr. PEARCE, of Ashby-de-la-Zouch,

Faterson's Seedling Fotatos.
SUTTON AND SONS having been appointed AGENTS

for the above, can supply them in quantity, at moderate prices,
which may be had on application.

, Seed Merchants. Reading.

DAINTREE'S SEEDLING POTATO ia the best
early round white Potato in cultivation, and can be obtained

' uute price on application.
Mr. S. A. Daintree, Fendrayton, St. Ives, Hunts.

SEED POTATOS.— Myatt's Prolific Kidney. Early
Dalmahoy, Webb's Imperial Kidney, Daintree's Seedling, and

all the best early and late varieties at low prices.
H. & F. SiiARPE, Seed Growers and Merchants, Wisbech.

UEED POTATOS.—SKERRY BLUE, ^s. 6d. peiO bushel; MYATT'S PROLIFIC ASHLEAF, 6s. per bushel
SEEDLING ROCK, 4s. 6d. per bushel. These three kinds i

most hardy, free from disease, and abundant croppers known.
Geuroe Davison, Hereford.

the

SEED POTATOS.—Early Ashleaf or Evesham Leader

;

Myatt's Early Proliflc Kidney ; Skerry Blue, hardy, productive,
of good quality, and keeps tVee from disease. Prices on application to
Ratnbird, Caldecott, Bawtree, Dowlinh, & Co., Linaited, Basing-

stoke ; or Seed Market, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

THE^KlNG^of POTATOSToneof thefinest Potatos in
cultivation, quite distinct, and free from disease, price 6s. per

bushel of 66 lb. Also PATERSON'S VICTORIAS, Seed direct

from Mr. Paterson, price 78. Qd. for 66 lb.

Apply to Mr. Pearce, Measham, Ashby-de-la-Zoueh.

JOHN LUFF, NuRSER-i-MAN, Battle, offers for cash
Surplus Stock of ASHLEAF KIDNEY POTATOS. 3s. Gd

per bushel ; also a quantity of Strong PRIVET, 25^. and 3"

HAND R. STIRZAKER have a few Tons of Early
. IMPROVED LEMON and &n'ATT'S ASHLEAF KIDNEY

POTATO ; also DALMAHOY" ROUND, which they offer very cheap

ifiARLY KIDNEY POTATOS.—Webb's Telegraph,
J first early, 2tt*. per bushel ; Webb's President, second early,

168. per bushel ; Webb's Imperial Kidney (beat Potato known for all

purposes), 12s. per bushel.

Apply to Mr. Webb, Calcot Gardens, Reading.^ ~~
White BeTgianrCarrot.

QUTTON AND SONS can supply fine New Seed of the
lO above at a very moderate price, according to quantity required.

SiiTTON & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

To the Trade.
PURPLE-TOP SCOTCH or YELLOW ABERDEEN

TURNIP. New Seed. Price on application.
James Dickson & Sons, 102, Eastgate Street, Cheater.

THE HAUDY WELSH-GROWN RED CLOVER
may bo had new and genuine of

I

Messrs. Jaueb Dickson & Sons, Seed Merchants 102, Eastgate
I Street, Chester. Samples and prices post free.
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New Rosea for 1866.
10,000 strong healthy well-^rowD Plants of atl the New Rosea

Woodlands Nurserv, Maiesfield, ueai- L'ckfleiJ, Sussex.

WM. WOOD AND SON have to offer an <:i.trdOi ilinary
stock of the best NEW ROSES of tho present si-aso

fine healthy plants.

JOHN KEYNES, in offering tUe above, begb to stite
that they are in the finest possible condition, having all been

iiEFOTTED, and now well established, ready for immediate rem
Price 30a-. per dozen. The xiaual allowance to the Ti-ade

Saiisbuiy.—March 24.

NEW ROSES of 1866.—Owing to the annual mtio-
duction of so many inferior, and, in fact, worthltsa vanetiea ol

New Roses, Jobn Cranston has this season carefuUjc selected
23 vai-ietles out of 40 or 60 sorts offered by the French raisers
These he can confidently recommend, and ho believes his sckttion
contains all that are worthy of note.
A List, with prices, sent on a;>plication. The plants are strong,

r Herelord.

New Roses of 1866.

JOHN FKASER, of the Lea Bridge Koad Nursents
Lerton, Essex, N.E.. will forward on application a LlbT of all

tho best varieties of NEW ROSES for ISGO.

The plants are strong, healthy, and are now ready for sending out
Early orders are respectfully solicited.

w
Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.

New Roses am> Enolisu SEEDtrKcs.

M. PAUL (Son and Successor to the late A Pai l")

has to offer in May next the following first class NEW
HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES :-
BLACK PRINCE. HP. (Wm. PAULl.-Flowers dark cnmson, shaded

with black, cuppod, lai-ge and full. This Rose may be called a
very dark Gloire tie Sanleniiy, which it resembles in most respects,
but 13 veiT distinct in colour. Pnce 5s. each.

DR. LINDLfiY, H.P. (Wm, Pacl).—Flowers crimson, with black
centres, yery 'large and fUU. Growth robust, foliage splendid.
One of the finest English Roaes yet raised. Price 7s. Gd.

GLOBOSA, H.P. (Wm. Paul).—Plowers clear dark briglit crimson,
colour intense and imifoim thi'oughout. This Sower is uuito

ghout. the purple tmt predominating ; large,

The follurtirji;, which are already out, can be supplied in strong
healthy plants :

—

ELIZABETH VIGNERON (Wu. Paul).-Flowers rosy pink,
larcfo and fUll, cupped in the way of Laalia. but fuller, fre
a«d brighter in colour ; coustliution hwdy, growth vigor
b!o»ins continuously ; one of the best of last vear's noTe)

"I '-
. -! .- utidhajfdv. Price 2i'. (id.

PR1\L^__, !_1lUJ ;_.\.srEra (Wif. Paul).—Flowers white, globular,
]-\r:zc .'Hill lull, puiitjc^ in form in their voung state, a good hardy
R.>t-e, tlowering .ibur.dantly. Price 2a. M.

GLORY OF WaLTIIAM(Wu. PACL|.-Flt>wors crimson, in the way
of Red Rover, but more double ; growth ofextraordinary vigour;
one of the best of climbing or pillar Roses. Price 3s. 6d.

All tho really good Fieneb Novelties, 3s. Cd, each ; the older kinds,

Hardy Climbers.—To the Trade.
/CLEMATIS .lACKM ANNI, 'Is-. e,d. mch ; 'il*. per doz.

COiRLlLEAtAZUREAi U1C\^ UIFLORA, 60s. per 100.
Besides other good old viirieties.

A CATALOGUE, including Description and Treatment of Clfc
natises, will be forwarded free on application to^ Gko. Jacrmas St aoN-, Woking Nuraei-j, Surrey.

New Catalogues.
DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LaING be? to intinmte that

their PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of FLORIST
FLOWERS. NEW PLANTS. GARDEN, FLOWER, and AGRICUL-
TURAL SEEDS are now ready, and may be had freo on appUcation.

17, South Frederick Street, Edinbuigb ; and Stanstead Park
Forest Hill, London, S.E.

*

Select Catalogues of Seeds and Hants.
ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW

PRICED and DESCRli-TIVE CATALOGUES, containing
Select Lists of the best varieties of Vegetable, Agricultural, and
Flower Seeds, New and Rare Plants, &c., are now published, and will
bo forw<irded to applicants. All Seeds are warranted to be of the
finest possible quality. Intending purchastrs axe requested to com-

Exotic Nursery, Tt^oti . Surrey,

/-:i EG. .SMITH'S NKW CATALOGUE, with a splendid
^",^\ I'Mt.: \->-l.t.\'i I

.

I '

.
\ M I M LE GRAND, which is

the 1j;i
< Uier With descriptions of

Ncv; ^ ,, christabel, Exhibitor,
Glaii.

, ' .
I - , f .lI, and Pink Perfection,

wnicli !.] iUi.;i :^'_.iLi, ,..._ l^u....,.^^ l.j.iu received Firat-class
s and Royal Horticultural
S. can, with the greatest

CATALOG OE,

1 Nursery, Homsey Road, London, N.

QHOICE BEDDING PLANTS, &c.
GERANIUMS, NOSEOAY (Beaton's), AMY HOGG, INDIAN

YELLOW, and GLOWWORM, Is. dU. each, lis. per doz.; ST^LA,
GErAvViM-- ' '\ALE, BEAUTf DE SURE^NES. 2a each

21«
I

^' ^! AME WERLE, is. 6d. each, loa. per ^;HIi
;

1
1

'

. >
' 1

.
i . . Od. each, los. per doz.

VI I'l
. I

. \, true, from Mr. Tyerman'a stock, Is. each,

PIM;,,-', bLALk »iAMAlCA, strong Kuccesaion and Fi-uiting, fine
clean plaut-s, nomo*t. Hd. to 1m. each.
VINE SUCKERS, strong, 125. to ISs. per doz.
T. J. BooTu offers the above in strong stock plants. Price to the

Trade on apphcation.
Riiiuhill Nmaery, Prescot, Lancashire.

wTO be Sold Clieap Important to Planters
ILLl VM BAH ON In to ofi r the foUo ing, at

'"" fi u N b emen Gentleniep and others

}, /J Id hi naioental tree surpasses
^" ^ ^ ^

fe,
o» th and quality of timber.

^. li hnlte. also used as spars

ABIh M1.N7 1.U u e o ""th. ™ u„ nf the

1, o&t u Nmsones Bor owash dc r D b

"collTTctiTThs

forward

Flower Seeds

Tree b} Po&t jr Rail

Thoiie reqmiing slion7 kiuds of Flower Seeds, and wtio aie not
well acquainted ^(ith tho sorts, iro respecttully recommended to
leive tbe selection to us, and we will supply those wo know to be
really worthy of cultii ition £ s_ ^_

1. The best liio sorts (hardy, half-hardy, and tender) 110
2. Tbe best :,i) sorts ditto ditto 10 6
3. The best 3C, sorts ditto ditto 7 6
4. The best -JJ sorts- ditto ditto 5
5. The best 24 sorts (hardy sorts only) . . ..060
PRICED CATALOGUES gratis and post free on application.

Sutton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

Superb Double HoUyliocks,
WILLIAM CHATEE begs to remind the Admirers

of this beautiful flower that now is the best time for planting
it out to insure fine spikes .ind blooms this season.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, with instructions for its Cultiva-

tion ; also prices of Plants per dozen, 100, or loOO, may be had on
application.
Seedlings from best named varieties, ia, per doz., or from 20s. to

ios. ner 100.

Bloomed Seedlings, with coloura named, very fine, 6s. per doz., and
from 30s. to 40s. per 100.

Seed saved from the finest named varieties, very choice mixed
2* 6d. and 5s. per packet.

In Collections of 12 separate named varieties, extra fine, 10s.

;

varieties, extra, 68.

2 named varieties, aill good show Rowers, 7s. 6<1.

do. do. do. do. 4s-
WiLLiAii Cu.iTSR, Nurseiies, Saffron Walden, E.ssex.

Gstrrten and Flower Seeds.
T^ri;rT\T;T,E seeds in COLLECTIONS,

1 i
•- i.

. . -i. £r,. The bast FLOWER SEED.S, all kinds,
1.^ I '

,
'

. ;iiid 5s. per dozen packets. Tho choicest
imi' . ,

L c lilectioiis. Is. erf. to 5s.

L>]_;Liai IISL UJCED CATALOGUES free on application.
W. 11 sn. Seedsman, &c., Wandsworth, S.W.

Choice Flower Seeds post free.

BS. WILLIAMS has much pleasure in submitting:
• the following LIST of SEEDS, all of which aro specially

recommended for their beauty and superior qualities. For other
Specialities and Novelties see Oardcners' CttronicU, March 3 : and
for full description, NEW SEED CATALOGUE, post free on
application. Per packet s. d.
PRIMULA (Williams's superb strain), red, white, or mixed

se.ed 2s. Gd., 3s. 6d., 6
CINERARIA (Weatheriirs extra choice stfam) .. 3s. Oi., 6
CALCEOLARIA f.Tanies' strain) 3 c
(CYCLAMEN FElvSlCUM. the produce of the finest collection

Inthecomii: is 2 C
ASTER VIC rci

\ -:cy:ant Aster in cultivation ..10
„ TRI-

I
i •

:
III.! l.'-TION. Victoria Red . . ..00

wniu • ilu I -v:. iilEMUM-FLOWERING .. o c
STOCK. BKiiMllii.N M .m:i.kt veryflne 10

PURPI.K i^'riCKN. veiv double, beautiful colour ..0 6
BALSAM, CAMELLIA-FLOW£kED 10
CARN.VTION and PICOTEE, saved from selected plants -.10
MATTHIOLA BICOHNIS, an evening scented Stock of un-

NASTURTI^KINGTHEODOEE.newintenas black'. '.'.
1 o

OX A LIS CORNICULATA RUBRA, dark-leaved ribbon
border plant 16

PALAFOXIA IIOOKEBIAiti, new 10
PANSY, from a fine collection 10
SILENE PENDULA RUBERRIM-i, vorybcautilW .. ..10
SWEET PEA, the New Iminoiblo Scarlet 10
PECTTS ANGUSTIFOLIA, bright yeUow flowers, with citron-

tike fragrance . . . 1 o
LOBELIA SXOWFLAKK ... 20
CEDRONELLA CANA. very pretty 10
GYNERIUM ARGENTEUlt, Pampas Grass 6
ANTIRRHINUM MAJUS, Tom Thumb Ci-inison .. ,.10

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS, carriage tree.
Complete Collections to suit Gardens of various sizes, 10s. Gd., '2la.,

42s.. C3s., 84s. each. For quantities see CATALOGUE.
A'iytQi-ia and Paradise Nm^eries, HoUoway, London, N.

pHOlCE "spring FLOWEKS,- &c., now ready in
V^ strong Plants. Per doz,—j. <(.

HEPATICAS, double red and single blue 4
„ double blue 12

VIOLETS, double, in four sorts 4s. to B
„ single, in six sprts 3s., 4s., and 6
„ new single striped ls,6d. eacli 12
„ new double stiiped, R«ine des Violettes, 2s. 6d. each 24

PRIMROSES, double, iufom- varieties
CHRISTMAS ROSE, scarlet 2s. each 13

white
POLVANTHI.^. lii,i-t laced varieties 3
PAMTA-. til:.\~-, iiiiij plants 40s.pcrlyO
DAlMK.->. ^,\ i,c,v ail. i choice kinds .GO
ROCK 1 I.^ll:.-, Ill -u Hue kinds
OLD CIUJISO.N CHINA ROSE 9
AURICUL^VS, finest Alpines 6

Perrm-sred 3
ROCK ET.S. double white und yellow CO
L.AVENDER, flue plants 3
CLOVES, old crimson and others 3«. to
PINKS, fine named sorts 4
SWEET WILLLAM, Aunoula-eyed, Sic 3
WALLFLOWER, double yellow and dark 4

Also the following in Stock Plants :—
FUCHSIAS, new, of 1805
VERBENAS, new, of 1806 4
GERANIUMS, new, of ia05 Os. to 12
PETUNIAS, new, of 1806 COCHRYSANTHEMUMS ... .. CO
TROP.a;OLUMS and LOBELIAS, new CO
ANTIRRHINUMS and PENTSTEMONS, new CO
PHLOX, new

. . ..90
CINEK-UIIAS, now . ii u
100 CHOICE HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS, in 60 fine named

Rosfes.
"

24 FinestSTANDARD and DWARF ROSES, 24 distinct varieties, 21s.
24 ditto ditto on their own roots, in pots, 21s.

ASPARAGUS. 1, 2, and 3 years, line.
CATALOGUES free on application ; also, TRADE CATALOGUE

of NURSERY .STOCK.
Post-office Orders on Castle Hedingham.
LisTo.Nz, Mum-0 Nursery, Sible Hcdiugham, Essex.

Pelargonium Mrs. Pollock.

A LFRED FEYEK ottir., hnilihv «.11-i,towii Plants of
ii- this bLTiutiful Bidding PELAKCUXIUM at 12s., 15s., and 18b.

Ii the plants are well established in 60-pots,

,R, Nurseries, Chattel

liluicL \AK1ESATE1) PELAKUONIUMS.
Mrs Pollock

Yellow Belt

basket and packing included.

Picturata Princess Alexandra
Argus

I
Fontainebleau

suitable for exhibition, for 21s.,

is, Chatteris, Cambridgeshir

/ -1 H E A P PELARGONIUMS, & c.

struck, 6s. per dozen,
ll'LADENIA AMABILIS.—This is a plant of great value for
home decoration or exhibition. It is of good habit, and pro-

s freely deep rosy-crimson flowers of largo size and exquisite

TAL.suNIA VAX V01.XEMII.—See Gard^iurs- Chronicle, Feb. 24,
ist.;i;. Fmc plants, Is. 6d. each.

PANUANUS UTI LIS.—Strong plants, 23. Gd. each.
A rc-mituince or reference is rcquL'sted from unknown cniTix!.

ponJcnts. A SUPPLEMENT to our
BACKOUS and ALPINE CATALOGUE
will be fonvarded upon application.

JiULs BACK.HODSE & Sos, Yort NlUSI

G LADIOLI, GLADIOLI, GLADIOLI.—
Collections, including all the finest varieties in cultivation,

BCTLEH 4 Mc( iiden Market, W.C.

BUTLER AND M '
!

i P
FLOWEi: -:

I
!

NEW ANNlWi.--, .

HARDY DO., I'.s'. ^;^i.,05^ Ids.. 20«.
HALF HARDY Du., -is., 7s. tid,, 16s.

' '" ' above Collections, see B.
nt free and post paid, upon ai
Covent Garden Market, W.i

Scarlet Geraniums (Beaton's Race).

WM. PAUL (Son and Kucceysov to the late A. Pacl),
has to ofler the following new ZONALE and HYBRII)

NOSEGAY GERANIUMS, which have been selected from several
Thousand Seedlings raised from the stock of the late Mr. Donald
Beaton. Every one noiy offered is believed to be in advance of or
distinct from all pre-existing kmds. Orders received now, the plants
delivered in rotation, as far as tho stock will allow, in May next.

GnoDt 1.

—

Bedding Vabietieb.
^* Any 12 varieties firom this and the two following Groups may

the waj' of Lord Palmoriton, but brighter in colour and broader
in thepetals.

MOIfTE ROSA, dark rosy-purple, pleasing colour, large truss, very

colour tlamifeious-scarlet. Price 5s. eauh.
PRINCE OE ORANGE, orange-scai-lot, very bright; groat sub-

stanqe, good habit, prodigious bloomer, frice Ss. Cd. each.
PEACH NOSEGAY".—Flowers deep bright pc-acU colour, very free

bloomer, spendid truss, plain leaf, flrst-rate luad distinct- Pace &a.
REBECCA.—Cherry colour, fine truss, dwarf compact habit, very

profuse, the finest bedding Geranium yet nilsed. Price 68. each.
ST. GEORGE.—Dark chestnut, shaded with blackish crimson, quite

unique, very free and eflectivo, an entirely new colour among
Pelargoniums. Price 5iS. each,

SALMON NOSEGAY.—Flowers pure salmon, large tru&g, good.
Price 3s. 6d. each.

SIR J. PAXTON.—Flowers true orange, very bright, fino Luge
tiTiss, a splendid variety lor massing. Price 6s. each.

WOOD NYMPH—Salmon pink, largo and fine. Piice 3a. 6d. each.

Pots ok Vases.
Bi^XDE.—Flowers white, with large criipson eye, of flue shape aud

substance ; a flrst-class variety for pot culture, i^co 3s. Gd. each.

.dry free. One habit. Price 35. Ow. o*uu.
POET LAUREATE.—Rosy purple, top petals orange scarlet, yellow-

ish eye, perfect shape. Price 3*. Gd. each.n. =1. ... .^:_._._
suffoaed with purple, good t

lovely. Pri

Grocp 3.—Mi>'iATt;RE on Pompom Vabieties.
DIAMOND.—Fine sjjiirlet purple centre, white eye, flowers pro-

fusely, habit good, distluct. Price 3s. Gi. each.
DRY'AD.-Beautifulij rosiy pink, fiue shapo and ti'uas. Price

3s. Cd. each.
NAIAD.—Flowers purple, scarlet top

;
pleasing and distinct. Price

3s. Cd. each.

e coloui' ; stands theZEPHYR.—Flowers Ught purple
raio aad sun well, very dwarf and tcae. Price 3s. Od. each.

Gaoor i—BiiDuiNQ Vakieties sekt raou these Nchsebies

Many of them have received Fii-st-class Certificates trom the Royal

f ALEXANDRA.—MagenU. Price ;

' AMY HOGG.—Bright pui-plish rose. . .

' BEATON'S INDIAN YELLOW.—Orange scaiiet suffused with
yellow. Price Is. Qd. each ; 15s. per dozen.

BLACK DWARF.—Dark crimson. Price Is. 6<!. each ; J2i

V lake. Price 2s. each ; Ws. per dozen.
' ' " 2«. Cd. each.

I flushed with scaritet. Price

PILLAR of BEAUTY.—Brick red. Price 2s. 6d. each.
PRINCESS LICHTENSTEIN.-Salmon pink. Price 2m. each ;

ISs. per dozen.
SALAMANDER.—Brilliant scarlet, large white eye. Price 2a.

orange scarlet. Pries U. 6(j. esdi

;

WALTHAM SEEDLING—Dark crimson. Price 2a. each, l&f.

per dozen.
Tho above set of 16 varieties, one plant of each, iis.

SPRING CATALOGUE, with full descriptions of these and other
plants, free by post. The usual discount to the Trade.

Important.—All letters should be addressed Williau Paul (the

Christian name in full), Waltham Cross, London, N.
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A RIBBON BORDER, Six Colours, Post Free, 2s. 6cl. Stamps.

The selection of tUe above is unique, equalling Bedding Planto, at one-tMrtietli the cost.

Poynter's 25s. Anglican Collections of Garden and Flower Seeds for One Year's Supply-

Contains one of the ahoye, and is altogether the best and cheapest ofl'ereJ. Carriage free.

1^ Useful PKICE LISTS gratis.

ROBERT H. POYNTER, SEED MERCHANT, TAUNTON.

NEW ZONALE PELARGONIUM, WILTSHIRE LASS.

DOWNIE, LAIED, & LAING
Have much pleasure iu introducing this splendid NovL'lty,* which was pronounced by the Members of the

Floral Committee of thq Royal Horticultural Society, and also by the Judges'of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's

Park as the finest PINK PELARGONIUM ever exhibited, and was awarded a Fii'st-class CertiticatB on each occasion.

The followTng description is from the Jouraal of the Horticultural Society of Loudon ;—" One of the finest of the

pink-iiowered Bedding varieties yet seen, remarkable, not so much for size of flower as for size and completeness of

truss • the leaves were marked with a pale zone ; the flowers were rosy-pink ; the base of the upper petals white, and

the trusses ai-c remarkably large and dense, having the valuable property of retainin* theii- blossoms for a long time in

the truss."
.

The following NURSERYMEN have aheady ordered it,

17th of May nest, at 5s. each :

—

j, Caraway & Co., Biistol

E. G. Heuderson k, Son, St. John's Wood, N.l

Ivery &, Son, Dorking
J. & C. Lee, HammerBmith. W.
Hugh, Low & Co.. Claptou, N.E.
Osbom it Sons, Fulham, S.W.

and will be able to supply it on and after the

Messrs. Wood k Ingr-im, Huntingdon
Mr. W. Barnes, Camberwell, b.

„ W. Bull. King's Road, Chelsea

,. Clark, Brixton, S.

„ W. Dillistone, Sible Hedingham, Essex, N.E.

„ J. Fraser, Leyton, Essex, N.E.
„ W. Ivery, Rye Lane, Peckham, S.

„ J. Keynes. Salisbury
„ J. McRonald, Chicliester
„ W. Masters, Canterbury
,, Munroe, Potter's Bar, N.
„ P. J. Perry, Banbury
„ C. Ramsay, Ball's Bridge, Dublin
„ G. Smith, Homsey Road, N.
„ R. Smith, Worcester
„ B. S. WUiiams, Holloway, N.

ur stock is limited, earhj Orders are respectfully solicited, which will be executed in strict rotation as rec

&TANSTEAI) PAKE, FOREST HILL, LONDON, S.E. ; and EDINBURGH.

Flower Seeds.

ENGLISH and CONTINENTAL NOVELTLES for
ISeO—Soe DESCRIPTIVE LIST in Oard€7(«.V ChrunicU of

March lU, p. 214 ; also March 17, iu fli-st column of the Newspaper
part. Otferod by

*^

Stei'Hlm Brown, Seed Grower, Sudbury, Suffolk.

Established Upwards of a Century.

BU T L 1-; li AND M c C U L L C H'S Complete
COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE SEEDS for ONE TIER'S

SUPPLY, all 01 the Growth of ISiij.

No. 1. I No. 2.
I

No. 3. 1 No. 4. | No. 5.

£3 Za.
I

£2 2a. | JEI 10s. 1 £1 Is. | lOs.Gci.

All orders amountingto 2U-. and upwards sent carriage paid.
DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES sent free and post paid

u. South Row, t Garden Market. W.C.

pHEAP and BEAUTIFUL FLOWER SEEDS

.

showy Hardy, Half-hardy, and Tendei

25 ditto, Hardy Annuals, 5a.

lUU packets of the best and
Annuals, 20^.

50 ditto, 10s.

25 ditto,
"

12 ditto, ditto. L^. ..-.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE on application.

RicHAOD StuTii, Ssed Merchant, Worcester

"lARTERS CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS
-CuUecliung coDtainuig only Sliow> vaneties of easy cultiva

tiOQ. Is. 6d., 5a-., 10.*. 6(2., 15s. and 21s., forwarded on receipt of Post
Office Order. PRICE LISTS gratis and post-fiee on appiication.

James Carter & Co., 237 and 23S. Higli Holborn, W.C. " '

CARTER'S GENUINE GARDEN SEEDS,
for One Year's Supply, for Small, Medium, and Large Gardens,

10s. (Jd., 21s., and 42s., forwarded on receipt of Post Office Order,
PRICE LISTS gratis and post-free on application.

James Carter 4 Co., 237 and 23S. High Holborn, W.C.

pARTER'S GENUINE FARM SEEDS.
CARTERS PERMANENT PASiaKE GRASS, par »jre,26s., 3l».

CARTER'S PRIZE SWEDE SEED, per lb. Is.

CARTER'S PRIZE MANGEL SEED, per lb. Is.

SPECIAL LIST of FARM SEEDS Jgratls and post-free on appli.
cation.

Ja:u£s Caries & Co., 237 and 23S, Rigb Holborn, W.C.

For Improviug our Native Flora,

Knrir.Tn'np; Woodland "Walks, Wilder-

nesses, Shrubberies, Railway Embank-
ments, Rockeries, Carnage Drives,

beside Rivulets, &c. Cheap mixed
FLOWER SEEDS for the above

purposes, 3.s. &d. to 6s. M. per lb.

;

7 lb. to 10 lb. per acre. Now is the

time to purchase.

The magnificent GOLDEN-RATED
LILY of JAPAN, LILIUM
AURATUM, 5s. 6rf., 7s. 61?., and
10s. 6rf. ; extra large roots, 21s.

Splendid named GLADIOLI for

exhibition, itc., perdoz., 3s. 6rf., 5s. Ot^.,

7s. 6<i., lOs. 6rf., 12s., I5s., 18s., 24s.,

and 30s.
;
per 100, 2.3s., oOs., and lOOs.

MIXED GLADIOLI, for large

eff'ective masses, per 100, 10s. 6(/., 15s.,

and 21s.
;
per doz., 2s. 6d. and 3s. %d.

The magniiiccnt JAPAN LILY,
LILIUM L.i.NCIFOLIUM RUBRDM,
for pl.inling in Rhododendron Beds,

Conservatories, &c., 9s. and 12s. per

doz. ; 50s., 60s., 70s., and 80s. per 100.

For Park Scenery, Islands, Select

^ •—• —

—

—
->^ Plantations, Small Orchards, exten-

-^^©^ BATI.R& SUGDEN . J>^^^"^^™ ^awns. Mounds, Sub-tropical
^•^ ' —^- ^ Gardens and Raised Flower Beds, also

Ycrandahs and Rustic Arches, likewise

Sloping Banks, &c., ORNAMENTAL
GOURDS are exceedingly attractive

both for th,eir foliage and friiit. "When

ripe the fruit forms a unique Hall and
Drawing-room Ornament,

The Gouid Seeds in warm locali-

^^^^\ ties can he sown early in May where
intended to groyp.

Selections of ORNAMENTAL
K12.KING STREET.CQVENT GARDENw.c)f>?.",^«"^- .r'^'^-f

^"'-o-
w . 7.. •—• ' ^ Medium, and Mammoth varieties, or

'h/

Orders amounting to 2\s. sent Carriage. Faid.

For SPECIALITIES in VEGETABLE SEEDS, see our Urge Advertisement, p. 72.

either separate :—10 vaiieties, 2s. Qd,
;

15 do., 3s. 6d.', 20 do., 5s. 6^.; 30 do.,

7s. 6d.; 40 do., 10s. 6d.; 50 do.,

12s. 6d. ; 100 do., 2l5. ; 200, 42s.

NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE on the GOURD.
" Speaking of Gourds, I laust say a word

endless diversity of urns and vas

BCiilptor would do well to copy,

Gom-da in the garden

shallo
Qco Al't has 1

thy—in my eyes at
Providence (but 1 kn

expended lor a service of plate, or most delicate
;

gathered irom Vines which I will plant with my o

would be peculiarly appropriate.
1 Lauds. A.S diahu. ^th^y

i

the beautiful was gratified by my toil. There
.. Mir ^'vowth of the crooked-necked Gourd, from
t: I :ii!; to it, until they lay strewn upon tbe soil, big

.
..

,
I'uL Lurumg up their groat yellow rot-undities to

. '-.r I -.Miicy, something worth Uving for liad been done.
\ »,.!'; i-u:il and timgible cxiatonces, which the mind
lawthonie's Mossesfrom an Old Man^e.

PERMANENT PASTURE GRASS SEEDS and CLOVERS for ALL SOILS | FINE LAWN GRASS SEEDS for ALL SOILS

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE SEEDS for One Year's Supply (Carriage paid), 10s. ed., 15s. Gd., 21s., 30s., 424., G3s., 84s., an

COLLECTION of FLOWER SEEDS (post paid), 2s. 6(/., 3s. 6;^., 5s. 6rf., 7s. 6rf., 10s. 6d., 155., 21s., 30«., 42*., to lUos.

CoUection of Surplus Bulbs for 21s. ; Half, 10s. 6d.

20 LILIUMS assorted 1 30 GLADIOU assorted 1 300 ANEMONES, Double and Single, assorted | 300 RANUNCULUS, Tui-btui and Ptrs. u, assorted

INTERNATIONAL BOTANICAL AND HORTICULTURAL CONGRESS.
Those who intend to Exhibit Plants at the above grand gathering, should use STANDEN'S GARDENER'S and AMATEUR'S FRIEND MANURE, a Compound of

the richest fertilising Phosphates known. It promotes a healthy vigorous growth in plants, increases the size, and enriches the colour of the Ilowers, and greatly improves the

foUage. In all cases it should be laid on the surface (ky, and watered In, thus gradually and continuous!)' nourishing the plant and etiecting a considerable saving in labour.

No. 1 quality for Hard-wooded Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Fruit Trees, Rosea, Vegetables, and Lawns. Sample canisters, Is. and 2s. 6rf. ; and bags, 5s. 6d.j 10s. 6rf., & 21s.

No. 2 quality for Soft-wooded Plants and Bulbs. Sample canisters, Is. and 2s. Gd. ; and bags, 5s. Gd., 10s. 6d., and 21s.

27ie above valuable Manure can he procured from any resjpectahle Nurserymen or budsmcit.

THE FOLLOWING ARE A FEW OF THE AGENTS :—

I Low & Co., Upper Ciaptc

I
BocE, Coveut Uarden

For London :—
Mr. William Cdtbbsh, Biunet

,, Macintosu, Hammersmith
,, W, Hahneh. Cambei-well
„ Ansell, Camden Town

For the Provinces :—

,, S. May, Leeds

For the Provinces —
Mr. W, DiLLisTosE, Hedingham Essex

„ T. HoBBs, Landport
„ J. Scott, Yeovil, Somoraot
„ J. J. CuATER, Cambx'idge

„ Chaeles H. Dickson, M inctiLstti

Messrs. Smith & Son, Aberdeen
John Keahsley & Sons Leeds
Jaceson & Son, Kiiitston on IhameS

' DiOKsoN & BnowN, Mancheatei

Additional namei of AycnU mill le given from time to time.

BARR AND SUGUEN, SEED, PLANT, aud BULB MERCHANTS, 12, KING STREET, COVliNT GARDEN.
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NEW P LANTS F OR 1866.

B. S. WILLIAMS,
VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.,

HAS GREAT PLEASURE IN

OFFERING FOR THE FIRST TIME THE UNDERMENTIONED SPLENDID PLANTS.
Every care has been used iii the selection of the eeveral kinds, therefore he trusts they will give the highest satisfaction.

Azaleas.
The two following beautiful varieties will be found great acquisitions, and B. S. W. feela confident

that tbey must take flrst rank as eshibition plants, PRINCESS ALEXANDRA being raised from the
same parents as ElegantiS3ima, which has proved to be one of the best. The present varietv will be
found superior in qualitv, with much larger flowers, of a substance never before met with—the most
important feature for prolonging the flowering season. PRINCESS HELENA is recommended for Its
general mofulness. being a free bloomer and quite distinct in habit.

PRINCESS ALEXANT)RA.—A beautiful forraof Elega.ntissima, with flowers 3i inches across; petals
roundand smooth, of gi-eat substance, slightly otnped with deep crimson; a proftise bloomer. 31s. 6d.

PRINCESS HELENA.—Deep rosy pink, upper petals spotted with lake. The transparency of the
flowers causes it to be distinct from ail other kinds ; habit good and free. 21s.

Khododendrons

.

1 the Seedling productions of Mr. Bousie, late of Sto^e Park, and
s since at the Royal Horticultural Meetings, and received Certi-

s valuable additions for greenhouse decoration, being of free-flowering habit, a feature

ed with Edgworthii and Gibsonil ; a very QnDENISONII.-A SeedUng from Dalhousianum. ... __„ _., ___
variety, with splendid habit, well fumisbed with clean-lookmt; flattish elliptic leaves and large
campanulated flowers, pure white, with a lemon stain towards the base, very elegant, 21s.

McNABBII.—From ciliatura, crossed with Edgworth ii ; a very handsome plant, dwarfish in habit,
with smooth elliptic leaves, and beautiful large blush white flowers. 21s.

Achimene s.
Six beautiful varieties raised by Mr. Parsons, ofWelvnTi, and fai- in advance of any yet sent oat.

PINK PERFECTION the same size as Mauve Queen and equal in substance, while GRANDIS gives
the deepest violet shade ; all the others will be found equally distinct in their separate colours.
Received Certificates of Merit from the Floral Committee.

ADVANCE.—Flowers deep reddish purple, \yith a light spotted eye, shaded towards the margin,
quite distinct.

ARGUS.—Colour rich plum, large deep orange ©je, spotted with upper lobes of the flowers
beautifully rayed towards tne margin. 7s. Gd.

AURORA.—Flowers 2 inches across; colour rich heavy scarlet, with light yellow eye, very efl'ective.

7s. Gd,

GRANDIS.—Flowers deep violet colour, with a deep orange eve, finely spotted and shaded with
carmine. 7s. &d.

PINK PERFECTION.—Flowers very large, colour magenta rose; the upper part of the eye rich
carmine, the under lobes beautifully rayed with violet, very fine, 7s. dd.

STELLA.—Flowers 2i inches across, clear magenta, orange eye, spotted with carmine, nicely

Swainsonia magnifica.
Figured in the ** Floral Magazine."

A free-growing and free-flowering greenhouse climber; native of Australia; habit and character
partakes or both the Clianthus and Swainsouia ; while it has the robust and graceful-growing habit ot
the former, it produces more prominently the long pendent racemes of delicate bright-coloured pink
flowers of the latter, with a pure white centre in the upper petal or lobe. It ia well adapted for a cool
greenhouse, treated as a pot plant or planted out in a border for pillars or (rellis-work. ids. 6d.

Thunbergia fragrans.
B. S. W. believes this to be the most uselul plant he has ever had the plea.sure of offering, the

whole character being quite distinct to any other Thunbergia, and whether grown as a pot plant or
planted in the border for covering pillars and trellis-work it will be invaluable, being free in growth,
with ample foliage of a dark green, with groat substance. It continues flowerintr throughout the year,
but its principal period is during the winter months, a time when white flowers "are scarce. Although
grown iu a warm stove, it has never shown the least sign of red spider, a most important feature m this
class of plants. lOs. 6d.

Pelargoniums, Bedding.
The following six Zonale Geraniums were raised by Shirley Hibbord. Esq., the eminent Horticul-

turist. It is well known that this gentleman has for some years given his close attention to this class
of Bedding Plants, planting in his own expenmental garden every kind that has been raised, and care-
fully testing or proving their worth as regards habit and novelty by comparison, &c. He has already
raised several valuable kinds, but prior to this season none have been sent out under his name.
B. S. W, has prevailed upon Mr. Hlbberd to allow him to use his name. This will convince all that
they are each varieties of more than ordinary merit, and real novelties.

ANDREW MARVEL.—Leaves bright green, with broad brownish zone flowers, large, and of remark-
able substance and smoothness ; colour vermilion red ; a fine variety. 7s. 6d.

EVANGELINE.—Leaves rich green, with dark zone ; smooth circular flowers, colour French white,
shading to delicate rose blush, large globular trusses, very distinct and beautiful. 7s. Gd.

H. W. LONGFELLOW.—Flowers finely formed, colour deep salmon flesh with red centre, vrith
trusses large and globular ; leaves dark groon, with brown zone ; a very fine variety. 7s. 6d.

KATE ANDERSON.—Flowers average size and form, trusses globular, colour the most brilliant
shade of true scarlet ; blooming profusely, likely to prove the most etfective scarlet known ; Icives
deeply zoned. 7s. 6d.

MAGNA CHARTA —Flow
colour deep red; leaves pale green, with obscure

very large and smooth, top petals the a

—*h obscure zone. Ts. tM.
The above set for 4ys,

. the bottom t

Pelargonium Bosalie (Holland)
u^ltties of this variety consist of ireo and comp:The peculiar good qualities of this variety consist of free and compact habit of growth, with a

moderate supplv of rich salmon red flowers of great substance and excellent form; large trusses, welt
lumished with fiower buds, mounted on stout stalks, wellabovelthe foliage. 'For Winter Decoration it

will be found Invaluable. Received Certificates during the p3a.t seasOD for ita general usefulness. 7s. 0^.

A NEW GENERAL PLANT CATALOGUE
In preparation, and when ready will be fon\'arded to all previous Customers and Applicants.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

SPECIAL OFFER BY THE

LONDON SEED COMPANY, LIMITED,
TO

LARGE PURCHASERS OF FARM SEEDS.

The Directora beg to call particular attention to the following LIST of SEEDS, which can be had at the annexed prices, delivered Carriage Free, agreeably

to the Carriage Arrangements specified in the FARM SEED PRICE CURRENT, just published.

LONDON PURPLE-TOP SWEDE TURNIP
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Superb Double Hollyhocks.

"hater has a Inrgi^ Stnrk of fino healthy

Plants now ready, which ho can supply on liberal termi.

Soo Advortisement on other pago.
'" --.

-^^ NurseriCB, Saffron Walden.

Hollyhocks. Hollyhocks, Hollyhocks.

TO. PADMAN has a splendid stock of Autumu-struck
• Plants, now ready, 60s. per 100 ; price to the Trade on

application. Liat on application. SALVIA PATENS. 3.t. per doz.

;

UOs. per 100.

Proyldence Nursery, Boston Spa, Yorkshire

CAMELLIA BLOOMS and other choice Flowers for

Easter Decorations, and other purposes, on reasonable terms.

For particulars of which, apply to Lcoombe, Piwce, & Co., Exeter

Nursery, St. Thomas, Exeter.

Chrysanthemums.
First Pricks Stoke Newingtok a:»d Gu'iLnnALi., 1865.

ADAM FORSYTH begs to inform the Public that he
in now sending out his larpe COLLECTION of CHRYSAN-

THEMUMS, at 6s. per dozen, Including Attraction, Eve. Golden

Ball, Golden Dr. Brock, Hercules, King of Denmark. Lady Carey,

Mr. Brunlees, Mr. Wyness. Mrs. Raines, Pink Pearl, Pnnce of Wales,

Sam Weller, Venus, Virgin Queen. &c.
CATALOGUES for one stamp.

Brunswick Nurserj', Stoke Newington. N.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM can now send, post free for six postage

stamps, Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties. 36 pages,

including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his NEW and PRICED
DESCHfPTlVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS,
No. 7

%* Part II. (Exotic Ferns) will be issued as early as possible.

Foot's Cray Nursery, S.E.

RICHARD SMITH'S SEED CATALOGUE contains

a Calendar of Time for Sowing, particulars of Collections with

Prices, Directions for Cropping well and economically. Soil, Manure,
Depth, Distance, Season, Hardmess, Duration, Form, Height,

Rir , Seed Merchant, Worcester.

wAmerican Plants, New Hardy Rhododendrons.
""ATERER AND GODFREY'S PRICED and

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS,
exhibited in the Horticultural Gardens, South Kensington, free

application. This Catalogue fairly describes the Rhododendrons
--"- —owing, as well as some new and very b—' i-i-'t-

iheir possession, and now for the first ti

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

Hardy Scarlet Rhododendrons.
JOHN WATERER'S CATALOGUE of HARDY

SCARLET and other CHOICE RHODODENDRONS aa annually
displayed in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, can now be
had on application.

It contains faithful descriptions of all the Tarieties really worthy of
cultivation, as well as a selection of HARDY CONIFERS, with

heights and prices, with ORNAMENTAL EVERGREENS, FOREST
TREES, 4c.

The An . Bagnhot. Surrey.

Hardy Scarlet and other Choice Named
Rhododendrons.

WH. ROGERS, Rt'd Lodge Kursen,-, Southampt.
• can offer a splendid assortment of the above, strong bushy

plants. £10 per 100 ; or selected, 308. per dozen.
A DETAILED CATALOGUE may be had on appllcitlon.

also of a very fine General Stock, extending over 60 acros.

E.
Fruiting Vines.

G, HENDERSON and SON offer the above, with
splendid Canes ol wull-maturod growth, with prominent

Lire to give a heavy crop of fniit, 109. 6fi. each.
LIST of SORTS sent on application.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

To the Trade.
EXTRA fine Dwarf-trained APRICOTS, PEACHES,

PEARS, PLUMS, and CHERRIES.
Extra fine STANDARD PEARS. CHERRIES. PLUMS, &c.

GRAPE VINES, ORCHARD HOUSE TREES, Fruiting or other-

wise. List of sorts on application.

JoHi* Cranston, Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

W VIRGO AND SON having a surplus stock of the
• undermentioned FRUIT, FOREST, and other TREES, can

offer them at a very reduced price,

Standard and Dwarf Apples
Standard and Dwarf Poan

Birch, 2 to 3 and 4 feet

Spanish Chestnut, 2 to 3 feet

Withy. 3 to 4 and 6 feet

Alder, 2 to 3 feet
Larch Fir, 2 to 3 feet
^ruce Fir, 18 inches, 2 and 3 feet
Berberis Aquifolium, 1 foot

„ duJcis, 2 feet
Portugal Laurel, 2 feet

Also a large quantity of Trees fit for belting.

To the Trade.—Overstock, verv Cheap.
QTANDARD-TRAINED ROYAL GEORGE PEACH,O DWARF-TRAINED ROYAL GEORGE and other soi-ts.

CHERRIES, dwarf trained, in great variety, as May Duke,
Waterloo, Werder's Early Black. Bigaireau, Adam's Crown, Belle

d'Orleans, Knight's Early Black, &c.
PLUMS, dwarf trained, in great variety, as Cox's Emperor, Bryan-

stone, Green Gage, Drap d'Or, St. Martm's, Quetsche. Angelino
Burdette, Orleans, Ac.
CHERRIES, standards, m variety, as May Duke, Elton, Bowyer's

Early Heart, Black Heart, Belle d'Orleans. Florence, &c.

PEARS, pyramids on Quince, Louise Bonne. Glou Morceau,
Mar^chal do la Cour, Bergamotte d'Esperen, and White Doyenn6.
MAIDEN PEACHES, NECT.VRINE.S, and APRICOTS;

THE LADY, a SEEDLING STRAWBERRY, raised

by Mr. UNDeRHiLL, who was tho originator of Sir Harry.
Plunts are now ready to be sent out m lots of not less than 2f>.

All applications must bo accompanied by a post-offlce order, on
Birmingham, postage stamps, or cash, to receive attention.

Prices of The Lady Strawberry Plant : — 100, £5 ; T6, £4 bs. ;

50, £3 0«. ; 20, £1 10».

Plants m Potc, not loss than 10, at 2s. each, package included.

The above scale of prices will be slightly changed in August. 1866.

price Is. Address,

ASTER.—GERMAN ASTER, the finest Strain in the
klDgdom.—Was awarded tho First Prize at tho Brighton and

Sussex Horticultural Show (open to all England), in 1864 ana 1866,

and wherever exhibited in ISefi, Packets, Is. 6d. each.
J. Jenminqs, Seed Establishment, New Street, Shipston-on-Stour,

Notice.
R. VEITCH begs to intimate that he has now
associated in PARTNERSHIP with himself, his two Sons, Mr.

JOHN GOULD, and Mr. HARRY JAMES VEITCH. Tho Business
M

Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea. S.W.

Mr. Ricn lUir ,, Sir Harry's Road, Edgbaston. Birminghai

To the Trade.
CUPRKSSDS LAWSONIANA SEED (true), of excel-

lent quality, and warranted crop of present season. Price,

postage paid, 55. 2rf. per oz. ; 32i. per half lb. ; eos. per lb. nett. From
unknown Correspondents a remittance must accompany order.

WHOLESALE CATALOGUES of GENERAL NURSERY
STOCK can be had on application to

Tnos. Cbipps, Nurseryman, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

TO BE SOLD, for Cash, 2500 DAHLIAS, best out. in
pot roots, containing the leading kinds of 1864, 25. 3d. per dozen,

12«. 6rf. per 100 ; also 200 Old Stools, in excellent health, 4s. Gd. per
dozen, or 33a. per 100.

' -GUE oft
ppllcatiOE
J. C. Padmaw, Boston Spa, near Tndcastcr.

RASPBERRIES.—Comwell's Seedling:, V2s. per 100;
Cutbush's Pnnce of Wales, 16s. : Sclater's Semper Fidelis, £1

;

Carter's Prolific, IDs. ; Red Prolific, 85. ; Double Bearing, 8s. ; Evans's
White. lOs.

STRAWBERRIES.—British Queen, Admiral Dundas, Sir Charles
Napier, Eleanor, Oscar, Rifleman. Mvatt's Eliza, Keen's Seedling,

Prince of Wales. Black Prince, 2s. per 100, or 16s. per 1000.

Strong GOOSEBERRIES and CURRANTS, 16s. to £1 per 100.

ASPARAGUS, 2 years, 2s. 6rf. ; 3 yeais, 35. ; 4 years, 4s. per 100.

Ronr-HT, late Geo. Cornwell & Co., opposite Red Lion. Bamet, N.

AN TED, a quantity of Small Seedlmp;
WELLINGTONIA. CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA,

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA. and other rare CONIFERiE.
Send List and prioo per lOti and 1000, stating height.

Address, Watsok, care of Barr&Sugden, 12, King St., Covent Garden.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SPRING
EXHIBITION, March 17.

LIST of AWARDS.
12 HYACINTHS. (Amateurs.)

Ist, Mr. W. Young, Gr. to R. Barclay. Esq., West Hill, Highpate
2d, Mr. G. Wheeler, Gr. to Sir F. H. Goldsmid. Bart., Regent'B Park
3d, Mrs. L. Young, 6, Blenheim Terrace, Kentish Town

12 HYACINTHS. (Nurserymen.)

l8t, Mr. W. Paul, Walthani Cross

2d, Mr. G. DavicB, Liverpool

6 NEW HYACINTHS.
1st, Mr. W. Paul I

2d, Mr. G. Young. Gr.

18 TULIPS.
1st. Mr. W. Paul

I
2d. Mr. W. Young, Gr.

6 CAMELLIAS. (Nmserymen.)
iBt, Messrs. J. & C. Lee, Hammersmith
2d, Mr. W. Bull, Kmg's Road, Chelsea

12 CAMELLIAS, Cut Blooms. (Amateurs

J

1st, Mr. T. Todman, Gr. to R. Hudson, Esq., Clapham Common
2d, Mr. T. Trussler, Gr. to D. J. Kay, Esq.. Hoddosdon, Herts
3d, Mr. W, Young. Gr.

12 CAMELLIAS, Cut Blooms. (Nurserymen.)
Ist, Messrs, J. &, C. Lee

2d, Mr. J. Wig^ina. Gr. to W. Beck, Esq., Worton Cottage, Isleworth

3d, Mr. G. Wheeler, Gr.

12 CHINESE PRIMROSES.
1st, Mr. T. Todman, Gr. |

2d. Mr. G. Wheeler, Gr.

6 FOLIAGE and FLOWERING PLANTS.
1st, Mr. B. S. Williams, Nurseryman, Holtoway
2d, Messrs. J. & C. Leo
3d, Mr. G. Wheeler, Gr.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Silver Medal to Messrs. Paul ft Son for Collection of Roses inPots

Small Bronze Medal to Mr. W. Paul for Collection of Narcissus

Small Bronze Medal to Mr. W. Young, Gr., for Collection of

Hyacinths
NEW PLANTS.

First-class Certificate of Merit to Messrs. E. G. Henderson, for

Primula sinensis Mrs. Eyre Crabbe
Ditto, to Messrs, E. G. Henderson, for Primula sinensis Stewart!

Ditto, to Mr. W. Bull, for Selaginella Martensii albo-variegata

Ditto, to Mr. W. Bull, for Bignonia argyrfea violascens

Ditto, to Mr. W. Bull, for Pandanus ornatus
Ditto, to Mr. W. Bull, for Dammara Moorel

N E W PLANT
AUBRIETIA CAMPBELLI (effective spring flower).

FUCHSIA BANKS'S BEAUTY.
VERONICA FRUTICOSA GLAUCA.

For description of the above see E. G. He
AUTUMN CATALOGUE, forwarded post free.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

To the Trade only.

JOHN KEARSLEY and SONS, Nurserymen, Leeds,
offer as below, all very fine healthy stuff:—

Choice named CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, per 100 pairs, 60s.
;

do. Mixed, 26s.

DAHLIAS, choice varieties, pot roots, 16s, per 100.

PANSIES, choice varieties, 16s. per 100.

PHLOXBS, Herbaceous, choice. 18s. per 100.

RASPBERRIES, FASTOLFF, True, 5s.

Dwarf-trained APRICOTS, 21s. per dozen.
PEACHES. 24.^. per dozen.

Primula, Calceolaria, &c.

WM. CUTBUSU AND SON are now sending out
SEED of their superb PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA,

which has for many years given great satisfaction.

The Oardtners' Chronicle of the 6th of January, in Notices to
Correspondents, says :

— •' The blooms sent are remarkably fine,

richly coloured, full, and densely (ringed; they are evidently the
produce of a cai)ital strain."
The Journal of Horticulture of the 23d of January, says that:—

" The finest and richest coloured Chinese Primulas we have yet seen
are those raised by Messrs. Cutbush &, Son."

.Scaled packets 2s. (id. and 35. 6c2. each,
CALCEOLARIA (James*).-This is the finest herbaceous variety

extant. Per packet 2s. 6rf. and 38. 6rf. each.
CINERARIA, from finest named varieties. Per packet 2s- 6rf. and

3a. Gd. each. Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

Fine Grass Seeds for Cricket Grounds,
BOWLING GREENS, or CROQUET GROUNDS.

SUTTON AND SONS ran supply suitable kinds of the
_ finest-growing GRASSES and CLOVERS for the above pur-

poses, at Is. 3rf per lb., 24s. per bushel.
ScTTON & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

New Lucerne Seed (Luzerne de Provence).
SUTTON AND SONS have just imported a very fine

rarcol of NEW LUCERNE SEED, which they can offer at Is.

per lb., or cheaper by the cwt. (Sow 20 lb. per acre In drills.)

Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

COCKSFOOT GRASS (DACTYLIS GLOMERATA)
This highly nutritive Grass is Included In all Messrs. Sdtt(

MEADOW MIXTURES, or may be purchased separately at a very

f & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

Box Edging.

SRS. JAMES VEITCH and SONS are in want
I quantity of BOX EDGING. It must be dwarf and good,
nted to plant at least three yards for one.
having any to ofler may send One Yard as saniple, carriage

paid to London, to be forwarded by Parcels Delivery. The price lo

M^^

New and Choice Flower Seeds.

JOHN AND CHARLES LEE, Seedsmen to the Queen,
O offer the following choice FLOWER SEEDS (free by post), at

the following pnces per packet :—

Auricula, choice mixed .. Is. Orf.

Cineraria from named flow. 2

Gloxinia, choice mixed .. 1

Heartsease, choice mixed 1

Hollyhock, Lee's Superb.

.

Aucuba japonlca Seed.

JOHN AND CHARLES LEE beg to offer

WELi.-RiPENEn BERRIES of AUCUBA JAPONICA,
impregnated with the best Male varieties. These Seeds wilt

produce a large prorortlon of Male Pla-ms, by which the

Ditto, to Mr. B. S. Williams, for Calanthe Turneri.

Messrs. F. & A. Smith, for

Li:ihs HdKTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—THIRD
ANNITAL GHEAT FLORAL FETE and GRAND GALA, on

WEDNESDAY and THURSDA"i' June 6 and 7. Prizes £400.

AUTUMN EXHIBITION of FRUIT and CUT FLOWERS, on
September 7 and 8. 18C6. Prizes, ONE HUNDRED GUINEAS.
The North-Eastern, Great Northern, Lancashire and Yorkshire,

Midland, and London and Nnrth-Westem Railway Companies will

convoy PUiuts, Flowers, and Fruits at ordinary rates t^ the Show,
and return them free if they remain the property of the Exhibitor.

The Committee undertake to receive boxes of Fruit and Cut
Flowers for Exhibition. All Fruit and Cut Flowers so sent will bo
carefully unpackedand exhibited, and the followingmomingretumed
to Exhibitors, or as specially directed. Schedules and forms of entry
will be forwarded on application.

Jaues Birdeck. Secretary, Shakespere Street, Burmantoft. Leeds,

HORTICULTURAL DINNER. — At a Meeting of
Gentlemen Interested In Horticulture, held at Anderton's

Hotel, Fleet Street, E.G., on Thursday, March 22, Mr. William
Paul In tho Chair,

It was Resolved. — " That a PUBLIC HORTICULTURAL
DINNER take place in London on THURSDAY, May 24 (during the
week to be occupied by the International Horticultural Exhibition),

with the wishes of a large number of London Hortl-

Tickets, Includmgv

SATURDAY, MARCH 24, 1866.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENStlING WEEK,
loological
Royal 1
South Kc'n§ington

LEE'S CAMELLIA-FLOWEEED BALSAMS, in
colloctionB of nine fine distinct colours, 2s. 6d. A Stand of

this beautiful strain of Balsams was awarded a Fli^st-class Certificate

at the Roval Horticultural Society's Meeting, on August 12, 1866.

Aucuba japonlca, loaded wlili Bngbt Bed Berrlea.

JOHN AND CHARLES LEE, Seedsmen to the
QoEKN. invito inspection of their large Stock of magnificent

SCAKLET-BERRIED AUCtIBA.S, which they believe to be
unrivalled for extent, perfection of torm, and coloiu-ing. The
Berried Aucubas are valuable for Table Decoration, for which

purpose they may bo hired at 10s, &d. per night.

Plants may be purchased at £3 3s., £4 4.. and £5 6s. each; and
Ripe Seeds, producing innumerable varieties, at 2s. each, or

18s. per dozen. The Trade supplied on liberal terms.

Royal Vineyard Nm-sery and Seed Establishment, Hammersmith,

Leavino the lawj'ors to deal vnth the legal

questions involved "in Mr. AuousTUS Smcth's

recent raid upon Lord Bkownlow's iron fencing,

we need not he.sitate to express our sympathy

with Mr. Smith's object, whatever may be said

of the means he took to effect it. Up to within

comparatively a few years London was begii't with

a chain of Beeezy Commons, which afforded

fresh air, pleasant scenery, and a host of attrac-

tions to the denizens of our smoke-begrimed

metropolis. What greater boon to members

of the working classes of aU denominations, than

tho means of sweetening the toils of labour, by an
occasional ramble in the woodland glades of

Epping, or tho heathy' dells of Wimbledon ? We
do not merely allude to those to whom such

resorts had special attractions—the butterfly

catchers, the beetle hunters, tho Orchid lovers ;

wo have not speci.ally in view the joys of the

botanical student when ho alighted upon tho

fringed Sundew, the Sweet Flag, or other rarities
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•wHch Wimblpdon did afford before the days of

waterworks and rifle volunteers. These are classes

for •whose delectation it is possible, in a measure
at least, to provide, even if oiu' meti'opolitan

forests and commons are absorbed. Thanks to

excursion trains and museums, the'wants of these

enthusiasts may be partly supplied; and their

zeal, as well as love for their favourite pursuit will

overcome not a few difficulties. It is possible

to gather the Drone Orchis on Folkestone

Downs, to scoop out a glittering ammonite from
the gault near the same town, and to return home
laden with spoils from the coral rag, in little less

time, and with little more necessai-y expenditirre,

than once it took to gather the Butterfly Orchis

at Epping, or the Narthecium at Putney Heath.

The amiable folk therefore whose intense delight

in their pursuit is of itself a sufficient recompense
for the difficulties of following it, are not so much
to be pitied in these days of encroachment, as are

the less gifted denizens of our towns, who, with

as keen a sense of enjoyment at finding them-
selves freed from the depressing effects of grimy
London sti'eets, crowded workshops, and pestilent

habitations, have not the same all-absorbing

passion for the details of natural history. Such
persons revel in the sense of liberty they feel

when let loose from their employ, they enjoy the

pure air, the wide expanse, the ample prospect.

Who can fully estimate the benefits, material and
moral, from such opportunities of converse with
beauteous, health-giving Nature ? Who can fairly

estimate the mischief that vrill be done if, now
that each subiu-b has become in itself a town of

large magnitude, the few open spaces that we
still have are not left fi'ee from encroachment ?

Do our pastors and masters, and those in

authority over us, imagine that in couT,se of

time, as the railways and warehouses drive more
and more of the popiilation from the centi'al

parts to the outskirts, that Finsbivry Square nill

become a common, Moorfields again justify its

name, and lively squirrels gambol on the ti-ees

in St. John's Wood ? It would almost seem as

if the authorities did think so. On the question

of right on the part of the public to continue to

enjoy as their own what has been practically theirs

for centuries, we have nothing to say, but we do
say that it will be an act of blundering, stupid

cruelty to the next generation if steps be not

speedily taken to preserve these open spaces, and
to render them as inviolable as are oiu' parks.

On moral and sanitary grounds, nay even on the

score of economy, we earnestly hope that the

recommendations of the Select Committee
appointe'd to consider the subject may be acted

on, and that the necessary steps may be taken to
" preserve the commions and open spaces within

the meti'opolitan area."

Mk. G. F. Wilson kindly placed in our hands
a few days since specimens of a little Snaix,

which was living at the expense of his young
Cucumber plants. We at once saw its resem-
blance to Bulimus GroodaUii, a West Indian
species, which has for many years abounded in

the pineries of a nursery at Bristol, where it lives

mostly at the bottom of the pots where they are

plungedin the tan, aswe oui'selves have witnessed,

but never preys upon the roots. The specimens
were, however, so much larger than usual, that

we did not like to trust to our own memory, and
therefore submitted them to Mi-. J. GwTif
Jeffreys, who tells us that they differ in no
respect from the Bristol species, except in size.

He was surprised indeed to hear of their attack-

ingthe Cucumberplants, as the species is generally

supposed to be carnivorous. There are, how-
ever, many well-authenticated cases of allied

molluscs being occasionally carnivorous, as well

as herbivorous. Ltstee reports a case in which
the common large garden snail partially devoured

a black slug, and we have ourselves seen

instances of species when shut up in a box with-

out food attacking each other. Some of the

transparent snails referred to the genus Zonites,

one of which is sometimes found in cellars,

appear to be omnivorous ; and this seems to be

the case with the large cellar slug, which eats

lard or other animal substances when it cannot

find vegetables.

There is, however, a mollusc which occurs

occasionally about London, belonging to the

genus Testacella, and resembling a slug

externally, except that it has a little shell near

the end of the foot, which appears to be entirely

carnivorous. It burrows in earth, following the

worms in their course, or occasionally piercing

laterally into their holes, and will devour one
almost as largo as itself. It never appears above

groimd except at night, which is the best time to

look for it. When once it has fairly seized on its

victim it is quite helpless, notwithstanding the
bristles on its rings and its violent struggles; as

the tongue of the Testacella is armed with hooked
teeth, which effectually prevent its escape. When
the Testacella has gorged its prey it lies quite

dormant Uko a Boa after taking its food, and if

the worm was too large to be devoured at once,

when the portion which it has swallowed is

digested, it will often swallow the remainder.
It is occasionally found abundantly about London
and Bristol, but is not very generally diffused,

though from its subteiTaneous habits it may
often escape notice. M. J. B.

The calUng into existence of local effort in

behalf of the Inteenational HoKTicnLTtm-iL
Exhibition has been attended with considerable

success, for already the following influential com-
mittees are in active operation :—For Lincolnshire :

Hon. Sec. Mr. D. Lumsden, the Gardens, Bloxholm
Hall ; for Bristol : Hon. Sec. Mr. James E. Gara-
WAY, Durdham Down Nm-seiy ; for Oxford : Hon.
Sec. Mr. W. H. Baxter, Curator of the Botanic
Gardens ; for Warrington : Hon. Sec. Mr. W. Bishop,
the Gardens, Bewsey Hall ; for Nottingham : Hon.
Sec. Mr. E. J. Lowe, F.L.S., Beeston ; for Derby :

Hon. 8ec. Mr. E. Cooling, Mileash Nurseries ; for

Leamington : Hon. Sec. Mr. John H, Hawlet,
Brunswick School ; for Hereford : Hon. Sec. Mr. N.
Wykn, Midland Bank ; for Hertford : Hon. Sec. Mr.
E. E, Francis, the Nurseries \ and for Doncaster :

Hon. Sec. Mr. James Tindall, the Gardens,
Sprotbro' Hall. In Scotland three of these local

committees are actively at^work, viz., Glasgow and
the AVest of Scotland : Hon. Sec. Mr. Jajies Ander-
son, Meadow Bank, Uddingstone ; Elgin and the
North of Scotland : Hon. Sec. Mr. John Webster,
The Gardens, Gordon Castle ; and Kel-so and the
South of Scotland ; Hon. Sec, Mr. W. Mein (Messrs.
Stuart & Mein), Kelso. In Ireland two influential

Committees have been formed, viz., Dublin, of which
the Eight Hon. the Lord Mayor is Chairman

;

and Belfast, at which the Eight Hon. Lord LupGAN
is Chairman, and Mr. W. Hooker Ferguson is

Hon. Secretary.

In the following places Honorary Local Secretaries

have kindly volunteered to act :—Chelmsford ;

EoBT. Warner, Esq. ; Manchester : Mr. John
Sh.\w ; Taunton : Mr. R. H. PoY-NTER ; Ascot

:

Mr. John Standish ; Chester : Mr. Arthur
Dickson (of F. & A. Dickson & Sons) ; Bradford :

Mr. W. Dean ; Ipswich : Mr. T. Blair, the Gardens,
Shnibland Park ; Coventry : Mr. W. Miller, the
Gardens, Combe Abbey ; Eedditch : Mr. .John
Gould ; Leicester : Mr. W. Penn Cox ; Huntingdon

:

Mr. John Ingram, the Nurseries, Huntingdon

;

Chepstow : Mr. John Pillinger, the Nurseries,

Chepstow ; and Jersey : Mr. C. B. Saunders,
CiEsarean Nm-series, St. Saviour's.

As evidence of the success of organisation

of this kind we may mention that the fol-

lowing sums have aheady been announced
by the Secretaries of the places named :

—

Glasgow and West of Scotland, 127?. o.«. ; Doncaster,

Ml. i<s.; Bristol, 18?. lS.s-. ; Ascot, \il. 14.s-. ; War-
rington, 24?. 3.t. ; Chehnstord, G3Z. ; Coventry,
2Cd. 5.5.; Mtmchester, ml. lO.?. ; Oxford, hi. 5s.:

Derby, 2U. ^s. ; Belfast, 36/. Ihs. j Hertford, Wl. 10.?.

;

Elgia and North of Scotland, 25/. 4.<!.

The v.arious Horticultural Societies scattered

through the country might, we think, have assisted

the movement more zealously than they have done,

and with advantage to their members, for the

privileges of admission thus secured might have been
distributed amongst them or given as rewards to the
most deserving supporters. The Glasgow and West
of Scotland Horticultural Society has set an excellent

example of this kind by subscribing 25/., and many
others, we doubt not, would also find it advantageous
to subscribe.

The following Programme, relating to the

Botanical Congress which is to be held in connec-
tion with the International Horticidtural Exhibition,

has been issued, and we earnestly hope that aU classes

of botanists and horticulturists wUl do their best to

render the meeting agreeable to their foreign guests.

Englishmen are not likely to be wanting in

hospitality, nor wiU those who were present at the

two preceding Congresses re.adily forget the kindness
shown them on those occasions, or omit to do what
they can to show their appreciation of it ;

—

"The object sought to be obtained in the establish-

ment of a Congress in connection with the

International Horticultural Exhibition, is, to recipro-

cate as f.ar as pos,sible the courtesy and hospitality

sho^Ti to British botanists and horticulturists by
their continental brethren at all times, and specially

on the occasion of the two preceding Congresses at

Brussels and Amsterdam respectively. In this

manner the Committee hope not only to promote and
extend mutual feelings of cordiality and good wUl,

but also to render service to Botany and Horticul-

tirre, by bringing into more intimate communication
than has hitherto been done in this coimtry, the

students of the one, and the practitioners of the

other, to the advantage of both. With these views
the Committee have arr,anged that there shall be
held two meetings of the Congress. The first to take
place on Wednesday, May 23d, at 11 A.JI., when
Professor AlpHonse de Candolle will read an
inaugural address, copies of which vdll be circulated

at the meeting in the English, French, and German
languages. Other papers on matters relating to

Botany and Horticulture (of which a SyUabus or

abstract will be prepared anddistributed),wUl be read,

.and discussion invited thereon. The second meeting
of the Congress will be held on Thursday, May 24th,

at 11 A.M. The meetings wUl beheld, by permission
of the Lords of the Committee of Council on Eduear-

tion, in the Raphael Cartoon Room at South
Kensington Museum.
" Papershave already been promised by the following

gentlemen :—Mr. J. E. Howard, Dr.' F. Mueller,
Profe.ssor E. MoREEN, Professor Lecoq, Mr. W. G.
Smith, Dr. Seemann, Dr. Masters, M. Van HiillE,
Mr. TuFFEN West, Dr. Moore, Mr. A. G. More,
Dr. Schultz Bipontinus, Dr. Schultz Schultzen-
stein, Mr. W. Bull, Mr. B. Clarke, Mr. Jambs
Anderson, Meadowbank, &c.

" In addition to the morning meetings of the Con-
gress, there will be a grand banquet at the Guildhall

on May 22d, to which a large number of eminent
Botanists .and Horticulturists and delegates from
Foreign Governments and Societies have been
invited as guests. Arrangements are also being
made for holding two Conversazioni, one on the
evening of Wednesday, May 2.'!d, the other on
Friday, May 25th. The meetings of the Congress
will be free to all visitors provided with tickets, to

be had on application to the Secretary. Invited

guests will receive a card of admission to the

Exhibition, the Banquet, the Conversazioni, and the

meetings of Congress. .Subscribers will also receive

certain privileges according to the amoimt of their

,sub.scriptions. Gentlemen wishing to take part in

the proceedings of the Congress are requested to

communicate without delay with the Honorary
Secretai-y ; and it is es|occially requested that those

who intend to read papers on the occasion should

send the titles of such papers (together with short

abstracts of them) to the Secretary before the 28th

of April.
" A volume of Proceedings will probably be pub-

lished subsequently to the meetings.
" The Committee will endeavour to arrange with

the several Railway Companies so as to secure a
reduction in the cost of transit of passengers and of

objects for exhibition ; and visitors from the Conti-

nent are reminded that during TOiitsim week
unusual facilities will be afforded in the way of low
fares by the English Railway Companies.

" Further particulars as to IHiture arrangements,
and notice of any modification of the present

scheme, will be published when requisite. In the

meantime, intending visitors desirous of fuller

information on matters relating to the Congress are

requested to apply to the Congress Secretary j and
on matters connected with other Departments of the

Exhibition, to either of the Secretaries, Mr. Thomas
Moore, F.L.S.. or Dr. Hogg, F.L.S., at the Office,

1 , William Street, Lowndes Square, London, S.W.

Maxn-ell T. Masters, M.D., F.L.S., Hon. Secretary,

Bofayiical Congresa, March, 1866."

A meeting of gentlemen connected with
Horticidture, convened by circular, was held at

Anderton's Hotel, Fleet Street, on the 22d inst., Mr.

W. Paul in the chair, to consider the propriety of

holding a pubUc Horticultural Dinner in May
next, during the week fixed for the holding of the

International Horticidtural Exhibition. Among those

present were Messrs. C. Lee, T. Rivers, S. Hibbeed,
B. S. Williams, T. F. Wilding, C. Edmonds,
D. Cunningham, and Dr. Hogg. Letters'were also

received from several gentlemen regretting their

inability to be present, but expressing their cordial

concmTCnce in the proposed dinner. It was unani-

mously agreed : That a public dinner, as proposed,

should take place on Thursday, the 24th of May next,

theplaoeand timeto behereaftersettled. That the cost

of such dinner should be fixed at 10s. iSd. per head,

including wine. That the dinner should be publicly

annoimced by advertisement in the principal garden-

ing papers ; and that the following gentlemen should

constitute a Sub-Committee to make the necessary

arrangements, viz., Mr. CHARLES Lee, Chairman ;

Messrs. B. S. Williams, C. Edmonds, T. F. Wilding,
G. F. Meston, and Mr. R. Dean, Honorary Secretary.

As affording to horticulturists visiting London at the

time of the Exhibition, an opportunity of meeting

each other in a genial way, we regard this proposi-

tion as well-timed and appropriate.

New Plants.

3.50. TRICHOCENTRUM CORNUCOPIiE, Lmd. i?' Rcllh.fil.

Aff. T. purpureo: labelln pandurato retuso emargiiifito_ disco

aubvchitino carinLs geminis velutino a basi versus discum
tridciitatis, colunmie brevis auribus dolabriformibus lobatis

serr.atis.

Sepala et petala oblongo-ligiilata acuta TindiUa. Labellum

cuno.ato-panduratmn disco crassum. Calcar currum apicu-

latum albidura. Columna luteo-alba purpureo-punctulata.

A new little epiphyte, introduced from " Southern

America" by Director Linden. It is a botanical
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curiosity, very interesting for botanical gardenn,

but of no value for amateurs. We have named it

" cornuoopifB," in allusion to its neatly curved spur,

but might asjustly have called it " T. oomu miseria;,"

in alh°sion to its poor looks. The flowers are of a

greenish-white colour. II. G. Sx-lih.fil.

EXTRACTS FROM THE JOURNAL
OF Me. John Gould Yeitch,

DURING A TRIP TO THE AUSTRALIAN COLONIES

AND THE SOUTH SEA ISLANDS.

(CriM'mval fnmi pwgt 243.)

Aiirimt IS, 18r,.->. Tlte Ken- BelirUJc^ Gmip.—\\e
are now fairly in Melanesia, and amongst the dark-

coloured, woolly-headed Papuan races. Almost all

traces of civilisation have been left behind, for as

yet missionaries have made but little progress

amongst the Papuans. The inhabitants of the New
Hebrides are looked upon as being peculiarly savage.

They are almost aU cannibals, and many of their

heathenish practices are most revolting. The old

men are killed as soon as they become a burden,

and few women live out their days. It is also a

common practice to kill female children. The

greatest hostility exists between the different tribes,

often between neighbouring villages. The weapons,

as in Polynesia, are spears, clubs, and bows and

arrows ; many of the latter are poisoned. No one

goes abroad unarmed. All these causes account for

the rapid decrease in the population of the

Melanesian Islands which is going on. The

people of the New Hebrides are in every

respect lower than any we had yet seen, being

small and decrepid, aiid living in mere hovels

Their only occupation is the planting of a few

Tams, Arums, and Bananas to supply themselves

with food. They can scarcely be said to wear any

clothing. The men seem brave, but the women
are shy, and hide themselves on the least approach of

a white man. The Melanesian languages diiTer

altogether from those cf Polynesia; the latter all

emanate from one common stock, each groiip

having its peculiar dialect ; while those of Melanesia

are endless, each island having its own Language, and

in some cases several ; I heard of one where six

different languages are spoken. Bishop Patterson,

tbe Melanesian Missionai-y Bishop, has already dis-

covered 40 distinct languages. All this makes
European intercourse with these people diffionlt.

The New Hebrides are of volcanic origin, moun-
tainous, and very picturesque. At Tanna there is a

volcano still active. The mean temperature is from
78" to 80". They doubtless present a rich botanical

field, and it is much to be regretted that one cannot

travel safely through them.
All of them abound with Sandal-wood of the

be.st quality. The vegetables are much the same

as those of the eastern islands. Fruit is scanty

;

Bananas and the Papaw Apple (Carica Papaya) may
be said to be all. The timber is small ; it is even

difficult to find trees large enough to make good-sized

canoes. The Cocoa-nut and Bread-fruit abound

throughout all. We called at four islands of this

group, viz., Aneiteum, Tanna, Erromango, and Fate,

or Sandwich Island

finest of the group ; it is 35 mUes long, possessing

two of the best harbours that we had seen since

leaving Sychiey. The natives are a finer race than

those of the Southern Islands, but equally savage.

Most of the men cut large holes in their ear lobes, in

which they put shell and Bamboo ornaments ; they

also weax tortoiseshell nose-rings. I was allowed on

shore for three or four hours only, during which

time a native chief was retained on board as a

guarantee for my safety. The natives treated
_
me

very well ; .several of them accompaaiied me into

the woods a»d carried my collecting ca.ses. I saw

but very little of the island, and found only one oi

two interesting plants—a pretty Elieocarpus and

Bcehmeria. Varieties of Oanna indica are perfect

weeds.
jH^K.rf 22, 186."). Banks' Inland.—We proceeded

here to meet the Bishop of Melanesia, who had

promised to accompany us to the Solomon Group.

Bishop Patterson speaks many of the Melanesian

languages ; ivithout his guidance we could scai-oely

have landed on any of the northern islands. Banks'

Island is the head-quarters of the Melanesian

Mission. The natives, although far from being

Christians, are quiet, and treat white men civilly ;

they are quite naked, and their dwelling-places

scarcely deserve the name of sheds. The island is

excessively mihealthy ; it is said to be a rare thing

for two days to pass without rain. I spent a day on

shore. Everything bore signs of extreme moisture ;

during a walk of five or six hours, we had to cross

five streams, or swamps, some of them up to our arm-

pits. I am told that all the level land is similar to

this. Taro (Arum) seems to be almost the only

food. During my short walk I noticed five distinct

Palms, numerous Ferns and Mosses, but no Orchids ;

a fine Dracajna, in the way of terminalis, with half

the foliage white ; several kinds of Coleus, terrestrial

and parasitical Aroids in great variety, two or three

species of Croton, several of Pandanns (some growing

30 feet high), and .5 or 6 varieties of Chinese Hibiscus,

Beautiful specimens of Barringtonia speciosa and

CalophyUum Inophyllum were scattered along the

sea-beach ; the trunks of the former are generally

covered with parasites.

(To be CoHtlmitd.)

Jiiritriini rises to an elevation of 2800 feet. The
pnpnl.ntion scarcely exceeds 2000. The vegetation is

j

the Deodar,
., , .

v

«
most luxui-iant, aid veiy different from that of the

I

more stately and beautiful than a llou

eastern islands. I consider Aneiteum a rich botanical and healthy specimen of it^? '^nd wli^at^ bette

field, and one likely to produce many ornamental ' ^
plants which would be highly valued in European

gardens. Mr. M'Gillivray found 100 Ferns. I met
with six or eight beautiful new Crotons, two new
Palms, .several pretty terrestrial Orchids, some distinct

Dracronas, a red-foliaged Musa, several Aroids and
Pandanns, some with pretty variegated foliage.

Parasites arc very common. Had time permitted, I

might doubtless have found more, but as we only

just touched at these places it was dificult to form
large collections.'

we anchored in Port Resolution. No

TREATMENT OF CONIFERS,

It has frequently been a matter of speculation to

me to know what becomes of all the young Conifers

which are being constantly advertised iu your Paper,

and also of those to be seen growing in nurseries.

Why, if only one-half for instance, of the WeUing-

touia seeds which have passed through Mr. Stevens'

hands since that fine tree was first introduced are

now alive and growing, a forest might be created

which in time would rival even those of Northern

California itself. But where are all these (I may
say) millions of young Wellingtonias to be found f

How seldom do we hear of or see one growing well

and healthily. The same may also be said of one oi-

two other choice Conifers : take for example that

noble plant the Araucaria imbricata—who is there

who can point to 20 thriving specimerLS (out of

nurseries) which he remembers to have seen f

So, again, -n-ith that truly magnificent tree

and what, let me ask, can bfe

than a flourishing

_ _ _
calcu-

lated to enhance the beauty of our fine old English

parks ? Quick-growing, and hardy, and by no means

particular as to soil, it will soon, when properly

planted and treated, form an object of admiration to

every beholder. Yet, comparatively speaking, how
seldom do we see any of these trees doing well. On the

other hand, who cannot bring to mind innnmerable

specimens ofthem presenting a small , stai-ved, stunted,

miserable aspect ; and when the owner's attention is

drawn to them, he replies, "Oh ! my soil don't suit

them "—'tis either too dry or too wet, something or

,^u ..„„,„,. „>, ..„„..„.™ — » „.- -.- another. Let me ask why is this ? Doubtless there

one could land. A missionary was driven from the
\
are differences between our climate and that of the

island some three months since, and lost all his
[

respective native countries from which these trees

property. The Commodore demanded satisfaction of come, that may influence, either for good or evil,

the nat'ivfes, which being refused, the villages were \
their after development or ultimate timber value ;

shelled, and the houses, crops, and canoes destroyed. ! but that there is in many parts of England no real

After this lesson the chiefs sued for peace, "and climatic influences which can prevent their healthy

promised to respect white men in future. It was I growth is clearly demonstrated by the vigour and

very tantaUsing to be obliged to remain on board ship
|

beauty which they exhibit in such places as Elvaston

two days, in sight of a magnificent island teeming
with vegetation, without being able to land.

Erromavgo was not much better, for the natives

openly avow their hatred to white men, and
some time since killed and ate the resident

missionary and his wife. It was on this island that

the Rev. Mr. Williams, the founder of Polynesian

Missions, was murdered. I got on shore for a few
hours, and walked a mile or two along the banks of

a good-sized river, the largest we had seen since

leaving Sydney. The vegetation of this island is not

very luxuriant. The greater portion is open grassy

country. It produces beautiful Sandal-wood (San-

talum Freycinetianum). I found some pretty

Eranthemums, Amaranthuses, and Crotonsduringmy
ramble ; but my time being short. I saw scarcely

anything of the place.

Fair, or Sanflirirh Ma nil, is in my opinion the

Castle or Dropmore. One of the principal causes of

iU health in Conifers is doubtless the practice of

either keeping them altogether in pots in nurseries,

or what is worse, selling plants from the open

ground, which, when planted Out in the nursery,

were turned out of pots, having been kept in them

for years without their roots being spread out

natural manner. Under the circumstances fir.st

mentioned, it the plant is young and the planter has

the courage, ho may, with time, patience, and

dexterity, disentangle and spread out the roots

when planting, and then, if circumstances, such

as time of year, and suitableness of weather,

are in his favour, the plant may live, and

ultimately do well ; but in the latter case his chance

is hopeless—he had better keep his money in his

pocket, for even if such a plant should grow for a

tew years, it is certain sooner — ^-'— '" "" i^i"-™
later to be blot

down. An evergreen tree, like a Conifer, feathered

to the ground with branches, mu.st, it badly rooted,

some day yield to the storm, and as regards nourish-

ment, the roots as they increa.se in bulk and become

woody from being coiled and twisted, strangle and

kill each other, and fail from sheer want of capability

to supply the plant with food ; it may, therefore,

starve in the midst of plenty.

Nearly 20 years of hard-earned experience and

much bitter disappointment have impressed the

truth just alluded to firmly on my mind. In 18.il,

being in London, I visited a nursery not tar from

town for the purpose of purchasing a specimen

Araucaria imbricata. I had been a customer there

previously, and I was further attracted by the pro-

prietor advertising that his plants were grown in the

open ground, and were free from the evils attending

pot culture. I was shown what was called the five-

guinea quarter, and was told, as I had been a

customer, and had nearly 300 miles of carriage to

pay upon my purchase (fcr I was then living m
Durham) that I might select any plant there for

four guineas. I chose one to all appearance as

healthy and robust as I could desire. It was sent

me, and arrived safely ; it was carefully planted,

staked, watered, and protected for the first two

winters. It grew pretty well for two or three years,

but one Christmas day, after a very stormy night,

my gardener came to tell me that my Araucaria

had been blown down, and that it was almost out of

the ground. I told him to set it up again and secure

it in its place as well as he could until the spring,

when I determined either to kill or cure it. Upon
examination I found that it had not only been in a

pot, but that it had been potted three times, and that

without even so much as removing the crocks and

potsherds which had been used in the usual way for

drainage. We found the roots hopelessly coiled,

twisted, and pot^bonnd. I did what I could, and had

as many of the roots as was possible pulled out,

disentangled, shortened to a clean cut where injured,

and spread out in a natural position. The plant grew,

and I have no doubt that it it had been in a more

favoured portion of the country it would in time

have made a ti-ee, but the climate of Durham is too

cold and too smoky for Conifers, and the very

exceptionally cold winter of 1860-1861 killed it.

I can also quote a similar instance which has

occurred to me in my present residence. When I

purchased this .small place I did my best to form a

collection of Conifers. The climate, soil, and situa-

tion are all most favourable to them, and generally

I have found that they do exceedingly well with me.

On one occasion I was planting a Deodar, sold to me
as a " tubbed " plant, the tub being more correctly

speaking a crate, through the open bars ot which the

roots were supposed to spread. Great stress was laid

upon this supposition, and a proportionally high

price was asked. In planting, the ball of earth was

accidentally broken, and I found that I had only got

after all a pot-bound plant. It had evidently been

for years in a pot before being "tubbed," and when
this operation was performed on it. not a root had

been disturbed. It had simply been tui-ned out of

its pot, put into the tub or crate, and the latter put

into the ground. Since I have been here, now six

years, I have lost from the same cause from ISto

20 plants ot Cupressus macrocai-pa, each measuring

as many feet in height.

Let planters and purchasers of Conifers allow

me to as.suTe them that the very first and strongest

reason why so few healthy plants are to be seen is that

nine out of ten ai-e pot-bonnd when planted. I

have in my own mind no doubt that half if not all

the " Fungus " we hear so much of as destroying

so many plants, arises primarily from this cause ;
the

roots strangle and kill each other as they giw, and

the dead portions encourage the growth of F™gus.

Why should not our choice Conifers do as well and

grow as quicklv as common Spruces, Larches, Scotch

and Silver Firs ?—simply because the former are kept

in pots, the latter are raised and reared m the open

ground. , ,

Nurserymen are, however, not the only persons m
fault in reference to unhealthy Conifers. Let them do

ever so justly and honestly by their plants, unless

equal justice is done them by the purchaser after

they leave the nursery, failure must still be the

result. There are many ways of planting: we

plant a tree one way, a gate-post another
;
we

might to make a wide distinction between the

two though I hear many adopt the latter fashion

with re-'ard to trees. How can a plant grow under

such cfrcumstances ? Many men thmk nothing

of giving a guinea or more for a plant, but begrudge

a quarter ot one to prepare a proper place for it.

The best season for planting all Evergreens, and

especially Conifers, is the months of August and Sep-

tember. The place in which they are to grow, it they

are intended to form single specimens, .should be tho-

roughly prepared by trenching and digging to the full

depth of the natural soil, and in extent at least from

H to l.i feet in diameter, keeping the surface soil on

the top, but also well breaking up the subsoil to the

depth of from 18 inches to 2 feet ;
moreover, if the

situation is at all damp and the soil retentive, it

must be thoroughly drained. I am not an advocate

tor adding fresh soil except in cases where the
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natural soil is exceptionally poor ; then of course a
few cartloads of good soimd sweet loam and the
same quantity of charred vegetable refuse may with
advantage be incorjiorated with the natural soil of
the place, and the tree carefully planted in the
midiUe. staked, well-watered, shaded from the sun,
and syringed overhead once or twice a day for two
months, or imtil there is fear of frost. Of course
the syringing may be omitted on days when it rains,

and in addition I woidd if practicable shelter the
plant for the first winter ; and I can think of nothing
better for this purjjose than what are called in thii

neighbourhood wreath hurdles, or in some part;

of the country wattle hurdles. These being sei

on end and fastened to stakes will effectually

shelter any plant up to say 5 feet in height,
and may be removed in spring as soon as the
growing season has set in, when, if the weather
is dry, or rather imless it is very wet, the plant
should have two or three good soakings of water.
A plant right at the roots and so treated will amply
repay in a very few years the little extra trouble
which may have been expended upon it.

In conclusion, let me recapitulate that a poW)ound
condition is the worst in which a plant can be ; that
because a tree is seen growing in the open ground, it by
no means follows that the evil does not exist ; and
that when a healthy plant right at the roots is

obtained, it must be carefully and properly planted
and tended. C. F. P., Hie Gnniqi-, Klnqstnn, near
Tuiintm.

TABLE DECORATIONS.
In bygone days the characteristics of a pleasant

dinner were good food, good wine, and good society ;

but, though these are stiU LndLspensable, we uow-a-
days want something more. The solid joints which
delighted our grandfathers have not such charms for
us

; heavy port and luscious brown sherry are looked
upon in the same way as curious coins are when
contrasted with current ones ; in both food and
wine our taste is now for lightness and variety. In
all this we are disposed to see an advance in civilisa-
tion, Inasmuch as not only is the palate more
educated, but the eye also takes greater part- than
formerly in the thorough enjoyment of a social
meal. The delicately-flavoured made-dishes and
sweets, which constitute the chief part of a dinner,
are aiTanged and ornamented in a manner which, by
giving pleasure to the eye, increases the satisfaction
with which the palate appreciates them. The
variety of these which are now served could not be
offered as hot as they should be, if they were all
placed upon the table, as in olden time, when a dozen
enormous silver dish-covers were regarded as
indispensable

; audit is this banishment of the dishes
of meat from under the nases of the guests which
has afforded an opportunity for the arrangement of
fruit, flowers, and other ornamental objects.

It is an old saying, and no less true than old, that
a well-dressed man will pass muster everywhere

;

by which is meant that, if his clothes are neither in
advance of nor behind the fashion of the day, and
if there be nothing to specially attract the eye "in the
fit or coloiu- of his garments, he will not be exposed
to the critical remarks of others. But this is not
all. The best-dressed man in Hyde Park in the
afternoon, would not be considered so if he wore the
same costume at a b,all in the evening, or in the
hunting-field on the following day. When, therefore,
we speak of a weU-dressed man, we refer to one
whose attire is suitable to the occasion.

Let us proceed to apply this to dinner-table decora-
tion, and to remark upon the much-disputed question
of what constitutes a weU-dressed dinner-table.
There can be but little doubt th.at a very large

majority of table decorators regard their occupation
as the art of grouping the greatest possible quantity
of fruit and flowers in the most showy manner. We
presume to differ with them on this matter, and to
regard table decoration as worthy of beino- treated
as a branch of the fine arts.

If eating and drinking were the sole object of a
diuner-party, it is obvious that the presence of
flowers would be superfluous. But inasmuch as the
real object is social enjoyment, and not merely
" taking in coals to keep up the steam " (as our
Amei-ican cousins expressively phrase it), it becomes
imperative that nothing should in any way interfere
with conversation, or be offensive to the eye or nose.
Now, obstructions to view, and consequent inter-

ference with conversation, between any two persons
sitting at a table, are amongst the most frequent of
what we venture to call offences against good taste.
On a recent occasion we were entertained most
luxuriously by a wealthy neighbour. It was a party
of 14, all pleasant people ; the table was a long one,
bearing in its centre a massive epergne, raised upon
a stand, and crowned with a very heavy basin of
very heavy flowers. On either side of this centre-piece
were two very handsome silver wine-coolers, each
contammg a grand plant of Adiantum cuneatum in
a No. 16 flower-pot. Two better grown plants probably
were not often seen, and very proud of them was their
worthy owner. But little did he think'of the annoy-
ance which they and the epergne were inflicting
upon his friends, for while he, from his presidential

'

chair, could see and converse with every one but his

better half , without swaying either to the right or to the
left, his guests were literally divided into two dinner
parties by a wall of solid silver. We confess to our
chagrin at seeing a charming creature taking her
seat opposite to ours and disappearing from view for

a couple of hours—"though lost to sight, to memory
dear ;

" and we leave our readers to conceive the

amoimt of satisfaction with which we heard the

merry laugh and repartee of our " superior moiety,'"

without being able to see with whom she was con-
versing. •
With but few exceptions, there .shoidd never be,

in our judgment, anything to interrupt the view
across a dinner-table. The line of sight may be said

to range from the height of 1.5 to 20 inches above
the table. Low dishes or stands of fruit or flowers

should therefore never exceed 1.5 inches in height,

while vases and other tall ornaments should have
slender stems, and none of their contents should

droop or hang over to a lower point than 20 inches

from the table. The line of sight will thus be free,

and the general conversation be uninterrupted—by
inanimate objects at leai^t.

In thiis dictatorially laying down the law for the

implicit preser\'ation of the line of sight, we would
not be misunderstood by its being supposed that we
should approve of any arrangement which would
render these lines of height, viz., 1.5 and 20 inches

from the table, markedly noticeable. As little should

we speak approvingly of the head of hair which had
been cut with the aid of an inverted slop-basin.

While this space must be left open, it is both unne-
cessary and undesirable that its margins shoidd be
observable ; and further, it is a relief to the eye,

without causing any obstruction to the view, that;

this open space should be here and there varied
by delicate climbers, drooping from the taller vases.

For this purpose we know of nothing so lovely as

the young branches of the Climbing Fern (Lygodium
scandens) ; next to which come the Selaginellje,

Cissus discolor, Virginian Creeper, and similar

graceful foliage. In the same way the stringent

regulations laid down, enforcing the preservation of

the lower line of 15 inches, ra.ay be agreeably relaxed
to the extent of the occasional peeping up of a spike

or blade of Grass, or a spray of Gleichenia, or some
other elegant and delicate Fern. In .short, the range
of sight may be intersected by fine stems and
delicate foliage to any extent short of interruption
or confusion of view.
Such an arrangement being suitable to the

purpose for which a dinner party is given, would go
thus far towards being pronounced a well-dressed

table ; while the decorations of our friend with the
magnificent wine-coolers (which ought to have
found a place on the side-board, or anywhere but
on the table) were a mistake—nay, more, they were
a nuis,ance. T.

Home Correspondence.
Iioo}wriiK,~l have lately seen several suggestions

in your columns relative to establishing a rookery,
but none which I think so good as the following ;

—

As soon as the young rooks are nearly fledged, apply
to the owner of the nearest rookery, and if he %vill

give permission, cut the branches on which the
nests are fixed, and take the branches, nests, .and

birds to the trees where it is wished to form the
rookery, and fasten them with strong cords ; the old
birds will follow them, and feed them as though
they had never been moved, and you may depend
upon the young birds building there the following
season. I have seen this answer for a distance of

24 miles. B. C. fStreUfij, Oaltenlhorpe, Alfriion.
Bird-feeding Treef.— This expression, used by

" J. Sm., Kew " (see p. 245), in relating the story of
an Arbor-vitas growing on a brick wall, induces me
to ask of him, or of any other of the staff at Kew, the
favour of a hst of Tew, Elder, and other bird-feeding
trees, not exactly growing on walls, but in ordinary
situations. My principal object is to ascertain what
resources may be available here in the south, for

supplying the food of black game, compared with the
profusely fruiting Service and Mountain Ash berries
of the north. I think, also, that the general question
of wild or other bird-fruit would form an interesting
and far more extensive chapter than may be generally
surmised. For instance. I have myself become aware
that the berries of the Cotoneaster microphyUa have
afforded sustenance to many small birds this winter ;

and, keeping primarily in view the list of winter-
fruiting shrubs, suitable for acclimatising in our
wilds of Dorset, Wilts, Hants, &c., and thus sustain-
ing black game amongst us, I should feel indebted
to any of your correspondents for the results, and at
the same time for their observations on the bird-
feeding products of this countiy. U". Wallace Fnfe.
Dorset, March 19.

Propagaticn of MJwdodendronf;.—Your answer to a
correspondent (see p. 224) respecting the propagation
of Figs, has induced me to send you the following
fact ;— About 12 months ago I cut down some
Rhododendrons (ponticum) ; in one of the plants I

discovered what I considered to be an old bird's-

nest, the shape of which was almost perfect ; on
examination, however, I found that it was not the

|

original nest, but a bimdle of fibres emitted from the
surrounding branches. I afterwards found another
old nest in precisely the same condition ; both were
6 feet or more above the soil. I cut off the
branches just below the "nests," and planted them

;

they are now healthy plants, with flower buds on
them. Could not some such plan, therefore, as you
recommend for the propagation of Figs, be practised
in reference to raising quickly large plants of the
better and scarcer kinds of Rhododendron ? And
woidd it not, if found practicable, save much of the
disappointment which is now experienced in the
case of grafted plants ? For after the plants have
acquired a good size, we often find that the graft
suddenly dies down to its point of union with the
stock. Hij. mils Fiv/.i, Penryn.

jVetfle Spinach.—Having read your remarks on
Water-cresses (see p. 103), may I beg to direct
attention to another vegetable which Nature has
given us in equal abundance—I allude to the Nettle,
which I have eaten as a substitute for Spinach. The
fresh young leaves are stripped off the stalks and
boiled in the same manner as Spinach, from which
they differ only in not possessing an equally good
flavour. B. B. C.

Figxfor Small Gardens.—Your correspondent Mr.
Simpson (see p. 244), seems to have forgotten that
he lives near the sea, so favourable to the growth of
the Fig tree. It he would make a tour round the
southern coast of England he would find large
standard Fig trees common enough. At Tarring,
near Worthing, are some very old and Large. No
such trees can be found in inland districts, although
wall Fig trees are often found of large size. There
is indeed no certain method of grooving Figs in the
interior of the country, unless against walls or under
glass. Half-standards or bushes in the open borders
would probably bear and do well, if we had regularly
such summers and winters as the last, but I need not
say how rare such seasons are. In winters such as
we generally experience, every fruit on a half-

standard Fig in the open ground in inland counties
would be killed, unless the tree were taken up and
housed. T. R.

Aihittus glandtilosa.—Is there any true morpho-
logical relation between the samarEe or winged
fruit of this, and the little gland imbedded in
the margin of the leaflets ? The outward resem-
blance is somewhat striking, G. [There is certainly a
close resemblance between the gland on the margin
of these leaves, and a rudimentary ovule on the margin
of a caqjcl. Has our correspondent examined these
glands microscopically ?]

Gardeners' Wages.—Your correspondent of last

week has fallen into an error respecting the length of
time the wages of 1 as. per week have been paid to
gardeners in the employ of W. Rollisson & Sons, of
Tooting. On reference to the books I find that 1.5».

per week has been paid for over 60 years. I may
also state that the wages paid to gardeners on con-
tracts of new work, are considerably higher. U". G. C.

The (.'hisyeieh Trial of Peas.—In the Royal Horti-
cultural Society's Report on their trial of Peas,
published in the Gardeners' (7iroiiieleoi February 24,

I find amongst other varieties my Pea figuring with
a character most contrary to that which myself and
every one else have represented it to possess. *' Essex
Rival could not be distinguished from the ordinary
Early Frame.'* How is this to be accounted for,

when not a particle of similarity exi.sts between the
two i The seeds for trial, which are represented as

having been obtained from their original sources,

were not in this case supplied by me : hence I

apprehend the error, which has caused no little dis-

satisfaction, and, moreover, leads to remarks such as
are made by "F.R.H.S." against testimonialised

subjects generally. I beg to inform " F.R.H.S.," whose
allusions imdoubtedly refer to Essex Rival, that ere I

suffered my Pea to go before the public, I sub-

mitted it indiscriminately for trial and cultivation,

not knowing whither it went ; but after the season

was over, I found it had been in the hands of men
of great practical experience, whose high honour
and integrity would not have allowed them to

represent '* anything" approaching to fraud or dis-

honesty. Being myself an amateur only in horticul-

tural pursuits, I knew of no other plan whereby
to convince the public that this Pea was worthy
their patronage, than by submitting testimonials of

the most genuine character ; and I have not adopted
any measure .or language calculated to " puff " an
article which I am now more than satisfied is highly
appreciated by the pubUc. Thos. Elf;/, Sihle,

JIedi7}gham.

Bale Ghool. — Can any of your correspondents

tell me what is the name of a Jasmine-Uke plant,

known in India by the local name of Bale Ghool, or

Bale plant ? B. Goodbold.

Foreign Correspondence.
Jamaica Botanic Garden.—The following are

extracts from Mr. Wilson's last report on this

Garden, as presented to the Governor of the Island :

—

" I again embrace the opportunity of bringing to

your notice a number of plants in this department
commercially or economically valuable, taken but
little or no advantage of by the general public.
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i refer to the Sarsaparilla, Vanilla, Cinnamon,

Nutmeg, Guinea Pepper, Long- Pepper, the African

Palm-oil Plant (Elffiis gTiineensis), dye-woods, coir,

and a variety of fibre-producing plants, in value

fromliW.to280Z, (?)per ton, constitutionally adapted

for a diversity of soils and climate, from the arid

sands to the humidity of the higher mountains.

The products of these plants are sources of wealth in

other parts of the tropics, and ought to produce cor-

responding results here, where they are found to

luxuriate without culture. I may instance the plant

which produces the Palm-oil (Elaais guineensis) of

Western Africa, now yielding to that continent a

source of wealth equal to that of the slave trade in

its best days. This Palm, unlike the Cocoa-nut, will

thrive inland, where it is frequently found,

having been dispersed by the John Crows, who feast

on the oleaginous pulp enveloping the seeds.

Dye-woods deserve special notice. The Sappan
realises three times as great a price as Logwood,
while its growth is matured in half the time, with

but little choice of locaUty. The Camwood is the

most valuable of all dye-woods, but requires more
attention in establishing it. The market price ranges

from 23?. to SOL per ton. The only known habitat

of this plant is Sierra Leone. I have 300 of these

plants on hand for distribution. The Nutmeg and
Cinnamon have been freely distributed tor years

past, and have arrived at seed-bearing maturity. The
Sarsaparilla. for which there is an increasing demand,
would repay culture handsomely in waste lands of a

loose friable nature. But however valuable the

cultivation of these plants may be found elsewhere,

they will only be so here in proportion to the

industry and intelligence of the community making
use of them. It is not to be supposed that adults

will take to the cultivation of plants they are com-
parative strangers to. but they may be speedily and
successfully brought into notice and culture through
the agency of reformatory, industrial, and parochial

schools throughout the island ; such employment,
combined with moral and religious training, wmild
tend to establish habits of industry and forethought
in the rising generation, resulting in healthy and
profitable employment in after Ufe, conferring last-

ing benefits on the country.
" The Cinchona plants continue to thrive vigo-

rou-sly ; and in October last, one of the plants of

Cinchona succirubra (red bark), produced flowers,

being then three years and six months old (from
the time it was planted) and every succeeding
year will rapidly increase the fructification of these

trees, as the climate they are in appears to be as

favourable for their development as can be desired ;

and this, as it would appear, and which has been
tested, depends as much on a climate generally moist,

and where no protracted periods of dry weather
occur, as it does on altitude. I find it stated that in

Ecuador the red bark plants have been foimd growing
at 1000 feet altitude, and at 3000 feet, where the
climate is very moist, they arrive at the greatest

perfection. The grey or Penivian barks require

5000 to 71X10 feet to arrive at perfection. The progress

of these trees in Jamaica will be better \mderstood
by giving their present dimensions of growth, which
are as follows :—Cinchona siiccirubra measures in

height 10 feet inches, and in circumference of stem
at base, 10 inches, having 24 primary branches.

Cinchona nitida : height of tree, H feet 6 inches ;

circumference of stem at base, 7 inches, with
17 primary branches. Cinchona micrantha :

height of plant 9 feet inches ; circumfer-

ence of stem at base, (»4 inches, with 14

primary branches. The above statement is an
index of how these plants may be expected to

thrive here, and to arrive at maturity in a climate
suited to their constitution : and I have proved by
experience that a generally moist one is equally as

suitable for them as altitude, more particularly so

where no protracted periods of dry weather occur.

These plants may now be increased successfully by
cuttings, in the hands of an experienced propagator,
in a congenial climate ; but I must remark that the
increase of a general collection of plants by cuttings
is an art with which but few horticulturists

are thoroughly conversant, and on which will

depend future results."

Royal Horticultural : March 20.—Lord H. G.

Lennox, M.P., in the chair. Afterthe election of 21 new
members and the affiliation of 7 Societies, including
the Royal Horticultural of Ireland, the usual
announcement of awards and of donations was made,
and the Rev. M.J. Berkeley offered a few remarks on
the different subjects exhibited. After alluding to a
fusion of the spikes of Odontoglossum hystrix, similar

to that which sometimes occurs in Asparagus, he
adverted to a fine specimen of the Lizard Orchis, con-
cerning which he had received a communication from
Mr. G. C. Oxenden. Attention was then directed to a
new double-flowered variety of Fern-leaved Primula
from Messrs. Windebank & King.sbury, of South-
ampton. Mr. Berkeley then alluded to certain
anomalies in the structure of Primulas, in con-

nection with which he stated that a perfect

flower of Clarkia elegans had been observed by

himself gi'owiug from the side of a petal. Sonchus
platylepis, a plant of which was shown by Mr.
Wilson Saunders, was stated to be infested with
Orobanche minor, which defied aU attempts at dis-

placement. If, therefore, it was remarked, cultivators

were made acquainted with the plants on which such
parasites thrive best, as in this case, the extreme
difficulties attending their gro^vth under artificial

treatment would be greatly diminished. A specimen
of Chloranthus inconspicuus was exhibited, and
it was mentioned that its flowers are used by the
Chinese for flavouring tea. Dammara Moorei.
a tree from New Caledonia, received attention, as

did also a section of a pendulous branch of Pinus
Lambertiana, cut from a tree recently felled in the
Society's Garden at Chiswick. In this the wood on
the lower side, measuring from the pith to the outside,

was 8.J inches in thickness, while that on the upper side,

measuring from similar points, was only1 ^ inch. The
greater deposit of woody matter on the lower side it

was stated might be partly accounted for by gravita-

tion, but there were other conditions of structure

which were probably attributable to some other
cause, such as the preponderance of branches on the
lower side. A Uttle West Indian Mollusc that had been
found to be injurious to vegetation, both at Wey-
bridge and Bristol, then occupied attention. Of this

an account will be found in another column.
While speaking of the white variety of Cucurbita
melanosperma, it was mentioned that M. Naudin had
found that Cucurbit at Paris to be perennial, while
further south it produced hard stems, lasting for years,

and extending many yards in length. The difficulty

of growing certain kinds of Cucurbits was stated

to be an interesting point in the theory of

horticulture ; for although London was nearly as

warm in the summer time as Paris, yet Cucurbits
succeeded better at the last-named place than about
London. It was conjectured that light played as

important a part in their cultivation as heat.

Mr. Bateman then directed attention to the most
attractive object in the room, viz., the Amherstia
nobiUs, after saying a few words about the Orchids
and one or two other plants that were exhibited.

The poisonous qualities of Andromeda floribunda, a
well-known ornamental shrub from the Himalayas,
were alluded to in the cohxmyin oi t\ie Agricultiirnl

Giizetti' last week (see p. 2.)5). Two years

ago Mr. Bateman ha<l his suspicions ai'oused

as to its being poisonous, by a goat which had eaten

of it having been taken, as it were, in an epileptic

fit ; more recently, however, all doubts that may
have existed on the subject were dispelled by two
cows belonging to a farmer in Cheshire, which
had eaten some withered branches of it, being
seized apparently by rinderpest. Of these, one
died, the other recovered. Care must therefore

be taken to keep cattle out of the reach of this

shrub, whether in the shape of dead branches or in

a living state. Concerning Orchids, it was men-
tioned in reference to Odontoglossum radiatum of

Professor Reichenbach, and O. hy.strix of Mr.
Bateman, that these two names must, it was feared,

for the future be extinguished, as the two supposed
new species just mentioned do not appear to be

specifically different from the O. luteo-purpureum of

Lindley, a fine specimen of which was shown by
Messrs. Backhouse In illustration of the diffi-

culties which sun'ound the correct determination of

species when first introduced, a weakly example of

Dendrobium lutecium, with one flower on it, from a
small plant just imported at Kew, and a fully

flowered spike of the same plant from the excellent

collection of Orchids at Meadow Bank under the

care of Mr. Anderson, were produced. From the

last-named collection there was also sent a pure white
variety of Lycaste Skinneri ; and specimens of

Epidendrum rhizophonim, Lajlia flava, and other

Orchids, to which allusion was made. A weakly
plant of Odontoglossum AlexandrEe, with a few
flowers on it, was shown by Mr. Robson, gr. to

G. Cooper, Esq. ; but Mr. Bateman stated that on a
plant belonging to Mr. Patterson, of Glasgow, he had
seen as many as seven blo.ssoms on one spike. The
name Bluntii, as in the case of the Odontoglos.sums
mentioned above, must, it was stated, be disso-

ciated from the plant which bore it. An example
of the well-known Dendrobium speciosum was
furnished by Mr. BuUer, of Strete Raleigh, Exeter,

who stated that he hiid flowered it in a warm green-

house in which Pelargoniums are kept. The
only secret in regard to its successful cultivation

was, he said, not to shade it, but on the contrary to

let it have as much light as possible. Mr. Biiller

stated that at Kew he had seen D. Hillii, and he ooidd
detect no difference between that and speciosum.
The last was, however, found among rocks, whereas
Hillii grows on trees. In reference to D. macro-
phyllum, a plant of which was shown, Mr. Bate-
man took occasion to remark that the so-called

D. Dayanum of our gardens was none other than
the tnie D. anosmimi of Lindley, and that the

plants which had of late years usurped the latter

name were nothing but varieties of D. macro-
phyllum. From Mr. Marshall came what was called

Dendrobium thyrsiflorum, probabl.v a form of D.

densiflorum ; and from Mr. Wilson Saunders
came PleurothaUis dichroa, a plan* more re-

markable for singidarity of structure than
for real beauty. As regards Orchids that last
long in bloom, Mr. Bateman said that a plant of
Angrsecum eburneum, which had been in flower
before Christmas, was only just beginning to show
indications of being on the wane. With a judicious
selection, therefore. Orchids might easily be had in
flower the whole year round.

The history of the discovery of Amherstia nobilis
by Dr. Wallich in Burmah was then related. Of the
glorious inflorescence of that rare stove tree, a fine

bunch was fiuniished by Mr. TapUn, gr. to the Duke
of Devonshire at Chatsworth, under whose care it

has flowered. The specimens were also accompa-
nied by a statement of his mode of treatment,
which was not read to the meeting, but will
be published in the Proceedings of the Society.

Little was advanced in reference to this plant
different from what has already appeared in our
columns ; but in speaking of its first introduction to
Chatsworth, Mr. Bateman said that it was nearly
killed by having been put into a tub, the wood of
which had been kyanised. Owing to this accident,
although the Duke of Devonshire was the first to
introduce the plant, yet to Mrs. La^vrence, of Ealing
Park, belonged the honour of having first flowered
it, a full account of which has also been given in our
volume for 1849 (p. 191)). After the meeting, the
blossoms of it shown on this occasion were presented
to Lady Hay Williams, formerly Lady Amherst, who.
together with Lord Amherst, accompanied Wallich
to the spot in Burmah where the Amherstia was
discovered. The glorious representative of the
house of Devonshire, viz., Cavendishia, it was
observed had not yet been introduced ; and a hope
was expressed that the present Duke might furnish
an arm long enough and strong enough to bring this

desidei-atum to our shores.

March 20 {Floral Cummittec).—From Mr. Wm.
Paul came a collection of Roses, in which were
Dr. Lindley, Glory of Waltham, Elizabeth Vigneron,
and Black Prince, the last a fine deep velvety
crimson, to which a First-class Certificate was
awarded. Similar awards were also made to the
same grower for the Hyacinths named Vunxbaak,
Sir Henry Havelock, and Bird of Paradise, already

described by us. The last, although somewhat
like Ida in colour, is nevertheless an improvement
on that variety in point of substance and breadth of

petal, and is, doubtless, the best of all yellow
Hyacinths hitherto introduced. Mr. Toombs, gr. to

W. S. Roots, Esq., furnished a double-blossomed
compact free-flowering variety of Primula filicifolia,

called rubra plena, a real acquisition, to which a
First-class Certificate w.as awarded. Messrs. Winde-
bank & Kingsbury, Southampton, also contributed

a group of Chinese Primulas, in which P. sinensis

alba gigantea, P. s. magniflca, purplish crimson,
and P. s. filicifolia rubra, a very fine salmon [rose-

coloured sort, all received First-class Certificates.

From Mr. Bull came the large and fine collec-

tion of plants, previously shown by him, and
among Camellias from the same establishment, was
a small rosy-flowered kind, called Emilia Lechi,

to which a Second-class Certificate was awarded.
A Fir.st-class Certificate was also awarded to the

same nurseryman for Dammara Moorei. mentioned
above. Mr. Robson, gr. to G. Cooper, Esq., received

a similar award for the variety of Dendrobium
densiflorum called thyrsiflorum, a kind with white
sepals and petals and orange lip ; as did also Mr.
Wilson, gr. to W. Marshall, Esq., of Enfield, for a
much finer plant. Handsome cut blooms of Camellia
eximia were shown by Mr. Brown, gr. to W. Alston,

Esq., of Elmdon Hall, near Birmingham. Messrs.-

Osbom had a yellow - blossomed Sinningia ; and
Mr. Willcock, gr. to Dr. Pattison, St. John's Wood,
a collection of Orchids, in which were Cattleya

pallida, Lycaste Skinneri, Dendrobium chrysotoxum,

and Oncidium sarcodes. A rosy pink double-flowered

variety of Chinese Primula named Distinction came
from Mr. Sheppard, of Bedford. In a collection of

plants from Mr. Wilson Saunders came Nicotiana

wigandioides, a stately variety of Tobacco, with large

handsome leaves and loose branching panicles of

creamy yellow flowers ; the Sonchus and PleurothaUis

adverted to above, the fragrant Maxillaria picta, and
one or two other plants. The Nicotiana looked as if

it might make a handsome plant for out-door decora-

tion in summer. Mr. Buller furnished the Dendro-

bium speciosum mentioned above, which had two
fine spikes of flowers on it, and showed evidence of

having had several more ; and D. aggregatum, from
hills in Moulmein. Mr. Robson had, moreover,

Odontoglossum gloriosum and Cervantesii, the last

remarkable for its beautiful concentric markings.

Wistaria sinensis in the shape of a little standard,

covered mth flowers, was shown in a pot, from the

Society's Garden at Chiswick.

March 20 {Fruit Committee).—The only fruit

exhibited on this occasion consisted of specimens of

Lady Downes', Black Alicante, and Muscat of

Alexandria Grapes from Mr. Tillyard, gr. to J. Kelk,

Esq., in an admirable state of preservati'on. The
Committee reported that on tasting them their

flavour was found equal to their appearance. These
deservedly received a Special Certificate.

March 11 (Weekly Mow).—Collections of bulbous fLints were
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funiisbod by Mr. W. Paul aud Mr. George Macintosh, of Ham-
mersuiitla. to whom prizes were awarded in the order in which

the names stand. The latter also had a collection of 12 miscel-

laneous plants. Mr. Bartlett, Mi-. Greeves, and Messrs. Lucking
supplied collections of bulbous and other plants, for which
extra prizes and certificates were given.

Royal Botanic: March 17 (First Spring S!i",r) in m -i

respects this was a coxmterpart of the exhibition ! i i

Keusiugton on the 1.5th inst., a full report of wlii> l

i

;
.
m.

at jj. 245. In addition, to the magnificent r.
i

.
i

Hyacinths reproduced on this occasion ''- "^'i. ^^
<'

'

Mr. Davies contributed from the neighl >
'

'
I

group in which were well-gi'own au^l .
n :

axamples of Von Schiller, Ida, Gi-and Lil.t^, >i >
-il ' - 1-

-

Dickens, Laurens Koster, Grootvoorst, (..i,vibt..ui .i. AUi ^>..ilic.

Due de Malakoff. Madame Van der Houp, Muut BUu^, ^ind

Sultan's Favounte. Mr. Yovmr;, gr. to R. Barclay. Esq., and
l£i-. Wheeler, gr. to Sir F. H. Goldsmid. Bart., showed collec-

tions ill the Amateui-s' Class. New Hyacintlis did not tliffer

from those shown at South Kensington.

Tulips were again furnished in admirable condition by Mr.

Wm. Paul and Mr. Young, .\mong single kinds, Keizer Kroon,

Yellow and White Pottebakker, Kose Luisante, Proserpine,

and Cerise Gris de Lin, on account of its affording a change of

colour, were six of the best ; to these may be added Vermilion

Brillanto, and of doubles, Touraesol with its yeUow variety,

and Leonardo da Vinoi, the last a, medium sized showy red,

edged with yell

Narcissi, Lily of the Valley, and Cro
by Mr. Wm. Paul, to whom lat prizes ^

and yellows by Due de Malakoff, Ida, and Bird of Paradise.

There are also several new colours aud shades nf cuLmr, the
most distinct of which are of lilac and mauve tints ; Iluydn is

good, .and Sir Henry Havelock, which is flowering for the first

time in England, is indeed a beautiful novelty, of a rich phun-
colour. The breadth and length of spike of many of these
riyaoinths are much greater than we have ever before seen, .ind

tiir . -1-.ii;-^ are remarkable for theii- solidity and clearness. The
':'!>

I in <,Teat variety, among them several double kinds
Desirable as are these latter, the .single varieties

I
'

I

. [generally more acceptable to public taste. Arch-
' V

: ii.he, rich crimson and yellow, the colours clear and
1. is a beautiful variety. Brutus, Keizor Kroon,
pin. are also beautiful varieties, well representing
n-tiuu of red and yellow. Cerise Gris de Lin, Is a

j'l'
i in lud distinct sort, chocolate colour edged with

'fa\vTi. of reds and crimsons, Couleur Cardinal, Cramoisio
Superbe, and Vermilion Brillante, are the best. The
White and the Yellow Pottebakker are two of the
most effective in, the exhibition, while Rose Luisante,
Proserpine, Thomas Moore, and Van Der Neer, are all

good and distinct. The Rhododendrons are a fine feature
in the Show ; Prince Camille de Rohan is pleasing and
distinct ; there are splendid plants of Blandyanum aud
Everestianum, one mass of flower ; and smaller plants in

abundance of Schiller, Brayanum, Sir L-jaac Newton, Illu-

minator, and other leading varieties. A series of semi-circular
tables confront the pillars on the opposite side of the areade,

and on these are massed groups of Hyacinths, in some
instances red, in others white or blue, edged with the red

for the high state of perfection in which these plants were
shown by him. Mr. Young also exhibited Nai-cissi.

Of Cyclamens there was a charming display ; and on the

group contributed by Messrs. E. G. Henderson, too much
praise oan scarcely be bestowed. It consisted of different

varieties of C. persicum, all of which were extremely well

grown and loaded with blossoms. Next in point of merit
came a collection from Mr. Wiggins, gr. to Walter Beck, Esq. ;

and Mr. Wheeler also showed examples of these favourite

spring flowers.

warded
' '^liite Chinese Primrose ; the kinds of Polyanthus

. to R. Hud-
ricty called
ith purplish

' Chinese Primulas were shown
non, Esq. ; and Jlr. ^Vheeler.

Stcwarti, white, beautifully ni'

crimson, came from Messrs. PI. !. ii.'M.,. (-.-n, vvtm also showed
a double-flowered sort named Mi-s. h>Te i_.ninhe, a smaller kind
,than the last, with white flowens Butlused with piuk. --

Camellias in pots were contributed by Messrs. Lee and
Mr. Bull. Among the varieties were Pulgens nova, Valtevaredo,

Madame LangeUer. Rossii, Alba illustrata. Prince jVlbert,

Sarah Frost, Double White, and Marchioness of Exeter. Cut
blooms were furnished by Slesars. Lee, Todman, Trussler (gr.

to D. J. Kay. Esq.). and Young. Conspicuous among these
wore Double White, Fimbriata, Reine des Fleuis, Mathntiana,
Optima, Caryopbylloidea, Variegata, Valtevaredo, Fra Amoldo
da Brescia, Countess of Orkney, and Lady Hume's Blush.

Of Roses in pots, beautiful exampl<

Narcissus, which are principally yellow, are also disposed
this side, as are Cinerarias, Dielytras, Cyclamens, and Lily of

the Valley.
There are many very pretty variegated pLmts, and an

extensive collection of Croouses, of which we not«d Queen
Victoria, Mammoth, and Caroline Chlsholm (white) ; David
Rizzio and Sir John Fraukliu (purple) ; Ida Pfellfer and
Princess Alexandra (striped) ; Ne Plus Ultra and Sky-
blue (lilue).

On viewing the exhibition as a whole, we cannot but
pronovrace it a marked success, aud while it reflects the
highest credit on the cultiu-al skill of the exhibitor, it also
bears .ample testimony to his enterprise and taste. We observe
that it is announced that the various plants to which have
been awarded no less than 29 first prizes within the space of a
week, are included in this exhibition. The Princess Mary and
Duchess of Cambridge honoured the display with their

presence on Thuraday last.

have been a herald, but that in his desii-e to be brief,

he is, to us modenis at any rate, sometimes obscure.

TJiohfihts hi. Verne vpoti Flmrrr^ of the Fi&U.
Illustrated by Mary Autoinetta, JIarchioness of
Huntly. (London: 4to, Day & Son, IHfifi.) ThLs
elegant volume was prepared for the benefit of the
Peterboroiigh Diocesan Training School, in behalf of
which a Bazaar was held at Cambridge last summer.
It could not, however, be finished in time, and the
subscribers have certainly not suffered by the delay.

Each month is devoted to one of our indigenous
plants, the illustrations of which are all that can be
desired ; the Snowdrop, Yew, and Poppy, perhaps
being most siiccessfui, though all are extremely good.
Each page is adorned with a fancy border, and where
appropriate verses could not be found, the noble
authoress has herself supplied lines, which will be
admired for their genuine vein of poetiy and pure
sentiment. The volume is an appropriate ornament
for the table of the drawing-room, and the object
which it was intended to promote is so excellent,

that we shall be disappointed if it does not meet
with all the siiccess it deseiwes.

Mr. CtTTBOSH's Exhibition of Spring Plowers at th
Crystax Palace.—Hitherto Mr. Cutbush's show of Hyacinth
and other spring bulbs has been held at the Ilighgat
Nurseries; this year, however, the Cit!^''-iI P:ilaoe has bcei

selected for it. It filla GOO feet in lcn_iii t t ^\\u: in th

I

centre of the Nave. One side is occmii k n pot

shown by Mr.
j

of Hyacinths and Tulips, whilst

W. Paul and Messrs. Paid & 8on. Those from the former
\

Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Deutzias, Cytisu-. I

comprised Dr. Lindley, Seuateur Vaisse, Elizabeth Vigiieron, 1 «bc., interspersed with Crocuses, Snowdmps.
,, „ . , . „ , . . .

t:r bulbs,

luet, IJuchess of Sutherland, Madame ^e St!
|

and at each end is a large Camellia; these, howovor, are the

Victor Verdier, and Gi5n(-ral Jacqueminot. Prom the ' property of the Crystal Palace Company. The whole i.s

latter camo Model of Perfection. Maurice "Bern.irdin, Lutiise de covered with a

Savoie, Victor Verdier, Alba rosea. Mad nn,- A.- -^t .T,.=;eph,
I
the flo

Beauty of Waltham, Prince Camille dc 11 !: .n v-v.-. -. Mary
of Cambridge, President, and others \( « n Alba

|

rosea appeared to be one of the best Uyr i i' . j^, i: mtiful
I

compact white blossoms being set off tu iiuii_Li .. Li,L;j>,ii,'e by
1

the rosy-tmtod centre with which they are adoruL-J.

Among novelties, Calonthe veatita Turneri, white, with
crimson eye ; and Dendrobium primulinum giganteu:

a p.ile primrose lip, and lilac sepals and petals,

WiUiunis, of Hnll
" " ^ -

.-.

Notices of JJoofeg*
Drannng from Nature, .(v. . to whicli arc aj>j)eiulf:d

^^
I

Lectures on Art delircred at Itughy Se/iml. By
George Barnard. Longmans, pp. 3i'2.

Paul * Son furnishod Phila- Pew know better than Mr. Barnard himself that it is

fra^aut w„„o a..... ...K.uring 2^n*Sa'Uf^d wl.'' i'^P"^-™^ ^ teach drawing by the aid of books

villa TiinUiiiii, niMtiier h;irdy shi'ub with maroon-crimson alone, but that many valuable suggestions maybe
Row.-r Ti; 1

i', white anthers .and a long pistil, sur- conveyed through their medium the present volume
inoimt- i ... irc- stigma. Both these looked as if thoy sufficiently shows. It is, however, less for its
W'.iiM II! n.s. more especially the first, which ts a i- i

*^
i-i-i. xi. i -i j.t_- i i-c i

I, ,,,,,,
I u point of size of flower ou the common practical utility that we commend this beautiful

whit, I , \iinga.
I

volume to our readers, than for its healthy sensible
Ml iMi: !. .'ui.ftedalaa^ocollection of plants, among

! ^Qtions regarding natural objects in general, and
whi.li Mit standard Orange trees which were .-. c • xi^

exhii.,;. 1 , . ,,.:.Uv at South Kensington. Some seedling ^^^P^^P^^.J^^^.*^^ ^^.^i^^^J^^®"^' ,,.,.,
Ciuci,ai.u> v,^.. -Li-.vn by Messrs. F. & A. Smith, of Didwich.

|

The author is evidently an enthusiastic lover of
Groups of ilo'vcring and fine-foliaged stove and greenhouse Nature, and his descriptions are so glowing that in
plants also came from Mr. AViUiams, Messrs Lee and Mr.

| reading them one is carried away in imagination to
Wheeler. Among them were Azaleas, Camelhas, liedaroma i., jii ju x, t-u e a n
fuchsioides, Eriostemon pulcheUum, Franciscea conferUflora,

i

^ne wooded lanes and breezy heaths of Surrey, or the
Yucca aloifolia variegata, Dracasnas, Cordyline indivisa. Pan- i mountain sides of Switzerland, and the journey is

danus javanicus vnriegatus. DicksonLi antarctica, .and a very
i effected so pleasantly that we forgive our conductor

«« ««««.«,«« ^ .\
o,„ i-oii *-!,., i„„4. ^f

I

,^ ^^ trips occasionally in his botany. But that we
.;us ; ! might bore him, as one Dobson evidently did at Leith
'in^ Hill, we should greatly like to accompany the artist

'I',^ i

in his sketching tours.

AVe have not read lately so good an illustration of

fine specimen of Alo&asia metalUca ; the last
Wheeler, who also exhibited half
Messrs. Lee -igain pri."ln'-.. ' :1,. ii ! n
Mr. W. Paula fine ui !;

greenhouse Acacia.'^ ;(ii.'

Cheere came a pot^'f .\ii.ii i;.|' su
Reeves, of Nottiug Uiii, 3li-/.vo.i .<. •^kj/.^l, ,i. iLuu,ii.ii; >iJi.;Limens

of Deutzia gracilis, which, though only in ti-iuch puts, were
quite bouquets of snowy white blossoms, so profusely were they
covered with flowers. It woidd indeed be difficult at this
season of the year to find a match for this charming little

exhibition of forced shrubs.

Mr. Wm. Paul's Exhibition of Spring Flowers, Royal
Horticultural Gardens, South Kensington,—This exhi-
bition opened ou the 21st inst., and will continue till the
lid of April. It is quite a flower-show in itself, occupying one
of the arcades adjoining the Conservatory, and for beauty,
extent, and general excellence, equals any of the spring shows
which we have seen. Banks of Roses at cither end of the
aa'cade successfully uphold the fame of the nursci-ies at
Waltham Cross as a cultural establishment for llie Queen of
flowers. Among Tea-scented varieties. President, Madame
Willenn-i^. s-mvcnir d'Elise Vaxdon. and Mba rosea, are at
IHfsi.ii r u I

- '•:, Li >:< : beauty. The yellow Noisette CeUne Forcstier
is al-o uMli, pr. -.nted. Of Hybrid Pei-petuals, Victor Verdier,
Ccntif.lii r- V'. 1..; Rhone, Mrs. Wm. Paul, Charles Lefcbvre,
Eliza' ii.-th XigiKV^n, Dr. Lindley, Black Prince (a new and
IjeautifiU variety), and Glory of Waltham have large, well-
formed, and finely-coloured flowers. The last named is a
perpetual climbing Rose, the colour intense
habit hardy aud vigorous. There i'^

greenhouse i)lanti

with Lilacs, Scarl-

Another bank is :

by Rhoiudenih^.n^

Nr

bank of miscellaneous
^t conspicuous), flanked
1 Richardia Eethiopica.

and Tulips, suppoi-ted
irlctand purple kinds,
iicr greenhouse plants
,
and crimson double-

the best reds are:—
u*), Gigantea. Koh

i \\\.i;in,....n, SLicMiUy. dulfaterre, Von Schiller,
,ini I Van xl ia;i k ; the best whites are Alba maxima,
Grandeur >MLrveiUe, Mont Blanc, and Snowball. Of blues,
Feruk Khan, C.tnick, Grand Lilas, King of the Blues (one of
the finest in the exhibition), Laurens Koster, Lord Palmerston,
Marie, Princess Mary of Cambridge, and Van Speyk are all

excellent. Blacks are represented by General Havelock and
Prince Albert, the latter one of the darkest Hyacinths known

;

the old story of eyes and no eyes, as is conveyed in

this volume, and although as naturalists we should

demiu* to some of Mr. Barnard's dicta, we nevertheless

recommend his book to all desirous of cultivating

their observant faculties, or of increasing their appre-

ciation and reverence for beauteous Nature. We need
only add, that the book is enriched with eighteen

coloured plates and more than a hundred woodcuts.

DrhrcWa llliiatrated Vccyuqc. 1S66. London. Dean
k. Sons.

Dehrctfn Illustrated Baronetage^ KihigktafjCy and
Home of Coinnw/is. 1S66. Same Publishers.

The name "Debrett" has become so thoroughly a

household word, that little more than an announce-
ment of its publication is requisite. The delay that

has occurred in its issue this year is amply com-
pensated for by the addition that the editor has been
able to make of those recently raised to the Peerage
or the Baronetage.
As a directory, Debrett is well known and appre-

ciated, but its value in this respect by no means
constitutes its only claim on the attention of the

reader. Any one interested in the history of his

country, and in the noble names and noble deeds

that shed lustre on it, will find much to gratify him
in these pages, while those who dabble In heraldry

will find ample illustrations of their favom-ite science.

We have often admired the concise manner in which
a herald describes a complicated esgutcheon, with its

numerous tinctui-es, ordinaries, charges, ko. Linnaeus,

who hated !bng-winded descriptions of plants, might

iFloriists' if^IoJycrs.
The Gladiolus.—The papers which have latelj

appealed in your pages, aud iii those of other
periodicals which treat of floral affairs, show con-

clusively that the Gladiolus is rapidly advancing in

public estimation, and that it bids fair to occupy, at no
distant time, a high position among florists' flowers.

The lists of the most desirable sorts, which have been
given by some of the best growers, I consider most
valuable, although one cannot help beiug struck

by the difference of opinion as to the quality of

individual flowers. I suspect much of thia discre-

pancy is due to peculiai"ity of soil, situation, Aic. I

cannot refer to any of these lists, as my copies of

them are on their way to the antipodes ; but I

remember one grower discards Princeaae Clotilde

and Lord Raglan, two varieties which I priae very
highly, and which I always show, if possible ; the

former, as it grows with me, is really one of the

very best sorts we have. On the other hand,

I have grown Imperatrice Eugenie from the time
it first oame out (like most of yoxir ooiTespon-

dents, I annually indulge myself with Souohel's

novelties), but have never had a spike fit

to cut for exhibition. Now I have seen this

so often shoAvn in fii'st-rate oouditiou, that I am
sore there must be some particular ingredient com-
posing the soil of ray garden which renders the

petals limp and flimsy, with a colour far more
suggestive of the wash-tub than the Crown Imperial.

Ou the whole, I can corroborate the testimony

already advanced in praise of the seedlings sent out

by M. Souchet within the last foiu' or five years ; but

the following, as I have grown them, have scarcely

fulfilled the characters with which they were pre-

sented to the public. Edulia, although undoubtedly

pretty, has always been too small for a show flower ;

of the defects of Imperatrice Eugenie I have already

spoken ; John Waterer is a little uncertain, but very

fine when at its best, and therefore cannot be dis-

pensed with ; Leonardoda Vinci would notbe tolerated

a day, were it not for its unique colom" ; and the

same maj' be said of Peter Lawson. I do not

remember ever to have seen a good spike of Stuart

Low, either at home or abroad. As I am not aware
that any one has yet furnished you with a list of the

sorts which thrive well in the south-eastern district

of England, I append the names of those which
furnished the blooms exhibited by mo in the years

18ii3, 18(j4, and I860, and which represent about one-

third of my entire coUeotion :

—

1. Adile Souchet
2. Bello Gabrielle
.3. Calendulaceus
4. Charles Dickens
5. CltJmence
0. Comte de Momy

8. Dr. Lindley
9. Due de Mal.'ikoiT

10. Flore
U. Pulton
12. James Carter
13. James Veitch
14. James Watt
15. Janire
16. Jeanne d'.Vrc

17. John Bull
18. John Waterer
19. Juno
20. Le Poussin
21. Liiuic
22. Lord Raglan
23. McMahon
24. Madame Bas.S0TiUe

25. Madame Binder

From these I should select as the best 25, Numbers

3, 4, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 17, 18, 20, 23, 24, 21'., 27, 31, 36,

37, 40, 41, 43, 44, 4.5, 47, 48 and 50. Of these 25,

fully three-fouiths are of recent introduction, a con-

vincing proof of rapid improvement.
The foregoing were all, or nearly all, raised by

iVI. Souchet, of Versailles, to whom undoubtedly

belongs the merit not only of being the first to

recognise the importance of the Gladiolus aa a

florist's flower, but also of originating, by the raising

20. Madame de 8evi<pi6

27. Madame do Vatry
28. Madame Domage
29. Madame Furtado
30. Madame Eugfene Verdier
31. Madame Rabourdln
32. Madame Vilraorin

33. Maria Dumortier
34. Marie
35. Mazeppft
3C. Meyerbeer
37. Napoleon III.

38. Neptune
39. Ninon de I'Euclus
40. Ophir
11. Penelope
43. Pluto
43. Prince of Wales
44. Princsss of Wales
45. Princesse ClotildQ
46. Raphael
47. Reine Victoria

48. Stephenson
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of seedlings, an immense majority of the beautiful

Tarieties which now form m conspicuous a feature of

our autumn exhibitions. But while we do justice to

M. Souchet, we shall do well to remember that the

production of hybrid Gladioli is bein^ actively carried

on at home. I think this fact is scarcely so generally

known as it ought to be ; and I have been much
surprised to find that, except in a very casual way,
no notice has been taken by former correspondents of

the many fine varieties raised by Mr. John Standish, of

the Royal Xursery, Ascot.* Several of these are of fii-st-

rate excellence, and should be in every collection.

I append the names and colours of a dozen, selected

from a large number, with which I have been most
pleased ; and feel certain tliey will suffer nothing by
comparison with the best continental varieties.

Carlutta Grisl.—Rosy cream-colour, with purple stripes.

CnrminatA.—Light carmine, very largo and effective.

Eleanor Norman.—White, delicately striped and tinged with

Garibaldi.—Deep icarlet, with violet throat.
Kathleen.—Pure white, striped and tinged with violet.

Miss Foater.—Peach with carmine centre, rich purple mid-
ribs

.

Mowbray Morris.—Light red, with lemon throat, and crimson
markings, fine spike.

Mrs. Dorabrain.—Palo rose, striped with lake, and lake
feathers.

Samuel Waymouth.—Rich scarlet, with yellow centre, very

Sir James Clark.—Salmon pink, with carmine throat on a
yellowiflh ground ; large spike.

The Colonel.-Dark scarlet, with white throat.
The Ensign.-Red, flushed with a deeper shade, fine spike.

I am informed that Messrs. Kehvay & Son, of
Langport, Somerset, are now sending out some very
fine seedlings : these I have not seen, and cannot,
therefore, say anything about their quality ; but
from what I know of the Messrs. Kelway as

growers and exhibitors, I shall be disappointed
if I do not find some good things among their own
productions. Other growers, both professional and
amateur, are also in the field, so that we may con-
fidently anticipate, at an early period, a rich harvest
of English-raised Gladioli.

Hereafter I may say a few words on the planting
of the bulbs, and the raising of seedlings. J. S., Ash,
next Sandwich.

€6c ^pfarp*
Bee-Culture : Hires.— 'Vh^re is considerable

difference of opinion among apiarians as to the best
material of which hives can be constructed. Some
are warm advocates for straw, and fierce denun-
ciators of wood. Others are equally strong in their
belief that wooden hives, while not at all inferior

to those of straw for the protection of bees and
their works, are vastly superior to them in facilities

for performing all operations incidental to bee
culture.

There is again a class of bee-keepers whose
prejudices in favour of one or the other kind of
material are not so very strong or decided. Many
use hives constructed of either wood or straw indis-

criminately, and are unable to discover any
particularly great superiority in one over the other.
In my own apiary, consisting at present of 2.3 hives,

one only is of straw. I have found no reason to be
dissatisfied with wooden hives, or to condemn them
as being not so well adapted as those of straw for
keeping bees in a healthy, populous, and prosperous
condition at any season of the year ; while as
affording me large supplies of honey. I must
certainly give the palm to my wooden hives. This
conclusion has been arrived at by me in no hasty
manner ; during my bee-keeping career of more
than 20 years hives both of wood and straw have
been always more or less largely in use. Prior to
my constructing and adopting a modification of the
Langstroth Frame Hive, straw, as a material, greatly
predominated in my apiary ; since that time the
improved wooden hive has gradually ousted its

straw rival from its accustomed pedestal, and I

confess to having at present no desire to see it

reinstated in favour, at least to any considerable
extent. I do not, however, wLsh to be misunder-
stood on this point. I have no prejudice against
straw itself. The principal reasons which have
induced me gradually to adopt the almost eiclu-
aive use of wood, have been the vastly superior
conveniences which the latter has hitherto afforded
in the construction of hives of the desired form and
shape, and in the various manipulations adapted for
advanced management. But as great improvements
in the manufacture of straw hives have been lately
introduced, and they can now be obtained almost aa
true to shape as those of any other description, it

would be a matter of perfect indifference to me in
choosing a hive for the purpose of starting a new
swarm or stock, of which substance it might be made,
provided all other requisites of size and form were
equally efficient. In due course a full description of
theae improved straw hives will be given.
To work bees on the depriving system, and to

obtain really fine supers of honey, it is not necessary to
commence with expensively made hives and boxes.
Every one is well acquainted with the common
Cottage Hive, which, taking all things into consider-

ation, is, probably, the very best for the requirements
of the great bulk of the lower class of bee-keepers
that has been devised.

To alter this hive, so as to render it applicable for

Rupering, is not at all difficult. Any liive, already

populous and well supplied with combs, may be
selected for the purpose, but, if possible, choose one
of large size and as flat in the crown as can be
obtained. Have made a top-board of 1 '^ inches square
by \ of an inch thick, properly clamped at the ends, a
.S-inch circular hole is to be cut in the centre. A ring
of any kind of paint is applied to the lower side an inch
or two from the central aperture, for the object of
causing the greater adhesion of putty. Next, with a
long, sharp, narrow-bladed pocket-knife, cut through
between the strands of straw in the crown of the hive
so as to form a hole of somewhat larger diameter
than that cut in the board. In one part the whole
strand of straw will have to be cut through. Keep
the blade of the knife well down so as to ensure the
complete severance of every straw. Now work up
some soft putty into a very plastic state, and place a
ring of it on the lower side of the board where the
paint was applied. It will also be advisable to apply
a similar ring of paint on the straw hive. The
board, the hole in which may be covered with a
plate of glass, is held in the left hand, the blade of

the knife is inserted under the loosened piece of

straw, and with a steady upward pressure this is

detached and pitched away. The board is now
adjusted to its destined position and well pressed

down, so as to fix the putty effectually. No putty
should be allowed to come near the interior of the

hive, or the bees may for a long time refuse to work.
When not in use the hole must be covered with a
block of wood. This operation is most easily

performed ^*hile the bees are at work. The frac-

ture of the combs and the escaping honey prevents

the manifestation of much anger. To the amateur
a bee dress will be advisable, as giving that con-

fidence which is an absolute necessary in all apiarian

manipulations.
Any kind of super may be used, but it should be

of large size, equal to holding from 201b. to 40 lb. of

honey. If of glass, it must be well covered with
some woollen material, and whether of wood or

glass it will be advisable to attach some clean comb
(worker-celled honey-comb preferred) to the top or

to bars. From a hive thus treated, we have now a
glass super, which when removed in 1851, weighed
nearly ,">0 lb. of nett contents. For protection of the

entire hive, if kept out of doors, a wooden case is

requisite. The kind I would most recommend ia

similar to that I use for my frame hives, and will be
described in connection with them. X Bcvan Fox.

Oil-cake as Fuod for JJrrs.—On referring back a

week or two, Mr. William Earley will see that we
have already alluded to the substance of his com-
munication. With him, although having but little

faith in the correctness of the account, we should like

it to be properly tested, and to have the experience

of other correspondents after giving oilcake a fair

trial.

Imitation Bees'-comb : R D H. The impressed wax sheets for

artificial guide comb can be obtained only through some of

the large dealers in London, such as Neighbour. For guide
combs it is best to cut the sheet into strips of rather more
than an inch in width. A warm knife must be used. Then
cut on one edge allta of 3 inch deep, and about 2 inches apart.

Take two bars, and placing the wax between, leaving a width
of i inch exposed, slightly warm it and bend over at right
angles in alternate laps. Have ready some hot melted wax ;

^Wth a small painter's brush apply quickly over one side of a
bar, then, with the atrip uf wax sheet stUl between the two
bars, press gently against the waxed surface of the bar.

using the fingers to enHure a secure adhesion. The two
bars greatly facilitate fixing the strips both straight and firm.

Garden Memoranda*
OxTON Hall, Southwell, the Residence op

Henry Sherbrooke, Esq. {Concluded from p. 248).
—Since Mr. Barton has been gardener at Oxton,
considerable additions have been made to the
shrubbery borders. Old buildings have been
pulled down, and the shrubbery put back near
the house ; and openings have also been made,
to bring in distant views. These alterations have
been tastefully carried out, and are now assuming a
finished form. In the shrubbery borders, also in
special beds, and as single plants, are many fine

specimens of Rhododendrons and other American
plants ; and when I say the garden wa-s modernised
and planted some j'Cars back by Waterer, of Knap
Hill, that is sufficient evidence that the American
plants are good of their kind. Young thriving
specimens of some of the more remarkable Coni-
fera;, such as Picea nobilis, Nordmanniana, and
Pinsapo, Wellingtonia gigantea. Thuja gigantua,
Cupressus Lawsoniana, A:c., A:c., have been
planted in various parts of the ground, and
are thriving well, and the borders everywhere
are studded with the finer kinds of Roses, which here
thrive with remarkable luxuriance. It only remains
for me to remark of the pleasure gfround, that at the
time of my visit the walks and Grass were in

excellent order, and must in the summer look
exceedingly well.

Tlie kitchen garden, which contains about three
acres within the wallti, is situated a short distance

' from the house, beyond the lake, and the walls are
screened and sheltered by a thriving; belt of Spruce
and other Firs. Fruit trees do well here, and the
walls are covered with a fine collection of Plums,
Pears, Apricots, Peaches, Cherries, kc. Some of the
trees are very large, and in size and quality the Plums
are specially excellent. The outer and inner garden
contains a very good assortment, and many fine

bush and pyramidal trees of Pears and Apples,
the crop even in the last untoward season being so
large as to leave, at the present time, a large surplus
in the fruit-room for future use. Among these we
met an old friend, much gro^vn in Nottinghamshire,
and excellent at this season, the Apple called Bess
Pool, brilliant in colour, rich in flavour, and with
scarcely a crack upon it, though much given to crack
in some soils. Here, also, I tasted the old Aromatic
Pippin, one of the best dessert Apples grown at this

season, and many kinds which I cannot stop to

enumerate. Some of the best of the new kinds of

fruits are also being planted for trial.

The forcing and plant-houses are mostly of ancient
construction, and are heated by flues, but still they
produce an abundance of excellent fruit. The first

is a span-roofed forcing pit for general purposes

—

French Beans, Cucumbers, Asparagus, Roses, and
other plants, at the present time ; Vines in pots to

follow, and then Melons for the autumn. This
house is heated by brick flues, with hot water for

bottom heat. In consequence of the small volume
of the atmosphere it is found very difficult to keep it

sufficiently moist ; but if shallow cast-iron pans
were substituted— say six feet apart, for the covering
stones of the flue, and kept filled with water, the
supply of moisture would then be at the discretion

of the gardener. Tlie second house, a lean-to, ia

devoted exclusively to bedding plants, and con-
tains an ample stock of the leading and mo.st popu-
lar varieties—some in pots and others in boxes, but
all crowded as thickly as possible together, waiting
"the good time coming,'' when milder skies wUl
allow of their having more breathing room. Mr.
Barton has an easy way of hardening oft" his bedding
plants. As I remarked before, the kitchen garden
is screened by a belt of Fir trees, standing thinly,

and most of them feathered to the ground. Between
these trees, where there is a sufficient opening, he
has formed temporary pits, and there, without any
further protection, even when there are o" to 7" of

frost, the plants .stand unscathed.

The third house is a large late Vinery nearly GO feet

long, and something more than 20 feet in width.
The Vines here have been planted only a few years,

but they are maldng good progress, and produce
abundant crops of excellent fruit. This house
contains a number of specimen Azaleas and other

greenhouse plants, and also a fine dwarf specimen
of Phoenix dactylifera, the Date Palm, which, five

years back, when the house was under repair,

resisted 10° of frost with only a single mat ai'ound it.

The fourth house is an early \'inery, the Vines in

which are just breaking, and promise an abundant
crop. This house is also used for forcing Lilacs,

Laburnums, and similar large plants for the con-

servatory. The fifth hoase is devoted to plants only,

Oranges, Camellias, kc. The back wall of this

house is covered with two large plants of the Cape
or Nepal Gooseberry, now yielding an abundant
crop of fruit, and which will continue to fruit

throughout the year. The fruit of course does not
attain its full flavour in a cold house, but if, after it

is gathered, it is placed in a warm, dry atmosphere,
the saccharine fermentation is continued, and it

becomes really very eatable in the depth of ^vinter,

and forms a nice contrast in the dessert. To secure

ft succession of fruit, Mr. Barton prunes or

cuts in the plants in three successions ; the lower

part, say four feet from the ground, has been cut

in a week or two, and has made shoots two to three

inches long. A second part will be cut in as soon as

the fruit is gathered ; and the third or top part just

as the bottom portion is coming into bearing. I

may be thought rather circumstantial about so trifling

a matter, many not considering the plant worth
house-room ; but fortunately we are not all of the

same opinion, and some may be glad to know how
to secure a crop of eo simple a thing as the Cape
Gooseberry. The sixth house is a Peach-house, with
some nice trees on the back wall, but the front trellis

has had a new border, and been planted with young
trees this season. In addition to the preceding

houses there are some pita and frames, used prin-

cipally for vegetable forcing.

At the back of the houses will be found the usual

complement of sheds and offices, with Mushroom
house, fruit^room. Potato stores, &c. Mr. Barton

keeps all his Carrots, Beet, Parsnips, &c., in tiie open
air, not in common soil, but laid in in ashes at the

back of a north wall. In this way, he contends, both

Beet and Carrots are better flavoured than when
kept dry. I know such ia the case with Parsnips,

but I have had no experience with other roots.

Among vegetables I did not notice anything new
except the Perpetual Spinach, which he received

some years back through a friend in the Colonial

Office, being part of the seed sent there frbm one of

the colonies. It is evidently not a Spinach at all,

though an excellent substitute, but is some kind of
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bulbless Beet or Mangel. It is perfectly hardy,

having stood nnscathed for several winters, and a

crop sown in the spring will yield a supply through-

out the year-, or for several years, if its blooming is

prevented. In quality it is quite equal to the ordi-

nary Spinach, while it may be grown with a tithe of

the"trouble, and a perfect certainty as to the result.

Not the least interesting part of a visit toOxtou,is

to see the eiceUent house which is provided for the

gardener. As a sweetener of labour nothing is more

cheering, when the toil of the day is over, than to

retire to a comfortable and good-sized house—not one

of those places built for external effect, where the

sight of a child would be offensive to the employer,

but a o-ood and commodious residence, which a man
may feel is " his castle " for the time being, and

where he and his family can move about,

as if they were really at home. Such is the

case at this place ; the gardener's cottage is situated

at one corner of the pleasure-ground, surrounded by

a neat flower-garden and lawn, while inside it is

replete with every necessary convenience. Would
that there were more of the same kind in the

country, and similarly situated. We might then

hear less of gardeners' " incumbrances,' ' and the

honest dignity of his caUing would be relieved of

that foul asper.sion. All Mr. Sherbrooke's cottages

are similar in character, and are in good repair.

The extent of the pleasure-grounds and gardens at

Oxton is about 1 1 acres. To mention the number of

hands allowed to work it would only subject my
statement to doubt, and therefore I will only

it is well kept with about half the niunber of hands

that would generally be considered necessary.

During the summer and autumn the garden is

thrown open to all well-conducted visitors, and on

special occasions it is not unusual for from 1700 to

2000 people to visit it on a single day ; while as an

earnest of their appreciation of the privilege,

Mr. Baiton assiu-ed me that not six-pennyworth of

damage had been done in the years he has resided

at the place, ir. P. A.

bottom, it is .stirred round ; the deposit takes place,

and the coffee poured off is ready for use. In order

to separate the dregs more completely, the coft'ee

may be passed throiigh a clean cloth ; but generally

this is not necessary, and often prejudicial to the

pure flavour of the beverage. The first boiling gives

the strength, the second addition the flavour. The

water does not dissolve of the aromatic substances

more than the fourth part contained in the roasted

coffee. Baron Liehig in " Pnjmlnr Science Merien."

]y'ages of Jobbing Gardeners.—At a recent preUrni-

nary meeting of nurserymen carrying on business in

the neighbourhood of Brixton, Clapham, and Camber-

well, to consider a request from their men relating

to a rise in wages, Mr. F. J. Smith, Dulwich,

in the chair, and Mr. J. Ponsford acting as

Hon. Secretary, it was moved and seconded

—

" That this meeting having considered the subject

of wages paid by nurserymen to men employed by

them, with reference to jobbing, has resolved that

the rate of wages to be paid to eflicient men shaU be

3x. 6rf. per day, and that the charge for men supplied

by them for day labour shall be is. lirf. per day."

The meeting then proceeded to practical pai-ticulars

relative to tiie cari-ying out of the resolution.

of 65° or 70°, they will be everything that can be

Miscellaneous.
ne late Mr. Francis Dichson.—lt was only the

other day (see p. 200) that it was our melancholy

duty to record the death of Mr. Osbom, of Fulham.

The Nursery trade has again sustained a loss in tlie

death of Mr. Francis Dickson, the Senior Partner of

the firm of Messrs. Francis & Arthur Dickson & Sons,

of Chester. Weakened by age (73) and long illness,

and he died on the

Calendar of Operations.
{Foi- the ensiling ivcek.)

The judicious regulation of temperature in plant-

houses, with adequate attention to the admission of

fresh air and supplies of humidity, are recommenda-

tions which demand attention, but which the F^rtwweekcminw

present \mcertain and at times imgenial weather

renders of somewhat different application. As a

great proportion of plants under glasi are, however,

now in a state of activity, and as then- condition

hereafter will greatly depend on the treatment

which they now receive, their requirements must

not be overlooked.

FLOWER GARDEN A^^) PLAXT HOUSES.

All dead spray from trees or other rubbish on

lawns should be carefully removed before the roller

is used, or ultimately mowing may be much impeded.

The pUnting of herbaceous plants, where required,

should al.so lie completed without delay, and the

beds they occupy dressed ,
-n-ith fresh soil. Under

glass many plants wiU now require repotting. As a

rule fibrous peat and silver sand are the principal

ingredients for hai'd-wooded plants, using more or

less of loam with these for free-growing kinds.

Take care to secure thorough drainage, as much of

Peaches.—Early fruit will in many cases be

stoning. Remember that this process will not bear

pushing. See that young wood is carefully trained.

Strawberries.—Introduce sufficient plants every

fortnight to meet the demand ; keep them near the

glass
;
give them all the air possible while in flower ;

when suflicient are set for a crop, pinch all the rest

of the blooms off. Plants that are swelling fruit

should be well supplied with manure water.

ViKES. — Thinning and shoulder-tying being

finished in early Vineries, little is necessary to be

done, except to pursue an even course in regard to

heat and atmospheric moisture. See that all the

principal leaves, on which so much depends, have

fair play as to a free exposure to light, and endeavour

to prevent their coming in contact with the glass.

Follow up stopping, more especially with the grosser

shoots, and aUow lower branches to ramble a little,

to equalise the sap. Late Vines as before ; keep the

wood moistened at least twice a day.

HARDY FRUIT AN'D KITCHEN GARDEN.

Asparagus.—In planting this it is of the utmost

importance to give every attention to a proper rota-

tion of crops. Where Celery is grown in what are

j

called Scotch beds, the latter make capital Asparagus

ground. The preparation consists in trenching it

much deeper than the rest, and in manuring heavOy.

p
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C. 'WHEELER and SON, Seed Groweks,
Gloucester.

WHEELER'S ILLUSTRATED BOOK on GRASSES,

New Edition^ now reuJy,

Contents.
On Laying Down lAnd to Permanent Pasture, a Earlea of Tables

of Oraaaes, Clovers. Ac, lor Pcmianont Parturo, naturally

ailapted for the principal Geological formations, Yjz. :—

Tablea.
I. CHALK.—York, Noifolk, Solfolk, Herts, Suaaei, Berks,

Wilts, Haot^, Dorset

11. UPPER (ind LOWER GREEN SAND. — York, Norfolk,

Ciimbridgo, BiKlford, Buckingliam, Berks, WUtv, Dorset,

Surrey, Kent, Suhsqx

X, Ere&x, SuJ-rey, Berks, Hants,

IV. CORN BRASH, and GREAT and INFERIOR OOLITE.—
North Riding of York, Lincoln, Rutland, GloUceater,

NortLam[iton, Ojiford, Berks, Wilts, Dorset

VI. UPPER and LOWER LIASandMARLSTOSE-Gloucester,
Leicester, Lincoln, Northampton, Oxford, Rutland,
Somerset, Warwick, Worcester, York

VU. NEW RED SANDSTONE and KEUPER MARL.-Vork,
Nottingham, Stafford, Leicester. Derby, Warwick,
Worceeter. Cheshire, Flint, Gloucester, Devon, Somerset

Vin. CARBONIFEROUS LIMESTONE and SH.VLE. - York,
Nortliuinberland, Westmoreland, Derby, Moomoutb,
Somerset, Comwall, Gloucester

IX. OLD RED SANDSTONE.-DeyoD, Cornwall. HerefoM,
Monmouth, Brecon, Carmarthen, Pembroke, Somerset,

XII. POST-TERTIARY.

GRASSES and CLOURS best adapted for Renovating

Old Pnsturt'S on the above Formatioua ;

—

Alternate Hushandhy.
CLOVER and GRASS SEEDS for I yeara" Lay, at It*, per acre.

A cheaper Mi:(ture, 10«i. 24. per acre.

CLOVER and GRA8.S SEEDS tor 2 year's Lay, at 20s. per acre.

A cheaper Mixture, 15s. Zil. p«r acre.

CLOVER and GRASS SEEDS for3or 4 years' Lay, at 24». Ud. per acre.

A cheaper Mixture. Us. per acre.

LAWN GRASS EtJ,

On the subso4uent Treatment of Newly Laid Down Postures.

RYE-QRASSES. [ CLOVER SEED.

A PUIOED LIST of FARM SEEDS.

J. C. WueeLer & Son, Seed Growers, Gloucester.

Sflfidsmon to tb« Oloujestwshira Agricultural Society.

Sutton's Prize Mangel Wurzel,
TURNIP, IMPilOVED KOJIL KABl, &c., &C.

For PRICES,
j^UTTOX'S NEW FARM SEED LIST, wliicli may bo
15 haii gratis and post free on application to
SuTTOH & Suss, Roi'al Berkshire Seed Establishment. Readinc.

H A L L JE T T ' S

CHEVALIER PEDIGREE BARLEY.

Weight 56 lb. per bushel.
This hMbeen"bred'*iDtDO same manner as the "Pedigree Wheat,"- ^7 repeated annual selection, re-starting in each y{

;rain upon a poor soil {resting immedi; *

th Downs), which upon neighbouring
ghing but 51 lb,, and lit only for gi'inding.

Price Two 011106,13 a Bushel (iQciuding bag), delirered m bags
sewed up and sealed, at the Bnghton Railway Station, upon receipt
of Cheque or Post Office Order, without which it wilt not in any case
be sent to untuowii correspondents. Less tban a bushel will not be
supplied,

rlpiily to FaMisnic F. Halistt, Esq., F.L.8., The Manor House,

BATH and WEST of ENGLAND
SOCIETV, for the Encouragement

of Agriculture, Arts, Manufactures, and

informed that tin
i i

were iusuiEciciit U^ ;.

sent to Englar, ;. .mi

to issue an Oiil;i.- in

time the importafaoii

It ia vath v

announce the deatJi

MacDuff, of B'.r

Secretary of fhu '

.Society, who h-il ii.!

of the office l-iM>

MAkWELL, O.B.

(1 ritious taken in Holland
'.^ „nt affected cattle being
il was therefore intended
I 'ouncil prohibiting for a

ii' Oii.ttle from that country.

iy great regret that we
111 vVednesday last, of Mr.
iiiii. the recently elected

(;hhind and Agiicultuial
]'\tf . entered on the duties

rj.s:gned by Mr. ILu-L

App
udHi
For ARTS

17th February 18C6

EstablisheiJ 1777.

ilrou—H.R.H. The PaisrE of Witrs, K.O.

SALISBURT MEETINO, 1860.

PrcsirfnU—The Right Hon. the Eabl of

R. R. M. Daw

4 Terrat-e Walk Bath

H0E8L SHOW
LOVD

TO C\rRI\rE M\
On this OLca. on the Ar I a 1

.and will bo LET lor tl L\lll i

ofGOODSasaieiold i

Horticultural and Ali t r

Nursery Gar lone s ana il

Articles for domest c puri-Osct,
Terms, condit oi a and plans

Offices, Harford Street Liverpo

- AlrRlCULl URAL HALL,
N MAY U
kFRs SVDDLERS 4c

1 y Entrance to the Show.
1 s \LE 01 the same Class
1 Club Week

Makers Seedsn en.
til and Useful

alleries
oation attho

aud Manager.

H OKhE Sll I LUi VL HALL,

Trotting Kradate a

Itur 1 Hall Co (Lm ited) Birlord St

J^fie ^svtcultuial (Ba^ette.
SATCItDA); MAIIVIf '2i, 1860.

On Tuesday evening last it was ui-ged

upon Govei-nment in both Hou.ses of Parliament
that the provisions of the Cattle Diseases Preven-
tion Act against live cattle traffic by railway,

which expiio thiB day, should be extended by
Orders in Council. From the replies however of

Lord Orajtvii.le and Sir G, Grey, wo learn

that the strict rule of the Act will not be main-
tained, but that an Order in Council will bo
issued as soon as possible, establishing a .system

of licences under which the carriage of live

cattle by railway may be resumed.

We are glad to observe that the Council
of the Royal Agricultural Society are being
urged to procure for publication full and detailed

reports of different branches of English agri-

cultuial experience. Certainly, the publication

of authentic information, ascei-tainod over a

sufficiently extensive area and a sufficient

number of years, regarding many of the novelties

introduced into English farm practice duiing the
career of the National Society, is vei-y much to

be desired. The practice of reaping and mowing
by machiueiy, the utilisation of town waste of

all kinds, and the practice of steam cultivation,

all requii'e this careful examination in the
field. And a repoii drawn up by competent
commissioners, after a patient inquiry into each
under the circumstances of ordinary agi'icultiu-e,

would command greater assent and confidence
than any verdict of merit or demerit can obtain
which ia awarded by judges after a few hours'

trial amid the excitement of an annual meeting.
We hope to hear that the proposals on this sub-
ject have been accepted by the Council ; and that

an exhaustive and conclusive report of the costs

aud returns of steam cultivation, for example,
on different soils and under various systems of

management, may soon be looked for.

On Thursday in the House of Lords it

was stated by Lord Granville that a cargo of

cattle had recently arrived from Holland, among
which, after being landed, the disease had
manifested itself, The Foreign Office had been

AFrEll eight i-;:'.! :^' rl u-ation of the Cattle

Plague among , 1 '^n 1 ? ve are led to inquire,

with some anxiety, what are our present con-

dition, and future prospects f

Cui-ative, preventive, and restrictive measures
have been tried, if not fairly, at all events as

fairly as they are likely to be tried in a country

where ever}'man has an opinion , and a habit also of

acting upon it without reference to his neighbour's

views. And now, how does the matter stand P

Tlie returns published weekly by the Veterinary

Department should answer the question, and
notwithstanding certain grave charges of in-

correctness, they probably do answer it as well as

such questions are ever answered by statistics.

For the week ending February 2-1, as com-
pared with the week ending February 17, we
find a total decrease in the counties of England,
Scotland, and Wales, of 2834 cases ; but we are

further told in a note of explanation, that

281 inspectors failed to report in time for this

return ; and that of these, 35 of them returned

2847 cases the week before ; the question then
arises, how is such a statement to be estimated,

and to what extent does it qualify* the previous

statement of a decrease of 2834 cases P

In endeavouring to answer this inevitable

inquiry, we must ask attention to one or two
points that are of considerable importance. In
the first place the large number of weekly
defaulters is a thing of less moment than it

appears to bo, for the reason that of the total

number a very large proportion—in one instance

277 out of 306—do not send in retui'ns in con-

sequence of not having any cases of cattle

plague in their districts ; and in the paragraph

we have just quoted, out of 281 defaulters only

35 returned cases the previous week. Further,

it must be remembered that cases not reported in

time for one week will appear as back cases in

the next return, and that this system of adding

back cases has been pursued from the first.

The amount of actual en-or is, therefore, in

all probability not very great; and by taking

an average of a certain number of returns, may
be reduced to a minimum. A common objection

to the Privy Council returns is based upon
statements emanating from non-official and non-
professional sources. Reports of the number of

cases of cattle plague existing in a particular

parish, or a certain petty sessional division, are

generally furnished by the constabulary, who, as

a matter of course, have their reports upon
hearsay, .and thus are likely to include among
the cases of "attacked" instances of foot and
mouth disease aud pleiu-o-pneumonia, not to

speak of other even more common illnesses.

Such a method of obtaining information would be

objectionable on two gi-oimds : it would lead to

an erroneous impression, first as to the number
of attacks, and, secondly, as to the number
of recoveries, which would most certainly

be con,siderable. Whatever may bo the defects of

the present system of obtaining statistics upon
the subject of cattle plague, those defects arise

purely from individual inattention ; and in any

case it is the only system likely to insure any

approach to coiTectness. Unless the information

received is derived from men having some know-
ledge of cattle diseases, the result must be

hopeless confusion. As.suming, then, that the

official returns furnish the most trustworthy

infoi-mation that can be obtained, and that on an

average the amount of error is not serious, it

follo\Trs that the outbreaks of plague have been

diminishing week by week since February 24,

each week showing a po.sitive decrease, notwith-

standing the addition of back cases.

Thus, for the week ending February 24 tho

decrease is 2834 ; March 3, 2857 ; March 10, 792.

Our satisfaction at this intelligence is marred by
a contemplation of suiTovmding circumstances, to

wit, the number of herds that have died out or

been destroyed under the pro-visions of the Act,

leaving so many less to become victims ; and
further, our own obseryations in different parts
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of the country unfortunately prove that the disease

is not less vii-ulent in its character, not loss

infectious, and not less fatal in results. Now
outbreaks are constantly occurring in localities

hitherto free, and even within the last few days

cases have appeared among newly purchased

stock, making it evident that there is no safety

at present. So long as the movement of cattle is

restricted, and diseased and infected stocks are

slaughtered as soon as discovered, the number of

cases will necessarily become small by degrees,

but we see no chance of a return to our ordinaiy

system of management and traffic for some time

to come; in fact, before we can claim a clean

bai of health a vast deal remains to bo done, and

we fear we shall yet be forced to the con-viction

that our estimate of the magnitude of the

calamity is more hopeful than true.

A STUD of Cochin-Chinas, rugg'd, surcingled,

haltered to patent stable fittings in a long range

of stalls, was a fancy of friend P««<-A at the time , „,, . , , „ ,- • .

of the "Poultry Mania." Extravagant, of
j
m a Grass Beld, m and under the droppmgs ot

a separate piece, the roof (if of gable form) in two

pieces, all hooked together at the corners by
staples and pins. So a house (say 6 or 7 feet

cube) can be popped into a cart, and temporarily

set up in a pasture, on a stubble, or wherever

there may be good picking for the fowls. A
couple of perches, a few nosts, and a drinking

pan, form the furniture ; while the ground covered

in by the house (for there is no wooden floor), is

spread over with loose earth, ashes, and mortar.

Such is a home for one cock and eight to 10 hens

and pullets during the breeding season, or the

home of double this number of half-grown

chickens. The house should be placed against a

hedge, or in a corner where two hedges meet, so

that a few poles and posts may protect it against

cattle.

There can be no good reason against grazing

fowls as well as other "animals;" and the

farmer who tries it for the first time will be sur-

prised at the amount of " grub" (Uterally, per-

haps) which the active scratchers and peckers find

course, the notion of fowls taking the place of

either horses or horned cattle in stall and shed ;

but not so extremely preposterous as many
people may imagine. For instance, the present

writer, having lost nearly every head of his

Short- horn herd— buUs, milch cows, incalf

heifers, yearlings, steers, and beautiful yomig
calves—is actually turning his deserted bullock

hovels into hen houses. Kach standing for two

beasts makes a capital "run" for a brood of

fresh-hatched chickens, the clucking mother
under a coop, and the little "cheepers" con-

fined to the limits of their stall by sheep

hurdles "wattled" with straw, a bit of the

cheap "tanned netting" (inch mesh), or any
other little-bird-proof fencing that is available.

A low fence is all that one requires ; for though

a Dorking chick at a month old will jump, by
aid of legs and wings, completely over a good-

sized coop, this can be prevented by plucking the

tiny feathers from one wing. The long rows of

shedding are open towards the south, west, and

east, admitting plenty of sunshine ; while the

birds are roofed over from rain, and sheltered

from violent winds. «Dry crumbly soil is laid

down for the little feet to run upon without foar

of cramp ; a portion of short sti'awy manure is

provided for the Uttle claws to scratch
;
green

food is given occasionally, in addition to the

usual soft mess, soaked grain, &c. ; and

hard water in an earthenware "spittoon"

(that won't_ upset), awaits the dips of the

feathers giving about a shilling per bird more ; so

that we shall get 301. to 35?. for our goose
grazing. But this year is expected to see high
prices for birds, and we shall perhaps be hard-
hearted enough to pull off most of the '

' down " at

the last time of plucking—an injury to the geese

;

but then, you see, down is selling for a shilling

an ounce. We hope to realise 40?., or more.
Win anybody "go in " for a few more fowls ?

Depend upon it he won't repent ; and those

voracious people, the consumers, will be very
much obliged to you. /. A. C.

sheep and cattle, among hedge-roots, upon ditch

sides, and so on; only a small supply of grain

being necessary twice a day. It is late in the day
to get hold of breeding hens and pullets ; but

etui, they may be obtained in time for the present

spring hatching. We wish that many farmers

may take our advice.—Procure what hardy sort

you most fancy. Cochins or Brahmas that

endure close quarters, Game that are strong

old EngUsh birds, Dorkings that Uke dry

chalk and gravel countries ; or, if yon are in

ft low or wet neighbourhood, on a tenacious

soil, put a Cochin cock to Dorking females (no

cross-breds allowed for parents, mind; but got

good blood of pure breeds), and you will have

hardihood in your chicks, as well as weight and

quality in your couples for market. The best

of every breed can be supplied now, we should

think, by Mr. John Baily, and other eminent
" fancy " men ; and, at any rate, good stocks

may be always purchased at Stevens's fortnightly

sales in Covent Garden,
Ducks, too, earn a very large proportion of

their own livelihood. Once got them "out of

harm's way " as ducklings, and they dabble and

dive and wallow in filthy holes, and feed on insect

life and offal garbage—making you wonder as

(with thumb and finger constricting your nose)

you watch their degi-aded habits, how their roasted

flesh can bo so flavouiy and delicious. And the

final topping up on meal for a short time before

they are killed, is a trifling expense when com-

little bUls. Fleas are most to be dreaded in such
j

pared with the market value of weU-grown farm-

a situation ; but the abundance of loose mould

in which the birds can " rustle," will be some

comfort in the warm weather, while a little

bricklayer's white paint (namely, lime whiting),

will do something towards maintaining health.

Bloodthirsty vermin, as weasels, polecats, stoats,

and common rats, are dangerous enemies in

such a situation. But then frequent visits to the

pets will scare the rogues during daylight ; and

the coops are of such a build that, at nightfall,

the chickens can be !shut in with their mother,

leaving no aperture big enough for even a mouse
to enter.

How many farmers might obtain lots of new
accommodation for poultry by simply making
use] of the buildings they already possess ; and

how many fai-mers consider fowls unworthy of

consideration, because of some supposed diffi-

culty or expense in erecting suitable houses ?

And worse than this, how many farmers try to

make poultry pay, without any result beyond

continual vexations, merely fromlack ofmgenuity

in bringing ordinary appliances into play.

" Why bother about raising chickens in cow-

sheds and outbuildings, when you can set out as

many coops as you like on the Grass of a paddock,

the gravel of a stable-yard, or upon the scattered

rick-yard straw ? " Because, generally speaking,

half your chickens die under the common farm-

yard treatment. They get wet feet, and dio of

cramp ; they di-ink ram water out of cart ruts,

or drink the high-colom-ed soak-water of manure

heaps, of straw-yard drainings, and other filthy

slops, and consequently sicken and die by

dozens. We have a troop of adult breeding

fowls loose in the farmyard ; they pick up a largo

part of their Uving there. But they do

not thrive so well or keep so healthy as

other troops of breeding stock which we have

stationed at houses purposely erected in Grass

fields, far from the homestead. For a very small

sum you may knock up a square boarded house,

tarred outside, Um.e-whited inside, and covered

with asphalted felt. Each of the four eidei is in

yard ducks.

"Three geese," say some people, " eat as much
as a sheep," but they may be grazed, perhaps, as

profitably. Our bullocks, as we said, being now
non est, and fool's caps and bells being ready for

us if we should embark our capital in another

lot (when we can find them), we are prepared to

put bipeds, or quadrupeds, or any other form of

animal on our pastures. And geese, under these

circumstances, having no power to injure us as they

do sometimes by spoiling the pond water that cattle

have to drink, may take the place of some oxen

and sheep. We remember observing a regular

regiment of colossal Toulouse geese, parading in

a large pasture somewhere between Leicester and
Birmingham, remote from any farm buildings.

It is a usual thing, too, with ourselves to receive

from a " gosherd " in March a number of goslings

(with old birds in the proportion of one to ten of

the yellow woolly-heads), and part with them at

Michaelmas. We have between 200 and 300

"to arrive" next week; they wUl be divided

into two companies, with a pond each. A bunch

of straw by the pond side, and a trifling quantity

of offal Wheat daily for the first fortnight, keep

them away from the farmstead (whore the ducks

don't want to be interfered with) ; and while an

occasional chasing by a boy will prevent serious

depredations in the corn crops, a trespass now
and then into the hay meadow will only

involve a bottle of beer to the mowmen
for the tramplod-down tracks that the scythe-

edge refuses. After harvest, the noisy
" saviours of the Capitol " wiU augment their

flesh upon the grain-littered stubble. The
gosherd comes three times during the summer to

pluck the birds, always when the feathers are

ripe, because the geese are beginning to "moult."

Our share of the proceeds is half the young birds

li\'ing at the end of the grazing (they seldom

meet with any mischances), half the quills and
feathers, each goose yielding about a pound

HOP GROWING.
[We add the rest of the Paper on thU subject, trans-

lated by Mr. Evershed from the Journal (fAgri-
culture Pratique. See p. 252.]

The Hop is a climber. Its stems, when allowed to do so,

climb almost vertically, and twine themselves when they can
from left to right around a pole or a tree, .\bout the middle
of the summer they push forth lateral shoots from th« axils of
the leaves, which shortly bend down, loaded more or leas

with leafy cones or female flowers, especially towards their
eitremities.

For a length of time the bine was supported in all Hop
gardens by poles set upright, and 16 feet to 20 feet long. Th»
object was to raise the bine, and to allow the lateral shoots to
hang free to the period of tlie formation, development, and the
maturity of the Hop.
This method of support has the advantage of allowing the

plant to grow under conditions as natural as possible ; unfortu-
nately it compelled the grower to provide 1000 poles of ¥\v.

Alder, or Oak for every acre of Hops. The poles, which are
26 feet to 33 feet long, cost, delivered on the spot and peeled,
lOd. to 15rf. each. They must be renewed on an average every
£ or twelve years, according to the durability of the wood.
The large capital reqviired in the cultivation of Hops,

especially on soils fresh and well manured, where long poles
are needed, induced M. Denis, about the year 1826, to replace
these supports by iron wires, stretched horizontally 7 to 10 feet

above the ground. This method of support was first adopted
at Roville in 1834, and Matthew de Dombasle strongly recom-
mended it in 1837 to the growers of Lorraine and -Alsace. The
celebrated founder of Roville considered that the plan of
horizontal iron wires had the advantage of avoiding the losses

that occur from high winds at the time the poles are loaded
with Hops near maturity.

This plan was adopted here and there in the Vo.sgea and
Alsace, as Matthew de Dombasle predicted, but most of the
growers who substituted it for the use of poles were obliged to
abandon it. They found out, as I have observed at Grignon
for the last three years, that the Hop when it entwines around
a horizontal support is always less productive than when its

stems climb almost vertically. When the bine takes an upward
direction the course of the sap is not interrupted, the long
slender shoots formed .at the axils of the leaves, upon the main
stems, f.all in festoons around the pole and become loaded with
Hops. Then, and only then, as M. Alphonse Esquires has so
well said in his " Observations on England and -English Life,"

"the Hops clinging to the tall poles form alleys narrow,
hidden, and long drawn out between a double row of foliage,

with strong contrasts of struggling light and shade, that blend
at last into a sort of shaded light lovely as the twilight. The
beautiful clusters of Hops, green at first, but yellowing as
they ripen, shaken by the wind, shed around at evening time
a strong, bitter fragrance."

Hops supported with horizont.al iron wires do not present a
picture quite so smiling and so full of rustic poetry, because
their festoons and natural garlands are less luxuriant and leas

heavily loaded with that balsamic flower that one plucks with
so much pleasure in the month of September.
M. Schattenmann, having often experienced the incon-

] veniences of the plan devised by M. Denis, and wishing to
eat.ablish a Hop garden upon the property that he farms, some
miles from Bouxwiller, made trial of the phin successfully

canied out for nearly 10 years by M. Mathiss, the mayor of

Neuwiller. This plan, the Society may remember, consists in
replacing most of the poles by iron wires. A few words will

describe how these supports are placed : every 30 feet a polo
steeped in 8\ilph.ate of copper is fixed, like the posts of the
electric telegraph. This pole is 35 feet long : it stands 30 feet

out of the ground : at the height of 27 feet above the ground is

fixed a ring with two hooks. When similar poles have been
fixed over the whole of the ground, they are tied together at
their ends by galvanised iron wires (No. 16), and wooden
pulleys furnished with cords are fastened to the books, so as
to allow of a tarred chain (No. 25) being raised and lowered
between the posts. This chain is furnished with 36 galvanised

"res (No. 16), the other ends of which are fastened to
hooks driven into stakes six in number, and so placed

that each takes six plants of Hops. Thus the interval right
and left between the two posts is connected, and the result is

that there are 36 plants of Hops—18 on each side—which climb
obliquely by the wires to the 30-foot chain which has been
described as stretching between the posts.

At picking time the chain is lowered by means of the
pulleys, to enable the labourers to pick the Hops. After
lowering the chain, the bine, if required, can be cut above the
stakes that are driven in the ground, and the ends of the iron

be detached, so as to allow of their being carried

under c

This system is less expensive thjn poles, but it is a question
whether it offers the same advantages in the free access of

light and air to the crop. The outside bines, supported on the
oblique lines furthest from the ground, are more favourably
exposed to light and air than the shorter central ones.

M. Stromaycr, deputy mayor of Strasburg, being satisfied

that the method devised by M. Matthis was cheaper and more
productive than that of M. Denis, adopted that of the former,
but with considerable modifications. But neither of these
plans allow of those intersecting alleys which, in an ordinary
Hop ground, .are so favourable to the access of air and light to

the plants. But the method devised by M. Stromayor is

identical in this respect with that of poling. It offers all the
advantages of poles without their inconveniences, and It

allows of that upright growth of the Hop plant which is

n.atural to it.

When poles are used for support, they must be set up in the
spring, and pulled again at the time of picking, after which
they must be collected into heaps and piled up in the form of

large cones, wide at the base, so as to stand against violent

mnds for the period between autumn and April. These heaps
are generally about 10 feet to 13 feet in diameter at their base.

All these operations are expensive on account of the length

of the poles and the depth to which they must be driven in

tlie ground ; and to these expenses must be added that of the'

manual labour of tying the young leading shoots with rushes,

or damp straw, at the time of growth, after the pruning of

the plant. If the bine, which twines from left to right, was
tied to the poles at about 6 feet high, it ' ''

'"

.,,'- , ° /.' ,P u. -u A ..a\ tinually fall, and would hardly succeed in reaching to the top
weight of plumage, for making soft beds and

„, ijj"ipp„rt.

bolsters. The ordinai-y price is 5s. a bil'd, the ' Neither of the new systems of support have this disadvan-
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tftffo When the young shoots reach the bottom of the wires

tl^y twine aruuiiJ it as freely as Bind-weed or the cliinbuig

Cobik-M .
I

: w:i i" 1^ L .-string. Therefore the substitution of

iron wii ^ the advantage of lessening tlie annual

I planting the Hops in rows
Uufc- fruni plant to plant.
1 111 'I \..-d in these rows; to

• ,1 ii .!es 4J feet deep.
, 1 riven in the ground

h.ii i-iLij stake stands la feet

the uut-side posts. Then

J they si 1

(f4 feet .4*.M.. ..

Posts 37 ieet luiij

make them secui

^Vhen the poles are tixc.

outside the end of the nn
.ind another -_ feet fruit

wire (No. 18) is fastened to the nearest stake, passed round
the first pi 'St und sti-etched above the row of plants at the

height of i:i feet from the ground; its end is fastened to the

oorrespoudiu,' stake at the other extremity of the row ; this

wire is nailed to the posts. Next a wire is fastened to the

outer stake, strained in the same manner down the line of

posts at L'ti feet above the ground. Its end is festened to the
coixesponding stake, namely the one standing furthest from
the outside i>ost at the opposite extremity of the row. This
upper wire, however, is not fastened to the posts by nails, but
is carried by strong hooka driven into the posts so that it can

be lowered at will.

When this has been done, stakes 12 inches to 2S iin ii' 1

are driven into the ground just outside the row of j
]

stake to each plant. The upper ii-on wire is then ! i

the purpose of fastening to it the hooks that are 1
1

• 1 1
!

v i

perpeniUcular wires that take the place of poles. These honks
have long eyes, with the opening nearly closed, to which the
training wires are fitted. When thus provided with No. 12

wires, rathei" more than 26 feet long, the horizontal bearer-wire

I the post hooks with the help of small poles, long

_ 1 for a man to use them when mounted on trestles of

average height.
When the bearer wire is thus replaced, the ends of the

horizontal training wires are fastened to the stakes, taking
oare to have them well strained. The arrangement is com-
pleted by fastening the upright training wires to the lower
horizontal wires, which may be dune by twisting round them
-ihort lengths of No. 10 wire. The object of this is to keep the
uprights from being shaken by wind in spring and summer.
Without thi>i precaution the bines might be broken and
stripped by constant sagging to and fro, and the crop consider-

ibly damaged.
The youiig Hop shoots are led to the uprights by means of

sticks, about 20 inches long, fastened at one end to the stakes
and at the other to the wires.

At picking time they detach tha lower ends of the uprights,
cut the wii-e which made them fast to the lower horizontal
bearer, and two workmen with a pole—long, light, and forked
at the end, Uft the upper bearer off the hooks which carry it,

and lodge it on hooks fitted to the posts at the height of 13 feet

from the ground. Then, standing on a common trestle, they
unhook the upright or training wii-es, one by one, and hand
them to the workpeople whose business it is to pick the crop.
Two children or women can carry these wn-es loaded with
bino—it is easy work.
M. Stromayer has made a road through the midtile of his

Hop garden, to allow of the passage of a cart. In the centre
there is a space in turf, large enough for the erection of a tent,

under which the picking can proceed in wet or foggy weather.
To sura up, this new method, adopted in 1862 at GrafEen-

stadtsn on au extent of about 7^ acres, has the advantage of

being move economical than the old system, and at the same
time mure favuurablu to the maturing of the crop than that
adopteill.y M, ^1 .n. ninann m 1863.

1 h:i' ' :!!
1 iltention of the Imperial and Central

Hociot;. r \ , tu the trellis devised by II, Stromayer,
for the i.ii . .,, [Uiing the growers of the pi-esent day to

carrj' uul ih^ .i.^iijai idea of Matthew de Dombasle. and to
avoid spending itji. to iSl. per acre for poles. Having for

15 years carefully watched the cultivation of Hops in Flanders,

the Vosgas, Lon-aine, Alsace, Wurtemburg, and England, it

became my duly to make known to the Society the attempts
made in Fraute in. . t'.- r..^t of producing them.

I have muij'i , i
: ; uilc imports 2(>,000 cwt. of Hops

overy year, \

considerable
.an interest i

It is not enough, hnwever, to point out that the Hop might
cover a larger lircrulth in France; we ought also to impiire,
whether <>u rn;v .:' tin; crnp is of equal quality with the Hops
import. I from Germany. French Hops vary in

HazebiL.uc!-- ...-.i IJ..iilrn] in (}h- rli^v.nrtnientrof tho Xnrth.
Thellop.sof Lun-aiuL'.ir.'. ;. .

: ;i .t" I'rcnL'h I'lunMers
but iniwior to those of \

;
lip~i wrr.' f.-ivi Inn^

period considered mfLii' i.' :ir S,i;(.: .li.I >.)>,lU ;

and tliey still are 30 in I .ili uf Ihe ll.i-uenau
districts. But in thu
mcnts in culrivatiun. i '.

Hop of superior q»i.alit-.

and very bitter. Thi^ -

treatment; to the greater ;iljvinil

; suitable, in respect to their <

generally thought that the sulphvn-ic acid injures the quality.
It is a pity l!i.;t ILi-; uicius of preservation is neglected.
Liebiy '

' : " • -;s and its fitness for preserving
the -r-

: ;]icair.
Fiit i tiicHops with sacking of thick

and ci.. , ;
, y regular compression in good

sackiji, ..1.,; ^ .^...>.......^..i thepocket-s-, .vit-bn.ii-rvpn'sure

to air, that it is pui.,iblc U> preserve tif ' '• Hop
until the spring following the picking, i ' '

liioil

with care, and kept properly,
the market wdth those sent to

The cultivation of the Hop will henceforili extend, from

; the great iniprove-
Ms, have produced a

"I agreeable in smell,
. ing to more skilful

U1.U ot manures of a kind
omposition, to the wants of

the plant ; and to the introduction of better varieties from
Germany. For example, several varieties of the Saaz Hops
have been introduced and natural] -."d : .iirl the grounds have
been dressed with manures, rii 1. in ilM -f lime and of
potash, and in phosphoric acid. :n'jn;iL; li niiply the Hops
with all the elements required for vi-mMU . -mwlh, to enable
them to produce 1 lb. of dry Ho]p-s t. ju ii ^l mi.

M. Stromayer makes a conij" i
i . i •! .70 pai-ts of

«ity dirt, 2.^ of road scrapings, .mi iiianure. To
<;ach plant he gives about 26 lb. > i i i . ly year.

It used to be thought that th li ip n I n.! require very
much m-anure ; experience has everywhere proved that the
pLont is exhausting, and that it yields satisfactorily only when
grown on soils rich or well manured. In general it * *

strong plants growing on land
yield and produce the best crops
The varieties of Hops culti.-

distinct sorts; 1st, the early '.\

first fortnight in September ; :..L

Hojjs are generally of very ordiu.
tago is their ripening at the ci

pure and hot. The Hups most estccn.
towai'ds the close of the hot

atcd fbat vary least i

ihe beptcriiln.

dlMi. .., ._,!

That is the c.\sr i', , .i,ties
;.y. They shoidd be .su!;atituted for the

flops. In England Hops remarkable
I L^rown, but they are always inferior to

I inled Hops, which are generally more

Lro in fine weather exposed to
nig lost part of their moisture,
ial heat. The latter operation is

L is a pity that aU the growers
However that may be, they

r open drawers, if they would

thedryingiscnin).|. ! 1 r. , . :ii:i

generally mauagcl in kiiiia , ,

have not special drying xiLuiet;

ought to give up using boxes,
preserve the condition of the Hop? The shakiBg they get
these receittacles occasions the waste of a large pari of the
lupulin. The Alsacian Hop-growers, who use boxes with
Jitrong paper bottoms, obtain Hops of the best quality.

In England the Hops are generally sul])hured, a process
which ha* not yet been adopted in Prtmce, because it is

Messieurs Payen and Clievalicr, in their
Hop, enlightened agriculture, and made
hat Hops most affect the quality of

ihanges in the ciUtivation of the Hop,
t, more than 21,250 acres, and the new
introduced, seem to me ample reason
ihould be studied anew, analysed, and
Hops. The agriculture and iiiduatry

. advantage from scientific

known tu bi

beei The cun siderable
which ro ipi^o 1 1 Fnnci

'IlieuL L->-,ity I hlv^nt> poles, to thenvimber of 1200orlG00
per acre has prevented the profitable introduction of the Hop
in the dep ii tments of Seme-et-Mame, Seine-et-Oise, Eure-et-
Loiie, and Oise M htrumayer's plan having succeeded beyond
all expectations, no obstacle wdll henceforth oppose the exten-
sion ot Hop-growing in those localities where fioles are scarce
and dear.

The Imperial and Central Society of Agi'iculture having
•dready directed its attention to the cultivation of the
Hop, it will perhaps consider the utility of promoting further
scientific investigations. I may bo permitted to refer to the
importance attained by Hop growing in Flanders, from the
time when John the Fearless, Duke of Burgundy, instituted a
competition by which those agriculturists who had grown
most Hops received medals of gold, bearing the impression of

a crowii of Hups. And it has been by the offer of similar
rewards that the Society has been enabled to enrich it.s

publications with articles of interest, and which have made it

respected by all enlightened agriculturists who are friendly to
sciaBce.

Appendix.

In Alsace the yield of Hops this yeai-(1865) vras rather over
half a crop, the return being 40,000 cwt. instead of 70,000 cwt.
That of Germany was in the same proportion. On strong land
the yield was good, on average land middling, but on land
with a sandy or gravelly subsoil it was very indifferent.

M. Stromayer counteracted the effect of the great drought
by liberal irrigation from the beginning of August till the
middle of September.
The foUowiiiL,' i- tip -m :_;.. of his crop :—Strong land, IT^oz.

per plant ; avii : . .lo. ; light land, -IJ oz. do.
Hops plant' 1 i i . .

'

. , m J watered towards the end of

the summer, yi' !
;

i '/. ).. r i-iant.

In spite of severe sturiiia M. .-jtromayer was entirely satisfied

with his system. The damage to the Hops supported by wire*
was thought to be less than in the piece that was poled ; the
latter surrounded the ground managed in trellis.

THE CATTLE PLAGUE,
1. The following returns were issued on the 17th :

These- returns do not profess to give the total

number of cases which have occurred in Great
Britain, but only those which have been ascertained

from information received at the office from inspec-

tors. Columns 1 only record the cases reported as

having commenced during the weeks indicated by
the headings ;

" back " caaes being added to columns 2.

argument that not only should the consumer
repay the cattle ovmer of this coimtry for cattle
slaughtered for the object of staying its spread,
or to stamp it out, but that the innocent party shotdd
be paid not only for all cattle slaughtered, but also
for all that have died, along with his losses both by
deterioration of those which have recovered, and by
the interruptions and impediments in his British
right of free trade in deaUng with the objects of his
business. It is also a sound and equitable dictum of
law that if any one, from negligence or gross incom-
petence, performs any matter by which an innocent
third party suffers loss or damage, the innocent person
is entitled to full compensation ; and the same
occurs if instead of the principal committing the
negligence, and exhibiting the gross incompetency,
his agent does it instead. Now, very few will contend
that the Government of this country have not been
extremely negligent and grossly incompetent to

employ the means the law and the meat consumer
had placed in their hands, and directed them to

employ to meet any such emergency as the intro-

duction of the riuderpest ; notwithstanding that they
were stimulated, urged, and prayed to take the course
which there was abundant experience upon the
Continent was the proper and only one needed easily

to have arrested and destroyed the evil upon its

first or soon after discovery. Glaring and pro-

minent examples were shown them by France
stamping out this plague by killing, &c., 43 beasts ;

our other neighbour Belgium accomplished the
same under greater difficulties, and with the disease

raging in an adjoining country, by slaughtering 300 ;

even then our Royal Commission advised much that
was good—yet Government, the agents of the con-
sumers, with all these reasons and information, per-

sisted in neglecting their duty and proclaiming their

incompetency till this frightful evil culminated to an
extent that it struck even them with panic upon seeing
that 13,000 cattle a week were attacked ; and then,

as proof that negligence and incompetency were
guilt, no sooner were something like reasonable

means taken to battle with the plague thanthe returns

show the number of attacked falls to 7000, or half

per week. Obviously it was on behalf of the con-

sumer these losses and restrictions upon the farmer's

trade were incmTcd by the bringing in of the rinder

pest, and by the gross negligence of the country's

agents in not taking the ordinary and universally

known methods of preventing the evil from con-
veying loss to the farmer. Thus, in all reason, right,

and upon the recognised principles of law, the inno-

cent party who has suffered should be recompensed
by the country. IF, A. Woolci', Marolt 17.
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the latter part of this statement, I may remark that

the Act was passed on the 2r»th of Februaiy, and
that my visit to Mentmore was made on the 3d of

March, at which time Oi! animals of the original

119 were still alive. Three-fourths of those animals
were in a dying condition, notwithstanding which,
and that six days had elapsed since the passing of

the Act, the requirements of the law had not been
" put in force." On making inquiry as to the cause

of the delay I was informed that the local autho-

rities had not taken the first necessary steps in carry-

ing out the law by having an estimate made of the

original value of the animals.

With reference to the former part of Mr. Worms'
statement, that " a very small proportion had died,

and the remainder were -slaughtered," I may observe,

that if the 00 animals referred to be deducted from
the original 119, there will remain .53 to be accounted
for. Now, of this number 18 only were shot, and
35 had died, .so that the proportions of deaths to

those slaughtered was a very large, rather than a
small one.

Leaving these facts to speak for themselves,
James B. SinwndKj Royal VetcrUiary College, Camden
Ton-n, March 15.

.5. RiXDEKPEST IN Sheep.—The committee of the
Chamber of Agricultm-e and Scottish Farmers' Club,
at a meeting held at Edinburgh on Wetbiesday,
resolved, on the motion of Mr. Hope. Fentoubams,
" That the evidence of sheep having taken rinderpest
is far from conclusive, and that if sheep l>ecome
affected with the disease they are certainly not
naturally susceptible of it." The Edinburgh Cattle
Plague Committee, on the other hand, have adopted
a resolution of an opposite t«nour—namely, " Having
carefully inquired into the alleged cases of rinderpest
in sheep reported to have occurred in the county of
Fife ; having ha<l the advantage of hearing a full

statement on the .subject by one of their own
number, Professor Strangeways, veterinary surgeon,
who went do^vn to Fife for the purpose of examining
into the matter ; and having themselves witnessed
the 2xnif mmiem. examination of several of the sheei>
in question, they are of opinion that the cases
reported from Fife are undoubtedly cases of rinder-
pest, and that it is expedient that measures should be
adopted for the prevention of the removal of sheep
from irrfected places to places hitherto uninfected."

in a day, and he is ready to organise a new sea trans-

port service if he can possibly avoid an unwelcome
reformation. Nevertheless, we must by no means be
induced by such an unexpected turn of affairs to

abandon the hopes we were entertaining. It was not
to be expected that the new system of conveying
dead meat could be completely arranged in a month,
and it appears by a letter in our columns yesterday,
from Mr. Mechi that the Railway Companies have
not yet realised their obligations and their interest

in this emergency. In carrying live animahs they
have to compete with the bullock himself, who can
walk to town if the railway charge is too expensive ;

whereas in carrying dead meat they have only to

compete with the ordinary carriers. Accordingly,
while a live bullock can be carried from Kelvedon to

London for '<s. dtl., the conveyance of the dead
carcase costs no less than 10.s\ i<d. ; and this, too,

not%vithstanding that the weight is less in the latter

case than in the former, the offal having been
removed. Such a scale of' charges appears to be as

unreasonable as it is against the interest of the
public. It must be less trouble, and must demand
far less space, to carry the dead carcase of a beast
than the live animal itself, and the charge should be
rather less tlian more. It would unquestionably be
a benefit to the railways if they obtained the whole
carr^ang trade of the metropolitan meat market, and
it is evident that they must lower their prices if they
wish to obtain it. Alrr'idgedfrom tlie Tvines.

C. The Meat Market.—It is now just four
weeks since oiar Monday's report from the Metro-
politan Cattle Market first exhibited the effect of the
temporary regixlation against the conveyance of
cattle by railway. The fourth report on the effect
of this regulation appeared in our columns yesterday.
In one respect, indeed, it is not less satisfactory than
sm-prising. The price of beef has actually fallen to
what it was on the 19th of February, "before the
prohibition came into force; and, notwithstanding the
sudden derangement of the trade, the best beef is at
this moment cheaper than it was at the same time
last year, and is ,at the same price as in 180+. Prime
beef was quoted yesterday at T^s. the stone, against
hs. 2d. last year, and 5;;. in I HO-t. Another feature of
Monday's market, to which this reduction of price
must probably, to a large extent, be attributed, is

not less unexpected. For the past three weeks, as
we have noticed, the supply of live cattle was but half
the usual number, and these were all imported. This
week, however, the supply is very nearly as large
as it was before the prohibition came into force. On
the 19th of Februaiy the total number of beasts
for sale was io'M, and this was considered a more
plentifiU supply than usual. But on Monday the
number of bea,sts at the market was no less' than
4100. This remarkable result has been attained by
the sudden expansion of the foreign supply. By the
.stopping of the home traffic about two-thirds of the
usual sources have been suddenly closed, but the
remaining third has been so much developed as
atmost completely to supply the deficiency. On the
19th of February, out of 4."j20 beasts for sale, 1710
were English cattle, and 1050 were Scotch or Irish

;

the remainder, or 1700, were imported from the
Continent. Yesterday, on the contrary, out of 4100
beasts, only 290 were English, having been conveyed
by water from Norfolk and Suffolk, 377 were Scotch
or Irish, and the remainder, to the number of 3490,
were impoi-ted from the Continent, 3080 coming
from Germany and Holland, and 410 from France.
We may almost say that the live cattle market is

in jiLst the same condition as before the recent
prohibition. The only difference is in the source
of the supply. We can hardly, indeed, suppo.se that
there are the same number of prime animals among
these foreign cattle as among those which formerly
arrived from the EugUsIi counties, and we can
hardly doubt that the sudden and complete return to
the former price of beef is partly due to .an increased
supply at the dead meat market. Still the fact
remains that we have just as much a live cattle
market as before. However the change may affect
the dealers, the practical resiilt to the metropolis is

not altered. In fact, the streets of London were
yesterday not less crowded by droves of cattle than
under the old .system. The inveterate habits of the
British butcher are not, it would seem, to be eratlicated

7. Assessment op the Clergy.— Rumours had
reached me that the rate for compensation under the
Cattle Diseases Act was to be charged to the clergy
upon their rent-charge. Till this morning, when I

received authentic infonnation to th,at effect, I refused
to credit so monstrous a statement ; for anything more
flagrantly unjust was never proposed. By a fiction of

pseudo-political economy the agricultural classes are
saddled with this partial impo-st on the ground that
the consumers, and not they, are the real sufferers by
the wholesale loss of their stock, and that, remune-
rated as they will be by increased prices, they, and
not the public at large, ought to bear the burden of

compensation. Granting, for argument's sake, the
validity of this reasoning, in what w.ay does it apply
to the tithe rent-charge ? As owners of glebe lands
the clergy are, perhaps, to that extent as justly

liable as other owners and occupiers of land ;

but to charge such a rate upon the rent-

charge is to inflict upon the clergy an income-tax
from which the rest of their feUow subjects are
exempt. A partial income-tax, I repeat, is the
injustice to which the clergy are subjected by this

compensation rate. The rent-charge rises and falls

with the average prices of certain grains ; but special

and partial charges like that of the compensation
rate were surely not contemplated in the tithe-com-
mutation. There are hundjeds of the clergy whose
whole income from the Church does not enable them
to enjoy the luxury of keeping a cow, and why are

we to be amerced by a special rate as though we were
.specially interested in live stock ? The very principle,

false as I believe it to be, that limits the compensa-
tion rate to the owners of cattle, logically excludes
the owner of rent^charge from liability to the rate,

and yet we are to be taxed, if rumour speaks true, to

the amount of one-fifth and more towards this rate

in our respective parishes I In fact, the clergy will

have to pay more in proportion than even the owners
and occupiers of land. We do not object to share a
national burden equally and equitably with the rest

of our fellow subjects, but I must protest against the
imfairness which imposes upon me a special tax from
which others with no assignable reason ,ire exempted.
The prospect is frightful, with hundreds of cattle

—

numbers of which never had the disease, nor were
ever, I believe, in any danger of having it—being
slaughtered around us, to contemplate the having to

pay one-fifth of the jiarish rate for this enormous waste.
J. K. Tiiclter, Rirtor of Petlniiqli, Siifol/t. (Times.)

The result is that cattle in every stage of this
disease are kept alive for days, distilling poison from
their pores and spreading infection far and wide
among the healthy stocks of the neighbouring farms.
A further result is that the compensation, which was
meant to include an equivalent for the possibility of
recovery, is now merely a payment for a dead
animal, as the farmer has the benefit of the few cows
that do recover from the disease.
The only excuse that I have heard for this illegality

is that the ratepayers are saved paying for the cattle
that do recover. But surely this is but short-sighted
policy, for if infected animals are the means of
spreading the disease, the ratepayer will have to pay
for hundreds of animals which "have been infected
by a herd out of which a miserable percentage only
have been saved.

I have endeavoured in my capacity as a member
of the North\vieh District Committee to induce my
feUow committee-men to act in accordance with the
law. Hitherto I have been unsuccessful, and fear
that I shall continue to be so unless, by the ventila-
tion of the question in your columns, they become
convinced that their present conduct is as short-
sighted as it is illegal. George William Latham.,
Bradivnll Hall, March 17. {Times.)

9. Carriage op Dead Meat.—I trust that our
railway directors will take into favourable considera-
tion the present unfortunate condition of the British

farmer a.s regards his tr.ansmission of meat to the
Metropolitan and other city markets.
Take my own case as an illustration. A live

bullock weighing 1400 lb. is carried from Kelvedon
to London for 5.s\ i'>d. The same bullock when sent
as dead meat ready for the butcher would only weigh
800 lb., or 100 stones of 8 lb. The charge for this

woidd be about 2rf. per stone, or lO.s-. 8^/., although
there was very little more than half the weight.
The carriage of the skin and offal would be an
additional and considerable charge. The reason why
the railways charge so much cheaper for live bullocks
is that they can walk to London if the charge were
too high, whereas in dead meat they have only to

compete with the ordinary carriers, who cannot
convey our dead meat hence to London under 2d.

per stone.

This, no doubt, is a fair advantage to take imder
ordinai-y circum.stances, but now that the traiEc in

living animals is prohibited, our railway directors

should (during the continuance of the prohibition)
meet the difficulty with a liberal hand. J. J. Mrchi,
Ttjitree HaU,Kelredun, Essex, March 16.

8. The Poleaxe.—I venture to a.sk you to insert

in your columns the following short statement of

facts which, in my opinion, constitute a grievance
of no ordinary magnitude :

—

I am a landed proprietor and a ratepayer in the
county of Chester, and, unfortunately, a great
sufferer by the ravages of the cattle plague. I think,

therefore, I have a right to complain both if the

provisions of the Act passed to prevent the spread of

the disease be not strictly acted upon in this coimty,

and also if the compensation which must be paid out
of the rates to be levied on house property and land
be unduly increa.sed.

Now, the Act directs that all infected cattle shall

be slaughtered and buried, and compensation paid to

the owners, leaving an option to the local authority
in the case of cattle in contact \vith infected stock.

In the face of this provision, the district committees
for the hundred of Northwich have instructed their

inspectors to deal tenderly with all infected cattle,

which order the inspectors inteqiret, and their

interpretation is assented to by the committee, to

mean that infected cattle ai'e not to be condemned
so long as there is any hope of their recovery, but
that as soon as the case is hopeless, the slaughter
may be ordered and compensation awarded.

SHEEP BREEonsra.
{Co.iclttjIcI ,fm.,i ji. 252).

Winter Maimgemenf.—Coming on the month of
October some of the flock generally begin to scour.

These should be removed at once to dry stubble
ground, and get some physic, to clear off any
inflammatory matter in the bowels ; then get some
tonics with opium. Lately I have used Day & Hewitt's
black mixture, which I consider the best medicine
for scour in lambs I have ever got. Some breeders

don't think of using Oats till dysentery sets in, when
it only increases the disease. There T^-ill not be
much dysentery among.st the flock if managed in the

way I have described ; but when lambs have been
neglected, and kept on old pasture after weaning, I

have seen as many as 50 per cent, carried off by it.

Sometimes mortality amongst lambs is caused by
in-and-in breeding, and by using pampered and
over-fed rams. Any ram that has been kept con-

fined in a house and forced for showing is sure to

get delicate-constitutioned lambs. I beUeve no
amount of healthy feeding will injure a ram (such

as cake, corn, and Turnips), provided he be allowed

plenty of room for exercise to grow muscle as well

as fat, and not dosed with tonics to give a false

appetite. The proper selection of sheep to answer
the climate in which the breeder is situated has

a material effect on this disease. In the beginning

of October some early Turnips and Cabbage .should be

spread all over the pasture where the lambs are

graring. At first they will begin to shake them about

in their mouths, as they meet them, for amusement

;

but it will soon come to earnest with them, and they

will be taught to eat them before they know it

themselves. Some shoidd also be cut to accustom

them to the Turnips. By this means the lambs will

lose'no condition by the change of food when put on
the Turnips, and many lives will be saved, as, when
they are not taught to eat the Turnips when in good
heart, they will often not eat them till they get so

weak that the Tnmips kiU them. If the land is dry

they should be put on the Turnip brake before the

1st of November. If the farm does not answer

feeding on the red land, they should be kept on the

lea fields to be ploughed that season, so that the

manure mjiy not be lost. But if the ground is dry,

or middling" dry, I prefer the feeding of them where

the Turnips grow, as they do better, and a great

expense of carting is saved, and the land is much
more evenly manured, as it is trampled into the

gi-ound at once, ^\'hen first put on the Turnip brake

they should get a large piece of ground with most of

the Turnips pulled off it, or they will foul the
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Turnips too much, running over it before they get

contented. The hurdles or nets should be moved
once every week. The half of the Turnips should be

pulled and cut in the troughs, to give the .sheep room
to lie. If the crop is a very heavy one, the half of

the Turnips can be carted off for the use of cattle ;

otherwise the sheep would be too long on the ground,

and leave it too rich for the following corn crop.

One of Gardner's Turnip cutters should be kept in

the field, and some out and put in the troughs three
times to habituate them to cut ones. Having their

choice, they will scoop most of their food themselves
at first ; but as their teeth begin to fail they will

resort to the troughs for most of it. Then the
advantage of accustoming them to the troughs in

time will be seen. But no shepherd can feed lambs
successfully if the crops are not properly prepared
for him. If young, unripe Turnips are given at first,

the flock "will scour on them, get weak, and many
deaths will be the result, and the flock will get a
disUke to the feeding, and do badly on it all winter.
Turnips, to commence Iambs on, should be sown
early in May. Swedes and soft Turnips should be
.sown turn about, two drills of each, the Swedes to be
pulled and cut in the trough, and the soft ones
allowed for them to scoop. There should also be a
few drills of Cabbage and Eape throughout the
brake, so as to give a variety of feeding for the
hoggets. The Turnip seed .should also be a mixture
of the be.st varieties. The want of proper precaution
in having the Tirmips in a ripe state for them at
first is the unseen cause of the failure of so many in
Turnip-feeding sheep ; and men who have fed sheep
on the Turnips successfully have been disappointed
when trying it in Ireland. In Scotland the frost
sets in sharp, generally about the 1st of November,
and if Turnips are not at their growth then, they
are not expected to do anything after that time

;

but in Ireland I have often .seen the crop grow
till January, and therefore the roots are not fit for
sheep tiU that time. Some seasons we have not as
much frost as stops the growth of the Turnip

;

therefore it is necessary to sow as many early soft
Turnips early in May as will keep the sheep till

after the new year ; otherwise deaths amongst the
sheep mil be numerous, the system will be blamed,
and one of the most profitable ways of farming
light land wiU be abandoned.

Winter Ih-tteniity.—Hoggets intended to go off the
Turnips as mutton should not be forced to clean up
the Turnips too close, as they will not fatten so well
if foiced to clean up tainted Turnips. I generally
run the ram and wether hoggets that are intended for
mutton first, and follow them with the ewe store
hoggets, making them clean up all the refuse. Care
mnst be taken to have the Turnips hoed up as they
come level with the ground ; otherwise they wiU fUl
with sand and injure the sheep. When hoed up the
rain washes them, and the sheep become very fond
of them. Hoggets that are to be fa,ttened must get
a good supply of Oats three times each day. The
store ewe hoggets should get a little every day up

believe habit is everything, especially if by it we find

our pockets the better. By particular attention to

this during hard frost, I consider we owe our freedom
from braxy in the flock. If the hoggets have been
properly attended to, according to the system I have
described, they should be ready for the knife by the
1st of April. A lot of the best should be picked out,

washed, and put on bare pasture till dry, getting
their usual allowance of feeding. When dry they
should be clipped, and, if room can be spared, it is

astonishing what a difference a fortnight's feeding
wiU make in their appearance. A shed can be easily

formed for the purpose against a wall, and thatched
mth rushes or any other material convenient. The
second lot can go in when the first goes out, and they
should be all gone about the 1st of May, without
getting any of the second year's Grass from the ewes
and lambs.

Hesiilfs.—By this .system of feeding, a much larger
flock of ewes can be kept, as there ^vill be nothing on
the Grass except the ewes and lambs, and what ewe
hoggets S,re kept to replace the culled ewes. I can-
not understand how it pays to breed large, coarse
sheep, that are hard feeding brutes, and keep them
till three years old before going to the market. I

do not care what weight they come to, it must be
unprofitable to the feeder. No doubt, the mutton
may please the consumer better, and turn out more
inside fat to the butcher, but will they both pay for

this ? I say "no," as I get as much for fat hoggets
per lb. as I see others get for three-year-old wethers.
The season before last the Blandsfort half-bred Irish
wethers averaged oOs. each, clipped in April, and
the fleece about 17s. Last season the half-bred
Cheviots made ids. average, and 13s. fleece, but I

thipk the difference of the last was paid up in the
difference of keep, as three of the Cheviot ewes
could be easily kept instead of two of the larger Irish
ewes, and would bear twin lambs nearly as well as
the others would single lambs. Such a price for
sheep at that age I think pays exceedingly well,

especially when we take into consideration the
manuring and consolidation of the light land in a
manner that no other manuring is equal to ; but the
system cannot be carried out without the right breed
of sheep, bred for the purpose, as many of the soft
breeds would only entail great loss on the owner who

straw used, as there is no return of valuable manure
to tell on the following com and Grass crops ; besides
the expense of carting the food all to them. Growing
Turnips on light land by artificial manure and cart-
ing them off would ruin any light land, and leave it

far worse than if Turnips had never been grovm on
it. During the summer Grass in .such land, treated
in this way, will get burned up when a slight drought
comes. Besides, the sheep will do much better in the
open field ; for, no matter how much is written
about sheds for sheep, it is against nature. When
the outside of the fleece gets wet, and they lie down
in a shed—a lot of them together—they sweat and
get cold on the lungs and foot^rot, and often lose

more condition in one month than they gain again
in two. If moderately close-wooUed sheep are kept

—

the only wool suited to our wet climate—and kept
well filled, they will jump up in the morning after a
wet night, shalce themselves to the breeze, and kick
up their heels for better weather.
Judging SJieep.—I consider this a fitting opportu-

nity, before finishing this paper, to make some
remarks on the judging of sheep ; for this is the
first thing a young sheep-breeder should learn, and I
believe it is the most difiBcult lesson in connection
with farming that the beginner has to learn, as there
is no more difficult animal to judge belonging to oixr

general stock than the sheep ; and I have often
heard men say that it is a thing that cannot he
learned by a man in the after part of his life. I

have sometimes been amused to see the careless way
in which sheep are judged at the various shows. I

have seen it so simply passed over that in a week
after, when the same sheep met in another yard, held
by different herds, the same judges reversed their
decision of a week previous. It is impossible that
any person can tell all the different points of a
sheep by merely looking at him, the same way they
would look at a race horse about to start for a race,

when they can see every bone, muscle, and sinew in

his body. But what would they know of this

horse if he was all covered but his head with
a rug, with wool on it 6 inches long ? No
doubt, they handle the sheep in a kind of sham way.
They will pidl off their glove scientifically, and
press their fingers so gently on his fiddle-back,' just
as if they were going to feel what sort of wool
was on the back of a hedge-hog. Then they takewould expose them to the general treatment laid i

down, and they must likewise be well attended to, ' a circuit round him—whether to get a side view at
and proper food prepared for them. It is an old

|

him or save their trousers I don't know—and lay their

saying that " If a thing is worth doing at all, it is
|

finger and thumb roimd his neck, and after knowing
worth doing well," and if anything is worth doing that he has a back bone and neck, give their decision,

well, at present prices, I think it is the breeding and No wonder that such gentlemen, judging, as they
management of our sheep flocks. I have no doubt

i

call it, should leave the competition in the sheep
many theorists will say my system is too plain and classes all in the hands of a few breeders ; as
simple, and would like to introduce a great deal of ' many farmers, who have a good, useful sheep, fed in
chopping of straw, and making mixtures of straw \

a profitable way, will not bring him out, as they
and gruel, &o. I have also given this a very fair

|

know well that the sheep that has been house-fed,
practical trial, but had to come to the conclusion

I

pampered, and sheeted is sure to take the eye of such
that—except under the pressure of a Turnip failure

|

judges. It is this class of judging that has left the,
such as was in England la.st season—it does not pay .

Leicester sheep of England and Ireland at the
-_ _ „ . 1 for the extra trouble and expense. I certainly found '

present time all but despised by the men who
till the new year, when they ought to be strong and

|
it do what the great advocates of the system say— 1

have rents to pay. The breeders of these sheep
accustomed to the Turnip feeding, and will then do

|

viz., save the Turnips, but I aLso found it save the] latterly bred them for showing, and lost size, con-
without any more com. The Turnip and Oat

I mutton as much. Feeding stock will not do well if
i

stitution, and wool—the three things indispensable
trough.s should always be well cleansed out, as the ! forced to eat all the coarse parts of straw and other ; in a profitable sheep. Not\vithstanding all that
sheep IS a very dainty animal. The corn should be feeding, as they must do if mixed in this way. My ' is written about the improvement of the

nlan is to grow plenty of Turnips, com, and straw Leicester sheep of to-day, I have no hesitation in

(and the more you grow, the more you would be I

saying that they are not so useful a sheep as
enabled to grow). Give the feeding stock plenty of

i

they were ten years ago. This is caused by
everything ; but let them have their choice, and

i

the type of sheep selected by the judges for prizes at

make the store stock clean up the refuse. There
j

the shows. Not long since I heard a very extensive

given before each feed of cut Tm-nips. This keeps
the Turnips from griping them. The hoggets
should not be disturbed much, or hurried about over
the soft ground. Several cocks of sweet oaten
straw should be put up on the Turnip ground,
according to the number of sheep—about one to
every SO sheep. A pole stuck in the ground, and the
straw built firm roimd it, is preferable to giving it

in racks, as they will begin to the cock for mischief,
and will eat it sooner than out of racks. It is
surprising how much straw they use, picking the
fine parts of it, and leaving the coarse to make
bedding of. To some particular people this plan
may seem wasteful, but the refuse can be carted
home to litter the cattle boxes, and straw cannot be
wasted if it goes to the manure heap. Some are also
amused at the idea of giving straw to sheep instead
of hay ; but I find that along with the Turnips they
do better on it, and it is a great deal cheaper.
During frast the sheep must be moved up from their
lair about II) o'clock at night ; for when the groimd
gets frozen hard their feet get tender, and they
will be lazy to rise ; and sheep taking a large feed
of Turnips must necessarily void a great quantity of
urine. Some of them will lie so long that they take
inflammation in the neck of the bl^ider, and when
pain forces them to get up there will be a complete
stoppage of the water ; braxy follows, and death in
a few hours. The advantage of distiu'bing them at
this hmrr is at once visible, as when raised the water
mil flood from them. It is very difiioult to get
herds to attend to this regularly. Whether it is that
they don't believe in its value or not, I cannot say.
Of course, when asked, they will say they did ; but,
on making it my business to see if they did, I never
foimd them doing it regularly, and I lost several
valuable sheep by trusting to their doing it ; so that
I now make it a practice to walk out amongst them
every frosty night, and raise them up ; and there is

no walk through the day I enjoy more than my walk
among the Turnip sheep on a frosty night ; but I

should never be more stock kept than there is plenty
of feeding for, as one beast well kept will pay more
than three badly kept. By my system the feeding is

mostly all gro\vn on the farm, the stock all bred on
the farm, so that when they are sold the money
all rent. I never use much hay, as I consider it too
expensive, and after feeding stock all winter on hay,
they are only then ready in May for something to
fatten them. By this system of feeding sheep on the
Turnip ground, all the Turnips on the light land are
grown at little expense, as there is no carting of
manure on or Turnips off, the ground being evenly
manured and trampled with that firm .substance so
essential to the growth of a com crop in light soils,

and by feeding the ewes on Vetches during summer,
and with the aid of the farm-yard manure, which
should be all used on the heavy land, it is kept in
good order. I seldom u.se any cake during winter
for the sheep on the Tumip-brake, as the ground is

too rich after it ; and the corn crop would lodge
and also smother the Grass and Clover crops.
Not so in England. Under their climate the com
crop will stand up and be improved by every pound
of cake the sheep gets. But I have found it pay well
to give cake to the sheep on the Turnip brake, then
sow it down with Grass, Clover, and Rape, without a
com crop. I have several times fed ten sheep on an
acre of this from July to November, and this is one
of the best ways of improving a poor light farm. I

never yet found any difficulty in getting a farm rich
enough. I always find more difficulty in keeping it

from getting too strong for com growing. I see it is

the practice of some breeders to put all their feeding
sheep into small paddocks, and build sheds for them
to lie in. This must be unprofitable, as the mutton
has to pay for all the Turnips, com, cake, and hay or

sheep owner remark, while looking at a prize sheep,
that he was the nicest sheep ever he saw ;

" but that
is his fault," he said. " Are you thinking of buying
him ? " I asked. " No," said he ; "I would not use
him to .50 ewes if I got 100?. for it. I have lost a
great deal by using the like of him for some years."
Then, why does this sheep get a prize ? Because he
was bred, fed, and kept for showing. But this is

like farming that does not pay—all humbug. The
breeders of the Leicester sheep in Scotland, rather
than .spoil their large, hardy, rent^paying sheep,

stopped showing, preferring to forego the honours
of the .show-field before they would please the taste

of the judges ; the consequence was that they got a
separate class of their own for their large Leicesters.

And at present it is impassible to breed a ram to

take prizes and also sell well, as the farmers are too

wide-awake now to be deceived by a flea on a jelly-

bag. Most of the shows have a rule that no names
are to be branded on the sheep. What is the use of

this when the herds are allowed to stand and hold
their own sheep ? In many cases the owner's name
might as well be printed on the sheep's back. Why
not turn the rams into a ring and let the judges
stick first, second, and third on three of their backs ?

No fear they will soon find an owner, and this would
show what sort of metal the judges are made of.

Home Correspondence.
Internatiumil Exhihitioii vf Fish in, France.—

Having been requested by Government to act as
British Commissioner at the Exhibition to take place
at Arcachon in July next, I shall feel greatly obliged if

you will allow me to make public, through your
columns, the object of that Exhibition. The vast
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importance of the products of the sea, rirers. and
lakes, both as food and for use in the arts, is forcing
itself into notice. The French Government have
org-anised an exhibition illustrative of this, under
the presidency of the Minister of Marine and the
Colonies, to be held at Arcachon, a seaport near
Bordeaux, in Jidy next. They invite from the

seaports of their own country, and the fishing ports

of their maritime neighbours, contributions to the
Exhibition. These are variously classed, and com-
prehend specimens of cured and preserved fish for

food ; oil for use as medicine ; chemical products
extracted from Seaweed ; shell, amber, penrl,

colouring* matter, Sec, in connection with art

;

industrial prodxicts, such as oils, skins, whalebone,
sponges. &c. ; marine manures, shell sand, and Sea-

weed. Another class includes tools and machines for
making boats, models of fishing boats, of oyster beds,

and of salmon ladders ; lines, nets, and fishing

apparatus, and oyster dredges. Then there are
instruments for preserving and smoking fish, with
plans and models of curing establishments, and
descriptions of modes of packing and transporting
fish. There will be collections also of memoirs on
the subject of fish and fish culture and management,
with plans, chai-ts, drawings, and photographs. For
these prizes will be awarded according to their
respective merits, and the cost of transporting the
articles for exhibition will be borne, either altogether
or in part, by the administration of the Exhibition.
It is very desirable that the important fishery

interests of this country should be creditably repre-
sented, and I shall be happy to receive and reply to
any communication on the subject from persons
desiring to contribute to the Exhibition. The entry
of articles is requested by the beginning of April,
and they must be despatched so as to reach Arcachon
by the 1st of July. James Caird, 3, jSV. James's
Square, March t).

Foreign Correspondence.
AurEHTCAN Heapixg Machine : H'J, Mmiiiimiin-ii

fflrcef, Ken- Tori; rnitecl States, Frh. ]«i.—Seeing
from the ably written articles which appear from
time to time in the AfjHenliural Gazetie, that you
take a great interest in improvements of farm
machinery, and that you strongly advocate its adop-
tion, I venture to send you a description of some
improvements I have made in reaping and mowing
machines, the object of which is to remove the
tendency of the knives to break ; to lessen the \

violent vibration and cdnsequent undue wearing of

the working parts (both resulting in stoppages at a
most critical ( time), and also to reduce the horse-
power required to cut a fair width of crop.

Hitherto the knife has been composed of one series
of blades extending the whole cutting width of the
machine and fastened on to one knife-bar, and the
cutting of the crop against the fingers or guards the
whole ividth has been simidtaneous, and the strain
caused by the sudden chops has, sooner or later, been !

too much for the strength of the knife-bar, not-
j

withstanding the substitution of steel in place of
]

iron. These alternate rapid concussions and cessa-

,

tions of work are also the cause of the immense

'

vibration alluded to, and make irregular and
j

unpleasant work for the horse-power. I

Now my improvement consists in tlividing the
j

cutting width into two knives, and I drive them by
two connecting-rods from a two-throw crank, which
has the throws at quadrantial distance from each !

other on the circle described in its revolutions. Thus i

in a machine of 5 feet cutting width, one knife takes
|

11 feet of this width, and the other knife takes the !

remaining 2J feet : and whilst the advanced points ;

of one series of blades (which compose the knife)
are in the slots of the fingers or guards, those of the i

other series of blades (which compose the other knife)
are about midway between the fingers—one knife
doing the cutting (of 24 feet), whilst the other knife
is at rest, or nearly so, " turning the dead centre " of
the crank ; the latter knife then takes its turn of
cutting, whilst the former knife is " at rest," or
nearly .so—and so on alternately.

j

You will thus see that (the speed of the crank
shaft being the same), 1st, there is not, at any one
time, much more than half the usual power i-equired
to work the machine, only one half the width being
in actual cut at any one time.

2d. That there is only one-half the strain on each
knife-bar and connecting-rod.

;M. That there is a better distribution of the work,
the work of one knife balancing the cessation of
work of the other knife ; and that there is con-
sequently a great reduction in the violence of vibra-
tion, the work on the horses more equalised, and a
greater diu-ability of the machine.

4th. That.the power being reduced, the horses need
not go at a distressing pace to overcome the resistance,
.and that consequently the raker-off (in manual
raking machines) has leisure to do his work tidily,

and without the usual excessive labour.
In anticipation of the possible objection which

may arise in your mind to the weight of the extra
connecting rod, and extra portion of knife-bar
which runs behind the first knife. 1 need only draw
yom' attention to the fact that one man can draw

along a properly-made reaping-machine in gear
when not in a crop ( two men do it easily), whilst it

is hard work for two horses to do it in a crop, showing
that it is the resistance of the crop and uot the
weit;ht of the knife-bar which requires the power.

It is hardly necessary to show that the bar of the
second knife, working in real- of the first knife, is

not detruuental to the good and clean working of the
machine. Tears ago, when the principle of cutting
was not properly understood, makers were carefiiJ

to avoid any impediment which wag supposed to

impede the clearance of the cut crop, but it was
found that the (then) defect was in the fingers or
guards in front of the knife ; and since this has
been remedied, rows of nuts, platform edges, and in
some cases the platform risen some inches for the
piu-pose of depositing gavels, are used without
affecting the clearance of the knife ; this doubt may
therefore I think be set at rest.

The first cost wiU necessarily be greater by the
extra connecting rod and part of knife-bar ; an<l the

double throw in the crank costs more than a single

one, but this, with royalty added, should not show a
greater advance than .30.?. a machine at the most.
jVnd if the farmers are, for this amount, insiu-ed

against stoppages, loss of serious time, and wages of

hands, as well as blacksmiths' bills for remedying
what after all is imperfectly done, I think they will

be only too glad to pay it.

I enclose a small plan drawing^ to assist you in

understanding my description.

If you think the substance of this letter deserving
a place in a comer of yoiu- excellent Journal I shall

be glad, and it may prove useful to the agricultural

community, by inducing the manufacturers to take
it up.

I should have sent an advertisement with this

calling manufactiu'ers' attention to the matter, but
I wished to avoid any appearance of making a bargain,
and more particularly I wished the question to rest

entirely on its own merits in your estimation. If the
idea be good, it is sure to be brought before the
public by means of advertisements. H. G-illam..

The Transactions of the Wijhlaiul and jil!>''''"itiiral

Siieiet)/ of Scotkind. A. King & Co., Aberdeen.

The prize essays and other records of the Highland
Society arc now published annually in a separate

volume, of which No. 1 is before us. It contains

a very full account of Mr. Campbell's experience of

sewage at Rugby; a most detailed and elaborate

report 6i the Agriculture of Ayrshire, from which we
make a long extract ; and reports on Land Improve-
ments, .on the Sale of Timber, on the Proceedings

in the Chemical Laboratory, and on the Miurain
[not Rindeipest].

Mr. Campbell's paper is conclusive, as all agricul-

tural experience is, of the uselessness of small doses

of sewage as a fertiliser. It is only when he gets up
to many hundred tons per acre per annmn that any
good results follow his application. The following
extract describes the results on two or three of the
fields :

—

" If there is one lesson more distinctly to be learned
than another from the experience of these three years
in the application of town sewage, it is the utter
unprofitableness of shedding small quantities over a
large area of land. Both the lessee of the town
sewage and myself are quite at one upon the necessity

of concentrating the sewage upon a .smaller area, and
accordingly, in 1S57, 1 took more land from him with
a new agreement for ten j'ears, by which I had the
power to apply the sewage without that limitation

as to quantity which had embarrassed me before.

Under this new agreement, I ceased, as a general
rule, to measure the quantity applied, and kept it

going all the year round, and chiefly on Grass land.

I have, however, made xise of it for green crops, such
as Mangel Wiurzel and Turnips, in dry seasons with
good effect, and the same may be said of cereal crops,

occasionally in spring. l>ut not in wet seasons.
" It is to be observed that these three fields were

watered all the year round, portion after portion, as
was most convenient, by the hose and jet. It is

impossible to estimate the quantity put on the land ;

it must have been considerable, but the results were
by no means satisfactory, probably from insufficient

,

supply during the previous season.

" Xo. n Field.—Nine acres Italian Grass, second year,

began to water with sewage, March 13th. Began to

cut the Grass, April 1 3th. N.B.—G4 cwt. of guano
was also applied to this field.

Tons per
.\cre.

1st crop grvvc . . . . 10^
2d do. rk). .. »i
.3d do. do. .. .. Ijj

4tli do. do. . . . . .11

5th do. do. . . . . 2 finished cutting Xnv. 17th.

.Vvemgc .. SJ" 1 l.V

" Ml. IS tleld.—This is a field which Itook in 1S-5G'

at that time very poor pasture. Its history, as
respects sewage, may be useful. In is.'i7 it was
drained to the depth of 4 feet : the soil is Ught, and in

some places very wet, a kind of quicksand from 3 to

4 feet below the surface. Sewage was applied by
means of hose and jet. It did much better as pa.sture,
and this year (1 8.">S) I took hay from it, about If ton
of hay to the acre. In 1 S50, the sewage was appUed
to -ti acres of it, by means of the open gutters ; from
this portion 2 tons of hay per acre was cut, and it

yielded an abundant aftermath. In 1 860, the same
process of irrigation by open gutters was carried on,
and the result was an early bite for sheep, fuUy 2 tons
of hay per acre, and an increa,sed aftermath, in 1861,
under the same plan, a crop of two tons of hay per
acre was carried Jime 19. and from 3 acres of the
same field, not watered with sewage, only one ton of
hay per acre w.as obtained, and that was not carried
until the Hth of September. In addition to this, the
sewnged portion was cut a second time, yielding
4 tons per acre of green forage for cows, between
August 28 and October Is, and besides that, about
IJ acre were cut a third time dm-ing the same
period ; there was also a fair aftermatli. In 1862 a
very large supply of sewage was given to this field,

both winter and summer, probably about 8000 tons
to the acre. The whole field was cut green for the
cows, when the 4i actes which received the sewage
yielded

—

Tons. cwt. qre.
1st cutting 50 10 2

From 4J acres. 104 .5 3

" The 3 acres without sewage, but top-dressed with
street soil, give only 8 tons 16 cwt. of Grass cut
green from the whole 3 acres.

*' Ayi. IS t^eld.—In 1863, with about the same
amount of sewage applied winter and summer, liie

4i acres gave

—

Tons. cwt. (p-s.

1st cutting 4V 12
.Id 19 11

m 16 2

" The small f.glling off in quantity this season I

attribute to the character of the season in point of
tempei-ature. which affects the 5>eriod of cutting, nor
is the supply of sewage so aVrandant in a dry hot
summer. In 1 i^GA the supply of sewage was greatly

diminished. It was not applied in the winter
months, nor from Jlay 3 to Jtme 1 7—most important
weeks, the steam engine being out of order. And
again, the extraordinary drought of the season
materially affected both the supply of sewage and
growth of Grass. The crop was, therefore, a com-
paratively poor one ; the first cutting did not take
place until the end of June.

Tons. cwt. qr.<i.

l.st cutting 24 2 2

2d do Ifi 2

3d do 10 1 1

"The ;! acres not sewaged, but top-dressed with the
liquid manure from the farmyard tanks and gas
works, by means of the water cart, gave \'t cvrt. of

hay per acre,-—by no means a bad crop for the

season."

The above are some of the successes among many
failures in the application of sewage which have
been recorded in the experience of these farms, and
which were owing generally to the insufficient

quantity of the sewage available for application.

The folio-wing record of accurate weighings and
measurements is conclusive as to the greater efficiency

of the larger dose :

—

" E.rpei-iment on Naturnl Grass: 1861.—In 1861,

four plots of about one acre each were marked out

in a field of old Grass pasture on my farm. The
sewage applied was accurately gauged, and the

produce carefully weighed. One plot was to have
no sewage, and the remaining three to have it in

different quantities. The sewage was put on by
means of open gutters every month, in the first year,

from March to November, and the Grass was cut

and carried to my milk cows from May to November.

No. of
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fall for 1862 was 25.185 inches; for the previous

year, ISfil, it was 20.819 inches, and the year

following, 1863, it was 18.514 inches.

No. of
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foreman of some drainage works, " Don't check him

!

don't check him ! I'd rather listen to him than the

best speech in the House of Lords." Lord Palmer-

ston was as conversant with outfalls and levels as he

was with statecraft ; aud while putting kings and

queens, viziers and viceroys, to school in State policy,

he was ever at liberty for a chat on rural affairs.

The following letter, which was written on the very

day the answer arrived from the Government at

Washington concerning the Trent affair, affords a

lively proof of his versatility in this respect :—

"04. PiccadiUy, Jan. 6, 1862,

" My Dear Sir,— I have received your letter of to-day. 'The

question to which it relates seems to me to be as clear and as
- - " ---,.- Ti- ;., demon.strable that under-simple as anything „ —

. i. , j
draining must render more dry the atmosphere of the l.anas

drained ; and it is equally plain that it cannot matenaUy, if .at

all diminish the supply of water to any river that flows

through such lands. Undrained Land is like a sponge that is

satur.atcd with the moisture which, by capillary attraction, it

draw^ '11, fr..rn hflnw, .and by the moisture conditions, such as

IH

the atmosphere and with the w.ater

I e f r n or snow The mo sture th s

IP str t n of the land s got nd f

mto the tmosphere in c ntact

1 II 1 nt ty f w ter with wh h th t tm
then h rfeed s ns me oses very on der hie d

1 h ffie te th th r an hold n solut on t p e

I ti 1 1 f n 1 ( t the detr nt of the

1 The efl t f ifB ent

f t 6 feet of the pper
ponge to th t of dry
inn t re f om

h h f lis upo
t by se fogs

e aporat on
ned off by

1 ]
I t t e natu e

t U m t u t:,h t pplj th wants of vege

ot The g d eff t of draming then po the

f th d t t d ned are demon trable in the ry
1 had dramed a large extent of

very wet will h ve mply
n pr ctice The rap oven nt

the t I
f the valley f the Te t whi h

th
k pt t i

t ble ot

d njl 1

I nd hi
e penen

e tend f

) elow t
V ng to the dr i

ent rely

lit wh h flow t th

1 t w 11 1 1 bij be

nl by
they flow along
n ol n e by dr

tl tf 11 f

I

t b 1 h 1

ff 11 t

1 1

J 1

i pth f•
f t lit

i h rt d t tl

1 ginnmg f the sj t m f dra ns Then
tl f d ng pnng wh ch nse p n the beds of nvc s the
nlj t h t withdr wn from them s th t wh h wo Id

have been contained in the 4 feet or 5 feet of the upper surface

of adjoining lands ; and I have already shown th.at, as regards

such water, the river is a gainer and not a loser by the

drainage. All the water in the soil helow 4 feet or 5 feet from
the upper surface of the land will, a

I 1. .. I,-; " II in the

has been much fuller of

1 it has been for several
uses quite imconnected

spring.s to the beds of th'

diverted from its course by rn. r ii

That this has been the cas^' i; '!

experience, for the volume ni ii >
i

slightest degree affected by tin.- .linn

Lands. It has so h.appened that the rivci

water during the last two years thai

years before : but that was owing to ca

^vith the drainage of works.—Yours, &c.,
" B. Denton, Esq." " Palmerston

Hi."! Lordship's interest in the labourers upon and
around his estates is well known. He was incessant

in his attention to their happiness and prosperity,

and was as ready to encourage virtue as to condemn
vice. He was among those who consider that the
possession of a good house must be at the foundation

of domestic morality and thrift. In the erection of

new cottages he was ever careful to build roomy,
substantial dwellings, affording sufficient and decent
accommodation to the tenant at a moderate rent ;

but he showed more interest in improving and
enlarging existing cottages, on the ground that the

money thus expended would go further in securing

the comfort of the inhabitants than could be derived

from new buildings. lUiisfrafirl London Xewx.

The CattU Planne.— Clirater.^The following is the

number of cases reported to the 17th inst. :

—

Died, 38,676 ; killed, l:!,29n ; under treatment,

4158; recovered, 7308 — total attacked, (J3,438.

During the week ending March 21, 572(') have been

attacked, or 818 per diem, and dead and killed, 4.180,

or 6.5,") per diem. The disease has now appeared in

432 localities in the county. Times of Mareli 23.

[This report represents an enormous increase on

the previous week. The number kiUed may be

understood as the result of the new Act ; but the

new cases show a frightful increase upon 1 827—the

number reported of the week ending March 10.]

ridging as for Turnip culture. This care and judg-

ment therefore has plenty of scope for exercise

throughoutthe early spring to achieve this ultimatum.

On no account must the land be worked when in a

wet state ; nor is it worth while to spend much

labour upon a tough or imkind soil, or upon a soil

temporarily injured by water, so as to become stiff

and " siddy." These can seldom be brought into

proper order to yield a heavy crop, and a light or bad

crop of Potatos is ruinous, the expense of culture

being so great. The proper soils for Potato culture

are our open strong loams. If other soils are forced

into this order of culture, the aim must be to

assimilate them as nearly as possible to these rich

open loams by management and manurings. If this

can be attained a satisfactory result will be forth-

coming, a good crop may be depended upon. In

order to do this advantageously, all the other work

of the farm must give way to this. As soon as the

land is dry and ready for working, all the available

force of the farm must be made to bear upon it at

once, so that with ploughings, harro-wings, and the

like, it may be brought to a fine tilth speedily.

When this is achieved the planting may commence,

and all should be got in by the 1st of May. The

mode of planting should be upon the ridge system,

and the preparation something like the following.

The ridges should be at least 30 inches apart, and

be set out in the usual way, v. r., commencing with

about 13 ridges, so as to give abundant room for the

deposit of the fold-yard manure from the carts

All the work should go on simultaneously—the

deposit of the manure—its careful spreading along ^''

the bottom of the ridges. On this about 3 cwt of .j:,

Lawes' superphosphate, or other of the many ^.•;

artificial manures,:.should be sown broadcast. The -

planting upon this should follow. A sufScicnt

number of planters should be engaged as may keep

the plough or ploughs going, i.e., in opening one

ridge, in going out on the one side of the carts, and
ledwithm I losing up another after planting on coming back on

rnl e''d'^fh the other side. In this way all is completed expedi-

ter wh h tiously and satisfactorily. The spaces between each

planted set should vary according to the variety of

Potato to be planted, i. c, Flukes, about 11 inches ;

Regents, 14 inches ; Rocks, 1,5 inches ;
and all other

^

strong-growing varieties about the latter width.
'

y- 1

.

The sets must all be good, and of large size. Fine VJ
whole Potatos are certainly the best for a crop, but f-^r

probably not correspondingly with the cost. Large

well-chosen " seed," uncut, stand probably next, and

cut sets la.st of all. The latter is the ordinary

course, and probably, all things considered, it may
be the be.st. Seed 'in this way goes much further,

and should the season prove favourable, it will

generally equal any other wiiy—the expense of seed,

of course, much less. In dry seasons this mode

often fails, and then the larger the sets the better

and safer the crop. In the average of seasons it is

best to roll down the ridges Ughtly. The subsequent

culture must consist of repeated hoeings, both by

horse and hand, the moulding-up when sufficiently

grown, and if the subsoil is rather stiff it ought to

be subsoiled before the moulding up. If the tops

grow profusely, the moulding-up should be repeated

too. 0. 1<\

CHEVALIER PEDIGREE BARLEY.

Weight 66 lb. per bushel.

This has been " bred " in the s.ame manner as the " Pedigree Wheat.'J

z, ; by repeated annual selection, re-starting in each
;

grain upon a poor soil (resting i_^ ^ ,_ ^ ^ _mediately upon the chalk of

the^So"itii Downs), "which upon neighbouring farms produces Barley

weighing but 61 lb., and fit only for grinding.

Seed Required :

—

If drilled to March 1 bushel on 3 acres.

Price Two Guineas a Bushel (including bag), delivered in bags

sewed up and sealed, at the Brighton Railway Station, upon receipt

of Cheque or Post Office Order, without which it will not in any case

be sent to unknown correspondents. Less than a bu.,ihel will not be
supplied.
Apply to Fredeei

Brighton, Sussr-
Esq., F.L.S., The Manor House,

BLUNDELL'S CATTLE MKLON and CATTLE
MARROW.—These have now been tested in 37 counties in

England, and in various parts of Ireland and Scotland, and proved

to be a heavy cropping and valuable Fruit for Feeding all kindi

;
Seed fori acre, 5a.

;

espondents.

flic ent
to be 5 feet or

nt the dra ned
ery g

find its

M' ANGEL WUKZEL
SEED from large Bulbs.

CI eoper by the c

d YELLOW .

ORAUGE GLOBE .

RED GLOBE ..0 1

LONG RED .. .. !

LONG YELLOW ..0 1

SUTTON'S

Selected Mangel Seed
from Selected Roots.
Cheaper by the

Pb
Selected ^

LOW GLOBE
,1,1, ORANGE GLOBE 1

^IIER HOBBS'
ILANGE GLOBE .. 1

[ATTON'SRED GLOBE 1

it TTON'S ELVETHAM
LONG RED

New YELLOW INTER-
MEDIATE 1 «

Do RED do ,•,>,' "
NORBITON GIANT LONG
RED 1 «

BERKSHIRE PRIZE, or

SUTTON'S YELLOW GLOBE, SUFFOLK CHAMPION,
Price Is. per lb. New.. ' '>

Lowest price per cwt. on application,

StiTioM & So N-s. Koval Berkshire Seed Establishment, ReadlLg.

UOD CLOVEK SEEDS ~al MARKEf TKICES.
Red I

White Dutch I
Ye' ?<'„

, ,.

Alsike Cow Grass I

White Suckhng

raples and lowLt prices, apijly (st.ating quantity required) of

SurroN k S.'ns. Keerl Merchants, Readin^^

The Cultivation of Bromus Schfaden.
QUTTON AND Sii.XS i:iii suiiplv ijcnuine heed of the

O above New FORAliE
or in largtr quantities at tyt

Sutton & Sons, Itoyal Berkahin

... , _ r trial, at Is. each,
', with instructions on cultiT,ation.

e Seed Establishment, Reading.

Amaranthus cnientua grandlflorus.

Q UTTON AND SONS confidently recommend thc^ above

Cattle
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BrlKliton and Sussex Seed Warehouse.
EDWARD CVRFENTEIt'S MIXTUR

of PERMANENT GRAS.S anrt CLOVEK SEEDS. -
RES

Best
Clovers aDd

D"cr»p"iNii'a's KENOVATING MIXTURES for ImproviDg

SQsd Merchant and Grower, 96, St. James's

To Market Gardeners and Others.
/^.\BB.VGE I'LANTS, EASTHAM, ENFIELD, and

per 11)00. Tlio stock

RED CABRAGE TLANTR, extra line, l,g. per 1000.
ONION, WHITE SPANISH, l,i. 3d. per lb.

WnRZEL. YELLOW GLOBE, 28«. per cwt.
EARLY SHAW POTATOS. 6s. percwt., warranted

Terms cash.
RicnARD Walker, Seed Merchant and Grower,

Bedfordshire.

TO AGRICULTURISTS.

JOHN MALDEN, A(iRicuLTURAL Seedsman,
BIGGLESWADE, BEDS,

RESPECTFULLY INFORMS AGUICULTl^RISTS THAT HE HAS liVT A SMALL UUANTITY LEFT OF THE

SEED OF HIS NEW FODDER PLANT, MALDEN'S CLOVER,
And to prevent disappointment, Orders should be immediately given to the following Agents :

—

} the Quo.
ishmeti'

, LeadOQhall ^

J. MALDEN, BIGGLESWADE, BEDS.

. Peter Lawaoa & Son, Seed-snieo to the Quoen, Edinburgh and London i Mr. J. Samby, Merehatit, Epping
t Sod, Royal Seed E-stabhshmecit, Reading, Berk.s Messrs. Stewait & Son, Dundee, Scotland
T.__ ..___. ^ ._... , ,,.-..

)t, Loudon I Mr. J. Dixon, Highgato, Kendal, Westmorland ;
Messrs. Hurst k Son,

^ffmMwA%

GRASS SEEDS,

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,

THE ALSIKE CLOVER for CLOVER-SICK LANDS.
—This excellent Clover will thrive in almost any soil. It produces

. year, and makes superior Clover hay. It
b. per acre), or in conjunction with other

seeHa, either for alternate husbandry or for Permanent Pa.sturo, If
sown with Italian Rye-graas, It is ready for mowing threo times in the
year. It is included In all Messrs, Suttow's Mixtures, and they
Birongly recommend it to more general cultivation. Prico may be
had on application (doponding on quantity renulred).

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

Very Early Sheep Feed.
SUTTON'S IMl'ROVED IT^VLIAN RYE-GKASS.—

This "Improved" Italian Rye-gi-a,s8 is rocommonded in prefer-
ence to every other variety, producing three or tour heavy crops in

one summer, and being almost if not strictly perennial.

At a Meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society, on March 16, in

a Lecture delivered by Alfred Hughes, Esq., of Thomess, Isle ol

Wight, Mr. Hughes said —
" I always reserve a portion of Oat land to lay down with Sutton's

Improved Italian Rye-grass, the most reliable plant 1 have come
across for some years for Ewes and Lambs In the Spring. When 1

tell you that 1 put it in in the spring, aud dressed it after harvest with
guano, and that in the autumn, when my Sheep fed it off, it was up
to their knees, and that 1 fed it off again this spring with Ewes and
Lambs, 1 think you will agree that this is a crop of very great value.

The Italian Ryegrass which is sold by Sutton, of Reading, is a most
astonishing vigorous plant ; indeed, 1 never saw anything to equal
it in the course of all ray experience."

Sutton & Sons have a line stock at present of their Improved Italian
Rye-grasB, which is a very difiereut and superior article to much that
is sold aa Italian Kye-grase.
Present price, 6j. 6d. per bushel ; cheaper In quantities over 5 qrs.

Carnage free in quantities of 8 bushels and upwards.
yu.antity required per acre, if sown alone, 3 bushels..

Royal Berkshire Seed Establi^ihmeut Reading.

F~
INE"GRAS^ LAWNS in FLOWER GARDENsT&c".
—The great expense of cuttmg and carting Turves from a distance

may be avoided, and a superior Turf produced in a few months by
sowing SUTTON'S LAWN GRASS SEEDS, which consist solely of
the finest and shortest-growing kinds, perfectly free Irom Mosa and
other weeds.

I

Froin Mr, John JonNsoN, Qardmcr, Mowbray Park, SuiiiUrland,
' „,, , ,

Ap>'il2G,
s got lost year about this time hoa ( upThe Lawn Seed

excellently."

I
From Mr. Toomab Polli

i
Bradwetl Grove, Bur/ord, January 19.

' The Grass Seed you supplied me with last season grew remark-

N, Gartlener to H, W. Vincent, Esq.,

' ably well, though

i
From HtNRv H. Ca

Jrfaj/ 13,
' The Lawn Grass Seeds I had from you last year have made

I think every seed grew."

Esq., Desborough, Market Harborough,

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,

FLOWER SEEDS.

good turf already."

From J. Ni(
May 2. 1865,

"I may add that the Grass Seeds you supplied last year, have (uot-

, Esq., Bigli StreeJi, Kingston-o

Catalogues ft/rwarded post free io any address on application.

PETER LAWSON & SON,

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

LONDON and EDINBURGH

FARM, VEGETABLE, and FLOWER SEEDS.

28, KING STREET, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.G.

SUTTON'S
GRASS SEEDS FOR ALL SOILS,

26s. to 36s. per Acre.

Mesira. Sutton's GRASS SEEDS being Mixed expressly to suit the SoUs for which they are required, Persons
ordering have only to state the Nature of the Soil, and Acreage to be laid down, when suitable Seeds will be supplied.

SUTTON'S

GRASS and CLOVER

SEEDS

FOR

PERMANENT PASTURES,

RECLAIMED MARSHES, f-%

GOOD BLACK PEATY SOIL, ^'S:

CHALKY UPLANDS,

SHEEP DOWNS,

WATER MEADOWS,

CHURCHYARDS,

CRICKET GROUNDS,

CULTIVATION with LIQUID
MANURE

Sutton's Grass Seeds for Cultivation with Sewage
and other Liquid Manure.

MESSli.S. SUTTON haviiis for
seventl years been engai?ed in

supplying various GRASS SEEDS for
experiments with Liquid Manme on the
Bagshot Sands, the Addersbot Camp, and
other poor soils, are now prepared to offer
the soi^s which have been foimd to thrive
best under this treatment, and confidently

ommoDd their cultivation as highly
[luneratlve and profitable. The quantity
iUired per Acre is Thrf .^ •

the price is 8s. per Bushel.
required per Acre is Three Bushels, and

v>\
6a. per bushel, 14 lb, ; Pacey^s Peroniiial, 6*. Crf. ; Devon"Evergreen

j

6a. ; Red Clover, beat, 9\d. per lb. ; White Dutch, best, lOd. per lb. ;

Trefoil, beat, 6!*^. per lb. ; Swede, all the best kinds, 0((. to lOrf. per
lb. ; Mangel Wurzel, 9d. to Is. per lb. PRICED LISTS free.

Hereford.

GRASS SEEDS for Laying Land Down to Permanent
Meadow and Pasture, allowing 2 bushel of Largo Seeds, and

12 Iba. Small Seeds to each acre. Prico 3&i. per acre.
MIXTURES for IMPROVING OLD PASTURES, la. per lb.

MIXTURES for LAWNS, 1«. &f^p,ei-
1"

Grass Seed for all Soils.

RICHARD SMITH offers the beat selection tlmt can be
made of PERMANENT MEADOW GRASS and CLOVER at

308, per acre, consisting of Two Bushels light, and 12 lb, heavy Seed.
The kinds and quantities arc chosen lor their Early Growth, Crop,
Nutritive Qualities, Reproductlveness, and Permanency, and can be
had separately, or properly mixed to suit Heavy, Light, or Medium
Soil. RicHAitu Smith, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

SUTTON'S

GRASS and CLCTER

SEEDS
FOR

PERMANENT PASTURES,

PARK L.«fDS,

for 3 or 4 YEARS' PASTURE
HAY or SOILING,

2 YEARS' DITTO,

1 YEAR'S CROP of HAY,

FINE GARDEN LAWNS,

NEW PARK LAWNS,

BOWLING GREENS,

ORCHARDS,

RENOVATING OLD
PASTURES.

Messrs. Sctton beg to announce that theii- GRASS and CLOVER SEEDS, which have hitherto given such
great satisfaction, are now ready for sending out. The Seeds this year have been harvested in the best possible
condition, and Messrs. Sctton respectfully request early orders, which shall meet with their best personal attention.

Lint of Prices of Turnips Mangel, and other Farm Seeds, with any information required, will be sent on application.

Me. MARTIN SUTTON'S " ESSAY on PASTURES," 6</. post free, or Gratis to Customers.

SUTTON AND SONS, ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

To Improve Meadow Laud.

RICHARD SMITH'S MIXTUliE of the finest
GRASSES and PERENNIAL CLOVERS (8 to 12 lb. per acre,

at lOd. per lb.), if sown early, will cause a valuable improvement to the
crop. KicoAKD 8uiTii, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

RAYNRIRD, CALDECOTT. BAWTREE, BOWLING,
ANn COMPANY, Limited,

Corn, Seed, Manuuk, and Oiloakb Merchants,
Addres.-*, S^JBeed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples ana Prices Post free on application. Pnzo Medala, 1661,

for Wheat ; 1862, for '* Eatcoilont Seed Corn and Seeds."

Seed Corn from the Challc.
All thk most APraovED Varieties bcpplied by

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE,
DOWLING, AND COMPANY, LIMITED.

Address, Basingstoke ; or 89, Seed Market, Mark Lane, London, E.C,
%* Samples and prices on application.

w.
Turnip Seed for Sale.

WOODCOCK, for 30 yeara Agricultural Seed
1 Wlaboch, begs to draw attention to the foUowhig

kinds, from transplanted Bulbs, all of h

GREEN-TUP,' YELLOW SCOTCH, lbs, per bushel.

Important to Farmers. Gardeners, and the Trade.
CABBAGE PLANTING.—Excellent Cabbage Plants,

which fur quality and price cannot be surpassed, may still be had
at 2fi. per 1000, or cheaper If very large quantities are taken, ot the
following unequalled varieties :-EARLY YORK. TRUE NOX-
PAREIL, EASTHAM, and DRUMHEAD. Excellent Red plants
at 5ft. per lOUO. A remittance or reference must accompany all orders.
Feelik. Gee, Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade, Bedfordshire.

Seeds of the finest quality for the Garden and Farm.
A RCHIBALD HENDERSON, late Superintendent to

JTI- the Horticultural Society of London, and of His Grace the
Duke of Sutherland's Gardens, Trenthani, Staffordshire, begs to
announce that his DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of SEEDS and
useful GARDEN CALENDAR la now published, and will be for-
warded post free on application.

A, n. has selected the leading varieties only in each Class, hiq
past practical experience having enabled blm to'do so.

Sion Nursery, Thornton Hoath, Surrey, S,
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GlANT ASPARAGUS, fine selected Roots for early

,pmg, -23. U. per lOO. This deliaom Vegetable doss not

require ualf the ejipoDse iisually incm-red in P anting it. For

Sructions, see R.CBAan Sm.tb-s SEED LIST lor 1860.

Strong Tr ansplanted SEA KAIL, 2s. per dozen.

Ricn.'LBD Sjuin, Nurser.vman, Worceste r.

Grayson's Mortlake Giant Asparagus. True.

TTKANCIS B. KINGHORN has a tine stock to oiler

Jj 1, 2, and a-years old, grown on the ground where the late Mr.

Gravson brought it to such perfectiou. „„„-.;<
Tie best time to plant Is when the routs have begun to grow, u

moved earlier they^contmue to die back tOl growth conmiences.

Per 100, 2s. Od., 4s., and Os
j « w

Sheen Nuisery, llicnmond. b. \v
.

AAGE'S DVARF EARLIEST CAULfFLOWER.-
VeiT dwarf, the earliest, hardiest, and finest of Cauliflowers.

^SeId'cATALOGUES, eontiunine the finest New Vegetables,

y
^°|ji,pa„ BnowK, Seed Grower, Sudbuiy, Suffolk.

T HE BEST FOUR KINDS
Sutton's Longpodded Tom

I

M i

"
of PEAS

iuu^u, -. ».rpe? quVrr " l„'?'''''P^Wi',,„„,^rt
Turner's Little Gem, Ds. 6.;. per qt. |

Epicurean, 2«. (Id. per quart.

May be had of

SunOS & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment ,
Reading.

For Bouauets and as Cut Flowery
.

mHE INVINCIBLE SCARLET SWEET PEA is

X invaluable The colour is intense and permanent Packets

6J 1
°
and S. M. each. Sold by the principal [Seedsmen thioughout

the kingdom, or of the Raiser,

SxrrHEN BnowK , Seed Grower, Sudbury, Suffolk.

Notice.

WRCHASERS of LARGE Qa.tNTITIES of FARM
or GARDEN SEEDS will be supplied liberally by Sutton &

Ns For prices apply (stating quautity required) to
^ ' & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

Sea KaU for Forcnng and Planting.

MESSRS. JAMES VElfcH and SONS .ire in want

of a quantity of SEA KAIL ROOTS tor Planting, and also

extra strong for Forcing. .

Parties having any to offer are requested to send samples, carnage

paid, to be forwarded by Parcels Delivery, and to state prices and

quan
y.

^^^^^ Exotic Nursery, Chelsea. London, S.W.

New Edition of ^ . , „ ^

CCOTT'S FRUIT TREE CATALOGUE of the finest

O Collection in England. The Catalogue is allowed to be the best

published, and is full of information about the Cultivation of Fruits,

over 1001) bemg described. Apply to
'. .ScoTT. Memott, Somerset.

Q FECIAL OFFER of FRUIT TREES.—'25 per cent,

O off Catalogues.—Having a large and fine stijck of the under

mentioned, they are offered at greatly reduced prices, to clKir

ground ;—Peaches, Nectarines and Apncots (trained and untrained),

Apples, Pears. Plums, and Cherries (trained and untramed).

T HE LONDON MANURE COMEANT
(EsTiBLisam 1S4U),

Have now rea/lv for deUvery in diy fine condition,

CORN MANORE, for Spring Dse
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED QUA SO
JLiNGEL and POTATO MANURES

Also Genuine PERtlVlAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA
... T^—1- -m 1 .„ . erriT'TTaTP nf AMATMNiTA FT.'^HKR?

application to

THE PATENT NITRO^ PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY. Limited, Manufacturers ot

ODAMS'S PATENT BLOOD MANURE forCOHNand ROOTS.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME and DISSOLVED

BONES. „
Chief Ofl&ces—109, Fenchui-cli Street, London. E.C. Western

Counties Brancli : Queen Street, Exeter. Irish Branch : 40, M est-

moreland Street. Dublin. £)irectors.

Cftrtirmaii—John Cla.tden, Littlebury, Essex
Deputu-Chairmaii—Joan Collins. Aigyle Hou-e, HoUoway.

Edward Bell, 48, Marine Parade, Brighton.
Pachard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot. Herta.

Thomas Knigbt. Edmonton, Middlesex.
Robert Leeds. West Lexham. Norfolk.

George Savile, Lngthorpe, near Stamford

S'

TNVINCIBLE SCARLET SWEET PEA, very fi-agrant,

X strtklngly brUliant, and extremely distinct in colour.-A iirst-

dass CertScate from the R..yal Horticultural Society ; also » CerM-

cato at the Crystal Palace Show In September. Packets 6(i., Is., and

2s. Od. each ; packets of 100 Seeds Ts. ed. Supplied by the principal

Seedsmen throughout the kingdom: also c.f Messrs |.relage, ol

Haarlem ; Vllmonn & Co., Paris ; Senary and Haage & Schmidt, of

Erfurt, pfussia; and Smith i Co., Hamburgh ; also ot the Pjiiser,

Stephen Bbown, Sudbury, Suffolk.

Price to the Trade on application.

Ne-w Seedling Potatoa.
. , , .

TELEGRAPH, 14 days earlier than the Ashleaf,

abundant bearer, per bushel, 20s.
j r , „ _„,.

PRESIDENT, 14 days later than the above, wonderful croppei,

P
Fo'-'^Sription see BornER & M;Coi.i,oen's SPEISG CATA-

LOGUE, free and post paid on application.

Covent Garden Market. w.C.

OUTTON'S POTATOS for PLANTING.
O Prices per peck, bushel, sack, or ton, may b^had on^application.

Royal Ashleaf
Prince of Wales
Red Regent
Hudson's Nonsuch

Dainti'
Fluke
York Regent

Pink-eved Regent
D.a\ve's" Matchless.
Webb's Imperial

Hudson's May
Early Ctford

I

Dalmahoy
Early Walnut-leaf

^,„^,^ ^
ImprovedEarlyShaws

Walker's Improved Flour-ball

1 Regent ' Lapstone

I'ATERSOS-H SEEDLING POTATOS.
Victoria 1 Napoleon I

Paterson's Regent

SaedHigKock Forfarshire Red Paterson's Blue.

Irish Blue 1
Scotch Blue I

,. ,. j
SUTTON'S DESCRIPTIVE LIST of POTATOS may be had

gratis and post free.

SoTioN & Sons, Royal Berks'gira Seed Establishment, Reading.

To Clear Ground.
FECIAL OFFER.—'20 per cent, off Catalosue pnces.—

^ HOLLY (GREEN), YEWS, DEODARS, ARBUTUS, LAURELS
(Common), Laurels (Portugal), Cuijressua Lawsoniana, Thuja Lobbu,

Plnus Insignis, P. excelsus, P. ponderosa, Taxodima, Hazel (a large

breadthirlarih do.. Spruce do., Austrian Pine do. Beech do. For

and prices, see CATALOGUES, sent on apphcatlon to

J. ScOTT, Merriott, Somerset.

^A

30,000 Common Laurels,
Fine bushy plants and well rooted, from 1 to 3 feet.

TM. ^\'00D AND SON ha\ang a large stock of the

above, will be happy to give special quotations at reduced

^"Address, Woodlands Nursery, MaresQeld, pearUckfield, Sussex.

MAURICE YOUNG'S DESCiUPTlVE LIST of

Conifen-e. New and Rare Hardy Tlants, Ornamental Trees and

Shrubs, Rhododendrons, Japanese Novelties, Forest Tress, and

Re ses, forwarded on application

Samuel Jouas' Chi-isball Grange, Esses.
^. . -.-, «^ m

'-'treet. Strand.
Cambridgeshire.

Charles Dorni'an, 23. Ess

Thomas Webb. Hildc^o.^o^, v—.--..-t,

Jonas Webb, Melton Ross, Lincolnshir

Mamumg i»nt:c(or—James OnAMs.
Bankers—M.essrs. Barnetts Hoares Ss Co., Lombard Street

Solicitors—Mes&rs. Kmgsford & Dorman, 23. Esses Street, Strand.

Auditor—J. Carter Jonas, Cambridge.
Secretary—C. T. Macadam.

This Company was originally formed by, and is under the Du-ection

nf Affriculturists circumstances that have justly earned for it nnother
01 Agncultuns^^^urui^yui^^

p^^j^MERS' MANURE COMPANY."
^

'-'.viitors of upwards of 50,0oi> Acres of Land,
t with Mauures of their

Its Members

omfManufactui'e.' ¥i^clmsumerttherefore"', has the best Guar!uit"ee

for the genuineness and efficacy of the Manures mamitactured by

A Prospectus will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or

mav be bad of the local Agents. C. T. Macadam, Secretary.

Chiof Offices, lOD, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

M?]ford Nurserii r Godalming. Surrey.

Spring Planting.

PETER LAWSON and S*-'N.aR;

orders for every description I'l .^I. l-'^-r;

FOREST and ORNAMENTAL IL-V-S I A 1 1

To prevent disappointment, it i^ itc'inun-

for SPRING PLANTING should bt; uiduict.

?u1.SKsrLlSTc'o¥cH^
feading TREES are wanted, Peter Eawson & Sos will be glad to

submit special oflers when desired.
Edinburgh and London,

t requirements

Q TJ R - L U S
Samples good and

RIVERS' ROYAL ASHLEAF
KIDNEYSj^lSs^Et'^ sack of 2 -*

STOCK
J oftrue to :

SPENCEk'S KING. 9s.

PRINCE ofWALES KIDNEYS,
21s. per sack.

EARLY' SHAWS, 8s. ; per ton,

VOs.

WEBB'S KIDNEY', lis.

RED REGENTS, 8.5.

FLUKES, 9s. ; per ton,

'

ton. uos.
MYATTS PROLIFIC, lis. i

per

ton. 100s.

POETYFOLDS, Us. ; perton.SOs-. i..««— , ... , ,.-. — .
--

Strong 2 years ASPARAGUS PLANTS, 12s. 63. per 1000.

New i lb. Sacks, Is. 9d. each.

Remittances to accompany Orders.

1 OuRiSTMAS QniNCEY, Sood Grower and Seedsman, PeterhoroUfib.

Birst Prize Potato (Extraordinary).

PRINCE of AVALES' KIDlsT^Y POT.YTO.—
This new yariety, which obtained the First Prize at the Royal

Horticultural Society's International Root show, Dec. 7, 1864, Is the

handsomest and finest eathic, as well as the most pTohhc Potato in

the world, having yielded libmhels per rod It comes in directly

after the Aslileai; and vetoins its exquisite Qavour all through the

^^'™
Testimonials.

From tlie iatc Professor Li.vdlev (Editor of the Gardeners' Ckroiiicle).
' this moi-ning had the Seedling Potatos examlneii. The

-y extraordinary, and the Potatos themselves are yerj

AND R. STIRZ.IKER can supply fine ASH, ELM.
. SYCAMORE, ALDER, HAZEL, OAk ENGLISH, PRIVET

i from 14 to 4 feet; Scotch and Spi-uce Fir, IJ to 2i feet;

Larch, fine, 2 to 3 feet ; Uorsc Chestnut and Oak 'Tiukey, from

3 to 7 feet. Prices per 1000 very low. line Canes of Northumber-

land Fillbnsket Raspberries, 6 to 7 feet, cheap per 100 Also
'?"^._t_.. T,_.., o ^d 3 jeai-s fine, 4 years strong for forcing;

Skerton Nursery, Lancaster.

Asparagus R . -

Seakale, 2 years roots.

H ERBACEOXJS and ALPINE
^ the best Sorts.

*^iXl fine shoftT varieties . .

PLANTS,

Establislied 1812.
,. ^ . ^KOCTOll and RTLAND'S

PREPARED BONE MANURES
for

TURNIPS, GRASS, WHEAT, RARLEY, OATS, POTATOS, &c.

;

and their

BONE SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME
the best prepared and cheapest Manures offered to the Public.
^" -— .Corn Exchanire Buildings, Carr's Lane, Rtrramgham.

Works—Birmmgham. W Bristol, and Chester.

L AWES' ItANtTRES.
The Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawes for the presont

season of 1S66 are r '" '''- -^"''"•'' " *- "--'-
- -^ -

following prices, per
LAWES* PATENT xu.v^.^^ -

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME
LAWES" SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME from BURNT

Luuiactured oy J. jj. juawes tor tae presoni.

7 ready for delivery at his Factories, at the

BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES
LAWES' WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL

5 5

100 do. do. — .

100 do. do., including new \i

50 do. do. do.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, giving heights, colours,

"
great variety of SPRING FLOWERS in pots.

Stephen Bkows. Seed Grower and Nurserjman, SudBury, Suffolk.

handsome, and quite ripo

JT/'om SuiBLEi lii.u,; ,.i..

" The Seedling Pn i! ii":

wJnderfullyproductl^'-^ . .

as the world ought tu i.i,o i 1 1. -

To be had of Mr. Jaunts Vi

Road. Chelsea. S.W. ; Miissrs

Girden. W.C. ; Alexander Crc^

Sutton & Sous, Seedsmen, Reai

and through every Nm-serym;

To Noblemen and Gentlemen about to be engaged
in Planting. ,

"r\Tt Iv^(A^ \M-> CO, ISuiiSEHYMEX, Seedsmex, aud
I /

I
iioo Place, Edinburgh, have this sei\.son a large

k of Seedling aud Transplanted LARCH (native

1 Nitive Highland SCuTCH FlU, >^rnice Oak,
~

1 1 Spanish Chestnut, Alder. Ash, Elm, _Thorn

I LLLb t,\<.rcrcen Pnvet, Poplar, M''illow, i:c., as well as all

kinds ot Forest and Ornamental Trees aud Shrubs, Fruit

Trees, Roses, Greenhouse apd Stove Plants, Herbaceous and Alpme

'lauts. Ferns, &c.

Their Forest Trees, which a

eason finely ripened, and can

''samples and prices will be sent free on application^

CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.. ..12
These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through tho

appoiuted Agents in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices

varying according to cost or carriage.

Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from the Importers. Nitrate ol

Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures,
American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address, John bLSNET Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge,

E.C. ; and'22. Eden Quay, Dublin.

TNTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION
JL and BOTANICAL CONGRESS.~ Those who are preparing

Plants for the above Exhibition should feed them liberally with

STANDEN'S GARDENER'S and ASIATEUR'S FRIEND. Sold by

tho leading Nurserymen and Seedsmeu .

\ PPLEBY'S GENUINE TOBACCO PAPER, in i-lb.

jTV- packets.—Testimonials too numerous for insertion. J^ioe ou

J-" . __. — -c—„.,., »^Ti.T«t.=..o T.rmv ^ Sos, Dorking, Surrey.

Forest Trees, Stove and Greenliouse Plants.

BWHITHAM'S, The Nurseries, Reddish, 11

, Stocknort.

LARCH, very strong. U to 2 feet, 12s. per 1000

SCOTCH 13 to 18 mches, lis. per luOO

SPRUCE
"

12 to 18 inches, 25s. per 1000

RSIbeRfSeU^WHITE AN^W-Elfp!'good Canes. 6s. per 100

APPLES, fine bushy Standards and Dwarfs, 50s. per 100

OLL TOBACCO CLOTH.—The cheapest and best

aiticle for Smoking Greenhouses and destroying the Ply ; equal
t^n. n^rMn r^r^n in otvPHirHi la ill. iifir lb. : OVeF 10 lb.. Is. Id.

Post Office Orders payable Fleet Stre

Plagues of tbe Garden.
SiJiPLE KST> Safe Remedy.—By using the

APHIS WASH, these Pests of the Gardeu, together

with Scale. Caterpillais. Slugs. Earwigs, kc, are immediately

destroyed Leave.'^ no stain, but strengthens the Trees or Plants.

See ^aV'/";t's' cic-.-uick, August 19, 1SC5; and "Gardeners"

Magazine,"
Sold by

with full d

ilhcis, in Is. bottles, and 2s. Cti. ag0on,

jap Woiks. Milton Street, London, E.G.

-iiig Street, Covent
\hirv Axe, London

;

':i. Nursery, Exeter;

Price, 12s. per bushel

N.B. They may be planted up to the end of May.

A7ARIEGATED
KAIL SEED for Winter Decoration

of Flower Beds.—Seed of the abova sent out last year having

"lYcu eenei-al satisfaction, Chakles Claree feels pleasure m again

nffrtrinff a uackel containing numerous beautdul vaiieties, post free

f.fr 7?tamDr A great vaifety of EVERGREENS, large and small,

for Spring piantini; Ornamental FOREST TREES; extra strong

ery, Gravesend.

Henry's Prize Hybrid Leek. Genuine.

"PvOWNEE, LAIRD, and LAING are now sendiog out

\ J the above m packets at Is. each. This is unquestionably the

largest Leek in cultivation, growing le inches in length of blanch

and 10 inches in circumference. Was awai-ded the First Prize at the

Edinbm-gh and other leading Shows.
17. South Frederick Street, Edmburgh ; and Stanstead Park,

Forest Hill, London, S.E.

. VARIEGATA
,

CARNuSA
RHVNCHOSFERMUM JAS

. , .... strong, at 18s. per dozen,

BRESCIA CH RYSUPHYLLA
.ESCIIYNANTIlUSlAiNGLFOLlA

^VLLAM.VNDA "nERUFOLIA
CHOKUZtMACs oesi- varieties, 12s. per dozeu

ACACIA LOPHANTHA. 10s. to Vis. per dozen

CYTISUS FRAGRANS, 4a. to Cs. per dozen

EUGENIA UGNI, I'is. to ISs per dozen

DI03MA GRACILIS, 12s. to ISs. per dozen
An allowance to the Trade.

A M U R E U X, L A R K, SiA N D COT,
Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

The SEED CATALOGUE and GARDEN DIRECTORY for ISCG.

now pubhshed, will give full particulars respecting prices and other

matter in connection with the Business. Wfll be sent gratis and post
"- any address in the kingdom-

Cboice Seeds. ,^^„
BACKHOUSE'S WINTER WHITE PROTECTmG

BROCCOLI.—Highly recommended for its earlinesa, hardiness,

whiteness, size, and "delicate flavour, 2s. per packet.

IVLATTHIOLABICORNIS,—A deliciously sweet Night-scented Stock.

New haii.iv Auiiinl. l.s. per packet.
MALCOLMl \ IX<'l; \^-- \TA.—A newspecies of Virgin Stock, with

lai-gei I' ^' '- ! "- vigorous habit, and lasting longer m

VERONh \ ! v ' \ \ Liardy Annual, producing tufts of the
-'li. per uacket.

- jWEET PEA.—Gd. and U. per packet.

or lb. tn tUf Tradtj on applic^aiou.
prolific Ash-

Jas, BACEaoust & Son, York Nui-s,eries.

Price per oz. or ii.i. in mt- i radtj on applic^i-iiou

FRENCH KIDNEV FuTATu.-TUe earliest and ^

leaf Potato we have ^eun, Quality excellent. 2s. Od. per peck

FIIBROUS PEAT, of fine quality, for Orchids and all

nottme Durnoses and Americau Plants, may be obtained from
*:_,_.-.? ^,_S o^^tioQ on the London, Chatham, and Dover Rad-

)r, Famingham Wood . Famingham. Kent.

inOCOA-NUT REFUSE
Vy delivered within 2J miles

of Charing Cross, at 2s. per b;\g.

For particulars, and how to

use it, see long Advertisement in

Oardeners" Clironicle of the 2lst

March, 1863; or applv to the
Patent Cocoa Fibre Companv,
Kingston-upon-Thames.

Po.«itage Stamps or Post-office

Orders payable to J, Barsham

itamped, J. Baqshau's Patent.

GISHUIiST COM-
POUND, whether used

against Insects and Mildew, on
Growing Plants, or as Wmter
Dressing

•
'

" e dissulvud is hi

, ___ _ .Jl" 'i''.!..'- be
decanted, preverits any staining
of fohaga. A strength of from
1 to 2 oz. to the gallon of water
is recommended for growmg
Plants ; one from 4 to 16 oz. for
Trees at rest.

Sold Retail by Nui-aerymen
and Seedsmen, in boses, Is.

,

3s., and his. Qd. each.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT

DAY. SON, AND HEWITT'S
UNIVERSAL CHEMICAL EXTRACT,

for bad cases in Drawing Lambs, and to stop
Heaving and Straining. Mr. woods, in hia

Lecture on "BreedinK and Management of
Sheep," says:— "My shepherd declared it to
be worth a guinea a tottle." Price 2s. Gd.

and Is. per bottle.

Also, the origmal GASEOUS FLUID, for

Debdity and Exhaustion in Ewes after Lamb-
ing, for Duurhcea in Calves and Lambs, and
for Colic and Gripes in Horaes and Cattle. In
" '-*- and for cleansing in Ewes and

Mr Bowick Author of the Prize Essay on the "Rearing of Calves,"

says:—"1 h^ve reared 2G calves this year, and by the use of the

Gaseous Fluid I have not lost one."

Price Is. Qd. per bottle; or one dozen in a wooden b^, 20s.

Full Directions for me given with each article. Prepared by the

onginal and only proprietors

—

Day, Son & Hewitt, 22, Dorset Street,

Baker Street, London, W.
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CLIFF'S ANTISEPTIC FLU]
Manufactured by F. C. Cai,T£bx & Co., Mancbester.

A Valuable Shoep Dip, a certain euro for Sc.ih, and a pov
Antiseptic in case of Infectious Diseases. For
apply to Rout. Colemaw & Son. 150, Leadeijlj.i

'f-\
A T T L E PLAGUE. — Xh(

V^ Commissioners having specially

ACID as a Disinfactnnt i
'

Farmei-s and otLera are b
with tbia Acid by

F. C. Cali

M
PUBLIC NOTICE.—O^vners of Stock are earnestly advised to

protect tboir Stock, by tbe use of

CDOTTGALL'S PATENT DISINFECTING
POWDER, as recommended in botb Reports of the Royal

Commission.
For wasliing the bodies of healthv and sick Cattle to prevent

infection, use McDOUGALL'S PATENT DISINFECTING bOAP.
CARBOLIC ACID at lowest prices.

Ai-EXAXDEn McDoncALL, Manufacturing and Agricultural Chemist
London : 11, Arthur Street West, London Bridge, E C
Manchester : Rlg^v Street, Sbudebill.

%* Agents throughout the Kingdom.

7i AitTit CLOSETS—(MOULE'S PATENT).E No Unwholesome
No Bad Smells.
No Wntor Pipes to get out of order.
The Beat Night Commodes.
May be applied to any Closet.

White & Co., 2y,]
tion may be obtained.

SMITH, BECK, AND BECK'S GKEENHOUSE
HOTBED THERMOMETERS.—These Instruments are ol

very best construction, and at moderate prices.
31. Coi-nhill, E.C.

Important Sale of Hardy and Ornamental Plants

M K. J. C. BTEA'ENS, JIoitTicuLTuuAL Auctioneer
and Valulk, 38j King Street, Covent Garden, W.C., begsutK 38 I

the Premises, the lloyal Nurseries, On
UiuJ t bu I d
the giuuud a d the i

detache 1 To ho d ib
C Ol 31) fealluEis pr lo 4

C image pa d to any stat
on Gieat Eastern Line

Manufactuied by W. S. Bo
Catalogues on application.

i Lane Iron Works, Norwich.

Oil Paint no longer Necessary.

S TIFFANY

w. S. UNDEKHILL'S NEW PATENT
FENCE for GARDENS, LAWNS, ic.

Manufactory : Newport, Salop.
Warranted the strongest and most durable Fence ever offered at

lorrespoodmg prices. It is easily repaired if broken from accidents,
be rolled up most compactly when not in use, is admirably

' ' )n, and can be had of any height and mesh
1 id. to Is. Gd. per yard and upwards.

Manufactory ; or of the London
Agent. Mr. R. Win , S.W.

Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.
COTTAM'S HURDLES are mude in the best manner

of suponor Wrought Irou. SHEEP HURDLES, from is.
;

CATTLE HURDLES, from 4s. lid.
each ; CONTINUOUS FENCE, from
8rf. per foot: FIELD GATES, from
2&>. each, Ihustrated Price List on
application.

ENTRANCE GATES, RAILING,
and IRON WORK of every descrip-
tion. Designs and Estimates free ol

COTTAM 4; Co.,

No. 2, Winsley Street

(oppoaite tbe Pantheon),
Oxford Street. London. W.
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J. B. BROWN & CO.'S NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWER.

PATENTED AND MANUFACTURED BV

J. B. BROWN & CO.,

148, UPPER THAMES STREET,

LONDON, E.G.

GUARANTEED TO GIVE

PERFECT SATISFACTION,

AND IF NOT APPROVED OF

MAY BE AT ONCE RETURNED.

J. B. BROWN AND CO. beg to mention, that having e.\eLiik-il tlicu numerous orders for the NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWER up to the present time, with most

unqualified satisfaction, they are now aetively executing further orders for the present season,—and, owing to the large number of orders already received and constantly coming

in, it is most important that orders for delivery this season should be sent in as early as possible.

The Machine combines ail the latest improvements in Lawn Mowing Machines, being simple in construction, very light, silent in movement, easily worked, and so strong

and durable as to be literally unbreakable,^an all-important feature in Machines of this class ; the ordinar}' cast-ii-on being entirely done away with in all breakable

parts, and every part being accurately made to standard gauges. The workmanship and finish are also of a superior character ; the entire Machine being quite equal to

a revolution, so to spe.ak, in Lawn Mowers. The JIachines are all guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction in every respect.

The NEW B B PATENT LAWN JIOWER is nianufaitured by J. B. BROWN and CO. on their own Premises in London, under their personal superintendence.

PRICES-ln.ludint- Car

10-inch Machine £3 10
j

12-inch Machine 4 10 a'>Easilij ll'orkedby a Boy.

14-inch Macliim- 5 10 )

16-iuch Machine G 10 Ditto by a Man.

PATENT B B HAND MACHINE.
to any Railway Station or Shipping Port in England, with thi' nci. iry tools auil Directions for use.

. . £7 10 Easily 1I'o>/mI by a Man.18-iuch Machine

20-inch Macliine SOOi
22-inch Machine H 10 Bilto by Two Men
24-inch Machine 9 '

If with Brass-mounted Grass Box, 5*. e.^tra.

PATENT B B HORSE MACHINE.
PRICES—Complete, without extras, including Carriage to any Riiilway Station or

Shipping Port in England, with the necessary tools and Directions for use.

42-inch Machine £28 10 i

36-inch Machine 24 10 P™""' ^i"* -^'"•*^'

30-inch Macliine 21 10 By a Horse orStrong Fony.

PATENT B B PONY and DONKEY MACHINE.
PRICES—Complete, without extras, iucludmg Carriage to any Railway Station (

Shipping Port in England, with the necessary tools and Directions for use.

30-inch Machine £17 10 i

28-inch Machine ^^ ^^ ^\ Brawn hy a Pony.

25-inch Machine 14 10 Brawn by a Bojihcy.

New Improved Horse, Pony, and Donkey Boots, wholly of Leather, as follows:—Horse Boots, 24*.; Pony Boots, 21«. ; Donkey Boots, 16s. per set.

*,* Every Machine sent out is warranted to give ample satisfaction, and, if not approved of, may be at once returned.

The NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWER has already been patronized by Her Majesty the Qdeen, for the Royal Gardens at Windsor Castle, Osborne, Kew, and

Hampton Com-t ; by His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, for Sandringham ; and by His Grace the Duke of Sojierset, the Right Hon. the Earl of Derby,

the Right Hon. the Earl of Charlemont, and numbers of the principal Nobility and chief Landed Proprietors in the Kingdom. This Machine has also been selected by

luerchants for the execution of their orders for export to the Continent, and to Egypt, India, Australia, Natal, and other countries, and by a large number of the most

respectable Ironmongers, Nurserymen, and Seedsmen in various parts of England, Scotland, and Ireland, many of whom have applied for special Agencies, and are now

ordering Machines for immediate delivery.

AGENTS IN IRELAND—Messrs. THOMAS McKENZIE & SONS, 34, Dawson Street, Dublin, and Camden Quay, Cork.

AGENT IN PARIS—Mr. R. A. CLEG6, 42, Boulevard Sebastopol.

AGENTS IN \1ENNA—Messrs. CLAYTON,- SHUTTLEWORTH, & CO., who are exhibiting the Machines at the Vienna Show this season.

From the Hon. P. AsHSCByUAU, Shentfold Fork, Fratit, Sussex, March 7, ISGtJ :—" My yardi

s vei7 well satisfied witb the working of the B B Mowing Machine."

From Mrs. Frioe, Hagl^ Villa, Lucfivfxrdine, Here/oni, An(;-u.< 18, 18G5.

" 1 have much pleasure in informing you that the Mowing Machine La 14-inch B B] I ordered from

you at the Bath and West of England Meeting, hold in HereforU, haa iu every respect given the

greatest satisfaction, and 1 am very much pleased with it."

TESTIMONIALS.
/•\om GeoKoe McRae, Esq., Mit^ham Common, Surrey, Seplember 27. 1805.

" I am very pleafled with the Lawn Mower I had from you [a 14-iDch B B Machine) U is certaliJy

tUo most compact one I ever saw, and doos its work well."

I'Vom W. H. Apperlet, Esq., Wilhington, near Hereford, August 14, 18G5,

Tho Now B B Lawn Mower I purchased of you has now been ft-equently used by my Gardener,

aud he Is perfectly aatistled with it. It does its work well. I shall feel pleasure in rccommendinK your

Machines."

Ev(^ry Machine sent out

From A. Lyon, Esq., Napier House, Edmonton, October 4, 1865.

" I have given the B B Mowing Machine [a. 14-inch one] a good trial, and am quite satisfied with

it. It works so easily that my daughters have on Beveral occasions used it. 1 shall be glad to give you

a testimonial at any lime, aa I consider it worth one. You can make what use you like of my n^me In

ftirthering the sale of the Mower,"

ted to give ample satisfaction^ and, if not approved of vuiy he at &nce returned.

J. B. BROWN AND CO., OFFICES, 18, CANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.C.

WAREHOUSE (where Macliines are kept in Stock), 148, UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C.

OPPOSITE the CITY of LONDON BREWERY, aud elose to the LONDON BRIDGE STEAM BOAT PIERS.

Communications should be addreased t< 1 Business Letters . Wellinston Street, Covent Garden.
the Precinct of Wbltefriara, City of London,

Printers, at their Office, Lembard £

pper Wobum PlaccTiii the Parish of St. Pancras. in tbc Co. o( Middleiex. and FaKDK«i.^ Mullett Ev.ns. of No. U, Bouv*rie ^t^^^ 'a the Fr«;mct ol
"^^^'"^"i,^;^/!, « T^

iMCt of Wlutcfriars. City of London, and Publiiihed by them at tlie Office, No. 41 , WeUinston Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Coveot Garden,m tbe said Co.-Satukd*^
.
i*arLu «

,

iow.
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ARTER-S PEEMANKNT PASTORE GRASS, per acre, 26s., 30s

and 2Cs
CARTEirS PRIZE

SPFC™ L'l.Iijr tf rXRM'SEEijsrgi^tis and post ft-

TiMF»C»aiin4Co o and 23S High Holborn \\_C

COLLECTIONS

forwai d

Flower Seeds

Free by Po* or Rab

leave the selection to us, and
really worthy of cultivation.

1 The best 100 sorts (hardy, half-hardy, and tender)

2 The best 50 sorts ditto

3 Thi 7 6

4 The best 24

ditto ditto

ditto ditto

. Tiie best 24 sorts (hardy sorts only) . .
..060

PRICED CATjVLOGUES gratis and poet free on application.

N & Sons. Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

NEW EOSES of 1866.—Owing to the annual intro-

duction of ao many inferior, and, hi fact, worthless varieties of

New Roses, John Ceanstoh has this season carefully selected

23 varieties out of 40 or 50 sorts offered by the French raisers

These he can confidently recommend, and he believes bis selection
\

contains all that are worthy of n
A List, with . application. The plants are strong.

New Roses of 1866.

JOHN FRASER, of the Lea Bridge Road Nurseries.
fj Leyton, Esses, N.E.. will forward on application a LIST of all

the bt;bt varieties of NEW ROSES for 1806.

The plants are strong, healthy, and are now ready for sending out.

Early orders are respectfully solicited.

Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.
New Eoses and English Seedlings.

W&I. PAUL (Son and Successor to the late A. Paul)
has to offer in May next the following flrst-clasa NEW

HYBRID PERFETUAL ROSES:—
BLACK PRINCE, H.P. (Wm. Paul).—Flowers dark cnmson, shaded

with black, cupped, large and ttill. This Rose may be called a
very darkGloire de Santenay, which it resembles in most respects,

but IS verv distinct in colour. Price 5s. each.

DH. LINDLfiY, H.P. (Wm. Pacl).—Flowers crimson, with black

centres, verv 'largo and full. Growth robust, foliage splendid.

< )Df! of the finest English Roses vet raised. Price ~s. Gd.

HL()IK>SA. UP. (Wii. Paul)—Flowers clear dark bright crimson.

culnur intense and imiform throughout. This flower is ^uHe
the petals closing at the top, s '

' ' '

nple;
'

ball. Certificate firom the Royal Horti-

W N

VERONICA FUUTICOSA GLATJCA.
CLLANTHUS DAMPIERI. in varieties (seed only).

Coloured Plates, post free on receipt of Stamps, of the following :—The Greatest Novelty of tho Sl^^ou.

QTRIPEB-LEAVED JAPANESE MAIZE.—
C> Second Importation of Seed just arrived.

Thi!, beautiful and valuable addition to our Ornamental-foliage ^ „. __ . .

PlanU was obtained m Japan. It appears to be a variety of Ciu^ua, AUTUMN CATALOGUE, forwarded post free.

or the Zea Peruvian Maize, as it in many respects differs from the

ZeaMays or Indian Corn, as it is called in the United States. It

grows to aheight of from 5 to G feet, the foliage is from 2 to 3 mchea
wide, and is about 4 feet in length,

striped,

AUBRIETIA CAMPBELLI. 7d.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

^^ ^ ^,_. 3 beautifully and evenly i

r ribboned with alternate stripes of green and white, r-

9 earlier stages of growth is also striped with i"

New and Choice Flower Seeds.

colour.

resembles the Anmdo donax varicgata in appearance, but l3 of

i much more elegant and imposing habit._ Nothing intheway of "

EE^^l3'ili^^°'^^^'^^"^
S-^^St JOTrX AND «IARMS I^l^'g^tX pXai

""Jamt!

1?1\E HUiNDRED THOUSAND SILVER EIH,
JJ 4-Tears Seedlings, 4s. per 1000.

r.Of> fWO SPRUCE FIR, 4-yoars Seedlings, 2s. per 1000.

Ml'ATT'S PROLIFIC ASHLEAF KIDNEY POTATOS, True,

£5 10s. per ton, sacks l.t. Gd. Referan -
--^.-

J. Rn

Gloxinia, choici
ice mixed 1

Hoilyhock, Lee's Superb

cultural Society. Price 6s.

LADY SUFFIELD. H.P. (Wm. Paul),—Flowers purplish t

colour uniform throughout, the pm-ple tint predominating ; lai-ge,

lull, and of fine form. Price 5s.

The following, which are already out, can be supplied in strong

healthy plants :—
ELIZABETH VIGNERON (Wm. Paul).-Flowers rosy pink, very

large and full, cupped in the way of La3lia, but fuller, fresher

and brighter m colour;' constitution hardy, growth vigorous;

blooms oontinuoxiely; one of the best of last year's novelties.

Price 3s. Gd. „ « « ,.MADAME EMILE BOYAU (Wm. Paul).—Flowera .'ioft rosy fleeh-

colour. changing to blush, suflaciently large, perfect

constitution nai'dy, growth moderate;
and good. Price 3s. Gd.

,
_

PRINCE DE JOINVILLE (Wm, Paul)—A fine large showy Rose,

somethiug in the way of, but of a lighter colour, than Princess

of Wales ; vigorous and hardv. Price 2«. Od.

PRINCESS LICIITEXSTEIN (Wm. Paul).—Flowers white, globular.

la:

Rose, Hi. V.' :

GLORY OF \>

of Red r.

oneofth>! !

All the realiv

by name, 12s. to

rri(

I their young &
"

. r,d.

1 good hardy

Flowers crimson, in the way
,

. uMe; growth ofextraordinary vigour;
..; .: .T pillar Roses. Price 3s. Cd.

Rnod French Novelties, 3.'?. C>d. each; the older kluda,

ISs. per dozen ; 7os. to 100s. per 100.

J OHN KETNES' NEW DAHLIAS;
lOs. Gd. each. A liberal_allowance if the set is taken

Waitzia acuminata,. ..1
Zinnia elegana, double ..1

Royal Vineyard Nursery and Seed Establishment, Hammersmith,

,—Bright crimson; tho

Royal Horticultural Society; Devizes,

, Bath, Salisbui?, Dorset Horticul-

M ARtiUIS of WINCHESTER (K
flower of the season.
First-class Certificates :-

Tcowbl-idge, Crystiil Pal.i

tural Society, Winchester,

C8 LOTTY ATKINS' (Kkvses).—Blush, tipped lilac; most chaste

flower, always good, must be much cut out.

First-class Ceitiflcates :—Royal Hoiticultur.al Soj;iety ^row^

, bridge (moneypr "' "' "-' '-
'

Aucuba japonica Seed.

fj Wel
thebestin the Show), Salisbmy.borset impregnated with the best Male varieties. These Seeds

HorMcultural Society, Shepti
Winchester, Brighton.

09 JOHN DOWNIE (Kevnes).—Yellow, tipped red ; beautiful form,

very first-class flower, always good.
Certificates:—Roval Horticultui-al ; Salisbury, Trowbridge,

Brighton, North Wilts, Dorset Horticultural Society.

71. ANNIE AUSTIN (Keynes).-Bright light amber, beautiful

Mallet, Crj'stal Palace, Bath, produce a iarge'proportion of Male Pi.asts. by which tht

Aucuba will in a short time be fertilized out of doors, and will pro-

duce the moat charmmg effect in our borders.

Price 2e, each, 18s. per dozen, £5 per 100.

Price to the Trade on application.

Eoyal Vineyard Nursery andr "

" "

must be well cut out, most and very first-class.

1 Establishment, Hammersmith,

London, W.

Mallet, North Wilts Horticultural Society, Tiowbridge, Dorset I

Horticultm-al Society.
I

72. GEORGE WHITE (Keysee).—Large deep purple; most desir-
|

Aucuha japonica, loaded with Bright Red Berries.

„„.3 colom', . „
Certificates :—Trowbridge,

Society.

Devizes, Dorset Horticultural

JOHN AND CHARLES LEE, Seedsmen to the

73. HELEN POTTER (Kevnhs),-Blush white, deeper shade of VcaSleT-BERRIeT AUCUb1s:%M^^^^^ ther beli^ve^ to be

^_^l<^3l't'''tl}^^''/^^r.uT^J^^^^^ ptriection^of Ibrm. and Colouring. The
growth, but quite distinct, very large, very fUll,

Certificates:—Brighton, North Wilts, Dorse
Society, Trowbridge.

4. MRS. SAVORY (CncHcnJ.-^This i__. sthefiowerthat wasso much
admired at the Crystal Palace, where it had a First-ctass Certi-

ficate by acclamation. It is a laced flower, like Bird of Passage,
ir^vgar, imd rather deeply pencilled with purple lilac, grand I t "'rfjjn' w*

75, GLADIATOR (Cuuaclil.—White, vei? deeply laced, like a
Picotee, with deep pink. This is a most striking flower, and
surpasses all in its class, cxquissite.

These two flowers of Church's are unapproachable in their colour.

7C ULTIMATUM (Keynes).—Blush, tipped rosy crimson. The
form of this flower it is impossible to improve ; it must be much
cut out, or will be small, a beautiful flower.

First-class Certificates :—Royal Horticultural Society

;

Brighton.

77. LADY MARY WILDE (Ecefobd).—White, with purple lI'osq

tips, a very useful flower, not to be cut out.

CertiBcates :—Royal Horticultural Society ; Bath,

valuable - - —
purpose thev may be hired at 10s. 6d. pernight.

Plants m;ly be purchased at £3 33., £4 4s. and £5 5s. each; and

Ripe Seeds, producing '"

18s per dozen. •^'^" '^'
23, each,

78 JAMES BACKHOUSE (Go^

TOP WE I 1

R,(wal Vineyard Nui-aery and Seed Establishment, Hammersmith,

ondon. W.
.

/IHOICE SPRING FLOWERS, &c., now ready in

\j strong Plants, Per doz.—«. d.

HEPATICAS, double red and single blue 4
double blue ,

" H n
VIOLETS, double, in four sorts V ^'^^ I n

single, in six sorts 3s., 4s., and 6

new single striped is. 6<i. each 12
" newdoublestnped.R6inedesViolcttos,2s.iMi.each 24

PRIMROSES, double, in foui- varieties . . . . . 6

CHRISTMAS ROSE, scarlet is, each 18 o

Superh Double HollyhocJia. _ ^ .

WILLIAM CHATER begs to remind the Admirers
of this beautiful flower that now is the best time for planting

it out to insure fine spikes and blooms this season.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, with iustmctions for its Cultiva-

tion ; also prices of Plants per dozen, 100, or lOOO, may be had on
application, , ,^ n^ *

Seedlings from btst named varieties, 48. per doz., or from 20s, to

:1, very flno, 6s. per doz-, and

2 named vaneties, all good show flowers, 7s. 6((,

6 do. do. do. do. As.

William Chater, Nurserica, Saffron Walden, Ebbqx.

HERBACEOUS and ALPINE PLANTS,
the best Sorts.

200 fine showy varieties *« ,2 2

100 do. do., including new v

60 do. do. do.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, giving heights, colours,

N E W VERBENAS
ir:ot. white eye.

Price 59.

^ afvardea tk

Fire^class Cei-trflcate "at the "'Horticultur.'Ll Meeting withont

sentient voice ; unequalled for smoothness, size, and colour

LilDY JANE ELLIS (EcEFoni)).—Wliite, with a slual

sulTounded by a distant and very distinct pale rosy rll

handsome variety, with large lowers and good form bee Horti

cultural Meeting. First-class Certificates at HortlcultUKll Society

and Bath. Price 5s.

MK. GLADSTONE (Ecepord). — Dark scarlet, having a large

light eye- Certiftcite at Horticultural Society. Price 5s.

ISA ECKFOKD (Ecaronnl.—Bedding, puce of the finest qwility.

and most etfective, tilling the bed well, and keeping Its colour all the

se.ison. Price 6.1.

KING CHARMING (EciLPOBi)).-i!right rose, with a ring of

maroon and pink eye. A most beautiful variety. Price 5s.

GEORGE felvPORD (EcKPOBoL-Bright crimson. The King of

all Verbenas. Guaianteed by J. Keynes to be the finest quality ot

Verbena i:

verv flrat-ratercither as bedding'or pot. Fine Plants ready May I.

The set complete will be 20k. to the Trade.

Plates of thesefineVerbeo; "'

33 JOH-* bUXN I

FP \NK TIFFIN I hea y St pod ed

Buff St ped red and

Fliat-class CiJi tihuues .—tsatb.
Horticultural Society.

CATALOGUES now re.ld

Salisbtu'y.—.March 31.

e St c I p ri le ^

^hepton Mallet,

POLYANTHUS, finest laced vaiieties

PAMPAS GR\SS fine plants

D^il IE a d h kind.

ROCb. Cisr fine k nds
OLD PIMbON CHINA RO'jE
AU ICtlLAS fine t Alp nes

Pen- n s red
ROCKETS double wh te and ye ow
LiVENDER, nnep nts
CLOVES ode and otU rs

PINK tine name s ts

S VEEl V LLI i I Vur u eyed 4c
WALLFLOWER d ub e ye and da k

he f vmg n Stock P ints

AM tHI LJIS od PEN! TEMONS new
PHLOX n w ^ °

'uo CHOICE HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS n 60 fine namod
vanet es for 254

R SES
24 rn StSTANDARD nd DWARF ROSES 4d tnt ai es Is

24iitto d to on he own oots ni s

ASPARAGUS 1 ' ind 3 years fine

CATALOGUE^ fr^e on application , also, TRADE CATALOGUE
of NUHSERY STOCK.

., „ . ,

Post-office Orders on Castle Hedinghaiu.

Wii. DiLLisioSK, Monro Nuraery, Sible HedinghalD, EsMS,

cnoice Flower Seeds post free.

BS WILLIAMS has much pleasure in submitting

. the foUowing LIST ot SEEDS, all of which are specially

recommended for their beauty and supenor qualities For other

Soecialities and Novelties see Oardma-s' Chromcte, March 3 ;
and

for mil description, NEW SEED CATALOGUE, post free on

application. Per packet.—s. d.

PRIMULA (Wmiams-a superb strain), red, wh^e.^or migd
^ ^"""'

strain) . . ' 3s. ed'.', 6

I
.. 3 8

p odu e of the finest collectionCYLLAMF
in h

VSTEP egant Aster i

PLK LL y LE•v ^^ ^ «^ double, beautiful colour

AMt LLIA FLOWSkED
N aod PICOTEE sa ed om selected plants

L RNl an e emng scented Stock of 1

KFRIANA new

'^l LNE PE DULA RUBERRIMA, verybeautliul

SWLET PEA the Ne V Invinc t - " " "'"'

V flowers, with citron-

Pampas Grass
Thumb Crimson .. ..10

1 N SEEDS, caiTiage itee.

Complete c .ilkctirjiis to sue Gardens of various sizes, 10«. 6<i., 21.!.,

4''s°C3s., 84s. each. For quantities see CATALOGUE.
Victoria and Pai-adise Nm-series, Holloway, Loudon, 3.
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EOSES, NEW ROSES, HOLLYHOCKS, and GLADIOLI

PAUL & SON,
OLD CHESHUNT NURSERY, CHESHUNT, N.,

Would solif it before! final close of Planting Season, orders for the following. Trices, theii- selection of vaiieties :

STANDARD ROSES. L'i to 4 Tt., 18s. per doz. ; £6 to £7 10a. per 100.
|
GLADIOLI, all tUo newest var

DWARV STANDARDS. 12*. per doz. ; £4 to £5 per 100.
^1^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^2^ ^^^

HOLLYHOCKS, set ol'T new varieties, 42s., 7s. 6d. each ; including
GEO. EYLESaud JOHN LAING. First-class CertiQcate Royal vttw wrt'^P'^ nf
nortiouUui-al .Society. Good Border Flowers, 12fi. per doz.

;

x^^j^r^^ vi

Good Exhibition Flowora, IS*, pei- doz.
I

Largest usual discount to the Trade.

Their New H.P. Rose, Princess Mary of Cambridge, is now ready, 7s. 6d. each.
Very large, full enough, deliciouslv fragrant, of fine ^ape, free and exceedingly ^^gorous ; colour pale rose,

deeper centre. This is now in bloom in their forcing houses, and fully bears out the Advertisers' description. It is f

very fine new light Rose.

t^' Paul & Son believe their choice of Sorts to include everj^ good variety.
_

Their Lists for the past two yean
are proofs of their judgment and a guarantee of the care taken by them in a selection so difficult.

le thousands of btrong plants

to 6*. each ; i2s. per doz.

PRICED WSTS of the abovo, FRUITS, SEEDS, &c., now ready.

CHESHUNT.—March 31.

GBASS SEEDS,

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,

Trade Jil.irk.

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,

ELOWER SEEDS.

Fruiting Vines.

EG. HENDERSON and SON offer the above, with
• spleudid Canes ol well-matuied growth, with frominent

eyes, sure to give a hoavy crop of fruit, lOs. Gd. each.
LIST of SORTS sent on application.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

Vines, Vines.
EXTIIA-STRONG FkUITINO ViNKS.

T UCOMBE, PINCE, and CO. huve a fine large Stock

BUCKLAND SWEETWATER I LADY DOWNES' SEEDLING
MUSCAT of ALEXANDRLV.

For prices and particulars apply to them.
Exeter Nurseries, E:ieter.

VINE S.—Strong Fruiting Canes of the following
leadine; vai-ieties :—Black Hamhurgh, Mill Hill Hatnburgb,

Black Froutignan, Buckland Sweetwater, Lady Downes', Frankenthal,
Bowood Muscat, Trentham Black, Chasselas Musqu4, Eschallota,
Cbavonsh Muscat, Muscat Hamburgh, White Frontignan, Dutch
Sweetwater, Muscat Troveren, Trebbiano, Black Alicanio, Bar-
barossa, Muscat of Alexandria. Price on application to

FisHtR, Holmes, & Co., Handsworth Nmaeries, Sheffield.

To the Trade.—Overstock, verv Cheap.
QTANDARD-TKAINED ROYAL GEORGE PEACH,
lO DWARF-TRAINED ROYAL GEORGE and other sorU.
CHERRIES, dwarf trained, in great variety, as May Duke.

Waterloo, Werder's Early Black. Bigarreau, Adam's Crown, Bello
d'Orleans, Knight's Early Black, Sec.

Burdette, Orle; , &c.
CHERfllES, standards, mvarietv, as May Duke, ElLon, Bowyer'a

Early Heart, Black Heait, Belle d'Orleaus, Florence, &c.
PEAKS, pyramids on Quince. Louise Bonne, Glou Morceau,

Miir6chal de la (Jour, Bergaraotte d'Esperon, and White Doyennfi.
MAIDEN PEACHES, NI'ICTARINES, and APRICOTS;

Vaialoyues f&rwm-ded post free to any address on applicaimi.

RASPBERRIES.—Com well's Seedling, 12s. per 100;
Cutbush's Prince of Wales. IG-s. -. Sclater's Semper Fldelig, £1

;

Carter's Prolific, lOs. ; Red Prolific, Ss. ; Double Beariug, 8«. ; Evans's
White, 10s.

STRAWBERRIES.—British Queen, Admiral Dt^ftdas, Sir Charles
Napier, Elyanor, Oscar, Rifleman, Mvatt's Elizft, Keen's Seedling,
Prince of Wales, Black Prince, 2s. per 100, Or 15s. per 1000.

Strong GOOSFJIERRIES and CURRANTS, 16«. to £1 per 100.

ASPARAGUS, 2 years, 'is. 6rf. ; 3 years, Ss. ; 4 years, 4s. per 100.

RoBEUT, late Qko. Cornwell k Co., opposite Red Lion, Bamet, N.

ryHK"! \!>y.'
~

I L' i.^Liit out inlets of not less than 20.
\

'

,
; I, (.uiiipanied by a post-offlco older, ou

: iiiiii ' h i:m, ! I I-'.' -!.ini|'^, -.r cash, to receive attention.
I Tr,.,-. .>i llie i.Hay .-itniwborry Plant ; ~ 100, £6; 76, £4 6f . ;

.",u, x.n;-. . -0, £1 IM.
l'lnnt>i in Pots, not less tlfan 10, at 2s. each, package ineluded.
Tlio .Tliove scale of pi'icea will be slightly changed in August, ISCfi.

Mr. L'ni>ei(iiill's "Treatise on the Cultivation of .Strawbonles,"

I

cither 111 English, French, or German, may be had through the pos.1,

1 price Is. Address,
' Mr. RioiiARu Umdkuqill, Sir Han-y's Road, Edgbaston, BirniiuglKun

J lb., sufficient for/^
. ; 1 lb., sufficient ^

40 Tons per Acre of INTER-
MEDIATE AUTUMN and WINTER
CATTLE FOOD ;

BLUNDELL'S CATTLE MELONS
and CATTLE MARROWS : — 100
Seeds, 2s. 6rf. ; :i

lb., sufficient for

\ of an acre^ 5s.

^ of an acre,

for 1 acre, 16«.

For Improving our Native Flora,

Enriching Woodland Walks, Wilder^ ..^^^i^--

nesses, Shi-ubberies, Railway Embank- ^f^^^^^
ments, Rockeries, Cairiage Drives, ^<;>ii

-^

beside Rivulets, &c. Cheap mixed >

FLOWER SEEDS for the abov
purposes, 3*. 6d. to 5s. (id. per lb. ; c(

7 lb. to 10 lb. per acre. Nov
time to purchase.

MIXED GLADIOLI, for

effective masses, per 100, IO5. 6rf.,

_^

'=^'.KING 8TREET.rO\"Ei\T G.yiDENw-'^'^\1

Orders amounting to 2ls. sent Carriage JPaid.

per doz., (,d. For SPECLVLITIES in VEGETABLE SEEDS, see cm- large AdvcrtiBcmcnt, p. 72.

"or Park Scenerj', Islands, Selcut

ggv^ ^
Plantations, Small Orchards, exten-
sive Lawns, Mounds, Suii-lTopical

Gardens and E;iiw, I I'lowrr llrds, also

'f Verandahs andHu-ur An In-, Ukewise
Sloping: Banks, \r , hIiNaMKNTAL
GOaitDS are exciLJiuj^ly ;ittrautive

both for theii- foliage and frail.

When ripe the ft-uit forms a
unique Mall and Drawing-room
Ornament.

The Gourd Seeds in warm locali-

ties can be sown early in May where
intended to grow.

GOURDS, including
Medium, and Mammoth varieties, OV

either separate :—10 varieties, 2s. 6d.

;

16 do., 3s. 6d. ; 20 do., 5s. 6d. ; 30 do.,

7s. Gd.; 40 do., 10s. M. ; .50 do.,

12s. iid. ; 100 do., 21s. ; 200, 4:2s.

NATHANDiL HAWTHORNE on the GOURD.
" Speaking of Gourds, I must say a word of their beautiful and varied forms. They preeeatcd a

endless diversity of urns and vasCH, shallow or deep, scalloped or plain, moulded in patterns which
sculptor would do well to copy, smce Art has never Invented anythinK more eracciul. ' ' *

Goui-ds in the garden were worthy.-in my eyes at least—of being rendered indestructible iu

over Providence (but I know it never v

expended for a service of plate, or most
gathered from Vines which I will plai

If 1 would bo peculiarly appropinate " "

d n-sslgn me a superfluity of gold, pail of it shall be
porcuhiin, to be wrought Into the shape of Gourds,
>mi hands. As dishes lor containing vegetables they

'—Nathaniel Havithonic's Mossesfrom an Old Manse.

PERMANENT PASTURE GRASS SEEDS and CLOVERS for ALL SOILS | FINE LAWN GRASS SEEDS for ALL SOILS

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE SEEDS for One I'oar's Supply (Carriage paid), 10s. 6(/., 15s. GfA, 21s., 30s., its., 03s., 84s., and 105s,

COLLECTION of FLOWER SEEDS (post paid), 2*. U., 3s. %d., 5s. 6rf., 7s. Gd., 10s. 6d., 16s., 21s., 30s., 425., to 105s,

INTERNATIONAL BOTANICAL AND HORTICULTURAL CONGRESS.
Those who rutend to Exhibit PLmts at the above gtand gathcruiK, should use STANDEN'S GARDENER'S and AMATEUR'S FRIEND IfANURE, a Compound of

the richest fertilising Phosphates known. It promotes a healthy vigorous gi-owth m plants, increases the size, and enriches the coloijr of the flowers, and greatly improves the

foliage. In all cases it should be laid on the surface dry, and watered in, thus gradually and continuously nourishing the plant and effecting a (Considerable saving in laboar.

No. 1 quality for Hard-wooded Stove and Greenliouso Plants, Fruit Trees, Roses, Vegetables, and Lawns. Sample canisters, Is. and 2s. Gd. ;
and bags, .5s. Gd., 10s. 6rf., & 2l5.

No. 2 quality for Soft-wooded Plants and Bulbs. Sample canisters, Is. and Is. Gd. ; and bags, 5s. Gd., 10s. Gd., and 21s.

'lite above raluahlu Manure can he jiroaurcd from any respectable Jitnsej i/miii. oi 'iudsintn

THE FOLLOWING ARE A FEW OF THE AGENTS

- Hill and Edinbiu-gl]

, llolloway

„ Ke»m 1

„ GaINJ::^,

., niicK.r,

For London ;

—

Mr. MlcixTosn, Hamrac;
,, W. 1)AH»B». Camber

M I chostei

*„'" Addiiiomil names of Ayents will be given from time to tin

BARR AND SUGDEN, SEED, PLANT, aud BULB MERCHANTS, 12, KLNG STREET, COVENT GARDEN.
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SUTTON'S GRASS and CLOVER SEEDS for all SOILS.

SUTTON & SONS,
SEEDSMEN to the QUEEN, and TO H.R.H. the PRINCE OF WALES,

ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING,
HAVE ONE OF THE

LARGEST STOCKS IN EUROPE OF PERMANENT NATURAL GRASS AND CLOVER SEEDS,

WHICH THEY MIX EXPRESSLY TO SDIT THE SOIL FOR WHICH THEY ARE REQUIRED.

UPECIAL COyTRACTS MADE FOR LARGE QUANTITIES.

SUTTON'S MIXTURES of PERMANENT GRASS and CLOVER SEEDS

FUR LAYING DOWN LAND TO MEADOW OR PASTURE :-

Sutton's Mixture for Loamy Soil of Medium Texture,

26s. to 36s. per acre, contains the following sort

ACHILLEA MILLEFOLIUM
ALOPECUKUS PBATENSIS
ANTHOXANTHUM ODORATUM
CYNOSURUS CRISTATUS
DACTYLIS GLOMERATA
FESTUCA DURIUSCULA

TRATENSIS
OVINA
RUBRA
LOLIACEA

LOLIUM PEBENNE PACEYANUM
SEMPERV1KES3

PHLEUM PRATENSE
POA TKIVIALIS

„ PRATENSE
„ FERTILIS

MEDICAGO LUPULINA
ThIFOLlUM REPENS PERENSE

PRATENSE PERENNE
HYBRIDUM

Tbe above seloction of Seeds, weighing about 44 pounds, aid measuring fully 2 bushels, can bo

supplied of best quality, thoroughly cleaned and mixed—the Cloyers, ic, in one mixture, and the

large seeds in another.

Sutton's Mixture for Stiff Heavy Soils, 26s. to 36s. per acre,

contains the following sorts ;

—

ALOPEOURUS PRATKNSIS
,

LOLIUM PEBENNE JA^SI^^^lV^^i-NS
ANTHOXANTHUM ODOR.iTUM 1 pnfVuM PRATFNSF
AGROSTIS STOLONIFERA ?OA TRm?LIS
DACTYLIS GLOMERATA

]
FERTILIS

FESTCCA DURIUSCULA .j^_ AQUATICA
ELATIUR
PK.\TEN.SIS
LOLIACEA

GLYCERLA AQUATICA
The above selection of Seeds, weighing about 44 pounds, and measuring hilly 2 bushels, can be

supplied of best quality, thoroughly cleaned and mixed—the Clovers, ic. In one mixture, and the

large seeds in another.

Mixture for Chalky or Gravelly Uplands and Sheep Downs.
For this purpose Grass Seeds are annually collected from dry and hilly districts, where they are

found growmg spontaneously ; and, alter many years" exporience, we can confidently assure our friends

that a good and permanent sward may be obtalLOd on any upland from this mixture. Price 26». to 3ll».

Mixture for Reclaimed Marshes and Heath Lands.
Many acres of land of this description have been successfully laid down to Permanent Pasture by

us, including much of the sandy soil at,the Aldershot Camp. Price '2i>s. per acre.

Mixture for good Black Peaty Soil.

These soils produce excellent pasture when sown with the proper khids of Seeds. Price 26*. to 36j.

per acre. Or the cost may be reduced by omitting some of the more expensive kinds.

Mixture for Laying down Water Meadows.
In this department also we have been very successfhl, many customers having expressed their great

g ratitlcation atthoetfectofthese Seeds. Price 2Cfi. to 30s. per acre.

Renovating Grass and Clover Seeds for Improving Old Pastures.

Our Renovating Mixture consists of the finest Grasses and Perennial Clovers. If the seeds are

sown early in the season, the improvement in the pasture will be very great, and at a small expense,

tjuantity of seed required, S to 121b. per acre. Price lOil. per lb., or cheaper by Ihe cwt.

Mixture of Grass and Clover Seeds for 3 or 4 Years' Lay,
20a". to 24«. per acre, contains the following sorts:

—

. per acre^

SUTTON'S PEBENNLAL RYE-GRASS
PACEY-S PERENNIAL
ITALIAN BYE-GRASS
ALOPKCURUS PRATENSIS
DACTYLIS GLOMERAT.A
FESTUCA DURIUSCULA

The quantity required per

PHLEUM PRATENSE
PERENNIAL RED CLOVER
BROAD RED CLOVER
YELLOW TREFOIL
WHITE DUTCH CLOVER
ALSIKE CLOVER

Kew Clover Seeds.

Cheaper by the cwt., price of which, and samples, may be had on application.

COMMON RED or BROAD, fine and clean, ~\d. to 9d. per lb.

,, extra fine, led. per lb.

WHITE or DUTCH, fine and clean, srf. to Uii. per lb.

„ extra fine. Is. per lb.

YELLOW TREFOIL, fine and clean, 4d. to 5d per lb.

„ extra fine, Gd. per lb.

ALSIKE or HYBRID, fine and clean. Is. 9d. to 2s. per lb.

„ „ extra fine, 2s. 6<t. per lb.

COW-GRASS, the true sort, fine and clean, lid. to \i. per lb.

.. extra fine. Is. 2d. per lb.

Also other sorts at equally moderate prices, as see Catalogue.

Also SDTTON'S IMPROTOD VARIETIES of MANGEL WUBZEL,
at very moderate prices, List of

Sutton's Mixture for Light Blowing Sands, 26s. to 363. per acre,
contains the follow ing sorts :

—

DACTYLIS GLOMERATA
FESTUCA DURIUSCULA

„ HETEROPHYLLA

LOLIUM PEBENNE PACEYANUM
PERENNE SEMPERVIRENS

POA PRATENSIS
SEMPERVIRENS

TENUIFOLIA I

The above selection of Seeds, weighUig about 44 lbs., and measuring fully 2 bushels, c

I, ic. B mixture, a

Mixture to Lay Down New Park Lawns, 20e. per bushel.
For this purpose all coarse-growing kinds aro carefully excluded ; and the sward will, at all seasons,

present a luxuriant verdure, so desirable in parks contiguous to the mansion. 2 or 2) bushels required

per acre. The JoUowlng sorts are contained in this mixtmo ;—

ACHILLEA MILLEFOLIUM
i

LOLIUM PEBENNE SUTTONIl
ANTHOXANTHUM ODORATUM

HETEROPHYLLA
OVINA
LOLIACEA
RUBRA
TENUIFOLIA

POA PRATENSIS
„ NEMORALIS
„ SEMPERVIRENS

TRIFOLIUM REPENS PERENNE
„ MINUS

HYBRIDUM
MEDICAGO LUPULINA.

Permanent Evergreen Grasses for Churchyards and Cemeteries.
We have had the honour of supplying His Grace the Ai chblshop of Canterbur)- and many othera of

the Clergy with Gra.ss Seeds for Churchyards and Cemeteries, which have given great satisfaction. Price

of Seed, 2US. per bushel (21 bushels required per acre).

Mixture for Orchards and Pastures Overshadowed with Trees.
An excellent Mixture can be supplied, suitable lor this purpose, at SCs. per acre.

Permanent Grass Seeds without Clovers.
Those who posse.ss Perennial Clover Seeds, ic. can be supplied with an excellent mixture of

FESCUES, COCKSFOOT. LOLIUMS. POAS, SWEET VERNAL, and other Permanent Grasses.
2 bushels of this Mixture, and 12 lbs. of mixed Perennial Clovers, will be the proper quantities per acre
for Permanent Pasture. Price 12*-. per bushel.

Grass Seeds for Cultivation with Sewage and other Liquid
Manure.

Having for several years been eng.aged in supplying various Grass Seeds for experiments with Liquid
Manure on the Bagshot Sands, the Aldershot Camps, and other poor soils, we are now prepared to offer

the sorts we have found to thrive best under this treatment, and confidently recommend their

cultivation as highly remunerative. The quantity required per acre is 3 bushels, and the present price

is Ss. per bushel.

Mixed Grass Seeds, of coarse kinds, for Game Covers, &c.,
2s. 6(/. to 5*. per bushel.

Mixed Grass Seeds, for Railway Embankments, &c.,
3s. 6if. to 5j-. per bushel.

Fine Lawn Grass Seeds,
for making New or Improving Old Garden Lawns.

lall neat growth, and do not spread so much as other kinds, It is necessary
For forming New Lawns, 3 bushels or liO lbs. is the quantity required

r 1 gallon to rods (or perches) of land. Price Is. 3d. per lb., or 24s. per bushel.

Mixture of Grass and Clover Seeds for 2 Years' Lay,
16s. to 20s. per acre.

This Mixture contains a large proportion of Perennial Clovers, and under favoumble circumstancea

Will often stand for 3 years. Contains the following sorts :—

BROAD RED CLOVER 1
ROUND COCKSFOOT

PERENNIAL CLOVER SHEEP'S FESCUE
WHITE CLOVER TIMOTHY
ALSIKE CLOVER PACEY'S PERENNIAL BYE-GRASS
YELLOW TREFOIL

!

SUTTON'S PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS
MEADOW FOXTAIL ITALIAN RYEGRASS.

The quantity required per acre Is 1 bushel, weighing about 26 lbs.

Mixtures of Clovers and Rye-Grass.
To be sown with Com for a Crop of Clover, &c., in the following year.

CLOVERS and ITALIAN BYE-GBASS for One Year's Clover, 4c. , including 14 lbs. Alsike and other

Clovers, at 14s. per acre :,or second guallty, lOf to 12*. perfl-

clovers' and COMMON 'ryE-GRASS. including 14 lbs. Alsike and other Clovi

or second qualitv, liw, to vis. per acre.

CLOVER SEEDS without Bye-Grass, Via. 6d. per e ; second quality, 10s. t3d. per a

Rye-Grasses, cheaper in large quantities.
ITALIAN RY'E-GRASS, good English seed. 6s. per bushel.

FRESH IMPORTED SEED, thoroughly well cleaned, Is. per bushel.

SUTTON'S IMPROVED ITALIAN, 6s. 6d. per bushel.

PERENNIAL BYE-GRASS, heavy seed, 6*. 6d, per bushel ; lighter seed. 66. to 6«. pi

PACEY'S PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS, very fine, 6*. 6d. to 7s. per bushel.

EVERGREEN BYE-GBASS. 7s. 6<f per bushel.

ANNUAL, or COMilON. best quahly, 6«. Cd. per bushel ; Iight( seed, 4s. 6d. to 6*. 6d. per bushel.

Bromus Schraderi, the new Forage Grass, 6s. per lb.
With Instructions on Cultivation.

SWEDISH and other TURNIPS, KOHL RABI, CARROT, &c., &c.,

which may be had on application.

All kinds of Sffdi and Potatos Carriage Free. 5 per cent, dismunt for Cash j)ayment.

SUTTON AND SONS, ROYAL BERKSHIRE SERD ESTABLISHMENT, READING.
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Superb Double Hollyhocks.

'nE FlUE^T Col.I.F< TI.1N- HEll OFFKKCn TO TRE POBLIfl.

CHATER hns a huge Stock of fine healthy
Plants 11F.W roafiy. which ho can supply on liberal terms.

See AdTcrtisement on other page.

Address, W. CriATEn, Nurseries, Saffron Wnlden,

Hollyhocks. Hollyhocks, Hollyhocks.

JC. PADMAN has a .splendid stock of Auttimn-Btruck
• Plants, now re.ady. .'jOs, per 100 : price to the Trado on

application. List on application. SALVIA PATENS. 3s. per dos,;
20,.:. per 100.

Providence Nursery, Boston Spa, Yorkshire.'

For Sabllas apply to
GEAWLINGS, who is permitted to announce that

• he supplied Clark & Co., and Mr. Boshell, of the Boroueh,
for 16 Tears, Nearly 200 varieties, at 3s, per doz. ; New ones of 18G5,

including LEAH, CHAMPION, and GEO, WHEELER, 9j, per doz,

CATALOGUES are ready,
Waterloo Road, Romford, Essex, E,

BUTLEU ,\ND SIcCULLOCH'S Collections of Choice
FLOWER SEEDS forwarded Post free.

NEW ANNUALS, 6s. and 10s, 6(i,

HARDV DO,, 2». 6(i„6s.,10s., 20s,

HALF HARDY DO., 4s,, 7s, 6d., 16s.,

Covent Garden M.t . W.C,

Established Upwards of a Century.

BU T L li R AND M c C U L L O C H'S Complet*
COLLECTION.^ of VEGETABLE SEEDS for ONE YEAR'S

SUPPLY, all of the Growth of 1865,

No. 1.
I

No, 2,
I

No, 3,
I

No, 4, I No. 5.

£3 3,«.
I

£2 2s.
I

£1 10s. | £1 Is, | 10s,6<!,

All orders amounting to 21s, and upwards sent carriage paid,

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES sent free and post paid
upon application,
BoTLEa & McCcLLOcn. South Row, Covent Garden Market, W.C,

QUBVtRoTiCAL foliage SEEDSTTnd^hTr
KJ Novelties, post free.

PRICED LISTS, with cultural directions, free on application ; soo
also large Advertisement in Gardeners' Clironicle, page 240.

LOBELIA, NEW WHITE.—This White Lobelia is

quite distinct from all others ; it is of neat compact habit,
innmense bloomer, and will be found for edging or making a white
bed, superior to any other White Bedding Plant extant.

It may bo obtained of Mes3r.'<. Dohsom, Isleworth ; Hccn LowiCo.,
Messrs. Dillistoke. Padmas, F. Per&ins, Ac. Price 'is. 6d. each ; 18«.

per doz. ; or X5 per 100.

Martin & Sov, Hull and Cottmgham.

X\| stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and thetr -varieties, 36 pJiKCs

RICHARD SMITH'S SEED CATALOGUE contains
a Calendar of Time for Sowing, particulars of Collections with

Prices, Directions for Croppinc well and economically. Soil, Miinure,
Dtipth, Distance. SeHson, Hardiness, Duration, Form, Heitrht,
Colour, Storing, Use, Flavour, and other qualities descril>ed. This
List free by post for one stamp. Seeds direct from the growers, the

Richard Smith, Seed Merchant, Worcster.

WAmerican Plants, New Hardy Rhododendrons.
•A'I'KRER ANU l,ODKKl;y'.S PKlCEl) and

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS,
tihited in the Horticultural Gardens, .South Kensinpton. free
plication. This Cjitalogue fairly describes the Rhododendrons
nth growing, OS well as some now and vei7 handsome kinds

Hardy Scarlet Rhododendrons.
JOHN WATKRER'S CATALOGUE of HARDY
tl SCARLET and otberCnOICE RHODODENDRONS as annually
displayed in tho Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, can now be
bad on application.

It contains faithful descriptions of all the varieties really worthy of
cultiv.ation, as well as a selection of HARDY CONIEERS, with
heights and prices, with ORNAMENTAL EVERGREENS, FOREST
TREE.S, Sc.

The American Nursery, Bagshot. Surrey,

To the Trade.
CUPRESSUS L.\WSONIANA SEED (true), of excel-

lent quality, and warranted crop of present season. Price,
postage paid. 65. 'M. per oz. ; 32s. per half lb. ; 60s. per lb. nett. From

1 Correspondents a remittance must accompany order.

Tho! s, Nu jryman, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

Clirysantlieinums.
FiR^T Prizes Store Newin'jton and Guildhall, IftGo.

ADAM FOKSYTH be-s to infmni thn l^iblir that he
is now sendmg out his larRO COLLECTION of CHRYSAN-

THEMUMS, at fo. per dozen, inclndini^ Attraction, Eve. Golden
Ball, Golden Dr. Bi-ock, Hercules, King of Denmark, Latiy Carey,
Mr. Brunlecs, Mr. Wj-ness, Mrs. Raines, Pink Pearl, Prince of Wales,
Sam Weller, Venus, Virgin Qucon. &c.

Pelargonium Mrs. Pollock.
ALFEED FUVKRolirr.-^ hr;Uthv well-grown Plants of

this be.-intiful nr,l,li,,i; PKI,A lUinNlUM .it 125., I6s., and 18s.
por d.-.-.-n f. r r-v. \-] rl., ]:,, .r.- wl-U efitabUshed in CO-pots,

MiOllK \ .U;l.LUAiLD i'ELAKtiOMUMS.
Mrs. Pollock

I

Golden Vase
Sunset Snowflake
Yellow Belt Picturata
Golden Tom Thumb | Argus

| pontainebloau
Tho above 12 choice varieties, siiitable for exhibition, for 2is.

basket and packing included.

Princess Alexandra

WELVE of the FINEST GEKANlUMb extant for
BEDDING are-

Variegated Little David I Indian Yellow
Venus Orange Nosegay
Amy Hogg Fairy

Italia Unita
Sunset
Mrs Pollock

The above 12,

Castle Hedinghi
Wm. Dil , Munro Nurserj', Sible Hedingham, Essex.

cHEAP and BEAUTIFUL FLOWER SEEDS.

packets of the beat and
Annuals, L'li£.

60 ditto, 105.

23 ditto, 6a.
I

12 ditto, ditto, 2s. &d.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE on application,

Richard Smith, Seed Merchant, 'Worcester.

showy Hardy, Half-hardy, and Tc

ditto, Hardy Annua's, 63.

To the Trade only.
LEY AND SONS, NurseJOHN KEARSLEY and SONS, Nursekymen, Leeds,

offer as below, all very fine healthv si uff:—
Choice named CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, per 100 pairs, ^s. ;

do. Mixed, 2bs.

DAHLIAS, choice varieties, pot roots. 15s. per 100.

PANSIES, choice varieties, lOs. per 100.

PHLOXES, Herbaceous, choice. I85. per 100.

RASPBERRIES. FASTOLFF. True, 5.t.

Dwarf-trained APRICOTS, 21s. per dozen.
PEACHES, 24s. per dozen.

C HOICE BEDDING PLANTS, &c.

GERANIUMS, NOSEGAY (Beaton's), AMY HOGG, INDIAN

HIGHGATE RIVAL, \s.Gd. each, l&f. per doz.
VIOLA MONTANA, true, from Mr. Tyerman's stock, 1«. each,

9s. per doz., 00«. per 100.

PINES, BLACK JAMAICA, strong Succession and Fruiting, fii

clean plants, fVom Zs. 6d. to 16a. each.
VINE SUCKERS, stronE, 12s. to 18s. per doz.
T. J. Booth offers the above in Btrong stock plants. Price to tho

Trade on application.
Rainbill Nursery, Prescot, Lancash:

Primula, Calceolaria, &c.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON are nou- sending out
SEED of their superb PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA,

which has for many years given great satisfaction.
The Qardf:ners' Chronicle, of the 6th of January, in Notices to

Correspondents, says :—*' The blooms sent are remarkably fine,

nchly coloured, full, and densely fringed ; they are evidently the
produce ofa capital strain,"

Tlio Journal of HorlicuHure of the 23ci of January, says that:—
' Trio finest and richest colmired Chinese Primulas wc have yet seen
are those raised by Mensr-^ Cuthnsih k Son."

Scaled 11 1> i!^ J i. ' .m.i ;:.«, 6rf. each.
CALCEOLARIA (.I^

I i- finest herbaccoufi variety

CINERARIA, froni 111.. ; 1, 1

3s. Bd. each. (llilln. il .Nu: :J

New Catalogues.
DOWNIE, LAIRD, and L.MXii bo- to intimate that

\^^'•lv rnirED iiKscRirTivF, catalogues of florist
rT.r.>,vri;- \ VW l'T,ANTS, garden, flower, and AGKICUL-
rri:>' I

>!'- '" ii"W ready, and ni!ty be had ffeo on ApplicntioD.
r, I i.k Street. Edinburgh; and Stanstead Park,

R'
Select Catalogues of Seeds and Plants.

OBEKT I'AKKEK bees to announce that his NEW
-i-v PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, containing
Select Lists of the best varieties of Vegetable, Agricultural, and
Flower Seed.s. New and Rare Plants, &c., are now published, and will
be forw.irded to applicants. All Seeds are warranted to bo of the
finest possible quality. Intending purchasers aro requested to com-
pare the pncoB with those of other houses.

Exotic Nursery, Tootine, Surrey, S.

GEO. SMITH'S NEW CATALOGUE, with a splendid
Woodcut of NOSEGAY GERANIUM LE GRAND, which is

the finest of all Geraniums for effect, together with descriptions of
New Seedling Zonale Geraniums, Chieftain, Christabel, Exhibitor,
Gladiateur, Great Eastern, Sir Rotert Peel, and Pink Perfection,
which for their general nne qualities have received First-clasB
Certificates from the Royal Botanic Gardens and Royal Horticultural
Gardens, South Kensington, all of which G. S. can, with the greatest
of confidence, recommend. For description see CATALOGUE,
iibich also contains Select Lists of Show, French, Fancy, Zonale
and Variegated Geraniums, Fuchsias, Petunias, Dahlias, Verbenas,
Chrysanthemums, Bedding Plants, &c. Now ready in exchange for
0110 postage stamp.

Tollmgton Nursery, Homsey Koad, London, N.

Genuine Garden and Farm Seeds to be ba^ at
THOMAS KENNEDY and CO.'S

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Dumfries, N. B.

And delivered free of carriage as formerly.
PRICED CATALOGUES furmshed on application.

lnd CO.,

\ latSCHAFFELT, Nurseryman, Ghent,
-. to announce that his NEW CATALOGUE,

I'lLivrod, and can bo had at his Agents, Messrs. R,
,

;'), Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.

PAUL TOLLARD, Seed Grower aud Merchant,
20, Quaide la M6gis<;erie 20, ci-devant 4, Place desTrois Maries 4,

ft Paris. SPECIAL PRICED LIST of NEW SEEDS, in English
weights and money, on application.

100,~000~Came]3ias;
JOSEPH BAUMANN, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,

begs to offer 100 CAMELLIAS of the best sorts, without flower

buds, good plants, £6 ; 100 CAMELLIAS, stronger plants, £6 to £8.
Free to tho Custom House, London.

S^rEKT—GERMAN ASTER, the'finest Sti-ain~in the
kingdom.—Was awarded the First Prize at the Briehton and

Sussex Horticultural Show (open to all England), in 1864 and 1855,
and wherever exhibited in 1SC5. Packets, I5. fid. each.
J. Jknkinos, Seed Establishment. New Street, Shipston-on-Stour,

ENGLISH and CONTINENTAL NOVELTIES for
IftOO.—Soo DESCRIPTIVE LIST in Ganteiieis' Chroxicle of

March 10, p. 214 ; also March 17, in fii-st column of tho Newspaper
part. Offered by

,
Sudbury, Suffolk.

G
Per packet 2». 6rf. and

Hardy Climbers.—To tlie Trade.
CLEMATIS .l.MKMANNI, 25. Gt^. each; 21s. per doz.

„ RIiUlKt-VloLACEA. 2s. each ; 18s. per doz
„ IlVnUllJA .Si'LENDIDA. 2a. each ; 18s. per doz.
„ .STANDISHI, 2.*. each : 18s. per doz.

SOPHIA FLORE PLENO, 2s. each : lB.s, per doz.
CCERULEA (AZUREA) GRANDIFLORA, 50s. per 100.

Besides otner good old varieties.

A CATALOGUE, including Description and Treatment of Cle-
matises, will bo forwarded free on application to

Geo. Jackmak & Son, Woking Nursery, Surrey.

TO be Sold Cheap.—Important to Planters.
WILLIAM BARRON heps to offer the followinp, at

extremely low figures, to Noblemen, (Gentlemen, and others
engaged in Planting on a large scale ;

—

PINUS LARICIO (true).—This highly ornamental tree surpnsses
the Larch, both as to rapidity of growth and quality of timber.
It will thrive whore tho Larch will not. It is also used as spars
and masts in the French navy. Two-year seedlings, 10s. per 1000.

PINUS ROMANA.—'lwo-ye.ars seedlings, lOs. per 100.

PINUS PALLASIANA.—Two-voar seedlinga, 10s. per 100.

ABIES MENZIESII.—Few people aro aware of the value of tho
timber of this beautiful tree. 2i to 3 feet, 60.'?. per 100.

prCEA NOBILIS (true).—Very fine, 6 to inches, 10s. per dozen.
BERBERIS DARWINII.—Too much cannot bo said of this fine

evergreen species. It is hardy, and the profusion of its orange-
coloured blossoms, together with the quantity of berries which It

bears (of which pheasants are very fond), render it one of the
" most attractive and desirable plants for lawn as well as overt

planting ever in'roduced. One-year seedlings, 'lOs. per 1000.
BERBERIS WALLICHIANA.—One-yuar seedlings, 16a. ptr 100.

Elva.ston Nurseries, Borrowash, near Derby.

A R D EN V. RS • RoY A 1
, BENEVOLENT

IXSTTTrTinV
'Til !: I 111 i;iT\ (,i\ I \ ' ,1 I (M'l; ri ^-l"^'l;IlS wi'l

1 to the Secretary.

He
Thursday, March -ZZ, Mr. Wii

culturlsts desirous of having an opportunity of meeting their friends
from the country who will be drawn to London during that week."
Those who Intend being present aro requested to communicate

with the Secretary at once. Tickets, including wine, lOs. M. each.

SATrPiDAY, MAIU'II \n, LsliG.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MoNTM, April 2—Entoniolnpicnl 7 r.M.

(lifiTil TlnrticuUuinl (Floral nnd Fruit Cum
Ti'EsDAV. — .i; i.iiltf-'v,,,t South Kcii.sinRtun .,11 a.m.

i lloja

ml Weekly bhoiv

A RIBBON BORDER, Six Colours, Post Free, 2s. 6d. Stamps.

1 he selection of the above is unique, cquallinj: Bedding Plant.^, at one-thirtieth the cost.

Poynter's 25s. Anglican Collections of Garden and Flower Seeds for One Year's Supply

Contains one of the above, and is altogether the best and cheapest offered. Carriage free.

1^ Useful PRICE LISTS gratis.

ROBERT H. POYNTER, SEED MERCHANT, TAUNTON.

\

JOHN FKASER,
OF THE LEA BRIDGE NURSERIE.S, N.E.,

Respectfully announces that in consequence of requiring the Spa<
( XTTO v._ ;., i.._.„».1.. 11„J ... rvTor.i-\vq'T

for tlie Cultivation of a large stock of NEW
PL.iNT'S, he i's reluctantly compelled to DISCOXtlNUE the EXHIBITION of STOVE ani GREENHOUSE
PL..\NTS ; he has therefore instructed Messrs. PROTHEROE and MORRIS to offer unreservedly by

PUBLIC AUCTION THE WHOLE COLLECTION.
In giving up the Exhibition of these Plants it mav be as well to state that the attention of the Staff hitherto

enipl.)yed in their culture will after this Sale be devoted to the YOUNG STOCK, so that customers ma}- rely upon
having a better article than ever, and at a more moderate rate.

For other particulars see Messrs. Pkothekoe & Morris's Advertisement in this Paper.

Theke is ono feature in connection with the

forthcoming Internation.4.l Hoeticultueal
Exhibition -which has not iis yet received

the attention -which -we believe it merits.

We are the more surprised at this, as the

point is one -which concerns the interests

of exhibitors and professional gro-wers both at

home and abroad. We allude to the regula-

tion -n'hich permits tlie prirr of the plants

and other objects exhibited to be affixed to them
during the continuance of the Sho-w. This is,

indeed, a novel feature in oiu- exhibitions, but it

is one -which may prove verj- advantageous to the

trade ; for many visitors -would no doubt gladly

purchase plants from so memorable a display

as this is likely to be, and -would point to them in

the future -with pride as exhibition specimens.

Exhibitors, too, -would in all probabilitj' secure

prices for their plants -which they -would not

obtain in the ordinaiy way, and -which -wotild

go far to-wards compensating them for the trouble

and expense of convej'ing- them to London.
Other exhibitors again, having future compe-
titions in vie-w, -would in maiij' cases seize the

opportunity afforded by such an occasion to pur-
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chase specimen plants : while om- foreign friends I

would no douht gladly avaD. themselves of the

chance of disposing of some of their ti-easures, and

probably of obtaining better prices for them

than they would be able to realise at

home ; and in this way they too would not only

reimburse themselves' for the expense they had

been at in bringing theii- plants here, bu.t save

themselves the trouble of carrying them back.

All this at least is provided for, as will be seen

on reference to Eegulation 10 of the Prize

Schedule, which reads thus: "Prices may be

affixed to the plants and other objects exhibited."

In addition to this, moreover, it seems

to us that a sale by auction at the close

of the Show, say on the Saturday, and

in the Exhibition tent, of such plants as

their owners might be incUned to dispose

of in this manner, would be an additional

convenience, and we beg to offer it as a suggestion

for the consideration of the Executive Committee.

Such a sale would answer many of the pui-poses

above indicated, and would prevent much trouble

to the exhibitors in the removal of their plants.

If a precedent be wanted for such a step, it may
be found in the records of the Amsterdam Con-

gress, where such a sale was held at the end of

the Exhibition. At any rate, we think the

suggestion deserves the attentive consideration

of the Committee.

We have yet to learn a -^reat deal before

we rightly understand the nature of Doi:ble

Flowers, or the conditions required to produce

them. One of the facts connected with the

subject is that plants indigenous to the northern

hemisphere of om- globe are more apt to become

double than those of the southern. Another

supposed fact, eiiually singular, which may help

us a step further, has been pointed outby Professor

E. MoBKEN, who holds that variegated leaves and

double flowers never occur on the same

individual, and who explains it by assuming that

variegated leaves—the partial disappearance of

chlorophyll—is a proof of weakness, and the pro-

duction of double flowers is a proof of strength,

and that as the two conditions cannot possibly

exist together, variegated leaves and double

flowers are never seen on the sanie plant.

This view, however, seems to be entirely set

aside by such cases as the double-flowered

Gardenia radicans variegnta, whose flowers are

as fuU as the other cultivated forms of Cape

Jasmine ; and the variegated iVlthsea frutex

with double blossoms. Another apparent

exception which seems to be presented by

Jverria japonioa, may be explained by the artist

cjf the " Illusti-ation Horticole " having made up

his figure with the variegated leaves of one

plant and the double flowers of another—the

ordinary green-leaved variety ofour gardens. The
truth is, that the variegated Kerria is single-

flowered, and thus so far coincides with Prof.

Morren's view.

It may be admitted that Professor Morren's
theory agrees very well with the prevailing

opinions on the subject. The older views that

double flowers were simply brought about by a

transformation of stamens and pistils into petals

or petal-like expansions is now felt to requii'O

considerable amplification. In many very double

flowers the stamens and pistils have not under-

gone any change at all, and yet we have a

great number of petals. Wo have, therefore,

nothing left but to grant that several ad-

ditional whorls of leaves, or branches, as some
modern writers insist upon cal ling them, have

been interpolated between the calyx and stamens,

is this a sign of weakness or strength ? We
certainly think that a great deal may be said

in favour of the latter alternative. Every
gardener knows that plants showing the most

robust growth are not always those that are

inclined to produce the most frait ; indeed the

very contrary is the case, and all of us know
what means we have to resort to in order to check

plants when for economic purposes they are re-

quired to produce more flowers than leaves. The
reason why we see comparatively so few flowers

amongst the luxuriant vegetation of the tropics

is entirely owing to the same causes. Every-
tliing seems to run into leaf, and generally it is

only in specimens that have experienced some
check, that the disappointed traveller has a chance

of seeing flowers. The turning of the leaves

into petals instead of carpellary leaves, or rather

say into fruit, may therefore be assumed to be a

sign of strength rather than of weakness. [?1

The well-known case of the flowering of the

double Hawthorn in the Botanic Garden of

Edinburgh would seem to have a special bearing

on this point. After producing double flowers in

the spring, it retained its leaves dui-ing the

autumn and vrinter of the same year. This cer-

tainly must be called a proof of strength. But

in the following spring, much to the surprise of

every one, it produced single flowers, and has

continued to do so ever since. This is clearly a sign

of weakness, and might have been expected

after the tree had expended its strength in the

previous year. One of Fortotte's variegated

Camellias which has lately flowered in Mr. Bull's

establishment, and has been figm-ed in the

' Journal of Botany," is also calculated to

otrengthen Prof. MoRREN's-position. Until now
few of the plants of CameUia japonica in our

gardens have been known to produce flowers

in the strictly normal condition, namely,

with five petals only ; and Dr. Seemann,

when publishing his
" Monograph on Camellia

and Thea, was compelled to state that though

we had thousands of representations of the

different varieties of Camellia japonica, we did

not possess a single plate exhibiting its normal

state, even SlEBOLD and ZucCARlNI, in theii-

"Flora Japonica," having figured a form with

semi-double flowers. Btill's variegated CameUia,

with its five petals, is therefore as happy an illus-

tration as Prof. MoRREN could wish to have to

prove that variegated leaves and double flowers-

weakness and sti-ength—never
,^

or, as we would

rather put it, seldom, go hand in hand.

We have not put forward these considerations

in a doginatic spirit, and we shall be very glad if

any of our correspondents wiU furnish us with

such facts as may possibly show them to be

erroneous, and thus force us to search for the

truth in another direction. B. S.

A SLIGHT en-or having crept into the report

of the proceedings at the meeting at South Ken-

sington on the 20th respecting Monsieur Naudin's

observations on CncuKBiTA melanospkkma, the

best way of correcting it is by giving a translation

of that part of his communication which refers to

the subject :—" Cucurbita melanosperma succeeded

well at Paris, the white as well as the variegated

form. There is, however, a fact which may be

interesting to you, namely, that though annual at

Paris it is perennial at Hyferes. Its stem there

becomes hard, brown, and sUghtly woody. I have

seen a plant five years old, in a garden in that city,

whose stem was more than 40 yards long, and which

appeared not to have attained its full growth. The

difficulty which you experience in England in the

cultivation of Cncrabitaceas appears to me to indicate

an interesting cu-cumstanoe in the theory of horti-

culture, to which, as it appears to me, all the

attention has not been paid which it deserves. It is

almost as warm in London as in Paris ; nevertheless,

the Cuciu:bitacea3 succeed much better there than in

London. What i* the reason '^ I beUeve because the

sky is clearer. At Bordeaux, with 24° Centigrade of

heat more than at Paris, and a much clearer sky, the

success is incomparably greater than at Pails ;
and

at Hyeres, where the Ught is splendid, they thrive

still more, notwithstanding the nightly chills, which

are considerable. Doubtless the heat is greater,

which is an important element ; but I am quite

convinced that Ught, all considerations of tempe-

ratm'e being set aside, plays a part quite as great as

heat in their cultivation." M. J. B.

teeth thus present obvious features of distinction, so

that the plant may be regarded not only as one of

the most ornamental, but also as one of the most
distinct-looking and interesting of its genus.

Lomaeia duka, Moore.

Fronds pinnate below, lanceolate, fleshy coriaceous, 1 foot or
more in leni^li ;

pinnae or segments close with a narrow
sinus, not confluent, obtuse, entire, somewhat niarginate,

the middle rmes oblong, subfalcate, the upper diminishing
int.. II; i.iiii.hiidi- apex, the lower dwarfed into rounded
1..1..

I
,l,;d. slightly club-shaped at tBe ends,

tLi. . 1. iiiu the thickened margin; fertile fronds
],n ,1. ,!.i.i|.|ly caudate, with broaiiish crowded veiy
blvuit. piiiiia-.. curving upwards, slightly dfoiin-Mtit on the
antoiior side, .and there furnished witli n iniuMt. fi. .. mricle;

son marginal; indusium narrow trm ;.i .imkled
lacerato-fimbriate at the mai-gin ; cm. .. \ .i..! -iibarbo-

rescent : stipes an inch long, with ovat. 1 iii....M]at.. ^|. ilcs at

the base, the rachis prominent and bluntly-keeled behind,

^ fuiTowcd in front.

This very distinct Pern was introduced from the

Chatham Islands some few years since by Mr.
Watson, from whom it passed into the hands
of Jlr. Veitch and Mr. Standish, to both of whom
we are indebted for specimens. It is related both to

L. lanceolata and L. blechnoides, but differs from
them in its thick leathery textm-e while fresh,

and in the entire somewhat cartilaginous

margin of its fronds. It is a very handsome
hardy greenhouse or cold frame plant, produc-

ing a spreading head of arching evergreen dark-

green sterile fronds, longer than the fertile ones,

which latter are remarkable for their stout densely-

fruited very blunt crowded pinna?, and fringed

indusia. In this respect it further diifers from

L. lanceolata, whose fertile pinnce are slender arid

attenuately pointed, while from L. blechnoides the

short as well as stout fertile fronds are further

distinctive. The plant has in some cases obtained the

imauthorised garden name of L. recurva. T. M.

NEW GARDEN FERNS.

Lomakia ciliata, Moore.

Fi-ondspinnatch- ]iartrd, not numeroxis, S-1 2 inches long, ovate

or ovato-ol.l.ti III'. .Hi aval of thin firm texture; pinna3

subundulat. - .-. uan-owed below, the lower dis-

tantandt.ii tike base, the uppermoreapproxi-

m.at^ adnat i r, 1 1 1 , .Mi h a broad gibbous lobe-like wing
extending from the lower side downwards nearly or

quite to the next pinna, but not confluent with it, all

bluntish, frequently bifid or emarginate, the margin lobate,

with truncate or emarginate lobes, and having a fi-inge of

spiniiloso teeth ; veins forked (the lowermost twice), ter-

minating at the margin between the teeth, sometimes a

little thickened at the apex ; fertile fronds pinnate, their

pinna? nan-ow linear, decurrent along the rachis. .sometimes

pinnatiBd with lateial segments J-} inch l"i.r ;
st.ri slightly

mti-amarginal ; indusium thick menila ina, - -.najwhat

crenate at the edge, tniusversely wrin k 1 .
i,i . . ncuus,

spiuingly furnished below with dm. .
i. iilulate

entire scales: caudex arborescent, .i
i

ai nadi uri about

li inch in diameter.

This very distinct and elegant arborescent Fern has

been imported by Mr. Veitch from New Caledonia,

and is a charming acquisition for our plant-houses.

In the swollen decm-rent bases of the pinnas it has

some resemblance to L. gibba, but it differs essen-

tially in its less numerous crown of fronds, which are

also stipitate, instead of being nearly sessile ; it is

further dissimilar in the much less crowded series of

pinnffi as well as in their very apparent fringe of

spuiulose teeth. The arborescent character of the

stem, together with the lobate character of the pinna?,

their undulate surface, truncate lobes, and spinulose

THE WALLFLOWER.
The poet beautifully expressed the true character

of this flower, when he said :

—

" Thou ask'st no kindly cultured .soil

Thy natal bed to be.

Thou ask'st not man's officious toUi

To plant or water thcc."

On the ruins of Conway Castle, as you go from

Chester to Holyhead, the mass of Wallflower is very

conspicuous in early spring, and when I caine to

examine closely the character of some Wallflower

plants that grew on an old wall near Dartford in

Kent, I was forcibly .struck with the very marked
difference of the wild plant from the ordinary

garden WaUflower. That which had been sown by
hand in the garden had a heavy gouty appearance and

a cart-horse character about it, whereas that sown
by the wind on the crumbling mortar of the old wall,

had got all the elegance of build and richness of

colouring that gives the charm to flowers of all

kinds ; every plant was, in saUor's phrase, " trim,"

Uttle sail was set as the breeze was strong, the wood
was shorl^jointed, and the leaves small and stiff. As
this must be the normal character of the WaUflower,

it is but right to say that those we see in gardens

some 1 8 inches in height, with coarse loose foUage,

are degraded specimens of that beautifid flower.

We shall, therefore, do weU to imitate Natiue,

and tiy, if we can, to grow Wallflowers superior in

every way to those found on old castle waUs.

No name can add any fm-ther charm to the

genuine English name of Wallflower, and if we are

to be successful with, it we must grow it in the

storm, for although it will bloom in almost any

situation or in any sod, decayed mortar and vegetable

mould, with a smaU supply of water, and plenty of

ventUation, does best for it. I am not now speaking

of a pennyworth of WaUflower seed, sown one year

to flower the next, but of the handsome varieties of

double WaUflower that adorn our gardens, and come

in so early, and last so long in flower.

No plant is better adapted for pot culture than

the WaUflower—the pinching and starving of pot

culture stimts it to perfection ;
and as the plants

are got by cuttings, and begin to flower as soon

as they are strong enough, we have in the double

WaUflower a very powerful arm in the way of flowers

for bleak and exposed situations—and verily there

are legions of such, in which half-hardy plants are of

no service. After a thunderstorm a bed of Calceo

larias wiU be foimd with their slippers full of sand

and water, weighted to the earth, whilst the chubby,

thick-set Wallflower seems gladdened by the visita^

tion, and has woody fibre enough not to bend or

break under a shower of hailstones. In the ordinary

acceptation of the word, a garden is a sheltered

patch of ground near one's residence, and generaUy

speaking this patch of ground is rich soU, and more

or less enclosed by walls or sheltered by fences.

Now, in the case of a plot of groimd, shaded by trees

and sheltered from high winds, and not very dry, we
have a first-rate situation for growing Ferns ; and al-

though it would make a very inferior garden for showy

flowers, that would bene reason why it should not be

adorned vrith the elegant fronds of hardy Ferns.

On the other hand, where the residence is bleak and

the garden stony, we begin to inquire of our friends

as to what we can cultivate iu such a place.

We have the Stonecrops, requiring little earth to live
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in, as thev are quite at home in the chinks between

the lavei-3 of stone in an old wall ; we have the Rook-

roses (Cistus) requiring likewise little else beyond a

heap of stones to grow in ; but above all we have

the "Wallflower, easier to manage than either of the

other two, and whoever has seen the rich colours aod

the profuse bloora of the fragrant double varieties of

the Wallflower tribe, and has some exposed patch of

poor soil to adorn, will be glad to have his attention

called to the very best plant for siich a purpose.

In plants there is nothing old ; they do not lose

caste or get vulgar. We .should be thankful to get

plants to live in one place that are mere weeds in

another. What is more common than the Furze

bush, and yet a plant of doubls-fiowered Furze in

bloom has .scarcely any plant to equal it in the

intensity of its colour, and the harmony of its yellow

and green. I wish to correct a misapprehension

here in regard to plants being tender. Many plants

will not stand frost, but they will bear any amount
of wind ; succulent plants, such as Mesembryan-
themums, will die of wet and frost, but if well

wintered will flower splendidly on exposed rockworkj;

and .so of the Wallflower tribe (Cheiranthus), many
of them are easily frosted, yet will grow anywhere
after being well wintered. This is not all ;

their

length of leg may be reduced by the mode in which

they are propagated, .as is easily seen by the method
adopted to shorten the legs of Chrysanthemums ;

they are layered after they have lege a yard long ;
and

the plants thus obtained are made tidy, and behave

themselves, occupjong only half the height they

would have done had they been divided instead

of being layered. No plants are easier to propagate

than Wallflowers by cuttings or layers, and if grown
in stony soil with sand and a small portion of leaf-

mould, the plants will have an alpine character,

which is the true feature of the tribe to which
they belong. In the chalky and flinty districts

of iBerks and Bucks, near Windsor, where water is

scarce and stones plentiful, I have noted splendid

beds of Cheiranthus by the road side. Alei-. Forsi/th.

EXTRACTS FROM THE JOURNAL
OF Mr. John Gould Veitch,

DURING A TRIP TO THE AUSTRALIAN COLONIES
AND THE SOUTH SEA ISLANDS.

(Vontimedfrom p. 267.)

Av/just 2.J. Santa Cruz Island.—We lay-to oS
this island for 24 hours, the sjivage character of

the natives preventing our landing. Last year Bishop

Patterson was attacked by them, and two of his boat's

crew were mortally wounded with poisoned arrows.

Scores of canoes full of savage-looking fellows sur-

rounded us all day, bringing off native food and all

kinds of curiosities, to ba,rter for knives, hatchets,

iron hoops, kc. The men besmear their bodies with
Turmeric root (Amomum Curcuma), aud ornament
themselves with numerous fancy ear and nose-rings,

armlets, bracelets, necklaces, head-dresses, &c. The
natives of this island chew the Betel Nut (Areca

Catechu) ; it is the most southern point on which I

have found this Palm. It seems to be very common ;

its fruit is chewed by both men and women, together

with the leaves of a species of Pepper and Chunam, or

Lime, as in India. The dull red appearance this

gives the teeth and lips renders the people very ugly.""" "

-These islands,

not belonging to their own district is a deadly enemy.
The race is natiu'ally gradually becoming extinct.

The men are very dark, with large bushy he.ads of

wooUy hair ; the women are small, and so shy that

one seldom sees them. All are said to be more or

less cannibals. They are fond of smoking, and chew
the Betel-nut. Their weapons are clubs, bows and
arrows, and spears ; the latter are generally pointed

with human shin bones. Both sexes decorate their

bodies and limbs with endless forms of ornaments

;

many are very pretty, and display great taste. Shells

and seeds are in most common use, but necklaces

and bracelets of dogs', bats', and human teeth are

considered the choicest. The houses are built of

Bamboo, and thatched with Palm and Sugar-cane
leaves ; they are clean and neat. Each village

contains a large boat-house, in which the war
canoes are kept ; these buildings are generally highly

ornamented with grotesque wooden carvings and
elaborate paintings, and hung round with the skulls

of vanquished enemies. Each village has also its

idols, erected on poles in an open square, which is

generafty planted About with clumps of ornamental
shrubs.

The canoes are quite different from those of Poly-

nesia ; they are without outriggers, having the bow
and stern pointed and carried up 3 or i feet higher

than the body of the boat. The best are inlaid with
mother-of-pearl shell, and prettily painted. A vast

amount of labour is expended on them. It strikes

one as being something wonderful to see such well-

made and flnished articles, constructed without any
kind of tool, excepting a stone or a shell. At Ysabel

the natives have a practice peculiar to themselves of

building houses some 40 or -50 feet from the ground
in large trees. They retire to these aerial dwellings

when attacked by an enemy stronger than them-
selves, and from thence throw down spears, stones,

ice. "The Solomon Islands are, I think, the most
peculiar and interesting group we visited during

our cruise.

.S'/iC^wArr 30, ISfi.5. JWw OiMoiii/i.—On leaving

the Solomon Islands we returned to Erromango (one

of the New Hebrides Group) to punish some natives

who had ill-treated the missionaries. From thence

we proceedetl to New Caledonia and anchored off

Port de France, the chief town of the islimd. This

fine island is in possession of the French. As yet it

has as.snmed little or no importance in the com-
mercial world, being rather a military colony and
convict settlement.

The isUand is long and narrow, with no striking or

picturesque scenery. The highest point is about
400(1 feet above the level of the sea. A chain of

mountains extends with more or less regul.arity

throughout the entire length of the island, .affording

a plentiful supply of water to the surrounding valleys

and plains, rendering them most fertile and admirably

suited for agricultural purposes. The island has a

barren appearance from the sea coast ; there is scarcely

any luxuriant vegetation to be met with. At first

sight the a.spect of the country greatly re.sembles that

of New South Wales, EucalyiJti and Melaleucas being

plentiful, and forming indeed almost the only trees on
the grassy plains near the coast, but on getting into

the hiUy districts, the veget.atiou becomes varied and
rich.

A Government farm, of considerable extent, has

been established at Port de Friince, for the purpose

found our.selves once more at sea, and bound for

Sydney.
My South Sea Island voyage was thus completed.

I shall always refer to it as one of my most inte-

resting trips. At some future day the Melanesian

Islanders will doubtless be civilised, under which
altered circumstances there is a rich botanical

harvest in store for some future traveller.

(To Ixfmiliuued.)

September 9. T/i^ Sf>f/>fm»i Gronp
situated between the 0th and 11th degrees of south

; of receiving newly introduced vegetable products

latitude, are probably as seldom visited by white i from all p,arts of the world. Any plant found to

men as any part of the world. We landed for a
|
thrive and suit the climate is immediately propagated

short time on five of them, viz:— Contrariettis, and distributed amongst the settlers in the interior.

Gulphe Island, San Christoval, Guadalcanae, and
Ysabel. No islands can be more luxuriant. Tropical

vegetation in all its beauty covers every yard of

ground, from the water's edge to the tops of the

highest peaks. All are mountainous. Guadalcanal
rises to an elevation of SOOO feet. Orchids I have
no doubt are plentiful ; I found several without
being able to ascend any of the mountains. Ebony
(Diospyras Ebenum) is found on Ysabel ; we cut

down a tree 2 feet in diameter. Barringtonia speciosa

is very common on the sea-coasts. A species of

Parinarium, producing large brown nuts, is one of

the most valuable trees to the natives ; from its

fruit they make a cement with which they fasten

the seams of their canoes. No heat aileets it.

I noticed noble specimens of .some Eugenias and
Fieus, several species of Pahns and of Pandanus,
P. odoratissimus being the most common ; one species

of Tree Fern, and Cycas circinalis with stems 10 or

12 feet long. Amongst ornameutal-foliaged plants
there are numerous Crotons, Coleus, Aroids, Anaecto-

chilus. Amaranths, Acalyphas, &c. Ipomoeas, Hoyas,
and other climbers overrun the forests to such an
extent as to render it necessary to cut one's way in

many places. Flowering shrubs did not appear to

be plentiful ; one or two Gardenias and Melastomas,
two brilliant Heliconias, an Eranthemum, and an
Ixora are the principal. The averiige temper.ature

during our stay was 82°.

It was very vexing to see these places and not to be
able to explore them. Some day it is to be hoped that

the n.atives will be more friendly ; at present it is

;i.-'cessai*y to be very cautious in going amongst them,
for at any moment one may most imintentionally

cllend a prejudice and excite their anger. Every one

Coffee and Sugar-cane are being extensively planted,

and bid fair to become the chief commodities of the

island.

The garden attached to Government House at

Port de France is under the superintendence of

Mens. Pancher, from the Jardin des Plantes. It

contains specimens of most of the New Caledonian

plants at present known. The time of our visit was
unfavourable for seeing plants in flower. I noticed

a very pretty Bauhinia ; two or three Eranthemums,
Oxera pnlchella, loaded with bunches of white

Bowel's—this would prove a valuable conservatory

plant in England ; three other Oxeras, but less

-Striking ; two Justicias ; and a white sweet-scented

Bignouiaceous plant, apparently new and distinct.

The Flora is rich in fine trees and shrubs remarkable

for their ornamental foliage. Araucaria Cookii and
Dammara obtusa are plentiful in the immediate
vicinity of Port de Fr,ance. Araucaria Rulei and
intermedia (a new dwarf species) are only found in

the northern part of the island. None of the New
Caledonian Araucarias bear comparison for symmetry
and beauty with those from Norfolk Island .and

Queensland. Dammara Moorei is one of the finest

trees of the island. Four distinct Palms are known
to exist. There are several umbelliferoixs shrubs, with

large ornamental foliage, six species of Dr,acajna, and

the same number of Pandanus, numerous Aralias,

Cycas circiniilis, two species of arborescent Also-

philas, and a vast number of dwarf Perns. The
above struck me a-s the most remarkable plants

in the grounds of Government House- Our visit being

the first maile by the Commodore to the Colony, it

partook somewhat of an ofBcial character, and

lengthened our stay. After a week's gaiety wo

HARDY EDGING PLANTS.

A VEEY old subject, surely ! As old as flower

gardening at all events. I wonder who first thought

of the neat little hedge of Box, and employed ii;—he

must have been a great man among his contemporary

blue aprons. However, we may pass over the days

when Parkinson wrote "it is of excellent use to-

border up a knot, and a marvellous fine ornament

thei-eunto," just ghancing for a moment at the .Straw-

berry edgings running round the kitchen garden

squares, "and the Sea-Pink, Gentian, and dwarf

Campanula msirgiuing the flower borders of a more

recent era of gardening, and come at once to the

present edging-hunting phase of horticultural

progress.

We began to " bed-out " with simple masses, but

these were not to be long endured, and in conse-

quence there is, and has been for years, an active

demand for neat and dressy edgings. Nothing can

surpass some things at present used in this way,

such as Cerastium tomentosum and Stachys lanata ;

but of com-se we want variety, aud for the sake of

th.at, people are often satisfied with a point or two
less on the score of individual merit. Let us have a

look at some of the little hardy plants in cultivation

at present, and see if we cannot find some at once

distinct aud beautiful, considered as edging plants.

Did anyone ever see an edging of Alyssum spino-

sum ? If it were only to prove that there is some-

thing new under the sun, I shall begin with that. I

first admired it as a very neat rockwork alpine—

a

tiny sliTub with a dense and pretty habit, and small

silvery leaves, the stellate hairs of which under the

microscope are very beautiful. Plants of it nearly

three years put out .are now reaching their fifth inch,

and during all that time have looked neat aud dressy,

%viuter or summer. PUants turned out of thumb pots

la-st March have grown to nearly G inches in diameter

.and 2J high, quite dense and symmetrical, and look

the hiwi ideal of dwarf edging phants for the

winter. It would differ from most edging plants by

not requiring clipping or trimming from year to

y-ear if planted well and regularly at fir-st. It is, I

think, a scarce plant.—indeed it is only within the

past few years that some botanic gardens have got

it, but it is ea.sily struck from cuttings in spring to

any extent, and it will do better planted out, than in

the alpine frame or standing ground.

The variegated Cocksfoot Grass, Dactylis glomerata

variegata, is a plant well-known to some as valuable,

but as Mr. M'Nab remarked to me, " it is not at all

sufficiently used, and no plant can he more readily in-

creased." Every bit grows. Mr. Findlay makes capital

use of it at Liverpool. Mr. Gibson is pretty well

acquainted with its merits at Battersea ; and a line of

it in thenew garden in the Regent's Park, with a thin

line of scarlet Verbena behind it, and a little Privet

hedge behindth at,was one of the prettiestthings of th e

kind I saw last season. There are two vai-ieties, one

with much more of white in the leaf. The drooping

brightly b.anded leaves give it quite a distinct look

among edging plants, and it is even tractable enough

to bear clipping with the shears, which does not

indeed immediately improve its aspect, but the points

soon shoot out again, and hide the amputated blades

with a young and slender crop.

Serapervivnm californieum is a desirable and

excellent subject tor making edgings with ;
glaucous

in hue, and with leaves distinctly tipped with

chocolate, it is one of those things that ought to be

grown in every garden—whether as .an edging or not

matters little, for no one will err by adding the

plants mentioned in this paper to their collection of

herbaceous and alpine plants.

It h,as been a favourite thought of mine for some

time past that the encrusted Saxifrages would make

very charming permanent and hardy edgings. There

can be no doubt about their doing so, though I have

never seen an edging of such ; but then I have seen

individual plants from 6 inches to 2 feetm diameter

growing in the open air in London, and looking the

picture of neatness and singularity combined ;
.and

what is required but to plant edgings of such to

make them succeed ! Try Saxifraga Aizoon, Aizoon

minor, pectinata, crustata and Hostu ; and there

are others will do. If any reader should find himself

in the neighbom-hood of Hull he may, by walking into

the Botanic Garden there, see the most beautiful

collection of them in Britain, or probably in the

world. In elaborate geometrical gardens such things

as these may some day prove of great use and beauty

as permanent edgings. Those who have the bfcst

present opportunity of introducing them to public

notice are the curators of botanic gardens ; but

good botanic gardens are veiy scarce things

indeed in these islands, .and when they are good, the

cur.ators aro usually confined to " scientific" and very
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ugly arrangements of plants. But, gentlcnipn of the
botanic garden persuasion, is there not one war in

which you could " edge" witli great advantage from
an assthetic point, and no loss to " science ? " Would
" Ranuuculacese " be any the leas useful for being
hemmed with a margin of Hepaticas—the colours
mixed ? Woidd the Irises look any the worse from
being belted with a galaxy of lovely striped and
mixed Crocuses -, or the Polemonium bed from being
edged with a beautiful, or t/w beantifiil dw.irf

Phloxes ? You cannot think hoAV pretty a poor
soared Veratrum bed looked last spring with a thick-
set edging of Bulbocodimn vemnm around it. And
even those natural orders that do not afford from
their own ranks a plant neat and pretty enough to

make a good edging, might be edged with no end of

charming mixturesof Squills and Crocuses and Snow-
drops mixed, as these would flower, and in most cases
disappear, before the "natural orders" were in
bloom or required for students' use. I have indulged
in an edging of Aubrietia round my Crucifer
bed, and one could back that pretty thing with
snowy Iberis or golden Alyssum, only that would
look too like a covert attempt at extinguishing all

the " rubbi.sh " in the interior.

But we want subjects that will grow " anywhere,"
and cannot beat in this way some of the variegated
I\'ies. They make neat and bright margins, and
look often fatter and better on the ground than on a
wall. Hedera marginata robusta is probably the
best ; and good also, and with a yellowish tinge, is

H. marginata major. Doubtless there are other
Ivies would do well in this way. Certain it is that

j

these will not disappoint, and I know nothing to I

make a better permanent edging plant. Vinca
" elegantissima " is good, if trimly pegged in.

There is a newish kind of " Golden Sage," which
though not decisive in tone, yet forms a very pleasing
medium-sized edging, quite distinct. Arabis lucida
variegata, alpina variegata, and albida variegata,
and the variegated Alyssum are too well known to
need more than being just mentioned. Arabis pro-
currens variegata is as good as any of them, but
I believe scarce. Euon-\Tnus radicans variegata
I have recommended elsewhere. Wierever the
silvery and pleasing Androsace lanuginosa grows
freely in the open air, it might be made an edging
plant of. I remember having seen it very pretty in
front of a mass of Commelyna, with Mr. Bain.
And wherever it would do well, so would
the pretty alpine Linaria, which in a suit-
able soil is nearly always in flower. Santolina
incana is likely to prove a good thing. Veronica
Candida is a prime, dwarf, hardy edging plant. For
a very dw.arf, very neat, and white edging commend
me to Antennaria tomentosa ; it is scarce yet, but is

easily inorea-sed. The new Aubrietia variegata is a
very likely subject indeed. Cerastium grandiflomm
also makes a pleasing edging and a good border
plant, along with tomontosum and Biebersteinii.
Achillea Clavenna- is worth trial ; in any case it will
bo useful for rockwork or alpine arrangement.
Artemisia maritima, the Sea Wormwood, pinched and
trimmed a bit, mil form a capital edge. A. argentea
is an excellent thing for the same purpose, but is

not quite hardy, and must be put out with the Cen-
taureas, &c. The Violas "montana" and lutea
have proved distinct and useful bedding and
edging plants, and will doubtless be much used,
particularly the first mentioned. It is probable
that they, like some other herbaceous plants that
have proved useful for bedding, will be much best
when planted out yearly like tenderer bedding stuff.

And, by the way, do not many of our common
bedding plants owe their continuity of bloom to this
fre.sh planting into fresh ground yearly ? If they
remained over the winter in beds, as hardy plants do,
woulil not some of them flower right off in the early
summer ? It is well to bear in mind when dealing
with hardy bedding subjects. Achillea aiirea is a
hardy plant, which, the fir.st year of being planted,
flowers continuously, and is attractive till late ; but
leave it in the same soil and position all the winter,
and next year you will find it bloom, " and have
done with it at once," like many herbaceous plants.
On the great merits of such things as the Iberises,

Erica carnea, dwarf Phloxes, Silene alpestris,

Saxifraga oppositifolia, the hoary and other Helian-
tbemums for making permanent edgings round
choice shrubbery and in other places, I have already re-

marked. A mixture of the blue and white Campanula
carpatica would be very charming among such. There
is one Dianthus which does not appear to be so
gi'ateful to the wireworm as other species, and being
next in beauty to alpinus, is well worth trying as an
edging plant. I allude to D. petrffius. Nothing
sm-passes in beauty a good mass of this, and it appears
to grow without difficulty evei-ywhere. I would par-
ticularly recommend the botanic gardener to increase
it, and plant a band round his Carj'ophyllaceous bed.

In addition to low shrubberies, &c., does not the
Rose ground often offer capital opportunities for
planting permanently lines of these fine spring
plants ? How many are there with naked margins
along which Iberis, Arabis, Gentian, Aubrietia,
Alyssum montanum, the Sea Pink, and dozens of
others, would grow and flower beautifully. When I
say the Sea Pink, I mean a fine crimson variety of it,

not either of the common forms, for though pretty,

they are poor indeed when compared with this, which
is plentiful nt Gl.isnevin. IT. J^obinftnii.

Home Correspondence.
EnffUsh Xames of Plants.—An eminent Austrian

correspondent of mine complains of certain usages
adopted by British men of science, which, he says,

are a source of embarrassment to persons in other

countries who wish to consult their writings. One
of these is the substitution of the title or profes.sion

of an author quoted for his name. We all know, he
says, that the Astronomer-Royal is Mr. Airy, but we
are not all so much at home in your insular concerns
as to be aware that " the Master of Trinity" is the

title belonging to the head of a particular College

in Cambridge, or that the individual who held that

position was the celebrated Dr. Whewell. Moreover,
in giving the localit}- of .an object of Natural History,

Englishmen content themselves mth setting down
the name of an obscure town or village without
specifying the county or affording any other clue to

its geographical position, forgetting that their foreign

readers have not alwaj's a Gazetteer at their elbow to

refer to. The practice too, favoured particularly by the

late Dr. Lindley, of substituting an English name for

the Latin one previou.sly employed to designate a

natural family of plants, or of using the two terms
indiscriminately, is productive of much inconveni-

ence to the foreigner, a.s indeed, it may be added, it

sometimes is even to the British botanist. Every
tyro mdeed must be expected to know that the
Crowfoot family is synonymous with the Ranimcu-
lacea?, the Spurges with the Euphorbiaces, the Crane's
Bill with the Geraniacese ; but he may be obliged

to fall back upon his text^book or dictionary when
he finds the Fig Marigold family used in the place

of theFiooideffi, the Fig-worts for the Scrophularineae,

and the Broom-rapes for the Orobanchea3. And the
case is worse when reference is made to families

chiefly m,Tde up of exotic species, such as the
Menispermeas, the Bixacete, the Sapindaceie, the

Crescentiacea3, the Gnetacea?, for their English syno-
nymes—Moon-seeds. Amotto-worts. Soap-worts, Cala-

ba.sh trees, Jointed Firs, A:c.—are quite as difficult to

recollect as the Latin, and impose a double tax upon
the memory, as they can never supersede the former
appellations, which are so generally adopted in other

countries. It was formerly our aim to employ a
language which should be intelligible throughout
the world to all who cultivate Botany, and for this

purjiose the descriptions were given in Latin ; but
the application of English terms for families, genera,

and species seems a move in the opposite direction,

as being framed solely to meet the convenience of

the more Uliterate of our own countrymen, and
calculated to prevent the spread of knowledge
beyond the limits of our own island. CharUa Datihcnij.

Siriieiiiri' of Coal.—Can any of your corresix)ndents

furnish me with any particulars as to the kind of

coal best suited for microscopical examination, and
also where it can be procured ? The vegetable

structure is not readily made out in ordinary

specimens of coal, and the ordinary text books are

for the most part silent as to the particular kind of

coal which shows the structure best .' J. S. [We
have seen evidence of vegetable tissue in coal

said to have been obtained from the sea-coast at

St. Andrew's, N.B. Many kinds of lignite show
the woody structure well. Eds.]

Bale Gliml.—Perhaps I may help the inquiry of

your correspondent Mr. B. Goodbold (see p. I'li^i), by
the following notes. I do not know any plant called

exactly " Bale Ghool," or " Bale plant ;" though in

Hindee, B^'l is the name of a fruit, Cratffiva or

Mg\e Marmelos ; also of the tree. But the follow-

ing is most Ulcely the plant your correspondent 1 mention is

mentions. Bela, name of a shrub (Jasminum
Sambac). There is also Belee, applied to any
creeping plant, a climber, or a tendril. There is

also Chiimbelee, a flower of Jasminum grandiflomm ;

also the plant. Ghool is no doubt gul or gool

(pronounced as in Goody), a Persian word, used also

in Hindostanee, meaning a rose, also a flower

generally. I am not aware of the conjimction of the

words Bel and Gool or Bela and Gool, as a name, nor
does it seem likely. Your correspondent does not

say from what part of India he has it. -1. .S'., Sahj.

places on the trunk of which a whitish-coloured
gum or resin has been oozing out. Some attribute
the evil to frost ; others to wind, the situation in
which it grows being rather exposed ; and some
s.ay that the soil is the cau.se of the mischief. When
planted, a pit was dug in the gravel for it, 12 feet in
diameter and 3 feet in depth ; this was filled with
good rotten turf intermixed with a little leaf-mould.
Can any of your correspondents assist me with
adrice in the matter ? IT. C, Forfarshire.

Poisoning ly means of Portugal Laurel Leares.—At
this place six pigs, about 10 or 12 weeks old, have
been feeding on refuse from the kitchen. All the
six were taken ill the other day ; three died, the
others are recovering. A few Portugal Laurel leaves
that had been used for garnishing the dessert had
been inadvertently put amongst their food. The
housekeeper had been milking marmalade, and she
likewise added the refuse of that ; one of the pigs
was opened, and the stomach was found to be as
yellow as an orange. Do you think the Laurel
leaves were the cause of death, or may the calamity
be attributed to the marmalade refuse ? II'. C,
Forfarshire. [Portugal Laurel leaves are poisonous;
but pure Orange marmalade would only hurt a PIG.]

Grapes.—In an excellent paper in a contemporary
on the Cultivation of the Vine, by Mr. James Taplin,
Gardener to the Duke of Devonshire, at Chatsworth,
I observe that he does not recommend planting the
new varieties, preferring the Black Hamburgh
(Frankenthal) and Muscat of Alexandria to all

others for a general crop. For a late Grape, Mere-
dith's Black Alicante, though an old sort, is, he says,

the best-flavoured late Grape at present kno^^^l, and
also one of the best to keep after being ripe. Perhaps
some of your Scottish readers would kindly state the
result of their, experience of this variety, as I find

in the counties of Ayr and Renfrew, Lady Downes'
Seedling and West's St. Peter's are more generally
grown than it, to hang through the winter months.
L., Greenoek.

( ^ujire.^.ws semperrireu.1.—In a recent number I ob-
served a very favourable notice of the good qualities

of this Cypress as a forest tree. Perhaps your corre-

spondent would kindly favour me with information
as to the soil and climate in which it does so well.

No one can be more tired of " everlasting Larches "

than myself. H. J. Moule, Gatehouse, Scotlanrl.

Boflheries.—The following plan for the establish-

ment of a rookery has been successfully adopted by
an acquaintance of mine. He cut off branches con-
tainingold magpies' nests, and fastened these branches
in the trees where he wished to have a rookery.

This imitation of an old colony at once attracted

.several pairs of rooks, and they built in the trees the
first season. //. J. Moule.

Odontoglttssum grande.—Jn the latter part of 1864

I sent you a photograph of a plant of Odonto-
glossum grande, bearing nine spikes of bloom, of

which you gave a favourable report. This plant has
coritinued to improve under cool greenhouse treat-

ment, and now consists of 4.5 bulbs, many of which
measure ."i inches in length and 7 inches in circum-
ference in the broadest part, with foliage on the top

—two or three leaves

—

\h inches in length, and
4 inches broad, in the widest part. The bulbs and
leaves are of the darkest green, and the former as

hard and sound as a weU-ripened Spanish Onion,

giving great promise of a fine bloom in the autumn.
I have never seen the bulbs of this plant so fine

before, under any treatment ; but possibly some of

our Goliaths in the Orchid world may have larger

bulbs of it, and if so, it would be interesting to the

advocates of " cool treatment " to know their size

and mode of ciiltivation. Jvshva Saunders, F.B.H.S.,

Clifton, near Bristol.

Currants.—In the article on this subject (see p. 220),

ade of the Raby Castle, Victoria and
Houghton Castle Currants as being one and the same
kind. This is incorrect. The Raby Ca,stle was
brought to Raby many years ago by the late Mr.
Lindsey, I believe from the neighbourhood of

Howick ; cuttings of it were obtained by a nur-

seryman in Yorkshire, and sent out under the name
of Victoria. The Houghton Castle was a seedling

found growing in a hedge at that place. The Raby
Castle has very long bimches and large deep red-

coloured berries, which are very acid, and hang
longer on the trees than those of any other Currant.

Mealg Bug destroyed III/ Fiimigatiou.—In one oi the The Houghton Castle has short bunches, larger

stoves here is aBignoniaradicans[.'] trained along the
I

berries than the Raby, of a much lighter red, and
roof, and it is in general a resort for mealy bug. One they are less acid ; it is seldom found true in the

night the house was fumigated, and also in the mom
ing, but was not so strongly dosed as others, on

account of some Ferns which occupy part of it. After

the smoke had partly cleared away in the morning
my attention was directed to some mealy bug on the

floor, and to ascertain whether or not they were
dead, I allowed some to remain on the kerb-

stone and found them lifeless on the third day.

Tobacco paper was usefl in the fumigating. Has
any one else noticed the effect of tobacco smoke on
these pests? I cannot say whether it would be
effectual on plants situated lower in the house, as

the bug was confined to the Bignonia in question.

II'. P. B., ShmtUnd.
Arancaria imhrieata.—I have a plant of this

Araucaria, about 12 or 14 feet high, from several

nurseries of the south. A peculiarity of the Raby
Castle is, its tendency to break from the terminal

bud only, the rest generally remaining dormant ;

consequently close pruning to two or three eyes is

requisite to keep the trees within bormds. Flior.

Figs for Small Gardens.—In answer to Mr. Rivers

(see p. 268) I beg to say that I had not forgotten

that proximity to the sea is conducive to the welfare

of the Fig tree ; but notwithstanding the favoiurable

circumstance just alluded to, I still think that

certain kinds of Figs are equally hardy with the Rose
or Portugal Laurel. The Green Fig alluded to in.

my former remarks on this subject, would, if planted

in a favourable aspect, withstand an ordinary winter

in almost any inland situation in England. It

would of course be necessary to protect both its
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head and roots for a few \vinters until it had become
established. Since my last communication on tins

subject, I had occasion to pay a visit to Tattingstone

Place, East Suffolk, the property of Sir Thomas
Western, Bart., and there I found in the open air, in a

thriving condition, the Green Fig just alluded to,

which has been planted not less than 20 years. Mr.
Price, the gardener, a.s well as myself, does not

know this Fig ; and although I have lived in the

Est, South, and Midland Counties of England, and
viited several of the London and provincial exhibi-

tions, I have never to my knowledge previously

made its acquaintance. I am therefore of opinion

that it is but little known generally, and I may
remark moreover that it only requires to be known
to be appreciated. Mr. Rivers' method of cultiu'e

may undoubtedly be followed with good results, and
where the more tender kinds of Figs are grown it is

of course necessary that they should be housed in

some way, or otherwise safely protected. But every

small garden cannot boast of its vinery or orchard-

house to receive the trees in winter ; where, there-

fore, there is a desire to grow some of the tender
Figs on Mr. Rivers' system, means must be

found to protect them. This year I had some of

the Brown Ischia and Brown Turkey in pots in the
open air all winter, and since placing them in a
vinery about a month ago they have broken, and
show indications of producing a splendid crop. The
past winter has, however, been an exceptional one.

Tkos. Simpson^ Gardener to the Rew Tlwmas Mills.

Social Position of Gardenerx. — That gardening, or horti-
. culture, in theory and practice, is, or ought to rank among
the skilled professions, none can deny, seeing what a vast
amount of application and forethought is requisite in the case
of every bond jide gardener, not to mention the many privations
he has sometimes to encounter whilst learning his business.
It is therefore really a hard case for a man who has a thorough
knowledge of his business, having served an apprenticeship,
and gone through the different grades of journeyman and
foreman, on wishing to settle in life as head gardener, to find
that he is obliged to accept wages much below those of a car-
penter or blacksmith, knowing at the same time that there are
perhaps a dozen applicants for the same situation, some of
whom would have accepted lower wages even than those
oflfered, and that in securing an engagement he ought to think
himself fortunate. Poor return, this, for all he has endured
whilst strivuig to acquire that knowledge of his profession
which he had vainly hoped would some day place him in a
position in some degree above that of a common labourer '.

Sad consolation, to find that after all his toil, he must still

drudge on at wages which, if he had been a smith or a carpenter,
he would have indignantly refused, but which as a gardener he
is glad to accept, having no alternative, except the nursery, of
which he has perhaps had enough in his time. Now it occurs
to me that the unprotected state of the profession is the chief
cause of this evil. The skill required in the craft of the
smith, carpenter, tailor, shoemaker, &c., excludes quacks, or
pretended tradesmen, and favours the properly qualified
workman, who in order to be so must have gone tlu-i#iigh a
regiilar apprenticeship, and not have jumped into the trade
all at once. Can the same be said of gardeners ? I answer,
No. That profession swarms with quacks, — men who have
failed in other professions, and as a last resource turn their
attention to gardening, when, after a few weeks' or months'
practice, they not unfrequently get situations, which they as
often disgrace, thereby spoiling many employers who to a
properly qualified gardener (had they but paid a little higher
wages, and engaged one) would have been ajl that could have
been desired. These imperfectly qualified men are quite
aware that their stay in a place will be of short duration, and
they in many instances rob their employers in every way they I

can, neglect the garden, and are at last discharged. The
victimised employer is determined not to be again imposed
upon, and perhaps this time he goes a little higher, and
engages a man of superior abilities, who finds himself watched,
suspected, and the observed of all observers, other servants in
the establishment wondering whether he wiU turn out like his
predecessor or not. He is thus compelled to be extremely
circumspect, in order even to keep his place, and he finds that
it takes a long time to gain his employer's confidence, or to
occupy that position in society to which he is entitled ; and all
this arises from the faults of the man who preceded him. It is

plain, therefore, that our profession suffers from quackery, in
reputation as well as in pecuniary matters. This, then, "is an
evil which ouj^ht to be remedied. The properly qualified,
intelligent, persevering gardener, ovit of place or in a situation,
ought not to be placed on a level with the quack. We have to
thank the Royal Horticultural Society for all that it is doing
to improve the social position of gardeners. Can the Society
do nothing to rid the profession of the injurious parasites to
which I have just alluded -those hangers-on who retard our
progress more than all the efforts which have as yet been
made can counterbalance? I venture to sxiggest that the
Royal Hoi-ticultural Society should institute a Royal College of
Gardeners, with a first and second class for members, open to
all who passed the necessary examinations on really practical
subjects, sufficient to satisfy the examiners that the candidate
really deserved a first or second-class certificate of membership
The arrangement of the subjects for examination should be
made by the Society, and the examination should consist in
the satisfactory answering the various questions which would
he sent to every applicant in any part of the country' in a
printed form, for which the charge would be one shilling

;

first-class members should pay four shilliners for their certi-
ficates, and second-class ones one-and-sixp^nce, the latter
being permitted to rise from second to first-class on passing a
Kccond examination, and paying two-and-sixpence for the
certificate. The answers to the questions should be in the
handwriting of the applicants, and should be sent to the
Society, which would appoint a committee, consisting of at
least two-thirds practical head-gardeners, members of the
Society, to examine the written answers and judge every man
according to his attainments —withholding the Certificate if
the applicant be not up to the mark ; but having once pos
sessed himself of a form of examination, the applicant may at
any future time come forward again. By having the examina
tions in writing they would be conducted with little expen=;f
and I venture to predict that all qualified gardeners won! '

hasten to enrol themselves as members in one or other of tlr
classes, to the utter exclu.sion of quacks. The posseasijn of 1 1 t.-.

Society's Certificate would in many instances prove of grcai
service in securing a situation in the event of a member beiny

[* To be of any value the examination must be held al
certain fixed spots, at a stated time, and with all the safe
guards against deception usually adopted. If he is to wrile
his answers at home and without supervision, what is t
hinder the veriest blockhead in the prac'ice of gardening from
concocting a set of the moat brilliant replies. Eds.]

dut uf place, because the employer would then know exactly
the qiialitications of the applicant, and it would be at least ;i

tolerable rt;commendation, for the Certificate to confer the
decree of M.R.H.C.- Istor 2d class. This distinction between
qualified and unqualified men would drive the latter out of
the ranks, and as a natural consequence, gardeners would be
scarcer, and wages higher. Gentlemen who choose to employ
imperfectly qualified men might take the consequences, but a
few years' experience of the plan I have just suggested, would,
in my opinion, work a change for the better, and secure to the
really skilful gardener that position in society which he ought
to hold. F. If., Worcester-nliire. As regards the Royal Horti-
cultural Society's scheme for improving the social position of
gardeners, I am quite willing to accept your view of the case
(see p. 12;j), where you .state that you would rather look upon
the Society as exercising—in the matter of assisting gardeners
—the functions of a College. I do not think it right to ask the
Society to pledge itself to get first-class situations for all those
who may avail themselves of its offers ; much less, however, do
I think it right to offer the sum of 12a. per week to men in its
employ whose abilities would be rewarded in other professions
and trades with a much higher salary. It is with reference to
remuneration in which the great giievanceof gardeners rests, and
ifthe Societywishes to benefitthem it mustbeginbygivinghigher
wages to, and also by demanding higher wages for, gardeners.
To be a successful gardener a man must be possessed of a mind
not only capable of being ttiught but of being educated. In
the one .case recognised facts only are dealt with, in the other
besides these attention is paid to principles, out of which new
facts are produced. It is men of the latter turn of mind who
generally excel as gardeners. It matters very little where
such men " served their time," or what they were taught~no
sooner are theyproperlysituated than they begin to make them-
selves famous. The fact of so many complaints being made
as to the want of education in gardeners proves, I think, that
men of this class are dying out of the business, because they
c.in get more remimeration for their talents in other branches
of industry. How many gardeners lose their situations
through want of knowledge ? Judging from an experience of
iipwards of 25 years, I would venture to assert, not one in 500.
A hasty disposition on the part of the men, and over-
exacting and exasperating conduct on that of employers, are
the chief causes of gardeners leaving places. Now an education
such as that proposed by the Royal Horticultural Society
would not remove either of these evils. Besides a considerable
advance of wages, I would recommend a greater amoxmt of
conciliation on both sides. There are scores of places in which
gardeners are changed every year : surely they cannot all be
bad. But to return to the Chiswick scheme : I am rather
inclined to think that what gentlemen want is not highly
educated gardeners, but men who can do the greatest quantity
of work and get the largest amount of it out of others. Of
this I do not complain. We live in an emphatically indus-
trious age, in which labour seems to be the birthright of all -
employers and employed—but I think we have a right to com-
pLiin that men in situations of trust, where several assistants
are employed, are not better paid than journeymen
masons or joiners, and that journeymen gardeners are
in a much worse plight. Again, would a recom-
mendation be more relied on from the Superintendent of
Chiswick, where experimental gardening will, to a great
extent, be carried on, than one from a gentleman's gardener,
who can successfully conduct the necessary operations of his
establishment? 1 think mostgentlemen would prefera recom-
mendation from the private garden. But is it not a fact, that
as a rule, those who know most do not succeed best ? How
often have we seen clever, active, intelligent mpu as jour-
neymen and foremen, go wrong when saddled with the
responsibility of a situation. Would the education at Chis-
wick prevent such calamities ? And why should a gardener,
of all the men in a nobleman's establishment, be singled out
to be om.amented with ' Intelligeuce,' ' Drawing,' ' Mathe-
matics,' ' Writing,' (tc. while his fellow-servants, though better
paid, .are allowed to go without these qualifications. The last
objection I have to the Chiswick scheme is this—that the
more successful it is, the more injury it will do, inasmuch
as the experiments and practices of one year will be
thrown overboard for those of the next season, and diplomas
will be given for knowledge which this year was looked upon
as correct, but which next season's experience may demon-
strate to be wrong. The fact is, we have no recognised standard
to go by, such as students of law, medicine, and divinity
have : consequently diplomas, or anything of the kind, arc
out of the question. Continue to advocate fearlessly, yet
respectfully, the necessity of a considerable advance in
the salaries of gardeners, and you will very soon have no
reason to complain of deficient education. A Gardemr.
Undoubtedly uiNsf young men will hail with joy the laudable
effort^ 'f '\T; I'i 1, f I promote their welfare. I, for one, feel

much i( , I
' 11. \Vhat effect his analysis of the Royal

Horti. I
I , scheme will have, remains to be seen.

The .'^" ! : ii ' III
,
IS not to be ,an example to the employers

of garJciici.i ill .t pecuniary point of view; and if it is to be
stocked with three or fuur years' practitioners, it will fail to
make itself worthy of imitation in the practical element. The
foreman or superintendent may be both skilful and intelligent,

but ho cannot do all the work himself, and much will depend
on the operator. We all know how far .advanced we were at
the end of three years' practice ; the best of us were very
awkward in performing even ordinary operations, and our
superintendents were unwilling to trust anything to our care
beyond a few bedding plants, Chisndck might be made a
model garden, as far as skill is concerned, to the gardening
community, but that will not happen where three-year-olds
only are employed. Each young man mtist have a special
charge before he can show his skill in the practical work for
which he is to be remunerated ; for if he works under the
direction of another, little of his ability will be indicated. If

my superintendent gives me directions to treat such and such
things according to prescribed rules of his own, and if I follow
them closely, what claim have I for merit should success
attend his instructions? I quite agree with Mr. Fish that the
Society ought to extend its piitronago to men of more mature
years and lengthened experience ; some display of skill might
then be expected. They would accomplish more work execute
it in much better order. Such, therefore, ought to be the men
for Chiswick. If half the number were of this stamp, the
duties of the Superin endent would be diminished, while his

p actical directions and theoretical instructions would be
better appreciated. Trincipals of colleges do not teach school-
boys. It cannot be denied that our educational standard is

low compared with that set up by the Society. Since the
questions for the p'oposed examination appeared in your
ctlumns, I believe others, as well as myself, have benefited by
hem. They marked out a cimrse by which we might steer.

The stream of ignnranre continually floating into our ranks
tni'iii^ li.^ fniM ril.-i! if Ui-.ui rrn-ileneis were to make inquiries
ii...ir I

'! -.1. ,' if ii> L
! h 1" iIiiKse whom they engage. When

I
' r i 11 !: ! I' II, the most intelligent should

r 1 I'l f I Liter the profession without a
iiir.'l.' .ju. , i-M ("ill- pii: :.. us on the .subject of education,
lur pliysiiMl p iwcr.4 beiiit: apparently the only item requisite,

[n the garden where 1 am employed there are no fewer than
six boys who can barely read or write, spelling being entirely
lut of the question These are hereafter to become head
"jar lenern. It will thus be perceived, that what ought to have
'leen tan ;ht in school has to be done when attention should be
directeH to matters more in connection with the pi-ofession oj"

a gardt ner. There does not appear to me to be

ti. tli.-.jiiistiun of low wages. Let us trust that the Society
will fiiTui si.iiic scheme to settle this grievance. The gardeners
nf slic(tit-ld have takena step towards improving their condition
In a large meeting of gardeners it was unanimously agreed
that they shoidd send printed circulars to all employers,
requesting them to consider the low state of their wages, and
to grant them an advance. They noticed in their petition the
gentlemanly conduct of the London nurserymen in giving the
gardeners in their employ an advance of 6rf. per day. Of the

of the application you will probably hear before long.
W. P. R.

Foreign Correspondence.
OoTACAMUN D.—This, the principal sanitarj' station

of Southern India, is the highest European settle-

ment on the Neilgherry mountains, and lies in an
irregular oval basin running S.W. by N.E., sur-
rounded by low rounded hills gradually rising from
the S.W. to the N.K., where they join the lofty
Dolabetta range. These hills are generally composed
of underlj-ing gneissic rock capped by greenstone and
disintegrated felspathic rock, which, wearing down
by time and exposure, afford a stiff loamy soil of
considerable fertility when properly brought under
cultivation. In some of the hills iron occurs in
considerable quantity, giving them a sharj) angular
outline. The residences of Europeans are generally
situated on the sides of the oval basin above men-
tioned, and are imbedded in groves of Acacia
Melauoxylon and A. dealbata, and have a most
picturesque appearance. These two species of Acacia
were originally imported from Australia, but have
now become so common as to give a marked feature
to all the settlements on the hills—the former, with
its erect pyramidal habit and sombre hue, con-
trasting well with the airy graceful habit of
A. dealbata. This latter species has a most beautiful
appearance when in flower, which is in August and
September, the flowers being produced in great
profusion, and resembling masses of golden-coloured
wool. Both of these trees are also largely planted
for firewood, A. dealbata especially, as from the
abundance of suckers it sends up, a scarcity of this
commodity need never be apprehended when the
trees have fairly established themselves. Acacia
lophantha is likewise very common, but from its

rough straggling habit is but seldom planted ; it

springs up, however, in myriads wherever its fallen

seeds find sufficient moisture to germinate. Several
other species of Acacia are also introduced, but not
in such quantity as to give any feature to the
settlement. Two species of Eucalyi:)tus, E. globulus
and E. giganteus, are, however, being now intro-
duced and largely planted, and will no doubt be
highly beneficial to the Neilgherries, as their timber,
according to report, is scarcely inferior to Teak.
The gardens of European villas are well stocked

with Roses, Fuchsias, Verbenas, Dahlias, &c., all of
which thrive well. Fruit trees are largely planted,
but their produce does not usually come to any
great degree of perfection ; sometimes in good
situations a fair crop is obtained, and of good quality,
but this cannot always be depended upon—these are
Apples, Pears, and Plums ; Grapes, Peaches, Figs,
Oranges, ice, will not bear, but thrive well at about
1000 feet lower elevation, where the temperature
will average 10° warmer. Vegetables grow well, and
are extensively cultivated by native gardeners for
the supply of the Ootacamund market, which is

held on Tuesdays ; the demand for these is very
great. Potatos are largely grown in Ootacamund,
but are of an inferior quality, owing to the tracts

selected for their cultivation being peaty marshes,
which, being imperfectly drained, retain a great
deal of stagnant water, making the Potatos waxy
and watery ; two crops are gathered in the year,

one early in June and the other in December.
The general aspect of the country situated around

Ootacamund is that of low rounded hills, with bare
grassy siunmits, and ravines filled with dense
forest. Of the arborescent vegetation, Rhodo-
dendi-on arboreum is a conspicuous member,
never forming forests of itself, but scattered over

the country in an isolated manner. A pink and a

white variety exist, the latter very rare.' This plant,

from having a ferruginous pubescence on the under
side of the leaves, has been called R. nobile by Dr.

Wight, the arboreum of the Himalayas having a

white pubescence. Of the other indigenous trees

two species of Eugenia, two of Ilex : Michelia

nilagirica, a handsome Magnolia-like plant, with

large white flowers ; a Microtropis, two species of

Millingtonia ; Vaccinium Leschenaultii, producing a

fruit similar to that of the Whortle-berry of Great

Britain ; Myrsine capitellata; Stemonurus fcetidus,

the flowers of which when opening have a very

powerful smell of camon ; Sapota eleugioides,

Pittosporum tetraspermum , and Cleyera gymnan-
thera fonn the greatest bulk on the upper plateaux

of the Neilgherries. Salix tetraspenna is also common
in moist valleys. Of shrubs Hedyotis Lawsonias is

one of the prettiest, bearing in profusion panicles of

pale lilac-coloured flowers, with dark green shining

leaves ; several species of Crotolaria are common, the

finest one being C. Wightiana, a sub-scandent species.

MjTtus tomentosa is also very common, yielding a

fruit much eaten by the natives, and made into jellies

by Europeans ; it is locally called " Hill Guava," and
" Hill Gooseberry." Hypericum Hookerianum is
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also a handsome plant, occurring plentifully on sunny
slopes, its bright yeUow flowers being conspicuous at

a considerable distance. A Dodonsea is very common,
also a Lasianthus, a Coffea, a shrubby species of

Lonicera, a Rhamnus, Viburnum Wightianum, two
Osbeckias—0. Wightiana, a large purple-flowered

shrub, growing by the sides of streams or on wet
rocks in exposed situations, and O. Leschenaultii, a

pretty little pink-flowered species, found in valleys

where there is a good deposit of soil. Gaultheria

Leschenaultii is also a very pretty low-growing

shrub, forming considerable masses on the upper

part of the hills, its snow-white flowers being suc-

ceeded by bright steel-blue berries. Three species of

Rnbus occur very plentifully on the upper part of

the hiUs, one of which is a very glaucous species,

called here the "Raspberry;" the other two bear a

yellow and black fruit respectively, and are of con-

siderable merit, the latter especially.

The undergrowth in the forests is principally

composed of AoanthaceiE, which are also found in

exposed situations ; one species, Strobilanthes

Kunthiana, grows extensively in bare stony places

fully exposed to the sun ; it is a biennial blue flower-

ing plant, and from the profusion in which its

flowers are borne, gives the tracts it inhabits quite

a blue appearance. Piper nigrum and a sweet white-

flowered climbing Jasmine are also common in the

woods. Of the herbaceous and low-growing vegeta^

tion, Impatiens Leschenaultii is a conspicuous

member ; it grows most luxiiriantly in good soils

well drained, and prefers an exposed situation;

another species of Impatiens is common iu damp
places, and may be seen, when in flower, of all

shades between red and white—it is by far the

prettiest species on the hills. Impatiens scapiflora

is very plentiful in Grass lands. Sonerila elegans

also grows plentifiilly, and may be found on moist

rocks in forests, or in the vicinity of water in exposed

situations ; in the latter places the plant is much
more sturdy, and the flowers of a brighter colour.

Two Bupleurums are common—B. ramosi.ssimum, and
B. plantaginasfolium, the latter having much the

appearance of a gi-een-leaved Dracaana. Pilea smila-

cifolia is also very common. A Doronicum, an
Anemone, a Ranunculus, and PediciUaris Wightiana
grow very plentifully in pasture land, the latter

being a most beautiful object when in flower, its

blossoms being of a bright magenta colour; several

Gnaphaliuras grow in great profusion all over the

hill tops, along with a species of Leucas. Tradescantia

pilosa, and a little blue Commelyna may also be

found in great abundance all over the hills, as also a

pretty little red-flowered Indigofera. Two species of

Fragaria are common, one of them, F. elatior,

yielding a very good fruit ; and in shady places a pretty

Ana3otochilus-like plant grows in great abundance ;

it grows equally well either iu peat or loam. In

marshy land, Parnassia Wightiana, Drosera Burmanni,
and D. peltata, and a little blue TJtricularia, with
numerous species of Cyperacea3 and Gramineaj, form
the principal vegetation ; and in moist but well-drained

land a beautiful little Gentian grows abundantly.
Lobelia exoelsa grows everywhere, and in such

abundance as to form a marked feature in the

landscape ; and Kalanchoe grandiflora grows freely,

only in rocky places. A Graminaceous plant, nearly

allied to the Bamboo, and from 12 to 20 feet high,

covers large tracts, in some places to the exclusion of

other plants. Terrestrial Orchideai are well repre-

sented both in number and species, their pseudo-

bulbs being dug up and used as salad. Epiphytal
Orchidea3 are rich in numbers, but not in species,

being in-inoipally Saocolabium rubrum, S. panicu-

latum, two or three species of Oberonia, and a minute
green-flowered species : these occiu* in all situations,

but thrive best where their roots can reach a good
bed of decaying vegetable dibris ; in places where
they are more exposed the groivth is not so luxuriant,

as decaying vegetable matter which woidd otherwise

feed tliem is either blown away, or its moisture

speedily evaporated by the sun's heat. Ferns are

numerous, both in numbers and species. Pteris

aquilina covers large tracts, as in Britain ; Pteris

quadriaurita and P. cretiea are also very common,
|

and Cheilanthes farinosa grows in abundance in

rocky exposed situations. The genus Asplenium is

well represented, the most common species being

A. formosum, A. furoatmn, and A. tenuifoHum, the

latter a very i^retty little Fern. Several species of

Pleopeltis exist in great abundance, in company
with Blaphoglossum conforme: Adiantum Eethio-

picum is common, also Gymnopteris Feei, and
Loxogramma involuta. Of Lastreas, L. hirtipes,

L. patentissima, and L. octhodes, are most abimdant.
Polystichnm angulare grows plentifully everyw^here,

and a pinnate species, P. auriculatum, is common in

woods ; Botrychium virgtnicum var. lauuginosum
is also plentiful iu moist loamy soils.

Loranthacea; are well represented, covering many
trees to their idtimate destruction. Acacia Melan-
oxylonis especially liable to be overrun by these,

notwithstanding the amount of tannin its bark
contains. They will attach themselves to nearly

all kinds of trees, with the exception however
of the Conifera3 ; on these they do not seem
to grow. On the garden vai'ieties of the
Fig and Peach they grow vigorously, their

eliminating power in the former case being

well shown by their own juices not being milky.

Their germination is very peculiar : the seeds are

imbedded in a viscid fluid contained in a semi-

transparent skin as in the Yew, if the seed be

pressed out, the viscid fluid adheres to it as a thread,

and falling on any branch or leaf there attaches

itself, leaving the seed suspended ; the radicle then
protrudes from the lower end of the seed, and
expands into a trivmpet-shaped disc ; it then
elongates, the disc at the same time curving upwards
until it meets the branch, on which it firmly grows,

and in a few months becomes a vigorous bush. If

however it falls on a leaf or on its own branches, the

seed will germinate until the curved disc reaches its

own support, after which it dies. Some species of this

order are very beautiful, the finest being L.

neilgherrense, which grows to perfection on Rhodo-
dendron arboreum, and when in flower is a complete

blaze of scarlet. Two species of Viscum, V. monili-

forme and V. orbiculatum, occur, though sparingly.

The climate of Ootacamund is pecidiar ; in the

winter months the thermometer in the shade

frequently rises up to 77° Fahr., and at night will

descend to 35° ; in cold, land-locked hollows, it has

gone down to 20°, consequently hoar frost sufiiciently

severe not only to nip many introduced plants

severely, but also much of the indigenous vegetation.

Fro.st, however, in the true meaning of the term, is

quite unknown, the hoar frost which does occur

being caused by excessive radiation in clear bright

nights. The spring is a most genial season, the

mean temperature much exceeding that of the other

season. At this time it is interesting to watch the

progress of vegetation ; though the soil may be dry

and parched, and the dry and wet bulb thermometers
indicate a difference of 20°, still the trees will begin

to shoot, sometimes a month or even more before a

drop of rain falls, and make young growth a foot

or 18 inches long before they receive a drop of rain,

and dew at the latter part of the dry season is so scanty

that a difference in the thermometer of 10° at

7 A.M. is a common occurrence. "WTien the spring

rains set in they are usually heavy, accompanied by

severe thunder storms, and alternated by periods of

fine grooving weather. In the beginning of June,

the south-west monsoon usually sets in ; it is

characterised by high winds blowing steadily from
the south-west, accompanied by much rain and dense

fog. The weather is cold and cheerless, the ther-

mometer sometimes showing only 2° or 3° difference

between day and night, the average being about 54°.

No thunder occurs during the monsoon, and its occur-

rence, which is about the end of August, may be

taken as a sign that the monsoon is over ; the weather
between this and the middle of October is alternated

with showers and siuishine, after which the north-

east monsoon commences, the characteristics being

much the same as the other, only that the rainfall is

greater. The rain will now lastmore or less \intil the

8th or 10th of December, when it usually clears up
for the four or five months. A Table is annexed
below, showing the temperature,' rainfall, &.C., of the

different months :

—
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tree and the moth, S. Cynthia, appeared to

thrive better in this country even than in France.

The President announced that the Council hatl

again determined to offer two prizes of five guineas

each for essays of sufficient merit, drawn up from
personal observation, on the anatomy, economy, or

habits of any insect or group of insects especially

serviceable or obnoxious to mankind ; the essays to

be sent to the Secretary on or before the 30th of

November nest, M. Gu^rin MeneviUe, of Paris, and
JVI. Bohemaun, of Stockholm, were elected honorary
members of the Society. Mi*. MacLachlan exhibited,

on behalf of Mr. Dorville, some remarkable varieties

of British Lepidoptera, including a gigantic Painted-

lady Butterfly nearly 3 inches in expanse. Mr. S.

Stevens exhibited the malo of the singular Papilio

Semi>eri from Mindanao, in the Philippine Islands.

Mr. Wilson Saunders exhibited an extensive series of

butterflies taken in one locality in Cayenne, belonging

to the genus Helicoma, and which, notwithstanding

their great variation in the colours and markings of

the wings, he was inclined to regard as varieties of

one species, H. Melpomene, although they had been
considered as forming a considerable number of

distinct species. This subject led to much discus-

sion as to the geographical range of the insects, and
its effects in producing variation in the individuals,

Mr. Bates affirming that in some districts the species

was imiform, in others (as in the hilly parts of

Guiana) it had an unusual tendency to sport into

varieties, and that elsewhere the varieties seemed to

resolve themselves into three distinct species

—

H. Melpomene, Helxiope, and Vesta. Professor

Westwood exhibited a number of yoimg living dog-

ticks, produced from a female which had been in

confinement, without food, for lli months ; also the

remarkable sub-aquatic larva of Tipula repUcata,

which exhibits a singular analogy with the larvje of

Sialis (among the Neuroptera), and Hydrocampa
(among the Lepidoptera) in the numerous branchial

filaments along the sides and back. A note from
Mr. Henry Doubleday was read, affirming from
actual observation, that the so iind usually attributed to

the death-watch was really produced by the Anobium,
by striking the head against the surface on which it

stands. The death of the Senator Van Heyden, of

Frankfort, was announced, as well as the arrival of

Mr. WoUaston at Cape de Verd Islands on an
entomological excursion. Memoirs by Mr. Baly on
some new Phytophagous beetles, and by Mr. Hewit-
son on seventeen new exotic species of Hesperia,

were read.
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Young. C, Bk-iibeini Ten-ace. Kentish T'.\™. sbiiwoii an inter-

esting eruup of Hyacinths in glasses, as an illustration of the

success which had attended her cultivation of them in

windows.

Glasgow and West of Scotland Horticultural.—By f"
the best exhibition of flowering plants, &c., that has <.\< ;

taken place in Scotland at a Spring Show, was held in ili

City Hall, Glasgow, kst Wednesday, under the auspices •
. 1

the above Society. It comprised quite a hostof magnificently
bloomed Azaleas, many choice foliage plants, and a great

variety of fine Orchids. The Hyacinths were decidedly
inferior to those in the Edinburgh exhibition of the 14th ult.,

but in all other respects the present display was superior.

The spacious City Hall and adjacent galleries were hand-
somely decorated for the occasion, and the table arrangements
and promenading space were much less obiectionable than
heretofore. Although heavy showers fell the greater part of

the day, there was not space enough for the pressing demand
;

and no't less than 5000 visitors gi-aced this horticultural exhibi-

tion with their presence.
There were 267 entries fr tlif v ..-,. n^ articles in demand in

the prize schedule, and iiw • t. . M,,|;inces there were ten

entries in the class. Tl)'' !: '. nn^ciiUaneous collection

of plants, which form..'l I

:, 1; > ikI" of the day, fell to

Mr. Mitchell. Hamilton I ',il. !>.. > ! li id a choice lot, compris-
ing the Phoenicophoi-uni sijcbtllanini, or the Thief Palm ; a
finely-grown plant of Anthuriummagnificum, with leaves 20 by
16 inches ; the handsome Seaforthia elegans ; a good Cordyline
indivisa ; a large bush, 2 by 2^, of the fertilised Aucuba
japonica, qiute loaded with its crimson -scarlet berries, and
showing fine mottled foliage : Sanseviera japonica,

Dendrobium nobile, finely coloured ; a good Croton varie-

gatiim : a handsome Yucca quadricolor : the best flowered

plant of Clerodendron Balfourianum that ever came under our
notice, having much Larger crimson flowers with prominent
white calyces than Thomsons : the Bird's-nest Fern (Asple-

nium Niiiiis avis) ; a good plant nf Azalea Beauty of Europe

;

Thriiviv •^]-'-i}<°. .-i-'t-t-iinlv ;i vi^rv r-I.>,':int. fnrm of dwarf
Fan \'.\\\" --''li I

;.!i.\\iii-,li liijl i.ii 111.. I, 111; -riien leafage
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8trii.'t;i, .v.. i>t\ \\:'\~< -.ikH' l.iM.' iK.. --.i.!...! the first-prize

Azalciis :inil greenhniiwe plants, the funiior comprising a dense-
bloomed pyramid, 4 feet high and 3 feet through, of Alba
magna, a fine white, relieved at intervals with an occasional

salmon and mauve-coloured flower, showing its sportive

character ; Vesta was also good, and so was Triumphans,
which stood highest as a specimen plant in the exhibition.

Mr. Mitchell's greenhouse plants were Tetratheca ericoides,

flanked on either side by Eriostemons of sorts, quite pyramids
of bloom.

Mr. Kirk, gr. to W. C. Paterson, Esq., Ashville, Partick, had,
as usual, a very interesting table, including several nice sorts

of Lycaste Skinneri, Cyiiripedium villosum, Epidendnmi
rhizophorum, the pretty hooded Oncidium cucuUatum,
Odontoglossum Cervantesii, Dendrobium macrophyllum

. gigantcum and anosmum—alias Dayanum, Phalsenopsis

amabilis, and several Azaleas, including the showy double
white Flag of Truce.
Mr. Dick.son, gr. to Thomas Coats, Esq.. of Feynslie, had also

a very fine assortment, among which were asplendid Cordyhne
Indivisa, a good Franciscea eximia, a noble Alsophila elegans,

a fine-bloomed Imantophyllum miniatum, the Stag's-hom

Feni. Acrostichum alcicome, the curious perforated Philo- >

ilendron pertusum, several Camellias of sorts, a fine showy-
Azalea named Ti-iuniphans flore pleno, two or three good
Amaryllises, &c.
Mr. Kii"k put up also by far the best three Orchids ever shown

in Glasgow, viz., Vanda suavis, with about 30 flowers ; a noble
Cyiiripedium Lowii, with two racemes, each three-flowered

;

and an extra fine variety of Lycaste Skinneri, with numerous
flowers. Mr. Clark, from the Botanic Gardens, showed a
vei-y interesting collection, comprising a fine Maranta
Porteana, a couple of good Araucaria C'luiniughami, the pretty
Bieffenbachia maculata, Nothochlfena Isevis, the curious
peltate -le.aved Peperomia maculosa, the very handsome
^Tass-Ieaved Pandanus graminifolius, Agave geminiflora,
.Miconia pulverulenta, Hymenodium crinitum, and other good
things. Mr. Murray, gr. to David Tod. Esq., Ironbank, had
a nice Phalfenopsis Schilleriana, a most beautiful variety of

Cattleya Trianasi, very much like Warscewiezii delicata of

Warner, but better-coloured in the lower part of labellum ;

a very good Dendrobium albo-sanguineum, and Lycaste
Skmneri. The same grower had also Dendrobium Dal-
housianum, Phajus grandiflonis, and Dendrobium anosmum,
nice plants, and well flowered. James Kidston, Esq., of

Newton House, had a noble plant of a dwarf Grammato-
phyllum(?), bearing splendid panicles of Indian red and yellow-
Ijarred and blotched flowers, with a curious labellum, .and

prominent bracts of similar colour at the base of petioles. It

is a noble addition to our plant stoves, and will most likely be
exhibited at the next scientific meeting of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society.

In Miscellaneous Plants there were lots of Az.aleas .and

Acacias, of which Drummondii was the most prominent. The
next best lots to Mr. Mitchell's were those of Mr. Alex. Walker,
Merrylees House, Cathcart, and Mr. D. McBroade, Hazelwood.
In Az.aleas Mr. Mitchell ecUpsed his compeers, although there
were seven competitors, and Mr. Robt. Caskie, Thomwood,
Partick. had also noble plants. The best sorts were
Magnificans ; Duke of Devonshire, like a ball of fire

;

Model, exquisitely soft purple ; the finely-formed Roi Leopold ;

Beauty of Reigate, quite full of bloom in all the samples,
although a little more difficult to manage in that way than
most others; Alexander II., a good-formed white, &c.
Heaths and Epacris were only indifferent in point of merit

;

Deutzias were quite like balls of snow, and formed not the least

interesting feature in the Show. Dielytra spectabilis was in
groups of half a dozen, and nicely managed. In the miscel-
laneous way Mr. Doig. gr. Hafton House, Dunoon, had a fine

fan-formed trellis of that fine perennial bulb Tropaeolum tri-

colorum, richly clad with its crimson flowers. Messrs. Austin
»t M'Aslan had a table of upwar.i-

.
f "" \ - i1.^-^ in s;nrts, nicely

liloomed. Smith & Simons hml !

!
; at of g.ardcn

and farm seeds as samples, in li i 1 n. imxes. which
luuked very nice. Mr. PeterM'Ki n ..

,
1

1...; i.;i street, hadan
assoi-tment of Dutch bulbs and .1. i^v: ]iii-.._.jllaneous small
things ; so had Mr. Baton, Tumerfield, who was first in that
section. Drcghom & Aitken, Kilmarnock, had also a good
mixed assortment.
Some AmaiyUids were slmwn by jMcssrs. Sutherland. Buyd,

Arc, containing margin it. 1 mihi-;!, .m.i ...ii-).\.u i. Vrkor-

manni, Cleopatra, anii '. ;, n ,
,'. i \l,.>-se3

were creditably shown I ^^
i

1: .... : i,iiini-t,

Mackay, Govan.andJ. FlM.ii:!.- 1 .
1-; /. ....

i I' nk, - WilM. nnwii,

cassia, and densa, being in capit-d trim. Camellias were not
very remarkable as cut blooms, although some nice pot plants
came from Mr. Alex. Walker and some others. Rhododendrons
Were in lar^re quantities, and densely Viloorncii, butn-'t romark-
iM.' r ! .-.it^. Melanthemum, .\tf..r..-.-'!r,i, mi.' Tllin,iinat'tr,

! li . -t in that way. In ii '; M^ h.^i M iftun ;

i. .1 . '' (-cube; andSutherI;Mi.i ,
t u i.

1 ( r-i-tb,

1...1. .i ilie best, including,.' I .. .i,..i... n mini,

.J,,ia, W.iUi-cr. Mrs. J Wnt-r.-- .. n .1 . .f lUii.J^i. . Atru-
ruaeuin. Grand Arab, t^n. . n \ n 1
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Hyacinths, althougb 1
:

: ntries, were not quite
up to the average as aw) I M 1 m is. nzieledthewayamong
nurserymen with Mmi,i i

.
w iliy, Miss Nightingale,

Alba maxima, I'i- ! . ( I
v n Howard, Koh-i-Noor,

Albasuperbisvj! 1 l M idame Hodson, Reine
Blanc, Duch--*" i: M: 1

1
;ivelock. Von Schiller,

Sultan's FavniiM Mr. Baton was 2d. In
n,.' I", ....I. -1. r

"
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\'. i.i p, to R. Adie, Esq.. of

\i 1
'.: I"t;andMr. Graham.
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.,

. s Mr. Boyd, EasterhiU,
I .. ,.. ill .1. \ r,i..ii.. .\ 111 ii.iK , Ml .i.'hti Wilson, Moray Place ;

limis .St-waU, M\..vii (i.ii-lL-ii,-.. Ad.Lin Yuudall. Galston, and
others, were the more prominent exhibitors. Glass Hyacinths
were not at all praiseworthy. The best among the whole were
Solfaterre, a fine deep ruby red ; Von Schiller, always good

;

Cavaignac, Koh-i-Noor, La Dame du Lac, very nice soft rose
;

Laurens Koster, a good double blue ; Macaulay, Robinson, good
blue and white ; Sultan's Favourite, Omement de la Nahire,
a soft pink ; Mont Blanc, Mirandoline, good white ; Mozart, with
large white pips : Madame Van der Hoop, far the best
of the whites, beingmuch inflated, large, and of good substance.
Von Schiller, in Mr, John Wilson's lot, was singled out as the
best spike in the room, and we do not know a single variety
that has for years had su nianv honrmrs heaped upunit. Tulips
were quite :.n , ..LiMM..,, :.r tl,.,,, ,lv.. ..... 11 :,,..., 1, and
beautifully M^ "i ! ' ' ;'
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Vermilion BriU.uit.c, l\,^- li.ii...i,^..ui., l.i/..cii.-a .Suui.l.Lx.l Uuyal,
Wliite Pottebakker, Pruacrpine, a good pale flame ; and Bride
of Haarlem. Narcissi wore not quite so numerous ; Bazelman
major, Grand Monarque, and gloriosa, a fine white and yellow,
were by far the best. Crocus comprised Albion, Garibaldi, a
large deep blue ; Sir Walter Scott, and Mont Blanc, both very
good whites. There were also several good potfuls of Primula,
both semi-double and fimbriated. Mr. Alex. Storrie, White-
wich, showed a box of trusses of a good white Rhododendron.
A single Collection of Fruit was furnished by Mr. Ramsay,

gr.. Mountstuart, comprising tho following Apples in fine

order:— Dumelow's Seedling, Hawthomden, Paradise and
Ribston Pippins, Emperor, Ochiltree, King of Pippins, Stirluig

Castle, Catshead, Hoary Morning, Wormsley Pippin,
Reinette du Canada, Scarlet Nonpareil, and one or two Pears
of sorts,

Tlie members of the Society, Judges, &c., dined together
afterwards under the Presidency of R. Goodwin, Esq., with
Mr. Mitchell as Vice-President, when sevei-al toasts were pro-
posed, including that of the Society, and congratulations on
the great monetary and horticultural success which was more
and more attending the efforts of the Directors, to which Mr.
Campbell, the Secretary, feelingly repUed. The International
Show and its 'success was also commented upon, and great
hopes were expressed as to the successful issue of the under-
taking. ^_^_«_^^^^^___

Notices of UoofeS.
AuslraUa for th- Ciuisumjitirr Tnnilitl By J. B.

Brown, juu. London : Hardwicke. ^vo, p. l."37.

A book whose title is to some extent necessarily

depressing, but -withal hope-inspiring ; and in truth,

the reader, be he ill or well, a stay-at-home or one

contemplating a sea voyage, will find much infor-

mation and much sound sense conveyed in a very

agreeable form in this unpretending little volume,
The author very justly lays stress on the many
varieties of climate necessarily met with in so vast
a continent as Australia. He descants lightly on the
advantages and drawbacks of a residence in the
several colonies, and giveshis decided preference, so far
as beauty and healthiness are concerned, to Tasmania.
" There is," says our author, " a larger proportion of
old people to be found in Tasmania than in any
other part of the globe. I know nowhere where a
pink complexion and a white beard are so often seen
in unison ; where with age, the senses, instead of

failing, ripen into mellowness ; where memory .and

all other faculties remain perfect to the last. • • * •

We find here all the advantages of the Au.stralian

climate, with none of its disadvantages.
'. We find the Gooseberry, the Currant, Raspberries,

and Apples, growing and thriving as well as at

home. Flowers and shrubs transplanted from
England grow not with an over-quick and lanky
speed as in New South Wales, but take the same
character, and are as hardy as the stock from which
they are derived. We see here bright green fields,

not tracts of dried bents, hedges of Sweet Briar,

Blackberries, and Thorn, and it is difficult for the
settler to believe that he is many thousands of miles
from the home of his fathers. As I have remarked
of the hardy English character of plants, so of man.
In Tasmania one sees most thoroughly the English
physiqiie, whereas as we go north we see the tropical

climate producing a Yankee cast of feature and
limb."
Intending emigrants, especially those in search of

health, will find this a useful and encouraging book.

iPloristg' i?Iolucrs!.
A SOMEWHAT important iiii.sti..ii relating to the

exhibition of New Rose.s, is upeuud in the following

communication :

—

" What a mixture of pleasant and disagreeable

feelings do these words. New Roses, recall ! How do
they cell of hopes exalted to ferventsummer heat, and
results as cold as zero—of the perplexity of the grower
for sale as he looks at M. Souflier's list, with his

aniwncfx cinjjjMfiqucs, detailing the particulars of a
li.st of some 70 or 80 new varieties, each of which is

sttperbe, matfnijique, t'li graii{fe tenuc, &c., and wonders
which he shall order—^for with him it is not merely
the payment of his 20 or 2n francs, but also his

propagation of what may after all prove utterly

worthless. They tell, too, of the almost equal
perplexity of the amateur, who seeks to buy his

dozen or so of new vai'ieties, but who can only

obtain from the grower the somewhat unsatis-

factory announcement that he really cannot
guarantee any of them—that he has only the raiser's

opinion—that such opinions are not very reliable, &c.

But into these points I do not pnrjwse entering. I

have given my opinion on the new Roses of this

year, and have only to reiterate what I have fre-

quently said, that we must rely rather on the

ch,aracter and previous achievements of the raiser

than on the magnificence of descriptions. There is

one point,however, in connection with it that I should
much like to see settled, viz. : what are New Roses ?

In the Royal Horticultural Society's schedule, as well

as, in that of the Crystal Palace Company, there

appears the following :— 18 New Roses of 18G4 and
I860, single trusses, distinct kinds, open, '21., II. 10s.,

\l., 15s.;" and the question most requiring an
answer here, both as far as judges and exhibitors are

concerned, is, what is to be considered a New Rose of

1804 and ISO.'J ? At first sight this might appear a

ridiculous question, but it is not so, and I believe

perplexity has more than once been occasioned by
the question not having been decided.

" It arises in this manner : the great bulk of new
Roses come from France, and they are sent over here

in the autumn of each year ; they come then almost

exclusively into the hands of the growers for sale,

who set to work at their propagation, and they are

distributed by them in the spring of the foUow-
ing year. Now, to which year are they to be con-

sidered as belonging ? Are the Roses of 1805, for

instance, those which came over in the autumn of that

year, or came out in the spi-ing ? Are Alfred Colomb,

Josephine Beauharnais, Marguerite Dombrain, &o.,

to be looked for in the stands, and if so, will it be

fair to include in the same stands Roses of the spring

of 1804 ,' My own judgment is, that it is the inten-

tion of those who aiTange the schedule to bring the

novelties forward, and that therefore in the exhi-

bitions of ISGG we ought only to see those flowers

which came out (mainly in France) in the autumns
of 18G4 and 1805.

" There is also another point as to the adjudication

of such stands : Ought not preference to be shown to

those stands which contain the greater number of

Roses of 1805 ? Supposing Mr. A.'s stand to contain

1 2 of 1804 and 6 of 1SG5, and Mr. B.'s to contain 12 of

1805 and G of 1864, it is more than probable that the

fine,st Roses will be found in Mr. A.'s stand, simply

because, having a larger stock of the Hoses of 1 8(i4,

not so worked and cut about as those of the current

year, he can cut finer blooms ; but if the object be

to bring out the novelties, the nurseryman who
sacrifices his stocks for the pmiiose of getting blooms.
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when he might make so much more money by

working them, ought, I think, to be considered.

' This is simplv a nurserj-man's question, for no

amateur has as yet ventm-ed into the field in the

class now under consideration ; and I know, from

the expressed opinions of several of them, that they

would be glad that a little more oertamty and less

confiision appertained to the class of New Roses.

D., Deal."

As regards the first of these questions, we are

clearly of opinion that for purposes of Enghs*i

exhibitions the words ' New Eoses of 18C4 and li-bj

mean those let out by our own nraserymen m the

early part of those years. As regards the second ques-

tion we should hold, that supposing the object to be

the encouragement of good noveltie,s, the stand with

the greatest number of fine blooms should win, rather

than the stand with the highest proportion of

varieties of 18G.5. Indeed we fail to see how an

award made on this latter principle could afford any

test of the merit of the Roses, which is the point to be

ascertained. What say others on this knotty ques-

tion, which, for the sake both of judges and exhi-

bitors, ought to be settled ?

Dysentery among Bees.—Since I last wrote

(seep. 127) respecting the condition of my apiary, I

am sorry to inform you that my bees have suffered

terribly from this fearful disease, which has long

prevailed among them, no less than eight hives

having succumbed to its attacks, and two more, I

fear, are doomed to die. I tried in vain Mr. Everest's

remedy procured from him, and also, as far as I was

able, carried out the advice with which you kindly

furnished me, but the bees seemed too weak and too

much overpowered by the disease, for any curative

measures to be of any avail. In many of the hives

there was an abundance of honey, in one or two as

much as 20 lb. Some of the honey, which was not

sealed over, seemed watery. There has been no brood

in any of the hives which have died this winter and

spring. I send a few of the bees and the queen from the

last stock which perished, and I shoidd feel much
obliged if you would examine them, and see if you

can throw any light on the nature of the di.sease, or

"Kinderpest among bees" as I call it, which has

proved such a scourge to me. The hive and bees

were in an abominably dirty condition, and some of

the combs were mouldy. Last summer, in the supers

I put up on the hives, there was a good deal of brood,

as well as numerous drones. The beauty of the

glasses was quite spoiled. This must, I think, ha,ve

been owing to some fault in the arrangement or size

of the holes or slits in the adapting boards for com-

munication. Will you be so good as to tell me how
these ought to be arranged, as it was very provoking

to find nearly every super spoUed by the queen

ascending to lay eggs. A Lady.

[We are sorry for our corre.spondent'smisfortune . We
have examined the dead bees sent : most of them were in

too dry a state to furnish any clue ; but a few were

filled with corrupt dark-coloaired fluid, not similar to

dysentery, but very unlike the usual condition in

which bees would be found a week or more after

death. The queen was quite free from any appear-

ance of having suffered from the malady. She was
probably the last to perish, and may have died from
starvation after having lost all her attendants. For

eradicating this disease from your apiary, we cannot

offer any other suggestions than have been already

<nven. Avoid in future feeding later in the year

than September and the beginning of October, as it is

possible that unsealed, and consequently fermented

food, may have something to do with propagating

the evil. We do not adopt any particular means for

preventing the queen breeding in the supers, nor the

ilrones from obtaining access to them. We use both

circular holes and long narrow sKts, the latter

usually approximating to the two sides, or the back

and front of the hives ; the last for choice. We
seldom ventilate our supers. On the whole, we have

had little reason to complain of brood in them. We
have remarked that in some seasons there is a greater

tendency among queens to take possession of the

upper portion of the hives.]

Miscellaneous.
lIoi-th-uHural Socu-tbs hi Union with ilif Itmjal

HctrticuUural Sucicti/.— 'Vfe understand that the

following Provincial Floral and Horticultm-al

Societies have been admitted into union with
the Royal Horticultural Society at South Kensing-

ton, viz. -.—Alton Floral and Horticultural ; Boston

ditto ; Bury St. Edmimd's Horticultural -, Darlington

ditto ; Devon and Exeter Botanical and Horticul-

tiu-al ; Durham, Northumberland, and Newcastle-on-

Tyne ditto ; Faversham Horticultural ; Fermoy,
Lincoln, and Maidstone ditto ; Manchester Botanical

and Horticultural ; Newbury Horticultural ; Royal
Horticultural of Ireland ; Shepton-MaUet and East

Somerset Horticultural ; Southampton and South of

Scotland ditto ; Staffordshire Floral and Horticul-

tural ; Swansea and Glamorgan Horticultural

;

Watford Horticultural ; and Wrexham Floral and
Horticultural.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing irceJt.)

Genial spring weather having apparently at last

set in, most matters connected with cultivation wiU

now begin to claim attention. Recently transplanted

trees and shrubs ought to be carefully inspected, tor

failure is often caused by the occurrence of cold

drying winds before the plants have had sufficient

time to replace then- lost roots. Occasional wat«nngs

should therefore be given as soon a« the weather

shall have become at all warm, and to mamtam a

more uniform state of moisture about the tender

newly-formed fibres, spread, where it can be done, a ,

thick mulching of rotten leaves or dung over the

g-rouud as far as the roots extend. This, if objc-ction-

able on account of its appearance, might be hid by

some covering, as that of Moss, or in some cases even

ordinai-y soil. As a matter of com-se, large trees

which have been recently planted will before now

have been firmly secured against wind-waving, m
order that they may not be displaced, or their roots

strained or broken.

FLOWER GABBEN AMJ tUST HOUSES.

Auriculas.—Weak liquid manure now once a

week will .strengthen the trusses ;
give plenty of air

whenever the weather is at all favourable, and fumi-

gate occasionally.

Azaleas.—Continue to give young gromng plants

liberal shifts as they may require them ; a good

fibrous peat with a little white sand suits them

admirably, but for stronger-growing kinds a small

portion of loam may be used with advantage. Give

air freely in fine weather, and attend regularly to the

stopping, thinning, and training of the shoots. Large

specimens will now require more water.

Calceolarias.—Any plants struck during the

winter shoidd be repotted into 4-inch pots to suc-

ceed the first plants. If not so lai-ge, they will

make compact handsome bushes for purposes of

decoration. .,. .,

Carnations asd Picotees.—If there is any

green-flv on the plants, give them a good smoking

with tobacco or tobacco-paper before taking them

from the pit in which they have been wintered.
^

Cinerarias.-Plants intended for exhibition

should now be kept as near the glass as may be

convenient ;
fumigate, so as to have them

thoroughly clean before coming into flower, and

sulphur such as may be affected with mildew.

Dahlias.—Cuttings struck now will be found to

make the best plants ; therefore propagate freely.

FORCING GARDEN.

Cherries.—If the fruit of these ha.s set too

thickly, it must be thinned, leaidng sufficient for a

fair average crop.

Cucumbers.—See that the plants do not get over-

crowded with wood and foliage, and do not crop too

heavily. If you wish them to continue in a bearing

state for a lengthened period, give them a good

watering occa-sionally with liquid mamrre.

Peaches.—The night temperature should not

exceed 60° in the eaily house, until the " stoning " of

the fruit is completed.
, ,

Pi>,-j;g.—Yoimg stock wiU now be beginning to

make rapid growth; take care to give air freely if

the thermometer can be kept above 00°. 1''^'''^^

afternoon, however, syringe and shut up at SIO
,
if

possible for a couple of hours. Pines sweUing wiU,

of course, now require Hberal waterings of warm

liquid manure.
.

Vines.—Those which were started early will now

or soon have fruit in its last stage of swelling. See

therefore that nothing is wanted in order to have it

in first-rate condition.

H.UiDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.

Notwithstanding the favourable change that has

taken place in the weather, waU trees should be

covered at night, and during haU and snow storms,

should they occur ; on ordinary occa-sions the covering

should be removed during the daytime. The young

shoots of Peach and Nectai-ine trees are very subject

to attacks of greenfly, which, if allowed to get ahead,

seriously injure them. Syringing occa.sionaUy with

tobacco-water wiH be found a good remedy.

Beans.—Earth up transplanted ones, and put in

another crop if those last sown are fairly up.

Cauliflowers. — Sow for an early autumn

supply.
. , ,„

Celery.—That sown early m boxes wiU soon

want pricking out. The old plan is very good, viz.,

to put some very rotten and mellow dimg on a

firm bottom. On this the plants, pricked three

inches apart, wiU produce many fibres, and will

remove with the trowel, in baUs, with the most

trifling amount of check. The chief reason why

Celeiy runs is that luxuriance of growth is succeeded

by a sudden check.
, , ^ n ^u

Mustakd and Cress.—Sow at the foot of a south

POTATOS.—Continue to plant as the winter crops

of Borecole, Brussels Sprouts, and other greens are

cleared away.
Spinach.—ttoe between the rows of autumn crops.

If the groimd is poor, a good soaking of manure-

water mil increase and prolong its produce.

Strawberries.—Get beds and borders of these

weeded, and otherwise cleaned. Where appearances

do not require to be studied, a thin mulching of long

stable litter will be found to protect them from

cutting winds, and to encourage and sti-engthen

their grovrth. ____^^_^_

state of the weather at CHISWICK, NE.IR LONDON.
For theWeek ending March 28,186G.usobserved at the Horticultural Gardens
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C. WHEELER and SON, Seed Gkowehs,
Gloucester.

WHEELER'S ILLUSTRATED BOOK on GRASSES,

New Eiiilion, now rcaily.

Contents.

On Laying Down Land to Pennauent Fostiird, a Borios of Tables

of Oraases, Clovers. &c., for Permanent Pasture, natorally

adapted for tho principal Geological formations, viz. :

—

"'
-

- - -- -- Sussex, Berks,

11. UPPER and LOWER GREEN SAN D. ~ York, Norfolk,

Cambridge, Bedford, Buckingbam, Berks, Wilts, Dorset,

SmTey, Kent, Sussex

IV. CORN BRASH, and GREAT and INFERIOR OOLITE,—
Nortb Riding of York, Lincoln, Rutland, Gloucester,

Northampton, Oxford, Berks, Wilts, Dorset

VI. UPPER and LOWER LIASandMARLSTONE.—Glouocstor,
Leicester, Lincoln, Northampton. Oxford, Rutland,

Somerset, Warwick, Worcester, York

VII. NEW RED SANDSTONE and KEUPER MARL.—York,
NottinRhara, Stafford, Leicester. Derby, Warwick,
Worcester, Cheshire, Flint, Gloucester, Devon, Somerset

VUI. CARBONIFEROUS LIMESTONE and SHALE. — York,

Northumberland, Westmoreland, Derby, Monmouth,
Somerset, Cornwall, Gloucester

IX. OLD RED SANDSTONE.—Devon, Cornwall, tieroford,

Monmouth, Brecon, Carmarthen, Pembroke, Somerset,

XII. POST-TERTIARY.

Button's Prtze Mangel Wurzel.
TURNIP, IMPROVED KOHL RABI, 4o.,Sc.

For PRICES, see

BUTTON'S NEW FARM SEED LIST, wliith may be
J had gratis and post free on application to

Slttthn 1 Sovi. Roi-vl Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

GRASSES and CLOVERS best adapted for Ecnov.itinj

Old Pastures on the above Formations :—

Alternate Husbandey.

CLuVER and GRASS SEEDS for 1 years* Lay, at l\s. per acre

A cheaper Mixture, lOs. 2d. per acre

CLOVER and GRASS SEEDS for 2 year's Lay, at 20s. per acre.

A cheaper Mixture, ISs. 3d. per acre.

CLOVER and GRASS SEEDS for 3 or 4 years' Lay, at 24s. U. per acre.

A cheaper Mixture, 21s. per acre.

LAWN GRASSES.

On the subsequent Treatment of Newly Laid Do\Vn Pastures.

BYK. GRASSES. | CLOVER SEED.

A PRICED LIST of FAKH SEEDS.

9

MANGEL AVURZEL
SEED from largo Bulbs.

Cheaper ^J/ the CU'C.

Per lb.—!!, d.
Good YELLOW GLOBE.. 9
„ ORANGE GLOBE.. 9
„ RED GLOBE
„ LONG RED ..

„ LONG YELLOW

SUTTON'S

Selected Mangel Seed
from Selected Roots.
Cfieapcr by the civt.

Perlb.—». d.

SUTTON'S Selected YEL-
,

LOW GLOBE 1
• Flo. do. ORANGE GLOBE 1

IISUER HOBBS'
ORANGE GLOBE ..10

- .VPRATTON'S RED GLOBE 1

SUTTON'S ELVETHAM
LONG RED .. ..10

li. SUTTON'S Selected LONG
YELLOW 10

New YELLOW INTBIU
MEDIATE 1 C

•-"'I .
.-

1 10. RED do 16VNORBITON GLANT LONG
RED IS

BERKSHIRE PRIZE, or

SUTTON'S YELLOW GLOBE, SUFFOLK CHAMPION,
Price Is. per lb. New 2 6

Lowest pri ce per cwt. ou application.

SiTTTON k Sons. Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Readli.g.

To MarKet Gardeners and Otners.

CABBAGE PLANTS, EASTHAM, ENFIELD, and
DRUMHEAD, 1». 9<i. per 1000. The stock true and can be

RED CABBAGE PLANTS, extra Bne, 5s. per 1000.

ONION, WHITE SPANISH, 1». M. perlb.
WURZEL. YELLOW GLOBE, 28». per owt.

EARLY SHAW POT.^TOS, 6s. per cwt., warranted triio.

Important to Farmers, Gardeners, and the Trade.
pABBAGE PL.ANTING.—E.wcllent Cabbage Plants,
V.,' which for qunlitr .tnd price cannot be surpassed, maystill behad
.at 2.^. vr 1'"'" or ih..:ii.,.r if v.-rv Inrfo riurintities are taken, ot tho
follm,!,,, ., ,

,
,

.'.- L\l:l.l YORK. TRUE NON.
PAKlii 1

I
M V

.; i I- MM! ,11 Excellent Red plants

atf'.' 1 , I M ^ '
I ;ijii.staccompany all orders,

Fiitnii i,Lr .

- M, ,, n .,,: ii, i \, i. I :l^glesw.ado, Bedfordshire.

3. C. WHEEttH & Son, Seed Growers, Gloncester.

Seedsmen to the Gloucestershire Agricultural Society.

H
CHEVALIER PEDIGREE BARLEY.

Weight 56 lb. per bushel.

single grain upon a poor soil Ircstme immediately upon the chalk of

Seed Required:—

Bushel (including bag), delivered in bagn
sewed up iind sealed, nt tho Brighton Railway Station, upon receipt

of Cheque or Post Office Order, without which it will not in any cjiae

bo sent to unknown correspondentfl. Less than a bushel will not be

, Efl(]., F.L.S., The Manor House,

Seed Corn from the Challc.

RAYNBIUD, CALDECOTT. BAWTREE,
BOWLING, AND COMPANV, LIMITED.

Address, Baningstoke ; or 89, Seed Market, Mark Lane, London, E.C.
•»" Samples and prices on application.

Ef\t ^gvicultuval (BK^tttt*
SATUUDAV, MARCH Z\, 1S6G.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
(London Fiiniiprs' Club (Mr. A. Crosskill.of

MosOAY, April 2^ Beverley, oil Agricultural ShowB.audtheir
( InliuenceoiiAgrieultnralProgress)—6p.m.

The annual batcli of Seed Lists for the farm
no-w bef»i'e us, though by no means so "fat" as are

those of tho horticulturist, are well worthy of a

few passing notes—^not that they aim at the intro-

duction of so many novelties as arc introduced to

tho gardener, still there is a great effort to make
.an appearance in print ; and catching title-pages

•with an occasional exhibition of colour seem to

bo quite tho order of tho day. Among tho more
elaborated portions of agricultural seed lists for

the present season, are those which deal with

Grasses and fodder plants : these are described

with more or less minuteness, and we have pre-

scriptions presented to us for almost every condi-

tion of land and circumstance that may present

itself, and thuugh these too often show an
admrxture of many forms perfectly useless and
sometimes even mischievous, yet on the whole
they display an amount of thought and
iiiteUigenco now dii-ectcd to these matters which

wo might have sought for in vain only a few

years ago.

Still our own experience shows us, that, as

in the presciiptions of an experienced physician

the really useful ingredients are but few and
simple, so in pastures the number of forms of

value .scarcely exceeds a dozen, and we are con-

vinc<3d that in prescribing for tho cultivation of

pastui'e the main thing to do is to apportion the

proper quantities of these, and then to administer
them properly, to guard against adverse circum-
stances by keeping do^wn weeds, and attend
to the proper hygienic conditions, which are as
necessary to the healthy growth of a plant as of
an animal. Tho novelties introduced to our
notice form an exceedingly small Hst, and oven
of these, few are really new. We would direct

attention to tho following :

—

1. Bromus Schraderi.

2. Anthyllis viilnoraria.

3. Trifolium striatum.

4. Lupinus.
5. Symphytum asperrimum.
6. Cattle Melon.
1. Si-fn-ftilrr' .1 Brome Omss excited soine little

attention a few years since, tut it has made little

way in this coiujtly ; the truth is, it is a large

coarse Grass, but ill adapted for the agriculture

of England. In the Colonies, on the contrary,

antl in .some parts of the United States, such as

the river flats of the Ohio and Mississippi, it

might yield even larger crops than the Timothy
Grass, which is there so'wn as a self crop and
yields a large mass of fodder ; but while we can
grow hay or Clovers in our .system of farming,
neither this Brome nor the Timothy are likely to

bo much attended to for special cropping.
2. Anthyllis viilneraria, or Lady's Fingers, is

again recommended as a fodder plant, both on
the Continent and at home, and our experi-
ments lead Us to conclude that it is not without
gi-eat merits ; at the same time it must be con-
fessed that tho haii'iuess and want of sap

of tho usual plant is much against its

employment, though we find that these natural
characters become modified in cultivation, so that

its foliago becomes devoid of haiis and much
larger and more succulent. But for this it requires

cultivation in a tolerably good soil, .so that we
stiU hold to the opinion that this plant, like all

others, is incapable of growing any abundance
of useful cattle feed in soil where scarcely any-
thing else ftill grow.

3. TrifuUum striaimn. Soft Knotted Trefoil.

—

Its Engll.sh prefix would at once condemn it, as

its softness proceeds from long silky hau'S, and
the specimens we have seen as cultivated in

England still retain this character ; at tho same
time wo are quite ready to believe that the intro-

duced seed—as reported—with seeds from Pranca
may be bettor. Farther cultivation, too, miiy
advance it, but we confess that even our own
native Trefoils seem to us to offer bettor chances
of success in cultivation, such probably as tho

true Trifohum medium, T. ochroloucum, and
T. maritimiun.

4. The Lupines, both white and blue, have
been grown to a small extent for some years, but
with such varied succes.s, or rather general want
of success, as to have hitherto prevented them
fiom being commonly cultivated. If a paying
crop can bo got (and it will not be on the poorest

soil), its green food or hay is reported to possess

good feeding properties, and its seeds to be
useful. It has been grown on the Continent for

ploughing in green, but this wo hope is a nearly

exploded system everywhere, always excepting

cases where winter cultivation will encourage
such weeds as the Charlocks to flourish, with a

view to their extermination before the land is

cropped.

5. iSijmjihi/tiim as-perrimuni, the Prickly Com-
froy.—Somo ten years since we cultivated this to

some extent as a soiling plant for cows, and we
must say that these animals ate it greecUly, and
it seemed to be useful ; its crop is large in May
.and June, and when cut down it speedily thi-ows

up a second crop of succulent stems and leaves,

but it must be consumed green, as no creature

could eat so rough a plant in a dry state.

There is, however, no need to go to tho

Caucasus for Comfrey, as the S. ofBcinale of our

rivers and water-courses is equally good, if not

better ; it is not so rough in its foHage, and yields

a larger crop. Indeed, from a long series of experi-

ments we conclude that om- wild plant becomes
so much like the foreign form as to be if not

identical as a species, at least to be no more than

a variety.

(i. Perhaps the greatest novelty of oui' Hst will

be lound in the Cuttle Melmi and Cattle Mnrrow

;

these have only been tried for a very few years.

As regards the Melon we grow a small quantity

in the dry summer of 1864, but scarcely with

the average of a Melon to a plant; but Mr.
Bltjndell, who introduced it, stiU thinks well

of it, though in our variable climate—for most, if

not all of Jjngland, it must be what the farmer

calls a " casualty crop."
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As regards the large Marrows we can bear
witness to the avidity with which sheep will

devour them. Still wo conclude that with ]ilants

confessedly uncertain it is hardly worth while,
for the present at least, to do more than experi-
ment upon them, when after all the produce is

so very watery.
Prom these notes it -will be seen that with the

limited list before us the Leguminous jjlants

form one half, and wo still think that this

natural order is yet capable of adding largely to

our Hst of fodder plants. li.

We beg to dii-ect attention in another column
to a sketch of the past and present condition of

the Farm Labourer in the purely agi'icultural

county of East Lothian. It may lead others to

make similar local iuquiiies, the general results

of which, judging from the present tendency of

poor-law legislation, cannot but possess a national
interest.

There is an increasing agitation amongst farm
labourers, from Kent to Aberdeenshii-e. Tenants
of cottages scattered at wide intei-vals over the
land, and possessing few facilities for combina-
tion, we find great diversities in theii' condition :

there are local systems of resident and non-
resident laboui-ers, of single men, and families

;

there are wages in cash, and wages in kind ; the
amount must ever be regulated by supply and
demand ; the nature of the payment, by the
tastes of the labourer, the accommodation in his
cottage, and the ability of his wife to deal with
the raw material. Modem agriculture requires
a proportion of labourers of a higher type than
formerly. It is their errors, and their mis-
fortunes as a class, which bring the burden of
poor and other rates home to the owners and
occupiers of the land ; it is from their class
that the ranks of our mechanics and domestic
servants are everjrwhere largely recruited.
The tyranny of strikes and trade unions is one of
the characteristics of the age ; the tall talker
lives ixpon the busy worker ; there is a perverse,
too often an enforced ignorance of the laws which
regulate wages, reckless exti'avagance in expendi-
ture, and great waste in the preparation of food.
The recent statistics of the Post-office Savings
Banks are pregnant with hope for the future, and
the pecuniary success of cooking depots, and the
low price at which nourishing food can be pro-
iluced, are facts which the philanthropist and
political economist should bring home to the
working man's fireside. We deprecate Govern-
ment interference with the liberty of the subject,
but we hold that education should be made com-
pulsoi-y ; it should embrace the teaching of
common things, the first principles of health, the
soui'oos of bodily strength, and special instruc-
tions to girls how to prepare the most nourishing
food fi-om the materials within their reach. E. L

Country people so often speak of Thistles as
though there was only one sort, that we deem it

will not be out of place if we devote an article to
the explanation of our different species of native
Thistles, and point out the mischief they do to
the farm.

Oiu- British Floras contain an account of a
variable number of species. The following list,

adapted from Hooker's "British Flora," the 5th
edition, refers to 15 species, to which we shall
refer in the order in which they are placed.

List of British Carduid-e—Thistles.

No.
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farmer should be compelled to prevent this on his

land, and road sides, commons, ^c.j should be looked

to by road surveyors.

But with regard to the Creeping Thistle we shall

find that its very ready propagation in the arable

may be entirely independent of seed, as in the con-

tinually-spreading rhizomata we have developed a
series of buds which, when the plant is let alone,

soon forms a thicket from a single individual, or

when cut in bits by the plough, leaves behind a
number of buds capable of making large plants even
quicker than a seedling.

When, then, this plant occupies but a few centres
in a field, it will be weU to fork it out and carefully

pick up all the bits ; when too much or too scattered
for this method, deep ploughing should be had
recourse to, but like Couch Grass each bit must be
picked up aud carried away. It, however, is seldom
found that in couching this Thistle, Bindweed, Cam-
pion roots, and the like, is made to accompany the
rhizomata of the Grass, although they are scarcely
less mischievous. It is in this way that the Creeping
Com Thistle grows up in the com crop, and to keep
it under, the farmer sends men, women, and boys to '

spudthem off, a plan which only diminishes the evil for

a time, as the buds near the surface of the ground
j

soon make head, and all the quicker for a clean cut.
1

The best way, then, is to pull them up when the
ground is moist, when that which is left behind is so
deep as not readily to grow again ; if, however, it be
cut off at a scythe cut from the ground, the whole of
the buds below immediately commence to grow. Of i

course, in the work of pulling, the operator must I

have some thick gloves, and it will perhaps take a
little more time, but it is worth doing, as the most I

effectual way of dealing with this pe.st.
I

6, 7, 8. These forms are less abundant than some '

of the other biennial Thistles : they are all pastoral
plants, occurring for the most part in low meadows,
more especially the C. pratensis ; the others, C.

'

Forsteri on the one liand, and C. heterophyUus, i

occasionally affect positions under stone walls and
about mounds in the chalk districts ; and fi-om their
varying characters, in which they approach the

'

Meadow Plume Thistle, they are most probably either 1

hybrids or varieties of the "latter species. They are
scarcely sufficiently abundant to be very noxious as
weeds, but where they are, if prevented flowering,
their evils will soon cease.

9. The Tuberous Thistle is here only referred to
to complete our list. Mr. Stme, in his splendid
new edition of " English Botany," now in progress,
says of this plant, that it is found "in mellows
and borders of woods ? very rare. Great Ridge
Wood, near Boyton, Wilts, where, however, it

has not been gathered for some years, the only
living botanist who has found it being, I believe,
Mr. T. B. Flower." We, however, had the

|

pleasure of finding this plant on Avebury Circle,
Wilts, in the summer of 18.57, in company with
our friend, Mr. E. Lees, having indeed noticed

!

it some years before without identifying it as the C.
tuberosus of authors. We that year described it to
the Cotteswold Club (Oct. fi, 1857), and also to the
Wiltshire Archsological and Natural History Society,
in both of whose Transactions will be found papers
upon the subject. We then gave it a-s our opinion
that it was a hybrid, and Mr. Stmes's observations
upon this section of Thistles confirms us in our
view. StiU it is a very handsome plant—so much so
that Mr. W. CuNNiNGTON, of Devizes, we subsequently
ascertained, had grown plants in his garden from the
Boyton station, where it is now extinct.

10. The Stemless Thistle is common to upland
pastures, especially on the chalks and oolites ; this
is best got rid of by constant depasturing and what-
ever tends to enrich the soil. It is so abundant on
Stinchcomb Hill, Gloucestershire, inferior oolite, as
once to have caused us to wade above our knees in
its down in a hollow way by the hill side.

Though said to be stemless, we find that in culti-
vation these plants have absolutely made many
flowered stems more than a foot high, and in this
state it is often found about the stone walls of the
Cotteswolds.

11. The C. eriophorus is a splendid hedge and
way-side plant on limestones, seldom obtiiiding on
cultivation ; it is easily got rid of by cutting it up
the first year of its appearance.

12. This Spear Thistle, so called from its .sharp-
pointed leaves, is far too abundant everywhere, both
in the meadow and in the pasture, by the way-side,
in the hedge-row, and all waste places. The plough
destroys it in the fallows ; the hoe and spud is also
efficacious with young plants—remembering our
previous remarks to cut them off below the ground.

l.S. The Marsh Plume Thistle will often be found
to accompany the above in the pastures, from which
it should always be cut up.
The injury done to pastures, or young seeds, by the

flat^growing leaves of such Thistles as we "have
described in Nos. 1, 2, 12, and 13 wiU be made
apparent by observing the ground they frequently
occupy. In our own neighbourhoo'd we have
measured several examples, and in the following
table we give admeasurements of the diameter
observed in some of their circles, in which it should
be observed the ground is so thickly covered by leaves,

as to make the growth of Grass or Clover within this

chai-med circle impossible.

Botanical Name. Trivial Name.

Carduus nufcins .

.

. . Musk Thistle

,, acanthoides .. Welted Thistle
„ eriophorus . . WooUy-headed Thistle
„ lanceolatvia . . Spear Thistle

,, palustris

,, acaulis ..

14. May be classed with 4, and is only an
occasional visitant brought mth seeds ; can be
destroyed in the bud as easily as most other kinds.
We have seen it rapidly increase from a few seeding
flowers, but it soon gets scarce again.

1.5. The common Carline Thistle is a native of the
wilder uplands, and usually accompanies the C. acaulis,

and, like it, is soon destroyed with whatever makes
the pasture better.

Having now brought these remarks to a con-
clusion, we can only hope that the length of our
paper may ho justified by the importance of the

subject. In Thistles we have seen that they are

various in their form and habits, and therefore

require different treatment. The question, then,

"How shall we get rid of Thistles?" has been
attempted to be answered by a few remarks
appertaining to each species.

The following are the names of the
successful candidates for the College Certificates,

and for the Prizes given by the Highland Society

in the Winter Session of the Agi-icultm-al Class,

Edinburgh University.

Class Medal and First-class Certificate of Honour,
F. M. Haldane.

Second-class Certificate of Honour, Davtd Caes-
WELL, W. C. Bonallo, Arthur Dickson, D. F.

Paull.
Highland Society's Prizes :—1st Prize, F. M. Hal-

dane, Stirlingshire ; 2d Prize, D. Cab.swell,
Fifeshire.

FARM LABOURERS IX E-iST LOTHIAN.

The whole sy.stem of farm labour is based upon
the well-being of the labourers ; they and their

families residing on the farm, in cottages situate

convenient to the homestead. As a rule the land is

entirely devoted to tillage where that is practicable
;

one man and a pair of horses are equal to the proper
cultivation of (II) acres ; and six ploughmen, .six pair

of horses, one grieve or bailiff, one bamman, one
shepherd, one labourer, four women and stout

boys, constitute the permanent staff for the pro-

fitable management of 3fi0 acres under tillage ; below
that extent it is impossible to attain to the greatest

economy in the working expenses consistent with
good management. Besides the above there may be
six youngsters, or, as they are termed, " workers,"

employed almost constantly for nine months, and
four or five others for about four months in the year,

their numbers having been much increased since the

extension of draining and Turnip husbandry on our
heavier soils. In the supposed case 10 cottages

would be required, and one or two additional

cottages for an aged labourer or widow with a family

add greatly to the convenience of the farm.

On ordinary occasions nine hours are accounted a full

day's labour for a horse, a yoking of five hours in the
morning, and four hours in the afternoon, and
arranged according to the hours of daylight, so as to

secirre, when practicable, several hours' rest at noon.

The ploughmen turn out sufficiently early in

summer to catch .and ride their horses from the
pasture, to dre.ss, and give them, if necessary, a feed
of Oats ; at other seasons, when a feed is alwayi

given, there is a corresponding increase of stable

duty. ^When that is done the men return to

their homes to breakfast, and very often in summer
they stop in the field for 10 minutes, and have a
second breakfast. On their retiu-n to the stable,they

are joined by the other labourers and workers, and
the bailiff assigns their respective tasks ; the
horses are harnessed, the halters are cast off, the
bridles put on. Each ploughman leads out his pair,

moimts, and rides a-field, or yokes his cart or pair of

carts. The yoking ended, the horses are again
ridden to pasture or the stable ; after being un-
harnessed, fed, and watered, the men ailjoitm to

their homes to dinner, and return in time to tie

up and carry hay or other fodder and litter for their

horses ; but if the horses are on green Clover or

Vetches these are always mown to hand, and a man
and pair of horses always leave the field in good
time so as to have tl^e fodder awaiting the return of

the other horses. The labourers and field workers
generally work about the same hoiurs as the plough-

men—never more than 10 hours. This pleasant habit
of keeping early hours secures an interval of five

hours' rest, aud a refreshing sleep, if necessary,

during the heats of summer ; the longest yoking is

carried on in the coolness and beauty of the morning.

and the strength is recruited to meet the declining
heat of the afternoon.*

Cottages and Wages.
Until within the last 20 years the farm cottages

were generally built in one row, and were very sony
dwellings judged by our present lights. The bailiff's
cottage generally contained at least two apart-
ments, but the ordinary cottage only one. There
was no ceiling, the walls were only plastered for a
few feet on either side of the open fireplace and the
largest window, which always opened to the front

;

there was also a very small Window nearly opposite
the door. The floor was composed of clay and ashes.
This poor apartment was furnished with a ceiUng of
planks or mats, and was subdivided into two apart-
ments by means of two huge wooden box beds, the
end of one forming a short passage, provided with
an inner door, from the outer door to the general
room. The box beds were provided with sliding
doors, which were generally closed by day ; in front
stood two or three large chests containing clothes,
flower-pots in the window, an eight - day clock,
shelves for books, &c., one or two folding tables,
chairs, stools, cupboard press, di-esser, plate-rack, the
whole being admirably adapted to meet the end in
view. Behind the outer door were shelves, opposite
to it a partition of planks and a door opening into
the pantry behind the box beds ; here stood a third
box bed, tubs for washing, and a cask for salting
meat, chests for meal, shelves for the milk pans, the
winter store of Potatos, and the coals. The whole of
the furniture was made of good well-.seasoned deal
and beech by the village carpenters, and as a rule
the materials and workmanship were admirable.
The husband provided the furniture at a cost of
about 2.5/., the cow about 8/. or 10/. The wife, at a
cost of 12/. to 18/., provided blankets, linen, dairy
and cooking utensils, and crockery. There can be no
better test of the high moral worth of our labourers
than the numbers who enter the marriage state
after making suitable provision for its obhgations.
The husband's working dress consisted of flannel

underclothing, home-spun woollen stockings, and
linen shirt, breeches and long gaiters or trousers,

waisteoat with sleeves, and jacket or frock-coat or
suitable corduroy, moleskin, or velveteen ; stout, well-
nailed shoes, and a blue woollen cap or home-made
straw-hat covered with painted canvas, and a loose-

fitting, warm great-coat, and woollen gloves without
fingers. For Sundays there was a black hat, coat of
broadcloth, stuff waistcoat, and cloth breeches or
trousers, or sometimes a new suit of their tidy
substantial working-dress was carefully used untU
required for everyday wear. One thing was very
striking—that every young man strove to'eam a suit

of black clothes for frmerals, which were carefully

preserved for many a long year.

The women were dressed in plain coloured sub-
stantial cottons and ginghams. Paisley shawls or a
warm cloak, and straw bonnet, with a cotton cap
for every-day use ; by degrees silk gowns were now
and then seen, but as a rule the dress of both sexes

was most serviceable and within their means. The
dress of the children was in keeping with their

parents' ; but in summer, both at home and when
attending the parish school, the youngsters went
barefoot from motives of pure economy to pay for

school books and school fees. When the girls took

to field labour they put an old cast-off coat or jacket

of their father's over their ordinary dress, and with
stout nailed shoes and warm gloves bade defiance to

the cold in winter.

Every cottage had its conveniently situate garden,
containing about one-eighth of an acre. Early Potatos
were its staple product, and as these were cleared off,

the land was planted with Cabbages, but chiefly

hardy winter Greens ; but there were always plots

of summer Cabbage, Leeks, Potato, and Onions, some-
times a pateh of Chamomile, Hyssop, and other

simples, and perennial flowers, and sometimes several

hives of bees.

The bailiff received from .5/. to 7/., in addition to

the wages of an ordinary ploughman, which con-

sisted of, say 72 bushels of Oats, IS bushels of

Barley, 8 bushels of Beansor Peas, 1.500 to 1800 lineal

yards of land for Potatos, drilled, manirred, and the

sets covered by the plough ; about 20s. in cash for

commutation of old rights to plant Flax and keep
poultry ; keep of a cow, or 5/. in lieu ; coals driven,

and a daily ration of 2 quarts of thick oatmeal

porridge, a loaf, and 3 pints of beer for 30 days in

harvest ; one bushel of \\'heat allowed for stacking

and one for sowing by hand, and right to keep a pig.

A young ploughman residing with his parents had the

same allowance, less cow's keep. All the other adidt

labourers were generally paid wages in money,

harvest food, Potato land, and carriage of coal being

allowed. The hiring was from 'SV'hitsimday to

Whitsunday, no deductions for bad weather nor for

sickness amongst plou^'hmen, but other labourers who

* The crop was formerly reaped by Irish aud Highland
labourers of both sexes, who were hired by the week, and
lodged in bams on straw. Each had the use of a p-air of

bliiukets and spoon, and a daily ration of two qu.arts of tldck
oatmeal porridge, a quart of milk, a qu.art of beer, and a loaf.

It was a hon-id system, the growth of circumstances, and_ has
gradually disappeared under an increased demand for unskilled

labour and unproved reaping machinery'.
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received cash wages were mulcted in their day's wage
during sickness. In name of rent the labourer was
bound to furnish a reaper for IH days, who was
entitled to meat and drink during that period. The
wages in Oats were paid shortly after harvest ; a

sufficient quantity was made into meal, and stored in

chests to last for a year, and the remainder was put

into one large lot, carted to our ready-money markets,

sold by one of the men appointed by a majority

of votes, and the proceeds divided. Barley and
Beans were generally taken up in small quantities

for grinding into meal, a portion of the former being

made into pot barley for broth, and the remainder

sold in spring. The field Potatos were dug and carted

to the cottage ; a few were occasionally covered up
(in a pit in the garden. The cow was invariably

insured in one of the two mutual insurance societies

organised, mauaged, and maintained by the labourers

in the county. She was lodged in the homestead,

and fed with all kinds of chaff. Barley or Oat straw,

littered, and turned out for exercise and water in a

suitable fold-yard at the master's expense. After

calving in March or April the owner's wife removed
the calf to the pantry in her cottage, accustomed it

to feed from the pail, adding a little Oatmeal
porridge to the milk as it grew older, and so fattened

it for the butcher in six or seven weeks ; or if got
]

by a usefril bull, it was immediately sold, to be
|

reared and fattened when two years old. She also

prepared twice a day a hot mess of Barley, Bean,
|

or other chaff, and a handful of meal steamed in a
j

tub, for the cows whilst being milked. The cow
|

was turned to Grass between the 15th May and
j

15th November, after which she was housed for,

the season. She was milked three times a day in the '

field early in the season, and twice a day afterwards.
,

The milk was allowed to stand for 24 hours, the

cream was removed, and when a store of cream
was gathered it was churned, and the butter sold

without delay. The weather is seldom too hot for :

butter making, so that very little cheese is made, and
that chiefly from skim milk, and nothing but skim
milk is used in the family, and very little butter.

A suitable stye is provided for the pig near the
|

cottage ; it is bought when weaned, fed four or

five times a day with warm skim milk, boiled

Potatos, Cabbages, and three or four coal cinders,

!

and when nearly ripe a little meal ; it is then '

that another weaned pig is bought for a small

,

sum to take the place of the first, which is slaughtered,

scalded, and dressed and salted by our labourers with
skill ; the hams are sometimes prepared, but bacon is

|

very seldom seen. A worthy ploughman blessed I

with a good wife has no difficulty in feeding two
pigs a year, and (other things being equal) we
should prefer a man who keeps a cow and feeds and
consumes two pigs a year in his family.

The fire-place in the cottage was of moderate
dimensions ; the grate of a few iron bars inserted

into stone jambs, which admitted of a saucepan or

iron pot being placed on either side ; there was an
iron cran with a chain and pothook, on which was
occasionally hung a very large iron pot containing
several gallons, or a thin plate of wrought iron

about 20 inches in diameter, with a semi-circular

handle termed a "girdle," on which was baked
the whole bread of a family. Wheat flour was not
often used—when obtained it was mixed with water
or butter milk, kneaded, rolled into thin cakes and
toasted on the girdle ; Barley-meal, pure or mixed
with Bean or Pea-meal, was prepared after the same
fashion. Oatmeal cakes were little used, but Oat-
meal porridge, made by rapidly stining handfuls of
meal thinly dropt between the fingers into fresh
boiling water until the pudding became thick, and
then thoroughly well boiled before being poiu-ed into

dishes. When cold it was eaten with skimmed or
butter milk, and when the cow ceased giving milk,
some weeks before calving, with treacle or a simple
home-made beer of treacle, boiling water, and a
little j^east fermented in bottles before use. This
was the staple breakfast and supper dish of the
husband and children and wife ; the latter often

took tea and a little butter to her bread in the after-

noon. The husband would sometimes join her on
Sundays, but I have often heard him declare

that " he could not work on tea." Bread purchased
at the village baker's was esteemed a luxury by old

and young. Dumplings were quite unknown. Now
and then dripping or a piece of coarse beef or
mutton, or a sheep's-head and feet, were purchased ;

the hair on the two latter was singed with a red-

hot iron at the smithy, and after being steeped
over night in water they were scraped clean,
and slowly boiled for many hours, until
quite tender. Salt pork was the staple animal
food : it was sometimes fried, but generally
boiled, after the French fashion, with a quantity of
decorticated or pot^Barley, Cabbage-^, Greens, Leeks,
and Onions in their season, into a thick broth, no pot-
liquor being ever thrown away ; the meat was eaten
along with cakes of Barley or other meal, and
vegetables—chiefly Potatos. Ihe latter were often
made into a very palatable soup, with a piece of fat
meat or dripping, by being boiled to a pulp and
passed through a colander ; they were sometimes
fried, but oftener mashed with dripping or milk, and
thus fonned an important article of djet to both old

and young. When the family was large the supply

of meat was always scanty ; a cask of salt herrings

was often purchased, and when the coast fishery was
productive and herrings cheap, here was a pleasant

variety, and the gootl wife often salted down a
winter store. The quantity of buttermilk and skim
milk, either sweet or curdled by the heat of summer,
which was eaten along with cakes, mashed Potatos,

and Oatmeal porridge, or used as a beverage when
thirsty by old and young, was very great, and every

cottager who did not possess a cow spent a com-
paratively large portion of his wages in purchasing

this indispensable necessary. A bottle of whisky
was occasionally purchased as a cordial, and also for

hot punch at merrymakings, especially at New Year ;

malt liquors were rarely seen in the cottage.

The People.

As a race both men and women are tall, robust,

active, very sober, and trustworthy ; the children are

numerous, and a large proportion attain to maturity.

We cannot quote medical statistics for the average
age to which they attain, but very aged people are

frequently met with. "WTien drenched with rain the

labourer changes his clothes, and no doubt the

vicinity of his cottage and the facilities for procuring

hot meals at stated intervals help to ward off

rheumatism and many diseases. We have heard

an enlightened medical man state that the dietary

of our labourers was defective, especiaUy in the
j

autiunn of life, when the digestive organs begin to i

fail. Ague was banished 50 years ago ; gout is quite

imknown, whilst rheumatic gout is very rare, and
conQned to the middle and upper classes.

|

The happy influence which parish schools exerted '

on the labourers and middle classes of society,

!

demands a short notice. John Knox, the brave
[

spirit who guided the Reformation and assisted

kindred spirits to complete and establish the same in

England, was a native of this county. He was a '

man of great conceptions, the first in modem times
to enunciate and give organisation to the working
of the Christian duty of maintaining the helpless

poor, and that the Church of Christ is built on the

school : herein are contained the germs of civil and
religious liberty, and all advance in solid material

prosj>erity and social well-being. Knox's plan

embraced a school in every parish, a grammar
school in every county town, and an extension of

the ancient universities, the two latter to aid the
progress of poor distinguished scholars from the

primary schools. The endowments were to be pro-

vided from the forfeited Church lands, but the

cupidity of the aristocracy limited this glorious

polity to the endowment of a school in every parish,

and an obligation to erect and keep in repair a
suitable school and dwelling-house and garden for

a master qualified to teach reading, writing, arith-

metic, grammar, and the elements of Latin. The
clergyman of the parish had the selection of

candidates, but the appointment, after examination
and certificate, rested with the clergymen composing
the Presbytery, an ecclesiastical subdivision of the

county. The appointment was for life, but drunken-
ness or immorality 1^ to expulsion. They were
often men of consideraDle acquirements : one of their

number, Mr. Dickinson, of Prestonkirk, had a very

considerable part in the editorship of the Furmer,^'

Mtigazliu; in connection with its founder, Mr. Robert
Brown, of Markle, in the same parish. In the

parish schools at a distance from the market towns
very many of the sons and daughters of even better-

class farmers obtained elementary education before

proceeding to superior schools ; there sat the fathers

of our local agricultural progress.—Meikle the elder,

who risked his life in Holland to master the details

of the Barley mill ; Meikle the younger, who first

invented or first applied inventions to the threshing

machine ; Rennie, the engineer, who first extensively

applied cast iron to machinery, built the Waterloo
Bridge in London, and tamed the wild waves of

Plymouth Sound. So highly did our labourers value
education, that I have known many mothers who
denied themselves butter to their bread, aye, sugar
and tea, to purchase school-books and pay the

moderate school fees. It was held to be disgraceful

to have children who could not read and write ; it

was A-re to meet an adult who could not read ; and
many ploughmen could draw iip a little bill, and
show the receipt, expenditure, and balance of a sum
of money with which they might have been intrusted

at the market town.
The children of labourers began life in this way :

provided with a bottle of milk and cakes for dinner
t'ley were sent to school at about six years of age, and
remained until suitable employment could be had
in the field in summer, returning to school in

winter. Such was the love for education, that in many
rather populous parishes the school was opened for two
hours during the long winter evenings, and many a

stalwart youth and tidy maid attended to revise or

extend their knowledge, and farmers gave every

facility in their power.
When entered to field labour they were termed

"workers," and their tasks were proportioned to their

strength. All the workers were under the imme-
diate charge of the bailiff or foreman, and in spread-

iug dung, hoeing Beans, Potatos, or Tiunips, two or

three youngsters did duty for an able worker, until
they acquired skill and strength in after years—

a

girl's highest ambition as a worker being to take
her place with a reaping-hook at harvest, and a boy's
to drive a pair of horses. Girls or young women
were not allowed to load dung-carts, or fork or pitch
straw or sheaves in the harvest field. Boys were
early accustomed to ride their father's horses, to
drive harrows, single-horse carts, and, at a later
period, to handle the swing plough , the more
aspiring to sow with the hand and build com stacks.
If he desired to become a tradesman his wish was
generally gratified, even though it entailed consider-
able expense in apprentice fees and tools at the
outset ; self-denial and patient industry grappled
with every difficulty. At home boys learned to
manage the cottage garden, plait and make up
straw hats, repair shoes, and slaughter, dress, and
cure pork. The girls were taught by their mother
to swingle or dress and spin flax yams for home-
made linens, to bleach the cloth as returned from
the weaver, to card and spin wool, to knit stockings,
neck wrappers, and fingerless gloves ; to cut out and
sew their own clothes, and repair those of the family;
to wash, iron, and even mangle clothes by beating
them with a beetle, on a flat stone ; to prepare and
cook meak, to milk the cow, churn and prepare
butter, hand-feed the calf, and prepare hot messes for

the cow and pig at stated intervals. Sometimes the
girl abandoned field labour, and entering the domestic
service of a small tradesman, or, not xinfrequently,

the master's family, rose by degrees to even a higher
style of domestic service. About 30 years ago it was
held to be disgraceful to allow their aged and infirm
relatives to ask subsistence from the parish ; sons
and daughters and grand-children all combined to

put such reproach from their door.

The farms are held under lease for 19 years. Many
farms had been in the occupation of the same family
for generations, and the relations of many of their

labourers had been equally enduring, the old and
infirm being the object of the master's care. Peace
prices to meet rents entered into at war prices, and
the will-o'-the-wisp operation of the Corn Laws soon
produced a great change in the tenantry imder the
system of letting by public tender. Farmers from
other counties flocked in ; in many cases their way
of organising and carrying on their business was very
justly distasteful to the native labourers ; coldness,

distrust, and repeated change of situation was the
consequence. About 1S;}5, thorough drainage began,
then followed guano and the enormous increase in the
breadth of Turnips, and application of capital to farm-
ing, requiring a large increase of workers. The land-

lords ha<l previously deliberately pulled down many
cottages to lessen the poor-rates : there was no surplus
population to fall back upon, and farmers were most
reluctantly compelled to require that every cottager
should furnish a suitable worker, so that those who
had a very young family, or no children, were com-
])elled to lodge and board a worker. This brought
discontent to a climax. The landlords began more
rapidly to improve the existing farm cottages,

and to erect excellent new ones, the labourers

got them rent-free, hundreds of Highland girls,

or Irish labourers, were brought into the
county, and lodged in one or two cottages on the
farm, so as to mitigate or abolish the hard necessity

for compelling each householder to provide a worker,
but all in vain—the breach between employer and
employed has become wider year by year, until it is

notorious that at least five-eighths of the latter

remove their furniture every Whitsunday term, after

one year's service. Changes have also become
apparent in the labourer ; previous to 1845 a tobacco-
pipe was very rarely seen in the cottage, and its use,

unless in the case of tooth-ache, was a source of

reproach amongst the neighbours ; shortly after that
period the pipe appeared in the field, and then in the
stack-yard and farm-buildings, at first in a hidling

manner ; example and precept had but little effect

in staying the practice, which is now openly carried

on everywhere by old and young. Some new masters
abolished payment in kind ; some adhered to pay-
ment in kind but compelled labourers to accept

5/. to fi/. in lieu of a cow's keep ; the money wage
threw the men into the village shop, the pay-
ment for the cow was a poor substitute for the
nourishing milk and the income from the calf and
butter. The pig fared worse, and fewer were fattened.

Then the relatively high price of Oats and compa-
ratively low price of AVTieat and the cheapness of

tea tempted many to abandon oatmeal-porridge, to
seU all their grain, and purchase bread at the village

baker's, for they have no ovens wherein to bake
"Wlieaten bread. Many of the best young men
have emigrated, or taken toother employments ;more
boys are brought up to trades, and girls to domestic
service. The old race of labourers is steadily passing

away, and the blanks are being supplied by a rapidly

increasing Irish population, who are slowly rising in

the social scale which prevailed in their own unfor
tunate country.

We leave the results of the present condition of the
East Lothian farm-labo\irer to be judged by posterity.

We have in our earliest school-boy days taken our
place by merit in a class in the parish school

;
with boys and girls from oiu: father's farm, who
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afterwards laboured in our own fields ; there was
equality at school, but there were stations in after

life. Time has brought its sad changes ; the aged,

who clustered round the old roof-tree, have gone to

their rest ; several of our youthful compeers are

dead, and some are changed, but we could name
several who, not only as the best of servants, but in

all the domestic relations of life, are worthy of the

self-denying energy of their parents.

We have made many inquiries about the condition

of the labourer in different counties in Scotland ; wc
should like to extend them amongst the rural police

and country surgeons, but such as they are we are
entitled to state :

—

That wherever the farm-labourer is furnished with
a cottage and garden on the farm, keep for a cow,
and payment of the whole or part of his wages in

kind, i. c, grain and Potatos, there will be found the
best results to employers and employed. E. L.

THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
1. The following returns were issued on the L*4th :

These returns do not profess to give the total

number of cases which have occurred in Great
Britain, but only those which have been ascertained
from information received at the office from inspec-
tors. Columns 1 only record the cases reported as
having commenced during the weeks indicated by
the headings ;

" back " cases being added to columns 2.

Metrop. .

.

S. Eastern .

S. Midland .

Eastera Co.
S. Western .

W.Midland.
N. Midland.
N. Western

.

Yorkshire ,

NorthemCo.
Slonmouth.

it Wales .

Scotland .

.

"•g

1534! 603
10,4761 2444
11,81"| 4169
51,240 6MT
30,6T3 4137,

65551 3021
I

7493 2471

45,262 5256!

2795
9844
4764
761

6109
5981

33,870
18,06'

2478

6.518 1
6,261 '203,3501 39,487' 120,834 28,656 14,373

Note A.—The operation of the Cattle Diseases Pi-evention
indicated by the return this week, showing
'killed" as compared mth 6132 last week, 5197

1711 fnr the week ending February 24, and
IT 17
' not reported this week
' reported cases last week.
^ cases last week.

Act, 1866,
7220 cattle as
the previous
980 for the w.l: . ulin 7^

Note B.— 2'ii 1
1 r i

time for this ? , : i .

These Inspnii.i j . m

2. New Okdeu in Council.—The Lords of the
Privy Council, in exercise of the powers given under
Acts 11th and 1 2th of Vict., cap. 107, have issued an
Order, applicable to England and Wales only :

—

Part I. of the Order, and other regidations of
Part II., which relate to the isolation of infected
places, and the rules with respect to infected places,
are to come into operation immediately. The residue
of the Order will not come into operation until the
llith of April, 18G(;.

Part I. provides that every local authority shall
from time to time appoint such inspectors or other
officers as it thinks necessary to carry into effect the
provisions of the Order within its district.

Part II. provides that every person having
diseased animals shall forthwith give notice to the
ofEcer appointed to receive such notices, and, if there
is no officer appointed, to a police constable, and
shall, as far as practicable, keep snoh animals sepa-
rate from animals not diseased. No diseased animal
and no animal which has, within 28 days, been in
the same shed or stable, shall be removed alive from
the premises where such animal may be, except with
a licence from the local authority. No such animals
shall be placed in any field or other place
insufficiently fenced, be exposed for public sale, be
driven along any highway, or be sent or carried by
any railway, &c. Where any offence is committed
with respect to any animal under the preceding
regulations, the local authority may cause such
animal to be slaughtered and buried. All diseased
animals shall be buried as soon as practicable in
some proper place, with their skins slashed
in such a manner as to prevent their being
made of any use, and with a sufficient quantity
of quicklime or other disinfectant, and shall be
covered with at least .i feet of earth, or other-
wise disposed of as directed by the local authority
with approval of the Privy Council. No person
shall dig up any diseased animal, or part of a
diseased animal. Every local authority shall within
its district, at its own expense, cause the premises in
which diseased animals have been to be thoroughly
cleansed and disinfected. No fresh animal shall be
admitted into any yard or premises in which a
diseased animal has been kept until the expiration
of 30 days after the cleansing and disinfecting of
such premises. The dung, &c., of a diseased animal
shall be destroyed, or, with the sanction of the local

authority, shall be disinfected and dealt "vWth to the
satisfncticm of the inspector. The dung, kc, of a
diseased animal shall not be removed from the
premises where such animal has been, except for the
purpose of being destroyed or disinfected. Every local

authority shall direct the disinfecting of clothes of, and
the use of due precautions by inspectors and other
officers brought into contact with diseased animals.
Any local authority may, by order made at any time
after the passing of this Order, declare any place in
which disease exists to be an " infected place," out
of which no animal shall be moved. No hides,
skins, horns, hoofs, or offal of animals ; no carcase
of, or undressed meat that has formed part of any
bull, bullock, cow, ox, heifer, or calf ; no dimg of
animals, and no hay, straw, litter, or other articles

forming the food of animals, or used for or about
animals, shall be removed without the licence of some
officer of the local authority in writing, and such
licence shall not authorise the removal of any
articles beyond the di-strict of the local authority.
This Regulation shall not apply to any animal or
article can-ied by railway. No market, sale. Sec, of
cattle shall be held until'the 1st day of June, 18(;R ;

except of cattle not within an infected place, free
from disease, and in the possession of the owner or
occupier not less than 2S days immediately previous
to the sale, which may be sold on the premises.
Markets may be held, with the licence of the Privy
Council, for the sale of cattle intended for immediate
slaughter, under certain provisions. Until the
1st of June. 18(J(), cattle brought by sea from any
place abroad shall be marked by cUpping the hair
off the end of the tail, and shall not be
removed alive from such town or place, except by
sea. No cattle brought by sea from any place in the
United Kingdom into any town or place in England
shall be removed from such town or place alive,

without a certificate from the local authority that
such cattle have been examined and are free from
disease. No cattle shall be removed from the metro-
polis ; but persons occupying a farm situate partly
within and partly without its boundary, under
regulations specified, may remove cattle under licence
for seven days. No cattle shall be moved along any
highway, thoroughfare, or public place within the
metropolis, except for a distance not exceeding 500
yards from part to part of the same farm, or to water,
without a licence.

The following are General Regulations :—No cattle
shall be moved on any highway between sunset and
sunrise, except within a city or town. No cattle

shall be moved by or upon any railway, canal, navi-
gation, river, or highway, or by any vessel coastwise,
without a licence, except for a distance not exceeding
uOO yards from one part of the same farm to the other.

Licences shall be of two de.scriptions,—a licence
for cattle intended for immediate slaughter, called a
fat stock licence ; a licence for other cattle, called a
store stock licence.

No cattle shall be moved out of the district of the
local authority in which they are without a licence
in one of the forms aforesaid. Cattle brought by
land from Scotland into England may be moved in
England with the same licences that in Scotland
authorise their removal from the district of one local

authority to another.
No hide, skin, horn, or hoof of animals shall be

moved by highway, railway, &c., imless effectually
covered. Hides, kc, imported into the United
Kingdom from India, Australia, South Africa, or
America, and those that have been effectually limed
for manufacturing purposes, are not affected by this
order. A local authority may make such orders as it

thinks expedient for preventing the propagation of
disease by dogs, and may order stray dogs to be
destroyed. Every railway or other company or person
carrying animals for hire, shall, on every occasion
after an animal has been taken out of any pen, truck,
or boat, cleanse and disinfect it.

Powers are granted to inspectors and other officers

authorised by special order in writing of the local
authorities, to enter fields, stables, and suspected
premises, kc.

Officers or constables are authorised to inspect
trucks, &c., and, on reasonable grounds of suspicion
to apprehend without warrant these in charge , also
to stop any animal moved in contravention of the
Order, and to bring them in charge before the
justices in manner set forth, who may order the
animals to be destroyed.
Every per.son guilty of an offence against the

Order shaU for each such offence incur a penalty not
exceeding 20/.

Part III.—On and after the IGth of April, 1866,
there shall be revoked, so far as respects England
and Wales, the Order of July 24, 186.5 ; of
November 2,3, 186.")

; of December 16, 186.5 ; of
January 20, 1866 ; of February 6, 1866 ; and
of February 23, 1866.

district, arising from the prohibitory orders issued
by the magistrates of Kent and other home counties
against their removal. He stated that the orders
were made to include the street sweepings, and that
the contractors were therefore unable properly to
remove them from the streets. In answer to this
complaint. Sir G. Grey wrote that he " believed that
the difficulty alleged to exist as to the disposal of
manure of horses and other animals from the district

arises from a misconception as to the state of the
law upon the subject." The Order in Council of the
20th of Janu.ary last, sec 2, enables local authorities

to publish notices, after which the removal of " dimg,
hay, straw, fodder, or litter likely to propagate infec-

tion," is unlawful, and subjects the offender to a
penalty of 20/. j but no power is given to local

authorities to prohibit absolutely the removal of

maniu'e, either of horses or of other animals into

their jiu'isdiction. The Cattle Diseases Prevention
Act, 1866, provides for the destruction of all dung,
litter, &c., which has been in contact with infected
animals, and if, as Sir George Grey is confident is

the case, the Metropolitan Board of Works, who are

responsible for carrj'ing that Act into effect, have
taken proper measures with respect to the very few
cases of cattle plague which have lately appeared in
the metropolis, no lawful prohibition can exist

against the removal of other refuse from the Holboru
district, or any other part of the metropolis, to the
country. Sir George Grey has examined the notices
published by the local authorities in the neighbour-
hood of the metropolis, and it appears to him that
the justices of the counties of Middlesex, Kent, and
Essex have exceeded the powers given to them by
the Order of Council of the 20th of January last.

Sir George added that he had caused a commimication
to be addressed to them upon the subject, and under
these circumstances it seemed to him that the
responsibility of preventing any injury to the
public health, in consequence of an accumulation
of refuse, re.sted with the authorities in the
Holbom district, there being nothing in the existing
state of the law which interfered with its removal.
At a recent meeting of the Holborn
Board of Works, Dr. Gibbon, Medical Officer of

Health, reported that in one or two adjacent counties
the magistrates had relaxed the prohibition, and
under certificate as to freedom from infection some
large accumulations of both cowdung and horse-
dung have been removed. However, there are still

several undue accumulations remaining. He pro-

posed that the Board should put a pressure upon the
owners of these accumulations, and issue sanitary
orders, and if these orders were not complied with in

three days, legal proceedings should be taken against
the owners. Mr. Lloyd said the mews around the
neighbourhood were getting full of manure ; a
Buckingham waggon loaded with horse manure was
leaving John's Mews when the police stopped it, and
on going to the police-station a permit for its removal
was refused, and it had to be imloaded again. The
chairman, Mr. Hall, considered the police had over-
stepped the boimdaries of duty. Dr. Gibbon said he
had selected three cases to try the question—one a
cow-yard, in a very bad state, where there was no
infection, but the neighbours complained of it, and a
case of death had occurred in consequence of its con-
dition ; the two others were accumulations of stable

manure. Mr. Boog moved that proceedings be at

once taken to cause the removal of the accumula-
tions in the thi-ee cases referred to, which was
tmaniraously agreed to.

i. Liability' of Shekp.—The following is an
abridgment of the letter addi-essed by Dr. Smart to

the Lord Provost of Edinburgh on the subject of

rinderpest preventives and the liability of sheep to

the disease :

—

iTi in. Tliii i hiirrini Reporton "TIio M. ,i,, ..| I'l.vmting

' nither the prevent i'

cport referied ,to I n
, of the sulphite of soda j

"f the

best calculated to

3. The Cattle Plague Restkictions.—A letter
was recently addressed by Mr. Hopwood, Clerk to
the Holhoni Board of Works, to Sir George Grey,
the Home Secretary, stating that the attention of
the district board has been called by the medical
officer of health to the vast and increasing accumu-
lations of manure, &c., iu the stables in the Holborn '

I

retaliated dui

I
act as a preventive. I further supported this view by stating

I

that Dr. PoUi, of Milan, had proved, by careful experi-
' nient, that the compounds of sulphurous acid with
alkalies and alkaline e.arths possess in an

_
eminent

degree the property of arresting decomposition and
fermentation in both living and dead animal tissues.

This recommendation has been largely and generally carried

into operation over the country ; the statement of general
principles in my report, upon which I base the advocacy
of the preventive action of the sulphites, has proved not
unfruitful of many kindred suggestions. Sulphur, sulphurous
and sulphuric acids, and the hypo-sulphite of soda, are

amongst the chief re-agents which have thus spnmg into

notice, and been widely tried. The two substances which are,

however, undoubtedly of greatest value as re-agents of this

class, are the sulphite and hypo-sulphite of soda—bodies which
1 differ only in constitution in the slight difference of sulphuric
! acid element composing them.
I [RcfcnMice is then made to the cases of Mr. J. T. Noakes, of

Broi-VI.'- H ill T f u-ish:Liii
: :\Ir. T. Lyon Thurlow, of Baynards

p.-irl- n. I III' till I'l ^ Ml-. Smith, rector of Dry Drayton,

;\It I
I

-I
I I I the treasurer for the county of

Chi'^ii I M '- II A III'' ^'ly first to adopt Dr. Andrew Smart's
"prcvLMitive" of sulphite of soda. He has perseveringly used
it since last October in his own dairy at Gresford, and has
urged it upon all his neighbours. He gives 3 ounces one day
and IJ ounce on the alternate day in w.ater to his cows in the
shippon, and in tasty m-ashes to his young stock in the
paddocks. ^Vliilst his neighbours' stock all around him have
been swept off, he has not lost a single animal to this day !

Tioie, he is most indefatigable in insisting upon his people
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using instant disinfectants, nnd, in shoi-t, in keeping his

shippon as clecon and sweet as his dining-room.
Mr. "William Atkinson, of Asbtou Heyes, a former hi^'h

sheriff of Cheshire, assured us a fortnight ago that when his

sulphite and hypo-s\ilphite treatment was first commended,
he consulted a clever and disinterested physician, who told
him. if there were any i>rcventive in the world, that was the
likeliest. He urged it months ago on all his tenants. All

who adopted and persevered with it have saved their cows ;

all who were incredulous and obstinate have, as a general rule,

lost their cows.
Generally we may add that, from the most scientific agi-icul-

turists in Chesliire down to the least scientific Cheshire
farmers, there is a growing conviction that "prevention,"
rather than "cure," is now their main chance; and that,

encouraged by its signal success in the instance of Mr, J. T.

Noakcs, and of many others alluded to, those who have any
cattle left (and two-thirds of the cattle are still left in

Chcshiie) are wisely adopting tliis sulphite and hypo-sulphite
"preventive."

experience of the -!' ' '

(November 22), es]>i
" I havii had a u'.

On seeing Dr. SmarL- , i,
'

dosing{aU the imaffcctcl .uiiuKils -with sulphite of >;i"tiasa

disinfectant, I immediately set to work and had each given its

qu;mtum—viz., li oa. in a half-bottle of water almost daily. 1

beg now to state that all the animals dosed previous to being
seized have recovered under the treatment of tlie inspector,
while those who were not dosed all died."

I shall only at present, in. relation to this topic, ask leave
to add one extract more. It is from the Liverpool Mail
(March ] 7th), from an article headed '

' Rinderpest Pre-
ventives." The writer, after quoting and commenting upon
the Edinburgh reports, expresses his estimate of their utility
by stating, in conclusion, that " experience proves that the
third of tlicse reports by Andrew Smart, M.D., of Edinbui'gh,
has been the most widely useful as suggesting preventives for
the Rinderpest which proceed on known scientific principles,
and which have proved far away the most successful of any in
this country."

Before closing this letter, I .shall ask your lordship's permis-
sion to express once more my opinion upon one of the most
vital and important questions of the day -viz., Do sheep take
rinderpest ? In a report which I had the honour to submit to
your lordship and colleagues, dated the 11th December, and
subsequently published, I stated that I had conjpleted a careflU
experiment, undei-taken for the purpose of deciding that very
important question, and that I had succeeded in inducing the
disease in a perfect foi-m in a sheep which had dminu ::

lengthened period been kept in contiguity with ati . .

cattle. ;Vlthough there were at this time mauy conili :,

opinions and apprehensions as to the uviue susceptibibr t,,

the poi-on of rinderpest, this report, so far as I am ;Lw;i;e,

gave the first public announcement of the fa^t, deduced from
conclusive experiment, that sheep were undoubtedly liable to
the disease. .:Vud had the distinct note of warning which
I then sounded been heeded, and the simple precautioiis
attended to which I ha,d recommended, I venture to think we
should not now have had the plague amongst our flocks, and
auxious owncr.s of stock would have been spared the perjilexity
of diverse opinions. I would again repeat the opinion
which \ formerly expressed. There need be no great
apprehension as to the disease passing over the country
as an epizootic among the sheep, as it has been
with cattle. With the exercise of ordinary precaution such a
catastrophe will not occur, although isolated cases and occa-
sional little outbireaks arc inevitable during the continuance of
the disease in the country.
Let it be remembered that ovine susceptibility to the vims

of true cattle plague is greatly less than pertains to the oxen
tribe, and sheep succumb to the disease only after inoculation,
or in conse'iuence of lengthened exposure to the cont^igiou in
a more than usually concentrated form. Aiuireiv Smcrt, M.IK

AGEXCULTURAL EDUCATION.
By the Count de Poucjxs.

A Report presented to the General SJectiog of
Agrioultural Societies, held at Montbrisou, on the
lath of February, 1S(W;. Translated from the
** Jonrnal d'Agriculture Pratique.''

It seems to me unnecessary to point out the advantages of
general education, and still less those of professional education.
Instead of inquiring whether agiicultuj-al education is a good
thing, it is more to the purpose to ascertain in what it consists,
and by what means, in the existing state of things, it might be
eucoui-aged or hindered, and Ijy what com-se of action we can
supply what is deficient and correct what is defective.

In the first place, it should be recognised that agricultural
education may have two distinct objects, affecting two classes.
It may attiact capital to fanning by showing tJiose engaged in
commerce that the Land offers a field of profitable investment

;

or it can lend its aid in the instruction of the class exclusively
devoted to faa-ming.

The first of these objects does not now engage our attention.
It requii-es for its accnmplisLiucnt larger means than we have
at our disjiM-il :

1.. •\-l - - "i"
"

i' .l.ies not appeal to our
thought ant I

'' '.'>
' imi:>rovo our farms, but

Such prn-n. .-. ,, i, ,,,,]. ,,,..11, ,,ii iv.ition, withoutonlarging
the intellifiUiiLc .uid ,.i:.Li±y..iti,^ iho well-being of our culti-
vators, does not siiitisfy us. Our ambition is to improve in
the ciUtivation of the land by securing the improvement of
those who cultivate it ; our immediate object is to neglect
nothing which, while it is for the good of the country, at the
same time improves the condition of our countrymen. Is tikis

result po.ssible ? We are convinced that it is by means of esta-
blishuig and encouniging a system of education specially
iTitendcd for farmers.

If we wish to instruct anybody we must ascei-tain : 1st,

what they already know ; 2d, what it will be useful for them
to learn. It is often said that farmers know nothing ! This
may be correct enough as regards recent progress in the art of
agriculture, but is it so as regards farming aa a whole ? I think
not, and for these reasons : All experimental science consists
of theory, which is truth demonsti'ated by reasoning; and
of practice, which is truth cFtablished by experience. I
readily admit the ignorance of f'tn^TT'^ •" '-.frrtliing belonging
to the theory of agriculture, 1 111 I

' I'k- to deny their
realknowledgeofallthatrel.il

i

There are two distinct eli i
", irists—theorists

and practiciil men. The fun i. ,
i -.wm logical iirin-

eipl''-.. .11. If, Ml, i\^^ |,.,.:;i.. i* . :, !, they are im-
ai.' ri II' : i

.
'

I :..:ii.s, go on with
tliL'H t! M.I

; : , ;, ,,;., .;,,
. Whichof the

tw.. Ii I- I
!, iM- ^1 M ,1

. .li.-ij'r.'i ;] i::i..A 1. !
. - The iimovator

h:is rt^fcived a buttur ediication : he po.s.<«esses varied informa-
tion ; he might have been a writer, or a lawyer, or a merchant
instead of a farmer. In an agricultural point of view he has
obtained, by intelligent inquiry, many special endowments : he
>jrings to an undertaking the courage and the will that shapi
their oi.vn ends, instead of a mere spirit of resignation and
yielding to necessity. He is a man earnest and determined,
and instructed in many matters apart from the art that he

; but what does he know of practical

, very little indeed,
-1-, on thf? cmitrarr. h i'lrmranf nf cvn-v-

vaiy in every lix-ality ; bo pM.'*ses>-es an agriL-'.dtUKil in-tincT, a

love of its routine, and that patience without which the
labour and long waiting of life in the fields would be im-
possible. In a word, he maybe said to have acquired nothing,
but he is acquainted with that which cannot be acquired. A
stranger to everything that constitutes a mind of common
intelligence, he is nevertheless strong in real agricultural
knowledge, a knowledge truly invaluable, without which cul-

tivation would be impossible, and which cannot be impai'ted
to those who have it not.
Nothing is more desirable than the education of the working

farmrir ; as long as this result is not attained, whatever amount
,.r ...,,.;f.^5 niay be invested in famiinc, ;:'(?n(?ral improvement

' ' 'ill in abeyance, beo:iii'^M if^Tir'^iUnro cannot entirely
I'opt in the hands of tb.i.-M' ,. Im .,rv entirely farmers.

. 'rist may conduct a i-.nin v.ilh intelligence, courage.
. ___tijilness, but he will uut Ui^votc Lis liftj to it ; whether

hu ,sui*':ecds or fails the day will come when he will abandon
his undertaking. But to make real progress in anything we
must not merely give up a part of our life to it, we must make
it our entire life, and it is only a farmer who ean give his
entire life to farming.
To give the farmer an education which will enable him to

rise to the theory vrithout losing the advantages of the
practice of agricultiu-e—such is the problem we have to solve.

Ivuii- lii, 1, i, in.'.i-iii n- i'Il'. but what sort of education? In
tlii i' I t 1 1, the man who drives a plough or
dij i _ .

I li ' r'M'.ught that contrived the plough
aun 'III iiiipiMW. 1 ii I CI I ; we must impress upon him tliat

all iLiil pj^yicit, pruuutid.-, from mind ; that the hands are but
instnunents of the will; that the art of agriculture, like all

other arts, is destined to see intellectual labour rule over
physical power ; and that material advantages are more
dependent on reason and contrivance than on unintelligent
labour.
We think this principle ought to be developed progi-essively,

without seeking to overturn routine practice, to do which
would only increase the danger arising from an incomplete
theory, advanced d liriori by men incapable of forming a
judgment. We must be contented with gradual advance-
ment, in order that the learner may appreciate the soundness
of the idea.s that ho acquires, and that every new mental
.1' I'li 'liimii iiI'\ ,'.!. l-.n, '•. ill II mt contradicting, the cii-cle of hia
: i I

:

. . , , ! he opened before it can be filled.

; I I iLiitary education ought to be the
i'i. I ' ii ih.i '. .iii Ni-iiuction which only tiiose who are
capable of understanding' and appreciating its advantages will

t«ke tho tr<niblo to pick up.
It is in this way that ii™riculti4'al education, ought to be

offered to the farmer. Its aim should be to infuse something
of theory into pi-actice. It can only attain that object by
progressive teaching. It ia of no use attempting to indoctri-
nate the sons of toU with excessively advanced notions ; we
must build on the foundation of what they already know, and
enable them to form fixed ideas by giving them an education
preliminary .and simple.
What are the means of attaining this object? There are at

present agricultui-al schools, but they are too often useless as
a means of imparting to the fanner the inatniction that he
needs.
There are two 'classes of educational establishments apper-

taining to, or promoted by the Government. Tiic farm-schools,
such at least as we arp acquainted with, receive the a,gTicvd-

tural jiupil gratuitously, and engage to give him a certain
insti'uction in exchange for manual labour. When a prelimi-
nai-y education has been already secured, the district schools
vnidcrtake the task of initiating the pupU in systematic
farming.
Here is just that gradation of studies which we pointed out

.as being indispensable. The instiizction of the farm-school,
giatuitous and tmlimited, except by the capabilities of the
master nnd his pupil, i-epresent the firet step in education

;

tliat of the regional farm, wider and more advanced, con.sti-

lutes the second step, after which the pupil ought to be able
to manage an extensive business, whether for Inmgelf or for

another.
Here tlicn is a complete organisation, intelligent and long

established ; but it has evidently not produced the results

that might have been expected. No doubt that must be
attributed, in some measure, to the negligence of the farmers
for whose instruction these establishments were founded.
That, however, is not the only cause. There arc, without
doubt, obvious defects in the organisation of these esta-

blishments.
The youths who engage themselves in the ser\-ice of the farm

school are servants rather than scholars. This is the natural
consequence of the system of manual labour by which these
schools are supported ; but the condition of servitude, however
natural and necessary it may be, is open to grave objections.

Clearly it is the son of the rich farmer who is the most desirous
of instruction, and the most impressed with its necessity. He
will only seek instruction when he is of an age to appretaate
it, that is when he approaches manhood. Here, then, is a
young man, who, just at the age when he is capable of gi^Tjog

orders, is expected to subject himself ; and just when he naight

undertake the management of the labourers on his father's

fann, he is expected himself to become a labourer under the
orders of a stranger. It must be confessed this is a prospect
not very promising.
A father does not willingly consent to lose his son for sevei-al

years, just at the age when he might be useful. So, as the son
does 11. >t "i'-^b it, the father troubles himself no more about the
niiH. I .'I . .|M- iitly well-to-do young men remain, at home
nil ':

I iiul roof, and the farm-school becomes
till'

* ;hildren. who, on quitting it, not having
suti 1 1, 1,' 1] ir ii t - become farmers, and not being willing to

place themselves as servants under the orders of a master
inferior to them in education, forsake farming, and try to

secure in the towns some means of turning to account the
knowledge they have acquii*ed.

With regard to regional sehooLs, the difficulties of gaining
admission are considerable. It is neeessaiy to pass an
examinarion requiring an amoimt of instniction that cannot
be fovmd among farmers. Besides this, the scholar at the
commencement, and probably during the whole period of his

remaining at the school, vrill have to pay a sum quite large

enough, and which is exacted with the same stiietness as the
taxes. And tJie regional schools are so few in number that

they eould only offer a means of education altogether excep-
tional. An independent and intelligent farmer would not
dream of placing his son at a regional school ; nobody of his

acquaintance would be likely either to have come from or to

wish to enter one of them. Three farms in all FVance cannot
educate the agricultui-al population. From their fewness it

happens that those persons who might be able to enter them

I

in Forez, a district essentially agricultiu"al, and where rents-

I

are low, wishes to farm his domain, no Saulsaie scholar is
' Hl-olv to nffer himself as his innnagcr. This fact may be
.;,,,^,i.„. -iM.f ,> i. ,,,-,^,i.,.v....^i,i,-, . j^-..,,^,.p^ -itbr-.iit other
I ' III 1^ Hi- 11 ! - y^^'

1 ...ir.'tiveor

I
.1 .'I - I'M. I,. I MLiiimte the

! :!...'
. ! :.

.i
iitiy. if it

Tiici'c ,u-e several ways of doing thi^^.

'{To be Continued.)

Ageictjltural of England : The Cattle Plague.
—At the Weekly Meeting of the Society last week,
a lecture on this subject was delivered by Earl
Cathcart, of which the following is the substance :—

I shall take M. Lavergne's calculation as to the
horned cattle of. Great Britain, which he states

amounts to somewhere about 0,000,000 in round
numbers. It appears from the Government returns
that by means of the plague we have got through
(lost) 210,000 head. But from my own personal
observation I know that the Government returns do
not adequately represent the acti;al losses. It is not
an over-estimate to double the 210,000, and so put
do^^Ti -120,001) as the total losses we have already
sustained. In other words, something like one-
tifteenth of the whole of the stock in Sie country.
You will observe that I am speaking of Great
Britain, not England alone. This loss would be bad
enotigh even if the incidents were equal, bnt the
blow has fallen with a cru.shing weight upon certain

districts. Cheshire, for example, most heavily

punished by the great plague in the last centiu*y, is

said now to have lost from one-half to two-thirds of

its homed stock.

Next comes the question, and this is the all

important question— WTiere is the disease to

end 'i Then, as to the probable continuance of

the plague, there are some 22,000 places where the

plague has been, and those plague spots are dotted

pretty nearly all over the fair face of Britain.

Infected hay conveyed infection after four months*
exposure to air. That fact I take from the German
report. Dung laid out in the autiunu, and frozen in

the \vinter, conveyed infection in the spriug. Clothes

orsacks laid upon cattle also conveyed infection. There
have been numerous bad and insulhcient burials, with
the probability of the bones being dug up or exhumed.
The disease in Holland was imported from England
in the month of July—it came from the Metropolitan
Market, they left the matter too much to the local

authorities, they sent tainted cattle to market, and
the disease spread far and wide. Holland thus
became completely overrun, whilst the population
was impatient of restrictions, and even resisted them
by force. Tainted meat, or meat repulsive to the
eye, was openly sold. The country was in a
deplorable condition ; the disease is not likely to be
rooted out for years to come, and the land has gone
down to one-half its value—that is, half its rental

value I presiime.

Contrast with this what has been done in the
neighbouring country of Belgiiun. The Belgians

at once closed their frontier, and stamped out

the disease with signal success. They said the

only way is to kill the disease in the germ. They
took an inventory of stock—a tiling which we ought
to have done. They had recourse to the system of

home slaughter. All imports of ruminants were
forbidden. The thing is stifled in the germ. The
Minister stimulates his subordinates. He says ;

" In
such a calamity as this every one must do his duty,

and do it with devotion ; and, above all, we depend
upon the zeal of the local authorities, and their sense

of the grave responsibility which weighs upon them."
Then the disease broke out among sheep, of which
they lost 112. But the courage of the Minister saved

the country. Professors Gamgee and Simonds, Mr.
Barron says, were derided at first ; but the teaching

of events is irresistible. Disinfecting the fleece ^vill

not disinfect the live sheep. Professor Seifman's

experience in the centre of Europe is, that in contact

sheep do not invariably take the disease ; but that

they are most clearly liable to it, and that 20 per

cent, usually recover. It is important to observe

that a writer in 1747 says that the disease is propa-

gated in the wool of sheep. I believe there is now a
decided opinion, arrived at tardily, that sheep are

liable to infection, and that there have been cases all

over England and Scotland. This is a very important
matter indeed, because the transit of sheep must
immediately be considered, and the present is the
lambing season, when changes of tenancy are

going on, and farms have to be rc-stocked.

And now we come to the important question of

compensation. If there is to be curing of diseased

animals, then compensation will break down, because

the very object of compensation is that diseased

animals should be slaughtered as soon as they are

attacked. But if they are to be cured and doctored,
,

and are then kUled, compensation is clearly paid for

nothing. I repeat, then, that the object of compen-
sation is that slaughter should take place at once,

and that if a system of nm-sing is adopted,

compensation must titterly break down.
A very important matter comes next for our con-

sideration, and that is the subject of disinfection.

Previous to our meeting to-day 1 ventured to say
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something to our friends here about carbolic acid ;

hut 1 was informed that there was nothing to be said

about disinfectants, for there is only one, namely,

chloride of lime. I am sure, however, that great

good might be done by the use of carbolic acid, and

I would suggest that it should be kept in the different

police-stations, as the smaller occupiers will not get

it for themselves, the same as has been done in the

North-Riding of Torkshh-e.

Let us now contemplate the attacks as shown by

the Government rettun—in other words, the res^Uts

of the practical working of the Act so far as we can
gather them from the Government veterinary

reports. I find that in the week ending February 17th,

the disease appeared to have reached its climax. The
attacks in that week were in round numbers some-
thing like 13,000 ; in the next week, ending
February 24, they had fallen to 10,000 ; in the

following week, ending March 3, there was a fiu-ther

faU to 7310; and in the week ending March 10,

which is the last return I have, they were 651S. But
here there is rather a fallacy, because back cases are

not recorded ; taking the back cases, however, the

numbers would lie for the foiu- weeks respectively

18,000, 11,000, !)000, and 7000. But I think we
should have a more sensitive and satisfactory test

perhaps in the number of fresh centres as showing
the working of the Act. In the first of the four
weeks I have referred to, these were 39.5 ; in the
second week, 712 ; in the third week, 002 ; and
in the fourth week, ending the 10th of March, 581.

Again, there were killed of diseased animals 861
in the first week, 1641 in the second week,
4674 in the third week, and 5.587 in the last

week. All the English counties appear to have
carried out the law more or less effectually.

We come now to an important subject—the subject
of dead-meat markets. There are in England 68,000
butchers and meat salesmen who have no doubt been
gi'eatly inconvenienced ; and 1 fear that, for some
reason or other, there is very little sympathy between
the butchers and the farmers. Now, the state of
Newgate Market is most interesting to farmers, and
it is equally interesting to the pubUc. The state of
that market is, as I can testify from personal ebser-
vation, having spent a night there, a disgrace to our
civilisation. Ten million pounds of meat per week
now come into that market, that being double the
quantity that was sent before the plague. This is

interesting to the public. All are interested, from
those who eat the dishes made from the gouged ears
of lambs which I saw, or the fat from a cow-calf's
udder, to the poor man's dinner of cooked bullock's
liver. Conceive this place at 4 o'clock in the
morning, flaring with g,aslights—a great beehive of
a place, like a number of Wardour Streets rolled
together, jammed up with meat of all kinds instead
of furniture ; sawdust scattered about in aU
directions, sides of beef walking in on four legs,

that is, carried in by two men. This market is

positively jammed with meat, and men, and baskets,
and vans. The proper idea of a great meat market
for the metropolis, is that of a wide covered
space, with spacious span roofs, the lightest possible
pillars, convenient side-walks for pedestriaiLs, and a
tramway for the conveyance of the meat. There were
at Newgate Market, on the morning to which I allude,
large quantities of clearly imripe meat, and some
meat which looked very nasty and flabby. But the
great crying evil of the present system of slaughter-
ing in the country is that the poor are deprived of
the offal on which so many live. The offal is often
sold at a loss of one-third. Small quantities of it

are brought up to London in baskets, and arranged in
such a manner as to be abiiolutely disgusting. When
I speak of offal, I aUude to beasts' liver and pluck.
The next question is, whether veal ought not to be
given uji. And here I am reminded of a saying which
is of universal apiilication in all the relations of life,

namely, that " where the carcase is, there will the
eagles be gathered together "—that is to say, there is

a tendency, in cases of calamity, to make capital out
of it. The railway companies are said to charge
three times as much for carcases as for live beasts,
although a truck wiU carry twice as many of the
former as of the latter. In favour of the poor, there-
fore, there should be some provision for the con-
venient carriage of offal by means of some kind of
travelling larder. On the occasion of my visit to
Newgate Market, the meat generally appeared to
be in fair condition. Dead meat comes from
abroad ; and Mr. Barron says that the 112 Belgian
sheep suspected of having the plague were sent to
England as mutton. Let ns hope that due care wUl
be taken, and that we shaU not hear of death in
the pot.

We mil now go on to the live-meat market at
Islington. That is a magnificent market. Ton
see there Spanish cattle with long horns, and white
and black Dutch and French cattle ; and Monday
last witnessed tho unparalleled fact that the market
was nearly as full as it was prior to the breaking out
of the plague, nearly every one of the animals being
a foreigner. It is a strange circum-stauoe, and well
worthy of note, that on Monday there were 4160
foreign cattle in the market, or very nearly as many
beasts as there were previous to the stoppage of^jthe
movement of English stock. It is carious to

observe that, within eight years, the foreign
imports have risen from 300 a-week to 12,000 or

13,000.

Society of Arts : Mm-ch 21.
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MighlmiS, Agiiciil-

iurc.—Professor Leone Levi read a paper on this

subject, for which we may hereafter find room.
The following are his conclusions :

—

1

.

That there is reason to believe that the process

of conversion of tillage land into sheep-walks, and
the consequent extinction of the crofter system, with
the removal of the native population from the High-
lands of Scotland, has been carried out to an excess

injurious to the best interests of the country.

2. That since large tracts of land capable qf

tillage exist in different parts of the countiy, either

altogether neglected or used as sheep-walks, which
might be rendered more productive were it let out in

small farms, it is greatly to be desired that the same
should be utilised, especially with' a view to an
increased number of cattle, and for the winter
keeping of sheep.

3. That, having- regard to the exceedingly small
and sparse population in the Highlands, side by side

with the alleged over-crowding of some parts,

especially on the sea^coasts, it would appear most
important that advantage be taken of any arable

land for reinstating an industrial population in the
heart of the country.

4. That, with a large popiilation to feed in Great
Britain, and great material interests to subserve, the
maintenance, and far more, the extension of forest

land and deer forests is incompatible with, and most
inimical to, the welfare of the people, in so far

especially as they keep out of cultivation or of

pasture any portion of land capable of being profit-

ably employed.
5. That the maintenance of such forests cannot

be justified by the rent obtained for sporting, since

such rent is no indication whatever of their produc-

tdveuess, and cannot be considered as representing

any increase of wealth, but is simply the fictitious

price paid for the pleasure enjoyed, and consists only

of money transferred from one to another.

6. That, allowing that a certain amount of pro-

duce is extracted from the chase in venison and
grouse, the market value of such produce is incon-

siderable and altogether incommensurate with the

expenditure incurred for such forests, whilst the

permanent injury committed on the land, and far

more, the withdrawal of such large portions of land

from productive purposes, especially from sheep and
cattle, must be considered as most injurious to the

country at large.

7. That the gross misappropriation of such laud,

and the great need of endeavouring to increase the

production of animal food at home, are sufficient

reasons for the institution of a public inquiry on
the subject, and that, following the precedents of

commissions and committees on waste lands, it is

highly desirable that a Royal Commission should be

issued " to inquire into the extent and character of

the forests and uncultivated lands in the High-
lands, and how far such lands are capable of being

rendered productive for agriculture, and otherwise

to report on the state of Highland agriculture, and
orally on the economic condition of the people in

the Highlands and Islands of Scotland."

Tarmers' Clubs.
Athy, Ireland.—[The following discussion on

Shfep Breeding and Manaijcmeiit followed the paper
read by Mr. Davidson, which we have already

published ;—

]

Mr. RoitERTSOU said—There can be no doubt of

the special importance of sheep-farming at the present

moment, in view of rinderpest among cattle ; but, even
under ordinar.y circumstances, sheep are, inmyopinion,

much more profitable than cattle on all second-class

soils, and more particularly wherever such are farmed
under a mixed .system of tillage and grazing. Sheep
in these circumstances have several advantages over
cattle. They yield quicker returns, in that you may,
by ordinary management, have a well-bred sheep at

full maturity for the butcher at 1 8 months old
;

whereas with cattle it wUl take three years. Then,
sheep are much less expensive for winterage, and one
is not imder the necessity of stripping so much of

his farm in hay-making, in order to furnish the
means of carrying the same money's worth of sheep
over the "winter as he would have to do w^ere his

capital invested in .stock. Again, sheep do not
poach the land in winter as cattle often do, and are

greater improvers iu the way of manuring the land
more equally. An old man once remarked to me,
" You seldom see a sheriff's auction where sheep ai'e

largely kept ; " thereby quaintly expressing, in

another form, what is kuo^vu in England as a proverb
—namely," That sheephave golden feet," which means
that they are the cauac of so great improvement to

land that gold may be gathered after them. In the

profitable breeding and feeding of sheep there is

much room for improvement, and it is only by great

care in many respects that fuU profits will be

realised, A flock of sheep should have good
breeding to ensiu'e early maturity, and well-bred

animals will make more money for continuous early

feeding than sheep of a ooar.ser description. In
many parts of England lambs are cake-fed even
while suckling the ewe, and after weaning are put
on to Tares, Clover, Rape, Cabbage in succession, and,
finally, to Tui-nips, and are finished for the butcher
at from 12 to 14 mouths old. The best made up
sheep in the London market, in their season, aie
sheep of this age, forced on with the above changes
of green food and oil-cake and com ; and so high do
the prices at which they sell reach that 1 am afraid

to quote them, le.st they might be looked upon as
fab^llous. But in all cases the success in a great
measiure, as I have already said, depends upon
having quality, at least, upon the sire's side. 'The

great popular error in sheep breeding, or in the
breeding of Short-horns or pigs as well, is in looking
to size, without having substance. A large skeleton

or frame is indicative of anything, in fact, but early

maturity or profitable investment ; and I always
look upon large bone, a high, hard-touching back, a
nan'ow chest, and over-heavy fleece as true indica-

tions of large offal and slow-feeding properties.

Why, iu hundreds of instances, one might readily

fancy from the sort of large-looking, coarse-framed
sheep that is so much preferred, that bone-dust
was of much more value in the market than mutton.
Young sheep more especially arc liable to several

diseases ; but of these I am convinced that nine-tenths
of the deaths which happen are to be traced to

want of suificient condition of stamina in the
animal. Many people only half-feed their ewes, and
even grudge them a morsel of sweet hay daily

while carrying their young. Is it, therefore, to be
greatly wondered at that the young animal should
be wanting in con.stitution after its birth ; or that
the dam should be imable to give it a sufliciency of

nourishing milk? ^\hen weaning time arrives,

under this state of things, the lamb is far from
being in robust condition, and is in this state put on
to ordinary pasturage, at a period of the year when
most grazings have lost their succulency and
nourishing properties. Or, it may be that it is put
to feed among the older sheep, in pasture fouled

from constant grazing, off which it is never changed,
and where it, therefore, contracts disease. Diarrhoea

or purging commences ; the animal struggles on
until winter comes, "when, in desperation, the owner
introtluces it to his haggard, to meet its fate in death,

or barely outlive the consequences of its improper
treatment, as the case may be. Under any circum-
stances the animal barely struggles on until the
Grass appears to save its life, and once more enable

it, as it were, to have a second birth. Such are the

two systems of management. Under the one of care

and constant feeding the young sheep is fat at

14 months old, and, when stripped of its wool, sells

to tho butcher at a high price ; 50.s-. have been reached
per head iu Dublin Sniithfield market in this way, and
17s. tor the fleece. Under the other, the animal is

barely alive at a similar age, and can never after pay
so well. I have an opinion that when, by mismanage-
meut, you stop the growth of wool in the young sheep,

you thereby render it much more liable to internal

ailment. We know that in the human system, in

health, there is as much respiration or exhalation

through the pores of the body as through the

mouth, and when you suddenly check this respira-

tiou, you as suddenly impose a double duty upon the

lungs, the heart, and other internal organs, with
consequences of the most dangerous kind ; and so

in sheep, in the checking by mismanagement of the

growth of wool, I fancy there is a double duty
imposed in like manner upon the respiratory and
digestive org.ans, which also natirrally tend to fatal

results. I lose a number of my lambs annually at

from four to eight months old from what I cannot

but call a form of disease. The animal takes a slight

purging, yet feeds, and is to aU appearance well.

He then begins to grind his teeth occasionally,

gradually gets worse, and in a few hours is dead.

On opening the last stomach, or looking at the

entrance to the narrow intestines, we invariably find

a hair or woollen ball which cannot pass, and which
causes death. How this is introduced is a mystery.

At fir.st I fancied it came from suckling the dam,

but soon had proofs that such was not the case.

Next I thought it might be from biting the \yool in

consequence of ticks upon the skin, and that in this

way wool might adhere to the teeth, and get into the

stomach. To prevent any danger in this way I

had my lambs early dipt, so as to kill all the ticks,

and thus prevent biting ; but, notwithstanding, my
cases of death from this cause still continue, and, as

if to puzzle me more than ever, I had the other day

a case of the death of a pet lamb from hau'baU,

which seldom suclded a ewe at all, but which was

fed almost from the fu-st from a bottle, upon which,

of course, there was no wool. I have brought in a

few of these balls for your inspection, and perhaps

some one or other may be able to give you a useful

hint for their prevention, for cured the animal with

one cannot be. I will conclude by relating how a

piece of old Grass land was improved by sheep. A
friend of mine some years ago took a large fann in

the county Meath. There was a house lawn to it of

some 20 acres which he was forbidden to plough up,

which could not be grazed by cattle on account of

some shrubberies which abutted upon it, and
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which had been mown for hay until in this

way it had been spoiled ; for, as you nearly

all know, mowing land constantly for hay with-

out any top-dressing is about as bad as con-

stant tillage without manure. Under these circum-

stances my friend resolved to top-dress this lawn with

sheep eating oilcake, roots, and hay. He, therefore,

bought in a lot of wethers at Ballinasloe, at 36.«. each.

He gave each sheep L'Os. worth of oilcake from

November until the 1 7th May, when they were sold

fat out of the wool in the Livei-pool market, at

:M. a head, and for each fleece he received 17.s.
^
This

paid very well, but he had an additional profit in the

increased crop of hay, which made 210 cocks, against

((.5 of a similar size carried from it the year previous

to the sheep folding. Encouraged by his first year's

success my friend continued the process. I forget

how his sheep paid the following years, but I

remember his telling me that after the second

winter's folding his crop of hay made 320 cocks of

similar size to those of his first year's crops, which
seemed to be as much as the land could be made to

produce, for he never afterwards, fold with sheep

a« he liked, could make it yield more.
Mr. MacCulloch : I do not think it would be the

wish of any of us here for it to go forth that

it was the feeling of this Club to ignore the keeping
of sheep to a greater age than 1 5 months. We all

know that this is most profitably done, and our friend

in the chair does it, I believe, to very great advantage

—

I do positively think to more advantage than what we
do iu disposing of them at so early maturity. What
I consider Mr. Davidson has brought out so well,

and what Mr. Robertson has alluded to, has regard
to the particular land—the particular circumstances
—upon which the sheep are kept. The early

maturity system may be the best in their localities,

and I think it is not the intention that it should go
from the Club that it is the system to be solely

adopted in Ireland.

Miscellaneous.
Iicld LahmiT fur Womni.—The following corre-

spondence lately appeared in the Times:—(1). "If
' X. Y. Z.' had known more of the peasantry of Wilts
and their habits than he appears to do, he would not
have been surprised at meeting a girl 15 years of age
employed in shooting small birds on a farm in that
county. I believe that ' bird-keeping,' as it is called,

is rather considered by the girls themselves as the
reverse of an unsuitable training for the field work
to which they are born, and for which they appear
to have .in hereditary relish. The majority of the
female portion of the labouring classes of this

county infinitely prefer field work of any kind to
household duties, and, in nine cases out of ten, they
would select the former it the two were simultaneously
offered. A woman here acting as a charwoman would
receive, in all probability, wages and food equal to,

at least, a sum of 2s. per day, and for field work the
same woman would receive 8rf. per day. I do not
mean to say that all the women could be employed
as helpers in households, were they even anxious to
be, but I do mean to say that, from experience, I

have known the greatest difficulty in obtaining such
help when field labour is abimdant, and that the
women prefer the shameful licence, liberty, and com-
panionship formed in the field and 8d. per day to the
more orderly and quiet duties of a household for 2,«.

Your correspondent may rest assured that the girl
whom he accidentally met will continue almost to
the end of her days in this degrading work, which so
unsexes the women here, and without any shame or
desire on her part to rise above it. A'., Amcshiin/, iiciir

SaUshirij." (2.) " Had ' X.' known more 'of the
peasantry of Wessex than he appears to do, he would
have been more than siu-prised to read the following
statement made by him in the Timrs of Friday last ;

' The majority of the female portion of the labouring
classes of this coimty infinitely prefer field work of
any kind to household duties, and, in nine cases out
of ten, they would select the former if the two were
simultaneously offered.' As a Wessex vicar, and one
for some years intimately acquainted with the
peasantry both in Wilts and Dorset, I most imhesita-
tingly affirm that ' X.' is decidedly mistaken in the
above statement. Why, so far from anything of the
kind being true of 'the majority of the female
portion ' of the community, I am constantly hearing
complaints from these very persons that they are
actually compelled to labour in the fields. You ask
how this can possibly be. It is in this way—and
now I will speak from my knowledge of one parish
in particular, a fair type, however, of the whole
neighbourhood. The farmers will engage only those
men whose wives and girls (when old enough) will
work in the fields, and that, mind you, all the year
round ; and should any poor woman at any time
slink from such employment, the husband is very
soon given to imderstand that he must give up his
cottage and be prepared to go elsewhere. At this
present time I have no less than three families, con-
sisting of five or six children each, the majority
requiring the xmdivided care of the mother, where,

alas, the mother is thus compelled to go ' to field.'

Would, Sir, that you would use your powerful advo-

cacy in this matter. It is a thing of which, in these

days, England should be ashamed. Let us have
' gloving,' or ' charing,' or ' straw-plaiting,' or any-

thing indoors, rather than this unfeminine, miserable,

degrading field-work. Only too ready do I find the

poor women here to go ' gloving ' rather than to go

a-field. Of the few independent women in the parish

not one goes out to work, but all most gladly do any-

thing else to which they can put their hands. ,1

Wrsscx Vicar.

Sirirf Wurf v, ^fi!k for Lnmhs.—The lambing is

now becoming general, and I am willing to impaii;

my experience on this subject for the information of

my neighbours, and it will be for them to act upon
it or not, as they may deem prudent. I am not about

to puff up a patent medicine or mixture, but rather to

advocate the use and superiority of an outrageously-

taxed portion of our home produce over mUk. My
trial has been so conclusive and beyond doubt, that I

have considered it advisable to communicate the

result to Mr. Gladstone. Under the present trying

circumstances, the preservation of every head of young
stock, lamb, or calf, and the economising the con-

smnption of milk for cattle, to enable the various

districts to supply the wants of the cities and towns

ivith that article,'has been, and will become more so

(to say nothing about what is now sold for butter), a

question for serious consideration. My flock, 300

longwools, began to lamb three weeks since, and, as

frequently occurs, there are ewes whose milk does

not flow properly for a few days after lambing, and
there are weakly Iambs unable to draw the milk for a

time,'and require equal attention. Cows' milk has been

the remedy, although by experienced shepherds given

with caution. This season I have tried sweet wort

and new milk side by side until this day, having now
ordered new milk to be discontinued, and I will

pledge myself to the fact that sweet wort has the

advantage in every way. There is no .shortness of

breath or scouring, and their skins are perfectly

healthy, and not one has been lost in the trial.

Strength of wort, 1 bushel of malt to 10 gallons of

water. It can be made in as small quantities as

circumstances require, keeping about one day's con-

sumption in hand. It is no trouble : damp the malt,

and pour on the boiling water as in brewing ; let it

stand until sufficiently dra«-n, then strain it through
a fine cloth to take away all sediment. Bottle it for

use. Give it milk-warm, and in the same proportion

as new milk. Give the grains to the mothers. ^fi\

F. Salter, Attleburgh, Kmfolk, in the Mark Lane
Express.

Lord Pahnc7'ston on Irrigation. — Whether the

dislike he manifested to water-meadows arose more
from sanitary than economical groimds, we do
not know ; but we know that it has only been
with the greatest possible reluctance that he has

allowed any of his tenants to retain an acre of

water-meadow. Properly drained meadows were
much more highly regarded by him than irri-

gated meadows ; and so firmly did he hold to his

view of the question, that neither tenant, agent, nor

engineer could alter his determination to get rid of

them. Although, out of good feeling to his ten.antry,

he has left a small proportion of the valley in water-

meadow, he has done so with regret ; and this may
have been purely for sanitary considerations, since he
was frequently known to exclaim about the difference

he experienced in the temperature after the meadows
surrounding his mansion had been laid diy. He
ter-sely expressed the nature of the change by saying

that it made the difference of a top-coat le.ss to him.

This should be borne in mind by those who are

anxious to deluge our already water-logged and ague-

tenanted valleys, particularly that of the Thames,
with the fluid-sewage of the towns to the extent of

thousand of tons on each statute acre.

The Cultivation of Bromua Schraderi.
SUTTON AND SONS can supply genuine Seed of the

above New FORAGE GRA.SS, in packets, for trial, at I.t. each,
or m larger quantities at fis. per lb., with InstmctioaB on cultivation.

SoTTOw & Soys. Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

Very Early Sheep Feed.
QUTTON'S IMPEOVED ITALIAN KTE-GRASS.-O This "Improved" Italian Rye-grass is recommended in prefer-

1 March 16, i

jty, producing three or tour heavy crops 1

and being almost if not strictly perennial.

At a Meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society, on
a Lecture delivered by Alft-ed Hughes, Esq., of Thoi
Wight, Mr. Hughes said -

—

" I always reserve a portion of Oat land to lay down with Sutton's
Improved Italian Rye-grass, the most reliable plant 1 have come
across for some ye<ars for Ewes and Lambs in the Spring. When I

tell you that 1 put It in in the spring, and dressed It after harvest with
guano, and that in the autumn, when my Sheep fed it oif, it was up
to their knees, and that 1 fed it off again this spring with Ewes and
Lambs, I think you will agree that this is a crop of very great value.

The Italian Rye grass which is sold by Suttok, of Reading, la a most
astonishing vigorous plant ; indeed, I never saw anything to equal
it in the course of all my experience."

Sutton & Sons have a fine stock at present of their Improved Italian

Rye-grass, which is a very dift'erent and superior article to much that
is sold as Italian Kye-grasa.

Present price, fo.' 6d. per bushol ; cheaper In qiuntitie

Roji
y requirea per acre, ii suwu aiuue, o ouauei;

1 Berkshire Seed Establishment Reading.

MIXTURES for IMPROVING OLD PASTURES, 1«. per lb.

Grass Seed for all Soils.

RICHARD SMITH offers the best selection that can be
made of PERMANENT MEADOW GRASS and CLOVER at

•Ills, per acre, consisting of 'I bushels light, and 12 lb. heavy Seed.

The kinds and quantities are chosen tor their Early Growth, Crop,
Nutritive Qualities, Reproductiveness, and Permanency, and can be
had separately, or properly mixed to suit Heavy, Light, or Medium
Soil. RicHABD Smitd, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

of GRASS SEED,
r acre, 32fl.—Italian Rye-grass, best,

, ^ J „ Perennial, Qs. 6ri. ; Devon Evergreen,

„„. ,
Red Clover, best, ilirf. per lb. ; White Dutch, best, lOrf. per lb. ;

Trefoil, best, 6irf. per lb. ; Swede, all the best kinds. Or/., to lOd. per

lb. ; Mangel Wurzol, '3d. to In. per lb. PRICED LISTS ft-ee.

Brighton and Sussex Seed Warehouse.
EDWARU CARPENTER'S MIXTURES

of PERMANENT GRASS and CLOVER SEEDS. — Best
quality, 3R.t. per acre (2 bushels light seeds, and 12 lb. Clovers and

PRICED CATALOGUES of KITCHEN GARDEN, TLOWER,
nd FARM SEEDS now ready.

Edwaro CAnpEKTEB, Sood Merchant and Grower, 96, St. James s

itroet. Brighton.

H
CHEVALIER PEDIGREE BARLEY.

ngle grain upon r

.s tlio " rcdigreo TVTieat,'

[ing faniispioduceg Bniley

If drilled In March 1 bushel on 3 acrea.

April 1 M 2 „
Price Two Gumt-as a Bushel (incKidiog bag), delivered to bags

__. .__ RAilway
Post Office Order, without which it will

pondent! ' - - "- -
*-

sewed up and scaled, at the Brigli

ofCheque " "' ""*- f^—.—
.

bo sent to

supplied.

upon receipt
t in any case

a bushel will not be

Esq., F.L.S., The Manor House,

BrishtoD. Sussex. _^^ - -~
Prize Medal Seeds. _ ^^^H BROWN was awarded tlie MANCHESTEK and

LIVERPOOL AGRICULTURAL .SOCIETY'S
First Prize Modal, 1805 |

First Prize Medal. 1804
[ £5 Prize. 18fi3.

for Superiority in Quality of Seeds.

Notices to Correspondents.
Apoplectic Fowls : A Cocknf>i. It is difficiilt to pronounce a
correct judgme t on the c se of your be witho t a s'ght of

the p t cut t le st a f Her deti 1 of s^inptoms "i

she seen to hive fiti t e t n t ne sp nn ng ro d
nd d <ind s onlj now kit! 1 leugfdhb d
he will sti d in the same } t f 1 ngth f t n e q te

1 tie ly and seems to p w I Id tl t t s

^ ] 1 &;c Mv ovm 1 I ef th t c of poplexy
an ng fowls thit e tlberty nd re ily fed

tb In m n B d but p to fatten or long
fin 1 n p on 1 dip would be n ore 1 al le to

h -i

tb

1 t

d f '

ul I p 1 1; -^

H w

d i tb
f t

1 1

11

Kye-grnss- Per bushol.-

"Pacey's Perennial.

.

Italian, pure
Annual

Meadow Foxtail

Mangel Wiu-zel, select

Kohl Rabi
Mustard
Lucerne
Gorse or Whin
Rye, Spring . .

tion (see TeBtimonials
on application) .. ..10

Skirving'a Purple-top ..00
Skirvlng's King . . ..10
Champion 10

Common Turnip

—

Purple-top, Scotch . . 10
Green-top, Scotch . . 10
Green-top, Hybrid ..10
Grey Stone 10

Globe, sorts 9
Carrot

—

Altringhani 16
White Belgian .. ..10

'

Vn^rWli'". [^ :" N Vi I KM. '.i;\s.SES and other Seeds sub-

nut?ed i .
I

I
I

. ^ I-. CATALOGUE of FARM

^"^^^"'"i, i',.'.:'..o.' ,„..; ;;'lSw.Liverpool^^ __.
UiNDKLL'S UAITLK MELON " add CATTLE
MARROW.—These have now been tested in 37 counties in

EnEland. and in various parts of Ireland and Scotland, and proved

to be a heavy cropping and valuable Fmit for Feeding aU kinds

"^Prices; exclusive of carriage-lOO Seeds. 2s. 6rf. ; Seed for i acre. fis.

;

do. \ acre, Vie. ; do. 1 r

~ Turnip Seed for Sale.

W "WOODCOCK, for 30 years Agricultural Seed
• Grower in Wisbech, begs to draw attention to the following

k nris from transplanted Bulbs, all of his own careful giowth^
SKIRVING'S PURPLE-TOP SWEDE, 16s. per bushel ; GREEN-

TJP SAVEDE 16s. per bushel: RED-TOP, round. 18s. per bushol;

REEN-TOP, YELLOW SCOTCH, 165. per bushel .

b t wh h str t nve 1 1,

n eltv—w nto blows with ti 1

will do well to look harp amo g
b fowl a d tb k whether tbi

from who e bands tbe poor ben may ba e race ved a

apoplexy. faevere cases of roup, where tbe eyes arc

blinded by a discharge of pus. the whole head acutely

inflamed, and the bird weakened and distracted by starva-

tion fthe consequence of blindness and suffering), sometimes
produce symptoms similar to those described. Tbe agony
the poor thing undergoes, and the little chance there is of

saving it, point out tbe most humane mode of relief to be by
knockii 1 the head.

and healthy gr
)r disease. ""

, be used for delicnto ales,

^' M'^tis stolonifera.

.> . and even then they
th, and not have lost

Tho liner colour must, in any

Globe Artichokes.
^trs respectluUy to offer to Gentlemen,

,..^.,. and others GLOBE ARTICHOKE PLANTS at 25s.

.v.^ 0L6 CABBAGE or PROVENCE Plants at 10s. per 100

;

quantitv of WALLFLOWER and CARNATIOX SEED, a

JOHN GAINES
fj NurserjTni "

'

per 100 * "
- mmnrnv 01 V> iiijjjr l_ . _

ood discount to the Trade. All orders

panied with Post Office Orders payable to „ , ^ ^ . „, ,,

John Gaines, Herbalist. Covent Garden Market, London
,
w .C.

"T7"ABIEGATED KAIL SEElPfOT Winter Decoration

V of Flower Beds.—Seed of the abov^ sent out last year haviDg

eiven general satisfaction, Cbables Clarke feels pleasure in a^in
offering a packet containing numerous beautiful varieties, post free

for 7 stamps. A great variety of EVERGREENS, large and small,

for Spring plantini ; Oraamental FOREST TREES; extra strong

ASPABAGOS for forcing, Ac.
^r ^ a

Charles Clabke. Windmill Hill Nursery. Gravesend.

Henry's Prize Hybrid Leek, Genuine.

DOWNIE, LAIRD, AND Lz\ING are now sendins; out

the above in packets at is. each. This is unquestionably the

largest Leek in cultivation, growing 16 inches in length^of blanch,

and 10 inches in circumference. Was --'' -
Edinburgh and other leading Shows.

u-dod the First Prize at tha

and Stanstead Park,
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SPECIAL OFFER BY THE

LONDON SEED COMPANY, LIMITED,
TO

LARGE PUECHASERS OF FARM SEEDS.

beg' to call particular attention to the following LIST of SEEDS, which can be had at the annexed prices, delivered Carriage Free, agreeably

to the CaiTiage Arrangements specified in the FARM SEED PRICE CURRENT, just published.

LONDON PURPLE-TOP SWEDE TURNIP
PLYMOUTH „ „

SKIRVING'S
WHITE GLOBE, GREEN, and RED ditto .

.

SCOTCH PURPLE and GREEN-TOP .

.

GREY STONE

LONG RED MANGEL
LONG YELLOW MANGEL
YELLOW GLOBE MANGEL
RED GLOBE MANGEL
FISHER HOBBS'S ORANGE GLOBE
DRUMHEAD CABBAGE
ALTRINGHAU CARROT
WHITE BELGIAN CARROT
YELLOW BEL'jlAN CARROT
LARGE CATTLE PARSNIP
ITALIAN RYE-GRASS
PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS
MIXED GRASSES, for PERMANENT PAS'l UllE

WEST of ENGLAND COW CLOVER .

.

WHITE DUTCH ditto

TREFOIL

Bushel.
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Bedding Stuff.

T AMES CRAWFORD, Hi^h Beech, Essex, be^s to offer

O a fine variety of BEDDING GERANIUMS and other flrst-class

Bedding Plants, nearly all Donald Beaton's fine varieties and New
Stock from them. His Stock of first-rate Bedding things isnimieroua

and very good.

rVE HUNDRED THOUSAND SILVER FIK,
4-years Seedlings, 4s. per 1000.

500.000 SPRUCE FIR. 4-years Seedlings, 2s. per 1000.

MYATT'S PROLIFIC ASHLEAF KIDNEY POTATOS, True,

£5 10s. per ton, sacks is. Crf. Reference or remittance vequii-ed.

J. RiDDELL, Park Attwood, Bewdley, Worce-storshire.

w VIRGO AND SON hnvin^ a surplus stock of the

undermentioned FRUIT, FOREST, and other TREES, can

them at a very reduced

Hazel.
Birch. 2 to 3 and 4 feot
S^)aniah Chestnut, 2 to 3 feet

Alder, 2 to 3 feet
Larch F;r, 2

Spruce Fir, ]

Berberis Aquifol:
Fir, is inches, 2 and 3 feet

dulci Jfect
Portugal Laurel, 2 feet

Common Laurel, 2 t

Privet, IS inches to :: leoc

Trees fit for belting.

Prices of the above can be had on application at the Nursery,
Wonersh, near Quildford, Surrey.

New Edition of

SCOTT'S ERUIT TREE CATALOGUE of the finest

Collection in England. The Catalogue is allowed to be the best

published, and is full of information about the Cultivation of Fruits,

over 1000 being described. Apply to
J. Scott, Menlott, Somerset.

QPECIAL OFFER of FRUIT TREES.—2o per cent,
lO off Catalogues.—Having a large and fine stock of the under-
mentioned, thev are offered at greatly reduced prices, to clear

ground :—Peaches, Nectarines and Apricots {trained and untrained),

Apples, Pears, Plums, and Cherries Jtrained and untrained).

To Clear Ground.
SPECtAL OPrER—20 per cent, ofl' Catalogue prices.—

HOLLY (r:r;T T\'. YFW^ DEODARS, ARBUTUS, LAURELS
(Common), Li I

' i npressua Lawsoniana, Thuja Lobbii,

Finns insig^ni-. i uderosa, Taxodium, Hazel (a large

breadth), Lat I :: , Austrian Pine do.. Beech do. For
bizes and prices. • ^ .\ i

>> I,i >* i ES, sent on application to

J, Srtnx. Mt-rriott, Somerset.

W Scarlet Geraniums (Beaton's Race).
W. PAUL (Son and Successor to the late A. Paul),

r.n,T the following now ZONALE and HYBRID
\;u.\\ (i i; \ viTMS, which have been selected from several

1 . : Li-ed from the stock of the late Mr. Donald
! I -w- offered is believed to be in advance of or

Ill ,
. i-.visting kinds. Orders received now, the planta

vi-J. -i i^l.lU^.., ;i^ far as the stock will allow, in May next.

Group 1.

—

Bedoisg Varieties.
' Any 12 varieties from this and the two following Groups may

MINSTREL, apeculi.
1 colom' and broader

MONTE KOSA, dark rosy-pun^le, pleasing colour, large trms, very

truss, foliage

stance, good habit, prodigious bloomer. Price 3s. Gtl. each.

,
dwarf compact habit, very

i^.^.u^u, ^^- ^..-^« -™v..^t, «v,.»...— .,^t raised. Pri

ST. GEORGE.—Dark chestnut, shaded with blackish
unique, very free and effective, an entirely now

6s. each,

among

tmss. a splendid variety for massing." Price &i. each.
WOOD NYMPH.—Salmon pink, large and fine. Price 3*;. C,d.

,^ Giioup 2.—Varieties especially RtcoMiiENDED for Qrowi!
Pots on Vases.

I eye, of fine shape and
Iture. " " ~ "^ -

"

. For
colour and habit, this is in advance of any
raised. Price i>s. each.

CELESTIAL.—Flowers rosy lake, with fiery spot on uoper petals,
" ubimg the " Cactus specio-

i colour, and very beautiful,

pink, white eye, porftect shape,
Price as. each.

LORD CHANCELLOR.
verv free, fine habit. Pi'ice 3s. (id. each.

POET Laureate.—Rosy pm-plo, top petals orange scarlet, yellow-
ish eye, perfect shape. Price 3s. Gd. each.

TIARA.—Flowers scarlet crimson suffused with purple, good truss,

very free, fine habit ; quite distinct fi*om any yet raised, and very
lovely. Price 5«. each.

Grocp 3.

—

Miniatcre or Poiiros Varieties.
DIAMOND.—Fine scarlet purple centre, white eye, flowers Jpro-

fUsely, habit good, distinct. Price 3s. 6rf. each.
DRYAD,—BeautiiXilly rosy pink, fine shape and truss. Trice

. Gd. '

NAIAD.—Flowers pm-ple, scarlet top; pleasing and distmct.
3X. Gd. each.

WALTUAM LILAC—Flowers true lilac, very profuse ; a ne
desirable colour, excellent for massing. Price C>s.

ZEPHYR.—FJowei-s light purple top, petals rose colom- ; stands the
rain and sun well, very dwart and free. Price 3s. &/. each.

GsoDP t

—

Bedeiko Varieties sent from these Nurseiues
Last Yeah.

Many of them have received Fii-st-ciass Certificates from the Royal
Hoiticultural and Royal Botanic
marked thus *•* have been awar'it

the Royal Horticultiu-al SocietyN 'l

No Reai
^ ALEXANDRA.—Magenta, li..- -•

' AMY HOGG.—Bright purplish I -.- V-.u:--
' BEATON^S INDIAN YEI-LOW.-Orant;e si

yellow. Price ifl. Gd. each ; 15s. per dozen.
BLACK DWARF.—Dark " ""

per dozen.

iitrirks of merit in
• 'liiHwick.

1 ; lMs. ^er dozen.

Lilct suflused with

Spring Planting.

PETER LAWSON .\xd SON are prepared to execute
orders for every description of NURSERY STOCK suitable for

FOREST and ORNAMENTAL PLANTATIONS.
To prevent dis-ippointment, it is recommended that requirements

for SPRING PLANTING should be ordered as soon as possible, and
the plants may be reserved in the Nurseries until required. If large
quantities of LARCH, SCOTCH FIR. CORSICAN PINE, "

leading TREES are wanted, Peter Law
submit special oflers when desired.

Edinburgh tOid London.

will be glad t

GIANT ASPARAGUS, fihe selected Roots for early
cropping, '2s. Gd. per 100. This delicious Vegetable does not

require half the expense usually ' .... ..7- _ i. -r-..

Rici n, Nurseryman, Worcester.

Grayson's Mortlake Giant Asparagus, True.
FRANCIS R. KING HORN has a fine stock t.. offi-r.

1, 2, and 3-years old, gro^vn on the ground where the late Mr
Grayson brought it to such perfection.
The best time to plant is when the roots have begim to grow; il

moved earlier they continue to die back till growth '

Per 100, 2*. Gd., is,, and 6s.

Sheen Nursery, Richmond, S.W,

H'
Packets Is. Gd. each.
SEED CATALOGUES,

free by post.

lining the finest New Vegetables,

^udbuiy, Suffolk.

Out Flowers
; :;i SWEET PEA is

and permanent. Packets
principal Seedsmen throughout

THE i:

inTalu:ii_i_ i__

6d., la., and 2*. i^-'. t;ich, Suld
the kingdom, or of the Raiser,

Stephen Brown, Seed Grower, Sudbury, Suffolk.

TNVmcrBLE SCARLET SAVEET PEA^ very fr^i^
X. strikingly brilliant, and extremely distinct in colour.—A Fii-at-

class Certihcate from the Royal Horticultural Society ; also a Certifi-

cate at the Crystal Palace Show in September, Packets Gd., Is., and
2s. (kl. each ; packets of 100 Seeds 75. Gd. Supplied by the principal
Seedsmen throughout tho kingdom : also of Messrs. Krolage. ot

^EKD POTATOS.—EarlV Aehk.ifO Myatfs Early Prohfic Kidney ; Skcirv
of good quality, and keeps free from di3e:tsc

Ray: D, Cali , Baw , Dow
stoke; or'Secd Market, Mark Lane, London, j: l

QE^ED~POTAi'OS~forSALEl— About S tons~TfO DALM^VHOY EARLY and 30 of REGENT POTATOS. The
above are worthy the attention of mrties who may want a change of
seed, being the hrst crop on land that has been in Grass for upwards
of 50 years. Giown without manure, and free from disease.
Dalmahoys, IGa. per boll of -t cwt, ; Regents. 13s. do.

John AonisoN, OrmJston, Tranent, Haddmgton, N,B.

New Seedling Fotatos.
TELEGRAPH, U days earUer than tho Askleaf,

abundant bearer, per bushel, 20s.

PRESIDENT, 14 days later thau the above, wouderful cropper,
per bujshc], 10s.

For (Icsoription sco Botlkb i M'Cni.LocE's SPF.INO CATA-
LOGUE, ft-eo and post paid on application.

Covent Garden Market. W.C.QEED POTATOS, & c.

PINK-EYE KEMP. OS. per cwt. I HANDSWORTH, 0». per cwt.""
percwt. MYATTb KIDNEY, i». per cwt;
OXFOKD,

'

MONA'S PRIDE, 20s. per
OX .„^

.Mso many otber vaUeties of I't^tos, selected and classed, at
moderate

GARLIC, 70S. per ewt.
|

SHALLOTS, 25s. per cwt.
TOBACCO PAPER, 80s. per civt.

All kinds of genuine Farm and Garden Seeds, Catalogues of which
Will bo sent on application.

, 4, Commutation Row, Liverpool.

RATNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE, BOWLING,
Ah-D COMPAN Y, Limited,

Corn, Seed, Masori;. and Oilcaee Merchants,
Address, 89, Seed Market, M.irk Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples ana Prices Post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851,
for Wheat ; 1SG2, for " Excellent Seed Com and Seeds.

IKE LONDON MANUKE COMPANY
(ESTAIILISHEI 1S40).

Have now readv for delivery in diy fine cODdition,
CORN 5IANrKE. for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BiJNES, for Dressing Pasture Lands
StJPEP.PHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUASU
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES
Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA,

Offices. 116, Fenchurch Street. E.C.

A W E S^ M A N U K E S .

Tho Maniires manufactured by J. B. Lawes for the present
leiLsoii of lSi;i, rire now ready for delivery at his Factories, at tho

LAV. i ,
,

i

,
:
IID.SPHATE of LIME from BURNT

H'|\i .1 M
I
M UAL PHOSPHATES i

LAW E.^ tt Ht-AT, BARLEY', GRASS, and MANGEL
MANURES s

CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.. . 11

varying according t

E.C. ; and 22, Eden Quay, Dublin.

THE PATENT M I'UU- IMIoSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE Ct.'Ml'ANV, l-mn k[., ManUfactiu-ers ol

ODAMS'S PATENT \:[.'u>\> M A.\ UKE for CORN and ROOTS.
ODAMS'S SUPERPIit'^i'ilA'l'K ol LIME and DISSOLVED

BONES.
Chief Offices—109, Fenchurch Street, London, E,C. Western

Counties Branch : Queen Street, Exeter. Irish Branch : 40, West-
moreland .Street, Dublin. y^„.^^^,j.,

Dcpu!;i I
. I L c. Holloway.

Htle, viz. :—"THE 'i-

Its Members are Cuii.^ .

which has been for years un
Manufacture. The Con;

ler tho Direction
lied for il iiuother
1;E COMPANY."

I and efficacy of the Manures manutacturod byfor the gtfi

this Company.
A Prospectus will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, oi-

mav be had of tho local Agents. 0. T. Macadam, Secretary.
Chief Offices, 100, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

GKICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—Steam Engines,
Threshing Machines, Pumps, Carts, Waggons, Ploughs, Har-

rows, Chaff Cutters, Cake Breakers, Turnip Cutters, Chums, Oardon
Tools, Sc Improved Wire Netting. Delivered carriage free.

Price Lists per post.

JBuBGEss & Key, 95, Newgate Street, London, E.C.
Works, Brentwood, Essex.

^*& 1 be not the slightest Quubt."

—

From lifporC by the Bakon Jc,

i superior elBcacy

Itnv.ATT) KF ATON.—Clear oranse scarlet. Price Is. 6d. each ;

;

' I ;i — - rosy lake. Price 2s. each ;

'

1' I
; .- \ mi scarlet. Price S^.r' ^

.lo. i..,i. ^,ii,i. , ,-!.). per dozen.
MAGENTA '.iVEEN.—Magenta. Price 3a. Gd. ench.
ORANGE NOSEGAY.—Bright orange. Price U. G</. eiich ; I5«.

per dozen.
PILLAR of BEAUTY.—Brick red. Price 28. Crf. eilcB.

PRINCESS HCUTENSTEIN.—Sahnon pink. Piice 2s. each;
18s. per dozen.

SALAMANDER.~Briiliant scarlet, large white eye. Price 2s.

each ; ISs. per dozen.
SCARLET GEM.—Bright orange scarlet. Price 1*. 6d. each

;

15s. per dozen.
MRS. WILLIAM PAUL.—Delicate rose pint. Piice 2«. 6</.

e.ich. 24s. per dozen.
Price 28. each, 18fr.

The above set of 10 varieties, one plant of each, 24s.

SPRING CATALOGUE, witli full rlesciiptifns of these and Othffl:

plants, free bv post, 'i'lic u-jual dlboount Ui tl.u T
IsiruKTANT,—AU loti-ei-s sliould be addressed Willum Paui, (the

Jhiistiau name ia fuU), Waltham Cross, London, H,

PHOSPHO GUANO.
The Prices, iiicluilmg cost of Ba^^^, CiiiTiii3:e Free at auy Ilailway

Station or Shipping Port in the lungdoiu, are as follow :

—

For 10 tons and upwards ... £lS per ton.
For 5 tons up to 10 tons ... 12 5 ,, ,,

For smaller quantities ... 12 10 ,, ,,

Ten Shillings 2}er ion, discount for Cash mthm a 7iw/it/i.

To prevent fraua, all Bags are branded with the PHOSPHO
GUANO COMPANY'S Trade Mark, as well ;is that uf the Cou-
ti-actors, copies of which appear at the head of this Advertiscmeut. Trade Mark.

Report by Difc. VoEtCKEa of a Viffit of Inspection to the Pkospho Gumio Stores at Seacombp^ BirkenheaSy md
of Anali/ses of SamjAes takm from the Stores on the 9th of Fehntary,

""^

' In compliance with Messrs. Peter Lawso.s & Son's request, I

again th's vear p.iid a visit of inspection to tho Phospho Guano
Stores at S'eacortibe, Birlcenhcad, and on that occasion took the

f(^lowing samples from the bulk ;—

1. A sample flrotti a bulk of about loOO tons, stored in Shed No. 1.

2. A portion fVom a heap ol about 4000 tons, in Shed No. 3.

3. A sample from about 6000 tons, stored in Shed No. 4.

4. A sample taken from the top of a heap of about 7000 toM in

Shed No. 7.

6. A sample from the middle of the
(S. As
r. Mei

bulk.
bulk.

at work fllling barrels for foreign shipment from a
npie from the bottom of the s

^ lot of about 2000 tons, lying in the docks in

which Phospho Guano is prepared for use.

" Two of the samples I submitted to careful and complete
analyses; in the otheis I determined only the * of Soluble

and Insfjjubie Phosphates. The nlean results of the eight analyses

gave 40.02 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates, and 4.07 of Insoluble,

while the Ammonia averaged 3.77 per cent.
" I was conducted over the whole range of the extensive buildings,

and left at liberty to select as many samples as I chose, and to take

them from any portion of the Stores ; and I cannot refrrun from
nOticittg that, while doing so, I was much struck with the remarkably

fine condition in which I found the whole bulk ready lor delivery in

the present season.

" Sinco uiy hist visit, a decided improvement has been effected
in the mechanical condition of the Phospho Guano. The bulk
for 1800, whilst tully as rich in intrinsically valuable fertilizing con-
stituents, is now obtained in a beautifully fine and imiform cofldition,
which it tnaintains even when submitted to pressure ot rlolent
agitation.

Much practical Inconvenience is frequently experienced in the

ticky or Imnpy dnnng their transport

fertiliziig value (

niuiits ou the present o . . - - r .-^
to dwell upon the fact, that whilst the chemical composition of ttio
bulk of I86ti is fully equal to the Phospho Guano of former yoars, its
mechamcal condition has been greatly improved.

Society of England."

' 11, Salisbury Square, London, E.G., Feb. 24, ISGG."'

There are authorized Agents appointed for the Sale of PHOSPHO GUANO in all the Piiiielpal Toxviis and

Villages in the United Kinj^dom ; but where any difficulty exists in procuiiug .supplies, Orders may be sent du'ect to

PETER LAWSON and SON, GEORGE IV. BRIDGE, EDINBURGH
; or,

28, KING STREET, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.

pETEii L.iwsoN & So>", Coutmctoi'3.

^^ The alfcniion of Fnrme7-s is particidarhj direeted to the fact that PHOSPHO GUANO is the only Manure
the quality of which is vouched for by Chemists of high standifKjj who have themselves visittfU ih$ bulks and drawn
tlteir own samplesfor analysis.
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TNTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION
X and BOTANIC^VL CONGRESS, — Those who ara preparing

Plnnts for the above Exhibition should feed them bbei-ally

delivered within Similes
of Charing Cross, at 2s. per bag.

For particulars, and how to
ilong Advert'

Cocoa Fim
Kingston-upon-Thames.

Postage Stamps or Post-oflBce

MATS are sold i:

BRUSHES and

ROLL TOliACCO CLOTH.—The cheapest and best
article for Smoking Greenhouses :ind destroying the Fly ; equal

to Tobacco in stroiiL'th, l,-;. Ail. ncr lb. ; over Ic lb.. Is. Id.

application to
Hksky Applehy, Fo n to Messrs. Iv i\, Dorking, Surrey.

By Royal Letters Patent.

TOBACCO TISSUE for DESTROYING MEALY
BUG, THUIP, and other INSECTS. —Manulactured from

Tobacco rolled into Sheets, which will consume without the assist-

ance of blowing, and will not injure the most tender plants. It will

bo found more economical and very superior to the article generally

Sold in 1-lb. packages and upwards, price 3s. Qd. per lb., by
Messrs. Robkrts & Soss, Tobacco Manufacturers, 54, St. John
Street, Clerkenwell, London ; and by all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

Plagues of the Garden.
Siapi.K AND Safe Remedy.—By using the

APHIS WASH, these Pests of the Garden, together
with Scale, Caterpillais, Slugs, Earwigs, &c., are immediately

destroycil. Leaves no stain, but strengthens the Trees or Plants.

See '-•r'i--"rr-' rhmniclt, August 19, 186j ; and "Gardeners'

Si>ia 1' II.. imI others, In Is. bottles, and 2s. G(2. a gallon,

.f\p Works, Milton Street, London, E.C.

Growing Plants, or as Wmter

should bo dissolved 48 hours
before uae. This gets rid of
smell, and if the Solution bo
decanted, prevents any staining

lid Rjtnil by Nurserymer
Seedsmen, In boxee, Is.

, and lu«. od. t^cU.

Wholesale by

PEICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

{Lnnr.n).

G^

The above Rollei s posscsb minv ^dVlnt^goq over all others. They
„.*o made in two p-iits and are ft-ee to levoWe on the axis, affording
gi-eater tacilities f i turning and the outei edgi-s are rounded off or

ed inwards, thus avoiding the unsightly marks lei't by other

Diameter, 30 inches; Lengtb 32 inches, £7 10
„ 24 „ „ 26 „ 4 10

„ 20 „ „ 22 „ 3 10

« & SoH, Smithfleld Iron Works, Leeds ; 64 and 65,

Caution to Cktrdeners.—WHen yOu ask for
SAYNOR AM) COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE

PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see tliat you get
thern. Observe the mark Saynob, also the corporate mark.

'""

Warhanted, without which none are genuine
S. & C, regret having to caution Gardeners and others,

compelled to do so, in consequence of an imitation, of c

quality, having been sold for the genuine oue, and whToh has cauaed
many tomphiints to be made to them of Knives which were not of
their make, all of Which are wajranted both by sellers and makers.

Frunmg and Budding Kuives are the best and the cheapest

TXrANTED to PURCHASE, a SMALL NURSERY
VV BUSINESS, in a good neighbourhood near London.

Immediate possession not essential.
Particulars to Hokticultuiust, 4, Martlett Court, Bow Street,

To RE SOLD, pursuant to an Order of the Hi^h Court
of Chancery, mado in the cau-^es of Paveyv. Pavey, and Pavoy

V. Vavov aiid OtheiM. with the approbation of the Judge to wbose
Couit ri

'
'I, ^ ;ire attached, by Messrs. PROTHEKOE and

M'tRlM- ippointed to SELL the SAME, on the Pre-
mi.st-, I

'

) , Flood Street, King's Road, Chelsea, in the

LEASEHOLi
and the Gu^
18,000 choicf , and aundi-v Nmsery

Particulars and Conditions of Sale of the Leasehold Premises and
Catalogues may be had of Messrs. Lacnoy & Kkst, Solicitors,

147, Strand ; of G. E. Mead, Esq., Solicitor, 118, Jermyn Street, St.

James's ; at the Commercial Hall, 119, King's Road, Chelsea ; and of
the Auctioneers, Leytonstone, Essex.

Henry Lbman, Chief Clerk, Laundy& Kent.

Sale of first-class Carnations, Picotees, Finks, Stc.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, at .^S and 39, Gracechurch Street, City, E.G.,

on FRIDAY, Anvil 6, at 1 o'clock precisely, a first-class Collection
of CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, and PINKS, of the finest growth,
the surplus stock of an eminent gi'ower ; also 300 handsome Standard

GRANT'S PATENT PORTABLE RAILWAY affords
the cheapest and most satisfactory means of clearing Root

Crops oH" stiff land, and of running out Farm-yard Manure, either
with or without a frost. It also supersedes Pianks and Barrows for
earth moving, at an immense s&viug of expense, especially where tho
runs are Iouk- It is also cheaper than Carting for similar purposes,
besides avoiding injury to roads or land and vexatious delays frbln
wet weather.
For particulars and Price List apply to Mr. J. Ghast, Portable

Railway Works, Lore Liuie, Baukside, Southwork, London S,E.

TtSTIllOMAL.
" Hunton Court, Kont, March 8, ISfil.

Afternearly two yeai's' use of your Portable Railway, 1 think

on without it.

sir, your^ faithfully,

"IIesiiyBas.mirmA:

invaluable, for the iiijui \

stances by horsw trutidii

estimated. Dm-mg the
of your Railway, with I

f-i A T T L E
vy Commissioners h;

ACID as a Disinf^
Farmere and othor
with this Acid by

SHEEP,

by the Fly.

md, W.C.

Cattle Pla-^ue
>Mi„mend6d CARBOLIC
li.<i' this class of
that they tnfty be supplied

estly advised to

M
PUBLIC NOTICE.—Owners of Stock are

protect tboir Stock, by the

CDOUGALL'S PATENT DISINFECTING
^OWDER, as recommended in botli Reports of the Royal

, ,-__ _ 1 of healthv and sick Cattle to prevent
on, use McDOUGALL'S PATENT DISINFECTING SOAP.

CARBOLIC ACID at lowest pricea.

andkrMi;D(»iioall, Manufacturing and Agricultural Chemist.
London : 11, Arthur Street West, London Bridge, E.C.
Manchester : Riga Street. Shudehill.

Agents throughout the Kingdi

Heaving and Straining. Mr, Woods.
Lecture on " breediUR and Management of
^iiiiep," says:— ''My shepherd declares it to
i>/ worth a guinea a bottle." Price 2s. M.

" per bottle.
.Vlso, the original GASEOUS FLUID, for
;bi!ityand Exhaustion in Ewes after Lamb-

, for Diarrhcea in Calves and Lambs, and
Colic and Gripes m Horses and Cattle. In
jrish cases, aw for cleansing in Ewes and

Cows, a dose of the "Red Drencli" should be

Bakor Street, London, W.

E AKTH CLOSETS—(MOULE'S PATENT).
No Unwholesome Cesspools.

No Walter I'l '
•

i bolder.
ThoUesl N' ,

<

Wii ciL Co., .
w.'

Horticultural Improvements.
pEAirS NEW PATENT KYliRAULIG SUCTION
Xt PDMP.—This Pump is highly approved by the Nobility,
Gentry, and by the principal HorticulturiaLs, &c., throughout the
Kingdom: also by Shirley Hibberd, Esq., F.R.H.S. ; the lato
frofessfir Lindley, aud m.any others connected with Horticulture, &c.

R. Head has also .a larzo nesortment of GARDEN ENGINES,
MACIUNKS, and SYRINGES, m^on the inost approved principle.

Manufactured by the Patentee,
P.lcnAHD Rbad, 35, Regent Circus, LoudOD, W.

\* Drawings sent pgst £re9.

D. FEHGUSON, Landscape Gardexeu, CoMTrwVCTiNo
Plantkr, and Valukr of Ncksery Stock, &c.

WhitLOn Nursery, Hounslow, W.

ALEX.\NDER BLAKK, Lani>scape Oaudexeu.
Plans .and Estimates provided for eTCi7 v,iriety of Oraamental

Ground Work, Planting, Rockwork. Fori;ories, ffic.

Britannia Road. lulham, London, S.W.

Short-Horn BidlB.

ON SALE, bv Private C<>nti;i<^t. SIX YEARLINGS
and THREE feULL CALVES, of undeniable blood, being got

by tho well-known, pure Hates, Duchess Bull 7th Duke of York {17,7ii4},

from dams chiefly descended from the original Tortworth herd, con-
sequently can be well recommended for quality, style, and colour.

The whole herd, like tho large surwaunding district, is perfectly

he.ilthy, and has been quite free tram cuttle plague.

For Pedigrees, ic, apply to the Breeder, Mr. S. Kits, Didmarton,
Gloucestershire.

TMPOKTED CREVECCEUR, LA FLECHE. and
X HOUDAS FOWLS, TOULOUSE GEESE. ROCEN DUCKS,
and NORMANDY TURKEYS. Prices on application.

John Baily, 113. Mount Street, London. W.

EGGS for SITTING from selected BIRDS of thu
principal Breeds of Poultry, now ready. Priced Lists on appli-

cation. Joiih Bailv. lia. Mount Street. W.

PHEASANTS, Tame, for Breeding-, in Pens :—
Versicolor, Chinese, Bohemian, Ring-necked, and Common.

Prices on application.
Jons Baily, U3, Mount Street, London, W.

POULTRY : Houdan, La FlecUe, CrOvccceurs, &c.~
Appropriately mixed ground Grains for Chickens, ti:iying

and Fattening Stock ; Desiccated Minced American Beef; Portable
Double Poultry Houses, with Patent Chicken-proof Hurdle
Fencing. £10 10«. ; also all other Poulti7 Appliances.

"POULTRY BREEDING iu a COMMERCIAL POINT of
VIEW, L'«. tid. I'liee Lists of

Mr, GtvELiN, Belgiave House, Argylo Square, London, W.C.

To Nurserymen and Garden Seedsmen.

TO BE LET. with the Gardens and Prc-misus, situated
in the London Road, Newbury, the BUSINESS carried on

upwards of 50 Years by Mr. Charles Dolton (iu consequence of his
decease).

Apply first by letter, addressed to H. Doltoit, Speenhamiand,

1^0 BE LET, a convenient COTTAGE, and FIVE
jL acres of excellent OAKDEN GROUND, well planted with
choice, select, and profitable Fi'uit Trees, within two miles of
Lincoln, where a largo Vegetable Market is held. Inventory at a
valuation. Possession at any time. An opportunity for a Gardener

Mr. T. WrtiTt:, 18. Norman Street, Lincoln.

To Manure Manufacturers, Mlllelfi, andTothers.

TO BE LET, from Michaelmas next, all those
convenient and well-arranged MANURE WORKS and FLOUR

MILLS, situate at Moolliam, near Ilminster, Somerset, kno'wn as
the Moulham Chemical Works, together with the Dwelling Housi',
Gardens, and Premises adjoininir, and Jibout H Acres of lirat-class

Orchard, Meiwlow, Pastm-e, and Arable Land.
The whole of the above are now in full-work and good condition,

and in the occupation ol Uv. K T. Kcnsmgton, who Is about to

retire from business, ll i 'inch has recently been
erected, to be taken li -^isists of three pairs of

Millstones, Smutting i .s, Oilcake and Bean
Crushers, Bone Mill, i- nnl other requisites for

carrying on an extensi. i nd is driven by efficient

Water-power.
For viewing tho same, and lUrther particulars, apply to tho

Proprietor, Jaues Fittuan, Esq., Kingatvno; or Mr. S. H. Cqllijes,

Solicitor, Umlnstdr.^Marvh 3.

> Others Enoai

M^

til the Erection of a
, Azalea indica.

M.ESSRS. PRUT II

with instructioii^

__ . . Reserve, undti
Premises, tho Lea Erv i

;oiniiolled to make ;in immediate clearance to accommodate
; stuck of New Plants, the whole of his valuable collection
CO ilARD-WOUDKD STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,ina UK.r.&r«inju»ii. I'LiAiNio,

. magnificent and symmetrical
.or oecn suoniitted to public competition.
cultivated with that care and attention

,-elass Prizes at tho furthcoming Great liitef*

i-'lants havo bet

tho richest attire of healthfid foliage, and beautifully
furnished with bloom buds. Both hir^-e and small are so well culti-

vated, that with ordinary c;iro they will now profusely develope their
flowers in the highest statu of pei foctiou.

May bo viewed until the Sale at the Left Bridge Nurseriea.
Catalogues may be had on tho Premises ; of tho principal Seedsmen

consists of suri'ln

M
tliu public that it is not the

t mat uiv entirr.' i-.nici.-! i'>ii 1^ ci be sold without reserve.

Periodical Sale of Poultry and Pigeons.

R. J. r. SI'K\ i:;,s uill SELL by AUCTION, at
14 street, Covent Garden, W.C, on
st 1*2 o'clock precisely, a capital
iid PIGEONS, including tho entire

1 Sale, and Catalogues had.

Nursery Stock at Tumham Green, Middlesex,

M^

,uw Iho iloiiiiug (-

! , :;'*, King Street, Covent
I , to Chiswick and Kew

I . '.very qu'irter of an hour,

\nd Conifer Seeds.
, ill SELL by AtJnTIOX at
,:, Street, Coveiit Garden, W.C, on
,

I 12 ./CI.H'k i^r^cisely, tho first

M
Turnham Green.

To Mariiet Gakdkners, Carmen, a

R J. S. GOM.\fE is instructed
SKLL by AUCTION

Cotta-erActon"Green, W^.'^' ^HURSD
12 for 1 o-Clock, all tho STOCK and IMI

s, Maruot isatkri ,
,

. .
r

i . i ; ' inKise,

t. i-uua Shaw Potatos, .'! .|r--. --.'I'l i;-,'.-, - l.ti-li.:-. -.ui.i liuans,

Spinach, Cabbage, and Bruecuh .-•(.eil, ;ui.i niuin'i.-iL-. ui,inji ^iloi^ts.

May be viewed thft day prior and Murniug ot Sale ; ;avl Catidogues

had on tho Premises ; at the usual Inns in Covent Garden Markets
aud at the Offices of the Auctioneer, 10, Bucklersbui-y.
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THE HYDEOPULT.

Editorial, written by Robert Hogg, LL.B., F.L.S.

The Hydropult.— The gi-eat secret of successful

in-door gardening consists in the free and judicious use

of the Syringe. A Greenhouse or Conservatory that does

not enjoy this luxiu-y, becomes a miserable lazar-house of

vegetable incurables. Vennin and filth hold unbounded

sway, and people become disgusted ^vith their owu want

of success. Well do we recollect the former days of

plant-culture, the days of " collections," when the use of

the Syringe was yet limited or unknown. What a time

for red spider, scale, and green fly ! What fumigations

and consumption of tobacco and tobacco paper, washings

with tobacco water, and all sorts of remedies were resorted

to ! We regard the introduction of the free use of the

Syringe as one of the events in modern gardening. To

this is due the success of Orchard-house management,

Vine Management, and Plant Management, but the old

Syringe with its slow suck and squirt, is now as much out

of date in modern gardening, as an old stage waggon in

modern locomotion. Many are the improvements and

complications of the old simple Syringe. We have tried

several of them, but for case in working and efficiency in

result, we have not yet met with anything to equal the

Hydropult, sent us by Mr. Button. It is powerful in

operation, and so easy and comfortable to work, that one

never gets fatigued. Witli such an instrument, plants

may be kept in perfect health, and quite free from insects

and dirt. We first tried it on a few Geraniums in our

Conservatory, which were smothered with green fly during

our temporary absence of 10 days, but on our return, a

stout discharge from the Hydropult sent them clean ofl"

across some unknown bourne, whence they have never yet

returned.

—

TJie Florist and Fomologlst.

Editorial^ written by Shiiiley Hibberd. Esq., P.R.H.S.
The Hydropult.—This is an invention introduced in

a most spirited manner by Mr. C. P. Button. It is at

onte a Fire Engine and a Garden Engine, is always

ready for use at a moment's notice, is neat and portable,

weighing only 81b., and can be worked by a boy of

moderate strength for some hours in succession %vithout

fatigue. The mechanical power employed being econo-

mised by combining the action of the hand and the

resistance to the foot, between which the instrument is

placed and used as a Double-action Pump. From the

sole to the handle the Hydropult measures 24 inches.

The two Brass Cylinders measure 12 inches in length,

and 3^ inches in breadth. At the top of these cylinders

India-rubber tubing is attached, on one side to feed, on

tlie other to discharge the water. It will perhaps sur-

pi-ise the reader to be told that this little contrivance,

which is pretty as a toy, and can be carried under the

arm as easily as a trumpet, will throw from 7 to 8 gallons

of water per minute a distance of 50 feet. But it will do

it, as we know from having tried it, finding the experi-

ment an agreeable exercise, and of special service in

washing down a stuccoed wall, which it accomplished

quite as well as if we had sent for the parish engine.

Gardeners will not need to be told the value of a Portable

Force Pump of this simple kind. It can be used to

produce a powerful stream [to extinguish a Fire, or a

gentle shower to Syringe a whole houseful of Plants,

without the necessity of moving a single step from the

position most convenient for a supply of water. Wherever

a Pump or Syringe is needed, the Hydropult can be

brought into use, to remove Water from a Cellar or a

Boat, to Cleanse a Cistern, Wash a Pavement, or Drench

the Foliage of Trees loaded with Soot, or annihilate at

one fell swoop the whole Insect population of a Plantation

of Roses. But we will not enlarge upon its merits, they

are obvious, and having a Hydropult in use we can say

that it will soon pay for its cost in a Garden, besides

being always at hand in case of an emergency of any kind

which may require an immediate removal or discharge of

water.

—

Gardeners' Weekly Magazine.

EXTRACTS FROM THE PRESS.

Editorial, written by Rev. H. H. Dombrais, A.B.

The Hydropult. — When we formerly noticed this

instrument, we did so from merely seeing it at the

Proprietor's ; since then, we have had an opportunity of

testing it personally, and can bear testimony to the

excellence of the invention. The force with which it

throws a stream of water is almost incredible ; while, for

syringing a Greenhouse, a gentle shower, as fine as that

from a Hand Syringe, with considerablj' more eftect, can

be easily given. We have a gardener, quite of the old-

fashioned school, who does not generally fall in love with,

new-fangled notions, but he is perfectly enchanted with

the saving of labour and time that the Hydropult will be

to him.

—

Floral Magazine.

The Hydropult.—We strongly recommend this to the

attention of our readers, for—which is not always in our

power to say—it fully comes up to this statement of its

Proprietor :^" It is a Fire-Annihilator and Garden Engine,

simple, effective, and convenient. It weighs but 8 lb. and

will throw 7 or S gallons of water per minute to a distance

of 50 feet when worked by the power of one man." It

throws the water either in one stream, or dispersed in the .

form of the finest shower of rain, by means of a sprinkler
[

which is screwed on beneath the pistons, and which can
j

be fixed when needed on the end of the jet. Wherever a
j

man with a bucket can pass, there can the Hydropult be

brought into operation, so that narrow walks, and other I

places inaccessible with a Garden Barrow Engine, are no

impediments to the approach of this very simple and verj'
|

eft'ective contrivance. — Journal of fforticitlture and '

Cottage Gardener,
;

The Hydropult.—The Hydi-opult is a Hand-Engine

for throwing water, of singular simplicity and power, and

we are much mistaken if it does not speedily supersede

all the complicated and expensive Garden Engines, Gutta

Percha Tubing, and such appliances. Any description of

the little instrument would fail to give our readei-s an

idea of its simplicity. It weighs only 8 lb , can be worked

by a lad, and throws a strong jet of water 40 or 50 feet

with the greatest ease. It is extensively used as a Hand

Fire-Engine, and it is on record that many disastrous

conflagrations have been prevented by its agency; and

we strongly recommend its use to all owners of manu-

factories, and to those householders who are not within

easy hail of the ordinary Fire Engines. But though this

is its primary use, it is admirably adapted for garden

purposes. We have practically tested its efficacy in this

way, and a more easy and effectual mode of irrigation

cannot be conceived. It is equally useful for washing

windows, carriages, and all such purposes.

—

Birmingham

JoiirnaL

The Hydropult.—Under this title a contrivance for

throwing water by hand power has recently been patented.

The Machine is certainly the most compact and efficacious

Force-Pump of its size that we have ever seen. Its form

is simply that of a double cylinder, beneath which is fixed

a pedal, or stiiTup, for steadying the apparatus, which is

worked easily \vith short vertical strokes, by a wooden

handle. The hose branches forth from the top of either

tube, and thus we have an engine as portable as could

well be devised, while at the same time its force has been

found adequate to extinguish tires. When it is considered

that the length of the stroke is only from 5 to 8 inches,

and the whole Machine is not more than 8 lb. in weight,

it is surprising to be told that public buildings have been

saved from destruction by its agency. Yet such we find

to be an officially certified fact.

—

Daily Telegraph.

The Hydropult, — It is admirably adapted for

sprinkling gardens, trees, graperies, washing windows,

carriages, and for household purposes : its simplicity

and portability being its strong recommendation.

—

Illustrated Neivs%f the World.

The Hydropult.—The slightest examination con-

vinced us that a more useful—we might say necessary

—

apparatus could not possibly be found in dwelling-houses,

offices, and shops. It weighs only a few pounds, and

consists of two tubes of about 2 feet long. It will throw

water 50 feet high at least, will serve to wash windows,

and in the event of tire, would certainly extinguish it in

any dwelling-house while it was confined to a single

apartment ; for by its means watfir can be projected into

the place without opening doors or windows. In fact, it

can be poured in volumes through the key-hole ; and
where a close room is on tire, it is not at all necessai'y that

the water should touch the fire. It will be quite enough

if it is converted into steam, for steam is the great enemy
of fire. We are satisfied that all house-keepers ought to

have one, and we are equally satisfied that if they once

see it they wUl order it.

—

Liverpool Daily Post.

The Hydropult.—a vast number of the fires which

daily devastate the metropolis and provinces might be

effectually prevented, and a large amount of human life

preserved, by the timely use of a portable but effective

machine for extinguishing the flames while in the first

stage of progress. The most effective, compact, and

economical contrivance that we have yet seen, and the

most multiform in its uses that has ever been introduced

to the public, is that known as the Hydropult, or Portable

Fire Anniliilator and Garden Engine. In a word, it is

available for every possible purpose, as a Hydrant or Force

Pump ; it is always ready, constantly available, and so

easily worked, that the most inexperienced can efficiently

use it at a moment's notice. We have before us the

unvarnished and straightforward testimony of the managers

of the principal fire insurance companies, proprietors, and

superintendents of works and piiblic institutions through-

out the United Kingdom, relative to its utility, efficacy,

and universal adaptability. Our provincial and metro-

politan contemporaries, who have, with ourselves,

witnessed the admirable results of the experiments made

^vith the Hydropult in the various uses above enumerated,

also unite in according the invention (or rather the inventor)

the utmost praise, and thoroughly and unequivocally

endorsing the truth of his assertions respecting it. We
can only say, that no public establishment or private

house should be without one of these useful machines.

—

TIw Comintrcial Daily List.

The Patent Hydropult or Portable Fire and

Garden Engine. — This ingenious but simple con-

trivance, though so insignificant and valueless in appear-

ance, is, notwithstanding, one of the most powerful,

unique, and useful illustrations of the practical applica-

tion of scientific principles to common things. Though

scarcely 2 feet in length, and weighing but 81b., it is

superior in its use to the ordinary garden engine, or that

revered piece of antiquity, the parish engine, and its

attendant magnate the beadle, in all the splendour of his

three-cornered hat, and gold-bedizened coat. It can be

entrusted to the most inexperienced youth, who can use it

with ease, and bring it into action at once, without the

possibility of disappointment or failure. The great

feature in this invention is its simplicity. It consists of

two parallel metal cylinders and boxes fitted with valves

so arranged that whether you pu^h the piston down or

pull it upwards, it expels the water through the india-

rubber pipe at the rate of eight gallons per minute (the

velocity being always proportionate to the force applied

by the hand). For performing any purpose to which a

Hydrant or Force Pump is applicable, it is invaluable and

trustworthy. We commend it to the notice of the

proprietors of warehouses and other buildings, public and

private, in the metropolis and provinces. The Hydropult

possesses the advantages of economy, utility, and applica-

bility to a variety of purposes.

—

The Mechanics* Magazine.

The above Extracts are selected from some hundreds ichich this invaluable instrument has received.

TRADE MAitK-

"THE HYDROPULT."
CHARLES POMEROY BUTTON, 142 and 143, CHEAPSmE, LONDON, E.G.
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Vines from Eyes.HLANE AND SON have still a. good stock of strong
• well-ripened FK01TING VINES of allthe popular sorts.

The Nurseries,.Great Berkbampstead.

PINES.—Strong Fruiting, Succession, and Suckers,
of all the leading kinds, can be had ofR .s Wti.iT*«<= Vi^hnrjg <mA P^-iHi^.. M....o„.-...o HoUoway. Loodon.;, Victoria and Paradise Nu

Fruiting Trees in Pots.
REACHES, NECT.-UUNES, ire, may be had by the

Thousand, at
i Son's Nm-series, Berkhampstead, Herts.

I

pASTLE KENNEDY PIG.—Plants of the above may
;
yy now be had at lOs. 6rf. and 2U, each ; the usual discount to the
Trade. Peter Lawson & Son. Edinburgh and London.

Jiath Agricultura WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS, and other Prize
Nuts and Filberts. Trees of these splendid Nuts to be had of

Mr. Webb. Calcot Gardens, Reading. Catalogiies on application.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
The EXJ3IB1TI0NS will be held on THUR-SDAYS riz _

.SPKIxa FLOWERS, Amil 12; SUMMER EXHIBITIONS
Ma.v3,Junel4i and tlia ROSE SHOW, .Iinie ;s. Scliedules may

; ^ Fruit Trees.
I Q GLENDINNING and SONS invite attention
KJ* their superb stock of healthy weli-Kiown FRUIT TREES

PRICE LISTon application.
Chiswick Niii-seiy, London, W.

_ Genuine Garden Seeds.
\\TM-. CUTBUSH AND SON'S DESCRIPTIVE
V V PRICED CATALOGUE of SEEDS, which contains eyery-

thlng New and Old worth growing, can be had post tree on application.
HiKhgate, London, N.

TNTERNATl(j.\.iL liuUJ lul LllLAl. i..VHIBraoN
J- and EuTANIUAL CUNGUE.'iS
Under the Patl-onage of Her Majesty Tbl- Qceen-, and of their Royal

Higlinesses the Pri"-- '•^"^- • , *u r^ „ ...™„^^'^'.';^™"^'' ""^ * iti.-,tt ui „ ALES and the Diike of Cx\
The EXHIBITION and CONGRESS will OPEN on M \y'-'«"""'"' till May 25. Subsciibera' names will be received^'

Q GLE.NDINNING and SONS' PRICED LIST of

^,7,>V5'''''^'"^''
GARDEN, AGRICULTUH.AL, and FLOWER

bEliU.S, is now published, and may be had free on application.
Chiswick Niirsery, London, W

...'^uiuuu ...11 uiaj -o. ouuscnoers names ^ __

Schedules .and Prospectuses m.ay be obtained on appircation to thesecretary, at the Offices. 1, William Street. LowndesSgnare: London
ROYAL iiOTANIC SOCIETrS GARDENS"

Regents Park.— EXHIBITIONS of PLANTS FT nwirps'
and FRUIT. WEDNESDAYS, May 9 June J, 'and ]SfI'Tickets on or before April 28th, 4s. ; after that day Ss. each to beobtained at the Gardens by Vouchers from Fellows of the Society

The,
JOHN WATEREr"s AMERTcAN'TLANT.s'm'juS'E

.LAST SPRING EXHIBITION, APRIL 2L Tickets 2s. (.5 each

S1?'^f,„^^'^''^ HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY

-

O The FIRST SHOW of the above Society for the Tear ISGoiiUbe held at SOUTHEND, about MIDSUMMER. The Schedul^of
^"llVlI""'ri"'^^^.' """' ""'jy "'= "'""i-^l Of the Secretary, MrHemey Mat, », Royal Terrace, Soiithend. Essex.

New Roses of 186^

W,,
T, . vS?'^'*^''

Seeds, Carriage free.
M. PAUL'S SELECT LIST contains many articl.

T,,^"^*!? ""' attention of Exhibitors and othei-s who wish i

hare FIRST-CLASS VEGETABLES and FLOVVERSln their season
Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.AMES CARTER and CO.,
«-ED Farmers. MERCUArfrs, and Nursertui

237 and 238. High Holbom, London, W.C.

TAMES FAIRHEAD and SON, Seed Growers and
^T Mercuants. 7, Borough Market, London, S.E.

o/,?^ .'"'4 '^"""io AGRICULTURAL. GARDEN^, and FLOWER
bliEDS. Special prices and advantageous olfers on application

SHTTON'S PERMANENT ,.

CLOVERS for ALL SOILS,

for which they

GRASSES and
. JiKK lor AL.1. SOILS.

For particulars see page 2S8 of last week's Paper.

UTTON'S PERMANENT GRASS SEEDS
oflo f^ oa» ..«,. ^grg^ according to quantities required, and soili

Itended.

White Dutch, Alsike, Cow Grass, and TrefoU
;

'" ^ "T and other Grasses. For samples and lowes,!, p
Richard Smith, Seed Merchaat, Worcester.

To Improve Meadow Land.
RICHARD SMITH'S MIXTURE of the finest

GRASSES and PERENNIAL CLOVERS (S to 12 lb peraere
at lOd. per lb.), if sown early, will cause a vaUuible improvement to the
crop, RrcHARD Smith, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

NATURAL GRASSES: their Names and Derivations:
Quality, Produce, Elevation, Situation, Soil, Use. Peculiarity

Season, Growth, Increase, Time of Flowering, Price, &c.
Free for one postage stamp." SaiTn, Seed Merchant, Worce:

DICKINSON'S ITALIAN " RYE-GRASS SEED,
grown by him and sold to Agi-iculturists this season for

present payment at 449. per qr.,
'

'
"

11- "ill-, per qr., qrs. at ws.
New Park, Lymirgton, Hants.

piNEST LAWN MIXTURE.—Composud only o"f~thi
J- best and cleanest Seeds of the most suitable dwarf ETerereen
Grasses. Is. per lb. Carriage free.
James Dicrsos & Sows. Seed Merchants, 102, Eastgate Street, Chester

IHE HARDY WELSH-GKUWiN KED CLOVER
may be had new and genuine of
:>icKsoN & Sons, Seed Merchants 102, Eastgate

" ..^ >^^ *v ..I .^ J-. jj u -jt u(.-»L sciuri-'Leu uuaut,
PRICED DESCRIPTIVE LIST post free upon application."

.-..^Es Dickson & Sons, Seed Merchants, &,c., lOa, Eastgate
*"

Chester.

H. AND F. SHARP
.

—

Seed Growers and Merchants, Wisbech.
SPECIAL PRICED LIST of NEW SEEDS on application.

ZJi.A UUttAliUA, new
Greatest novelty of the sea

2s Gd. per packet, sent post free

."Striped Japanese Maize.

—

ion. Newly imported Seed, Is. and

^JtfcCuLLOCH, Covent Garden Market, W.C.

SUTTON'S SELECTElT MANGEL and TURNIP
SEEDS.

For prices and particulars see pjige329 of this week's Paper.

) Desc: r Now Rea
"DAUL AND SON, Old Clieshunt °Nurseri'e<i N haveJ. Now Ready fine Plants of all the Varieties in their List TheTrade anti Aniators should consult this

-'.'u i.iBi>. rne

ROSES in POTS, now ready fo7 planting out, can be
' obtained in any quantity "*

H. Lahe & Son, Nurseries. Berk

ST,..,™,
Yellow and Blue LupinsUTTON and SONS can supply ?S above at very

s„,,„J°* s ° prices, Which may be had on application.
''

SniTos & Sons, Royal Berkshire .Seed Establiimment . Reading.
TTERBENAS.—Strong tiioroughly healtliy Plants in anv» quantity, 26s. per 100.

'

s, Penge Nursery, Surrey.

w-r,T,^,n r,?^^^^ Spring nowers.
^r.Ef,,p§l^?:^:.iy^XA^THUS and GIANT

1, largest stock in England.

'TRANSPLANTED R
-L Hybrids saved from Ih
coloured sorts. 12s. 6rf. per Inn

ntGardens, Reading.

0.\^^^":^e^ar;dd
.
White, and Claret-

_ Trinity Nursery, and 33, St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh
pETEK S. ROBERTSON Alj^^Cui^S^PRICEb
J- DE.SCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of GENUINE GARDEN andFLOWER SEEDS, and NOVELTIES for 186orpost iSe otnppMcatron

Trinity Nursery, and 33. St. Andrew Sgimre, EdinbuVgh.

/ lAMBRlAN COLLECTIONS of GARDElT^SEEDSvy for 10s. Crf, Li :i. , ,/ , .,,.1 12s., sufBcient for One Y'ear's

^"A^M'^Jf,'?,:: :" ' " Basket included.CATALOGUL.s
. :

i,!. '
I IWERY STOCK on application.

'

Hereford

^„ _, Green and Purple Kohl Rabl.QUTTON AND SONS can supply genuine New Seed of
k_' the above, at very moderate prices, as see CATALOGUE, whichmay be had gratis and po.st free on application.,

Sdtton k Sons. Royal Berkshire Seed^Establishment
, Reading.

!Z[ To the Piade^
pURPLE-TOP SCOTCH or YELLOW ABERDEENJ^

_ TURNIP. New Seed. Price on application.
12. Eastgate Street, Chester

nLIANTHUS DA.MPihRI. — Imported Seed, o[V^ excellent quality, 2«. 6cJ. per packet, containing » dozen seeds
Trade pnce per 1000 Seeds on application."""" T ,. c...

Edinburgh and London.

"ryOOD AND INGRAM beg to offer fine sturdy Plants of
.1 '^? J*"'^"'

'n 111 colours, well established in a-inoh Pots, andthoroughly hardened off. at £1 per_100, package included.
^Nurseries, Huntingdo

( 'EKMAN FLOWKR SliLDS.— Superb Varieties of^W ':iiu?°lM:nw'r •
?•'"'""'"'

^''A"
K,mondn,'portfiaca,Lar spur Zinnia^ Sc For prices see Descriptive Seed List.RicHAHo Smith, Seed Merchant, Worcestei

GLADIOLI.—Splendid sorts tor Lxhibition, or growing
in Masses. Sc, 2s. ed., 3.,. Sd.. 4s. Od., 6«. Ud., I's u Is S,Us., to »» P=r d'.ze>, 1 10, 6d., 15,., 20s.; '30,., to'200s. , erV '•

n i Sdooes, 12, King .Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

cultivated,(^ L A D I L U S^, the „„
CATALOGUES. C?r.fAi'^^a'^^h^,^^, sent freeStepii.n B,.n„„ Sndhuiy, Suffolk

GLADIOLI, GLADIOLI, GLADIOIT
Collections, including all the finp.if v^riiit. V!- .'"

from 10s. Od. to 63s.
'"'""'"'> "" "°= """"it varieties in cultivation,

"^SjLsl^iXrlu
?^ '° ?!'• ""1 "!";»><!« cari-iagepaid.

-
JJUTLER A McCeLLocH, Covent Garden Market WC

Y^^KBliNAS, FUCHSIASTPMwiASrROSE's^&r
r.L ^T?""* "'i*'

"fon'ytHose that are worth gro^ngNlce'pi™;:
wrS,'°rFl„?S»^'^''^'^"i™'^'^'^'*^TAoGuKee^Z?^KMoBT,j;5oral^Niu,ery, Haj^n^^ear Hurst_G«en7

^^ 1-aised. Plants ready in May, price 5.( eachSee Wa. Padl's StRlNG dAfALOGUE
I^-""-' Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London N

N-'^n^ ™r^^HOTcFssiis::^B";ni^vert,'^5rTaF"s
stock llTcSTkSir'fT" P""'"™ srandiflonrm Sfan't lo-week
Prize 'c^lcLolarW nl^^' 'i']'^

Juratum, Intermediate Stock, JamSC.a^c^olariaBarr's Select .Strain of Primula, each 2,. 6ii. p. pktKARRji slcden, l2,^inBjJtreet. Covent Garden , W C

TnTTN^'sff^p^'l?''®?',"'?,^ and^^iSthFuSi:
I UHN SALlElfS DESCRIPTIVE f'ATAI nPTTi?

1 is°;o?Sy?Z^;gl^e™K??n -^.V?^™^™^^-VersaUles Nur/ery, W^lL^ iSe^^ °,"e 'AZTKiS^^etS. W.

Wnnn'' ^^r^u"?.?^™'"' 2"°^® Geraniums.OOD AND INGRAM beg to offer «ne sturdy Autumn-
a„rt .1,

»'™=k Plants of the above, well established in 3(.inch pots,and thoroughly hardened off, at jEl 6s. per 100, package included

AING'S SWEDE, true, crop of 186.5, 25s. per Bushel
Prices of other kinds of SWEDE, TURNIP, and MANGELunon auDlicfttion to

^.j^,

N, Seed Merchant, 6. Aldgate. London, E
CABBAGE PLANTS.-Strong Drumheads for Cattle,

-nr
"'y kinds, Battersea and Nonpareil, 3s. per 1000W. Virgo & Sow, Wonersh Nursery, Guildford, Surrey

/•^ATTELL'S RELIAN^CE CABBAGEV^ DRUMHEAD or CATTLE CABBAGE
stroncr iilants. 3s. per 1000.

.. Westerham, Kent.

White Belgian Cair.i
QUTTON AND SONS can supply fiue
y~D above at a very moderate price, according t

Nui^erieg, Huntingdo

A SIER.—GERMAN ASTER, the finest Strain in the
S^.J n'^''?™;:"''^

awarded the First Prize at the Brighton andSussex Horticultural Show (open to all England), in 1864 and 1865
an^l Wherever exhibited in 1865. Packets, Is. 6d. each.

Seed Establishment, New Streot^Shipston-on-Stour,

ttS'vp*^^
Trade.-Golden Chain Geraniums.

^^v,'^} V^^ 1"^ J"'? '" °«''='' fi"'^ Autumn-Struck
rianis ot the above, from store Dota at 14jt nnr inn

Also CHINESE AitBOR.VITi,=!,\'j6le"-6rpr-100.
Mile End Nursery, Eaton, Norwich.

J„„T,„„
100,000 Camellias.OSEPH BAUMANN, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium

begs to offer 100 CAMELLIAS of the best sorts, without Uowei'buds, good plants, £5 ; 100 CAMELLIAS, stronger plants, £6 tSTsr^ee to the Custom House, London
TSOBSON'S PRIZE CALCEOLARIA, unsMmssed^by

Dqbson & Sons, Seegsmen, Jslewoi-th. London W
TJOBSON'S PRIZE PRIMULA,~^I5J^i,;iEdlSrJuSuF-L^ colour, and fringe. Sealed packets, u, 2s. 6rt 6,^ '''

DOBSOR & Sons, Seedsmen. Islewortii, London W
J)0';ISUN'S PRIZE CINEKARlA::ZTE-fi^SF^i;j-i,, ,„

§Sled pacfe?f, ir2s°6,r6s.'''
'"'""^' ""'* ^•"'<"<" 80"<1 qualities.

^ I* & Sows. Seedsmen. Isleworth, London. W.

W^„'^^^^i UNE PLANU^S7^S¥liflh^l5^S^;i^;^—
r.

' The Pear-bearing Guava (Psidium pyriferuml - Aonll h."Guava Psidium Domifefnml: ci,«ri.„„,„',V" i^?!; •
App e-bearmg

Apply to J. Stev

Apple-bearing

I, Qr. Lambton Castle, Fence House:

n, ,u -J- .'^.' '"K vjoava (.-aiuium pyrilGuava (Psidium pomiferum)
; Chorimoyer (Anona Cherimo-lial . iiTreeJBlighia sjipida) ; Rose Apple (Eugenia Janibosi

'
'
^

1000 BpciruoGwo od;
rJtojleet. Send price to

r Matlock.

\A/ANTED, .500
VV u to 2 feet „„,. .,„„,_^^Uj.E s KMiTH. Parley Dale Nurseries^^.^. „..,.„„,^.

gUB-TROPICAL FOLIAGE^EEDST^Sd^ottor

a.SrSge|iSS?~-—

-

uowNiE. 1.A1RD, & Laing, stanstcad Park Forest Hill « v
17, South Frederick Street. Edinburgh. '

""' •^^' •

fiew Seed of the
quantity requu-ed.

Button & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading

RAPHANUS CAUDATUS, the EDIBLE PODDED
RADISH. •>- «J '-"'

Barr &Sdg den, Seed Mercha

Z^IANT ASPARAGUS.—Extra fine 2-y^^ extra fine 3-years, Ss. per 100,
Pnce to the Trade on application

JouN Cranston, Nurseries, King's Acre, neai

.per 100;

G R A Y S N • S

Fines

Hereford.

GIANT ASPARAGUS.

, Sudbury, Suffolk.

S-nr^r,.^,.
PatcFson's Seedling Potatos.

UTION AND SONS having been appointed AGENTS
for the above, can supply them in quantitv, at moderate Driceswhich may be had on application.

'
*

" "-
-'

Merchants, Reading.

QEED POTATOS.—Early Ashleaf or EveshKiiiT^^d^-
kj Myatfa Early Prolific Kidney; Skerry Blue, hardy, productive!
of good quality, and kneps free from disease. Prices on aDDlication Vfi
of good quality, and kneps free from disease. Price- „... „l,"" '^•DEcoTT, Bawtree, Dowling, & Co., Limiteo, iiasmg-

.firkot, Mark Lane, London, E.G.

1
1

I
.

I
:
V F P0TAT6.:=ThUls"^i^e~^nh^

. 1
productive of all the Ash-leaf Kidney

'luolv pre^red Seed given on applicatioi to
1^ .^ -^oN- NiirB»r,fl^^ aawbridgeworth.

stoke ; or S

OY.\TR^

I cultivation, and can be

JE. Fendrayton, St. Ives, Hunts.

See'dling, &D<i

Seed Growers"andKohanta. Wisbech.

Telegraph,
,
second early.

ARLY KIDNEY POTATOS
first early, 20s, * - -

16s. per bushel ; We^^ ^ j

purposes), 12s. per bushel.
Apply to Mr. Webb, Calcot Gardens, Reading.
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Fruiting Vines.

EG. HENDERSON anu SO^ offer the above, witb
• splen-iid Canes of wcll-nmtured growth, with promioem

eyea, sure to ytve a heavy crop cf fi-uit, 10s. Gd. each.
LIST of SORTS fcent on application.

WelliDgtou Nursery, St. John's Woodj London, N.W.

Extra extra-strong Fruiting Vines.

FRANCIS AXD ARTHUR DlCKriOiV and SONS can

stiil supply the above

moderate prices.
that Will carry i

' Nurseries, Chester.

'TT'INES.—For Fruitintr this season :—Bowood Muscat,
* Muscat Hamburgh, White Frontignan, Chasselaa MusquO,

Black Frontignan, Trentham Black, and Eschallota Muscat. For
Planting out:— Bowood Muscat, Frankenthal, Muscat Hamburgh,
" ' ' ! KwrpptwiitPr K*irh:t.llnt,a Muscat. Ladv Downes", Chasselrt;

Early Malingre,
MCl' HiU Hamburgh,

s & Co., Handswortb Nurseries, Sheffield.

Vines, Vines.
E.-STIIA-STKO.S-G Fruiting Vises.

LITCOMBF, PINOE, and CO. have a fine large Stock

of the stbove, with well-ripened short-jointed wood, each cane

being 10 feet loiig, and capable of producing 10 bunches of Grapes
this season. The following are the sorts:—

BLACK ALICANTE 1 BLACK nAMBURGH ^

BUCKLAND SWEKT^ATEB I LADY DOWNES' SEEDLING

THE LADY, IX SEEDLING STRAWBERRY, raised

bv Mr. UsDEBiuLt., who was the originator of Sir Harrj-.

PhiDts ait- now ready to be sent out in lots of not less than 20.

Ail applications raust be acconipanieci by a post-office order.

Birnimguam, postage stamps, c :,tor
'5, £4 5s.

i of The Lady Strawberry Plant : — 100, £o
50. £3 Go. ; 20, £1 10a.

Plants in Potc, not less than 10, at 2s. each, package included.

The above scale of pr
"'

* '

Mr. Underi " —
eitlifr m Engl
price Is. Address,
Mr. KicHABO UmjERhill, Sir Hairy'a Eoad, Edgbaston, Birmingham

g will be siigbtlv ch':niRed"'in August, 1809.
'* Treatise on the CMitivation of Strawbeiries,'

, French, or German, may b« had through the po&t

Superb Double Hollyhocks.
"XX/ILLTAM CHATER bet;s to remind the Adm
V » of this benutiful flower that now is the best time for planting

it out to insuro fine spikes and blooms this season.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, with instructions for its Cultiva-

tion ; also prices of Plants per dozen, 100, or 1000, may be had ou
application.

.Seedlings from best named varieties, 4s. per doz,

i. per 100.

In Collections of 12 separate named varieties, >

6 varieties, extra, &s,

2 named varieties, all good show flowerB, ^s. Gd.

S'

{TOm 20«. to

TER, Nurseries, Saffron Walden, Essex.

I'OO fine showv varieties £300
100 do. do. 30s. : 60 do 17 G
mo do. do., including new varieties .. .. 2 10
fiO do. do. do. do. .. .. 1 10

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, giving heights, colours.

CUrysanthemums.
FiR3T Pbues Stoke Newinotom and Gdilduall, 1865.

ADAM FORSYTH begs to inform the Public that he
is now sending out his larpe COLLECTION of CHRTSAN-

TIIEMUMS, at Gs. per dozen, including Attraction, Eve. Golden
Ball, Golden Dr. Brock, Herculest King of Denmark, Latly Carey,

"

' Wyncss, Mrs. Raines, Pink Pearl, Prince of Wales,
^Virgin Qi_

B stamp.
Tingion, N.

Choice Carnations and Ficotees,
60s. per 100 ; 70s. per 100 own selection.

JOHN J. HASLAM (Son-in-law and Successor to the
late JoBW HoLLASD, Bradshaw Gardeus, Chadderton, Manchester),

bees to say his stock is in the finest condition. Gentlemen of the
Tradetreated on the most liberal terms. CATALOGUES now rervdv.

A ceaeral assortment of FLORlSrS' FLOWERS and GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, coi^sistiug of Pansios, Auriculas, Polyanthi

Petunias, Verbenas, Geraniuma, Fuchsias, Heliotropes,

and reapectfully solicited.

Calceol;

Orders punctually attended

c

VERBENA PURPLE KING, 16s. per 100; ditto BRILLANTE DE
VAISK, Ux. iier 100; ditto LORD RAGLAN, lOs. par 100;
LOI5KLIA SPECIOSA. true, 12s. per 100.

PrSPRlNGOATALOOUES of DAHLIAS. GERANIUMS, and other
EeddiDg PlanLs can be Lad on application at his

Seed Establish 111eut, 1, Kmg Street, and at the
Clarence Nurseries, York.

/"UiOlCE SPRING FLOWERS, ice.

V_y Strong Plants.
now ready in

Per doz.—s. d.

HEPATICAS, double red and single blue 4
double blue 12

VIOLETS, double, in four sorts 4y. lo
„ single, in six sorts 3«., -Is., and G

„ new single striped Is. Qd. each 12
„ new double striped, Reinedea Violettes, 2s. Qd. each 24

PRIMROSES, double, in foui- varieties

:i§

COLLECTIONS

Flower Seeds

leave ttie selection to \is, aud we TfUl supply those w
really worthy of cultivaton.

l". The best 100 sorts (hardy, balf-hardy, and tender)

2. The best 60 sorts ditto ditto

3. The best 36 sorts ditto ditto

4. The best 2-1 suns ditto ditto

6. The nlj)

Estaiilis;i,!cl Upwards of a Century.

BU T L K 11 AND MCCULLOCH'S Complete
COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLK SEEDS for ONE TEAR'S

SUPPLY, all of the Growth of 186S.

No. 1.
I

No. 2.
I

No. 3.
I

No. t I No. 6.

f3 3s.
I

£2 2».
I

f 1 10».
I «1 1«. 1

lOsM.

All orders amounting to 215. and upwards sent carriage p.iid.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGDES sent free and post paid

upon application.

Bdtler a McCi- . South Row, Covent Garden Market, TV.C.

C:
AETER'S CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS

_ Collections containing only Showy rarieties of easv cultiva-

tion. 2s. 6ti., fo., 10s. Gd.j Ifc and 21s., foiwatded on receipt of Post
Office Order. PRICE LISTS gratis and post-free on application.

Jaues Carter i Co., 237 and 238. High Holbom, W.C.

CARTER'S GENUINE GARDEN SEEDS,
for One Year's Supply, for Small, Medium, and Lai^e Gardens,

10s. 6<i., 21s., and iis., forwarded on receipt of Post Office Older.
PRICE LISTS gratis aud post-free on application.

Jaues CA8T£ft & Co., 237 and 238, High Holborn, W.G.

pARXER'S GENUINE FARM SEEDS.
CARTER'S:PERMANENT PASTURE GRASS, per acre, 26*., 30s.

and 3Gs.

CARTER'S PRIZE SWEDE SEED, per lb. Is.

CARTER'S PRIZE MANGEL SEED, per lb. U.
SPECIAL LIST of FARM SEEDS .gratis and post-fi-ea

on application.

.T.I,. Cvr.TyaiCo.. 237and238. Ili^li Ilulboin, W.C,

The Greatest Novelty of the Season.

New Roses of 1866.

JOHN FRASER. of thu 1..m Bridge Road Nurseries,
Leyton, Essex. N.E,. will fnrnur.i -n application a LIST of all

e respectfully solicited.Early

l^EW ROSES~of~186a

7 ready for sending out.

3 many inferior,

;

to the annual intro-
fact, worthless varieties of
season carefully sdlected

out of 40 or 50 sorts ofiered by tbe French raisers

I confidently recounnend, and be believes bis selection
that are worthy of note."

application. The plants iA List, 1

. _.

and will bd fit to send'out in Marc, .

Nurseries, King's Acre, r Hereford.

Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.
New Roses asd English Seedlings.

WM. PAUL (Son and Successor to tbe late A. Paul")
has to offer in May nest the following first-clasa NEW

nVBRID PERPETUAL ROSES:—
; ;LACK PRINCE. H.P. (Wu. pACL),_Flowera dark cnmson, shaded

with black, cupped, large and full. This Rose may be called a
ilarkGloiredeSantenay, which it resembles in most respects.

H.P. (Wsi. Padi.).—Flowers crimson, with black
Growth robust, foliage splendid.

DtL, LINDLKY,
and full. _

OiHj ot the finest English Roses vet raised. Price 7 -

GLOruSA. H.P. (Wm. Padl).—Flowers clear dnrk bripht crimson.
cul'-'iir intense and uniform throughout. This flower ia quite
unique in charac" " - - . . ., .

.
. .. _

.

cultiira) Society.
LADY SUFFIELD, H.P. (Wa. Paul) —Flowers purplish crimson,

colour uniform throughout, the puiple tint predominating ; large,

healthy plants :—
ELIZABETH VIONERON (Wm PAnt.).—Flowers rosy pink, very

laree and full, cupiied in the way of Laslia, but ftiUer, fresher
and brighter m colour ; constitution hardy, growth «gorous;
blooms continuously ; one of tbe best of List year's ncrveltlee.

Price 3^. 6d.

constitution hardy, growth moderate; very constant, dlstluct,

and good. Price 5s. Od.
PRINCE Dtf JOINVILLE (Wm PaulI.—A fine large showy Rose,

something in tho way of, but of a lighter coloui", than PrincesK
of Wales ; vigorous a" "" ^-- = - " --- ^- ^

-

,Dd hardv. Price 2s. 6rf.

fRed Rover, but more double ; growth of eit,r.iordtnarr vigour;
J of the best of climbing or pillar Roses. Price 3s. Qd.

All the really good French Novelties. 3s. Gd. each ; the older kinds,
byr . per dozen ; 7os. to 100s. per 1

For Dahlias apply to

f^ RAWLINGS, who is permitted to announce that
V T , he supplied Clark & Co., and Mr. Bosholl, of the Borough,
I r 16 ve.irs. Nearly 200 varieties, at 3s. per dox. ; New ones of 1806,

li^luding LEAH, CHAMPION, and GEO. WHEELER, Os. per d02.

Watc
CAT .\ LOG UK

, Essex, E.

> tit ' 'Irade.
;

'
' m:, Brereton Xm-sery,

I. - ; ? V targe Stock of finelv growu
HuLLltS, 12 to IS inches, and 18 to
r at vorv low prices on application. Also

2 yeav-s" ASPARAGUS PLANTS. IPs, per 1000.

/CORNELIUS ^^ :

Kj Rugeley, Staff r :

and well-rooted GREK>
inches, which be c

FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND SILVER FIB,
4-years' Seedling, at 4a. par 1000.

600,000 SPRUCE, 4-yearb" Seedling, at 2*. per 1000.

SKERRY BLUE POTATOS, £3 10k. per ton : 4s. per Cirt. ; in

Sicke, at Is. Od. Reference or remittance required.

J. RiDDELL, Park Attwood, B«wdley^

TRUE NATIVE SCOTCH FIR.—A quantity of the
above, from Ij to 2} feet, twice Transplanted, wiil he put on

the liails at Brandon Station at 21s. per 1000.

Apijly to Messrs. Jasieb Dicksos £ So.vs, Seedsmen, 32, Hanover
Street, Edinburgh.

w A N T E Li , a q
WELLIXGTOSIA,

ARAUCARl.^ IMBRICATA,
S-nd LisL and prl

Address, Wat of Barr & Sugden, li, king St., CotcntOarden.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST of

Conifene, New and Rare Hardv Plants, Ornamental Trees and
Shrubs, Rhododendrons, Japanese Novelties, Forest Trees, aud

I, forw-arded on apj):

M*lford ; r Godalming, Sm-rey,

Spring Planting.
:U LA"\N^SON AND SuN are prepared to execute
1^ for every description of NURSSRY STOCK suitable for

:ind ORNAMENTAL PLANTATIONS.
t- AN PINE (Tinus Laricio). Seedhngs and Transplanted; a

wn plants at moderate prices.

;cial offers witTbe made for large quantities of tbe leading Oma-

a application.
;ontal TREES aud SHRUBS wht-n desired.

T^^af
WO :\!!l,LliiN

TRIPEll-LEAVED JAPAXtSE MAIZE.Jj^
Second Iinport-ition of Seed just

Thife beautiful and valuable addition to or

Plants was obtained in Japan. It appears
Omamcntal-foliage

_ _ variety ofCuragua,
!spects differs from the

POLY'ANTHTJS."ftnest laced varieties" " '.'.
'.'. '.'.

PAMPAS GRASS, fine plants W*. per 100

Lj\.VRND^R, fineplants.. ..
'.'.

'.'. ','. '.'. V. 3
CLOVES, old crimson and others 3s. to G
PINKS, fine named sorts 4
SWEET WILLIAM, Auricularcyed.&c 3
"WALLFLOWER, double yellow and dai* 4

AUo the following in Stock Plants :—
FUCHSIAS, new, of 1S65 G
VEKBENAS, new, oflSBS 4
GERANIUMS, new, ofl865 Qs. to 12
PETUNIAS, new, of 18C5 6 -

CtrRVSANTHEMUMS .. ...CO
TROPJi:0LUM3 and LOBELIAS, new
ANTIRRHINUMS and PENTSTEMONS, new 6
PHLOX, new ..

' .90
CINERARIAS, new .. . . 12 C

100 CHOICE HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS, in £0 fine named
varieties, for 25*.

ROSES.
24 KnestSTANDARD and DWARF ROSES, 24 distinct varieties, ns.
24 ditto ditto on their own roots, in pots, 21s.

ASPARAGUS, 1, 2, and 3 years, line.

CATALOGUES free on application ; also, TRADE CATALOGUE
ofNURSERY STOCK.

Post-oCBce Orders on Castle Hedlngham.
Wa. DiLLiKTo.NE, Monro Nursery, Sible Hedinfiham, Essex,

[ called in tlia United States. It

in its earlier stages of growth is also striped with rose colour. It

resembles the Arundo donax variegata m appearance, but is of

a much more elegant and imposing habit. Nothing in the way of a
foliage plant can excel in gracefuluess and beauty a group of three

to five plants of this variety of Zea. Sow in hot-bed and plant out

in June. Price Is. per packet.

James Carter & Co., 23T and 23S, High Holbom London, W.C.

IMPROVKI) l.l,.MM.
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A EIBEON BORDER, Six Colours, Post Free, 2s. 6d. Stamps.

The selection of the ahoye is unique, equalling Bedding Plants, at one-thirtieth the cost.

Poynter's 25s. Anglican Collections of Garden and Flower Seeds for One Year's Supply

Contains one of the above, and is altogether the best and cheapest ofl'ered. Carri.ige free.

1^ Useful PEICE LISTS gratis.

ROBERT H. POYNTER, SEED MERCHANT, TAUNTON.

GRASS SEEDS,

AGP.ICUI.T1JUAL SEEDS,

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,

FLOWER SEEDS.

Catulogxies foricaided post free to an'j address on application.

RATNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAAVTREE, DOWLING,
Aiii) COMPAN r. Limited,

Corn, Sekd, Masl'He. and Oilcake Merchant!
Addj-ess, 89, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E,C. ; or Baaitigfitoke.

I PriceB Post frei

for Wheat ; 1862, for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds,
Prize Medale, 1861,

Henry's Prize Hybrid Leek, Genuine.
y^OWNIE, LAIRU, AND LAINU are now sending out

packets at u. each. This is unquestionably Iho

17, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh ; and Stanstead Park,
Foi-est Hill, London, S.E.

SPECIAL OFFER to the TRADE.—Ashleaf Kidney,
Orf. ; a sm.'Uler sample, ii<l. ; Myatt's Prolific Kidney, 8d.

;

Kivers' Royal Kidney, Is,; Red Ki-mey, S'l.; Cumberland Rough
White Round Potatos, t'xt. per stone (14 Ib.l.

STRONG LARCH and ALDER, half the usual price, tbe ground
being wanted.
WANTED, Tritomas, Forns, Greenhouse Plants, Rare Hardy

Plants, Ac, in exchange or otherwise. Say lowest cash price for
strong plants. Joseph Tkemhlc & Sons.

s E D POT A T S , & I

HANDSWORTH, Oa. per cwt.PINK-EYE KEMP, 6s. per o».. , iu»i.ijo..u.viu, «. u„. i,,.^.

MONA'S PRIDE, 20s. per cwt. | MYATT'S KIDNEY, 9s. per cwt.
OXFORD, 8s. per cwt.

of Potatos, selected and classed, at

GAftLIC, J6». per cwt.
|

SHALLOTS, 26». per cwt.
TOBACCO PAPER, 80s. per cwt.

All kinds of genuine Farm and Garden Seeds, Catalogues of whicU

Prince of Wales Kidney Potato.
WLLIAJI KUWI.EY, Seedsman, Sandryke Gardens,

Gilling, near Richmond, Yorkshire, can supply the above,
warranted genuine, at 2s. 6d. per peck, cr 9s. per bushel.
Also RIVERS' ROYAL ASBLEAF KIDNKYS. at 6s. per bushel.
A remittance or reference from imknown correspondents is respect-

folly requested.

HUGH LOW & CO.
HAVE JUST RECEIVED

VERY EXTENSIVE CONSIGNMENTS OF CHOICE OECHIDS
FROM IMEXICO, VENEZUELA, AND THE TENASSERIM PROVINCES.

CTPaiPEDIUMS
CATTLEYAS

The Plants are in the finest possible condition, and consist of

—

AERIDES
I

DENDEOBIUMS
PHALiENOPSlS I ODONTOGLOSSUMS

ONCIDIUIIS

EPIDENDRDMS,

H. L. & Co. would especially mention ODONTOGLOSSUM NEBULOSUil and MACULATUM, of which they possess large quantitit

ODONTOGLOSSUM NEBULOSUM and CEKVANTESII can be seen in Flower at the Nursery.

Trices senf on application.

CLAPTON NURSERY, LONDON, N.E.

VIRBENA^CRIMSON KING.

THOMAS METHVEN
Has much pleasure in annouucing that he has aiTanged to send out the unrivalled VERBENA CRIMSON KING, which was raised in 1863 by Mr. David Thomson, at

Arclierfield, where it has been extensively used for the last two seasons. Its superiority consists in its great and continuous profusion of bloom, its vigorous and couipact habit,

and its healthy oonstitutiou. It is in fact a companion to the well-known Purple King, having all the good qualities of the latter variety, without its tendency to mildew or to

become diseased in winter. Crimson King has fine bold crimson truBses of bloom, with petals of unusual Bubstance, boruc on short stiff stalks, which constitutes it one of the very

best plants for standing heavy rain without much iniury. Either for masses or for lines it is considered by the many Gardeners who have seen it this season at Archerfield to

stand unrivalled for striking cllect. The following TESTIMONIALS, which have been received by Mr. Thomson, will more than corroborate what is said above of its merits :—

From Dr. Robert Hogg, of the Journal of Horticulture.

s particularly struck with the brilliant colour aud telling effect of your Crimson King Verbena,
* "

on entering the Kitchen Garden at Archerfield, forminK a line in the
ribbon border on each side of the i

Castle, remarkable for its breadth and va
standing boldly out from all tbe c

merit in having raised so valwible i

: Garden
le diatance my eye rested on two brilliant

ot inil to sec was produced by the same
if colour; and on placing it in "proximity
) Stella an orange hue. You bave great

From Mr. Toward, Osborne House., lale of Wiffht.

From Mr. Jo r EoBSON, Gardener to Viscount Holmesdale, Linton Park, Kent.

It: the upricht erowth"For many years we have been on the outlook for a class of Verbetiu.'^ liavii

and free flowering qualities of Purple Kmg, but differing from il i. ^m i- ^.i. i:.<j Mr. D.
Thomson has obtained m hi"? Crimson King, which is equallyadapti.J r . . : .

: jr lines
in ribbon bordeis; while for continuous blooming it piomises to ].,

;

'
i ..

i

i. i
-,;- it is

deeper and richer in colour than the well-known Geranium St^llA, .1 . ,1; . ; ,\, is in its
beat trim at Archerfield, it was the unanimous opinion of several gin .i ; ii- • \,.- '

. iiii, i\ i,.i, liku our-
selves, had seen this Verbena and Geranium Stella in juxtaposition at Arc'^Tlicld, tliiit the Verbena
was by far tbe more brilliant ot the two. There seems nothmg left to with for, unless it be for other
Verbenas of like habit, but ot different colours, not yet represented in this way.

Frwu Mr. John Clark, Gardener to Earl de Grey and Ripon, StudUy Royal, Eipon.
" I was particularly struck with your seedliuK Verbena Crimson King. It will, indued, be a valuable

acquisition to all who require dense masses of colour. I cannot give you a better testimony of my
appreciation of It than by saying that Immediately on my return to Edinburgh 1 ordered 100 plants
to be secured for me as soon as It Is sent out."

From Mr. Thomas Lees, Gardener to the Earl of Haddmgton, I'yningkame.
" I have great pleasure in bearing the highest tc.-timnny to your Verbena Crimson Knip, having had

opportunities of seeing it boddcd along with other Verbenas in the Gardens at Archerfield, both last

year and this. Both m fine weather and after dashmg rains it at all times was pre-eminent. Colour
rich crimson, borne in great profusion. Habit of plant same as the well-known Purple King."

From Mr. H. Rose, Gardener to the Duke of Roxburgh, Floors Castle, Kelso.

" Having seen your Seedling Verbena Crimson King at Archerfield for two successive seasons, I am
convinced that it is the best crimson in cultivation. Its habit ia that of Purple King. It will be a great

acqui«ltlon, whether used for beds or ribbon borders."

From Mr. J. Bisset, Gardener to the Earl of Sefton, Vroxitth Park.

"Crimson King Verbena, which I saw at Archerfield In great perfection, Is of a most brilliant

colour, much wanted in Verbenas. Habit good, being «ry erect and a gre?t bloomer. I had great
pleasure in giving an order tor a quantity of this plant. '

To be sent out next May at 18s, per dozen.

Orders are now being booked, and loill be executed in rotatioji as they atx received.

Messrs. Austin & McAslan, GI«si^ow
„ James Backhouse & Son, York

Mr. Wm. Bull, Chelsea, London
Messrs. 'rhonia,s Bunyard & Sons, Maidstone

,, Ballantyno & Son, Dalkeith
Mr. Wm. Cutbiish, Bamet, Herts
Messrs. Casbon &. Son, Peterboroueh

„ James Carter* Co., High Ilolborn, London
Mr. E. Cooling, Mileasli, Derby
„ W. Chater, Saffron Walden, Essex
,, John Cranston, King's Acre, Hereford

Messrs. James Dickson & .Sons. Chester
„ F. & A. Dickson & Sons, Chester
„ Dickson & Tumbull, Perth and Brechin
„ Dickson s TurnbuU, Hawick
„ James Dickson & Sons, Edinburgh
„ Downie, Laird, & Lalng, Edinburgh and London

following Niyserymen have already ordered it, and will be able to supply when sent out :

—

4 Aitken, KilmarnockMessrs. Drefrhi^in a. jnunoii, «i4imiiinjuB.

Ml- Wm. Dillistone, SibleHedingham, Essex
Messrs. John Dobson & Sons, Isleworth, London, v
Mr. Wm. Dean, thiplev, Y'orkshire
Messrs. E. P. Dixon & Son, Hull
„ W. Drummoud L Sons, Stirling

' " ngham

. Fowler & C(i., Glaatow
„ J. Gartfihore, Sons. & Co., Falkirk
,, James Garaway 5: Co,, Bristol
„ E. G. Henderson & Son, St. John's Wood,

. Ivery, Rye Lane, Peckh. _
issrs. Ivery k Son, Dorking, Siurey
,
Thomas Imrio & Sons, Ayr

, PbJip Ladds, Bexley Heath, Kent
ssrs. J. & C Lee, Hamnifrsmith, London
, Hugh Low k Co.. Clapton, London
,
Peter Lawson & Son, Edinburgh aud LondoD

,
Little & Ballantvne, Carlisle

, H. Lane & Son, Great Berkhampstead
,
VV P. Laird & Sinclair, Dundee

. John Monro, Osborne Park Gardens, Bamet
, W. M.ivtiTs, Canterbury
-M- .1 S: \ P-'.rson, ChlUwell, Nottingham

'.\
I I 't. I, .|.i >.lirewsbury

I I I I ! iiig, London
I ,. Cheshunt, Herts

^^ HI r L'ii, u .iltlinm Cross, N.
^.^^i.-.. j.e1m<iii"Ii Koid& Co., Aberdeen

Messrs. Wm. Bollissoh &, Sons', Tooting, London
Mr Charles Kamsay, Ball's Bridge. Dublin
Messrs. J. Slater & Sons. Malton, Yorkshire

„ E. Sang & Sons, Kirkcaldy
„ John Stewart ft Sons, Dundee

Mr. Richard Smith, Worcester.
„ Wm. Skirving, Livei-pool

Messrs. Smith & Simons, Glasgow
„ Stuart & Mein, Kelso

Mr. Charles Turner, Slough
Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nm--

sery, Chelsea
„ W. Virgo k Son, Wonersh, near Guildford,

"'""—
fi. Hniiowav. ijonaon

r Uckfleld,

SEED WAREHOUSE, 15, PRINCES STREET j and LEITH WALK NURSERIES, EDINBURGH.
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40 Tons per Acre of INTER-
MEDIATE AUTUMN aud -WINTER
CATTLE FOOD :

BLUNDELL'S CATTLE MELONS
and CATTLE MARROWS : — 100

Seeds, 25. Gd. ; ^ lb., sufficient for

^ of an acre, 5s,
; ^ lb., suflBcient for

* of an acre, 9s. ; 1 lb., sufficient

for 1 acre, 16s.

For Improving our Native Flora,

Enriching WoodLand Walks,_^Wilder-

uesses. Shrubberies, Railway Embank-
ments, Rockeries, Carnage Drives,

beside Rivulets, &e. Cheap mixed
FLOWER SEEDS for the above
purpo.ses, Ss. &d. to os. &d. per lb.

;

7 lb. to 10 lb. per acre. "Now is the

tiiue to purchase.

MIXED GLADIOLL for large

effective masses, per 100, 105. 6r7.,

15s., and 21s.
;

per doz., 2s. 6d.

and Zs. M.

"Speaking of Gourds. I must s

cnaless diversity of urns .ind vases

sculptor would do well to copy, s

Goulds in the garden were worthy-

SEED BULB &PLANT T\^REHOUSE
Ps/

For Park Scenery, Islands, Select

Plantations, Small Orchards, exten-
sive Lawns, Mounds, Sub-tropica 1

Gardens and Raised Flower Beds, also

^P^ "Verandahs and Rustic Arches, likewise

[\1 Sloping Banks, &c., ORNAMENTAL
\\/^5^ GOURDS are exceedingly attractive

xMp'^
both for their foliage "and fruit.

/^.—^ When ripe the fruit forma a

X^ \t\ '^^^^V^^ ^?i\\ and Drawing-room
Ornament.

'^^]\ The Gourd Seeds in wanu locaU-
' ties can. be sown early in May where
intended to grow.

^I2.KLVG STREET.CQVENT GARDEXw.c)
Orders amounting to 2\s. sent Carriage Paid.

For SPECIALITIES in VEGETABLE SEEDS, see our large Advertisement, p. 72.

NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE on the GOURD.
ever Providence (but I know it never willl should a

expended lor a service of plate, or mo.st delicate poi
gathwed from Vines whicn I will plant with

irble. If I would be peouliarly appropriate."'—iVafAajti*! Haicthome's Mossesfro.

Selections of ORNAMENTAL
GOURDS, including Miniature,
Medium, and Mammoth varieties, or
either separate :—10 varieties, 2*. Qd.

;

15 do., 3«. 6;;. ; 20 do., 5s. 6(7. ; 30 do.,

7s. 6rf.; 40 do., IO5. 6rf. ; 50 do.,

125. 6d. ; 100 do., 21*. ; 200, i2s.

superfluity of gold, part of it shall bo
> wrought into the shape of Gourds.

hands. A^ dishes for containing vegetables they

PERMANENT PASTURE GRASS SEEDS and CLOVERS for ALL SOILS | FINE LAWN GRASS SEEDS for ALL SOILS

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE SEEDS for One Tear's Supply (Carriage paid), 10s. 6rf., 155. 6d., 21*., 305., 42s., (

COLLECTION of FLOWER SEEDS (post paid), 25. 6rf., 35. 6rf., 5s. 6rf., 75. 6d., 10s. Qd., I5s., 21s., 30s., 425., to 105s.

!., 845., and 105.»,

INTERNATIONAL BOTANICAL AND HORTICULTURAL CONGRESS.
Those who intend to Exhibit Plants at the above grand gathering, should use STANDEN'S GARDENER'S and AMATEUR'S FRIEND MANURE, a Compound of

the richest fertilising Phosphates knowii. It promotes a heullliy vigorous growth in plants, increases the size, and enrirhes the coluur of tlie Howers, and greatly improves the
foliage. In all cases it should be laid on the surface dry, and watered in, thus gi-adually and continuously nourishing the plant and etfecting a considerable saving' in labour.

No. 1 quality for Hard-wooded Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Fruit Trees, Roses, Vegetables, and Lawns. Sample canisters, I5. and 2s. 6d. ; and bags, ds. 6(f., 10s. 6e?., & 2U.
No. 2 quality for Soft-wooded Plants and Bulbs. Sample canisters, Is. aud 2s. 6rf. ; and bags, 6s. Qd., IO5. 6rf., and 2l5.

T/n: above raluaMe Manure ran he procured frovi any re^pectaMr. Nursernmcii or ,Sf'rds?nen,

THE FOLLOWING ARE A FEW OF THE AGENTS :

For London :—

Ur.'ks. WiLUA
„ Ureen, Covent Garden
„ Kesnedv, Covent Garden
„ Gaises, Covent Garden
„ Buck, Covent Garden
„ William Cdtddsd, Barnet

For London :—
Mr. M.vciKTosit, Hammersmith
„ \V. Uarxes. Cambenvell
„ Ansell, Camden Town

For the Provinces :—
Mr. Charles Turnkh, Slough

-
,,. .

; S. May, Leeds
, F. G. Godwin, Sheffield
,
W. DiLHSToNE, Hedingham, Esses

, T. HoBBS, Landport

Ad.ditivnal nanie.'i of Agents n'ill he gii

For the Provinces :—
. J. Scorr, Yeovil, Somerset
, J. J. Chatgr, Cambridge

time to time.

BARR AND SUGDEN, SEED, PLANT, and BULB MERCHANTS, 12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN.

SPECIAL OFFER BY THE

LONDON SEED COMPANY, LIMITED,

LARGE PURCHASERS OF FARM SEEDS.

beg to call particular attention to the following LIST of SEEDS, -which can be had at the annexed prices, delivered Carnage Free, agreeably

to the Carriage Arrangements specified in the FABM SEED PRICE CUKEENT, just published.

LONDON PURPLE-TOP SWEDE TURNIP
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wAmerican Plants. New Hardy Rhododendrons.
"ATKRER AND nODFKEY'S PKICED and

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS,
..hi^ited in the Horticultural Garrtens, South Kensington, free

pplication. This Catalogue fairly describes the Rhododendrons
:, worth RTOwing, ns well as some new and very handsonie kinds

usively in their possession, and now for the first time oCFered.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey^

Hardy Scarlet Rhododendrons.
JOHN WATERER'S CATALOGUE of HARDY

SCARLET and other CHOICE RHODODENDRONS as annually

displayed in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, can now be
had on application.

It contains faithful descriptions of all the varieties really worthy of

cultivation, as well as a selection of HARDY CONIFERS, with

heiRhts and prices, with ORNAMENTAL EVERGREENb, FOREST
TREES, &c.

The American Nursery. Rngshot, Surrev.

To the Trade.
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA SEED (true), of excel-

lent quality, and warranted crop of present season. Price,

postage paid, 5s. 2d. per oz. ; 325. per half lb. ; 60s. per lb. nelt. From
unknown Correspondents a remittance must accompany order.

WHOLESALE CATALOGUES of GENERAL NURSERY
STOCK can be had on application to

Thos. Cbipps, Nurseryman, Tunbridge Wella, Kent.

/CHOICE VARIEGATED PELARGONIUMS.
Mrs, Pollock] I Golden Vase I Ra.inbow
Sunset Snowflake Burning Bush
Yellow Belt I'icturata Princess Alexandra
Golden Tom Thumb | Argus I

Fontainebleau

The above 12 choice varieties, suitable for exhibition, for 21s.,

basket and packing included.

Address, Alfred Fbykb, Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

Remittances required from unknown correspondents.

Flower Seeds.

ENGLISH nnd CONTINENTAL NOVELTIES for

1866.—See DESCRIPTIVE LIST in Gardeners' Cfirwide of

March 10. p. 214 : also March 17, in first column of the Newspaper
part. Off« '

'

Stkpu towN, SeedGiower, Sudbury, Suffolk.

CATALOGCES sent free.

Superb Double Hollyhocks.
Toe Finest Collection eveb Offeked to the Public.

WCHATER has a large Stock of fine healthy
• Plants now ready, which ho can supply on liberal terras.

See Advertisement on other page.

Address, W. Chater, Nurseries, Saffron Walden.

Primula, Calceolaria, &c.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON are now sending out
SEED of their superb PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA,

which has for many years Riven great satisfaction.

The Gardeners' Chronicle of the 6th of January, in Notices to

Correspondents, says :—" The blooms sent are remarkably fine,

richly coloured, full, and densely fringed ; they are evidently the
produce of a capital strain."
The Journal of HorticuUure of the 23d of January, says that:—

"The finefit and richest coloured Chinese Primulas we have yet seen
are those raised by Messrs. Cutbush & Son."

Sealed packets 2.-^. M. and 3*. 6d, each.
CALCEOLARIA (James').—This is the finest herbacooas variety

extant. Per packet 2s. M. and 35. Qd. each.
CINERARIA, frnm finest named varieties. Per packet 2s. 6d. and

N

BUTLER AND JfcCULLOCH'S Collections of Choice
FLOWER SEEDS forwarded Post free.

NEW ANNUALS, 5s. and 10*. 6cf.

HARDY DO., 2s. 6rf., 6s., 10s.. 205.
HALF HARDY DO., 48., Is. 6d., 16s., 3

SPRING

Covent Garden Market, W.C.

pHJEAP ^d~~BEAUTIFUL"~F'LO'"\VE"ll~SEEDS.

100 packets of the best andmost showy Hardy, Half-hardy.andTendei
Annuals, 20s.

50 ditto, 10s.
I

25 ditto, Hardy Annua's,&).
25 ditto. 6.1.

I
12 ditto, ditto. 2s. fid.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE on application.

RicHABD Smith, Seed Merchant, Woi

WELVE of the FINEST GERANIUMS extant for
BEDDING are-

Variegated Little David | Indian YelliItalia Unita
Sunset
Mrs. Pollock

Wm. Du , Mu > Nurj

Orange Nosegay

lie Hediogham, Essex.

To the Trade.
CA R L E T GERANIUMS. lOs. per

.CALCEOLARIA AUREA FLORIBUNDA, 7s. 6d.
LOBELIA SFECIOSA, 5s.

The above are strong plants, shaken out of cutting pots.

Select Catalogues of Seeds and Plants.

ROBERT PARKER be-s to announce that his NEW
PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, containins

Select Lists of the best varieties of Vegetable, Agricultural, and
Flower Seed.s, New and Rare Plants, &c., are now published, and wiil

be forwiifded to applicants. All Seeds are warranted to be of the
finest pos'^ible quality. Intending purchasers are requested to com-
pare the pnces with those of other houses.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.

Hollyhocks, Hollyhocks, Hollyhocks.
C. PADMAN has a splendid stock of Autumn-struck
Plants, now readv 50s. per lOO ; price to the Trade on

m application. S/ '
"* •

"

Providence Nursery, Boston Spa, Yorkshire.'

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FLOWER SEEDS, contain-
ing all the Novelties of the season, may be had post ftee on application.

Joux & Chakles Lee. Royal Vineyard Nursery and S^ed Establish-
ment, Hammersmith, London, W.

AUPRIKTIA CAMPBELL! (effoctlvo spring flower).

FUCHSIA BANKS'S BEAUTY.
VERONICA FRUTICOSA GLAUCA.
CLIANTHUS DAMPIERI, in varieties (seed only).

Coloured Plates, post free nn receipt of Stamps, of the following:—
AUBRIETIA CAMPBELLI, Id.

CLIANTHUS DAMPIERI ALBIFLORA, Is. 1./.

For description of the above see E. G. Henderson & Son's New
AUTUMN CATALOGUE, forwarded postfree.

Wellington Niu-sery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

c HOICE BEDDING PLANTS, &;c

nie, from Mr. Tyerman's stock, \8. each,

\!CA, strong buccession and Fnilting, fine

New and Choice Flower Seeds.

JOHN AND CHARLES LEE. Seedsmen to the Queen,
offer ihe following choice FLOWER SEEDS (free by post), at

the following pnccs per packet;

NEW ZONALE PELARGONIUM WILTSHIRE
LASS.—The finest Pink-coloured varielv ever raised. Awarded

First-clasfi Certificates. Plants ready on May 17 at bs. each. See

Edinburgh.

Double White Pelargonium Lady Victoria Kerr.

CARSTAIRS AND SONS are now sendiiiK out the
above fine Double White Geranium, price 10k. Bd. each. A full

Description and List of Testimonials post free on application.

121, George Street, and Warriston Nurseries, Edinburgh.

Pelargonium Mrs. Pollock.

ALFRED FRYER offers hralthy ^tU-stowd Plants of
this beautiful Bedding PELARGONIUM at 12s., 15.s., and ISs.

per dozen for cash. All the plants are well established in GO-pots,

and were sti;uck in open borders Inst autumn.
Remittances requested from unknown coirespondents.

Address, Alfred Frter, Nurseries, Chattens, CambridReshire.

LOBELIA, NEW WHITE.—This White Lobelia is

quite distinct from all others ; it is of neat compact habit,

immense bloomer, anrt will be found for * dging or making a white
bed, superior to any other White Beddine Plant extant.

per doz. ; or £6 per 100.

Ma ^4 Son, Hull and Cot nghai

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.

PAUL TOLLARD, Seed Gro-v\'er and Merchant,
£0, Quai de la M^gisserie 20, ci-devant4. Place desTroisMaries 4,

a Paris. SPECIAL PRICED LIST of NEW SEEDS, in English
weights and money, on application.

T A M U R E U^xT^C'l'a rTk, ' and ^C 0.,

free to any address i

t gratis and post

British Fern Catalogue.

ROBERT SIM can nnw send, post free for six postage
' stamps, Part I, (British Ferns and their varieties, 3B pnires,

includinp prices of Hardv Exotic Femsl of his NEW and PRICED
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS.
No. 7

*,* Part II. (Exotic Ferns) will be issued n

Foofs Cray Nu y,S.E.

New Catalogues.

DOWNTE. LATRD. ant> LaINO be? to intimate that
their PRICED DEPCRIPTIVK CATALOGUES of FLORIST

FLOWERS. NEW PLANTS, GARDEN, FLOWER, and AGRICUL-
TURAL SEEDS are now ready, and may be had free on application.

RICHARD SMITH'S SF.i:h i \T \ 1 .« h ,r i: ..-ntains

a Calendar ofTime for Sown. .

' with

Prices, Directions for Croppine woii i
' Mnire,

Depth, Distance. Senson, Harilni. hur..! 'h, |..irii, HoiL'ht,

Colour, Storinp, Use, Flavour, and (>tinT iniL.iHn-s .lt.^Lnl'oi This
List free by post for one stamp. Seeds direct liom the groweia, the
surest way to s

Ric: dSmii , Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Aster La Supnrbe .

Snlvia argentea

VINE SiXKER
T. J. Booth oflei

Trade on applicat:
the above i

Rainhill Nursery. Prescot, Lancashir

Aucuba japonica, loaded with Bright Red Bernea.

JOHN AND CHARLES LEE, Seedsmen to the
Qi'KKN, invite inspection of their large Stock of magnificent

SCARLET-BERRIED AUCUBAS, which they believe to be
unrivalled for extent, perfection of fnrm. and colouring. The
Berried Aucuias sire vjduable lor Table Decoration, for which
purpose they nmy be hired at 10s. Crf. per niKht.

I

Plants may be purchased at £3 3«., £4 4s. and £/i 6«. each; and
I

Ripe Seeds, producinE innumerable varieties,, at 2h. each, or

I
18». per dozen. The Trade supplied on liberal terras.

j
Royal Vineyard Nursery and Seed Erftablisbment, Hammersmith,

1 London, W.

GENUINE FARM SEEDS.

JAMES YEITCH & SONS
BEG TO AMNOUNCE THAT THEIK

CATALOGUE OF AGRICULTURAL AND GRASS SEEDS FOR 1866

Is now published, and will be forwarded Free on application.

Special attention is devoted to the preparation of GRASS SEED MIXTURES to suit all soils and situations

These Mixtures cannot be surpassed in quality.

TURNIP, MANGEL "WURZEL, and other SEEDS, from the most carefuUy grown and best selected stocks.

"Where large quantities are required, J. V. & Sons will have much pleasure in quoting; special prices.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, S.W.

JOHN FRASEK,
OF THE LEA BRIDGE NURSERIES, K.E.,

Eespectfully announces that in consequence of requiring the Sparc foi- the Cultivation of a large stock of NEW
PLAKTS, he is reluctantly compelled to DISCONTINI'E the EXHIBITION of STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS ; he has therefore instructed Messrs. PliOlHEKOE AXU JlOliBIS to ofler unreaelTedly by

PUBLIC AUCTION THE WHOLE COLLECTION.
In Hiving up the Txhihition of these Plants it mav he ns well to state that the attention of the Staff hitherto

employed in their culture will after this Sale he devote'd to the YOUNG STUCK, so that customers may rely upon
having a better article than ever, and at a more moderate rate.

For other particulars see Messrs. Prothekoe & Morkis's Advertisement in this Paper,

GOOD CLOVER SEEDS at MARKET PRICES.
Red

I
VPhltB Dutch I Yellow

Alaiko I Cow Grasa
I

White Suckli-e
For samples find lowest prices, nnply (st-iting Quantity required) to

Svr ^ & Sons, Seed Mercliants, Reading.

The Cultivation of Bromus Scbraden.

SUTTON Ai«n SONS can supply genuine Seed of the
above New FORAGE GRASS, in packets, for trial, at \s. each,
larger quantities at fis. per lb., with instructions on cultivation.
jiTos & Sons, Koyal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

Notice.

PURCHASERS of LARGE ClUANTITIES of FARM
or GARDEN SEEDS will be supplied liberally by Suitoh &

lows. For prices apply (stating quantiliy required) to

Sdtton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

Notice.
.f ilr T'liti Miiple Nurseries) begs

: '
II \ 1 D of Mrs. G. S. DODS

I HiH solicits a continuance
I

I niitly bestowed upon this

I
.

I
iviiHed stock of STOVE,

;. ...Ill I. rl X NTS; also of his FRUIT
...I ~:

I I

.- ..| every description.

eT.'^

,T l: T invites an ii

GREENHOU.SE.anri si )I

TREES, SHRUBS, TKt:!

ARDENERS' HOVAL BENEVOLENT
IN.'iTITDTION.

NOTICE is HEKFEY GIVEN, that FOURrENSIONERS wiU
G

I R. CuTLEH, Secretary.

14. Tavistock«Row, W.C, Mflrch 28, ISCfi.

Printed P'orms may be had upon application to the Secretary.

SATURDAY, APRIL 7, 1866.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING "WEEK.

rE8D*y, April! 10—Zoological ... 8i P.M.

.-(Royal Horticultural 'Second Spring snow),
Hca.oAir, — 1-1 „t South Kensington .. .. 2 r.H.

i.JRoyal Horticultural Weekly Show), -*
,\TUnDAT, — H' cn„.l. Vn'

I South Kc ington

The article which appeared in our columns

some short time since (see p. 241) on Spohts,

has brought us several letters concerning these

exceptions to the general rule. Some of our

correspondents have also kindly forwai-ded us

specimens for examination, for which we have to

express our thanks, and as gi-atitude is said to be

a keen sense of favours to come, our hopes,

that they will continue to favour us in this wai-

as opportunity may offer. Among tho illus-

trations sent to us, Mr. Eablet has forwarded

leaves of that very singular species, if species it

really be, of Begonia, originally called by VoN
M-A-RTius Begonia phyUomaniaca. A Begonia

affected with leaf-madness ! So say the botanists.

Perhaps, if the plant could speak, it woiild

not express itself as very well pleased with

such a designation. At any rate the fact is that

this Begonia habitually produces a profusion of

small leaves on its stem, its branches,, its leaf-

stalks, and on the uppersurface oftheleaycs th(.'m-
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At first sight it would appear as if these

leaflets were exaggerated developments of the

little scales so common among these plants, but

a little closer examination shows that they are

reaUy the first leaves of little buds, and that they

are not produced from the scales just mentioned,

which seem, however, to act as stipules to the

new leaves.

This particular Begonia was first made known
by Von Martius, and was mentioned in the

fourth volume of the " Kew Journal of Botany."

Subsequently it was figiued in the ".Botanical

Magazine," tab. 5254, and in MAKTirs'
" Brazilian Flora." It is well known that

Begonias may bo propagated from leaves, as

indeed many other plants can be, owing to the

produotion of little buds on the leaves and stems

under certain conditions. And this fact is

interesting not only to the cultivator but to the

botanist, because among other things it shows

that there is less absolute difference between stem
and leaf than is usually supposed. The occa-

sional production of buds on leaves, as in

Bryophyllum, Cardamine, the common Water-
cress, Drosera, Nymph.'ea guineen.sis, some Ai-ads,

Perns, and other plants, has often been com-
mented on, but in most of these instances the

little bud falls off from the leaf ere the bud
develops into a shoot, or the parent leaf decays,

so that it is a rare thing to see a perfect shoot

springing from a perfect leaf. Nevertheless this

has been seen in Drosera by Naudln, in Nymphsea
guineensis pretty constantly, and in the Tomato by
iU0H.\RTE.E ; while in the specimens of Begonia

sent us by Mr. Eabley the fact is equally

apparent, and there is a small .shoot springing

from the petiole, besides numberless minute ones
spi'inging from the blade of the leaf.

We have spoken doubtfully of this Begonia
being a true species, as M. A. de Candolle, the
most recent monographer of this family,

considers the plant to be either a hybrid or a
variety, because of the gx'eat variability in the

bracts and in the flowers. Sometimes the petals

of the male flower are entirely absent, VoN
Maetif,?' figure represents them with one petal

only, while Mr. Eakley's specimens, as well as

those figured in the " Botanical Magazine," have
two. Ml-. Barley's obsei-vation that the seedling

plants do not invariably present this excess of

leaf-formation may be cited in confirmation of

De Candolle's views. A similar tendency to

produce buds on the leaf has been noticed in

Begonia geranioides by M. Verlot, of Grenoble.

Specimens of this species were sent by
M. Verlot to M. Pklllieux, and formed
the subject of a communication from the

latter gentleman to the French Botanical Society.

Indeed, Begonias are particularly liable to

this production of adventitious buds, the

most remarkable instance of which occurs in

Begonia gemmipara, figured in Dr. Hooker's
splendid lUustrationa of Sikkim Himalayan
plants, but which we believe is not yet in

cultivation. If we were called on to place Mr.
Earley's Begonia in its proper position among
kindred deviations, we should gi'oup it under the

head of Prolification of the Leaf, a group includ-

ing all those cases wherein there is a produc-
tion of adventitious buds on the leaves.

misapprehension imder which "W. P. E." evi-

dently labour's, as shown by his remarks on
Chiswick and its students, at p. 293. There is,

in the first place, only a limited number of the

students employed; there are various skilled

journeymen engaged at a higher rate of wages
for carrying on sundry necessary operations ; and
there are the departmental foremen paid higher
still, and acting as the lieutenants of the super-
intendent. These are the very arrangements
which " W. P. E." advocates, overlooking the
fact of their existence.

With the letter of Mr. Fish, part of which
appears in our present impression, we must close

for the present the discussion of the question of

low wages. The fact wo admit ; that it should
be remedied we press on the good feeling of
employers generally ; but that it can be remedied
by combinations or other similar means, as
sketched out in some of the letters that reach us,
we altogether deny. And, finally, we would urge
this general consideration on those who feel dis-

satisfied with the present state of things, that
wherever there is real genius and undoubted
talent, the po.ssossor will most assuredly, sooner
or later, raise himself to the level of his merits.

We are glad to be able to state that on the
recommendation of tho Chiswick Board of

Direction, tho Council of the Eoyal Ilorticul-

tui-al Society have decided to provide lodgings

for the Stitdents admitted to the Garden. The
students are nominally to pay for this accommo-
dation, in order that its value may be the more
appreciated, but their wages are to be raised to

the extent of the payment required, so that they
will now actually receive 12s. -|- lodgings free.

This is, therefore, virtually an admission on the

part of the Society that the present wages rate is

lower than it should be, and we trust the example
may have weight with other employers of garden
labour.

While referring to this subject, we may observe

that the studentships available for the present

season are all filled up, besides which other candi-

dates are entered on the list to await an oppor-

tunity of being taken into the Garden. Wc
shall hope, therefore, if all goes on well, that the

number may be increased another season, when
the aiTangements have fairly got into working
order. There is much already which is instructive

to the .students in the Chiswick Garden. There
will be more hereafter, if the Directors can only
bo provided with the necessary means for carrying
out theii- idews.

It is fui'thor but right that we should coiTect a

Stern utilitarians, disposed to look at the
utile rather than at the dulcc, would doubtless put
a very different estimate on the contexts op
OUR Orchid Houses from that which the lovers

of these strangely beautiful plants would aSix.

We do not propose at this time to combat the
views of the mistaken individuals to whom we
have alluded, but we would ask them after all if

it is not in part their fault, that the Orchidacea?

supply comparatively so few useful products.

Vanilla and Salep, neither of them articles of

first-rate importance, are about the only articles

of commerce derived fi-om this family. No doubt
more would be forthcoming were proper search
made, but wo confess the prospect is not very
encouraging in this direction, at least for us who
are disposed to retain our insul.ir prejudices, and
not to take on with a new love beibro we are
compelled to be oil' with the old one. Neverthe-
less from time to time wo hear of uses being
made of Orchids which are sometimes new to us,

or at any rate generally disregarded by us. In
our last- year's volume, p. 9(i2, for instance, Mr.
Consul S^viNHOB made known to us that certain

Ponnosan Orchids were diligently sought after

by the Chinese as medicine, and indeed some of

our indigenous Orchids were esteemed by our
di-ug-lo-ving forefathers, less sceptical than our-
selves. Our- correspondent " G. B." in our last

week's impression, tells us that the pseudobulbs
of certain terrestrial Orchids are dug up and used
as salad in the neighbourhood of Ootacamund.
From time to time, too, we have heard of the
leaves of Angrajcum fragrans being used as tea,

under the name of Faham tea, in the Island of

Boui-bon, but it is only quite recently that certain

French merchants have introduced this substance
into commerce, as is stated in another column.
The substance to which this so-called tea owes

its fragrance is Coumarin, to which also the
Tonka Beans are indebted for theii- powerful and
persistent odour. We need not, however, send
to Eeunion for Faham tea, or apply to our
perfumers for Tonka Beans to make tea "withal,

as the same active principle, chemists tell us, is

found in the sweet-scented Vernal Grass (Anthox-
anthum), in Woodruff (Asperula), in Melilot
(Melilotus), and in the leaves of one of oui- indi-

genous Orchids, Orchis fusca. This Coumarin,
then, is familiar enough to oiu' noses if not to our
palates. Of coui'se, in the plants mentioned, the
substance in question exists but in small pro-
portions, which is the more fortunate, as the

taste of the pure substance is described as
" burning," and its vapour is said to " act very
strongly on the brain."

Its very different chemical composition from
Theine (especially the absence of nitrogen) forbid

the hope that we have in Faham tea a valid

substitute for tea, whether of "Celestial" or

Assamese gi-owth. Nor will it bear comparison
in this respect with Holly or Paraguay tea, on
which a correspondent has furnished us -with

some remarks which wo hope to publish shortly.

At any rate it adds another illustration of the
fact that tho same chemical principle may be
found in plants as widely different in their

botanical atfinities as they are in their geo-
graphical habitat.

— We are authorised to state that the Executive
Committee of the Inteen.\tional Horticci.tusal
Exhibition has ruled as follows on certain points

relating to the Exhibition which had been brought

officially under its notice. As the replies may be of
use to others besides those immediately concerned, it

has been thought desirable to give them publication in
the present form.
In respect to Variegated Plants, the inquiry wa.s

put whether Anthurium cordifolium, and the Alocasias
—Lowii, Veitchii, and zebrina, were admissible as
variegated plants in Class 17 of the Schedule. It
was ruled by a majority of votes that they were not
to be admitted. Another inquiry as to the same plants,
along with Alocasia macrorhiza, being eligible to be
shown in Classes 14 to 16 inclusive, wa.s made, and it

was decided that they were eligible in those Classes.
It wa,s further ruled that variegated plants—a group
exceedingly difficult of accurate definition—were to be
understood as those having two distinct colours on the
upper surface of the leaf, exclusive of that of the costa
and ribs. This decision apphes also to Class 25.

As regards Orchids, in reply to a suggestion that
Class 28, (that for 20 distinct sorts), should be taken as
the leadmg collection in that group of plants, the Com-
mittee thought it sufficient for them to point out, that
Class 27 was intended by them to include a mass of
showy plants staged entirely for their effectiveness and
splendour, while Class 28 was intended for specimen
plants of distinct kinds, showing high cultivation.

The first six classes in the Schedule relating to New
Plants, had given rise to the inquiry whether specimens
of the same species (duplicate plants) were admissible
in more than one class. This was ruled in the affirma-

tive. One querist desired to know if Tree Ferns might
be shomi in Classes 42 to -15, and was told yes, though
their exhibition there would confer no special advan-
tage, as they would have to be judged as Fei-ns, not
as Tree Ferns. Another inquiry related to hardy
Conifers, in this fom*—Is novelty or size and beauty
to be the test of merit in Classes 61 to 63 ? The reply
was to the effect that size and beauty combined were
the qualities to be preferred.
An intending exhibitor desired to know how Forced

Vegetables (Class 201) were to be determined—what
what was to be understood by forcing ? It was in this

c:ise ruled, that to be forced the vegetables must be
grown by the aid of artificially applied heat. Mere pro-
tection was not to be understood as constituting
forcing.

The classes for Designs and Water-colour Drawings
also elicited some inquiries, the replies to which may be
stated thus ;—The designs must he tinted in the usual
way ; they must be mounted so as to admit of being
suspended against a wall, framing and glazing being
optional ; and they must be sent in with mottoes. As
to the drawings which are invited on folio paper, this
was niled to mean any folio not larger than " imperial,"
and these also are required to be mounted or framed,
so as to be easily suspended.
We may add that the Committee decided in favour

of holding an auction sale in tbe tent on the Saturday
following the show day, for the sale of such of the exhi-
bited subjects as their ownei-s might desire to dispose
of in this way.

A Yorkshire correspondent writes as follow.? in
respect to the Admission of Gardeners at the
forthcoming International Exhibition : — " Slany
gardeners .about the country wish to know if there will

be a day devoted to them ? say a 2s. 6rf. day. If not an
entire day, there should be at least the Jialf of one day
given up to them. I have heard that the mornings uj)

to 9 o'clock are to be given to the gardeners, but as it

will be impossible to get more than a passing glimpse
of things in two or three hours, it would not only
entail additional expense but great waste of time if

they had to go two or more mornings." Our corres-
pondent and others will be glad to learn that the
Executive Committee Imve already decided that iorni

.fide gardeners shall be admitted on the 23d for 2s. 6rf.,

and on the 2-ith for Is., provided tickets are secured
before the 1st of May; these tickets admitting—not
from 6 to 9 a.m. as originally set down in the regular
tions, but from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m., that ^ during the
whole time the show is open to the public. We think
this is a just concession to the class of practical

gardeners, from whom the show itself must derive its

chief attractions, and we trust they will know how to

profit by it.

The same correspondent adds :—" I would also

suggest to the Executive that steps should be taken to

induce all the railway companies to run special trains

at excursion prices for the Exhibition, say for three
days, chiefly to accommodate gardeners, who cannot in

the mouth of May spare much time from home." We
can, in respect to this matter, report that the convenience
of gardene!*3 and exhibitors, so far as travelling is con-
cerned, has not been overlooked. The principal Eail-

way Companies, including the London and North-
western, South-Western, South-Eastem, Chatham
and Dover, Brighton, Great Northern, and Great
Western, have undertaken to convey subjects for the
exhibition at half rates. They point out, in respect to
passengers, that, the show being held during Whitsun
week, there ivill be unusual facilities for cheap travel-

ling ; but the Committee hope to obtain further con-
cessions, not only from the foregoing, but from other
Companies, and if they are successful in their efforts,

the gardening community, we may venture to say, will

be didy apprised thereof.

We are happy to learn that the arrangements
for the Hoeticultoral Dinner, to which allusion

was made at p. 266, are progressing in a very satis-

factory way, and a large company is anticipated.

Though not directly connected with the International

movement, it is under the management of gentlemen^
closely identified therewith, and its primary object is,'

wemay state,tosupplement the grand Banquetat Guild-
hall ; for, notwithstanding the large amount of accom-
modation there provided, the space would be utterly

inadequate to seat the crowds of proffeesional men who
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on such an occasion iis the ' International ' of '66 would

only be too happy to meet each other in a social way.

Horticulturists cannot sigh with Alexander
that they have no more worlds to conquer—indeed one

of the chief charms of their pursuit is that it is one

which admits of constant novelty. All plant lovers

Should inspect Mr. Fitch's heautiful drawiuss of

Ahistolochu Goldieana, Camoensia maxima,
and Baikiea insignis in the last Part of the Trans-

T,iniienn Society. Brief reference is

"111 in :i;inther column, and we trust
'.'' Iirfbre we see with our own

,1 Ml' :
I

.
< of pendulous milk-white

>. ill !
' tlic cri.sped edse of the

Dr. V '

I
'^ favoured; to few

travellers has it bec.i rover so strange a

plant as that which II . :ae (Wehvitschia),

or so beautiful a one ^i. ,,,. i ,.,,,... ^.^ul.

actions

made h

that ^^v
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of plants having their leaves, stems, flowers, and fruit

arranged in a particular way, having similar physio-

logical characters, a similar anatomical construction,

and similar sensible properties. In short, that at least

there tms something in the Natural System of Botany,

if there was nothing in the sexual method.

PALMS FOB GENER.VL DECORATION.
There is no class of plants which combines so many

good properties for decorative purposes, both indoors

and out, as the Palms. Many of them, as Thrinax,

Latania, Chamaerops, &c., are graceful in habit, with

most beautiful foliage, and most charming objects in

the form of young plants for the centre of jardinettes

in drawing-rooms, or for vases and other choice room
ornaments, table decoration, &c. They are seldom out

of place. When the plants become large they are

again useful for entrance halls, staircases, &c. Abroad
they are used much more freely than, as yet, with us

for purposes of this .sort. In the glass-covered court of

the Hotel de Louvre in Paris there are generally to

be seen during the summer months some fine large

Palms on the pedestals of the staircases.

Last year we ventured to use them out-doors in the
garden here for the fir.st time, with very good results.

They were planted and plunged in sheltered places

about the first week in June, and were taken up in the
middle of October ; many of them during that time
made several fresh leaves, which expanded freely, and
their di.stinct foliage and habit imparted a pleasing

variety to the spots where they were introduced. Our
experience here leads me to consider the best position
for them tn be by the sides of shady walks, well

sheltered. I do not say they will not succeed when
exposed, but we found that the sun had a damaging effect

upon some of the tender-leaved sorts, such as Seaforthia
elegans. A clear circle or half-round irregular break in
front of shrubs near the walk is perhaps the best place

for them to occupy. The leaves of the Palms should
stand clear of any others, and if the plants are large, the
ground should have a good covering of some dwarf
pla-nt, which adds greatly to their effect. For example,
Phcenix dactylifera might be planted or plunged in the
centre, and the ground covered with Pteris serrulata

;

or Latania borbonica might be introduced, and the
ground covered with Agrostis nebulosa or Briza gracilis

—these last standing long after the stalks and seeds have
arrived at perfection.

Chamaerops Fortnni is hardy in many places. I have
seen some fine specinipii'; in front of the Roynl Palace
at Osborne and el-^o" lure th:ii lii-l lucn ^titii'lnm out
for several year.s. lim mili n- \ilHili,i- tlir Mniior is

severe or mild, I finil it lr:i\fs llic ]tl:ini> m ;( x'i'mingly

exhausted state, so tliat they are not in a jiosition to

take advantage of the first fine summer weather to
expand early leaves. And I think with all Endogens
this is a great point in regard to their beauty through
the summer months. "Where the plants are small, a
better effect is gained by dri\ing into the ground a
circle of stakes, sufficiently ivide at the top to allow a
margin of soil after the plant is plunged, and with
sufficient height to bring the plant nearer the eye.

The top of these stakes may be fastened with AVillow
or Hazel rods, or two pieces of thick rope may be
twisted in and out round the top. The more crooked
the stakes the better the effect, as when filled with soil

and moss, the spaces between are planted with Ferns,
Lycopods, &c., and the margin round the lop is fur-

nished ivith Isolepis gracilis. J. F.

[Our correspondent suggests that others who have
had experience in the outdoor growth of Palms should
.state the results, many persons being .just now much
interested in the que.stion. but with very few data to

guide them in their experiments.'

OUR P.iUK PLANE TREES.
As I w:dk down the Park side of Piccadilly and from

the Marble Arch to Hyde Park Corner, I feel my eyes
constantly attracted to those terribly tall ugly crooked
Plane trees that hjive been planted there within a few
years by some one not overburdened with tree know-
ledge. The standard Thorns planted in the parks a few
years since are also so wretchedly crooked that it would
require a sharp search into a neglected country nursery
to find their equals ; this does not seem good manage-
ment. "With regard to the Planes, they belong to that
thin-leaved sort called in error the Occidental Plane

;

they are. in fact, of that species called Platanus aceri-

folia, and a most inferior variety of the race. The most
beautiful of all Planes, next to the Platanus orientalis,

is the Palmate Plane, a very straight-stemmed vigorous
grower, with palmated leaves, nearly as deeply cut as

those of the Oriental Plane, now very rare in the
nurseries. This palmate Plane is a variety of the
Maple-leaved Plane, Platanus acerifolia, and is called

by cultivators Platanus acerifolia palmata. It is

remarkable not only for its robust growth and hardy
habit, but also by its young leaves and buds being
covered by a thick fawm-coloured downy coat, which
protects them from spring frosts. Its leaves are also

.stout, so that they resist violent winds better than any
other Plane, and above all they remain on the trees a
long time in the autumn, retaining their freshness. As
far as I have yet seen, its bark does not scale off to that
disagreeable extent seen in the common Plane trees
now usually planted in our parks. It may be asked,
why is not this sort planted ? I cannot tell : it has
been in this country several years, and was sent from
the Sawbridgeworth nurseries some years ago to Kew.
I can only suppose that the planting functionaries of
Government are, as usual with such gentlemen, slightly
bound with red tape.

There is another most desirable variety of the
Platanus acerifolia, viz., P. acerifolia pjTamidalis, the
P.vramidal Plane-tree. This does not form so large a
tree as the Palmate Plane, but is very remarkable for

rerifoli: , which
Pruice;

f' >und
Mj only

none

its fastigiate growth, something in the way of the

Lombardy Poplar, and, for a Plane, is very compact in

its habit. This sort has foliage of a very lively green,

and retains it till very late in autumn. Its leaves are

but slightly lobed, and it is altogether a very distinct,

pretty tree.

There are many varieties of Platan u;

for the most part have been raised fi >

in a bed of seedlings as many vari- •

as in abed of seedling narrow-leavf I I

in the form of their leaves, but I h;n

so distinct and promising as the t^o varieties I have
endeavoured to describe.

It is much to be regretted that our most beautiful

Plane—the Oriental (P. orientahs), is so i-nrc :
there

are many large trees in the South of Englnnil, iiinny in

and about London, and particularly, in Snucu ili.rr

are some grand old trees in the grounds :ii \\ r-i.>n

House, Albury. These trees bear seed abundantl.i-. l)ut

it has hitherto failed to vegetate, requiring, probably, a

warmer climate to ripen it ; while grafts from these

trees, owing probably to the close-grained nature of the
shoots, have not succeeded. The old-fashioned mode
of propagation was by layers, but they were some years

before they formed good trees. Seedlings of this fine

Plane are often sold by foreign nurserymen, but I hiive

never yet found them the true kind ; they have a\\\ :n -

proved to be seedlings of Platanus acerifolia, mlli
leaves more deeply cut than the common sort, and
lacking the elegant laciniated form and glossy bright

green of the true species. Platanus.

NE"Vr APPLICATION OF PEAT.
The innumerable applications to which cork is now

put, and the increasing demand for it, is a very good
plea why we should look around us for any substances

that might be used as a substitute for it. Fragments
of cork, which were formerly considered waste, are now
made into a stuffing for beds, as well as for piilverising

and mixing with caoutchouc, which constitutes Kamp-
tulicon. Depending, as we do chiefly, on the forests of

Spain and Portugal for our supplies of cork, it is oiu-

duty to look out for new and similar substances, as well

as to spread the cultivation of cork itself in climates

suitable for its production. It was ivith this fore-

thought that the Colonial Government of South
Australia recently undertook to introduce this useful

economic plant into that colony.

Rough or virgin cork, which was formerly con-
sidered u.seful only for fuel in Portugal, being of such
irregular growth and loose open texture, has of late

been introduced into this country for horticultural

purpcses, such for example as imitation rustic rock-
work for growing Ferns or Orchids upon, as it absorbs

so much moisture. But after all, it is not a difficult

matter to find corky substances in the vegetable king-
dom : the difficulty is in getting them adapted for

;
banks of the River Yarra.

economic purposes. I might mention many that are
[
is a Government reserve of 170

well suited to uses to which cork is at present applied,

as, for instance, the wood of the Indian Shola (^Eschy-

nomene aspera, L.), or that of the "West Indian Cotton
]

appear to be an admirable one, for, although within

whereas in Melbourne nothing is finished, everything
is in coui-se of formation. One cannot but admire,
however, the foresight and sound principles so univer-

sally displayed, which must in time produce the most
satisfactory results.

Hobson's Bay, at the head of which the city of
Melbourne is built, is devoid of picturesque scenery
or especial interest, and cannot be compared with the
beautiful harbour of Port Jackson. The aspect of the
country in the immediate neighbourhood of the town
is also uninteresting, and needs no special remark. It
is the same undulating grassy country so generally
met with on the Australian coast, without even greeit

vegetation to add to its beauty.
A stranger's first impression of Melbourne is most

pleasing. It is laid out with the greatest regularity

;

the streets all run at right angles, and are both wide
and beautifully clean. Numerous public buildings on
a grand scale are in course of construction, the jirincipal

being the Library, Post Office, LTniversity, Catholic
Cathedral, and Bank of Victoria. A striking feature
about iMelbourne worthy of remark is the quantity
of ground set aside for the recreation of the public.

Probably there is no town in the world which possesses

so many public parks and reserves. At some future
dny those will be of immense importance to the city,

;inil :i'lil greatly to its beauty.
lliiiiiculture in "Victoria is making rapid advances.

rriMitr tiiTus import largely and with great spirit from
Europe. Many things, such as Roses, fruit trees, soft-

wooded plants, &c., are received in Melbourne a few
months after becoming known at home. The climate
of Melbourne is colder than that of Sydney, the
temperature during the summer months being much
the same, but that of the winter more severe. The
nature of the soil is also better, so that horticultural

operations differ slightly from those of Sydney, and
are carried on more as in England. Glasshouses for

the cultivation of tender plants are necessities rather
than luxuries.

Almost all our forest and Coniferous trees thrive

admirably ; the "R'ellingtonia gigantea for instance
grows, if possible, faster than in England. Again, all

our English fruits do well. During my visit in
November Cherries and Gooseberries were plentiful,

and Apricots just coming in ; later. Plums, Peaches,
Pears, Apples, &c., are most abundant. Vines are

planted on a large scale in Victoria, and a good deal of

wine is annually made. Light wines (resembling those
made on the banks of the Rhine) bid fair to become
the general beverage of the country. Many farmers
even now give their workmen a daily allowance of wine,
just as our Devonshire labourers have cider.

The Melbourne Botanic Gardens are beautifully

situated about a mile from the town ; they comprise
over 160 acres of ground, Ijing in the form of an
extensive amijhitheatre, gradually falling to the

Adjoining the gardens
•es, selected as the

future site for the mansion and private domain
of the Governor of Victoria. The selection would

tree {Ochroma Lagopus, Sw.), besides a host of other:

I am not prepared to say that all or any of these could
ever become a perfect substitute for cork'; on the con-
trary. I know that as stoppers for bottles cork must
ever hold its place, but I do say that there are many
substances, quite as light and perhaps lighter than
cork, that might be used for such purposes as the
lining of insect trays. Pressed peat is one of the most
recent materials which have come under my notice

as applied to this purjiose. Peat, as we know,
is decomposed vegetable matter, into the compo-
sition of which Mosses largely enter. Near the
surface peat is light and porous, and of course
only partially decomposed; the lowest stratum is

that which is best adapted for fuel, being harder
and nearer the density of coal, and of a black
colour, but it is the surfiice peat of wiiich I have
now to .speak. It is easily cut out with a' spade, and
upon exposure to the air and light usually changes
quickly in colour from a dusky yellow to a darkish
brown, but a specimen of pressed peat has lately been
presented to the Kew Museum of a colour as near that
of cork as possible, and considerably lighter in weight
than a good even-grown piece of cork of the same bulk
would be. The specimen in question is about the size

of a common brick, and the angles are as sharply cut.

This material is undoubtedly well adapted to the
purpose for which it is recommended, viz., that of

lining insect boxes, for the finest entomological pin can
be inserted without fear of bending. The whole of the
entomological cases in the Polytechnic at Zurich are

now lined with this material. It is obtained from the
peat bogs of Hanover, but the bogs of Ireland, Dart-
moor, and others of our own country would furnish us
with a similar product. In these days, when so much
is done towards converting waste products into useful

articles, and when peat itself is one of the products
upon which so much has been said and ivritten. but com-
paratively little practically effected, I should be glad to

see it brought into use with us, even to the extent to

which the entomologists of Ziuich have upplied it. J.

EXTRACTS FROM THE JOURNAL
OP Me. John Gould Veitch,

CUBING A TEIP TO THE AUSTRALIAN COLONIES
AND THE SOUTH SEA ISLANDS.

(Continued from page 291.)

November 1st, 1865. Melbourne.—My visit to the
colony of Victoria was one of great interest. It is in

many respects the most prosperous and advanced
portion of Australia. Melbourne is doubtless destined

at some future day to become one of the most important
points of the whole of Australia, though at present

Sydney has still the advantage of age. Many public in-

stitutions, societies, and buildings are long established

easy distance of the city, its privacy is complete, and
it commands at once a bird's-eye view of the whole
town and a large extent of surrounding country,
together \\ith a view of Hobson's Bay and its shipping.

The w hole of these grounds are under the directorship

of Dr. Mueller, the celebrated botanist, so well known
in Europe in connection with the flora of Australia.

The Melbourne Botanic Gardens, like almost every-
thing else, are in a state of formation ; no portion of

them can be said to be finished or in order. Prom this

cause they do not present an attractive appearance, and
contrast but poorly with those of Sydney. The natural
capabilities of the sit^, however, are doubtless very
great. :nid time only is wanted to render them worthy
of (

M M| I, I-' ' uitli any in Europe.
\^ ' til render the gardens a popular place

(it I

I

romenade, the greater portion of the
giouiHi- in [:ii(l dorni in Grass and ornamentally
planted, while at the base of the amphitheatre an
artificial lake of 14 acres in extent has been formed
from the waters of the Yarra. The effect thus
produced from the ornamentally-planted rising ground
is veiT good. Several islands are scattered about
the lake, on which clumps of Bamboos, "Weeping
V\''illows, Tree Ferns, Dracaenas, Papyrus, &c., are

most suitably introduced, whilst numberless water-
fowl from all parts of the world seem to be perfectly

at home, and form a source of general attraction. An
allotment of land is set a.side exclusively for the exem-
plification of the natui^l system of Botany. Again,
several acres are inclosed and reserved as a nursery for

the propagation and growth of forest and coniferous

trees and shrubs, many thousands being annually
required for the various public grounds in course of

formation throughout the colony, and almost all of

which are supplied by Dr. Mueller.
There are several greenhouses, a Palm-house, heated

by hot-water, in which the plants of North Australia

and other tropical countries are cultivated ; a small
conservatory, containing chiefly Ferns and flowering

plants, and in addition some five or six propagating
houses. In fonning the garden, Dr. Mueller has taxen
into consideration the great desirability of affording

shade in so hot a climate. Most of the main walks are

planted with permanent trees, to form avenues, whilst

m some places hedges have been introduced. Of the
42 kinds of avenue trees which are being tried, many
are natives of Australia, such as Grevillea robusta,

Araucaria BidwiUii, several species of Ficus and
Sterculias. &c. Those of foreign introduction which
are found to do best, are Maples, Planes, Elms, Poplars,

Birch, Pinus insignis, halepensis and canariensis,

Cedrus Deodara, "Wellingtonia gigantea, and Cupressus
Lawsoniana, torulosa, and macrocarpa.

As hedge plants, Acacias, especially A. lophantha, the

close-growing New Zealand Pittosporum, and the
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Cupressus tribe seem to do best. One thousand Cork
Oaks, recently received from Kew, have been planted

and are doing well. Should this trial prove a successful

one it is confidently expected that the Cork tree will

be of great commercial value to the colony. To give

an idea of the immense variety of plants collected

together by Dr. Mueller, and planted in the garden and
domain, I may mention that there is a complete collec-

tion of the known Eucalypti and Melaleucas, 110 species

of Acacias, and over 10,000 Coniferous trees. Those
which seem to be the most suitable to the climate, in

addition to those before mentioned, are Pinus
Pinaster, maritima, Laricio, Cembra, excelsa, Strobus,
Sabiniana, and Abies Douglasii and Nordmanniana.
Following the plan adopted at Kew, the wing of a
building which some day is intended to become a
Museum of Natural History, has been constructed on
the grounds ; it is now exclusively used as an her-
barium, and already contains nearly 300.000 dried
specimens.
Attached to the University of Melbourne is a small

but well-kept Botanical Garden, containing a large

collection off plants, systematically arranged for the
e.xclusive use of the students. The grounds contain
little novelty, but I was much struck with their

extreme neatness. Their condition reflects great credit

on Mr. Elliot, the Superintendent. The representa-
tives of the various botanical families are planted on a
circular piece of ground of several acres entirely siu'-

rounded by a hedge of Acacia lophantha. This plant
when clipped forms one of the densest and most
elegant hedges that I have seen.

{To be Cmtinvcd.)

WAGES OF GAEDENEES.
I WISH the fact that our wages are inadequate needed

proving, but it is only too obvious, and it is therefore generally
admitted. The universal experience of gardeners, and the
emphatic testimony of yourselves and others, place it beyond
controversy. In a leading article of the Chronicle of Feb. 10,
I read—"That gardeners in the best sense of the term, not
mere garden labourers, are underpaid, is undeniable. It is

equally undeniable that their attainments, andthemtiltifarious
requirements expected from them, are such as to entitle them
to a higher rate of payment, to a better class of residence, and
to a higher position altogether than they generally get."

Starting tlien with this fact, I will proceed to discuss the
reasons and remedies for this state of things. It will be
better to take them together, as the discovery of the former
will often prove suggestive of the latter. It may be desirable
to preface the inquiry by a few remarks on the nature of
wages and the general principles that govern them. Adam
Smith observes, that " the produce of labour constitutes the
natural recompense of labour." True enough, doubtless,
when every worker used his own tools on his own material,
and only worked to productive ends. Then of course all the
enhanced value that (anything, be it cotton, leather, or land,
derived from the labour expended upon it, became at once
and absolutely the wealth of the worker. But as compara-
tively few workers now work only on their own land, with
their own materials, and their own hands, it is obvious that
three claimants at least must spring up for the reward that
was primitively the heritage of one only. These are the rent
of land, the profits of st«ck, and the wages of labour. Even
the man who works for himself is generally compelled to
share the produce of his labour between the interests of
capital and the rent of land. It thus happens that natural
wages can never be enjoyed unless in a state of nature. They
are altogether incompatible with civilisation.
Notwithstanding this, and although wages are now gene-

rally regulated by mere contract or competition, this elemen-
tary_ principle seems to underlie these contracts, and to exert
an inflxience in determining the vital question of wages.
Our great commercial system may be said to rest upon these
three foundations—the rent of land, the profits [of stock, and
the rewards of labour. Absolutely it all rests upon labour
alone ; for it is only labour that imparts vahie to the other
two. But having acquired worth by labour, the three enrol
themselves into a joint-stock company for trading purposes.
It will be wise for Labour at the very outset to study the
character of his co-partners. Here is Land, a heavy immovable
partner, which cannot possibly take any harm, and is pro-
tected from injury at all points by stringent laws as well.
Then there is Capital, hard and strong as adamant, more than
a match for the most keen and grasping. Lastly, there is
Labour, often ignorant, isolated, dispirited, weak, oppressed.
He is the senior partner in the great firm of the world's
mdustry, hut he seems to have lost his rightful position.
He is entirely at the disposal and in the power of the
other two. Is it too much to ask that Labour should
be restored to its legitimate influence in the manage-
ment, and have its just share of the profits? Surely,
between the natural wages, which claimed all the pro-
duce of labour as its reward, and the minimum wages (for
less cannot be given) which doles out a bare subsistence, a
medium might be secured, which would be what Mr. Ruskin
contends for—" a just wage." Such a wage cannot be deter-
mined by an appeal to supply or demand, nor by trading on
the necessities of either masters or men, but by a reference to
the great laws of reciprocal obligation and the principles of
eternal rectitude. Mr. Ruskin iUustrates this point thus—
" I want a horse-shoe for my horse. Twenty smiths, or 20,000
smiths may be ready to forge it ; their number does not in one
atom's weight affect the question of the equitable payment of
the one who does forge it. It costs him a quarter of
an hour of his life, and so much skill and strength
of arm, to

^
make that horse-shoe for me. Then at

some future time I am bound in equity to give a quarter of an
hour and some minutes more of my life (or of some other
person's at my disposal), and also as much strength of arm and
skill and a little more,iin making or doingwhat the smith may
have need of." This may be defined as the theory of paying
for laboui- by equivalents. Mr. Ruskin admits the difBculty of
Its practical application. The different values of different
work, the difficulty of assessing skill at its real worth, render
the payment of such wages a matter of complexity. "But
these difficulties do not affect the principle of exchange. The
real worth of the work may not be easily known, but it has a
worth as fixed and real as the specific gravity of a substance,
though such specific gravity may not be easily ascertainable
when the substance is united with many others. By the
present mode of exchange it is impossible to ascertain
whether the seller would have taken no less, or the
purchaser given no more. But this uncertainty does not
prevent people buying for the least or selling for the most
possible. And, adds Mr. Ruskin, "It is easier to determine
scientifically what a man ought to have for his work, than
what his necessities will compel him to take for it. In the one
case you try your answer to the sum like a puzzled schoolboy
till you find one that fits, in the other you bring out your
result within certain limits by process of calculation."

It is impossible to foUow Mr. Ruskin here through his lucid
reasonings, which result in proving that it is on this vital

problem of a just wage that the entire destiny of the worker
is ultimately dependent. It must be obvious that if this
principle of payment could be applied to gardeners, it would at
once remedy the worst evils to which we are exposed. A
gentleman wants a gardener. Thirty, fifty, or a hundred men
apply for the place. The services to be performed are justly
worth, say 120!. a year, and they are worth just the same whether
one or a thousand men apply for the situation. But the
effect of their competition forces the wages down to 701. The
result is that the man who obtains the place loses nearly
half his legitimate wages. He receives 50;. less than he was
fairly entitled to. Neither does the evil end here. It is all

but certain that the best man has not been selected for the
place. More probably the worst has. In this way it happens
that the best men may remain idle, while the worthless arc
employed. Such a mode of hiring workers may be and doubt-
less is in exact accordance with the dicta of political economy,
but it is disastrous to the nation and irreconcilable with
justice. And should the working of a system of just wages
tend, as Mr. Ruskin anticipates, to shorten the apparent and
direct, though not the unseen and collateral power, both of
Wealth as the lady of pleasure, and of Capital as the lord of
toil, it would surely afford fit matter for rejoicing, knowing,
as most of us do, " that the attraction of riches is already too
strong, as their authority is already too weighty, for the
reason of mankind." D. T. Fis7i.

(To be Continufd.)

Home Correspondence.
Hardy Edging Plants.—Your talented coiTespon-

dent has (p. 291) given us a very valuable list of
plants for edgings, and I beg leave to tender him my
best thanks. Some of the plants are as yet far from
common^ and consequently little knoTMi. I have to
add to his valuable list a very old plant, but still one
that has no equal in its odour, its elegantly-cut foliage,
its determination to grow under all difficulties, and
its lovely green—a green quite peculiar. I say nothing
of its flower, although that is what Loudon would
have called " gardenesq^ue," being double, full, and
heaped up with pure white florets, and when gathered
retaining their sweetness and other virtues for a long
time. I have grown it as an edging, and as a patch
upon raised rockwork, and can vouch that it wi\\ not
disappoint the grower if well used. The plant is no
other than the Double White Chamomile. I dare not
put mj proper name to this note, because the plant is

downnght vulgar. It hath, indeed, been said of it, " The
more it's trampled on the more it grows." No plant
likes good treatment better than the Chamomile. I
know of very few gardeners that I could trust to
plant me an edging of it neatly. Let them break up
the old plants into single sets with a tiny bit of root
to each at least, get a bit of stalk 2 or 3 inches long,
and get some puddle, made of cow-dung and clay,
rather thicker than paint, and plant the sets neatly
in that first, and then add some sifted sand or finely-
sifted soil over the puddle, and all will go w^ell if the
watering is attended to after. David Songster.

Weather at Bridge Castle, Tunhridge Wells, in
1865;—
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correspondent is quite right as to tlie botanical name,
^gle Mannelos.

_
It is the Bengal Quince, belongs

to the Orange tribe, has a coarse flesliv fruit, and is

fully described in Enxl.nr-li's " Plants o'f the Coast of
Coromandel." Tlif iifinrir nnnip ^E'-'le is taken from
the place, that bciiiu tiir- iiamr- of ono of thi^ Hesperides.
Indian Bale, the Bale iihiut, Bale fruit, or Bahl fruit

were the names usually given to this article in

Hindostan, so that there can be no doubt of the
identity; and ifany doubt remains, let any one consult

the authority given above. A. Forsyth.

Foreign Correspondence.
Palace" Gardens, Gazeereh. Cairo, Egypt,

Mwreh, 5, 1866.

—

Vine Culture.—It is impossible for

a gardener who has .any love for his profession,

especially if, like me, he is settled in a far-away land,

not to take a deep interest in your weekly reports

respecting gardening at home. It is incalculable the
amount of good which must result from the variety

of opinions ;yi)u iiroraulgate, bearing on points of real

interest in linrlinilture. The larger the induction of

facts, tlif siil'ir :ind sounder ih all cases must be the
ultim.itc cnnchisions arrived at.

In one of your recent numbers I have read with
pleasure the reports of Messrs. Ayres and Meredith on
vine cultivation. The subject is one of importance to
English gardeners, and with all that has been said of
Mr. Speed, I heartily concur.
The allusion to the garden of I. Piatt, Esq., M.P.,

Llan-fair-fechan, has aflbrded me peculiar satisfaction.

In that gentleman's gardens I feel as if I had a
personal interest. It was under my superintendence
the foundations for them were laid, and it was I who
prepared the borders of many, if not of most of the
forcing houses. It is not, however, because of any
personal feeling that I obtrude myself on the attention
of your readers, but it has seemed to me that certain
facts bearing on the success of the gardens in question,
but which might have escaped the observation of
Messrs. Ayres and Meredith, ought to be distinctly
stated.

I found the original bottom dry iind gfavelly. There
was a peculiar incline of the ground to the north and
west, which necessitated a large amount of filling up
with good round stones, which abounded on the estate.

Of these I formed a layer, varying in depth from two
to si.x feet; this I overlaid with a thin covering of
small stones, in order the more effectually to secure
perfect drainage.
The Vine borders were prepared with special care.

Prom an old pasture on the estate I caused a quantity
of turf to be cnt, conipnsed of good sandv loam. This
I had collected int.. li..;ii.s; and having allowed it to lie

for about 12 n]..nlli^, I tlii-n mixed it with farm-yard
manure and .ru-h..l l...nes. The material thus pre-
pared forms the li..nliTs .if the Vine house.
With regard in the <inestion in connection with

which refcron.-e lias boen made to these gardens, I may
be excused if I ..IHt an oiiinion. The first requisite to
the sn.'.rs^tnl rnltivation of the Vine in England i^ :.

tlinrc.n'.:lily .h-j Imttom—always implying of c.>nr.>

abnn.hui.'.' ..t f....il f.ir the ro"ots, and these nn.l. i

proper cover. It is of M.Ivnntnr^c to lip able In giv.' or
withhold water ns o.-.;i-i"ii m;iy rpqnire. The I(.i-alil\

.

in my opinion, is a ni:.ti. i- ..r -nlH.r.linate inipm-lanro.
I have seen as good . r..|.s Hiiau-l. as I ever .«aw on the
coa.st.

Some of your'readcrs may say, " AVhat about Vines in
Egypt?" On this subject I may take occa.sion to
write soon. Let it sufilce for the present to say that
they are just now bursting into leaf^ James Sardie.

next adverted t.:.. Althmigli introduced ]

from the Cape of Good Hope, and fi^ired in the Botanical"
1829, yet this Orchid Is still mre in gardens.

Among its associates, a class of pl.ints very difficult to

cultivate, it was remarked, are not only m.iny rcmarlcable
for singularity of appe.arance, but .atwo .s.inie most bca.itiful

Species, as, for ilistance, the magnificent Iiis.T ^iiandiflnra, a

plant which until recently was con<i. lev.'. I to !.. .ihi.ii-t .mc.il.

arable. In .an old work" by B.ivl vii.i pil.h I. ] .; . -i.^t.an-

tinople. many of these terre.'-t . i i
'

'!..'
. uicd,

but whether from dried spccim. n '. il- -wing
about t\Mstantinople, Mr. B.;ak.'i., .\ i in.'^ '" .y. In
connection with a charmingly variL>;,^atc't v,irn_ty ..t ..yn...'iunis

cristatus, called foUis variegatis, it was remarked th.at in some
localities nearly .aU plants became variegated. Lord
Chief Baroh Pollock, it was stated, has in his garden .at

HattoTi mtiltitudes of variegated forms of wild plants, all

collected in the neighbourhood of Hounslow. Of this
Cynosurus there is also another variegated form, with more
green in it than in that under notice. After adverting to the
greenhouse Epacrid Lvsinema iloribundum. Rhododendron
' "~ " "

"
- .Ml- St II. .lis!.,. 1, Raged
;i...ii.. «l,i. li .11. sweet-

llthotal. -111. i. -, if ^^l.il•h R.
illi.i I, la^uliriii, red

mottled with wh'ifce, Mr^BerkcIcys-aid drrubtlcss canie from Italy
(Insuba-ia meaning Lombardy), a Coufitty from which tiia&y
varieties of Camellia have been obt,ain6d. In connection with
Itahan Camellias it was mentioned that a minute Fungus affect-

ing the leaves of these plants, and .also those of Oranges, was
Bome',four or five years .ago sent to Mr. Berkeley forex.amin.ation.
Since then, however, he had heard nothing more of the affection,

a very fortunate circumstance, as at the time referred to
it was stated to Ije very disastrous. Ripe fruit of Ficus
Cooperi, growing on a plant fr.oit the Sm ii ty's Carden, was
exhibited. Though of great valnr as m. mi.'.n.La.tal-foliaged
plant, this Fig can never be ginwi. fnr tl... .^..ke of its fniit,

which was stated to have no mL.rc flavour than the fniit of
the most worthless Hawthorn. A dificussiiMi had .arisen,

Mr. Berkeley said, as to whether Figs could be advan-
tageously grown as standards in the Midland colmties or not.
His (Mr. Berkeley's) experience w.as th.at they could only be
cidtivated in that manner profltably on the south coast, inland-
grown trees under his observation having only prodnced A few
fruit one warm summer once to some 40 Jcara, tod that on
the current summer's shoots, not on Inst year's Wood. About
Hastings, however, fruit of exquisite fl.avour ripens «

St.andard Figs in atiundance. Allusion was then made to ;

experiment respecting the growth of "Truffles now in progress
the Society's Garden at Chiswick, which, though begim rather
late, Mr. Berkeley is in hopes hijiy not be without good resxilts.

Several attempts to grow Truffles artificially in this country
were instanced, all of Which had ended in failure, the dltEcxUty
being to get the spawn to nm. The English Truffle
Kiid to he white, while that of Paris is black, and of finer
tlavour ; it was shated, however, that there .are many species
of Tniffle in tliis countrv, Mr. Broome having noticed
fewer than 40 near Bath. "About Poitou. whence TrutBes
largely supplied to the Paris markets, the way in which they
are grown is merely to select a plot of ground on the Downs,
fence it in and sow acorns on it. In ten or twelve years
Truffles may be foimd under the trees, and the bed will last
for '20 years or more,when a fresh plantiVtion is made. In this
country it is thought th.at they succeed best in Beech woods,
but ftn instance was mentioned of their having been found
even uhder SprUce Firs ; in short. Mr. Berkeley stated that
it did not matter miich what kind of tree was employed so
long as the soil was calciireous. That he considered indispeu-
saVjle, and another import-ant point w.as to disturb the ground
in which they arc grown .as little as possible. In illustr.ation

stated that a plantation in which 3 or 4 lb. of

years ago I remark.able plants found by him were species of Cypripedium

iJ feat.

I

and other teire.strial Orchids, Asclepias, lilium, Trillium,
Uvularin, Erythronium, iic. Some interestmg facts were also
given regarding the geograpliical distribution of several of
these plants over the country, and of the prevailing weeds,
most of which seemed to be of European origin. Sevenil of the
rare American Ferns and their varieties were also noticed.
III. Ifdtk^ of a ihfjtpfineO: Oah Tree fmtnr^ in rr Peat Moufi in the

Mandaf Shapinshay, (h-kney. By Mr. Alex. Buchan. Foutspeci-
mens of wh.at appeared to be trees were sent to Mr. Buchan
from a moss in Shapinshay by Mr, Balfour, of Balfour. From
this and other facts it wjis conjectured that Orkney has not
always been the trcclc.s.s reuinti th.at it ni.w is, 1i.it that at
least Oaks and Birches nf iimsiilcralilf dimLHsimi-i hail once
grown there. The author th. ii rcfon-til ti. the nlatiMi.s exist-
ing between the phvsii :

He stated that the' "
'

possessed a 'lati.]i alt

of Scotland ; nut t

climatewas diiia an
Uttle more than th..'

district that most of the trees have been foimd, and it is pro-
bable th.at trees might still be grown with some success ha this
comparatively dry climate. Referring to the effect which
would follow if Orkney was joined to Scotland in increamng
the cold of Winter .and the heat of summer, and thereby pro-
ducing a cUnlatc better suited to the growth of trees, he in-

ferred the probability of Ol'fchey being united to the
niainland nf Sc^flafi.l at the tirtte when such Large trees
as th"-i' 111 v.liiiti Ir' liiiil .-ofcrred grew in Shaphishay.
IV. 1

•

L.nni., By Mr. 'Wm. R. M'Nab.
the ojiwi an

Hutry
1 its climate,
of Mainland
e in the west

t t.i the cast of the high ground the
hi, I ainfall less, licing in Shapinshay very
iiifall of Edinburgh. It is in this hitter

Mr,
J.alliiaiy \CB.--I..l.i..l.

to the comparative
Jann.ary the thenni
13th to 21-. Withtl.i

thel"

entirel
led. Greater
by some h.ad
what is most
with respect

CANTERBUEr. New Zealand, Bea. 19, 1865.—
Cherries.—That the Cherry (says Mr. William Swale,
in the LijiirUon Times) is equal to the Peach in the
shape of stone-frtiits in this part of the world, there is

abundant proof The first sample to which I shall
allude is the Bigarreau Napoleon, which, as regards
size, is more like a Plum than a Chenr. This
variety is a good bearer, resembling the old Bigarreau,
but is darker in colour, and of first quality and size.

The second sample is the May Duke, which is not so
large as the Ka-st, but it possesses many other good
qualities. It is well known to be an abundant bearer,
and the hardiest of earlyCherries. The third sample is

the Black Tartarian, a Cherry of great excellence. It is

also valuable for its earliness, .and it is a good bearer.
The three varieties just named I consider to be the

best we have in New Zealand. I have picked, adds
Mr. Swale, 336 lb. or 3 cwt. of ripe early Cherries
between December 11th and January 5th, 1856; eschi-
sive of the Morello, Kentish, and other late sorts, which
are now ripening and coming into perfection. They
have realised for me \s. per lb. from first to last ; the
trees on which they are grown are very young.

Soctrticis.
, HoRTIf : March 31 (TTcf^V?/ 5/iO!r).—Biilboua

plant y were showm on this occasion by Mr. Yomig, gr. to
R. Barclay. E.sq., Iligbgate, and Mr. Bartlett.of Hammersmitb.
iMr. Wni. P;iul bad an interesting collection of miscellaneons
plants, araong which were Rhododendrons, a pink Hawthorn
nicely in flower. Deutzias, Azaleas, Cinerarias, and other
plants. Mr. Young furnished four or five potfula of
Amaryllis, and a tray of Camellia blooms. From Messrs. Lee,
of Hammersmith, also came beautiful examples of exit

Camellias : the usrial collections of forced flowers were contri-
buted by Messi-s. Lucking ; and Mes.?rs. Reeves had six finely-
flowered plants of Peutzia gracilis.
^pWf3.-G. F. Wilsr-n, K«q . F.R.S., in the chair. After

the election of V.^\^<•^' iii.>inv,..r- ->nri the affiliation of
Society (the Maidston.' Ih.r;i..;it

ment of awards wa.'; )ii !:
. .

i

ti,

a few remarks (ni ti. •
\'-\- .

i

Angnecum from M:iili.;:(- m 'vv

flowers, from Messrs. Veitch.
v?ay of A. bilobiita, and, it

new. Rorifitea <:peci'^sa, fi-nm

the usual
V, M. J, Berkeley offered
iiiijects exhibited,
pale primrose-coloured

5 stated to be
'

; added, was probaWy

iHild be gathered
leing dug over, and
"f the nature of tl

i tl' be luminous or p
'I until that is acquiri
il cultivation can be expcctcu.
{Floral Committee).—Messrs. E. G. Henderson contri-
; beautiful variegated variety of Cynosurus, men-
V' : togethcrwithEuonymuajaponicusmacropnyllus,
- 1,1' -II shrub, to which a First-class Certi£cate

' inlsome tricolor-leaved Pelargonium in the
i

, named Sophia Cusack, and other plants.
t - .

.

- li i_ame a collection of seedling Sparaxis, to
^itL..i,il Ltjrtificate was given. The same firm also
li Sucoud-class Certificate for the Angriecum alluded

to above ; fassociated with it were Aucuba japonica bicolor,
with leaves splashed and mottled with yellow ; Maranta
splcndida, with pale green markings, on a deep

ground coloiu-, a charming plant, to which a First-

class Certificate was awarded ; the Carnation-striped Azalea
President Victor Van den Heckc ; tmd Dieffenbachia
gigantea, with marbled stems, and leaves spotted with
white in the neighbourhood of the midrib ; for this last a
Second-class Cdrtificate was awarded. The same collection,

Doreover, contained Camellia Trioinphc de Lodi, with nicely
upped flesh-coloured faintly striped flowers, to which ft First-

class Certificate was awarded, and associated with itweWs othQr
Camellias ; the glorious Azalea Stella, with brilliant large
orange-salmon coloured flowers, blotched in the upper pet;Us
with violet, the two colours producing a charming contrail

;

the singular-looking Anthunum Scherzerianum, and othet
plants. Examples of a Forget-me-Not called Myosotls hybridus
semperflorens Imperatrice EliKibeth came from Messrs,
Haage & Schmidt, of Erfurt. Mr. Watson. St. Albans,
sent a promising tricolor-leaved Pelargonium, named
Miss Watson, with beautifully-marked foliage, and large
rn.sy-palmon well-formed flowers. Mr. Bl.air, gr. to Sir G. Broke
Mid.Uctnu, Bart., Shrubland P.ark, Ipswich, exhibited speci-
mens of the showy Bougainvillea spectabili.s in beautiful con-
•lition. Mr. Standish received a Fir--i li- < .iti:i. iti f.r

Rhododendron Griffithii. In addition t.. '
I

(.!.
already referred to, Mr. W. Samiders t i . .:. i

leaved Amorphophallus, a HippeastniMi i i;: \ <.
>
i-i

,
mi

the singular-looking Sauromatum aKiiunim, with a sh'n-i

spadix, hooded over with a large deep choculate-euloured
apathe. From the Society's Garden came a group of plants,
among which were double-blossomed Peaches, Odontoglossum
Alexandiie, a standard Wistaria sinensis finely in, flower,
Cinerarias, Deutzias, Cytlsus, Pelargoniums, and Draca;nas.

A'/ril 3(Fnnt Committee.) -From the Rev. G. W. St. John,
Woodstock, Oxfordshire, came examples of English Grape,
Gooseberry, and Rhubari> Wines, stated to have been made
without spirituous liquors. A Pine-apple was flUTiished by Sir.
Standish ; and a Seedling Appleby Messrs. Ivery, of Dorking,
to which latter a First-class Certificate was awarded. The
fruit of this shown was of medium size, yellow, mottled and
streaked with red on the sunny side, (excellent in flavour, and
in a state of perfect preservation. This was stated to have
been raised by Mr. Balcbin, Union Gardens, Dorking, and
promises to be an acquisition.

ithe
-I. On

ection iPitk Epifremks m Man and
Avimals. By Dr. W. Lauder Lindsay. 11. Kotes ok a
Botanical Tour through Canada tii 1865. By Mr. B. M. Stark.
These were made during excursions to Montreal, OttaWa, the
Rhnres of {be Georgian Bay, and Ni.i-.ir;i. .\mong th*' moi^t

ther. On the 12th of
ht fell to 20% and on the
(. >9tli, 30th, and 31st of

tb.> th :; : ;., 1:1 :ich of these momiugs
t..;l. ::n, till .'-", Ill' .'ther mornings showed
t fi' -t Sine f hi' commencement of February
Hi.ii.ttnl u].tn v..-tciday wasSS": while this

1..) the thennr'inctei foil to 30°, but only for a
short period. The report on the aspect of the open-air vege-

tation laid before the last meeting, showed that 61 species of

plaiits were then in flower. This largo number has greatly

diminished the amount usually recorded as being in blooto at

the Februaty meeting—only ^10 extra being now added—Viz.,
Galanthus nivalis on the 14th January ; Branthis hyemalis on
the 20th ; Crocus venius, 22d ; Leucojum vemura, 24th ; Scilla

blfolia. 30th ; Galanthus plicatus on the 4th February ; OhibUs
vemus, 6th ; Nordmannla cordifolia, Vth ; Scilla siblrica. 8th

;

Symplocarpua fcetidus, 8th. Many of the plants recorded jih

being in flower on tlio Hth of January had only a few blooms
expanded at that time ; some of theso ai"e now in pei-fect

beauty, such as Hcllcboms purpufascens, H. abschaHicus.

H. albicans, H. olympiciis, Crocus susianus. &c. Many of the
ordinary herbaceous plant* continue to flower profusely, and
have been bloiiming during the whole wintef. Of these may
be mentioned the Pansy, Sweet Violet, Primroses, Oxslips.

the Gentian, Stocks, Wallflowers, and the Sweet-scented and
White Coltsfoot. The Winter Aconite, the common and
Crimean Snowdrop, and Vernal Snowfl.ake are now in per-

fection, and all the varieties of the Crocus vernus are rapidly

advancing. Calceolarias and Verbenas are still alive in the
open borders, no frost yet experienced being sufficient to

destroy them. Herbaceous vegetation of every descriptii

ia advancing fa.'rt, such as Tulips, Crown Imperial:

oissvis, Jonquils, Snowflakes ana Gladioli, som^ o

having pushed from 2 to inehcft thronali tin' LT'-nivl,

of the flowering fthnibs and trees contii

the yellow Jajian Jaamine is Ptlll in full i

deiidron Nobleanum is also'ln flower ii

while the R. nt»-ov1rens, from the inces.;i

by heavy showers, has been robbed > i

usually presents at this season of the yi i

Cydonia japonica arc also in flower, st

latter lacing imusually green with ne
thickly studded with flower buds.
Hazels, and Poplar* are still covered with their catkbifl. The
buds of Lil.-iCR, Rosoa. Scarlet Currants. Canadian Mespiltts.

and Thorns are now far advanced, the leaves of the latter

being partially expanded. The leaf-buds of all the deciduous
forest trees are thickening up reiy fast, bo as to make them
appear darker and henvicr than ther generally do at this

period of the yeiir. Th'-rr- i--- r-v'^v pr- 'i^- --t of iu --irh' spring,

unless some unforc5<i-i im i - f .
.On , t i , - i,i ,. . Many

of the plants now roc. I !
i

.i n .!. ,i
i oiunth

earlier compared wit 1 1 1 i i
!

' ''-y Mr.
M'Nab of the flowcrm^ .f tli- .-nvAMr.^]. .Ini-iii.L; llir last

16 years, mai'king the d.ite of the npenin^- of the first bloom
during each season, it appears that in 1863 the first flower '

Nar-
them

n-\. Many
r<^ freely

;

Hi>- Hhodo-

r.l ,.I ,nt-. nf tile

'IfMiin^c.-xndftlM.

The Garryrt ellipticn,

1851, 1852,
and 1866, the

,n.i mostly

open towards the end of December.
1853, 1854, 1858, 185tl, l.SfiO. 1^01, l«(i2, 1864, 1

first flowers were I'l''-' 1 \ 'I "i^ii in .ion;'

between the 8th ani I '
i i '

i i

1857 they opened in I .
' '

of March before the in t i. m ii-i- .11
state of the ground under a o'ating ^>f

and the Crocus susJanua on the 2Gth, at St. Paul's Parsonage,
SiUoth.
March 8.—Dr. A. Dickson, V.P., in the chair. The following

communications were read :— I. Ifotice of the. Plantationit of
Cinchrma at Darjeehnri. By Dr. Anderson. Communicated
by Prof. Balfour. Dr. Anderson states that plantations of

Cinchona have been formed at Darjeeling at five elevations

—

viz., 5321 feet, 5000 feet, 4410 feet, 3332 feet, and 2256 feet

above the level of the fiea ; and that the number of Cinchona
plants in tliesu plantations on 1st November. 1865, were: —
I hkIi -iM M iiMii^ni, 43,134; C. Calisaya, 142; C. micrantha,
; ,

i '111! (including vara.), 66,330; C. Pahudiana,
-M '

I ,! .,;.' n. Noiesof a Batanicfd Tovr through
n i 1^(^.7, By 3Ir. R'. M. St.^rk. The author gave

!,-il tHp<; hr. h:vl •m-1'^r- rbiriug

i;v Mr.
.'i the

nf I

M :

Bot.au.:.a .--..ciciy (1^:'. :\ i-O':). V',^..'t.iti. !! L; i .diL."-l !j.jen at

a standstill in consequence of the prevalence uf frost and snow.

Up to the date of last meeting the lowest readings of the ther-

mometer were 20° and 21°, which happened on the 12th and 13th

of January. On four other mornings only did the thermometer
fall below the freezing point—viz., once to 23°, twice to .30°,

and once to 31°. The comparatively mild weather then expe-

rienced caused vegetation t^ advance rapiiily, as indicated by
the large number of plants in flower recrded at the meetings
of the Society on 11th Jan. and 9th Feb. Since the latter

date there has been a complete change. Only on three

mornings did the thermometer at daylight stand above the

freezing point—viz. On 22d February, when it indicated 34°

;

23d February'. 38° ; and 3d March. U' ; on all other mornings
the thennometer ranged from 2?°,to 32', except on the

morning of the 5th of Mareh, when it fell to 14°. At the

present time. Snowdmpfl may be said to be in perfec-

tion, as well as the Winter Aconite, Vernal Sncrwflake,

and the Cloth Of Gr6ld Crocus <C. Susiatixis), while the

ordinary varietlels of sprittg Crocuses, with thfe ei<*p-

of the lirpe yellow variety.
-'" '- v.»-.„jfar behind.
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Scilla sibirica and S. bifolia remain much in the same state aa
at the last report. Many of the plants previously mentioned
as being in bloom dm-ing the months of January and February
have not advanced. The dark variety of PrimuLa vulgaris has
been flowering fi-eely since the beginning of December. The
varieties of Primula vulgaris are exceedingly hardy, and ther
fore very useful, and ought to be more cultivated during the
spring months as edging plants. When done flowering they
can be stored away in some back comer till autumn. The
dwarf Narcissus puinilus, which usuiilly flowers about the end
of February, i.n not yet showing bloom. The Crown Imperial
(Fritillaria iinperialis), which has been noted in flower as early
as the 10th of March, is not more than six inches above the
surface of the ground, which is exactly the height it was on
the 9th of February last. Ribes sanguineum htis been
recorded in flower as early as the 5th of March, but up
to this time there are no signs of any of the flower
buds opening. The flowers and unexpanded buds of
all the early Rhododendrons, particularly those belong-
ing to the Nobleanum set, have been totally destroyed
by the late severe frost, while all the later varieties
seem as yet uninjured. The catkuis of the Hazel and
Poplar have become brown and flaccid, as well as the
young growths on many of the Roses produced during the
winter months. The spring-flowering Hellebores have suf-
fered much, and the young shoots of many other perennial
herbaceous plants are more or less injured. Intermediate
Stocks and Wallflowers planted out last August have grown
rapidly during the autumn and winter months. This advanced
state has caused many of these plants to get destroyed by the
recent low temperature. In some cases their tops were taken
off late in autumn for the purpose of dwarfing, which has
caused them to put out numerous young growths. Those so
treated are now in perfect health, while many of those uncut
are much destroyed. The topping of many of these plants
seems to secure thera against the effects of an inclement winter.
Owing to the state of the weather during the past month,
few plants can be added to the former lists. Of shrubby
plants, the only additional one to record is Nuttallia cerasi-
formis, a Rosaceous plant which came into flower on the 12th of
February, both on walls and standards. This introduction from
California may be ranked amongst our earliest shrubby plants
ijitroduced during recent years, both for flower and foliage.
This is one of the few instances of the same generic name
being applied to two different plants at the present time. The
plant under consideration was named NuttaUia by Dr. ToiTey
in 1848, after a distinguished American bot.inist. The other
plant, which has the same generic name, is an American Mal-
vaceous plant, named after the same botanist, by Dick, in 1833.
Amongst the herbaceous plants which have flowered since the
last meeting are Sisyrinchium grandiflormn album on the 23d
of February, Arabis albida on the 2-lth of February, and
Aubrietia gi-andiflora on 25th February : certai^Jy a short list
when the advanced period of the year is considered.
Miss Gibson-Craig, Hermiston Hollse, sent a notice regarding
a Hyacinth bulb which had been placed in a flower-pot in an
inverted position. It produced leaves and a flowering stem
with flower buds beneath the soil, which, when the plant was
taken out and placed in the proper position, expanded in a few

founded on a phnit ('(.Ucrtrd in lirazilliv Jlr, AVeir.
It has five staimais upiH.sil, -li ,,|' tli(^ i\\r iiclals, and
Its capsule, like tlialol Caic.pli.ji-a.tmrds along il,-; sides
into three spiral valves, attached to which are the
placentae bearing numerous very minute seeds, having
a loose membranous integument wholly detached from
the nucleus of the seed, and destitute of those
nourishing vessels which ordinarily extend from the
placenta to the base of the seed. A similar structure
IS observable in the seeds of Bartonia and Blumen-
bachia. We trust Mr. Miers will continue his obser-
vations on these anomalous seeds. Mr. Bentham gives
a description of some new genera and species of tropical
Leguminosse, accompanied by plates. Among them is
a chmbing plant, with splendid bunches of pendulous
milk-white flowers, the fringed edges of whose petals
are edged with gold. Each flower is nearly a foot in
length, and has a long slender tube from the mouth of
which protrudes the papilionaceous corolla. It has
been narned in honour of the author of the Lusiad,
Camoensia, and was discovered in Western Tropical
Africa by Dr. Welwitsoh.
Another noble flower is that of Baikiea insignis. The

tree that produces them is a native of Fernando Po.
The flowers are borne on nodding clusters, and each
has a very thick calyx divided into linear segments,
3 in. in length ; the oblong petals attain double the size
ofthe sepals, and are slightly downy on the outer surface.

Supplementum Sylloges Flora ISuropcBce. Auctore
Carol. Frider. Nyman. Oerebroie, 1865. Pp. 78.

The " Sylloge " of Nyman is well known as a handy book
of reference on questions relating to the names and
distribution of European plants. The author has now
added a Supplement, bringing the information down to
1865. This will be found a very useful adjunct to the
original work, notwithstanding some few oversights,
such for instance as attributing the name Polj-podium
flexile to Dr. Milde, with the date of 1857, whereas it
had been published four years previously in England.
A large number of new names of authors are referred
to their typical species under Hieraeiiun and Eubus.

Zoological of Londo.v : Feb. 2".—Dr. J. B. Gray, F.R.S., in
the chair. Dr. Gray exhibited and made remarks on a series
of glass models of Actiniie, made in Dresden, which had been
presented to the Trustees of the British Museum by the
Rev. R. Hudson.—A communication Wiis read from Professor
Baird, of the Smithsonian Institution, Washington, containing
some notes on the habits of the American Prong-Buck
(Antilocapra americana) by Dr. C. A. Caufleld, which had been
addressed in a letter to Professor Baird, from Monterey County
CaUfomia, in September, 1853. Dr. Caufleld's notes tended to
show that this animal sheds its horns periodically, and thus
confirmed Mr. Bartlett's observations made upon this animal
from the e-xample living in the Society's Gardens, which had
been reported to the Society at one of their previous meetings.
—Dr. J. E. Gray communicated a general revision of the
genera of Phyllostomine or Leaf-nosed Bats, in continuation
of former papers upon the arrangement of the Chlroptera.—
Mr. P. L. Sclater read a paper upon the genera and species of
Caprimulgid_« belonging to the New World, commencing his
communication by some preliminary remarks on the general
arrangement of thewhole family, and its geographical distribu-
tion. Mr. Sclater proposed to divide the family Caprimulgidie
into three sub-families—1, Caprimulginai ; 2, Steatomithlnaj

;

3, Podarginje—and showed that each of these groups possessed
vei7 distinct characters, which might almost entitle them to
rank_ as three different families. As regards the American
CaprimulgidK, Mr. ScLater was acquainted with about 40 well-
distinguished species of this group belonging to the New
World, among which was one from New Grenada, considered
to be new to science, and proposed to be called Stenopsis
ruficervix.

Marek 13.-Dr. Gray in the chair. Mr. St. George Mivart
communicated some notes on the dentition and other points
in the structure of the rare Lemurine animal, Microrhynchus
laniger, of Madagascar. — A paper was read by Mr. St. G.
Mivart and Dr. J. Murie, on the anatomy of the Agouti (Dasy-
procta cristata), principally relating to the myology of this
animal.—Mr. A. Murray read a communication on the minor
characters by which the species of Mammals may be distin-
guished, and called particular attention to the stracture of the
hair as shown under the microscope, and the form of the
manure, as Ukely to lead to results available in classification.—
Mr. P. L. ScUter read some additional notes on the Ducks of
the genera Dendrocygna and Tadoma, bemg supplementary to
Tire,nf,„o «n™™.,„i«.,v,-,„ .. |q ^^^ Socicty upou the same

tinir-atcda second list of species of
-^".iuhoe in Formosa, which had

I II Adam».—Mr. H. B. Tristram
ii>ture of the great Ribbon Fish

hi- c^ast of Durham.—One or two

previous
subject.—Mr. tVrt'v

MoUusks collerl.-i

been drawn up f.u

(Gymnetrus Jiaiii

other comnumicatic

Nott'as of a^oofesf.
The Transactions of the Linnean Societii of London

Vol.25. Part 2.

In this Part, among certain zoological papers of
gi-eat value and importance, are some botanical
memoirs, the subjects of which fall more especially
ivithin our scope. Dr. Hooker describes three species
of Aristolochia^ from Western Tropical Africa ; one of
these, A. Goldiana, rivals A. gigas in the size of its
flowers. Imagine a large funnel-shaped flower of a
violet colour variegated with purple, nearly 2 feet in
length, the lower part of the funnel bent at an acute
angle with the upper portion, which forms a symme-
trical bell-shaped cup. In internal structure this
flower differs from most of its congeners, and on all
accounts it is very desirable that the plant be speedily
introduced to our stoves. It is a native of Sierra Leone.
Captain Beddome contributes a list of exogenous

plants found in the Anamallay mountains of Southern
India, among which are several new species. Mr. Miers
has a paper on Gripidea, a new genus of Loasacese,

dFloitgts' d?loh)crg.
The National Rose Show (see p. 295).—I agree

with the Editors as to their answers to both the
questions proposed by " D., Deal." We have nothing
to do -with French dates, or with the time English
nurserymen may receive their Hoses from France for
propagation. The Hoses must date from the time of
general introduction to the public. The Roses of
1864 and 1865 are the Eoses sent out in the spring of
those years, and advertised as belonging to those years.
You may get the advertisement of ISM Eoses in the
autumn of 1863 ; but the Eoses must be dated from the
time of spring delivery. If the Eoses of 1864 and 1865
are to be shown together, it is plain that the judges
must award the prize to the best Eoses, without
reference to the 12 and 6 of the Eoses of 1864 and 1865
or of the 12 and 6 Roses of 1865 and 1864. It is
mainly a nurseryman's question. It would be well if one
of the leaders would state his opinion. It is, I think,
desirable that some of the novelties of 1866 should be
shown, if they are good. I think, perhaps, it would
be well, if the Horticultural Society see no objection
to word the class thus : For 18 Eoses sent out in the
spring of the year 1861 and subsequently. That would
give persons the opportunity of making up their box
out of the three years. Of course the 1864 Eoses will
have the best chance. I hope that Dr. Lindley will
not be shut out; I believe it to be the be,st seedling.
At any rate I have ordered 12 plants of it, and at
present I have ordered nothing else. We want deep
purple.s, lakes, and blue violets. There appear to be
some of these colours in the list of the novelties of
1866, namely, Abraham Lincoln, blackish purple ; Carl
Goers, dark purple ; Souvenir de Docteur Jamain, fine
bluish violet. If these are true to colour, and good
in other respects, they will be acquisitions in these days
ofrose and crimson. W.F.Eadclyffe, Tarrant Rushton.

The Eeminiscences of a Floeist are often very
delightful. The love of flowers is inherent in our
nature. We find in the garden that enjoyment which
the world often refuses. We daily see the bud expanding
into the flower, and our desires are excited to see what
beauties it may possess. We raise seedlings, and we
have a kind of aflection for them almost as great as if
they were part of our family, and feel the highest
pleasure when we see them take a prominent place at
an exhibition. It is now upwards of 60 years since I
made my first attempt at gardening in a plot of ground
in the centre of the city of Manchester, and it is as
vivid in my recollection as if it were only yesterday.
It did not consist of flowers, as they then were at a
price my finances (a penny a week) would not allow,
and it was some years before I could call myself an
owner of flowers.

I began with the Pinks—as Tulips, Auriculas, Car-
nations, and Picotees, such as they were, were very
dear. After more than 52 years I could go to the
garden where I grew them, and point out the spot to a
few inches. The leading varieties at that time (1813)
were Midshipman, I believe, a red variety, and Davy's
Eclipse, black and white. The Pinks of those days
would now scarcely be grown as border flowers. Mr.
Bow, of Broughton, near Manchester, above 40 years
ago became a Pink grower, and being a man who had
pushed himself into a position, turned those energies
to the improvement of flowers; and his gardener,
under his directions, raised many Pinks, which for a
time eclipsed those in cultivation, and led the way to
greater improvements. Falkner's Duke of St. Albans
became, as it was termed, a clipper, and eclipsed a'l the
purple-laced ones for many years ; now it is consigned
to oblivion, and I question if it could be obtained,
although its only fault lay in its serrated edges. At

*'xrI.,!(nr'''M'ldd;

"'''• '"'"'''"7"'-i»fa !u the South,XMlilm^ .M.id.l,., k, surrreded by Groom & Davy, ofCK'tsea—all were luiucipally .suijplied from the North,
which wa« siyarmmg with florists almost like a bee-
hive

; and one Thomas wafi the collector or buyer for the
Southern growers, by which he marlr an iiideiiendencv
and retired. Pinks have no\i :tnii,l,,! ,„ , ,

.

'j

they are nearly as large as ( I

i ,

j:', ''

it not for the centre (whiili ,
;

i

\ iihem
florists the «(ooji//i'7, and siioiiji! i.. ,- -..iUil i i.,..iijle)
being starr,v wbi^c.h is a drawback, would be perfection
iteelt. In 1822 there were 45 varieties of punjle-laoed
Pinks

;
amongst the winners. Turner's Prince Eegent

took 19 first and premium prizes, and Ardwick Beauty
took 15; these are not to be found now The
red-laced numbered 35 varieties, and Field's Fair
Phillis took the lead. The same may be said of them
as of the purple-laced. The Black and Whites
numbered 30, Davy's Eclipse takmg the lead.
Auriculas then began to take my attention, and I

purchased from Daniel Bradshaw, of Prestwich near
Manchester, a small quantity. I remember well that
we had a large flag outside the summer-house not
quite a yard square, which served for various puqioses
Under this flag, which stood on four pieces of wood I
wintered them for many years, and then they got 'at
last a frame with glass for their winter quarters but I
did not observe that they grew any better.

It may probably be interesting to present growers to
have some particulars of this flower. The Auricula
was grown at Middleton, near Manchester, as early as
1/25. The oldest varieties known are Eule Arbitrar
green edged; Hortame, white edged; and Potfs Eclipse
green edged. The first and second can be traced as far
back as 175/—108 years ago, and the third to 1767 98
years a«o. About the year 1785 the following varieties
were introduced

:— Grime's Privateer, green edged
shown then in the grey edged class ; Popplewell's Con-
queror, white edged; Grime's Hyder All; Wrigley's
Northern Hero, green edged; Walker's Golddnch,yellow
self, now known as Gorton's Goldfinch ; Gorton's Cham-
pion, green edged ; and Gorton's Stadholder, yellow
sell. In 17/6 the principal varieties were Taylor's
Victory—(this variety in 1822 took three prizes—two
4ths and one 5th

; Siberon's Fame, light green edged •

F oden s May Duke, green edged ; Pott's Delegate, green
edged; Cloughs Defiance, green edged; Clough's
Jmgling Johnny ^reen edged ; Hiding's Junius, grey
edged; Ashworth's Man-of-War, grey edged: Hortaine,
white edged; Hughes' PiUar of Beauty, wliite edged
Berry s Lord Lee, self; and Pope's Ga.rdener,self. These
were then considered very fine, but only three out of
these are now in cultivation—Jingling Johnny, Lord
Lee, and Pillar of Beauty. Joseph Partington. 73 years
ago took the 1st prize, which at that time was 21s., with
laylor's Victop', a green edged variety, rather bare in
the dust or farina, and having no dark green edge At
that period they were all of a pale green. Eedmayne's
Metropolitan, a self, was introduced about 1780 by a
florist named Tottle. It is generally supposed that it
was stolen from some one in the South. One Heys of
Castleton Moor, near Rochdale, got it and sold it under
the name of Apollo, by which name it is more generallyknown than its true one. He sent it to some distant
place. It IS supposed the south of England, whence it
was sent again to this neighbourhood by some one else
under its proper name ; but where the raiser lived is'
not knoivn It is a singular fact, that many years ago
It was so plentiful that it became a border flower [asmany now hving can remember), and was sold at U
per plant.

Tj ^.?A?^?T-¥,
'''*,'i|5g varieties in green edges were—

Polhtt s Highland Boy, which took 30 prizes ; Stretch
and Bartons King, 29; Buckley's Jolly Tar, 22-
Elder's Waterioo, 16; Stretch's Alexander, 16; Lee's
Colonel Taylor, 12; and Booth's Freedom, 9; and the
prize list contains 55 winning sorts, but only nine of
them, besides those enumerated, are now in existence

I he grey-edged class consisted of 52 varieties-of
the leading ones. Grime's Privateer took- 46 prizes
Kenyons Ringleader, 4A- Rider's Waterioo, 25

iTaylor's Plough Boy, 13; Hey's Lovely Ann, 11 ; antf
Popplewells Conqueror, 9; and there were about
eight others that were grown a few years ago.
The white-edged consisted of 31 varieties, among

it^^'r ,

Hughes' Pillar of Beauty took 38 prizes

;

raylor's Glory, 33; Leigh's Bright Venus, 33; Taylor's
Incomparable, 28; Pott's Regulator, 25; Popplewell's
Conqueror, 16; Ashworth's Rule All, 14; and four
others which were gi-own a few years ago.
The selfs consisted of 45 varieties, the leading ones

being Eedmayne's Metropolitan, ivhioh took 39 prizes

;

Berry's Lord Primate
Ned Lud, 28; Wlii
Turk, 18; Lord Lee,
are now grown. .

Didshury, near Ma,h::

FIc.n

Ti
Flag, 27; Scheie's
Blue, 17; Grand
all of the 45 that

Bee-hives.—I should be glad to hear from "A
Sussex Clergyman " on what plan he managed his two
Stewarton hives, which gave him but 13 lb. and 12 lb.
of honey respectively, in so good a honey season as last
year—I mean how many boxes did he leave them for
the stock hive during the winter previous to his
harvest, and the depth of his boxes. Also with what
depth of box he supered them, and the date of doing
so. I have a double reason for asking these questions.
One is, that very erroneous instructions for the
management of these hives have been lately published
by a popular writer on the subject ; the second is, that
I have lately heard from Ayrshire that all the bee-
keepers, who m general get 20 lb. of honey from a
swarm in a year, last summer obtained two boxes of
20 lb. each, and some of them more. A. B.

" In my letter," says ' A Sussex Clergyman,' referred
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to |)y 'A. B.,' " it was very far from my intention

to institute a comparison bi-tween tlio Stewartou and
any otlier liive. I simiily ^;i\c tla- results of my liuney

Irarvests, witliout atlniiii! I'lj l>. -iiou luiiv llhi,-i> ^l•^^l(.-

were an'ived at. II ! hi- - -, lu',.|i im |ii'iv"-i'. I

sliould have stated tiiii' I ..:.'.,.... ^i m^ >i, i.jiIdh^ -..i-j

badly, from ignoraucu ic-.uhuy IVum iiiuiiiL-neiiee.

The relative positions of the different hoxes ivere

altered more than once, and other mistakes were made.
This ill-ilianaHeiapnt will sufficiently aceoinit for the
pour result uliirli ii:!,,,.! ; i riiriiirr |oi„ r, .\1 the

Str LI, 1,

draw out llir -Inl--,- ', III ii iir,.,.,v;ir\
,
iilirr I lir l>" ,r- liavc

been tenanted for a short time. I liiive no " ish to cast

di.soredit on these hives, as some persons manage them
so as to entitle them to at least an equality with any
otlifv. 'I'hc lioiiiy harvest of 1865 was iiir from good in
llii liiii ,1: ' iieighhourhopd : below thn,t of ISM,
ivlih i ,1 below the average; 1866 ivill be
reiiiriiilii r. J h. iv as the .swarming year,"

[
\Ve are surprised .at the opinion expressed by our

correspoudent as to the honey seasons of 186i and 1865.

In the south of Devon, and many other parts of the

kingdom, they rank high in the list of prolific honey
years ; 1865, owing to the great drought of the latter

half of the summer, was not so good as the previous
year, but large quantities of honey were stored in the
earlier part.]

Tie Parasite of the .Bee—M. Duchemiu has done
good service by pointinij out the source of the minute
creature which attacks the hive-bee. From several
observations and i\|N'riiiieirts. he believes he is justified

in alliriiiiiiL^ llial ilic |,arasiteis to be found upon the
Hcliaiilliu- aniiiiu.-. aial that the bee takes it from the
plant, out tile plant from the bee. Fm-eediiujs of
Fremh Availemy of Scwnces. [We have had the
ojiiiortunity of an inspection of one of these parasites
which was found, attached to a living bee, by Mr.
"Woodbury. It is a formidable looking creature when
]jlaced imder the lens of a good microscope. It is so
tunned as to be capable of maintaining a very tenacious
hold on (he body of its victim. AVhether il. Duche-
miu 111' ci.rivci ill (III. c iiirln-iiai be has arrived at, we
cauuiit -a\ [i -i.iiiv r.iila ! -irauge that a parasite
whicli ilriur^ ii^ 1 i-.liiiiriii li-om the juices of an
insect, sliouid onmiiall.v liiid Us habitat on a plant.]

Miscellaneous.
/.'". .'.//i- ^rn-hibiUn in .Y<-«| Soiilh irale.i.—The

ll'iii- II i!
I nriiaiiieiital and showy evergreen

cluiit , 1
,

. I ! ,
III tin; lowlands of Peru and Bolivia,

is uuv\ u,iui.itli.,id in New South Wales, where it

attiviub great perfection. It may be seeu in full bloom
during the months of September. October, and
November, displaying a mass of rich and brilliant

rose coloiu-, or rathcra hui i I.^i 1\ rr-i milling the new
aud delicate culour called hmhi- 'in- ' • iiity of colour
is ivnpa.rted liy (li.' Ilm.r '

,
. n-' 'which, on

examination, (lie small, insi 'mi,, mi iIlwcvs .are found.
This elegant shrub continues fully two months in

bloutn. 1 saw a magnificent sjiecimen at the end of
October in full bloom at the rear of the residence
ill' William Ryruc-. Ksfj.. at l^araniatta, forming a,

gor!.;i'oiis ^lll.n. ilic tree liciic; I'lui'luiicil in a "perfeot
blaze lit llmi, r.,' e.xleinlili'j in liH.'i-Mrcinent to the
length III' \7 leel li\ li; li'ct, tominii; .=.i;t .Miiiorlicial feet.

The trunii at the base mea-sured a diameter nt

8 inches, and the tree is now said to be 10 years nM
I was inlorrued that W'hen first planted by Sirs.

Byrnes, it was trained in on eastern a.spect; in that
situation it grew luxiiriaittly, but never flowered. Tho
branches wore then cut down to a certain extent, and
trained in its present position, a northern a.spect, the
result of which was that it soon conn i, ,1 In

blossom, aud has continued to produce flow, I

in grent profusion ever since. TheBou'.::i, ,.

readily propagated by cuttings, and is al.s nil. r,,i

a most nselid plant to cut for indoor decorations,
retaining its brilliant colour for a long time. It is not
uncommon to see in and about Sydney this plant,
the Bignonia venusfa, with its clennnt festoons of
orange-coloured blnssnin.-, and (he ^\ istaiia sinensis,
with * prolusion of l,eu,illlii»v elil-lei'~ nf deliiate Idue
flowers, all in bloom ai Ihe >.aiiie lune. untiariiie.' their
rich and bright colours upon the walls aud vcranilahs
of the houses, or trailing over tho trellis in the
gardens. O. Beuiieff, M.D., S^dnei/, in Seemauiis
Journal of Botanif.

Sale of Mr. Eraser's Specimen Plarnts.—Avery impor-
tant sale ofspecimen hard-wooded stove and greenhouse
exhibition plants is to take place next Wednesday.
Mr. Fraser, of the Tm llriil , \iii-,ii,.. who is we'll
known as one of till i'

i rs of exhibi-
tion plants, as his n-' ,' ,11,

I I' ,', varioits prize
listssutlicieutly iii.l ' I '

- i. r. h i,,iii.i,,,i^ the cidtiva-
tion of this ela-- ei-iiliii ets, in order to accommodate
his increasiir.; -imk nl novelties. This mil be an
excellent upiiiui .min mi' those who desire to commence
this branch ol eultnadon, as well as for those who
may wish to supjilciLieiit their present collections, in
view of the approaching International Exhibition.

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLANT HOUSES.

Besides the permanent specimens in Conservatories,

many choice jjiants in pots will be required to keep a

succession of gay flowers tliroughout the sumnter. Let
I hese, therefore, have all possible attention, and bring
them forward in several lots, so that one set may i

ceed another.
ArHiMENES.—A succession of these shotild now be

)ilaced in heat. Some of those of former successions
may lie tiotted for hanging va.ses, for which A. longi-
Unra anil i'ii|irea(a are parlicularly Avell adapted. Pans
III- 111 I sliailiiu pills are iirelcrable for their general
eiiliiva(iiiii anil. a> (lii'V i'i'i|uire an abundant supply of
iiiei-i'ii',' \ lull ilii'\' are in llnwi-r, let the drainage be
\ei'\ ' i^ '' •'.:'; I„ li'cely watered without
ru I," I i" II "' -'.I. irihlj'.; Ilic SOil.

-\ 'M ii- I'lii'la- lit lime of the more showy of
the hardy varieties should now he sown in vacant
places, which usually exist in herbaceous beds and in

the edges of cluujps and borders in the shrubbery.
Beddino Plants.—Lose no time in potting off, or

pricking out into frames or boxes, young cuttings as

soon as they are sufficiently rooted, and seedlings as

soon as they will bear handling. As the potted off

plants become established, they should be gradually
inured to the open air. The hardier kinds if in pots
may be set upon a bed of coal ashes or plunged in the
open air, and protected at night by hoops and mats. If
plunged in old tan, ashes, or some"other light material,
much of the labour of watering \Till be saved, and the
plants will be in a better state than they otherwise
would be when the planting out season arrives. The
most economical plan however is to plant them out in
frames, aud, at the proper season, to remove them to
the beds with good halls of soil attached to them.
ClMELLIAS.—Plants which have just done llowering

shoidd be kept a little warmer than usual till they
have made their wnnd and set their llinvcr bud.s. A
moist top-heat of 00' will suit them while they are
growing; they need no bottom-heat. Whether they
require repotting or not can only be determined b:

inspection : but if they are not repotted, a little weal
guano water given them now and then will be found
to prove of service to them.
PoLY.mTHTTSES.—As soou as these and Primrose:

have (Joae blooming, they shoidd be removed from the
beds, in order that the ground ma/ be prepared for

its summer crop. The plants which are taken up
should be parted and planted in some nice loamy sou
in the reserve garden, watered and shaded with ever-
green branches till tneir roots are re-established; in
this situation they will prepare themselves for a repeti-
tion of their duties next spring.

Violets.—These are everybody's flowers, and there-
foi-e well worth a little attention. A frame of light
rich compost, consisting of loam and leaf-mould
under the shade of a north wall, should he prepared for
their summer (|uarfers, as in such a -idiaiinn (licyare
more easilv preserved IVom the rava^, - nl nil siiider,

which will certainly attack them itiln \ an iA|in.sedto

scorchim-- sunshine In this IVaine ilir i,||-eis (rum the
Id liii|> -ImiiM I,,' I'laiiti'il alii,n( ( iii, lie- a-n le I.T. aud

the

Calendar of Operations.
\Forihe,:„«»in,, leeek.)

Althougk the weather just now is somewhat cokl,
weeds it wdl be perceived arc bc^inninu to start iiit.i

growth with vigour; the bc.-t and luo.st ocononiiciil
policy, therotbre, is to keep (hem under iu due time.
Hoeing and otlicrwi-e fi'ei|iieu(lv ^tirriu'-; the Mulaec
of the ground nil! lie limml (lie n'mst cllieieut remedv.
Labour hcnig mm'e lU'cdeil now than at any other
season there shuiild be no stiut of it, aud an extra man
or two at this time of the year will not unfrequentlv be
loiind as profitable to the employer as to tho euiidoyed.

form ni'u i-oiils 'j'lie liesi varielies r.ir imiuurs are the
Neaiiolitau and the Tree Violet.

FOBCING GARDEN.
Ft (.IS.—These require an abundance of air, with free

e\|ii-iui' til li^lit; and without these essentials, a
I'll II '

' 1' "i good fruit cannot be hoped for. A
mi" i

:
,, I' andalibenil supply of water to the

i'eei- ne al-, iieecssary ; and if tlio TOots are coufiued
within reasiinablo limits, every alternate watering
diu'iug the .swelling of the fruit should be of liquid
manure. As the fruit begins to ripen, hoivever, the
atmasphere .should be kijit rather drier, to prevent its

ri'King; and in diurip dull weather, sullieient lire-heat
li'iiild be used to [lerimt the suiieiabuiidaut vapour

111 eseivpe. Let the later successions lie brought on
gradually at first, in a temperatiu'c by night of from
50° to 5o\
Melons.— Excessive moisture must be carefully

avoided during the setting of the fruit ; and as it is an
easy matter to thin the latter after all danger of
damping is over, it is a good plan to allow more to set

than will be ultimately wanted. Remove the blossoms
as soiiii a^ tlii.y firde, aud do not allow more male
bln.-,']ji- in

, \|i,uid than ;u-e required, as thoy tend to
weaken ill,' emreics of the plant.

I'l VI iu> Let all very vigoroius growths bestopped
as sunn a> thev have made six or eight leaves, in order
to dix ert (he lliiw of sap into the weaker shoots. Avoid
a IiIkIi iui;hl temperature, or the fruit, though ripened
oonsideraljly earlier, will be obtained at a .sacrifice of
size and flavour.

Pines.—Keep up a brisk day temperature to fl'uit

which is now swelling, and admit air freely, so that a
oirculation may be produced. If the latter be not
attended to, the plants will grow weakly, and have an
unhealthy diwvn-up appearance ; aud, \vith regard to
fruiting plants, the cromis will increase iu size, instead
of the fruit KselC, \iliieh will be watery and deficient
in flavour, 'like aihaulage of every fine afternoon to
syringe the ims, and close them for two or three hours
before siii'-i 1 IJeiiiovc all gills and useless suckers,
fliaitli ,'

' I urgy of the plant may be occupied in
pei-r-'m: It. I'lnt.

* 1 1
~ Moual Vines which are just siajting

nia\ i„ iihliil ei| with a good heat, and pai-ticulai'ly

.M n -1
.

1
1 - i\ 1 1

1

1
1

1 » ere ripened late last year, as the wood
"f s'li 11 1- iii'i eiierally so well matured as that of the
carlui' liu'eeil \ iiics; and unless they are encoiu'aged
by a temperature rather higher than usual, until their
blossoms are fairly .set, the shows for fruifi however
strong they may be to all appearance, not unirequontly
prove abortive. Attend punctually to the stopping and
training of the shoots, and thinning of the berries on
the Vines, ia the earlier stages; maintain a moist

atmosphere by evaporation where the berries are
swelling, particularly in fine clear weather like the
present, but this must be moderated .as soon as they
begin to change eolour,and air must be more freely given.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCmSN GARDEN.
In consequence of the changeable character of the

weather at present wall trees -will require strict

attention in the way of protection. Lime is well
known to he useful for destroying snails and slugs ; it

is, however, not always at hand in a quick state. Cinder
ashes riddled to the size of Radish seeds, all dust being
excluded, \i ill iu such cases be found a good substitute.
These, strewed over yotmg crops wlicn just emerging
from the grouud, will be found to be au efficient pro-
tection, A handful of good Periiviim guano, blended
minutely with these ashes, would also prove to be a
ready mode of manuring a weak seed-bed.
Beans.—Put in successions of these as required.
Leeks.—These are fond of nioisture ; the ground,

therefore, for this crop should he double dug 18 or
20 inches deep, aud the manure laid into the bottom of
the trench, which should be previously loosened with
a fork.

Onions.—When these are fhirly ahove ground, the soil

between the rows should be well stirred, an operation
which may be performed with advantage when the
ground is comparatively dry.

Raspbebbies.—Thin the suckers from these as early
as can be done, leaving four or five to each stool,

Spin.ich.—Sow some round Spinach for succession
in a cool asjiect.

Sthaw'berbies.—A sloping bank should be prepared,
and planted vrith nice runners of the Alpine varieties,

as soon as they can be obtained, for fruiting in Sep-
tember and October

;
plant three iu a patch, at intervals

of 15 inches ; the ground between should be covered
with slates when the plants ai'e established.

STATE OF THE WEATHEB AT CHIS-n'IOK, NEAK LONPOS,
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C. WHEELER and SON, Seed (Jhoavers,

WHEELER'S ILLUSTRATED BOOK on GRASSES,

New Edition, now re»dy.

Contents.
On Laying Down Land to PdrniaDont Ftisture, a aerica of Tablet

of Qmasos, cloveva, &c., for Perraauent Pasture, naturally

adapted for tbc principal Gooloijical forraattons, viz. :^

Tables.
I. CHALK.—York, Norfbllc, SulTolk, Hefts, Bussei, Berlta,

Wilts, Hants, Dorset

11. UPPER and LOWER OREEN SAND. — VorH, Norfolk,

Cambridge, Bodford, Bockinstiam, Berks, Wilis, Dorset,

Sunoy, Kent, Susses

IV. CORN nU.VSH, on4 QRHAT anil JHFBRIOB, OQLITE,-
North Riding of York, I*incoln, Rutland, Gloucester,

Northampton, Oxford, Berks, Wilts, Dorset

VI. UPPER aii(lLOWER LLASandMARLSTONE.-^eiouocster,
Leicester, Lineoln, Northampton, Oxford, Rutland,

Somerset, Warwick, Worcester, York

VU. NEW RED SANDSTONE and KEUPER MAP,Ij.-Vork,
Nottingham, Staflord, Leicester, Derby, Warwick,
Worcester, Cheshire, Flint, Gloucester, De?on, Somerset

Vlll. CARBONIFEROUS LIMESTONE and SHALE. — York,

Northumberland, Westmoreland, Derby, Monmouth,
Somerset, Conmall, OlQuoester

IX. OLD RED SAND,STONE.—Devon, Coi'owal), Hereford,

Monmouth, Brecon, Carmarthen, Pembroke, Somerset,

Xll. POST-TERTIARY.

GRASSES and eLOVEES best adapted for Renovating

Old rnstuies on the above Formations :
—

AlTERNATS Husn.iNDKT.

CLOVER and GRASS SEEDS for 1 years' Lay, at Hs. per aero

A cheaper Mixture, Ids. 2il. per acre

CLOVER and GRASS SEEDS for S year's Lay, at L'ua. per acre.

A cheaper Mixture, 15s. Sd. per acre.

CLOVER and GRA8S SEEDS for 3 or 4 years' Lay, »t 2ii. W. per wro.

A cheaper Mixture, SUb. per 4cr«.

LAWN GRASSES,

On the subsequent Treatment of Newly Laid Down Patturea.

BYE-GRASSES. I
CLOVER SEED.

A PRICED LIST of EARM SEEDS.

J, C- WHUPLBlt & Son, Seed Growers, Gloucester.

BMOanen to tUa eiottcgstsrahlre AgricuJWtal SQ«I»ty.

Fine Grass Seeds for Cricket Grounds,
BOWLING GREENS, or CROQUET GROUNDS.

QUTTON AND SONS can supply suitable kinds of the
'^ " .-T, .........

,^ CLOVERS for the aboTe pur-
-liul.

: Suc.l Establishment, Reading^

New Lucerne Seed (Luzerne de Provence).
JUTTilN ..\M. SONS l,:,v(. |n„l iin|,"il,',l a veiy fine

^ Pii, .
I

. \
I
u I

' <
: i'

. r 'II' hi ', !.. •
. ,ui offer at Is.

C^:

Sdtton Jii SON.'', i: I
.

.
i

I
. .!, lloading.

WKKt-Sci:\ ri h .
: l;NAi. ui;Ab,S t^ANTHOX"

ANIiMM III' 'T \\- M, lliia vury excelleat Graas, so deslr
ablumr '

' . i Messrs. Sdtton's MIXTURES.or
iimv !" '

. iiMiderate price, on appUc;itiuQ to
.si Ti - .'. :- ^ I

I

, il i;. il> ;.u-L- Seed Kstablisbment, lleadliiK.-~~
Grass Seed for"airSoiiBl

^^"

RICHARD SMITH otters tlie best selection that can be
made of PKRMANENT MEADOW GRASS and CLOVER at

;iL*^. per Jicre, consisting of 2 bushels light, and 12 lb. heavy Seed.
The Kinds and quautitiuB are chosen lor their Early Growth, Crop,
iNutritive Qualities, Reproductiveneas, and Permanency, and can be
had scpaj'ateiv, or properly mixed * " " " ^ =

,

. _ _
-..

Soil.
" "

1)
.\VISON',S MIXTURES of GRA.SS SEED,
U'. r„( j.cr busKbl ; ^er^acre, 32s.—ItaHan^Rye-grass, best.

Brighton and Sussex Seed Warehouse,
IJiDW.VRD CARPENTER'S MIXTURES
1 J of PKUMANENT GRjVS,^ and CLOVER SEED.S. — Uest

PERMANENT PASTURE SEEDS.—The benefit to
Pasture Fields son-n down with Natural Grass Seeds cannot be

over-eatimated. The trifling cost of these per acre over common
Rj-e-grass and Clover is far more than compensated by the greater
abundance of Herbage produced of a highly uutritious and more
peiinanent character.
KENNEDY'S MIXTURES for PERMANENT PASTURE con.

tinue to give the greatest satisfaction, and the demand for them Is

every year on the increase.
A DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUE of these SEEDS, as

well as of Clover, Turnip, and other Farm Seeds, may be had on
application t

MIXKD SEEDS for LAYING DOWN NEW o

RENOVATING OLD PASTURES.—These Seeds are take
from the cck-brated Pastures on the Lirae=,tone sun-nunding Dublii
and are nf prime quality. Coih price, 6^. per bushel ; free on rails a

Cheltenham ; bags extra. Money orders payable at Andoversfort
Addres,s Jamks IIoi-kins, Salperton, Andovei-sford.

Keadow and Lawn Grass Seeds.

JOHN AKD CHARLES LEE, Seedsxten to the Queen,
are now executing orders for GRASS SEEDS, ipixed tQ suit all

Soils, viz. :—
LEE'S MIXTURES

For Heavy and Light Lands ; sow :i bushels per Acre,

For Park and Field Lawns : sow 3 bushels per J

:d ur Wa r Meadows :

^bushels per Acre.

: illM'EDCATALOGUEof AGRICULTURAL
..- Ml, .,|>|.|Li-ation.

)':ud Nui-iory and Seed Wai'ehouse, Hammoramith,

H A " L L JS " T

CHEV-iLIER PEDIGREE BARLEY.

Weight 60 lb. per bushel.

sinplo grain upon a poor soil (resting iniuiediately upon the chalk of
" ' " - " "h upon ne' ' '~~ ' — ''—

"
"''"•

tit only fo

SsldRe^..
If drilled In March .. .. .. .. 1 bushel on 3 acres.

April 1 „ 2 „
Price Two Ouincaa a Bushel (including bag), delivered in bags

sewed up and sealed, at the Urightoo Railway Station, upon receipt

of Cheque or Post Office Order, without which it will not in any —

—

be sent to unknown oorresponi

SUl'pl

Lees than a bushel will not be

Apply to Fiu::

Drighton, Suaae
I F. Hallett, Esq., F.L.S., The Manor Houbb,

Eixt ^svtntltural (Bu^ttU.
SATUIUhir, AI'JUL 1866.

WnAT has 1)600010 of the Cattle Plague
Comiuissiou f It is to be feared (or hoped, may
we not lather say?) that the disease will have
dwindled aud disappeared before their Thii'd

Report shall have appeared, which is to reflect

upon us all tlio light that men of science have

thrown upon the subject,

A very admirable paper by Mr. W. J.

Edmunds, of Lechlade, upon the breeding and
management of sheep, was read at the last

monthly meeting of the energetic young Farmers'

Ohib which has arisen this year at Oii-encester.

We give the first portion of it in another column,

and the rest will appear next week.

Mr. Ckosskill discussed before the

London Fanners' Club last Monday, the merits of

the Prize sy.stum as applied to agricultural

machines exhibitedin our show-yards. 'Jhisyear's

experience may throw some light on this subject,

foi' excepting that of 'the Bath and West of

England Society we shall hayo no gieat agricul-

tuial Shows this season : and at the Salisbury
meeting, which wiU bo the gi-eat and exceptional
gathering of the year,* no prizes are awarded to
implement makers, so tliat they will have to

prosper ol' to languish, as the case may be,

without the fostering and the stimulating
iniluenco of these guides and spurs to effort.

Moreover this year we are to have a good inau-
gui'atioii of the rival system. The English
Agricultural Society will commission able

men to examine carefuUy into the ordinary
agricultural experience of one great class

of machines. And their report, unaccom-
panied by any such rigid "yes" or "no"
(without " extenuating circumstances "), as

success or failui'e in the prize competition

pronounces, will state in detail the merits and
donierits of the various rival plans which have
been ascertained upon a hundred farms. No
doubt a rigid "yes" or "no' is altogether

deficient and erroneous when applied to many
other subjects besides the excellence of a plough
or engine ; and among other things wo must not
forget that either would mislead us, even on the

subject which Mr, Ciiosskill has so cleverly

discussed, The merits of the Prize system, as it

appears to us, depend simply upon the quantity
of time and patience which judges can bestow on
the subject of their verdict. Its demerits are

obvious in cases where long experience has
enabled all competitors to attain complete success, ,

and where shades of difference, therefore, if they
exist, are not easily detected ; but it may bo
useful enough in the case of novelties and
comparatively recent inventions, whose worth is

stdl problematical.

" How much a yeai' do you make of your
fowls P "—" FuUy 50/,, by sale of eggs and
market bii-ds." — "At the ordinaiy cadger's

price?"—"Tcs; none are sold for breeding
pui'poses, beyond one or two cockerels in a
season perhaps."—"What is the breed ?

"—" Oh,
cross-breds ; a little norking, and a little Cochin,'

aud the old barn-door blood combined."—" And
how much laud do you occupy?" — "Under
100 acres."

This is the case of a neighbour of ours, a
small farmer, whose " missis " loves her chicken
pets as dearly as if they were shrill ear-

piercing canaries. The farm-buUdings arc of a
rather primitive build ; there are no wired runs
or other specially convenient arrangements for

birds ; and you would never think that a few
coops standing out ou the Grass (with old sacks

over them, perhaps, duiing rain) formed almost
the sole shelter of the chicks that grow most part

of the 00/, What food is piu'chased the farmer's

wife cannot toll, but it is of small account ; the

main living of the feathered stock being in the

stable-yard, in the rick-yaid, on the top of " a

cutting " in an Oat-stack (Oat .sheaves being cut

into chatf for horses), or in the bottoms of other

corn stacks, also in the paddocks and Grass
fields, scratching over the dried dung patches of

horses and cows, picking bits of Mangel, Turnip,

&o. , with, of course, aU the offal grain fiom the

dressing-machine.
Another keeper of poultiy in our neighbour-

hood (though without a farmyard) has only a

nice rua of Grass for his birds, buying everything

else that thoy consume, besides herbage and
insects; and ho informs us that his annual
expense for food is 6/,, while his market receipts

are about 30/, The bu'ds aro a leggy-looking

Dorking and Cochin " cross." We place less

faith in this account than in the former, because

a relative of ours has kept accurate books of his

poultry stock diuing 1865, aud finds that (where

ewrytliing is purchased), his adult chickens have

cost him 2s. each, the produce being 96 bu-ds

from eight Dorking hens and pullets. Oui- owii

experience (without strictly accm-ate figm'es) is,

that our birds help themselves in a large fai-m-

yard to fully half their Uvelihood out of stuff

that would otherwise be entiiely wasted—or
worse than that, would feed thousands, perhaps

of span-ows, mice, aud other nuisances. We are

quite satisfied, without going into elaborate

estimates (for the exact value of food consumed
by farmyard poultry is a variable and altogether

unknown quantity), that cocks and heus pay tha

attentive farmer handsomely ; and if with the

poor appUaucfs, short accommodation, and spare

food ou a 100-acre holding, 50/. a-year can be
reabsed, what might be the poultry receipts upon
300 to 500 acres ? And we would intimate that

" Tho Royal Afri-iciiltiiral Improvcniout Society's Meeting,
which wau to have taken placa tit Dublin, in poatpoued
till iscr.
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the case we have named is not in a regular

poulti-y district, Hke Dorking or Aylesbury, but
in a land of villages, remote from any great

town, and with no advantages whatever for the

sale of produce at other than low rates.

We are very anxious that more attention

should be given to the matter, by those who
enjoy everj' facility for rearing and feeding either

fowls, tm-keys, ducks, or geese. Fancy houses

and costly fittings are by no means required.

Most farm premises present ample accommoda-
tion ; and where they do not, it can be easily

and cheaply added. Famous sitting houses and
roosting houses may be made of post uprights

and taiTed weather boarding, with roofs of

asphalted felt. Very little cash will furnish all

the material

paraphernalia of special poultry houses, wired
and " glass-covered " runs, and so on. Only
arrange properly for your successions of birds of

different ages, and j'ou will not find half the
trouble that people talk of, or be disappointed in

your ultimate profits. /. A. C.

The reports of her Majesty's Consuls at the
variousforeignports,whichatthisseasonoftheyear
make so many Blue Books, and strew the tables of

the Houses of Legislature, always contain more or

less of interesting matter i-elating to the com-
mercial products of the vegetable kingdom. In
the I'eport just furnished by the Secretary of

Legation at Munich, the following notes on the

Bavarian Hop Culture may be of interest:

—

the main thing about poultiy 1
Hops are "more largely cultivated in Bavaria

keeping is abimdant, ingenious, and soimd " con- than in any country m Europe, excepting

trivance." Endless attention and trouble often
,

England. Their average annual produce, which

seem to plague those who ti-y theii- hands for the ' 30 years back did not exceed 74,000 cwt., may
first time at poultry. But we believe that half now be estimated at 180,000 cwt.; and the

the worry and annoyance arises from a want of district of Numberg has acquired, especially of

system in management, and perhaps even more late years, the highest repute in this branch of

from a lack of "the proper tools to work with, cultivation, owing to the favourable nature of its

For instance, some people suffer incessant soQ, and the care and intelligence devoted to this

annoyance because they have allowed themselves peculiar produce. The value of the annual sale

to be put off with old-fashioned and absui-dly of Hops in the Numberg country alone, during

inefficient coops for hens niu-.sing chickens, the few market months, attains an average of

And it is surprising how much of failure or from 9,000,000 to 12,000,000 florins. But not only

success depends upon this one circumstance, knowledge, also much good luck is requisite in the

Money is to be made according to the number of lottery of the Hop trade, for that produce is of a

chickens raised ; and yet it is deemed folly and delicate and perishable nature, and while some

extravagance to procure a well-constructed
i

fortunate speculators may soon enrich themselves,

suitable coop for theii- protection. The old coop ' many lose in it their whole possessions. The
is commonly shaped Hke the gabled roof of a result, then, of a few critical months or weeks is

house, each end in the form of a letter A. The a life question in Hop-growing districts,

sloping back is boarded, the sloping front slotted,
|

The Hop harvest of 1865 has been on the whole

and the upright ends sometimes closed, some-
|

a favourable one in this country, especially as

times made of open slots. The solo use of such
,

regards quality, the long-continuous heat having

a cover is merely as a prison for the hen, and a allowed of a thorough drj-ing and ripening of

partial shelter when the wind happens to come ' the fruit.

from behind. Otherwise it seems contrived on i England being a continual and considerable

purpose to admit all the drowning rain and purchaser of Bavarian Hops, at times oven of the

'scorching siui, and cutting wind that can be inferior quahties, it may bo useful here to state

caught or admitted for the discomfoit and the prices now realising for the produce of the

killing of hen and chicks. The only reason
j

last harvest in this country (Bavaria), namely,

for having such a thing is that it has been
!

according to the various qualities, from 90 florins

readily knocked together out of old broken
|

("/. 10.-;.) to 180 florins (15/.), and if other prices

pieces of wood and tumble-down boards than these have been quoted in public piint, that

picked from anywhere. The trouble of having has been done on interested andimproper motives,

half-a-dozen of these traps to watch, to ' though it frequently occurs that they do not

turn every time the rain comes fi-om a different '
represent the real quotations of the Bavarian

quarter, or cover over with old cloth at night, or market. The speculations, however, wliich the

carry under shelter, or set out in the sun, &c., is i holders of Hops have lent themselves to, this

tremendous, in addition to the necessarily frequent
j

year in particular, counting on far higher prices

feeding of the bii-ds. I

than customary, on accoimt of the finer quality

Now, a coop should be the comfortable home
[

of the haiTest, have been improvident, have

of its inmates ; especially as in the cold weather !
created a distui'bauce in the trade, and have

of early spring the hen must be kept in for say caused large quantities of Hops to remain on

six weeks, though three to four weeks may bo :
hand, even up to a very recent period from this

long enough in summer. Therefore the shape time, and I am told that in the highest reputed

should bo that of a small house—walls upright, districts, of Spalt for instance, seven-eighths of

and all roofed well over. The longest dimension ' the whole produce of 1865 was still unsold as

should bo from front to back, and the slotted i late as the commencement of November,

front low, so that the birds can brood far enough The enoi-mous manufacture and consumption

out of reach of a driving shower. The most of beer in Bavaria continues stiU to increase, and

absiu'd featiu-o in the old-fashioned coop is the
I

has nearly doubled in the course of the last 15

caging of the parent while permitting the chicks I
years. Taking the returns of the

_
summer con-

perfect liberty to hop in or out as they please, sumption of 1864-65 for the capital alone, we
Why, it is the early excursions of the tender find that 31 breweries employed no less than

little things among dewj' or frosted Grass that

kiUs off so many by cramp and other ailments

;

and what we requii-e is a coop in which the young
ones can be shut until the weather is favourable

for them. Hence, the coop must be spacious ; our
own aro made 33 in. by 24 in. within. When the

208,804 scheffel* of malt, and produced 769

eimers of beer ; yet this ocean of liquid did not

suffice to meet the Mimich demand during fom-

short months, and the winter stores had to be
attacked before that time.

The Mrmich breweries are now cai-ried on

chickensaregatheredrmdertheu-mother'splumage
I

upon a very large scale, and the trade has accU'

in the aftei'noon, we slide a plate of perforated zinc ' mirlated in the hands of a few considerable

across the slotted fi-ont, and with a little food left ! capitalists. Fifteen years ago Munich counted

inside for the morning meal the chickens are

right enough untilwe let them out after the dew or

frostare off. Besides, they are also tolerably secure

from weasels and other depredatory enemies.

With hay to rest on in cold weather, and at other

times, loose earth laid down as a bottom for the

coop, the little house is comfortable ; and the

earthenware pan containing the hard water is

made widest at the bottom, so as not to tiu'u over.

Before adopting these ("spittoons" they really

are), we used to lose dozens of chickens from
(frowning. We have lost hundreds of chickens

when placed upon a nice short-Grass paddock,

—

entfrely owing, we believe, to thefr having
fr'ee exit fr'om their coops at any hour' of

the morning. Of coui-se, in a time of pro-

longed rains, day after day, even the

new style of coop requii'es to be taken
into a building where the chickens can enjoy a
dry scamjier ; and with stables, calf-houses, cow-
sheds, &c., it is unnecessary to erect all the

32 breweries, but they produced not half the

quantity of beer now annually consumed. The
great excellence and wide reputation of the beer

of Bavaria is owing to a peculiar manipulation

in the process of brewing. Both what is termed

the ' concentration ' of the wort and the tempera-

ture of the fermentation are kept much lower by
the Bavarian than by British brewers ; but, on

the other hand, the Bavarian beer, as it is com-
monly made, wiU not bear keeping or exporting.

It must be drunk within the half year and on

the spot.

HIGH-PEICED MEAT.
[The following is the substance of a Lecture delivered by

Mr. .T. Seaman, V.S., before the Saffron Walden Farmers'

Club, as reported in the Eesex NetcB.]

The price of beef and mutton, like all other manu-
factured articles, must be regulated by supply and
demand. The demand fairly met, the price is unaltered.

661b. The ' in Munich i

Increase the supply, and the question we have to deal
with is the converse of this : our demand is greater
than the supply. Independently of the cattle plague,

this truth is becoming every day more apparent to
persons who pooh-poohed my assertions of the fact

some years since. The cause of high-priced meat is

not wholly involved in the question of supply. There
is also a gradually increased demand in proportion to
our national prosperity.

The stimulus given to the cotton trade, the
immensity of om' ship-building^ gigantic railway works,
bridge-building, and other architectural improvements,
so characteristic of the present time, are daily calling
into the most active labour increased numbers of the
population upon increased wage.s, and, naturally
enough, an increased demand for meat The
low price of bread is another cause of the
increased demand for meat. With a 4-lb. loaf

at 9rf., a labourer, or a person with a large family
and scanty income, would, after paying for bread,
have little left for the purchase of meat ; but
when ihd. only is paid for the same weight, and not
so much required, because of the increased consump-
tion of meat, the sober and comfortable-living workman
is able, after paying his baker's bill, to purchase some-
thing like an adequate supply of meat—that, is when it

is sold at a reasonable price. The additional quantity
of meat given away by our Poor Law Boards is another
source of demand for beef and mutton.

To those unacquainted with farming it may appear
that immense profits have been realised by fatting

sheep and oxen at the present prices. It would he so

were it possible to breed and fatten niiiiiials upon fixed

principles, like the production of iiiMiiiiiuite substances,

under cover and between walls ; Iml there are influ-

ences constantly in operiitiitn. il:nn:iL'ini: to the health
of cattle and sheep, ami nilirrinvjn'l'. .1 .ir um^lances
—such as blights, iiiiMrH-. \r'jri:ii.;

!
I' I h-troy-

ingtheTumip,Beaii.au.l l'ra(in|,, . il,^ ,v,,-u.'dry
seasons, accompanied by liiiliire ul iliL- iai ions Grass
crops ; excessive wet seasons, and luxuriant Grasses

;

and impure artificial foods, which are so detrimental to

the health of cattle, with epizootic diseases. Over all

these hurtful causes the stockmaster has no control.

Hitherto the greatest obstacle to the production of

beef and mutton is a tax of 75 per cent, upon an
important raw material which the farmer is prohibited
manufacturing from the produce of his own farm.

A clever philosopher, with a view to supply more
beef and mutton, recommends more pasture land ; but
this great genius appears to have overlooked the fact

that Grass grows only six months out of the 12, and he
has not told us what sheep and cattle are to be fatted

upon during the winter months. He has censured the
British farmer for not breeding more sheep and oxen,
but the farmer has found it impossible to increase the
numbers of his breeding ewes and cows in consequence
of the impossibility of obtaining enough suitable food
for rearing, and the only available food for this most
important purpose the British Parliament prohibits
being manufactured. To tell the stockmaster to rear
more lambs and calves irithout being allowed to

manufacture suitable food for them, is just about as

preposterous as to tell him he can walk as well on
his head; as on his heels. During the last four
seasons there has been an almost entire failure of Grass
crops, and sheep and oxen have had to be fed, winter
and summer too, in many parts of England, upon the
produce of arable land and unwholesome manufactured
stuffs. The arable upland farms which produce the
greatest quantity of beef and mutton, if they were laid

down to pasture, would not keep alive a goose per acre.

In August, 1865, when meat was at a price unattained
since 1813, workmen in different parts of England
truck for wages, and in some cases almost approached
to famine mobs. In Worcester they paraded the
streets, and protested that they would not eat any more
meat until it could be obtained at a cheaper rate. The
butcher was said to be monopolising the trade, was a
worse pest than the rinderpest, and many other bad
names were applied to him which he did not deserve.

Even the farmer was said to be involved in the con-

spiracy. When an animal attains a certain stage of

fatness, the farmer finds it prudent to sell. To keep it

longer incurs certain loss. The animal must eat, and
food costs money. It gets fatter, but the public do not
like so much fat, and it wiU not realise so much money
in the market. I think we may dispose of the question

of conspiracy and monopoly, and acquit the butcher of

the crime of plundering the people out of their money
by charging high prices for meat. The fanner ought
to obtain from the butcher a price for his ox propor-

tioned to the outlay in getting it into a fit state for

slaughtering—and during the last four years the outlay

has been very great—and the butcher, in his turn, ought
to regulate the priceofhis meat inproportion to the price

paid for the animal, receiving, besides, a common trade

profit. Let the farmer be imrestricted in the use of the
jiroduce of the farm, and a restriction be placed upon
the importation of foreign cattle, and in a few years

beef and mutton would be lowered to Crf. or 7rf. per lb.

Professor Gamgee, in bis statistics of the loss by death
of cattle from epizootic diseases brought to this country
from the Continent, has shown that within the year

1862 we did not lose in England less than three times

the number imported. And within the last eight

months upwards of half a million have been destroyed

by a most frightful malady, also brought from the

Continent, which is still raging -with unabated violence.

All that the free importation of foreign cattle ha* done
for England has been to impoverish the British farmer,

and assist in raising the price of all kinds of flesh food.

A butchering company was about to be formed in

London a short time ago under the presidency of the

Earl Talbot ; but this company would be of little avail

if sufiicient animals could not be obtained to slaughter.

The question we ;propose to consider is, How the

threatened scarcity ot animal food can be best averted?
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Ohsorvins the frciiiiont rpcurrpntr of prrinds nfr;rc>;it

difficulty ill ..htainmi; ivliolesoni,. ,-,tlV f,««l, it liiis

been my constant aiiu to iirove to the fanner tin.- possi-

bility of manufacturin" his oini, by a most simple
method, from the produce of his fann. Wheat or

Barley steeped, spread upon a floor until it sprouts,

add used while moist, is a material far superior in

quality, and at the price of ra«- grain during the last

fiTe years 20 per cent, cheaper, than any other manu-
factured food that can be purchased. But now that its

value is becoming appreciated, and its use greatly

extended, the Board of Inland Revenue have informed
me that it is illegal to prepare the grain, except by a
licensed maltster. This is traly unfortunate at this

particular time of high-priced meat, and scarcity of
wholesome cattle food—when to use the language of
the Time.f a few weeks ago, so far as meat is con-
cerned, famine is at our door "—that Excise restrictions

should be allowed to continue upon the manufacture
of any article of cattle diet, and more especially upon
one which, of all other cattle foods, is the most whole-
some, the cheapest', quickest, and best quality mutton
and beef producer, as can be irrefutably proved by the
experience and testimony of leading agriculturists of

all cla.sses. During the last two seasons a very large

number of lambs have been re.ared. thousands of sheep
fatted, and upwards of 20 different flocks, debilitated by
disease, restored to health in this and other neigh-
bourhoods, by using semi-malted grain; and during
the la.st two tropical-like summers, when the Grass
crops have almost entirely failed, this food has been
found of the greatest value, resembling more in its

effects the natural food of sheep than any other tha.t I

am acquainted with. It is an excellent substitute for

Turnips and green Eape of winter, and the different

Cloveiy and Grasses of summer.
During the last lambing season the advantage of

using germinated Wlieat and Barley has been most
marked. On many farms, where flocks of breeding
ewes were kept, scarcely a Turnip had grown, and
whilst 20 per cent, of lambs were lost from flocks fed

upon dry and hence indigestible food, not more than
1 per cent, was lost from those fed upon .semi-malted
Wheat and Barley. Twenty-five years' experience has
convinced me of the scarcely-to-be-exaggerated import-
ance of the subject. I discovered at an early period
that a verj' large proportion of the mortality of sheep
and oxen was attributable to improjier food, and I then
commenced a series of experiments upon the subject,

which have led me to the conclusrioii that grain, semi-
malted, is incomparably the best form in which it can
be used as a food for cattle, and is entitled to stand
in competition with any other that can be resorted to.

Theoretical considerations alone first induced me to try
it as a food for fattening herbivorous aniniali!, and
experiments concluded 1.9 years ago convinced me that
grain so prepared is the most wholesome and quickest
of all flesh-forming foods. Vntil iscii horses only had
been the subject of my experiments, Imt during the
spring of 18G1 anobleman in tliis district, distinguished
for his desire to promote in every way the advancement
of agricultural science and practice, penuitted me to

apply it to an ewe flock, and the experiment was a
signal success. The sheep were maintained in perfect
health, ami fatted their lambs ven" fast. Prom that
period I have continued to urge the use of this new
food upon (lockiiiasters generally. Much prejudice
existed apain^t it at first, but gradually converts were
made, and \ilicii I r ived the communication from
the Board of Inland l!r\rnue before referred to, not far

short of 10.(11111 sliri |i, lie Mdes horses and oxen, were to
my knowledge being led with it ; and on making the
communication to them, the Excise notice was looked
upon by the different flockmasters as a positive
calamity.

During the \\ inter tsr.t-.9. the consumption of semi-
malted grain en tlic lanns of one proprietor amounted
to iti sacks ]'ri Heck, as fijod for sheep, lambs, and
horses; and il is must satisfactory to remark, that
lambs frfmi the flocks, from 11 t4> 13 weeks old, fetched
in the iletropolitaii market last spring from 42s. to
-U.v. each, and lambs from the Hock of another farm,
fed upon the same kind of food, sold in^ the same
market for 46*. each—the highest price obtained during
the whole fat-lamb season. The dams of these lambs
were afterwards fatted upon the same material during
the following summer, and sold at from 70s. to 80s.

each, weighing 15 stone each. A gentleman at Spilsby,
Lincoln, m a letter to me, .says, " .Since being pro-
hibited preparing grain as advised by you, my lambs
are not doing so well, and will not be worth so much
by 5«. per head in the spring."

I have reason to suppose that, had not the thousands
of half-fatted cattle and sheep been slaughtered through
the fear of losing them by the cattle pla^e, and thus
kept down the price of the meat market, it woidd have
risen at lea,st id. per lb. higher. These animals the
farmer under ordiuan- cin uinstaiices would have kept
until the comiin; s|iriin; and siniimer. Their prema-
ture slaughtering', allheiieli incidiicing a present ame-
lioration of prices, must necessarily augment the future
evils, and meat may very reasonably be expected to
reach a famine price, unless every encouragement be
given to its production, and every restriction upon it

removed.
I am enthusiastic enough to believe that if my plan

were allowed a free and fair trial, the danger of so
disastrous a result to a flesh-eating population like our
own would be to a great extent removed. Thpr(
cannot be a question upon the cheapness of the fond
recommended, as compared mth other artificial food ;

and as to obtaining enough of Wheat and Barley, two-
thirds of the civilised world can supply us with these
grains, but they cannot sxipply us with roots and
Grasses.

Cotton cake during the last four years has varied in
price from HI. to 6/. per ton. Most of the cake I have
examined contained from C<i) to 81 per cent, of im-

piirifies. and ilif aiial\ sis of Professor Voeh'ker shows a

similar result. Whi.al 1ms l.een selling during the last

four years at 71. Ws. ]m- ton, Imt if the expense of

cartage be deducted, as it ought to be, the price would
be reduced to 71. 5,?. In Wheat prepared as I recom-
mend we have a food much superior to pure cotton
cake, at a price little exceeding the adulterated article ;

but in order to ascertain the comparative value of the
tun kinds of food it is necessary to take into account
tlie adulteration, and the cost of the nutritive portion
of the cake. Supposing the impurities not to exceed
50 per cent, (a very rare condition), it would be 12?., or

G2fper cent., above the material which every farmer
has ready at hand. Barley has been selling during the
same period at 61. 5s, per ton, which gives even more
favourable results. This is without taking into
account the loss of cattle arising from the use of
impure cake.

It appears to me that it oxight to be the business and
duty, not only of the producer but of every meat con-
sumer, to agitate this question, and bring such a
Pressure upon the Chancellor of the Exchequer that
e .shall be obliged to permit the meat producer to

prepare in his own way those foods for his cattle which
a beneficent Providence has given for his use, and if

this cannot be at'complished without a repeal of the
malt tax, then that obnoxious tax must be repealed

;

for merely fiscal measures can never be permitted to
interfere with a question so vitnl as an adequate supply
of necessary food to our working population.

THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
1. The following rotums were issued on JIarch 31.

These returns do not ]>rofess to give the total number
of cases which have occurred in Great Britain, but only
those which have been ascertained from information
received ,at the office from in.spectors. Columns 1 only
record the cases reported as having commenced during
the weeks indicated by the headings; "back" cases
being added to columns 2.

I'i

7749: .MI8

6042i 1C03.

542, 10,309, 4523
190; 10,0501 4121
10' 1,506, 523

444 10, 977

1

2870
071: 12,670 4995

14021 52,069, 8425'

683 31,704 4911
264 «819 3280,

S3,925
18,250

•2483

1205]

1040|

d«3l
67861

Metrop. .

.

S. Eastern .

S. Midland .

Eiiatem Co.
S. Western .

W. Midland
N. Midland

,

N. Western

,

Yorkshire .

NortbemCo,
Monmouth.
& Wales .

Scotland .

.

I 6,261 4,70412(19,022! 44,305 121,369 29,286 14,062

Note.—39 Inspectors who reported cases last week have
not reported in time for this return—viz., for the countj' of
Berks, 1 ; fSalop. 1 ; Bucks, 2 ; Cambridge, 1 ; Chester, 2

;

Cumberland, 1 ; Essex, 1 ; Hereford, 1 ; Huntinp:don, 1

;

Lancaster, 1; Lincoln, 7; Norfolk, 2; Northampton, 1;

85 7597 312;
257 45,564' 5423,

2. Me. Her,ip.ith upon Kindeepest.—I last

evening was present at the slaughter and po-H-mortem
of two cows, ordered to be killed by the magistrates at
the parish of St. George's, near Bristol. The animals
were the two remaining after the death of tlie first.

They had stopped ruminatinL>. refused food and drink,
and the milk of one lind slnirtcnid in one day from
11 quarts to .3. I found tlienMlrnninnu. uitli expanded
pupils; the appearances aftiT de;itli win- inllammation
of the larynx, trach;ra, and brnnchial tubes. Of the
alimentary canal the first appearance of inflammation
was in the manj-plies, but verj* slight, not at all like
that arising from an irritant poison, which is in such
cases very strong there. The last stomach was exten-
sively and uniformly inflamed, much resembling that
from strychnia, and from this point downwards the
appearances increased to the end of the canal. Tlic
reproductive organs were greatly inflamed; but tlic

liver, .spleen,^ and kidneys were natural. Ujion
removing specimens of the injured parts for chemical
examination, which took jdacc witnin an hour after
death, I found that tin- blond, tlic miicmis siirfines

and the adherent matters were alkaline, and the alkali

was ammonia. Now, in the natural state, recent blood
is quite neutral—neither acid nor alkaline; and the
intestines of herbivorous animals are more or less acid
from the conversion of a portion of the sugar of plants
into acetic acid.

This statement will, I hope, set physiologists and
veterinarians to examine whether this chemical state is

invariable in rinderpest, and also to inquire whether it

is the cause or an effect of it; if it is either of the two
latter it will naturally suggest a means of prevention or
of a cure, while it would readily account for the
infections rbaractcr of the disease, as the volatile
ammniii;i iv.mld carry the poi.son into the atmosphere,
I'rom Hhicli il \\.,nld be received into the lungs of the
lie;dili.\ :inimal; it would also account for its Condensa-
tion on the clothes and persons of attendants on sick
animals. It is worthy of note that the owner of these
beasts had drenched some beasts which were ordered to
be destroyed some few days ba«k.

I think it is worth tr.vmg whether this ammoniacal
poison might not be decomposed in the living blood in
early Etat<:>s of the disease by the administration of

chlorine in some stale or other, such as chloride of
lime, .lilnre-e;n-lionate of soda ( I,:diarv;H|ne's dis-
infecting liquor), or chlorine \s-A\r\- ui vii, ili.-es, as
there is no agent so powerful in d- 1, ., monia
as chlorine. I have been told tlmt ..'n

,
, i , iiluride

of lime is a safe dose for a man, ll'ili,,,.,, 11. ,,,,.,'/,,,v^k,,

F.C.S., Professor of ChemUlri,, Jinsiul, Mnn-h -l'.K

3. The Rinderpest in Sheep.—So much dilference
of opinion exists about sheep being liable to rinderiiest,

that I believe you will consider the following plain
statement of facts of sufficient importance to the
agriculturists of this country to induce you to give it

a place in your columns :

—

During the end of last month and the beginning of
the present I lost a great number of cattle from
rinderpest, 38 of wiiich were on that part of my fann
lying on the west side of the estuary, and they were
buried in a corner of a field in whicn were 142 long-
woolled hoggets feeding on Coleseed and Turnips, and
wiiich sheep were constantly taken into a stackyard
close by the graves of the cattle to be folded at night.

^
On the 1st inst. one of the sheep was taken with

violent purging, loss of appetite, drooping of the ears,

and great thirst; other sneejj in the same lot kept
falling down with a similar disease, until it gradually
extended to 400 sheep on that part of the farm.

The two veterinary inspectors of this district, Mr.
Cross and Mr. Beart, saw the sheep, and after careful
examination of several of them, pronounced it to be
true rindei-pcst ; and I understand Professor Simonds
was written to on the matter, and said that from the
description given he concurred in that opinion.

The sheep kept dying, and on the 19th inst. I had
lost 25, and there appeared every prospect of losing my
whole flock. In my trouble I named the state of ray
sheep to Messrs. Allen and Willis, of Lynn, and they
immediately wrote and asked Mr. Woods, of Merton,
Lord Waliringham's agent, who has been so successful
in treating the diseases of sheep, to go and look at my
sheep, and .say if anything could be done for them.

On Monday, the 19th, Mr. Woods saw the sheep and
took much pains in examining them, and made a post
mortem examination of one found dead that moniing.
He said they were in a bad .state, and unless something
was quickly done, the greater part of them would die.

I quite agreed with this opinion. He kindly made two
propositions to me, viz.,—either to treat 100 average
sheep, or he would undertake to treat the whole on
conilifion that his directions were carried out in every
p;jrticiiliir. He spoke with so much contidence of

being al^le to cure the greater part of the sliccp, and
said lie hoped that not more than I.') or 20 more would
die, that I w.is only too glad to agree to his terms. It
is only right to say that hLs time was so limited that
he was unable to see 84 of the smallest and most
weakly sheep, or he would probably have thought
more would die, but I think his opinion was
strengthened b^^ the following circumstance :

— On
Thursday the 15lli m.\- shepherd took 11 of the norst
affected sheep from the lot first attacked, and gave
them a dose of the same kind of iin'dicine Mr. AVoods
proposed using for the whole, and iilaceil tin in in a
meadow apart, from the rest. (.)u Monday, the 19th,

these sheep were better, while five had died out of the
lot from which they were taken. The 41 are now alive

and quite \\ell. fin Tuesday morning, the 20th, the
wiiolcof llicsiieeiiliad a -troiiL- d..-,> of 1 li,-ine, a,nd

lwoHe:ikh annnals ,lrem,ed d^u n dei.d «liile it was
beill'iadmnii-len..l,;nHl hIi.'Ii ..|irned I lieii IniiL'S were
so congesti'.l as lo lie quite Mack, till' liver and kidneys
appeared rotten, the intestines very much inflamed,

and the fourth stomach spotted, as also was the tongue
of this and several other animals that died. A frothy
matter came from the mouth, and the air passages
aiipciu'edclnikc.l ttitli it.

\\ lien I Milled flic folds on Wednesday morning,
th.' :]<<. nhcre (lie dilferent lots of sheep had laid

dill-ill'-' tlie iii-ht, tile :i|i|icaraiicc of the evacuations of
the ;-lieei, u;r \ ei-\ alarniim-'. belli'-' :i mass of slime,
blood, ami miicons-iikc matter. During llic day si \ more
of the Very weakly sheep ilied, exhibiting the same symp-
toms as those described above, andtlieaiipearinccofthe
remainder was so ba<l that I was quite dcprc-scd by it,

and remarked to afriend that I slieiild lose three out
of four of the whole lot. On Tliiusday morning Mr.
Woods saw the shee], again, and nlu'ii I went to the
fold with him 1 was 1 e than sur)nised to seethe
c.\tniordinary improvement in the:ippcar.ance and state

of the sheep. Tne diarrhi»a had almost disappeared,
the dung w.as in a more natural staf«, and tne sheep
looked licftor in everj' respect. Mr. Woods remarked
that had he known there were some animals sn weakly
he should lliivc reL'lll.ded I lie de-,' of niedlcine to the
-IreiiL'lh ofthesliee), ;,milie 1 1,. ,uL'lil 1 lie >i ^ 1 li.at died
on W|.dnesda\. Ilic L'l-I, hid licrli |,,.i nillrll iietcdon

by themedieine. Hhicli mi-dil liavc lieeii jircveiifed if

he could have linen ],ie-ciil liimscll' u hen it misgiven.
No more sheep did uiild S;ilurd;i,\. tlic L'ltli. when
another dose of mediLanc « as given to the sheep, .and

one died from choking, and another got to water and
soon died. Two sheep that were paralysed from the
first attack died on Sunday, and another, badly affected,

on Monday, the 3Gth, making 13 in all since they were
treated.

I firmly believe, and I am supported in this opinion
by several exiierienced men, that the bulk of my flock

ai-c iioM cured, and will i-ci|iiirc no more medicine, and
that I -liidl nei lo-e iiiaii,\inore, altliounh it is possible

a lew ol' ilie \-,ei>i attacked and mostdelicate animals
may sink lidm exhaustion, now that the fever has left

them ; and I also believe that I should have lost but
few sheep if Mr. Woods had been .sent for earlier. It
is not my desire to discuss tlie question as to the
liability of sheep to take rinderjJest, hut to give actual
fa<;ts as they have occurred in my flock, and I think it

only just to Mr. Woods that the public should be made
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acfiu:iintt(l \vith them. WiUiam Marshall, The Hall,
North L'jnu, March 'l^. (Timrs.)

4. Iron.—In the early stage of the 'cattle plague it

was suggested (I think in yoiu* Journal) tliat iron

would be found if not a cure, at least a preventive of

the disease, and I think it therefore worth while to

call your attention to the fact that Devonshire, which
has a red soil largely impregnated with iron, has been
almost entirely free from the plague, which has

rapidly died out in the one or two localities where it

has appeared from imported cases, and beyond the

confines of which localities it has never spread.

Cornwall, on the other hand, rich in minerals, but
not in iron, has been severely visited. I have it also

on trustworthy authority that Wiltshire is like

Devonshire, largely abounding in iron, and has as yet

enjoyed similar immunity. A gentleman also who
farms largely in Essex has been long surrounded by
disease, but his cattle have escaped contagion, which
is worth noting, as'the only water on the estate is, as

my friend informs me, a highly chalybeate spring, which
is brought some four or five miles in iron pipes. If

your correspondents generally would favour you with
their own observations on the existence or non-
existence of disease, and whether in a violent or mild
form, where from circumstances iron may or may
not oe presumed to be present in the food of the
animals, a conclusion of more or less value might
possibly be arrived at. Another and cognate circum-
stance as connected mth this immediate locality is

also worth naming, viz., that on the two occasions on
which cholera made its appearance in this county,
the adjacent parishes, whicli principally rest on lime
rock, suffered severelyfrom the scoiu-ge, whilst this and
other places, which are for the most part on red sand-
stone, enioyed comparative immunity from it, and if I
am rightly informed this coincidence was also observed
in other parts of the kingdom. Leaving it to ^ou to
judge how far this subject may be worth further inves-
tigation. J. Belfield, Paignton, March 30.

5. The Gloucestershiee Insurance Comp.\nies
have dissolved during the past week. About 30,000 cattle

had been insured, the county Society taking 14,839, at

the declared value of 151,376^; and the Berkeley Vale
Society taking 14,951, of the value of 102,^43/. The
following is abridged from the report of the county
Association, signed by its chairman, Mr. Holland, M.P.,
to whom, and to Mr. "Wheeler, of Gloucester, its

energetic secretary, thanks were heartily voted :

—

" This Society owes its origin to a resolution passed at a
county meetLQg held at the Siurehall, on the 2d Sept., 1865. The
rules of the Association appear to have given general satisfac-

tion. They were at once accepted by those districts in the
county in which local associations had not been already
established : and in 12 petty sessional divisions meetings were
speedily held, resolutions passed, and committees appointed
to act as local committees, in connection with the central one
at Gloucester.
" The following T.ible exhibits the extent and the results of

the Society's operations :

—

District.

Chipping Sodbury
Gloucester
Thombury
Whitminster ..

Tewkesbviry .

.

Lydney

.

No. of

Cattle
Insured,

acr5
2643
1769
1740
1227

Cheltenham .

.

Winchcomb
Newnham
Lawford's Gate
Stroud ..

Coleford

The extent of the insurances effected has necessitated a large
amount of care and close attention. This has been cheerfully
given by those to whom the management of the concern hiis
been entrusted, and thus has resulted that rare occuiTence,
viz., a most successful instance of mutual cattle insurance.
Had the plague virulently visited the county, it is impossible
to say in what position our association might have found
itself. We should not have been able to report as we can now,
that out of the 14,839 head of cattle insured, not a single case
of disease has occurred, and that consequently no claim what-
soever has been made on its funds. The insurers have had only
to pay a deposit of one and a quarter per cent, (or M. in the
pound) upon the amoimts insured, and no additional calls have
been required. It will not be overlooked that in arranging and
printing a set of books suitable for the carrying out of a Cattle
Assurance Association of the magnitude this has assumed,
measures had to be taken for registering every particular, svich
as the date of insurance, and the class of every animal, value,
deposit, certiScate ; also similar particulars of increased stock
to the number originally insured ; the same particulars on
reduction of stock by sale ; the nxxmber attacked by disease,
slaughtered, died, recovered, and under treatment ; total
number, and aggregate value. Tables were arranged providing
for these contingencies, which most fortunately proved
imnecessary, yet in the working of the association it is needless
to add that they form an important item. The central com-
mittee have the pleasure of stating that their total expenses do
not exceed in amtnmt five per cent, on 1892/. (being the amount
of deposits paid in). Bearing in mind the state of former
agricultural insurance companies, both at home and abroad,
your conmiittee recommended a limit of six months only for
the existence of the association, the affairs of which we have
now met to wind up. Although Ithe whole county have not
become insurers, yet a general interest has been taken in our
proceedings, and all are gratified that, after a voyage of six
hazardous months, we have been able to bring our vessel to
anchor in a safe harbour, and to make a satisfactory report of
our stewardship to our employers."

Mr. Holland stated at the close of the meeting to receive the
report ofwhich the above isthe substance : Throughout the whole
of the area in which our association has been at work we have
found ready and expert workmen, who have been ready and
TVTlling to give up their time, and have taken a great deal of
trouble in forming the local committees, and keeping them up
to the mark. Our machinery has been perfect throuch the
whole of the short time we have been in existence. By this
movement I feel that farmers have got into the habit of making

exertions of self-defence which they will not forget ; and thus
they will know on fvituro occasions how to band themselves
together for the purpose of self-interest. One and all who
belong to the Central Committee will be quite of the same
mind as myself, that nothing could be wiser than mcorporating
into that Central Committee the Committee of the Agricultural
Society of the coimty. By that means we got members from
all the different parts of the county.

6. The Cattle Plague in Peance {Abridgedfrom
the Jottrnal of the Society of Arts) :

—
The cattle disease has appeared in France, as well as in

other countries, but its efEects to the present time have been
extremely insignific-ant, owing, as some people say, to the
extreme attention paid by the Government at the first moment
of its appearance. We have no returns before us later than
the commencement of December ; but at that tirae the number
of cattle lost by the epidemic in question was stated officially

to have been only 43, in the two departments of the Nord and
the Pas de Calais. The disease has, however, appeared in

Paris, at the Jardin d'Acclimatation in the Bois de Boulogne,
which has lost 35 animals by it, including gazelles, stags, a
female iinis of Lithuania, and a peccary. M. Bouley has
presented a memoir on the subject to the Academy of Medi-
cine of Paris, in which he declares it to be proved, not only
that the disease is essentially contiigious, and may attack all

kinds of ruminating animals, great or small, indigenous or
exotic, but also man himself. At any rate, he beheves that
beyond question it may and has been transmitted by man. A
stag in the gardens of the Society, confined at a considerable
distance from the building in which the disease existed, was
attacked by it and died, in consequence, as supposed, of the
same attendant having the care of the animal in question as
well as of those which had been previously attacked. It can-
not be said that a single case of this sort can be quoted as
positive proof ; in fact, it would be most illogical to consider
it so. The epidemic is said to have been imported into the
gardens in the Bois de Boulogne by two gazelles brought from
England, but no suggestion is made as to the manner of its

appearance in the two departments already named. The
Minister of Agriculture has extended the regulations, adopted
in September last for checking the spread of the disease, to all

kinds of animals, with the exception of horses, asses, mules,
and doga.
The Imperial Government sent a veterinary surgeon to

England to study the question ; and that gentleman has
published his opinions respecting the conduct of the English
authorities and men of science, who, he says, might have
arrested the disease had they taken the advice which he offered
them. We have not seen any account of the means proposed
by the surgeon in question, or we should make it our business
to publish it, as it is extremely important to know what are
the opinions of practical foreigners upon the subject. There is

no doubt that the French authorities .ire extremely vigilant
and active in such cases ; and that which happened in the
instance of the first gazelle that died in the Jardin d'Acclima-
tation is a proof of it. There wa-s no suspicion of the cause
of the animal's death at first, and the body w.as given
over to a stuffer ; when the disease reappeared, and its nature
was revealed, an officer, M. Bouley, we believe, was instructed
to trace the remains, in order to ascertain whether they had
communicated the disease on their road ; the attempt, how-

, was fruitless ; the skin was found in the possession of
the stuffer to whom the body had been delivered, but all the
rest had been carried away by a c/ii^'oninVr, who, upon being
interrogated, declared that he had thrown it on a heap of
rubbish, on a waste spot on the outskirts of the town, and no
trace of it could be discovered. It is extremely fortvmate for
France that the disease has at present exhibited so little power,
and the care and intelligence exhibited by the authoriries is

most praiseworthy ; but the atmospheric condition, or some
other circumstance, may be different in the two coimtries.
The Potato disease and the GraiK! disease ought to make us
modest respecting the power of our science in such cases.

PROFESSOR GAJIGEE AND THE CATTLE
PLAGUE.

Peofessoe GA5IGEE has written a book about
the Cattle Plague. He says the disease came over
Europe from east to west. His conclusion from this is

that tne disease spread only by contagion or infection.

But Asiatic cholera spread over Europe from east to
west : nobody believes that cholera was only or chiefly

spread by contagion or infection ; cholera amongst men,
like this plague amongst cattle, raged in the crowded
and unhealthy localities. As a knowing old farmer
said to me the other day :

—
" I turns my beasts out

everj' day, they kick about and keeps themselves
healthy. Wliy, we heard nothing of this plague, except
in the town cowhouses, till cold weather come, and all

the cattle were taken up and crowded together m yards
and sheds." Profes.sor Gamgee said long ago quite
rightly that there is no specific cure for the cattle

plague. But that smallest of ininorities, the men of
clear-seeing common sense, said the same thing from
analogy. Eor in men there is no specific cure for malig-
nant low fever : still, in men, open windows, bright day-
light, and cold fresh air, will cure the majority of cases.

But our cattle have not had a chance, for the veterinary
profes.sion prescribe warm air and darkness almost to a
man. Prof.Gamgeeadheres to the opinion, long exploded
amongst educated physicians with regard to similar
diseases amoirjst men. that this malignant cattle fever
is only taki 11 1>\ n.nl:! :'.in

; and yet amongst the more
educated rl

,

:
i

: n -t be many who will remem-
ber some cu liiices pointing to an opposite
conclusion. I'ln' li-t -uiuraer was the _warme.st and
longest ever kuown in the memory of living men. I
wonder whether Professor Gamgee ever heard or read
how Homer in three places alludes to pestilence follow-

ing close upon extraordinary heat ; that is, in the first,

fifth, and twenty-second books. Or, again, of the men-
tion made by Livy of a terrible epidemic amongst both
cattle and men, following an excessively hot sea,son in
the year of Rome .325. Or, again, that the summer
preceding the outbreak of cattle plague in England
about a hundred years ago was unprecedentedly hot ?

Last summer there was a plague of flies. I wonder
whether Professor Gamgee has ever heard or read that
plagues of flies have often been observed to i)recede

great pestilence, as Webster, in his History of Epi-
demics, specially mentions nith regard to the plague at

Dantzic, in 1709, and a pestilence in America in 1633.

Vast numbere of the cattle in England are half-starved

by farmers in winter. I wonder whether Professor
Gamgee ever heard of the'Greek proverb, i kti/iis ^sri

Xiftiy
—" The plague after famine." This has been

I
the wettest winter ever known, with the lowest

barometer. I won. lor wlifth.r Professor (iamgee
ever heard or read of the mali:.'nant epidemic that
broke out in London in irOO, after an extraordinarily
wet autumn. Farmers crowd their cattle together in
sheds and yards. I wonder whether Professor Gamgee
has ever heard or read of gaol fevers, camp fevers, and
ship fevers, from crowding men together. Cattle are
every day taking the disea.se, they are then put into
dark stufiy places, and they die forthwith. I wonder
whether Professor Gamgee has ever heard or read how
Sir John Pringle records that in 1757 several soldiers
were brought into the ship hospital at Portsmouth with
the common fever of the season, but upon their being
.shut up in the crowded hold of the ship, the fever
turned to malignant typhus, and they died forthwith.
Professor Gamgee has the exaggerated idea about
contagion that is .so prevalent just now. I wonder
whether he has ever heard or read how Dr. Haggarth
proved by careful investigations at the end of last
century, that although in the close air of a court of
justice, gaol fever killed two judges ,ind sundry lawyers
in 1577, as recorded by Lord Bacon, yet that in the
open air contagion never has any efiect beyond a veiy
short distance. I wonder, also, whether he has ever
read how this same Dr. Haggarth records his conviction,
from a whole life's practice and study of the matter,
that though clothes shut up in a box ivill carry conta-
gion indebnitely, no living person ever carries it in his
own clothes through the open air. The fact is, one can
hardly exaggerate either the danger of contagion in
enclosed air, or the disinfecting power of bright day-
light and cold open air. History tells us that these
epidemics always cease after a time. I wonder whether
when this one ceases Professor Gamgee wiU say that it

was stamped out by the massacre that is now going on.
I have said above that I wonder whether Professor
Gamgee has read all these things. But of course I
know he has not, nor do I for a moment blame him for
not knowing what his education and professional duties
have not allowed him opportunities of learning, j" How
.shall he get wisdom whose talk is of oxen ? " &c., says
Ecclesiasticus. All I wish to do is to protest against
our being led by the nose by men who, however admir-
able for zeal and diligence in their profession, cannot
be expected to be authorities in matters beyond their
beat. To our allomng ourselves to be led in this
somewhat ignominious manner, we owe it that our
ideas of contagion, true enough in moderation, are just
now carried to superstitious credulity, and that this
useless, senseless, destructive, and barbarous massacre
of cattle, is now horrifying the sensible part of the
community.

—

S. S. Comtable, Athenienm Club, Pall
Mall, March 31s<.

P.S.—I see in my Pall Mall Oazette of March 12
that the Professor tells us that pleurisy and inflamma-
tion of lungs (ideuro-pneumonia, as the profession call

it) are disea.ses that would have Jnever existed in

England if they had not been taken by contagion from
continental cattle. flTiat shall we hear next ?

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.
By the CotJNT DE POUCINS.

{Comludedfrom page 302.)

TilE following is the conclusion of a Report pre-
sented to the General Meeting of Agricultural hocieties,

held at Montbrison on the 13th of February, 1866.
Translated from the "Journal d'Agriculture Pra-
tique : "

—

Our villages all h.ive schools, established with the sole object
of teaching the children who frequent them whatever it is

most usefiil for them to know. Instead of inflicting upon
them precisely the sjime sort of teaching, all after the same
rule, and almost at the same holu-, without any regard to
whether they belong to the trading classes, or the agricultural
classes, would it not be more rational to make their education
subordinate to their requirements ? Why should not the
teacher, charged with the education of farmers' sons, be
quiUified to instruct them in the elements of a^culture?
Inste.ad of acquainting them with the names of African rivers

or the marvels of Ar.stralia, he might make them imderstand the
theory of rotations, and give them .an intelligent explanation
of things they do every day, without knowing the why or
wherefore.
The primary schools only, by their regular and universal

organis.ation, enable us to give each youth a certain amount of

elementary instruction, insufficient to constitute an education
of great intrinsic value, but sufficient, if he be intelligent, to
give him a desire for instruction, and to prepare him for

superior teaching. In addressing the Agricultural Society of

Montbrison, and in the presence of its honovu-able President, it

is not necessary to insist on the advantages of an agricultura

catechism,* nor on the facilities that the establishment cf
elementary schools offer for circulating it.

But the true school, that which ought to produce men of
agricultural ability, is the secondary scliool. The question is,

how can it be organised ?

Would it be impossible to ob.tain modifications in the
management of Government farms, which would make
admission to them easier and residence in them more desirable.

Iam not sure that it would be possible in all cases to avoid two
serioxis inconveniences. Reform, supposing we could obtain
it, can only be the fruit of a Ministerial concession, or of a
subscription contributed by those interested in obtaining it.

In the first case, the bad disposition of one Minister might
undo all that was accorded by his predecessor ; in the second,
the central power would deprive the local body of all influence
in the administration of the school.

Why not endeavour to carry out, by union and private enter-
prise, that which the State either cannot do, or cannot do

To re.alise this idea two plans suggest themselves :—1st, the
est.abli.shment of a school in oiu' own department ; 2d, the
associ-ition of several departments comprised in the same agri-

cultural district, having therefore the same interests and the
same need of a district farm, that would be organised and
administered by an officer appointed by the subscribers. Such
a school might be supported by contributions from agricultural

societies, or by subscriptions of private individuals.

It is for you, gentlemen, to say which of these plans may be
possible, or preferable. I do not pretend to do more than draw
your attention to the great question of agricultural education..

It would not become us to pronounce beforehand on the merits

* M. de Chevalard, the President of the Agricultural Society

of Montbrison, is the writer of an excellent agricultural

catechism.
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of projects which cannot be properly discussed without
enlisting in their favour the labour, thought, and goodwill of

^11 who understand and are attached to affriculture and agri-

culturists. What seems to me certain is that farmers cannot
educate themselves : that we must find out some way of provid-
ing them with instruction ; and that individual effort is

attended with advantages which even the well-meant interfer-
ence of the State does not offer.

While I am satisfied that it is very desirable for a farmer to
have the opportunity of instruction, I believe it to be still more
important that he should have the desire. And there lies the
rub ;

there is the real difficulty of the question of agricultural
education.
Already some farmers begin to feel the want of education,

but without, as yet, any real determination to obtain it : and
the reason is, they are not convinced that the .study of theory
would be practiciilly beneficial to them.

,
One can easily

imagine how such an idea originated.
The actual application of a theory does not always succeed,

and even when it does, it is often by a slow and protracted
process that a neighboiuing farmer cannot either appreci.ate
or foUow, and by operations based on data that escape his
observation .and accomplished by means that are not .at his
disposal. Besides, the pecuniary result is almost always left
out of the calculation when agricultural experiments are
undertaken by men whose wealth makes them independent

r loss that may attend them.
"3 n.aturally mistrustful and opposed to novelty.

of the profit

The farmer
and he always makes up his mind that there* was a loss, which
is probably a mistake : for, although the cultivation of land is
not as profitable in this locality as in many others, still we
can all of us point out proprietors, even in Forez, who have
made money by farming. A loss leads people to suppose that
the system of cultivation w.as bad, which may not have been
the case, for it often happens that where the theoretical
farmer loses money through his ignorance of details, a practical
man manages to make a good profit by exactly the same
system of farming.
A great number of proprietors constantly go into farming

;

their example does good, but its effect is very much impaired
by the awkward circumstance of their management being less
successful than that of their neighbours.

If we wish to benefit farming by the improvement of farmers,
they must be educated ; and in order that they may desire
instruction, they must have more frequent opportunities of
seeing successful farming carried on by wealthy men, who
farm better than themselves. This would be an honour to our
agriculture, and it would be a guarantee of its future progress

;

but unfortunately it is seldom met with. Here, then, lies the
future of agriculture and of agricultural education. When
farmers can see persons better educated than themselves
getting richer than they do, then the cause of .agricultural

sacrifices, all that we undertakL,
individuals, with the object of pro-

education will be gained!
All our efforts, aU

whether as a society
moting the success of farmers who are more advanced thu..
their equals, will tend directly to the improvement of farming
By seeking out the intelligent farmer, by treating him liberally
by encouraging his enterprise, by neglecting nothing that caii
improve his pro.spects, we shall do more for the cau.se ol
education than by the mere act of building schools. Schoojs
are undoubtedly necessary, but what is needed before every-
thing else is to give rise to a conviction that schools would be
a benefit

: and it is by the ex.amplo of success th.at this can be
accomplished. The farmer, Tnore intelligent and more enter-
prising than others, must succeed better th.an they do, and that
must depend partly upon the encouragement he may meet
with.

I may be told that it is arguing in a circle to maintain the
necessity of education for the acquisition of wealth, and the
necessity of the example of money-getting to impart a de-
fer education. The fact is, in this world everything i
circle

: but no circle is insuperable to mind, and all obstacles
wiU be overcome if we are convinced that agricultural educa-
tion IS necessary, and if we take all possible means to give the
agriculturi-st the opporttmity and the desire for education.

Home Correspondence.
Cow Coftngfrs' TTidow.i. — In maiiv itarts of

England there are a larse number of cow rattagers, and
almost everywhere a sprinkling of tliem is to be found.
I hey are a highly re.spectable and industrious class, but
are not wealthy, :and though they live in comfort and
save a little, they are not able to lay by large sums of
nioney. Thus their widows would be left in poverty if
the custom did not prevail of allowing them to keep
the cottage after the husband's death. The son
generally lives with his mother and works as a labourer
giving her m after hours any assistance she may
require with her land and cows. Sometimes he marries
and lives m a cottage near at hand ; sometimes, if the
mother IS infirm, theyall live together.and thedaughtei-
in-law does the work, i. e.. makes the butter ; but under
any circumstances, the widow is sure of a provision and
ot kind treatment from her son, as the'cottage and land
are lu her holding. But now circumstances are not
unlikely to occur which will put an end to this happy
arrangement, and leave the widows dependent on the
kindness of their sons, and if they have no sons, deprive
them altogether of the advantage of the cottage, and
leave them most likely to the parish. These circum-
stances are political, and though the Agrhultwral
Gazette rightly avoids politics, I hope you will not
consider the subject unsuitable to your columns on this
account, as this is an affair of humanity more than
ot politics. It IS proposed to give the franchise to
occupiers of land at \U. rental. This will include
many cow cottagers, and I do not say a word against the
arrangement, but as the widows will have no votes
landowners will be less willing to let them keep
the cottages than they now are. This will be a great
hardship to a numerous, respectable, and deserving
class of women, who will be deprived of material
advantages, and condemned to poverty from no fault
of their own. This will not be the case under all
landlords

; some will give up their political influence
rather than act unkindly to the widow of an old
tenant, but others will not be so considerate. Now
to obviate this hardship, I would suggest that the same
plan might be pursued in England which is followedm Austria, and from which no bad consequences
appear to have arisen. The plan is simply this—that
persons who hold land should have votes, whether men
or women. In Austria, however, female voters do not
go in person to the polling booth ; they send their vote
by proxy. Nothing could be more easily done. The
female land occupier might write down the name of
the candidate .she favoured, followed by her oivn

signature in the presence of a magistrate, a church-
warden, or any other accredited person, who would
also sigu his name as a witness, and then this paper
would be conveyed to the polling-booth by any neigh-
bour who was going to vote for the same candidate.
By this simple contrivance a great practical hardship
and cause of suffering would be avoided. J. B.

The Working of theXattle Diseases Sill.—The new
BUI has been put into operation and carried forward by
' The Local Authorities " in each separate district, anct
to these local authorities we must still look for the
effective working out of the law. The general public is

by no means aware of the power and authority which
is intrusted to these bodies. They have to make the
rules and regulations for the guidance of their inspec-
tors; to appoint and direct the movements of their
valuers ; to lay or assess the rates upon their respective
districts ; to decide upon claims of compensation, and
direct the payments. This will be a very onerous duty,
and will often be attended by great perplexity. The
interests of rate-payers are in their hands, as well those
requiring compensation, and the burthen is by no
meaus a light one to limited districts. The district
from, whence I write will require a compensating rate
equal to a two years' poor-rate for losses already sus-
tained, and the plague is still raging with unabated
virulence. Of course it will be distributed over a
number of years, but there it lies a burthen to he borne.
The inspector's duties are now very strict ; he must
order immediate slaughter whenever he finds a diseased
animal—no compromise, no delay with a view to cure.
The valuer, as appointed in this district, has to cause
these condemned animals to be destroyed, and to see
to their effective burial ; for this duty he receives
10.S. per day and 2.5. 6d. per head as valuer, and he can
award 4*. for each grave to the owner for burial. The
power possessed by "the local authority" is almost
unbounded when a clear case occurs. The inspector,
whose decision is absolute, reports to " the local autho-
rity " that danger arises from cases in certain localities
oiving to contiguity of healthy herds to infected ones.
It is, then, their duty to exercise their enormous power,
and order the slaughter of every animal having been in
contact with infected ones, in order to stop the spread of
the contagion. And it would not do to make exceptions,
therefore the most valuable of all herds may be sub-
jected to this wholesale destruction, and that without
appeal. No matter be it the herd of a Bates, a
Towneley, or a Booth—the law is imperative. The
local authorities " may, if they see fit," order the whole
to be destroyed, awarding one half the marketable
value for the infected, and three-fourths of the said
value for healthy ones. This mode of compensation is

limited enough, but at the s,iii]i' tiiu,. ii licurs limx ih-

upon rate-payers where Io.^.m-- i;iII lir;i\ih 'I'h,- inli'r

ownerisprohably the mostli.':i\il\ mird ..r ,[r;ili mil,,
he has but little chance of ;illr\ialiuu. Tlie caltk'
omer receives one half the value of his destroyed
animals, and the local authority may remit the whole
of his rate. The members of an Assurance Association,
or those who may have paid a voluntary rate for pur-
poses of compensating each other's losses—their rates
may also be deducted by the local authority under
certain arrangements, so that in fact the actual losses
are home by those owners whose cattle escape the
plague, or by the general class of householders, traders,
&c. In districts of limited area this will be severely
felt, although provision is made in the Act to extend
the rate over a period of seven years, if the sum levied
exceeds (kl. in the 1?., and if it exceeds 9d., over a
period of 14 years. The Act is framed too much upon
the assumption that the plague is to be of short
duration. These pa}^nents for compensation by no
means cover the outlay. Each local authority has a
staff of officers, including clerks, inspectors, valuers,
and rate collectors. These all have to be paid. The
inspectors receive 11. per day, and 6d. per mile ; the
v.aluers 10.?. per day, and 2s. 6d. for each animal. Their
bills are very large, and daily ati^mcntini: T brlicvc
all these minor matters will r.iinin- llinr..iit;li iiivr>li-

gation immediately before I'arl mhi, :i> ilic Inc.ii

authorities" mil be una'nlc to lairy out llii- liill.

Areas must be extended—District Commissioners iiiiisl

be appointed to aid the authorities—inspectors aini
valuers must be paid by Government. It ought (o
suffice that local districts meet the claims for comiieu-

tion. 0. F.
Chloroform for Catik Flague.— 'WhWe the cattle

plague is deva-stating our herds in England, and all the
efforts of our veterinary surgeons are valueless, I
think it only right to call your attention to the great
success that has attended Dr. Dickson, of Bolton
Street, Piccadilly, in the use of chloroform, Mr. A
Hammond, of High House, Norfolk, well known in
the agricultural world, having saved a great portion of
his valuable herd by following Dr. Dickson's advice.
Dr. Dickson formerly practised with very great success
at Cheltenham, was the man who wTote the " Fallacies
of the Faculty," and, as the late Dr. Jephson told me,
taught us all to discontinue bleeding. Sincerely
do I hope something like a cure is found at last.
'" Beate Broteiie, Salpertoii Park, Andoversford

; April 4.

The following new Members were elected ;—
Bolam, Robert George, Weetwood H.all, Wooler, Northumber-

Boulton, R. C, Lower Ballingham, Ross, Herefordshire.
Bourne, John, Bugsell, Salehurst, Hurst Green.
Cole, Robert, Benniworth, Wragby, Lincolnshire,
Houlder, Edwin S., Fernwood, Sutton, Surrey,
Kennard, Adam S., Dawpool, Birkenhead.
Oliphant, Ferguson, G. H. H. F., Broadfield House Carlisle.
Purton, Charles C, The Woodhouse, Cleobury Mortimer, Salop,

FixixrTs —"Mr. Torr presented the Rejiort, from
wiiirli ii :i|i|i(:iii'(l that the Secretary's receipts during
thi' I'.i-i iiMHil ii liad been e-xamined by the Committee,
and by .Alrssis. Quilter, Ball, & Cfo., the Society's
accountants, and were found correct. The balance in
the hands of the hankers on March 31st was 956Z. 8s.

The balance sheet for the quarter ended 31st March,
1866, and the statement of subscriptions and arrears,

were laid on the table, the amount of arrears then due
being 781?.

Mr. Wren Hoskyns presented the report of the
Journal Committee, and the Hon. A. H. Vernon
having moved that the Council should take into con-
sideration the propriety of making a grant for the
purpose of carrying out a complete investigation into
the practical working of Steam Cultivation, the report
was adopted, as follows ;

—

In compliance with instl-uctions given by the Coimeil of the
Royal Agricultm-al Society of England, at their meeting held
on the 7th of M.arch, 1866, the Journal Committee havhig
taken into consideration the proposal made to the Council
that an inquiry should be instituted into the practical working
of Steam Ploughs, and other Steam Implements for the
Cultiv.ation of Land in different parts of the Kingdom, beg to
report;

—

That inasmuch as the 'investigations into steam cultivation
conducted at the Society's shows have necessarily been
attended with disadvantages, from the limited time and area
available, from difficulties as to soil and season, and the
presence of a crowd of .anxious spectators, who interfered with
the delicate tests applied by the Judges and the Society's
Engineer, the Journal Committee consider that the time has
now aiTived when the Society may fauly institute such an
inquiry as will decide how far the conclusions hitherto arrived
at are home out by pr.actical experience.
They supK'^' ''' '' ''' i" lairy should be made on a certain

number of l l
!

-
1

i

, and should comprise soils of
different tiM !i i different circumstances, and
that each sysli m . : ai-l^ nia .steam to the cultiv,ation of the
soil should be equally aiitt iiaparti.ally tested.

I. The cost per ; the depth .and nature, including the
ilitiii-c for each kind of work.
!i.(i into the age of the machine and

I- a repairs, stating the nature of

:
' -Icain cultivatinn has assisted the

.lr.M!i ij- --I I-
I

'

' li.-.v r.K III. .-I -(i|>iii^^ of the farai

I ai'-'-Mll.. 1 • ' • Ill
' -ii I M i-.n has increased

tliL- ^;! null I
.if ..n , II i-iii|,-, ,111,1 liii^\ i.ti till |a,K.luctiveness of

the soil has been increased by steam cultivation,

4. The number of working days on which the engine power
has been used for the purpose of steam cultivation on or off

the f.arm.

.5. The I

purposes t

.-.f .-l-i used for other
e of the woilc

done, d.aily i " i
i

6. Thenuini. 1
. I li

1 . .
ii 1 -.1 her causes.

7. In the ci-.t ul lU.iiu iJ.ai^L.,, .v. . k; uut for hii-o, to
ages occurs from the uon-employment
item of expense against the apparatus.

The consideration of the economical supply of water for
ultivatiul

' -I '11 IIIma and forming roadsand
neii.ll .! ' . .1

T I ,1
I

:
nil Committee suggest

—

Tliiii ,1 I
< ii! 1 .! I 11 ! 1 1

1 I'l' ' 11 ling each of the Society's
districts be appointed, ..oiisisting of the following members :

—

Earl Oathcart, Earl of Shrewsbury and Talbot, Viscount Hill,

Lord Berners, Major-Gen. Hon. A. N. Hood, Hon, A. H.
Yemon, Sir E. C. Kerrison, Bt., M.P. ; Sir Massey Lopes,
Bt., M.P. ; Sir A, K M .. .Imailfl, P.l, ; Sir- M. W. Ridley,
Bt., M.P, ; Jlr, Nilml Ml'

:
Mi \iii w, Mr. Barthropp, Mr.

Bowly, Mr. rlir 1, n Mi ili,. M I : ; Mr. Dent, M.P. ; Mr.
Druce, Mr. Ilillina .Ml' ,

.lli. Il..,kyiis, Mr. Jonas, Mr.
kawes, Mr. Mihv.uJ, .Mr. I'upt, ,Mi. UandeU, Mr. Rigden, Mr.
Sunday, Mr, Torr, Jlr. Thompson, Mr, Owen Wallis, Mr.
W.lls, Mr. Jiicob WUson.

It will be the duty of the Committee to communicate with
lliinwaiers of implements kjr steam cultivation with a view

Glouce.^ter.shii

iSoctttics.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.

Monthly Council: Wedue.idaij , April 4,1866—
Present, Lord Tredegar, President, in the Chair ; the
Earl of Shrewsbury, the Hon. A. H. Vernon, Mr
Amos, Mr. Bowly. Col. Challoner, Mr. Clayden, Mr.
Brandreth Gibbs, Mr. Hamond, Mr. Holland, M.P.,
Mr. Wren Hoskyns, Mr. Jonas, Mr. LawTeuce, Mr.
Pope, Mr. Randell, Mr. Torr, Professor Wilson, Mr.
Jacob Wilson, Mr. Frere, and Dr. Voelcker.
His Highness the Maharajah Duleep Singh was

elected
f,
Life Governor of the Society.

the kl that

ill be
ly theeligible), shall visi

Central Committee.
With each Inspection Committee there sh.all

a paid Secretary, whose duty it will be to attend them in their

investigations, and assist them in drawing up their report.

That a sum of 500k be placed at the disposal of the Committee
to carry out this inquiry.

Cattle Plague.—The Council having discussed the

effects of the recent Order in Council on the foreign

cattle trade, resolved to convey to the Lords of the

Privy Council their sense of the extreme importance of

establishing permanent means for and compelling tlie

slaughter of all foreign fat stock at the place of disem-

barkation ; and also by an efficient system of quarantine

applied to store animals ; and by stringent restrictions

upon the purchasers of stock after they are liberated

from such quarantine, to protect the public as far as

possible from the risk of infection caused by the impor-

tation of foreign cattle ; and further that no exception

be made as regards the Metropolitan market. The
Secretary was directed to convey these resolutions at

once to the Lord President of the Council.

Professor Voelcker will deliver a lecture on Wed-
nesday, April 18, at 13 o'clock, on the conditions to be
observed in carrying out agricultural experiments in

the field.

Bath and West of England.—At the lastMonthly
meeting of the Council of this Society, the following

prizes, offered by the Local Committee, were sanctioned

by the Council :

—

Ponies.-Forthe best Pony bred in the New Forest,

under 14 hands, of any age, U. ; second ditto, U. ; for
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the best Mare and Foal, 51. ; second ditto, 3^ ; for the
best pair of Ponies, 5/.

Wiltshire Cheese.—Prizes amounting to 18/.

"Wheat and Bablet.—For the best sack of Whea,t
grown in Wiltshire, or within 20 miles of Salisbury, in
13(55, by the Exhibitor, 5/. ; for the best sack of Bai-ley
ditto, 5^
Dog Show.—At the February meeting of Council

it was resolved '*that under the exceptional circum-
stances of the year, the Council are willing to make
arrangements for the admission into the show yard at

Salisbury of an exhibition of dogs, provided the
expenses atteuding it are guaranteed by the S:\lisbury

Local Committee." The Salisbury Committee at a

meeting since held have resolved to offer 100/. in prizes

for dogs, and the Council to-day accepted and approved
the prize sheet, which was ordered to be printed and
issurrl ivi^nmiit -I'-lny, OS the time for entry is necessarily
vcrv I

'
I Show will be under the direction of

tbr : , , -rs. T. Pain, S. Pitman, and J. Hole;
secrri;ir\ .

Mi: -I iJoodwin.

Farmers' Clubs.
LONDOX : April 'l.—AyricuHural ^Jx^nbition^.—The

following is an abridgment of the paper read on this
subject by Mr. Crosskill. He said: In considering
the general condition, effects, and uses of Agricultural
Shows, it will be convenient to divide the subject into
their past results, their present state, and their future
prospects, and to treat successively each of these
divisions.

Past Resflts.
Some introductory allusion must also be made to the varioTis

descriptions or classes of shows held by a numhev of fiocieties
differing greatlr in m.-Lirnitnrk- an.) importano.,' : but this paper
will not be nil . .i ntji-ees-

sarilyocciiiM. vted
\rit-h their v 'i.-nal

or Royal Ho.i
: -.iraUy

claim the fir.--i .n.. -nrral inlluctico <m ;iKTiriiltuml
progress m-.w
or 1840. and t!

exhibitions i^, in.ii ii.. v i:. i^ot restricted to any part of their
res]pective i;uuiitrii.-.s. but visit in rotation each agricultural
division or large county. Closely following on these in
importance, and indeed in raany respects successfully
rivalling their exhibitions, ai-e the great shows of the York-
shire Society in the North of England and the Bath and West
of England in the South-west, while the North Lincolnshire
and other societies of smaller counties, being confined to more
limited fields of operation, do uot attTa.ct so large an .amount
of general notice. A very numerous class of local and disti-ict
shows next claims attention, consisting generally of anf .ui-
bition limited to one day only, the distinctive characteristics
of which vary greatly in different localities. In the small
market towns of North and East Yorkshire, and to some
extent in Suffolk, where the breeding and rearing of horses is
largely carried on, the horse show forms an important as well
as attractive featm*e of the meetings, some of which almost
desei-ve the name of horse faii-s from the gradual increase in
the amount of business annxially transacted in this depat-t-
ment. In many of the Southern and Midland districts
varieties of the hiunan species in the shape of cottagers,
servants, labourers, and even their wives and families,
ahare the honours of the prize-sheet with fat beu-^r^
Hnd improved ploughs, and a common conclusion to n.:iii.

all these gathei-ing's is a dinner, attended by the 1

celebrities .and Meinbers of Parliament, at which speeehe^
agi'iculturfil, and frequently general politics, form the stajk
entertainment. I-^astly, many of the autumnal ploughing
matches in the Midland counties are extending their fields of
operations, so as to include, at least partially, the objects of
agricultunil shows, and must not be altogether omitted from
this 1 111;; 1 I'i. I In noticing the results which those various
shu'A I i oxhibitions have iu past times produced
oni-. I':, I. I

I

uss, itmay bo broadly stated, without tho
slight. -I I. 11 t

. -ntradietlon, that their influence has been
highly bi.-in3Lni.LL This was especially the case in England for
some time after the estabhshmeut of tho Royal Agricultural
Society, about 25 years ago, when the circumstances of the
country wei-o very different from those prevaihng at the
presi-nt tiin.^, vT''''>larly in two most important matters—
naiTif Iv tlu f 1- iii' vnf intercommimicationand the diffusion of
know; :_ I 'y difficult for us who live surrounded by
raihv I ; _!

]
!,-, .md abund.ance of newspapers to realise

thesl ill/
> t i_n. iiiM. J and stagnation of mind eifistingat that

time in umst .-..uiitiy districts. The enterprising agricul-
turist who practised an improved system of cultivation, or
by observation and care discovered important facts connected
with the breed ;uid loana^'^mont ..f stock, had almost as much
chance of ooniiiniiin

i in ,1,. i> i.lt of his experience to
Americans ^'r W i i, ;,. i,, .> nerality of his brothcr-
faru iiied i 1 hisc
diateneighb-in:, i . liu ! :: ; , .laparativo difficiatyand
mrity of n-avc-Lluig, iiuU i(. tin.- very .small circulation of ncws-
rapers or other similai- periodical publications, knowledge
travelled then very slowly, and when communicated made
Uttle impression on the general apathy and incredulity. Under
Buoh eircurastaneea, it was almost impossible to over-estimate
the value of an agricultural show as a means of spreading
useful information. All the reports, official or general, of the
early meetings of the Royal and other Agricultural Societies
testify strongly to the great advance that immediately foUowed
in any neighbourhood where the shows had been held, and no
doubt can exist that the fact was so. Landowners, occupiers,
and even Labourers had their minds and faculties opened, im-
proved, and stimul.ated by visiting a show-yai-d, where the best
specimens of animals and the most modem implementa and
machineswerebrougbtpi'oniinentlyand forcibly to theirnotice.
The value of the shows as stimulants in promoting improve-
ments in the breed of animals and in the construction of
machinerymust alsobenoticed. Itwould of coiu-se be eiToneous
to attribute to this cause the exertions of those celebrated
aM-icnlturistfi who in the early part of the present century,
whQo i-egeneratiug, and in fact almost creating the new
bi'eeda of Sliort-hom bullocks and Leicester sheep, did not
neglect the improvement of older established races; hut
there can be no doubt that the renown to be g:uned by taking
prizes as well as the profit resulting from the possession of a
beixi, whose reputation was estabUshed and mMUtained by
success at agricultural exhibitions, have been powerful incen-
tives to the efforts of many of their successors. The pleasure
of winning prizes and the opportunity afforded bv the shows
01 exhibiting their be.autiful and well-formed animals to an
admiring public has doubtless also been in many cases instru-
mental ui induciiiti titled or wealthy landowners, including
many of the priiicipal members of our aristocracy, to pursue
the rearing, breeding, and management of stock; and so far
as their lavish and abundant outlay has benefited the practical
farmer by directing attention to maintaining and improving
varieties and specimens of animals, which would not other-

1
wise have received such care, tho service thus confeired on agri-
cultural progress is, to a gi'eat extent, due to the shows. With
reference to agricultural implements, there isabinidantevidence

I that the monev prises uffeie.l for novelties and idn.vovcments,
aswellastli''"i,;. n m.r i, -.!,,,], ili. m .!, . ;. ; !

i .r ; ni ,i

exhibition .m im n. , >,i

produce belli. i

'

i; .
,

body of CU-^["n.M n..: ; .1:\ . .Ill-, in,, n, ,'
, i - [ i-;

[
:. ,n. n

to flock to these ?;itlienngs wiTh their goods m such yearly
increasing numbei-s, that hasty thinkers have, in many cases,
attributed to the shows alone the rapid advance and improve-
ment of agricultural mncbinery, overlooking the fact that in
every other b'-^i"ii 'f • ivmical art, especially in manufac-
turing mail ;-. of which thei*e are no annual
shows Or e \

'

ressivc increase has been equally
striking. 1 lit most prominent Instances of
thegreatv:.; •

, , HuimI ,sho^v as ;i ni^ans of making
generally kn^-wn dise-'vcrirs ..f ;!,. nn

. .-i |>r:ictical import-
ance, oceun-ed at the fii-st N. '

1 imi; <jf the Royal
Agricultunil Society in 184* :. iie delivered on
deep drainage by the consultiii;,' . I, in i Mr .Tosiah Parkes,
gave an extraordinary impetus to the ndoption of that
valuable improvement, not only on account of the able manner
in which the subject was treated by the lecturer, but also
because of the large number of influential landowners and
others, whose attention was forcibly drawn to it through the
agency of the Society.

Present Influence,

Proceeding from the first division of the subject to the
influence exercised by the shows at the present time on agri-
cultural progress, we find that a marked change has taken
place in the circumstances which existed when they were
originally founded. The great increase in all facilities of
intercommunication throughout the length and i)readth of tho
land, extending frequently to the most i-emote country
districts, accompanied, as it has been, by an enormous
development in the spread of knowledge by means of the
cheap newspaper press, has gi-eatly diminished the value of
agricultural meetmgs as diffusers of information. Improve-
ments, or even the crudest su^estions about the breeding
and treatment of stock, the coui-se of husbiindry, or the adapta-
tion of machinery, are now reported with the greatest avidity,
and attain immediate celebrity, not always very well deserved

;

but under such circumstances, there is obviously no longer
the same scope which formerly existed for the utility of tho
shows, in extending and communicating agricultural know-
ledge. AVhile, therefoi-e, it must be .admitted that their
advantages have been to some extent in this respect
diminished, they have, on the other hand, gained in many
w,ays by increased facilities of travel. The difference between
holding" large meetings in towns possessing railways, and going
to places' \vithout such convenience, was forcibly felt by
visitoi-s to the Royal Show at Shrewsbury in 1845, where the
tixiuble. delays, :uid losses caused by a pai-tial i-etum to the old
syst^ III r- '.::. J aid post-horses dwelt long in theniemoriea
of [i. .| i "ti they were inflicted, Perhaps a latent
de-t' , ;

. 1. \ sent generation a slight specimen of what
tliei; [.;. — iLLiured, may have been among the motives
whieli v.iu^ca Uie c.V>uncil of the Royal Agricultural Society
to fix the next cuuntry meeting at Bury St. Edmunds—a little

town, possessing only a single line on a bfanch railway
notoriously inadequate to the exii^ncies of such a trafiic as
the Royal Meeting invariablv cause-s. The great meetings of
the Royal and prineij .U ii i' : ~ .. ;. lies possess also consider-
able value in lurni-i.n i r the annual collecting
together of every ui, ;,; r iih agriculture. If the
amount of actual busin- -- !- :i. h- no tendency to increase,
tho opiwrtunity of spendini,' a few days in the same town, and
conferring personally on the numerous topics in which all take
a common intercst, is not without considerable value to the
agiicultural c.imnuuuty. Perhaps the Lust two meetings of
»].. n..,. il '^..

I ;;....
;

'••'<; f....iMLV. -iM.Timensof this

-, ' : •
'
'- -

;'..;. . corners of 'the
1 ui'i .u.ii.'i . !, '-- - .

.
1 1

.-: ni_ I. •. .,'; [i l,..( \vc may roason-
iilil> l'j<'iv i..i-uiir.i viiiiiug iliij ul'm i.ji>. \ c<u-s for places of
mooting more couvouient to the gieat bulk of the agricultural
public. In promoting, extending, and stimulating the breed
of cattle, sheep, and stock of every description, the original

utility of the meetings appears to be fully maintained ; tho
number of wetilthy and titled gentlemen who continue to

pursue that object indicates no sign of diminution, and, afl it is

scarcely to be presumed that with many of them profit is the
attracting motive, tho pleasure of exhibiting at shows, and
the prospect of winning prizes there, may fairly be added to the
other inducements furnished by a sincere desire to aid tho
pmclical farmer by maintaining purity of breed and symmetry
of form in agricultural stock.

The Prize System.

"Die shows continue also to afford a good opportunity for the
agncultural implement maker to display his producUons and
meet his customers, especially if he is in the fortunate position
of being able to attract a httle extra attention by parading a
list of prizes recently awarded to his machines ; but the notion
tJiat these implement prizes are of any seiTice to the practical
agriculturist is one of the strangest faUacies that has ever been
impressed upon the public mind. The arguments chiefly reUed
ou tojustifytheirretention for the supposed benefit ofthe agricul-
turalcommunity are.firat, that the offerofprizes is the chiefcause
oftheimprovementsofimplementsaudmachinery.andsecondly,
that it is for the adv.intage of the public, and especially of in-

tending purchasers, tJiat official indications should be given of
which are the beat machines : but it is not difficult to show
that both these reasons rest on no substantial foundation. Those
who attribute the improvement of implements solely, or even
chiefly, to the prize system, overlook entirely the effect of com-
petition in every branch of industrial occupation : a maker of
machinery of any kind cannot remain stationary without being
speedily distanced by his rivals

; and no one acquainted with
the trade in implementa will dispute that competition in it is

at least as severe as in any other branch of business. The real
improvements required in agiicultural machineiyare discovered
by actual work on the farm, and everyone desirous of acquiring
a pei-manent trade in implements finds it necessai'y to supply
them of the best and most appi*oved construction, and needsno
competitive ti-ials to stimulate him in adapting them to the
requirements of practical agriculture by urging his utmost skill

and ingenuity to improve their efficiency and durability. The
statement contained in the second reason, that the prizes are
useful ui showing the public which are the best implements,
would only be true if the ofBciiil indications of agi-icultural

societies about machinei-y wt,ti ^ '.< r I'v . -i-iect and such as
purchasers coidd implicitly r'].' .

n it is perfectly
notorious that the aw.ards of ju

,
: ii - ne, owing to cir-

cumstances commonly and ik>. . i;^ t , ji.l their own con-
trol, exceediugly liable to eriu;. .^iid .Uv^i- every important
series of trials, the columns of the agricultiu-al journals are,

for many weeks in succession, filled Mth rerbonstranqes
from spectators as well as competitors, all uniting in
condemning the utter inadequacy of the tribunal. If

consecutive trials of the same implements take place at
different meetings tho results are frequently in direct contra-
diction to each other, proving the truth of the oft-repeated
statement that management and favourable circumstances are
the principal reqtiisitcs for winning a prize, and that to deter-
mine the capabihty of a machine or implement forpraetical
work on the farm, a short compettitivB trial, partaking mofe nr

trustworthy,

ti.iUty

ir gi-eat

iiakcs it

less of the nature of a race, is absolutely wisrthless. The know-
ledge that this really is tlie case has, during the lastfew years,
gained ground rapidly witli observ.ant agriculturists, especially
iiiuong those who have allowed oflicial decisions to influence
li i- I'MrchasesofimplementsinHteud of obtaining trustworthy

.1 !l. II as to which machines work best in actual piuc-
1 ;ts agiicultuml societies have no moans of arriving

if .. 1!.. IIS which deserve, or are likely to obttlin public con-
ndcnce, tlir - > -i.^n -f 1 1 1

]^ and prizes cannot be defended on
the ground 1 ;

- > .. derive benefit from it. The di^-
culties of :i V . -ndoavouring to do his duty amid
the prcssuiv .ur, in- .m- ,.f a or>->wd of on'-'er r.pectatore,
.should be si_'._-ii ut K-ii. lu l.r

"'•" --"
' - ' - -•

1 the un-
pleasant natuie of the woi'k . isness
of the small practical result i; :fonn-
ance, continually increase tb. ,. i most
practical farmers to act as juj.,,. . ... , ,.;,_ ^y have
had a little experience in that tap-^eity. Unly Libt summer
one of the most active agriculturists in the north of England,
who, with three other gentlemen, had spent a great deal
of time and trouble in judging, a large number of threshing
machines, said, in my presence :

" Of course we gave
the piize to that which aid the work best here ; but it

is not the one that any of us would buy for our own
practical use." It was, therefore, evident that the judges
had either been entirely wasting their time by arriving
at a conclusion which was of no consequence, and would
be disregarded by the agricultural public, or that if any
was so inexperienced as to believe their di '

*

and to buy a pi-ize machine in cor-
:

working would probably makehim a r :

of doing away with a system at once s-

.

A reason that has prevented this conel.
long ago is, that all the machines scu l _

shows contain an amount of excellcnc
scai-cely possible for a prize to fall to an actually bad specimen
of its kind, and purchasers who follow the prize-sheet are
frequently content with the good machines they get, without
knowmg that still better ones have, in many cases, been
passed over without any sort of recognition or notice. The
fact is, that the farmers of England ai-e now as capable as Jiny

other body of business men of forming a correct opinion as to

what is wanted for their own purposes, and do not require a
number of engineers or mechanical amateurs at shows to be
judges of what implements are best suited to their practical
woi-k at home; and when this tiuth is recognised by the
managers of our principal a^cultural societies, their meetings
will be relieved from a series of prolonged and costly opera-
tions, ti'oublesome and unsatisfactoi-y to nearly every one
connected with them, and of no advantage whatever to the
general public. The recent experience of this Club may also

be quoted as an illustration of the difficulties inseparable from
the working of a prize system. At the first meeting this

year our Chairman had to announce that owing to the inW-
dious nature of the duties it imposed upon the committee, no
moi-e cups should be given for papers read at i

the monthly
meetings ; but the committee did not express any apprehen-
sion that for want of such a stimulus the number or merit of

subseqiient communications w,tb on that account in danger of

being diminished, and no one who heard or read last mouth
the excellent paper of our Secretary (himself one of the

strongest supporters of the implement piizes) is Ukely to infer

that he did not exert all his ability in its prepanition because
he was not competing for a priee, or that the offer of a cup
or reward of any kind would have made him produce a better

essay than he actually did after the prize systemwe nholialied.

Future Prospects.
In concluding these remarks with a brief reference to the

future prospects of the shows, it seems impossible to predict
for them such an important influenee on agiicultural progress
as they have in past times exercised, owing mainly to the
gi-eat difference in the clrcumst.ancps under which they are
held, to which allusion has been made at length in the
prc\dous diii-ision of the subject, and partly also to the
midoubtcd fact that the rapid advance of .agiicultural improve-
ment during the last 20 yeare has not left the same scope
which foi'inerly existed for important and beneficial reforms.
Notwithstanding this diminution of their utility, the pros-

perity of the meetings seems in no darker of falling off, nor
is their popularity likely to be lessened. Few pei-sons con-

nected with agriculture, cither as stock-ownei-s. cultivators, cr
implement-makers, ^villingly omit their annual journeys either

to tho gatherings of the great Royal and district societies or to

the smaller shows held hi their own localities Tho increasing

wealth of the country, and the growing interest taken in

agricultural pursuits by all ckisaes of the community, ensure

a steadily increasing number of visitors to the shows, as well

as of subscribers to tho various societies, and will doubtless

continue tn do so as lohg as a well-cultivated farm, a carefully-

bred animal, ot ab ingenious Implement furnish attraction to

the general public as well as to special observers, to the

reflective student as well as to the practical .agricultmiet,

CiRENCKSTER : The Feeding of Stoch—At the

montlily meeting of this Cluh, held on Monday,
March 5, Mr. Edward Bowly in the chair, Mr. W. J.

Edmonds said:—

values of tfie different kinds of .artificials, such as corn, cake.

&c., or of their analyses, boaiuse I consider that the very

valuable opinions of 'our scientific friends upon these veij^

subjects can be best considered by quietly studying their

works and consultingthem a-s we require their assistance ; and
I would wish to bear my testimony to the amount of instruc-

tion and of advantage that I have gained from the lectures and
worksof those gentlemen, and from none more than from those

of our respected friend. Dr. Voelcker. Theoretic views must
alw.iys in practice be adopted with caution, but theory has

feiven us many wrinkles, and it must make experiment sui-er

than it was when farmershad to work without it, and certainly

wei e obliged to feel their way in the dark, as it were, more
than we are now. I have considered that, as a farmer, I shall

be expected to make a practical lecture.

First, then, what should guide our choice in the

purchase of stock hought for feeding?

I would first say, never buy culls— it is the worst thing a
grftzier can do, for although they may appear cheap, they
really are not so, for they are either ill proofed, and conse-

quently will not do justice to tlie food they eat, or (especially

in the Case of sheep) they have received a check, and as soon as

they begin to thrive, so surely do they begin to die. As an
instance that I am not alone in this idea, I may mention the

Q^e of an eminent grazier, I beUeve it was the late Mr.

Trinder, of Wantage, who always after purchasing his different

lots of grazers, the best he could find, looked over them, and
picked out all which he considered as not likely to fatten well

aud quickly, and sold them to a dealer at the best price h?

Id get.
"
It maybe asked, who is to fiitten the ill-bred and

eiiU animals ? I will answer that the more they are at a dis-

count, the more careful will breeders and dairymen be to

improve their stock, and so avoid keeping that kind which
graziers dislike to buy. I believe myself that one of the best

points to guide a grazier in the purchase of his stock is that of

a weU-formed head, with a full yet mild eye. We generally

find in aJl animals that if wo can get that we are tolerably sure

to have with it a well-made frame and an aptitude to fatten :
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aiid why f
eU
be

eJL-ctcd

Because it is a proof that such animals art

b7cd, aud henco their good qualities. Of course there m
exceptions-for instance we may meet with thiu-fleshed

or what are caUed sheUy ones, they should be at o

indeed we cannot do better than study Mr. Rham s ,ii;^eii[..^iu,

of a well-made frame, &c. He says, speaking of cuttle

"There are certain forms and appearances winch ar

anatomically connected with a perfect conformalion of th

body, and especially of the organs of rospiratiuu and digestr

Of this kind are a ivide cheat, well-fm '
' ' '^"-"'- '

fltraight spino. lii-p i

—all which c^mi i.

tionsofthebody.
without unnci..--

hair insures prn[i. ,

good coat of cellula

rf>-^ct func-

\ i! ,
-!.

I

.
' >.-vcred with

, I
.,,' ii ,11 : I

.. [
I.. .1 1 iuilicates a

substance un i. ':. '- ii wiUroadUy

u>. fiUed with deposited fat. Alltli '
.,. .i.lepomts

in an ox which is to be profitably t ,

i . vcrbethe

breed, they will always indicate flu]. ^ m(' >Mni regard to

sheep, we have Mr. Ellman's opinion ...i thenccessary shape and

quality of the Southdovm, aud Mr. Oulley's opinion uf the

points necessary to bo observed in the purchase of

Longwools. Mr. Ellman, after describing the shape

of the head, ic. (beautiful and living specimens of which are

to be seen in the sheep which so often browse in Lord

Uathursfs park), goes on to say. "The neck should be of

medium length, thin towards the head, but enlarging towards

the shoulders, where it should be broad and high, and straight

in its whole course above and below ; the chest wide, deep, and

projecting between the fore legs, indicating a good constitution

and a disposition to thrive ; the shoulders ou a level wi h the

bick, and not too wide above, but bowing outward from the

top to the breast, leaving room for the springing rib behind.

The ribs conuU'? out. horizontally from the spine, extendmg far

backwards, and the last lib projecting more than the others ;

the back flat from the shoulder* to the setting on of the taU ;

the loin broad and flat, the rump long and bi-oad, the hips

wide ; the space between them and the last rib on either side

as narrow as possible, and tlie ribs presenting a circular form

like a barrel." i^'urther on he says, "The meeting of the

thighs should be particularly full, and tJie bones fine, but

ha%'ing no appearance of weakness." Mr. Culley's description

ofthe proper form and character of a Long-wool sheep is very

similar. He says the head should be long, small, tapei-mg

towards the muzzle, the eyespromment, but with a quietexpres-

sion ; the ears thin, rather long, and directed backwards
;
the

neck full and broad at its base, gradually tapering towards the

end, the neck seeming to project straight from the chest, so

that there is, with the slightest possible deviation, one con-

tinued horizontal line from the rump to the poll ; the breast

broad and full, and he says there should be no imeven forma-

tion where the shoulders join either the neck or the back,

particularly no rising of the withers or hollow behind the

situation of those bones. Then he speaks of the cbest, barrel,

and quarters, in the same strain us ?.Ir. Ellm.in, especiaUy

mentioning that the thighs should ]>._ -.vide -.cvl lull. In the

same way with store pigs, regard uuir^c Ihj bud t > their general

good quality, and hence to their breed, if wc wi:,h to make pig

feeding pay : and although we may not be able to find grazing

stock generally to bear out in all points the descriptions I have

quoted as given by Jlr. Rham and others, yet I would suggest

that in buying to gi-aze of any breed, and or any description of

auimahi, buy good ones of the sori:. One thing I think we
should never lose sight of, and that is that the public, and as a

consequence the butchers, want plenty of lean meat with the

fat, therefore we should always do well to select those animals

which carry, or arc likely to carry, plenty of natural flesh, as

well as having an aptitude to fatten. It does not in my opfliion

come within the province of this lecture even to suggest the

particular breed which is most to be recommended, as wo all

hold our different opinions, and indee-l each breed has, I sup-

pose, its particular merit. Possibly, pai-ticular soils and
difference of climate may cause this or that breed, even of

cattle and pigs, to suit best this or that particular countj', and
most ccrtainlv lin--" tlii" li.ivr*^" '"T-th regard to sheep. For
inst.nnpp. T.on"' v.. i- 1 1. i .; i 1 nf the Cotteswold couutry, will

I lit are profitless, in parts of

IV be said, in the Southdown
instance: My late father, as a

,
I ,. nil i. left it for Watshire.

'

I :
, ind took thera with

:ry little time,

that therefore the greatest amount of nourishment which can

be derived from it is obtained. My Christmas cattle were fed

in this way, with the addition uf a peck of roots, and the six

best were sent to London, and made 39/. each into pocket.

They bandied remarkably firm, and the price shows that thej

were not only heavy l>ut also woll-fed beasts, for the market

was. as all may recollect, by no means a brisk one. In support

of my own view of cooked food, I may mention that the UU'

much respected Mr. W. Bowly cautiously commenced Ui'

system, gradvially adopted it for all his cattle, and spnl.i

highly of it. The following is a receipt I had from his man,

A furnace of YO gallons la sufficient for 15 cows. Fill the

furnace with water and boil, then put in 10 lb. flour per cow,

stirring and boil gently for an hour : put some chaff, three

bushels per cow, into a long trough (a cow will eat in the day

six bushels), then mix half the boiled meal, and give the cows

in half an hour : the other remains to be mixed in the after-

noon. Again, Mr. Duckham, in his lecture at the Central

Farmers' Club in December Last, says, speaking of

the year before, that " In consequence of a short

supply of hay and a failing crop of roots, with the

prospect of a high price for beef, and a low price for

com, I was induced to substitute straw chaff for hay

chaff, and in the absence of roots to make Linseed-tea, which

was applied boiling hot upon the chafiF, with a little salt, and

the meal added thereto. This, with a little hay in the rack at

night, constituted their feed. I prefer applying the Linseed

tea boiling hot.
'
it softens the straw and render.s it

may require.

' my steers

1 th^ did under that system." By adoi

i feed faster

rittle
;

.ilmost all cottcd.

lecLUni; of animals. Let us

deecneratc. uni r.-
,

,
;

Wiltshire, in Sn- ,
i

i : i

counties, I !m m i, i

young m,m far ni], i,: iin

He had a paiii.tl'! .
i-

him ; but In:; w
they lost thoir .-], n^ I ,!i

We now como to tin

begin with cattle.

It is hardly nccrs^iary to say anything of

feedin-:', -";.Mm - "-it I think that where our grazers

forwtr) : I' M ' I tttermath, a little money is well laid

out in (: I
' to be given them from some jjart of

the last ! 1 II,. 1.1 \uiiust, according to abundance of keep
and tli.j . I i,i._ _.i ;.!_L_ Artthcr, until they come to stall, which
they ought to do at some time during the middle fortnight of

September. I am sneaking now of Christmas cattle. Of
course others which are to be kept until the spring may, with
advantage, lie out .'mother fortnight, or possibly three weeks—
but in ji . . I - ! n ] ihan they are seen to be improving in

conditi : ni the momentthey cease to tlirive out of

,re eating is all

id valuable for

..T':i)a|-is. Nowl
itli regard to

-if different
hi ..nlcr to maki

. 1 h.ive heard of
1 ;is much as 14 lb.

but most of us
was extravagant.

animal

stilllatjrcatlicorlor HtrrpI" f--.- ..niii;

apprehend that the pmiil
:

i '

stall-feeding is, what f i i'

kinds of food, shall wc ^i^ • ' ' II 'I'

the greatest weight of mcil .tl Iho lo.i..;. (.....-

graziers who have given tu large heavy uxi;

of oilcake a-day, with hay ad liOUiim

would bo inclined to say that such feedinj

We know that it is useless to give
stimulating or nutritious food than it can aasiniilatc, for if

do the excess is voided by the animal, and although we may
hive a very rich manure we have a very expensive one. I will

g vl' my idea of the best method of proceeding.

1 luints upon which it is dcsii-able that a discussion should
nul I think that in a Farmers' CUib the greatest goud, a
practical agriculture is concerned, willarisefromadiscus

I 11 the principal points of the subject spoken of. and froii

a<lvcisc criticism, wherever a weak point is found in it.

m\ist confess I am an advocate for steamed food, as I hav
tried it on rather a large sctdc this year, and found it to
answer admirably. For fatting cattle I should recommend
two parts hay and one part straw, or in forward animals three
parts hay and one part straw cut in chaff. Those of average
siie will cat somewhere about 5 bushels per day, with 4 to 51b
oil-cake, and J peek of mixed meal, Barley and Peas or Beans,
aufl. if I'liciiii, a proportion of Wheat also, to be increased to
I i' J 111 I -livin a month or six weeks after they have

cake and meal to be boiled in water for half

of different kinds,

kiml : and with regard

tJia -. . - -

are rendered more independent of root^ for

still, wherever they can be had, I have no d"iit't that a jicrk or

even half a bushel a day would be ati -—.;,,:
! and alsi> a

valuable addition to their other i" '

•" m idly «iiere

dry food woiUd othoi-wise be given, i i '
i

i
.
all means

be pulped and mixed with the cli.,.i i- f be -ither,

iuid I have no hesitation in saying tL.;-. '-Ii. ui;--l'ictiMn of t_he

pulper, by enabling us to do this, ha.s been a most vahiable

assistance, as I know by experience how much faster cattle

thrive mth such food than with the same quantity of dry

chaff and sliced roots. To retui-n for one moment to

nutritive foods, I would just say that whether they

given in a dry state, or steamed, it

desirable to give smaller quantitii

rather th.an a Larger quantity oi one

to hay. I hold that altli li ii /
perfectly right to giv.. r i :ii < > ,""

straw, yet to do so on "ui ,
i

:
mi - ]

* nay

is of great consequence ti.Mi -, i- > i- •'.! i' uui' 'i i - -> > ...^-.lut

and wasteful. By this 1 lun^i huL uo uiiUi-.-Li,...i i... uieiui

that hay is not an essential iu fuediug . all 1 contend for is

thatineconomisingourhay by the intermixture of straw we

i enabled, with the help of a moderate quantity of our

tritive foods, rich as they are in flesh-forming material. lUid

heat-giving and fattening matters, to feed profitably ono-

quai-ter or one-third more than wo otherwise could. On the

other hand 1 much doubt whether feeding -that is fattmg

cattle, could be profitably carried on without some hay,

because straw, being so very deficient in flesh-forming

material, would require so large a quantity of artificial

for so long a time to make up that deficiency.

We now come t« condiments.

I remember once having a young ox which did not thrive ;

in faot it looked altogether out of health. Medicine seemed

of little avail, so we gave it cake, <fec., to try as a last resource

whether high living would move it. but to no purpose.

However, just at the time Mr. Lane asked us to try his ciittJe

food, and we had a bag. It was then a high price-about SOs.

per cwt., I think. Aiter giving some to the ox, according to

the directions, for about a fortnight, the old man whi.li-oked

after it, and who was a disbeliever in 1 ' uig

effected, told us that certainly the ox wa' 'as

looser, and it appeared likely to thi-ive. \ 1
it

went on wcU from that time, entirely, wc . . ,

,

' lie

effect of the condiment, and was sold in .-.>- ,.....-.. .. i -U^

The lung was found to bo misound. Now, had %\c given

double the price for the condiment in that instance it would
have answered, aud I am incliued to think that svich stimu-

lants, which can now be made for from 121. to \5L per ton, are

very usefully given the last six weeks or two months of

feeding, as they stimulate the appetite, and assist digestion.

Another food there is that I have not mentioned, which would,

I believe, be largely and beneficially used as a condiment, were

it not that at the present time the law practically disallows it^

use by raising its price, througH vexatious restrictions, beyond

its value as cattle food. I mean our own Bariey, which

having been sprouted and dried again, takes the name
of malt.

A few words with regard to the best kind of stalls for

feeding cattle.

I incline very much to the opinion that covered ones are the

most desirable, provided they are so arranged as to be

comfortable, having plenty of ventilation, and not too high.

The best I have seen for the comfort of cattle are in Braden, at
Ruck. It maybe, '

'

more to the one or the other as l__ .

Small «i\iautitics abould be given at a time. Of the steamed

food a peck is quite .iurricicnt, and during the intei-vals of

feeding the comnan should always! clean out the pens, or

the inside part of the stalls', if he have but a few to attend to,

or if many, a boy should be employed for the purpose, so that

as snon as Ihe animals have finished eating, which will take

II,, ni iiiMul 111 hour and a half, they may go at once to their

1, ,
: ,]i md lie down. That is the plan we adopt.

II ,, . ni limes are moming and evening, but they have a

,,, ill Ml III ii\as a sort of lunch in the middle of the day.

One gie a [Kiut in feeding (and the remark applies to all kinds

of auiuialsliH to give as much food as is required, and no inore.

If, as a rule, we find empty feeding places atmne or ten o clock

aiid m the evening, and our cattle lying down, either rumi-

nating or asleep, and we hear from time to time that pai-ticular

grunt which indicates afuU stomach. I thmk we may be pretty

sure they are being looked after well, and that our food is not

being wasted. It will sometimes happen that one or two havo

not cleaned out their manger, and it is a warning that a little

fasting is required. A short meal or two will generaUy restoi e

the waning appetite ; if not. a pint oflmseed oil or a PO»»d of

Epsom salts may with advantage be given. If, on the contiary,

we nearly alw.iys find food left in the manger, depend upon it

we have a careless or stupid feeder: either the leavings are

cleaned out and given to other cattie which ought to be eating

less expensive food, or fresh food is thrown on that left m the

manger to the dcU-iment of our feeding cattle, and all I would

say is, let him give up his place to a better man as soon an

possible.
(To be Continued.)
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Mr. Moscrop, in his essay uu covered yaids, which may be

found in the second scries of tho " Royal Agricultural Journal,"

vol. 1, part 1, says that in an experimental trial animal.^ with

something under one-eighth leas food gained aa much weight

as others fed with the same description of food, but kept in

the common form of court or shed. He then goes on to give

some startling facts vrith reference to the superiority of the

manure. Mr. Thompson, too, speaks strongly on that point.

However, we are.for the most part, so situated that we must
endeavour to do the best with what we have, and I would
suggest that at all events we should spout our bmldings,

keep straw under om- cattle, and if the dung be wheeled

to a heap t^y by day, salt the heap from time to time, and
further so arrange matters that wherever our cattle are,

draughts should be excluded.

We now come to the mauagoment of cattle during

3^cbtfb3^.
r/,p quarterly Joiir.ial of Urn-mv. No. S. April, 1856.

John Churchill & Sous, New Burlington Street.

A very interesting number. \i contains an elaborate

discussion of Mr. Darwin's doctriue-s, in which justice

is done to the veteran naturalist and the profound

philosopher. There are also a short reference by

Mr. Fairbaim to the loss of the London ; a paper on

Sewage and Sewerage, in which the plans ofMr Menaies

are favourably discussed; a paper by Professor

Baiibeny, on the Volcanos of Auvergne ; and others

on Philology, Cell-life, the Laryngoscope, &o. In

addition to this, we have the Chronicles oi the Quarter,

recording the progress of the various sciences. Agri-

culture IS specified among them ; and, although it

occupies a comparatively humble place amongst its

neighbours—indeed, became it is sun-ounded in these

pages by so much that will take him beyond the limits

of his occupation, we strongly recommend the work to

the attention of the agriculturist.

Seporl of Experiments undertaken hil Order of the

Board of Trade to determine the EeJatire J alues of

Un malted and Malted Barley as Food for Stock.

Blue Book presented to Parliament.

Those who have still to make up their minds on this

important subject, of which Mr. Seaman speaks so

confidently iu ailother. column, should read this

account of Mr. Lawes' elaborate experiments. They
are of course open to discussion as to the agricultui-al

skill and therefore fairness with which they have been

contrived aud carried out ; but they are not open to

discussion as to the perfect good faith aud honesty

with which the attempt has been made to arrive at

truth. The foUovring is the general conclu.sion arrived

at:

—

"The general conclusion from the results of the

direct e.vperiments with cows, oxen, sheep, and pigs, is,

that a given weight of Barley is more productive, both

of the milk of cows, and of the increase in live weight

of fattening animals, than the amount of malt and

malt-dust that would be produced from it.

"The results of these new experiments, as here

stated are consistent with those obtained in au official

inquiry conducted, in 1845-6, by the Drs. Thomas and

Robert Dundas Thomson, with co\vs and with oxen.

Thev are consistent with the results of experunents

made at Rothamsted. in 1848 and 18^49, with sheep

;

and also with tho.se of others made in 1851 with pigs,

;„ „-i,;,.i, si.nii' were fed on sugar.

crcvir Hri^ht.s have been taken as a measui-e ol

ris iMMdiirpd, experience hitherto has failed to

ly :Hh:iiii:ii;i> in malt over the amount of Barley

hV'li it H.mlil ill' lu-odii'Td as a staple food for

iiiilkur-' I'liws "I- llillruiir: animals; and, if no

r,T there must, m iinnil i n' economy, be a lo.ss,

iiii'l nlllie iHiNl'uf the iiKilting process,

-iMiiiveK <,!' economy, malt is undoubtedly a
.f| lor stock; and common experience

, I hill a certain amount of it is beneficial

11 adiiiixiiiif, ;ind iii change, with other

Miiitiil-. or in 'making up'

II er ..iile; that is, when the

ieuiiiv result irrespective of

diiKiry feeding."

"Wl
the elf.

ShoM' :l

from \\

heallh
ad\:nil

L.MIll I

, III -In

I remember, iu a lecture gis-en by Mr. Beasley, of North

'[u.irtera, .and thrown i

li liT, and well mixed, to whioh ad'l :

arising from such chaff i

of rich soup
littlosall. The

ampton, at Faringflon, sc

addressing himself to the ,\

" If you were to ask th.

business, I would gi\'

details. Tou might i -
'

niachilio-viL-rfcct in i

pruper quaiitily, and >>-L .....

appoint us, if the feeder does

number of cattle for three

nicety their probable .appetiti

.X years ago, he .said.

..1 furgotteli 0.0 chief

[iiitc certain that we
;)i.j best food .and the

,,,,.,; „f our cattle will dis-

uuL understand his business, or

, feeder has attended to a certain

)r four days, he can tell to a

, and will give a little less or

when ^iven iu adiiiixlui

food, to young or «.:i!,l

or "finishing' fore.xliil'ii

ob,iect is to produce a \r.

the economy required iu

Farm Memoranda.
NoBTH Wales.—The month of March just closed

has to some extent retained its old ohai-aoter for

"rains, and floods, and cloudy skies, though, like the

preceding winter mouths, it has been much milder than

we usually experience. Snow fell more or less on five

days in the early part of the month, ax;compauied by

a slight frost, but changing, to rain; heavy showers

have since occasionally continued to fall, which ha.s

iireatlv retarded farming operations, there being only a

feiv instnnces in our neighbourhood of spring sowing

li,.;, „i,.ii.nil. Farmers are beginning anxiously

.,,
'

, .;,, ! ,, ..liable changeof bright sunny days,

:, I'i i: !., he resumed. Autumn cultivation,

„i|,,.i, ,. i,,,n . .,eV\ where eiiiisidered as essential to

ur.ililable I'armiir.;, i< .ti. mII. .....etised, and, besides

other advanta«es, '. '
i

. ,i i it.'s spring labour,

especially with an 11 le .i
. I time.

To farm profitabl.i .-• '.!: ' ,- is a matter of

increasing interest to all, and lately wo find, of some

inquiry amongst practical lUeu, with immediate

reference to the management of land. The propnety of
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occasional deep tillage, and the judicious application of

of much considerat
i<nis of soil and climate.
ili'nble. Lime is being
iltlp and pasture, partly
rtilising properties, and

manure, are matters ivortli

but of course, from I

no general rule won]
largely used here, li"l

on account of its well

partly from a belief of its efficacy as a preventive to the
cattle plague.

Supplies of food for stock are now well-nigh
exhausted, in consequence of which large numbers of

bea.sts in generally lean condition ai'e being turned out
to pa.^ture. which a fiords as yet but a scanty bite,

vegotatinn having made but little progress.

Tlir liniiliing ^I'li-oii is pretty well over, with au
avcrrjc r:ill c.r liiuili-. giving some good ho]ies for a

futiiir (l:i\ ,i'.'Mii-i ilir uncertainty all feel now with
respccl In caitlc , lor tliougli the placoic ha.s consider-

ably ;ibated, and may, willi iIm' -tiirt incasnres now-
adopted and enforced, evciitn.ill\ -iiliiii ;is we hear it

has done in some parts of Wn- MnUnii'l c uunties, there
is still reason to fear it may return w lien cattle begin
to move; and if, as we may expect, there be many
obstacles in the way of procuring sulficient grazing
stock, the prospects against a coming rent day are not
very cheering. April 3.

Miscellaneous.
Small-pox in Sheep.—For the first time during some

months we vary the title of our first article, albeit we
have reason to regret not to be able to suggest that in

this case "variety is chai-ming." Hv llii> lime I'lir

readers are doubtless aware ofthe fad ih.ii ' viii:i11-)m,\
'

has appeared among some sheep in Noriliiniiiiinnvliin.,

on a farm situated afew miles from l>:i\iiitiy. .\Imi hi

Essex.] The facts are in many respects peculiar, and for

that reason we think it desirable to record them with-
out comment. On December 24, 1865, the owner of

the farm in question bought 76 foreign sheep in the
Metro] lolitan market : the lot formed part of a large

number consigned to the same salesman, and appeared
from their condition to have recently crossed the
water ; they were also, it wa-s stated, the only sheep at

the time in the market that looked unfit for the
butcher. The sheep were taken by rail to Northamp-
ton.shire and placed on some pasture. Nothing of a
very decided character appears to have been noticed up
to the end of December, except that some of the
animals did not look "well. December 30th the flock

wa.s moved by road tn ;inothi'r jmrt of the country, a
mile or Iwo distaiil . ;H Ibis time one animal was
noticed to be ill :iml iiniililc lo u:ilk, it wa.s conse-
quently taken in a, cni-l :iml placed mth the rest. The
sheep, on arriving at their new location, were mixed
with the owner's flock of English sheep, or at least were
separated from them only by means of hurdles. In a
short time some of the foreign sheep became affected

with " the blind." and in a fortnight after their arrival

the .sheep that was moved in a cart died. Between this

and January 'IS, tlirfc other .sheep died, and several

were .seen t(i !« iuumH .Vi-conlingly it seems to have
occurred to 111'- owiHi- that I'urtlier advice was neces-

sary, and Jlr .1 II i;r\n"Ms, veterinary surgeon of

Daventry, Ma.< called in. .Vfter making a post mortem
examination of one sheep that died while he was there,

and inspecting the sick animals, he came to the con-
clusion that the disease was "variola." And it is very
important to note that he found one animal that cave

indications of having recovered frnm an alia, l, inev-
ing that the affection had been e\i~ieiii auioiiL' ttie

flock for some lime before his atti

them, and
is for a deadb
progressing w tt

of non-proi'e

y possible it

1 be steadily
lent exeiijir.'any Mi-pa em in the minds
oiial peiMiiis. Soon alter the newly-

purchased sheep were allowed to associate with the
others on the farm, the disease appears to have
extended to them, and up to February LS, ten English
and nine foreign slieeji had died from its effects. A
report of the oiitbreak way reeeive.l en I'Vbruary 17th,

and immediately ime nl' the ullieers Irmu I he Veteriiiary
Department was instnieled to j.n.eeed to the locality

and report to the Government in order that the neces-
.sary steps might be taken to isolate the district in the
event of the disease proving to be small-pox. An
inspection of the flock was made with all ])Ossible speed
on the following day, and b.y the next evening an Order
in Council was published in the Oazette of date 19th
February. Veterinarian.

Calendar of Operations.
Apkil.— jr/ieat will require hoeing this month, after

which if necessary it may be harrowed and rolled.

"Where the foliage of the young crop is so luxuriant as
to make one fear its being laid by rain, it may either be
eaten down by sheep, or mown down.

Barlei/ sowing should be completed early this month,
and after the Clover seeds have been so^vn, the land
should be harrowed and rolled.

Beans may require horse-hoeing.
Carrots should be sown in the first and second

weeks of this month. The land, in good tilth and
rolled as hard as possible, is to be sown in rows
18 inches apart, by the common Suffolk drill, which
is to be followed by a light roller, and this completes
the operation. The weights are to be taken oft'

the coulter levers, and care otherwise taken that the
seed shall not lie Inu'ied too deeply. Or Carrots may
be soivn on ridges as Turnips, only not so far apart, a
rut being made by the common Turnip drill on the
top of each, and the seed being sown by hand, and
trod in by children. In either case 5 lb. per acre is an
abundant seeding, and this should be mixeci with 2
bushels of sand or ashes, the drill being set to sow the
bulk of 2 bushels per acre. If the sand be damp, it may
be necessary to mount a boy on the drilling machine,
to keep the seed box continually filled from the store

in front of it. It is well that the sand be somewhat
damp, and that the seed be mixed with it some days
before it is sown, the whole being turned daily, so as

to help the process of germination, which in the Carrot
is very slow. When the land is full of the seed of small
weeds, as Chickweed, it may be necessary to sow half a
peck of Oats, or a few ounces of Turnip seed per acre,

with the Carrot seed ; either of these will sprout long
before the Carrot seed, and showing the position of the
rows, will enable with safety the earlier use of the hoe.
When the double culture of this crop with Beans is

adopted, the seed must be smvn in double rows,
between the couples of Bean rows that were planted in

October.
Mangel Wurzel .should be iilanted this month.

The seed is best planted by the dibble on the tops of
the drills raised by the jllough, which contain the
manure. After the manure has been laid in the
furrow.s, before splitting the ridges, one or two cwt.

per acre of guano, or some other artificial manure, may
be sown over the whole. The after splitting of the
drills, at the same time that it covers the manure, will

mix the guano with the soil. A roller then goes over
the land, the horse walking in the furrows, and ribs at

the proper distances having been nailed on to the
roller, it leaves equidistant marks upon the ridges, at

intervals of a foot or more, as guides to the dibblers
who follow. These use blunt dibbles, to avoid placing
the seed too deep (half an inch is sufficient), and
plantina the seed in the roller marks, cover it with the
foot. This may cost Is. M. per acre. A light roller

L'ees ever the land, and completes the operation.
l\nhl Rahi may be sown in a bed now for trausplant-

im,' 111 May.
L:ivri-nf may be sown towards May ; 10 or 12 lb. per

acre, in rows 12 inches apart, on deeply tilled rich

calcareous soil.

Potatos should all have been planted by the first

week of this month. Those which were planted earh-

in March, will be coming through about the middle of

April. The drills should be well harrowed down, and
then immediately " set up " by the double-mouldboard
plough passing up them on the first symptoms of the
appearance of the Potatos ; as frost, to which they are
still liable, would kill all the exposed parts of them.
Where Potatos have been planted by ploughing in
every third furrow, the land should be well harrowed
10 days before the young plants are expected to break
through, and the roller may be used.

,sy ;, ,/ T , ,
— \ ]iieee suflieient for •nnsiimption in

Jul'. ,
: \ . -I nun lie M.uii,M,in,.tinietlil> month.

/ - . . irh tins imiiilli about 1\ bushels of
clean .. ,-.1 |., r lere. Sow liroadeast. either by band, or,

whieb is better, by a drilling machine, from which the
drill coulters have been removed. Cover with the
Grass seed harrows, and roll.

Turnip land may receive its first spring furrow, a
deep cross-ploughing, early in April, after which it

shoidd be immediately harrowed and cleaned of weeds.
Paring and Burning may proceed. As soon as the

ashes are spread, the land will receive its first shallow
furrow, after which it must be well harrowed and
rolled.

Lai/ing dotcn Grass.— Thisrany be done this month,
either by sowing Grass seed or planting. \VTien the
latter plan is adopted, the plants of Grass must be
obtained by paring a piece of good pasture, chopping
u|i tile turf, and the bits are to be spread broadca,st
mil el' a cart over a well-tilled and highly manured
ihM. tinmen and children being employed to put and
tieail Ibcm securely downi, about 6 inches from each
other, right side up, all over the land. The field is tJhen

to be heavily rolled, and 20 or 30 cart-loads of earthy
compost may be spread over it, and some Gra,ss seeds
sown, " bushed " in, and rolled.

Fallow.—U there is any land on the farm to which
it is necessary to give a bare summer fallow, it should
be cross-ploughed after all the land intended for green
crop.

Manures.—The yards, boxes, and sheds must be
again cleaned out by the end of this month, and the
manure carried to the yards, or to the Turnip fields,

in order that it may be partly rotted before use. The
early part of this month is the best season for sowing
half-soluble manures, as guano, soot, gypsum, super-
phosphate of lime, &c., over grain crops. It should be
done in wet weather, and the land, if not too wet,
immediately harrowed. And the end of the month is

the best time for sowing easily soluble manures, as salt,

nitrate of potash.

THE HYDROPULT,

An Invention for Throwing Water by Hand Power.
(StUURtD BV KOVAL LtTTtRS PaTEST).

PRICE LIST.

Complete with Brass CYLutDEas ajs'd £ s. d.

Japanned Stirrup 1 12 6

Complete -with Brass Cylinders and
Copper Stirrup .. 2 2

The Price " Complete " as above, includes 2i feet Suction and 3 feet

DeUvery Hose, Galvanised Wire Strainer, Rose and Small Jet.

THE HYDEOPULT
is inyaluable for use in the

GARDEN for

WATERING BEDS,
SPRINKLING PLANTS,

DROWNING OUT INSECTS,
CLEANSING TREES FROM SMUTS,

DRESSING WITH LIQUID MANURE,
&C. &0.

has excited the cupidity of so-called respectable, but in reality
unprincipled Manuli^cturers, who are now palming on the Public
worthless imitations of the Hydropult, and through their conneo-
tions are enabled to place said devices on exhibition, and for sale, in

many of the principal Ironmongery and Seed Establishments through-
out the city and provinces. These devices resemble in many respects
the Hydropult in appearance, and are calculated to deceive the
unsuspecting. The Proprietor therefore issues this Ciution, and
respectfully intimatts that parties wishing to purchase the Hydropult
should examme the machine offered for sale, and see if it has
attached thereto a label, with the following words;—" The Hydropult,
Vosk's Patent, manufactured only by Griffitus & Bbowitt,
Birmingham. Cuahles Pomkrot Button, Proprietor. 142 and 143,

FrospecttiseSj with Testimonials, on application.

HYDROPULT SHOW ROOM, 142 li 143. CHEAPSIDB, LONDON.

IMPERIAL SUGAR BASIN.
SECURED BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

USEFUL, ORNA^[ENTAL, UNIQUE.

Notices to Correspondents.
Bark ; F M. Bark is quoted at 16/. to 17/. per load of 4.5 cwt.

in London. We have your letter, and shall obtain the infor-
mation you seek.

Couch Grass : A Constant Reader. We have a leading article

in type referring in detail to your case, but it is impossible
to give it this week.

Potato Manure : G. Frost. If you send asampleto Dr Voelcker,
II, Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, he will tell you the cost of
his examination—from 1/. to 3/. 3s , accordmgto the quantity
of information you want.

Poultry: R Jackson. In reply to yoiu* question, we think
you may keep poultry profitably in the ytrd named by
making up to them in care and attention that which they
will lack in space and range. The Brahma Poutrds Spanish,
and Malays will .lU thrive in very confined pen*" If you are
ill 1 vi'^iU'-'it t" supply your birds vntti

t
K rt*-' • i ii food,

\' til'' -nur choice of the tbt i
i

i t uned
\\ I Miiitmd the Brahm I i l

\
\ imce,

I- :! -]' utier much ill moult t keep
iii'M il ii. I", i.t liens and a cock miu n it reu
any cbiekL-ns from them, it should be at i tmiL f ^ tai when
they can have the range of the field of which your Jetter
speaks. The ci-umbs and scraps from your breakfast and
dinner table, with the odd crusts of bre.id soaked in the
leavings and drainings from the beer]ugs,are all great helps
in the way of egg producing.

PuBLisuEKS : B W. We know nothing against the firm you

tor mstant i;

table The Sugar Basin c

Pnce, m white metal, elet,tro pUted, £2 :

CHARLES POMEROY BUTTON,

142 and 143, Cheapside, London, E.G.
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SUTTON'S SELECTED MANGEL WURZEL AND TURNIP SEEDS

FOR APRIL 1866.

Sutton's Selected Yellow Globe Mangel

PRESENT PRICES. FOR APRIL 1866.

Sutton's New Yellow Intermediate Mangel.

•'111. A. Davis, Esq., Port
tead.—April IT, 18G5.

* I have Rained two silver cvipi

'Vtim the Hon. A. L. Melville
Hraiiston Hall, Lincoln. —
March 10, 1863.

" The Vellow Globe Mangel

?
Extracts from Letters recently received respecting

SUTTON'S CHAMPION SWEDE :—

From Mr. Jas. Hesderso!!, Steward to Capt. Pryee, M.P., Peithill

near Aberi/stivith.—January 5, 1865.
*' Capt. Pryae had a splendid crop of your Champion Swede last

I truly astonishing 1

they made in the driest weather."

From E. N. Cole. Ksq., Croxton Hall, Tliel/ord.—March
.

" Your Champion Swedes were by far the best I grew this

both In quantity and quiility, and stood the drought of

the severe frosts this wmter remarkably well."

From Mr. James George, Garbally, BalUnasloe, Ireland.
December 7, 1S64.

' I took the first prize with your Champion Swede at BalUnasIoe

nderfully good, and healthy."

Esq., Korth Bovse, Horiideau.
Apt-il 23, 1865.

Tour Champion Swede last year, notwithstanding the dry
a first-rate crop. All the other Swedes 1 had, although

pRossEii, Periheiii House, i

Ap}-il L'l, 18115.

Champion Swede last year was the best In this part of the

From Mr. George FkaIis, at C. P. Clements, Esq., Hesmond's Lodye,
Hurst Green.—May 5, 18C6.

" We grew some of the best Swedes from your Champion Seed last

SUTTON & SONS, Eoyal Bekkshike Seed ESTABLISHMENT, Beading,
BKG TO HAND

LIST OF THE LEADING KINDS OF MANGEL WURZEL AND TURNIP SEEDS,

WHICH ARE ALL OF HOME GECft'TH, GENUINE, NEW, AND UNADULTERATED, AND HAVE BEEN PROVED TO GERA[INATE WELL.

Lmvest jirlce i)cr cii't. and husliel forivarded mi npplirn1ii)n.

Mangel Wurzel Seed.
Saved from large roots, 9d. per lb.

GOOD YELLOW GLOBE
J GOOD RED GLOBE I GOOD ORANGE QLOBK

GOOD LONG RED
| GOOD LONG YELLOW.

Selected Sorts of Mangel Wurzel.
From choice selected roots.

Per lbSniTON'S SELECTED YELLOW GLOBE (seo above).— Saved from selected loots, a'veriheavy cropper, thrives in all soils, has g.iined many prizes ...
Win'lPJ'n'?u\'i.°.?D^^x?J^„''LOBE.-Fine, but varies a little in colour WFISHER HOBBS' ORANGE GLOBE—A well-itnown sort
SU'rTUN\S ELVETHAMLONG REDlWe gained the first priVe at' BirmtaKhara last 'yearV
„ » li u l^u 1 B. u L.UWG IJiLLOW 1 With these two sorts eafh i

STRATTON'S RED GLOBE.-Fine shape, keeps wellRED OLIVE or OVAL SHAPE f i •

YELLOW OLIVE or OVAL .SHAPE
NEW YELLOW INTERMEDIATE (see nbove).-A most desirable kii'id, very fine shape, fri,

Turnip Seeds.
^^^^^_

SUTTON'S CHAMPION SWEDE (see above),—A very laigo Pnrple.top Yellow Swede. Gained
12 Silver Cups presented by His late Royal Highness the Prince Consort in sis successive
yeai-8, of 20 guineas value each, besides numerous other distinguished Prizes in other
parts of the Kiugdo-

i, and produces great weight per

SKIRVING'S.—Sutton's selected stock
HARDY BRONZE-TOP SWd.DE.—Will stand the most severe winter
KING of SWEDES.-Very large
HARDY WHITE SWEDE.—Choice stock, excellent for late feed
SUTTON'S GREEN-TOP YELLOW HYBRID TURNIP.—Good substitute for Swedes .

„ PURFLE-TOP YELLOW HYBRID TURNIP.—Largo, and of fine feeding properties
„ NEW PURPLE-TOP BULLOCK'S HEART TURNIP.—Fine yellowflesh, equal toaSwedo

Y'ELLOW TANKARD TURNIP.—A valuable Turnip and certain cropper .

.SUTTON'S RED PARAGON TURNIP.-Very large," and of excellent feeding pioperties
„ IMPERIAL GREEN ROUND or GLOBE.—Large and excellent .. ....

OLD HARDY GREEN ROUND—For late spring feed
POMERANIAN.-Large white, for early feed
TANKARD, RED, WHITE, or GREEN.—For early feeding only
SUTTON'S SHORT-TOP SIX-WEEKS.—The quickest Turnip known, excellent for very early or

very late fee 1

GREY' .STONE, or MOTTLED GLOBE.—Fine large, strongly recommended
WHITE STONE, or STUBBLE SIX-WEEKS

Field Carrot.
Cheaper by the cwt.

nniJOrted Seed ; a very heavy c

hite Belgian in size, and

t for shallow soils

Kolil Eabi, or Turnip-rooted Cabbage.

Ccw Cabbage.
OXHEART.—New early, produces a heavy crop
LARGE DRUMHEAD.—From fine selected plants ..

THOUSAND-HEADED.—Very productive, tall, branching ..

ROBIN.SON'S CHAMPION DRUMHEAD .. .. ..

LONDON MARKET, EARLY BATTERSEA, and others, eat

Miscellaneous.
RAPE
MUSTARD
FURZE or GORSE

BROOM, 4c., ic, Sc.

BiiCK WHEAT

SUTTON'S PERMANENT GRASS ami CLOVER SEEDS for all SOILS. For particulars see page 288 of last week's Paper,

SUTTON'S FARM SEED LIST,
Which maj- be had Gratis and Post Free on application.

All Goods Carriage Free, except very small parcels. 5 per cent, discount allowed for cash

A reference or remittance is requested from unknown correspondents.

SUTTON AND SONS, ROYAL BERKSH[llE SEED ESTABLISHMENT. READING.
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Scarlet Geraniums (Beaton's Kace).

WM. PAUL (Son and Successor to theUte A.JPaul),
lifis to oEfer the following i

NOSEG VY GERANIUMS h cb h
Tbo (1 s e

ZONALE and HYBRID

ff

0(
CkT

advance of
received now, the plants

allow, in May next.

I the two following Groups may
a tor £2 2s.

nd pmple shaded, very

M S RLL

MON C RObA

MM ROD ange

d r>t salmon, lething in
a broader

R J ?AV ON FowQ tn
US3 a p e d a ety n

GOD NTMPH Salmon p nk

but b gbt(

rp o p a ng colour, large truss, very

1 e a ge flower and truss, foliage

b and geneva] character, the
P h_

brigbt ;
great sub-

e 5s. each.

I w' h blackish crimson, quite

I u iroly new colour among

I sa moD, large truss, good.

ngo, very bright, fine Iwgo
'

i'rice 5«. each,

. go and floe. Frico 38. Od

^ 1 eye, of fine shape and
variety for pot culture. Price 3s. 6d. each.

CARDINAL—Flowers dark orange scarlet. For shape, substance,

colour and habit, this is in advance of any scarlet variety yet

rai'^ed. Price 58. each.
CELESTIAL.—Flowers rosy lake, with fiery spot on unper petals,

their centres bluish purple, resembling the " Cactus spocm-

sissinius," large white eye, new in coloui-, and very beautiful.

Price 6s. er-ch.
. , ^ ,

LORD CHANCELLOR.—Salmon pink, white eye. perfect shape,

very fit-e. flue habit. Price 3*-. 6d. each.

POET LAUREATE.—Rosy purple, tap petals orange scarlet, yellow-

ish eye, purfect shape. Price 3s Qcl. each.

TIARA —Flowers scarlet crimson suffused with purple, good trvws.

very flee, fine habit ; quite distinct from aoy yet raiaed, and vei-y

lovely. Price 6^. each.

GnoupS.—MmiATDi
" "

DIAMOND.—Fine scirlet pur
iXiselv, habit good, distinct, rrice j.t. i> '. eacu.

DRYAD,—Beautiftiliy rosy pink, fine shape and truss. Price

Ss. Gd. each. „
NAI\D —Flowers pm-ple, scarlet top; pleasing and dintmct. Price

2s. tid. e.'.ch.

WALTHAM LILAC—Flowers true lilac, very profui© ; a new and
desirable colour, excellent for massing. Price 5s. each

ZEPHYR—Fiowei-s light putple top, oetali

rain aud sun vpell, very dwarl and free. Price 3«. Gd. each.

GaoDP 4.—Beddikg Varj

QTJTTOK'S GRASS Globe Artichokes.

JOHN GAINES bc^s rcsperttullv to utter to Gentlf-meli,

Nurserymen, and others GLOBE AFtTICHOKE PLANTS at 25s,

per lOu ; the OLD CABBAGE or PROVENGE Plants at 10s. per 10"

also a quantity of WALLFLOWER and CARNATION SEED,
B;irgain. A good discount to the Tra('

panied with Post Office Ora.rs payabl
John Ga;

"PDWAED T :

2-year GIANT ASl'-

at 10s. per 100

;

ION SE"-
Ail oi'ders must be a

n Market, London, W.C.

KSERYMAN, Malton,

rlOOO,

l-ycar SEA KAIL, 3s. per 100 | 2-year ditto, is. 6d. per 100

Grayson's Mortlake Giant Asparagus, True.
T^Kv.NClS K. KlIsOHORiN has a fine stock to ofi'ei,,

I I
' Lud 3-year3old, grown on the ground where the late Mr.

! iiught It to such perfection.
' Uuie to plant is when the roots have begun to grow; ii

:i i:lii_r they continue to die back till growth coramenccB.
I'.r 1 III. js. lid,, 4s., andOs.

Sbeea Nursery, Richmond, S.W.

/ "aANT ASPAKAGUS, liue selected Roots for early
V jT c^oppin^, ^>. C-J. pt-r 100. This delicious Vej,'6table does not
require hull' '' "--•-- .-iiiv iTvuvi-.^'! >-> |.lanting it. For

^W

white eye, flowers pro-

36.S. per Acre.

SUTTON'S MIXTURE of GRASSES and CLOVERS for Three or

Fruir Years' Lay, best Miitiu'e, 243. per Acre ; cheaper ditto, 20s.

V^r Acre.

SUTTON'S MIXTURE of GRASSES and CLOVERS for Two Years*
Lay. best Mixture, 20s. per Acre ; cheaper ditto, iGs. per Aero.

SUTTON'S MIXTURE of CLOVERS and RYE-GRASS for One
Year, best Mixture, lis. per Acre ; cheaper ditto, 10s. to 12s. per

SUTTOif'S RENOVATING MIXTURE for Improving Old Pastures,
lOd. per lb., cheaper by the cwt.

SUTTON'S FINE LAWN GRASS MIXTURE, Is. 3d. per lb., 24s.

per bushel.
All goods caiTiage free (except very small parcels).

SoTToN & Soys, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

BLUNDELL'S CATtLE MELON jind CATTLE
MARROW.—These have now been tested in 37 counties in

England, and in various parts of Ireland and Scotland, and proved
to be a heavy cropping and valuable Fniit for Feedmg all kinds
of Stock.

Prices, exclusive of carriago—100 Seeds, 2s. 6d. ; Seed for J acre, fis.

;

do. ) acre, Os. ; do. 1 acre. 16s.

Cash remittances from unknown correspondents.

Address, Joseph Bi.cNnELi„ Bursisdon, S-outhampton.

H^
SEED (-'-> >.iiing the finest New Vegctablea,

tree by po&l
^1,1...... L.,.. ^^J c: rower, Sudbui?, Suffolk.

For Bouquets and as Cut Flowers

THE INVINCIBLE SCARLET SWEET PEA is

invaluable. The colour is intense and permanent. Packets
6d., Is., and 2s. Cd. each. Sold by the principal -Seedsmen throughout
the kingdom, or of the Raiser,

Stepces Bbowk, Seed Grower, Sudbury, Suffolk.

I^^^INCTBLE scarlet SWEET'PE A,7eryfragrant,
strikingly brilliant, and extremely distinct in colour.—A First-

class Certihcate from the R-'yal Horticultural Society ; also a Certifi-

cate at the Crystal Palace Show in September. Packets 6d., Is,, and
2s. Od, each ;

packets of lUO Seeds 7s. 6d. Suppliod by the principal
Seedsmen throughout the kingdom: also of Messrs. Krelage, ot

Haaricm ; Vilmorin & Co., Paris ; Benary and HaaRe & Schmidt, of
Erfhrt, Prussia; and Smith 4 Co., Hamburgh ; alsn of the Raiser,

Step BnowN, Sudbury, Suffolk.

the Trade appli

riT U h; LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(ESTABLISBED 1640).

Have now ready^for dehvery in diy fine condition,

SUPERPHOSl'HATES of LIME
PREPARED QUA SO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Horticultural and Roval Botanic Societies of London, and those

marked thus •• * have been awarded the highest marks of merit In

the Royal Horticultural Society's Trial Ground at Chisw.ck.

Now REAnr, Actcus-sthl-ck Plasts.
•** ALEXANDRA.—Magenta. Price 2*. Crf. each ; 245. per dozen,

stands the Special Notice to Farmers, Gardeners, and the Trade
IT^XCELLEiNT CAliliAGE PLANTS of Urumlioad or
,i J (.)x. Eastham, Early Nonpareil may be bad by early application

at Is. lid per lOdij. Excellent Red plants on offer.

Special quotations given tor genuine New Seeds.
A reference or remittance must at^company all orders.

Tnos. Gkk, Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade, Bedfordshire.

' AMV HOGG. _ 2s. each ; ISs. perdoz.
ELLOW.—Orange scirlet auflused with '

Price Is. Gd. encb ; ISs. per dozen.
~ • ^ '-

1 is. Gd. each ; 12g.
{

d5nal"d BEATON.—Clear orange scarlet. Price Is. Bd. each ;

osylako. Price 2s. e.ich ; 18s. perdozen.
,

scarlet. Price 'Is. Gd. each.
I

r.genta crimson flushed with scarlet. Price .

To Marlset Gardeners and Others.
CABBAGE PLANTS, E.\SiHAil, ENFIELD, and

DRUMHEAD, Ls. l»l. per H
~

•

RED CABBAGE PLANTS,
ONION, WHITE SPANISH, .,.-«.
WURZEL, YELLOW GLOBE, 2Ss. i

EARLY SHAW POTATOS, Os. per cwt., w;u ranted tme.
Terms cash.

citARD Walker, Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswadtf,

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GOANO. aud NITRATE of SUDA,
ex Dock Warehouse; SULPHATE of AMMO.^IA, FISHERY
SALT, tLC. K. Pl'Rskk, Secreiary.
omces. 116, Fenchurch Street. E.G.

i:idy for delivery at his Factories, at the

I iP MANURE, and BONE £ s. (/.

-.
1 . 1 1. of LIME from BURNT

i. i;h>-- I'ilATES {

UARLEV, GRASS, and MANGELLAWKS- WUKAT
M^VNLIRES

be
;
CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE

;
Ttieee Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawks,

and other Cakes at market prices.

Address, Jous Bunket Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridgt
£.U. ; aud 22, Edeu Quay, Dublin.

aY.—Bright oriMigo. Price 1«. Grf. each; 15i

TY.—Brick red. Price 2». Gd. each.
1 ENbTEIN.—fcalmon pink. Pi-lce ''a. each

;

irlot, lai-go white oyo Price 2a.

e rose pink. Price 2«. 6rf.

limFon. Price 2». each, 18*.

The ,ibove set of 16 varieties, one plant of ench, 24s.

SPRING CATALOGUE, with full descriptions of these and othov
plants, free by post. The usual discount to the I'rade.

Impouvakt.—All letters should be addressed W!i.i.iaii Pabl (the
1 ftiil). Waltliaro Cross, London, N.

H
CHEVALIER PEDIGREE BARLEY.

eighing 1.

isthe*' Pedigree Wheat,'
ing in e«.ch yt!«r from a
lately upon the chalk of
ig faniw produces Barley

1 bushel cIf drilled in March .

.

„ April X „ a „
Price Two Gum 'as a Bushel (including bag), deUvered in bags

sewed up and a«aled. at the Brigh.on Railway fetation, upon receipt

of Clieque or Post OfBce Order, without which it will not in any cuSe

be sent to unknown correspondents. Less than a bushel will not be
supplied.

Apply to Frederic F. Hallett, Esq., F.L.S., The Manor House,
Brighton, Sussex. ^ ^___^ _^^

tbore can be not the slightest doubt."—i'';-07/t Report by tnc Baron Justus von Liebig.

PHOSPHO GUANO.
Tlie Prices, including cost of Bags, Carnage Free at any Railway

Station or Shipping Port in the Ivingdom, are as follow :
—

For 10 tons and upwards ... £18 per ton.
For 5 tons up to 10 tons ... 12 5 „ „
For smaller quantities ... 12 10 ,, „
Ten Shillings jper ton discount for Cash mit/iin a month.

To prevent fraud, all Ba?8 are branded with the I'HOSPIIO
GUANO COMPANY'S Trade Mark, as well as that of the Con-
tractor..;, copies of which appear at the head of this Advertii^ement.

H
Prize Medal Seeds.

BROWN was awarded the MANCHESTER and
LIVERPOOL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S

First Prize Medal, ISfl.i
1
First Prize Medal, 1864 ] £5 Priae, 186^

for Superiority in Quality of Seeds.

Swede Turnip— Per lb.—s. d.
Brown's Bronze-top, the

^ve-grass— Per bushel.
Pacey's Perennial.

.

Italian, pure
Annual , 4

Globe, sorts 9

Mandrel Wurzel, select

Kohl kabi '.. '.'. "
Mustard . . per bushc
Lucerne .

.

per 11

Gorso or Whin . . „
Rye, Spring .. per bush(
Vetches, Spring „ 8 Whlte~Belgian .. ..10

Special offers of NATURAL GRASSES and other Seeds sub-
mitted also PRICED DKSCRII'TIVE CATALOGDE ot FARM
and GARDEN SEEDS, &c., oa application.

H. Brown, 4, Commutation Row, Liverpool.

tloh (see Testimonials
on application) . . .

.

1

Skirvlng's Purple-top .

.

Skirvlng's King .. ..1
Champion 1

Common Turnip—
Purple-top, Scotch .

.

3

Green-top, Scotch .. 1

Green-Lop, Hybrid .

.

1

Grey Stone .
~

'

lUport hif Br. Voklcker of a Visit of Impeciio

of Analyses of Samples taken f)
" In compliance with Messrs- Rkteb Lawsox & Son's request, I

ftgaln tli's year paid a visit of inspection to the Phospho Guano
Stores at Seacombe, Birkenhead, and on that occasion took the
lollowing samples from the bulk :—

1. A sample from a bulk of about 1000 tons, stored in Shed No. 1.

2. A portion from a heap ol about 4000 tons, in Shed No. 3.

3. A sample from about 500U tons, stored in Shed No. 4.

4. A sample taken from the top of a heap of about 7000 tons in

bulk,
bulk.

at work filling barrels for foreign shipment from a

the Phospho Guano Storea at St'cfconlh'-, Blrkcnhea^ and
the Stores on the 9th of Fehruary, 1866.

" Since my last visit, a decided improvement has been effected
in the mechanical condition of the Phospho Guano. The bulk
for 186G, whilst tully as rich in intrinsically valuable fertilizing con-

obiained in a beautifully fine and uniform c

n when submitted to pressure o

Shed No. 7.

6. A sample from the middle of the
6. A sample from th^ bottom of the

, A sample from'a lot of about 2000 tons, lying in the docka in

wiiich Phospho Guano is prepared for uJse.

'Two of the s;implcs I subinitLLd to careful and complete
alyses ; in f) ? -ti - ! -'. ' :•• - '. -nly the amount of Soluble
dlnsolubi- I' .. .' .'

. . leMiltsof the tight an.ilyses

ve 40.UJ I'..'
t.LS, aud 4,67 of Insoluble,

lile the A.L.M' . . .11.

1 :r of the extensive buildings,

,y ^Lhiples as I chuso, and to take
LvTfca ; and I cannot refrain from
s much struck with tlie remarkably
le whole bulk ready lor ucUverj m

and left at h
them from r

notlcinj; tltul

agitation.
" Much practical Inc

use of artificial maniirn-

leave the stores, h:<

without gaining any '

; frequently experienced in the
ii<^ Priospbate of Lime, inas-much
! : I ;i good condition when they

.i|'v during their ii^ftnsport.

losing its One and dry powdery condition.

Having so frequently expressed an opinion of the intrinsic
fertiliziig value of Phospho Gu;ino, I need not repeal former state*

SVOKLCRER, Ph.D.,
** Professor of Chemistry to the Royal Agricultural

Society of England."

*' 11, Salisbury Square, London, E.G., Feb. 24, 1S6C,"

There are authorized Agents appointed for the Siile of PHOSPHO GUANO iu fill the Principal Towns and
the United Kingdom ; but where any difficulty exists in procuring supplies, Orders may be sent direct to

PETER LAWSON and SON, GEOPvGE IV, BRIDGE, EDINBURGH ; or,

28, KING STREET, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.G.

i Peter Lawson & Son, Contractors.

1^ The atfent ion of Farmers is particularly dh-ccicd to the fact that PHOSPHO GUANO is the only Manure
the quality of which is vonched for by Chemists of high atandingy ttfho have themselves visited the hdks and drawn
their own samplesfor analysis.
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P
EstaWlahed 1812.KOCTOK and KTLAND'S

PREPARED BONE MANURES
for

TURNIPS, GR.4SS, WHEAT, liAP.LEY, OATS, POTATOS, ic ;

and their

BONE SUPEKPHOSPHATE of LIME
aro the best prepared and cheapfcBt Manures offered to the Public,

THE PATENT NITKO- I'HUSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY, Limited, Manufacturers ol

ODAMSS PATKNT BLOOD MANURE for CORS and R0OT.S.
ODAMS-S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME and DISSOLVED

BON ES.
Chief Offlcei—lOIt, Foncburch Street, London, E.G. Western

Countios Branch : Queen Street, Exetor. Ilisb Branch ; 40, West-
moreland Street Dublin /j ectors

C a na —Joav C dun L t ebu y Es es
Depu yC a rma JouN Coll bs Argj e Ho e HoUoway.
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J. B. BROWN & CO.'S NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWER.

PATENTEES ANT) SOLE MANaFACTDRERS,

J. B. BROWN & CO.,

148, UPPER THAMES STREET,

LONDON, E.G.

GUARASTEED TO GIVE

PERFECT SATISFACTION,

AND IF NOT APPROVED OF

MAT BE AT ONCE RETURNED,

J. B. BROWN AND CO. beg to-raention, that having executed their numerous orders for the NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWER up to the present time, with most

unqualified satisfaction, they are now actively executing further orders for the present season,—and, owing to the large number of ordera already received and constantly coming

in, it is most important that orders for delivery this season should be sent in as early as possible.

The Machine combines all the latest improvements in Lawn Mowing Machines, being simple in construction, very light, silent in movement, easily worked, and so strong

and durable as to be literally unbreakable,—an all-important feature in Machines of this class ; the ordinary cast-iron being entirely done away "with, and malleable

iron substituted, in all breakable parts, and every part being accurately numbered and made to standard gauges. The workmanship and finish are also of a superior character
;

the entire Machine' being quite equal to a revolution, so to speak, in Lawn Mowers. The Machines are all guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction in every respect.

Tlip NEW B B PATENT LAWN 1[0WER is manufactured by J. B. BROWN and CO. on their own Pre in London, under their pci-sonal superuitendeuce.

PATENT B B HAND MACHINE.

PRICES—Including Carriage to any Railway Station or Shipping Port iu England, \\M\

10-inch Machine £3 10 i

12-inch Machine 4 10 | EasiUi Jf'orked by a Boy.

14-inch Machine 6 10 )

16-inih Machine G 10 Ditto hy a Man.

the necessary Tools and Directions for use.

£7 10 Easily Worked by a Man.IS-incli Macliinc

20-inch Machine SOO,
22-inch Machine 8 10 > Ditto bit Two Mm
24-inch Machine OOo)

If with Brass-mounted Grass Box, 5s. extra.

PATENT B B HORSE MACHINE.
PRICES—Complete, ^rithout extras, including Carriage to any Railway Station or

Shipping Port in England, with the necessary Tools and Directions for use.

42-inch Machine £28 10 i

, I
Drawn by a Horse.

PATENT B B PONY and DONKEY MACHINE.
PRICES—Complete, without extras, including Carriage to any Railway Station or

Shipping Port in England, with the necessary Tools and Directions for use.

30-inch Machine £17 10 )

Drawn by a Fmy.
36-inch Machine 24 10 J

30-inch Machine 21 10 By a Horse orStn

New Improved Horse, Pony, and Donkey Boots, wholly of Leather, as follows :—Horse Boots, 24s. ; Pony Boots, 21s. ; Donkey Boots, 16s. per set.

28-inch Machine 16 10

2.5-inch Machine 14 10 Drawn by a Donkey,

*f* Eeery Machine sent out is warranted to give ample satisfaction, and, if not approved of, may be at once returned.

The NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWER has .aU-eady been patronized by Her Majesty the Queen, for the Royal Gardens at Windsor Castle, Osborne, Kew, and

Hampton Court ; by His Royal Highness the Prince of W.u,ra, for Sandringham : and by His Grace the Duke of Sosieb.set, the Right Hon. the Earl of Derby,

the Right Hon. the Earl of CHARLEiaONT, and numbers of the principal Nobility and, chief Landed Proprietors in the Kingdom. This Machine has also been selected by

Merchants for the execution of their orders for export to the Continent, and to Egypt, India, Australia, Natal, and other countries, and by a large number of the most

respectable Ironmongers, Nurserymen, and Seedsmen in various parts of England, Scotland, and Ireland, many of whom have applied for special Agencies, and are now

ordering Machines for immediate delivery.

AGENTS IN IRELjVND—Messr-s. THOMAS McKENZIE & SONS, 34, Dawson Street, Dublin, and Canidon Quay, Cork.

AGENT IN PARIS—Mb. R. A. CLEGG, 42, Boulevard Sebastopol.

AGENTS IN VIENNA—Messrs. CLAYTON, SHUTTLEWOETH, & CO., who are exhibiting the Madiines at the V; Show this season.

TESTIMONIALS.
J^rom Ihe Hon. P. Ashbprxbam, Shernjold. 2'ai% Frant, Sussex. March 7, 1

13 very well satisfled with the working of the B B Mowing Machine."

' My garde 1

From Mrs. Prick, Hagley VUUt, Luifwardine, Hereford, Auffust 18, 1865.

" 1 have much pleasure In Informing you that the Mowing Machine [a. 14-inch BB] I ordered flrom

you at the Bath and West of England Meeting, held in Hereford, has in every respect given the

greatest satisfaction, and I am very much pleased with it."

Frum W. H. Afpeblet, Esq., Withington, near Hertfwd, August 14, 1865.

'The New B B Lawn Mower I purchased of you has now been frequently »i.sed by my Gai^dener,

and he is perfectly satisfied with it. It does its work well. I shall feel pleasure in reconHnendinR your

Machines."

From Georoz McRae, Esq., MUeham Common, Saneij, S*:i)tembtT 27.

1

' I am very pleased with the Lawn Mower 1 had from you [a 14-inch B B Machim

the moat compact one , and does its work well."

From A. Lvox, Eaq., Napifr House, Edmonton, October \

"
I have given the B B Mowing Machine [a 14-inch one] a good trial, a

It. It works so easily that my daughters have on several occasions used it.

a testimonial at any time, as I consider it worth one. You can make what u

furthering the sale of the Mower."

J^ if not approved o/, may be at mice reiurned.

a quite aatUfied with

1 be glad to give you

J like of my name fti

*,* Every Machine sent out is wurranied to give ample satisfaction,

J. B. BROWN AND CO., OFFICES, 18, CANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.C.

WAREHOUSE (where Machines are kept in Stock), 148, UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C.

OPPOSITE the CITY of LONDON BREWERY, and close to the LONDON BRIDGE STEAM BOAT PIERS. ^^^
Communications should be addressed to '* The Editor , " Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher." at the Ora

y William BRADBUtiT.of 13. Upper Woburn Place, in the Parish of St. Pancras.in the Co. of Middlesex, and Fbedbrkk. Mui
tieir Office, Lombard Street, Precinct of Wbitefrlara, City of London, and Published by them at the Office

,
No. 4 1 .

Wellmgton t ,, Parish of St.'i'aul's

t Garden. Londnn, W.C.
' Street, in the Precinct of

it Garden, in the said Co.-
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New Roses of 1866.

JOHN FKASER, of the Lea Bridge Road Nurseries.
Leyton, Essex, N.E.. will forward on application a LIST of all

the best varieties of NEW ROSES for Ism.
The plants are strong, healthy, and are now ready for sending out.

Early orders are respectfully solicited.

New Boses of 1866.
Revisbd Descriptive List Now Ready.

PAUL AND SON, Old Cheshunt Nurseries, N., have
Now Ready fine Plants of all the Varieties in thgir List. The

Trade and iVniateurs should consult this.

ROSES in BLOOM and for BEDDING.—Now ready,
a fine collection of the above. Prices and particulars on appli-

cation. Liberal offers to the Trade.
Thos. S. Ware. Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, Middlesex, N.

PINES.—Strong Fruiting, Succession, and Suckers,
of all the leading kinds, can be had of

B. S. Williams, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, HoUoway. London.

• rcrsnns tvi^hing to send the Gardeners' Chronicle
Inj Post should order the Stamped Edition.

H
vines from Eyes.

LANE AND SON have still a good stock of strong
1 well-ripened FR01TING VINES ot all the popular aoits.

The Nurseries.iGreat Berkhampstoad.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON.

Notice. — A MEETING or t.lif FHIIIT and FLORAL COM-
MITTEES will be held on Tl Ks|..\\ .\i;\ I', April 17, at 11 o'clock.

Fruiting Vines.

EG. HENDERSON and SON offer the ahore, with
• splendid Canes of well-matured growth, with prominent

eyee, sure to Riye a heavy crop of fruit, lOs. \ifl. each.
LIST of SORTS sent on application.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

rNl'EKNATlONALlKiK
.L and B(iT.\M(
Under the Patronage of Her M_a.

Highnesses the Pair

KAL EXHIBITION riASTLE KENNEDY FIG.—Plants of the above may
/ l^KSS. V^ now be had at 10s. r.rf. and 21«. e.acb ; the usual discount to the
liEKN, and of their Roval Trade. Peter L\hson & .^o\. F,dinbur^:h and London.

1 EXHIBITION and CONGRESS will OPEN on MAY 2% and
till May 25. Subscribers' names will be received, and

'
"

'
' may be obtained on application to the

T NTEKNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONX and BOTANICAL CONGRESS of 1866.

SW NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the FORMS of
.APPLICATION for SPACK, which it is necessary that Exhibitors
.^.hould fill up, if they intend to take part in the forthcoming

S'
TRAWBKIM:

ust last." >i ,

J:!:xhibitloD, t ready, and may be had on post-paid applic
: Forms must be returned

Teoi
Offices: I, William Street , Lowndes Square, London, S.W.

TNTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONX and BOTANICAL CONGRESS of 18GG.

r..*^.9-*?.?,?.^??,?^i?**i'»? to avaU themselves of the privilege of

nested t

.Thohji

S.W., previous to May 1, TicEcets for Wednesday, May __, _,
charged Half-a-Crown, and those for Thiu'sday, May 24, One Shilling.

WEBB'S TKIZE CUB 1-lM:
Nuts and Filberts. Trees -^l 1

1-

Mr. Webb, Calcot Gardens, Reading

nther Prize
( ^ to be had of
H'pticatiOD.

w Genuine Garden and Vegetable Seeds.
HOOFER, Sf.ed Merchant and Ni'ii.seryman,

Wandsworth, S.W.

jy\

Barr & SocDEN, 12, King Street, Covent Gai-den, W.C.

JlVERl; AND SON beg to announce that their
. DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES of AZALEA

INDICA, H.ARDY BRITISH FERNS, ROSES, CONIFERS,

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.AMES CARTER and CO.,
Seed Farmers, MKnrn.iVTi, and NoRSERVMEij,

ai and an. UkU lluibiinj. London, W.C.

Genuine Garden Seeds.

WM. CUTBUSH and .SuN'.S DESCRIPTIVE
PRICED CATALOGUE 01 SEEDS, which contains every,

thing New and Old woi-th growing, can be had post Iree on application.
Highgate, London, N.

w Garden Seeds. Carriage free.
M. PAUL'S SELECT LIST contains many articles
worthy the attention of Exhibitors and others wno wish to

JAMES FAIRHEAD and SON, Seed Growers and
Meb<.hants, 7, Borough Market, London, S.E.

New and Genuine AGRICULTURAL, GARDEN, and FLOWER
SEEDS. Special prices and advantageous offers on application.

NEW FARM SEEDS of best selected quality.
PRICED DESCRIPTIVE LIST post free upon application.

James Dicsson & Sons, Seed Merchants, &c., 102, Eastgate Street,
Chester.

ZEA CURAGUA, new Striped Japanese Maize.

—

Greatest novelty of the season. Newly imported Seed, Is, and
if Oti. per packet, sent post free.

Bdtler & McCdlloch, Covent Garden Market, W.C.

for whi 3 intended.

NATURAL GRASSES : their Names and Derivations
;

Quality, Produce, Elevation, Situation, Soil, Use, Peculiarity,
Season, Growth, Increase, Time of Flowering, Price, ac.

Free for one postage stamp.
Richard Smith, Seed Merchant, Wo

DICKINSON'S ITALIAN RYE-ORASS SEED,
grown by him and sold to Agriculturists this sea.sou for

present payment at 44s. per qr., 6 qrs. at 40a.

New Park, Lymington, Hants.

GOOD CLOVER SEEDS at ^[arkot Prices.—Red,
White Imt.'i, \-. ,'.. 1,1 ,..,'.. I li,'i,.J

, nlHO i-eremilal.
Italian Rye ami '

' . i jirices apply tu

GooD ci,n\i,i; M-,i,i)N ;li .M.\i;Ki;r prices.
Red

I

White Dntcli I l.-ik.w
Alsike

I
Cluv Gnt^s

|
White Suckling

For samples and lowest prices, apply (stating q

ROYAL iiOTANIC SOCIETY'S GARDENS,'
Repont's Park.— EXHIBITIONS of PLANTS, FLOWERS. !

and FRDIT. WEDNESDAYS, May 9, June 6, and July 4. Tickets
before Saturday, April 2Sth, 4». ; after that day 68. each, to be ~~

; Niu-s( , IIv , Manche:

obtained at the Gardens by Vouchers from Fellows of the Society
JOHN WAT"""""' •"-"^"•- -T ...™.- '.

LAST SPRING
Tickets 2s. 6d. >

B~R1TISH ASSOCIATION FLORAL FET E".

—This Fete will be held at Nottingham on THURSDAY,
August 2;id, and FRIDAY, August 24th, instead of Monday,
Auj,'ust 28th, and Tuesday, August SUth, as Monday is found to bw
mconvenient for distant Exhibitors. Schedules may be had on
application. By order, E. J. Lowe, Exhibition Secretary.
Highfleld House, near Nottingham.

DOBSON'S PRIZE CALCE0LARL4, unsurpassed by
any strain in the world, may be had through all Seedsmen, &c.

Sealed packets. Is. &d., 2». fit(., 38. 6(f., 6s.

DoBsoN & Sons, Seedsmen, Islewoi-th, London, W.

Double White Pelargonium Lady Victoria Kerr.
CARSIAIKS AM) S<.)NS aiv iinw sending out the

above line I tuuhk* White Gemniuni, price liN. 6rf. each. A full

Description and List of Testimonials post free on application.
121, George Street, and Warriaton Nurseries, Edinburgh.

171INEST LAWN MIXTURE.—ComposHd only of the
J- best and cleanest Seeds of the most suitable dwarf Evergreen
Gi'asses. Is. per lb. Carri.igo free.

James Dickson it Sons. Seed Merchants. 102. Eastgate Street, Chester.

EngUsli-sayed Sowing Rape Seed.
CHARLES SaARPE and CO. have the above to

offer, of fine quality. Sample and piico forwarded on
j

application. Seed Warehouse, Sleatord.

UTTON'S" SELECTED^iANGEL and 'fURNlP
SEEDS.

For prices and particulars see page 329 of last week's Paper.
8

GERMAN FLOWER SEEDS.— Superb Varieties of
Aster, Stock, Balsam, Wallflower, Phlox Druramondii, Portu-

laca, Larksfjur, Zinnia, &c. For prices see Descriptive Seed List.

RiciiABD Smith, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

' New Clirysaixtliemums and Fyretliriinis.

JOHN SALTER'S DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
of NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS and PYRETHRUMS for

I

1866 is now ready, and will be sent fiee on receipt of two stamps.

I

Versailles Nursery, William Street, Vale Place, Hammersmith, W.

rPEE HARDY WELSH-GROWN K}^\} CLOVER
-L may be had now and genuine of
Messrs. James Dickson & Suns, Seed Merchants 102, Eastgate

Street, Chester. Samples and prices post free.

ORSON'S PRIZE PRIMULA, unequalled for quality,
colour, and fringe. Sealed packets, \s., 2s. G<i., 5s.
DoBsoN & Sons, Seedsmen, Islewoi-tn, London, W.

ORSON'S PRIZE CINERARIA.—The iinest strain in
the Kingdom for variety, novelty, and general good qualities.

H
G°
B

Scarlet, Pink, and Salmon Zonale Geraniums.
WOOD AND INGRAM beg to oUfitine sturdyAutumn-

struck Plants of the above, well established in 3i-lnch pots,
and thoroughly hardened off, at £1 6s. per 100, package included.

Nurseries, Huntingdon.

OX EDGING, 4rf, per yard ; one
make three.

John Cranston, King's Acre Nurseries,

yard sufficient to

near Hereford,

F>EBECCA, the tinest BEDDING GERANIUM ever
\) raised. Plants ready in May, price 5.t. each.

See Wm. Paitl's SPRING CATALOGUE.
Paitl's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N,

Dwarf DaHiias for Beds ^r"Rlbbon Borders.
PURPLE ZELINDA and LITTLE NAJADE, white,

richly edged with crimson, in strong ground roots, at &s. and

F IVE HUNDRED THOUSAND SILVER FIR,
4-yeai-s' Seedling, at As. per 1000.

500.000 SPRUCE, 4-years" Seedling, at 2^. per 1000.
Reference or remittance required.

J. Rii , Park Attwood, Bow

TRUE NATIVE SCOTCH FIR.—A quantity of the
above, from li to 2\ feet, twice Transpl.inted, will be put on

the Ralls at Brandon Station at 2\s. per KX'i.'.

Apply to Messrs, James Dickson k Sons, Seedsmen, 32, Hanover
Street, Edinburgh.

&s. per dozen.
w-

Ami, Mill Nui-sery, Winchfield. Hants.

DahUas, Verbenas. Bedding Plants, •Sec. now ready.

CE. ALLEN'S CATALOGUE of the above can be had
• on application.

Norfolk Nuraen,-, Shacklewell, near London, N.E.

VERBENAS for BEDDING. — Purple, White, and
Scarlet, good strong Plants in thumb pots, at 16a. per 100.

Package included. Terms cash.

Philip Ladds, Florist, Bexley Heath, Kent.

VERBENAS, FUCHSLIS. PETUNIAS, ROSES, &c.,
New and Old, of only those that .are worth growing. Nice Plants

>w ready to send out. DRSCKIPTIVE CATALuGUES free.
Wm. Knioht, Floral Nursery, Hallsham, near Hurst Green, Sussex.

Early Spring Rowers.
WEBB'S GIANT POLiTANTHUS and GIANT

COWSLIPS, and other varieties, largest stock in England.
List and prices on application to Mr. Weub, Calcot Gardens, Reading.

rriRANSPLANTED RHODODENDRONS"^-5^ar-"3Id

iVNTED, a Quantity of NURSERY SEED of Sorts,
and rare CONIFER^E, growth of 1865. Lowest cash price to
FnEDERiiiK Ki.NG, Nurserymau. High Street. Lincoln.

Notice.
PURCHASERS of LARGE QUANTITIES of FARM

or GARDEN SEEDS will be supplied liberally by Sutton &
Sons. For prices apply {stating tjuantity required) to
Sutton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment.

CLIANTHUS DAMPIERL— Imported Seed, of
excellent quality, 2«. 6d. per packet, containing a dozen sueds.

Trade price per 1000 Seeds on application.
Peter Lawson Sc Son. Edinburgh and London.

G LAUIOLUS, the finest cultivatcc
new and older varieties.

CATALOGUES, CULTURAL and DESCRIPTIVE, sent free.

Stepuen Brown, Sudbury, SuiTolk.

^< LADIOLI are best planted without delav.
JT CATALOGUES of the finest sent free.

rEroEi* Brown, Seed and Nursery Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

, Covent Garden Market, W.C.

To the Trade.
PURPLE-TOP SCOTCH or YJiLLOW ABERDEEN

TURNIP. New Seed. Price on application.
James Dil;Kso^f & Sons, 102, Eastgate Street, Chester.

AING'S SWEDE, true, cron of 186.5, aosriier Bushel.
Prices of other kinds of SWEDE, TURNIP, and MANGEL

upon application to
Alfred Leoerton, Seed Meichant, f., Aldgate, London, E.

TaT^'E 1/L' S^ TlTiLiTN C E C A BBAGE.
DRUMHEAI' " ! \ I'll F i-ABBAGE.c

CABBAGE PLANTS mi
Early kinds, RaLt^i..^:i .u.d

W. ViRoo & Son, Wonersh Ni

RAPHANUS CAUDATUS, the EDIBLE PODDED
RADISH. 2».6d. per packet.

New Striped-foliaged JAPANESE MAIZE, Is. per packet.
Babr & ScGDEN, Seed Merchants, 12, King St. . Covent Garden, W.C

T~"HET0NGSTANDER LETTUCK—Most remarkable
for dui-ation without running, crisp and excellent. Packets

\s. each.
Stepoen Brown, s. . 1

i ,i , -n Ihury, Suffolk.

ROYAL ASH-LK.\1 I'U
earliest and the ni' -'

i

Potatos. Price per ton oliiN. :.
;
-

i

c i -.,,i given on applicatic

Messrs. Tuos. Rivers & S.in, Nursuncn, Sawbiidgcworth.

DAINTREE'S SEEDLING POTATO is the best

early round white Potato in cultivation, and can be obtained

lOderato price on application,

Mr. S. A. Daintree. Fendrayton, St. Ives, Hunts.

EARLY KIDNEY POTATOS.—"Webb's Telegraph,
first early, SOs. per bushel ; Webb's President, second early.

16s. per bushel ; Webb's Imperial Kidney (best Potato known for all
<""•» 12s. per bushel.

Apply to Mr. Webb, Calcot Gardens, Reading.

GlANT ASPARAGUS.—Extra fine "i-yrs., 2«. per 100
extra fine S-years, 3». per 100.

Price to the Trade on application.

John Cranston, Nurseries, King's Acre, near Heretord.

tAYSON'S GIANT ASPARAGUS.
Fine strong 3-year roots, 30s. per 1000, 3s. 6rf. per 100.

Fine strong 2-year roots, 21s. per 1000, 2a. Gd. per 100.

Stephen Brown, NurserjTnan, Sudbury, Suflolk,

GIANT ASPARAGUS, fine selected Roots for earij

cropping, 2s. 6d. per 100. This delicious Vegetable does no
require half the expense usually incuiTCd in planting it. Fo:

instructions, see Richard Smith's SEED LIST for ISflU.

Strong Transplanted SEA KAIL, 2s. per dozen.
Richard Smith, Nm'seryman, Worcester,
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New Catalogues.
DOWNIE, LAIRD, AXD LAlNG beg to intimate that

their PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of FLORIST
FLOWERS, NEW PLANTS, GARDEN, FLOWER, imd AGRICUL-
TURAL SEEDS are now ready, and may be had free on application

17. South Fl-ederick Street. Edinburgh ; .and Stanstead Pai-k,
Forest Hill, Lo:

Rici

nomically. Soil, Manure,

tiimp. Seeds direct from the growers, the

TQ, Seed Merchant, Worcsster.

Select Catalogues of Sp-<1s and Plants.

ROBERT PABK
PRICED and DK-

Select Lists of the best

Flower Seeds, >'tMv riini I:

be forwrtidvii i

linest pos'

that his NEW
PALOGUES, containiDK
trible. Agricultural, ana
; now published, and will

warranted to be of the

he pr

BUTLKK AMP Mv.i,y i.i... 'i_a ., luUections of Choice
FLOWER SEEJjb lui-ffiii'ded Post free.

NEW ANNUALS, 6s. and 10s. Crf.

HARUT DO., 2s. 6(f.,5s., lOs.. -^Os.

HALF HARDY DO., 4';., 7s. Gd., Us., 30s.

For details oi above Collections, see B. & McC.'a SPRING
CATALOGUE, sent free and post paid upon application.

Covent Garden Market, W.C.

pHEAP and BEAUTIFUL FLOWEK SEEDS.

100 packets of the best and most showy Hardy, Half-hardy, and Tender
Annuals, 20s.

fio ditto, 10s. [ 25 ditto, Hn,idy Annua's, Ss.

25 ditto, 5s.
I

12 ditto, ditto, 2s. Cd.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE on application.

Richard Smith, Seed Merchant. 'Worcester.

A RIBBON BORDER, Six Colours, Post Free, 2s. 6d. Stainps.
The selection of the above is unique, cquallino; Bedding Plants, at one-thirtieth the cost.

Poynter's 25s. Anglican Collections of Garden and Flower Seeds for One Year's Supply

Contains one of the above, and is altogether the best and cheapest offerei^. Carriaf^e fi-ce.

1^ Useful PPJCE LISTS gratis.

EGBERT H. POYNTER, SEED MERCHANT, TAUNTON.

T^TELTE of the FITTEST GERANIUMS extant for
BEDDING are—

Italia Unita I Variegated Little Darid I Indian Yell
Sunset I Venus I Oranae Nos
Mrs, Pollock

Tlie above 12, in gi

Castle Hedinphani.
Wm. DrtiisTONE, Muni-o yurser>'. Sible Hedlngham. Esses.

LOBELIA, NEW WHITE.—This White Lobelia is

quite distinct from ail others ; it is of neat compact habit,
iirmcnse bloomer, and will be found for edging or making a white
bed, superior to any other White Beddinff Plant extant.

It may be obtained of Messrs. Donsos, Isleworth ; HrcH Low & Co.,
Messrs, Dillistoxe, Pad5ian-, F. Perkins, &c.' Price 2s. Cd. each; 18s.

per doz. ; or £5 per 100.

Mabtix & Sow, Hull and Cottingham.

G^
VERP.EXA liUII.E KING, l«s. per 100: ditto BRILLANTE DE
VAIM, I ": ditto LORD RAGLAN, ICs. per 100;
Loiin 1

'

: I

'

. trae, 12s. perlOO.
Sl'l:i I \ I

'. I US of DAHLIAS, GERANIUMS, andother
Bedd;] - i l^ni on application at his

-
: ; I ; :lirocnfc, 1, King Street, and at the

Clarence Nurseries, York.

MAURICE YOUNG'S iESCEIPTIVE LIST of
Conifcraj, New and Rare Ilardy Plants, Ornamental Trees and

shniba, Rhododendrons, Japanese Novelties, Forest Trees, and

r Godalming, Surrey,

FORTHCOMING INTERNATIONAL IIOKTICULTURAL EXHIBITION.

SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL and VARIEGATED PLANTS and FERNS.

JAMES GAEAWAY & CO.,
DURDHAM DOWN NURSERIES, BRISTOL,

Offer the undermentioned. The whole are woll-gro\\Ti and in good condition. Amateurs or the Trade

wanting: to complete CoUeetions will find this a first-rate opportunity.

Ar,A\"r }M('r\ _\ fliK? plant, in iS-inch pot, 21 inches bigh, with

AI.i '•
. \ —In 19-inch pot, with C good leaves, the

AI-;i I
'

i .
I
:ur of these graceful Palms, in 12-inch pots,

in 18-iach pot, 6 feet 3 inches

CYCAS REVOLUTA.—The Sago Palm, in 20-iach p,^t, «ith 12-inch
stem

;
just throwing up fresn leaves

EURYA LATIFOLIA VARIEGATA.—The handsomest of tho
Japanese plants, in 10-inch pot, 2 foPt high, IS inehe« through

J'ICUS LEOPOLpI.—In lO-inch pot, 3 leet 8 inches higli, leaves

. high, leaves 20 i:i. long

LATANIA RUBRA.—In 22-inch pot, with 9 leaves, Ia.st

C inches long
MARANTA CRNATA.—In 18-inch pot, 3 feet Iiigh bv 4 feet througli

„ VITTATA.—In " ' ^ " •
°- -

' -

PANDAXrS ELKnAXTI>

PH'l rito Date Palm, in 20-inch pat,

\ —The finest of the Araliace^. in

1 feet G inches
iATA.—A fiae pair, in 18-inch pots.

CORNUTA or CONCAVA.
8 incbesjiigh
" ' -In 20-inch pot, 2 IbDt 3 indies h;PARMENTIERI
QUADRICOLOR.—In 12-

beautiflilly coloured specimen

In 14-inch pot, 1 foot

. ;, 2fcDt3inc1ieshit,'h
pot, 1 foot S inches high. A

. 2 feet inch stem,

. 14-inch stem, 9 fronds,

. Sfoct high by 2 feet

•inch pot, 4 feet high Vy 4 feet

GLEICIIENIA DICHOTOMA.—In 22-inch pan, 3 feet flincllcR lii^h

The whole to be seen and prices obtained on application, and of

JAMES GARAWAY and CO., DURDHAM DOWN NURSERIES, BRISTOL.

VERBEKA CBIMSON KING.

THOMAS METHYEN
Has much pleasure in announcing that he has ai-ranged to send out the unrivalled YERBENA CKIMSON KING, which was raised in 1863 by Mr. Dayid Thomson, at

Anlurfield where' it has been extensively used for the last two aeasone. Its superiority consists in its great and continuoue profusion of bloom, its vigorous and compact Iiabit,

and its healthy constitution. It is in fact a companion to the we^-kno^vn Piurple King, having all the good qualities of the latter variety, without its tendency to mildew or to

Ijecome diseased in winter Crimson Kin* ha'! fine bold ciimson trusses of bloom, with pHals of unusual substance, borae on short sUff stalks, which constitutes it one of the ten-

best plants for stanoing heavy rain without much injury. Either for masses or for Unes it is considered by the many Gardeners who have seen it thisseason at Archerfield to

stand unrivalled for strildng effect. The follo^ving 'TESTIMONIALS, which have been received by Mr. Thomson, ^vill more than coiToborate -^vhat is saia above of its merits :-

From Mr. Johx Clakk, Gardener to Earl de Grey and liipon, Studkij Moyat, Ripon.

"I was particularly struck with your seedling Verbena Cnmson King. It will, indeed, be a valuable

acquisition to all who reqxiire dense masses of colour. I cannot gife^you a better testimony/of my

From Dr. Egbert Hogg, of the Journal of Mortictdture.
" I was particularly struck with the brilliant colour and telling effect of your Crimson King Verbena,

when I saw it for the first time on entering the Kitchen Garden at Archcrfield, forming a lino in the
ribbon border on each side of the main walk. But when I entered the Flower Garden at Dirleton

Castle, remarkable lor its breadth and variety of colour, in the distance my eye rested on two brilliant

masses standing boldly out from all the otheis, which I did not lail to see was produced by the same
Verbena. 1 was particularly struck i^ith its compact body of colour; and on placing it in proximity
with Beaton's Stella Geramnm, its depth was such as to give Stella an orange hire. You have grest

merit in havmg raised so valuable a decorative plant,''

From Mr. Toward, Osborne Mouse, Isle of Wight,

"Your Verbena Crimson King is one of the best varieties I have seen; its brilliancy of colour,

prolusion of bloom, and upright habit of growth will place it in the front rank,"

From Mr. John Eobsox, Gardener to Yiscount Holmcsdale, Linton Pari-, Kent.

"For many years we have been on the outlook for a class of Verbenas having the upright growth
and free flowering qualities of Purple Kmg, but difl"eriDg from it in colour. Such an one Mr. D.
Thomson has obtained in hi^ Crimson King, which is eqnally adapted for massing, for edging, or for lines

ribbon borders ; while for continuous Dlooming it promises to be superior to Piuple King. It is
'

"
'

' ' "" ^' U-known Geranium Stella, and although the latter was in its

lous opinion of several gaitieners we met with, who, like our-

1 this Voibena and Geranium Stella in juxtaposition at Archerfield, that the Verbena
s by far the more brilliant ot the two. There seems nothing left to wish for, unless it be for other

appreciation of it than by saying that immediately on my return to Edinburgh 1 ordered 100 plemts

to be seciu"ed for me as soon as it is sent out."

From Mr. Thomas Lees, Gardener to the Earl of Haddington, Tyninghame.
" I have great pleasure in bearing the highest testimony to yoxu- Verbena Crimson King, having had

opportunities of seeing it bedded along with other Verbenas •" ''•" '"—" *-~v.^-«-,-i^ ^~>~^ .-..»

year and this. Both m fine weather and after dashmg rains

rich crimson, borne in great profusion. Habit of p:ant same ; i the well-known Purple King."

From Mr. R. Rose, Gardener to the Duke of Roxburgh, Floors Castle^ Kelso,

' Uavine seen vour Seedling Verbena Crimson King at Archerfield for two succesBivc seasons, I am
.'/'* "ih ."=*'?-'._ .^. ^.^±.

=Ti cultivation, its habit is that of Purple King. It will be a great

ibbon borders."

Fram Mr. J. Bisset, Gardener to the Earl of Sefton, Croxteth Fark.

"CMmron King Verbena, which I saw at Archerfield in great perfection, i* of a most brilliant

colour, much wanted in Verbenas. Habit good, being very erect Md a gre:t bloome*'. I had great

pleasiure in giving an order for a quantity of this plant."

To be sent out next May at 18s. per dozen.

Orders are noxv being booked, andif^f SecxecKted in rotation as they arc received.

•: Austin & McAslan, Glnsgow
,, James backhouse & Son, York

. Bull, Cbelsea, London

Ihe following Nurserymen have already ordered it, and will be able to supply when seirt otit

I Messrs. Thomas Jackson & Sons, Kingston, Surrey

„ Thomas Kennedy £ Co., Dumfries
Sr. John Kevnes, Salisbury

Messrs. Casbon & Son. Peterborough
„ Janie^ C'lirtLr ,*.: Co., High Ho]bom,Londoil'
.. Ci! " M ijton Nursery, Edmburgh'

, Dickson 4: Turnbull, Poith nnd Brechin

Downie, Laird, &Laing, Edinburgh and London

Messrs. Dreghom & Aitken, Kilmarnock
Mr. Wm. Dulistone, Sible Hedingham, Essex
Messrs. John Dobson feSons, Isleworth, I.oadbTi,W.
Mr. Wm. Dean, Shipley, Yorkshii
Messrs. E. P. Dixon & Son, Hull

W. Dmmmond & Sons, Stirling

„ James i. >> l

„ E. G. H' I - ~ -t. John's Wood

„ Howden Brothers, Invemehs
Mr W. Hooper^ St. John's Hill, Clapham, S.W.
Mr. W. Ivcry, Rye Lane, Peckham, S.

Messrs. Ivery & Son, Dorking, Sun-ey
„ Thomas Imrie irSons, Ayr

„' PhJip Ladds, Bexley fieath, Kent
I Messrs, J. & C Lee, Hamraersmlcb, London

„ Hugh Low & Co., Clppton, London
,, Peter Lawson & Son, Edmburgh and London
„ Little &Bnnaiit>nc, r.u-h>ile

H. L;l:i.'
'- ' '

!"'. rkhampstead

I

' W' r I
iindee

1 Mr John Gardens, Barneb
W. y\

Messrs. J .veil, Nottingham
I Mr. W. PritcliaiTf, Mircw~hvirv
i „ R. Parker, Tuuung, London
1 Messrs. Paul & S I, Cheshunt, Herts

I
Mr. Wm. Paul, Waltham Cross, N.

!
Messrs. Benjamin Reid & Co., Aberdeen
„ Wm. RollisEon & Sons, Tooting, London

Mr. Charles Ramsay, Ball's Bridge. Dublin
Messrs. J. Slater & Sons, Malton, Yorkshire

Mr. Charles Turner, Siough
, -_ ., ,^.

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, Royal Exottc Nu
sery, Chelsea

„ W. Virgo & Son, Woncrsh, near Gmldrori

Surrey
Mr. R. T. Veitch, Exeter

B S. Williams, HoUoway, Loudon
Messrs. W. Wood & Son, Maresfleld, near Uckfieli

Sussex
„ Wood & Ingram, Huntingdon

SEED WAREHOUSE, 15, PRINCES STREET; and LEITH WALK NURSERIES, EDINBURGH.
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N
AUBRIETIA CAMPUELLI (effective spring flower).

FUCHSIA BANKS'S BEAUTV.
VERONICA FRUTICOSA GLAUCA.

H. G. Hkhderson & Son's

i post free,

I's Wood, London, N.W.

To tie Trad^.
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA SEED (true), of excel-

lent quality, and warranted crop of present season. Price

postage paid, 55. 'Id. per oz. ; Sis. per halflb. ; GOs. per lb. nett. From
unknown Correspondents a remittance must accompany older.

WHOLESALE CATALOGUES of GENERAL NURSERT
STUCK can be bad on application to

Tnos. Ceipps, Nurseryman, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

A
Tin.

Clirysanthemums

Ti\M ror'^TTH 1i

1 btOtl NtMlSCTOM AVD GUILBIIILL, ISOo.

to inform the public tlSat he
tULLECTION of CIIRTSAS
Uing Attraction, Eve, Golden

w Primula, Calceolaria, &c.
M CTJTBUbH ^^D SON -iio no\v Ppilding out

. . SEED oftheir superb PRIMULA SINENSIS F1MBHLA.TA,
which hxs for many years given great satisfaction.
" Tbe Qardeners' Chronicle of the 6tli of January, in Nfrtices to

Corres^nI.cll-llt^, .^av^ ;—-'Tho blooms sent are remarkably fine,

richh < ; V i,i riensely fringed; they are evidently the

Thu ' (ure of the 23d of January, says that:—
"Tin I Inured Chinese Primulas we have yet seen

.ire tbt '.-. Cutbush & Son."

Si.';iir,i lackets 2s. Gd. and 3s. Gd. each.

CALCEOLARIA (Jaiii:s').—This is the fiaesb heibacaaus variety

extant. Per packet 2s. 0-.^ and 3;;. Gd, each.
CINERARIA, from linc&t named varieties. Per packet 2s. (3(f. and

3s. fld. each. Hi^hgate Nurseries, London, N.

w
Paul's Nurseries, Waltliam Cross, N.

New Roses and Englisu SEECListis.

M.PAUL (^Mn ;n]

GEO. SMITH'S NE"W CATALOGUE, with a splendid
Woodcut of NOSEGAY GERANIUM LE GRAND, which 1.^

the finest of all Geraniums for effect, together with descriptions ot

New Seedling Zonale Geraniums, CUieitaiu, Christabel, JExhibi'-'"

Gladittteur, Great E;
- - -

.
^. .

-.^

which for their i

^c.u. Sir ftolert Peel, and Pink Perfection,

.„. „ al fine qualities have received Firat-class

Certificates ftom the RoyaJ Botanic Gardens and Royal HorticWtifral

Gardens, South Kensington, all of which G. S. can, with the greatest

of confidence, recommend. For description see CATALOGUE,
which also contains Select Lists of Show, French, Fancy, Zonale
and Variegated QeranluniH. Fuchsias, Petunias, Dahlias, Verbenas,
Chrysanthemums, Bedding Plants, &c. Now ready in exchange for

one postage stamp.
Tollmgton Nursery, Honisey lload, London, N.

To the Trade
COr^ElTTS -V^HirT IIOI SE Brprtton Nursery,

1 I 1 stock ol hnety grown

L V M ^ AND CO.,

IKELlORi for ISGC,

Hardy Scarlet Rhododendrons.

JOHN 'WATKKDK'S C.V'i'ALf.tliUK of HARDY
SCARLET andotherCHUlCE KIIODODENDRONS as annually

displayed in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, can now be
had on application.

It contains faithful descriptions of all the varieties really worthy of

cultivation, as *ell as a selection of HARDY CONIFERS, with
heights and prices, with ORNAMENTAL EVERGREENS, FOREST
TREES, &c.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

American Plants, New Hardy Rhododendrons!

WATERER AND GODFREY'S i^RICED and
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS,

as exhibited in the Horticultural Gardens, South Kensington. Iree

on application. This Catalogue fairiy describes the Rhododendrons
most worth growing, as well aa some new and very handsome kinds

exclusively in their possession, and now for the first time offered.

Knap Hill Nuraery. Woking. Stirrey.

yRTFlf I.AWS
Spring Planting.
)\ ,\\'i. SON pvL'pn

The SEED L \

no'fr pubhshtd t i j, [ i i,es ina otn©
matters m conn t o sent Rratis and pos
free to any addi e s m tn i

"Aucubalapomca, loaded wiih Bnglit Red Berries.

JOHN AND C HARLES LEE, Seedsmen to the
QrrEEs. invite inspection of their larye Stock of magnificent

SCARLET-BERRIED AUCUBAS, which they believe bo bo
unrivalled for extent, perfection of form, and colouring. The
Berried Aucubas are valuable tor Table Decoi-ation, for which
purpose they may be hired at lOe. <kl per night.

Plants may be purchased at £3 38., £4 As. and £5 Os. each ; and
Ripe Seeds, producing innumerable varieties, at 2s. each, or

IStf. per dozen. The Trade supplied on hberal terms.
Royal Vineyard Nm-sery and Seed Establishment, Hammersinifch,

London, W.

THR CZAR, a New RUSSIAN VIOLKT, raised by
F. J. Graham, Esq., obtained two First-clas.s Certificates in

Mr. John Graha;

_, ^ -kable for its

lell surpasses that of any other Violet I

Report of Rev. M. J. Berkeley.
Very fine Plants in bloom may be had from

HYBRID PEKl
BLACK PRIM

with black,
very darkuiui;^,.- .~

. .i;icii ic resemoiesmmosc respeciB,

but IS vervdi--.(iiict in ciIjui, Price &s. each.

DR. LINDLEY, H.P. (Wm. Padl).—Flowers crimson, with black
centres, very 'large and fiill. Growth robust, foliage splendid.
One of the finest English Roses yet raised. Price 7s. Gd.

GLOBOSA, H.P. (Wm. Paul).—Flowers clear dark bright crimson,
colour intense and unifoi-m throughout. This flower is quiCe
unique in character, the petals closing at the top, so as to form
a complete crimson ball. Certificate from, the Royal Horti-
cultuial Society. Price 5s.

LADY SUFFIELD, H.P., (War. PAtL) —FlOTTeKr purplish crimson,
colour uniform fchroughoiit. tlie purple tint predominating ; large,

lull, and of fine form. Price 6s.

The following, which are already out, can he supplied in strong
healthy plaOts :—
ELIZABETH VIGNERON (Wm. Pacl).—Flowers ros_y pink, very

larje and full, cupped in the wAy of Lieliai b(it fifllet, fre'sliei-

and brighter in colour ; constitution hardy, gi'owth vigorous;
blooms contmuousiy ; one of the best of last yeai-'e novelties.
Price 3s. Gd.

MADAME EMILE BOYAU (Wm. Pacl).—Flowers soft rosy flesh-

colour, changing to biush, sufliciently large, perfect in form,
coifstiiution hai-dy, gi'owth moderate; very constant, distinct,

and good. Price r
itKnif TMl" TdlVT

Rose, flowciu.^

GLORY OF WALTIIAM (Wii. f-^Lj.).—Flowers crimson^ in the way
of Red Rover, but more double ; growtSi ofextraordlnai-y vigoiir

;

" '

' best of climbing or pillar Roses. PiiC' " "
'

good French Novelties, 3s, Gd. each;
y 18s. per dozen ; 76s. to lOOs. per lOd.

iford, near Hounslow.
package included. The usual alio

/CALCEOLARIA AMRAIs
Vy Plants in single pots of this m
are now ready, price lis. per dozen
"The plant is of a dwarf comp:i

inches hi^h ; the flowers brilli

ut Calceolaria

most desirable and showy pot-p.;un- lor inv Cuiisar-

3 Sang & Sons, Nursei7men and Seed Merchants, Kirkcald.y,

N VERliENAS
JOHN KEYNES (Eckford).—Bright scar'.et, with white eye,

I The most beautiful scarlet bedder in the world, and was awarded a

First-clas3 Certificate at the Horticultural Meeting without a dia-

i sentient voice ; uhequaliedforsmoothness, size, andcolom-. Pnco5o\
; LADY JANE iSLLlS (Eckfokd).—White, with a small green eye,

surrounded by a distant and very distinot paie coay
handsome varii

cultural Meeti „
! and Bath. Price 5s,

MR. GLADSTONE (Eckford). — Dark scarlet, having a large

light eye. Certificate at Horticultural Society, Price 5*.

' LSA ECKFORD (EcRford).—Bedding, puce of the finest quality,

and most effective, tilling the bed well, and keeping its colour all the

I

season. Price 5g.

KING CHARMING (Eckford).—Bright rose, with a ring

maroon and pink eye. A most beautiful vaiiety. Price 5s.

I GEORGE ECKFORD (Eckford).—Bright crimson. Tue King of

1 all Verbenas. Quarantcod by J. Keynes to be the finest quality ol

j

Verbena in existence. Price Ss.

These six Verbenas have been very carefully selected by J. Keynes
, himself, having seen them growing, andho has no doubt they will prove

I very flrst-rate, either as bedding o" ~ ' """ ">--- - '^^-- '

I'i Tivmsplanted; a

1 Lho leading Orna-

TWO MILLION S
all good tops. I'M

fine rooted and furnishei I

IMPROVED LEMON K
clear out. ASPARAGU-
Prices on application to

H. & R. Stirzak

^^\\hl|;| SI'.KDIJNG

HERBACEOUS and ALPINE PLANTS,
the best Sorts.

2110 fine siio^vy varieties £3

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, siiing lieiglil

EXCHANGED, ThTce Plants of

RKIMMIA OBLATA (scarce), and Tbioe of AUCUBA
JAPONICA FCEMINA VERA, well set with Berries. The above were
purchased at Mr. Standish's Sale in 18C4. find would furnish cuttings.

Apply to 0. CLAiiit, Post Office, Stamford .

To tlie Trade.
ITKON& PEAK STOCKS, extra
> PORTUGAL LAURELS, 2 and 3 years.

SEEDLING SPRUCE. All very One.
Prices upon application.

James Dioksok & Soss, Newton nurseries, Chester.

buahy.

Pine Plants and Vines.

THOMAS PAPE can sunplv slionR Fruitius and
Succession PINE PLANTS of PROVIDENCE, MONT-

SI5RBAT, BLACK PRINCE, and JAMAICA, warranted clean

and healthy; also VINES rfith strong Canes, in large pots; for

fruiting this season or planting out. Prices moderate.
Undercliffe Gardens, Bradford, Yorkshire-

RASPBERRIES.—Corn well's

Cutbush's Prince of Wales, 10«. :

Carter'^ Prnlific. 10s. ; Red Prolific, ?.^ Double Bearing, 8«. ; Evans's

I ; .1 l)iiiid(S, ,Sir Charles

THE L.ADY,
l.v Mr. Usni

. Strawberry Plant : — 100, Jij ; 75, jE* 6s. ;

... i .. . i..i ...ss than 10, at 2s. e.^ch, package included.
bnvo scale 'jf prices will be slightly enanged in August, 1860.

NDKRiiiLL's '^Treatise on the Cultivation of Sti-awberries,"

1 English, French, or German, may bo had through the post

Address,
UARo UsoEBHiLL, Sir Harry's Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham

40 Tons per Acre of INTER-
MEDIATE AUTUMN and WINTER
CATTLE FOOD :

BLUNDELL'S CATTLE MELONS
and CATTLE M^UUiOWS : — 100

Seeds, 2s. Grf.
; i lb., sufficient for

1 of an acre, 5s.
; J lb., sufficient furZ&

i of an acre, 9s. ; 1 lb., sufficient ^
f'..r 1 acre, 16s.

I Ml- Improving oiu" Native Flora,

i: aii.-hing Woodland 'Walks, Wildipv-

iH -rs.Slu'ubberies, Railway Einbank-
iM Ills, Rockeries, Carriage Di-ivca,

III -iiie Rivulets, &c. Cheap mixed
!• LOWER SEEDS for the above

^

purposes, 3s. 6^. to 5s. 6rf. per lb. ;

'

7 lb. to 10 lb. per acre. Now is the
fiinc to purchase.

Beautiful NOVELTIES in PLANT
CASKS j'ust introduced. Ail HWs-
tratcd Sheet in preparation.

PKRllANENT PASTURE GRASS SEEDS

cnerv. Islands, Select

II ili OiiIliiiI,,. rxten-

II ... - r. lineal

fe[K?.KINC^ STKEETXOVENT GARDENm r̂^(p\!

nountliiij to 21s. sent Carriir^e raitL

For SPECIALITIES in VEGETABLE SEEDS, see our largo Advertisement, p.

The Gourd Seeds in warm locali-

ties can be sown eilrty hi May where

intended to gi*oW.

I SelecHons of ORNAMEfrTAE
GOURDS, including Miniature,

Medium, and Mammoth varieties, or

either .wparatc :—10 varieties, 2s. 6(f.

;

15 do., 3s. Gd.; 20 do., as. 6(f.; 30 do.,

7s. 6i.; 40 do., 10s. 6rf. ; 50 do.

12s. 6!f. ; 100 do., 21s. ; 200, 42s.

J CLOVERS for ALL SOILS
COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE SEEDS for One Tear'

COLLECTION of FLOWER SEEDS (post paid), 2s. 6il., 3s. U., as. 6

I

FINE L.AWN GRASS SEEDS for ALL SOILS

i Supply (Carriage paid), 10s. 6^., 15s. 6(/., 21s. 30s 4'

?., 7s. 6*, 10s. 6(?,, 15s., 21s., 30s., 4'2s., to 105»

THE FOLLOWING ARE AGENTS FOR STANDEN'S GAEDENER'S AND AMATEUR'S FRIEND MANURE

. S. Williams, Paradise Nu
nesif, Covent Garden
ESNEDv. Covent Garden
AiNEs, Covent Garden

,
L;irmingh.am

For the Provinces—
Mr J S on 1 eovil bomo s t

J J CnATER Cambridge

r 1 Me n Kelso„ W. DiLLisToNE, Hedihgham, Esse:
„ T. HoBBS, Landport

Sold in Canisters, Is. and 2s. M. ; and in Bags, 5s. di., 10s. 6(?., and 21s., and in two qualities. No. 1 quahtt foi Haid wooded Stove and Greenhou 1

Roses, Lawns, Kitchen Garden Crops, and Flower Beds and Borders. No. 2 quality for Soft-wooded Plants. It is always laid on the surface dry, and watered

BARK AND SUGDEN, SEED, PLANT, and BULB MERCHANTS, 12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN.
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CARTEE'S
NEW ANB CHOICE PLANTS FOR 1866.

WE BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT WE HAVE

LATELY BECOME PURCHASERS OF THE ENTIRE STOCKS OF SEEDLINGS
OF SEVERAL CELEBRATED GERANIUM-GROWERS,

And have now in our posspssion some of the most splendid Strains of ORNAiHENTAL-FOLIAGED GERANIUMS ever introduced. In the VARIEGATED
SEEDLINGS there are many as fai- surpassing Mrs. Pollock and Sunset, as those two favourite varieties have surpassed Golden Chain and all the other older sorts ; we
shall at all times be most happy to exhibit our NEW SEEDLINGS to any of our Customers who may favour us with a visit at our Nursery at Peny Hill.

H> prnposr exhiHting a set of onr Nnr Gcranhims at tlie forthcoming International and otlier Metropolitan Exhibitions of 18GC, n.here the pnVlic
will hnrr the ojipo^itmity of nppreciatiiig their rery superior merits.

THE FOLLOWING NEW PLANTS WILL BE SENT OUT ON MAY 20, 1866:-

NEW CRYSTAL PALACE GERANHIMS.
The following varieties, raised by Mr. Gordon, the eminent Garden Superintendent of tbe Ciystal

P.ilaco, were selected from several hundred carefully hybridised seedlings raised In tbe framing ground

contiguous to the Gardens, where the immense qriantities of Bedding Plants required for tbe summer

decoration of the Crystal Palace Gardens are so skilfully propagated and raised, and where such ample

opportunities occur for comparing and proving new varieties with all the best sorts already in cultivation.

These new varieties now offered are distinguished by immense size of bloom, great substance of petal,

large truss, and splendid compact habit of growth ; and in these properties far surpass any of the sorts

at present in cultivation.

For Greenhouse and Conservatory decoration, also for Vases, and for single specimens in Parterres,

they will be found invaluable: and from their hardy, dwarf, compact, tree-blooming habit, combined

with foliage having a very deep clearly-defined zone, they can be recommended &s most suitable and

effective Bedding plants.

The lato Sir Joseph Paxton, who saw the first blooms on them, admired them veiT much ; we have

obtained the entire stock ot the three varieties, and can most highly recommend them as three most

beautiful and distinct Zonale Geraniums.

Souvenir de Sir J. Paxton (Gordon).
Bright rosy pink, pure white eye, a most deliavte and pleasing colour, fine round flower, of good sub-

stance, often 6 inches in circumference, produced in immense large globular trusses, which keep well

filled up in the centre, and remain in perfection a long time ; deeply marked zonale foliage.

Price "is. C'l. each.

Crystal Palace Beauty (Gordon).
Fine bright fleshy salmon self-coloured variety, a very deUcate tint, flowers of perfect shape, well

reflexed ; large tniss, well set above the foliage, broad, nearly black zone on each leaf.

Price 7s. Gd. each.

Crystal Palace Gem (Gordon).
Brilliant cerise, or cherry red self, the most perfect formed flower that ever came under our notice,

4i to 6 inches in circumference; very large tmssea, with scarcely any tendency to seed; good dwarf

compact habit, deep zoned foliage.

Price ".*. 6rf. each.

New Bronzy-Scarlet Zoned Geranium Goldfinch (Goode).
This gorgeous variety was raised by Mr. Goode, gardener to the Rer. E. Parker, of Oxenden. from

whom we have purchased the entire stock, and is by far the most striking of the golden-foliaged

Geraniums yet sent out. When seen by Xis at a distance of 100 yards, bedded out by the side of Mrs,

Pollock, it was infinitely tbe most effective bedding plant of the two, its bright golden foliage making

Mrs. Pollock by comparison look quite dingy. It has a bushy, vigorous, dwarf, and compact habit, with

foliage of great substance, 4 to 6 inches in diameter, margined with deep yellow; bronzy scarlet zone

1 inch in diameter, and bright golden yellow centre. The flowers, of vivid scarlet, are produced in great

profusion in large trusses, and make a most perfect contrast with its handsome foliage. From its free-

growing habit, we can unhesitatingly recommend it both as a first-class bedding plant and also as being

equally suited for pot culture.
Price 7s. Gd. each.

New Miniature Bedding Geranium (in the way of Christine)
Christabel (Sinunons).

This uniquely beautifid miniature Gorauiuin in .a must desirable novelty, and from its great merits

must speedily become an universal favourite. The raiser, the Rev. J. C. Simmons, of Kilviugton

Rectory, of whom we have purchased the entire stock, wrote of it in the autumn of 1864 as follows :—
" Herewith you have a truss or two of the Miniature Geranium. I have tried it both in and out of

doors, and find it excellent. The small trusses of bloom appear on all sides, and as they will not seed,

are of unusual duration ; it strikes as freely as any other Geranium. The parent plant came into

blossom In the spring, has been ever since, and is now in full flower (November 2). I reconmiend it for

low growth, profusion of bloom, neat compact habit, and duration. The flowers sent are cut oS at their

greatest length. Short as the stalks are, they are always well above the foliage
;
you will judge of habit

by this."

Again, on October 26th, 18G6. he writes :—
" I have made further trial of my seedling Geranium Christabel, and find it most useful as an edging.

You will observe by blooms sent that it is quite distinct in its general character ; moreover, it never

Boeds, and is always in bloom. The parent plant has not been without flowers winter or summer for two
yeai-s. The maximum height is about inches, habit very compact, and blooms well above the foliage.'-

Colour of flowers, a rich deep rose, like Helen Lindsay, produced in great proiUsion on footstalks about
2 inches long, but still well clear of the foliage, which is a light pleasing green plain leaf ; habit exactly

as above described, which high commendation we fully endorse.

Price 7s. Gd. each.

*#• The Set, one plant of each of tbe above, for £1 125. Gd.

NEW BEDDING LOBELIAS.
The many different and quite distinct shades now available In Lobelias, from the delicate shades of

the following to the deep blue of L. speciosa, make them most valuable for bedding and general
decorative purposes.

The following distinct varieties were raised by F. Stanton, Esq., Lewisham, rom whom we have
purchased the entire stock :—

Starlight (Stanton).

A variety selected trom thousands of Seedlings In 1SG4 for its peculiar compact habit of growth and
profuse blooming qualities. It was proved again lust season, and found to bo a great improvement on
all varieties at present in cultivation. Colour light blue, large white eye, with three distinct deep blue
spots, a great improvement on L. Gordonl, as well as being quite distinct in its shade of blue.

Pi'ice 16s. per dozen ; 2s. each.

Cambridge (Stanton).

Bty selected and proved a

i of bloom. Colour of

of light blue known.

the same time as the above, to which it is quite equal in habit and
iwer very tight French blue, the most delicate and charming shade

Price 18s. per dozen ; 2s. each.

Beauty of Bavensboume (Stanton).

An exceedingly pretty dwarf variety, of miniature habit, forming v^iy dense tufts, and producing a

profusion of small mauve-coloured blossonis, with distinct pure white spotted purple centre ; suitable

for edgings to small beds.
Price 18«. per dozen ; 23. each.

New Bedding Tropeeolum, Regent's Park Favourite (Don),

A variety raised by Mr. Don, at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, from King of Tom
Thumbs and the Lobbianum Crystal Palace variety, retaining the peculiar qualities of the above-named

in about equal proportions ; it is an intermediate runner, of good habit for bedding purposes, handsome

dark foliage, with a very brilliant deep scarlet flower ; it is much esteemed at the Royal Botanic Gardens

for early work, its very i-apld growth producing full eflfect very early in the season.

Priaa 18s. per dozen ; 2a. each.

NEW BEDDING PETUNLS-S.

NeUie.

A variety selected I^om thousands of Seedlings in our vast seed beds at St. Oayth. Colour pure white,

ground beautiful, striped and flaked with rich crimson lake, veiy constant. Tbe peculiar beauty of a

bed planted with this variety cannot be appreciated unless seen in a mass.

Price 18s, per dozen ; 2s. each.

Beauty of St. Osyth.

A lovely flesh-coloured variety ; quite a novelty In its particular shade, and forming, like the above,

m exceedingly pretty delicate b9d.

Price 18s. per dozen ; 2s. each.

New Variegated Selaginella denticulata fol. var.

This lovely variety is a sport from the old denticulata, very constant, and almost as free

its parent ; each terminal point is of a beautiful silvery white, producing a singular and

Price 3a. Gd each.

*** Prices of the ahot-e to the Trade on application.

Ill the Press and will be published on the 21st inst., post free \s. (Gratis to Customers),

THE ILLUSTRATED SPRING SUPPLEMENT OF CARTER'S GARDENER'S AND FARMER'S VADE-MECUM,

Containing complete Lists of New and Choice Stove, Greenhouse, and Bedding Plants, to which is added an Addendum, comprising original and practical articles on " Bedding
Plants for Kummer Garden Decoration," on *' Variegated and Omamental-foliaged Plants for Bedding," and 120 Geometrical Besigns for Flower Beds, with reliable

information for the proper combination of Bedding Plants to produce chaste and striking eftects. The result of notes and practical observations taken during the past and

previous summers at the Crj'stal Palace, Battei-sea Park, and the majority of the large gardens, both public and private, in the kingdom.

JAMES CATITER and CO., 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.
EAST HOUSE FAEM, DEDHAM, ESSEX ; THE SEED FARM, ST. OSYTH, ESSEX ; mid JUPES HILL FARM, DEDHAU, ESSEX.

NURSERY — CRYSTAL PALACE NURSERY, FOREST HILL, SYDENHAM, S.
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NEW* ZONALE PELARGONIUM WILTSHIRE
LASS —The finest Pink-coloured variety ever raised. Awarded

First-claas Certificates. Plants ready on May 17 at 5s. each. See

Pelargonium Mrs. Pollock.

ALFRED FRYER oftor.^ healthy well-grown Plants of
this beautiful Bedding PELARGONIUM at 12s., iSs., and 18«.

per dozen for cash. All the plants are well established in CO-pots,

and were struck in open borders last b"
'

r^HOICE VARIEGATED PELARGONIUMS.
Mra. Pollock
Sunset
Yellow Belt
Golden Tom Thumb

Golden Vase
Snowflake
Picturata Princess Alexandra

I
Fontainebleau

12 choice varieties, smtable for exhibition, for 21s.,

basket and packing included.

i^ARTKR'S GARDENER'S and FARMER'S VADE
*_y MECUM (Illustrated) contains aU the information necessary for

the successful management of the Kitchen Garden. Flower Garden,
Fruit Giirden, Greenhouao, Conservatory, Stove, Vinery, &c. ; also

copious information on Farm Management.
James Carter & Co., 237 and 23S, High Holborn, W.C.

CAMBRIAN COLLECTIONS of GARDEN SEEDS
for 10s. 6d., 21s.. 31s. Gd., and 4lis., sufficient for One Year's

Supplv for Larpo and Small Gardens. Basket included.
CATALOGUES of SEEDS and NURSERY STOCK on application.

ASTER.—GERMAN ASTER, the finest Strain in the
kinsdnm.—Was nwarrlcd the First Prize at the Brighton and

all England), in 1864 and 1865,

K

W

:i.)S.—Bull's Terbena, Bull's
i.loum grandiflorum. Giant 10-week
initura. Intermediate Stock, James'

. .:rain of Primula, each 2?. 6rf. p. pkt.
12, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

ALTER P. HUME has nice Plants now ready for

Snie of all tbe leading varieties Purcba-^ers of larpe quan-
II bo liberally treated. DESCRIPTIVE and PRICED

CATALOGUE free.

Wa L P. Home, Exotic Nursery, Gloucester.

w,
Superb Double HoUylioclcs.

'ut FisKST Collection evek Offered to the Pcblic.

CHATER has a large Stock of fine healthy
Plants DOW ready, which he can supply on liberal terms.

See Advertisement on other page.

Address, W. Chateh, Nurseries, Saffron Walden.

FINEST EXHIBITION HOLLYHOCKS—200 First
Prizes in four soasous have been awarded to Henry May for

Hollyhocks.

12 good for decomtion, 9*,, or 50s. per 100.

The .above are fine healthy Plants, and the stock consists of many

vMay. The Hope N Bedalo, Yorkshire,

FINE GRASS LAWNS in FLOWER GARDENS, &c.
—The Rreat expense of cutting and carting Turves fVom a distance

may be avoided, and a superior Turf produced in a few months by
sowing SUTTON'S LAWN GRASS SEEDS, which consist solely of
the finest and shortest-growing kinds, perfoctly free Irom Moss and
other weeds.

From Mr. John Johnsos, Oard£n&; Mowbray Park, Sundoiand,
April 2fi, 1805.

' The Lawn Seed we got last year about this time has come up
excellently.

i^roTO Mr. TnoMAs Po .

Bradwell Grove, Bnrford, Januwry 19.

Gardener to H. W. Vincent, Esq.
. -, -urford, Janua/ry 19.

' The Grass Seed you supplied me with last season grew remark-
ably well, though sown under trees. I think every seed grew."

From Henby H. Cave, Esq., Desborough, Market Harborough,
May 13, 1865.

" The Lawn Grass Seeds I had from you last year have made a vory
good turf already."

Fi-om J. Nightingale, Esq., High Street, Kingston-on Thames,
May 2, 1865.

" may add that the Grass Seeds you supplied last year, have (not-
withstanding the very unfavom'able season) succeeded very well."

Sutton & Sonh, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Readinc.

Established Upwards of a Century.
BUTLER A>-D M c C U L L H'S Complete

COLLKCTIONS of VEGETABLE SEEDS for ONE YEAR'S
SUPPLY, all of the Growth of 1865.

No. 1.
I

No. 2.
I

No. 3. I No. 4. j No. 6.

' i.ZZs.
I

£2 2».
I

£1 lOs.
I

£1 Is. | 10s.6d.

All orders amounting to 2\s. and upwards sent carnage paid,

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOG CIES sent free and post paitj

upon ipplic'ition

Bltllk & McCuLLo ii South Row, Covent Garden Market, W.C.

ARTERS CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
—Collections contammg only Showy varieties of easy cultiva-

tion. 2a. Qd., bs., 10s. Orf., 15s. and 21s., forwarded on receipt cf Post
Office Order. PRICE LISTS gratis and post-free on application.

James Carter & Co., 237 and 238, High Holborn, W.C.

R'

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FLOWER SEEDS, contain-
ing all the Novelties of the season, may be had post free on application.

John & Chahlks Lke, Royal Vineyard Nuraerj' and &;ed Establish-
-tniilh, London, W,

s^lUB-TROPICAL FOLIAGE SEEDS, and other

Forest Hill, S.E. ; and
17. South Frc.ivi ... .. i

. I .i.i.i.i,

Flower Seeds.

ENGLISH and CONTINENTAL NOVELTIES for
ISOG.—See DESCRIPTIVE LIST in Gardeners' Chronicle of

March lu, p. 214 ; also M.irch 17, in first column of the Newspaper
part. Offered by

1st, Mr. C. Turner, Siough, £2.
2d, Messrs. H. Lane & Son, Great Berkhampstead, £1 10^.

Class 2.-6 AZALEAS, distinct. (Am-ateurs.)
1st, Mr. T. Todman, Gr. to R. Hudson, Esq., Clapham Common, £2.

Class 3.—6 AZALEAS, distinct. (Nurserymen.)
lat, Mr. C. Turner, £1 10s.

2d, Messrs. H. Lane & Son, £1.

Class 4.-3 AZAXEAS, distinct. {Aniatoura.)
1st, Mr. Thos, Todmiin, £1 10s.

2d, Mr. Wm. Young, Gr. to R. Barclay, Esq., Higbgate, £1.

AZALEA, Single Specimen. (Open,)

3d, Mr. Wm. Ifoung, 10».

Class 6.—!) ROSES i:

iBt, Mr. C. 'IHirner, £2.
POTS, distinct. (Nu

St hi

\TAI,( ; r j>
, Suffolk,

Bedding Plants, Eeddlne: Plants.
TAMES IIOLDKi; ran .^upplv VI UliENAS, SCARLET
fj and VARIEGATED GERANIUMS. DAHLIAS. CALCEO-
LAKIAS, FUCHSIAS, PETUNIAS, LOBELIAS. GAZANIAS.
KONIGAS, CUPIIEAS. &c. 8 dozen for 20s., or 4 dozen for lOs. 6d.

HamperKand jiacknge included.
Crown Nursery, Reading, Berks.

Brltlsli Fern Catalogue.
r>OBERT SIM c:ui now send, post free for six postage
V stamps, Part I, (Ikitish Ferns and their varieties, 3^ pigoi

%* Part II. (Exotic Ferns) will bo issued as early as possible.
Foot's Cray Nu y, S.E.

To the Trade.
iCARLET GERANIUMS, 10s. per 100.
5 CALCEOLARIA Ali;iv\ ILnRlBUNDA, 7s. Ct?.

LOIJKLIA spKridSA, 5tf.

The above are strung plants, shaken out of cutting pots.
CATALOGUES of those and other plants on application.

Samuel Cox, Nurseryman, Ludlow.

To tlie Trade.
TWENTY THOUSAND VERBENAS, extra strons

plants, about 3G of the leading varieties, at 2l8, per 100, packing
included. Strong rooted Cuttings of the above, 12s. per 100.

All orders contai.mng_a remittance will meet with prompt

For DaUias apply to
GRAWLINGS, who is permitted to announce that

• he supplied Clark & Co.. and Mr. Boshell, of the Boroueh,
for 16 vears, Nearlv 200 varieties, at 3s. per doz. ; New ones of 1865,
including LEAH, CHAMPION, and GEO. WHEELER, Os. per doz.

CATALOGUES are ready.
W.aterloo Road, Romford, Essex. E.

New Dahlias.
THOMAS BARNES has great pleasure in offering the

imdemamed SEEDLING DAHLIAS, feeling assured they will

give entire satisfaction to all purchasers, the colours being new and
distinct, the fonn perfect, and all quite constant.
Plants ready in May, 108. 6d. each. No discount on Miss Tolle-

mache when ordered alone.
DANE CROFT HERO.—Oear rose lilac, fine shape and habit,

a the foliage, every bloom fit for sbo'

Dan© Croft Nurseries, Stowmarket.

2d, Messrs. Paul & Son, Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, £1 10a-.

Class 7.-6 ROSES in POTS, distinct. (Amateurs.)
3d, Mr. J. James, Gr. to \V. F. Watson, Esq., Isleworth, £1.

Class 8.—NEW ROSES in POTS, of 1866-6, not fewer than 6 kinds.
(Open.)

Ist, Mr. Wm. Paul, Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, £2.
2d, Messrs. Paul & Son, £1 10s.

3d, Mr. C. Turner, £1.

Class 9.—ROSE, Single Specimen in Pot. (Open.)
1st, Mr. Wm. Paul, £1.

2d, Messrs. Paul & Son, l&s.

Class 10—6 CINERARIAS, distinct. (Open,)
1st, Mr. George Fairbaim, Gr. to the Duke of Northumberland,

Isleworth, £1 10«.

2d, Mr. D. Clarke, Alton Cottage, Whitton, near Hounslow, £1.
3d, Mr. J. James, Ids.

Extra do., Mrs. Hooke, Melville Lodge, Fulham, 10s.

Class 11.— fi CALCEOLARIAS, distinct. (Open.)
1st, Mr. J. James, £1.

Class 12.—G AMARVLLIDS, distinct. (Open.)
1st, Mr. W. Young, £1 10s.

Class 13.—12 AURICULAS, 3 Grey-edged, 3 White-edged, 3 Green-
edged, and 3 Selfs, distinct kinds. (Nurserymen.)

1st, Mr. C. TiUTier, £1 10a.

Class 14.—8 AURICULAS, 2 of each Class, distinct. (Amateurs.)
1st, Mr. J. James, £1 10i«.

Class 16.-0 ALPINE AURICULAS, distinct. (Open.)
Ist, Mr. C. IHirner. £1.
2d, Mr, J. James, 16«.

Class IC—<J POLYANTHUS, distinct. (Open.)
1st, Mr. John Wiggins, Gr. to W. Beck, Esq., Isleworth, £1.

Class 17—4 CYCLAMENS. (Amateurs.)
Ist, Mr. J. Wiggins, 16s.

2d, Mr. G. Fairbairn, lOs.

3d, Mrs. Hooke, Melville Lodge, Fulham, 5^'.

Class 18—COLLECTION of CYCLAMENS. (Open.)
lat, Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Nursery. St. John's

Wood, £1 108.

2d, Mr. J. Wiggins, £1.

Class 10—24 PANSIES, cut blooms, 12 distinct kinds. (Open.)
1st, Mr. J, James, 10s,

2d, Mr. H. Hooper, Widcombc Hill, Bath, Ss.

Extra, Mr. Geo. Fairbairn, for a Collection of Flowering and Foliage
Plants. £2 10«.

Extra, Messrs. H. Lane & Son, for a Collection of Azaleas, £2.
Extra, Mr. Wm. Bull, Chelsea, for a Collection of Now and Rare

iPlants, £2.

Extra. Messrs. J. & C. Lee, Hammersmith, for a Collection of Plants
in flower, £1 10s.

Extra, Messrs. Paul k Son, for a Collection of Cut Roses, £1 10s.

Extra, Mr. Wm. Paul, for a Collection of Roses in pots, li. lOs.

Extra, Messrs. H. Lane & Son, for a Collection of Rhododen-
drons^(, 10s.

Extra, Mr. Wm Bartlett, Hammersmith, for a Collection of Plants
In Flower, and Bulbs, 11. 10s.

Extra, Messrs. F. & A. Smith, Dulwich, for a Collection of Plants in

Flower. U.
Extra, Mr. Wm Younp, for a Collection of Foliage and Flowering

Plants. ]r..^

Extra, Mes.srs, .l v '

'

Extra, Mr. W,,. r,. :

Extra.Mr. II I. > ..lU:ction of Plants 1.

Extra, J. Lii- , ;
,

, i ,i Jiuxof Citrons, 7n. 6d.

E.\tra, J. Lnsr
,

i
, , . i i

i nt Hybrid Rhododendrons, "Js.Bd.

Extra, Mr. W. Yount;, lur Cut Camellias, 7s. Gd,

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SPRING
EXHIBITION, April 7, 1866.

LIST ot AWARDS.
G AZALEAS. (Amateurs,)

1st, Mr. G. Wheeler, Gr, to Sir F. H. Goldsmid, Bart., Regent's Park
fi AZALEAS. (Nurservmen.)

Ist, Mr. C. Turner, Slough, Bucks
2d, Me.s.sr8. H. Lane & Son, Groat Berkhampstead, Herts

3 NEW AZALEAS.
Ist, Messrs. H. Lane & Son
2d, Messrs. J. Ivery & Son, Dorking and Reigate
3d, Mr. C. Turner

6 CINERARIAS. (Amatems.)
Ist, Mr. J. James, Gr. to W. F. Watson, Esq., Isleworth
2d, Mr. R. Cox, Gr. to Capt. Cahill, Southall. Middlesex
3d, Mr. R. Marcham, Gr. to E. Oates, Esq., Bydurp House, Hanwell

6 CINERARIAS. (Nurserymen.)
Ist, Mr. W. Clarke, Whitton, near Hounslow

6 AMARYLLIS.
1st, Mr. W. Young, Gr. to R. Barclay, Esq., Higbgate

12 LILIES of the VALLEY.
Ist, Mr. W. Paul, Nurseryman, Waltham Cross

12 BRITISH FERNS.
1st, Messrs. J. Ivery & Sons

6 BEGONIAS.
1st, Mr. G. Wheeler, Gr. | 2d, Mr. W. Young, Gr.
3d, Mr. R. Marcham, Gr.

6 FOLIAGE and FLOWERING PLANTS.
1st, Mr. B. S. Williams, Nurseryman, HoUoway
2d, Mr. J. Wheeler, Gr.
3d, Messrs. F. & A. Smith, Nurserymen, Dulwich

MISCELLANEOUS COLLECTIONS.
Silver Medal to Messrs. IT. Lane, lor Collection of Azaleas
Small Silver Medal to Messrs.H. Lane, for Collection ofRhododendrons
Small Silver Modal to Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, for Collection

of Cut Rosei
Small Silver Medal to Mr. W.Paul, forCoUection ofFlowering Plants
Small Silver Medal to Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, for Collection

of Cyclamens
Medal to Mr. L. Balhnger, Gr. to F. Shadbolt, Esq., for

I Ml G, Henderson & Son, for

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY of LIVERPOOL.
FIRST GREAT EXHIBITION of ROSES, ORCHIDS,

FERNS, .^c. JULY 3 and 4, in ST, GEORGE'S HALL. The follow-
ing, and iiiticr liliurai Prizes, will be awarded.

72 CUT R<)SES, distinct (Nurserymen), 1 Truss, £8, £6, £4.
48 „ „ „ 3 Trusses. £6, £4, £2.
24 „ „ „ 3 Trusses. £3, £2. £1.
24 „ „ „ iTmss, £3, £2, £1.
24 „ „ (Amateurs). 1 Truss, £4, £3, £2.
IS „ „ „ 1 Truss, £3, £2 5s., £1 10
12 „ .. „ 3 Trusses, £3, £2 55., £1 10s.

10 EXOTIC ORCHIDS (Open), £10, £7, £6.

., (Amateurs), £6^, £4, £2.
IS „ FEltNS (Open), £8, £6, £4.
1^ ,. .. „ £6, £4. £2.
3 TREE FERNS „ £4, £3, £2.
12 ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGE PLANTS (Open). £5, £3. £2

Liberal Prizes will be awards to Plants of Merit. The Hall is

close to the London and North Western Railway Station.
Fnr Silii'(in).-s rind every infurmation apply to Rout. W. Ker,

Hull, ,S(.'i'
, I, f;;iMii.(t, .Street, Liverpool.

1." 1 Xi: s 1 (IN and SURBITON ROYAL
JV llnl -I H I l.lini.VL SOCIETY. - Tlio SECOND GREAT
KXlllUlTIU-N "1 I'LiiWKIW FHt'ITS, :ii„l VEGETABLES, of

™ty, will ho In M -I. « 1,1'M.H) \1 , .liiho 13, 1866, • •'

grounds of the Won, .' the kind
Schedules, and

^ixt <5arlieneriS'€iirontcle»
SATURDAY, APRIL U, 1866.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
f Royal Horticultural (Floral and Fruit Com

Tuesday, April 17
-J

mittces), at South Kensington .. II k.y
( Ditto (Scientific Discussion) ., ., 3 i.it

I Koyal Horticultural Weekly Show), at
Saturdak. — i\\ South Kensinpton 2 p.h.

i Royal Botanic (Third Spring Show) 2 p.m.

We beg to call the attention of gardeners

and exhibitors to two short advertisements which
appear to-day in our columns, relating to the

International Horticultural Eshibition.
The one reminds intending exhibitors that the

time has como to take the usual steps to socui'e a

portion of thu available space ; the other reminds

gardeners that special privileges have^ been

granted to them on the score of admission, of

whicli if I1m\ seek to avail themselves, they

niii^l :ipiilv without delay in the proper quarter.

Til.' ixlubiti.rs wUl, we hojje, allow us to urge

on them the importance of attending to the

matters which the advertisement in question

brings before them. An attempt is to be made
to create a much grander effect than our English

exhibitions have hitherto presented, by a better

arrangement of the materials brought together.

This is not, let us assure the exhibitors on official

authority, to be brought about by breaking up
theii- collections, and disti-ibutuig the fragments

hither and thither, but after careful study, by
placing the subjects fonning the different classes

just where they will, as small groups, be mosttell-

ing. In this way a much greater variety of

treatment than usual will be secui'ed ; while the

competing collections wiU still be kept side by side,

as indeed is necessary, not only for the sake of the

judges, but also in order to obtain the full

benefit which should result to Horticulture as a

science, fi'om the stimulus afforded by close com-
parisons of realised results, either by those who
come foryard as champions in the contest, or

those who are but interested spectators of the
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struggle. Now, to enable tliose in charge of the

aiTangement of the plants to make this attempt

with a fair prospect of success, the exhibitors

must do their part, and that part is a verj' e.asy

one, namely, to fill up the entry forms with

exactness, to give a fair estimate of the space

they require under each class, and to take care

to show whatever they enter, and not, as is too

often the case, to hold back, or to change thou-

collections at the last moment. This latter course

indeed rendei-s any exact and studied arrange-

ment impossible, and is more damaging to the

general appearance of an exhibition than any

other single cause whatever.

A week after the retiu-na above referred to

are sent in, the exhibitors will be asked to

furnish a list of the plants to be shown, in order

that they may be inserted in the Catalogue.

Here, again, a little trouble on the part of the

exhibitor will provide the public wiiJi informa-

tion which it will fully appreciate ; and though

it may happen that in a few cases a plant which

it was expected would bo shown may not prove

to be presentable at the time, a notice of any
substitutions for tho subjects of the origiu.il list

sent in some three or four days before the opening

a very small labour to fall upon individual

exhibitors, and for which provision can readily be

made by the issue of duplicate ' forms '—would
prevent any serious errors fi'om appearing in

the Catalogue. Those who exhibit new plants

or special rarities will, we believe, be allowed

to refer to full descriptions of them in the adver-

tising sheet of the Catalogue.

Those whose lease of life has been sufficiently

long to admit of their taking a retrospective

gUinco at tho gardening of the last quarter of a

century, and a little more, must have noticed

the different PHASES which Pkactirul Gaeden-
INQ has gone thi'ougli, and many no doubt have

ttoted the result. Thirty years ago gardening

professors depended mainly upon tho blind

empiricism of practical detail—they did certain

things because theu- fathers or preceptors had
done so before them ; and those who had even a

slight glimmering of tho why and wherefore of

their proceedings, were few and sparsely located.

Nor was this want of a knowledge of first causes

confined to out-door practitioners only, for those

who aspired to the management of exotic jjlants,

or under-glass gardening, were scarcely better

informed. In fact cultivation was a sort of " hit

or miss" at a certain end, and that man was the

best exponent of tho views of the times, who the

most systematically cairied out this kind of. rulo-

of-thumb practice. Thus certain things must be

done upon certain days ; certain soils in givon

proportions must be u.'ied ; and in in-door

gardening certain temperatures must bo main-
tained by night as well ;is by day. To fail in

securing the exact degree of temperature in a

Pine stove or plant house was a crinio of

omission in tho young gardener frequently

expiated by dismissal, or a reduction to tho

ranks of out-door operators, and wo well recollect

the subterfuges that used to be resorted to in

order to keep things quiet.

In those days gardeners were speciallypractical.

They knew from experience the manipulation of

soils and composts. A few experts could pot

a plant as well as it could be potted at the

present time, whilst some few had advanced as

far as the use of " composition water,'' or liquid

manui'o. "We perfectly recollect the secrets ami
my.stery connected with the periodical shifting I

the Pines—the preparation of the soil, themndi^

of potting, and the component parts of the liquid

manure. No apprentice was initiated into these

mysteries of the Pine stove until the last year of

his service, and then he had sti-ict injunctions

not to divulge the knowledge with which he had
been furnished.

But oui- preceptor, and in fact progenitor, was
a man of mark, and had a right to be proud of

his success. Prom a full-size oil-painting now
hanging before us, we find that so early in the

EngUsh history of the Pine-apple as September,

1813, he cut a Cockscomb Pine (now called

Enville) weighing 8ilb., a weight which has

been, rarely exceeded up to the present time.

This Pine was sent thi-ongh the late Mr. Aiton,
of Kew, to his Majesty George IV., and
Mr. AiTON had models of many other Pines

grown about the samejtime, in the s.ame establish-

ment, of proportionate size. We introduce this

"link" of die Pine growing of the past, and
shall now proceed to consider the Pine growing
of tlio present and future.

To wade through Speechley, Nicoll, Aber-
OROMSIE, and more of the earlier authors would
bo only to waste time ; their works may be

regarded more as histories of Pino growing than

tre.atiscs upon its cultivation. Indeed the first

really systematic du-ections for the management
of the Pine which came under our cognisance

were written by Mr. TnoiiAS Appleby in

Loudon's " Gardeners' Magazine " some 30

years ago. About the same time Thomas
Andrew Knight, one of the founders, and the

then President of the Horticultural Society, and
some of his followers, were advocating the

cultui-e of the Pine in curvilinear iron-roofed

houses without air, and without bottom-heat for

the roots, a system which resulted in much
disappointment, and in many deaths among
the plants. Indeed it is novj difficult to

understand how an observer of Mr. Knight's
turn of mind, and who was then the fii-st vege-

table physiologist of the day, could have fallen

into such a blunder. .Shortly afterwards followed

the treatise of our good friend the late Mi-.

Robert Glendinning, then gardener to Lord

Roixe; and shortly afterwai-ds, in the "Gar-
deners' Magazine," came the broad common-sense
views of Mr. James Barnes, who succeeded Mr.

Glendinning at Bioton. These treatises led to

a revolution in Pine gro-wing, a revolution which

was completed when Mr. Glendinning retui-ned

from a Continental tour, and gave in this Journal

ihe hi.stoi-y ofthe Meudou system of Pine growing,

which Hstoi-y was well backed up by specimens of

the Queen Pine 6 to 8 lb. in weight, gi-o-wn upon
very small plants, and subsequently corroborated

by "tho visit of the late Professor LiXDLEY to

Meudjon,to see tho Pines in question Then
followed Mr. Mills' lb} lb. Providence, and t-no

or throo smaller fruits of the same vaiietv ; but

as Mr. Mills never succeeded in icpeatmg tho

feat, we shall not be far wrong m legaiiling

these monster productions as accidents, oiigi-

nating from the Lapse of time, and unbounded
resoui-ccs, rather than from any decided novelty

in the management.
Such may be considered tho histoiy of Pine

cultivation "to a very recent date, and while we
.are writing, a treatise * has come into oui hands,

which, from the cursory glance we have

been able to take at it, wo shall have

much ploasui-e in referring to m a sub-

sequent notice. "We have read sutfiuont to

convince us of tho sound practical natme of the

directions, and of the certain success that must
result from following them. Mi. Thomsons
object appears to have been to leduce Pino

gi-owing to a system that will produce fnut at a

coi-tain time -without failure, and in that ho has

succeeded. His ideas accord so pd tpctly -nith

oui- own, that we have no doubt of his success,

and recommend tho book with perfect confidence.

It is *;omowli:

Plants slioulil in

indigenous crnAvtli. ;ii

were (Jic(>ri-.iiual iii;i

antiiioilr

ol'conlin

Prom :.
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indi!;enuus to that N'urtli

invaded by others of foreign ori;

iiivini! way before tlicra. Tho;
which one of the fir>t V .ti:i: ;

has described as rar* '

estahlished in the \;i:

i lilantsnnt w li- mh

vlaWf lln( iMi

tiled ni the case "1

I apiiears. m com se

II ol Pcnnsvlvania
we learn that the

.Vmencan State are
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plants it Is observed,

r the United State?
line abundant and
sii,N(juehanna while
i.M.apiKiud m fh,
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,.>.ai<.uiiilu.vcd, but UiuidKiu^ii.jnh 11 111 I

scale is attributed to the c.\tuusiou of i iihuatLs

even feared that before long the foreign Floia

would replace the indigenous.

M. Keveil, whose loss .science has recentlj

had to deplore, had, it appears, sent in for competition

before the Paris Academy of Sciences an essay treating

on the Action of Poisons upon Pl.vnts. According
to his observations, not only mineral acids but organic

aeidsj as citric, tartaa-ic, &c., in the fonn_ of a dilute

solution (one part to 1000) soon

jdants by which they are ahmi
with several saline solution- .

diluted with alcohol or ether, ail

that state, would be absurljcd ...... .—

^

. ,

animals. The referees by whom this paper has been cou

sidered have marked their appreciation of the labour;

of the author by the award of an honourable mention.

The quaJities of the Iresine Herbstii or

AcHYKANTHES Vekschappeltii seem to be as much
debated on the other side of the Channel a-s on this. In

a recent Number of the Iteme fforticole we read an

ause the death of
- the silee

apuuit)

energetic protest in favour of the plant from the pen of

M. Lem,\ire, who repudiates indignantly the
aspersions cast upon it by M. Naudin.

• M. CabeiE;ee describes in the last Number
of the Sevtie Hlorficole three curious varieties of
trees. The first, Acee platanoides cucullatum,
resembles the tjiie in appcai-ance, but has cucuUate
leaves. The second, Poptlus angulata TOETrosA,hgs
very flexuose stems and branches and cucullate leaves.

These two varieties wei'e received from M. Baeth^ee,
of Toulouse ; while the third, Ueoussonetia papy-
EIFEEA naviculaeis, Is a seedling obtained by
M. CareiSke himself, and which has its leaves hollow
on the upper surface, so as to form a cup, whidi
holds water. The buds, too, are of a reddish-brown
colour, and lengthened into a point, and the leaves are

for the most part opposite, instead of alternate.

"Wo learn with mucii pleasure that the degree
of D.T). has lieen eonfei-red by the University of
St. .\iidreH-i.n i.iin -leileni andlnjlih-N allied eorres-

poudellt Illi Ki 1 .iin-. - 111,11. I. r i:ivl||-lii:li|,,;ll, whO
moreii\er. ;(

i

:ii III' ilie bir Mr Smith of
Hoiieluiui (einlLii, , i ,<ji\c uiie ol' <.urjrl\es. AVe
trust our talented friend may long enjoy his well-

earned luinours,

The French Academie des Sciences has just
elo(d('d M. Tiii-.cuL a member of the liotanical section

of their aumisl liody, tho other candid.ates being
M. f^iiATi.v, JI. AiniirE Geis, M. Baillon, ana
MM. BuEEAU and 1'rillieux.

Among other novelties and rai'itics to be exhi-
bited at SoutE Kensington on Tuesday ne.\t, we have
been informed that Dendeobium Mi'CAKTUi.ai will

probably be included. This is the famous " Efl,iny-

month flower " of Ceylon, and is spoken of as one of

the most beautiful of its tribe.

ORCHAED HOUSES.
Although, being an amateur, I cannot expect to

throw im new light upon meie mamputatoij details

Mith respect to these stiuctuics still the success

which hi^ ittendul mi outh\ uid rm ittcmpts at
luut ,1 m 11., ui«>ii 1 s lui lilt 1 1 \ M ill may
tiiiil I 11 ii\ 1 111' I' 111 liiiuse
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1 I I I I I 111 11 1 k I ' ULh
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timcbeiiimi il mil mmii d at iiiv late a common
obicit ol luteicst in ilniosl i m n •iid"!
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whiili dull I iiu 4aiden liom i piilili lui -lane,

lib I iiiiiiii 11 Ml the «all Hitli.,lisv mil boldly

tn till I ximiii nt Ml Miuessfiilh . iiiil.iii U "\Ii

RlMl. \ll u ill 1 ill. I 1 I II
piiiili I h1i I till 1 1 1 1 iiiiis

ol III mill 11, 111 111 I '

a ^.11. 1 il ^ mm t. ,

wall J umlc-ssthit the m. Ill i I I

very much h irder than I h 1 1 1

1

I
I n

of pilsi\,lllli, 111 till tn I 11 111

ol

lint

luld

I I lirst

I

111 the
1 1 uih

I li luse,

111 list

thy
md

' ' A Pi-.ictical Treatise on the Culture of the Pilie-apple,"

by David Thomson, Ardierfielcl Gal-dens, Haddington,
William Blackwood, Edinbuigh and London.

gl, 1 I I II 1

shun 11
I

1
M 111 I liim.

Thi \i 11 I 1 11 1 III 1 11 . I line

tiinbei 1 hid b) iiit nid hid vMiik d iqi \ ^ ibopt

10? pet lineal foot exclusive of the bin 11 n is lull for

the viall I then purchased soim IV i h Ipucot,
\ tiiinr I'l 11 mil Plum tiii~ li iii \ iiinii- nur-

1,1 ,1 Ah I II I 1 I
11

I
I I 1 11 1 ill iins

nil ii |i
1 I il II and

I 111 1 II. II 111 \ I 1 uith
liliisMiiu-biids Imiuidulth uii a luiii, im tins I

repotted them m maiden loam, and in lSb3 I had
a most abundant crop In the autumn of that

jeai, I (ibtiined a large quautit\ ol iiiobt-soil,

and hid it thiown upon sumi gudm giound
from which Potatos had been removed. This was
well turned over, and with it I have repotted

my trees each autumn since, keeping strictly to the

hard ramming recommended by Mr. Elvers. Each
succeeding spring has witnessed a most splendid

bloom on every tree, followed invariably by a magni-
(ieeiil ei-ciii pviTv .-priir--, lifter e.iii<taut artificial

ill ill.:, I inn. H hell "nil ,\:,]v2.-i- liei.i IVi,-ts is over,

,.irn |,l:,ii! i. iiim.iil 1.111 iil'iliier- I" iiMii its fruit in

Miei'e,.-.iii,,, whieh I find by e.xiierieiiee to greatly

improve the flavour of the fruit.

After four years of careful and successful culture my
200 trees show, at the present moment, an imusual
aiiiouiif nf vigour, with every pi-nsjipet of bearing

niiiillier .|ilriiiliil eriip nffniil. My rule liii- been to

],ain1 111, 111 u,i|l nilht.nshui-,-! <',iii,i« I i,, ll,e uiiitor,

and In svriiikie them with pure water i n n e .i-diit in the

summer until the fruit begins to colour. Since the

erection of my orchard-house, I have never allowed

the ventilators' to be closed, except upon two or three

nights of very severe frost, I have thus ensured in
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spring, summer, autumu, and winter a free current of

air through tile house, to which I attribute much of

mv sui'coss.

So I'ar a,s my experience goes, the whole .success of

the orcliard-hoiiso system of cultivation depetids u\inn

the summer pinching, the autumnal pottiiv-r, lii hul
ramming, perfect ventilation, and a jilrii':

judioious supply of water to roots and \v:v I
i

the summer and autumn. Of Peaches, haviii- -;iiiir

ofilir I" I ! I! ''I kinds, I think for extreme heauty of

c(il'iiii .. r I , and superb flavour, that the Reine
drs \,i- i^ I off the palm. Pitmaston Orange,
Elni:;c. auil lluni > Tawny, I class fir,st as Nectarines,

for good biariir.; (|rialitic«, and fine flavour.

Since the ini limi nf my house a great advance has
boon made, biilli ;i^ n u'aivls their cost and suitability, in

these structures, I sli.niM iirver again build, but
get Sir Josepli Paxtnu's pal-iil liwusi:s, ur what will be

I think, to mo, cnually ^nml and cheaper—those
brought out by an ingenious tradesman of this toHTi

—Mr. Tucker—which answer all the purposes of the
more expensive structures. The amount of he,ad-room
given by the almost semi-circular roof in the liouses

last-named is an important advantage comiiared with
having a low roof, and being compiled to lower the
walk inside to give height.
Every one interested in gardening must, I am sure,

hail Ihr li-hIm ti n li : i.m in tile price of horticultural
build, - I .1

I
1

';;, as a very great public boon,
iii,i,-iiii;' ii ;.iiiler the delicious Peach,
Apri'.ui. aii'i , I

, ': lure accessible as table fruits

to the honir- ,
,

: e now regarded as forbidden
luxuries; in i: . < r the interesting and profit-

able employiiK Hi -wu -iructures may be made to

furnish to the amateur gardener, preventing as

they do, the mind from lying fallow even duriug the
few leisui'e moments of a busy life. J. IF., Shremshurij.

EXTRACTS FROM THE JOURNAL
OF Mr. John Gould Veitch,

DUKIXa A Tini? TO THE AUSIBALIAiT COLOSIES
AND THE SOUTH SEA ISLAMDS.

(CoitrhidedfroM page 317.)

Xoeeml/er 2d, 18G3. Melhounie.—Amateur g.ai'deuiug

in the vicinity of Melbourne is ciiiite in its infancy, hut
on considering what a short .space of time the city ha,s

been formed, and how young ever.ything connected
with '

' , .^,s to be surjn'ised. On the whole,
tbrr lo be a very general and incrca-sing
ta>i -, There are a great number of
nil'

,

"< throughout the.suburb.s, although
but I'e'v (u' 1 lie III are neatly kept. The expen.se and
ditliculty of obtaining skilled labour are the chief
causes of this—indeed, these appear at present to be
the great drawbacks to horticultural operations in
Victoria, and deter many from taking an interest in
gardening.
The only private establishment that I visited, worthy

of notice, is that of Mr. Hugh Glas.s, of Flemington,
about three miles out of Melbourne. The pleasure
grounds are 25 acres in extent, and contain one of the
most complete collections of Coniferiis and ornamental
trees and shrubs in the colony. The garden is admirably
suited for the growth of a collection of plants.
Gradually falling from the summit of a hill, on which
Mr. Glas.s's residence is built, to a picturesque sheet of
water, it affords a variety of soil and ^ilnatinii \iairli

admits of each plant being spseially :; ruMunwilai •!,

Mr. r'crgu,sou, the head gardcuei-, \ilri „;r; iiM- iii:iii.i

nninh.r.MV,-. ^11,11..,,,.^ ..l,u;;yi, ar,: l;,u.l ali^u-
priately arranged.
Fom- ornamental greenhoiLses have been erected

close to the dwelling house, viz., two conservatories, an
•jquarium, and a propagating and Orchid-house com-
Iiiued. These houses are generally very gay with
llowering and fohage plants, &c. Mr. r. succeeds
adtnirably in the growth of almost all clas,^es of plants,
both ir.>r!."'l ii'iii li 'id\ >: , ill d-iii .-rdeu is planted
as an ' ' ,,ii- I ,! ",

, ,
'I \' ii;;. r,< are almost

too I
' :•

, iii'i
,

' . .\,n",i- 1 llie imported
trcr :i,,l-:,,ir ,^ !i .,;!! i ;i...'Ur Lll: irl i i r ,1 n.-rl iw doing
Well .

v>
,

I i.iduia s_igantea, ^ i
lii..ii \liies

P<iii
"\

la, lasiocarpa, an I
' I'inus

in.-i- I -
'

. I, |iatula,ponderesa, i;. iMii
,

i;; i;i:i.and

MonK'zuuKe; ^Lraucaria excelsa, iiidwilhi, Cuuning-
hami, and imbricataj Cedrus Deodara, atlantica, and
Jjibani ; Cupres.sus Lawsoniana, Lambertiana, macro-
carpa. and fuu.^biis; Thuja Lobbii, aurea, and
Kiii:-'.ii,iii:i : l;ii ,.|.,.liiiili-ons, Azalea iudica, Gynerium
ar;-'(:i M I i,!: !i

. i Miea Laurastiuas, Magnolia,s,
Porl, -::: I.,,!; ' l,,-i:-::imi.^,&c.

I \. ,i„ uairli |,l,j;.,,L<! .vith the Victorian nurseries

;

altof^ether they are the most practically arranged of
any in Australia. The stocks are large and generally
in good order, and are continually being added to by
importations from Europe. There Ls a very decide 1

spirit in Victoria for the introduction of any no\.ii
which may be likely to prove of use or ornament tn 1

1

gardens of the colon,\'.

The principal e^iiii-r, ii'n-.i- i,. ,[ 'I, i;,Miii-iir

lle.ssrs. Handy.sid ' *i' 'A.' . - :- •ii\,
, ,,.

which contain a num I
.., ;..,!i, :

; _ i., !,

of Conifers and shriili.s 111 i,ir... yi .
i

,
' i,ii,|,_

ment, also in South Yaira, is very n: i
i

I here
are three or four houses, and a rr :

: i.nkof
soft-^vuodcd and herbai-eous iilaui :

' A.

Mi-.Sc,illV.uriI;ii,!!i"i-.: V,,, ,
,,,,.! ,:.>.|,r i mir-.Tics

Cslaldldnd, ii, \|i,;i I, :- ,.;ilf,,,;,||,. ;, ,.„,„(l

,co]ie, i: ,i c,
I

,
, .„d .nr,-.,.,,„„i«d

plain- M.d 11, :,d,ii:,,,:, ,, ;; , ,; i;,,; :,,,„! i.r linilK

An .l:i".l-
''''''' '!

''I'u'
'',"1.

'"'
-„' '','i!'"h| '.'\'\'.

tllr I l,hMM y;, l.,ll, 1,111,,;/,. „l,i,.,-,, ,„ :-,|, Kll,l,i.

althuugu uol MP old as come oiliers, is la^l, rising to i)e

one of the first. The whole establishment is kept in

beautiful order, and the stock as well grown as in a

European establishment. Mi-. 15. devotes i,i~ ,,.:, iil

attention to Ro.ses, and annually ^mport.^ i; n, i. :

French and English varieties, regardless m ,
i

.

T'' (",i,,,i K- : r.i,,id to be the beM -lu-i, ,..r

I
: . lUe growth of th" I,'"-'' 'In'

! ,:,: I
I
', -i,ii-ks ready to w,irl. un H,"

:,,TI,,,I ,,1:, r,: -I , h -,
, l! ir,^ from England, dllr |i|:,ll!.

can be sent on I 1
1,,' -;,iiir >e:isiiii. Tli,' lai-LT-' nii,,.,,',,--

forthegrowlll .,r iVnil livrs ami lvi„.|:,I n,il-,il-,l

stock, are th,.-,.nrM,;,,i-,,.l'r,Ty,nri|,.id,dl„r-, W.-^-
Johnson, of Thoiuas Toun; and Mea.srs. Siiiitli, ul

Riddles' Creek. At the la,st-uamed establishment X

.saw Lilium auratum in bloom ; it was, I believe, the
first that had flowered in the country. There is no
doubt of this plant thriving admirably in the ojien

air in Aastralia.

Being desirous of seeing some of the famous g"ld

fields wliioh have added so much to the prosperity of

Australia, I paid a visit to Ballarat, taking Geelong on
my way. The latter is two hours' ride by train from
Melbourne, and the former four.

0, ,!,,,- i "f the prettiest seaport towns thati
h:i\, 'iialia. It is situated at the head of a
bc.i'i :

'

! ing otherwise euiTounded by rich
agvi,-!,h ,,r,il i,,il;. country.
The vien from the rising ground overlooking the

toivu and bay struck me as being particularly pictu-

resque. Tlie neiahbourhood of Geelong is a prosperous
agriciiltiirnl di«trift, A'ine- are found to thrive
adi,ii ,'l> ,,.-, .:.!,. ,ii,r,il,lr extent of country is

aliv,' .I,,,' ,;',: 1,1, 1, r, -i , that it bids f\iir to

bec"i,,-,|,in ,, v,,,i,-ii,.ik;i,.^di-iriet.

Geelong has a, large and prettily situated Botanical
Garden, imder the directorship of Mr. Bunco. At
present it contains but a small collection of plants, and
is unworthy of any especial note. The Government of

Victoria seems to"be devoting: its attention and funds

for the pre.sent almost entirely to the Melboiu-ne
Garden. A little outlay, however, would render tliat of

Geelong very pretty, and the principal feature of the
town. There are two nurserie.s near Geelong, viz.,

Mr. Wyatt's, of Fryansford, and Messrs. Adcoek's. Both
of these are devoted entirely to the gro\vth of fruit

trees and oriiaincnt,al trees and shrubs ; the former is

peculiarly neat and well kept. I was a.stonished lo

fiiid an establishment in a remote part of Australia

which might bear favourable contrast mth any English
provincial nursery.
The ride by train from Geelong to Ballarat is devoid

of interest. The countrj' i,s flat, and almost entirely

covered svith the usual brown Giun-tree (Eucalyptus)
forest.

Ballarat, although not remarkable for any especial

beauty, is a wonderful specimen of the power of gold,

and of what it can accomplish in a short space of

t ime. Twenty years ago there wa.s not a house to be
seen, yet there is now a settled popuUition of over 22,000,

and it is in every respect a ^^ell-|luilt and thriving city.

NumeroiLS gold mines are Ix'iirj wink,"! in alldircrtions,

some of them even in the vi r\ l-m i, iu,-ir, .VII siirlan;

gold has of course long since di, tpi, :;r, ,1. ami it is no\-.-

necessary to invest capital an,l -ink ,-!i;,l'l,-. often .300 or

400 feet in depth, to obtain ilii- . i.vnlia metal. The
mines are worked night and il:i\ in, cssiiiitly, and at the
present time produce about ;i)00 m. of gold per week.
I!;,llaial lies much higher than Melbourne, and is

li:iifiriil:iily bleak and cold. Experience teaches me
1 Ii;i( a wet windy day is quit* as cold as a mid-winter's
,i:. in iaigland. The agricultural di.stricls desorve

'
i

i! rrinark; they are ranked as amongst the

r.ii 1 ,1. Victoria, producing a continund suricssioii of

-|,K_i,did, crops of all kinds of grain, fruit, vegetables,

etc. The soil is wonderfully rich and productive. My
visit to Ballarat was rendered of especial and unexpected
interest through the kindness of Mr. Lang, of the
fhrm of Messrs. Lang & Elliott, nurserymen and seeds-

men of the town. Mr. Lang being one of the first

settlers in the district, and having seen the forui<atiou

of the town from its infancy, was able to give me every
information, and to show me all objects of interest.

Messrs. Lang & Elliott's seed warehouse and green-
houses are in the toyim itself ; the latter are devoted
to the cultivation of new European introductions, and
a collection of soft-wooded plants. An out-of-door
nursery of 30 ax;res is situated at W.arhenheip, five mile.-

out of Melhoimie. This establishment contains a large

collection of f nil. Inr. .(, ;,nd urn:,',,., !,i:,l tiv,..; and
shrubs.and ' ,.''' ' !, i!,- lii i • .i '

! in \n-ir;ilia

Theclmial, l .,„ ,. .n,;,!d, ::,, : i!,.- ,-nil n,.|\ llnn,

that can !« d, .-,,,,!, „ii,,<,-i ,,11 . 1,,-n- .,r jikmt-

thrive well. j\jnougst other II, m-- Me,-,-rs. L. &, E
have succeeded, aflier maii,\ r;,ilnre-, in importing a
very complete collection of Dniel, I,, ill,,, and are now-
propagating large quantities ol ilyacinth.s. Tulips,

Crocus, &c. Mes.srs. L. & B.'s is one of the few
Australian estabh.shments that I have seen managed
on a large scale with the order and method of an
iin/ei: ;,:,nU iinrserv. .Sneriineii trees of all iienlv

,,, ;,, ,divriils I..Vnaiii,Milal lieesarc pen iilh
u ,

,1 n n. pr.ne II, nil- :l,laplallilil.^ lollle rliinale, and

: n,;, .,.,,,,r-ii ilrii Ve'crii,'- is the liivourite Died,

,,|
,

; ,
,;' n ,' ! -'

, \n India. AUnost ev,-i\'.

-

;1,,,,. iale 1,, 1,,,,J Iml, whereas CUttingS oftcu I'illl

Irom ilie e-\<'essive dryness and heat of the atmcsphere.
A well-kept stoolery consetjuently becomes the most
important jiart of an Australian nursery.

ARTIFICIAL MANURES.
Thanks to Mr. Lawes and other agiicultin-al

ehci'iisl s. eur farmers now li.ave an .abundaiil snp(il,\ el

: ,i,li,ial manures suited to every kind "i er,,p ili,,\

-, ... ;,ndl sold at very reasonable prices. \\ h.. -,,

,!ei 1 , ^linuld not be equally well serve, 1 i- in, "ii-

ceivablc, unless the supposition is, that the iiimicnsi.

variety of plants which they cultivate would demand a
corresiinndingly largo variety of manures. This is,

ii.i'KMi-. a, mistake, for the requirements of the
- ,,(1,11, r may be fully met by an equal or eveij a
' Her number of artificial manures than arc nojy
,.lliav,l I., Ihe fanu-r: ami ir_-:,r,|e,."v^' w, r,- eniivinced
,>ril„'.-llie,el i.f;,,, ; , ,1 , Th , , , 1 ,,,, - '

' ,, •< -uuU
l„-nl,l,,,i,i-,| ,.!;, kn,,»i, divn-nli ,

,,., ll,ai,siye

.,,i,dl, ll,,' deinand ti.r il H,,n1,| -,»>,, ;., 1,:,l, , i;;h to

,,i,|ii,',' ,i,:inuf'a<.-turers to |ir,.,l,iee 1 1,< ,,ii,.l,> i,-,piired

;,i :, iva-,, liable price. The -I -n, ,. dni ,aill ivators

lieu iiM' manure largely, an, I a,-,- ,de:,rlj ,il' n|iiuion

that plants are benefited by its application in a cou-
centrateil form. Manure water is, however, a
troublesome w.ay of employing a stimulant, occupies

much time, and is always offensive, especially in a close

stove, and even in a greenhouse or ,'"ns,rvatory.

There is, moreover, much unreil;,inl,\ :ilj,,iit the

streii'-'tli of manure water, whet,hir i,,l>,n Irein the

farm-yard or the stable tank, so that 1li,' sanh-iimuitity

which at one tune is beneficial to a plant may at

another time be injurious to it. This I have long felt

to be an objection to the use of manure irater ; and I

have been long anxious to procure an artificial manure
which could be applied in a diy state.

Some eight or ten years .ago I met with a manure
which w.as highly spoken of by a few gardeners who
had used it. I invested li).s. in thepurcha.se of it, and at

once sot to work to ascertain by careful experiment its

real value. I applied it to a number of plants to which
I had been in the habit of giving manure water, and
found that it answered much better than that in every

case. I simply sprinkled it on the surface of the ball

of the plant, and althougli the collection under my
care was large, the time and trouble 1,,

,
"I,,,! in using

it was scarcely worth notice. Aftii ,

,

i',, em ore

for 12 months, I was satisfied that i r : 1

,
. .

i
, : labour

in applying manure water were tak, i, inn, <
nl, this

stimulant would not be one-tenth the expense ,of

manure water. I injured some plants by the manure,
but these were such as I should not have thought of

treating with manni-e Mat- t- T have now iised^ it

largely for some six ,, ,,- ,,,1 Inn "-ntisfied

with it ,that I l.:e.' ,,- :,
' n ,,n,, 1, ,e,ami-

mending il to air.l e :
,ll,v i., ili,,.e nli.j ara

enthusia.slic plant ur,, ,, ,. l! is now solil, 1 luid,

under the somewli;,! tin, alnl name of "Stauden's

Gardeners' and .Vniatenis" friend."'

Soou after I had obtained a liberal supply of this

manure, I received from Messrs. Goulding a small

sample of the manure which they manufacture for

gardeners ; and in order to enable me to test it fairly

against the article el ; k k 1 Jm-h me so muchsatis-

factiou, I procure,! i' !• :.,iinl canisters of it. I
then selected a m, , ,iits, aud treated part

with a dose of S: ,

. ,, ,,,iiire and part with
Goidding'.s. In all.,-.- I

,, , l!-aiip..int,al with the

result produced by I in, I
l,k,,/ ; i:,iiiiiv In lli,-ea,seof

Azaleas I could nol.,ni, r ,i,,,iiii- l,,r a inoiilh, imrceive

that it had effected any iinproveiueul in the condition

of til,' nliini- I then applied a.second and more liberal

d,,,-,. In 111,- -anie plants, ,and after waiting a fortnight,

an, I hiiiiL- s,'are,.|y able to pen'eive any result, I gave

them an ordinary allow;, le- -P s;n,i,,l, u's manure,
which in less than a lie', 1' rd..,,-,l a marked
unprovement. I also us,, i ,n ' ,iiircs against

each other on almost all (d;,, ,1 n'i,,i whndi 1 had
been in the habit offr,;,! nr- , iilh-r wiili man ore water

or the artificial man, ir. - ,,\ hi, li I 1, ; I h,-.-ii nsiin^-, and
inevervca.se I fonn-l s, npl,-,,'- 1,. ;i,-l nmiv ,pnckly,

and to'bc much m.,r, ,-ni,-i,ni l|,;,n (h,iil,liir/s

AVhiksl I wa- ainn-iiu- iii>-.ir hi 1,-1 in;.' these

manures, an arti.-k- ;,p, ,,,v,l ,1, \ ,,iir ,-nlniiin,-, giving

the result olexperiim-nl. v, illi ( h.nhliir/- ami Sl:lllden's

manure ami -man,,, ulii,di -av;,|l,'. .,i,-,,r,n-,l 1,1,-, I at

onceseleetcl Iwo ],l;,nls nt 111,'
<

'nl,-n., in 7-,n,di pots,

and gave one abmit a l,M-siH,nnlnl ,,t ( Iding's

manure, an, I lli,- nfh,-r a like nuaiitit.\ of Stauden's,

and each r,,, iv, ,1 a s, ,,nd and similai' allowance after

an interval ,
, ., |,,rin,_lii. The plants were treated in

every re~p,
,

' :dil., , ,.1 ,
,-,1 within a few feet of each

other in Ih,- :,,,,- h.,,1.,-. ami after watching their

]ir,,Ln',-- ini- ;,- -i\ «, ,k- I I'luud that the plant to

whi.di I li:,,l iiN,-,, Si;,n,l,-n'- n,,,iiure wasinallre.speots

grealiy -n|„-iinr in lii,- ,,:',-,. ,ir the one to which
Goiil,i,nL'', 1, id l„-,-ii ;,p;,li: ,1, 1 in at lea.st 20 instances

in wlnni, I 1,1, ,1 ih'-',- ,,,, ,-es against each other,

SlamI,-,, - ],,,,,,-,! I-, !r- ili- i,,'i-i eli'ec't-ive.

ir ,,nnr ,-,,,il,-ikiit,.r uh,.- - e ;| ,-rinients led bim to

-il,. ['h,. pi-.-l, r,.,,.- . |,> I :,,ii|.lnri' ,,npli,-,l ill'' manures

i'l, ihn i,,|ni,l -t ii,. Ilii- i,i:,\ ;i,
, ,,ini In,' ih,- ,liir.Tence

in til., n-siill ..rnnrfiial-ntlh'-,' ni;niun-s. III „,ust

use arlilicial manures in a. Iiquiil state, 1 slimild not,

I think, use them, for lliey would then be as expensive

to apply as manure water, aud any gardener can by

.steepiug .solid uianures obtain manure water at »
nominal cost wlxich may be used with safety, and will

answer tolerably well for most purposes But there is

another way of accounting for the result obtained by

l,,,,,. ,.,„,-,.;, 1,1,1. ami fain inrlinedtn believe that

illi- ,,
i II,, ,.,i;-,v.l t \nl:,li;ili,,n ni' Ih,. ,,,:, 11,-1-, \i.e, that

Il n,, II,,. |.l;,,,i Hhadi il,' I,v;,i,.,l uiili :-i;, mien's

,„.,,',,,, ,,„, ],',.., ,1 ,11 :ill"V,;i , ,,,,.1 ,-,, niini-,-,! it that
.i,;,,,, i|. . 1,- niHhi,-h h,-u:,l, h,-.li!„pi',,n'ressof

II,,, ,, ,,n d i, ..i 11,. I
-, Illi. I, -nth r,.,-,.\,.i-. ,1 I,,, ill the

,.,]; , . .,; ;;,, I,,
. .l,,-.!,, l„.h,.n,d,l.-,llil am all,-,' appli-

,.,,,1,.;, ,>,i ,,11 , .,,.,,1- I h.nn.l Sl;n,,I,-n'- ininilliv to be

nil,, l-.-i 111 iL, :,.-l,nn ihaii idinl,|iii_'- :i,i,l al-,, mudl
rliil, ir

W d,-;,-, 1
'; Ilias. Ixoras;,

iie which an- iv:,li\ l„-ii,dil ,-,! \,\ m; ,v. :,ii,l 'Jiitiuue

the'experiuieni Imn; emai-ih 1,, r:,irl.\ eiiahle liiiii losee

wdiich pro\es llie nm-i , lh,-i, ,ii I -hall h,- Mirpnsedil

be does not enme (,, 111,- -a 1,1,- ,-nii, -111-1.111 al wllidl

I have arrived. I shall also be pl.ase.i if he finds a

hetter article than Standen's. Alpha. [In our own
e.xperiment alluded to above, the manure was used in

solution, as recommended on the canister.]
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WAGES OP GAUDENEES.
{Conthuitdfrom p. 317).
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One of tho first gardeners in Scotland vmtes to say that the

reason why gardeners are so badly paid is that jieople think
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and mysterious philtres) has not many specimens, but
he sometimes produces seven-flowered spikes, and these
are unbranched. At Mr. Schiller's you can see eyery
year as many as 40 Yer.v large pots, each containing a
good number of plants. When flowering they all stand
under the verandah, displaying masses of flowers
as scarlet as an English soldier's jacket, provided it be
new. Now I have never seen among them any
branched spike, though Mr. Schmidt in growing
Disas is beyond all praise. I hope he may never get
unfavourable results from his trials as to how many
degrees of frost these plants will bear. After so much
experience, I should hope not to be accused of being
"hardly fair" when alluding to a branched Di.sa as to
something one would like to see before believing in it.

Wishing to avoid any personalities, I did not even
name the place where the plant is figured, and where
(Plate XXXVI.) every one who ha.s eves may read
" J.' Andrews, del. et lith.," and the " J. A." are added
between the two parts of the plant. In the letter-press
I could never find any allusion to a panicled inflo-
rescence, the more since it is thus described: "and
terminating in a loose open spike of several showy
flowers." Now imajiine my stupefaction when reading
that our excellent " W. H. F." claims for himself the
advantage of having represented the now famous
panicled Disa! Is "J.Andrews"an alia.? of"W.H.F."?
Perhaps—it overpowers my mind : Je n'y vois que du
feu. S. O. Schl.fd. [We have ourselves seen at least
one instance of a branched spike in Ophrys aranifera,
and there does not seem to be any good reason why
such may not occur in other Ophydreje.]

Wages of Gardeners.—It seems to me that in Mr.
IPish's observations (p. 317) on a "just wage" for
^rdeners, he has left out one verj' important considera-
tion, viz., that if the wages of gardeners are to be raised
ashe thinks it just that they should be, the necessary
result would be that the number of those who could
afford to keep such gardeners would be dimini.shed by
at least one-half, and so many men would be thrown
permanently out of employment. The real fact is that
the question with every man employed is not whether
he has a right to view his work as worth more than he
gets, but whether he can get more. With a man in
employment, it is often a question whether he shall
give up a place—where he is happy and comfortable,
where he has a kind employer, and where he is fond of
the garden—for the chance of bettering himself by a
few pounds a year ; and I must say that I think it is

not wise to put before men abstract notions of their
supposed rights which may induce them to forget the
proverb that " a bird in the hand is worth two in the
bush." In fact, in every profession or occupation the
wages are practically settled by the supply and
demand. What makes Lord Stamford give 600/. for
the services of his jockey but that such little imps are
scarce? Why is a miniature painter now obliged
to content himself with one quarter of what he
got before photo^aphy, but that cheaper com-
petitors in the takmg of likenesses having .sprung up
on every side, there is no longer demand for his art ?

And Mr. Fish may depend upon it that the result of a
rise in wages would be a dimmution in the demand for
skilled gardeners. The increased expense of labour is

already pressing very severely upon employers, whose
incomes do not increase in proportion. The rope is

strained nearly as tight as it can bear. Many persons
who now employ gardeners, more or less tramed to
gardening as a profession, will be compelled to curtail
their expenses ; and the point in which, in ninety-nine
«a.ses out of a hundred, curtailment will be least felt,

will be the garden expenses. We must revert to the
garden establishment of olden times, in which a
gardener was thought to know enough if he knew how
to supply the kitchen with common vegetables, and
gardening as a skilled profession will be confined to a
few great gardens. Nor must it be forgotten that
gardening is a light healthy occupation [?] and that the
gardener reaps as much of that enjoyment which
results from his work as his master, if not more—he is

not working only for hLs master, but also for himself.
My object in writing to you is to warn gardeners
against hopes and schemes which will, if success-
ful, diminish the chances of employment which
are now open for an industrious young man. An

CracKng of Peach Stones.—" A Young Gardener"
(see p. 317) wishes to know why his Peach stones crack
just before the fruit arrives at maturity, but he omits
to state in what condition he found the kernels of the
fruit at the time of bursting. If in a decayed or imper-
fect state I should think the evil began when the
trees were in blossom. I have a number of Peach trees
about the same size. Amongst them is an Apricot
which receives the same treatment as the Peaches, the
fruit of which has cracked with me more or less every
year, but not a single fruit upon the Peach trees has
«ver sho^vn a symptom of the kind. On examination
I found the kernels of my Apricots decayed and imper-
fect ; this I attributed to deficient fertilisation,
although I use artificial means in setting my Apricots,
but not my Peaches. Your correspondent's mishap'
may arise from another caiL'^e, which also originates
during the blossoming season. We all know what
B job it is to have our Peach trees in bloom at a time
when the air is loaded with vapour, and we look
anxiously day after day for the embryo fruit to cast off
its coat ; at such a time it requires some attention
to keep the mass of ;decayed blossom dry enough to
prevent Fungus from attacking the fruit, which may
or may not develop itself at a future stage of its growth.
It is no uncommon thing to see Peaches with one side
of the fruit ripe and perfect, and the other tough and
dry as a piece of leather. We seldom think of tracing
the cause of this to the proper source. This may
possibly have no application to your correspondent's
case, whose evil may be traced to some other cause
than imperfect development, but still it is just possible

he may derive a hint as to the cause of his com-
plaint from what has just been stated. J. Thomson,
Wortley.

Foreign Correspondence.
Palace Gardens, Gazekukh, fAiun, March 16,

18GG.—Vines in Egypt.—As I lihitcd in my last (see
p. 318) that I might on an early day say something on
this subject, I proceed at once to make good my
promise. During the three years I have lived in
Egypt my attention has naturally been directed to the
habits and culture of the Vine.
As a rule the Vine grows well in Egypt, and in

general the fruit is abundant. The soil is all that
could be wished. Wherever the Vine is planted—
whether on the rich brown loam which abounds in
some districts, or on the black, greasy, saline loam
which abounds in others, or on the red sandy soil
which is to be found in a greater or less degree over
the whole land, it becomes healthy and fruitful. There
is no necessity for preparing borders here—Nature has
done all that already. Dig down as deep as you may,
you still find the same rich soil. The one important
point to be attended to, is by occasional waterings to
keep the soil in a moist healthy state, especially during
the period of growth.

T\ e have a fine dry atmosphere ; we have neither
the winter's frost nor winter's drenching rains to
contend against. We have, however, certainly had an
unusual quantity of rain this winter. No man living
remembers having seen so much ; still, that can be
numbered in a few smart showers. The weather here
just now is beautiful, very much like that of June in
England, and the Vines are showing beautifully. As
we have nothing to fear from frost, and nothing to
fear from rain, we have roots and tops almost entirely
under our own control. We are therefore looking
forward hopefully to an abundant crop.

The modes of training here, as at home, are various

;

that which is most common is the horizontal table.

This table varies from 4 to 8 feet in height, and is made
sometimes of strong wood-work, and sometimes it

consists of wicker-work, made from a species of cane.
Some train and prune the Vine very much as at home
you train and prune Currant bushes. The espalier
mode, too, I have seen attempted ivith success, i. e.,

what you would call the long-rod system.
With our tropical sun we have never any difficulty

with the ripening off of the young wood, a circum-
stance of the utmost importance.
The Vine is liable to mildew here as at home.

I have seen it frequentlj', and I have had reason
to believe that the cause in every instance was
improper watering. Give the Vine too much water
and you will beget mildew, which will also occur if you
allow the Vine to become too dry.

In the culinary department young Vine-leaves are
extensively used, and seem to be much prized. It is I
believe pretty generally kno^vn, that since the out-
break of the American war the markets here have been
verj' high. Even necessaries of life can only be had at
a high price. Your readers may, therefore, infer how
abundant the Vine crop is when, under these circum-
stances. Grapes are to be had as low as Zd. or id. per
pound. I have not heard that the very best have ever
exceeded 5rf.

There are other topics of interest to which I may
advert on some future occasion. James Hardie.

beautifully grown and well bloomed
: and the same remark

.applies to a dozen pots of Lily of the VaUoy from Mr WiUiam
Paul, who also exhibited Zonal Pel,ar(;onivim Rebecca a rosy-
scarlet flowered kind, to which a I'lrst-class Certificate was
awarded. From Messrs. Henderson also came a collection ol
tricolor-leaved and variegated Pelargoniums ; and the varie-
gated Cynosurua, noticed en [a former occasion, was also
produced.

Of Roses, Messrs. P.aul <b Son showed four boxes of cut
blooms, conspicuous among which were Marechal Nicl in
great beauty, Gloire de Dijon, Rosea alba, John Hopper
Henateur Vaisse, Lord Clyde, Lord Raglan, Beauty of WaltbamI
Pierre Notting, and Princess M.ary of Cambridge. Of other
subjects, hardy British Ferns were shown by Messrs. Ivery
and Mr. BuU, those from the former comprisuig a nice Wardiau
case of Trichomanes radicans ; and among those from Mr,
Bull were very good examples of Hymenophyllum tim-
bridgense and Trichomanes speciosum. Mr. Bull also con-
tributed a variety of novelties, among which were Maranta
splendida, Dieffenbachia gigantea, and Aspidistra Sieboldii,
the last with dark green folia-. li. (11', ttijicd with pale
yellow, one half of the leaf bi ii. in ntii-ely yellow
and the other half green, f'llr i

i
I ,ji . rr the pretty

yellow-flowered Berberis RUTji[l\;li. I'Mliutria macro-
cephala, with ample deep-grctu li-haj,!., .u.a Loads of white
flowers

: and Meyenia Vogeliaua, violet, with a yellow throat.
Imjmtophyllum miniatum superbum in excellent bloom, and
a leaf of Coccoloba pubeseens, about three feet across, were
also shown by the same exhibitor.

RoYAX Botanic : April 7 (Secoiul Spring Shotc).—Azaleas on
this occasion constituted tho principal feature of the exhibition,
which was in other resi>ects also well supported with gay
flowering plants. From Mr. Turner, of Slough, came Azaleas
Due do Nassau, Perryana, Magnifica, Prince Jerome, Variegata
superba, and Etoile de Gand. Messrs. Lane & Son contributed
well-bloomed examples of Magnifieent, Chelsoni, Conspicua
purpurea,

'
Reine des Blanches, Petuniieflora, and Eulalie Van

Geert. From the same establishment also came a collection of
smaller plants, among which were Madame Ambroise
Verschaffelt, rose, bordered with white, and conspicuously-
spotted in the upper petals with dark crimson : Leopold L,
large, rose ; Perfection, bright rosy crimson ; President Claeys,
salmon, edged with white ; Sir II. ITiivuI<Kk : Elegantiseima,
white, occasionally flaked with n I

:
ml I^iil.. f '';iinbridge. Of

A2alcassentoutinl862,1803,;iii'l
:

' i ^' I.;iiie exhibited
SouvenirduPrinceAlbert.setiii .1 I i. Ilyedgedwith
white; Advance, in the way •( in. >i. ,,, i-ut, larger and
deeper in colour; and Secretaiic Ll.a,.., Lu^^, blush, spotted
with crimson. From Messrs. Ivcry & iiuu came Flag of Truce,
white ; Madame Dominique Vervaeue, delicate rose, spotted
in the upper petals with crimson ; and Madame de Cannaert
d'Hamalo, large, white, occasionally striped with crimson.
Mr. Turnerhad Belle Gantoise, pink, edged with white, boldly
spotted in the upper petals with crimson ; Sir J, Outram,
orange scarlet; and Louise Von Baden, a fine white. Of
absolutely new kinds, Messrs, Smith contributed several, one
of which, Magnum Bonum, received a Second-class Certificate.
It is an orange-red, slightly spotted in the upper petals with
crimson. Mr. Bull exhibited different forms of Azalea pimctu-
lata ; President Humann, rose, spotted with crimson ; and
l^csident VictorVan den Hecke, white, striped with deep rose.

Collections of Ornamental-leaved Begonias came from Mr.
Wheeler, Mr. Yoimg, gr. to R. Barclay, Esq., and Mr. Marcbam,
gr. to E. Gates, Esq., Hanwell. Messrs. Smith contributed
half a dozen plants of Erica Willmoreana in good condition.
The same firm also contributed miscellaneous collections of
fine-foliaged and flowering plants, aa did also Mr. Williams and
Mr. Wheeler. Mr. Williiun Paul also had a miscellaneous
collection, consisting of broad leaved Kalmias, Deutzias, double-
flowering Peaches, and Rhododendrons. Rhododendrons,
dwaif plants, in small pots, and in fine bloom, also came from
Messrs. Lane.

Collections of Cinerarias were furnished by Mr. James, gr. to
W. P. Watson, Esq., Isleworth ; Mr. Cox, gr. to Captain Cahill,
Southall

; Mr. Marcham ; Mr. Clarke, Whitton ; and Mr. Beech,
gr. to W. Rogers, Esq., Redhill. Several seedlings were also
exhibited ; by far the best was Perfection, from Messrs. Smith,
which received a First-class Certificate. It is of a rich violet
purple, with a narrow ring of crimson at the base of the ray
florets, and a narrow ring of white round the disk ; it is
altogether a large and ahowy variety.
A small collection of Amaryllis was exhibited by Mr.

Young, and a dozen Gloxinias, chiefly erect-flowering kinds,

Royal Hoeticdltubal : April T (Weekb/ 5/tow).—Bulbous
plants in flower were shown on this occasion by Mr. Young,
gr. to R. Barclay, Esq., and Mr. Bartlett, of Hammersmith,
Greenhouse plants were furnished by Mr. Beasley, gr. to Mrs,
Wood, Twyford Abbey, Acton ; and Mr. Young. Mr. Trussler,
gr. to D. J. Kay, Esq., Hodde.sdon, and Mr. Young, had cut
CamelUa blooms. From Mr. Rivers caiiiu ;l collei'tion of Apples
and Pears, still in a state of cm.. II' n! in ,.

i \.ihiiii. Among the
Apples were Rhode Island (in I

i nru Nonpareil
Stamford Pippin, Norfolk Bean r.

'
: i i

j m, Meki Carla'
Lamb Abbey Pearmain, Reinettc l>i I, Cl.i.

i . IVarmain, Cal-
villc de Chavy, Scarlet Nonpareil. Cuckli^ Pippin, BettyGe'eson
Baldwin, Pearson's Plate, Dominiska, Forge, and Belle d'Angera!
The Pears consisted of Colniar Van Mons, Bezi Mai, Easter
Beurre, Morel, Madame Millet, Bellissime d'Hiver, Beurr^
Bretonneau, and Beurr6 Perreau. Mr. Tonkin, gr. to G. T.
Kakewich, Esq., Exeter, had a handsome Smooth-leaved
Cayenne Hne-apple.

A2)rH 12 (Second Spring SAmi-).—This in all respects excellent
exhibition was held in the upper arcades on each side of the
Conservatory. This structure is at present full of gay flower-
ing plants, among which is a noble tree of Rhododendron
arboreum, covered from head to foot with m.ignificent trusses
of scarlet blooms, and is of itself worth a joumey to South
Kensinton to see.

As regards the exhibition, its principal feat\u-e consisted of
Azaleas, beautiful specimens of which were shown by Mr.
Turner, of Slough, and Messrs. Lane, of Berkhampstead. Nine
lilants from the former — large in size and loaded
with bloom—consisted of Eulahe Van Geert, Magnificans
Due de Nassau, Perryana, Roi Leopold, Louise Von Baden[
Queen Victoria, and what is termed a union plant,
i. e., two varieties worked on one stock, a mode of treatment
l>y which very pleasing results are often produced. Messrs.
Lane had Rosea alba, Souvenirdel'Exposition, Secretaire Glaus
Eulalie Van Geert, Souvenir du Prince .AJbert, Advance, Hol-
fordii. President, and Perryana.
A group of six plants from Mr. Turner consisted of Iveryana,

Magnet, Brilliant, Magnifica flore pleno, Prince Jerome, .and
Flower of the Day. Messrs. Lane al.'^o showed in the same
class handsome pyramidal plants of Vio];n'''.i ;ii)i.-rln. p.-tmiia-
flora, Magnificans, Chelsoni, Eidalie Van c li -.i ' M-picua
purpurea. Mr. Todman, gr. to R. Hu i

i i
; !i;ini

contributed The Bride, Roi Leopold, Eul il '
'

[ ,
i on-

cinna, Iveryana, and Duchesse AdelaiM'/ i. N lir-mpa
of 3 Azaleas were shown by Mr. Todman and Mr. Vuung, gr.

ipa

to R. Hudson, Esq., and a large and fine collection of them
came from Messrs. Lane. Of single specimens Mr. Turner
had Criterion, amagnificent phint; and Jles.sr.'^. Lane Ruine dea
Blanches, a beautiful white kind. Mr. Vi un ;] ,, i.,..,,) in
this cLtss. Mr, Turner had two new kill' .' ~ '. r nu'ly
George Eyles, large orange-scarlet, with lilt ; |. ;, n I Kire
King, similar but more fiery in colour, liiii. m i .|iiii. ^., i.irge
or flat, and heavily spotted in the upper puUtiw , huLh in-omiae
to be acquisitions.

Several collections of Roses were shown, beautifully in bloom,
and forming, as they always do, objects of great attraction.
From Mr.WiUiam Paul came Madame A IfrrH R.n)i'.-in..nt, nfine
light-coloured Hybrid Pei-pctual; Madame ( I m i,. ,i. im ;mx-,
Souvenir d'lm Ami, Jean Goujon, Beaut' '.^ J^ibn
Hopper, and Le Rhone. A beautiful l i i.nscs
came from Mr. Turner; it consisted of M i" \\ ill. rmoz;
Souvenir de Malmaison, Jules Margottin, Snuvunir il'iui Ami
Gloire de Dijon, General Jacqueminot, Victor Verdier, Le Rhone|
and Alba rosea, the last with white flowers, charmingly tinted in
the centre with jiink

. Fron i Messrs. Paul& Son came Virginale, a
white Hybri'l P. ipM;i ,1, III, .i blush centre ; Madame Willer-
moz, CharlcR l ' l ' Kuj^'lan, Anna Alexieff, Madame
Damazin, Jnlm r i

':
i mio Julie Daran, and Souvenir

d'lm Ami. N. . I;. - .i , i;s G came from Mr. Wm. P.aul,

Messrs. Paul Ai .s-ai. ..nJ Ali . 'I'miier. Among crimson sc;u-leta

of different shades were Glurj' of Waltham, large and showy;
Dr. Andry, a very fine kind ; Dr. Lindley, Madame Morcau,
Charles Margottin, Prince EugfeneBeauhamais, John Keynes, a
beautiful velvety sort : Triomphe des Fran^ais, Madlle. Amflie
Halphen, General d'Hautpoult, Souvenir de Bemardiu de St.

Pierre, Jean Rosenkrantz, M. Eliza Vilmorin, Mons. Edouard
Ory, and Michel Bomiet. Among rose and pink kinds were
Josephine Beauhamais, Marcella, and Mademoiselle Marguerite
Dombrain, Yellows were confined to Mar^chal Neil,

in praise of which too much can scarcely bo said.
Among other kinds [were [Madame Verschaffelt, a lilac-

tinted rose. Conspicuous in Messrs. Paul it Son's, group,
and different from the kinds just named, were Xavier
Oliba, velvety crimson scarlet ; Souvenir de William Wood, a
singular-looking brownish black kind ; Rushton Radclyffe. a
promising sort ; Due de Wellington, velvety scarlet, beautiful
m the bud state ; Baronne de Maynard, a pure white Hybrid
Perpetual, which we hope to sec again when the season is

farther advanced ; Duchesse de Caylus, crimson scarlet

;

and Pline. In Mr. Turner's collection we noticed Charles
Wood, a good velvety crimson scarlet kind, and Abraham
Lincoln, new in colour, being quite a violet rose. Itwillbeseen
that of dark-coloured new Rosea there is no scarcity.
What we want are more good light-coloiu-ed varieties. Of
single specimens Mr. Wm. Paul showed a fine pLmt of Presi-
dent, vnth about a score of blooms on it in different stages of
development. Messrs. Paul & Son had Rii)iciis, and from the
same firm also came various boxfuls of hand.sonie cut Roses.

Cinerarias were furnished by Mr. Fairb^drn, gi-. to the
Duke of Northumberland, at Syon ; Mr. Clarke, Whitton

;

Mr. James, gr. to W. F. Watson, Esq., Isleworth;
and Mrs. Hooke, Fulham. Among self-coloured kinds in
these collections were Bob and Lord Elgin, both crim-
sons, with dark disks ; Aimee and Favourite, both rosy
purples, with pde disk ; Commander-in-Chief, crimson ; and
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Captain Sclaribier, dark blue, with pale disk. Among white

sorts were Snowflake, white, with dark disk ; Modesta was
white, tipped with crimson ; and among other white kinds, with

dark disk and petals more ur less heavily tipped with crimson

and rose, were Chas. Dickens, John Harrison, Bertie, Bouquet,

Flourish, Annie ; Densa, a compact free-blooming kind

;

Dr. King, a,nd Purpurea. Messrs. Smith showed their hand-

some seedhng called Perfection, mentioned above, in good

condition.
Six finely bloomed and well-grown ClIi'Imi \^ iv fur-

nished by Mr. James, whose sorts wlI' ImI .. h ii ita,

Mr. Eyles, Mrs. Harvey, Duke of Caml.ri 1 ^ !

v, ^inith.

Though somewhat early yet for Auricul.i'-, -.-I .-.ll^ -iiuns

of them were shown by Mr. Turner. Amon;;' hciis, wu imiiced

Admii-al of the Blues (Lightbody), Florence (TraiU;, and Bessie

Bell (Spalding). Among Green-edged kinds were Champion
(Page's), Lady Richardson (Games), and General Neill (Taylor).

Grey-edged kinds comprised Unique (Maclean), Perfection

(Bone), and Miss Giddings (Read). White-edged sorts con-

sisted of Glory (Taylor's), Lightbody, Fair Maid, and Countess

of Dunmore. Mr, James, who also showed Auriculas, bad

Lovely Ann, Conqueror of Europe, and Lizzy Stuart in very-

good condition^ Among Alpuie; collections of which
we noticed Attraction,

and Brilliant, all fine

,
gr, to Walter

well 'grown and bloomed, but too

3 from Mr. Turner and Mr. J

btar. Emperor, Hector, Conspici

Polyanthuses were shown by Mr. Wiggini

Beck, Esq. They
much alike.

Pansies came from Mr. James, the stand of 24 consistmg

mainly of dark selfs. Mr. Hooper, of^Bath, also showed Pansy
blooms.
Cyclamens were contributed in large numbers by Messrs.

E. G. Henderson, Mr. Wiggins, Mr. Fairbairn, Mr. Young, and
Mrs. Hooke. They consisted of different varieties of persicum,

and being well gi'own and finely flowered, they made an

excellent display.

Among Miscellaneous subjects were Variegated Ivy ; the

compact-growing Genista prostrata, with comparatively large

bright yellow flowers ; and a variety of Clianthus Dampieri,

with a white keel, from Messrs. E. G. Henderson. Mr. Beasley

had Pelargoniimis, Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Medinilla magni-

fica, and Cytisus racemosus. Mr. Bartlett furnished Roses,

Cinerarias, Polyanthuses, Isolepis gracilis. Fuchsias, Dielytra

spectabllis. Tulips. Hyacinths, and other bulbous plants. Mr.

Young sent Tulips, Hyacmths, Epacrises, Cytisus, Azaleas,

and Dracwnas. From Mr. Fairbairn axme Palms, Caladiums,

the Oleander-leaved Eriostemon, a fine plant of Croton .ingus-

tifolium, Camellia Storeyi and Duchess of Northumberland,

the small white-flowered Heath called persoluta alba, the

Foxbrush Aerides, and one or two other Orchids ; a fine plant

of Asplenium bulbiferum ; Anthurium acaule, with ample
shining gi-een leaves; various Cinerariiis and Cyclamens, and
half a dozen nice potfuls of the compact-grovring .cheerful

green-coloured Selaginella apoda, a plant not nearly so

much used for decorative purposes as it deserves to

be. Messrs. Smith, Dulwich, furnished Heaths, Ac;

Cinerarias, Eriostemons, Azaleas, Aphelexis, and diT

varieties of Dracsena in flower. From Mr. Tumor
a plant of Kerria (Corchorus) japonica, with beautifully

white variegated leaves, which, together with its comparatively

large though single yellow_ blossoms, produced a~ ~j— ^

tion was about 700, referable to 2.52 different species, of which names of God," '* the Serpent," *' the Book of Enoch
12 proved to be new to science.—Dr. Gray gave a notice of

apparently new species of Monkey of the genus Cercopithecus

livinii in the ""Society's menagerie, and proposed to be called

C. erj'throgaster, and a notice of a new species of Nasua from
South America, proposed to be called N. dorsiUis.

ls[otictS of JSooitS,
A Concise lyictionary of the Sible, for the Use of
Families and Students. Edited by Williiun Smith,

LL.D., Classical Examiner in the University of

London. Pp. 1039. John Murray, Albemarle Street.

1865.

People in general are rather disposed to accept the

opinions which scholars express of each other, cum
gram salis, whether they be m praise or in disparage-

ment; hut certain it is that a singular unanimity
prevails in literary circles as to the qualifications which
Dr. William Smith possesses for editing dictionaries

and works of that description. The public is greatly

indebted to Dr. Smith for the services he has rendered

to the cause of education. He is a positive benefactor

to the whole race of students. Few persons, however,

are aware what a vast amount of organising skill needs

to be exercised, and what difficulties must be overcome
before such a work as the famous " Dictionary of the

Bible " is brought to a satisfactory conclusion. With
a distinct appreciation of what is wanted by the

' Scripture Chronology," '&c. At the end of the book
there is an Appendix on the Books of the Old Testa-
ment, chronological tables, and tables of weights and
measures. The work is illustrated by about 40 maps
and woodcuts, and there is a general index. The whole
is edited by Dr. William Smith, and is to he followed
immediatelyby a similar Students' Manual of the New
Testament History.

TVie SUlling Peerage for 1866 (Hard-nicke).—rAe
Shilling Baronetage (same publisher).

—

The Shilling

Souse of Commons (same publisher). Little hand-
books whose general accuracy, compact form, and low
price, are great recommendations.

—

The Danger of
Deterioration of Hace from the too rapid increase of
great Cities. By J. E. Morgan, M.A., M.D. A paper
read at the Social Science Congress at Sheffield, and
now published by Messrs. Longman. It should be read
by all interested in the physical welfare of their fellow

creatures. The main causes which undermine the
health of dwellers in towns are referable to vitiated air

and profligate habits. In the pamphlet before us the
author throws out suggestions as to how these evils

may be palliated.

—

Scientific Opinion. Under this

title has been issued the first number of a new journal

or " weekly retrospect of home and foreign scientific

literature." The idea of this publication is a good one.

,.. , ... ,'^ wanlea Dy we
; j^g j^ j^jj^j^yg selection of trustworthy abstracts from

student, a clear scheme m his own head and a general i ^^^ various scientific periodicals, transactions of
knowledge as to where the proper materials may be

societies, and recently issued scientific works would be
found, the more difficult task remains of selecting the

most competent assistants, and inducing them to

undertake the parts assigned them, and still farther to

handle their subjects in such manner as to fall in with

the general plan of the work, writing fully up to the

prevailing tone of literary thought, arid yet not so far in

advance of it as to shock people's prejudices.

Dr. Smith's works are deservedly held in the highest

estimation,and his "Dictionary of the Bible" is acknow-
ledged to be a great success. The list of contributors

also is sufficiently satisfactory (and this is in some sense

a guarant«e), including an archbishop and three bishops,

with a goodly array of deans, dignitaries and other

well-known writers, each distinguished in his oivn line

of study, and every article is signed with the initials of

of great value to readers atfficted with the prevailius

complaint of want of time. The bibliographical

records in the unhappily defunct Natural History
Eeview, and those more extended ones in the Bulletin

of the IVench Botanical Society, are of great use to all

students, and we trust that from the pages of this new
periodical we may derive in the future much assistance.

Accuracy and promptitude are two great desiderata for

the successful prosecution of this undertaking. There
is not much to complain of in the way of promptitude in

the report of the Proceedings of the French Academy
as here given, but in five consecutive lines we meet
with such misprints as Montange for Montague,
Chaint for Chatin, Athiu- Gris for Arthur Gris,

while a little further on M. Prillieux is stated
thewTiter. The preface to the "Concise Dictionary of

1

j [j^ye contributed a paper' "on the colouring

Table effect" Messrs. Lee, Hammersmith, had six prettily-

blossomed stand-ord Azaleas, various kinds of Camellias,

Aucubas in fruit, one or two Orchids, the beautiful lilac-blos-

somed Tremandra ericfefolia hirsuta, various Heaths, Heda-
roma fuchsioides, well-flowered and finely grown, and Deutzia

gracilis. In a collection of plants from Mr. Bull were Tricbopilia

suavis, Bignonia argyrsea violascens, various seedling Imanto-
pbyllums, the white-flowered Paychotria m-acrocephala. Aspi-

distra Sieboldii, and Maranta splendida, noticed below ; also

the red-veined Eranthemum Verschalfeltii, the huge-leaved

Coccoluba imbcsfLUS, Azaleas of different kinds, Dracaina

Coni„ti, \i,,u. .)ii Rulei, the white variegated Selaginella

Miiii :
I I! ,,i;iigaritacea, andoneortwoFems. From

J. I M 1 (\Aimb Royal, near Kingsbridge, Devon,
cauir ,11 i

I i;: IIS, Oranges, and Lemons, all grown in tho

open air, with luurely the protection of reed-mats, or r.ather

hurdles, iu winter. Blooms of Camellias .and of Rhododendron
arboreum and other kinds were also shown by the same gentle-

man as illustrations of the mildness of the climate of Devon-

shire. A collection of the finer kinds of Rhododendrons,
bloomed under glass, was .shown in excellent condition by
Messrs. L.ane. Pots of LUy of the Valley, finely in bloom,

were shown by Mr. William Paul. Mr. Reeves, Xotting Hill,

again showed Deutzia gracilis in good condition; .and a

collection of wax flowers was contributed by Mrs. Mitchell,

Anglesea Terrace, Bridge Road, B.attersea. Two plants of

Kaempferia ov.alifoUa were shown by Mr. Mundell, gr. to

J. C. Pickersgill, Esq., of Hooley House, Coulsdon, Surrey.

It bas showy lilac and white Iris-like blossoms, which make
their appearance before the leaves, which rise up above them,
guarding their delicate testru-e as it were from injury.

A list of the prizes aw.arded on the occasion will be found in

our advertising columns.

Entomological : March 6.—W. W. S.aunders, Esq., F.R.S., iu

the chair. Mr. Stevens exhibited a large and remarkable series

of Coleopterous and Lepidopterous insects from Hakodadi in
Jap.an, m.iny of which appeared to be identical with British

species, the entire collection having quite an European
character, mixed with a few Indian forms. The beetles com-
prised oidy two genera not European.—M. Tegetmeier .also

exhibited a large series of J,apan insects from Nagasaki, chiefly

large Lepidoptera, more oriental in character.—Mr. Stone sent
for exhibition some nests built by worker wasps (Vespa sylves-

tris), after the original nest, including the queen, had been
removed. The nest .and cells were malformed, showing that
the working instinct had deteriorated after the loss of the
queen, who was thus shown to be the master builder.—A note
from Mr. Gvoser was read, containing a confirm.ation, by the
Rev. L. Jenyns, of Mr. Doubleday'a statement as to the noise

made by the death-watch (Anobium).—A twig of Mulberry,

collected by Captain Alexander in India, was exhibited, on
which was aflixed three rows of eggs (about 60 in number), of

a species of Ascalaphus, the yoimg larvfe having escaped from
some of them.—The Rev. Pickard Cambridge exhibited
extensive series of insects of all orders collected by himself
Palestine, Syri-o, the Styrian Alps, &c. These insects wt
intended for publication in the work undertaken by Mr.

, .^ . expressed wish for an account of the most recent Lj,^j„](s jj^d reference to Kesins. The unquestionable
d different

| Biblical studies, in a form adapted for universal circu-
1 ^jjjjj of such a publication should not be marred by

imor came ]ation." It IS intended for " students in the Univer-
j
g^^h oversights as these.—4 Century of Sonnets, by

sities, l^oySjin the upper foms^rf^^scbo^^^^^^^
j
jj^^ob Jones (Bennett). There is more mechanism than

to arrive

:

deeply into the various subjects connected with
Bible must consult the larger Dictionary.

jij^o lu »uc .ij-pc. ,«.""="* .—uv.,,..,, i""f^ Jacob Jones (JJennell). rnere is more mecnanism man
,, and that numerous class of persons who desire

| ^ ^^ jj^^gg sonnets. Some of them have, however,
e at results; while those who wish togo more i

narrowly missed being xiietty.—Alexander von Mum-
^'^^\holdt ; or. What may be Accomplished in a Lifetime,'hy

, , , 1- u u -
i J u F. A. Schwarzenberg(Hardwicke). Aglowingeulogium

The work of condensa,tion has been executed by
| „^ jj^g j Prussian philosopher. There is little iu

Mr. WiUiam Aldis Wnght, M.A., the able librarian
this sketch of Humboldt's life and achievements that

has not been before made public, but the subject is soof Trinity College, Cambridge, whose literary labours

are weU known throughout the country; and judging
from a careful comparison, which we have made in

some few points, between this and the larger Dictionary,

there can be no doubt that Mr. Wright has shown
very great discrimination. Those of our readers who
possess the larger work may see for themselves, by the

initials"W.A.W.,"and thosewho donot possess that work
may like to be informed, that Mr. Wriglit contributed a

series of very important articles to it: such for instance

grand a one that it well bears repetition.

—

The Journal

of the Linnean Society, No. 36, Botanical Section,

contains papers on the vegetation of the Shores of the

Dead Sea ; on the Flora of the Desert of Sinai ; the

Palms of East Tropical Africa; and the Coco de Mei%
(Lodoicea sechellarum), one specimen of which is stated

to have attained a height of 186 feet.—rAe Quarterly

Review for April comprises several very interesting

articles; among which we would especially mention
are *ose .marked on Hebrew Poetry, Music

] those on Sir Joshua Reynolds, Foss' Judges of England,
and "Wnting," 'Proverbs and Psaltery indicating

j
^^^ Science of Language, and the Children's Employ-

what has been one great branch of his studies. I he
, ^^^^ Commission. The facts as related in the latter

article
.
Jehovah, those on the prophets Alicah and

^.^^ „f ^^ horrible a nature as to caU for immediate
Malachi, others on the office of Procurator and Pro-

legislative interi'erence.
consul, and others, again, on a multitude of the more °

obscure names found in Scripture, serve to show the
|

various Hues of research with whieh he is conversant i

^ntheTamplesofThisclassof horticulturalliterature. WeWe may ako mention that Mr. J- A. Wright is ont ^ the following, relating to Soft-wooded, Florists',
editor with the Rev. ^. G.Clark, Fellow of Tnnity

j ^,,,, i^Vdrtintr-ont pTants chieflv:-£. G. Mendersor,
College and Public Orator, of the new and very

excellent Cambridge Edition of Shakspeare.

CAT.4L0GrES Received.-Ourtableis literallystrewn

The " Concise Dictionary " is the same size as the

larger work, but contains one-third the number of

pages, and consequently forms a single thick volume.

and Bedding-out Plants chiefly:—£. O. Henderson
4" Son's, including all sorts of novelties, and especially

rich in Tricolor Pelargoniums ; O. Sawlings' a list of

the best Dahlias ; W. Paul's, in which New Roses and
Beaton's race of Bedding Pelargoniums are the most
prominent subjects ; C. Turner's, devoted to all .sorts of

Florists' flowers ; and Carstairs 4" Sons', select Florists'

flowers, including a new double white Pelargonium.
— Charlwood 4' Cummins issue a brief list of Seeds of

Trees and Shrubs.-JoA» Scott sends out a good

descriptive fruit list, in which the question of Paradise

stocks, which has been occupying some public atten-

Mr. Scott says the true Paradise

The Students' Scripture Hilton/. Old Testament.

Edited by William Smith, LL.D. Pp. 608. 8vo.

John Murray, Albemarle Street. 1865.

Large works, displaying a considerable amount o

research, we have had, under the title of Introduc-

tions to the Bible, and excellent little works with the tion, is raised. _ _.

modest title of Helps to the Reading of the Bible ; is the Pomme Paradis, and is not so tender as it

but, strange to say, up to the present time, the school- represented to be.

—

Messrs. Bachhouse 4" Son have
master has looked in vain for a text book of Old Testa- found a Supplement to their list of Alpine Plants neces-

ment historj', written in a sound, clear, scholarlike sary ; it includes many choice things of that class.

—

style, and withal compendious, such as he would like
: John Morse issues his Catalogue of Cuttings grown

to put into the hands of his pupils. The little volume for sale,

before us will receive a cordial welcome from the large

class of persons who are engaged in the important and
responsible work of education ; for, to say the truth, it

bas been no easy matter of late years to know exactly

what to teach young people on many subjects connected

HFlortgts' dFlofajcrs:.
New Roses.—I have read with some interest the

remarks made by " D., Deal " at p. 295, respecting the

r by Mr. Edw.ard Saunders
tions nf a great number of ne
lected in Si;im by M. Mouhot,

re.ad, containing descrip-

V species of Buprestidie, col-

. . .. A conversation took place on
the insects foimd in copal, amber, &c., founded upon Dr.

Welwitsch's recent communication to the Linnean Society.

(See p. 294.)

Zoological of London : March 2".—Dr. Gray in the chair.

A letter was read from Dr. Bennett giving details concerning
tlie habits of the Lyre Bird (Menura novse-hoUandia;) in
ciptivity. -Dr. MurieandMr. St. George Mivart cuiuinunicatcd

Halvin read a catalogue of birds coll. ,

during bis recent expedition up the 1

1

Peru, with notes and descriptions of 1

^otiil number of specimens contained i

with Biblical investigations. Probably there is no exhibition of new Roses for the prizes oflered by the
• ' '

J
-• Royal Horticultural Society and the Crystal Palace

Company at their annual exhibitions ; also the sugges-

tions of the Rev. W. F. Radclyfle, and the note appended

by the Editor to the first-named remarks. It appears,

as "D., Deal" states, a very simple question, yet it is

surrounded with difficulties, and might lead to

unpleasantness unless more correctly defined. I quite

coincide in the Editorial remarks, that the prizes should

be given to the best formed flowers, with the most

distinct colours—flowers in fact which are improve-

ments upon existing kinds, no matter whether all were

the issue of 1861 or 1865. The suggestion brought

forward by Mr. Radclyfl'e, that the wording of the
—

1

]..!.. ..l.n.,1.1 \.r. " lfifi.4 n»,(l ciiViooniionf.lv " is f70od.

jtudy in which so much progress has been made
short a time; and in a matter of such universal

interest and importance, the teacher of youth is

naturally anxious to know what results have been

arrived at, which he may regard as established truths

;

what are the opinions of tne learned on confessedly

difficult points ; and what are the questions which he
must be content to leave for the present unanswered.

The volume before us is mainly a concise history

from the (Creation to the return of the Jews from the

Babylonish captivity, WTitten in a candid tone, and
always in a reverential spirit. Besides the short foot-

notes and references, there are more important notes

and illustrations at the end of nearly every chapter,

'riiese occupy somewhere about one page to every six

of the text, and include such subjects as " the Hebrew

schedule should be "1864 and subsequently," is good.

This would be better than conflning the exhibitor to

the two years, as he may have ready on the day of
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exhibition one or two good blooms of the new Roses of
1866, which would carry him far ahead of other com-
petitors, but by the present wording he would be
prohibited shomng them. I think all exhibitors
tacitly understand that, by the expression " new Roses
of 186i and 1865," is meant those catalogued by English
nurserymen for the first time in the spring of tho.se
years. To place the question at rest, a few of the
leading exhibitors should re-spond to the appeal, and
should thus set the precedent by which decisions for
the futiu-e should be ruled, as there is at present no
recognised tribunal of florists to decide upon disputed
matters such as the present.

I cannot agree with your correspondents that
this IS at present solely a nurseryman's question.
The amateur has as good a chance to exhibit new
Roses in this class as the nurseryman, especially if he
purchases 12 of one kind, as stated by your contributor
at page 319. The amateur can purchase one plant of
each variety of 1864, and the same of 1865. From each
of these he may reasonably expect a dozen good sound
buds, and if he work these, and they bloom as they
ought in the spring of 1866, what advantage will the
nurseryman have ? He mil if possible have turned his
stock into cash, whereas the amateur grower will have
retained his plants to exhibit from, and will thus have
rather the better opportunity of exhibiting the new
Eoses to advantage, while the nurserjTnan will most
probably only have the produce of those stocks worked
in the summer of 1865 to show from. The competition
in this class has hitherto been limited. I see no reason
why it should be so, and certainly think the amateur
has as fair a field as the nurseryman, provided his soil
is congenial to their groivth. The soil appears to me
to be the great difficulty, as it is only in rich loam or
loamy clays that the Rose mil grow with sufficient
vigour to throw good blooms for exhibition. The
splendid flowers shown from Slough, Cheshunt,
Waltham, and Hereford, have a rich satiny appear-
ance, great substance of petal, and the delicious
perfume for which the Rose is so highly prized, and
these qualities cannot be produced to so great an
«>,^tent in any soil but a rich retentive loam. WilUam

Is THE Rose a Floeists' Flowek?—The following
remarks may possibly induce " Rosa Canina " (see
p. 943, 1865) to think that whilst the Rose is a florists'
flower, it loses none of its charms by being placed in
that category. Your correspondent protests against
our Queen of Flowers " being classed as a florists'
flower, which, like the old-fashioned English florist he
says seem to be on the wane. It is just possible that the
old-fashioned" English florists are becoming extmet,

and if they bore the slightest resemblance to the some-
what fanciful sketch of them drawn bj Rosa
Canina," I say the sooner they are altogether out of
existence the better; but the picture in question is
much too highly coloured.
Your correspondent inquires "What are florists'

flowers ? "and by way of reply alludes to a variety of
subjects which have received considerable impiovement
at the hands of the florist. I however maintain that
any flower which is capable of improvement, and whose
quahties have been enhanced by the assiduous
perseverance and attention of the florist, is entitled to
a place among what are termed florists'flowers A\ hat
may I inquuf, » ere the |,n rties ..fthr IVliu mum;
the Fuchsia, Ihc Ciilrrnlini;!, the ('iiHi-;iri:i ii I the
Verbena, nay, r\ci) Ihr A.stri', th.- l']il..\ ili,- Mmudus
and the GUidinlus, besides (.tlicr VMieties of Uoncring
plants which are now so much aduiii'ed at floral
exhibitions, until they were taken in hand by enter-
pnsing florists ? Were they not devoid, comparatively
speaking, of either shape, size, or symmetry ?
Let me direct the attention of " Rosa Canina" to the

culture of the Rose, from the time of its being planted
until its blooms are placed on the exhibition tableHe must certainly be in a state of blissful ignorance if
he imagines that it is only necessary to dig a hole in
the garden, plant your Rose, and there leave it to
JNature. If this was all, I am sure it would require

au the available .manipulation" a florist possessed to
render a bloom from Nature's plant passable To
grow the Rose in perfection so as fully to develope its
beauties, the soil must receive its necessary preparation
VIZ., drainage, manuring, and dressing ; the plant must
be judiciously pruned and disbudded, and the selection
of buds allowed to bloom, and their future shading and
Tna,Ti3"pmpnt. iiro oil T^niyifi, +rt \^^ A— ; J _ .J 1,-. ii _ r. ,
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deterred by it from gratifying his taste, if he jirefers to
do so, in cultivating the Rose as a " florists' flower."
Florista^ Leicester.

^6c ^piarj),
Bee-Cultuee: Hives.—Mr. Taylor, in some of the

later editions of his "Bee-Keeper's Manual," gives a
description of a flat, wooden-topped straw hive, which
I have found, after many years' trial, to be one of the
simplest, and, at the same time, one of the most
remunerative hives I have ever possessed.

I have made some alterations m the dimensions and
mode of construction, but the main features of the
hive, a representation of which is subjoined, are taken
from Mr. Taylor.
Have made a cylinder of straw open at both ends,

15 inches wide, and 9£ inches deep, inside measure.
The lower part of the hive may with advantage be an
inch less in diameter than the upper. Let the bands of
straw be of good thickness, not less than Ij inch, well
and tightly pressed together. No entrance is to be cutm the straw.

The top is made of two boards of deal, nailed together
across the grain. - The lower board, f-inoh thick, is cut
the exact diameter of the upper part of the straw
cylinder, fitting tightly within it. The upper board

'

also be used with advantage, provided it be capable ofcontaining not less than 20 lb.
'-"iJauu, oi

Many a,piarians err greatly in putting on supersniuch too limited m capacity. As the stock becomes

of half-inch stufi; and projects all round beyond the
other the thickness of the straw, or about li inch.
By driving long nails or wires both vertically and
horizontally through the straw and wood, a very secure
hold is obtained. Previous to doing this, it is better to
cut out the holes for commimication with supers.
There are three of these, of a cone-shaped form,
25 inches in length, and IJ inch wide at the widest part.
They are made about 25 inches from the outside of the
top, pointing towards the centre. They may be covered

strong, the bees are oppi
room, vvork is at a compar:i
most probably, a swarm i

large-sized super had beii
have increased in numbers
over-populated ; more woi
labours in the super, conse.;, ,, ,.

much more rapidly; and thei

at and want of
1-1 III, and at length,

I'll'; whereas, if a
1' 'I. t lie bees would
I lie hive becoming

I 111 prosecute their
.

I >i k ivould progress
uidd also

disposition of the bees to throw ofl' aliability of
swarm.
In my early bee-keeping experiences, I used to think

a super of about 15 lb. a great achievement ; I now
find that supers of 30, 40, 50 lb., and upwards, can be
as easily obtained, requiring but little more time for
their completion. This may be considered a bold asser-
tion, but I am convinced of its truth, and therefore I
speak advisedly. These observations on supers will
be appUcable to all hives hereafter described.
S. Beeaii Fox.

management are all points to be decided by the judg-
ment of its cultivator—and the grower who fully
carries out these points, it is scarcely necessary for me
to observe, must be a florist. At the same time it is
obvious that these are absolute requirements to enable
the plant to develope perfect flowers, and therefore I do
not hesitate to say that the Rose is truly a "

florist's
flower.

The Rev. W. F. Radclyfle, in one of his recent essays
says he IS 'no florist himself," but I am incHned to
Believe that no amateur florist can peruse the reverend
gentleman's numerous remarks on the Rose without
arriving at the conclusion that he is a " florist " and
one possessed of high attainments.

'

.It is uot essential that a florist should be conversant
with the mode of treatment of every flower grown as
It is an admitted fact that a diversity of tastes exists in
the floral community, one person admiring the Rose
another the TuHp, and a third the Dahlia, whilst others
have a predilection for the Pelargonium, and so forth
i have m my time met with many men amongst

the working classes who have possessed taste and
judgment enough to discern the difference that exists
in the qualities constituting a first-rate flower and an
inferior bloom, and these men, be it understood, were
not what are usually termed " florists."
The Rose, I feel persuaded, will not lose any of its

attractions by the protest of " Rosa Canina," neither
will the old English florist" or his successor be

V, ith simple blocks of wood on a jjldin surface, or for
the more timid operators, slides may be adopted.
These are best made of stout zinc, about l-16th of an
inch thick, 2 inches ivide, and 6 inches long, with one
end turned do^vn ; a shallow channel is cut out rather
more than the thickness of the zinc. No retaining
grooves or guides for the slides are necessary. The
chief advantage of the pointed apertures is, that when
the slides are pushed in from the outside, the bees are
gradually urged out of the way, the risk of crushing
being thus reduced to a minimum, as certainly not
more than one bee can be injured. These three apertures
are intended for communication only with one super,
\yhether of glass, straw, or wood, although, if preferred,
three can be worked at once, but this is a plan I cannot
recommend, when large supplies of honey are desired.
The lower, inside surface of the top must be left

roughened. I have adopted, with great advantage, the
plan of screwing up across the top, avoiding the holes
of communication, a narrow bar having some worker-
comb attached, or the remains of previous attachment.
Ihis induces the bees to work at least the central
comb, or combs, in a straight direction, otherwise I
have found the greatest irregularity in the formation
of the combs usually to prevail m these wide flat-
topped hives. This guide-bar should of course be
placed from front to back.
The bottom board should be of IJ stufi; securely

strengthened by cross pieces below, which are best run
in as a wedge or dovetail. The entrance must be cut
in the bottom board, and not in the hive. It maybe
5 inches long by | inch in height, contracted, when
advisable, by blocks or wedges.
The supers which I usuallj; work on these hives are

octagonal boxes, 13 inches in diameter by '5\ inches
deep, inside measure, fitted with seven bars. When
that one first given becomes nearly filled with combs
it is raised, provided the season appears likely to prove
propitious, on a shallower octagon box of 3i inches in
depth, having no top or division between the two. The
combs are brought Aovra without interruption, making
when complete a super containing about 40 lb. I also
frequently substitute for these wooden supers, octa-
gonal framed glass boxes, constructed of mahogany,
with framed glass top. These are also fitted with bars,
which are so placed as to be | of an inch below the glass.
ihe diameter is usually the same as that of the first
described

; the depth may vary according to locality

Garden Memoranda.
IXlNESBUET, NEAE WeLWYN, HeETS. THE SEAT

OF "-Blake, Esq.—Danesbury House is pleasantly
situated upon a hiU, and has a wide piazza running
the whole length of the south and east sides

A '^ pDlars supporting this are clothed
with hardy creepers, which in autumn especially
give them a very cheerful appearance. Dotted
here and there upon the lawn are thriving young
specimens of Pinus, among which is a fine
example of Pinus Lambertiana, some 30 or 40 feet in
height, evenly and uniformly clothed throughout with
brariches, of which the lower ones are gracefully
pendent. Near this stood, previousljr to the winter of
1860-61, a very fine Araucaria imbricata, which was
killed by that heartless winter.
From the la^vn let us pass to the flower garden,

which IS not very extensive, butvery tastefully arranget'.
Ihe main features of this garden last autumn weie
Beaton's Silver Nosegay Pelargonium, which is truly
one of the most showy of all the sUver-leaved varieties,
producing also an abundance of light rosy pink flowers.
Among Calceolarias, which were exceedingly strong
and healthy, aurea floribunda and canariensis had
overgrown their respective limits, and were literaUy
masses of yellow blossoms. Two or more neutr.al
colours were massed in the same beds and had a good

f
ffect, the colours being properly blended, not unskil-

fully thrown together as is sometimes the case,
abound, Roses were trained to artistically formed
trellis work; tlieiv » en- also some goodly sized beds of
thenevyer vaiieiie- ii|„„i t heir own roots.
Contiguou- lo ilh> Hiiuer garden is the conservatory,
building of lei-eiil eicelion, and of large dimensions.

I \ enly traiued over the roof were a variety of creepers,
me of which in the flowering season have a truly
1 geous eSect. Tacsonia ignea appeared to be greatly

upcrior to mollissima, both in point of colour and
freedom of bloom. Whilst Solanum jasminoides
IS worthy of a place in every conservatory on
account of its evergreen foliage alone, on this
occasion it was, however, laden with masses of
the whitest of flowers. No house in which
creepers can be gro\vn should be without this
Solanum, the blossoms of which are very suitable for
bouquets, Lapageria rosea was flowering freely, and
Kennedya and Habrothamnus aided in giving tlie roof
a very pretty appearance. On the stages was a profusion
of plants, among which were three or four distinct
varieties of the beautiful Lilium auratum, some good
varieties of Primula fllicifolia. and of P. carminata
splendens

; many new Azaleas in good health, and well
set with flower buds; a fine Acacia Drummondi;
exotic and semi-hardy Ferns. &c. Planted out in beds
in this house were Camellia,s, Oranges, &c. ; whilst
in a side border at the base of a wall were very fine
specimens of Hovea Celsi, the prettiest of all blue
flowering shrubs. Here were also the gorgeous
1 leroma elegans and Luculia gratissima, both showing
abundance of blooms ; with roots at freedom to roam
in a well-prepared border, rather dry in its texture,
and slightly attached to a dry wall at the back,
'bese plants grow and flower here most satisfactorily.
Well-grown examples of Cyclamen overrun with a
dwarf Seteinella lined the front edge of these ground
borders. Last, and though small, not least, were two or
three gems among British Ferns, too tender, and yet
too rare, to be allotted a place in the out-door Fernery.
These were Asplenium Trichomanes cristatum, a
constant and most; elegant variety, the extremity of
each frond being flat, much crisped, nearly circular in
form, and measuring an inch or so across. Of
A. Trichomanes incisum the pinnae were unusually
fully developed, one overlapping the other, and very
much toothed. A. lanceolatum microdon, a very
distinct and extremely pretty variety of Hudson's
Spleenwort, was also in this collection, as was also
Soolopendriumv. Drummondii, a striking variety,freely
crisped and tasselled, as is the case with Wollaston's
variety cristatum gracile. Among Aspleniums, A. ger-
manicum acutidentatum is a dwarf, oft-divided variety,
sharplytoothed, distinct, and pretty. Lastrea dilatata
ramosa is also so distinct and pleasing as to be con-
spicuous even amongst a crowd of others. At the
northern side of this conseiTatory is the kitchen
garden, walled in and well furnished with fruit trees
of every description, the walls being stocked mth
varieties suited to their difierent aspects

Apricots, planted at the end of the fruit-room,
uescrioea

;
ine aeptb may vary according to locality or extend their branches up to the very top wall, and areine ta,ste of the amarian-mine being 7f inches from evenly fruited throughout. In another portion of theme glass cover. Ihese supers, when filled, are re- kitchen garden are pits, forcin"-houses gardener'smarkably handsome. The ordinary bell-glass may 1 house, &c. The first house on tEe right 'is a Vinerj-,
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attached to which is a Peach and ISteftnruif hi>use. On
the left is a Fig house, well furnished with youii!;

plants. Tliroui^jh an archway, passing a fine youni:

plantation of Cherries and pyramidal Pears, we con ir

to a sniiiU stove, the roof of which is partially coverp.1

with Dipladenia criisshiuda. Ainoiip;st the plants- in

this house, in additimi in i IitIjhI-, w.-i'c !«•> ih-iIuvi

fine specimens of the t;i",H(J I Inlil :iih|Nil\yr l^rn-

Some of Mr. Parson^' ArliiiiMii-^ iv.iv :,l-o li.iv

.

Leopard, very distinctly h«.i1,..1 iii tl.r llii";it, 1 ur-

pureaelegans, dark ninll«'ny «illi ..nnri.' iliroal; anj

Vivicans, carmine, wilh dwi. ,;:l<,my[ tlinal, are well

worthy of mention, luadivisiouot this house.devoted

to Cucumbers, was a dark-spined variety, originated

here, which is supposed to surpass the 'ielegraph,

plants of which were fruiting plentifuUy near it.

Opposite this house, and in a line with it^ are two

Vineries, both larsie high houses. In the first of these

were, at the time of my visit, some fine hunches ot

MuKi-ut:' :mi.1 IhniibiirL'lis. The Tines m the farther

ana.l.l.lH.n li:^- h-M; l-" 'l' nl- l-H';' iHTrldn,,. Ion

small kilrlinn .ani.n, iSi. 1,- I.IInd » .1 1. Uir ruslninan

green crops. Aiiioui; laU- Kuspbernes Carters i.s cuu-

sidered excellent. ., ^ , , ,i j
In the park is a hardy Fernery, situated in a dell, and

reached by means of a good gi-avel walk. It is associated

with .some krge trees, w lii.-h aiv -unnu.idnd by Laurels,

&c., which aid in keepiir-' llm rnii;.;linr w na- a\\a,\ rnni

the more tender kiials ni' l'n;ii-, an-l ilu' "li'iln i>

inclosed by substantial rabbil-iuool leurmt:
.
I'.nteniig

under an archway, formed of gi'otesq^ue-looking wood,

we proceed a few yards, and an mtere-stin^ scene

presents itself, the imitation rockwork being in itseU

worthy of a visit. Here are steps by which to descend

to the level below, formed, as it were, out of hard rock

by time itself. On the opposite side is a ravine, over

which has been thrown a rustic bridge, whilst nearer to

the left, under the more massive upper rock—as is

customai-y—is a capacious grotto, from me rock at the

side of which streamlets of pure water trickle dovm into

its basin hrd. Here and there, abutting upon the

green swavl, ilm rocks appear, eragged and pointed.

«acli liaviir.:al ii- base. Or upon its bosoui, some quaiui

form Hinnli ( iillnre and observation have brought tn

light. 'Pile \\ linl,. is well backed up by huge boulders,

placed lierr and lliere, as if they were the work of one

oi'NatnreV sininue convulsions.

Let us ni.H nnte a, few of the more distinct and

noticeable Ferns luund here—varieties e.,..rn1ial (o all

having m view the getting together ••( :i cllrclinn,

however small. ( IfAtliyriuniF.-f. Vi.tm la- liinrr is here

a fine e\;n II I lie, till' ininiilive divisions in v\liieh are very

narrnw .ll~liiin|l\ Inrked at the base, and varying in

their -Ilia I urn m, much that they are divergent,

crossing each nllinr (he whole length of the frond, the

apices "of pinnae and frond being uniformly neatly

tasselled. A. F.-f. coronatum has short spreading fronds,

much crisped and forked at the end, with huge heavj

tasselling. There is here a variety of A. F.-f. Elworthii,

having the individual pinmv very iiinrh crested, whilst

the extremity or point is equal to the best A. F.-f.

mulficeiis; of the last (here is a line laric siieeimen,

with narrow li-oiids, ending in oft-iliviiled spreading

crisped tis^els \ F -f. ( iraiitii isa divarf upright form,

«itli dense pinnie overlappiic-' each nther at and near

the ,,ninls. l.ei„. divelnd au,< crisped. A F -f.

C(ir. 111:1 lis \ ir. iiaiiuiu li :- urnn|aii-'short nan'ow fronds,

ti„. ,,iiii;:i nr.-iml iinl ilm n 1 cudiug In a uiauy

tiiii,., ilniiinil nin-i.ir hii-n ilniiensious as compared

Willi ilm-i/nnl ilii- ilnarl \arieiy. A. F.-f. graudiceiis

is .Iwaif iiiiriuiii, \ni\ densely and heavily crestod.

As|ilniiiiiin \irhln iniihiililum has here assumed itstrue

lialiil.a c irniinislanne ipiestionedby some.

Polystiehnm angulare grandiceps is a beautiful

greeu-leaved variety, with divided rachis, every division

being more or less branched again and again, the

individual pinna> ending in small crests, the tenniual

points beim-' large cris)iy tufts. P. a gracilo is a very

gr,acelul variety, the pinuides markedly sleiider near

the midrib. I', a. jiluniosum has a waving plea.sing

habit; P. a. latipes, a large fine variety, has green

fronds, with distant divisions, and shaqJ-pointed

termination; 1'. a. rotundatum (a very fine specimen)
, .. . 1 Ti .. ij:f: 1 ; a.. 1..,.

across is sninetimes four times divided, as the frond

is asc'ended. le.rn-like. with iinijectiuns. There is here

,, vnrv dl-linnt and lieallliful \arin(v nf .\illali( lilii

,,,!,, i;,,„, Ilm piiiian II, Hindi am larinr aial l
v

;,„l,.„|nil lliall Ihn unliuars kind, ami llmllllalnd
;

I hn

iiHiiu centre of each Irun.l giving the plain a xm^

ill asiiig wave-like appearance. Let us conclude uili

a passing glance at the acquaintances of our .voidh

the scaly Spleenwort, Brittle Bladder Fern, (lineii

Spleenwort, and other native Ferns, all of ^^lllch allord

pleasing recoUeotious of days gone by. W, E.

Miscellaneous.
Pollard Trees.— 1\ Has llie iMLStom to cut the

Pollards of Windsor VoresI .Iiomi to about « feet from

the ground every tentli or tHelflh year, "hen the

voung branches grew up again very fo.st. I" I u-

system, as well as to the lopping of the briinnhes or

browse-wood, formerly pursued, we are iiidehted for

(he ^u-eal niimter of highly picturesque trees, though

il 1- also ihe reason why so little of the older timber is

sound and valuable. , .,.

hv-huHses in America.—IhQ ice-house of Lyman
B. Lyon, at Lyon's Falls, New York, has not teen

empty for 20 years, nor has a pound of ice been put

into it. The building is constructed aft«r the ordinary

method and when it is designed to fill it, a rase jet is

iilaced n|ioii the waler-pipe, and as the water comes

throidh il is chilled, and drops into the ice-house,

where it forms in one solid ma.ss. Aimriean Paper.

Portlaiid C<p»»e«i!.—Made into a thin solution like

whitewash this cement gives wood-work all the

aiipearance of having been painted and sanded, and

may for aught we know, have as preservative a

property. PUes of stone may be set together with

common mortar, and then the whole wa.shed over with

this cement, making it look like one immense rock ot

grev sandstone. For temporary use a flour liaiml may

have the hoops nailed, so as not to flv apart, ami the

inside washed with 10 cents-worth of Porllaml cmuent,

and it will do for a year or more to hold water. Ijoards

iiailnil lou'ether, and washed with it, make good hot-

H ill r I auks; and in SO many ways is it of use, that we
lia\e coiiie to look on it as one of those peculiar things

in a garden which it is " always good to have about.'

Gurdeiwrs' Monihly.

borders rei|nire watering give them a good soaking.

I'lants in puis and tubs should have some \ve;d: mtmure
Hater ncnasioiially.

I"i;\i iits .\ND NiiCTAKiNES.—Continue to keep the

shoots Hell ticd-in in the early house,and be careful

not In ^mI Ihem crowded. In disbudding, the bearuig

ivooil of the present year should be divested of all

shoots except the terminal one and those near the base.

\\\in\ a deficiency occurs in any part of the tree, more

may be tied in. Ventilate freely in fine weather, and

l)e careful to close up early in the afternoon. Syringe

once or twice daily, and keep a moist atmosphere by

thromng plenty of water on the pathways, borders, &c.

Pines.—See that good mellow turfy soil is ready

under cover for the shifting process; also materuils

for thorough draimvge, such as broken crocks, rough

bones, charcoal, iStc. Use clear liquid manure to

sHelliug fruit, when necessary; and keep up a lively

hnat, with jdenty of atmospheric moisture.

Vines.—Let disbudding, tying, .stopping, &c., be

duly attended to, according to principles laid down lor

the earlier houses.

n.\RDT FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.

Disbnililiir.; wall lives should bo commenced early

in ordir Ihal Ihn niinr'^ies of the trees may not be

expeiiileil ill prniliiciii- superfluous wood. In the

final re"ulatioii of ila slmnts do not allow more to

push inlowood than nan hn nmiveniently trained in.

When working at hiII iim a\oiil treading upon the

soil; a plank and a feu lurnks moved along as the work

proceeds will obviate the e\il .just named, and mil

yield more comfort to the workman.

Lettuces.—After this time it is best to sow these

where they are to remain. Drills for them should he

drawn 10 or 12 inches apart, and a few seeds dropped

iu at intervals of about 8 inches asunder; as soon a»

the plants are fairly up, these patches should be thinned

to one plant. ^____

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON,

For the Week ending April 11 , 18C6, nsobscrvcd at the Horticultural Gardcna

has deep green fronds; P. a. mnHifido-i-risl;i

branched fronds, and Ilm imni nni nmim'. - n

crested. Of P. a prolHnr "i n i

,
n. I

here came from Mr \\ ni ^

P. a prolifern,., fonln , : ,
il,,

i

III .'Iwinch iiashennine well.'stahlish , -.. -

beuinniu'.; to a.ssiinic its real halm ;
it i- lir.iuched,

divided, and ta.sselled. Before leavnc; i hi- nla- refer-

ence must also be made to the beaiuiliil I', \nstitum

« venustiunof.New Zealand, which succeeds admiraldy

here.

Amongst Lastrea,s is a line specimen of the rare P.-m

abbreviata cristata ; it is a branch-forked and crested

variety, of very pleasing appearance; L. montana
curvata has narrow curved fronds ; L. opaca (Japanese)

has very dark green foliage and is distinct ; L. F.-m.

erispa, generally supposed to be too tender for our

climate, is quite hard}- here ; it has short fronds and

the pinna; fringed ; L. dilatata ramosa has branched

fronds, and is tufted. Of L. Standishii there is here

a very fine specimen.
l.oinaria chilensisisa fine hold Fern with three or

four huge fruifingfrond.s. It is quite hardy.

Amongst the endless varieties of Scolopendriums,

ramo-margiuatum is distinct, upright, and variably

divided, each frond lieing very narrow and generally

lengthy, imtil the ramose part is reached. The fruit,

or seed vessels, frequently show themselves uiion

the upper side of the frond. Of S. .risfafum

major, the individual fronds are thiee times

divided and freely tasselled. S. subcoruutiuu, a foot
i

Calendar of Operations.
{l\,r U„ r„..nn,,, ,r,-ek .)

I'lIE weather, tlmiigli briglif occasionally during the

dav still confiuues colil al iiinlif. Calceolarias and

otl'in- liediliii;; lilauls prinknil out ni I urf iiits to harden

must tlierelnre still Im nincivd up at oighl. Any pro-

tection that ina\ ha\e been afforded to line specimens

of standard Laurm,tiuus, or other shrubs, should

however now be either ivhoUy or partially removed.

FLOWER OAEUEN ANIJ PLANT HOUSES.

Thoroughly dress all beds and borders; prepare

stations on lawns for extraordinary specimens of orna-

mental plants, as large Fuchsias, &c., putting drainage

in the bottom, and good turfy and mellow compost

above. Trim and )iruije all climbers on out -door

trellises or conscrvafive walls; and i.mpam statiniis lor

plants to nil up hlaiiks. Colli pits nill now 1 niipied

„iih s .1 1 be early .struck ,or potted-olf stock, har-

dciiiir.-' rmilin ilo»er"garden.

s- ilalf'-hardy sorts should now receive

atU'iitiou. J'he best method of raising tliem is to sow

them in pans or boxes now, or in a bed about 3 inches

thick, of light soil, placid on a gentle bottom-heat,

furnished by means of stable manure or vegetable

refuse, and protected with a frame. AVater spiu'ingly,

and give plenty of air when the plants aiipear ;
thin

out or prick oii'iu small pots, and be i-areful to get the

plants well inured to the weather previous to planting

in the open border, and also to give water as may

be necessary, after phmting, until they become

established. '

. „ „ ,

,

it
Az.iLE.is.—Specimi lis now iii full blossom must be

shaded from bright Minsbiuc, I'lants thit have been

kept in heat to briiiii Ih. in inlolloHcr uiHiioh rei|Uire

pvellv liberal supplies ot nalcr, Cmat atliiilion should

b,. pan! to ventilation, particulariy in gmu-diiig against

nolil mil rents of wind. V.iung pUmts will growrapidly

Ii -hiUc.l and plafjed in a moist wanu temperature;

IS thiilhi'yareclearofiusccts.
IM I DoLAiiiAS.— Those intended to m:ike large

-iinnimi IIS will have received their final shift. As the

sna-nii adxances, so must the grower be more watchful

to keep doH-n insects. A very mild moist tempera-

ture is the best suited for the Calceolaria at this

season. , , . , . , u
Camellias.—Plants that have doneblootmng should

he placed iu heat to make their growth; shift any

that require it: syringe them daily. Water freely

plants now in bloom, and occasionally with weak

liquid maiuu-e.
i, ^i

CiNEKABiAS.—These should uow have all the .air

possible (m every favourable opportumty. avoiding

cold draughts. Pick ott' decaying leaves and blooms,

and look well to mildew.

FORCING GARDEN.

Cucumbers.—Get those intended for ridges liavdened
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The Forwardest Turnip known is

3j OUTTON'S SHOET-TOP

SIX WEEK&

IVico Is. per lb.

"'
Clioaper by the Bushel.

ft Sows. Royal Berkshire Seed Establlshmeiit, Ileadli

MANGEL WURZEL
SEED from large Bulbs.

Good YELLOW GLOBE.. 9

„ ORANGE GLOBE.. 3
„ RED GLOBE ..0 9
„ LONG RED .. .. 6 'J

„ LONG VELLOW . .

SUTTON'S

Selected mangel Seed
from Selected Routs.
Ctifaper by tht ai^.

Per lb.—». d.
-11 KiN-s Selected YEL-

LOW GLOBE 1
II 'RANGE GLOBE 1

1 '
- II KR HOBBS"

iiK.l.\r;E GLOBE .. 1 «
-1 1:.V1TmN'>1;KDGL0BE1
.-ITTiiN-^ ELVETaAM

1
M m iN's SclectBdLONQ
IhLLuW 10

New YELLOW INTER-
MEDIATE 1 (1

Do. RED do 16
NORBITON GLANT LONG
BED 16

SrTTOK JE Soxa . Roy.il Berkshire Seed Establishment, ReadiLg.

i U T T N '^ CTl A M P I N SW^ETHT.
lEDY. XZS.Y PBOrit'.,TIVE, SlOKES

WUEELERS' IMPERIAL SWEDE

vorslindowed with Tre^

^AliTKlt'K GENUINE FAliM K K E J) «.

CAUTEirS I'KRMANENT PAHTURE GKASSS. per aci-e, iftla., 30

CM'.TKirs i'UIZE SWEDE SEED, per lb. Is.
C'AKTEK'S PRIZE MANGEL WEED, per lb. Is

Wl'KCIAL LIWTof FARM SEEDS fgratU anU po»t-IVoa
on appUcation.

JAitrs Caut*.r & Co., -237 aiid 236, High Iloibfirn, W.C.

Weaaow and Lawu Grass SeedB,~
"*

TOIIN U.D CHARLES LEE, ST;EDa>rEN to the Qurtn,
etooutitig orders for GRASS SEEDS, mixed to suit aH

LEE'S MIXTURES
] m Heavy and Light Lands : sow i bushels per Acre.
J r 1 k and Fle\d Lawns ; so^v 3 buchcLB per Aci'c.
^ 1 *ited or Water Meadows : sow 2 bushels per Acre.

ating phi Pasturw :__sqw V4 lb. per Acre.
" f 2 bushels per Acre.

For Six Y_,„_ , _ ^... „.^ „ _ ^„
Consort's Prize Cups bavo been awarded to SUTTON'S CHAMPION
SWEDES at the Royal East Berks and South Berks Agricultural
Societies, and mauy other valuable Prize* in various part* of tho
Kiogdorn.

^lYom Mr. Large, liaHiffto the Right non. Lord Berhkhb.
The Ciianiplon Swedes from seed Lord Bemers purchased of you

ajefarauperior to any other we have*^own. I can confidently say
they are many tons per acre hearler tlian any other fewedcs erowina
on his Lordship's farm."

Price of Seed Is. per pound, nr cheaper by the bushel.
BUTTON'S NEW FARM LIST gratis and post free.

ScrToK k Sows , Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Readinjf.

L L E T T~*^H
CHEVALIER PEDIGREE BARLEY.

viz. : by rupuatod aonual »electiim, re-atartiBg m each year from _
aiugle Kfaiii upon a poor Koil (roBtine immediately upon the chalk of
fcbe South Downs), which upon nolglibouring Kirms produces flarloy
weighing but 51 lb., and fit only for giindlng.

Sued Rbqujbed;—
If drilled in March 1 buchel oa 3 acres.

April 1 „ 2 „
Price Two GuinaaB a Bushel ^including bag), deUvered in Hags

sewed up and sealed, at Uie Brighton Railway station, upon reooipt
of Cheque or Post OfHoe Order, without which it will not in any ca«e

supplied.
latjnte. Less than a bushel wilj not be

Apply to FRKi>EBac F. flju-Mxt, Esq., F.t^.S., The Manor Howie,
Brighton, Kuasex,

WHEELER'S IMPERLVL SWEDE,

Is. per lb. ; 45s. per bushel, carriage free.

HIGHLY KECOMMENTJED.

Jlaa taken numerous J^nze Cupa.

The finost, hardiest, and moat nutritious Svede in cultiifatlou.

WIIEELEH'S ILLUSTRATED BOOK on GRASSES,

Post free for four stamps.

Contents.
On Laying Down Land to Permanent Pasture, a serios of Tubles

of Crasnos, Clovern, &c., for Permanent Pastui'e, naturally
luiapted for the pilncipal Oeologiool formatiooa, viz. :—

Taiills.
L CHALK.—York, Noifolk, Suffolk, Horta, Sussex, Berks,

t. Ad. ; HeaTy, 38«. td. pw

Sun-cy, Kent, Sussex

Light, 3U. ^d. ; Medium, 37 if. M. ;^Heavy, 38«. Wd. peraero

LONDON CLAY.— Sussex, Essex, Surrey, Berks, Hants,
Dorwit, Kent

Light, 33fi. Gd. ; Medium, ZOs. Hd. ; Heavy, 275. lOd. per acre

»KN BRASH, and GREA'
North Ruling of York ]

Northampton, Oxford, Berks, Wilts, Dorset

Light, 2y«. 5d. ; Medium, 32s. 8d.; Hoavy, 36*. 5d. perato

V. OXFORD CLAY.— Oxford, York, Lincoln, Huntlngdo;
Bedford, Bucks, Berks, Gloucester, Wilts, Doraet

Light, 320. JU. ; Medium, Hs. 5d. ; Heavy, 3o». lOd. per aci

Worcester, Cheshire, Flmt, Gloucester, Devon, Someiset

Light, 3(U. Qd, i Modimu, aOJi. 10(2. ; Heavy, 3U. Id. per

X. UjPPEtt SILURIAN. — Hereford, Lancoatet, Radnor,
Denbigh, Sulop, Carmarthen

Light, 3As. 2d. j Medium, 37*. Set. ; Heavy, 38s. Irf. per acre

XI. LOWER SILURIAN.—Pembroke, Cannarthon, Cardigan.
Montgomery, Merioneth, Denbigh, Worcester

Light, 33s. , Medium, 31b. Ud. ; Heavy, 36s. 8d. per acre.

GRASSES and CLOVERS best adapted for Renovating
Old Paetures on the above Formatione, lOrf, per lb.

LIOiUJE, POULTRY, and DuG

snow, at SALISBURY, JUNE, ISCO,

lo coD&ection with the

BATH and WEST of ENGLAND SOCIETY.

Entries doae on May 1.

Applications to be made to Josiah

r.,M.w,N-, s.'.-r-tary. 4, fV.crnce Walk, Bath.

\!. -i)(in ^ ,.r ENGLAND,
I Ml, VOELCKER

V2, Hauovor Square, W.
r Lh'.

I observed 1

H. HiLL Dabe, Secretary.

Illustration^ and Uoscriptiohn of the Ten Principal Graesos for

Permanent Pasture.

LAWN G R A S S E .S .

T>nthe aubssquont Treatment of Newly Laid t)own PasluroP.

J. C. WjiERiEU & Son, Seed Growa*3, Gloucester-

SwdaueB to the Cllouc«stwiihire 4>|[rlouItttral ^ioclvt^.

8ATU1U>AY, xil'RIL H, 1S6G.

MEETING FOE THE E.NSI'ING WEEK.
vi-»..«rtn.* Ah..ii ifcf Asricultural Smiely ofEnKland—Noon«li'!its»4j,Apm l^',

(Ur. vopickcr on Field E\icriurnt».,

Wo understand that Mr. Hoi,laj."D, M.P.,
has given notice of his intention to move at the
next Council Meeting of the Eoyal Agricultiu-al

Society,

—

" Tliiil the prespnt Oliarter. although well mlapterl to
llic w:ni1-- Mnii(-S.vi..(\' itin-iiv.- \i< (ir-t xvay' t.Cr-tist-

ellc.\ rrnil-Mil.' |.r..\ l.l'.il- ni:i]'!'llr:|l||r III l!ii- lUVSCIlt
pro'-ri i\r -l.ilr ul :i- III iilliirc

: -ikIi |iriiw Hi)i.- Iiuviin:

at,ruilrlh> li.lluill lllr M^rlllllir;,s ,,l I 1 1 r Sor |, ! y , and
genrr:ill\ lo iiii|i;ii]' ]|,< ellk'iciiry. Ucsolvt'd, Ihcrelbre,
thill ii|i|.li(;ili.iii lie made to Her Majesty in Council
for nil iiiiu-ii.lnl Charter."

The hi.storj' of tho past few mouths, and the
difficulties which the existing Charter have
placed in the way of any efficient action by the
tjocicty in connection with the Cattle Plague,
have amply proved the necessity' of enlarged
powers being conferred. And alttough it is not
likely that this resolution will be adopted by the
present Council, so many of whose members
have gi'own grey under the working of the
existing Charter, yet members of tho Society

may be roused to take action in the same direc-

tion, and good will no doubt eusue.

The directors of the Highland and Agiieultui-al

Society will soon have to elect the successor of
their fate Seiif^tary, Mr. Macduff, of Bonhard.
His appointiiii'iit (hilrd from only a few months
back, but nwiiiL' In ill health he was never able

to uudortiiki' 111!' diilii's of the office, which con-
tinue to be dis^h;l^^'ld by Ml. UaLL MAXWELL,
C.J?.; and hin lanii ntcd di iilh a few weeks ago
rcudcr.s a new eli'iiiuu mci-siiry.

It iH of groat impoitanco for the ri.ght direction

of whatever inllneiifo on agrii'iiltural progress

our national societies exert that their office-

bearers be properly selected. In no instance has

this been moi-e conclusively exhibited than in the

history of Mr. M.\xweli.'.s career as Secretary.

It needed a man of his force of character and
original as well as acquiied and increasing popu-
larity, rightly to direct a gi-eat institution like the

Highland Society in the new course of action upon
which the changing cii'cumstances of British agri-

culture ^0 yeais ago required that.it Jshould pro-

ceed. And, with manj' an agency stillm operation,

which has yet to produce its effect upon agii-

cultural progress, there still remains the need for

many of Mr. Maxwell's most useful qualifi-

cations. We do not imagine that so much
indejiondent foi-co is required now to give full

eflcct to the position of Secretaiy as ho has di.s-

jilayod ; nor is it so necessaiy now as it was in

the outset of recent agricultiiral progress, that

the power should exist, and be exerted, of swaying
great numbers by strong personal influence. With
eyei-ybody now agreed upon the main lines on
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which agricultural progress rests, it is less of an
executivo than of an administrative officer that

is needed.

And seeing that it is useless to seek for a man
who possesses all Mr. Maxwell's qualifications,

it is fortunate that now they are not all required.

His successor must of coui-se possess settled con-

victions as to what alone is abstractly just and
right in the business relations of the several

classes interested in agricultiu-e, on which, after

all, agricultural progress principally depends

:

and he must possess sufficient experience also to

know how much is practicable and expedient in

the effort to attain the ideal which is thus before

him. It is, moreover, especially desirable that his

past career should have given him full acquaint-

ance, and, so to speak, sympathy with all the

different agencies on which the cun-eut agiicul-

tural progress depends.

It woiild, we* believe, be hard to name a man
better qualified in all these respects for the

vacant office than Mr. John Wilson, Professor

of Agriculture in the University of Edinburgh.
For many years he has been unobtrusively but
efficiently discharging the duties of his Profes-

sorship ; and thi'ough it and its connection nith

the Highland Society ho has been a leader in

one of the most important though still undeve-
loped departments of its activity. It is of the

greatest importance that the new Secretary bo
.able to take the lead in connection with the

subject of Agriculturiil Education, which is now
making a stir in all parts of tho island ; and no
one can speak with gi'eater effect on s\ich a
subject than Professor Wilson. The question of

Steam Cultivation, which this year pretty nearly

fills the agricultui'al horizon, is one on which Prof.

Wilson is also an acknowledged authority. And
of his general capacity and power of organising

co-operation and directing effort there is sufficient

proof in his connection with, we believe, all the

great exhibitions of this counti-y, of Franco, and
of the United States. We do not even know
whether Professor Wilson is a candidate for the

vacant Secretaryship ; but it is difficult for a
mere spectator to imagine ono better quaUficd

for its duties. Ajid it is, wo beHovo, quite

within the province of agricultural journalism to

speak out on a question of this kind, whenever
favoiu'itism on one side or prejudice on the

other is likely unjustly to influence an important

public appointment.

"A Constant Eeader" forwards us two
specimens of Grass, with tho following questions:

1. Is not No. 2 (Triticum repens) Couch?—It

runs underground.
2. Is No. 1 (Agrostis stolonifora) Couch ?—It

runs above ground.

Now these questions have been so often asked
that a few notes on tho different forms of Couch
can hardly be out of place.

Couch, Cooch, Twitch, Quitch, Squitch, are

various names given to Grasses which have the

property of creeping beneath tho soil by means
of underground stems, called by the botanist

rhizomata, Coiich is commonly supposed to bo
referable to a single species, or to belong to one
kuid of Grass, but an examination of the flowers

of creeping Grasses will show that various

species have this property, of which the Comuion
Couch (Tiiticum repens) with its head of tlowers

after the manner of Wheat, is ono type, while

tho Agrostis stolonil'era, with diffuse flowers like

a miniatuT'o bunch of Oats, is tho other.

These are the two principal Couch-grasses

wliieh are troublesome to the fai-mer, though
there are others, which, from possessing tho same
creeping characters in a minor degree, are of less

mischief in consequence. The following is a list

of such rhizomatous Grasses as may be teiToed

Couch by the farmer. There aro Grasses with

creeping underground stems by the sea-side

which come under another category :

—

List of Rhizomatous (Cocch) Grasses.

Botanical Name.

Triticum repens . . i Common Couch .

,

UFalse Qromo Qrass

Remarks.

Poa compressa

Poa pratensia

Everywhere. No. i

of our Correspou
dent.

Too common in

sjmdy marls, No.
1 of our Con-es-

pondent.
Common in stony

places. _

Slightly rhizoma-

Common to lime-
stones and poor

1. Common Couch is distinguished in flower

by its spicate inflorescence, and when not in

flower by a peculiarly strong smell in its crashed

foliage, due doubtless to the presence of some
active quality, which renders it a medicinal

agent to dogs, and has given it the French name
of Chien-dent, or Dog-grass.

Its creeping stems in tho fresh state arc

bitter, but on drying become sweet ; and
when we pick up a blade of Couch
with this sweet taste we may decide with
tolerable safety that it has lost its vitality, a test

which has often prevented our going to the ex-

pense of further Couch-picking. The rhizomes of

this, the Common Couch, aro usually longer than
those of any other, and they have at intervals,,

on opposite sides, a thin membrane, beneath each
of which is a bud ; if, then, in tho fresh state,

this bo broken between the buds, as many fresh

sets may be made as there are buds, a fact which
is equally true of the second species of our list.

This sort of Couch grows everywhere, but it is

more particularly common in stiff lands, in which
this plant may be said to form nine-tenths of the

Couch, the other tenth being made up of tho

Fiorin, while in wet sandy soils, nine-tenths

may be Fiorin and one-tenth tho Common Couch.

Tho Fiorin Couch-grass, besides the distinc-

tion of a diffuse panicle of flowers, has the

property of growing stolons, or side shoots,

above the ground, while it has rhizomes

beneath tho soil rivaUing tho common Couch
in stoutness and in the distance to which they

can creep. And the stoutness of the rhizomata

of Couch when it grows really strong may not

inaptly, be Ulustrated by a rejoinder we once had
from a AVelsh gardener, who, on our remarking
that he was digging up some fine Couch,

remarked :
—" Indeed to goodness you may call

it fain, but I call it mighty coorse."

Tho Fiorin is common, as described by " A
Constant Eeader," on "poor undrained sand,"

but it is not altogether wedded to poverty, as it

soon makes its way in deep sandy loams if tho

fanning be of a slovenly description.

Oil taking possession of our own farm it was
fuU of Fiorin Couch, so much so as in 300 acres

to cost us as much as 150?. the fiist year of

occupation in dealing with it alone ; indec^d, in the

vernacular of the district, it turned up "as thick

as a straw backon." This we collected and bm'nt,

making such a smother of smoko that the

cottagers complained that they could not see

across their rooms, which aro not after all so

very large. The next year about half tho sum
named was expended on Couch, and this year

less than 50/. wiU cover the cost of Fiorin. This

Couch is much more troublesome than No. 1 of

oui- list, as it seeds more readily, and if a head of

flowers ripens its seed we may have from foui- to

five thousand seeds, against 100 to a spike of

Common Couch.
We find, however, in practice th.at tho gi-eatost

cncouragcr of Fiorin, besides dirty fanning, is

shallow ploughing. The rhizomata of this Grass

seldom dip into the soil beyond 5 inches ; hence,

then, ploughing fiom o to 4 inches deep, as was
pi'iictised on oiu' farm, only multiplied tho sets,

as tho old ones would be left behind, and the bits

cut off would be too smaU to be wholly picked

out even if carefully done. I'loughing then

inches deep with the ordinarj- jilough, which
we did the first year, got <iuito under it, bringing

up its long wires, which, though largo in quan-
tity, wore easily and more entirely picked up.

Steam cultivation to the depth of a foot has with

us been even more efficacious. Most probably

the sample No. 2 sent by our correspondent is

this very Fiorin Couch, which in tho sod indicated

certainly creeps underground quite as much as

tho Common Couch, and therefore, its having

stolons as well makes it even more mischievous,

as these stolons equally m.ake new plants ; and
when they aro broken off in shallow plough-

ing tho Couch-picker "takes no account on 'em,"

thinking they are bits of ordinary Grasses.

3. The Flat-stemmed Meadow Grass has wiry

rhizomata as long but by no means so stout as

the preceding. This, on the stony Cotteswolds,

is distinguished as Squitch, and as it creeps

beneath the brashes it is so hard of removal that

tho fanners tell us they "don't mind strong

healthy Couch, but they cannot bear the wiry
Squitch." It is, however, quite local, being for

the most part confined to the brashes of tho free-

stone or oolitic rocks.

4. Tho Smooth-stalked Meadow-grass has a

short rhizome, which renders it useful in the

pasture, as tending to mat the turf and make a

perfect warp for Nature's carpet. It is of little

consequence in the arable, as it cannot well

gi'ow without repose, but in the tui-f in which
flower-beds are cut, it frequently runs into tho

beds, sending up bunches of Grass which have
an unsightly appearance.

5. The False Brome Grass has but a short

rhizome ; its habitat is in poor steiilo soil, on
limestones, so that it at once becomes an indi-

cation of condition. It is soon killed by the

nightly folding of sheep upon land where it

abounds, or indeed by any process that will

make tho land better.

Besides these there are otherBritish rhizomatous
Grasses, but they are more particularly denizens

of the sea-side, where they are useful in keeping
up tho banks of the shore ; such are the Ammo-
phila arundinacea. Sea Eeed-grass, and Eljinus
arenarius. Sea Thyme-grass. These in Holland
aro protected by State laws, and there can be no
doubt that they would often bo useful in keep-
ing up the banks of railway cuttings.

There remains now to notice the Arrhenathe-
rum arenaceum, variety bulbosum, called '

' Onion
Couch ;" in this, however, tho mischief is not
caused by rhizomata, but aiises from the

expanded nodes, which are so close beneath the

soil as to give the so-called root of this Grass the

appearance of a stiing of small Onions ; each of

these nodes, if broken, may give rise to a new
Grass, and hence this is sometimes so trouble-

some as to have got for it the name of Couch,

It is often met with in great quantities in sandy
soils, but we havo found no difficulty in getting

rid of it. By ploughing deeply to get bolow it,

and hand-picking, it is readily kept under; in-"

deed, deep cultivation is tho shoet-auchor of good
farming, for it not only roots out woods, but lets

in air and water to dissolve new materials upon
which our wished-for plants can so flourish as to

aid in weed destruction by smothering them. B.

ON THE CULTIVATION OF GREEN CROPS,
And the most Economical way op

Consuming them.
(Lecture by Mr. Aldemuin Mechi, read before tho Wonlock

(Salop) Farmers' Club, Mond.iy, 9th April, 1800.]

I ACCEPT cheerfully the task you have assigned to

me, and I first ask,—^Why is an extension of root and
green crop cultivation necessary and profitable ?

In a new country wlioro N^ifnrp hai reigned
.>:upreiue, and where, for ;i'-" -, ml:I:)1i"ii has grown
.and decayed, unremoved h\ ihr limii nC man, and
vvhorc the action of the clriihiiN :inil seasons (called

the "l.aud c,r iiii.r"! has ivnii. iv,l m,IhI.1,. au.l avail-

nblr llii' 111 i~il l..(»l .il' plaiil,^, ur ini-lii iviiH.vc year
vl'le th, I

long
thr s.iilaiiy iiiaiiiiiv. 'I'hc .aill ivjition

of root and green crops under such circmustauces is not
required. Now, however, we have quite a different

state of circumstances to deal with.

A vast extent of pasturnge nrul wnoilltmfl has- been
broken up and worked out . W idr n ml,-., « i,ics no
longer afford a cheap means ni laisnr^ mir -ii.ic stock;

our 60 millions of acres lliai To .Mar- a-n hail only to

feed some 10 miUions of pcoi'lr, ar. w^w allr.l u|>iiii to

answer the hungry demaiii!- "la |Hi|ailaliciii iil' nearly

30 millions. This neecssilal.- a diH.-nnl and more
artificial and intensified sysLian uf agiioullure, both as

regards landlord and t«nant.

High and increasing rents muiit be met by maximum
crops. Animals must no longer wander over large

areas in search of ascanty sujijily of t'oml, Ijiitwi' should

force from the soil, by higli liiiiiuu' nl' stnik, by rich

manuring of the soil, bydeoinr lullivalmn and drainage

where required, heavy crops ul' nwils and green food,

and having produced these great and costly crops they
should be administered to our live stock on the most
imi)roved modem principles. All this cannot be done
without the concurrent action of the landowner, who
shall provide suitable buildings for the proper accommo-
dation of the much larger number of animals which it

becomes now necessary to keep. My experience of

23 years as a farmer has tauglit me lliat it « ill not pay
to look entirely or mainly to the Iiarn-d s lor my
returns, but that I must look to meal i|inli' as Tiiufh as

to com, and in fact the more meat jcu make the

greater crops of com you will grow, lor the man who
produces three times as much meat as his neighbour

mutt of necessity produce three times as much manure.
It often pays much better to seU your crops to your
stock rather than to th» miller or factor. We do seU

our root and green crops to our stock—why not sell

them a com crop ? I [always sell all my Beans, Peas,

Oats, ami mu.-li uf my Barley tn my live stuck, .so that

these rrups iiltunalelv -" lu market on luur leu's, and
y-iotbs ul' their .-lements are thus retunud tu the land.

JIyli\e stuck (on i;o acres) cousumu about ~ml. of cake

and com annually. After paying full market price for

these, they, as an- average, leave mo from 67. to '!!.

per acre for my root and green crops. This, you will

admit, is not an unsuccessful wiiy of obtaining plenty

of manure to fertilise your soil. It is, in fact, the key
to my farming profit.

Let us now consider " What sorts of root and green

crops we should grow."
That question depends upon soil and climate. In our

Southern and Eastern counties, with very few hills, con-

sequently with a small rainfall (under 20 inches

annually), a dry atmosphere and high temperature,

winter Trires and winter Beans may be safely grown.

,
It is not so, I believe, in the colder North. A crop of
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Cabbage, Kape^ or Kohl Eabi also stands our wiuter

well. Italian itye-grass makes very early and good

food; it is a thirsty, rapid growing plant ; in our dry

climate there is no growth of it in the warm months
without irrigation. Sainfoin and Lucerne do well on
calcareous soils. Mine is nou-calcareous. I often use

part of my Bean crop a-s green food, passed through the

chafl-cutter, in July or August, and I consider it pays

me as well or better than when harvested. It is tirst-

rate food for stock and horses, and comes at a handy
time—after the cutting of the Clovers. Cabbage at

harvest time is essentially necessary, and very good,

too, for working horses. My most dependable and pro-

ductive root crop i.s Mangel Wurzel. Its deep powerful

roots penetrate and search our hard tenacious clays

;

its shining expansive leaves rejoice in hot bright

sunshine ; it never does better than when the leaves flag

from heat, and are crisp in the early morning with dew.

Swedes, on the contrary, seldom do so well in our

stiff clays. They often mildew, and if sown early are

dried up by the 1st of September. They are rarely so\vn

here until Midsummer day. They remiire more rain

and a moister atmosphere than sun. We also prefer

winter Tares to those sown in spring.

Mangels are a great crop in our country this past

much open yard manure, which, after this wet

winter, I would compare to tea leaves when
all the strong tea solutions have left them.
Agriculturists do not, I am afraid, appreciate that it is

not bulk of manure that produces result, but quality.

The soluble portions of the manure are the only por-

tions available, the mass consisting of some 73 per cent,

of water, and a quantity of woody fibre and insoluble

matter. The mere peppering with guano, which
sui-pa-sses the massive dung heaps, has taught us a lesson,

and, on its flr.^t use, created much doubt and disbelief

I rarely make a dung heap, but usually cart my
manure at once from under the animals to the field.

This spares much useless labour and waste of manure.
The .sheep-fold does well without any mixing or

'turning over. By steam-power I cut my straw into

short lengths for litter, and it is always ready for cart-

ing and spreading.

The time is approaching when an open farm-yard

and a dung heap will be "the light of other days."

The bottoms of all covered sheds and farm-yards should

be paved with hard bricks set in cement. In a general

way much of the best part of the manure soaks deeply

into the .soil and is lost to the land.

There is no reason why farm-yard manure .should not

season. I have nearly or quite 40 tons per acre. Swedes
j

equal the sheep-fold were it properly economised,

are comparatively a failure. I will now tell you how much manure I put on for a

"White Turnips so^vn in July answer better with us Mangel or root crop : 20 or 25 cart loads of shed

than Swedes. Swedes thrive best in a moist or vaporous
j

manure, 4 cwt. of best Peruvian guano, and 2 cwt. of

atmosphere, and a friable soil. I have often been i common salt. I lay down, as a rule, that we must
struck with the contrast, passing from Essex to Cum-

j
"go in" for a maximum crop; it costs^ no more for

berland in a hot July or August day; our Swedes being • ploughing, harrowing, rolling, sowing, drilling, hoeing,

barely visible and fly-eaten, while at Kendal and among I rent, rates, tythes, and horse labour, than a half or

the hills, the blades were green, fresh, and knee high.
! three-quarter crop. Then, why " spoil the sheep for a

Those hills attract and arrest the masses of steam called halfpennyivorth of tar ? " It is the minimum crop that

clouds, and thus plants flourish, although the moisture keeps the farmer poor ; too much land, and consequently . , . _
. .

- .

may not have descended as rain. ' too little capital. Better have one-half the space that is ' feeding price.' " I said, with a srnile. Charge

As to the Preparation of the Soil," we may i thoroughly manured, than spread it thinly over a ' feeding price,' that is half market price for your

for all hard-bottomed or stifi' soils, lay down as an ' double area. We cannot over manure or too deeply
I

cake, and then you ivill find that it pays you well

food to correct the excessive and injurious dispropor-
tion of water.

A pound of rumpsteak contains three quarters of a
pound of water. Our own bodies have 7<> per cent, of
water. Good dry hay only contains about 15 percent,
of water. We make a great mistake when we feed on
fresh-drawn Turnips alone. I am very anxious to
receive from my brother farmers some carefully con-
ducted experiments to show how much meat a ton of
Turnips or Mangel would make under the most favour-

able and successful management. Can you enlighten

me on this point? Mr. Lawes's valuable experiments,

recorded in the Royal Agricultural Society's Jounial,

show that no price was left for Turnips after jjaying

for cake and hay. This occurred with several lots of

10 sheep of different breeds fattened for six months.
One lot absolutely lost SI. Vis. Gd., besides leaving

nothing for Tuniips. It is true that meat was cheaper
then than now, but so were cake and hay. My system
of plenty of fine-cut "RTieat and Be.an straw and mixed
food gives me much better results than those of

Mr. Lawes.
Mr. J. C. Morton's experience with 4000 tons of

roots left only 3s. 4rf. per ton after paying for the cake
and hay. At this rate it would require the enormous
quantity of 450 tons of roots to make one ton of meat.

In Mr. Lawes's 'c-ise it must have been very much
worse than Mr. Morton's, and would make it appear
that feeding with cake and hay was a very losing

operation, leaving out of view the quality of the
manure.
I was very much amused by a farming friend telling

me that it did not pay to feed with cake, but it did
with home-groivn hay. " Well," I said, " do you
charge the animal's market price for your hay?"—Oh
no ! "'

he replied, " we only charge half market price,

axiom, that deep cultivation is profitable. I don't cultivate for a root crop. Superphcsphate alone never
mean that the bad unaired soil should be brought to

; shows upon my farm. I presume I have already

the surface, but that it should be broken up by subsoil
|

sutticient in my land by my rich cake and com
or trench ploughing before winter, and thus exposed to

, manure,
the action of frost, which beats all the harrows and

How TO Convert youk Root and Gbeen Cbops
INTO ME.iT TO THE BEST ADVANTAGE.

This is, in my opinion, one of the most import.ant

'The same remark applies to pigs
;
pigs lose less money

than any other stock ; but then you must charge them
" feeding price " for the Barley they consume, the

same as you do to your bullocks with hay.

It may appear strange, that while 7 lb..of Barley, or

Bean-meal, or oil-cake, will make 1 lb. of meat, net

butcher's weight, it takes 150 to 2001b.^of Turnips to

produce a similar result. In one case 'we must give

! of acriculturaf questions, and one of very difiicult
[

water as well as meal; in the other we give 90, per

before I solution It is dependent on so many considerations, cent, of water in the Tui-nips—or equal to 13* gallons of
~ •*--' i,»n,—

I
..,.*„- 4„ „,.„-,, 1711). of meal. It appears absurd to

ploughs, scarifiers and rollers, for pulverising our
heavy soils—I speak, of course, of drained heavy soils.

I consider undrained heavy lands quite unfit for

profitable farming.
I very much prefer putting on my manure Delore i solution. It is dependent on so . .

^

plough and subsoil, because it then falls in and inter-
' such as the breed and quality of your stock ; whether water to every . ,>•,••

i

mixes ivith the soil and subsoil, which is most impor- you should breed or buy ; the health and comfort of the I propose to do this, and it proves that luraips alone are

tant ; and the winter rains distribute the soluble and stock as regards shelter, temperature, and, above all,
]

not proper and profitable food for animals. I think

valuable portions of the manure among the granules of purity of air by ventilation ; and then again, the
,
about 2 gallons of water would be more proper than

the soil, where it becomes fixed for the use of plants,
, admixture of various sorts of food, and their state of > 13| to mix with the meal.

. ^ j . „
and cannot be washed out or washed away in the preparation by comminution ; and, when all these

j

Beware of too succulent and unripe food, especially

drains (see Liebig). ' matters are in proper order, there is still one of import-
[
for young and breeding animals before parturition

On the subject of tillage details I would refer you to ance—that is, a stock-keeper with keen perception and I Young washy Tares, young rank-growing Grass and

a paper recently read by me before the London due regard for his master's interest ; or, better still, the
|

roots, especially Mangel, forced to a rapid growth by

Parmers' Club, a copy of which I beg to present to you. farmer's own eye, if a correct one.
|

high farming, are all likely to produce scouring or

I find that if my land has been amply manured and If we are wTong on stock management, adieu to i
inflammation of stomach. So are mildewed Turnips

deeply cultivated before winter, it is in the spring like profit, for it is the sheet-anchor of farming. And here
1 and Rape. The second growth of Red Clover after the

an ash heap, only requiring scarifying, harrowing, and allow me to express my deep sympathy and sorrow for first growth has been folded with sheep, highly fed, is

drilling. those unfortunate yeomen whose capital has been
To plough up our heavy land in the spring would be diminished or swept away by the dire cattle plague,

to make it dry, blocky, and unfit to receive the seed Surely this will move the hearts of the well-disposed

—and this is why many people fail in their Mangel to contribute largely to the Royal Agricultural Benevo-
plants. lent Institution. Allow me to say on this subject of

I need hardly say that I consider it indispensable the cattle plague, that it is very desirable to call in a
to scarify or broadshare all the stubbles immediately second or third veterinary before you carry out the „ , - . , . ....
after harvest, thus preventing the growth of old weeds, i inspector's directions to slaughter. I knew of several i mixed with some Cabbage ; and this remark applies m
and permitting the vegetation of any seeds of weeds.

; instances where inspectors have mistaken the complaint, degree to other animals.
, ir.We also fork out carefully any patches of Twitch or ' and thus wasted much valuable property. Male sheep, especially rams, suffer much m the

Couch Grass, .shake the earth from them, and carry
| Salt is very important for animals, as for ourselves, i urinary organs from the salt and alkalies m Mangel

them ofl' the land. All rubbish is harrowed or raked Large blocks of rock salt are always put into the Wurzel, es])ecially if confined ;
when permitted to

together, and burned or carbonised.
! mangers and feeding troughs. One half the ash of range the fields there is much less danger. The ash of

I have said very little about the preparation of loose animal blood consists of salt ; without it the blood Globe Mangel roots contains 24J- per cent, of salt, their

or friable soils for root crops. As a rule they are easily cannot be in a natural or healthy state. Some think leaves 385 per cent. Long Red contain 14} per cent,

dealt with at almost any period. A very able root that I owe to .salt the exemption of my animals from
|

in the roots, and 293 per cent, in the kaves.

grower and large successful farmer tells me that he
ploughs and rolls several times both before and after
manuring, and does not consider the land fit for
Turnips until it is fine enough to go through a sieve.

His soil is more mellow than mine.

Cultivation of Gkowing Chops.

Among the growing crops of roots, after being
thinned, we u.se Garrett's horse-hoe between the row.s,

and the hand hoes between the plants, our Mangel
standing about 12 to 15 inches apart, and about
28 inches from row to row. I never permit weeds to
grow in my crops ; it is like permitting a hungry
unwelcome intruder to devour part of your dinner.
Nothing p.ays better than keeping down weeds.

I lay down as an agricultural axiom, " never employ
a man where you can use a horse, and never a horse
where you can work a steam engine." The reasons are
obvious ; a man costs as much daily as a horse, while the
latter has_ six times the power ; a .steam engine beats
the horse in a like proportion ; therefore, with Garrett's
horse-hoe, which takes a width of 7 to 8 feet, a pair of
horses and one man will clean cultivate from 8 to 12
acres a^day. With two pair of horses my man has
occasionally clean horse-hoed from 20 to 22 acres of
Wheat or Beans in a long day. Our Beans are harrowed
well with iron harrows when they are one inch out of
the ground, and receive in addition two or three horse-
hoeings and two hand-hoeings ; our Tares are some-
times horse-hoed, and our Clovers are invariably hoed
in the .spring if there are any weeds to remove. A truss
of Clover will pay the cost of hoeing an acre.

very dangerous and destructive to Iambs, and even to

older sheep.
Had we statistics, as we ought to have, an amazing

amount of loss would be recorded under the above
heading. It is singular that Manuel and routs, which
are so destructive to sheep before partiiiitiini, may be

given safely a few days after parturitiun, c^iiurially if

cattle plague I presume ventilation and non-contact I Swedes and Carrots only contain about 6 per cent, of

have much to do with it. I find salt unmistakably ' salt in their bulbs. All these roots contain m their

useful on drained soils. ' ashes 'a very large quantity of potass and soda ; more

We shall never agree as to "How much meat a ton
j

than 50 per cent, of the ash of Mangel is so composed,

of Turnips will produce " until our modes of adminis- The acrid substance in fresh Mangel disappears, in a

MAN0EE.
Science and practice have proved that the very best

manure is that made by fattening animals with rich
food, such as Linseed or Rape-cake, Beans and Peas, or
other substances rich in phosphates, nitrogen, and
pota.ss ; but then remember that that manure must be

tering them are more uniform. The money estimate

of value now varies from 2s. dd. per ton in the open
field, to 7s. if pulped and mixed with other food, in

warm and dry quarters. My live stock account shows
on an average of years, that after paying full market
price for 700/. worth of com and cake, 200/. is left for

30 acres of green and root crops, which, if taken as

equal to 20 tons of roots per acre, would be 600 tons of

roots, at 6s. 8i. per ton. I could not produce such a
result except by comminuting the food, mixed with a
large quantity of very fine cut straw, and administered
to the animals in warm dry quarters. My irrigation

also aids to produce so favourable a result. In Suffolk

the estimate is that a ton of roots will make 1 1 lb. of

meat (net), and in Essex, a bushel of 56 lb. of roots

is valued for consumption at 2d., or fSs. Sd. per ton.

In order to test what return we get in meat for one ton
of roots, I take the admission by many practical men
that it requires 150 tons to produce one ton of meat,
net butcher's weight. A ton of meat (2240 lb.) at the
present price of 7kd. per lb. comes to 74/. 5s. ; 150 tons

of roots at 10s. per ton would be 75/. I doubt whether
we get near so much as 10s, per ton for our roots. At
Bs. per ton, which is a much more probable estimate, it

would require 300 tons of roots to produce one ton of

meat, or, which is the same thing, 300 lb. of roots to

make 1 lb, of meat. If therefore we grow on an average
20 tons of roots (which is in my opinion very far above
the average), the return in meat would be 5/. per acre.

Crops of Turnips are sometimes " given away " to

feed on the ground, but generally are sold for from 40s.

to 5/. per acre—very rarely the latter price in our
county. Ton are no doubt aware that 150 tons of

Turnips contain 135 tons of water, and only 15 tons of

made under cover, unwashed, and not like too I dry substance. Hence the necessity for adding dry

great measure, in the storing of this root, so that in the

spring there is less danger with them. Swedes and
Carrots, from their small quantity of salt, pay be given

earlier, and in larger quantities. It is not to be

wondered at that such enormous losses occur among
fiocks, and especially breeding flocks, when fed on the

fields with cold and succulent Turnips uncorrected by
dry food ; roots are, in my opinion, very dangerous for

breeding animals before parturition.

Roots, especially Mangel, are first-rate food for horses

if given moderately with dry corn, hay, and chaff.

But for breeding animals before parturition, and gene-

rally for young animals. Cabbage may be very safely

given, passed through thepulper and mixed with chaff.

If we ask why, the analysis of the ashes at once explains

it. In lieu of the 50 per cent, of soda and potass, and
the 30 per cent, of salt. Cabbage has less than 5 per cent,

of salt and 30 per cent, of potass and soda, but it has

(which is very material) 20 per cent, of lime and 5 per

cent, of magnesia (Globe Jlangel has only 2 per cent,

of lime and magnesia); Cabbage, has 12 per cent, of

phosphoric acid. Mangel only 4J per cent. It is thus

easy to understand why Cabbage abounding in flesh-

forming substance is so innocuous and so suitable for

animals in breeding condition. A certain proportion of

Cabbage given with Mangel might mitigate the evil

efl'ects of the latter.

Kohl Rabi has so much of the nature of Cabbage as

to be much more safe in the early season than Mangel.
It only contains 10 per cent, of salt, and like Cabbage
stands a hot dry climate better than Swedes.
The words "extreme succulency" are o{ great

agricultural significance and import. Experience of a
very unprofitable nature has taught me the danger of
allomng animals to have free access to food in such a
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condition. If by sewage irrigation, by guano, or other

forcing manures, aided by suitable atmospheric condi-

tion, ereen or root crops grow with extreme rapidity,

animals often suffer illness or even death ; and yet if that

same food be brought home, cut into short lengths,

and lie for some hours mixed with drier food, it may
be given mth perfect safety. I once lost 13 fine four-

months'-old calves by allowing them to help themselves

in a field of fine rapidly-growing young Italian Rye-
grass, which my practical neighbours pronounced to be

just the thing for them ; and yet they were receiving

other and dry food. Previous to the turning in, those

very animals were doing well, fed on the same Grass

when cut up into short lengths, and allowed partially to

dry, and given to them in sheds.

There is evidently some satisfactory chemical change
that takes place in the process of drying. In fact, we
know that the heaps of cut food .soon ferment, and,

unless spread out thinly, pass into the sour and
unpalatable condition.

Even ordinary Grass, Tumip.s, and Tares and Clover

have, from extreme succulency, proved dangerous,

unless allowed to dry partially or wither.

I dare not [sewage-irrigate the Italian Uye-grass

intended formy young lambs in the spring—experience
having taught me that the extreme succulence kills

them. They thrive admirably upon it when not so

manured. It can never be too rank or too rich for

mowing and making into hay. If properly got up with
a green colour it surpasses any other hay in nutritive

properties. Our hard-working horses give evidence of

this fact when fed upon it.

One cause why succulent food is injurious is,

decidedly, the quantity of .'water it contains. Fresh-
drawn roots contain 90 per cent, of water. The remedy
for this evil is clearly to allow the food to lose much of

its water by di-ying.;l have so many proofs of this from
various practical farmers that there can be no doubt
about it. In one case the Mangels were pulled in hot
September, and allowed to remain two days on the
ground to wither. Sheep then folded on them went on
admirably. In another case the Mangel roots, early in

the autumn, were pulled and allowed to shrink and
shrivel in the shed—this was accidental, but as soon
as the cattle were changed to ', fresh-di-ami roots they
went wrong. In another case of 500 breedinjj ewes on
white Turnips in full gronlh the ewes sufiered and
were removed to Grass and recovered, then again put
on Turnips and suffered loss. Ultimat!ely the Turnips
were picked up and allowed to remain three to four
days before consumption, and then the ewes were
healthy. All this proves that the diminution of water
by evaporation is an advantage gained

;
possibly some

chemical change may take place in the juices of the
roots. It does seem unreasonable that a bullock eating
150 lb. of roots daily should be thus compelled to take

13j gallons of water H-ith only 15 lb. of di-}' matter. The
same remark applies to sheep.

A neighbour tells me that his male fattening sheep
are doing well on Mangel and Linseed cake, although
they were not healthy on Mangel and Cotton cake.

Boots, and especially Mangel, when pulped lose

much of their water or juice by drainage. By mixing
them with plenty of very fine cut dry cliaff the juices

are absorbed, and the proportion of dry substance to

water is advantageously increased.

But while I warn you against over-succulent food,

beware ofthe other extreme. When Tar^s and Clover
are far advanced in gi'owth and maturity they become
dry and tough ; it is then essential to have them passed I

through the chafT-cutter, and when so finely divided
they are more accessible to the gastric juices, and less

\

likely to produce mndy swelling and inflammation. '

I know some very large farmers who, as a source
of profit, have their horse-work chafl'-cutter in the '

field, and pass all their sheep food, even Grass, through
it, for their large flocks ofsheep ; they find it profitable.

I cut up and comminute and intermix every kind of

food, and grind the com, especially for horses. Although
I had at first great doubts, I have convinced myself

j

unmistakeably that a small quantity of condimental
food hastens the fattening of cattle, especially young
ones, which are generally more difficult to fatten. I
sell my young Short-horns sufficiently fat at 21 months
at about 20?. to 22Z. each.

I consider my success in the management of stock,

and my getting a good return for my root and green
crops, attributable to my cutting the green food into
short lengths, and mixing it with plenty of very fine

cut .straw chaS', some meal, some cake, and a small
portion of malt-combs and bran.

In winter this food is administered in a warm state,

the waste steam from the engine giving us heat and hot
water without cost. The roots are jinlped, and the
whole mass mixed up together in the great coppers, or
rather cheap cast-iron tubs. The difference between
warm and cold food in winter is soon seen in the
condition of the animals.

Let me advise you to look upon straw as a profitable

feeding stuff, especially "Wheat and Bean .straw; the
latter, when passed through the chaff-cutter and then
moistened with hot-water, becomes soft and muci-
laginous, and is worth two-thirds the price of hay.
Bean straw as long and as hard as walking-sticks
becomes, by hot-water moistening, soft, and is eaten
greedily by our animals ; it is better than any other
straw ; all mine is eaten. "WTieat straw stands next in
value to Bean straw, but then you mu-st cut it very
fine, say one-eighth of an inch. I presume you all use
steam power. Not to do so on a farm of 200, or even
150 acres, is a great commercial mistake. I will not
now go on to explain all its advantages. I recommend
you to use a Cornish boiler for a fixed engine.
Without my engine, which I have had for 18 years, I

should be, agriculturally," nowhere." It grinds pulp,
breaks cake, threshes cut roots, raises saeks,'and pumps
and irrigates. We really must intensify our farming in
these progressive times.

Some of my Iiullorks are on sparred floors, others on
cut straw and paved floors, all under cover and properly
sheltered. jUthough there has been " plague " all

around me, I am thankful that at present mine have
escaped. Let me particularly call your attention to

Pbopeh Ventilation.
The want of this is the fruitful source of disease. It

is annoying to me to see new buildings erected n-ithout
any opening above the animals. In my case, immedi-
ately under the wall plate, at intervals of about 6 feet,

some bricks are left out, giving openings of about 9
inches by 6 on each side of the building, and at least

7 to 9 feet from the ground, so as to let the ventilation

be some distance (about 3 to 5 feet) above the animals. In
thereof there should be louvre boards or openings with'
a vertical divisional pendent board, 3 feet deep, dividing
the openings, and causing circulation. In the case of
milch cows the opening should extend far along the roof,

as they require more air than fattening animals. To
give you an idea of the utility of this, and of the
openings under the wall plate, you maysmell the impure
odours coming through them at many yards distance,

showing how iujurious it must be to keep those
poisonous gases in constant contact with the animals
where there is no escape for them. The manure is

only removed from under my bullocks about once a
month or six weeks, according to weather; in cold
weather it may remain a long time. It would never
do to keep animals on long straw, or to over-litter

them, because then air would he admitted, and you
would have fermentation, which would destroy your
animals. By cutting straw into short lengths, and
littering sparingly and evenly (on a paved floor of
course), the whole mLxes up into a hodge-podge or
pa.ste, no heating takes place, the animal is kept clean,

and the manure is at once ready to take direct to the
field for immediate use. You can keep animals much
cleaner on short cut straw than on long straw, because
the fonner absorbs at once all moisture. The long
straw, with its glassy outside, cannot do so until

broken up.
PnoFiT OF Shelter.

Shelter is so important as a source of profit, and can
be so cheaply extemporised where it is not convenient
to put up permanent buildings, that I must say a word
about it.

A few rough i)oles and some straw and bushes will,

with a few shillings' worth of labour, give you a
thatched shed and yard for 100 sheep for less than
9(?. a sheep, and will last four or five years, or about
Id. per sheep per annimi.
My plan is to let them run out in the daytime in

winter on a pasture, and shut them up at night. Just
imagine the comfort of lying on a dry bed under cover
for some 11 or 15 hours, instead of on cold, wet Grass, or
clay, mth wet fleeces from pelting rain or sleet, white
frosts, &c. It is an immense and unprofitable mistake
to allow such things. I cannot afford to do so ; and
although certain people may laugh at my farming, I

managed to make this past .year, at low prices, 11 per
cent, on my farming capital, after paying myself the
high improved rent of 40s. per acre. I don't expect
everybody to believe this, but rather the contrarj- ; but
at all events factsare stubborn things, and a clear eon-
science is a sufficient support.
Much of the poverty of farming is caused by the

want of care and comfort of live stock. Animals
are, like ourselves, keenly^ sensitive to atmospheric
influences. In a cold evening they will at once get
under the shed ; when warmer they choose the open
yard. I have now a number of very old ewes that
have produced equal to one lamb and a half each—fine

lambs. By sheltering the old folks with their lambs at
night, and immediately after parturition, we have not
lost a single lamb, and by good feeding shall, as we did
last year, get probably over 40s. for them before summer
is out.

Should we Beeed oe Should we But oue
Stock ?

I am decidedly of opinion that we .should breed, at

any rate a portion of our stock, especially sheep. By
the enclosure of common, waste, and breaking up of
Gra.ss lands we are annually diminishing our rough
breeding ground. Many breeders now fatten their
own stock, and thus prices for lean stock are so high as

to trench upon the feeder's profit. Animals reared at
home, and well fed from their birth, are altogether
more hardy and more profitable, because less risky than
those we buy in. I find no difficulty in breeding on
an arable farm—a few acres of pasture, some extem-
porised sheds, and covered yards at the homestead. In
every way I consider it more profitable than buying in.

I need hardly comment upon the necessity for a good
male parent especially, as well .as well-bred mothers.
I like cross-breeds for sale, but not for breeding.

There are in my opinion some points in cattle feeding

which I think have hitherto escaped observation, and
that is the " cause of the increase of lung complaint or
pleuro-pneumonia." Although it may occasionally

ari.se from cold, my view is that it is often caused by
another very obvious means. We purchase lean
animals, often mere skin and bone, especially Irish,

which have been from their birth but poorly fed ; con-
sequently their blood is thin, watery, and pale, and the
blood vessels small and contracted. In our attempts
to fatten them quickly we administer good rich food

;

the blood thickens and increases in volume, and
demands more space for circulation. In passing
through the millions of fine vessels in the lungs
obstruction takes Iplace, producing irritation, short

cough, inflammation, and ultimately suppuration and
death. The importance of a free circulation of the
blood may be estimated by the fact that in the human
frame from 31,000 to 38,000 lb. of blood pa.ss through
the heart and capillaries every 24 hours—although the
actual weight of blood in the body may be only 31 to

38 lb. In a full-groivn bullock, 9 or 10 times the weight
of a man, the quantity of blood passing through the
heart and capillaries daily must be 300,000 lb. or
134 tons daily. I am led to make these remarks
from observing that when very lean animals are brought
on to poor badly-farmed lands and scanty herbage they
generally keep healthy, although their improvement
IS very gradual. Indeed, on the poor heath close to me
I have constant evidence that mere ragged skeletons
of animals, picked up as odd unsaleable lots at a cheap
rate at the tail of a market, wander about the heath
and roads for a considerable time, and ultimately they
yery:slowly pick up a little condition and grow and
improve sufliciently to become useful.
One very seldom hears of lung complaint among

them, although exposed to the cold blasts of winter and
tormenting flies of summer.
They are brought home to a yard at night. It seems

as if you could not kill them, however much you may
pity them. How careful then should we be in gradu-
ating the supply of food to animals in such a condition

!

Should we not so deal with a human being almost
skeletonised by starvation ? Certainly by very slovf
and cautious supphes of suitable food. The rule holds
equally good for cattle,sheep,andfarm animals generally.
How different the circum.stances of an animal well

fed from the day of its birth ! Such an animal will
" stand '' any amount of good food, and will be larger
and weigh more at two years old than the other at
three years.

It is thus easy to understand why good high feeders
who desire rich manure and a quick return purchase
well-kept and high-fed animals half or three quarters
fat. They "go in" for finishing up, and as my
friend Hudson and other good Norfolk men say, " we
begin then with 5 lb. of oilcake daily, and get them on
to 10, 15, and ultimately 20 lb. per day, with all the
roots they like to eat, and in addition meal and hay "

—in fact all they can eat, to makeSthem " ripe." Fat
beasts make fat crops, and lean beasts make lean crops.
In certain poorly farmed districts the natives may

well be astonished that our Norfolk friends do this as
a source of profit, hut so it unmistakeably is ; therefore
I say, " go and do likewise."

It IS important not to overfeed animals in a state of
confinement without exercise ; they are then in an
unnatural condition. If, therefore, there is any indi-
cation of loathing food, immediately stop the supplies,
taking care, however, that they have free access to
water. Empty mangers are as essentially necessary as

' full ones. A well-cleared plate indicates a good
i appetite and a not more than sufficient supply of food.

1
1 am often made angry by my ploughmen, who will

persist in feeding their horses even more abundantly
( when, from weather or other causes, they are not at
work. Nothing will endanger a horse's health or our

1 own more than absence of exercise and rich feeding.

I
A sagacious old friend of mine, who only uses his pony
occasionally, takes care to put him on short commons
when not at work, and keeps him thus in good health.

A dose of salts or cold shower-bath in hot weather
will stimulate the appetite. When I fattened many
hoggs in hot weather on sparred floors, an occasional
shower-bath from the irrigating jet would cause a
clearing of the bowels, a cooling of the system, and a
cleansing of the skin that prevented fever and gave
them good appetites, although then very fat. These
remarks would apply forcibly to many obese human
beings. I need not apologise for thus enlarging on the
feeding question, because it is essential to the turning
to good'account our root and green crops.

I object to undue confinement for breeding animals,

male or (more particularly) females.

For 18 years one of my sheds, having sparred floors,

has been used by various lots of bullocks, and we have
been struck by their usual and uniform sanitary

condition. The secret is those spars give much
exercise to the tendons and sinews of the whole system
by the hoofs opening or expanding.

It largely developes the bone and muscle, and, in

fact, if pigs are put on when large it gives them capped
hocks. Sheep on sparred floors do well, for they too

thus get exercise. When very concentrated rich food

is given alone to animals in confinement, they can only
endure it for a short period. Poultry fed on rich

Barley-meal or suet become fat in about a fortnight,

but don't go on after that. The necessity for mixing
hay or straw with our cattle food is obviously necessary

as well as advantageous.
We must deal differently with adult or growing

animals ; giving to the latter bone and muscle-making
substance.

I know some very keen fanners who in October pay
40s.'to [50s. each for lambs at the great sheep fairs to

carry on. Many of these are fit for the butcher, but
they find it ultimately cheaper and more suited for

their high feeding than lean half-starved animals at a
low price.

I would say in conclusion, especially to those who
farm poor lands and are young beginners, cultivate

deeply, keep down weeds, manure abundantly, and
produce that maniu-e as much as possible at home by a
larger consumption of the crops you grow, aided by
oleaginous cakes.

To make the most of your roots and green crops it is

essential that the bulk of your straw should be finely

comminuted, and consumed with those roots and green

crops. Keep your animals warm and dry in ;winter

and cool in summer. When agriculture increases in

intelligence and scientific knowiedge, farmers will use

coal instead of food for the production of animal heat,

and mil consider ventilating shafts or openings in the

roofs of their cattle sheds and stables an essential

item in farm profit ; washed manure will then be an
exception, and not, as now, a rule.

"\liierever the sewage of towns can be brought on to

the land, green crops and Grasses thrive abundantly,

especially the rapidly growing ItiUiau Eye-grass, and
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various strong-growing Grasses. A great many towns

are now pouring their sewage over Grass lands, instead

of wasting it by poisoning our rivers. Our Legislature

will no doubt, in due time make it penal to pollute our

rivers ; this will compel to\\-n corporations to act upon

the reasonable conclusion that the only true and

remunerative deodoriser is the soil.

THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
1. The following returns were issued on April 6.

These returns do not profess to give the total number
of cases which have occurred in Great Britain, but only

those which have been ascertained from information

received at the office from inspectors. Columns 1 only

record the cases reported as having commenced during

the weeks indicated by the headings; "back" cases

being added to colunms 2^ ^

' '] .lliind .

!.. ; I II Co.
:-. \\..,;tem .

W. Jlulland.

N. Midland

.

N. AVestera

.

Yorkshire .

NorthemCo.
Monmouth.
& Wales .

Scotland .

.

257

7841
5050

16,861
10,317
1608

11,547
13,;i32

54.164

3389 3510
1610 2785
5051'

4389;

562 775
3353 6162

5621,

94821 33,948
5501 18,257
3556

404|

5590 2' 10,636 2545

18. Where any
aniuiid under the
Order, or any of t

any authority"!" .1

may, by thcmsi.l\

.sl.iut4litercd .111.1

^-ith respect to any
h n-Lnilatimisof this

; I. .'iiiii;ilmay be,

niiiiial to be

( all i

3,956!213,675l48,508'_121,571 29,74l! 13,855

Note.— 19 Inspectors who reported cases last week have

not reported in time for this return—viz., for the county of

Chester, 1 ; Lancaster, 3 ; Lincoln, 4 ; Northampton, 1

;

Stafford, 2 ; East Riding of York, 1 ; Metropolitan Police

District, li ; and Scotland, 4.

These Inspectors returned 290 cases last week.

2. The New Ohder in Council.—We repeat the

publication of this Order, which comes fully into opera-

tion this day :

—

Preliminary.

1. Part I. of this Order, with the first schedule hereto, and
the Regulations 26 and 27 of Part II., which relate to the
isolation of infected places, and the rules with respect to

infected places, shall come into operation immediately.
The residue of this Order shall not come into operation until

the 16th day of April, 1S66. The whole of this Order shall

remain in force from the time of its coming into operation

until it is revoked or altered.

2. This Order shall apply to England and Wales only.

PART I.— Definitions (abridged).
" Cattle" shall mean bull, bullock, cow, ox, heifer, or calf.

" ;Vnimal" shall mean cattle as above defined, ahecp, Uvmbs,
gnutn, and swine.

" Disease" shall mean the cattle plague.

Local Authority (abridged).

7. Every local authority shall perform all such duties as are

imposed upon it by this Order, and shall make such reports

to the Privy Council as the Council may from time to time
require.

8. Every local authority shall from time to time appoint
such inspectors or other officers as it thinks necessary to carry
into effect the provisions of this Order ivithin its district; it

shall assign them such duties and award them such salaries

and allowances as it thinks expedient, and may revoke any
appointment so made.

PART II.— Diseased Animals.
14. Every person having in his possession or under his

charge any diseased annual shall forthwith give notice

thereof to such officer as may have been appointed by the
local authority of the district to receive such notices ; or,

if no such officer lias lieeii ;)]ipninte'l. to »i pulieo cmiHtible,
whose duty it nIi i'! !" i'> m

1

--'-itl i 'I'li. *,, ,),, |.„';ii

authority the f ! ; iju.

Any person faili)i ]' ':;.. - n^^

notice shall be d.' i
:.'ni;i v .>l m -ll' H-'' .1 nn-l I III- I ipHT.

15. Every persnn Iklviii;,'- ui in^ [i(.i^,-.ur.M<>u i>i umlui hi.-^ ^ Large

any diseased animal shall, as fai- as prauticablt;, keep such
animal separate from animals not diseased. Any person failing

to comply with this regulation shall be deemed guilty of an
offence against this Order.

16. No diseased animal, and no animal which has, within the
preceding 28 day

:d animals, whether they have been slaugh-
1' .' i 'I li i. > liod of the disease, shall be buried by the owner
:is s-u.ji IS ]nvntii_able, in some proper place, with their skins
slashed in such £1 manner as to prevent their being made of any
use, and with a imfficieut quantity of quicklime or other dis-

infectant, and shall be covered with at least five feet of earth,

or shall be otherwise disposed of in such manner as may be
directed by any regulations made by the local authority, and
approved by the Privy Council.

If any disease d animal is not buried or otherwise disposed of

in pursuance of this regulation, the owner of such diseased
animal shall be deemed guilty of an offence against this Order,
and it shall be I awful for the local authority to bury or other-

wise dispose of any such animal, and to use any convenient
place on the pr3mises of the owner for that purpose.
The local authority may recover from the owner in a

summary manner any expenses incurred by it under this

regulation.
20. No person shall dig up any diseased animal, or part of a

diseased anima 1. Any person acting in contiuvention of this

regulation shall be deemed guilty of an offence against this

Order.
21. Every lo<a.l authority shall within its district, at its

expense, cause the premises in wliich diseased animals have
been to be t! toroughly cleansed and disinfected ; and the
occupier of such premises shall give all facilities for such
cleansing and disinfecting. Any occupier of premises faili

to give such facilities shall be deemed guilty of an offei

against this C'rdev.
22. Nofresli animal shall be admitted into any yard, shea,

stable, field, c>r other premises in which a diseased animal h:>-

been kept while affected by disease, or has died, or bcMi

slaughtered, \mtil the expiration of 30 days afterthe cleansing

and disinfecting of such premises. If any fresh animal is

admitted int^ . any yard, shed, stable, field, or other premises

in contravent ion of this regulation, the occupier of such yard,

shed, stable, field, or other premises shall be deemed guilty of

an offence against this Order.
23. The dung of a diseased animal, and all hay, straw, or

litter, or any other ai-ticle that has been in contact with or

used about a diseased animal, shall be destroyed, or, with the
sanction of the local authority, shall be disinfected and dealt

with to the satisfaction of the inspector. If such dung, hay,
straw, litter, or any other article is not destroyed or disin-

fected and d ealt i^dtli in pursuance of this regulation, the local

local authority appointed to is suesuch licences, certifying that
such carcase is not that of a diseased animal, or that such meat
has not formed part of a diseased animal.

4. No dung of animals, and no hay, straw, litter, or other
articles forming the food of animals, or used for or about
animals, shall be removed out of ;in infected place wdthout the
licence of some officer of Up 1 i il lullii it y appointed to issue

such licences, certifying 1

'

!i s Imve not been in

contact with or used alpi'ii niinal.

5. A licence for the jiMip 1
ii.i n^-ulation must be in

writing, and shall not auiLiMii.-.i,- ihe iLuiuval of any articles

beyond the district of the lucai authority in which the infected

place is situate without the licence of the local authority into

whose district it is proposed to move such articles.

If any animal, dimg of animals, hide, skin, horn, hoof, offal,

meat, hay, straw, litter, or other articles, is or are moved in

contravention of this regulation, the owner of such animal or

articles, and aJso the person moving the same, or causing,

directing, or permitting the same to be moved, shall respec-

tively be deemed guilty of an offence against this Order.

Ml constables and police officers shall enforce the provisions

of this regulation to the utmost of their power, and may
apprehend all persons committing any offence against this

regulation, ,n,a nijy rrrinirc
'

be fort In
Tlii.s I

and articles being
I ill of this regulation to
lit.s of such place,
iiiiy animal or article

place.caiTied by niilwuy through

Markets and Fairs.

2S. No market, fair, auction, exhibition, or sale of catt

shall be held until the 1st day of June, 1866, except as hen
inafter mentioned ; that is to say,

—

Firstly. Cattle belonging to the owner or occupier of premis(
i not situate within the limits of ;

.dtle 3 free h-u

authority ir iv <-\u^f tb>-" sam.' t^i be destroyed or disinfected,

and rciiM! ill 1 ^uiniir!i-\' iii.niiii.r all expenses incurred by it

fromtln ... i.|.i.
I
.1 tli. |r. iMi I > on which such articles were

foumi, Lii 1.1 i
i iiti 1, ;'

I
iR-h occupier shall be deemed

guilty nf ,iT- I'lT. iitr :i-.nii'-l- tliis ( )rder.

24. The .lung of a diseased animal, an^l .^n ). r ^m iv
,

,.1

litter, or any other article that has been in >
1

about a diseased animal, shall not be 1. r. .
.

..
1

i. 11

premises w here such animal has been. tm. 1- i i

i

of being destroyed

infected plat

in the possession
. ! t ii. A i>. r

..|- {'i. I 11..1 !• --
: il ill J- .1.1 > - immediately

-.
. . I,.;' . M .1 ^

I
!

; .
I

'

i.
I
!. ]i. I I . nf the Privy

l.niM.iL-a lliJit. 11" uLiti!*; .-tKill la^ n.-iiiM.ua if'1,1 such market
imtil they have been marked in the manner in which cattle are

ordinarilymarked for shiughter according to the custom of such
market, or, if there is no such custom, by clipping the hair off

the end of the tail ; and all cattle required to be marked by
this regulation shaU be slaughtered within four days from the
date of the boldmg of such market (if sold) by or by the order

(if not sold) by or by the order ofof the purchase]
the (

of the Priv:

conditions \

as may be ii

, the i 2 of
.ir I ,1 1

1.. M ,! I. el. beyond the
. :!.. .;-,

. I I .-ii.Idnandthe

<y I - .i. -11 i> . .| ill the licence
.iich market, and under such
movement within such lindts

Ira'venti.

be. ept
tlie pr eh ai:

.rity

ved.

with, and shall not be ri;.:....i

trict of tbe local authnniy in

situate without the consent in

into whoi :e district it is moved
litter, or c tbcr article is removed
lation, tb' .>i-riipi*'r ..f tli.* y.vmi
and aN.' 1 1 . I.' 1 .11 1

.
i...m the same, shall be respectively

deem. '[ mstthis Order ; and it shall be
lawful!. !i 11 '

'' I 1 destroy or disinfect any such
articli , I . I

t . (, . ..
. t t h. .

1 M uses of such destruction or dis-

infectiuu fn.mtlM^ said .le-aipii'r.

25. Every local authority .shall direct the disinfecting of

clothes < 3f and the use of due precautions by inspectors and
other off.cers brought into contact with diseased ;iiiimals, with
a viqw t< I prevent such in.spectors or offie- 1 )>t> ilin,: . ..nta-

gion. ^ny inspector or officer disobeying 'li. : 1
f my

local aul hority as to such disinfection an i
1
m-

tions shall be deemed guilty of an offence ;i- mi i t in- 1
M,i, 1.

Infected Places.

26. T he authorities hereinafter mentioned — that is to

say, auv local authority as to any place within its district

shall, iind the Privy Council as to any place in England
may, t y order made at any time after the passing of this

Order, and published in manner hereinafter mentioned,
declare any place in which disease among animals at that time
exists, together with such an area, including such place as to

such authority may seem to be required, to be an "infected

place," from and after a date to be specified in such Order ;

and th e authority declaring a place to be infected may, at the
expiration of one month after the disap

in that place, by Order ].iii.ii i . .1 m lii.. m
place 1 o be free from di^- .

:

:
: ;

1

last-mentioned Order .-^i I. 1
i

1 > : 11

place" within themeanin.. . 1 i In ( h 1, 1 n

in miJiner aforesaid to be an " infected pL
An; r local authority may include in the fi

district, which h
i

.
1

;

1
,

!
1

'

.
1

whern it can Vie r. .11 ; .ni. nt !, -1 mjlit. 1
.

.1 , .'
1

:
.

aU other animals until such Ineal autimni . .
i!i.,r

there is no reasonable probability of such .mni.: |.i
i

i .iiii,_,'

disease; provided that no such licence ^1m!i .t. n nrh

animal to be removed in contravention of ili- i-iii :< iiiiiini

of this Order.
If any animal is removed in contravention uf this regulation,

the person causing, directing, or pcrmittmg the removal of

such animal, and also the person removing the same, shall

respectively be deemed guilty of an offence against this Order.
17, No diseased animal, and no animal that has within the

preceding 28 days been in the same shed or stable, or in the

same herd or flock, or in contact with a diseased animal, shall—

1. Be placed or kept in any common or uninclosed land, or

in any field or other place insufficiently fenced.

2. Be sent or brought to any fair or market, or exposed for

public sale.

3. Be driven along or allowed to stray upon any highway,
or the sides thereof.

4. Be sent or carried by any railway, ciuial, river, or other
inland navigation, or by any coasting or sea-going

vessel.

If anyanimalis dealt with in contraventi'ii .1 tli 1.111 iiinn,

tbe owner of such animal, and also th.
i

. i-.mii

other than the owner deaHng with the sun;. :i. ' i.linu

of this regulation, shall be deemed guilty Ml in -n n •. >- imst

this Order.

clare such
on of such
"infected

ji declared

" infected
place " any adjoining part of the district of another local

authc'rity, with the consent of such last-mentioned authority,

testified in writing by a letter signed by the clerk of such
auth( irity.

Th'3 area of an "infected place " may be described by reference
to a map deposited at some specified place, or by reference to
jviri'li'-^. tMwnships, farms, or otherwise, as the authority may

' shall\i I ilaringa pliice to be an "infected pli

!.
I

.. ;i I
.1 by notice being posted up in or near

UL _Lt _ 1 plue," and, so far as is possible, in all pi:

wheie notiecs are usuaUy posted up, within fiv6 miles of such
"infected place," or in such other manner as the authority
declaring the place to be infected may think expedient.

Tlie local authority, on declaring anyplace infected, shall

forthwith report, by post, to the Privy Council the fact of such
declaration having been made.
No objection shall be taken in any legal proceeding in

respect of an "infected place" on the ground that due notice

has not been given of such place having been decLared to be an
'* iiifected place."

Any Order made by the Privy Council under this regulation

shtll supersede any Order inconsistent with it that may have
been made by a )-'] :t')t)!i-'rity,

57. The folli>^> I' -ii I'l be observed with respect to
" infected plaii m .

!. 1 1 1 the other regulations of this

Order with le.-p mimals; that is to say :

—

1. No animal -ii 'H I" in '
' i "nt of an "infected place."

2. No hides, wkiii-'^. h^nis, hcn.fn, or offal of animals shall be
moved out of an " infected place " without the licence of some
officer of the local authority appointed to i.ssue such licences,

certifying that such articles have not formed pari of a

diseased animal, and if necessary, have been properly dis-

infected.

3. No carcase- of,

aay bull, bullock,
r undressed meat that has formed part of,

, V, ox, heifer, or calf, shall be moved out of

' infected 'place," without the licence of some officers of the

L.iHk Ai.^\l 1.^ ,i>_>.i.i^.. ^iuH;, ..1 ..li uIIlulx. .i^.aii.-.t this Order.

If iuiy cat tic reqiured tu be sluughturcd by this regulation

are not so slaughtered, the purchaser or owner of such cattle

or his agent (as the case may be) shall be deemed guilty of an
offence against this Order.

If any cattle are removed in contravention of this regulation,

the person removing such cattle, and the person cau.sing.

directing, or permitting the removal of such cattle, shall

respcctivoly be deemed guilty of an offence at,^ainst this Order.
Oil N.. -I'l, . |. 1 Mill- ....It- ..t -^^in. -li ill l..li,..M..lii iiit..m-

..,:;..
I

-.
.

: .1. . i -Mttleexpi>

the>

I 't. to the last preceding regidatiun, in
f they were cattle, except that they shall

manner as the market authority may
r prescribed by the said regula-

be

tion.
Foreign Cattle.

30. Until the 1st of June, 1866, all cattle brought by sea from
any place out of the United Kingdom into any town or place in

England shall be marked by clipping the hair off tbe end of

the tail, and no such cattle shall be removed alive from such
town or place except by sea.

."Town or place" in this regulation shall, according to

circumstances, moan as follows :

—

1. The area of the metropolis, including the city of London
and the liberties thereof.

2. The area of any borough or such other limits as may be
defined by the Privy Council in respect of such borough.

3. In the ease of any other town or place, such area as may
be defined by the Privy Council to constitute such town
or place.

Cattlb brought by Sea from any Part of the United
Kingdom into England.

31. No cattle brought by sea from any place in the United

Kingdom into any town or place in Enylan'l -b ill !•• vpinoved

from such town or place alive, without a i.itii.. t. t .m the

local authority having jurisdiction in ^^ll^l '
' '

1
I • that

such cattle have been examined by RnriT 1 1
1

n 'I for

that purpose !•>

from disease
:

i

from any oth' 1

movement of 1

in the case nl

Ireland, the ccrtil

nth.

1 the t

ttle

lepted

— free from disease shall be accepted,

stock licence, by the person authorised to grant the sai

sufficient for the pui-pose of granting such licence, and,

case of a store-stock licence, such certificate shall be aa

by the justice as equivalent to the declaration of the owuei- ui-

his agent, and to the certificate of the occupiers required by
the form of the said store-stock licence.

"Town or place" shall in this regulation have the same

meaning as in the preceding regulation.

Special Reuulations Within the Jjetropolis.

32. The following additional regulations shall be in force as

respects the movement of cattle within the metropolis, inclu-

sive of the city of London and the liberties thereof ;—

1 . No cattle shall be removed from the metropolis, inclusive

as aforesaid ;
provided that where any person occupies

a farm (tii.iii |Mitly within and partly vnthout the

metii'i" I i^ I' 1 as aforesaid, or any other con-

tigiiMii ;
1

, -ituate, he may, with a licence

from tl mini- ii.ner of Police of the metropoUs
(which hcence such Commissioner is hereby empowered
from time to time to grant, and, if he think fit, to

revoke), and for a time not exceeding seven days from
the date of such licence, move from one part of such
premises to another, any animal not diseased which
has been in his own possession for 28 days immediately
previous to the date of such licence, and has been
marked in such manner as the said Commissioner of

Police may direct.
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If any CAttle are removed from the metropolis, mclusive
foresaid, in contiuventiou of tliis regulation, the owr
of such cattle, and also the person in charge of the
same, shall respectively be deemed guilty of an offenct

against this Onier,
2, No cattle shall be moved along any highway, thorough-

fare, or public place within the metropolis, inclusive

as aforesaid, except for a distance not exceeding
500 yards from part .to part of the same farm
water, without a licence from the said Commissioner
of Police ; and every such licence shall state the
number and description of animals licensad to be
removed, and the place of their destination, and shall

be Tidid only for 24 hours from the date thereof ; pro-
vided that this clause of this Oi-der shall not apply to
any animals intended for immediate slaughteriug
which are sent to or from the said JMetropolitan Cattle
Market.

If any cattle are moved along :uiy highway, thoroughfaa
or public ^jlace in conti'aveution to this regjilatibn, the
owner of such cattle, suid :dso the person in chai'gc of
the same, shall respectively be deemed guilty of ;i

offence agaioBt this Order.

.GEiN'ERAL REGULATIONS.
Movement of Cattle.

33. ^o cattle shall l>e moved on any highway between sunset
and suniise, except within the limits of the metropolis,
inclusive of the City of London and the liberties thereof, or of

7 other city
Xo cattle shaU be cd U ' upon any railway, canal,

y any vessel coastwise,
111 it exceeding 500 yai-ds

aUed a La stuck lice:

immediate slaughter,

A licence for other cattle, hcrein;iftcr called a store stock
licence.

A fat stock licence shall be in the form, and contain the
pirticulars and J^e signed in the mamiei appearing in the
fnim m ukcd i- m the second schedule -mncxod heieto, or as
ncir theieto i*- ciri.uni<;tiin,e'i admit

V t iL ^t k liLcncL bb ill be m the form, andc-^ntain the
r appi^anng in the form

ifjiLvail ut f thL listnctt

Ulltl h
cl i. ittk, ) th a the LuiiOitiuj

iccnce-. Ik not ni ic. stnngent thin the conditions of the
icenccs m the vud s^l ->u I chedule
If an> cittk re nio\cd in contravention of this legul-ttion,

Uc I twuci uf lueh c ittle ind the jiei-son directing or permitting
be 1 ei iu\ il I if the s ime, and the eorapinj or person eon\ eying
'

> " .,pcetL\elv be deemed guilty of m oSt-nce

I ind from Scotlaud uito England may be
-itli the same licences thit m Scotland

il from the distnct of one local authority— of any oi dei of the Pnvy Coimcil m

tj-t till

LUlg
4 ^ I i)ci aou ah ill drive or allow any cattle under his charge

to bo dnvon oi to stray mto any enclosed held without the
consent of the owner or occupier thereof, and any perbon actmg
in contravention of this regulation shall be deemed guilty of an
oflfence against this Order.

Movement of Hidbs and Skins, ^.
35. No hide, skin, horn or hoof of animals shall bo moved by

hi^^lr.> i\, 1 iii\-. I,, carnal, river, or other mode of conveyance
unl . ...vored.

i! I
I ' •-. horns or hoofs are moved in contnivon-

tinii .1 l,i !.^:il,iti..n, the person sending the aamc, and the
person iiicvin;,^ the same, shall be deemed guilty of an offence
against tliis Order.

;!fi. No regulation of this Order shall apply to the follomng
hides, skins, horns, and hoofs (that is to s;iy),

—

(1.) Hides, skins, horns, or hoofs imported into tlie United
Kijigdom from India, Australia, South ^Vfriea, or
America.

(2.) Hides, skins, horns, hoofs, or glue pieces that have
been cH'i>rtn;iIlv Mnvi fnr manufacturing purposes.

But the bii" I' 11 -' i>i ,iiij that :my hides, skins, horns, or
hoofs arc ml ih.rised by this rcgidation to be
removed sb;ill l

i

> i, peison charged \vitU moving the
same in contiMvcim-n { I'lis Order.

REGUI.AT10NS AS TO DoOS.

37. A local authority may make 3,uch orders as it thinks
expedient for pi-eventing the propagation of disease by means of
dogs, and may order any sti-ay dogs to be destroyed or other-
wise disposed of as it thinks fit.

Cle-uisixg of Pen.s akd Tbucks.
3S. Every railway or other company or person carrying

animals for hire, shall, on every occasion aftei- any animal has
been taken out of any pen, carriage, trudc, or boat used by
such company or person, and before any other animal or
;u-ticle is placed therein, thoi'ougbJy cleanse and disinfect
every such pen, carriage, ,truck, or boat in such manner as the
Poard of Trade may from time to time direct.

The expression " truck " shall include any horsebox oi* other
vehicle used in the carrying of animals.

If any pen, carriage, tiniek, or boat is at any time used In
contravention of this regulation, the company or person by
whom it is used shall, every time that such pen, ti-uck, or
boat is used be liable to a penal^ not exceeding 51.

Powers of Officers emploved under this Order.
39. Any inspector or other officer empowered to can-y tliis

Order into effect may, if authorised so to do by any gcuei-al or
special order in ^vriting of the local autliority, enter any field.

staJjle, cowshed, or othei- prei '
"

' '
'

m hi2

n mag ti

omp ny p
nd if any p n

ds m b tn
sh 11

O d
h-U

g wheth
d by

nddsin

; that t-uch anim^ or articles

are being moved in contravention of thia Order, appi'ehend
without warrant the person in charge of the same, and bnng
him before a justice, who shall inquire intoi the case in a sum-
mary manner, and sucli justice, if satisfied chat there are good
grounds for suspecting that such animal^ or articles were
moved in contravention of this Order, may 'direct, by writing
under his hand, such'animals or aa-ticles to be detained, and the
person in charge thereof to be brought before two justices as
soon as practicable, and such animals or ! articles may be
detained and the person brought bcfdre the justices
accordingly.
Upon such person being brought before thejtwo justices they

shall adjudicate on the case in a summai*T manner, and, if

satisfied that tlie animals or articles were m(^"ed in contraven-
tion of this '"'v).-'- iiv-'y direct the same to ibe desti-oyed or
otherwise ^li i

'<

t i~ they think most expedient for the
preventinii , ; in. ,,{ disejise amongi animals.
The con L . : ] >lice officer detaining any animals

in pursuai].. i i'.i\~ r, ^ilj.uun shall cause the^n to be supplied
with requisite- fuixl and \\'ater during their detJJntion ; and any
expenses incurred by such officer in respect pf such animals
may be recovered in a summary manner froai the person in
chai'ge, or from the owner of the animals.

41. It shall be lawful for any constable or jiolice officer, or
for any officer authorised by a local authority sn to do, to stop
and detain any animal moved, or which he i has reasonable
grounds for suspecting is being moved in contravention of
this Order, and to apprehend without warrant the person in
charge of such animal, and bring him before la justice, who
shall inquire into the case in a summary manner ; and such
justice, if satisfied that such animal was being] moved in con-
travention of this Order, may direct, hy writing under his
hand, the animal so moved to be detained, and the person in
charge thereof to be brought before two justifl-es as soon as
practicable, and such animal may be detjii^ied and such
person brought "before the justices accordingly. ',

Upon such person being brought before tho'i two justices
they shall adjudicate on the case in a summary hianner, and,
if satisfied tbat the animal was being moved in contravention
of this Order, may direct the same to be slaughtered and
bmied, or to be otherwise' disposed of, as they think most
expedient foi the prevention of the spreading of disease among
.inimals

'

Any constable, pohce. or other officer detaiiiui^ any animal
shaU cause it to be supplied with requisite fodd and water
during its detention , and any expenses incurired by such
officer in respect nf any animal maybe recovered aia summary
niannei from the per^oa in charge, or from the frwncr of the
ammal i

4_' If any pei-bon having chai-gc of any aniii^tal or thing
bemg moved on x highway, railway, canal, navigation, or
nvei, for the moving whereof a licence is requisi^ under this
Order, being required by any constable, police-offic«,jr, or officer
authorised by a local airthority, to produce the lictjuce (if any)
foi the moving of that mimal or thing, fails so to,do, he shall
be deemed guilty of an offence against this Order.

43 E\ery person guilty of an offence against
, this Order

shall for each such offence incur a penalty not excd eding 20/. ;

and wheic any such offence is comniitted'with rcspisct to more
thin fniu animals a penalty not exceeding 5^ for aach .animal

\ 1 T m 1 irt^tead of the penalty of 20/. j Vud where
1 eommitted with reference to any dimg,

L^^^ or other thing, a further g-enalty not
be imposed for every half ton mi weight of

I thmg after the first half ton. ~
4 Aii> 1 c d luthonty may appear before any justices, or
ouj legal proceedings, by its clerk, or by ,^uiy agent

authorised by it m wiiting under the hands of ;two of its
members, and any railway company or other body corpoi-ate
may appear before any justices or in any legal proccodings by
their secretary, or by any member of their Bo;ud o£ M.-inagi

moot, or by any agent authorised in writ ing imder ^he hands
of any two members of such Board.

,

PART III.— Repeal of Orders. >

45. On and after the llith of April, 1866, there ' sh-all be
evoked, so far as respect* England and Wales, the following
Irders, ur s()imieb tlicreof as nia>' lu- in f,.vr.^

; ti^t i-< to say,
lie I 'i-.i. r . \ J :]. jt, 1

-
'

:
"i : -i X,.,,;rln y r:, I -^65; of

lye. .,..
: I'. I -

,

I

. i
,; _ : ..[;..,,, (i. iSGC:

t ' 'II
,

-' :. I
'- ']!'

. li I-.; I.
. j.iiMi j, ,1 i,_,- ,,|,y iQcal

ffect. withoJit, prejudice ncvcrthe-le\ss tn' the" pnisecutio^"?
any offence that may hAvc been committed .against i he said
Ordei-s or notices, or any of them, or to the rceovery^. of any

Arthur IJeu

THE FIRST SCHEDULE.

highway, must not: pass

ward bouud.irv 'if ^uv
(e) In !,,

Ireland, i

3fre
to grant t '

i

such licence.

(f) Not to exceed three days.

Description of Cattle.

within a mile of the out-
I iCC."

tuy place in England from
L'lthority that such cattle

I by the person authorised.
1 the purpose of granting

Number of Cattle. Age.

'U' ;i il- :li- !!
. f- iM •

1 1. ), ; ..mv-ethe
'

,, oi the
'-"

. - . :i ! -I .liiLr. ., license
t.L^ j.;jr.v,.u unaci LiutUuiiwl lu liiu.v i^v ,-.,(. ^ ..i,.>lu by the
luidcr-meutioued ruute, provided that the ^uid e,iH,Lc skill not
be driven through any "infected place," or within one mile of
the outward boundary of such place.

Number
and De-
scription

Name and
Address of Route to
Seller or be taken.
Owner.

Owner, or Person Name of

to whose Premises! Drover,
the Animal h
be sent for Brpod-j

ing Purposes.

Authority. ,ppS^JJ?^

Count:
except the
Metropolis

City of Lon
don and the

Liberties
thereof
Boroughs

Distiict of
LocalBoard
of 0.^ord

Description of
Local Authority of

District set

The Justices
General
Quarter Sessions
assembled

The JletrmjoUtan
Iloaid of Wo

CWrkof
Local Hate. ' fiocal

j Au^iority.

The county rate,

ratcin the nature
of a county rate,

Rate or fund ap
plicable to the
payment of the
general expenses
of the Board.

Consolidated
sewers rate

The Court of the
Lord Mayor and
Aldermen

The Mayor, Alder-'l

men. and Biir-I

gesses acting byi

the Council
1

The Local Board

THE SECOND SCHEDULE.
A Fat Stock Lkencc

TheClerk of
the itetro-

politim
Buar<t of
Works
TownlJcrk

Town{^lcrk

liocal

This hcencc shall be available for sis days, and no longer.

C. Declaration of Owner or his Agent, (a)

(To be annexed to foregoing Declaration.)

I, A. B., of , in the coimty of , do hereby declare
that the cattle marked (which I have sold) (b) to are
free from cattle plague, and that no case of cattle plague has,
within the two months immediately preceding luy making
this declaration, existed upon the premises from which
I desire to move such cattle, or within two mUes of the out-

ward boundary of such premises ; and I further declare, that
the said cattle have all of them been on the said premises for

2S days immediately preceding my making this declaration,
and have not dming that timp been in contact with any
newly-purchased animals.
Dated this day of .

Signed by [Doclaiiui*^.

Certificate to Accompany Declaration.

We, the imdersigned, heing each of us occupiers of upwards
of 100 acres of land, and living within a dustance of (e)

miles of the premises of A. B., have viewed the cattle

described in his declaration, and to the best of our knowledge
certify them to be free from cattle plague : and we believe

that the statements contained in the declaration of the said

A. D. arc correct. I. J., of O.
Dated K. L., of P.

(a) This declaration must be made by the owner or his
agent, in the presence of the justice. In the case of cattle

landed in any place in England from Ireland, the certificate of

the local authority to the effect that the cattle are free from
disease shall be accepted by the justice as equivalent to the
declaration of the owner or his agent and the certificate of the
two occupiers.

(1j) If the cattle are being moved on change of tenancy or on
change of pasture, or from jjremises in one place to premises
in aJiother in the occupation of the same person, insert

instead of the words [which I have sold] the words [which I

desire to move from to ]

If the cattle ixro requu-ed to be moved for the purpose of

breeding, insert iiiste;id of the words fwhich 1 have sold] the
words

I
which I desire to send for breeding purposes to ].

(c) The occupiers must, if possible, be persons living within
two miles distance from the premises of A. B. ; if they live at
a greater dLstancc than two miles from those premises the
justice must satisfy hiniKclf that they have reasonable means
of knowing the truth of the facts which they certify.

Home Correspondence.
Ct(U'ival<,r.s.^l send you tiie rollouiug Table, descrip-

tive of our leading cidtivators, which explains itself:—

Cultivators.

1. Coleman

2. Bentall

3. Kansome's \
Scotch (

4. Ransome's ")

2-horse
\

Scarifying)

Tenant

Finlayson 36

7 10

5 17 e

ehh n
^

bj th hu^d

f Jmgh &
e animus proceed tty

B M F
4 day Mo n on

—T\ h n n u eed
d h u d be

D \

moon Had
warn ug b

ne^le fo I u u J

the on y &atu da
nex-t on the 5 h In
prognostics are worthy of

? 17 y a on too soon.

h h "na^es, they
on ne e a e the new

a irda S ngularly
A^a n n October it

e 1 d a ery wet
erva ons, wenee. There

e en ears wet
d gad tiiken

o a 1 ave ])een

e I hall not
1 ahnauaek that

jea n Decemb^
d oun y a ings or

ur attention, having been
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based on long-eoutiuued observation. J. J. Mechi.
April 4

T/ip ff '-/./i/m' rolnideer Review.—A friend who Tins

ammi-: 'I;. \ . n m-s on Easter Monday tells nietlni
tlip.\ < <i I'ui many acres of young corn an-
othe}- rr.i|i.- \'"r< if not seem like njnckine- I In

Almighty, a few day., .iIIit ili-- ."1. :!.m 1 ili,iM..'ii ,i;n

on account of the ^r, .:,•,. ,! i,, ,
.';.. ,, .;i, ,;,', /,

destroy the materia! :!
i

:
. ,i i

,
>

W. B. Till,; 4, CV ,
.

;•
. ,

j
1,

yomv; r'uru ni!l ;> a- ..•!
i , v ,.-.,:; |,, , , ^

'///,-/ /, ,v- I !.,-. .a -,,.,. _::: .
,,!,• la-, ja.

,

plaijt- a- r.aal . a .

I....
,,, .;,i I

The mother's science in our management of them, all our hopes may
'iTi"" Tv"?, 1" '' -^l"'!'*' *iii"' 'je da.-lied .-nvay, and we may be left
,',

'

, MM,. ~i'
""''"""""-'" ^-l'"'' ''!: (I -air labour. Our duty,

a M' '" '-'I' ' I'l' ai I.
I i

,

,1 every precaution to
I

i. |la'''i .t>«'|.. l,,.,aia, s. ., -a I itn the hands of the
'

''
' I'" ' aa'

I n.- I I <,
, , iiiliil upon to carry out the

' :^'' ' ; a liana Ml i

.

: a nt iug the movettients of Cattle
- i> Nilaiaa iifcessary inconvenience, anda

I ,. ..( !i, I- h, i|,, ,a. tTrsc upnn nur nih-rs the

nolK

ofth
year

ofii. « .
,

been ^i^'^u i

straw. B. B.

riAiUy There IS a
I

ntli it, as also some
Ijeen cut in previous
ant of S tons. It is

I

() al' 111:

lVou 1

let (Is Hilli Oats not
ust take care.]

Farmers' Clubs.
Cirencester : Tin' Feedimi of Stoch—Vhe follow-

ing IS the ronclusion of Mr. W. J. Edmunds' paper on
this subject at the la.st Monthly Meeting of this Club ;—

I will now say a word or two as to tlie feeding of
sheep.

:il th.it. sheep i

living, we can. humanly .speaking, m.U.^
each of our voiuig sheep some time iij

from 10 to 11 months oM-sheep full of n,

we can Iteep a hea\'ier breecliua iIm.jI-

make moi-e mutton and also a
by less liberal li^-ing

1 tended for the
M round this
a IS feedoin-
'..y subject if

ovei
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mother of more than two dozen other prize-takei-s. She her-

self, when she was 34. was sho^vn at Aberdeen as extra stock
in 1858, and created quite ,t sensation in the show-y.ard."

Miscellaneous.
The late Professor Dick.—We very much regret to

see that the death of Profe.ssor Dick, of Edinburgh, the
distinguished Veteriniiry Professor, is announced.

•' Propertij has its Duties as well as its Siuhts."—
A man whom, though only one among millions, the
law permits to hold thousands of acres a,s his single

share, is not entitled to think that all this is given to

him to use and abuse, and deal with as if it concerned

nobody but himself. The rents or profits which he
can obtain from it are at his sole disposal ; but with

regard to the land, in everything which he does with
it, and in everything which he abstains from doing, he
is morally bound, and should, whenever the case

admits, be legally compelled, to make his interest and
plea.sure cniisi^r'nt with the public good. The species

at large slill nl:iiii-, "f lU original claim to the soil of

the planet i\lihli n mliiiliits, a.s much a-s is compatible
with the iiioL'ifs^ lor which it has parted mth the
remainder. J. S. Mill.

The Morse Show at the Agricultural Mall.—At the
meeting of the Directors of the Agricultural Hall,

held on Tuesday la.st, it was resolved, in accordance
with the suggestion made last week by Bell's Life, and
supported by ourselves, to confine the class of hunter-
stallions to tliorough-bred hor.ses, Mark Lane Ejrp.

Cattle PI,

I

B. Montagu ;.4.((1

Department «liril

by the Chanrclio

-On Tw^.h-i VA hA Lord
Home

o i;iven

ii-e had

seed-time of these crops beyond March when it can be

avoided. A better produce both as to quality and
quantity is obtained from the earlier sown crops.

Jlocitt'i operations are the principal employment of

April among all our corn crops. The earlier sown
Peas and Beans will need the horse-hoe ; and most of

the "Wheat, Barley, and Oat fields mil need either

horse or hand hoeing. The operation should be pre-

ceded by a rolling; and the horse-drawn implement,
or the hand-hoers follow it. In the former case it may
cost Is. an acre, and in the other from 3s. to os., accord-

ing as the width of drill enables the use of a wide or

narrow hoe, or according to the foulness of the land.

Where it is free from Couch-grass, and infested merely
with annuals, as Chickweed or Speedwell, a suflicient

cultiv.ation and destruction of the surface and its

weed-growth is effected by the harrow. Where the

com horse-hoe is used among young Wheats, an
implement which takes as many rows at once as

had been sown at once by the drill is used.

And any variations from the straight line being

followed alike by all those rows together, can be also

followed by the hoeing implement. The man who
guides it keeping his eye on a single row, and saving it, is

sure to save the whole. This horse-hoe, followed uext
month by men with spuds for the removal of Thistles

in the rows of com, is a cheap and efficient substitute

for the much more costly process of hand-hoeing.
It is to be remembered that this tillage of the soil

during the growth of the plant is useful not merely
for the removal of il « . ,

but for its stimnl
is essentially a pr

those chemical pn
teud to the provisio

which is thus effected,

' o on growth. GroNvth
l.iit on the activity of

nil within the soil which
table food. These pro

been prepared to give oompen.satiou to those persons ''^"" "" """- <""•"" .^r--.-."^ -"-.— *"— i--

whose .attle had been killed, under the orders of the !

^sses are quickened by a stirring, which acts on the

Privv Council, previous to the passing of the Act of ,

™il as a poking does on the hre in the grate
;
and a 1

this 'Session ; and. if so, when that measure will be 1
tl^e products of a renewed chemicalaction^^^^^^

introduced. Sir G. Grey said certain inquiries had to

stituted on the subject before the Government
could coiue to any conclusion ; but no timewoiUdbe lost

in selling tliciM' iiii|uirirs on foot.—A separate depart-
ineiil Iiii^Ikvii lin-inrd lor the transaction of business
rclaliiiL;ln ilh Ciiiilr Plague, under the superinten-
dence ui; Colonel Uanies.s, R.E., C.B., to whom all

communications on the subject should in futiu*e be
addressed, as follows;—Colonel Harness, R.E., C.B.,

Cattle Plague Department, 7, Westminster Chambers,
Vic-foria SfiTct, S.W.

Lnr<l I',il,ji< rxtoii on Cotlages.—Hc gave some
e,\niii|ili's nt hiiw Ibis renovation could be effected, and
spfike with iimch force on the subject at the Romsey
and other agricultural meetings. His own words on
this subject are as follows;— It is not neces.sary to

pull down old cottages to build new ones,

said this, he added. " the effects of improving the:

manuring as it the fertilising matters thus supplied

were directly added to the land.

Soluble Manures may be applied to unpromising
com crops early in this month. Sulphate of ammonia
or nitrate of soda may be thus applied broadcast

before rain if possible, at the rate of one cwt. per acre

There are especial advantages in the case of all corn
crops in the attainment of a vigorous habit of gron th
when young, and on this account tUlage and mauure
brought to bear upon them early in the spring exei t

an influence upon the future crop which is not wit

nessed in the case of green crops.

Let us take the Wheat plant and the Turnip
respectively as representatives of these two classes. In
the latter case, the efforts of the farmer are all bent

uu "poll obtaining size of bulb; this is the one point

When he ' "'iii<-'li i*^ ^^^ object of cultivation ; and, however back

The Cultivation of Bromus Schraden.

alargu ,r ,

Sutton .^ ^,
1

i
'

OCKSKiHit (ii; v,-^^ I li\(

This hlsiilv nutritive Grass Is

MEADOW MIXTURES, or may b
modei-ate price, which may be had r

.Sutton s Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

(ANTHOX-
Gra.ss. so desir-

B in Pastures, is included In all Messrs' Suttok's MIXTURES,or
p be purchased separately at a moderate pnce, on application to
Sutton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

-

Fine Grass Seeds for Cricket Grounds.
BOWLING GREENS, or CROQUET GROUNDS.

SUTTON AND SONS can supply suitable kinds of the
finest-growin? GRASSES and CLOVERS for the above pur-

Green and Purple Eolil Rabl.
QtJTTON AND SO>;S can ,su|i,,ly -O then

ad gratis
1 4 .Sons,

1 CATALOGUE, which

tablishment, Reading.

THE ALSIKE fl.'>\ l,i: i. i l.dVEE-SlCK LANDS.
—This excellent Cluvm will Llnnu m almost any soil. It produces

two good cuttings in the year, and tiiaUes superior Oovor hay. It

may be sown alone (14 lb. per acre), or in conjunction with other
seeds, either for alternate husbandry or (or Permanent Pasture. If

sown with Italian Rye-grass, it is ready for mowing three times in the
year. It is included in all Messrs. Sutton's MiMures, and they
strongly recommend it to more general cultivation. Price may be
had on application (depending on quantity renuired).

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

seeFs

dwellings is almost marvellous. In the first place, the 1

gemal weather and good

comfort of a man's house depends on the tidiness of I

"sam, and quite remedy pr

his wife, and on the mode in which .she tries fo make ' 7'" increase under siich

him c.iomfortable. But there is a toiiiiicr of llic li

mind which is dcnoniin.ated reiki, s-ur-.. \\ Ik u a

tiling seems impossible it is given up in .|rs|iair Wlini
a cottage is in such a ramshiicklu AaUj lli,al il is

impossible for the wife to keep it clean, she becomes
slattern ; everything goes to ruin ; the man is disgusted
and flies to the beer-shop." So much importance
did he .attach to the cottage accommodation that he
visited every cottage on his farm, and gave pereonal
instructions for carrying out the enlargements.
Bedroom accommodation, good drainage, and good
ventilation were his primary objects ; but such simple
things as the convenient placing of pegs for the
clothes, and the shelves for the housewife, did not
escape his attention. By his kindly aud genial
consideration of their wants and comforts he w'on
his way to the hearts of his peasantry, and will long
live in their affections. Lord Palmerston was an
intelligent encoiu'ager of all lauded improvements. He
was ever ready to expend money for those who desired
better drainage, better roads, or better buildings-
charging a moderate interest upon it. He was adverse
to extreme expeuditun—iliat is to say to refinements

—

in farm homesteads, llr lia.l ,^|jt iil a considerable sum of
money in improviir^ .-in li I a nl. lings, but has left only
one or two specimen.^ oi iiev\ homesteads constructed
on what he considered to be the best principles.

Though a keen sportsman, he was by no means
arbitrary in the matter of g.ame. It is very certain that
he never preserved to the injury of his tenantry
out being perfectly willing—nay, anximts—to comiieu

ward the plant may be at an early stage of grow th

:ood cultivation may start it

evious bad fortune ; its size

influences; its growth is

from the beginning to the end a mere process of accu-
iiiulalinn—a mere work of addition. In the case of

A\li(:ii, liowever, there are several parts to be looked
t". [I is the seed which is here important ; and the
farmer aims not only at obtaining size but number
also. This number depends on two circumstances—the
tillering of the plant, which increases the number of

ears from each root, and the size of these ears—the
number of seeds on each. The former of these par-

ticulars, eiiually with the latter, renders it of great

importance that plants should be placed in such cir-

cumst<ances when young as will enable them to grow
vigorously ; but it is to the latter point especially that

I wish to direct attention. I have pulled a Wheat
plant early in April, when barely six inches high, and
on dis.secting it have laid bare the embryo ear, thin
hardly the tenth of an inch long, and by the help "t a

microscope I have counted the buds upon it, at tin,-

early penod—the buds from which the flowers and the

seed are to spring. Now this embryo ear in the mouth
of April appeared to possess about the same number of

parts, each in an embryo state, as the average of perfect

ears ; and though I do not know that the ear of com
is formed in embryo perfect, so far as the number of

its parts is concemed, from the first, yet it is extremely

unlikely that in this ca.se any addition would have

been made to the number of those parts, for that

was already as great as is usually observed.

How important, then, that during the very early

wVtlT period when this number admits of increase,

the young plant should be in a vigorous con-

SUTTON'S RENOVATING MIXTURE for Improving Old Pastures,

lorf. per lb., cheaper by the cwt.

SUTTON'S FINE LAWN GRASS MIXTURE, 1». M. per lb., 24)..

per bushel.
All Koods carriage tree (except very small parcels).

sate them for the damage Sone. Much more might be '1'''°" ' ^^ ^^^"^^^
''''?w™^;.ilfWo l„,»Hv'^n r^uU

added from a store of personal recollections ; but enough ' '"^y P^ ^^ genial weather, wdl here remedy a fault

has been recorded to show the practical habit or I

occasioned by mat^ntiondinng the fir.st stages^

character of the man in dealing with his private affairs i

l'l^°t * f""th-, » '%*¥" t"^^*
^."^^ }TttJ,Tnf^hi

-enouffh to show that the hand which sruided mth to number, and any ft ture vigour on the part of the

Tlie Greatest Novelty of the Season.
STEIl'ED-LEAVED JAPANESE MAIZE.

Second Importatioa of Seed just arnved.
iiaraental-foliage
riety of Curagua,

called in tne ijnited States. It

,
height of from 5 to 6 feet, the folLage is from 2 to 3 inches

wide, and is about 4 feet in length. It is bejiutifully and evenly

striped or ribboned with alteniate stripes of green and white, and
in its earlier stages of growth is also striped with rose colour. "

-enough to show that the hand which guided mth
such matchless skill the helm of State could simul-
taneously grasp and guide the plough. Illustrated

London News.

Calendar of Operations.
Avmh.— Wheat is now ltim r:ill,\ in full growth, and

in mild spring weather « ill mioii rover tlie ground.
Where it is too luxuriant, sheep may be herded on the
land, and allowed to crop the overgrowth ; or the scythe
may be used to mow the top leaf off. The young
plant, if dissected, will already show the form and
position of the young ear, and a little care will save it

from injury, while the removal of the overshadowing
leaf will tend to the strengthening of the stem, and so

to the hindrance of any liability to be laid by heavy
rain. The " April" Wheat may still be so^vn on any
late piece of sheepfold which is expected to yield a
more valuable crop of Wheat than of Barley.
Barley and Oats are both sown this month to a con-

siderable extent, especially in the southern counties

;

and heavy crops are often had off' late-sown fields. It

is, however, never to be recommended to delay the

plant must expend itself in the production of size, and
in the full filling up of all the parts which have been

formed in au embryo state. This latter point is doubt-

less of great importance, and the farmer, by all means
in his power—a right preparation of the land and due
thinness of sowing-must endeavour to push the plant

on so as to induce the fertihty of all the buds on the

ear, which is, be it remembered, of rare occurrence

;

but let him, by careful attention to these .same means,

endeavour, in the first place, to obtain length of ear,

and such a number of buds on each as, if all brought to

perfection by a good season, may result in a large crop.

Notices to Correspondents.
Mangels : H T. says :—" I have been told that it is considered

very dangerous to give Mangel Wurzel to ewes either before

or after lambing. I have been giving my ewes Mangels
whole upon the land since lambing, and one or two have died
suddenly without any apparent cause." [Mangels are first-

rate food for ewes at this season, especially after Lambing.]
Preserving Eggs : H B R. There are many modes of preserv-

ing eggs, all of which have their supporters. We will next
week endeavour to give a few of the best for your selection

and cspeiimeut.

of

foliage plant c

.Tames i . ' - ,ii, l -'38, High Holborp, London. W. tJ.

TXKIi ~l I i'^ 1 1 TXYING UOWN new or
PASTURES.—These Sooria are taken

from the cclobratcrl r,-istures on the Lull. a' ,,mi,.' Dublin.

prune quality. Cash price, r,.
,

nrailaat
Cheltenham ; bags extra. Money oial.. i

iivcisford.

Address James Hopkins, Salpi^i I i
'

M-

E
Brighton and Sussex Seed Warehouse.

DWARD CARPENTEirS IIIXTUKES

small seeds per acre).—See testimonials __

Edward CARPENTEa's RENOVATING MIXTURES for Impronng
Old Pastures.
PRICED CATALOGUES of KITCHEN GARDEN, FLOWER

and FARM SEEDS now ready.
Edward Cakpesteh, Seed Merchant and Grower, 96, St. James's

Street, Briehton,

PERMAMENT PASTURE SEEDS.—The benefit to

Pasture Fields sown down with Natural Grass Soeds cannnt be
over-e&timated. The trifling coat of these per acre over common
Rye-grasa and Clover is Tar more than compensated by the greater

abundance of Herbage produced of a highly nutritious and more
pemianent character. _
KENNEDY'S MIXTURES for PERMANENT PASTURE con-

tinue to give the greatest satisfaction, and the demand for them is

every year on the mcrease, _ _
A DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUE of these SEEDS, as

well as of Clover, Turmp, and other Farm Seeds, may bo had on
application to
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To Improve Meadow Land.
RICHARD SMITH'S MIXTURE of the finest

GRASSES ami I'ERKNNIAL CLOVERS (8 to 12 lb. per acre,

at lOd. per lb,), if sown earlv, will cause a valuable improvement to
H, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Grass Seed for all Soils.

RICHARD SMI'l'H oHers the best selection that can he
made of PERILVNENT MEADOW GRASS and (JLOVER at

H'is. per acre, consisting of 2 bushels light, and 12 lb. heavy Seed.
The Kinds and quantities are chosen tor their Early Growth, Crop,
Nutritive Qualities, Reproductive noss, and Permanency, and can be
had separately, or properly mixed to suit Heavy, Light, or Medium
Soil. » Smith, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

RATNBIRD, CALDECOTT. BAWTREE, BOWLING,
AND COMPANY, Limited,

Corn, Seed, Manukk. and Oilcake Merchants,
Address, 89^eed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples ana Prices Post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851,
for Wheat ; 1862, for " Excellent Seed Com and Seeds.

H
CHEVALIER PEDIGREE BARLEY.

Weight 66 lb, per bushel.
This has been " bred " in the same manneras the " Pedigree Wheat,'

viz. : by repeated annual selection, re-starting in each year from a
single Kraiu upon a poor soil (resting immediately upon the chalk of
the South Downs}, which upon neighbouring farms produces Barley
weighing but 61 lb., and fit only for grinding.

Seed Required:—
If drilled in March 1 bushel on 3 acres.

„ April 1 „ 2 „
Price Two Guineas a Bushel (including bagj, delivered in bags

GENUINE NEW CARROT
The Throe Beat Sorts are

WHITE BELGIAN, Is. per lb. l Chean
RED INTEHMEDIATE, Ij. M. perlb [ by t
LONG RED CATTLE, Is. Ort. per lb. j Cwl

unknown correspondents. Less than a bushel will r

supplied.

Apply to Frederic i

Brighton, Sussex.
'T, Esq., F.L.S., The Manor House,

GRASS SEEDS,

AGRICtTLTURAL SEEBS,

^ CCORNER of W\ STREET.

Tr,j.l.' .If.irl.

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,

FLOWER SEEDS.

Catalogues fortcarded post free to any address on appUeatk

GENUINE FARM SEEDS.

JAMES YEITCH & SONS
EEG TO ANNOITNCE THAT THEIR

CATALOGUE OF AGRICULTURAL AND GRASS SEEDS FOR 1866

Is now published, and will l>e I'orwanled Frci- on application.

Special attention is devoted to the preparation of GRASS SEED MIXTURES to suit all soils and situations.

These Mixtures cannot be surpassed in qualitj'

.

TURNIP, MANGEL "WURZEL, and other SEEDS, from the most carefully grown and best selected stocks.

"Where large quantities are required, J. Y. & Sons "will have much pleasure in quoting special prices.

EOYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, S.W.

SoTTON & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Readlna.

ITlUNDELITS cattle melon and CATTLE
_) MARROW,—These have now been tested In 37 counties in

England, and in various parts of Ireland and Scotland, and proved to
bo a heavy croppingand valuable Fruit for Feeding all kinds of Stock

Prices, exclusive of carnage—loO Seeds, 2s. M. ; Seed for j acre, bs. ;

do, i acre, 9s. ; do. 1 acre, IQs.

Casn remittances from unknown correspondents.
Address, Joseph Ui.itni>ei,l, Bursledon, Southampton.

Special Notice to Fanners, Gardeners, and the Traded.
TjiXCELLENT CAEbAGE PLANTS of Drumhead or
,
Pj Ox, Eaatham, Early Nonpareil may be had by early application
at \h. (kl. per 1000. Special quotations given for genuine New Seeds.

A reference or remittance mu,st accompanv all orders.
Fredk. Gee, Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade, Bedfordshire.~

To Maricet Gardeners and Others.
CABBAGE PLANTS, EASTHAM, ENFIELD, and

DRUMHEAD, Is. 9rf. per 1000. The stock true and can be
warranted.

RED CABBAGE PLANTS, extra flne, 5s. per 1000.

ONION, WHITE SPANISH, Is. M. per lb.

WURZEL. YELLOW GLOBE, 28s. per cwt.
EARLY SHAW POTATOS. 68. per cwt., warranted true.

Terms cash.
RicnARD Walker, Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade,

Bedfordshire.

To the Trade—Turnip Seed for Sale.W WOODCOCK, for 30 years Agricultural Seed
• Grower in Wisbech, Cambridgeshire, begs to draw

attention to the following kinds from transplanted Bulbs, all of his
own careful gi-owth:— Per bushel.—s. d.

SKIRVING'S PURPLE-TOP SWEDE 15
GREEN-TOP SWEDE 15
PURPLE-TOP SWEDE 16
GREEN-TOP YELLOW SCOTCH 15
RED-TOP ROUND 18

Five per cent, less for cash on delivery, audi months' credit with a
satisfactory reference to a London house.

Henry's Prize Hybrid Leek, Genuine.
DOWNIE, LAIKD, and LaING are now sending out

the above in packets at Is. each. This is unquestionably the
largest Leek in cultivation, growing 10 inches in length of blanch,

u'ded the First Prize at the

Edinburgh ; and Stanstead Park,
Fore:

" ^ "

HBRCWN was awarded the MANCHESTER and
• LIVERPOOL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S

First Prize Medal, 18t35
|
First Prize Medal, 1864 1 £5 Prize, 1803,

for Superionty in Quality of Seeds.
Rye-grass— Per busnel.- ' " '

""

Annnai 4
Meadow Foxtail . . .

.

8
Cocksfoot 7

Dogstall Gras,s, per lb, l

Timothy , , . . „

Kohl Rabi .

.

Mustard
Lucerne
Gorae or Whin
Rye, Spring .

.

Vetches, Spring

best variety in cultivi-

tion (see Testimonia's
on application) ..

Sku-vlng'a Purple-top .

.

Skirving's King ..

Champion
Common Turnip

—

Purple-top, Scotch
Green-top, Scotch
Green-top, Hybrid
Grey Stone ,

.

per bushel 6

Special offers of NATURAL GRASSES and other Seeds sub-

, Commutation Row, Liverpool.

SPECIAL OFFER BY THE

LONDON SEED COMPANY, LIMITED,
TO

LARGE PURCHASERS OF^ FARM SEEDS.

The liiiectors beg to call particular attention to the following LIST of SEEDS, which can be had at the annexed prices, delivered Carriage Free,

to the CaiTiage Ari-angemenfai specified in the FAKS[ SEED PRICE CURRENT, just published.

1

LONDON PURPLe-toP SWEDE TURNIP
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MAMMOTH GOURD (True).—The Specimen the
Seed was saved from me.asured 3 feet 2 inches in circum-

ference, beautifully netted and quartered: a splendid ornament.
keeping till Februarv. More pioductive and easier grown than tbe
Cattle Jlelon, equally nutritifuus fur that purpose, forming tbe staple

' ' '-nil and winter months in North America.

Li'im \Vitr,'i]|i,iiii, Abingdon, Berks.

Glolje Articliokes.

TOKN GAINES bc::s to otfpr to Gentlemen,
::Tli-nOKK PLjU3TSat25s.
KXi'E riauth.atlOs. perlOO;

. Loudon, W.C.

For Bouctuets and as Cut Howers ^^^ .

^UE TNVINCIULE SCAKLI'T SWKLT PEA is

. inv:tluabIo. The colour is int.i ..j .lh.I ].. i-in .ueiit. Packets

. 1,-:.. ;uid L's. I.'-', each. Sold by tht- pi iiicipiil Sl'l'.Isiiil-ii throughout

, Seed Grower, Sudbury, SutFoIlt.

\ULET SlVEEt PEA, vei'y fragrant,
. , Ltid extremely distinct in. colour.—A First-

1 the Royal Horticultural Society ; also n Certifi-

Grayson^s Mortlake Giant Asparagus, True.

FRANCIS R. KINOHUH.N has a fine stock to offer,

I, 2, and 3-yeaxs old, grown on the ground where the late Mr.
Grayson brought it to such perfection.

The best time to plant is when the roots have begun to grow :

'

c'd earlier thcv
PerlOO, 2s. Gd., 4a., and

9hee

die back till growth

Nursery. Richmond, S.W.

New Cucumber.
HUME'S IMPROVED RIDGE. —TMs is across

between "Henderson's Al" Ridge, and "Lord Kenyon's
Favourite" frame variety. It is perfectly hardy, but also does
capitally in tbe ooen air, and will be found to bo the best of all kinda
for gi-owing as a Winter variety. It if very proliflc.

Wal-
Per P,i<

t P. Ill >
.

'

Seed Pot;'
TTTOOD AND IX^:
VV KIDSEr at 4.S-

;

WORTH at 4*;. per bush.-
per bushel; 15 Bushels H ' ^

^ MTATT'S
WILT ITASTDS-
- KARLY, at3a.
,

it :!.s. perbushe!.

SPECIAL OFEEK i mm !
t;\iiO Ori. : a smaller sanipie, Ahl. : Myat

Royal Kidney. Is. ; Kcrt liiclney.

A-iilial" Kidney,
E'rolific Kidney; S'A ;

J
Cumberland Rough

White Rmind Potatos, Grf. per stone (14 lb.).

STRONG LARCH and ALDER, half the usual price, tlic gruond
being wanted.
WANTED, Tritoraas, Ferns; Greenhouse Plants, Pjire Hardy

Plants, &c., in exchange or otherwise. SaJ- lowest casli price fiir

strong plants.
JosKPH Ta-EaiutiE & Sons, Nursery, Penrith-

Ne# SeeaUng Petunias.
TTTO^rVS BARNES has to offer tbe following Seedling

I'ETUNIA.S, which have been selected for fonu. distinct iiass;

:uid puneral etlect. They will be ready on and alter the 2uth tnst.,

iiTice ^i--;. ad. each.

LILACEA, r

Doun

/CARNATIONS and PICOTEES for tbe MILLION.—
\y 20,00fi CaiTiations and Picotees at 5t>s. and 70s. per lUO pairs.

Also a choice selection of Florists' Flowers and Greenhoujie Plants

constantly on hand.
Orders punctually attended to and respectfully solicited by Ji

—

Choice Flower Seeds pdst free.

BS. WILLIAMS has rauch pleasure in submitting
• the following LIST of SEEDS, all of which are specially

recommended for their beauty and superior qualities. For other
Specialities and Novelties see Oardenen^ Chronicle, March 3; and
for fUU description, NEW SEED CATALOGUE, po-st free on
application. Per packet.

—

s. d.

PRIMULA (Winiams's superb stra-ini, red, white, or mixed
seed 28. Cd., 3s. Gd., 5

CINERARIA (Wea;theriirsestra choice stram) .. 3e. Od:, S

CALCEOLARIA (Jame=" strain) 3 G

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, the produce of the finest cullcctiou .

in the country !«-, 2
ASTER VlCTttiUA. t, > M- in cultivation ,. 1

,, TKL![ 1 \r
I

' .toriaRed.. .. G
" WHIil ric , LOWERING .. G

STOCK. BRt)Mll-tN 1 tT

,. PUUIMj; < ii; ' jautiful colom- .. <) G
BALSAM, CAMELLL-i-FLoWKKKD I Q
CARNATION and PICOTEE, saved from selected plants .. I

MATTHIOLA BICORNIS, an evening scented Stock of un-
rivalled frajirance 10

NASTi'RTlT'M KING THEODORE. new intense black .. i

OXAI.l-^ I m,;m. tlaTA RUBRA, dark-leaved ribbon
I, ,, 1, :

,,! 16
PAl.M' M- i:ti:RIANA, new 10
PAN 1 I. ,, L ... c llection 10^
Sir.KM iTAliiLV KUBERRIMA, very beautiful .. ..10
SWKET PEA. the New Invincible Scailet 10
PECTIS ANGUSTIFOLIA, bright yeUow flowers, with citron-

like fragrance 10
LOBELIA SNOWFLAKE 2
CEDRON ELLA CANA, very pretty 1 G

GYNERIUM ARGE.NTEUM. Pampas Grass 6
ANTIRRHINUM MAJUS, Tom Thumb Crimson .. ..10

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS, caniage free.

Complete Collections to sui; Gardens of various sizes, 10s. Cd., 21s.,

42s., G3s., 84s. each. For quantities see CATALOGUE.
Victoria and Paradise Nm-saries, HoUoway, London, K.

Scarlet Geraniums (Beaton's Race).
late A. Paul).
and HYBRII)

i^i from several
lie Mr. Donald
1 advance of or
now, tlio plant.i

. May next.

Superli Double Hollyhocks.

WILLIAM CHATER bess to remind the Admirei-3
of this beautiful flower that now is the best time for plauting

it out to insure fine spikes and blooms this season.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, with instructions f>-.r its Cultiva-

tion ; also prices of Plants per dozen, 100, or 1000, may bo had va
applicttion.

SeedlinL;^ rixnu i.i>.st named varieties, 4s. per«ioz., or from 20n, to

Blu'-ni^a Si_.jii:i]iL%s with colours named, very fine, Gs. per doz., and

In Collections of 12 separate named varieties, extra flne, 10s.;

6 varieties, extra, 5s.

I named varieties, all good show flowers, 7s. Gd.

do. do. do.

'f Cu.^TtrR, Nurseries, Safiron Walden, Essex.

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.

PAUL TOLLARD, Seed Grower and Merchant,
20, Quaide la MC-gisserie 20, ci-devant4, Place desTrois Manes 4,

a Paris. SPECIAL PRICED LIST of NEW SEEDS, in English
weights and money, on application,

JOHN KEYNES' NEW DAHLIAS,
IQs. Gd. each. A liberal allowance if the set is taken.

6T. STARt^UIS of WINCHESTER (Keyses).—Bright crimson ; the
flower of the season.
First-class Certificates -.—Royal Horticultural Society; Devizei

Trowbriih " , ^ .

C8. LOTTY A

il Trilace, Bath, Salisbuiy, Dorset Horticul-

Horticultural Society, Shepton Mallet, Crystal Palace, Batli,

Winchester. Brighton.

C9. JOHN DOWNIE (Kevses).—Yellow, tipped red ; beautiful form,

vei-y first-class flower, alwavs good.
Certificates:—Ro.al Horticultural; SaliSbxuy, Trowbridge,

Brighton, North W'ilts, Dorset Horticultural Society.

n. ANNIE AUSTIN (Kevneb).—Bright light amber, beautiful

_
jry flrst-class.

_ _ „ _ __ _ _ -Crvstal Palace', Salisbuiy, Shepton
Mallet, North Wilts Horticultural Society, Trowbridge, Dorset

First-class Certificates :

ilallot. North Wilts H(
'

Horticultiu-al Socie^.
; desir-

WM. PAUL (Son and Su' - -

has to offer the following

NOSEGAY GERANIUMS, whicli

Thousand Seedlings raised from ; i

Beaton. Every one now offered i >>

distinct ft-ora all pre-existing kinds, or.

ddlivercd in rotation, as far as the stock

Grodp 1.—Bedding Varieties.
*»« Any 12 varieties from this and the two following Groups may

be selected by the purchaser tor £2 2s.

BANNKRET.—Flowers crinisDO. s&arlot, and purple shaded, vfiry

l)rii,'bt and beautiful ; a hybrid nosegay. Price Zs. Gd. each.

FAIRY QUEEN.—Rosy pxirple ; a large smooth flower, vefy distinct

and ellective. Pi'ice 3s. Gd. each.

MINSTREL, a peculi.ir and pleasing shade of saliuoa, ^iinieth.iig in

the \va7 of Lord PaJmerston, but brighter ia cbloMi- and brauder
in tho petals.

MONTE ROSA, dark rosy-purple, pleasing colour, hn-ge tmas, very

fine. Price 6s. each.

NIMROD, orauge-scariet, white eye, large flower and truss, foliage

and habit fine. Price 3s^ Gd. each.

PHCENlX, in the way of " Stella" in h.ibit and gehend c"haracte'r,.ttie

,ch.

Certificates :—Trowbridge, Devizes, Dorset Horticultural

Society.

73. HELEN POTTER. (Ketnes).—Blush white, deeper shade of

colour to Miss Henshaw, which it much resembles in shape and
growth, but quite distinct, very laiw, very full, constant.

Certificates :—Brighton, North Wilts, Dorset Horticultural

Society, Trowbridge.

74. MRS. SAVORY {Cue rch).—This is tho flower that wa,'* so much
admired at the Cry.stal Palace, where it had a p'irst-clafts Certi-

ficate by acclamation. It is a laced flower, lik- Bird of Passnge,

larger, and rather deeply pencilled with purple lilac, grand

flower. , ,.,

76. GLADIATOR (CnoRcn).—White, very deeply l.iced, like a

Picotee, with deep pink. This is a most stnlang flower, and
surpasses all m its class, exquiiiite.

These two flowers ofChurch's are unapproachable in the'tr colour.

70. ULTIMATUM (Ke*s:ks).—Blifah. tipped rosy cratiSoh. The
form of this flower it is impossible to improve : itmustbamuin
cut out, or will be sinall, a beiiutirul flower.

First-class Certificates :—Royal Horticultural Society

;

Brighton.

t(. LAiiY MARY WILDE (Ecbpord).—White; with puf-ple ro!0

very useful flower, not to be c"""
"**

,
good habit, prodigiovis

CerclBcatos :—Royal Horticultural Society ; Bath.

1 great sub- 73, JAMES BACKHOUSE (GbODtf is).—Very deep jllUlfif

'id. cacli. berry, the finest show flower of the oi,^...., .„ t

To the Trade, 30s. per 1000 ; 4s. per 100.

•SPECIAL OFFER: SURPLUS STOCK of SPRING
> and other FLOWER ROOTS.

,
Price'Ss.eiicTi..

u<:iLj,.^.«u«..^ J. Keynes,

Stand at the Crystal Palace. Magmficent.

9. LADY of the LAKE (Goodwin).-Blush, edgad purple, large

fine show flower, always to bo had.

These two flowers could r ) riant,

White Lace Pinks
Achillea millefohum rubra

tomentosa
Antin-hinums, fine mixed

Cerastium tomontosum
Pansies from Seed-bed
Moneywort (Creeping Jonny)

PUeasant-evod Pink
Poteutilla

Pink (Thrut)

. 3. Ware, Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, Middlesex, N.

c
tree and Shrub Seeds.

IIARLWOOD AND CUMMINS have now on Sale,
following in good condition .—Cedrus Deodara,

'lir; Cupressus Lawsoniana and macrocarpa;
.lis, Nordmanniana, and cephalonica ; Finns
' luia ; Thuja orientalis and occidentalis ;

\: Ailantus glandulosa ; Kalniia latifulia

;

, r\y'-\ t)iv:i (the yellow-flowered Horse Chcst-
. [, 1 it iiius orientalis; Oaks, 7- v.arieLies

;

: Hiipleri, with a general assortment ofCommon Ye\\

Forest Tree :(

A LI
14. l'.!

1 m)plicatic

/"CHOICE SPRING FLOAVERS, &c., now reiiiiy i
V-' Strong Plants. Per diz.^s. <

HEPATICAS, double red and sibgie blue 4

,. double blue la
VIOLETS, double, in four sorts 4s. lo C

„ single, in sis sorts 3s,, 4s., and G
new single striped Is. Cd. o:u:h 12

r double striped, Reine des Violette^, 2s. Gd. each ii4

PRIMT
CHKi- carlet 2s. each IS

pa:\!1' \

DAl^ll-.:
ROCK cisru

iu choice kinds .

ivv^oiv v/...ja. w.- 1 ii. JO fine kinds
OLD CRIMSON CHINA ROSE
AURICULAS, finest Alpines ..

Perrin's red
ROCKETS, double white and yellow .

L.WENDER, fine plants.

Price 33. Gd. each.

SIR J. PAXTON.—Flowers truo orange, very bright, fine lai-ge

truss, a splendid variety for massiiig. Price 5s. each.

WOOD NYilPH.—Salmon pink, largo and fine. Price 3s. 6rf. each.

Grocp 2.—Varieties ESPEciALtv nEcoMUEKDED roirGsowisc in

Pots on Vases.

BRIDE.—Flowers white, with large crimson eye, of fine shape and
substance ; a flrst-class variety for pot culture. Price 3s. Gd, each.

CARDINAL.—Flowers dark orange scarlet. For shape, substance,

coloui- and habit; this is in advance of any scarlet variety yet

raised. Price 6s. each.
CELESTIAL.—Flowers rosy lake, with fiery spot on upper petals

their centres bluish purple, resembUng- the "Cactus spccio

sissimus," large white eye, new in colour, and very beautiflU.

Price 5s. each. .

LORD CHANCELLOR.—Salmon pink, white eye, perfect shape,

very free, flue habit. Price 3». 6a. eacTi.

POET LAUREATE.—Rosy purple, top petals orange scarlet, yeUow-
ish eye, perfect shape. Price 3s, Gd. each.

TIARA.—Flowers scarlet crimson suff'used with purple, good trass,

very free, fine habit
;
qmte distinct from any yet raised, and vury

lovely. Price 6s. each.

GnODP 3.—MlNIATDHE OB PoMPON VARIETIES.
DIAMOND.—Fine scarlet purple centre, white eye, flowers pro-

ftisely, habit good, distinct. Price 3s. G i. each.
DRYAD.—BeautiftUly rosy pink, flno shape and ti-u.ss. ivuo

; be shown much, only

J them, being grown by J. Keynes.

138. top' sawyer (Ketnes).—White, striped and mottled purple,

very full centre, well up.

13J. JOHN BUNN (Ketses).-Yellow striped crimson,

finest flowers of the season, full, constant, and ^ood.
i of the

ct. Pr

Certificates-.-Royal Horticultural; Bath, tSalisbury, Win-
chester, Dorset Horticultural Society.

143. FRANK TIFFIN (Ketnes).—Yellow, heavily striped rod; a

beautiful fancy, chaste and striking.

Certificates :—ffor'ticultural Society ; Shepton Mallet, Trow-

bridge, Dorset Horticultural Society.

141 CHANG (Keynes).—Yellow, striped and mottled scarlet, a most
extraordinary flower ; if cut out it will produce enormous size

flowers of the most perfect shape ; if let alone it will pve

beatttitUl show flowers flt for any stand.

Certificates :—Crystal Palace, Bath, Brighton, Wmrhestei,

North Wdts Horticultural Society.

142. PRESIDENT LINCOLN (Kevnes).-Buff, striiwd red and

oraui-e. very flne fancy, much admired,
i-'irst-class Certificate:—Brighton.

143. JEANIE DEANS (Ketnes).-Omnge. -striped purple, very con-

stant, large deep show flower, cu 1, «« 11 . T. „*
Fir^t-cllss Certificates :-P»tD, Shepton Mallet, Dorset

Horticultm-al Society.
CATAl-OGUES now ready.

S&ll^bury.—Api-n 14.

EAT, of superior quality, for Orchids, American
Plants, and general Pottmg purposes, for Sale, loaded at Faru-

ingham Road Station, on thqXoudon, Chatham, and Dover Railway.

Apply to Mr. Tuos. Jes

ZEPHYR—Flowei t purple top, petals r^ _ jcoloiu-; stands the

1 well, very'dwarl anS'free. Price 3s. Grf. each.

Gnotjr 4.—Bedding Varieties sent from tdese Nurseries

M.any ofthem have received First-class Certificates from the Royal"

Horticultural and Roval Rotanic Societies of London, and those

marked thus *•* have been awarded the highest marks of merit iu

the Royal Horticultiu-al Society's Trial Ground al Chssw .cU.

Now Ready, Autcsin-strdcs. Plants.
*** ALEXANDRA.—Magenta. Price 2s. Gd. each ; 24.^. per dozen.

i othersCLOVES,
PINKS, fine named sorts .

SWEET WILLIAM, Amlcula-eyed, &c.

FUCHSIAS, n
VERBENAS, new, of 1865
GERANIUMS, new, oflSGS

ANTIKRHINUMS and PENTSTEMONS, new ff

PHLOX, new 9
CINERARIAS, new 12
100 CHOICE HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS, in 60 fine named

varieties, for 25s.

HOSES.
24 FinestSTANDARD and DWARF ROSES, 24 distinct varieties, 21s.

24 ditto ditto on their own roots, in pots, 2ls.

ASPARAGUS, 1, 2, and 3 years, fine.

CATALOGUES free on aDolication : also. TRADE CATALOGUE
of NURSERY STOCK.

• AMY HOGG.-Brightpurplishr

DONALD BEATON.—Clear orange scariet. Pr
15s. per dozen.

• DUCHESS.—Soft rosy lake. Price each ; l$.v. pcrdoK:i
}d. each,

flushed with scarlet.
Price 2s. Gd. each.

("lOCOA-NUT REFUSE
J delivered within 2i miles

of Charing Cross, at 2», per bag.

For particulars, and how to

e long Advertisement ii

Fib; ; CoMP
the

K I u^ston-upon-Thames,

Postage Stamps or Poat-oltice

Orders payable to J. Baksham
4 Co.

Barsham's BRTT.'^XiES and
MATS iire sold iu every town.

PILLAR of BEAUTY.-Brick rcfl. Priced*. Gd. etich.

PRINCESS LICHTENSTEIN.—Salmon pink. Piice 2s. each;
iSs. per dozen.

SALAMANDER.—Brilliant scariet, lai'ge white eye. Price 29.

eachj J8s. per dozen.
EM.—Bright oi-ange scariet.

rose pink. Piice 2s. 6tf.

mson. Price 2s. each, 18s.

The above set of 16 varieties, one plant of each, 24s.

SPRING CATALOGUE, with full descriptions of these and other

plants, free by post. The usual discount to the Trade.

Important.—All letters should be addressed William Pace (the

Christian name in l\ill>, Waltham Cross; London, N.

/~t I9HURST COM-
Vjr POUND, whether used
against Insects and Mildew, on
Growing Plants, or as Wintar
Dressing on 'IVees at rest,

should Da dissolved 4S hours
before use. This gets nd of

smell, and if the Solution be
decanted, prevents any staining

of folif^?. A strength of from
1 to 2 oz. to the gallon of water
is recommended for growing
Plants ; one from 4 to IG oz, for

Trees at rest.

Sold RstaU by Nurserymen
and Seedsmen, in boxes, Is.,

3s., and 10s. 6d. each.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
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HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(EsTABHsnm 1S40),

Have DOW rcaiiy for du'livLTy in dry fine condition,

ex Dock "warehouse; SUiiFHATis of AMMONIA, FISHERY
SALT. *»• _ ^ . _ _ ^- PoBSEii. Sueretirj,

Offic'ea. 116, Fenchurch Street. E.G.

L AWES' MANURES.
The Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawes for the present

se;ison of 1866 are now ready for delivery at his Factories, at the

following prices,

LAWKS- r\ii\i' 'in:
SDri;i:i'ii' '-'I''! ^ I I "'

LAWIN' -I 11 11 ;ii' I'ilATEof LTMK from BURNT
RONi; i .:i .

I I, \ I, I'lIosPHATES (

iM;LEY, URASS, and MANGELLAWEs' I. 1 11

MANURES
CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE,

varying according t

..12
be obtained of Mr. Lawks, or through the
all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices
ist of cs

rcct from the Importera. Nitrate of
Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manui-es.
American .and other Cikes at market prices.

Address, Jons Bonnet Lawek, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge,
E.C. ; and 22, Eden Quay, Dublin.

THE BONTIN MANURE (as suppUcd to the Royal
Farms, Windsor), is tho best and cheapest for Agricultural,

Kitchen Garden, aiirl Flower RueJa, It i.s ;i luiiiid in ^^^ucL the seed
is steeped, is pur'-'" ,-}:••<,

-^r-.'^
'"" '" -«'.-'-.-

'^ineli. The
Bontin Manure i- '

, 'md highly
esteemed throu^l iving quali-

ties. For AVatu:'. u'ly advan-
tageous wheu usu.i :

;

.
,

i
.

,
,

, : ,, Manure to
4a parts of water. I./hl-^lulj^ i^i ust^, iL->Liijiiiiii;ii>, ai.-., post free.

Half Pmta, Is. Gd. ; i'ints. i;^. lid. ; Cjuiiits, is. 'Jd., buttles included.

The Bontin Maniu'o Company (Limited), 117 & 118, Leadenhall

THE PATENT NITUO- PHUSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY, Limited, M.imiracturei-S of

ODAMS'S PATENT BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.
ODAMS'S SUPERPnOSPilATE of LIME and DISSOLVED

:'i!i, Fcnchurcli Street, Lindon, E.C. Western
(iueeii Street, Exeter. Iiiah Jjianch : 40, West-

nublin.
Directors.

, Middlesex.
Nnrfolk.
^f ^niford

ALM-NUT
Mini &Co.. Ken

f:r
' '.'''

'

'"
i'.'',;. /^M.§\
itli, branded \Xj./^

"Til .l-ovc 20 per cent, of X-^
fetty uj:;i I

I
i ni economical food to mtx with

Bome-feTomi i>ri.iiince. (^ .-e J.ir, Voolckor, R. A. S. E. Journal,
Vol. I,. -Jd Series, piifie 170(.

For further particulars amd Analysis apply to Messrs. Smith, or
their Agents, Me^rs. HuiiPoniEs & Co., Bnstol.

John Coli;max, Escrick, York.
London Agency : 150, Leadenhall Street, E.C.

Plagues Of the Garaen.
Simple and Safe Remedv.—By using the

APHIS "WASH, these Pests of the Garden, together
with Scale, Caterpillais, Shigs, Earwigs, &c., are immediately

destroyed. Leaves no stain, biat strengthens tho Treoa or Plants.
See Gardener^ Cfironicle, August 19; 1805 ; and " Gardeners*

Magazine," July 1, 18C5.

Sold by Chemists and others, in Is. bottles, and 2^. Cd. a gallon.

LONG'S "DIPPING" for TICK in SHEEP,
LONG'S "SPECIFIC" for SCAB m SHEEP.

LONG'S "MAGGOT LOTION" for SHEEP STRUCK by tho FLY,

CATTLE P L A G U E . — The Cuttle Pla^e
Commissioners having specially recommended CARBOLIC

ACID as a Disinfectant and Preventive for this class of disease.

Fanners and others are hereby informed that they may be supplied
with this Acid by

F. C. Calvert & Co., 7, B.Snd Street, Manchester. ^^^^
Cattle P*lague.

PDBLIC NOTICE.—Owners of SHock are c

protect their Stock, by then

PATE.NT D
recommended in both

Commission.
For washing the bociic^ •

'' '\- :" ^ liji .

infection, use McDOUGAIJ,- I' \ I
i vi CI'

CARBOLI
Al-EXANDEB McDoUCALL,

QiUTH, BECK, and BECK'S GREENHOUSE andO HOTBED THERMOMETERS.—Those Instruments are of the
veiybest construction, and at moderate prices.

31. Cornhilt, E.C.

Horticultural Improvements.
READ'S NEW PATENT HYDRAULIC SUCTION

PUMP.—This Pump is hipihly approved by tho NobiUty,
Gentry, and by the principal Horticulturists, &c., throughout tho
Kingdom: also by Shirley Hibberd, Esq., F.R.H.S.

-, the late

Protessor Lindley, and many others connected with HorticuHarc. &c.
R. Read has also a large assortment of GARDEN ENGINES,

MACHINES, and SYRINGES, upon the moat approved principle.

Manufactured by the Patentee,
RicaARD Reao, 35, Regent Circus, London, W.

*** Drawings sent post free.

TAPAN PEA FOWL.—For SALE, some fine Young
O Birds.—Apply, by letter or otherwise, to Mr. Donaldson,
Weutworth, Stames.

wANTED "to RENT, a FLORIST and SEED
BUSINESS.—Address, with full particulars, to

A. B., 8, Upper Rock Gardens, Brighton.

otherwis
,
Mitchr 1 Common, Surrey, S.

XTCDOUGALL'S
ItX POWDER, as rcco(

ISINFECTING
Reports of the Royal

.ick Cattle to prevent
siNFECriNG SOAP.

Agricxiltural Chemist.

THE GAIiDEK
Covent Garden, T

Garden Engines, Seed Proti;*

I- Kale Pots, &c.
CoLt

:, James Street,
Wuework, Mowers,

IS, Flower, Rhubarb

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI DOMO." — Patronised
• by her Majesty tho Queen, the Jlluke of Northumberland for

Svon House, his Grace the Duke of Dovo*nshirc for Chiswicb Gardens,
Professor Lindley for tho Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paston
for th e Crystal Palace, Royal Zoolo(.ncal Society, &c,

PROTECTION from COLD WINDS and MORNING FROSTS.
" FHIGI DOMO." a Canvas made ol' patent prepared Hair and

Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat ;ind Cold, keeping, wherever
it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for all horticultural
Klllo 'iltnml purposes, for preserving Fruits and Flowers fi 1 the

:FARMERSi'M.\
rs of upwards ot .

er managemout wn u .i

.therefore, ha.s tins
lor the geiiutueues-s tiud effloacy of the M^u
this Company.
A Prospectus will bo forwarded on application to the Secretary, o™.. i.„i,„^ „...u^,.._. ^ ^ ,, _ ^Secretary.

. ,, 0*om wind, Irona attacks of insects, and from
To be had in any required lengths.

.ide l5, Od per yard run.
\iide 3s. C)d. per yard.

I

\ ufl make, 2 yards wide . . is. Qd. per yard.

I

All ii..|.i.rvcdmake, 3 yards wide .. 2s. 8d. per yard mn.
Alsu "Fii^ii Dome" Netting, 2 yards wide, lfi\ Cd. per yard nm
Elisua Thomas Ahcber, Whole and Sole Manufactm-er, 7, Great,

Trinity Lane, Cannon Street, City, and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-

1 covering."

TO Manure Manufacturers, MUlers, and Others.

TO BE LET, fioni Mirliaehnas next, all those
convenient and well-arranged MANURE WORKS and FLOUR

MILLS, situate at Moolham, near Ilminster, Somerset, known as

the Moolham Chemical Works, together with the Dwelling House,
Gardens, and Premises adjoininj:, and about 44 Acres of first-class

Orchard, Meadow, Pasture, and Arable Land.
The whole of the above are now in full-work and good condition,

and in tho occupation of Mr. E. T. Kensington, who is about to

retire from business. The Machinerj'. which has recently been
erected, to be taken off at a valuation, consists of three pairs of
Millstones, Smutting and Flour Machines, Oilcake and Bean
Crashers, Bone Mill, powerful Pvollers, and other reciuisites for

canning on an extensive business, and is driven by efficient

Water-power.
For viewing the same, and further particulars, apply to the

Proprietor. James Pittman, Esq., Kingstono ; or Mr. S. H. Collins,
Solicitor, Ilminster.—March 3.

^0 BE LET, tv.

Burnham. Somerset.
with immediate

ill FUUIT GARDENS, about
, .(oest Fruit Trees. Three large

1
1 'st approved Heating Apparatus,

command a first-class

_ __ „ the late tenant, now
, aflbrding a favourable opportunity to parties seeking such

^al£0 6j> Auction.

Sale Of first-class Carnations, Picotees, Pinks, &c.

MESSRS. rKu'rilKKo'. AN-]. MORRIS will SELL
bv AVI ii' ' 'ich Street, City, E.C.

on TUESDAY \ . ^ first-class Collection

of CARNATION- r , >, of tho finest growth,

the surplus sti-], . .;.irt handsome Standard
and D«-:irri;n^,. ' .iiciie. and other Shrubs,

Amei> I

othvi

choice German and
>ias, Dahlias, &c.
ilngues maybe had at the Rooms
[ Valuers, Leytonstone.

1 be not the slightest doubt."~i^rom Heport by the Baook Jd

PHOSPHO aUANO.
ny RailwThe Piices, including cost of Bags, Carriage Free at ;

Station or Shipping Port in the Kingdom, are as follow :

—

For 10 tons and upwards ... £1S per ton.

For 5 tons up to 10 tons ... 13 5 ,, ,,

For smaller quantities ... 12 10 ,, ,,

Ten Shilii/iffn jfcr ton discount for Cash tvithlit a month.

To prevent i...,fl all Ra?s are branded >\ilh the PHOSPIIO
GUANO COMPANY'S i.^ig Mark, as well as that of the Con-

""'^"^"'^-
tractors, copies of which appear aitL» head of this Advertisement.

/V hj Dr. VoELCitEK of a Visit of Ins2}eciion to the Fho.ipho Guano Stores uc 6euvumf)e,

of Analyses of Sawpics taken front, the Stores on the 9th of Febnmry, 1866
compliance with Messrs. Pkter Lawson k. Son's request, I

tli'S \ear pfiil a visit of inspection to the Phospho Guane
at Seacnmbc. Birkenhead, and on that occasion, took the

1 the bulk :

—

1 a bulk of about 1000 t

I heap ot about 4

!, stored in Shed No.

:

s, in Shed No. 3.

1 about 5000 tons, stored in Shed No. 4.

aken from the top of a heap of about 7000 tons i

A .sample from the middle of the same bulk.
A sample from th'i bottom of the same bulE.
Men were at work filling barrels for foreign shipment froin a

bulk of about 7000 tons, and 1 took a sample from the
bariolfl ready for delivery.

A sample rroni a lot of about 2000 tons, lying in tho docks in
which Phospho Guano is prcpartd foi use.

wo ot the sample*, I submitted to careful and complete
= tl e tl 1 I det rmmed only the amount of Soluble
I 1 I The mean results o£ the eight analvses

fh ^rh1te^ ind 4.67 of Insoluble,

7K
; the extensive buildir

andl

noticing that whilu do ng
fine condition m which 1 found the whole bulk ready for delivery-

I chose, and
and 1 cannot refrain from

much struck with the remarkably

Important sale oi flants from a -well-know-n
Nursery. Without Reserve.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms, 3S. King Street, Covent Garden. W.C., on
WEDNESDAY, April IS, at half-i^a^t 1'.' (.'Hinck proci.sdy, a choice

collection of STANDARD and DWAUI IM'SKS. Fmit Trees,

Achimenes. Bulbs, and a great v.u; l. - ; H "ly mA Ornamental
Trees and Shrubs.

, ,

On view the Morning of

Important Sale of Imported Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that he has
received instructions from Mr. G. U. Skinner to SELL by

AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. "^, King Street, Covent Garden,

W.C, onTnCRSDAY, /XpH' v\--< h-ry^f-yv

MPORTATKiN (

miisses of LycastL' skii^i

Odontoglosaum C'>id,iiu;i. i

Alsoafino CoUectHiii -i \ ^

BLUMEl, AERIDKS \ U.i,:.

12 o'clock precisely,

;

, consisting of splendid
meri and spoctabilis.

bo sold without
Ouv

ithe finest possible health', and wilT

r the Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had. .

Ta Gentlemen and others Engaged in Planting.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

1 G eat R oms K nfe Street Co e t Garden W C o

SATURDAY \p I It lal pi t 1 oC ock j. ecii,ely lots

rf H\R Y MFNTVT TREE^ and SHRUBS Choi

HEPLV I 4.C

e an 1 Latalogi ea had

M
wheu submitted to pre;

vcnience is frequently experienced In
kU in Soluble Phosphate ol Lime, ina n
^U dry and in a good conditleh when th
sticky or lumpy dunng their tr nspo

Choice Collection of established Orchids and
Fme follaged Plants

" " .PERT tL LA Ft FROMS KRE

, S1L^1'^S ill SEi.L h AUCII0\ at

t Po ns ?<1 ICrr^j s rept C ent G rden W C u

AN C^rOCHlLl

distance, or bo subjected
without losing its ffne an-i

"Having so froquentl;
fettiliziig value of Pho-i
ments on the present ott.i

to dwell upon the

MI.SaHsbdrySqui

1
1

ion of the mtnns c
'•: repeat Ibrmet state

I
"jrmitted pron nent y

iiiieiil composition ol the
I of former years ts

" Adgcstcs Voelcker, Ph.D.,
;sor of Chemistiy to the Royal Agricultmal

Society of England.''

, London, E.G., Feb. 24, ISOB."

There are authorized Agents appointed for the Sale of PHOSPHO GUANO in all the Principal Towns and
ii^'fs in the United Kingdom ; but where any difficulty exists in procuring supplies, Orders may be sent dire t to

PETER LAWSON and SON, GEOKGE IV. BRIDGE, EDINBURGH ; or,

28, KING STREET, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.

Peter LA^^'S0N & Son, Contractoib

^^ The affcniiDn of Pm-'mers is particularly dirccied io the fact that PHOSPHO GUANO is the &nly Manure
quality of uhich is i^oucked for by Chemists of high standing^ who have themselves visited the bulks and druton

ir own samplesfor analysis.

W
Nursery to be Sold without Reserve,

OLR TEExECDTOnSO ^t" T S f EAR^tllf

V tl Res dence StocI

abo t 4b years t

Chance y Lane E G

Ishford and Stanwell Middlesex

Esq . Tu

M 11 SELL bv AUCTION it
Comb 1 "EC on FRIDAY
VLUABLE PROPERTY t

d for Market G den Grou d
ses about *? a re3 ylng do o to

and Read ng b anch ot tl e

nder be np n the village of
"

' ' 3 Sta n s

let

_ n "VI chae mtfa n6\t

toM EdvrlCurt how
fc,
ve ear y poss on on asonablo

tei ni», and will show persons o\ ur the land.
Particulars may be had on the Premises; of Mr. W. Davenport,

Solicitor, 21, Ely Place, Holbom, E.C, ; at Garraway's ; and of the

Auctioneer, 3fii Bucklerabury, Mansion House, E.C.
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SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOAVERS FOR 1866.

PATRONIZED ON FIVE SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1864 BY

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN,

AND ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY irilE KING OF SAXONY;

AGAIN ON FOUR SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1865 BY HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN

ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE, KING OF HOLLAND

;

AND ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF PRUSSIA.

EVERY MACHINE
WARRANTED.

IF NOT APPROVED OF, CAN

BE AT ONCE RETDRNED.

These are the only Machines that can he depended on to give lasting satisfaction.

THESE ARE THE ONLY MACHINES THAT WILL MOlf PROPERLY WHEN THE GRASS IS WET.

THESE ARE THE ONLY MACHINES THAT DELIVER THE GRASS 'vVITHOUT STOPPING, THUS SAVING AN IMMENSE AMOUNT OF LABOUR.

SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWERS are the only Machines that have hecn in operation In Her Majesty's Gardens for a quarter of a century, and they

nre in daily use in all the Public and Principal Gardens in the Kingdom.

A. SHANKS AND SON have now ready for delivery a large Stock of their celebrated LAWN MOWERS. The JIachinps have been manufuctured by skilled workmen,

of the best materials, and by the aid of the most improved Machinery,

A. S. AND SON have been particularly careful that the advantages in point of durability and simplicity of construction which have always been a peculiarity of their

Machines should still remain, and that no improvement be introduced which has merely novelty to recommend it.

SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWERS for 1866 are unrivalled for simplicity of construction, ease of working, and durability.

PRICES, including Carriage to any Railway Station or Shipping Port in the Kingdom.

12-inch Machine . . . . , . . . 4 10

14-inch Machine .5 10 By a Boy

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HAND MACHINE,
Easily Worked. Silent Movement.

By a Lady
As. extra.

Width of Cutter.

16-inch Machine ..

19-inch Machine , . . . .

22-inch Machine .. .. .. .. 8761p ,-..,„

24-inch Machine 8 17 G/^''

Easily Worked- tJilent Movement,

£6 10 By a Man or 7>t"? ^oys
\ . .

7 12 6 By a Ma^ and Boy ]
*"' ^'=^^-

\ extra.

SHANKS' NEW PATENT PONY and DONKEY BtACHINE.
Width o( Cutter. If with Patent Delivering Apparatas.

25-inch Machine £12 10 .. .. 2.i,s. extra.

28-inch Machine 14 10 .. .. 30*. „

30-inch Maehiae 1.5 15 .. .. 30i. ,,

Silent Movement, 12s. (>A. extra ; Boots for Pony, 21s. per set

;

Ditto for Donkey, I6s. per set.

SHANKS' NE'K' i'ATEWT HOUSE MACHINE.
Width of Cutter „, „ „ „

3ft-;uoh Machine £19

36-inch Machine 22

42-inoh Machine 26

48-inch Machine 28

Silent Movement, 20s. extra ; Boots for Ho
.. 40s. „

!'s Feet, 24.!. per set.

*,» ORDERS EXECUTED ON THE DAY THEY ABE RECEIVED.

N.B.—.4. S. I- Son specially announce to their numerous patrons that they have a staff of experienced workmen at their London Warehouse, thoroughly acquainted with M
the details of their Machines, so that they are enabled to repair Lawn Mowers in London as well as at the Manufactory.

ALEXANDER SHANKS and SON, DENS IRON WORKS, ARBROATH.

LONDON OFFICE and SHOW ROOMS : 27, LEADENHALL STREET, E.G.

PARIS OFFICE and SHOW ROOMS : 56, BOULEVARD HAUSSMANN.

A. S. & Son keep a stock of all sizes of Machines at their London and Paris Establishments, from which Orders are executed on the day they are reeeti-ed.

e- 27, Leadenluill Street is the only place in London, where inteniitig 2»'rchasers of Laivu Mowers can clwose from a stock of from 1.50 to 200 Machines.

All sizes kept tliere, mhetlt£r foi- Horse, Pony, or Hand Power.

A. Shanks & Son find it necessary to caution intending purchasers of their Lawn Mowers, whether for Horse, Pony, or Hand Power, to make sure that the words

" Shanks' Patent" be cast on every Machine. A. S. & Son are aware that there are worthless imitations of their celebrated Machines in the market, and hence the reasonpr

this intimation.

^ and Busines? Letters ti

Printers, at their Office, Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitelriars, City of London, and Published by
the Co. of Middlesex, and FaEDER

jlishcr," at the OflScc, 41. Wellington Street. Covent Garden. Londoi

e Ofiice.No. 41, WeUinston S

IMS oiivo 11 Bouvme'street. in the Precinct of Whitetrtars.Citf of Umdon,

jish" of St. PaiU's, covent Garden, in the said Co.—SixoBDAT, Apnl 14, 1866.
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Bee-hjvc9 367 <

Books noticed
Broccoli 3«j8 i

CalcGoIana.the 366 i

Cattle plague 372 a— 376 t.

Cattleya umethystoglossa .... 366 t

Fannen' Club, Loudon

Flowers, double

Oardenera. position of..

Gardeners' Royal BeueTolent
Institution 365 a

I>ondon Farmers' Club 37* fc

Potato crop

.

Poultry yard
Kadish, Kat't

Steam cultivatioD

flower gai-den
3

Royal Horticul-

Tobacco 3r.4

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
']

Show of ORCHIDS, PELARGONiaMS,
EXHIBITION, June H; and the ROSE Sl__ .

Schedules may be had ou applicatioo. Admisaion on May 3 and
June 28, by Fellows' privUegea Tickets, to be bought prior to the
daya, 3s. 6d. ; Public, fig. ; or on the Day, 7s. M. Bands at 3. 3Q.

TNTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION
X and BOTANICAL CONGRESS.
Under the PatronaKe of Her Majesty The Quken, and of their Royal

Highnessea the Prince of Walks and the Dc£e of Camdiiidok.
The EXHIBITION and CONGRESS will OPEN on MAY 22, and

continue till May 25. Subscnbera" names will be received, and

TNTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION
X and BOTANICAL CONGRESS of 1866.

gS" NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the FORMS of
APPLICATION for SPACE, which it is necessary that Exhibitors
should fill up. If they Intend to take part In the forthcoming
iCxhibitlOD, are now ready, and may be had on post<paid application.
These Forms must be returned on or before May 1.

TnoMAs Moore, Exhibition Secretary.
Offices: 1, William Street, Lowndes Square, London, S.W.

INTERNATIONAlTHOUTICUmjYrirEXHIBiTION
and BOTANICAL CONGRESS of ISM.

GARDENERS wishing to avail themselves of the privilege of

H
G OOD BUSHY LAURELS, 4 to 5 feet, 50*. per 100.

Paul & Sok, Old Cdcahunt Nursery, N.

BOX EDGING, id. per yard; one
make three.

JouN Cranston, King's Acre Nurseries,

yard sufficiunt to

L A 1> I L I are best planted without delay.
CATALOGUES of the finest sent fVee.

Stephen Bkown, Seed and Nursery Establishment, Sudbury, SuiTolk.
G =

GLADIOLI, GLADIOLI,
Collections, including all the Quest v

from 105. 6d. to 63s.

All orders amounting to 21,i. and upwards carriage paid.

Butler & McCdlloch. Covent Garden Market, W.C.

JIVERY AND SON beg to announce that their
. DESCRIPTIVE PRICEU CATALOGUES of AZALEA

INDICA, HARDY BRITISH FERNS, ROSES CONIFERS,
GRAPE VINES, and SEEDS, may be had on application at thou

Dorkmg Nursery.

Dahlias, Verbenas, Bedding Plants, &c., now ready.
/ 1 E. ALLEN'S CATALOGUE of the above can be had
\^ • free on application.

Norfolk Nuraerj', Shackiewell, near London. N.E.

REBECCA, the finest BEDDING GERANIUM ever
i-aised. Plants ready in May, price 5s. each.

See Wm. Paul's SPRING CATALOGUE.
Pall's Nurseries, Waltham Crosa, London, N.

Scarlet, Pink, and Salmon Zonale Geraniums.
WOOD AND mGRAM beg to offer fine sturdy Autumn-

struck Plants of the above, well established in 3i-inch pots,

and thoroughly hardened off, at £1 6s. per 100, package Included.
Nurseries, Huntingdon,

To the Trade -Geraniums.
HUSSEY AND SON beg to olle

GOLDEN CHAIN, 14s. perlOO; TO!
BRILLIANT, 8s. per 100: IVY LEAF, 10; .

LADY ROKEBY, SYMMETRY, and other green-leaved ;

oer 100. Mile End Nuraery, Eaton, Norwich.

Scarlet, Pink, and Salmon Zonale Geraniums.

> May 1. Ticicets for Wednesday, May 23. i

1 of varieties s

1 DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, which will be ai

cation. Nurseries, Huntingdon,

», nackagi
in W. & I.'s NEW

L on pre-paid appll-

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S GARDENS, Nr>, pramtttm MRS POLLOCK bv the do
Regent's Park.- EXHIBITIONS of PLANTS. FLOWERS G" strong to be sent^?u\ the ^hT^d^

and FRUIT^ WEDNESDAYS^ May 9, June 6, and July 4. SATUR- ^^ '''^'^°''«' ^^ ^® sent out the thira week in _Ma_y next

DAY NEXT, April 28, ia the LAST DAY lor the 4s. Tickets and the
Fellows' Privilege Packets of 30 for £6 6a. Tickets to be obtained at

the Gardens only.

CKTSTAL PALACE.—GREAT FLOWER SHOW of
the SEASON. SATURDAY. May 12.

For Sohedules apply to 1. Wilkinsok. Superihtendent.

New Roses of 1866.
Retisid Descriptive List Now Reaov.

PAUL AND SON, Old Cheshunt Nurseries, N., have
Now Ready fino Plants of all the Varieties In tbeir List. The

Trade and Amateurs should consult this.

New Roses of 1866.

JOHN ERASER, of the Lea Bridge Rond Ni
Leyton. Eaaex, N.E,. will forward on application a LIST of all

Early orders are respectfully aohcited.
T ready for sending out.

E
Fruiting Vines.

G. HENDERSON and SON offer the above, with
splendid Canes oi well-matured growth, with prominent

ure to give a heavy crop of ftnit, IOj. (iti, each.
LIST of SORTS sent on application.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

piNES.-

B. 8. Williams, Victoria and Paradise ^u , HoUoway, London.

PINES.—To be Sold, a quantity of very fine QUEEN
PINE PLANTS, frora a Stock that never had Scale. Apply to
M. RocBFoBD, Market Gardener, Page Green, Tottenham, N.

CASTLE KENNEDY FIG.—Plants of the above i

now be had at lOs. 6d. and 2l8. each ; the usual diacouut t(

Trade. Peter Lawson & So.v, Edinburgh and London.
the

To the Trade.STRONG PEAR STOCKS.
Extra buflhy PORTUGAL LAURELS.
2 and 3 years SEEDLING SPRUCE.

All very fine. Prices upon application.
Jaues Dicssoh & Sons, " Newton " Nurseries, Chester.

UB-TR01pICAL~ FOLIAGE SEEDS,~and oTher
Novelties, post free.

PRICED LISTS, with cultm-al dfrectiona, free on application ; geo
also large Advertisement In OardtTiers' Chronicle, pai ""

lOiJ,

: also a large

Notice.
PURCHASERS of L.VRGK QUANTITIES of FARM

or GARDEN SEEDS will be supplied liberally by Sottos &
Sons. For prices apply (stating quantity required) to

Sdtton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

w Genuine Oarden and Vegetable Seeds.
HOOPEU, Seed Meuchant and Nu

Wandsworth. S.W.

Genuine Garden Seeds.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S DESCRIPTIVE
PRICED CATALOGUE ol SEEDS, which contains every-

thing New and Old worth growing, can be had post Iree on application.
Highgate. London, N.

Garden Seeds, Carriage free.

WM. PAUL'S SELECT LIST contains many article-

worthy the attention of E.vhibitoi's and othel-s who wish t
haye FIRST-CLASS VEGETABLES and FLOWERSin their seasons

Paul's Nurseries. Waltham Crosa. N.

TAMES FAIRHEAD and SON, Seed Growers

1 prices and advantivgeous offers on appM
nd FLOWER

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.JAMES C A U 'f E R and CO.,
Seed Fabmcrs. Me»cha»ts. and NuBSvnviicK-,

. High Holbom, London. W.i

New Catalogue.
CHARLES TURNER'S CA'fALOGUE of PLANTS

for the Spring is now ready. It includes lists of all tho loading" * .^ • -^ Pelargoniums, Roses, Verbenas, and

3 Royal Nurseries, Slough.

BloomlngTelargonlums.
WOOD AND INGRAM ofier very tine Plants of good

named varieties of the above in S-i'nch pots at Cs. per uoz..

45s. per 100 : and in 4-lnch pots, 4s. per doz., 30.?. per 100.

Names of varieties may be seen in W. 4 l.'s new SPRING
CATALOGUE, which will be sent on prepaid application.

Nurseries, Huntingdon.

. 6d. per packet, sent post free.

BuTUEB a MeCoLLonu, Co

Newly imported Seed, Is.

1 Market, W.C.

GlANT ASPARAGUS.—Extra fine 2-yi8
extra fine 3-years. 3s. per 100,

Price to the Trade on application.
liKSTOw, Nurseries, King's Acre, near

2s. per 100;

GIANT ASPARAGUS.
Fine strong 3-year roots, 30s. per 1000, 3s. Cti. per 100.

Fine strong 2-year roots, 2l8. per 1000, la. %d. per 100.

SrErHEN Browk, Nurseryman, Sudbury, Sutlolk.

.^e" he8t"NOSEQAr and 'zoNALE "GERANIUM'S,
CALCEOLARIAS, VERBENAS. &c., very strong plants, to give

immediate effect. Prices on application.
T. J. Booth, Rainhill Nursery, Prescot, Lancashire.

GIANT ASPARAGUS, fine selected Roots for early
cropping, 2». fld. per 100. This delicious Vegetable doci not

require half the expense usually Incurred in planting It. For
instructions, see Ricuahd Smith's SEED LIST for 1806.

Strong Transplanted SEA KAIL, '2s. per dozen.
RicnABD Smith, Nurseryman, Worcester. ___^

I Brown, Seed Grower, Sudbury, Suffolk,

price on applicatli

.11 be liberally treated.

p. Hi
CATALOGUE free.

DESCRIPTIVE and PRICED

New Chrysantbemums and Pyrethrums.
rOHN SALTER'S DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

Versailles Nursery, William Street. Vale Place, Hamn

TRANSPLANTED RHODODENDRONS.—4-year-old
Hybrids saved from the choicest Crimson, White, and Claret-

colourea sorts. 123. dd. per 100, or 1000 for £5.
RicuAKD Smith, Nuraerynian, Worcester.

Yellow and Blue Lupins.
SUTTON and SONS van supply the above at very

moderate prices, which may bo had on application,
Sutton it Sons, Royal Borltsbire Seed Establlahmeut, Reading.

Double White Pelargonium Lady Victoria KerrT^
CARSTAIRS AND SONS are now sending out the

above fine Double \Vliite Geranium, price 10a, 6rf. each. A full

Description and List of Testimonials post free on application.
121. George Street, and Warrieton Nurseries, Edinburgh.

G^
;eed Merchant, Worcester.

w
Superb Double Hollyhocks.

Tbb Finest Collection ever Offzrcp to tub Pdblic.

CHATER has a large Stock of fine healthy
Plants now ready, which he can supply on liberal terms.

See Advertisement on otherjiage.
Address, W. Chater, Nurseries, Saffron Walden.

BUTLER AND McCULLOCH'S Collections of Choice
FLOWER SEEDS forwarded Post free.

NEW ANNUALS. &s. and 10s. Cd.
HARDY DC, 2s, 6d.,6s,, 10s., 20fl.

HALF HARDY DO,, 4s., 7«. 6d.. 16s.. SOs.

For details of above Collections, see B, & McC.'s SPRING
CATALOGUE, sent free and post paid upon application.

Covent Garden Market, W.C.

CALCEOLAfllA, CINERARIA, 'and PRIMULA SINENSIS,
packets, at is, and 2a. Gd. each

;
postage stamps taken In payment.

The above are waiTanted first-rate.

CLIANTHUS DAMPIERL— Imported Seed, c

excellent quality, 2s. Gd. per packet, containing- a dozen seeds.
Trade price per 1000 Seeds on application,

Peter Lawsom k Son. Edinburgh and London.

Coniferje, New and Rare Hardy Plants, Omameutal Trees and
Shmba, Rhododendrons, Japanese Novelties, FoVfist Trees, and
Rtses, forwarded on application,

Milford Nurseries, near Qodalming, Surrey,

NEW and CHOICE SEEUS.—Bull's
TroDEeolum, Cyclamen persicum grandifl' _

Stock, Perfection Aster, Lilium auraturn, intermediate Stock, Jai

Prize Calceolaria, Barr's Select Strain o
BARa& SucnE]

I, 6d. p. pkt.

DRAWING-ROOM PLANT CASES.—The beautiful
Novelties in Plant Cases just introduced by Biur "-

'^'

;, Fenilrayton, St. Ives, Hunts,

Seed Fotatos, Surplus Stock.

WOOD AND INGRAM ofter 40 Bushels HYATT'S
KIDNEY at 3.i, per bushel ; 16 Bushels EARLY HANDS-

WOKTII at 3s. per bushel ; 8 Bushels DAINTREE'S EARLY, at 23<

perbuahel; 16 Bushels HENDERSON'S PROLIFIC, at 2a-. per buahel
Nurseries, Huntingdon.wPHANUS CAUDATUS—the NEW LONG-

PODDED RADISH. A few plants for disposal by
EIoopEB & Co., Covdut Garden Market, London, W.C.

UTTON'S CHOICE MANGEL SEED,

OUTTON'S CHAMPION

CABBAGE PLANTS.—Strong Drumheads for Cattle.

Early kinds, Batteraea and Nonpareil, 3s. per 1000,

W. Vinno & Son, Wonersh Nursery, Guildford, Surrey.

English-saved Sowing Rape Seed.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO. liave the above 1o

..Her. of fine qiialit}'. Sample and price forwarded on
application. Seed Warehouse. .Sleaford. ____-

NE W'~FXRM" see us of best selected quality.

PRICED DESCRIPTIVE LIST post free upon application.

James Dicison k Sons. Scod Merchants, &c., 102, Eastgate Street,

ICiaNSON'S ITALIAN RYE-GRASS SEED,
grown by him and sold to Agriculturists this season for

present payment at 441. per qr., 6 qrs. at 40.1.

Now Park, LymiDgton, Hants. _
ITALIAN GRASS"SEED.—A few Quarters of Italian

lea. which are oftered at 22s. Grf., weight 15J_ lb. per bushel.

Apply early t , Kendal, WcGtmoreland.

Sut:
2fls. to 30s. per s

for which they a

) quantities required, and soils

^ OOD CLOVER KliKUS at MARKEr PRICES.G Red
AlBlke

For aamplea and lo

White Dutch
Cow Grass

[

t prices, apply {stating
qP^/' ntity required)

OOD CLOVER SEEDS at Market Prices.—Red,
White Dutch. Alaike. Cow Grass, and Trefoil ; also Perennial,

d other Grasses. For samples and lowest pricesapply to
> Sun , Seed Merchant. Worc'

NATURAL GRASSES : their Names and Derivations
;

,
Quality Produce. Elevation Situation. SolJ Use, Peculiarity,

.. „„ ..«„ ,.- their Warehouse. An Illustrated Sheet Is In
]
Season, Growth, Increase,JJme of Flo ^'— ""

atlon for ladles living in the country. i

Babr & ScoDEN, in, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C. I

Free for one pontage stamp
10 Smith, Seed Merchant, Worcester.
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J WATSON, New Tiealand Nuraeries, St. Albans, begs
• leave to offer his new BRILLIAKT SUPERB GERANIUM foi*

FlowerGardeDpurpo8es,unrIvhlleti,at24fl. per dozen, to be sent oul^the
first week in May. Attached is $Ir. Robert Fish's descriptioD, who
has had it on |nal the last two seaBons :—

" April 12. 1?6G.
" The Brilliant Superb Scarlet Geranium is one of the vyry best lor

bedding in the flower parden or for flowering.in pots or boxes. It has

the fine compact habit of the old Brilliant, out ia i-ather mori^

luxuriant in growth, has better foliage, which is much more treel\

supplied with wliite blotuhes of a clear colour, and the trusses i>r

flower and the individual flowers are much larger and of a richer

scarlet. I have no hesitation in speaking of this -variety an one of the
most satisfactory that Gin be used, aifter tiTJng'it for

' R. Fish, Fntteridge Bury, Luio , Beds.

Tree and Shrub Seeds.

CHARLWOOD AND CUMMINS have now on Sale,

SEEDS of the following in good condition :—Cedrus Deodara,
Libani, and Red Cedar ; Cupressus Lawsoniana and niacrocarpa

;

Picea balsaniea, nobilie, Nordmanniana, and cephalonica ; Pinu^^

flexilis and Lambertiana ; Thuja orientalis and occidentalis
;

Welilngtonla gigantea; Ailantus glandulosa ; Kalmia latifoha

;

Common Tew, and Cllanthus Dampieri, with a general

Forest Tree and Shrub Seeds,
A LIST of which will be forwarded on application.

14, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden, W.C.

PETEB LAWBQ]^ * SQN,

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

LpNDON and EDINBURGH

!j
FARM, VEGETABLE, and FLOWER SEEDS.

28, KING STREET, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.G.

Sutton's Selected
Yellow Globe Mangel. SUTTON'S

CHOICE MANGEL WURZEL SEED
SAVED FKOM FULLY DEVTILOrED ROOTS

(the advantages of which have been proved for sevfi-al years past).

Sutton's New Yellow
Intermediate Mangel.

All thids cheaper hy the Cut.

GOOD LONQ XELLOW, Od. per lb.

Sutton's Selected sorts of Mangel Wurzel.
p^^ i^ _, ^

SUTTON'S SELKCTED TELLOW GLOBE (see :ibove),_A very heavy cropper, has gained many Prizes in
SUTTON'S SELECTED ORANGE GLOBE—Fino, but varies a little in colour i II

SUTTON'S ELVETH.\M LONG RED , „. ^ ^ ....... ^ , , . ,
I "

StTTTON'S SELECTED LONG yellow! We earned the 4rst prize at Birmingham last year iv.tb these two kinds .
. { ^^

STRATTON'S RED GLOBE.—Fine shape, keeps well 10
NEW YELLOW INTERMEDIATE.—A most desirable kind, very fine shape, free from roots, and produces great weight per acre If, 1

Lori-est price per (hot on application.

Many ^;B,p^^ at, :gjriuingiiaw and other Shows throughout the kingdom have been taken by Messrs. Sutton's Ciistomets, ^10^1 foe iI.i^(3?L tind for S\ST;DES.

• PBICED LISTS of SWEDES, "TURNIP, GRASSES, &c., will be sent Gratis and Pos^ |ree.

1^* Carriage J^ree to all parts, crcept !i>/taU parcels.

SUTTON AND SONS, ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTARLISHME|^T. pADIN^.
itlTjoT:}^--.»7'-;:a (ih.t-; <:'*'-

SPECIAL OFFER BY THE

LONDON SEED COMPANY, LIMITED,
TO

LARGE PURCHASERS OF FARjg SEEDS.

The Directors beg to call particular attention to the following LIST of SEEDS, which can be had at the annexed prices, delivered Carriage Free, agreeably

to the Carriage Arrangements specified in the iFAEM SEED PRICE CURRENT, just published.
'

'

LONDON PURPLE-TOP SWEDE TURNIP
PLYMOUTH „ „
SKIRTING'S „ „
WHITE GLOBE, GREEN, and RED ditto .

SCOTCH PURPLE and GREEN-TOP ..

GREY STONE ;

LONG RED MANGEL
LONG YELLOW MANGEL .. .. J;

YELLOW GLOBE MANGEL .. .. ;;

RED GLOBE MANGEL
FISHER HOBBS'S ORANGE GLOBE
DEUMHE.VD CABBAGE
ALTRINGHAM CARROT
WHITE BELGIAN CARROT .. .,;

;.'

YELLOW BELGIAN CARROT., .1 '.'.

LARGE CATTLE PARSNIP .. .! .';

ITALLIN RYE-GRASS
PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS
MIXED GRASSES, for PEEI^LiNENT PASTUR?
WEST of ENGLAND COW CLOVER ..

WHITE DUTCH ditto

TREFOIL

£1 U
1 U
1 11

1 u
i 10

1 17

Cwt.
2 14

3 3

2 16

3 14

2 14

10

5

3 15

6

4 4

£0 17 6

17 6

P 16

IG

16

19

Half Cwt.
1 8

1 12 6

1 7 6

1 8

18
5 10

2 15

2

2 15

2 5

£0 9 6

9 6

8 6

8 6

9

lO

Quarter Cwt.
15

17

15

15

15

3

1 10

1 2 6

1 10

1 5

5

4^
4

p 8 P

Q 8 p
8

1 12 6

1: G

12 6

17 (5

13 G

5s. per bushel, or 38s. per quarter.

6s.

75s. to 90s. per cwt.

70s. to 84s. ,,

35s. to 46s. „

This Company was formed by the purch^e of the Business of one of the Oldest Established Fii-ms in the Kingdom, of m()fg than |!ighty fears' standing.

Copies of the PRICE CURRENT will be forwarded postage free to any address, as the Company desire that their Terms and ijode of Business

should be extensively known, and can be obtained from

MR. ALFRED BREWIN, Manager, LONDON SEED COMPANY,
68, WELBECK STREET, CAVENDISH SQUARE, W.
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British Fern Catalogue.

ROBERT SIiM mil nuw send, post free for six post:ige

stamps, Part I. (British P'ema and tlieir varietiefi, SH pagga,

including prices of Hardy Exotic FemsJ-Of hia NEW and PKICHI)
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUEof BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS.

Select Catalogues of Seeds and Plants.

ROBERT PARKIiH befrs to aunouuce that his NEAV
PHTCED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, containing

Select Iiist8 of the best varieties of Vegetable, Agricultural, and
Flower Soede, New and Rare Plants, &c., are now published, and mil

WOOD .VND INGRAM offer fine VERBENAS, by
name, in various colours, good plants, well-established in

single pots ; also HELIOTROPES, in three fine varieties, at 20s.

per 100, package included

NuTBeries, Huntingdon.

To the Trade-

on nnn verbenas, extra strong plants, about
^\J ^xjyjyj 36 of the leadmg varieties, at 21«. per 100. packing

included. Strong rooted Cuttings of the above, 12s. per 100,

sra containing a remittance will meet with prompt
. CATALOGUES gratis,

W. Knigbt. Floral Nurseiy, Hailsham, Sussex.

All orders

"pHEAP and BEAUTIFUL FLOWER SEEDS.

100 packets of the best and most showj- Hardy, Half-hardy, and Tender
Annuals, 208.

60 ditto, 10s.
I

25 ditto, Hardy Annuals, 5s.

25 ditto, 5s.
I

12 ditto, ditto, 2;*. 6rt.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE on application.

Richard Smith, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

THR CZAR, a New RUSSIAN VIOLET, raised by
F. J. Graham, Esq., obtained two First-claas Certificates in

1S65 for its magnificent flowcTB and foliage ; and a Special Certificate
in the present year. Its fiowers attain 1^ inch in depth, and continue

nell surpa.s8cs that of any other Violet I ever met with,"

—

Report of Rev. M. J. Berkeley.
very tine Plants in bloom may be had from Mr, John Graham,

Cranford, near Hounslow, £5 per lOo ; 136. per dozen, pre-paid,
package included. The \wual allowance to the Trade.

;

GEO. SMITH'S NEW CATALOGUE, with a splendid
Woodcut of NOSEGAY GERANIUM LE GRAND, which is

the finest of all Geraniums for effect, together with descriptions of
New Seedling Zonal© Geraniums, Chieftain, Cbristabel, Exhibitor.
Qladiateur, Great Eastern, Sir Rotert Peel, and Pink Perfection,
which for their general fine q^ualities have received First-clasi

confidence, recommend. For description see CATAXOGUE,
which also contains Select Lists of Show, French, Fancv, Zonale
and Variegated Geraniums, Fuchsias, Petumas, Dahlias, Verbenas,
Chrysanthemums. Bedding Plants, &c. Now ready in exchange for
one postage stamp.

ToUington Nursery, Homsey Road, London, N.

H
2̂00 fine sUowv varieties
100 do. do. 305. : 50 do 17^ 6,

100 do. do., including new varieties . . . . 2 10
60 do. do. do. do 1 10

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, giving lieights, colours.

BEDDING PLANTS, BEDDING PLANTS.
Ektra-strong plants of tile following now ready, well-established

GERANIUMS, in 25 or 60 varied shades, less or more, 100, f1 6«.

;

200. £2 6s. ; 600, £5.
VERBENAS._26 finest sorts, 100, £1 ; 200, £1 ITs. M. ; 500, £3 10s.

"' """ pots, in 20 varieties, includmg Dahlias,
-1; 20O ditto, fl 15». ;

. Dpi
. Sible Hedingham, Essex.

Tropaeolum Prince of Wales.

JA jr E S K 1 r I, 1'. Y begs now to offer Ms New
TK0P.*:OI.rM. I'KI.^CK of WALES. The colour is a very

bright deep scarlet, h:iLiit very good, a very free bloomer, the flower
standing woU above the foliage, forming a brilliant mass of scailet.
See Oanieiierg' Chronicle of July 15, 1865, page 666. Strong Plants,

. 6(/. each, free by post, c

The N
. per dozen.

Eccleshall.

EatabUslied Upwards of a Century.
U T L E R AND AI C U L L U H'S Complete
COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE SEEDS for ONE YEAR'.S

SUPPLY, all of the Growth of 1SG5.

No. I.
I

No. 2.
I

No. 3.
I

No. 4. I No. 6.

B

BOTLEK & MCCCL!

t free and post paid

. South Row, Covent Garden Market, W.C.

H
New Cucumber.

UME'S IMPROVED RIDGE. —Tliis is a cross
between "Henderson's Al" Ridge, and "Lord Kenyon's

perfectly hardy, but also does
ound to be the best of all kinds

very prolific.

Wai

, Winter
Per Packet of 6 Seeds",

TER P. HcMK, Exotic KuTsery, Gloucester.

TNVINCIBLE SCAELET SAVEET PEA, very fragrant,
-L strikinglv brilliant, and extremely distinct in colour.—A First-

class Certificate from the Royal Horticultural Society ; also a Certifi-

cate at the Crystal Palace Show in September. Packets 6rf., Is., and
2s. 6d. each ;

packets of 100 Seeds 7s. M. Supplied by the principal
Seedismen throughout the kingdom : also of Messrs, Krelage. o(

Henry's Prize Hybrid Leek, Genuine.
DOWNIE, LAIRD, and LAINU are how sending out

tbe above in packets at Is. each. This is unquestionably the
largest Leek in cultivation, growmg 16 inches in length of blanch,
and 10 inches in circumferenoe. Was awarded the First Prize at the
Edinburgh and other leading Shows.

17, South. Frederick. Sticel,- £dlnburgh ; and Stanstead Park,
Forest Hill, London, S.B. - - -

rmA/um

GRASS SEEDS,

AGRICTTLTXTBAL SEEDS,

Trade Mark.

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,

FLOWER SEEDS.

Cainlogues f</nvarded. post free to any address on application.

FORTHCOMING INTERNATIOXAL HORTICULTUE.tL EXHIBITION.

SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL and VARIEGATED PLANTS and FERNS.

JAMES GARA^AY (fe CO..,
DURDHAM DOWN NURSERIES, BRISTOL,

Ofler the undcnnentioned. The whole are well-growti and in good condition. Amateurs or the Trade
wanting to complete Collections will find this a first-r.at'e opportunity.

AGAVE PICTA.—A One plant, in 18-lnch pot, 21 Inches high, with
1( gooti well-marked leaves

ALOCasiA ZEBKINA.—In 19-inch pot, with good leaves, the
last 4 feet 6 inches long

ARECA RUBRA—A pair of these graceful Palms, in 12-mch pots.
about i feet high , ,

.

CAKYOTA URENS.—A line specimen of this heautiful Palm, in
18-inch pot, 4 feet 9 inches high

CROTON rtCTUM.-Well variegated, in 18-iDCh pot, 6 feet 3 Inches
high by 4 feet inches through

CYOAS REVOLnTA.-The Sago Palm, in 20.inch pot, with 12-mch
stem

; Just throwing up fresh leavesEURYA CaTIEOLIA \'AR1EGATA.-The handsomest of the
' "1 10-inch pot, 2 feet high, 1$ inches through

pot, 3 leet 6 mches high, leaves
FIC0S LEOFOLDi.—In :

21 inches bv 12 Inches
FICnS LYALLU.—In le-tach pot, 3 II. In. high, leaves 20 li

ALSOPHILA AnSTRALIS.-A fine i

Ferns,
'

7 feet a

LATANIA rubra.—In 22-inch pot, with 9 leaves, last
6 inches long

MARANTA OBNATA.—In 18-inch pot, 3 feet high by 4 feet thiough

_ „ Spring Planting.
PETER LAWSON AND SUN are prepared

Edinburgh and London.

Choice Flower Seeds post free.

BS. WILLIAMS has much pleasure in Bubmitting
• the following LIST of SEEDS, all of which are specially

recommended for their beauty and superior qualities. For other
Specialities and Novelties see Oardeners" OiironicU, March 3; and
for full description, NEW SEED CATALOGUE, post free on
applic:;tion. Per packet.—«. d.
PRIMULA (Williams's superb strain), red, white, or mixed

CINERARIA (Weatherill's extra choice strain) . . 3a'. (Jd,,

CALCEOLARIA (James* strain)
CYCLAMEN PERSICUM. the produce of the finest collection

ASTER VICTORIA, the most elegf cultivation ..10VILIUKIA, the most elegant Aster m cultiva
TUaFFAUT'S PERFECTION, Victoria Red
WHITE CHRYSANTHEMDM-FLOWERING ..

STOCK, BKOMPTON SCARLET, very fine 1

,, PURPLE QUEEN, very double, beautiful colour ..

BALSAM. CAMELLIA-FLOWEkED 1
CARNATION and PICOTEE, saved from selected plants . , 1

MATTHIOLA BICORNIS, an evening scented Stock of un-
rivalled fragrflJice 1

NASTURTIUM KING THEODORE, new intense black .. 1
OXALIS CORNICULATA RUBRA, dark-leaved ribbon

like fragrance 1 o

GTNERIUM ARGENTkUM, Pampas Grass _

ANTIRRHINUM MAJUS. Tom Thumb Crimson .. ..10
KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS, can-iage fVee.

Complete Collections to suit Gardens of various sizes, 10s Od., 21«,,
42«.. G3s., 84s. each. For quantities see CATALOGUE.

Victoria and Paradise Nui-series, Holloway, London, N.

Scarlet Geraniums (Beaton's Race).

WM. PAUL (Son and Successor to the late A. Paul),
has to ofler the following new ZONALE and HYBRID

NOSEGAY GERANIUMS, which have been selected from several
Thousand SeeLllinKs raised from the stock of the late Mr. Donald
Beaton. Every one now offered is believed to be in advance of •

delivered
from all pre-existing kmds. Orders r
d in rotation, as far as the stock will r

Grocp 1,

—

Beddino Varis
Any 12 varieties from this a

ived r

in May next,

following Groups i

VITTATA.- ^--, -

PANDANTTS ELEGANTlSSlMUS.~In 1

high by 4 feet 6 Inches through

t high by 3 ft et through
-' •- " ftet 6 Inches

Date Palm, in 20-lnch pot,
through

TUPIDANTBUS GALYPTRATA.—The finest Of the Araliace», In
IS-inch pot, 6 feet 9 inches "bv \ feet 6 inches

YUOOA AXOIFOLIA VAIUEOATA.—A fine pair, in 18-inch pots,
3 feet high

„ CORNUTA or CONCAVA. — In 14-inch pot, 1 foot
8 inches high"

inch pot, 2 feet 3 inches high
inch pot, 1 foot 8 Inches tugh. " A

beautifully coloured specimen

Ferns

-

DAVALLIA PTXIDATA.—In 18-inch pot, 4 feet high by 4 fee

ALSOPHILA GUIANENSIS.—Inl7-inch pot, 12- inch stem, Oft-ond>4
last 4 (eet long

^"^-^^I^-?-^ DEALBATA.-In 22-iDch pot, 2 feet 6 inch stern^ 20 fine ft-onds, forming a beautiful head
^^4??,?-^ MEDULLARIS.—In 22-hich pot, 14-inch stem, 9 fronds

the last 6 feet long
DAVALLIA ACULEATA.-ln' 14-iiich pot. 3 feet high by 2 feet

through
DIDYMOCHL^ENA TRUNCULATA.—In 16-inch pot.SfeetSinches

high, bv 5 feet through
.

GLEICHENIA DICHOTOMA.—In 22.inch pan, 3 feet inches high
by 4 feet tt inches through

GLEICHENLA SPELUNCjSE—In 18-inch pot, 2 feet 9 ijQChea high
by 3 feet ... 7^ ... .

LOMARIA GIBBA.—In IC-inch pot, 3 feet through
NEOTTOPTERIS VULGARIS. — In 18-inch pot, 4 feet 8 incheu

The whole \o be seen and prices obtained on application, and of

JAMES GAEAWAY and CO., DIJRDHAM DOWN NURSERIES, BRISTOL.

the way of Lord Palmerston, but brighter in coloui- and broiider
in the petals.

MONTE ROSA, dark rosy-purple, pleasing colouj', lai-ge truss, very

PEACH NOSEGAY.—Fl
bloomer, spendld

REBECCA.—Cherry

bright; great sub-
ice 2s. Cd. each.

6 deep bright peach colour, very fre
leaf, first-rate and distinct. Price 6«.

I truss, dwarf compact habit, TeS^
(jiumso, the finest bedding Geranium yet raised. Price 6s. each.

ST. GEORGE.—Dark chestnut, shaded with blackish crimson, quite
unique, very l^ee and effective, an entirely new colour among

WOOD NYMPH.—Salmon pink, large and fine. Price 3s. Gd. each.

Group 2.

—

Varieties esfeciallt RucoMMENDEn for Growing is
Pots or Vases-

BRIDE.—Flowers white, with large crimson eye, of fine shape and
substance ; a first-class variety for pot culture. Price 3s. 6d. each.

CARDINAL.—Flowers dark orange scarlet. For shape, substance,
colour and habit, this is in advance of any scarlet variety yet
raised. Price bs. each.

CELESTIAL.—Flowers rosy lake, with fiery spot on upper petals
their centres bluish purple, rcsembhng the " Cactus apecio
sisslmus," large white eye, now in colour, and very beautlftol.
Price bs. each.

LORD CHANCELLOR.—Salmon pink, white eye, perfect shape,
very free, fine habit. Price 38. 6rf. each.

POET LAUR,EATE.—Rosy purple, top petals orange scarlet, yellow-
ish eye, perfect shape. Price 3s. 6f/. each.

TIARA.—Ffowei-s scarlet crimson sufl'used with purple, good trass,
very free, fine habit ; quite distinct from any yet raised, and very
lovely. Price bs. each.

Group 3.—Miniature or Pompon Varieties.
DIAMOND.—Fine scarlet purple centre, white eye, flowers pro-

fusely, habit good, distinct. Price Zs. 6rf. each,
DRYAD. —Beautifully rosy pink, line &hape and truss. Price

NAIAD,—Flowers pm-ple, scarlet top; pleasingand distinct. Price
Zs. Cii. each.

WAXTHAM LILAC—Flowers true lilac, very profase ; a new and
desirable colour, excellent for massing. Price 6s. each.

ZEPHYR.-Flowera light purple top, netals rose coloui-; stands the
rain and sun well, very dwartand free. Price 3s. 6d. each.

Grodp 4.—Bedding Varieties sent from these Nohseriks

have been awarded the highest marks of i

the Royal Horticultural Society's Trial Ground at Chiswick.

Now RrADT, AuTDMN-STItPCK pLANTS.
•** ALEXANDRA.—Magenta. Price is. Od. each ; 24s. perdozeu

Price 2s. each ; 18s, per doz.
irange 8C ~ '

per dozen.
Price Is. Qd. each ; 12«.

AMV HOGG.-Brightpurplishri
DIAN TELI'"
J Is. Od. each

BLACK DWARF.—Dark
per dozen.

DONALD BEATON.—Clear orange scarlet. Price Is. 6d. each ;

16s. per dozen.
• DUCHESS.—Soft rosy lake. Price 2s, each; 18s. perdozen.
FULGENS.—Vivid scarlet. Pri- "- "" - •-

' GLOWWORM.—Magenta crimson flushed with scarlet. Price
2s. «d. each ; 24.-). per dozen.

MAGENTA QUEEN —Magenta. Price .U Cd. each,
ORANGE NOSEGAY.—Bright orange. Price Is. 6d. each ; Iba.

per dozen.
PILLAR of BEAUTY.—Brick red. Price 2s. 6d. each.
PRINCESS LlCUrEN.STEIN.—Salmon pink. Price 2«. each •

18s. per dozen.
SALAMANDER.—Brilliant scarlet, large white eye. Price 2s.

eachJ 18s. per dozen.
SCARLET GEM.—Bright orange scarlet. Price Is. 6d. each

;

15s. per dozen.
MRS. WILLIAM PAUL.—Delicate rose pink, Pi-ice 2s. 6rf.

each, 24s per dozen,
WALTUAM SEEDLING.—Dark crimson. Price 2s. each, 18s.
per dozen.

The above set of IC varieties, one plant of each, 24s.

.SPRING CATALOGUE, with full descriptions of these and other
plants, free by post. The usual discount to the Trade,

'ORTANT.—All letters should be addressed Wii
Christian name in full), Waltham Cross, London, N.

[ Paul (the
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SUTTON'S GRASS and GLOVER SEEDS for all SOILS.

SUTTON & SONS
HAVE STILL ON HAND SOME OF EACH OF THE

LEADING KINDS OF GRASS AND CLOVER SEEDS,

WHICH THEY MIX EXPEESSLT TO SUIT THE SOILS FOR WHICH THEY ARE REQUIRED.

Present Prices are-

SUTTON'S BEST MIXTURE of I'EKMANEST GRASS and CLOVER SEEDS.-2 biwhels

of light and 12 lbs. ofhcavy seeds to each acre 56

263. to 30

SUTTOITS BEST MIXTURE of CLOVERS and ITALIAN RYE-ORASS for 1 year's lay

Cheaper ditto ws

SUTTON'S BEST MIXTURE of CLOVERS and COMMON RVE-GRASS for 1 year's lay

Cheaper ditto lo.

Cheaper ditto

SUTTON'S BEST MIXTURE of GRASSES and CLOVERS for 3 or 4 years' I;

Cbe-iper ditto

SUTTON'S BEST MIXTURE of GRASSES and CLOVERS for 2 years' lay

Cheaper ditto

SUTTON'S RENOVATING MIXTURE for Improving Old Pastures, lOrf. per lb. SUTTON'S FINE LAWN GRASS, l.v. 3(i. per lb. ; 21s. per bushel

20 SUTTON'S BEST CLOVER SEEDS, without Rye-Grass 12

Its I Cheaper ditto 10 fi

Specinl quotations mtith for targe quaiititiis,

A copy of Jfr. W. Sutton'.s " ESSAY on PASTURES " is sent with evi?i'y parcel of Grass Seeds.

All Goods Carriage J^ree, except very small parcels.

SUTTON AND SONS, ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

M^V.S i'S'Tu^MN a^^ w'lS -!-^^<B^VR.R& SUGDEN^ . >^^
CATTLE FOOD
BLUNDELL'S C.WTLE MELONS

and CATTLb; MARROWS : — 100

Seeds, 2.<. Qil.
; i lb., sufficient for

i of an acre, Us.
; ^ lb., sufficient for

I of an aire, 9i. ; 1 lb., sufficient

for 1 acre, IGs.

For Improving our Native Flora,

Enriching Woodland Walks, Wilder-

nesses, Slirubberies, Railway Embauk-
luents, Rockeries, Can-iage Drives,

beside Rivulets, &c. Cheap raised

FLOWER SEEDS for the above

purposes, 3s. 6rf. to .5s. 6rf. per lb.

;

7 lb. to 10 lb. per acre. Now is the

time to purchase.

Beautiful NOVELTIES in PLANT
CASES just inti'oduced. An Illus-

trated Sheet in preparation.

For Park Scenery, Islands, Select
Plantations, Small Orchards, exten-
sive Lawns, Mounds, Sub-ti'opical

Gardens and Raised Flower Beds, also
Verandahs and Rustic Ai'ches, likewise
Sloping Banks, &c, ORNAMENTAL

^.^^.jp..^ .....t^V, GOURDS are exceedingly attractive

-V̂ p\ \lllr both for their foliage and fruit.

S^iSmf y>M When ripe the fruit forms

i T* HJm unique Hall and Drawing-room

SEED BULB &PLANT AV^AREHOLSE
^12 .KING STREET.CQVENT GARDENwx;)^^

r^j\ The Gourd Seeds in wami locali-
' *^ ties can be sown early iu May where

iutended to grow.

'^\

Orders amounting to 21s. se7it Carriage Paid,

For SPECIALITIES in VEGETABLE SEEDS, see our large Advertisement, p. 72.

Selections of ORNAMENTAL
GOURDS, including aiiniature,
Medium, and Mammoth varieties, or
either separate :—10 varieties, 2*. Qd.

;

15 do., Zs. 6rf. ; 20 do., 5s, 6rf. ; 30 do.,

7*. 6rf.; 40 do., 10s. Qd.; 50 do.

12s. Qd. ; 100 do., 21s. ; 200, 42s.

PERMANENT P.^STURE GRASS SEEDS and CLOVERS for ALL SOILS | FINE LAWN GRASS SEEDS for ALL SOILS

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE SEEDS for Oae Tear's Supply (Carriage paid), 10s. Qd., 15s. 6rf., 21s,, 30s., 42s., 63s., 84s., and 105s,

COLLECTION of FLOWER SEEDS (post paid), 2s. Qd., 3s. 6(/., ds. Qd., 7s. 6i., lOs. Qd., 15s., 21s., 30s., 42s., to 105s.

THE FOLLOWING ARE AGENTS FOR STAKDEN'S GARDENER'S AND AMATEUR'S FRIEND MANURE :—

For Loudon :

—

E. G. Hendkbson- & Son. St. John's Wood
HuoH Low i Co,. Upper ClftpU

„ Green, Covent faardon
„ Kennedy, Covent Garden

, Covent Garden

Soldi
Roses, La

„ W. Babnes. Cambei-well
„ ANaELL, Camden Town

For the Provmcea :—
If. Charles Tdrneb, Sloueli

„ W. De; "
•

„ C. Felt
„ S. May

,. T. HoBB3, Landport

. 6(/., 10s. 6(/., and 21s., and in two quaUtiit Canisters, Is. and 2s. Qd. ; and in Bags, '
. , ,

ns, Kitchen Garden Crops, and Flower Beds and Borders. No. 2 quality for Soft-wooded Plants. It is always laid on the surface diy, and watere

, J.J. Cha
.

, Chaeles H. Dickson, Maocheater
, George Daties, Old Swan, Liverpoi
, Richard Suitd, Worcester
)3srs. Skitb & Son, Aberdeen
, John Keabslet & Sons, Leedii

Jacesow & Son, Kineston-on-Tlj
, D1CK.90N & Beown, Manchester
, J, & W. Sbaw, Swansea

SrcABTi Mein, Kelso

No. 1 quality' for Hard-wooded Stove aud Greenhouse Plants, Fruit Trees,

BARR AND SUGDEN, SEED, PLANT, and BULB MERCHANTS, 12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN-

VERBENA CRIMSON KING.

THOMAS METHVEN
Has much pleasure in announcing that he has arranged to send out the unrivalled VERBENA CRIMSON KING, which waa raised in 1863 by Mr. David Thomson, at

Areherfield, where it has been extensively used for the last two seasons. Its superiority consists in its great and continuous profusion of bloom, its vigorous and compact habit,

and its healthy constitution. It is in fact a companion to the well-known Purple King, having all the good qualities of the latter variety, without its tendency to mildew or to

become diseased in winter. Crimson King has fine bold crimson trusses of bloom, with petals of unusual substance, borne on short stiff stalks, which constitutes it one of the very

best plants for stauaiug heavy rain without much injury. Either for masses or for lines it is considered by the many Gardeners who have seen it tliis season at Areherfield to

stand unrivalled for striking effect.

To be sent out next May at 18s. per dozen.

Orders are now being booked, and will be executed in rotation as they are received.

Measra. Austin & McAslan, Glasgow

The following Nm^serymen have already ordered

Messrs. Dregbom & Aitken, Kilmarnock
Mr. Wm. Dulistone, Sible Hedingham, Essex 1

Messrs. JobnDobson & Sons, Isleworth, London, W. ,

Mr. Wm. Dean, Shipley, Yorkshire
Messrs. E. P. Dixon & Son, Hull
„ W. Drummond & Sons, Stirling

Mr. Charles Felton, Erdington. Birmingham

Mr. E. Cooling, Miiea.sb, Derby
„ W, Chater, Saffron Walden, Essex
„ John Cranston, King's Acre, Hereford
„ H, Cann ell, Woolwich

Messrs. James Dickson k Sons, Chester
„ F. & A. Dickson &, Sons, Chester

,, James Dickson & Sons, Edinburgh
,, Downie, Laird, & Lalng, Edinburgh and London

London
,, Howden Brothers, Inverness

Mr W. Hooper, St. John's Hill, Clapham, S.W.
Mr. W. Ivery, Kve Lane, Peckham, S.

Messrs. Ivery & Son, Dorking, Surrey
„ Thomas Imrie & Sons, Ayr

it, and %vill be able to supply when sent out

Messrs. Thomas Jackson & Sons, Kingston, Siu-rey

„ Thomas Kennedy k Co., Dumfries
Mr. John Kevnes, Salisbury

„ Philip Ladds, Bexley Heath, Kent
Messrs. J. & C. Lee, Hammersmith, London

„ Hugh Low & Co., CIspton, London
„ Peter Lawson k Son, Edinburgh and London
„ Little & Ballantyne, Carlisle

„ H. Lane & Son, Great Berkhampstead
„ W P. Laird & Sinclair, Dundee

Mr. John Monro, Osborne Park Gardens, Bamet
„ W. Masters, Canterbury

Messrs. J. & A. Pearson, Chillwell, Nottingham
Mr. W. Pritchard, Shrewsbury
„ R. Parker, Tooting, London

Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheahunt, Herts
Mr. Wm. Paul, Waltham Cross, N.
Messrs. Benjamin Reid k Co., Aberdeen
„ Wm. RoUisson k Sons, Tooting, London

Mr. Charles Ramsay. Ball's Bridge, Dublin
Messrs. J. Slater k Sons, Malton, xorkahlrc
„ E. Sang k Sons, Kirkcaldy
,, John Stewart k Sons, Dundee
., F". k A. Smith, Dulwlch

Mr. Richard Smith, Worcester.
„ Wm. Skirving, Liverpool

Messrs. Smith k Simons, Glasgow
„ Stuart k Mein, Kelso

Mr. Charles Turner, Slough
Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Kur-

sery, Chelsea
„ W. Virgo k Son, Wonersh, near Guildford,

Mr. R. T. Veitch, Exeter
,, B. S. Williams, Holloway, London

Messrs. W^ Wood k Son. Mareafleld, near Uckfleld,

„ Wood & Ingram, Huntingdon

SEED WAREHOUSE, 15, PRINCES STREET; aud LEITH WALK NURSERIES, EDINBURGH.
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American Plants, New Hardy Rhododendrons.
WATERER AND GODFREY'S PRICED aud

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS,
as exhibited in the Horticultural Gardens, South Kensington, free

on application. This Catalogue fairly describes the Rhododendrons
most worth growing, ns well as some new and very handsome kinds
oxclusivoly in their possession, and now for the first time offered.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

i' riowera and Greennoi

Orders punctually attended to and respectfully solicited by Job

CALCEOLARIA AMBASSADOR (Sang's).— Strong
Plants in single pots of this magnificent Bedding-out Calceolaria

are now ready, price I2s. per dozen. The Trade suppllod.
"The plant is of a dwarf compact habit, growing from 12

inches hish ; the flo bnfliant bronze-crimson tmged with
large and numerous as tc

i of bloom, rendering this
niagniflcent Bedding-out Calceolaria of 'its class in cultivation. It
also forms a most desirable and showy pot-plant for the Conser-

Edw J Sakg & Sows, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants, Kirkcaldy.

Chrysantliemunis.
FiB3T Frizes Stoke Newingtom and GurLDOALL, 1865.

ADAM FORSYTH begs to inform the Public that he
is now sendmg out his large COLLECTION of CHRTSAN-

THEMUMS, at 6s. per dozen, including Attraction. Eve, Golden
Ball, Golden Dr. Brock, Hercules, King of Denmark, Lady Carev,
Mr. Brunlees, Mr. Wyness, Mrs. Raines, Pink Pearl, Prince of Wales,
Sam Weller, Venus, Virgin Queen, &c.

CATALOGUES for one stamp.
Brunswick Nursery, Stoke Newmgton, N.

VERBENA PURPLE KINO, 16s. per 100 : ditto BRILLANTE DE

SPRINGCATALOGUESofDAHLIAS, GERANIUMS, and other
Bedding Plants can be had on application at his

, 1, King Street, and at theSeed Establishi
Clarence iJu , York.

_ To the Trade.
pUPRESSUS LAWSONIAKA SEED (true), of excel-
V^ lent quality, and warranted crop of present season. Price,
postage paid, Ss. 2d. per oz. ; 32a. per half lb. ; Ofw. per lb. nett. From
unknown Correspondents a remittance mmt accompany order.
WHOLESALE CATALOGUES of GENERAL NURSERY

STOCK can be had on application to
Thos. Crifps, Nurseryman, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

Bedding Plants, Bedding Plants.
TAMES HOLDER can supply VERBENAS, SCARLET
*J and VARIEGATED GERANIUMS. DAHLIAS, CALCEO-
LARIAS. FUCHSIAS, PETUNIAS, LOBELIAS, GAZANfAS,
KONIGAS, CUPHEAS, &c. 8 dozen for 20s., or 4 dozen for lOs. 6d.
Hampers and package included.

Crown Nursery, Readmg, Berks.

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.
PAUL TOLLARD, Seed Gko-\i-er and Merchant,

20, Quai de la Mtgisscrie 20, ci-devant 4, Place des Trola Maries 4,
& Pans. SPECIAL PRICED LIST of NEW SEEDS, In English
weiglits and money, on application.

Primula. Calceolaria, &c.

WM. CUTBUSII AND SON are now sending out
SEED of their superb PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA,

which has for many years given great satisfaction.
The Gardeners' Chronicle of the fith of January, in Notices to

Correspoodtnts, says :—" The blooms sent are remarkably fine,
richly coloured, full, and densely fringed ; they are evidently the

" Tlie finest and richest coloured Chinese Primulas '

ire those raised by Messrs. Cutbush & Son.'

Sealed packets 2s. Gd. and 3s. 6d. eacb.
CALCEOLARIA (James').—This is the finest herbaceous variety

extant. Per packet 2s. 6d. and 3s. 6rf. each.
CINERARIA, &-om finest named varieties. Per packet 2s. 6rf. and

33. fid, each. Highgate Nurseries, London, N,

THOMAS BARNES has great pleasure in offering the
undernamed SEEDLING DAHLIAS, feeling assured they will

give entire satisfaction to all purchasers, the colours being new and
oiatinct, the form perfect, and all quite constant.

Plants ready in May, 10s. fid. each. No discount on Miss Tolle-

I lilac, fine shape and habit,

mache when ordered a'li

DANE CROFT HERO.-Clcar
blooming well above the foliage, every bloom fit for shi

DAIRY MAID—Decided cream colour; may be shown with whites
and yellows, being perfectly distinct and very

solfeflno ; uneqiialled :
MISS TOLLEMACtfEl.—Peacli,

beauty, finest shape, constant, and of first-rate habit.
QUEEN qF_ ROSES—Bright rose pink, beautiful shape and habit,

Dane Croft Nurseries, Stowmarket,

New Roses of 1866.
JOHN HARRISON, North of England Rose Nursery,
^J Darlington, has now ready for planting out, some thousands "ol
fine plants of theNEW ROSES of the present season, at 30a. per dozen.
Usual allowance to the Trade, Also a few Thousands of Autumn-
potted MANETTIS. in fine condition for working, to dispc
25s. per lOO, or £10 per 1000. Fine An" •'
AUREA FLORIBUNDA, 8s. per 100,

w
Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.

New Roses and English Seedlinos.

M. PAUL (Son and Successor to the late A. Paul)
t<L (^ffor in May_jiext the following first-class NEW

HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES:—
BLACK PRINCE, H.P. (Wm. PAL'L).~F]owora dark—

"'i black, cupped, large and full. This Rose may be called
, shaded

. . , „ - --- ^ - - called a
very dark Gloire de Santenay, which it resembles in most respects,

B very distinct in colour. Price
DR. LINDLEY, H.P. {Wm. Padl).—Flowers

centres, very 'large and ftill. Growth robust, foliage splendid"

and uniform throughout. This flower .„

umque In character, the petals closing at the top, so as to form
a complete crimson ball. Certificate from the Royal Horti-
cultural Society. Price 6s.

LDY SUFFIELD, H.P. {W
colour uniform throughout, the purpl'
lull, and of fine form. Price 5s.

The following, which are already
healthy plants :—
ELIZABETH VIGNERON (Wm. PA0L).-Flowera rosy pink, very

1 be supplied in strong

blooms contmuously ; one of the best of iast"year'
Price 3s. Od.

MADAME EMILE BOYAU {Wm. Paul).—Flowers soft rosy flesh-
.,„!— -1 ;— *^ blush, sufficiently large, perfect in form.

lething In tho way of, but of a lighter colour, than Pi _
of Wales : vigorous and hardv. Price 2s. fid.

PRINCESS LICHTENSTEIN (Wm. Paul).—Flowers white, globular,
large and lull, perfect in form in their young state, a good hardy
Rose, flowering abundantly. Price 3s. 6d.

GLORY OF WALTHAM (Wm. Pacl).—Flowers crimson, in the way
of Red Ruver, but more double : growth of extraordinary vigour

;

one of the best of climbing or pillar Roses. Price 33. 6d.

All the really good French Novelties, 3s. 6d. each ; the older kinds,
by name, 12s. to IHs. per dozen ; 7&i. to lOOs. per 100.

CARTER'S CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
12 Superb Prize FRENCH ASTERS, 2s. 6d.
12 Do. do. GERMAN STOCKS, 2s. 6d.
12 Do, do. CAMELLIA BALSAMS, 2s. 6d.
12 Showy sorts of Hardy ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGED

PLANTS, 5s.

12 BeautiM varieties of ORNAMENTAL GRASSES for

r Bouquets, 6s,

'INGSfordo. d(

EEDS. contair
varieties of easy cultivation, 2s. M., fis. lOs. 6rf., Ifis.,and2ls.

Any of tho above forwarded on receipt, of Post Office Order.
James Carter & C". 237 and 238. HiEh Holbom, W.C.

B
Just FubUsbed, post free 12 Stamps

EDDING rLANTs'for SUMMER DECORATION
oi the FLOWER GARDEN. See original article on the above

the Illustrated Plant Supplement of Carter's " Gardeners' and
merB' Vade Meoum."

237 4 238, High Holbom, W.C.

\rARIEGATED and OKNA.MENTAL FOLIAGED
V PLANTS for GARDEN DECORATION.—See original article

on the above in tho Illustrated Plant Supplement of Carter's
"Gardeners' and Farmers' Vade Mecnm."

237 & 23S, High Holboni, W.C.

Just Fubllslied, post free 12 Stamps
(Gr isl,

ion ILLUSTRATIONS of GEOMETRICAL
±/C\J DESIGNS for FLOWER BEDS, with examples of the
most admired Bedding combinations. See Illilstrated Plant Sup-
plement of Carter's " Gardeners' and Farmers' Vade Mecura."

237 and 238, High Holbom, W.C.

Just Fubltshed, post free 12 Stamps
(Or

ILLUSTRATIONS of NEW DESIGNS in
J- FERNERIES and FERN CASES. See Illustrated Plant Sup-
plement of Carter's " Gardeners' and Farmers' Vade Mecum."

237 and 238, High Holbom, W.C.

G ERANIUMS.—The foUowii
T ZONALE GERANinMS will be soi

receipt of a Post Office Order for 1

Sunset
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Gardens, the. Museums, the Herbaria—we can
point to all these with satisfaction ; they may
not be perfect in all points ; it would be strange
indeed if we did not or could not find something
to grumble at ; but still, taken for all in all, Kew
is the Botanic Garden of Europe, and is recog-
nised as such by oui' continental friends.

When these gentlemen shall have feasted their'

eyes upon the Great International Flower Show
which we are preparing for them nest month,
the very next thing they wiU want to see wiU be
the Gardens, the Houses, the Museums, the
Herbaria of Kew. The fame of these has gone
abroad ; the reputation of the former as well as

of the present Director is as well established on
the Continent as it is here. Not alone in Europe,
but in oiu' several Colonies in every quarter of
the globe is Kew known. It is hardly possible

to estimate faii'ly the benefits to our Colonies
that, directly or indii-ectly, have had their source
from Kew. Nor can it by any means be denied
that even greater results may accrue from the
maintenance in a due state of efficiency of the
several departments of these gardens, tlian any
that have hitherto been arrived at. Much has
been done, and is still doing, but even more may
be expected in the futiu-e, if no luiwise parsi-
mony or oflicial red tapeism be allowed to
hamper the proper working of this vast establish-
ment. Well might a question be put, as it was
recently, in the House of elective vrisdom, as to
the imfinished state of the great temperate house
—the winter garden at Kew. There stands
the body, a handsome structure with guardian
statues, sculptured cornucopias, and elaborately
decorated vases—and there it has stood, for how
long we are afraid to say ; but the wings, which
for architectural if not for horticultural reasons,
should long since have been added—where are
they ? .There are the terraces raised at consider-
able cost to serve as their bases—there are the
workshops, the contractor's plant, and other pre-
p.aratious lying unused, as they have been for
months—nay years ; but the wings are no-
where, unless in Mr. Cowper's imagination.
There is the " temperate house," incomplete
in itself, buried in the backwoods, from the want
of proper means of access to it ; set-off by work-
men's sheds, which, however useful, are not
ornamental, and assuredly were not intended to

permanent erections in such a situation

;

though from the fact of the building of a bald gf raids-
ugly brick engine-house within only a few yards
of the building we begin to think, after all, that
the sheds we have alluded to do really constitute
an integral part of the Government design.
However this may be, it must be a matter of
profound regret that Government should continue
to delay the execution of what has been long
promised, and long since sanctioned, and of what
is so urgently needed.
The original idea was to collect iu this house

plants representing the Floras ofthe various tem-
perate countries of the globe, and specially of oiu-
own Colonies. Austi-aUa was to have its section.
New Zealand its corner^ China and Japan wete to
be represented in this depai-tment, California or
Mexico in another, and so forth. In this way the
collection might be rendered most interesting
and valuable. Many plants might be grown
which now find no jdace in the houses at Kew or
elsewhere ; others, once cherished inmates, but
which from insufficient or unsuitable accommo-
dation have disappeared, might be re-introduced,
while others new to this country, and that do not
admit of cultivation under present cii'cumstances,
might be and would be procm-ed.
Eor its own credit's sake, if for no more

general reason, we hope the Government will
soon cease from stultifying itself in this matter,
and that we may soon have the satisfaction of
recording the completion of the " temperate
house '' at Kew.

- ,
an look calmly on the rising and Betting orb

,

changes have an appreciable, though, per- while our eyes blanch under its meridian rays
„,,„<» «ffo„f ^,, fl,„ „i;„,„.... „f f;„„i..,. The scientific treatment of this absoi-ption of

light and heat is attended with great difficulties.
In the niathematical department, the resources
of the higher calculus are required ; and the
physical facts on which the calculations must, be
based are of a very indefinite kind. We do not
know the real height of the atmosphere, anA we
cannot teU when it begias the work of absorp-
tion. We are equally ignorant of the actual
absoi-ption of vertical light, which must form the
fu-st datum in oui- computations. Leslpe assumes
that 25 per cent of vertical light is absorbed in
]3assing through the atmosphere, Secohi 28 pea-
cent.. Sir JohkF. Hebschel 3.3 per cent.,.ajid
Principal Forbes, founding on certain observa-
tions made by himself, in concert with Kajitz in
Switzerland, as high as 46 per cent, ^ere, it
win be observed, there is complete uncertainty.
In the article Climate, in the " Encj'clq-
psedia Britaunica," there is a table exhibiting
the absoi-ption of light, and the consequent
diminution of heat, at different elevations of the
sun. The track pas.sed thi-ough by the vertical
rays being 1, and the light transmitted .750, tie
track traversed by the meridian rays at the
summer solstice at London is stated at l.l3^, and
the light transmitted is .722; while at the
-ninter solstice the track would be 3.84, and the
transmitted light .331. It is hardly worth while
to cite these figures, for however exact may be
the mathematical reasoning, the data are not at
all reliable. They give us however some insight
into the theoi-y of absorption. Here again the
analogy of the year and the day reappears ; for
in the course of the day, 'as well as in the year,
the elevation of the sun, and the corresponding
amount of light and heat, are continually vai-yiug.
This diminution of the diioct calorific effectof the
sun is not -without its counterbalancing advan-
tages. The absorption of heat by the atmo-
sphere supplies a warm medium in, whicli
plants and animals exist with safety, and -without
which they would speedily freeze when the sun
had withdra-mi its rays. It is also the source of
great part of the radiation of heat into infinite
space, and so diminishes the du-ect radiation
from the sm-face of the earth. It is besides the
cause of the warmth of the summer -winds, by

effect at London at noon
j

which a part of the balmy influences of the
.882, and at mid-svinter is

I

tropics are wafted to our less favoured climes.

than 11 yeai-8. It can hardly be doubted that
these changes have an appreciable, though, pe
haps, minute effect on the climate of a particul:
place when compared with itself in successive
seasons. As yet, the conclusions of meteorologists
on this subject are only pro-visional, but much is

to be hoped from the researches of scientific

observers already in progress.

The effects arising from the obliquity of the
earth's axis to the plane of the ecliptic are much
more conspicuous, and better ascertained. From
this cause arise the successive seasons, -with the
grateful -vicissitudes of warmth in summer, cold
iu -winter, and the intei-mediate heat of spring
and autumn. The vertical or oblique dii-ection of
the sun's rays has material influence on tempera-
tiu-e, whether we consider the whole year, or a
day and night of 24 hoiu-s, which is in facta
miniatui-e picture of the whole year, midday and
midnight corresponding to the semestral solstices.

We may first direct attention to the results of
the geometrical position of the sun, simply con-
.'iidered. Within the tropics, the sun is vertical
at some place during the whole yeai-, at all places
-within the bounding cu'cles it is vertical twice a
year, and accordingly this vast belt, the Ton-id
Zone as it is called, is the warmest portion of the
earth's surface. Beyond the Tropics the tempera-
ture sensibly declines towards the Poles. The
warmth of summer and the cold of -winter are
due to the sun's obliquity, or distance from the
zenith when on the meridian. At the Tropic of
Cancer, for example, the sun is vertical at mid-
day on the 21st of Jime. Suppose its rays are
made to pass through an aperture, a foot square,
in a horizontal screen, on level ground they would
cover exactly 144 square inches. At nooii of that
d.iy at London the same bulk of rays (that is.

rays passing through an equal apertui-e, the
plane of which is perpendicular to their dii-ection)

woidd be spread over an area of 163.2 square
inches, while at noon of the -winter solstice they
would extend to an area of 629.9 square inches.
In mathematical limguage these areas are as the
co-secants of the angles ofelevation. On the other
hand, the intensity of Hght, and as it is supposed
of heat, the quantity being the same, is inversely
as the spaces covered, or directly as the sines
of the same angles. Calling then the effect

of light or heat, when the sun is vertical, 1

the correspondin;

In returning to the subject of Climate ik
Eelatiox to the Culture op Fbctt, we would
dii-ect attention to the Sun, the great source of
heat, and hence the grand i-uler of temperatm-e.
On a matter so elementary we can hardly expect
to say aught that is not more or less known to
most of om- readers ; but if we can promote
accuracy of thinking, or aid in discriminating
things which differ but are often confounded, we
shall not quite lose our labour.

It is kno-wn that the great luminai-y is subject
in itself to periodical variations, which to some
extent modify its light-giving and heat-emitting
properties. There is a procession of spots across
its disk, of vai-ying number and magnitude,
which appear to recm- in cycles of a Uttlo more

.259, that is, in the latter case it is little more
than one-fourth of what is duo to vertical sun-
shine. It is to be observed, however, that these
proportion;

surfaces.

Wc propose to continue the subject iu our next.

strictly apply' only to' hoiizontal *J'7,T'rfvnint-''''f r?'''''' ''i'^ n
-I? 4 -u 1, J -1.

I

"' "i^ CI^'CHO^A at Peermade. Dr. (

?I!7„?l.-?rV.,^l!! °}^':fl^t^°7. !

i-eportioK .W^ >e .progress, of this establishment.

From India, we
_ leiun th%t the Travaucore

for the cultvu'e

Cleghorn, in
1 ,- -J i. - i.1 ,, . I

--x'"-"v^ "i'".^ v"v i..«e,.i^.j ui Lui^ establishment,
snow on a bank or ridge facmg the south is

|

considers that attention should be speciaUv given to
thawed, while snow on level ground, and still the cidtivation of Cinchona and Tea, and that the
more on ground inclined to the north, remains ' g'^i'den should be placed under the superintendence of

unmelted. Indeed, this variation of heat has h'*''^^'* ^"''''P'^^'^'''"^'™""'''*^'-

reference almost exclusively to earth tempo-
|

^^'e may again remind those who intend to be
ratui-es. It has litUe dii-ect influence on the l li?'*"'F°''?

^''.*'^^ ^^^^^^ International Horticultural

temperatm-e of the fr-ee atmosphere. A plant or I l^Z}''!^\^^^Ti.}Alor°^^^^^£^^^^\Z
tree growmg perpendicularly from the ground, usual, but there is a reason for this. We are to have a
IS at least as favourably placed, relatively to Catalogue of the International Exhibition, which will
the sun, in winter as in summer ; a wall tree

|

doubtless prove to be a valuable memento of what will

on a south aspect is more favom-ably placed, for I

Probably be the gnrndest display of horticidtural skill

the sun looks right into the face of it; and the T™'' f?u^%^°"\',° ''''? *'''P''«P''';<''^ '? '''"^^ ''?.°-''

^, ,! „ •! ., ,. use nt thfi Show tnp rptnni^ inn«t. I-ia nTit.iino/1 ^a».14a,.
sun IS tm-ee millions of miles nearer the earth m I

January than in July ; and yet there is no per-
ceptible growth in the winter season. The black-
ball thermometer tells the same tale. Lt may,
indeed, be presented to the sun exactly in the same
way in Jauuai-y and in July ; if it is allowed to
hang perpeudioiilarly, the position is rather iu
favour of the foi-mer month ; yet the Chiswick
tables, taking an average of five years ( 1 836-1840
inclusive), give the 'maximum du-ect radiation of
the sun as 58°. 1 for January, and 106°. 7 for July

;

in other words, the effect of the direct rays of the
sun in winter is little more than half of what it is

iu summer. It is e-vident, therefore, that we
must seek for some other cause of the remark-
able decrease of -winter temperatui'es.

_
One main cause is to be found in, the absorji-

tion of light and heat while passing through the
atmosphere. It is obvious that if there is

absorption at all, its amoimt must bear some
proportion to the length of track which is

traversed by the sun's rays. The atmosphere
being, as it is supposed, a spheroidal envelope
of oui- terraqueous globe, the ti-ack of light
increases as the altitude of the sun decreases, and
consequently it is much longer- in winter than in
summer. Hence, too, the absorption of light
and heat is greater in. winter than in
summer. It is also longer in the morning and
the evening than at midday ; and therefore we

use at the Show, the returns must be obtained cirlier
than usual. It is a verj- small demand to make on indi-
vidual exhibitors, as a little forelhoueht wiU enable
them to supply the information required approximately
correct, and those who obtain the proper forms will
find that provision is made to receive corrections up
to within a few days of the Show.

Some of those who propose to exhibit in the
Class of Tender Variegated Plants at the 'Inter-
national ' may be glad to know th.at, in answer to an
application for information on the point, it has been
decided by the Committee that Agaves and Yucca
aloifolia variegata are to be accounted tender. These
-wdl form an index to other subjects in respect to which
the question might arise. Evidently, therefore, the
construction put upon the w-ording in this class, is,

that it simply means ' indoor ' plants, and stands in
ojiposition to the class of hardy or ' outdoor' subjects.

We understand that the Eoyal Horticultural
Society intend to hold a meeting early in May, of
which due notice mil be given, for the purpose of
ascertaining the views of the Florists and Horticul-
turists ofthis country, in regard to the French Exhibi-
tion of 18G7.

FLOAYEE GARDEN AT SANS SOUCI.
In the Gardeners' Chronicle of 1S63 (p. 1159)

.appeared a notice of the Royal G.ardens of Sans Souci at
Potsdam. It was there mentioned that the New Palace
is the summer residence of the Crown Prince and
Princess—" our Pruaoess Boyal." The general deco-
ration of the noble gardens at this place had been
of a mixed Dutch and Italian character, little consider-
ation having been paid to flowers and oolouij so that
they appeared to faU far short of the high taste
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:oiui)aiiyinij these remarks. jThe Gardeu
|

commencing the long avenue^with the large fountain
snown in me omer arraugemeuis. sjumeiumg oi luis

,

uesigu ;ii-comi)auyui|j iiiese remarKs. ITne Uaraeu commencing the long avenue with the laree fountair
must have been apparent to herJBoyaL Highness, wlio^ in aJl iibpul 2 Ihi(5lish,.acres, anjl looks in the distanoe.^Her Royal kighness has been intro
has prep:trecl and caused to be laid down the beautiful

I
singularly appropriate froitt the terrftSe t>r61nenade as

I dUcing our mo^ popular bedding plants lately am

fi

f

1, I,

• f

alks. ti Box edging, c. Flower lieds. d. Border of herbaceous.plants (HemerocaUis) to "beds of 'ivy (i). r. Avenue of rod-flowered Cliestnuts, parallel with
the long walk. /.Grass. y. Avenue of Platanus occidentalia, with statuary. A. Orange trees. ;. Ivy Ueds. <. Palace. !. Terrace. w. Steps..

doubtless in a little time the gardens of Sans Souci will
contain as much colour as the most noted of our English
ones do at present. John Fleming, Cliveden.

THE PROPERTIES AND USES OF OAK BARK.
A conEESPONDENT wishing to know something of

]Uie properties and uses of Bark, or, as gardeners call it,

Tan, 1 have endeavoured in tlie following^brief remarks
to supply the informatiou which he requires.

I presume it is Oak bark that is alluded to.

The properties thereof may be described aa"threefold:
first, the verj' useful one of taniiing hides into leather

;

secondly, that of generating heat when laid together
in a body ; and thirdly, that of fertilising and improving
the texture of soils. i

~ With regard to the first of those properties, I have
only to observe tiiat when the bark has perlbrmed the
office of tanning the hides into leather, it then becomes
refuse, and is thrown out of the pits, to be in most cases

got rid of in the easiest manner possible; and this

IS the point at which it becomes eligible for the use
of the gardener as a generator of heat. For this purpose
it was formerly in very much greater repute than it

is at the present day, the invention of heating garden
structures by means of the circulation of hot water
through pipes and gutters, having almost entirely super-
seded its use ; and both on the score of economy, the
steadiness, and command of heat, and general efficiency,

this source of heat is in every way preferable. Yet at the
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same time, as there are possibly many cir<:-nmstani;fs

in which it may be desirable to make use of a material

easily obtained and cheaply worked, I ivill endeavour

to detail a few of the uses to which Tan may be put lor

the gardener's pun)0se. In the first place I can only

travel in an already well-beaten track when I remark

that it may be used for the purpose of furnishing

a bottom-heat in pits for the culture of the Pme-apple

;

also for the same purpose in a bark stove for the culture

of tropical plants, and for furnishing the bottom-heat

to pits in tie propagating house. For all the above

and other like purposes it mai/ be employed, but i

repeat that, unless urgent circiunstances require its

use, and it is ahnost if not quite on the premises, it is

not worth the trouble, expense, and inconvenience

which its use occasions.
.

As, however, there may be such circumstances 1

will just add that the mode of preparing it for the

above purposes is simple enough. The first great

principle is to avoid overheating, to which it is yery

liable, and consequently it must never be used in a

fresh state, as the heat is often very violent at first ;
and

even after what is considered a due preparation the

greatest watchfulness is necessary, as the heat some-

times rises in a mysterious manner, so high even m a

single night as to burn the roots of the plants which

are plunged into it. In order to guard against this,

whenever pits are to be renovated or entirely filled

with new material, it should be laid out under an open

shed and turned over twice a week until the violent

heat is e.-shausted, and has become not only general

through the mass of bark, but sweetened, that is,

losing that rank nauseous smell which is characteristic

of fresh bark. To assist this process it should be

slightly moistened at each turning, and in about five

weeks it will be safe to remove it to the pit. It is

always desirable to mix a portion of old bark with the

new, as it helps to correct the tendency to a violent

heat, and also to sweeten it: but when from neces-

sity it is all fresh, the greatest care must be

taken not to plunge any pots into it until it is clearly

ascertained that the heat is steady, and rather

declining than on the rise. For example, when the

bottom-heat ranges at 90', the pots may be placed on
the top preparatorj- to plunging, and after a few days,

when the heat is rather on the decline, they may be

plunged either wholly or partially according to the

judgment of the operator. The.se little niceties of

practice cannot be described,—they must be acquired

by attention and experience.

In a space of time, varying according to circum-

stances from three to six months, the heat will lie

getting considerably below 70', when it will be proper to

remove the pots, and moisten and thoroughly stir up

the bark ; this will probably generate a temperature

of 80' ormore, which will last for some time; but whenit
declines much below that temperature, it will be neces-

sary to add fresh tan, which has been previously

prepared by frequent turnings as before advised. The
quantity required to be added will at all times depend
upon the state of the tan in the bed ; if that is in a very

much comminuted or decomposed state it vrill be best

to pass it all through a moderately fine sieve to get out

all the dust and fine stuff', and then to add a sufficient

quantity of newly prepared material to fill up the bed,

after which the whole should be well moistened and
thoroughly mixed up together, guarding as before

against the violent heat likely to arise at first, and
which will be more or less according to the quantity of

newly-prepared material added, and which indeed

forms the criterion as to the depth to which the pots

may be plunged. These are the principal operations

connected with the uses of bark as a means of

supplying boltom-heat.
I may also mention that I have seen very splendid

Melons grown in a frame placed on a large heap of tan

which had been thrown on one side, and in which the

heat had become partially exhausted. In this situation

Melons flourished in a most healthyand fruitful manner,
but of course they were subjected to the usual routine of

management as regards soil, watering, &c., and the

bark could only be considered as a substitute for a
hot-bed, thus shelving that where bark is plentiful there

is no reason why it should not be brought under the

routine of preparation, and be used instead of stable

litter for the purpo.se of supplying bottom-heat both
for Melons and Cucumbers.
The most economical use however which can be

made of the refuse bark of the tanner's yard is its

application as a manure to certain kinds of soil.

Perhaps,when thoroughly comminuted and decomposed
into the condition of black mould, it may be applied

with advantage to any kind of land, but, generally

speaking, its application will be found most beneficial

to cold strong lands. When prepared either by decom-
position, incineration, or charring, it has been found in

practice, that its application to such lands has been
more lasting in the good effect it has had upon them,
than would have been produced by double the quantity

of farmyard manure, which may partly arise from the

slowness of its decomposition. Nor is this to be

wondered at when we consider that the ashes of Oak
bark are found upon analysis to contain seven per

cent, of soluble salts, three of earthy phosphates, 66 of

earthy carbonates, Ij of silica, and two of metallic

o.vides, all of which substances contribute very much
to supply the waste consequent upon exhaustive
cropping, as well as to improve the texture and increa.se

the fertiUty of soils. John Cox.

NOTES ON NEW FEUITS.
[The following notes on various new fruits are selected from

the recently published reports of the Fruit Committee of the

Royal Horticultural Society.]

Bailbrook SeedUiig .-tijpfe—This Apple, sent by Mr.
Cooling, of Bath, was raised at Bailbrook, Batheaston,
near Bath, and belongs to the Irish Peach class. It is

a beautiful and verj' early dessert Apple, tender-fleshed,

n ith a balsamic flavour ; recommended as a handsome,

early, dessert Apple, ripe in the beginning of August.

Lord Burghtey Apple—A seedling Apple, of unusual

excellence for March, the season at which it was shown.

It was exhibited by Mr. House, of Peterborough, and

is of medium size, roundish, slightly flattened, some-

what bluntly angular on the side, and ridged on the apex,

this ridging being caused by the prominent termination

of the side angles. The skin is of a deep golden yellow,

becoming a clear shining crimson on the sunny side, the

whole siu-face dotted over with large russet specks, hke

the Golden Eeinette. The eye is somewhat closed, and

set in a deepish basin, which is uneven in consequence

of the angles which terminate there. The stalk is

half-an-inch to three-quarters long, frequently a mere

knob. The flesh is yellowish, very tender, leaving but

little marc in the mouth, very juicy, sneet, and with

a fine Pine flavour and rich aroma. This delicious

Apple appears as if it would keep till June. Apart

from its excellent quality, it is highly ornamental, and

has a tenderness of flesh and flavour similar to Cox s

Orange Pipiiin. It received a First-class Certificate.

Oidtoa Siissef Apple—A seedling raised near Oulton

Park, and exhibited by Mr. "Wills, while gardener at

that place. It is a handsome-looking medium-sized

fruit, somewhat flattened in shape, and ridged round

the apex. The flesh is tender, and has a very pleasant

flavour. The tree has the merit of being a constant

bearer, according to Mr. Wills's observations during

four seasons. .

Frogmore Earhi Bigarreau CT^rry.—This was raised

by Mr. Ingram, of Frogmore. It is of large size, almost

white where shaded, and with a brilliant crimson cheek

where exposed to the sun. The flesh is remarkably

tender and richly flavoured. It received a First-class

Certificate.

Frogmore Farh/ Crown Cherry— Also a seedling

from Mr. Inerain, of Frogmore, and about 10 days

earlier than May Duke. It is a small red variety, and

when fuUv ripe of rich flavour.

Large Purple Oean Cherry—Yrom Messrs. Elvers,

This comes in after all the Bigarreaus are over.

Love Apple CAfrry.—This variety belongs to the

Late Duke class. The fruit is very large, an inch

across, with a colourless juice, and fun-owed like a

Tomato. It was sent by Messrs. Elvers.

Black Bordeaux ernpe.—Received by Messrs. Eivers

under the name of Muscat a gros grains ; it was much
more sugary than the Black Hamburgh, and a month

Diamant Traube Grape.—A fine large fomi of

Chasselas, vrith a pure Sweetwater flavour. The
bunches are large, and the berries unusually so. It is

a valuable early Grape, ripening in a cool house in

August, and it will hang as long as the Barbarossa

without exhibiting any symptoms of decay. This was

awarded a First-.-lass Certificate.

Earli/ Silnr Froiifi'iiuu, Grape.-Tlus Grape has a

very thin skill, anrl is 8 or 10 days later than Golden

Frontignan, and the same number of days earlier than

the Black Ilaiiil)iirgh. The berries are also larger than

Golden Fri>iitiL'iiau. It came from Messrs. Elvers.

Earh, Umiiruii Cfrape.—The Muscat dc Sinyrne of

the French ; 't is a form of 'miite Frontignan, not so

earlv as Golden Frontignan, but hardier, and mil

probably succeed out of doors ; at all events it will ripen

in an ordinary greenhouse. From Messrs. Rivers.

Golden Frontignan Grape. — This is the Muscat

Salomon of the French. It is three weeks earlier than

the Black Hamburgh, and produces bunches from

12 to 18 inches long. The coloiu- is golden or deep

amber. From Messrs. Eivers.

Lateroade Noir Grape.—A large oval Grape, with

dark black pun'le skin, and covered with a thin prey

bloom ; the flesh is tender, but not richly flavoured, in

which rfs)ici't it is inferior to Lady Downes' Grape.

Mii.icri/ Champion G(V7;if .—This is a most valuable

acquisition, haviiii: berries as large as those of the

Mill Hill llanibiir'-'h, with a strong admixture of the

Muscat flavour. It came from Jlr. Veitch.

OuUon Park Hnhrid Jfp?o)i.—This Melon was raised

by Mr. Wills. It is of medium size, round, and with a

salmon-coloured, not quite scarlet flesh. The flesh is

wonderfully tender and melting, and very rich in

flavour. It received a First-cla.ss Certificate.

Frogmore Golden Peach. — A seedling freestone

variety raised by Mr. Ingram. It is not so large as

Crawlbrd's Early, nor so delicious as that and some

other of the yellow-fleshed sorts.
.

Lord Palmersfon Peach.— A seedling raised by

Messrs. Eivers, of Sawbridgeworth. It is of large size,

and rather pale colour, having only a little red on the

side next the sun ; and the flesh is remarkably firm, and

richly flavoured. It was rai,sed from a variety obtained

from the Pavie de Pompone, and retains in some

measure the character of its graudparent, m being

very deeply stained with red at the stone, and having

the flesh rather adherent. This will prove one of the

best, as it is one of the largest of late Peaches. It received

a First-class Certificate.

Slindon Park Peach.—A seedling from the Late

Admirable, raised by Mr. A. Stewart, of Shndon Park

It is a freestone, as large as the Late Admirable, and of

excellent flavoiu- for a late kind. It received a First

class Certificate.

Seedling Peach.—A seedling Peach was exhibited by

Jonathan Clarke, Esq., The Mall, Chiswick, gathered

from a standard 10 or 12 years old, and which bears

well every year. The fruit was very large, roundish

tinged ivith red next the sun ; flesh pale, slightly rayed

with red at the stone, from which it parts ;
it was a

little astringent, but from its very large size, and

ripening on a standard, it was recommended to be

tried against a wall. The tree has leaves ivith reniform

glands.
Prince Consort Pear.—A large and handsome Pear,

in shape somewhat resembling a very large Marie

Louise or Van Mons Leon le Clcrc, and mea.suring

sometimes as much as 5 inches in length, and 3i inches

in width. The skin is yellowish-green; the flesh

vellowish, finn, very juicy and rich, vrith a sort of

Gansel's Bergamot flavoiu-. This, which is a seedling

raised by the Eev. John Huyshe, of Clysthydon, near

Exeter, received a First-class Certificate.

Autumn Compote Plum.—A seedling raised by Messrs.

Eivers, from La Delicieuse. It is a valuable culinary

Plum, ripening a week before the Belle de Septembre,

and much resembling the Victoria in the habit of the

tree, and in bearing abimdantly.
Belle de Sepiemhre Plum.— Also sent by Messrs.

Eivers. It is a valuable culinary Plum ; its usual

time of ripening is towards the end of September.

Gordon Castle Plnm.—A large obovate greenish-

yellow Plum, which promises to be of considerable

merit. It was raised at Gordon Castle, and was sent

by Messrs. Lee, of Hammersmith.

Home Correspondence.
Melons in the Open Air.— l am anxious for advice

about how to grow Melons in the open air. My only

authority on the subject is Loudon, who says:—
" Mr. Williams, of Fitmaston. has for several years been

trying to give increased hardiness to the Melon by

grooving it in the open air. He does not state what
varieties he grows, &c." Any of your correspondents,

therefore, who will kindly give me the names of any
varieties that will be likely to succeed in the open air,

will greatly oblige me. W. Bayley, Llandaff, S. Wales.

Double Flowers on Variegated-leaved Plants. —
Important aids are sometimes derived from deeper

sciences and wider views than the agents in the

common branches of industry can be expected to

reach. It will be readily allowed, that however these

may help, nevertheless they can by no means supersede

the improvements which unlearned sagacity and
vigilance produce. It is stated in your Paper of

March 31, that " we have yet to learn a great deal

before we rightly understand the nature of double

flowers or the conditions required to produce them."

I should consider that statement a true one, but I

.should doubt the supposed fact pointed out by
Prof. Morren, who holds that " variegated leaves and
double flowers never occur on the same individual.

'

It may be wrong for an old and out-of-the-way

gardener to controvert any statement made by persons

more learned than he can lay claim to be ; but there are

so many positive a,ssertions made from time to time,

some of which have scarcely a leg to stand upon, that

persons must be cautious in laying hold upon
everything that is presented to them. No doubt

we snail soon be told

—

The bees shall loath the flower and quit the hive.

And Saughs (Willows) on boggy groiuid shall cease to thrive.

" B. S." tells us (p. 290) that one of Fortune's variegated

Camellias, which has lately flowered in Mr. Bull's

establishment, is calculated to strengthen Prof. Morren's

position. I have a Camellia plant in flower just now,

which I think would have a tendency to weaken the

position taken up by the Professor in question. The
leaf enclosed will show you that it has not got an
overdose of chlorophyll, and the flowers are double

enough and large enough, for one that I measured

was fully 5 inches in diameter. Surely there were

variegated Camellias with double flowers in this counti-y

long before Mr. Fortune went to China. I think mine
can tell an older story, but I should require a

Dictionary of Dates at my elbow to be certain. If there

is any truth in the claims of the Chinese to an

extravagant antiquity, many wonderful things must
have beeu produced in that country. Ninety-six

millions of years might satisfy Darwin, Lyell, and
Bowring regarding the origin of species by variation,

starting from the lowest organisms of the old red sand-

stone. P. M. P.
Culture of Tobacco, and Manufacture of it for Ftmi-

gating Purposes.—V your readers nill try the following

"method of manufacturing tobacco after it is groivn, it

will save them a deal of expense where tobacco-paper

has to be purchased for purposes of fumigation. Every

gardener knows that the Tobacco-plant grows freely

in this countrj' out of doors in the summer time.

Therefore all that is necessary to be done is merely to

sow the seed in March in shallow pans or boxes, and

give them a little heat. The seed mil soon germi-

nate, and when the plants are large enough to

get hold of with finger and thumb, prick them
into other boxes, as you would do Celery. After

this operation they will require a little heat to start

them into growth again. Harden them to the weather

by degrees, and by the end of May they will be ready

to plant out in the open ground. 1 have also seen the

seed sown out of doors at the end of May, and
germinate prettv freely, but sowing as just directed is

the best plan. 1?he next thing is to choose a nice rich

warm comer of the garden for the plants ; let it be where

they will have the fidl benefit of sun, and as much
shelter from high winds as possible. They should be

planted a yard apart every way, and eagerly defended

from the ravages of slugs, which are sure to devour

the young plants if not watched. The best way is

to place two or three Cabbage leaves round

each plant, and if Mr. Slug is about, you will easily

apprehend him. As the plants increase in growth they

will be all the better for being staked, and they must

not suffer from want of water during dry weather.

Let me now show to the best of my abilities how
tobacco may be manufactured advantageously for

fumigating purposes. The leaves will be ready

for gathering about the beginning or middle of

September, but before that time many of the under

leaves will have begun to decay. So, as soon

as they are observed to change colour, they should be

cut from the plant, and preserved until the general

crop is gathered, which ought to take place on a nice
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sunny day. Cutall the leaves from the plants, and lay not be passed over. I cannot believe that the fai . ...

them in the sun to dry, turning them over several there being so noble a charity amongst us would lessen
time.s during the day. If the night is likely to be wet, ' us in the respect of our foreign friends who may be
collect them into a heap and protect them from the rain.

!
present ; if they will help us we would thank them if

When the leaves have become perfectly withered, and
not likely to heat when put away, twist them together
as you would do in making a hay band, and coil them
into a barrel or box ; serve the stems in the same
manner, close all tightly up, and let them remain so
for about two months. At the end of that time take
out a few of the leaves and put them into a vessel,
adding about half a gallon of water and Ij lb. of raw
sugar: let the whole boil slowly for an hour." Untvrist
the rest of the leaves, and sprinkle the face of each with
a little of this decoction, laying the one on the top of
the other as you proceed, and put them evenly into a
box, which has a lid made to fit the interior, by which
you will be able to press the whole firmly down. In a
short time the tobacco will be fit for use, and capable
of killing any insect with which plants may be infected,
if judiciously applied. Brassica.

Social Position of Gardeners.—The scheme of the
Eoj;al Horticultural Society in connection with the

not, they may, thinking charity begins at home, go and
do likewise. That many home supporters would be
added to the subscription list I think you will agree
with me in believing. G. P., Ju.

Foreign Correspondence.
On some Ameeic.^n Oiks, Beech, and Chestnut

—On looking over the recent volume of DeCandolle's
Prodromus, treating of the Cupulifera?, I think the
learned author is mistaken in several matters relating
to some American trees; and as I gather from an
expression in one of your notes, that American trees
interest many of your readers, I take the opportunity
to point out the errors in question,
Quercus heterophylla, Mx.

'

^ ~ ^. ^ ,'-;-' > - classed as a variety of
O. atiuatica, JFa/f.

; but its proper alliance is with Q
^.^„_, .„ ,,„uuc^v.„u ,.,„„ ^.,„ 1 hellos, i. Dried specimens of heterophylla have, by

Society of Arts relative to gardeners' examinations is a [l^^i^on of their polvmorphism, a strong resemblance to
very good one, and provided its advantages could be ' 9' ^"i|'ca, but the living plants show clear distinc-
extended to every properly qualified gardener, in the ,

"°"^- .^", reference to Q. aquatica, his " propter folia
shape of a certificate according to his attainments, it i

perennia deserves more weight than it receives. The
would be all that could be desired as a means of sepa- jeaj'es of the heterophylla fall at once with Q. Phellos

;

rating the really deserving gardeners from those '"" '° .™"^ latitude the leaves of Q. aquatica stay on
spurious pretenders whose name is legion, and who '

gre"" "" near Christmas. Of course this alone would
are one of the principal causes of low wages, and many

i

°^ ^° specific distinction, but it is one of many. No
other evils which beset the gardener. I fear however P^son seeing them growing within a few miles of each
that the scheme of the Society is not sufficiently
known, for in many instances the gardener has not an
opportunity to procure the leading horticultural
publications, by which he would be informed of what
is taking place relative to the improvement of his

other, but would decide at once the affinity was with
Q. Phellos. DeCandolle says of Q. heterophylla,
" Unica arbor olim in fundo Bartrami prope Philadel-
phiam ;" but of late years it has been found by Dr

- - -„ ^ ,„ .„ ,.,„,^,„^„„ „, „„ Joseph Leidy, Edward Tatnal, and other eminent
profession, &c. The Society would, in my opinion, botanists, in New Jersey and other place-s, and by
confer a great favour on gardeners by occasionally

I

"lysflf in Delaware. But the most satisfactory proof
causing an advertisement to be inserted, fully explaining I

of "" '* "^^t of two seedlings from the original tree
their whole scheme, the local examinations, &c., I

('^^,,0''' tree being many years dead), one is a perfect „.r.„.v, » ..„...,,

together with the names of the places where theexami- 1

^ Cellos, the other (now in the garden of the Jlarshall from the Society's Garden,

other necessary details. Were this done, few of us would [

^ork on American trees

remain in ignorance of what every gardener ou'-ht to ^ true Q. heterophylla.
know. I assure " W. P. R." that if there are 10 placesm this county where gardeners can be examined, I have
not yet been able to find them out. F. K., Worcester-
shire,

Vitis opaca, a Vine of rather wide distribution
through the warmer parts of Ea-st Australia, is remark-
able for producing as many as from eight to ten large
tubers to each plant. Mr. Thonet, an intelligent
observer of the vegetation around Rockhampton, found

' Arbustum Americanum "),

Quercus Leeana, Nu/i, is retained as a good species.
I have not been able to get living specimens, but the
prevailing impression is that this also is but a variety
of Q. Phellos or Q. imbricaria, which two often run
pretty near each, other.
Quercus tinctoria, Bartram, is reduced to a variety

of Q. coccinea, Wavgh. Many of the characters given
by authors as marking each kind, are certainly common

__. .,_, „j,.„„, .„„m.
I

to both; but there are some which permanently
that the produce of one plant in tubers might weigh as '

distinguish them not often noticed. The scales of the
much as 20 lb. to 25 lb. These tubers, though insipid, I

""P in Q. tinctoria are free at the apex, giving the
are eagerly sought by the natives for food. F. M. cupule a hurry "appearance. In Q. coccinea the scales

Cattleya amethystoglossa.—iiy friend H. G. Rchb ^re closely appressed, and the cup has a smooth,
fil. says :

" This species has not been well understood iii
polished, mahogany appearance. The colour of the

England, Mr. R. Warner having unfortunately repre- ,

"osh of the nut of Q. tinctoria is of a deep orange
sented the splendid white and amethyst variety of oolour

; in the Q. coccinea it is white, or very faintly
Cattleya guttata, which we have called Prinzii, in lieu tinged with yellow. These are constant specific differ-
of the true plant." The misfortune, if any, arises from

I

^"ces. Practically, the trees cannot well be confounded.
Mr. Linden having many years ago sent to England

I

'^'"^ ^'^^^ of the Scarlet Oak is clear and smooth,
under the name attached to it, the plant from which my resembling, often exactly, Q. rubra. That of Q. tinctoria
drawing was taken. Mine is the onginal plant, so named '*' extremely rugose, often more so than any American
by Linden, and if one cannot depend on a botanist like '^"^ '< t^e timber, too, is very distinct.

Linden for the correct name of an Orchid on whom
I

Keferring to Fagus, M. De CandoUe retains F. ferru
ginea Ait., distinct from F. .sylvatica, i., rather, as it

would seem, in deference to the views of the late Dr.
Bronifield ; for when he comes to Castanea, where the
relative differences between the European and American
forms are precisely the same, he reduces C. americana
to a variety of C. vulgaris. Lam.
You did me the honour several years ago, to reprint

can we depend when a said-to-be new Orchid is adver-
tised for sale on the Continent? Sobert Warner,
Broon\field.

Gardeners' Wages.~\ think when " An Employer "

hears me through to the end he will admit that, while
claiming an equitable wage for gardeners, I have been
equally careful to be just to employers. Iseenoreason ,

-— —- — -..^ ««..««., ..^. v. ..i ,,c<..o osu, uu.cijulu
to fear the evil he adverts to. In the present ('ay there '

f™" the Proceedings of the Academy of Natural
is no danger of the supercession of gardening by other Sciences a paper on the relative difierences between
pursuits. The demand for gardening pleasure and '

•''"'od species of American and European trees (see
gardeners' skill, is everywhere growing. Our request ™'- for 1862, p. GfiO). These distinctions are particularly
for a higher wage will neither arrest its progress, nor I

"oil marked in the cases of the Chestnuts and Beeches,
limit the number employed. As a matter of fact' low '^^^ relative differences, as there pointed out, are so

'
strongly marked, and so constant, that I am sure, when
understood, no American tree, so far as at present
known, will be classed otherwise than as having a
distinct organisation of its own. The singular
uniformity of these differences is surprising. Having
described how the American species of Fagus differs
from its ally of Europe, the same characters exactly
describe the differences between the Planes, Lindens,
Oaks, Ashes, Birches, and aX\ other genera that have
representatives on either side of the Atlantic. When
one understands this difference in one case—say, for
instance, between Fagus ferruijinea and Fagus sylvatica,
he can tell at once the American from the European
allied species, in all cases, where he has had before no
experience, even though the name and order of the
plants should be quite unknown to him. T. M., Ger-
mantown, near Philadelphia,

wages does not mean the employment of greater
numbers. The number out of work is greatest when
wages are lowest. The chief distinction between a
high and low wage system, is not in the number,
but in the character of the men employed. Those who
give the lowest wage employ the worst men in the
labour market, and leave the best idle. Those, on
the contrary, who give a better wage employ the
best, and leave the worst unemployed. It is easy to see
which mode of payment is the best for the employer.
Neither is a low wage equivalent to cheapness of labour
It IS generally just the opposite of this. In those
counties where wages are lowest, the absolute price
of any given quantity of work is invariably the highest
It IS emphatically so in gardening. Where the gardener
IS worst paid, the expense of keeping the garden in pro-
portion to Its produce and size, is nearly always the
highest. And it must be so until man can be converted
into a mere steam-engine. The fact is, the question of
wages cannot be solved apart from moral considerations
After all, it is only love that can make our cheerful
feet in swift obedience move, and that can give that
promptitude of head and nimbleness of finger upon
which all effective work ultimately depends. Under
such a motive power, which, however, can only be
inspired by just treatment, a greater amount of work
can be performed, infinitely more profitable and
plea.sant to "An Employer," thanlany that can be
extracted under the tight strain of the low-wa"e
regimen. D. T. Fish.

Gardeners' Moyal Benevolent Institution.—Amidst
the mas.ses of noble plants which will fill the banks of
the ample erection for the International Exhibition,
might not room be found for an inscription calling
attention to the Gardeners' Benevolent Institution?A wider knowledge of the Society's existence is so
desirable, that so good an opportunity should

Australian Fesns.—Wliile lately engaged in
examining critically all the Ferns hitherto found in
Australia, I was reminded of the likelihood that very
many of our southern species could be grown without
protection in the south of Britain. In No. 36 of my
' Fragmenta," an enumeration of all the species is

printed, and of these I regard at least the following to be
hardy in the milder parts of Britain, viz. :—Lycopodium
densum, L. laterale, L. scariosum, L. volubile, Sela-
ginella uliginosa, Psilotum triquetrum, Tmesipteris
tannensis, Schizasa fistulosa, S. dichotoma, Todea
africana, Gleichenia flabellata, G. dicarpa, G. circinata,
Trichomanes venosum, Hymenophyllum demissum,
Cyathea medullaris, Alsophila australis, Dicksonia
antarctica, Alsophila Leichhardtii, Davallia dubia,
Lindsaa. linearis, Adiantura formosum, A. his-

pidulum, Blechnum striatum, B. cartilagineum,
B. Ifevigatum, Lomaria capensis, L. discolor, L.
vulcanica, L. lanceolata, L. alpina, L. fluviatilis, L.

r'^\nr.'uh '-'Ih'.';'""'/?
teiiuifoli,-i, C. distans, C. vellea,

L. hirsuta Iteris falcata, P. incisa, P. comans, P
P '^r°r,'n-™ifX^™p' ^ •

^'«,"*='' I'olypodium aust'rale:
P. Grammitidis, P. scandens, P. rugulosum, Pserpens Doodia caudata, D. aspera, Asplenium
attenuatum, A. furcatum, A. flabeffifolium, A. bulbi-ferum, A flacoidum, A. umbrosum, Nephrodium
decompositum, Aspidium coriaceum, and A. hispidum
Evidently many of the New Zealand Ferns need no
housing in the South of England if places were arti-
ficially prepared for them resembling the localities in
which Hymenophyllum tunbridgense spontaneously
occurs. Vast numbers of Ferns might also readily be
transferred from North America and extra-tropical
Asia to such spots. An assemblage of Ferns of all
parts of the globe, as far as they would endure the
British clime, if made in one of your great institutions
would be very interesting. Ferd. Mueller. [Dr
Jluellers views as to the " hardiness " of many of the
foregoing Ferns must be taken with considerable
limitation.]

^ocittits.
Royal Horticulttral : A^'ril U( Weekly 57iOir).—Mr Turner

of the Royal Nurseries, Slough, showed on this occasion various
handsomely-grown and well-aowered Azaleas, and an interest-
ing group of Roses in pots was furnished by Mr. Wm Paul
Hyacinths, Tulips, and other bulbous plants in blossom, were
shown by Messrs. Cutbxish, Bartlett, and Young, from all ofwhom also came collections of miscellaneous plants. Messrs
Lee and Mrs. Hooke likewise showed in the last-named class
April 17.—W. Wilson Saunders. Esq., in the Chair. After the

election of 15 new Members, and the affiliation of two Societies
the usual announcement of awards was made, and the
Rev. M. J. Berkeley oflfered a few remarks on the different
subjects exhibited. Aspidistra Sieboldii, from Mr. Bull,
which has leaves sometimes all white, and at other times
wholly green or striped with white, was not considered to
present a distinct case of variegation. It was mentioned in
reference to the genus Aspidistra that it is remarkable for thesm^ar structure of its flowers, especially of the stigma,
which bears considerable resemblance to a Mushroom,

c-apense, aflowering plant of which was exhibited
stated to belong unfortunately

-iii/uijuitu wasa ut piuiiLa. It IS howevcr sweet-scented,
and it was mentioned that if by hybridisation the perfume of
C. capense could be infused into other species they might
possibly become greater favourites. To Pitcaimia tabulra-
formis,,which has a flat table-like habit, and to Nidularium
Pinelii, a plant nearly related to the Pine-apple, attention was
next directed, as well as to Psychotria macrocephala, from
Mr. Bull. Concerning the last, a fine plant with large deep
green leaves, and close terminal panicles of fleshy snow-white
blossoms, it was stated that it was possibly not a Psychotria
at all, but a Rudgea. The genus Psychotria is nearly allied
to Coffea. Emetic properties arc assigned to the roots of
one of the species, and a decoction from another
(P. noxia) is said to be used in Brazil for poisoning
mice and rats.

^
Magni ficent cut blooms of Rhododen-

dron Aucklandii, each measuring some 5 inches across,
were shown by Mr. Cox, gr. to J. Wells, Esq., of Red-
leaf.

^
Those of R. Griffithii, shown at the last fortnightly

meeting, were more tubular than Mr. Cox's blossoms, which
otherwise greatly resembled them. An exhibition of cut
Camellias from the Society's Garden at Chiswick, next came
under notice. These were the produce of three plants of
an old kind called the Middlemist'a Red, which at one time
were kept in pits under glass, but which have now
for many years occupied a position in the open air on the
north side of a wall, where they generally flower freely,
and this season are hterally masses of bloom. From
Mr. Edmonds, gr. to the Dowager Duchess of Sutherland,
were magnificent blooms of many of the finer kinds of
Camellia, and also of the large showy C. reticulata, a noble
tree of which, loaded with blossom, now stands in the centre
of the Conservatory at Chiswick House. A cut specimen of
Wellingtonia gigantea, bearing male catkins, was furnished by
Mr. Cox, making the second time that the Wellingtonia has
been shown in that condition. A basketful of Peziza lanugi-
nosa was contributed by Mr. Edmonds, who found it under
Cedar trees at Chiswick House. It g.'owa like Truffles beneath
the surface, and until recently was not considered to be
indigenous to Britain. Examples of it of English growth
were first furnished by Mrs. Sumner ; Mr. Berkeley there-
fore proposes to call it P. lanuginosa Sumneriana. It was
mentioned at the Last meeting that experiments were being
made at Chiswick in rcg.ird to the growth of Truffles. Others
are now in operation there with respect to the growth of
esculent Fungi. It is generally imagined that only one kind of
Mushroom springs up in artificially prepared beds ; but the fact

is that various kinds not unfrequently make their appearance.
In addition to ordinary Mushrooms there are also many
other varieties, both of these, and of other eatable Fungi, with
which people are unacquainted ; and it is with the view of

bringing some of these into notice that the experiment in

question has been undertaken, A case was mentioned in

which Boletus edulis had been found a good substitute for

butcher's meat ; and during the autumn months the amount
of food yielded by field Mushrooms to the country poor is

very considerable. Mr. Berkeley mentioned that the books
written by Dr. Badham, Mr. Cooke, and Dr. Hogg on esculent

Fungi might be consulted with advantage ; and that with the

thai

of diffusing more information respecting these esculents

at present exists, a gentleman v/ell acquainted with such

latters has been appointed to make drawings of all eatable

kinds of Fungi for the Kensington Museum.
Mr. Batemansaid that he had intended to offer a few remarks

on Dendrobium MacCarthiae, the "Rainy-month flower"

of Ceylon ; but as his plant of that fine species had through

some accident not arrived, he would defer his observations on it

till next meeting. He alluded to the recently-introduced

Epidendrum erubescens in terms of the highest praise, adding

that it was not only the finest of Epidendra, but alsa

one of the most beautiful of Orchids. Concerning:

Schomburgkia tibicinis he explained that it was named;

generically in compliment to the late Sir Robert Schombiu^k ;:

that the word tibicen meant trumpeter, and was:

applied with reference to the pseudobulbs, which, arc

long, large, and hollow, and which are used by boys in

Honduras as tnmipets, much in the same way as rustic

urchins in this country use cow-boms, to which the pseudo-

bulbs in question bear great resemblance. Native specimens,,

however, are often tenanted by fiery ants, the severity of whose
sting renders their dislodgement by no means a pleasant occu-

pation. Allusion was then made to various unusually well-

flowered Trichopilias from Messrs. Veitch, to whom Mr.

Bateman's Challenge Medal has been awarded for the gi-eatest',

number of Orchids furnished during the last two years to the^

Society's fortnightly meetings, and to whom also a Lindlcy

Medal was awarded on this occasion. A magnificent spike of
Odontoglossum Pescatorei, from Mr. Pilcher, gr. to S. Buckor,,

Esq., was adverted to as an example of what cool treat-

ment and skilful cultivation can effect, giving visions/

of beauty such as could never hay^ been realised undei:
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the old mode of managing such plants. Single blossoms of

this fine species bear considerable resemblance to those of

O. Alexandra;, but the mode of production in each case is very

different, those of the last-named kind being borne in racemes,

while Pescatorei has its flowers in branched p.anicles. After

aUuding to a small plant of the white-blossomed Dendrobium
Heyneanum, shown by Mr. Dean, gr. to the Earl of Harrowby,
Mr. Batemau dii-ected attention to two species of Callixenc

(Luzuriaga), viz., erecta and polyphylla, miscalled radicans,

plants belonging to the same famUy as the LUy of the V.illey,

and which under proper treatment may be made to confer a

grace and a charm on every greenhouse. The kind called

radicans Mr. Bateman received some 10 years ago along with

Rhododendrons from Messrs. Standish & Noble. He tried it

out of doors, but even a mUd winter nearly killed it.

He then planted it in the bed of a conservatory,

where it covered the ground with a dense leafy carpet running

in all directions, till at length its slender branches caught hold

of the stem of a plant of Berberis nepalensis, up which they

ran, and apparently acquiring fresh life and vigour as they pro-

gressed, they soon covered the Bei-bcny stem. They did not

even object to climb over the harsh husky stems of Tree Ferns.

While on the ground no flowers were detected, but when thus

supported delicate little white blossoms were produced in

abundance. Plants of this Callixene were sent by Messrs.

Standish & Noble to the Royal Gardens at Kew, and it was
figured in the "Botanical Magazine" in 1860. In the volume
for that ycir it is stated to come from the extreme south of

Chili, where it is found running over trunks of trees, enlivening

them with its bright green leaves, glaucous beneath, and its

. drooping white flowers.

Mr. Wilson S.axmder3 stated that he had the Callixene in

question, but that with him it did not run freely, a circum-

. stance which was attributed to its being kept in a pot.

April 17 (Floral Committee).—lAr. baiter received a First

the Indian neivspapers to dwell on them here ; the

climax to them was, the e.xtortion by insult rather

than by force of a treaty purporting to cede large

portions of British territory to the Bhotanese, which
was a summary turning of the tables on the Envoy, who
came to seek redress for grievances on the part of his

own Government.
Mr. Eden has been both praised and blamed for his

conduct in this matter. Surgeon Kennie goes so far as

to justify him. In our apprehension sucu an action

under such circumstances is neither strictly laudable

nor blameable, whilst the term justifiable as little applies

to it. Excusable it may have been—probably was. Mr.
Eden had others to consider besides himself, whence it

became a question of expediency, involving in all

probability the lives of his party, as well as his own.
To follow the miUtary operations for the recovery of

our lost national honour along the jungly tropical

malarious frontiers of Assam and Bhotan is our next

task, and a very weary one it is. With a proverbial

eye to the main chance, Britain's first step was to annex a

good shoe ofthe Bhotanese territory bordering on its own,

and one sure to pay if it could only be held, and defended

from aggressions by its former occupiers. To effect

this two columns of troops were marched into it, which
captured, after some disasters, successively various

presented ! The map is in character in point of con-
tents and execution, and the whole is little creditable
to the Uterature of the day.

Books Eeceited.—The Popular Science Seview
amply sustains its welUeamed repute in this number.
Dr. Hicks contributes an interesting article on that
favourite plant with microscopists, the Volvox globator.
Mr. J. T. Taylor gives an account of Mr. AVoodbury's
system of " relief printing " with a sunbeam, one of tne
many scions of an art that may be said to have been
unknown 30 years since. Dr. Lionel Beale comments
upon certain entozoon-like bodies in the muscles of
animals destroyed by cattle plague. These creatures,
however, are found under other circumstances, and do
not seem to be directly connected with this direful

malady. Dr. Voelcker, after referring to Mr. Morton's
paper on " London Milk," gives a " short account of

the chemical and physical characters of good, bad,
indifferent, and adulterated milk, and of a ready means
of obtaining, with at least some degree of accuracy, the
extent of adulteration to which milk is frequently
subjected." Dr. Voelcker looks on the hydrometer

—

or rather lactometer—as affording the best indications

for general purposes of the amount of water added to

Out of nine samples analysed by the Professor
, __ _ ^ , milk.

Bhotanese forts that threatened its tranquillity. This
j

only one was pure ; some of the others were adulterated

done, all was pronounced snug, the forts were
^

with 30 to 40 per cent, of water. Our space does not

garrisoned, troops withdrawn, and our wounded vanity allow us to allude to the other papers in this Review,
_^... _. ,- , soothed by the prospect of substantial revenues. But

, but we may mention that the Scientific Summary is

class Certificate for a bright red-flowered Camellia named i ^^ sooner were our backs turned, than down came the one of its most useful features.—The Technologist for
Princess Mary.whichpromisestobe a great acquisition. From ^ attacked the garrisons, whose defenders April contains a list of the tunber trees and useful

So?pTo"phfuusVpX;u!,Tnt:>'5VoSS,°:itrs'£Stog w^^^^ cases repu& whilt in others they I p4ts of tie Bijnour Forest Himalavas, by Dr.

deep Ireen leaves prominently overlaid with silver along the
I
etiacaa/ed their positions, and in still others retired Stewart. This is not a mere catalogue ol names, but

principal veins. From Messrs. Veitch came TrichopiUa from them—eupuemisms which, being interpreted ' comprises also remarks on the quality of the timber, its

suavis superba, a charming variety, more brightly coloured signify that we were well licked by the savages, and price, and other circumstances of interest alike to the
than the species; T. crispa, -"1* velvety red flowers ;

i^jj^^
fj.Qjjj ^y^ j-Q^tg

|

botanist and to the merchant. This enumeration will

unSuaur^'wer'' brought out™""lie' bSitTul yellow Bu* one course remained for the British Government be useful for reference. In the same publication is a

Upped blush-flowered DendroWui Farmeri; Rhododendron ' —to try again, and with this trial commences Surgeon short notice of the Bael fruit and its properties, which

Countess of Haddington, white flushed with pink, of which Rennie's participation in the affairs of Bhotan. Here-
,
latter, judging from our own slight experience, are l^s

we have spoken in praise on former occasions ; varieties of the tofore ten chapters have been compiled from hearsay
I

important in this country than they are, if report be
sporting Az,alea called punctulata : Raphiolepis ovata, a valu- ^^^ documents ; we have now the record of an eye- true, in India and Ceylon.—The IHctionary of
able white-blossomed evergreen Japanese plant, which wiU

.^pitnggg of ^yj^^t, if we are to accept his accounts, {and
,
Chemistry, Part XXXIII., extends now to the article

'SS^^J^''Z-^oX^r^''^Stln^-^!^^:^Z^^^^i\^^ beleve them to be entirely unadorned in every
,
Potassium Sticklers for expssive nomenclature in

rianum • and last but not least the useful Franciscca sense,) is as astoundinga series of fatal blunders as ever
,

the case of plants will hardly be disposed to admire

calycina! An Azalea named Spotted Queen came from dogged the marcb of British troops. AYhatever may
,

their pet system as practised by the chemists. No
Mr. Kinghom, and one or two Cinerarias from Mr. Hopwood, jj^ve been the diJEculties of conveying troops into the doubt " Ethylene - nexethyl-phospharsonium," or
of Cheltenham. Kasmpferia ovalifolia was again shown by Mr. jungieg of Assam and Bhotan, there can be none in a

,

" Triethyl-allyl-sulpho-carbo-phosphonitride " are very

'^'^'^''l-«7-%^-'^-^S>-"^«^'^\i^^-I^^l'^y^nt^) march through the healthiest districts of green and significant appellations, but tliey are not euphonious.

T^iJl^%^r^-.^S^!lAefi.^y'^T^^X^o:l tranquil Benlal, where it is studded, with European -''The monflily iss-ue of Scie,^ce Oossip must be

colo\ied blossoms, spotted with mulberry; the other, which civil stations and thriving Indigo and Cotton planta- anxiously awaited by its readers, and deservedly so.

3 called Attraction, had bright yellow flowers, spotted with
j

tions. Now let us see how these matters are conducted The present part contains an article on Bath Bricks.

orange-red. These will, if sufficiently profuse, make j^ jjig centre of Indian civilisation, and at the head-
valuable plants for bedding purposes. From the Society's n,,^.i-p„ „f niilitarv rule
Garden Sime two beautiful standard trees of the Persian

j
'l^^f.'f '^!,

°' ftive ^mmences with a scene of indes-
Lilac, loaded with flowers ; various Rhododendrons, Azaleas, I

ihe narrative commences witu a scene oimajs
Cinerarias, Kalmias, Draeainas, the white-blossomed Eran-

,

cribable turmoil at the Calcutta Railway otation,

themum tuberculatum, Thyrsacanthus nitilans, and Berberis
,
where "a Scene of great confusion prevailed, * • •

stenophylla, the last a useful, free-flowering, hardy shrub,
, tjje men of the regiments making free use of very

especially suitable for rockwork.
I expressive language towards the native servants, • * *

.r?^;if. ".£"'!ii„?"T,'"f'C/'';,. ^"^""v^,?^;, *?„ ^Z :
their colour admitting of an additional expletive being

How feiv of us know what these common household
articles really are—of course they do not come from
Bath.—We can only say of Fraser this mouth that it

begins with Plato and Dr. Whewell, and ends with the

native tribes on the Zambesi River, but the reader will

find much to interest him between the two.

countess Paliuerston, furnished various Appli

unusually good state of preservation. Among them -were

Cox's Orange Pippin, Mickleham, Pearmain, Scarlet Non-
pareil, and ^sopua Spitzeinberg. These
have been kept on open
al.ite-roofed lean-to well-ventilated fruit room. Specimt

of what are called "Japonicas" in Covent Garden Market,
were shown by Mr. Blenkins, of Warwick
the fruit of Zizyphua sinensis, of which
by Mr. Fortune at p. 102. Those shown,
to come neither from China nor Japan^
France. The seedling Apple shown at the last meeting by M
Ivery, of Dorking, has, it was stated, been named Balchin"

Pearmain.

Notices of 1500&!Ef.

tneir colour aumiiumg oi au auui.ioua, e..,nc.i,» u...,B ,
Catalogijes RECEiVED.---Of Foreim Catalogues we

added to the combination most approved by the British
I

have from J-r. J'««r (Stuttgard) a Iruit list, which

soldier
i-r j

|

^j^q^„ other things, is nch in Strawberries.—ilfe<«

stated to
1

The train, which was to have started at 8.30, did not
i

'f-
C"". (Berlin) a general list.-i. Van Uoutte (Ghent),

,d"en trelliswork in a low
! move till 11 30 ; it then seems to have gone on till 4 P.M. a very full list of stove, greenhouse, and hardy sub-

pecimens
^i^ following day, stopping only for the men to take Jepts, ranging from Pansies to Falms.—S.Laurenitus

Thevare the r meals, and not for sleeping. Arrived on the (L^'P^'gL^Ml^^'ifanedlistjncluding|oodco^^^^^^^^

•h an account was riven i banks of the Ganges, they proceeded to cross that river of Camellm, Azaleas, Tree Paconies &c-Th>bautJ^

n.roweverrwres!ite5 on the same midnight, Under sousing rain, against Eeieleer (Vans), a general select Catalo^e of good

,
but from the South of

I

which there was no adequate protection: next, the th™f •
°f ?,"^°rt^ f™"?

?f.*''lf' ^"X^J^^^'^irf • f^^^^

flotilla disperses during a strong breeze in the mid- ^^"^^'MGhentK a bnef list of novelties, with a wood-

stream, many ofthebSats stick fast in the mud, and ,

cut of Verschafi-elba splend.da. - T .;mon»-^«d««<x

having no provisions, the troops there had to be ^ Cie (Paris), a list of choice seed.s and Supplement

fed o5 the river by light boats sent up the stream thereto -ffro^»e,wfff»4- Co (Amsterdam),anexten3ive

for supplies; finally, none of the boats reach the
,

I'st of stove, peenhouse, and hardy plants, prefaced by

. , opposite shore till 4 p.m. on the following afternoon ; an account of several novelties, among which we notice

Bhotan and the Story of the Dooar liar, zncludtng ^tfers dropped in during the third day, "the men ;

Hoya miixima and Cibotium s^samicum.-J. ^. Sr«c-«

Sketches of a Three Months' ReMence in the Bima- „.eT cold and hungry; tents and beds saturated," * Co. (Hamilton, Canada West) chiefly devoted to

layas, and Narratii-e of a Visit to Bhotan "' I &c. ' The result was inevitable : cholera broke out in seeds but contains a list of hardy native Grapes^

May 1865. By Surgeon Eennie, M.D., &c. London : ^^^ camp and they buried as they went on,- marching including some of Rogers Hybrids, which are said to

John Murray, .ilbemarle Street. 18C6. | through swamps imder heavy rain, sleeping on the combine the hardiness and vigour of the native with

This is the dreariest narrative of political blundering ground without tents and beddmg, bullocks used for :

the richness of the t^or^g" .Rarents- 1 hey were^ m^^^

and military disaster that has ever fallen in our way transport dying, drivers running away ; the natives
^

duced by hybridising the wild Mammoth with Black

At best it would be difBcult to dress up in an attractive I fleeing before the advancing troops to escape from being UamDui gn ana L.na»seias.

form the dismal narrative of the Hon. Ashley Eden's
j

pressed, along with their cattle, into the service—and
mission to the Bhotan Court, which terminated ! so on. All this, be it remarked, in the most civilised and
directly in unheard of insults to the representative of

j

longest inhabited parts of our own territories ! Page
the British Government, and indirectly in a series of

|

after page is occupied with recitals of wretched mi.sma- injnj.ii,Liiui,iaiAiiij,-> v.cii-iiisuvoaoc^.uuv^"..v.i.»v.j

military operations that have resulted in the loss of nagement and its consequent disasters, in the middle of
,
flower in the same sense as the Pansy, Pink, Verbena,

' -
.

..
.j^jjicij tiie author consoles himself and the reader with &c. It has retired from the 'vantage ground ot being

the following reflection : "I believe that the transport
I one of those subjects to^ the improvement of which

arrangements were made by the Bengal Government men were devoting their best energies. A named

with as much care as it was practicable, under the variety of the herbaceous Calceolaria is a thing of the

circumstances, to exercise," &c. past ; and where are those admirable shrubby varieties

dFlori0ts' dFlobjerg.
The C.iLCEOLAEiA has well-nigh ceased to beaflorists'

many British lives and more national honour ; but it

would not have been difBcult so to chronicle their

disasters and describe the scenes in which they
occurred, as that the result should have proved useful

reading to a large class at home and in India. Such,
however, is far from the case ; for Surgeon Hennie's
work is neither a clear narrative nor a good history

;

whilst with regard to his observations on the Hima-
laya mountains, their inhabitants, scenery, and produc-
tions, his descriptions are so poor and inaccurate as to

have no value at all.

The work commences with an account of Bhotan
and Thibet, in the 4th page of which we are told that
the celebrated Hungarian Csoma de Koros studied
several years at Lliassa ! a visit to which capital was,

as Mr. Rennie, who appears to have visited his tomb
at Darjeeling, should have known, the frustrated object

of that great scholar's journey to India. It was at a
convent in Western Tibet that de Koros resided, and
prepared for his Lhassan expedition, en route to which
place he died at Darjeeling.

Chapters 2 and 3 contain more preliminary matter,
and the three following detail the incidents of Mr.
Eden's ill-advised mission. According to this, our
Envoy was treated with studied insult and opposition,

from the day he entered Bhotan, till that on which he
fled from it ; the insults being so gross, that but for the
dead flatness of Dr. Rennie's style, our blood would
boil as we read their details. As it is, we are already
too familiar mth them from the graphic accounts in

After terrible hardships, the troops arrive at the that 'Mr. J. Cole, of St. Alban's, gave to floriculture

Bhotan frontier and recapture the forts. This ends

the narrative, but since then a treaty has been signed,

whose results are not yet manifest, and of which
the best excuse that can be made for its dishonourable

terms is that (as Dr. Rennie expresses it in cumbrous
language) " a conciliatory policy towards Bhotan is a

question of diplomatic and sanitary expediency."

The rest of this work is occupied with vague and
inaccurate accounts of the natives of Sikkim and
Bhotan, their origin, manners^ customs, religion, etc.,

and with the natural productions of the country ; as

however Surgeon Rennie knows nothing of the lan-

fuages, nor, as it would appear, even of Hindustani or

tengali, and as he never lived amongst the natives, or

indeed spent more than three months in their country,

he cannot be expected to have obtained even a rudi-

mentary acquaintance with these subjects; some of

his statements, indeed, are simply ludicrous.

The woodcut illustrations are in character with the

rest of the work ; there are 10 in all, of which seven

(not specified) are taken from Dr. Hooker's "Journal
of a Naturalist in the Sikkim Himalaya," some of

them representing scenes Dr. Rennie never witnessed,

with their designations suppressed, or actually misre-

12 years ago ? The Florist of 20 years ago, and even
later, is " dying out." In his normal form he was a
" distinct species " in the horticultural world ; now he

has become a kind of floricultural recluse, or else, in

the onward march of "new ideas," he is being
swallowed up in the order of "natural selection" by
that higher form the Nurseryman, who in his

turn is being absorbed by that superior development,

the Plant Merchant.
Fifteen years ago, and later, named herbaceous Cal-

ceolarias were annual creations of engrossing interest.

At an earlier dat« Messrs. Woodhouse and Holmes,

and later on Mr. Stone, and with him Mr. Constantine,

and that widely-renowned Calceolaria grower, Mr.
Major, of Knosthorpe, and more recently Mr. Cole,

were continually producing new and higher forms of

this once popular flower. Its fame culminated with

the appearance of the fine shrubby varieties raised by

Mr. Cole, though within the last few years a new
interest has sprung up, quickened into life by the

exertions of Mr. James, of Isleworth. Mr. Cole's-

endeavom-s were directed to the production of a class

of flowers which should combine a stouter, hardier,

and compacter gi-owth, with the gorgeous heads of
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bloom of the "annual kinds," as the common forms of

the herbaceous Calceolaria have been termed. Of this

class Gem wa.s the type, a variety that excited consider-

able interest at one of the Regent's Park Shows in 1856.

These were designated " sub-shrubby " kinds, and wore
presently displaced by those remarkable shrubby

varieties which were the result of patient and skilful

hybridisation on the part of Mr. Cole. They were

grown and exhibited by Mr. Turner for two or three

years, and then were scarcely seen after. The only

present exhibitor of shrubby kinds is Mr. Burley, of

Limpsfield, who has some very fine sorts, especially of

djirk scarlet and crimson colours. Such varieties are

Garibaldi, Victor Emmanuel, &c., are very telling as

exhibition plants, while in the conservatory they must
be of great use. Some considerable difficulty has been
found in mntering them, as they betray a tendency to

mildew; they do best stowed away in a sheltered

position in a dry pit, the bottom of which should be
strewii with coal ashes, and into which warmth can be
directed through the medium of hot-water pipes.

During the short damp days, which is also a penod of

comparative rest, they should be sparingly watered, and
the foliage kept scrupulously dry, and plenty of air

should be admitted on all favourable occasions. In the
growing season they should not be allowed to become
pot-bound ; the roots accumulate rapidly, and at this

stage a check will frequently prove fatal to the plant.

The shrubby kinds are often found to be more difficult

to grow than the " annual " plants, and they have also

been found to do well in a cool climate, like the north
of England.
The splendid dwarf herbaceous varieties that have

been produced at the London shows by Mr. James, of

Isleworth, represent the form that will prove most
acceptable to Calceolaria growers. The habit oftheplants

is all that can be desired, the foliage being stout, short,

and stiff; the flowers are imusualTy large, of fine form,

and varied in colour. Some of the dark-coloured flowers

are intensely rich and attractive. Flowers of a yellow

ground, very beautifully spotted, generally prevail, and
the plants produce their blossoms in rich profusion.

As exhibition plants they are unrivalled. With these

high qualities the strain appears to partake of a robust-
ness of constitution that carries them through the
dreariest and most severe weather with perfect safety.

To be kept clean, to be kept growing, and to have
plenty of air^ are the three great essentials in their

culture, if it is not a work of supererogation to iterate

such well-known facts. I am not aware that any of

Mr. James's flowers have been or are to be sent out as

named kinds. I imagine they are named by him for

the purpose of exhibition, and for that only. They are

therefore propagated by seed.

By Calceolaria growers, two sowings are invariably

made; the one about the middle of July, the other
about the second week in August. Pans should be
used, and be half filled with drainage. The soil used
should be sifted very fine, and be compounded of light

loam, which should form the major part of the .soil,

peat, leaf-mould, and silver sand. A good sprinkling

of the last ingredient is desirable. Previous to sowing,

the soil should be wetted in every particle, and the
seed sown as thinly as possible, and then some very fine

soil scattered over it. The pans can be set on the

shady side of a cool house, or under a north wall, with
a hand-glass placed over them ; and when it is requisite

to administer water, it should be done through a very
finely punctured sprinkling pot. Great care is requisite

in doing this; if the water be given heavUy, it

will wash away the extremely minute seeds, when
the plants are perceptible, more air can be given,

and, as soon as they are large enough, they
may be pricked ofi' into other pans prepared
as for the reception of the seed. They mil soon grow
to size, and may then be potted ofi' into small 60-pots,

using a compost of good turfj^ loam coarsely sifted,

thoroughly rotted dung, leaf-soil, and silver sand.

They should be placed in a cool frame, and as soon as

established be allowed plenty of air. By successive

shiftings as the pots become filled with roots they will

at last reach their blooming pots, which should be from
8 to 12 inches in diameter, according to the size of the
plants. To make good specimen plants, the side shoots

should be kept pegged do\vn ; they will soon throw out
roots into the soil, and bring an accession of strength
to the plants. Stopping can be resorted to if it is

wished to retard the blooming season, and manure
water can be administered just before and during
blooming time. Bedding Calceolarias shall be treated
of iu another paper. Quo.

'^t glpfarp.
Bee Cultuee : Hives.—There is a very good fonn

of straw hive with wooden top made and used in

Devonshire, and supplied by some of the manufacturers
of apiarian appliances, which is well adapted for the use
of ladies and the more timid operators. This is called

"the Eevolving-top hive," from its having the top
formed of two separate pieces, the upper one of which
being secured by a pin or screw in the centre, is capable
of being easily turned round. The credit of the inven-
tion of this hive was claimed by Mr. Milton,
and probably was due to him; but I beUeve that

others also lay claim to being the originators of it,

having probably worked out uie idea about the same
time. As in the hive last described, a straw cylinder is

constructed of 14 or 15 inches iu diameter^ and 8 or
9 inches in depth, according to the locality. The
lower or fixed division of the top may be of
5-inch wood, planed only on", the upper surface.

This, as well as the other half of the top, must be
strengthened by suitable clamps to prevent warping.
It may be secured to the straw hive either by working
a narrow band of straw around it, or by long pins
forced down through wood and straw, taking care that

the surface is left quite smooth and even. Three holes

of \l inch diameter must be cutivithin a circumference
of 12 inches, corresponding in both boards. The upper
board is of half-inch stuff, planed smooth on both
surfaces. The hive, as usually sold, has a projecting
thumbscrew in the centre for fastening and unfastening
the top. This is very greatly in the way, and is easily

dispensed with. It prevents the possibility of working
one good-sized super only, insteau of three small ones.

A common broad-headed screw, immoveably fixed in

the lower division, is quite as efficient. It is well to
mark on the outside edges of the boards when the
communication is open or shut, otherwise it might be
difficult to ascertain the exact state of the case when
the super is in situ.

I do not recommend E^ny windows in these straw
hives, but they are very ea.sily added if desired.

Windows not only w'eaken the stability of the straw
bands, but also contribute very much to the evil of

condensed moisture within the hives. The entrance
must not be out in the straw, but in the bottom board.
If this hive is to stand in a bee-house, the bottom
board may be made of any shape most suitable in

appearance or adaptability to the place. If it is to

stand on a separate pedestal, I would recommend the
board to be 23 inches long by 19 inches wide, of

IJ-inch stuff. It is best made of two 12-inch wide
boards' rabbetted, or ploughed and tongued, and
strengthened by two projecting dove-tailed shaped
cross-pieces. Each cross-piece is secured by two screws
driven in about an inch from the junction of the two
boards, and in no other place. This allows the board
to swell or contract \vithout the danger of warping.
For straw hives, as well as some of the wooden hives,

a rabbet of 1 inch wide at the back and on the sides,

and 5 inches wide at the front, by i inch in depth, may
be cut away in the board, forming a raised platform
for the hive of 17 inches in diameter by i inch in depth,

in which the entrance way, 5 inches mde, is to be cut
out. This must be level for 2 inches, and then sloped

up to nothing near the centre of the board.
Cases suitable for this and many other descrip

tions of hives, may be constructed in the following

manner :—The wood is of half-inch stuff, 18 inches
in diameter by 11 inches deep in.side measure,
nicely dovetailed together. If rightly made the
outside ought, when iu position, to be flush with
or perhaps an eighth of an inch beyond, the edge of

the sides and back of the board. A projecting porch
of 5 inches wide by 8 inches in height m the centre,

and sloping to the sides according to the pitch of the
roof, covers and protects the part of the board which
forms the alighting place. A 2-inch moulding is

attached to the sides and back of the case, and is

brought down an inch below so as to quite cover the
edges of the bottom board. This prevents the possi

bility of any wet penetrating to the lower part of the
interior.

A second case is made of the same diameter, but
only 9 inches deep, with the same protecting moulding,
and without the porch. This is to be used only when
supers are being filled. The roof, which is best made
of the simple span-shaped character, should be of good
width for protection from sun and rain, and so con
structed as to fit either of the divisions of the case

equally well. Several apertures for ventilation should
be cut under the eaves at the two sides, and in the
centre both at front and back, which may if liked be
protected by perfonited zinc from the inroads of

spiders and other noxious intruders. This case is well
adapted for the majority of the hives which I have
found most serviceable, and will be described more
particularly in connection with the Frame Hive.
The outside of the roof and cases should of course be

painted, but on no account must any part of the bottom
board or the hive itself be so treated. The best colour
is a light stone, as being cooler in summer and warmer
in winter. A pretty effect is made by painting the
upper surface of the roof of a slate colour, and the
remainder of light stone, with the mouldings of a
darker shade of the latter.

Present Maiiarjemeid.—K not already done, now will

be a very good time for a thorough inspection of hives.

If frame hives are in use, I recommend a complete
transference of combs and bees into clean boxes, with
fresh bottom boards. Search for the queen and note
the strength of the population, the quantity of brood,
honey, &c., and the dryness or otherwise of the interior.

Cut away any very mouldy comb. Clean cases from
dirt, spiders, and other nuisances. Scrape, and wash
if necessary, the hive and board removed, and when
dry, substitute for the next colony to be operated on.
With hives whose combs are immoveable, a change

of bottom boards, and a removal of the lowermost of
any mouldy comb that may be visible on turning
up the hive, together with the cleaning of cases

and other surroundings, is all that can be accom-
plished. It is often very remarkable how much
life and energy this simple proceeding seems to

infuse into the bees. The season is so very back-
ward, that there will be little further required until

the end of the month. No supers must be put on
until the hive seems almost full of bees, as much
injury is often done by giving room injudiciously.

Should any of the hives appear destitute of food, a few
ounces may be administered on the top twice or three
times a week until a decided improvement in the
season takes place. & Bevan Fox.

.

Bee-hives.—It may perhaps be interesting to

some of your readers to know that the bee-hives
recommended by Mr. Fox (.see p. 343) are in

all respects precisely similar to hives which I

have had made, and which I have used for some
years ; and that I consider them not only simple
and cheap, but certainly, of all the different kinds that

I have tried, they are the best for the bees, and
the most profitable for the bee-keeper. A wide
and rather shallow circular straw hive, with a top

board made as described, and with iiclnj.ni wouilen
boxes for collecting the honey, are siiii|ilr, immI :iir;it
the same time, I believe, as good for all inmii.al imr-
poses as it is possible for hives to be innlr I n, is not
aware that any one else had u-rd \\\\, . ni i ins roustruc-
tion. I am ju.st having somi' ihhIc \miIi ih,. top board
18 inches in diameter and till' -w-.tw

; ! ni- lios deep, to
try which will produce the uiu.-A huucy. C. W.
Strickland.
Natural Bee-hive.—A few days ago a Silver Fir

measuring 107 feet iu height, was cut down at Packing-
ton Hall, the seat of the Earl of Aylesford. The tree
was sound to about 40 feet from the ground. Here
was a large hole which formerly had been a favourite
resort of jackdaws, but it was now found to be tenanted
by a very thriving colony of bees. The tree was saivn
above and below this hive, and about 5 feet in length
of it was conveyed into the garden and placed on a
stand. The bees are not the least injured by the fall of
the tree, or by the removal of their establishment,
which is full of honey, and the bees are at work. J. IF.

Garden Memoranda.
OsBEETON Hall, the Seit of G. S. Foljambe,

Esq.—This is situ.ated about three miles from Worksop
on the Retford road, and is described by Loudon " as a
seat surrounded by thriving woods, verdant glaides, and
watered by a rivulet, which expands itself into a lake
of great natural beauty." Within the last six years
the whole of the grounds have been very much
improved, and so much altered that the place may be
termed remodelled. The gardens occupy some 20 acres.
Among more recent improvements may be mentioned
a terrace adjoining the mansion, and also a newly laid
down lawn. Some idea may be formed of the labour
required to effect these works, when it is stated that
upwards of 14,000 loads of soil had to be moved. The
boundary on the park side is finished off with a wall
and balustrade. On the north, leading to the gardens,
it is ornamented with a neat grassy slope, and flights of
steps. On the terrace are flower beds cut out on the
Grass, and during last summer Beaton's Variegated
Nosegay, Lady Middleton, and Stella Pelargoniums
were conspicuous. At the bottom of the steps already
mentioned is the lawn just alluded to; part of it is

used for croquet, and a more beautiful piece of
la\vn for that purpose could not be wished
for. From the lawn start two walks, one leading to
the rockery, the other by a nice waterfall, to the prin-
cipal part of the gardens. Crossing a rustic bridge we
come to a new piece of broad greensward which has been
formed with the intention of making it into a Pinetum,
The Cembran Pine and the Wellingtonia gigantea have
been planted here on trial, and judging from their
vigour tltey appear to like the situation. From a second
rustic bridge, thrown over a narrow part of the lake, a
fine view of the water can be obtained. Here is another
recently laid out piece of ground, which is now termed
the American

I
Garden; here Berberis Darwinii,

Andromedas, &c., grow most luxuriantly, as well as
some fine patches of Pampas Grass. This garden,
which is of an oval shape, has a border 16 feet
wide, all round it, and also a walk 6 feet. wide. At
the further end, leading from the mansion, is a quaint
old summer house and arch, built of stone. Passing
under this a third rustic bridge is arrived at, near
which, with an ornamental seat round it, is a fine old
Pinus sylvestris. This brings us to the long principal
walk, on either side of which are flower beds, Crystal
Palace fashion, and behind them, on either side, stand
fine specimens of Cembran Pine,which give this walk
a noble appearance. Roses trained on umbrella
trellises are placed in the open spaces Iji'liind tlie beds
with good effect. It was from this walk la-i \r:iv that a
fii'st glimpse was obtained of Iresinel tii h-i ii, u In.h has
been so popular at Osberton. Great credit is due to
Mr. Bennett, the gardener, for bringing this useful
bedding plant under especial notice; its colour and
habit are good, and it is easily jjropagated, which is not
an unimportant consideration. In four oblong
beds along this walk, the Iresine was used as
an edging to Christine Pelargonium, while the
centre beds contained the same plant, edged with Mrs.
Pollock. The most striking beds were those last

mentioned. Christine and Bijou Pelargoniums edged
with Viola cornuta, and Perilla nankinensis edged
with Flower of the Day Pelargonium, were also good
combinations. At the end of this walk, in an elevated
position, stands a beautiful church, and on the left,

below the level of the pathway, is the principal flower
garden, in wiiich the beds are cut out on the Grass.
This piece of ground itself is apparently upwards of
3 acres. Mr. Bennett stated tliat it took 24,000
bedding plants for this garden, including the beds
along the principal walk. This garden is reached
by means of a flight of steps, a broad walk running
down to the lake, dividing it into two compartments.
Here Lord Palmerston, Pink Pearl, and Helen Lindsay
Pelargoniums, and Calceolaria amplexicaulis were last

season particularly conspicuous, as were also four beds
of Amaranthus melancholicus, edged with Golden
Chain Pelargonium. Aiittle in advance, on an elevated
spot, stands the conservatory, in front of which is a
balustraded wall, which cuts it off from a tracery
garden below. On the way to the conservatory a long
series of trellis work covered with Roses is passed
under. Near here is the trial ground for new bedding
plants ; it is laid out in diamond-shaped beds formed
with Gentian ; between the beds coloured gravels are
used, giving the whole a clean and lively appearance.
In the conservatory are two stages filled with

flowering plants, varying in respect to kinds according
to the season. The back is covered with Camellias,
and in the centre is a neat little fountain. Leaving
the conservatory by means of a flight of steps, we come
upon an elaborately coloured design laid out in Box
and pounded glass of different colours, and instead of
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Derbyshire spar, plaster or gjTJSum is used. Oa either
side of this design are chain borders, in which the
Iresiue might have been seen last year in perfection,
several hundreds of it having been used along with
Cloth of Gold Pelargonium ou one side, while on the
opposite the combination consisted of Amaranthus and
Clotli of Gold. Other beds in this flower garden were
not particularly striking, except one of Calceolaria am-
plexicaulis. On the right and left of this garden is a large
square of standard Roses, which when in flower must
have a fine appearance. Further to the left stands a
new Rosery, containing upwards of 1000 of the best
varieties of the queen of flowers. This has been con-
structed with great care in order that all the plants can
easily be got at without treading on the beds, a great
advantage, especially in w'et weather. Adjoining this

is a greenhouse, containing fine specimens of Azaleas,
Bpaorises, Camellia.^, and New Holland plants, together
with two very large specimens of Ehododendrou
arboreum. A walk from this house leads the visitor

to another coloured design in Box enclosed with a Tew
hedge. This design is the counterpart of an oval one
at vV'itley Court, Worcestershire, and is ornamented
with Pelargoniums, Calceolaria,s, &c., Mennmac, Eival
and Stella Pelargoniums being the best beds.
Crossing thj"ee more rustic bridges ou the right, near

a second waterfall, we come at once to the main
feature of the place, viz. the rockery or rootery, which
comprises about ,in acre. This, which has been but
recently formed out of very low marshj- ground, is well
situated for the gi'on'th of Ferns. &c. Indeed it is quite
a charming spot, consisting of many varied nooks,
mountains and dingles, rocks and roots, the
whole being surrounded with lofty trees, which give
shade to its inhabitants. At the further end of
this rockery is a tastefully made simimer-house. From
this point another walk has been made, called Lady
Milton's Walk, which loads back to the bridges just
adverted to; also to a long walk by the river side
leading to the Rhododendron ground. Leaving this
walk and retracing our steps over the bridges, we
turn by the lake side and follow a path which leads
up to the Scotch Pine before alluded to. Between this
and the long walk there is an ornamental strip of
lawn leading down to the flower garden near the
church. Below this stands Pinus C'embra, 55 feet high,
and also a splendid Hemlock Spruce.
Let us now pass into the kitehen garden through a

pair of massive wrought-iron gates. On the left stands
a range of houses, comprising tliree vineries and a
stove. In front of these is a riband 1" rli

i
r\! imn-

tho whole length of the garden. In 1
' i I

:

,

pumila was beautiful a season or tw \ i i

: 1,1,
of this border is another range of hou-t. cjii. i.i

a Vinery, Peach house, and Pine pit; in the latter
the Vanilla w'as in frait. Two of the Vineries have
been recently planted. The kitchen garden contains
upward of four and a-half acres, and is surrounded with
a good brick wall, which is well covered mth fruit
trees. A fined Peach wall over a hundred yards in
length is trellised with iron wire, painted, and furnished
with good trees. Culinary crops did not .seem to have
suffered from the drought last year ; indeed. Csterton
lays low and damp, and is generally visited with early
and late frosts.

Leaving this garden, we enter a smaller one, sur
rounded with another well-covered wall of Peaches and
Nectarines. In this garden are the principal shed:
which are well fitted up for garden purjioses ; in front
of these is a well-arranged lot of pits, frames, and
houses, viz., a Melon and Cucumber house, propagating
house. Pine pit, Orchid hou.se, plant stove, &c.
Nothing could look better than the Cucumbers and
Melons. Tanks are east upon the hot-w.ater pipes
for bottom heat^ with upright pipes to admit moisture
when required. The Pines appeared to be in vigorous
health. Orchids were good, and among other plants
Croton variegatum measured 5 ft. high and 4* wide,
perfect in form, and finely variegated. Allamandas
were 7 feet in height, and 5 feet through ; Piplndiuias
were also excellent, as were likiwisr Vuncas.
Ixora.s, Pandanus, Alocasias, Cyanuiilixllum-, Drii-
ca;nas, Caladiums, and Nepenthes. The pits were
fiUcd with Cinerarias, which are grown to a large
size; l>esides these, others were filled with Primulas,
Pelargoniums, &c StrawbeiTies are extensively forced
here, the sorts being Keen.s' Seedling and Sir C.
Napier. The whole of the houses except the conser-
vatory are heated on the one-boiler system, two
boilers being fixed in case of accident. J. M. M. S.

nolliiiiu' >u frnui \v;int iti'
'

ripcralurc, :"

lu-pi

M Onk

fully

lai'ly-sown Chine.se Primroses and C'merarias may be
had in flower in October and November. Out of doors,
rolling and cleaning, preparatory to mowing, will
requu'e attention.
Annuals.—When these are large enough to handle,

they must be thinned. If the plants are allowed space,
they will develop themselves properly, which cannot
be the case when they are crowded together. Such
kinds as Nemophilas, Clarkias, Eschscholtzias, Erysi-
mums, and others, which are not only beautiful but
well known, may be freely thinned out.
Camellias.—If any of these require more ix)t room

it may be given after they have done blooming ; use for
the puriTOse two-thirds good turfy loam iind one-third
peat, mixing the two well together, and adding perhaps
a little silver .sand. Let the drainage be as perfect as
possible, as on that success greatly depends. TMien
making their wood give them a little extra heat, and
syringe them freely.

Caenations and Picotees.— Before the plants
have made large quantities of roots, place sticks to
them. When deferred to a later period, thrusting in
the stick often destroys some of the roots. Attend to
watering.
CiNEBAELAS.—While in bloom these should 1«! well

watered and shaded. If it is wished to save seed let it

be done from the best kinds onl,v, wliich should have a

pWe to themselves, from which bees are excluded
Fertilise them carefully mth a camel's hair jiencil.

Dahlias.—Soil for these should be rich and well
worked, preparatory to planting out. See that the
young plants do not get iiot-bound.
Epaceises.—When done blooming these should be

cut back, and encouraged to break by moistening them
overhead with the syringe, and placing them in a close
pit or; intermediate house. When faurly started repot
any that may require that attention, draining well and
using turfy peat and silver sand in the way of compost.
OEcniDS.—Encourage these to make good growth

by means of a moist genial atmosphere and nicely
regulated temperature : see that they do not get too
dry at the roots, as any check now might do them
serious injury.
Pelakooniums.—These will now be growing rapidly,

and should have plenty of ,air, room, and water. Train
info the desired shape as the shoots advance in growtli,

I I

'
I

'
1 lie foUage free from dust and green fly. Use

I' li ide as pos.sible until the plants are coming

—An iifi'a-iniiiil ilii-tiug with soot, ou damp
li:is been I'ouud liii:lily beneficial to these.

Thin out, mid hoc beluctiu the rows.
Peas.—Continue to sow for successional crops.
PoTATos.—Stir the soil between the rows, and earth

up as requisite.

Radishes.—Turnip-rooted and others may be sown
now as often as may be required.
TuENiPS.—Sow for successional crops. The Snow-

ball, Orange Jelly, and Stone, are good kinds.
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To Improve Meadow Land.

TDICHARD SMITH'S j\IIXTrUJE <

IX GRASSKP
nt lOd. per lb.), i

crop. I^"-

the finest
,1 )VKRS (S to 12 lb. por acre,
valuable improvemeut to tho

I Murcbaut, Worcester.

E
Grass Seed for all Soils.

IC!f \1.'I) SMI I li mULt- the best selection tliat can he
T MEADOW GRASS and CLOVER at

buahels light, and 121b. heavy Seed,

MIXED SEEDS for LAYING DOWN NEW or
RENOVATING OLD PASTDRES.—These Seeds are takou

from tho celebrated Tastiires on the Limestone surrounding Dublin,
t' prime quality. Cash price, 6s. per bushel ; I"

BrigHton and Sussex Seed Warehouse.
EDWARD CARPENTER'S MIXTURES

of PERMANENT GRASS and CLOVER SEEDS. — Best
quality, 30s. per acre (2 bushels light seeds, and 12 1b. Clovers and
small seeds per acre}.—See testimonials in Catalogue.

Edward Carpenter's RENOVATING MIXTURES for ImproviDg
Old Pastures.

PRICED CATALOGUES of KITCHEN GARDEN, FLOWER
and FARM SEEDS now ready.

Edward Cahpestek, Seed Merchant and Grower, 06, St. James'a
Street, Brighton.

PERMANENT PASTURE SEEDS.—The benefit to
Pasture Fields sown doirn with Natural Grass Seeds cannot be

over-e&timated. The trifling cost of these per acre over common
Rj-e-grass and Clover is far more than compensated by the greati

abundance of Herbage produced of a highly nutritious and
permanent character.

KENNEDY'S MIXTURES for PERMANENT PASTURE coi

tinue to give the greatest satislaction, and the demand for them
every year on tlie mcrease.

A DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUE of these SEEDS,;
well as of Clover, Tuniip, and other Farm Seeds, may bo had c

application to

Thomas Kenneih- & Co.. Nnrserj'mcn and Seedsmen, Dimifries.
Free delivery as fonnerly.

Meadow and Lawn Grass Seeds.

JOHN AND CHARLES LEE, Seedsmen to the Queen,
are now executing orders for GRASS SEEDS, mixed to suit all

Soils, viz. :—
LEE'S MIXTURES

For Heavy and Litsht Lands ; sow 2 bushels per Acre.
For Park and FIl-M I^awns : sow 3 bushels per Acre.
For Irrigated or Water Meadows : sow 2 bushels per Acro.
For Renovating Oti Pastures : sow 12 lb. per Acre.
For Land uversliadowed with Trees : sow 2 bushels per Acre.
For Gai'den Lawn:^ : sow 3 bushels per Acre.

A DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUE of AGRICULTURAL
SEEDS post free on application.

Royal Vineyard Nurseiy and Seed Warehouse, Hammersmith,
London,

W

The Cultivation of Bromus Schraden.
SUTTON AND SONS can supply genuine Seed of the

above New FORAGE GRASS, In packets, for trial, at U each,
or in larger quantities at He. per lb., with instructions on cultnatic

Sdttow & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Readmg

pOCKSFOOT GRASS (DACTYLIS GLOMER VTA)

-

Vy Thi ^ .

MEADOW SllX
modoiTLto price, ^

J all Messrs. Scttov s MIX I

ly at a modei-ate price, on i\
j

rkshiro Seed Establishment, I

Fine Grass Seeds for Cricket Grounds,
BOWLING GREENS, or CROQUET GROUNDS

SUTTON AND SONS can supply suitable kind* of the
finest-growing GRASSES and CLOVERS for tho above pur-

THE ALSIKE CLOVER for CLOVER-SICK LANDS
—This excellent Clover will thrive in almoat any soil. It produces

two pond cuttings in the year, and makes suiperior Clover hay. It
may be s'jwn alone (14 lb. per acre), or in conjunction with other

" Permanent Pasture. If
^wing three times in the
n's Miitures, and they"""'"

Price may be
hade

Royal P.crksl.ii-.- - .1

pilNi: '-!; \^^ ].\v -.
, : I

may lir n :. i ,

,
i

sowing; Si II >>.-. - I, \ v, , (.|; \ --.

the finest .nnd shortcst-gmwing kio
Other weodH.

From Mr. John Johssok, Gardener
April 20,

Q got last yea

lired).

, Reading.

Mowhi-ay ParJt, Simderland,

" Tho Lawn Seed
Bxcellontly."

From Mr. Thomas Polluvbton, Oarrlcncr to H. W, Vincent, Esq.,
Bradvjell Chove, Bur/ord, January 10.

" Tho Grass Seed you supplied me with last sexson grew r
ftbly well, though sown under trees. I think every seed grew."

From Herrt H. Cave, Esq., Desborouffh, MarUt Harborouyh,
Mail 13, 1805.

" The Lawn Grass Seeds 1 had 11-om you la.st year have made a vory
good turf already."

From J. NioQTiNOALF, Esq., Hi^h 8li-eet, Kingetmi-on Tliamex,
Man ^. 1S<*5.

" I may add that the Grans Seeds you supplied last year, have (not-
withstanding the very unfavourable season) succeeded vety well."

ScTTOK & So!*3, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

XT A L L E T
CHEV^VLIER PEDIGREE BARLEY.

Weight 56 lb, per bushel.

This hnn been " bred " m
: by repeated annual

the"

einglQ grain upon a poor soil (resting immediately upon the chalk of
the South Downs), which upon neighbouring farms produces Barley
weighing but 51 lb., and fit only for grinding.

Seed Keqcirej} :

—

If drilled In March 1 bushel on 3 acres.
„ April 1 „ 2 „

Price Two Guinea* a Bushel (inekuling bag), delivered in bags
sewed up and sealed, at the Brighton Railway Station, upon receipt
of Cheque or Post Onico Oi-der, without which it win not in any case
bo sent to uokno.wn ooii-twponUeuts. Less than a bu.'ihel will not be
BuppUed.
Apply to Fredehic F. Hallett, Eaq., F.L.S., Tho Manor House,

Brighton, Sussex.

S^ TTON'S PRIZE KOHL RABI.

LARGE

PURPLE,

per lb. perlh.

PRICED LIST of othei- FARM SEEDS gratis and post free.

Sdttow & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

The Forwardest Turnip known is

BUTTON'S SHORT-TOP

SIX WEEKS.

Price l5. per lb.

Cheaper by the Bushel.

Sdttob & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

Societies, and many other valuable Prizes in various parts of tho
kingdom.

.Pr. ,r Vt T ,
,

; , n-llijrto tlie Right Hon. Lord Berners.
"Thi' ' ii I (Vom seed Lord Berners purchased of you

arcrMTMii ilii.rwe have grown. I can confidently aay
tUej ;n . n; heavier than any other Swedes growing

Prit'u of Seed 1>;, per itountl, or che.ipcr by tho bushel.

SUTTON'S NEW FARM LLST gratia and post free.

Sutton Si Sons, Royal Berkshire Sood Establishment, Reading.

Q.OOD NEW CARROT SEED.

The three best sorts are—

ycv Ib.—n. d.

\\'JI1TE BELGIAN i o

ItljID INTERMEDIATE l O

LONG RED CATTLE 1 iJ

Cheaper by tho cwt., price of which may

bo had on application.

Sditon & Sons,

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment^

Reading.

l^OYAL AGiaCULTURAL SOCIETY of ENGLAND.Xt EDUCATION PRIZES—One Hundred and Fifty Pounds.
Caudidiite.s aheady entered for the Oxford Local ICxainiuutions

in May next, in connection with which tho ) Ti \'.;ll bo
^iven, may enter for the Society's Prizes ap ti. i M, r.i

Application for Forms of i-ecommen'ini >
i ni.tdo

the Hon. Sec, Royal

Eht ^srtcttlttttal (Bu^Htt*
HATURDAY, APRIL 21, 1866.

Olf Wednesday Dr. Voelckeb gave one of his

elaborate and exhaustive scientific lectui-es to the
members of the Eoyal Agricultui-al Society at

Hanover Square. His subject—the proper
conduct of Field Experiments—was appropriate
both to the time of the year, and to tho pro-
gressive condition of agriculture among us.

The exporimeute in question were classified as
I'ractical, for tho detei-mination of the econo-
mical or profitable course under given circum-
stances ; and Theoretical, having for their object

the determination of truth irrespective of special

circumstances. The former, with their narrowly
limited bearing and theii' purely selfish object,

are neither so interesting nor so valuable as the
1 iftoi And it was to the latter exclusively,

1 oulmgly, to which the Professor dii-ected oiu'

11 ntion Tho following were tho points to

\\ lui h he referred :

—

1 They need not bo on a large scale. One-
twi-iitieth part of an acre of Tui'nips.or other

root crops ; one quarter of an acre of corn
or Grass, will answer fairly any simple question
that is put to it by the application of a manure.
A larger extent sometimes involves a fatal dif-

ference of treatment in the .several parts of it.

A difference of 6 tons per acre of Mangel
Wurzel has ari-sen solely out of a day's delay of

seed time ; and unless the plots be smiill enough
to be treated virtually tngcthcr, the results will

not bo capable of comparison.
2. These experiments ought to be conducted

on soil of what may be called an indifferent

character—level, fairly di'ainod, luiiform as to

dejith, and without any marked character as to

composition or textiu'e. It should bo neither

stiff nor light, nor should it be too rich. As the

distinctive effect of different foods cannot appear
in tho caso of a man already fully fed— so

manures cannot produce theu' characteristic

effect, or indeed any effect at all, on soil ah-eady

full of all that plants require.

The results of experiments illusfi'ative of this

point were laid before us, in which nitr.ate of

soda and supoi-phosphato of lime and common
salt proved altogether ineffective on the Clover

crop, in consequence of the land being ah-eady

rich enough.
3. Tho result of the experiment depends on the

time and mode in which it is conducted. Experi-

mental manui'ings on Grass lands on which it is

proposed to tiy tho effect of slowly dissolving

fertiUsers should bo done in autumn. Even
ammoniacal salts may be applied in autumn, if

on land possessing any retentive character.

Nitrates, on the other hand, which the soil allows

to pass thi-oughit, must not be applied till spring.

It is thus ])lain that a comparison of ammonia
salts with nitrates sown together in autumn wiU
give very diff'oient results from a similar com-
parison fried in spring time. Oare must be taken

ensure the uniform distribution of tho

fei-tiKsei's. Concentrated manm-es should be
mixed with at least thi-ee times then- bulk of

some harmless diluent. Tho broadcast manure
distiibutor should bo employed to ensiiro their
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vmifoi-m application to Grasa or corn ; or they may
be sown by hand over the diilled fields for roots
before the plough covers the dung in the drills by
splitting the intervening ridgelets.

4. A careful record of the composition of the
manures employed, of the character of the soU,
and of its past agricultural history, must be
preserved in order that the result may bo read in

the light of the information thus preserved.
5. It is of the gi-eatest importance that the

experiment be devised so as to answer to a very
simple question. If complicated mixtures of

manures be u.sed, the result caimot be attri-

buted to its proper cause with any certainty.

Let the experiment bo devised so as to be sure
that it shall answer "yes" or "no,'' as to the
effect of a single ingredient. The effect of potash
as a manure is worth knowing ; but these newly
imported crude jiotash salts are mixed with
common salt, and it is extremely difBcult to

astertain what portion of any result they may
produce is due to the one and how much to the
other of tho ingredients they contain. For four
years, on six different farms. Professor Voelcker
has been endeavoui-ing to ascertain the tmth on
this point, and he is still in doubt.

6. The experiments, moreover, must have
regard to the fitness of the soil and climate to the
plant which is employed to test the manures by.
It is as useless to try the effect of manui'es on
Indian Corn in Scotland as it would be to test

them by means of Mangel Wui-zel in Sweden. So
also the soil should be fitted to the habits of

the plant. The Lupine fails on land with a hard,
cold subsoil, not^because the food it requires is

not present, but because its deep tap-root requires

a subsoil in which it can extend.
7. In reading tho results of experiments,

regard must be had to the character of the season,

wet or di-y, early or late, cold or warm. And
extreme diligence should be used in noting aU
the successive appearances of the crop under
variations of weather throughout the year.

Lastly, the operator must not only have
unbounded patience—waiting long and putting
his question frequently before he satisfies himself
that ho has got the answer—but he must have
both pluck and self-denial enough to throw his

results into the waste paper basket, rather than
mislead his brother farmers by the publication of

unsatisfactory conclusions.

It will be seen by the statistics that foUow
that the average price of Wheat in France, for

the years 1863, 1864, and 1865, has been respec-
tively 46s., 41s., and 38s. 6f/. per quarter. For
the last two years agi-icultui-al distress has been
the absorbing topic of the French agricultural
press. The causes and the remedy of their

"sufferings" have been discussed by agricul-
turi.sts with gi'eat animation, but 'without any
effect on markets, or any other practical result
at present, except the full recognition by the
Government of the fact that farming, just now in
France, is unprofitable.

There is a rather general disposition among
French fanners to attribute the depressed state

of agriculture to the adoption of heo ti'ado in
Wheat, which was established in France by the
law of the 15th of June, 1861, when the sliding
scale was abolished, and a nominal duty of about
Is. per quarter (on AVheat imported in French
ships) was substituted.

At a succession of meetings of the Central
Agi-icultural Society, held from 7th to 14th
of March, the special question of grain was
discussed, and among other matters discussed
was the political aspect of the subject, and tho
expediency of raising the duty to 2s. Qd. per
quarter, and applying the revenue so obtained to

the reduction of certain imposts that weigh
heavily on agiiculturo.

^Vhatever tho merits of this proposal may be,

thefr-eedom of discussion on political subjects by
the principal Agi-icultural Society of France,
contrasts favom-ably with the resti-aints imposed
on the members of oui' own chartered Society.

The result of this pubUc agitation has been, that
the Minister of Agricultuie has descended into

tho arena of discussion, and in more than one
argumentative addi'ess, has endeavoured to con-
vince French farmers of their political heresies,

by pointing out that an increased duty cannot, at

the present time, bo requii'ed to keep out foreign
com, since France has, for the past two years,
exported Wheat largely. Free-trade therefore is

not the cause of agricultural distress in France.
Nevertheless th^ distress exists, and is sufB

ciently urgent to have received special recognition
from the EilPEROR in his speech on opening the

Chambers, accompanied by a repetition of the
Minister's argument, and by the promise of an
inquiry into the condition of agriculture.
The French farmer has now obtained every-

thing ho could wish for except higher jirices.

He has just had the excitement of a brilliant

discussion in the Assembly on agricultural affaii-s,

and he is embarking on all the pleasures of an
"Inquiry." Probably these occupations wiU
carry him on until a period, not far distant we
hope, when the causes of agricultural depression
shall have passed away, and the business of
fanning shall have resumed its ordinary con-
dition of moderate remuneration.
The present state of French agriculture, which

is admitted to have arisen from the low price of

Wheat, is of considerable importance and interest

on this side of the Channel. Our own farming
is not very flourishing, when Wheat is at 40s. a
quarter, and it is important to us to know at

what prices our various foreign competitors can
produce it profitablj'. Our nearest neighbours,
it appears, in a Wheat-growing and Wheat-
exporting countrj', cannot gi'ow it profitably

at 40s. a quiirter, and would cease to export
it if the price kept at that figure for a few years.

That they " suffer" more than we do, in a period
of depression, is evident from theu- constrained
outcry compared with our patient silence. The
reason is equally evident : we are richer, and we
have more strings to our bow.
The French farmer, except in the north, with

its cooler climate, is almost entirely a corn
grower ; he has neither pasture, nor root crops,

nor forage of any kmd sufficient for maintaining
a large head of live stock. His rotation is fallow
and grain, and he is almost as dependent on his

one crop- as the Ii-ish Potato grower is on his ; and
if that were to fail him totally, he would be in the
same po.sition as the Irish peasantry were in 1846.
The official estimates show an increased

acreage (647,500 acres) compared with 15 years
ago, representing an increased growth of

1,220,000 qrs. of "WTieat. The total production
of Wheat in France is officially estimated at
rather more than 34 millions of quarters (about
16 bushels per acre), and the consumption for food
and seed at 31 millions. This leaves an average
of 3 millions for exportation. But as exports
have not, even in recent years, when tho crop
was 40 millions in 1863, and 38 millions in 1864,
been anj'thing like to that extent, one wants to

know what has become of the immense surplus.

It cannot be in stock, and we can only explain
the discrepancy by assuming that the average

5i bushels of '^Tieat consumed per head has
been enormously exceeded dui-ing the years of

abundance ; and that Wheaten flour has taken
the place of Rye, Barley, Buckwheat, and Maize,
in human consumption. Wo cannot but suspect
also that, in spito ' of the elaborate system of
statistics, the estimate of production and con-
sumption in France is not much more trustworthy
than our own.
M. Laveeqne, in 1854, in calculating the

value of products in France, and adopting the
average prices previous to 1848, took that of

Wheat at 36s. 10(/. That farming could then
exist, while it now "suffers" with Wheat as low
as 38s. Gd. and 41s. for two years, only shows
that the increase of taxation, and of the price of

labour in France, is telling its tale on the cost of

production, and adding to the disadvantages
which weigh upon a system of farming, con-
tracted in respect of its practical management,
and fearfully burdened by the action of restrictive

laws, the most oppressive of which relates to the
compulsory transfer and succession of land, by a
process which is the more vicious fi'om its exti-a-

vagant cost.

We wish to direct attention to the enormous
gi'owth of Wheat in the years 1863 and 1864, and
to what we may almost call the phenomenon of its

rapid disappearance from the markets of the world.

It is always observed that, in cases of over-

production, the reduction in price of an article

is relatively greater than its increased abundance,
and it is well known that tho price of Wheat is

more severely affected by over-abundance than
that of any other commodity. That this excessive

production of 'WTieat has been the cause of agri-

cultiu-al disti'ess we have no doubt. It is

remarkable that the surplus (of which only a
small proportion has been exported) should have
so rapidly disappeared. It is not to be supposed
that any very consideriible portion of tho surplus

of the two abundant years can now remain in

stock, and its absorption by a Eye and Barley-
eating population shows the effect in France of

increased wealth and of low prices. Their

5i bushels of Wheat per head of annual con-
sumption, compared with our 8 bushels, leaves
room for a still larger absorption of the kind we
have indicated, should the country continue to
progress in wealth and industry. In any case
France cannot, under the present cii'cumstances,
compete with England in the growth of Wheat.
She may, in certain years of great and general
abundance, increase the depression of our
markets by her supplies, but her agriculture
'

' suffers
'

' from the low prices more than oui-s does.
According to the statistics, there were 7,500,000

acres of Eye grown in France 15 years ago,
including half the land sown with Rye and
Wheat mixed. This crop jields badly, and hardly
pays the expenses of cultivation. It would be
abandoned, but the difficulty is to find one more
profitable. Eyo is akeady gi-own only on soila

natui-ally poor, or exhausted by over-cropping
with cereals ; and that farming which is too bad
to produce a crop of Eye, would certainly not
produce Wheat at a profit.

The portion of the soil of France under cereal
crops, for human consumption, is about one-
foui'th, while that of British territory is esti-

mated at less than one-sixteenth of the whole
suiface under cultivation.

The following calculations of acreage and pro-
duction are derived, to a considerable extent,
from Lavergne's "Rural Economy of Great
Britain and Ireland " (1854). M. Laveegne has
compiled his figui-es fr-om tho best sources of
information, but no estimates of crop or acreage
can be entirely trustworthj' while we are without
either agricultural statistics, or an accurate
measurement of our acres.

Acreage and Crops.
France. Acres.

N.atural meadows 10,000,000
Artificial do 7,500,000
Roots 5,000,000
Oats 7,500,000
Fallows 12,500,000
Wiieat 15,000,000
Rye, Barley, Maize, Buckwheat .. .. 15,000,000
Otlier crops 7,500,000
Viiiey.ards 5,000,000
Wood 20,000,000
Uncultivated 27,500,000

Total 132,500.000

There is a large extent of forest, and of uncultiv.ated
land, capable of cultivation. The extent of fallow is

very great. Only 22i millions of acres are devoted to
food for live stock, compared with 45 millions given to
the cultivation o£ food for man.

Acreage and Chops.
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,

Acres.
Natural Pasture 20,000,000
Artificial Grasses 7,500,000
Potatos, Turnips, Beans 5,000,000
Barley 2,500,000
Oats 6,250,000
F-oUows 1,250,000
AVheat 4,500,000
Gardens, Hops, Flax, &c 500,000
Wood 2,500,000
Uncultivated 27,500,000

Total 77,500,000

The waste land is chiefly in the Highlands of Scot-
laud and North Wales, and the North of Ireland.
Thirty-seven millions of acres are devoted to the
growth of food for live stock, and 10 millions to that
of food for man.
McCulloch's estimate of the arable land is :

—

England and Wales 12,700,000
Scotland 2,592,000
Ireland 4,795,000

Total 20,087,000

Recently the arable has been estimated at 23 millions.

Our total acreage is supposed to be about 77 millions,

of which about 50 millions are cultivated, and of that
quantity rather the larger share is in pasture. Mr.
Caird, in his "Engli.sh Agriculture," estimated the
extent of Grass in the eastern division of England at

one-third, and that in the midland and western division

at two-thirds of the total extent of cultivated land.

Laveegne's estimate of the total value ofagricultural
products in France (deducting seed), at the average
prices previous to 1818, is as follows :

—

Vegetable Products, £
Wheat (about 24 million qrs. at 36j. lOd.).

.

44,000,000
Other cereals (about 13,750,000 qrs. at 25«.) 16,000,000
•Potatos (137,500,000 bushels at Id.) .

.

4,000,000
Wine and brandy 20,000,000
Beer .ind cider 4,000,000
Hay, straw, and Oats for nou-.agricultnral
horses 12,000,000

Fliix .and Hemp 6,000,000
Sugar, Madder, Tob.acco, oil, fruit and

vegetables . 20,000,000

Wood 10,000,000

Total £130,000,000

Animal products . . . . £64,000,000
Vcget-able ditto .. .. 136,000,000

Total £200,000,000

• The total production of Potatos is twice as great, but one-

half is supposed to be consumed by cattle. 1,720,000 quartera

of inferior cereals, as Maize, Buckwheat, &c., are cut off for the

consumption of fowls and animals.
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Animal Pboducts.

Meat (19,640,000 cwt. at 32s, 7ti.) ..

Wool, hides, tallow, off;U

Milk (at Id. per ouart)

roultiy and eggs

40(1,000 horses, asses, and mules, supposed

to be sold every year at three years old

Silk, honey, wax, and other products

82,000,000
12,000,000
4,000,000

8,000,000

Total

McCnLLOOH's estimate of the total value of the

agricultural products of the United Kingdom was
220,000,000^.; Spackman's, 250,000,000/. Lateegne
adopt'i the former estimate ; and in order to compare
it with the value of the products of French agriculture,

he applies to it the prices of French articles ; thus

reducing the value of agricultural products in the

British Islands to 100,000,000/., viz. :—

millions of acres, and covered her immense extent of

fallows with root and forage crops.

In 1750, Frauce and the United Kingdom had each
17 to 18 millions of sheep, and in 1851 the numher in

each country had nearly doubled ; but the acreage is

respectively 132 millions and 77 millions. In Franco,

wool was always looked upon as the principal product,

and meat as the acce.ssory. The fleece has been greatly

improved by crossinsj indigenous breeds with merinos
introduced from Spain.

Number of cattle of all sorts in Britain and France

:

England and Wales 5

1

Scotland . . . . 1

Ireland .. ..2
France . . . . 10

. 1 to 74 a

;. 1 to 20
:. 1 to 10
;. 1 to 13

Animal Prodccts.

Meat (33,400,000 cwt. nearly, at 32s. M.)
Wool, hides, tallow, offal

Milk, at Id. per quart
300,000 horses
Poultry

Total

Vegetable Proddcts.

Wheat (about 15,500,000 qrs., at 36s. lOrf.)

Barley (about 6,875,000 qra., at 18s- 5rf.) ..

Oats (about 6,157,000 qrs., at 13>. lOrf.) .

.

Potatos (550,000,000 bushels, at 7d.)

H.ay and Oats for non-agricultural horses .

Flax, hemp, vegetables, and fruit .

.

Wood

.. 64,400,000

.. 12,000.000

.. 8,000,000

. . 4,800,000
800,000

£80,000,000

£
28,800,000
6.400,000

3,600,000

16,000,000
16,000,000
6,800,000

2,400,000

£80,000,000

The value of dairy produce in France was estimated

at 4,000,000/. ; in the United Kingdom, 16,000,000/.,

15 years ago. Since then prices here have risen enor-

mously, owing to our increasing manufacturing popu-
lation. In France the cows are estimated to yield

about 650 quarts a year, or only half as much as in

England.
Lavebgne estimates theproduction of pork in France

at 7,850,000 cwt., and that in England at twice as much.
The only branch of animal products in which France

The average price of Wheat in Frauce, according to
the Moniteur, was

—

The la.st statistics of the weight of Wheat were for
the year 1852, when it was 60 lb. per bushel ; the usual
weight is estimated at 61 lb. per bushel.

" Imports and exports of Wheat (and flour reduced
to quarters of Wheat) from 1861 to 1865 ;—

ise'i

'

1802

Imports.
Year.
1861 .

1862 .

Exports.

100 parts by weight of Wheat are considered equal to
70 parts of flour.

On the whole these etatistics are greatly in

favour of Briti.sh agriculture—that is, of those

tranches which are especially favoured by
climate, soil, and markets. None of the accidental

advantages favourable to farming are so stimu-

retaliates is that of the poultry yard. Our production lating as that of good markets. French farmers,
of eggs and poultry is estimated at 1,000,000/., that of

France at 8,000,000/. ; divided between poultry and
eggs in equal portions of four million pounds for each.

Our damp climate is unsuitable for the rearing of fowls.

In France, and especially in the south, a large portion

of the population lives on poultry.

Total .. ..£160,000,000

In France the vegetable products form two-thirds

and the animal products one-third of the whole. In
the United Kingdom the proportion is about equal.

In France the general average value of gross produce
on the 80,000,000 acres (omitting wood, waste and
garden cultivation), is 32*. per acre—say SSs. ad. for

the northern half and 25*. 7d. for the southern half:

the latter ought to be the richer. In the United
Kingdom the gross produce of the soil is

—

Per Acre.

—

s. d.

England 64
Lowlands of Scotland, Ireland, and Wales . . 32

Highlands of Scotland 3 2
General average, 435. 2d. per acre.

In the Department du Nord the average gross pro-

duction is 4/. 16s. per acre ; and in the departments of

Pas-de-Calais, Somme, Oise, and Seine-Inferieure it is

3/. 5s. per acre. This is equal to English farming, and
is owing to the large populations of those departments.

Practically the amount of meat produced in a country
indicates the condition of its husbandry, and this is

governed by population and markets. This inferiority

of agriculture in the southern half of France is owing
to the thinness of the population.

In 1841 the population of the United Kingdom
(77,000,000 acres) was 27,000,000; that of France
(132,000,000 acres) was 34,000,000.

The Population per Acre.

France 1 to 33 acres.

Central Region 1 to 5 acres.

South West Region . . . . 1 to 5 acres.

United Kingdom .. .. 1 to 21 acres.

England and Wales . . . . 4 to 7i acres.

Scotland 1 to 7; acres.

Ireland 1 to 2i acres.

The most productive departments in France were
equal to England, viz., four persons to 7i acres.

In 1861 our population had reached 29,000,000, and
that of France, according to the latest census, was
37,382,225. Some writers of the present time have
estimated our produce of Wheat at an average of 32
bushels per acre. Mr. Cairo estimated it at 26|

bushels 12 years ago, and that estimate, we believe,

would not be far wrong if applied to the present time.
Laveegne estimates our crop of Wheat at 28 bushels
per acre, and that of France at only about one half as

much ! He estimates the production of the 5 million
acres of vineyards at 4/. an acre, and that of 2^ million
acres of gardens, producing fruits, vegetables, and
flowers in great abundance, at 20,000,000/., or 8/. an
acre. The 40,000,000/. thus produced, on T\ million
acreSj is superior in money return to any branch of
English farming ; it entirely surpasses the results of our
arable farming, as well as our much vaunted pastures.

The production of grain in Frauce (deducting seed),

was estimated 20 years ago at

—

Official Infokmation on the Yield, Con-
sumption, AND Peice of Wheat in Feance,
FKOM 1861 TO 1865, INCLUSIVE.

The following article, reprinted from the MonUeur
of March 5th, appeared in the " Journal d'Agriculture
Pratique " of March 20 :

—

" Persons taking an interest in agricultural questions

having expressed a wish to be furnished with informa-
tion, derived from official sources, on the production,

the consumption, and the price of grain in France, and

admitting their inferiority, say their counti^y has
never yet enjoyed 50 years of freedom from
disastrous revolution and internal discord. On
equal terms they think they might compete with
U8, and they have begun the race. Our strong
arm lies in stock farming, and that alone wiU
enable us to challenge all comers ; but to use it

to advantage, skill, capital, and security are

especially required. Probably the weakest point

in EngHsh agriculture is the want of secui'ity in

the tenure of land.

Reverting to the recent over-productions of

Wheat and its low price, it should bo remembered
that a fluctuation of S or 10 bushels per acre,

Lue cousumuLloii, aiiu tue price ui uraiii in xiniiuc, ituu i j- i i. T 1 ot^r.

on our foreign corn trade for some years past, we according to season, is not uncommon. lu 1860

publish the Tables appended, relative to the growth of our gro-wth was jirobably more than o bushela

Wheat and the Wheat trade, for the five years from ' imder an average, and in 1863 and 1864 more
1861 to 1865. I than bushels over an average. The agri-

" In order to ascertain the appearance and the yield of
I

j,^jj^j,j^^ statistics, retui-ned by the constabulary
the crops, the Minister of Agriculture, Commerce, and • y i j „i,„„„j in i,„^i,.,io X„ o„,.„ u,., «n,„n +

Public Works obtained from the prefects, regularly
,

'^ Jl^.^^^^ ^^^P^J^.l*^ ^^/^® ^^'^ ^"? '''^'^ ^r*
every year, five successive reports. The first report i

m 18-48 than in 184^ A iaUmg oii m crop often

early in the winter, gave an account of how the seed
[
implies reduction in weight. Mr. Caied says

had been got in ; the second, furnished in April, gave that when the -weight of Wbeat is reduced from
similar information as to the spring seeding; the third, i

(52 lb, per bushel to 58 lb. per bushel, the
towards the end of June or beginning of July,

„„rre<;noiirH,io- fio-urps in flour -irs a\ lb and
reported how the blooming of the com crops had gone

,

^°'T^''P°'^'4'^g
^g'^es

"i, °°^, ? ,

^

on; the fourth, sent in just after harvest, gave the|-t' lb., eqmvalent to another 3 bushels an acre,

estimated results. And in the fifth report, received
|

So that a 5 bushel deficiency m the yield oi

towards the end of the year, the prefects estimate the 'Wbeat may represent an actual deficiency equal
yield of the various crops by figures carefully drawn <

Jq g bushels an acre,
from sources of information that aflbrd a guarantee of

accuracy.
" It was after the approximate estimate based on the STEAM CULTIVATION,

fourth report, that the expose of the situation of the „ -Rnvir ArnTrTTiTURAT .SoriFTv's Tnotttkt
Empire announced that the crop of 1865 was deficient The Koyal Ageicultueal society s iNQUlKi-

to the extent of nearly 10 per cent, compared with the Accokdino to a report in vour Paper last week, the

yield of an average year. At the time of this estimate Boyal Agricultural .Society ' proposes that an inquiry

the final documents were far from being complete, should be instituted into the practical working of steam

But it now appears, from the figures referring to the
j

ploughs and other steam implements for the cultivation

year 1865, that the first accounts as to the result of the of the land in diflerent parts of the kingdom." At the

Wheat crop in that year must be greatly modified. In same time we are told that the trials at the Society's

fact the yield for the whole of France reaches the
|
shows have necessarilybeeu attendedwith disadvantages

figure of 32,700,000 quarters, and the average yield for from the limited time and area available, from difli-

Wheat
Eye
Maizo
Buckwheat

24.000,000
10,300,000

2,400.000

2,750,000

Recent estimates of the annual production of Wheat
have been about 20,000,000 quarters (deducting seed).

The average yield per acre is not considered to have
increased, the most recent statistics putting it at about
16 bushels per acre. The acreage of Wheat must have
therefore increased considerably, probably with a
corresponding decrease in the growth of Rye. The
substitution of Wheaten bread for Rye bread speaks
weU for the general prosperity of the country, but the
continued low rate of average production shows that
the remark of M. Laveegne, in 1854, is still appli-
cable ;

" The proportion of exhausting crops is still

very great, notwithstanding the progress made during
the last 50 years by means of ameliorating crops." This
eminent agrarian statistician, so often quoted in this
article, considers the soil and climate in France much
more favourable to cereals than those of England, but
that the same results can never be produced in France
until she has reduced her breadth of cereals by many

the 10 preceding years having been 33,300,000 quarters,

the deficiency of last year's crop is only about 2 per
cent, compared with an average year."

The accounts of the Wheat crop in France are as

follows. For the year 1861, the worst for a long
period, the crop was

:

Acres. Total Number of Qrs. Bush, per Acre.

16,883,507 25,821,223 Mi
In 1862, about an average year, the crop was :

—

Acres. Total Number of Qrs. Bush, per Acre.
17,204,032 34,130,000 16

In 1863. the most productive year of the present
century, tlie crop reached ;—

Acres. Total Number of Qrs. Eush, per Acre.
17.296,920 40,100,000 18}

In ISfrl, the Wheat crop was again very great :

—

Acres. Totill Number of Qrs. Bush, per Acre.
17,000,000 38,200,000 18

The accounts for the year 1865 are not yet complete,
but the following figures will not prove far wrong :—

Acres. Total Number of Qrs. Bush, per Acre.
I7,-2O0,000 32,800,000 ISJ

According to documents collected in 18(>4, the
annual consumption of Wheat in France for human
food has been in recent years 25,900,000 quarters.

Inclusive of the quantity required for seed, and of the
small quantity consumed by the inferior animals, the
total quantity of 'VV'heat ased in France annually was
31,030,000 quarters.

The population, according to the last census, being
37,382 225, the average yearly consumption is five

bushels and four gallons per head. The consumption is

greater in the north than in the south. The above
estimate does not include the consumption of other
grain, such as Bye, Buckwheat, Barley, Maize, &c.

The average number of acres sown eveiy year with
Wheat, during the five years from 1861 to 1865, was
17,157,565 ; the average for the five preceding years was
16,560,000 acres. There are 647,500 acres more ofWheat
sown now than there were 15 years ago, and this repre-

sents an increased production to the amount of

1,220,000 quarters.
The quantity ofseed sown per acre has averaged two

bushels two gallons.

cutties as to soil and season, and the presence of a

crowd of anxious spectators, who interfered with the

delicate tests applied by the judges and the Society's

engineer;" and the report goes on to say that "the

Journal Committee consider that the time has now
arrived when the Society may fauly institute such an

inquiry as will decide how far the conclusions hitherto

amved at are home out by practical experience."

A tardy confession is better than none. How many
times this Society has been told through the agricul-

tural papers by myself of its " limited" and inelEcient

trials, I cannot tell you but by reference to my book.

I find that in a letter of mine, dated December 19, 1856,

published in the Times and other papers, I wrote thus

:

*'
I should have been glad if the time of the officers

of the Royal Agricultural Society could have allowed

a little more than 30 minutes at the most to have

investigated the merits of my implements." This was

a complaint against the Chelmsford judges. After

every meeting that I have attended, I have made
similar complaints, and now, after more than nine

years have passed away, the Society is frank enough to

tell us that I was right in condemning their limited

and ineflicient trials.
., ,

" The difficulties as to soil and season come next.

At Worcester we were told by the judges that the

field in which the second-class trials were worked ofl^

was "a stiff loam, part Clover, and the rest Bean

stubble dry and rendered hard by the treading of

sheep ; a portion of it laid in narrow ridges, which

were difficult to work across ; the rfest presented a fair

trial for steam cultivation." Here is what the judges

say of my work done in this field :
—

" Throughout the

whole of this trial he (Mr, Smith) preserved a uniform

and steady pace, making by far the best work over

ridge and furrow, and stirring the soil most effectually."

This is positive evidence that the whole of this field

was nothing more than " a fair trial." Of the next

field into which we were taken, the judges

write thus:—"A clean Clover lea in a high

state of cultivation. The quality of the soil

varied exceedingly; the top portion being quite of

a light character, whilst the bottom part was an

extremely tough and retentive clay, considerably baked

and cracked by the action of the sun."
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No fault whatever was made here as to the diffi-

culty of soil," &c., by the judges, but they cut out a

tougher job for us for the next day. Here is what they

say of it : "A field of old sward on the heaviest and

most obdurately-hardened of clays. It was m fact a

test of the utmost power and endurance of the appa-

ratus inmost difficult and trying operations. Wow
this was a picked " difficulty." The judges sent us

there on purpose to break the machinery to pieces it

they could, and they did manage
.
to break it

Both of Fowler's sets went to the wall in the shape of

breakage. In those days the Society looked put tor a

short life and a meiTy one at the cost of the exhibitors

;

now it talks about its "difficulties."

The next charge is-" and the presence of a crowd ot

anxious spectators, who interfered with the delicate

tests applied by the judges and the Society s engineer.

Now this is a false charge. The "spectating public

on all occasions were well-behaved ; they were invited

to look and they did look, and that was all, for until

now I never heard of a " delicate test being interfered

with " by them. ... . , , ^ x, •

Now the Society think it is time to look to their past

awards to see whether hard practice will support

them. Hard practice will tell them that the old

roll-over plough is but a tenth-rate implement

when applied by steam-power, and that when they

awarded to it the great 500«., it was not worked practi-

cally at all, for the apparatus with which it was then

worked is not now in existence, and was not then a

practically and economically-working machine. It

will also tell them that the 10-horse set of Fowler's, to

which they awarded iU. at Worcester, was not a

practical machine, neither is it now, for it is not in

practice at all.
, , m, • ,

,

So much for the past ; now for the future. This noble

Society is going to do something. Now as I have no

faith whatever in what it is going to do, I will add the

two following letters ;

—

" Royal Agricultural Society, 12, IlanoTcr Sqt
London, March 16, 1866.

*' Dear Sir,—Being anxious to gather particulars relating to

cultivation by steam-power over the whole of England and

Wales, I shall esteem it a favour if you will kindly furnish me
with the number of sets of tackle of your manufacture now at

work, with the names and addresses of the proprietors arranged

by counties. I am, dear Sir, yours faithfully,

" W. Smith, Esq." " H. H-\ll Dare, Sec."

" Woolston, Bletchley Station, Jlarch 17, 1866.

"Dear Sir,—In reply to your inquiry, I beg to inform you
that I shall not give the information required, the Royal

Society having used me so unfairly throughout that I have no

faith wh.atever in anything they may nowdouponthequestion
of Steam Cultivation. I send you herewitha book of " Facts,*"

worth, in the shape of information, double anything your

Sociel^ can do. Yours truly, W. Smith."
*' H. H. Dare, Esq., Sec. Royal Agricultural Society."

This Commission of the Boyals is to get cost per

acre, depth, &c. My book gives all this, with some
exaggerations into the bargain. Some of Fowler's

men talk about 16 inches deep, &c.

The age of the machinery is to be looked after. The
Woolston machine is over 10 years old, and is now in

good working order. There are a number of the

Woolston sets over eight years old. The Woolston
farm stands A 1 as to age of working, and the

Woolston followers come next, look where the Royals

may. Surely they will never look at Woolston farm

or Woolston men.
I will not follow their queries further. They are all

dealt with in my book of Facts." I think it right to

let the public know what I do in the matter, there-

fore I beg that vou will publish this. William Smith,
Woolston, Bletchley Station, Bncls. April 16.

2. The New Obdertn Council.—At the adioumed

meeting of the Staffordshire Quarter Sessions at Stafford

the other day, the Earl of Lichfield, who has taken a

prominent part in promoting measures for the sup-

pression of the cattle plague, criticised i.vith some

severity the course pursued by the Government on the

question. With regard to the general system of

licences laid down in the recent Order in Council, his

Lordship pointed out that nothing could be easier than

to secure a form of certificate and fill it up with names.

And how was any one in Staffordshire to say whether

such names were or were not the genuine signature.s of

persons in say Devonshire, duly authorised to sign

such certificates ? His lordship referred to his own
proposals on this subject, that all forms of licence

should be issued by the Government to the local

authorities throughout the country, through the Post

Office, that they should bear a Government stamp, and

that before their issue from the local post office they

should receive its stamp also, as a proof that they

really emanated from the place from which they pro-

fessed to have come. Again, there was the danger of

owners of stock, on the first appearance of the diseiwe,

trying to get rid of their animals, which would, under

the system now proposed, diffuse the plague through

the country. To avoid this he had some time a

proposed that every local committee should open

register for cattle to be sold or moved, and that they

must be so registered at least three days before they

could be moved. This would at once prevent the

removal of animals having the seeds of the di.sease

before its existence became known, and would afford

a means by which purchasers might readily inform

themselves of animals which were for sale. It was

decided to retain in the handsof the Court of Quarter

Sessions the power of declaring infected districts.

3 Chlobofohm Treatment at Sussex Fabm
{From Norwich J/frciiry). — The cattle plague or

rinderiiest as I suppose, appeared amongst my fat

cattle on the 3d of March ; it had been making havoc

during the preceding fortnight on three farms in my
immediate neighbourhood, the nearest only one mile

distant. The first animal attacked on my premises

was immediately slaughtered ; there were unmistake-

able symptoms of the disease both externally and

internally, but he was taken in time. My other cattle

were all attacked so rapidly, yard after vard. that

between the 3d and the llth, 8S beasts were slaughtered

off the farms. I lost, however, only one, which was

condemned and buried on the 10th, a Devon working

ox, which I had thought was safe.

I had from the first used carbolic acid and chloride

of lime as disinfectants. My yards, sheds, and out-

houses were sprinkled

THE CATTLE PLAGCE.
1. The following returns were issued on April 13.

These returns do not profess to give the total number
of cases which have occurred in Great Britain, but only
those which have been ascertained from information
received at the office from inspectors. Columns 1 only
record the cases reported as having commenced during
the weeks indicated by the headings; "back" cases

being added to columns 2.
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and, to use Mr. Constable's W-n [words. " allll^irish to

do is to protest against one being led by the nose b.v

men who, however admirable for zeal and diligence m
their profession, cannot be expected to be authorities in

matters beyond their beat," wdiich is evidently the oa.se

with that gentleman in his criticisms.^ In reference to

the slaughtering now going on he designates it a " use-

less, senseless, destructive, and barbarous massacre of

cattle;" but he surely could not have compared the

official returns for the past 10 weeks, or he would have
hesitated in usinj; such language. The following

analysis is to my mind a satisfactory proof that under
God's blessing the right course is now being pursued
for the extermination of this frightful malady, which a

short time since threatened the destruction of those

beautiful herds which had become the pride of our
land and the envy of the world.
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mamu-e only renders the Potatos too cnarse. Tliis had once
happened with him. It was the largest crop he ever grow,

but the Potatos had to be given to cattle. He used a mixture
of portable manure, compounded by the Messr.s. Cmniingbam,
giving 16 cwt. per acre. It contained what those gentlemen
thought ft proper mixture of guano, phosphates, potash, &c.

The remai'k of Professor Anderson as to pntash when dung was
not used -was a very valuable one. With regai'd to the

cwt of a good phosphatic guano, and *2 cwt.. uf munate of
|

practical point of whether they should stop growing Potatos.

tobtasii containing 50 per cent, of potash. In default of a phos- I
there were one or two things to be said. Cobbett said long ago

fchatic 'guano, which is sometimes not easily got of good quality, that Potatos had mined Ireland. Now he (Mr. Scot SkilTing)

1 would use a good bone-ash superphosphate. For use without
:
thought they had gone a long way to ruin the farmers of East-
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formerly sold at 211. per ton, has been a.s l.iw as 71. , and is now
about 9L, above which it is not likely to go.— I am, dear Sir,

yours truly, "Thomas ./Vuperson."

" Samuel D. Sldrreff, Esq., Saltcoats, Drem."

Dui-ing the discussion which followed, Mr. Hops, Fenton-
barns, said his experience of lifting Potatos .was that they
shoidd not be Ufted perfectly dry : only if ho did so he found
that they could be preserved hv t]jn>wiiviu :i few shovelfuls

of earthanioug them. If he HlI n-t .1. M, ,' lliuy were apt to
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Mr. Sadleb, Ferrygate, was perfectly sure that if there were
a clause in all their leases that the Marquis's restrictions were
to be observed, the rent of land would fall H. per acre. He
himpclf bad bad g-^od rear«, ;ind he had had bad venrs, but he
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Home Correspondence.
The FoiiUnj Yai'd.—M\ am a ))ouUry keeper and

a poultry lover, I read ^dth much nit-erest tlie articles

that from time to time appear in yoiu- Journal
. ,i rotates for ' pn *' The Poultry Yard." Hanng had 10 years'

great deal of truth experience, and having tried various modes of rearing
that unless the land was fitted for y^^^h ^vith and \Hthout coops, 1 think I can mention

gieat pi-L.fit was to be derived. To grow ^^ improvement ou the kind of coop recommended by

wh$ no doubt farm-yard . best adapted for them >,uy^ , I. a' C." in your number of April 7. I decidedly
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;
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; as

*'
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do with their cattle but for Potatos. A great many catUe h.id r^^y j^^y ^^ y^^w ^^ ^^t but they become iudiflerent
this vcar been fed on Potatos, hay, and Lmseed cake. With . .^ „*,„,] „f fhpir innthpr'* rhii-k nud from dis-
the raUwavs shut up as at present, they could not got away ^ Ibe SOunU ol lUeu momerb

*;';1^'^>
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regarding her Call when at large, SO many misfortunes

cfop and a half, of Potatos last year throughout Scot- happen, that for some tmie 1 nave discarded tne use ol

land, which caused their cheapness, they were now finding coops altogether. In my contrivance in phice of ,them,
the benefit of them in feeding their cattle and sheep. The the hen as well as the chickens can go in and out to the
late Mr Howden, Lawhead, who was desen-cdiy considered

, j^^le enclosure attached at their pleasure, and no

oVe^v^^twra^ref ol ^^^^^rhrLd^Tmnil^'he^^ffutat !
trouble need be taken to shut them up at nig^it, as the
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not as a j-ulo chicks are put in till they are fit for liberty. This is

He had had a ^mch \&^ trouble than putting them on Grass, and
' ^ ^ ^1 ^ ^ l^','.^^^^^.'''^^ much safer in wet iveather. Here, in Korth AVales,

md iiL bcheved ^^ ha^ve liad lately a great deal of cold east \\-ind and
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Yet how many hundreds, he might almost say
thousands, of pounds had been spent in the ijitervalin prizes
- the best plough ! Had they got an article which did all

they wanted in a plough ? If they had, what was the use of

offering money to have it reproduced? For instance, the
Royal AtiTicultural Society offered an enormous prize for a
,stL-ain-]iLiitgh ; and they discovered, after all, that it was not
.1 -.I'. (Ill idiiiigh thai they wanted, bvit a ste;i,m-cultivator.
AjMiii, 111' .should like to know how many prizes Gardner's
'I'nmiji flitter had taken. It had never been l.ieaten, and yet
year after year a prize was offered for it. The case of the
winnowing machine was similar. The groat lui.'itake lay in
continuing to give pdzes for the same article. When a good
thing had been produced, let it be stamiwd^with a 60/. or even a
100?. prize, but it was usele.ss to go on stamping it with prizes
year after year. There was one important point which Mr,
Crosskill did not touch upon. As an implement maker he
might have told them that the article sent out to the fanner
was not precisely the thing that was sent out for competition.
Again, at the Warwick meeting he saw prizes offered "for

ploughs, when the ground upon which they were to be tried
was in such a state that they might as well have tried to
plough up Fleet Street. Was a plough, which was strong
enough in all its parts to do that, the kind of plough which
was requhed for the general piuposes of agriculture ? There
must be a fitness in all such thinge. As Mr. Crosskill remarked,
if they Wimted to try a thing, they should ti-y it ui the position

in which it would he wanted. Any one could tell them that if

they had a plougli that requii*ed 10 or 12 horses, they miyht as
well be in bed as using such an implement. Now, there were
a few imfortunate individuals whom Mr. Crosskill completely
ignored in his remarks. It was not often that he (Sir.

Edmimds) talked 'shop'; but one was obhged to do so some-
times, and when nobody else would blow yom" trumpet, you
mu-st do it youi-self. The agricultural implement makers had
talked as if they were the people who were going to supply the
whole country with implements, and they never thought of

the agents ; but they had now foimd out that such people were
really necessary. Persons like himself told their customers
and those around them what was the best thing to get. The
reason was- they were more honest, comparatively speaking,
(than the manufacturers. As a father believed his own bantling
to be the finest in the world, so an implement maker believed

his own implement to l>e the liest ever invented. It was quite

right that th*^ ninnufanturcvs should think that: he did uot
blame tlieiji f i it; l,nt the middle-man wovUd say to his
friend an.i bis iiui-hinur. "So-and-so makes a very good
implement, ' ainl Iil would tell the implement makers
that, whether they ignored the agents or not, people
would be guided by their opmion. Mr. Crosskill spoke
rather slightingly of a class of persons who were encouraged
at the shows. One great difficulty of farmers was that,

if they wanted a good hedge-cutter, or a good man to

thatwh a rick 6r to drain, they would find only aliont

one in a parish.; Sufficient care was not taken to have peraons
trained, for such work; and he contended that by offering

prizes ifor good hed^-cutting, thatching, or draining^ they
were stimulating improvement, and benefiting agriculture.

Mr. Ci-osskill said, that as the Royal Agricultural Society was
not going to hold a show this yeai', it ought to endeavour to

stimulate the veterinary art. Now he (Mr. Edmunds) preferred

dn-iiriiv the .i.iri.lr'iv'^" and turning to the bipeds. The
V"' 1 N ! ii^Mi il >• .

I !v had education included in its

,1 I
! it loight do something better than

I II I .
]

1 , , which he had alluded to. It was
.\'- II I 1 iMiu >iM. ur\v blood in Hanover Squ.are, and to

ff( t lid nf some of the red tape. The Coimcil ought to he a
little more liberal, and when they had agreat society receiving

year, they should not be stopped with the
jis or that subject was political ; but the

i 1 to deal wdth evci-y subject con-
1 II the great crisis which had been
here was hardly any sooiety that

I u lists than the Royal Agricultural

i , ,iii.i he must say that out of its large

i , ought to find the means of pajdng for pre-

I Lining cheap agricultural education, and for

;.ed for some of the 5000^ which would not

Mr.'^ll. i.'oKi!F.T saidiie thought the Agiicyultural Hotel had
been opened at a veiy significant era, for it seemed that at

that point agriculturdl progress stopped. Having followed
Mr, Crosskill's paper very carefully, he gave that gentleman
full credit for much good matter ; but he felt all the while
that he was building up a wonderful pile only to pull it down
again. 'He (Mr. Corbet) spoke with a sort of authority on
thiit q\icstion, having attended nearly all the great agricul-

tui:d sli-,vvsbtldin England, Ireland, and Scotland during the
lit M ..r r. vr.ir^. F-rtht-histlO years more especially he had
h.j.iv.i I'.iiiij.i.iiit- ..(:i-t lutly made against the prize system,
but alw.iv- i.v Mii._ .1 i— --i n\en, and almost by them alone: he
inriiit. Ml ,,MMi—\ till _'reat agricultural implement makers.
It IV 1' I vm- ' xtTi-rlinirv thing that up to a certain time
a^'ii. ultui'Ll >]i..w- should "have done an immense amount of

g I, and that th.?v .--liniild then have ceased to be at all benefi-

cial. Tw..i,ty years"; tui., MrEdnumdswould tell them, there were
no great agrieultiu-al implement makers, and everything was
at a dead level ; and then there came a period dming which
mprovement went on, and agrictilturista leamt how to layout''"

' fine hypothesis,

(.bjcctiuu th:

Council -1

nected \\ii

'

had .^.v

Farmers' Clubs.
The Prize Sifsfem.—The followmg report

thuikmt. t h

Lord Lieut li t 1 I" )

safely be e\t nlelt '^ me f them
n »thing more clear than that theie

grown and unless the disease

L hUp

London ._^ ._ _ .

of the discus=iion on this subject last Monday is abridged

the from the Jouraal of the Farmers' Club ".—

t t I 1 1 n^ht Ml E Edmlnds (Rugby) said the question was, were the
Ht th u^ht thcte was Rnyil Agricultural Society and other societies of the same

weie too many Pttatos kind established simply for the purpose of holding shows?
to the rescue it would Mr Crosskill thought that they were instituted for more

half tho farmers of East-Lothian es-pLCially those who impcrtant objects than that, and he (Mr. Edmunds) agreed

pei-sibted 111 f,r wing a large extent on pool land He mi^ht with him When the show system was first estabUsbed i 1j

state to them his method uf growing Potatos. He pluughed
j

were no gi-eat agricultui-al implement m
the land deep in the autumn, giving it a good stock

|

implements were in a rude state ; the ma:
poveiing. He then gave it another turn o^'er in the spring. 1 Bevons. and Herefords, and the different

He then ploughed it up, giving 25 or 30 cart-loads of the ' not then penetrated to all parts nf the 1-

best made dung _from the farm, along with 4 cwt. of done through the influence "f tlie >hi'w-

Peruvian guano.. He had tried hone manure and Rape as
\
since been carriedhomeas it wtie x-' ^:\-\]

well as guano, but he always found, that guano gave him the
j

and it had been shown
largest return. The question they had to decide was, how to

! produced. He agreed with il:

,1 rn

money on implements. That v

but m his (Mr. Corbet's) opinion a^

useful now as^they were 20 years a

Council of the Royal Agricultural ~ i i no ft-ora

annual to biennial or triennialexhili: i i. i imi ! im nts. Of
course they had done so. It was graJuair, luLiud iuipossible

to try all the implements exhibited every year, and the CoimcU
with much good sense yielded to the representation of, tie

great implement makers in favour of the change referred to.

Mr. Crosskill alluded to the qualifications of the judges. Why,
among the judges of the Royal Agricultural Society there were
not only some of the best men in England, butr ' '^*'-

most practical ]

judge:

that Club ; and i

atShni-
3 of sh^

;cellenco had
of England,
hat could be

jsttkiil that agricultural

make Potatos a remunerative crop, and he thought this could i shows had produced a great influence up to a certain point

lie done by observing the following conditions :—Pirst, never
! hut then came the question, if the farmers had got beyond their

plant Potatos on land that was not naturally adapted for
j

A B C, if they had really got the article they wanted, if they
them. He was not going to enter into the question of what

! had got as good an animal and as good an Implement
land was and what Inid was not adapted for growing Potatos ,

but he might say that strong clay land, strung hottomedland,
was not> They might dung it as they liked, but it was seldom
they would be able ti •^cv.- a laree crop in a wet s^ The

!, to give it

nf dung.
.

,
I i .readth

plentyof.br.. I ,
..,.

,

The third . ..in u n. .:.

toune-hah 11. n,i.:i.i... ,,
i ..,,.,, i ..,i ,.. ; a.i iM.iu a.con-

sideratiou ui Lh^ ^^i^at laAs ...i ^ui^i.ly .m.i Jviu.a.d, that they
would Idealise jls much fi-om half the bre;ulth as they were
doing-for thowhf>!te which was now planted, and they would
4iftV6'thatte.nd, vvhich he maintained waa not needed; for the
growth of Turnips and Beans

he produced, what was the use of constantly offering priees

for the same thing produced over and over again? Were
agi-iculturists less intelligent than any other portion of the
nation ? Did they not know a good thing when they saw it

;

and was it necessary to continue showing them what they saw
and approved 15 or 20 years ago? He would give a practical

i]iustrati<m of what he meant. At the meeting of the Royal
Agiicidtural Society he asked the Council whether they
thought a plough had been produced which for all practical

pui-poses was better than that which was e
Bontbamptoii^shnw 1 He_knew that ploughr

ij by Bansomes, Howards, and others would plough

I

piece of land as well as any plough that had been produce

of tie
at least, of the

at those out-of-the-way places, Newcastle or Plymouth,
-Lti whosu '.)'iniiin^v.-hen expres.sed in their own counties

,,f x,,rtMlk "V N"ithaiiii.t...ii, or elsewhere, were always treated

uitli n -]"-. t lb.- iLiaiiitaiiied that the judges did their d«^
i.ii ihu wh'.k a.ltiiiialily. considering the difficulties under
which they laboured. Every judge, indeed, performed his

duties under difficulties, whether he were a judge sittiOg

at Westminster or one watching a tiial in a field at Newcasfle
or Plymouth. When Mr. Crosskill proposed to do away
with the prizes for ploughs and ottier implements, he should
like to know whether they were going to sweep the wlu^e
deck. Were they going to do away with the prizes for

Shorthorns, Herefords, and Devons? or, to bring the question

home to some who were present, with the prizes for horses?

Let them look at this question in relation to horses. Let them
consider how improvement had gone on for the last ten or

twelve years in connection with the great shows ; and he
would put it to them whether the advance as regarded ploughs,

haiTows, or anything else, had ii-t t -i'- -inil.tr strides

during the same period, and wli. 'i- h ..iii,t now to

stop. Twenty years ago there w. t .
i ivncultural

implement makers; now there won i i ii. m. At the

Leeds meeting they said they wouli n' i i
• Li^ii i-.nn, but

bibited" at their I they did so in the very next year Then th. y -aiH b. Ihe

xhibited on that Bath and West of England Society, "' - ' '
-

But how was that pr. .n

r three years some of then
liv,; fldlilled?

1 never went
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near those'ahowa. The case reminded Uini of pn^ that occuri-Qd

last Christmas, about the time when a Loudun Dog Stow took

place V man had a pointer that never got any sort of prize.

At last he said, " I 'U have a show without prizes at my owu
place, where aU who. like can conXe and show their dogs.^ and

then it will be seen what wonderful animals tUey all are.
,

Of

courfio it was the flattest thing in the world ; and so also were

the recent exhibitions of implements to which he alluded at

the shows of the Bath and West of Ensrbnd Society. He quite

aereed with Mr. Crosskill that agricultural shows 20 years a^o

did a RTeat deal of good, but he also maintained that they did

a great deal of good still ; and if they visited different parts of

England where these shows had been held, they nught witness

the improvement thus effected, and hear persons constantly

telling eafh other how different makers triumphed in the

various trials. Trials of that kind were a- great stimulus to

improvement, and tended to secure the gi-eatest amount of

efficiency ; and he believed that the kind of education which
depended on the prize system was proceeding as usefully now
asit did 20 years ago.

.. Mr. J. Wilson (Manor House, Woodhom, Mori>eth), said :
—

fie could not understand why Mr. Crosskill drew a distinction

between implements and cattle or stook. as regarded prizes.

They were all striving after exeellencu, whether in stock-

toroducing or in I'Mlti'. .ti-n, mt-i \]v' - nn- vi h-imI i^riTiL^ipleB

wereapplicablr I . i. .'h N • M' i'.-. ^-'i IiM.-.th, and
other Short-linrn ' .i'nuL- at the

ehows in fomiLT ! i, - .,- ! ii''. -'.
i
!

I i
.

: ! i

. . in :
Init it did

not follow that they were to stop tti..M-c, in^iUicr should there

be any stopping with regard to inipleuibnts. It might be said

that they had already got the best plough or the best culti-

vator that could be produced ; but he ^lid not believe the
farmers of England were of that opinion. After the Leeds
meeting, many implement-makers attempted to secede from
the competitive trials ; but at Canterbury their agents placed

prize placards over their implements ; and that showed that

they were proxid of ha\'ing obtained a prize from the Society.

One great advantage, connected with prizes of the Royal
Agricultural Society was this : The Society moved into a hew
district every year. Thousands of farmers and farm labom-ers

came to the showyard, and saw there .some 5000 or 6000

implements : but he should like to know what they learnt

by that ? They looked here and there ; but their attention

could not be turned Uj any peculiar qualification in an imple-

nient for their operations ; and wjthout something to guide
them, they woxjld go home very little wiser than they came.
On the other hand, if there were a prize, they naturally
assumed that there must have been a trial, and that there
must be some reason why a prize placard was placed above
paiticular implements ; and if there were even a weak point,

they had an opportunity of noticing it in a way that they
would never have done imder other circumstances. He
certainly agreed with Mr. Corbet, that the implement trials

were of as much value in the present day as they ever were ;

but he had alw.ays advocated—and, aa a member of the Council
of the Royal Agricultural Society, he should continue to advo-
cate—an extension of the trials, and their taking place at the
proper time of the year. There was one allusion made by Mr.
Edmunds which seemed to him to require correction. Mr,
Edmunds said the Royal Agricultural Society originally offered

a prize for a steam plough, but aftenvards discovered that
what was wanted was not a .steam plough, but a steam
cultivator. Now, that was a mistake. The fact vyas that
when steam was first talked of, in connection with the
cultivation of the soil, the Council, naturally directing its

attcntiou to the plough, offered a prize of .500^ for the best
8te.im plough. The offer was continued for some years, untU
at last, at the Chester meeting, the x*rize w la awarded to Mr.
Fowler, for the best steam plough. Mr. Smith, of Woolston,
was not at all satisfied with tbat decision, his argument being
that steam was out of place as applied to the plough. As a
great many agiiculturists appeared to concur in that opinion,
the Council offered a prize for the best application of st«am to

the cultivation of the soil. Although Mr. Fowler's culrivator

beat Mr. Smith's, thsit did not prove that it was universally
the best kind of implement ; and he fMr. Wilson) was of

opinion that the plough or digger was the best at one time of
the year, and the cultivator at another. He fullj- agreed with
Mr. Edmunds that sufficient attention had not been paid
hitherto by the Council of the R'^yal \iTn'-iiltm-al Society to
the improvement of education: inI in 'wlii-iMn, he would
remark that he hoped the absenei- t

i

' tliisyearat
Bury St. Edmimd's would be (in i. i >.,>me other
way, which would further tend tn i- . l-ii th- i^aicultm'e of
this country.

Professor Coleuam (Escrick, York) believed Mr. Crosskill's
sketch ot, the past history of shows was masterly ; and if he
htid taken up the line of argument that implement trials were
comparatively uselesa, because they were hurried over and not
thorough ;md exhausrive, he would have carried the feeling of
the great majority of the Club and of the faxming interest
with him. Having, himself, acted in the capacity of a judge
at two exhibitions, he had certainly experienced the difficulties

to which Mr. CrusskUl alluded in what he said about want of
completeness, crowding, and so on. These were matters of
detail upon which a pressure should be put ujjon the Council

;

and he thought it worthy of consideration whether the giving
of prizes, where the means of testing were not adequate,
whether as regarded tijne or machinery, was not mischievous
rather than useful. Mr. Crosskill made capital out of the
remark of a judge at Poncaster last year. That gentleman
would have told them if he had been present that the difficulty
of awarding the prino arose from the al>.sence i.>f all iirnpi.T

tests, and that if the trial had been made \in'kr the sii]" riii

tendencc of a competent engineer, with proper machimi-ry fur

testing, the result would have unquestionaltlj' been sJitisfactory.

It ap]jeju-ed to him that the Bath and Westof England Society,
considering the limited means of testing at its disposal, had
acted wisely in leaving that quesriou in the hands of the Royal
Agricultural Six:iety. Now, Mr. Crosskill, who was a great
traveller, must really have shut his eyes to what was going on
if he had come to the conclusion that agi-icultiu"e was as yet in
smything like the position that it ought to be as regarded
improvements. He (Professor Coleman) thought it was the
exception rather than the rule to find land farmed in the best
manner ; at all events, if good farming was the rule, there were
a great many exceptions. Most of them, he believed, felt that
wherever the Royal Agricultxiral Society went there was a
very marked influence arising from its exhibitions; and
therefore he thought the argument for doing away with the
prize system, whether for implements or for stock, was a
rather weak one. Moreover, he would venture to hint whether
implement makers themselves might not learn something
from the trials. He had heard implement makers honestly

,

confess that they had never thought of this or that until it

was suggested to them in the show-yard. Therefore ho
thought the arguments of Mr. Crosskill. so far as they hsvl
reference to futuj-c shows, would not be endorsed by
that Club.
Mr. W. Barford (Peterboro') said he represented the rather

large section of small and rising implement-makers -perilous
who had not reached to the top of the tree ; and ho 1 1 1

> i i i

,

that, in his opinion, if the present system of awanlii i .

;

at the country shows were abolished, there wuul I ii i.

come a sort of oalm which wouJd be as near as pi >- mi. i..

finality. The abolition of the prize system would liu a t,MLMi

injustice to the smaller houses, for this reason : The larger
houses having attained the position they had done by the
prize system, by means of the very large capital invested in

their business, and by means of liberal agencies, the smaller

implement makers wouJ,d,.in the absence of the prize system,
be lost sight of and remain in oblivion. For years his firm

made a certain article before it had a comp^tive trial, and
although it was the best article of its kind, they could make
no general Impression ; but as soon as a prize was offered by
the Royal Society, and they gained it. it took a leading place,

and they had since done a largertri'l-' in tint ii;n-l:iciil;ti- article

than any three other houses in l"'ilnil. I.;i-l yiv Ue
attended the show of the Bftth uit i W. m -i r.n-lml Sn,.ii:ty

.at Hereford, and also that of the R->v A \-ru:n\\nr.i] ,s..rK'tyat

Plymouth. At Hereford he watuLi^d Lhu trial -.t the lauwiiig

machines, and it was a most stupid ;iffair wi^h the absenqe of

competition. There was a sort of amateur trial on green Rye

;

and, altogether, he never saw anything more hollow or unin-
teresting. A fortnight after, he went to Plymouth. He
watched the trials of the mowing machines there also ; and he
saw about %vro thousand implement-makers, farmers, and their

labourers, who were all benefited by what they witnessed.

Again, as regarded the fullness of the trials, he could go back
for at least seven years, and he could testify that at Newcastle
and other places he had seen the judges laboviring with the
greatest diligence during the whole day. He thought that if

the Council went on extending the trials as they had done for

the last few years, no implement-maker could be dissatisfied

with the result ; and he believed that, on the whole, the pi-e-

sent prize system worked satisfactorily both for the piu-chascr

and the producer of implement^.
Mr. W. Woodward (Nt rthway, Tewkesbury) would suggest

for consideration whether the Royal Agricultural
,
Society

should not offer a prize for an implement that wjould move
the soil better than the plough ; and also whether it would
not he wfill for tlie ludges to give their reasons for the best
implijiD'Ht - !..!;_ with the awards.
Mr < M Tuwler & Co.) agreed with Mr. Crosskill

that 1
' I 11, as at present carried on, wa-s entirely

fallari. m/ II. - 1-, indeed, connected with a fii'm which
might well he the last to conaplain of that system, as it had
gained every prize for which' it had competed. Still he must,

say that the time occupied by the trials was so short that it

was often almost impossible to an-ive at aRoundcondnsion. If

a steam -plough had to bctricil, it ..i;_i!t t.. i-. -I.nt.-.'l in \M:.''i-t

and to be continued xmder tii.il tri \-. - i' ',- r. i! \<:

year. Mr. Barford said iln ~ n. i

wovild put down the small mon , . :, n i n . u.

effect added, "I had a maehiuc ..i.Kii v..t. ].^iiLi ili..ii .ui;,

made by the big machine makers fur a number of years, and 1

could never succeed.'' Well, if there had bfjen no TjriSie system
in opeiation in the period, he at dU event? wquldhave had the

glory of the day. for he would not have had the judges"

opinion coimtei-acting the favoui-ftble opinion of the public.

He :?hould be the last man in the wurid to, say a word ag;iinst

ovir small implement makers, for he never wetxt to^ agiocid-

tural meeting without copying a lot. of tbeir designs. If a
small man were placed in competition with a big one foi' a
long-continued trial, the latter was suro to succeed ; but the
reverse was the case if the trial were a short one. He con-

sidered the pme system, as at present conducted, absurd.

What was wanted was a continuous trial, and not a dilly-

dallying one; and if that could not be obtained, the system
should be altogether abolished, and- the public left to judge for

itself. There was no so^ of soUdity or value in the present

method of proceeding. It would be better to have one great

trial in each year, and let the whole of England compete.
Mr, S. Sidney (London) said : It was a remarkable thing

that they should have come there to be informed that the
farmers themselves were not capable of forming an opinion of

the value of the implements which they had to use. If that

were so, their business differed from all others in that respect.

What was wanted was an opportunity of testing the different

implements that were produced irade^ various

time for the trial. of implements at all parte of the year. It
w;is folly to suppose that an implemont which could be used
advantageously at, one period of the year could be used with
equal advantage at others. Mr. Crosskill had remarked that
even the trials of -the reaping .machines at Boxted Hall, at
hax'vest time, were fallacious. If that were the case, wheu a
piece of ground had been selected for the trial of conir
cutting, machines, when there was

^
the best kind of. land

and crops, and the best men selected as judges, whatchauce
had ordUnary farmers of selecting a good implement of tijat

description? A farmer might hear that such a man,
living five or ten miles off, had got a good implemont,
and that another man living ii\ another direction had got a
good ,oue;of a different kind; but how was he to eettie tl«)

question in his own muid unless the implements were tritjd

under the same cii-cupistances ? Ue did not say that euqh
trials as that at Boxted might not be failures, but the farmer
would be liable to still gi-eater failures if left entireily to

himself. It had been asked why farmers could not seleet

Siiitable implements for themselves as well as manufacturere.
He replied that they were placed in very different circum^
stances.. The manufacturer used his

i
implement eyery-dayoE

his Ufe, and soon arjived at a just estimate of its valu© ;-. but fi

great many of the implements of the agriculturist were used
only for one or two weeks in the yeai". How, then, couldj he-he
compared in that respect (With the manufacturer ? If the RoyaJ
Agricultural Society would spend part of its money, as it very
well might this year, on trials with scarifiers and otiier imple-
ments of that kind which were wanted in the autumn, and. if,

when land had got softened, these were succeeded by triaM
with other implements, suited to the season, it might be made
of very great value as regarded agricultural progress.

Journal of the Royal A-inciilhu-al Society. Vol. II.

Part I. John Murray.
TlieKditor may be congratiilated on haxing issued a
liartifularly interesting number ol' ti* JpujcnaJ... The
-nhjort nrniiddlo-flri'^s, and to some extent of agri^u!-
iti'vil r<lih';iiion iicfutiic-; the chief place among,.the
[ii.ii- .|. . ii^-rJ. Tlic iii;inagement and cross brepdiug
^ >i '"ti 1 Ir 1^ 1 rcatrd nt bv I wo practica.l men, Mr. Little,

ol* t'luiipenham, and Jlr. G. Murray. Professor
Ansted .aives the first pari of a paper on raiu-

foU, natural draiiia^ije, and subterranean water.
And ^Ir. ( )rlebar speaks on one of the practical aspects

lb. gement of iwmd^
,' on the poultry of

disinfectants, and
';tttlo plague, are
-nil iron and wood
ii;-;^. by Mr. Bailey

'

' Professor

ofthi-

and uril-. _Mr. Tn iv

J'raiKV, Dr. \'ni-lrk.T\ U-
ProiV'.-'Sur Shuoud.-^' Ic^i iiri' .

reported. There arr rl.ili-ir.i

in tlic consti'uction "I r:irn

Benton, Jun., and Mr. 1',

Buckman ^Tites on AntbylUs vulneraria. Liebig's

recent publication on the diseases of plants is trans-

lated, so also is a paper on the rural economy of the
^Netherlands ; and Mr. R. P. Ffrench describes Plajt

culture in Belgium. Mr. Howard Beed gives -a

snmmarj' of an experience hitherto of the cattle plague.

The proceedings of the Agricultural Society' in con-
nection \rith agricultural edu-'ation nro nl-n,-;ninmnrised.

id til

i

ill >

There is a report by Mr. AV. .T. :\1. V<

ments with ai*tifici;i] mai
Farm, Hants; and tbero i.

t W

i-tance to the farm i w ' '

lectni r. -1 i'i.l;jes with about 'i'l '!'
I

' '

they f,':iv. i:i. ni t
..

.
, mms up the field :in.i ill. H I

.|.i'
.

.

piizu. He iiiu uui. ui.iU to say anything .ly.uu.-i il.t, a^-.n.-n.

of prizes when the trials were propeny conducted; but in.

man could have attended the shows of the Royal Agricultui .1

Society, or of any other society, without feeling that the \v,i\

in which many of the prizes were awarded was perfijctlj

farcical. The truth was, there was often a confounding of the
advantages derived from intercourse between implement-
makers, farmers, and landlords, with the influence of trials of

agricultural machinery. When Mr. Corbet told them of the
extraordinary benefit derived^ from jirizes, he would ask him
what they were to think of prize?* being given to different

implements in different years. About eyerj' year, he thought,
a pri/<e,wa8 given for a new reaping machine. If trials of

reaping raachmes were to be of any vabie, they must be made
consecutively, and on the crop intended to be cut ; whereas,
under the system adopted in tho Royal A^oultural Society,

the crop was grown expressly for the trial. It was no dovibt

a capital thing to get together a nimiberMf p-ipinf mirbines
under such circumstances, but no farm- t > .- ni i. i v' I'ti-

callybythe results. During the last •!" \- . ! n
i

i-.ve-

menta had been made in every branch ^ i . ;
i i

. tLis

country, and there had been great progiLss .t- r.^Miit.i ir;iia-

engines, iron ships, and evci-ything else, do\^^l to cmmon
carpenters' tools. All this advance had been made without
prizes ; whereas in France and Germany prizes had been relied

upon, .ind the rc-!^ult, wa,s far less satisfactory. The tnitli w;is,

objects, no doubt some guud wntda rusult. ihupracLiual.iuuHLiMU
waH, how the Royal Agi-icultujid iiociuLy might do mure good
with its money. He did not suppose any one wished all trials to
be done away with ; the grand object was that they might be
made more practical and useful. As to drawing a comparison
between improvement in live stock and improvement ii^ imple-
ments, he was surprised to hear that from Mr. Corbet.
Improvement in live stock depended on selection—improve-
ment in implements on invention. They might, teach people
how to breed, but he would defy them to teach people how to

invent. i

TJie Ohaiuman said : Aa regarded implements, no one who
considered the matter could doubt Uiat great g^od bad been
done through the system of givii,,; ]-\\,-'-- . .. u. ! ...li i.\ i1i.

Royal A^cultural Society. He > i i

'

:
'

'

'
,

1

1

M
i [

i

,

of prizes was the <^use of the in
1

1

.
.

'
\ i i

:
i

that any better system of pri. i
hi.

; i i

object; but prizes cauptl i - ! -i auj-kiMciiLa, .mu
enabled persons belong! n • i"

i n^tricts, and who wurt
not good judges, to cbn..-. i f. a- theii purpose. It

woidd be very rash fur -
. .

i

'"4'.' into the show-yard
and pretend to choose tU-j ' .-: i ii.ii.l.. liicnt ; and it was a great
advantage to them to see the iini.tlements which got prizes.

He did not mean to assert that the best implements always got
a prize any more than the best cattle, for mistakes must some-
tuinj.y b'j made by fiilUble men ; but it was a great advantage
1- I ir.--. .'!,.. Willi .1 i.. I>uy to have something of that kin. I

Im

., ,
,

t .
!., opinion. He felt sure that Dir ..i.j.

' ii "It . ! iioig. with the exception of th.>-..' -.1" Mr
' i"-.^kiii, \ir. iviijiuirk-.. aud-Mx, Gr.eig, wereintendi-'d ti> .ijiijly

ratbtr tu the mode of tiying implements than to the giviny ul

Ifrizea. No doubt great improvements might be made in tba'

respect; and, in his opinion-, a- rich society like the Royal
Agricultural might aiford to grant suSicient money aa well as

<ri ('\pen-
nii ^lanor
li<-;il infor-

atber, &c.j
Ml ihr |.:,-i ii:iir WAY. Tiir .\iiiniH,'r IS uius charaoter-
-.1 \'\ llir lumHiiil \:irirl.\ and .-ival interest of it^

. ..iiiriiK, W'c uiLi^t add, huuuwr. that we regret
Ivnl < ii heart's very interesting lecture on the cattle
pIiL'ur iv not reported here. It ^vili doubtless appear
in rcu'ular course in the second part of the Journat,
l>ul)hslied next autumn. But it is this, conduct of

affairs in "regular course" wliich diminishes, the user
fulnes.s of the Society whenever things like the cattle

plague happen out ofthe regular course.

Miscellaneous.
Aurividtiital Effects of ih^.Malt TajJ.—The foUow-

ijQg is an abridgment of Mr. Clare Sewell Eead'.^

Speech in the House of Commons last Wednesday :—

"As a member of thr
gone to the ChauceUor
point out how the dut.\

did this by referencL
200 acres of Barley, an.

I

1400L The duty that

ii.ul.i

1 this subject had
11 lined to him tp

1 Harley, iui,d :hfi

'.n it would be nearly
1 differeut classes of

the growers , of tlxe

Ijcen felt, and the

I food

With 'regard to tht
;is a farmer had been \ n

that a large quantity oi i

;

waa made both palatabb- .ni'.l di^,'- tiil'- '.y .i kiii .i.Iiuixture of

malt with it, and that its effect up-.n yuung stook and sickly

tmimals was perfectly marvollovis. Calves and lambs made

treat progress when fed upon it. In his own county Mr.

alter had i-aised a large flock of lambs with gweet
wort instead of milk, which under present circum-

stances it was rather difficult to obtaui. The Government;

would of course vefer him to the t-xperlmeiits of filr. Lawes,

but thoHc experiments had brcii eunducted upon totally

.,., i,,ii , |,i-]ii,.||,],.. . tli.ii '.. r t.. i\
,

til. y I'roceedcd on theidea
'1...

i"
" 1 ,iM '.. ,. II .! .' "i)i>^titutc for other food.

; .
.

, ,, I
. , . ,1 ., 1, ,)].„i;s and 1 lb. to sheep.

;i,. ,,,„,], i,,,, ; I,. 1 ;.iu, iiiorethanSlb. adEi>-

(.. i-uIImlL.-- ,iini 4 ii'. Im 1^'-'- i- -\- '^"
V'^'r^^^ tlii^y lifi-d stomachs

which could digest anything. Malt should be used r.ithcr as a
good, sound, healthy condiment than as a substitute for

oilcake and other food. He complained thnt the Malt-tax

restricted cultivarion, and made the farmers grow some crops

where they would much prefer glowing ntbcrs. He would

like to dispel the idea that if they Ii.i'i dicapcMrn they must as

a necessary consequence have clicaji beef. Tli'.' consequence of

liaving cheap com was that as a inattci" of course the

1.1 mi must be put out to Grass, and that was held

..!it to them as the only means by which they could

..'iiipL-te with the foreigner. He contended that arable

i,u<l in the south and fei the middle of the kingdom
aii.i in parts of the LothianS wt>uld grow as much meat aa if

it were Laid ont in Grasfe, and that the conntr^y Wou,ld also

have the benefit of all the com produced upon that IWid. Of

course under Grass there would be much less expenditm'e to
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reduced the quantity of" etock kept ; because it was impossible
for the farmers—and it was the smnll farmers generally who
reared stock—to meet their fixed payments from the corn
they sold, while, as a matter of course, they must sell

a portion of their young stock ; and that caused a dimi-

nxition in the quantity of stock. That process com-
menced about 18fi0, and had been going on gradually.

The pressure was not felt during the Crimean War,
but it had been felt lately ; and of course the disastrous

cattle plague had considerably augmented it. His own
colleague, himself, and one or two other members of that

House had presented 273 petitions from various parishes in

Norfolk, and signed by 13,000 of its inhabitants. There was
this difference between the labourer in the town and the
aoricultural laboiirer, that whereas the former got bad and
adulterated beer, through the operation of the malt-tax, the
latter got none at all, except at hay seasons and at harvest

time. Nothing would so much conduce to the sobriety and
comfort of the labouring population as their being enabled
to procure cheap and wholesome beei-. The Chancellor
of the Exchequer lately told them most forcibly of the
amount of indirect taxation paid by the poor man.
The right hon. gentleman said the labouring man paid
largely in the shape of duty on spirits and tobacco,

and if he did not add also ' on beer,' it should be
remembered that although the labourer might not pay a
duty on that article, the farmer did. The whole system con-

nected with beer was a gigantic monopoly. It began with the
maltster and went through the brewer until it reached the
consumer. The labouring man should have his fair share of

beer, and now that the price of meat had risen so much, beer
was more than ever necessary to him. It was said that there
was no possibility of the labouring men brewing beer in their
tea-kettles, but out of 20 men whom he employed last harvest
17 did brew at home, and he need not say they were the best
men by far. Beer was in fact requisite to the labouring man if

he were not well fed. For some time he persisted in not giving
his men beer, and gave them money instead, but he found that
a ' wet sixpence went further than a dry shilling,' and he w.is

obliged to abandon his system."

The steady Decline of the Cattle Thifjue continues to

justify the legislation of February. The progress of
the disease, which up to that time had been constantly
maintained, was immediately arrested by the measures
adopted, and the return which we publi.shed on
Saturday last shows only one-sixth of the number of

cases reported seven weeks before. lu the week
ending with the 17th of February upwards of

18,000 cases were found to have occurred. In the week
ending with the 7th inst. the numbers returned were
but 3361, and though some addition must be made
for cases not reported in time for publication, the
corrected figures are only 4008. Upon the whole,
therefore, we may fairly suppose that a total of
3600 or 3700 cases, m place of 18,300, now
represents the proportions to which the Pla^ie
has been reduced by seven weeks of decisive
action. Five-sixths of the mischief have disappeared.
These results undoubtedly confimi the vieiv taKcn by
the Royal Commissioners in autumn last^ and tend to
show that the course of the disease in this countrj" is

analogous in all respects to its course elsewhere. We
could do nothing with it in the w^av of treatment
any more than our Continental neighbours did. but
the isolation of infected animals and the suspension of
cattle traflic produced an instantaneous ei5cct. In a
single week the number of reported attacks dropped
from 18,000 to 11,000. and from that time to this the
decline has continued, till the numbers, as wo have
shown, have been brought down to 400S. We might
have saved ourselves much loss, and have found our-
selves, no doubt, iu a better position at this moment,
if we had adopted the recommendations of the
Commission at an earlier period, but the delay had
this advantage—that it enabled us to bring many
systems of treatment to the test of experiment. We
have ascertained that this murrain is not the small-pox,
and that it cannot be prevented by vaccination or
controlled by inoculation. Homoeopathy was of no
avail against it, and though one or two remedies were
applied with some apparent success, it must be con-
cluded, on the whole, that we know of no cure for the
Cattle Plague. Henceforth we know how only to deal
with it. We must do as they do in Prussia and
Hungary—prevent the dissemination of a poison to
which we know no antidote. Had the murrain been
" stamped out " last summer, we should have saved
many thousand head of cattle, but we should not have
been convinced of the incurability of the disease.
Times.

Notices to Correspondents.
Grasses : An Old Subsa-iher. The two specimens of Grass are :

1, the flowers of Agrostis stolonifera, Fiorln-grass : '2, the
above-ground shoots, stolons, of the same. The smaller
parcel contains the seeds of the same, intermixed with
seeds of several kinds of weeds. If anything like conditions
suitable for irrigation are present, this Grass may be made
to afford an abundance of food of a tolerably good quality

;

but if not, the species is little better than a weed. We would
rather sow Festuca duriuscula or F. rubra ; these and the
Fiorin can be got from the seedsmen. Had you not better
get yoiu- land examined \vith a view to its being properly
laid down

"

Growing Flax : Farmer.—The following is the extent of Flax
grown in Ireland in each of the following years :—1854,
151.403 acres ; 185-5, 97,0T5 acres : 1856, 106,311 acres ; 1857,
97,721 acres ; I85S, 91,646 acres ; 1859, 136,282 acres ; 1860,
128,595 acres ; 1861, 147,957 acres ; 1862, 149,889 acres.

Preseevisg Eggs : H B R. The most successful mode of pre-
serving eggs for use that we have fairly tried is also one of
the most simple. The eggs are tightly packed, small end
downwards, in common salt, in a tub, cask, or covered pan.
The vessel should be quite filled and the air excluded by lid
or head of cask. We have known 400 eggs preserved in one
vessel in this way through the winter without one failure.
Another mode : mix quicklime with water to the consistence
of thick cream ; arrange the eggs in a stone jar. and pour in
the lime and water until they are covered. Eggs thoroughly
greased as soon as laid are said to keep well. Reaumur
approved the above, and recommended oil, lard, or butter
for the operation. A patent has lately been taken for air-
tight jars for the preservation of eggs, but we are not in a.

position to speak of their merits. All eggs to be placed

/BARTER'S GENUINE FARM SEEDS.
CARTER'S PERMANENT PASTURE GRASS, per acre, 26s., 30a.

and 36*.

CARTER'S PRIZE SWEDE SEED, per lb. 1«.

CARTER'S PRIZE MANGEL SEED, per lb. Is.

SPECIAL LIST of FARM SEEDS gratis and post-free

H
CHEVALIER PEDIGREE BARLEY.

Weight 66 lb. per bushel.
This has been " bred " in the same manner as the " Pedigree ^NHieat,"

viz. : by repeated annual selection, re-starting in each year from a
single grain upon a poor soil (resting immediately upon the chalk of
the South Downs), which upon neignbouring farms produces Barley
weighing but 51 lb., and fit only for grinding.

Seed Required;—
If drilled in March . . 1 bushel on 3 acres.

April 1 „ 2 „
Bushel (including bag), clelivered in bags
the Brighton Railway Station, upon receipt

of Cheque or Post Office Order, without which it will not in any oise
unknown correspondents. Less than a bushel will not be

LA"WES' MANURES.
The Manures manufiictured by J. B. Lawes for the present

season of 1866 are now ready for delivery at his Factories, at the
following prices, per ton :

—

LAWES* PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE £ s. rf.

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME 6
LAWES' SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME from BURNT
BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES 5 5

LAWES' WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
MANURES 800

CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.. ..12
These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through the

appointed Agents in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices
varying according t" "'

E.C. ; and 22, Eden Quay, i3ublin.

Brighton, Susse:
, Esq., F.LS., The Manor Hoa

To Market Gardeners and Others.
CABBAGE PLAINTS, EASTHAM, ENFIELD, and

DRUMHEAD, la. 9rf. per 1000. The stock true and can be
warranted.

RED CABBAGE PLANTS, extra fine, 55. per 1000.
ONION, WHITE SPANISH, Is. Zd. per lb.

WURZEL. YELLOW GLOBE, 285. per owt.
EARLY SHAW POTATOS, 6s. per cwt., warranted true.

Terms cash.
Richard Wal&er, Seed Merchant and Grower,

Bedfordshire.

Important to Agriculturlsta.
SCPPLIED TO THE RoTAL FaRMS, WiNDSOB.

THE BOUTIN MANURE is the best and cheapest for
Wheat, Barley, Potatos, Turnips, Mangel Wurzel, &c., and for

all kinds of Seeds and Roots which are committed to the earth. It ia

a liquid in which the seed is steeped, thereby economising labour to
:>n Immense extent ; is purely chemical, and has no offensive smell.
The Boutin Manure is patronised by three Govemmants, and highly

I

esteemed throughout Europe for its extraordinary fructifying quali-
I
ties. English and Foreign Testimonials, Official Report, and dtrec-

[ tions for use. post-free.

Pricefor 1 acre of Cereals (Wheat, Oats, Barley. &c). ..£1 9 6

BLUNDELL'S CATTLE MELON and CATTLE
MARROW.—These have now been tested in 37 counties in

England, and in various parts of Ireland and Scotland, and proved to
be a heavy cropping and valuable Fruit for Feeding all kinds of Stock.

Prices, exclusive of carnage—100 Seeds, 2s. &/. ; Seed for iacre, 55.

;

do. 1 acre, f ' "

For Bouquets and as Cut Flowers
THE INVINClllLE SCARLET SWEET PEA is

inyaluable. The colour is intense and permanent. Packets
Cd., Is., and 2s, 6d. each. Sold by the principal Seedsmen throughout
the kingdom, or of the Raiser,

Stephen Brows, Seed Grower, Sudbury, Suffolk.

LA M OITR E U X, CX A R K, "a nd CO.,
Seed Merchants. Plymouth.

tDEN DU
-- , rs rcspectii „
1 the Business. Will be sent gratis and post

DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing P.isture Lands

116, Fenchurch Street. E.t

Established 1312.
R C T K and R Y L A N D ' S

PREPARED BONE MANURES
for

TURNIP.S, GRASS, WHEAT. BARLEY. OATS, POTATOS, &c.
;

P

THE BOUTIN MANURE COMPANY (LIMITED).
117 and US, Leadenhall Street. E.C.

N.B.—The Wheat grown on the Royal Norfolk Farm, Windsor, by
" -- B-as far superior to that grown

I ordinary way, the ears oeing

ived from Her Majesty's Steward, Sept. 18(15.)

THE PATENT NITKO- PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY, Limited, Manufacturers of

ODAMS'S PATENT BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.
ODASIS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME and DISSOLVED

BONES.
Chief OfBces—109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C. Western

Counties Branch : Queen Street, Exeter. Irish Branch : 40, West-
moreland Street, Dublin. Directors

Chairman—Jobs '

Deputy-Chairman—Jous
Edward Bell, 4S, Marine Parade", Brighton.

Samuel Jonas, Chilshall Grange, E^ssex.
Charles Dorman. 23, Essex Street, Strand.
Thomas Webb. Hildersham, Cambridgesbir
Jonas Webb, Melton Ross, Lincolnshire.

Managing Director—J a

Auditor—-J. Carter Jonas, Cambridge,
Secretary^C. T. Macadah.

This Company was originally formed by, and is under the Direction
8 that haveJustly earned for it nnother

A Prospectus will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, c

uav be had of the local Agents. C. T. Maoa.dam, Secretary.
C^iof Offices, 109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

t the slightest doubt."

—

From Report by the Baron Jdstvs vosLiebig.

PHOSPHO GUANO.
The Prices, including cost of Bags, Carriage Free at any Railway

Station or Shipping Port in the Kingdom, are as follow :

—

For 10 tons and upwards ... £12 per ton.
For 5 tons up to 10 tons ... 12 5 ,, ,,

For smaller quantities ... 12 10 ,, ,»

Ten Shilli/i/fs jH-j- ton. discount for Cosh n-iihin a month.

To prevent fraud, all Bags are branded with the PHOSPHO
GUANO COMPANY'S Trade Mark, as well as that of the Cou-
ti'actora, copies of which appear at the head of this Advertifement.

Report by Dr. Yoelcker of a Visit of Inspection to the Pkospho Guano Stores at Seacombe, Birkenhead^ and
of Analyses of Samples taken from the Stores on the 9th of February^ 1866.

In compliance with Messrs. Peter Lawson & Son's request, I

paid a visit of inspection • • "• "I the Phospbo Guan«
k theStores at S'eacombe, Birkenhead, and on that

loltowing samples from the bulk :—
1. A sample from a bulk of about 1000 tons, stored in Shed No. 1,

2. A portion from a heap ot about 4W0 t

__ _ nple from about 6000

. A sample taken from the top of :

Shed No. 7.

6. A sample from the middle of the

heap of about 7000 t

sample from tho bottom of the s

bulk,
bulk.

7. Men were at work filling barrels for foreign shipment from a
bulk of about 7000 tons, and I took a sample from the
barrels ready for delivery.

8. A sample from a lot of about 2000 tons, lying in the docks in

which Phospho Guano is prepared for use.

" Two of the samples I submitted to careful and complete
analyses: in the others I determined only the amount of Soluble
and Insoluble Phosphates. The mean results of the eight annlyses
gave 40.02 per cent, of Soluble Phosphates, and 4.67 of Insoluble,

while the Ammonia averaged 3-77 per cent.
" I was conducted over the whole range of thfl extensive buildings,

and left at liberty to select as many samples as I chose, and to take
them from any portion of the Stores ; and I (

noticing that, while doing s "

*' Since my last visit, a decided improvement has been effected
in the mechanical condition of the Phospho Guano. The bulk
for 18G6, whilst lully as rich in intrinsically valuable fertilizing con*
atituents,
which it

" Much practical inconvenience is frequently experienced in the
50 of artificial manures rich in Soluble Pho.sphate ot Lime, inasmuch

as such manures, although dry and in a good condition when they
leave the stores, become sticky or himpy during their transport,
without gaining any appreciable quantity of moisture. '"

'

has been < of

be subjected to any reasonable
. of pressure.

preparation

without losing its fine and dry powdery condition.
" Having so frequently expressed an opinion of the intrinsic

fertiliziig value of Phospho Guano, 1 need not repeat former state-
ments on the present occasion ; but I may be permitted prominently
to dwell upon the fact, that whilst the chemical composition of the
bulk of 186ii is fully equal to the Phospho Guano of former years, its
mechanical condition nas been gi-eatly improved.

Society of England."

' 11, Salisbury Square, London, E.G., Feb. :

lOt refrain from
much struck with the remarkably

fine condition in which Tfoiind the whole bulk ready for delivery in

the present season.

There are authorized Agents appointed for the Sale of PHOSPHO GUANO in all the Principal Towns and
Villages in the United Kingdom ; but where any difficulty exists in procuring supplies, Orders may be sent direct to

PETER LAWSON and SON, GEOKGE IV. BRIDGE, EDINBURGH ; or,

28, KING STREET, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.

Peter Latvson & Son, Conti-actors.

I^" The attention of Farmers is particularly directed to the fact that PHOSPHO GUANO is the only Manure
the quality of uhich is vouched for by Chemists of high standint/y who have themselves visited the bulks and drawn
their own samplesfor analysis.
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J. B. BROWN & CO.'S NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWER.

PATENTEES AND SOLE MANDFACTURERS,

J. B. £BOWN & CO.,

148, UPPER THAMES STREET,

LONDON, E.C.

OUARANTEED TO GIVE

PERFECT SATISFACTION,

AND IF NOT APPROVED OK

MAY BE AT ONCE RETURNED.

J. B. BROWN AND CO. li.iviug so ver^ suCLessfulU introdu'ed, at th M liu^ 1 the Bith auj West of England Society at Hereford in June 1S6.3 tlie

NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWER, of their outi manufacture, and having executed theu- numerous orders up to the present time, with most unqualified satisfaction

they are now actively e.iecutiug further orders for the present season,—and, owing to the large number of orders already received and constantly comin" in it is most

important that orders for delivery this season should be sent in as early m possible.

The Hereford Journal, dated June 10th, 1865, thus notices this NEW MACHINE :—" Messes. BROWN and CO. are well known in connection with the best

Lawn Mowing Machines—these very useful and now almost indispensable Machines, which save so much labour and at the same time so much improve the appearance of the

Lawn. Messrs. Brown show a New Lawn Machine of their oivn manufacture, which attracted much attention on account of the compact an-angement of its parts .and Hght

elegant appearance, and neat workmanship. It is worked by means of well-made geared or toothed wheels, which we believe to be more desirable than the use of chains which

are found to stretch and break so frequently, and cause much trouble. The working of this New La«ii Mower is light and silent, and we have no doubt it must become a

great favourite."

This NEW PATENT LAWN MOWER combines all the latest improvements in Lawn Mowing Machines, being simple in constniction, very li^ht silent in movement

easily worked, and so strong and durable as to be literally unbreakable,—an all-important feature in Machines of this class ; the ordinary cast-iron being entirely done away

with, and malleable iron substituted in all breakable parts, and every part being numbered and accurately made to standard gauges. The workmanship and finish are also of a

superior character ; the entire Machine being quite equal to a revolution, so to speak, in Lawn Mowers. The Machines are uU guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction in

ever}' respect.

The NEW B B PATENT LAWN MOWER is Manufactured by J. B. BROWN and CO. on their own Premises in London, under their personal superintendence.

PATENT B B HAND MACHINE.
PRICES—Including Carriage to any Railway Station or Shipping Port in England, with the necessary Tools and Dkections for use.

10-inch Machine £3 10 j 18-inch Machine £7 10 Easily Torked by a Man.
4 10 ) Easily Jf\rlied by a Boy. 20-inch Machine 800i12-inch Machine . , , . .

.

14-inch Machine 5 10

16-inch Machine 6 10

22-inch Machine .

.

Litlo by a Man. 24-inch Machine .

,

If with Brass-mounted Grass Box, Us. e.\tra

8 10 j Ditto bn Two Mm.
U o)

PATENT B B PONT and DONKEY MACHINE.
PRICES—Complete, without extras, including Carriage to any Railway Station or

Shipping Port in England, with the necessary Tools and Directions for use.

30-inch Machine £17 10 Oi
28-inch Machine 16 10 j

^''''"'« *y " P<»'y-

25-inch Machine . . . . 14 10 Brawn by a .

PATENT B B HORSE MACHINE.
PRICES—Complete, without extras, including Carriage to any Railway Station or

Shipping Port in England, with the necessary Tools and Directions for use.

42-inch Machine £28 10 1

36-inch Machine 24 10 Qll^r^ynby a Horse.

30-inch Machine 21 10 Sy a Horse orStrong I'ony.

New Improved Horse, Pony, and Donkey Boots, wholly of Leather, aa follows :—Horse Boots, 24s. ; Pony Boots, 21s. ; Donkey Boots, 16». per set.

»,* Ei'ery Machine sent out is warranted to give ample satisfaction, and, if mt approved of, may be at once returned.

The NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWER has already been patronized by Her Majesty the Qceen, for the Royal Gardens at Windsor Castle, Osborne, Kew, and

Hampton Court
;
by His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, for Sandringham ; and by His Grace the Duke of Somerset, the Right Hon. the Earl of Derby,

the Right Hon. the Earl of Charlemont, and numbers of the principal NobUity and chief Landed Proprietors in the Kingdom. This Machine has also been selected by

Merchants for the execution of their orders for export to the Continent, and to Egypt, India, Australia, Natal, and other countries, and by a large number of the most

respectable Ironmongers, Nurserymen, and Seedsmen in various parts of England, Scotland, and Ireland, many of whom have applied for special Agencies, and are now-

ordering Machines for immediate delivery,

AGENTS IN IRELAND—Messrs. THOMAS McKENZIE & SONS, 34, DaWson Street, Dublin, and Camden Quay, Cork.

AGENTS IN VIENNA—Messrs. CLAYTON, SHUTTLEWORTH, & CO., who are exhibiting the Machines at the Vienna Show this season.

TESTIMONIALS.
frvrn the Hon. P. Asuburnham, Sherii/old Park, Prant, SusacJc, March 7, 1860 :—" My garaonei"

WM very well satisfied with the worlting of the B B Mowing Machine."

From Mrs. Pbice, Bagley Villa, Luffioardtm, Hereford, August 18, 18G5.

" 1 have much pleasure in informing you that the Mowmg Machine [a 144nch B B] I ordered from

you at the Bath and West of England Meeting, held In Hereford, has in every respect given the

greatest satisfaction, and I am very much pleased with It."

From W. U. Apperlev, Esq., mthington, near Hej-efoi-d, Au^just 14, 1805.

" The New B B Lawn Mower I purchased of you has now been frequently used by my Oardenei*,

and he is perfectly 3ati&&ed with it. It does its work welt. I shall feel pleasure In recommending your

Machines."

From Georoe McRajs, Esq., MUcham Common, Surrey, September 27, 1805.

" I am very pleased with the Lawn Mower I bad from you [a U-inch B B Machine]. It is oeitaluly

the most compact one I ever saw, and does its w'ork well."

*,* £veri/ Machine sent out is warranted to give ample satisfaction, a?;rf, if jtot approved of, matj be at once ?-etur?ied.

J. B. BROWN AND CO., OFFICES, 18, CANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.C.

WAREHOUSE (where Machines are kept in Stock), 148, UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C.
OPPOSITE the CIIX of LONDON BREWERY, and close to the LONDON BRLDGE STEAM BOAT PIERS.
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SHAKKS' PATENT liAW MOWERS FOE 1866.

PATRONIZED ON FIVE SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1864 BY

I^ER I^AJESTY THE QUEEN,

AND 0NC;E: by his majesty the king of SAXONY;

AGAIN ON FOUR SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1865 BY HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN
ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF HOLLAND

;

AND ONCE BY HI^ MAjr|STY T^^^ K^NG 0»| fRUSSIA.

EVERY MACHINE
WARRANTED.

IF NOT APPROVED OF, CAN

BE AT ONCE RETURNED.

I'ATEXT II.AXD JIACHIXE.

These are the only Machines that can be depended on to give lasting satisfaction.

THESE ARE THE 0\LY MACIllXES TEAT M'ILL MOW PROPERLY WKEX TRE GRASS IS WET.

THESE ARE THE OMI.Y MACHINES TH.\T DELIVER THE GRASS WITHOUT STOPriNT,, THUS SAVING AN IHDIENSE AMOUNT OF L.\BOUR.

SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWERS nre the only Machines that have been in operation in Her Majesty's Gardens for a quarter of a century, and they

are in daily use in all the Public and Principal Gardens in the Kingdom.

A. SHANKS AND SON have now ready for delivery a large Stock of their celebrated LAWN MOWERS. The Machines have been manufactured by skilled workmen,

of the best materials, and by the aid of the most improved Machinery.

A. S. AND SON liavo been particularly careful that the advantages in point of durability and simplicity of construction which have always been a peculiarity of their

Machines should still remain, and that no improvement be introduced which has merely novelty to recommend it.

SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWERS for I8GG are unrivalled for simplicity of constniction, ease of working, and durability.

PRICES, including Carnage to any Railway Station or Shipping Port in the Kingdom.

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HAND MACHINE.
Easily Worked. Silent Movement.

\Bii a Lady
12-inch Machine . . . . . . . . 4 10 )

14-inch Machine ,5 10 Bi/ a Boy

SHANKS' NE'W PATENT PONY and DONKEY MACHINE.
Width ol Cnttor. r --

.
: . If with 'Patent DoUvoring 'Appnritu

2o-inch Jlachiuo £12 10 .. .. 2.5j. e.'ctra.

28-inch Machine ' 14 lO .. .. 30s. „
30-inch Machine 15 1-5 .. .. 30s. ,,

Silent Movement, 12,!. 6^;. extra; Boots for Pony, 21». per set;
Ditto for Donkey, 16.5. per set.

Wldtli of Cutter. Easily Worlied. Silent Movement.
16-mch Machine £6 10 Bu a Manor Two Bays \ . .

19-inch Machine 7 12 6 By a Man and Boy j*'-'"^*^^-

22-inch Machine 8 7 6 1 „ -ti ir ( 7i. 6rf.

•24-inoh Machine 8 17 6
]SyT,wMm <^^^^_

SHANKS' NE'W PATENT HORSE MACHINE
Wldtli of Cutter. '

.

. ^ -

.30-inch Machine ,il9

36-incli ilachine 22

42-inoh Machine . , . . . . . . 26

48-iuch Machine 28

Silent Movement, 20^. extra ; Boots for Hor

40s. „

se's Feet, 24s, per set.

•,* ORDERS ^IXECUTED Olf "THE DAY THEY ARE RECEIVED.

N.B.

—

A. S. ^ Son specially announce to ijieir numerous patrons that they have a sta^ of experienced workmen at their London Warehouse, thorotu/hly acquainted with all

the dctaih of their^MitchiHes, so tTi-at'they are enabled to repair LaUni Motoers in London as well as at the Manufactory.
'

ALEXANDER SHANKS and SON, DENS IRON WORKS, ARBROATH.
LONDON OFFICE and SHOW ROOMS : 27, LEADENIIALL STREET, E.G.

PARIS OFFICE and SHOW ROOMS : 56, BOULEVARD HAUSSMANN.

A. S. & Son heep a stock of all sizes of Machines at their London and Paris Establishments, from which Orders are executed on the day they are received.

O" 27, LeadenlinXl Street is t)ie only place in London where intending purchasers of Lawn Mowers can clioose from a stock of from 150 to 200 Maohines.

All sizes kept there, mhetlier for Horse, Pony, or Sand Pomer.

A. Shan-ks & Son find it necessary to caution intending purchasers of their Lawn Mowers, whether for Sorse, Pony, or Hand Power, to make sure that the wofds

" Shanks' Patent" be cast on et'ery Machiiie. A. S. & Serf are aware that there are wortJtkss imitations of i/teir cekdrated Machines in the maH-e(, citidheiice the reasonfor

this intimation.
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VINE and FRUIT TREE CULTIVA-

By Her Majesty's Royal Letters Patent.

THE TERMINVL SADD^^ BOILER —This is

superior to all rtbcrij Having ka end piece which quite closes

the arch, the Boiler itself forma the back of the fumaoe. No
brickwork is required at the end. Has a dome above thi? side

flues, where the iieat collects. Side flues covered with the wini^s of

the Boiler. It is fitted with hollow ftimace bars. Contftina one-tlilrd

more heating surface, just where the flre plays with all its fjrco.

Its extraordinar? power can be seen at the Victoria Nursery.

Holloway, N., Mr. Wclliaws having adopted it and kindly consented
to show it to any one who ^vill call at that Establiahmcnt.

Circulars, pi-ice.i, &q., on application to

J. Irkland, The Works, Kdward Sti eet, Ei'oiightoa Lane, Manchester.

Dublin Exhibition KEedal. 1865.
The ONLY PRliE MEDAL for HORTICUI/fURAL BUILDIN'GS

has been awarded to

TH. P. DENNIS, Horticultural Builder in
• Wood and Inos, Hot-Water Esoineer and Patentee,

Chelmsford, Essex.
PATENT GALVANIZED METAi GREENHOUSES, "The

Gardener's Own;" are tenant's fixtures.

PATENT GALVANIZED METAL ORCHARD HOUSES ns

supplied to Mr. Ilivers, with his improved ventilation ; are the meet
economical erection inr this iminjrtant branch of gardeniDg.
PATENT GALVANIZED MP:TAL VINERIES, CUCUMBER

and MELON HOUSES. STOVES, I'EACn HOUSES, &e.

PATENT GALVANIZED MET^VL GREENHOUSES, "The
Novelty," lire tenants' flstiires and the cheapest buildings extant as a
Lean-to, 2u 11. long, lnclu4iDg glass, with 8 ft. ratter, £H); 10 ft.,

£ia 178. 0(/- ; 12 a., £16 H>».

'

PAVENT GALVANIZED METAL WALL TREE COVER
should be possessed by every one who has a garden wall; it is a
tenants' fixture, and costs for walls, 6ft. high,83. ; 7ft.,98. i 8(t.,108.

;

flft. 11«., per foot run including glass.

PATENT GALVANIZED METAL and WOOD GROUND
VINERIES and DWARF ORCHARD HOUSES, from 12«. Grf. to

26». per pair, unglazcd.
PATENT GALVANIZED METAL PIT LIGHTS, 4<7. per foot.

PATENT GALVANIZED METAL HAND GLASS FRAMES,
will no^ rust nor break, du not reqnire painting, and are the best in

c RANSTON'S i-AT^NT BUILDINGS for
HORTICUI/rURE. •

. .
_

" Dry Glazing without Putty."
" Giaas without Laps."

, Manager. 1, Temple Row West, Birmingham,

G. MESSENGER, Midland Steam Power
• Horticultural Works, toughborough, Hot-Water Apparatus

and at tjie i)ublm Exhibition, 18()5 ; also a First-claaa Certificate by
the Royal Horticultural Society.
T. G. Messencek, Patentee of many important improvements in

Buildings and Im^ilenienta connected with Horticulture, and which

opted by T. G. Messenger forHeating and Ventilating
Forcing Houses is particularly successful.

13..,,.. \—
. ^ ^y jjjg Patented Ventilating principle to

.J „;j„., — .i,„«jv, .i,„ „i—„ —
^- entirely

all the advantages of theT G. Ml_- _.. ^ ^_ „. ^^^
Tubular and Saddle combined, has hollow fuiiiace bars, requires but
" " "" *-> -' • • jfioaas much surface to the direct action

i obtained, the whole of which

Boiler posne^i-

1 shallow Htokehole, and e

BOT-T\^ATER APPARATUS, of every descdption,
fixed complete In any pftrt of tlie country, or the materials,

, Boilers, pipes, &o,, delivered to any Station.
Estimates on application.

J. Jokes & Sows, 0. Bankside. Southwark, London, S.E.

_ Card.QAMUEL N. McGERROW,O General Horticitltdrm, Builder,
Knotty Ash, near Liverpool.

Reference permitted to the Nobility and Gentry throughout Great
BritatB wb4 Ireland.

w
Connex
facturo.

Heating by Hot Water.
J. HO LLANlJlS;' -Ikon Merchant,

» 31, Banl side, London, S.B. '
'•

W.\TER PIPES, from Stock, per yard •.—2-inch, Is. 2d. ;

Is. Kd. ; and4.ineb, 2s. id. BENDS, from Stock, lj.iM., 2«. ed.,
each. THROTTLE VALVES, 10»,, 13s., .lad I4s. each. Other
ions at ' ' . .. i - - .

Estii

JAMES WATTS and CO., Hothouse Builders and
Hot-Water Apparatds Mandfactcrers, 363, Old Kent Road, S.E.

Onn CUCUMBER and MELON BOXES and LIGHTS,
fil\J\J and from 400 to SOO LIGHTS for PITS of all SIZES kept In
STOCK. Glazed and Painted complete, ready for immediate use.
Packed and sent to all parts of the kingdom. Public and Private
Buildings, Warehouses, &c.. Heated on the moat approTed scientific
and economical principles. References to the Nobility, Gentry, and
Ti-ade in most of the Counties in England.

N ORTH BRITISH KUBBER COMPANV
(Limited).

GARDEN HOSE and FITTINGS.

London Warehouse ; 56, Cannon Street West, E.G.

Manchester Warehouse : 8, Spring Gardens.

TO BE LET, with Immediate PoBsession, a laree
FLORIST BUSINESS, the Lease and Stock at a vLluation ?r

James Over, Mitcham Common, .Surrey, S.

To Surveyore. Land Agents7 and Tuctloneers.
"ANTED, a F.UtTNEK, by a Gentleman who hasw been established for 2S years i

mand at loa.s

stating name
of applicant,

M^ei
ry Business for Sale.
Ii I 1' lived instructions from
; ii Nuiseriej, Great YaiTnonth. who
offoi' for SALE. by^Pmate Contract,retlrinj; from liii;

the LEASE and GOUDWltL of thai_
has been tetablished upwards of 60 j , ^ „ .^.^
extensive trade, the stocK of Hardy and Greenhouse Plants, including
several tbonaand in Pots, Valuable Stools, Pits, Frames, Propagating
Houses, tiarden Implements, Horse, Carts, Dog Cart, Ac, to be

INI

Important Sale of Plants Bulbs Rustic Seats
Garden Hose &c

R T C STni•^'5 1 SLLl 1 \rCTIO\ at
c t R om k en W C onMi a cho ceOIRNM Hb Azaleas

ms R stJ
sto

T>EAT, of superior quality-, for Orchids, American
-P Plants, and general Potting purposes, for Sale, loaded at Farn.
iUKham Road Station, on the London, Chatham, and Dover Railway.
Apply to Mr. Thos. Je-ssop, Woodsman, Franks, Farningham, Kent.

M

C^OCOA-NUT REFUSE
V^ delivered within 24 miles
of Charing Cross, at 2s. per bag.

For particulars, and how to
use it, see long Advertisement in
Gardeners' Chronicle of the 21st
Marob, 1863; or apply to the
Patent Cocoa Fihkk Compawy,

|

KlQgston-upon-Thames.

M
The Choice Collection ot G eeuho e Plants

R J C -ilL 1 s
1 t 1 :

Clock I ec ) w tl

and ORnENHOL h i 1

copd t on

M^

>OLL 'JOii.VLCO CLUXn.—The cheapest find best'
:iiig Greenhouses and destroying the Fly ; equal

|

Q Orders payable Fleet Street;

Places of the Garden,
SiMPLK aKu Safe Remedy.—fly'uaing the

APHIS "WASH, these Pests of the Garden, together
with Scale, Cat ei7>i liars, Slugs, Earwigs, &c., are immediately

dGatri.\i'i l.i ..i I." --t. 1111, but strengthens the Trees or Plants.
See ' ' uicte, August 10, 1865; and "Gardeners'

Mafiri-/ 1
1

,

.
,

I

,
. I ;

thers, in la. bottles, and 28. (id. a, gallon,

ty Soap Works, Milton Street London, E.G.

/:i ISHURST com"-
V_T FOUND, whether used
against Insects and Mildew, on
Growing Plants^ or aa Winter
Dressing

strength of from
1 to a oz. [o me gallon of water
is recommended for growmg
Plants ; one from 1 to IG oz. for
Trees at rest.

Sold Retail by Nuiserymen

1 ch 1 bee « h b t«d and tj. ued P zes at the a ous
tan si ws Also a select Collect on of AN^CTOCHILI
F ne tol aged P ants
On \ itw the Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had .

Choice Orchids.
R. J. C. STEYB^ip begs to announce that he baa
beei Cavoured with instruction^ to SELTj bv AVCHjOli At

IMS Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Luvent Garden WC on
MCIN^DAY,. 4lJ'lL'1*iiJ't half-pa^L u . -

'

i
i "i --ly. a quantity

M
of CHOIoi: ORCh'ii!)S including:
fdraiesilm, and some nno healtliv
O. nebulMum, O. Pescatorei, u.'

purpureum, OO Rossit, O. ._ _ .

Phahunopsis Liiddemi
On view the Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Dendrobium
isaum Hallii,
Cervantesli,

Sale of first-class Carnations, Picotees, Pinks, &c.
MESSRS. PROTHERUE and MORRIS will SELL

' by AUCTION, at 88 and 39. Gracochufch Street, dty"; E.C
on MONDAY, April 23, at 1 o'clock: precisely, a flrst-class Collection
of CARNATIONS. PICOTEES, and PINK^, of the finest groWtfrrf
the surplus stock of an eminent grower ; also 300 handsome Standard
and Dwarf Roses, Coniferro, and other Bhmbs, American Plants;
Azalea indica. Geraniums, choice German and other Flower Seeds
Verbenas, Fuchsias, Dahlias, 4c.
On view the Morning Of Sale. Catalogues mav be had at the Rooms

as above, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytonstone.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT

OXG'S " DIPPING " for TICK in SHEEP.
L<>\i;-s •SPKCTFTr" for SCAB m SHEEP.

iiNG's ••MA';<;M'r i,. .ti-.n'" ot-^ukkp struck by the fly.

Wholesalers \ !
i

:

-

'

i

'

. street, Strand, W.C.

p L I F F ' S A .\ i J ,: L 1' i i C FLUID.
V^ Manufactured by F, (.'. Cai.vfiit & Co., Manchestfer^ liianuiacturen ny t. v. Uai.vfiit & ^.u^., Manchestfer.
A Valuable Sheep Dip, a certain cur^ for Scab, and a powei-lYil

apply to I

'P xJiy, u Koiiaiu cure lor ooao, ana n powenui
of Infectious Diseases. For ftirther particulars
f'-"-"\ii k Sow. 160, Leadenhall Street, E.C.

Cattle Plague.

3 earnestly advised toPUBLIC NOTICE.—Owners of Stock
protect their Stock, by the

l\/rCDOTTaALL'S PATENT DISINFECTING
i-yX POWDER, as recommended in both Reports Ot the Roya!
Commission.
For washing the bodies of healtUv and sick Cattle to prevent

infection, use McDOUGALL'S PATENT DISINFECTING SoAP.
CARBOLIC ACID at lowest prices.

Alexander McDodoall, Manufacturing and Agricultural Chemist.
London : 11, Artiiur Street West, London Bridgej B*0.
Manchester: Riga Street, Shudebill.

,*. Agents throughout the Kingdom.

Burnham, Somerset.

TO BE LET, Inr a u^nii -r v,.„rs, with inimerliate
possession, NURSERY ami I'UriT (i.A ilDKVs .^^,<,llt.

2 Acres, well slocked with the cli-;- .
i I -i,

i 'in > li r'. i
.

Forcing Houses, fitted with the lu'.i .
, n . ^. ,

,

containing upwards of 4(i(Ki feet •\ >•
i \

.

Houses are now stocked with a collf : , .i, ..i -
1 .... ij ,,|

a variety of healthy Bedding PIhui.-., \\\r.rh i,n, i.- t u 1,-1 '.l i

valuation
; also a large established ViiiLTy (iibout itiou feet <<f gliissj

The above Gardens are situate so as to command a fii-st-class
bufeinesa, which haa been carried on by the late tenant, now
deceased, affording a favourable opportunity to parties seeking such
a busiuesa. f
To view, and for further particulars, apply to Mr. R. Salisburt,

Surveyor and Aurtioneer, Bumham, Somerset.—April 2i, 1866.

MESSRS. PROTHERUE and MORRIS are instructed
by E. Burford, Esq. to SELL by AUCTION on the Premises

the Printing Ground, adjoining the Stratfbrd Bridge ; Railway
Station on the Great Eastern Railway on TUESDaT. May 1, at
12 o'clock precisely, in consotiuence of the ground being imraediatelv
required to be cleared for Building Purposes, the whole of his

, Hand Lights,
, ..^>. ., ^.f,,.» ^^^^.,, V..I. uvu . vuo, losQ^ aim oiiiiuij. effects.
May be viewed the Day prior and Morning of Kale. Catalogues

M^
Pi-eAiisoR, Shacklewoll
Road, Stoke Newiugcon
Consequence of tl

Eastern Railway
HOUSE and Hi;

I

Further partic
nsfs, f'its. Bdxes. and Sundry I
III future Advertisements.

us, Leytonstone, Essex.

Nursery to be Sold -without Reserve,
By oHLKit UK THK RxE-.i/Tons OF rat: late Mn. James Pearson¥R. EILOART will SELL by AUCTION, on

FRIDAY, Maj* 11, at Garraway's. the 'ESCHOL NURSERY,
witu Residence, Shop, Glasshouses, Pits, Sheds, &c„ ooverinH
nearly 3 acres, situate in Hampstead Road, opposite the Challe
Farm Railw.ay Station, at the foot of IlaverstouV IJill. Held for
about 4U years to come at only £61 per annum. There is a valuable
old business connectton, the advantages of which the purchaser will
secure. Particulars of the Auctioneer, 27, Charcery Lane, E.C.

Ashford and Stauwell. Middlesex.
GARmiNERs, NortSKiiYMKN, BoyLhEfig,To M

104 i : FntKHO
! Trustees of O. F. For L, Esq.,

. Lan:
IN Thr

MR. DAVENPORT will SELL by AUCTION at
Girr.-iwav'.H, Cliaiinc Alley. Cornhill, "£.0:. on FRITiAY

M„v 11. .|t 1-. ,,-<-|,,..k. Ill- r,lM.v.> VALUABLE PROPERTY, tho
i. ,.i.

I

I
..i I

,
IJ i.! -aI ;. ii .- V.

,
I, :i.i;LptcdIor Market Garden Ground

" about 8 acres lying close to

terniB, and will show persons over the land'
Fartioulars may be bad on the Premises ; of Mr W Davenport

Solicitor, 21, Ely Place, Holborn, E.C. : at Garrawav's ; and of the
Auctioneer, 36, Bucfclersbury, Mansion House, E.C.
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THE ELEVATOE GUN.

SECURED BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

DESIGNED for TRAVELLERS, EMIGRANTS, ORNITHOLOGISTS, SPORTSMEN, &c.

INVALUABLE FOR HOUSEHOLD DEFENCE.

GENERAL ADVANTAGES

Presented by the KLEVATOE GUN over the shuuIJei- Fowling Piece ;- It is loss

costly, far move portable, more easily cleaned ; has nothing about it liable to break

by an ordinary fall ; is less liable by bursting or accidental discharge to injure the

shooter or his companions ; offers complete security against the loss of an eye by the

escape of the percussion cap.

SHOOTING ADVANTAGES.

Greatef effectiveness in thick cover, iis it comes up quicker, uud cummands shots in

positions not availftble with a gun resting ngaiust the shoulder.

Especially adapted for Shooting in Boats and for Oruithologiats. As a household

protective weapon, it makes the loud report of a gun, while, like a pistol, it can be kept

loaded under lock and key in a bedroom dniwer, or in its case.

Price for Fowling Piece, 12, 17, or 20 Bore £7 7s.

Complete with Case of beat Oak. Lined, and fitted with Flask, Shot Pouch, Cleaning Rod, witli suitable Apparatus, tipple and Tuiii-screw, Oil Bottle and Picker,

Folding Rod and Sheath, Rod Holder, Punch, Cloth Cover for Case, &c.

Fowling- Piece, witliout Case or Fitting-s . £4 10s.

Rifle (36 or 52 Bore) without Case or Fittings .. £6 10s.

T/it Rijii is admirably adapted for Rook Shooting.

EXTRACTS fi-om TESTlMONLaS.

America."

\V. H. Rus&BLL, Esq., LL.D., late Special Correspondent of tlie Times, and Editor of

the Army and Xaty Oazfttgy says ;

—

"Tbe ElovAtor Quu is a very lo^eulous ooutrivaiico. and after n persoual uxperidnce of its uso nud
powdr, wi? can reooiumeud IC to any person vho may d&stre to have a weapon for del^noe or for sporting,

»ud vet dispenso with a rowllus pieco. It Is Tory nandv, and comos up very quick. U is vary ch«ap,
smd with a light charge is offoctlvo for cover and general shooting at W or 60 yards,"

Captain Burton, the African Explorer, says :

—

•The utility of the Elovator Is suffloieutly estftbhshod. I am talsiog one out with nie to South

Captain "W*. H. Patten-Savni>kk.s, K.C.G., says;—
" Yoiu- Elevator Oun is a stop in advance of anj-thiug 1 have ever seen. I can certainly- do with it

what 1 have never been ahio to do with any other."

JouN Phillips, Esq., of Granville Park, says:

—

" I hare tried the Elerator Gvin constructed by Mr. Charlesworth since his return to England, and
r>r general purposes much prefer it to the shoulder gim ; while the readiness with which this now
Firearm can be used on horseback, and the small compass in which it can be stowed away, make it

iDTaluable to trarollers."

Mr. Chalk, Chief Constable of York, referring to a trial of the Elevator principle

which took place there, writes :
—

^' I n-as present offloially and witnessed the loading and 6rlng by Mr, Charlesworth of the Elerator
Viun. The mark aimed at was a circular uiece of carxl-board tacked to a leaden ring, and bowled along
the meadow. Evorj' shot was suooesslVil.

Ccvlonel Battkusuy (Staulev Villa, Surbiton), in a letter to Captain Norton, speaking
of the death of Capttiiii Speke, and tlie numerous Gun accidents occiuriug about
the siime date, writes :

—

•* Though time alone must decide how fiur the adoption of the Elevator principle may diminish the
number oi gun accidents, I have no hesitation In saying, as a sportsman and old soldier, that in the
ci.imbination of power, portabllitv, and fiiollity of shootmg, these Elerator Quus surpass anything yet

Viseonnt Milton says :

—

" I consider Mr. Charlesworth's Elevator Oun peculiarly adapted for travellers."

Mr. W. P. Colchester, writing from Grundisburgh Hall, Suffolk, says:

—

" 1 own mvself won over to the oplniou expressed in the Times, and am prepared to see the shouldar
pieces ofouf guns succumb to the Elevator in the same way as flint and steel hare given way befbre

the detonating cap."

Samttel Waring, Esq., of The Oaks, Gipsy Hill, Norwood, writes :~
" I find I can shoot quite as well with the Elerator as with the shoulder gun, and much prefer it, as

it throws the recoil on\he hands, which are much more able to bear the shock of a heavy charge. It

Is also much cheaper, lighter, and certainly safer."

F. H. Salvin, Esq., of Killingbeck Hall, Leeds, Author of the " Falconry of the

British Islands," ^nites :

—

"The Elevator Gun. for which I enclose a cheque.'hasarrired safely, and 1 Ike it upon trial very much."

Edmund Thos. Higgins, Esq., M.R.C.S., says:

—

" I have found Mr, Charlesworth "s Elevator Gun a most useful companion in my Ornithological

rambles, and I think that when these Guus become known, no Ornithologist will be without one."

Richard Taylor, Esq., of Wimbledon Common, says :

—

"I hare had but one opportumty of trying the Patent Elevator Gim which 1 purchased last week,

but that was a very satisfactory one. I went out for an hour in theaftemoon ^- "-' ""
' ' '~ **""

plantations at Carclew, Coniwull, and shot with it

wing, the second at a Rabbit, and the third

handy aud quiet."

The late Sir Angus Campbell, of Dunstaffhage Castle, Argyleshire, writes :

—

" I have received the Elevator Quu. and find it a very handy weapon. My keeper at the IlrBt shot

killed a Swallow with it on the wing.

The EorroR of BelPs Life, after trvin? these Guns, says, in the columns of that Paper:
"We are inclined to think with GipOam Norton that this Elevator principle will before long be

recognised as one of the important iureutions of the present day."

Wednesday last in tha
The first time at a Blackbird on tha

Woodcock, killiog atl three, finding the Gun vei?

All Orders must be accompanied ^vith a City reference or remittance to

CHARLES POMEROY BUTTON, Nos. 142 and 143, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.G.

Printers, at their OlE«, Lombard S

t the Office. *1, WeUington Street. Covent Garden, Lond^i

.v,*,.,^. ..vi'H>u.>»^ .u ».v . ~ .,. _- , e Co. of M.iddlese3t, Mid FRSDSRict Mui '" "
:, Vr^vinct of Whiteftiai^I City ef Londjn. and Published by them at the OlHce, So, 11, Wellington S
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL S C I ET Y,
SOUTH KENSINGTON.

NoTicE.-The FRUIT,ind FLORAL COMMITTEES will moc-t on
TUESDAY NEXT, May I. at 11 o'clock.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
Tho EXHIBITIONS will be HELD on THURSDAYS, viz. :—

MAY SIIOW^ *c., MAY 3; SUMMER EXHIBITION. JUNE M;

iNl'ERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION
and BOTANICAL CONGRESS. I

Under the PiVtronfiife of Her Majesty Toe Queen, and of tholr Royal '

PINES.—Strong Fruiting, Succeasion, and Suckers,
of all the loading kinds, can be had of

B. S. Williams, Victoria and Par.-vdlso Nuraorios, Holloway. London,

Fruiting^ Vines.

EG. HENDERSON and SUN offer the above, with
• splendid Canes of well-matured growth, with proriiioont

eyes, sure to Kl?e n heavy crop of fruit, lu,*. tid. oiich.

LIST of SORTS sent on application.
Wblllngton Nuraery, St. John's Wood, London, N.W,

/ -1ASTLK KENNEDY FIG.—Plants of the abovi- may

Trade.
r be had ab 1

L La
Od. and21«. each; the usual discount t

, Edinburgh and London.

New Rosea of 1866.

Trade and Amateurs should consult tbis.

TEA'andTotherliOSES in liLOUafand for BEDIJING.
—Now ready, a fine collection of the above. Pricas and

particular o n'appllcation. Liberal offers to the Trade.
TuoH. S. Wark. Halo Finn Nursery, Tottenham, Middlesex, N.

D WAllF DAHLIAS l.jr Beds or Kibbon Borders.—
PURPLE ZELIXDA .ini LITTLE NAJADE, whits, noUly
Iwitb criiusnii, in.sf,njniik'rnii[i(l roots, atOs. andSfl. por dozoD.

CoAnLPs Sirii.i.i».;, liill Niirsary. Winohnol.l, Hants.

c.
DaMlas, Verbenas, &c., now ready.
ALLKNS C.VTALiHiUE of the above i3 no\^

readv, ninl i.:aii ho hrul on application.
Norlnlk Nar^orv. SImcklewofI, N.E.

o^

Highnesses the Prince of Wal

Lobelta speclosa, true variety, from Cuttings.
E. ALLKN ii;ci a large stock of the above.

• Nnrl jlk Nursery, Shacklewell, N.E.

-"ERHEN.V 14.. Kuv^

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL K\ Hi ill HON
and BOTANICAL CONO RESS ol" istid. I

ir^ NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the FORMS of
APPLICATION for SPACE, which It in necessary that Exhibitors

|

Hhuuld fill up. if they intend to take part In the forthcoming
(

K?(hibitlon, are now ready, and may bo had on post-paid application.
Those Forma must be returned on or before May 1.

Thomas Moouk, Exhibition Secretary.

^ Offlcos: 1, William Stroat. Lownd es S.iuary, London, S.W.

TNTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONX and BOTANICAL CONGRESS of 1800.

0^ GARDENERS wishing to avail themaelves of tho privilege of
PURCHASING TICKETS for this Exhibition at a reduced rate, under
Ni>. 40 of the Rcgu'.atlona issued with tha Schedule, are requested to
observe that application must be made for them to Mr. Thomas
Mourk, Exhibition Seoretary, Botanic Garden. Chelsea, London.
B.W., previom to May 1. Tickets for Wednesday, May 23. will bo
charged Haifa-Crown, and those for Thursdav, May 24, One Shilling.

!V^
I

I Nl.iS, KOSBS, &c.,
^^ rttiKrowinir. Nice Plunti

, UAI'ALOOUES tree.
ti, liour Uurst Oreeo, Susaox.

WALTER P. HOJIE has nice Plants now ready for
Sale or all thu loadiQg varlotlos Piirchasora of large (iiian,

titles will bo liberally -- ' ' "
CATALOOUE free.

tod. DE.SCllIPnVE and PRICED

Exotic Ntirsory, Oloacester.

D^
Sealed packets, U. 6d.

DonsoN St Soifs, Seedsmen, laloworth, London, W.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S GARDENS,
Regent's Park.—Tho FIRST GENERAL EXHIBITION of

PLANTS and FLOWERS, WEDNESDAY, May 0. Ticketi to bo
obtained at tho Gardens only by Vouchors from Fellows of tho
Society, price £a. ; or on the day of Exhibition, 7s. 0(/. each.

KINGSTON and SURBITON ROYAL
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. — The SECOND GREAT

EXHIBITION of FLOWERS. FRUITS, and VEGETABLES, of
this Society, will be hold on WEDNESDAY, June 13, 1800. In tho
grounds of the Woodbine, Queen's Road, Kingston, by the kind
perinisalon of Mrs, Christy. Copies of Rules and Schedules, and
further information can be nod on application to the Secretary,

Mr. J. KiitK, 6, Queen's Place, Canbury, Kingston.

DOBSON'S PRIZl-: PRIMULA, unequalled for quality,
colour, and fringe. Sealed picketn, In., 25, OJ., Sa.

____ DousoM_A^ON3,.S60dsineo, Ulewort li, London, W.

DOBSON'S PRIZE CINERARIA.—The finest strain m
the Kingdom for variety, novelty, and general good qualities.

Sealed packets, U,, 2,», 6d., fis.

Donaos k Sons, Seedsmen, leleworth, London, W.

CTEPHEN BROWN'S SPUING PLANT C.VTA-O LOfJUE contalnH a very select aiiortinoiit of BEUUIMO
PLAN 1'3 at low pricos. Conl,?i fro?.

Seed and Nnr«rv Ktt ililiHliiirt'iiU Su lliiiry, Saaolk.

M, '! i,<\ par dozen.
ii H now ready for

I

'

i Ml of tlio above.

ii) very superior BEDDXNU
riJPK by

,
IIlkU lloccli, Essex, N.E.jAMtaC'a

100,000 Bedding Plants.
CELWLV AND CO. beg to oiler the above, from

• 2fl, Qd. to Cs. a dozen Banker's rcfcroiice or Poat Ofllce Order
from unknown correspondents.
Address, », Park Terrace, Regent's Park ; or Clifton Nursery,

Clill n Vltlan ,' MjiU; _
Bedding Plants, Bedding Plants!

JAMES HOLDKIt .lui Mii.plv VKKUIi.VAS, SCARLET
and VARlEOArEU GEKANIIJMS. IiAllLlAS, CALCEO-

LARIAS, FUCHtilAS. I'KTUNIA-S, LOllKLlA«. GAZANIA8,
KONIGAS, CUPHEAS, Ac. 8 dozen for 2Ufl., or 4 dozen for lus, OJ.
Hampers and pack,ige included.

Crown Nursery, Readmg, Berks.

FrixxLula, Cineraria, and Calceolaria.
PAUL'S selected Htraina of these popular

'lowera, U. ad. to 2a. 6d. per packet. All other Seeda of llrst
g^uallty at modoriite prices. CATALOGUE on apijlicatloi

w
Paul's Nurseries n 1 Warehouse, Waltham (

vv,

Superb Double Hollyhocks.
UK Finest Collection evku UriEttLD to tub Poolio.

CHATER has a largo Stm-k of fine heaUhy
Planta now ready, which h.

Sue Advertisement on othi,.

Addroas, W. CHATtrn, Nurseries, Sal

supply on liberal t

Walden.

A M O U K K U X,

Gi.IANT ASl'AKAi

Jonif Cranstok,

GIANT ASPARAGL.^, n.i

cropping, 23. Qd. per 104. Tui
require half the expense usually

2-yr8., 2«. per 100;

rtcd R'jots for early
I'.us Vo^et^ble does not

1. 1 111 iil.uaiug it. For

C,

nlng, crisp and excellent.

1 Crowor, Sudbury, Suffolk.

PAMPHLETS

MIts. POLLOCK GEEANIUM.—Strong Planta can be
nuppliod by tho dozen or 100, on application to
JoiiK Scott, Nurseryman, Bathford, near Bath.

REBECCA, tho tinest BEDDING GERANIUM ever
raised. Planti ready in May, price b*. each.

Soo Wm. Paul's SPRING CATALOOUE.
Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Crofts, London, N.

Scarlet, PinK, and Salmon 2onale Geraniums!^
WOOD ANU INGltA.M utlcr line sturdv Autumn-atruck

Plants of the above, yojd varictiu.H, all nan'iod, welt established
In 3i-lnch pots, and thoroughly hardonud olf, at ^jk, per 100, pockaiju
Included. Nanios of viirietloa sent may be seen in W. J: I. « NEW
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, which will be sent on pre-paid appli-

cABBAGE PLANTS.—Stni
Early kinds, llattersea and

W. ViRoo & Son, Wonerah Ni

DAINTRKE'S SEEDLING POTATO is the best
early round white Potato in cultivation, and can be obtained

price on application.
£ A n......„o.^ Fendrayton, St. Ives, Hunts.

Nu Huntlngdoi

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.AMES CARTER and CO.,

Genuine Garden Seeds.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S DESCRIPTIVE
PRICED CATALOGUE ol SEEDS, which contalai every-

thing New and Old worth growing, can be had post tree on application.
Highgate, London, N.

CHARLES TURNER'S CA'TALOGUE of PLANTS
for the Sprint; Is now ready. It includes lists of all the leading

Bedding Plants, New Dahlias, Pelargoniums, Roses, Verbenas, and
select general Collections.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

New ChrysantnemumB and PjnretlirumB.
JOHN SALTEK'S DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

of NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS and PYRETHRUMS for
J866 is now ready, and will be sent free on receipt of two stamps.
Vertaillea Nursery. William Street, Vale Place, Hammersmith, W.

CLIANTHUS DAMPIERL — Imported Seed, of
excellent quality, 2s. 6d. per packet, containing a dozen aeedii.

Trade price per 1000 Seeds on application.

^
FtTEn Lawson it Son. Edinburgh and London.

TRANSPLANTED RHODODENDRONS.—4^i^jld
Hybrids saved from the choicest Crimson, White, and Claret-

coloured sorts, ia«, 6tl. per 100, or 1000 for £5.
RicnABD SiiiTn, Nur.ieryman, Worcester.

BOX EDGING, 4(/. per yard rTnV^ard sufficient to
make throe.

Jonw Crahston, King's Acre Nurseries, near Hereford.

MAURICE YOUNG'S DESCRIPTIVE LIST of
Conifcno, New and Rare Hardy Plants, Ornamental Trees ind

Shrubs, Rhododendrons, Japanese Noveltioa, Forest Trees, and
Bows, forwarded on application.

Mlltbrd Nurseriefl, near Godaiming, Surrey,

JIVERY AND SON beg to announce that their
• DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES of AZALEA

INDICA, HARDY BRITISH FERNS, ROSES, CONlFER.(E.
GRAPE VINES, and SEEDS, may bo had on application at their

Dorking Nursery.

GERMAN FLOWER SEEDS.— Superb Varieties of
Aater, Stock, Balaam, Wallflower, Phlox Drummondli, Portu*

laca, Larksi)ur, Zinnia, &c. For prices see Deacriptive Seed List.
RicHAftn Shith, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

NEW and CHOICE SEEDS.—Bull's Verbena, Bull's
Tropaoolum, Cyclamen perslcum grandlflorura. Giant lO-week

Stock, Perfection Aster, Lllium auratum. Intermediate Stock, James'
Prize Calceolaria, Barr's Select Strain of Primula, each 2a. 6d. p. pkt.

Babr & SuoDEK, 12, King Street, Covont Garden, W.C.

R;\WING-ROOM PLANT CASE^S^the beautiful
Novelties In Plant Cases Just introduced by Barb & Suoden

are now on view at tholr Warehouse. An Illuitrated Sheet la In
preparation for ladles living in the country. See illustrations, p. 384.

Barb & SuoncN, 12, King Street, (Jovent Garden, W.C.

mr. o. a.. LfAinxKEx, reuuraybon, dl. ives, uunts.

HEATH has a quantity of FLUKE POTATOS
• for Seed to olfor at 3s. per bushel, or iJOs. por ton. Tho

sample is excellent.
CoUogo Nursery, Cheltenham.

UUTTON'S CHOICE MANGEL SEED.

BUTTON'S CHAMPION SWEDE.

ZEA CURAGUA, new Striped Japanese Maize.

—

Greatest novelty of the season. Newly Imported Seed, U. and
&. Od. por packet, sent post free.

Butler H MrCcLLocn, Covent Garden Market, W.O
English-saved Sowing Rape Seed.

CHARLES SUARPE and (;0. li;nc (lit- abo
offer, of fine quality. Sainpio and prlcj forwarded

Seed Warehouse, .Slcatord.

N

WEUUINU BOUQUETS, EPEUONES FILLED,
Tables Decoratod, Conservatoriaa Furniahod, by
C. Ei.vri» 1 Co., 9, Park Terrace. Kogcnfs Park.

G\
t Garden Market, WC.

G
For Dahlias apply to

RAWLINGS, who is permitted to

IncludlDg LEAH, CIIAMPICJN, and GEO. WHEELER, Oj. por doz.

w Blooming Felargonlmns.
COD AND INGKAJI offer very fine Planta of good

E W E A K M S E E D S of bust selucted quality.
PP.ICED DE.SCBIPTIVE LIST post free upon applicatloo.
[KB DioksOH tt Sons, Hood Merchauta, Ac., 1U2, Eastgato Street,

DICKINSON'S ITALIAN RVE-GRASS SEED,
grown by him and sold to Agrlculturiststhis ;

present payment at \U. per qr,, 5 qrs. at Hw, ^*
Now I'a , Lymmgton, IlantH.

s
The Cultivation of Bromus Schraderl.1

UTTON A-Ji) SONS .nn ,^up|il.v -rMiuiu; Seed of the
above New FmRAGE GKAS.S, in imckiLi, for trial, at 1». each
I larger quantltict at Sa. pt;r lb., witu in.^tructions on cultivation.

k Sons, Uoyal Berkshire Seed Establl.ihment, Reading.

SUTTON'S PERMANENT GRASS SEEDS,
26s. to 36«. per acre, according to qoantities required, and ioiU

for which they are intended.

G~OOD^CLOVER SEEDS at MARKET PRICES.
Red

I

White Dutch I Yellow
Alsike I

Cow Grass
| White Suckling

For samples and lowest prices, apply (stating quantity required) to
SiiTTiiN & Sons, Seed Merchanta, Iteading.

OOD CLOVElT^SEEbS at Market Prices.—Red,
White Dutch, Alsike, Cow Grass, and Trefoil ; also Perennial

Italian Rye and other Grasses. For aamplos and lowest prices apply t
RiciiARp Smith, Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Nurseries, Huntlngdoi

NATURAL GRASSES : their Names and Derivations
;

Quality, Produce, Elevation, Situation, Soil, Use, Peculiarity,
Seaaon, Growth, Increase, Time of FlowerlnK, Price, ice.

Free for one postage staiiiu.

RiCQABO SuiTU, Seed Merchant, woroester.
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E. G. HENDERSON & SON'S NEW PLANTS FOR 1866.

THE NEW BEDDINO PLANT CATALOGUE WILL BE PUELISSED MAY 1.

MESSES. E. a. HENDEESON & SON
HAVE MUCH PLEASURE IN CALLING THE ATTENTION OF

[AMATEUR CULTIVATORS AND OTHERS TO THE FOLLOWING NOVELTIES,

Possessing great merit, and which will prove as valuable acquisitions for the Flower Garden as many others they have previously ec

New Variegated-leaved Geraniums.

Yellow and "Wliite-margined, including the Tricoloured Sections.

BEAUTY OF GUESTWICK.—A fine variety, with broad creamy-white leaf-belt, and inner zone of

alternate bronze and blight rosy carmine whilst young, forming an effective bed by its freely-

branched habit, and profusion of brilliant scarlet flowers.

EDWINIA HTZPATRICK.—Adeclded improvement npon Mrs. Pollock in itsmore vigorous constitu-

tion, freelv-branched habit, and larger foliage. The leaves show a broad rich golden margin, or belt,

more uniformly marked by zones of rich bronze and brilliant flamed scarlet. Its ample velvety-

surfaced leaves, combined with its fine habltj form a beautiful and effective bed, which retains ita

picturesQUe features throughout the season.

LADY OF SHALLOT.—Silver leaf-margin or belt, with a bright rosy tinted narrow zone, finely-

branched habit, and aproPaaion of bloom in medium-sized trusses of rich scarlet.

LIGHT AND SHADOW.—The broad and effective silver leaf-margin of this variety formsaflne contrast

with the i-ich dark green centre, which is belted with an alternately blended rich bronze and
carniine rose zone. The flowei-s being a rosv-tinted carmine colour, are well adapted as an inter-

mediate tint to higher or lower shades ; promae flowerer.

LUCY GRIEVE —One of the most beautiful tricolour-leaved variety, having rich velvety golden-

margined leaves, exquisitely figured on the inner side by a broad and brilliant surface zone of bright

crimson upon an under bronze ground. For an exhibition group, or fancy vase in conservatory
decoi-ation, it is unapproached by any kind yet offered in ita section. In its mature growth, it if

conspicuously distinct Irom others by Its evenly expanded and velvety textured foliage, also In ita

remarkably picturesque zone tinta being more equally and broadly developed over each leaf.

MOIRE ANTIQUE,—Pure cream yellow or bright sulphur coloured leaf-margin, with a bright salmon-
rose coloured inner belt or zone^ growth dwarf, compact, and free ; flowers rosy-lake colour, form-
ing a middle tint, or contrast between higher and lower ones.

SOPHIA DUMAREbQUE.—A striking improvement upon the much-admired variety Sunset, in habit,

growth, leaf, and effect. Iq constitution it is more robust, in habit more vigorous, and freely

branched, and in effect, its golden leaf-margins are more effectively marked by a brilliant flame-

tinted scarlet inner zone. Its comparatively dwarf and compact style of growth will fomi a select

and beautiful bed, and equally valuable for flower garden groups or parterres, terrace lines, and
riband

SPANISH BEAUTY.—A neat and compactly dwarf-growing
leaf-margins, and well-defined dark bronze leaf-:

variety, with broad pure lemon yellow
laid with a bright flame-scarlet tint,

flowers rich scarlet ; a pictiiresque and efl'ective kind.

'

SOPHIA CUSACK.—A very beautlf\il and effective tricolor-leaved variety, with bright lemon-yellow
leaf margin and golden disc, the latter circled with a very bright flamed-scarlet zone, upon a broken
bronze border. It is a great improvement upon oil varieties in its section of last season by ita far

richer and more uniformly developed leaf-tints, It is a highly ornamental variety for decoration in

beds, pots, or terrace vases.

JOCK O- HAZELDEAN—An improvement upon Mrs. Pollock, with bright canarj'-ydlow Icaf-

mar/^iiis, and rich flame-coloured zone with Intermediate bronze bars. Growth compact and Ireoly

branched, forming an effective bed or group.

GOLDEN RAY —Pure lemon-yellow leaf-raaigins. with velvety-surfaced circulnrly-lobed foliage, orna-

mented mtb a broad rich bronze red zone, suffused with bright flame ; habit moderately branched,

COUNTESS OF TYECONNEL.— Light golden leaf-margins, with a neariy equally blended dark
bronze and bright carmine-tinted zone. The fine constitutional vigour of this variety, shown in ita

free and compactly branched sub-erect growth, is well adapted for forming a pyramidal or conical

outline of growth, for diversified effect in decorative garden groups, large pots, or vasca.

GOLDEN HAIR.-Brilliant yellow leaf-margin or belt, having a rich inner bronze zone, alternately

marked by dark cirmine. which is finely contra-sted with its deep green leaf-centre, similar to the

beautiful variety Mrs. Benyon.

MAY QUEEN.—Silver leaf-margin, marked by n pretty rosy-carmine Inner zone; bablt of growth
vigoroua and compact, flower truss full centred ; a profuse and erteclive scarlet-flowered variety.

Pure Golden Yellow-leaved.
GENERAL L0NG8TREET.—Style of Qoldon Fleece, with a clear bright self gold-coloured leaf,

growth free, compact, and dwarf, forming large trusses of finely-shaped crimson scarlet flowers;

one of the finest bedding varieties in its section.

LIGHTNING,—Leaves large, circularly lobed, the bronze zone merging In mature growth into a pure
light self golden-leaf ground, flowera bright rosy or fiame scarlet.

Golden Yellow and Shaded Yellow, with rich broad Vandyke Zone.
Growth and ITeeness of propagation similar to the Green-leaved Scarlet Geraniums.

CROWN DIAMONDS (E. G. H. Jb SohJ.—A neat well-branched variety, of dwarf compact growth, and
medium-.sized foliage, marked with a bright red-crimson zone upon a yellow leaf-ground ; on
effective free scarlet-flowering vai-iety.

BEATTY (>F < t!'TTON.—The finest variety in its section, having a dense and compact habit, with
s being pictm-esquely marked with a beautU\iI broad rich bronze >

— .1

—

-.JL J. a »._j™».. —
'-T scarlet, borne i:1 .

'

,
iL a clear yellowisn green ground; flowers brightI.I ulapted for a vcryefTectivo bed or large group.

PR F- 1
1

' I ^ I II \ ( ' 'l-N.—A seedling form between Volcano and Mrs. Pollock varieties, of ft vigoroua,

y^t dwarf and dense, growth, the leaves being marked with a rich red crimson or bronze zone,
Sower truss compact, rosy scarlet, and fine shape.

GAIETY.—A beautiful and effective variety, of dwarf and compact habit, its large circularly-lobed

leaves of yellow summer-tint showing a somewhat angularly-lobed broad rich bronze crimson zone.

with a proportionate outer margin, flowers scarlet ; adapted fnr medium-eizod bed&

CIRCLET.—A pretty variety, distinguished by its sharply defined and angularly-lobed narrow rich

bronze zone, deepening by age, ita yellow leaf-oentro being well contrasted by a broad green outer

margin, growth vigorous, flowers rich cerise scarlet ; forming an effective model bod In its section.

NEATNESS.—Growth neat, dwarf, and compact, with circiilarly-lobed leaves, marked by a prominent
well-defined lighter bronze zone, well contrasted by a yellow leaf-centre and broad outer belt,

flowers rosy salmon, an abundant bloomer.

CANARY .BIRD.—A fine-habited variety, with vigorous well-branched and compact growth, leaves

Pelargonium peltatum elegan9«
A very elegant variety of the largor Ivy or Shield-leaved Geranium, forming a gracefUUy drooping

growth for si,ispended fcaskets, or window groups in boxes. Its numerous flower heads of pure mauve
flowers yield a beautiful contrast to the pearly clusters of the common speciea known as the White-

flowered Ivy-leavcQ, which in itself is one of the finest objects, when Judiciously grouped for marginal

decoration in large plant vases, or baskets, on terrace ftoDW or lawns.

The ample glossy shield-like leavea of these vanetiea form a boautifiil underground ttnt^for the
blended colours of the kinds now referred to, which, when vir— •'-'•' • - '•—' -"-^ "- '^—

-

lower position, may not unaptly be compared to starry clu;

bloom reposing upon a rich surface of emerald green verdure.

Two First-cla'^s Certificates were awarded to this variety, one by the Royal London Horticultural

Society, and the second by the Royal Botanic Society, in testimony of its gracofol adaptation for

marginal effect to largo plant vases, and window decoration in boxes.

New Dwarf Bedding Geraniums.
ZONAL SECTION.

GARIBALDI -This variety is admirably adapted by ita very dwarf, close, and compact habit for select

teiTace and flower-garden groups, beds, and belts, and by its neat small leaf-?rowth, forming one of

the finest kinds yet raised for second row effect in riband borders, or tor outer edge decoration to

self-coloured beds of evergreens, &c. Its Flower Trusses are borne in Compact Full Heads of a
brilliant scarlet, and eood shape. It is distinct from, and much superior to, all the older dwarf
kinds now generally dScarded, and from them it is readily distinguished by its remarkably neat and
circular ricn dark green leaves, and, lastly, by its full Compactum-like flower heads. Unlike some
others, it is not liable to leave its naturally low style of growth, but preserves its uniformly effective

character tbrougli tlie season.

It was awarded a First-clasa Certificate from proved ground specimens In the Chlswiok Gardens fay

the Royal Horticultural Society, in whose I'roceedmga its description is thus summed up :—" A beautiful

plant for small beds or margins,"

The entire stock of this desirable variety wos purchased from the raiser of Calceolaria aureafloribnnda

(Mr. William North), who tbafe the plant now offered will eventually prove as useftil 1

(quoted has already done tor some years, and still maintain tt« supremacy
host of rival forms.

It may not be uninteresting to cultivators of garden flowers to know, from authenticated facts, what

New Dwarf Bedding Geraniums.
ZONAL SECTION.

. floribunda was exhibited by Mr. North
at the Crystal Palace Exhibition of Plants, &c., with a view to prove its merit by open competition, and
to receive the unbiassed opinions of reputed competent judges. The result of a journey of nearly 300
railes to exhibit one of the most valuable and effective plants in its colour yet raised was that as a
variety it was not worth noticing I not even a bare recommendation for further trial I

We are coirectly informed that as its unsuccessful yet fortunate raiser was returning homo with it

over London Bridge, his warm sense of the abilities of the censoi-s employed on that occasion was
practically appreciated by his pitching the unfortunate plant into the river. Whether the plant wm*
eventually stranded into a more favourable position for obtaining a duo estimate of its merit, or whethci

One of the first well-bloomed plants of Calceolaria J

nrmiy reiianc, ana a success as prouaiy acaievea, as was tuu e;isQ witu a weu-Known ana aiBCingmsnea
memoer of the British Cabinet, who, on being refused a first hearing, calmly replied, "the time is

coming when you will hear me." So it was with the abused plant.

REGALIA (E. G. H. & Son).—A beautiful and effective variety for bedding or pot culture, growth of
medium height, vigoroua and compact, leaves with dark zone on green ground, flowers bright cerise-
rose, good form and size, borne in large aub-globular trusses. Each, 3s. 6d.

LA REINE (E. G. H. ft Sok).—Leaf self-green, with a close compact habit of giowtb, and medium
vigour, flowers beautiful pink ; a free-blooming and effective variety. Each, 3s. Gd.

KING OF WHITES (E. G. H. & Son).—A bold and effective self-white flowering variety, of a free and
vigorous branchiog dwarf growth, with rich dark loaf-zones, well contrasted with a broad green
outer margin, and large globular trusses of finely-shaped pure white bloom.

This is one of the best kinds yet offered for effect in specimens of mature growth for vases, or as
portable specimens in conaervatoir decoration and terrace groups. Each, 7s. Gd. ; four plants, 25a.

QUEEN OF WHITES (E. G. H. & Son).—A more abundant flowering variety with an equally good
branching and proportionately vigoroiis growth, distlngmshcd by its being le-ss villose or hairy, and
more evenly-expanded dark-zoned leaves, blooming more profusely in large, compact, full-centred
trusses of pure white. It is finely adapted in mature growth, by its beautiful globular flower heads,
for portable specimens in vases and pots, for conservatory decoration, terrace lawns, and house
approaches. Each, 7s. Qd. ; four plants, 255.

DR. NEWHAM (E. G. H. it Son).—A pretty and distinct variety, hanng in some degree the aspect of
Cerise Unique, with semi-transparent leaf-stalks, and light yellow leaf-centre, circled with a broad
chequered bronze zone, and outward rich green leaf margin ; flowers clear pinky-rose, good habit
and truss ; by Its abundant bloom well adapted for bedding or pot culture. Each, 3a. Gd.

Nosegay Geranium.
riNK STELLA.—A flrst-olasa dcsider.itum for tho flo'

distinct forms in tho Nosegay Bedding Section, hiiv

counterpart of Stella in growth, with i' .

New Fuchsias for 1866.

permanent ment of the varieties recognised by bis name, and by the mfyority of 'such being found in

the most successful competition groups, both in Engliah and Foreign Exhibitions.

The present selection are the proved varieties of two aeasona' bloom, and are distinguished for bril-

liancy of colour, variety of outline, and general effect in decoration,

ALEXANDRINA (Banks).— Brilliant glossy scarlet tube and sepals, flnely reflexod, good form and
substance, corolla pure white, good outline ; a model variety.

ARABEliiA.—An improvement on Annie, with purer white tube and sepals, the latter longer and
well reflexed, corolla rich rose colour; by its froo-floworing habit and good growth, well suited lor

exhibition groups.

HLANCHETTE.—A vei? beautiful and effective variety, with well-proportioned pure glossy white tube
and sepals, of good size and substance, gracefully recurved, the corolla large, of good texture and
fine form, scarlet tinted rose colour, with well-lapped lobes, opening to a medium cup-shaped out-

line. By Its free growth and profuse blooming habit, when duly pinched or trained for early lateral

shoots, it forms a model apecmaen plant for competition groupa.

CATHERINE PABR.—White tube and sepala, the latter well recurved, of good aubstance, corolla

cup-shaped, of a rioh red or scarlet tinted rose, in the style of Beine Blanche variety. Us free and
well-branched habit of growth, and profUse bloom, form a valuable addition to exhibition kinds.

HARRY GEORGE HENDERSON.—A remarkable and very effective variety, with large bright coral-

scarlet coloured broad sepals, prominently recurved, and very large round, parachute-formed
eorolla, of a rich plum-blue tint, merging into violet red, tho margin being Bligfatly revolute. Tho
almost flat outline and groat dimensions of the corolla, form a very distinct and attractive feature
for competition groups and conservatory decoration.

LADY DUMBELLO (Banks).—A noble and effective flower, having large and long brilliant c

«epals of great breadth and substance, with a proportionately large goblet or cup-shaped coiun^ -

rich lavender blue and purple colour ; the bloom is produced in large pendulous truases. Its fre
jpals of great breadth and substance, vrith a proportionately large goblet or cup-shaped corolhu of

., rich lavender blue and purple colour; the bloom is produced in large i
'"' *

"'

and vigorous growth requires early pinching to induce lateral branches.

LIZZIE HEXAM (BasssI.—A beautiful and telling variety, of tall and effective growth, in the stylo

sub-e'rect growth, free-fiowefing habit, and attractiveness in bloom are its moat valuable features.

BEAUTY'S BLOOM (Basks).-A distinct and attractive form, with graoefidly recurved bright glossy

carmine-scarlet sepals, and largo oblong or deeply cup-shaped corolla, of a dark violet-tlntcd

plum-black colour, habit vigorous, requiring early pinching to form oxnibltton growth. A very

effective and richly-featured flower.

BEN E GLOE.—A very beautiful and uniquely-featured flower, showing broad bright carmine-scarlet

sepals, gracefully recurved, and rich dark lavender coloured cup-shaped corolla, elegantly marked
with carmine rays from the base upwards; comparatively dwarf in growth, with a free-flowering

habit, alter the style of La Traviata.

CONQUEST (BA IIK.9),—Sepals bright carmine-scarlet, well refleied, of good width and substance,

corolla very rich dark plum colour, merging into maroon, flowers medium size, ffee in bloom,
graceful in effect, and forming an elegant variety tor decoration or exhibition.

JULIA DE GUEST (BanrsI.-A distinct and desirable variety, fine erect growth and proliflo bloom,
showing clear light scarlet or bnght coral-red sepals of good substance, and well recurved, with rich

lavender-blue corollas expanding to a chaste cup-shaped outline. By Its erect and free-flowering

habit, it is specially adapted for a pyramidal style of growth, for conservatory decoration, or com-
petition groups.

LAND of PLENTY (Banks)-—An elegant and effective variety, with glossy rich red-acarlet aepala,

gracefully recurved, corolla barrel-shaped, lobes well lapped or folded, slightly curving luwarda at

the base, of a rich violet-black hue ;
growth free, and effective for its distinctive features in groups.

The form of this flower is considered by some cultivators to be tho most pertect and natural of

the tribe, and the present variety was so highly thought of by its emment raiser, as a model out-

line, that it was held back for two years, with a view to obtain, if possible, greater improvements

from it in the same style.

New Antirrhinums.
AMETHYST

I
GARNET | JASPER | SARDONYX 1 TOPAZ 1 TURQUOISE

Exhibition Verbenas.
VERBENA BEAUTY OF ENGLAND.—This noble-flowering variety received a First-class Certiflcato

for a trayful of flowers exhibited before the Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultmal Society,

for its very superior properties. As few varieties of this tribe are now considered worthy of receiving

the highest reward of merit, but which on the occasion referred to, was luianinaously given by the
' "" ' judges and cultivators of the Verbena to the present v '

" " --•

themselves of its purchase at the high sum of '"^"^

I themselves as being in possession of the entire stock.

It is distinguished from all others in its class and colour, by Its remarkably free and robust erect

style of growth, healthy foliage, and large circular flower trusses, of great depth, substance, and
chaste model outline. The Individual florets or blossoms being large and slightly cupped, impart a

more strictly circular form and perfect outline than is recognised in \ erbonas genenilly. Ita erect

and vigorous constitution will probably jirovo the parent type of a more vigorous and hardy race m
its tribe. speciaUy adapted to resist the effects of damp and mildew, common to weaker varieties,

xrnder the effects of cold and wet sensons.
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E. G. HENDEESON & SON'S NEW PLANTS FOR ISBB-C Continued).

Exhibition Verbenas.

Afi a variety for forroiog decorative

to a perfect outline in its aggregate fi

judges in flowers.

ADA.—Blush white, with rosy-pink oye, good form.

ANTONIA.—Very rich claj-et-crinispn, with rosy-lilac eye, good trass.

KING OF SCARLETS.—Glowing tinted scarlet, with a very large round picturesqao white ©ye, tmsa
and floreta large, growth robust. A noble flower for competition groups extra fine.

QUEEN OF ENGLAND.—Rich pure salmon, mth a large and flei7-scarlot centre, truss large, good
form and substance in bloom ; a splendid flower for exhibition trays.

SANTIAGO.—Scarlet shaded crimson, mth a large round white oye, good truss, large pip, and fiilL

centred flower ; flue exhibition variety.

PLUTO.—Brilliant deep plum coloui-, with a largo canary-coloured eye, good size and outline.

Bedding Verbenas.
CELESTIAL BLUE.—The finest blue bedding variety. In style of growth, intermediate between

Purple King and The Queen, free, vigorous, and erect, truss opening to the centre, good size, well

formed, and a free bloomer, forming a very distinct and beautiful bed, exceedingly bright and
beautiful in the sun. Most of the varieties in this colour for many years h.<ive proved defective for

massing in one feature or other. The present one possesses all the requisite propeaties of ;

bedding variety, and by comparison in growth and bloom is superior
group.

CLARET QUEEN 1 ROSY CIRCLE I LILIAN
GENERAL GRANT PRINCESS HILDA CELESTIAL ROSE
LAURA CHARMING DUNKELD
MRS. GENERAL LEE I

CHILDE HAROLD | FAIHY

lII known varieties in it

I
PAINTED LADY
JUNIUS
QUEEN of SCOTS

I
SCARLET NONPAIJEIL

VERBENA SCARLET CUSHION —Awarded a First Class Certificate by the Floral Committee of
the London Royal Horticultural Society.

This very valuable variety is in growth and general habit a type of the Velvet Cushion (violet), being
one of a hybrid section or race fiom V. venosa. The present beautilul form is the result of a croas

breed between the same V. Cushion and V. Foxhunter, Its growth is equally neat and compact, but
an improvement m its stronger and more robust constitution, corabininK a free growth, csespitose

habit, small rich groen leaves, with numerous trusses of intensely scarlet flowers, rismg about 6 inches
in height. Its groat substance of pet.^!, depth and richness of colour, retaining Its brilliant

throughsu
' .. ^ . --- ---

Like the ^ , _, , _.- ^ _.

beautiful miniature front riband lino or belt, contrasting finely with V. Henriette, or other pure
variety as compact and dwarf in habit, and equally valuable for effect in the most _selcct_ parterres.

marginal belts, borders, yielding
until October.

VERBENA PRINCESS VICTORIA (M;

t such tpositio of bloom f^om June

,
letti hybrid).—Awarded a First-cl.^sa Cerfeiflcate ei Merit

by the Floral Committee of the London Royal Horticultural Society, for its unique adaptation in

garden decoration.

This beautiful variety Is one of the most valuable and useful of dwarf plants for the flower garden.
It was obtained from the produce of hybridised plants, obtained by cross impregnation of \ erbena
Maonotti Impt'ratrico Elizabeth, and the beautiful Verbena Velvet Cushion, by Mr. John Wills, late

Card. " ^ .—
orms a neatlv comnact half-trailine ^ , __ ,^ „ __._^ ,

: flower scapes, from 6 to S incht
a, or violet-shaded rose colour.
I, and strikingly adapted for producing an effect in deco'rati

ng, hitherto little practised but by its eminent raiser. Being a great improvement upon all the
varieties or forma of V. pulchella (var. MaonettiJ yet prodnced, in its more densely-branched, yet
compact and half-trailing habit, yielding a greater amount of bloom and for a much longer period ; also

mucn more easily preserved in cold pits throughout the winter months—these valuable features will

prove its special valne and high merit for effective usefulness.

A most striking feature of excellence is, that where it can be planted somewhat extensively, it is

admirably ad.aptM for I'orminga beautiful ground-surface growth by its compactly-spreading habit, in

blank spaces of »rborctunis, and the foreground of shrubberies; also for adorning the intervening
shrub.'f,

s intrinsic interest and value, aa n^^i
of last year:— It was observed to form an excellent effect

d large basket groups and vases, also on the front foreRioimd of

Bedding Verbenas.
Its perfect adaptation for working out an extensive and picturesque ground hurfaco of verdure and

bloom up to the latest required period, and its beautiful eflcct lor fringing the m.-irgins of elevated

borders, or the foregrouna of sloping terrace l^onts—requiring neither protection r

growth; enduring storm and sunshine alike; modifying the i

support i

3 of larger and nobler growths, whilst aiding i

TAUAiJTELLE 1 QUEEN OF ROSES

influence o . _ _

*.™. vv .."..- .-v-v ..^ o— = - w their more perfect development
of bloom, aliku testify to its great value for combination of effect, and completeness of design, in the

formation of flower groups.

MAONETTI DELICATA and MAONETTI EBECTA-
Theso three hjbrlds po8S*»s superior habits to the old V. Maoiietti, and larger and more showy floweift.

New Bedding Dahlias.

SAMBO
I
SCARLET TOM THUMB

I
MOONBEAM

New Lobelias.

ERINUS SECTION.
SPECIOSA SPECTAfelLE.—Amongst the most desirable acquisitions of garden flowei-s for the season,

E. G. Hemdeksos ft Son are enabled to offer the present variety as a very valuable and marked
Improvement upon the original L. erinus speciosa, by its more brilliant and darker blue, moro
vigorous undergrowth, with a still dwarfer and more compact habit, inclining to a level outlme. It

has been found that the seed of the present L. speciosa does not as formerly yield a produce equal

in beauty to the parent type of this beautiful plant, hut appears in many cases to have deteriorated

In the quality and effect of its bloom ; it has, therefore, been a desideratum amongst cultivators to

obtain a variety which should combine an improvement both in habit and bloom upon tiie present

garden form, and the ct,«.uv^ .^.... .."« v« rf o ' beautiful plant known L

group. It yields a profusion of intensely rich dark blue flowers from Juno until October, with-

Btanaing sun and rain, expanding alike i-
"' ''— *' *• ''•"™ -.ho„™„ ^* =,.«,™^^

weather. Its great beauty fonns :

gardens,
'

V offered may be regarded
" • ' "Hxk blu

I and sunshine through every change of

J lines ; and for[forming abeautifiu relief groupd ti

ure grounds by masses of colour, blended with high'

.equalled by any other
of growth, and depth of colour.

._jarginal belts or te

arboretums and plei

I the foregrounds of

r blooming plant i

SPECIOSA PICTURATA.—A very picturesque-coloured variety for general decoration in flower

gardens. Blossoms pure white, witli a clear and well-defined blue margin. Its profusion of bloom
and compact habit forms a very attractive border plant in riband r

culture, and admirably adapted as groups for relief ground t

and shrubberies. In its fine contrast of oppos

broad belts, also for v

i the foreground of aj'borotums

uiiu ..^.^w..^..^... ^" i-r colours It makes a very effective second row or hue

to the beautiful dwarf L. speciosum spectabile in front.

The foregoing varieties of Lobelia speciosa are the richest coloured and most eflCectiVQ forms yet

offered.

New Erythrinas.
crista-CtALli section.

ORNATA.—A beautiful hybrid variety, forming a small dwarf shrub from l^to 2 feet in height, with

long, compact, terminal, douao spikes ot largo V nilion-scarlet flowers, having a tkeel

: applied and illustrated in the

B and shrubs, throughout the late summer and autumn inouths.

It appeared equally suitable for decorating the ground surface of thinly planted, but majestic forms
of tropical verdure, such as the stately Canna, Caladium, Papyrus. Baniboo, Humea, &c., whether
arranged in natural groups or as avenue lines ; and, whilst thus associated with the noblest forms of
vegetable strueture, it was itself an object of equal interest and beauty, by its superior adaptation for
im jiarting an elegant and finished eflcct to larger summer groups of plants and flowers.

MADAME BELLANGER.—Equally as dwarf i

distinct from it in its rich dark velvety-i

long terminal spikes. A fine ^ '
' "

months, atid i

smaller pota.

Among other noveltioa. and raritiea offered in thi

GERANIUM, »s. fid. each ; Ditto, GLOIRE DE NA>
FUCHSIA FtJLGENS MULTIFLORA PDMILA, 3«.

most elegant and beautiful bedded out, 3.«. ful. ; the purt

CLEMATIS FULGENS; Ditto ATROPUUPUREA, A>-

6^.; CLEMATIS AURELIANA, rich dnrk-l,li).-. inline

HENDER.sONI, 21s. and 31s. Ci/. ; litt- ~' H"! 1 1
I

CHANTINI FULGENS, and other rjo\ ,
i

PACTA, the very best of all permaner,t n i
i

i

to 5s. : DELPHINIUM CARDINALI^ ,
I M I M I \ ^

MACULATA SUPKl
SANTOLINA INUAN

I growth aud prolific i

SELAGINELLA. T*

the DtiUHLE-FLOWERED

\ I
I'/ aii.lii.N'. ; CAI.ADIUM

•.
I M i;i:A RAGU.SINA COM-

( IS AMAZON ICA, 25. Gd.
I.,' I . U)s. Od.; EPIGYNIUM

I \ I M i'KliATRICB EUGENIE,
. IM MAClt^l, orange-colourcrt
s, many vaiieties. Is. Gd. each.
KTH, beautdVU colour. ORCHIS
;ATA (?), a distinct and fine plant.

i;dging plant. VARIEGATED
VOLXEMIl. strong [.hitits, 2s. Ga. and 3*.-. Gil. VITIS

HETEROPHYLLA i-i iLlIs V AltlEGATIS, a most elegant plant bedded out. GERANIUM BRIL-
LIANTISSIMA abL-Li.MtuI linidniv; I'lfiut, (variegated leaves). AUBRIETIA CAMPBELLII, beautiful

plant. Ditto PURt'IMiKA FuLLl^i VAKIEGATIS, flowers similar to the species; foliage pretty

1 undor glass, no use out of dours.

E. G. HENDERSON and SON, WELLINGTON NURSERY, ST. JOHN'S WOOD, N.W.

%mM

GRASS SEEDS,

AGUICTJLTUBAL SEEBS,

TraJe Mark.

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,

FLOWER SEEDS.

Catalogues foricardid post free to atit/ address on application.

NOVELTIES, NOVELTIES.

JAMES GAEAWAY & CO.,
DURDHAM DOWN NTJRSERIES, BRISTOL,

OFFER THE

THREE UNDERMENTIONED NEW SEEDLING GERANIUMS

Tricolor Section.
QUEEN of TRICOLORS. — This variety

surpas-sea in beauty the well-known Mrs,
Pollock, from which it Is a seedling ; the
colours are of the same shade but nmoTi more
vivid, and, being a great Improvement, the
green colour does not project itself beyond
the zone. The flowers are produced In
abundance, and are soarlet in colom- and of
good shape.
Well-established Plants will be supplied the

uot only NoveltioB but deciduU acquisitions.

Cloth of Gold Section. i Nosegay Section.
BRONZE QUEEN. — A variety raised L'AFRICAINE. — A hybrid Nosegay of

from Cloth of Gold, with foliage of same compact habit, with exira line tnisaea of
colour, but with the addition of a dark purplish crimson flowors, which, elevated on
bronze zone distmctly marked ; of good 1 stiff flower stems, produce a verj- fine
dwart' habit, ft'ee in growth and very ' effect. As a plant for the back or
effective, well adapted for bedding; Sowers

!
second row of a ribbon border or centre

scarlet cerise, produced in good-sized
j
of bed, this will be foimd a very attractive

trusses, acquiaition.
Price &s. each.

Four sent when Throe art ordered.

Price 7s. Gd. each.

Four sent when Th ree are ordered.

Prices to the Trade on application,

JAS. GARAWAY and OO.'S SPRING CATALOGUE, contnininc; PRICED LISTS of STOVE and GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, FERNS, and BEDDING-OUT PLANTS, is now ready, and will be forwarded post free on
application

.

JAS. GARAWAY ant> CO., DURDHAM DOWN NURSERIES, BRISTOL.

WAmetlcan Plants, New Hardy Rhododendrons.
"ATEKER AND GUDFKKV'S I'KlCEl) and

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of AMKIUCAN PLANTS,
exhibited in the Horticultural Gardens, bouth Kensington, fi'ee

application. This Catalogue fairly describes the Rhododendrons
i8t worth growing, as well as some now and very handsome kinds
cJusivoly in their possession, and now for the first time olTercd.

Knap Hdl Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

To tlie Trade.
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA SEED (true), of excel-

lent quality, and warranted crop of present season. Price,

postage paid, 5s. lirf. per oz. ; 3Zs. per half lb, ; GQs. per lb. nett. From
unkriown Correspondents a remittance must accompany order.

WHOLESALE CATALOGUES of GENERAL NURSERY
STOCK can be had on application to

Tuos. Cwprs, Nurseryman, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

BUTLER AND MCCULLOCH'S CoUectious of Clioico
FLOWER SEEDS forwaided Foet free.

NEW ANNUALS, 6s. and lOs. Cti.

HARDY DO., •28.Gd.,bs.,10s.,20i.

HALF HARDY DO., 4^., 7s. Cd., 15«., 30s.

aee B. " "
^--. , .. upon ap

Covent Garden Market, W.t.

Estabfished Upwards of a Century.

BUTLER AND M c C U L L C H'S Complete
COLLECTIONS of VEGET.i\JJLE SEEDS for ONE YEAR'S

SUPPLY. aU of the Growth of lBti».

No. 1.
I

No. 2. 1 No. 3.
I

No. 4- I No. 6.

£3 39. I «2 28.
I

£110*. I £1 U. \ lOs.Gd.

All orders amounting to 21.':. and upwards sent carriage i>ald.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES sent free and postpaid

upon application.

Butler & M.:CriJ.ni ti. Suuth Row. Covent Garden Market, W.C.

w Superb Double Hollylioclcs.

IIJJAMCllATEK ln'gs to remind the Admirera
of t his bi:autimi tlowci that now is the best time for planting

spikes and blooms this

DKSCRIl'TIVE CATALOGUES, with

tiun
i

uLso prices of Plants per dozen, 100,

application.

Bloomed aeedlings, with colours named, very fine, Gs. per doz., and
from 30». to 4u«. per 100.

_, ^ ^. ^ . - .

Seed saved from the finest named varieties, very choice mixed
2s. Gd. and 5». per packet.

In Collections of 12 separate named vaneties, extra fine, 10s.

;

6 varieties, extra, 5s.

2 named varieties, all good show flowers, 73. Od.

6 do. do. do. do. 4s.

Wii.LiAii Chater, Nurseries, Saffron Walden, Easex.

Cbrysantliemums.
EiR-ST PRIZEB Stoke Newingtoh amd GoiLDaALL, 18G5.

ADAM EOHSYTH begs to inform the Public that he
ia now sending out hla large COLLECTION of CHRYSAN-

THEMUMS, at Gs. per dozen, including Attraction, Eve, Gulden

Hall, Golden Dr. Brock, Hercules, King of Denmark, Lady Carey,
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•^^e«f BARR& SUGDElSr

.

..-9

¥ € SEED BULB &PLANT IVAREHOUSE
12.KING STREET.COVENT GARDENwx;)^

Orders amounting to 21

100 Seeds, i

Carriage Faid.

\ \ lb., sufficient for \ of an acre, 5s.
; | lb.,

and Mammoth varieties, or either separate:—10 varieties, 2s. Qd. ; 15 do., 35. Qd.\ 20- do*.

ISuvv Dr.iivnig-room riiLufi Caiw

fficient for \ of an aeire, 9j

New Draw in,

liUINDELL S CATILE MELONS and CATTLE MARROWS :
-

1 lb., su&cient foi 1 acie, 16?

Sulichons of ORNAMENTAL GOURDS, including Mininture, Med
30 dn., 7s. 6rf.; 40 do., lOi. M. ; 50 do. 12s. 6d. ; 100 do., 2l5. ; 200, 42s.

PEKMANENT PASTURE GRASS SEEDS and CLOVERS for ALL SOILS | FINE LAWN GRASS SEEDS for ALL SOILS

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE SEEDS for One Tear's Supply (Carriage paid), 10s. 6f/., 15s. 6if., 21s., 30s., 42s., 63s., 84s., and lOos

COLLECTION of FLOWER SEEDS (post paid), 2s. 6i., 3s. 6d., 5s. 6rf., 7s. %d., 10s. 6d., 15s., 21s., 30s., 42s., to 105s.

STANDEN'S GARDENERS' AND AMATEURS' FRIEND MANURE.
Tlic best concentrated Manure for all Kitchen Garden crops and Flowers in or out of doors. For List of Agents see o\ir Advertisement in Gardeners' CJironicIe for February*

Marth, and April ; and favourable Notice of the Manure in the Gardeners' Chronidey p. 339, April 14.

Sold in Sample Canisters, 1.9. and 2s. Qd. ; and in Ba^s, 5s. 6f?., 10s. 6rf., and 21s., and in two qualities. No. 1 quality for Hard-wooded Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Fruit
Trees, Roses, Lawns, Kitchen Garden Crops, and Flower Beds and Borders. No. 2 quality for Soft-wooded Plants. It should always be laid on the surface dry, and watered in.

BARR AND SUGDEN, SEED, PLANT, aud BULB MERCHANTS, 12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN.

Sutton's Selected
Yellow Globe Manffel. SUTTON'S

CHOICE MANGEL WURZEL SEED
SAVED FROM FULLY DEVELOPED ROOTS

(the adrantagea of which have been proved for eeveral years past).

Sutton's New Yellow
Intermediate Mangel.

All kinds cheaper by the Cwl.

GOOD LARGE YELLOW GLOBE, 94 per lb.

GOOD RED GLOBE, 9(J. per lb.

GOOD ORANOE GLOBE, 9d. per lb.

GOOD LONG RED, M. per lb.

GOOD LONG YELLOW, S<i. per lb.

Sutton's Selected sorts of Mangel Wurzel.
SUTTON'S SELECTED YELLOW GLuBE (see above).—A yery heavy cropper, has galoed many Prizes

SUTTON'S SELECTED ORANGE GLOBE—Koe, but varies a little in colour

SUTTON'S ELVETHAM LONG RED i „ . ^ .,. . . . o- >,

SUTTON'S SELECTED LONG YELLOW } "^^ P"""" '"^ »"' ""^^ *' «'™"'8'"

STRATTON-S RED GLOBE—Pine shape, keeps well

NEW Y'ELLOW INTERMEDIATE.—A most desirable kind, very fine shape, free from roots, and prodi

last year with these two kinds

s great weight per ai

Lowest price per Cwt. on application.

Many Prizbs at Birmingham and other Shows throughout the kingdom have been talicn by Messrs. Sutton's Customers, both for MANGEL and for SWEDES.

PRICED LISTS of SWEDES, TURNIP, GRASSES, &c., will be sent Gratis and Post Free.

1^" Carriage Free to all parts, except small parcels.

SUTTON AND SONS. ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

VERBENA CRIMSON KING.

THOMAS METHVEN
Has much pleasure in anuouncing that he has airanged to send out the unrivalled VERBENA CRIMSON KING, which was raised in 1863 by Mr. David Thomson, at

Archerfield, where it has been extensively used for the last two seasons. Its superiority consists in its great and continuous profusion of bloom, its vigorous and compact habit,

and its healthy constitution. It is in fact a companion to the well-known Purple King, having all the good qualities of the latter variety, i^lthout its tendency to mildew or to

become diseased in winter. Crimson King has fine bold crimson trusses of bloom, with petals of unusual substance, borne on short stiflf stalks, which constitutes it one of the very
best plants for standing heavy rain "without much injury. Either for masses or for lines it is considered by the many Gardeners who have seen it this season at Axcherfield to

stand unrivalled for striking effect.

To be sent out next May at 18s, per dozen.

ccuted in rotation as tliey are received.

uetin & McAslan, Glasgow
s Backhouse & Son, York

Orders are now being booked^ and will he (

The following Nurserymen have already ordered it, and will be able to supply when sent out

Messrs. Dreghorn & Aitken, Kilmarnock

„ Ballantyne & Son, Dalkeith
Mr. Wm. C'utbush, Bamet, Herts
Messrs. Casbon 4 Son, Peterborough
„ James Carter* Co., High Holbom, London
,, Carstairs i Sons. Warriston Nuisory, Edinburgh

Mr. K. Cooling, Miiea.sh, Derby
liter. Saffron Wal "

Uranstoii, King's
„ n. Can nell, Woolwich

Moaars. Jame« Dickson & Sons, ChcBtor
„ F. & A. Dickson 4 Sons, Chester
„ Dickson A TumbuU, Perth and Brechin
„ Dickson & TurnbuU, Hawick
„ Jauios Dickson & Sons, Edinburgh
,, Downkf, Laird, &Laing, Edinburgh and London

Mr. Wm. Dillistone, Sible liedingham, Essex
Messrs. John DobBon & Sons, Isleworth, Loudon, W.
Mr. Wm. Dean, Shipley, Yorkshire
Messrs. E. P. Dixon k Son, Hull

,, W. Drummond & Sons, Stirling
Mr. Charles Felton, Erdington, Birmingham
„ John Fraser, Leyton, Essex

Messrs. Fowler &. Co., Glasgow
„ Fisher Holmes &. Co.. SheiBeld
„ J. Gartshore, Sons, Sb Co.. Falkirk
,, James Garaway 4 Co., Bristol

,, E. G. Henderson & Son, St. John's Wood,

Mr W. Hooper, St. John's Hill, Clapham. S.W.
Mr. W. Ivery, Rf- ' -

Messrs. Ivery & i

Mr. W. Ivery, Rye Lane, Peckhai

Messrs. Thomaa Jackson & Sons, Kingston, Surrey

„ Tbomas Kennedy k Co., Dumfries
Mr. John Kevnes, Sahsbury

„ Philip Ladds, Bexley Heath, Kent
Messrs. J. k C Lee, Hammersmith, London

,, Hugh Low & Co., Clapton, London
„ Peter Lawson & Son, Edmburgh and London
,, Little & Baltantyne, Carlisle

„ H. Lane k Son, Great Berkhampste&d
„ W. P. Laird k Sinclair, Dundee

Mr. John Monro, Ost)ome Park Gardens, Bamet
„ W. Masters, Canterbury

Messrs. J. k A. Pearson, Chillwell, Nottingham
Mr. W. Pritchard. Shrewsbury
„ R. Parker, Tooting, London

Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, Herta
Mr. Wm, Paul, Walthaiu Cross, N.
Meesrs. Benjamin Reid k Co., Aberdeen
„ Wm. RoUisson & Sons, Tooting, London

Mr. Charles Ramsay, Ball's Bridge, Dublin
Messrs. J. Slater & Sons, Malton, Torkahire

„ E. Sang & Sons, Kirkcaldy
,, John Stewart k Sons, Dundee

, F. & A. Smith, Dulwich

Messrs. Smith k i

Messrs. James Voitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nur-
sery, Chelsea

„ W. Virgo k Son, Wonerah, near Guildford,

B. S. Williams, HoUoway, London
Messrs. W. Wood k Son. Maresfleld, near Uekfleld,

u Wood k Ingram, Huntingdon

SEED WAREHOUSE, 15, PRINCES STREET; and LEITH WALK NURSERIES, EDINBURGH.
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Bntlsb Fern Catalogue.

KOBERT SIM can now send, post free for six postage
stamps. Fart I. (British Ferns and their Tarieticfl, .1(5 paRos,

inclndinc prices of Ilardr Exotic Ferns) of his NF.W and PRICED
lyESCKfPTIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS,

s possible.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE, DOWLING,
AND COMFAN V, Limited.

CoRW, Sred, Manure, and Oilcake Merohantb,
Address, 89, Seed Market, Mfirk Lane, E.G. ; or Basingstoke.

SRropies ana Prices Fost free on application. Prize Medals, 1861,

for Wheat ; 1862, for " Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds.

RICHARD SMITH'S SEED CATALOGDE contains
a Calendar of Time for Sowing, particulars of Collections with

Prices, Directions for Cropping well and economically. Soil, Manure,
Depth, Distance. Season, Hardmess, Duration, Form, Height,
Colour, Storing, Use, Flavour, and other qualities describee). This
List free by post for one stamp. Seeds direct from the growers, the
surest way to success.

Richard Smito, Seed Merchant. Worcester.

ENGLISH and CONTINENTAL NOVELTIES for
18C6.—See DESCRIPTIVE LIST in Gardeners' Chronicfe of

March 10, p. 214 ; alao March 17, in fixat column of the Newapapor
part. Offered by

Stepiiek Brown, Seed Grower, Sudbury, Suffolk.
L'ATALOGUE.S .sent free.

CALCEOLARIA AMBASSADOR (Sang's).— Strong
Plants in single pots of this magnificent Bedding-out Calceolaria

are now ready, price 12s. per dozen. Tb© Trade supplied.
"The plant is of a dwarf comp.ict habit, growing from 12 to Ifi

mchea high ; the flowers brilliant bronze-crimson tinged with
' " ' large and '"

-and the '

acarlel
.

appearance of an entire mass of bloom, rendering this the most
magnificent Beddmg-out Calceolaria of its class in cultivation. It

also forms a most desirable and showy pot-plant for the Conser-
vatory."

JBdwarj) Sang & Sons, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants, Kirkcaldy.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S
SPRING EXHIBITION, Aoril 21. 1866.

LIST of AWARDS.
6 ROSES. (Amateurs.)

2d, Mr. J. James, Or. to W. F. Watson, Esq., Isleworth

6 ROSES. (Nursorj-men.)
1st, Mr. C. Turner. Slough. Bucks
2d, Messrs. Paul t Son, Cheshunt, Herts

3 ROSES, new.
1st, Mr. C. Turner

|
2d, Messrs. Paul & Son

24 ROSES, cut blooms.

1st, Mr. J. Wiggins, Gr. to W, Beck, Esq., Worton Cottage, Isleworth

6 PELARGONIUMS. (Nurserymen)
l8t, Mr. D. Clarke, Alton Cottage, Whltton, near Hounslow

R AURICULAS. (Amateurs.)
1st, Mr. J. James, Gr.
2d. Mr. E. Feline. Kentish Town, N.W.
Sd, Mr. J. Butcher, Camberwell, S.

l8t, Mr. C. Turner
C AURICULAS. (Nurserymen.)

24 PANSIES.
1st. Mr. J. James, Gr.
2d, Mr. H. Hooper, Nurseryman, Widcombe Uill, Bath

.
6 FOLIAGE and FLOWERING PLANTS.

1st, Mr. B. S, Williams, Nurseryman, Holloway
2d, Mr. J. Wheeler, Gr. to Sir F. II. Goldamid, Bart., Regent's Park

MTSCELLANl':OUS.
SiWerMedal to Messrs. H- Lmic'AH -ti i' r( ''li'ftion of Rhododendrons
Ditto, to Messrs. H. Lane \- > n i

".
. ,.n of Roses

Ditto, to Mr. C. Turner tnr <
i - s

Small Silver Medal to Mr < i , . rt ion of Auriculas
Ditto, to Mr, J. JaraeSj Gr . i i ' ii' ! lu ..| ( 'ulceolariaso Mr, J. Jumes, Gr . i i ' ii' ! lu
Bronze Medal to Mr. J. Jaiuon, ur . fui Cm
Ditto, to Mr. J. James, Gr., for Collection
Ditto, to Mr. W. Lacey. Gr. to C. S. Morti
Small Bronze Medal to Mr. Q. Wheeler, Gr.. for Collection ofFlowering
Ditto, to Mr. G. Wheeler, Gr., for Collection of Begonias [Plant!

of Pansies in Pots
of Cinerarias [Cinerarias

Esq., for Collection of

CLIANTHUS DAMPIERI.

MESSES. VEITCH & SONS
OFFER KEWLY IMPORTED

SEED OF THIS MAGNIFICENT GREENHOUSE PLANT
At the following low prices.

THE SEED IS GUARANTEED TO GROW WELL.

6 Seeds, Is. ; 12 Seeds, Is. 6d. ; 30 Seeds, 3s. 6d.

{ipecial ofers to the Trade on applicatwu.

LECTURES on BOTANY.—Prof. Oliver, F.R.S.,
F.L.S., will COMMENCE his COURSE on TUESDAY

May 1, at 4 p.m. The Class will be abundantly supplied with fresh

the Summer Term, £3 ; Perpetual. £4. On payment of 10». College
Fee, in addition, the Course is open to Gentlemen who aru not
attending other Classes in the College.

Geo. Harley, M.D., F.R.S., Dean of the Faculty of Medlclno.
A. De Moroan, Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Laws.
Chas. C. Atkinsom, Secretary to the Council.

University College, London, Anril 'MS. ^^
PARIS UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION of 1867.—The

Lords of the Committee of Council on Education have received
a communication from the Imperial Commission, announcing thitt a
SPECIAL EXHIBITION of HORTICULTURE will be hold at

Paris contemporaneously with the Extiibition. British Horticul-
turists are specially invited to take part in this Exhibition.

A MEETING of HORTICULTURISTS and others interested in

the subject wiU be held on TUESDAY NEXT, May [1, in .tho Con-
servatory of the Royal Horticultural Garden^', at 10 30 a.m.

PRIZES, OP
First Prize : a very
Second Pnze : a flrst-class Silver Watch, value 6 guineaa.

Tho above Frizes will be Eiven by tho COMMITTEE of the
COVENTRY and WARWICKSHIRE FLORAL and HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY, at their FLOWER SHOW, to be held at

COVENTRY on JUNE 4 and 6, for tho two best Seta of Stovo and
Greenhouse Plants iu Bloom (Orchids included, at tho option of the
Exhibitor).
For further particulars apply to Mr. Peters, Drapers' Hall, Coventry.

ORTTCULTURAL SOCIETY of LIVERPnoL.
FIRST GREAT EXHIBITION of ROSES, ORCHlfJR,

FERNS, &c., JULY 3 and 4, In ST. GEORGE'S HALL. Tho follow-

ing, and other liberal Prizes, will be awarded.
72 CUT ROSES, distinct (Nurserymen), 1 Truss, £8, £6, £4.

„ „ „ 3 Trusses. £.\ £2, £1.

„ „ „ 1 Truss, £3, £2, £1.

„ (Amateurs), 1 Truss, £4, £3, £2.
; „ „ „ 1 Truss, £3. £2 5.9., £1 10
1 „ .. „ 3 Trusses, £3, £2 5«., £1 10a
I EXOTIC ORCHIDS (Open), £10. £7, £5.

(Amateurs), £6, £4, £2.
FERNS (Open), £8, £6. £4.

£6, £4. £2.

3 TRjfc'E FERNS ',', £\, £3.' £2.

12 ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGE PLANTS (Open). £5, £3, £2
Liberal Prizes will be awarded to Plants of Merit. The Hall is

close to the London and North Western Railway Station.

For Schedules and every information apply to Rear. W. Kek,
Hon. Sec, 4, Basnett Street. Liverpool.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERIES, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

fjETHCOMINU INTEENATIONAL HORTICULTUKAL EXHIBITION.

SPECIMEN ORNAMENTAL and_VARIEGATED PLANTS and FERNS.

JAMES GARAWAY & CO.,
DURDHAM DOWN NUKSERIES, BRISTOL,

Offer the undermentioned. The whole are well-gro^vn and in good condition. Amateurs or tho Trado

wanting to complete Collections will find this a first-rate opportunity.

President—Xir. J. D. Hooker. F.R.S., Ac,

About £250 in Prizes for Stove, Greenhouse, and Ornamental-
foliaged Plants. Orchids and Ferns. Upwards of £30 in Fruit Piizos.

Nearly £30 in Cut Hower Prizes and Special Certificates of Merif.

A Catalogue of the Award of Prizes will bo printed. Exhibitors
to declare before July 1.

Schedules may be had of tho Exhibition Secretary, E. J. Lowe,
Esq., of Hig hfield House, noar Nottingham.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL GARDENS.—
PERMANENT EXHIBITION of HORTICULTURAL

ELEGANCIES, and HORTICULTURAL and AGRICULTURAL
IMPLEMENTS. Amongst the Exhibitors may be quoted the Coal-

brook Dale Co., Messrs. Rosber, Weeks, Green k Son, Hooper.
Naylor 4 Co., Braby. Patent Concrete Stone Co., Whitwick Colliery

Co.. Claudet & Houghton, Britannia Rubber Co.. Luckinn 'Bros.,

Melliahip & Harris, and about 30 others. There - ' " - ' -

advantageous positions applications for which should I

18-iDch pot, 21 inches high, with

10-lnch pot, with 6 good loaves, the

1 I2'iucb pots,

ALOCASIA ZEBRINA.—
last 4 feet 6 inches long

ARECA RUBRA.—A pair of these graceful Palms,
about 4 feet high

CARYOTA URENS.—A fine specimen of this beautiful Palm, in
18-inch pot, 4 feet inches high

CROTON PICTUM.—Well variegated, In IS-inch pot, 6 feot 3 inches
high bv 4 feet inches through

CYCAS REVOLUTA.—The Sago Palm, in 20-inch pot, with 12-inch

FICUS LEOPOLDI.—In 16-inch pot, 3 : 1 Inches high, leaves

LATANIA RUBRA.—In 22-inch pot, with 9 leaves, last 6 fee
6 inches long

MARANTA ORNATA—In la-inch pot, 3feet high by 4 feet through
,, VITTATA.—In J8-iDch pot, 3 leet high by 3 f. et through

PANDANUS ELEGANTISSIMUS.—In 18-inch pot, 3 feet 6 inches
high by 4 feet 6 inches through

PHfENIX UACTYLIFERA.—The Date Palm, in 20-inoh pot,
4 feet high by 4 feet 6 inches through

TUPIDANTHUS CALYPTRATA.—The finest of the Araliaccae, in
18-inch pot, 6 feet 9 inches bv 4 feet 6 inches

YUCCA ALOIFOLIA VARIEGATA.—A fine pair, in 18-inch pots,
3 feet high

COKNUTA or CONCAVA. — In 14-inch pot, 1 foot
8 inches high

„ PARMENTIERI—In 20-inch pot, 2 feet 3 Inches high

„ QUADRICOLOR—In 12-inch pot, 1 fool 8 inches high. A
beautifully coloured speclmou

SATURDAY, APRIL 2S, 18GG.

TuEBDiv, May

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSriXG WEEK.
f Royal Horticultural (Floral and Fiiiit Com-

1 \ inittees),at South KciisUigtou .. U a.m.
(Ditto tScientific Discus'sinn} .. .. 3 p.m.

* Royal Horticultural (May Show), at South

In. long

Ferns.
DAVALLIA PYXIDATA.-In 18-inch pot, 4 feet high by 4 feo

ALSOPHILA GUIANENSIS—In 17-inch pot, 12- Inch stem, D ftonds,
Inst 4 feet long

Cl'ATHEA DEALBATA—In 22-inch pot, 2 feet 6 Inch stem,

3 inches through
NEOTTOPTERIS VULGARIS. — In 18-inch pot, 4 feot 8 Inches

The whole to be seen and prices obtained on appUcation, and of

JAMES GARAWAY and CO., DURDHAM DOWN NURSERIES, BRISTOL.

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITIO N.

INTENDING EXHIBITORS ARE REMINDED THAT

ALL APPLICATIONS FOR SPACE AND ENTRIES OF PLANTS
Must be made on or before MAY 1st NEXT.

This Rills will be striclhj enforced, to admit of the proper arrangement of the Ji'lants for the Exhibition,

and for the preparation of the Catalogue.

Forms of Application for Space, &c., can be obtained from Mr. R. Dean, at

THE OFFICES, 1, WILLIAM STREET, LOWflDES SQUAKE, LONDON, S,W.

In continuation of the remarks on Climate
made last week, we may add that another cun-

sidorable cause of the well-known diminution of

tho temperature of the air and ground in winter

is the shortness of IJie period during which,

at that season, the sun is above the horizon.

It is trite to remark that days are short in

winter, and long in summer. As in all other cases

of calorific agency, the heat being equal, tho

quantity transmitted or absorbed is proportional

to tho time. For example, at midsummer in

London, tho sun is above the horizon l(i hours

24 minutes of solar time ; or correcting for

refraction andparallax, about IB houi-s 34 minutes,

that is more than two-thirds of tho 24 hours

which make up the whole day. The case is

exactly reversed in winter. The following Table

will show the effect of latitude on this cause of

the variation of summer temperature. We have

chosen tho five places named as being iiot

far from the same meridian, and as havlug

known mean temperatures in the months

compared. These means we h.ave obtained from

the Journal of tho Horticultural Society of

London, vol. iv. :
—

London . . i.'il"28'.0

Edinburgh .
.

;
?i5 57 .2;

Elgin ..157 37

61° 51'.

57 .M.S
55 40
68 33

ICi' 24'.2

IV 19.6
17 46.3

n\i

981' 61'.6

Km 15.66
1051 1 .35

1094 50
1177 16.16

In the above Table, the foui-th column of

figures, called "hours of sunshine," exhibits the

hours and minutes during which the sun i.s above

the horizon in the months of June and July at

the several places. These are calculated in solar
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timo, without correction for refraction and
parallax, which con-ectious would have mado the

hours a littlo longer, but would have

soai-oely affected the rolativo proportions.

We had hoped to give the whole sunshine

for the summer half-yoai', but wo found the

calculations too oporose for an occasional article

like this. As it is, the short eolumu cost us

60 logarithmic calculations, and to eusuro the

strictest accui-acy would have required manymore.

Our readers will accept this as a tentative effort.

We trust that some of our mathematical fiiends,

more export in the use of trigonometrical formulte,

will supply wherein we are lacking. A thorough

investigation of this point, combined with an

exact estimate of the effective sunshine, dui-ing

the varying delations of the siui in each day,

and on successive days, would bo a boon to

meteorologists.

Meanwhile tlio Table, brief and imperfect as it

is, suggests some oui'ious results. It will bo soon

that dui-ing tho two midsummer months Dron-

theim enjoys 195 hoirrs 25 minutes longer sun-

shino tian Loudon does ; and that the conse-

quence of this, combined perhaps with other

causes, is that Dronthoim, though nearly 12" of

lat. farther north, has a moan temperature about

half a degree higher than that of London, during

June and July. It may bo added, that it api)ears

from the Table in the London Horticultui-al

Society's Joui-nal cited above, that tho mean of

Drontheim for tho mouths of May, June, July,

and August, viz. 58^62, is nearly identical with

the mean, for the same period, of Elgiu, which

possesses one of tho finest climates in Scotland,

and nearly C° farther south. :

In the northern regions of Eui'opo tho summers
are short but brilliant. Plants have littlo timo

to lose, and they lose but little. It is sUited by
Berohads, that tlie Wheat harvest does not

take place sooner in the south of EngUmd than

at Upsal (lat. 05° 62'). and Barley la 10 days

la(t)r in ripeniog in ]</ngland than in Sweden.

At Alton, in Norway, lat. iiV 07'. S, Dr.

SoHiUiELEli found that six -rowed Barley ripened

in 05 days from H<jwing, while it takes about

90 days "to come to maturity on the banks

of the Nile—a most noteworthy fact in regard

both to climate and acclimatisation, if wo could

only be sure that tho variety of Barley was

exactly the same. Dr. Scuubeleh also states

that (jrapos and Poaches ripen on walls in

Norway in lat. 01°
; and th.at numerous Plums,

and among them the Greengage, ripen as

standards (':') and against walls as far north as

lat. 64°. On this subject we maj' refer to an

extract in another column (p. 391), relative to the
'< Vegetable Productions of Norway," from the

I!ov. Mr. Barxaud'r interesting volume on
" Sport in Norway," in which he reports some
of tlio results of l)r. HcKUBELEli's researches.

The mean temperature of liilinburgh for June
and July in tho Table given above, suggests a

\-ariety of inquiries. It is obviously the lowest

ill the series ; a cii'cumstanttc which is no doubt

IKirtly due to what M. A. De Candoli.e calls

"nebulosity," or cloudiness of the atmosphere,

about which wo shall have something to say in

another article; and partly to peculiarities of

local position. Tho effect of these peculiai-ities

comes out very strongly when we compare the

genial summer climate of Scandinavia with the

miserably cold seasons of Greenland, and the

conterminous regions of North-eastern America,

lying under the same parallels of latitude. Tho
shores of the former are bathed by the expiring

Gulf Stream ; while the iron-bound coasts of the

latter are rasped and chilled by icebergs from

the Polar regions. Here wo have a striking

lonfirmation of Sir J. P. Hersciiel's ojiinion

that in Meteorology we cannot proceed far or

safely on deductive methods without often check-

ing our conclusions by inductive observation.

Two special points have engaged the attention

of those observers who have studied tho Ascent
OF the Sap, viz., the tissues through which it

passes, and the causes which induce tho upward
flow. As to the first point, the questions which

have to be solved are these—Does the sap pass

up mainly or entirely through the cellular tissue,

and specially through tho soft immature wood-
coUs ? Does it pass up through tho vessels ? or

does it ti'averse in its upward course tho inter-

cellular spaces ? The older authors, Geew,
Malpighi, and Hales, were of opinion that the

vessels contain, under ordinary circum.>itances,

air only. More recent writers, sucli as

BiscHOFF, Hoffmann, and Unoer, are of

the same opinion, but they admit that in

spiing, or whenever tho plant is gorged with

moisture, sap may be found in the vessels.

Gkis and Lestibodxiois maintain that liquid

exists in the vessels at all times. Trecul
considers tho ordinary vessels of a plant to

have an equivalent function to the arteries in

an animal, but with this difference—that whereas
in an animal the blood is of the same quality

throughout the whole arterial system, in a plant

thi.^ sap at one place is different in its nature

from what it is in another ; and indeed

it may bo absent from some vessels and
present in others. Eainey thought the sap

passed up through the intercellular passages,

but against this view it may be urged that in the

root the cells are so dense that there are few if

any interspaces, and what there are, are certainly

too small in size and too insignificant in number
to convey so largo a current.

The experiments made to determine tho course

of tho sap have in general been made in such a

way as to lead to fallai.ious resultfi. Thus, if the

cut end of a shoot bo immersed in fluid, it is

reasonable to expect that that fluid wOl pass

through by different channels from what it would
if it permeated membrane, as it does under
ordinary circumstances. Tho cut end of the

vessels and intercellular passages would lie

patulous, and would allow ready passage of the

fluid, and so a different result would lie obtained

from that which would occur if the uninjured
roots were allowed to absorb the fluid. We
have oui'selves found this to be the case.

Another possible source of error lies in the

omi)lo)-ment of chemical solutions, which may
afflict tho vitality of tho plant and produce

difTorent results from those which would occur,

were the fluid employed neutral in its action on

the tissues, and on their contents. This objec-

tion is obviated by employing some vegetable

solution which does not affect tho plant. Thus
Unoer used for this purpose the red juico of tlio

berries of Phytolacca; and Mr. SpENCKR, in l.i-

recent experiments, causi.'d the plants to jib^oi li

a we.ak decoction of logwood, and then, by ap])ly-

g a solution of chloride of tin to the cut

surface, tlio channel through which the fluid

passed became marked out by the purplish tinge

which results, and which is very evidently

confined to tho vascular bundles. Mi-. Spencer's
exporimonts were performed not only on cut

branches, but also on germinating seeds, in which
the roots were uninjui'ed, and the fluid allowed to

pass into the tissues in the ordinai-y way.
In this manner tho current of the sap can be

traced in Mr. Spencer's experiments through
the vascular bimdles of the radicle, tho cotyle-

dons, and the plumule. Now, as so many good
observers have come to tho conclusion that the

spiral vessels at least do not, unless under excep-

tional cii'cumstances, convey fluid. Mi-. Spencer's
experiments, convincing as they appear at first

sight, must be repeated under vai-ying conditions,

in order to ascertain whether some fallacj- does

not lurk in them. The seedling Bean, which,

through Mr. Spenobr's kindness, wo had the

opportunity of seeing, was grown in pure water.

The rootlets, as they were developed, were pushed

down into the water. Now, under such circum-

stances, it may well be that the plant would
absorb more water than it would under ordinary

circumstances, and aU observers have noticed the

presence of fluid in the vessels when tho plant is

gorged with sap.

We have occupied so much space with the

discussion of the channels through which the sap

passes, that we must defer for the present tho con-

sideration of tho forces which promote its ascent,

though Mr. Bpenokr's opinions on this point aro

more" original and ingenious than those relating

to the tissues through which the fluid passes.

We called attention a short time ago to that

very singular plant tho Begonia phyllomaniaca,

with tho view of showing how freely the leaves

of this as well as of some other plants produce

other leaves, small buds, and even shoots from
their sm-face, and thus in some measure take

upon themselves the function of stems ; or, to put

the case a Uttle differently, we may say that the

stem is by no means the only part of the j^lant

capable of developing buds, and hence the pro-

duction of the latter organs is no proof that the

part from which they originate is necessarily a

stem or a branch. Our valued correspondent
" M. J. B." has even seen a bud produced

upon the petal of a flower of a Clarkia.

That roots may be formed from leaves

has long been known, and practical men
have not been slow to avail themselves

of this j)roperty, though it has been found in

practice that leaves aro more ready to produce
roots than buds. Among the plants which may
be propagated by leaf-cuttings is the Orange, but
it appears that it is possible not only to multiply
the Orange in this way, but even to gk.vft a
SCION UPON THE LEAF AS A STOCK ! MM.
TniBAiTT and Keteleer have accomiilishod this

ciu'ious feat, the record of which may be found
in a recent number of the " Revue Horticolo." Tho
specimen in question was shown at a meeting
of the Centi-al Horticnltm-al Society of P.-iria.

A leaf-cutting was taken in the ordinary way,
then a notch was cut on the under sm-faco of the
midiib, wherein a graft was inserted and kept
in place by a ligature. The leaf-stalk produced
roots, the graft " took," and as its bud developed,

a little stem was formed, the base of which con-
sisted partly of the leaf-stalk and the median
neiTO of the stock, thus rendered woody and
jiersistout—partly of tho scion. The leaf in this

instancu then lost its usual transient character,

and became woody and persistent like a stem;
verily in this case union was strength.

.—- OrH attention has lately been directed to the
newly-intiniliK'wl Long-i'oiiuki) 1! musti, and the
qUt'slK
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THE IBIS.

It may be safely stated, that among all the plants
now in cultivation, there is not a single genus more
beautiful or more neglected than the Iris. They
have not the brilliancy of Lilies, it is true, but for

beauty and delicate variety of exquisite colour, they
infinitely surpass them. They are thoroughly hardy, and
of noble habit—some of the finer species sending up
when on rich light soil stems of magnificent flowers,

which quite astonish those unacquainted with any but
the common one—I. germanica, the varieties of which
by the way would yield no small amount of loveliness,

even if no other species were cultivated. I know an
enthusiastic and successful grower of Orchids who had
a few fine species of Iris sent him. When established and
in flower, he was not a little surprised, and declared

them to be " finer than the Orchids ;" and undoubtedly
their individual blooms are amongst the most beautiful

of any plants that we grow. The Lilies have not
been made so much of as ornamental plants as one
could desire, but the good Irises do not appear to have
cot into cultivation at all, except in botanic gardens.

1 have seen such weedy plants as Lysimachia vulgaris

and ciliata, and bad Michaelmas Daisies, in mixed
borders, but not one of these. Can it be wondered
at then that such gardening came into disrepute ? The
majority of gardeners know nothing of the beauty of

Irises, from the fact that they have no opportunity of

seeing them in a fair state. In botanic gardens they
may be found, perhaps in the same bed for 20 years,

and of course looking as ugly as possible, from the
necessity or practice of keeping " likes together." Now
I am confident that beds of the best kinds, introduced
in proper situations in our gardens, would form as

strikingly beautiful additions to our gardens for the
early summer months as anything that can be devised.

First, then, for a glance at the best kinds. I ca.nnot have
made personal acquaintance with many species of this

magnificent genus, as no doubt some have been lost and
many never introduced, but I am familiar with quite
enough to warrant all I say.

Iris ochroleuca is the tallest we cultivate, very dis-

tinct in habit, and of a pale yellow (describing from
memory) ; it does grandly among low shrubs, where
it is partially sheltered. I. pendulais a king among its

fellows, with enormous flowers of soft pale blue, and
borne freely on the stem ; the plant quite hardy and
free, best of course, like all its family, on a light rich and
deep soil; this should be used for the centre of the
bed or beds. I florentina, white, with a delicate

sufliision of pale lilac, free, and comparatively common.
I. variegata, dark shining brown and yellow, very
beautiful and distinct. I have a large flowering variety
of it, which came from Mr. Niven^ in which the yellow is

yellower and the dark blacker, a rich and striking flower
"as you could lay your eye on," as they say in Ireland.

I. germanica is known to almost everj-body, and is

quite worthy of it. It is a favourite in London
gardens, and perhaps makes the greatest show in them
of any other plant. The front gardens along the
Marylebone Road, and many others about London, are
full of its handsome flowers in early suuuner. There
are numerous pleasingly-coloured varieties of it. It
often happens that when a single species of a genus
becomes popular, as in this case, it is far ahead of its

brethren in beauty, but this is not the case with
I. germanica. Fine as it imdoubtedly is, variegata
and pallida altogether surpass it, not to mention
others quite as good ; besides, these species are
thoroughly distinct. It would add great beauty to the
homes of people who can only grow hardy plants if

they were as common as germanica, and I trust these
remarks may at least conduce to their being better
known than they are at present. No one I am sure
would be disappointed with them.

I. flavescens is a good kind, yellow,and about the size
of germanica. I. amoena, or one sometimes called by
that name, has delicately striped flowers, blue and white
stripes, one of the prettiest I. Ka'inpferi is one I have
not yet seen in flower, but the fuss made about its

varieties, and the " mother plant '' as they call it, in
the Dutch catalogues, leads one to have big hopes of
them. I. subbiflora resembles germanica, but is of a
dark violet colour— valuable from that alone. I.

Swertii is as delicately striped or variegated with blue
and white as the most fastidious could desire. I. sam-
bucina is a good and pretty well-kno^vn kind.
Of the dwarfs the Crimean Iris (I. pumila) leads the

way; it has several very pretty varieties. I. cristata is

perhaps not quite so easily cultivated, though it grows
like a weed in some places ; it is a very beautiful dwarf.
I. tenax is another tiny one, a great favourite of Mr.
M'Nab's. These are quite enough 'for even the most
enthusiastic cultivator to begin with.
To obtain the best possible results with such a batch,

in a private garden, I would excavate a bed three feet, in
some comparatively isolated green spot, where nothing
need be interfered with, fill it vrith nch light soil, plant
pallida, ochroleuca, and sambucina in the centre, the
others I have named around them—all mixed up
equally—finishing off with such of the dwarfs as could
be got ; and wait for the result. It is one about which
there can be no doubt. The species would flower at
different times, and there would be a fascinating display
of beauty for weeks. The bed would require no further
attention for years. There is hardly a garden but has
unused spots in which such an arrangement could be
made without interfering with anyother object whatever.
In a large place with winding walks, and little

green glades here and there, several such beds might
be made with great advantage.

I have omitted the bulbous Irises from the preceding
remarks, because they are apt to dwindle away in
our soil ; and I have also left out the charming
reticulata, which should be favoured with a nice spot
on the rockwork, at all events tiU sufficiently plentiful.

A. few of the best Lihes might even he mingled with

the Irises; they would flower later, and keep the
interest on through the summer, though the beauty
afforded by the Irises alone could not fail to more than
compensate for the very little trouble required. They,
too, flower longer than some popular flowers we
cultivate at considerable expense indoors. I do not
think it would be wise to have beds of one kind, or two
either, but have no doubt that the mixture of the
larger kinds I have named would be as near perfection
as possible, from the variety of colour and bloom, and
a longer bloom would be secured from some kinds
succeeding others. I would not be very particular
about the dwarfs ; unless they found a very light, peaty,
or other congenial soil, they might fail to be euective.
fF, Mobinson.

WAGES OF GARDENERS.
{Concludedfrom pagt 340.)

fact demonstrably true that wages are depressed by
supply. While one man only is required and 50

apply for the place, it matters not what theory of wages we
adopt—practically, as human nat\u-e now is, employers will
make a profit out of our necessities, and wages will remain as
they are, or sink lower. Now, the greatest evil of all is, that
the 50 should apply. Supposing them to be all out of place,
which they will not be, at least 40 of them will be totally unfit
for the situation. Remove these by any possible means, and
the competition becomes reasonable and fair, and the price of
our services would at once bound up to its legitimate rate.

The wealth of this country has been more than doubled
within the present half century. Consequently wages
ought to have risen, and they have in all other spheres.
Why have they not in gardening 1 Chiefly because the
increase of numbers has more than kept pace with the
growth of capital. There are at least three modes of
checking the excessive supply of gardeners. Restrict
the increase of apprentices ; widen the area of labour for
journeymen, and make the condition of journeymen and
foremen a permanent instead of a transitionary one as at
present. Then these remedies, combined with a wise adminis-
tration through the Central Registration Office, by which
the reserve stock of gardeners would be distributed
singly to where they were wanted, instead of rushing
down upon each place in undisciplined masses as at
present, would pull up the evil of low wages by the roots.
How is the number of apprentices to be restricted ? In ordinary
crises the lowness of the wage given diminishes the numbers
entering any particular business. Here the natural antidote
to excessive supply is inoperative. Not only is the excess of
numbers the cause of the lowness of wage, but the low wage
becomes the cause of the escess iteelf. Master gardeners are
so miserably paid, that to eke out a living they take
apprentices, charging them a moderate fee for instniction.
For bare subsistence they increase the number of gardeners,
and thus render It still more difficult for them to live at all.

There are two other modes of restricting their number.
Raise the fees and their qualifications. This would make the
business more select, and introduce a better class of men.
None but the veiy best men will ever come to the front or hold
their own in the great future of British gardening.
My next remedy for excessive supply is to widen the area

of employment for journeymen. At the present time the
sphere for journeymen gardeners is chiefly confined to
Scotland, the north of England and Ireland; few, if any,
places in England are worked by jr)umeymen. The chief
reasons for this are their migratory habits and the Law of
Settlement. I propose to cure the former, and the Legislature
has already modified the latter. While the property of each
parish was saddled with the burden of its own poverty, it was
natural that the proprietors of property should guard them-
selves against the possible burden in every imaginable manner.
One of the readiest means of doing so was to employ all the
labour in the parish. Work is the grand antidote to pauperism.
It was better for aU parties that the labourer should support
himself by labour, than be supported by others in idleness by
rates. Hence mainly it has come to pass that the gardens
of England are kept by imskiUed labour. Still perfect
gardcnmg requires more skilled labour. The more free labour
of all kinds is to move from where it is not wanted to where
it is, the better not only for the workman but the employed,
and the nation at large.
By mdening the area of employment for journeymen the

pressure of competition would be lessened, the demand for

them increased, and their wages raised.
This brings me to my last remedy for excessive supply

—

that is to make, if possible, the condition of journeyman and
foreman permanent, instead of transitory at at present. The
chief reason, above all others, that maintains the nunous com-
petition among gardeners, is that every man who goes to the
business expects to become a master. The wages of journeymen
arc low because the condition of journeymen is held to be
transient. It is only accept-ed or endured as a stepping-stone
to something else. There is no reason in justice nor in the nature
of things why this should be so. A journeyman gardener's
work is worth as much or more than that of a joiuueyman
mason or carpenter. It should, therefore, commaad as high
a price. And this is all that is needed to keep men perma-
nently in it. Preliminary to marrying or settling in life,

they must become head-gardeners. And it is this vertical
competition rather than the lateral pressure of those already
in the business, that keeps down wages. To these recruits
almost any wages seem good compared to their previous
journeyman's rate. Raise the wages of journeymen to a fair

level, and the chief temptation and inducement to a change
of condition is removed. This change is demanded in the
interests of the men themselves and of our employers, quite as

much or more than in that of head gardeners. The best pro-
vision we can make is so to improve the condition of journey-
men as to make it worththewhilefor ordinary men to continue
such ; then all who entered the business might cherish the hope
of obtaining a fair living as journeymen.

Neither would the adoption of these suggestions prove any
hardship to the rising race of gardeners. For observe, I advo-
cate their receiving a wage higher than that which most of

them will receive as master gardeners. All that they would
lose would be the name, responsibility, and worry of masters,
and for this they would gain the greater freedom and inde-
pendence and more substantial pay of journeymen or foremen.
Neither would it prevent the best and cleverest men rising up
to fill the best places, but it would make all situations better
worth filling. It is manifestly unjust and suicidal that
almost every good gardener that appUes for a good situation
has his worth depreciated by being brought into competition
with perhaps 50 others, ranging from apprentices up through
all the ages of joumeymandom and foremandom, nineteen-
twentieths of whom do not really compete with the men whose
place their foolish applications have done their worst to n
Let me not be misunderstood. I fear no fair and honest

competition. But, in the name of common sense, let it be with
equals—men qualified as well as myself for the vacant post,

and not with those who have not now and may never have the
requisite qualifications. According to Sir, Ruskin. good and
bad gardeners must be paid alike. The only function left for

employers is the vital one of selection. Thus, by making the
conditions of foremen or journeymen permanent, we shaU at

least enable employers to select more easily, free oiu-selvca

from overwhelming competition, and reap the duo reward of
our talents and labour.
The next cause of low wage is uniformity of payment. I do

not mean that all gardeners are absolutely paid alike, but that
there is far too much sameness of wage. Neither do I mean
that all gardeners are under paid. There are some men in
single-handed places at from a guinea to 30j. a week, which is

esceUent wages for them. But generally the wages of
gardeners bear no proper relative proportion to the services
requii-ed of them. One place is six times the size of another,
and the wages in the large place will be less than in the small
one. At times there may be no unfairness in that. Perhaps
the wear and tear may be greatest in the small place. But as a
rule it would more probably be the reverse. But size would not
be such a good measure of value as service. One gardener has
a quiet easy gentleman's life. Another is worked both in body
and mind at the highest pressure all the year round. And yet
probably the wage of the last is smallest. I am aware it is a
very difficult point to mete out pay in proportion to service

given, especially so, as the highest and best service, that
springing from the affections, can never be paid for at all.

Still some approximation might be made towards it. And the
first means of seeming a better and justcr wage will consist in
breaking up the leaden uniformity which now prevails.

Another reason of our low wages is the combination of our
employers. Employers are wiser in their generation than
gardeners. They don't advertise their Mutual Protection
Societies, nor annoimce their w...k»i.-n^ bnlls or houses of

call. They enjoy all the bcnetit . i n ,iii^;ition without
itsform. We have it on the >' > i luirt Mill that
combinations of workmen to rai " i lit and proper,

so long as their rules are voluntir. W-w fu t hoy will prove
successful in their object is quite a difTercnt question. As far

as gardeners are concerned, I believe such attempts to raise

wages would fail. The case is different with employers.

They agree to be guided by the actual rate uf wages. This
average becomes a \;i\y ; iii' ni Pii'l'' |>i'Viii(-- tluni from
going much imder it ; ^ ' " '' '" t \rped-

ingit. ThemanwhoiH i
i

:
>

i i i
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becomes unpopular. .\l.i . i
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combine to sink wagt.-. i...v;t.i t-Ii.ai iLl .h-Lu-iI laiu ; our
employers have never dune this. The increase of wealth,

our superiority of service, the enlarged productiveness
of our labour, oAl demand a higher wage. But they continue
the same, kept down by the tacit understanding of employers
not to exceed the actual rate. I think the registration scheme
that I have proposed in connection with the Royal Horti-

cultural Society would prove the best antidote to this

powerful perpetuating cause of low wage.
Another cause of the low wage of gardeners is the mistaken

notions that prevail concerning the nature and character of

our work. Labour is somewhat empirically divided into

skilled and unskilled. The division has no foundation
in fact. All labour is skilled labour. The only difference

is one of degree. And Adam Smith shows that the
empirical division is false.

Even the commonest operations of gardening demand a large

amount of skill. The planning, foresight, and experience
requisite to supply a table throughout the year require
talent of a high order. Independently of and beyond all

this, other departments of our business need a knowledge of

the highest principles and the best practice of the fine arts

and most of the sciences. And yet the pay for it all is less

than that given to colliers or coalheavers ; and those who add
degrading insult to this material injury, tell us that wc are
so badly paid because our labour is mukilleii.

A fourth cause of the low wages of gardeners may be, that
the rate of wages of any nation is not so much determined by
its actual wealth as by the continuity and rapidity of its

increase. Manufacturing industry is better paid than agricul-

tiu-al, because the returns are quicker and the profits larger in
the former than in the latter. Those who have served manu-
facturers and landed proprietors must have experienced the
immense difference between their modes of expending money.
The landowner may be much the wealthiest, but as he has not
made his money so fast as the other he refuses to spend it so
freely. As far as this principle affects our wapes, it does not
unfortimately stop with the landowner. The commercial
man reasons thus ; Compared with his other employes ho
knows 'that his gardener is underpaid—but then the Duke
of Broadlands gives no more than he does. And this generally
settles the question. Now, \ submit that our wages have not
advanced with the increased value of the land even. Another
consideration comes in here—we give more than double the
serWce for the same wage. On this ground we are entitled to

an advance. A higher wage would also secure a larger return

:

it woiUd go far to secure for our employers that entire devotion
of intellect and heart to their service which never fails to

return cent, pter cent, on the outlay.

The last cause of low wages that I wiU notice at present is
" Extras." One of tho most important modes of obtaining a
higher wage is either to have a clear understanding about, or
entirely to abolish, these. We want no perquisites, and
seldom have any. Those, such as house rent, firing, vege-
tables, hght, which are often called such, are simply part of

our wages, and are given and received as such by both parties.

By extras, I mean such things as gratuities in show places,

disposal of surplus stock or seedlings, prize money, and per
centages. Apprentice fees should hardly be reckoned as extras.

And in reference to these other extras, the first thing I note con-
cerning them all is, that they are'altogether exceptional. In
the majority of gardens they do not exist ; in more they are
so trifling in amount as hardly to be worth reckoning. And
in those cases where they are of moment they arc invariably

taken into consideration in the regulation of wages. Conse-
quently these extras ought not to exercise any control upon
wages in general. Vague notions are abroad among employers
concerning the number and value of gardeners' extras, and
the interests of both will be best served by learning the whole
truth about them once for all. If we are to gain what I think
we are justly entitled to—a rise of 20 per cent, in our wages
—we must establish our claim to it with clean hands, emptied
of aU else.

The first principle to lay down in reference to all extras is

that none of them are ours by right ; we can only come into
honest possession of them by special leave of our employers.
Take, to begin with, gifts for showing places. First of all,

whether it shall be shown or not ; and secondly and more
important still, whether anything shall be accepted for showing
it, are points for our employers to settle. It is well known
by all honourable gardeners, that the right of showing by no
means involves the privilege (?) or degradation (?) of accepting
of money for doing so. Private gardens are often practically

open to most comers, where no money is ever either tendered
or accepted, and the surplus stock, whether of plants or other
produce, is of course wholly the property of our employers.
No gardener would ever dispose of an atom of anything
for vwiifij or money's worth without his employer's
"direct assent and sanction. Reciprocal exchanges between
gardeners are altogether different. These offer no pecuniary
advantage to gardeners, and are effected entirely in

the supposed interests of employers. Custom sanctions

this, but even these any employer has a perfect

right to prohibit if he chooses. The same principle

is applicable to seedlings. Many employers are generous
enough to give gardeners a right of property in these,

and they are entitled to our gratitude on that account ;

but it must be obvious to all that we have no abstract right to
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them. The skill that calls them into being is not our own,

but is bought with .1 price— our wages ; the glass, pots, soil,

time devoted to their cultui-o belong to our employers ; hence
seedlings c:m only become a source of profit to gardeners by
the express sanction or favom- of their masters. It is the
same with prize money. It is custom.ary to give it to
gardeners : .la a ..et t.tt tbcy h.ivc often t.. p.iy the i-xpen^esof
exhibiting; l. n 1 ill n i i tli uIm i '.u'l uf

employers tli.i 11 I 1

'

il itcs

them to do 111. 11 1 1
1

. ire,

laJjour, -mil m u 1 in 1 11 iiniii
1 n In nit

amiimit-+ ' ii mkuncit ,is p m ut lb., pij, imUii other
plafi ' I

I 'uij; it la received as .1 f.ivour.

All I

I

1 u jiercentages. Well, what of them?
Thi^ I

'

III simply and wholly abominable in
iiiii,' .and demoralising in practice; .and

I they .are absolutely .and fin.iUy abijlished
tno 1 1. I ,cs are the receipts of the EvU One him-
self 1 I I n .if upright m.anly character ; dragging
itdiiuiM I II I

I'

1
1> descending series of degrad.ations to a

state of .i'-i cptive inipnteney and drivelling cowardice. They
are mainly the premituns that incompetent knaves extract
from grasping employers to recoup themselves for accepting
the lowest wage. Did your .space permit, I might advert to
another cause of the low wages of gardeners, th.at is, their
deprivation of political power. But this would not be suitable
for your columns.

I have now jrtaced the main reasons for our low wages before
your readers. Side by side with these I have noted such
remedies as h.ave suggested themselves, so that the bane and
antidote might appear together. I believe that the best
remedy is a clear statement of the truth, and the promulgation
of sound views upon the subject. Beyond the gardener's
committee I have no p.anacea to offer. I also ventru-e
to recommend these thoughts to employers. I have no f.aith in,

do not wish to try coercion. I confidently appeal to the noble-
men and gentlemen of Britain. Their first characteristic
is, or ought to be, " to do justly and love mercy." This is all

we ask for in the m.atter of our wages. ZJ. T. Fuh, Hardmckc
aankus, Buri/ Si. Silmitml's, Suffoll.:

Home Correspondence.
Bark of Taxodium sempervirens and Birds.~^'^\rAi

liaye found the soft bark of this tree a beautiful
material for building their nests. My complaint
against them is, that instead of takina; the out-
side bits, which could well be spared, they make
holes to get at the inside bark, which appears to
be of a finer texture. There is no cause I should
think to fear any damage, yet those who have
but one tree, and many birds desiring to line their
nests with a little of its bark, would perhaps rather
protect it than have their trees disfigured. Nature
certainly provides it with a good thick bark: a tree
measuring -1 feet aroimd at its base has bark 3 inches
in thickness 1 foot above the soil. Henry MilUy Bnys,
J^enryn.

United Horticultural Society.—May I be allowed
to ask whether or not the office-bearers of this
association are in a profound sleep ? The morning of
floral fexhibitions has dawned, and they do not appear
to be astir. I naturally inferred from the success of
their undertaking at Guildhall last season, that they
would commence the subsequent year with vigorous
efforts, but nothing that I can ascertain is being done,
no subscription has been solicited, and even those who
received awards \oS merit have not yet obtained them.
Perhaps this may induce an explanation. Geo. Fry,
Lee, Kent.

One of our Colonists.—The introduction of a new
plant th.it takes its rank amongst our own indigenous
ones should be carefully noted, or in a few .years the
generation mil have passed away, and sometimes all

record of the plant with it. Many of our so-called
British plants had doubtless an European origin, and
some even came originally from parts of the earth yet
more distant. There are many persons still living, who
remember the disastroiLs Walcheren Expedition ; but
few are aware that to the effect of this is to be
ascribed the introduction of the most troublesome
weed to agriculturists , saving Gravel Bine, Convol-
vulus arvensis, for, like it, the new comer dives
deeply into the earth, from 8 to 9 feet, and cut it or
break it off as youwill^ new buds are formed and shoots
developed that in time will find their way to the
surface, liLxuriate in leaves and flowers, from which, in
due time, seeds are produced, and the race extended.
All this increase by seed the husbandman can prevent
by cutting off the tops ; but how is he to rid the soil of
the roots thus deeply seated ? Again, when the deeply
seated bud has forced up a spindling weakly-looking
shoot to the air, the very first effort (in which it
is usually successful) is to thrust out lateral
thready roots in all directions within from 6 to
12 inches of the surface, and often extending
to G feet and more. These ramifications are
full of buds, and the second year produce a plentiful
supply of herbage and flowers, as just recorded. But it
is time that I explain its denizenship, and its connec-
tion with the Walcheren Expedition. 'UTien our
troops retunied to England many disembarked at
Ramsgate; the poor fellows were suffering under
malarious fever, and their beds were ripped up and the
straw, 4c., was placed in an old chalk pit belonging to
a Mr. Thompson. Time passed on, and this heap of
refuse was mixed ivith seaweed and manure, and finally
employed to fertilise the fields. TVTierever this was
done a plentiful crop of the new weed was produced,
and which to distinguish it was called Thompson's
weed. I have traced its introduction, and its spread
over many parts of the Isle of Thane1h-it now remains
to show its subsequent progress. It seems to take to
the banks of ditche.s, the edges of footpaths, &c., in pre-
ference to the open fields, and may be traced through
Canterbury, Chatham, Sittingbourne, Gravesend, Dept-
ford, Peckham, &c., as I have myself done ; but how
far it has reached towards the northern and midland
counties I have had no opportunity of ascertaining.
It may be well, however, for me to state, that I have
measured one root in the chalk that was 9 feet long,
and even then did not succeed in reaching the
extremity. W. M. [Our correspondent does not name
the plant to which he alludes, but we suppose he

refers to Lepidium Draba. This has some good
qualities, for about New Cross it helps to keep up the
shppery clay banks ofthe railway cuttings, and to a less

extent does a similar service in places on the equally
slippery gault of Polkstone.]
Melons in the Open -i/r—Allow me to inform Mr.

Bayley (p. .5i>l) win. as];. hIkiI snrt of Melon was used
by the late Mr. \\ illi.nii-. .if l'iiiii;i,.iton, for growing in
the open air, Hint ii un^ n >r;iHri -lleshed variety of his
own raising, resembling Srm-li^t Gem, but not so rich
in flavour. I have a packet of seeds of it saved several
years ago, and Mr. Bayley is welcome to a few of them.
Mr. 'Williams used to choose a very warm sheltered
spot in his garden for outdoor Melons, and by means
of a few leaves, Grass from lawns, or other materials,
he made a slight hotbed for them. This was earthed
over, and was either furnished with plants raised in
heat or from seed sowti in the bed. The young plants
were protected for a time by hand-glasses, and the bed
was covered overwith flat tiles. John Stevens, Gardener,
Malvern Hall, Solihull, Warwickshire. 1 am of
opinion that no Melon will ripen properly in the open
air in England. I have tried several American
varieties without success, although they have been
treated nearly in the same way as they are groivn in
that country. Moreover, English varieties of Melons
will not succeed in the open air in America, For two
seasons I tried Trentham Hybrid and several other
green-flesTied varieties in that way ; they certainly
grow moderately .and set fruit as large as hen's eggs,
but after that they began to dwindle and die "; right
away." Singvilarly enough Yankee Melons will not
succeed grown on the English hot-bed system ; they
grow " all over creation," but not a fruit will they set
until the glass is removed. I am afraid they can never
be cultivated in abundance in England, although in
the United States I have had barrowfulls of them
in perfection every day for weeks together. W. S., near
Birkenhead.
Beet-root Sugar.—Vt'ith us Beet, though a common

plant, is chiefly used boiled as a vegetable or mixed
with salads. On the Continent it is employed for
similar purposes, but very much more extensively, as it

is grown to a large extent, chiefly for sugar making.
The discovery of sugar in the Beet dates back to the
year 1747, and though Beet-root sugar has been known
more or less ever since, especially on the Continent,
the foundation or connecting link of the present
manufacture may be referred to the year 1829, when
about 5,000,000 kilogrammes were produced in France,
equal at that time to about a sixteenth of the total
consumption of sugar in that country, Germany,
France, and Russia have all now their large Beet-root
sugar manufactories, though Germany produces by far
the largest quantity. From the latest official com-
mercial reports we find that at many Continental ports
this particular manufacture is becoming rapidly of
greater importance, owing to the greater amount of
duty imposed upon sugar of colonial produce. We are
told by the Consul at Cologne that the Prussian I

refineries, in which the colonial sugar trade was once
carried on so successfully, have been compelled solely to
use the Beet on account of the high rate of duty
charged upon cane sugar ; and as a consequence, unless
speedy measures are adopted to equalise the duties on I

colonial and Beet-root sugars, the few- remaining
refineries which still use colonial sugar mu.st be I

closed. The following statistics in proof of this

'

may be interesting; the importation of colonial or
cane-sugarintoCologne in 1864amounted to 141,212cwt.,
against 182,983 cwt. in 1803; while the quantity of
Beet-root sugar produced in the refineries of that city
amounted in the season of 1863-&1 to 624,457 cwt.

;

and in 1861-65 to 671,973 cwt. The report con-
cludes by stating that at least 30 new Beet-root
sugar refineries will be open and at work in 1865-66.
In Belgium this branch of manufacture has likewise
increased considerably, and the consumption of cane
sugar decreased accordingly. In the province of
Hainault, where the plant is most extensively grown,
there were, in 1856, 3670 hectares of land under culti-

1

vation. Though we do not meet with Beet-root sugar
in this country as a regular article of trade, it is more

'

than probable that it is frequently mixed with cane-
sugar. The fineness of the crystals, as compared with
colonial sugar, and its comparative softness, afford good
means iif .listin-uisliin^' (lir hm kinds; but a recent
writormi llii- -iilijii 1 .:i,\ IIkiI Hrrt-root sugar is not
only iiliiiii.iil III r\ir> n [nit \i ith cane sugar, but
that murli i.f tlir initrli liiiiiji-sugar is actually the
produce of Beet-root. The circumstance cannot be
too much insisted upon that the seeming distinction
between yellow beet-sugar and yellow cane-sugar
depends on the extraneous coloured matters present.
These, when eliminated by refining, leave white
materials in all respects identical. There is positively
no difference between these two, either of colour or of
grain. Grain, or crj'stals, can, from either, be developed
to the size of the largest candy if desired ; in fact, at
the present moment, France is sending here large I

white crystals, produced from Beet-root, to compete
with London, Bristol, Scotch, aud other crystal manu-
factories. John S. Jackson.

Orchidaceous Exaggerations. — I did not see M.
Reichenbach's remarks (p. 340) soon enough to answer
themlastweek. I congratulate the facetious Professoron
the remarkable discovery that the plate of the branched
spike of Disa grandiflora in Mr. R. Warner's work was
not one of the perpetrations of W. H. F., who ventured,
perhaps rashly, to express his belief therein. If the
Professor had looked further in the same work he
would have found a 2-flowered scape of Cypripedium
hirsutissimum, for which W. H. F. is answerable.
Far be it from me to defend branched spikes ; the
plants that indulge in such abnormal freaks can have
little respect for their characters. As the Professor
informs us they do not occur abroad, it may be that
they have the fear of the law before them ; but this

Rchb. f. into
to int'nrni ]

bran-lir.l sp
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which indeed might to some extent browse on the

young trees, and finally find in dry years even much
additional food. Aromid Jerusalem, m Natal, in some

of the South Sea Islands, in the di7 high lands of India,

and in Algeria, we have endeavoured by transmission

of seeds from here to clothe the naked soil and
ameliorate the climate. In Australia, however,

almost no exertions are made in this direction.

Not the least of the advantage of the measure

which I urge anew on the pastoral settlers con-

sists in the augmentation of the fertility of the land,

by bringing, through the ever-active power of vege-

tation, the latent and dormant alkalies, and earths and

acids needed for the nutrition of plants to the surtace

from strata below, into which the roots of trees will

penetrate for food, to convey it to their fohage, and to

leave these fertilisers mth the decay of the leaves on

the surface soil, not to be washed away, as was long

erroneously supposed, but to be stored up for subse- effect

quent vegetation. Bvit the remarks here offered apply I ¥ -•«'

as advice not to AustraUa alone. Who can cast :i \ h w
over a North African landscape without reflecl 1 1

1
- 1

:

'

changes an extensive Austrahan Acacia and E ii •
:

i

!
>

i

'

;

^

vegetation would effect ou the pictures of treeli-- (1< - -

lation which mountains and plains, alike bare and

waterless, there present? What amount of timber

might not be realised on the desert ridges ; what a

cheerful image within a very few years be impressed on
whole countries so near to the seats of ancient industry

and learning ; and what vast extension of means for

human settlement, and activity, and support be

afibrded ? Ferd. Mnelhr, MeUxiunie Sotank Gardens.

titrhtlv that the tree becomes what is technically called hide

bound under it. He remedies this by an instrument in the

form of .1 triple hook, with sharp cutting points, .and with

this he scratches the young bark longitudinally^^ The effe^ct '"

complete, and many tfeci " " ' ""

"

oidd h(

ed bythis method which other-

luite killed. The most sei-ious of these insect

enemies are •—1 Scolytus destructor, which particularly

attacks the km. This tree is also subject to injury from

Scolytus pygmfeua, S. multistriatus, Hylesmus vanus,

Saperda punctata, S. charcharias, Zeuzora Kscuh or wood

leopard, and Cossus Ugniperda or goat moth. 2. The

Oak is attacked by Scolytus multistriatus, S. intn

oatus, Clytus arcuatus, Cerambyx hcros, _&c. The
euatus,

lini, &c. 5. The Apple

„^ ^ ,. The Acacia by Clytus

The Birch by Scolytus betuhe. The lar

iept CossuSi

„ ._ .attacked by Hylt

&c. 4. The Conifers by Soolyti

and Plum by Scolytus pruni.

nugiticus, &
of iill these,

those of Co;
I'l 1r-

ThcTi

,,f ,'..ll.

_ sm.all as gi-ains of E
,

often more than an inch in

lite food for the woodpecker,
nimens of wood, showing the

I insects. On the Pnxhictian

By M. Colladon,

','.'t/C'- of Fi'vcfi coUected '<

J,
," '.,, 1865. By Mr

atedHe

sented as being nearly white.^Dr. Gray giive a notice of an
Ape (Macacus inom.atua) and a Bush-bock (Cephalophus
breviceps) in the gardens of the Society, which he considered
to belong to imdescribed .species.

Royal Hobticultubal : Ajiril 21 OVeehlij Show).—As far as

plants were concerned, this exhibition was very similar to its

rredecessora. Its distin^ishing feature wa5; an excellent

display of Gi-apes from Mr. MiUer, gr. fn ] "r>-\ ("mv^n, at

Combe Abbey, near Coventry. In this exlni-i'-t- > >
ir ,n-

tiful bunches of Lady Downes' Grape in :( -'
i

!
-ft

state of presei-vation, and also excellent i.i ;
u se

were stated to have been allowed to bun^i "i' Hi' ^i'" '-^''-'i'

since they were ripe in September last, until the .sap lieg^ao to

rise, when they were removed . Mr. Miller also exliibited vei-y

good new bunches of Foster's White Seedling. From Mr.

Beaslcy, gi: to Mrs. Wood, Twyford Abbey, Acton, came

food early Black Hamburgh Grapes, and a punnet of Keens'

eedling Strawberry.

Royal Botanic: April '2\ (Third Spring S7i.ow).—'Roses and
PeWgoniums formed the chief features of atti-action on this

occasion. Of the fnimer, beautifully bloomed and well-grown
plants weie cuntnbuted by Mr. Turner, Royal N
Slough The varieticj m this collection consi'^t^d of

Lawson, Beauty of Waltham, Juno S(iii\liui d mi Am
Verdier, Mar^chal VuUant. Jnbn il i i '

I

Le Rhone. FiomMesMs PmKi -

Alfred de Rougomont, Pruice <

Vaillant,Anna.Ue:^ieff Souveini I
I

and John Hopper. OtbercoUccti n '

likewise furnished by the '^alnc' I '

of Berkhampbtead ; nmung thc--

Paul, Duchesse de Caylus Dr \i ^

Je.in Rosenki-antz, Baron Adul| 1 I I

Victor Verdier, John Hoppei, n

only Roses shown in the Am it i

from Mr. Jamp<*, gr to W. T. A\ J 1

of 1 KM 1 md 6, M

M'N:i

ii..w„„ -.... .-,.v..— .., - - -'f which are vi

Scotland. The paper was illustrated by dri-- i i i'^

plants. Oiithe Movement of Sap m fh- - / -

By J. Townley, Esq.. Wisconsin, U.S. Coinn :
.

i.
i i.t.

Balfour. Mr. Townley's communi-i'-r^ii ^ ' : ih<^

exudation of sap from the tmiik-- *" ^'|'
'

'
' tiicy

had b'een cut down. HeaUudedi.i !
'

-nee

of this even during intense frost.— /.
,.

' ' ''.t

Plnr,f^ ; >'.r O:-,. Ah' o.t thtlOj;/--. L '" -- ''•''•-
' 'o"

^\r.

ted that since the liist meeting uf the

le weather had been very variable,

^tii il
' r^ of haU and snow. The long eon-

tmuant i '1 ' : ^ tly winds, with little or no simshine, has

considerably retarded Vegetation. Fi-om 8th March till 12th

April the lowest point mdicated by the thermometer was

on 21st March, when it registered 2.^°
; and the highest

morning reading was on 28th March, when the thermometer

at (5 A.M. stood at 40^ On 10 mornings the barometer fell to or

below the freezing point, 36' being the general average

temperature on the other mornings. During the past month
little progress has been observed in deciduous trees, with the

exception of the Balsam Poplar, its yellow leaves being now
conspicuous. In the spring-bulb department a few stray

Snowdrops may still be seen in
" "

late Crocuses. The Sisyrinebiu

and white, is now in pr-i-ft-nt

scilloides, SctUa sibirie^i. ^ ill i

thogalum exscapum, M i i

pale varieties) ; also N >

Erythronium Dens-cimi- in I,

as being in flower in additi':

the three previous meetings,

could have been given to swell the list, but it was thought

better to adhere to those species and varieties selected when
the observntions were first commenced. " The number
is below what is usually given in at the April meeting of the

Society Some years as'many as 41 specieshave been recorded.

In the list now submitted are several plants which have been
frequently noticed a-s being In bloom at the March meeting,

while many of those usually recorded at the April meeting ai-e

not yet in flower. When registering the opening of the first

, flower, as well as numerous
m grandiflonim, both purple
himi, as well as Puschkinia

I il li I (red and white), Omi-
- ( t he blue, white, and

!
M il i~, N. minimus, and

_' |.], lilts were enumerated
on to those naentioned at

1 U 1 1. 11.

. uitifuirobc; Mirgutnte de ^t Aiaind,
1 I M 1 u 1 licrreux Donville ; Messrs. Paul & Son

I Km.. - \ 10, Pline, and Madame Moreau Mr.
list I vLiliiti I Prince of Wales, a promising rosy
leeding . and Slessrs. Paul &. Bon had half a dozen

boxes of cut bloom&.
Pelargoniums were shown in good condition by Mr. Wiggins,

gl-. to W. Beck. Esq , Iskworth A^l!osi. v iiktie^ ^tit VLstul

Madame Roiset, " ' '

'^'
' i.

.

blnom of Ribes sanguineum, the plant selected for this purpose

is \ laige standard specimen growing at the west side of the

l.-ii, raised from a cutting taken from one -of the original

I
1 N introduced by the late David tDouglas. The following

! I will show the range of the time of flowering of this

ilet Ribes for the last 17 years. During this period the

flowering has been noted 13 times during the month of Mai-ch,

and foiu- times during the month of April. The ear''—^'^ '^'

was dui-ing 1863, when the first flower observed

2d of March and the l'ite=;t during 1=^4 " •-'-'''

l!<roticc» of aiJooltg.
Ottr Septiles. By M. C. Cooke. Fop. 8yo.

London: Hardwicke.
Gardeners, we believe, may fairly take credit to

themselves for being more tolerant ot the creatures to

whose history the present volume is devoted than are
most people. A tortoise or two are no uncommon
occupants of our stoves, moving along with a stately

never-to-be-hurried pace, quite in consonance with the
large house that has to be dragged along by its small
occupant. One or more toads are also no unwelcome
denizens of forcing pits and Pine stoves, as they have
a decided partiality for insects. More than once
we have seen the eggs of the common snake safely

deposited in a Cucumber frame. We welcome the
publication of Mr. Cooke's agreeably-written little

volume, not only for the information it contains, but
also in the hopes that the diffusion of accurate
infoniKilinii will do something to nhriatf tho foolish

trrr.u-"r.-i-i,,lir,llj,\-,:llHllh>;l!|nn-l,1Ir-,Tril.'lt>l.nirtised

"II 111!'-" lll"-l UUUl^tl\ dr.-]ii-ri| ui (;(n^^ rri.'ilt lirCS.

AVluit lui.vc gra.-cful tliini llu- luovcanriils of the snake

as he swims across a ditch ! What more brilliant than
the eye ofthe toad ! Our author does not allude to the

microscopical appearance of the retina of the toad, but
it is singularly beautiful, while that of the edible

turtle is comparable to nothing but a tray of polished

gems, so brilliant are the colours. In spite of these
beauties and others that might be mentioned, there is

no doubt a cold slimy feel about these reptiles which,

combined with the many superstitions and the few
better founded notions concerning them, will account
for the general dislike of these cold-blooded animals.

It cannot be too often repeated that we have in this

country but one venomous reptile, the viper,
^
the

distinction between which and the snake is thus given

by Mr. Cooke :—" The snake is commonly the largest

of the two, and is found in the dampest situations,

generally in uear pro.ximity to water, in which
it delights to bask. The snake has large plates

or scales upon its head, ;few in number; in

the viper they are numerous and small. The
snake has no continuous line of a darker colour

rimning along its body, but is spotted all over; the

viper has a continuous line, zigzag and blotched,

running down its entire length. The head^ in the

snake is more depressed and acutely pointed in front

than in the viper, which latter has a characteristic

blotch, something like the death's head and thigh bones

of the death's-head moth, on the top of its oranium."

We have only to add that the present volume is

illustrated by' 11 coloured plates, which satisfactorily

supplement the descriptions given in the letter-press.

Books Received.—Local Museum Notes (Hard-

wicke). A small pamphlet setting forth the mea,ns of

forming a museum of natural objects in any parish or

district. A list of the objects to be collected—minerals,

plants, birds, beasts, fishes, as the case may be—is

The earliest period given. We extract the following to show how valuable

the I such a plan would be, if properly carried out^ in extend-

ii 1

the I2th of April

Chnsto. Mr. Ctirke,
Veims, Alma, and Bi
likewise an excellent
bore out the st tt( ir ' t

p SOS of last « 1

well grown ( ii

Mortunore, E^
i

a stand of cut ii] i

same in pots A st ui^

by Mr Ho.iper, B.ith

this conntry
while those

I ine of Rihes
Mirch 21

^ I March 26
lh6n!Marchl8

lUt Tiu^y lit.

^1 to C. S.

tonti-ibuted
plmtb of the

Is also shown

Auriculas came from Mr Turner, who had Moore's Violet,

Grimes' Privateer, Headley's Splendour, Traill's General NcUl,
Summersciles' Catherine, and Netherwood's Othello, all in
excellent condition. JIi. James had Lo\ely Ann, Ne Plus
Ultra Prince Albert Conqueua of Euiope Meteoi FUg and
Mrs "^mith Mi TinnLi hi tm l txhibited the following
variLti f \b 1 \ 1 ' -1 -rtialhint Admiration
Stall 1 1 ^1 II beauty Fire King
Kiiif- I ind Severely Mr
Wi„„i.

Ikcti

Some blooms
wei e observe 1

i
n '

trained on w ill

sangnmeum —1 ^1

isr, \p,^i4 1 M 1 k 1

1 M 1 1 I Is 1 Mirth
1 1802 March 10 1163 March 2 1864 April 12

s less April The Crown Imperial (Pntil

j , 111 I ths) has dunnj, tb" 1 ist 17 -vears shown i similai

ranii rftl weriilg witli tl I
ii

i imeum Although the

oarhest and latest d it it exactly in the same
years stdltheeailj m i n orally happen during

one ot the early and 1

date givun for the

ing a knowledge of natural history :
—

' Seeds and
seed vessels: collections should be made of all the

seeds and seed vessels in the district, arranging them in

classes, a.s the different kinds of acorns, &c. ; also a

senes showing the finest specimens of seed, giving their

exact weight when ripe ; also a series of the finest ears

of com, Barley, Oats, &c. with theii' weight, admeasure-

ment, &c."—Bacon's Map of London will be found

useful by strangers in London, containing as it does a

table of cab fares, lists of the various exhibitions, &o.

Bhodoikub US ncuh
and very effective 1 1 M
Piirpureum, a Tanet\ t

of a soft bright rest, I i
1 1

1
h t

blotch on the upper pt,tal 1'i.ti h 1 itim luliiH

with a large creim coljmi.d lip md lon„ ui

sepals of a dehcatepmk ilso came from the ini

Messrs E G Heudersun Ofeiin exhibitel thi

variety of Chanthus Bampieri and silver van _
Ivy , also Rhododendron Veitchii and Lihnm tenuifohum.
Miscellaneous collections of flowering and fine-foliaged plants

came from Mr. Williams and Mr. Wheeler.

iw petila and
st ibh hment
white keeled
ited Jap

others, were read :

—

On ih

Cossus Uifniperdvs, and other insects, on Forest Trees. By Prof.
Archer. The extensive ravages made in the forests and
plantations of Eui'ope by various insects in their larva state

have lately attracted much attention from those interested
the pre.scrviitiou of timlier trees. Hitherto nothing has

after wbicb a now (.Towtb i,f biuk c.vers th.

the stem. If left to itself this would caui

lated growth of the wood, because the

Dr. Eugene
cessful. He
ml the parts
in of gas tar,

posed part of

a sort of strangii-

3w b,ark cUngs so

Ribcs Tbe earliest
, ^ » , . . ^«.ir r

, „ m IRSl i« hen the AflOVl&tS dFlObjCVS*
first flower opened on Uth Much while the latest date

[ ^
^*w**w»w .^ .»-w».«|

^

was in 1R«5, tho first flower openmg on the 10th of April. 1 FUCSSIA CuLTUEE.—In growing Fuchsias young
This ye,ar the first bloom was observed on the 6th plants may be procured at any time from Lhrmtmasto
of April." Professor Balfour exhibited specimens of l4ugust;jf go late as August, they shouldbe kept growing
Nephelium Longan in^flower. This tree yields^ a ^well- aslateasNovember,but they must besufflciently strong

to endure going thoroughly to rest foramonthor so,

as circumstances may require, by being placed in a cool

airy situation, and kept almost dry at the root. About
January they must be introduced into a moderate heat,

say about 55'. As soon as the buds appear, shake the

soil from the roots, and repot them into smaller pots,

which should be either new or perfectly clean. Pre-

serve the roots of the small plants ; those of older ones

can be slightly shortened. The soil should be prepared

by being placed in some wai-m dry place, so that it may
become gentlywarmed. Be particular about thedrainage

of the pots. Place a few small pieces of potsherd at

the bottom of the pots, and add a thin layer of Moss
over them, to keep the soil separate. If this is not

attended to, the drainage will become choked, and the

plant sickly; and, if this happens, they rarely recover

themselves during the season.

-Fuchsias are like Radishes—the quicker they are

grown the better. Let the plants be potted carefully,

;
-

, ;;.„Y j

placing the roots round the pots, and settling the soil

!
'.

per- ' well between the roots, pressing it down moderately
v I i-m.

I

firm, but leaving sufficient space for water on the top.

I "imt. After potting is finished, plunge the pots where the
i_ii,. I,. Dr. roots .(rill have the benefit of a slight bottom heat of

t,H"f\.,T;;„ about 75°. tiU tli^y Set thoroughly into grmvth, after
sau»tactory ^j, .^j^ ^j^^^ ^^^^ ^^ gradually removed. Keep them

well syringed, and let the top heat range about 55 at

7,ir„„..,",, r.r T"vr,..v-- .,.,.;, ,,,_T f:,„,i,i F„, in the ' night, and about 66' in the day time. Be careful of

Ch'iir-ii. -.1,,
i iiiin,; , iirinns' damp, and by no means admit cold draughts nor use

to II I I 1 irly
; cold water; ifso the leaves will .become brown, and the

msiii: I b'^l-
, vigour of the plant -mil be gone.

, , ^ .,.
chilli -, ".: '",,'-"",'

'^VviJut 1 „'i,v,i,i'i„mp' Suppose cuttings to have been struck aboiit the-

v^^up^l^sel^i^^i^gSt^Vo^^SZ 5e?i™^?,°fJ=i'>T?i,''"?i*°i'''^L'nyFebn.a,^'the
inepfus), iii which the colour of that extinct bird was repre- doing well. About the third week in February tile

__^ _ __ flower

known Chinese fiiiit called Longan or Lon-yen. Tlie tree

at present m flower in the Palm-house at the Botanic Garden.

Dr Bllfour also exhibited a specimen of Thunbergia mollis-

sima which had flowered in the Botanic Girden. The seeds

had been transmitt>ed by Dr. Cleghoni from India. Mr. E.

M Stark exhibited living plants of Hepatica obtusiloba,

PI it mtbci i Hookeri, Pedicularis canadensis. Smilaeina stel-

t 1 III]! inium tricome, Aspidium fragrans, Pteias atl'o-

I 111 Asplenium angustifolium, which he had
1 I \merica last year. Miss Gibson-Craig sent the

I

I

II 1 ] 1 int which was noticed .at the last lueeting as

idui-ed its flowers under the soil in an inverted

position

CA-MBEiDaEsHiHE Horticulthrai, t April]18.—Amoug speei-

ens exhibited at this first Spiong Show the followuig deserve

commendation, viz., Dendrobium nobile. exhibited by Messrs^

Wood & Ingr.am, of Htmtingdon. Some fine specimen;

Chorozema, MedinUla m.agnifica.

exhibited by Messrs. P. & H. Hudsoi
were not, generally speaking, fir-t

J. J. C'hater, of Gonville Nur-. i.

respects excellent. There ^\

beautiful .spring-floweriiiL; bill''

CiniT.iii .- .-. II. 1. li I f 11.
1

fei-tim I I
II,.

I

....".

and other pLants

bloomed plants,
for April.

On the whole the show
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question of stoppins must be considered,

first objects in Fuclisia growing ' '
'

'

One of the

. ^ „ should be to get the

plants into a good shape when young, and this requires

some consideration. There are some sorts very diffi-

cult to get up sufficiently high for specimens, but
which if once got up will be sure to get bushy at the
bottom afterwards, because they are naturally dwarf.
Others that are strong growers, such as Prince Alfred
or Exhibition, require a good deal of stopping when
they are young. They must have their tops taken out
when about si.\ inches high, and four to six side

branches must be tied out, by placing a piece of bass
round the rim of the pot, and fastenmg the branches
to it ; these must be allowed to grow about five inches
long before a centre shoot is again permitted to grow
up ; and when this centre shoot has grown from six to
ten inches more, it is to be stopped again, to give the
side branches strength, and to give a better bottom to

the plant. This kind of stopping is to be continued
till the plant is so thick that you cannot see through
it, and the top of the plant must by no means be
allowed to out-grow the bottom—which indeed can
easily be prevented by the simple process of taking out
the centre of each shoot with a sharp-pointed knife.

As the pots fill with roots, the plants must be shifted

into larger ones ; they must never become pot-bound,
as that would throw them into blossom. They must
receive their last shift at least three months before
they are required to be in bloom, and the stopping
must be discontinued nine weeks before they are
required for exhibition. It is important to keep a
regular temperature, for no plant is more liable to
injury from sudden changes of heat than the Fuchsia.
Let the temperature range, after the middle of March,
5° higher than already mentioned ; and as the season
advances, 5° more may be permitted, with plenty of
moisture in the house. Always syringe twice a day,
and in hot weather very frequently, and keep plenty of
water on the floors and staging when the ventilators

are open. Give all the air possible in fine weather.
As soon as the sun begins to give out much heat, the
blinds must be put in requisition ; they are very neces-
sary in groiving Fuchsias, but the very minute the sun
is off the plants, let the blinds be drawn up, for they
require all the light possible.

Young plants, treated the first season as I have
described, will make fine exhibition plants the second

;

some sorts will do even the third, but they very
seldom make creditable specimens after their second
year.

About 13 weeks before the show day, the plants
should have their last shift, into 12-inch pots. The
soil must be in good condition, and the pots clean and
well drained with broken pots about an inch thick, and
a layer of Moss over them ; then add about an inch of
soil pressed down rather finnly, and all is ready for the
Elants to be turned into the blooming pots. Loop the
ranches up on one side, to prevent breaking them ; be

sure theball of the plant is thoroughly moist : take out
all the drainage, and place the ball carefully into the
new pot, filling up all round, without injuring the
roots. Keep the house moist and closed for a few days,
and the sun from them, but be sure not to over-water
them till they get hold of the new soil. In about
three weeks they will be growing fast ; then commence
stopping, for the last time, by taking a few points out
each day for a week. At this stage prepare the liquid
manure tub. Get some horse droppings fresh from
the stable, say about half a bushel to a barrel of rain
water ; let these be mixed well together, and half a peck
of soot added. When the liquid is clear, let each plant
have a small quantity, say about a pint, every tliree

days, to be increased each week, but be sure not to
give it too strong, or it mil take all the flowers off.

Apply it in the after part of the day, with the regular
water. Give the plants every encouragement to grow,
and regulate the branches that may require it. The
plants should each have a strong stake in the centre, to
which the shoots should be well fastened. The bloom
buds will soon begin to appear ; but the forward ones
should be picked off, till they appear regular all over
the plant. Menry Cannell, Woolwich.

' The Apiary, or Bees,
by Mr. Neighbour,

the "Bec-kcci«T's Manual," in which be desiribcd a

hive of his iuvcution that ap])eared to me at the time
to possess considerable merit. Shortly afterwards,
through the kindness of a friend who presented me
with one, I had an opportunity of testing its capa-
bilities ; and although the results then obtained, from
unpropitious seasons and other drawbacks, were by no
means very extensive, yet I was led to entertain a
favourable impression respecting the hive, and have
ever since thought that it deserved a greater popularity
than it seems to have obtained. Since Mr. Taylor's first

description alterations have been made in the measure-
ments, and some modification in the construction of
the various parts. As I consider these to he, on the
whole, improvements, I shall not give a transcript of
the inventor's directions.

In the useful little treatise.

Bee-hives, and Bee Culture,
published in 1865, is the
following description of
the hive in its altered
character. A reference to
the engraving will supply
the absence of more
elaborate detail. The
hive consists of three
boxes ; the lower one, a,

is the stock box, in which
the swarm is first placed

;

B is the first super; and
the centre box. All

three boxes are of the
same diameter, \iz.,

13i inches square inside

;

L, the stock box, is

7| Inches; B, 6J inches
deep. Both are fitted

with eight moveable bars,

each bar being IJ inch
wide, with spaces between
of half an inch.|

The middle box c is but
5 inches deep, and has no
bars, but instead thereof

furnished with a
grating made by seven
openings, each i inch
wide and 9 inches long.

This box is used only
when additional room is

required in the super, and
is then inserted between
the super B and the stock
box. Each box has two
windows — one at the
back and another at the

le, closed by shutters of thick zinc sliding in grooves.

The crown board has three cone-shaped openings
closed by stout zinc slides. A thin adapting board,
having corresponding apertures, may be used ivith

advantage.
This hive stands on a stout floor-board, in which is

cut the entrance way, 4 inches wide by | inch high.

The floor-board is constructed sufficiently wide so as to

support an outer case of half-inch wood, surmounted
by a sloping roof. The dimensions of this hive_, with
outside cover, are 18 inches square, and 2 feet 6 inches
high. I would suggest the following modification in

the construction of this hive.

The stock box is to be 13 inches diameter by
inches deep, and is to contain nitie bars instead of

eight for the somewhat larger diameter given above. In
good localities the diameter may be increased to
1-lj inches to carry 10 bars. This gives J inch for

width of the bars, and a trifle over I inch space between
each. If this latter size should be considered as too
great, the box may be made IJJ inches by 13 inches,

and 8^ inches deep, and would then be of about the
same interior capacity as a Woodbury frame liive. In
this case of course, the hive would not be square.

The bars also vary, being formed of the shape Mr.
Taylor first advo-

LiGUEiAN Bees.—A few days ago I made a rather
interesting discovery respecting the habits of the
Ligurian bees. Last September I purchased a stock
of them, and placed them this spring in a shed con-
structed for six hives, placing the Ligurians at one
end and a hive of common bees at the other, the four
intermediate spaces being empty. On one day, removing
the slide from the top of the hive of common bees, 1
was surprised to see a Ligurian fly out, but concluded
it had gone there for plunder; however, I shortly
afterwards discovered that this was not the case, but
that the Ligurians had coalesced with the common
stock in great numbers. I have more than once
counted 10 Ligurians in a minute enter the other hive,
and that clearly not for plunder, because they were
nearly all heavily loaded ; and I have never since
examined the hive without observing many Ligurians
working in perfect harmony with the common bees.
This fact might suggest the idea that all bees are more
or less in the habit of straying from hive to hive, and
that the different species enables the observer to detect
the bees of another hive, were it not that only one hive
of common bees contains Ligurians amongst others in
the immediate neighbourhood, and I have made my
shed so different in the various compartments as to board. 1 have
leave no possibility of the bees mistaking the openings, 'oimd these pas-

Notwithstanding so many Ligurians having left theP'^'^.^ e -t-t^^^^
parent hive, it seems in a fair way of becoming the H?^ in facilitating

strongest in my apiary. Arthur Maw, BentAall Sail, ™® laboursofthe
„ . . , .

Broselei/, Shropshire. bees. For the crown-board, a wooden top of |-inch in

_ „ — thickness, clamped at each end, and having two slits
BEE CCLTUBE: Hives. —In the year 1S19 Mr for communication 10 inches long by |-incli wide at

'raylor pubhshed an Appendix to the third edition of
| each side, corresponding to the spaces between two

cated, each bar
being f in. thick,

by S inch wide,
and i inch longer
tlian the width
of the box ; to be
sunk in notches

f inch deep. A
portion ofthetwo
ends of each bar,

2 inches long by

i inch deep, is to
be cut away from
the upper sur-
face, thus form-
ing passages for

the bees imme-
diately under-
neath the crown

side bars, may be .substituted for the erowu-board ivith
cone-shaped apertures and zinc slides. This board
may be fixed down to the hive, screwing only through
the clamps to allow play for shrinkage and the
opposite ; and the slits when not in use may be covered
by loose pieces of wood 11 inches long by 3 inches wide.
One window only should be allowed in the .stock box.
The honey box or super No. 1 is to be 13 inches in

diameter by 6| ins. deep, furnished with eight bars ofthe
same size and form as those iu use in tiie stock box,
but with a greater space between each. This liox may
have two or more mndows, and is covered by a top,
usually fixed, but removeable at pleasure.

Super box No. 2 is of the same diameter, and may be
three, four, or five inches in depth. It may be used
without any cover, and either with eight plain bars
half an inch thick, or simply as an eke for the extension
of the combs downwards. In either case it is slipped
in between the stock box and the first partially filled

super. Proper judgment as regards the affording
increased room must be exercised, taking into consider-
tion the period and probable prospects of the honey
season, as, if too much room be given, an unfinished
and unremunerative super will be the result.

The outer case most suitable for this hive is one very
similar to that in use for the AVoodbury hive. An
engraving is given above. The entrance way and
alighting board must be larger than is there repre-
sented. S. Bevan Fox.

Miscellaneous.
Climate of Sorifa:i.-~'{'\u-n- l^ another cause which

in connection with Uic alimc (the Gulf-stream),
exercises a great iutluenco ou the vegetation of the
whole country—the more appreciable the higher the
latitude—and that is the long days, or, in other words,
the continued light. Under lat. 70' the sun never
sinks below the horizon from May 24th to July lOlh.
At Throndhjem (Drontheim), ;iat. 63' 26', it rises at
1.50 A.M. on June 1st, and sets at 10.13 i'.5i. ; and at
Christiania, lat. 69' 54.6', it rises ou this date at
3.40 A.M. and sets at 9.23 p.m. Consequently during
this period the earth does not become so cooled during
theshort nights as in more southern latitudes, and there-
fore vegetation continues witlKjut iulevruiit ii

Norway a continuous i1.-i,'iti. ol' naniilhpi the

ch h.

. It

othe
i.iuld

itlier

I the
uiuch

arked
I and
Irom

same efl'ect that a hi^in.

and colder nights, dn in (..nutrir^ rarllni
might not be unnaturally ^ulll«M.l, that
greater distance from (lie niualur, a Imi^^ci

be required for the dc\clot
it is found to the uurtli.

case. Corn and other plants will ri]

lower temperature, and in a mucli
Norway, than in any of the more ^ i

and even in the same country thr
difference in this rc•^pl^i IkIvV.-iu

northern districts, ('nni ami "ilicr s.

a southern to a noiilurii liimatu i

longer time to ripen in, than the same species which
have been cultivated there for some time ; and
conversely, seeds brought from a higher to a much lower
latitude, will in the first years ripen earlier than those
of the same species which belong to that lower latitude.
Again, it may be remarked, that so long as the plant is

not cultivated further north than is compatible with
its attaining its full dcviiiiiiment, the si'cd iui-rcases

both in size and iu wi'inlil Inr the lirsl three jr.ars ; but
it diminishes in like inaiiner if eulimiiid several
degrees farther south. Tliu greater the dillcrcuee in
the latitude, the more marked is the disparity. Again,
the flowers of plants assume an intenser colour and the
foliage of trees a brighter green the farther they are
found to the north. Those jilants whose roots, leaves,
flowers, Ac. possess aromatic properties, develop this
peculiarity in a surprising degree the farther north
they are found. Even an interval of 3° of latitude pro-
duces a marked difference in this resiiect, Tims the
Bird Cherry, Lily of the A'alley, &c., have a much
stronger scent in the ncighbmuiiood of Tlu'ondhjcm
than near Christiania. Another curious laet mui-eover
may be noticed that, in the case of l'inii~, lie ir -uect-
ness diminishes in proportion as their inieni i- more
fully developed. Inaverage summers. liileieiii \arieties

of Plums ripen as far north as lat. 61', ami wall (iiapes
at a little over|lat. 61', though it must be allien d that
they are deficient in point of .sweetness, lint this

deficiency is more than counterbalanced by the delight-

ful flavour which their increased aromatic properties
imparts. The phenomena above-mentioned can only
be accounted for by the great influence the long days
exert upon the vegetation in the farnnHliaiel bv ivhich
Oats will ripen under l:i(ilmle;in \[\ -n! ii"' .and
Barley under 70', where al-M I br S...i I, I i' Uirch
may be found with stian^ Ihrei' leri ;iie! i lot in

diameter respectively. The rapidity "itli ^vlliol^

egetable growth goes on is almost incredible. From
bservations made at Alton, lat. 64" 57.5', it has beeu

a.scertained that Barley
and Peas three inclie> i

consecutively, and (lii-

is borne in mind thai

carried on successfully

ill grow two andahalfinc^hes,
al days

lh( :ili[e

.\.

the same parallel of
latitude as that under which the ice-bound and desolate
regions of Victoria-laud, Disco Island, and Boothia
Felix are situated. Barnard's Sport in Norwai).

J^spario Qrass.—An important modern discovery
is that of the applicability of the Atocha, or, as
it is called in Spain, Esparto (Macrochloatenacissima),
to the manuflicture of paper. Mr, Lloyd, of the
Walthamstow Paper Mills, is stated to have had a
great share in the merit of this discovery ; and Mr.
Mark, the British Consul at Malaga, has drawn up an
interesting report on the subject, which has been
made public. This Grass is the produce of wa,ste lands

;

it requires no expense in cultivation, and little in col-
lecting; it is best propagated from the roots, and
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not from seed; it is perennial, propagates itself, and
improves by a regular yearly gathering, if plucked with
sufficient care. Mr. Mark has devoted great care in

his endeavours to oi^certain the climate and soil which
are favourable to the development of the plant ; and it

appears that the Atoc.ha requires a decidedly hot smd
diy climate, that it grows equally well in the plains

and in the moimtains to a moderate elevation, and
that a.s regards soil it flourishes both in calcareous and
argillaceous soils, or when these soils are blended in

the form of marl. The greatest quantity is shipped

from the provinces of Aimeria and Marcia ; but it i.s

found, though iu less abundance, in all the southern

provinces of Spain. It is also .said to be plentiful in

some parts of the opposite coast of Africa, and ship-

ments are made from Oran to England. Prior to the

discovery of its beir.g available for tho manufacture

of paper the Esparto had been used in Spain as fuel,

in the manufacture of ropes for mining and rigging,

and for making baskets and matting. But the dis-

covery of the valuable properties of the Grass has

made a complete revolution in the districts where it

grows. Fortunes have been realised by individuals

who were the proprietors of the land which pro-

duce it. The price has more than doubled, and is

estimated by Mr. Mark at H. Us. per Engli-sh ton on
board. The greater part of the expoi'ts have as yet

been directed to England, where, in tho brief space of

three or four years, the article has become a requisite

of the highest importance, 160 000 tons having been,

it is said, imported into England in that period ; and
Mr. Mark estimates the present rate of annual export

at 60,000 tons. Mr. Mark anticipates that even at its

present enhanced price the Spanish Grass will take a

place with cotton, hemp, and wool as one of the staple

and essential bases of manufacturing indiLstry ; and if

this anticipation should be realised, in addition to the
valuable resource which it seems likely to prove to our
paper manufacturers, it will form an important element
in trade between this country and Spam. Economut.

Colours from Tkeitie.—A German chemist, it is said,

has discovered colouring matters, puqile and scarlet,

almost surpassing in beauty the fine,st aniline hues, in

theine, the alkaloid to which tea and coffee owe their

principal stimulating qualities. The Chinese teas,

which are the richest in theine, do not contain more
than 2 per cent. ; but happily these are not the only
substances from which this alkaloid can be extracted.

Without mentioning the Kola-nut of AVestern Africa,

in which theine has just been discovered, the leaves of

Paullinia Sorbilis contain nearly 5 per cent., and Ilex

paitiguayensis is also very rich in it. The prepared
fruit of Paullinia Sorbilis constitutes the celebrated

Guarana bread, and a spoonful of this powdered, and
thrown into a quart of boiling water, makes a refresh-

iug beverage, much used in Brazil. But still more
sought for in Brazil and other parts of South America,
arelhe leaves of Ilex paraguayensis, or hei-b of Para-

eiay, which contains as much theine as the best

hinese teas. Of this it is calculated that several

millions of kilogrammes of leaves are lost every year in

the forests of South Paraguay, by their falling to the
ground, where they rot. If, then, the colouring matter
of theine ofl'ei"s such real and important advantages, we
should not fliil to extract it. Les MotKlex.

Ansiralia and Europe formerhi onp Confin^nf.—
Seeing what a considerable portion of the Australian
and Polynesian Bora was represented by characteristic

types in the Eocene period, we can no longer entei-tain

any doubt that Europe stood in some kind of con-
nection with New Holland. But what wa.s the exact
nature of this coniiectitm ? Let us hear Dr. Unger's
answer. Wherever similar or the .same effects

in natUr.al phenomena are perceived, we are
justified in ascribing them to similar or the same
causes. A vegetation iu Europe bearing the same
character as that of New Holland and the adjacent
islands of the present day compels us to admit that
at the Eocene period, a set of conditions prevailed

iu our continent similar to those under which
tile Australian flora at present exists. It is not con-
ceivable that when our forests were formed by Arau^
cariae, inBt«ad of Pines, and our underwood of Protea-
cese, Santalacese, &o., instead of Ithamni, Privets, and
Hazels, the climate and soil should have been the same
a-s they are now. We know but too well what peculiar
conditions of teuipcraturc, light, moisture, &c., certain
plants require, and iiow slavishly we are tied to certain
rules in oiu- cultivation of foreign plants. True, Arau'
carias, ProteacesB, and Epacridea?. grow, at present,
exceedingly well in Europe, but only when protected
by glass, in a certain artificial temperature and light,

and a well-prepai-ed soil—calculated to approximate
the exceptional conditions under which they are grown
to those of their native country. We may, therefore,

conclude with good reason that the conditions which
we produce artificially, in order to grow these plants,

existed in the whole of Europe; in short that, at the
Eocene period, Eiu-ope must hiivc had a climate like

that of New Holland at the pre.sent day. Popular
Sei-ence Seville.

Calendar of Operations.
(Eor the ensuing u^eek.)

Amongst the numerous enemies with which a
gardener has to contend, snails and slugs hold no un-
important position. The pressure of business in April

aad May is generally so great that the destruction of

these depredators is apt to be neglected. It is, how^
ever work, of paramount importance. Lime is well

known to be instant destruction to them ; but it is not
always at hand in a quick state, and, moreover, a
.shower of rain soon impairs its edlciency. Under
these circumstances cinder-ashes will be found a good
substitute, and if timely applied will bid defiance to

the mischievous propensities of those pests. They
should be sifted tio the size. of Eadish seeds, all dust

being excluded. These strewed over young crops just

coming through the ground will be found to be a safe-

guard for them, and if mixed uith guano to make an
excellent top-dressing. A handful of good Peruvian
guano, blended minutely with the ashes, is a ready and
efficient mode of manuring a weak seed-bed.

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLANT HOUSES.
Continue to fork up bordei-s .slightly that were dug

last autumn, and to regulate any of the more advanced
herbaceous plants as the work progresses, tying them
up if they require it. Recently transplanted shrubs
that may have been loosened by mnd must be made
fa<i. ;;iviii:.' iIkiii, if nerc>,-avy. a gun.l watering. Hardy
aniiu;il-ci.iiiiir^\ilili'ii tliirkly ^Ih mid be thinned out and
tl-aii.-|il:iii1r.li!iViininMl S. i\v;ninu:ils amongst rockwork,
anil )il:iiit out auyrock plaut.s that may have been kept
in pots diuring winter. Such half-hardy plants as have
been removed to cold pits may now be feft uncovered
during mild nights. Recently-struck Verbenas might
be pncked out into well-made beds, protecting them
with hoops and mats ; in a week or two they would be
suitable plants for turning out into the flower garden,
taking care to preserve balls of earth to their roots.

Pot-off tender annuals, and keep them in a mild heat

until they have become well rooted. As regards plant
houses, owing to the increased temperature which we
are now experiencing, great vigilance will be^ required
to keep iowa bug and scale. The foliage which plants

are now making is in many instances destined to be
their chief ornament for months to come ; care must,
therefore, be taken to keep it clean and healthy.

In conservatories and other show houses. Rhododen-
drons and Azaleas will now be in full bloom, and by
judicious arrangement both borders and shelves may be
rendered extremely gay. Highly dressed ground should
be mown at least once a week after this period, for a
well-kept lawn is always a pleasing object
Auriculas.—Let these have all the air possible;

they must also be kept clear of insects, and protected
from rain.

C.4MELLIAS.—Keep such as are making gi'owth well

.syringed. Should black-fly appear on the young
shoots, a. good washing with tobacco-water will soon
destroy it.

Caenations and Picotees.—If not already done,

these should now be staked. Remove decaying foliage,

if any, and w-ater as often as may be necessary.

CiNEEAlii AS.—Remove to a cool shady house such as

are required for a late display. Weak liquid manure
may be given Uberally, say two or three times a week.
Look well to seedlings, and place approved sorts apart

from the more common kinds for seed.

I>.iHLiAS,—Let ground be put in order for these
;

but do not plant out yet, more especially if the plants

can be kept growing on without cueck. Repot, there-

fore, as often as the pots they occupy are filled mth
roots. Give them plenty of air so as to keep them
hard,v, as they should not be risked out of doors before

the end of May.
pEL.vRGONirMS.—A slight shade ^ill now be neoe.s-

sai'y for a few hours on bright days ;
green fly is

occasionally very injurious to them .at this sea-son, and
therefore the plants should often be fumigated; tic and
regulate the shoots according to previous mstructions.

Tulips.—Protect tho best bed, if not ali-eady done,

with canvas. Stir the surface between the bulbs.

FORCING GARDEN.
PEAfHEs.—When the fruit is fairly stoned a slight

increase of temperature may be allowed, and water may
be more liljcrally applied to the roots. The trees should

also be well washed with the engine. Attend to

training in the succession house.

Pines.—Early potted suckers or young euecesiion

plants irill soon have filled their pots with roots.

Where such is the case, give them a liberal shift.

When dry they had better be watered occasionally

with weak liquid manure, ;. e., after the plants shall

have become sufficiently estabhshed to enable them to

receive it with advantage.
Sthawbekeles.—These mil want abundance of

water. They must not be allowed to flag by any means,

and if the weather continues bright they will succeed

best in a comparatively cool situation, where they iril!

rarely be attacked by red spider, an evil to which plants

forced late are liable.

Vines.—The fruit ft-om pot Vines will now be cut,

and in some places that upon permanent Vines will be

ripe. Let it^ therefore, be remembered that a tolerable

amount of dimness in the atmosphere is necessary, in

order to obtain good flavour. A free and wholesome
circulation of air, early in the morning and contiuued

until evening, will be found to increase both colour and
flavour. Be very moderate in fire-heat until late Vines
approach the period of blossoming. Keep the syringe

employed morning and evening until the flowers begin

to open ; after that it must be discontinued.

HARDT FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
ThinniuL; out and hoeing between progressing crops

will now be the principal ivork in the vegetable depart-

ment. As regards wall trees, disbudding, stopping, and
keeping down insects must receive attention.^

Broccoli Es.—Where these are turning in too fast

some of the plants may be removed before the heads are

too far advanced, to a cool situation, so as to prolong

the supply.
Cabbages.—The soil between the rows of growing

plants should be well stirred up, and a little drawn to

the stems of the plants.

Cucumbers.-Stations should now be prepared for

plants to be grown under haud-gla-sses.

KiDNEA" BeaSs.^iSow for succession; a few may
also be raised in pans to fill up vacancies.

Lettuces.—Sow regularly for succession, and tie

up Cos varieties to bleach the hearts.

Radishes.—Keep sowing as often as may be thought
necessary, both Tirniip-rooted and other kinds, and
water beds fVom which they are to be drawn for use.

Max.

33.681

hi)

— 25—Dry haKe ; eloudlcM , . — , —. . -.-,
Mean temipenituro of tlio week, J dejt. below the average.

STATE OF THE WEATHEK AT CHISWICK.
Diidfig the last 40 years, for tlie ensuing Week, ending May 5, li

Prpvailtnz W

ns tlie atiove peril

the 22J, ISSS-therm.

lie pit
ii t!.o

Notices to Correspondents.
Books ; HO. If it is a knowledge of British plants you seek,
get Bentham's " Haudljook of the British Flora," of which,
if you prefer it, there is an edition with small but capital
woodcuts. If a compendious account of all the natural orders,

get such a book as Balfour's " Class Book." Your note does
not make it clear which of those would suit your purpose
liest.

—

M M, riev"'''*^ Your letter was mislaid. You will
find Lindley's " School Botany," or Oliver's '' Lessons on
Elementary Botany," answer your purpose.

Cucumbers: H W. A radicil cure would bo the best in refer-

ence to red .spider .and thrips in tlie e*se yotl mention : bum
the plants, take out all the soil, wash over the sides of the
pit with quicklime, put iu fresh soil which has not been
used for a similar purpose before, and plant afresh with
clean healthy pLants, taldjig especi.al cal'e at .all times to
maintain a genial moisture both in the soil and atmosphere
of your pit. If, however, you are disposed to expei-imcnt
upon your present pLonts, try the effect of an .application of

P.age's Blight Composition in the proportion of a qu.al t to a
gallon of water, .and pour it over the whnlu ..f tho bod and
the plants about '2 o'clock iii the all.

immediately, and keeping all thoi-

evening and during the next day. ..tinge

the plants e-arly and ventilate, shaiin i mul,' the
middle of the day for a week or so. tiKin^. ciire lo .«yring«

moi"e or less eveiy d.ay.

Names of^Plants -.AH. 1, Veronica hederfefolia, probably,
a wretched specimeu ; 2, Cardamine birsuta ; 3, Glechoma
hederacea ; i, Lamiuin purpui-eum, var. Incisum.—EL.
1, Acer rubrtira : 9, Acer ertocarpum ; 3, Primus triloba;

4, Porsvthla virldisslma,— (JooiiaHtiii Wid-low. Plcea bal-

eamea. Balm of Giload.
Paint fob Hothouses: Siibscriber, Thcalm..st general use of

a p.iint for hothouses, A'C, of whicli tin h-.ty i. l..niiedof

white lead, naturally leadk to tlie im i ii u it is the
best for the purpose, of at .all event-

'

i it. likely

til licci'inc j^'L-ncral h.as yet to be fount \\ t 'i .. t. to adhere
t . :] .1 In that it is so. Its diiralillity, however, of
...

:
I

I
tin. depends very much upoii tlie purity ot

til I t i. .and the proportions In which they are
iiifM I

1:1 iitich diyer.s .and spirits of tiu-pentine are
i..m;,1 ii, 1 I . i..i t .

;]. nil .;] .tii'i- Iml. thp best of

mateiiHl- '
'.I ' ' i''' i '-i-'i fn". ti- -i.t....-i,. ..n-tion,

andnib "li i" t' i. '
i

i ' n:
i

' 1
1

i. i mother
veiy inijiii ; ...i .n i.

.

- i i : .. . m^ li i-, to be
especially L-.-idtii .,i iL^ nui- <ji ]uii.Liii- ilj ii llii. I'.ui.dwork

ftnd putty BIO peritctly dry. If tho ptiint is Itiid on a damp
surface it never becomes closely united to it, and when
exposed to the .action of the sun, the damp below expands,
and a blister is the consequence. By using pure and
unadulterated white le.ad. mixed with a lar^r pi-oiiortion of

oU and less of drj-ers. .and laying it on a very dry .-surface, we
have no doubt that you will find it as durable as can reason-

ably be expected. Hothouse work and the action of the sun
is peculiarly trying to paint, and it i

i

tit t. 1... often

renewed, even under the mostfavom ' ' n i t uncs.

StEPHANOTIS FLORIBUNDA. T M. Tli... |.|iii ; it n iduccd

to Paris, and first bloomed there in 1 '-
. i . 1

1
i i i

,
i

,
t n have

made its way to England soon after Ib.i.^, tli.u l.niig the date
assigned to it—pi-objlbly on the Occasion of its first producing
blossoms.

Vines : Covtitfrnt St't.tci-i&M'.—The appearances which you have
so accurately desciilied as having taken place In your Vine
are precisely such as would be caused by the action^ of

severe frost upon the lower part of the stem of a Vine
planted outside the house, at a time when the cane inside

Would be subjected t^ a high temperature. Tou may feel

assured that the roots arc not in fault, for we have known
precisely the same appe.amnce to tAke place fi-om the above
cause in the most robust and healthy Vines. You did quite

right in your subsequent treatment, and you will find that
the Vine will eventually recover its healthy and vigorouB
action, but you will do well to secure the outride stems from
severe frost.

ViKES IS Fl.owrr, : .1 If 11. We should hesitate about \imng
strong tob 1 .-n -1 .Ml f-r tht^ piupose of fumigation imtil the
Vines are .' t' ,

..i
i .ivauced, as the slightest overdose

would pt' ' ''" young leaves injiuriously; three
moderai^ 11.1. . 1 ; , it] 1 intervals of a day or two lietween

each, will i . 1..; ....iu „.textual in the desti-uctiou of insects,

and less liabk- to iiijiue folia^'e, than one strong smoking,
however carefully conducted.

Visfe Leaves : li IT. Youl- Vine leaves, beitig young and deli-

cate, have either been burnt by the sun, or h.ave suffered

from noctiim.al radiation. You will observe that it is

exactly the most tender parts of the leaves which have suf-

fered. The pattern on them is extremely pretty. 3/. J. B.

Welukotosia : Anon. Without^ a sight of your WeUingtouia
it is impossible to say what is the matter with it, or whether
it is only browned from'the winter. It is very common for

Such plants as Thuja to have their leaves browned in winter,

and to recover their verdure in spring. We are not aware

th.at the subject has at present been properiy stiidied, .

Af. /. B.

CoMMCNrcATTOSs IReceivec—E. C, Pinohlcy.—Prof. A, De
C(mdoIle..>'W"-. T.—Prof. Balfour.—W. B.
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H
CHEVALIER PEDIGREE BARLEY.

Weight 66 lb. per bushel.

Tills has bccn"brod*'m thesamemanneras the "Pedigree Wheat,'

viz by rcpcftted annual selection, re-startiug in each year from a

single Rrain upon a poor soil (resting immediately upon the chalk of

the South DonroB), which upon neighbouring farms produces Barley

weighiug but 51 lb., and fit only for grinding.

Seed HE4u;aiiD ;

—

If drilled in Maixh I bushel on 3 acres.

Pric

of Chequi3 or Post Omce Order, without which it will not in any
be sent to unknown correbponaents. Less than a bushel will not be

supplied.

Apply to FaBDBRic F. Hallett, Esq., F.L.S., The Manor House,
Urighton, SuS'ax. _^
s U T T N ' S P K I Z E KOHL K A B I

.

LARGE

PUltPI.K,

per lb.

Sow

April

LARGE

GREEN,

per lb,

Grass Seed for all Soils.

RICHARD SMITH otibr.s tht- bost eelection that can be
made of PERMANKNT MEADOW GRASS and ULOVER at

32». per acre, consiatinj,' of 2 bushels lii^ht, and 12 lb. heavy Seed.

The Kinds aud quantitiL-s aro chosen lor Lljeir Early Growth,
'

'

Soil. Ric II, Seed Merchant, Wo!
Heavy, Light, or Mcdbi

Brighton and Subbsx Seed Warehouse.

EDWA RD CARPENTER'S MIXTURES
of PERMANENT GRASS and CLOVER SEEDS — b^-

qiuility, 36s. jicr .acre (2 bushels light seeds, nxid V2lh. Clovtrs :ii:i

siaall seeds per acre).—sqo testimonials in Ciitalogiio.

s RENOVATING MIXTURES for Improviiii

and FARM HEEDS i .iidy.

Beed Merchant nnd Grower, OC, St. James's

PERMANENT PASTURE SEEDS.—The benefit to
PastuiH i'ieldii sown down with Natural GriGs Seeds cannot be

over-ettlnmted. The trifling odst of thcaa per aero over common
Rfc-giTis>< uiid Clover in far more than compensvited by the greater
abundance nf Herbage produced of a highly nutritious and more

1 and Heedfimcn, Dumfries,

Meadow aud Lawn Grass Seeds.

JOHN AND cn VRLES LEE Seedsmen to the Qijeen,
aro now executing ordeis for GRASS SEEDS, mixed to suit all

Soils, viz. :—

For Heavy ana Light i

For Renovating 01 1 I i

uihels per Acre,

bushels per Acrer Lund Overshodo
For Garden Lawns sow 3 bushels per Acre.

A DESCRIPTIVE PRICFD CATALOGUE ofAGRICULTURAL
SEEDS poHt free on ipphcitioD

Royal Vineyard Nursery and St,ed Warehouse, HammerBmith,
London,

W

BLUNDELUS CATTLE MELON and CATTLE
MARROW.—These have now been tested in 37 counties in

England, and in various parts of Ireland and Scotland, and proved to
be a heavy cropplngand valuable Fruit for Feeding all WndK of Stock.

Prices, exclusive of carnage—100 Seeds, 2a. M. ; Seed for Jacre, 6». t

do. 1 acre, y#. ; do. i acre. iGb.

Cit.^h remittancCR from unknown coiTespondents,

Addros.?, JosFPn Hlu-shell, Um^sledou, Southamptoni

To Market Gordeuere and Others.
/^ARltAiil': PLANTS, EASTHAM, ENFIELD, and

HiOO. The stock true and i

VULV bllAW POTATOS, fi-t. per cwt., w.irranted true.
Terms cash,

nn Walker, Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade,

UTTON'S GRASS find CLOVER SEEDS
for ALL SOILS.

•sUTTONo illXlbli^S o ILiilANEM GRAfa&Eb and
OLO\Er3lo Ly o down Land to Muidow Pasture Qs to

"ids per Acn

SUTTON'S RENOVATING MIXTURE for Improving OldPastm-es,
10'?. Dcr lb,, cheaper by the cwt.

SUITON'S FINE LAWN GRASS MIXTURE, Is. 3d. per lb., 2U
per bushel.

The Forwardest Turnip known Is

;iUTTOK'S SHORT-TOP

SIX WEEKS.

Price Is. per lb.

Cheaper by the Bushel.

SoTTOM & Sons. Roy.il Berkshire Seed Establitbinent, Ueadms

1 i".r pi unci, ''T cbcnpor by the bushel.
!.\V FAltM LIST gra'.is and post fVeo,

'>y;il Dorkflbire Seed Establishment, Readings

FINE GRASS LAWNS in FLOWER GARDENS, &c.
—The (;rwiit e.\peuhe of cutting and carting Turves from a distance

m.ay be avoided, and a superior Turf produced in a few months by
sowing SUTTON'S LAWN GRASS SEEDS, which consist solely ot
the finest and shortest-growing kinds, perfectly free Irom Moss and

"The
excellently

/ Mr TnoMAs loLL^OTO^ Qa Uie to
B ad ell Orove B /o I Jan

1 1 e ( as3 Soed J ou suppl ed n e with last „ . - _

1 w U though own u tier tr m I th nk every seed grew.

! HtNB n Ca E E J D ho oug) Ma het BarborougU

H W^ Vincent, Esq.,

grew remark-

Tic

ROYAL V

EDUe Vil
Cind dites al

r have made a very

Esq U gfi 9treet K gston-on Thames,
Maj 2 1666

uppl ed last year, have (uot-

l Locil Examinations
lb ve Prizes will be

d.iy. May 19.

t on hould be mado
Vgr ultural Education
? ir m whom further

CO-OPERATION

i !o t (hen- Stock."

riiHE RIRMINGHAil CATTLE mid POULTRYX SITHW, 1<?W —The EIGIlTEENTn GREAT ANNU.\L EXHI-
BITli'N <! P\Tf.viTI,K, SHEEP. PIGS. DOMESTIC POULTRY,
COU:-, 1-1

,
. I IMILKMENTS, will be held in bingley Hall

on ^ :
I'

, 'MlU, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, and

aid in promoting this Show are invited to communicate Immediately
witli the Secretary. Johk B. Lithall, Secretary.

Offices, 3i> A. New Street, Birmingham—April Itith.

TO CARRIAGE MANUFACTURERS.—Manufacturers
willmsto LET PONY CARRIAGES to EXHIBITORS at tlio

HORSE SHOW, AGRICULTURAL HALL, LONDON, for Dally Use
m the RING, can communicate with

S, •^'i: .-, ^—: *"-: nrtd Manacer.
N.B.—A CARRIAGE for FOli; m ii^.. Hm^iWANTED.

SATURDAY. M.ay 6.

o. .">iDNEV, Beo. ana .

Olhces of the Company, Bavford Street, Islington, N.

ORSE SHOW, AtH;ii ' i.,t i,\i. HALL.-
NOTICE.—ADVERTISE.MI:N 1 • i i :, ( ^ lALOGUESwi

colved NOT LATE Rthan SAT l. KhA^. MAJ- o.

o"RSE SHOW — AGRICULTURAL HAL]
LONDON.

Lists and Conditions are now ready. ENTRIES oloso t

^<AT/'/!PAY, APRIL :28, 18(36.

Ir i.s diilicuU to gatker a very distinct idea of

iliii j.lim ]ir(ipiised by Mr. Yallentine in his

i;.s-ay <>u Alidillo-cla.ss Education in the current

Number of the Eoyal Agricultm-al Society's

Journal.
At the commencement he sets himself the

([uestion— '
' How the rising generation of fai-mora

is to be ediicatcd in a suitable manner for their

iuture profession and position in society at such

a coat of timo and means as can be afforded."

AVe aro ne.\.t told that our great public schools

aro too high and our national schools too low for

the requirements of farmers, and that the esta-

blishment of good schools, in which sound teach-

ing is combined with small fees, would be a great

blessing to the country.

Thnt tli9 founding of such establishments

would be more advantageous to farmers than to

othor classes is, however, exceedingly difficult to

prove. Farmers would doubtless in a measuro

support such iustitutions, but in order to succeed,

the sons of men iu other walks of life would also

have to be admitted, and the scheme, instead of

specially benefiting the agricultural community,

would bo a general advantage to the midtllo

classes a.s a whole,
Excellent as the result would be to the country

at large, it seems to us somewhat monstrous that

such a mighty movement should be undertaken

aud carried out by the agricultural interest. Is

the Royal Agricultural Society proposing to

educate young Bnglaud, iu order that the sons

of farmers may get their mental food in the

general scramble after the good things thus

sown broadcast ?

Mr. Vallbntinb's soheme consists iu the

e.stablishment of good and cheap schools through-

out the country : "half a dozen" is the happy
number fixed ujiou , and if this wore once done,

we are told tliat the requii'ements of the case

would be met. Bravo ! Mr. Vallentine.
Tlie Lust way to secure a good education is to

go to a good sokool.—^Ihe idea is grandly simple,
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and worthy of a 501. pi-ize from the great Society

which asked the question and received the answer.

And such schools, too, as may make the mouths

of needy parents with large families water with

expectancy ;—schools where 20/. per annum wiU

suffice for the beard and washing, &c., of each

boy; whoi'e "three masters, some assistants,"

and a staff of servants to attend upon 200 boys,

will be maintained for lOOOZ. per annum !

We knowthat agi'ieulturists like a "bargain,"

and that whether theii- patronage be sought by

the implement maker or the mauui-e vendor, the

article must be supplied at the lowest possible

cost ; but the rate at which the sons of farmers

be educated as proposed by Mi-

young men above the age of 16 years, who are

prosecuting their studies as agricultural students.

By this method they will encoui-age general

edircation, for the men who have received the

best previous education will invariably be found

to tiike the pi-izes offered for i^roficiency in

science.

A faint endeavour in the d-rection intimated

has indeed been made by the Society, and

a few pounds have been distributed as prizes for

proficiency in Chemistry and Mechanics applied

to Agriculture. The amount so given was

however absurdly small ; and we cannot but

express sui-prise that a great Society should so

unequally distribute its favours as to bestow 501
have to uo cuu.v^t*uv.ii .^-j f^r" "j "i .>.„" -j n 1

Vai-lentine outdoes for cheapness the most ' on Mi-. Vallentine s essay on midcUe-class

paltry implement, or the most worthless concoc- I education, and only 51. for a competent knowledge

tion sold to the British fai-mer under the title of ' of agricultiu-al chemistry. TI'.

manm-e : and we can hardly say wo hope that „ ^ i -l t, j •

^ sXme carried out upon Mi-."^ Vai.lentine's ' The numerous msects which abound in our

principle wiU not prove as shaky as the one, corn fields at harvest time are fortunately for

I™ as ineffective as the other. I

the most part harmless to the ci^ps and entii^ly

In the first place we would lay it down as an I so to man. How different our fortune from that

axiom that the boy intended for a farmer requii-es, of other countries may be gathered from the

precisely the same education up to a certain I followmg note. Dunng the past two yeai^ the

point as the boy intended for any other business. ,

approach of harvest in some parts of Russia has

We do not pretend to say of what this education brought with it a poisonous enemy m the form

should consist, except that it should be as of a black spider. Though the insect does not

general as possible, and that the subjects taught appear to be destructive to the crops, but rather

should be those recommended by the best to the labourers m the fields, the following

Ruthorities I

account of its ravages from a recent report on

For this" reason we would suggest, with Mr. I
the Agricultm-e of Berdiansk in 1865, may not

Vailentine, that the sons of farmers (who can be without some interest. The appearance of

afford the money) should be sent to good schools ; ,

a poisonous black spider amongst the Wheat at

but on the other hand, if we are told that there bai-vest ime created for a tew days a panic

are no good schools (a very questionable state- among the labourmg classes Wages rose to

ment), we cannot see what the Eoyal Agricultural ,

double theu- ordinary rate and it was w th d ffi-

Socie V bas to do with the creatin| of such i

culty the labourers could be mduc-d to work.

establishments on the supposition that they will ' More than 300 persons were bitten by this veno-

be suppoi-tedby fai-mers, and^Aai the hoys nUcated mous msect, but only thi-ee cases are reported to

threat vm tarn their knou^M^e toxvards ^'^ ^^^^^^ Pfrlf'^'al and these deaths, it is^^^

imnrmvinent of aarkidinre i

are not to be attributed solely to the bite oi the

Why cannot the Royal Agi-icultin-al Society I
spider, l^orhinately, tHs visitation was restncted

leave the education of chUdren to their parents
,

to one part of the town lands, othennse the

and guardians ? Farmers are not one class, but
|

consequences might have been very senous

rnanf classes, and wo find the wealthiest men
|

From some villages m this cbstriet (Berdiansk

among them sending their sons to public schools news was received that the spider had also vi ted

and the Universities. Others educate then- them. ITie bite of this insect was mtlicated by a

Sndi-en at less pretentious, but good schools ;
hard white spot. The first symptoms experienced

while the poorer farmers, who depend for their were alternate violent heat and cold, shorhiess of

HWupon manual work abnost as much as a ,
breath bordei^g on snlfocataon, an increased

labom-eif^ are content with the national school of Puliation of the heart, and pams m the chest and

th ^ -lilH^e back, then weakness in the legs and dizzmess m
Wo dS not say that this is the best system ' the head. After a few hom-s these s>-mptoms

possible, but as part of the Eoyal Agricultui-al dimimshed, and m two days the patient was able

Society we camiit see how it comes within our ,

to resume his work. The general remedy

province to meddle in the matter all. employed was to cup the poisoned part and

We detect a lurking consciousness of the liberally wash it with cold water. Some cautensed

weakness of his case in Mr. Vailentwe's pro- the place, but this remedy was not so efficacious,

posed cui-riculum of instruction by the manner in and it created besides a fresh wound.

whfch he inb:oduces subjects more or less The first time this spider was seen at Berdiansk

connected with scientific agriculhire. It is this ,

was in 1864. but a veiy few persons wore bitten

part of his scheme which must sta-ike any one at by it. Last year, however, it mcreased to a most

aU experienced either in teaching or stiidying as alarmmg extent. It was remarked that the

peculiariy absurd. spider was veij active m killing lociists, on

He proposes to admit boys at 13, and that they which it seemed principally to feed, and it was

should leave at 16 years of age, and in order to ,

only when distiirbed that it stimg persons. The

give space for the huge amoimt of cramming to be
\

majority of the per.sons bitten did not know the

done in this comparatively short period, he cause of theu- lUness, and it was only the same

assumes that they are imsters of a common
I

symptoms m each case that proved it to bo the

Eiujlish cdmation he/ore they enter the so/iOoZ—that '
sting of the spider.

is, that they have accompUshed to arduous
J understand that Professor Joiix

task before they are 13 years of age. This
^^ ;\j Edinbm-gh, and Mr. Lawson, the

assumed he ftn^ proposes that 'W should Wu-^on o g
Vepresent Great Britain

be taught Chemista7 the elements of Geology, 'ate J^oia ri v
, 1

,^j Agricultural
Medicme. and Natural Philosophy ;

Mathematics, ^ the
^t Vienna. We ought to be also reprc

:_.i„j Ai-ithmebc, Logarithms, Algebra, '"ee™'fe '^'' "'euua. i. o i
includin
Geometry; Land Surveying and Measurements- 1

-n-uay^^^
we hope" that the

aU kinds; Geogi-aphy, Ancient and Modern His- meet n ^n -ju ,

p^.^fj^^^. ^^y^^^^
tory, Book-keepmg, and Classics. Besides these

, ^""^JS^^XT meeting also. The same compU-
subjects the boy of com-se must read, wi-ite, to attena ^^at meei-mo

Austria •

spei &c. maL muddle ! What a bui-den on
, ""fJ^^fJ.^^.^^ " beffTd

^

the boys ! What a Herculean task for J^he
;

t^^VI-epS-t^^^ agricultui-e of Jutiand and its

thi-eo masters and some assistants! What
.

t.""*^! ^^P"J^ Y^ "^

L°T.;i;+iVa yni^hi- hs of ei-oat
versatility on the part of the teacher to turn meat-producmg capabihties might be ot gieat

from his Geology class to his Book-keeping class,
|

importance to us.

and from this to the explanation of chemical

as is unfolded hy the seasons :—1st, the preparation

of the soil ; 2d, the sowing of the seed ; 3d, the manures
to be used ; 4th, the after cultivation ; 5th, the harvest-

ing ; 6th, the value of the crop produced.

Peeparation of the Soil.

It is necessary always to bear in mind that the various

root crops have taken the place of the bare fallow to

which most land was subjected at stated periods.

The object of the bare fallow is two-fold—1st, to renovate
the fertility of the soil ; 2d, to thoroughly clean it. In root
crop cultivation the same two important points must be kept
in view, and if land be not thoroughly clean and in good heart,

after a root crop, it can hardly be expected to be so at any
other jteriod of the rotation. In the south of England, and
especially in this districi;, too much stress can hardly be laid

upon the advantage of autumn cultivation in the preparation
of root land. Owing to the land having been so recently

occupied by a crop, the weeds are in a somewhat enfeebled
state, and the Couch is found to lie nearer the surface than it

does at any other period of the year. Now, therefore, thin
ploughing, or broad-sharing, by Benthall's broad-share or

Coleman's cultivator, can be performed vnth the greatest

possible effect, and the Couch and other roots be separated
from the soil which surrounds them by rolling with the
Cambridge or Crosskill roller, and by subsequent harrowing.
When thus exposed and strewn on the surface, the safest plan
is to rake the weeds together, cart them into heaps and bum
them. All these operations can be much better performed in

autumn than in the early spring, and, at a later period,

when the season for root sowing is approaching, there is every
reason for supposing that the less land is stirred by tillage

implements the better is the prospect of a crop. After the
preparatory work of cleaning is concluded, the farm-yard
dung should be applied before the deep winter furrow is given.

I would urge the importance of this step because I consider
that in seasons such as we have lately experienced, the
ploughing in of farm-yard dung in the spring, shortly before

the sowing season, has in many cases been of little utility to

the root crop. This last season we had a striking example of

this kind on the College Farm, in which a plot of Swedes
which received farm-yard manure ploughed in in the spring,

with the addition of superphosphate and guano, was altogether

an inferior crop to a parallel piece which only received super-

phosphate, but which after a winter's ploughing was simply
cultivated in the spring, and sown at the same time as the
first-mentioned plot. When cleaned, dunged, and ploughed
before winter, the spring work is very much simplified, and
upon free working land consists in ciiltivating by a Coleman
or other cultivator, roUing, harrowing, picking off weeds—
these several operations being repeated according to the
requirements of the land, in a manner which depends on
conditions varying with every field. In all spring operations,

however, the important consideration of keeping the moisture
in the land should be kept in view. Until a comparatively
recent time the plough was used much more generally in the
preparation of root land than at present. The cultivator has,

however, displaced it in a great measure from two large

classes of soils, namely, the lightest and heaviest lands. On
both these classes of soil, one winter furrow, followed by
spring cultivations, is prefeiuble to several ploughings—onthe
first because moisture is retained better than by ploughing,

and on the second because by this method the fine surface

which has been caused by the winter's frost is kept on the top,

instead of a raw cutting clay furrow turned upby the plough ;

and by this method much stift soil may be made to produce a
crop of Swedes which was formerly considered too strong for

that purpose. It is well known that the bestquality of Swedes
can be grown on strong soils, and that the main difficulty in

their cultivation consists in getting them to germinate
successfully, and pass through the early stages in which they
are liable to be attacked by the Turnip fly (Mtica nemorum).
The necessjiry cunditions of a fine surface and moisture are

best obtained by the method .ilready indicated of deep
autumn ploughing (done by steam, if possible), and "culti-

vations" in the spring.

Seed and Sowing.
The season for sowing root crops varies exceedingly

in different districts.

Thus, in the North of England any time between May 1 and
May 20 is considered a good season for Swede sowing. In
Northumberland we always try to fiiush the white Turnip
sowing by the 20th of June, although occasionally they are

n later. Mr. Goodrick, who has for many years occtipied

important post as sub-agent to the Greenwich Hospital

Estates, writes to me as follows on this subject :
—

" I should

say from the 10th to the end of May is the best time, and in this

district the average is from the 16th to the 20th. They are sown
earUer in Scotland and Northumberland than in Yorkshire
and further south, as they would always mildew if sown so

early in the .South. White Turnips, time of sovrfng from
Jime 1st to July 6th ; from June 15th to 20th average time of

sowing, and I think the best." Mr. Newton, of Sudbrooke,
Lincolnshire, who farms extensively upon the Heath, infonna

me that the best season for Swede sowing is between May 25th

and June 9th. In other Southern districts we find sowing

continued throughout the month of Jime. The sowing of

white Turnips is also continued later in the South than in the

North by at least one month. The reason of this discrepancy in

season lies in the fact that early sown Turnips are apt to

mildew and to run to seed in the autumn in the South of

England, neither of which consequences are so much feared in

the North, owing to the moistness of the climate and the

shorter period of growth in the autumn. Besides the important
differences just mentioned in the farming practice of this

coimtry, we often find the future of the crop influenced by thg

exact period at which the seed is sown. Who has not

remarked that while the Turnips sown one day are attacked

and eaten off by the fly, those sown a day or two
after or before go through the critical stage between
the gei-mination and the rough leaf rapidly and successfully ?

equivalents! What a joke to good chemists, to

eminent geologists, and to practical accountants

such teaching would appear.

The whole idea is a mistake from beginning to

end, and it all results from an attempt to mix up
general and elementary education with profes-

sional and special instiaiction.

Let us try to point out a more excellent way.

First, let the Royal Agi-icultuxal Society leave

parents to manage the education of their children

in the way best suited to the requirements of

their families.

Second, let the Society give encouragement to

THE CULTIVATION OF ROOT CROPS.

We lately published the suggestive but somewhat

discursive remarks on this subject, recently read by

Mr. Aldennan Mechi before a Shropshn-e Agricultm-al

Society. The cultivation of root crops is the agncultiu-al

business of the nest two months, and we make no

apology therefore for occupying many cohimns with a

paper on the same subject by Professor Wnghtson, ot

the Royal Agricultural College, before the recently

established Cu-encester Fanners' Club. After some

preliminary remarks on his own position as a north

countryman, and to some extent therefore possibly

disqualified as a critic of Cotswold management, he

I I propose to consider the subject in the same order

attributed his good fortune to his sowing from 4 o'clock i

morning to 9, then resting in the middle of the day, and
driUing again towards evening as long as it was light. I am
convinced that this principle is correct, although I confess it

would be somewhat difficult to thoroughly carry it out ujxin

farms where a large breadth of Turnips is grown. Turnips

or Swedes never [germinate so vigorously as when the seed

bed is so moist at Uie time of sowmg that the vital operation

commences immediately the seed is deposited. For this reason

advantage should be taken of showeiy weather to sow as lai-go

a breadth as possible, and while the season is early it ia

advisable to hold back rather than to sow in an arid soil.

Methods of Sowing.

There are two principal methods of committing the

seed to the ground, known as the raised ridge or

Northumberland system, and the flat system.

Both have their advocates, and both are suited to particular
_

classes of soils. The advantages of the raised ridge system

are that first, the farmyard manxire is placed immediately

under the seed, and if the work is well done the drills should

I be spUt over the dung as soon as it is spread in the drills. In
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bmy the young seedlmgs. Neat and
the raised ridge system undoulitedly
soils of a light and dry character. It is ]".iiiii..' ly -mt I'lif to

deep loamy or alluxaal soils, and by raising the lidges and
splitting in the manure in the autimm it can be used with
success upon the stifFest kinds of land. It is evident, however,
owing to the laro-er surface exposed to the influence of the sun
and wind, titrit :v;ipor:itinn must pmgi-c.?s faster on a field

raised infn i-id-i.-' tli:in np'^i: <:!,: >.\i]i''ii is fiat, and it is this
which 1j:i^ rausr4llir li-^ rM]u].lir,,t.;.i method of sowing ou
the flat, pv.u.ti.ra iu tlii-iLii'l ..Hilt li„l,t-Lmd districts. Ou the
Yorkshire anf I.incuhishir., WnL^ and the Cotswold hills, aU
light, thin, and dry land districts, we find sowing on the flat

to be the rule, while in moister and especially in north
country districts, and I may say in those districts where
Turnip culture is carried to the greatest perfection, the raised
ridge system prevails. The distance between the rows of Tur-
nips or Swedes is an important consideration. On soils which
grow the heaviest crops of roots, -jr to 30 inches is by
no means to be considered too wide. On dry lauds,
such as we have to do with on the Cotswold hills, it is well,
however, to place the rows nearer together, as by this method
the ground is sooner shaded by leaves, and the roots will
develop to much the
allowed. It is an advr
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: \\ inches yielding a larger crop

.1 . itillsonthe Lincolnshire Heath,
111 .1 i...;iiig to us when we remember that

.
i

. l by the decay of the Inferior Oolito,
I 1' d in geological position lirtth the soils
I Further, from personal observation I

-leat similarity in the land of the two
paring the rain-fall of the two districts we

find that while 30 inches fall at Cirencester, only 23.8 fall at
Grantham. On the other hand the register for the 10 years
between 1653 and 1863 at Grantham, and oi 19 years ending in
1863 at Cirencester, show t),;if (he months oi July and August
are wetter in Lincolnsliin til. hi;

woi'th the consideration 'i ihi-

from 18 to 20 mches ]>vt\vr.:n

improvement upon the usual
wider by several inches. The n
kind of Swede or Turnip to gi-oi

cannot be answered conclusively
the varieties sold as new have .

that their own promoters would find it

thcra if they were asked to pick them out
i

of a mixture of such varieties. Skirvhn i

i-

top is one suited to this locality, as it r''
"

ground and thrives upon thin soils. Lainj^-Vs
large leaf, and thus shadesthe ground fioui droug
remarkably well, but it is a small cropper i

deeper soil than we usually meet with on t

Hills. The gi'eat point to be attended to is the
growth of a succession of food for stock thi-oughout
the winter, and the proportion in which white and
yellow Turnips and Swedes are grown must depend upon this
and up"n till- 'iivdityof the kind. If the soil is thm :ui.'

brasli\-. liNhiii- ..(. much more certain than Swedes. Jin.'.

Ml producing 20 to 25 tons of Pomeratii :.

II lilobe Turnips would be entirely tm.ii .1

I. it weight of Swedes. The Swedes, tlio.
n upon the Ijest (strongest) portion of the

root land, and the Turnips be s<jwn on the remainder. Of
White Turnips the Pomeranian T\Tiite Globe or common White
Globe eanuot be beaten for early_ feed, but they must be con-
sumed before severe frosts set iu. Green Globes and Grey-
stones are better able to resist frost, and should succeed those
last^mentioned varieties.

Manure ron Turnip Crop.
Among tiie most valuable of general manures, farm

yard dung occupies a foremost place, siuce it contam-^
every necessary constituent for tbe building up of the
plant structure :

—

This old-established and universally reeog-nised farmer s

friend does not require a word to be said in its favour, as jt'*

position is undoubted. Almost the same now-a-days may 1 e
said of superphosphates and other manures which are use I

with great success as a means of improving our Turnip crops
The question before us is the kind and the quantity of

manuio which will bo most effective in producing a large crop

of Tui mi 3 First with re^ ird tu farm yard dung ; its value

is luu IS 1 n I It h HI il tl produce a greater
ir il than another. The

which the farm-yard
I The method adopted
1 ity of carting out the
1 1 i \ I 1 m *. u 1 Lh ud making manure

u ki t 1 1 ut After once or twice
1 sj 1 ead on the land and ploughed
tt 1 of rnsed ridges, as before
ft \ 11 dfl spht over the dung. The

soils hive been already dwelt
a much better plan to cart

I and plough it in long, as the
tl organic and inorganic, are

lini cf the land by spring cul-

If all the dun^ cannot thus be
I dressing the joung seeds during
stmg cntiielv t? the use of port-

1 lug a Turnip ciop The portion of root
ught t be applied is that part from
haukd fo! cattle feeding, while the

fed off with shi,ep may be treated less

1 A i Li 1 iTQ which for yeais has been managed
as follu ti —The luote. destined t:) be drawn home for cattle

are griwn nearest to the buildings and the dung is used
pnncipolly to manuie the Imd which is thus robbed of its

cnp The outlvui^ Turnip land never receives farm-yard
maniu-e,' but the Tin nips arc mvanably gi own with purchased
manure alone, the whole crop being consumed on the land by
sheep. After 30 years of management the land, both near the
home-stead and the outljing land, is all in high condition, and
lets at a considerably bi^;Ler rent tlmn fonnerly. In this way
a considerable saving .if euriin,,; i- erTM't'jil, both in the drawing
home of tlie Turnips an-l tli'; ImuIui- nut of the dung. As to
the quantity of farm-yar'l dniiL- t" 1". applied per acre, we can
only say, the more the butter, if only appUed at the right time,
and any quantity between 15 aud 30 loads will pay in an
increased crop.

Purchased Manures.
Of tliese there are several of undoubted merit.

They are divided into two principal classes—Niti'ogeuous
manures and Mineral manures. Among the best examples of

the first class we find nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonia,
blood manure, and animal refuse of all kinds. The second
class is represented by supei*phosphates, lime, and salts of

potash. Guano contains a large percentage of ammr "
'

nitrogen in the form of uric acid, and may be classed
nitrogenous manures, but it also contauis
abundance. The piincipal purchased manures used for

Turnips are guanos, the various fonns of phosphate of Ume,
and divers manures sold under the name of Tiuiiip manures.
In the north of England and Scotland guano is almost universally

the favourite, although it is generally mixed with other sub-
stances when used as a manure for roots. Thus Mr. Goodrick,
whom 1 have before quoted, writes, "The best Peruvian
guano is preferred to any other manure ; supeiyhosphate

Farmers' ' Club, writes to me as follows on this

subject :— '• F"r rnr^ny yenr'^ I have tried expeiiments between
Peruvian guan- I'll ntii,, m mures (in Turnip cultivation) at

equal price pei .
;

In. i.irs out of foiu' the guano pro-
duced the L'... I 1 III. Mr. Wood, of Thombrough, a
successful Noi tliuini" il lU'i firmer anda man of great expe-
rience, says.— '• We generally give our Swede Timiips 15 to
20 cart-l-iads of farm-yard manm-e and 3 cwt. of guano—
8 bushels of bones (dissolved at home with vitriol and mixed
with f-aw-ilust and ashes) and 4 cwt. of guaue> produced the
best r)..!. ..f Turnip- that we ever had" Ti. -.hjh' i.Miiarks

apiil>- .
. . :: I -.(land. On the wnl.l : \- r. -''. and

Lint..)! 'I the south of Engl.'i

the e\ inn.'' Ill I . "ur of the use of sui
been uUwii i\:iii,tirvcd that guano prom
autumn growth, while superphosphatt
development in the earlier stages. It is impossible to lay
down any i-ule as to the proportion in which these fertilisers

should be used, but I certainly behove in a mixture
of the two, and if the Cirencester Farmers' Club
would institute an inquiry during the coming summer as to
the most effecrive manure or mixtui'e of manures suitable for

the Turnip crop in this district and off p en urns fo the
best crop, I feel sure the re ult w uld paj them EKpen
nients conducted this year o th Cllg Hf i nental Farm

iMj and
aththe

neral matters m

- tiud
It has

iitinued
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, which. I believe, is

sfi'.unf interest is the
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nany of
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Cotswold

with several manures gave us som e Ut whi h we hope to
confirm in the coming season It m 1 t t h t

state that the coprolite sup rphosph f 1

ground coproUtee by Messrs Lai g
that produced by Proctors b n |

equal price per acre. Ground i 1

quantities, 8 cwt. per acre, > ut of eq d 1

two manures just mentioned al o ga t f t ry a ult

as to tempt us to tiy it again ProdiLce
Am ut ppUed of bwedes

4i cwt. superphosphate, and li cwt. guano. Mr. Lee, of Dilston,
informs me further in a letter upon this subject as follows :

"The quantity of manure 1 used l,i,^t year fur Swedes was :

17 cartloads of farm-yai'l iii.uum.
, i ", .i .imh.. M'. i avian),'

and 4 cwt. of dissul.i i ; \
i ,i, ,

, VlUow
Turnip on light lanil i.,

i
.

.;
i

. ,i i
. ,

i (-.wt.

Peruvian guano, 2 cwi. r.iii tii.i
i . , ; ulved

bones. Again, 8 buahel.i L.di ii.
: I mvian

guano, and 5 cwt. dissolved Ijui 1
1

m \ . .
i

, .mugb,
Northumberland, manures wit 1

1 i ' i
. .; nvard

manure and 3 cwt, of Peruvian ,.:.. In ,, likuto
see three plots of Swedes or Turun..-: ^v.-wk -i:.<. ',! -fiL in the
coming season manured respectively v-uth '.i, G, and 8 cwt. of

superphosphate per acre, and to have a fair oppoitunity of
weighuig the crops thus produced. One of the greatest
improvements in the application of manures consists in using
the water drill. This implement seems destined to supersede
the old method of sowing the manures vrith ashes.

After Cultivation.
This is most important in Turnip culture, and it is a

part which is often not attended to sufficiently.

The late season for sowing root crops, and the early harvest
of the south of England, both interfere vrith this important
work. In Northumberlaud we always hand-hoe twice, and
often three times, and horse-hoe as often. Thus the land is

kept free fi-om weeds, the soil loose around the roots, and able

to absorb a much greater quantity of moisture from the air and
dews than when unhoed. The first hoeing or singling requires
the greatest care : 1st, to leave always the finest pLauts ; 2d, to

set them at the right distance ; 3d, never to leave a double ;

4th, to cut all the weeds. As to the distance apart, that
depends on the vaii.iy -.f T.iiiii|. n Swede, the season of the
year, iiuil 111..' i|ii:ilii> .;' I.

I . ui early season ou good
land, ^\^Lll^• sliuuli :. n

. ] lart, but no more. Nine
to b* iueln.- is '(uiii. III'. ._i. -I'"'- lo leave between "White
Tuniips, and to elfecL tbl.^ ihu^o i..iyc hues which work-people
are so apt to hrmg with them should not be permitted to
be used ; 7 inches is quite sufficient length of blade
for a skilful hoer. This, while It knocks out a sufficient blank,
allows the hoer a greater selecting power iu leaving the plants
than when a space almost a foot in length is made at once by
the hoe. Of aU labour this should be carefully looked after by
the master, for many crops of Turnips have been ruined by
unskilful singling, after 51., GL, or 71. per acre has been laid

out upon ttlliiges, manure, and rent of the land. I prefer the
work-people to be concentratod for this work, especially the
women, who should be made to work in a company, each
woman taking a drill, and Qvery alternate drill being taken
when going up the field, the other omitted drills being brought
back on coming down the field. Both more and better quality

of work is thus done than when each hoes by herself, the only
essential point being that they arc never left a moment to

themselves, but that either the master, bailiff, or a good steady
man remains with them constantly. When the work is let to

men by task this rule need not be observed, but ui this case

also supervision is absolutely necessary. In the second hoeing,

the scuffler or horse-hoe shoidd have abeady preceded the
hand-hoers, and the whole of the gi'ound should be moved
around each plant, all weeds cut, and any doubles removed.
Work-people and farmers also are too liable to insist only on the
weeds being chopped, but if the most hfte to be made out of

both crop and land, the hoe must be circled aroimd each plant,

so as to loosen the soil around the neck of the plant, and stir

all that the horse-hoe could not reach. The third hoeing should
also be preceded by a horse-boeiiig, but generally speaking the
harvest calls off the force of the fami to more important work
at this juncture, and the Turnips are left alone for a season.

In the South of England the after cultivation is frequently

continued after harvest iu the same way as above described. It

is to be feared, however, that the after cultivation of the Turnip
crop is often slun-ed over, and this careless treatment can only
result in poor crops.

Storing.

In a district where sheep folded on Tiu-ni^ps are the
principal stock, this department becomes less important
than where the roots are used for bullock feeding.

Swedes to be drawn home or stored for the tegs in spring

are, iu this district, pulled and topped, tlue great bulk of

adheiing earth shaken off, and the remainder, with the small

roots aud tap root attached is stored away with the bulbs.

The ad antage of th s st m^ with the e th adheni g s d
to be the so nde n 1 bette t t th t th t m out of

the p t n the epnng In m j 1 t t h w e the r ots

and so 1 a e dressed off theb d bef t rmg The Vje t on

t 1 Tl th -th tt h d t I th rt ng of

1 nil f 1 f

t c q Ih
10 I'' 2 8

il 8 2 20
10 10 3 12

, the plant \

MTiit'

fore, sbuidfl be

Ground Coprolites .

.

8 ewt

,

Coprolite Superphosphates . . 4^ ,

,

Proctor's Superphosphates .. 34 ,,

Notwithstanding the difficulty of the t

the whole regular.

Quantity of Manure used.

This is also an important point ; and here permit
me to express an opinion that too small a quantity of

manure is used on these bills for gromng Turnips to

the best advantage and at the cheapest rate per ton.

If I am wrong in taking 3 cwt. of superphosphate of lame
and 25 ttushels of ashes as a fair average of the manme
applied to Turnips in this district, I shall bo glad to loam
ntherwise. The Ught easy working soil of the Cotswold Hills

. I I .
n , n 1

! > \>i well adapted for Tiu-nip cultivation ; the rainfall
'I inches, while that of Berwickshire is 31.5. aud of

III .1 1,1. If there is anything wbich acti against the
I nini|. ii.i|> it is the readiness with which the land diies, and
there is no doubt that much of it would be better for rain

eveiy day when sown with Turnips. Whatever the reasons
may be, the fact seems evident that the average crop of Turnips
and Swedes is light, and that 12 twis (to perhaps 15 tons) pei'

acre may be looked upon as a good average. I have here a
table showing the weights of Turnips and Swedes on farms
poss
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out doulit the best plan to adopt. As I before stated, it is a

difficult matter to aiTive at tlie exact value of a crop of roots,

and I hope the remarks I h.aT0 made on the subject wUl draw

out discussion upon it, so that if we p

marketable price, we may yet arri

estimate,

THE CATTLE VhAGVE.
1 The following returns were issued on April 20.

These returns do not profes.s to give the total number
of cases which have occurred in Great Britain, hut only

those which have been ascertained from information

received at the office from inspectors. Columns 1 only

record the cases reported as having commenced during

the weeks indicated by the headings; "back cases

being added to columns 2.
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however, it might not answer so well on lipht

land, on account of birds and other reasons. The
yield from this peck an acre was in 1864, 58 bushels

per acre, and 2f tons of fine straw. This last year,

1865, the yield was 58 bushels per acre (the straw not
Tveighed). In both years the yield exceeded the

remainder of the field by 2 bushels per acre, and the
straw in IS&l was also more abundant. This year

(S.V.) I shall duly report the results, which I have no
doubt wHl be the same ; and yet with these facts so

patent I la<;k the courage to reduce my quantity from
a bushel generally. By these repeated trials I shall,

however, gain confidence, and probably drill an acre or

two in each field with 2 pecks. Last year I thought it

impossible that the thin-sown could equal the bushel,

for it went in badly, and altogether looked like a
failure.

The peck of thin-sown Eed "Wheat only equalled the
thicker sowti red in 1865, but the white beat the thick-
sown w^hite by 2 bushels. In 18&i both red and white
thin-sowTi carried the day over the thick-sown. All
my heavy-land Wheat in 1865 averaged something over

7 quarters per acre.

I don't believe that farmers know how much they
often lose by thick-somng. They would do so if they
tested, as I have done for years, comparative qualities

on a small scale. Every man should thus judge for

himself according to his soil, climate, and other cir-

cumstances of condition, &c.
The frothy straw and light kernels of a thick-so^n

and early-laid grain crop are a losing affair.

If ever we hear of an extraordinary yield, it is

usually from a crop so thin in the spring that its

owner thought of ploughing it up ; but after well
harrowing, &c., it branched amazingly, and became
the best crop on the farm.

It is clear that there is some gross error in sowing
when our average increase is only nine kernels for one.
Mine is at least 40 to 58 for one. J. J. Mechl, Tiptree,
April 4, 1866.

P.S.—The thin-sown ripens about 3 to 5 days later
than the thick-sown.

loss can in no case be equal to that of their brethren
who are afllicted bv it.

The Conddct <
; Government.

THE CATTLE PLAGUE IN CHESHIRE.
[At the late monthly meeting of the Over (Cheshire) Society,
Mr. Rigby (Secretary to the Society) read a paper on " The
Cattle Plagiie, and its influence on Cheshire Fanning,"
from which we make the following extracts.]

_
The question we are all now most anxiously con-

sidering is that which I have placed before you for
discussion—" What is the best coiu-se of farming to
pursue now, to provide our rents and sustain oiu-
families ? " Whatever its origin, w^e know that the
plague has come without respect of persons, and with
similar fatality in all places—in the best managed herds
and in the worst, and no perceptible difference of success
has been noticed in the use of various medicines, or
w^here none at all have been administered. Not more
than 5704 have recovered in Cheshire up to [April 14,
out of 52,456 attacked with the disease, which is not
quite one for every ten], while a very large number
have been killed and sold as beef, in fear of the attack
of the disease.

When it first came amongst us we hoped its progress
would soon have been checked by veterinary skill ; but
oiu* leading veterinarians promptly declared their
inability to suppress it, and declared that they knew of
nothing better than to use the pole-axe at once, and
adopt the stamping-out process wherever the disease
made its firstappearance. Against this our feelings and
nterests recoi led, however, and methods of prevention
and cure in abundance have been highly recommended
and largely tried, but to the present time each and all
have proved ahnost futile. We have been hoping lately
that an effectual check would be given to the disease
by vaccination, but the evidence is very conflicting at
present as to its virtue. There is no doubt that cattle
have been attacked and have died of the disease after
having been successfully vaccinated ; but there is some
hope from other facts, that if they had been vaccinated
eariier, or more perfectly, it might have been a shield to
ward off the attack, or at least have dispossessed the
disease of some portion of its fatal power. Its natural
producing cause is still as great a mystery to us as it
has ever been, and whole shippons have been cleared
by it in many places. It would be only prudent to
adopt the utmost precaution, where the disease has
been, against its return, by thoroughly cleansing and
disinfecting at once all places wherein diseased stock
tms been kept. And as to the future it may even be
necessary, and it would be well for a time at least, to
demand a letter of health, or a warranty of freedom
from disease, with all purchased cattle ; and if vaccina-
tion should be successful in assuring us of its power to
avert or moderate the attack of the disease, we may
Jdd this to other precautions, and be more assured
thereby. And as the season of spring calving is now
drawing near, and it is most desirable to rear as many
calves as possible, it would be well, a friend suggested
to me yesterday, to vaccinate all " rearing " as soon as
possible, as there is considerable hope that if the opera-
tion IS properly performed it may be more effectual
than we could reasonably expect it to be in our late
trials. To many farmers, however, the means of pur-
chasing fresh cattle will be most difficult of attainment
One-third of them at least have lost their all by this
calamity, and another third nearly so, whether they
were insured or not, for the various mutual cattle
insurance societies which have been originated can do
little more than return the premiimis which have been
paid in. Had the mortality been only about 10 or 20
per cent., these societies would have done good service
but when it reaches 70 or 80 per cent, of the stock'
insured, as it may do before May-day next, they can
Qo little more than equalise the losses of each: but I
trust that those who may be spared this calamity will
honourably pay the calls made upon them, as their

THE Landowners and
Naturally, perhaps, as tenants, we are looking to

landlords to share with us the losses we are sustaining, either
in the shape of an allowance of a fixed sum for every animal
we lose, or in reduction of rent, for a time at least, and

'

giving us some further grace or credit in its payment. The
former is most considerate and generous on their part ; and it
is pleasing to know that many landowners have already
comforted their tenants by liberal promises of this kind, and I
doubt not their generosity will be well reciprocated in the
future ; but in some instances it may be out of the power of
the landlord to do so, however much he may be disposed, and
we must not be too expecting, as the calamity will fall almost
as heavily upon the landlord as on the tenant, and our position
will resolve itself into a mere business matter. Our present
rents have been arranged imder circumstances which arc now
totally changed. We expected, and have hitherto been able,
to feed cattle, or to keep them for dairy purposes, and have
been farming our lands with these objects principally in view.
Our soU and climate arc peculiarly adapted to cheese-making,
and long practice has endorsed the idea that this is the most
profitable practice we can pursue. We may turn to
other course of farming, and must do so for the present, but
in no other course can we hope for such profit-able results.
Our strong soils and heavy clays vrill not bear to be heavily
and wholly stocked with sheep, nor can we grow as good or as
much com per acre as can be done in other counties on more
friable soils and in a drier atmosphere. But we must be
prepared to make some sacrifices as tenants, and endure our
adversity with fortitude, and I trust our landlords will be as
considerate as the circumstances of the case require. Wc have
no wish to dictate to them what they should do, but I have
been frequently told they desire to know the opinions of
farmers on the point. And with the view of bringing these
out in the discussion, I will remark that I think they would
be most helped by a postponement of the next rent-day for
sLx months longer, for the whole or half of the rent at least,
and by making such reduction in its amount for the future as
the justice of the case demands. Most farmers will have the
value of their Lady Day rents by them in cheese or in cash ;

but if they have to pay it at the usual time, the majority of
them will be stripped of means to purchase other stock,
supposing it is safe to do so, or to purchase seeds or manures
for an increase of tillage ; but with rents in hand they would
put forth their best efforts to retrieve their losses, and, 1 am
sure, would work with more hope to repay the obligation.
Obtaining some compensation from Government for cattle that
have died appears to be hopeless, and, indeed, I have never
seen any good reason assigned for the expectation. We are
only one class of traders or manufactiu-ers among many in the
community, and cannot expect, in strict justice, to he more
favourably dealt with in our hour of adversity than we would
allow other classes of ti*aders or manufacturers to be assisted
from the public purse in their times of distress. But from
manufacturers or tradesmen, and from persons of independent
means, those who are nearly rumed by the calamity may
expect to receive some assistance (not as an alms or in charity),
but as a duty. I have a strong feeling against farmers
being treated as paupers ; and although it may appear
like taking a high stand to ask for such help in this strain,
yet I think it may be justified on the ground of mutual
reciprocity. If the agricultural interests of the country be
not pursued with energy and enterprise, the former of these
classes must suffer in business, and the latter in comfort, more
perhaps than they would have to do by the depression of any
other trade. Under no circumstances can we expect there will
be the same outlay in permanent improvements as hitherto, or
the same expenditm-e in social life. In all things the most
rigid economy will have to be practised under our altered
circumstances, but the larger the means of farmers the better
for all classes of tradesmen ; and aa cheese-factors, millers,
implement makers, seed and manure merchants, fox hunters,
and tradesmen of all classes have benefited by the farmer in
the past, and are hoping to benefit by him in the future. I
think they will see it to bo their duty and their interest to
help those who are really needy, by subscribing to a general
fund for this purpose. Our loss is not an ordinary one. It
has not been occasioned by speculation, by overtrading, by
neglect, or by extravagance. We have been intently pursuing
the best principles of breeding and feeding as far as we have
known f)\r}.^ f..rv*-ir«f: and when the alarm was sounded of
ourrin 11,1,, ^v._. took immediate warning, and did our

I

he.st I
I

I
I I, attack, and to cope with him in the

1

strii^'Li I ii'
'
Hi,^ purpose. The hand of God (we say it '

jjiinst us, and we ask for the sympathv I

and lib' r;tl ';iid of the friends wc have mentioned, on tli'--.

accounts. The mode of collecting and rightly disbursing mi. i

contributious would have to be carefully digested and arraiij-^i i

but that which was pursued in raising and distributing On
Patriotic Fund is not an unsuitable pattern to follow. As I

imion areas have been so generally formed into Cattle Assurance
Societies, let the guardians be appointed collectors in their
several townships, and when they have thormitrhlv c
their districts, let them send the amount "f il . ii T, ii

the treasurers of a central committee, <i-i;
i ;m

magistrates, the chairman, two members, n. i :
i

every union in the county, and let these ^: > i . i .
i

,
i , ,

a portion of the funds which may be plaui.d .ii iin.ii
among the sufferers according to their discrctiun.

. remunerative prico,will not bo got in sufficient number at i .
,

for no breed bears running thickly better. The next best, I
think, is the Cheviot and Leicester cross, and aa large numbers
of these, and chiefly yearlings, come south every spring, they
may be got more satisfactorily ; and I would suggest, as thd
best course of purchasing, that farmers resident in certain
districts should co-operato together, and send two of their
number to the north to purchase what they all want, and
share the expenses and advantages equally. On no account
would I stock thickly with poor Irish or blacklaced homed
sheep. The lower price at which they may be got may be a
temptation ; but, as a rule, they are hard feeders, and not
much weight when fed, and will not do as well, as solo
occupants of our pastiu-es, as they may have done in small
nimibers. The Irish Leicester is a good sheep, as are the larger
Welsh sorts ; the Clun and the Woodlands also have some good
points for our purpose. On good soil farms, which have been
drained and boned, the Lincoln and Leicester, the Cotswold,
or the Ross sheep would do well, and on the clovered lands of
such farms nothing more profitable c\n be put than ewes and
lambs. Much, however, will depend upon their management.
Should the latter take to scouiing, a change to old pasture
must be at once given, and varied occasionally or regularly as
good judgment dictates. Dipping the lambs at the time of
shearing their dams, to prevent the attacks of fly, and the
ewes and the old sheep a month afterwards, must on no account
be neglected. Foot-rot must not be allowed to get ahead, or it

will be difficult to eradicate ; nor should any infectious disease
have the least chance of obtaining a footing in the flock.
Sheep management will be a new pursuit in Cheshire farmers,
but I hope a not unprofitable one ; and having had some con-
siderable experience, I may just say that with care and good
judgment, it is generally successful. But I am trespassing
both upon your time and the subject itself, on which I hope to
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TiLLAOB Farming.
I approach the question of com growing, our chief i

with diffidence, as I can see it will require great judgment and
discrimination in pressing the plough further into work. If it
would be safe to replace the stocks we have lost, by cattle
purchased from Ireland, from Holland, from Spain, or from
any other country where the rinderpest has not prevailed,
then I would not that we should plough one acre more this
spring than we should have ploughed had our cattle been
alive ; or if, thi-ough vaccination or inoculation, or any other
preventive, we coiud confer an immunity from plague upon
cattle so purchased, it would be better to keep our land with
its Grass side uppermost. But this is scarcely to be expected,
and we must do the best we can with the plough, not from
choice, but through necessity. In no case should imdrained
stiff clay lands be ploughed ; the first crop may be tolerably
satisfactory, but the expense of tUlage afterwards, and the
uncertainties of the seasons, vrill add so much to the cost of
production that there will be little left as profit. As a rule I
should advocate the allotment of none but good land for arable
cultivation, but no more of it than could be well managed : a
little well done will be more profitable than double the extent
only half farmed. In all cases the consent of the landlord
should bo obtained before breaking up any particular field,

and if the selection be judicious, it is probable the request will
be gratified, and where it is not, it is as likely (if the landlord
or his agent are practical men) that it will be for the tenant's
advantage to have some other^field substituted, or his own too
extensive notions corrected.
There are two sides to every question. The tenant may be

incompetent to manage much tillage, or may be too desirous
to obtain present profit without regard to the future ; and
there is no injustice in the landlord seeking to protect his own
interests. But if he insists upon the preservation of old rest
pastiu-es, and determines to confine the plough to one con-

Altered Practice,

I proceed to notice the influence which the plague will
have upon our farming practice for the present and the future.
Some considerable change in our course is clearly certain.
Another kind of grazing stock must be sought for our pastures,
and our horses and ploughs must bo yoked moro closely to
their work. But, in making these changes, we shall require
to exercise a wise discretion. Stiff clay land, as I have said,
must not be stocked thickly and wholly with sheep alone. It
will bear a fair quantity of such stock when drained, if wisely
selected and put on at the right season. For the present 'l
would not purchase sheep for farms which have been cleared
of cattle by the plague. It is not quite certain yet that they
Avill not take the disease. They are the same class of ruminating
animal as the cow, and have a similar organic construction,
and we can sc-irccly conceive of their breathing the same air
and pasturing in the same fields in which the cattle have lived
and died recently, without being in danger of contracting the
same fatal contagion. It is encouraging to know that the
several experiments which have been made to test this point
have been satisfactory in the main, but they have only been
experiments. Had 50 sheep instead of five been placed in the
sanatorium at Edinburgh, the result might have been different
and it would be wise to let some months elapse, which will be
no great loss at this season, before purchasing sheep, to gi-aze
on lands containing the recently-made graves of murrain-
stricken cattle. And when purchasing, it would be best I
think, to buyyoung healthy wethers or hoggets, such as would
make good mutton in the course of summer, rather than
breeding ewes, or even ewes and lambs. There may come
S'^^^ cold, wet, bleak, and stormy weather between this time
and the summer, and on such farms young lambs would be
^"ch more likely to starve and die, or get so stocken in their

the effects for some time. My favourite
the Shropshire Down, but I fear they

tinuous round in the same fields season after s . ,

be contented with less rent ; for it is obvious that the tcnai t
cannot get so good crops on old tilled land, and without Iho
aid of Ms manure heap which he has hitherto had, as he mjiy

fresh sod thoroughly beaten up and well worked into
the soil. It may be considered a bold opinion, but I think it
vrtll be for the interest of both landlord and tenant, with rare

ceptions, that the best and most conveniently situated fields
the farm be subjected to the plough. If we look into this

statement it may not be so injudicious as It first seems. The
best fields on most farms (and I am speaking of the average
class of land in Cheshire, not of the very light or sandy portion)

I are those which were boned many years ago, when never less
than from one to two tons per acre were applied, most of which
was in lumps of the size of your thumb. These bones, it will
be fuund uu ploughing, have sunk 9 or 10 inches deep into the

il, Lii I in; lyinc there in a half-decomposed state; but by'I I "U replace them near the surface, where the action
' I' 111 repeated tillage reduces them to powder, and

i
I - under a renewed contribution as fertilisers. There

.ul. LluhIiciIs uf fields also whoso Grasses are run out, to use a
L;ommun phiase, and which, by growing in a weak and spiral
form, and by matting together as they grow longer, seem to
appeal to the eye of the practical man and ask to be ploughed ;

and it is ahnost certain these fields can he returned to
permanent pasture again by good management in even a better
state than when first broken up. Then, again, the expenses
of ploughing, sowing, reaping, and harvesting good land are all

less than they are in poor unsuitable soil, and less still in fields
that are conveniently near the homestead, which will be better
for the tenant and no worse for the landlord.
There is another adjunct to our farming in which the cattle-

plague will make serious alterations—I allude to pig-feeding.
Pigs are almost an integi'al part of dairy operations as
consumers of buttermilk and whey, and in most farmyards
there are now more breeding sows than have been there for
years, and what it will be best to do with the litters when
they come is a question which must give some concern to their
owners. Will it be best to seU them as suckers, or retain
them to run in the straw yards and feed for the butcher? The
latter course I think is most desirable. There will bo
abundance of straw to be made into manure, and manure will
be more wanted for our new course of farming than it was in
the old, while more difficult to obtain. The necessarily high
price of other animal food, such as mutton and beef, must also
enhance the value of fat pigs ; and as our prize pig breedcia
will tell you there is plenty of profit to be made in feeding pigs
of a good breed, and our millers be ready to supply you vpith
feeding stuffs, it would be weU to pay even closer attention to
this branch than formerly, and to strive by regular and
judicious feeding to redeem some portion of the loss attendant
upon the plague. Another question which suggests itself is,

whether it is possible to grow any other com crop to advantage
than we have been growing? Oata arc invariably the first

crop put upon leys. They are generally a remunerating crop,
and there is a proverb which tells us to "lot well alone. ' But

fear there may be 20,000 or 30,000 consumers of Oats less in
oui- county next winter and spring, and there may be as many
more acres of the crop grown, consequently their price must
recede aud their net profit decline unless some other counter-
active cause arise. Perhaps Beans may be substituted with
advantage to a partial extent. The Egyptians, who used to
send us large quantities, have been cultivating Cotton Lirgely
during the American war, and their Government have had to
prohibit exportation of this cereal, so that its price stands
relatively higher than other feeding stuff. Then Beans are a
capital forenmner of Wheat in a course of cropping ; their
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hard-pointod tap-roots go straight down into the stiffcst soil,

cavising it to pulveriai; quickly under the baiTow when
ploughed, and rendering it easier work for the Wheat roots to
grasp and feed upou. They will wait for the sickle imtil you
havG harvested your white crops, and aa a nUe will yield as
many measures of com per acre as Oats, though not quite so
much value of straw. It would not be unwise, therefore,
to sow a few acres on all atrong-soil farms, either on leys
or in ground which woidd have been sown with Turnips ;

and hero again we shall feel the effects of the plague in
depriving us of our cattle, for they being gone we shall require
no green crops for their consumption, and consequently must
either have bare fallows occasionally, or cultivate Beans in
drills in the same way. The List time wo met in this
room wo had an animated discussion on Flax*growing

;

and aa its growth is largely increasing in Ireland, and
meeting with considerable success, and our climate being very
similar to that of the sister-isle, we may improve upon the hint
thus offered us for our own advantage. But as I hope our
friends Mr. Rothwoll and Mr. Falk will discourse to us on
these subjects in the course of thu spring, and I begin to fear

seriously for your patience, I will conclude by suggesting, in
addition, that those of us who possess suitable soil may redeem
a portion of the loss we are suffering by the growth of a better
class of edible vegetables, such as early Putatos, g^en Peas,
Cauliflowers, Celery, and perhaps some kinds of garden fnnts.
It would require some time to go even superficially into their
cultivation, but we are near to good markets by rail, which
would tako all we could grow, and tho three last-named
vegetables would attain in fresh-broken land to oven a finer
size than in old tilled gardens. Try a row of Peas as an experi-
ment, of the Prizetaker or Champion of England, or other
prolific kind, in the field among yoitr Potato-drills, and nm-
niiig north and south if you can, and you will be surprised at
the quantity they will bear. So also of Cauliflowers, cultivate
and mamu-e the land as for ox Cabbages, flant thinly, say
7,000 plants per acre, for the larger you can grow them the
better they will sell, and they will go to a bad market if they
don't make Is. per dozen, and yield 26/. as a gross return.
Carrots and garden Turnips^ I incline to think, may also be
profitably grown by many farmers if their cultivation be
studied and piu'sued witli perseverance.

PEOFESSOU GAMGEE.
Although the Professor is no doubt well able to

defend himself from the onslaught made on him by
Mr. Constable in your Paper of the 7th inst., yet, as he
is treated somewhat unfairly in that article, perhaps
you will allow an unprejudiced ou-looker to make a
few remarks. In the first place I know nothing of
Mr. Gamgee, except from his speeches and iwitings

;

yet I consider he deserves great praise from all agri-
culturists for his constant and firm advocacy of jilans

which, if carried out by Government, would have
saved fanners a loss of millions of money, and an
anxiety and trouble which hardly any money can
Compensate. lie deserves a testimonial as well as any
man ever did. And his courage and perseverance in
withstanding the attempt to ".stamp" him out by
some of the influential metropolitan papers are such
that not one man in fifty woidd have exerted. I
think it therefore only my duty to object to
that assumption of superiority on the part of Mr.
Constable over a man who has probably studied the
character of the disease as much as any one in
England. Probably there are not half a dozen who
understand so much about it. As to Mr. Constable's
column of extracts, I might ask him in return whether
he has read the daily papers, the Journal of the
Boyal Agricultural Society, or even Touatt's book on
Cattle ; for ifhe had, he would never suppose that he was
telling either Mr. Gamgee or any intelligent reader any-
thing novel. And although what he writes has no doubt
a basis of truth, yet it has no practical bearing on the
position of the cattle disease in England. The whole
letter is answered by the paragraph just above it,

which shows how France, by employing at once what
Mr. Constable calls the senseless, destructive, and
barbarous massacre of cattle," is now free from disease,
at a cost of a loss of 43 animals—that is, probably, an
expense to the country of 500?, England, by litrtening

to quack prescriptions, to objections of amateurs, to
leading articles of daily newspapers, and to the opinions
of tomismen and dealers, is infected from one end to
the other, and has sustained a loss of 200,000 cattle, of
the value probably of two millions of money—and
perhaps an ecjual loss from the terror, anxiety, and
expense, leading to costly modes of isolating, or to
selling lialf-fed cattle at a sacrifice. So far from the
disease only appearing in crowded London cowhouses
till the ivinter, it swept off at Melford Park, Suffolk,
at the commencement of tho attack, a fine herd of
cattle, amoimting to nearly 200, kept in the most
natural manner. And Mr. Morton has proved in his
lecture that the cleanest and best London cowhouses
suffered as great losses aa those in a more crowded and
filthy condition. Imperfect as our English modes of
keeping stock may be, they are beyond comparison
superior in cleanliness, and adherence to nature, to

anything practised in the north of Europe. From our
mild winters our cattle are for the greater part of the
winter abroad, and whenat homearekept in yards witha
great proportion of succulent food, as Turnips and Beet.
Abroad, during the long and severe winters (such as

wo in England know nothing of), cattle and sheep are
crowded into close sheds, in which foi' the advantage of
the animal warmth, tho owners, or at all events their

workmen, also reside : few openings and no ventila-
tion ; the cattle food, straw and hay, kept in a loft

above the animals and exposed to their perspiration
and breath. These are hulks and hospitals if you
please—this accounts for the diseased beasts that are
sent to us, and if I may be allowed to theorise, I would
say that from this filthv revolting foreign mode
originate the rinderpest, the lung disease, the sheep-
pox, and the trichina; of the pig, the three first of
which have been introduced to us by free trade in
cattle, and the last probably soon will. Cattle and pigs
constantly housed up in an unnatural and unhealthy
state, with human beings perhaps suffering from
typhus fever, small-pox, and all the other ailments to
which frail human nature Is subject, eventually
contract somewhat similar disorders—just as sheep

which of themselves would be free from rindci|iest, if

closely confined with affected animals contract the
disorder. If the disease is epidemic, or is caused by
errors in feeding or breeding, how is it that Belgium
and France have become free, and that Ireland remains
free ? England, from] its bemg surrounded by ocean,
the natural shield of contagion—from the peaceful and
law-loving character of its people, its small fields

and scattered homesteads, and the intelligence of
all clas.se.s, ought to have been the easiest to free from
rinderpest of all countries. Unfortimately the matter
was made a source of dispute and argument between
the agricultural and commercial classes, in which the
last obtained the ear of those in authority, and we see
the uuhappy result. W. S., April 16.

Home Correspondence.
Summer araziiiri—oiir Sherp .SVoryl-.—The high price

of store sheep at the present time is likely in all pro-
bability to be the cause of an unprofitable summer's
grazing. It is to the breeder a source of great encou-
ragement and profit, but to the grazier it is very
perplexing and uncertain ; he dare not purchase largely
of cattle, the risk is so great from rinderijest ; and sheep
are so excessively dear, he hesitates as to the coiu-se he
should pursue. To buy sheep of British breeds, at the
present exorbitant rates, whilst foreign sheep still

retain theb low value, is to say the least a very doubtful
specidation. Owing to the restrictions alreadv placed
upon Importations, and the probabilities of their being
further increased, the price of foreign .sheep, more
particulai-ly, rules very low. Good Prussian sheep, offrom
15 months to 40 months old, may be purchased at from
14«, to 24». each ; the expense of transit and risk might
add a per centage of .some 10 to 15 per cent. ; but what
is all this compared with oiu- British breeds of like
ages, wdiich are now freely selling at from about 50*. to
above 100.S. each? It ietruetheyarebiggerandbetterthau
most foreign sheep, but by no means equal to the
difference in price. One of the greatest boons that
could at the present juncture bo confferred upon the
sheep grazier would be a large impoi-tation of foreign
sheep. There is unque-stionably a large supply to be
had, and which ultimately, as mutton, will find its

way to our market. The better course by far would be
to import, large numbers of these sheep to be grazed
and fatted by our own graziers. In this way their
lands might be profitably stocked, and the profit of
grazing would be realised by them, instead of going into
the pockets of the foreign grazier. Neither would it

be very detrimental to our sheep-breeders, because the
stock of British sheep is by no means equal to the
requirements of graziers, owing to the immense losses
of cattle by the cattle plague. This is amply sufficient
to keep up the price of our own breeds of sheep, these
to be supplemented by foreign importations only ; and
be these importations never so large , they cannot in
the present season suffice to fill up the void made by
the cattle plague. Of course, the greatest caution is

requisite to guard against the importration of disease.
In order to accomplish this satisfactorily, a clean bill

of health should be demanded from the authorities of
any foreign shipping port before the cargoes of stock
sent from them shall be permitted to land on our
shores, and these cargoes should also be closely examined
again by competent persons upon their arrival, and on
no account miLst they be allowed to land if disease has
broken out amongst them. Under a careful supervision
ofthis kind importations might be permitted, and ought
to be encouraged, for it behoves the Government to
take every reasonable step or means to provide for the
nation's necessities, and unless this is done promptly
the time may come when great scarcity of food, if not
absolute want, will be felt. There can be no great
difficultj- in obtaining these required supplies under
salutary Government regulations. There are plenty of
competent agents, who would readily undertake the
duties and responsibilities of purchasing and shipping
healthy sheep in or from any ofthe coimtries where they
are to be found. These men ought to go out under
Government sanction as authorised agents, but they
need not necessarily to purchase on Government
account. There are plenty of capitaUsts, or companies,
who would gladly avail themselves of suoh a promising
source of profit. These agents, acting under Govern-
ment sanction or licence, ^liall alone he permitted to
forward stock to our shores, ami fnrwliich they shall

be responsible to provide clean liills of health, and no
stock shall be permitted to land except coming through
their agency. O. F.
What are " Disinfectaniitl^*— The article in your

Paper a short time since was a very good and useful
one, but I observe Mr, Coudy was not pleased with it,

and it Ls well known that chlorine will prevent con-
tagion, but we have yet to learn whether deodorisers
vrill do so. Earth will deodorise, but yet it does not
seem to prevent contagion, and many other things will

do the same, but do they destroy the poison of conta-
gion ? It would therefore be a good thing if Mr. C. or
any of your correspondents could state if any of these
other deodorisers will destroy the poison of contagion.
Mr. Condy's fluid is very good in a sick room, or for

destroying tho sinnU in drains, water, &c., and I am
muchplea^i^l \\i(li i( ; Imt I should like to kuow if it

willprevciil cr (l,-ii-.i\ t lie ida^ue poison. A. C. [Jieai
Dr. Voelckcr'^ paiicr on this subject in the Royal
Agricultural Society's Journal.]
Deep Corering of Orafs Seeii.i.—Ai\nvr us to warn

you against covering Gra.ss and Clover seeds too deep, it

beins^ well known that in many instances they are
positively bimed. In most cases we find it best to sow
these seeds after the grain harrows, and then merely
roll the land. With a view to bring this matter pro-
minently before the numerous visitors to the Highland
and A^cultural Society's Show held here la.'.t year,

we exhibited in oin- stand a number of large earthen
pans, containing, in a healthy growing state, several

kinds of seeds sown at various deiiths, and we give you
the result below ;

—
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has been observed to t.iko place after a time in human
epidemics of a similar character, appear tn be our only ch.anco

up to the present time.
" Isolation of a district h.os also been sukl^i -: I - ,l tr ^' n

tive measure. Its success is well illustrat -
1

!
i

the Order in Council of November 3, appI.Mfi ! ' '

Western district of Scotland. No case uf * ; !' I 1l !. li > 1

occurred in this district up to the.d.ate of thif^ repi irt.

'* Under the head of preventive measures, but scarcely

under that of treatment, would come the ' stamping out ' of

tho disease, which has been so much discussed oven from its

commencement.
" So far as an Isolated district in an infected country is

concerned, this process appears to have had a f.aii- trial in

Aberdeenshii-e, and the result arrived at does not appear so

thoroughly successful as could be wished, there having been

up to the present time eight outbreaks of disease in this

county, and nearly 500 .animals slaughtered.

I uninfected country,
process h.as been carried out,

I Frixuce. however, where this

^ the first appearance of the

disease, and where stringent regulations as to importation

have been from the first enforced, the "stamping out"
appears to b.ave been hitherto attended with success.

"JThis result may servo us as our guide in preventing any
future visitation of this disease as an epizootic, but it would
have been useless to have attempted to adopt it at the com-
mencement of the present visitation.
" At that time there existed no machinery through which

the Government could either h.ave been early informed of the

outbreak of tho disease in any given locality, or by which it

could have carried out tho slaughter. There was at that period

no dep.artment to which inforni.ation could be sent concerning
the diseases of animals, nor was there any person specially

iiituri'^t^il iu giving such inform.ation.
\i; I; n h verbal notice had been given to the Clerk of tho

<
I ill;' I,- 10th of July, it was uot until the 14th, when

Ml 1

1

1
1 I ' I broken out in at Ic.ist four counties, as well as

ill lip INI 1 1. I'lilis, that the Government received such a report

.as could t*e acted upon ; and it is certain that, long before any
action coiUd h.ave been taken in the matter, the number of

infected places had largely increased, as we find that before

the end of July there were 82 centres of infection, and 2285

animals had been attacked.
" Again, it must be borne m mind that at that time, and

even uutil a mvich later period, the agricultiu^l community, as

a mass, entirely disbeheved in the existence of a disease of

such a terrible chai'acter as tho cattle plague, and there is

reason to beheve that any stringent regulations affecting that

body would have been resisted throughout the country.
" The ' stamping out ' coxdd, therefore, only have been

carried out by the use of strong coercive measures, and
would have been, at the time, in direct opposition to public

opinion."

In an Appendix are given a series of elaborate

returns from the various counties, and maps of the
whole country, .showing tho progress of the disease

from month to month. There is also a curve showing
the weekly progress of the plague, and the wonderfully

rapid way iu which the number of attaoks, which had
mounted up to many thousand.? daily towards the

end of I'ebruary, fell immediately on the passing of the
Cattle Diseases Prevention Act, until it does uot now
exceed 3t»0 a day.

Farm Memoranda.
School Gabdens at EvEJaouTn. — ["We have

again the plea-sure of publishing a report of the last

year's experience in the Eyemouth Scliool Gardens.]
Mr. Co.t, the schoolmaster, in his report to Mr. D.
Milne Home, says :—

" I am unable to give any correct return of the time
spent by the boys in the cultivation of their respective

plots, but can cnnndi'utly say that the returns are

generally in ]iro]Hirli"n to the amount of care and
labour bestn\\cd u)"iii Ihem. I will endeavour to get

the boys to keep a diaiy of their time for this yenr.
" It gives me pleasure to kimu- lli:il "ur iflmul LMrden

soheme is attracting a good clr:i I .il' luiliih' iM.hrr; ;iltoi-

eight years' experience, my li.\ril i.|iiiiiiMi i-, iliit it is

well worthy of general adoptum ; ;uid lliat lu many
localities, it would be productive of even greater benefits

than we realise. No sports which boys usually engage
in, when loft to themselves, can be more conducive to

health or enioyraent than what they obtain from work-
ing iu their little gardens."

EEPORT ON THE EYEMOUTH SCHOOL GABDENS.-TEAE 1865.

Total extent of ground occupied, 865 square yards.

Cabbage Greens. Onion:

Charles Gray ; age 12 ; has had a gardeUiSeed cost

1 year. Produce

Seed cost
Produce
Profit ..

li
1

10}

Joseph Piirvcs ; nga 1.1 ; has liad a garden

John Jordan ; ,age lii ; has h.ad .a garden

1 lOi
16 4
14 Si

2 41
15 ri
13 3

E.xposure and soil fair, well-kept ; 1 cartload of horses'

Seed cost , . 3
Produce *. 4 G
Profit .. ..4 3

Cauliflower.
Seed cost ..0 3
Produce . . 10
Profit .. ..13
Seed cost ;. C
Produce . . 7 8
Pi-ofit .. .. V 2

Seed cost . . 6

Produce . . 4 6J
Profit .. .. 4 OJ
Radish, Carrots, &c.

Seed cost ..03
Produce ..2 1

Profit .. .. 1 10

w ,
I

1

2 3i U
1 11} 10

Thomas Sibbet ; -age 15 ; has had a garden Seed cost

4 years. Produce
Profit ..

ago 13 : li.as h.ad a garde]

C

Seed cost
Produce
Profit ..

Sum paid forsecdand labour . . .

,

(See letter accompanying report.)
Profit calculated as .an average .

.

Seed cost
Produce
Profit ..

Aphil : CuUivaiion of Manrirl Wnrzel. — The
Mangel Wurzel* is the crop ou which wc have latterly

in chief depended as the substitute for our failing

Turnip crop. Yielding with greater certainty a much
heavier produce of food as good as the Turnip, no
wonder that it is rapidly growing iu favour. It has
always been known as keeping good till late in tlif

following season ; but, till of late, it has laboured \\w\>'\

the stigma of being so excessively relaxing wliou I''<1

early in the season, as to be more injurious tli:in

nutritious until the spring; and even then we have
heard of its causing abortion in swine, sheep, and cows,
so that it was only under special circumstances that it

could be chosen by the cultivator as his main green
crop. In 1859, however, we had a frost upon our green
crops, which killed them down, and forced their con-
sumption before winter, if it was desired to save them
at all ; and it was found that even the frosted Mangels
spreiiil in the pastures and in the yards did ewes in

lamb and swinem farrow no harm. And last year (1860),

when the Mangel "Wurzel crop has been a comparative
failure, it has been a common practice to fold sheep on
them early in the autumn, leaving Swedes for that
later period of feeding for which the Mangel "Wurzel
had hitherto been deemed especially adnT'*'^'' : ind it is

found, especially where the root is pulind iiml inivrr)

in varying proportions with chaff of \va\ <if ^i riw, lli:it

no relaxed state of the bowels has, under l'ih i! tunnnu''--

ment, followed the large and early use of tlie crop. It

is still, however, as the root crop of the summer months
that the Mangel "Wurzel possesses an especial value.
So good a keeper is it, that stock might indeed be kept
on it all the year round ; for there is no better food for
pigs and cattle generally in June, July, and August
following the year of its growth. Any season like the
past, therefore, which by its unusual coldness has proved
less adai)ted to the growth of this crop than any we
have had for years, is, in its effect on our supplies of
cattle food, no less than a national calamity. A crop
which in ordinary seasons produces .30 to 40 tons per
acre, has during the past year in many cases failed to

produce 15 ; and that on which we generally depend
for late spring food, was in many cases fed in autumn
by sheep on the fields of its growth.
The cultivation of the Mangel "Wurzel is precisely

• Sutton's " Farmer's Manual," 1861.

Exposure fair ; soil stony ; tolerably kept.

Exposure and soil bad ; tolerably well kept ; S barrow-
fuls of pigs' manure. No winter crop, and the profit

therefore small.

Exposure fair
;
part of the plot very poor soil ; pretty

well kept. He made excellent profit on the greens
by Belling plants, &c.

Exposure and soil good ; very well kept; 6 barrowfuls of

horses' m.aimre. Tlio carole-ss manner in which the
plot was kept by its last possessor cost its present
one much labolu-.

Exposure best; soil good. Fair attention given to it.

No winter cl-op, and profit therefore em.all.

Exposure .and soil pretty good. Remarkably well kept;
7 barrowfuls of pigs' manure. This has been a
model plot for some years past.

and soil very fair ; kept in a superior

er. Manure (pigs). Ou this plot there are

100 square yards.

Total profit £7 19 81

K I

Calendar of Operations.
the same as that nl' tlio Swcdi.-li 'I'm-niii. to which we
shall refer in detail next iiMuilh, Tin re i.-< a difference

in the seed time, but hardly any in the treatment of

the soil, either before it, or during the growth of the
crop. Mangels like a stiffer soil than Turnips; but
there is the same need of an industrious and forward
uiitiimualenltivation of the land. If the plnuEh is used
ill -prill-, il uill "11 elav snils turn ii]. a eloddv snrfaee

uliiel, i-,|,ilieiill (oredu.'c, and wliieli is a liiiidraure

lo lliei.rnper.'ultivation ortliperoii \ lieavy

of dung, and a liberal supply of super|iliii-|.l iii-

well repaid in the future crop, and il i~ lonncl, in

accordance with what is known both ol llie ualural

history and the chemistry of the plant (viz., tliat it is a
native of the seashore, and that its ash contains a large

proportion of chloride of sodium, or common salt), that

the crop will also repay, by additional and more healthy
growth, a considerable dressing of common salt, to the
extent, indeed, of two or three cwt. per acre.

The seed may be either drilled on the top of each
drill or row, or dibbled therein at intervals of 15 to 18

inches—the rows themselves being 28 to 30 inches apart.

The proper seed time is about the end of April. No
advantage is obtained by sowing too early, as the
seed will be longer in the land without germination,
and llie ].lants will aLso be more liable to run to seed.

I''niin (i 1(1 7 lb. per acre should be used; and if it be
daiiiiieil for two or three days before sowing, it will,

sproiit the sooner. The cheapest way to sow it is by
the drill, depositing two rows or more at once, either

i

on the flat, or what is better, on the top of the ridgelet

over the row of manure ; but it is not much more costly,
j

and there are some advantages in depositing the seed by i

the hand dibble. The women or boys who plant the ;

seed have a stick the length of the interval between the
[

future bunches, and they mea.siire out the plaee of the

next plant by means of it. Willi llic end nf il Ihey

remove any clod which may lie lliere, makiiej a lillle

bed for the two or three seeds whieh they di'oji in that

idace, and then covering them up flith a little fine

earth, and half treading them in.

Mangel seed is very easily buried, and not more than
half an inch of earth' should be used to cover it. The
plants come up in bunches in thase places. The
intervals between the rows are horse-hoed; those

between the bunches are hand-hoed, and the bunches

themselves are pulled to single plants as soon as the

leaf is the size of a child's hand ; .and the cultivation

during the summer, i}y horse-hoeing and hand-hoeiug

if necessary, is continued a-; leima-;llie leaves do not

cover the ground. 'I'hi-. Ihme\.r, i^ \Mirk for .lone

and July, when it will lie relern .1 li. ajaiii.

The varieties of Mangel Mni-zel-ii.rlih

of shape and of colour. The L.|,,l,e-.lia|i

>everal reasons, one of which is that ih'

lea.st outside iu i'ni|inrti"ii 1
i

-\lal

V he-t for

iiliir form
MllllltVOf

IVi.sl or

11^ winter
nor, there
the Long

luer grow upright,

early frosts under a
haped roots straggle

ileilis this .special advanla','.-

and Tankard ManL^el ili

and are thus sheltered a_-

canopy of foliage, while II ,— ,.- - uh-
over the surface of tlie ground, and are thus exposed in

every direction to the .sky, and the consequent frost of

a clear autumnal night. This is no mere speculation,

but was verified in the experience of many durmg
October, 1859. The Globe Bed and Orange Mangels are

therefore to be preferred to the Long Reds and Long
Yellows,'notwithstanding that the latter might have

been e\-]ientod tn yield the lavL-erprodiiee per acre. The
^\'^\ livun llie LTound, which
" MaiiL'eN, rreiii the greater

ilile-- I" II.' (liken of them, is

_.,_,^ _. Tlie (ilobe has this year,

1860-61, in our experience, pulled more easily than

others which have had long and forked roots, giving

them so much greater hold of the ground on which
they grew. There are, however, many different sorts

both of Long and of Globe Mangels, which have been

selected for seed with varying degrees of care for v.ariou9

periods of time, and so exhibit in their produce various

degrees of excellence and constancy to the type of the

best .specimens of each.

Weamnri CViJcc,?.—"When calves are intended for

ilv, Ilgreate

one wmilil e\[iee1 in II

hold Uhieh their -lllllii

in practice not obtained.

, or as early

1 be selected
e proving to
ealf are not

_ ^
< those from

cows of "tried constitution. Much patience and care is

required by the attendant to induce them to drink well

weanmg, winch is usually done lliis

as convenient in the sea'^on, lliey -

from the best and c.lde'^t en\v<. i\|ie

the farmer that a heifer's first and .^i

so strong and likely to thrive well
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without sucking it from the fingers, and preat loss'is

often occasioned by neglect, and letting them remain
to be driven by hunger to take the milk. The stomach
of a calf being very delicate, it is most easily affected by
any change, and scouring soon follows a little fasting

aggravated by the irritation and fear of losing its

mother, which often retards the gron-th of young calves

for several weeks, if it does not cost their lives. A
little patient teaching, and the observation of their

natural habits and instincts, are quite necessary in

those having the charge of young animals, which of

course need to be taught a process even of feeding when
it is unnatural to them. When they can drinic well,

one quart of best or new milk will be sufficient, added
to which they should get half a pint of good oatmeal

;

or the same quantity of Linseed has been found equally

nourishing and sufficient to keep them in good grow-
ing condition. Both the meal and Linseed may be
prepared in the same way, viz., thus, take for each calf

naif a pint of oatmeal or Linseed, mix it in a little

cold water, and then add sufficient quite boiling to

make the allowance for each calf two quarts of liquid

;

keep it in a covered vessel till required to be given.

The morning's meal should be prepared the night
before, as it should stand for some hours, and that
given at night should be made in the morning, and if

made in Large quantities it retains some heat ; a little

more boiling water may be added to give it the warmth
of new milk, one quart of which should be given with
two quarts of this liquid to each calf

THE HYDEOPULT

Miscellaneous.
Secrelaryship of Ihe MigMand Societ;/.— 'SVe under-

stand that the Directors of the Highland and Agricul-
tural Society have unanimously elected Mr. Fletcher
Norton Menzies as Secretary, in room of the late Mr.
Alexander Macdufi', who died before entering upon the
office to which he was chosen in November last.

Infant Nourishment.—'Vh.ere will be few right-
thinking persons found to deny that the milk of a
healthy mother is the very best food for her own child
during the first few months of its existence ; but con-
sidering the artificial state of society at the present
time, and the difficulty in persuading mothers—even
when they undertake the office of suckling—to observe
the conditions necessary to promote their health and
that of their infants, it really seems probable that the
physical well-being of the little ones would be better
secured if we could produce a food as nearly as possible
resembling, in its composition, the qualities of human
milk. It is well-known that cow's milk is most commonly
resorted to as a substitute for breast-milk, not only
because it is readily obtained, but for the reason that it

approaches more nearly than any other animal milk
to human milk in its constituents and their relative
proportions; but the differences that do exist are so
essential, as to render an exclusive milk diet for hand-
reared infants very inadequate to meet the require-
ments of a growing child, and insufficient in nourishing
Sower to answer the purposes of bodily development,
learing in mind the particular elements that are

deficient in cow's milk as compared with woman's
milk, it would be worth while trj'ing some experiments
in feeding the milch cow with the view of supplying
those qualities which would bring the milk up to
the standard of human milk. In the meantime,
I have every reason to rei-oiniiinid ("nfidently the
employment of a small proji.irlinn of A\' heat flour in
combination with cow's milk- a 'li^sni -spoonful of
pure flour to half a pint of milk, slij^htly sweetened
with loaf-sugar ; we obtain by this means a model food,
which would be found to answer every purpose set
forth in an elaborate prescription which has been
recently given to the public ; for by this simple and
very practicable process we add to the milk—which is

naturally rich in butter and casein—the elements which
are wanting in proper proportions, viz. ; the carbona-
ceous or heat-forming, the sugar, and the alkali ; thus
we pnnlurr a ii.iiiiiosition equivalent in its properties
to human milk. M.A. B., inthe Social Science Seview.
[The r..ll(>w[iig, from the pages of the " Veterinarian,"
relates to the s.ame subject :—" I have not particularised
the precise kind of food which it may be desirable to
substitute for, or employ in addition to, that which is

now usually given as fodder to milch cows. As an
amateur I cannot be expected to enter iuto details,
having only an instinctive appreciation of the subject
to guide me, and a common-sense view of the matter
feuerally. If I did suggest anything, it would be that
leet-root or Carrots might supply the saccharine

properties, ground com the calorifacient and the alkali

;

the.se, varied according to circumstances with bran-
mashes, grains, or hay, would seem to fulfil all the con-
ditions indicated. It appears rational to suppose that
green food. Turnips, &c., should be suspended while the
experiment is continued; and as the kind of food
proposed would come under the description of high
feeding, air, and exercise, besides all other conditions
necessary to health should be freely promoted ; for it
may be presumed that animals undergoing special
treatment, can have the advantage of these excep-
tionally favourable circumstances."]

Notices to Correspondents.
Seeds ; Cor. Your p.-ircel of seeds will be reported on next

Worms : Lumbricm temalris. A farm Is gre.ltly infested with
tbisworm. Mr. Curtis says ("Fal'm Insects," p. 514) tl2.at
a solution of salt and water will destroy it : "as will also
corrosive sublimate, but one of the easiest and most efficacious
modes of extirpating worms is to water the land with Ume-
water. It is, however, said that, while unslacked stone-
hmc is efficacious, lime of chalk h,^s no effect upon them."
(Can any of our readers do us the favour to give us his
experience on this subject, stating in what proportions per
acre (salt or lime per acre), and at what period of the year
either of the above solutions should be apphed ? We fear*'"' "" ' ugh to kill worms would also kill Grass.]

^^^}- -

An Invention for Throwing Water by Hand Power.
(Skcubed bt KoyAL Letters Fatent).

PRICE LIST.

Complete with Brass Cylindehs and £ s. d.

Japanned Stikkup . , .

.

.

.

112 6

Complete with Brass Cylindehs and
Copper Stuirup .

,

. . ,

.

.

.

2 2

THE HYDROPULT
is invaluable for use in tUo

GARDEN for

watering beds,
sprinkling PLANT.S.

drowning out insects,
cleansing trees ff.om smuts,

dressing with liquid manure,

unprincipled Mauulacturera, who aro now palming on the Publ
worthless imitatious of the Hydropult, and through the r co nac
tions aro enabled to place said devices on 6.\liibitioh, and for sale u
many of the principal Ironmongery and Seed Establishments th ough
out the city and provinces. These devices resemble m many respe ts

the Hydi-opult in appc:Lrance, and are calculated to d c
unsuspecting. The Proprietor therefore issues this Cant
respectfully mtimates that parties wishing to purchase the Ilydropult

Vose'8 Patent, manufactured only by Griffiths & Bri
Birmingham. Charles Poueroy Buttos, Proprietor. 14 anl 14

Cheapsido, Loudon." Unless this label is attached, the Ma h ne
not the Hydropult.

Frospectitscs, with Testimonials^ on application

HYDROPULT SHOW ROOM, 142 4 143, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON

IMPEPJAL SUGAR BASIN.
SECURED By ROYAL LETTERS PATENT

UbEtLL OKN\MEMAL UMUlE

that salt e

1 f ilbt t U HI thus r ut only having the lid ready

for instant use, but obviatinp the necessity of its removal trom
"

'

table. The Sugar Basin can be used for a Buttei Dish

Price, m white metal electro pUted, £2 2s

CHAKLES POMEROT BUTTON,
142 and 143, Cheapside, London, E.G.

12 Do do GERMAN STOCKf^, 2s. Gd.
12 Do. do. CAMELLIA BALSAMS, 2s. Gd.
12 Showy sorts of Hardy ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGED

r PLANTS. 5s.

of ORNAMENTAL GRASSES for
Winter Bouquets, 5s.

\. Co ^37 and 23R U gh Holborn W C

B
Just Publlslied. post free 12 Stamps

EDDiNG rr.Axrs f„r sii.mjike decoeation
_. the FLOWER G.MfDKN s^c '>rii;inal article on the nbovo

the Illustrated Plant SniijilenR'nt iif Carter's " Gardenei-s' and

Just Puljlished, post free 12 Stamps
IGra

VARIEGATED and ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGED
PLANTS for GARDEN DECORATION.—See original article

n the abcve in the Ilhistnited Plant Supplement of Carter's
Gardeners' and Farmers' Vaflp Moeum."

23T & ::i\ Ilit'li ll.ill.uni. W.C.

Just Published, post free 12 Stamps

GEOMETRICAL

237 and 23«, High Holborn n C

Just Published post free 1" Stamps

\ de Mecum."
i__ II bl Ilolb m WC
Q.OOD NE^V~CAEROf~~SEED.

The th e best orts a

WHITE BELGIAN
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GERANIUMS.—The followii

ZONALE GERANIUMS will be soi

pots, on receipt of a Post Office Order for 1

Frince of Wales
Mrs. Vernon
Adonis Hallez

J Cox, Nurseryman and Florist, Ludlow.

GERANIUMS, in 6-inch Pots, for Greenhouse Culture
or Bedding, 24 for One Guinea.—Flower of Spring, Glowworm,

Fontainebleau, Bijou, Flower of the Day, Cloth of Gold. Golden
Chain, Mia. Lennox, Lady Plymouth, Gfolden Fleece, Madame
V *ucher. Baron Hugel, Crystal Palace/rora Thumb's Master, Rose
Queen, Lady Middleton, Christiana, Tom Thumb, Spread Engle,
Sheen Kival, Mrs. IMmer, Helen Lindsay, Little David, Stella
Mosegay. Special offers to the Trade on application.

Thos. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, Middlesex, N.

/I EO. SMITH'S NEW CATALOGUE, with a splendid
VT Woodcut of NOSEGAY GERANIUM LE GRAND, which is

the finest of all Geraniums for effect, together with doscriptioua of
New Seedling Zonale Geraniums, Chieftain, Christabel, Exhibitor,
Gladiateur, Great Eastern, Sir liotert Peel, and Pink Perfection,
which for their general fine q^ualities have received First-class

Certificates from the Royal Botanic Gardens and Royal Horticultural
Gardens, South Kensington, all of which G. S. can, with the greatest
of confidence, recommend. For description see CATALOGUE,
which also contains Select Lists of Show, French, Fancy, Zouale
and Variegated Geraniums, Fuchsias, Petunias, Dalilias, Verbenas,
Chrysanthemums, Bedding Plants, &c. Now ready in exchange for

one postage stamp.
Tollmgton Nursery, Homsey Road, London, N.

J WATSON, New Zealand Nurseries, St. Alhan's. begs
• leave to offer his new BRILLIANT SUPERB GERANIUM for

Flower Garden purposes, unrivalled, at 24s, per dozen, to be sent out the
first week in May. Attached is Mr. Ronert Fish's description, who
has bad it on trial the last two seasons :— " April 12. 1860.

" The Brilliant Superb Scarlet Geranium is one of the very best for
bcdiiiDg in the Ilower garden or for fioweringm pots or boxes. It has
the fine compact habit of the old BrlUlarit. but is rather more
luxuriant in growth, bos better foliage, which is much more treely
supplied with white blotches of a clear colour, and the trusses of
flower and the individual flowers are much larger and of a richer
scarlet. 1 have no hesitation in speaking of this variety as one of the
most satisfactory that can be used, after ti-ying it for two seasons.

" R. Fisu, Putteridge Bury, Lmon, Beds."
•.• The usual allowance to the Trade.

W Scarlet Geraniums (Beaton's Race).

M. PAUL (Son and Successor to the late A. Paul),
has to offer the following new ZONALE and HYBRID

NOi^EGAY GERANIUMS, which have been selected from several
Thousand Seedlings raised from the stock of tho late Mr. Donald
Beaton. Every one now offered is believed to be in advance of or
distinct from all pre-existing kinds. Orders received now, the plants
delivered in rotation, as far as tho stock will allow, in May next.

GbODP 1,—Bf-DDINO VARICTItS.
•»* Any 12 varieties from this and the two following Groups may

the way of Lord Palmeraton, but brighter in colour and broadi
in the petals.

MONTE ROSA, dark rosy-purple, pleasing colour, large truBs, very

profuse, the flnest bedding Guiituium jou luistiu. imvu t>5. uucu.
ST. GEORGE.—Dark chestnut, shaded with blackish crimson, quit(

unique, very free and effective, an entirely new colour among

Price 3s. Gd. each.
SIR J. PAXTON.—Flowers true orange, very bright, fin© large

truss, a splendid variety for massing. i*rice 6s. each.
WOOD N^TrfPH.—Salmon pink, large and fine. Price Zs. Gd. each.

GaoDF 2.—Varieties kspeciallv recommended fob Growing m
Pots or Vases.

BKIDE.—Flowers white, with large crimson eye, of fine shape and
substance ; a first-clasa variety for pot culture. Price 3s. flrf. each.

'""^INAL.—Flowers da
'

' " "
lour and habit, thi:

sed. Price 5s. each.
CELESTIAL.—Flowers rosy lako, with fiery spot on upper petals

their centres bluish i)urple, resembling tho " Cactus spccio
sisaimus," large white eye, new in colour, and very beautiful.
Price 6s. each.

LORD CH.tVNCELLOR.—Salmon pink, white eyo, perfect shape,
very free, fine habit. Price 33. Gd. each.

POET LAUREATE.—Rosy purple, top petals orange scarlet, yellow-
ish eye, perfect shape. Price 3s. 6d. each.
4RA.— j^ lowers scarlet ""'""^" —-(r..^n.i „

very fi-ee, fine habit ; t

lovely. Price 5s. each,

Groop 3.—Misiatdke or Pompoi* Varieties.
DIAMOND.—Fine scarlet purple centre, white eye, flowers pro-

fusely, habit good, distinct. Price 3s. G.i. each.
DRYAD.—Beautifully rosy pink, fine shape and truss. Price

3s. Gd. each.
NAIAD.—Flowers pm pie, scarlet top; pleasing and distinct. Prico

3s. Gd. each.
WALTHAM LILAC—Flowers true Uloc, very profuse ; a new and

desirable colour, excellent for massing. Price 6«. each.
ZEPHYR—Flowers light purple top, petals rose colom-; stands the

rain and sun well, very dwarf and free. Price 3s, Gd. each.
Gbodp 4.—Bedding Varieties sent frou these Ncjrskries

Many of them have received First-class Certificates from the Royal
Horticultural and Royal Botanic Societies of London, and those
marked thus *•* have been awarded the highest marks of merit in
the Royal Horticultural Society's Trial Ground at Chiswick.

Now Readv, Aotumn-struck Plants.
•*" ALEXANDRA.—Magenta. Price 2s. Cd. each ; 24s. per dozen
•*• AMi' HOGG.— Bright purplishrose. Price 2s. each ; 18.».perdoz
*** BEATON'S INDIAN YELLOW.—Orange scarlet suflused with

yellow. Price Is. Gd. each ; 158. per dozen.
BLACK DWARF.—Dark crimson. Price Is. 6rf. each ; 12«.

Price 2*. each, 18«.

163. per dozen.
MRS. WILLIAM PAUL.—Delicate rose pink. Price 2s. Orf.

each, 24s. per dozen.
WALTHAM SEEDLING.—Dark
per dozen.

The above set of 10 varieties, one plant of each, 24s.
SPRING CATALOGUE, with full descriptions of theso and other

plants, free by post. The usual discount to the Trade.
Important.-All letters should be addressed William Pacl (the

Christian name in full), Waltham Cross, London, N.

New and Beautiful.
TWELVE of the REST (jEHANIUMS extant for

BEDDING arc-
Italia Unita I Variegated Little David I Glowworm
Sunset Venus Orange Nosegay
Luna Amy Hogg Fairy
Mrs, Pollock

I
Indian lollow

|
Enamel

One over for carriage. The 12, In fine plants, £1 Is.

Post Office Ordei-s on Castle Hedingham.
Wm. Dillistone, Munro Nursery. Bible Hedingham, Essex.

Choice Bedding Geraniums.
THOMAS PKSTIUDGE ciin supply strong Plants of

MRS. POLLOCK, at 12s. per dozen.
Per doz.

—

s. d.
\

Per doz.—s. d.
Cloth of Gold . . ..40 Ellen Lindsay . . ..40
Madame Vaucher .. ..4 Christiana 3
Stella 4

I Variegated, in varieties ..40
Show and Fancy Geraniums in large GO-Pots, at Ss. per dozen.

Coleus Voi-schafTeltii, 4s. per dozen.
Terms Cash,

The Greonway Nm-sery. Uxbiidge, Middlesex.

First-class Certificates.

GEO. SMITH is now sending out his magnificent
Nosegay Geranium LE GRAND, together with Zonale Gera-

niums CHIEFTAIN, SIR ROBERT PEEL, GLADIATEUR, PINK
PERFECTION, Ac, tho finest collection ever offered, and have
received 10 First-class Certificates.
G. S. is also sending out his two fine Double FUCHSIAS, and now

offers the above for tho first time. For description ste CATALOGUE
in exchange for one postage stamp.

ToUington Nursery, Homsey Road, Islington, London, N.

BEDDING PLANT S, ^BE DD IN G^^PLANTS'.
Extra-strong plants of the following now ready, well-established

GERANIUMS, in 25 or 50 varied shades, less or more. 100, £1 5s. ;

200, £i 5s. ; 600, £5.
VERBENAS. 25 finest sorts, 100, £1 ; 200, £1 17s. Gd. ; 500, £3 lOs.

100 BEDDING PLANT.Sin pots, in 20 varieties, including Dahlia.'i.

Geraniums, Verbenas, kc, for £1; 200 ditto, £1 15s.;
500 ditto, £4 4a.

CATALOGUES free. Post Office Orders payable on Castle
Hedingham.

Wm. DiLLiSTnxE, Sible Hedingham, Essex.

To the Trade.

on nnn verbenas, extra strong plants, about
^\J^ yjyjyj 3G of the leadmg varieties, at 21*. per 100. packing

Included. Strong rooted Cuttings of the above, 12a. per 100.
All orders containing a remittance will meet with prompt

attention. CATALOGUES gratis.
W. Knioht. Floral Nursei^, Hailsham, Sussex.

Verbenas, &c.
WOOD AND INGKAM ofler fine VERBENAS, by

name, In various colours, good plants, well-established in
single pots ; also HELIOTROPES, in three fine varieties, at £0s.

per 100, package included.
LOBELIA PAXTONIANA, from cuttinps, bushy plants.all in single

pots, at 16s. per 100.

Names of the Verbenas sent may be seen in W. & I's NEW
CATALOGUE, which wilt be sent on prepaid application.

Nurseries, Huntingdon.

EORGE EDWARD i-an supply good Plants, well
established, "nt r.f [,i,t^- tr.^n<> expense of carriage and package.

VERBENA PUKl I \ l.l^. : i^.r lOU ; ditto BRILLANTE DE
VAISE, \6s. v I

! oKD RAGLAN, lOs. per 100
LOBELIA SPKri.. \ ,

i ,„ r 100.

SPRING CAT.\L. '1.1 I
- -i i '\ 1 1 LIAS, GERANIUMS, andother

Bedding Plants ciiu i<o L.^.! >,:i ;4<i.<;ic:ition at his
Seed l!;3t;tlilisliiin_-iit, 1, King Street, and at the

Clarence Nurseries, York.

p^ E W VERB E N A S".

JOHN KEYNES (Eck ford).—Bright scariet, with white eye.
The most beautiful scarlet bedder in the world, and was awarded a
First-class Certificite at the Horticultural Meeting without a dis-
sentient voice ; unequalledforsmoothness, size, andcolour. Price 6«.

LADY JANE ELLIS (Eckfoud), —White, with a small green eye,
surrounded by a distant and very distinct pale rosy ring. A very
handsome variety, with large flowers and good form. See Horti-
cultural Meeting. First-class Certificates at Horticultui"al Society
and Bath. Price 5s.

MR. GLADSTONE (Eckjobd). — Dark scarlet having a large
light eye. Certificate at Horticultural Society. Price Ss.

ISA ECKFORD (Eckfohd). —Bedding, puce of the finest quality,
and most effective, filling the bed well, ana keeping its colour all the

KING CHARMING (Elrfohd).—Bright rose, with a ring
maroon and pink eye. A most beautiful variety. Price Sa.

GEORGE ECKFORD (EctroRDl—Bright crimson. Tbe King of
all Verbenas. Guaranteed by J. Keynes to be the finest quality of
Verbena in existence. Price 65.

These six Verbenas have been very carefully selected by J, Keynes
himself, having seen them growing, and he has no doubt they will prove
very first-rate, either as bedding or pot. Fine Plants ready May 1.

The set complete will be 20s. to the Trade.
Plates of theso fine Vcrben.is will bo forwarded on receipt of 14 stamps.

John Krvsts, Castle Street, SalisbuiT.

To^ the Traded 30s. per 1000.
aPECIAL OFFKK SIIU'LUS STOCK of SPRINGO and other FLuWKi; iKinls. —Delphinium formosura. White
Lace Pinks, Achilk':i miUtfoliutii rubra, A. tomentosa, Antirrhinums
fine mixed, Arabis albida. Campion Rose, Cerastium tomentosum.
Pansies from Seod-bed, Moneywort (Creeping Jenny), Double Red
Daisy, Dianthus Dunnettii (Sweet William), Digitaua, Olnothera,
Saxifraga umbrosa, Lupinus polyphyllus. Lychnis (Scarlet), Phalarls
arundlnaria picta, Pheasant-eyed Pink, Potentilla, Sea Pink (Thrift),
Sedum (sorts).

Delivered free within 10 miles, or to any London Railway Station.
Thos. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nursery, Tottonham. Middlesex. N.

CHOICE SPRING FLOWERS, ice, now ready in
.strong Plants. Por doz.—s. d.

HEPATICAS, double red and single blue 4

(,
double blue 12

VIOLETS, double, in four sorts 4*. to 6

„ single, in six sorts 3s., 4s., and fi

„ new single striped in. Gd. each 12
„ new double striped, Reine des Violottes, 2s. Gd. each 24

PRIMROSES, double, in four varieties GO
CHRISTMAS ROSE, scariet 2s. each 18

,, „ white 9
POLYANTHUS, finest laced varieties 3
PAMPAS GRASS, fine plants 40s. per 100 6
DAISIES, six new and choice kinds GO
ROCK CISTUS, in 20 fine kinds 6
OLD CRIMSON CHINA ROSE 9
AURICULAS, finest Alpines ..6

„ Pern n' 3 red 3
ROCKETS, double white and yellow 6
LAVENDER, fine plants 3
CLOVES, old crimson and others 33. to 6
PINKS, fine named sorts 4
SWEET WILLIAM, Auricula-eyed, &c So
WALLFLOWER, double yellow and dark 4

Also the following In Stock Plants :—
FUCUSLtVS, new, ofl865 6
VERBENAS, new, of 1865 4
GERANIUMS, new, of 18G6 0». to 13
PETUNIAS, new, of 1866 6
CHRYSANTHEMUMS 6
TROPvEOLUMS and LOBELIAS, new 6
ANTIRRHINUMS and PENTSTEMONS, new 6
PHLOX, new .. . ..9
CINERARIAS, new 12
100 CHOICE HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS, in 60 fine named

varieties, for 25a.

ROSES.
24 FinestSTANDARD and DWARF ROSES, 24 distinct varieties, 21s.
24 ditto ditto on their own roots. In pots, 21s,

ASPARAGUS, I, 2, and 3 years, fine.

CATALOGUES free on application ; also, TRADE CATALOGUE
of NURSERY STOCK.

Post-oflace Orders on Castle Hedingham.
Wm, Dillistone, Munro Nursery, Sible Hedingham, Essex.

Pelargonium Mrs. Pollock.
ALFRED FRYER oiUr,-,h.;ilihv u.-ll-Krown Plants of

this beautiful Bedding PKLAKGONIUM .at 12.';., 153 and 185
per dozen for cash. Ail the plants are well established in 60-potii
and were struck in open borders last autumn.

Remittances requested from unknown correspondents.
Address, Alfked Fbter, Nurseries, Chattens, Cambridgeshire,

pHOICE VARIEGATED PELARGONIUMS".
Mrs. Pollock

I

Golden Vase I Rainbow
Sunset Snowflake Burning Bush
Yellow Belt Picturata Princess Alexandra
Golden Tom Thumb | Argus

| Fontainebleau
The above 12 choice varieties, [niltablo for exhibition, for 2\t.,

basket and packing included.
Address, Alfred P'rvkb, Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.

Remittances required from unknown correspondents.

/•CARNATIONS and PICOTEES for the MILLION.—
v^ 20,0flO Carnations and Ficotees at 60s. and 70a. per luo pairs.
Also a choice selection of Florists' Flowers and Qreennouse Plants
constantly on hand.
Orders punctually attended to and respectfully solicited by Jons

J. Haslaii. son-in-law to tho late Mr. Juhn llolland, liradshaw
Gardens, Cliadderton, Manchester.

Select Catalogues of Seeds and Plants.
ROBERT PARKER be?3 to announce tliat his NEW

PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, containing
Select Lists of the best varieties of Vegetable, Agricultural, and
Flower Seeds, New and Rare Plants, &c., are now published, and will
be forwarded to apphcants. All Seeds are warranted to be of the
finest possible quality. Intending purchasers are requested to com-
pare the prices with those of other nouses.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, .Smrey, S.

Choice nower Seeds post free.

BS. WILLIAMS has much pleasure in submitting
. the following LIST of SEEDS, all of which are specially

recommended for their beauty and superior qtmlities. For other
Specialities and Novelties see Oardeners' Chronicle, March 3; and
for mil description, NEW SEED CATALOGUE, post free on
application. per packet.—s. d.
PRIMULA (Williams's superb strain), red, white, or mixed

seed 2s. OA, 3s. M., 5
CINERARIA (Weatherill's extra choice strain) .. 3». 6<i., 6
CALCEOLARIA (James' strain) 3 6
CYCLAMEN PERSICCM, the produce of the finest collection

in the country Is., 2 6
ASTER VICTORIA, the most elegant Aster in cultivation ..10

TRUFFAUT'S PERFECTION, Victoria Red.. ..0 6
WHITE CHRYSANTHEMUM-FLOWERING ..0 6

STOCK. BROMPTON SCARLET, very fine 10
„ PURPLE QUEEN, very double, beautiful colour ..0 6

BALSAM. CAMELLIA-FLOWERED 10
CARN.VnON and PICOTEE, saved from selected plants ..10
MATTHIOLA BICORNIS, an evening scented Stock of un.

rivalled fragrance 10
NASTURTIUM KINO THEODORE, new Intense black ..10
UXALIS CORNICUL.ITA RUBRA, dark-leaved ribbon

border plant 10
PALAFOXIA HOOKERIANA, new 10
PANSY, from a fine collection 10
SILENE PENDOLA RUBERRIMA, very beautiTul .. .. 1 u
SWEET PEA, the New Invincible Scarlet 10
PECTIS ANOUSTIFOLIA, bright yellow flowers, with citron-

like fVagrance 10
LOBELIA SNOWFLAKE 2
CEDRONELLA CANA, very pretty 16
GYNERIUM ARGENTEUM, Pampas Grass 6
ANTIRRHINUM MAJUS, Tom Thumb Crimson .. ..10

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS, cairiago free.

Complete Collections to suit Gardens of various sizes, 10s, 6d., 2l8^,
42s., 63s., 84s. each. For quantities see CATALOGUE.

Victoria and Paradise Nm'serlos, Holloway, London, N.

OHN KEYNES' NEW DAHLIAS,
IfW. Qd. each. A liberal allowance if the set is taken,

6;. MARgUIS of WINCHESTER (KerNEs).—Bnght crimson ; tho
flower of the season.
First-class Certificates.:—Royal Horticultural Society; Devizes,

Trowbridge, Crystal Palace, Rath, Salisbuiy, Dorset Horticul-
tural Society, Wmchester.

68. LOTTY ATKINS (Keynes).—Blush, tipped lilac; most chaste
flower, always goo<L must be much cut out.

First-class Certificates :—Royal Horticultural Society ; Trow-
bridge (money prize, as the best in the Show), Salisbury, Dorset
Horticultural Society, Shepton Mallet, Crj-stal Palace, Rath,
Winchester, firighton.

GO. JOHN DOWNIE (Kevmes).—Yellow, tipped red ; beautifvil form,
very first-class flower, always good.
Certificates :—Royal Horticultm*aI ; Salishm-y, Trowbridge,

Rrighton, North Wilts, Dorset Horticultural Society.

71. ANNIE AUSTIN (Keynes).—Bright light amber, beautiflil
form, must be well cut out, most constant, and very first-class.

First-class Certificates :—Crystal Palace, Salisbury, Shepton
Mallet, North Wilts Horticultural Society, Trowbridge, Doraet
Horticultural Society.

72. GEORGE WHITE (Ketnzs).—Large doep purple; most desir-
able colour, always good.

Certificates:—Trowbridge, DevLzee, Dorset Horticultural
Society,

73. HELEN POTTER (Kfvnes).— Blush white, deeper shade of
colour to Miss Henshaw, which it much resembles in shape and
growth, but quite distinct, very large, very full, constant.

Certificates;—Brighton, North Wilts, Dorset Horticultural
Society, Trowbridge.

74. MRS. SAVORY (Church).—This is the flower that was so much
admired at the Crystal Palaco, where It had a First-cla-fs Certi-
ficate by acclamation. It is a laced flower, like Bird of Passage,
larger, and rather deeply pencilled with purple lilac, grand
flower.

75. GLADIATOR (CnuRCH).—White, very deeply laced, like a
Picotee, with deep pink. This is a most striking flower, and
surpasses all m its class, exquisite.

IThese two flowers of Church's are unapproachable in their colour.

VO. ULTIMATUM (Keyneb).—BluaU, tipped rosy cnmson. Tho
form of this flower it is impossible to improve ; it must be much
cut out, or will bo small, a beautiftil flower.

First-clasa Certificates :—Royal Horticultural Society

;

Brighton.

77. LADY MARY WILDE (EcRroRD).—White, with purple rose
tips, a very useful flower, not to be cut out.

Certificates :—Royal Horticultural Society ; Bath.

78. JAMES BACKHOUSE (Goodwin).—Very deep plum or mul-
berry, the finest show flower of the season. Shown in J. Keynes,
Stand at the Crystal Palace. Magnificent.

79. LADY of the LAKE (Goodwin).—Blush, edged purple, lai(iO

fine show flower, always to be had.
These two flowers co'uld not bo shown much, only one Plant,

to Drove them, being grown by J. Keynes.

138. top" SAWYER (Ketnes).—White, striped and mottled purple,
very full centre, well up.

139. JOHN BUNN (Keynes).-Yellow striped crimson, one of the
flnest flowers of the season, full, constant, and good.

Certificates :—Royal Horticultural; Bath, iSalisbury, Win-
chester, Dorset Horticultural Society.

140. FRANK TIFFIN (Kevnes).—Yellow, heavily striped red; a
beautifiil fancy, chaste and striking.

Certificates :—Horticultural Society ; Shepton Mallet, Trow-
bridge, Dorset Horticultural Society.

111. CHANG (Keynes).-Yellow, striped and mottled scarlet, a most
extraordinary flower; if cut out it will produce enormous slza
flowers of tbe most perfect shape ; if let alone it will give
beautiAil show flowers flt for any .stand.

Certificates-.—Crystal Palace, Bath, Brighton, Winchester,
North Wilts Horticultural Society.

142. PRESIDENT LINCOLN (KErNEs).- Bufl', striped red and
orange, very fine fancy, much admired.

First-class Certificate :—Brighton.
143. JEANIE DEANS (Keynes).—Orange, striped purple, very con.

stant, largo deep show flower.
Flrat-class Certificates :—Bath, Shepton Mallet, Dorset

Hortioultui-al Society.

CATALOGUES now ready.

Salisbury April 28.
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pHEAP and BEATJTIPUL FLOWEK SEEDS.

loi) packctaof the bestandmostehowy Hardy, Jlalf-liardy, and Tender
Annunla, ids.

sn ditto, Ids.
I

26 ditto, Hardy Annuals, 63.

2o ditto, i>i. 12 ditto, ditto, is. Oct.

DESCRIPTIVE OATALOGUE on spplioation.

RiciiAHD Smith, Seed Mercliant, W
To Nurserymen and Others.

.

CEDRUS DEODARA SEED.—A quantity of thie

expected daily by Overland Route of new and genuine growing

quality seed, at 46«. per lb.

Allesteh & Co. , Glasgow. ^

Tropseolum Prince of Wales. .

J A Ar V. S K I
')'

1.. V. Y hr-y< iinw to offer his New
'I'l;. ir 1 Ml ,1 \] II: 1 Si

I

.
I w \ I i:s The colour Is a veiy

t)].i.l,[ ,, I I \ iVeo bloomer, the flower

gtriViHi I liillliant masa of scarlet.

See („ , , , <
'

: .1
: , 1 . 1 , piige C36. Strong Plants,

TlieNu shall.

Spring Planting
PETER LAWSON and SUN aro prepared to exeeuto

._j p J .i^»i.s>. ^r VTTTmJTRV KTnPir enifnlilo forJL orders for every description of NURSERY BTOCK suitable for

FOREST and ORNAMENTAL PLANTATIONH.
CORSICAN PiNE(riniis Laricio), Seedlings and Transplanted ; a

large stock of well-gi-own plants at moderatejinces.
Special oEfe "*" 1 made for largo quantities of the leading Oma-

ildinbuigh and London.

Choice Seeds from Perfect Specimens.
rrillfni \s wild, Ipswich, confidently recommend

MIILA SEED of world-wide celebrity, 2*\ 6d.

ilio finest strain in cultivation.
Tion Melon, Hollyhock, Pansy, Polyanthus,
packet, saved from growers who spare no

Tree and Shrub Seeds.
CHAREWOttD AND CUJlilliNS iuivo

SEEDS "t ",. i. I. ; ,
- .M .

!Mi,ti..,,

Libani. and !'.
1 ,

i "i . . 1
.

jpicea balsaij I
'-

:
I . .

i

.

" 'i

flesilis and I..11 ii . 1 ;.!, s

Wellingtonia, t;iui),(.:i. .\ii.u,(uH ,! li,,Iu:. -.
,

,

Magnolias, 4 varieties ; P "- - - - - >
-
-

nut); Portugal Laurel;

V on Sale,
IruB Deodara,
iiiacrocarpa

;

mica ; Pinua
uccidentalis

;

Ilia latifulia
;

Platanua oricutalisi Oako, 7

, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden,

w Primula, Calceolaria, &c.
\l. CUTBUSK ANp SUN are ii<*w eondinp: out
SEED of their superb PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA,

Correspondents, says :

richly coloured.

cket '23. lid. and 3^. Od. cnoh.

, from finest named vanotios
Highgate Nurseries, Load

n{ the 23d of January, says thatt-
1 I liincse Primulas we have yet socii

<)^\\ & Son."
>kl. and 5s. Gd. each.

i tho finest herbacBom v,%rlety

Per paoket 34. Gd. 1

MRS. NICHOLSON, Egglesclirte/yann, Yorkshire,
has great pleasure in sending out thi

"
' " '

raised by her late husband, who_dovotod
t sending out these very fine 1

Gardeners' Chronicle of July 26, 18G3, from
Strawberries."
ALICE NICHOLSON.—"Pruit conicil, flesh yellowish, solid and

rich Pine and Hautbois
i quite hardy. 25 Plants.

berry will find it

_ ^ .. 3,60*-.

__ . "Outof tho large number'whioh'should be introduced,!
one Mr. Ewbank, tbo Superintendent of the Gai*dens, hast nainei

Plover, a mociiuni-sieed fruit, of a rich scarlet colour, with i

THE EOUTTN MANURE (aa suppUed to the Royal
Farms, Windsor), is the best and cheapest for Agricultm-al,

Kitchen Garden, and Flower Seeds. It ia a liquid in which the soea
is steeped, is purely chemical, and has no offensive smell. The
Bontin Manure is patronised by three Qoveruments, and highly
esteemed throughout Euroi>e for its extraordinary fructifying quali-

ties. For Watering Lawns, Plants, 4c., it is particularly advan-
tageous when used in the proportions of one paix of the Manmo to

49 parts of water. Directions for use, testimonials, &c., post free.

HalfPmts, Is. Gd. j Pints, 2s. Gd. ; Quarts, 4s. 9d., bottles included.

The Boutin Manure Company (Limited), 117 & 119, Leadenhall
Street, E.C.

WES' A

LA\\ i'ATI- .'T

i I AT K

f R E S .

i for the present
: do'livory at his Factories, at the

£ 8. d.

a
LjV\\ I - -l|'i:i:l imsrHATE of LIME from BURNT
BdNK MiMINi-;RAL PHOSPHATES 6 & u

LAWK^^ WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
MANURES 8

CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE. . ..12
Theso Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes. or through the

appointed Agents in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices
varying according to coat of carriage.
Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from the Importers. Nitrate Of

Soda, S^dphato of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.

E.C. ; and 22, Eden Quay, Dublin.

THE PATENT NITRO- PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY, Limited, Manufacturers of

ODAMS'S PATENT BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME and DISSOLVED

BONES.
Chief Offices—109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C. Western

Counties Bnmch : Queen Street, Exeter. Irish Branch : 40, West-
moreland Street, Dublin. x>irectors.

Chairman—JoES Clayden, Llttlebury, Essex,
Dcputy-Cliairman—Jonw Collins, Argyle House, Holloway.

Edward Bell, 48, Marine Parade, Brighton.
Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot. Herts.
Thomas Knight, Edmonton, Middlesex.
Robert Leeds, West Lexham, Norfolk.
George Savile, Ingthorpe, near Stamford
Samuel Jonas, Chriahall Grange, Essex.
Charles Dorraan, 23, Essex Street, Strand.
Thomas Webb, Hildersham, Cambridgeshire.
Jonas Webb, Melton Robs, Lincolnshire.

Jilanaffin^ I>h-ector—3 A^Es Odams.
Bankers—Messrs. Bametts Hoares & Co., Lombard Street

SoUcUurs—iHtissis. Kingsford & Dr.rman, 23, Essex Street. Strand
Auditor—J. Carter Jonas, Cambridge.

Secretary—C. T. Macaham.
This Company was originally formed by, and Is under the Direction

of Agriculturists, circumstances that have justly earned for It another
Title, viz. :_<'THB TENANT FARMERS' MANURE COMPANY.''

Its Members are Cultlvutora of upwards of 60,000 Acres of Land,
which has boon for years tmder management with Manures of thoii-

own Manufacture. The Consumer, therefore, haa the best Guarantee
for the genuineneas and efficacy of the Manures manufactured by
this Company.
A Prospectus will be forwai-dod on appllcntlon to the Secretary, or

may be had of the local Agents. C. T. Macadah, SecreUiiy.

Chief Offices, 109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

rjPH LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(ESTADLISMKD ISIO),

Have now ready for delivery in dry fine condition,

Offices, 116, Fenchuroh Btreat, E.G.

COCOA-NUT REFUSE
delivered within 2\ mUes

of Charing Cross, at 23. per bag.

For particulars, and how to
I long Advertisament ir

t' Clironick
"'

903; or aj

Cocoa Fiaa:
Kidgston-upon-Thamea.

Pontage Stamps or Post-office
Orders payable to J. Bahsuau

pAl
£7 a Ton free to Rail or Boat In Liverpool.
£7 iGs. delivered to Rail In Bristol.

£7 12tf. delivered to Rail in London.
In Bags containing 2 cwt. each, branded

"This valuable Meal, containing above 20 per cant, of
fatty matter, is recommended as an economical food to mfx with
home-grown produce." ISeo Dr. Voelcker, R. A. S. E. Journal,
Vol. I.. 2d Series, page 176).

For fUithor par-'—'
their Agents, Mes
For fUithor paruculara and Analysis apply to Messrs. Sutra,

London Agency; 100, Leadenhall Street, E.C.

R~bLL TOBACCO CLOTH.—The cheapest find best
article for .Smoking Greenhouses and destroying tho Fly ; equal

to Tobacco in strength, Is. 4(!. per lb. ; over Ht lb., Is. Id.

Joseph B.vkeh. 10, Gough Square. Fleet Street, E.C.
Post Office Orders payable Fleet Street.

Plagues of the Garden.
Simple akd Safe Remedv.—By using the

APHIS WASH, these Pests of the Garden, together
with Scale, Caterpillai^, Slugs, Earwigs, kc, are Immediately

s? I did others, in U. bottles, and 2s. Cd. a gallon,

\\i, , I. . .._' 1 Ly Soap Works, Milton Street Loudon, E.C.

By Royal Letters Patent.

TOBACCO TISSUE for DESTROYING RED SPIDER,
MEALY BUG, THIIIP, and other INSECTS.

Manufactured from Tobacco rolled into Sheete, which will consumo
without the assistance of blowing, and will not injure tho most
tender plants. It will be found more economical and very superior

to the article generally used.

Sold in 1-lb. packages and upwards, price 3». Cd. per lb., by
Messrs. Robetits & Sons, Tobacco Manufacturers, 64, St. John
Street, Olcrkenwell, London ; and by all Seedsman and Nurserymen.

ISIIURST COM-
VT POUND, whether used
against Insects and Mildew, on
Growing Plants, or as Winter

foliage. A strength of Stom
2 oz. to the gallon of water
recommended for growmg

Luts ; one from 4 to IG oz. for

3tr., and lUfi. Gd. each.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT

-, and Bgood bearer." 2Splants,l

ni'ttance must accompany each order.

Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.

W
iiUc do Santenay, which It resembles in most respects,
' ' • ct in colour. Price &*. each.

Paul).—Flowers crimson, with black
Growth robust, foliage splendid.

cultural Society.

and f\ill.

t;lish Roses yet raised. Price Ta.^Cd.'

Paul).—Flowers clear dark bright

ball. Certificate from tho Royal Horti-
Price 6«,

LADY SUFFIELD, H.P. (Wm. Padl).—Flowers ptui^llsh crimson,
colour iinifomi tliroughout, the purple tint predominating ; large,
lull, and of fine form. Price As.

Tho following, which aro already out, can be supplied in strong
healthy plants :—
ELIZABETH VIQNERON (Wm. pADL).-Flowers rosy pink, very

largo and full, cupped in the way of L.-alia, but fuller, fresher
and brighter in colour j

'
constitution hardy, giowth vigorous;

blooms continuously ; one of the best of last year's novelties
Price 3s. (id.

MADAME EMILE BOY'AU (Wu. Paul).—Flowers soft rosy flesh-
colour, changing to blush, sufficiently large, perfect in foi-m,
constitution nardy, growtn moderate j very constant, distinct,
and good. Price 3s. Gd.

PRINCE na JOINVILLE (Wm. Pacl).—A fine large showy Rose,
something in tho way of, but of a lighter colour, than Pnncosa
of Wales ; TigorouG and hardv. Price 28. Cd.

PRINCESS LICHTENSTEIN (Wm. Padl).—Flowers white, globul.-ir,
l^arge and ftill, perfect in formjn their young state, a good hardy

there can be not tho slightest doubt."—F/wm Report by tlu Baroh Jdstus vow Libbio.

PHOSPHO GUANO.
The Prices, including cost of Bags, Caniage Free at any Railway

Station or Shipping Port in the Kingdom, are as follow ;
—

Foi' 10 tons and upwards ... £12 per ton.

For 5 tons up to 10 tong ... 12 5 ,, ,,

For smaller quantities ... 12 10 ,, ,,

7t'n Shillings 2^P'>* ^"'^ discount /o7- Cash n-ithin a mont/i.

To prevent fraud, all Bags are branded vdih tho PHOSPHO
QUANO COMPANY'S Trade Mark, as well as that of the Con-
ti'actors, copies of which appear at tho head of this Advertisement.

Report by Dr. Voelokbr of a Visit of Inspection to the Phospho Guajio Stor{^s at Seacomhe, BirJcenkeadj and
of Analyses of Samples taken from the Stores on the dth of February j 1866,

In compliance with Messrs. Peter Lawsosfc Son's request, I

Rffaln th's year paid a visit of inspcctl

Stores at Seacombe, Birkenhead, .and

following samples from the bulk :—

1. A sample from a bulk of about 1(k>0 tons, Btored in Shed No. 1.

2. A portion from a heap ol about 4000 tons, in Shed No. 3,

3. A sample from about 5000 tons, stored in Shed No. 4.

4. A sample taken from the top of a heap of about 7000 toni In

bulb of about
'

barrels ready
8. A sample from i

which Phosi'l

"Two of the suiii

analyses ; in the othi i

nd I took a sample from the

IS, lying in tho docks in

i careful and
the £

>lete

:, of Holul)lo

Rose, flowering'JibuDdantly. Pi-ice

GLORY OF WALTHAM (Wm. Paul).—FIl ,_fn.j Ti L_.
B double : growth ofextraordinary vigour'

1 the way
of Red Rov^,, ^^v iov..cuv.u»..t .

one of th3 best of climbing or pillar Roses. Price 36. Gd.

Novelties, 33. Od. each; tho older binds.

H_ New Cucumber.
UME'S IMPROVED RIDGE. —This is a cross
between "Henderson's Al'-Ridgo, and "Lord Kenyon'a

WawerP. Hi

iiioty. It is vorj- proUflo,
"".cket of 6 Seeds. 1*.

, Exotic Nurseiy, Gloucester.

PEAT, of superior quality, for Orehids, American
Plants, and general Potting purposes, for Sale, loaded at Fam-

ingbam Pond Station, on tho London, Chatham, and Dover Railway
Apply to Mr. Taos. Jessdp, Woodsman, i"ranka, Farningham Kent

iiieao results of the eight

;

of Soluble I'liOsph;itea, and 4.07 of luBoUlble,

while the Ammonia averaged 3.77 per cent.

" I was conducted over the whole range of the extensive buildings,

and left at liberty to select as many

1 which I found the whole bulk ready for delivery hi

for 1866, whilst fully as rich In intrinsically valuable fertilia

stituents, is
.--.--.--< ,- .. - , .

.,

agitation.
" Much practical inconvenience is frequently experienced In the

''—'"*'•-• —nures rich in Boluhle Phosphate of Lime, inasmuch
although dry and in a good condition when they

lumpy during their transport,
without gai

preparatioB

without losing its fine and dty powdery condition.

ittrely

and tbo Phoepho Gi

be subjected to any reasonable amount of pressure,

This t

improved plan of

frequently expressed an opinion of tho intrinsic
fertUiaiig value of Phospho Guano, 1 need not repeat former state-

the present occasion ; but I may be permitted prominently

meolianical condition has been greatly improved.

' 11, SaJisbury Squ

Society of England."

0, London, E.G., Feb. 24, 1806."

There are authorized Agents appointed for the Sale of PHOSPHO GUANO in all the Principal Towns and

Villages in the United Kingdom; hut >vhcre any dithcuity exists in procuring supplies, Orders may be sent direct to

PETER LAWSON and SON, GEORGE IV. BRIDGE, EDINBURGH ; or,

28, KING STREET, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.G.

Peter Lawson & Sow, Contractors.

0^ T?te aiicnfim of Fanners is partictdarty directed to the fact that PHOSPHO GUANO is the only Manure
the qualiiy of ichich is vouched for by Chemists of high standing, who have themselves visited the l/ulka and drawn
their own samplesfor analysis.
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To the Trade.—Russian Bast for Tying.

^TUART AND MlilN Ih- to imiiiiuto tho arrivnl of n
"

iiportation cif RU.S.S1AN liA.ST of tlio best quality.

Price 45.';. per cwt. Samples may be liml on application.
S^

S'
MITH, BECK, AND BECK'S GREENHOUSE
nOTBED THERMOMETERS.—Theao Instnimenta are ol

Yory best construction, and^at^niofieratoj^ricr-
31. Cornhill, E.G.

s
Universal Microscope. Price £6 53.

MITH, BECK, AND BECK,
31. CornhUI, E.G. ; lato C, Golcman Street.

*,• Catalogues sent on receipt of postage staiupa.

great
K espe-

ittl

further laboi

GARDEN BORDER EDGING TILES, in

variety of patterns and material, the plainer sorts bei
- cially suited for KITCHEN GARDENS,

harbour no Slugs and Insects, take up^ littl

room, and once put down incur " ^<- --•<->

and expense, as do "grown"
quently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS *o , In

Artificial Stone, of great durabOity, and in great

variety of design.

F. 4 G. RosHER, Manufacturers Upper
,, ,

Ground Street, Blackfriars, S. ; Oueen 3 Roftd

West, Chelsea, S.W. ; Kinfisland Road, Kinigland, N

OTlNA^ilENTAL PAVING TILES for Con<:ervitones

Halls, Corridors, Balconies, ic, as cheap and durable as Stone

In blue, red, and buff colours, and capable of forming a variety of

*l«siRn3. __ .„„„„ ,. - ,. J J ,„— .^»,™,<, -^
a enriched designs that

To be obtained of F. & G. Rosher. at their Premises as above.

SILVER SAND (REIGATE, best Quality), at the above
addresses—14s. per Ton, or Is. 3d. per Bushel ; 2s. per Ton extra

for delivery within three miles, and to any London R*Uway or Wharf
Quantities of 4 Tons, l.t. per Ton less.

FLINTS, BRICK BURRS or CLINKERS, for Rockerlea or

Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask forQAYNOK AND (.'(MUCK'S WAUitANTED PRIZEO FRtTNINa and
hem. Observe the m
Varhanted. without which l „ „

?:„*..*^L ^^S^^} having to caution Gardeners and others, but b

I consequence of an imitation, of i

wardaof 125 years.

the cheapest and most f

Crops off stiff land, and of niiiini,.
i Mnnure "either

with or without a frost. It also .sup.- .i. r ,, :, :uu\ Ban'ows for
earth moviiiK. at an Jnimmse savmg r,f expense, espcciaHy where the
riir,o ..ro ir„.,. Tf ,c ajso cheaper than Carting for similar purposes"'*" 1

ij^qj j^jjjJ voxatioxis delays froniling injiury to roads

particulars and Price List appl;
Kaiiway Works,

\'::' S, FOUNTAIN BASINS, FLUWER-
i;RA COTTA and FINE STONE WARE,
liv John N, Blashfif.ld, Stamford, Lincoln-

I irnwings and Prices will receive

A Large Assortment of
FOUNTAINS, VASKS. JARDINETTES,

BALUSTRADES, OARHKN KUClNOS, &c.. of elegant
designs, in RANSOMES' PATEN'l' SToN I'., to be sold at Ipswich, '

.ondon. '

durable.
Orders received at the Office of the Patent Concroto Stone

Company, Limited, 2, Queen Street Place, Southwark Bridge,
or at the Stone Works, Ipswich. Also
RANSOMES' PATENT SCYTHE STONES, at 2s. Gd. per dozen.
RANSOMES' PATENT STONE FlI-TERS, from 10«. each.

i:^
HILL AND SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VARNISH

for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. Thla Varnish js an

s.«sSiS:;^sr^fer^^lS;3KS;

Sale OF Stove, On
Stratford, Essex.

ESSRS. PROTlli;];!)!.;M^^^

mcUulng Anicctochilii-
Tillandsia, Billbergia, !
Callas, five large Speci
[I..ya cai-uosa, &c. ; Gi
plants Inr bedding; wi
I'lpniK, rapital Conical Boiler, bliite

I used In the
roundfl , „ ..„, .— „ _ „.„.
hundreda of the nobility and pentrv, from whom the most flattering
testlmoniala have been received, which Hill & Ssiira will forward on
application.

•From thf Iltght Hon. Lord Greekock. IToorf End, TJiirsk.
_" Lord Greenock has seen the Patent Black Varnish made by

applied with succosa, and has heard it highly

ny Station in the kinedom.

LONG'S
LON.:

LONG'S "MAi:i.
\V(

Wholesale—S. .

i by the FLY.

M-and, W.C.

3 earnestly advised to

M

Fig ^"3

CON\OLVULnS
WIRE BASKET
w th BALL

101ns.,10it.cd.,12ma.,
lU. I 17jl.(a.;14ii .

Connectlne Screws to all the above Jets, 1«. Qd. extra.
IBmnch Pipe for raising up Jets 1 foot high, Ss. 6ii.

A Tap is required to be fixed in the Pipe to regulate the f

ofWatertoFc '
*

J. TiLon & i

London. K.C.

AKricultural County in Enghaiid. F
& Co., 28, Comhlll, London, E.C. ; and St(

rtJBHC NOTICE.-Owners of .Stock
protect thoir .Stock, by the

CDOTJOALL'S PATENT DISINFECTING"""""''"
ended in both Reports of the Iloyal

ick Cattle to prevent
- JINFEi

CAKBOLIC ACl D at lowest prices,
r T^. "nufacturinc and Agricultlmil Chemist."'-— "'^ ' 1 Bridge, E.G.

ileal Boiler, slate Tank, Fountain liand T k.l,t.
^OardenPots,Vases,aAds,iHdi7eVec™ ^''"

li." 'be tod'at"tho's^»?''ltS',"
.?"''' .'^.''"i^e »f Sillo. Catalogues

ti,„ V,„tin„..,^ ^ ir''f"'"°'? • "' ""= Eiigle, Snaresbrook
; and..I tlie Auotloueera and Valuers, Amei-iean Nurseries, Leytonstone

Stoke Newington.
L«n«OE '^;;«,;«'^-^J5ar.r J^'^»^J^;^AV^or ,noe, 60,000

M^tfsli.L'^?'^?,^?!;'/^^™
^lOKRIS are instructed

Nu^soi-y adSne5faclfni?l m,^'. ? .,"','' ^^'"'!'<"'. Shacklewell

ShaeKlJ;,°e1i,°'„T!lSNDr^. "flTi "^^ nZ'li'o'a^iZ" '"^'-

400U Fuchsias, 1000 Perilla Woo \i,m, ',

ii ,1 nf'.o .
''™'^'

named Dahhas, 800 Trop.T;olurKl, ". ;.;; ("^Y.i.^H^lwr^^
'^™

several ranges of Pits, a quantity ol l-iniH U..t wii
ojipital Boilers, Bricks, Paving, and numerous othoi 1

M.ay be viewed the Saturday
and of the AuctToneen

Piping, two

m.ay be had on the PreniiW; and oft"lSSf..°l?5i^:-?.'?'r-«"«»
Nurseries. Leytonstone, Essex, N.E.

Choice Orchids.

M^h./'r^- STEVExNS begs to amounce that he h

r the Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

, ..-T,^®?***"^
Plants, Carnations, Piootees, &c

MVg*';.''''-^''^^ -"^'"' '' ^"""^. at

SATURDAY. \l
, ,

'

' ;',
' «"

AZALEAS mi,,, , ,

,
,,,.,,,,"',' -^^

PINKS, PICiiTKi'-, ,,„i I \r\ V I ^, , i'' 'w ,.* K?'"
Pollock and other goi.d varieties"-" 'htovo "md' rr,.,,t ."-i"'' t

Kr''ptnt';'*^!fr '»"" --"
'
«- Dahliit"o'S: Re'c^^nd

On view Morning of S.ale, and Catalogues had.

TO BE LET, with Immediato rosscssion, a loree
FLORIST BUSINESS, the Lease and Stock at a valuation or

otherwise.
James Over, Mitcham Common, Surrey, S.

T
To' Nurserymen and Florists.

BE LET, NINE GREENHOUSES and PITS,
Thous.and8 of Plants. Cottage, Long Lease, Rent moderate—

a

capital opportunity—easUy managed—family arrangements compel
lettiiig. ^

^Apply to^A._B_^^ikhcst^Nun>cry,^lchoster Road, Nottin/, IIi 1

'PO FLORISTS.—A very advanlageoua place fof tli
J- Exhibition and Sale of Flowers and Bouquets TO be LI I

Shaftesbury Park Estate, Eichmoud, SurreyTo TniDEB Dealers, Builoers, Gauoeners, ako Oiu.r,
MESSRS. W. G. AND H. TATLOK are favoured' with

msti-uctions from the owner to SELL on the Prpoii.p. ™TUESDAY, May Ist, at 12 for 1 o°ClMk preciselv 8 moTi o")-FUEEHOLD BUILDINO LAND, *th tonfagefti^'the k"w andShartesbury Roads. Also, without reserve, in Lots the whoj,, of ihnva uable Timber. Shnibs. 4c growing on the above EstaTe, to-„the?With the excellent Bmlding Materials of the extensive Coaeh-houses

I'Sl^'ot^^ZTolSir-"'"' "° ""• """^ ''''''" -"'"-""""S
Particulars and conditions may be obtained of the various Inns in

of the Auctioneers, George Street,
the neighbourhood

;

Richmond, S.

AGRICULTURAL HALL, during the 8

For terms apply p
Street, Islington,

^*^

t days of the liuli

of the Hall, Barfurd

TTo Market Gardeners and Others.
BE DISPOSED OF, the STABLE K.VNURE, &c.,

,_„ ,o( a largo EBtabllshment in London, emplayioK on an avoraueplaying

will apply by letter to

N OKTH BRITISH KUBBER COMJ
(LiMrrED),

GARDEN HOSE and FITTIMOS.

London Warehouse ; 60, Cannon Street West, E.G.

Manchester WarelioiiN..' : R. Spring Gardens.

\rin,i"rTHE IMI'RUVEU ]

for MACHINERY 31. „,„ „,,.„ „„^,„,
and coat loss than other km,

1

1 .SPECIAL STRAPt
for PORTABLE ENGIN l-> 1,,, ,,, , liy post.

Terner's PatoiiL M,i..p ..i,.i 11, .^u Llompftny.

Manufactorj' : Armit Works, Grcenlield. near Manchester.
Warehouse j 81, Mark Lane, LoodoD, E.G.

Mr. H. FERnADEE, Agent.

Important Reduction in the Prices of Portable
Engines for 1866.

CLAYTON, SHIITTLEWURTH and CO., Exoineees,
Manufacturers of Portable and Fixed Steam Engines , Machinery

for Pumping, Hoisting, Grinding, Sawing, &c. ; Engines for Steam
Cultivation, Self-moving Engines for Common Roads and Agricultural
Ptirposes generally.
Stamp End Works, Lincoln ; and 78, Lombard Street, London

;

also at Li iwengasse No. 44, Landstrasso, Vienna ; and Gegenuber
dem Bahnhof, Pesth.|

Desoriptive, IlluBtrated, and Priced Catalogues Free per Post."•"" -equlred The best Steam Threshing

To Farmers and Others.
Newtom Pina, Newtok-in-tue-Wm.i.ows, hear Liverpool and

WAnRINl.TOH.
rnnn EXECHTOES of the late James -Wilson are
-f-^

interested in this I^-operty imder a Lease which expires on the
2d February, 1608. There is in hand about 200 Statute Acres
viz., 106 in Oroae and 35 under plough ; other parts of the holding ure
let off. The entire rent payable is £402 10s. per annum, but that is
reduced by £406 for the imrts let off. The land is well adapted for a
^v, and IS in a high state of cultivation.
The BallllT, Mr. Jeffs, will .show the Premises. Tenders to be sent

to Messrs. T. 4 T.Martim, Solicitors, 1, Orange Court, Liverpool, on
:, but the Executors do not bind thcm-

rirat-rate Nursery Business for Sale.
iyiE._ J. C._ STEVENS haa received instructions from

t YaiTnouth. who

e trade, the stock of Hardy and Greenhouse Plants, including
al thousand in Pots, Valuable Stools, Pits, Frames, Propagating
ies. Garden implements, Horse, Carts, Dog Cart, &o., to be

apply

Houses,
a Valuation,

further particuli

T\fK ^rUANSOM wUI SELL by ' AUCTION bv
" ti ^^P^'^ *^- ^3- .^''r^' '," suitable Lots for privato

I the Premises, Waterloo Head, Uxbridge Moor on
, ,r?^ /• ^^ ^ ''^'' ^ o'clock, about &000 str!>uc
I wUlhudaned BEDDING PLANTS, consistin,^ of

\ ..^ \i , J"
Thumb, Christme.and variegated Geraniums-

\^ibciiai, Heliotropes Cupheas, extensive collections of Selfsfancies. Bedders, and Bouquet; Dahlias, and various other plants
May be viewed, on application, ono week prior to the Sale

the Premises
; and of the Auctioneer, Uxhridt'ej

Catalogue!
MiUdleso: _._

leneral Nursery Catalogue, 'with
plants, may bo had.particulars of the i

Ashford and Stanwell, Middlesex.
To Marret Gardeners, Ndrserymen. BuiLnEHs anh f)TR»no

104 ACRES OF Valuable Freeuold and CoPviiOLD 'Land. by oS
or TUE Trdstbes of G. F. Fohnivall, Esq., decbased, in Tuiibb

MK. DAVEKPORT'^wiir'sELL by AUCTION, at
», ,

Ganaway's, Change Alloy, Cornhill, E.C.. on FRIDAY.May Jl, at 12 o Clock, the above VALUABLE PROPERTY, thu
greater portion of which is well adapted lor Market Garden Ground

Building j^iuposes, about if acres lying close to""
' ior and Reading branch of the

-., -_- nder being in the village of
btanwell, within I mile of the high road from Hounslow to Staines,
to which there is very considerable frontage. The whole ia let on
Lease for an unexpired term of three years from Michaelmas next
to Mr. Edward Curtis, who will give early possession on reasonable
terms and will show persona over the land.

Particulnrs may be had on the Premises; of Mr. W. Davenport
Solicitor, 21, Ely Place, Holborn, EC. ; at Garrawav's; and of tho'
Auctioneer, 35, Bucklersbury, Mansion House, E.G.

Ashford, Middlesex.
iVbout 92 Acres of valuable Freehold Land, .ft-onting the i

^alcgJ&i) Ruction.
Nursery to be Sold without Reserve,

M\
with Residence, Shop, Glasshi
nearly 3 acres, situate in Hami
Fnnn Railway Station, at tho foot of 11;
about 40 years to come at only £61 per aiioi _
old businesB connection, the advantages of which tho purchaser wi'lj
Bocuro. Parllculari of the Auctioneer, 27, Chancery Lane, E C

valuable

from Staines to KingBton, situate about ha^-a-mile from" the
Sunbury Railway Station, eligible for Buikhng, Market Garden
or Accommodation Pmptj-os. *

MESSES. DEBENHAil, TEWSON, and FARJIEE
Will SELL at the London Tavern, on TUESDAY Mav "" at

IJ o'clock, ia le Lots, varying from three to 10 acres each (unioss
previously Bold as a whole), the first portion of the AShVoRU&ANOR EOTATE, which is Freehold, land tax redeemedTand^cat
tithe free, affording eiii-ihle ut... iv,, the erection of superior rosi-

ing situate In a favourite and
of Sunbury, half a mile tVom tho

Soitffwesrem l',';: :
, " ,

.'
",',-' '' "" ""^ A'Uford Station on tho

dation land. TIr
IVontage to a cajiiuil i,;i<i. ;

the immediate neltiUL..,uihu,

Particulars of Messrs. CovcnoALE, Lee, Collveo, Enisrow,
WiTuEBs, Solicitors, i, Bedford Row j and the Auctioneers,
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SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWEES FOR 1866.

PATRONIZED ON FIVE SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1864 BY

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN,

AND ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF SAXONY;

AGAIN ON FOUR SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1865 BY HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN

ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF HOLLAND

;

AND ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF PRUSSIA.

EVERY MACHINE
WARRANTED.

IF NOT APPROVED OF, CAN

BE AT ONCE RETDRNED.

PATENT HAND MACHINE.

APRIL, 1806.-ANOTHER 42-INCH HORSE MACHINE HAS JUST BEEN ORDERED FOR

THE ROYAL GARDENS AT KEW.

A. SHANKS AND SON HAVE TO INTIMATE THAT THEIR

MACHINES ARE THE ONLY LAWN MOWERS USED IN THE ROYAL GARDENS AT KEW.

These are the only Machines that can be depended on to give lasting satisfaction.

THESE ARE THE OXLT MACHINES THAT WILL MOW PROPERLT WHEX THE GRASS IS WET.

THESE ARE THE ONLY MACHINES THAT DELIVER THE GRASS WITHOUT STOPPING, THUS SAVING AN IMMENSE AMOUNT OF LABOUR.

SHANKS* PATENT LAWN MOWERS are the only Machines that have been in operation in Her M.ijcsty'8 Gardens for a quarter of a century, and they

are in daily use in all the Public and Principal Gardens in the Kingdom.

A. SHANKS AND SON hare now ready for delivery a large Stock of their celebrated LAWN MOWERS. The Machines have been manufactured by skilled workmen,

of the best materials, and by the aid of the most improved Machinery.

A. S. AND SON have been particularly careful that the advantages in point of durability and simplicity of construction which have always been a peculiarity of their

Machines should still remain, and that no improvement be introduced which has merely novelty to recommend it.

SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWERS for 1866 arc unrivalled for simplicity of construction, ease of working, and durability.

PRICES, including Carriage to any Railway Station or Shipping Port in tlie Kingdo;

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HAND MACHINE.
Ensily Worked.

By a Lady

SileQt Moveoient.

12-inch Machine 4 10

U-inch Machine 5 10 By a Boij

SHANKS' NEW PATENT PONY and DONKEY MACHINE.

Width of Cutter. SUent MoTemeat.

28-inch Machine 14 10 . . . . 30s. „

30-inch Machine 15 15 .. .. 30s. ,,

Silent Movement, 12s. 6rf. extra ; Boots for Pony, 21s. per set;

Ditto for Donkey, 16s. per set.

IG-mch JLichine £6 10 By a Manor Two Boys \ . ^
19-inch Machine 7 12 6 By a Man and Boy J

*'• *^"''-

22-inch Machine . , . . . . . . 8 7 6 1 » «, ,r I 7s. 6rf.

24-uich Machine .. .. .. .! 8 17 6 j -^^ ^^ ^"'
{ extra.

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HORSE MACHINE.
Width of Cutter.

30-inch Machine £19

36-inch Machine 22

42-inch Machine 26

48-inch Machine 28 .. .. 40s. „

Silent Movement, 20s. extra ; Boots for Horse's Feet, 24s. per set.

40s.

•,• ORDERS EXECUTED ON THE DAY THEY ARE RECEIVED.

ALEXANDER SHANKS and SON, DENS IRON WORKS, ARBROATH.
LONDON OFFICE and SHOW ROOMS : 27, LEADENHALL STREET, E.G.

PARIS OFFICE and SHOW ROOMS : 56, BOULEVARD HAUSSMANN.

A. S. & Son keep a stock of alt si:es of Machines at their London and Paris Establishments, from which Orders are executed on the day they are received.

tS" 27, LecuUnluill Street is the only place in London where intendiny purcluisers of Lawn Moii'ers can choose from a stock offrom 150 to 200 Machinei

Alt sizes kept there, whether for Horse, Pony, or Hand PoKer.

t Garden, London. W,C
L> ndJreasGd to " The Editor ;" AdvertisemcnU and Business Letters to - The Publisher." at the Office, 41. WeUington Street. U..cu.u^.v.v,.,.^,.-^"..-.-. .„,^., ,^ p.., , London

,v , ;.« " " ^^PIX" Wobum Place, In the Parish ot St. Pancras, in the Co, ot Middlejei, and Fatotaici MriiETT E.I..S, of No. 11. BouTerie Sfteet, in the Prec nrt of ^^^'^J^"f'SS SSJ"''"'
PrlQten, at their Office, Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefrlar«, City of London, and Publuhed by them at the Office, No. 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. FauVi, Coveat Garrlen, in the said to.-SATBaD*T, Apru m, iw».
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Auriculas, Bolect..

lix}nbiliuii.IntcTii:.ti
— Tai is

Farrugiuni Ktnndc . .

.

Farm, W. SujsL'X ...

Fcnis, hai'dy .......
Fli.H.T Gardening...
Vn ^ ;i .:,'rowing ...

.,ihe
I !> Mies, select .

Ill', iiucks.select.,.

I

Roses In Pots.

PAUL AKD SON, m addition to the NEW ROSES of
1860, CAu offer fine Plants of the finest TEA-SCENTED

NOISE'll'BS anJ best HYBKID PERPETUAL ROSES in pots for

: Piaiiting dui'iiig y
bid Cheshunt Nurserit , N.

Notice,

MR. ."WM. PAUL begs
received orders -to the fu

ing NEW ROSES:—DR. LINDLEY, IJLACK PRINCE, LADV
SO FFI ELD. and GLOBUSA. A tew strong healthv ulants of GLORY
OF W.VLTHAM. ELIZABETH VIGNEHUN, MADAME EMILK" " '"" '-••'-•

- till bo supplied at

i Nurs. Vtiltham Cross, London, N.

VEUBENAS, FUCHSIAS, PETUNIAS, ROSES, ike.
New and Old, of only those that are worth growing. Nice Plauts

ready to send out. DESCRIPTIVE CATAXUGUES free,

u. Kniuut, Floral Nui-aery, Hailsnam,

w
Superb Double Hollyhooks.

ThB FlSt.T Cal.l.l..Ti<tS IVIU Olltl.KD TO Till; FuDLIO.

CHATI^i; In , li.. :-! - k of fine lio.iUhy
Plants II' :i>l;. oa liboral toring.

Add 11 .111 WalJcn.

American Flanta, New Hardy Khododendrons.
WATEUEU AND GOUFKEVS I'RKJED ana

DESCltlPTlVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN I'LAKT.-j,
as exliibitcil in the Hniticultiiml Grtiilons, South Kensington, Ireu
on alipliciition. This i.',iI;i!ol'uu l.iiilv dOMiilms (Iil- Ulioilodendlo

1 gill

- ullerei

vv f. Colehill
- SEED of hia
1 PRIMULA

r Hutst Green,

.

Vcgetuble physiology ...

Water.."".".'.".!!'.'.!!'.'".".

Water-c losses

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION
and BOTANICAL COSGHKSS.

Under the Patronage of Her Majesty T»e Qdeen, and of their Roval
Highnesses tho Painct of Wales and the Duke of Cauuridck.

The EXHIBITION and CONGRESS will OPEN on MAY 22, and
continue till May 25. Subscribers' names will be received, and
Schedules and Pro»t>ectu8es may be obLalncd on application to tho
Socret;i,ry, at tho oMcos, 1, WiUii , Lowndes Square, London,

ROVAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S GARDENS,
Regent's Park.—FIRST GENERAL EXHIBITION ofPLANTS

and FLOWERS, WEDNESDAY NEXT, May fl. Tickets to be
obtained at the Gardens, and of the Society's Clerk, Austin's
Ticket Office, St. James's Hill ; by Vouchers from Fellows of the
Society, price 5s. ; and on the day of Exhibition, 7s- Od. each. Gates
open at 2 o^Clock^ Bands froui_2 to 7 o'clock.

CRYSTAL PALACE.—GREAT FLOWER SHOW,
SATURDAY NEXT, May 12. Entries should bo at once

forwarded to I. Wilkinsow, Superintendent.

MANCHESTER BOTANICAL and HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.—The FIRST GENERAL EXHIBITION

of FRUITS, PLANTS, and FLOWERS will be held at tho Gardens,
Old Trafford, on WEDNESDAY and :

'"" ' " ' ' *

17th of May next. Schedules of Prizes, i

may be obtained from the undersigned.
By ordel*.

Botanical Gardens, Manchester.

KINGSTON and S U K li I T N ROYAL
HOPTICULTORAL SOCIETY. — The SECOND GREAT

EXHIBITION of FLOWER-S. FRUITS, and VEGETABLES, of
this Society, will he held on WEDNESDAY, June 13, 1866, in the
grounds or the Woodbine, Queen's Ro.vl, Kingston, by the kind

of Mrs. Christy. Copies of Rules and Schedules, and

WALTER P. HUME Ims uu'e Plants now rcaily for
Sale of all the loading varieties Purchasers of lai-je quan-

tities will bo liborally treated. DESCRIPTIVE and PRICED
CATALOGUE free.

Walter P. Hcuz. Eiotic Nursery, Gloucester.
, Covont Garden Market, W.C.

)r, Liiium a
"

1 Select S

12, King Street, COTent Garden, W.C.

WARF DAHLIAS for Beds oi- Ribbon Borders.—
PURPLE ZELINDA and LITTLE NAJADE, white, richly

i with crniison. iuslrong ground roots, at 6s, and 8s. per dozen.
CnARLi! SniLLiNo, Hill Nursiiry, Winchgeld, nants.

G
For Dahlias apply to

RAWLINGS, who u permitted to announce that
> he supplied Clark & Co., and Mr. Boshell, of the Borough,
vears. i!< earl v 200 vaiietioa, at 3s. per doz. ; Now ones of 1803,

"_ _ 1 GEO. WHEELER, a*, per doz.
CATALOGUES are ready.

Waterloo Road, Romford, Essex, E.

BOX EDGING, -id. per yard; one yard suffieient to
make three.

Jon.s Cbanstox, King's Acre Nurseries, near Hereford,

ZEA CURAGUA, new Striped Japanese Maize.

—

Greatest novelty of the season. Newly imported Seed, Is. and
2s. yd. per packet, sent post free.

Bdtler it McCuLLoou, Covont Garden Market, W.C.

UTTON'S PERMANENT GRASS~SEE1)S,
26s. to 3Qi. per acre, according to quantities required, and soils

for which they are intended. ^^
OOD CLOVER SEEOS at MARKE T PRICES.

Red
I

White Dutch I Yuliow
Alsike

I
Cow Grass | White Suckling

For samples and lowest prices, apply (stittiny uu;iiitit,y required) to

s
The Cultivation of Bromus Schraderl.

Ur'i'i'N .vMi MiNS c;in supply genuine Seed of the
M '

:

>
'

. I ; GRASS, in packets, for trial, at Is. each,
1 1

.'>> per lb., with instructious on cultivation.
- ., Ki ii llorkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

Bedding Plants, 2s. 6d. per dozen.
SCOTT, Meniott, Somerset, has now ready for

• sending out hia unrivalled Collection of the above.
CATALOGUES on application.

NE W F A R M S E E O S of best selected quality.
PRICED DESCRIPTIVE LIST post free upon application.

Jmcs Dickson & Sons, Seoi Merchants, iic, 102, Eitstgato Street,
Chester.

HORTICULTURAL DINNER at ST. MARTIN'S
HALL, Long Acre, London, W.C, on THURSDAY, Mav 24.

Tho Lord HrNRV Gordon Lennox, M.P., Vice-President of the
Royal Horticultural Society, has kindly consented to take the Chair

Bedding Plants.
ARCHIBALD HENDERSON begs to announce that

his DESCRIPTIVE and PRICED CATALOGUE la now
published. Can be had gratis and psst free upon application.

|

Sion Nursery, Thornton Heath, Surrey, S.

ConN, Seed, Makdre, and Oil
Address, 89, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and Prices Post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851,

for Wheat: 1802,
f - . ' —fost tree on applicati

Excellent Weed C'jrn n

Bedding Plants. Bedding Plants.

JAMES HOLDER can supply VEUBENAS, SCARLET
and VARIEGATED GERANIUMS, DAHLUVS, CALCEO.

LARIAS. FUCHSIAS, PETUNIAS, LOBELIAS, GAZANfAS,
KONIGAS, CUPHEAS, &c. 8 dozen for 20a., or 4 dozen for lOi. 6d.

Hampers and package included.
Crown Nursery, Reading, Berks.

1

H^

Hon. Sec.
8, Denmark Villas, Ealing, London, W.

International Horticultural Exhibition.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received instructions fruin
the Executive Committee of the International Horticulturjil

Exhibition at South Kensington, to SELL by AUCTION, in tho
Building, on SATURDAY, May 20, and following davs (Sunday
excepted} any PLANTS, COLLECTIONS of PLANTS, HORTICUL-
TURAL IMPLEMENTS, &c., that tho owners maybe desirous of
disposing of after the closing of tho Exhibition.
Mr. J. C. Stevens therefore solicits that all persons intending so

to dispose of their Plants, will immediately furnish him with a
Descriptive List for insertion in the Catalogue.
Terms and further particulars may be obtained upon application

to tho Auctioneer, 38, King Street, Covont Garden, W.C.

Genuine Oarden and Agricultural Seeds.
A it E S CARTER and CO.,

Genuine Garden Seeds.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S DESCRIPTIVE
PRICED CATALOGUE of SEEDS, which contains over>'-

thlng Now and Old worth growing, can be had post free on application.
Highgate, London, N.

CHARLES TURNER'S CATALOGUE of PLANTS
for the Sprln*! is now ready. It includes lints of all the leading

Bedding Plants, New Dahlias, Pelargoniums, Roses, Verbenas, and
select general Collections.

Tho Royal Nurseries, Slough.

TRANSPLANTED RHODODENDRONS.—4-year-old
Hybrids saved from the choicest Crimson, White, and Claret-

coloured sorts, 12*. Od. per 100, or 1000 for £5.

"icuARD Smith, Nurseryman, Worcester.

D^'

Barr &, SuaDEit, 12, K.\i

Illustrated Sheet i

,ho country. See illustrations, p.

! Street. Coven t Garden, W.C.

M^

100,000 Bedding Plants.

CELWIN AND CO. beg to otfer the above, from
• 25. Gd. to Gs. a dozen Banker's reference or Poit Office Order

om unknown correspondents.
Address, 9, Park Terrace, Regent's Park; or Cliaou Nursery,

Clilton Villas, Maida Hill.

English-saved Sowing Rape Seed.
CHARLES SHAHPE and CO. Iiave the above to

oBfer, of line quality. Siiinple and prico forwarded on
application. Seed Warehouse, SlcatOrd. ^_^______

^0 TIIE TRADED — Fin^~ENGLISH WHITE
MUSTARD; fine ENGLISH SOWING RAPESEED, clean,

good- coloured samples, and.atlow prices.

H. St F. SuAitPE, Seed Growora. Wisbech.

T~liE LONGSTANDER LETTUCE.—Most remarkable
for duration without running, crisp and excellent. Packets

SiRPOKN Brown, Seed Grower, Sudbury, Suffolk.

require hulflhe oxponat
Instructions, s "

planting it, Fo

M
n̂n-

:i lANT ASl'Ai;\'G
ry, Pn

ScYriet^Pln^and Salmon Zonale Geraniums.
I

WOOD AND INGRAM oftsr tine sturdy Autumn-struck 1

Plants of the above, good varieties, all named, well established

In 3i-inch pots, and thoroughly hardened otf, at 25«. per 100, package
included. Names of varieticB sent may be seen in W. & I.'s NEW
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, which will be sent on pre-paid appli-

I, Huntingdon.

i Trade on application.
Nurseries, King's Aero, near Hereford.

New Cucumher.
HUME'S IMPROVED RIDGE.— This is a cross

between "Henderson's A 1" Ridge, and "Lord Konyon's
Favourite" frame variety. It is perfectly hardy, but also does
capitally in a hot bed, and will be found to bo tho best of all kinds
for growing as a Winter variety. It is very prolific.

Primula, Cineraria, and Calceolaria.

WM. PAUL'S selected strains of these popular
Flowers, la. «d. to 2*. Gd. per packet. All Other Seeds of first

quality at moderate prices. CATvVLOGUE on application.

Walter I'. Mr

Blooming Pelargoniums.
WOOD AND INGRAM offer very fiuo Plants of good

named varietiei of the above in 6-uich pnts at Gs. per doz.,

iSs. per 100 : and in 4-inch pots, 4.». per doz., SOs. per 100.

Names of varieties may be seen in W. & l.'s new SPRING
CATALOGUE, which will be sent on prepaid application.

Nurseries, Huntingdon.

JIVERV AND SON beg to announce that their
• DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES of AZALEA

INDICA, HARDY BRITISH FERNS, ROSES CONlFERji-:,
GRAPE VINES, and SEEDS, may be had ou application at then-

Dorking Nursery.

WEDDING BOUQUETS, EPERGNES FILLED,
Tabloa Decorated, Conservatories Furnished, by
C. Elwin Sc Co,, 'J, Park Terrace. Regent's Park.

Fruiting Vines.

E G. HENDERSON and SON offer the above, with
• splendid Canea of well-matured growth, with prominont
Buro to give n heavy crop of fruit, lOa. Od. each.

Shniba, Rhodcdondrons, JapnncHe Novelties, Forest Trees, and

PINES.—Strong Fruiting, Succession, and Suckers,
of all tho leading kinds, can bo had of

B. S. Williams, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, HoUoway. London.

I

TTaSTLK" KENNEDY FIG.—Plants of the above may
V^* now be had at 10s. Gd. and 21». each ; tho usual discount to tho

I Trade. Pktsr Lawson tt Son, Edinburgh and London.

For Bouquets and as Cut Flowers

THE INVlNCUfLE .SCARLET SWEILT PEA is

invaluable. The coloiu- is intense and permanent. Packets
6(1., la., and 25. Grf. each. Soldby the principal beedsmon throughout
the kingdom, or of the Raiser,

Stepuen Brown, Seed Grower, Sudbury, Suffolk.

EED POTATOS.—I'lour Ball, Pink-eye, York Regent,
Fluke, and Rocks ; true to name, in large or small quantity.

Price on application to Gro. A. Williamson. Rabley, near Barnot.

AINTKEE'S SEEDLING POTATO is the best

early round white Potato in cultivation, and can be obtained

loderate price on application.

Mr. S. A. Daintuee, Fendrayton, St. Ives, Hunts.

1ABBAGE PLANTS.—Strong Drumheads for Cattle.

Early kinds, Battersea and Nonpareil, 3s. per 1000.

W. Virgo & Son, Wonersh Nursery, Guildford, Surrey.

D

C
Fine Long Red Surrey Carrot.

SUTTON AND SONS can supply excellent new Seed of

the above at very moderate price, which (according to quantity

required), may bo had on application.

Sutton & Sons, Royal Berkshiro Seed Establishment, Roadtop.

w KrHERELL'S PRIZE SWEDE TURNIP.
Apply to W. Jackson- & Co.. Bodalo. Yorkshiro.

WetherelPs Prize Swede Turnip.
JACKSON AND Co., Seed Growkrr, Bedalc,

. . J Yorkshire, can supply the above at Is. per lb., or AGs. per

bushel. Mr. Wetheroll gained all tho great Prizes offered by tho late

Duke of Northumberland with thia Swede ; it Is of excellent quality

and fair size.

w
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Choice Bedding Geraniums.
THOMAS PESTKIDGE can supplv strong Plants of

MRS. POLLOCK, at 12s. per'dozeu.
Per doz s. d. I Per doz.—5. d

Cloth of Gold .. ..4 Ellen Lindsay .. ..4
Madame Vaucher . , ..40 Christine 3 o

Stella 4 I Variolated, in vancties . . 4 t'

Show and Fancy Geraniums in laige tiO-Pots, at Ss. per dozeu.
Coleus Verschaffeltii, 4s. per dozen.

Terms Cash.
'Ite Greenway Nm-sery, Uxbridge, Middlesex.

' New and Beautiful.
TWELVE of the BEST GEK/VNIUMS extant for

IIEDDIN'G aie—
Italia Unita I V.iriegatud Littlu David I Glowworm
Sunset Venus Orange Nosegay
Luna Amy Hogg Fairy
ALtj. Pollock

I
Indian Yellow^

I
Enamel

One over for carriage. The 12, in fine plants, £1 Is.

Post Office Orders on Castle Hedmgham.
Wit. DiLLisToxE, Munro Nxii-sery, Sible Hedingham. Essex.

BEDDING PLANTS, BEDDING PLANTS.
Extra-strong plants of the following now ready, well-established

in pt.ts :—
GERANIUMS, in 25 or 60 varied shades, less or more, 100, £1 5s.

;

MO, £2 6x. : 601), £5.
VERBENAS, i'5 finest sorts, 100, £1 ; 200, £1 17a. Gd. ; 600, £3 lOs.

100 BEDDING PLANTS in pots, in 20 varieties, inuludmg Dahlias,
Gei-aiimms, Verbenas, &c., for £1; 200 ditto, £1 15s.;

DlK) ditto, £4 4;;.

CATALOGUES free. Post OfBce Orders payable on Caatle
nedingham.

Wii. DiLLisTONE, Sible Hedingham, Essex.

First-class Certificatea.

GEO. SMITH is now sending out his niagmBcent
' Nnspgay Geranium LE GRAND, together with Zot.alo Gera-

niums CHI KFTAIN, SIR ROBERT PEP;L, GLADIATEUR, PINK
PERFECTION", &c., tlie finest collection ever offered, and have
received 10 Firsi-class Certificates.
G. S. is alsr. sending out his two fine Double FUCHSIAS, and now

offers the above for the first time. For description see CATALOGUE
in exoliango for one postage stamp.

ToUington Nursery, Homsey Road, Islington, London, N.

^f~WATSONTNe^Zeaiand Nurseries, St. Alban's, begs
O . leave to offer his new BRILLIANT SUPERB GERANIUM for
Flower Garden purposes, unrival led, at 24s. per dozen, to be sent out the
first week in May. Attached is Mr. Robert Fish's description, wlio
has had it on trial the last two seasons :— " April 12, 1866.

" The Brilliant Superb Scarlet Geranium is one of the very best for
bediUng in the flower garden oj for flowering in pots or boxes. It has
the fine compact habit of the old Brilliant, but is rather more
luxuriant in growth, has better foliage, which is much more Ireely
supplied with white blotches of a clear colour, and the tnisses of
flower and the individual flowers are much larger and of a richer
scarlet. 1 have no hLsitation in speaking of this variety as one of the
most satisfactory that can be used, after ti-ying it for two seasons.

" R. Fisn, Putteridge Bury, Luton, Beds."
"*,* The usual allowance to the Trade.

Choice Zonal Geraniums for Bedding.
UALTiLVUSir AND SON offer the following in strong
KD riiT't^, ->i't-th]e for immediate use :

—

MRS. I'l'Ll I Iv, I. I 1>\. per dozen.
*** LUNA.- 1. ' I

. ,: irith deep chocolate zone.goodbabit,

** LITTIJ: ii.r \-i 1,1 -A verydwarf variety, withslightlyzoned
leavtii iu.a lu.to''" 'i^ruiut flowers, very suitable for edges or
small beds, 1K.h. per dozen.

N.B.—The stars affixed to the above, which were sent out here Lost
season for the first time, denote the awards of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society at theii- trial grounds

Moulsham Nurseries, Chelmsford.

Choice Flower Seeds post free.

BS. WILLIAMS has niuch pleasure in submitting
• the following LIST of SEEDS, all of which are specially

recommended for their beauty and superior qualities. For other
Specialities and Novelties see Qardeners' Oironicli. March 3 ; and
fw full description, NEW SEED CATALOGUE, post tree on
application. l>or packet.—s. d.
PRIMULA (Williams's superb strain), red, white, or mixed

seed 2«. 6d., 3s. (ki., 6
CINERARIA (Weatherill's extra choice strain) .. 3s. M., 6
CALCEOLARIA (James' strain) 3 6
CYCXAMEN PERSICUM, the produce of the finest collection

in the country la., 2 C
ASTER VH'I.m:! i. : i,, ,,,, ,:,.,,;,: \.icr iu cultivation ..10

Tliri i

[
,

, ,
I

I

I,
, VictoriaRed.. ..0

WIN I ; 'Ml, . 1
II

i Ml M-KLOWERING ..0 6
STOCK. BKm.mi .;..,;. 1, ,;. ;i(,e 10

,. PUlMi I
iH

I ( .. r, 1 n'..., tieautiful colour .. C
BALsAM, CAMELLlA-FLuWKKEO 10
CARNATION and PlCUTEB, saved from selected plants .. 1 U
MATTHIOLA BICOKNIS, an evening scented Stock of un-

rivalled fragrance 10
NASTURTIUM KING THEOnORE.new intense black .. 1
OXALls COiiNlLULATA RUBRA, dwk-leaved ribbon

'""'''-' I'l^ii't 1 G
PAI.AIMMA H'k.kkrlANA, new 10
PAX.-^V, li'iii ;i liii.j collection 10
SlI.i:\K IKNlifl^A RUBERRIMA, very beautiful .. .. 1 i

SWi;i-:i' I'KA. tijr New Invincible Scarlet 10
PKCI'IS ANtH SIIFULIA, blight yellow flowers, with citron-

LUHKLIA sn/'U FLAKe" V. \\ '.'. '.\ '.\
"

2 6
CEDIK IN FLLA CANA, very pretty 1 G
GYNERHJM ARGENTEUM, Pampas Griss C
ANTIRRHINUM MAJUS, Tom Thumb Crimson .. ..10

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS, cairiaga free.

Complete Collections to suit Gardens of various sizes, 10s. Qd., 21s.,
4i5., 03s., Sis. each. For quantiti^^s see CATALOGUE.

Victoria and Paiudise Nui-series. Holloway, London, N.

Tree and Slirub Seeds.
pHARLWOOD AND CUMMINS have now on Sale,
V^ SEEDS of the following in good condition :—Cedrus Deodara,
Libani, and Red Cedar ; Cupressus Lawsoniana and macrocarpa

;

Picca balsamea, nobilis, Nordmanniana, and cephalonica ; Piiius
flexilis and Lambertiana ; Thuja orientalis and occidentalis

;

Wellingtonia gigantea; Ailantus glandulosa; Kalmia latifolia

;

Magnoliiis, 4 varieties ; Pavia flava (the yellow-flowered Horse Chest-
nut) ; Portugal Laiu-el ; Platanus orientalis ; Oaks, 7 varieties ;Common Yew, and Clianthus Dampieri, with a general assortment of
Forest Tree and Shrub Seeds,

A LIST of which will bo forwarded on application.
14, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden, W.C.

New Strawberries.
MES. NICHOLSON, EgglescUlIe, Yarni, Yorkshire,

:
I -' .1

j
'iMuc in sending out these very fine new kinds.

''' ' iiusband, who devoted bo much attention to
^t'

' '
iii:iny years. These have now been fully tested

'"I
' ' '1 'iid the descnptlons given are taken from the

'";
.

'

,;
-
- ul July 26, 1803, from a report of the " Yarm

ALICE NICHOLSON.—"Fruit conical, liesh yellowish, solid and
luscious ; size medium, with a very rich Pine and Hautbois
flavour, and a good bearer." It is also quite hardy. 25 plants,
20s. ; 60 Dlanta, 35s. ; 100 plants. 60s.

GLORIA.— 'A good-sized handsome round fruit, with a rich piquant
Hautbois flavour

; a very heav>- cropper, and altogether a first-

n^T^'l^ "^^T^^^^ phmts, -JUS. ; 50 plants, 35s. ; 100 plants, BOs.
PRINCE GEORGE (originally named New Orb )—" A good-sized

handsome round fruit, modei-ately rich and juicy, a good bearer,
and those who want a lari-e handsome Strawberry will And it
here." 26 jMants, 208. ; 6u phints, 36s. ; 100 plants, 60s.

PLUVER.—"uut of the large number which should be introduced, is

one ilr. Ewbank, tho Supermtendent of the Gardens, has named
Plover, a medium-sized frmt, of a rich scarlet colour, with a very
rich luscious Hautbois ^flavour, and a good bearer." 26 plants, 2os ;

50 plants, 35». ; 100 plants, Cos.

N.B.—A remittance must accompany each order.

SPECIAL OFFER. -250,000 BEDDING PLANTS
CONSISTING OF THE UNDEKMENTIONED VARIETIES.

LESCIilFTIYE LIHTS iliEE.

Not luiund to these Prioc-s be> ond one montli from tlie date herein given, and all Orders received finbject to NOT
HAVING SOLD OUT. All tho fliuits arc in Thumb and small 60-pots, and in hue healthy condition.

PerUuz, Tor 100.

\ II V 1 1 AI

NOSEUA?
othera, new vai e

MRS. POLLOCK .

BeutoD a and

)

PINKS, fine varieties, to nam^
PYBETHBUM PRINCE ARTHUR, new

white, extra fine
ROSEt) (in potsl. Hybrid Perpetual,

Noisette, Bourbon, China, &c., i

TROP-^OLUMS, finest T
VERBENAS, white, scarlet, niirple,ros6, and pink 2

„ finest u.anied kinds, including the new and 1 «
'

.. /
^

.. 3

Variegated and otlier Fine-
foliaged Plants.

AMARANTIUIS MELANCMOI.ICUS .. .. 2
ACHYRANTIIES VERSCHAFFELTII (Ire-

1

,
Bine Herbstii) ]

-^

COLEOS VERSCHAFFELTII 3
CENTAUREAS, sorts 4s.

GAZiVNIA SPLENDENS VARIEGATA .. 4
PERILLA NANKINENSIS 2
VARIEGATED FUCHSIAS 1

New Violet.

A 56-page CATALOGUE of NEW PLANTS of 1865, free upon appUoation.

The Frices are greaihj reduced this month. Tost-o£ice Orders payable on Castle Hedingham.

Cheques crossed Messrs. Sparrow, Tufpnell & Co.

WILLIAM DILLISTONE, MUNKO NURSERY, SIBLE HEDINGHAM, ESSEX.-May 1.

SCARLET GERANIUMS (BEATON'S RACE).

WILLIAM PAUL
(Son and Suucessur to tho lato A. Paul,)

HAS 10 OI'FER THE POLLOWLNO

NEW ZONALE AND HYBRID NOSEGAY GERANIUMS,
"Which hiive been selected from several Thousand Seedlings, laised from the stock of tho late Mr. Donald

Beaton. Every one now offered ia believed to be in advance of or distinct from all pre-existing kinds. The
Plants will be delivered iu rotation, .is far as the stuck \nll allow.

Group 1.—Bedding Varieties.
*»* Any 12 varietica from thia and the two following Groups may be selected by the purchaser for £2 2*.

V017 bright
; great sub"

J'AIRT QUEEN.—Rosy purple ; a largo smooth flower, very diBtlnct
and effective. Price ds. td. each.

% peculiar and pleasing shade of salmon, something i'

, bub brighter iu colour and broader
MINSTREL. . -

the way of Lord Palmer.
in the pstali

MONTE ROSA, dark rosy-purple, pleasing colour, large truss, very
fine. Price 5s. each.

NIMROD, orange-scarlet, white eyo, largo flower Rnd truss, foliage
and habit fiue. Price 3«. 6rf.

-t way of "Stella" 1 habit and general character, the
Price 5^;. each.

PRINCE OF ORANGE. ( „ . . . „
stance, good habit prodigi>jua bloomer. Price 3«. Gd. each.

PEACH NOSEGAY.—Flowers deep bright peach colour, very free
bloomer, splendid truss, plain leaf, fir»t-rate and distinct. Price frs.

REBECCA.—Cherry colour, floe truss, dwarf compact habit, very
profuse, the finest bedding Geranium yet raised. Price &). each.

ST. GEORGE.—Dark chestnut, shaded with blackish crimson, quite
unique, very free and effective, an entirely new colour among
Pelargoniuma. Price 5s. each.

SALMON NOSEGAY.—Flowers pure salmon, largo trubs, good.
Price 3s. Orf. each.

SIR J. PAXTON.—Flowers ^.^^ ^..^^^,
truss, a splendid variety for massing. Price's*, each.

WOOD NYMPII.—Salmon pink, large and flue.

orange, very bright, flue large

Group 2.—Varieties especially recommended for Growing in Pots or Vases.
BRIDE.—Flowers white, with large

substance ; a fitst-class variety for pot cultiu-& Price 3«, Gd. each.

CARDINAL.—Flowers dark orange scarlet. For shape, substance,
colour aud habit, this i< in odvanco of any scarlet variety yet
raised. Price is. each.

CELESTIAL.-Flowers rosy lako, with fiery spot on upper petals,
their centres bluish purple, resemblmg tho " Cactus speclo-

" large white eye, new in colour, aud very beautiful.

eye, of fine shape and LORD CHANCELLOR.—Salmon pink, white eye, perfect shapi

Price i>s. each.

Price 3«. Ikf. each.very &ee, fine

TLARA.—Flowers scarlet crlm.'jon suffused with purple, good traas,

very free, fine habit ; quite distinct from any yot raiaed, and vory

lovely. Price bs. each.

Group 3.—Miniature or Pompon Varieties.
DIAMOND.—Fine flcarlut purple centro, white eye, flowers pro-

fusely, habit good, distmct. Price 3*. Qit. each.

DRYAD.—Beautifully rosy pink, fine shape and ti-uss. Price
Zs, W. each.

^3^ ^^ ^^^^
NAIAD.—Flowers purple, scarlet top; pleasmg and distinct. Pnco

Group 4.—Bedding Varieties sent from these Nurseries Last Year.

M;my of them have received First-class Certificates from tho Royal Hoiticultuial uud llovallJotanic Societies of

London, and those marked thud *** have been awarded thehigheat marks of merit in the lioyalHorticultuial Society's

Trial Ground at Chiswick. Now Heady, Autumn-struck Plants.

«• ALEXANDRA—Magenta. Price 2s. 6ti.each; 24a. per dozen. ORANGE NOSEGAY.—Bright orange. Price la.Gd. each; 16s-

**" AMY HOGG.—Bright purplish rose. Price 2». each ; ISs. per doz.

*** BEATON'S INDIAN YELLOW.—Orange scailet suflused with
yellow. Price Is. Gti. each ; 15s. per dozen.

BLACK DWARF.—Dark crmison. Price U. M. each; Us.

per dozen.

DONALD BEATON.—Clear orange scarlet. Price la. CJ. each

;

•*» DUCHESS.—Soa rosy lake. Price 28. each ; 18s. perdozeii.

FULGENS.—Vmd scarlet. Price 23. Qd. each.

«** GLOWWORM.—Magenta crimson flushed with scarlet. I'rlcQ

Is. lad. each ; 2fc- per dozen.

MAGENTA (jUEEN.—Mueeiita. Price 3s, Cti, each.

per dozen.

PILLAR of BEAUTY.—Brick red. Price 2s. CW. each,

PRINCESS LICUrENSTEIN.-Salmon piuk. IMce 2*. each;
lHa. per dozen.

S.iVLAMANDER.—BriUiant scarlet, large white eye. Price 2s.

each ; \hs. per dozen.

SCARLET GEM.—Bright orange scarlet. Price Is. C<(. each ;

16a. per dozen.

MRS. WILLIAM PAUL.—Delicate rose pink. Price 2*. &d. each,

24s. per dozen.

WALTHAM SEEDLING.—Daik crimuon. Price 2b. each lys.

per dozen.

The above Set of IG varieties, One Plant of each, 'Us.

SPIUKG CATALOGUE, with full descriptions of these and other Plauts, Pree by Post.

The usual discoitnt to th$ Trade,

Important,— Ail Letters should be Addressed

\V1LLL4]VI PAUL (tho Oluiatiau name in fuU), WALTHAM CliOSS, LONDON, N.
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PETER LAWSON & SON,

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

LONDON and E D I N B U 11 G H

FARM, VEGETABLE, and FLOWER SEEDS.

28, KING STREET, CHEAPSIDE, LONUON, E.G.

BUTLEK AND McCULLOCH'S CoUectioua of Clioico
FLOWER SEEDS forwarijeil Post free.

NEW ANNUALS, 6». and lOs. M.
HARDY DO.. 23. 6d..Ss., 10s.. 20».

HALF HARDY DO., 4j., 7a. M., lis., 30j.

For details of above Collections, see B. & MtC 'fl SPRING
CATALOGUE, Bent free and post paid upon application

Covent Garden Market, W.O.

Brltisli Fern CataJogue
EGBERT SIM can now send, post free for six post i^t

' stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties 3G pii:

Including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his NEW and PKICT' i

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and FXOTIC FEBN-
Ko.7

%» Part XI, (Exotic Ferns) will be issued as early as poailble
Foot's (.'ray Nursery, S. E.

LAMOUREUX, CLAIIK, and CO.,
SaiD MiBcaiKTS, Plymouth.

TlieSEED CATALOGUE and GAKDEN DIRECTORY for 18CG,

now publiabod, will givo full particulara respecting prices and other

WOOD AND INOKAM otJer fine VERBENAS, by
nJiMie, In vftiioua colours, good plantft, well-oHtablished hi

single put.s- also HELIOTROPES, m three Unu vanetlea, at '^Os.

per lou, pacKage included.
LOBELlAPAXTONIANA,tromcuttiiig8,bubhjplanLfl,all in single

pots, at liis. per IW.
Names of the Verbenas sent may be seen in W. & I.'e NEW

CATALOGUE, which will be sent on prepaid at)plication.

Nurseries, Huntingdon.

f~r EOKGIE
VT established
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/^HEAP and BEAUTIFUL FLOWER SEEDS.

100 packets ofthebea*jandmoEt. showy Hardy, Half-hardy, and Tender

I 25 ditto, Hardy Annuals, 6a.

Annuals, 20t.

60 ditto, 10s.

[25 ditto, 5s. 12 ditto, ditto, 2s. 6d.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE On application.

^Richard Suitb, Seed Merchant. Worcester.

/CHOICE VARIEGATED PELARGONIUilS.

Yellow Belt
Golden Tom Thumb

12 Choi

1 Princess Alexandra
I

Funtainebleau
varieties, suitable for exhibition, for 21s.

basket nnd packing included.
Address, Aljhed Frteb. Nurs

Reiuittancea required froi

Choice Seeds from Perfect Specimens.
rjlHOMAS WILD, Ipswich, confidently recommends
X his superior PRIMULA SEED of world-wide celebrity, is. 6d.

per packet, saved from the tiuest strain in cultivation.

Ktandiud Cucumber, Orion Melon, Hollyhock, Pansy, Poljanthus,
:ii.d Balsam at Is. per packet, saved from growers who spare no
i::ipeDsc to obtain the best. Address

TnoMAs Wild, Seedsman, ic, The Primulary, Ipswich.

Primula, Calceolaria, &c.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON are now sending out
SEED of their superb PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA,

which has for many yeai-s given Rieat satisfaction.

The Gardeners' C/trmitcle of the Cth of January, in Notices to
Correspondents, says :—" The blooms sent are remarkably fine,

richly coloured, full, and densely fringed ; they are evidently thu
produce of a capital strain."
The Journal of Horticu'ture of the 23d of January, says that:

—

" Tlje finest and richest coloured Chinese Primulas we have yet seen
aru those raised by Messrs. Cutbush k Son."

Sealed packets 2s. 6d. and 3s. Gd. each.
CALCEOLARIA (JiiiEs').—This is the finest herbaceous variety

3s. Gd. oach. Highgate Nu , London, N.

Superb Double Hollyliocks.

WILLIAM CHATEll be^s to remind the Admirers
of this beautilUl flower that now is tlie best time for planting

It out to insure hne spikes and blooms this season.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, with instructions for its Cultiva-

tion ; itlso prices of Plants per dozen, 100, or 1000, may bo had on
appliLiition.
Seedlings from btst named varieties, is. per doz., or from 20s. to

30*. per 100.

Bloomed Seedlings, with colours named, very fine, 6s. per doz , and
from 30s. to 40*. per 100.

Seed saved from the finest named varieties, Tery choice mixed
2s. 6d. and 5s. per packet,

lu Collections of 12 separate named varieties, extra fine, 10s.

;

2 named varieties, all good show flowers, 7s. &(l.

6 do. do. do. do. 45.

William Cbateb, Nuraerlos, Saffron Walden, Essex.

YyWAM

GRASS SEEDS,

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,

FLOWER SEEDS.

Cafalof/fffs fortvnrdcd post fnc to any address on application.

NOVELTIES, NOVELTIES.

JAMES GARAWAY & CO.,
DUKDHAM DOWN NURSERIES, BRISTOL,

OTFEIt THE

THREE UNDERMENTIONED NEW SEEDLING GERANIUMS
Aa not only Novelties but decided acquisitions.

Tricolor Section.
QUEEN of TRICOLORS. — Thi
passes In beauty the well-ko'
Itock, from which it is a see

'

colours are of the same shade but
Pollock, from which it

colours are of the same s

vivid, and, being a great
green colour doi

nprovemcnt, the
itself bejc
produced

. project itself beyond
The flowers

abundance, and oie scarlet in colour and of
good shape.

Cloth of Gold Section. i Nosegay Section,
BRONZE QUEEN. — A variety raised I L'AFRICAISE. — A hybrid Nosegay of

from Cloth of Gold, with fuliage of same ' compact habit, with extra fine trusses of
colour, but with the addition of a dark

!
pm-plish crimson flowers, which, elevated on

bronze zone distinctly marked ; of good stiff flower stems, produce a very fine

dwarf habit, free in growth and very effect. As a plant for the back or
eflectlve, well adapted for bedding ; flowers ' second row of a ribbon border or centre
sctirlet cerise, produced m good-sized of bed, this will be found a very attractive
trusses. I acquisition.

Price 5i. each.

Four sent when Three arc ordered.

Price 7s. 6d. each.

Four sent when Three are ordered,

Prices to the Trade on applicaiion.

JAS.GARAWAYandCO.'S SPRING CATALOGUE, containing PRICED LISTS of STOVE nnd GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, FERNS, and BEDDING-OUT PLANTS, is now ready, and wUlbe forwarded post free on application.

JAS. CARAWAY and CO., DURDHAM DOWN NURSERIES, BRISTOL.

GENERAL PLANT CATALOGUES FOR 1866.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
BED TO ANNOU.NCE THAT THE UNDERMENTIONED

CATALOGUES FOR THE PRESENT SEASON
ARE NOW PUBLISHED, AND WILL BE FORWARDED POST PBEK ON APPLICATION.

A GENERAL CATALOSUE of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, including ORCHIDS, FERNS, ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGED PLANTS, AZALEAS, CAMELUAS, &c.

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of HARDY TREES and SHRUBS, including CONIFERS, AMERICAN PLANTS, and the most recent JAPANESE Introductions.

A CATALOGUE of SELECT SOFT-WOODED and BEDDING PLANTS, including the most desirable NOVELTIES of the Season.

Igg- /. r. i- SONS' CATALOGUE of NEW and J!AEE PZANTS of their own introduction will be published on the Uth of May.

THE ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON', S.W.

^^€<BARR& SUGDEN^. >e^i-

^-C SEED BULB &PLANT AVAREHOUSE

Orders amounting to 21s. sent Carriage Paid.

iFIantCase. BLUNDELL'S C.\TTLE MELONS and C.\TTLE MARROWS. New Drawmg-ioom iiaut cmo.

100 Seeds, 2s. Gd.
; \ lb., sufficient for } of an acre, 6s.

; J lb., sufficient for J of an acre, 9s. ; 1 lb., sufficient for 1 acre, 16s.

Selections of ORNAMENTAL GOURDS, including Miniature, Medium, and Mammoth varieties, or either separate ;—10 vaj-ieties, 2j. 6rf. ; 15 do., 3j. 6<;.; 20 do., 5s. 6rf.

;

30 do., 7s. 6d.; 40 do., 10s. 6rf. ; 50 do. 12s. Gd. ; 100 do., 2U. ; 200, 42j.

PERMANENT PASTURE GRASS SEEDS and CLOVERS for ALL SOILS | FINE LAWN GRASS SEEDS for ALL SOILS

COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE SEEDS for One Tear's Supply (Carriage paid), 10s. Gd., 15s. Gd., 21s., 30s., 42s., 63»., 84j., and 105j,

COLLECTION of FLOWER SEEDS (postpaid), 2s. Gd., 3». Gd., 6s. Gd., Is. Gd., 10s. Gd., 15s., 21j., 30s., 42s., to 105s.

f Drawing-r

STANDEN'S GARDENERS' AND AMATEURS' FRIEND MANURE.
The best concentrated Manure for all Kitchen Garden crops and Flowers in or out of doors. For List of Agents see our Advertisement in Oardtneri Chromcle for February,

March, and April ; and favourable Notice of the Manure in the Gardeners' Chroniele, p. 339, April 14.

Sold in Sample Canisters, Is. and 2s. Gd. ; and in 'Bags, 5s. Gd., 10s. Gd., nnd 21»., and in two qualMeg. No. 1 quality for H.ird-wooded Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Fruit

Trees, Roses, Lawns, Kitchen Garden Crops, and Flower Beds and Borders. No. 2 quality for Soft-wooded Plants. It should always be laid on the surface dry, and watered in.

BARR AND SUGDEN, SEED, PLANT, and BULB MERCHANTS, 12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN.
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HORTICULTURAL ROCIETY of I.TYERrOOL.
FIRST GHEAT EXniBITl'>N nf RftSKS, ORCHIDS,

FERNS, Ac , JULV 3 and 4, in ST. GEORGE'S HALL. The follow-

ing, and'other liberal Prizes, will be awarded.

12 CDT ROSES, distinct (Nu
4S .. •• •• ...
24 „ „ 3 Trusses, £3, £.2, ,

24 „ „ „ 1 Truss, £3. £2, £1.

34 ,, ,, (Amateiirs), 1 Truss, £4, £3, £2.

18 „ „ „ 1 Truss. £3, £2 5^., £1 10

12 ,. ,. .. 3 Trusses, £3, £2 5s., £1 lOs

10 EXOTIC ORCHIDS (Open), £10, £7, £fi.

6 ,. (Amateurs), £G, £4, £3.

18 „ FERNS (Open), £S, £«, £4.

13 ifi, £4, £^'-

3 TREE FERNS ., £4. £3, £2.

12 ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGE PLANTS (Opon), £5, £3, £2

lants of Merit. Tho Hall 1,

1 Railway Station.

For Schedules and every information apply to Robt. W. Keb
Hon. Sec, 4, Basnott Street, Liverpool.

ARIS KXHIT^ITION of 186
EXHIBITH.)\ nf IloKTICr'LTURE,

t tho Mooting of HorticuHiinsts mul nthors wbich took place (

country In tho Paris Exhibition, the following Resolutions

Proiiosed by Mr. VEircn, seconded by Mr. J. Lee—*' British Ilorti-

culturist-i will be happy to accept the invitation of the Imperial

in a Special Buildii I be provided by the Imperial Corr

Proposed by Mr. Turner, seconded by Mr. Laing—" British Horti-
3 would be willing to co-operate with the British Executive

"mo to time Specimens of various Plants and

Tho following per.'^ons were present ;—Messrs. Robeiit WARKEn,
MiTRAV. Wilson, Edmords, Tphner, J. G. Veitch. Osjionw," '

, BuDD, Moore, Booth, Bl

INTERNATIONAL

HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION
AND BOTANICAL CONGRESS.

The MEETINGS of the BOTANICAL CONGRESS arc fixed to Commence on WEDNESDAY, 23(i of MAT.
M. Alphonse Dr. Candolle will take the Chair at 11 o'clock.

T. JlAxwELL Masters, Hon. Sec.

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION.

MAY 22d, Tickets £1 Is. ; MAT 23d, 10s. ; MAY 24th, 2s. 6d. ; MAY 25th, Is.

Ticfiefs may be obtained of the principal London Xursfri/meii, nnd of the usual London Agents.

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION.

Tickets may be obtained of the principal Nurserymen and Seedsmen, and at

—

Letts & Son's, Roj'al E.xchangcAustin's, St. James's Hall

Chappell's, New Bond Street

Cock, Addison, & Co.'s, Regent Street

Keith & Pbowse's, Cheapside

I.ACON & Ollier's, New Bond Street

Mitchell's, Bond Street

Ollivier's, New Bond Street

Sam's, St. James's Street

"Westerton's, St. George's Place.

GUILDHALL BANaUET OF THE

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION.

The Committee have to announce that Messrs. Ring & Buy:mer, having made plans of the HaU, find they
will only be able to place, in comfort, 580 guests. The Committee had been led to hope that 650 would have
been accommodated, and they think it, therefore, only prnprr to give notice that the Subscription List n
close on the above number being reached. Above 450 Seats are already required.

SUBSCRIBERS OF TEN GUINEAS TO THE

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL MEETING
RECKIVE ONE BAXQl'ET TICKET ;

ONE PERSONAL TICKET, ADMITTING ALE FOUR DAYS OK THE SHOW;
SEVEN GUINEA TICKETS, ADMITTING FIRST DAY:

AND TWO CARDS, ADMITTING THREE EACH TO THE CONVERSAZIONE.

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION.
NOTICE TO GARDENERS.

R^

The Eierulive Committee give Notice that in accordarce with the urgent request of many Gardcner=, the
day for the PURCHASE of GARDENERS' TICKETS is EXTENDED to MAY the I2th. the price of the
Cards, for Gardeners only, is 2s. 6il. for the WEDNESDAY, and Is. for THURSDAY. Under no cireumstauccs
will any further delay be granted.

Address, enclosing remittance and stamped directed enrelnpe, Mr. T. Mooke, Botanic Gardens, Chelsea,
By Order of the Executive Committee.Londo S.W.

CLIANTHUS DAMPIERI.

MESSRS. VEITCH & SONS
OFFER NEWLY IMFOUTri)

SEED OF THIS MAGNIFICENT GREENHOUSE PLANT
At the following low prices.

THE .SEED I.S GUARANTEED TU GRUW WELL.

6 Seeds, Is. ; 12 Seeds, Is. 6d. ; 30 Seeds, 3s. 6d.

Special offers to the Trade on applieation.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERIES, KING'S ROAP, CHELSEA, S.W.

HORTirULTritAL SOCIETY.
SOUTH KENSINGTON.

MAV 8H0\V, TUUUSDAY. May 3, 186fl.

AWARDS OF THE JUDGES.
Class 1—0 STOVE nnd GREENHOUSE PLANTS, in FLOWER,

distinct. (Open.)

1st, Mr. D. Donald, Gr. to J. G. Barclay, Esq., Lovton. £fl.

2d, Messrs. J. & C. Leo, Royal Vineyard Nvirsery, Hamniersmitli, £4.

Class2.—ISORCniDS, In FLOWER, distinct. {Niirsorymun.)
2d, Messrs. J. & C. Lee, £7.

Class 3.-9 ORCHIDS, in FLOWER, distinct. (Amateurs).
1st, Mr. C. Penny, Gr. to H. H. Gibbs, Esq., Regent's Park, £9.

2d, Mr, T. PftRe, Gr. to W. Leaf, Esq., Streathani, £7.
3d. Mr. J. HilL Gr. to R. Hanbury, Esq., Ware, £5.

Extra, Mr. J. Robson, Or. to G. Cooper, Esq., Coburg Road,S,E,,£3

Class 4.—6 ORCHIDS, in FLOWER, distinct. (Open.)
1st, Mr. W. Howard, Gr. to J. Brand, Esq., Balham, £G.
2d, Mr. J. Robson, £4.

Class fi.—I SPECIMEN ORCHID, In FLOWER. (Open.)
1st, Mr. C. Pennv, £2.
Eqvial Ist. Mr. W. Howard, £2.

Class 6.-9 GREENHOUSE AZALEAS, in FLOWER, distinct,

(Open.)
1st. Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough, £10.

Class 7—6 GREENHOUSE AZALEAS, in FLOWER, distinct.
(Am:\tcurs.)

1st, Mr. S. M. Carson, Gr. to W. R. Q. Farmer, Esq., Cheam, £C.
2'i, Mr. C. Penny, £4.

Class 8—1 SPECIMEN AZALEA, in FLOWER. (Opon.)
1st, Mr. C. Turner, £2.
2d, Mr. S. M. Ciirson, £1.
3d, Mr. W. Young, Gr. to R. Barclay," Esq., Highgate. 10«.

Class 9.-6 HARDT or HALF-HARDY RHODODENDRONS
distinct, in FLOWER. (Open.)

3d. Messrs. J, Ivery & Son, Dorking and Reigate Nurseries, £1.

Class 10—9 PELARGONIUMS In FLOWER, distinct. (Open.)
1st. Mr. C. Turner. £8.
2d, Mr. J. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road Nurseries, Loyton, £G.

Class 11.—6 PELARGONIUMS in FLOWER, distinct. (Amateurs.)
Ist, Mr. J. Ward, Gr. to F. G. Wilkins, Esq.. Leyton, £5.

3d, Mr. J. Wiggins, Gr. to W. Beck, Esq., Isleworth, £2.

12.—1 SPECIMEN PELARGONIUM in FLOWER. (Open.)

1 FLOWER, distinct. (Open.)

3d, Mr. J. Ward, lOs.

Class 13.— ROSES in POTS, i

1st, Mr. Wm. Paul, Paul's Nurseries, Walthai

Class 14.—fi ROSES in POTS, in FLOWER, distinct. (Amateurs.)
2'1, Mr. J. Wiggins, £4.
3d, Mr. H. Beasley, Gr. to Mrs. Wood, Twyford Abbey, W., £2.

Class 15.—1 SPECIMEN ROSE in Pot, in FLOWER. (Open.)

1st, Mr. Wm. Paul, £1 1ft*.

Class 16—G EXOTIC FERNS, distinct. (Open.)
1st, Mr. H. Barnard, gr. to J. W. Taylor, Esq., Woodberry Down,

N., £4.
2.1, Mr. Wm. Bull, King's Road, Chelsea, £3.

.3d, Mr. F. Precce, Gr. to E. Wood, Esq., Acton, £2.

Class 17—12 HARDY FERNS, distinct. (Opon.)

1st, Messrs. J. Ivery & Son, £4.
2<i, Mr. Wm. Bull, £3.
Sd, Mr. Wm. Young, £2.

Class IS.—MISCELLANEOUS COLLECTION Of PLANTS
in FLOWER. (Open.)

1st, Mesrs. J. & C. Lee, £3.
2d, Messrs. W. Cutbush & Son, The Nurseries, Highgate, £2.
Extra, Mr. C. Turner, for a Collection of Auriculas, £3.
Extra, Mr. Wm. Bull, for a Collection of New and Rare Plants. £3.

Extra, Me.s.si-s. Barr & Sugdon, Covent Garden, for Flint Cases
Iwith Plants, £1.

F. Watson, Esq., Isleworth, for a

8. Mortimer, Esq., Surrey, lor a

,
for a Group of Rhododendron

ily Bnrrington, Shrlvenhara, fur iv

K\ti-a, Mr .T. .Turn, s, f.-r a Gimip of 12 Auricula.", 10a.

Extra, Mr. J. James, for a Stand of 24 Pansies, 10s.

Extra, Mr. T. Page, Gr. to W. Le.if, Esq., Streatham, for a Prickly
Cayenne Pinc-applo, 10s.

STfie <Bartrenci*^'€litoutclr.
SATURDAY, MAY b. 1866.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENS
May 7-Eiitomolojtical
— 8— Zoolofiical ..

of Microscopical
• T, — »lKoyiilBotiinii(rir

(lloyal K •

r, — \ll Soutll !

(crysl 1 ralncc Flower Sliow

livF.RY now and then, amid tho dazzling

splendour of our Ribbon Bokdehs, and the

gorgeous brilliancj' of our Flower Beds, there

comes a sigh, low indeed, hut heart-felt, so that

in those who do hear it, it excites at once

sympathy and compassion. It is a sigh of

weariness, of ennui—the expression of a timid,

modest feeling, such as is felt by retiring people

when by some accident thej- "find themselves

thrust into gay society. " Were you over at one of

tho Botanic fkes?" asked a young acquaintance

of our's of an old lady with half an acre of garden

and a small greenhouse, which she attended to

with all the assiduity that her strong love of

plants engendered. "Yes, once," was the

reply. " You wore delighted, of course ?"—" I

hid myself behind the shnibs till the time

came for mo to go away." And yet we
never knew aiiy one with a deeper lovo of

flowers, or more discriminating appreciation of

their charms, or, for an aiaateui', a better know-
ledge of them. Of course in this instance it was
tho gay company rather than tho gay flowers that

distressed our friend, but a similar feeling is

prevalent to a much greater extent than might
be supposed with reference to our modern system

of gardening. There are many persons who feel

as much out of plaee among our briglit parterres

as our old lady friend did at the fete. And the

reasons, we take it, are to be sought for,

not so much in any abstract objectioji to
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brightness of colour, or perfection of form, or
what the florists consider to bo such, as in a
sense of repletion : one sees, 'with but slight

variation, the same thing oyer and over again.

The interest, save for the professed florist, soon

vanishes, and leaves nothing behind. To the

^e.^l garden-loving public, or to a large section

of it, these constant repetitions become irk-

some, just as the " r.abbits cold, rabbits hot,

rabbits tender, rabbits tough," did to the

proverbial individual condemned to feed off them
for an unlimited period. Wo have not one
word to say against our glittering parterres

when arranged with nice art and refined taste,

and so di.sposod as to be, as they comparatively

seldom are, in harmony with the rest of the

establishment. Too often they are out of place ;

still more often they are staring and obtrusive,

like an over-dressed vulgar woman.
We salute General Tom Thumb with be-

coming respect ; we gaze approvingly on Stella
;

we admire Mrs. Pollock with aU the deference

her unquestioned beauty demands, but we hope
wo shall not be considered rude in saying that

there are many other friends whom we would
gladly see more often than we do, and many of

whom we fear, from oui' uni'iist neglect, have
dwindled out of existence.

Where fashion reigns supreme we are aware it

is useless to attempt resistance, but we do hail

with joy the glimmering indications that meet
our eyes, and the sounds that greet our ears, lead-
ing to the inference that a little more variety, and
a great deal more interest, is likely to bo infused
into our gardens. There is little fear that the
reign of bedding stuff is approachiag its end

—

that we hope will never be the case, but a little

less despotic sway, a little lowering of the
franchise, will in this case at least bo an inesti

mable boon, not only to those old-fashioned
people who grieve over the neglect of the hardy
perennials, to each one of which a special interest

attached, and which presented something to look
at all the year round, but also to that very large
class to whom the present system, from its cost-

liness and the great amount of skill and labour
required for its maintenance, is virtually forbidden.

Those of our readers who may chance to have
perused the .article on hardy edging plants,

p. 291, or that on the Iris, p. 888, will see what
a field of interest there is for them at little cost

;

and if they seek to know what the non-pro-
fessional public, or a portion of it, thinks of
modem gardens and gardening, they will find

much to amuse them in the account of Hornby
MiUs Garden m the April Number of the
" Argosy," which we commend to their notice,

without, however, endorsing all that is said

therein.

No branch of science stands more in need of
the help of practical men and accurate observers
than does Vegetable Phtsiology. In un-
ravelling the problems of animal physiology, wo
have always a standard of comjiarison within
ourselves which is av.iilable for the purpose
moreover, there is a complexity of stnictiire, and
an adaptation of particular organs to serve
particular purposes, which does not exist to any^
thing like the same extent in the vegetable
kingdom, where the tissues are simpler in their
con.striiction, and less restricted in the range of
their functions.

That the labom-s of the physiologist are of the
greatest importance to horticulture, no one bear-
ing in mind the researches ofNATJorN and Darwin
in recent times, to say nothing of those of others,

will be inclined to deny. It is for practical men
to avail themselves of the results obtained by
theseexperimenters, and to extend andsupplement
them by their own observations. It is on these

grounds that we beUeve the establishment of a
Congress, in connection with the International
Horticultural Exhibition, is likely to be so

valuable. Hitherto it has been far too much the
practice of the botanists on the one side, and the
hortieulturista on the other, to stand aloof from
each other, and, in practice at least, to ignore
the doings of their follow laboiu'ers. What
would be said of the physicians of our
day if they neglected the teachings of the
physiologist, or what value would the researches
of the latter have, if they were not corrected and
controlled by the practical experience of the
former ?

The case is precisely similar with the botanists
(using the term Botany here in its largest sense),

and the horticulturists. Those who attempt to

dissociate the two pui-suits re.aUy do an injustice

to their favourite science. Both Horticulture and

Botany must necessarily be classed under the
same great group of biological sciences, and
although, from the extent of the subject and
the limited time and capacity of their profes-
sors, it is impossible for any one to be equally
proficient in all departments, it is undeniable
that great advantages must result from the
combined action, whenever practicable, of
the workers in different departments. No
more word-quibbling— above all, no petty
personalities, should be allowed to stand in the
way of the good work, but each and all in their
several dep.artmonts should help on the good
cause, and give their aid with a will to their

fellows when called on to do so. In illustration of
our meaning, let us take one among the many
instances in plant Ufo which requires clearing up,
and the duo ;explanation of which would not
only bo a gain to physiology, but would
in all probability be suggestive to the
cultivator of plants, either in our stoves
or in our sub-ti'opical gardens. Our corre-
spondent " G. B.," a practical gardener
(see p. 294), speaking of the spring climate at

Ootacamimd, mentions a fact which is startling

enough to us, with our " temperate experiences."
Though the soil may be dry and parched," he

writes, " and the diy and wet bulb thenuometers
indicate a difference of 20°, still tJie trees will
begin to shoot, sometimes a month or even more,
before a di'op of rain falls, and make young
rowth a foot or 18 inches long before they

receive a drop of rain ; and dew at the
Latter part of tho dry season is so scanty, that
a difference in the thermometer of 10° at 7 A.M. is

of common occurrence." This is in precise

accordance with the observations of Mr. Dalzell
(seeour vol. for 18()5,pp. 1058-1203), who remarks
that a great number of trees in India begin
to sprout in the hottest and driest month-—at a
time '

' when the heat and tb'ought would seem
great enough to wither up all vegetation." Tho
tropical spring therefore takes place " at the
very period when there is a minimum amount of

moisture in the ground as well as in the air."

Mr. Dalzell admits his inability to explain the
phenomena, and refers them " to specific vital

action unconnected with external circumstances."
This however is a " rest and be thankful " way
of getting out of a dilemma, which will not find

favour with those phy.siologists or horticulturists

who see that to evade a difficulty is not to over-
come it, and moreover precludes all possible

advantages that may be derived from its solution.

The di-y season of the tropics is generally con-
sidered by physiologists to afford the same rest to

plants that they get in the winter season of higher
latitudes, tho di-ought checking vital activity in

the one case as efficiently as the cold in the other.

The facts just cited at any rate show that this

activity is not always checked by drought, while
the iUustrations adduced by oui' American corre-

spondent (p. 197) go to prove that there is a far

less complete arrest of the functions of trees

from cold in the very severe climate of North
America than is considered to take place in oiu-

own more temperate clime. We should be glad
to he.ar the opinions of those having practical

experience of the effects of these extremes of

temperature on plants.

We English can never pet on with our public,
any more than -nc can ^\itli our private business,
without a good DiNNEE. Vi'q rejoice, therefore, to
find that, in .addition to what we may call the State
Banquet of the International Exhibition, there will be
one of a more social character on May M at St.

Martin's Hall, over which Lord EIenrt Lennox, M.P.,
Vice President of the Royal Horticultural Society, has
kindly consented to pre.side. The tickets have been
fixed at a low price so as to ensure a large attendance
of gardeners. Messrs. Spiehs &.P'ond have undertaken
to furnish the materiel. Intending diners should com-
municate without delay with Mr. E. Dean, 8, Denmark
Villas, Ealing! and a.s certain preliminary expenses
—such as the hire of the Hall, &c.—must be met, a
small subscription will be thankfully received. So
large an assemblage of gardeners of all degrees is not
likely soon to be got together again, and we feel a.ssured
so fine an opportunity of iirnniotiriL' cordiality and
goodwill among the craft will not l.o Inst. AVe shall
hojie also to see many of tlie t'ontiiieiifal gardeners
among the company.

We invite the attention of our readers to the
following account of a meeting held at South Ken-
sington on Tuesday last to consider the best means
of forwarding the horticuUurnl interests in con-
nection with the Paris Universal Exhibition of
1807. There werepresent Messrs. Veitch, Tuknee,
Brn. Laing, Wateeek, Lee, Oseokn, Mooee,
Booth, Edmonds, Mubkat, Colonel Scott, Cap-
tain CocKEEELL, Dr. HoQG, Dr. Masters, and
others. \i\ invilatior. from the Imperial Com-
mission for flic Exliiliilinn in question, requesting
British Ilortirultiiri-ts to co-oper.ite in an Inter-
national llorliriiltiirat Exhibition to be held in the
Cham]i de Mars coufemporaneously with the Exhibi-
tion of Arts and Manufactures, was read and discussed.
It was then moved by Mr. J. G. Teitch, seconded
by Mr. John Lee, and carried unanimously,
"That British Horticulturists will be happy to
accept the invitation of the Imperial Commission to
upport an International Exhibition of Horficulture

for a period not exccfding a fortni^lit, snrli ixliiliition

take place in a spfciiil l)\!iMin'_' In \u- imivideil by
the Imperial Coniniis-imi. and h.hiI^I -iij-cst for

consideration, that such cxhiljition should take place
at the latter end of May or beginning of June." Mr.
TrKNER further moved, " That' British Horticultiu-ists
would be willing to co-operate with the Executive in

exhibiting from time to time specimens of various
plants and flowers which may be in season." This
having been seconded by Mr. Laing, and carried
unanimously, the meeting terminated.

Our Correspondent the Rev. W. F. Rad-
CLTFFE, wTites that he has left Rusbton, ^vith which
his name has become so intimately associated in
horticultural literature, and that he now resides at
Okeford Pitzpaine, Shillingstone, Dorset.
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• We hear with the most lively satisfaction that at
the ensuing commemoration at Oxford, on June 13, it

is proposed to confer the honorary degree of D.C.L.
upon M. A. De Candolle, President of the Interna-
tional Botanical Congres.s, and upon Dr. Hooker,
the Director of Kew Gardens. So gracefiU and well
merited a compliment will be warmly appreciated by
all cla.sses of botanists and horticulturists both at home
or abroad.

The Belgian Government, as well as the
railway and steam-boat companies, have accorded very
great facilities by the reduction of fares for the transport
of passengers and goods by way of Antwerp or Ostend to
London, on the occasion of the International Horticul-
tural Exhibition. The Netherlands Government have
also accorded a like boon in regard to their fiscal

arrangements. So good an example should not be lost

our omi Government.— Dr Hooker and Mr. Smith have with great
liberality allowed Mr. Gibson to select a very large
number of flue Specimen Plants from the gardens
.at Kew, for the decoration of the International Horti-
cultural E.xhibition.

— Through the kindness ofDr. Hookee the Rotal
Gardens, Kew, will, during the Congress week, be
open to our foreign guests at 10 a.m. instead of at 1 p.m.
as usual.

— The Council of the Rotal Botanic Societv,
Regent's Park, and that of the Zoological Societt,
have mo.st liberally thrown their respective gardens
open to the distinguished foreign members of the Bota-
nical Congress.

licrliii, which
•uriosilies

New Plants.
ONCIDirM HOLOciIRYsrM. Schh.f. otto, Hamlf.

Gtz. xviii. 18IW, p. 33.

(Macropet.ala pcntsisepaLa) racemo elong.ato sccimdo, petalia
ovatis apicuLitis p<tulo undulatis, labelli trifidl l.acinii8.'poBtlcia

ligiilato-ovatia. isthmo angiisto a lacinia media separatis, hac
l)reTl.ssima, unguicidata, reniformia biloba maxima, caUo
Lusco.s cxpaiLso ovali deprcsso, infra libero, apice in proces-
sum lincarem bifidum excurrente, coliimna breviaaima,
nndroeUnio poatice .anfjiilato, antice oniithorrhyncboa alia

pcmifalcatis liinc dcutatis.
P.seudobulbi oblongi auloati ra.acidati tii.^-ltt, f ttn refriina

litfiilata obtuse .acuta, aubcrassa. nitii In l: ;
i I'-'iMrua.

Flores .aurei niagnitudine illonim Onci
i

i.iii liani.

I made the acquaintance of this ilmt m ]mi1. in
the garden of M. Eorsig at Moabit. nr:

is so rich and so well kiuiwn for the
grown there imder the care of M. Gaerdt. The little

plant, hanging in a Cocoa-nut shell, came from
England, where M. Gaerdt had been some time before,
with the object of enriching M. Borsig's celebrated
garden. The plant gave me the impression as if vadlte
ad inferos was written on its little spike, and I never
saw the species again until a few weeks ago, when I
got a quite unexpected ray of light concerning it.

Messrs. Backhouse & Sons, of York, having now
engaged a collector in some part of tropical moun-
tainous America, ordered the collector to send
numbered bulbs, adding coloured sketches and dried
specimens with the same corresponding number.s. The
latter they sent over to me. I was very much surprised
to find a very strongly ribbed, spotted bulb, with a
living eye, and two long dried .spikes having quite a
new character, for I know of no Oncidium with racemes
so densely flowered as those of a Poxbrush Aerides.
Let me add, that to make the impression still more
curious, all the golden flowers are one-sided, as in
Rodriguezia secunda. After having made a most
careful analysis, I was not a little astonished to find

again, but in a much better condition, the old holo-
chrysum I had previously known only in a starved
condition. No doubt we have here a very desirable

Oncid. ReU. fit

ORCHIDS AND THEIR CULTIVATION.
No. XII.

(Cniilhuierlfrmiiv.i'iO.)

Oriontorjlossum nehulosiim (Mexico).'—This species,

physiologically speaking, is one of the most delicate of

the race. Its colour when in good health is pale yellowish

green—a colour indicative "f plaiit-^irkness, as a
rule, but in this instance foriinii-' a inoniiuent excep-

tion. It is, however, one of iImiiii.-i iliilicult of cool

plants to grow successfully, as ilviou-titufinn is unable
to withstand extremes, either of heat or cold, drought-

or moisture, and the cultivator is necessarily compelled
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ndvto suard viRil

can never liopi; t

drainaije for tliis i

broken pots in liic

in the warmest i')i<

my efforts havr been hit I

sudden fluctuations, else lie

rossfuh I use a little more
1 tlio sliape of charcoal and
impost, and place the plant

house as a safeguard ; and
rto attended with succes;

The pseudobulbs should bo ovate and plump, about

4 inches long, with pale green lanceolate lustrous

leaves. The inflorescence is produced from the young

fron-ths in process of development, on racemes pro-

ucing from five to eight flowers, each about 3 inches

across. Seiials oblong, with a prominent midrib like a

keel on the exterior, and rather inclining forwards,

with petals nearly uniform and inclining backwards;
ground colour white, with raw sienna spots and
blotches, arranged densely around the base, and forming

on the whole a tolerably accurate circle, with the

column erect and exposed ; labellum contracted at base

and abruptly widening out towards extremity, form-

ing a bluntish point; also white, with spotting as

above towards the base, and the calli very prominently
blotched ivith yellow. Period of flowering May and
June ; and duration from four to five weeks.

O. Pescaiorei (New Grenada). — This is pre-

eminently the queen of Odontoglots, flowering when
well managed with a profusion that quite eclipses all

its compeers. What other species of this highly

ornamental family could yield a pseudobulb capable

of carrying to perfection an inflorescence of 117 flowers,

ea«h from 2i to 2^ inches across ! We have now, in

the act of expanding, a plant whose two matured
growths yield in the aggregate 215 flowers. The principal

panicles, which are in the form of a thyrse, and coming
from the base of either bulb, bear respectively 65 and
58 flowers ; while the numerous smaller panicles that

make up the group are emitted from the summit
or crown of the bulbs in quite an abnormal sort of

fp,shion. The order of expansion of the inflorescence

is centrifugal, this being the only individual, to tlie

best of my knowledge, where such occurs in the family.

The pseudobulbs when well grown should be nearly

circular in outline, very plump, and not at all

shrivelled; they should also be dark green, stained,

especially towards the crown, with dark brown— a sure
index ofvigour ; leaves lanceolate, smooth on the edges.

The flowers when in bud are veryhandsome, being a sort

of brownish crimson, but after they are expanded this

colour only shows in the centre of the sepals, which
gradually cliange to white after the flowers have been a
length of time expanded. The front or face of the sepals

and petals is pure white, like frosted silver, nearly
uniform, broadly ovate, and nicely filling up. as florists

would say, making a square outline. Column, as

usual, exposed and quite erect ; labellum panduriform
also pure white, with yellow blotched calli, interwoven
with puqile and occasional dashes of crimson in the
ba.sal portion of labellum. It is, so to speak, of easy
culture, and would live in an atmosphere where many
New llollaiid iilaiits would die; but it is of very slow
pcrowlli. anil siiiniiiiily incapable of producing eyes for

the reiiroduction ol" young shoots. I have ^own our
plant for eight years from a tiny little thing to its

present size, but it took five years to produce two
young growths in a season. It requires nine months to

perfect its flower panicles from the time they first

make their appearance, and each individual flower
with care will remain good for 12 weeks.—by far the
longest period of any Orchidaceous flower that has ever
come under my coini.sance. The new varieties of
Alexanilnt', dli'i^ IJIiuitii, are closely allied U> this
species, hut dilliT iiiatrrially in the fonii of the labellum,
which in tlie lal tcr is olilong cordate, and in the former
panduriform. IVom what I have been able to gather
from seeing their inflorescence I believe the Alexandrse
breed will never produce a panicle, so that while in

Pescatorei we have panicles yielding from 60 to

70 flowers each, we shall have its newly-introduced
compeer yielding racemes of from 8 to 12 flowers only.

O. Phalrenopsis (Ocana).—One can easily imagine
the sensation which accompanied the flowering of this

plant when M. Linden exhibited it in London in 1856;
all the more a subject of astonishment and delight from
seeing that such tmy ovate pseudob'ilbs were capable of
producing highly ornamental flowers, in some instances
quite three inches across. The flowers are produced
from the matured p.seudobulb in short racemes
bearing two to three flowers. The sepals and petals
are ovate, nearly uniform, and pure white;
while the lip is broad and nearly bifid, con-
tracted towards the basal portion, and afterwards
forming two slight wings, white veined with pink

;

lower portion also white, ivith deep and distinct
dashes of rosy pink over its surface. Period of flowering
April and May, but can be retarded to June, and will

last from six to seven weeks in bloom. This plant
should never be in an atmosphere below 45", else the
bulbs will be affected. A black speck is first seen at the
base of the long linear leaves, or crown of bulbs, and
gradually spreads over the bulb until its vitality is

destroyed. It is of the easiest possible culture in the
ordinary compcst ; and as bulbs are full of eyes at the
base, which are all easily excited, a plant of some size is

not difficult to obtain. I believe it would be possible
to cut up individual pseudobulbs and grow them from
eyes successfully, like so many Potatos. It is likely,

however, to remain a scarce plant, owing to i;he diffi-

culty in getting imported plants safely to hand.
O. puIchrUmii (Afexico).—With a fragrance more

\|'M myself, than either that ofrefined, if I

Orangeblossf
our Orchid !

much s^rowii

in all s.i.

the l"vr,- n

thiselegantvarietyadorns
se to say, is not nearly so

II ;i- ii 'I - I iilaiits—surely cheap enough
htfr, ilu.' ! b\ i-ciiniiarison—^might be by
"I' llnHri's. 'I'lii'iT arc several spurious
llir rMuiiiry uimIit tlir iiame, wMch canuot

for a luntiiuut be f.ouiiian-d to tlii^ best and true .sort,

either in point of size of flower, or free blooming
properties. The small variety is sometimes called

IX'ertonii. It is scnrcelv possible to fin'Ac out the licst

sorts until tlicy have jiruvi-d tliemsflves, as the pseud. .-

bullis are,so similar in all the varieties, notwith.slaiid-

iii'-' tile v;triaiinn in point of size of flower. I'si'iidn-

biilbsi.lib.ir.'. uilli long linear leaves. The inllore>eiiiie

is prndiieeil IVniii racemes, each from 6 to 12-I1"uered,

the laiver sort baviiiL- the lesser number, liv a iialiirai

COntnrll.ill Ille l)edleels :ire luis|,,,| in sileli ;i w;i\ a- b.

turn (hellnuer,, M
f
i>M le , b .„ | , ; , b ir-:l I .e| .:l I aud pelab

unifoniih' o\ale, uitlj llie ln(. nifeii"!- ones eoninb',
pure uliite. lJa^al p.irii hi] -ell ililek;ni'l lle-li\.

yellow spotted with linmn; lnn,.r iiniiKin ile|ire,sr.|

so as to appear at riijlii ;iir_'le> in iln' u].]ier,:iK'i wliiii'.

Period of flowering Ajiril aiil .May, and duration six-

weeks.
O. sfella(um.—A small plump Cervantesii-Uke bulb,

with short lanceolate leaves, producing solitary flowers

from the base of matured growth. Sepals and petals
arranged like a star, of a dull cinnamon colour, with a
white labellum nearly an inch across, deeply serrated on
its edges ; calli rather prominent,by being finelyblotched
with flesh colour. Tnis is the least interesting of the
group, and remains in bloom only about a fortnight.

O. Uro'Skinneri (Guatemala). — This is a very
robust-growing species, and very distinct and orna-
mental.. It produces large handsome pseudobulbs of a
pale green, spottedivith brown, when vigorous measur-
ing 6 by i inches, of fiattish formation. The leaves are
oblong, and show very distinctly the parallel venation.
The inflorescence is produced .in racemes about 2 feet

long, bearing from 9 to 15 flowers, proceeding from the
bulbs when m course of formation. It occasionally pro-
duces a panicle, as happened with the plant under my
charge—only once, however—and at that time it bore 20

flowers. TV hen first expanded the flower is very high-
coloured, but it becomes bleached by exposure to sun
and light;. Each flower measures fully 2 inches across.

Dorsal sepal and petals uniform, ovate ; inferior ones
oblong ; ground colour a glossy Indian-red, with olive
" barrings." Labellum orbicular, and slightly undulated
on the surface

;
ground colour white, heavily clouded

with colours varying in varieties from a pale lilac to a
soft pui-ple. These flowers require pretty close shading
to keep them in condition. As this plant makes two
sets of bulbs in the season, it is scarcely ever out of

flower ; but it is in best condition in April and May.
Liberally treated as to soil it will thrive like a Pumpkin

;

and I have found it to increase in bulk a little

more rapidly if treated, say once a fortnight, to weak
manure waterings. Duration of flowers from four to

five weeks.
O. ha.^tilalium (New Grenada).—Singularly enough,

although this plant was originally found in an altitude

where the extreme of cold in that latitude prevailed,

it mil not live in the same minimum temperature as

Pescatorei, cordatum, or grande. I had a plant flve

years ago that died in the same house where the above
were successfully wintered. I have ever since enter-

tained a suspicion about conforming my prneiiretM lie

conditions of a natural climate, without at all event-

feeling my way bit by bit. In fact the bjsl iiriiliei;il

climate that it is in our power to create must. I'lll

lamentably .short in providing conditions suitable to

the constitution of the various plants which ne
domesticate. The variety in question is of rampant
growtli, iivndiieiii',' liiillis fully as large as those of

tIro-Sliiniieri. and llinmins up a panicle from the
matured :.irontli I'mni I to 5 feet long, with flowers

abonttbes;iiiiesize:isini ) bevc. Sepals and petals rather
narrow, and air-'iilar in some varieties, of a pale cream
ground, sjintted ;iiid barred witli brown; the labellum
about twieii iiie breadth of petals, and slightly con-
tracted in the middle, rose in the basal portion, shaded
with white, and paler towards extremity. Time of

flowering. May and June ; duration from five to seven
weeks. Some very fine plants of this have been
recently imported, from which we may anticipate

some choice varieties.

We have bloomed numbers of the Bogota varieties,

including gloriosum, radiatum, Alexandi-iB, &c. ; but
as there is still a numerous lot to prove, it wiU be better

for the .sake of accuracy and completeness to allow the
description of that batch to stand over for a time.

J. Anderson, Mfadov^ Bavh.

TIMBER SUITABLE FOB BUILDING
PURPOSES.

At the late annual meeting of the Northern
Architectural Association, the President, Mr. J. Green,
New.Mslle (sav< tlie Jliiil.Urt, read an address on
timber sintalile lor liiiildiiii.' imrjinses. In tlie .-nurse

of it h.< sni.l,— Willi. lilt .llterill- int.. a .li.s.'iissi.m of

thcanat..iijy and pin si..|.iL'> .if t i-e.-, an.l tb.' ).r..p.'rlies

that will hence result t.. lb.- tniib.r ..I' .a.-Ii .d.ss or

natural order, I inteii.l b. ...i.lln.. in> r.)ii:irk- b. b.pics

of a strictly practical .bara.l.-r. In lb.- Iii>l pla.-c, I
will offer some remarks on the timber of those trees

which have the medullary rays in their composition

;

after which, proceed to make some remarks upon the
timljer of tlio.se trees in which the medullary rays are

absent. [ ?] The timber of trees in the first of the classes

into which I have divided my subject, constitutes that

which is generally and popularly known as hard wood,
and of which tlie Oak, the Ash, the Elm, and the

European or Spanish CJhe.stnut may be considered as

the principal t,\.))es. That in the second of the abov.

'

refen-ed-t.i I'lns'silication is the timber of the Conifer;,

or rosin... I- w. ....1- ; and as examples, the Scotch Fir, tli.'

T.yr..l.'-. I' , lb.' 'WTaite or Weymouth Pine, tli.'

P'iteb I'm.', lb. \..rwa,y Spruce, the Jjarch, &c., may
be piiint..| 1...

In ..iinparing the nature of the timber required f..r

the purposes of domestic architecture under different

eir.annstaiiccs—as, for instance, previous to and diiriii;^

the Tiiilor period, and of that required during the
present time—we find a marked and important differ-

ence to exist. The resinous wood of the Coniferous

f the
I.I be

i;.>i.i.'stb. i,,k li:il U. .1,1.1 li:.X..;,tl,,„ded

111.. IIS.. ..f Fir ti.nb..r ni ,Mi,.b e.bb.v-, it ivould have
b...'!. \\li..lly .iiil.t l.ir lb., system of oaiiientry which
lb. 11 pivviiibd, 'I'll.. .1-.. of pins a.nd treenails, as
I'a^t.'iiiii--, U..11I.I -|.lii I'm-, whilst such fastenings are
ili.'b.'^t ilial ...ul'l 1... iiM.I in the Oak carpentry of our
11 st.,i>. 'I'll.. niiMin .irsn..|i immunity from splitting
by sii.'b t'.-.-t.niiej- in III.. iii.-.|i,-..\al system of carpeniTy
allii.|...| t... i> lb.- biii.bni-' ..!' tlie yearly increa.se by
annular a.l.litions t.i tbe size of the timber by the
111. .biliary rays of tli.' bard wood then used, which are
nil..llytrj wanting; in the timber of trees ofthe Pine tribe

used in the system of carpentry of the ijresent time.

Here, then, an altered and a much improved system
of house-carpentry at the present day, has opened to us
the use of the Pinus sylve.stris, which, when grown on
the strong soils and in the cool climate of the northern
countries of Europe, is by far the strongest, the stiffest,

and most durable timber for edifices erected according
to the mode of building of the present day, at a most
rea.sonable cost. Although this is decidedly by far the
best variety of Pine for building timber, when grown
under favourable circumstances for producing good
quality, yet there are many other varieties indigenous
to different countries and climates, which, although not
so valuable for main timber or carpenter-work, are
better adapted for the inside fittings or the joiner-work
of hi.ns.;'s. Tlie vari..ties t.i wiii.'li reb.reuce is now
mad.' ar.' III.- Wliit.- or AV..\ iiili Pine, and the
Yell.iu- rni.-, b..lb fn.m .\in..n..:i 'I'll.. N . .rway Spruce,
or Piiiiis Abies, fr.uu wbieh th.- Wbib- X..rway battens
are sawn, and also Larch, make excellent flooring

boards and tread boards for stairs. Larch is also excel-

lent for framed work, such as doors, panelling, and the
like ; but is too resilient for beams, or for any purpose
subject to cross strain, without allowing a much greater

scantling than would be necessary for the best Fir, or

for well-grown and well-seasoned Oak.
Ot'.l.iiiii'sti.-L:r..niitiiiiliersnitalileforhouse-carpentry

the .'lit .|...-:iM. 1- .'..rtainly a sli.irt one. It comprises
but tbr... .1. -.11].linns ..f har.l wood, and perhaps a
fourth, it' Elm Ijc included, and but two of the timber of

the (Joaifera\ The two varieties of Oak which are

indigenous to Britain are the Quercus Robur and the
Quercus sessiliflora. The heartwood of these varieties

of the Oak, when the tree is well matured, is un-
questionably the very best, all properties considered, of

any British-grown timber. It is, however, becoming
scarce, and timlier of good quality of these varieties is

so mii.li ill .l.iiiaud for shipbuilding as seldom to_ be
availiibb- (..r b..iise-carpentry, except at a very high
prb... Ill -p..aKiii:„' of these varieties of Oak timber for

til., pni-]...-.. ..I b.iiiso-rar]ientry, it must be borne in
iniii'i, tint wli.n lb.- t iiuber is .young, it must not be
....n-i.l..r...l b..tt..r than, it' so good as, red Fir from the
Dull 1.. |i..it-, or i'r.a.i ,\..rwa.v, or from Sweden. The
b:ir.|-u 1 ti.i.b..r ..f b..in.. -irewtli 11. -xt ill importance
b. III.. D.L. n til.. I',in-..p.. Spani-li ('b.-stiLut,

Ci-lanii. Till- liinb.r i- ;i- .1 iiriibl,. a, ...I li..r xariety

el'l llll^Jllsl 111, .iiti. 111. -.bai. .1.111;; ialapp..ar:iii.-e,itl)eaTS

a strong resemblaii..- b. tliii ..t tli.. Quercus se.ssiliflora,

but it is inferior in sir. imib t.. . it her variety of British
Oak spoken of. 'I'b. la-t .,1 I be British-grown hard
woods to lie nient bin. il, altb.m.di seldom used for the
jnirj. ..-.', bill wlii.'b iiia\ be I. itiiid uset'id under some
cir.-iiiii-i -Ill b..ii-..-'.'arpentry, is Elm. It has the
prop.a-ly ..r n.>t -|.liHii|.-', nn.l. wlieii mortis.>d, biting a
tenon ins.-rt.-.l int.. it lii-'lilly; but it is extremely
diftb-ull t.i w..rk, 11, b.iui.\.r, makes a better king-
head ill a eoinpii>ile r...il'-truss than any other kind of

timber, but is interior for this purpose to ca,st iron,

and can only be recommended for that use when few
such members for roofs of a building may be needed.

Any other of the British-grown hard woods it is

unneeessary to speak of, as all of them, on account of

their liability to lb.' atta.k of insects, rapidly deteriorate

in streii(-'lb, ami fall into a state of decay.

Of the timb.-r ..I' tb.- Cmiferffi of domestic growth,

the Larch ami tb.. I'liius sylvestris ltouii 111 the

Scottish islaii.l- aiv ll i.h kin.U -nilalil.. ('..r 1 1..- u.se

of thehoiis,.-..arpeiit..r; tb,. b.nii.r-imaiti..n...l I'.r the

purjmses alr..a.l.\ .spoken ul', and the laLler-meutioned

for iiit'..ri..r u..rk in general carpentry. It may here be
meiiti"ii...l, I.. ...iidemn the practice, as the most
egrei-'i,. lis billy ..11 tliepartofproprietorsofestates to use

home-grown I imb.r, b....aii-.. it happens to be on their

estates, in tb.- .r-.ti-.n "1 bNiMiie.'s for agricultural

purposes, wbin tb.....-t nf imin:.' and preparing any
.such stuff's liriie^s lb,' pri... ,.t it to milch more than

Baltic deals, in every respect infinitely superior to any
home-grown timber, except such as ivill always com-
mand a much higher price than any ready-sawed

foreign timber can be imr.'hased for.

Besides Oak of Brit i si 1 .jreutb, previously treated of.

Oak is imported frmn lb.- ('..ntiiient of Europe and
from America. The Tiirk.-.v ( »ak, Quercus Cerris; the

Holm Oak, Quercus Ilex; Wainscot from Riga and
Dantzic,and tlieCork-tree Oak from the Mediterranean,

are from the former mentioned part of the world;

whilst I lie .American Oak, Quercus alba, and the

I 'aiia.lian I lak. (.im-iviis rubra, are American varieties.

\|| 111,.-.. r..r..n;ii' \ai III I..- ..n lak ar... biiwi/verj inferior

1., I"i|._'li-li I Ink 111 .liiraliibt'.". Ui;;:. A\'aiii-.'.it, import«d

ni niiirt. iv,l I.."-' "Hb tli.- bark ,.n lb,. ...ilside surface

,,f l|„. ,|nait..r,..l tr,-.., an.l s.,l.l bv tli'- ipialitity of

IS |'..,.( ,iibi,. ......isilr,., is l'iv,pl|.ntl\' \.r\ luaiil il'illly

„„,lll,,,l, ,.in,l Milii,..l l.x .abiiH.t-iiiak..rs f.ir 111.' iiiaiul-

|'a..tiir.. ..I' liiiaiilinv. ami l.\ |.,iii..i- I'l.r doors, panelling,

uiii.|.i\i-sasb..s ami .a. -. 11 - iml stairs for the best

litt...l li..iis,-s ,Mali.ij.ii\ I- -iill more useful for the

purposes menti<..ue.l than' Malll-.i.t,

Let me now draw attention to a matter of consider-

able importance in the use of timber in domestic archi-
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1(1 Hint is tli(? V"tectiii

timbe
seasouiiij; "f timber is, nu iluiibl, best und most perfoi-tlj'

attained by air drying, that is, iu being subjected to a
current of atmospheric air in the shade, and protected
from rain. This, however, rcttuires j^eat length of

led tn nl exp,time thoroughly to effect, and I

dients to be had recourse to, t" uhiinn llic ^unic n-nits

iu a much less space of time ; Imi nlilioimli ril.iin;! in

a great extent for the immedi;i1i' inir]>n-f in \n\v, all

the artificial processes to which I allude arc accom-
panied by some objectionable result so as greatly to

deteriorate from their merits, and thereby to render
them in a greater or less degree failures. I shall

now make a few brief remarks on the processes of

artificial seasoning of timber which have been most
frequently adopted with a view to increasing its

durability. The first of the means alluded to, render-

ing timber more durable, to which I will refer, is

placing it in a stream of wat«r saturated with lime for

eight or ten days. This process has certainly the effect

of rendering timber more durable, and less liable to the
attack of worms; but it, however, becomes so hard,

after being dried, as to be very difficult to be worked

;

and, therefore, the process should be applied after the
timber has been saivn into the scanthngs in which it

has to be used. This process, it may be remarked, is to

be recommended in cases where home-grown timber

—

particularly Fir—is used for building purposes. By
the process of creosoting—that is, of timber after being
heated being painted over or steeped in Stockholm tar,

oil of tar, or creosote, all ofwhich articles are the same,
but in different degrees of purity—the timber is

rendered more durable and less liable to the attack of
worms ; but by this process it is rendered very
inflammable and liable to accident from fire ; in
addition to which the disagreeable odour from timber
so treated renders it objectionable for being used in the
building of dwelling-houses. Kyan's process for pre-
vention of decay, which consists in impregnatinn the
timber with corrosive sublimate, renders wood to \\ hirh
it is applied brittle. Timber, when steeped in a strong
solution of alum, soda, and in some other solutions of
mineral salts, is free from the attack of insects, and
rendered in a great degree fire-proof; but the process
greatly impairs its strength. "Whatever may be the
direct advantage obtained by the processes of which I
have just spoken, when accompanied by some objection-
able pro])erty or other, they cannot be said to be worthy
of adoption in preference to, or to supersede, the air-

drying of timber to season it for budding purposes,
except when the saving of time may be an important
object.

Before dismissing the present topic, there is an
important fact in relation thereto yet remaining to be
noticed, and which appears to be but little understood,
or, at least, seldom attended to. The fact to which I

out of the ]irriirii.lirul:ir Wall formed of vilnlicd

brick-, lliavc i;mI a Irw plaiils thai have bmi in a

cold frame through tlic winter, nliich I mean to try in

another place, and if the mice will only leave them
alone, I feel confident, from what I have seen of its

struggle to grow, that it will succeed. Grass mice
,=crin to be very fond of Adiantums, for they attacked
.\, iicdatum; but this being in a place where il was
Invsible to protect it, was secured by a iiirc i^nard,

when it grew well, and its new fronds are noiv (.Nlay 2i

15 inches high.
Asplenium marinum also grew very well. I did not

measure any ofits fronds when in growth, but I find that
the largest remaining upon it now is 11 inches long,

and the young fronds are just making their appearance
above the loose soil. It is true that the past has been
a mild winter, and perhaps severe frost would have
killed both, but judging from the appearance of

A. Capillus-veneris at the present time, it is as little

influenced by cold as Lastrea Filix-mas.
It seems to me that most of the hardy Ferns have

made unusual progress this spring. I have measured
a few this morning, which are as follows ;

—

In.i,

Admntum Capillus-veneris 5

„ pedatum .. 15
Polypodium Dryopteria . . 8
Cystopteris fragilis . . S
Strutniopteris germani-
cum (youDK plants) . . 20

Polystichum aculeatxim
lobatum 12

The fronds ofthe latter have retained their beautiful
green through the winter. I look upon it as one of
the most beautiful of hardy exotic Ferns, D. JSuchanaii^

Bl/rham Park, Bafnet.

Lastrea dilatata .

.

Athyrium Filix-foemina

.

Onoelea sensibilis

Osmunda regalis .

.

Asplenium Adiantum-ni
grum

allude is,

the groiiinl is jihv

which il s|n,,d \

durabletlianifpl
This is easily

tinibei

a in Hie

p.i~t. d in
I In thai in

iiiieti more
e_' [lositiou.

of the sap
IiiiilMiaturalorui,.

ntcd for in the val

vessels of the growing timber opening upwards; but
when that position is inverted, the valves of the sap
vessels become reversed in their action ; and, therefore,
when timber is used as posts inserted in the ground,
the valves being so reversed prevent the ascent of
moisture from the soil in the wood. A safeguard
against the decay of posts,_ which .should never be
omitted to be taken, is ehamng their htuer einis to the
distance of several inches above the ground in iiliich

they are to be inserted. I may also remark that
charring the lower end of posts is to be preferred to the
use of creosote.

fThe author does not tell us what these extra-
ordinary valves can be. They have escaped our vision,

nor have we ever heard of them before. Eds.j

ADIANTUM CAPILLUS-VENERIS.
Most authors that I have had access to set do\Mi

this beautiful Fern as being very difficult to cultivate
out-of-doors. Mr. Smith says

—
" This beautiful Fern,

like Asplenium marinum, will not succeed in the hardy
Fernery." Mr. Moore says

—
" On exposed roekwork in

the open air I have never kno'wn it to survive through
the winter, and the situation must be favourable for it

to make much progress through the summer."
During the making of a hardy Fernery here in the

beginning of 1865 little spots were kept in view for
tenderlings, and this one in particular, but constantly
the cold thought came up—" It won't do, it has been
tried, and won't succeed." However, I brought out a
potful in the end of May, broke it up, and placed three
patches of it in a nearly per})endicular position, and in a
very short time they were triUy beautiful objects, bearing
fronds such as I have never seen indoors; but the
horrid Grass mice set to work and cleared them off,

and as fast as fronds made their appearance they cut
them down. I tried both traps and poison, and killed
a number of the mice, but all was in vain. The fronds
were kept do^vn till the end of August, when I .suppose
the mice got a change of food, and the poor Adiantum
got a short respite. It made good use of its time,
and the plants were soon again in a state of great
luxuriance, and remained so up to the end of September,
when_ they were again swept off by their merciless
enemies, and kept down through the winter, for
excepting during frast they have showed signs of
grmvth during all the season.
On the spot where I dirided the potful a few brokeu

scraps had fallen among the soil. I did not know they
were there until they showed some tiny fronds.
Being on the level ground the mice did not trouble
them, and by the end of September there were
some fronds in the patch 8 inches high ; but
the plant did not look half so beautiful on the
level ground as the patches did which were hanging

LANCASHIRE GOOSEBERRIES.
The following selection of Lancashire Gooseberries

made from a large collection of some 176 varieties at

Cbiswick, and recently published in the reports of the
Fruit Committee, may be recommended on the autho-
rity of the Committee as po.sse.ssing high qualifications

as dessert fruit, and deserving of cultivation on account
of their flavour. It was found that the majority of
the sorts forming the collection were worthless as

regards this important quality, and had nothing but
size to recommend them :

—

Grees Varieties.

Arth '.(), smooth thin skin, tender flesh : good flflvour.

Sfestoit CfiMXe, smooth thin skin, tender flesh, very fine

and rich.

Gf.neral Markham, skin smooth, thin ; flesh tender and
nicely flavoured.

Grern Overall, smooth downy thin skin, tender and melting
flesh, .and delicious flavour.

Grail Princf, thick skin, coarse flcih, but good fl.avoiir.

Grffn Itirer, smooth thin skin, tender flesh, jind good fl-ivour.

Gretna Green, rough thin skin ; good brisk flavour.

Kei'psake, fine largo hairy fniit, thin skin, and delicioiKsly

fl.ivoured

.

Lnfly, very thin, hairy skin, tender flesh ; very rich .and

Lord L'tdon, smooth thin skin, tender flesh, sweet, and
vciy rich.

Mndfl, rough thin skin ; richly flavoured.
Raiiitmn Green, immense bearer; very large long fruit, thin

skin, tender flesh : excellent flavour.

Safety, long and smooth ; skin thin, flesh tender and of good
flavour.

Sir Charles Kajner, smooth thin .skin, tender flesh
;
good

flavour.
Slave, smooth thin skin, very tender flesh ; good flavour.

lanlivit, smooth thick skin, coarse flesh, .and good fl.avour.

Telegraph, immense bearer ; smooth thick skin, coarse flesh,

but good flavour.

Yellow Varieties.

5room Girl, rough, and thin-skinned, tender flesh ; very fine

Candidate, long, smooth, thin-skinned ; very tender and

Fanny, rough thin skin ; very rich and excellent.

Gipfv Queen, thin skin, delicate flesh, and richly fl.avoured.

Gol''^rfn(ler, a large, long, rough yellow ; very richly flavoured.
leader, a smooth d.ark yellow, large, thin-skinned, tender-

fleshed, and with a very rich flavour.

Lerierde,nain, very large and long, smooth and thin-skinned,
tender flesh ; good flavour.

Mnreton Hera, smooth light yellow, thin-skinned, and very
richly flavoured.

Perfection, thin-skinned, tender flesh, and with a fine Melon
flavour.

Tifjer, long, smooth, thick-skinned, coarse flesh, but good
flavour.

Tieo-to-One, thin-skinned, tender flesh
;
good.

White Varieties.

Eatjle, smooth thick skin ; fine flavour.

Flora, smooth thick skin ; good flavoured.

Jenny Jonex, smooth thin skin, tender flesh ; melting, and
richly flavoured.

Kinrf of Trumps, oval, smooth, rather firm flesh ; excellent
flavour.

lady leicefter, oval, rough thin skin, tender flesh ; sweet
and good.
Maiim- of Oldham, smooth, very thin skin, and tender flesh

;

Mxreton Loss, round, slightly downy, thin skin, tender
(Icsh

: good flavour.

Patu-nee, smooth, tender skin and flesh ; very fine flavour.

Snotrboll, roundish, downy ; fine flavour.
,Siioirdrifl, round, hairy, hard flesh, but good flavour.

Tally/ ho. Large and long, h;iiry, thin skin : verj- fine flavour.

Red Varieties.

Companion, a bright rough red, with rich flavour: very
excellent,

Ricardo, bright rough red, coarse flesh, but good fl.avour.

Speedwell, rough light red, thin-skinned, with a fine Grape
flavour.

ON WATER.
The very large proportion of water which we find in

vegetables tells us plainly that whatever else the plant

may require to extend itself, it must be supplied
during its growing season with plenty of water.

It may amuse an idle man to think that he has done
quite enough when he has sowed seeds, and is lazily

wailin- till lliev-n.w up, liul lie lias nwllen that
Wheal an. 1 iiianv"lher>er.lMiill lie a liundred vears
in dry earth uiuiUercd,jiisl Inr want of water and the
other ingredients necessary for their growth ; neither
will they die because of the weakness of the force, the
want of power iu that final ruin which is so certain to
overtake all things. Vegetable life su.spended in a
srain of ^\heat for 100 years, and then at the scent of
water germinating, growing, flowering, and fruiting, is

really something to be wondered at.

Although we cannot control the seasons, so as to get
all the sunshine we could wish when oiu- crops require
it, we may generally control the supply of water, either
by deep tillage and the application of manure, or by
artificial watering. A summer shower is quite a study
of itself. Holding up its cloud like a parasol to the
face of the sun, it drops gently on the tender foliage the
watering necessary for the thirsty rnollcts, and that
without letting the sun .scor.htlie wat foliage of the
unripcncd leaf; and when the iiiL'htly dew succeeds to
the daily sun, it seems as if (ied gave us this marvellous
blessing of water by stealth, or as if the heavens rained
the elements of our bread, whilst the sun was blind-
folded. A la^vn wet with the dew that fell at sunset
tells of a w.atering so constant and so tranquil that it

cannot be misunderstood, for when the sun rises we see
that the tiniest leaf has been nursed for 10 or 12 hours
in the bosom of the cloud that has come doivn to
refresh it after the heat of the day.

I do not recollect ever meeting with any gardener,
young or old, that had clear views of the importance of
the supply and demand of water in gardening. To
grow flowers without a constant supply of dew or
vapour to their leaves is destruction ; but to w'et the
flowers of the Vine when the sweet odour tells you
that the fruit is on the anvil, is ruinous to the crop of
Grapes; and the same may be said of all the finer
flowers under glass. The flowers must not be wetted,
and the leaves must not be dry. Ask the starry
heavens, and the clear blue sky will silently show the
simple and the learned alike a feat of watering in the
form of dew, that flings the fine-rose watering-can far
into the shade. Asplenium marinum may be seen on
the coast of Devon hanging from the roof of a cavern
by the sea-side, root uppermost, in splendid condition,
well-watered, lighted,and sheltered'; buthowthis is done
and how the spore got settled so nicely in the chink
and behaved so well, bearing fruit doivnward and takint;
root upward, is rather hard to be understood. Still

there stands the fact undisputed, and the lesson for the
fine-watering after this fashion has to be learnt by
every young gardener. There is nothing more easily
reared than Ferns are from their spores, but the out-
raged cultivator is horrified at the sight of his
assistant coming with the watering-can to make a
flood, without an ark to save even a remnant alive.

Again, most of the succulent plants have cause to
curse the day that filled their gouty limbs with water,
when they would have rioted in dry land, as long as the
days_ were cold.

Water, besides being one of the constituent parts of
vegetaliles, i,~ c'eiiaiiilv tin- niolher liquor, and ennimon
•solvenl I" Ihe v.Lalal.le killed. .ni. lleneewe Hilda
cominnnieali.in e-tal.|i-lie,l anion- the elieuiieals con-
taiucd ui fertile toll b.\ me.ius of water, ju.-t a.s wc see
a battery set going by having its plates in juxta-
position and immersed. The addition of violent
chemicals, such as salt.s, acids, alkalies, and the like,

is of the highest importance to plants, because, dis-

solved in water, they come in contact with .substances
that miLst also be rendered soluble in the form of
solutions before the Palms and Grasses could get their
share of lime and flint, for never was important fact

more unlikely than thi.s—that two of the ingredients
of the food of the principal plants used as bread com,
.ire marble rock and flint-stone.

Iu all the indoor operations of horticulture, the
various forms of watering are so intimately connected
with successful cultivation that it may be said to be
the very soul of gardening. There is indeed a time to
drench and a time to keep things dry. The water in
its temperature should belong to the climate whose
growing season we are imitating. The cases are very
few indeed in which deep well-water can be used, for

we see the rain broken into drops and carried through
the summer air before it is offered as drink to that
array of living silent gems that stud the fair mantle of
the earth which we inhabit. I mean these common-
sense views of things for young men who are easily led

away from real practice by some imaginary notion,

some ea.sy road to success. Painstaking and laborious

is the path of gardening but deep and abiding is the
delight, for whilst God is clothing the Lily, the
humble, patient youth is ministering as best he may,
planting or watering, adding his care and anxiety, and
claiming no small share of the gorgeous reward when
the well-dressed beauty comes forth.

In the outdoor department of gardening two crops a
year may often be got instead of one by the addition of

water. Celery never gets enough of water ; it swims in

it in its native ditch, and only exists in gardens by the
depth of tillage and heavy manuring it gets. Who
would eat Water-cress grown on drj'land? Or who
could say how much water they would require in
driblets ? Osmunda regalis, the flowering Fern, has
its wiry roots 6 feet deep in shingle, whilst its tuft

of fronds is surrounded with water, sometimes a peat

moss puddle, and at other times, as in the river Dart,

pure water. Watering such plants as these would be
a mockery ; they are children of the flood, and must
have a swill tub to thrive in.

We are lost in astonishment at the vast body of ever

moving yet apparently still platform of pure water

which covers more than half of the earth's surface ; and
when we see the tide ebb, and the thousands of morsels

of food for birds, beasts, and men left dry for the-

gathering, like the manna of old, we learn how much
we are beholden to the agency of water. But I must
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leave the cases of individual watering for another time, leaves are more beautiful, and in its bark no tree can
as my remarks might be tedious if lengthened : but the equal it. J>. T. Fish
truth has to be told (and however unpleasant it may Ants in J'i,i' ,ir.\,-

be, sound practical truth is always safe ground to stand furnish me «

upon), senseless watering is one of the greatest curses

of the craft. A.Forsyth.
ants in jjlaut

them to be

any of your correspondents
I'd means of destroying black
vineries ? In my case I find

s prmagators of scale and
mealy bug, and on this account I am fearful as to the

Home Corresvondence results they are calculated to produce, burrowing as

,,.,,.,,, T •, , i
t"^y <J° ™ tl'S '^'iie borders outside and in the pots

Arlijii-i'il .V""«;w. — -Like your correspondent inside, among the roots of the plants. They carry
Alpha (see p. 339), I, too have for many years along with them the Fungus-like germs of the mealy

e.xpenmented with many kinds of manure, and like
,

bug. In the.se hiding places the bug in question is safe
him have killed many plants. This result, however, I did

. from any intrusion from sponge, brush or syi-inge
not always attribute so mi^h to manures, as to my i especially in the biu-rows outside, which are quite 2 ft'
mode 01 using them. lour correspondent has ' h^ct. t ii.,-tTo +,.i^,i .T>,n„« t,..^*— — a —i?

—

a. „p
instituted a comparison between two chemical horti-
cultiu'al manures—one with a fanciful name, savouring
somewhat of quackery, viz., " Standen's Gardeners' and
Amateurs' Friend :" the other, " Goulding's Horticul-
tural Manure." Permit me, however, to inform your
correspondent that his experiments were not based
upon correct data. He did not use Goulding's Manure
according to that maker's directions, consequently it

was not fairly tested ; and therefore his conclusions are
of little value. Amongst many other manures I have
used Goulding's, both m a dry state, and in a liquid
form, upon vegetables of different kinds as well as on
Fuchsias, Eoses, Camellias, Pelargoniums, and other
greenhouse plants, and I have no hesitation .'in saying
that it is the most effective stimulating agent that
I have ever employed, and I am acquainted with many
gardeners and amateurs in Scotland who have used,
and are using it at this moment, with most satisfactory
results. One of my neighbours, who has always been
somewhat sceptical regarding artificial garden manures

ammonia with good effect some years ago under similar
circumstance.s, but this time I find both these appli-
cations to be useless. I have also resorted to other
severe and trying remedies, such as steeping rags and
list in camphorated spirits of wine and spirits of
turiJentine, tying bands of this steeped list round
the pots and also roimd the stems of the Vines, but
with only partial success. These appliances certainly
stopped their communication with their friends in the
Vine border, and partially stopped their progress in the
pits and among the plants inside. But their caustic
nature does not admit of their application, except very
sparingly, among either soft or hard-wooded plants;
therefore I shall be glad to know if there is any other
remedy by which I can exterminate these destructive
little pests. T. C, Yorkshire.

Triteleia for the Spring Garden.—In treating of
the best spring flowers generally I have before recom-
mended Triteleia uniflora in your columns, but till

P 1-j-i i,--j-jp " •—^
1

this year I had no adequate idea of its beauty and
of every kind, has been induced from seeing its good

\
exceUence as a hardy .spring bulb. I find it is not only

efi-ects with me, to try a few boxes of it, in his orchard
;
a first-class spring flower, but that it lasts longer, much

houses, greenhouse and conservatory and also on
|

longer, in beauty than any with which I am acquaintedsome out-door plants and he states, that the results It came into flower with or before Scilla sibirica, andhave been so satisfactory as to astonish him, so much
| is now, during the last days of April, still in eflective

so that without trymg It he could not have believed
: flower, while the vivid blue of the Squill has been ofthat such a small quantity could have made so rapid course long replaced by green leaves. It is a native ofand extraordmary a change m the gi-owth of some Mendoza !n South Mierica, and has strap-shaped

of his^plants. I can also inform your correspondent
, spreading leaves, above which the flowers stand clearused upon a very considerable scale
,
They are from about 6 to 8 inches high, nearly an inch

icultural manures against those of other
|
and a half across when the plants are not in-own too

„\„.orfo„"",, ti^^t? f"?."l*i?°"'
prejudice to one

I

thickly; colour white, with deUcate descending bars ofmore than another, that Goulding's was decidedly the
|
pale blue on the inside. The leaves smell exactly like

ZnnJfvrl?; n'^.^''*"'^i''V''',?*'^5
™'"^' of diS'erent

,

those of an Allium-the flowers like those of the Pers anS^ ,' ^2n J,
„'„"^''?°'^^"« "'"'"''^

"^f^ 'I"-
<^°?'''' Iris-a delicate and grateful perfume. They open with

I miv farfS st',t^tb^t*r„,^[r '""^f <}? JUf^^e-
1

the morning sun, and are conspicuously beautiful on
1 may tarther state that Gouldinrs horticultural

|
bright days In taking un a few nlants the other dav

TT%^F^:f^f''' °" *'''
if""?"^ °f

P°*^ ??'' ^f'fT I found tiiat eS^h plant '^as |ving off o"^'frI
^1w. T wio

an e.xceUent effect on soft-wooded and numerous as a young Shallot, wlile the leaves seempknts. I however, certain y prefer using not only it to have passed thro4htEenotveA-agreeablesprin-with™ ^L«cXw "
S^"'? ^"'r ^'"To, ^. !

1''^'' i"J"^y «'='~ tl^o"^ °f "U^ °W?st °and ha?di'^st s°pring

''nmnit^fZ-hirL t
" *'^*- P- 389).-The

;

bulbs, and thisinacold soil and verj' exposed situationoffice-bearers have been for some time engaged in An exposed position is usually a very bad one for hardv

ttTtZy\hl^TZ ^T"^^ ^^.S'^V, ^''i
tlieyj bulbs, is the leaves get lacerated, a/d the bulbs sufferwere bound to do in accordance with the rules on I in conseauence- but from IvinB reoHv flTt nn tw

uSl ?s'w^s dnn H,r«^'^"S^l Society is based But
,
Sound XTefves of TriteTeiaip|ear to 'escape°SjS^^

Hn, t^ti ^? ** tliey could not, with any satisfac- from this cause, and it multiplies at quite an unusuS
™Ti,v° *l'f,'^^«'^e«. ^f^'^

f^tliei' support from the rate. Whether it is hardy eLugh to w Sa^" uch

ui dertakfn's S™thifiTd "fbe tr^'T""."", *° ^ ^''^^ "^ t'^^* "f 18«» I cannot" say, bu I have had

a74S?o1arl t^otav'e'^b'tai'nll Kpr^^JSfoft iVlSl ^t/^r^^^^^Z^^- f^ Yn^^r'

ilius. though apparently almost everything m the way of spring flowers it.liiIyoccupied,working, proved the most satisfactory of aU, notwithstaud'in"
xp.;:!"!:,' that in due time that some hundreds of Mr. Mackay's Squills were

entered in the conipetition. It is, I believe, to be had

181.3, at Boiirdigny, a village two leagues distant from
Geneva where a gentleman (Mr. Gaus.sen de Chapeau-
rouge) had cultivated rare trees in the last century
Grafts were sent by my father to Montpellier to
Vienna, and elsewhere; and according to the climate
they flowered sooner or later. I gave the size of the
OTiginal tree of Bourdigiiy in my Notice sur les Arbres
indiijenes et exotiques de la Suisse CBibl. Univ de
Geneve, Octob. 1835) ; and Mr. Loudon found out
that It had been sent in 1790 to Mr. Gaussen de
Chapeam-ouge, by Mr Blakie, an English horticultu-
rist residing at that time on the Continent. Now I
am sorry to say that the tree at Bourdigny has been
cut down by a new proprietor of the ground, who
cares nothing for Botany ; and thus my present letter
may serve as an epitaph to a female, about which
several pages have been written, and whose scions are
numerous. Alph. Be Candolle.

Gaedenikg IK New Zealakd.—Green Peas seem
to be a most popular vegetable in Canterbury. The
varieties I am going to write about are Maclean's
Princess Royal and Advancer, introduced last season.
FcB- many years past Dr. Maclean has been engaged in
the laudable work of hybridising and cross-breeding
Peas, and for these two varieties, along with many
others, we have to thank him. Now for
their character, which arrived here with them

:

" Pi'iDcess Royal is a second early, very like the
old Dwarf Marrow, but a most decided improvement
on that variety."—" Advancer, recommended for a
second crop, is one of the four best sorts recommended
to be gi-oivn in England, and the best and earliest
wrinkled kind at the present time, feathered
with pods from the top almost to the ground."
By means of these two varieties Peas are well repre-
sented here. The pods of Princess Royal are from
4 to 5 inches in length ; the flavour of the Peas is
excellent, and I find the variety to be a good cropper
I emptied 100 full pods and I had for my trouble one
quart measure brim-full of green Peas. To test this
large quantity against other varieties, I emptied 100 full
pods of Dickson's Favourite Pea, o^iraAuvergne, and I
only got one pint—the measure not quite fuU. I tested
Advancer in the same way and had one quart again •

against this I emptied 100 full pods ofBeck's Gem, alias
Pois Nain Hitif, an old Pea, which I have known for
the last 30 years, and I only obtained one pint of Peas.
In my opinion old varieties should be discarded, in
order to make room for better kinds. When we pay
our seedsmen here 3s. per quart for seed, we have a
right to expect a good result and there is nothing like
testing the merits of anything new in the shape of
vegetables, &c., on their arrival. It seems, in this
country, we can have plenty of green Peas, when we
cannot cut a Cabbage for use. From what has been
stated it will be seen that we are not far behind other
countries in the cultivation of the Pea. I consider in
many respects, in our Antipodal gardening matters, we
are not so far behind others as many people imagine.
" March of intellect " is doing «ouders amongst us in
the .science of horticulture. William Swale, Avonside
Botanic Garden, Jan. 15, 1860.

like the mole, underj;!
the results of their' hilimu^ mil W- seen and appre-
ciated, Sliir/e;/ Hibl.ird, S/uke Ncli'iltgton, N.

Farfi„,iM,,i ,,nn„/e — I am surprised that this
beaulilully Muti Ik d Coltsfoot is not used more than
it IS fijr lJ^.lalll^ i.urjioses ; it withstands all weathers,
and although not perhaps quite hardy, a very little
protection is all that it requires. 'When a tolerably
good-sized plant is obtained it can be readily divided
into dozens, a single crown to each division being
.sufficient. I have propagated it extensively this
.spring, and pm-pose bedding it out along with some
other plants that will funiish a suitable contrast in the
way of colour. As regards the result I may have
something to say hereafter. John Edlington, Wrotham
Park, Barnet, N. [It has proved quite hardy in at
least one subiurban garden that we know. Eds.T

Ta.vodimn semper uirens and the Squirrels —1 fear it
will afford small comfort to Mr. Mills to leam that
this fine tree has much worse enemies than the birds—
the squirrels delight in its bark for their nests. We
have a fine specunen here, 6 feet in girth and about
60 feet high. Its bold tapering stem and deeply-veined
elastic bark gave it a fine bold rustic appearance. We
were justly proud of the whole tree, and I may add
vain of its extraordinary bark. For a few days I had
not noticed it, and, when I went, the barking season
seemed not only to have begun but to be well-ni^h
completed. Long strips, 2 inches thick, and ranging
from 6 inches to 2 feet in length, lay scattered about in
all directions. My first thought was that it must have
been wanton mischief, but, as one side of it was
stripped right up to the top, I at once blamed the true
delinquents. Immediate search was made, and two
nests, containing a barrow-load each of sempervirens
bark, were found, varying in texture from the roughest
outer to the finest inner bark, resembhng cotton woolm all but its colour. Six squirrels perished for their
temerity, and since then one has travelled from a
greater distance and attacked it again. I fear there is
no remedy but the entire destruction of the squirrels
and this we hesitate to adopt, for their merry chatter
and gladsome leaps are almost as beautiful amid garden
scenes as the bark itself. I do not think the tree is at
all injured, but its characteristic feature is ruined for
ever. Allow me to highly recommend this beautiful
toee to any one who can plant it in good loam, in a
rather moist situation. The stem partakes very much
of the shape and character of the Wellingtonia, its

BciI.
exliil

Socirtieg.

th.

Wilson iiaunders,
new members, the
md the Rev. M. J.
diifereut .subjects

cheap from the Dutch. Associated with' the' best
Scillas, Leucojum vemum (which has recently been
found wild in Dorsetshire, by-the-by), Iris reticulata
or surrounding beds of the best Narcissus (e. g., odorus
major, tortuosus, bicolor, poeticus, &c.), this would
form a chai-ming addition to the select spring garden.
It may also be grown with advantage as a profuse-
flowering frame plant, to be iiitn.dii.rd tn tlir roii-
servatory when in flower, in a lilllr l.i,l nn i 1. ,>,„.i- ;,

the front line of a mixed bonln-, uhI
enough, as a permanent ed-'ini; to
American plants, and the Mke." 7f. Sob,
Privet.—Ca.n any of your correspondents inform me

whether or not the young shoots of Privet are
poisonous to rabbits ? I have found one here dead
with every appearance of having been poisoned, and oii
examination the mouth and stomach were found to
contain' young shoots of Privet; the flesh and tongue
were quite black, and the lalf.i- i\a^ nuirh swollen
Death had evidently been iiisl

was found close to the hciU-
while feeding. F. Chitiy, The

iliful

Inarf

a- the rabbit
f have died

Toreign Correspondence.
The Gikkgo.—I have read in the Gardeners'"

Chronicle of March 3d an account of Henkel
and Hochstetter's Synopsis of Coniferce and a
quotation from that work attracted my attention
It IS said, speaking of the Ginkgo: "Two
remarkable examples of the Ginkgo, a male and
a female, exist m the Imperial Botanic Garden at
Vienna, which flowered and bore fruit in the year
1846. It IS curious that the older examines which are
found in Europe are all males, and tliat the first
female plants were raised in the MontpeUier Botanic
Gardens from seed about 1788." The translation finm
the original German is accurate, excejitthata umi, ,,

interrogation accompanies the date 1788- but unfor-
tunately the facts contained in the last phia-r uv
wrong. Had the authors paid moiv atlmtion to'au
article by De Candolle, in Bil.i I',,,,- Cucve 1821
vol. vu an article which indeed lli,.\ (juoU—hai they
also read Loudon's Arbor:Brit. iv. 2u{) 1, likewise quoted
by them, they would have learned that all female
branches of Ginkgo that have flowered in Europe, come
irom grafts of a tree discovered bv my father, in

croceph.ila, exhibited by Mr. Bull
,Tt tLu 1,..,L iviliiigUlIy meeting, received on this occasion a
l-irst-cUisa Certificate. In reference to this Psychotria, Mr
Berkeley stated, that .ifter examining some 170 species of' that
genus in the Kew Herb.arium, and about 2(1 or 30 kinds of
Kudgea, he could not find any ti. cutiirK. v-rpc with it To
some cut blooms of Magnolia, <.i,iiil,u: \\ i,, Mr, Cox, fi-om
trees at Redleaf at present Irol

, ,
:

: ,,iii,s, att'ention
t directed, as well a ; ..fa Sikkim

!red Rhodo-

Rhododeudron, which was .st.if. un r.f R.
momeum. FromMe.s.^
deudron named Priur
between R. ciliatum, ti> V

i , i
i, ,:,;, i-csem

and R. Edgworthii. -\ l;ii m- . ili.l i.n. iiLin fn
Society's Garden, next caiiic luidcrnotir^ n : ;, 'n i

fi-om Berlin, and was probably new : Inl
i I

on it, it could not be stated with ccit i. i, ,

really a Rubus or not. To a collectirai -i < m
i-.

])

Conifers, both in flower and bearing Ci.ire.s, u.uji .Mi
attention was next directed, as well a,s to two kinds oi
mental Gourds sent to JIi-, Berkeley by M. Naudiu.
Lagenaria Monteiroi, from St. Paul de Loanda on th
coast of Africa, was stated to lie nrw

;
tl.f ..tb.a I, «i,l

Smith, who, as has aheady Urn, -.li.tc

appointed tomake drawings of I'rmgi f.a

tt week.
The Chairm.an dii-ected attention to a Radish, on which was

ied a natural knot. It was s.aid that the tap root coming in
contact with some hard cm-ved surface when young, had
probably caused it to take the singular form presented by it.

Mr. Batem,an complained, and with much reason, of the
want of pnnctuahty of railway companies ui regard to the
dehvery of plants sent from the country by rail to these
meetings. He had t.aken the greatest possible pains to

J the exhibition of specimens on which he had
ks to make, and yet was di.s,ippointed. He there-

fore hoped that attention would be du-ected to the miitter- " proper quarter, with a view to its amendment. He
' I'll"'' ''|]i .,[ ,1 liii:..c Tiar 1 1 i. '. -: M >wing in the

' " '

' "
' '• E. S.

red nearly

of Cattlcya intermedia, shown underlhc'nameofC.amethy'stil
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Lyc;vsto Harrisonia?, a well-

wbich Tas conti'ibuted froi

under nutice, as did also 1

enibescens, alluded to at i'

Mr. Bateman, to the di^i 1

1

would be found that cert .

portions of it. Thus Di

dendra are to the new

and finely-flowered plant of

Society's garden, nest came
.' and beautiful Epidendrum

1
11 . Ill ionwere dii'ected, said

' ' '
. h ! I Is over the world, it

.1 prevail in pai-ticular

. I ; 1 1
.: old world what Epi-

bnt while out of some 200 Dendi-obia

a large per-centage are plants of wonderful beauty, out of

similar number of Epidendra scarcely more than half

dozen cuvild be fuimd wmth cultivating. As many
Epiden.lr.i n..* : f v.^fvd^^rr rl nm b.i-,.

E.

newly iiHiiuitcJ Kpb.L.

whose quick eye detected it by ]

accompanied the importation.
a dried flower which

He, however, kept the secret

tohlmself, and the half-dozen plants of it offered for sale were

knocked down to him at 21*., while if it had been known that

the lot consisted of the rare E. enibescena it would have

fetched as many pounds. What hitherto, it was said, has

misled collectors who have endeavoured to discover this

species in its native habitats, has been the supposition that it

belonged to the leafy-stemmed section of the genus ; it is,

however, pseudo-bidbous, the section to which all the most
beautiful of the Epidendra belong, Mr. Skinner stated that

further importations of it are expected very soon ; lovers of

handsome Orchids will, therefore, have another chance of

possessing it. Cool treatment, it was stated, would doubtless

suit it best. Attention was then dii-ected to Dendrobium
WacOarthi^e, the Rainy-month flower of Ceylon, a plant of

which, with one flower on it, was now shown for the first time
by Mr. Bateman (see our volmne for 1856, p. C92). In
colour it somewhat resembles , D. nobile ; but in form
of blossom as well as in habit it is veiy different from
that well-known species. , In Ceylon its pendulous shoots,

loaded with flowers of the most beautifiU. descriptf

are said to ornament the trunks of large ti'ees in

forests about Ratuapoora and towards Galle, where it

is known under the native name of Wis-sak-mal, or

Rainy-month flower, on account of its blossoming during
the rainy season. It was mentioned that in Ceylon as many
as 120 inches of rain fall in a year, and that' of that

quantity about four-fifths fall between November and May.
The west coast of the island is, however, drier than that on
the east side, from which this plant comes : it was therefore

inferred that it would probably enjoy wai-mth and moisture
better than cool treatment.
May 1 (FloTal Cohinuttee).—Messrs. Veitch coutiibuted a fine

tree, "beautifully in flower, of the handsome Rhododendron
Nuttallii ; fine bushes of Eriostemon intermedium ; a yellowish-

green flowered Lycaste, with brown stained lip, probably

Dendrobium - Dalhousianum, and its very near associate,

as far as colour is concerned, D. albo-sanguineum ; also

D. Farmeri, with 7 spikes of flowers ; D. pulchelliun, quite
a dense mass of pinkish lilac blossoms, blotched in the hp with
orange ; and Vanda insignia. From Mr. Robson came Tricho-
pilia suavis and the white-lipped Oncidiuni leucochilum. Of
single specimens, Mr. Penny had an extremely handsome
variety of Lycaste Skinneri, with some two dozen blossoms ;

and Jlr. Howard had an equally good plant of the charming
Dendrobium Farmeri, decorated with some eight spikes of

known to bota- AKard3.~12 : 1, withheld ; 2, Messrs. Lee. 9 : 1, Mr.
the beautiful Penny ; 2, Mr. Page ; 3, Mr. Hill ; extra, Mr. Robson. 6 : 1, Mr.

ixowever discovered Howard; 2, Mr. Robson. Single specimens: Equal 1, Mr.
day at a sale of Penny and Mr. Howard.
by Mr. Skinner, Azaleas.—These were large, well flowered, and effective.

From Mr. Turner came Glem, Louise Margottin, PetuniEeflora,

Coronata, Madame Miellez, Perryana, Mary, Holfordii, and
Empress Eugenie, all handsome pyramidal plants some 6 feet

in height. In a group of 6 plants from Mr. Carson, gr. to W.
R. G. Farmer, Esq., Cheam, were Optima, Sir Charles Napier,
Stanleyana, Duke of Devonshire, Lateritia, and Holfordii, all

finely flowered, but too much alike in regard to colour. Mr.
Penny also showed 6 fine plants in this class, and an equal
number was likevrise furnished by Mr. Young, among whose
plants was an example of the double-blossomed white kind
called FLag of Truce. Iveryaua was shown in beautiful con-
dition in the shape of a single specimen Ijy 5fr. Turner ; a
nearly equally fine double red came fiMUi ^h

.
I'.n .n. and

Macrantha pui-pm-ea was shown by Jlr. 'i m l.m !\Ir.

Bull came a basketful of a semi-douiil' l i! kmd
called Gri%nde Duchesse de Bade; nl^-- M = i ir... huiinique
Vervaene. a pinkish-salmon sort, spotted v, iili eiaii.-,uu and
irre^TiLarly edged with white, and one or two others.

Aicanls.—9 : 1, Mr. Turner. G : 1, Mr. Carson ; 2, Mr. Penny.
Specimen Plants : 1, Mr. Turner ; 2, Mr. Carson ; 3, Mr. Young.

Rliododiiidrons,—In a small group of these, to which a 3d

"the P^"^*^ ^™^ awarded, shown by Jlessrs. Ivery, were Barclay;

Abutilon vexillar
.-1 ,L

.

,1C.1 RliM.l.

Sesterianum. From ^h. Tnn-
carae^a magnificent exhi' 111 i"M I if

.

kinds it contained beautifully il

Admiral Napier, Headlcya

slender-
iidron
I-,agh,

and Albury Park, two handsome high-coloured kinds.
Pelaiyoniums.—These, though wonderfully gay for the time

of year, had scarcely reach&i their best. Mr. Turner had
dwarf spreading well-flowered plants t)f Patroness, Candidate,
Lilacinum, Lady Canning, Empress Eugenie, Beacon, Celeste,

Rose Celestial, and Fairest of the Fair. From &Ir. Fraser, Lea
Bridge, came Fair Rosamond, Lurline, Roseum, Fairest of the
Fair, Rose Celestial, Mer Polaii-e, Leviathan, Beadsman, and
Candidate. In collections of 6, Mr. Ward, gr. to F. G. "Wiikins,

Esq.,Leyton,'had Fairestof the Fair.Ncstor, Lilacinum, Bracelet,

even at a distance. From Mr. Parker, Tooting, came several
flnely-ffowored plants of Rhododendron Countess of
Haddington, of which we have spoken favourably on
one or two former occasions. Mr. Bull contributed a little

Rhododendron named Bianca, with heads of white blossoms
nearly as compact and not much larger than those of a
Gueldres Rose ; one or two Petunias in the way of Mrs.
Ferguson ; Brownea prineeps and Machferium firmum, both
plants with interesting leaves, especially when in a young
state ; Rhododendron Dalhousianiun ; a charming little

violet puri^le-flowered IMmula with yellow eye, called
P. intermedia ; varieties of double-flowered Mimulus, Zonal
Pelargoniums, Dracsenas, and Palms. Calceolarias, Pansics,
and Auriculas came from Mr. James, gr. toW. F. Watson, Esq.,
Isleworth. Mr. Wm. Paul contributed a fine collection of
Nosegay Pelargoniums, among which St. George, crimson
scarlet, and Salmon Nosegay, remarkable not only for
it« colour but also for the size of its individual flowers
and trusses, were conspicuous. From Messrs. Barr & Sugden,
King Street, Covent Garden, came a large and extremely inte-
resting collection of plant cases tastefiJly filled with plants
suitable for that kind of decoration ; and Mr. Page, gr. to W,
Leaf, Esq., Streatham, had a Prickly Cayenne Pine-apple
weighing rib.
A list of prizes awarded for miscellaneous subjects, as well

as for other matters of exhibition, will be found in our
advei-tisiug columns.

Notices of a^oolts.
The Miscellaneous Botanical Works of Mohert Brovmy
Esq., B.C.L., F.R.S.. ,\-c. Vol. L, containing 1,

Qeoyrapldco-Botanical ; and 2, Structural and JPhy-
siological Memoirs. London : Published for the
Ray Society by Robert Hardwioke, 192, Piccadilly.

1866. 8vo. 612 pp.

Nearly eight years have elapsed since the greatest
Botanist of his age passed away from amongst us,

leaving behind him a mass of published papers of the
highest value, whether as regards their permanent
importance or the position they hold as marking an
epoch in the history of botanical discovery. Unlike
many other men of wide and even well-founded rej)u-

tation, Robert Brown was better knoAvn at all periods
of his career by his works than in person: his unaf-

and Sir Cohn Campbell, Mr. Wiggins, gr. to Walter Beck, fected modesty and retiring disposition leading him to
Esq., Isleworth, ^o exhibited in this class. Of specimens, shun posts of honoui* and to avoid opportunities of

^^- 1"^°??. In^^fFT.".n'«^t'f^^ S personal distinction, or even of honourable recognition.

CeleSiil
^ ^ '

Mr. Ward, Rose ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^ ^^^.^ carried, that he was by
Award9.—Q : 1, Mr. Timier ; 2. Mr. Fmser. 6 : 1, Mr. Ward

;

forei^ers erroneously supposed to be as little regarded
2, ^vithheld: 3, Mr. Wiggins. Specimens: 3, Mr. Turner; 2, by his scientific countrymen as he Was unkno\ra in

Mley's staple
' :d(!(d kinds
t, Lightbody's

Smith's
Flag, Martin's
ML Oi Alpines

illiant, Brutus,
l:> the two last

L yellow-eyed

May I (Fr:'

Apples from
bimches of I . i

Duke of Port!
injured by c

and ^ Evell firivu

Colonel Taylor. Of arei/-ti(<jed s.

house's Conqueror of Europe, liifk^-in'-

Clieetham's Lancashire Hern, l;. i i ^

body's Richard Headley, Chapiii I
;

~ >

ford Hero, and Maclean's Uniiiu.. \'

were Lee's Bright Venus, Summct -i i i' '

Countess of Dunmore and Fair Maid, L^

Lowe's Mnggie Lauder, Fletcher's

Ne Plus Ultra. Conspicuous amo
Blackbird and Mary Gray, Sims' Eli:

kind), Gorton's Goldfinch, Light'"

Mrs. Sturrock, Headley's Purpli i'

shown along vrith this collection \

Conspicua, Dazzle, Defiance, ani '»

First-class Ccrtificateswereaw.u J-j i, i'.-u.iii._^ i-

deep lavender purple flower flushed with vclvuty

torious has the yellow eye, surrounded by rich velvety

Mr. Hedges, Gravelly HiU, Birmingham, sent, in addition to the
Cattleya amethystina already mentioned, cut flowers of a rosy
pink-blossomed Rhododendron named lancifohum ; anii -

Sikkim Rhododendron, with compact heads of i-osy lil .

blossoms, was shovfn by J. Luscombe, Esq., of Combe Rm\
Kingsbridge, Devon. The Society's Garden contribute' 1, ;m

addition to a small group of Orchids, various well-flowered

plants of Azaleas and Achimeues ; also the pretty
little Caladium argyrites, the handsome-leaved Peperomia
arifolia from Mr. Weii", a variegated-leaved Hydrangea, one or
two dwarf Palms, the pretty little Selaginella apoda, Pandanus
elegantissimus, Sasifraga tricolor, Cyanophyllum magnificum,
Caladiums, Draca3nas, Antirrhinums, and one or two other
plants.

' '" " " " '— Fruit consisted of two kinds of
i" Ockcndeu House, Susses:; and

I
' qie from SIi*. TiUery, gr. to the

The latter, though somewhat
ill ill a state of good preservation,
5Ir. TiuTier exhibited a large head

or a cream-coloured Broccoli, called Richmond Late White.
Mtn/S (iVf'v Shnic).—This in all respects highly interesting

exhibition was well supplied, not only with gay flowering
plants, among which Azaleas, Pelargoniums, Roses, and
Orchids formed the most important features, but also with
Ferns, both tender and hardy, and other fine-foliaged plants.

Orchidg.—Of these there were several exhibitions. Messrs.
Lee had Cattloya amethystinaand Skinneri, in good condition

;

Oncidium roseum, Phalsenopsis grandifiora, Saccolabium gutta-
tumandampullaceum, Aerides roseum, Dendrobiiun nobile, and
one or two varieties of Cypripedium barbatum. 3Ii'. Bull also
exhibited in thLs class a highly interesting collection, which
was, however, disqualified through some inattention to
the rules. From Mr. Penny, gr. to H. H. Gibbs, Esq., of

Regent's Park, came an excellent group, in which were
Trichopilia ciispa, two varieties of Lycaste Skinneri,
Dendrobium albo-sanguineum, Cypripedium Lowii and
villosiun, the beautiful rich brown and yellow-flowered

Oncidium sarcodes ; Phalienopsis grandifiora, with two
magnificent spikes of bloom on it ; and Vanda suavis.

Sir. Page, gr. to W. Leaf, Esq., Streatham, had a
wonderfvdly fine Oncidium ampliatum, majus, bearing two
lai-ge branching spikes of clear yellow flowers on it ; Vanda
tricolor and insiguis, Aerides vii-ens, Phalsenopsis grandifiora
and amabilis, (^TJi-ipedixxm barbatum, the handsome rose-

coloured variety of Dendrobium tortile, and a Lycaste, caUed
by some Lawrenceana. Mr. Hill, gr. to B. Hanbury, Esq.,
The Poles, Ware, furnished well-managed examples of Den-
drobium densiflonim, D. priniulinum. and D. DaUjousianum ;

also Cattleya Skinneri and mutabilis, Phaius grandifulius.
with 10 spilies of flowers; both Rollissou's and Veitdis
varieties of Vanda suavis and Chysis Limmiughi, the Lt^l

unusually robust and well flowered. Fi-om Mr. Robson, gr. tn

G. Cooper, Esq., Coburg Road, came Phaius grandi-
folius, furnished with nine spikes of flowers ; Vanda tricolor,

Cattleya Mobsiw, Phakenopsis grandiflora and amabUis,
Lycaste Skinneri, the beautiful Phalsenopsis Schilleriana,
with 10 flowers on a spike ; and the rare P. Luddemanniana,
the last bearing two open blossoms. In a group of six
Orchids, contriljuted by Mr. Howard, gr. to J. Brande, Escj.

Balham, were Cattleya intermedia, with 11 spike "
"

Mr. Fraser ; 3, Mi-. Ward.

iZo«(?3.—Though good these were'not f^

they may be expected to be a week or t

I caivie from Mr. Wm. Paul, who furnisher i

I

of Souvenir d'un Ami, Victor Verdier, I

^ de Foucault, Madame Damazin, Triuni
"'f Cambridge, ' Hopper, xVnna Alexieff, and Souvenir .11

iings, Light^ in pots also came from Mr. Wiggins —
nprised Water-

fully in bloom ;

.
yr-

I

general societv, and British botanists are still twitted
abroad with the fact (or fable J that whereas, when the
arrival of R. Brown was announced in the most aristo-

> i-;ttic capital in Europe, its Emperor placed a carriage
it his disposal, in England, when Su- B. Peel au-
nnunced his intention of granting him a pension, the
Hoiise of Commons asked who he was ; and ivhen he

Mrs. Wood, Twyford Abbey, Acton. Mr. Wm. Paul showed a
j
-nras receiving in pubUc the honorary degree of Doctor of

-" - -xaniple of President as a single specimen. In a coDectiou
i Civil Law at the oldest and greatest English University,

of Roses in pots from Mr. Turner, we noticed nicely-flowered
plants of Celine Forestier, Senatcur Vaisse, Jean Rosenkrantz,
and Madame Wm. Paul.
Aicardt.—0 : 1, Mr. Wm. PauL 6: 1, withheld; 2, Mr. Wig-

g^is ; :?. Mr. Beasley. Specimen : 1, Mr. Wm. Paul.

f,\,,..<,;,-..— V -r-.u]. .'f 11 w,!Un-..wn prettily flowered
plaiii- -I S, -. .- mriiHii, ,1 ), Mr. Lacey, gr. to C. S.

Muiii;. ' I |., M I
1' ii, " y. It contained among

blue-tipped kind;

his name was greeted vrith a laugh and a jeer by the
assembled students. Be all this as it maj^, Robert
Brown received from his scientific compatriots every
honour they had to give, and which he would accept,

and on his death the tributes to his memory in the
periodicals of the day were full and warm. Amongst
the latter by far the longest and fullest is that con-
tained in our own pages (see 1858, pp. 476, 493, 701, 732),fr , ' i\ , i\ ijl^x v" M '^^ T^TT lainea in ourowupages iseei?>oo, pp. 4/0, 4y^, /ui, /tsa;,

Turin.-! ?. Uiiii.1.- ui *_iiLiiijiiai;u aini Aii^m liede, both cood selfs ; , i i a ( V j.i ' ^ r .• ', ± ' c t '

Snowflake, white v-ith d;nk disk ; and Lacey's EcUpse, bright ,
*» which we must refer for_ the. prmcipal events of his

rosy purple with narrow ring of white round a dark disk. career, and an analysis ot his mmd and labours.

Ferns.—Two good collections of these, consistingchiefly of After Mr. Brown's death most of his collections,
kinds, came from Sir. Barnard, gr._to J^W. Taylor, library, and MSS. passed by his will into the hands ofhis

devoted friend and assistant in the British Museum
(now his able successor there), J. J. Bennett, F.R.S.,
who is collecting the various printed papers of his late

friend, and publishing them in a nniform manner
imder the auspices of the Bay Society. From the
editor's preface it appeai-s that it was Mr. Bro^vu's
intention to have thus republished them himself, with
annotations, which intention never having been carried

out, it remained a duty on the editor's part to repair

the omission by superintending a verbatim reprint.

In doing this the editor has judiciouslj; arranged the
articles under three heads—1, GeoCTaphico-Botanical

;

2, Structural and Physiological ; 3, Systematic ; and he
states that the whole will be comprised in two volumes
octavo, with one quarto volume of illustrative figures.

Thankful as we are for this contribution to botanical

literature, we cannot but deeply deplore the oppor-
tunity lost, we might almost say thrown away, of doing
honour to the name and works of Brown, by appending
a sketch of his life and labours ; by giving some intro-

ductory account of each paper, and the circumstances
that led to its preparation and publication; by pointing
attention to those observations and discoveries that

have either since been lost sight of, or which, though
once disputed or discredited, are now regarded as

accepted truths, and whose origin and authorship are

alike forgotten ; by adding notices as to where and by
whom the same subjecis have been subsequently
discussed; and by giving to the world some of the
copious unpublished papers said to be contained
amongst his effects. This might reasonably have been
expected eight years after the decease of Robert Brown,
and all this and much more could have been better

and more easily accomplished by the gifted and
amiable editor, than by any other living botanist.

And though we can deeply sympathise with that

feeling of veneration which perhaps has led the editor to

regard as sacrilege any attempt on his own part to

illustrate the labours of his friend and patron, yet

this neither accounts for the absence of biographical

or explanatory matter^ nor lessens our regret that so

splendid an opportunitj- of doing real honour to the

labours of so djstin"uished a man ^should have been
lost, and this too with the concurrence of such a body
as the Ray Society, who thus in some sort do a

positive dissenice, if not injury, to British science.

Valuable as R. Brown's writings are, they are neither

so scarce, nor all of them of such conspicuous value,

that a mere reprint was absolutely called for • whilst

the fact that his life
' "'

' '" ''

rry Down ; and from 3Ir. Bull. Mr. Barnard had
, : ;

t^xamples of Cyathea medullaris, Cooperi, and deal-
,1'! - niit antaretica, Cibotium prineeps, and Gleichenia

>|uliri ...
, Mr. Bul^fiimished fine trees of Cyathea dealbata

ami lUcksonia antai"Ctica ; also Alsophila australis, Platy-
cerium alcicome, Gleichenia semivestita, and the beautifid
Marattia elegans, with shining deep green leaves, which were
the admu'atiou of eveiybody. From Mr. Preece, gr. to
E. Wood, Esq., Acton, earao Pteris argyrsea, and cretica albo-
lineata, both with finely variegated leaves ; Asplenium bulbi-
fenim, Nephrolepis tuberosa, Gymnogramma ochracea, and
Nephrodium molle. Three charming plants of Adiantum
cimeatum were shown by Mr. Bartlett. Of hardy Ferns Messrs.
Ivery, of Dorking, contributed a very fine collection, in which
were many beautiful varieties of Athyrium, especially A. Pihx-
foemina crispum, and A. F.-f. FicldifB and its variety diffissum;
also Polypodium flexile, a easeful of Trichomanes radicans,

irtwofine kindsof Polystichum. Mr. Bull had, among
others, the variety of Osmunda regalis called cristata,

Athyrium Filix-foemina sagittatum, and A. F.-f. Vemoniffi,
ijoth handsome kinds ; Trichomanes speciosum ; Hymeno-
phyllum tunbridgense, Woodwardia oiientalis, and one or two
sorts of Lastrea. From Mr. Yomig also came collections of

both hardy and exotic Ferns.
vlirarrfs.—6 Exotic kinds; 1, Mr. Barnard; 2, Mr. Bull; 3,

Mr. Preece. 12 hai'dy sorts : 1, Messrs. Ivery ; 2, Mr. Bidl : Z,

Mr. Toung.

Stove and GfeenJiOHse PUiuts.—A very fine collecti(;>n of these
was shown by Mr. Donald, gr. to J. G. Barclay, Esq., Leyton.
It contained a luxm"iant specimen of Mediiiilla magnifica,
bearing some I4or 15 glorious spikes of rosy pink inflorescence

;

Geuetyllis tulipifera ; an extremely beautiful example of

Stephanotis floribunda ; Eriostemon linearifolium ; Vinca
oculata, and a piir^ile Azalea. From Messrs. Lee came
Franciscea cnnf,.i-ti'i..i.t. ;i l.irgcplant of GenetyUis tulipifera,

remarkable f...n Ik uuhmmI brightness of its flowers: alsoahigh
coloured varirty i ^ilL^!i^ grandiflora, the yellow-blossomed
Hibbertia Rci.lii, Eric t ventricosa coccinea_ minor, and a fine

specimen of Bougain^iUea glabra, covered with reddish mauve-
coloured inflorescence. In skilful hands this will evidently
make a good plant for piu-poses of exhibition. Messrs. Lee
had also a collection of miscellaneous plants, among which
were Clerodendron Thomsonw, the useful Cape Heath called

Erica Sindryana, and a small white-blossomed Kew Zeal.and

Epacris, together with Genetyllis fuchsioides, Epa
Stephanotis. and the rosy

-iTi -^ \ '^'-llection of phmts,
} -11 ^' ^V"-'l Azaleas, inter-

I
II :. ;ii ii-, ;(nd Boronias,

1 .
' .!i i^L. of Highgate.

.M..'.lini]l,i.

Chorozemas, Camellias, Azalea
pink-Hn^snmed Adenandra fm?
rnii.M-tiTiL' chiefly of neat littK

nii\iil with Heaths, ApheluM
\',;i.~ .-li.'Wii Lu good condition ii>

Mr. yi>y, uf Sbxivenham, hatl ;i ^

Aino'-fs—G: l,Mr. Donald; -J, Messrs. I.ee.

Mucellaneov.3 Subjects.—Foremost amongst these must be
mentioned a chai-ming collection of Auriculas from Mr. Turner,
of which a list of a few of the best will be found hi another
column. The same grower had also a beautiful specimen of

the common hardy TiiUium grandiflorum in a pot, so profusely
covered with three-petalled snowy blossoms as to be stinking

aosoiuieiy caiieu lor; wuiim.

unwritten, and his labom-s
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uncommented upon, is a standing reproach to British

science. Hence, warmly as we praise Mr. Bennett's

intentions, and respect the scruples to which we assume
he has yielded, we by no means regard the Ray Society
as haying in this instance done its duty by a liberal

and, as far as botanists are concerned, a much-enduring
and subscribing public.

" FncHsiA-QEOwiNG (seep. 391).—The plants are pre-
pared for exhibition in this way. The day before the
show a supply of stakes,|thin paper, and Cuba bast must
be got ready. Put the stakes m the soil, gather three
or four bunches of bloom together put the paper round
them, and fasten the paper to the top of the stakes.

All the blooms must be done in this way to make them
travel well, and if they are carefully tied, and three
large nails driven into the bottom of the van round the
bottom of each pot, the plants will travel any distance
mthout damage. When they arrive at the show the
paper has to be taken off, and the flowers will then look
as fresh as they did before they started. Place them on
the stage, the tallest at the back, and very much raised,

if they are three deep, so they will show themselves

:

if only two deep, of course they will not require so
much. Every flower must be made the most of. Let
each pot be slightly pitched forward, and let every
defective leaf and bloom be picked off, and the names
plainly written. All is now ready for the First Prize.
As soon as the show closes, let them be carefully papered
up again, and they will be little or none the worse for
being shown to the public.
To get the First Prize, the plants should have

abundance of large blooms distributed regularly all

over the plant. The blooms must be of a perfect shape,
and the sorts distinct in colour. The foliage must be
perfectly green, and free from dirt and insects. The
plants must have health and vigour, so that they can
throw out branches to give them a graceful and elegant
appearance, and should be as near the shape of a good
specimen of Cedrus Deodara as possible, with only one
stake in the centre. Every plant should be of the same
shape, and about the same size, so that they may
have the appearance of having come out of one mould.
The plants must be perfectly round, so that one side
is as good as another. Let the blooms hang about
4 inches from the floor all round the pot, in which way
the pot will be quite half-hidden by the plant. Plants
in a 12-inch pot, when well grown, ought to be 6 to
6 feet high, and 4 to 5 feet through.
In the early part of the spring. Fuchsias are very

much injured by what is commonly known by the
name of the " spittle fly," and they must be well looked
after. The only means that I know to get of them is

to catch them and kill them, for tobacco smoke has not
the slightest eSect on them. Green fly and thrips are
easily got rid of in the ordinary way of fumigation
with pure tobacco. I have tried many things recom-
mended, but none answer so well as this. Two appli-
cations, one in each week, will remove them for a long
time if properly done.
The soil that I use is one part yellow decayed loam,

one part leaf-mould, one part peat or heather soil, and
one part weU-decayed cow dung, with almost another
of sharp silver sand, well mixed together two months
before using. Renry CaniieU, Woolwich.

The Hollyhock.—Having " many a time and oft

"

been requested by friends and others to give them lists
of the best varieties of Hollyhocks, I am induced, now
that the planting-out time is upon us— indeed, it should
begin the middle of April—to forward the names of
such as I know to be really good. I have for many
years grown most of the new flowers introduced, and
though I may have left out of the list many good kinds,
still I think I have forgotten none better than those
included. Several are only second-class, but being the
best of their respective colours they could not well be
left out. No flower is being so rapidly improved as the
Hollyhock, and in a few years at horticultural exhi-
bitions, like the story of Eclipse in bygone days, it will
be a case of the Hollyhock first, and aU other autumnal
flowers nowhere. Some readers may be amused at
my setting the Hollyhock so high, but those who
remember the magnifloent spikes Mr. Chater exhibited
in August, lae-l, al the Floral Committee, will not be
surprised. They were truly magnificent, and no stand
of Dahlias or any other flower could be so fine and
effective. Taking the Hollyhock both as to spike and
single blooms, it is far above the Dahlia. For many years
I cultivated Dahlias for exhibition as well as the Holly-
hock, and only gave up growing them last season. Year
by year I liked the Hollyhock more and the Dahlia less

(s) Varieties best adapted for spikes; (b) for blooms.
An asterisk is attached to such kinds as are most
effective for garden decoration.

Acme (s B), peach, very beautilul ; one of the best.
Alex. M'Nab (s b), crimson salmon, good.
*Alei. Shearer (s), deep red.
Bridesmaid (b), white, large.
•Chairman (a b), cherry, good.
•Charles Eyre (3 B), deep crimson of a distinct shade, extra fine.
Chrysolite (s b), yellowish buff, extra fine.
Countess Craven (b), soft rosy peach ; one of the most

beautiful, but too apt to come coxcomb.
•Countess Russell (s), rosy peach.
•Cygnet (s), pure white, beautiful spike.
•Decision (s d), salmon and rose ; an improved W. Blackwood

:one of the best.
•Fanny Chater (a b), an Improved Mrs. Chater,
•Fearless Imp (s), creamy tuff fine long spike.
George Young (b) apricot and rose, fine and close.
•George Keith (s b), light crimson, magnificent flower; one of

the best*
•Glory (s b\ rosy red.
Glory of Walden (s b), vermilion soariet.
•Golden Fleece (a), pale yellow.
Governor-General (s b), cherry scarlet, good.
•Hercules (a b), yellow shaded with pink, a magnificent

variety ; one of the best.

•Illuminator^), carmine scarlet.
Imp^ratrice BugiSnie (B), French white, rather flat.

" Imperator (a b), deep salmon ; one of the best.
Invincible (B), salmon, very fine, ipike too apt to

J. Allen (s B), plum, good.
J. Clarke (b), cherry crimson, bloom very fine, but the spike

usually comes cock'scomb.
J. BuUett (s B), rosy crimson, one of the best.
Lady Dacres (a n), light rosy salmon, not so good now as it

used to be.

'Lady Paxton (s), pale flesh, beautiful spike.
Lady Des Voeux (b), pink, very fine flower.
Lady King, (s B), deep ruby, very fine from aprlng-struok

plants, otherwise inconstant.
'Lilac Perfection (s B), white and lilac suffused with choco-

late, good.
Lord Clifden (s B), light rosy crimson, fine.

•Lord Rokeby (3 b), magenta, one of the best.
•Lucretia (s), purple and white suffused, pretty.
'Miss Lizzie King (3), yellow, flower thin but spike most

lovely and consliant.

•Monarch (3 B), cherry.
*.Moming Star (3), cherry red.
Mrs, Cochrane (3 b), deep ruby.
'Mrs. Chater {s B), rose and carmine.
•Mrs. Downie (3 B), salmon rose, one of the beat.
Mrs. Mackenzie (s a), scarlet, very fine, but blooms easily

spoilt by wind and rain.

•Narcissus (sj, creamy white, pretty.
Ne Plus Ultra (s bJ, deep Ulac.

Orange Perfection (b), orange yellow, very fine.

"Prince Cliariie (a b), bluish lilac, very pretty and effective.
•Princeps (3), rosy purjjle, fine spike.
Purple Emperor (a B), Ught shaded purple ; one of the best.

•Piirple Prince (a), deep purple.
Queen Victoria (s e), rosy ainnine.
Kev. J. Dix (B), deep crimson, distinct and good.
•Rev. E. Hawke (a BJ, cherry, one of the best.
•Royal Scarlet (3 B), scarlet, fine spike ; one of the best,
Stanstead Rival (3 B), rosy salmon.
The Queen (B), French white, an improved Eugenie.
W. Dean (a B), light rosy salmon, good but small.
•W. Blackwood (s), salmon and pink.
•WiUingham Defiance (8 b), shaded pink, one of the best.
Yellow Defiance (Bj, pale yellow, very fijie but inconstant.

lEdiv. Matvke.

LiotJBiAN Bees : Amicable Coalition. — The
account of the friendly union of his Ligurians with the
bees of another stock, given by Mr. Maw last week
(p. 391) is ¥60" interesting but the conclusion at which
he arrives is, I think, not altogether a correct one. The
union of stragglers from one hive with the bees of
another, is by no means & characteristic merely of the
Ligurian variety. I have seen several instances among
the bees of the ordinary species, in which more or less

of free intercourse has taken place. In one case, there
were three hives standing on one long board. The
majority of the bees of two of these on their return flew
to the entrauce of one hive ; and from that, to the
adjoining one along the platform, a continuous stream
of bees laden with pollen and honey was sustained
during the entire working hours of the day. If
Mr. Maw had been in possession of his stock of
Ligurians earlier than ^ho month of September, there
might be another solution of the problem ; nor would it,

oveu as it is, be altogether an impossible one. The
queen of the stock of common bees may have perished
about the time, or perhaps rather earlier than when he
obtained the Italians ; the bees may have then raised a
queen which may have become impregnated by a
Ligurian drone, and thus the appearance of bees with
the distinguishing marks may be accounted for. I have
had a hive, the queen of which was at the head of a
second swarm of black bees, located in an apiary at
the distance of at least two miles and a half from any
hives of Ligurian bees ; yet this queen bred beautifully
marked Italians.

If this is not the true cause of the appearance of
Italian bees among those of the other hive, it is possible
that this latler may not possess any queen at all ; that
is, if the proportion of |Ligurians to common bees is

very considerable. Fifty or 100 bees m»y unite as mere
stragglers to those of another stock, and, in the case of
those possessing such distinctive marks as do the
Ligurians, the numbers appear much greater than is

really the fact. It is ignite true that the bees of all

hives " are more or less in the habit of straying from
hive to hive," and are by no means unfrequently
permitted to enter and join the community, the more
readily if they come well provided with food or forage.

When this occurs between the red-banded Ligurian
and the ordinary bees, it is all the more noticeable,
but it is quite a mistake to suppose the case quoted by
Mr. Maw to be a proof of an interesting peculiarity aa

regards the habits of Ligurian bees.

If such an instance were to present itself in my own
apiary, I should not be satisfied until I had dislodged
and carefully examined all the inmates of the two
stocks, and ascertained whether both the hives
possessed fertile queens. One of the most populous
hives in my apiary, which has aU the spring exhibited
every outward appearance of prosperity, the bees
carrying in pollen freely, I have discovered, after two
or more careful examinations, to have no queen. The
hive consisting of moveable frames, I have complete
access to and control over every comb, and have
satisfied myself that the bees have not had any queen
for months. Means have since been adopted for pro-
viding this hive with a queen by uniting to it the
queen and bees of a small stock near at hand.

I am glad Mr. Maw has furnished the apiarian
readers with the particulars of this interesting case,
which, however, although it may prove that bees are,

in the habit of transferring their favours to other
domiciles, does not therefore prove that Ligurians are
more prone to this than common bees. The contrary
isj I believe, the real fact, there being a certain amount
ofantagonism between the members of the two varieties,

as any one who has had much to do in attempting
the carrying out of forced unions will probably bear
testimony. S. Bevan Fox.

Emigeation of Bees. — On examination of the
interior of a frame hive which was peopled by an arti-
ficial Ligurian swarm, made last season, I found the
combs well filled with at least 20 lb. of sealed honey ; a
very fine Ligurian queen, and only about 80 or 100
bees. A small portion of one comb was filled with eggs.
The cause of this very diminished population is a
mystery, as it was by no means a weak stock late in the
autumn. Thinking that the bees might be benefited
if placed in a small nucleus-box, until I could decide
what course to adopt, I transferred them into a hive
capable of containing four frames, and they appeared
to settle nicely. A few days subsequently I discovered
the absence of a queen in the hive previously mentioned.
I considered how I should best succeed in giving it a
fertile mother. It then occurred to me that I had a
fine queen suitable for my purpose. On visiting the
diminutive box, I found that it was perfectly tenant-
less, so that I had to look elsewhere for the means of
rectifying the existing deficiency. By mere accident,
on visiting a hive situated about 30 feet from the
deserted tenement, I discovered on the ground in front
a dead queen. It at once occurred to me that this must
be the one from the nucleus, and that she had, with
her lew subjects, attempted a forcible entry. The hive
into which she had sought admission possessed at its

head my purest Ligurian queen, so I thought it just
possible that this dead queen might be the one belong-
ing to that stock, which might either be wholly queen-
less or headed by the victorious usurper. On examina-
tion of the combs, however, I was glad to find the
rightful sovereign, and that her beautiful majesty was
apparently uninjured by any conflict with a more
youthful rival, whom doubtless the bees themselves
put to a violent death. There were but a few bees
dead in front of the stronger hive, but I cannot tell if
any of the emigrants had obtained admittance. It is
also remarkable that from the nucleus not a cell 0/
honey seemed to have been removed by robber-beea.
S. Bevan Fox.

Garden Memoranda.
HooLEY House, the Seat of J. C. Pickeesgill,

Esq.—This is situated about five miles from Croydon,
and six from Keigate. Its front faces the south. On
the right-hand side of the approach to it lies a portion
of the park, nicely studded with choice Conifers ; on
the left is the garden, the wall of which is concealed
by climbing Roses and shrubs of different kinds.
It contains a range of Peach houses 95 feet in length,
stoves, greenhouses, &c. ; between the latter and the
Peach-houses is a neat little geometrical flower garden,
laid down on gravel, and edged with Box. In the
Peach houses, in addition to the trees, are choice
bedding plants, such as Golden Chain, Golden Fleece,
Cloth of Gold, and Mrs. Pollock Pelargoniums. On
a border in the centre of the house are fruit trees in
pots, which, together with those planted out and
trained to the back wall, are weU set with fruit. Here
are also a fine plant of Eugenia Ugni, and Singleton
Pigs in pots ; over head, on a shelf, are Strawberries.
In one of the Peach houses the trees have only been
recently planted ; it was formerly filled with Apricots
in front and Plums on the back, but owing to the
Apricots not succeeding well, they were carefully lifted
and planted outside.

Among plant houses is a conservatory, on the east
side of which is a greenhouse, and on the west a
Nymphffia house. The conservatory is at present
beautifully decorated with forced Azaleas, Roses,
Deutzias, and bulbous plants, together with Camellias,
Ericas, Epacrises, Monochaetums Cyclamens, ana
similar early-flowering subjects. In the greenhouse.
Camellias, Pimeleas, Aphelexis, Eriostemons, Heaths,
Primulas, Cinerarias, Lily of the Valley, and other
bulbous plants are one mass of bloom. With these
a few Ferns are intermixed. In a Vinery at the back,
filled with Black Hamburghs, are most luxuriant
leaves and fine bunches. The Vines producing these
had their roots for the first three seasons confined
exclusively to the inside border ; but on account of the
Vines not doing so well as could have been wished,
Mr. Mundell, the gardener, set the roots free by
making an outside border, and openings in the front
wall to permit them to get outside. Since then the
result has been every way satisfactory. In the centre
of this house are some large plants of Mandarin,
St. Michael's, and Sweet Oranges, Shaddocks, Limes,
and Lemons, all in excellent condition, and some in
full bloom. The fruit of the Mandarin is used for
dessert, and when cut with a short stalk and a few
leaves attached to it, it has a fresh and interesting
appearance. Overhead are Strawberries with tempting
ripe fruit, and at the back are Figs.

This Vinery is contiguous to a house 23 feet square
and 25 feet in height with a lantern top for ventila-
tion. This is called the Banana-house. In the centre
is a square bed on a level with the path, and neatly
edged with half-inch slate. Planted therein are noble
specimens of Musa zebrina, sapientum, and glauoa, the
tops of which are ready to thrust out the roof of the
lantern. The two former measure at their base 3 feet
in circumference, and although their leaves are rather
crowded, yet they are not, as is generally the case, rent
in pieces like the tattered sails of a ship after a severe
storm. The vacancies on the bed are filled up with
dwarf plants, such as Ferns, Caladiums, &c. On the
stages round the sides are some choice Orchids and
other valuable and economical plants, among which
we noticed the Nutmeg (Myristica mosohata). All-
spice (Pimenta vulgaris). Cinnamon (Ginuamomum
verum), Cocoa-nut (Cocos nucifera), the Date Palm
(Phcenix daotylifera), the Coffee tree (Coffea
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arabica), and Chocolate (Theobroma Cacao), with the

Cycas cireinalis. Calamus dealbata (a beautiful thinj;),

and Musa Cavendishii in pots and tubs. The
walls are ornamented with Bougainvillea spectabilis,

Ipomoea Horsfallise, AUamanda Schottii, Quisnualis

indioa, Passiflora quadrangularis, and others. A
bushel of Granadillas (the fruit of the Passion-flower)

is stated to have been cut in this house in one season

;

they make a delicious preserve. This forms the centre

of this block of houses, the conservatory bcini; on the

north, a Vinery on the east, and one liii liir wi -i, hthI a

plant stove on the south. In the cciiirr ni 1 1). I»il "I

the latter was planted out a Cicca .liNliclia, "i- hast

Indian Gooseberry, and beside it stands a noble plant

of the variegated Pine-a™le(Ananassasativavariegata),

just showing frait. The sides are crowded with

Begonias, Gardenias, Thyrsacanthus rutilans-a most

useful plant for blooming in winter and early

spring—Sanseviera iavanica, Clerodendrons, and a

very nice plant of Brownea coccinea, with graceful

di'ooping fohage, and large tassel-like bunches of

orange-scarlet flowers. Climbers are also neatly tramed,

by means of three rods of wire up each raft«r ; among
them are Tacsonia Yan Vobcemii, Passiflora Buona-

partea, edulis, princeps, and kermesina ; Ipomoea Bona-

nox and Learii, Allamanda cathartica, and Hoya
carnosa. Eetuming through the Banana house, the

West Vinery is arrived at. This is filled with JIuscats

and Lady Downes' Grapes. In the centre are half a

dozen fine Peaches and Nectarines in tubs, and Straw-

berries on shelves, as in the east house.

The Nymphsea house is tastefully decorated with
Ferns and Orchids suspended in baskets, and some
climbers, such as Aristoloebias, Ceropcgia Gardneri,

Thunbergia Harrisii, and climbing Ferns, A tank
runs the length of the house, in which are Njinphseas
and two fine specimens of the Lattice plant (Ouvirandra
feuestralis j. On stands over the water are noble plants

of Alocasia metallica, A. zebrina, A. niacrorhiza

varie_gata, Caladium Veitchii, C. Lowii, C. Chantini,

C. Wishtii, C. Belleymei, and others; also a fine

plant of Nepenthes Eafflesiana, and Monstera pertusa,

with roots dangling in the water, in which are also gold

and silver fish. On a stage at the side are choice species

of Gymnogramma, Adiantum, and Ptcris, mixed with
fiue-ibliaged plants, such as Eranthemum, Maranta,
Eriocnema, Campylobotrys, &c., while an interesting

nook is set apart for Gyronostachyum Verschafleltii,

which seemed to revel in its hiding place, and to repay
with larger leaves and brighter colours the extra care

thus bestowed on it. At the back are Stag's-Uorn

Ferns, Platycerium grande and P. alcicome, growing
on blocks of wood.
The fruit of some Vines in an old house is colouring,

and to the west of this, and running parallel with it, a

double-roofed Orchid-house is in course of erection.

Associated with these are also two new Vineries, with
a border, or rather pit, in the centre of them, 5 feet

high and 6 feet wide. The permanent Vines are

planted in the middle of it, and are breaking strongly.

These were struck from eyes last spring, and planted

out as soon as the houses were finished in the early

part of September. The borders are made in the

middle of the houses to insure the roots being kept
in a temperature uniform with that of the brancnes, as

the Vines are intended for very early work, so as to

keep up ft succession of Grapes all the year round. In
front of these are two Pine stoves, one filled with clean

healthy Pines, the other partly so; the remainder of

the bed is filled with fruiting Vines in pots. On the
sides are shelves for growing on plants for the decoration

of stoves,

The whole of the houses just named are heated with
one of Weeks' boilers, though two are set side by side,

in case anj'thing should go wrong with the one, when
the other might be worked. The greater portion of the
houses are ventilated by means of maciiiuery, which
together with the heating apparatus gives the greatest

satisfaction.

Under a west wall are planted out some fine rows of
Peas that had been sown in turf, and the Strawberries
on several of the squares seemed to have very strong
crowns. The soil is a good yellow loam.
In addition to the glass already mentioned, there is

at the front entrance of the mansion a large vestibule,

the front of which is of glass ; this also is kept full of
fine-foliaged plants and others in bloom, while at the
east of the mansion is a span-roof house with Vines
trained up each rafter. It is, however, at present used
as a Heath-house.
The flower garden lies at the back of the mansion,

and is reached by ascending three flights of steps. It

is not at present very extensive, but it is intended
shortly to enlarge it ; and as there is a natural incline

towards the house, it could with great facility be made
into a very beautiful terrace garden. At the west of

the house is a place suitable for a grotto, which is at

the present time occupied with four beds of choice
hybrid Rhododendrons. B. G,

length and breadth, the colours should be repeated at I

regular intervals, as scarlet, white, pui-ple, yellow, blue,

orange, aud so on to the end; and where beds ai'e

placed on Grass, aud without a oorrespondiug

one near them, they should be belted with

complementary colours, as blue with an orange

margin, purjile with yellow, and scarlet with white

;

or, as green i^ the proper contrast for scarlet,

beds of that colour might perhaps be left without a

iiiaririn, and white, under such circumstances, used as

a distinct bed. Where beds are on gravel, which is a

nariii rolour, cold colom's should be used the most, as

hhic, jiurple, aud white; or if warm coloius must be

introduced, it is indispensable that they be margined

with cold colours. In gardens where there i.i a great

preponderance of green, as large lawns or trees,

especiaUy if the latter are sufficiently lofty to throw
considerable shade upon the scenery, nothing but

wai-m colours should be employed, as scarlet, orange,

and yellow, and these should be planted in large

masses and stand out prominently in the foreground

of the scenery, and esjiecially near water, if any. For
ribbon borders, now so fhshionable, the directions just

given are equally applicable.

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLANT HOUSES.

Out of doors work up arrears with all possible speed.

Rolling and mowing should be proceeded with unre-

mittingly. Newly laid turf should be beaten and

thoroughly roUed, in order that an even and smooth
surface may be obtained. Pot all stove or greenhouse

plants which require it, in order that they may have

the advantage of the next two months in which to

produce a vigorous growth ; and have time for ripening

it before winter. Many free-growing plants which
were potted early will now require larger pots, with
which they should be supplied, unless it is vvisbed to

flower them in their present sizes, and somewhat
earlier than their usual season. In the latter case

occasional waterings of liquid manure of moderate
strength will be useful, both in maintaining the present

vigour of the plants, and in assisting the future deve-

lopment of their flowers.

Azaleas.—Specimens now in full blossom must be

shaded from bright simshine. Plants that have been
kept in heat to bring them into flower will require

pretty liberal supplies of water. Great attention

should be paid to ventilation, particularly in guarding

again.st cold currents of wind. Young plants will grow
rapidly if shifted and placed in a moist warm tempera-
ture ; see that they are clear of insects.

Bedding Plants.—If it is wished that half-hardy

.
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Grass Seed for all Soils.

RICHARD SMITH ..ir.r- il... l.r.t s.droti

made of rKRMANKN'l' Mi;AI">\V CRASS :

^fo^^

Brighton and Sussex Seed Warehouse.
DW.XHIi (' \ i; !• KNTEK'S MIXTDREf

Hi of PERM
quality, 3i5

aero}.—Seo tostiinn:

Old Pnaturea.
PRICED CATALOGUES of KITCHEN GARDEN, FLOWER

and FARM SEEDS now rendr.

EnwARD Carpbnter, Seed Merchant and Grower, 90, .St. James'a

Street, Brighton.

To Marli^t Gardeners and Otbers.
/-1.\BB.\GE PL-QXiS, E.\STH.U1, ENFIflLP, and
y_' DRUMHEAD, I5. QU. per 1000. The stock true and can be
warranted.

RED CABBAGE PLANT.S, eitra One, 6j. perlOOO.
ONION, WHITE SPANISH, Is. 3d. per lb.

WURZEL, YELLOW GLOBE, 2e«. per cwt.

EARLY SHAW POTATO!?. C:*. per cwt., warranted true.
Teiins cash.

R. Walker, Seed Merchant and Grower, Blggleawade, Bedfordshire .

OUT TON' b PRIZ E KOHL RABI
iO should now bo Sown, drilled as Swedes, 3 to 4Ib. per Aore.

LARGE

PURPLE,

per lb.

Sow

April

LARGE

GREEN,

C'boapoi in K.i^^u iiuantitieg.

PRICED LlSTof other FARM SEEDS gratis and post fioe.

I £t Sons, Royal Burkshiro Seed Estabhsbmont, Reading.

sITede,

^HO^rAS KENNl'
Turnip Seeds.

CO. beg to call the

Nursery and Seed Establishniont, Dumfries.

Tfte porwardest Turnip knoiyn is

;iDTTON'S SHORT-TOP

SIX WEEKS,

Cheaper by the Bushel.

SoTToN ft Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

TTirir"s~ir]rir^TirirE""anX"w£^TTrRT)
X AORICULTDRAL ASSOCIATION offer for eeneral Comueti-
tlon a PRIZE of £2,'. tor tho best ESSAY on •• CO-OPERjVTlON
between LANDLORDS and TENANTS, so as to remedy as far as

possible the ill eflccts of the CATTLE PLAGUE,
lefei 3 those Districts or Fanns which have lost their Stock.'

.lAM Kino. Chainn.an of Sul>Committeo.

aVoIiiofs!'""'""''} S™- Ssci-etaries.

BATH and WEST of ENGLAl'iD
SOCIETY, for the Encouragement

of Agriculturo, Arts, Manufactures, and

a.R.H. The Pbinoe op Wales, K.O.

SALISBURY MEETING, 1806.

The Eight Hon. tho Earl or Pobtsu

of ART. HONITON LACE, and HORTI-
CULTURAL SPECIMENS will take place
at SALISBURY on tho 4th, 6th, Cth, Jth,
and 8th JUNE, ISliC.

of the Council, Josiab GoonwiN, Secretary,
4, Terrace Walk. B.atb.

HORSE SHOW.—AGRICULTURAL HALL,
LONDON.

ENTRIES CLOSE THIS DAY, SATURDAY. May 5.

Prize Lists and Conditions may be had on application to

S. SiDSEy, Secretary and Manager.
OfHces of the Company, Barford Street, Islington, N.

H"'
OlfSE SHOW.^^AGlTl C ULX UKAL HALE;

LONDON.
OPENING DAY, .SATURDAY, May 19.

SOTTON'a CHAMPION KWEDE, price Is. per lb.

Cheaper by the bushel, carriage troe-

Sdtton & Sons, Koyal Berkshire Seed EstabUshment, Reading.

Ei\t 'MQvimltnvni ©a^ttet
SATURDAY, MAT b, 1868.

In a recent Number of tlio A(jr!eultural Ga:efte

wo pointed out how in the common farm opera-

tions connected with tho growth of the Barley
crop, the properly arransjed results p.artook of the

natiu'o, and possessed the value, of experiments.

Wo now proceed to point out tho same conclusions

in coniioctiou with tho CTBU niore important
mot 01 op.

lu 1865 Dur m£)iu prop of roots, namely,
j\[ang( Is and Swedes, was grown in a oO-acre

licld, lor tho most part situate on some brashy
1 tnd in which the oolite sands of tho geologist

VI 10 strewn with tho broken rock of a thin

stiatum of the bottom bed of tho inferior oolite

as> this occuiH in Somerset and Dorset. The
picvious crop had been Barley, and the land was
not seeded down, as it was too full of Agi-ostis

stolonifera, Fiorin or Creeping Bent (the Couch
(it tho tlistrict), aird Docks. The general method of

pippaiation for tho root crop was as follows :

—

As
soon after tho removal of the corn crop as possible

all tho available manui'o was carted and spread
upon tho land, and this without reference to

whether it was rotten or not ; in fact, we con-
clude that in winter preparation for roots the

manure is equally valuable when carted dii-ect

fropi the sheds, and if so, it will be seen that by
this means much laboui' and expense involved in

carting to a heap, turning tho whole and recart-

ing to the land, is avoided. In this case fully

half tho field was manured with dung dii-ectly

carted on tho land, from straw yai'ds in which
cattle had wintered upon straw and cake.

As tho manure was spread the land was
ploughed to the depth of fi'om 6 to 7 inches,

simply with tho view of covering the mamu-o on
the one hand and burjdng the weeds on the
other ; this has the effect of exposing the soil

and tho biu'iod manure to the mellowing and
decomposing action of winter weather, at the
same time killing both weeds and insects.

In this state the field was left mitil the 7th of

March, on wliich day it was commenced cultiva-

ting with Cambridge's steam tackle, by which
it was ripped up to tho depth of fully 10 inches,

which left tho work in a finely pulverised
state, affording no bad seed-bed for the growth
of Charlock and other weeds ; which, thus
oncouiaged, came forth \\ith a pride destined to

an early fall, fur in the luiddlo of April the whole
was Iiarrowuil down and cli-aned of Couch, pre'
paratory to sowing the seed. Previous to thia,

however, it will be well to state that a large
portion of the 42 acres destined for roota was
treated with a dressing of 3 cwt. to the aero of

Proctor's root manui-e, sown broadcast.

Here we would direct attention to the fact that

in using artificial manure for roots this plan of

proceeding is not in accordance with general

practice, as it is u.sual to drill "artificials " with
the seed, "ur experience, however, ha-s convinced

us that this plan is open to very serious objec-

tions. In the first place, we find that if the

season bo dry when the seed is sown in contact

with stimulating manuros, tho young radicles of

the seed become, as it were, burnt up, and so,

though tho cotyledons or fir.st leaves come greou

above tho ground, they wither like tho seed

in the i^arablo : which when the sun was up
wore scorched ; and "because they had no root

they withered away."
IJf then they succeed in making a proper

growth of root and first leaves, those with a

scorching sun abovo and the heated stimulus

below soon die away ; and no doubt much of

the injury attributed to the fly is really duo to

this cause ; and what is more unfortunate is that

in hot weather both causes, namely the chemical

and the insect ones, exert theii- fullest powers !

But supposing a good plant to bo attained

with drilled manure, wo find that in the regu-
lation and singling thereof the drilled fertiliser

is pulled by the action of tho hoe away from
the young plants just as they most need it, and
this on to the surface of the soil ; there to dry up
with tho scorching sun just at the time when in

oiu' plan of broadcasting it has been uniformly

mixed with the earth, and is ready to act as food

and to be taken up by the lateral or secondary

rootlets.

Indeed our plan of winter-manuring and
sm-face broadcasting of the guano insures a duo
preparation of food for our young plants wher-
ever tho seed may fall ; and wo find that by this

means we got a more regular plant, and one
which grows away more steadily than it can by
tho usual method. It is certain that manure,
however well rotted, which is now carted on to

the soil for tho root crop, cannot be well mixed
in the seed bed ; and lumps of dung or lumps
of chemicals in thoir unmixed state in tho soil,

are as iU adapted to the growth and nutii-

tion of jilants as is undigested food to animals.

On land thus prepared, when tho artifioiej

manure was employed, tho crops as undey wera
drilled in the order tabulated :

—

Tajjle of Root Crop3 fob 1865.

Field 8.
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we may remark, as an additional experiment, that

we employed three men ou some damp days to

dibble these in every vacant or missed place in

the rows of both the Mangels and Swedes of the

whole field. This, which was done at a cost of

30s., we conclude, from the like results in 1864

and 1865, is rarely worth doing, as the main
crop, from having possession of the soil with its

original roots, starves out these interlopers, so

that they never attain a size to make the work
remunerative. The same may be said of sowing

Turnips to patch up Swedes, as, if the soil be

good, a thin plant will often make up in size if

not interfered with by weeds or other interlopers.

As regards the general results of this crop of

roots, it may be stated that they were remarkably

good in quality and in general a large crop,

more especially where the artificial manure was

It should be stated that the crops grown with

artificial manui-e were weighed and estimated

by a judge appointed for the purpose, with a

view to the award of prizes in connection with

the Local Agricultiu'al Society.

REauLTS OF Weighed and Estimated Mahoil and Swede

Crop.

Yellow Globe
Mangel (froi

beat seed)
Ditto ditto

(from inferior

Ski
led)

ine 41 1 3 20

-> Average
^ about 50

The crop of Swedes was awarded the prize of

Plate, the Mangels just missed by falling short

of the 50 tons per acre ; but whether they had
been successful or not, one thing is quite certain,

that success, as well as the want of it, is due to

some cause or causes, the systematic noting of

which will give to good as well as poor results

the eifeet of experiments.
In conclusion, we would explain that in the

application of artificial manures we always leave

an average patch as near the middle of the piece

aa possible, for the sake of comparison, and here,

during all the periods of their growth, both of

the Mangels and Swedes, there was a marked
deficiency of crop. B.

A VERY instructive paper appeared in our
columns some weeks ago describing the condition

of the East Lothian agricultural labourer. We
should bo glad if correspondents in other counties

would state the case of their neighbours in a
similar way, at once impartial and friendly. The
relationship of master and servant is one which
already rights itself to a great extent without
interference ; but the result varies exceed-

ingly according to the condition of the parties

to the agreement. Education, not only that

of the school—home education, which includes

all the various influences of the cottage

—

will ultimately no doubt elevate the labourer
himself, and then improve the position in which
he stands to his master. And as we cannot have
too much light thrown anywhere, so especially

we would rather have it cast upon the circum-
stances out of which any result arises than upon
the result itself. Let us understand the various
circumstances of the labourer's life ; and then the
ultimate fact of the wages he receives, or the
plight in which he appears, will be no longer either

a puzzle or a scandle.

This wage is kept down in some cases

by the practice of giving beer or cider. In
Gloucestershire, Somersetshire, and Hereford-
shiio the labourers generally receive a part

of their pay in cider, and the remainder
in cash, and when the question of wages
comes to be adjusted, it hinges, as a rule,

upon the quantity of cider. It is a very bad
system for the man, a still worse one for the poor
wife and childi-en, and as a matter of course it

reacts upon the master ; both in getting a less

quantity of work performed by his workpeople,
and by breaking down the constitutions of the
men and their families, and thus ultimately
increasing the poor rates.

We have never given in to this system. Our
men have been paid in cash once a fortnight on
Friday evening, and have only the customary
allowance of cider at hay and corn harvest, or.

husbands decently well on lis. per week. They
cannot market, they cannot cook, and too often

the husband has only a morsel of cheese, an
Onion, or an Apple to his di-y bread. The
young generation are being well educated at the

village schools; the girls are taught plain

needlework, but it is most desirable that they

should also learn plain cookery. There is too

much waste in the kitchen everywhere, but even

in the cottage it is incredible.

We have had long discussions and urgent
protests as to how our labourers are housed,

and how they ought to be housed, but the diet

question has not been taken up in a compre-
hensive manner. Milk, Oatmeal, porridge,

Potatos, Onions, Cabbages, and Leeks ; Barley

and Peas (mixed cakes), home-fed pork, pickled

(rarely made into bacon or ham) ; now and then

cakes of Wheat flour, and a loaf from the baker,

used to constitute the staple diet of the East
Lothian fann labourer. Latterly we understand
that tlie consumption of loaf bread has largely

increased ; their cottages luere not provided with

ovens to bake Wheaten bread ; and even now, we
believe, the improved cottages do not possess

ovens, but the supply is obtained from the

baker. As to the mUk supply, which is so

important a feature in the dietary here, when
the cow is dry before calving, a mild sweet beer

is made of treacle as a substitute for mUk.
Beer is provided only during harvest by the

master, and sometimes a small allowance of beer

is also given at hay time.

The majority of cottages in English country

villages are provided with brick ovens for baking,

and wood for heating is got by " hook or crook
"

somehow or other. The' best flour is used

for baking, experience having proved that white

bread is more noui'ishing than brown. Notwith-
standing the valuable and nutritive ingredients

which the chemist teUs us bran contains, its

influence on the process of digestion interferes

with the nourishment which it might otherwise

be expected to give. And the reaction from the

impression which analyBes had created on the

subject, came in the form of a protest from a

medical man to the effect that if the labourer

had been shut up to the diet which was recom-

mended by the chemist, " science and brown bread

would have been the death of him." While, how-
ever, it has proved in this case, as in many
others, that experience justifies the common
practice, yet it cannot be doubted that there is

immense waste in cottage cookery and feeding ;

and full infoi-mation on this subject is much to

bo desired.

of an increased fatality, resulting in some
hundi'eds of additional deaths, in the midst of
that rapid weekly fall over which we had all

been rejoicing, do not when properly read give
any reasons for the dismay which they created.

When the " back cases " are added to the weekly
returns, there seems to have been a fall in the
whole number happening dui-ing the week. The
figures are given in full in another column. We
are glad to learn that the restrictions exist-

ing under Orders in Council, which would other-
wise cease on May 10, are to be maintained for

another period. Everybody will agree in their

necessity as long as the poison exists in the
country. Three weeks or a month after the last

case of plague has been reported we shall all be
glad to bo released ; but so long as freedom
would be dangerous, it is to be hoped that restric-

tions will be maintained.

The general meeting of the Eoyal

Agricultural Society of England will take place

in Hanover Square on Tuesday, May 22, at

12 o'clock. The relations of the Society to the

Cattle Plague will probably be referred to at this

meeting ; and the need of a now Charter may be
deduced from that and many other points in its

recent career. In particular, its patronage of

the Middle-class Education movement can hardly

fail of being discussed. Both of these subjects

were under discussion at the meeting of Council

last Wednesday, as our readers will see m the

report.

The movement for establishing a Central

Chamber of Agriculture for the discussion not

only of what are generally termed practical

questions, but of the social and political relations

of agi-iculture, is gaining ground. A meeting

will be held in London, probably on the

22d of May, for the purpose of discussing

and carrying out the project. Mr. C. Clay,

of Wakefield, who has been its most ardent

promoter, publishes a long list of those who
adhere to his plan, and it has ample encourage-

ment in the success of a capital precedent at

Edinburgh, whore the Chamber of Agriculture is

an influential and most useful bodj'. At the

interview of the large agricultural deputation

with the Home Secretary last February on the

subject of cattle plague legislation, marked
deference was shown by Sir George Grey to

Mr. Smithies, the Chairman of the London
Farmers' Club, and to Mr. GoODLET, Chairman
of the Edinburgh Chamber of Agriculture : and
we cannot doubt that a body of agricultm-ists,

truly representing the practical farmers of the

whole country, if associated in a Central Chamber
of Agriculture for England, wculd exert a useful

influence on the conduct of public affairs in all
if they do not choose to draw it, payment in full ,, „ ^ .> • n.- i

• i i.

at current market price. It is, however, melan- ,

^'^^^''^ afi'ectmg the agncultm-al mterest,

choly to find that in many cases ignorant stupid The Cattle Plague returns, which startled

wives (not intemperate) cannot keep their
I
us all last week with what appeared to be evidence

EOTTEN MANGEL.
I FEAR that this will be a very general expression

just now, for most of the Mangel crops were lifted

under so-called " very favourable circumstances."
The hot and dry weather of September had rendered
the stilf clays dry and hard, and although it was very
difficult to " lift " the Mangel out of the tight binding
dry clay, still the carting was easy and the crop pro-
nounced to be ripe.

I resisted the temptation of easy carriage, because
experience had taught me to consider those circum-
stances very unfavourable, and I therefore preferred
the adhesive and unctuous clay of a wet October
and early November. The cartage was, of course,
much more difficult, but the raising much less costly.

In my paper "" On Preserving Roots/' dated May,
1861, I said (p. 514 of my book)—" It is the greatest
possible mistake to store roots in a dry condition and
free from soil," and then gave my reasons for it.

'This season has given unmistakeable evidence of the
correctness of that view, for I hear of early rotting
in every direction, while my own roots are as fresh and
break as short and juicy as if just taken from the
ground. They have plenty of wet clay adhering to
them, in which their living fibres find moisture and
food ; these fibres form a confused net-work of very
fine white-laee like threads. Without food and moisture
we shrivel and decay : so do bulbous roots.

This remark applies in degree to Potatos, for I
see that Mr. Hope, of Penton Barns, has recently com-
mented ou the advantage of their being stored with
moist earth.

The same rule holds good in degree for Turnips,
Carrots, aud Parsnips as for Mangel, although Turnips
are generally consumed earlier than Mangel.
The main point in the clamp or heap is to keep out

both heat and frost. The latter is effected by a
covering of Barley straw, and then a layer of earth
6 or 8 inches thick. As soon as sunshine arrives, in

March and April, the covering of earth is warmed by
the sun's rays. We know that the earth is (all wisely)

so attractive of the sun's rays that it attains a heat
some 20' to 40" greater than the air through which
those rays pass. To prevent this heating and drying of

the clamp, a close outside layer of smooth reedy straw
on the sunny side of the clamp will interpose a non-
conductive barrier. We know how cool thatch keeps a
place in very hot weather. Where it is considered
profitable to have roots for summer consumption, it

pays to take these means of preserving them.
I generally avail myself of^a fence bank for the south

side of the clamp, so as to have its ends east and west,

and the other side on the north.

In dry soils, where the earth will not adhere, a

sprinkling of earth among the roots, and then watering
them or allowing rain to fall on them, will be useful.

Beware of usmg dry burned clay or brick dust to

preserve your roots. Some 20 years ago, when I had
much burned clay, I tried it as a clamp for Potatos.

The result was that they quickly decomposed entirely,

proving the great ditference between wet and burned
clay.

I think we are partially indebted to the very heavy
rains of August for our extraordinary Mangel crop : it

suggests the use of the jet when our August is dry.

I tiud some folks rather shy of admitting that their

Mangel roots had rotted; but one hears of it incidentally.

J. J. Mecht, May 1.

ON MIDDLE CLASS EDUCATION.
Many of your readers who take an interest in this

question, «nll doubtless have read with some little

disappointment the articles just issued in the present

number of the Royal Agricultural Society's Journal.

The offer of a large prize for an Essay on Education
as appUcable to farmers, will necessarily have excited

hopes of the inauguration by the Society of some large

and beneficent system, which I fear the essays now pub-
Ushedbytliemwill not realise, and which the subsequent
record of the committee's proceedings in this direction,

with which they express themselves satisfied, will tend
utterly to [dispel. Mr. Vallentine's prize essay, con-
taining a valuable history lof what has been done in

the matter, and some very useful notes and suggestions

as to what is required to be done, yet proposes no
practical mode of carrying these suggessions into eS'ect.

There are excellent notes on which to base a plan of

agricultural schools, but no kind of superstructure is

raised on them. The same may be repeated of the two
following papers by grammar-school masters— their ex-

perience and advice when we have got the school will be
.

most valuable, but where is the school to come from ?

As I fully expect the appearance of these essays in the
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Ifavc II t.. Ilic iiiiiuls null (li>|,ositi,,n ;r to a'xiden*
whrlliiT he c-ML-i-ii-s :nv;iy any lul'.jmuitiou at all equal
to thf amount ijaid. This system, wheu honestly
can-ied out, leaves little to be desired; it lacks the
essential of a competitive examination, by which both
the pupil and teacher would be tested, and for want of
this test it frequently leaves the choice of a tutor very
much to chance, or what is worse, to the too partial
recommendation of an indulgent or an interested
neighbour.* The last and commoner system of bringing
up a boy entii-ely at home may be dismissed as inferior
to the last. A periodical sy.stem of examinations and
certificates of competency, both in master and pupil,
would go far to remedy this defect ; it would show
forth to all inquires, both who were the successful
teachers, and where the best taught yoimg men were

Journal will re-opeu the discu.s.sion on this question ; examine :ui(l prolit l)y the iniiirovement.s tliat an'

and as the very short step taken by the Society is at introduced arouml him. But I leave the sub.jeet ol

least a step in "the right direction, but will require a
|

general middle-;lass education to the wiser heads tliat

gentle pressure from mthout from the subscribers and i
arenowdeeplyoccupiedinitselucidation. Uptoacertain

public at large to urge them to some further progress ' age the reciuirements of the farmer's and tradesman's son

in this path, 1 venture to send you some ideas ofmy own
|

are alike. It is only after making choice of their future

which I had transmitted last year to the Committee, but
]

profession that their paths will diverge. We will suppose

which, for obvious reasons, they did not notice, begging i our young farmer, therefore, to have made some progress

you to make such use of them by extracts or otherwise
I
in learning, to have arrived at 17 or IS years of age,

as you may deem suitable to the pages of the Gazette, a stout hardy youth who can read and write tolerably,

and useful in calling forth a fresh discussion of the and can do simple sums in arithmetic, in addition to

educational question ; not that I conceive them to which he can probably ride and shoot, knows the

contain anything either new or valuable in themselves, points of a horse and a beast, and is a tolerable judge of

but as tending to put the question on the right issue, how the common operations of ploughing, drilling,

namely, to inquire whether it is not the duty of the ' reaping, &c., shoidd be performed. In these latter

Eoyal' Agricultural Society to help the farmers where ' respects he starts mth some advantage over the trades-
. „ . _

they have confessedly no power to lielp themselves,and ' man's son from the neighbouring town, who being likely to be obtained. The foundation of scholarships

to lea<l them to consider whether they might not well schooled in English, with a smattering of physical tenable for one or two years, either at the College at

appropriate a larger proportion of their annual savings science, is yet afraid of the animals he meets, and Cirencester or with certificated fanners, would excite a

than 1.30?. out of 2000/. for that purpose. I am perfectly incapable of distinguishing between the imjde- new spirit of emulation, both in the teacher and in the
persuaded they would have the sanction of a great ments and the crops he sees on the fiirm. Such, then,

|

taught. It would prove a trustworthy guide to parents

maiority of their subscribers for such an expenditure, ' is the raw material out of which the occupiers of land in search- of a tutor for their boys—to gentlemen in

and their thanks for the extra trouble they might are to be recruited. These are the j'ouths by whose search of tenants for theii' farms, and to the occupier

incur. J. 3. M.
\
improved attainments the Society hopes to raise the of his own land in want of a baihfl'—a guide so often

future condition of British farming, and for whose needed and so rarely found among the shoals of

The present time appears highly suitable for the dis- especial behoof and benefit the present discussion ' applicants searching for emplojinent and profltle.ss

cussion of this que.stion. There is on all sides a general has been proposed.' Our first question will be, what is ,
when employed.

conviction that our middle class has not in this respect , required ? The second, how can these requirements be
|

Having thus traced out the chief requirements for

kept pace with the general improvement in the upper i satisfied ?
|

our purpose, is it too much to .suggest to the Boyal
andlowerclasses of society. Great efforts havebeenmade ' In addition to the iihysical qualities of a good consti- ,

Agricultural Society to undertake this work? Is it

by the University and Pubhc Schools Commissions on tution, habits of early nsing, activity, and temperance, not rather a duty thrown on them by the terms of

one side, and by the Educational Committee ofthe Privy
|

the man wlio aspires to be a tenant farmer or gentle-
'

their Charter, or can there be a more appropriate mode
Council assisting private charity on the other, to raise

,
man's bailiff should combine the moral qualities of of expending their surplus funds ? 'iheir balance of

the attainments of these classes considerably above the good temper, conciliatory manner, firmness of purpose, income overexpenditure is now about 2000?. per annum,
low standard with which our fathers were contented ; |

and determination to carry out through difficulties and
,

Could it be more beneficially or more nobly expendei
while the middle classes and their schools have received

,
discouragements whatever he has deliberately under-

,

than in raising the condition of those whom no other

but little attention and less help either from public or ' taken. His intellectual acquu-ements should embrace
:

means or Society can reach, and for whose especial

private resources. As, however, the establishment of ' a competent knowledge of all the various works per- benefit those funds were collected and are now
middle-class schools is now receiving its due share at formed on a farm, their quality and value. He should intrusted to themi' The local examinations already

the hands of the friends of education, it is highly ' be a sufficient judge of stock and the different points of conducted by the Universities and by the Society of

desirable that this Society, whose interests and whose excellence of the various breeds to be able to choose Arts afford ample opportunities for organising the

success are so intimately bound up with those of the
|

what -will suit his land, and to buy and sell at the
[

beginning of such a system. A few certificates given

fanner, should undertake its proper share in this proper price iu the market. He should have an expe- for proficiency iu agricultural subjects would soon

movement, and should at least lend a helping hand in I rienced eye to tell him which are thriving and which .
arouse a spirit of exertion throughout the rural com-

the matter to that portion of the middle class which is are stationary in condition. He should be chemist munity. A few scholarships awarded for superior

its peculiar care. Nor is it unreasonable to hope that the enough to judge of the value of artificial foods and attainments woiUd awaken inquiry and emulation

same practical good sense which has guided it during artificial maniu-es, doctor enough to remedy slight ,
among the rising generation, both those aspiring to be

the past 25 years of its existence, and manifested such diseases or injuries, mechanician enough to set to work taught farming as those who are anxious to teach. We
good results in the rearing and feeding of animals and and keep at work the machinery and implements, have seen that by a natural law the farmer is of a slow,

the invention and adaptation of machinery, should surveyor enough to measure lands and to set out contented, and conservative disposition, too apt to

succeed during the next generation in infusing more ch-ainage works or buildings, ever ready in his resources, think that what has been good enough in former times

life and vigour into then- prime mover and manager— i provident of the future, mindful of past experience,—a ivill be sufficient for the present and the future. Active

the mind, as it were—of these new creations, and combination of qualities which would raise an officer competition brought home to his doors would soon

infuse into the brains of the fanner that strength and
,
to the rank of general, a bai-rister to the post of arouse him from his lethargy. If practice and study

symmetry, expansive growth, and early maturity so attorney-general. Yet how necessary are each of these were once made to advance hand m hand as I have
well exemplified in the lower material of their annual acquirements ! How much does the absence of any recommended, he would soon see that new ideas are

cattle shows. one of them retard and impede success. They may be not always delusions, book-learning not invariably a

With this view I shall steer clear, as far as possible, comprisedshortlyinthetwoqualities—perseverance and failure, but that his ca.Uing, like
_
others, must be

from the general subject of middle-class education, i judgment. The necessaryperseverance a young mau indilikd tc. >ri( nee for bringing it to its perfection, and
and confine my observations to that portion of

, may impose on himself. The necessary judgment can to diligent and earnest study for contidued success,

the class in which the Society is more particularly only be acquired by a thorough acquaintance with the Since this Society was incorporated a new generation

interested, and to those les-sons which it can hope
!
experience of others compared with his own, i. e. by has nearly succeeded to the one now pa.ssing away

;

specially to impart.
|

study combined with practice, which combination of it has seen through its exertions a great improvement
In glancing over the last census returns, we shall study and practice it must be our task to devise, and in all branches of production, both of corn and meat,

find the agricultural population to be about one to put ivithm the reach of our young aspirant. I Should it now be persuaded to launch out on a wider
million and a half, including, in round numbers, about In this resjiect we may conclude that an agricultural course, it may not see so marked or so rapid a return

;

one million male labourers, and about 300,000 farmers, education should follow the methods successful in all but it must infaUibly clear the ground and sow the
baihffs, and land agents ; these last scattered over other c;dliugs and professsions. The medical student seeds of a great moral and social improvement, thus
55,000 square miles, or about 10 to each square mile of walks the hospitals for years before he sets im for leading the way for others, and giving an example to

country, and by far the largest proportion holding under himself, in order to see the best practice of different the gi-eat Highland and Southern Societies, who are

200 acres of land apiece ; and if we take 30 years to be localities. The law student reads for years with a anxiou.sly watching the present movement, and hoping
the period of a generation, there will thus be an special pleader or barrister before he can start, as a to take advantage of it ; so that before the expiration
annual influx of say 10,000 young men into the business, junior counsel ; the staff officer and the divine have of the next quarter of a century it may be able to point

upon whose qualifications and attainments the future undergone severe and competitive examinations before with equal pride to the great body of tenant farmers as

improvement of English agriculture will mainly be they are qualified for then- respective appointments: a thriving and prosperous, because an active and
found to depend. Aiid from what source is this annual ! so should we expect that the agricultural student, intillii-'cnl, rla>> of men; and to farms highly culti-

force recruited? It does not follow that a farmei-'s , having laid in a foimdation at some middle-class school, vated, and imiduce largely increased. May it not also

sons should be farmers or baUiffs. Probably not more
[

must undergo a system of h-aming and some species of hopr t" imint to an equally improved body of country
than one or two oiit of a family will take to their examination before he can be considered qualified to gentlemen's Ijaililfs and stewards, who shall not only be
father's profession. Here we encounter at once a sort undertake the management of a farm. He should able to show good cultivation, but also a handsome
of agricultural law of our nature ; for as iu a labourer's

]

have walked farms, and seen the different routine of profit as the result of it ?

family the shari)est, the most active, and adventurous ' management under varieties of soil, situation, and I am aware that in the recommendations I have made
will fight out into the towns, and become either climate. He should have studied the theory and I have not rearheil directly the most numerous
domestic servants or artisans, and make their own reason of every practice and apphance, and of the portion of ilic ineiHi young men who we saw were
way in the outer world, while the meek, the backward, different systems of carrying the same into execution, yearly reeinii.il ini.i ihc service of agriculture. About
the idle remain at home in their native villages, and end and above all he should be able upon examination to half of them mil lie the occupiersof less thanlOOacres.
their days will IV they n ere bred and born—so among give the reasons for these differences, and to state how To these the eertifleates and .scholarships I am
the middle .lasMS ihr cleverest and most ambitious under certain given circumstances he would himself advocating woiUd be but sour grapes_ far beyond their

boys will imsli tli(iii:el\rs into situations where they proceed. .reach. But fortunately man is an imitative animal;
can rise to a eumpeteney, while the milder spirit, or the ! We find in all .s.vstems of education that nothing andifoncethespiritofimprovemeutwerekindledinthe
duller intellect, or the contented mind of another i so imprints knowledge on the memory as periodical ,

upper ranks of this class, and it was once made evident
will induce_ him to eschew the book learning and examination, nothing so excites emulation as the that among these, too, knowledge is power, and the
figures which he cannot master, in favour of hope of a certificate or reward for progress made, educated farmer was seen to outstrip the uneducated,
the country pursuits that he delights iu, and so These three methods of educating the fiirmer are fiUly it would spread itself surely and rapidly among
he remains at home, and in due time he becomes ' carried out at the Eoyal Agricultural College at the lower ranks. The want of superior training

a farmer. And when we consider the great difficidties Cirencester. The study of the theory in the cla,sses, once felt would react upon the Uttle village schools

under which his education has been obtained we shall the daily practice in the field, and the periodical and their ma,sters^ and create a supply commensu-
cease to wonder so much at the small progress made, examinations leave little or nothing to be desired ; and rate with the rising demand. But here also the
hut rather admire the amount of shi-ewdness and the success, as far as" it has been tried, has been com- ' Boyal Agricultur.al Society might step m with
general information he has contrived to pick up. The mensurate ivith the pains bestowed. But imfortunately great effect. If they would take a leaf out of the
chief impediment to his getting any education worthy it is not applicable to our middle-class farmer : its fatal j

book of two great Educational Societies, the Christian
of the name is the isolated position and distance ' drawback to the great body of tenant farmers and
generally from any available school. We have seen the ' middle-class students has been the necessary expense,
majonty of occupiers hold less than 200 acres: they are Few can afford to keep a son there for two years, and
consequently not rich. We know also how scattered ' perhaps fewer stiU appeoi;ite the necessity or the
are the country schools in country places. The distance advantage of so doing.
makes it necessary they shoidd be boarders, the consC'
quent expense falls heavy on the father of a family,
whose occupation is probably his only means of
livelihood ; can we wonder, then, if he soon takes his
boy away, and makes him useful at home, especially as
probablythe youth himself is not ambitious of becoming
a scholar, but takes kindly to his occupation at home.
Again, the boy grews up an isolated individual, with
few playmates, and therefore mthout that manner and
temper which the constant attrition of mind with
fellow mind in large schools, so humanises and polishes.
He becomes shy and retiring, and therefore less likely to

The next best school, and one coming daily into
vogue, is the pupil system. Men who are themselves
proficients can with little personal trouble and with
great advantage to both parties initiate a young pupil
into the daily practice of a farm. They can teach the
routine of that farm thoroughly, and some few
will have the power, and some will take the
trouble of guiding their studies, and teaching
them how to apply theii' knowledge to other systems
and counties, wiule there are .some, I fear, who look
more to the annual payment as a recompense for har-
bouring a wild young cub upon their premises ; and

Knowledge Society, and the Useful Knowledge
Society, they might, through their 5000 subscribers,

scattered over Great Britain, difliisea mass of useful

cheap periodical information among the poorer home-
steads at once highly acceptable and efficient. They
might reprint for circulation many useful articles and
papers now inaccessible in that great sea without a chart

—their ownt unindexed Journal, as well as in other agri-

cultural works and periodicals. And having awakened
a taste for reading and a habit of thinking among
those whose practical education has been already half-

* In some eases an exclmnge of boys for a season or two,

whereby each has an opportunity of seeing the difference of

practice in a different locality, has, I believe, been found
beneficial to both parties at a minimum of cost.

t This w.as written in February, 1S65, before tbo Index was
compiled.
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completed by gromn" up in the midst of country
occupations, tliey would add to it that superstructure
of accurate science, that knowledge of the reason why
such and such things are effectual or otherwise, the
want of which is now the great stumbling-block to

their improvement—the impediment to their rising in

the world. It is from this class that foremen, bailiffs,

and land stewards are mostly taken—men skilled in

the routine practice, good judges of work, and excellent

hands at marketing, honest and persevering in their

business—and yet how few can so manage theu'

employers' farm as to produce a balance on the right

side at the end of the year! Am I wrong in attri-

buting this failure to a want of forethought, a
want of that wider view of the year's operations which
a lai'ger mind would take in—to a want of that
judgment in the expenditure of their employers' capital

which only a well balanced mind can exercise ? Is it

not equally true, that if this difficulty could be got

'

over, and a farm in a baililf's hand could be made pay
a rent equal to that obtained from a tenant, many
more country gentlemen would be found residing on
their own estate, improving it and all that belongs to

it, who now cannot afford to do so ? Here again, then,
is an opportunity for the Society of disseminating

'

among the lower class of those who live by the land a
portion of the new light which is daily breaking in

upon agriculture, and of implanting the necessary quali-
fications into an industrious and deserving set of men.
They would thus put into their hands the means of
that study by which, as we have shown, practice must
be regulated andjudgment formed.

!

Such are the conclusions to which the consideration
of the subject of Agricultural Education has finally led
us—such the suggestions which have resulted from an
inquiry. In advocating a system of scholarships for

the highest attainments, of certificates for competency,
and of dis.seminating aseful tracts for all, we do not
put forward any new doctrine or untried experiment,
but follow rather the teaching of experience. I have

;

avoided entering into any details of the plan I have
suggested, preferring to leave the manner of doing so :

to those who undertake to carry them out in practice.
Suffice it to bear in mind that we must excite as well
as satisfy a craving for knowledge. We must feed the
hunger when we have created it. One word of advice
before we close. Let no man think when he ha.s

earned a certificate or taken a prize that his education
in farming is complete ; there is no Umit to the study of
this profession, no rest to the inquiring mind. Each
recurring year brings with it some new phase, some '•

fresh development, some additional pleasure in its

discovery. One who is now growing grey in the pursuit
can safely say that he has learnt more in the last ten
years than in the pi'evious twenty, and should he be
spared to enjoy another ten yeai-s, he doubts not that by
prolonged study^ blended with his lengthened expe-
rience, he will still learn much that yet he is ignorant
of, and will be enabled to look back from the end of that
term to the tune when he wrote these pages as to a
season of darkness and of ignorance. Could we but
persua<le ourselves how little we know instead of
vaunting our progress, our education would indeed
have begun.

THE DE.U) MEAT TEADE.

THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
1. The following retuni* h ere issued on April 2".

These returns do n"l pi"! I* _; ve the total number
of cases which have II' '!. i, : i,t Britain, but only
those which have birn :; .: n: ; from information
received at the office 111 ' 1 1

1 in-in - iir^. Columns 1 only
record the cases reported as having commenced during
the weeks indicated by the headings; "back" cases
being added to columns 2.

Metrop. .

.

S. Eastern .

S. Midland .

Eastern Co.
S. Western .

W.Midljmd.
N. Midland,
N. Westera

.

Yorkshire .

NorthernCo.
Slonmonth.
& Wales .'

Scotland ..;

1 I distinctly adverted to the future by reminding the
|

members of either House that although the late Bill
I

I

provided compensation for all plague-stricken beasts That a large number of practical farmers will profit
that might in future be killed by order of the inspectors, I by the lesson which experience under the cattle ulaaue
yet that it did not deal with past, and that the question

j

is now teaching them, in reference to the more
i of giving a partial compensation for all animals that judicious, safe, and economical of two methods of
had been slaughtered by order ofthe inspectors previous marketing the animal produce of the farm is but
to the passing of the Bill was post|)oned for the present, reasonable to suppose. But whilst this must be
After pointing out the extreme difficulty of ascertain- acknoivledged with every degree of approbation it must
ing the value of such animals long since dead and

]

at the same time, we fear, be admitted that a verv large
buried^ I suggested that it would be far better, easier,

I

proportion, if not the majority of the 'whole
I

and fairer to allow the salvage value—say, 2?. per head body, are so allowing their mmds to "et bewildered
[

for every animal that had been buried in consequence
,

amidst the contention of things as "they are and
of the disease. The relief thus aBbrded would be more things as they should be, as to allow a "olden
general and substantial^ and it would not savoui- of

,
opportunity to go past them in the march of improve-

charitybut of justice, inasmuch as the carcases were ment. Being wedded to the antiquated routine ofthe
buried out ofthe way for the same reason as the bea-sts old system of live-stock marketing, and havin" no
are now .slaughtered, viz,, for the puriJose of getting rid experience in any improved method of the dead meat
of the infection. The Cheshire farmers would, accord-

j

trade upon which they can rely, they can neither see
ing to this plan, receive the sum of 100,OOOZ, from the

i the shortcomings of the former nor appreciate the
public funds, and who so churlish as to begrudge such advantages of the latter; hence the restrictions now
a just appropriation ? I am rather surprised that the

,

experienced by them in reference to the conveyance of
representatives of those districts that have suffered stock are keenly felt as hard and up-hill times—anj'-
most do not take up and press the subject in Parlia-

j

thing but fair play in the conversion of their live stock
ment. It would I think be far better than appealing

,
into hard cash to meet the demands of the landlord

to the public generally for assistance in the way of
,
and the weekly outgoings upon the farm Tou

charity, however well deserved, I do not think I over-
]

may as well lecture the Evening and Morning
rate the carcase value of a fair-sized beast too high at Star on the agricultural necessity of keeping pace
21., as it includes the skin, fat, bones, and flesh, TT. C. ' with the times, as to tell such old-school formers
Spooner, Eling, Southamptun. that in sending their fat bullocks to the Metropofitan

„ r, T. ;^ m, , ^, ., i

Cattle Market they are guilty, not only of "burning the
.3. Cattle Plague EETUEj.-s.-A^though the cattle candle at both ends," but also in selling what reinains

plague has considerably dechned in the United King-
, to the old piping tune of the "Trade Whistle" ofthe

dom, Its ravages are still destructive, as will be capital ! If in answer to this they teU us, as thev
seen by the annexed recapitulation of the attacks

,

often do, that they, after all which has been said to the
week by week from the commencement of this year to

, contrary, actually make more money in the live stock
April -1 :—

I
than in the dead meat market, we can well afi"ord to
sj-mpathise with their position in the commerce of
their cattle, as it is virtually telling us that " a part is

equal to the whole," a doctrine and a practice by far too
antiquated to be admitted a hearing in the councils of
modem times. On the other hand the most consistent
advocate of agiicultural progression in its broadest
sense must confess that although the carcase-trade is

annually growing in magnitude and improving in many
respects, not only in the capital but throughout the
kingdom, and therefore gradually supplanting the live
stock trade, it is nevertheless in a very imsatisfactory
state at the present time, more especially in the metro-
polis, where the trade has so overgrown Newgate and
Leadenhall markets as to render it impossible to get
through the business daily in a business-hke manner,
the disgraceful market scene almost every morning

The public must not merely look at the current cases, '

presenting a heterogeneous hubbub, as if the whole
but account must also be taken of the back cases ; thus ' cominercial fabric was suffering from paralysis, or in
the apparent decrease ofthe disease in the week ending ^^^J"** ^'''S^ of rinderpest itself,

April 11 was nullified by the increase of the back cases, i

The whole commerce of animal food in the metropolis
while in the week ending April 21 the reverse was the I'equires to be closely studied at the present time, in
fact. It is important to observe that the Contagious o™f to l^e practically understood by the farmer. It is

Diseases Prevention Act is not exactly fully carried :
°? "^^'J' superficial view of the matter that will enable

out. Thus in the week ending AprU 21, 13" beasts and '"^ ^° ascertain how far justice is being done to the
cows were permitted to die of the disease, although produce of his industry, either in the Uve stock or dead
legally every animal attacked ought to be killed. The {"^^t trade. General conclusions are easily an-ived at,

recoveries in the week ending Apiil 21 numbered 229, ''ut something more is required than this, and when
so that in all 366 animals are here shown to have

,

t^e commercial details are gone into, and the whole
been permitted to be fresh centres of infection. In the '^"^ts of the case brought into broad dayUght, it requires
week ending April 14 the corresponding total was 568, ' ^ <=lear head, a strong nen'e, and a thorough acquain-
and in the week ending April 7, 451. The question is tance with human nature and the commercial maxims
whether we shall ever get rid of the cattle plague so

j

ofthe olden time, to be able to account for things as

long as a poUcy of universal slaughter as regards infected *W =ire, and a great deal more to solve the problem of
animals is not enforced with rigid severity. Even now tnmgs as they should be.

the number of attacks is larger than it was during Fortunately or luiifiiitmiiil.ly, the solutiim of the
" "

^ -li'iill'l li,.. isiiiirtllat must
l.^ - lii'ily. anil ill point of
I'll ^limiy prij.>i-cuted, chiefly
farmers and graziers having
the great work of commercial

Week ending
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prmlufcr, firucrMy s,.o:ikini;^ 1 n . .IIht words, were the

farmer 1" >l:iui.'liter bis own I:lI I'lillocks at home, and

to forward the rareases in a proper way to Newiiatc

and Lcadenhall, he would dispose of a greater weiplil

of meat of a tiner quality than he now does, ui the

present condition of me live stock trade.

4. The profits and expenses of all intennediate

johiiinK have to come out of the proceeds of this

depreciated (luality and reduced weight of meat, so

that the producer realises less than he otherwise would

do under an improved system.

6. Market dues and charges of the Corporation of

London, including all et ceteras,haTe also to be deducteil

from this depreciated quality and reduced weight of

meat. And when the cattle are bought by intei-mediate

jobbers to supply the demands of Newgate and Leaden-
hall markets, then the farmer pays the Coriroration of

London a .second tax on his cattle, as the charges of

the latter, like those of the former, have to come out

of the next proceeds of the cattle. Moreover, when
the new Dead Meat Market is built, this second tax

upon the farmer will be gi-eat!y increased !

6. The railway conveyance of dead meat is not only

objectionable in an engineering sense, but it is also

highly unjust and disproportionate m a pecuniary

sense, as compared with the charge for the conveyance

of live cattle. Thus, although the dead carcase weighs
little more than half the weight of the live ox, .yet

Aldennan Mechi complains that the former costs him
IGs. S<l., while the latter only costs 5s. Gd. ; the railway

charges of dead meat being upwards of three times

that of the whole live weight ! Other instances of this

kind might be quoted that call for legislative inter-

ference at the present time.

Such, then, being the losses now sustained by the

farmer, is it at all surprising that the fattening of stock

should not pay ? Who that knows anything practically

about the matter could arrive at a different conclusion ?

The case is a clear one, however thickly it may be sur-

rounded with mist and clouds in certain localities, for

a more spendthrift system of doing business than that

followed by the great bulk of farmers, including

Aldennan Mechi himself, can scarcely be imagined.

And this, unfortunately, is not the worst feature in the

trade, a.s the future manifestly appears determined
to be manifold more lavish in commercial prodigality

than the past, and all this at the expense of the
producer

!

It is evidently high time for the more iutelligentbody

of farmers to reconnoitre their commercial position in

marketing the animal produce of the land, from a

pecuniary point of view. Upon the proposition gene-
rally, there cannot be two opinions, and therefore w'e

may at once pa.ss on without comment to the investiga-

tion of its details.

It is an easy thing accounting for the manner farmers
have got into the trammels of a prodigal commercial
system in the marketin:.- nf the animal produce of their

farms, but it is not su.li mii r:i-j matter saying how
they are to get out again, 'i'iir lirst step to be taken,

however, is self-evident, and tlial in a great mea.suiT

determines the general course of action afterwards ; and
this first step is evidently to "<^case burning oin '>

candle at both end.s," which involves the doing aw:i.\

altogether with live stock markets, and the gener.il

establishment of an improved system of dead mcai
marketing. Abridgmentaud organisation oflabour ha \ (

revolutionised all other branches of trade, and thosi-

engaged in the present cattle and car'Tiso trades may
depend upon it their craft i- no c-\r,|ition to the i

common rule, for they are as i I. -nliin t to the laws
of organised industry as anyotlnrlnaTirli ol' commerce.

1

The work of economy and retrenchment is no doubl
one of time and degrees, but when once the keen ed:_'r

of the commercial wedge is fairly entered the result is

manifest, for the greater the impediments in the way,
and the broader the old foundation, the more sweeping
and permanent will be the clearance effected in the
long run before the wheel of progress.

The second step is an improved method of
railway, river, and sea conveyance of dead meat,
on more rea,sonable terms than those now
charged, so as to deliver the meat in the shortest
possible time free from depreciation of quality
and reduction of weight, and at a less expense
for conveyance than that now charged for live meat.
If the four quarters of a bullock, for example, weigh
little more than half his live weight, the railway
charges for the conveyance of the former ought
certainly to be rather somewhat under those of the
latter than higher, the dead meat being conveyed
directly into the market by railways so as to avoid the
expense of horse traffic delivery. "Because Alderman
Mechi's fat ox can travel on his feet, his fare to London
by rail must therefore only be 5s. 6d. " and
"because his carcase cannot convey itself, the
charge for it is consequently 16s. 8d.," is one
way for railway directors arguing the question,
but it is certainly not in keeping W'ith the permanent

(interest of shareholders and the line, for such short-
sighted selfishness on the part of railway directors
raises a threefold source of opposition to remunerating
dividends.

First, it encourages and keeps up the old drove
system in the provinces, so as to reduce the railway
traffic in Uve stock to a minimum, in order to supjdy
the increasing dead meat demands of Newgate anil

Leadenhall, indirectly through the Metropolitan Cattle
Market.
Secondly, it keeps up a lar^e horse traffic in the con-

veyance of dead meat, which otherwise would be by
railway.

Thirdly, it stimulates the cnnvryance of dead mf it by
steamboats, and at tlio ihtsciiI lime is giving rise to
the organisation of canal and iim r conveyance of dead
meat, in barges constructcil cxprc^ssly for the purpose.
What, for example, is to hinder all the beef and mutton
produced in the great valley of the river Thames, being

conveyed to London in flotillas of carcase-barges daily,

on tenus greatly below the current charges of the

railway V Such, then, bciim the facts of the ca,se, is it

for tho intficsl oC sliarohoMcrs lliat railway directors

shonlil, undrr e\i-1iiij; rinniii-lancvs, continue to give

cnc'onraLa'nifnt I" snrli o|i|iMsiiion I ly an unreasonable
rmd proliibitory scale ul'char;^(.sV

'I'lio Uiinl step is, with the above improved .system of

railway , ri\er, and sea conveyance of dead meat, on fair

anil cnmlable terms, at command, to take the full

ailvnntaijc of such improved means in abridging time

and labour, so as to get rid of all intermediate jobbing,

and I he antiquated expensive commercial machinny (o

which such jobbing has given rise. If Aldcrnian

Jlechi finds valid grounds of complaint against

railway charges, as doubtless he does, we hope he
will also bear in mind Corporation charges, and
therefore clench his fist and make bis brother

Aldermen and the whole Corporation of London hear

on the deaf side ofthe head, as they never heard before,

that to charge one tax on the farmer's fat ox in the

new Cattle Market, and the carcase of the said ox a

second tax in the new Dead Meat Market, is a system

of " black mail " so out of date as to be without a

parallel on this side the days of Eobin Hood or Rob
Boy Macgregor. That there will be a tough struggle

refore this ancient corporate body part with the

immense revenues now derived from the Metropolitan

Cattle Market and the dead meat markets of

Neweate, Leadenhall, &c., about to be concentrated

in old Smithfield on an increased scale of charges,

is natural, or at least in accordance with their con-

duct hitherto under similar circumstances; but with

all the trade influences at their command there is a

limit to the commercial power of the Conroration of

London in this respect, which the cattle plague, coupled

with the exorbitantly high retail prices of butchers,

have brought prominently into view. Of late, for

example, some of the inhabitants of the capital have

been daily supplied by the butchers of Paris, by means
of the telegraph, railway, etc., and others get their

weekly supplies direct from various English counties

;

and from the superior qu.ality and moderate charges of

such supplies, there is a growing disposition on the part

of the public to patronise this abridgment of the old

system, .so as to establish apermanentdirecttradebetween
producer and consumer, thus avoiding altogether

the expensive antiquated machinery of both the live

and dead meat markets of the Corporation of London.
At present the Corporation are doing their utmost

to make railways and steamboats subservient to their

purposes, but this cannot be done without fresh outlays

of capital to a very large amount, attended with a

corresponding increase of charges and expenses gene-

rally of commercial machinery out of date, so that it

may not inaptly be said that the one half of their doings

run counter to the other half—hence the commercial
ultimatum. And besides private families in the

ni.'tro|inbs •41-ltin;; (heir bulidici--mcat dirrrlly IV.mi

Ibc coiuitrv, the |iroi>"-il i"" "I' " butcher ( oini.anir-,

under Ibc laniitcl I, iabil.lv ,\rl," bas been cnnnn.ibd.
:-a,rli ronipanics lo l-H I b(ai- d,lli^ -uiiplirs .lirrrl l> iVoni

lliopro.l

IIm

I'tllrd -la

br r-laM all

likely to be at no very di.stant date supplanted by oia

erected upon a more scientific and economical basi-

The antiquated state of the present trade of lla

metropohs in animal food mnv be familiarly illustrali d

bv mam an old farm homi-lrad, lo «liich .aiMilioo

ail,r a.ldilion has been niadr inilil il would lialllr

an,\li.i.lj lo say to what period (.r history ils .arrln-

tfid iiral style belongs ; and yet the whole incongrnou.s

congeries stand, by no means unworthy of ages long
gone by, but they neither suit the demands of the

present age nor the requirements of the future. That
this new proposition of doing business directly, with
the producer at the one end and Ibc consumer at (be

other, will have to work its way iiiiliiU on its own
merits, against much trade opposition, may be '..'ranted.

but the commercial balance is nevertheless linal I \ m
its favour, for the interests of all the parties nuolvd
mutually reciprocate towards its present and iiliimale

success.

any system be right or good that leads to such results ?

Is it expedient, is it right, may we ask, to throw
imiicdiuients to the .settlement of human beings in

such extensive tracts of coun1r,\ ? Hoes the riglit of

property go so far as to ha\e nnliinited power to

displace' whole populations, ami to .shut onl the land to

every new coiner ? Paraguay under Francia was no
more shut up than are many portions of the Uighlands
under the owners of the soil this very day. But it is

said there is no food for them; the land is barren and
rocky ; it cannot sustain a large population. This is

true to a certain extent, but, if I am not mistaken, the

plan of depopidating the Highlands and destroying the

crofters has been forced and carried to a point inimical

to the best interests of the country.

In the system of agrieulture in the Highlands, the

prominent points arf— the enlargement of farms

obtained by the constant amalgamation of small hold-

ings, the tenants having been in many cases suddenly

dispossessed andjcompelled eilhertoemigrate orto crowd

on some piece of land on the coast, whilst the remaining

holders have been rendered as uncomfortable as po.ssible

by high rents and onerous conditions ; the conversion

of tillage land into sheep-walks with the same effect,

acting still more oppressively on the tenants ; and lastly

the enclosure of all lands which admit of being let out

for shooting into forests, whether they might or might

not be otherwise productive of food. That in certain

ca.scs it is more advantageous to produce on a large than

on a small scale is quite evident. A manufacture carried

on on a large scale within one large factory admits of

greater division of labour, greater use of machinery,

greater economy in superintendence, and greater invest-

ment of capital. And so a large farm may admit of a

more extended use of agricultural machinery, prevent

much waste in hedges, and render labour more
efficient. But there are certain conditions, without
which all such advantages can never be realised.

It is not all kinds of land that will admit of the

use of machinery, or of being worked on one uniform

system. On the Highlands, where the land is so

uneven, where one portion differs so much from
another, and where machinery is not so much avail-

able, farming on a large scale cannot universally

answer. It is possible that in some cases the incorpora-

tion may have proved beneficial, but in many I am sure

it must prove a disappointment to the landowner, the

rent from a large farm not being equivalent to the

aggregate of small rents derived from many separate

holdings. As to the effect of such amalgamation on the

production of food, it is a grave question whether a

number of small farmers anxious to draw from the

land as much a-s it is capable of rendering would not,

liy assiduous care, succeed much better than a large

fanner working by means of hired labourers. "\Ye have

no statistics to show the progress made in such amalga-

mation of farms from year to year, but the |iroeess is

£.'oin!; on pxteusivrlv even al Ibis momenl. II would
b,. erroneous indeed lo imaL'iiie thai Ibere are no small

lariiis in Ibc lle-blands. 'I'be L'ra\c' cbllienlly arises

tVoiii llie I'a.i Ibal wbilsl in .,oine parts of lb untry

Ihe land isdi\icleil iiilo \,i\ lai-'.-e laniis, in oilier parts

Il i-s|,l,l np inb.larloo small lioMor^-. Aeecnlini,' to

llle a-liellllnral slall-ll.s iire|ialcd li\- Ihe lll'jbland

\'_'rieiiUiiral Soeiely loi- is:,:, lo |s.^r, Ibere were then

ri- many as li'i.iliiii o,,ii|'i,i- in 1 ho four counties of

.\r'.;vll,'lioss, luvem,.., iml Siilberland, at a rental

below in/,, and 311110 o, , ii|,i, i, al rents at or above 20?.

;

llle lolal acreage held b.\ the.-c I'.i.uOO occmners being
Jscinnn acres, or au average of 14 acres per occupier.

file amount of rental given for the whole was 640,000?.,

wlii'b eivcs an average of .3.3?. per occupier, a sum
, areeU Millieieiit for renderin',; the holder independent
of eviiiiiieoiis sonrees of income. 'I'lial the condition

"f ilie -mall bolclcrs iiiigbl be mneli imiiroved, were
thei'i-oprictors willing to invesi more capital ancl give

greater encouragement to improvements, there is no
doubt. As it is, the position of such occupiers is very

precarious, and great temptation, no doubt, is afforded

to the landowners to remove them from a false position.

AMiat is required, be

enlargement be made w

the occupier, and fba

,'iilarLa'iiicnt is praclic;

be Icfl de.-lituteand con

id-, bill shall ralli.

HIGHLAND AGRICULTURE.
[The following is the substance of the paper read by Profe,.;aor

Leone Levi before the Society of Arts the other diiy.]

A STBIKING feature of these Highlands is the extreme
paucity of population. In this country we glory in our
large population, we are thankful for its rapid incrca-e,

and count it as one of the most certain evidences of

economic progress. But there has been a conslanl

retroizressi.m in this respeel. ^Manv nf (be ,.M

inbaliilanls.

ilher tracts of l-

country, forwdiich lie ni

A still more marked 1',

consists in the conver
walks. This has been a fa

first that no forced

lail considering the case of

\brn from any cause au
, (he cultivator shall not
led to emigrate to foreign

be allowed to rent any
.lll|ielen( size wilbill the
a\elbemeaii-"re j.eting.

.' of llrjliland a'-'iicnlture

„r arable land nilo fheep-

te plan of la(e .years;

and ever since, under Mr. Loch's agency, the Suther-

landshire tenants were driven from their soil, their

lints being burnt before their own eyes, the sheeij

and iliesbepherd have taken the pi;

and imlnstrious cottiers. We may '

land wliicb produced little or no r.

lion, mcjlit be made more profitable i

lis lived 1 till

|,l:, .slice,,, IIdriven out.—here 1

convert the lancl

because the landowner d, , uled on joiiiin;,: liinn to I'ariii

and pendicle to pendicle, Siicb a- remain b:i\,' bei ii.

and are, to a gi"eat e.\tent looked uijou more a,-

obnoxious burdens than as n.seful producers. In the
lonr Uii-diland counties already named there are at
present onlv 22 persons per square mile, in Sutherland-
sbire llaae' bein- onlv 1.\ whilst England, takiic.' (be

whole ,,,lllll^^ I'.'i.ilier, lia- :', 1 1 per s'lnaie mile No
donbl 111 -oiile a.Ti' iilliiral coniilie> ••( Ein:lalHl Ibc

popniadon lia- not lueii increasing, yet nowhere do w,

see such a desolation. You may, in fact, walk mil,

and miles through the Highlands without seeing' a

cottage. A "toon," as a faiiu-steading is there calld,
is quite a rarit.v. In very many places no stranger is

even permitted to settle in villages, and no land would
be given for the erection of houses and churches. Can

of tillage land
imaiiinc that

under eultiva-

t I, III as sheep-
,' ot labmir is

cinM.i.raiilv l.'ss "'liiil Ihe fact lllal llii' Ian, lowlier

uel- iiioi-e ivnl IS not an ,\nlcii,'e Ibal Ibc landpro-

diev, iiii,re food in one "a\ I ban in another. It only

f,,l],,u , IV,,iii llii-, Ibal "hai was liefore divided among
iiiaii.\ i-n,,n iiioiio|„,li-c,[ li\ Ibc few. Great difference of

oliiuion exists as 1,1 tile cilcis of such clearances. Not
a few regard the chauge as decidedly beneficial. Under
the old system, it is said, the people, collected in the

glens and' valleys between the mountains, produced but

ritlle corn, and were mainly dependent upon cattle.

'I'll, I,' was a redundant population ; rents were tidfling,

and no capital was invested for the improvement of

laml \''y the overthrow of the cottier system, the

.Icanii'i 'of the glens, and the introduction of sheep

laiiii-, exiensive mountain land, formerly useless, has

l„ , n made productive, the production of food has

greatlj increased, and the inhabitant.s, formerly most
iudolent, have become industrious and active. This is,

however, evidently far too bright a -view of the resl
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statf of tlio ni-lilands. Al nli.-it e\x,c-n-f liave tlif«'

clp:iraiirr> bwii iim.le? AVns 111,. ili>i.l:i,-(.mfiit oC il„'

ropiilation an risy task ? Is the fon.litinn (if tli<.

poiHilalion iu the jilaces ivhere they have been (hr'n\n,
even at this moment, at all satisfactory? AlloMiui!
that more mutton and more wool are proilnefd in 1 lirsi'

Hishlnnds under the present system, arc mtll. n-

abundant? What ehances are there of (IcvrlMpin.. iIh

resources of the conn try where there is no iniiHifiiion -

Whence these periodical lamentations, whrn'c i\u<

discontent, whence this poverty, if the Highlands were
now a,s fruitful as the apologists for the present system
would represent them to be ?* We doubt very much
whether, however the owners of LT.nd may have
benefited, the country at large has substantially
imiiroved.

The talented editor of " Good Words," in his
" Reminiscences nf a Highland Parish," gives us a most
practical ilhistration of the change thus operated:—
" Wluni t.ieksnicn wore swept away to make rnom for tlie

I.iri^e nhi:cp farms, and when the remnants nf the people
fiockeri from their empty glens to oecupy houses in wretched
villages near the seashore by way of becoming fishers, often
whore no fish eould be caught, the result has been that the
* parish,' for example, which once had a population of 3200
souls, .and received only IH. per .annum from the public
(Church) Fund for the support of the poor, expends now,
imder the Poor-law, upwards of 600f. annually, with a popula-
tion diminished by one-h.alf, and poverty increajied in a greater
ratio. The temptation to create Large sheep farms has no
doubt been very great. Rents are increased and more easily
collected ; outlays .are fewer and less expensive than upon
bou.scs. But should more rent be the highest, the notjlest
object of a proprietor ? Are hum.an beings to be treated like
so many things used in manufacturing? Are no sacrifices to
be demanded for their good and happiness ? Granting even, for
the sake of argument, that profit, in the shape of obtaining
more money, will be found in the long inn to moasxu-e what is
best for the people, .as well as for the landlord, yet will not
the converse of this be equally true —that the good and h.appi-
ness of the people will iu the long run be found the most
proti talkie ? The proprietors, wo are gl.ad to hear, are beginning
t(t think that if a middle-class temantry, with small arable
farms of a rental of 20/. to lOOi., were again introduced in the
Highlands, the result would bo increased rents ; better still,
the huge glens, along whose rich str.aths no Bound is now
heard l.,r 50 or 30 miles but the bleat of sheep and the bark of
dogs,would be tenanted, as of yore, by a comfortable and
happy peasantry."

Uy far the most important point, howefer, in relation
to the agriculture of the Highlands is the great exten-
sion of forests. In England, we are constantly hearing
of the reclaiming of land, and of the disafforesting of
forests, the Legislature passing every year Acts autho-
rising the enclosure of large extents of land ; and we
need it all, seeing that the population increases so
rapidly. But in Scotland it is quite different, and if

not arrested in time there is danger that the greater
part of that country—the northern part at least^may
become once more a great wild desert. The landed
projirictors have been studying of late the newest
.system of agricultural economics, certainly not that
tauslit either by Adam Smith or Stuart Mill, Sav, or
Michel Chevalier. They found out that land left'mld
and uncultivated, land dedicated to deer and rabbits,
pays bettei; than land used as sheep-walks or dedicated
to cultivation. And the landowners have acted on this
new discovery by at once turning out the sheep as they
once turned out the men from their estates, and wef-
comiug the new tenants— the wild beasts and the
feathered birds. It is estimalcil that there are in Scot-
land ui)wards of 2,00(1,1100 acres of forests; and one can
walk from the Earl of Dalhousie's estates in Forfar-
shire to John o'Groat's, without ever leaving forest
land. I might mention the forests of Alyth. Athol,
nnil Dummie, in Perthshire; of Balnagown'and Lewis,
in Ross-shire: of ]5ovn and Glenavon, in Banffshire;
of ]\Iar and Birsa, in Aberdeenshire; of Gaiak, in
Inverness-shire ; and of Platei-s, in Furfarsliire. In
many of these the fo.x, the wild eat, the marten,
the polecat, the weasel, and the Alpine hare are
common

; whilst the rabbit, the sciuirrel, and the
rat have lately made their w.iy into the country. Im-
mense tracts of land, much of which is described in
the statistical account of Scotland as having a " pas-
turage in richness .and extent of very superior d&scrip-
tion,' are thus shut out from all cultivation and
improvement, and are solely devoted to the sport of a
few persons for a very brief period of the year. C.an
we alTord such a great waste ? Can it be defended by
any economical or social law ? Can anything be put
forth in behalf of a system so destructive ? Who can
say how many cattle and how many sheep could be
maintained were such forests profitably used ? It has
been gravely asserted that tliere is only a difference in
the kind of meat produced. But who will compare
beef or mutton with venison ? Wlio eats venison a,s

food? Beef is the su-tniaurf of 111,. ,n:niv ; vmiMm is

the luxury of the IVw-. lirri' ir,..l- nn.; -n, mjiIm n- il„.

labourer for his hanl dailv iml: \riii.,.ii m n |il. i-i. iIh-

palate of the noble jIhiI' all rr liavin- oniainonl.-d (he
rich man's table, it is usu.ally wasted by the servants.
It may be true that venison has a price in the
market, but trace it to its destinies, and tell me
whether it can be counted as food for the people.

* As an evidence of the forlorn condition of the Highland
population at the present time, we may notice the state of
education, espeti.illy in the four Highland counties. From
tliL- .1. t li). i 1, itis of the Registrar of Births, Deaths, and
I^t ii'i 1

1
,

it appears that the number of persons
si^'iiiii ', register with their marks, because they
ciiiiM ]i.a \\-n\' ];,,ir Mwn names, was in round numbers 30

Thi

proi)oi-tiun s> i II' '
I

I

-
[ I

' 111.
I

-JO

percent. i..f tl,. . ,i,,j ... ,i,.., p, i,]i^;.iiid,

where the pii'i' 1 li ![ i.^ -,: .an .,.; j.^i ^cul. i^>].i.^'a'.i.lv. The
Highland Irniii..n.uient Society aud the Gaelic Society, an
auxilian^ of which is established in London, have done much
to improve education iu the Highljuids and Islands by esta-

_\Ioreovfr, let me remind you that the venison nsnallv
raton i- not the rrodiire of the forest at all. it is the
fallow ilrer, reared aud fattened in the Eugli.sh Lrenil.-

iiian's iiark. The red-deer is seldom if ever seen in i!h

London market. It is not fit for human food.espciilly
ill siir-h ill condition as it comes. Grouse, partriiL-i-.
ami I'll. :i-aiits are, no doubt, sold largely, but the
mill II. , l.i-v. - do not take them, and the nigh cost puts
iliriii i|iiiii. mil of reach.

It is sm 1
1
it ill Les said that a deer forest willemitloyas

many ganu.keepers as a sheep-farm will employ shep-
herds. But the great difference is that the shepherd is

a productive labourer aud the gamekeeper is not. A
policeman may, with greater propriety, be considered
as a productive labourer than a gamekeeper, since the
former, by preserving peace and security, promotes the
production of real wealth, whilst the latter protects
land devoted to no useful purpose. Much expenditure
is indeed incurred in the maintenance of such forests.

But what of that ? It is all the worse if what is got
from them comes short of the only condition of utility
—an iucrea.se of wealth. It is true that in some cases,
whilst the fashion la.sts, a higher rent may be got from
a forest than from either tillage land or sheep-fanns,
but that does not necessarily represent production.
Bent so obtained is nothing more than a transfer
of money from one pocket into another. It is no
more wealth produced than the money gained by
a great singer or musician as the price of a passing
enioyment.
The great benefit of such forests in promoting healthy

exercise should not be underrated. When August
comes we do lonf for a little fresh air, and for a freer
and less conventional life. But for that timely iuvigo-
ration of our careworn aud hard-toiled minds and
bodies the duration of our active life would be consider-
ably shortened. And nowhere can we go more likely

to quicken our forces than to the mountains and glens,

to the forests and moorlands of the Highlands of Scot-
land. Nor is it of little advantage to Scotland to
attract into her midst the Queen and the Princes of
the Royal House, nobles and millionnaires, who transfer
thither for a season their large establishments, scattering

wherever they go a profusion of wealth. Whn fnn tell

how much is thus left behind among that tlirifl.v popu-
lation ? But even this is not production, but simply a
transfer of wealth northward. Economically, there is

only one rule for ascertaining the real value of fore.sts

and it is whether we do extract the most out of a
given place. We cannot take the pleasure of the sport
as tantamount to the production of uralth 'I'lu. world
is wide enough. There are enoui-'li ..i |.|:i'i- wild and
desolate to satisfy the keenest touri-i, p. 1. -inan, or
sportsman ; and we shall not envy Nwcd.-ii, Norway, or
the Black Forest, on the Rhine, if tluy take away some
of the wealth produced in this country, provided we
can thereby ase our orni land to better purposes.

Home Correspondence.
CiiltiTlie Cattle Melon nnrl Cnttl.

Hon and Uses.—A» man> si ill n.-:ir.l tin- rr..)! only
as an experiment, and as 1 hav.. Im lai \iiir^ mailo it

part of my rotation in the L-rowio oi ..ill,, i 1 ..ii ilir

farm, I must say I know of no \egeialile lood so yalu-
able for use in the months of August, September,
Octiober, and November, as the Cattle Melon, whether
it is regarded as food for dairy cows, pigs, sheep, or
fatting bullocks, and I maintain that they ought now
to be admitted into the farming rotation, as they
certainly cannot be equalled in acreable produce or
feeding value by any of our kncwii root crops during
the autumnal months, besides which they are far less

trouble than root crops in general; they require no
cleaning or preparing for use, nor do they require to be
pitted and covered like Mangels, Carrots, &c., but are
ready for daily use as they become of sufficient size.

The Cattle Melon does not exhaust the land like root
crops, and is also a capital alternation where the land
has been repeatedly cropped with Turnips, &c. There
has been an idea abroad that they require culture as

nearly allied as possible to garden culture, but I have
proved this to be a mistaken notion, for whenever I

have attempted to treat them more liberally with
manure than I should Mangel Wurzel or Turnips, I
have always failed to secure so good a produce as when
I have manured and cultiv.ated for them exactly in the
same manner as for ilangel or other root rrojis.

Another idea has prevailed—that the Cattle Jldon
requires a climate like the southern and eastern

counties of England, butmyeorrespondence with'parties

whom I have supplied mth seed for several years does
not justify such an opinion, but rather the reverse, for

those parties who have grown them in the western
and northern counties, also in Ireland and Scotland,
report very favourably ofthe produce; in fact, wherever
the rainfall is greatest there they flourish the most, for

although a certain warmth of climate is necessary to

enable them to ripen their seed, yet large crops may be
grown where the climate is moist and late, if the fniit

are constantly and daily cut and used as food for

cattle. Some of my best sorts, both of Melons and
Marrows, were products of America originally, and my
relatives who have resided there during the last

40 years, grow them to a large cxtetit for cattle and
pig-feeding, never less than 20 acres in a year upon
each farm—in fact it is a common thing to ..tow the
Maize or Indian Corn in alternate lines with flic Cattle

rto'jot

-, h
iin lortliolmtrber.

II. .y.. . «ill answer
..- I ill 1

1

1\- ot' rriom
lllmr I., liii. Melon
I llm.Miii ,-ortsof

II ihi- rl I mate, vet
e valuable pig fiod

In previous seasons it would

be.st iu this cotini w i.

for the trailing Iml i
..

aud Mi'."'<'w tribe- ; ii i-

American dwarf .\lai/r

any of the Maize kimls

used in the unripe state.

have been usele.ss to recommend the Melon crop for

general aericnltiiral piirjioses, because the seed was so
e\lH-iisivp that it would cost from 1'. lO.t. to 5?. to seed
an aciT. ot laiul'lmt now lllr best sooil of the most pro-
'iiirlivi.aii,lli,.-t Cirilivr-'-.H-l-ranliroliliiinrilat acostof
1— tliiiii 1/ ]i(ra"Ti., Ill iii\' lonii.-r |i:i|iirs upon the
Calilr .Miiloii I liavr.-talnl tliolir-t iiii'llioil of planting.
&c., and at present I forbear sayiic,' more than that
I am convinced from pa.st experience that no crop is

so valuable as a combined crop of Melons and Mangels.
Joseph Bhmdell, Bitrsledon, April 24.

Iron for the Cattle Flan lie.—In support of the theory
of your correspondent Mr. Belfield, I can state that,

except perhaps in a few isolated cases, the cattle plague
has been unknown in the ironstone district of the
Wealds of Kentand Sussex. I am Innnid to add, how-
ever, that the exemption is not conlinoil to this district,

but extends for some miles beyond it. Would your
correspondent, Mr. Constable, give his authority for

the outbreak of cattle plague, about 100 years ago.

having been preceded by a summer of extraordinary
heat ? I had before seen it stated that the preceding
summer had been cold and wet. Acourate information

on such points would be, I believe, of great value.

W. C. M.. Lamlerliurst. [It will, we fear, be found
that all all. Ill- III -rrneralising the circumstances
ofthenfli :

'
il to explain it. Anewpoisou

has been ii '
'

i
: ml spread.]

Ploiitjhx \. ir'iiils implements, more especially

ploughs, the fmner's chief question ought to be not so

much which is the best plough—there fs hardly a hair

to split between Howard, Ransome, Hornby, &c.—but
rathor which plough stands the greatest tear aud wear
ami 11. -t- li ivi for repair. Several .years' experience of

four lli.naiil - P P used as swings, and two as wheels,

anil oii(. of Itansome's TL assvring, and two as wheels,

leaves the palm to Eansome. The fathers of the

modem wheel plough found it a mere implement, but

by combined skill and capital they have made it a

machine so perfect, that when properly adjusted and

working on favourable ground the management is

within the powers of a mere lad. Emigration, manu-
factures, railways, and public works are everywhere

drawing off the best cla.ss of agricultural labourers,

hence simple,liL.ht, handy wheel ploughs will command
greater attention. B. M. F.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Monthly Council: Wednesda;/, Man 2, 1866.—

Present— Lord Tredegar, President, in the Chair;

Eari Cathcart, the Earl of Shrewsbury, the Earl of

Powis, Lord Berners, Lord Feversham, Lord Walsing-
bam, -Alajor-Gcn. the Hon, A, N. Hood, the Hon.
A. II. Vernon. Sir J. V. B. Johnstone, Bart., M.P.

;

Sir A. R. Mardonald, Bart. ; Sir J. V. Shelley, Bart.

;

Sir AVatkin AV. AVvnne.Bnrt.. M.P.; Mr. Acland.M.P.;
Air. Amos, Mr. Barnett. Mr. Barfhropp. Air. Bowly,
Air. Cantrcll. Colonel Challoner, Air. Clavden, Mr.
Pent Al P Air Oruce, Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, Mr.
llaiiinnil. All-. llollaiMl, M.P.; Mr. Hosk.vns, Mr.
lliiiioii Mr .Imias Colonel Kingscote, M.P. ; Mr.
I.anivii.o. Mr I'aiii. Air. Raudell. Mr. Rigden, Mr.
Sandav. Air. Shut iloHorth, Air. H.S. Thompson, Mr.Torr,
Mr. Turner. Mr. M allis, Mr. .Jacob Wilson, Profe-ssor

AVilson. Air. I'n re. and Dr. Voelcker.

The followin;,' new Afembers were elected:—

Corbctt, Richard .Tohn, Cirencester

Herbert, Major Edmund, Llansantffraed House, near Aber-

gavenny
M,arsh, John Josiah, Hawkcdon Hall, Clare. Suffolk

Smith, Ricluu-d Sadler, Broad Ilinton, Swindon, Wilts

Finances.—Major-General the Hon. A. N. Hood
presented the report of the Committee, from which it

aiqicaredfliat the Secretary's receipts during the past

month had bf.cii evainincd by the Committee, and by
Mf.s>rs. (tiiillcr, Ball, ,'t Co., the Society's accountants,

and were' found correct. The balance in the hands of

the bankers on April .TO was 142.1/. Is. Vlrf.

Discussions.—The following arrangements for the

weekly meetings of the Council were announced:—
Wednesday, May 30, The Supply of Meat to Large
Towns; W'ednesday, June 1.3, subject not decided on.

Show-yaed Contract.— Mr. Randell presented

the rejiort. recommending that Mr. Pollard's tender

fill- iii. 1 11 r l^iin of the entrances and adjoining portable

1. 11 I ipted. and that the surveyor prepare

r roement to be executed by the Secre-

tan ami All I'liUard. This report was adopted.

Agkicultural Education.—The Earl of Powis
having moved that the Education Committee be

authorised to offer for ISfiB the same amount of prizes

in connection irith the Cambridge Local Examinations
as were offered in isil.". the motion was seconded by

Mr. Thompson. Jlr. Holland. M.P., then moved as

an amendment, that no further grant be made for the

Society's prizes in connection with Oxford and
Cambridge local examinations. On a division, 18

noes to 11 ayes decided at-ainst the amendment, and^
19 ayes to IS noes declared in favour of Lord Powis's

motion.
Air. Holland, M.P., having withdrawn the motion of

which he had given notice relative to an application

for an amended Charter, Mr. Thompson moved that a
coniniittce be appointed to consider the existing pro-

visions of the Charter, and report whether in their

opinion it is advisable to make any alterations

till. rein- to this Sir John Slirllfi iiio\rilthe following

addition—but that no allnMii f Hie Charter be

l.r"U.;:ht before the Coiniiiiii... ..tli.i- llian the words

or which .shall refer to all.^ iiiall. r to be brought

forward or at any time pending in either of our Houses
of Parliament.'' The rider was seconded by Lord
Feversham, but, on a show of hands, only 5 ayes were

in favour of it, and Mr. Thompson's motion was carried

by 29 votes.

House List.—Agreeably vrith the bye-laws the
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Council arranged by ballot the foUowins; election-list, 1 soil encourages only the coarsest and most unprofitable I hindered for the future, we are certain that it is in

toTc recommended by them for adoption at the ensuin;! species of Grass, the finer and more tender kinds being

General Meeting on the 22d inst. j destroyed by it. Some persons object to the draining

Attejjdascf.i (from the Risrao op the Newoastmi Meetino, in 1804, to the Present Timf,),

Monthly
Councils.
Total,

Amos, Oharlcs'E'lw.ird,

Bartlll-..n. Nntlr.ni,.| II

BOwlv, I
^h-.i.i M.I. III.

Clic.~li.ii I

'...

Gibbs
BoU.u
-Ho)

,1. IM^^
IV. Hi..

Hoskvns. I'h.iii.l..- Wi
Button. WilliiUii. lilt

Jonas, .S.imuel. cliiisl

Kcrriaon, Sir Kih\.iiil

L-awcs, John Ulihh tl

L.awrcnce, Cbarlc-. t i

M.icdonald, .Sir Anhii
Baadcll, Cbiirlcs, ( lia

Bead. dure. Scwl-II. .M

Richmond. H
Sanday, Willii

. fed.ar's Road, Clapham Common, Suh-ey .

.

..r...-, llacheston, Wickham Market, Svjffolk ..

.11 1 1 Ml ISO, Cirencester, Glouccatershiro

I
!'- 7,1865), Pen-ystono, Ross, Hcrefordsh.

! HaU, Scolc, Suffolk

lliiirv. i:i

1'., ll"lli

the Imkr

I ."Itte, Liphook, Hants

lii^hcster

trf HaU, Staffordshire

thniolton, Devon ..

o--. - o -. - - . mouthshire
Wells.°william.' Holmewo'od, Peterboroujjfh. Northampti

Shrewsbury and Talbot, Em\ of, Int;

Shuttlcwr.rth. Josc-ph, Harl.shiiln.u I

Smith, Robert, Emnietfs Grange, Si

Tredegar, Lord, Tredegar, Newport, Mo;
ihiie

10

Special
Councils.

Total,

Weekly
Councils.
Total,

13 10

The Council then adjourned to Tuesday, the 15th

inst., at 1 P.M.^ for the completion of their report to the

General Meeting.

Bath and West of England.—The following is

the programme of the Salisbury Meeting :—The Exhi-
bition will open on Monday, June 4th, when the

horses and poultry will be publicly judged, the imple-
ment, arts, and horticultural departments will be open
to inspection under the most favourable conditions,

and the band of the Boyal Marines ( Plymouth division)

will attend. On Tuesday all the departments will

open at 9 a.m. ; field implements of various kinds will

work at intervals from 10 to H o'clock; and a Dog
Show, for which the fund,s have been provided by the
Salisbury Local Committee, will bo open. On Wed-
nesday, usually the grand day of the meeting, all the
attractions of Tuesday mil be repeated, with the
addition of the competition for shoeing prizes, the
annual meeting of memljers, and the Societ,v's banquet.
At 3.30 p.m. the combined bands of the Grenadier
Guards and the Eoyal Marines will perform a selection

of concerted pieces. Thursday and Friday are the
popular days, and as the railway companies are disposed

to make every effort to accommodate exhibitors and
visitors, it is expected that the exhibition, though
deprived of the presence of cattle, will be so unusually
attractive in other departments that it will prove one
of the very largest and most successful that the
Society has ever held.

of pa.sturc land, alleging that the water encourages the
producfinn of hn-b.T--ri. And tlii- is trno, so frir as the
COarsr llli|ir.i!illll.l.| l m-h-i- :iri |.,iiiri.|-|i,..l : Inil it isthc

gettiiit; Mil III llii.-r:iMil iliii lt:i<Iii;iI .iili.tiiiiiii.ii of a

finer ;iimI mi.ve iiiilriliiiii> lirilu-r tliiit roust ilules tlie

value of ih-ainage,
" We had an opportunity of witnessing the good

effects of draining pasture land on s^ large scale a few
months ba<;k. In the parish of Beccles, in Suffolk,

there is a tract of marsh land belonging to the Corpora-
tion, containing about 900 acres. It was in ancient
times covered by the sea, but which has long receded,
and left this marsh a mere bog, and covered generally

with water in the winter. In the summer it wa.s

sound enough for light cattle, Imt, being covered with
Sedge, Rush, and tlie coarsest of Graxs, it only let at

from 12s. to 15*. per a«re. Through the influence and
representations of one member of the Corporation,
after some years of violent opposition from the majority

on account of the exy
referred 1o, gained liis

marsh wa.s determiii'i

sfructed at regular diM
point of tliciimi>h, wh.
slatioiioil. whirl-

It opp
I'^Min, the individual

the drainage of the
I drains were con-
irought to the lowest

I tl.

t nnri Motion, ^-c. Part* 1/, 18,

'The Old Norfolk Farmer."
Affrirulfitre, Ancieut

19, and 20. By
J. S. Virtue.

We have omitted hitherto to mention the completion
of this work, in which the history as well as the
priuciples and practice of farm management are di.s-

ftussed. The concluding Parts are characterised by the
same fniiUs and the snnio mrrils to which we have
alrea<ly nlirri'il, 'I'luro is an mlire want of any
intelhgilili. |iniiri]ilc nrarraiiLa.iiHiil among the several

chapU-Ts or miIiiitI- uliirli riinii. iniiliir review. In the
three last Paris im- Iku.' iIi<. I'r^i- i.r tlio I'ann
described. Insects, Wiini^, liinU ami i_ i|iai|ii.i|.

then comes Maltini; ami lirrwiirj, .il in -uin n.

Capital, Insurance, IJt'Hts. I'ann \.'-.iinii •, I'rui-, ilir

Garden, Paring and liiiniinL', iin Wn-il iiai

tion of Crop.s, the Cider iM-iioi-. I'l am m
the Homestead, Field .S]K.rl>, and l.ainl .Mi-

Each of these topics is discus.sed, « illi a good deal of
hel]) from other publications, in rather ,a gossiping
style—amusing anecdotes being interspersed with more
instructive and substantial matter, the whole being
readable and suggestive, rather than elaborately
instructive.

We take an illustrative extract from the last Part :

—

"We now come to the method of improving those
old pa.stures that have been deteriorated by the
exhausting proces,ses described above: and probablv
some of our readers would be inclined to apply to sucii

lands the same sarcasm as was flung by a beggar to
the poet Pope,* and would rather break up the ground,
and taking two or three crops of com, again lay it doivn
with natural Grasses. For a tenant farmer to do this
would be an error, because it would require a long
time before the new pasture would yield enough Grass
to return a profit upon the outlay, whereas by a judi-
cious outlay an old worn-out pasture may in one season
be so improved as to be profitable. The first step is to
drain such land—and unless a tenant has a long lease,
this is the landlord's work; and if he will not
thoroughly execute it, the tenant must be satisfied
with open drains. But, with a 21 years' lease, the
latter might safely drain if the landlord refuses to do it,

because it will instantly begin to make a return. If the
fall will admit of it, the drains should not be less than
4 feet deep ; but, a.t any rate, drain as low to that
extent as the fall will admit of. Stii^uant water in a

W'aveney river, only
about S or lu yards distant. Never was any enterprise
more successful. The Hushes, Sedges, and coarse
Grasses have gradually all died out, and a fine quality
of herbage has replaced them. The marsh itself is

sound enough to bear lieavv cuttle all the vear round

:

and instead of 15.9. per aiav, il Iris nadily at U. lOj.per
acre, and never lark-. Iiiiani Ami llnis, by the
judicious outlay of 100"/."r ."iiion/,, iii^li-ail nf an income
of 075^, the Corporation is now in receipt of upwards
of 3000/. per annum."

Facts and Useful Hints relating to Fishing and
Shootimi. Edited by I. E. B. C. H. Cox, 3411,

Strand, 'W.C.
One hundred closely packed octavo pages of sma

fact the only trustworthy remedy for the evil—shoot
the dog.

PonJtrt/ as a Meat f^uppti/ : hein'j Hints to JTemoires,

&c., by the Aulhor cjf the "Poultry Calendar."

W. P.Nimmo, Edinburgh.

We have no doulit tlial the aiilborisn eood poultry

manager—any kind of Im- -I'l'l- mhIiiiI wmilil In- sure

to prosper in his hai

who wotild treat

will

P
indi- llii

disjjoscd to do,

tha

, livni'i ihor. ill.
I
alum- a ri-ader)

n-"iilar, |i,-r-i-l,.ni , not to say

m- ^^|||I-Il il Mill ilo «,-ll. And
II i, vi-r\ ajit I.I ilo nisi what a
itii- animal s.-nns oi-.-asiona.lly

fall asleep over the very liest of

food. And it is foo'd of the best that is offered here,

for the pages of this little book are evidently written

by one who has himself experienced and directed all

lii-i-i-(li-o-rilii-il. The inConnation and instruction,

iiiii, I, ili,-v mav lie, arc. however, conveyed in

I jirolixity of manner, that
loil iloi-s not hinder us from
looil wliich is calculated to

I- ol' food for the body than

We add that tiie relations of rinderpest to the

subject, to which we referred some weeks ago, are

intelligently discussed ; and the book quite deserves its

title—" Poultry as a Meat Supply; being Hints to

Henwives how to Rear and Manage Poultry Econo-
mically and Profitably."

sncli

tlie 1

getii
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plague are coincident, argal, cause and effect. As our
couiil.v was all but clean when Parliament took the
matter in hand, ivc can view with satisfaction the
results of individual action, impeded though it was li.v

authority. As soon as Ihc disease was carried to nuj
farm, the sound cattle wen^ sent oH'to market, and tlic

lilasue stamped ont. Justice, liowever, came down im
some laggards, and enabled the infection to spread to
store cattle and cow.s. The cleansing of trucks is an
excellent provision, and might with advantage be made
permanent.

If foreign stock were excluded there would be a
better supply at home, but free-trade principles are to
be kept in abeyance by Government only when dealing
with us natives.

It is ea.sy to sneer at homceopathy because it has not
the diploma of " the profession ;

" yet the fact stands
recorded in your columns that it can show a percent<age
of cures more than double that of the "regular"
system.
Some turbulent persons are determined to make

sheep take the pla^ne, but such theorists are not of
miich account, save in Parliament. No sane man
would inoculate his ^liccjt ^\\\\\ thc\^rus, or force them
into close contact "ilh diseased cattle; and, unless that
be done, sheep are perfectly safe. AVhether they could
convey the infection from cattle to cattle is quite a
diffei-enl question. The fact is, the V. S. is now
makiuK his first acquaintance with .sheep ; for with
them (the sheep) the knife has always been the best
cure.

Farm servants have succeeded in getting an advance
of wages equal to Is. (Sd. to Is. per week. In most
ca.ses, too, the " bondage " of hiring a woman to work
is done away ; and those hinds who have faniilies of
workers are most in request. The hind with 15s. a
week, wet and dry, is the best paid Labourer in the
country, for he has no apprenticeship and no tools to
find, and if he ails, the lo.ss is to his master. J. T.

Calendar of Operations.
Mat: Arable Farm.— 777/ra/, if "proud," may be

flagged, or even mown, as la.st month, taking care" not
to cut the stem. Weed Wheat, Oat, and Barley
fields.

Beans may require horse-hoeing and hand-hoeing
this month. The ridge-plongh may slightly hill up
the rows, if the intervals are wide enough.

Fotnfos will need horse or hand hoeing in May, the
latter being done with a heavy hacker, and costing 8.?.

per acre.

Carrots should be horse-hoed where the ridge culti-
vation is adopted, and hand-hoed on the flat.

Mnn.jfl Win-zrla should also be horse-hoed towards
the .'.Mi ..r -May, .in. I th.. rhk-.s should then be hoed
clenu Hillitli.:-lKni.l-li..c. ,liil,ln-n following the hoers
and sini;linf;out 111.' l.un.lii- In {loinj; this they seize
the best plant in \\\r Imii. h, and saving it with the
left hand, they ti:-ar all 111.' n -t away at a stroke with
the right. Blanks may lie ijll. .1 with these plants.

Turnip Culture.—ii\\&\\A\ Turnips shn\d.l be got in
during the early part of the month ni S.'.illainl, and in
South England in June. The land, afl.r Ihc .-nltiva-

tion already received, may be reduced to a sufficient
tilth, and will probably be "sufficiently cleaned by once
using the cultivator or scarifier, which is to be followed
by the harrows, and then by women to gather weeds,
jiick stones, &c. The land is then to be ridged up in
drills, about 26 inches wi.l. ; (In- .Iiiiu-. art ]iasses up
every third furrow, the man li.liin.l il |iulling out the
manure as the horse proceed. >.. as thai tlic load shall
be emptied in a length of from about 50 to 100 yards,
accorcling as the quantity to be applied is from -10 to 20
loads per acre. The filling of the manure may be
let at \il. per cubic yard. The manure thus delivered
is divided by a man who follows, amongst the
three drills to which it belongs, and the share of
e.ach is spread evenly by three women or boys following
the man. If no guano, or especially superphosphate of
lime, has been mixed with the dung in the heap, now
is the time to apply it broadcast over the field, so that
on the splitting of the drill it may be covered irith the
manure, and at the same time mingled with the earth
wliit'h is to act as seed bed. In some cases bones and
artificial manures are all that the Turnip crop receives;
in this ease the drills may he opened as before, the
manure sown by hand along the furrows, and mingled
with the soil by a horse-hoe following the sower. In
either case it will be understood that m order to avoid
the loss of moisture, both from the soil and the manure,
the jdoughs which are at work in the field, after
openmg up about 12 drills on which the dung cart or
mannre sower is at work, keep working round and
round the parties thus engaged, opening furrows on the
one side for receiving the manure, and closing them on
the other side, thus covering their contents. The
sowing machine is immediately to follow all, sowing
2 or .3 lb. per acre. The principal remedies for fly are,
a good and rich cultivation and abundant seeding,
which all tend to force the young plant rapidly through
the sea,son of its danger. It is well to have 12 or 11
drills ready for the solving machine on the evening
before j'on commence sowing, that there be no loss of
time in the morning. A piece of common Turnips
may be sown this month, as an early root crop for
consumption in September. Land that has been broken
out of old pasture, which received its first shallow
ploughing in April, should be cross-ploughed now, and
may be again worked with grubber, harrows and roller,
until in sufficiently fine tilth for Turnips. It is

advisable to plough shallow at the first furrow, and
cross-plough deep afterwards, both because the opera-
tion of reducing to tilth is better done thus piecemeal,
a few inches at a time, and because the ashes which
were spread on the surface are thus not buried too deep
in the land. Crosskill's clod-crusher will be found
useful this and next month.

Hi/e all through this month, and 'Wtchcs during part
of it, will have been supplying cattle, shecii, aii.l horses
with f.io.l. The land which bears these crojisistobe
lil.mgli.'.l as soon as cleared. The roller must imme-
.liali'ly follow the plough, to keep all the moisture in

Cihhnges may be transplanted in the fields, the land
having been prepared, as for any other green crop, by
deep and clean cultivation, and plentiful manuring
The large Drumhead Cabbage seldom requires a less
space than 27 by 24 inches : on very rich or highlj -

manured land the distance between the rows may be as
much as 3 ft.

Lucerne will furnish a succession of cuttings through
the summer.
Fla.r is to be carefully hand-weeded by women and

children, who go on the land on their knees, facing the
wind, that the hent plants may be blown upright again
Bvckwheat.—One bushel of seed per acre should

be smvn in rows 12 inches apart, in the middle of this
month, on any light soil ploughed early in spring
and now cleaned and reduced to a tilth by the action of
scarifier and harrow.s.

Hemp.—'Vyio bushels per acre of bright heavy seed
should be sown on the land prepared for it—in Toy> s

30 inches apart.

Notices to Correspondents.
Imports of Agbicultitral Produce is the Thr]
ESDED March 31, 1865 and 1666 :—

Anim.il8. Living number
Oxen, Bulls, .ind Cows .

.

C.ilves

Sheep iuid Lambs .

.

Swine and Hogs .

.

Bones tons
Flax cwt.
Guano, from tons
West Coast of Africa
United States
Peru'
Bolivia
British .and West India Islands.

.

Other countries

Total
Hemp and Tow, or Codilla of

Hemp : From Russia . . cwt.
AustrLin Territories
British India
Philippine IsLinds
Other countrica

Total
China Grass
Jute and subst.anccs of the
nature of Hemp ..

Hops
Oil-seed cakes .

.

Potatos
Provisions—
Bacon and Hams .

.

Beef, salt
Port, salt

Butter
Cheese
Eggs number
L,ird

S.altpetrc

Cubic Kitrc
Seeds

Cott.in

Clover cwt.
Flaxseed and Linseed . . qr.

Rape
Wool, Sheep and I«amb.s' : From

Europe
British Po!
British India
Australia ..

Other countries

iSth.Afric

Total
Alpaca .and the Llama Tribe
Ye.ast, dried cwt.
Com—Wheat, from Russia
Prussia
Denmark
Scbleswig, Holstein, and Laucn-

MeckicnbTirg
H.a; : Town

Egypt
United States
British Xnrth America
Other countries .

.

Oats

Beans . .

Indian Com, or Mjlize . . .

.

Wheat-me.al and Flour, from Hanse
Towns . .

France
United States
British North America .

.

Other countries

Importations.

1865.
j 1866.

4,061

55,012

14,256

21,109
18,260

20;t,568

121,745
.53,.'!or

20,669
200,050
127,184

67,855,200

19,004
19,6.'!7

118,417

1,020

25,847,461
488.361

26,842

1,071,117
l.'iH.lSn

124,426
2,294

l.'i9,044

701,901
40,612

1.15,411

1,173,942

1,408

29,707
5,170

134,049
11,976
12,472

167,718

111,300
3'.l,325

52,161

200,931
102,045

88,717,200
41,500
32,393

277,414

27,104
130.827
238,570
93,660

5,957,040
3,797,795
1,10.3,7.37

13.498,843

2,48S,8.M

20,846,249
660,274
24,'230

2,839,170
203,961

42,624

750,053

5,671,948
1,745,.551

1,21.3,902

115,1.55

67,244
3,338,874

1,589,482

149,570
4,343

64,278

1,855,510
6,097

Ml

lEEDS -.TAJ. Your White Dutch Clover, as near as we can
make out from the s.ample before us, may be estimated to
contain the following seeds in a pint ;

—

Red Clover 2,080
A Chenopodium, probably C. album .. .. 320
A Polygonum, probably P. minus . . .

.

320
A Scabious (?) 1,600
Others 580

Cheaptr by I

Per lb t. d.
Good TELLOW GLOBE.. 9

„ ORANGE GLOBE..
„ RED GLOBE ..0
,, LONG RED .. ..0 9

„ LONG TELLOW ..0

SUTTON'S

Selected Mangel Seed
from Selected Roots.

-,.
.J

' ,'( Cheaper by thf cicr

.

>> Per lb.—8. rf.

^-ir- I TON'S Selected TEL-
LOW GLOBE 1

-"ir-
I lo ORANGE GLOBF, 1

i ~ II Kit HOBBS'
Tw i

\'.'
I i;LOBE ..10^ : '

- IlEDGLOGEl
'

•'
I I.VETHAM

I. I. .. ..10

^^r YELLOW 10
^g New YELLOW INTBR-
Ip MEDIATE 10

SLTTON S 1 ELLOW GLOBE, Lowest price per cwt. forwarded
Pnco Is. I er lb. on applictttion.

ScTTON & Sons. Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Readii.^.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
{ESTAm-lSBEDlSW).

Have now ready for delivery in di7 fine condition,
CORN MANQRE, for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands
SUFEKPHOSPHATES of LIME
FREPAKED GUANO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA,
ex Dock Warehouse; SULPHATE of AMMO>LA, FISHERY
SALT, &c. E. FoBSER, Secretnry.

Offices, 116, Fencburch Street. E.G.

EstabiTslied 1812.PROCTOR and RTLAND'S
PREPARED BONE MANURES

for
TURNIPS, GRASS, WHEAT, BARLEY, OATS, POTATOS, Ac.

and their
BONE SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME

are the best prepared and cheapest Manures offered to the Public.

Offices—Corn Exchange Bmfdings, Carr's Lane, Birmingham.
Works—BirmtDgbam, Warwick, Bristol, and Chester.

A W E~S^ MANURES.
The Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawes for the present

season of 1866 are now ready for deli%-cry at his Factories, at the
following prices, per ton :

—

LAWES' PATENT TURNIP MANQRE, and BONE £ «. rf.

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME 6
LAWES" SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME from BURNT
BONE or MINERAJ^ PHOSPHATES 5 6

LAWKS' WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
MANURES 800

CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.. ..12
Tlicso Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawks, or through the

appointed Acents in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices
varying according to cost or carriage.
Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from the Importers. Nitrate of

Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures,
Amoric;m and other Cakes at market prices.

Address, Jons Uknxet Lawes, 1, AdeUide Place, London Bridge,
E.C. ; and 22, Eden (^iiay, Dublin.

Important to Agriculturists.
SlPPLIED TO THE RoVAb FaHUS, WinD.VOR.

THE BOUTIN MANUlUiis the beet and cheapest for
Whent. f:i'i

, I ' ' s i'liinips. Mangel Wurzel, &c., and for
all kinds nf N, i

,

] i \\ inch .are committed to the earth. It is

a liquid in !
i > t r.ped, thereby economising labour to

«n Inimeii'^'.
i

ilnjniical, and has no offensive smell.
The Boutin M r

i
. i usfmI by three Governniants, and highly

osteenicd thrcmf.;li"iit Eiirofe for its extraordinary fructifying quali-
ties. English and Foreign Testimonials, Official Report, and direc-
tions for use, post-free.

Price for 1 acre of Cereals (Wheat. Oats, Barley. &c). . . £1 9 6
„ 2 acres „ „ „ 2 16

,. .3 „ „ ,. „ 4 10
4 „ „ „ „ 6 6

THE BOCTIN M.VNURE COMPANY (LIMITED),

Boutin Manure alone, was far superior to that c
under the application of dung, in the ordinary way, the ears 1

larger and better flllod. and perfectly free from black, rust, i

while throughout the r"--- ^l,_- .»..

It is not an unusually unclean sample. B,
4^900

THE PATENT NITRO- PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY. Limiteo, M.inufacturers ot

ODAMS'S PATENT BLUOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME and DISSOLVED

BONES.
Chief Offices—100, Fonchurch Street, L<indon, EC. Western

Counties Branch: Queen Street, Exeter. Iiiah Branch: 40, West-
murcland Street, Dublin. Directors

Chairman—Jonif Claitde!*, Littlebury, Esses
Deputj/-Chai7^ian^—Jons Collins, Argyle Houie, HoUoway.

Edward Bell, 48, Marine Piirado, Brighton.

Samuel Jonas, Cbrishall Grange. Essex.
Charles Dorman. 23, Essex Street, Strand.
Thomas Webb, Hildersham, Cambridgeshire.
Jouas Webb, Melton Ross, Lincolnshire.

Managing Director—J a
fessrs. Barnetts Hoares &
essrs. Kingsford& Dorma

.

Auditor—J. Carter Jonas, Cambridge.

of Agriculturists, 3 that havejustly earnedfor it another

which has been for years under management with Manures of their
own Manufacture. The Consumer, therefore, has the best Guarantee
for the genuineness and efficacy of the Manures manufactured by

>' be bad of the local Agents.

IIZE ROLLE
PRIZE ROLLERS for the FARM.
PRIZE ROLLER.S for the GARDEN.
PRIZE ROLLERS for PARKS.
PRIZE ROLLERS tor LAWNS.
PRIZE ROLLERS for RACECOURSES.
PRIZE ROLLERS for CRICKET GROUNDS.
PRIZE ROLLERS for ROAD MAKING.

&c.
The besLiwl cheapest i

4c. 4c.
Patent Wrought Iron Adjustable
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" PIIOSPHO GUANO surpaases,

constant composition, the best sorts of

tboro can bo not the slightest doubt."—.

certainly, by its

PHOSPHO GUANO.
The Prices, including cost of Bags, Carriage Free at any Kaihvay

Station or Shipping Port in the ICingdom, are as follow ;

—

For 10 tons and upwards ... £12 per ton.

For 5 tons up to 10 tons ... 12 5 ,, ,,

For smaller quantities ... 12 10 ,, ,,

Ten SkiUings per ton discount for Cash within a month.

To prevent fraud, all Bags are branded with the PIIOSPHO
GUANO COMPANY'S Trade Mark, as well as that of the Con-
tractors, copies of which appear at the head of this Advertisement.

Report by Dr. Voelcker of a Visit of Inspection to the Fhospho Guano Stores at iSeacombe, Birkenhead,

of Analyses of Samples taken from the Stores on the 9th of February,
'"'"'

stores at Seacombe, Birkenhead, nod on that
loHowing samples from the bulk :

—

1. A sample from a bulk of about 1000 tons, stored in Shed No. 1.

'Z. A portion iVom a heap ot about 4000 tons, in Shed No. 3.

3. A sample from about 5000 tons, stored in Shed No. 4.

nplo taken from the top of a heap of about 7000 tons in

7. Men i

bulk.
bulk.

work filing barrels for foreign shipment fro
6. A sample from th9 bottom of the

and I took , sample In

L the docks i:

bulk of about 7000
barrels ready for delivery^

8. A sample from a lot of about 2000 tons, lying
which Phospho Guano is prepared for use.

" Two of the sjimplea I submitted to careful and complete
analyses

J
in the others I determined only the amount of Soluble

while the Ammonia averaged 3.77 per cent.
" I was conducted over the whole range of the extensiye buildings,

and left at liberty to select as many samples as I chose, and to take
them from any portion of the Stores ; and I cannot refrain from
noticing that, while doing so, I *

' Since my last visit, a decided improvement has been effected
m the mechanical condition of the Phospho Guano. The bulk
for 1866, whilst iully aa rich in intrinsically valuable fertilizing con-
stituents, is now obtained in a beautifully fine and \iniform cooditioD,
which it maintains even when submitted to pressure or violent
agitation.

*' Much 'practical inconvenience is frequently experienced in the
use of artificial manures rich in Soluble Phosphate of" Lime, inasmuch
.13 such manures, although dry and in a good condition when thoy
leave the stores, become sticky or lumpy during their transport,
without gaining any appreciable quantity of moisture. This serioiu
inconvenience liaa bccu entirely overcome by an improved plan of
prepai-ation ; and the Phospho Guano can now be sent to any
distance, or bo subjected to any reasonable amount of pressure,
without losing its flno and dry powdery condition.
" Having so frequently expressed an opinion of the intrinsic

fertiliziig value of Phospho Guano, 1 need not repeat former stite-
the present occaBion ; but 1 may be permitted prominently

chanical condition has been greatly improved.

' Adsustcs Voelcseb, Ph.D.,
of Chemistry to the Roval Agricultural

Society of England.

' 11, Salisbury Square, London, E.G., Feb.

There are authorized Agents appointed for the Sale of PHOSPHO GUANO in all the Principal Towns an^

Villages in the United Kingdom ; but where any difficulty exists in inocui ing supplieg, Orders may be sent direct tu

PETER LAWSON and SON, GEORGE IV. BRIDGE, EDINBURGH ; or,

28, KING STREET, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.G.

Peter Lawson & Son, Contractors.

(^ The attention of Farmers is particularly directed to the fact that PHOSPHO GUANO is the only Manure
the quality of uhicH is vouched for by Chemists of high standing^ who have themselves visited the bulks and dn
their own samples for analysis.

EARTH CLOSETS AND COMMODES.
(Moule's Patent.)

NO UNWHOLESOME CESSPOOLS.
NO BAD SMELLS.

NO WATER PIPES TO liET OUT OF OK DEE.
THE BEST NIGHT COMMODES.

MAY BE APPLIED TO ANY CLOSET.
A VALUASLE MANUMM SAVED.

WHITE AND CO., 29, BEDFORD STREET, STRAND, W.C.
Where full information may he obtained.

" The most feasible plan for the utilisation of night soil is that brought forward by the Rev. Henry Moule, of

Fordington Vicarage, Dorset."

—

Jo/m Wilson, Edington Mains.

RANSOMES' PRIZE PLOUGHS
HAVE

50 ALL ENGLAND

CHAMPION PRIZES

WON

IN LESS THAN

- A YEAR AND A HALF.

AND FOUIl OUT OF FIVE FIRST PRIZES AT THE LAST ROYAL SHOW AGAINST MOST SEVERE COMPETITION.

THEY ARE STRONG. LIGMT IN DRAUGHT. SIMPLE. ECONOMICAL.

Sold by all tlie principal Implement Dealers.

Full particulars on application to

RANSOMES AND SIMS, ORWELL WORKS, IPSWICH.

RANSOMES & SIMS
HAVE GREATLY REDUCED '

: ruTCEs OF theik

STEAM-THRESHING
MACHINERY,

WHICH IS THE BEST AND CHEAPEST MADE.

ENGINES and MACHINES constantly kept in Stock.

Catalogues and Testimonials free on applieation. An examination solicited.

RANSOMES AND SIMS, ORWELL WORKS, IPSWICH.

AWARDED the following PRIZES :—Royal Agricultural Society, 1841, 1842, 1852, 1854, 1855; Royal Agri-
cultural Society, Ireland, 1854, 1855; Paris, 1856; Rouen, 185G ; Vienna, 1857; I'csth, 1857 ; Amsterdam, 1857

i

Rotterdam, 1858; Brussels, 1858; Schwerin, I86I ; St. Petersburg, 1861; Bourges, 1862; Longford, Tasmania, 1862
London, 1862; Ballarat, Victoria, 1862; Lille, 1863; Hamburgh, 1863; GreisBwald, 1863; AUpore, India, 1864;
Stettin, 1865; Dresden, 1865; Cologne, I860.

6> . , i r
.

.

Glass for Garden Purposes.
AMES r 11 1 L L I r S AMD

bog to subuitt tboir iTices aa foUowa :

—

PROPAQATINQ

BEE GLASSES, with Conical

1 iliameter 9 inches in diametor

-\rASES, STATUES, FOUNTAIN BASINS, FLOWEU-
V POTS, ic, in TERRA COrfA aiid FINE STONE WARE,

warranted to stand frost, by John N, Blasufield, Starafoid, Lincoln-
shire. Applications for Drawings and Prices will receive altetition

A Large Assortment of
FOUNTAINS, VASES, JARDINETTES,

BALUSTRADES, GARDEN EDGINGS, Sc, of elegant
designs, in RANSOMES' PATENT STONE, to be sold at Ipswich, at
OUEATLY REnncEn PRICES, in consequence of the removal of the Works
to London. The material closely resembles natural stone, and is far
moi-o durable.
Orders received at the Office of the Patent Concrete Stono

Company, Limited, 2, Queen Street Place, Southwark Bridge,

RANSOMES' PATENT STONE FILTERS, from 10s. each.

Fit, 6 3

C0N\OLVULUS
WIRE B ISIvET

thBALL
los Grf l** ns

fit M
Com cct DK Screws to all tl e above Jets Is 6 i estro

[Branch P pe f rra s ng up Jots 1 foot high bt, fid

A Tap is requ ed to be fixed in the Pipe to regulate the supi ly

of Water to Fountain Jets.

J. Ttlor i Sons. Maniifacturers, Warwick Lane, Newgate Street,

London, E,C.
,

SUver Medal and Cup, 1863, awarded for

JAMES'S FIRST PKIZE M \NUKL ( Vkl whuhhis
O boon awarded 20 PRIZES Isnwlltt iiit ii (trfrLIQUID
MANURE, for supplvinL the SltAM ILOLCjU I i ttAlLRlNQ
STREETS, or for allRE ENGINE Nouly MO alieady sold.

Washing
The last great improvement in Washing Machines Is in Jauks's

new Patent PR17E WASHING WRINOINO and MANGLING
MACHINES, awarded several FIRST PRIZh s Will Wash 20 Shirts

in 20 Minutes, with much less injury than with the h ind. More than
300 Sold.

Address, L Jahes. Tlvoli Works, Cheltenham.
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Card.SAMUEL N. MoGEBROW,
Generai. HonricoLTDiiAL Bcjudek,

Knotty A^h, near Liverpool.
Reference permitted to the ^'obility and Genti7 througliout Great

HOT-WATEK APPARATUS, of every description,

fixed comploto in any part of the country, or the materials,

Boilersj Pipes, &c., delivered to any Station.
Estnnates on application.

J. JoN>;s k Sons, C, Bankside, Soutlnvark, i-,ondon, S.E.

Heating by Hot Water.

WJ. HOLLANDS, Iron Mekckakt,
• ;il. BanJ side, London. S.E.

HOT WATER PIPES, hum Stock, per yard :—2-inch, Is. 2d ;

3-inch, Is. lOd. ; and J-inch, 2s. 4d. BENDS, from Stock, ls.ed.,2s. Gd.,

and 3s. each. THROTTLE VALVES, las-., i3.^., and 14s. each. Other

Connexions at equally low prices, and all goods of first-class manu
factiire. Estimates given, and orders by post punctually attended to

JAME w rr CO H E B D
H W A U OdK a h

kCUCUMRFP F C b200*

H'

By Her Majesty a Royal Letters Patent

the arch, th'

brickwork
Hues, whore

the back of the furaace. No
above tho siile

>^ide flues covered with the wluKs of

the fioiier. It is fitted with hollow furnace bars. Contains one-tliird

more heating suriace, just where the fire playa with all its force.

Its extraordinary power can be seen at the Victoria Nursery,
HoUoway, N., Mr. Williams having adopted it and kindly cOKsentcd
to show it to any one who will call at that Establishment.

Circulars, prices, &c., on application to
J. Ikelasd, The Works, Edward Street, Broughtoti I*ane. Monohoater.

/CRANSTON'S PATENT BUILDINGS for

V^ HORTlCULTtTRE.
*' Dry Glazing without Putty."

" Glass without Laps."
"Ventilation without Moving Lights."

Highly Commended by the Royal Horticultural Society, South
iCenhington.

By Royal Letters Patent

WELLS I I

heat Awiided a slL\ >

of Hort culture held at N
Drawings and i

GROUND
thout artiflc 1

T.t nal Exposition

them to efl'ect more,
vnth less cost, than
anything that has been

OWING WATERO BARROW.—This is the
best and cheapest article yet

the Tab tilted and poured
out, or by merely i-aisingthe

Handle it can be placed on
the ground, and the Frame
detached. To hold about
30 or 36 gallons, price A2s.

Carriage paid to any station

L tDEN ENGINE, suitablefor theaboTe,price46i.
ED WATER and LIQUID MANURE CARTS.

Catalogues on application,
d b W. S. BoiTLT.iN, Rose Lane Iron Works. Norwich.

UE A POVED PATENT GARDEN WATER
L NG ENGINl'l may bo had at J. Core's, the Sole

U Exmouth Street, ClorkenwDll, London, N.

Tho thre.
Witi,niig RolUng or Syiinbi
.so portable that

DC t 1 ttle Machme must bo obvious m
ih it tvill thiLtw about GO feet, and ia

domestic luaj use it. It contains about
£5 10» 26 gtllons £6 1Q«.

G^

TH. P. DENNIS,
• Wood and Iron,

Chelmsford, Essex.
PATENT GALVANIZED METAL GREENHOUSES, ''The

Gardener's Own;" are tenant's fixtures.
PATENT GALVANIZED MKTAL ORCHARD HOUSES as

8ii'l i

- I vi.ntilation; arethemost
ecitii ,,^h of gardening.

i'^ .1 '.
I SERIES. CUCUMBER

an^ -
. . iMI HOUSES, &c.

P-\''
i ; 'I', l.l.h MM\I. laiEENHOUSES, "The

Novelty,' are teiiiuit.-, Ii\tures ami tho clmupest buildings extant as a
Lean-to, 20 ft. iung, mcluding glass, with 8 ft. rafter, £10; 10 ft.,
£12 17s. 6d. ; 12 ft., £10 I6fi.

PATENT GALVANIZED METAL WALL TREE COVER
should be possessed by every one who has a garden wall;

r walls, eft. highjSa. iTft.,9j. ;8ft.,10s.;tenants' fixture, a
9ft. H.s\, per foot „„.
PATENT GALVANIZED METAL and WOOD GROUND

VINERLES and DWARP ORCHARD HOUSES, from 12s. Orf. to
25«. perjKiir, unglazed.
PATgNT G.aVANlZED METAL PIT LIGHTS, 4((. per foot.^PATENT GALVANIZED MET.VL HAND GlXss ^RAMES,

r break, do not require pamtingj and are the best in

Diameter 30 inches; Length 32 inches, £7 10
24 ,, „ 26 „ i 10 Q
:>u ., „ 23 „ 3 10
Iti ,. „ 17 .. 2 15

r Rollers fitted with Shafts suitable for Pony or Horse
m application,

e paid to all the principal Railway Stations and

Oil Faint no longer Necessary.

HILL AND SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VARNISH
for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish is an

excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-door work, and is fully

two-thirds cheaper. It may be applied by an ordinary labo\irer,

requires no mLxing or thinniug, and is used cold. It is used in the
grounds at Windsor Castie, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many
hundreds of the nobility and gentry, from whom the most flattering

testimonials have been received, which Hill k Suitu will forward on
application.

Frum J. A. Tavlor, Esq., Sr/-(?fls/*aHt Court.
*' In answer to your inquiries, I beg to iniorm you I find your Black

Vamisti an excellent substitute for oil paint upon iron and wood
out of doors, and have found the iron Barrow with apparatus
essential in applying the Varnish to lines of fencing. I can strongly

the Black Varnish f •- -

lave yet used for the i

great economy by careful labourers.
Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at 1«. 6d. per gallon, at the

Manufactory, or Is. 8d. per gallon paid to any Station in the kingdom
Apply to iliLL & Smith. Brterly Hill Iron Works, near Dudley, and

22, Cannon Street West, E.C., from whom only it can be obtameil.

T^
less than other kinds of Driving Belts. SPECIAL STRAPS

for PORTABLE ENGINES. Price Lists free by post.

Tcrker's Patent Strap and Hose Company.
Manufactory : Amiit Works, Greenfield, near Manchester.

Wai-eUouse : SI, Mark Lane, London, E.C.
Mr. H. Ferrabee, Agent.

A GRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—Steam Engines,
xi. Threshing Machines, Pumps, Carts. Ploughs. Harrows, Reap-
ing Machines, Garden Engines, Lawn Mowers, Garden Rollers
Chums, Garden Tools, &c. Improved Wire Netting. Delivered

Works, Brentwood, Essex

F. A. HAAGE, JuN.'s, WOOD GARDEN STICKS
and TALLIES (Commended by the Royal Horticultural
y).—The alovo can now be had of all sizes. Wholesale, of

"' ""
Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London,

TT'IBROUS PEAT, of fine quality, for Orchids and all
-L Potting purposes, and American Plants, may be obtained from
Farniugham Rojid Station, on the London. Chatham, and Dover Ratl-
way,by application to T. jKssop.FaniinghamWood,Famingham, Kent.

C
old

OCOA-NUT REFUSE
the

will 1

Now sold in bags, 1 for 2«., 10 for

iCs., 20 for 30s., 60 tor C6s., 100

for £0.

. Fourpenoe allowed for each

jt bag returned carriage-paid.

A Railway Truck-load (not in

bags), 40«.

Postage Stamps or Post-ofBce
Order, payable to J. Bahsbak
& Co. , Kingston-on-Thames.

__ __^ ^1^^
*

ROLL TOBACCO CLOTH.-The cheapest and best
article for Smoking Greenhouses and destroying the Fly ; equal

3 Tobacco in strength, 4d. per lb. ; over 10 lb.. Is. Iti.

', Gough Square, Fleet Street, E.C.
Post Office Orders pavahle Fleet Street.

By Royal Letters Patent.
TOBACCO TISSUE for DESTROYING RED SPIDER

MEALY BUG, THRIP, and other INSECTS.

tender plants. It will bo fomid
to the article generally used.
Sold in 1-lb. packages and upwards, prii

economical and very superior

Gd. per lb., by

GISHURST COM-
POUND, whether used

against Insects and Mildew, on
Growing Plants, or aa Winter
Dressing on Trees at rest,
shoidd be dissolved 48 hours
befuro use. This gets nd of
smell, and if the Solution ba
dec:mted, prevents any staining
of foliage. A strength of from
1 to 2 oz. to the gallon of water
is recommended for growing
Plants ; one from 4 to 10 oz. for
Trees at rest.

Sold Retail by Nurserymen
and Seedsmen, in boxes, Is
3s., and lOa. tid. each.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT

Plagues Of the Garden.

A PHIS U \- II. 'I,-,. I'.
,

,,| il, .,,,nlen, togetherxX with >--i\-. > li
-

; II , are immediately
destroyed. L. ,>. ~ ,,.-,,, i

, :
.

i.,
; n, n- i ii, i i cus or Plants.

See iyurd-i^t/-' r:. ...... .., Au^l^l i.>, i-.bo , mid "Gardeners*
Mag-izme," July 1, 1m;5,

Sold by Chemists and others, in Is. bottles, and 2j. 6d. a gallon.

CLIFF'S ANTISEPTIC FLUID.
Manufactured by F. C. Calvert & Co., Manchester.A Valuable Sheep Dip, a certain cure for Scab, and a powerfiil

of Infectious Diseases. For further particulars

LONG'S *' DIPPING" for TICK in SHEEP.
LONG'S "SPECIFIC" for SCAB in SHEEP.

LONG'S "MAGGOT LOTION" for SHEEP STRUCK by the FLY
Well-kni.w- -" " =

Wholesale-S. & E. Ra
Retail Agents in all parts.

PUBLIC NOTICE.—Owners of Stock are earnestly advised to
protect their Stock, by the use of

YTCDOUGALL'S PATENT DISINFECTING
i-VX POWDER, as recommended in both Reports of tho Royal
Jommission.

For washing the bodies of healthy and sick Cattle to prevent
infection, use McDOUGALL'S PATENT DISINFECTING SOAP.

CARBOLIC ACID at lowest prices.
Aluxandes McDougall. Manufacturing and Agricultural Chemist,

London : 11, Arthur Street West, Loudon Bridge, E.C.
Manchester : Riga Street. .Shudehill.

,*. Agents throughout the Kingdom.

TO BE LET, with Immediate Poaaession, a large
FLORIST BUSINESS, the Lease and Stock at a valuation or

otherwise. James Ovso, Mitcimm Common, Surrey, S.

To BE LET, a capital FARM of 135 ACEE8, in
JSouth Hants, with immediate possession, tn a Tenant who

will take Stock, Crops, Tillages, &c., at valuation. This to a gentle-
man requinng a pleasant country residence and valuable occupation
presents an opportunity which rarely occurs.
For p:irticulars apply with references to Mr. Jos£pn Dll'ndell,

Land Agent, Ac, Bursledon, Southampton.

T

To Farmers and Others.
PaBK, NeWTO.X-IV-THE-WiLLOWS, near LlVEUPOOL AND

HE EXECUTORS of the late James Wilson are
interested in this Property under a Lease which expires on the

; off. The entire rent payable Is £492 10s. per a , but that k

reduced by £405 for the parts let off. The land is well atiapted for a.
ley, and ia in a high state of cultivation.

The Bailiff, Mr. J efps, will show the Premises. Tenders to be sent
to Messrs. T. ti T. Martin, Solicitors, 1, Orange Court, Liverpool, oa
or before the 7th May next, but the Executors do not bind them*
selves to accept any Tender.
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^ale^ is Auction.

International Horticultural Exhibition.

MK. J. C. STEVENS lui> n.civrd m^t.urfions from
the Executive ConiiiiiU.jL' ul thu IhtLriLiitininl Unrticultunil

Kxhibition at Soutb Ketisuju'tnii, tu si'XL by AUCXluX, in tUe

BuildiDB, on SATURDAY, Sl;i7 iii. and f.illowint; days (Sunday
excepted) anv PLANTS. COLLECTIONS cf PLANTS, HORTICUL-

.T .-..(.T iL-ntf v'T-i.. i..„ n.„f .1... '-', may be desirous of

^ _. - _ lerefore solicits tliivt all persons intending so

to dVsi'Ose of their Plants, ^-lll immediately furnish, him witn a
Descriptive List for insertion in the Catalog

MK. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that he has
been honoured with instructions to prepare for SALE by

AUCTION, at Claremont Gardens, Esher, Surrey, on MONDAY,
June 4, and following days, at 12 o'Clock precisely each day, without

), by order of the Trustees of his Majesty the late King
of the Beljnans, the Choi
GREENHOUSE, and C

consisting of fine Specimou
Azaleas, Rhododendrons,

.__ Collection of STOVE,
I. I-nLIAGED PLANTS,

, <*range Trees, Indian

Oxylobiums. Cyt
French Geraniums, &c. ; ai

Plants. Eruitm^' and Succession i'mes, vines, &,c.

On view the Friday and Satuidav prior, and Mornings of Salo, and
Catalogues had ol Mr. J. C. Stevens, llorticnltiu-al Auctioneer and
Valuer, 38, King Street, Covent GarJon, London, Vi^.C.

SALE THIS DAY AT HALE-PAST TWELVE PRECISELY.
Bedding Plants, Carnations, Ficotees, Sec.

MR. J. C. STEVENS

SATURDAY, Mav 5, at

AZALEAS m bud, li[if i

PINKS, PICUTEES, ai

Pollock and other good v

Hardy and other Ferns,
" " ' -C..&C.

V the Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had,
Border Plants, i

iUf^TION, at

i: I.N ATA, Prize
l;.\.NIUMS Mrs.
;.i. iLhC Climbers,
Hoots, Rock and

Important Sale of Plants from Norfolk.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL ^^ \i < im
his Great Rooms, 3S, King Street, Cn\.. v>

MONDAY, May 7. at half-past 12 o'Clock pr^i
:

a CoUcction of YELLo\\ rAi;NA'll"Ns , , i il I

-

GERANIUMS and other I

'• Aim.'
DAHLLAS, andagreat v i; ..ine-rpi

ClLOice Bin. !.!. i:.>: i-'uasils

MR. J. C. STEVENS \m11 SELL bv AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

TUESD2VY. May 8, at half-pasc 12 oX'lock iprecisely, tb

Ofri

Verv Important Collection of Choice Shells.

MR. J". C. STEVENS has ictL-ived insh'uctions to
SELL by AUCTION, at bis Great Ruoms, 38. King St

Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY, May 9, at half-past 12
o'clock precisely, the First Portion of the Valuable and Select
COLLECTION of SHELLS, the Property of a Gentleman, deceased
late Resident at Mauritius, who spared no expense, for many year
past, in obtaining the most perfect and rare Hpecies that could be

the Sale.

I preparing, and will bo ready c :ek previous t

Miscellaneous Sale.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Groat Rooms, as. King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, oc

FRIDAY. May 11, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, PHOTO-
GRAPHIC APPARATUS, OhemicalH, Stereoscopes and Slides,
Opera and Race Glasses, Aneroid and other Barometers, and a great

Gladioli, Carnations. Geraniums, Uuhlias, &c.

M^
SATUKDAY, iU'
Coiifiti,,!, -f i'\r\- \Ti'i\-:, I'H .. iunk.s, violets,
HELIcMi ' II I - 1.1 \ I

I!
, . I'lILUXES, GERA-

NIUJ1-, -
I

I krbaceous Planls.
"

I

,

' i':ilogut!shad.

ImporLatiou ol li-are OrciiiUii Iroiii Mexico and India.

MK. .J. 0. bTEVJi^'S will iSELL i-, \i i nn\, ;,t

lus Ure:it Rooms, 38, King Street, C't.v. i, i.
,,ii

MONbAV. :.I;iy 14. at half.pasr. 12 o'clock l^rc , , :...n

of UKClIllJS, comprising, in perfect health, ,i n '.
. ; I. his,

and very rare and tine Odoutoglossnnis and Onciduiiiis, smne
"

' s of Epidendrum cnibesceDs, Ac, just arrived per Bteamer
Me: AIs. ) Collection of Saccolabiiuns,

Interesting Sale of a Curious Collection of Ancient
Kifles of the XVIItli and XVIIIth Centuries,

.1, C, STICN'K.XS KillM'
TUK

l-y AICTIOX,

Dr. Lindley's Botanical Library.

MR. J. 0. STEVENS bef;s to nnnounce to the
numerous applicants lor Catalogues, that he has SOLD the

above LIBRARY by Private Contract, In One Lot, to tho Royal
Ilorticultmal Society.

ion Rooms and Offices. 38, King Street. Covent Garden, London

ColK. M, .
, , ; 1,1 , I.I. ; ;

! .\ Vllth and XVIIUU
CEN'l'i II I at great trouble aiii
expeii-i'. I -ii' II.' ;(.!.. p. .i i:.;! t, .it various dates; aUn ^
very cumpiuLu L\<iii;i.uwiiui Ain;iuuL i- iKr.-AiiilS, viz., early Portable
Cannon, MaLcliluck, Whucl-lgck, iDj^ulct (several examples of this
very rare lock), and early Flint, Percuasioo, and Zindersloss Ouna
and PiatoK showing with unusual completeness the gradual deve-
lopment of Fire

V tho Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Important Sale of Scientific Instruments.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

FRIDAY, May 18, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a First-claas
Collection of Valuable PHILOSOPHICAL INSTRUMENTS,
PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS, and a vanoty of Miscellaneous

On^ V the Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Bedding-out Plants.

MR. J. C. STEVENS ^Mll SLl.L by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 3^, King .StiLLt, Covent Garden, \V C on

SATURDAY, May 19, at half-pa=t 12 (VCiuck precisely, an Assortment
of BEDDING GERANIUMS, C^VLCEOLARIAS. VERBENAS
CARNATIONS, PINKS, RUSTIC SEATS, STOOLS, &c.

Ou view the Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

M
cALuiiaiiTD Liuuij, Luu sLuciL ui uaruy uuu utueimouse rxanuj, meiuami;
several thousand in Pots, Valuable Stools, Pits, Frames, Propagating
floiLscs, Garden Implements, Horse, Carts, Dog Cart, 4c., to be
taken at a Valuation.
For further particulars apply to Mr. J. C. Stevems, Horticultural

Auctioneer and Valuer, 38, King Strott, Coveut Garden, who can
utroDgly recommend the before-meiitlOBo^ concern.

Dr. Lindley's Scientific and General Library.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs lo aimoimce that lie has
been favoured with instructiouh from the Executors of the

late Dr. Lindley to SELL by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms,
38, King Street, Covent Qaidec. W.C, on WEDNESDAY, May 30. at
half-past 12 o'Clock 'preciselv, without reserve, the MISCEL-
LANEOUS and GENERAL LIBRARY, being the portion not
taken by the Royal Horticultural Society, including many very
valuable works elegantly bound ; also, a MICROSCOPE, ana sundry
Miscellaneous Articles, being a portion of the Effects of the late

Dr. Lindley.
On new the Day prior and Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Important Notice.—To Sportsmen and Naturalists.
Tub Collection of South Afkicak Hunti>g Tbupuils wuich

ExHiniTED nv msi ix London and oruLn Ciiits.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to anuounce that he has
been favoured with instructions fiom the Esecutoi-s of the late

R. Gordon Cumming, Esq., to Offer for SALE by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 3s, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C., on FRIDAY.
June 1, and following days, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely each
dav, the verv Valuable and Interesting MUSEUM of NATURAL
CURIOSITIES, including, among other specimens, the following :—
25 Skulls of Lions, Tigers, Rears, and Panthers, Giraffe Head
Stuffed, 2 Elephants' Heads with Tusks, 8 Heads of Hippopotamus,
2 Indian Biiffalos, 10 African Buffalos, 2 Rhinoceros with Horns,
10 Sable Antelopes, 5 Roan Antelopes, 12 Oryx, 10 Koodoos,
2 Wapitis. 1 Fossil Irish Elk, 13 African Watei^ucks, 10 High-
land Rams, 30 Red Deer, 9 Fallow Deer, 60 Roes, 17 Carpa^
thiau Stags, 62 Rhinoceros Homs, 10 Lions' Skins, Robes of
Leopards and other Skins, Assagais, Knobkerrys, and Walking-
sticks of Rhinoceros' Horn and Shields ; also Heads of Hartebeest,
Gnoo-sprinbok, Blesbok, and many other specimens collected by
Mr. Gordon Cumming in Africa and elsewhere. Also a largo and
very valuable collection of EGGS of BRITISH BIRDS, from Golden
&)gle to Golden-crested Wren.
On view the Day prior and Murniuga of Suk-, and Catalogues had.

Periodical Sale of Poultry and Pigeons.

choice POULTRY and PIGEONS, from the yards and lofts of weU-

d Catalogues bad.

MlscellaneouB Assemblage.

MR. J. C STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Gre.it Rooms, ZS, Kin^ Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

FlUDAY, June 8, at h!ilf-past "12 o'clock precisely, a variety of
SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES. NATURAL UISTOKl' SPECIMENS,
JEWELLERY, BOOKS, PICTURE.S, 4c.
On view the Day prior and Morning of Sale, and Catalogues bad.

Seed of Ficea NoTdmanniana.

MK. J. C. STEVENS wUl SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street. Covent Garden, W.C,

dunng tho Month of MAY, SOU lb. of CLEAN SEED of PICEA
NORDMANNIANA.
The exact date of Salo and iXirthcr particulars will be ahortly

Importation of Tree Ferns from Melbourne.

MK. J. C. .STEVENS will SELL bv AUCTION. ,it

his Great Rooms, 3-^. KiUK Street, Covent Garden, W.C,
during tl>e Month of MAY, 100 very fine TREE FERNS from
Molbovune, including Dicksonia antarctica, Alsophila australis. Sic,
from 6 to I'i feet high.
The exact dato of Sale, and further particulars, will be shortly

New Zealand, Japanese, and other Curlosltlea.

MK. J. C. STEVE^NS wiU SELL by AUCTION, at
hia Great Rotuo^ .. . .

during the Seii^.n, 'y
- W.C,

tlliB Collection of JA1'ANE.SK.
\M) WAR CLUliS, SPEARS,

Consignnie

Important Sale of Specimen Stove and Greenliouse
Plants at Oxford.

J. C. STEVENS bi'-s lo uniiouiicr ibut ],< lias
been favoured with inBtriicLiin 'i i, M I - . i i

i tiu
late James Morrell, Esq., to SEI.I. I \'' li'''. " r ii.:-.t.s.

Headiugton Hill, Oxford, on FIU
and 19, without r

M^

M^
Collection of Establislied Orchids removed from

the Continent.
C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
eat Rooms, 3S, King Htrec-t, Covent Garden, W.C,

during the Season, a choice CoUocUon of ESTA-BLISIIEL>
0R,CHID8, the property of u Uentloman deceased, removed from
tho Contiuuut.
More detailed particulars and the Day of Sale will be shortly

Importation of Rare Plants from Sydney,
li. J. C. STEVENS wiU SELL by AUCTION,
during the Month of JDNE, at hia Great Rooms, 38, King

street. Covent Garden, W.C, several WARDIAN CASES of RAKE
PLANTS, shipped by an emment Firm in Sydney.
More diitailed particulars and dato of Sale will shortly bo

M
Portion of the Stock of Rustic Garden Work of a

weD-known Manufacturer.

MR. J. C. STEVENS U-ft to :innouiico that Iio will
include in Ills PLANT SALES weclily during the -Season,
Huantay of RUSTIC GARDEN SEATS, STOOLS, VASES,

1SASKET.S. Sc.
Onvlo T tho Mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Dried Plants.

MK. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, .it

his Great Rooms, M, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C,
dui-ing the Season, several small HERBARICMS, SPECIMENS of
WOOD, &c.. the property of a Botanist decea,scd,
Tho Day of Sale and further particulars will be shortly

the late Mr. H. Cuming's Duplicate Shells, being
the portion not taken by the British Museum.-

' " STEVENS begs lo u.inounoo tbi.t bo bus
lUred with instructions IVoiii tho Executors of the

SELL by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms,
INIt,:

^^,,^«t Garden. W.C, during tho Month of JUNE,
tbe valuable Collection of LAND and MARINK

.ken by the Trustees of the British Museum.
Nile and further particulars will be shortly announced.

Fossils.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C," " uf FOSSILiS, including

Tho Day of Sale and further particula J i^hnftly annomiced.

M.\hl6 Gifii :

.theMuiil,
and klxteiifiiVL '

of the wcU-liuoiui l.i.

Sweden.
The Day o Salo will shortly be announced.

M^ AUCTION, at

Medical Work^,

British Lepidoptera and uoleoptera.
^ri:. .1. (J. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
-^^ l liu CiLMt Rooms. 38, King Street, Covont Garden, W.C,
ilujiiv. Ujo ,soa.son. a Choice Collection of COLEOi'TERA and
LKl'llHU'TtRA, the property of a Gentleman deceased.
Tho Day uf Sale and further particulars will be shortly announced.

M'
Valual)le Shells.

R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
hi« ri,..^.„f o e. oo

g^j^pg .Strcet,_ Covent Garden. W.C..his Great Roi.,m.=, ^,
during tho Month of JUNE, .. „
the property of a Gentleman residing

Further particulars will be shortly announced.

SPECIMEN STOVE,' GREENll- ^l ~
I

,
. .i mi;,\mimal:

FOLIAGED PLANTS, consistiUB ol .splendid ^lipecinien Azaleas,
many in full bloom. Camellias, Orange Trees, Epacris, Ericas,
Acacias, Caladiunis, Crotons, Palms, and a great variety of other

y of which have been Exhibited, and obtained
Shows.

Two Days prior and Mornings of Sale, and Catalogues had
cmises, and of Mr. J. C. Stevens, 3i, Kmg Street, Covont

valuable Plants,
I'r

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL' by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, ^8. Kms: Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

MONDAY, May 21, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, an importation
of extra fine ORCHIDS from Ecuador and Columbia, among which
are the true and splendid Cattloya maxima, Odontoglossum Uallii,
cinhosum, aureo and luteo-pui-pureum ; Oncidium Schlimii, cucul-
latura, Diadema, macranthum ; Odontoglossum hastilabium, Lajlia
Wallisii, Trichocentrum albo-purpureum, Oncidium leopardinum,
and a great variety of other valuable Orchids from Mr. J. Linden's
Collections, and for Sale without reserve.

On view the Murplns of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Stoke Newington.

M^
ShacklowelT, 'n

by order of M;
required for tli.

' 50,000

rirfciscly.

.icdiately

4ouo Fuchsia
named Dahl
Chrysantheni ectioii -'i I 'Ui 1 1 1 1 rii

)f'Pits, a quantity of l-iuch 1_1u^v,,lIli i'ij.ii.

. Bricks, Paving, and numerous otiier Eltc-cts.

wed the Saturday prior and Morning of Sale. Catalogu
capital B'

May be
may be h:
American Nurseries, Leyt'

Epsom Nursery.
Sale of Ghkknholsk and Bhhding Plants,

ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are instructed
. Mr. J. R. Tanton to SELL by AUCTION, without reserve,

tho Premises, Epsom Niusltv, Kps^.nt, Surrey, near the Epsom
M^'

TilRailway Station, oi

precisely, 8000 Choii
mcluding the usual nuscu
May be viewed three i :do. Catalogues had c

the Premises; and of tho' AucLi.unjiji.'. ;iiiJ ValuorsV Amc
Leytonstoue, Essux, N.E.

Choice Greenhouse and Bedding Plants.
lyTESSKS. PKOTHEK(.>E

American Nurseries, Leytonstoi

Green Lanej, Stoke Newington.

known ;

Stoke Newinfftoii, on TrKSDAY, "M;i

about 8000 choi'-i-- (in KKN11"I'sK !'l,.\\r-
I-Yenc.h, Fancv .iii.i M. I r r.un> i

.
i

,

of Gold and \ v ; i -.
,

Thumb and ut 111 .
...:.., i

of the leadint,' \a , i
!. ! .,_''! i i..ir I

A choice assortment of about buu Chr>aa
Auriculas, Passiflora and other Climbers, «,i,. ^ uiov^ io,uw
BEDDING PLANTS, comprising Scarlet and Variegated
Geraniums, Fuchsias, Verbenas, Heliotropes, Ageratum, Salvia

Corastium, Petunias. Lobelia apeciosa, Calceolaria.'*,

;;m8, Alpino
also 18,000

. , , - Variegated
Fuchsias, Verbenas, Heliotropes, Ageratum, Salvia

pitteiut, k-ui-ostiiini, Petunias. Lobelia apeciosa, " '

Cupheaa, Gazania, &c., tho whole of which are well-gi-

best condition. Together with a light Spring Van, a small Tumbril

May bo viewed the Saturday and Monday prior to the Salo.
Catalogues m.ay be had on the Premises; and of tho Auctioneers
and Valuers, American Nurseries, Leytonsione, N.E.

To Tulip Fanciers and Others.
ly/TESSRS. PROTUEIiOE anb MORRIS are instructed

o'clock precisely, the wUole
iiliDg the best named varietlea,
CL-iohnitcd gruwc-rs, and a largo

Nurseries, Leytonstone, Eh:-

M^i

Nursery to be Sold without Reserve,
)EB OP TUB ExECUTOltb OF TUE LATE Mn. JaULS PKAtSOBI.

EILOART will SELL by AUCTION, on
; Garraway's, the FSCHOL NURSERY,

Held for

..J ,--- 1 valuable
J advantages of which the purchaser will

, Chancery Lane, E.G.

AsMord and Stanwell, Middlesex.

the Ajshlord Station, vu
South-Westem Railway,

whole is let on
expired term of three years from Michaelmas next,

to Mr. Edward Curtis, who will give early possession on reasonable
terms and will show persona over tho land.

Particulars may be had on tho Premises ; of Mr. W. Davesport,
Solicitor, 21, Ely Place, Holboni, B.C. ; at Garraway's; and of the
Auctioneer, 36, Bucklersbury, Mansion House, E.C.
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SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWEKS FOR 1866.

PATRONIZED ON FIVE SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1864 BY

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN,

AND ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF S.IXONY

;

AGAIN ON FOUR SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1865 BY HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN

ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF HOLLAND

;

AND ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF PRUSSIA.

tVEKY MACHINE
WAURANTEI).

IF NOT APPROVED OF, CAN

BE AT ONCE RETURNED.

APRIL, 180G.-ANOTHER 42 INCH HORSE MACHINE HAS JUST BEEN ORDERED FOR

THE ROYAL GARDENS AT KEW.

A. SHANKS AND SON HAVE TO INTIMATE THAT THEIR

MACHINES ARE THE ONLY LAWN MOWERS USED IN THE ROYAL GARDENS AT KEW.

These are the only Machines that can be depended on to give lasting satisfaction.

THESE ARE THE ONLY MACHINES THAT WILL MOW PROPERLY WHEN THE GRASS IS WET.

THESE ARE THE ONLY MACHINES THAT DELIVER THE GRASS WITHOUT STOPPINO, THUS SAVING AN IMMENSE AMOUNT OP LABOUR.

SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWERS are the only Machines that have been in operation in Her Majesty's Gardens for a quarter of a century, and they

are in daily use in all the Public and Principal Gardens in the Kingdom.

A. SHANKS AND SON have now ready for delivery a largo Stock of their celebrated LAWN MOWERS. The Machines have been manufactured by skilled workmen

of the best materials, and by the aid of the most improved Machinery.

A. S. AND SON have been particularly careful that the advantages in point of durability and simplicity of construction which have always been a peculiarity of their

Machines should still remain, and that no imptoTement be introduced which has merely novelty to recommend it.

SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWERS for 1866 are unrivalled for simplicity of construction, ease of working, and durability.

I Bu a Lady
12-inch Macliine 4 10 0/
14-inch Machine 5 10 By a Boy

SHANKS' NEW PATENT PONY and DONKEY MACHINE.
Width 01 Cutter. If with Patent DeliTenng Apparatus.

25-inch Macliine £12 10 .. .. 2.5s. eitra.

28-inch Machine 14 10 .. .. 30«. „

30-inch Machine 1.5 1.5 .. .. 30s. ,,

Silent Movement, 12*. 6(/. extra ; Boots for Pony, 21«. per set

;

Ditto for Donkey, 16s. per set.

PRICES, including Carriage to any Railway Station or Shipping Port in the Kingdom.

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HAND MACHINE.
Ewily worked Silent Movenieiit. . Width of Cutter. . Easily Worked. Hilont Moveniont.

IG-mch Machine £6 10 By a Manor Turn Boys \ . ^.^^
in .-^^i. iif„„i.:.,

.

n Mi fi j^.. ™ if.,,. — ; »„.. > IS. extra.
19-inch Machine 7 12 6 By a Man and Boy
22-inch Machine 8 7 6 U„ t.„. w,., / 7s. 6r/.

extra.

2-inch Machine ** 7 6 1 „ y, ,,

4-inoh Machine 8 17 6
\By Xuo Men

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HORSE MACHINE.
L Doltverian A,:paratii?.

36-inch Machine 22

42-inch Machine 26

48-inch Machine 28

40s.

40s.

Silent Movement, 20s. extra ; Boots for Horse's Feet, 24s. per set.

•, ORDERS EXECUTED ON THE DAT THEY ARE RECEIVED.

ALEXANDER SHANKS and SON, DENS IRON WORKS, ARBROATH.

LONDON OEFICE and SHOW ROOMS : 27, LEADENHALL STREET, E.G.

PARIS OFFICE and SHOW ROOMS : 56, BOULEVARD HAUSSMANN.

A. S. & Son keep a atock of all sites of Machines at their London and Paris Establishments, from which Orders are executed on the day they are receieed.

1^1.7, Leadetilui.il Strert it the only jtlace in London mhers intendiiiy purehmsri of Lanin Mowers oan clioose from a stock offrom 150 to 200 Machmei

AH sizes kept there, rvhetlier for Horse, Pony, or Hand Pmver. ___^__

Prlnte™, at thulr C

The Editor ; Advertisement, and Rmines, Letters to • The PQbli.her," at the Office. 41. Wellington
3'f«$' J"!"',?"i"'!;,%;''Scu[« of WhltefTlar.. City of London,

, - -burnPlacB.intheral-ishofSt-Piinerfts, in the Co. of Middlesex, and Frkdhrick Mollctt EviNS,of No. 11, Pouyerlo btrcct. in i.uu i iLt i

_q.TuR».T May 5, 1896.
I, Lombard Street, Prejinct of Whltefrlars! City of London, and PuhlUhed by them at the Onice. No. 41, Wollinfton Street, ParUh of St. Paul-a, COYcnt Uarden. in the wia Co. 3ituao«, la j
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Intcmatiooal

I Bedding Plants. 2s. 6d. per dozen.

J SCOTT, Merriott, Somerset, has now ready
• Bending oat his unriTallod Collection of tlio aboTo.

I CATALOGUES on applicatlOD.

Palavallcxuosa iJi a

Rockwork, material for

,

— :ko}'a) Horticultural ., 4

~ United Horticultural .. i

St.itiHtics.a^icultuntl..^! e, 4

Strawberry Friocess of

Table decorationa i

BEDDING PLANTS.— upwards of 100,000 vigorous
Plants of the leading varieties. Price from 2a. fld. per dozen.

boe CATALUOUE, forwarded upon application.

Jaubs Dicb3ov &, Suns, "NowLun" Nurseries, Chester.

Bedding Plants.

AKCHIBALD HENDERSON begs to announce that
bis DESCRIPTIVE and PRICED CATALOGUE Is now

publisbed. Can be had gratis and p jst free upon application.

Si'jQ Nursery, Thornton Heath. Surrey, S.

Bedding Plants, Bedding Plants.
TAMES IIOLDEK can supply VEUHENAS, SCAKLET
O and VARIEGATED GERANIUMS, DAHLIAS, CALCEO-
LARIAS, FUCHSIAS, PETUNIAS. LOBELIAS. GAZAMAS,
KONIGAS, CUPHEAS, &c. Eight dozen for 20»., or four dozen for

lOs. 6ii., hampers and package included.
Crown Nursery, Reading, Berks.

100,000 Bedding Plants.

CELWIN AND CO. beg to otfer the above, from
• 2s. 6d. to 6s. a dozen. Banker's reference or Post Ofiftco Order

Persons wishing to send the Gardeners' Chronicle i from unknown correspondents.

by Post should order ike Stamped Edition,
ciutolfvffia^; Mail miT""'

^'^"'^' ^"''' °' ^^^'''' T^^r^^ry,

r>OYAL nORTICITLTURAL SOCIETY,
t SOUTH KENSINGTON.

|

Notice.—A MEETING of the FRUIT and FLORAL COM-
MITTEES will be held on TUESDAY NEXT, the 16th Inat., at

\

1 1 o'clock.
I

iNTEKNATlONAL HUKTlCULTU'KAL EXHlliiTlON .

and BOTANICAL CONGRESS.
Under the Patronafte of Her Majesty The Qoekh, and of their Royal

Highnesses the Pbinck of Wales and the Dl-kk of Camuridok.
The EXHIBITION and CONGRESS wUl OPEN on MAY 22, and

continue till May 25. Subscribers' names will be received, and
Schedules and Prospectu.ses may be obtained on application to the
fiecroUiry. at the Offices, 1, William Street, Lowndes Square, London.

OYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S (jAKDENS,
Regent's Park.-SECOND GENERAL EXHIBITION of

PLANTS. FLOWERS, and FRUIT, WEDNESDAY, June 6. Tickets

C. Elwin&Co.,

"T3E1SECCA, the Hnest BEDDINO UEKANIUM ever
X\» raisea. Plants ready in May, price 6». each.—

(J (^ATAi.drjriR

ri" Nurseries, Chester.

strong. CATALOGUE with prices, on application, free.

A few dozens of VIOLA MONTANA, at Ca. per dozen.
T. J. Booth. Rainhill Nursery, Prescot, Luncaablre.

Ticket" Office,"^ &"t! Jam^s'sTlali.^by V^^^ TTUSSEY AND SON be^ to otter tine plants, well-
Society, price 6«., and on the day of Exhibition 7«. Cd. eacb. , Xi o8t.iblished—TOM THUMBS, 14s. per lUO ; SILVER-

) obtained at the Gardens, and of the Society's Clerk, Austin's

BIRMINGHAM ROSE SHOW, THURSDAY and Scarlet, Pinlc, and Salmon Zonale Geraniums.
FRIDAY, July 6th and cth—For Prize Lists, apply to "1 y\rOOD AND INGRAM oft'sr tine iturdy Autumn-struck

Mr. A. FoRitEST, Sec. Queen Chambers, Cheny Street, Birmingham. V V Plants of the aboT©, good Tarletlos, all named, well established

HnRTTCTTT TIIRaT TlINNPR it ST M ATJTIN'.^ 'n 31-tnch pots, andthorougnly hardened off, at 2&«. per 100, nackago
^7;.;V T ^. t -. ^-^^ mnTrVoTC?^ ., „, included. Names of Tariotiea sent may be leen In W. & I.'s NEW

r... ^^.f Long Acre. Utndon, W C . on THURSDAY. May 24. jjesCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, which will besonfcOQ pre-paid appli-
The Lord Henri Gordon Lehkox. M.P., V.P,R.n.S., m the Chair, nation Nurseries Huntingdon

*-
*-

**

Persons intending to be present should applv at onck (with .— -—

-

,,_,' --
,

~
remittance) to the Hon. Sec, as places are rapidly being Uken. T> EATON'S GERANIUMS, at Reduced Prices.—
Tickets, to Include a Bottle of Wine, 10«. 6d. each. J3 Indian Y'ollow, Donald Beaton, Orange Nosegay, Scarlet Oem,
"~ — Error of the Engraver^the^Tickets have boon Printed princess Lichtenstein, and Salamander, Is. each, Os. per '

Britlsli Fern Catalogue.

ROBERT SIM can now send, post free for six postage

stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their viLrieties, 3(t pages.

Including prices of Hardy Exotic Foms) of his NKVV and PRICED
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FEliN.S,

MRS. POLLOCK GERANIUMS, Vis,, 15.*., suul

J8s. perdoz. ; SCAKLET and VARIEGATED GERANIUMS,
VERBENAS, CALCEOLARIAS, FUCHSIAS, PETUNIAS,
LOBELIAS. KONIQA, Ac, packing included, £1 tho loo, 6(1 for

10s. Cd. NEW DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUE now ready

and fi-ee on application.

W. Hooper, Nurseryman, Seedsman, kc. New Wandsworth, S.W.

UTLER AND McCULLOCH'S Collections of Choict;
FLOWER SEEDS forwarded Post free.

NEW ANNUALS, 6s. and lOs. 6d.
HARDY DO., 2«. 6d..68.,10s., 20».

HALF HARDY DO., 4s., 7s. Gd., 15s., 30s.

For details of above Collections, see B. & McC.'s SPRING
CATALOGUE, sent free and post paid upon application.

Covent Garden Market, W.c,

THE REAUTIEUL GEM VLANT-CASES, tbr

Drawing Room and Table Decoration, Just Introduced by
Barr & SuGDEJi, are now on EXHIBITION at their Warehou.'io.

They are exceedingly elegant and soaaonable presents.

w,

, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Superb Double Hollyhocks.
'hb Finbst Collkctiom kver Offbrbd to the PanLio.

CHATER has a large Stock of fine healthy
Plants now ready, which ho c

See AdvcrLisenieiit <j

Address, W. Cn»ri i:. .'-in .

SELECT HULLYiii
a good season for plant i

otTer ^ood, strong, bloomn

William Perrt, Wiseman's, Sawbrldgeworth, Herts.

iV being
id bogs to

JIVERY AND SON beg to announce ttiat their
• DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES of AZALEA

INDICA, HARDY BRITISH FERNS, ROSES, C0N1FER.E,
OitAPE VINE.S, and SEEDS, may bo had on applicatloQ at their

Dorkmg Nursery.

Tuesday, May 24th, Instead of THURSDAY', May 24th. .. „ „„__.., __.^ „ ..

Richard Deaw, Hon. Sec. 8, Denmark Villas. Ealing. London, W. Seedling, Is. M. each, 12s. per doz. Amy Hogg, Is. (Jd,

VISITORS to the INTERNATIONAL HORTICUL- ^J^
P"

'^^HV^^lL^m^.^t*'

'"

TURAL EXHIBITION are respectfully invited to INSPECT
, *''P"Ul^?!tV'"'p"!"^

the HOSES, GERANIUMS (Beaton's race), and other Plants and

Fulgens, Pillar of Beauty, and Waltbam
per doz. Amy " - -

each, 18s. per doz.

Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

A VAN GEERT, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium, begs
• to announce that he has just published a SUPPLEMENT to

his GENERAL CATALOGUE of PLANTS, which may be obtained
on application of his Agonts, Messrs. R. Sildehhad It Son, b. Harp
Lane, Tower Street, London, &.G.

JAMES FAIRHEAD and SON, Seed Growers and
MEncnANTS. 7, Borough Market, London, S.E.

Now and Genuine AGRICULTURAL, GARDEN, and FLOWER
SEEDS. Special prices and advantageous offers on application.

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.AMES C -V U T E R and CO.,

ride from Shoredltch,

c
furnishing, including Madame Vaucber. Stella, Tom Thumb, Little free t

lAS'l'l V Kh'KMFDY FIG PlrniT'* nf thp ibnvp -m-w David, Ac; also 10,000 SCARLETS, in 4S-pots, Including Mrs.

i \^\ "5"
t ,o «y H 91 V 11 , 1 HI ?*^^J Pollock, Flower of the Day, Byou, Golden Floeco. ctoth of Gold, and

J nnnr be had at IDs, 6a. and 21s. each ; tho usual discount to tho ,
-

j* v i i »

I & Son, Edinburgh i

D, High Beech, Essex.

Fruiting Vines.

G. Wkllb, Grove Nursery, Coloman Street, Camberwell.

NEW FARM S E E D S of best selected quality.

PRICED DESCRIPTIVE LIST post froe upon appliovtion.

Jaues Dio&sok & SoKs, Seel Merchants, dec, 102, Eastgato Street,

Cliester.

VERBENaS.—State lowest cash price per 100, for good
stocky plantB, delivered at Windermere Station.

Jonii Gaiica, The Nurseries, Ambleside.

EG. HENDERSON and SON offer the above, with JNDiAN AZALEAS.—Eine bushy Plants, in 48-pot3,
• splendid Canes ol well-matured growth, with promluODt X_ the best named kinds, 18*. per dozen.

, Nurseryman, Epsom, Surrey.

M
„,._ . jrop of fruit, lOs. tid. eocii.

LIST of SORTS sent on application. ,

. „ „ *.
Wolllngton Nursery, St. John's Wood, London. N.W.

I
PeiTy'S NeW Verbenas.

AUKICE YOTNG'S-m^SCRIPTlVE LIST of i C^/J'ilLT.HJ'fi;!.'.. '„'.„",?!; ,!^??if.l°,"A,'.!!l?l °/
Conifcne, New and Rare Hardy I'lant8, Omameotal T

aapl
Trooi. and

r GodalmlnK, Surrey,

rilKANSFLAMTEU KUODOIJKNDKONS.—4-ycar-old
-1- Hybrids Raved from the choicest Crimson, White, and Claret-
coloured sorts, 12j. C<i. per lOO, or 1000 for £5.

KionARD ^utTH, Nurseryman, Worcester.

Roses in Pots.

PAUL AND SON, in addition to the NEW EOSES of
1S«6, can offer flne Plants of tho finest TEA-SCENTED

NOISETTES and best HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES In pots tor

VERBENAS, UARLIAS, UEKANIUMS
General Stoclc of Budding Stuff, upwards of 20,000 Plants, from

... . '^ ...
un. High Beech, Essex.

Notice.
begs to announce that he has
:ho full extent of his stock of tho follow-

ing NEW K(>SES:_DK. UNDLEY, BLACK PRINCE, LADY
snKKIELD.andOLOBc.lSA. A tow strone healthy plants of GLORY
OF WALTHAM, ELIZABETH VKINEHON, MADAME EMILE
li(JYAU, and PRINCE DE JOINVILLE, can still bo supplied at
S<. Cd. each.

i Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

V
N

ERBENAS, FUCHSIAS, I'ETUNLVS, ROSES, &c.,
New and Old, of only those that are worth growing. Nice Plants
ready to send out. DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES froo
u. Kmoiit. Floral Nui'sery, Hailstiam, near Hurst Green. Sussex.

EW and CHOICE SEEDS,—iiuiFi!Ve7bena; Builds
Tropieolum, Cyclamen persicum grandiflorura, Oiant lO-woelt"

fe
• -• „. .n Aster, Lllii , Intermediate Steele, James'8tock,Peri. ,

Prize Calceolaria, Barr's Select Strain of Primula, each 2s. 6(i. p. pkt." - '
"

12, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.BABIt & Sdi

Special Offer.

J SCOTT, The Nurseries, Merriott, Somerset, offers
• 10,000 LOBELIA SPECIOSA, and his new L. SPECIOSA

SPLENDIDA: SHOO CALCEOLARIA ACREA FLORIBUNDA,
4000 GERANIUM STELLA, and many other flno things (from his
unrivalled collection of 600,000 plants), at 16«. per 100 ; also 2000 flne
named DAHLIAS, at »». per lOO, hu selection. CATALOGUES

DO li B N AND S N S' splendid collection of
CALCEOLARIAS NOW fn BLOOM.

Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth.

RAYNBIKD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE, FOWLING,
A»n COMPAN Y, Limited,

Corn, Sebd, Manure, and Oilo.kk Mbrohants,
Address, 8ij, Seed Mariiet, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and Prices Post free on application. Prize Medals, 1661,

or Wheat : 1862, for " Excellent Seed Com and Soeda^

ZEA CUKAIillA, new Striped Japanese Maize.

—

Greatest novelty of tho season. Nowly iraportod Seed, la. and
in. (Id. per packet, sent post free.

BcTticn «I McCoLtocEi, Covent Garden Market, W.C.

Engllali-saved Sowing Rape Seed.
/CHARLES SEAIU'E and 00. have tho above to

Ttie Admiration of tbe World.
DOBSON'S UNRIVALLED CALCEOLARIAS.

Seed in sealed packets, \s. Od., 2it. f>d., Zs. dl., and &».

DoBsow & So58, Seedsmen, lelownrth, Lomion. W.

Blooming Felargonlums.
WOOD AND INtiRAal otJer very ti no Planta of good

named varieties of the aboro in &-mch pots at 0«. perdoi.,
46», per 100 ; and in 4-lnch pota. At. per doz,, 30«. per 100.

..._ ^.
g^g^ ,j, yf ^ J .y jjQ^ SPRING
at on prepaid application.

, Huntingdon.

TKfUEN BROWN'S Si^RINti i'LANT CATA-
LOGUE contains a very solect aasortmenft of BEDDING

I'S at low prices. Copies free.

Seed and Nursery hitablishment. Sudbury, Sufiollt.

PLANT

Genuine Garden Seeds.

WM. CUTBUSK AND SON'S DESCRIPTIVE
PRICED CATALOGUE of SEEDS, which contains every-

thing New and old worth growing, can be had poet Ireo on application,
Highgate, ijondon, N.

New Catalogue.
CHARLES TURNER'S CATALOGUE of PLANTS

for the Spring la now ready. It Includes lists of all the leading
Bedding Plants, New Dahlias, Pelargoniums, Kobob, Verbenas, and
select general Collections.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

GERANIUMS, VERBENAS, Ac, comprising flne Plants of
1 old varletteB. Gratia on application to
a. Jaues Faikueid Sl Son, T, Borough Market, London, S.E.

TO THE TRADE. — Pino ENOLISH WHITE
MUSTARD; fine ENGLISH SOWING UAPESEED, clean,

good-coloured samples, and^at low prices.

THE LONGSTANDER LETTUCE.—Most remarkable
for dmatlon without running, crisp and excollcnt. Packets

Sinrnns Bnowit. Sood Grower. Sudbury, Suffolk.

For Bouquets and as Cut Flowers
.

THE INVINCIDLE SCARLET SWEET PEA is

invaluable. Tbe colour Is Intense and permanent. Packets

6d., Is., and 21. (3d. each. Soldby tho principal Soedamon throughout

the kingdom, or of the Raiser,

STcrHEN Brown, Seed Grower, Sudbury, Suffolk.

AliniiEE"^S~~SEEDLiNG POTATO is the best

early roundwhlte Potato in cultivation, and can be obtained

at a moderate price on application.

Mr. S. A. Daihthke, Fendrai-ton, St. Ives, Hunts.

CAbiiAGE PLANTS.—Strong Drumheads for Cattle,

Early kinds, Battersea and Nonpareil, 3j). per 1000.

W. ViROit & Son, Wonersh Nursery, Qmldford, Surrey.

ETHERELl7sTRrZE SWEDE TURNIP.
Apply to W. Jackson & Co., Bedale, Yorkshire. ^^

Fine Long Red Surrey Carrot.
BUTTON AND SONS cau supply excellent new Seed of

5 the above at very moderate prico, which (accordini? to quantity

Btjuired), may he had on application.

Early Sheep Feed—Mustard and Rape.
BUTTON AND SUNS can supply go'Ki new Seed of the

5 above at very moderate prices, which may bo had on application.

Si TTON & Sosa, Seed Merchants, Uoadlng.
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BS. WILLIAMS, Victoria and Paradiso Nurseries,

• Holloway. Loodon, N„ has Ri-eat plensiire in offermg, for

the first time, the undermGntioned SPLENDID PLANTS. Every

care has been used in the selection of the several kinds, therefore he

trusts thoy will give the highest satisfaction.

AZALEAS.
The two following beautiful varieties will be found ^eat acqui-

Bitions, and B. S. W. feels confident that they must take fir^t rank as

exhibition- plants, PRINCESS ALEXANDRA beine raised from the

same parents as Elegantissima, which has proved to be one ol tne

best. The present variety will be found superior in quality, witn

much larger flowers, of a Bubstance never before met with—the most

iinportant feature tor prolonginR the flowering season. i^KlJNCM.&h

HELENA is recommended for its genei-ol usefulness, being a free

bloomer, and quite distinct in habit.

PRINCESS ALEXANDRA.—A beautiful form of Elepantissima,

with liowei-s 3i inches across ; petals round and smooth, of great

substance, slightly striped with deep crimson ; a profuse bloomer.

31.*. 6d.

PRINCESS HELENA.—Deep rosy pink, upper petals spotted with

lake. The transparency of the flowers causes it to be distinct

from all other kmds ; habit good and free, 21*.

RHODODENDRONS.
Those two elegant varieties are the Seedling productions of Mr.

Ti.,.,aio lofA of st.nl.-PL Vnrit .ind were exhibited by him a few seasons

tural Meetings, and received Certificates

pARTEirS CHOrCE EEDDINfx PLANTS —
V^ Well-assorted collections of strong plants, includmg basket and
packing, at the following prices :-

of Merit as valuable additions for greenhouse decoration, being of

free-flowering habit, a feature much wanted in a Greenhouse
Rhododendron.

DENISONIl.—A Seedling from Dalhousianum. crossed with Edce-
worthii and Oibsonii ; a very fine variety, with splendid habit,

weli-fumished with clean-looking flattish elliptic leaves and large

campanulated flowers, pure white, with a lemon stain towards

the base, very elegant (figured in the 'Floral Magazine' for

May). 21s.

McNABBII.—From ciliatnm, crossed with Edgeworthii ; a very

handsome plant, dwarfish in habit, with smooth elliptic leaves,

and beautiful large bluah-whito flowers. 2l8.

ACHIMENES.
Six beautifW varieties raised by Mr. Parsons, ol Welwra, and far in

e of any yet sent out. PINK PERFECTION the s

r separate colours. Received Certificates of fi t frorii the Floral

Committea,

ADVANCE.—Flowers deep reddish purplo, with a light spotted eye,

shaded towards the margin, quite distinct. 7*. M,
ARGUS.—Colour rich plum, large deep oranjio eyo. spottwl with

carmine, upper lobes of the flowers beautifully rayed towards the
margin. 7s. 6d.

AURORA.—Flowers 2 inches across ; colour rich heavy scarlet, with
hght yellow eye, very effective. 7s. CJ.

GRANDIS.—Flowers deep violet colour, with a deep orange eye,

finely spotted and shaded with carmine. 7*. Od.

PINK PERFECTION.—Flowers very large, colour magenta rose;
the upper part of the eyo rich carmine, the under lobes beauti-
fully rayed with violet, very fine. 7a. 6rf.

STELLA.—Flowers 2i inches across, clear magenta, orange eye,

spotted with carraino. nicely serrated, distinct and beautiful.

7s. W. The above set for 40«.

Just Published, post tree 12 Stamps
(Gratis to Customers).

CARTER'S NEW BOOK,

BEDDING PLANTS for SUMMER DECORATION
r.( the FLOWER GARDEN. See original article on tlie above

in the Illustrated Plant Supplement of Carter's " Gardeners' and
Farmers' Varte M

Select Catalogues of Seeds and Plants, ^
ROBERT PARKER beers to announce that his NEW

PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, containing
Select Lists of the best varieties of Vegetable, Agricultimvl, and
Flower Seeds New and Rare Plants, kc, are now published, and will

be forwarded to applicants. All Seeds are warranted to bo of the

Exotic Nursery, Tooting. SuiTey, S.

JOHN AND CHARLES LEE, Seewmen to the Queen,
beg to olTer sealed packets of the following CHOICE FLOWKR

SEEDS, .saved from the finest strains. Per Packet^s. f(. a.d.

CINERARIA, from named flowers 2 fi and r.

CALCEOLARIA, a superb stock*1J 2 C and 6
PRIMULA FIMBRIATA, RED "

Royal Vineyard Nursery and Seed Establishment, Hammersniith,

Choice Bedding Geraniums.
THOSrAS PKSTRIUGE run supply strong Tlants of

MRS. POLLOCK, at 123. per'dozon.

Per doz.

—

s.\ d.
I

Per doz.— if. d.

Cloth of Gold .. ..4 Ellen Lindsay .. ..4
Madame Vaucher . . ..40 Christine 30
Stella ..4

I
Variegated, In varieties .. 4

Show and Fancy Geraniums in large fiO-Pots, at 8«. per do2on.
Coleus VersclialTeltii, 4s. per dozen.

Terms Cash.
The Greenway Nursery, Uxbridge, Middlesex. ^^^^

Choice Zonal Geraniums for Bedding.
iJALTJLVltSH AND SON ofler the follo\ving in strong;

(O Plants, suitable for immediate use :

—

M RS. PuLLOCK, 12s. to IS* per dozen.
*•• LUNA.—Rich golden leaf, with deep chocolate zone, good habit,

and vei^ effective, 30s. to 42s. per dozen.
••• LITTLE TREASURE.—A very dwarf variety, with slightly zoned

leaves and bright scarlet flowers, very suitable for edges or
small beds, 18s. per dozen.

N. B.—The stare aflixed to the above, which were sent out hero last

season for the first time, denote tlio awards of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society at tholr trial grounds

Moulsham Nurseries, Chelmsford,

NEW DESIGNS
FERNERIES and FERN CASES._ See Illustrated Plant Sup-

plement

SWAINSONIA MAGNIFICA.
Figured in the "Floral Magazine."

A fVee-growing and free-flowering greenhouse climber ; native of
Australia. Uabit and character partakes of both the Ollanthus and

planted out in a border for

THUNBERGIA FRAGBANS.
B. S. W. believes thia to be the most useful plant he has ever had

great substanca It continues flowering throughout the year, but
principal period is during the winter months, a time when ""

flowers are scarce. Although grown in a warm stove, it has
shown the least sign of red spider, a most important feature :

class of plants. 10s. 6<l.

of the Amazon. In growth much resembling P. quadn

Just Published, post tree 12 Stamps

CARTER'S NKW BOOK.

VARIEGATED an.l ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGED
PLANTS for GARDEN DECORATION.—See original article

the above in the Illustmted Plant Supplement of Cakteb's
" Gardeners' and Farmers' Vade Mecum."

3 very omamentTj, being n

R &. Co., 237 k 238, High Holbom W

New and Beautiful.
• BEST GEKANIUMS extant for
BEDDING are-

Variegated Little David [ Glowworm

Indian Yellow | Enamel
r for carriage. The 12, in fine plants, £1 Is.

'
"

1 Ca.stle Hcdingham.

May. Attached is Mr. Robert Fish's description, wbo
has had it on trial the last two seasons :— " April 12, 1806.

•* The Brilliant Superb Scarlet Geranium is ono of the very best for

bedding in the dower garden or for flowering in jrots or boxes. It ha.s

the fine compact habit of the old Brilliant, but is rather more
luxuriant in growth, has bettor foliage, which is much more treely

supplied with white blotches of a clear colour, and the trusses of
flower and tho individual flowers are much larger and of a richer

hcarlot. 1 havo no hesitation in speaking of this variety a
most satisfactory that <

of tho
1 be used, after ti-ying it for two seasons.

' R. FiBu, Puttcridgo Bury. Luion, Beds."
• The usual alio D the Trade.

First-class Certificates.

GEO. SMITH is now sending out his magnificent
Nosegay Geranium LE GRAND, together with Zoiiale Gera-

niums CHrEFTAlN, SIR ROBERT PEEL, OLADIATEUR. PINK
PERFECTION, Ac, the finest collection ever offered, and havo
received 10 First-class Certificates.

G S. is al.so sending out his two fine Double FCCHSIAS, and now
offers the above for the first time. For description see CATALOGUE
In exchange for one postage stamp.

Tollington Nursery, Ilomsoy Road, Islington, London, N^

ED D I NG~PLAN TS~ "B E D D ING"~PLANTS.
Extra-strong plants of the following now ready, well-established

GERANIUMS, in 25 or 60 varied shades, less or more, 100, £1 6s.-,

200, £2 6s. ; 600, £5.

VERBENAS. 25 finest sorts, 100, £1 ; 200, £1 17s. dd. ; 500, £3 10j».

100 BEDDING PLANTS m pots, in 20 varieties, Including Dablloa,

Geraniums, Verbenas, &o., for j61 ; 200 ditto, £1 15s.

;

600 ditto, £4 4«.

CATALOGUES free. Post Office Orders payable on Caatle

Wm. Dt Sible Hedingham, Essex.

3ofO
a temperature.

PELARGONIUMS, BEDDING.
e raisodbyShtrloy Hlbbord,
ell known that this gentle-

Just Published, post free 12 Stamps
(Gra' ts),

that has been raised. :liiii

CARTER'S NEW BOOK, „„„^„..r10A ILLUSTRATIONS of GEOMETRICAL
1/VU DESIGNS for FLOWER BEDS, with samples of the

most admirod Bedding combinations. See Illustrated Plant Sup-

this "clasT'of ploment of Carter's '* Gardeners' and Farmers* Vade Mecum.
xperimental garden every kmd jA^trs Cab . 237 and i3S. High Holhoro, W C

citing or proving their worth a

regards habit and novelty by cuiupari.son, &c He has already raised
several valuable kinds, but prior to this season none have been sent

t under his name. B. S. W. has prevailed upon Mr. Hibberd to
all that they are eachallow him to use his name. This will

varieties of more than ordinary merit, and real novelties.

ANDREW MARVEL.—Leaves bright green, with broad brownish
6 flowers, large, and of remarkable substanca and smoothness ;

I. 6d.

dark smooth
circular flowers, colour French white, shading to delicate
blush, large globular tnisses, very distinct and beautiful. 7s. 6d

11, W. LONGFELLOW.—Flowers finely formed, colour deep salmon
flesh with red centre, with trusses large and globular ; leaves
dark, green, with brown zone ; a very fine variety. 7s. StL

KATE ANDERSON.— Flowers average size and fonn, trusses
globular, colour the most brilliant shade of true scarlet

;

blooming profhsely, likely to prove the most effective scarlet
\ jj;

the garden:
vory large and smooth, top petils the

I

like the nn
3, colour deep red ; leaves pale green, ""' '

" " "

"i^ARTEIl'S" NEW JVPA^'EbE blRIPED
V^ LEAVED MAI/E
Tho following is an extract from TItf Ame, icaai Agr>£ulturist of

18G0 :—"Every Ribbon Grass of
marked with white stripes,

the showman's zobra, are ' nary

I foliage : flowers large, well formed,
rosy pink, shading to white ; trusses
irapruvement on Beaut

PELARGONIUIM ROSALIE (Hollawd).

The peculiar good qualities of this variety consist of freB and
Compact habit of growth, with a moderate supply of rich salmon-red
flowei's of great substance and e-xcellentt form j large trusses, welt
furnished with flower-buds; mounted on stouo stalks, well above
the foliage. For Winter Decoration it will be found, invaluable.
Received Certificates during the past season for its genei-al

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Holloway, London, N,

..uc.^v.,^.^^.. .
.of them alike.'

much like the Ribbon Grass magnified ; its leaves

present the same contrasts of colour, and quite as great a variety m
their .markings. Ven- rarely an occasional plant with variegated

leaves will appear In a field nf conmioa com, but we never knew one

of these sports to be perpetuated. The Japanese, who have a great

fancy for horticultural stripes and speckle.-?, have succeeded

blishhigtho peculiaritv. so that it is perpetuated wit^ ""'"' "

by the seed. Our frieiid Thomas Hogg sent home
novelty to his brother, who planted about i of

saw the piece when the plants w "" "' *

to flnd any in which the leaves

tho leaves were striped, with
learn that this disappears as uno i/i«.»«= s . v^~ Ta-" Z
of growth, Mr. Hogg thinks it belongs to a species of Zea difl^eaent

froiii our ordinary Indian Com (Zea Maya). We judge that it will

prove very eflective when placed in ornamental groups.'

Price per packet, Is. and 2s. 6rf.

The abova maybe had direct from the Importers on receipt of

postage stamps. A plant of thia beautifUl

their Holbom Establishment.

3 that it is perpetuated with great
- " -— • ^ "•- geed of this

with it. We
foot high, and failed

ero not marked. At that age,

colour as well as white, hut we
the'plai^ts get older. From its habit

ivelty may be s

„«...,.. ^„.w^.. & Co., 237 & 238, High Holbom, W.C.
Cadtiom.—The Japanese Maize Is not Identical with tho Striped-

headed Zea Curagua,

i the principal Florists in tho United Kingdom ; also in America,
Australia, IJolginm, Brussels, Canad.a, France, Denmark, Guernsey,
India, Jersey, New Zealand, 4c. 3iHW Packets of this strain havo
been already sent out by ua since January 1, 1868.

Sealed packets,

;

packet will produce ft-om 250

CINERARIA (ft.

A List of the
.3 will be given next week.

DoHBOi* & Sons, Heedsnii

(irf.. &s. each, post freo. A 2s. Qd.

Prize Flowers), I

, Isleworth, London. W.

New petunia, Illuminator.

GEORGE CLAilKE has now ncady for diPposal

strong Plant* of this unique variety; it was exhibited at

Regent s Park, Juno 14. 1S65 (the only occasion on which it him been
shown>, and was awarded a First-class Certificate.

Mr Shirley Hibberd, in the "Gardeners' Magazine," June 24,

l^io, speaks of it accurately thus :—" Another equally meritorious

subiect was a new Petunia from Mr. Clarke, of btreatham, and I

im portn-utar in calling attention to it, because I do not name a

tQlrd part of the new Petunias I see, for the simple reason that they

ire generally rubbish. This fine i>eedling Is called II -'-.—

flower is fairly expanded, i_ ,

.

This is distinct from all other Petunias of the class, t

back 80 far as Mrs. Ferguson, and 1 think vriU beat them all."

Tho plant is of neat habit, and robust i

doubtless, become as popular m the fiower gardei
I constitution, and will,

Price 3a, 6d. each. The vi 1 allowance to the Trade if Three c

"Nurseries, Streatham Place, Brirton Hill, S. ; and Mottingham,

Primula, Calceolaria, &c.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SUN are now sondinp: out

SEED of their superb PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA,
which has for many years given groat satisfaction.

The OaTdcTiei-s' Chronicle of the 6th of January. In Notices to

Correspondents, says :—•* Tho blooms sent are remarkably flno,

richly coloured, full, and denaely fringed; they are evidently thy

produceof a capital strain."

The Joarnal of Horticulture of the 23d of January, says thatr—
" The finest and richest coloured Chinese Primulas we have yet seen

are those raised by Messrs. Cutbush & Son."

Sealed packets 2s. 6d. and Za. fid. each,

CALCEOLARLi (James").—This is the finest herbaceo xia variety

extant. Per packet 2s. 6(i. and 3s. fid. each.
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INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION.

B. S. WILLIAMS
Bcffs respectfully to invite VISITORS coming to London to this Great Ilorticultural Gathering to INSPECT hi^

KEW VICTORIA NURSERY. Although exhibiting some hundreds of Plants at South Kensington, the Nurseries

during the Exhibition week will contain much to interest, and will be well worth a visit.

CARRIAGE ROUTE from WEST END.—By way of Albany Street, Regent's Park, Park Street, Camden

Town, Camden Road, and HoUowiiy Road.

OMNIBUS ROUTES.—The Farouriie Omnibuses from the London Bridge Railways and Bank, Victoria Station,

Charing Cross, Strand, and Chancery Lane, Brompton, South Kensington Museum (close to the International

Horticultural Exhibition), Piccadilly, Regent Sti-eet, and King's Cross, arrive at and start from the entrance of the

Nursery every five minutes. _^^

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES (near the Higligatc Archway), HOLLOWAY, N.

CLIANTHUS DAMPIERL

MESSRS. YEITCH & SONS
OFFER NEWLY IMPOUTEIi

SEED OF THIS MAGNIFICENT GREENHOUSE PLANT
At the following low prices.

THE REED IS GUARANTEED TO GROW WEtX.

6 Seeds, Is. ; 12 Seeds, Is. 6d. ; 30 Seeds, 3s. ed.

Sjyrcial ofers to the Trade on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERIES, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

MESSRS. E. a HENDERSON & SON^S
SPRING CATALOGUE

COXT.UNS, WITH MANY OTHERS, BESCUIPTIONS AND PRICES OF THE EOLLOmNG
GARDEN DECORATIVE PLANTS :—

CANNA NIGRICANS.—Rich deep red coloured leaves, an eEFective

broad leaved plrnit,

VITIS HETEROPHYLLA FOLIA VARIRGATA.— Dwarf and
elegant picturesque leaves, as seen at Battersea Park.

VERDENA Celestial blue. — Tho best Wuo bedder.
Per 100.

„ QUEEN of ENGLAND.—White ; the moat splendid truss of

any Verbena out.

„ PRINCESS VICTORIA.—A very elegant variety for ground
surface effect, in any design or extent.

„ SCARLET CUSHION. — A flno pot plant, and for every
bedding purpose, riband rows, margins, or entire bod.

LOBELIA SPECIOSA SPECTABILE—The best deep bluo, sur-
passing the old L. sneciosa. Per 100.

,, SPECIOSA PICTURATA—Elegant and effective, white with
bluo margin. Per ItW.

„ TALL HERBACEOUS VARIETIES. — New continental
hybrids, of great variety in colour, and fine largo petals.

- Is. yrf. and 2«. Crf. each.

ORCHIS MACULATA SUPERBA.—A beautiful hardy species.

FUCHSIA, FULGENS MULTIFLORA PUMILA. - A proftise

edging plant, 3 to fl Inches high. Per 100.

THE ELIZABETH IMPERATRICE FORGET-ME-NOT. — A
boiutiful new rich coloured variety.

CLEMATIS LANUGINOSA NIVEA.—Now and splendid pure
white-flowered variety.

MIMULUS.—With double flowe

GERANIUM STELLA (Noseqa
bedding plant.

„ GARIBALDI (Scarlet).— Unique and perfect habited plant
for bedding, pots, or vases, a- -* — — ^

„ QUEEN of WHITES—Dwarf
white for bedding.

„ KINO of WHITES.—Largest and flnest truss in tho white
aectioD.

DOUBLE-FLOWERED GERANIUMS, GLOIKE DE NANCV.

—

'
double-flowered scarlet Geranium, finest In the

WILLIAM BULL, F.L.S., begs to intimate that
during tlio International Horticultural Exhibition he will

SENDING OUT for the firtst time several NEW and
BEAUTIFUL PLANTS introduced itova Madagascar, Peru, Pbillp-

pine Islands, St. Catherine's, Rio Negro, Costa Rica, Para, Port
Natal, Java, Janan, Ascension, Feejee Islands, ftc.

Names and descriptions will be hereafter annoimced. Meantime
inspection is invited.

To Intending Exhibitors at the International
Horticultural Show at South Kensington.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will feel greatly obliped to

Gentlemen intending to DISPOSE of their PLANTS, Ac, by
AUCTION after the Show, if they would forward to him without
further delay a detailed list for the Catalogue, and at the same timo
to state whether they would like the Plants advertised in the
Oardaiers' Chronicle of Saturdays, May 10 and ^6.

Auction Rooms and Offices, 38, King Street, Covent Garden. W.O. '

pHOICE VARIEGATED PELARGONIUMS,
Mrs. Pollock

I
Golden Vaao I Rainbow

Sunset • Snowflako Burning Bush
Yellow Belt Plcturata 1 Princess Alexandra
Golden Tom Thumb | Argua | Fontainebleau
The above I'J choice varieties, euitable for exhibition, for 21s.

basket and packing included.
Address, Alfre

Remittanc(

Choice Seeds from Perfect Specimens.
rr^HOMAS WILD, Ipswich, confidently recommends
X his superior PRIMULA SEED of world-wide celebrity, 2a. Cii.

per packet, saved from the flnest strain in cultivation.
Standard Cucumber, Orion Melon, Hollyhock, Pansy, Polyanthus,

and Balaam at Is. per packet, saved from growers who spare no
expense to obtain the best. Address

Thohas Wild, Seedsman, &c., The Prlmulary, Ipsfflch^

WOOD AND INGRAM otior fine VERBENAS, by
name, in various colours, good plants, well-catablished ;

single pots; also HELIOTROPES, i
''

' ' -'

'" package included.
I tine varieties, at :

Nurseries, Huntingdon.

Superb Double Hollyhocks.
WILLIAM CHATER begs to remind the Atlmirer3

of this beautiftil flower that now is the best time for planting

it out to insure lino spikes and blooms this season.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES, with instructions for its Cultiva-

tion ; also prices of Plants per dozen, 100, or 100<>, may be had on
application.
Seedlings from best named varieties, 43. per doz., or from 20s. to

30*. per 100.

Bloomed Seedlings, with colours named, very fine, 6s. per doz,, and
from 308. to 408. per 100.

d saved from the finest

28. 6d. and 5». per packet.
In Collections of 12 separate named varieties, extra fine, 10s.

;

6 varieties, extra, 59.

! named varieties, all good show flowers, 7^. Gd.
do. do. do. 4s.

i CiiATER, Nurseries, Saffron Walden, Essei.

2s. Gd. each, smaller.

NEW IVY-LEAVED GERANIUM, PELTATUM ELEGANS.-
charming3-coloured flowers

;

With very elegant
variety for blending with the white.

Also for Special Notice,
TACSONIA VAN-VOLXEMII.—BeautitXilHcarlet-floweringclimber;

habit of Passion Flower; strong. 2s. Gd- and 3s. Od.

CLERODENDRON BALFOURII. — Remarkably elegant and
beautiftil climbing shmb. 33. 6d. and 6«. each, strong.

WELLINGTON NURSERY, ST. JOHN'S WOOD, LONDON, N.W.

MRS. NICHOLSON, EggIescUl{e,"Yarm, Yorkshire,
has great pleasure in sending out these very fine new kinds,

raised by her lalo husband, who devoted so much attention to
Strawberries for so many years. These have now been fully tested
for three years, and the descnptions given are taken from the
Gardeners' Chronicle of J\Uy 2fi, 1S63, from a report of the " Yarm
Strawberries."
AJjICE NICHOLSON.—"Fruit conical, flesh yellowish, solid and

luscious ; sizo medium, with a very rich Pine and Hautbois
flavour, and a good bearer." It is also quite hardy. 25 plants,
208. ; 60 plants, 35a. ; KM) plants, C0«.

GLORIA.—"A good-sized handsome round fruit, with a rich piquant
Hautbois flavour ; a very heavy cropper, and altogether a first*

class kind." 26 plants, 20S. ; 60 plants, 358. ; 100 plants, POs.

PRINCE GEORGE (originally named New Orb 1-" A good-sized
handsome round fruit, moderately rich and juicy, a good boarcr,
and thosu who want a large handsome Strawberry will find it

hero." 2j'. pl.ants, 20s. ; 50 plants, 36s. ; 100 plants, 60s.

PLOVER.—"uut of the large number which 'should tw introduced, la

one Mr. Ewbank, tho Superintendent of the Gardens, has named
Plover, a medium-sized fmit, of a rich scarlet colour, with a very
rich luscious Uauttwisjflavour.and a good bearer." 25 plants, 204.

;

60 plants, 35s. ; 100 plants, 60a.

N.B.—A remittance must accompany each order.

VERBENA CRIMSON EING,
AS DESCRIBED IN FORMER ADVERTISEMENTS, NOW BEING SENT OUT BY

THOMAS METHVEN,
LEitH WALK NURSERIES, and 15, PRINCES STREET, EDINBURGH.

GENERAL PLANT CATALOGUES FOR 1866.

JAMES YEITCH & SONS
BF,0 TO ANNOUNCE THAT THE UNDBRMENTIONED

CATALOGUES FOR THE PRESENT SEASON
ARE NOW PUBLIHHKD, AND WILL BE FORWARDED POST FREE ON APrrJCATION.

A GENERAL CATALOGUE of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, including OHCHIDS, FEllNS, ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGED PLANTS, AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS, &c

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of HARDY TREES and SHRUBS, including CONIFERJE, AMERICAN PLANTS, and the most recent JAPANESE Introductions.

A CATALOGUE of SELECT SOFT-WOODED and BEDDING PLANTS, including the most desirable NOVELTIES of the Season.

W J- r. ^ SONS' CATALOGUE of NEW and RARE TT.ANTS of their own introduction will be published on the 15//i of May.

THE ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY; KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
'
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NEW AND BEAUTIFUL PLANTS FOR 1866.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS,
IX SUBMITTING THEIR

ANNUAL LIST OF NEW AND BEAUTIFUL PLANTS,
HAVE GREAT PLEASURE IN DIRECTING ATTENTION TO THE MANY FINE NOVELTIES THEY ARE THIS SEASON ENABLED TO OFFER.

The whole of these having been introduced by J. V. & Sons direct from their native habitats, are now offered for tlif first time, and can be confidently recommended i

being really distinct, and most desirable acquisitions in their respective classes.

K.Il. Orilo-R an noiv being taketij and the Plants will he delivered on and after the 2oth of this month.

ATHYKIUM LATIFOLIUM (Presl).

A distinct liwdy Fern, found by Mr. Tearce In Chili, from whence it has been Idtroducod.

Thoui;h having the texture and fi-uctification of Athyriuni Pillx-fa>mina, it is abundantly distinct, not

only in structure, but in its apparently smaller size, and on the whole bears more the aspect of

Asplenium Janceolatum than of the Lady Pern, while from the Atbyrium latifolium of the Lake

District it is altogether dissimilar. A nice addition to any collection of hardy Ferns.

Piico Is. Ul. each.

ACROSTICHUM ATJREXTM:.

This is a fine boltl-habited semi-aquatic Fern, attainiug a heiRht of 3 feet, introduced by Mr. John

G. Veitch from Cape Yuri;, Australia. The Ironds are of a pinnate form, the pinuso being oblong,

sometimes emargmate, and at others almost cuspidate, the lower pinna) of the tall erect fronda beieg

entirely barren, and the upper ones wholly fertile. The venation foniis a peculiarly neat and compact

network of fibrous tissue. It Is xisually found on tho margins of rivers near the sea. Its striking habit

renders it eminently worthy of a place in every collection.

Trice 10s. Od. each.

BEGONIA PEARCEI.

This very beautiful species, which i.s botanically nearly allied to B. clnnabarina, was introduced

from La Paz by our collector Mr. Pearce, whoso name has been associated with it. It possesses the

quality bo seldom found in the same plant, of having both beautifully coloured leaves and largo showy

flowers; and in a mo.st a&sirable acquisition to this popular section of plants. Its foliage is very

pretty, the upper surface being of a dark velvety green, traversed by pale straw-coloured veins, and the

under aide of a dull rod colour. The flowers aru largo and bright yellow, and are borne on slender

stems well above the foliage. It is figured in the November number of the " Botanical Magazine " for I8C6,

and has received numerous awards. Price 10a. Cd. each.

BERTOLONIA GUTTATA.

A very fine variegated Melastomad, received by us from Madagascar, although Its native habitat l^

probably Brazil. Us ovate leaves, which exceed 6 inches in length by 3 inches in breadth, are of a dark

olive green colour, profusely marked with lines of beautiful rose-coloured spots, which present a

charming contrast. It forms a handsome dwarf stove foliage plant of good habit and free growth, and

cnn bo recommended as a decided acquisition to any collection. It is figured in the " Botanical

Magazine" for August 18G5, and has received a First-class Certificate from tho Floral Committee of the

Royal Horticultural Society. Price 16s. each.

CALATHEA (3MARANTA) VEITCHII.

It is with very great satisfaction that wo are now enabled to distribute this remarkable plant,

which 19 universally acknowledged to be not only the finest of all MaranUads, but one of the most

stiiUing and beautiful of all tropical varlegated-follaged plants. The credit of introducing it to Europe

s due to Mr. Pearce. who found it In Western Tropical America, and It has been named after the late

Mr. Veitch, of Exeter, with whom it was a special favourite. In habit it is bold and stnking, attaining

a height of more than 2 feet. The leaves, which when fully grown measure 14 inches by 9, are glabrous

on both sides, and marked both on the surface and underneath with beautiful crescent-shaped

blotches, those on the upper side being light green, and on the lower of a rosy purple. No description

can do Justice to this ornamental plant, which must bo seen to be appreciated. It Is thus described

by Mr. Moore, in the "Proceedings of the Horticultural Society:"

—

" A beautiful variegated plant, with bold leaves finely coloured ; the \mdcr surfeco Is of a purplish

wine-colour, the upper of a deep shining green, blotched with conspicuous patches along each side of a

yellowish green, almost Verging on grey. Tho contrast is very marked, and the whole plant

vory beautiful."

It Is figured In the "Botanical Magazine" for October, 18C6, and in addition to having been

awarded numerous prizes at the London Shows, It gained the first prize for New Plants at the

Brussels International Exhibition of 1S04,

Price, First Size, strong plants, lOfia. oaah ; Second Size, smaller plants, 633. each.

COLEUS GIBSONII.

A prettily-variegated plant sent by Mr. John G. Veitch from New Caledonia, where it was

discovered growing in great proftision, its highly-coloured follago forming a most striking feature. In

liabit it is quite equal to C. Verschaftoltii, being dwarf and very bushy. The leaves are largo, oltcn

exceeding five inches In length, and are of a light green colour, distinctly veined and blotched with

dark crimson purple. It is a most ornamental plant for pot cultiu*e, and can be reconmionded as an

excellent companion to the other species for summer flower-garden decoration, where from its novel

and distinct colouring it cannot fall to prove an acquisition.

Price IDs. &d. each, or 84s. per dozen.

LAPAGERIA ALBA (True).

One of tho most boautlftil of all conservatory climbers, dincovered by our collector Mr. Pearco in

Chili, and sent to us direct from thence. The flowers, which arc similar In shape to and quite as largo

as those of the popular Lapageria rosea, are of a pure white, and are produced in the greatest profusion.

In habit and foliage It la also exactly similar to the rose-colourod variety, and requires the same moda

ol treatment. This striking plant was flgurod in tho January number of tho " Botanical Magazine"

fur 18i6, and .also in tho " Floral Magazine" of February, 1865, and has received the highest awards

at the leading Metropolitan Exhibitions. It is undoubtedly a really first-rate plant, and well worthy

of a place in every conservatory.

Price—First size, strong Plants, lOSa. each ; Second size, smaller Plants, CJs. each.

NEPENTHES (HYBRIDA) MACTJLATA.
A romaikable hybrid raised by Mr. Domlny, who has the honour of being tho only person who has

hitherto sucooeded in hybridizing Nepenthes, between N. distillatoria and a new unnamed spotted

Bomean species. In habit it partakes of the free growth of N. distillatoria, producing a profusion of

beautiful pitchers, almost equal In size to those of that species, and thickly covered with bright red

spots, from which peculiarity it takes its namo. It requires tho same treatment aa N. Raffleslana,

Irovis, &c. Price 3l3. Gd. each.

PALICOTJREA DISCOLOR,
This is another of the many fine plants sent from Peru by Mr. Pearco, and will provo a desirable

acquisition to the class of stove v arlegatod-foliaged plants. It has lanceolate leaves of a dark olive-

green, with Q beautiful satiny gloss on the upper surface. Tho mid-rib and veins being of a bright

rose-colour shading off to white, produce a striking contrast and most pleasing eflTect. In habit it Is

dwarf and compact. Price 10s. Cd, each.

PRIMULA CORTUSOrDES VAR. AMCENA.
A beautiful dwarf herbaceous Primula, introduced by Mr. John G. Veitch from J.ipan, together

with numerous other distinct varieties. The flowers are produced on slender stems, and form largo

umbels often 4 and 6 Inches in diameter, standing considerably above the foliage. They are of a rich rosy

purple, and very much more showy and larger than those of the original species. Being of easy culture

and an abundant bloomer It cannot fall to become a general favourite as an early spring conservatory

plant. It has been figured both in the Botanical and Floral Magazines, and bos received numerous

First-cla-ss Certificates from tho London Horticultural and Botanical Societies,

Price 103, Qd. each.

RHODODENDRON VEITCHII VAR. L.a;viGATUM.
This distinct variety of thebeautlfiU greenhouse Rhododendron Veitchil was sent from Moulmoin

by Mr. Thomas Lobb, In character and habit it is similar to the original species, l)ut its large and

fine white flowers are of an oven shape and outline, without the crenulatod edge, it Is one of the

handsomest and most free-flowering of ail greenhouse Rhododendrons.

Price 21a. each.

tTRCEOLINA ATTREA,
This beautiful Amaryllldaeeoua plant is another of Mr. Pearce s Peruvian diacovorieg. It has

broadly ovate leaves like those of Eucharis amazonlca, and a tall scape supporting an umbel of

gracefully drooping bright yellow flowers, tipped with green. It forma a peculiarly showy and free-

flowering stove plant, and being of easy culture cannot fail to become a general favounte. It has been

awarded a First-class Certificate by the Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society, and is

figured in the " Botanical Mi\gazine " for September 1804,

Price—First size, strong Plants, ZU. Cd. ; Second size, smaller Plant?, 21*.

THE USUAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRAHE.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA ; and at COOMBE WOOD, KINGSTON HILL.
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MANCHESTER BOTANICAL and HORTICUL-
TtlRAL SOCIETT.—Tbe FIRST GENERAL EXHIBITION

of FRUITS, PLANTS, and FLOWERS will be held at thoGardeiiB,

Old Tmfford, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, the ICth And
ITth of May next. Schedules of Prizes, and any further mformation,
may be obtained from the undersigned,

BRIGHTON and SUSSEX FLOUICULTURAL and
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The THIRTEENTH ANNUAL SUMMER EXHIBITION will

bo held, by permission of the Town Council, on the Eastern Lawn,
and In the entire suite of splendid decorated rooms of the Roval
Pavilion, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, Juno 27 and '2$,

and the AUTUMN SHOW, September 12 and 13, on the same
grand scale as in former years.

Schedules of Prizes can be had on application to the Secretary, Oil,

St, James's Street, or E. Spary, General Superintendent of the
ExhlbitiODB, Queen's Graperies, Park Street, Brighton.

May 12. EnwAao Carpekter, Bccrotary.

TUNBRIDGE "WELLS HORTICULTUR.AX
SOCIETY,—In consequence of tho Brighton Flower Show

having been fixed for June 27 and 28, it has been determined by tho
Committee of this Society to POSTPONE their ANNUAL GRAND
FLOWER SHOW and MUSICAL PROMENADE till FRIDAY,
JULY 6, in lieu of Its being held on June 20, as originally advertised.

Subscriptions may bo paid, and Copies of tho Rules and every
a application to

E. F. Loop, Esq., Sec.

RUGBY HORTICULTURAL and COTTAGE
GARDENERS- SOCIETY.

Prandent—The Rev. Dr. Temple.
The ROSE and ANNUAL SHOW of the above Society, Opon to

All England, will be held at Rugby on THURSDAY, July 12 next.
Upwards of 100 Prizes in Class 5 will be offered for Plants, Fruits,

Cut Flowers, Vegetables, &c., including a Silver Cup of the value of

postage stamps t

may be obtained (

HORTICULTURAL DINNER at ST. MARTIN'S
HALL, Long Acre, London, W.C., on THURSDAY, Mav 2
Lord Henry Gohdon Len-nox, M,P., V.P.R.H.S., in tho Chai

St^tvards.

Mr. Jas. Anderson, Meadow Bank
„ Wm. Austin, Glasgow
„ Geo. Batley, Rugby
„ Wm. Bull, Chelsea
,, J. C. Burnell, Ilolborn
„ W. Carmichael, Sandringham
„ E. Cooling, Derliy

„ J.is. Cutbush, Highgrtte
„ Wm. Cutbush, Bamet
„ Wm. Dean, Shipley
„ Arthur Dickson. Chester
Rev. J. Dix, London
Mr. J, Downie, Edinburgh
„ B Edgington, London Bridge
„ W. H. Ferguson, Belfast
„ J. Fleming, Cliveden
„ A. Fowler. Castle Kennedy
„ E. P. Francis, Hertford
„ J. R. Garaway, Bristol

„ Jno. Gibson, Battersea Park
„ R. P. Glendmnlng, Chiswick
„ Jas. Gray, Chelsea
„ S. Hibberd, Stoko Newington
Rev. S. R. Hole, Newark

, J. Laing. Fo
, J. Lee, r
, E. J. Lo'

Dr. M. T. Masters, London

„ W. Mein. Kelso
,, J. Meredith, Garston
„ D Mitchell, Hamilton Palaco
Dr. D. Moore. Glasnevin
Mr. Thos. Moore, Chelsea
„ C. Noble, Bagshot
„ H, Ormson. Chel.sea

„ W. Paul, Waltham Cross
„ C. J, Perry, Birmingham
„ Thos. Rivers, Sawbritlgeworth
,, Jas. Robertson, Dublin
,, E. Robinson, Englefield
„ J. Salter, Hammersmith

, E. Spary, Brighl
, J. Standish, Ast
, J. C. Stevens, King Street
, W. Thomson, Dalkeith

„ R. Warner, Chelmsford
,, J. Webster, Gordon Castlo
,, H. Wilding, London
,, M. Young, Godalmiug

t)l(ee of Manaffc;

Mr. Charles Edmonds
Mr. Jos. F. Meston

| Mr. B. S. Williams
Dinner at Sis o'Clock precisely.

" I Bottle of Wine, 10s. Gd. each.
3 (with remittance)

. Montcm Smith.
, Denmark Villas, Ealing, London, W.

Tickets, to includi

Application for Tickets should be made _._ , ,. ,

. Sec. The Musical Arrangements will be conducted by
" ''"•'' "

3 Dean, Hon. Sec.

INTERNATIONAL

HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION
AND BOTANICAL CONGRESS.

The MEETINGS of the BOTANICAL CONGKESS are fixed to Commence on WEDNESDAY, 23d of MAT.
M. Alphonse De Candolle will take the Chair at 11 o'Clock.

Maxwell T. Masteiis, M.D., Hon. Sec.

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBmON.

MAY 22d, Tickets £1 Is. ; MAY 23d, 10s.; MAY 24th, 2s. 6d. ; MAY 25th, Is.

Tickets may be obtained of the principal London Nurserymen^ and of the usual London Agents.

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITIO N.

Tickets may be obtained of the principal Nurserymen and Seedsmen, and at—
Austin's, St. James's Hall
Chai'pell's, New Bond Street

Cock, Addison, & Co.'s, Eegent Street

Keith & Prowse's, Cheapaide
Lacon & Ollieb's, New Bond Street

Letts & Son's, Eoyal Exehange

Mitchell's, Bond Str(<ct

Ollivif.k's, New Bmul Street

Sam's, St. James's Street

Westerton's, St. George's Place.

The Horticulti:ral Society
The Offices, 52, St. George's Plac

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS TO THE

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION.

All the TICKETS, except the CAEDS for the B.INQUET, have been dcsiiatched by Post to SUBSCKIBEES.

Persons not having received theirs, are requested to write immediately lo

T. MOORE, ESQ., BOTANIC GARDENS, CHELSEA, S.W.

GUILDHALL BANQUET OF THE

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBIT ION.

The Committee have to announce that Messrs. Eing & Brymek, having made plans of tho Hall, find thev
will only be able to place, in comfort, .580 guests. The Committee had been led to hope that 6.50 would have
been accommodated, and they think it, therefore, only proper to give notice that the Subscription List must
close on the above number being reached. More than 460 Seats are already required.

SUBSCRIBERS OF TEN GUINEAS TO THE

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL MEETING
EECEIVE ONE B.1NQUET TICIUiT

;

ONE PERSONAL TICKET, ADMITTING ALL FOUE DAYS OF THE SHOW;
SEVEN GUINEA TICKETS, ADMITTING FIRST DAY;

AND TWO CAEDS, ADMITTING TWO EACH TO THE CONVEESAZIONE.

OFFICES

:

52, ST. GEORGE'S PLACE, KNI6HTSBRIDGE ; and 1, WLLLIAM .STREET,
LOWNDES SQUARE, S.W.

R OTAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S
FIRST GENERAL EXHIBITION of PLANTS

and FLOWERS, May 9.

LIST of AWARDS.
MEDIUM GOLD MEDAL.

Tredwell, St. John's Lodge, Lower Nor-Mr. B. Peed, Gr.

for 10 RoseR i

Mr. C. Turner, Nurseryman, Slough, (or 8 Greenhoiwo Azaleas.
Mr. 0. Penny, Gr. to U. H. Glbbs, Esq., St. Dviastan's, Rogont'a

Park, for 8 Greenliouse Azaleas.

GOLD MEDAL.
Mr. J. Wheeler, Gr. to J. Philpott, Esq., Stamford Hill, for 10 Stove

and Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. C. Rhodes, Nurseryman, Sydenham Park, Kent, for 8 Stove and

Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. D. Donald, Gr. to J. G. Barclay, Esq., Leyton, for 8 Stove and

Greenhouse Plants.
Messrs. J. & C. Leo, Niirserymen, nammereraith, for 10 Foliago and

B. Peed, Gr., for 8 Cape Heaths.
. W. Paul, Nurseryman, Waltham i . . _

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, NiirserrmoD, Chelsea, for 8 Groentaouse
Mr. W. Paul, Nurseryman, Waltham Cross, for 10 Roses in Pots.

Mr. T. Page, Gr. to W. Leaf, Esq., Park Hill, Streatham, for
10 Exotic Orohids.

Mr. B. Peed, Gr., for 8 Exotic Orchids.

LARGE SILVER GILT MEDAL.
Mr. G- Wheeler, Gr. to Sir F. H. Goldsmid, Bart,, Regent's Paik, for

10 StOTB and Greenhouse Plants,
Messrs. J. & C. Loo, fur 8 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Mr. W. Kemp, Gr. lo Earl Percy, Albury Park, Guildford, Surrey,

for 8 Stove and -•
• —

Mr. A. Ingram. Gr.

Messrs. Jacksc
Mr. J. Wheele

Heaths.
Mr. B. Peed, Gr. to Mrs. Tredwell, for 8 Greenhouse Azaleas.
Mr. G. Wheeler, Gr. to Sir F. H. Goldsmid, Bart., Regent's Park, for

8 Greenhouse Azaleas.
Mr. C. Turner, Sloueh, for li Greenhouse Azaleas.
Messrs. J. 4 C. Lee, Nurscrj-men, Hftmmersmith, for 6 Exotic Orchids.

I W. Beck, Esq., Worton Cottage, Isleworth,ilr. J. Wip
for 8 Exotic Orchids.

Mr. H. Barnard, Gr. to H. W. Naylor, Esq., Stoke Nowington, for

12 Exotic Ferns.
Mr. C. Turner, Slough, for 9 Pelarconimna.
Mr. J. Ward, Gr. to F. G. Wilkina, Esq., Leyton, Essex, for

9 Pelargoniums.

LARGE SILVER MEDAL.
Messrs. Glendinnitig & Sons, Chiswick Nursery, for S Stove and

GreenLouse Plants.

3 J. J. Blandy, Esq., for Cape Heaths.
h, forfl Greeuhoiiso Azaleas.

Mr, J. Fr:
Mr. C. Tiir

lervman, Leyton, for !i

i Fiiucv Pelargonium.s.
Mrs. Hodgson, Tho EIn: Hampatoad,Mr. J. Weir, Gr.

6 Fancy Pelargonimiis

SILVER GILT MEDAL.
Mr. C. Rhndcs. f -r S firounhouse Azaleas.
Messrs T r, I: ^ t; r,' '-'II. for a Exotic Orchids,
Mr. J \v>, , . .., I,,, K.vntic Orchids.
Mr. AV 1 I w Barclay, Esq., West Hill, Hltjbgate, for

Mr. I J l..iMi,u 1. I ;i 1 .1 W. Tavlor, Esq., Woodberry Down, Stoko
^c^^UJ^;L I^r .. i-uliiiK6 Plants.

Mr. J. Wiggins, Gr., fur Li Pelargoniums.
Mr. K. Baxendino, Nurseryman, Guildford, Surrey, for 8 Stove and

liago and Flowering Plants.
Hinds, Esq., The Lodge, Eyfleet, Surrey, for

werlnKPIantB,
Mr. W. Kaile, Gr., for 8 Cape Hoathe.

SILVER MEDAL,
Mr. G. Wheeler, Gr., for 6 Cape Heaths.
Mr. T. H. Terry, Gr. to A, PuUen, Esq., Yoimgebury, Ware, Herts,

for 6 Rosi ""

s. J. Dob;
Azaleas.

Mr. C. Rhodes, for 6 Exotic Orchids,
Messrs, F. & A. Smith, Nurserymen, Dulwich, for 6 Foliage Plants.

SMALL SILVER MEDAL,
Mr. W. YounK. Or,, fnr R Foliage Plants,
Mr
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later dead patches occuiTed on them, which
rapidly spread to the suiTounding tissiies, aud at

length caused the whole shoot to perish, the budi

meanwhile bursting very irrogulaa'ly, producing
extremelyweak flowers, and ultimately withering.

It is not, however, to be supposed that plants

in the Peach house would be much affected by the

external heat and dry atmosphere, provided

proper measiu'es were taken. It is, nevertheless,

matter of fact that the health of the trees in some
instances has been anything but satisfactory.

A very able report by Mr. Thompson of the

condition of some of tho Peach trees at Chats-

worth was read at the last Tuesday meeting of the

Horticultiu-al Society. The roots were iomid to

be much decayed, in some cases greatly infested

with fungous myceliiuu, and the breaking of the

buds and setting of the fi'uit were very indiilerent.

It appeared that the oompo.st which had been
used, and of which wo received a specimen,

was vorj' likely to produce fungous spawn

;

it has, however, been suggested to us, as the

SOU about the roots was completely sodden with
moisture, the situation being low, that the condi-

tion of the trees mightbe in great measure owing to

this circumstance, and that they would probably
be much improved by careful removing of the

present soil, judicious root pruning, aud tho

substitution of fresh maiden loam, ' such as

would not be likely to encourage the growth
of mycelium. A similar condition had, it seems,

once before existed at Chatsworth, and eispeciaUy

as regarded an unusually magnificent tree, which
had been the pride of the gardens from the
excellence and abundance of the fruit, and a com-
plete renovation took place in consequence of this

ti'eatment.

In another case submitted to us, it was prin-

cipally the terminal bud of the shoots that was
affected. On making a vertical section the
subjacent wood was found to be traversed by a

number of cavities, which struck us the more as

calling to mind a circumstance in another very
aggravated case which we shall presently notice.

As tho roots are said to be in good condition, wo
cannot divine the reason of the affection, espe-

cially as wo have been unable to detect in the
buds the least trace of insects, to which we were
at first inclined to attribute it.

We now come to a most formidable affection

which has appeared in some trees on a south-
east wall in the Isle of Wight. An account was
sent of it to Messrs. RlTEES, who replied that

they were quite unacquainted with the disease.

The external characters of the malady iu question
as described by oui' Cori'espondcnt are as follows.

In trees which are affected, the fir.st indication

is the curling of the leaves, wliich tiu'u red and
drop otf from the branches when the green fruit

has attained its full size. In many trees one-haU'
perishes entirely. The roots when examined are

tuimd to be swollen here and there into irregular

knots, and are covered with a white powder.
On the other side of the tree, if the roots on that
side are free from disease, young shoots are

pushed out, and it partially recovers. Some
trees, however, perish altogether.

On examining the roots, which have been sent
to us in three different conditions, we find that
these knots are studded aU over with the facets,

from which adventitious buds have ineffectually

striven to push forth. These young buds
die, and cause decay or defoi-mity. The bark
is much thickened, and it is in the subjacent
wood itself, which is in an abnormal condi-

tion, that tho cellular cavities appear precisely

similar to those mentioned above. Unfortu-
nately the white powder had vanished before the
specimens were sent, so that we can say nothing
of its natui-e, though it is extremely probable
that it was the spawn of some Fungus.
There is a peculiar form of canker, and a very

formidable one, in Apple trees, which arises from
the formation of irregular discs on the bark of the
trunk, in which adventitious roots are similarly

produced, but which never come to perfection,

and iu which decay is rapidly induced. In this

case it is quite clear that something is wrong
about the normal roots, whether from the nature
of the subsoil or fi-om too great dryness, it is

diflicult to say. In consequence of this there
is an attempt to repair the mi.schief by thi'owiug

out adventitious roots, which would probably be
perfectly developed if sui-rounded by proper soil,

but as they are completely exposed to the air, the
delicate tissues at theii' extremities aro dried up,

and they soon perish.

It can scarcely be doubted in the Isle of Wight
case, that fi'om something in the soil incompatible

with health, the greater part of the roots

capable of conveying nutriment have been
destroyed, and that an attempt has been made to

supply the defect from the more healthy tissue

above, but the attempt not succeeding, the ti'ee

ultimately perishes. In those cases in which a
portion of the tree recovers, and where the roots

supplying that portion more especially remain
sound, we must suppose that more favoui'able

conditions of the surrounding soil have existed, or

that adventitious roots have been advantageously
thrown out. This can be ascertained only by a
careful in.spection on the spot, for which we have
had no opportunity. The case is, however, so

curious and interesting that even the present
imperfect notice wiU not be superfluous.
In conclusion, we would caution our readers

never to use any artificial manure of which they
are not thoroughly acquainted with the composi-

Most of om- readers are familiar with what the
deeply-lamented Henslow effected in a benighted
district, by his unflagging efforts to improve the
condition of his parishioners, and they know that
he effected it in a great degree by exciting an
interest for flowers and other natui-al objects.

Our correspondent cites another similar instance.
In the midst then of oui' Floralia, whUo we

revel on the beauties which the industry and
skill of our horticultui-ists have brought together,
let us consider whether we cannot do something
for that less favoui-od clasg who are not able to
help themselves.

If there are " sennons in stones" there is

a ptean of pi-aiso to be extracted from
flowers, and by the encouragement of a
love for these beautiful objects, either by
moans of such flower shows as we have
alluded to, or by tho employment of

tion. We have no doubt that much mischief W.iRD' 8 Cases, or by other means which will

has arisen from this source alone, and it is one ' readily suggest themselves to all who are in
which it is not always easy to trace. A single

i
earnest in the good work—horticulturists may

error in this direction may cause irreparable

mischief. M. J. B.

pave the way for, nay to some extent supersede,
the necessity for the efforts of the schoolmaster,
tho minister, and the doctor.

A LETTER which WO insert this week in our
Home Correspondence, deserves the earnest con- We are requested to state, in order to obviate

sideration, not only of aU lovers of flowers, but I

possible misunderstanding, that the Committee of the

appeals to the conscience and good feoUngs of
|,'*teenational Hortictltubal Exhibition and

oil ,,,1,,^ Kr, +!,„ ,i;„„„„„„t;„„ „f Ti „„ I „ Botanioal Congress decided at an early stage ofaU who, by the dispensation of Providence, are
it^ proceedings not to invite Delegates from the

placed above the class specially alluded to m the
; ibveign Societies, but simply to invite foreign horti-

communication of oui- enlightened and ti-uly i culturists and botanists in their individual capacity.

phOanthropic correspondent. Horticultm-ists The foreign Governments alone have been npplied to

need not be told how much they owe to the i '"*«"'J
'^'^'^2'''^'.- .?'^™''='' ''!""' '!"''<''Hlt^i'''''' '^"cieties

introdnrtion of W.inri's Cispq- their rliijv iisr in i

''*^<'' """ever, intimated llirir intinUiiii ,.1 sendingmtiouuction ot_ WARD s L-ASES
,
tnerr daily use in

^ representatives, aud ivo n. f,l ,„.t suy lli;it tlicj will be
'il, ;niil i-vi'r\ possible facility accorded
Is li:nr 111. II Milt to all foreigners who

ihiii iiiiriiiion of honouring the
itli tlu'ir prusuiice.

Amongst the decisions arrived at by the

transporting from tho uttermost parts cf the I cordially
globe new and rare plants to add to their to them. 'I

stores, is sufiicient owdence of their utility,
j

have inlin

Nor need we do more than aUudo to the -
Congress, A

immense benefits confen'ed on futiu'e generations
by the use of these contrivances in the transport |

Executive Committee of the International Horti-

to India and elsewhere of the health-givinf '

""""™' Exlub.tion, the folluwum relating to New
Cinchona. The success of this experimenl
which is a matter of such profound congratula-
tion to all who have the interests of their fellow
men at heart, is dependent in no ordinaiy degree
upon these unpretending Cases. But there

nother aud no less important use to'p'i,,'

which they may be put, and which is t.iki

alluded to by our correspondent, viz., the I'ln

moral and material improvement of that ''"1"

neglected class whom wo have suffered to grow

Plants will be
place, it li;is 1 II

certain qiti'stiniis:i

the least being tin

English and I'urci

meaning to be attii

in those classes u

ililitlh

.|;[V.'iv

In the first

rder to meet
vc arisen, not
)bsprvable at
prrt to the
I'laiii/'that

ii; lo "New
l~ i.i.f in ('..n.iiiinv,"1lii- li.tl.r .iiii-lil mn sli;illbe

II 11.1, New
from the
oiiK'S the

, cannot be shown by that person a.s if he were
„ -„,^ , „ • ,„, „ i„„„ • 11 ° ,! I

the introducer, the ob.iect of the classes iu which theup among us m our large towns especiaUy, with iutroduction of the objects exhibited is a condition.
scarcely an effort, to our intense shame be it

said, to ameliorate theii' condition or to lift them
from the slough of almost incredible abasement
in which they aro placed. Readers of tho Reports
of the Commissioners appointed to inquire into

tho employment of children aud young per-
sons in trade and manufactures, or of the
summary given in a recent numbe]» of the
" Uuarterly Review," must experience a feeling

of unmitigated horror at the state of affairs there
pourtrayod. Disregarding for tho moment the

being to servo as an encouragement to those enter-
prising individuals who, at their own risk and
cost, send out collectors to enrich our gardens
with the s])oils of foreign lands. A third point,
self-evident Iii'l i il, l-nl one wliicli oxjiericnce shows
it is nen-- II

,
;

.1. imr, is lli:it no jilanls nl' giinlen

origin,b\l': . i, :. i,. -imiis.drulial not.canbesbnwn
in the cla-i ili-iL^nai-,! for New I'lanis, these classes

being restricted to introduced species or reputed
species. Seedling novelties, sports, and hybrids find a
place in one or other of the classes which form Section 5
of the Schedule. Again, according to the wording of
the Schedule, duplicate examples of the species shown

truly awful moral and physical conditions in i in any of the'ctosses designated for New Plants, can be
which thousands of our own flesh and blood drag j

shown in either of the other new plant classes, of

out a wretched, hopeless existence, let us point '
which tho terms correctlv describe them. These are,

attention to the astonishing, nay, ahnost incre- I '".)^''|ey'^^™'f"f'l«'";'''i''^''i''J"'"™^°"New Plants

,11 „r- 1 i ii, -nr wul be instructed to act.
diblo Ignorance which exists among them. Wo
quote fi-om the " Quarterly :"—" InBinningham ' rT °"''°S '^ *^"^ material diversity in the system
5.-) „ „ ti, lo ? of Judging Plants at Continental and English
32 persons, averagmg more than 12 years of age,

|
flo,,^, ,i,„ ^^^ ;„ consideration of the very short

including a young man ot 20 and two young
! space of time that can be allotted for that purpose at

women, could not teU tho Queen's name.
\

the forthcoming International displiiy, the Committee
The commonest and simplest objects of Nature, I have decided to limit the number of foreign judges to a

such as flowers, birds, fishes, mountains, and the f'^^, who by then- position and repute are esteemed as

sea, were unknown. Some thought London a
'^""'''^^^ representative men.

It seems almost incredible that so much labour
should have been undergone and so large an expendi-
ture incurred on an exhibition that is to be so shorts

lived as, according to the' present arrangements, the
" Inteenational Hohticultueal of 1866" is

intended to be. The labour and expenditure, indeed,

have both been unavoidable if the movement was to
have any chance of being brought to a successful issue,

such as seems likely to be realised, but we must confess

to having felt some misgivings, and some feeUngs of
regret while lately standing in the monster tent, whose
interior is rapidly assuming a definite and finished
form, when the thought flashed before us that all this

was so soon to vanish, leaving behind it little but
pleasant recollections. Three or four days' exhibi-
tions are indeed new institutions amongst us, and
this may be carrying them as far as is feasible

in respect to certain tender pLants, but we see no reason
why many attractive hardier subjects, enough to occupy
the space—for at first, we believe, the tent will be filled

to cramiiiing—should not be left for another week,
to furnish additional funds, as well as to have a further

opportunity of exerting their moralising influence over
the crowds which constitute our Loudon population.

The exhibitors would, of course, have to be reimbursed
their additional expenses, but beyond this there need
be very little further outlay. We place the suggestion

at the, service of the Executive Committee.

county—one that it was in the Exhibition ; a
Violet was said to be a pretty bird, a Primrose
a red Ko.se, a Lilac also a bird ; but whether a
robin or an eagle were birds none could saj-

;

some knew not what a river meant, or where
fishes live, or where snow comes from ; and a
cow in a picture was pronounced to be a lion.

Multitudes of these poor children can never have
seen a Primrose by a river's brim, or hoard the
song of a lark

:

Not for them
Tlic venial cuckoo shouteth ; not for them
Murmurs the labouring bee."

What can be done to remedy this state of things,

is the question that must rise on many Ups.

Horticultui-ists have it in their power to do much
at little cost or trouble to themselves, and we
rejoice to hear that working men's flower shows
are .springing up in oui' thickly populated districts.

We may bo quite sure that the flowers we admii-e

so much, and cultivate so assiduously, were not
giveu to us to admire only, but to exorcise an
influence for good oyer us in many ways—not
the least in reiining and elevating %\i& feelings.
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IJy some uu:iocomit:iblH iiiisin:ui:ici<'tnput ^ir

perversity, the Exliibitiim ..I' (lir Dibi.in ll.iiniiii,-

TUKAL SoriETY is lixeil to t;ikr phu'c ;it thf time when

our omi great Interuational display is goiug on. It is

not for us to say what can Uavo been the rea.son

for this.

We hear of nothing but Intebnational
Exhibitions just now—here is another, the full

particulars of which may be read in the Setvie

Sorticole, and which is to be devoted to Roses only.

It is to be held at Brie-Comte Robert on the 8th and
9th of July next. Written or verbal commumcations
relating to the history or cultivation of the Rose will

be thankfully received. Owners of new seedlings are

requested to send their plants for the adjudication of

the Congress, and delegates from French or foreign

horticultural societies are invited to take part in the

proceedings. Rose growers are recommended to apply

to the President, M. Camille Bernabdin.

M. Grin, of Chartres, proposes instead of

Pruning Fruit Trees in any of the ordinary

methods, to pinch oif tlic tnp.-; nl' tin- young leaves or of

the young buds just after (litir I'xpansion, leaving

intact, however, the first leaf that is produced. By
this simple proceeding, says M. Grin, the sap is

arrested, undue growth checked, the shape of the tree

preserved, and the production of fruit encouraged.

The removal of the tips of the young leaves is effected

in April, and is followed by the development of flower-

buds at the ba.se of the buds. AVe ought to have .^aid

that Mr. Grin, as a preliminary step, prunes in

November, so as to secure in the buds that are allowed

to remain all the sap elaborated in the winter. We
should like to hear the opinion of some of our practical

friends upon this proceb.s, which is simple enough, if

effectual.

M. DucHARTEE, who has been investigating
the Rate of Growth in plants by Day and by
Night, considers that the greatest increase in length
takes place at night. His measurements have been
made on the Vine, the Gladiolus, the Strawberry, the
Hop, and other plants. He laid an account of his
experiments before a recent meeting of the " Soci(St(5

Centrale d'Horticulture."

Me. E. Goeze, lately of the Kew Herbariuir.>
has been ai>pointcd Curator of the Botanic Garden>
Coimbra, Portugal. A better selection could hardly
have been made.

New Plants.
.33.3. Palava FLEXUO.SA, Mast.

Annua, pilissteUatls plus minus dense vestitu, rfimis cajspitosis,
decumljentiljus, supeme flexuosis ; fofiis petiolatis (peliolu
luininam 8ubaxju.aute), radicilibus oblongo ovatis, crenulatis,
piUmatim 5-7 nerviis, caulinia bi-pinnatisectis, segmentis
ovatis acutis ; stipulia persistentibuii, aubulato lanceolatisi,
rubicundis, ad margines ciliatis; pedunculis sulitariis
axillaribue, l-floris, ex-irticulatis, folia superantibua

;

calycis lato campanulati, 6-fidi, aegmentis late ovatis,
aeutis, basi piiriJureia : corolla calycem duplo triplove
superante : carpcHis oblique obovatis, nigoso reticiilatis.
Peruvia, McLean in berb. Hook. ! ; v. v. in hort. Vcitcb.

A slender annual, about 18 inches in height, more or
less densely clothed in all its green parts with stellate
hairs. Branches decumbent, flexuose above ; leafstalks
as long as or longer than the blades, lowermost leaves
oblong ovate, crenulate, scarcely an inch in length, less

than three quarters in breadth ; upper leaves nearly of
the same .size, bipianately divided, segments ovate,
pointed. Flowers on solitary axillary stalks, which
exceed the leaves in length ; calyx broadly cup-shaped,
5-cleft, segments ovate, acute, or slightly acuminate,
densely covered with .stellate hairs, purplish at the
base and along the median nerve; corolla about an
inch in diameter, of a pale mauve colour; column
dividing above into five parcels of filaments ; stigmas
numerous ; carpels several in a rather globose head,
each obovate, oblique at the base, coarsely ivrinkled on
the surface.

An elegant little Malvaceous plant, hitherto
undescribed, though noted by Planchon as a new
species in the Kew Herbarium, whither it was sent
from Peru by MacLean. I>iir dcsiription has
been drawn up from a coui]i:irisi>i) of the living
plant in Messrs. Veitch's nursery with the dried
specimens ; the latter are more densely hairy, but
otherwise there is no difference. There are one or two
other species of Palava in cultivation, but the present
one is readily distinguishable by its flexuose stem and
the other characters above given. It will be suitable
for the greenhouse or for planting out in a warm
border. M. T. M.

T^iBLE DECORATIONS.
So much interest has been manifested during the

last three or four years in this art, that the glass and
China manufacturers have found it worth their while
to invent a great variety of articles for holding flowers
and fruit, some of them costly, others to be had for a
trifling sum, some elegant, and others heavy, clumsy,
and inappropriate.

In the absence of any special vases or dishes, an
excellent substitute can be imide by f;isteniii'.^ \\\\\\

wire, one upon another, to the ni|uirid liri-lil, schi|i

flates, finger gliusses, saucers, :iiiii lull eli;iiii]i:e.,M)r ;-'l:i>sr-

t was an example of this mode of building up \^ liieli

on a certain occasion displayed such an extreme
absence of good ta.ste that we must attempt a descrip-

tion of it, for the purpose of holding it up as a " horrid
example." The flowers used were scarlet Oeraiiiiims,

bright yellow Calceolarias, and dark bbn Laik-|uii>

Notaleafof any kind appeared to siib'liir ilie ^'ianuL'

mass of gaudy colours. Bunches of Hie ic-peetive

flowers hart been tied up, like "ha'p'orths" of Water-
cresses, and mth these bunches a feeble attempt at

some kind of geometric arrangement had been made,

whieh would have puzzled Eiieliil lo (les<Tibe. Had
llie>e flowers been used singly (instead of being so

erowded together that not a bloom retained its form),

and had a duo proportion of foliage been introdueerl, a

very pleasing effect would have been substilubd for

one that was vulgar in the highest degree. A\'i-' well

remember the astonished look of the late Sir Joseph
Paxton when this brilliant effort of genius fell under
his observation ; he paused for a moment, muttered
" Whitechapel," and hurried away.
Andersen's account of the Swedish peasants of Pale-

carnia going to church on the occasion of their Mid-
summer festival occurs to us at the moment. He says,
" The dress of the women is a black skirt, red bodice,

and white sleeves ; all of them had a psalm-book
wrapped in the folded silk pocket-handkerchief. Fiery

red, and grass-green aprons meet our gaze. The little

girls were entirely in yellow, and with red aprons ; the

very least were in Turkish-yellow clothes. The men
were dressed in black coats, embroidered with red

woollen cord ; a red band with a tassel hung down from
the large black hat ; with dark knee-breeches and blue

stockings, n-ith red leather gaiters—in short, there was
a dazzling richness of colour, and that, too, on a bright

sunny morning." Doubtless this must be a very

picturesque sight upon the shores of the deep dark

waters of the Swedish lakes, and with such a back-

ground as the Fir-clad mountains afford—a beautiful

subject for the painter. But what would be said of the
artist who, in placing upon canvas this lovely view, so

filled up his foreground with the peasants in crowded
groups that nothing of the distant scenery was visible ?

Would he not thus fail to convey to those who had
not visited the spot, the natural beauty of the scene ?

Would he not be giving undue prominence to a part,

to the serious detriment of the whole of the pictiu-e ?

Would he not have lost the opportunity of making a

charming painting that woidd have pleased aU, and
have substituted for it a vulgar mass of glaring colours

which would be condemned by every one of taste, and
appreciated only by the ethnologist or the dealer in

fancy dresses ?

And yet this exhibition of bad taste would in our

judgment be entitled to less severe denunciation than

the arrangement of flowers to which we have been

alluding. A ma-ss of gaudy colours close in front of

you when you are partaking of a well-selected list of

viands, is to the eye of any one of good taste as great a

source of annoyance as an unplea.sant smell would be

to another jierson. The medical student, who takes

his bread-and-clieese lunch in the peculiar atmosphere

of a dissecting-room, does not eat it there by choice ;

but it is a convenience to him, and a saving of time,

and he therefore submits to, and soon ceases to observe,

the inconveniences which, in another place, would
possibly prevent his partaking of any food at all. The
same may be said of those whom necessity compels to

take their daily meal in the reeking atmosphere of a

City eating-house. But when you are invited to a

sumptuous entertainment you go quite unprepared to

submit to any such inconveniences as these; the

strings of your powers of appreciation are tuned to

concert pitch, and the eye and the nose are alike

sensitive to all around, while the taste is more or less

sensibly affected by the amount of plea.siu'e or dissatis-

faction derived through the organs of smell and sight.

I was lately present at a wedding breakfast, where
the arrangement of the flowers upon the tables attracted

much attention and excited many comments. The
"high table " was placed across the top of the room,

and from either end of it a long narrow table ran down
each side, leaving the middle for the servants to wait

on the guests. The massive cake occupied the centre

of the high table, and was surrounded by a ring of 24

glasses, each containing one red or one white

Camellia, of great size and purity of colour, the colours

being arranged alternately. On either side was a tall

elegant va.se, in which were placed Fern fronds only,

some large and arching, others long and drooping. At
each end of this table was a " March " glass, having in

the upper dish white flowers and small ferns, with
three bunches of white Grapes hanging from its edge,

and having purple and white Cinerarias relieved with
a few other flowers in the lower dish, while the stem
was partially concealed with sprays of Acacia junipera.

The same arrangement of keeping the white flowers up
above and the coloured flowers nearer to the elotli,

characfierised all the vases upon the side tables, uhieb,

however, were noticed, not only for the light efieel ulneb

was thus secured, but for the height which had been

obtained by building up small di.shes and vases, and
sparingly dre.ssing them with flowers and delicate Ferns,

by which menus lightness and gracefulness were
attained without interfering with the view or conver-

sation.

But the decoration that attracted most attention was

the only one that stood in the drawing-room. A very

large silver epergno was plaoeil upon an oval table,

which was covered with a crimson ebith, and .stood in a

bay-window, with room to walk rnuiiil the table. This

epergne had six branches, each terminating in a cut-

gla.ss dish of about four inches diameter. These six

dishes contained no other flowers than pure white
Azaleas, the monotony of which was relieved by varying

the >liadi-s ef the Fern-fnm.ls wliieh were interspiTsed

ai„..im-f the blnoni., .,iic dish eontaininu' the pale

id another young fronds
lelh,

green Ad. eapillus-veiicris, a

the dull green Ad. pubescen;

In the large trifle-di.sh which crowned the epergne

had been placed an enormous tumbler, the outer sides

of wliieh had been banked up with wet sand and
rnMard uilli dark green mo.ss. This moss -lavnl bi

kei |i ireii-t and support six magnificently-gmn n ubile

I'ainellias, each enriched with three or fmir uohle

leaves ; below them were, alternately, small IVnmls of

Dicksonia autarctica and large pinnre of Cibotium

Barometz, which hung over between the dishes of

Azaleas, and thus brought them prominently into view.

The tumbler at the top contained two large fronds of

Lastrea augeseeiis (which arched over more than
i feel), to:.;ethir with one nr two fronds of Nephrolepis
exaltata, As|ileniiiiH Im-iduiu and llaucidum, DavaUia
]ioly:iiitlia, i'ol} ^t ieliiun falrinelhmi, and Adiantum
trapezi forme; amongst whieh were half-a-dozeu

handsome blooms of Eucharis amazonica. A few

pieces of Nephrolepis pectmata were introduced as a

contrast to the broader foliage of the other Ferns, while

a frond of Goniophlebium subauriculatum, which could

not have been less than 5 feet long, curled grandly out

from amongst its allies, and twisted gracefully down
between two of the dishes of Azaleas and round the stem

of the epergne. It was truly a bridal arrangement

of flowers, to which the dark green of the carpet, and

the crimson velvet couches and chairs, afforded a

contrast that could not have been improved upon.

Those who depend for their effects in groupmg upon
the diversity of the colours of their flowers, have much
to learn in the art of giving pleasure to the eye by a

judicious arrangement of foliage of dill'erent shades of

green. W. T.

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF VENTILATION.
No. VI.

The word temperature introduces us to the great

expansive and disturbing power—heat. But for heat

it is probable the strong grasp of attraction of gravita-

tion would condense all the gases into liquids, and all

the liquids into solids, so that universal death would
reign over an intensely solid world. Increments of

heat increase the elasticity of bodies, and lessen their

density. It looses the grasp of attraction, and is

equivalent in the case of aeriform bodies to the removal

of so much pressure. The air particles bound further

off from each other in consequence of being warmed,
and its volume is thus expanded or enlarged. Air

expands in a different manner and to a greater extent

by the same addition of heat than either liquids or

solids. Thus, while steel on being heated from a

temperature of 32" to 212° only increased in length

loVjth, and in bulk 3i„th, mercury j'^th, water ^jUd,

and oil t'^th, air expands |ths ; so that eight measures

of air at 32° actually become 11 measures at 212'.

Most other substances have also their own specific

rates of expansion, which vary with different degrees

of heat. But air preserves an equable rate of expansion

at all temperatures. Thus it expands in the same
proportion with every degree of heat applied, from zero

to 100, and from 100 to 200, and so on. Psovided its

elasticity and density continue the same, its ratio of

expansion is TinUi part for every degree of heat applied.

Practically the elasticity and density of the air .so far

balance each other in this country as to give a mean
pressure of 30 inches of mercury .at the level of the sea.

At first siirhl it would seem impossible that this mean
could he iin erved over the whole surface of the globe.

Thedih'eieiHv .if biiiperatureisso great that we might

have expeeled a fall of the barometer in tropical climef.

The way by wliieb air is heated prevents this from
happening.' The heat |)ii.^hes the air up to a greater

elevation in warm eliiiiates. lleiiee, although it is

lighter bulk for bulk, its additional height counteracts

the superior den.sity of colder climes, and the gross

pressure of the air remains the same. The coast line

of the atmosphere confronting vacant space, is not a

flat or even one. From the centre of the world it shoots

up like a mountain peak, and being composed of such

incohesive atoms, they tumble down on to the top of the

colder air. The strong elastic force of this cold air

causes it to bound towards the warmer climes, and

thus the great convective current is established and

maintained, as already described in these papers. The
same processes, on a smaller scale, are carried forward

in all horticultural buildings. They can only be

efficiently warmed and thoroughly ventilated by a

proper balancing of these three great forces which

warm and ventilate the world- elasticity a.nd density,

and heat as the ivgnlator of the powers of both.

Another important fet tends b. maintain an equi-

Hbrium between theclasticity, density, and lemperaturo

of the air. It is this. The vertical temperature of the

air varies from 82° at the surface to 58' below Fahren-

heit's zero, which is supposed to be the temperature of

vacant space. Roughly stated, for every 333 feet of

peniendicular a.scent, the temperature falls one degree,

sn that at a height of 50 times 333, or 16,650 feet, the

temperature falls to .32°, and no summit reaching to

15,000 feet is ever free from snow. This snow line

probably resembles very much the outer line ot the

atmosphere itself. It towers up to a height of 15,000

feet at the equator, descends to 8000 on the European

Alps droops down to 5000 on the Norwegian moun-

tains' and dips into the sea itself in the Arctic regions.

Now cold or the negation of heat is tantamount to an

increase of pressure, and helps the intermi-xture of the

atmosphere. The laws that govern these pea,t

currents are the same that must heat and ventilate all

horticultural buildings, and hence the importance of a

thorough comprehension of those great properties of

elasticity and density, and of that heat which mediates

between the two, and modifies the power of both.

This brin"s nie to notice the last physical property ot

the air th at 1 "ill aihert to at present. In common
with all , It her p"ii'l''i~ible bodies, the air is distinguished

by nuition lis niiiineiitnm or force that it exerts on

bodies opposed to it is determined in the same manner

as in the case of solids. Its inertia or the

power that keeps it at rest is exactly propor-

tioned to its weight, and the force of its motion

I, obtained by multiplyim; iis wriL-bt by its

srincity. Light as the air is, ii-, iciiiieiiiiiiii is a great

meehanical force. We are all faimhai' » il h its employ-

ment in driving machinery, and islvini; iiH.tiun to ships,

and occasionally it levels trees and buildings to the

ground, and drives the ocean with irresistible fury over
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Inrse Irai'ts nf doMilatfil country. The mechanical
cITfi'l-^ nf air ill iii(iti"i\ on vegetation have, liovvevor,

been liut little rfii.lirfl.

That it has great power is obvious enough. We
have only to go to very exposed places to be convinced
of this. It is said that on the top of Dartmoor 100

Oak trees may bo seen 100 feet high, that is 1 foot

each. I find in Campbell's " Frost and Fire," noticed

in the " Edinburgh Ecview " for October, the influence

of wind upon trees is especially dwelt upon. I have
frequently noticed similar facts in bleak situations

in Scotland. The trees in exposed places always stream
away from the winds, which in Britain are mostly

south-westerly. Every exposed Welsh tree bends
towards the dawn. Every exposed tree on the w;est

coast of Scotland seems to be driven by a strong wind
on the calmest day. At Dalwhinny there is something
almost ludicrous in the stormylook ofa whole plantation

of Fir trees, which point their fingers down Strathspey,

and bend their trunks as if yielding to a furious gale.

Mr. Campbell suggeststhatifthe direction in which trees

are bent in exposed situations w'as carefully mapped,
another physical chart might be added to thosewe already

po.ssess, showing the prevailing winds all over the world.

He lays great stress onthe phenomena of bent trees.and
gives drawings of two of them, showing how entirely

they were bent in an almost horizontal position by the
wind. The reviewer takes objection to this deduction,
and carefully shows that the buds on the windward side

of the trees were prevented from growing by the force

of the wind, whereas those on the lee side grew, and
arrives at the extraordinary conclusion that the hori-
zontal position of the stem was not the result of the
force of wind, but of this peculiarity of growth. Every
gardener knows that the peculiarity of growth was the
effect of wind, and that the tree assumed the bent fonu
to_ escape its violence. In fact we are all familiar enough
with the effects of violent currents of air in checking or
.stunting growth. The point I am anxious to discu.ss

here is whether moderate wind, such as might be pro-
duced in our glass houses by improved ventilation,
would not increase the growth of plants, add to the
bulk and quality of our fruits, improve the health of
hothouse shrubs, and enhance the beauty of flowers.

To have clear ideas on this point, it will be necessary
to advert to the velocity and force of winds. The
pressure they exert in our climate is less than is gene-
rally supposed. The pressure of our atmosphere exceeds
2000 lb. on a square foot. The difference of this pres-
sure produced by wind .seldom or ever exceeds 25 or
30 lb. in the greatest stonns of our climate.
The following T.able will illustrate this—

Designation of wind.

Gentle breeze
Pleasant breeze
nigh wind .

.

Great storm
Hurricane .

.

Tremendous hurricane

Velocity

3.25

6.5

16.23

M.5
60.29

79.61

97.5

Inches of
W.ater

supported.

fart that uiany of our best-grown jilants arc short-lived.

Thoir bulk and beauty seem often aer|uired at the

expense of their solidity and durability—in the phrase
ology of animal life, they would be designated fat, rather

than strong and healthy. It is very possible that genial

breezes playing among them would have imparted com-
pactness and strength to their constitutions. In our
climate there are doubtless great difficulties in the way
of creating an artificial wind of any great force in our
plant hou.ses. Excepting in the middle of summer the
cold forbids the use of the external air for this piuiiose.

It is. therefore, of the first importance to inquire

wlietluT an artificial wind in hot-houses is of sufficient

cultural importance to render it worth the trouble and
e.xpense of securing.

Unfortunately there are but few data to guide us in

this matter. Since the days of the great Andrew Knight
few have made this a question of direct experiment.
His experiments, however, if they cannot be disproved,

ought almost to be accepted as decisive. And they may
be said to establish the fact that wind is a powerful aid

to growth. D. T. Fish.

The above Table is constructed to show the velocity
and pressure of the air on a square foot of surface,
corresponding to different heights of water supported
in a tube, on the principle of Dr. Lind's anemoscope or
wind measurer. It w.as proved by this instrument that
the difference of pressure on the ivindward and leeward
sides of any object, even in the greatest gales, bears but
a very small proportion to the whole pressure of the
air ; for while the latter is capable of supporting from
32 to 34 feet of water, the column of water supported by
the wind-gauge never exceeds a few inches.
From numerous experiments made in different parts

of the country it appears that the whole movement of
the air may average a velocity of IS miles an hour
throughout the year. This would amount to a constant
pressure of about 2 lb. per square foot. In warmer
climates the velocity and pressure are of course greater.
Now, although this pressure is little compared to the
gross weight of the atmosphere, yet it is altogether
different. Atmospheric iiressure, as we have already
seen, and all feel, nearly balances itself. The external
weight is nicely counterpoised by the internal elasticity
of the air. Wind pressure is, on the contrary, entirely
a weight to be borne. It acts a.s a strain upon leaves,
branches, stems, and roots. Its very irregularity adds
to it,s power. Vegetation is subjected now to compara-
tive ealiii ami then tc. a furious gale. The majority of
file |i|;iiils He en li 1 v:il ", coining from warmer climes,
ha\e luen aren^lniiicil I., more ivind pressure than our
climale allbrds. lu aildition to this we have shut them
up in houses where the most thorough ventilation that
has yet been given them scarcely rustles a leaf. To say
the least of it this seems very unnatural, and conse-
quently cannot be ri^rhl .

To remain still in a calm atmo-
sphere is a very diirereiit lliim: to being driven bodily
backward and forward by the nind. A plant in such
circumstances is marvi llmisly like a man trying to be
liealthy and strong without exercise. We all know that
it is simply impossible to be so. Within reasonable
limits exercise is '.the very basis of robust health and
enduring strength. It expels the aqueous huiimurs out
of the body, empties it of dead matter, aud builds up
bone, niuscles, aud flesh of the newest and best materials.
I believe it is equally useful and performs similar
functions for plants. In both ],lanls and animals it may
be taken in e.xecs-. llijli u neKen theonehand, orreck-
less exertion on ll i le imii:i,\ -iniit, rupture, or destroy
either aninml or v. _. inl.lr .iru.'tiu-es; but this is no
argument against rate.nal exiniseand moderate winds.

It is quite true that planls have been and are admir-
ably grown in many linnie< where the air has never
moved over them with sutheient force to cause a sensible
wind, still they might have been better and longer lived
had they enjoyed its bracing effects. It is a troublesome

NOTES ON CONIFERS.-No. I.

When we meet some one whoso handsome and
distinguished appearance strikes our eye, or whose
acute remarks and lively conversation charm our ear,

we involuntarily turn to our neighbour, and nudging
him, whisper, " Who is that ? " Having got his name,
our next inquiry when time shall serve is, " Who is

he ? " meaning thereby what is his parentage and what
his occupation. We do the same with our plants and
every other object about us. Our first demand is for

their name. Very often that tells everything. " Oh !

is that it ? We know all about that," say we ; but if

that gives us no information, we then prosecute our
inquiries into their history and qualifications, and
having once mastered them, the object ever after stands
defined and specialised in our mind in a way it would
not otherwise have done. It is the joint occurrence
of the sight of the thing and the account of its history,

which impresses it on oiu' memory and gives it an un-
wonted interest. Either without the other would fail of

the effect. We may read all the wonders of the Welling-
tonia gigantea, but until we see it we do not realise it

to our minds ; and we might see it every day and think
no more of it than a Furze bush if we were not told

what it was. When the tale comes with the specimen,
each enhances the other.

We fl-ish we saw a little more of this infusion of

interest thrown around our plants. It is really very

rare. Generally speaking, in going round a man's
garden we have to pick the kernel for ourselves and
extract the information he possesses with as much
difficulty as the meat out of a nut with no better appa-
ratus than a crooked pin and a little hole. But what
a difference when we meet with a man who spreads the

feast unbidden before us, and helps us without waiting
to be a.'iked. The most delightful cicerone in this

respect that we ever met with w.a.s the late Charles
Mcintosh. He had a story about every plant. Our
faith in him once began to waver, and the horrid
thought to take possession of us that he invented
them as he went along. We now know that he did
not, but we do not know that he did hot laj' him-
self out to get " .storied " plants — such things as

the tree, on the white downy back of whose leaves

Allan Cunningham wrote his joiunal when his paper
was all done ; Whe.at raised from seed 2000 years old,

got from a mummy's cell ; a Saxifraga oppositifolia,

duf; up from under the snow in Melvilfe Island ; some
Swiss rarity collected by Saussure in his ascent of

Mont I51anc, and so on. We wish more people did so.

We had a friend who collected somewhat in the same
line, but his memorials were little morsels of brick
and stone—fragments from the Great Pyramid, cele-

brated abbeys, the Bastille, the Castle of Chillon, a
morsel from the top of Peter Bott«, a stone from
the Sahara, a piece of silicious sinter from the Great
Gey.ser, and even these morsels he made live again.

They were his note-hook ; but what a poor business

compared to plants ! What a wide field do they take
in ! We have not only all the beauty of the plants, and
all their properties to tell about, but also a world of

human interest attached to each, and by cuttings we
individualise the specimen and presence its identity.

If every reader of the Gardeners' Chronicle who had
made a special study of any family were to contribute
what he knows of such topics of interest in his own
speciality, omitting the drj' details of botanical charac-
ters, whali an interesting collection of readable informa-
tion would be gathered together !

We who write these lines have a .special predilection
for Conifers, and we propose to give in the following

"Notes" some information regarding them, of the
nature to which we allude—such a gossiping reply, in

fact, as a man strolling with his friend round his lawn
might give him, when he asks of any Conifer, " What
is that ?

"

We shall begin at the beginning, and first say some-
thing as to the parentage and past geological history

of Conifers in general.
It is accepted almost as an axiom now, that Conifers

were already in existence during the early stages of the
socondaryepoch, many vegetal lie losvil remains, believed

to be coniferous, having beiii rnniil ni the coal forma-
tions, and even a few considi'ieil aelnally to belong to

the same type or form of Conifers which we have in

the present day.
We confess ourselves to be unable to accept the

generally received opinion. The whole subject indeed
requires to be reconsidered ab initio. Some most
important rectifications of opinion have recently been
made on the relations of different supposed fossil

plants of the carboniferous epoch, which unsettle the
foundations of the old views on the subject. Until
within the last few year? we had a variety of plants

bearing iliffereiit names, more tliaii <aie "f whieh now
turn onl In be merely diir.renl names i;.r .litlerent

parts of the same tree. A\'e had one called Stigmaria
and another called Sigillaria; we had Lepidodendron
and Lepidostrobus ; we had Stembergia and Pinites.

These are now believed to be respectively only different

parts of the same trees. The Stigmaria are the roots
of the Sigillarias ; the Lepidostrobi are the fruit of the
Lepidodendron ; and it is not beyond the bounds of
possibility that the Lepidodendron itself may be the
young plants or young branches of Sigillaria. We
know how different the bark of young trees and
branches is from that of old trunks in modem Conifers.
This, however, may not be so; but one thing now
established is that the Stembergia, instead of being the
trunk and branches of a good-sized tree, is merely the
pith or a cast of the pith of the so-called Conifers of the
carboniferous epoch, a peculiarity surely sufficient to
throw a doubt upon aU the previous conclusions arrived
at regarding them in ignorance of that fact. But the
new fact, however inconsistent with the old, is clapped
on to it, and the old theory thus patched still holds
possei^sion of the public mind.

It would require more space than we can here give
to state the objections to all the carboniferous fossils

which have been referred by various authors to the
Conifertc ; although, if we are challenged to do so, we
are perfectly ready to take up the glove. We shall

only here note the general line of objection to the'

evidence on which this ancient direct origin of the
Conifers is based, and the kind of flaw's by which the
determination seems to us to be vitiated.

In the first place, the great objection is one in point
of principle. We find, in all branches of life, that as

we go backwards in geological time from the present
epoch the number of remains identical with those

existing gradually diminishes, and the type diverges

more and more from that now subsisting. In mammals,
no species which is now alive also existed at the
Miocene epoch. Even in shells, which, living in a more
uniform aiid less diversified medium, might be expected
to vary less, we find the living species which also lived

during the Eocene epoch to have dwindled down to a
mere fraction ; and when we come to the secondary
formations, there are no species of any kind common
both to the subsequent formations and to them.
As we go back in the secondary strata, further and

further apart do the species become, until by the time
they have got down to nearly the ba.so of the mesozoio
or secondary strata (the coal measures), wo have au
essentially different type of life from that which now
exists. There is only one qualification to be made
upon this statement, and that is, that the lower the
organization of the plants or animals, the less difference

is there between those of ancient geological date and
those still surviving.

This is the d priori argument against the identity or

near afiinity of the genera of any plants found in the
carboniferous strata with the Conijfers of the present

day. A. M.
(To be Cmlmued.)

Home Correspondence.
Moral Influence of Floirers.—Vi'hea we read the

reports of the Commission on the state of the
labouring popul,ation of large, especially of manu-
facturing towns, and the worse than heathenism
and darkness of the lower classes on all subjects,

but more especially on the wisdom and beneficence
of God in creation, I cannot but believe that
great good would result from the establishment of

societies with the express object of attempting to

infuse some knowledge, and consequently some love of
the works of creation, among the benighted inhabitants

ol^ large towns. Among these, plants are some of the
most pleasing, and most ea.sy of management. There
is not a situation in Great Britain in which, with the
assistance of cases more or less completely closed, a
very large majority of the plants in common cultiva-

tion would not succeed well in the most smoky
situations. The spring flowers especially thrive

far better in them than in the open air, and the
continued success of one small case outside one of my
windows induced me to recommend the building

a house 50 feet long in the Botanic Garden at

Chelsea, the flourishing contents of which have been
the admiration of all beholders. Now every charitable

institution or school might be furnished with one or
more closed c:i.ses, containing cither Fenis or flowers,

aeennliie.; In llie amount of sniar liiilit in I he situations

in Hlnel, ilirv ;ire plaeed. 11 wnnM be neeilless forme
tn,lei:nl 1 he 'l-mh,! I'llVels wliii'li Hnnid resnif.buti will

give the siilj.stancu of a eonunuuicatiun made to me by
the Bishop of Ivipon at the liust meeting in Leeds of the
British Association. The Bishop told me that a certain

parish in Yorkshire had been the most lawless in his

diocese, and that, in consequence of the .«mallness ofthe
living and the character of the jinpnlatiou, there had
not been a resident clergynitiii there for many years,

until a gentleman determined tn east his lot among
them and endeavour to humauise aud Christianise

them, and this he effected primarily by the instru-

mentality of flowers, with which he plentifully

fiumished his own garden. Lugging his parishioners

in by the neck and shoulders, lie showed them his

flowers, which they confessed were far finer than any
they had seen. He told them that these flowers had
been made for them as well as for him, that they should

partake with him, and that he would teach them how
to make them grow. In this manner he obtained access

to their dwellings, clearing away by degrees all the
abominations surrounding them, and by a continued
series of kind actions had made his village a model
village. K. B. Ward.

Ci/fisus raccmosns.— What a glorious object this

old-fashioned greenhouse .shrub is where scope is

allowed for it to develope its full beauty ! I have a
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plant of it ia bloom here, which is indeed gorgeous,

Corming a striking contrast with the lilliputians one

meets with in -IS-sized pots in Covent Garden. The
plant to which I refer stands in a border in our con-

servatory ; it measiu-es 20 feet in height and 12 feet in

diameter, and is Uterally. loaded from bottom to top

'with unifcl'iil rai'cmes of yellow bloom. It receives

only liT !iii:ri \ I n iiiiuut. After it has finished flowering

it is
I

: ; i :

'

I , n \ . hat closcly. Should the summer
prove V' i 'I : i^* of importance that it shoidd

receiiL .bi'. >» .t.""" ...wiugings, asitis subject to attacks of

red spider, and it should also have copious waterings,

as it soon suffers from drought. John Hdlint/toii,

Wrotham Park, Bariiet.

Chemical Properties of Plants used as Food.—Has
anything been done to classify the odorous and sapid

properties of plants according to their chemical nature,

as suggested by the late Professor Henslow in his
" Descriptive and Physiological Botany," Ai-ticle 210, i

f.

219 ? If so, would you refer me to the work ?
;

am more particularly in pursuit of the
chemical analyses of the odorous and sapid

properties— first, of plants the food of man ; and
second, of plants the food of cattle. The organs of

taste and smell have been denominated chemical
senses, and I wish to follow up the inquiry as to how
far gardeners and farmers are attending to the
nutritive value and economy of feeding materials in

the somewhat forced march of modern improvement. ;

Ti/ro. ["We are not aware of any such w-ork as that to

which our correspondent alludes. When we find

Theine in the tea plant, the Coffee, and the Holly

;

Coumarine in hay, Tonquin Beans, and some Orchids,

we despair of getting Chemistry and Botany to run
j

together comfortably.

—

Eds.]
|

Princess of Wales Slrawhernj.—It is now .some five

years since I first directed attention to La Coustaute, a
variety of Strawberry which is now in almost every
garden, and I would on this occasion strongly recom-
mend Knight's Princess of Wales as the best early

Strawberry with wliich I am acquainted. I was very
much struck with it last year in the open garden, but
I waited until I should see how it would force before
I expressed any opinion as to its merits ; and having
now given it a fair trial both out doors and in, I can
fully recommend it as a free grower and good cropper,

j

The fruit, which is excellent in flavour, is large, some-
what irregular, and of a lively bright colour. I feel

j

confident that when this variety shall have become more
generally known, it will be a universal favourite.

J. Must, Eridije Castle, Tuiiiridi/e Wells.
|

Ascent of the Sap.—Your remarks on this subject i

(see p. 386) have induced me to send you the following
|

fact :—In June last year I laid do^\Ti ashoot ofLapageria
rosea. In the course of the past winter all the other
shoots on the plant were killed, while that laid doivn,

until a few days ago, has been apparently healthy ; its
|

leaves have been green, and it has a shoot growing from
it about 10 feet from its point without roots, 18 raches
in length. Only a few mches from the point of the
shoot just alluded to, another shoot pushed with roots

under it. Thinking the shoot without roots would
grow on and in some measure replace the dead portions
of the plant, I tied it up^ after having removed the
shoot with roots, still leavmg the old shoot its whole
length, which had no other roots visible than those
just mentioned. Next day I was somewhat puzzled
when I found it flagging as if it had been cut ofi', and
in a day or two afterwards it became brown and died.

From this, I imagine that the roots at the point
furnished sap not only to the shoot immediately over
them, but that they sent it back some 9 feet, thus
supporting the shoot without roots. Does it not also

appear from this that the sap channels, whatever they
may be, are capable of conveying that fluid in different

directions ? H'j. Mills, Enys, Penryn.
Cocoa-nut Fibre Mefuse.—This has been accumu-

lating with us for 13 years, and we thought
that it would ultimately have become a trouble and
e.xpeuse to us. In 1802 we had just commenced
burning it with coal-tar under our steam engine boiler
in lieu of coal, when the late Mr. Donald Beaton
directed our attention to its valuable^ uses for garden
purposes, and induced us to advertise it. In the course
of four years v/e have sold about three-fourths of what
may be called mountains of refuse, besides what
we have been producing in the meantime. We there-
fore fear that shortly there will be very little to be had

;

for duiin" the last few years the supply of Cocoa-nuts
has been decreasing, while the price has been increasing.
Por this we of course are sorry, and so will doubtless
all who have used the refuse in question, if we may
judge from their repetitions of orders for it and their
letters expressing tlie satisfactory results which have
attended the variety of uses to which it has been
applied. J. Barsham S( Co., Kingston-on-Thames.

Eockicork.—Broken wine-bottles, glass, and pottery,
either separate or mixed, thrown on the top of the fire

(when made up for the night) of a conical or tubular
boiler, combine with the clinkers and produce very
nice-looking results for Ferneries and similar purposes,
particularly the wine-bottles, which resemble the
colour of Majolica china. Having exhausted my own
heap of broken bottles, I resorted to a heap thrown on
some waste ground, and was surprised at the great
substance of glass of many of the bottles, quite account-
ing for the reason whji those of some dealers hold so
little, though the exterior is as large as usual. This
discovery of thick bottles will be useful to me, and
probably also to your readers. N., Newi^ort, Isle of
Wight.
Change of Culuiir i,i. Cuirxll,<:.—^omc years aso a

quanlily ol'C. iM iip ...d h i
. n: 1.. n- li";ii SiiMn:!.,.

and in Inili' l ii '

'

,, ;; ;. v.. ;: ^. lu ; l.;i' :'t'iiii \ i':!;'

the original jlILiv, e.jloiu- lumiu^ ml.> liniil, .iiid Irom
light to dark brown, lu one case the change of colour
is perceptible on the same head of flowers. How is

this to be accounted for ? Perhaps some of your corre-
spondents may be able to throw some light on the
subject. Biinny, May 2. [The change alluded to is

frequently met with, but we fear no satisfactory,

solution as to its cause has yet been arrived at. We
have seen a similar occuri'ence in Violets. Eds.]
Mushrooms.—I enclose a photogniph ol' a fine

buncli 111' .MiisliriHiuis. There were 7- : Ii -_. rn r m iIk

bunch, ulinli u;i^ taken from a bell i
'

covered \miIi llieiu. The spawn \\:i- .i .: '
,

John Bell, Nurseryman, Norwich. Jun.i i;,,';,„,v, i'„.

Gardens, Thornham llall, Fye, Suffolk. [A very hue
sample.]

Wasps.—It may, perhaps, be worth while to remind
your readers that the time is fast approaching for
finding female wasps, and that each of these insects
killed destroys a nest. Last year my gardener found
them in scores among the Raspberry canes when
they were in flower, and killed large numbers of them.
As Raspberries are now- about blossoming, the
probability is that wasps will be found there again. A
Wasp Hater, Woodford.
Anis.—If your correspondent (see p. 413) will try

the following cure for these little pests, he will be
amused at the result :—Take 1 lb. of black soap, dissolve
it in four gallonsofwater, and scatterthe solution through
a fine rose over the runs and nests. Death will ensue.
The remedy should be repeated until all are destroyed,
taking care, however, not to water the roots of plants
or to destroy Grass on law-ns. Stir the top of the nest
on a hot day, sprinkle with the solution, and the
result will be satisfactory. S. J. Fills, Oakwood^ Bath,

1 have been greatly troubled with ants in both
stove and greenhouse, and have tried several ways of

getting rid of them ; the most effectual of which has
been to get a beetle trap baited with a moderate
quantity of sugar in the bottom, and to put it in their

runs at night. In the morning the trap will be found
to be nearly full. Have a bucket of hot water close

at hand, and immerse the trap in it. I have killed

thou,sands in this simple manner. I have tried guano-
water, and also sprinkling di-y guano in their paths,

but without the least effect. A Would-be Gardener.
Grass Mice.—Your correspondent Mr. Buchanan

(see p. 412) complains that the choice Ferns on his

rockery are destroyed by Grass Mice, and that traps

and poison fail in keeping them down. I would
suggest a remedy which succeeded with myself after

all others failed, viz., a cat. C. F. I., Lamport J£all,

Northampton.

Foreign Correspondence.
Last July, during my absence from Basle, the

Curator of our Botanic Giarden observed a yellowish-

looking parasite growing on a fine specimen of Ai'alia

papyritera, the Bice-paper plant of Formosa. Soon on
other plants of the same species similar growths were
observed, but all were destroyed except one, which, on
examination, turned out to be a distinct species of

Orobanche—0. aralioctona, Meisn., a description of

which I have given iu the " Botanische Zeitung,"
No. 3, 1866, p. ir.

Om' plant being thus a new specie-s, or at least a
distinct variety, the question arises as to w^here it comes
from. It may not grow exclusively on the Aralia, but
possibly on .some other plants unknown to us in the
neighbourhood of Basle, and may have been introduced
by means of the soil or by seeds ; or, secondly, perhaps
it is only a variety of one of our European species,

altered by its growth upon a foreign nurse-plant ; or,

lastly, it may really and truly be a distinct species, not
indigenous in Europe, but imported with the Aralia
itself from Formosa. It is possible that the seeds of the
parasite were attached to the roots, or were contained
in the surrounding soil. The Aralia was first sent to

Kew in 1852, and another plant of it was sent, about
the same time, to the Duke ofDevonshire. It is readily

propagated by parting the roots, and all the plants of

this .species now on the Continent have been derived

directly or indirectly from
^
Kew. In spite of the

seeming improbabilities I incline to consider that

we have here a new siiecies of Orobanche iiniiorled

with the Aralia from China. A Lathrtca .^qi mi ni,
planted with its nurse plant in Marbiii- '•'! n <

Garden (Linnjca, vol. 29, p. 727), flowered aim limlv

the next year, and then nothing moro was .^^jeii ul ii,

for 10 years, when it again made its appearance. There
is therefore no reason why the seeds of an Orobanche
should not retaiu their vitality for 13 years; and I

would reconuiiiiiil all growers of the Eice-paper plant

to look out lor Ihi- ( iiiilianohe, and if it appears, to

allow it to eoiiie In iiiaduily. If seeds can be procured,

they should be i ejn aleilly sown, not only on the roots

of the Ai'alia, but on other plants as well ; and in this

way much might be done towards unravelling the
mysterious history of this curious plant. Any one
interested in the culture of Orobanches should read
Mr. Tittelbach's papers on that subject in the
" Verhandl. des Garten Ycreines in den Konigl.

Preuss. Staat." 18J3. C. F. Meissner, Bale.

^ocirticsi.
Royal BoT.iNic: 3/(t,w 9 (FiV / - "' ' '.- I-as,

Roses.aiidPelargoniumswerciiilj 1 ' ' n-

house plants .ind Gape Heaths v ' .li-

near ai i'..i. I .1 H ' '' 'iiiiiu; gi-cat Interuatiulial E.Klii-

bitlMii I

I

;
. are evidently reservinfr their

chill. ii., ; I; ; :.
''" iiuesscstbePrineeandPiiiice.'^a

nfW.il ,1 I. .11 _i .
I the Boyal Family honourel the

.111-
, ;. ,1 '.III. la II ]iiLsuiiec iu the morning before it was

Ii.' .' has been stated, constituted the glory of

t h,' -ii ..\
, I _. ) II-., in size and beautifully in bloom. Mr.

Tuiiiei'w jdant.s. especially, wore wondei-iul examples of

skilful management. His largest collection consisted of Con-
queror, Juliana, Variegata, Gledstaucsii, Coronata, Sir Charles

Napier, Magnificans, and Optima. Ilis group of six pl.ants
contained Holfordii, Glcdstanesii, Pen-yana, EtoUe de Gand
Ivery.ana, .and Gem. From Messrs, Voitch also came magnifi-
cent specimens of Cedo Nulli, Coronata, Iveryana, Prajstan-
tissima, Herbertii, Criterion, Extrani, and Stella, the last
remarkable both for fine shape and colour. The same
exhibitors had also Holfordii, Magnificans, Violacea superba
Rosea superba, Empress Eugfinie, and Flower of the Day|

.

liiiU is one of the best light - coloured .\zaleas in
i I i vation. The Am.ateur3' Classes, at the head of which
"I Mr. Penny, Gr. to H. H. Gibbs, Esq., Regent's Park,

' I
. .also well supported. Mr. Turner showed Gledstanesii

.M.iiiiia a a jTrali. ;^]iicimen in most beautiful condition. It
wa-. .1

t
I I

I ait. measuring some 5 feet in height, and
qtii'e I at the base, many of the flowers being
ch.iriMii

.
. ailb red, and some wholly of that colour

-li '. . . :, -M.. Turner; 2, Messrs. Veltch ; 3, withheld
;

4, .Mr. KhoJes. C : 1, Mr. Turner ; 2, Messrs. Veitch

;

3, withheld; 4, Mr. Dobson. 8 (Amateurs): I, Mr. Penny;
2, Mr. Gill ; equal 3, Mr. Peed and Mr. G. "Wheeler.

«.,,v.._-i.-l.l,.in has a tiu.-T cnllccti.-.n of tli.'so li^^n shown
than -iia . , .i,t

, i; ,i,i ...1 l,v M,-,-r.. i ,i rlii-, ..,,., -i, ,,,. It
was. i; ,. .

. . --a- '.. <:: • i.
; ,, .i,a^ the

in.sliui ti-i. ii! i i.i-t l.a! t" .ililiia-a.ilc It, a,'.,i,ly. -,.i,i.. . ,f the
blooms un L.;ausc Peyrunny, numbering from two to three
dozen, were nearly large enough to hide one's face in ; General
Jacqueminot and Senateur Vaisse Jjossessed wonderfully
fine colour. Coupe d'Heb^ was, as usual, perfection
as far as shape is concei'ned, and of the beauty and
fragi-ance of Souvenir d'un Ami, Gloire de Dijon, Paul
Perras, Anna Diesbach (the blooms of which were equally
large as those of Louise Peyi'onny), Chas. L.awsun, and Victor
Verdier. it is impossiltlo to .speak in torrii- f ^^ Va' ti ]a.-,aiso.

From Mr. Wm. Paulalsii lamr a lia.anttfr'
.

!a -i.i hich
werefincly-giam-n well lluwciasl ]iLmt- - I a v. ih.im,
Juno(lil.acwithcrimsoiiiautr,j, tha ta.-.i : ;,

i
. i.i- an

admirable conti-ast), Preaident, ^ladauiu \\ illwim.,.., .suuvcnir
d'un Ami, Victor Verdier, P.aul PeiTtis, Madame Diuuazin,
Anna Diesbach, and Ltelia, the last with unusually large and
fine blooms. Amateurs' collections were not remarkable
either for lino ttrowth or bloom.

.4i'-'<.- .— I'l ]. Messrs. Lane: 2, Mr. Wm. Paul. G(amateurs):
1 an a, v aaa,

; ; ,. yir, Terry; 4, Mr. Wiggins.

i>inii(«.—Of these Mr. Peed, gr. to
111, had a fine coHecticMrs. Tr.- iaa '

Cyrtoeenis vetiexum. 1'

oides, Eiiostemon net i

lilac-ljlossomed Tetrat
splendcns, IVlv^'aias. .\

to J. la aa.a;, I - |.. 1 ir

mini a la

Meiliia , ;. Eriostemons, EverLastings, and a well-
flowi.i, L I I aa . I I iiMi-.izemavarium nanum. In the Nursery-
men's e lass tuc oest collection came from Mr. Rhodes, Syden-
ham, who had a well-grown and finely-flowered Dracophyllum
gracile, Eriostemons, Chorozemas, Heaths, Genetyllises, and
Everlastings. In other groups we noticed nice plants of

Rhynchospermum jasminoides, the hands "la" rioiMdi-ndron

Thomsonaj, Boronia mierophyUa and tetnaii lai, nf.it

bushes for small gi-eenhouses : Diosm.i Liioug

Fi-ancisccos, Stephanotis floribunda, ta Mined
Adenandi-a fragrans, the larger variety of alia I < i . a mltia,
the 01e.ander-leaved Allamauda, Rhododendr..)n Gil.isoni, a
white tender fragrant Indian kind ; and Gompholobium poly-
moi-phum splendens, the last loaded with blight reddish
salmon-coloured blossoms.
Amirds.—10 : 1, Mr. Peed; 2, Mr. J. Wheeler; 3, Mr. G.

^'heeler. 8 : 1, Mr. Donald ; 2, Mr. Kemp ; 3, Mr. Kaile.

6 : 1, Mr. lugr.am. 8 (Nurserymen) : 1, Mi-. Rhodes ; 2, Messrs.
Lee ; 3, Mr. Glendinning ; 4, Mr. Baxendine.

Fi,ii-/..l!,i:/ed uad Floiraiati Plaiils.— r<i •.], a ..r two
interesting grouiis were exhibited. Oih i

i

a j^ee

contained noble specimens of Cyatha '

, r n l.nius

elegantissimus. Croton vtiricgatum, Tliaia'aiia. ; ua rialis,

Alocasias, and Yuccas, intermixed wiiii sueh ilmvering
plants as Erica ventricosa cocciuea minor, Franeiscea conferti-
flor.a, and Boronia serrulata. From Mr. Williams, of Holloway,
came Zamia pungena, with short thick trunk, supporting a
noble head of fine foliage; Dracasna lineat.a .

ra.vdvlin-^ indivisa,

Crotous, and Yuccas, intermixed with I'iii.a l I.asi.ni.

GenetylUs Hookeri, Eriostemon buxifoliiia I

, and
Azaleas. In other groups we noticed Ilnl '. taipcs,

with shining deeply-cut leaves, euppoiar.i .ii i_a haiiy
stalks ; Rhopalas, Palms, Sphffirogyne latifolia. a plant greatly
resembling Cyanophyllum magnificum ; Pand.anus javanicus
v.arieg.atus, Alocasia metilliea, the handsome Caladium
Chjmtini, and Dracaina feiTCa.

Aimnlt.—10: 1, Messrs. Leo i
Equ.al 2d, Mr. Gill and Mr.

"Williams ; Equal 3d, Mr. Rhodes and Mr. Carr.

Fine-faliaged Pkmt».—0( these, Mr Donald gi to P G
B.arcl.ay, Esq., Lc.vton, furnished a verj goodgioup in which
wore Alocasia macrorhiza variegata, with hi 1 n ^ itcd

leaves ; the handsome Bird's-nest Pei'n Tl \ i isti i

lasica ; Croton variegjitum, Pandanus ek ti i hlmo
indivisa, and the graceful long slendei la \ I I ii i titia

'lu-a elegans. From Mr. B.arnai d, gr tt J \\ lijl i Lsq
,

ia Newington, came fine specimens of Pandanus javimciis
ii'a,'atus, Dicksonia antarctica, Anthunum grande, with

Ii all isome deep green leaves conspicuously veined with paler

ttiaeii; Pteris erotica albo-lineata, and other plants. In Mr.
Young's collection were good plants of Aspidistra lurida

igata and Alocasia albo-violacea. Messrs. F. ifc A. Smith
also e-xhibited in this class.

AKtirdg.—S: 1, Mr. Donald: 2, Mr. Barnard; 3, Messrs.

F. (Si a. Smith ; 4, Mr. Young.

Ftrns.~'^U\ Barnard reproduced the fine group of exotic

kinds which he showed the other day at the May exhibition at

South Ken:
size of pl:mls. V. 1, ,:-.,

Barnard's vai i
'

Coopeii, and li |

lasica, Blechia i - i

Miquolii, .andliljia'aeiii

On'Ai"((.<.—The best a

Mr. Penny, who had i

bright orange Ijlussi.in

flowers ; a fine \ i i' i '.

some delicate;

.

finely floweie i a .
i

Oncidium siir. n

Kensington :

Dalhousianu:
Dendrobium

;tion much smaller in point of
id by Mr. Young. Among Mr.
I Cy.athea boconensis, elegans,

1 irinceps, Thamnopteris austr.a-

.. Tudea africaua, Alsophila

what is called the Fo.'cbrush Aerides . and
iphyllum giganteum, by some miscalled

From Mr. Page came Phalffinopsis amabilis

and graudiflora, Dendrobium densiflorum, and a deeply-

coloure.l v.aricty of nobOe ; Saecolabium Blumei, with
a fine spike of beautiful blossoms ; Aerides virens,

Cattleya Skiuneri. Cyi)ripediuni barbatum, and the noble
examples of Oncidium ampliaturn raajus, sli'iwn the other

day at South Kensington. In \i'.y.'^ i,,,,
, llicr

growers, we remai-ked Clypripediii, I, lie ua,
.and dilfercnt varieties of bariiaa alio

Trichopilia crispa, Cattleyas, Van a. .
I

'
i a

, the

clear yellow-blossomed Oncidium scs.sila ana otner 'maids,

the yoUow-flowcred Tulip-like aVnguIoa Cluwesii, and the stiff

waxy whitQ-blossomed Chysis bractescens. Mr. Donald
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showed a vei-y fine plant of La^lia piu"pm*ata as a single
specimen

.

Aicanls.—IO : 1, Mr. Penny: L'. Mr. Page. 8: 1, Mr. Peed;
2, Mr. Wiggins; 3. Mr. J. Wheeler. 6 fNiirserymen) : 1,

Messrs. Lee ; 2, Messrs. Jackson ; 3, Mr. Rhodes ; 4, Mr. BulL

H — These we e for h mo t part w U grown
aul tnely in bluom F m tlr Khod s
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cause of numbers of my bees on returning to the hive
falling on the ground, many of which never rise again,
some laden with pollen, but most part of them without
any. I enclose four bees for inspection. The hive
from which most were seen to fall made an attempt to
swarm a few days ago, but the bees returned ; after
which I put on a super, and which has not been taken
to as yet. This hive did not swarm last year, being
worked with a super. Though now full of bees, which
are working apparently strongly, more fall from it than
from any other in my apiary.
[Tour bees may have died from becoming chilled.

In those sent for inspection there is no appearance
of their having suffered from disease of any kind. Are
you quite sure that they have had a sufficiency of food ?

Their premature attempt to swarm is a manifestation
of something being amiss. Instead of putting on a
super, we should be almost inclined to recommend a
good large bottle of sugar syrup. We have heard of
more than one hive which has succumbed to actual
starvation during the last two or three weeks, having
previously ivintered well. Another cause may be, that
the bees have really no queen, and are consequently
wanting in energj'. If with improved weather, and a
little food, they still continue to fall and die, we should
ascertain if there is any queen, and treat them
accordingly.]

Garden Memoranda.
Scone Palace, Perthshire, the principal

Se-it of the Right Hon. the Earl of Mansfield.
—This palatial residence is delightfully situated in the
midst of a noble park, on the eastern bank of the river
Tay, two miles north of the city of Perth. The Palace
stands on the extreme western edge of an elevated
piece of table land, the ground from which undulates
gracefully in front towards the river. It is a noble pile
of Gothic architecture, resting, as tradition asserts, on
the foundations of two former structures which had
perished by the hand of time. It was erected in the
years 1S05-6-7, from designs furnished by the late Mr.
Atkinson, and is acknowledged to be one of his finest
works. It consists of a reddish-tinted enduring sand-
stone, found on the estate. Its walls on the southern
and western sides, as well as the terrace by which the
western front is supported, are ;)artially covered with
Ivy. The interior of the Palace is admirably arranged,
superbly finished and furnished, and among the ancient
and curious furniture are a bed, tapestry, and other
things which at one time belonged to Mary Queen of
Scots. The gallery is a noble apartment, said however
to be several feet shorter than the ancient one ; but it
IS fitted and furnished with much more magnificence.
The floor consists of black Oak, obtained from the bed
of the Earn, a river only a few miles distant. On the
upper panes of the windows, emblazoned on ground
glass, are the arms of the successive Earls.
The grounds immediately adjoining the house on the

south and eastern side are laid out in sloping Grass
terraces, on which no tree or shrub of any kind is seen,
except a noble Plane, some 60 feet in height and 14 feet
in girth, which was planted by Queen Mary. This,
with its somewhat dilapidated branches, covers a con-
siderable space in front of the principal suite of rooms
on the western side. Ou the eastern aspect is the
Boot" or "Coronation Hill," a mound or knoll on

which some of the Kings of Scotland were croivned.
It was formerly surmounted by the abbey, but it now
forms the site of the family mausoleum, a plain
ecclesiastical-looking building, surrounded by trees of
considerable magnitude. The front of this hill has of
late years been sloped so as to be in keeping with the
other terraces on the lower level. This dressed ground
is separated from the park on the south and western
sides by means of an ornamental waU, of the same
material and architectural finish as those of the Palace.
At 600 feet from the main entrance, which is on the
eastern side, is an ancient gateway arch, which is all
that now remains of the walls which formerly inclosed
the Palace grounds. A writer of the 19th century says
the Palace of Scone was surrounded by gardens and

orchards, fruits, and flowers," and the parte, in which
are still some ancient trees, abounded " in hart and
fallow deer." The view from the terraces and principal
rooms produces an impression both of grandeur and
cheerfulness ; looking across the broad waters of the
Tay, with its well-clad islands, a fertile and highly
enriched plain comes in view, and is lost in a well wooded
distance. On the left is the " Fair City of Perth,"
vnth its handsome bridge and scattered suburban
villas

; while, far away in the northern distance, on the
nght, a rich and magnificently wooded country is
bounded by the lofty Grampians. The park is ii-regu-
larly triangular in form, and contains some 700 or 800
acres

;
it is bounded on the western side, for something

more than two miles, by the river, from which the
ground gradually ascends with an undulating surface
towards the east, where it rises up to a considerable
eminence, which is covered with thriving wood most
of which was planted during the first decade of the
present century; a large portion, however, formerly
known as the Moor of Scone, is principally clothed
with fine foi-ms of ancient Scotch Fir, most or all of
which is supposed to be self or rook-sown. Through
these fine woods are judiciously led many miles of
broad drives the margins of which are ornamented
at occasional intervals with Rhododendrons and
other evergreen shrubs. The other portions of the
park are admirably adorned with groups and masses
of handsome trees, most of which were planted soon
after the erection of the present Palace. Some of
the Larches, planted in 1807, are now 80 feet in
height, and 8 feet in girth at 3 feet from the ground.
Associated with these are many remarkable specimens
of ancient Ash and Oaks. Of the former several are
100 feet in height, and 12 feet in girth. King James's
Oak, which occupies a position near the western point

of the Palace, is a siiii,qil;irl\- m-i>ti'squ(---luiikiiin Iri'i^

having a large sprc^idini; li.^ad,' :iimI a jiimrl.^.l, riiL'i;rd

stem, averaging about lo i,h.( iu girth. The AVorkuiau's
Tree is remarkable, from the circumstance of its having
been produced by one of the old labourers having struck
his stafl' in the ground and forgotten to remove it ; it
now girths 8 feet at 3 feet from the ground ; the stem,
however, is only 10 feet in height, the top having been
broken ofl!' by mnd some years since.
The estate of Scone, properly so called, does not con-

tain quite 4000 acr&s, of which 1400 are under wood.
The present Earl, however, has added the adjacent
estates of Lynedoch, Logiealmond, &c., containing an
aggregate of 30,000 acres. On the former of these
estates are growing a pair of Douglas Firs, which were
presented by their discoverer to the late Lord Lynedoch
38 years ago. Of these the smallest is 60 feet in height
and 8 feet in circumference ; the other, being inacces-
sible both to cone stealers and squirrels, could not be
got at for the purpose of measurement. This tree is
said to yield annually from two to sixteen thousand
cones, containing on an average six fertile seeds per
cone, and some have produced as many as 20 seeds in
each cone. Immense quantities of trees have been
raised from these seeds, and many of these are growing
with as much vigour as the original plants have done.
Nearthese fine trees are alsosomenobleexamplesofSilver
Fu- 100 feet in height, and over 13 feet in girth. The
public road from Perth to Blairgowrie bisects the
park longitudinally ; it is now, however, to be led into
a more direct line outside the premises, and will join
the Cupar Angus road at New Scone, a village two
miles eastward. When this alteration has been effected,
the park will he extended to some 2000 acres in a
north-easterly direction.
The approach road from Perth enters the park one

mile distant from that city ; it has been formed several
years, but has been hut seldom used ; it runs almost in
a direct line to the eastern front of the Palace, passing
over in its course a handsome bridge erected over a
romantic " Den," and entering the lawn through a pair
of massive iron gates in the handsome parapet wall
forming its boundary. Another carriage drive proceeds
from the main entrance eastward, passing through the
ancient arch already alluded to, and onwards by a
broad well-backed avenue of Limes to the public road.
This will ultimately be extended onwards to join other
roads at the boundary of the new park, when the
proposed alterations have been completed.
A broad walk leads from the northern end of the

western terrace onwards to the Home Farm, which is
distant about a mile, passing a large mass of stable
buildings on the right, screened from view amongst
noble trees and undergrowths of thriving Yews, Rho-
dodendrons, and other evergreen shrubs; there are
also many examples of Douglas Fir. Proceeding
onwards, we pass on the right the curling pond, a
sunken panel of turf, 55 yards in length and 12 yards
in width, which on the approach of frost is filled
with an inch or more of water, on which the
national game is played. Opposite is a neat rustic
luncheon room, with a birch broom (the curlers'
arms) as a finale to the apex of the roof Adjoining is
another sunken panel 16 yards square, which is devoted
to the game of ground billiards. On the left hand
side is situated an eagle's cage and the gas-house. The
walk proceeds onwards by the side of a murmuring
brook, overshadowed by noble examples of Larch, and
associated nith many interesting native plants, in which
these woods and dells abound. Passing an admirably-
constructed dairy and poultry house in a broad open
space on the left, we soon reach a newly-erected mass
of farm buildings, the elevations of which are exceed-
ingly handsome, and the workmanship and material of
the most satisfactory kind.
The lawns, pleasure grounds, and gardens, occupy

about 100 acres, extending eastward from the Palace to
the Blairgowrie road, which is the boundary iu that
direction. A broad walk is led from the north end of
the western terrace along the inside of the parapet wall
to the flower garden, which is situated at its extreme
end. This garden is some 3 acres in extent, and is
well screened by plantations on all sides. In its centre
is a noble example of Weeping Ash, from which simple
forms of gaily filled flower-beds radiate. From the
entrance to the centre proceeds the leading walk, on
either side of which are formal beds, edged with
the broad-leaved Cerastinm tomentosum in wide
bands,^ which associate admirably with beds of choice
flowering plants, amongst which the gorgeous flowers of
the Gladiolus, in their gayest colours, were not the
least conspicuous. Outside these beds are some fine
specimen plants on the turf, as well as masses of Rhodo-
dendrons and other evergreen shrubs, and a noble
example of Douglas Fir. whose broad deep green foliage
contrasted finely with all around it. There are also fine
specimens of Golden Ash, Punjle Beech, and many
other trees of equal interest. From the central point
the walk diverges to the east for some little distance,
until it reaches some rockwork, a semicircular mass of
stones slightly covered with Scotch Roses, Ferns, &c.
The flower beds in this direction remain the same in
form as they did some 40 years ago. At that period
however, they were filled with perhaps the best
coUection of herbaceous plants to be found in
the country, and they possessed a peculiar charm
for the young gardener, inasmuch as they were
all correctly and somewhat elegantly named.
Associated with these are also clumps of Roses,
some filled ivith dwarf and standard sorts of the
best kinds—others with beautiful double varieties
of Scotch Rose. There are likewise Moss and
J;ro™tioe Roses pegged down in the manner described
by Mr. Perry, at p. 55 of our current year's volume.
Here also are a series of beds filled with the most
showy varieties of florists' flowers. On the northern
side of this walk, on a well backed up portion of ground,
IS the site long intended for a handsome range of plant-

liouscs; :i ualk pinrceds from this point through the
iciitiv .,1 the n.(k(.:ry In the exterior of the garden, and
ouuan .s through the auoient avenue of the Chantrey
Gate, then branching right and left ; that to the right
IS led onwards by the side of a purling brook, which
finds its way through the bottom of a " Den " the
banks of which, sheltered by stately trees, form a
suitable home both for Ferns and other interesting
native plants. The other walk skirts the side of the
enclosed grounds onwards to New Scone, a village
especially interesting to horticulturists on account of
its containing in its churchyard a handsome monument
erected by public subscription to the memory of the
lamented collector Douglas, who was bom in the
ancient village of Scone. It was in Lord Mansfield's
gardens, too, that he received the rudiments of his
instruction in botany and horticulture. The main
walk just adverted to is continued onward from the
rockery to the kitchen garden, a considerable distance
to the east, through fine plantations of thriving woods,
in which are many remarkable examples of ancient
Ash trees, of which one is of historical interest, having
in days of " Aidd lang syne " done service as the " Bell-
tree " of the parish church. The butt-end of its trunk
contains, measuring over the bark, 130 cubic feet. Miles
of other walks are judiciously led through these
magnificent grounds.
On the south side of the garden a Pinetum of some

extent has been formed on the site of a former orchard.
The plants are arranged in rows on turf; amongst
them are good examples of Deodars, Douglas Fir, &c.

;

also a fine compact specimen of Picca nobilis, which has
borne cones. The margin of the noble walk which
separates this ground from the garden as well as of that
which runs at right angles through its centre are lined
effectively with handsome thriving specimens of Irish
Yews, intermixed with other evergreen trees.
The kitchen garden, which is surrounded by lofty

brick walls, contains rather more than 4 acres of
ground, and is subdivided into two parallelograms
b.v a wall running east and west. The soil is

of a somewhat strong loamy character, well adapted
both for the cultivation of fruit trees and vegetables.
The forcing-houses consist of three distinct ranges—
and owing to the ground sloping to the west the
western end of each range is supported by a terrace
wall. The centre range is 100 feet in length and 8 feet
in width, in two divisions, and the roof, which is fixed,
rests on a dwarf stone parapet, and has an angle of 56°.

The aeration is effected by means of ventilators in the
front as well as the upper portion of the back wall.
These houses were designed by the late Mr. Atkinson,
and were erected when the gardens were formed, about
1807. They are admirably adapted both for the pro-
duction ofearlyand late fruit. Grapesin such structures
keep plump and firm for a long time after they are ripe.
The other ranges are each 90 feet in length and 13 feet
in width; their roofs are pitched at an angle of 35%
and they contain several compartments. They occupy
the site of two former ranges, which were of the same
dimensions as the central range. The whole of these
houses are devoted to the cultivation of Grapes and
Peaches, of which there were at their proper seasons
excellent crops of finely coloured well-ripened fruit.

The Peaches are trained on a curved trellis in front,
and there is also a suspended trellis from every alter-
nate rafter above the pathway ; the upner portion
and the back wall too is also trained over. The whole of
these houses are heated by flues which are white and
clean, and their tops are made to retainwaterforpurposes
of evaporation. On the floors of the Peach-houses are
some good-sized specimens of Camellias, and on the
flues and floors of the other houses are also some good
examples of Azaleas, Zonale and other Pelargoniums,
Ferns, Begonias, &c., as weU as several admirable
dwarf Orange trees in pots, whose golden fruit has a
nice appearance. The borders in front of these houses
in sumnier are gaily ribboned their whole length, with
broad lines of Cerastium tomentosum. Calceolarias,
Perilla, Pelargoniums, Heliotrope, and Ageratum,
backed on the southern side with Dahlias, Sweet Peas,
and Hollyhocks. On the terrace at the end of one of
the ranges of houses, a rain gauge is placed in which
the rainfall is constantly registered, and a record
of the daily state of the temperature is also kept.
The foliation and exfoliation of diff'erent trees,

&c., likewise form subjects of observation. The
houses are backed their whole length by buildings,
in which are ample room for Mushroom-houses, fruit

stores, fire sheds, offices, &c. Near here is also the
gardener's house, an excellent two-storied erection,

ornamented with evergreens in front, amongst which
are some very handsome Box trees. The under-
gardener's house is situated in an open space a little

distance off; immediately in front of it is the pit
ground, situated in an enclosed square on the western
side of the garden ; it consists of several ranges : the
first is a recently constructed " hybematory ;" its walls
are of turf ; it is some 80 feet in length and 13 feet in
width, from which frost is kept out by a single hot-water
pipe ill front. The next range consists ofPine stoves; in
two divisions, heated by hot water, and having a walk
along the back; in these fruiting and succession
plants are successfully grown. The next range is prin-
cipally used for the production of Melons ; it is

constructed on McPhail's principle, the linings being
closely boarded over, so as ensure the most rigid cleanli-

ness. In the front range, which has two compartments
heated by water, Cucumbers are grown ; there are also

sundry other pits, in which are good specimens of
fruit trees in pots. In a comer of the square is a
circular pond, into which water, which is brought
from a considerable distance, is constantly flowing, and
the waste supplies an adjacent Cranberry bed, on which
are every year plenty of fine fruit.

On the western end of the southern aspect wall of
the south garden, facing the Pinetum, has been
recently erected a most beautiful house, curvilinear in
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form, 172 feet in length, S feet in width, and 15i feet in

height: the roof is fixed, strong .sheet glass being

glazed on cast iron hars. It is aerated by means

of ventilators placed in the dwarf front wall on

which the roof rests, and at the upper portion of the

hack wall immediately under the glass. In the front of

this house, running from end to end, are two rows ot

Peach and Nectarine trees in pots, and which in the

latter end of August last were ripening a heavy crop ot

admirably-coloured highly-flavoured fruit. On the

back wall are trained some excellent trees oi I'eaches

and Nectarines, which also produce good crops ;
con-

spicuous amongst them last autumn were some

magnificent specimens of lli.' .lrli,';,l..ly-coloured

unrivalled Noblesse Peach. 1 i« i^ »^i- ^'Iso a good

example of the excellent Marsri 11^- I vj. iin.ducrag its

rich fruit in abundance. This Uousy h:i- designed »y

Mr HaUiday, Lord Mansfield's gardener, and erected

bv Messrs. Shanks, of Arbroath ; it is perhaps the first

house of the kind that has ever been erected in

cast-iron and for Vineries or Peach-houses nothing in

my opinion could possibly be more elegant or appro-

priate • the expense of erection, too, is but little more

than that of the best description of wooden houses,

which, as a matter of course, are less durable.

The excellent walls that enclose the kitchen garden

are well covered mth healthy trees, apparently trained

with the same scrupulous care for which these gardens

have ever been distinguished. Among them are sorne

huge specimens of Morello Cherry, which are remark-

able examples of cultural skill; it was ra these

gardens in 1811, that the system of root-pruning, first

promulgated by Switzer, in 1718, was successfully

practised. The Peach and Apricot trees that had

rapidly covered the space assigned to them on a lofty

wall "400 feet in length," without being productive,

were the first operated on, and the system was

afterwards carried through the entire garden;

many of the trees in question still remain, and are

every year heavily laden with good examples of well-

ripened fruit. Among Pears I noticed Napoleon,

Marie Louise, Ne Plus Meuris. Winter Nelis, Duchesse

d'Angouleme, Passe Colmar, Glou Morceau, Althorpe

Crassane, Beurre Ranee, BeuiTC de Capiaumont,

Buerre d'Ai'emberg, the Easter Beurre and the Brown
Beurre. Beun-e Diel does not succeed so well as those

.i
ust enumerated. Black Auchan is apparently the best

cropper of any of these Pears, and seems well adapted

to the climate of Scotland. The margins of the walks

which divi.lr i!:> -:t.!.!: inl iHrrs are lined

with .xrrll^ 111 .
I

. I :

.li
:

\pple trees,

^j,(l 111,! I

..
I

' . Amongst

them iiuirunMiHv I'luiMlin:, v,:t- ••.,•,
; r.inspicuous.

Nonpareils do eiceediugly Hell on the walls, on \yhich

there are many fine examples. The broad border ol

the northern aspect cherry -covered wall ol

the south garden is plentiful with btraw-

berries Currants, and Gooseberries, and on its

outer edges a rail is run along its entire length,

about 4 feet high, over which a net is stretched irom

the top of the wall, thus protecting a large quantity ol

late fruit from the depredations of birds and other

delinquents.
, ..„ , ,

, .

The whole of these beautiful gardens, drives,

and roads, and indeed all the plantations on the

property, as well as those on the not far distant estate

of Balvaird, were formed for the late Earl of Mansfield

by the late Mr. Bealli-, v.ln. ili.iin:' (hf "-l years pre-

ceding 1837, hadplii:. .

' - i
.

mrln- ni' a

portion of almost e\ I
.

i
" .i '

•

'
' '

Si"'''" l'"

andthese,distribute<liii i Ir iimuiMi-Mi-vmI i i.vinj.nil.

would cover an area of 10:.O acres ; these woods have

ever had the reputation of being well managed, and

the trees are now growing into fine specimens, parti-

cularly those in the Park, immediately m front of the

Palace. Mr. Beattie was not only eminent as a planter,

cultivator, and landscape gardener; he also made
frequent contributions, the results of his successful

practice, to the "Transactions" of the Horticultural

Societies, both of London and Edmburgh. He was

succeeded by Mr. Dodds, who held the appointment

for 14 years, and during that period remodelled the

ten-aoe slopes in front of the Palace, as well as re-erected

two of the ranges of forcing houses in the kitchen

garden. Mr. Dodds was succeeded by Mr. HalUday,

the present superintendent, under whom many im-

provements have been canied out. Mr. Halliday is

one of the few candidates who has had the honour ol

obtaining aPirst-class Certificate, after undergoing the

ordeal of an examination by the late Dr. Lindley.

before leaving the Garden of the Eoyal Horticultural

Society at Chiswick. D.

wise be done in good time ; removing a few at two or

three thinnings until the only proper quantity the

tree should be allowed to bring to maturity is left.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAK LONBOK,

Fortlic Week emlins May 9, 1806, asobservcdnt llic Hortkultural Gardens

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuimj week.)

At this season the disbudding of stone fruit trees

on walls is a matter of considerable importance;

for ou thinning in due time and in a, proper way,

success in ripening both wood and fmit very much

denends. The operation, it need scarcely be stated

should not he completed at one dressing; tliat

would be too severe. The trees should be looked

over at least three times in the course of the season

—firstlv when the young shoots are about 2 inches

in length ; secondly, in about a fortnight afterwards

finishing in about three weeks after the second

iuspcction. The first di-essing shoiUd consist chielly

in rubbing off or otherwise removing foreri'.:lit and ill-

placed shoots; at the second thinning, a si.kctimi o

wood as regards necessary quantity and positinii slM.uld

bo made, and at the last exammation all lmm - >1h"'Is

or robbers should be stopped in order to .liuali- th.

sap. Permanent unstopped shoots wiU rcM;'"'' l" I;''

trained to the wall as they advance m growth. Insects

must also be kept in check by means ot Irequent

forcible washings with a powerful garden-engine.

Thinning the young fruit when too thick should like-

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLANT HOtJSES,

Conservatories should be gay with Azaleas and other

showy plants, of which there ought to be now no

scarcity. Out of doors, in addition to planting out as

just directed, let lawns be kept closely mowTi, walks

cleaned and rolled, and edgings put into proper repair.

AuEicutAS.—As soon as these are out of bloom

remove them to a cool north border, on which a bed ol

coal ashes has been made for theh reception. Means

must, however, be provided for screening them iroin

very wet weather. They should be regularly watered

and otherwise encouraged to make good growth before

they are repotted in autumn.
Bedding Plants.—In the South these will soon be

placed in their summer quarters. It having been

determined what each bed or border is to be filled with,

use every means for securing their safety and success,

in order that they may produce a full display of flowers

as early as possible. The chief points are to plant m
good soil, and to protect for the first fortnight from

extremes of heat, cold, or drought. When it is

necessary to water, it should be done in the niommj,

as the plants are liable to be injured by late trosts it

watered at night. They .should be well watered, how-

ever, immediat' I \ ai';. I |il,iir.Mr> ,
iIii'i-'i'M'-'^i" iiM'isten

thebedthon.ii nh I
i: , .

i' • '' - ,r<d,

thebedsshoiil i

;

' • i
;

•

•'''}
•

•
'"'"ce

immediate elluci. and a.-, il.t -i...-iii .I'lvaiaa- ii i- easy

if necessary to thin out. Seldom however, have we

seen ma-sses too thickly planted, but we have often

observed the ill efi'ects of beds planted too scantily. It

isacimiiiion faull to plant too near the edges, in con-

sequciirrniuirali Ihe outside plants have to undergo

a coDsiaiii iiiiiUlation to keep them within bounds.

Where llir vmini; plants have been pricked out into

frames of soil", as most of them doubtless will have been,

attention should be paid to lifting them with a sufficient

ball of earth and roots to prevent their receiving any

check, and also U> safely conveying them to their

destination, and replanting them as quickly and with

as little injury as possible.
., „

Camellias.—Keep such as are making growth well

syrmged. Should black fly appear on the young shoots

which sometimes -will happen,_a good washing with

tobacco-water will soon destroy it.
. , , ,

Dahlias,—Encourage these to grow freely by repot

ting such as require it in good rich soil, hardening

them as much as possible previously to planting out.

PAiJSiES.—Propagate these by means of cuttings

made of the small side shoots, and let seedlings be

often examined in order to ascertain what sorts are

worth keeping, and what are worthless.

Pelaegoniums.—A slight shade will be necessary

on bright days
;
green fly is occasionally very injuriou

to them at this season, and therefore the plants shoul 1

often be fumigated.

Pinks.—Alter this time, if the weather continue

di-y, these will (require careful attention in the way ol

watering.
FORCING GARDEN.

CurtrMBEES.-Stop, thin, and water freely. See

that the ball of earth, in such as arc to be put out, is

well soaked with water previous to planting.

Pkuhhs.—If red spider should make its appeal

iu( r' na-h repeatedly with the engine until it becomes

iljur.'iiiahly eradicated. Thm the fruit immediatelj

the rnip 'is stoned, leaving no more than the trees

can bring to perfection. Give air freely to houses in

which the crop is ripening; but at the same tune

exclude if possible cold winds.

Pines —Attend carefully to the bottom-heat. VV here

much fire is used, it requires some e.\perience ,
to be

able to keep thesoil in aproper stateas regardsmoistiue

but this must be effected at any expense of attention if

success is to he insured. Maintain a thoroughly moist

atmosphere, but do not push young stock too last

Avoid aUowing water to lodge in the hearts of plants

showing fruit, and spare those in bloom while syringing.

Pot off or plant out suckers as they can be obtained

sufficiently strong, and attend to keeping up regular

successions. ^ , j <• * „
Steawbeekies.—These want abundance of water.

They must not be allowed to flag by any means, and it

the weather continues bright they will succeed best m
a comparatively cool situation, where they will rarely

be attacked by red spider, an evil to which plants torced

late are liable. ,.,,,. , , • »

ViNES.-Attend to disbudding and stopping, «;c., as

may be necessary, in succession houses, and see that

inside borders are kept properly moist, giving tepid

manure-water as may be necessary to effect this and

do not be afraid of giving too much of it to Vines

in pots.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.

Kidney Beans.—Fun crops of these may now bo

sown, and also of Scarlet Eunners.
, „„ ,„ «,„„

LEEKS.-These may he transplanted as soon as they

are large enough for that purpose. Let the rows e

IS inches apart, and the plants 9 inches asunder in the

rows. . ,

Lettuces.—Keep up sucoessional sowings.

PEAS.-Let these be earthed up and sticked as tlicy

may require it, and others sown for succession. Iho

latter need not be sown ,so thickly as those for earlier

29.802

May 3—Densely overcast;

01 tie Air.
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To the Trade.
MANGEL WUUZEI. AMI TURNIP SEED.

xdF. Sll-Uil'J': r,,,, siill M,|,|.ly the Trade w-itli

The Forwardest Turnip known is

^ CbfTON'S SHOKl lOI

GroiM.

Wetherell's Prize Swede Turnip.
W,TACKSON AND CO., Seed Growers, Bedale,

* Yorkshire, cin supply the above .it 1.*. per lb., or 45«. per
hiishel. Mr. Wetherell gained all tlie Rreat Prizes offered by the lato

Duke of Northuraborland witb this Swede ; it is of excellent qmility

and fair size.

fTiHOMAS K

SEED.S, coi,i|.ri.i

MOND'S IMIK'

freeo

To Warliet Gardeners and Others.

CABBAGE PL.4.NTS, JiASTHA.M, KXFIELD, and
DKUMIIEAD, Is. Oi!. per 1000. Ti ' "

' "

warranted.
KKD CABBAGE PLANTS, extra fine, 6«. per 1000.

ONION, WHITE SPANISH, Is. M. per lb.

WUBZEI,. YELLOW GLOBE, 26». per cvit.

EARLY SHAW POTATOS. 6.). per c

Terras cash.

R. Walkeh, Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade, Bedfordslii

TNVINCIBLE SCARLET SWEET PEA, very fragT.int,

X strikingly brillLant, and extremely distinct in colour.—A First-

class Certificate from the Royal Horticultural Society ; also a Certifi-

cate at the Crystal Palace Show in September. Packets CtZ., Is , and
2s. 6J. each ; packets of 100 Seeds "s. (id. Supplied by the pnncil al

Seedsmen throughout the kingdom ; also of Messrs. Krelagt, oi

Haarlem; Vdmorin & Co., Paris; Benary and Haage & Schmidt,
Erfurt, Prussia; and Smith & Co., Ilamburgh ; also of the Raiser,

Carter's Genuine Farm Seeds.

/BARTER'S PERMANENT PASTURE GRAS'

CARTEB'.S i 1..^,. ...., ...... ...J...., K" .", ...

CARTER'S PRIZE MANGEL SEED, per lb.. Is.

Special Lists of Farm Seeds gratis and post free on application.

James CARXEa & Co., 237 and 238, High riolbom, W.C.

Grass Seed for all Soils.

RICHARD S^II'J'H oHVt» tlio best selection that oan be
„„,1„ .,. I'LmrvvFN'i MP M10W GRASS and CLOVER at

32«. per :
-is light, and 121b. heavy Seed.

The KM. ! lor their Early Growth, Crop.
Nntriti^ -, and Permanency, and can bo
had tc|i:Lr ' suit Heavy, Light, or Mediuii
Soil. i.,.,iA..,. .-,.. : crchant, Worcester.

E
Brighton and Sussex Seed Warehouse.

DWAllD CARl'ENTEirS MIXTORES
of I'EI'.M.VNENT GIUSS and CLOVER SEEDS. — Best

ty, I
1 !' I

I liiislicls light seeds, and 12 lb. Clovers and

OldP.ist.
PRiri'.n I

I Ai
and FAllJI SEED?

.1 l.s of KITCHEN GARDEN, FLOWER
Liw ro.idv.

Seed Merchant .and Grower, 90, St. James's

Sutton's Grass Seeds for all Soils,

O U T T N AND SONS
to liavD still on hnod somo of oach of
tho loadiDs kinda of

Price £Gs. to 3Gs. per a

Carnage free.

Turnips through
niontbs of Aui^ust
September, pulped
Tiifolium or Clovtr-
chaff."

SUTTOS't
Aud other choice sorts, clioapor by tho busbel, carriage free.

iuTTi.x k. SoNt, Royal Bci'kshiro Seed Establishment. Roadiiig.

OUT TON'S CHAMPION SWEDE
k5 IVlClKTLV IUrDT VFRY rilOlUKTIVF StOIIFS FXCrFDl NOLT

^-/^^. ^^^^^T^

^i

UTTON'S PRIZE KOHL RAlil
' should now be Sown, drilled as Swedes, 3 to 41b. per Acre.

LARGE

PDRPLE.

LARGE

GREEN

rn- lb

Cheaper m large quantities,

PIIICED LIST of other FARM SEEDS gratis and post fl'ce.

Sutton & Sohs, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

.SUTTON'S CHAMPION SWEDE, price Is. per lb.

Cheaper by the brwbel, carriage free.

tiUTlOH & Sous, Royal Berkshire Seed Establlshmont, Reading.

~> \TII anrl WEST of ENGLAND
y ^ It r\ f r tlio Encouragement

\i. Itue Arts, Manulactures, and

lalrmi—
H R II The 1 ivgc or Wales, K.G.

SALISBURY MEETING, 1806.

P, ,;it,d—
LI c Right Hon the Eare of PortTSMoDTU,

1 NITON LACE, and nollTl-
SPECIMENS will take place
K\ en the «h, Sth, 0th, 7th,

THE CENTRAL CHAMBER of AGRICULTURE.
NOTICE OF GENERAL MEETING.

I am requested to give Notice that a MEETING of AGRICUL-
TURISTS and others interested in the formation of a Central
Chamber of Agi-iculture. will be held on WEDNESDAY, the 23d
instant, at tho SALISBURY HOTEL, Fleet Street, London, at
12 o'clock noon.

On behalf of the Provisional Committee, Chas. Clav.
Walton, Wakefield, M.ay 12.

NOTICE OP COMMITTEE MEETING.
The Members of the Provisional Committee will meet at tho

.Salisbury Hotel, Fleet Street, Loudon, on TUESDAY, the 22d inst..

HORSE SHOW.—AGRICULTURAL HALL,
LONDON.

OPENING DAY and JUDGING, SATURDAY, May 10.

Admissiou llalf-a-Crown, Private Boxes and Reserved Seats.

H*^

HOKSE SHOW, AGRICULTURAL HALL.
MONDAY, 2lat May, Admission Ono Shilling.

HORSE SHOW, AGRICULTURAL HALL.
TUESD.VY, 22d May, Admission One Sliilling.

HORSE SHOW, AGRICULTURAL HALL.
WEDNESDAY, 23d May, Admission One Shilling.

H^
it;

TICKETS during the SHOW.

SATUJtDAT, ,l/.ir 12, ISGG.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
T..r=T,.» M,.v ifif ACTlculturalSociety of England(CouncilloESO.ii, May loj

jicotlng) .. : .... 1 r.ii.

A LAKGE portion of the space at our disposal

is this week occupied with the Tables which have
just been issued by the Statistical Department
of the Board of Trade. Tho number of Kvo stock
in tho United Kingdom is now at length known
with somo degree of acciu'acy. The returns date
from the 5th of March, when a large number of

tho cows had^.still to calve, and when the lambing
had not begun in the north of Kngland and in

Scotland. But taking the diminished numbers
due to these causes into account, the estimates
which had been already formed were wonderfully
true. Oiu- means of judging liitherto have
been, as regards Ireland, an annual enumeration
managed by the constabulary ; as- to Scotland,

the annual returns up till 1857 sent in by tho
whole body of tho tenant-farmers to Mr. Hall
Maxwell, C.B. ; aud as to England, an
imperfect statistical retiu'ii obtained 12 years
ago fi'om the occupiers of 11 counties, selected so

as to be faii-ly representative of tho whole
kingdom. A rulc-of-three sum founded on tho

figures thus obtained gave us ,'5,422,165 as tho

stock of cattle of all ages in England at that

time. The return now published is somewhat
less than this, but it must be remembered that

we had lost upwards of 150,000 head by the

cattle plague on the 5th of March, and still more
that the retmns now do not include above one-
half of the calves of tho season. As stated in the
" Farmers' Almanac," the following are the
latest agricultural statistics :

—

England,
estimtited

18.14.

1,300,010
a,422,105

18,001,088

IS.'), 400

074,437
5,083,108
140,354

Ireland,
collected

18C5.

Compare these figures with the returns now
obtained :—

England, Scotland, .. , ,

Livestock. cuUcctoa collected
iroianci,

March 5, 180C. Mal-ch 5, 1800.

Cattle
Sheep
Pigs

837,411
5,255,0f7»
210,716

*The number of sbeep in these returns, so far as they relate
to the Northern counties, is short bya large number of tho lambs
of the present year.
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Taking in Wales and tiie Islands, the totals are I mild open weather generally experienced in our
as follows :

—

I soutlieru provinces during the past season has no
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county of Ireland," use I\t for the strengthening uf

weak cows, ewes, and goats, pending their parturition,

and always with the best effect; so fully did they
appreciate its strengthening and nutritious value,

that they used to obtain it clandestinely. I have
often myself as a land-steward and stock-feeder

cut such Ivy to feed cows, sheep, and deer, and to
preserve the Ivy firmly to the walls for which it was
such a protection again.st dilapidation, and on the walls

of inhabited houses against damp, whilst highly orna-
mental at the same time. Although the leaves of Ivy
vary so much in their structure and appearance as to
lead many to believe we have several varieties as well
as species of it, " the father of Irish botany." the late

Doctor Mackay, as well as I remember, admitted of no
subdivision greater than a mere sub-variety, if in any
ca.se they amounted even to that same. Its appearance
alters by a great variety of circumstances, some of
which are very generally knoivn to, whilst others are
merely conjectural by, vegetable physiologists. Thus
in the south of Ireland, especially near Curi.. it lias an
immensely large luxuriant leaf, a rliaiaciri-i^iir not
ahvays fully maintained when tlic sam.' nlaiit is trans-

ferred to the north, north-east^ or uortli-Mcst of the
island. In the latter places, as in some of the midland
counties, no such luxuriance appears in the plants
mdigeuous to such places. Still the common Ivy in
these latter places often assiunes a varied form
of leaf, especially on old walls, when the plant comes
to a certain age. In all cases when it overgrows
the walls or trees it is attached to, the leaves
assume quite a different fonn, from whose young
shoots cuttings are obtained, which when grown
form a fine close shrub, not having the lea.st tendency
to attach itself to any other tree or even wall. In this
condition it forms the shrub I allude to as cover for
game, and produces the immense crops of berries
which, when ripe, birds are so peculiarly fond of.

The seeds thus obtained will produce plants which,
when grown close to a wall or tree, will be like the
original—a perfect climber; whilst if planted in
exposed situations,they will grow into perfect shrubs, and
the leaves not unfrequently variegated in both con-
ditions, and such variegations of different standard
colours, rarely changing except with a change of con-
dition as to soil and situation. It is propagated, nay
frequently propagates itself by layers of the branches
and an extension of its rootlets, as well as by seeds and
cuttings. In many woods it is considered such a pest
as to destroy the longevity of the trees which it

embraces
;
yet to cut it down or tear it up by the

roots to rid such trees of it " the cure is often worse
than the disease/' as a tree long embraced and sheltered
by it, when having got rid of it, if very old or stunted
by the Ivy in its growth, frequently becomes " smaller
by degrees and beautifully less," until death seizes it.

Hence it is that many judicious foresters in seeking to
prevent the effects of Ivy on trees, merely cut it at its

base, and again a few feet higher, leaving the remainder
of the Ivy above to die an ?(»natural death ; which whilst
struggling for existence partially shelters ('.jr a tiiin' the
tree it is .sought to rid it of, until it Ixt.iih,-, a~ it uvre,
inured to the colder climate. A^aheady liiiil, i, 1 have
known old walls for years kept standin.;; tluouj.'h the
agency of the Ivy which they had nurtured and sup-
ported, and have seen some of them tumble soon after
the Ivy was completely taken or had fallen from them.
To preserve the walls and Ivy in such ca.ses, the better
way is to cut all the foreright branches which extend any
considerable distance from the walls by hedge shears, to
convert such clippings into sheep and cattle feeding, as so
well suggested by your correspondent " B. B. C. ;" and
if not given in excess or to animals voraciously himgry,
no fear iff the world need be entertained of dangerous
results. Edward Carroll, Albert Trainiiir/ Institution,
Glasnevin, Dublin, April 16.

MALT OR BAELET.
The following is the summary of Mr. Lawes' report

to Government on this subject :

—

The Loss aKd Chemical Changes which the
Gk.un undebooes Br Malting.

1. In malting Barley of fair malting quality, in the
usual way, there was a loss of nearly la per cent, of its

weight, about 12 of which was water, the remaining 7
being solid matter or food-material.

2. In malting Barley of good feeding but inferior
malting quality, there was a loss of about 22 per cent,
of its weight, of which 15 was water, and 7 solid
matter or food material.

3. The loss of solid matter consisted chiefly of starch
or other non-nitrogenous substances, but comprised
also a small amount of nitrogenous or " flesh-forming "

and mineral matters.
4. The most characteristic change which the grain

undergoes by malting is the conversion of a portion of
its starch into dextrine, and the further conversion of
a portion of the latter, amounting to from 8 to 10 per
cent, of the grain, into sugar.

5. By malting, the grain acquires properties, by
virtue of which, when the malt is digested mth water,
much of its own remaining starch gradually changes
into dextrine and sugar ; and if the digestion be aided
by heat, not only the whole of the remaining starch of
the malt itself, but the starch of a considerable quantity
of uumalt«d grain or other starchy substances mixed
with it, may become so converted.

6. Owing to the great loss of moisture and non-
nitrogenous substances—in fact, of total weight—which
grain undergoes by malting, a given weight of the
malted grain contains a larger quantity of nitrogenous
or " flesh-forming" substances than an equal weight of
the unmalted grain; but as there is an actual loss of
those substances by malting, a given weight of malt
mU, of coiu^e, contain less of them than the amount
of Barley from which it was produced.

Malting and the Use of Malt foe Feeding.

7. It is probable that if grain were malted extensively
for feeding purposes, the growth would not be carried
so far as in the manufacture of malt for brewing and
the loss of solid matter or food material would, of
course, be less accordingly.

8. As the " malt-dust " contains a considerable
amount of food material, abstracted from the grain
during growth, when malt is used for feeding the
" dust " should either not be separated, or, if separated,
should be given to the animals along with the screened
malt.

9. Owing to the loss of weight whiih uraiu under-
goes by malting, equal weights of malt, d an.l unmalted
grain should not be employed in cui[i]iarativ. I.niliag

experiments, but only so much malt n\ith the dust) as
would be produced from the amount of raw grain
given, or to be sutetituted, in the parallel experiment.

10. Malt given as food to animals may be supposed
t.i a. t simply by sujiplying more or less ot the starch of
Ih.' uiiaiii IViini which it was produced in the more
sniiilil,. anil, iirrliaps, therefore, more easily digestible
c.inditii'us .it di\tiine and sugar, or also by aiding the
conversion into dextrine and sugar of the starch of
other foods given \vith it.

The Expeeijlents with Milking Cows.
11. A comparative experiment was made in which,

besides other appropriate food, 10 cows received, for a
period of 10 weeks, 3 lb. of fair malting Barley per head
per day, and other 10 received the amount of malt
(mth its dust) produced from 3 lb. of Barley from the
same stock.

12. In the exiieriment in which the malt was given
it contributed about 7i per cent, of the soUd matter of
the total food.

13. The result was, that almost exactly the same
amount of milk was yielded for a given amount of food
with the unmalted and with the malted Barley, but
that the milk from the cows having the unmalted
Barley contained the higher proportion of cream.

The Expebiments with Fattening Oxen.

1-1. A comparative feeding experiment was made for

a period of 20 weeks, in which, with other appropriate
food, 10 oxen received 4 lb. of good feeding Barley per
head per day, and other 10 the amount of malt ( with its

dust) produced from 4 lb. of Barley from the same
stock.

15. In the experiment with malt it contributed
about 13i per cent, of the iry or solid substance of the
food.

16. Both lots of oxen gave more than an average
amount of increase, whether reckoned in proportion to
a given live weight within a given time, or to a given
amount of food consumed; but the 10 having the
uumalted Barley gave rather more than those having
the malted.

17. The Barley-fed oxen also gave rather the higher
proportion of dead-weight to live, and, although
neither lot was fully ripe, the Barley-fed animals were
more even in condition and quality than the others

;

but the beef of some of the malt-fed ones was decidedly
superior in point of ripeness and quality, and that of
others decidedly inferior to that of any of the Barley-
fed oxen.

18. It would seem, therefore, that the effect of the
malt as food was more dependent on the constitution
and condition of the individual animals than was that
of the Barley ; and it should be remarked that the
oxen which fattened the best upon the malt were not
the most backward or weakly animals, but those which
were the heaviest and in the best condition at the
commencement.

The Expebiments with Fattening Sheep.

19. Comparative experiments were made for a period
of 20 weeks with five lots of sheep, of 12 each. Besides
other appropriate food given equally to all, the allow-
ance per head per day was—to Lot 1, from ^ to 1 lb. of
fair malting Barley ; to Lot 2, the malt (with its dust)
from an equal amount of the same Barley ; to Lot 3,

from J to 1 lb. of good feeding Barley ; to Lot 4, the
malt ( with its dust ) from an equal amount of the same
Barley ; and to Lot 5, an equal amount of the same
Barley, two-thirds unmalted and one-third malted.

20. In experiments 2 and 4, the malt contributed
about 22j per cent., and in experiment 5 about 7i per
cent., of the dry or solid substance of the food.

21. All five lots of sheep gave about an average
amount of increase ; there was very little difference in
the result obtaiued with the unimalted and the malted

grain, but such as it was it was rather in favour of the
unmalted.

22. The mutton of all five lots was of very good
quality ; there was no appreciable difference between
the lots in this respect, but the Barley-fed animals gave
slightly the higher proportion of dead-weight to
live-weight.

The Expebiments with Fattening Pigs.
23. The appropriate food of the fattening pig contains

a larger proportion of starch than does that of either
cows, oxen, or sheep. If, therefore, the starch of food
be rendered more digestible and assimilable by its

artificial conversion into the more soluble forms of
dextrine and sugar, it might be supposed that it would
be peculiarly advantageous to malt a part, or the
whole, of the characteristically starchy food of the
fattening pig.

24. Expenments were made for a period of 10 weeks
mth six lots of pigs of eight each. Besides 1 lb. of Pea-
meal per head per day given to all—Lot 1 had crushed
malting Barley; Lot 2, the crushed malt (with its

dust) n-om the same Barley ; and Lot 3, the unmalted
and the malted Barley, each separately, ad libitum;
Lot 4, had crushed feeding Barley ; Lot 5, the crushed
malt (with its dust) from the same Barley ; Lot 6, the
same Barley, four-fifths unmalted and one-fifth malted,
ad libitum.

25. In experiment 2 the malt contributed 87i, in
experiment 3 about 1.3, in experiment 6 about 89, and
in experiment 6 about 16i per cent, of the dry or solid

substance of the food.

26. The pigs having Pea-meal and entirely unmalted
Barley (Lots 1 and 4) gave a fuU average amount of
increa,se, both in relation to a given live-weight within
a given time, and to a given amount of food consumed

;

those having only a small proportion of malted Barley
(Lots 3 and 6) increased in both respects, nearly, but
not quite, as well ; but those having the Pea-meal and
entirely malted Barley (Lots 2 and 5, more especially

Lot 2), gave less increase in relation to a given live-

weight within a given time, and required the expendi-
ture of considerably more Barley to produce a given
amount of increase.

27. The pigs having the uumalted Barley (Lots 1

and 4) also gave the best average proportion of dead-
weight to live-weight, and their pork was of very good
quality; and, with the exception of Lot 2, having
(besides the Pea-meal) entirely malted Barley No. 1,

the pork of the other lots was also of very good quality,

but the more evenly .so where only a small proportion
of malt was given (Lots 3 and 6).

THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
1. The following returns were issued on May 4.

These returns do not profess to give the total number
of cases which have occurred in Great Britain, but only
those which have been ascertained from information
received at the office from inspectors. Columns 1 only
record the cases reported as having commenced duiing
the weeks indicated by the headings; "back" cases

being added to columns 2.
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ENGLAND.
Bedford
Berks
Buckingham
Cambridge
Chester
Cornwall
Cumberliind
Derby
Devon
Dorset
Durham •

•Essex (extra Metropohtan)
Gloucester

Hereford
Hertford (extra Metrop.).

.

Huntingdon
•Kent (extra Metropolitan)

Lancaster
Leicester
Lincoln
Momnouth
Norfolk
Northampton
Noi-thumberland .

.

Nottingham

Somerset
Stafford
Suffolk

*Surrey(extra Metropolitan)
Sussex
Warwick
Westmoreland
WUts
Worcester .

.

I

For Counties of
)_

England . .

)

,' For Metropolitan I

1
Police District)

WALES.
Anglesea
Brecon
Cardigan
Oacrmarthen
Carnarvon .

.

Denbigh

525,182
vor,o?8
873,600

1,001,273

534,823
356,625
229,544
974,764

1,219,221

1,354,301
630,358

1,249,299
526,076
472,717
95,805

826,055
1,047,220

728,468
947,681

377,790
936,911
503,946
485,432
865,092
472,165
768,419

720

Total for Wales..

SCOTLAND.
Aberdeen
Argyle
Ayr-
Banff
Berwick
Bute
Caithness
Clackmannan
Duiulxarton .

,

Dumfries
Edinburgh .

.

Elgin or Moray
Fife

Haddington..

Kincardine .

.

Kinross
Kirkcudbright
Lan.ark
Linlithgow .

.

Na"

193,453
460,158
443,387
600,331
370,273
336,052
134,905
547,494
335,291
433,323
401,691
272,128

Popula-
tion

(1861),

167,993
176,016
505,428
369,390
205,276
339,327
584,373
183,739
503,606
321,407
485,770
481,815
123,712
154,653
64,250

509,4.55

2,429,440
237,412
412,246
174,633

434,798
227,704
343,025
293,867
170,944
21,861

240,959
444,873
746,943
337,070
141,304
363,735
561,855
60,817

249,311
307,397
240,227
40,433

245,154
1,507,790

15,731,7

25,513
30,149
51,840
31,731
93,044

133,652
109,225
113,195

184,077
70,002

52,322

50,736
96,831

50,835
202,552
89,115

74,262

78,431

67,165
42,135
11,651

107,208

173,547
107,208
55,707
22,037
74,070

67,249

55,328
77,724

45,789

64,809

Perth
Renfrew
Uoss and Cromai-ty
Roxburgh .

.

Selkirk
Stirling
Sutherland
Wigtown

Total for Scotland

Total for Great Britain

1,260,625
2,083,126
735,262
439,219
302,951
109,375
4.55,708

29,440
204,600

49,812
6ln,:;43

568.367

31,113
137,500
698,720
227,809

1,814,063
158,268

2,016,376
428,494
166,524
295,875

1,207,188

111,796
95,694

100,778
69,737

317,752
38,963
66,919

69,215
36,613
16,331

47,384
84,100
44,072
46,695
19,383
45,911
33,343

58,628
68,842

28,006

327,316
203,015
255,036
90,989

300,049
396,021

176,122

373,129
350,373
619,598
257,196
206,858
117,821

709,056
217,615
290,554
,088,204
131,158
596,083
435,837
635,487
24.5,532

333,304
75,755

327,612
630,975
231,936
407,929
121,928
485,056
285,878
224,664
596,822
204,154

416,853

402,038
500,196

No. of
Cattle

Died of

Killed o
account of

Plague up
to Week
ended

3d March,

41,265
39,206
58,225
57,692
63,920

40,742
31,452

94,475

2.5,260

32,194
26,602

66,763
50,376

23,250
91,522
13,152

115,876
38,360
24,021
29,083
42,372

3,754

59,074
75,469
47,907

133,498
23,618

7,413
61,012

36,686

52,589

53,472
72,048

[-20,0,

Esti-
mated
Ordinary
Stock of

Cattle.

No. of
Cattle

Died of or
Killed on

Plague up
to Week
ended

21st April,

1860.

125,192
134,470
112,377
113,669
184,203
70,014

52,695

65,717
20,166
19,804
62,197

205,130
89,355

175,654

43,447
11,669

110,711

173,659
109,806
57,359
23,179

Per cent,

of Losses
of Cattle

Plague up
to 21st

April 180G,

computed
upon Esti-
mated

Ordinary
Stock.

3585
2,022
1,171

1,066

2.29

11.30
2.63

3.24

1.16
3.37
5.90

198,646
110,295
1,39,317

150,505
.35,100

177,484
235,091
220,241

64,065
11,408

133,500
177,.561

81,406
54,119
10,449

91,9^6

75,644
36,542
16,192
8,252

19,999
2,104

10,564
44,364
13,013
20,406
27,297
28,645

21,529
4,028

34,058
00,206

06,150
21,513

36,109
16,084

193,288
34,318
82,676
9,468

53,405
371,486
113,479
69,078
93,685

156,65!
91,414
522,006
41,073
22,450

271,407
160,014
23,070
19,802

76,624
125,831
494,635

26,603
293,754
310,537
100,885
80.392

19,339
18,940
20,529

14,763
5,702

13,502
6,171
8,344
1,250

3,012

1,201

1,190
18,012
9,609

47,384
84,106
44,072
49,994
21,917
45,911
33,343
68,628
68,842

28,006

133,798
57,831

76,281
.36,542

15,429
8,252

19,999

1,220

17,782
2,364

1,458 —

937,411 5,255,07;

4,785,846 22,048,281 2,477,619 1 143,71

43,308

5,975
69,944
21,908

36,109
16,149
2,042

23,891

11,262
35,703

' This total of 7,023 includes 6,908 for the " Metropolit.ai
" Metropolis," or Districts imder the Bo;

Foreign Correspondence.
Buenos AyBES: Chacra de los Ahimos. M:irrj, ^ll.

1S66.—The details of the raYages <if thr Ciittlr rb_-iir

which reach us out here, n ill-. I ill. i; ;.;ii ;!! i> '.:

'

England is directed totli. i
.

i

of Buenos Ayres and those 1. \i' i n i .
.

tion of these proving iiir\',i n .iI'h ..rmv. (.; m

supply to the European markets, lead me to select the

subject for my present communication.
In the numerous publications in which the beef- 1 canvassed.

Buenos Ayres is referred to, the means of

)>r, -. r. ;;r.- K the point of view imder wliich it

_ : .i /l;, I Ml, ];,,! upon. I find pii-lcliiii, saltitr-', ;

II ,
1 1

1 - 1 he whole cai'case H i 1 1 1
linm t'lim

I' . 1. hi Morgan's plan), piirl.in- nnn-l,- in

liiiliii.', I -lowing, hermetical .^imIiiiu'. witli

without the introduction of nitrogen into tlie tins (the

latest novelty in preserving), and Liebig's extract, all

Up to the iiresent time (Licl'i-'^ 'xlnirt excepted)
vei-y inferior articles as the rule liavi naehed Europe
from this country, the majority ofjhr luts having been
comparatively, and in some cases wholly, useless and
unfit for food.

Naturally the magnificent highly fed oxen and cows
of Great Britain fill the mind's eye of people resident

there while treating of this subject ; domesticated,
carefully fed, never hurried or over-driven, decently
and carefully slaughtered animals, with flesh deep,

veined with fat, and packed with nutrient juices, are

figured ; and I have seen eulogies on meat of animals
fed on virgin pastures unpolluted by mineral manures

—

the writers, I naturally suppose, figuring to them-
selves a sort of sylvan paradise for animals which are
assumed to luxuriate always in superabundent pasture
of the richest, reposing among tall succulent Grasses
and fragrant wild flowers, repose and repletion alter-

nating. Now our cattle are somewhat more than
semi-wild, roving in vast herds over vast plains to feed,

travelling often long distances for water : in the winter
feeding scantily on short, watery, half-organised

herbage, containing little nutriment, and causing them
to become thin and weak, often to a degree, by purging

;

in the summer picking up a scant subsistence (espe-

cially in a dry season) from the parched herbage,

devoid of alkalies and saccharine matter, compensated
;
in part by the oleaginous Thistle seed,^ frequently

short of water, besides other contingencies incidental to

a state of nature—alternate plenty and scarcity, and
extremes of temperature.
The habit oi cattle so reared and maintaining

themselves, is of course lean, and opposed to laying on

I deep flesh of a nutritious kind ; and when fat, the fat

j

rapidly made is chiefly internal, the custom of con-

I stantly roaming not admitting of wlnt >nn cnnsider

'quality' in the beef So muchfortlii i! I'l u.Iyes,

which yield a very sweet meat whin 1

1

iiiion,

and when killed on their own I. im- jihihIs, or

without any long travelling; a bin I n Im h mcii are

never tired of eating in quantity, iui^uiin h a.- it is not

of that rich feeding quality which (liarM.iiii-cs highly

fed beef. Now as to bringing to market, killing, &c.,

this is a very different aSair from carefully taking
domesticated, well-fed animals to the well-regulated

shambles in England, where they are properly

slaughtered, bled, hung, and butchered.

The cattle estancias are long distances from the city

;

and there are great killing establishments, or ' saladeros,'

wheremany thousands arekilledin a day, forthehide and
_

tallow. The cattle are travelled all weathers, distances
'

of 30 to 100 leagues, frightened out of their lives, often

breaking away in a stampede, eating little or nothing,

and drinking rarely. Arriving at their destination,

they are huddled by hundreds into a pen, and the
slaughter begins ; as rapidly a.s they can be drawn out
with the lasso, they are pithed^ run out on to a platform,

flayed and cut up. The majority of your readers will

at once understand from this, what the general public

and the writers on the beef supply have probably not

taken into account, and which few of the saladerestas

here have admitted into their calculation, namely,
that " process" can have little avail in preserving

the meat of animals, thus treated, so as to constitute

good food.

Long travelling, scant wood and water, excitement,

fear, and occasional fury, have, as a matter of course,

exhausted a large portion of the nutritive matters of

the flesh, and the whole meat of the animal has become
flabby, and is in a state of waste or decomposition;

restoration and reconstruction having been dispro-

portioned to the expenditure of force. Salt applied to

meat in this state causes to drain out of it nearly all

the albuminous and mineral matters of the flesh ; and
you have in this simple explanation the reason why
such an inferior article is presented in your markets
as Buenos Ayres and River Flate beef, jerked, pickled,

ir otherwise preserved, and why so much of it is in a

tate of decomposition when it arrives.

I fear there is little prospect of anything but a

limited supply of wholesome South American beef
reaching England for some years to come, as few esta-

blishments are in aptitude to put even a relatively small

number of cattle in the condition that i^ needed for

meat to take the salt, or be preserved by any antiseptic

process so as to yield a fair proportion of nutriment.

Process " having engrossed attention, the first

essential
—

'"condition," has not been thought of ; and

I was the first to explain in print in Buenos Ayres
the just relations of condition and process on physio-

logical principles.

There are a few parties having estabUshments on the
great rivers Parana and .Uruguay, with strong Grass

(Pasto fuerte) feeding grounds at no great distance

from them, who will be able to produce a very fair

article in the way of salt and dried meats if they will

comply with the condition of comparative domestica-

tion of the animals, and will adopt a proper method of

slaughtering and bleeding, taking duly into account in

the process of curing and packing the influences of

temperature. There is an establishment workiu;; on
the banks of the Pai-ana on Morris's American
principle ; on the Uruguay we have Dr. Morgan's plan

of injecting the carcase in operation, also OlintUn's

process of curing and drying—establishments which are

in more favourable positions for working than most
others. Also we have at Fray Bantos an establish-

ment producing successfully Liebig's extract.

The production of this extract does not labour under
the same disadvantages as the salted meats. Whatever
amount of nutrient juices, be they small or great, which
exist in an animal, they are -nithdrawn by li.xiviation,

and reduc^d to an extract pa,ste by evaporation. In
Liebig's extract, therefore, we e-xport the nutrient

luices of our Ijeef, whereas in the salt and jerked beefs

we e.xport the fibre of flesh, with only a small proper-'

tion of the nutrient juices (that proportion being

greater or smaller according to the condition and age
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of the animals), 'the rest remaining in the brine tanks,

or flowing into the reservoirs of waste matter.

The Liebig extract produced on the Uruguay
establishment is in all respects an excellent and most
convenient article for soup making. A little hot water
poured over a small quantity of the extract gives an
exceedingly nutritive and palatable beef tea, only
requiring a little salt, pepper, &c. ; or it makes a
capital soup with the addition of vegetables and
condiments.
An undertaking, backed by sufficient capital, in the

hands of a man knowing well the business, that would
kill cattle put into proper condition, could not fail to a
good business in salt meats, for I believe there is

nothing else wanting to success. Alamos.
[This subject is treated in detail, as also the subject

of sheep fanning, sheep breeding, agriculture, &c.,

in a work on the River Plate and its rural industries,

by the writer of the above, which is in the press, and
will he shortly published.]

Farmers' Clubs.
Midland: April a.— The Manaqement and Improve-

ment of Gra^s Land.—Mr. C. S. BiGOE, of Much
Wenlock, siiid Ihoy were all of them becoming aware
that lar^o ]>r<)iils might be realised from improvements
in the pasture and meadow lands of the kingdom, and
that stock farming would hereafter as heretofore hold
the foremost place m the agriculture of England.
Drainage.—The first step towards the improvement

of Grass land he proposed to inquire into was that of
drainage. The distance apart of the drains should be;

—

On very still clay, 18 to 21 ft. wide, 3ft. 6 in. deep.
On strong clay, 24 to 30 ft. wide, 4 ft. deep.
On clay with porous subsoil, 30 to 36 ft. wide, 4 ft. 6 in. deep.
On gravel and s.and, 50 to 75 ft. wide, 5 to 7 feet deep.

The cost of fair average work varied from ol. to Gl. per
acre. One thing it was important to hear in mind

—

that the more drains they could get in strong soils the
better, the circulation of air in the pipes increasing the
porosity and fertiUty of the soil. The outfalls and
direction of the main drains must always be carefully
attended to, to prevent them from becoming stopped up
by sediment, roots, or the working of vermm, iu which
case, instead of caiTying off the water, they would act
merely as receivers, and make the land wetter than it

was before. In long outfall drains, especially on flat

lands, air holes should be inserted every 200 or 300
yards, the orifice being about the same size as the pipe
or culvert for the water. With regard to the direction
of the drains, which was a most hotly contested point,
he preferred them cut diagonal to the ridges where
there was sufficient fall ; but on very flat land, and on
the highly throivn up ridges of Gloucestershire and
Worcestershire, this was impracticable, owing to the
difficulty of keeping an even bottom to the drain
and the extreme tenacity of the soil. In some stiff

land it might be necessary to keep the old furrows,
but everj; furrow must.be drained, which at 12 ;to
15 feet ivide would be an expensive though effectual
proceeding.
Fertilisers.—'For improving the quality, increasing

the quantity, and rendering the herbage more nutritious,
bone manures, in his opinion, held the first place. They
were applicable to soils of every description. Bones in
an unmanufactured condition—steamed, ground, and
passed through a half-inch riddle, dust and all—he
wcaild apply in quantities of from 6 cwt. to 8 cwt. per
acre, repeated after the lapse of fi\e years. Ground
bones should be applied in autumn, and if possible not
later than January. But bones thoroughly digested
with sulphuric acid, so as to form a fine powder, were
preferable to raw bones. The results obtained by Mr.
Bro\vn of Wellington were most striking. His farm of
90 acres produced 85^. worth of butter and 701. worth of
cheese in 1851, and the yield increased every year—with
the exception of a trifling falling-off in 1854 as com-
pared with 1853—until in 1857 the produce was:
Butter, 191^., and cheese 277?., making a total of i7ll.m 1857, as compared with 155?. in 1851. He manured
his land in the first instance with 10 cwt. of prepared
bones, and in four or five years dressed it with 5 cwt.
more. He expended lOOZ. a-year in bone manures, and
increased his herd of cows from eight to 30. Although
a great increase in the quantity of herbage was obtained
by the use of nitrogenous manures, as Peruvian guano,
nitrate of soda, and sulphate or nitrate of ammonia, yet
they must be used with great caution, or a growth of
.soft imiutritious Grasses would be the result. In
experiments made for a series of years by Messrs. Lawes
& Gilbert, and recorded in the Journal of the Royal
Agricultural Society, the heaviest results were obtained
by a mixed mineral manure of pntush, s(.d;i magnesia
and superpho.sphate and siilphal.' ..f ;iiiiin.,nm ; but the
dressing was so expensive that he wuuld ncommend
instead of it IJ cwt. of Peruvian guano, and l\ cwt of
bone superphosphate. The use of mineral super-
phosphates he would entirely discourage; but the
pnosphatic guanos, when treated with acids, gave good
results. Still he was of opinion that a thorough good
tejssing of prepared bones would in the end pay best
With regard to natural fertilisers on rough coarse land
especially when it was veiT wet, lime was most bene-
ficial. It was best applied mixed with turf road
scrapings, and salt—of lime three to four tons per acre
with the same number of cwts. of salt. This mixture
shoidd be applied in autumn or winter. Quick lime
not from the kiln, spread at once and allowed to slake
on the land, had been applied effectively on recently-
reclaimed moor and waste lands. As to farmyard
manures, for permanent meadow laud a dressing of 10
to U loads of well-rotted dung applied every five or six
years would produce the best average results. Farm-
yard manure was, however, seldom available for Grass
especially on strong land farms, and was comparatively
slow in Its action. This might be compensated by the
use ot nitrogenous manures, but was a dangerous course

to pursue, as, after a rank growth of a year or two, the
land would probably be exhausted. To keeji always
going a good compost heap made up of larmyard
manure, road scrapings, salt, ashes, with a few c^vt. of
bone manure, well mixed and rotted, would be found
to be beneficial as a receptacle for odds and ends, as
promoting neatness and cleanliness, and as being a most
valuable fertiliser. Another mode of improving Grass
land was almost, if not quite, equal to the use of bones
—that was, by folding sheep in the same way as over
arable land, giving roots, hay, stniiv, cliiid', "corn, and
cake. The improvement of the himl would more than
repay the cost of the extra food, ami I lie slicrp, especially
on strong lands, would do far better. When the Grasses
were very coarse, folding a second time might
necessary. A great advantage of folding on Grass was
that you could easily vary the size of your folds with
the weather, nature of the soil, and herbage, while the
sheep could always be kept dry under foot. After the
drainage of Grass land, where the herbage is good, the
turf should be replaced on the drains, and tlu' sii|iir-

fluous soil spread over the land. On rough land- \\u-

turf might be made into compost, or choppnl ii]] ai

once and spread over the ground, with a dressing ot

bones. The drains from the farmyard should be led on
to an adjacent meadow, and not to the nearest brook.
In speaking of mechanical fertilisers, Mr. Bigge
remarked that all Grass land should be well harrowed at
least twice a-year, in spring and autumn. The one
light chain or bush harrowing was quite insufficient.
Frequent rolling would also be very beneficial. The
eradication of Thistles, Rashes, and Docks was well
worth expense and trouble. Thistles should be spudded
out frequently dm-ing the summer, the commoner
system of autumn cutting being inefficient. Rushes
would gradually disappear after drainage, but should be
cut over once a year and dug out in the winter. Docks
should be spudded at least sixinches deep. Sheep-folding
wouldget rid ofother weeds, as Meadow Saffron, Carices,
&c. He then referred to exceptional and special cases,

as poor clay soils, drained, but in an uncared-for
condition. In this case, if there was a fair sward, and
the land had been down more than 10 years, he would
apply bone manure and lime and as much compost as
he could get ; but if the sward was weak and thin, it

should be ploughed, not with too deep a furrow, and
one or two crops of Rape or Turnips taken, after which
it should be laid down in spring without a crop. He
did not think breaking up Grass land and putting it

through a four or five-course rotation of tillage was at
all advisable. All Grass should be either eaten down
close or mown once a year, and, after bearing, .should be
allowed to spring to a fair length. Grazing land should
be allowed a fair start in the spring, and where ejirly

spring feed was required, the after-Grass of the previous
autumn might he left untouched to encourage the
growing Grasses. Meadow lands should be for the
most part sowm year after year, an occasional crop
being taken from the other Grass lands of the farm.

PenKITH; On the Principles and Practice of
Disinfection , as applicable to the Cattle ' Plaque.—
Dr. M. W. Taylor, of Penrith, lately delivered a capital
lecture on this subject. He said :

—

There are a great number of specific diseases to
which man and the brute creation are liable which
have in common this distinctive feature—viz., their
power of prop.agation by means of infection through
the medium of the air, or by direct touch or contact,
which is called contagion. One peculiarity of these
diseases is that each has a specific poison of its o(vn,
which has the power of inducing in all animals of the
same race the same kind of malady, and none other. So
that the virus of measles produces mea.sles, small-pox
multiplies small-pox, rinderpest breeds rinderpest, and
so on. The poison by which these specific diseases are
communicated and propagated is derived solely from
the body of the animal so diseased, for that is the soil
in which the virus is bred ; to multiply and reproduce
its kind it exhales with the breath, it transpires
through the skin and passes off by discharges, particu-
larly of those surfaces most affected by the disease.
Nor is there any evidence to countenance the belief that
any of such disea-ses can arise spontaneously. To have
rinderpest, you must have had it propagated from a
pre-existing case. On the Steppes of "Russia, its

natural habitation and birth-place, it has probably
lingered for ages, almost unknown .and uncared for by
Western Europe, kept in check by a rigid cordon by the
horror it inspired among those semi-civilisrd nations on
its immediate borders. The requirciiienls of mvr-
population, and the facilities of locomotion, h-A (o the
traffic in live stock. Once imported by Ihc lievel boat
into Hull, once planted in conditions favourable for i t -

diffusiou, from th.at focus it has spread with a raTiidit\
and havoc appalling to the present generation. But it

I were to relate to you the records of epidemics of past
times, I should be but repeating' to vm.iii othertenns,
the tale of the cattle plague of tlic imMiil .lay. As it

is with the histories of nations, ami of imlividiialseven,
so is it mth epidemics—that history but npcats itself!

I will give you but one illustration, ami thai i nili
take from the annals [of small-pox. I)r. IJu.M tills us
there wa^ no small-pox in the New World before its
" discovery" by Columbus, in 1492.

Under ordinary circmiistances, exposed to the purify-
ing influence of the atmosphere, these poisonous
cmanatinii^ exhibit a proneness in themselves to decay,
dicoi.i|io,itiiin, and destruction; they are stamped
niih tlic tendency to change and perish. Chemistry
tells us lliat it is the oxygen or great vivifying prin-
ciple of the air, which so acts on these pVodnets of
putrefaction that the organic matters wliieh i|io,e

them are burned or oxidized, and so rcdueed to a .state

of inactivity. This fact, therefore, should teach us the
practical deduction, that an ample supply of fresh air
should be afforded to animals when congregated
together, especially when labouring under disease, and

more particularly when sueli a disease i.s of a eoiitagious
nature. Overcrowding slinuld be inevinteil. AVliere
is it that the cattle plague has ii,.,.,, ,( {•.^^ii-j Juthe
dairy sheds of large towns, and \iliiie li)_dided eiiltle

have been tied up in largo nniii Ik I . la a ronditionso
far removed from their natural state. \ ( ul dal i.iii should
be strictly enforced ; window frames and lattices sliould
be looked to and kept open. We hear of stables and
byres being snuglyshut up forthenight.but a free supply
of air is even more required through the night than the
day. and steps should be taken to insure it. For it is

during the period of night that gases are given off in most
abundance, the purifying influence of oxygen is most
in abeyance, and the animal system in its lowest stale

of vitality, and most prone lo reeri\e di-^-.i-e When
we come to inquire into artilleial or ele mieid n)i ans in

use for the purjioses of ditinreetiun. we liud thcni
divided according to their properties into two classes,

viz., those which check putrefaction and prevent the
evolution of noxious compounds, and those which not
only absorb the products of decomposition, but actually
oxidise and destroy them. The first are called
antiseptics, or decay preventers, and the second
ileodorisers, or disinfectants. It maybe necessary at
this stage of our inquiry to offer a word of oxplanalion
in regard to the use of these two terms, di'oiiorising

and disinfecting. A deodoriser is the material used
for the absorption and removal of an ollen.sivc smell ; a
disinfectant is that employed for the destruction or
neutralisation of some infective matter. Now it « ould
be a mistake to suppose, and one to be carefully
avoided, that an oft'ensive odour is

^
necessarily

characteristic or significant of an infectious poison.
There is no proof that the specific virus which pro-
duces rinderpest or small-pox, or tjTihus, has any
smell at all. There are always strong putrefactive
odours thrown off during the course of these fevers,

hut these do not constitute in themselves the poison of
the disease, and the destruction of these smells by
deodorisation may not be sufficient security against
infection. Earth, gypsum, clay, burnt and iinburnt
sawdust act as deodorisers by absorbing the evil ga.-^es,

and are all very useful for liiat purposi' in lolleeticms

of litter and refuse from li.\ ivs and lionses :ind manure
heaps, but are not to lie relied on in nenlr.alisniL; the
infective material. This reiiuires the use of antiseptics
and disinfectants, and I will proceed to notice in
detail, though necessarily in a summary manner,
on account of our limited time, those which are
reputed as non-effectual. These will include
sulphurous acid, nitrous acid, chlorine and chloride
of lime, Condy s fluid, wood and coal tar, carbolic
acid, charcoal, &c.

Sutpfiitronn Acitf.—You have all doubtless seen the recom-
mendations for disinfection pi-lntcd by tho Royal Com-
mtssioners, and the prominence given to fumigation by
sulphur. The following is the niethnd ;—A .shovelful of live
co.al is placed in tho centre of tir t vi. lin' siiiphuris put
upon them, .and the doors and e].! I :i \ -. tlLe.sulphur
buras, a quantity of dense wlii; ,l(. which are
diffused through the building :

}' i ' i tn reniain
closed for at least two hours, an I i n ii .li-

i .aid
windows. About a pound of sali'i. : ; : i .

i..i
, ;. m nr

12-st^lled .shed. These fumes ari n ai ;i
i md

are, as you know, so acrid anil III II II Ml , ii il . i- Mike
cough, and cannot be breathed, sn tine I

• a
,

- l
, mu

neither m.an nor beast can remain in lie ' 'nl i tlie

burning is going on. Sulphurous acid gie- l ' .ally
the foul gases of sulphuretted and phnsi'i I -'li,

and the vapours of .ammonia which is u i
,

i i nti.d

matter, and removes all smell. Moreovei. i
:

llio

virus of animal poison. It is cheap (ii i

i

nil),

and it is to be had everywhere; tie
i

i .[Ii',

and can be employed by .anyone will. .: ; liimi

the most ordinary precautitur . II aeiitntis to it

are, that cattle require to be ...In i..| ii..:,i ilie byre for
60 long a time: that it .acts ... .

,..,... r, t., all metal
work. Tho ciuplnynient of sun. lei: I I, .11 n.li.;, if nut tho
very best, at all I. \ 'Ills Mil ,',. ).. i ml h ladiest mcanswhich
the farmer can I r le iv .. ,.f . is. s, viz., first in byres
which have 1"

j
i. I

iij. lis, use, or where the
rem.aindcrof tie- iMOM il . .:, !• u i • n InMusruut fi.rafew

to be i

propi
of SUtl-li'll. II

ignited with a I

up a regular ai

evolution of ot

acid itself.

'' Oas is probably of all knoxvn agents the most
ufoctant we pos.seS3. This is due to the quantity
.nitain.s, with which it veadilv p.irt.s in cnniing
I illl ,,IT,aei-e „. illie niltt. V it ee,:,l.i„e-„-ith

Ortbre, , .e-. ..I .,
; I

.1.
, 1,1 e.i • Il

. II

with sulphur, and I would net rccunmicrid it tor .•ioncnd u
unless these could be fully secured.

C/iloruic— In regard to its effect on animal matter,
I were to take a piece of putrid moat and diji it ii:

jar of it, its foulness would le:i\' il. ml il '....uli] In e..

sweet to tho smell. There em '• ! ' .''. lie . f..

of tho powerful reactions of this eiei . :,, le
, ini

tion of it.s efficacy a.s
_
a disiut. . .: i I ,. il.i el .-

along witlt tetre.e' eei,! l,et..|i- I . ; ,.
.

I e .1 '.

t

but in ne - I i-i. II I
1...' ele e.i

I
e.

hold will I
.

.
.

'.11
, .11 I

Is. Hi

II eiiuoidybo used, tlierefnre,

elilnride of lime, with which you
ire well ee.juiiiiieil (wliieli e\', rs its virtues to the chlorine it is

ebaiL,%d witli), we have one ."if the best, more manageable, and
most elficient of our soUd deodorisers and disinfectants.

Spread in the solid form over heaps of fermenting matter, it

destroys the noxious gases as soon as they are formed— all

smells disappear before it. To be used over large masses of
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material, howevei-, it would become too expensive ; and for

the covering of diseased carcases the cheaper methods by
quicklime, charcoal, or burnt earth are preferable. Dissolved

or ihoroughly mixed with water, in the proportii-n uf one
pound to a gallon, it may be used for sprinkling the byres,

washing woodwork, cleansing trucks, soaking hides, and
many other like ]>niT»oses. From its L'cMiiparativcly high
pri.'.- \t n.ii-i \ I- 1 I 111 :. iir i.il :i|i].h> .'ilii \ I" ! irln)lic acid; on

\v i^lii'. I'c ,
. , I

If I
' :

'
: i;i, it is inferior,

as:,,' '
.1

,
.

M ...,,
I sliaU presently

the action

^ _ _ _ ;doorand
at every^gateway leading into the yard 1 would have quicklime

strewn thickly and widely, so that the sole of every foot,

whether of man or beast, or of nocturnal marauders, should

pass over it before they can gain access to the stock.

Cojirfv's Phnd, sr. c-illcd from the name nf its discoverer and
ni;in'ifM^f'ir.>r. ( 'li.'mi.r'ill 7, it i^ r:illed a per-m;uiL'anate of

ertcd by the atn

,-ith

ofTu. during their

f perceptible
1 ; ; IV safe to use,

, !
! ..ihcr liquids on

.11-. 1,L. 1.) ice of the green
li. hiiiL . ii IS used diluted
1 a largo tcidc in cattle sheds
;d economy to ca.rbolic acid
p.irpn; there is nothing

uf the person and
III ling sick stock
M'T for washing

1
1

1 'W to disinfect
"i^'h a material

I I._in.-^ should

whatever uf their
operation; when dilm. ^ t". ! u

action except on iHt
i 1

.:

because not poison. >ii-. i
:

accovmt of their charai i' r i-i [. .

fluid is Is. a pint, or o.^. a g.iUui,

with 30 parts of water. l\ir use
it must yield in point of efficacy ;

but for a number of subsidiar
equal to it, p;ii-Hi'nl;ir!y fur the i

clothes. All V. Ir . ![ Ifi I ir !
should use .1 I i

I
,

'i
;

i

themsulve.-:; .m i ;
i

i

.

'

.

point. First, ghized w.itLi-pr... \

be used, and care taken nnl: : ; m.i', /.im.tlsin

their infected clothes. The * . i ii
<

tnutcnd

the u.se of carbolic acid .sohiti..ii i.. tl.- ii- . L.tlun-, l^ut the

fragrance of it is so far from bemg dehghttul that 1 fear there

is nu chance of even an inspector becoming attached to it.

I think fur this purpose, and for personal ablution, (Jondy's

lluid is in every way more appropriate, as it not only bas no
smeU of its own, but sweetens every other smell, and may be
canied about in the pocket without risk. An exception

might be made in regard to the boots, which might be brushed
over with the carliolic acirl. It is the best thing of any for

inspectoi-s to cany witli them in their visits to infected

places. A bottle of Condy's fluid should be kept in every
far-mhouse. for it may be used not only as a deodoiiser

in cleansing inhabited rooms, dairies, &c., and for a multi-

tude of domestic purposes, but it ia admirable also in

external wounds, and diseases of all farm stock attended with
putrid discharges.

Demy Pm^mters.—There has been handed
I the litost remote ages of antiquity, a method^-n to us. froi

of di.'

chemicals.

I refer to Hi. Li

the "need tiu

the superstitu

the modem introduction of

l-nigh traditional. I allude to

the fumigation of cattle there
-ted with mvieh ancient super-

xed

the liquid I '

expense is as

Carbolic acid, 1 pint
Spirits of tai', 1 pint

Take a pint of each. The

Tar acid, 1 pint 1

1 1

Hing ill life.

and d.

up with the institution of "ueed-firo," yet we shall jjrtjsently

see, that our forefathers had philosophy and science or

their aide in pursuing the practice. The pile of the " need-

,

fire " was made up with peat, brushwood, damp straw,
,

covered over with decayed leaves or sawdust, so as to

produce as much smoke as possible. Of what does wood
and peat smoke consist ? Of charcoal in a most finely divided

state, of a variety of compounds in a state of steam or vapour,

tar. creosote, paraffin, carbolic and pyroligneous acids, and
strong empyreumatic oils and others. These are the very

substances to which, as prepai-cd by the liands of the chemists,

I am about to draw your attention for their disinfectant

powers, and the very substances I am about to recommend
you to employ. I do not ask you to kindle a fire in your folds

and expL>se jonv cattle to the smoke, as your ancestors per-

sisted in doing through many centuries, though in doing so

I .am persuaded you would be doing a wise and juditious

thing. No, the proceeding to our modem notions may appear
too crude and primitive ; but the plan I recommend to you is

based on the old practice, and is, in truth, but a modification

of the same thing. 1 take the essential volatile ingredients of

woi:)d and coal tar, as m;mufactured by art, and employ them
to fumigate the sheds, in a state of heated vapour, so that you
really get all the compounds existing in wood smoke, except
the charcoid.

In the now well-known carbolic acid j'ou have the principal

volatile ingredient of coal tar, and in the common spirits of

tar the volatile principle of wood tar. The other volatile

principles of wood smok
acid, or pyroligneous acid. '

a cheap foim—carbolic acid, i>.
(

tar acid, Bd. This olive bruwi, .

carbolic acid; it has a str..ti<:

of coal tar. and partly of rotttm

bums with a smoky flame ; it is much heav
superficial gravity is 1060.

water either boiling

what is called tar
Implies all three in

I lints of tar, 23. ;

luoking liquid is

i>le smell, partly
uifl.ammable, and
er than water ; its

I do not find that it dissolves

cold, but separates quickly to the
oilcbottom. This other ruby-coloured liquid

spirits of tar, which is well known to you. It has a purt

tar-like smell, due to the creosote which it contains. It

also inflammable ; a slight degree of heat causes it to

take fire, and it bums with much smoke. In these two
spirits, then, the carbolic acid and the spirits of t^r, we have
the essential elements, in the one of coal tar, and in the other

of wood t,ir. I combine them. I mix them in equal propor-

tions, and they mix thoroughly and well, and form a perfect

sobition. But on account of their high inflammability I

sought for some other liquid wherewitia to dilute them.
to remedy this inconvenience, and I find this is perfectly

attained by the use of the tar acid, or impure pyroligneous

acid of commerce. This liquid is made on a large scale from
the distillation of wood, for commercial purposes, and so can

be had cheaply ; it can be retailed here at from 7d. to 8rf. a

gallon. Its principal constituent is vinegar. It is this acid

which gives that sourness to taste and smell that is perceived

in wood smoke. Besides the vinegar or acetic acid, this tar

acid also contains some creosote, well known :

powerful antiseptic and pickling principle that

also some wood alcohol, or, in fact, the liquid which taiinv*

burning in this spirit lamp, the methylated spirit. So that

here again in this tar acid you have a combination of ingre-

. dients eminently antiseptic. To equal parts of carbolic acid
* and spirits of tar, 1 add"Dne more of tar acid, and this forms

. the most

3 pint;

So that here, at the expense of about a shilling, you have
the volatile ingredients of what would represent a very large

quantity of the tar both of coal and wood. For this expense
too there would be sufficient liquid thoroughly to fumigate a

large shed holding 15 to 20 cows, at least three times a day ;

for it is wonderful into what amomit of vapour these con-

1

centrated volatile liquids resolve themselves. The method is
j

this; take an old frying pan, or pot, or a large thick fire'

shovel, and heat it in the fire until one side is red hot, take it

'

into the byre, and pour over it. by degrees, a pint of the
mixture, and move it about among the stock. For smaller

byres than I have alluded to, of course a less quantity of

liquid is used three times a day, so that the atmosphere should
be continuously saturated with the tar vapours. In this way,
disseminated through the air in the form of vapours, you
realise to the full the virtues of carbolic acid and the other

principles of tar wafted through the air of the bj-rcs in the

form of heated vapours ; they are inhaled by the animal, they
are received into its mouth, nostiils, and other p.iasages, they
chng to its hair and .skin, and are ret^ained there with sur-

prising tenacity, and they attach themselves to, and are

absorbed by, tiie walls, the wood-work, litter, and what the
French call the entourage of the animal. Opinions are now
running strongly in favour of the efficacy for disinfecting

purposes of coal tar and ordinary tar and their products.

Witness the employment of McDougall's disinfectant

for the sewage of Carlisle ; also of the powder of

Messrs. Corme and Demeaux in France, which is

composed of gypsum and coal tar ; and the decision of the
Royal Commissioners in the recommendation of carbolic acid.

Dr. Angus Smith, who is their authority in this department,
after an experimental inquiry with a variety of substances,
now, I believe, looks upon the problem of disinfection as

solved by the use of carbolic acid. In the measure advised by
the Commissionci-s, they speak of its use only in the fluid

form, either in a concentrated state or in a solution with
water. I find it very sparingly soluble even in boiling water

;

and for washing wood work, and sprinkling the floors and
walls of byres, I would rather mix it with tar acid, and use a
portion of it at least in the way I have directed, by fumiga-
tion. I call your attention to the measure of lime-washing the
walls and roof of the shed with good, freshly-burnt lime,

adding to each pailful of whitewash one pint of carbolic acid,

and alp.Q to the instructions for disinfecting litter and manure
heaps by the undiluted carbolic acid. To sum up, then. In

the selection of the various substances which I have endea-

voured to classify and distinguish, I should prefer as vapours

the fumigation with sulphur and the fumigation with the

active ingredients of wood and coal tar ; as liquids, carbolic

acid, and Condy's fluid ; as solids, chloride of lime and quick
lime—each in themanner and according to the objects in view,

as I have previously specified. You see I have notadoijted any
universal disinfectant, nor do I believe in any which will

answer for every purpose. As, in the variety of manures that

are presented to your notice, your choice is determined by the

nature of the soil, the kind of crop you hope to grow, the con-

dition of your land, and other special circumstances, so in the

adoption of any of these substances I have described to you
you may find one suited for your special object, and another

for another. ^
HUNGEEFORD : Hats and Mice, Rabbits, and othe}'

Farm Fests.—yir. Belcher, of Coxwell, Fimnjiiion.

read a pnrapblet written by hiiiT^olf on '•^^^ts nml

Mice," with plans for preventiiiir tIp ir mvn-'i -^ rin>l

means for their destruction, \:\\'-\\ ptilli-li.<l \<\

C. Laker, Faringdon. At the con<-!u>i<iii, alluiiiii'-: lo

rabbits, he said he knew that instances were not rsire

where gamekeepers fattened on the })rincipal part of

the produce, and the desponding tenants were annoyed,

irritated, and injured to a point almost beyond human
endurance ; and the gaols were filled i\ith poachers,

and the workhouses with their destitute wives and
children. Were rabbits and hares worth all this

misery ? He asked whether rabbits or hares -were

worth the additional parochial taxation which tenant

farmers bear to support paupers and criminals in conse-

quence of such vermin, and gave a few startling facts,

as to the large number of game which tenants were
compelled to keep, and at what cost ? One farmer

paid rent to the amount of 210^, and his crops were

damaged by hares to the amount of 260?. Another
said it was estimated that the damage to his crops

ensuing from the preserving of game was estimated in

some years at 800?. As an instance of the quantity of

land required to maintain game, that killed at a recent

battue in the North of England, was, it was computed,

about one-third of that in the preserves, which would
require no less than 1346 acres of land for theu' support.

Tlie number of commitments connected with game
were in some instances more than half the total number
in a county, and from the total returns of England and
Wales he gleaned that no less than 4529 convictions for

game law offences took place. Only yesterday he was
in the company of a farmer of the South of Berkshire

;

he has been on his farm 24 years, but said he was on

the point of leaving it. One principal reason was the

damage he suffers from hares and rabbits that issue

nightly from the covers of an adjoining estate. He did

not advocate the total annihilation of game. The
tenant farmers of England would be the last men who
would wish it, or that there should not be sufficient

game to afford fair sport for all fair sportsmen, but it is

one thing to have sufficient game to eat, and another

matter to be eaten out of house and home by game.

He was sure that the tenantry of England would not

w^sh for a monopolv, but would be satisfied with a joint

power over the wild animals bred and fed on their

farms. He occupied a large farm, the property of the

Crown, which once formed part of Wychwood Forest,

where deer and game abounded, and where deer

stealers and poachers abounded also. He held it on a

31 years lease ; in that lease the word game does not

appear, therefore tho tfimnts can keep it or not as they

think proper. TTil li .mi been reserved, some one

) tlir-in lie wniiM s:iy— g.. and plough

,. f Anicnc;i, \v;iii<lcr witli a tlock of

sheep uvL-'r the wildt. of ^iustralia. ur cuUivalc a small

plot of ground on the southern slopes of Africa, even

at the risk of having to defend it against the fierce

attack of Kaffir tribes—do anything for an honest

livelihood rather than attempt to farm the English
land in the face of the difficulties, annoyances, the

impediments, and the losses caused by the undue pre-

servation of game in our country.

Tlie Third lS.eport of the Moyal Commission on the

Cattle Plague.

This Blue Book is not yet published, and will not be

issued for a week or ten days. Its contents have,

however, been made known through the Times, and the

following account of it is accordingly condensed from
the columns of that paper :—

As was stated in their Second Report, the Commissioners

requested some of the most eminent physiciiins, veterinary

surgeon.'* and chemists of the day to investigate the Cattle

II I of the inquiry relates to the symptoms and
cnii> -, .,f iIl' .li-i .i>e. With regard to this, two VL^ry important

facts have been established. The fn-i i- iImt ILi uurliest

indication of danger may be 'Ii~ i '
three

days before any of the usual symi - rvablej;

and that one day at least bcfMi. \-r- mi m .nee of

these symptoms the disease may 1jk i <-'. - 1 1
1
- -

! with

almost complete certainty. This first sign <A Im-.r con-

sists in a rise of the natural temperature frnm |.ij \.^ ml
of Fiihrenheit, or even to 105i', and this takes pLuA \vithiii m.

or 48 hours after the animal has taken the plu^nic. Thi.s

symptom, it must be kept in mind, occurs when the animal

appears in no way ill. It gives us a means of separatmg somid

from sick animals at a time when the separation may be

effectual, and may render it possible, say the Commissioners,

to shorten the period of quarantine.
^

of temperature the second symptom ^

.

sort of eruption on the mucous membra
other parta. Taken in connection with the

this affords conclusive evidence of the pi

although it is still 21 hours before :

illness are discernible. It is ob

,
lL,

nf tbodi.'

,,.nv M-,.i't-"'8 of

'i.'i ;ni !iLipi~>rtant

1 Hi.vh.v of any
i. It is ijnt until

ii .Llii.iiis of illness

.ti-.' rojrardod by
,; uf the disease.
. ^s than four days

gu'-iii'ii- .iii'l o'M:-iruetions a

org^uis o( the Ixidy which
stomach and the lungs, l.i

food are met with in uie first

frequently in such a state th.

When the lungs
believed to be
When

, all probability, the only period

uent could be of any avail.

I is examined after death numerous con-

d, but the two great
imIIv affected are the

; .n s uf undigested
I

liie intestines are
II w Miild be impossible,

the principal part uTtucled, the disease is

quickly faUil.

proceed to inquire into ithe causa of these r^id
alterations in the fivstem. there appears to be only one met
vi;'>",i i,'i , '^''LMi-^b" i md it is the second of those to which

I

!
I i^ being the only two points in the

.,;!
I

i 'ich are placed beyond doubt. It is

I
],,,[,,,,; :,;, 1 : ;ii! ]

.1 lU coiises thc morbid state of the

bK.nJ, .lua iM.ii Ui'. M. d L'.'utains this poison in such a manner

that within less than 4S hours after infection a small portion of

it will give the disease by inoculation. A minute portion of

the mucous discharge from a diseased animal, if plj

blood of a healthy animal,

space of time "tho whole
poundi

the
fast that in a short

„„ of blood, weighing Tafuiy

y^^^^^, .- infected, and every small particle of that blood

contains enough poison to give the disease to another a
"

else might hav<

than taie thes(

They need not

they may be

This fact thc Commissioners consider the most important

discovery yet made in connection with the cattle plague, and

they state that it is pregnant with consequences in ordinary

medicine ; for, though the existence of such a fact has long

been suspected in human diseases, it has never yet been proved

in any. How soon after receiving the poison the anirnal la

capable of giving the disease to others by natural infection ia

not determined, nor at what time the blood and textures cease

to give it; nor can any definite time be named when
the energy of the poison is destroyed. Mucous discharges

have been known to retain their power of givmg the

disease by inocuhition as long as eleven months. The

"matter runs down the hide to th6 flo.

when dry may be carried as dust in tl;

beasts whenreceivedonthe;ib- ii n. h

mouth, lungs, or stomach." V,

to exist, and has been in a i u

expect that chemical or micri'-^' |.i.,li r^

us to detect and separate it ;

^-^ -

,ute inquiries ^ "

wood-work, and
- and infect other
-of the eyes, nose,

'V is thus known
i, it is natural to
hes would enable

^..*™.-, -. ... - -o- ^' ^y- the most

this point have hitherto been baffled.

Dr. Beale has subjected the poisonous matter to i

power, under which a child of 3 feet r-

lagnifying

p...., ^. ..^ uld look as high as

Jlont Blanc, without being able to detect any definite mate-

rial of poison. Chemical tests have been equaUy imsuccessful,

and no me;xns are yet known of detecting the poison but by

those of its effect on the living body. In this respect it resem-

bles other animal poisons, and, like them, requires particukir

organisations in order to become operative. *' It can multiply

in the Iwdy of a bovine animal, or a sheep, goat, deer, or

gazelle ;" while we have satisfactory proof thai; it is incom-

municable to non-ruminants. Moreover, ithasdifferent degrees

of intensity in different species, the sheep and goat takmg

the disease less easily than the ox. These considerations

naturally conduct us to the question of its origin and propa-

gation. From the facts ab-eady stated it is at least certam

that it is a contagious disease, and the Commissioners beheve

that this " expresses the whole truth" concerning it._ They

have not been able to discover any evidence of its having had

a spontaneous origin in England. The first known cases were

all in animals collected from different parts of England ana

Holland which were exposed in the MetropohUn

Atarket on one particuLir day. the 19th of June,

and then dispersed to five . different sheds. Several

introductions from the Continent have since been observed,

and moreover in most cases in England whei'e it has smce

broken out, its introduction can be traced. "It follows the

lines of cattle ti-afBc. and does not arise spontaneously. in

short aU the facts obtained, both at home and abroad, ai-e

conclusive evidence against the assumption of occidt atmo-

spheric condirions, and in favom- of its spread by multiphca-

tion in tho bodies of living anunals." To what extent the
'

poison may be carried is not determined, and may vary vnth

u landlords do better
r Crown as their model ?

pattern, for^these lease^
]
ZTcoZ^oZ':^''ii:^''cl 'Ti:^^^ has be.n suffipan^

The next head of the Keport relates to the
framed under the best and

! to hesoundest uidscments in the kingdom. He concluded by ,„^ „„. . ™. ^ ^

giving a few words of advice to all young formers I reUed on for checking or curing the disease. The first mquuy

i
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isnaturallj'direai-il t.. in. i^uivs of disinfection, or. in other

words, to mcthn.is i.v uln.li ihe poison may be destroyed.

" To find a perftcl di>-infLHluiit for the Cattle Plague wouM
be to atop the disease at once." The necessary conditions for

destroying a poison of the character in question reduce the

available disinfectants to four—chlorine, ozone, sulphurous

acid, and the tar acids (carbolic and creaylic). From these, by
experiment. Mr. Crookes has selected the tar acids, combined

with the occasional agency of sulphurous acid, as the most
effectual, and the Commissioners strongly recommend the use

of carbdiii- .u-M tliroii[.,'lir'ut the coimtry in uninfected as well an

in infnti 1 -li fri t- Tlif experiments hitherto mado^ on the
" lie and sulphurous acids are said to be

I I \ immissioners are anxious to raise no
L.iiik "that a faircase has been made out

:i:.aic trial of similar measui-ea." Another
1 has been looked for in inoculation or

this head the Commissioners can only
ic verdict which has ali-eady been pro-

has been tried in all forms, and in all has
the question of treatment with a view

and aa respects this, also, the Commissioners can for

the most part only endorso the opinion which the public has

already formed. All forms of medicinal treatment have been
equ;illy successful and equally unsuccessful. The only infer-

ence to be drawn is that the various drugs employed have
produced little or no effect. Thore is, however, one satisfac-

toiy result .amid this confusion. If medicinal ti'catment is of

no avail, the regulation of diet has the greatest influence. It

is made clear by the evidence of the Edinburgh Committee
that the proportion of recoveries is very largely increased
" by judicious feeding \vith soft mashes of digestible food."

Under this treatment, out of 503 cases, 191, or nearly

38 per cent., recovered. It is remarkable, moreover, that

dividing these beasts into two groups, according aa they
belonged to large or small stocks, in the former 22 per
while in the latter G'2 per eent,, re<

offered is that in ^lll ill'
i

-i-l. )'-

very eii'--' r.

false li"!' ''
foralarg^,.ua.s,.
means uf preveut
vaccination, but <

confirm the advi

nounced. The pin

failed. Thore

The explanation
jasts are ill at once,
less crowding, and,
"f another group of

feeding. Ami-
food, therecuvi
dry food w;i

and hay they w^ie J.J. (.^.t vxiiL ;
^'.Lil.. ah

entirely with dry food, and treated medically
recoveries were but 13 per cent. The numliei
small for us to depend on these averages ; bi;

cicnt to
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•hey nre susceptible of cold. Touni; calves may be
' iinied out during the day, but should have the court-

yard at night, and some cake and sliced ^roots, or cut

Clover when it is ready.
Sheep must be purcha,sed for feeding on the Clovers

and pastures ; from ,si,\ up to as many as 13 sheep per

acre may be procured, according to the Grass and the

animals. Hoggets must be washed and shorn as the

weather permits. The practice of night folding on
fallows, common along the edge of the Chalk Dow-ns,

begins this month. The ewes on good pa.sturcs will now
be doing well. Their lambs ivill require constant

attention ; and change of pasture and food will be
necessary. Fattening and ordinary grazing sheep will

require extra care, as the transition from Tumijis to

Grass frequently causes purging, which may be partially

stopped by bleeding ; if, however, it prove obstinate, some
astringent must be given, as catechu, chalk, laudanum.
Wheat-meal, &c. Their feet should be examined, and
all loose portions of skin and hoof removed, in order to

prevent foot-halt.

Pigs.—AW fat pigs should be sold, and others keptiin

a store condition. Clover, Vetches, and green food of

that description, are better adapted for this purpose
than for fattening, and the early litters kept m a

growing state will be of the right .size for herdmg over

if.he stubbles in autumn, and for fattening into bacon
during winter. The sows may have access to the boar
this month ; their produce will have attained a hardy
size before cold weather arrives, and then they may be
fattened into pork.

Diiirii 7v;nn.—Cheese-making is become general,

even in llir smallest dairies. Care must be taken that,

in turning "u( tlic cows to Grass, which is done about
the lolh of Jlay, they be not chilled by sudden changes
of weather, as this will immediately lessen their produce
of milk. Pigs must be bought to consume the
whey and buttermilk. By the end of this month
the earliest calves are turned to Grass, which is

done with great care. Thej; are placed in a field

near the homestead, where milk and water, or sweet
whey, is given them once a-day. It is well to wean
them from milk by dilul ing i I with water. At 10 weeks
old they will need ncitliinir but (Jrass. The older cows
are allowed access tollielinll this month. In cheese-
making, the night s milk is used to cool the morning's
new milk. The rennet .should be added at a tempera-
ture of about 80' Fah., and when the curd has formed,
a portion ofwhey may bo heated, so that when returned
it may raise the whole to 90' Fah., when the curd will

be rich, firm, and well formed. The whey should bo
run into .shallow vats, and the cream collected and
churned; the quantity of whey butter should never
exceed half a pound per week for each cow.
When the Grass is late, the milking cows should

get the best food provided for them, with access
to good water ; the comfort of shelter, and every-
thing tending to secure their good condition, surely
tending to greater produce of milk. Boots and good
hay can generally be supplied on every farm, and
any disagreeable taste in the butter from the food
of the cattle can be prevented by putting about a
dessert spoonful of saltpetre, finely powdered, to about
three quarts of the cream immediately it is taken off

the milk, placing it in a tin vessel to stand in boiling

water, and constantly stirring the cream while it is

heating and until it cools again ; about half an hour is

sufficient for the whole process. About a teaspoonful
of common salt, and half the quantity of saltpetre have
jirovcd also of use in preventing any di.sagreeable

flavour in butter occasioned by the food of the cattle,

being put into the proportion of two gallons of milk,
when it is brought in warm from the cow and placed
in pans, or any vessel provided to receive it, to stand in
till the cream is .skimmed from it.

Moorland Farm.—Lambing should be over by the
middle of the month. It is more profitable to have
barren ewes than very late lambs. The lambs should
be castrated about three weeks after they are dropped.
Let this be done in a clean dry place. Showery moist
weather is more favourable than when the air is very
dry. Bring both ewes and lambs together, and then
run ofl' as many as will fill the pen, taking care that
every lamb in the pen has its mother there Siao. After
the operation is over, again mother them oflT to their
jiasture. Black-faced lambs are not castrated till about
six or seven weeks old. Any weakly ewes should be
put into inclosures, where the better keep will be well
repaid by a level lot of lambs at weaning time.

THE HYDEOPULT,
MAXGEL WURZEL

SEED from largo Bulbs.
Cltcapcr by the cwt.

Per \h.—s. a.

Good YELLOW GLOBE. . 9

„ ORANGE GLOBE..
„ RED GLOBE
„ LONG RED ..

„ LONG YELLOW

9

An Invention for Throwing Water by Hand Power
(-^LcLRLD III l^ui.vL LttlLR^ PAIfM).

PRICE LIST.

Complete with Brass Cylinders and £ s. d.

Japanned Sinuiup 1 12 6

comi'lete with bllass cylinders and
Copper Stikrup 2 2

THE HYDROPULT
is invaluable for use in the

GARDEN for

WATERING BEDS,
SPRINKLING PLANTS,

DROWNING ODT INSECTS,
CLEANSING TREES FROM SMUTS,

DRESSING WITH LIQUID MANURE,

CAUTION.
iMPonTANT TO TaE PcBLic—TUo exteusivo sjilo of the HydropuU

baa excited the cupidity of so-called respectable, but in reality

iinprincipled Manufacturers, who are now p.alniing on the Public
worthless imitations of the Hydropult, and through their connec-
tions are enabled to pl.ice said devices on exhibition, and for sale, in

many of the principal Ironmongery and Seed Establishments through-
out the city and proiinces. These devices resemble in many respects

the Hydropult in appearance, and are calculated to deceive the
unsuspecting. The Proprietor therefore issues this Caution, and
respectfully intimates that parties wishing to pvirchase the Ilydropult
should examine the machine offered for sale, and see If it has
attached tl^etoa label, with the following words;—"The Hydropult,
Vose's Pt^Hit, manufactured only by GBirriTus it Bhowitt,
Birmingham. Cuarlzs Pomerot Burropf, Proprietor. 142 and 143,

Prospectuses, with Testimonials, on application.

HYDROPULT SHOW BOOM, 142 4 143, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON.

IMPERIAL BUTTER COOLER.
SECURED BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

USEFUL, OKNAMEKTAL, UNIQUE.

Notices to Correspondents.
: Floor : An Old Sub. The fullowiuj,' recipe, by Mr.
e, of Cirencester, has frequently .ippeared iu these

columns, viz. :—Three parts coal ashes (those from the black-
smith's forge to be preferred) and two parts gas lime from
gas-works, to be thoroughly mixed, and then made into a
mortar with gas-tar. If the gas tar come from gas works
where the ammoniacal liquor is not separated, it will be
sufficiently mixed for the purpose ; but if the Latter be
separated, and the tar be thick, it will set quicker if about
one-fourth part of water be mixed thoroughly with the tar
when used. For the floors of cow-sheds, this should be laid
about 3 inches thick in one layer, on an even surface of
gravel, or stone broken very small with a sprinkling of
gi*avel over, and rolled down. The mortar may be laid on
with a common shovel, and merely patted down flat. In
diy warm weather, if the mortar has been carefully made,
the floor will set firm in a few days. For any ordinary out-
house, half the thickness will make a permanent floor.

RTVh;R Plate : Alamos. We shall be happy to be of any service
iu our power.

Tin: Vf:terinarian Profession: R. Mr. Holland's Bill,

inflicting a penalty on any one who shall herejifter designate
biiu-self Veterinary Surgeon without having received a
dipluuxa, was read a socud time last Wednesday,

Weeds; Inqairt'r. In ]Kistures weeds are discouraged by
drainage, close pasturage, and artificial top-dressings, and
by perseverance in spudding or pulling large plants at all

seasons of the year, especially in ibe spring and summer,
and before their seed time. If these means will not avail,

the land must be ploughed up, well fallowed, and laid down
again.

3

SUTTON'S

Selected Mangel Seed
from Selected Roots.

CJicaper by the act.

Per \\\—s. a.

CI SUTTON'S Selected YKL-
LOW GH.iBE 1

Do. do. ORANGE ULOHK I

FISHER H0BB8'
ORANGE GLOBE ..10

STKATTON'SREDGLOBEl
SUTTON'S ELVETHAM
LONG RED .. ..10

SUTTON'S Selected LONG
YELLOW 10

New YELLOW INTER-
MEDIATE 16

SUTTON'S YELLOW GLOBE, Lowest price per cwt. forwarded

Pi-ico Is. per lb. on application.

SnTTON & SiiNB. Roj-al Berkshire Seed Establishmept, Readiiig.

/ ^ EUKGE"^DWAilD can supply good Plants, well
' T ,.^EiMished,outofpots,tosave expense of c"

., and at the

Novelties, Novelties. ^TAMES GARAWAY and CO., Durdham Down
fj Nurseries. Bristol, offer the Three undermentioned NEW
'5EEDLrNG GERANIUMS as not only Novelties ;bub decided

Tricolor Section. .^ ..

QUEEN of TRICOLORS.—This variety aurpasjes m beauty tbe

well-known Mrs. Pollock, from which it is a seedling ; the colours are

of the same shade butmuch more vivid, and, being a great improve-

ment, the green colour does not project itself beyond the zone. The
flowers are produced in abundance, and are scarlet in coloiu: and of

good shape. _ .

Well-established Plants will be supplied the last week in June, at

21s. each. Four sent when Three are ordered.

Cloth of Gold Section.

BRONZE QUEEN.—A variety raised from Cloth of Gold, with

foliage of same colour, but with the addition of a dark bronze zono

distinctly marked ; of good dwarf habit, free in growth and very

eBectivo, well adapted for bedding ; flowers scarlet cerise, produced

m good-sized trusses.

Price 7s. OU. each. Four sent when Throe are ordered.

Nosegay Skction.
L'AFRICAINE.—A hybrid Nosegay of compact habit, with €

Jas. Garaway t Co.'s SPRING CATALOGUE, containing Priced

Lists of Stovo and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, and Bedding-out

Plants, is now ready, and will be forwarded post free on application.

Ja8. Gahaway & Cu., Durdham Down Nurseries, Bristol.

TOHN KEYNES' NEW DAHLIAS,
'J Ids. Gd. each. A liberal allowance if the set is taken.

07- MARQUIS of WINCHESTER (Kctnes).—Bright crimson ; tho
flower of the season.
First-class Certificates :—Roval Horticultural Society; Devizes,

Trowbridge, Crystal Palace, Bath, Sahsbury, Dorset Hortic"!-

tuval Society, Winchester. , .

08. LOTTY ATKINS (Keynes).—Blush, tipped lilac ; most chasto

flower, always good^ must be much c

First-class Certific

bridge (money prize, «> kuo Mvai,... «..« ^u.,",, w....-.--— .,, ------

Horticultural Society, Shepton Mallet, Crj-stal Palace, Bath.

Winchester. Brighton. ,, , ,

09. JOHN DOWNIE (Keynes).—Yellow, tipped red; beautiful form,

very first-class flower, always good.
Certificates:—Roval Horticultural; SalisbuiT, Trowbridge.

Brighton, North Wilta. Dorset Horticultural Society.

71. ANNIE AUSTIN (KETNEsj.-BiiKUt light amber, beautiful

form, must be well cut out, most constant, and very flrat-class.

First-class Certificates :—Crystal Palace, Salisbury, Shepton

Mallet, North Wilts Horticultural Society, Trowbridge, Dorset~
ilSocioty.
IITE (Ke-

^..^ ^v,.^^.. always goou. _ „ .. ,^ .

Certificates ;—Trowbridge, Devices, Dorset Horticultural

Society. , , ,

73 HELEN POTTER (Ketnes).—Blush white, deeper shade of

colour to Miss Henshaw, which it much resembles in shape and
growth, but quite distinct, very largo, very full, constant.

Certificates:-Brighton, North WUts, Dorset Horticultural

Society, Trowbridge. .

74 MBS. SAVORY (CnuRcn).-This is the flower that was so much
admired at the Crystal Palace, where it had a First-class Certi-

ficate by acclamation. It is a laced flower, like Bird of Passage,

larger, and rather deeply pencilled with purple Iflac, grand

flowfif-
, . ... 1

75. GLADIATOR (CncRCH).-White, very deeply laced, liko a

Picotee, with deep pink. This is a most striking flower, ana
surpasses all m its class, exquisite.

Tlicso two flowers of Church's are unapproachable m thoir cojour.

70. ULTIMATUM (Ki:ynes).-B1usIi. tipped rosy cnnison. Ibo

form of this flower it is impossible to improve ; it must be mucu
cut out, or will be small, a beautiful flower.- ' " -- - -Royal Horticultural Society

;

___^ ,
ul-

berry, the finest show flower of the season. Shown in J. Keynes,

Stand at the Crystal Palace. Magnificent.
0. LADY- of the LAKE (Gooowin).—Blush, edged purplo, large

flne show flower, alwavs to be had. .

These two flowers could not be shown much, only one "am,
them, being grown by J. Keynes.

the

, of its removal i

table. The Butter Cooler caJi be used for a Sugar Basin.

Price, m white metal, electro-plated, £2 2s.

CHARLES POMEKOY BUTTON,
142 and U3, Cheapeide, London, E.G.

138. TOP SAW YEli (KeVses).—White, striped and niottJod purpl

very full centre, well up.

139. JOHN DUNN (KEVNts).—Yellow striped criioson, (

finest flowers of the season, full, constant, aud good.

Certificates :—Royal Horticultural; Bath, . Sahsbury, W in-

rhestor. Diir.set IlorticultumlSocictj- ., .. , j
U'\ F!;.\NK IIFFIN (Kevnls).-Y<:I1ow, heavily striped led; a

t.LMutiinl i;iiicv, chaste and striking. „ „ ^ o,
( VitilK itLs —Horticultm-al Society; Shepton Mallet, Trow-

l.ridL^L'. n'nt-sct Horticultural Society.

HANG (Kky>[;s),—Y'cllow, striped and mottled scarlet, a most

extraordinary flower ; if cut out it willproduce e

Certificates:—Crystal Palace. Bath. Brighton, Wmchester,

North Wilts Horticultural Society.
. . ^ j

142. PRESIDENT LINCOLN (Keynes).-BufT, striped red and

oran-'e, very fine fancy, much admired.

Fi "st-class Certificate :—Brighton.
143. JEANIE DEANS (KEYNEs}.—Orange, striped purple, very con-

stant, large deep show flower. ., ,, . T.
First-clasa Certificates :—Bath, Shepton Mallet, Dorset

Horticultmal Society.
CATALOGUES now ready,

Salisbury May 12.
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Chrysantlieuiums.
,

FiiUT Prizes Store Newincton and GpiLDnAi-L, 186'>.

ADAM FORSYTH begs to inform the Public that he
i9 now sending out his larpe COLLECTION of CHRTSAN-

|

THEMOMS, lit &f. per dozen, including Attraction, Evo, Golden
i

Ball, (ioldon Dr. Brock, Hercules, King of Denmark, Lady Carey, '

Mr Brunleos, Mr. Wyness, Mrs. Raines, Pink Pearl, Prince of Wales, ,

Sam Weller. Vonus, Virgin Queen, &c.
CATALOGUES for one stamp.

Brunswick Nursery, Stoko Newington, N.

Prize Calceolaria, &c.
BUTLER AND Mcculloch be^to offer Seed of the

above s.nved, only frooirtoworsofgreat beauty. Is. andis. Gd.p. pkt.
CINERARIA (James's), extra choice. Is. and -». id. per packet.
PRIMULA (James's), extra choice. Is. and 2ff. Cd. per paclcot.
COVENT GARDEN INTERMEDIATE STOCK (True), Is. and 28. Gd.
per packet,

PURPLE WHITE INTERMEDIATE STOCK, U. nnd2s. Gd. p. pkt.
All packets of Flower Seeds sont post
EH & Mc( II, COTi t Garden Mar&. w.c.

SCARLET GERANIUMS (BEATON'S RACE).

WILLIAM PAUL
(Son and Successor to the late A. Paul,)

HAS TO OFFER THE FOLLOWEN'O

NEW ZONALE AND HYBRID NOSEGAY GERANIUMS,
^Vliich have been selected from scvrrjl Thousnna Koi'dlLiigR, raised from the stock of tin- lute Jlr. DoNALD

Beaton. Every one now offered is believed to bi_' in advuneo of or distinct from all pre-existiiii; kiuda. The
Plants will be delivered in rotation^ as fai" as the etouk will allow.

Group 1.—Bedding Varieties.
*,;* Any 12 varieties from this and the two following Groups may be selected by the purchaser for £2 2s.

PRINCE OF ORANGE, ,orange-scarlet, very briglit; great sub
stance, good habit prddieious bloomer. Price 'ds. Crf. each.

PEACH NOSEGAY.—Flowers deep bright peach colour, very freoPAIRY QUEEN.—Rosy purple ; a large smooth flower, very distinct
and eflcctive. Price 3s. Gd. each,

MINSTREL, a peculiar and pleasing shade of salmon, something in
the way of Lord PalmeraLon, but brighter in colour and broader
in the petals.

MONTE ROSA, dark rosy-purple, pleasing colour, large truss, very
fine. Price 6s. each.

NIMROD, orango-scarlet, white eye, large flower and truss, foliage
and habit fine. Price 3.«, 6d. each.

PH(ENIX. inlhe way of " Stella
colour flaniilerous-scarlet. Price ds. each,

habit and general character, the

profuse, the finest bedding Gei-anium yet raised. Fust-class
Certificate. Prico 5s. each.

ST. GEORGE.—Dark chestnut, shaded with blackish crimson, quite
unique, very ft-ee and effective, an entirely new colour among
Pelurgoniums. First-class Certificate. Price 6s. each.

SALMON NOSEGAY.—Flowers pure salmon, large truss, good.
First-class Certificate. Price 3s. 6d. each.

SIR J. PAXTON.—Flowers true orange, very bricht, flno large
'

5s. each.

Price 3s. Gd. each.

Group 2.—Varieties especially recommended for Growing" in Pots or Vases.
BRIDE.—Flowers white, with largo eye, of fine shape and

TIARA.—Flowers scarlet crimson suffused with purple, good trisB,

very free, fine habit ; qmte distinct from any yet raised, and very

lovely. Price 68. each.

substance ; a flrst-clasa variety for pot cultiie. Prico 3s. Crf. each.

CARDINAL.—Flowers dark orange scvrlet. For shape, substance,
colour and habit, this la in advance of any scarlet variety yet
raised. Price 5». each.

CELESTIAL,—Flowers rosy lake, with fiery spot on upper petals,
their centres bluish purple, roaemblmg the " Cactus spocio-
aissimuB," large white eye, new m colour, and very beautiful.
Price 6s. each.

Group 3.—Miniature or Pompon Varieties.
DIAMOND.—Fine scarlet purplo centre, white eye, flowers pro-

t
WALTHAM LILAC—Flowers true lilac, very proftiae ; a, new and

fusely, habit good, distinct. Price 3s. iiJ. each.
1 desirable colour, excel ient for massing. Price 63. each.

DRYAD.—Beautifully rosy pink, flno sbapo and tru.ss. Price
3s. C(i. each. r^^ q^ g^^jj ZEPHYR.—Flowers light purple top, petals rose colour ; stands the

NAIAD.—Flowers purple, scarlet top ; pleasing and distinct. Price I
rain and sun well, very dwart and free. Price 3s. Gd. each.

Group 4,—Bedding Varieties sent from these Nurseries Last Year,
Many of them have received First-class Certificates from the Royal Horticultural and Royal Rotanic Societies of

London, and those marked thus *** have been awarded the highest marks of merit in the Koyal Horticultural Society's

Tiial Groimd at Chiswick. Now Ready, Autumn-struck Planta.
•*• ALEXANDRA.—Magenta. Price 2s. Cd. each ; 248. per dozen. ORANGE NOSEGAY.—Bright orange. Price Is. W. each; 15j

••• AMV HOGG.-Bright purplish rose. Price 2s. each ; 18s. per doz. !

P^r dozen.

•* BEATON'S INDIAN YELLOW.—Orange scailet suflused with
j

PILLAR of BEAUTY.—Brick red. Price 2«. Cd. each.
yellow. Price Is. erf. each ; 16s. per dozen. I prixcESS LICHTENSTEIN.-Salmon pink. Piico 23. each ;

BLACK DWARF.—Dark crimson, Prico Is. Cd. each; 12s.
]

18s. per dozen.
r dozen.

DONALD BEATON.—Clear orange scarlet. Price Is. Crf. each ;

lus. per dozen.

» DCOHESS.—Soft rosy lake. Price 2s. each ; 18s. per dozen.

FDLGENS.—Vivid scariet. Prico 2s. Gd. each.

» GLOWWORM.—Magenta crUnson flushed with scariet. Price
2s. flrf, each ; 24s. per dozen.

MAGENTA QUEEN.—Magenta. Price 3s. Crf. each.

SALAMANDER.—Brilliant scarlet, largo white ey
each ; ISs. per dozen.

SCARLET GEM.—Bright orange scarlet.

Prico ;

per dozen.

MRS. WILLIAM PAUL.—Delicate rose
24s. per dozen.

WALTHAM SEEDLING.—Dark crimsi
per dozen.

Price Is. Crf. each ;

pink. Price 2s. 6rf. each,

n. Prioe 28. each ISs.

The above Set of 16 varieties, One Plant of each, 24*.

SPRING CATALOGUE, with full descriptions of these and other Plants, Free by Post.

T/ie usual discount to the Trade,

Important.— All Letters should be Addressed

WILLIAM PAUL (the Christian name in fuU), WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.

PETER DRUMMOND and CO. (late J. Scott),
Preston Road Nursery, Yeovil, Somerset, have to ofl'or to

intending purchasers upwards of 200,000 BEDDING-OUT FLOWERGARDEN PLANTS, including all the leading varieties of Dahlias
Fuchsias, Geraniums, Heliotropes, Lantanas, Lobolia.s, Petunias'
Salvias, Verbenas, &c. And all kinds ot Frosted and Vaiiegatod-
leaved Plants suitable for the Decoration of the Flower Garden at
unprecedented low prices. CATALOGUES freo on api)licatton. '

Also SEEDS of every description for the FARM ana GARDEN, of
the best quality, at moderate prices.

Please address as above.

Russell's Pyramid Primula.
GEO. CLARKE begs to announce that a small quantity

of Seed of the above remains for disposal. As the present is

an excellent time for sowing, those who are desirous of possessing
the finest strain of Primula in the world are advised to apply early.
Packets 2s. fkl. each. Stamps taken.
Extra fine GLOXINIA SEED, guaranteed to produce none but

flowers of the finest quality, and in great variety. Price Is. per pkt.
Nurseries, Stroathani Place, Brixton Hill, S. ; and Mottingham,

Kent.S.E. —__^
Tree and Shrub Seeds.

CHARLTVOOD and CUMMINS have now on Sale,
SEEDS of the following in good condition :—Cedrua Deodara,

Libani, and Red Cedar; Cupressus Lawsoniana and macrocnrpa;
Picea balsamea, nobilis, Nordnmnniana, and oephalonica ; Pinua
flexilis and Lambertiana ; Thuja orientalis and occidentalis

;

Wellingtonia gigantea ; Ailantus glandulosa ; Kalmia latifolm

;

Magnolias, 4 varieties ; Pavia flava (tlie yellow-flowered Horse Chest-
nut) ; Portugal Laurel ; Platanus orientalis ; Oaks, 7 varieties

;

Common Yew, and Cllanthus Dampieri, with a general assortment of
Forest Tree and Shrub Seeds,

A LIST of which will be forwarded on application.
14, T;ivist<tck Row, Covent Garden, w.C.

Bedding Plants, Orchids, and Orange Trees.

TO BK SULU, Clicnp, in v'^^^^•.,:yv^v' nf n ,]r-,t1i in
thofauiily, first-rato A'" .(.-.

1
^.i-\^'\\-\ .,-, - v, \i:i|.;.

GATED GERANIUMS, \ 1
1. ]

.
1

",
, . 11 1 1.. ! < , .|;l.;.

LIAS. HUME.\ELEGAN-,,\ : .
. .i:< iins

(fineplants), four large ol:.\ >i
.

! m;ii.-, ,-.
, i\ > 'n, I

:..^ .
, miii

some iu Pots of various sizes. InspccLiun rcypcctiuliy soiiciled, and
fm-ther particulars on applicatiuu to

W. Wallis, Hatchford Gardens, Cobham, Surrey.

/•CHOICE SPKING FLOWERS, &c., now ready in
KJ StrODg Plants. p,,,. ii,^ s ^
HKPATICAS, double red and single blue 4

„ double blue I'J

VIOLETS, double, in four sorts 4.s. to 6

„ single, in six sorts 35., ,1s., and G

„ new single striped 1«. Crf. oach 12

„ new double striped, Reinodos Violettea, :;«. 6<i. oach 21
PRIMROSES, double, in four varieties
CHRISTMAS ROSE, scarlet 2s. oach 18

„ „ white J)

POLYANTHUS, Unest laced varieties 3
PAMPAS GRASS, fine plants lOs. per lOO
DAISIES, six new and choice kinds 6
ROCK CISTUS, in 20 fine kinds
OLD CRIMSON CHINA ROSE u
AURICULAS, finest Alpines

„ Perrin's red 3
ROCKETS, double white and vellow
L.WENDER, fine plants 3
CLOVES, old crimson and othora 3,«. to 6
PINKS, line named sorts 4
SWEET WILLIAM, Aurlcula-oyed, 4c 3
WALLFLOWER, doublajellowanti dark 4

Also the following in Stock Plants ;—
FUCHSIAS, new, of 1806
VERBENAS, new, of 1885 4
GERANIUMS, new, of 18CS Oa. to 12
PETUNIAS, new. of 1805 6
CHRYSANTHEMUMS CO
TROPjEOLUMS and LOBELIAS, new CO
ANTIRRHINUMS and PENTSTEMONS, new CO
PHLOX, new o o
CINERARIAS, now 12
100 CHOICE HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS, In 50 flne named

varieties, for 25s.

ROSES.
24 FinestSTANDARD and DWARF ROSES, 24 distinct varieties, 2Is.
24 ditto ditto on their own roots, in pots, 21s.

ASPARAGUS, 1, 2, .and 3 years, fine.

CATALOGUES freo on .-ipplication ; also, TRADE CATALOGUE
otNURSERY STOCK.

Post-office Orders on Castlo Hedlnghain.
Wir. DiLLisTONE, Munro Nursery, Slblo Hedmgham, Essex.

HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(EST»DI.ISni!D 1840),

Have now ready for delivery in dry flne condition,
CORN MANURE, for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasturo Lands
SUPERPHOSPHATES ot LIME
PREPARED GUANO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA,
ex Dock Warehouse; SULPHATE of AMMONIA, FISHERY
SALT,,4o. E. PoRSEa, Secretary,
omces, 110, Fenchurcb Street. E.G.

-ir^N5< BARRcV SUGDEK .

-<l<127[ay(rSTREET.rQ\li:NT G.VRJjEXw
Ortkrs amounting to 2U. sent Carricigc Paid,

BLUNDELL'S CATTLE MELONS and CATTLE MAKROWS. — 100 Seeds, 2s. Qd.
; J lb., sufficient for

J of an acre, 5s.
; J lb., sufficient for \ of an acre, O.v. ; 1 lb., sufficient for 1 acre, 16$.

Selections of ORNAMENTAL GOURDS, including Miniatui'c, Medium, and Mammoth yarieties, or either

separate :—10 v.aiieties, 2s. 6rf. ; 15 do., 3s. 6c(.; 20 do., 6s. erf. ; 30 do., 7«. 6rf. : 40 do., 10s. 6rf. : 50 do. I2s. 6rf.

;

100 do., 21s. ; 200, 42s.

PERJIANENT PASTURE GRASS SEEDS and CLOVERS for ALL SOILS
FINE LAWN GRASS SEEDS for ALL SOILS
COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE SEEDS for One Year's Supply (Carriage paid), Ws.dd., 1

21s., 30s., 42s., G3s,, 84s., and 105s,
. 6rf.,

COLLECTION of FLOWER SEEDS (post paid), 2s. Gd., 3s. Grf., 5s. &!., 7s. <Sd., 10s. Gd., 15

The (lom Plant l ase fjr I iblo and
Drawmg room Decoiation

21s., .30s., 42s., to 10.3s.

STANDEN'S GARDENERS' AND AMATEURS' FRIEND MANURE.
The best concentrated Mannre for all Kitchen Garden crops and Flowers in or out of doors. For List of Agents see our Advertisement in Oardenm' Chronicle for February,

March, and April ; and farourable Notice of the Manure in the Gardeners' Chronicle, p. 339, April 14.

Sold in Sample Canisters, Is. and 2s. Gd. ; and in Bags, 5s. Gd., 10s. Gd., and 21s., and in two qualities. No. 1 quality for Hard-wooded Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Fruit
Trees, Roses, Lawns, Kitchen Garden Crops, and Flower Beds and Borders. No. 2 quaUty for Soft-wooded Plants. It should always be laid on the surface dry, aud watered in.

BARR AND SUGDEN, SEED, PLANT, and BULB MERCHANTS, 12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN.
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THE BOUTIN MANURE (as supplied to the Royal

Farms, Windsor], is the best and cheapest for Agricnltural.

Kitchen Garden, and Flower Seeds. It is a liquid in which the seea

is steeped, is purely chemical, and has no offensive smell, ino

Bontin Manure is patronised by three OoverDments and highly

esteem_ed throughout Europe for its »Jtraordinai7 n^jc ifymg qual,.

tageous when used
49 parts of water.
Half Pints, Is. 6d.

;e, testimonials, Ac., post li

k 118, Leadenhall„,.,. . ....„ .... ™. , Pints, 2,^. 6d. ;
Quarts 4s M.,^bottli

The Bontin Manure Company (Limited), 1

Street, E.C.

^ AWES' M A N U U E S .

SiCl^SS'lTURNIP MANOBE, and BONE £s .

Li^^E^I^PrR^P^olp^i'lt^'if LTME f^om BURNT
BONE or MINERAI. PHOSPHATES .. „••„, « ^ «

LAWES' WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL^
^ ^

CmreralTRlTED CORN and GRA.SS^MAlJiiRE: '.

These Manures cr '
"'"" " • »

appointed Agents :

™g;SeTe?infan QuiTo :S-rea from the Importers. Nitrate of

SodS^sSphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.

American and other Cakes at market prices „ .j .
AdSeS JoHK Br»K.;T L»wiis, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge,

E.C. and 22. Eden Quay, Dublin.

pOCOA-NUT REFUSE
^^ is becoming scAncc, the

•or f0.

Fourpence allowed for each

bog returned carriage-paid.

A Railway Truck-load (not in

bags), 40s.

Postage Stamps or Post-office

Order, payable to J. Barsham
4 Co., Kingston-on-Thames,

THE PATENT NITRO- PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MA\T1RF. COMPANY, Limited, Manufacturers ot

ODAMS-S PATENT BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS
ODAMS-8 SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME and DISSOLVED

Chie'f°OfflOTS-109 Fenchurch Street, London FC Westorji

Counties Branch ; Queen Street, Eseter. Irish Branch ; 40, West-

moreland Street, Dublin. /)irectors.

Cteirmon-JonM Clavdes, Llttlebury, Essex

/)eimII/-C7io;r»iail-Jiins Collim, Argyle Hou-o. Holloway.

Edward Bell, 48. Marine Parade, Brighton.

Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot. Herts.

Thomas Knight, Edmonton, Middlesex.

Robert Leeds, Went Lexham, Norfolk.

George Savile, Ingthorpe, near St.imford

Samuel Jonas, Cbiishall Grange, Es.sex.

Charles Domian, 23, Essex Street, Strand.

Thomas Webb. Hildersham, Canihndcesliire.

Jonas Webb, Melton Rn-^, l,ir.r..lnshiM..

Manmmg Dirfft'n l^^^- '.

BonScrs-Messrs.6amettsir.:,.. .' I - 'l,„'rl!i„„j
.Soficilors—Messrs. Kingsfordi 1' ' ^iieet. birana

^jtcii/or—J. Carter .1 I
,

i

Seerff(ii-y—C. i- ."^Ia- M"'i

This Company was originally formed by, and ii unJcr the Direction

5?FSirssT"F?iiykTs^%=firE?^^^^^^^

"to Man^ictme. The Consumer, therefore, has the best Guarantee

for the genuinenes.s and efficacy of the Manures manufactured by

'"ifSSs will be forwarded on appliratlon to the Secretary, or

may be hSd of the local Agents. C. J- Mi.o«oA«, Secretary.

Chief Offices. 109. Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

-TtIBKOUS PEAT, of .fine, quality, lor OnWds and £1
X} Potting piirp(

Faminghum Road
Fottinc purposes, and American Plants, may be obUiined from

Vni Roid Station, ou the London, Chatham, and Dover Rail-

KarnlnghamWood.Faroingham.Kent.

PA L J[ - N U T MEAL, Manufactured by

Alexander M. Smith & Co.. Kent Street MtUa, Liverpool.

£7 a Ton free to Rail or Boat in Liverpool. /\
£7 las. delivered to Rail in Bristol. /kiA S\
£7 12;;. delivered to Rail in London. XT/

In Bags containing 2 cw-t. each, branded ^T/
"This valuable Meal, containing above 20 per cent, of r^

fatty matter, is recommended as an economical food to mix wiin

honie-grown produce." (See Dr. Voolcker, H. A. b. E. Journal,

Vol. L. :;d Series, page 170).

For further particulars and Analysis apply to Messrs. Smith, or

tlieir Agents, Messrs. Humphries & Co., Bristol.

John Coleman, Escriob, York.
London Agency: 160, Leadenhall Street, E.C^

Testimonials

ROLL TOBACCO CLOTH.—The cheapest and best

article for Smoking Greenhouses and destroying the Fly ; eqoal

to Tobacco in strength. Is. Ad. per lb. ; over 10 lb., \s. Id.

Joseph Baker, 10, Gough Square, Fleet Street, E.C.

Post Office Orders payabi e Fleet Street,

Destroy your Insect Pests.

You may easilv Destroy all Plant Pestn,

Red Spider I Green and Black I Ants
Mcily Bug Fly Scale

Thrip
I

American Blight | Mildew,

Without injury to the most delicate Plant or Tree, by usinj?

FOWLER'S GARDENERS' INSECTICIDE,
pronounced by all who have used it to be far superior to

other remedy. Ooe trial will prove its efficacy. "'""*

forwarded on application.
Pnce Is. M., 3s., 5s. Crf., and 10s. per Tin. Orders amountiDg to

ISs. carriage paid. Agents required.

Geo. & Thomas Fowler, North Street, Brighton.

Mr. Geouoe Pahsons, of the Keijmer, Hassock's Gate, and BriQhUm
Nurseries, says :

—

*' It is certainly the most effectual remedy that has at any time
come under my notice—destroys every insect for which I have applied

it, without the least injury to the most delicate plant."

Mr. SPAnv, P.R.H.S., o/Ihe Queen's Graperies, Brinhtnn, says :—
" I have had an opportunity of proving its efficacy, it hiving been

applied to all plants affected with Green and Blacii Aphis, Scale,

Red Spider, Thrip, &c., under my personal superintendence ; the
result has been satisfactory, without iujury to the plants, and piuved
destructive to the insects."

Messrs. William Wood & Sos, Woodlands Nureery and Seed
fTarehmise, Maresfitld, near Uckjiehl, Sussex, say:—

" We have tried it on Roses aftected with Mildew, Ca!c<!olariaJl

covered with Greenfly, and Aucubas and Oleanders infested with
Scale, and wo have much pleasure in stating the plants are now
perfectly clean and healthy."

Mr. Georqe QuELcii, Florist, Lev^ei
" It will give perlect freedom from inf

more healthy verdure of foliage. It nm piuio uuo ui vnw musb
welcome and lasting friends."

Mr. J. Cruttendes. of the Rose Hill XursttHes, Brlahton, says
perfectly satisfied with the result; it will not only kill the

Plagues of the Garden.
Simple and Safe Remedy.—By using tho

APHIS "WASH, these Pe.«its of the Garden, together

with Scale, Caterpillaifl, Slugs, Earwigs, &c., are Immediately

dpstrnved. Leaves no atain, but strengthens the Trees or Plants.

%e2 flardr^ia-s- Chronicle, August 19, 18C5; and "Gardeners'

Maiiiiziiic." Julv 1, 1866.
, , „ „ , „

St»id by Cliemists and others, In 1«. bottles, and 2fi. Cd. ft gallon,

with full directions for use.

Wlioli'salcat tbe ity Soap Works, Milton Street London, E.C.

way,by application ti

/ 1 ISHURST COM-
VJT POUND, wlu-thor used
against Insects and Mildew, on
Growing Plants, or as Winter
Dressing on Trees at rest,

should be dissolved 4S hours
before use. This got3 rid of
smell, and if the Solution be
decanted, preventa any staining
of foliage. A strength of from
1 to 2 oz. to the gallon of water
is recommended for growing
Plants ; one from 4 to Iti oz. for

Trees at rest.

Sold Retail by Nurserymen
and Seedsmen, In boxes, Is,

,

3s., and 10s. Gd. each.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

insects, but will do so withoutin any way iujurit 3 ptauts."

LONG'S "DIPPING" for TICK in SHEEP.
LONG'S "SPECIFIC" for SCAB in SHEEP.

LONG'S "MAGGOT LOTION" for SHEEP STRUCK by the PLY.
Well-known, effective, Non-poisonous.

Wholesale—S. & E. Ransome & Co., Essex Street, Strand, W.C,
RoLiil Agents in all parts.

Cattle Plague.

PUBLIC NOTICE.—Owners of Stock are earnestly advised to

protect their Stuck, bv the luo of

CDOUG.VLL'S PATENT DISINFECTING
POWDER, aa recommended in both Reports of the Royal

Commission.
For washing the bodies of healthv and sick Cattle to pl-event

infection, use McDOUGALL'S P.\rENT DlSINFECl'ING SOAP.
CARB(»Lir ACIji .f l..»est prices.

Alexander McDocr.M l M lt,.: >
*

London; 11, Art h' - r

Manchester: i:.:^- >

^"-

M'

SPECIAL OFFER. — 250,000 BEDDING PLANTS
CONSISTING OF THE UNDEEMENTIOXED VARIETIES.

DESCRIPTIVE LISTS FREE.

hound to these Prices beyond one month from the date herein given, and all Orders received suhject (o NOT
HAVINtl SOLU OUT. All tho Plants are in Thumb and small GO-pots, and in fine healthy condition.

CIIK'
1 lA 1

1

DA is
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Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for

S\YNUU ANO COOKli'S WAKKANTKl) TRIZE
TRUNINO and liUDDlNG KNIVES, see Umt you

them. Observe the mark Saynor, also the curpomte mark Om
Warranted, without which none are genuine

S. &, C. regret having to caution Oardenera and others, but
compelled to do so, In consequence of an imitation,

quality, having been sold for the genuine one, and which has caused
many complaints to be made to them of Knives which were nut of

their make, all of which are warranted both by sellers and makers.
S, &C.'s Prunmgftnd Budding Knives are the best and the cneapest

In the market.
Paxton Works, Sheffield. Established upwards of 125 years.

Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gatea
^0TTAM;« hurdles avo UKule in the best manner
\^ of superior Wrought In
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HEATING BY HOT WATER.
It is now gencrall}- ndmittcd that Buildings of any kind can be more effectually "Warmed

by Hot "Water than by any other means ; but as so mucli depends on the way in which the

Apparatus is fixed, it is of the greatest importance that it bo done by experienced men.

J. JONES & SONS
ARE TRErABED TO ESTIMATE FOR WARMING, TO ANY EXTENT—

GP.EKN HOUSES
CONSJSBVATORIES
VINERIES
HOTHOUSES
rORCINO PITS

PEACH noUSES

PINE STOVES
ORCHARD HOUSES
CHURCHES
CHAPELS
SCHOOLS
READING ROOMS

LECTURE HALLS
BILLIARD ROOMS
HALLS and PASSAGES
BATHS
FACTORIES
OFFICES

WORKSHOPS
WAREHOUSES
DRYING ROOMS
CELLARS
COACH HOUSES
HARNESS ROOMS

J. JoNE3 & Sons' APPARATUS is

ivorking.

nple in construction, moderate in cost, and economical

It is equally availaUe for the AMATEUR'S GREENHOUSE, or the longest range of

FORCING HOUSES ; for the smallest Chapel or largest Church ; for Private Offices, or those of

Public Companies.

It is admirably adapted for DWELLING HOUSES, as coils of pipes can be placed in any

part, for warming the v.iriou3 rooms. One or more Baths may be heated from the same Boiler,

and a constant supply of hot water obtained in any part of the house.

For WAREHOUSES and WORKSHOPS this system of Heating is unsurpassed, as it is not

only the means of keeping goods dry, but it also adds to the comfort of the workpeople, and thereby

ellecfs a saving in labour.

J. Jones & Sons recommend Boilers of all kinds being set in Brickwork, if possible ; but

Portable Boilers can be supplied, if required.

MATERIALS.—All Materials supplied will be of the best quality.

DELIVERY.—Boilers of various kinds, and Pipes and Connections, being always in stock,

can, at a very short notice, be sent to any part.

FIXING.—The Fixing will be done by experienced men, fully capable of finishing properly

any work they may undertake ; and J. Jones & Sons are prepared to guarantee the efifectual

working of any Apparatus fixed by their ovm men.

ESTIMATES.—Plans and Estimates will be sent, on application.

J. Jones & Sons hare lately fixed their HOT-WATER APPARATUS in or near the

following places ; and the working of the same has in all cases given tlie greatest

satisfaction.

Abergavenny
Abingdon
Aldershot
Addlestone
Abbey Wood
Alton
Anerley
Ascot
Ash
Atherstone
Aylesbury
Banbury
Balham
Barnes
Bath
Battle

Beckenham
Beccles
Bedford
Bexbill
Biekley
Birmingham
Bishop Stortford

Blackheath
Blandford
Blisworth
Bournemouth
Boxmoor
Brentford
Bridgend
Brighton
Bridgenorth
Bristol

Bromley
Brixton
Broxbounie
Buckingham
Burton
Bury St. Edmund';
Cimterbury

Cambridge
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"DEDDING PLANTS.—Upwards of 100,000 vigorous

' Nurseries, Chester.

Bedding Plants.
A RCHIBALD HENDERSON begs to announce that

P^to??nEgypt":'.'.";:."."! 461 fl

Radish. Itat-tailed 458 <

Rhododendrons 4G0 t

Sion Nursery, Th( I Heath, Surrey, S.

600.000 Bedding Plants.
;ratiov of PRirea (from tuis Date),

irseries, Meniott, Somerset, offers all the
his Cata1og:ue at 2s, 6(2. and 3s. Gd., at Is. 6d.

,ii(i L'.s'. por dozen respectively, or 10*-. and 15s, per 100,

CATALOGUES on application. The Stock well hardened ofl".

. 6d. 1

;:! 4.57 e
I
rpuOLE AND CO. beg to offer the above, of which they

. , 464 (1 J_ bold a fine stock of the best selected varieties.
- ]^ ?

1
Westmoreland Buildings, Dubliu.

100,000 Bedding Plants.
ELWIN AND CO. beg to offer the above, from

Baaker'a reference or Post Office Order
,
from unknown correspondents,

the HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION and BANi^UET.' Order of
] ^, ^f*^''^f,',

" ,?^r> ^^FT^'^^'
Itegent'a Part

;
or Clirton Nursery,

«nv N^wg Agent. A single copy sent on receljjt of .six Stamps. i

Clifton Villas, Maida Hill.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE of SATURDAY, ' (^ J^
May 26. will contain a full REPORT of the MEETINGS of the ><_* -^,-

INTERNATIONAL and BOTANICAL CONGRESS; also of
i

Office for Advertisements, 41, Wellingtoi . Strand, W.C. Bedding Planti, Bedding Plants.
FNTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION TAMES HOLDER can supply VERliENAS, SCARLETX and BOTANICAL CONGRESS. ' O and VARIEGATED GERANIUMS, DAHLIAS, CALCEO-
Onder the Patronage of Her Majesty The Quees, and of their Roval LARI AS, FUCHSIAS. PETUNIAS, LOBELIAS, GAZANIAS,

Highnesses the Pbinck of Wales and the Dcb.e of Cambridqe.' KONIGAS, CUPHEAS, &c. Eight dozen for 20s., or four dozen for
The EXHIBITION and CONGRESS will OPEN on MAY 22, and 10m. HU.. hampers and package included,

continue till May 25. Subscribers' names will be received, and i
Crown Nursery, Reading, Berks,

^hedules and Prospectuses may be obtained on Application to the " ~

Secretary, at the ( .Willia 1 Street, Lowndes Square, London. Bedding Plants.

KiiYA I HOTAKTP snr'Ti."iM'^ T A Hi.fO\r^
I

nPHOMAS J. BOOTH has a large stock of very strongUlAL .HUi A^iU bULah.1 \ b UAK Di, JN b,
| X Plants, including MRS, POLLOCK and other Variegated

ReKenfs Park.-SECOND GENERAL EXHIBITION of Geraniums, by the doz„ 100, or 1000. Also the best Bedding
PLANTS. FLOWER-S, and FRUIT, WEDNESDAY. June 6. Tickets Varieties, White, Pink, S<iarlet. and others.

. be obtained at the Gardens^ and of the Society's Clerk, Austin's
I PRICE LIST on application. The Trade liberally dealt with.

Ticket Office, St. James's Hall, by Vouchers from Fellows of the
Society, price os., and on the day of Eshibition 7s. (kl. each.
JOHN WATERER'S AMERICAN PLANTS will be Exhibited

In JUNE.

Rainhill Nursery, Prescot,

Perry's New Verbenas.
CHARLES TURNER is now sending out the Set of

K^^'L-^J ^.-^^^ .^}-^'^^. .^^y "_' ^_^ ^ ^'"^^-^ X uiiu
I

^2 ^^^
^''"^^The^'R^yai^N^Seri^s! S^^^^^

^ ^^'"*'°^ **^*"^'

SELECT HOLLYHOCKS.—The month of May being
a good season for planting Hollyhocks, the Undersigned begs to

STEPHEN BRO'WN'S SPRING PLANT CATA-
LOGUE contains a very select assortment of BEDDING

PLANTS at low prices. Copies free.

Seed and Nursery Establishment, Sudbury, Suitoik.

Genuine Garden Seeds.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S DESCRIPTIVE
PRICED CATALOGUE of SEEDS, which contains every-

thing New and Old worth growing, can be had post h-oe on application.
Highgate, London, N^ ^__^
New Catalogue.

CHARLES TURNER'S CATALOGUE of PLANTS
for the Spring is now ready. It includes lists of all the leading

The Roval Nu

B'

, Roses, Verbenas, i

I -Miirket, London, S.E.Messrs, James Fairheai) .t > ^,

EDlJlNG BOL'UUKTS, El'hHGNES FILLED,
Tables Decorated, Conservatories Furnished, by
C. Elwin & Co., 11, Park Terrace, Regent's Park.

Britisn Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM can now send, post free for six postage

stamps. Part I. {British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages.
Including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his NEW and PRICED
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS.
No. 7

\* Part 11. (Exotic Ferns) will bo issued as early as possible.
Foot's Cray Nursery, S.E.

TRANSPLANTED RHODODENDRONS.—1-year-old
Hybrids saved from the choicest Crimson, White, and Claret-

coloured sorts, 12s. 6rf, per 100, or 1000 for £5._^

S'

JIVERY AND SON beg to announce that their
• DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES of AZALEA

INDICA, HARDY BRITISH FERNS, ROSES, CONlFERJi,
GRAPE VINES, and SEEDS, may be had on application at their

Dorking Nursery.

HORTICULTURAL DINNER at ST. MARTIN'S oVer^K To'iV^'XS^ian =

^^_
HALL, Long Acre, London, W C on THUKSDAY. May 24. Exhibition Sowe^r^. ^ITo L^ pef

"

The LoBD Henri Gordon Lennox, M.P., V.P.R.H.S., i:

Persons intending to be present should apply at oncb (with
remittance) to the Hon. Sec, as places are rapidly being taken,

,

Tickets, to include a Bottle of Wine, 10». Gd. each.
By an Error of the Engraver the Tickets have been Printed .

Tuesday, May 24t

'

'

NEW and CHOICE SEEDS.—Bull's Verbena, Bull's
TropKolum, Cyclamen persicum grandiflorum, Giant 10-week

Stock, Perfection Aster, Lilium auratum. Intermediate Stock, James'
Prize Calceolaria, Ban's Select Strain of Primula, each 2s. 6d. p. pkt,

Barr 4 Sl-qden, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

M Perhv, Wiseman's, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

Superb Double HoUyliocks.

SSfgL";"Hri^:l DeZ;r'^\\iSaag. London. W. -W CHATEK has a largo Stock of fine healthy
———-7=-—--—

—

' ;
-, . , ,n -. . c, -

. A,v. . -^^-r-^
—...

' — » T • Plants now ready, which ho can supply on liberal terms.rnSlTORS to the liNTERNATIONAL HORTICUL-
V TURAL EXHIBITION are respectfully invited to INSPECP

the ROSES, GERANIUMS (Beaton's race), and other Plants and
Trees at Pai'l's Nurseries, Waltbani Cross, N. Entrance from the
platform, Waltham Station, Great Eastern Railway ; half an liour's
ride from Shoreditch,

International Horticultural Exhibition.
ESSRS. F. AND A. SMITH, The Nurseries,

intimate that they will EXHIBIT their
-,-^ W " "" —
GON I UMS on the above

supply on liberal terms.
;e.

1 Walden.

NEW STRIPED-LEAVED JAPANESE MAIZE.—
Nothing in the way of Foliaged Plants can exceed the

' gracefulness and beauty of a group ot three to five Plants of this

I vaiiety of ZEA. In Is. and 2s. od, packets.—Imported by
Butler & McCullocii, Covent Garden Market, W.C.

JAMES FAIRHEXD^ and"S0N, Seed Growers and
Merchants, 7, Borough Market, London, S.E.

I
Now and Genuine AGRICULTURAL, GARDEN, and FLOWER

' SEEDS. Special prices and advantageous offers on application.

M
and Fancy Dahlias and Hollyhocks, the former at 4s. per doz.,

the latter at &s. to 9s. per doz. All well-established in pots, and tbo
Hollyhocks struck from eyes last summer. Kames of varieties on
application.

Wood & Iwcram, The Nurseries. Huntingdon.

Exhibition of Choice Hardy Scarlet and other
Rhododendrons.

JNO. WATERER has the i)lcasure to announce that his
ANNUAL DISPLAY of RHODODENDRONS will shortly be _ -—

on VIEW .It the ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS. Regent's Park; QPRING BLOOJIING PLANTS, &C. — YELLOWO BEDDING PANSIES. 6s. por dozen. AUBKLETIA POR-

rpHK BEAUTIFUL GESl PLANT-UASKS, for
JL Drawing Room and Table Decoration, just Introduced by
Binn S SooDEK. are now on EXHIBITION at their Warehouse.
They are exceedinttlv elegant and seasonable presents.
An ILLDSTRAT'ED PRICED SHEET Is In preparation. Soo

Illustrations, p. 465.
B»H a i Si-oDry. 12. KinR Street. Covent Garden. W.C.

Exhibition of EhOdOdendronS. .STRAWBERRIES.-Marguerite, Eclipse, Prince of Wales. Sans.

TOHN WATJiREK-S Hne Collection of new HARDY . K' Pn'Son^SucS'''"'''''"
'*°'''''**''''^- ''°'''°''' ""'* "''''''

Vni^fil^rl'V^T
.»-;doth«--ci,„,ce RHODODENDRONS is NOW ' W,..l,.h dL%. Bradford Nursery. Shipley. Yorkshire.COMING finely mto BLOOM, and for several weeks will continue in ' ^.^.^.i.. .. t^ti^.^t,^^... ^ ^~^

great beauty. The Nursery is easily reached, being near the.SunnmB
j
/ 'AblLL KLNNEDi FIG.—Plants of the above may

Dale Station, South-Western Railway, where excellent conveyances I
V>' now be had at lOs. 6d. and 21s. each ; the usual discount to the

await all Trains. Admlttanc^daily (except Sunday|._
j
Trade. Peter Lawsow & Soy. Edinburgh and London.

I Nursery. Bagshot. Surrey.

PAUL AND SON, Old Cheshunt Nurseries, Cheahunt,
would be happv to see their friends in the Trade. Gentlemen or""' '- INSPECT their STOCK of ROSES and NURSERY fiz

PINE PLANTS, very line QUEENS, in all sizes, from
_ a stock that never had Scale. Applv to

Ri>. Market GardemM, Ron

STOCK during the International Exhibition.
Trains leave almost hourly firom Bishopsgate to Cheshunt Station

(one mile from the Nurseries), or to Waltham (two miles), whence by
omnibus or flies. Omnibus meets trains leaving London at 9 30.
12 46. 3 40, i o, and (J 10.

Hoses in Pots.
PAUL AND SON, in addition to the NEW ROSES of

1866, can offer fine Plants of the finest TEA-SCENTED
NOISE'l-TES and best HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES in pots for
Planting during present and next month.

Old Cheshunt Nurseries, N.

JOHN HARRISON begs to infonn his friends in the
Tmde that he has still on hand a Large STOCK of all the bestNEW ROSES of the present season, which he is now offering at

J8». per dozen; also fliie strong plants,in 6-inch pots of the best
Tarieties of last s

North of England Rose Nursenea, Darltngtoi

MAURICE YOUNG'S DESCRIPTIVE LIST of
Coniferie, New and Rare Hardy Plants, Ornamental Trees and

Shrubs, Rhododendrons, Japanese Novelties, Forest Trees, and
Roses, forwarded on appli "

Milford Nurseries, near Qodalming, Surrey,

LA M U R E U X, C L A R"K, and C 0."

Seed Merchants, Plymouth.
The SEED CATALOGUE and GARDEN DIRECTORY for 1800,

now published, will give full particulars respecting prices and othei
matters in connection with the Business, WUt bo sent gratis and post
free to any address in the kingdom.

AUCTIONEERS and VALUERS in all parts of th-
United Kingdom who wish to receivo next Season direct from

a well-known Nursery, CONSIGNMENTS of DUTCH BULBS, &c.,
apply by prepaid letter, addressed Z. Z., care of Jac. U. Roubers,
BooKseller, Rotterdam (Holland).

Direction, terms, and references are respectfully required

Greenliouse. Hardy and Stove Plants ; Agricultural.
Flower, and Vegetable Seeds. &c.

ROBERT PARKER invites inspection of hi.s

Collections of the above-named, which have been selected
with the greatest care. All plants are clean and healthy, and are
offered at reasonable prices. Descriptive and Priced Catalogues are
published, a

To tlie Trade.—Geraniums.
HUSSEY AND SON be^ to offer fine plants, -well-

established—TOM THUMBS, 14s. per 100; SILVER-
VARIEGATED, 16s. per 100; GOLDEN CHAIN. IBs. per 100.

Mile End Nursery, Eaton, Norwich.

' Newton" Nurseries, Cliester.

MRS. POLLOCK (jERANIUMS, I2s., 15«., and
18s. per doz. ; SCARLET and VARIEGATED GERANIUMS,

VERBENAS, CALCEOLARIAS, FUCHSIAS, PETUNIAS.
LOBELIAS, KONIGA, &c., packing included, £1 the 100, 60 for
10s. Cd. NEW DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUE now ready
and free on application.
W. HoopKB, Nurseryman, Seedsman, &o., New Wandsworth, S.W.

BEATON'S ' GERANIUMS, ^t R^u^d"~Pri^^—
Indian Yellow, Donald Beaton, Orange Nosegay, Scarlet Gem,

Princess Lichtenstein, and Salamander, U. each, fls. per dozen, not
less than six of a sort. Fulgens, Pillar of Beautv, and Waltham
Seedling, U. 6rf. each, 12s. per doz. Amy Hogg, Is. (W. each,
15a. per doz. Alexandra, '2s. each, ISs. per doz. For other sorts see
separate Advertisement.

Wm. Paul, Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.
A 5[ E S G A R 'f E R and

Seed Farmers, Mercitanth, and Nitrseiiysik

, W.C.

RAYNBiKi), CALDKCOTT, iiAWTREE, UOWLiNG,
AND COMPAN Y, Limited,

Corn. Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants,
Address, 89, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and Prices Post free on application. Prize Medals, 1S6I,

or Wheat ; 1862, for " Excellent Seed Com and Seeds.

For Bouquets and as Cut Flowers
THE INnNCIliLE SCARLET SWEET PEA is

Invaluable. Tho colour is intense and permanont. Packets
Cd.. Is., and 2a, 6d. each. Soldby the principal Seedsmen throughout
the kingdom, or of the Raiser,

c
Seed Grower, Sudbuiy, Suffolk,

ABBAGE PLANTS^^Stron^ I): heads for Cattle,
Early kinds, Battersea and Nonpareil, 3^-. per 1000.

W. ViRQO & Son, Wonersh Nursery, Guildford, Surrey.

CABBAGE PLANTS, SCOTCH DRUMHEAD and
Early Varieties, autumn sown, very fine.—Prices on application to

H. i R. Stihzaker, Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

DAINTREE'S SEEDLING POTATO is the best
ly round white Potato in cultivation, and can be obtained

) price on application.

S. A. Daintree, Fendrayton, St. Ives, Hunts.

Fine Long Red Surrey Carrot.

SUTTON AND SONS can supply excellent new Seed of
the above at very moderate price, which (according to quantity

required), may be had on application.
SuTTOK & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishm ent, Reading.

Early SheeiTFeed^Mustard an d Rape.
SUTTON AND SONS can supply good cew Seed of the

above at ver>' moderate prices, which maybe had on application.

ScTTON k Sons, Seed Merchants, Reading.

English-aaved Sowing Rape Seed.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO. have the above to

offer, of fine quality. Sample and price forwarded on
application. Seed Warehouse, Sleaford^

"THIFTRADE. — Fine ENGLISH WHITE
T^

s, Wisbech.

Carter's Genuine Farm Seeds.

CARTER'S PERMANENT PASTURE GRASS,
per acre, 26s.. 30s., and 36s.

CARTER'S PRIZE SWEDE SEED, per lb., U.
CARTER'S PRIZE MANGEL SEED, per lb., la.

Special Lists of Farm Seeds gratis and gost t^-ee on application.
ER & Co., 237 and 238, High Holbom, W.t

Grass Seed for all Soils.

RICHARD S5HTH offers the best selection that can be
made of PERMANENT MEADOW GRASS and CLOVER at

32*. per acre, consisting of 2 bushels light, and 12 lb. heavy Seed.

The kinds and quantities are chosen lor their Early Growth, Crop,
Nutritive Qualities, Reproductiveness, and Permanency, and can be
had separately, or properly mixed to suit Heavy, Light, or Medium

I Soil. Rici ) Smith, Seed Merchant, Worcester.
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PETKR DRUMSrOND and CO. (late J. Scott).
Preston Road Nuraerv, Yeovil, Somerset, have to offer to

intendingrurchasei-gupwordsof 2UO,000 BEDDlNQ-OfT FLOWER
GARDEN PLANTb, including all the leading vavieties of Dahliat.,

Fuchsias, Geraniums, Heliotropes, Lantanas, Lobelias, Petunias,
Salvias, Verbenas, &c. And alt kinds ol Frosted and Variegated
leaved Plants siutable for the Decoration of tbe Flower Garden, at

unprecedented low prices. CATALOGUES free on application.

Also SEEDS of every descnption for the FARM and GARDEN, ol

the best quality, at moderate prices.
Please address as above.

Primula, Calceolaria, &c.

WM. CUTBUSR AND SON are now sendine; out
SEED of their superb PRIMULA srNE>rSIS FlMBlUATA,

which ha.s for many years given great satisfaction.

The QarilcTieTs' Chronicle of the 6th of January, in Notices to

Correspondents, says ;—" The blooms sent are remarkably flno,

richly coloured, full, and densely fringed ; they are evidently tht
produce of a cajjitai strain."

The Journal of HorticuHv.re of the 23d of Janimry, says that:

—

" The finest and richest coloured Chinese Primulas we have yet seen
are those raised by Messrs. Cutbush & Son."

Sealed packets 2;*. M. and 3s. 6d. each.

CALCEOLARIA (J.vmks').—This is the finest herbaceous variety
Por p.icket 2s. Gc/. and - -

-

iiedv
, London, N.

Per packet 2», Qd, and

Supert) Double Hollylioci^s.

WILLIAII CHATER begs to remind the Admirers
of this beautiful fiower that now is the best time for planting

"a spikes and blooms this

applicjition,

Seedlings fi-om best named varieties, 4^. per doz., or from2(Xs. to

30s. per 100.

Bloomed Seedlings, with colours named, very fine, Os. per doz., and
from 30s. to 40s. per 100.

Seed saved from the finest named varieties, very choice mixed
. 2&. Gd. and bs. per packet.
in Collections of" 12 separate named varieties, extra fine, 10s.

6 varieties, extra, 6s.

I named varieties, all good show flowers, Ts. Gd.
6 do. do. do.

, Nurseries, Saffron Waldcn, Essex.

Novelties, Novelties.
TAMES GARAWAY and CO., Durdham Hovro.
fj Nurseries, Bristol, offer the Three underraentionoJ NEW
SEEDLING GERANIUMS as not only Novelties but decided

Tricolor Sectiox.
QUEEN of TRICOLORS.—This variety surpasses in beauty the

well-known Mrs. Pollock, from which it is a seedling ; the colours are
of the same shade butmuch more vivid, and, being a great improve-
ment, the green colour does not project itself beyond tbe zone. The
flowers are produced in abundance, and aie scarlet in coloui- and of
goixi .sliupo.

Well-established Plants will be supplied the last week in June, at
21s. each. Four sent when Three are ordered.

Cloth op Gold Sectios.
BRONZE QUEEN.—A variety raised from Cloth of Gold, with

effective, well adapted for bedding ; flowers scarlet c ,
produced

Price 7s. Qd. each. Four sent when Three are ordered.

NosEOAY Section.
L'AFRICAINE.—A hybrid Nosegay of compact habit, with extra

ine trusses of pxu-plish crimson flowers, which, elevated on stiff flower
items, produce a very fine effect. As a plant for the back or .second"'"""'

a of bed, this will bo found a very

Price 5s. each. Four sent when Three aro ordered.
Prices to the Trade on application.

Jas. Caraway & Co.'s SPRING CATALOGUE, containing Priced
Lists of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, and Bedding-out
Plants, is now ready, and will be forwarded post free on application.

Jas. Gahawav & Co., Durdham Down Nurseries Bristol.

HEKBACEOUS, ALPINK, and KOCE PLANTS, &c.
Very strong, in Pots.

ANTIRRHINUMS, fino sections, Cs. to i)s. per dozen.

„ 9 superb new varieties, 12s.

PENTSTEMONS, superb varieties, fo. to Ms. per do^en.
PHLOX, hardv vaneties, finest, iv. to Os. per dozen.
DWAliF ROCK CISTUS, 20 beautiful v.irieties, U«. ; 12 varieties,

7''. Ct/. ; 8 beautiful double, (is.

PINKS. 10 pairs, in 10 fine varieties, 9s.

TRITONIA AUKKA, fluweriu;; plants, 7s. Crf. per dozen.
ALY.SSOM SAXATILE VARIEGATUM, 5s. per do2en.
ANEMONE JAP. HONORINE JOBERT, Is. M. each.

PULSATILLA, 4s. per dozen.
BALM. Pcw Gnlden, 4s. per dozen.
CALANDRINIA UMBELLATA, strong, 5s. to 9s. per dozen.
CAMPANULA PUMILA and ALBA, 4s. per dOzenT
CERASTIUM BIEBERSTEINII, for edging, 2s. Gd. per dozen :

HU. per ino.

CHFIRANTHUS ALPINUS and MARSHALLII, Cs. per dozen.
EPIDKNDRUM, 10 fine varieties for rs.

GKNTIANA CATESB,!-:!, Is. (id. each; I2s. per dozen.
LINUM FLAVUM, fo. per dozen. L. LEWLSII. 4s. per dozen
P.EONIAFKAGRANS ALBA.ls. each ; 9s. per dozen. POTTSlI.la
PHTGELIA CAPENSLS, beautiful scarlet tube. 'M. each.^....-.-M^Trr * T-.v...

1 CRIMSONS, and BEjVUTT, is. each, inputentilla kin
, :. to Os. per dozen.

SEDUM FABIANUM RUBRUM, Is.

„ MEDIO PICTUM, Is. ; 10 fine varietie.* for As.
Also many thousands of other Herbaceous. Alpine, and Rock

PKiuts in Pots, of which DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES may bo

BEDDING PLANTS.—An extensive stock at low prices.
N.B. A liberal supply ot plants gratis for carnage.

Stephes Brows, Seed and Nursery Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk

Choice and New Indian AzaJeas.

A VAN GEKiiT, NuiiSERYiiAN, Ghent, Belgium, bej^s
• to offer the_ imdemamed Choice and New INDIAN

fO 60s. per dozen.

Jenn Verschaffelt (Van Houtto)
Louis Hellebuyck (Van Houtto)
Charles Van EickhautetV. Houtto
Dominique Vervaene
Imperialis (Veitch) pTersch.)
Jacques Van Arteveldo (A.
Lion des Flandres (Veitch)
Maximilian I. (Van Eoutte)
Mme. de Cannaert d'Hamale

(D. Vervaene)
Mroe. Desbordes Valmore (Van
Houtte)

Mme. Dominique Vervaene
(Verv.)

Fr^re Orban (Maenhaut)
President Van den Hecke (V. H.)
Punctulata (Van Houtte)
Reourvata {A. Verschaffelt)
RoidesBe.iiit^s(J Vervaene iCo.l
Souvenir de Van Teene(Vervaene)

AZALEAS, in nice plants,

Coloris nova {D. Vervaene)
Coquette de Gund (D. Vervaene)
Eug(Mie Miizel (D. Vervaene)
Gloire avant Tout (D. Vervaene)
Grande Duchesse de Bade (Ver-
schaRelt)

La Heine des Pays Bas(Maenhaut)
Alexandre Van Langenbove (Van
Houtte)

Alexis DalUere (Van Houtte)
Ambroise Verschaffelt!V. Houtte)
Antoine Chantin ( Van Houtte)
AugusteVan Geert (Van Houtte)
CLiniille Van Langenhove (V. H.)
Eugene Mazel (Van Houtte)
Fera. Kegeljan (Van Houtte)
Fraii-;oiB Coem (Van Houtte)
Francois de Taye (Van Houtte)
Gustave Vandermeuien (V. H.)
Jean Van Geert (Van Houtte)

„ WeUingtonia gigantea Seed.
ESSRS. PLATZ and SON, Krlurt, Seedsmen, .tc,
to the King of Prussia, have just received a limited quantity

of SEED of the undermentioned CONIFERS direct from Call-

M

, . jtidoiiicu, CUtltcnlLim.
With Orders^ fromcorrespondeuts unknown to J. & S., either l•n T- J- .._i_.

,

japectlully requested.remittance or London relereuce ii

c AUTER'S CHOICE BEDDING PLANTS.—
W ell-assorted collections of strong plants, including basket and

packing, at the foUo\ving prices :

Forwarded on receipt of Post Office order.

Jamks Carter & Co. 237 and 238, High. Holbom, W.C.

NEW PLANTS FOE 1866.

T3 S. WILLIAMS, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,
• HoUoway, London, N-, has gi'eat pleasure in offering, for

the first time, the undermentioned SPLENDID PLANTS. Every
care has been used in the selection of the sBTeral kinds, therefore he
trusts they will give the highest satislkction.

AZALEAS,
The two^ following beautiful varieties will be found great acqui-

best. The
. . __, ^ .„ ^,

much larger flowers, of a substance never before met witli™the' i

important feature lor prolonging the flowering season. PRINCESSHELENA is recommended for its general usefulness, being a free
bloomer, and quite distmct in habit.

PRIXCFS& ALEXANDRA.—A beautiful form of Elegantissima,
witn a wei-s 34 inches across ; petals roimd .and smooth, of great
•substance, slightly striped with deup crimson ; a profuse bloomer.

Just Published, post free 12 Stamps
(Gratis to CrsTOUEBS),

CARTER'S NEW BOOE,

BEDDING PLANTS for SUMMER DECORATION
ot the FLOWER GARDEN. See original article on the above

in the Illustrated Plant Supplement of Cahteb's " Gardenere" and
Farmers" Vade Mccum."

James Carter & Co., 237 & 238, High Holbom, W.C.

rPINCEsS HELENA.—Deep rosy pink, upper petals spotted with
lake The transparency ot the flowei-s causes it to be distinct
trom all other kinds ; habit good and fi-ee. 21*.

RHODODENDRONS.
These two elegant varieties are the Seedling productions of Mr.

Bousie late of Stoke Park, and were exhibited by him a few seasons
ciDcc at the Royal Horticultural Meetings, and received Certiflcalo.=t
of Ment as valuable additions for greenhouse decoration, being of
free-flowenng habit, a feature much wanted in a Greenhouse
Rhododendron.

DENISONIl.—A Seedling from Dalhousianum, crossed with Edge-
worthii and Gibsonii ; a very fine variety, with splendid habit,
weli-ftxmished with clean-looking flattish elliptic leaves and large

panulated flowers, pure white, with a lemon i

tne oase, very elegant (figured in the 'Floral Magazme' tor
May). 21».

McNAEBII.—From cUiatum, crossed with Edeeworthit ; a very
handsome plant, dwarfisn in habit, with smooth elliptic leaves.
and beautilui lajge blush-white flowers. 21«.

AcnniENE^.

Just i'ublisiied, post free 12 Stamps
(Gratis to Ccstomers),

TLLUSTIiATIONS of NEW DESIGNS in
J- FERNERIES and FERN CASES. See Illustrated Plant Sup-
plement cf CAKTEa's " Gardeners and Farmers* Vade Mecum."

James Carter & Co., 237 and 238, High Holborn, W.C.

Just Published, post free 12 Stamps
(Or. I ),

CARTER'S NEW BOOK.

^rARIEGATED and ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGED
\ PLANTS for GARDEN DECORATION.—See original article

on the above in the Illustrated Plant Supplement of Carter's
"Gardeners' and Farmers* Vade Mecum."

James Carter & Co.».237 & 238, High Holboi-n, W.C.

' Welwyn, and fiirin

:ANlJlS gives the
. ..iu;\lly distmct in

.1' riL from the Floral
uoumntiee.

ADVANCE.—Flowers deep reddish purple, with a light spotted eye,
shaded towards the margin, quite distinct. 75. Gd.

ARGUS.—Colour rich plum. Large deep orange eye. spotted with
carmine, upper lobes of the flowers beautifully rayed towards the
margin, "is. &d.

AURORA —Flowers 2 inches across ; cc
light yellow eye, very effective, js.

'

GRANDIS.—Flowers docp violet colour, with a deep orange eye.

r rich heavy scarlet, with

finely spotted .and shaded with c

PINK PERFECTION.—Flowers very large, colour macenta ro.-^e -.

the upper part of the eye rieh cannine, the under lobes beauti-
tUlly rayed with violet, very fine. 7s. 6d.

STELLA.—Flowers 2i inches across, clear magenta, orange eye.

SWAINSONIA MAGNIFICA.
Figured in the "Floral Magazine."

A free-growing and free-flowering greenhouse climber ; native of
Australia. Habit and character partakes of both the Clianthus and
Swainsonia ; while it has the robust and graceful-growing habit ol
the former, it produces more prominently the long pendent racemes
of delicate bright-coloured pink flowers of the latter, with a pure
white centre in the upper petal or lobe. It is well adapted for a cool
greenhouse, treated as a pot plant or planted out in a border for
pillars or trellis-work. 10s. 6(i.

THUNBERGIA FRAGRANS.
B. S. W. believes this to be the most useful plant he has ever bad

the pleasure of offering, the whole character being quite distinct to
any other Thunbergia, and whether grown as a pot plant or planted
m the border for covering pillars and trellis-work, it will bo invalu-
able, being free in growth, with ample fohage of a dark green, with
great substance. It continues flowering throughout tbe year, but its

principal period is during the winter months, a time when white
flowers are scarce. Although grown in a wann stove, it has never
shown the least sign of red spider, a most important feature in this
class of plants. 10s. Gd.

Just Published, post free 12 Stamps
(Gratis to CosrouEBsh

CARTER'S NEW HOOK,

ion ILLUSTRATIONS of GEOMETRICAL
l.'CXJ DESIGNS for FLOWER BEDS, with samples of the
most admired Bedding combinations. See Illustrated Plant Sup-
plement of Carter's ** Gardeners' and Farmers' Vade Mecum,"

JAiiES CARtER A Co., 237 and 238, High Holborn. ^ C

CARTER'S NE"W JAPANESE STRIPED-
LEAVED MAIZE.

Tbe new Ornamental Variegated-foliaged Bedding Plants received
Prize at the Crvstal Palace Great Flower Show, as a New and Itare
Plant, May 12, 1S6C.

Seed of the above may be had direct from the Importeri on
receipt of postage stamps. Price Is. and '2a. Gii. per packet.

A Plant of this beautiful novelty may be seen at our Holborn
Warehouse.

Jaueb Carter &; Co., 237 & 238, High Holbom, W.C.

CArrioN.-The Japanese Maize Is not identical with the StripcU-
hsaded Zea Curagua,

PASSIFLORA HULLETIL

PELARGONIUMS, BEDDING.
The following six Zonale Geraniums were riiiscd bv Shirley Hibberd.
^q., the eminent horticulturist. It is well known that this gentle-
:in has for some years given his close atttuticm to this cTas? of
jj:-g piajit,3_ planting in his own experimental gnrdcn every kind

IS been raised, and carefully testing or pronng their worth as

regards habit and novelty by comparison, &c. He has already raised
several valuable kinds, but prior to this season none have been sent
out under his name. B. S. W. has prevailed upon Mr. Hibberd to

allow him to use his name. This will convince all that they aro each
varieties of more than ordinary merit, and real novelties.

ANDREW MARVEL.—Leaves bright green, with broad brownish
zone fiowei's, large, and of remarkable substance and smoothness ;

colour vermilion-red ; a fine variety. Vs. Gd.

EVANGELINE.— Leaves rich green, with dark zone; smooth
circular flowers, colour French white, shading to delicate rose

blush, large globular trusses, very distinct and beautiful. Is. Gd.

U. W. LONGFELLOW.—Flowers finely formed, colour deep salmon
flesh with red centre, with trusses large and globular; leaves

dark green, with brown zone ; a very fine variety, "is. Gd.

KATE ANDERSON. — Flowers average size and foi-m, trusses
globular, colour the most brilliant shade of true scarlet

;

blooming profuacly, likely to prove the most effective scarlet

known ; leaves deeply Koned. 7s. Gd.

MAGNA CHARTA.—Flowers very large and smooth, top petals tho
sami size as the bottom ones, colour deep red ; loaves pale green,

with obscure zone. 7s. Gd.

MAT QUEEN.—Bright green foliage ; flowers large, well formed.

PELARGONIUM ROSALIE (Houand).

The peculiar good qualities of this variety consist of fVee and
compact h.ibit of growth, with a moderate supply of rich salmon-red
flowei-s of great substance and excellent fonu ; large trusses, well

furnished with flower-buds, mounted on stouc .stalks, well above

the foliage. For Winter Decoration it will be found invaluable.

Received Certificates during the past se.'uon for its general

usefulness. 7s. Gd.

Victoria and Paradise Niu'series, Hoiloway, London, X.
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NEW AND BEAUTIFUL PLANTS FOR 1866.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
ANNOUNCE THAT TIIEIH

CATALOGUE OF NEW AND BEAUTIFUL PLANTS for 1866,

WITH A UIGULY FINISHED PLATE ATTACHED,

IS NOW PUBLIS3EB, AND WILL £E FOSWARBED POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

Amongst otter tilings, it contains a detailea description of the imJermcntioned NEW PLANTS, which have been introduced to Europe by J. V. and SONS, and are

offered to the Public for the first time, viz. :
—

ACROSTICHCM AUREtTM
ATHYRIUM LATIFOLIUX
BEGONIA PEARCEl

BEBTOLONIA GOTTATA
CALATHEA (MABANTA) VEITCHII
COLEUS GIBSONII

LAPAGERIA ALBA (Truc|

NEPENTHES IHVBRIDA) MACULATA
PALICOCKIA DISCOLOR

PRIMULA CORTUSOlDESv.ir. AMIENA
RHODODENDRON VEITCHII var. L.EVKiATUM
URCEOLINA ADREA

TEIE ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W. ; and at

COOMBE WOOD, KINGSTON HILL, S.W.

GENERAL PLANT CATALOGUES FOR 1866.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
BEG TO ANNOITNCE THAT THE

INDERSVSENTIONED CATALOGUES FOR THE PRESENT SEASON
ARK NOW rUl;l.l.-<lIEl>, AXIl Wll.f. ISi: FORWARDED POST FKEF. OX AITLli'ATloN.

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of NEW and BEAUTIFUL PL.tNTS of J. V. and SONS' own introduction, with a highiy iiuishcd Plate attached.

A GENEEAL CATALOGUE of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, iacluding ORCHIDS, ORNAMENTAL-FOLIAGED PLANTS, FERNS, AZALEAS, CAilELLIAS, So-

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of HAKDT TREES and SHRUBS, including CONIFERiE, AMERICAN PLANTS, and the recent JAPANESE INTRODUCTIONS.

A CATALOGUE of SELECT SOFT-WOODED and BEDDING PLANTS, including the most desu-able NOVELTIES of the Season.

THE ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

VERBENA CRIMSON KING,
AS DESCRIBED IX FORMER ADVERTISEMENTS, NOW BEING SENT OUT BY

THOMAS METHVEN,
LEITH WALK NURSERIES, and 15, PRINCES STREET, EDINBURGH.

WT^>^, t.^^'V^i^lh,^

%^^EED BULB cVPLAKT >VARE FIOUSE'T-

<KFiJaNGSTREET.a)V:i^TG.\RI)ENw
Orders aynonniing to 21.s. sent Carriage Paid.

BLUNDELL'S CATTLE MELONS and CATTLE M.1RR0WS.—100 Seeds, 2j. 6d. ; J lb.,

sufficient for ^- of au acre, 5.s.
; | lb., sufficient for \ of an acre, 9s. ; 1 lb., sufficient for 1 acre, I65.

Selections of ORNAMENTAL GOURDS, including Miniature, Medium, and Mammoth
varieties, or either separate :—10 varieties, 2s. Gd. ; 1.5 do., 3s. 6d, ; 20 do., 5s. 6d. ; 30 do., 7*-. 6d.

;

'10 do., lO.v. lid. ; ,50 do. 12s. Gd. ; 100 do., 2U. ; 200, 42s.

PER5LVNENT PASTURE GRASS SEEDS and CLOVERS for ALL SOILS
FINE LAWN GRASS SEEDS for ALL SOILS
COMPLETE COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE SEEDS for One Teat's Supply (Carriage paid),

10s. Gd., 1,5s. 6d., 21s., 30s., 42s., G3s., S4s., and 10,5s.

COLLECTION of FLOWER SEEDS (postpaid), 2s. 6(/., 3s.6d., 5s. 6d., Is.&d., Ws. Gd.,

15s., 21s., 30s., 42s., to 105s.

STANDEN'S GARDENERS' AND AMATEURS' FRIEND MANURE.
The best concentrated Manure for all Kitchen Garden crops and Flowers in or out of doors. For List of Agents sec our Advertisement in Gareleiurs' Chronicle for February,

March, aiul April
; and favourable Notice of the Manure in the Gardeners' Ohronielc, p. 339, April 14.

Sold in Sample Canisters, Is. and 2s. Gd. \ and in Bags, 5s. Gd., lOs. Gd., and 21s., and in two qualities. No. 1 quality for Ilnrd-woodcd Stove nnd Greenhouse Plants, Fruit
trees, Roses, Lawns, Kitchen Garden Crops, and Flower Beds and Borders. No. 2 quality for Soft-wooded Plants. It should always be laid on the surface dry, and watered in.

BARR AND SUGDEN, SEED, PLANT, and BULB MERCHANTS, 12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN.
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trlze Calceolaria, &o. , ,

I) llcCULLUUU hi-g to offer Seed of the
! r[-iitiiflower3ofRreatt)"eauty,lf.and2s.G(i.p. pkt.

Od. per packet.

^! ,a ciiuiou, 1.-. »uu ... »i., per pac
--*

\ TERMEDIATE STOCK (True), 1

U. and 2N. efJ. per pack

fUKl'LE willTI'. 1>

Bf
All V
;n i JI.::Ct ,

Covent Garden Market, W.C.

Choice Seeds from Perfect Specimens.

THOMAS WILD, Ipswich, confltlently recommends
his snperlor PRIMULA SEED of world-wide celebrity, 2s. Oil.

per packet, saved from the finest strain in cultivation.

Standard Cucumber, Orion Melon, Hollyhock, Pansy, PolyantUus,

and Balsam at 1.1. per packet, saved from growers who spare no

expense to obtain the best. Address

Thomas Wild, Seedsman, &c.. The Frimulary, Ipswien.

Clirysantliemums.

ADAM FOKSYTH bees to rafomi the Public that he

is now sencimK out hisVpe COLLECTION of CHRY-SAN-
THEMUMS at il,- per dozen, including Attraction, Eve, Golden

ball. Golden Dr. Brock, Hercules. King of Denmark, Lady Carey,

Mr Wnlees, Mr. Wvness, Mrs. Raines, Pink Pearl, Prmce of Wales,

Sam Weller, Venus, Virgin Queen. Sc.
CATALOGUES for one stamp.

Brunswick Nursery. Stoke Newington, N.

JOHN AND CHAKLES LEE, Seedsmen to the Quf.ex,

r^ bee to offer sealed pacttets of the foUowinE CHOICE FLOWKR
SEEDS, saved from the fiuest strains. Per Packet—s. d. s.d.

CINERARIA, from named flowers 2 6 and S

CALCEOLARIA, a superb stock I 1 "^ fi nnd fi o

i'RlMQLA PIMBKIATA, RED
.^^^Yte 1 s'lP^rior strain 2 6 and 5

II

" MIXED 2 6 and 6

Royal Vineyard Nursery and Seed Establishment, Hammersmith,

"1H01CE YARIEGATEB PELAilGONIUMS

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION.

SUTTON & SONS
BEG TO INFORM THEIR PATRONS AND THE PUBLIC GENERALLY

THAT THEY WILL HAVE AN EXTENSIVE

STAND IN THE WESTERN ARCADES
DUEXXG THE EXHIBITION,

Oonsistinc of 1000 REP VKATE and DISTINCT KINDS of SEEDS in Glass Cases, arranged with their

BotaS and" Ponular Names COLLECTION of VArJOUS ASRICULTUEAL ROOTS ;
SPECIMENS of the

BEOMUS SCHEADEEI in its varions stages of growth ; COLLECTION of NATURAL GRASSES grown by

Messrs. Sutton in their Trial Grounds, &c.

Attendance xvill be given at the Stand during the Exhibition.

PRICED CATALOGUES Gratis and Post Free.

SUTTON AND SONS, ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

Golden Tom Thumb
The aDove 12 choi

basket and pnckinB included.
Address, A

I

" "*'

1
Princess Alexandra

I
Fontaiiieblcau

Luitable for exhibition, for 2Is.

G
EusseU's Pyramid Primula.

EO. CLAKKE heirs tn announce that a small quantity
,r s . .1 '••; Mi' I'.^ivi- ri-nmins for dispos.l1. As the present 13

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION.

B. S. WILLIAMS
Be^s resnectfuUv to invite VISITORS coming to London to this Great Horticultural Gathering to INSPECT his

NEW VICTOEIA NURSEEY. Although e.^hibiling some hundreds of Plants at South Kensington, the Nurseries

durino the Exhibition weelc will contain much to interest, and will be well worth a visit.

CARRIAGE ROUTE from WEST END.-By way of Albany Street, Eegcnfs Park, Park Street, Camden

Town, Camden Road, and HoUoway Eoad.
^ ,

OMNIBUS ROUTES —The Farouritc Omnibuses from the London Bridge Railways and Bank, Victoria Station,

Charini Cross; Strand, and Chancery Lane, Brompton, South Kensington Museum (close to the International

Horticultural Exhibition), Piccadilly,' Regent Street, and King's Cross, arrive at and stai-t from the entrance ot the

Nurserj' every five minutes.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES (near the Highgato Archway), HOLLOWAY, N.

,H, guaranteed to produce none but
la m gi-eat variety. Trice is. ter pkt.

, Brixton Hill, S. ; and Mottlngham,

Tree and Shrub Seeds.

CHARL'WOOD AND OUMMINS have now on Sale,

SEEDS of the fnlliiwini; in ^;ood condition :—Cedrus Deodara,

Llb-ani, and Red Cedar ; CiiiTcssiis Lawsoniana and macrocarpa ;

Picea bal.saiiica, nobilis, Nnr-linanuiana, and cephalonica ; Pinus

flexilis and Linnbertiana ; Tliuja orientalis and occidentalis ;

Wellingtonia gigantea; Ailantiis glandulo^a^ JCalmia latiToha^

Pavia rtava (the yellow-flowered Horse Cheat-

14 Tavistock R w Covi

Verbena Lady Leigh

WM THOMVS liis il n m i

he has inured ti i

LADl LEKII Uasiiptn r

tud

tb\ t

invaluable
Its cnlom- is

for ISbO.
I^nt

BEDDlNGr FLATsl^ II I Mr PLANT
Lxtra stiong Plants of the t I x k t re idy well eatablish

OEIIANIUMS. in 25 or 50 vwed shades less or more, 100, £1 5

200, £2 bs. ; 500. £5.

VERBENAS. 26 finest sorts, 100, £l ; 200, £1 17s. Cd. ; 500, £3 105.

100 BEDDING PLANTS m pots, in 20 varieties, including Dabli

NEW PLANTS.

WILLIAM BULL, F.L.S.,
BEG3 TO INTIMATE THAT DURING THE

IKTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION HE WILL COMMENCE SENDING OUT

FOE THE FIRST TIME

SEVERAL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL PLANTS

Introduced from Madagascar, Pern, Philippine Islands, St. Catheiine's, Rio Negro, Costa Rica, Para, Port Natal-

Java, Japan, Ascension, Feejee Islands, &c.

Names and Descriptions will be hereafter announced. Meantime an inspection is invited.

ESTABLISHMENT for NEW and RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON.

Geraniums, Verbenas,
51X1 ditto, £4 is.

CATALOGUES free. Post Offli

Iledingham.

for £1; 200 ditto, £1 ISs.

;

Orders payable

Sible Hedingham, Essex.

Choice Zonal Geraniums for Bedding,
^ALTMAUSll AND SON otter the following in strong
1 Plants, suitable for immediate use :^
M RS. POLLOCK. 12s. to 1&;. per c

LU^ nleaf.

I LITTLE TREA8URE.-

Lh deep chocolato 7

A very dwarf v

d habit.

_ . riety, with slightly zoned
leaves and bright scarlet flowers, very suitable for edges or
Binall beds, 18fl per dozen.

N.B.—The stars affixed to the above, which were sent out here last

season for the first time, denote the awards of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society at their trial grounds.
Moulsham Nurseries, Chelmsford.

J.
WATSON, New Zealand Nu 's, St. Alban's, begs

__ _i trial the last two
" The Brilliant Superb Scarlet Geranium is one of the very best for

bedding in the flower garden or for flowering in pots or boxes. It has

the fine compact habit of the old Brilliant, but is rather more
luxuriant in growth, has better foliage, which is much more Ireely

supplied with white blotches of a clear colour, and the trusses of

flower and the individual flowers are much larger and of a richer

scarlet. 1 have no hesitation in speaking of this variety as one of the

most satisfactory that can be used, after trying it for two seasons.
" R. Fish, Putteridge Bury, Luton, Beds."

* » The usual allowance to the Trade.

CLIANTHUS DAMPIERI.

MESSRS. VEITCH & SONS
OFFER NEWLT IMPORTED

SEED OF THIS MAGNIFICENT GREENHOUSE PLANT

At the following low prices.

THE SEED IS GUARANTEED TO GROW WELL.

6 Seeds, Is. ; 12 Seeds, Is. 6d. ; 30 Seeds, 3s. 6d.

Special ofers to the Trade on application,

KOYAL EXOTIC NURSERIES, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

New Petunia. Illuminator.

C^
EORGE CLARKE has now teady for disposal

T strong Plants of this unique variety ; it was exhibited at

Regent's Park, June 14, 1885 (the only occasion on which it has been
shown), and was awarded a First-class Certificate.

Mr. Shirley Hibberd, in the "Gardeners' Magazine," June 2'1,

186fi, speaks of it accurately thus i—" Another equally meritorious

subject was a new Petunia from Mr. Clarke, of Streatham, and I

am particular in calling attention to it, because I do not name a

third part of the new Petunias I see, for the simple reason that they

are generally rultbish. This fine Seedling is called Illc minatob.

It is a single flower, finely formed, the colour rosy purple, with a

broad white stripe up the centre of every petal, so that when the

flower is fairly expanded, it presents a distinct white star of five rays,

This is distinct from all other Petunias of the class, even if we go
back so far aa Mrs. Ferguson, and 1 think will beat them all."

The plant is of neat habit, and robust in constitution, and will,
- - - .-_ ~ 11. - ^ garden »s conservatory.

"The usual allowance to tha Trade if Three

PETER LAWSON & SON,

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

LONDON and EDINBUKGH.

FARM, VEGETABLE, and FLOWER SEEDS.

28, KING STBEI;T, CHSAPSIDE, LONDON, E.O
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INTERNATIONAL

HORTICULTUEAL EXHIBITION
AND BOTANICAL CONGRESS.

The MEETINGS of the BOTANICAL CONGRESS arc fixed to Commence on WEDNESDAY, 23u of MAT.

M. Ai.rHONSE De Candolle will take the Chair at 11 o'Clock.

Maxwell T. Masteiis, M.D., Hon. Sec.

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION.

MAY 22d, Tickets £1 Is. ; MAY 23d, 10s. ; MAY 24th, 2s. 6d. ; MAY 25th, Is.

TICKETS MAY'BE OBTAINED OF THE PRINCIPAL NUKSEKYMEN AN-D SEEDSMEN, AND AT—

Austin's, St. James's Hall
Chappell's, New Bond Street

CocKt Addison, & Co.'s, Regent Street

Keith & Prowse's, Cheapside
Lacon & Ollier's, New Bond Street

Letts & Son's, Royal Exchange

Mitchell's, Bond Street

Ollivier's, New Bond Street

Sam's, St. James's Street

"Westeuton's, St. George's Tla
The Horticultural Society
The Oitices, 52, St. George's I

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS TO THE

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
EXH IBIT ION.

The CARDS for the BANQUET have been this day despatched by Post to SUBSCRIBERS.

Persons not having received theirs, are requested to write immediately to

T. MOORE, ESQ., BOTANIC GARDENS, CHELSEA, S.W.

SUBSCRIBERS OF TEN GUINEAS TO THE

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL MEETING
RECEIVE ONE BANQUET TICKET;

ONE PERSONAL TICKET, ADMITTING ALL FOUR DAYS OF THE SlIOW
;

SEVEN GUINEA TICKETS, ADMITTING FIRST DAY;

AND TWO CARDS, ADMITTING TWO EACH TO THE CONVERSAZIONE.

OFFICES : 52, ST. GEORGE'S PLACE, KNIGHTSBRIDGE ; and 1, WILLIAM STREET,
LOWNDES SQUARE, S.W.

MAY 22.-0PENING DAY OF THE

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL SHOW.
TICKETS, price ONE GUINEA each, can now bo had of all Nurserymen, and of the usual Agents.

MAY 23.-SECOND DAY OF THE

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION.

TICKETS, 10s. each, can now be had of all Nurserymen, and of the usual Agents.

MAY 24.-THIRD DAY OF THE

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL SHOW.
TICKETS, price 2s. 6rf. each, < ! had of the usual Agents.

MAY 25.-CLOSING DAY OF THE

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL SHOW.
TIClvETS, price Is. each, can now be had of the usual Agents.

HARDY CLIMBERS.—TO THE TRADE.

CLEMATIS JACKMANNI, 2.f. Gd. each; 2Ks. per dozen

„ RUBRO-VIOLACEA, 2s. each ; 18s. per dozen

HYBRIDA SFLENDIDA, 2s. each ; 18s. per dozen

CLEMATIS STANDISIIl, ^s. each ; IS^. per dozen

„ SOPHIA FLOKE PLENO, 2s. each ; 18«. per dozen

CdiRULEA (A2UREA) GRANDIFLORA, 60s. per 100

Besides other good old varieties.

A CATALOGUE, including Description and Treatment of Clematises, will be forwarded free on application to

GEO. JACKMAN and SON, WOKING NURSERY, SURREY,

LINNEAN SOCIETY, BURLINGTON HOdSE,
PICCADILLY. Mav 10. lSfi6.~ThoANNIVERSAllVMKhriNG

of this Society will bo lield here, on THURSDAY, tlio 21th oi this
month, at ;i o'clock precisely, fnr tho ELECTION of n COUNCIL and
OFFICERS for the ensuing Year ; and Hio M-mit-r-rs of the S^^ciety
will Dine together on that day at Wiltis s Uunnw Kmi- struct, St.
James's. Dinner to be on the Table it I i i

i

l i i
i

< i
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T EEDS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—THIRD
JJ ANNUAL GREAT FLORAL FETE and GRAND GALA, on
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, Juno 6 and 7. PRIZES £400.

Jtg^ ENTRIES CLOSE on MONDAY, May 2S.

Tho North-Eastem, Great Northeru, Lancashire and Yorkshire.
Midland, and London and North-Weatem Railway Companies, will

convey Plants, Flowers, and Fruit at ordinary Rates to tho Show,
and return them free if they remain the property of the E-vhibitor.

The Committee undertake to receive Boxes of Fruit and Cut
Flowers f-r K\in)iitiMt> AH Fruit and Cut Flowers so sent will be
c'lrefullv M1II.L.-I...1 in. I fxhibited, and tho following morning
retiirin i

' ,i r ris Bpecially directed.
Scli'jiir^ I Kntry, will be forwarded on application.

.Iamk.s I'.iiui.i.., ,-'
. ! ' u>. Shakespere Street. Burmantoft, Leeds.

yyRIGHTON und SUSSEX FLORICDLTURAL and
l-> HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The THIRTEENTH ANNUAL SUMMER EXHIBITIO>r will

bo held, by permission of tho Town Council, on the Ea-item Lawn,
and in the entire suite of splendid decorated rooms of the Royal
Pavilion, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, June 27 and 28,

and tho AUTUMN SHOW, September 12 and 13, on tho same
grand scale as in former years.
Schedules of Prizes can be had on application to the Secretary. 06,

St, James's Street, or E. Spart, General Superintendent of tho

FRIDAY, June 20th.

iuccesa which attended tbe efforts of the
1 contemplation to hold a SECOND SHOW

__ other information, to be made to

Hknrt May, Hon. Sec. S, Royal Terrace, Southend. Tho
Subscription List will shortly be published.

Southend, Esses—May 19.

rORESHIRE FLORAL and HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY. YORK.

Prfsifhnt—The Right Hon, Lord Londesborough.

ediately adjoining the Yorkshire Agricultural Show.
Schedules' and Forms of Entry may be had on application to

rso. Wilson. Hon. Sec.
Committee Room, 13, Now Street, York.—May 10. 1866.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL GARDENS.—
PERMANENT EXHIBITION of HORTICULTURAL

ELEGANCIES, and HORTICULTURAL and AGRICULTURAL
IMPLEMENTS. Amongst the Exhibitors may be quoted the Coal-

brook Dale Co., Messrs. Rosher, Weeks, Green tt Son, Hooper,
Naylor & Co., Braby, Patent Concrete Stone Co.. Whitwick Colliery

Co., Claudat & Houghton, Britannia Rubber Co., Lucking Bros.,

Melliship & Harris, and about 30 othera. There aro still a few

advantageous positions vacant, applications for which should be
made early to

Mr. Fo:^, Royal Horticultural Gardens. South Konsmgton.

HORTICULTURAL DINNER at ST. MARTIN'S
HALL. Long Acre. London, W.C, on THURSDAY. Mav 24.

The Lord HESnr Gordon Levnox. MP., "V.P.R.H.S., in the Chair.

Secoiul List ofStewards.

Mr. J. J. Blandy, Reading
„ Matt. Brown, Manchester
„ John Cattell, Westerham
„ Thos. Dickson. Chester
„ Kobt. Fenn, Woodstock
., Jno. Fraser, Lea Bridge
, A. Henderson, Pine-apple PI,

Mr. R. Marnock, Regent's Park

Dr. Robert Hogg, London
Mr. Wm. Marshall. Enfield

NoTK.—The names of Mr. C. Turner and Mr. John U. Veitch wi

accidentally omitted from tho List of Stewards which appeared
Saturday last.

Dinner at Six o'clock precisely.

Tickets, to include a Bottle of Wine, 10s. Orf. eaoh.
Application for Tickets should be made at once (with remittanco)

,uo Hon. Sec. The Musical Arrangeni
Mr. Montem Smith. R

8, Denmark Villae, Ealing, London, W.

9 will bo conducted by

Eiit iSarlrentrsJ'CHrtitticle.
SATURDAY, MAY 19, 1866.

XAL HORTICULTUKAL EXHIBITION.
MEBTIN&8 FOR THB WEEK.

t South Kensington ;—
ly. May 2^-Opcii from
»s<lav. — 2.1—Open frum

I. till 7 I

i.lirf.

tls.
ti Kensington Museum,

Kensington Musouiu

M.VNT intoresting experiments have been con-

ducted of late by practical men on the best modes

of Preserving Timber for nndergroimd work,

not only from the attacks of Fungi, but from

insects, and especially from that most destructive

of all insects—the white ant. In countries where

these insects abound, wooden structures, piles, &c.

,

aro completely destroyed by their agency. The

construction of railways in various parts of South

America has afforded an opportimity for testing

the timber of the forests as to its fitness for

sleepers, and as to its power of resisting the

attacks of insects, and it has been proved that

there aro but few kinds of wood that they will

not attack in some degi'ee. A committee was

formed in St. Helena during the year 1864, under

the title of the '• White Ant Lrquiiy Committee,"

to test tho resisting power of various woods.

Application was made to tho late Sir W. J.

Hooker for any duplicate specimens of colonial

woods that could be spared from the Kew
Museum. Twenty-nine were sent, including

specimens of Australian, West Indian, British

Guianan, and North American timber. From a

report of the trial of these woods, furni.shod by
J. C. Mellis.s, Esq., the Colonial Engineer, it

appears that, after having been bwied in the
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ground for 111 days, 19 were moro or less

attacked, some being completely destroyed, 'whilo

10 remained nninjiu-cd; of these 10 tlu-co irere

from British Guiana, viz., Hymenpca Coiu'baril.

Carapa guiaiiensis, and Lecythis graudiHora;

three from New South Wales, viz., Oallistemon

pallidum, Melaleuca uncinata, and M. stypheli-

oides ; three from the West Indies, viz. , Mammea
americana, Cedrela odorata, and Erythroxylon

areolatum. The other was the Surinam Quassia,

Quassia amara. The results of these trials would

lead us to the conclusion that the density of the

wood has little or nothing to do in preserving

it from these enemies, for amongst the

specimens submitted to the same ordeal

as those we have mentioned were the Tasmanian
Blue Gum, Eucalyjitus globulus ; Stringy Bark,

E. gigantea ; Pui-ple Heart of British Guiana,

Copaifera pubifiora, and others of equal densitj-.

It woxild seem also that in the woods not injured

there must have been some natural ingredient

which is distasteful to the ants—this we know to bo

the case with that of the Cedi-ela odorata ; it is a

soft wood, but is always recommended for ento-

mological cabinets or drawers, owing to the

strong odom- emitted by it. The Quassia again

is another instance of the same kind, but the

others we have enumerated as resisting the

attacks are not known to possess any similar

properties, or even to be in the least degree

resinous. Perhaps the ants have a keener per-

ception of the vegetable secretions than man !

As another instance of the durability of a com-
paratively soft wood we have but to refer to the

Pitch Pine ; this is the wood of Pinus austrabs,

a tree covering immense tracts of land in the

Southern Statesof North America, and from which
the turpentine of commerce is mostly obtained, or

at least was obtained, before the American war.

This wood is used in Brazil for building pm-poses
in preference to any of the native woods, as it

effectually -nithstands the attacks of all insects,

owing to the immense quantity of resin contained

in it : added to this, it can be obtained in Brazil

from the American States, sawn to any required

size, cheaper than timber from the adjoining

forests ; its application in this country before the

outbreak of the war was increasing veiy rapidly,

not alone for ordinary building purposes, but for

the fittings of churches, school-rooms, &c., for

when carved, or even merely planed and var-
nished, the dark streaks ofresin give it a fine bold
appearance.

EESuuraG the subject of the Ascent of the
Sap (p. 386), we have now to discuss the alleged

causes of the upward flow, that maiTellous
current which sets upwards in opposition to the

law of gravity, with five times the force with
which the blood is propelled through the arteries

of a horse, and which seems not to be
wholly checked either by the di'oughts and heat
of India or the rigours of an American winter.

It is not necessary to travel over the old

groimd — endosmose, capillarity, the profuse
evaporation fi'om the leaves, or the suction
power supposed to be exerted by the buds prior

to the expansion of the leaves ; all these, singly

and in combination, have been considered to have
a material influence in promoting the upward flow,

but none of them are sufficient to explain all the
phenomena. On this account then, we attach the
more importance to the more recent researches

of M. Boiiiii and Mi-. Hekbert Spexcek. Both
these gentlemen attribute the upward ciUTent to

pressure, but the pressure, says M. BoEHir, is

that of the atmosphere on the elastic walls of the
cells squeezing their contents upwards. This

pressure is exercised with best effect towards the
middle and upper parts of the stem, for in the
lower part endosmose is equally or more powerful,

and in the upper part the copious exudation of

fluid from the leaves determines the upward
cuiTent.

M. Boedm's experiments show that when a
plant is exposed to the influence of rarefied air

only, it will not live—the sap will not ascend,
because the cell walls are not sufficiently com-
pressed. It must be borne in mind that these
are laboratory experiments, and they, unfortu-
nately, do not always tell the same talo

when practised by Nature on a gi'ander scale,

for if diminished atmospheric pressure were
really injurious to plants in a state of natui-e,

how can we account for the luxuriant vegetation
that clothes our mountain sides up to a certain

height ? True, beyond a cert.ain elevation,

variable according to latitude, vegetation ceases,

but we have no proof that it stops on account of

diminished pressure, but rather from deficiency

of heat. As Dr. Hooker long since remarked,
there are man}' plants common to the Ajctic
regions and to the Himalava mountains where
they attain a height of 17,000 feet. In the
latter situation the plants must gi'ow under
many inches less degi-ee of pressure than in the
former locality. And yet " there is no difference

in the chai'acters or hiibits of such plants as are
common to both regions."

Although the diminution of pressure here
would seem to have little effect, yet it must be
remembered that these Alpine denizens are
generally low-growing shrubs or herbs, and as

such precisely those which, according to M.
BoEmii, would have the least need of atmospheric
pressm-e to set their juices in motion.

Again, as heat causes rarefaction of the air and
consequent diminution of pressure, it rests with
the advocates of M. Boehm's theoiy to explain
why the ascent of the sap is favoured, as we
know it is, by heat. On the other hand, as cold

produces condensation, we might expect the
ascent of the sap to be greatest in cold weather if

M. Boehm's theory held good.
It is clear, therefore, that whatever truth there

may be in the Austrian experimenter's notion,
that he has not arrived at the whole ti'uth. Mr.
Spencer also attributes (p. 218) the cii-culation

of the jmces to pressui-e, in this case caused by
the oscillating movements of the stem, branches,
twigs, and petioles, and he gave as an illustra-

tion of his meaning the act of tightly closing the
hand, when the blood is expelled from the vessels

on the surface of the back of the hand, to return,
however, when the tension is t.aken off by the
opening of the hand. That tho movements of
the plant have a potent influence in distributing
its juices there can, we think, be no reason to

doubt, and it is a familiar fact to gardeners that
the moderate action of the wind tends to harden
the wood and increase its thickness. ICnight,
it is said, used to loosen the shreds that boimd
liis trees to the walls, in order to let them " have
a little exercise ;

" but these effects are the result
of increased secretion, and only secondarilj'

dependent on cii-culation. The mixing up of
the operations of these two functions, secretion
and circulation, seems to us at present to be the
weakest point of Mr. Spencer's argument, which
also is no more in consonance with what we
know of the waj' in which the wood cells increase
in thickness, than it is in accordance with the
practical experience of the horticultui'ist. Until
the publication of the entii'e memoir we are how-
ever scarcely in a position to criticise Mr.
Spencer's views. There can be but one opinion
as to the clearness of his argument or the acute-
ness of his observation.

We are happy to see so many persons in the
present day taking a lively interest in a group of
plants which was once regarded as the offscour-

ing of the earth. At each of the two last

Tuesday meetings at South Kensington, a
singular species of Pfngfs was exhibited, and
seemed to attract almost as much attention as

objects of gi'eater beauty, though not less

singular. We have since seen one of these, a
variety of Peziza lanuginosa, which was sent by
Mr. Edmonds, in great profusion under two of
the Cedars at Chiswiek House, and it is quite
extraordinary what force it exerts in making
its way thi-ough the soil. At first it is a
complete ball, opening only when it has made
its way into the free ail', and after decay leaving
a hollow in the gi'ound as if a squirrel had been
scratching out a Truffle. The Fungus itself is

peculiarly interesting, as being a form of one
figured by BtrLLiARD, but scarcely observed by
botanists since his day.

The other Fungus, exhibited by Mr. W. G.
Smith on the first of May, is of even greater
interest. It is one of the species of the " Flore
Fran<;aise," of which comparatively little is

known, pei-fectly new to oru- Flora, and certainly

one of the most magnificent which it has been
our good fortune to see in a living state. It is

admirablj- figui-ed by Klotzsch in Krombholz's
magnificent work, from which the follovring

description is translated :

—

The Giant Morel attains a height of from 8 to

10 inches or more. The head is almost conical,

3 to 5 inches high, with the margin united to the

stem, with great irregular, obtuse, waved ribs,

a lino or more in thickness, and Large deep pits,

half an inch in diameter. The colour is brown,
and the hymenium rather thick. The stem is fi-om

5 to 9 inches high, swollen at the base and in the

middle, and deeply grooved. The grooves arei

scattered, 1 to 2 inches long. The upper part of

the stem is even .and somewhat attenu.ated, the

whole sprinkled with mealy particles.

The substance is brittle and watery, and the

plant soon decays. This Morel is however used

for the table when young, but it cannot be dried

like the more common species.

This magnificent Fungus is tolerably common
about Prague, both in spring and autumn, where
it sometimes appears in the market, and where a
smaller variety is not uncommon. It was foimd
in red soil by Miss L. E. LoTT, at King's
KersweU, near Newton Abbot, Devonshire,

at the end of Api-il last. M. J. B.

At a time when the International Horticul-

tur-ol Exhibition will be attracting the attention

of the public to the fair side of gardening, it is

only reasonable that the obverse should likewise

be presented to view. The Gardeners' EoYAi
Benevolent Institution may in one sense be
said to represent this obverse, and we therefore

commend to the consideration of our readers the

following appeal which has just been addressed

in its behalf by the Treasurer, Mr. E. Wrench,
to the supporters of the International Show :

—

" I have great pleasure in informing you that Sir

Wextwoeth Dilke, B.art., has consented to preside

at the Anniversary Dinner of the Gai-deners' Royal
Benevolent Institution on the 27th June next.
" In consequence of the Gre.it International Ilorti-

eultural Exhibition which is to be held this year, it may
be confidently anticipated that a great impetus will be

a (forded to everything connected with Gardening. The
Chairman and myself are therefore very anxious tRat

the claims of the poorer members of a class who con-

tribulf so nmch to its success should not be overlooked.
' Tl!; S..-I.U 111 «liose behalf I plead is at the

pv. ,
: M I. ih Mil- :.7 old and deserving gardeners

111 I .;!
I

.1 :i-' iiiii-t:iiic'cs, and were the funds equal

to tlir .a iu;iii'.;.-, Hould relieve many more.
" I led :i.v-.uied that this appeal to yom- sjTnpathy in

the cause of a body of intelligent men who have con-

tributed so materially to the delight of the eye and the

delicacies of the table, ivill not be made in vain, but
that the exertions of the Chairman and Committee to

increase the funds of the Institution will be rewarded

by your support, and that you mill allow me to add your

name to the Subscription List entered into upon the

occasion of the dinner.
" Any communication addressed to Mr. Cutler, the

Secretarj', 1-t, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden, will

meet with prompt attention.
" The Annual Subscription is 1/. Is. ; the Life Sub-

scription is 10^. 10s."

We understand that the Prince and Princess
OF Wales have signified their intention of honouring

the Intel-national Horticultural Exhibition with their

presence on Tuesday, at 3..30 p.m.

Cambridge will not be outdone by Oxford. The
degree of LL.t). is, we hear, to be conferred upon
Professor Be Candolle, the President of the

Botanical Congress, and upon Dr. Hooker.

With great regret we have to record the death of

Dr. William H. Haevet, P.R.S. and L.S., M.R.I.A.,
&c.. Professor of Botany in Trinity College, Dublin,

and Keeper of the University Herbarium, a highly

distinguished botanist, and a most amiable and accom-
plished man. Dr. Haevet, who had long been ill,

died of phthisis on the 15th mst. at Torquay, whither
he had repaired for the benefit of his he.alth. In a

future issue we shall give the particulars of his most
useful and laborious scientific career.

We learn that Mr. Meredith, the great Grape
Grower at Garston. near Liverpool, is putting up a
house for young Vines, 202 feet in length and
41 feet 6 inches in width. This, therefore, makes the
third large Vinery on his estabhshment, for two other

houses are already built and furnished with thriving

young Vines, each measuring 14t feet in length and
26 feet in width. There are also multitudes of

houses of less size, from which he has already

cut single bunches of Grapes weighing, in one
or two instance.s, 8l lb. ; and on one occasion a
bunch of Black Hamburgh weighing no less

than 9 lb. 8 oz. ! Pacts like these at the present

moment, when horticidtural Europe is assembled in

London, should not be overlooked; on the contrary, let

us hope that they may be the means of inducing a
personal inspection of a system of Grape-growing

which has been publicly shown, not only in England
but also on the Continent, to be fraught with such
successful results.

The following extract from a Canadian paper,

published at Kingston, August 9, 1800. respecting the

Eat-tailed Radish, will be read with interest by
many of our subscribers who have shared the seed^

distributed by the Royal Horticidtural Society, or

purchased those of a very long podded variety.
" The French horticultural journals are just now

discussing the merits of a new and singular plant,

which produces Radishes not at the root but at the top

of the stems—the Radishes being, in fact, the succulent

unripe fruit of the plant. In tin- nurfiit month's

number of the 'New Tork linriiriiiiiinsi ' the

following paper on the subject apiir n- Inni I li.' pen of

Professor Lawson. The paper corii.<-l.s .-Miwral errors,

into which the French and American horticulturists

had fallen :

—

"In the 'Horticulturist' for July (vol. xv., p. 308)
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you reprint from the 'Revue Horticole' an arliole

detailing M. Cofrtois Gerard's success iu tlie

introduction to Fr:im-p of what is inappropriately

termed the M;idi-is i;,;iili-<li. It appears from that

article, and the )inlr ;i]i|h nded thereto, that French

and American Imi-lirullurisls are not aware that this

delicious vegetable has been in successful cultivation

for many years by various persons in Britain and by

myself in Canada. The plant is a native of Java, and

appears to have been cultivated In some parts of India

for a considerable time, particularly in the neighbo\ir-

iiood of Benares. However, in the recent enumeration

of indigenous and useful plants
—

' Hortas Madras-

natensis^ prepared by my friend Dr. Cleghorn,
Prof of Botany at Madras, this plant is not referred

to. The name Madras Eadish must therefore be

dropped, as it probably originated in some error. Its

introduction to Europe resulted from a conversation

which I had some years ago with Mrs. Colonel

Spottiswoode, of Benares, who accordingly forwarded

seeds from that place to Prof Balfoue, of Edin-
burgh, under whose care and that of Mr. McN^iB the

plant was successfully reared in the Edinburgh
Botanic Garden. To these gentlemen I am indebted

for the seeds whence my small Canadian stock has been

raised. The following notice was inserted in the edition

of Chambers' 'Information for the People' (i. 537)

published in 1857, the horticultural parts of which I

was requested to revise :

—

' In 1850 a remarkable kind of Eadish was raised in

the Edinburgh Botanic Garden, from seeds sent from
India by Mrs. Colonel Spottiswoode. It is called the

Rat-tail Radi.-ili. \Vhcii wmn early it produces a very

abundant crop, and is will .suited to the climate of

Britain. The youns plants require to be thinned out

to a foot or more apart, in rows of about 2 feet, and
plentifully supplied with water during dry weather.

The Radishes or pods of this plant are very delicate,

and well adapted for salad."
" I consider it as one of the most valuable vegetables

that have been produced for many years. The pods
have a peculiar pungent yet delicate flavour, are

perfectly succulent, and may be used either as a salad

or to form a pickle.
" Notwithstanding the opinions expressed by the

writers in the ' Bevue Horticole,' I believe the plant
to be identical mth Raphanus caudatus. The French
horticulturists seem to find their pods comparatively
short, while those of R. caudatus are described by
botanists as 3 or 4 feel in length. It must be observed,
however, that there are many varieties of the Rat-tail
Eadish, varying in the length of their pods, and that a
.good stock is only obtained by carefully saving seed
from the very long attenuated-podded sorts. In good
varieties the pods are not erect, but gracefully pendent
and curved. Fourteen or 15 inches is a good length
for the pods in Canada or the States. In warmer
climates they will no doubt grow much longer under
good management, and even hero I do not despair of
ultimately obtaining pods tha.t will approach De
Candolle's description :

—
' Pod longer than the whole

plant, sometimes 4 to 5 feet long.' I am sorry to see the
root referred to as edible. In the true large-podded
varieties it is quite worthless. The crop must be
grown for the pods alone. The leaves, however, when
very young are succulent and edible, and have the
same flavour as the pods."

It may not be generally known that one of the
finestspecimensof Aeaucarta imbeic.ata in England
stands in the nursery of Mr. MrrcHELL, the great
Rose grower at Piltdown, near Maresfield, Susse.x. It

is of comparatively gigantic stature, and beautifully
proportioned in all its parts, the uuder branches
sweeping the carpet of green turf on which it stands.

Of this fine tree, we need scarcely say, the fortunate
o\vner is not a little proud. One standing near it,

though equally handsome in form and quite as old,

is little more than half its size, a circumstance owing
to the site on which it is placed not having been
properly prepared for it. It has, however, been
recently lifted, and after well pulverising the soil under
it, replanted, and now it bids fair to rival the beauty of
its more lofty a.ssociate. Deep cultivation, therefore,
would seem to be necessary for the free and healthy
growth of this useful hardy Conifer.

Averyamusing mistakehasbeen committed lately

by our excellent contemporary, the "Revue Horticole,"
with reference to the Pine-apple. In our columns
(p. 338) appeared a notice of Mr. D. Thomson's
valuable treatise on the culture of this fruit, and which
notice was made the subject of comment in the journal
above mentioned. But the ivriter seems to have
confounded the Apple with the Pine-apple, for, says
he, a Providence Apple grown by Mr. Mills attained
the weight of 7 kilogrammes (15j lb.) ! Throughout
the article the same error is made, so that a hasty
English reader might imagine that Pine-apples were
crushed to make cider, or that the English borrowed
from the French the Meudon system of growing Apples
with the wonderful results above mentioned! The
International Congress must set this matter straight.

The flower-spikes of the Pepehomias are for
the most part slender in form, and much resembling a
rat's tail, but Messrs. Yeitch have kindly allowed us
to examine one of P. arifolia (commonly, but
erroneously, called P. varir-tita orbirularis, the P.
arifolia of gardens, ninri i,

.

:
: i:_ '> iii:ii- i"i;i.

which, in place of 1" in r
; ,

,,,
i

,
.,

expanded at the toi> in!-- : '.nl :
..: !i; ;u, l-l, ,;, ,:

mass, the margin of wIikIi i- \.n n ivju;:;ii,\ ilivukd
into a great number of narrun lilimi !..lic >, .uncshallow,
others deep. The whole arraivjviiM'iii ir-;ills that of
Dorstenia Contrajefva, except tlmt Ihr iuU'- llowersare
outside as well as inside the fuuuel.

We are happy to announce that the Council of
he Royal Horticultural Society at its last meeting

pa.ssed a resolution, opening the Chiswick Gardens
lice to strangers during the week of the International
Exhibition.

We hope next week to give a full account of

the International Hobticdltubal Exhibition,
and of the proceedings of the Botanical Congress,
as well as of the festivities, &c., connected therewith.

New Plants.
331, DENDEOBinit PTCNOSTACnYU.U, LiiuU.

Contrib. hid. Orcliidol.

Tliis bclouss to a very interesting group of Dendrobia
S(:irli\nlH;i, tii llir L-niii]) iif Deudfrobium denudans,
Tlir~. -iii'iirs ;irr -iii.ill, tlic vory lax and loose mem-
brancHis slirallis of the Iraves are permanent, and
assume more or less of a puiiilish brown colour. Close
dense spikes of flowers, not unlike those of the well-
known Deudrochilum glumacenm, or to those of some
Bolbophylla, break outu very interesting for those who
like to see the elegant forms of smaller Orchid flowers,

but totally indifi'erent to those gentlemen who measure
the value of Orchid flowers by feet and inches. The
flowers are white, the middle line of the chin green, the
lip green; with a few brownish puriilish streaks. A
very excellent foreign correspondent has regarded the
plant as a Bolbophyllum, but there is no doubt the
,)ustly-lamented Dr. Lindley was right in referring

the plant to Dendrobium. It comes very neai*

D. denudans of Don, but Walliohian flowers prove
that this is well distinguished by a chin like an
extinguisher, but curved, by a much broader lip, more
elegantly lobed, being fringed all around, and by two
lamella?, bearing a third between them, and united in

the base of the middle lobe of the lip into an acute
apex. The species was discovered by T. Lobb in
Moulmein, at a time when our grand horticulturists

used to have collectors who did something for science
by sending home splendid herbaria. From such a

collection it was described by Dr. Lindley. Before me
is a fresh spike, coming from a plant sent over by the
excellent Mr. Parish, and introduced by Messrs. Low
& Co., and grown under the care of Mr. Sullen. Eckb.

M.

ON THE ARRANGEMENT OF FLOWER
SHOWS.

[Tlie following^ remarks from tlio pen of Professor liftrl

Koch, on the subject of the arrangement of flower shows, will

be read with interest, now that we are on the eve of in.augiirat-

ing the liitei-national Horticultural Exhibition. They are
condensed, with the sanction of the author, from an article

which appeared in Professor Koch's " Wochenschi-ift,"]

" What is the object of a flower show ? " inquires
Professor Reichenbach (see p. 51). Is it only for

amusement, or is it not rather to exhibit the progress

of horticulture, to stir up gardeners to increased emu-
lation, and to extend the ta.ste for plant-cultivation
generally ? Certainly these three points are, we may
say, the (lircf caiiital jiniiits at flower shows; but can
they lir iililaimd by simply following Professor
Reifheiibacirs proiiosais. which are based upon his
acquaintaiKT willi previous English exhibitions? We
doubt it very much, and think on the contrary, that
such a monotonous exhibition, devoid of all artistic

foundation, can only be of interest to professional men
and skilful amateurs; but for the general public,

whose love for flowers is intended to be awakened, it

would, we fear, have the opposite effect, although the
beauty and perfection of the single plants might leave
nothing to wish. Prof Reichenbach recommends, for
insiaiiic, llic I'xliiliiting of specimen plants, and the
]ilaciir.' iiiuiilii'i- cit lliose which are botanically related

to each other, without regard to any other arrangement.
That would be very convenient, it is true, for the
exhibitors and judges, but exhibitions are not intended
for them only.

We Germans have two expressions for the French
and English word Horticulture, viz., " Giirtnerei," or
practical gardening; and "Gartenkunst," or the arrange-
ment of gardens, &c. The latter, although alluded to

by Reichenbach, is disregarded by him in its true
light ; but according to our way of thinking, artistic

arrangement should be first considered. This is

understood in England too, and the former plan has
been more or less modified.
In Berlin there are two classes of exhibitions, one of

which is devoted more especially to specimen plants,

including also plants new to cultivation, and new
florists' flowers. The shows of this class are conse-
quently on a limited scale, and require but little

space.

Extensive, and e.speoially international exhibitions,

have quite other tendencies, as exemplified by our
summer shows in Berlin. Grouping is necessary here,

and that specimen plants must give way in favour of
the whole, is indicated by the word " group;" Plant-
geography, mentioned by Reichenbach, but without
laying any stress upon it, might be illustrated with
success. An imitation of those thickets of flowering
shrubs so often met with in the Savannahs of North
America, or that of a virgin forest, or a representation

of an Australian landscape, would be of great scientific

value ; and as some of the larger establishments possess

all the material requisite for the execution of such a
plan, it would not hn impossible.

tribute much to theL'ciirv.ii ,•lllll^lll^llnlent,

But if Professor h'lirlirnlKi. li innuounces himself
against tall plants sei'viiii; I" hide llie naked walls and
sta<;es, we recognise the strict xinuint, to whom every-

thing is odious which encroaches upon Science, A
botanist prizes a stinging Nettle or any other weed far

more th.an the finest Camellia or Azalea bought by
the amateur for a high price, simply bccaus-> he
disregards beauty, and cares for srim',. nnlv ^Ve
must repeat, although contrary to I'll.! '' i.i, ii-irs
opinions, tliat the more extensive a II'. .

. ;h,
, iim

meut; and in llii . iwprrl C.Hiiiiirnlal e.xhiijitious are
far f:n-|i,-li

In cniirln-iiiii »r mil i lvlll:lli^, lliat too many judges
(in Brusisuls, (Uk-iiI, ami Amslurdam there were more
than a huudi'cd), arc a great hindrance to just dis-

crimination. It often happens that many members of
the jury neither possess the necessary knowledge of
plants, nor understand anything of cultivation. We
would select only a few, who should previously agree as
to the points of merit to be considered, so that no time
may be lost after entering on theu' duties. [Hear, hear ! ]

NOTES ON CONIFERS.—No. IL
(CV,itiiUied/,-om2i. 436).

The next objection is that the whole "^and sole

evidence on which the belief that there is such an affinity

rests consists of sections of timber taken from preserved
trunks of trees or branches. No doubt a few speci-

mens have been figured and described by diff'erent

authors (and authors of eminence, too) as cones of
Pines and leaves of Cyi^resses, but every one of these
has been disallowed by Endlicher as " e Coniferis

exdudenda." It may be said that Endlicher is only
one authority, and he may bo in the wrong. True,
and we by no means adduce his opinion as settling the
question ; all that we mean by doing so is to remove
any presumption that might otherwise have been
implied in favour of the coniferous nature of the
remains which he has disallowed. His opinion will

probably cari-y more weight than we challenge for it.

He is not an ignoramus or a nobody, and where he
^ves a decided opinion many ivill be apt to follow ; but
if the reader will admit it to be as probable that he is

right as that he is wrong—or at all events that the
Conifei'ous nature of the disputed specimens is quite
an open question, and that it cannot be assumed until

a fresh examination of them has taken place, wo shall

be perfectly satisfied.

If this is conceded, the expurgated list in Endlicher's
"Synopsis Conifei'arum" gives us one species of Pence,
two of Pissadeudron, and eight of Dadoxylon, as the
whole coniferous remains found in the coal formations
of the secondary epoch. Now the fact is,not only that all

these, as already mentioned, are deduced from the struc-

ture of sections of the fossil wood, but the three genera
in which they are placed—Peuce, Pissadendron, and
Dadoxylon—are known from sections of wood and from
nothing else. AVhat may be the appearance of the tree

or its leaves, fruit, or seeds we have no idea. Neither
leaves, fruit, nor flower of these is known; we know
large trunks and branches, but nothing else. We have
always felt that this was a very weak foundation on
which to erect such an important superstructure as

the existence of a whole order of plants. The disposi-

tion of the discs, on which so much reliance is placed,

also differs to a certain extent from those of modem
Conifers, although not in a very definable manner.
But wlial is of slill greater importance is the fact that,

asitu"" apiiiai-, tile pith of these Carboniferous so-

called ( 'in Ir U.I- not a small slender spinal column
suchastli"-r uliich we have in modern Fir trees, but
athiik r.ihiiini, omiiiying two-fifths, in other word.s,

nearly ilir liair "I I lie whole stem.
SirCiMiili^ I.mII. in his most recent work, the sixth

edition of the ' lOlements of Geology" (1865), say.s—

"Many, // not all ofihem, seem to have differed from
living; ConiferfC in having 4arge piths, for Professor
WillianLSon has demcmstrated the fossil of the coal

measures, calkd Similirruia, to be the pith of these
trees, or rather iIh- riM of cavities formed by the
shrinking or parti;! I aliMu plidnoftheoriginahneduUary
axis; wlicn (III-, mhrspai-es have been filled up with
inoi-LMir 1! i ,li,y constitute an axis, to which,
bef'oiv I I' iiilure was known, the provisional

name "1 ^'1 i- i n as given." (Lyell, op. cj/!. p. 471).

Lyell, in tlir a'i i: i"
. s.xys' 3Ian!/,ifno( aU;"the

itaUcsareour- n I .. h; -1110 they are very pertinent,

for if this sin '
1 -1 -ms in one member of the

family, it sccuis pi'iljallu that it may be in all. It

is less a case of "many, if not all" than of all or

none. Such an important peculiarity in structure

cannot be a matter of indifference ; it can scarcely be an
individual character, found in some and absent in

others ; neither can it be specific, nor yet generic.

Nay, wo cannot imagine an order in which it .should

be jiresent in some and absent in others ; we remember
none in which a large pith is not character-

istic of the whole order, as, for example, in the Capri-

foliacea; (Elder, Honeysuckle, &c.).

But more than this, if the trees from which these

sections of timber have been taken were really Conifers,

they must have borne cones, or fruit of some kind

;

they no doubt also must have had leaves; and we
think we are fairly entitled to ask those who maintain

the Coniferous nature of the trees in question to

produce a few cones and a few leaves.

There is no difficulty in complying with such a

demand from the Tertiaiy coal beds, where the exister c 3

of Conifers was undoubted. The Miocene lignites

furnish plenty of cones, leaves, bark, and seeds; and if

iiiey roall.v existed in the carboniferous epoch, there :'s

11. 1 'na-iai why these relics should not be found in as

'.'iial aliiiiHlance as in the later coals and lignites.

III-. Liiiillry made an interesting experiment upon this

point wiien he smi Hutton were enga^nl npnu (licir

' Fossil Flora of Great Britain." He Imi Hi- i'l< a ili.it

one reason for the remains of Feni 1 l,,\i"[i"iis

existing in such immense preponderaii-i in llir lar-

boniferous formations might be that other trees existed

then an well as they, but that their leaves rotted more
rapidly, and in consequence were not preserved. He
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puta quautity of lc;nf^ .il' all kinils nndrr v\;it,T in ;i

targe iron tank, and ki'|it them ilurr lnr Ino yf.ar>, and
published in the "Po^sil I'lora " the results at

the end of that time—that is, the state in which
he found those which were not wholly rotted
away, and the result showed that Ferns and
Conifers stood in the front rank as to Intrj enrlnranoe

of maceration. We can ourselves bear similar i('^Miia>ii}'

as to the cones. Wishing to make a h In -krlrtrui i>f

a cone to show that the scales were l)ian(lics df wnody
fibre, and the bracts leaves (a thing easily enough
proved when the cones are green, but very difficult

when mature), we macerated some cones for a very
long time almost without making any impression upon
them. It is true that Dr. Lindley's expectation that

something might be inferred from the relative endurance
of the leaves to warrant the idea that a more extensive
flora existed than that of which the remains have been
left, was not borne out—because the preservation of

leaves must depend upon the conditions under which
they were entombed, and the Tertiary deposits in which
such abundance of leaves of dicotyledonous trees are

found, prove that (when they are present) the leaves of

that class of trees are at least as abundantly and
delicately preserved as any other kind, if not more so.

Dr. Hooker's observations, too, on the growth of the
large Ferns in New Zealand, and the manner in which
they monopolise the whole soil, choking plants of
larger growth on the one hand, and admitting no
undergrowth of smaller species on the other, have
shown that the prevalence of these species is not only
indicative of the paucity of other plants, but almost
inconsistent with their presence.

^

That the absence of fossU remains of cones or leaves
in the carboniferous formations is due to something
else than any incapacity on their i^nrt tn ho preserved,
is, however, sufficienlly iilain IVmn tlir facts above
noticed, and the only i-xijI lion orilim- absence that
we can imagine possible is siiiijily that they did not
exist.

in thi

There remains one, and only one, isolated chance for

them, and that rests on the interpretation of a fruit

called Trigonocarpus, which occurs in every part of the
coal formation, except the under-days and limestone

;

and in such abundance in some localities that it may
be collected by the bushel. It was formerly supposed
to be the fruit of a Palm, but according to Dr.
Hooker it ought rather to be referred to that section of
existing Conifers which bear fleshy solitary fruits and
not cones. Some specimens have been obtained from
the clay-ironstone of Lancashire displaying structure

;

and from it Dr. Hooker infers that they belong to
Taxoid Conifers or Yew tribe, the structure of the
fruit resembling very closely the fruit of the Chinese
Salisburia, and it having been found in close connec-
tion with a leaf not unlike that of the Salisburia, which
had, however, always previously been refeiTed to the
Ferns. That it was correctly so referred seems to us
very clear, but that is of course merely matter of indi-

vidual opinion. The fruit has no doubt a certain
resemblance to that of the Salisburia. As in it.

the kernel of the Trigonocarpus was enveloped
in a flask-shaped e.xterior integument, which seems
to have been cellular, and is assumed to have been
fleshy. The nut or testa of the kernel itself is

tripartite, about the size of a small lla/.l mil, with
three ridges, which are the lines nl nin I three
sections applied closely to each othir, rxerpt at the
apex, where there is a vacant space. We have not
space here to discuss Dr. Hooker's arguments in favour
of its Taxoid affinities ; but they do not convince us.

Tl rather seems to us that he takes in only one side of
the facts. The fleshy envelope, if it was a fleshy enve-
ope, and the mode of growth, if it grew in the way sup-
posed,do present coincidences with the Taxoid Conifers -J

but the nut itself is formed upon a diflerent plan, and
we do not see that we ai'e much advanced in the
coniferous direction. Those who look only at the
points in which it corresponds with the fruit of a Palm
believe it to be connected with that family ; those who
interpret the envelope as Hooker has done, believe it

to he coniferous.

It may be so ; and if so, it may be that true Conifers
did exist in the carboniferous epoch, hut certainly the
proof is of the weakest. Against the idea we have the
general structure of the pith of the stem, diflerent from
that of all Conifers ; the total absence, without reason
or apology, of any morsel of cone, leaf, or bark which
can be called coniferous ; and a seed vessel, one-half of
whose character is not coniferous. In favour of the
idea, all that we have is the other half of the character
of the seed vessel, and the apparently coniferous
character of the intimate structure of the wood. As
to the latter we must say that we think a great deal too
much weight has been attached to this.

We must remember that the structure of all

timbers is referable to one of four types, the
Cryptogamous or Fern type, the Moiiomiylnli.nous or
Palm type, the Gymnospermatous t>|i.- to which
Conifers belong, and the ordinary DirntU.il. mmis type.
To one or other of these every timber uiusl be referred.

We must also keep in mind that in the last of these
(the Dicotyledonous tj-pe) the structure of the timber
is so nearly the same in all the trees belonging to it

that they can hardly be distinguished. The diflerence
Ijctweeu the .structure of the wood of the most widely
opposed families is not greater than between that of
the modern Conifers and the fossil Pinites and
Araucarites of the coal formation ; and yet, because
they both fall under the general G,ymnospermatous
type, they must be reckoned to belong to the same
family. If geologists and botanists and theory-
spinners had but confined themselves to referring
the timber in (luestion to the Gymnospermatous
tjiie, we do not see any reason for refusing
a.ssent to such a proposition ; but it is a totally
diflerent thing to ask our assent to classil'y this un-
known quantity not only in a family but even in

i-'iius of iiiodeni tv)ie. and tl

!..i;v tl. the rontrarv (in other el;

.
lerious absence of all collateral evidence from

other remains (as cones or leaves), and in despite of

great diflerence in the organisation (the large pith)
and differences in the structure itself, at least as great
as those which in the Dicotyledons might have been
the sole distinction between the timber of the most
widely separated natural orders.

The conclusion which we have arrived at is that
there is ground to believe that in the carboniferous
epoch certain trees existed with timber bearing a
structure similar to that of Gymncspermatous trees

—

but that there is not a particle of evidence to prove
that true Conifers then existed, but every reason, so far

as negative evidence can go, to believe that they did
not. If we should go farther and wander into the
realms of fancy, we should say that the place of Conifers
was then held by something else, and that that some-
thing else may perhaps have been the Lepidodendron,
from which the Conifers may have subsequently been
developed.
There is only one exceptional fact requiring explana-

tion, the Pinites anthracinus, which has been described
and figiu-ed from a solitary and very imperfect fossil,

supposed to be a cone. It was found in the coal

measures of Newcastle, and has so far a resemblance
to a cone that Endlicher and linger have pa.ssed it as

such. We cannot agree with them. It .seems to us to

be nothing but a part of a branch with tumid leave.s,

applied to the branch as in the Lycopods. On examining
the figure critically and minutely we find that the
supposed scales are all of one size, not, as is usually the
case, smallest at the base and apex. There is no
crescendo in them in the middle, nor diminvendo at

the ends. Moreover it is not cone-shaped but straight

on the sides, and as broad at the top as at the middle,
and at the middle as at the bottom, both ends being
broken abruptly off. Moreover, the scales have no
apophysis, although their truncated ends are thickened
at the margin. If this thickening is supposed to be an
apophysis, then all we can say is that it is of a shape
which no other apophysis ever bore. All Lombard
Street to. a China Orange, whatever it is, it is not a
cone. A. M.

(To he Continued.)

Home Correspondence.
Valve of Forced Peaches.— Orchard houses have

now become so general that a word in favour of
erecting them is unnecessary. Any facts however
which tend to illustrate the value of their products
must prove acceptable to all interested in the cultiva-
tion of fruit trees. The rapid modes of transport which
have originated within the last quarter of a century
have brought within our reach the fruitful re.sonrce

a:.;lili. id 111:

ill I till

of the gardens of our forei^'

many cases vrithin a few hom-. o

gathered and packed; but iioiwii

advantages I am inclined to belir'

furnished by the houses and garde
has not deteriorated in value on ae

tition in question, as the foUowin,,
prove, although it is sometimes dillieull to

the grower who is his own consumer to the contrary.
In a lean-to house, 38 feet long and 16 feet wide, we
have here planted near the centre, within a fourth of
the distance from each end, one Koyal Geoi-L'e Peaeh
and one Nectarine. The two trees fill the hoii-r, tin

growth of the former exceeding that of thr latii i- li\

about one-fourth. The Peach tree has been planted
12 years ; it was moved from a wall against which it

had been planted some years previous. At the time of

its removal every precaution was taken to confine the
roots to the border prepared for them inside the house,
so that they might be entirely suhiected to the action
of warm air. The house is heated by three rows of

-1-inch pipe, one flow in front, and two returns in the
middle. The trees have been under my care since the
autumn of 1861, and as we annually sell the fruit, of

course a faithful account is kept of the sums obtained
for it, which in the case of the Peach tree have been as

follows :

—

Date.
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is in its favour, but a few liand-glasses would probably

be all that would be required in a colder county ; the

result is so beautiful that any trouble would be well

repaid. On a side wall is a Glycine sinensis just

breaking into full flower, and a bed of mixed Fansies

opposite completes the picture. In the kitchen garden

are the Melon pits, &c., which have been so often

described, and which are now in full work. In the

first compartment is a splendid crop of Cucumbers,
which gi-ow here all the year round. A fruit of

27 inches has been cut here on the 17th December. In

the next division is a full crop of pot Vines now ripe,

and well coloured as well as flavoured. Next is a crop

of Melons just making their last swelling, and looking

as healthy and strong as could be wished. The whole
seems to be very simple and easily managed, but I am
assured that the success is very much owing to the

system of ventilation, which is so contrived as to allow

free ingress of fresh air in small quantities night and
day. These pits were described in the Horticultural

Society's Transactions in the year 1852, and subse-

quently republished in your columns. My kind host,

Mr. Phillpotts, informs me they have not been altered

in any way since they were first constructed ; and as

they answer so perfectly, I advise others to copy them,
as I hope to do myself. I forgot to mention that the

efiect of the terrace is much enhanced by a number of

vases filled with the same flowers as are placed in the

beds ; a large one in the centre is filled with Alyssum
and Saponaria mixed, which is most eflective. Francis
Sopkinson.
The Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution.—As

you have so freely accorded space to former communi-
cations in favour of this excellent charity, I make bold

again to direct the attention of your readers to it. It

cannot fail to have struck persons whilst looking over

the formidable list of supporters or subscribers to the
Great International Horticultural Exhibition, that

Horticulture has many very powerful and liberal

supporters. Keeping this in view, it has been
decided to make a direct individual appeal to them
on behalf of this Institution. This can be done
at very little oitlay, and, I trust, with good
results. Our untiring Treasurer, Mr. Wrench, has
kindly undertaken the onerous duty, and ere this, the
appeal (see another column) mil doubtless have been
made. Let us then upon Tuesday next, whilst

gladdening strains announce triumphant Horticulture,
draw a twofold satisfaction from the fact, that we have
aided those who, though they may have given an
impetus to our calling in their day, can only derive a

melancholy satisfaction from our success. William
Earley, Di'jswell.

Meeting of Gardeners.—Will you kindly permit me,
through this medium, to inform the gardeners who
have vrritten to me from all parts of the United King-
dom, Ireland and Wales, upon this subject, that no
assistance can possibly be rendered by either the Inter-

national or Dinner Committees. It is still, however, in

the power of gardeners to hold such an assembly, and
they may decide upon the time and place of meeting,

and the order of proceeding, at the Exhibitors' Luncu
on Tuesday the 22d inst. If the decision of the
Exhibitors were announced to the Judges at their lunch
the same day, and both were to inform their friends, it

might be possible to hold a meeting either on
Wednesday night at 8 o'clock or Thursday afternoon

at 3, giving three clear hours before dinner. It may be
as well to state that the holding of such a gathering by
no means implies a combination or strike for wages.

It would be more likely to prevent than promote such
objects. Will some one on the spot inquire whether
St. James's Hall or any other room could be had for

|

this object? D. T. Fish. [We have grave doubts as to

the expediency of such a meeting ; but if the plan be
carried out, great caution and tact will be required to

avoid the dangers to which our correspondent alludes.]

forms an important article ol' daily food. Potatos,
indeed, are very extensively imported, and are sold at

a high price. It cannot be said that the Potato does
not grow well here, for during the last three years
1 have cultivated it with very considerable success, my
crops of it haying been in every instance both abundant
and good.

It cannot, however, be denied that there are certain
serious drawbacks that attend its culture. As a rule,

as soon as it reaches maturity it shows a tendency to
sprout. This I attribute to the intense heat of the
soil, and as a consequence, we find it necessary to
import our seed annually, for we cannot use our oivn.

By means of the use of fresh seed, however, my
experience, as I have just stated, has been very favour-
able, both in regard to the abundance and the
excellence of the crops. I have never, I am happy to
say, seen the slightest indication of disease, though I
have freq^uently planted diseased sets. For this I am
not certain that I can assign a satisfactory reason ; but
circumstances must, in some sense, be favourable to
the health of the Potato. The soil of course is excel-
lent. The atmosphere is always bright and clear, and
is seldom charged with electricity. A thunderstorm
here is a rare phenomenon.

This year I have planted Veitch's Prolific Kidney,
Mona's Pride, Dalmahoy, Early Handsworth, Rivers'
Royal, Ashleaved Kidney, Early Globe, and Wel-
lington. These were put in at different periods from
the middle of January to the middle of February, and
they are all, I am happy to say, promising well. It is

amazing how rapidly all vegetables grow in this

country ; if planted at the proper time they seem
almost to rush to perfection. On examination the
other day I found some of Handsworth's Early as large

as a pigeon's egg ; and the Early Kidneys were about
2 inches long.

I cannot boast of having any particular method of
cultivation. As soon as as the tops appear, I take
care to see that the earth is well forked up between
the rows, and that water is given as occasion requires.

Hitherto I believe I have been the most successful
cultivator of the Potato crop in this country. Not a
few Europeans, however, hearing of my success, have
made the attempt, with, I am glad to say, the most
promising results; and I shall not be surprised if, in
time, the Potato is very generally cultivated here, and
becomes a prolific and lucrative portion of Egyptian
produce.

I have tried the Indian Tam and the Chinese Yam
(Dioscorea Batatas) mth success. The latter grows to

an immense size. I lelieve I am the first who has
attempted to rear it in this country. This year I have
planted a large quantity of it, and it promises well. I
have adopted no peculiar method in rearing it. The
tops require to be propped up with sticks. The roots

keep well till required for planting. Tour English
climate, I should fancy, will be found too cold for

this Yam. Jaines TLardie.

Forget-me-Not, and tile Rev. Geo. Cheere reproduced his
Giant iMignonette .and Tropifiolum above alluded to. From
Messrs. Veitch e.aine ex.amples of the double-blossomed Doutzia
crenata ; Anthuriuui Scherzerianum, in excellent condition
and one or two Seedling Gloxinias. A large-flowered yellow
Calceolaria spotted with reddish brown came from Mr Scott
gr. to J. S. Gower, E-sq., M<.nlcn. Frum Mr. Bull caioc tba
variegated variety of S|',i:ii Ii ('],, -nnf

,
< -1]. 1 ( \ i ,:,, , w;^ca

albo-marginatJv : Pifr.i.; . ' l- n ;
.

i i,, i^
previous reports; C)rrlM.i , .

i I
. Mi !( ,

, {^^

E. Wright, Esq., shuwcti I, ...: -, l kmhiii,, i^, ...li
i miiiii.

A Pelargonium, named li^.^o ol l^uUvich. ...ii„l- ii.,iii Mr.
Keeler, gr. to J. Tod, Esq. A zonal rclarguuium, named Lady
Smart, was also exhibited by Mr. Beer, Park Lodge, Hammer-
smith. From Messrs. Osbom, Fulham, came a small but
well-grown collection of Cape Heaths, and a finely-flowered
plant of Acrophyllum venosum. The Society's Garden
furnished a beautifully flowered little tree of Rhododendron
Nvittallii ; striped Japanese Maize ; two plants of Sempei-vivum,
in the way of Yonn^, which Mr. 8a\mders had received from
Dr. BoUc, and which he presented to the Society ; and a
charming collection of tricolor and other variegated Pelar-
goniums, remarkable for the fine colour and size of their
leaves. These were stated to have been struck in December
last. Blooms of three fine varieties of Pansy came from Messrs.
Uownie, Laird it Laing.

.!/«)/ 15 (Fruit Ciini,niitce). — Fmit consisted of a collection of
Citrons from Mr. Scott, Knaith Hall ; and Messrs. A. Hender-
son ii Co. showed their Champion of the "World Cucumber, a
long-fruited white-spined Idnd.

Crystal Palace Hor
this exhibition was in i

Regent's Park on the ]

»

which has lUrcady bcLJi

unnecessary to redescril

subjects brought forwui

-Exhibition: 3faj/12.—As
i^ n reflex of that held in

'' ^day, a full account of
Inims (seep. 437), it is

: I A'hole of the diilerent

Foreign Correspondence.
Palace Gardens, Gazeeheh, Cairo, Egypt;

March 24, ISiiG.

—

Potatos.—It would appear from
recent Numbers of your Paper that considerable and
apparently an increasing interest is being taken at

home, in the introduction and culture of new species

of Potato. At this I rejoice. Indeed no horticul-

turist can be indifferent to any means which hold out
the prospect, however dimly, of the final e-xtinction of
the Potato disease, and the restoration to us in all its

original healthfulness of that most useful and whole-
some of all vegetables.

I have long been of opinion (and nothing has occurred
in all my experience to induce me to abandon it), thfit

if the disease were ever to be extinguished, it could
only be by falling back on and by cultivating Potatos
afresh from seed. Those, therefore, who devote their

energies to the development of new varieties seem to

me to be moving in the right direction. Whatever
may have been the original and immediate cause of
failure, and whatever may be the influences, atmo-
spheric or otherwise, which from time to time, and
with more or less severity, provoke its reappearance,
the disease itself, as well as the universality and
duration of it, clearlj; prove weakness and debility to

have been inherent in the Potato. Prom whatever
cause it may have become enfeebled, this is a con-
viction now, I believe, more or less general. The
tubers had become weak, and unable to throw oS
disease, which more or less still remains with us.

What IS req^uired is strength, a larger amount of vital

energy, which, however, can only be obtained by a
fresh return to the source from which strength springs

—viz. the seed. The success of certain well-known
efforts already made in this department, afl'ords sufii-

cient confirmation of the truth of my remarks.
Hitherto the Potato has not been cultivated to any

very great extent in Egypt, a wonderful fact, for to the
European population here, which is considerable, it

Ro^AL Horticultural: Man l- (Weekli/ S/iOtr).—Messrs.
Cutbush coutributed a collectiou of MisceUaneous plants, and
taatefully arranged baskets of flowers came from Messrs
Lucking and Mr. Young, of Highgate. Messrs. Cutbush also

received prizes for collections of Caladiiims, Azaleas, and
10 pots of finely-flowered Myosotis intermedia. Rev. Geo.
Cheere, of Papworth Hall, had a First-class Certificate for a
highly meritorious exhibition of Giant Mignonette in pots,

and another for a remarkably well-grown specimen of a
Ti'opfeoium named Papworth Scarlet. A collection of

Vegetables was exhibited by Mr. Young.
3/<iy 15 ( Flirt nightl)/ 3/fc(iH(/).—TheDuke of Buccleuch in the

chair. Aiter the election of 18 new FeUuws, the usual
announcement of awards and donations was made, and the
Rev. M. J. Berkeley offered a few remarks on the different

subjects exhibited. Psychotria macrocephala was stated to
be identical with Rudgea macrophylla of Bentham. A cut
specimen of a pretty brown-spotted white Rhododendron,
shown on this occasion, was said to be a cross between
R. arboreum and the hardy R. catawbiense. Associated with
this was also an example of another Rhododendron in the way
of Keysii or thibaudiense, but larger, and apparently some-
what brighter in colour than either of these two kinds. The
Rhododendron shown at last meeting by Mr. Luscombe
(see p. 414) wiis pronounced on this occasion to be a form of

; reproduced in
large numbers, and being for the most part well grown and
beautifully flowered, were much admired. Groups of mixed
collections of fine-foliaged and flowering plants were, however,
those which appeared to attract most attention, and well they
might ; for when such blooming plants as Cape Heaths,
Epacrises, Dracophyllums, Chorozemas, Tetrathecas, Brioste-
mons, Adenandras, Boronias, Everlastings, Diosm^s, Deutzias,
Vincas, Genetyllis, and others of that des_ription are skilfully
mixed with Palms, variegated Yuccas, Alocasias, Crotons,
Cyanophyllums, Sphserogynes, Theophrastas, Marantas, Pan-
danus, and Ferns, the effect produced is pleasing in the
extreme, and is in all respects much more satisfactory than
where the plants in question are kept in separate groups. In
one of the collections was a well-grown example of Lemon
Grass, the leaves of which when bruised emit a delightful
odour, not unlike that of the Aloysia citriodora, or what is

commonly called Lemon-scented Verbena.
A irard4. -16 : 1, Mr. Peed; 2, Mr. J. Wheeler; 3, Mr. G.

Wheeler; 4, Mr. Kemp. 10 (Nurserymen): 1, Mr. Rhodes;
2, Messrs. Lee; 3, Messrs. Glendinning; 4, Mr. Baxendine.
10 (Amateurs): 1, Mr. Peed; 2d, Mr. Kaile. 6: 1, Mr. C.
Smith. 12 Fine-foliaged and Flowering Plants: 1, Messrs,
Lee; 2, Mr. Young: 3, Mr. Carr; 4, Mr. Rhodes; extra,
Air. Barnard.

//ea(/j«.—Judging from the fine collections of these plants
produced last Saturday, these seem to be improving nut 'inly

in growth but also in public favour. Aristata and it^ different

varieties were well represented ; and of Cavendishiana,
depressa, aflinis, Spenperiana, propendens, Willmorei, and
Sindryaua there were some magnificent specimens, as well as
of nuitabilis, and the different varieties of ventricosa and
tricolor. Of all of these, as well as of others, Mr. Rhodes and
Mr. Peed showed excellent collections, which well deserved
the 1st prizes which were awarded them.
Awards.—10: 1, Mr. Rhodes. 8: 1, Mr, Peed; 2, Mr. J.

^Vheeler. 6: 1, Mr. Rhodes; 2, Mr. C. Smith; equal 3, Mr,
J. Wheeler and Mr. Kaile ; equal 4, Messrs. F. & A. Smith and-
Mr. G. Wheeler.

Azaleas.—In the Nurserymen's classes Mr. Turner again
produced splendid plants, consisting, with but one or two
exceptions, of the same varieties as were shown the other day
at Regent's Park, and in equally good condition. Mr. Penny
and Mr. Peed also exhibited some neat pyramidal plants of

,'untissima, Gloire de

I 1 Andreas, bright rose,
^1 irs, and Comtesse de

i_ harlcs Enke, rosy salmon.

if Hooker. Allusion was then made to the Giant
hil'ited at l;Lst meeting by Mr. Smith, a short account
Aill lu' f ]! ill .iiiiithcr column. Mr. Sherratt, gr.

1 blooms of Aerides Wameri,
Un >; M 1

1
1

1
I : 1 1 I I . 1

1
i

'
I I ' >rchids, to which attention was

dircrt. I, .1 ir II \ I. iii.iltiil to by Mr. Bateman in his
reta.iikr, ,tl.-itt AmliLi.iU.i |.^^.j (i. 269), was stated to be coming
into lluwcr at Ohatswurth, and the beauty of Browneagrandiceps,
a .specimen of which Mr. Berkeley had seen in flower in Fifeshire,

was spoken of in terms of the highest praise. A singular and
really handsome upright reguhir-fluwered Gloxinia, named
Lady Cremome, from Messrs. Veitch, next came under notice.

Its flowers (see p. 8G5, 1865) bore considerable resemblance
to those of a hose-in-hose Primrose ; but they differed from
these, inasmuch as in this case both hoses consisted of portions
of the corolla, while in the Primrose in question the hoses are

made up of the corolla and calyx. In colour it was white with
a purplish blue throat, whilst in the five petal-like appendages
that adhered to the outside of the peloria the purplish blue
colour was turned outside, a circumstance to which the flowers
are indebted for a considerable portion of their beauty. It

was awarded a First-class Certificate. Examples of two kinds
of Lilacs were shown from the Society's Garden— one
Dr. Lindley, the other Charles X., which was pronounced
tu be considerably the handsomer of the two. The varieties

of Rat-tailed I^dish, of which some account will be
found in another column, next came imder notice,

also a cut branch uf Il<-Uv. in which the stem
as in that form -t : : i it -, in the ,Vsh tree which is called

stag's-hom. Hi i i i n
i lation may also often be found

in shoots of A -^ 1 1
1

1

i: i nli by some accident of growth
several stems 'n >• Mr .i|i|i' .ir;ince of having been soldered
together and then pn-ssctl flat. The effect of Fungi on the
growth of the common garden Anemone was alluded to in
connection with this subject, and a few observations were
also made in reference to Hop mildew and the sublimed
sulphur cure for it, full accounts of which have been given in

preceding volumes.
Ma7/ 15 (Floral Commif tee).—MessrB. Cutbush furnished pot-

fuls of well-grown and beautifully-flowered blue and white

Flag of Truce, Iveryiin . I m]
Belgique, and Madame M I

Due de Nassau, Kinghi n i :

the last semi-double ; 1 m i

Huinault, shades of salmon ; ;

bordered with white.
AtearcU.—8 (Nurserymen): 1, Mr, Turner; 2, withheld;

3, Mr. Rhodes; 4. Messrs. Cutbush. 8 (Amateurs): 1, Mr.
Penny ; 2, Mr. Peed : 3, Mr. G. ^Vheeler. 6 (Nurserymen)

:

1, Mr. Turner ; 2, withheld ; equal 3, Messrs. Cutbush and
Messrs. F. & A. Smith. 6 (Amateurs): 1, Mr. Penny; 2. Mr,
J. Wheeler; 3, Mr. C. Smith; 4, Mr. Peed. 12: 1, Mr.
Turner; 2, withheld; equal 3, Messrs. F. & A. Smith and
Messrs. Cutbush.

Orchids.—These were better represented than at the exhi-
bition of the Royal Botanic Society, to which allusion has
already been made. Mr. Bullen, gr. to A. Turner, Esq.,

Leicester, had elegant specimens of Dendrobium nobile, tortile

roseum, albo-sanguineum, and ebumeum, Odontoglussum
najvium, O. cordatiun, Cattleya Aclandiae, C. Mossije,

Phalsenopsis amabilis and grandiflora, Cypripedium Lowii,

hirsutissimum, a pan of C. barbatum superbum with nearly

thiee dozen blooms, varieties of Lycaste Skinneri, Burlingtonia

fragrans, Oncidiums, and other plants, all well grown and
flowered. Mr. Wilson, gr. to W. Marshall, Esq., Enfield, had,
among others, Dendrobium tortile roseum, having rosy-lilac

petals and sepils, and a white lip; D. chrysotosura, several

Cypripediuma, and Phalsenopsis Lliddemanniaua, with four

beautiful blooms ; and the same Phalsenopsis, as well as P.

Schilleriana and Denbrobium Jenkinsi, a very dw rf species,

which is best grown on a block, came from Mr. Robson,

gr. to G. Cooper, Esq., Coburg Road. Mr. P.age, gr. to

W. Leaf, Esq., who would have taken a higher position had
his collection not contained too many species of one genus,

had some excellent plants, among which, and in other classes,

we noticed good examples of the Foxbrush Aerides, Cypripe-

diuras Hookeroj and villosum, Oncidium sarcodes, and Lalia

purpurata.
Awards.—20 (amateurs): 1, Mr. Bullen; 2, Mr. Wilson; 3,

Mr. Robson; 4, Mr. Page. 10 (Nurserymen): 1, Mr. Bull; 2,

Messrs. Lee; 3, Mr. Rhodes. 12 (Amateurs) : 1, Mr. Penny;
2, Mr. Peed ; 3, Mr. J. Wheeler. 6 ; 1, Mr. Penny ; 2, Mr.
Peed ; 3, Mr. Wiggins.

Roues.—Messrs. Lane reproduced their magnificent plants,

which when associated, as they were on this occasion, with
fine specimens from Messrs. Paul & Son, Mr. Turner, and Mr.
Wm. Paul, had a striking and excellent effect. Among speci-

mens in 13-inch pots, in addition to those shovm on the
previous Wednesday, were plants of Paul Ricaut, Niphetos,
Madame de St. Joseph, Juno, and General Jacqueminot ; and
in 8-inch pots, of Madame Bravy, Devoniensis, Madame Falcot,

Beauty of Waltham, and Alphouse Belin.

Awarfts. -10 in i;i-inch pots: 1, Messrs. Lane; 2, Messrs.

Paul & Son
; % Mr. Turner ; 4, Mr. W. Paul, 12 in 8-inch pots :
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equal 1, Mr. Turner and Messrs. Paul <!: Son. 6 : 1, witliheld
;

2, Mr. Wiggins.

Pelargoniums.—Of these there was an admirable bank,
which, under a few more days bright sunshine, would have
furnished even a greater profusion of flowers than it did. The
varieties diflEered but httle from those given in our columns
last week (see p. 438).

Award8.~r2 : 1, Mr. Turner; 2, Mr. Fraser. 10: 1, Mr.

Ward ; 2, withheld ; 3, Mr. Weir : 4, Mr. Wiggins. 6 Fancy
Kinds (Nurserymen): 1, Mr. Turner; 2, Mr. Fraaer, 6

(Amateurs); 1, Mr. Weir.

New Plants.- Of these, Mr. Bull was .\,s in .1 i ,: . xhi

bitor. First prizes were awarded to Iji: i
l

> hia

tripartita, a handsome Fern; Cycas Buum i
I

: > i^lio-

rium seehclLiniiii, ^ir Thief Palm, and Pitc;ni t)i.L ;.,i.m,.. i.tiuis,

prodiir!,,.: u,:- -< ulut flowers ; 2d prizca w..tl- yivcu lur the

pretty ' itt'd variety of Selagiuella Marten;

Bigii'".!

llort>.l

long i Li

side ; (JaL

described on former
11 n c.i. Costus zebriiius, with green foliage

Lui.d with white, and brown on the under
Ubatus, Polystichum angulare parvissimum.

Jilranthemum argyroneuron, Maranta splendida, Tenninalia
uobilia, the long leaflets of which have prominent purplish

midribs ; Zamia cycadifolia, Cycas plumosa, the white varie-

gated form of Podocarpus macrophyllus, Urospatha splendens
and grandis, singular looking sagittate-leaved plants; Pan-
danua omatus, Verschaffeltia splendida, and a pretty white-
striped Maize, which was aiso shown by Messrs. Caiter.

Mr. Bull also exhibited examples of Rat-tailed Radish,
of which the pods, though not full grown, were at least

16 inches long. Nothochljena cretacea, from Mr. Parker,
received a 1st prize ; and from the same came also a new variety
of Franciscea calyciua, and a small plant of Aucuba himalaica,
bearing berries. Seedling Pelargoniiun Sylvia, a fancy kind,
from Mr. Turner, was awarded a First-class Certificate ; and of
tricolor-leaved and charmingly varieg,»ted kinds a very beautiful
group came from Messrs. F. & A. Smith, of Dulwich.

Mucellaneoiis Plants.— Among these were collections of '

British Museum.

honey beo in South Africa, which, although their nests were
built in caverns where there was abundance of room, yet they
threw off swarms just as our English bees confined in hives do.

Plans had been adopted to prevent swarming (including a tiial

of Nutt'a system) which had entirely failed.—A paper by the
Rev. D. C. Timins, on collecting Lepidoptera at Hyferes during
the early spring months, was read ; also a series of descriptions
of new British Ichneumonida;, by Mr. Thomas Desvignes.
— Mr. W:dlace's prize essay on the Cultivation of the Ailantus
Silk Moth had been printed, and was ready for distribution
among the members.

Zoological of London; Mai/ 8.—Dr. Gray, F.R.9., inthe
Chair. A communication was read from Mr. F. Pascoe, giving
an account of a collection of Jjongicom Coleoptera formed by
Mr. J. Lamb in the island of Penang, and on the adjoining
main land. The total number of species in the collection was
stated to be 208, of which no less than 118 were considered to
be new to science.—Mr. J. Goidd brought before the notice of

the Society some interesting additions to the Avi-faima of

Australia, contained in a collection recently fonned at Cape
York by Mr. J. Jardine, late Commissioner of Crown Lands in
that district. Some of these birds were of species new to

science, others had not been previously known as existing in
Australia.—Mr. A. G. Butler read a Monograph of the Diurnal
Lepidoptera of the genus Eupliea, containing an account of 95
specita of this group of insects, amongst which were many not
previously described.

—

'iir. P. L. Sclater pointed out the
characters of a new species of Accipiter from New Granada,
proposed to be called Accipiter ventralis. The same gentlei

Tulips from Mr. Turner. Mr. James contributed Calceol;

Messrs. Downie Laird ilt Laing, Fancy and othi

Messrs. Glendlnning, cut blooms of Rhododendron Fortuni

.

and Messrs. Lane, a fine group of little Standard Rhodo-
dendrons. Several nice tncolor-leaved Pelargoniums were
shown by Messrs. Carter, who had also a beautiful collection of

pLant cases. Messrs. Barr & Sugden also furnished plant
cases. A Dieffenbachia from New Grenada, \vith dark green
loaves mottled with paler green, was shown by Messrs. Lee, of
Hammersmith ; Petunias in the way of Mrs. Ferguson were
.sent by Mr. Bull ; and Panaies, both in pots and as cut blooms,
by Mr. James.

Fruit.—Of this there was but a poor display. A Queen Pine,
weighing 4 lb. 5 oz., came from Mr. Cameron, gr. to the Duke
of Richmond, Goodwood ; an En^-ille came from Mr. Wallis,

gr. to J. Dixon, Esq., Astle Park ; a Prickly Cayenne,
61b., came from Mr. Page; and a Queen from Mr. Cawkell,
gr. to J. G. Riddell, Esq., Hcrmeston Grange, Worksop. Of
Black Grapes, well-coloured bunches of Black Hamburgh were
furnished by Mr. Osbom, Finchley; and the same kind

account of a new form of Passerine birds from Madagascar,
proposed to be called Eroessa tcnella.—The Chairman read a
notice of a new bat from Angola, proposed to be called Scoto-
philus Welwitschi ; also some notes on the skulls of the various
forms of Delphinidae represented in the collection of the

Dr. Gray likewise communicated some notes

. v.. .„..^ mammals recently received from Port Albany,
Paiisies

; > [fortii Australia, amongst which were several species new to
nee.— Mr. Alfred Newton exhibited, from the collection of

W. Borrer, a specimen of Sylvia aquatica of Latham,
ntly killed in England.

dFloiists' dFlohJcrs.
Foe the following notes, which we have arranged

under this head, we are indebted to the American
" Gardeners' Monthly."
Bedding FtrcHsiAS.—The newer and more delicate

varieties do not thrive in the hot sun, but succeed
admirably in arbours in plunged pots. The older and
tougher kinds, and a few of the new ones bear the
hottest sun, and bloom wonderfully. None surpass
Meteor, whose rich golden and crimson hues are born of

from Mr. Smith, Twickenham, Mr. Clement, of East Bamet, tropical heat. The more SUn the better. A bed of
also showed in this cbiss. Black Frontignan, well coloured, Coccinea and Meteor cannot fail to delight the most
was shown by Mr. .Ulport, gr. to H. Akroyd. Esq., Dodduigton ,.„fi„p^ tnst«
Park. Good baskets of Bhick Hamburgh camo from Mr.

,
!£?„„„ „ t>„ mu • » 4 ui

Osbom and Mr. AUport. Hood bunches of Muscat of .Uexandria, '
HeEBACEOUS PHLOXES.— These are nicontestably

tolerably ripe, were shown by Mr. Turner. Mr. Embory. gr. the flowers for the million : they need but little Care or
to J.Drew,EsLi.,Homsey,exhibitedbunchesof BucklandSweet- toil, are of most exquisite shades of colour, showy,
water. Prizes were awarded to Mr. Tegg, gr. to the Duke of delicate, profuse flowering, hardy, easily propagated,
Newcastle. Clumber, for Royal George Peaches and for mite subject to no insect, and Very few varieties to any
MarsoiUes I'lgs

;
also to Mr. Hepper, gr. to C. Cannon, Esq.,

; _:i,i,pr,. . tVipv ore in short ahsolntplv invaln-ihlfi A
Hampstcad, and Mr. Read, gr. to J. Hunt, Esq., Sydenham, for ,

aumeni
,
tney are, in suort, aDsoiuieiy invaiuaDie. A

strawberries. A fine cluster of Bananas, partiaUy ripe, was exbi- few hints on their culture may, therefore, be service-

bited by Mr. Carr, gr. to P. L. Hinds, Esq., Byfleet, and a 3d able. The SOU in which they grow should not be too
prize was awarded to Mr. Hepper, for a very good dish of light or sandy, for the colours under such oircum-
Pulmer's Black-speckled Kidney Bean. Scirlet Nonpareil

! stances are less distinct and bright. Plant in heavy
Apples in good preserviition were shown by Mr Alien Morton ^ch loam, mulch with manure in the fall, and work

Mr R'oach
" Hamsons Bellunce Cucumbers by L^;^ ^^^^^ j^ ^^^^^ ^^ .j^jg^ manuring makes

'

The grounds of Rockhilla, the residence of the lato Sir the colours run, yet Phloxes Will bear a very
1

modated with surplus boxes, _ ...
Joseph Paxton, were thrown open to the visitors on this generous supply. If the weather is very dry, keep the 1

1st of May, but as yet we have not opened admittance
privilege of which numbers availed themselves. I soil mulched all summer. To keep Up a supply of to a single super. It is, however, with us quite time to

1 bloom, move the old plants to a new bed in the spring, I attend to this, so far as the strength of the bees of
April 2.—Sir _John Lubbock, Bart., and they will bloom at the usual time, while from the several of our hives is concerned.^ All that is wanting

.1 ,.i..._j ..

j.^^jg j^j.j. jij jjjg ^jj jjgjj ^^][ JQsure stalks that will

bloom admirably later in the season, and down to the
severest frosts of November.

Tbopical Beds. — A feature of magnificent
interest in any garden is a tropical bed. Plant the
better varieties of Eicinus, especially sanguineus, the

There is also a chapter devoted to the " Diseases of
Bees," particularly describing the terrible scourge, when
it once takes a Arm footing in an apiary, known as
Foul Bbood. The devastation which this disease
has within the last few years wTought in some apiaries

scattered throughout the kingdom, together with the
reports of its exceeding virulence on the Continent
and in America, have greatly alarmed British bee-
keepers ; therefore we are glad to see an able chapter
on this subject, trea.ting of the nature and character of
"foul brood ;" and if it should make its appearance, of
the means to be adopted for efl'ecting a cure, and
thoroughly eradicating it from the apiary. A very
useful addition to the description of hives contained in
the previous volume, is that of "the Stewarton or
Ayrshire hive," with instructions for its successful
management. This we hail with pleasure, as we have
never met with any clear written directions for the
manipulation of this favourite and remunerative hive
of Scotch bee-keepers. The description by Mr. Fox of
this hive and its management, wliich appeared in our
columns last week, will be found not to vary in any
important details from the one given by Mr. Neigh-
bour in the book before us.

Another feature in the present edition remains to be
noticed. Although the subject matter has been greatly

the size has been reduced, rendering it a
much more convenient volume for the library shelf or
drawing-room table. In conclusion, we can recom-
mend the second edition of " The Apiary " as a useful
and instructive handbook.

also made some remarks on certain mammals and birds living 1 , j 'j .1 u V i j 1 • -^

in the gardens of the Soci«« d'AccUmatation of Paris.-A !

extended, the size has been reduced, rendering \t a

communication was read from Dr. G. Hartlaub, giving ;

SuPEBiNG Hives.—This being my first essay (says
" A. B.," South Wales) with Stewarton hives, I am a
good deal puzzled to know whether it is time to put on
a super on a strong swarm, which last autumn weighed
upwards of 50 lb. Taylor say.s, " if the windows become
sensibly warm, attended with clustering at the mouth,
increased building room should at once be given." The
lower back window of my hive is sensibly warm, and
there is a crowd of bees about the mouth ; but the bees
appear to be nearly all on the move, and the top window
i«iuite cool. The hive, through the windows, appears
to be pretty full of bees in both boxes, and is beginning
to smell strongly on warm days. There is also consider-

able humming every evening, notwithstanding the cold
weather and frosty nights.

It may be necessary to tell you that, except in such an
unusual spring as the last, the first week in June is the
earliest time that bees swarm with us in this district.

[The majority of hives have as yet not reguired the
addition of any extra accommodation. "He usually

judge of the proper time for this important accompani-
ment of successful bee management by such indications

as those you quote from Taylor. We are in the habit
of delaying the opening of communications with supers
until the bees exhibit unmistakable signs of requiring
the room,'.but rather than err in deferring this too long,

we should prefer giving that room before it was abso-
lutely necessary. Should the weather set in warmer
and finer about this present time, you may safely admit
your bees to the super. If you find that they do not
take to it .at all in the course of 48 hours, you may push
in the slides for a few days, until they become further
advanced. Usually, all our strong hives are acoom-

glasses, on or before the

President, the Chair. Mr. W. W. Saunders exhibited
3 of eggs of some unknown insect (possibly one of

the Hemerobiida;), fixed in a row by slender peduncles
to the stem of a tree, but remarkable for the contrary
direction in which the foot-stalks were alternately fixed. Also
a Lamellicorn ? Larva which had a fungoid excrescence
(Sphajria ?) growing out from each side of the neck, like a ram's

» T;„tiM./:?lV''^?ww1;?^'^f„bFit°l°,ftl'fH^' "^.f
*

I
tallest and rich''est'crnnas, arabundance"oTGiadioL„,

to a small branch. With their legs SO tightly entancrled tocrether t i i- j- i* -tr a K^^ ^ ii_

I to render it apparently impossible for them to extricate
i

£9^.^"* cardinalis, Yuccas,^&C. ^Alloff room for the

Uiemselves.—Mr. Rogers sent specimens of the Ichneumon,
Pimpla oculatoria, which he had reared from the egg-bag of a
spider; it had previously been reared from bramble sticks.—
Mr. J. J. Weir exhibited some larvse of the common meal
beetle (Tenebrio), which had bored into the corks of port wine
bottles, which had allowed the wine to escape ; this had
probably occurred from bran instead of sawdust having been
employed in the packing of the bottles.—Mr. Saunders
mentioned other instances of the attacks of insects on the
corks of wine bottles and on cork stored in warehouses.—Mr.
P. Smith exhibited a specimen of Bcmbex olivacea, stated to
have been captured near Gloucester. It had ah'eady been
figured by Donovan, but without any locality being recorded,
and it had consequently been considered as a doubtful British
species.

May 7.—W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., V.P., in the Chair.
Mr. Mcljachlan exhibited a cluster of galls, probably of
.\ylax Glcchomse, found on Groimd Ivy at Lewisham. —A
tine variety of Cabera cxanthemaria was exhibited, reared by
the Rev. W. Horton.— Mr. Newman exhibited some larvje of

UepiiUus lupulinus, found among the rhizomes of Tussihxgo
furfara, which had been destroyed by the internal growth of a
fungus (Sphjeria ?), which in some instances had thrown out a
column tenuinated by a knob, from the neck of the larvae. —
Mr. Stainton exhibited some dipterous larvje from x\lloa,

which had devoured the main stems of young Wheat plants.

The Chairman, however, stated that this was not an unusual
circumstance, and that plants so attacked threw out a number
of side shoots.—Mr. Stainton also exhibited drawings of a
number of lai-vae of small Lepidoptera wliich he had collected
during the month of March at Mentone and Cannes. Amongst
them was a species of Prays, as destructive to the Olive as
P. curtisellus is to the young shoots of the Ash. Also of the
larva of a small Gelechia ? found feeding on the bark of the
Spindle tree beneath masses of excrement of the larvae of

ilyponomenta Evonymella.— Mr. lanson exhibited a new
British species of Throscus, taken near Rochester. — The Chair-
man exhibited some interesting nests of a spider, and an
Oiketicus from Australia, and Mr. E. L. Layard gave some
iujcoimt of the manner in which the curious sacks in which the
larvfe of the latter insects are inclosed are formed and enlarged
from time to time.—Mr. Haward exhibited various insects from
Natal.— Mr. E. L. Layard called attention to the fearful ravages
of a species of white ant on woodwork of every kind employed
in the island of St. Helena, which, unless the ravages of the

cts could be prevented, must inevitably end

Ricinus to expand in ; but if the Lobelia runs its mag-
nificent scarlet stem through the foliage of the former,

all the better. The Gladiolus can also be crowded, the
closer the better. A few Euphorbias and Coleiis like-

wise work in well.

Bedding Pelaegoniums.—The best Pelargonium
for this purpose I have ever obtained is Attraction (not

the Attraction of the catalogues), obtained of Mr.
Howard, of Utica. It bears magnificent trusses, and
is admirable as regards foliage. I have counted 136
buds and blossoms in one truss.

decolonisation of the island. He also
;

ST^e ^pt'arj).
Bees, Bee-hives, and Bee-cultube. By Alfred

Neighbour. Kent & Co., Paternoster Row.—About
a year ago we had occasion to ^vrite a critique on
the first edition of this work. The favourable opinion
which was then expressed as to the character of its

contents, and of its usefulness to apiarians generally,
but chiefly to young or intending bee-keepers, has, we
are happy to say, been amply borne out by the fact

that a second edition has been called for so soon. The
author adds a short preface, in which he states, " It is

a source of much gratification to find that we are
called upon to prepare another edition of this work in
less than twelve months from its first publication. No
greater proof could have been afibrded of the rapid
advance which the pursuit of bee-keeping is now
making in this country. In the hope of rendering the
present volume more useful and instructive than its

predecessor, and also in acknowledgment of the kind
approbation mth which our earlier efforts have been
received, we have made several additions, and trust
that the same may be acceptable to our readers."
The additions alluded to comprise a chapter on

" The Anatomy and Physiology of the Bee," which
will be of great value to the amateur who mav desire to
combine scientific knowledge with successful practical

accotmt of the I management.

more genial weather, attended with warmer nights,

such as we have been favoured with at this season for

the last two or three years.]

Notices of JSoofeg.
A Plain and Easy Account of the Land and Fresh-
water MoUusks of Chreat Britain. By Ralph Tate.
London : Hardwicke. Small 8vo.

It would be much to the advantage of cultivators of
both fruit and flowers if more extended knowledge
prevailed regarding our British snails and slugs ; and
we welcome this little book most heartily, as being well
calculated both to advance and to encourage the still

further advance of our acquaintance with these curious
creatures, most of which are vegetable feeders- This
work has the great charm of being all that it professes

to be, and something more- It informs us that the
natural history of our British snails and slugs is very
imperfectly known, and it proceeds to tell us more
of their natural history than is contained in any other
book. It commences with an explanation of the
position which these creatures hold in the animal
kingdom, and states that they belong to three classes

—

Conchifera, Gasteropoda, and Puhnonifera. To the
use ofthesewords in this manner,in a work professing to

instruct the general reader and young student, we take

strong objection, since they are liable to confuse rather

than to make clear the three classes, for the animals

contained in the third class are quite as much
Gasteropods (or belly-walkers) as those of the

second. Far simpler would it have been to

have divided them all into two classes—Bivalves

(Conchifera) and Univalves (Gasteropoda), sub-
dividing the latter into Branchifera, or giU-breathing

Gasteropods, and Pulmonifera, or lung-breathing Gaste-

ropods. The manner in which the three classes are

exemplified and described is very clear and intelligible,

and the object and value of classification is nicely

explained. Contrasted with other books on this subject,

the extent to which the form and structure of the

animal are given calls for especial commendation, as

much for the pleasing way in which the information is

conveyed, as for the variety of its details.

Here we may refer to the prominence which Sir.

T,ate gives to the number of the teeth upon the tongue

of the univalve moUusks, as a means for the detenniii;i-

tion of species as well as genera, and fully do we concur
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with him in regarding the dental apparatus <if t;ri':i(

importance as a character for classification. He liu.-;

copied .some excellent engravings from the works nl' tlir

Swedish naturalist, Lovdn ; and he might have enhanced
the value of his book had he availed himself of the
labours of some English naturalists, of whose researches

in this particular field of investigation he would
seem to be unavvare. Here we must take another
objection, and this time it will be a mathematical
and not a zoological objection. Having explained
that the ribbou-like tongue is covered with a number
of parallel transverse rows of teeth, the author describes

the centre tooth of the transverse row as beinfj more
or less unlike those which are on either side of it, and
proceeds to say that " the number and arrangement of

the teeth are capable of easy representation by a
numerical formula." Variety is pleasing, and we
confess to the anticipation of some amusement out of

a combination of mathematics and moUusca. But our
hair stood nearly on end at the sight of the formula,

'^^ = 7500. This formula is intended to intimate

that in Vitrina there are S7 teeth upon each side of

the central tooth, and that there are 100 transverse
rows;—in a second edition of the book (which
we confidently expect will soon be called for), we
shall hope to see this information in the more intel-

ligible form of (37 + 1+ 37) ;100=7500; and thus be
saved the trouble of imagining by what process a snail

can make -jjj =7500

!

The next point calling for remark as a novelty is

the introduction of some good engravings of the homy
upper jaw which is possessed by most univalves, and
has not hitherto had so much attention paid to it as its

imj)ortance merits.

Let not the reader, however, imagine from these
remarks, that the little book is a dry collection of
anatomical investigations. On thecontrary hewill find in

it a most interesting account of all that is known of every
one of our terrestrial and fluviatile mollusks ; he will

be able to form some idea of the age of many species
of shells, by calculating (if he can) the probable length
of time which it has taken to form certain deposits in
which fossil specimens of the same shell as tnat now
living may be found : he will learn where to look for

the shells, both living and fossil, how to collect them,
and how to preserve both animal and shell ; he will

find a full account of their food, habits, and mode of
life ; of the plants which they injure, and of the best
means for destroying them ; and last, not least, of their
odd fashion of making love. " During the spring
and summer the snails are furnished with spicula,
crystalline darts, which they eject at each other ; the
tender passion is further excited by long-continued
caresses with their horns, and they have been observed
engaged in this love-makini; for the space of 10 hours.
The love-missiles are contained in a special pouch, and
are peculiar to the genus Helix ; their shape, dimensions,
and number, vary in the several species. In H. aspersa
they are half an inch long, hollow, and square at the
base. If there be but one use for these weapons, it

would seem that the snail occasionally misses his mark

:

for Mr. Hyndman, of Belfast, once found a spiculum of
Helix nemoralis stuck through a Dandelion leaf."

We are curious to know upon what authority
Mr. Tate asserts that these love-spicules " are
peculiar to the genus Helix." Our own obser-
vation of their existence is certainly limited to H.
pomatia, aspersa, and arbustorum; but we should
not on that account be disposed to assert that either
the Limaces or the Pupae had no such pointed way of
showing their aflection. Assuming that the receipt of
one of these love missiles would prove a somewhat
ticklish matter, it is perhaps just as well that all do
not reach the mark aimed at ; we remember, while
collecting Clausilia biplicata near the "Red House,"
on the hanks of the Thames (before Battersea Park
was born or thought of) having an opportunity of
watching a pair of H. arbustorum making targets of
each other for nearly an hour, and we can certify to
their both being wretchedly bad shots : possibly firing
over each other's head without hitting each other was
their notion of good shooting.
Amongst other matters of interest in this book, will

be found accounts of the pearl-producing mussels, of
the mites which infest certain mollusks, and of which
one laughs at boiling water—of a Fungus which grows
in the eggs of a slug, before the eggs are deposited—of
the threads of slime by means of which some descend
from the branches of trees and climb up again, like
spiders—and of the behaviour of several kinds of both
univalves and bivalves in the confinement of an
aquarium. The lithographs of all the species are
admirably drawn, but the colouring, particularly that
of the slugs, is not what it should be. The deter-
mination of each species is materially aided by
good analytical tables. Frequent allusion is made to the
occurrence of the same or nearly allied species, both
in France and the United States ; it is surprising
therefore that there is no reference to the island of
Madeira, where, as shown by Lowe and Wolla-ston
many of our British species occur, both alive and
fossil. We miss, too, any allusion to the Bulinius
Goodallii, which has been long known in certain Pine
stoves at Bristol, and which we have seen in too great
abundance in Mr. G. F. Wilson's Cucumber pits at
Wandsworth (see p. 26C), but these are minor points
which do not materially interfere with the general
value of the book.

Garden Memoranda.
London Nueseeies.—Tlir folloniii._' brief notes

respecting afew of the largest (.1 tin si- situated close to
the metropolis may be of use tu stninmrs who may visit
the_ forthcoming Great International lixhibition :—

Veitch's, King's Eoad, Chelsea. — 'ihh

readily ruurliod by omnibus from the Bank or
iirini; Cross, and is so will krjil and altogether so

iipleto in all it.s details, that almost any amount of

time spent on its inspection would bo well repaid. On
each side of the entrance, itself a neat architectural
building, is a wing for Palms, filled with good specimens
of that noble tribe of plants, and in front is a corridor,

100 feet in length, ornamented with huge specimen
Azaleas and other flowering plants, backed up by
Camellias trained against the walls. In connection
with this corridor is a museum, in which is a rich store

of horticultural productions, to which interesting
additions from the South Sea Islands have lately been
made by Mr. J. G. Veitch. Contiguous to this is also

a small warm show-house, in which some of the finer

kinds of Orchids are kept for the examination of those
who may be disinclined to seek for them in the long
ranges of other houses devoted to their culti-

vation. A conservatory fidl of magnificent Tree
Ferns forms a striking termination to this

tastefully arranged floral promenade, in front of which
is a little square American garden surrounded by glass

houses, two of which are devoted to new and interesting
plants. Among the latter, in a warm compartment, we
noticed Seaforthia elegans and other Palms, and in a
cool side Araucaria Bulei, variegated New Zealand
Flax, and plants of that description. The Hardy
Fernery, which is one of the most charming of its

class, forms as it were a central hall, by which the Fern
and Orchid houses, some 10 or 12 in number, are

reached. Here is a double-roofed Orchid house, with
the working of which Messrs. Veitch are highly
satisfied. It requires a little more ventilation than
ordinary houses, a point which should not be lost sight

of in their construction. In one of the houses devoted
to fine-foliaged plants is a wonderfully robust example
of Anthurium cordifolium, magnificent Alocasias,

Marantas, Dracisenas, and DiefTenbachias ; and in other
compartments are Pitcher plants, intermixed with
Caladiums, and other things of that sort which not
only set off the Nepenthes to increased advantage
in a decorative point of view, but also yield them
shade under which they delight to make growth.
Other houses, too numerous to mention, occupy
positions on each side of a long central walk,
the sides of which are lined with Japanese plants,

handsome little bushes of Box, and near the entrance
from the Fulham Eoad «-ith fine specimens of

Standard Bays growing in tubs, in imitation of
Orange ti ees. In one of the larger houses in this part
of the nursery is an aquarium, with which are asso-

ciated large specimens of plants remarkable for the
beauty of their leaves. Aaafeas," mountains of bloom,"
are kept under glass here, and among more ordinary
houses not the least interesting is one filled with
variegated-leaved Pelargoniums, relieved at certain
intervals apart by neat little standards of the scented-
leaved Lady Plymouth. Two tastefully laid out little

flower-gardens, one on either side of the main walk,
have also lately been formed here ; these are intended
to be trial grounds for new bedding plants. On the
opposite side of the King's Road Messrs. Veitch have
also a large hardy plant nursery laid out ornamentally,
and at Coombe Wood, near Kingston, are 35 acres
filled with Japanese plants. Conifers, Hollies, &c.,

altogether forming oneofthe most interestingcoUections
in the kingdom.
Mr. Bull's, King's Road, Chelsea. — This nursery

is situated close to that just noticed. At its entrance is

a large conservatory filled with a miscellaneous collec-

tion of plants, among which may be found Orange trees,

Camellias, Tree Ferns, variegated Aloe-leaved Yuccas,
Dracaena australis, several handsome Sweet Bays, and
a couple of standard common Myrtles of wonderful
beauty. Other houses contain Azaleas, Petunias,
double-blossomed Mimulus, Zonal Pelargoniums and
new plants ; among the latter, one of the most liand-
sorne is Eranthemum argyroneurum, the leaves of
which are covered with a rich network of silvery veins.

The diflerent varieties of Urospatha have also foliage

of singular form and considerable beauty ; and amongst
Aucubas may be found examples of all the best kinds.
A Phaius, with leaves striped with creamy white,
may prove an attractive plant among Orchids. We
also noticed a Siphocampylus, w'ith comparatively
large showy orange-scarlet blossoms, and a plant of
what is said to be a blue Allamanda. Other varieties
of new plants in this establishment we have often
noticed in our reports of exhibitions. Of Ferns,
both hardy and tender, and of stove plants there
are also good collections, as well as a considerable
group of officinal plants, among which Cinchona
nobilis is worthy of cultivation for the beauty of its

leaves alone.

Messrs. Osborn's, Fulham. — This establishment
may also be readily reached by omnibus from Loudon.
It is celebrated for its stock of fruit trees of all kinds,
on the rearing, pruning, and training of which great
pains are bestowed. It also contains a large collection
of hardy ornamental trees and shrubs, Alpine and
other plants. The Belgian Azaleas, of which there are
large specimens are now coming into fine bloom.
Indoors the stock consists chiefly of useful hard-wooded
greenhouse and stove plants.

Messrs. Lee's, Hammersmith. — This may now
be reached both by railway and omnibus. Large
additions in the way of new buildings have lately been
made to this nursery, which is one of the oldest about
London. In its extensive ranges of glass houses may
be found Orange trees in tubs. Tree Ferns, Camellias,
and enormous quantities of Heaths, Epacrises, and
other hard-wooded greenhouse shrubs. Offine-foliaged
plants there is also no scarcity, and there is, moreover,
a choice collection of Orchids. Vines for fruiting in
pots are raised in this nursery in great numbers,
as are also Figs of many kinds. Large houses
are devoted to their culture, and the same may
be said of other fruit trees in pots, for the accommoda-

tion of which a house 180 feet in length is set apart.
To fruit trees out of doors a large area is also devoted,
and at outlying nurseries at Feltham, Ealing, ana
Isleworth, are excellent assortments of all the better
kinds of Conifers and hardy Evergreens.
Mr. Salter's, Hammersmith.—Close to the establish-

ment just noticed is that of Mr. Salter, whose
great forte is Chrysanthemums. He is also rich in
Pyrethrums, Nosegay and other Pelargoniums ; while
of Lardy variegated and other out-door plants his

nursery also contains an interesting collection.

Messrs. Hugh Low Sf Co.'s, Clapton.—This nursery
is reached both by railway and omnibus from the
neighbourhood of the Bank. The Tree Ferns which it

contains form a feature of striking interest, being not
only numerous but beautiful, both in size of trunk and
shape of top. Of Orchids, too, Messrs. Low annually
import very large quantities, and at present 10 houses
are filled with them. The handsome genus Odonto-
glossum alone may be here counted by thousands of
specimens. One long house with a north aspect is

already filled with the different species of that
genus, and another, 165 feet in length, for the
reception of other plants of it, is nearly com-
pleted. These houses will be managed on the cool

system. The rare and beautiful Epidendrum
erubescens may also be found here. Pit after pit is

filled with Cape Heaths and similar plants, and when
we state that of Erica hiemalis alone as many as

between 15,000 and 20,000 have been sold in much less

than 12 months, we think little further need be said in
favour of that well-known but still most useful variety.

Among Azaleas, old Double Purple, Dr. Livingstone,
and rubens were conspicuous. Long ranges of cold pits

are filled with young Deodar plants, which are raised in

them from seeds, and are afterwards lifted and potted.

To young Camellias no fewer than five houses are
devoted, and of Japanese plants there are large collec-

tions. In the soft-wooded department everything
is kept in excellent order and in good condition.

Of New Holland plants the stock is most extensive,

and the culture of hardy Ferns a,nd_ Vines is not
altogether overlooked. In short this is a remarkable
establishment, as far as stock in a comparatively
young state is concerned.
Mr. Fraser's, Leyton.—fius nursery, which is

within a short distance of that of Mr. Low, has long
been celebrated for its finely-grown specimens of New
Holland and other plants of that kind, but these wore
mostly sold off by auction the other day to make room
for soft-wooded plants, a description of stock the
growth of which Mr. Eraser is now more inclined to

encourage. Of Pelargoniums, both variegated and
others, we noticed some fine specimens, and there is

also a house set apart for Fuchsias. The show house is

at present exceedingly gay with Azaleas, Roses, Heaths,
Pelargoniums, Cytisus Atleeana, Acacia grandis,

Eriostemons, the rosy-tinted variety of Pimelea
spectabilis, Deutzias, and Arctotis grandiflora, the last

with large orange blossoms, which when fully open are

very showy. We also noticed in another house rome
of the better varieties of Yellow Rhododendrons,
such as Primulinum elegans, Macranthum flavum,
Aureum, Gloria florum, Cavendishii, Victoria Regina,
and others. Camellias are also largely gro^vn here.

Roses and fruit trees are likewise extensively cultivated,

both in pots and out of doors, and there are, moreover,
good collections of herbaceous and Alpine plants.

The latter are kept in pots plunged in Cocoa-nut
fibre refuse on beds of coal ashes. Rhodanthe
Manglesii in C-inch pots when in flower meets
with a ready sale. Conspicuous among Azaleas
were Flag of Truce and Leviathan, both double
white kinds ; Grand Due Michel, in the way of King-
hornii ; Stella, brilliant orange scarlet, flushed in the
upper petals with violet purple ; Etendard de Flandres,

a good striped white kind ; and Hortense Vervaene,
in the way of Criterion, but more highly coloured.

Vines in pots are also grown here to a considerable

extent..

Mr. Williams', Victoria Nursery, Holloway.—
This nursery, to which omnibuses ply from all

quarters, has been entirely remodelled since it ha
come into the possession of Mr. AVilliams, who has
ornamented it with one of the handsomest con-

servatories, or rather show houses, in the country.

This erection, which is span-roofed is 100 feet in length,

and 40 feet in width, with a noble frontage over the

entrance next the road. On the gi'ound floor of it,

which is thrown into quarteis by means of pathways
crossing each other at right angles, are large

fine-foliaged plants. Camellias, Orange trees,

and Ferns. A neat terra-cotta fountain occupies

the centre, and outside the pathway round the sides

are slate shelves, which on one side of the house
contain plants in blossom, and on the other a veiy

extensive collection of Yuccas and other hard-leaved

plants of that description. Other houses contain a
profusion of stove and greenhouse plants. Orchids,

Ferns, zonal Pelargoniums, and Vines, prominent among
which stands the Royal Vineyard, a variety of whicE
we have spoken in favourable terms in former reports.

Though Mr. Williams has not yet left the Paradise

Nursery, yet the greater portion of his valuable and
extensive stock, not only of Orchids and Ferns but
also of fine-foliaged plants, has now been transferred

to the Victoria Nursery, where the principal business

is now carried on.

Messrs. F. O. Henderson tSr Son's, Wellington Hood,
St. John's Wood.—This well-known establishment is

not only celebrated for its extensive collection of

miscellaneous bulbous plants, including perhaps the

largest assortments of Early Tulips and Cyclaniens in

the country, but also for its extensive selections of

New Holland and hothouse plants. In Zonal and
Variegated Pelargoniums its collections are very rich,

several houses being wholly devoted to them. In what is

termed the winter garden, /. e. a large house in which the
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plants are tastefully grouped on the floor, instead of on
stages, we noticed fine masses of Camellias, .associated
witn other decorative plants requiring similar tempera-
ture, such as Conifers, Azaleas, Yuccas, and other fiue-

foliaged plants. In other departments we foiuid
collections of the beautiful new Japanese plants,
includin" the handsome scarlet berry-hearing Aucubas.
This establishmept is also celebrated for its selections
of plants for ordinary decoration. The coUec-
tion of Alpine and herbaceous plants is also veyy
extensive.

Messrs. A. JSendersQn ^Sc Co.'s, Pine-apple Place,
Mdgeiiiare Soad.—This nursery, like that just noticed,
is readily reached by omnibus from most parts of
London. Its show house is always gay with flowering
plants, and it contains several New Holland houses,
one of which is constantly fiUed with well-grown
speinmen plants. Fine-foliaged and stove plants are
also cultivated here to a large extent, and in a small
house are ^towu a few select Orchids. Of Cape Heaths
we also noticed some fine specimens. In an outlying
nursery belonging to this firm at Kilburn are extensive
plantations of friiit and ornamental trees.

In addition to the establishments just mentioned
there are others of great interest, such as those of
Messrs. Barnes, Camberwell ; Cutbush, Highgate

;

Smith, Dulwicb ; and others, to say nothing of those
at a greater distance from town, but which are equally
worth visiting.

Miscellauepus.
T7ie Trees of Australia.—'Layers of trees do not

appear to expand into planters of tfees, at least on
this side of the globe; the cry appears more to bo,
cut them down, clear them away ; we want corn,
we want Grass. My good friends, there is what is

called the balance of nature to be preserved. There
is an all-wise law which governs terrestrial things,
though some people cannot be brought to comprehend
any such matter; 'tis a stern fact, nevertheless.
However, our task is not to try to convince anyone
"against his will," but to have a short talk about
"our " trees. The Gums have been sadly abused on all

sides. What nasty wood, only fit for the tire; the
carpenter turns up his nose at it, it puts all his tools on
edge; 'lis like iron; the "new chum" nearly breaks
his heart in hammering at it, before he gets into the
" way " of it. On the other hand, the wood of the
Eucalypti is more durable than Oak when used for
ship-building purjioses, for which many of the species
are admirably adapted ; the worm does not attack the
timber. Then what capital fences and bridges these
trees make ; difficult to work into household luruiture,
but table.s and other things made of this wood would
hist—we dare not say how long, but intended to say for
ever. The rapidity with which these trees grow, par-
ticularly the Blue Gum, and the fine shelter they
make, are great points in their favour. Though
tije Australians have not taken much to planting
Gum trees, they are doing a good deal in this
line, in some countries. In the Cape Colony, in
Indi^, and in Algeria, the Australian Eucalypti have
been planted to a considerable extent, and are lound to
grow more rapidly than any other species of trees.
I'or us these trees (though so common) are of much
Value, not only on account of their quickness of growth,
but for their suitabiUty for all variations of climate .and
soil. The Irou-bai'k, Ked Giun, Stringy-bark, and
Mahogany, are almost indispensable in colonial works
of various kinds. The common Wattle fui-nishes a
considerable source of income to many. The exporta-
tion of Wattle bark is at length using up the supply of
trees; we shall have to look to this. Jklany useless
tracts of country might be made to produce large
annual incomes to the State or to individuals if put
under Wattles, to be disbarked when of a suitable size..
The Wattle grows very fast ; in three or four years they
are fit fordisbarking. This tree does not increase.much
in size annually after it has attained the age of 10 or
12 years. In estabhshing plantations of Wattles or
Gums, the young plants may be transplanted from the
nursery beds into theh- permanent quarters. The
number of trees requhred per acre, at 5 feet each way,
is 1210 ; at S feet, 681. A plantation may be made by
ploughmg and harrowing the land, and then sowing
the seeds of R'attles or Giuns broadcast, afterwards
passing a roUer over the ground, as the .seeds are found
to germinate better by this mode than if harrowed.
The proper time to sow seeds of native trees is in April
or May, or earUer if the wet season occurs previous to
these months ; cattle and sheep should be kept ofl' the
land till the trees are 6 feet in height. There are many
other useful and highly ornamental native trees, for
which space would be wanting to do full j ustice to their
merits. We may instance the evergreen Beech (Fagus
C'unuiughami), a native of Tasmania; the Bunya-
buuya (Ai-ancaria Bidivilli), and the Huon Pine
(Bacrydium FrankUni). How much good land is
laying utterly waste, being completely overrun with
thistles. It would be better to have it down in Wattles,
il lit for nothing else ; Wattles grow exceedingly fast in
rich free soils. For planting in the interior (;is north
ot the Murray), the native trees are our chief depend-
ence

; a simple harrowing of the surface soil in the
moist season, and the scattering the seeds of these trees
over the land, would insiu-e a fine plantation, if kept
from being browsed by stock. The European deciduous
trees may do very well in the cool and mountainous
districts, hut are of no use in the interior. The im-
mense plains entirely destitute of trees are the main, if
not the only cause, of these interminable droughts, for
it IS a well-known fact that well-wooded countries are
also abundantly watered; a leafy surface contmually
gives off moisture, hence rain and dews. In conclu-
Bion, we may be allowed to parody the French Bishop's
advice to the poor curate. Keep bees, keep bees " by
Baying, "Plant trees, plant tiees:'—Aiiilralasia)t.

Calendar of Operations,
{For the ensuing iveelc.)

It is a good time just now to apply liquid manure
to all growing crops. Guano is most useful mixed with
water. Over a couple of pounds of it pour as much
water as will fill a watering-pot ; stir it up, leave it for

a few hours to settle, and then use it in a clear state.

It answers all purposes for all crops that require
manure. The time of applying it is when plants are in

active growth, and the best way is to give it in small
quantities at a time and often ; under such treatment
it is surprising what progress young crops make in
a compar.itively short space of time. Goulding's and
Standen's manures have also each their supporters;
both might, therefore, perhaps be tried with advantage.

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLANT HOUSES.
Although spring-flowering plants and shrubs have

been late this year, shrubberies now everywhere begin
to have a dressy appearance. See therefore that walks,
borders, and lawns are rendered equally attractive by
means of good keeping. Indoors shading and watering
will require particular attention.
AuKieuLAS.—Those out of flower and out of doors

will not need much water, but still take care that there
is a proper supply; gather seed as it ripens, and
preserve it carefully.

Calceolarias.—Shade from bright sunshine, and
keep clear of insects. Herbaceous sorts ought now to
be in full flower.

Camellias.—After the blooming season is crver some
shift these into fresh pots ; if that is necessary good
turfy loam and peat, in the proportion of two-thirds of
the former to one of the latter, wiU form a safe
compost. Take care that the pots are well drained

;

use no manure in the soil ; but rather depend on it in
a liquid form for what extra assistance in that way the
plants may require. Give them a little extra heat
while they are making their wood by closing up the
house in which they are early, and do not forget to
frequently give them a good syringing.
Caknations and Picoiees.—Tie up the flower-

stems as they advance ; remove dead foliage, and top-
dress beds or pots which may require it, using a
mixture of good loam and well-decomposed manure.
Chevsahthemujis.—Where any scarcity of these

useful plants exists, it may be remedied thus : select

about this time the tops of the strongest shoots for

cuttiniir.. iiuttiiig four or five roimd the edge of a
3-inrli

I
ml, it ml placing them in a gentle warmth ; when

rooliM, I'nt ^iii:.;ly in the same sized pot, and keep them
in a duM I'raiui; lor a few days, until they have become
established ; the tops may then be pinched out, leaving
five or six joints to remain for lateral ihoote ; after a
few days' hardening off they should be removed to an
open situation, allowing the plants a sufficient distance
from each other to ]ireveut their dramug, care being
observed that they do not suffer from want of water.
About the third week in July shift for blooming into
7-inch pots, using a small handful of coarsely broken
bones at the bottom.
Fuchsias.—Specimen plants reserved under glass

for the purpose of open-air decoration may now, or
very soon, be planted out. Those required in pots
will well repay any attention bestowed on thom now.
Supply water liberally, occasionally using liquid

manure.
Hollyhocks.—Support such as need it ; encourage

liberal growth by the usual means, such as stirring the
soil and applying weak liquid manure, especially to

those for competition.
Pelargoniums. — These will now be finely in

flower. Shade is essential to brilliancy of colour and
preservation of bloom ; keep the house clear of bees.

Attend carefully to watering, and maintain as far as

possible a moist atmosphere round the plants, by
damping the floors, stages, &c., occasionally.

FORCING GARDEN.
Cherries.—Spare lights placed now ovw trees of

May Duke against walls would forward the crop very
much without farther trouble than drawing the lights

a little apart during sunshine, and pushing them close,

and closing the ends with canvas during the night.

They must, however, be securely fastened during
stormy weather.
Pigs.—In favourable weather let these have plenty

of air during the day, and abundance of water, and,
except where fruit is ripening, use the syringe freely.

Melons.—This season has not been unfavourable
for early Melons, and with many these will be .swelling

satisfactorily. A second set of plants may therefore be
got ready for succession.
Peaches.—Forced trees in pots that are ripening

fruit should have careful attention. Do not let them
suffer from want of water.
Pines.—Now is a good time to go through the

whole stock of succession Pines, beginning with the
largest. Let them be taken out of the pits, turn
them out and examine their roots in order to see if

a shift is required. After the larger plants have
received attention, follow with those of smaller size,

putting them into larger or smaller pots according to
the amount of vigour they possess.

Vines.—Houses in which Grapes are ripening should
be kept at 90' or even higher, with sun heat, but if

allowed to fall down to 70 ' at night, so much the better.

Take care to keep red spider in check.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN".

With respect to wall fruits, if green-fly or caterpillars

are troublesome apply the usual remedies in time to

prevent any serious injury. Continue to summer
prune as previously directed, but do not remove top
much of the young wood at once ; take care, however,
to stop all over strong growths, and to cut off entirely
all ill placed shoots.

Cauliflowers.-If beds of these are becoming over

crowded, pull out a few of the larger plants, otherwise
the whole will be injured.
Onions.—A bed or border may now be prepared to

receive thinnings; and a bed of the Silver-skinned
may yet be sown in light poor soil to come in for

pickling.

Peas and Beans.—As soon as these show flower,

pinch off their tops and stir the ground well betweeii
the rows.
POTATOS.—Fork up the soil between the rows, whicji

will not only be of benefit to the Potatos, but will help
to keep do\vn weeds.
EooT Crops.—If young plants of tl^ese are attacked

by snails or slugs, ^ive the gjrountl about them a good
dose of soot and lime, or sprinkle as formerly directed
with sifted coal ashes. The best time for doing this is

either at dusk in the evening, or early in the morning.
Steawbeebies.—Mulch with some sort of rough

Utter.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NE.IR LONDON,
For the Week ending May 16. 1866. asobserved at the Horticultural Gardens.
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BrtBhtoii and Sussex Seed WareliouBe.

EDWAKD CARDENTEK'S MIXTURES
of PERMANENT GRASS and CLOVER SEEPS. — Best

quality, 3fe. per ftcro [iJ bnsliels light seeds, and 12 lb. CloTera and

small seeds per acre).—See testimonials iq Catalogue,

Edward CiBFCMEas RENOVATING MIXTURIS for ImproYing

Old P-xitures.

PRICED CATALOGUES of KITCHEN GARDEN, ELOWER
and FARM SEEDS now ready.

Edward Cakfesxeb, Seed Merchant and Grower, 90, St. James'a

Street, Brighton.

H
To the Trade.

MANGEL WnRZEL AND TURNIP SEED.
AND F. SHARPE can still suppl}' the Trade with

their selected stocks of—
jKIRVINO'S KINO of the SWEDES TURNIP.
SHARPE'S IMPROVED PDRPLE-TOP SWEDE TCRNip,—-

-

- VED GREEN-TOP SWEDE T ~

TED YELLOW TANKARD T
illANGE GLOBE MANGEL.

UIl'l;i'\i. I. VKl.l.dW GLOBE M.\NGEL.
IMI'KiiVH.li Lo.Mi YELLOW M.tNGEL.
ELViixiiA.M Long ued mangel.

Grown in la65 from transplanted bulbs. Prices tery moderate.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

THOMAS KENNEDY and CO. beg to call tlir

attention of Agriculturists to their extra improyed TURNU'
SBED.S. comprising KKNNEDY-S IMPROVED SWEDK, DRtni
MOND'S IMPROVED SWEDE, IMPROVED GREEN-Tol'
YELLOW BULLOCK, arid other varieties, which for sii^e, shape,
and quality are un.^urp.^ysoil,

A PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE will be forwardcl
free on applioation. Free delivery as foiinerly.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Dumfries.

The Forwardest Turnip known Is

QUTTON'S SHOKT-TOP

SIX WEEKa

Pi'ico U. per lb.

Cheaper by the Bushel.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Beading,

Cheaper by Ike

Per Ib.-

SUTTON'S YELLOW GLOBE,
Pi-ice 13, per lb,

& Sosa. Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

Good YELLOW GLOBE. ,

„ OR-\NGE GLOBE ..0 9

„ RED GLOBE ..00
„ LONG RED .. ..0
,. LONG YELLOW ..0 9

SUTTOKS
Selected Mangel Seed

from Selected Roots.

Olteaper by lite cwt.

Per lb.—s. c

SUTTON'S Selected YEL.
LOW GLOBE 1

liH. do- ORANGE GLOBE
I 1 ^ I II . 11 H O B B S'
M, \ ,,,K GLOBE

-I , \ I liiN's RED GLOBE
:

I I :\ s ELVETHAM
L">': ilED

SU I'TUS'S SelectedLONG

Sutton's Grass Seeds for all Soils.

QUTTON AND SONSO have still on band some of each ol

the leading kinds of

PERMANENT NATURAL GRASSES
and CLOVERS,

mixed expressly to suit the soils

for which they are intended.

Price 2Cs. to 365. per aero.

Canlage free.

it Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed

Establishment, Reading,

Price 10(^, per pound.

plenty of Grey fetone
Tumipa thnugh the
months of August and
September, pulped with
Trifollum or ' Clover-

Also,

LINCOLNSHIRE RED PARAGON, dcL per lb.

POMERANIAN WHITE GLOBE, llrf, per lb,

HARDY GREEN ROUND, 9/J. oer lb,

SUTTON'S SHORT-TOP SIX WEEKS, U. par lb,

.^nd other choice sort§, cheaper by the bushel, carriage frOQ,

SoTToK ii Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

s UTTON'S PRIZE KOHL BABI
^oul^ no^ bo So>m, drilled as Swedes, 3 to 4 lb. per Acre.

LARGE

GREEN,

pprlb.

Api-il

Clieapw in Uriio yuantities.
PRICED LIST of other FARM KKEDS gratia and poat ftee.

SuTTOK ft Som, Royal Berkihire Seed EstabllsluueDt, RoadiDz.

\DDLERY, &c., will bo held
CHAM, on TUESDAY.WEDNESDAY,

nd lllLii >lf w iiiiv i(j ill. and 12, lyhon Frizes to tho aaio\int
ofi56uwtllly .

.
' •

Prtiideal The Right Hon. Lord Wkslock.
I ( e Ptu,ukiit The Ma^oh of BiByiwoUAU.

Pri70 Lists and C crtifit-ites rf Kutry arc now veady.
Tlo OillerKs will h rts ncd for the exhibition of Carriagi ,

riiin « NtdilUrj Hor&L CI thing. Stable Fittings.Jkc. Partioutava
I tht ttiii) ( r 111, 111 i\ be i t:iin-d from the Secretarj".

riic I^MI IJ-scLUSl- cnlJiURSDAY, Junc21.
JouN B. LvTii\n,, Secretary.

Offices, Stephenson Chambers New Stveot, Hirniinghaoi.

ESSEX AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION, 1866.—
POULTRY, GAME, FLOWER, ard FRtJlT SHOWS will bo

hold at EPPING in the County o( Es*ex. on TUEStJAV.July II, ISiiO.

in conjunction with the Annual Exhibition of the Essex AkticuI-
tunil Association. Tho Prize ListB, which are upon a most liberal
scale, may be bad on application to the Secretary on forwardiny a
stamped envelope with address.

ENTRIES for the POULTRY SHOW will positively CLOSE on
JUNE 25 next. Early applications are particularly requested.
Epping, May 10. By Order, John W. Windus, Socrotarv.

ROYAL AGRICULTUIiAL SOCIETY of KNtiLAND.
-The GENERAL MEETING of Ucmbei-a will behirldat thi

Society's House. 12, Hahover Square, on TUESDAY, May i'i

at Twelve o'Cloak. By order of the Council,
London, May 13, I$CO. H. Hall Dark, Secretary.

ri^HE GARDENJERS' CHRONICLE of SATURDAY
J- May 26, will contain a full RKPORT of the MEETINGS of the
INTERNATIONAL and BOTANICAL CONGRESS ; also of
the HORTICULTURAL E.^UJ1T10N and BANl^UET. Order of
any News Agent. A single copy seyt on receipt of Six Staoipa,

Oftice for Advertisements 41, WoUUii.'ton Street, Strand, W.C,

8Clve ^SiicttUutal (^K}tm<
SATURDAY, MAY 19, 1860.

MEETINGS EOR THE EN8UIN0 WEEK.
. the Agricultural liall,

-^
^'l

IsUoston,

Mov tif Agricultural Society Of England (General'»*j ^, Meeting) ; Noon
03! Chamber of Acriculture (General Meottug

' "
I at Salisbury Hotel) .. .. Ngon

The resolution of the Council of the Eoyal
Ajjricultiu'al Society to continue fov another
yuar their espenditui-e on the programme of thoir
Education Oonimittoo was opposed by an
unusually largo minority. And it can hardly
be doubted that the next dotcrmiuation of the
governing bodj' on this subject will be more in
accordance with the objects of tho Society and
tho will of the gi'ueral body of its members. Ijot

us state once more the grounds on which tho
minority have hitherto protested against the
course which tho Council and their Committee
have hitherto adopted.
We believe that there never has been, in the

whole course of the discussion, any difference of

opinion whatever as to what is desirable for ^
thorough education, in order to good and suc-
cessful agricultui'e. Everybody has agreed that

good schooling during boyhood is necessary in
order to good manhood, to whatever occupation

that manhood may be devoted. There has been
perfect agreement upon the all-importance of a
good and sufficiently prolonged schooling for the
boy, whether as a man ho is to adopt a profession

or to become a ti-adesman or a farmer. Mr.
AoLANi) may be said to have led the discussion

on the one side and Mr. Holland on tjie other.

We beUevo there has been no difference what-
ever between these gentlemen on the importance
of the primary education which the tenant

farmer as much as any other man of business

needs in order to be respectable, influential, and
successful in the station which he occupies. We
have no doubt that 'Mi: Holland, equally

with Mr. AcLAJTD, feels that the consideration

accorded to agriculturists as a body, the

position they occupy in public opinion, the

influence they exert, must ever be in exact pro-

portion to the intelligence, the self-reliance,

and the power which their education has given
them. And, stiUmoi-e, both of these authorities

no doubt believe that the social position, the

personal influence, and even the professional

success of the individual farmer depend very
much upon those qualities of head and heart for

which he is indebted, not to his professional but
to his general and preliminary education during
boyhood and youth.

It is not therefore in any degree whatever upon
the relative importance in a complete agricul-

tural education of this preUmin.ai'y schooling on
the one side, and of the .subsequent professional

studies and apprenticeship on the other, that any
difference has arisen. The discussion has been
confined to what it was fit and proper for the

Agricultural Society to do. One party believed

that the Agricultural Society should confine itself

to helping forward m/ricuHural etlucation ; the

other party believed that itmight do what it could to

help forward the preliminary education of farmers'

sons. This latter was Mr. Acland's opinion and
advice. It is founded, we presume, on his belief,

first, that this preliminary and general education
dui'ing boyhood and youth is the only foundation
on which a good agi'icultui'al or any other good
position dm'ing manhood is possible; and
secondly, that this preliminary schoobng for the
sons of fanners has hitherto been defective. It

is also in some measure, no doubt, influenced by
the impression that this preliminary and general
education is the only part of the whole educational

process which is capable of effective stimulant or

guidance by any system of prizes or examination.
Ml'. Acland believes that more will be done
towards the improvement of agricultural educa-
tion by a well-directed schooung than in any
other way ; and he also believes that this, and
only this, is capable of being tested and stimu-
lated by examinations and by prizes. The Society

has accordingly been induced to vote a certain a\uxi

of money to be awarded as prizes to those sons of

farmers or of members entering for this particular

competition who shall have best acquitted
themselves at the various local school exami
nations by the delegates of the Universities ;

and at the recent meeting of the Council it was,

resolved that this vote be continued fbr another
year. It must be noted, however, that the

Charter which specifies " the promotion of the

education of those who are dependent on the,

cultivation of the land for their support " Ijas in

some measure to be exjjlaincd away, in order to

j ustify the adoption of this particular coui'se ;

tor the words which it uses can hardly be con-
sidei-ed to justify an outlay towards the general

education of boys, whether they are to be ulti-

mately dependent on the oultivatiqn of the land
for their support or not.

Mr. Holl.vkd'.s advice to the Society was, wa
believe, founded upon qmto as enlarged a view
of the whole subject as that of Mr. Acland, and
it was certainlj' influenced more than hia by the

obvious meaning of these words in the Charter.

He, equally with Mr. Aclajtd, and we may add
o(|ually with all reasonable men, believes in the

absolute necessity of a good general education ;

and as much as any man he urges the great
importance of raising the standard of attainment
as high as possible before young men set them-
selves to tho especial studies and tho especial

apprenticeship by which agricultural efficiency

obtained. But he beUeves, first, that the
general standard of intelligence and of education
amongst tenant-farmers has been rapidly rising

during the past two generations, and that there
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is now a greater and more general anxiety on
their part for the good education of their sona
than there ever hitherto has been. Ho believes,

secondly, that in the now modes of cultivation

which have of late years been adopted, and in the
new applications of scientific knowledge to farm
practice which the last 20 years have witnessed,

there is within the strictly professional part of an
agricultural education an immense territory, as

it were, of useful knowledge open to the sons of

farmers, which their fathers did not know, to the

mastery of which they ought to be guided and
incited. And he believes, lastly, that guidance
and incitement can be offered to young men
towards their attainment of proficiency in these,

the practical and professional parts of an agri-

culhiral education, by prizes and examinations,
just as everybody admits that spur and rein can
by prizes and examinations be brought to bear
upon their attainment of proficiency in the

branches of a general and preliminary education.

It is mainly, no doubt, on these three grounds
that Mr. HoLLArro argues that the Society ought
to keep within the instructions of their Charter,

and couflne themselves to the strictly professional

part of an agricultural education.

There is less need than ever there was to urge
upon the attention of agriculturists the import-
ance of a good general education for those who
are to succeed them—there is more need than
ever there was to ui'ge upon them the great
value of special and professional instruction

—

and it is just as possible to promote by prizes and
examinations the special studies and the industry
necessaiy to professional attainment as it is to

promote by prizes and examinations the attain-

ment of a high standard of general education.

These are the three propositions which we
believe with Mr. Holland are perfectly defen-
sible, and out of which we think the Society
ought, in accordance with its Charter, to have
seen its way towards instituting annual exami-
nations and prizes for agricultm'al students, so

that professional attainment might have been
encouraged and rewarded. And we repeat the
assertion of these considerations now just pre-
viously to the annual general meeting of the
Society, in order that they may exert whatever
influence properly belongs to them upon the
decision of the general meeting on this subject.

It is worth while for the members of the Society to

consider that a nearly blank year, so far as the
agricultural operations of the Society are con-
cerned, is certain to tell disastrously on both its

reputation and its finances. There is in 1866 to

be no annual exhibition ; and this has hitherto

been virtually the sole agricultural operation of

the Society during the year.

The blank will not be filled up by any display
of activity, however great, in helping the
Universities to promote the general education of
boys in local schools. Activity in that direction
wiU indeed tend rather to increase the agi-icul-

tural prejudice which will arise out of mere
inaction. The Society, it will be said, is not
merely doing nothing but it is going astray.

—

" We joined it," members will saj-, " for the sake
of its agricultm-al uses. Any help to local
education that wo can contribute is better given
through other channels which are more properly
connected with that subject. K it undertakes
the promotion of general education, and neglects
its proper com-so and field of operations, there is

no length of divergence from that field and
com-se which it may not reach. Why, for
instance, should it not foUow the example of the
Western Society in devoting funds to the exhibi-
tion of works of art f The refining of the taste,

just as well as the improvement of the general
education, in country distiicts, may thus be
undertaken bj- it. There are doubtless most
important purposes of this and other kinds which
it might fulfil ; and it is possible that a subscrip-
tion fist may be maintained which shall provide
whatever funds its new career may need. But
its membership will gradually change, if it does
not dwindle. It will ultimately cease to be a
body of agriculturists, and it wiU no longer be
an agiicultural society."

adopt those vigorous measures for the purpose
which ho recommended, and which will now be
applied.

The townland of Dreunan, where the disease

has manifested itself on three contiguous faiTns,

is about five miles from Lisburn. According to

the correspondent of the Times, it at first

appeared in so mild a form that during five

weeks its presence was not suspected, though
17 head of cattle were affected, of which eight

died and the rest have been slaughtered and
buried 6 feet deep, the places where they have
died being disinfected with chloride of lime. A
cordon of about three and a half miles radius has
been drawn round the infected district. Poles
with yellow flags have been erected, and con-
stabularj' have been stationed there night and day
to prevent any dangerous communication. The
Belfast News Letter states that during the winter
cattle had died in the adjoining neighbourhood,
one gentleman having lost as many as 15 head.

At length alarm began to be excited, and some,
though not all, of the sj^mptoms of rinderpest

were detected. The parties then communicated
with Mr. MoNON, Lord Downshlre's agent, who
telegraphed to the Government in Dublin, and
Mr. Jenks, a veterinary surgeon, was at once
sent down. Mr. Jenks reported doubtfully,

owing to the absence of some symptoms of the
plague. But Professor Ferguson, Inspector-
General for Ireland, returned with bJTn on
Sunday night, and reported so positively as to the

presence of the pest that the cattle affected were
at once slaughtered, and the preventive measures
just mentioned adopted luider his direction. The
owners of nine cows, killed on Monday, will be
compensated out of a rate levied by the Govern-
ment through the Board of Guardians, and all

the cattle in the insulated district—117 head

—

have been valued. The owner of the estate in

which the plague appeared is Mr. Hunter, a

gentleman who resides in England. Great alarm
has been excited by the report of this much
dreaded visitation, but the prompt and vigorous
measures adopted for stamping out the plague
have restored confidence, and there is now a
feeling that the danger is over, so far as that
district is concerned. So much of the agricul-

tural property of the country now consists of

cattle, that the prevalence of rinderpest would
cause general bankruptcy.

Its first occurrence at an inland station is for

the present an unexplained mystery ; but the
disease is being treated as if it were the result of

an imported poison, and this is no doubt the

proper view to take of it, notwithstanding our
inability to trace its introduction.

The valuable paper on the meat supply of

the country read by Mr. Robert Smith last week
before the Central Farmers' Club will be found
reported at length in another page.

It has been announced during the past week
that the Rinderpest has broken out in the North
of Ireland. The promptest measures have,
however, been taken, by the slaughter of both
affected and infected animals, to restrict it

within the limits of its first appearance ; and we
may hope to witness that early extinction of the
evil which Professor Gamqee last summer pro-
mised for ourselves had it then been possible to

KNOWLEDGE, SKILL, AND TACT.
WiiAT is it that a younj; man needs besides land of

another and money of bis own in order to make a
living by fanning ? He needs agricultural Knowledge,
Skill, and Tact.
As to the need of tact and " business "ability : we

have now to bear the brunt of a competition for land
with amateurs and enthusiasts, which has raised its

value to rent greatly beyond what is its natural price
for agricultural purposes. We have to contend with
an extraordinary development of industry in other
trades and manufactures, which has raised the price of
labour far beyond what it used to be. We have to
meet the world-wide competition of other food pro-
ducers in the English market, thus beating down the
value of much of our field produce far below those
market standards which we used to try by artificial

means to maintain. There are extraordinary altera-
tions in the relative "prices of our various articles of
produce which must gradually lead to altered arrange-
ments ; there is business to be done, not only in the
local markets, but with manure and food manufacturers
iu distant towns, and even with importers of English
stock in different parts of the world. Is it not plain
that there is unusual need and unusual opportunity in
farming now-a-days for the exercise of shrewdness,
tact, and enterprise ?

Then as to the need of technical and practical skill

;

it seems to me that masters need it more than ever on
the farm, and I am told of young men now taking
farms, that they generally possess it less than they used
to do. Our labourers work less than formerly in the
groove that used to satisfy them. Of course I am not
lamenting this, but only stating what I believe will be
generally admitted to be the fact. The sous seek
better-paid employment, and there is not so much of
the old-fashioned almost inherited skill handed down
from father to son on which masters could depend for
the execution of their orders. The relationship between
master and servant is not (at least in many districts
it is not) so strong and lasting as it was ; and all this

makes the need of special skill on the part of the master
greater than it used to be. He must be able not only

to give orders, but to direct their execution, on the
score of a diminished skill in agricultural labour ; and
still more I contend does he need this skill now than
he used to do, on the ground of the greater intensity, as
I may call it now-a-days, of farming.

It is because agriculture has to do with living things
that there is such especial need in it of careful, skilful

superintendence. Auimal life needs it more than
vegetable life, and either of them need it more than is

required in dealing with the dead stuff of a merely
material manufacture ; but the jirogress of agriculture
has been shown in the diminution of bare fallows, in
the adoption of altered rotations, in the immense
purchases now made of imported manures and
imported foods ; and all this has gone to
increase the quantity of living things upon a farm.
We grow more plants upon our acres than we used to
do, and we feed more animals. And on this ground,
as well as because of the altered relation of master
and servant on our farms, there is now especial
need of practical skill on the part of the young farmer.
But what is the fact ? I do not know anything about
it here, but elsewhere I am told that land is generally
being taken by young men with much less of this
practical skill than used to be thought necessary.
And it appears to be the general opinion that the

present generation of young men amon^ the tenantry,
to whom, on the score of general intelligence, there is

generally conceded a higher social position than their
lathers had, possess no such superiority as regards that
professional ability or skill which now more than ever
appears to be required.

Lastly, there is the professional intelligence on ^hich
this skill ought to be founded. What an immense
field is open to us here, compared with what there used
to be ! Formerly a man's professional career as farmer
was hmited to the area represented weekly at the local

market town. The practice which long experience
had established in the district was the sum and sub-
stance of all the discussions in which he could take
part. If a theorist intruded, it was generally with some
lop-sided or imperfect truth which distorted his own
judgment and was soon laughed to scorn by that of his

practical hearers. If a strong-minded practical man,
such as the late John Smith, of IBowldon, formed one
of the comparatively small circle, his extension of the
field of thought and of dLscussion was confined to the
urgent recommendation of mere points of farm prac-
tice—the expedient of stifle-burning, for example ; or
the substitution of a six-field for a five-field rotation of
crops. How is it now ?

John Smith had an occasional agricultural cor-
respondence, which remains to us, with a friend in
Scotland, and he used on rare occasions, with much
labour and expense, to travel beyond the county, and
thereafter bring plenty of fresh material for hearty
conversation with his friends at home. How is it

with us? We have the penny post that gives us
correspondents everJ^vhere, the railway system which
promptly takes us anywhere, and the penny daily
paper that brings everywhere, as you may say, to us.

It is no longer the mere farm, or parish, or market
town which limits our agricultural intelligence and
insight ; we have the farm practice of the whole king-
dom continually before us, and periodically the
National Society steps from one county to another,
and brings the fanners of the whole kingdom into
actual converse with ourselves. Nor is this all. It is

not nearly all. We have now the advantage which
the enthusiastic labours of men of science for at least

a quarter of a century have given us, of a full know-
ledge being accessible of the natural properties and
relations to one another of the substances with which
the farmer deals. Here we come into the region
which those practical men who have succeeded without
this knowledge call " theory." It is no theory at all.

It is as truly real and absolute and substantial truth
as anything that can be dealt with by the horse and
cart or butcher's scales. The relations to one another
of the several kinds of material atoms of which the
world is built are the subject of immutable laws
which govern, whether we know it or not, the results

which we gather in the harvest field and market place,
as much as they do the multitude of examples where
(carefully secluded from disturbing circumstances) they
have been studied in the laboratory.

A large and comprehensive knowledge of these
laws, and of their relations to the experience of
the farmer, was not possible to those who took their

farms 20 and 30 years ago. It is possible to any young
man who takes a farm at present. And is it not
desirable that he should have it ? Is it not well that
besides the mere knowledge that such and such results

will follow such and such a practice in the field, a man
should know all about it, with that completer under-
standing which sees the process apart from its circum-
stances, and distinguishes between the essential history
of the case and the mere local colouring in which that
history is wrapped. The practical value of this

scientific knowledge has been already proved by the
light which it has thrown on the action of manures and
on the processes of the meat manufacture, i. e., on the
growth of both plants and animals. It would be easy
to illustrate the advantage which such knowledge must
confer upon the farmer at any length, but it is not
necessary to do so here, for you have already acknow-
ledged this advantage by the chemistry class which has
been formed here, and taught during the past season by
Professor Church, of Cirencester ; so that this county
has the honour of having led the way in the acknowledg-
ment of the value of scientific knowledge, both by the
establishment of the Royal Agricultural College, and
by the formation of local classes for the study of the
sciences of agriculture.

Well, then, gentlemen, I think I have stated a.t

sufficient length the largeness of the field over \\ hich a
strictly agricilltural education extends. The student or

apprentice must acquire in it knowledge, skill, and
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tact before he is properly qualified as a farmer and tlie

severity of competition everywhere has made them all

more necessary than ever for his success. And while

I liave admitted in all humility the comparatively

CTeater importance of the preliminary general educa-

tion of boyhood and youth, I may appeal to you

whether, after however slight a survey of the extent

of knowledge which a thorough good agriculturist

requires, there is not even here, in the strictly pro-

fessional training which he ought to undergo after

leaving school, am]>le scope for that enlargement of the
whole aim and mind of the man which is the best

fruit of what is called a liberal education, and on which
we must depend for the ultimate influence and position

of agriculturists as a body. J. C. Murlun, before the

Kiii'jsrole Farmers' Club.

THE LIVE STOCK OF THE UNITED KINGDOM.
{Concludedfrom pagi 444.)

Couutiea (Proper) iu Great Britain.

Bedford .

.

Buckmgh:\ni
Cambridge
Chester
Cornwall .

.

Cumberland

Devo
Dorset
Durham

*Es8ex (extra Metropolitan)
Gloucester

Hereford
Hertford (extra Metropolitan)
Huntingdon

"^ Kent (extra MetrojwUtan

)

Lancaster
Leicester
Lincoln
Monmouth
Norfolk
Northampton
Northuml^rlaud
Nottingham

Somerset
Stafford
Suffolk
•Surrey (extra Metropolitan) .

.

Sussex
War\vick
Westmoreland
Wilts
Worcester . .

( East Riding, including City of York

Total for England

Anglesea .

.

Brecon
Cardigan .

.

Carmarthen
Carnarvon .

.

Denbigh .

.

Flint
Glamorgan
Merioneth .

.

Montgomery
Pembroke .

.

Badnor

7,784
13,100
23,473

9,174
57,176
38,700
38,403

58,335
58,513
42,398
16.693

14,796
34,774
25,925
19,988

7,235

4,313
18,425

106,952
29,336

38,938
13,4i;2

24,516
13,378

19,925
14,479

2,321

20,130
26,235

21,005
44,760

20,818
18,536
39,270
83,271

Total for Wales

AJT..
Banff
Berwick
Bute
Caithness .

.

Clackmannan
Dtunbarton
Dumfries .

.

Edinburgh
Elgin or Moray

Forfar
'.

'.

Haddington
Inverness .

.

Kincardine
Kinross
Kii-kcudbright
Lanark
Linlithgow

Peebles
Perth
Renfrew .

.

Ross and Cromarty
Roxburgh .

.

Selkirk
Stirling .

.

Sutherland
Wigton

Total for Scotland ..

Tctal for Great Britain

7,787

12, .577

10, .153

13,707

60,592

13,845
1.5,955

10,730

19,136
6.374

6,626

21,988

12,475

5,319
31,244
45,157

21,176
19,141

6,461

25,450
20,846
10.452

14,763
12,406

21,060
33,205

41,248

7,161

11,210

18,828
10,414

11,229
3,801

13,421

43,041

23,434
42,011

9, .555

2,091

19,691

3,354
1,560

18,313

2,426
21,735
12,566
16,636

4,722
816

8,001

6,340
14,980

28,641

15,031
11,280
7,367
5,173

1,673

4,006
419

4,908

7,912
5,250

1,283
11,537
8,446

1,983

1,366

10,146
1,400

17,266
.1,195

7,(!RS

4,773
442

13,759
19,672

15,049
29,926

12,035
26,060
7,221

6,728
15,702

64,240

27,340

61,750
12,432

28,774
22,540

27,680
25,252

15,181
4,011

23,090
20,168
23,871
18,201

12,565
2.5,213

46,758
64,822

1.5,682

24,711
14,460

15,846

5,631

13,670

12,070
21,353

24,725
12,490

185,295

25,513
30,149

51,840
31,731

93,044
133,652

109,225

113,195
184,077
70,002
52,322
50,736
96,831
48,690
65,184
20,830

17,667
50,835

202,552
89,115

169,294
36,735

92,386
74,262

78,431

67,165
42,135
11,651

107,208

173,547
107,298
55,767

22,037
74,670

67,249
55,328

77,724
45,789
64,809

119,233

189,341

35.427
29,604

47,384
84,106
44,072
46,696

19,383
4.5,911

33,343

58,628
68.842

19,366

22,253
16,216

6,030

17,388
2,692

2,306

14,849
2,144

27,149
6,752

11,785

8,049
3,526
11,390

133,451

57,831
75,644
36,542
15,192

8,252
19,999

2,104
10,564
44,364
13,013
20,406

45,334
21, .529

4,028

34 658
56,206
8.029
3,232

43,308
5,970

66,1.50

21,513

36,109
16,084

133,157
236,158
199,051

196,473
78,124

199,278
224,074
120,272
533,802
335,310
88,954

284,579
257,397
431,945
181,633
153,960

89,401

532,785
151,749
203,929
762,961

99,818
405,117
316,762
397,748
172,607
232,334
56,168

227,353
461,055
164,163

303,205

105,318
412,006
153,775
237,816

23,651
168,622
79,910
77,927

109,770
124,461

28,532

138,868
185,137

68,842
538,714
173,739
32,250

105,739
23,085

41,528

7,139
30,660

243,758
72,351

38,946
46,845

101,082
59,476

394,638
28,874
11,672

178,714
98,571
10,314

12,076
54,050

58,663
18,865

100,771

171,947
6.5,850

235,324
157,313
57,742
88,550
98,976

187,653
72,.563

52,698

28,420
176,271

65,866

86,625
325,243
31,340

191,566
119,075
237,739
73,025

100,970
19,587

100,259
176,920
67,773

104,724
26,661

136,061
92,151
59,346
184,816
50,379

179,037
15.3,811

136,758

40,450
161,907

89,234
23,1.59

87,549
11,233

41,148

2,329
13,745

127,728

41,128
30,132

46,840
55,671

31,938
127,368

75,685
101,241

21,228
25,912

26,340
44,107

180,250
327,316
263,015

396,021
176,122
769,126
492,623
146,696
373,129
356,373
619,598
257,196
206,858
117,821

709,056
217,615
290,554

,088,204
131,158

596,683
435,837
635,487
245,532
333,304
75,765

327,612
636,975
231,936
407,929
121,928
485,056
285,878
224,664
596,822
204,154
416,853
462,038
500,196

33,715
212,515
108,546
110,295
139,317

160,563
35,106
177,484
235,091
220,241

64,412
181,376

63,920

40,742
31,452

14,140

98,948
50,933

91,622
13,152

115,876
38.366
24,621

133,498
23,618
42,642
36,613
7,413

61,012
36,686
52,589
63,472

72,048

THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
1. The following returns were issued on May 11.

These returns do not profess to give the total number
of cases which have occurred in Great Britain, but only
those which have been ascertained from information
received at the office from inspectors. Columns 1 only
record the cases reported as having commenced during
the weeks indicated by the headings; "back" cases
being added to columns 2.

1,668,663 191,004

109,292
700,621
262,973
55,409

193,288
34,318

82,676
9,468

53,405
371,486
113,479
69,078

93,683
156,653
91,414

522,006
41,073
22,450

271,467
160,014
23,070

19,862

76,624
125.831
494,635
26,503

293,734
310,537
100,885

86,392
164,060
118,669

1,624,638 5,255,077

6,509,837 22,048,181

16,708
19,339
18,940
26,529
14,860

14,335
7,703

20,863
21,739
.5,346

13,502
6,171

8,344

1,250
3,012
1,261

1,106
18,612

9,609

5,772
14,193
14,868

10,289

8,992

3,166
1,406

7,313
1,220

17,782
2..334

8,489
6,094
663

3,673
1,458

10,273

•Hertford ..

•Middlesex ..

•-Surrey

Metropolitan CotnmEa (PropebX Metropolitan Parishes ;

—

16,699
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Russia alone are grazed 8,000,000 of cattle aiiiiiKillj,

amoncst which the rinclorrest is stated to licidwajs

present hut in :i mild lnrm. These cattle are

sub'soqu'riilh rli.slnl.iiird "vcr Kn-Ki proper, Hungary,

iilly

n of the Steppe
e there are rail

dcl'r

Mr

breed g" tn I'.. Ian
,. , ^ ,

roads through Trussia to tlio ports lor shipment to

London. „
Question of Contagion.

This rontinuous route from the Steppes opens up the

nuestinn orciiiil;i'4i(ni ; for, so long as we have foreign

live stock imiHirtc'il into this country, so long shall we

be liable 1" rncive the rinderpest. As these animals

are ever liable to come from, or through, infected

districts, and are subsequently congregated together,

either by steamer or on landing in this country, it is

only fair to assume that disastrous consequences iiiay

follow, and thus neutralise the benefit to be derived

from their import. It i.s thus important that prompt
steps should be taken to prevent all foreign stock

mi.\ing with the English. They should either be slaugh-

tered at the ]iorts where landed, or conveyed by special

trucks and trains to, and sold at, markets established

for foreign stock only, under official regulations, near

London, and there slaughtered at public abattoirs. In

fact, as come they will, some such plan is imperative

for the protection of the English producer. As regards

the quality of foreign stock, we have only to note those

sent from Franco and Spain ; this will more naturally

follow from an infusion of well-bred English animals,

improved husbandry, and the consumption of artificial

produce, siu-li as oiliiikc, Linseed, &c., at home. Here,

then, wc lia\r i\rn imisiwt of an increased supply

of animal ti«Hl, iiiil in the wrong direction; far

better wuiild il hr if our native agriculture were so

stimulali'l :is I.) |iiM{|iice it upon John Bull's own soil,

and tluis kn |i mil- gold at home for reproduction.

Time will iid adniil of our going into details as regards

the lioiiii' Mi|i|ili(s of stock tn the Metropolitan
Market. Tlicsc may lir lust ccm.'^ulted by reference to

Mr. Herbert's slatistical reiiorts, in the Journal of the
Koyul Agricultural Society. But even these have no
real bearing as regards the consumption of the metro-
}>olis, as so many animals are i)urchased by parties

'rom the country. These statistics show that while
the imports of foreign stock into London alone
increased in the l.i-i liall -year of 1865 some 195,2fi(!

head over th.at "f Isiii, w,. must bear in mind (apart

from our preseiil calaiinl\
i Ihat the supplies of English

stock have bc(~n dirrcasiim ever}- year, and becoming
less ade(|uatc lo iiic^ct llii' ilciiiaml without foreign aid.

As one sli'p louards a heavier Mi]iply of meat, feeders
may make Ihe general catllc lliey feed good thick meat
with artificials, inste;id of sending them to market, as

many thousands have been sent, in good store order
only.

Live and Dead-meat Markets.
The recent change in the Metropolitan live and dead

meat market is a most formidable one, but neverthe-
less prompted by necessity, in which three great
interests are involved—the producer, consumer, and
butcher. There is, however, merit and convenience
in both systems ; for while a medium scheme, a balance
between live and dead-meat markets, may be retained,
there may be other and better ways of transacting the
same busine.ss ; out of this forced experiment may
arise some new and coinjirehensive measure. I would
sUL'gcst that Ihcre should in future be tno ilis(iii.-t livc-

st'.rk niarkri.,. I.cl tli.^ Kii-li>l. Hip"la'.^ !" >'iia at the
.M.ln.iiolitan .Market, and Ihr Innavn Mnrkatan.-u
market ii.-ar the London wlianr< Second, let there
be at each of tlM^^ markrlv _

I and sufficient public
abattoirs estahlivli, .1 Im- ,.;in a-.- butchers, that all

animals may be ^lan-lit. n d al Ihr f.. reign stock market,
and the same al the .\Ielri.|i..liian .Market, except such
animals as are huurjit for ediinliy consiiniplion beyond
acertiiin radius round Ijondnn ,'in\ olijeet beiiiL'. lirst,

to prevent the ln.s^illillty of (he foreign cattle being
moved alive Irom ilnir market; and, .secondly, that
the future supplies of live .stock for the use of the
metropolis shall he killed at abattoirs outs\(i& the tomi,
in the way adopteil at all the large cities on the
Continent ; and, lastly, that the r.ew dead-meat market
should be so constructed as to receive the increasing
supplies of meat from all parts of the country.

The Cattle Plague.
T\niile such a systematic scheme would economise

food, and keep the filthy offal out of London, for the
reproduction of meat, it wnnld ael us a iireveiitive for
staying the future importalic.n of eattl,' pl:n;ne nineli
has, alas! cleared London of its dairies, and e.\leiidi'd
its ravages to.'iilriflhe 10 Krigli.vh eoiinties; lOout of 27
of the Scotch counties, and 2 out of 12 in Wales. The
following table represents the total numbers that have
been reported anon by the inspectors ; but it is known
that the Orders nave been evaded in every district, and
that numbers of cases have occurred, of which the
inspectors were ignorant ; but happily it is now on the
decline :

—

Date. Ixutal Attacked. I Total Died.

May 4 ^-ja.GfiO liJ2,I01

These are fearful retniai- In-ses tli.at are irrepm-ahle
But these are im.i the c,iil\ 1...^-, i;,r v\ru 11 sand-
have been jiremalnndy slanghlered as a preventive
against attack. Districts have been cleared of their
fattening and growing stock ; while in extreme cases
whole herds, from the incalf-cow doivn to her latest
offspring, have been saeri Heed to the disease. What
more, then, can lie done to .-lnj il- re nun- rava-jes .-

I sec no other (diaiiee but tha'i ol iuvmiiI ion. l.otli al

home and from ahroad. wlii.di is «|.|| e\|,re,,-ed hy iMr,
Howard Read, who says, " From the jiursuit of' such
considerations as these it is impossible to rise without a
profound conviction that our strength and hope for the

iipt Ir

It

ght tin

has alTorded us no
iitry densely popu-

lated, intcrlaiasi with a net-wcirk of highways and rail-

roads, and subject to strong winds, is impossible ; disin-

fectants are not to be depended upon, and slaughter is a
remedy little better than the plague itself." The county
returns shou that the breeding districts to the west and
.sonlh-we,,l. Hlieie .allle are lint rarely imported, have

. 'Vet, all breeds of

more highly-bred
ssess less nat nial resi.stance against

good ( (indition however resist it

< should thus adhere to those laws
robust cou.stitutions to the rising

ly unfortunate that we possess no
ir native herds and flocks; had we these,

belter understand our true position. I

had hoped that the "stock census returns" would have
been out by this date; however, when they are issued,

not being compulsory, they cannot be relied upon.

How TO Increase the Supply of Akimal Pood.

The practical increa.se in the supply of animal food

depends, first, on the investment of capital to increase

the fertility of the soil ; secondly, on the subsequent
imjiroved' rotation of crops, so as to secure a larger

per-centage of cattle-food produce, with increased

economy and diminished waste in its consumption;
thirdly, on iniprov.'d animals, with precocious habits

as fattening .stink, whether cattle, .sheep, or pigs. It is

thus as equally inL]iorlant to have an efficient and
seasonable supjily of food for every class of animal
throughout the year, as it is to have a sufficiency of

well-bred animals upon the farm. For such a purpose,

the .strong lands, wdiich hitherto have done but little in

the way of increasing the supplies of animal food,

should be used during the summer months forgrowing
green crops. This ought to be to the occupier of clay

soils what the w inter feeding of roots is to the occupier
of light soils. ( 'ahliages. early Turnips (sown on a stale

furrow), .\Iaiigels, and Kohl Kalii may be grown on
clays, the two former in liiiie to be eaten upon the land

by the cud of September, and the two latter to be
drawn oil', stored, pulped, and used with AVheat-straw
chafl". In this way all the straw which is not absolutely

wanted for litter, may be advantageously eaten, and
wilh the aid of oilcake and crushed com, a good deal of

inullon and s e beef (I lie former pays best) may be
made from the iModuee ol' those soils the occupiers of

which have hitherto relied upon Wheat and Beans
only. This change of system would require autumn
cultivation for all the green crops, and so raise the
question of eflicient drainage and steam cultivation.

Sheep.
The quick return afforded by a good flock of sheep is

by far the most imiiortant subject for increasing the
supply of animal food The dry soils in the more even
climates are naluralh the great sheep-producing
districts; the .sleeii-lold and a succession of well-

arranged green I io|,s I liroii;jhout the year, for a heavy
breeding lloek, beiiii,' great essentials for a sneivssful

ot eheek the fit -lamb I nde. X,-.arlv th.

till tlpp]

of l.S

the 1,.

Ila iiKiloh,. .Mangids

ilhslilllt,

pn.|t.\ lull ol shi

lilsdii

rket during the last six i

posed of foreign iinportations

Mixed Abable and Gkazing Farms.

The largest returns from both " stock and corn " are

derived from the mixed arable and grazing farms, such
as have from one-fourth to one-fifth in pasture. Cattle

form a prominent feature upon such fanns. Full-

grown animals (or nearly so) are mostly bought in for

making rich farmyard dung during the winter months
—an acknowledged costly process. That is, the animals

do not return a snlheient profit to pay the difference

between the manure and tho oilcake bills. Yet the

system goes on, and the deficit is charged to the

"General Improvement Account." This spirited

manure-making business can alone be carried on by

men of capital. It thus points most strongly to tho

boundary line between the two cla.sses of producers.

Where men fatteu large quantities of stock upon
artificial au'ciifs. all subsequent works go on well. Not
,so with those who yet feed their cattle upon straw (or

nearly so) ; for, in Ibis case, the manure being straw,

they arc thus all .straw together. A truer definition of

the'lwii opposite plans of arable fanning and the jiro-

dnetion of animal food cannot be given. The fonr-tield

course of cropping or rather the alternate husbandry of

coru and stock crops, demand attention in conjunction

with the present state of the labour market, and the

enhanced price of meat over that of corn.

A Five-field Course.

I therefore throw out the suggestion, with a view to

increase the supply of animal food, that an additional

year for growing stock-producing crops may be safely

added to the four-ticld eonrse. Thn.s, in iilace of the

present established rotat ion of Turnips, Barley, seeds.

Wheat, 1 would sniislilute Turnips, seeds (sown down
without a corn crop), second seeds, Wheat, Barley. I

will now give my reasons for making this suggestion.

1st, the Turnip crop would not come round so quickly

;

2d, the young seeds would be much more vicorous, and
not endangered bv lodged Barley ; »d. the Wheat crop

woull be iieavier'; Itli, the Barlcv alter Wheat would
be perfeetion, both in qnaiitily and quality; .ath, wiiile

better straw would be grown anil more .stock kejitupon

the land, one-fifth of the labour bill would be saved;

lastly, to meet a formidable objection as raised against

the 'four-field course in some of the rich alluvial

districts, there would be no limit to high farming. I

may now add a favourite rider to my plan of a five-
"

'

" ug— viz., the better provision of

iisiiming these crops, and for

neliiie lo the belief that, with
id ellieieiit returns may be made
; and thus, hvinereased numbers
larni. there would be plenty to

ly an iM\ It ing practice. In the
eoiiniKs, Hhere large breadths
and ].:idiire lands occur, the

iiiLi; and liivc, SO far, preferred
sleer- to ilie graziers, to the
III. .s f Hie best farniers on

especially in the
attention to tho

field course of
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jiermanent improvements upon a man's own land, or
tenanfs outlay in artificial food and manures when
invested under security of tenure. I know no
o.ther safe investments in which moderate expense
produces so large a result of profit as perma-
nent improvements in l.aud. Even the better Grass
lands have not received that attention which is due to
thini. If farmers were to deal with Grass as they have
deiill Willi c'lrii. the production of animal food would
soon form a more important item in the returns of a
farm. Grazing with artificial food gives a rel ura of at

least 1?. per acre more than grazmg without it.

Breedeks.
The English breeders, especially of pedigree stock,

have a copious business of their own : ibrj apart from
the enjoyment of their Herd-book stories (for even
thousands of select animals have already been reg;'

t«red in the Shorthorn, Hereford, Devon, and Sussex
Herd Books), they yet hold a monopoly of the bull and
select female business. These national recortls, as also
the " Herds of Great Britain" as given in the
"Farmers' Magazine," are consulted alike by the
foreigner and the Englisli breeder. The prize sheets
of the liioval Agricultural Society and Smithlield Club
nil point til 111.- L'nin 111 : importance of the established
breeds, wli"-i liiiinii^ Inve been the great pioneers in
this branrh d Iiu-Imh ;,y. All honour is .so far due to
them ; but their e.\teusive work is yet to come -

Modem cattle husbandry had been doing its work in a
commendable way, in which the agricult'ural shows and
public sales had done their part, by infusing new blood
into llii' rrmnlrst corners of the land, where, as yet, all
son- ni :iiiiiii;ils arc kept; but the sad ravages of the
calllc I'hiL'iu' hive stayed for awhUe all intercourse of
thi> iiii]iro\ able nature. When we note that the .small
holders of land produce as many calves as the larger
breeders (yet not nearly so many as formerly), and that
the dairy distiicts, though limited, produce about the
same number, we have, as confirmed by our fairs and
markets at least one-half of our cattle of a secondary
order. Here, then, we have a wide field open to us ibr
increa.sing the supply of animal food.

IiiPEOVED Calves.
Happy would it be if a new generation of improved

calves fioMld be produced in such districts. Landlords
could not afford a more practical help to their tenantry
than by sending them a well-bred, robust-constitutioned
bull, to be kept about the centre of the. property.

also
t icing

from
(hem

ir parties

Ciimpaiiiesfortl
be formed, but luri i-

high-bred fancy iii:il i
, ; : i

the best dairy disi ri'
I

i/n.r.' il;-' iii

directly they 'are dr"]iiH-d, is a useful p
who are not desirous of keeping a standard Kerd of
cows. Furtlier, a firsl-rate bull could be supplied to
improve the produce. Early spring is the period
adopted by the dairy farmers for dropping the calves.
The month of January, above all others, is the proper
time for rearing them. They thus i;row on into summer
wealhcr, and are more i-i-ili 1.1,, :,,.Ii i, ,,. ,lthan
ata.iiy oilier sca^mi .ifllir ,

, '' ,:• ,, ,, 'r ,, a few
good-inilkniL', wrli-liiv<i ,(, i

, ,, ; with
some of (he many iig,,nK i,.r ,,r.k S'Ar:\u-n. the
essence of malt, to wit, boiled Liu.^ed, ualmcal, ic.

—

form an excellent gruel for calves, to be supplemented
by a little hay and artificial food. The best calves in

') have liitherto ! , i

le London
(he eastern com I!

t two to two-aii'l-

Decembor repori

uii. r,' 111-, 1-i. I, ,,

M:illV 1.1 Ihr.,, an- -nil :,-. i:,l rail!

a-ha If years old. Mr. llcrbrrt, in
for ISiil, says :—" The Metropolitan Market has of*late
exhibited an important feature. Nearly a moiety of
the stock exhibited was composed of beasts two years
old. These and our best crosses come mostly "from
Scotland and the eastern counties." As regards dairy
farming, when we reflect upon the sad cloaraiices that

111 11

sii|'l'l> "I' iiiill. I" 1,1' ','
I

, :

,
1

,
: --lime

thai dairy pnwlu,..,,,, Ma-a;,- „ , ..: I, „-,a.„ ;a,lk ) will,
at least for some time to i-omc, be in the ascendant.

Pias.

'nie pig business, both breeding and feeding, has not
yet received a proper share of the farmer's patronage.
The pig, in his way, is an important personage. He
acts as a scavenger, to convert your waste into inoney.
As a machine for making capital manure, and as a
]irolific breeder all the year round, to be sold at all

weights and sizes, from a sucking roaster to the bacon
hog, he becomes a never-failing rent-paying commodity,
I therefore see no reason why pigs should not form "a
substantial representative in the "farm-yard, especially
during the present uncertainty of the cattle plague.
To parties who have already studied this business I
need say nothing; but to those who ask, "Will a pig
)iay ? " I say, consult our friend Fisher Hobbs, or read
Fisher and Steam's voluminous essays on pigs and
piggeries.^ There is, further, the old 'cottage axiom,
" No pig in the sty, no clock in the chimney corner."

POULTEY.
The poultry depml 1 1 a a , ; , > r a -rirulture has also been

much neglected, T : ly look to a change of
blood, or even to ( 1 a I,, -

, lion. If only a little

time was given to if i!,.., \i,a,a, liiid it a most 'pleasing
study ; and their tables and poekel < w.niM l.c iiii]irnved

thereby. No dinner of any pret ii-inii- i- ."iiiplete
without it ; and under proper mair na ni I'Miiltryis

a delicncv all (h."- far rrani-l \\ r. |. ,. ,, ,air. .liM'lOTls

all.l

a- l.llk.-

Upwards ol ilO.iwmi'. per annum is pai.l iiit.i the town of
Aylesbury and its neighbourhood for Aydesbury ducks
alone. Similar results are recorded of the Sun-ey

Dorking f.iwls; while 3iji millions of eggs reached this
country In .m the Continent in ISijo. Since the estab-
lishment of poultry shows, a great increase has taken
place in the weight of poultry. Ducks now weigh often-
times from 5 lb. to 7 lb. each, fowls from 7 lb. to 8 lb.,

geese from 1-1 lb. to 20 lb., and turkeys from 18 lb. to
24 lb.

Fish.
To show the importance of fish as a supply of food to

the metropolis, it has been roughly estimated that this
supply is equal to the cattle; "for, while Loudon con-
sumes 300,000 cattle annually, which, at an average of
6 cwt. each, would amount to 90,000 tons of beef, there
are 80,000 tons oftrawled fish alone annually sent to the
London market.

Babbits.
The importation of rabbits is another branch of

foreign food that has to be paid for with English
money. Can we do anything in this way, by means of
rabbit-waiTens, as in olden times? There must be
lots of dry and banky waste lands that would " rabbit ;

"

and, if blended with the fresh-egg and ijoultrj" business,
it might be well worthy of a " limited liability

company."

Waste Lands.
The late Mr. Pusey told us, as far back as 1838, that

while England and Wales contained about 37 million
acres, and Scotland and Irel nai about iO iiiilli..n;i each,
there were in the Unil.'.l Kiim'.oni -l.i iniilions of
acres lying waste, one-half.. I ii lii.li iinaiii 1...- improved.
These are startling figures, al a tim.j when England
requires moi'e food, and is payiug other countries for
it, instead of improving her waste lands, to grow it at
home. This is a subject with which I am practically
familiar ; and I fearlessly assert that a great national
benefit would be derived from a proper report being
made of these waste lands, setting forth their several
capabilities for improvemeul . We vuust not overlook
the fact that our rapi.l .;;:.- ..; i, .

.i|i
, i.u and

wealth is going on upon a , , ,. i-land,

and that it is one of the ok. 1 i a; .; .
, i ..I'the

increase of popul.ation, thai ilic i.i.jeunaiu u. land to
eadi person diminishes. This su'ojeet is well worthy
the con'sideration of the Journal Committee of the
Royal Aqri.:ultural Society, if not of the English
(;..v,iaiiii.a,;.at ik;- 1. a;:, ,ir, I. .;;-. r,,- ;.aav,.;„g the
ll..!' ,.;,'. ,.;,,, !,

,
...J .

I
; ,,, ..... Iiut a

r.'-. . '1 .. . \ ,
.

.
', .,v.,r our

inkav-' - a'l ' 1'. .'all.' ; ,

' ;J , i
- J a, !'

' l.i,allt be a
ray of hope for such a result ; but, alas . as we are now
placed, we have no hope at all.

Economy.
Economy, in agriculture, is a most important means

by which an increased supply of animal food may be
attained, the greatest of all being the increased fertility

of the soil resulting from a liberal investment of capital,
under security of tenure, the fixed payments of a farm,
such as rent, rates, and taxes, being the same ; while,
on the other hand, nothing can well be worse than the
waste of capital where tenants are " fiirming in and
farming out." There is economy in a good education

;

for, while a proper knowledge of the "natural sciences"
is essential to profitable farming, it is equally imjiortant
to understand the principles by which Nature's laws
are governed. There is marked economy even in well-
formed animals, as improved machinery at the farm
fi.!..r.\. \'.k'i', i':

: .kiiial heat and the propoi-tions
•'' 1.1, 1,,'

;
..i,ki to be consulted. We are

1
.11 1, .,11

. Ill . i.l mechanical friends that we
iir.^ 1" 1. '.k i.j ilii k.oiler question as a certain
means to a certain end, viz., for *' getting up steam "

.at a cheajjer rate. As a simile it is familiar to all,

that no animal machine is shown to such advantage as
the fat suekins calf, foal, pig, or lamb, the true result
of Xiilure'-i fn.l, " mother's milk " direct from the tap.
When reiiio\e.i from milk, their after progress is

entirelj- re.aiikite.i by the treatment they receive fi-om
man, whose f.irei'iosl si udy should ever be how to liest

preserve this ealf or lamb flesh as a foundation upon
which to buik.l his lilt lire structure. If Nature's steam
is turned oil' abruiitly, the fire put out, the animal
machine becomes idle, and, as a con.seijuence, time
(money) is not only lost by the maclunery being
thrown out of gear, and hence liable to rust (disease),
but a costly consumption of fuel has to be employed, to
put it to work again. When done, it does not pay
nearly so well as if the animal boiler had been doing
steady work from the commencement, for a quick
run in at last, to win the produce stakes with "early
maturity." There is also economy in assimilating the
flesh-forming feeding stuffs to the varied requirements
of this machinery, viz., the requirements of all animals
according to their age and progress towards the
shambles.

Baeley and Mait.
There is economy in the use of malt for the same

purpose ; for, apart from the Government scheme as
practised through learned professors, to show that malt
IS not so good a fuel as Barley for the animal furnace,
they do admit it to be "an excellent condiment,"
—mark ! not coal but excellent coke. Now, if we could
only get plenty of Government coke (condiment) to
mix with our refuse coal (inferior farm produce), or
" sweet wort " to give our calves, I think we should
be able to prepare some pretty good feeding stuff, for
increasing the supply of animal food. I have not read
the two statements prepared by Professor Lawes by
order of the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and for this
reason : I had quite enou'.'h of Dr. Thompson's book
"OntlieF.i.id ..f _'ii;ni..k," .a.-iikH r.,r the Govern-
111. Ill ill l^l'k 'li k . ., k. 1 -ted thecom-
paraliM' ialli'llilia' .

.' .,
1 ,,:,. all.l malt Upon

lno.\yr,liire.la.i, ..,..-. a, al ...,.!, ,| ikeir milk. This
is the sort of data the Do.tor arrived al:—"When
placed on crushed malt and hay the brown cow receded
from 3381 lb. of milk to 291 lb. for the 15 days, while

the white cow gave 32.j.V lb, against 333 lb,, being a
difference of 37 lb. between the white cow and brow-n,
and not the food." At page 43, the Doctor qualifies
this glorious trial (upon which the Chancellor's
decision has been formed) thus :—" This brown cow
had seen the bull two days before her arrival, but
without the requisite eflect, as she displayed occa-
sionally considerable irritability, wildness of eye, and
other well-known symptoms." The real result being,
that these two dairy cows were diametrically opposite
in condition and periodical habits, the white being
in-calf, while the brovra was not

!

Mechanical Appliances.
There is especial economy in well-devised mecha-

nical appliances to Save manual labour on a farm, but
especially in steam cultivation, to supplant the major
part of the horses engaged in agriculture. It has been
shown by Dr. Playfair that a horse consumes daily as
much flesh-forming food as would maintain seven
labouring men. The motive power of the steam-
engine is coal : the motive-power of the horse, food
from the land, is spared for man's use, apart from the
valuable aid to be derived from deep cultivation, and
the certainty of getting on the land at different
seasons. The crowded periods of horse labour are so
reduced that a smaller number of horses will suffice for
the annual ivork of the farm. To show the full force
of this horse-labour sul>,i.^ i. 1 ii- especial bearing
upon the consumption ..: in,'..', [may name
that Mr, Colqiihoun, in i •'-•:. estimated the
consumption of the l,.SiJik .u j lajr.-^.-, then employed
at 27,117,136/.

COTESED YaEDS.
There is both economy and comfort in covered yards

as modern factories for the better conversion of farm-
produce into meat and manure. For such a purpose
the buildings should have proper height, and well-
arranged ventilation, so as to maintain a uniformity of
temperature, the interior being fitted agreeably with the
system to be adopted in the production of animal food.
If for a breeding stock (their best use), the different
grades of animals must be so located as to enjoy them-
selves for the profitable performauce of their progres-
sive work, lor instauce, the cows having done
growing \vould be placed in stalls to economise space,
the fattening animals in warm boxes, the young
growing stock would run loose in the centre yards, and
the juniors would be placed in suitably arranged calf-
pens; in the immediate vicinity of which are well-
arranged root, chaff, meal, and mixing-houses, which
by their concentrated position allbrd an economy of
labour, food, and supervision well worth having.
Again, as the economy of warmth is a known equivalent
for food, so do covered yards economise feeding stuffs,

while the even temperature of the building promotes
both health and banpiiiess. in confirmation, I give
the comparative I

,
; a ,

.
.

. i a covered yard erected
by myself and .-. i ..lylor, at his Eastwood
Farm, East Harpi'' . > i -... the interior of which
is 140 feet by 7u leei ; the height from the
ground floor to the ventilating louvres is 20 feet

;

the roof is composed of three 35 feet spans,
and two 18 feet spans, and covered with
comigated iron. Every operation is performed by
water power. Mr. Moscrop and Mr. Jacob AVilson
have also kindly supplied me with the comparative
temperature of their covered buildings ; but as they
closely agree with Mr. Taylor's and confirm the
principle, I need not give more than one;

—

TEMPERATrRK OF CoVERKD YaEDS.

Date.
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agriculture, :uiil Ihat more geuernl a\v\ sulistnnlinl

attentiou will bo t,'iven to the breeding: and ioediim of

every brnuch of slock, not alone to rejilace the ruinous

carnage that has taken place in our native cattle, but as

a certain and profitable means of increasing the future

supplies of animal food.

The Discussion.

Mr. L. A. Cnt7SSMAK£B, of Westwood, Guildford, said he
wished to make a few observations on the subject of that

evening's discussion, which he considered a most importjiiit

one— the production of as much food as possible for their

stock. But of late the question had arisen where they were to

get the stock to consume the food. "What they wanted to do
was to combine the two things—to get the stock, and then to

feed them ; in fact, to raise as much stock as they could on
their farms. They were, however, very differently situated in

that respect, for scarcely any two men's farms consisted of the

same description nf land, and there were alterations on all

farms. They should endeavour to ascertain how each one on
his f.irm could raise the most stock. Everybody w.as aware
that there had been great difficulty in getting stock during the

Lost few months, and he did not know how the graziers had
been able to supply themselves. Men who occupied arable

farms, .and who had" trod all their straw into manure, and con-

sumed all their last year's roots, must get rid of their stock in

i way ; but in consequence of the cattle plague, although
the graziers wanted stuck, t\v

transfer of stod
much impoi'taii

ing ; and it was
combine the bri

had himself, th;

had been violently luging

great difficulty

I'uyers. He thought that too
1 1 1 :iched to the system of breed-
ii> .^ee whether they could not
Aitb the fattening of stock. He
d the cattle plague, although it

ais neighbourhood. In Aut:iust

and September they had'lost in his parish 270 head of cattle.

He believed that one of the causes of his escape Wiis that he
had not for years bought any stock. He bred at one cud and
fattened at the other, and he never bought or sold except to
the butcher, beyond the single fact of buying about once every
two years a yearling bull, for the sake of change of breed. One
animal of that kind could easily be isoLated and prevented
from bringing any infection among a herd. By breeding
their own stock at one end and fattening it at the other they
had at once the breeder's profit and the grazier's profit. It

might be said that they had also both the losses. :m.l thnt was
" do bt tru h t at all - -
upon themsel e nd not up ;

n t liable s they othe wise ^

th t by ^hi h so n nyf mei
la t V H ng g t their

th

pro do 1

st k IS p s ic

use to ha e 1 j
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what t 1 b
fo t 11 th
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w th 1 ttl n
that ol

]

t ck rhey -n nt d to h
n I th y mu t ha e f od f t

uppl of f od t n t n
II ndea Iwa 1 1

that description, and ho found th.it that answered his

]>urp08e last year in the difficult p'sitinu in which they were
.lU then placed. If they cniiM iiiu^t Mr. Smith's pl.an of

sowmg seeds after r<in( (m-.-j'- ili , need not be so nnich
afraid of injuring tluii i i'iml,' the root crops off

it, as if ploughed in tim i ! . nld bring it right for

a seed bed. In listening "ii -'i' iis paper he had hoped
to have learnt eomethiiiL^ fL.-iI ih. K. -t means of vdntering
lambs on heavy farms. Last winter his sheep had so many
cricket-balls hanging to thoir bellies that he was obliged
to get a man to crack them ; and from the continuous wet
weather he was at last obliged to f„ld thcni on (irass land,

which he considered to be better 1 1
1

. 1 1
[

t : i >
i j i nm i ii i

i

)

j .. >n

straw. He quite agreed with Mi i i ; m m i

tend most to benefit the coraniniii i
i

i
i i;i i. i

meat was for every farmer tn ••u n\- i
i

.., n mn . I'iii li

profit. That was a point whicli shmiid aiuays l-c l..i>iiiu in

mind by the members of that Club ; fur by it they would thus
become f.arraers, and at the same time render greater service

to the coimtry. He had hoped that Mr. Smith would tell

them how they might increase their stock of poultry. He had
heard a good deal of late about the production of poultry in
France, and the enormous number of eggs sent to this

coimtry. He had endeavoured to improve his own poultry,
and with that view he gave 3d. a head to the henwife for all

that was sent to market ; but he was not satisfied with the
resrdt. He was told that in France there was a system of
boiUng up dead horses for the purpose of feedmg in some
cases as many as a thou.sand hens that were confined to a
cei-t;iin spp,ce. He could never j^'cf iIh fill ]i

i limLirs, but he
believed that a sort of mess was 1 1

1
: m ,

;
,

1
1 le soup, and

that the hens were then fed ui-i r.i <
> un! that this

caused them to lay many mu it • - in: u.ry otherwise
would do. He could never get any puiiiLimi iri Lis poultry;
nor did ho believe that any farmer who had much land
derived profit from that source. He was told that some
people living in towns made a great profit by keeping hens,
but for his own part he did not believe farmers generally
could obtain any profit. In all such matters, however, it was
of course necessary for farmers to adapt themselves to the
position in which they were placed.

Mr. James Thomas said : Last time he read a paper before

that Club he went at length into the question of laying arable

lauds down to Grass under a green crop, and he pointed out
the method of proceeding which was now universal in the
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years' experience, the satisfaction of ;,nviiig von as favoiir.-^ble

a result hs the most sangxune coiilil rlcsiro.
" This-wQl be at once apparent when I tell you thnt, during

the four years and three weeks siuce I first commenced with
the steam plough, it has been in constant use every day when
the weather would permit its being worked to advantage,
except about three weeks in each year during the time of
harvest ; and now for the first time during the whole period
I have laid up the engine, and shall not again require it until
afternext harvest, having completed on the 16th instant all

the ploughing for my spring crops and roots, except a few
headlands and one small field to be ploughed by horses. In
my former statement I have given you the number of horses
employed, that number being 8, and this number I have not
Increased by purchase ; but, from the quantity of hedgerows
taken down and the necessity for deep ploughing the same to
make way for the steam plough, this, together with carting
coals for engme, a great number of drain pipes and gravel for

making new roads, has caused me, upon an average, to employ
two additional horses, making together 10 really employed for
the four years. Now for the future. Upon the 15th of this
month we finished drilling 223 acres of Wheat, and, previous
to this, 32 acres of Tares were sown, making together 235 acres

;

and from this it will be seen that more than half of my farm
is now in crop, and the only work required for the above land
from the horses will be, to horse-hoe the Wheat in the spring,
and also to drill-in and hoe the spring crops at the proper
season, and this I consider we shall bo able to do vrith five

hoi*ses. So convinced am I upon this that I have offered fur
sale three horses out of the eight, reducing my number to
five : thus it will be observed, including those hired, that the
reduction in horses for the future will be from 10 to five, and
as my land is now clean I .thall in future abandon dead
fftUo^vs—therefore I anticipate for the future that 60 days with
the steam plough will accomplish all that I require, and the
importance of being able to do this immediately after harvest
is well known to every heavy-land farmer.

'

' The following is a statement my bailiff has prepared, which
will give you some idea of the work done, and its cost :—

Working Expenses each Day. £. n. d.
Engine-driver .5

Ploughman 032
Anchor-man .. 032
Three porter boys 3 6
Man and horse for water-cart . . ..040
Coals and oil 15 2
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pOCOA-NUT REFUSE
V-' is becoming scarce, the

old reserves will soon bo gone.

Now sold in bags, 1 for 2s., 10 for

iHs., 20 for 30s., 60 for 66s., IfiO

for £6.

Fourpence allowed for eacb

«V bng returned carriage -paid.

A Railway Truck-load (not in

bags), 405.

Postage Stamps or Post-offlco

Order, payable to J. Babsuasi
& Co., Kingston-on-Thanios,

KOLL TOBACCO CLOTH.—The cheapest and hest

article for Smoking Greenhouses and destroying the Fly ; equiU

Tobacco in strength, 1.*. 4(1. per lb. ; over 10 Ib^, Is. Id.

GISHURST ;COM-
POUND, whe*er used

against Insects and Mildew, on
rowing Plants, or as Winter

should be dissolved 4S hours
before use. This gets rid of

snioll, and if the Solution bo
decanted, prevents any staining

Sold Retail by Nuraerymen
d Seedsmen, In boxes, Is.,

, and 10a. Od. each.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON & SON'S
SPRING CATALOGUE

CONTAINS, WITH JLVNY OTHERS, DESCRIPTIONS AND PRICES OF THE FOLLOWING
GARDEN DECORATIVE PLANTS :—

E LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(ESTABLISBED 1840),

Have now renrty for delivery in dry fine cooditlOD,

M - - I I I I'.I'ATO MANOKES
' - l'l.i;i \l-\MGaANO, Mid NITKATE of SUDA
A \\-.uai,n,M-, .-^ULrHATE of AMMOMA, FISHEUi
&c. E. Purser, Socromry.
IS, 116, Fenchuroh Street. E.G.

EstabllBlied 1812.PROCTOR and RTLAND'S
PBEPARED BONE MANURES

for

TURNIPS, GRASS, WHEAT, UARLEY, OATS, FOTATOS, Sc.
nod their

BONE SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME
9 the best nropnred and cheapest Manures offered to the Public,
""flees—Coru Ei;chuiii;e BiiildlnKS, Carr's Lane, Birmingham.

WVrks—BirinliiKiiani, Warwiclt, Bristol, and Cliesttr.

W E S • MAN U RES
Offlci

CANNA NIORICANS.— Rich deep red coloured leaves, an effective

broad leaved plant.

VITIS HETEROPHYLLA FOLIA VARIEGATA.— Dwarf and
elegant picturesque leaves, as seen at Battersea Park.

VERBENA CELESTIAL BLUE. — The best blue bedder.

Per liXI.

„ QUEENof ENGLAND.—White; themostsplendidtrussof any.

„ PRINCESS VICTORIA—A very elegant variety.

„ SCARLET CUSHION. — A fluo pot plant, and for every

bedding purpose, riband rows, margins, or entire bed,

LOBELIASPECIOSASPECT.iBILE.—Thebestdeepblue. Per 100.

„ SPECIOSA PICTURATA Elegant .and effective. Per 100.

„ TALL HERBACEOUS VARIETIES. — New continental

hybrids, of gi-eat variety in colour, large petals. Is. 6(1. and
2d. Gd. each.

OUCIIIS MACULATA SUPERBA.—A beautiful hardy species.

FUCHSIA FULGENS MULTIFLORA PUMILA. — A profuse-
flowering vantty. with dwarf growth and fine colour.

AUBRIETIA C.\MPBELL1. — Very effective Alpino plant, with
uniquely rich violet-blue coloured flowers. Per 100.

SANTOLINA INCANA.—A neat and elegant silvery-grey leaved
edging plant, 3 to 6 inches high. Per 100.

SALVIA EARBATA.—A distinct good plant.

GERANIUM BR1LLIANT1.S.5IMUM.—Fine bedder.

DAHLIA SCARLET TOM THUMB._I2 to 15 inches.

BANKS FUCHSIAS.—The finest of.

THE ELIZABETH IMPERATRICE FOHGET-ME-NOT. — A
beautiful new rich coloured variety.

CLEMATIS LANUGINOSA NIVEA.—New and splendid pure
white-flowered variety.

MIMULUS,—With double flowers, 12 varieties. Is. erf. each.

GERANIUM GARIBALDI (Scaklet).—Unique and perfect habited
plant for bedding, pots, or vases, and every decorative purpose.

„ QUEEN of WHITES.—Dwarf and profuse bloomer, best pure

Also for Special Notice,
TACSONIA VAN-VOLXEMlI.-Bcautifulstarlet-floworing climber;

habit of Passion Flower ; strong. 2s. Gii. and 3s. OtI.

CLERODENDRON BALFOURII. — Remarkably elegant and
beautiful climbing shrub. 3s. 6J. and 5s. each, strong.

ARIEGATED CLUB MOSS —Pure white blotches.

EPIGYNIUM LEUCOBOTRYS.-Most elegant.

WELLINGTON NURSERY, ST. JOHN'S WOOD, LONDON, N.W.

SCARLET GERANIUMS (BEATON'S RACE).

WILLIAM PAUL
(Son and Successor to thu late A. Paul,)

HAS TO OFFER THE lOLLOWINO

NEW ZONALE AND HYBRID NOSEGAY GERANIUMS,
Which have been selected from several Thousand Seedlings, raised from the stock of the late Mr. Donald

Beaton. Evel-y one now offered is believed to be in advance of or distinct from all pre-existing kinds. The
Plants will be delivered in rotation^ as far as the stock will allow.

Group 1.—Bedding Varieties,
*#* Any 12 varieties from this and the two following Groups may be selected by the purchaser for £2 2^.

ery bright ; great sub

FAIRY QUEEN.—Rosy purple ; a largo smooth flower, very distinct
abd oQective. IMce 3s, 6d. each.

MINSTREL, apeculiar and pleasing shade of salmon, something in

the way of Lord Palmereton, but brighter in colour and broader
in the petals

MONTE ROSA, darV rosy-purple, pleaaing colour, large truas, very
fine. Frico &s. each.

NIMROD, orange-scarlet, white eye, largo flower and truss, foliage
and habit fine. Price 3^. Gd. each.

pnCENIX, in the way of " Stella" in habit and general character, the
colour flaniiferous-scarlet. Price 6s. each.

Group 2.—Varieties especially recommended for Growing in Pots or Vases.
BRIDE.—Flowers white, with large crimson eye, of fine shape and LORD CHANCELLOR.—Salmon pink, white eye. perfect shapo,

PRINCE OF ORANUE, ornnge-scarlet,
stance, good habit prodigious bloomer, frice 3s. M. each.

PEACH NOSEGAY.—Flowera deep bright peach colour, very free
bloomer, splendid truss, plain leaf, flrst-rateand distinct. Price 6s.

REBECCA.—Cherry colour, tine truss, dwarf compact habit, Tory
profiise, the flnest bedding Geranium yet raised. First-class
Ceniflcate. Price 5a. each.

ST. GEORGE.—Dark chestnut, shaded With blackish crimson, quite
unique, very free and effective, an entirely new colour among

iplendid Tariety for massing." Pri

WOOD NYMPH.—Salmon pink, large and fine,

very free, fine habit. Pri

TIARA.—Flowers scarlet crimson fluffused with purple, good trass,

very free, fine habit ; quite distinct from aoy yet raised, and Tory
lovely. Price 6s. each.

I advance of any scarlet variety yet

CELESTIAL.-Flowers rosy lake, with flery spot on upper petals,
their centres bluish purple, resembling the " Cactus speclo-
sisaimua," large white eye, new in colour, and very beautiful.
Price &«. each.

Group 3.—Miniature or Pompon Varieties,
DIAMOND.—Fine scarlet purple centre, white eye, flowers pro- , WALTHAM LILAC—Flowers true lilac, very profuae

fusely, habit good, diatinct. Price 3«. (Jrf. each.

DRYAD.—Beautifully rosy pink, fine shape and truss. Price

« .
^''1"^' ^*"'"

[3.. 6d. each.
NAIAD.—Flowera pm-ple, scarlet top; pleasing and distinct. Price

Group 4.—Bedding Varieties sent from these Nurseries Last Tear,
Many of them h:ive received rirst-class Certificates from the Koyal Horticultural and Koyal Botanic Societies of

London, and those murV^d thua *** have been awarded the highest marks of merit in the Koyal Horticultural Society';

Now Ready, Autnmn-struck Plants.

desirable oolour, exoellent for massing. Price 6s. each.

Trial Ground at Chiswick.

* ALEXANDRA.—Magenta. Price 2s. (W. on-ih ; 24s. per dozen.
' AMI' HOGG.—Bright purplish rose. Price 2s. each ; is.?, per doz.
' BEATON'S INDIAN YELLOW.—Orange scarlet suflused witu

yellow. Price Is. Cd. each ; 16s. per dozen.

BLACK DWARF.—Dark crimson. Price Is. Qd. each ; 12s.

per dozen.

DONALD BEATON.—Clear orange scariet. Price I*. 6d. each ;

16.4. per dozen.

• DUCHESS.—Sea rosy lake. Price 2s. each ; 18s. perdozen.

FULGENS—Vivid scariet. Price 2». Gd. each.

' GLOWWORM.—Magenta crimson flushed with scarlet. Price
2s. Qd. each ; 24s. per dozen.

MAGENTA QUEEN.—Magenta. Price 3s. 6d. each.

Price Is. 6i/. each ; 16s-

PILLAR of BEAUTY.—Brick red. Price 2#. Crf. each.

PRinoE-^s LICHTENSTEIN.—Salmon pink. Price 28. each;
193. per dozuii.

SALAMANDER.—Brilliant scarlet, large white eye. Price 2s.
each ; 189. per dozen.

SCARLET GEM.—Bright orange scariet. Price U. ed. each ;

16s. per dozen.

MRS. WILLIAM PAUL.~DBlloat9
24s. per doZen.

WALTHAM SEEDLING.-Dark crimson,
per dozen.

pink. Price 2s. d?. each.

Price 2s. each 18«.

The above Set of 16 varieties, One Plant of each, 2is,

SPRING CATALOGUE, witli full descriptions of these and other Plants, f'reo by Post.

The usual discount io the Trade.

Important.— All Letters should be Addrcs.sed

William Paul (the Cliristian name in full), WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N".

following prices, per ton :—
LAWES" PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE £ «. d.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME 6

LAWES' SUPERPHOSPHATE of LTME from BURNT
BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES 6 6

LAWES* WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
MANURES 800

CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.. . . IJ o U
These Manures can be obtained of Mr, Lawks, or through the

appointed Agents in all parts of the United Kingdom, at priccH
varying according to cost of carriage.
Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from the Importer;!. Nitrate of

Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.
Address, John Bennet L*wes, 1, AdeUide Place, London Bridge,

E.C. ; and 22, Eden (^uay, Dublin.

THE PATENT NITHO- PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY, Limited, Manufacturers ot

ODAMS'S PATENT BLOOD MANURE for CORN aud ROOTS.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME and DISSOLVED

BONES.
Chief Offices—109, Fenohurch Street, London, E.C. Western

Countios Branch : queen Street, Exeter. Irish Branch : 40, West-
moreland Street, Dublin. Directors

Chairman—Jobw Clavden, Llttleburv, Essex
Z>epu(i/-CAairman—John Collins, Aiyylo Hbu-e. Holloway.

Edward Be!!, 43, Marine Parade, Brighton.
Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbut. Herts.
Thomas Knight, Edmonton, Middlesex.
Robert Leeds, West Lexhani, Norfolk.
George Savile, Ingthorpe, near Stamford
Samuel Jonas, Cbrishall Grange, Essex.
Charles Dorman, 23, Essex Street, Strand.
Thomas Webb. Hildersham, Cambridgeshire.
Jonas Webb, Melton Ross, Lincolnshire.

Manojjing Director—J XVE& Odams.
.Baiifcers—Messrs. Bametts Hoares & Co., Lombard Street

Solicitors—Messrs. Kingsford &. Dovman, 23, Essex Street, Strand
Aiiditor—J. Carter Jonas, Cambridge.

Secretari/—C. T. Macaham.
This Company was originally formed by, and is under the Direction

of Agriculturists, circumstances that have justly earned lor it nnotber
Title, viz. :—"THE TENANT FARMERS' MANURE COMPANY."

Its Members aro Cu!tiv»tors of upwards of 50,0ii(j Acres of Land,
which has been for years under management with Manures of thei.*

own Manufacture. The Consumer, therefore, has the best Qu.irantea
for the genuineness and efficacy of the Manures manufactured by

Ch;

Plagues Of the Garden.
SiMri,!; ani> Sakk Kkmedy.—By using the

APHIS WASH, tlu'Sf IVsts of the Garden, together
with Scale, Catortnllais, Slugs, Earwigs, &c., are immediately

destroyed. Leaves no stain, but strengthens the Trees or Plants.
See irordeners' Clironicle, August 10, 1805; and "Gardeners*

Magazine," July 1, 1805.

Sold by Chemists and others. In Is. bottles, and 2s. Crf. a gallon,

Destroy vour Insect Pests.
PRESERVE YOUR PLANTS and TREEa
You MAT Easilt Dgstrov all Plant Pests,

Red SriDHi I Green and Black I Ants

Mil
Without injury to the most delicate Plant or Tree, by using

FOAVLER'S GARDENERS* INSECTICIDE,
pronounced by all who have used it to be far superior to any

other remedy. One trial will prove its efficacy. Testimonials
forwarded on application.
Price Is. Gd., 38., 6s. 6d., and 10s. per Tin. Orders amounting to

18o, carriage paid. Agents required.
Geo. & Thomas Fowler, North Street, Brighton.

Parsons, o/ the Keymer, Hassock's Gate, and BrightonMl ....
Nurseries, says :—

" It is certainly the most effectual remedy that has at any time
come under my notice—destroys every insect for which I have applied
it, without the least injury to the most delicate plant."

Mr. Spary, F.R.U.S., o/tht Queen's Oraperiea, Brighton, says:-
" I have had an opportunity of proving its efficacy, it having been

applied to all plants alfected with Green and Black Aphis, Scale,
Red Spider, Thrip, &c., under my personal superintendence ; the
result has been satisfactory, without injury to the plants, and proved
destructive to the insects."

Messrs. William Wood & Son, Woodlands Nursery and Seed

perfectly clean and healthy."

Mr. George Quelch, Florist, Lewe.
" It will give perfect freedom from ins

more healthy verdure of foliage. It win prove one oi tni

welcome and lasting fViends."

Mr. J. Cruttesden. of the Rose Hill Nurseries, Brighton

LONG'S "DIPPING" for TICK in SHEEP.
LONG'S "SPECIFIC" for SCAB in SHEEP.

LONG'S "MAGGOT LOTION" for SHEEP STRUCK by the FLY.

M
PUBLIC NOTICE,—Owners of Stock ate earnestly advised to

protect their Stock, by the use of

CDOUGALL'S PATENT DISINFECTING
POWDER, as recommended in both Reports of the Royal

Commissionk
For washing the bodies of healthy and sick Cattle to prevec

infection, use MoDOUGALL'S PATENT DISINFECTING SOAP.

London : 11, Arthur Street West, London Bridge, E.C.
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TlionbovoR Ho. _ . .

^
are initio m two piiU and are free to revolve on tne ax
greater Isicilities for tuminK, and the outer edges are roi

• - •- ^- -- --oiding the unBightly marks U

Diameter, 30 inches j Length 32 inches, £7 10

fitted with Shafts suitable for Pony or Horaa

i to ill the pr ncipal Railway Stations and
I

n tl fleld Iron Works, Leeds Bi and 65,
n S and 19 £,den Quay, Dublin.

ris executed on the diy tdey arc received.

irdfcl free on applic

TEASES, STATUES, FOUNTAIN BASINS, FLOWER-
V POTS, &c., in TERRA COTTA and FINE STONE WARE,

warranted to stand frost, by John N. Blashpiklu, Stamford, Lincoln-
uhiro. Applications for Drawings and I'ricea will receive attoutioii.

A Large Assoi*tment of

I
FOUNTAINS, VASES, JARDINETTES,
? BALUSTRADES, GARDEN EDGINGS, &c . of elegant

to London. The material closely resembles natural stone, and is 1 ir

more Durable.
Orders received at the Office of the Patent Concrete Stone

Company, Limited, 2, Queen Street Place, Southwark BrnJijo,

RANSOMES- PATENT STUNE FILTERS, from

Fig. &23.

CONVOLVULUS,
WIRE BASKET

with BALL.
Ifls.ed.; 121ns.,

ll-'. ' lT8.0J.;14ins., 183.0(1

Connecting Screws to all the al-vove Jets, 1». flrf. e^tnu
[Branch Pipe for raising up Jets 1 foot high, 5s. Gd.

A Tap is required to be Q\ed in tlio Pipe to regulate the supply

'AKDEN BORDER EDGING TILES,
r variety of pntterns and matcrial,_ tho

, and once put do
and expense, as do
quontly being much cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, 4c., In

Artiftoial Stone, of great durablhty, and in groat
variety of design,

F. * G. RoBUER, ManUfftctuTPrs, Upper Ground
Street, Blaokfriars, S, ;

Queen^s Koad Wt'Bt,

Bit ICKS. Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Hiills. Corridoi-s, Balconies, &c., as cheap and durable as

Stone, in blue, red, and buff colours, and capable of forming a variety
of designs.
Also TRSSELATED PAVEMENTS of more enriched designs

than the above.
WHITE GL.\ZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen Rinses, Baths. &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving
Bricks of great durability, Dutch and Adamintine Clinkers, Wall
Copings. Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, &c.

To be obtained of F. & G. RosnEa, at their Premises as abo?0.

QILVER SAND (REIGATE, best quality), at th6 flbnveO ad dresses—14s. per Ton, or le. 3d. per Bushel ;'
2fl. par Ton oxtm

for delivery within three miles, and to any London Railwav or Wharf.
Quantities of 4 Tons. Is. per Ton less.

FLINTS, BRICK BURRS or CLINKERS, for Rookerios or GrOttO
Work. F. & G. Kosher.—Addresses see above.

N.B, Orders promptly executed by Railway.

J. 'B. BROWN & CO.'S NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWER.
PATENTED AND MANrPACTtlKED BY

J. B. BROWN & CO.,
148, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, B.C.

GUARANTEED TO GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION,

. • ' AND, IF KOT APPROVED OF,

*^ — MAY BE AT ONCE RETURNED.

This New B B PATENT LAWN MOWER is Manufactured by Messrs. Brown & Co., on their own Premisos

'n London, under theii personal superintendence. It is worked by means of Geared or Toothed Wheels, is quite

noiseless, and is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction in every respect.

PHICES—including Carriage to any Railway Station or Shipping Port in England.

£7 10 Hasili/ worked lij a Ma
8 0)
8 10 0) DMo by Two Men.
9 O)

10-inch Machine ..£3 10 ) 18-inch Macliine
12-inch Machine . . 4 10 [ Easily worked by a Boy. 20-inch Machine
14-inch Machine .. o 10 0) 22-inch Machine
16-inch Machine . . 6 10 Ditto by a Man. 24-iuch Machine

Every Machine sent out is warranted to give ample satisfaction^ and if not approved ofmay he at once returned.

•** It is most important that orders for delivery this season should be seat in as early as possible.

J. B. BROWN AND CO., OFFICES, 18, CANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.C.

WAREHOUSE (where Machines are kept in Stock), 148, UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C.
Opposite the City of London Brewery, and close to the London Bridge Steam Boat Piers.

Lawn Mowers.
GREEN'S PATENT. I SAMUELSON'S PATENT,
SHANK.S' PATENT. | BARNARD'S PATENT.

DEANE & CO.,
4G, KING WILLIAM ST., LONDON BRIDGE.

Horticultural Tools, Sec.
LAWN MOWING MACHINES, with Patented Improvements, Ma.. T0».,

0.4RDEN HARROWS, Iron and Wood. [90s., 140».

GARDEN ENGINES, GalViinised Iron. Plicos 55,1., 06s., 78».,00».. 100s.. 110».

GARDEN RllLLEUS. £1 Ins.. £1 lis., jE2, £2 7,1. CiJ., £2 12». M., £3 2.1. t,d.

STEEL DI
GREENHo
WIRE NKI
GARDEN ^

FLOWER t
STRAINED WIRE FENCING

Deane's Ne

s. SPADES, SCYTHES, ic.
),s and GARDEN PUMPS.
:.\AMENTAL WIRE WORK.
IA IRS.
-non and Wire.

, IKOJT HURDLES.

? Illustrated Horticultural Catalogue
post free on ajiplication.

Established a.d. 1700.

DEANE AND CO., 4r.. KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, E.C.

RANSOMES' PRIZE PLOUGHS
HAVE

50 ALL ENGLAND

CHAMPION PRIZES

WON

IN LESS THAN

A TEAR AND A HALF.

AND FOUR OUT OF FIVE FIRST PRIZES AL' Tin; l.\~r i;ov\I, SHOW AGAINST MOST SEVERE t'OMl'ETITIuN.

THEY ARE UTRONG. LlUllT l.\ URA I i: IIT. SIMPLE. ECONOMICAL.
Sold by all the principal Itnplcment Dealers,

Full particulars on application to

RANSOMES AND SIMS, ORWELL WORKS, IPSWICH.

RANSOMES & SIMS
have queatly reduced the prices of theik

STEAM-THRESHING
MACHINERY,

WHICH IS THE DE8T AND CHEAPEST Mv\DE.

ENGINES and MACHINES constantly kept in Stock.

Catalogues and Testimonials free on application. An eMaminaiion solicited.

RANSOMES AND SIMS, ORWELL WORKS, IPSWICH.

AWARDED the following PRIZES :—Royal Agricultural Society, 1841, 1842, 18.52, 1854, 1855; Royal A^ii-

cultural Society, Ireland, 1854, 1S55; Paiis, 1856; Rouen, 1856; Vienn.i, 1857; Pcsth, 1857; Amsterdam, 1S57;

Rotterdam, 18.58; Brassels, 1858; Schwei-in, 1861; St. Petersburg, 1861; Bourges, 1862; Longford, Tasmani.-i, 1862;

London, 1862; Ballarat, Victoria, 1862; Lille, 1863; Hamburgh, 1863; Greisswald, 1863; Alipore, India, 1864;

Stettin, 1865 ; Dresden, 1865 ; Cologne, 1865.

EARTH CLOSETS AND COMMODES.
(Moule's Patent.)

NO UNWHOLESOJIK CESSPOOLS.

NO BAD SMELLS.
NO WATER PIPES TO GET OUT OF ORDER.

THE BEST NIGHT COMMODES.
MAY BE APPLIED TO ANY CLOSET.

A VALUABLE MAXURE SAVED.

WHITE AND CO., 29, BEDFORD STREET, STRAND, W.C.
Where full information may be obtained.

" The most feasible plan for the utilisation of night soil is that brought fonvard by the Rev. Henry Moule, of

Fordington Vicarage, Dorset."

—

John Wilson, Edittglon Mains.
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Glass for Garden Purposes.

AilES PHILLIPS AND CO.
beg to submit their pncca aa fallows :—

PROFAGATING

BEE GLASSES, witU Conical

1 diameter 9 inches in diameter

Ifi inches long

Made to any length.

WITH
OPEN TOPS.

Glazed with 16-oz. Sheet Glass.

ri.ATK (;[,ASS, SLATES of all sizes
II- . I'M l,)-.D PLATK, CROWN,

I \]„ COLOURED, and

I I. 1 on application to

.
,-, ..,-.:i-..-.^,>.u ouc-et Without, E.C.

11 G

12 6

ING "^^ATER
BARROW.—This is the

heapestarticlejet

by merely misingtho

Carriage paid to any station
1 Great Eastern Line.

POWERFUL GARDEN ENGINE, suitable for the above, price 45s.

IMPROVED WATERandLIQOlD MANURE CARTS.
Catalogues on application.

Manufactmod by W. S. Boulton, Ruse Lane Iron Works, Norwich.

TllE~IMPROVED PATENT GARDEN WATER
and ROLLING ENGINE may be had at J. Lobe's, tho Solo

Manufacturer, 17, Exmouth Street, Clerkonwell, London, K.

The threii Id uhO of this i

Watering, Rtlhng orS\iin„it
so portable that jiu ordmm

, little Machine must be obvious in
it w II throw about (JO feet, and is

s about

Oil Paint no longer Necessary.

HILL AND SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VARNISH
for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Siono This Varnish is an

excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-door V'ork, and is fully
two-thirds cheaper. It may be applied by an ordinary labourer,
requires no mixmg or thinning, and is used cold. It is used in thn
grounds at Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many
hundreds of the nobility and gentry, from whom the most flattering
testimonials have been received, which Hill & Smith will forward on
application.

From Richard Hemuivq, Esq., Bordesley Park, Worcesterskirc.
"Gentlemen,—I have great pleasure in stating that I highly

approve of your Black Varnish, as a substitute for paint for farm
buildings, barn doors, gatea, ami i.:-[>L'tM;illy when the wood has been
i)reviously painted in thu n ii i n^^ before ; in this i.'nr-

ticular case it leaves a vm \
'

, than which nothing
could bo better. The sum Lpplies to ironwork ot
every description, such
Barrow with apparatus 1

useful, and so groat a ooi'3 anothei

Sold
ManufactoiT", or Is, Urt.

Apply to H.ill&Smi.„ _..j „ ,„
22, Cannon Street West, E.G., from whom only It

The Wrought-iron
:is haou found most
er it that I shall bog
3 Black Varnish, fur
ickshire. Please to

.*. Cd. per gallon, at the
Station in the kingdom.

. JBrierly'Hill Iron'Works, near Dudley, and

International Horticultural Exliibition.

JOSEPH NEWTON, 30, Eastbourne Terrace, 'W.,
'} Landscape Architect, asks tho favour of those conteiiiplatlng

Destroy your Insecfr Pests.
PRESERVE YOUR PLANTS and TREES.
You MAT Easily Destroy all Plant Pests,

Rkd Spidei
Fly SCALI

F'

I
American Bligo

J thu mobt delicate Plant or Tree, by using

\KDENERS' INSECTICIDE,
I hive used it to be far superior to any
1 will prove its efficacy. Testimonials

Its i<.qu

} Tow LB

)s. per Tin. Orders amountmg i

:,. North Street, Brighton.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, a HORTUS SICCUS.
containing about 9o0 species Dycotyledonous; 120 species

M( n< cotj kdTunus (Petaloidce) ; 170 species Monocotyledonous
(dlumn,!. k) lun species Acotyledonoua (Filices), of Indigenous
English riints, named ind cl is^ified.

Apply by letter to H Post Office. Ryde, Isle of Wight.

International Horticultural Exliil^ition Sale.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that he will

include in tho above SALE a fine collection ot NEW CALA-
DIUMS, exhibited by M. Bleu, of Paris.

More detailed particulars in Catalogue.

International Horticultural Ezhibition Sale.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that he will
include in the above SALE a Collection of NORTPI

AMERICAN PLANTS, including several rare species, exhibited by
Mr. R. M. Stark of Edinburgh.

More detailed particiilars in the Catalogue.

International Horticultural EsMbition Sale.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that he will

include in the above SALE several valuable Collections of raro

CONIFERS. STANDAKD HOLLIES, HARDY EVERGREEN
SHRUBS, &c., exhibited by Messrs. G. Jackman &Sod, of Woking.

Moi-o detailed particulars in the C>.taloguo.

International Horticultural ExMbition Sale,

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that he
will include in the above SALE a Collection of ORNA-

MENTAL PLANTS and SPECIMEN FERNS esbibited by M
W. Bruwn, of KlmUoii Hall, neiu- Binniugham.

Mm dutnitoii particulars m the Catalogue,

International Horticultural Exhibition Sale.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that h5 will

include in the above SALE a choice Collection of Specimen
AZALEAS, ACACIAS, ALLAMANDAS, BORONIAS, ERIUS-
i.i.st- .VL. Tj.-ir vri \T AG PT i^RAM As; */» exhibited by Mr

e^dctailed particulars in Catalogue^ __^

M'
International Horticultural Exhibition Sale.

s to announce that he will
magnificent ARAOCARIAS

; Valuer, 3B, King :

International Horticultural Exhibition Sale.

MR. J. C. STEVKNS b('g« to, announce that he will

include^in tlio itbuvt; SAI.,!: a litrue Collection of magnificent

DICKSONIAS, ll'i M !.:«' 'I'll ^ I.I t M-, ' VATHEAS, &c., includ-

J. Watson,
Mu

ii, exhibited by Mr.

International Horticultural Exhibition Sale.

MR. J. C. STEVENS bc-y to announce that he will

include in the above SALIO sovoral Collections of HAUin
UECIDUODS TREES and SUHUBS, Hardy Climbing Plants, N.'.n

Roses, Specimen Hollies; Standard, Zonalc, and Variegated Pehn-
goniums; and a tino Collection of Rare Specimen CONIFERS,
exhibited by Mr. William Paxil, of Waltbara Cr«as.

More detailed pajrticulars in Catalogue.

^alt& 6b auction*

Orchid Sale next Monday. Important Notice.

MR. J. C. SIEVHNS iKgs to announce that the
CHOICE »'i;(_iiilJS unii-ited by Mr. J. LINDEN from

Ecuador and Columhi I will ho soLD on MONDAY NEXT, May lil,

OS at first announced, and nut un tho date given in the (Jardcner^i'

Chronicle of last Saturday.

The Plants will bo on view thla day and Morning of Sale, and
gentlemen who are unable to attend may rely upon having their

" '" - " ' ' ' *'- ' " ''
,
Auctioneer

Choice Imported Orchids from Mr. J. Linden's well-
known Collectors.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covont Garden, W.C., on

MONDAY, May ^1, an importation of extra line ORCHIDS
fruiii KciKuior and Columbia, among which are the tr e and
splL'ndid Cattloja maxima, Odontoglossum Hallii, cir hos m
aureo and lutco-purpureum ; Oncidium Schlimii, *' ""

.luable Orchids fn
Collectors, and for Sale without reserve.

On view tho Monilng of Sale, and Catalogues had.

L ndcn t

International Horticultural Exhibition.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received insti-uctions from
the Executive Committee of the International Horticultural

Exhibition at South Kensington, to SELL by AUCTION n the
Building, on SATURDAY, May 26, and following days (Sunday
excepted) any PLANTS, COLLECTIONS cf PLANTS, HORTICUL
TDRAL IMPLEMENTS. &c., that the owners maybe dea rous of

disposing of after the closo of the Exhibition.

Mr. .T. C. Stevens therefore solicits that all persons, intend ng so

to disiose of their Plants, will immediately lurniah him w th a
Descriptive List for insertion in the Catalogue.

Terms and further particulars may be obtained upon appl cit n
to the AuctiOEieer, 3S, King Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that he has
been honoured with instructions to prepare for SALE by

AUCTION, at Claromont Gardens, Esber, S'uri-ey, on MONDAY
JUDG 4, and fullowing days, ;it r: <.V!nck preci.sely eiii:li day, h

GREENHdUM-:,

iirl Mornings of Sa e and

M
Dr. Lindley's Scientific and General Library.
" J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that he has

an favoured with instructions from the Executors of tho
Liiidky tn SKI.L by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms,
-!" .< V I. i.i.i, W <„ on WEDNESDAY, May 30. at

1 .
<

I

infhniit reserve, the MISCEL-
'I I ' >!

I M;l;Ar^Y, being the portion not
I' . I M..I Socitity. including many very

.\..ii. .
.!.. ,Mi, Im.

\
,

.'ilsi,. a MICROSCOPE, and sundry
leuus Articles, beiiii^ ii portion of the Effects of the late
ey.
V tho Day prior and Morning of Sale, anil Catalogues had.

M
To Tulip Fanciers and Others.

KS.slIS, l'i;MTni;KOli: AND MOmtlS ;.re instructed
!

1 ! tl;r l;itij Mr. J. K. I Inlmrs, to SELL by

vers, and a large

. and fVom other
h Oak support!

, bu 1 AlK'tlO

ss, Leytonstone, Essex, N.E.

L iiitity of Iron Hoops. &c.
• ;i!id Morning of Sale.
I and Valuers, American

Lower Norwood.
CtEAnANCE Sale of kine Oueeshouse. BEnniNO Plants, &c.

MESSRS. PKOTIIEROE and MORRIS are instructed
by Mr. A. James to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises. Tivoli

Gardens, Lower Norn

other purpo:
BEDDING i

. „
also four newly-erected Span-roof Greenhouses, one Lean-to Green-
house, Brickwork, Flues, Ranges of Fits, Boxes, a Gig (nearly new),
and sundry effects.

May be viewed two days prior to the Sale, and Catalogues may be
jneers and Valuers, American Nurseries,

M MUe End Nursery.—Annual Sale.
ERSliS. I'KorHI'MUtK AND MOKRIS will SELL

'h 'N, , Ml 1' -. M'''' l>rl N'T 'I'v. Bow Road,
.V

I I
'

'
'

.
'

,
.1 1 .. I 'iiirl; precisely,

Verbcii^to, iiu;ii.i,u.j..t.., I'^iai.ni^. l...L)cua.i, uupliuat,, Pvrethrum,
Gnzania hpluiidynw, I'L-riUa, and other plants forbcddingout ; also
Ornamental Rustic Flower Baskets, Tables, 20 dozen Painted Dahlia

Catalogues had on tho
and Valuers, An

N.B. One .Sale only wUl lake place tills b

M^

s for budding,
__. _ - „ - „ - vv ^^ ***'' "^^ *'''

I above; and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, Leytoc

M
Hampstead Road.

ESSRS. PROTTIEROE and MORRIS are instructed
by the E\' i: : r ili- liite Mr. Thos. Pearson to SELL

without tho 1
.

:i the Premises, Escho! Nursery,
opposite the i-'li:i I

!
r , i,. .i u tho North London Railwav, on

MONDAY, Mav :-
. i i i.. > n/ day. at 11 o'clock each dav, tho

whole of tho VI. II, 1,1. (.l;l I'MlorsK FLA.NTS, ..'insist-jut; uf
Camellias, A7,alc:i.'^, Gantenias. II .li r i

(\'
,
Miihw,

Daphne, Orange Trees, Dt)UtKi;i.s. >' I. ins.

Orchids, &c. Also about CO.uun ,: ,
]:,.!.;> ...

i i i \rs,
includine quantities of fine-grown ^ i ^md

May be viewed prior to tho sale. Catalogues, when ready, may be
had on tho Premises ; and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, American
Nurseries, Leytonstone, Essex, N.E.

Sunbury, Middlesex.
About 65 Acres of valuable Freehold Land, fronting the main road

from Staines to Kingston, situate about half-a-milo from the
Sunbury Railway Station, eligible for Building, Market Garden,
or Accommodation purposes.

MESSRS. DEBENHAM, TEWSON, and FARMER
will SELL at the London Tavern, on TUESDAY NEXT,

May 22, at 1 o'CIock. in IG Lota, varying from 3 to 10 Acres each
previouslvsold as awhole), the first portion of the ASHFORD

only two miles from Ashford Station on the South-Western Lini ,

also valuable as Market Garden or Accommodation Land. The
Subsoil is Gravel. Each Lot has an important Frontage to a capital

I, Cheapside, E C.

Exeter Devon

TIIFSE
DTiVELL

off red fo s

a nrgement at a t fl ng e pense

and Stable and
1 Stab es Sh d T f

13 ck Wall ng a Magn Scent

) J adapt d
3 t spe

I e t not be Sv^ « .. ^^..^ ^^«, ^^^ ^„
1 p ut beaut ful s tes to the e ec
vh h there Is no v a great d mand

DvaoND & Sons Surveyo s Exeter
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J. B. BROWN & CO.'S NEW PATENT B P LAWN MOWER.

PATENTEES AND SOLE MANOFACTURERS,

J. B. BBOWN & CO.,

148, UPPER THAMES STREET,

LONDON, E.C.

I

QUARANTEED TO GIVE

PERFECT SATISFACTION,

AND IF NOT APPROVED OF

MAY BE AT ONCE RETURNED.

J. B. BROWN AND CO. having so very successfully introduced, at the Meeting of the Bath and West of England Society at Hereford in June 186.5, the

NEW PATENT B B LAWN JIOWER, of their ow-n manufacture, and having executed theu- numerous orders up to the present time, with most unqualified satisfaction,

they are now actively executing further orders for the present season,—and, owing to the large numher of orders already received and constantly coming in, it is most

important that orders for delivery this season should be sent in as early as possible.

The Hsreford Journal, dated June 10th, 1865, thus notices this NEW MACHINE :
—" JIessiis. BROWN and CO. are well known in connection with the brat

Lawn blowing Machines— these very useful and now almost indispensable Machines, which save so much labour and at the same time so much improve the appearance of the

Lawn. Messrs. Bkown show a New Lawn Machine of their own manufacture, whic^h attracted much attention on account of the compact aiTangement of its parts, and light

elegant appearance, and neat workmanship. It is worked by means of well-made geared or toothed wheels, which we believe to be more desirable than the use of chains, which

are found to stretch and break so frequently, and cause much trouble. The working of this New Lawn Mower is light .and silent, and we have no doubt it must become a

great favourite."

This NEW PATENT LAWN MOWER combines all the latest improvements in Lawn Mowing Machines, being simple in construction, very hght, silent in movement,

easily worked, and so strong and durable as to be literally unbreakable,—an all-important feature in Machines of this class ; the ordinary cast-iron being entirely done aw.\y

with, and malleable iron substituted in all breakable parts, and every par' being numbered and accurately made to standard gauges. The workmanship and finish are also of a

superior character ; the entire Machine being quite equal to a revolution, so to speak, in Lawn Mowere. The Machines are all guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction in

every respect.

The NEW B B PATENT LAWN MOWER is Manufactured by J. B. BROWN and CO. on their own Pre

PATENT B B HAND MACHINE.
PRICES—Including Carriage to any Railway Station or Shipping Port in EngLand, with the necessary Tools and Directions for use.

10-inch Machine £3 10 i
;

18-inch Machine £7 10 Easili/ n'orlcedhy a Man.

r2-inch Machine 4 10 a\Easih/ If'orl^edbij a Boy.
I

20-inch Machine ..

14-inch Machine 5 10 '
|

,

22-inch Machine ..

l(j- inch Machine C 10 Ditto by a Man.
i

24-inch Machine ..

If with Brass-mounted Grass Box, 5s. extra.

PATENT B B PONY and DONKEY MACHINE.

in London, under their person.al superintendence.

j

10 [ Ditto hi Two Men.

o)

PATENT B B HORSE MACHINE.
PRICES—Complete, 's-ithout extras, including CaiTiagc to any Railway Station or

Shipping Port in England, with the necessary Tools and Directions for use.

42-inch Machine £28 10 i „ , „
„P . , ,f .. „, ,„ r.) Drawn by a Horse.
3G-mch Machine 24 10 )

'

30-inch Machine 21 10 By a Horse orStrongTony.

PRICES—Complete, without extras, including Carriage to any RaUway Station or

Shipping Port in England, with the necessary Tools and Directions for use.

30-inch Machine £17 10 i„„,,,, i.-,r,nl Drawn by a rony.
28-inch Machine lb 10 /

'

25-inch Machine 14 10 Draim by a Donkey.

New Improved Horse, Pony, and Donkey Boots, wholly of Leather, as follows :—Horse Boots, 24s. ; Pony Boots, 2Is. ;
Donkey Boots, 16s. per set.

*,» Every Machine sent out is warranted to give ample satis/action, and, if not approved of, may be at once returned.

The NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWER has already been patronized by Her Majesty the Queen, for the Royal Gardens at Windsor Castle, Osborne, Kew, and

Hampton Court; by His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, for Sandringham; and by His Grace the Duke of Somerset, the Right Hon. the Earl of Derby,

the Right Hon. the Earl of Chaklemont, and numbers of the principal Nobility and chief Landed Proprietors in the Kingdom. This Machine has also been selected by

Merchants for the execution of theii- orders for export to tho Continent, and to Egypt, India, Australia, Natal, and other countries, and by a large number of the most

respectable Ironmongers, Nurserymen, and Seedsmen in various parts of England, Scotland, and Ireland, many of whom have applied for special Agencies, and aro now

ordering Machines for immediate delivery.

AGENTS IN IRELAND—Messrs. THOMAS McKENZIE & SONS, 34, Dawson Street, Dublin, and Camden Quay, Cork.

AGENTS IN VIENNA—Messrs. CLAYTON, SHUTTLEWORTH, & CO., who aro exhibiting the Machines at the Vienna Show this season.

TESTIMONIALS.
From tlti Hon. P. AsHBnRSH.iM, SAsny'oW PiU'fc, Fraut, Sussex, Man

la very well satisfied with the working or tho B B Mowing Machine."

, 1360 :—" My gardener

From Mra. Prick, Hagley Villa, Lufftoardine, Hereford, Auf/ust 18, 1S65.

" I have much pleasure in Informing you that the Mowing Machine [a 14-inch B B] I ordered from

you at the Bath and West of England Meeting, held In Hereford, haa In every respect given the

greatest satisfaction, and I am very much pleased with

From W. H. ApP.»«t, Esq.. Withinglon, n<f^ ncrc/ord, A^mt 14, 13C5.

.. The Now B B Lawn Mower I purch<^e<. -r you haa now been ftequeotly med by ,.>y Gaidener.

and he 1, perrecUy satiafiod wltb it >' doe, its work wall. I shaU feel pleasure In reoomniendio« your

From GioaoK McUie, Esq., Miloham Common. Surrey, IhpUmUr 27, 1805.

" I am very pleas*! with the Lawn Mower I had from yon [a 14.mcli B B Machine]. It is oerlah.ly

the moat compact one I e , and does its work well.*

%• Every Machine sent out is warranted to give ample satisfaction, and, if not approved of, may be at once returned.

J. B. BROWN AND CO., OFFICES, 18, CANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.C.

WAREHOUSE and MANUFACTORY, 148, UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C.

OPPOSITE tho CITY of LONDON BREWERY, and close to the LONDON BRIDGE STEAM BOAT PIERS.

'The Editor;" Adverthc____„„_ . Rii9ine«s tetters to - Tlic Publisher."

rrinted by WiLtiiH BB*DBDrtT,of 13. Upper Wobum Place, iii the Pamh of St. Pantras. In the Co. of Middk's
Printers, at their Office, Lombard Street, Precinct of Whltefriars, City of London, and Publlihed by t a at the Office', No. 41, Wellington Street

t,.e om... 11. W..lUn.ton ^^reet Covent Oard.n^W^^^^^^
Whitefriars. City of Lnndon,

'"
p'ariTh of St°"Paul'9,Covent Garden, in the said Co-S^tcrday. May 19. 1865.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
Tbo EXHIBITIONS will be HELD on THURSDAYS, riz. :

—
SDMMEK EXHIBITION, June 14 ; and the KOSE SHOW.
JUNE 28.

Schedules may be had on application. Admission on June 2H, by
Fellows' privileged Tickets, to be bought prior to the days, 3*, tit/.

;

Public, tltt ; or on the Day, 7s. 6d. Bands at 3.3y.

X\i 1

Ticket Office, St. J.^mes'3 Hail, by Vouchei's from Fellows of the
Society, price 6s., or on the day of Exhibition 7«. ed. each.

JOHN WATERER'S AMERICAN PLANTS will be Exhibited
In JUNE.

BOSTON FLORAL antl HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.-The FIRST EXHIBITION will bo held in Major

Hopkins' Park on THURSDAY Juno 21.

For Schediiles, kc, apply to tbe Honorary Secretaries, Mr. W. H.
B.iiL[:3, Solicitor, Boston; Mr. ItjN Cocas, West Sklrbeck Nursery,

BRIGHTON antl SUSSEX FLORICULTURAL antl
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The THIRTEENTH ANNUAL SUMMER EXHIBITION' will
be held, by permission of the Town Council, on the Eastern Lawn,
and in the entire suite of splentiid decorated rooms of the Royal
Pavilion, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, June 27 and 28,
and the AUTUMN SHOW, September 12 and 13, on the same
gnind Btiale as in former years.

Schediiles of Prizes can be had on application to the .Secretary, 00,
St. James's Street, or E. Spary, General Superintendent of the
Exhibitions, Queen's Graperies, park Street, Brighton.
^M^y 12^ Edward Carpenter, Secretary.

THE ANNUAL GRAND FLORAL
HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION of FRUIT, FLOWERS

and VEGETABLES, will be held at Slealord on THURSDAY,
July 19, 1806.

Frask Warwick, Secretary, North Road Nursery, Sleaford.

REBECCA, the finest BEDDING GERANIUil ever
raiaetl. Plants ready in May, nrice fw. each.

See Wii. Paul's SPRING CA'TALOGUE.
Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

To the Trade,—GeranlumB,
HUSSEY AND BON beg to cfl'er fine Planta, ivell-

establlshed-TOM THUMBS Us. per 100; SI I ' ER-

G ERANIUM MRS. POLLOCK.
Price per dozen, 100. or 1000, on application.

Jaues DicKBON & SoN3, " Newtop" Nuraeriea, Cheater.

MRS. POLLOCK GERANIUMS, 12*., 15s., and
13s. per doz. ; SCARLET and VARIEGATED GERANIUMS,

VERBENAS, CALCEOLARIA.S, FUCHSIAS, PETUNIAS.
LOBELIAS, KONIGA, Ac, packing Included, £1 tbe 100, 60 for

10s. Gd. NEW DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUE now ready
and tree on application.
W. Hoofer, Nurseryman, Seedsman, &c., Nb» Wandsworth, S.W ,

BEATON'S GERANIUMS, at Redi ced Prices.—
Indian Yellow, Donald Beaton, Orange Nosegay, Scarlet Gem,

Princesa Llchtenstein, and Salamander, Is. each, 9). per dozen, not
less than six of a sort. Fxilgena, Pillar of Beauty, and Waltham
Seedling, Is. 6(/. each, lis. per doz. Amy Hogg, Is, 6d. each,
15s. per doz. Alexandra, 2a. each, ISs. per doz. For other sorts see

separate Advertisement,
Wu. Pacl, Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Crosa, London, N.

THE BEAUTIFUL GEM PLANT-CASES, for
Drawing Room and Table Decoration, just introduced by

Babr & SuGDEN, are now on EXHIBITION at their Warehouse.
They are oxceedingly elegant and seasonable presents.

An ILLUSTRATED PRICED SHEET is in preparation. See
Illustmtions, p. 480.

Babb & SuoDEj). 12. King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

TRANSPLANTED RHODODENDRONS.—4-year-old
Hybrids saved from the choicest Crimson, White, and Claret-

coloured sorts, 123. 6d. per 100, or lOOO for £5.

Richard Smith, Nurseryman, Worcester.

w
Superb Double Hollyhocks.

Toe Fixest Collectiun etku OprERBD to tuk Public.

CHATER has a large Stock of fine healthy
Plants now ready, which ho can supply on liberal terms.

See Advertisement on other page.
Address, W. Chater, Nurseries, Saffron Walden.

Genuiue Garden and Agricultural Seeds.AMES CAR T E K and CO.,
StED FAnyKHs, Mebciiants. and NrRStiiviitx,

:;3r and 23a. High Hulbom, London, W.C.

JAMES FAIRHEAD and SON, Seed GRO^^^:Rs uud
Mkbchants, 7, Borough Market, London, S.E.

New and Genuine AGRICULTURAL, GARDEN, and FLOWER
SEEDS. Special prices and advantageous offers on application.

STEPHEN BROWN'S SPRING PLANT CATA-
LOGUE contalua a very select assortment of BEDDING

PLANTS at low pricea. Copies free.

Seed and Nursery Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

"DAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE, DOWLING,
X.\i ASD COMPAN r. Limited.

CoRW, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Merchants,
Address, sy^Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

w Genuine Garden Seeds.
M. CUTBUSH AND SON'S DESCRIPTIVE
PRICED CATALOGUE of SEEDS, which contains every-

a application.

New Catalogue.
CHARLES TURNER'S CATALOGUE of PLANTS

for the Spring is now ready. It includes lists of all the loading
Bedding Plants, New Dahlias, Pelargoniums, Roses, Verbenas, and
select general Collections.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

MAURICE YOUNG'S DESCRIPTIVE LIST of
Conilene, New and Rare Hardy Plants, Ornamental Trees and

Shrubs, Rhododendrons. Japanese Novelties, Forest Trees, and
Roses, forwarded on application.

Mil lord Nurseries, near Godalming, Surrey,

The SEED CATALOGUE and GARDEN DIRECTORY for 1866,
now published, will give tUll particulars respecting pricea and other
matters in connection with the Busmess. Will be sent gratis and post
free to any address in the icingdom.

i^^LAY CROSS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.-The
Vy NINTH ANNUAL SHOW and FETE, under the patronage
ol His Grace the Duk.e of Devonshire, and others of the Nobility
and Gentry of the neighbourhood, will be held at Clay Cross on
TUESDAY the 3l9t of July next. Amount of the Premiums £364.
Schedules and Forms ofEntry may be obtained on application to

J. Stollabd, Hon. Sec, Clay Cross, near Chesterfield.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL GARDENS.—
PERMANENT EXHIBITION of HORTICULTURAL

ELEGANCIES, and HORTICULTURAL and AGRICULTURAL
IMPLEMENTS. Amongst the Exhibitors may be quoted the Coal-
brook Dale Co,, Messrs. Rosher, Weeks, Green & Son, Hooper,

DAHLIAS and HOLLYHOCKS.—Fine named Show
and Fancy Dahlias and Hollyhocks, the former at 4s. per doz.,

tbe latter at 6s. to 9s. per doz. All well-established in pots, and the
,

Hollyhocks struck from eyes last summer. Names of '

application.
Wood A Inorau, The Nurseries, Huntingdon,

made early
Mr Fox, Royal Horticultural Gardens, South Kenaingtoi

Notice.
MESSRS. WATERER and GODFREY begto statethe

AMERICAN PLANTS at KNAP HILL are NOW in GREATBEAUTY ; they are this year finer than usual.
The Knap Hill Nursery.

For DabliaB apply to
GRAWLINGS, who is permitted to announce that

• he supplied Clark & Co., and Mr. Boshell, of the Borough,
for 10 years. Nearly 200 varieties, at 33. per doz. ; New ones of 1866,
including LEAH, CHAMPION, and GEO. WHEELER, ds. per doz.

WEDDING BOUQUETS, EPERGNES FILLED,
Tables Decorated, Conservatories tXimished, by
0. Elwin & Co,, y. Park Terrace, Regent's Park.

100,000 Bedding Plants.
CELWIN AND CO. beg to offer the above, from

• 2a. 6d. to 6s. a dozen. Banker's reference or Foat Office Order
from unknown correspondents.

Address, 9, Park Terrace, Regent's Park t or Clillon Nursery.
Cliiton Villas. Malda Hill.

BrltiBh Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM can now send, post free for six postage

stamps, Part I. (British Ferns and their varietlesj 36 pages,

NEW and CHOICE SEEDS.—Bull's Verbena, Bull's
Tropieolum, Cyclamen persicum grandiflorum. Giant 10-week

Stock, Perfection Aater, Lllium auratum. Intermediate Stock, James
Prize Calceolaria. Ban's Select Strain of Primula, each 2s. 6d. p. pkt.

Barr & ScoDEN, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

EEDS for the GARDEN and FARM7~all saved from
the finest aelectcdlstocks

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LISTS free on application.

s-

, Covent Garden Market", W.C.

Roses In Pots.
T>AUL AND SON, in addition to the NEW ROSES of
J- 1S66, can offer fine Plants of the flneet TEA-SCENTED
NOISETTES and best HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES in pots for
Planting during present and next month.

Old Cheshuut Nurseries, N.

pASTLE KENNEDY FK}!—Plants of the above may
V-' now be had at lOs. fid. and 21s. each ; the luual discount to the
ITade. Pktkr Lawhom & Son, Edinburgh and London-

EW STEII-ED-LEAVED [JAPANESE MAIZE -
Nothing m tho way of Foliagcd Plants can exceed the

gi^celulness and beauty of a group ol three to fl»e Plants of this
variety of Z EA. In Is. and 2s. ed. packets.—Imported by

IluTLEK A McCdlloch, Covent Garden Marliet, W
rVERY AND SON beg to announce that theirt^. DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES of AZALEA

ORAIE VlNEb, and SEEDS, may be had on application at theif
Dorking NuTBOry.

Oroenliouse, Hardy and Stove Plants ,^AgriculturalRnower, and Vegetable Seeds. &c.OBERT PAKICEK ifivit.s mspi'ibn of his
..w

.Collections of tho above-named, which have been selectedwith the greatest care. All plants are clean and healthy, and ore
^ tl 'l''i"'°f°''f;'S P,"°"- Descriptive and Priced Cataliguas aropublished, and will be forwarded to applicants.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, .S.

B
Prize Calceolaria, &oT

UTLEE AND McCDLLOCH beg to offer Seed of the
CI n^l^frf,""'' '''T "?""'? otgratLt beauty, 1., and 25. M.p. pkt,

PRlSm A V^
'''"';' "'•.<'^"? r'"''':". "• "id 2s. 6rf. per packet.

^S.viV.fc*
(Jambs'sI, extra choice, 1». and 3t. 6d. per packet'OyENT^OARDElrf INTERMEdUte .STOCK (Vrao'ls. and 2s. 6d.

POrI'Ie WHITE INTERMEDIATE STOCK, Is. and 2s M p pkt
All packets of Flower Seeds sent post paid.

*

" " " " nt Garden Market, W.C.Butler k McCuL

Chrysanthemums.
FnuT Fbisks Srokx Newinoton and Gcildhall, 1866

A DAM FORSYTH begs to inform the Public that he
THPMTiHSo

eending out his large COLLECTION of CHRT.SANiMLMUMS, at 6j(. per dozen, including Attractl— ^— "<---

S»am Waller, V

„.„„, Eve, Golden
-.—„, —„g, „. Denmark, Lady Carey,
Mrs. Rames, Pink Pearl, Prince of Wales

B Virgin Queen, &c.
'

CATALOGUES for one sUmp
Brunswick Nursery, Stoke Newlngton, W,

Ball Gulden Dr. Brook, Hercules. Kine"' Bninleea, Mr, Wyneas "' '
, Virgin

T
Bedding Plants, Bedding Plants,
3s. per dozen ; aOs. per 100 ; out of pots. Ills, per 100.

OOLE AND CO. heg to offer the above, of which they

For Bouquets and as Cut Flowers
THE INVINCIULE SCARLET SWEET PEA is

Invaluable. Tho colonp is intense and permanent. Packets
6d., Is., and 2s. 6rf. each. Sold by the principal •Seedsmen throughout

GARBAGE PLxVNTS, SCOTCH DRUMHEAD and
Early Varieties, autumn sown, very flne.—Prices on application to

H. & R. Stikzakek, Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

Bedding Plants.
A RCHIBALD HENDERSON begs to announce that

Sion Nursor)-, Thornton Heath, Surrey, S.

GOO.OOO Bedding Plants.
Alteration or Pric£8 (from this Date).

r
SCOTT, Nurseries, Merriott, Somerset, offers all the

• Plants Priced in his Catalogue at 2s. 6d. and 3u. 6d., at 1*. 6d.
id 2a, per dozen respectively, or 10«. and 16«. per 100.
CATALOGUES on application. The Stock well hardened off.

BEDDING PLANTS.—Upwards of 100,000 vigorous
Plants of the leading varieties. Price from 2a. 6d. per dozen.

See CATALOGDE, forwarded upon application.
Jauks Dicksoh k Sons, "Newton" Nurseries, Chester.

Bedding Plants, Bedding Plants.
JASrES HOLDER can supply VKRJ3ENAS, SCARLET

and VARIEGATED GERANIUMS, DAHLIAS, CALCEO-
LARIAS, FUCHSIAS, PETUNIAS, LOBELIAS, QAZANIAS
KONIGAS, CUPHEA.S, ic. Eight dozen for 20«., or four dozen for
IQt. 6d., hampers and package Included.

Crown Nursery, Reading, Berks.

BEDDING PLANTS, BEDDING PLANTS.
Extra-strong Plants of the following now ready, well-established

)re, 100, £1 5s.

:

VERBENAS, 26 finest sorti, 100, £1 ; 200, £1 17s. 6rf. : 600, £3 lOa.
100 BEDDING PLANTS m pots. In 20 varieties. Including Dahlias

, tLC, for £1; 200 ditto, £1 15b.;

in pots

GERANIUMS, in 26 or 60 varied shades, leas
200, £2 6s. ; 600, £'

Geraniu
600 ditto, £4 ia.

CATALOGUES free. Post Offlco Orders payable
Hedingbam.

Wm. Dii r. Sible Hodlnghato, Easoi.

PETER DRUMMOND and CO. (lato J. Scott),
Preston Road Nursery, Yeovil, Somerset, have to offer to

Intending purchasers upwards of 200,000 BEDDING-OUT FLOWERGARDEN PLANTS, including all the leading varieties of Dahlias,
rXichslaii, Geraniums. Heliotropes, Lantanas, Lobelias, Petmiiaii,
Salvias, Verbenaa. 4c. And all kinds of Frogted and Variegated-
leaved Plants suitable for the Decoration of the Flower Garden, at
unprecedented low pricas. CATALOGUES free on application.
Also SEEDS of every description for the FARM and GARDKX, Ot

the beat quality, at moderate prices.
Please &ddr«Ba as above,

CABBAGE PLANTS.—strong Drumheads for Cattle,
Early kinds, Battersea and Nonpareil, 3.f. per 1000.

W. ViRuo jt Son, Wonerah Nursery, Guildford, Surrey.

R U M H E A D CABBAGE PLANTS.
ROBINSON'S, true, 2s. 'Jd. per 1000 for cash at

F. Warwick's, North Road Nursery, Sleaford.

DAINTREE^~SEEDLING POTATO is the best
early round white Potato in cultivation, and can be obtained

price on application.

Mr. S. A. Daintree, Fendraj-ton, St. Ives, Hunts.

D

Fine Long Red Surrey Carrot.
SUTTON AND SONS can supply excellent new Seed of

the above at very moderate price, wnicb (according to quantity
required), may be had on application.

SuTToi* & Sons, Itoyal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

Early Sheep Feed—Mustard and Rape.
SUTTON AMD SONS can supply good new Seed of the

above at very moderate prices, which msybo had on application
ScTToN k Sons, Seed Merchants, Reading.

English-saved Sowing Rape Seed.
CHARLES SHAKPE and 00. have the above to

offer, of flne quality. Sample and price forwarded on
application. Seed Warehouse, Sleaford.

" THE TTiAi)ET^^liie~ENGLISir WHITE
MUSTARD ; lino ENGLISH SOWING RAPESEED, clean,

good-coloured samples, and at low prices.

H. * F. ; , Seed Growers, Wisbech.

Turnip Seeds.

THOMAS EENNEDY and CO. heg to call the
attention of Agricul turists to their extra Improved TURNIP

SEEDS, comprising KENNEDY'S IMPROVED SWEDE, DRUM-
MOND'S IHPROFED SWEDE, IMPROVED GREEN-TOP
YELLOW BULLOCK, and other varieties, which for size, shape,

quality are unsurpassed^^

1"
Nursery and .Seed Establishment, DumMo!

Brighton and Sussex Seed Warehouse.EDWARD CARPENTER'S MIXTURES
of PERMANENT GRASS and CLOVER SEEDS. — Best

quality, 36«. per acre (2 bushels light seeds, and 12 lb. Clovers and
small seeds per acre).—See testimonials In Catalogue.

'.„.„,.,. RENOVATING MLiTURES for Improving

Street, Brighton.
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Novelties, Novelties.

not ouiy Novelties but decided

weTl-known Mrs. Pollock, from which it is a seedling ; the colours a:

of the same shade but much more vivid, and, being a ereat itopr^^

ment, the green coloui' does not project itself beyond tni
""'

good shape.
) produced in abundance, and ai-e scarlet in colour a

* Well-established Plants will bo supplied the last week in June, at

His. each. Four sent when Three are ordered.

Cloth op Gold Section.

BRONZE QUEEN.—A variety raised from Cloth of Gold, with

foliage of same colour, but with the addition of a dark bronze zone

distmctly marked ; of good dwarf habit, free in growth and very

oflective, well adapted for bedding; Qowers scarlet cerise, produced

m good-sized trusses.

Price "s. 6d. each. Four sent when Three are ordered.

L'AFRICATNE.—A hybrid Nosegay of compact habit, with extra

fine trusses of pmiilish crimson flowers, which, elevated on stiff flower

stems proriuce a very fine effect. As a plant for the back or second

row of a ribbon border or centre of bed, this will be foxmd a very

attractive acquisition. ^
Price 6s. each. Four sent when Three are ordered.

Prices to the Trade on application.

.IA9. Caraway & Co.'s SPRING CATALOGUE, containing Priced

k- & Co,, Durdhani Down Nurseries Biistol.

New and Distinct Fuchsias, now ready, in strong
healthy Plants.

FUCHSIAS ARTISTIC and LOUD UOLMESDALE.

GEORGE FRY, Manor Tfursery, Manor Laiu-, and
High Road, Lee, S.E., announces the sending out of the abovu

. with great pleasure, feeling assured that thoy are destined to give

entire sati^uiction, having been very much admired by those who
have seen them.
The habit of AnnsTic is all that can bo desired; flowenng freely m

a young state, it will become a great favourite in the market, the

form or the flowers giving the plant a novel, pleasing, and graceftil

effect, each sepal so recurving as to form foui- rings or complete

Loan HoLMEstiALE is a Tory unique variety, of good substance, very

broad sepals, carmine, and cxuulsitelv recurved; corolla well

Ueveloped, of a rich plum purple. Floffcra were aent to two
Joumiuists only, vide the following :—

Gardeners' CiiRO-vicLE, Oct.. 2S, 18G5.

"Seedling Fuchsia: (3. i^Vy.—Your Seodlmg Artistic has small

leaves, and elegantly formed medium-sized well-proportioned flowerB,

with neatly recinved sepals; the sepals coral red, and the corolla

deep violet. If the habit Is good it must be a graceful variety.""

Gaiujenebs' Magazine, Sept., 1365.

" The flower is very neat and symmetrical."

Mr. H. Cannell, of the FucJisia Nursery, Woohnch, one of the most
successful growers and exhibitors of thepresent da^ says :—

" Fuchsia Nursery, Woolwich, May 4, 1866.

"Sir,—The habit of your two Fuchsias, Lord Holmesdale and
Artistic, is all that can be wished."

Mr. Hull, &>'. to J. N. Scott, Esq., MayjUld House, Blackheath
Park, who saw them jn bloom, says;—

*' Sir,—Will you please to forward mo your two new Fuchsias, Lord
Holmesdale and Artistic, which I saw in blcom in the Autumn 186">

;

lor from the good habit and graceful appearance of Artistic, and
inti-'HSity of colom-, good form, and substance in Lord Holmesdalo,
iiiiiv cannot fail to give universal satisfaction."

Mr. Rakble, Or. to — Morrice, Esq., Hic Laurels, Lee Part:,

ery good and"Sin,—PleasQ send ^- — r-— ,-— -

distinct new Fuchsias, viz., two Lord Holmesdale, and
tlcally formed) Artistic, which I had the pleasure of

,
and expressed a wish !

(artls-

the time to have them when

A
Choice and New Indian Azaleas.

YAN GEERT, Nuiiseryman, Ghent, Belgium, begs
to offer the undernamed Choice and New INDIAN

AZALEAS, in nice plants,

Coloris nova (D. VorvaeneJ
CoQUotte de Gand (D. Vervaone)
Eugdne Mazel (D. Vervaene)
Gloire avant Tout (D. Vervaene)

LaReinedesPaTsBas(SIaenbaut)
Alexandre Van Langenhove tVan
Houtte)

Francois de Taye (Van Houtte)

Imperiaiis (Veitch;

Mme. Desbordes VtUmore (Vai

Hoatte)
Mino. Dominique \ er\aen

(Verv.)
Frore Orban (Maenhaut)

Kecurvata (A Verscbaffelt)
RoldeaBeaut6s(J Vervaene &Co I

de Van Teene(Vt.rva6ne)

LARGE

PURPLE,

L\RGE

GREE^,

Sutton's Grass Seeds for all Sotis,

SONS
f each of

Price 2Gs. to ZCs. per a

Carriage free.

'UTTON'S IM-
M'ERIAL GREEN

GLOBE.—Tills
uld be Bovm for tho iimin
:iter croi>, instead of the

nd Turnip,

Tree and Shrub Seeds.
CHARLWOOD AND CUMMliN'S have now on Bale,

SEEDS of the (ollowing in nood cundltion :—Cedrus Deodani,
Libani, and Red Cedar ; Cuprcasus Lawhoniana and macrocai-pa

;

Pioea balaamea, nobilis, Nordmanniana, and cephalonica ; Pinu;'
flexilis and Lambeitiana ; Thuja orientalis and occidental i.'i :

Wellingtonia gigantea; Ailantua glandulosa ; Kaimia lattfoUa

;

Magnolias, 4 varieties ; Pavia flava (the yellow-flowered Horse Cheat-
nut) ; Portugal Laurel; Platanus orientalis; Oaks, 7 varieties;
Common Yew, and Clianthus Dampieri, with a general assortment ol

Forest Tree and Shrub Seeds,
application.

H
To the Trade.

MAKt5EL WTIRZEL ANb TURNIP SEED.
AND F. SHARPE can still supply the Trade witli

• their selected stocks of—
SKIRVING'S KING of the SWEDES TURNIP.
SHARPE'S IMPROVED PURPLE-TOP SWEDE TURNIP.
SHAKPE'S IMPROVED GREEN-TOP SWEDB TURNIP.
SHARPE'S IMPROVED YELLOW TANKARD TURNIP.
FISHER HOBBS' ORANGE GLOBE MAXGEL.
IMPROVED YELLOW GLOBE MANGEL.
IMPROVED LONG YELLOW MANGEL.

Seed Growinti EstabllshDient, Wisbech.

T"10C0A-NUT EEl'USE
^-^ is becoming scakce, thp

old reserves will soon bo gone-

Now sold in bags, 1 for 2s., 10 for

ICs., 20 for 30s., 60 for 6Cs., 100

for £6.

bag returned carriage-paid.

A Ilailway Truck-load (not in

bags), JOfi.

Postage Stamps or Post-office

Order, payable to J, Barsham &
r... Kingston-on-Thamea, S.W.

. r 10 lb., Is. 1(1.

n.-. Fleet Street, E.G.
.^ Fleet Street.

valueless this
these two are excellent! '

Half the secret of keep- I

lag lambs healthy in the
autumn is to give them

,

plenty of Grey Stone
Turnips through the
months of August and

;

September, pulped with '

Tniolium or Clover-

Prlcc lOd. per pound. chaff."

LINCOLNSHIRE RED PARAGOX, M. per lb.

POMERANIAN WHITE GLOBE, M. per lb.

HARDY GREEN ROUND. 9<(. per lb.

SUTTON'S SHORT-TOP SIX WEEKS. Is. per lb.

And other choice Borta, cheaper by the bu-shel, carriage flree.

,
Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

Plagues of the Garden.
.E AKD Safe Remldt.—By using the

APHIS WASH, these Pests of the Garden, together
with Scale, Caterpillaia, Slugs, Earwigs, Ac, are immcdlAtely

destroyed. Leaves no stain, but strengthens the Trees or Plant'9.

See Hardener^ Chronicle, August 19, 1865; and "Gardeners'
Magazine," July 1, 18G6.

Sold by Chemists and others, in Is. bottles, and 2s. C((. a gallon.

Destroy your Insect Pests.
PRESERVE YOUR PLANTS and TREES.
YOD MAY E48ILt DEBTRoV ALL PLANT PeSTS,

I
Americas Buout

I
Mildew,

ijory to the most delicate Plant or Tree, by using

FOWLER'S GARDENERS' INSECTICIDE,
pronounced by all who have used it to be far superior to any

other remedy. One trial will prove ita efficacy. TestlmonialB
forwarded on application.

Price Is. 6(/., 3s,, OS. Gd., and lOs. per Tin. Orders amounting to
IS.s. carriage paid. Agents required.

Geo. i Thomas Fowlbr, North Street, Brighton.

ScTTON & SoNSr Royal Berkshire Seed EsUblishmentf Reading.

GISHURST .COM-
POUND, whether used

against Insects and Mildew, i

smell, and if the Solutic
decanted, prevents any staining
of foliage. A strength of ft'om

Sold Retail by Nm-serymeu
Seedanien, in boxes, In.,

and 10s. Gd. each.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

Horticultural Improvements.
KEAD'S NEW PATENT HYDRAULIC SUCTION

PUMP.—This Pump is highly approved by the NobUlty.
Gentry and by the principal Horticulturists, &c^ throughout the
Kingdom also by Sliirley Hibberd, Esq., F.R.H.S,, the late

Lindley, and many others connected with Horticulture, &c.
R Read has alto a lai«e assortment of GARDEN ENGINES.

MACHINES, and SYRINGES, upon the most approved principle.
Manufactured by the Patentee,

Richard Read, 35. Regent Circus, London, W.
\* Drawings sent post fi'ee.

'}

GARDEN BORDER EDGING TILES, in ^

variety of pftttcnis and material, the plainer sorts being

SUTTON'S CHAMPION SWEDE, price Is. per lb.

'Cheaper by tho bushel, cai-riage tree.

roN & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed £i>tablishment, Rea<ltng.

and expense,
qnently being much cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c.. In

Artificial Stone, of great durability, and ib great

variety of design.

F. & G. RnsHEft, Manufacturers, Upper Groulia

Street. Elacki'rinrs, S. ;
Queen's Road West,

Chelseaj S.W.; Kingsland Road, Kingslaud, N.E-

Sok London Agents for FOXLEY'S PATENT GARDEN WALL
BRICKS. DJustrated Price Lists free by post. Tho I'rade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conserratories,

Halls. Corridors, Balconies, &c,, as cheap and durable as

Stone, in blue, red, and buff colours, and capable of forming a vai-iety

ofdt'signs.
, . , J.. "^ , ..^^^ T, . ,-T:.>rT^x,m.. of more enriched designs

Walls of Dairies, Larders,

«.i^^u^u »^^B^<., ^, -". ".- and other Stable Pi^jn+J

Bricks of great durability, Dutch and Adamantine Clmkers, \\ all

Copings, Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, A*-

To be obtained of F. A G. Ro; their ftremises as above.

SILVER SAND (KEIGaTK, best quaiitv), at the above

addresses—14s. per Ton, or U.3d. per Bushel ; 2S. per Ton eslra

for delivery within three miles, and to any London Railway or Whan.
Ouarititiesof 4T0D8, Is. perTon less.

_

FLINTS, BRICK BURHS ov C'LINKERS, for RockOncs
Work F. it G. RosBEH.—Addresses see above.

N.B, Orders promptly executed by Railway.

rOtotto
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GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.

INTEENATIONAL EXHIBITION, Class IX., No. 2119.

Mr. Gray begs to call the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, Nurserymen, Gardeners, &c., to hia

NEW OVAL TUETJLAB BOILER,
acknowledged by practical judges to be a great improvement on every form of Tubular Boiler yet introduced. It ha^

proved itself superior to all other Boilers for quickjiess of action and economy of Fuel, doing its \vork with one-third

less the amoimt required by any other.

Extractfrom Report in Gardeners' Chronicle of International Exhibition, May 24, page 476.

" The uvright form of Boiler ia usually made on a circular plan, but the oval form given to Jlr. Gray's variety of it is said to he prefer-

ftblo in consequence of its bringing the tubes in closer contact with the fire. The usual form of a furnace being a parallelogram rather than
Fi square, it seems feasible that the Boilers on the oval plan should bring the tubes more completely within range of the burning fuel ; and

-' """ -' "^—
"^ - -..-.-^ --- ^ - 3 doubt an improvement."

They are made of all sizes, which, with prices, may be had on application.

JAMES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
DAN\TERS STREET, PAULTON'S SQUARE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION.
AWARDED A PRIZE MEDAL, 1862.

INVENTED AND PATENTED BY THE LATE

SIR JOSEPH PAXTON.

manufactories :-LONDON; NEWTON IN CARTMEL, LANCASHIRE;
GLOUCESTER, COVENTRY, ABERDEEN, and PAISLEY.

Nothing can be more easy than to build them, nothing more simple than to remove them.'*— f>ai/y Nt

COMBINE f ^l/ -fcV

siMPLicixy, r r- W
CHEAPNESS, V^ •

DnKABILlTir.

KEQUniEMEJiTl-

HOETICULTDnE,

Illustrated rricc Lists will be .sent un prL>p.iid applic;iLiuu. Estimates given for Oruumentul Coiiscrvatoi-Icf, .

to special sizes .and designs ; also for Heating Apparatus, iised complete.

HEREMAN and MORTON, 7, PALL MALL EAST, LONDON, S.W.

A H.'LNDBOOK: of VINE and FETJIT 'TREE CULTIVATION, as adapted to the above Patent Hothouses, i

be had of Mr. Hereman. Second Edition, price l5.
;

postfi-ee, 1*. !(/.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS
MANUFACTURED BY STEAM POWER MACHINERY.

LOWEST PRICES AND BEST MATERIALS.

DESIGNING, BUILDING, HEATING, AND VENTILATING ON THE MOST APPROVED AND
SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES.

PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS, AND ESTIMATES ON APPLICATION.

HENRY ORMSON, F.S.A.,

HORIICULTUBAL ARCHITECT, BUILDER, AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER.

StANLEY BRIDGE, KINGS ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

N OKTH BRITISH RUBBER COMPANY

GARDEN HOSE and FITTINGS.

London Warehouse : 56, Cannon Stieet West, E,C.

Mancheetcr Waieboiiso : 8, Spring Gardens.

Rest and be Tliazilcful.

TeE MOST Comfortable, Graceful, and Cheapest

rj. A R D E N SEAT
'OXFORD,' the 'CAMBRIDGE,' and the 'WARWICK.'

Carriafie Paid to any Railway Station.

Illustrated Lists from tlio Manufacturer,

Weatiikriif.ad, Waltcrs, & Co., Derby.

Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for

SATNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, Bee that you got

them. Observe the mark Savnor, also the corporate mark Obtain
WARRiUTED, without which none are genuine

S. & C, regret having to caution Gardeners and others, but are
compelled to do so, In conaequence of an imitation, of common
quality, having been sold for the genuine one, and which has caused
many complaints to be made to them of Kmves which were not of
their make, al! of which aro warranted both by sellers and makers,
S. &; C.'s Prunmg and Budding Knives are the best and the cueapest

In the mai-ket.
Paxton Works, Sheffield. Established upwards of 126 years.

By Royal Letters Patent.

W GKOUNU
I itliimt urtiflciaj

ijual KxpositiOQ

for their management post free.

J. EuwARDS, 25, Bishopegate Within, E.G. ; and
Nurseryman, Epsom, .Surrey.

ELLS' rOKTAIlLK HMJ.
VINERY, fMrOrowin:; .lliil I:,;- i.iirj Hi

Awarded a Sil.VEU MEDAL at the lul

Horticulture held at Nice, April

Glass for Garden Purposes.
AllES PHILLIPS AMD

beg to submit their prn;e3 as folloivs :—

rr.OFAGATlNG

BEE GL.\SSES, with Conical

Each,
1 Inches in diameter 9 inches in diameter

2
2 6
3

COCUMBEB GLASSES.
Each.-J. li. I

. . 2 10 Inches long

Made to any length.

12 Inches
14 „
16 „ 8 |24 ..

Paiuted and Ghized with 16-oz. Shoot Glasf

SHEET and ROUGH PLATE GLASS, 9V\TV
BRITISH PLATK. PATENT PLATE, ROLli I' '

I ^

SHEET, HUKTICULTURAL, ORNAME.N'I \
'

every description ui GLASS, of the best M;i

sPuii
istin 5 forn

3 & Co., 180, Bishopsgate Str. t \Vl

Oil Faint no longer Necessary.

y\-if».,,/Nt'-''S^:<^3Z3

H ILL AND SMITH'S TATEXT ELaCK VARNISH
for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Vamia

to be the most durable and best thing of the kind I have e

, Cannon Street Weet, E.C., from whom only It can be obtained.
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The Forwardest Turnip known Is

QTJTTON'S SHORT-TOP

S:X WEEKS

Cheaper by the iJushel

riyal Berkshire Seed E-itibl =li nent Readme

SCARLET GERANIUMS (BEATON'S RACE).

WILLIAM PAUL
(Son and Successor to the late A. Paul,)

HAS TO OFFEli THE :

NEW ZONALE AND HYBRID NOSEGAY GERANIUMS,
"Which have been selected from ecveral Tliousand Seedlings, raised from the stock of the late Mr. DoifAlD

Beaton. Every one now offered is believed to be in advance of or distinct from all pre-existing kinds. The
Plants will be delivered in rotation^ as fur as the stock will allow.

Group 1.—Bedding Varieties.

: Groups may be selected by the purchaser for £2 2s.

PRINCE OF ORANGE, orange-scarlet, very bright; great sab
stance, good habit prodigioufl bloomer. Price 3s. Gd. each.

PEACH NOSEGAY.—Flowers deep bright poach colour, very free

»* Any 12 varieties from this and the two fullo

FAIRY QUEEN.—Rosy purpl

Price 3s. 6(2. each.

I large smooth flower, very distinct

New Variegated Bedding Plant

/"(ARTEE'S STRIPED LEADED JAPANESE
Kj maize.
A Firat-clas-s Certificate was awarded at the International Horti-

cultural Show, and a Second Prize at the Crystal Palace Flower Show.

This truly bandsome foliaged plant should be In every Flower
Garden. Price per packet Is. and 2s. Cd,

James Carter & Co., 237 & 23$, High Holb* m W C

bloomer, splendid truss, plain leaf, first-rate and distinct. Price 6s.

REBECCA.—Chen7 colour, fine truss, dwarf compact habit, Tory
profuse, the finest bedding Geranium yet raised. First-class
Certificate. Price 5s. each.

ST. GEORGE.—Dark chestnut, shaded with blackish crimson, quite
' " colour amongunique, very free and effective, an eutirely i

Pelargoniums. First-class Certificate. Price 6s. eacliT

SALMON NOSEGAY.—Flowers pure a.tlmon, large tn

Price 3a. Cd. each.

MINSTREL, a peculiar and pleasing shade of salmon, something In
the way of Lord Pahnerston, but brighter in coloui- and brouder
in the petals.

MONTE ROSA, dark rosy-purple, pleasing colour, large truss, veiy
fine. Price 5s. each.

NIMROD, orange-scarlet, white eye, large flower and truss, foliage

and habit fiiio. Price .t«. Gd. each.

PHtENlX, in the way of " Stella" in habit and general character, the
colour flamiferous-scarlet. Price 6s. eauh.

Group 2.—Varieties especially recommended for Growing in Pots or Vases.
BRIDE.—Flowers white, with large crimson eye. of fine shape and

,
LORD CHANCELLOR.—Salmon pink, white eye, perfect shape,

substance ; a first-class variety for pot culture. Pnce 3s. Gd. each. very free, fine habit. Price 3s. Gd. each.

CARDINAL—Flowers dark orange scarlet. For sha]

colour and habit, this is iu advance of any scar

Price 5s. each.

LELESTIAL—Flowers rosy lake, wtli fiery spot ( TIARA.—Flowers scarlet crimson suffused with purple, good trass,

very free, fine habit ; quite distinct firom any yet raised, and very
lovely. Price 5e. each.

Just Published, post free 12 Stamps
(Gratis to Costohers),

pARTER'S NEW BOOK on BEDDING PLANTS.
V^ Containing Original Articles on the Artistic Arrangement of
Kedding Plants; and 120 Illustrations of Geometrical Designs for
flower Beds, besides other useful and original matter.

James Carter k Co., 237 & 23S. High Holbom, W.C.

lety yet POET LAUREATE.—Rosy purple, top petals orange
Ish eye, perfect shape. Price 3s. Gd. each,

upper petals,
ibliug 'the "Cactus specio-

large white'eye, new in colour, and vei7 beautiful.

Price U each

Group 3.—Miniature or Pompon Varieties,
!

' \^IOND—Fine scarlet purple centre, white eye, flowers pro- WALTHAM LILAC—Flowers
I 1 1 1\ babit good, distinct. R-ice 3s. Qd. each.

I i I \[) -Btautifully rosy pink, fine shape and tiuss. Price

^ ' <- '^'i [3s. 6d. each.
N VI VD —Huwers purple, scarlet top; pleasing and distinct, Pnce

Group 4.—Bedding Varieties sent from these Nurseries Last Year.
Mun of them have received First-class Certilicates from the Royal Horticultural and Royal Botanic Societies of

London, and tliose marked tlius *** have been awarded the liighest marks of merit in the Royal Horticultural Society's

Trial Ground at Chiswick. Nqw Ready, Autumn-struck Plants.

*** ALEXANDRA.—Magenta. Price 28. 6d. each ; 248. per dozen.
;
ORANGE NOSEGAY.—Bright orange. Price Is. GJ. each; 15*

«*» AMY HOGG—Bright purplishiose. Price 2a. each ; 18«. per doz.
\

per dozen.

*" BEATON'S INDIAN YELLOW.-Orange scailet suflused with PILLAR of BEAUTY.—Brick red. Price 2s. (kt. each.

Price Is. tid. each ; ISn. per dozen.

BLACK DWARF.—Dark cnmson. Price Is. Gd. each ; 128.
i

per dozen.

DONALD BEATON.—Clear orange scarlet. Price Is. Gd. each
;

las. per dozen.

• DUCHESS.—Soft rosy late. Price 28. each ; 18s. per dozen.

FULGENS.—Vivid scarlet. Price 2s. Gd. each.

' GLOWWORM.—Magenta crimson flushed with scarlet. Prico
|

2s. Gd. each ; 24s. per dozen.

MAGENTA QUEEN. -Magenta. Price 3s. Gd. each.

Price 2s. oach

;

SALAMANDER.—Brilliant scarlet, large white eye, Prico 2».

each ; ISs. per dozen.

SCARLET GEM.—Bright orange scarlet. Price Is. Gd. each ;

16s. per dozen.

MRS. WILLIAM PAUL.—Delicito rose pink. Price 2.^. Gd. oacli

24s. per dozen.

WALTHAM SEEDLING—Dark c

per dozen.
Prico 2s. each 16s.

( lARTKK'S SUPERB STRAINS of CALCEOL;VRIA,
yy CINERARIA, and Carmine-fringed PRIMULA.

Each 2s. 6d. per packet.

James Carteb & Co., 237 and 238, High Holbom, W.C.

The above Set of 16 varieties, One Plant of each, 24*.

SPRING CATALOGUE, with full descriptions of these and other Plants, Free by Post.

The usual discount to the Trade.

Important.— All Letters should be Addressed

WILLIAM PAUL (tlie Christian name in full), WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.

VERBENA CRIMSON KING,
AS DESCRIBED IN FOEMER ADVERTISEMENTS, NOW BEING SENT OUT BY

THOMAS METHVEN,
LEITH WALK NURSERIES, and 15, PRINCES STREET, EDINBURGH.

^^

¥ CSEED BULB cV PL \N r WAREEOUSE 1
^

#<12JaNGCTREET.C0\"ENTGARDENwG
Orders ouniing to *l\s. sent Carriage Paid.

The Qnm Plant Case for Table and Drawing-

BLUNDELL'S CATTLE J[ELONS and CATTLE MARROWS,—100 Seeds, 2*. Gd. ;
i lb.,

sufficient for \ of an acre, 5s.
; | lb., sufficient for h of an acre, 95. ; 1 lb., sufficient for 1 acre, 16j.

Selections of ORNAMENTAL GOURDS, including Miniature, Medium, and Mammoth
T.wieties, or either separate :— 10 varieties, 2j. 6<f. ; \a &o., Ss. &d.; 20 do., 5s. Of^.; 30 do., 7s. 6(i.

;

40 do., 10s. Gd. ; .50 do. Vis. 6rf. ; 100 do., 21s. ; 200, 42s.

PERMANENT PASTURE GRASS SEEDS and CLOVERS for ALL SOILS
FINE LAWN GRASS SEEDS for ALL SOILS
COJIPLETE COLLECTIONS of VEGETABLE SEEDS for One Tear's Supply (Caniage paid),

10s. 6rf., 15s. 6rf., 21s., 30s., 42s., 63s., S4s., and 105s.

COLLECTION of FLOWER SEEDS (post paid), 2s. 6rf., 3». 6d., 5s. 6rf., 7s. 6<f., 10s. Qd.,
15s., 21s., 30s., 42s., to 105s.

STANDEN'S GARDENERS' AND AMATEURS' FRIEND MANURE.
The best concentrated Manure for all Kitchen Garden crops and Flowers in ur out of doors. For List of Agents see our Advertisement in Gardeners' Chronicle for February,

March, and April ; and favourable Notice of the Manure in the Gardeners' Chronicle, p. 339, April 14.
Sold in Sample Canisters, Is. and 2s. 6d. ; and in Bags, 5s. 6rf., 10s. 6d., and 21s., and in two qualities. No. 1 quality for Hard-wooded Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Fruit

Trees, Roses, Lawns, Kitchen Garden Crops, and Flower Beds and Borders. No. 2 quality for Soft-wooded Plants. It should always be laid on the surface dry, and watered in.

BARR AND SUGDEN, SEED, PLANT, and BULB MERCHANTS, 12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN.
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Superb Double Hollyhocks.

WILLIAM CHATER K-s to remind t

of this bcftutiful flower that now is tho best ti:

it out to insure fine spikes and blooms this Hcason.

DESCRIPTIVE CATAiOOUES, with inf

tion ; also prices of Plants per dozen, 100,

applicntion.

Seedlings from best named varieties, is. per doz.,

30s. per 100.

Seed saved fVom the finest named varieties, very choice mixei:

2a. 6rf. and 5s. per packet.

In Collections of 12 separate named varietiee, extra flue, 10s.

2 named varieties, all good .show flowers, 7<. Crf.

6 do. do. do. do. 4s.

William Cdateb, Nurseries, Saffron Walden, Essex.

G.
Notice of Removal.

RUMLEY, NuRsF.urMEN, SEEDS>rEN, and
s, late of the Firm of Wji. Kumlet & Sons, of Giltmg,

near nicnmond, bee to inform their friends and the public in
general that they have REMOVED the whole of their NDK.SERT
STOCK, GREENHOUSE. BEDDING PLANTS. &c., to Newton-le-
Willows, near Bedale, Yorkshire, where they intend carrying on the
business in future, and where all Orders must now be addressed to
them. CATALOGUES may be had on application.

The Nurseries, Newton-le-Willows, near Bedale, Yorkshire.

T "WATSON, New Zealand Nurseries, St. Alban's. begs
rl • leave to offer his new BRILLIANT SUPERB GERANIUM for

Flower Garden purposes, unrivalled, at 24.i. per dozen, to be sent out the
first week in May. Attached is Mr. Robei-t Fish's description, who
has had it on trial the last two seasons :— " April 12, 1866.

'* The Brilliant Superb Scarlet Geraniun:

'

scarlet. 1 have no hesitation in speaking of this variety a
moat satisfactory that can be used, after trving it for two soaaous.

" R. Fisn, Putteridge Bury, Luton, Beds."
',* Tho usual allowfincetn the Trade.

ch attention at the pre

MARANTA LINDENI, the extraordinary transparent species,
regular size, 4l5. ; extra strong, 105s.

MARANTA ROSEO-PICrA, 42s. ; extra strong. 105s.

PASSIFLORA MACROCARPA. bearing fruit of 8 lb. weight.
HELLEBORIFOLL.V, veryj fine species. Both at
12s. 6d. each.

Catalogues can bo obtained free by post on application to J. L.'s

Agents—Messrs. R. Silbbrrad Si Sons, 5, Harp Lane, Great Tower
Street ; or direct from the Royal Zoological and Horticultural
Gardens, BriLssels.

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL DISPLAY.

THIS DAY, FIFTH DAY OF THE

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL DISPLAY.
Admission 2s. 6d.

MONDAY, 28th, SIXTH DAY OF THE

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL SHOW.

HERBACEOUS, ALPINE, and EOCK PLANTS, &c.
Very strong, in Pols,

ANTIRRHINUMS, flno section]!, 6s. to fls. cer dozen.

,. superb new varieties, 12s.

PENTSTEMONS, superb varieties, 68. to 9s. per dozen.
PIILUX, hardv varieties, finest, 5s. to Os. ner dozen.
DWAKF KOCk CISTUS. 20 beautiful

7.S. (J(/. ; 8 beautiful double, 6».

PINK.S, 10 pairs, in 10 fine varieties, 9s.

BALJif, new Golden, 4.t. per dozen.
CALANDRINIA UMBELLATA. strong, .^s. to 9s. per dozen.
CAMPANULA PUMILA and ALBA, 4.^. per dozen.
CERASTIUM BIEBERSTEINII, for edging, 2s. 6f/. per doze

Ifis. per 100.

CHEIRANTHUS ALPINUS and MAR.SHALLII, 68. per dozen.

EPIDENDRUM, 10 fine varieties for 7s.

GENTIANA CATESB,«I, Is. 6ii. eacli ; lit. per dozen.
LINUM FLAVUM, 6s. per dozen. L. LEWISII. 4s. per ct

PjEONI.V FRAGRAy" • " ' - "
PHVCKI.I \ riPFN-
I'OTESril.l. i Kl\i

.VLBA.ls. each;9s. per dozen. POTTSII,ls.
'~ '

'
ftrlet tube, 9(7. each.

,
and BEAUTY, Is. each ; In

had free.

BEDDING PLANTS.—An extensive stock at low prices.

N-B. A liberal supply of plants gratis for carriage.

Stephen- Brows, Seed and Nursery Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

ROBERT PARKER he^s to announce that he can
supply good healthy PLANT.S of the undernamed at prices

quoted ;— Each s. li.

AGAVE LONG^VA 6
ARALIA HETEROJIORPHA TO
CLERODENDRON BALFOORII , 2 6
FRANCISCEA CALVCINA 10
RHODODENDRON COUNTESS of HADDINGTON „ 7 6
SKIMMIA OBLATA 21
TACSONI.i VAN-VOLXEMII , 2 6
AJSIARYLLIS, Hybrid Seedlings from the finest named

rRALT
. .10

DI.LIANDM and TRUNCATUM.-
s. worked on Pereskla

; MAJOR

Admission Is.

TUESDAY, 29th, SEVENTH DAY OF THE

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL SHOW.
Admission Is.

GAl:iil M \ l:

GOoi'i i;i: V ri _

GYNIOKll-M AilLiEM'EUM 12

ORCHIDS, of sorts, from 60
I PTERI.S SCABERULA „ 30
RHODODENDRON JAVANICUM 30

;
TRITOMA GRANDIS 18

TRITOMA UVARIA GLAUCESCENS 12

I PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATAiOOUES of BULBS,
I PLANTS, and SEEDS, are published and wUI bo forwarded to

ppUcants. Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.

WEDNESDAY, 30th, LAST DAY BUT ONE OF THE

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL DISPLAY.
Admission Is.

THURSDAY, 31st, LAST DAY OF THE

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL DISPLAY.
Admission Is,

New Petunia, Illuminator.

f^ EORGE CLARKE has now ready for disposal

VX stronc; Plants of this unique variety; it was exhibited at
Regent's Park, June 14, 1805 (tho only occasion on which it has been
shown), and was awarded a First-class Certificate.

Mr. Shirley Hibberd, in tho "Gardeners' MaRazine," Juno 24,

186S. speaks of It accurately thus :—" Another equally meritorious

subject was a new Petunia from Mr. Clarke, of Streatham, and I

am particular in calling attention to It, because I do not name a
third part of the new Petunias I see, for tho simple reason that they
urn Donor^llv mhhisli ThU flnft .Sfiftfllinir IS callcd IlLUMINATOH.

purple, with a

„ ..„,.., „v..f-- -, i ^ . that when the

flower is fairly expanded, it presents a distinct white star of flvi

This Is distinct from all other Petm ' - -'"-- -'-— •'

Jack so far as Mrs.
Tho plant is of 1 , - --

iouhtUfis, become as nopular in the flower garden bs coD9er\*i.tory.

Price 3s. Cd. each. The usual allowance to the Trade if Three or

uore are taken.
Nurseries, Streatham Place, Brixton Hill, S. ; and Mottingham,

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN,

Russell's Pyramid Primula.

GEO. CLARKE begs to announce th.it .a small quantity

of Seed of the above remains for disposal. As tlio pre.sent la

xcellent time for .sowing, those who are desirous of possessing
3 advised to apply (

1 produce none but

that in consequence of the vert general expressions of regret
at the proposed early closing of the

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL DISPLAY,!
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE HAVE DECIDEH OX ArPE.M.INC. TO THE EXHIBITORS TO

\

CONTINUE IT UNTIL THURSDAY NIGHT NEXT.
j

The Exixutive Committeo have the satisfaction to announce that the great Exhibitors have already consented,
j

not only to allow all their Plants that can possibly be left to remain, but to replace those taken away.

The Executive have decided that in their opinion it would be most to the interest of the Public that the
j

Exhibition should be open on these additional days at Is. each person, except on SATURDAY, tho 26th, when the I

admission will be 2s. 6d. This payment admits also into the Horticultural Gardens.

the finest strain of Primula
Packets 2s. 6d. each. Stamps taken.
Extra fine GLOXINIA SEED, guaranteed

flowers of the finest quality, and in great variety. Price Is.

Nurseries, Streatham Place, Brixton Hill, S. ; and Mottingham,
Kent. S.E. _^^__^_ .

Wellln^onla gigantea Seed.

MESSRS. PLATZ and SON. Erfurt, Seedsmen, Acc,

to the King of Pntssia. have just received a limited quantity

of SEED of tho undermentioned CONIFER.E direct from Cali-

ABIKS MERTENSIANA. 1000 Seeds, 4s. 2d. ; 10,000 Seeds, £1 12s.

ABIKS SORDMANNIANA, 12s. per lb.

PiNUS PAURYANA, 100 Seeds, is. 2(1.

Orders may bo sent direct to tho above Firm; or to Jdkg &

NOTICE. -NEW HARDY CLIMBERS.

CLEfilATIS PRINCE of WALES. — Large flowers of a
|
CLEMATIS RUBELLA. — Very fine rich velvety

rich deep violet purple, with red bars down the centre claret ; stamens pale green. First-class Certificate,

of each sepal. First-class Certificate. 21s. each. ' 21 5. each.

T/ic u^iial allowance to the Trade, and a List of Firms will be advertised at a later period.

Primula, Calceolaria, &c.

WM. CUTBUSIl AND SON are now sending: out

SEED of their superb PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA,
which ha.s for many years given great satisfaction.

The QartU^urs' Chronicle of the 6th of January, in Notices to

Correspondents, says :—" The blooms sent aro remarkably nno,

richly coloured, full, and densely fringed ; they are evidently tUo

produce of a capital strain." , .. .

The Journal 0/ Horticulture of the 23d of January, saya that:—
" The finest and richest coloured Chinese Primulas we nave yet seen

(iro those raised by Messrs. Cutbush & Son."

Sealed packets 2s. Od. and 3s. Qd. each.

CALCEOLARIA {JAHKs'l.-This is the finest herbacooua variety

extant. Per packet 23. 6d. and 3s. 6d. each.

CINERARIA, from finest named varieties. Per packet 2s. 6rf. and

35. 6d, each. Highgato Nurseries, London, N.

See Proceedings of Royal Horticultural Society's Scientific Meetings, June 27th, 1865, page 124, where JaiMes
Bateman, Esq., called attention to a few prominent objects, of which the following is an extract referring to the
above Clematises ;

—

"In the room you will notice an exhibition of Clematises, all of 1 liketheflowersofcertain Ipomieas. They aro varieties raised by those

.Wchar. Of » most magnificent t,T,e. Nothing can .0 more -'^ -=-™ ^fl-'Jj-^^^^
beautlfiU than these Clematises. See what fine large blue and i believe will be 'amongst tho best, if not the very best ornaments

'

purple petals they have, shining in some cases with metallic tints 1 for all out-of-door walls, &c."

MESSRS. GEORGE JACKMAN & SON
Have much pleasure in infonning tho Public they shall be in a position to SEND OUT the above

two NEW CLEMATISES in the coming Autumn (1868).

Orders will be taken now, ami the Plants will he Jorwarded siricthj

WOKING NTTRSERY, SUEREY.

?rhe (5arlrencrjE5'©firtinicle»
SArVlWAV, MAY 26, 1866.

jrEETING FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.

„ ( Royal Horticultural OVcekly Show), at
Satusdat. June 3

^ South KenBington 2 TM.

Fltjshed with the excitement engendered by

so splendid an Exhibition of Plq-vtehs as that

which was inaugurated on Tuesday la.st at South

Kensington, and bewildered by its vastness, we
are scarcely in condition to do more than record

a genuine triumph ; for truly, in spite of minor

errors which it is quite impossible to avoid in so

gigantic an enterprise, tlie whole has proved a

magnificent success.

That success is well deserved. Not only the
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Committee, but horticulturists of all degrees,

have laboured for many months—how hard the

outside public cannot realise—to produce an

Exhibition which should eoUpse all previous ones,

and it has done so. It has not been so much a

competition of one exhibitor against another, as

one grand united effort to produce a display

which should surpass all hitherto done, cither here

or abroad.

Eemembering, as we do vividly, the hospitable

reception afforded to the EngUsh at Brussels and

Amsterdam, we delight to find that m not a few

cases on our own ground the palm has been

wrested fi'om us and awarded to our foreign

friends. "We reioico at this, because it is no

disgrace to us to be beaten by such antago-

nists, and moreover om- own exhibitors havo

achieved such triumphs that they will not and

do not grudge to the foreigners any honom- they

may have won. Eor our own part wo would as

far as possible waive every national feeling and

local prejudice, and offer to the foreign exhibitors

and to our foreign guests, as indeed has been done,

every honour, every courtesy within our power.

With these views we were well pleased to see so

brilliant an assemblage at the Guildhall, and

could but admire the hearty EngUsh character as

manifested in the congratulations upon the

success of the Exhibition and in the welcome

accorded to the foreigners.
, , „.

Turning from these seductive and briUiant

scenes we have yet another success to record.

No one will read the address of M. be O.vjjdolle,

which we give on another page, without acknow-

ledgmg it to be the composition of a far-sighted

large-minded phUosopher, treating Botany and

Horticulture not merely as the luxuries of the

man of wealth or the occupation of the recluse,

but with reference to their influence on
^

the

moral and material prosperity of mankind

pointing out with all the weight which hi;

talent, his reputation, his descent convey, the

principle for which we have so often contended

in thesj pages—the intimate reciprocal relations

between Horticulture and Botany.

We need not prolong our own remarks, but we

.shall at once proceed to give oiu- rea-ders some

general impressions as to the Exhibition as a

whole, and for which we are indebted to Ihi-ee of

the most eminent men in the horticultural world.

Detailed reports of the several sections foUow,

and as far as our space will allow we give a

notice of the proceedings of this eventful week.

We havo only to add, for the benefit of such as

may not yet have visited the Exhibition, or for

those who wish to see it yet once more, that it

will remain open till Thui-sday next.

them, and on promontories jutting on to them, or in

areas enclosed by them.
Entering by the Cromwell Eoad, the visitor

found himself on nn elevated terrace, platform or

promontory, transverse to the aisles, and overlooking

a depressed central area covered with a magnificent

display of Tree', Perns, Bananas, Cycads, Pahns,

Aralias, Draca;nas, Pandaui, Ehopalas, and other tall

plants of tropical aspect, receding into the far distance

in astonishing profusion and perfection ; these tower-

ing over the terraced Grass slopes, which were covered

with marvellous specimens of Roses, Ehododendrons,
Azaleas, and Perns, &c., interspersed with choice col-

lections of Cacti, Aloes, dwarf Conifers, Hollies, Japan
plants, and here and there groups of lovely Alpines,

bedding-out plants. Auriculas, Pansies, LUies, Pinks,

and Picotees, &c. Very broad well-gravelled paths

traversed this area longitudinally ; of these the central

one started fromarocky water-basin under theobserver's

stand-point, and terminated with a simdar one at the

other end. The lateral walks were similarly arranged,

but smaller. At the south-west comer of the enclosure

an oblong screened-ofi' space was devoted to fruits and
vegetables.

The main objects of horticultural attraction were
centered in the heated aisle. This presented a central

longitudinal broad walk, with on either side terraced

Grass slopes, covered with the choicest and rarest

plants. At the northern end was a group of admirably

cultivated Japan plants; at the south some superb

Nepenthes. On each side the chief attractions were
collections of Japan Lilies, variegated-leaved

plants, New Zealand Hymenophylla and Todeas,

Begonias, and Caladiums ; on the west side the most
conspicuous features were the Orchids, amongst which
theCypripediums and Uropediums shone pre-eminent

;

and lastly, what was certainly the marvel of the whole

Exhibition, a collection of new coloiured-leaved and
other plants, chiefly from New Grenada, which,

whether for their startUng novelty, perfection of cul-

THE EXHIBITION AS SEEN BY A BELGIAN.
Neveb at any time has there been so important

an Exhibition. The general effect surpassed any-

thing previously seen, and by a combination of

fortunate circumstances, the new plants now exhi-

bited for the first time were among the most
remarkable ever introduced into cultivation. The
picturesque arrangement was a great success; the plants

being disposed, for the most part, to the best advantage.

The pubUc had ample room to move about in the wide

pathways, and from the elevatedmounds placed here and

there the spectators were able to enjoy the most varied

effects. Perhaps the great centralvalley should have been
a Uttle less hemmed in, and the line of sight should not

have been so much interrupted as itwas, and then a finer

and more extensive ooup d'ceil might have been ob-

tained. Poliage plants were arranged in groups among
the flowers, producing by the contrast a felicitous

sense of hannony, and an effect of the richest character.

The Rose, in spite of all rivals, here maintained her

claim to be considered the queen of flowers ; she still

reigns supreme. The Azaleas, the Pelargoniums,

arranged in great masses, were shown in full dress, with
no little fulsome state and ceremony ; their stems and
their flowers tied to rings and hoops like those of a

lady's crinoline. We are certain that this method
of perverting the groivth of plants will sooner or later

be abandoned in favour of a more natural and less

artificial mode of growing the plants. In making
this remark, however, we acknowledge that the

leaves of the plants in England have a fresh,

pure, well graduated green colour, which cannot

be obtained on the Continent. It is not neces-

sary to go into details, which are given elsewhere,

but we cannot forbear to mention some curious and
iiiir!'r 'ill- |,l;aii. u'lirli \irir Hell represented on this

or,
I

"
;

':. \ , i;', ^, the Sarracenias, the
!,:, I' ,i; :; . i;

I, II
'' '— . • ( I'audanus utilis, with

ni m 1,1, 1) .1,111 til,- \|;ii-:ii(ias, Trlchomaues, Lep-
the

tivation, 'or rxtraordinary beauty, 'eiceeded anything I
topteris, numerous 11^1™?';^"^^^^^^

saw. Though against the rule we laid down Marantas (25 new ones !) bid fair to drive the Begonias

THE EXHIBITION AS SEEN BY AN
ENGLISHMAN.

The long-looked-for opening of the International

Horticultural Exhibition took place on the 22d, and

to the relief of many anxious co-operators and more

ea"er exhibitors the fli'st day's display gave high satis-

faction, and was deservedly pronounced to be a com-

plete success, whether as regards the number, bea,uty,

varietv or the interest of the objects exhibited.

Mineling amongst the crowd for several hours,
,
one

heard encomiums onevery side,and if theforeign visitors

will only confirm in their calmer moments the

panegyrics they fitfully uttered amid the excitement of

the scene there can then remain no doubt but that m
their opinion, as well as in ours, this Horticultural

Exhibition is not only the largest but the finest ever

brought together.
. ^, . ,. • »• *

It IS not our puniose in this preliminary notice to

enter into any detail as to the names of the exhibitors

or objects exhibited ; these must come critically under

notice in detail in another place. All we can now

attempt is to sketch out the plan and general arrange-

ment of the Show, so as to convey some idea of the

"rand total presented to the eye,, for the information of

the unfortunate few of om horticultural brethren who

could not be present at it.

The general plan consisted of an enclosed rect-

angular area, 563 feet long by about 300 feet broad, and

covered throughout by canvas awnings, so arranged as

to the roof as to present seven simdar and equal parallel

aisles, running the whole length of the area, and sup-

ported by wooden posts. The ends abiitted at either ex-

tremity respectively on the Cromwell Road and on the

Horticultiu-al Society's Garden, towards each of which

was a single entrance, the former or principal one for

can-iages and pedestrians, the latter of course for

pedestrians only. Of the aisles the eastern was

screened off from the others, forming a separate

enclosure, heated by hot-water pipes for stove and

tender plants ; it was entered laterally from the mam
enclosure by three large openings. The other aisles

formed one vast continuous enclosure, broken only by

the lines of wooden posts that supported the canvas :

the paths, which were also l(,ir-'ilii,liiial, did not lead

between the lines of posts, that, is, they did not run

under the roof aisles, but were themselves bisected by

the rows of posts. There were three sueh longitudinal

paths with plants on raised gravelled ten-aces between

we ever ^ „—o — ,_, , .

at .stiirting, we must name M. Lmden, of Brussels, in

connection with this unrivalled display of novelty and

beauty,
Such is a rude outline of the general arrangement,

and the effect it had on ourselves, and all with whom
we conversed. The principal object of those charged

with the laying out of the grounds seems to have been

to present, in the most imartificial sequence, a series of

brilliant local env, t- i'" '.'nr. f,,'in'_'o, and form

separately or com! u
'

,

' - ,1 ,,, accomplished

with very great Jul- ,
:

,

_ii ,i i,. -ess. It would

bedifliculttoestiiiiii- iln- !;'> lo- i i -lit, and powers

of invention this has cost; and when it is recollected

that this idea has been fully carried out with due

regard to the space required for the freedom of motion

amongst a vast crowd of eager gazers, we feel satisfied

no amount of praise that we could award to these

gentlemen will be thought excessive. Variety and

beauty everj'where met the eye ; nowhere was there

any conspicuous violation of order, ta.ste, or due

subordination of parts and colours ; and nowhere was

there any symptom of crowding amongst the throngs

of admirers. In so vast an undertaking, carried out on

so short a notice, faults must be committed, and as our

duty is not that of a panegyrist, but of a critic, we must

allude to such as struck us ; but of these there was but

one of any moment, and that is the want of any general

coup d'ail. Prom the entrance platform it was expected

some idea might be gained of the vast area covered with

plants, but such was not the case ; from this point the

eye wandered over a mass of details, apparentlv arranged

without reference to any general plan. Above, the

canvas-ridged roof and multitudinous cross bearers

caught and averted the eye, dragging the attention

away from what was below ; and when forced down,

the general efi'ect was spotty and unsatisfactory—gay

shawls and upright figures of black-coated visitors,

mingled with upright posts, marred the effect of the

foliage and colours of the plants, and presented with

them an inharmonious assemblage. No doubt

great difliculties presented themselves in the way

of any other mode of treating the interior than

that adopted, which involved parallel aisles, bisected

by lines of posts, and a central depression of roof

instead of elevation of roof; but it struck us that it

would have been far simpler and more satisfactory to

have treated each aisle as a vista, or valley, of itself,

placing the taU trees and Grass mounds so as to have

screened the posts, and running a balustraded terrace

or transept at right angles to all at the entrance. The

visitor woidd then in walking up and down the plat-

form transversely to the aisles, have looked up everj-

aisle, each presenting some different feature; the

visitors would have been confined to the centra

path of each, and would not have interfered

with the view of the plants on either hand,_ This

arrangement would have been more formal it is triie,

but a series of parallel ridges supported by straight

Hues of posts is capable of rectilinear treatmeni; only

;

it would have given a great idea of space—would have

aS'orded good facilities for arranging the pl.ants with

more system—would havegreatly facilitated the labours

of the jury, and have afforded better means for the

public findina what they wanted. We further think

that itwould^have been possible to have opened two

vistas from the centre of the platform to the far

corner of the enclosure, diagonally across aU the

We must not omit to mention that the Royal party

traversed the whole Exhibition, and seemed greatly

pleased and interested by it. The President of the

Botanical Congress and some of the more enunent

of the foreign members were presented to the Pnnce

and Princess. It only remains to add that the

blustering east wind, otherwise so ungenial, kept the

whole inside cooled to a delicious temperature.

out of the field. Then one could but notice the splendid

blossoms of the Lilium auratum, the extraordi-

nary perfection of the zonale Pelargoniums, and the

brilliancy of the spathes of Anthurium Scherzerianum.

Among Orchids the Cypripediums, Uropediums,
and Selenipediums, were especially well represented;

as were also the new Auoubas. Nor must we omit to

mention the fruits of Vanilla planifolia, Among
the new plants, more numerous than ever, the Ma-
ranta Veitchii, the Primula cortusoides amcena, the

Coleus Gibsoni, the Eranthemum argyroneurum, and
especially the Dichorisandra musaica and the Trades-

cantia undata, are truly " sensation " plants.

The Exhibition presented a thoroughly international

character, Besidestheimprovement in thearrangements,

the composition of the Jury has been perfected by the

admission of the most eminent foreigners as judges.

Botanists mil take at least as much interest in this E.x-

hibition as horticidturists. The presence of the illus-

trious De Candolle, with a galaxy of European botanists

around him, lent great interest to the Congress ; and
at no previous Exhibition, we ventm-e to say, has so

large a number of foreigners been present. The eUta

of the horticulturists of Belgium, Pi-ance, Holland, and
Germany vrere present.

The E.xhibition and the Congi-ess owe their establish-

ment to the energy of the Committee and of the Secre-

taries, who have triumphed over not a little incredulous

iiwoHcJance—have broken through a vicious routine—

and, in spite of opposition, have achieved a success

wdiich is all the more honourable to them from the

pains and labour expended in attaining it. English

hospitality, both public and private, has maintained its

ancient character. The breakfast to the Jury, the

banquet presided over by the Lord Mayor, the *ojre'e,

not to speak of private entertainments, were all testi-

monials of the cordial feeling of the English towards

their confreres, and of the kindly remembrance they

had of the hospitality shown to the EngUsh at Brussels

and Amsterdam. The foreigners,'delighted as they have

been with theu reception, would have liked to have

taken with them, as at Am.sterdam and Brussels, a

medal or other souvenir of the pleasant time they

passed in London, though in truth they are not likely

soon to forget the brdlianoy of the Show or the

cordiality of their welcome,

THE EXHIBITION AS SEEN BY A GERMAN.
What a glorious thing to retain the good old English

system of giving every plant room to show all its

beauty, and of placing competitors for the same prizes

.j,;, i,\ ,;,i, HI,! I,
I 1 1 1 add some of the charms of tha

,, ir, ,| ( III ii.il method, by having a skilful

,1, _
-hysubstitutingturffor benches,

•111, I ],,, Mir\ HI-' till' Miiare! What an improvement, too,

to have such an Exhibition open for a longer period, the

first time this has been tried in England, and to have

fixed the admission so low that, by payment of one

shilling, any one may enjoy this great English work.

It would be dangerous to enter into detail, as there

would be no end to it. Those who declared that the

English system would not .allow ofgracefid arrange-

ment, must now be conrinced that the thing is possible,

and we must allude to tlir i-'nnip at tlie bottom of the

Orchid teut as a most extraorlmarv .uniposition.

Orchids, Nepenthes, Ferns, Conif.r-, and the splendid

fruits, glorious as they are, have been seen, we believe,

quite as good, perhaps sometimes even better. New
plants are neither as numerou.s, nor are there so many
competitors as one would have expected to have .seen

in England,
, „ , „

If we were ever to be members of such a Committee,

we would vote for very large prizes to be awarded for the

introduction of such plants that must have a great

futiue before them- such as some of those that are
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placed in the Orchid tent. It would seem that very

few persons have any adequate idea of the great rislt,

•rest, and mortiflcation, incurred by an importer of

sucli plants, whose much-criticised high prices are often

not sufficient to cover his expenses.

That there are some Australian and a few Cape plants

in beautiful condition we state as a most welcome
circumstance, thoush we believe we have seen before

in London, H;imbnrj;h, and Herrenhausen much
better Ericas. May the few collectors who grow these

plants, remember that it is very desir.ible to preserve

them, and to .show them as often as possible. Where
are now those pleasant greenhouses where one enjoyed

the marvellous beauties of Flora, when out of doors

the earth was covered with ice and snow ? We are sure

the taste for such greenhouses must revive. Her-
baceous plants are very scarce, and it would seem as

if only a few people know the charms of Alpine
plants, many of which we have seen at various English

places in such perfection, that the possibility of

growing them is well established.

The presence of a male Cycas revoluta, and of a

female Cycas circinalis, may be mentioned as a note-

worthy circumstance. The Sarracenias, too, are

wonderful.

If we were asked wherein there has been the greatest

progress, we should undoubtedly say in the Roses. The
most extravagant fancy could not imagine anything
more superb than these queenly flowers.

So great is the merit of the Executive Committee
that has organised this, the third International Exhi-
bition, that it is desirable to place a votive tablet in

some conspicuous place where horticulturists are wont
to meet, for indeed it is impossible that huruan eyes

can have ever seen before so magnificent a display of

flowers.

A REPOET IN DET.AIL.
Kew Plants.—For Six New Plants introduced into

Europe by the exhibitor, there were five entries. M.
JohnIjinaen,Brussels, waslstand3d,audMessrs.Veitch
& Sons 2d and -Ith. The first six were Antburium
regale, with fine cordate acuminate foliage, of a leathery
green mtli distinct midribs and venation ; Cyanophyl-
lum spcrt.iiiilinii, something after the style of magui-
ficum.liiil nitii ilirlfavesmoreoblong,and scarcely of so
gigantii' gimvl li : I'hilodendron Lindeui, a Begonia-
like plant, with handsome cordate leaves and
Ijrowu hairy stems: Maranta Lindeni, a beautiful
plant ivith fine shaded foliage, the under part
especially very prominently lined ; Bignonia ornata,
a very handsome-leaved climber, white running into
the glossy green from the midrib irregularly

;

I)ichoris,andra musaica, the most distinct and beautiful
of the group, with leaves of a broadly ovate form, having
multitudinous lines of white running across in a very
deep groove, as if bored by an insect. Mr. Vcitch had an
Aralia from New Caledonia with handsome digitate

leaves and filiform leaflets, regularly undiiluted on the
edges ; Rhododendron IJiookiniimM. with a truss of con-
coloured flowers of a soil. iDio lin! , ^laranta Veitchii

;

Acalypha tricolor, with ovale acuiuiuate leaves of a
brownish-green cast, and some of the portions as if

they had been stained with red lead, a most interesting

acquisition ; a beautiful Peruvian Aphelandra of the
Leopoldi strain but much more handsome, the midrib
and principal veins being distinctly banded with yellow

;

Draoa;na albo-marginata, havingapale green centredleaf
mth golden edges. The same firm had also Phyllanthus
variegatas witli handsome ornamental white and green
foliage; a fine sagitlate-leaved Croton, with the usual
^een and gold whii^h makes these plants so handsome

;

a very pretty Aralia, the leaves having ornamental foot-

stalks, occasionally stained with yellow and crimson ; a
new Dieflenbachia ; and a Coleus after the style of
Yerschaffeltii, but having more finely-formed leaves.

M. Linden had a dusky-coloured Eranthemum called
ignenm, mth a prominent coloured midrib and the
venation partly coloured ; Maranta illustris, after the
style of Lmdeni ; a curious and interesting flowered
Psj'chotria called nivosa ; and a very nice corrugated-
fohaged Tradesoantia called undata.
For Three NewFloweriug Plants, Mr.Veitch was suc-

cessful with Begonia Peiu'rei, ;i very liiJiidsome velvety-
leaved variety; the jiiiik-llowr n '1 r;;l:i\:i flexuosa,
andaPeruvian Aphel;i)iilr;i, ,Mr, Itiill Imd liis l)eautiful
Bertolonia margaritacea ; tlie .\u-lr:ili,iii ^Ijllow; and
Siphocampylus fulgens. ForOnoNew ri:iiil in Flower,
M. Linden had a fine sample of the curious I'syrliot lia

nivosa, with woolly-surfaced flowers. 51r,St:ni4ish was
2d with a purple-flowered ( 'Icmntis Fortuiii, aud Messrs.
Veitch & Sons 3d, with tUe Australian Darwinia
fimbriata. For One .\e« I'liuil u.)t in Flower there
were some 20 entries, .Al, Liinlen winning with
Mchorisandra musaica and .Maranta Lindeni, and
Messrs. Veitch having equal 2d and 3d with the new
Aphelandra and Maranta Veitchii ; Mr. Staudish
coming in equal 3d with a beautiful Jamnese
Athyrium, somewhat after the colour of Pteris
tricolor. There wore several interesting things exhi-
bited under this head, and among others a Canadian
Fern from Mr. Stark, EdinlmrL-h, sweet-scented, and
.appronriateiy named Lii-tna IV:i-i:uis. Mr. Bull had a
special award for a varie_Mtid-lea\ed Phajus grandi-
florus, and so had JI. .Vuiliroisi; \'ers.liatfelt for a
curious dowmy-looking Cycad, named Zamia villosa;
and a pretty tasselle(r-like Thuja from the Royal
Exotic, Chelsea, demauded special notice.
In Cla.ss .5, for 12 New Plants of any description, in or

out of flowerj Messrs. Veitch put up a most mteresting
assortment, including among those already described
Bertolonia guttata, quite a gem, spotted very sparingly
ivith distinct rosy white on a dull green surface, and
another species green with white ; the new Coleus
Gibsoni, free like its compeer, with well-formed stiff

foUage, and perhaps a useful out-door plant in some
teilitiei! ; a species of Aralia.; and the beautiful
Primula cortusoides amcena, with fine large trus.ses of

bright rosy coloured flowers. M. Linden had the Scin-
dapsus pictum from the Philippine Islands; Dicbori-
sandra vittata; Maranta virginalis, and the pretty
dwarf M. rosea picta

; a Manettia metallicai ivitli

distinct bronzy-looking elliptic leaves. Of Six New
Plants of any description there were several collec-

tions, among which was that of Mr. Bull, who had
nipffenbacliia chimien ; the very handsome Eran-
ihetnutn argyi'oueuriuu ; and several curious varieties
ol' Urosjjallia. Mr. \\'illiams had a prickly-stemmed
(.'alannis, the liiglily-culoured Telianthera ficoidea

versicolor, and some others. There was a nice assort-

ment of variegated tender plants in the Orchid tent,

Messrs. Veitch •& Sons being 1st. Prominent among
Mr. Williams's plants were the splendid Phormium
tenax variegatum. Yucca Stokesii, &o. Madame
Legrelle d'Hanis, of Anvers, and Messrs. Arthur Hen-
derson & Co., also exhibited under this Class some nice

plants. Of Economical and Medicinal Plants there
was a most interesting di.splay.

Stove and Oreenliouse Plants. — The post of

honour in this department was nobly held by Mr.
Baines, gr. to H. MichoUs, Esq., Bowdon, near Man-
chester, with a collection of 16 plants, among which
were magnificent examples of Pranciscea confertiflora,

Aphelexis macrantha purpurea, Boronia, pinnata,

Acrophyllum venosum, Dipladenia crassinoda. and
Genetyllis tulipifera, the last with blooms unusually
large and well-coloured ; associated mth these were
also the beautiful Epacris named Eclipse, Erica
Cavendishiana, E. tricolor Eppsii, and the channiug
B. ventricosa coccinea minor ; Azaleas E.rtrani, Ivery-

ana, and Criterion ; Eriostemon buxifolium. Ixora
aurantiaca, aud I. coccinea, the last in robust health

and beautifully in bloom. Mr. Peed, gr. to Mrs.
Tredwell, Norwood, had a collection whicli stood next
in point of merit. It contained a pretty white Ixora,

one or two t'horozemas, including the now seldom
seen C. Henchmaimi in good condition ; a pretty

examjile of Acrophyllum venosum, which, when in

perfection, has at the end of each shoot fine bronzy
young leaves, in which much of the beauty of the plant

consists. The same collection also contained Ever-
lastings, Eriostemons, Dracophyllum gracile, the rosy

pink-blossomed Pimelea Hendersoni, and Azaleas
lateritiaandGledstanesii.both worked onthe same stock,

a union which succeeds well together, and produces a
striking yet pleasing contrast of colour. In a group of

12 plants from Messrs. Lee, of Hammersmith, to whom
the first prize was awarded, were MediniUa magnifiea,

in beautiful condition, as were also Adenandra fragrans,

one or two Everlastings, and other plants. From
Mr. Rhodes, Sydenham, came the best Dracophyllum
gracile in the Exhibition, a plant which, under ordinary

cultivation, attracts little attention, but which, when
brought to the high state of perfection in which this

was shown, secures the admiration of all who see it.

Mr. Carson, gr. to W. R. G. Fanner, Esq., of Cheam,
received a 1st prize for an excellent group of six plants,

a class which was well supported, and in which we
noticed skilfully managed examples of Rhynchosper-
raum jasminoides, the sweet-scented Rhododendron
formosum, Azaleas, Pleroma ele^ans, the showy orange-

blossomed Iinanto))hyllum miniatum, and the bright

golden yellow-flowered Oxylobium arboreum. From
Mrs. Cole & Son, Manchester, came Phamicoma
prohferum, beautifully managed Everlastings, and
other well-grown plants. Several well-grown plants

were also shown as single specimens.
Fine-foliaged Stove ami G-reenhouse Plants.—These

were furnished in great profusion. From Messrs. Lee
came a magnificent group, in which were admirable
examples of Alocasia Lowii and metallica, Rhopala
De Jonghi and corcovadense, Pandanus elegantissunus,

the palmate deeply-divided leaved Oreopanax daotyli-

ferum, Latania nibra, a handsome Palm; the large

shining deep green hard-leaved Theophrasta imperialis,

and two noble specimens of Ferns. From Messrs.
Veitch came Crotons, Pandanus reflexus and Veitchii,

the last in the form of a gigantic fan ; Rhopalas ; a
very fine plant of Cycas revoluta ; Dractena mdivisa
lineata, Theophrastas and Palms, among which latter

were Seaforthia elegans, Latania borbonica, Sabal um-
braculifera,ii-. Cyea- eininaii.^, a fine spreading plant,

came from Mr. \\ illimiNor llolloiiav, as did also Pan-
danus javanicus \,M ii Jill u-,('ioi,, lis, 1 'alms, Dion edule,

Theophra.sta, a liand.-uuie \:iriegateil Vucca, Alocasiae,

Draca:!nas, Cordylines, and Fenis, Messrs. A. Hender-
son & Co. contributed Pandanus ornatus, a handsome
species^ also P. utilis and elegantissimus, Jacaranda
filicifolia, with light feathery Fem-like leaves ; Hippo-
mane longifolia, one of the new Japanese bronzy-red
leaved Maples, and one or two other plants. From Mr.
Baines^ gr. to H. Micholls, Esq., came a beautiful

collection, in which were fine plants of Gleichenia
Speluncse, Croton variegatum angustifolium and
pictum, Anthurium grande, with large handsome'
leaves ; Aralia leptophylla, Dasylirium acrotrichum,
Cordyline indivisa, Theophrastas, Alocasias, Bhopalas,
and Tree Ferns. Mr. Taylor, gr. to J. Tates, Esq.,

Highgate, showed chiefly fine examples of Cycadaceous
plants, in the culture and management of which he is

most successful. .Mr. Faiiiiaini, gr. to the Duke of

Northumherlaiiil. funiislied Maranta zebrina, the
handsome white and ^reeii-leaved Aloi.asia macrorhiza,
Anthurium acaule, with deep green leaves, quite 3 feet

in length and a foot in width ; Alocasia Lowii, with
noble white-veined sagittate glossy foliage ; and
Thamnopteris Nidus, from which the eye, satiated with
gay colours, derived refreshing rest. In a collection

from Mr. Cross, gr. to Lady Ashburton, were
Splnerogyne latifolia, Dracjenas, Alocasias, a fincly-

eolonred e\ami'le ol' Cyperus alternifolins varieL.'alns,

and .Mai-ania ra,.>iala, with leaves unianKUled v.illi

lateral slri|irs ,„ bauds of pale greeie an ell'eelive

plant. To other classe.s, Mr. Stevenson, Lark Hill,

Timperley, near Manchester; Mr. Hutt, gr. to Miss
Burdett Coutts, Highgate ; Mr. Young, gr. to W. H.

Stone, Esq., M.P., Leigh Park, Havant; and Mr.
liro« n, gr. to Mrs. Alston, Elmdon, near IJirmingham,
eontrihuled excellent collections. Among these we
noticed Ferns, consisting chiefly of Cibotium princeps
and Schicdei, and Gymnogi-amma aurea, Alocasia
metallica^ with concave bronzy purplish leaves, measur-
ing 18 inches in length and 15 inches in width;
Pyanophyllum magnificum, the red-leaved Draciciia

ferrea and torminalis, Laurus Cassia, with red young
[eaves; Musa vittata variegata, the sword-like-leaved
Sanseviera japonica, and other plants.

Sardi/ Deciduous Shrubs in Flower.—Collections of

these came from Mr. Turner and Mr. Wm. Paul. Tliey
consisted of Deutzias, Weigelas, both pink and white

;

varierated varieties of Hydrangea japonica, White
and Yellow Broom, Tree Pajonies, Gueldres Roses
(V. pUcatum and Opulus), double-flowering Thorns,
Lilacs, Philadelphus mexicanus and grandiflorus,

Flowering Currants, Double-blossomed Cherry, Cytisus

of diflferent sorts, Eobinia hlspida, Spirsas, common
Berberry, Coronilla Emeru.s, Elseagniis argentea, and
Staphylea pinnata.
Fine-leaved Hardy Deciduous Trees.—Of these Mr.

Wm. Paul had a group in which were Acer Negundo
variegatum and platanoides, Aralia spinosa, Aucuba-
leaved Ash^ the weeping variety of Ulmus microphylla,
llippophae rhamnoides, Alnus imperialis asplenifolia,

Magnolia tripetala, and acuminata, Silver Poplar,

Ailaiitus glandulosa, a variegated variety of Quercus
Cerris, a finely divided-leaved Horse Chesnut, gold

variegated variety of Sambucus nigi-a, a purple-leaved

Nut, a gold-variegated variety of Castanea vesca, a
Puqile Beech, Paulownia imperialis, and Symphori-
carpus variegatus.

Jlnrdi/ Climbing Plants.—Under this head Mr. Wm.
Paul showed an interesting collection of Clematises,

Honeysuckles, Aristolochias, Ivies, Vines, and climbing
Roses (La Marque). Mr. Turner also had a collection

in which were Ampelopsis hirsuta and hederacea,
IJignonia gi'andiflora, Passiflora coarulea, Clematises

(including Standishii and Jackmanni), Ivies, and
Honeysuckles.
Sard!/ Eeeroreen Trees and Shrubs.—'Vhe best col-

lection of these was furnished by Messrs. Jackman, of

AVoking, who had among others remarkably good
specimens of Laurus nobihs. Ilex scotica and dipyrena,

Phillyrea angustifolia and ilicifolia, Arbutus Unedo
and Rollissoni, Quercus glabra, Bnxus sempervirens,

B. argentea nova, and Laurustinus. Mr. Standish and
Messrs. Lee also showed good groups.

New Hard!/ Evergreen Trees aud Shrubs.—0( these

Messrs. Veitch had Ilex Fortimii, Osmanthus ilici-

folius and its dwarf variegated variety, a golden-

variegated Elaeagnus, Rhapniolepis ovata, two varie-

gated kinds of Buonymus, two new kinds of Aucuba,
a variegated variety of Ligustrum glabruin, a sjiecics of

Ternstromia, and Skimmia oblata. From Jlr. Standish

came four kinds of Aucuba, Ligustrum rorinceiiiu,

Buonymus, three kinds of Osmanthu.s, Skimmia
fragrans, and others to which allusion has just been
made.

Orchids. — The Orchids exhibited comprised many
excellent specimen plants, covering a space of about
400 feet of the bank allocated for that purpose, and
were as usual great objects of attraction. It migljt

have reasonably been expected that in such a gigantic

alTair some of the other great collections of England
besides those represented might have contributed, if

for nothing else than to show our continental friends a
great aggregate display. All the more honour, there-

fore, to the undernamed gentlemen for coming so

generously forward with so many valuable specimens.

Robert Warner, Esq., of Broomfield, was the only one
who entered for 50 of any kind in bloom. Prominent
among this group were several Vandas, well grown aud
bloomed, having spilies each from 8 to 12-fiowered, and

one plant of suavis, so prolific of .bloom racemes that

ono *as shooting forth in an abnormal fashion a

strong spike, numerously flowered, from the top or

centre of the specimen. The gem of this group,

however, was the rare and beautiful Phatenop.sis

Portei, with 10 leaves, some quite a foot long in

splendid health, with 4 branched panicles laden with

blossoms. Cattleya Mossioc was represented in nurfie-

rous varieties, many of them unique as to size and
formation of labellum, and varying in colour from

white up through the various shades of flesh to the

richest crimson. In truth, Mr. Warners Cattleyas

have been so often reported upon in this Journal

that it would be a mere repetition to attempt to

portray their highly decorative character ;
few of them

had less than a dozen of flowers, and some of them

bore upwards of 30. Trichopilia crispa was a noble

plant, with upwards of a score of flowers, and quite

2 feet across ; Phalasnopsis amabilis, grandifiora, and

Schilleriana, were well-grown plants, hut the quality

of the bloom not quite so good, although both panicles

and flowers were numerous. In Lailias there vrere

cinnabarina, with 5 spikes; purpurataand its vanety

Schilleriana, nice plants without being remarkable.

Chysis tevis, with its buff and yellow-coloured flowere,

a very fine thing, as was its compeer C. Limmmghii.

In Cniripeds there were two good barhatums, a nice

plant of the pretty-foliaged but mefl'ective flowered

Hookerae a good villosum, and hirsutissimum with a

two-flowered peduncle. One or two nice Aerides,

several Dendrobiums, comprising the rare and beautiful

crepidatum, with six pseudobulbs full of flower a

densiflorum, with 20 small spikes; Odontoglossum

Karwinskii or as Prof. Reichenbach will have it,

Reicbenheimii, which he holds to be quite distinct i a

pale citrosmum, evidently hurried into bloom ; and a

I'lu otli.-rsonessnotp.

In imntie Ml-, Biillen, gr. to A. Turner, Esq.,

I,rirrier raniel off' the chicf prize, having large

pfants of the following :—Dendrobium Paxtoni, with

12 spikes, a very good thing when well managed;
D.formosum giganteum, with half adozen good spikes;
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liensiflorum album, with five large spikes in excellent

trim. Lslia, purpurata, with eight spikes of smallish

flowers, but a fine high-coloured sort ; Oucidium
ampliatum majus, quite a yard across, and having
10 branched panicles numerously flowered ; Cattleya

Skinneri, mth 1-1 spikes, besides numerous shades

of colour ; Aclandise, with six finely highly-coloured

flowers. A large mass of the strange, dull-coloured,

and insect-like Brassia verrucosum ; a noble Cypri-

pedium barbatum, with 50 flowers in fine order;

a large pot of Phatenopsis grandiflora ; Odonto-
glossum cordatum, with a branched panicle, and much
the finest sort that has been seen inthiscountry; noevium
majus in a fine large mass, but with short spikes, and
not a very fine flower as exhibited; Saccolabium

guttatum, with very short spikes ; and some others.

Mr. Page, gr. to W. Leaf, Esq., Streatham, had much
smaller specimens, but nicely managed, including a

good pot of the old Oncidium flexuosum, and a fine

strong panicle or two of ampliatum majus, along with

a very distinct form of what is commonly called Vanda
insignis, a distinct and highly-coloured form of suavis

;

a variety of Aerides crispum, called Brookei ; a good

plant of Phatenopsis amabilis, but like all the others

exhibited, not in condition as to inflorescence ; a good

Dendrobium anosmum, mth six long spikes ; a nicely

flowered plant of Vanda teres, with four flowers to the

raceme; Saccolabium curvifolium, and a pretty well-

retarded Lycaste Skinneri, &c.

Mr. Peed, gr. to Mrs. Tredwell, Norwood, had also a
good assortment, including twosorts of Ijaeliapunnirata,

one of them ulth eight gorgeous flowers; an unusually
highly coloured Vanda insignis ; a grand example of

Oncidium sessile, with its deep primroseflowers distinct

in character. Among its fellowswere Aerides JFieldingii

ivith two branched spikes, and some others. Mr.
Cullen, gr. to W. W. BuUer, Esq., Exeter, had some
finer sorts than either of the two above-mentioned
collections, but the plants were much smaller.

Conspicuous in this group were Selenipedium cauda-
tum and Uropedium Lindenii nicely bloomed, the
sweet-scented Epidendnim odoratum, a good Cj-pri-

pedium Lowii, Aerides Wameri, and Phalscnopsis
Luddemanniana. Mr. Bobson. gr. to G. Cooper, Esq.,

Old Kent Road, had also a fair ^oup, among which
was a branched raceme of Oncidium bifolium, a nice
crispum, and a well-grown plant ofCattleya intermedia.
In the Nurserymen 'sClass for 12 distinct sorts.Messrs.

Veitch & Sons, and Mr. B. S. Williams, Holloway, were
placed in the order in which they are named, the fonner
firm having Cattleya elegans 2 feet across, with nine
finely-developed flowers ; the best Lselia purpurata in

the Exhibition, with four good spikes ; a very handsome
form ofVanda tricolor with two spikes ; a noble Cypri-

f)edium villosum, with about 30 of its finely-varnished-
ooking flowers ; an equally praiseworthy barbatimi
superbum, witli upwards of 50 peduncles. Odonto-
glossum Pescatorei. with 20 flowers on a branched
panicle ; a noble plant of najvium, mth at least 20
racemes ; a pale-coloured Epidendrum vitellinum

;

Dendrobium densiflorum finely-bloomed ; a gigantic
Saccolabium guttatum with foiu- spikes, each 18 inches
long; Phatenopsis grandifloraj and a good Foxbrush
Aerides. Mr. W illiams had a nice piece of Vanda teres,

finely bloomed ; a noble plant of insignis, with three good
spikes ; a handsome specimen of Dendrobium clavatum
with nine racemes, but not quite fully expanded ; a
splendid variety of Cattleya lobata, and apparently
much the freest blooming of that species, with
17 flowers in four racemes ; Mossia; with numerous
flowers ; Cypripedium Stonei, really the most
elegant of the race, with four handsome slippers
a very fine barbatum superbum"; Phalseuopsis grandi
flora and Luddemanniana, Aerides Fieldingii, and one
or two others. Mr. Bull was placed 4th, owing to the
great gap in point of merit between this and the above
collection. Conspicuous in that gentleman's lot was
Anguloa Clowesii, Selenipedium caudatum, the pretty
Lycaste Deppei, and others.

By far the keenest contest lay in the " tens," where
Mr. Penny, gr. to H. H. Gibbs, Esq., Regent's Park,
and Mr. Wilson, gr. to Wm. Marshall, Esq., Clay Hill,
Enfield, were so closely pitted one against another,
that it required the nicest discrimination on the part
of the judges to place them. Both collections reflected
the highest credit on the exhibitors, being nicely
grown, cleanly put up, and artistically arranged. Mr.
Penny had Dendrobium anosmum, with 10 spikes;
Laelia purpurata, with 24 flowers ; two fine branch-
ing spikes of the Foxbrush Aerides ; a fine-grown
plant of Odoutoglossum n^viiim, with 10 spikes,
evidently forced into bloom : an excellently managed
plant of Phalsenopsis grandiflora; a beautiful plant,
covered with orange and crimson flowers, of Oncidium
sarcodes ; Trichopilia crispa, with 20 largely developed
flowers ; Cypripedium Isevigatum, with four flowers to
the raceme—seven in all on the plant, a decided acqui-
sition, being of the Stonei class, but darker altogether,
although not quite so large ; and Saccolabium retusum,
with two good spikes. Mr. Wilson's collection was
rather too lavish in Dendrobiums. D. Dalhousia-
num had 12 spikes of highly-coloured flowers, noble,
distinct, good, and covered with bloom, but not a
telling plant in a choice collection, although in this

instance it was as densely bloomed as an Azalea

;

Oncidium Phillipsianum, with 11 good panicles ; an
extra fine form of Dendrobium densiflorum album,
with seven spikes ; Cypripedium villosum, with
12 very fine flowers ; a good Cattleya Mossise

;

by far the finest Selenipedium caudatum in
the tent, having nine flowers— and such flowers
for size and colour !—with petals about 29 inches
long; D. tortile roseum, a little injured ; and a
good raceme of the brownish crimson and yellow
Eriopsis rutidobulbon. Mr. Stevenson, Lark Hill,
Timperley, Manchester, was 3d with La'lia elegans
Turneri—a noble variety, which the plate in Warner's
" Select Orchidaceous Plants" does not by any means do

justice to; Anguloa Clowesii, with seven flowers; a
good Cypripedium Ircvigatum, nith three flowers ; a
well-managed Dendrobium densiflorum album, with
four spikes; and a fine Odoutoglossum noevium, of
which there was a better display than has ever been
exhibited in one tent before. Mr. Wheeler was also

placed in this class.

For Six Exotic Orchids Mr. Howard, gr. to J. Brand,
Esq., had Cattleya Mossiae, with about three dozen
flowers ; a good plant of Phala;nopsis grandiflora, with
five panicles ; much the finest-coloured Cattleya
Aclandiffi exhibited, with eight flowers ; Burlingtonia
fragrans with about 20 spikes, and a good Saccolabium
curvifolium. Mr. Fairbaim, gr. to his Grace the Duke
of Northumberland, Syon House, was 2d with the best
grown Oncidium ampliatum majus exhibited ; Vanda
tricolor, with three spikes ; Cattleya Mossipe, &c. Mr.
Young, gr. to W. H. Stone, Esq., M.P., Lei^h Park,
had amon^ other things a fine specimen of Vanda
suavis, which appeared to be an improvement upon
both Veitch's and Pescatore's varieties. Mr. Ingram,
gr. to J. J. Blandy, Esq., High Grove, Reading, had
also a neat collection. In Nurserymen's sixes there
was not a spirited competition, Messrs. J. & C. Lee
having the best lot, among which was Laelia purpurata,
mth 9 fine blooms ; and the beautiful Odoutoglossum
citrosmum with 5 good spikes. Mr. Rhodes, Syden-
ham, and Messrs. Jackson &, Son, Kingston, had also
collections.

In the Class for New Orchids^ shown for the first time
in flower, there were nine entries ; only two, however,
were really eligible for a prize, the others having
appeared more or less on former occasions. These were
Aerides japonicum from M. Linden, Brussels, a plant
not entirelj" new, but almost unknown to this country,
having thick leathery leaves like a Foxbrush, only
about half the length, and bearing a raceme having
nine flowers, the sepals and petals whit*, with a shade
of pale green at base, which is also covered thinly ^vith

lines of rose,the labellum short, but prettily rose-spotted
—really a good thing. Angrajcum citratum, from
Messrs. Veitch & Sons, is a dwarf-growing sort,

producing long racemes of white flowers studded closely

together; this justly received the 2d award. Others,
such as Vanda cristata from Mr. WilUams, Oncidium
concolor from Jas. Backhouse & Son, York, Cypri-

Eedium Iwvigatiim from Messrs. Veitch, and others,

ave been previously shown. Mr. Warner exhibited
his Cattleya Mossiai Mariansc, a chaste white variety

;

and .las. Bateman, Esq., of Biddulph Grange, had
a fine form of Miltonia spectabilis, with the basal

portion of the lip like Morelliana, and the
lower part .shaded white. The same gentleman
had also Dendrobium taurinum ndtli 11 flowers, the
narrow screw-like petals being of a rich cinnamon colour
and the labellum edged with same colour ; the other
portions of the flower straw-coloured, the two inferior

sepals connate. Dendrobium Falconeri .also was shown,
suspended, from the gardens of Mr. Bateman ; it was
richly clad mth its truly beautiful flowers, and received

a special mark of distinction from the judges.

In Specimen Orchids there was a very fine Phalsc-
nopsis Luddemanniana from Jlr. Charles, gr. to

R. Bamett, Esq., Blackheath Park, with five racemes,
the strongest one showing itself well above the foliage,

and the plant evidently a free grower, from having a
" break " coming away strong from its base. Mr. Cullen
was 2d mth a Phalscnopsis amabilis, a strong specimen,
and having, besides the main plant, two epiphytal

growths on the old flower stem. Mr. Bullen was 3d
with an immense nobile ; and Mr. Webb, gr. to

J. W. Miles, Esq.. Bristol, had a well-bloomed Ansellia

africana. Mr. Warner had also the rare Dendrobium
Wardianiim, with two flowers. The other exhibitors

had contributions less meritorious.

In Variegated Orchids there were only two exhibitors,

who were placed 1st and 4tli respectively—Mr. Williams
having splendid panfuls of Anoectochilus Lowii, inter-

medins, setaceus, Petoka, Turneri, argenteus pictus,

xanthophyllus and querceticola ; Phalsenopsis Schil-

leriana and Goodyera pubescens. Those from Messrs.

S. Glendinning & Sons were much smaller plants.

In Miscellaneous Clas.ses for Orchids W. Marshall,
Esq., had a fine-formed Trichopilia tortilis, with the
extremity of its labellum like a large shell finely spotted
towards the base, and the screw-like petals broader and
more highly coloured than in the type ; Aspasia lunata,

a Miltonia-like plant, with a little more green than is

usual in that family ; the broad-leaved and highly
ornamental-flowered Saccolabium guttatum splendens,
Phala?nopsis Luddemanniana, etc. Sir. Parker, Tooting,
had also a few exhibited under this class, the best
among which were Saccolabium ampullaceum, and a
beautiful Aerides virens.

Sai-racenias.—Mr. Baines had his usual good con-
tribution, comprising Drummondi alba and rubra,

flava, variolaris, purpurea, rubro-nerria, and some
others unnamed. Mr. Williams was 2d with some
choice sorts, but not such large specimens as Mr. Baines.

J. Veitch & Sons had a First-class Certificate for

Nepenthes hybrida maculata, being a fine dwarf form,

and an apparently free-pitchering sort.

Palms.—Of these, two good collections were contri-

buted by Mr. Fairbaim. p-. to the Duke of Northum-
berland, and by Messrs.Veitch. Among these we noticed

the Cocoa-nut Palm, Latania borbonica and Jenkins-
iana, Phcenix farinifera, Seaforthia robusta, Ceroxylon
andicola, Corypha australis, Thrinax elegans,

Chamoerops humilis and excelsa, and Stevensonia
grandiflora. Messrs. Williams, Jackson, and Bull also

showed interesting groups of these handsome-leaved
plants, as did also 5Ir. Young, gr. to R. Barclay, Esq.,

who furnished a beautiful specimen of Phoenix
dactylifera.

Cycads.—Of these there were some highly interest-

ing collections, one of the best of which was contri-

buted by M. Ambroise Verschaffelt, of Ghent. It

contained Zamia VersohaSeltii ; Z. cycadsefolia, from

Port Natal ; and Z. Cafi'ra, the la,st having a fine trunk
15 inches in diameter, and about 4 feet in height. From
Mr. Yates came Zamia mui"icata, Z. Cafi'ra and Cycas
revoluta. Mr. Williams had Dion edule. Zamia
pungens, and Cycas revoluta. Mr. Bull had the
Australian Cycas plumosa, and C. Riuminiana, a com-
paratively new species from the Philippines.
Pandanads.—Of these Messrs. Veitch had beautiful

examples of P. javanicus variegatus, P. elegantissimus,
and P. omatus. Messrs. Williams furnished P. utilis,

P. reflexus, and Freycinetia imbricata. From Messrs.
Jackson and Mr. Bull came P. furcatus, P. glaucescens,
P. elegantissimus, P. imbricatus, P. javanicus variegatus,
and P. Candelabra. Anadmirable example of P. elegantis-
simus came from Mr. Y''oung, gr. to B. Barclay, Esq.,
Highgate ; another of P. javanicus variegatus from Mi.
Donald, gr. to J. G.SBarclay, Esq., Leyton ; and a third of

P. utilis from Messrs. Veitch. From M. Linden, Royal
Zoological and Horticultural Gardens, Brussels, came
what was stated to be the true P. elegantissimus, a
different kind from that usually distinguished by that
name.
Ferns.— Conspicuous among these were magnificent

specimens of Dicksonia antarctica and Cyathea deal-

bata and meduUaris, from Mr. Williams, Superintendent
of the Interior Gardens at the Crystal Palace. These
measured sone 25 feet in height, and, having large

spreading heads, were the admiration of everybody.
Mr. Williams, Holloway, had a collection of 12 kinds,

to which a 1st prize was deservedly awarded. It con-
tained Platycerium grande, Dicksonia antarctica,

Cibotium Schiedei and princeps, Gleichenia senjives-

tita, microphylla, and flabellata; Woodwardiaradicans,
Cyathea dealbata, the handsome Lomaria gibba,

and Todea africana. From Mr. Bull came Todea
,

peUucida, Dicksonia antarctica"and .squaiTosa, Cibotium
princeps, Cyathea dealbata, Gleichenia semivestita,

Marattia elegans, and others. Mr. Baines, gr. to H.
Micholls, Esq., contributed Dicksonia antarctica, Also-

phila excelsa, Cyathea meduUaris, Cibotium pnnceps,
Gleichenia flabellata, Davallia buUata and tenuifoha,

Pteris scaberula, Platycerium grande, Cheilanthes
elegans, Asplenium foeniculaceum, and Davallia pyxi-

data, all in excellent condition. Among collections of

other amateurs who showed in this class we noticed

Cyathea Cooperi and boconensis, Todea africana,

Blechnum corcovadense and australc, Thamnopteris
australasica, Alsophila Miquelii, Asidcnium bulbi-

ferum and Veitchianum, Adianiuni cuneatmn. Poly-

podium aureum, Pteris cretica albo-limnl a, Platycerium
alcicome,'^ Drynaria morbillosa, JIanitlia ci(;uta>folia,

the beautiful feathery looking Leptopteris superba,

and others. Among new varieties Messrs. Backhouse,
Y'ork, furnished Asplenium anisophyllum from Natal

;

A. resectum from the Mauritius, the Chilian Glei-

chenia crjptocarpa, Trichomanes foeniculaceum from
Java, and others. From Messrs. Veitch came the

Bornean Davallia alpina, Lomaria ciliata, and Asple-
nium novae caledonite, both from New Caledonia;

and a Peruvian Cheilanthes. Mr. Williams con-

tributed Polystichum ordinatum, Lomaria rigida, a

Gleichenia, Alsophila, Cyathea, and Adiantum.
Of Hardy Ferns Messrs. Ivery had a largo collection

a portion of which was placed in the niches and
crevices of the artificial rockwork, lo which they formed
suitable decorations. Among them were some two
dozen of the better and more choice kinds of Athyrium,
some half-dozen Lastreas, about a dozen varieties of

Polystichum, Blechnum Spicant crispum, Struthio-

pteris germanica, and two fine varieties of Hart's-tongue.

From Sir. Salter, of Hammersmith, Mr. Wilson, gr. to

W. Marshall, Esq^ and from others also came interest-

ing collections. Of new Hardy Ferns Messrs. Ivery
had La.strea Filix-mas Ingrami, a handsome robust

kind ; Polystichum angulare attenuato-cristatum, a
slender graceful slightly crested variety; Asplenium
Trichomanes Moulei, small, but very pretty ; Athyrium
Filix-fo?inina lanceolatum, a handsomely-cut tapering-

leaved kind ; A. F.-f. fomiosum cristatum, beautifully

crested, and.A. F.-f. pterophorum, also a promising
variety. Of A. F.-f. Applebyanum we noticed a nice

basketful.
For 6 New Tender Ferns, Messrs. Backhouse was

1st with Asplenium anisophyllum, Gleichenia crypto-

carpa, Asplenium resectum, Trichomanes foenicu-

laceum, -\spleninm altemans, and Lindsaea sp.

Of 12 Lycopods the best in the different lots were
Selaginella Danielsiana, erythropus, denticulata,

umbrosa, cacsia, stolonifera, Willdenovii, variabilis,

apoda, Martensii, cuspidata, in^equalifolia, cau-

lescens, umbrosa, dichrous, and Galeottiana. In
nurser^inen's classes, Messrs. Veitch had an unique lot,

compnsing Lycopodium formosum, a new species from
the Solomon Isles, of totally distinct character from
existing lots, assuming more the species of a pigmy
Conifer, and hanging gracefully down ; S. rubricaule,

japonica variegata, a very pretty thing ; Martensii

variegata, and the handsome japonica. Others were
exhibited, but they were much more common.
In Arads Messrs. James Veitch & Son were again

successful with Dieffenbachia Baraquiniana, Alocasia
Veitchii, zebrina, macrorhiza variegata, and longiloba,

along ^ith Aglaonema commutatum variegatum. Mr.
Williams had also a nice assortment. The firm just

named had a splendid lot of Marantads, comprising
Veitchii, zebrina, vittata, splendida, Van den Heckii,

fasciata, Jagoriana, and tubispatha. Madame Legrelle
d'Hanis had also a nice lot, along with Phryniiun
maculatum. Van den Heckii, and some others.

Mr. Veitch's Araliads were very handsome, com-
prising Sieboldii, papyrifera, Oreopanax dactyliferum,

peltatum, and platanifolia, with a new species of

Sciadophyllum. Mr. Williams had also a nice lot.

Mr. Cullen, gr. to Wentworth BuUer, Esq., had a few
Orchids, and a fine Amaryllis, unnamed. Some well-

grown Nepenthes from Messrs. Veitch were grouped
close by the Araliads, comprising Bafflesiana, Hookerii,

a very beautiful dark-coloured sort ; Dominiana ; the
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llKtiban'isome small pitrlii-nn^' brns. and ;i

unuamed sort, moiv iiiiliTlly ivsi'inbl .

than most of the others. Messrs. J. & C. Lee had a

nice collection of fiuel.v-fruited Auoubas, showing

what their decorative character will be when under
lengthened culture.

Dwarf Cacti.—Casefuls of these, and also a small col-

lection of them, came from M.Charles Pfersdorff. Among
them were Echinopsis Eyresii, bearing numerous
comparatively large, pale pink flowers; Echinocactus
Cummingii, with small orange blossoms ; Echinocereus
multicostatus, with handsome double flowers; Mam-
millarias of dill'erent sorts coming into flower ; a small

specimen of Old Man Cactus, and others

Hardy Taxads.—Of these Messrs. Teitch had a fine

collection, to which a 1st prize was justly awarded.

Messrs. Waterer and Godfrey and Mr. Wm. Paul also

exhibited in this class. In these collections were
Taxus japonica, a handsome deep green Irish Tew-likc
plant ; Cephalotaxus drupacea, and C. Fortunei, both

l>ra;4.,i e, the .size and li<;iL.'lit t,l' \\\nv\x M^iurd
iiiarvellous to persons uuai'i|u:iiiited with that .^iicriis

of vegutation ; also fine examples of Drauana iudi visa,

nigricans, Cooperi, and other red-leaved kinds. Among
Cordyliues, the most conspicuous, perhaps, were
indivisa, australis, and heliconifolia, the last with
deep green leaves of a large bold character.
Lilium auratmn was well represented by Mr. Turner,

from Slough, having each individual flower in quite as
fine condition as some of that gentleman's remarkable
Geranium.s and Azaleas. Messrs. Veitch were 2d, and
Mr. B. Parker 3d. Mr. Turner had also 6 distinct
Liliuras, including auratum, fulgidum, Brownii, &c.

.stniit straight stems of some 5 feet or 6 feet in height
and (ijiiipact symmetrical heads, which could not
mi;a.sure less than 6 feet across. To these was justly
awarded a 1st prize. Messrs. Veitch and Waterer
& Godfrey also showed standard Hollies. Prom Mr.
Bull came a nice pair of standard Laurustinus. The
best pair of standard Bays came from M Jean
Verschaflelt, of Ghent ; Messrs. Veitch had also a good
pair. Messrs. Lee contributed the best pair of
standard Portugal Laurels, and Messrs. Veitch the
best pair of standard Box trees. Prom Mr. Bull came
two charming standards ofcommon Myrtle. Handsome
pyramidal Bay trees were contributed by Messrs
Veitch^ Mr. Bull, and Messrs. Lee. Standard Yewsj
Yews in the form of tables, cups, and other shapes,'
also had their admirers.

Florists' Floiaers.—Zonal Pelargoniums formed an
interesting feature of the Show, and those in Mr.
Eraser's group were well grown and bloomed. In this
lot Emile Licau and MalakoS' were both fine, and
Princess Mathilde and Enamel iu Mr. Turner's lot
were equally good. Mr. Lermitte's plants were very

The Bougainvilleas were also very well done, in small
pots.

^!/a res.—These were shown inconsiderable numbers,
and, although their stifl' quaint forms did not associate
well with the iiioro flowing and graceful vegetation
with whirh they wire surrounded, yet in the neigh-

, . -. . , ,
li"urlii«.d "f inik-iviirk, near which they were placed,

bushy and handsome ; Taxus fastigiata, of a pyramidal
,
the.v w ere not without ellect, and evidently had many

character; the Tasmanian Arthrotaxus selaginoides, admirers. Iu the Class of 24 varieties, M. ..^ „ „ „

the deep green Taxus adpressa, the Cheshunt and the
,

Jean Verschaffelt was 1st. Conspicuous among his fine, but not sufficiently in blooin." MrrPauPs" "group
Dovaston Yews, Podooarpus andina, Silver and Golden ' varieties were Verschaffeltii, with handsomely-formed of Nosegay Geraniums contained Scarlet Dwarf
Tews, the little Taxus ericoides, and others. Messrs.

j

green leaves; Jacobiana, with broad green leaves; Duchess, Crimson Queen, richly coloured • and Orange
Paul&Son,Lee, and Standish, also showed in this class. , Ousselghemiana, also a fine kind; filifera; and Nosegay, which has in it a strong yellow shade of
Sard!/ Conifers, exclusive of Taxads.—Of these the ' Nqacki, the last s, drooping-leaved sort. Prom Mr. colour,

best collection came from Messrs. Veitch, and a second Williams, HoUoway, came schidigera, filifera, and its Variegated tricolor-zoned Pelargoniums were in great
in point of merit was contributed by Messrs. Waterer long-leaved variety ; the common variegated American ; abundance, and in the competitive groups Sophia
& Godfrey. In these groups were all the finer kinds medio-picta, with leaves striped in the middle with Cusack, with bright distinct markings, is in the fore-
of Picea and Abies, including A. Kajmpferi and the yellow, instead of being edged with that colour as most rank of Zonales. Lady Cullum is very much like
flaucous variety of P. nobilis^alled magnifica coerulea ; in the American Aloe ; excelsa, a spiny-leaved sort ; it, and both are good. In Mr. Saltmarsh's lot was Bird
he handsome P. lasiocarpa, Pinuses of difl'ereut kinds, ' picta longifolia, with long leaves, edged with yellow ; of Paradise, which has smaller foliage than Sunset and

Deodars, the handsome Cupressus Lawsoniana,
^

and detdbata, the last with pale, glaucous-^reen, long of compact habit with bright markings ; and Electra a

Smaller groups of Conifers came from Messrs. Lee and
|

gr. to E. Barclay, Esq. '
I vcr,\ di>tinrt small white-marked leaf, with trusses of

Messrs. jackman. That from the latter formed a suit- In Amaryllis there was a gorgeous display, the well-lnnnr.l llnwers, white with scarlet centre; a First-
able background to the tasteful mass of artificial rock-

\

Messrs. Veitch leading ofl' with a splendid assortment class Certificate was awarded to it. Luna, sent out last
work near the main entrance. It contained examples of 12. including Fair Helen, Stephenson, Belladonna, ' year, is a good useful kind. Messrs. Smith', of Dulwich
of Picea Nordmanniana and Pinsapo, from 4 to 6 feet

,

Anderson (in the way ofAckermanni), Madame Rachel, sent several kinds, and Jetty Lacy, to w'hich a First-
in height, and about the same in diameter ; Welling-

'

Souvenir d'un Ami (fine form). Prince Hereditaire (a ' class Certificate was awarded, has a high-coloured

graceful Californian tree Cupressus Lawsoniana, Abies patra). Goldsmith (af^ter the order of Holfordii) and a batch of showy and fine Zonalsof the Mrs. Pollock
orientalis, Juniperus sphserica. Deodar, and Thujopsis Pantheon, very fine form. Mr. Williams was 2d strain, iu some of which the colours were very
borealis. Mr. Wm. Paul, Mes.srs. Paul & Son, Mr. with Grandis (a good dark), Exquisita, Robustum, distinct and good: Titauia, Ruby Ring, and Oberon,
Standish, and Mr. Turner also all showed hardy Cleopatra, Quartermaster (a good red and white), being amongst the best. Messrs. Caraway, Mayes, &'

Conifers. Of tender kinds, Mr. Bull furnished Arau- Williamsii (a very good red), Holfordii, Favourite (not Co.'s collection included Queen of Tricolors, Princess
caria Bidwillii, excelsa, Cunninghami and its glaucous quite so fine form), Ackermanni pulcherrima. Evening Leiningen, a smallish-leaved kind with bright zone to
variety Cookii, brasiliensis, and Libocedrus Doniana.

i
Star, and Princess Helena (a very fine deep crimson). . which a Second-cla.ss Certificate was awarded- LAa

Caladiums.—lhese were well represented—Troubets- Mr. Parker was 3d. The sorts difl'ering from those Mayes has a pale yellow leaf with bright zone] and
koi, picturatum, Belleymei, argyrites, bicolor magni- already named were delicata, Johnsoni, psittacina, less green than in some other kinds ; L'Africaine is of
ficum, and splendens, and the old Chantini ; and among vittata amabilis, Matilda splendens, vittata, and Sultan, i Luna type, with a strongly marked zone. Mr. Jabez
newer sorts. Dr. Lindley, Napoleon III. and Beine This gentleman had also a nice-flowered plant of Chater had in his batch Senior Wrangler, a cleariy-
Victoria beiiij; inurh tin- host.

,

Clerodendron Balfourii.
j

marked bold-leaved kind, to which a First-class Cer-
AnthurivHix In t In -r iic have again Messrs. Veitch Azaleas.—The great contest of the day on this, as on ,

tificate was awarded. Mr. Hally. of Blackheath, sent
&SonsandiiJi \\ illiain- j .laced in the order in which former occasions, laid between Mr. Turner, of Slough, Sirius and Murth, both prettily marked kinds of th?
they are named, b(jth linus having good Anthurium ' and Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea, from both of whom ' Italia Unita type; and Fire King, a promising variety
Scherzerianum, especially the 1st prize lot ; magnificum came magnificent plants, conical mountains ofbloom," of the Mrs. Pollock strain, with well-formed truss, but
in both lots w;a.s also splendid, and so was the acaule ' measuring 7 or 8 feet in height, and about as much the plant was not in good condition.

Tiln

rarde.l the Amongst Seedling Zonal Geraniums, Rebecca and
Prince of Orange received First-class Certificates ; and

_
Waltham Zephyr is a capital variety of the Nosegay

^ '
' ' ii"n, section. Little Gem is a small Oak-leaved kind, with

M i.t"! ' 'I' 1- Hani, an abundance of small rose-coloured flowers. These
Jlr. Turner showed a are all from Mr. W. Paul. Wiltshire Lass, from

from Mr. Williams, with its curious Cucumber-like across at the base. To Mr. 1

inflorescence. 1st prize, for examples of A'

Begonias.— These formed a nice group, although Iveryana, Perryana, Sir (1

much sameness characterised the assembly. Chief in Barclayana.and Chelsoni. M
importance were Helen Uhder, Victor Lemoine, Presi- Chelsoni, Trotteriana, Cedo N i

dent Van den Hecke, and Cloth of Silver. Begonias in Camea superba, and Juliana, . ____ ... ... ..„ ^,„„ „„^
flower were not a remarkable exhibition, and can only noble specimen of Etoilede Gand; Messrs. Veitch had Messrs. Downie &. Laird^was shown in goodcharacter.
be tolerated as window plants in the crowded lanes of a President, a showy red kind ; and Mr. Carson, the old Silver Queen, from Mr. IJull, a very, pretty Ivy-leaf
city. In the same tent Mr. Watson had 12 fUmy Chinese yellow, fine plants of which are now scarce, variety, with clear white variegation, is a decided
Ferns under glass shades on one side of the centre In other collections were many excellent plants of acquisition, both in leaf and flower,
di-vision ; and on the other Mr. Bull had his long- varieties with the names of which all are familiar. A

I

Seedling Pelargoniums were not very numeroits, but
podded Radish as free in growth as a common Radish, large and fine collection of well-flowered little pjTamidal Mr. Hoyle's seedhngs—Alfred, a bright flower

'

and
along with Pitcairnea tabuloeformis, the foliage plants was shown by Messrs. Lane.

;

Favourite, a dark painted flower, both received frirst-
of which is quite Sedum-like, mth orange scarlet floifs.—Charming collections of these came from class Certificates. Nabob, Charles Turner, and Sunny
sessile inflorescence on the crown. Along with Mr. Turner and Mr. Wm. Paul, to whom prizes were Memory will all be good trade varieties. Side by side
these were also the curious pendent stem and leaves of awarded in the order in which the names stand, with these were dried flowers of Pelargoniums culti-
Brownea grandiceps, the handsome Cycas plumosa, the About both collections, but especially the first, tliere

|
vated 60 years ago. Mr. Turner had a group of Fancy

beautifully marbled Bignonia argyra;a violascens, very
,

was a brightness and beauty which was quite capti- 1 Pelargoniums, two " - • '^ - - '

handsome in young stage of growth; the curious vating. Among the kinds were Madame de St. •

•

Dioscorea Ancectochilus, mth cordate acuminate Josenh in fine condition, Victor Verdier, Souvenir
leaves, and ha-ving the appearance in a natui-al state de Malmaison, Vicomte Vigier, Souvenii- d'un Ami,
of being overrun with thrips.

^ , General Jacqueminot, Madame Boll, Madame Damaziii

,

-Fine collections of these came from Anna Alexiefi', Baronne Prevost, Charles Lawsi

m

and Sylv

als,.

,
two of which. Duchess of Buccleucii

received First-class Certificates. Miss
alx) become a favourite, and Madame
lin;.ilit-coloured fine kind.

nil y - i'l iai-goniums were so fine that it seems
-., ^, .. , . . , ,, „, ,, : •. ••1 li- 1'> ;.tI them much finer

; and Mr. Turner's
Mr. Standish, ol Ascot and Mr. Noble, of Bagshot. : Paul Ricaut, and other well known kinds. Messrs. plants were also very good. Mr. Eraser's fancies were
The last, which consisted of some promising seedlings, Francis, Lane, and Paul & Son, also showed good also very fine. Mr. Bailey's single spec
was not, however, set up for competition. Messrs. Lane ' collections, as did also Mr. Terry, gr. to A. G. " ....
& Son had a large group of beautifully bloomed small ,

Puller, Esq. ; Mr. Chalmers, gr. to E.'J. Coleman, Esq.

;

plants, which gave life and beauty to a gently
|

and Mr. Young, Highgate. Of new Roses Mr. Wm.
sloping bank that flanked one side of a piece of artificial ; Paul and Messrs. Paul & Son had small exhibitions, as
rockwork, the other coiresponding side being similarly

j

had also Messrs. Lane and Turner. Comtesse de
occupied by plants of the same showy tribe from Mr. 1 Chabrillant was shown as a single .specimen in excellent
Jackman, of Woking. We also noticed some fine ! condition by Mr. Turner. Mr. Win. Paul had Presi-
standard Rhododendrons.

j

dent, Messrs. Lane Chenedole^ Messrs. Paul & Son
Ca])e Heaths.—OS these there were several fine

|

Laelia, and Mr. Francis Souvenir d'un Ami. Of Roses
coUections, all of which gave indications of improve-

|

in 8 inch pots there were several interesting collections
" as well as boxfuls of cut blooms. Among the latterment not only in regard to varieties but also with

respect to culture. Of hybrids, in the way of aristata,

there are now some fine things; and Spenceriana,
though not quite new, is a good addition to the more
fine-growing woody section. With regard to culture
the collections to which the 1st prize was awarded
were all that could be desired, and others were also
highly satisfactory.

Yuccas, Beaucarneas, and Dasylirions.—The best
coUections of these came from Mr. Williams, M. Jean
Terschaff'elt, W. B. Kellock, Esq., Stamford Hill, and
Mr. Bull. Among the Yuccas the handsomest were
quadricolor, the common variegated Aloe-leaved kind,
and Stokesii; Beaucarnea glauca and recurvata are
both fine sorts ; and among Dasylirions we noticed
"acrotrichum and -its short-leaved variety, Hartwegii,
serratum, latifolium, and longifolium.

Draccenas and Co)-rf^Zi«es.—Beautiful collections of
these were furnished by Messrs. Veitch, Williams, and
Jackson. Among them were some noble specimens of

were glorious illustrations of the fine new yeUow Tea
Rose Mar^chal Niel, which were deservedly the admira-
tion of everybody. These came from Mr. Mitchell, of
Piltdown, Maresfield, Sussex. Of standard Roses one
or two good collections were sho-.vn.

Hollies.—Large collnli.ins nlllii-c were contributed
by Messrs. Veitch, Wain-.iiV i: .U'rey, Lee, 0.sborii,

Wm. Paul, and oIIki- Am.n;^ them were Ilex
cornuta, with singularly loniajd kaves ; I. Aquifolium
Hodginsii, one of the very best of large dark green-
leaved kinds ; Shepherdi, a fine dark kind ; and varie-

gated varieties of every kind, among which the sorts

called Milkmaid (both silver and gold-striped) are not
the least attractive. Of Hedgehog varieties there were
also good examples.
Standard JLrergreens.—Of these there were some

beautiful examples. Messrs. Jackman had a pair of
Hollies (Waterer's Variegated) which are reported to

have been iu their possession about 40 years. 'They have

-—„ . specimen Rose
Celestial was in every way a noble plant.

Some capital herbaceous Calceolarias were shown,
especially tliose from Mr. Watson, which were models
of good cultivation. The tree Mignonette was not
remarkable, and was very iufeiior to what we have
seen at Liver) lool and other places. The three low-

Standard Fui-iisia- (111 shi.it .stems, with symmetrical
heads and bcautiliilly llnwerod, from the Rev. A. H.
Brydges, were much admired. A few fine boxes of
Roses were sent, and these replenished day by day, as

they have been in some cases, keep up a fresh and
attractive appearance.
In the Cla,sses for Pansies in Pots, the fancy kinds

were the best grown ; and the cut blooms from Messrs.
Downie & Laird were very fine. Some Seedling
Pansies, viz.. Sunrise, Sorceress, Sweet Lucy, and
Lady Clare, were all fine. A bedding kind named
Imperial Blue, promises to be most useful and showy.
A batch of Seedling Petunias from Mr. Bull received
a Certificate, and a pretty Myosotis Imperatrice
Elizabeth, from Mr. Bull, received a Second-class
Certificate. C'lose by the.se was a fine Seedling Azalea,
Madame de Cannart d'Hamale, a large and showy
flower of yellowish white, coloured with faint pink
stripes.

Mr. Turner's stand of Tulips irere very telling
indeed, and contained Mary Headly, Sarah Headly,
and many other choice flowers in fine character.
Miscellaneous Subjects.— Oi the beautiful Eucharis

amazonica, three or four magnificent specimens were
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shown in tubs by Mr. Howard, gi-. to E. Brand,

Esq., Balham. Theycould not measure less than 5 feet

in diameter, and they were quite as muoh in height,

each shoot being ornamented with three or four large

flowers, which were stated to be excellent for bouquets

and to keep in perfection for 10 or 14 days in water.

Little more than two years a^o, it was stated, these

plimts were in 3-inch pots; they were shifted into

larger ones as they required it, and were liberally fed

with manure-water, keeping them in a stove in bottom-

heat. The result has been the wonderful specimens m
question, which have blossomed thi-ee times since

Christmas.
Lady Dorothy Nevill had three plants of Ailantus,

with the silkworm caterpillars living on the leaves;

there was also a box close beside them, having the

cocoons, and the perfect male and female moth, along

with different specimens of silk, spun and dyed fit for use.

Mr. Knight, Chateau de Pontchartrain, had a hybrid

Amaranthusofaveryhighlydecorative character, which,

if maintained, wiU render it very useful either as an

in-door or out-door plant. A series of aquatic plants

and basket conservatory plants were shown by J. W.
Taylor Esq., Stoke Newington. M. Linden had a nice

miscellaneous group, chiefly of some species .shown

under the New Plant section. Adjoining these the

Messrs. Lee had a miscellaneous group, and W.
Marshall^ Esq., ofEnfield,hada nice pan of Ouvirandra
fenestralis, backed up by several Maiden-hair Ferns,

which ha<l a very charming eflect. Messrs. E. G. Hen-
derson & Son had also a miscellaneous group, into which
sevei'al plants of the variegated Dog's-tail Gra.ss were
inserted. Messrs. Veitch & Sons put up a good bank at

the one end of the tent adjoining Mr. Warner's Orchids,

comprising many fine things, and not the least interest-

ing m the batch was the fine new Azalea Stella, with

several Aucubas, and other Japanese plants. Among
these wa« also shown a remarkable fine collection of

Alpineplants from Messrs. Backhouse, of York, which
appeared to create quite as much interest as many
more showy sut5jects. Of hardy variegated Alpine and
herbaceous plants, Mr. Salter showed a beautiful

group; and of handsome-leaved soft-wood plants,

Messrs E. G. Henderson had some charming examples.

Mr. Stark, Trinity, Edinburgh, showed a small but
interesting group of Canadian plants.

It may be mentioned that the large compartment set

apart for Orchids and other tender plants has been
gratuitously warmed by Mr. Ormson. This has been
efi'eotedby means of one of his multi-tubulai- boilers and
3200 feet of 4-inoh pipe.

Fruit.—After the magnificent display of flowers, the

fruit somewhat fell off in quantity. The display, never-

thelessj was on the whole good for the season, and in

many mstances the ciuality was quite up to the mark.
We were soiTy to miss at this Show some of our own
great exhibitors, who have gained high honours on other

occasions, probably owing to the fact that many
entered their productions beforehand, and did not find

them ripen sufficiently well for purposes of exhibition.

Forced fruits, consisting of 10 dishes, were exhibited

by Mr. Turner, of Slough. Among them were two
very good Cayenne Pines, Muscat and Black Ham-
burgh Grapes of very superior quality, and a good dish

of Grosse Mignon Peaches, Hunt's Taivny Nectarines,

Figs, Strawberries and Melons.
Pine-apples. — Among these were .some very good

fruits. Of Queens, a very well-gromi specimen came
from the Duke of Eichmond, and took the 1st prize

;

the 2d prize was awarded to the liev. T. Mickle-
thwaite; and the 3d was won by Mrs. Barchard. Smooth
Cayennes were exhibited by Mr. Barnes, gr. to Lady
RoUe, and the Duke of Richmond, both being very
good fruit ; but to that from Bicton was given the 1st

prize. In the Providence Class there was only one
fruit, which came from Mr. Meredith, of Garston.

In the Open Class for Pines of any other kind, the 1st

prize was awarded to Mr. Page, gr. to W. Leaf, Esq.,

for a large Prickly Cayenne ; the 2d for a fine

specimen of Black Prince, to J. Dixon, Esq. ; the
3d to Mrs. Cubitt for a very neat Black Jamaica.

|

O-rapes.— These were exhibited in considerable

abundance, and many of them were good in quality.

In the Class for five kinds, the 1st prize was carried off

by Lord Bagot for a well-ripened collection, consisting

of Black Teneriffe, Golden Hamburgh, Black Ham-
burgh, Chasselas Musque, and Black Prince ; the 2d
prize went to H. Akroyd, Esq.. for a very good collec-

tion of Black Grapes; and the 3d to Mr. Osborn for a
collection exhibiting both growth and quality.

The Cla^s for 6 bunches was well represented. The
1st prize was awarded to Mr. Hill, gr. to B. Sneyd, Esq.,

of Keele Hall, for six very fine bunches of Black Prince,

well coloured and well grown : and the 2d, for six

Black Hamburgh, compact and well-grown bunches,

was given to Mr. Osborn ; the 3d to Lord Bagot, for

the same, better coloured than the last, but smaller in

berry, very good collections were also exhibited in

this class by J. Dixon, Esq., Mr. D. Clements, and Sir

H. Beaumont, Bart.

The competition for 3 bunches of Black Hamburgh
was very keen, producing 17 competitors, and con-

taining some of the best Grapes in the Exhibition.

The 1st was awarded to H. Akroyd, Esq. ; the 2d to

Mr. Turner, and the 3d to Sir G. H. Beaumont, all

well-grown and coloured ; and, treading very close upon
their heels, were good fruit exhibited by Captain Glegg,

Lord Bagot, J. Dixon, Esq., Mr. Clement, J. H. Ler-
raitte, Esq., and Mr. Osborn.
In Class 169, for Black Grapes with a Muscat flavour,

the 1st was awarded to H. Aki'oyd, Esq., for Black
Prontignan ; the 2d to Lord Foley, for the same ; and
the 3d to the Earl of Stair, for Muscat Hamburgh.
For 3 bunches of Black Grapes not having a Muscat

flavour, the best came from Mr. Hill, of Keele Hall,

Black Prince ; 2d to West's St. Peter's, from
H. Akroyd, Esq. ; and the 3d to W. .lones Loyd, Esq.
Black Prince, all well-giwvn specimens.

The Class for 3 bunches of Muscat of Alexandria
produced only three competitors, of which the best

were good bunches from Mr. Turner, 1st ; Mr. Fowler,

2nd. White Grapes, having a Muscat flavour, Mr.
Standish 1st., with excellent bunches of Muscat
Troveren ; Earl ofStair 2d ; Viscountess Palmei-ston 3d,

with Chasselas Musque. White Grapes not having a

Muscat flavour, produced a very good competition

;

the best were 3 very fine bunches of Buckland Sweet-
water from Mr. Osborn; the 2nd to the Earl of Stair

for tolerable Golden Hamburgh; the 3rd to Lord
Bagot for the same, small, but well ripened. In this

class some good Sweetwater came from Mr. Turner,
and Dutch Sweetwater from Viscountess Palmerston.
In the Class for single bunches of Black, H. Akroyd,

Esq., again carried off the honour of 1st prize with a

large bunch of well-coloured Black Hamburgh ; 2nd to

Mr. Osborn. Single bunches of White, 1st Jlr. Turner,
2nd Mr. Osborn ; both large and well-grown specimens.

Four large Vines in pots came from Mr. Lane ; these

were well grown una well fruited, and richly deserved

the 1st prize. Two Vines in pots were also exhibited

by Colonel Lloyd, in which the rods were trained to a
large iron ring about two feet in diameter, round vi-hich

the fruit hung gracefully pendent.
Melons.—The competition for Melons produced some

verj' fine handsome fruit, but as these are judged by
flavour, beauty does not always carry the day. The 1st

in Green-flesh was awarded to H. Littledale, Esq., for

Meredith's Hybrid Cashmere ; the 2d to G. Foljambe,

Esq., for a new Melon called Excelsior ; and the 3d to

even and good collection of six kinds. Among the most
noticeable of the remaining exhibitions in this class
may be siiecified a very good collection from Mr. John
Cattell, of Westerham, and another from J. J. Blaudy,
Esq., of Beading.

Saladiiiff.—This Class produced live competitors, the
prize takers treading pretty close upon each other's
heels. The 1st fell to Mr. Mason, of Deptford ; the 2d
to the well put up exhibition by the Earl of Damley's
gardener, Mr. Budd ; and the 3d to Lady Hamilton,
ofBloxhamHall; all the three were very good, and con-
sisted generally of about 14 varieties.

Asparagus, 50 heads.—This class produced a very
good competition ; the 1st prize fell to George Tippett
flasell, Esq., of Bristol, for very fine heads ; the 2d to
Countess Cowiier for 50 heads, weighing 7i lb.; and the
3d to J. Cockle, Esq. In the class for the 12 largest
heads the 1st prize was awarded to Gteo. Tippett Hasell,
Esq.
Mmhrooms.—1st prize to the Earl of Damley for a

well-grown dish in good condition; the 2d to E. J.
Hopwood, Esq., for a large and full-grown dish ; an
excellent dish also came from F. Pryor, Esq., of
Wehvyn.

Potafos,—Here likewise the competition was keen
and close. In the Kidney class the 1st went to Ireland,
to the Earl FitzwUliam, of CooUattin Park, WicMow.
for Prince of Wales ; 2d, Lady Hamilton, for Mona's
Pride : the Si to Mrs. Hope, of Deepdene. In the
class for round Potatos, the 1st fell to Mr. T. West-
brook, of Abingdon, for a very fine dish of Royal

Mrs. Hope of Deepdene. Scai-let-flesh varieties were, ,Ubert ; the 2d to a sort named Early Betty,

1st, Scarlet Gem, J. Miles. Esq. ; 2d, J. Gott, Esq. ; ! FreMh JBeans.—Fourteen competitors strove for

and 3d to Messrs. Gadd, of Worthing, for a fine fruit
[

honours in this class. ^Tlit' 1st feli;to T. S^OateSj Esq.,

of Scarlet Cantaloup. " ....-., „ , „
Peaches and Nectarines.—Peaches and Nectarines

were not shown in quantity, but were very good in

quality. The 1st for Peaches was awarded to Sir G.
Phillips, and the 2d to Mr. Turner forGrosseMignonne

;

very good fruit also came from the Duke of Newcastle
and Earl of Shaftesbui-y. In Nectarines the 1st for

three kinds was awarded to very good fruit from C. N.
Newdegate, Esq. ; and in six fruits, the 1st to Mr.
Turner^ and the 2d to the Duke of Newcastle, both
very well-grown fruits.

Figs.— Of Figs, the best were good fruit of Brown
Turkey, from the Duke of Northumberland, Syon
House; 2d, Duke of Newcastle, with the same
variety ; and 3d, to the Countess Conner, for Lee's
Perpetual.
Strambemes.—The 1st prize for six kinds of Straw-

berries was awarded to a very good collection from
J. H. Bai-nes, Esq., the be.st of which were President,

Sir Harry, and Sir Charles Napier. In threes the best

were from E. P. King, Esq., of Bristol; all clean, well-

grown fruit. Single dishes were contributed by Mrs.
Cubitt, of Denbies, 1st; B. P. Kmg, E.sq., 2d; and
Duke of Hamilton, 3d. In the Class for Strawberries

in Pots a good collection of well-grown plants of Keens'
Seedling came from the gardens of the Duke of

Northumberland, at Syon House.
Cherries.—Cherries do not call for any particular

remarks; the best were Empress Eugenie, from
Viscountess Palmerston, and Black Circassian from
Captain Glegg. A fine specimen plant in a pot of the

new Frogmore Forcing Chen-y, loaded with fruit, came
from Mr. Tm-ner, of Slough, to which the Committee
awarded a First-class Certificate.

Maspberries.—Two dishes of Raspberries were sent

by E. F. Hopwood, Esq., to which a 2d prize was
awarded.
Bananas.—Two fine bunches of Bananas were exhi-

bited. The 1st prize went to P. L. Hinds, Esq., of Byfleet

;

this was a very large and fine bunch, and elicited much
admiration from the professionals. The 2d prize came
from the gardens of J. Gott, Esq., of Leeds.

Miscellaneous.—In the miscellaneous Classes for

Fruit we may particularise four very fine Queen Pine-
apples from the gardens of the Duke of Richmond,
at Goodwood, all well-grown and handsome fruits.

A large box of well-grown Nectarines came
from C. N. Newdegate, Esq. ; also a good dish

of the fruit of Vanilla planifolia from the gardens

of G. J. Foljambe, Esq., Osberton. Good Citrons

and Oranges were sent by Mr. W. Hazlewood,
of Hoddesdon. Several collections of exceedingly

well-kept fruit of Apples and Pears were exhibited in

this class, amongst the most conspicuous of which
were a good collection from Lady Hamilton, also

Mr. Earley, of Digswell, and an excellent one from the

Countess Cowper of Wrest Park, ivho also sent a fine

dish of The Warden Pear. Another good collection

of Apples and Pears came firom the gardens of W. E.

Hubbard, Esq., of Horsham ; near these were exhibited

very flue fruit of the new Castle Kennedy Fig, together

with leaves and branches, on which were many young
fruit, showing that in addition to being a large Fig of

first-class quality, it is very prolific. Another interesting

object was the fruit of Dion edule, exhibited by

.J. Yates, Esq., of Highgate; also a fine jar of pickles,

sent by Mrs. Earley, of Digswell.
Vegetables.—Tne exhibition of vegetables, taken

as a whole, was very good both in quantity and quality.

In the class of forced productions, the 1st came from

the gardens of the Bev. F. W. Micklethwaite, of

Norwich, and comprised Peas, French Beans, Turnips,

Carrots, Mushrooms, and Potatos ; the 2d from that of

the Earl of Damley, were tastefully dished up on

baskets of green Moss, and consisted of Seakale, Mush-
rooms, Carrots. Potatos, French Beans, and Tomatos.

In the Class of Vegetables not forced, the compe-
tition was keen and close, and produced some very

(rood exhibitions. The 1st was awarded to T. T. Drake,

Esq., of Shardeloes, amongst which the most noticeable

were very fine Leeks, Cauliflowers, and Aspara^s;
the 2d to Mrs. Hope, of Deepdene, which contained

good Cauliflowers. Chinese Yams, and tolerable Aspa-
ragus ; and the 3d to the Earl of Damley, for a very

HanweU ; the 2d to E. Gates, Esq., of Hauwell ; the
3d to J. Gott, Esq., of Iieeds.

Of Peas, a very good dish of Little Gem, a dwarf
Marrow, was sent by Mr. Tinnier.

Farh/ Carrots.—In this Class the best came from the
Countess CowiJer, closely followed by Mrs. Hope, of
Deepdene.

Cncnmbers.—The competition in this Class was very
keen, and appears to have excit 1 as much interest as

anything in the tent, and it see as a matter of regret

tliat so many beautitul specime is should have gone
unrewarded. ' The 1st prize lot, a beautiful brace of

Hamilton's Invincible, came from the gardens of Lord
St. John ; the 2d prize went to Mr. Smith, for a small

but handsome brace of Hybrid Kenyou. Where all

were so good it would be invidious to particularise.

In the classes for the handsomest and the longest,

the competition was not so close, but the prize truit

were of very good quality and appearance.
Rhubarb.—The whole of this exhibition was very

good, some of the .stalks being marvellously large. The
1st went to Mrs. Hope, some of the stalks were
3 feet in length and G inches in circumference near
the base ; the 2d was awarded to Mr. Cattell, of
Westerham ; and the 3d to R, Barclay, Esq.

Cabbages.—These were shown in quantity ; the best

came from Countess Cowper; the next from Mr. Earley,

of Digswell.
CauUfloivers.—The contest here was between Mr.

Cattell "and Mr. Snow, the latter being close on the
heels of the former, who stood 1st.

Broccoli.— 'B.exe again Mr. Cattell stood 1st, closely

followed by Mr. Whiting, of Deepdene. Mr. Squibbs,

of Book's Nest, also sent very good heads.

MIScELLA^^:ous VegeT-ables.—In this Class a
First-class Certificate was awarded to M. Morin
d'Auvere, 38, Rue St. Merry, Fontainbleau, for

Chinese Yams ; the same was also awarded to Jones
Lloyd, and Ivery & Sons, of Dorking, all thi'ee very

good examples, but the Frenchman carried the palm
for size in one specimen.
Well-kept Potatos were sent by Mr. Whiting, of

Deepdene, and also from the Rev. G. W. St. John,
rector of Woodstock. Both these coUecticns were in

very excellent condition. Gigantic Leeks were sent by
the'Duke of Hamilton's gardener, Mr. Irving. Also a

very good Red Beet named the Nonpareil, from
Messrs. Gadd, of Worthing, fine coloiu- and good flavour.

Messrs. Ivery, of Dorking, sent a specimen of a new
Lettuce called the Intemational, a cut-leaved variety,

of which we must see more before we can pronounce
an opinion as to its merita.

Garden Plans and Table Decorations.—For our
remarks on these we mu-st endeavour to find room
next week.

LIST OF AWARDS.
§ I.—General Collections,

Class 1.— 6 New Plants, introduced into Europe by the

exhibitor: 1st prize, M. John Linden, Brissels: 2d. Messra.

James Veitch & Sons, Chelsea ; 3d. M. John Linden, Brussels

;

4th, Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, Chelsea.

Class 2.-3 New Plants, shown for the first time in Flower

:

1st, Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, Chelsea ; 2d, Mr. William

Bull. King's Road, Chelsea.

CLi.^3 3.—1 New Plant, in Flower, introduced into Europe by
the exhibitor : 1st, M. John Linden, Brussels : 2d, Mr. John
Standish, Ascot and Knightsbridge ; 3d, Messrs. James Veitch

&. Sons, Chelsea.
Class 4.—1 New Plant, not in I'lower, introduced into Europe

by the exhibitor : 1st, M. John Linden, Brussels ; 2d, M. John
Linden Brussels, and Messrs. James Veitch ife Sous, Chelsea

;

3d. Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, and Mr. John
Staudisb. Ascot and Knightsbridge.

Class 5.—12 New Plants of any description : 1st, Messrs.

James Veitch & Sons, Chelsea ; 2d, M. John Unden, Brussels.

Class 6.-6 New Plants of any description : 1st, Mr. W.
Bull, CheUea ; Sd, Mr. B. B. Williams, HoUoway, London.

Class 7 —16 Stove or Greenhouse Plants : 1st, Horatio L.

MiohoUs, Esq., Suimnerteld, Bowdon—T. Baines, gardener;

2d Mrs. Xredwell, St. John's Lodge, Norwood-B. Peed,

zal-dencr : Sd, J. Philpott, Esq., Stamford HiU- J. Wheeler,

gardener ; 4th, The Earl Percy, Albiu-y Park, Guildford-

W. Kemp, gardener. .„,,.._.». t «.

Cliss 8 —12 Stove or Greenhouse Plants : 1st, Messrs. J. &
C Lee, Hammersmith ; 2d, Messrs. E. Cole iSi Sons, Withing-.

ton near Manchester ; 3d, Mr. O. Rhodes, Sydenham.

Class S —W atOTC or Greenhouse PJfaita ; 1st, J. G. BamJar,
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Esq Jjeyton—D. Donald, giirdcner; -2(1, T. Canimig, Esq.,

Wostbuiy-on-Tryiu, Bi-istol—A. Morse, ^^rdeuer ; ;M, Julm J.

Blandy, Ssq., Keudiug, Berks—A. Ingram, gaxdeuer; 4tli,

Tbc Earl of Lovelace, SuiTey—Wm. Kaile, gardener.

Class 10.—6 Btove or Grecnhoiise Plants (Amateurs) : 1st,

W K. G. Farmer, Esq., Cheam—S. M, Carson, gardener ; 2d,

Wm Leaf, -Esq., Park Hill, Streathain—Thomas Page, gar-

dener ; 3d, Mr. A. TVilkie, Oak Lodge, Addison Road, ken-

Class II. - 6 Stove or Greenhouse Plants (Nurserymen) ; Ist,

Mr. J. Stevenson, Timperley ; 2d, Mr. B. S. Williams, HoUo-

way, X. ; 3d, Messrs. H. Glendinning & Sons, Chiswick ; 4th,

Messrs. .T:xckB'm & Son, Kingston.

Chws U.—The finest Stove or Greenhouse Plant : 1st. Messrs.

James Vcitch .t Suns, Chelsea : 2d, Mr. B. S. WiUiams.
HoUoway ; 3d, Mr. William Bull. F.L.S,, King's Road, Chelsea,

Class U.—li; Fiiio-f.'liagcd Stove or Greenhouse Plants

(Amateurs) : 1st, Huratiu L. iliehoUs, Esq., Bo-wdon—T. Baines,

gardener; id. .Tames Yates, Esq., Highgate—W. Taylor,

gardener ; :id. The Duke of Northumherland, Isleworth—G.

Fairbairn, gardener ; 4th, Right Hon. Louisa Utdy Ashburtou,
Hants—Wm. C*ross, gardener.

Class 15.—12 Fine-foliaged Stove or Greenhouse Plants
(Nurserymen) : 1st. Messrs. J. & C. Lee, Royal Vineyard
Nursery, Hammersmith ; 2d, Mr. James Veitch & Sons, Chel-

sea ; 3d, Mr. B. S. Williams, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,

Hulloway.
Class 16.—6 Pin&-foliaged Stove or Greenhouse Plants : 1st,

Mr. John Stevenson , Liirk Hill, Timperley. near Manchester ;

2d, Misri Burdett Coutts, HoUv Lodge, Highgate—C. Hutt,
gardenei ; 3d, W. H. Stone, Esq., M.P., Leigh Park. Havant
—G. Ycung, ^^trdeuer ; 4tb, J, J. BliUidy, Esq., Highgi-ove,

Reading. Berks—A. In.EinnM. 'v
Clas.-^ IT.—12 Variegatr I

i r-

Veitch & Sons, Nursery n '

Victoria and Paradise N n
i

i j

Legi-eUe d'Hauis, Antw. 1
1. -

I

Class IS.—2U Ecouonii.. i lm

Linden, Roy.d Zoologic.-tl ;!:ii i !

2d, Mr. Williiim BuU, F.i..- .
Im

Messrs. Osboru & Sons, FMlb.nu .\nys..ry.

Class 19.— :;i) Hardy Deciduous shnilis, in Flower: 1st, Mr,
Charles Turner, Royal Nurseries, aiough ; 2d, Mr. Wm. Paul,

- 1 let. Messrs. James
, Mr. B. S. Williams,
V ; -ith, Mme. Caxoline
i^'ardener,

irhmts; 1st, 3L John
ml Gardens, Brussels

;

.a, Chelsea, S.W. ; 3d,

Plants : 1st, Mr. Wm. Paul, Waltham Cross, N. ; 2d, Mr. Charles
Turnm-, Slough ; 3d, Messrs. James Ivcry & Son, Dorking and
Jiuigate.

Class 22.—20 Hardy Evergreen Trees and Shrubs: 1st,

Messrs. George Jackman & Son, Woking Nursery, Surrey ; 2d,

Mr. John Standish, Ascot and Knightsbridge ; 3d, Messrs.
John and Charles Lee, Hammersmith.

Class 23.—12 New Hardy Evergreen Trees and Shrubs: 1st,

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, Chelsea ; 2d, Mr. JohnStaudish,
Ascot and Knightsbridge; 4th, Mr. W. Bull, F.L.S,, Kings
Road, Chelsea.
Class 24.—50 Hardy Alpiiro and Herbaceous Plants : 1st,

Messrs. James Backhouse h Son, Nurseries, York.
Class 25.—60 Hardy Variegated Alpine and Herbaceous

Plants: 1st, Mr. John Saltei', F.R,HJ5., Hammersmith.

§ II. CoLLEtrriONs represekting Families.

Class 27.—50 Exotic Orchids, of any kind : 1st, Robert
Warner, Esq., Broomfield, Chelmsford.

Class 28.—20 Exotic Orchide : let, A. Turner, Esq., Lrfcester
—Robt. Bullen, gardener; 2d, W. Leaf, Esq., Streatham

—

Thomas Page, gardener; 3d, Mrs. TredwelL, Norwood—B.
Peed, gardener; 4th, W. W. Buller, Esq., Exeter—Emanuel
CuHcn, gardener.
Class 2?.—12 E?rntin Orchidia : 1st, Messre, James Veitch &

Sons, Chelsea ; '2-\, Mr. I>. s. Williams, Holloway, N. ; 4th, Mr,
WiUiam BuU. F.J..S . kiiiK'- K'lad, Chelsea.

Class 30.—lu Lxviw <'iLliia, ; 1st, H. H. Gibbs, Esq., St.

Dunstan's, Regents I'ark—C Penny, gardener ; 2d, Wm.
Marshall, Esq., F.R.H.S., Enfield—Wm. Wilson, gardener;
3d, Mr. John Stevenson, Lavk Hill, Timperley, near
Manchester ; 4th, Mr. J. Wheeler, Stamford Hill.

Class 31.— t! Bxotic Orchids (^Vmatcur-i.) : Jyt. J. Brand,
Esq., Bedford Hill. Balham—W. II r m. j ; 2d, The
Duke of Northumberland, Isle\M': i ;, L,'ardener;

3d, W. H, Stone, Esq., M.P., L. i -U. Young,
gardener; 4th, J. J. Blandy, F-i m. i fading—A.
Ingrain, gardener.
Class 32.—€ K\.otic Orchids (NurserjTiitm); 1st, Messrs. J.

& O. Lee, Royal Vineyard Nurser\-, Hammersmith ; 2d, Mr, O.
Rhodes, Nurseryman, Sydenham ; 4th, Messrs. Thomas Jack-
son &. Son, Kingston, Sun-ey.

Class 33.-1 New Orchid, shown for the first time in fiowsr

:

1st, M. John LindMi, Royal Zoological and Horticulturjd
<3arden. Brussols: 2d. Messrs. James Voitch & Sons, Chelsea.

CLi3s34.— 1 ExMtiu Orchid : 1st. Robert Baruiett, Esq., Black-
li^tL i. I — r. < Ir.-lr-, .,]:l-!,. >

, J, I, 'I'lie BukeofNorthum-
berlaii' -

i ,. ,,,
, i. nur; 3d, A. Tiu-ner,

Esq.. I

' :
,. r; 4th, J. W. Miles,

Esq.. Ki: - - -t. ;,, I;m l-i; w M. , ii.lencr.

Class :;-,.—lt> Varic-ivted t_ii'cbids: Lst, Mr. B. S. Williams,
Hollowaj', London, N. ; 3d, Messrs. S. Glendinning & Sons,
CMswick.

Class 3C.—6 Palms : 1st, The Duke of Northumberkmd,
Isleworth—G. Faiirbaim, gardener; 2d, Messrs. James Veitch
& Sons, Chelsea ; 3d, M. Ambroise Verschaffelt, 50, Rue du
Chaume, Ghent.

Class 37.-3 Palms: 1st, Mr.
London. N. ; 2d, Messrs. Thoma'
Surrey ; 3d, Mr. Wm. Bull, F.L.ts.. kiN i:,,,,i MuU,., > \,

Class 3S.—The largest and finc^i i ;, i:
i

Highgate, N.^W. Young, gaid-n ^ >
, i, i

F.L.S., King's Road, Chelsea, S.W. , ;.|, m,, \:, .-. Wiiimn ',

HoUoway.
Class {;9.—3 Cycads: 1st, M. Ambroise Verschaffelt, 50, Rue

du Ohaume, Ghent ; 2d, James Yates, Esq., Highgate—W."""
HoUoway,

Williams, HoUowar,

WUUaiTaylor, gardener

;

London, N.
Class 40.—3 Pandanads ; 1st, Messrs. James Veitch & Sons

Chelsea ; 2d, Mr. B. S. WiUiams, HoUoway, London, N, ; 3d,
Jlr. Thomas Jackson ifc Son, Kingston, Surrey.
Class 41.—The laa:gost and finest Pandanad : 1st, R.

Baxclay, Esq., Highgate, Nj—W. Young, gardener ; 2d, J, G.
Barclay, Esq., Leyton—D. Donald, gardener; 3d, Messrs.
James Veitch &> Sous, Chelsea.

Class 42.-12 Stove or Greenhouse Ferns (Amateurs)

:

1st, H. L. MichoUs, Esq., Siunmerfield, Cheshire—T, Baines,
gardener; Sd. R. Hanbuiy, Esq., The Poles, Ware, Herts-^
1. Hill, gardener; 3d. J. W, Taylor, Esq., Stoke Newington—
H. Barnand, gardener.

Class 4X—12 Stove or Greenhouse Ferns (Nurserymen)

;

Ist, Mr, B. S. Williams, HoUoway, London. N. 2d Mr'
WiUiam Bull, F.L.S., King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

Class 44.

—

i) Stove or Greenhouse Ferns (Amateurs) Ist
W. H. Stone. Esq., M.P., Leigh Park. Havant—G. Young,
gardener; 2d. The Right Hon. Louisa Lady Ashburton,
Romsey—W. Cross, gardener; 3d, W. Mar.'^haU, Esq., P.R.H.S.,
Clay HiU, Eufiuld—W. WUson, gardener; 4th, J. J. Blandy,
Esq., Highgrove, Reading—A, Ingrain, gardencx-.
Class 4.'!.— G Stove or Greenhouse Perns (Nurserymen)

:

let, Mosars, James Veitolr&^ns, Chelsea ; 2d, Messrs. Thomas
Jackson &Son, Kingston, Surrey.

Class 4G.—6 New Tender Fern is, M, - i x. ,l;tmes Back-
bouse k Son, York Nurseries, 'M, M^ --r-. .i.nnrH Veitch &
Sons, Chelsea; ;!d, Mr, B. S, Willimiv, \ i>tMii,i and Paradise
Nurseries, London.

Class 47.—6 New Hardy Fcras : 1st, Messrs. James Ivery &
Son, Nurserymen, Dorking and Roigate ; 2d, Mr. WUliamBuU,
F.L.S., King's Road, Chelsea, S.W. ; 3d, Mr. B. S. WiUiams,
HoUoway.

Chiss 48.—24 Hardy Feras : 1st, Messrs. James Ivery & Son,
Nursei-ymen, Dorking and Roigate ; 2d, Mr. John Salter,
P.R.H.S., Vale Place, Hammersmith ; 3d, Mt. WiUiam BuU,
F.L.S., King's Road. Chelsea, S.W.
Class 4ii.—12 Hardy Ferns; Ist, Wm.Mar8haU,E8q.,F.R.H.S.,

Enfield—W. Wilson, gardener ; 2d, The Earl of Lovelace, Ripley,
Surrey—Wm. KaUe, gai-doner; 3d, The Earl Percy, Albury
Park, Guildford—W. Kemp, gardener.

Class .^0.-6 Tree Ferns : Ist, Mr. Thoma* WiUiams, Crystal
Palace Gardens, Sydenham ; 2d, Messrs. James Veitch & Sons,
Chelsea ; 3d, Mr. B. S. WiUiaims, Victoria and Paradise Nur-
series, HoUoway.

Class 51.—3 Tree Ferns : 3d, Mr. William BuU, F.L.S., King'.^
Road, Chelsea ; 3d, Miss Bui'dett Coutts, Highgate—Charles
Hutt, gardener.

Class 62.—The finest Tree Fern : 1st. Mr. Thomas WiUiams,
Crystal Palace Gardens, Sydenham; 2d, Messrs. James Veitch
& Sons, Chelsea ; 3d, Mr. WiUiam BuU, F.L.S., King's Road,
Chelsea, S.W.

Class 53.—12 TTCopods: 1st, J, W. Taylor, Esq., Stoke
Newington—H y "Vvni ir- ! r trdener ; 2d, The Duke of
Northximberlriii I

(
.. . ^.i. Fairbairn, gardener ; 3d, Mrs.

Barchard, Put,- ! '-i I J i;4'gs, gardener.
Class 04.— 'J I

I

'

:
'

. Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Sons,
Chelsea; 2d, U. J. i.lj. I -i., Highgate, N.—W, Yomig,
gardener.

Class 55.—10 Ai-ads: 1st, Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea;
2d, Madame Legi-eUe d'Hanis, Anvers—F. Vervoort, gardener.

Class 56,-6 Exotic AraUads : 1st. Messrs. Veitch & Sous,
Chelsea ; 2d, Mr. B. S. WiUiams, HoUoway.
Class 58.—'12 Marantads : Ist, Messrs. Veitch ifc Sons, Chelsea;

2d, Madame LegreUe D'Hanis, Anvers—F. Vervoort, gardener.
Class 59.-25 Dwarf Cacti : 1st, M. C. Pfersdorflf, Paris ; 2d,

Mr. C. H. Dutton, Bath ; 3d, Mrs. Pattison, Wrackleford—G.
Wenzei-, gardener.

Class 61.—12 Hardy Taxads : Ist, Messrs. James Veitch &
Sons, Chelsea ; 2d, Messrs. Waterer ifc Godfrey. Nurserymen,
KnaphiU, Woking; 3d, Mr. Wm. Paul, Paid's Nurseries,
Wiiltham Cross, London, N.
Class 62.—25 Hardy Conifers : 1st, Messrs. James Veitch &

Sons, Chelsea ; 2d, Messrs. Watei-er & Godfrey, Nurserymen,
KnaphiU, Woking ; 3d, Mr. John Standish, Ascot and Knights-

Class 63.—12 Hardy Conifers : Ist, Messrs John & Charles
Lee, Hammersmith ; 2d, Messrs. George Jackman & Son,
W<»king, SuiTey ; 3d, Mr. Charles Turner, Slough.

Class 64.— 12 Greenhouse Conifers; 1st, Mr. William BuU,
F.L.S., King's Road, Chelsea.

§ in.—Collections represejjting Genera.
Class 66.— 3 Aucubas, in Berry: 1st, Messrs. J. & C. Loc,

Hammersmith ; 2d, Messrs. Waterer & Godfrey, KnaphiU,
Woking ; 3d, Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, Chekea,

Class CS.—12 Caladiums ; 1st. A. Wattenbach, Esq., Camber-
weU—A. Goodwin, gardener ; 2d, Messrs. Aj-thur Henderson
(b Co., Pine-apple Place ; 3d, The Duke of Northumberland,
isleworth—G, Fau-baim, gardener.

Class 69.—3 Anthiniume : 1st, Messrs. J. Veateh & Sons,
Chelsea ; 2d, Mr. B. S. Williams, HoUoway, N. ; :id, Messrs.
jVrthur Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place.

Class TO.— 6 Nepenthes : 1st, Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons,
Chelsea.

Class 71.—The finest Nepenthes: 1st, Messrs. James Veitch
it Sons, Chelsea ; 2d, W. W. Duller, Esq., Exeter—Emanuel
CuUen, gardener ; 3d, Mr. B. S. WiUiams, UoUoway, N.

Class 72.-9 Sarracenias ; 1st, H. L, Micholls, Esq., Bowdon,
Cheshire—T, Baines, gardener ; 2d, Mr. B. S. WiUiams,
HuUowav, N.

Class 73.—10 Begonias ; Ist, W. H. Stone, p:sq., Didwich HiU
—Robert Smee, gardener ; 2d, Sir F. H. Goldsmid, Bart. M.P.,
Regent's Park—G. Wheeler, gardener ; 3d, J. H. Buchans, Esq,
H;uiweU—G. Venner, gardener.

Class 74.—6 Begonias, in Flower: 1st, Fehx Pryor, Esq.,
Welwyn—W. Earley, gardener.
Class 7J.—1 AUamanda : 1st, Messrs. James Veitch & Sons,

Chelsea,
Class 76.—1 Croton : Ist, Messrs. James Veitch &, Sons,

Chelsea; 2d, Mrs. Alston, Birmingham— WiUiam Brown,
gardener.

Class 77.—^1 Clerodendj'on ; 1st. 3Ir. Robert Parker, Tooting,
Surrey, S. ; 2d, Messrs. Arthur Henderson &- Co., EdgwareRoad.

Class 78.—1 Ixora ; 1st, Messrs, James Veitch ii Sons,
Chelsea.

Class 80.—3 Greenhouse Rhododendrons : 1st, Messrs. James
Veitch & Sons, Chelsea ; 2d, Mr. B. S. Williams, HoUoway, N.

;

3d, Mr. W. BaU, F.L.S., Chelsea.
Class 81.— 10 Greenhouse Ericas: let, Mrs. Tredwell,

Norwood—B. Peed, gardener; 2d, Mr. O. lUiodes, Sydenham ;

3d, Messrs. Thomas Jackson i: Son, Kingstun. Surrey.
Class 82.-6 Greenhouse Ericas: lat, .i i Kl.nl,, i:^'!

Reading—A. Ingram, gardener ; 2d, J. Pbili. i -!
i

,:

HiU—J. Wheeler, gai-dener ; 3d, W. Leaf, i : >i

Thoma.^ r;.j,'o, gardener; 4th, W. H. Stom-. I .|., M.I'.. 11,,v,m,i

Cli- ' innse Ericas: lat, Messrs. Thomas Jack-

t'\.i~-
, usi.- Hrica : lat, Mrs. TrodweU, Norxvood

H I' I! Jd, Thomas Canning, Esq., Bristol

—

'^

'
Ml,.iier; 3d, Mosars. E. Cole & Sons,

iiLouse Yuccas, &c.—1st, Mr. B. S,
Wilhim., ii-iiLV,. ), _\. ; 2d, M, Jean Verschaffelt, 43, Rue
de la Cavcrne, Ghent, Belgium; 3d. W. B. KeUock, Esq.,
Stamford HiU, London; 4th, Mr. W. Bull, FJL,.S., King's
Road, Chelsea, S.W.

Class 86.—^10 Dracffinas, &c. : 1st, Messrs. James Veitch &
Sons, Chelsea ; 2d, Mr. B. S. WUKams, HoUoway, N. ; 3d,

Messrs. Thomas Jackson ii Son, Kingston, Siurrey ; 4th, Mr.
WiUiam BuU, F.L.8., King'sBoad, Chelsea. S.W.

Class 87.-6 LilLums : 1st, Mr. Charles Turner, Royal
Nurseries, Slough.

Class S8.—6 Pots of LiUum auratum : lat, Mr. Charles
Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough ; 2d, Messrs. James Veitch
»fe Sons, Chelsea; 3d, Mi-. William Bull, F.L.S., King's Road,
Chelsea, S.W.

CUiss 89,-24 Agaves: 1st, M. Jean Verschaffelt, Ghent,
Belgium ; 2d, Mr. B. S. WiUiams, HoUoway, London, N. ; 3d,

M. Charles Pfersdorff, Paddington, London, and Paris.
Class 90.-10 Agaves: 1st, Mr. B. S. Williams, HoUoway, N.

;

2d, M. Jean Verschaffelt, Ghent, Belgium ; 3d, W. B. KeUock,
Esq., Stamford HUl, London.

Class 91.—12 AmaryllLs ; Ist, Messrs. James Veitch & Sons,
Chelsea ; 2d, Mr. B. S. Williams, HoUoway, London, N. ; 3d,

Mr. Robert Parker, Tooting, Hx-irrey.

Class 93.—1 Orange Tree: 2d, Mr. WiUiam BuU, F.L.S.,
King's Road, Chelsea, S.W. ; 3d, Messrs, Osbom .t Sons,
FiUham Nurseiy.

Class 94.—12 Orange Trees, &c. : 3d, Mi-. William BuU,
F,L.S., King's Road, Chelsea, W.

Class 95.-6 BougaiaviUeas ; lat, Mr. Charles Turner, Royal
Nurseries, Slough.

§ IV.—Collections representino Species and VAaieriEa.
Class 98.-3 Standard Hardy Rhododendrons: Ist, Metew

Waterer & Godfrey, KnaphiU Nursery, Woking.
Class 100.— 30 Hardy Rhododendrons: 1st, Mr. Johui

Standish, Ascot, Berks ; and Knightsbridge ; 2d, Mtefflrs. H
Lane & Son, Nurservmen. Oruat Berkbamijstead.

Class 102.— : Hi. , ,,1 -.11-. \.' ,1,-.,- ,-\mi iteur.s) : let, W. R,
Farmer, Es.|., ' - >: ,( . irdener ; 2d, ThomaK
Canning, Ewi-. '

'

' '" ''' ''I
'

,
^'ardeuer ; 3d, U. H,

Gibbs, Esq.. K>_ IM I L(i -L. i . uny, gardener; 4th,
Mrs. TredwcU, :...j ..v.^.u—L. ici, ji.udtuer.

Class 103. — S Grecuhousc Azaleas (N^irserymeu) : lat,
Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough ; 2d, Messrs'.
James Veitch & Sons, Chelsea ; 3d, Mr. 0. Rhodes, Nursery-
man, Sydenham.
Class 104.— li In

Coleman, JO^i ~|

J. Philpott. I .

3d, J, J. Bill .!
, [

.

gardener; 4th, 31r. John Stevenson, Timperley, near Mtxn-
Chester.

ClasB 105. — 6 Greenhouse Azaleas (Nurseiymen) ; ist,

Messrs. H. Lane & Sou, Nurserymen, Great Bcrkhampsbead :

2d, Messrs. J. & C. Lee, Royal Vineyard Nurseiy, Hamjmer-
smith ; 3d, Messrs. S. Glendinning <Si Sons, Nurserymen,
Chiswick.

Class 106.—3 Greenhouse Azaleas (Amateurs) : Ist, The Barl
of Lovelace, Surrey—WiUiam Kaile, gardener ; 2d. The Earl
Percy, Guildford—William Kemp, gardener ; 3d, Sii- F. H

.

Goldsmid, M.P., Regent's park—G. Wheeler, gardener.
Class 107. — 3 Greenhouse Azaleas (Nurserymen) : Lit,

Messrs. John Dobson & Sons, Isleworth; 2d, Mr. R. Baxindtoe,
Nurseryman, GuUdford, Surrey ; 3d, Mr. W. E. Dnuumoud,
Nurseryman, Weston Road, Bath.

Class 108.—1 Greenhouse Azalea : Ist, Mr. Charles Turner,
Royal Nurseries, Slough ; 2d, Messrs. James Veitch & 6on«,
Chelsea; 3d, W, R, G. Farmer, Esq., Cheam, Surrey—
S, M, Carson, Grardener.

Class 109.—20 Greenhouse Azaleas ; 1st, Mr. Charles Turner,
Royal Nurseries, Slough ; 2d, Messrs, James Ivery & Son,
Dorking and Reigate ; 3d, Messi-s, H. Lane & Son, Nursery-
men, Great Berkhampstead ; 4th, Messrs, J. & C. Lee, Royal
Vineyard Nursery, Hammersmith.

Class 110.—10 Roses, in pots ; 1st, Mr. Charles Turner. Royal
Nurseries, Slough ; 2d, Mr. Wm. Paid, Raid's Nurseries,
Waltham Cross, London, N. ; 3d, Messrs. Paid & Son, Old
Cheshunt Nurseries, Cheshunt, N. ; 4th, Messrs. E. P. Francis
& Co., Nm-series, Hertford.

Class III.—6 Roses, in pots : 1st, A. G. PuUer, Esq., Yoimgs
bury, Herts—T. Terry, gardener; 2d, E. J. Coleman, Esq.,
Slough—John Chalmers, gaa-dener.

Class 112.—6 New Roses, in pots : 1st, Mr. Wm. Paul, Paul's
Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N. ; 2d, Messrs. Paul &
Son, Old Cheshunt Nurseries, Cheshunt, N. ; 3d, Mr. Charles
Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough.

Class 113.—1 Rose, in pot : 1st, Mr. Charles Turner, Royal
Nurseries, Slough; 2d, Mr. Wm. Paul, Paul's Nurseries,
Waltham Cross, London, N,

Class 114.—20 Roses, in pots ; 1st, Mr. Charles Turner, Royal
Nurseries, Slough ; 2d, Mr. Wm. Paul, Paul's Nurseriea.
Waltham Cross, London, N. ; 3d, Messrs, Paul & Son, Old
Cheshunt Nutsi^ciis, Cheshunt, N.

(-'la--^ [ I
- !> M iini.ird Roses, in pots: Ist, Mr, Wm. Paid,

Paul .1 1

1 h.tm Cross, London, N. ; 2d, Mr. Charles
Turn-

I
i; Is, Slough ; 3d, F. Pryor, Esq., DigsweU,

Welw\ II— \\ i.i I. n |. \-, gai-dencr.
Class iKj.— lT> R..ses: 1st, Messrs. Paul & Sou, Old Cheshunt

Nurseries, Cheshunt, N. ; 2d, Mr. Wm. Paul, Paul's Nurseiies,
Waltham Cross, London, N. ; 3d, Mr. Jas. filitchell, PUt Down
Nurseries, Maresfield, Sussex.

Class 117.—12 Roses: 1st, E. J. Colemau, Esq., Slough-
John Chalmers, gardener; 2d, John HoUingsworth, Esq.,
Maidstone.
Class 118.—30 Hollies : 1st. Mc:

Chelsea ; 2d, Messrs. Watovi A.-

Woking; 3d, Messrs. .T.>1m! ^ ' ' il— I
<. Hammersmith.

Class 119.—I Pair of s i i
,

, , ,us : Ist, JVIr. WiUiam
BuU, F.L.S., King's Rni, . -w

Class 120.—1 Pair nt" I > i.iiin.i .1 luv lYees : 1st, Messrs.
Veitch & Sons, Chelsea ; lid, Mr. WUliam BuU, F.L.S., lung's
Road, Chelsea, S.W. ; 3d, Messrs, John & Charles Ijee,

Hammersmith.
Class 121.-1 Pail- of Standard Bay Trees : 1st, M. Jican

Verschaffelt, Ghent, Belgium ; 2d, Messrs. James Veitch &
Sons, Chelsea; 3d, Messrs, John & Charles Lee, Hammer-
smith.

Class 122.—I Pair of Standard Pui-tugal Laurels : lat^

Messrs. John & Charles Lee, HaimiM r; nntVi,

Class 12a.— 1 Pair of Standavl H " '
: M.-^srs, George

Jackman & Son; 2d, Messrs. >'! ~<>iis, Chelsea ;

3d, Messrs. Waterer &; Godfi-ey, I'. 1 1 i

i

: .
,

v. 1 1 , ,

,

Class 124.—1 Pair of Standaiu JJ. .. Iicl.. . 1st, Messrs.
James Veitch & Sons, Chelsea . lid, Mecar-i. Juhu & Charles
Lee. Hammersmith.

Class 125.—1 Pah- of any Standard Evergreen Tree.—1st,
Mr. WiUiain BiOl, P.L.S,, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W. ; 2nd,
Mr I .i.Liiii.w Veitch &. Sons, Chelsea; 3d, Messi-a. John &

I Hammersmith,
'

I > —12 Zonal Pelargoniimis : 1st, Mr. John Fraser,
I.' L linL- itoad Nurseries, N.E. ; 2d, Mi". Lermitte, Senior,

1-iuchJey—J. Catlin, gardener ; 3d, Mr. Charles Turner, Royal
Nurseries, Slough.

Class 127.-12 Nosegay Pelai-goniums : lat, Jtr. WfUiam
Paul, PaxU's Nuri^erics. Waltham Cross, London.

Class 128.— li' v-in,- -,t.-.) !'rI;irgouiums : Ist. Messrs. E. G.

Henderson A- :- - ' ' \\ .,nd ; 2d, JIi", John Fraser, Lea
Bridge Road ^

i 4, Messrs. Saltmarsh & Son,

Moulsham Nm > I

C];i.«s i-j<i->. . ...I ..!.,, I Polarc^oniums : Ist, J. H.
Leririiii I i

i
;

: ; i . M' , -W. Birec, gardener;

2d, M( ^
(

^^ I ham Cross, London.
CI:i- I

-.;.,,,.., I'.largonituns: Ist, Mc.
Wm, I '.Ml! I' ml'.-. Nm --li' -, W ,ili li nil I '<MSH, London, N.

Class i:;i.— 1-j Show ivlargoiiiums : l.it, Ml'. Charles Turner,

Royal Nurseries, Slough ; 2d, Mr. John Fraser, Lea Bridge

Road Nurseries, N.E. ; 3d, Messrs. John Dobeon & Sons,

Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth.

Class 132.—10 Show Pelargoniums : 1st, T. T. Drake Esq..

Ameraham, Bucks—T. BaUey, gardener.

Class 133.—6 Show Pelargoniums: 1st, F. G. Wilkins.Esa.,

Leyton. N.E. —J. Ward, gardener; 2d, Mrs. Hodgson, The
Elm«. |fniip-t>-vl— Ttimes Weir, gardener; :;.l A. .1. Dnxnt,

Esq,. !' M I.. II- i! ii -.Tames Shrimpton. ^ u J. n i-
:

",1 ii, W,
Berl:'. 1

^' ' -ttage, Isleworth— -f- \'
!

: ' m.-r.

(_:]:,.. ! I
. I'ulargomums. (Nur~'i ,

c" ., > , Mr.

John I'l •'
! I

...I 11' i.l^^(j Road Nurseries, N.!:, ;
J.i, Mr ' Ij.dIcs

Turuer, RmVuI .N'urseries. Slough,

Class 135".—G Fancy Pelargoniums (Amateurs) : lat, T. T.

Drake, Esq., Amersham. Bucks—T, BaUey, gardonoi' ; 2d,

Mrs. Hodgson. The Elms, Hampstead—James Weir, gardener ;

3d, J. G. Barclay, Esq., Leyton—D. Donald, gardener.

Class 136.—I Pelargonium : Ist, T. T. Drake, Esq., Amer-
sham, Bucks—T. Bailoy, gardener ; 2d, Mr. Charles Turner,

Royal Nurseries, Slough.
Class 137.-12 Herbaceous Calceolarias: let, W. F. Watson,

Esq.. Isleworth—J, James, gardener ; 2d, Mesars, John Dobstm
& Sons, Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth ; Sd, Mr. ChHrlca

Turner, Royal Nurseriea, Slough.
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Class 130.— 1'2 Pansies, iii poti

Isleworth—J. J.inies. gardener ;

Nursery, Widcombe Hill. B.atli

Class 140.—12 Fancy Pansies, in pots: 1st, Mr. Henry

Hooper. Vine Nursery, Widcombe Hill, Bath; 2d, Mr. John

Shackell, Old Field Nursery, Bath.

CLiss 141.—24 Pansies : 1st, Messi-s. Downic, Lau-d, fi

Laing. Forest HiU, Sydenham : Mr. Henry Hooper Vme
Nursery, Widcombe HUI, B.ath ; 3d, Mr. John ShackeU, Uld

Field Nursery, Bath.
, „ t. i

Class 142.—50 Tulips: 1st, Mr. Charles Turner, Boyal

Nurseries, Slough; 2d, Mr. Thomas Westbrook, Abingdon,

Berkshire; 3d, Mr. James Batten, Flonst, Brook htreet,

aas°i43.—12 Mignonette : Mr. George Macintosh, Nursery-

man, Hammersmith. „, , r< _i.

C!,iss 144.—3 Tree Mignonette : 1st, Mr. Charles Ewart,

The Grove, Alexandra Park, MusweU Hill ; 2d, C. Leach, Esq.,

King's Road, Clapham—W. Watson, gardener : 3d, Mrs. Bar-

chard, Putney Heath—M. Higgs, gardener.

Class 145.-3 Standard Hehotropes ; 1st, Mr. Charles

Turner Koyal Nurseries, Slough ; 2d, Mr. W. Bragg, Slough.

Class 146.-6 Hehotropes : Mr. C. Turner, Roy.al Nurseries,

Ctass 147.-6 Fuchsias. (Nurserymen) : 1st, Mr. H. Cannell,

Fuchsia Nursery, Woolwich ; 3d, Mr. Chiirles Turner, Boyal

Nurseries, Slough.
, , i „ . n

Class 148.— 6 Fuchsias (.Amateurs): 1st, Rev. A. H.

Bridges, Beddington House, Surrey-J. August, g.ardener;

2d, Bev. C. H. Spurgeon, Nightingale Lane, Clapham—W.
Fay, gardener.
Class 149.-3 Standard Fuchsias: 1st, Rev. A. H. Bridges,

Beddington House, Surrey— J. August, gardener ; 2d, Rev.

0. H. Spurgeon, Nightingale Lane, Clapham—W. F.ay, gar-

dener ; 3d, Mrs. Barchard, Putney Heath-M. Higgs, gardener

Class 152.— 12 Early Pinks: 1st, Mr. Charles Tunir— «—"-i

Nurseries, Slough ; 2d, J. T. Drake, Esq., Shardcloe

sham, Bucks—T. Bailey, gardener.

I'hoytts, Esq..

Ilk Cherries : 1st, the Vis
Hull-R. Rulfett, gardener; 2d.

ill, Chelford—C. Allen, gardei
ulhampstead House, Re.ading

—

I.I Hint
, iiistri tioii.

itisiK.t Milliriiiit Inrlifirtirullunsts lucvoly to scc— tlic-y

must also .stud.v ;iud reflect; ucillicr is it suilicicnt for
botanists to observe details minutely ; they must also
see the plants on a large scale and in grouped masses.
The connection of Practice with Theory, and of Art
with Science, is facknowledged to be indispensable;
and iu accordance with this prevalent opinion we here
afErm, by our presence in this room, the necessary
union of Botany and Horticulture. The aim of my
brief observations will be to call to mind how they aid
each other, and to show how much more they might do
so. If I am not mistaken, it will follow from the facts to
which I shall allude, that our united efforts, scientifio

or practical, modest though they appear, contribute to
increase the well-being of man, in all conditions and
in all countries.

1. The Advantages of Hoeticultuee to Botany.
Let us first mention the services that Horticulture

renders, or may render, to Botany. Without being

Class 190.—30 White Cherries: 3d, M. G. Thoytts, Esq.,

Sulhampstead House, Reading—G. Curd, gardener.

Class 191.—30 Red Raspberries: 2d, E. J. G. Hopwood, Esq.,

Manchester—W. Allen, gardener.

Class 192.-30 White Raspberries: 2d, E. J. G. Hopwood,
Esq., Manchester—W. Allen, gardener.

Class 196.—Bananas, heaviest : 1st, P. L. Hinds, Esq., The
Lodge, Byfleet, Surrey—J. Carr, gardener; 2d, John Gott,

Esq., Armley House, near Leeds—A. Batger, gardener.

CLass 197.—6 Fruit Trees, showing Training for Walls, &c.

:

1st, MM. Jamiu & Durand, Bourg-la-Reine, near Paris.

Chiss 198.-6 Fruit Trees, showing Training for Open Ground:
1st, MM. Jamin & Durand, Bonrg-la-Reine, near Paris.

Class 199.-12 Orchard House Trees : 1st, Mes.srs. H. Lane &
Son, Great Bcrkhamstead.

Class 200.— 6 Orchard House Trees; 1st, Mr. Thomas H.

Morten, Woodville House, Amersham, Bucks.

§ VII.—Veoetables.

Class 201.-Forced Vegetables, 6 kinds: 1st, Rev. J. N
,,.

- , .
-

i. r t a: " • ^i -
Micklethwait. Norwich-R. Carr, gardener; 2d, The Earl of myself a horticulturist, 1 afhrm or recognise them
Damley, Cobham Hall, Gravesend—B. Budd, gardener. I willingly, the advancement of Science rendering it

Class 202.—Vegetables, not Forced, 6 kinds ;Jst,T.T^ Drake.
|
necessary to have recourse to all its collateral branches.

' '"" ' "" ^"'" ** We no longer live in those times of illusion, whenEsq., Shardeloes, Amersham—T. Bailey, gardener ; 2d, Mrs,

Hope, The Deepdene, Dorking—J. B. Whiting, gardener^; 3d

The Earl of Damley, Cobham Hall, Gravesend—R. Budd,

gardener.
Class 203.—Salading, 10 sorts; 1st, Mr. James M. Mason,

Lower Boad, Deptford ; 2d, The Earl of Damley, Cobham HaU,

Gravesend—R. Budd, gardener ; 3d, The L.ady Mary C. N.

Bovai ' Hamilton, Sleaford—D. Lumsden, gardener.

Amer- I

Class 204.-50 Heads Asparagus : 1st, George Tippett Hasell,

Esq Barton Hill, Bristol; 2d, The Countess Cowper, Beds—

asT5"^4"lY-p:S"3' tSrof'-the valley: 1st, Mr. John Seward Snow, .^rdener
;
3d, - ~ "

' " "

Salter, P.R.H.S., Versailles Nursery, Hammersmith -" "
"'-

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, Chelsea.

§ v.—Seedlings.

Class 165.—Seedling Florists' Flower, of any kind, named.

(Cei-tiflcates) : First-class Certificates to Messrs. E. G. Henderson

k Sons St. John's Wood. ; J. J. Chater, Esq. ; Messrs. F. & A.

Smith, Mr. C. Turner. Mr. W, Paul, and Messrs. Garaway & Co.

Class 158.— Seedling Fruit, of any kind, named. (Certifi-

cates): Certificate, Mr. Charles Tumer, Royal Nurseries,

Slough.

§ VL

—

Feuits.

CLaes 160.—Forced Fruits, 10 dishes : 1st, Mr. Charles Turner.

Royal Nurseries, Slough. ™ ^ ,

Class 161.— 1 Queen Pine-apple : 1st, The Duke of

Richmond, Goodwood, Sussex-G. Cameron, gardener; 2d,

Rev. J. N. Micklethwait, Norwich—R. Can', gardener ; 3d, Mr.

Higgs, Putney Heath.
, v.,ias8 ziu nan

Class 162.-1 Smooth Cayenne Pine-apple : Ist, The Lady v, .^ies Sloueh
RoUCl Bicton, ^udleigh-Saltcrton— J. Barnes, g.ardener; 2d,

class 211.—24 E

botanists merely occupied themselves with Europeap
plants, or vrith a few from the East, and, from a spirit

of caution rather than from ignorance, pictured to
themselves all distant countries as possessing much the
same general vegetation, with a few uncommon or

exceptional species. A ceutiuy of discovery has made
known the extreme variety in the Floras, the restricted

Cockie, Esq.,"we^t Molcscy limits of many species, and the complicated entangle-

Lodge-J. Pcnfold, gardener.
.

ment of their geographical distribution. To see all the
Class 205.-12 Largest heads Asparagus : Ist, George Tippett

, different forms of vegetation of the world, would be to
HaseU,Esq.,BartonHill,Bristol;3d, J.Cockle Esq WestMole-:

^gj^ljgg ;^ ^ degree the history of the Wiindering

l"^v°??V''r„?,^l°^I SouTbVirardS^er '' ''
1
Jew ; besides, With this constant traveUing, where

ctssm -Mltoo^:^srTheBa^^^^^^ ' Would be the opportunities for that reflection or study

R. Budd, gardener ; 2d, E. J. G. Hopwood, Esq., Manchester—
]
which create true science ?

W. Allen, gardenei.
Class 207.—24 Kidney Rotates; 1st, The Earl Fitzwilham,

Wicklow—H. W. Cordle, gardener; 2d, The Lady M. C. N,

Hamilton, Sleaford-D. Lumsden, gardener ; 3d, Mrs. Hope

The Deepdene, Dorking— J. B. Whiting, gardener.

Class 208 —'24 Round Potatos : 1st, Mr. Thomas Westbrook,

The Duke of Richmond, Goodwood, Sussex-G.

Class 163. — 1 Providence Pine-apple : 1st, Mr. J.

Meredith, The Vineyard, Garston, near Liverpool.

Class 165.—1 Pine-apple, any kind : Ist, W. Leaf, Esq., Park

Hill, Streatham—T. Page, gardener ; 2d, J. Dixon, Esq., Astle

Park, Cheshire—John Wallis, gardener; 3d, Sirs. Cubitt,

Denbies, Dorking—J. Drcwett. gardener. ™.^. c u
Class 166.—Grapes, 5 kinds : 1st, Lord Bagot, Bhthfield,

Rugeley—T. Bannerman, gardener; 2d, Henry /Vkro.vd, Esq.,

Doddington Park— J. Allport, gardener; 3d, Mr. George

Osbom, manager, Kay's Nursery, Finchley.

Class 167.—Grapes, 6 bunches ; 1st, R. Sncyd, Esq., Kcele

HaU, Staffordshire— W. Hill, gardener; 2d, Mr. George

Osborne, manager, Kay's Nursery, Finchley ; 3d, Lord Bagot,

Blithfield, Rugeley—T. Bannerman, gardener.

Class I68.-3 Bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes : 1st, Hy.

Akroyd, Esq., Doddington Park, Nantwich—J. AUport,

gardener ; 'id, Mr. Charles Tumer, Royal Nurseries, Slough

;

3d, Sn- H. Beaumont, Bt.—M. Henderson, gardener.

Class 169.-3 Bunches of BLack Muscat-flavoured Grapes
:
1st,

Hy. Akroyd, Esq., Doddington Park, Nantwich— J. Allport,

gardener 2d, the Lord Foley, Worksop Manor, Notts-John

Miller, gardener; 3d, the Earl of Stair, Castle Keimedy,

Stranraer—A. Fowler, gardener.

Class 170.-3 Bunches of Black Grapes : 1st, E. Sncyd, Esq.,

Keele Hall—W. Hill, gardener ; 2d, Hy. Akroyd, Esq., Dodding-

ton Park, Nantvrich—J. Allport, gardener ; 3d, Wm. J. Loyd,

Esq., Langleybury, Watford—W. Ci-uickshank, gardener.

Class 171.-3 Bunches of Muscat of Alexandria Grapes : I$t,

Mr Charles Tumer, Boyal Nurseries, Slough; 2d, H. Fowler,

Esq., Woodford, Essex—S. Chambers, gardener; 3d, Mrs. Wood,

Twyford Abbey, Acton, W.—Henry Beasley, gardener.

Class 172.—3 Bunches of White Muscat-flavoured Grapes

:

1st, Mr. John Standish, Ascot and Knightsbridge ; 2d, the

Earl of Stair, Castle Kennedy, Stranraei^A. Fowler, gardener

;

3d, the Viscountess Pahnerston, Herts—R. Ruffett, gardener.

Class 173.-3 Bunches of White Grapes : 1st, Mr. George

Osbom, manager, Kay's Niu-sery, Finchley ; 2d, the Earl of

Stair, Castle Kennedy, Stranraer—A. Fowler, gardener ; 3d,

the Lord Bagot, BUthfleld, Rugeley—T. Bannerman, gardener.

Class 1 74.—The best hunch of Black Grapes : 1st, Hy. Akroj d.

Esq , Doddington Park, Nantwich—J. Allport, gardener ; 2d,

Mr. George Osbom, manager, Kay's Nursery, Finchley.

Class 175.—The best bunch of White Grapes : Ist, Mr. Charles

Tumer, Royal Nurseries, Slough; 2d, Mr. George Osbom,
manager, Kay's Nursery, Finchley

Class 176.-4 Vines in pot~ '
"*

Nurseries, Berkhampstead.
Claas 177.—2 Vines tn pots : Ist, Lieut.-Colonel Lloyd,

Hawkhurst, Kent—T. Record, gardener.

CLass 178.—1 Green-fleshed Melon : 1st, H. Littledalc, Esq.,

Liscard Hall, Cheshire—George Smith, g.ardener; 2d, G. S.

FoljambC Osberton Hall, Worksop;-Ed. Bennett, gardener;

3d, Mrs. Hope, Dorking—J. B. Whiting, gardener.

Cl.ass 179.-1 ScarleMeshed Melon : 1st, J. Miles, Esq.,

Whetstone—W. Lane, gardener ; 2d, John Gott, Esq., Armley
House, near Leeds—A. Batger, gardener ; 8d, Messrs. R. Gadd
& Son, Worthing.

Class 181.—6 Peaches : Ist, Sir G. Phillips, Shipston-on-

Stour-, — Gardner, gardener ; 2d. Mr. Charles Tumer, Slough.

Class 182.- Nectarines, 3 kinds : Ist, C. N. Newdegate, Esq.,

M.P., Nuneaton-Samuel Ev.-ms, gardener.

Class 183.-6 Nectarines : 1st. Mr. Charles Turner, Slough ;

2d, The Duke of Newcastle, Worksop—J. Tegg, gardener.

Class 184.—6 Figs : Ist, the Duke of Northumberland, Isle-

worth—G. Fairbaim, gardener; 2d, the Duke of Newcastle,

Worksop— J. Tegg, gardener ; 3d, the Countess Cowper,

Ampthill—Seward Snow, gardener.
Class 185.—Strawberries, 6 kinds : 1st, J. H. Barnes, Esq.,

Riclnnansworth—J. Widdowson, gardener
Class 186.—Strawberries, 3 kinds: 1st, Richard Pool King,

Esq., Bristol—M. O'Brien, gardener.
Class 187.—Strawberries, any kind : 1st. Mrs. Cubitt,

Dorking—James Drewett, gardener ; 2d, Richard Pool King,

Esq., Bristol—M. O'Brien, g,-u-dcncr; 3d, the Duke of Hamilton,
Wickham—T. D. Irving, gardener.

Chiss 188.—10 Pots of Strawberries : 1st, the Duke of North-

umberland, isleworth—G. Fairbaim, gardener.

The traveller is too much exhausted in warm
countries, too distracted in those temperate regions

favourable to active life, and his faculties are too much
benumbed in the colder regions, to enable him to

Class "08 -'24 Round Potatos: 1st, Mr. inomas >yesiuiooK, i
devote himself to minute researches with the lens or

Abmgdo'n, Berkshire ; 2d, The Comitess Cowper, Ampthill— I the microscope, or even to sketch or projierly describe

S. Snow, gardener.
j
that which he has gathered. He sees, in passing, a

Class 209.-50 French Beans: 1st, John Suns Gates Esq.,
1 ^^q^^ ^f things, but he can scarcely ever stop to enter

Floral Villa, Hanwell; •2d E. 0»'5'. E,^-„^f""^^ ^.''S into details, especially of those that present themselves

^T aS~e K^dene?"'
«'"'''''"'='• ^''' ^"^

'
^- iu rapid siiccession. Rarely can he see the fruit and

Class 2io'^Half a Peck Peas : 1st, Mr. Charles Tumer, Royal flower of a species at the same time, and it is quite im-

h. ' possible for him to study their complete development
Class 211.-24 Early Carrots : Ist, The Countess Cowper, during the whole vear. The notes taken by the most

Ampthill-S. Snow, gardener ; 2d, Mrs. Hope, The Deepdene,
i

intelligent naturalist are SO affected by these fatal
Dorking-J. B ^Vhiting, gardener; 3d. W. E. Hubbard, Esq.,

gircmSstances, that it is seldom they add anything to

S8°213-lBrara cucumbers : Ist, The Lord St. John, ! that which a dried specimen can teach the sedentary

Higham Ferrars—John Rabbitt, gardener; 2d, H. Littledalc,
,
botanist.

Esq.. Cheshire- George Smith, gardener ; 3d, Mr. G. Thomas,
j

Jt is Horticulture, then, which brings before US a
Chud's Nurseries, Station Road, NVhetstone.^

__^_^ ^ j o, !
multitude of exotic plants in a condition best adapted

for study. Thanks to the variety of species it accumu-

Ist, Messrs. H. Lane & Son, The

Class 214.-Thc handsomest Cucumber : 1st, The Lord St.
^^^. ^ j,^^^^^ ^ ,^„ ,.,,„„, „. .,„<„.,„ ,„ „

ct"' j'l&.^w'Sim "^i-s^ef^pi^Sr3<i,->ir"joS; I

lates and successfully^cultivates,. tL botanist can

Jennings, Nurseryman, Shipton-on-Stour.,nmngs, xxur»ery.nau, o^.p^.^ ,

investigate,the most difficult qucstions, andpiirsue his

Class 215 —The longest Cucumber : 1st, Mr. John Jennmgs, I researches m families whose genera are not indigenous

Nurseryman, Shipton-onStour; 2d^W. "-"— '"- ' —-'- '' " ' .,.._.,___: :....i. .i. *

\
,
^^ardener.

ililluwer: 1st, Mr. John C.attell,
'

Kent ; 2d, The Countess Cowper,

Tetley, Esq., Leeds—
j

jjj Euj-ope. In the herbarium, more minute observations
T.Dale', gardener; 3d, Mr. John House, East Gate Nursery, k,j^jj

j^g ^^j^^gjjjjjj, jg generally supposed; nevertheless, for
"""'"•

,, • t Tji„,i„v>s «tniir.= lot Mr.> Hoiw certain researches, it is absolutely necessary to have the

"; ,'
'

,':;,X'* ^^er- fti^^Sotcf^n, Uving plant, particularly for those relating to the rela,

\'. ii;un"- 3d, R. Barclay, Esq., Highgate, N. tivedisposition,theoriginanddevelopmentol theseveral

, ,
' '

I organs, as well as for studying the curious phenomena
I r ,11,:, ... : 1st, The Countess Cowper,

' ^f fertilisation, the movements and direction of the
gardener: 2d, F. Pryor, Esq.,

; ^j^ leaves, and parts of the flowers. Horticulture

has done much to advance the progress of physiological

botany, but it still has much to do. The most remark-

Am, ,-
lii

I

-- .v, id Snow, gardener. I able experiments of physiologists—viz., those of Hales,

(I, 1 1 , u Broccoli : 1st, Mr. John Cattell, Nursery-
;
x)uhamel, Knight^-have been made in gardens. Also

m:.n. w ; > i ,1,,, Kunt; 2d, Mrs. Hope, The Deepdene, Dork-
jj^g j^jj. series of experiments of the younger Gaertner,

Lieut.-colonel Lloyd, ^^ ^^^^ recently, of M. Naudin, on hybridisation,

I which relate to the cardinal subject of the species,

g VIIL-BoueoETs AHD Objects of Obnamest is
j
j^ much may be said of the numerous trials which are

Natural Flowers. made, in horticultural establishments, to obtain new
Class 221.— Dinner Table Decorations : 1st, Mrs. Lermitto, j.^^^ qj. varieties. These have a great scientific import-

Knighton's, Finchley ; 2d, Messrs. LucWng Westbounie P.ark.
^j jj j^ undoubtedly the horticulturists who are

W ; 3d, Mr. T. Charles March, Ambassadors Court, St. James s
^^^ ^a^jje^g gf botanists on these subjects.

ClS "'•' -Table Plateau ; 2d, Miss F. A. Wint, 15, Bedford
!

It appears to me, however, gardens ca,n be made stiU

PLaJr Brighton. ' more useful in carrying out physiological researches.

CUiss 223.—Drawing-room Flower Stands : Ist, Mr. T. Ch.ailes jfQf instance, there is much yet to be learnt on the

March, Ambassadors' Court, St. James's Palace. mode of action of heat, light, and electricity upon
aass 224. -Drawing-room Plant Case : ?='?•, .."Jforse j^j j pointed out many of these deficiencies

^l^^S,- r-^otr^-rngT HoC^"!
-

3i: ^sS; "^rr^
j

in'l855, in my' " C^ographie Botanique Kaisonn^e-
Sen King StSet,Covent Garden. Ten years later Mr Juhus Sachs, |m his recently-

Class '220 --Window Box : 1st, Messrs. Wm. Cutbush & Son,
\ published and valuable work on physiological botany,t

NurseiTmen, Highgate. „ », v.
I remarks much the same deficiencies, notwithstanding

Class 227.—Hanging Baskets : 2d, Messrs. Wm. Cutbush
1

^j^^j ^^^^ progress has been made in these matters.
& Son, Nurserymen, Highgate.

t , • m t ' The evil consists in this, that when it is desired to

boS?lirrk-^.72^fSf. fZ'te^frtV.rl^'X!^: Sof^ ^tZ'K^T^^n of temperature either fixed or

?^^ r.t;' ' A^kci,;;. varied, mean or extreme, or the effect of light, it is
Lane, Orton, Cheshire. , , , ^ ... ^

Class 229.-3 Bouquets for Balls : 1st, Mr. Richard S. \,ates.

Sale, Cheshire ; 2d, Messrs. Lucking, Westboume Park, ft

Class 230.—3 Head-dresses or Wreaths : 2d, Mr. Richard S.

Yates, Sale, Cheshire.

T!ie remaintUr of tU Prbe lilt will be given next weeX:

M. DE CANDOLLES ADDRESS TO THE
BOTANiaUi CONGRESS.

In order to derive the full advantage from a meeting

of so many lovers of science, horticulturists and

botanists, brought together from all parts of Europe,

it is necessary that the common object for which thoy

have met should be perfectly understood.

It devolves on me, who am called upon to preside

(an honour of which I feel myself unworthy), to point

out the bond which unites us, and of which perhaps

you have at present but a vague, and, so to speak, an

intuitive perception.

In my opinion, we are not here merely as amateurs

to satisfy our curiosity. The proof of which is, we are

here assembled to listen to discussions, instead of

wandering about the fairy-like garden of the Exhibition.

Evidently we se*k something more than a mere flower

varied, mean or extreme, or .— ,

exceedingly difficult, and sometimes impossible, when
observations are made in the usual manner, to

eliminate the effects of the constant variations of heat

and light. In the laboratory it is possible to operate

under more exactly defined conditions, but they are

rarely sufficiently persistent ; and the observer is led

into error by growing plants in too contracted a space,

either in tubes or bell-glasses. This last objection is

apparent when it is wished to ascertain the influence

of the gases diffused in the atmosphere around plants,

or that of the plants themselves upon the atmosphere.

Place plants under a receiver, they are no longer m
a natural condition ; leave them m the open air, and

the winds and currents, produced at each moment of

the day by the temperature, disperse the gaseous bodies

in the atmosphere. Every one is aware of the

numerous discussions concerning the more or fess

pernicious influence of the gases given off from certain

manufactories. The ruin now of a manufacturer^ now

of a horticulturist, may result from the declaration of

« Pages 46, 49, 57, and 1346.

t H.andbuch der experimental-physiologie der Ptlanzen.

1 vol. in 8vo, Leipsig, 1865.
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an expert; hence it is incumbent on scientific men
not to pronounce on tliese delicate questions without
substantial proof.

With a view to these researches, of which I merely
point out the general nature, but which are immensely
varied in details, I lately put this question*—" Could
not experimental greenhouses be built, in which the
temperature might be regulated for a prolonged time,
and be either fixed, constant, or variable, according to
the wish of the observer?" My question passed
unnoticed in a voluminous work where, in truth, it
was but an accessory. I renew it now in the presence
of an assembly admirably qualified to solve it. I should
hke, were it possible, to have a greenhouse placed in
some large horticultural establishment or botanic
garden, under the direction of some ingenious and
acciuTite physiologist, and adapted to experiments on
vegetable physiology ; and this is, within a little, my
idea of such a construction :

—

The building should be sheltered from all external
vanations of temperature ; to effect which I imagine it
should be in a great measure below the level of the
ground. I would have it built of thick brickwork, in
the form of a vault. The upper convexity, which
would rise above the ground, should have two open-
ings—one exposed to the south, the other to the
north—m order to receive the direct rays of the
sun or diffused light. These apertures should
each be closed by two very transparent glass windows,
hermetically fixed. Besides which, there should
be, on the outside, means of excluding the light,m order to obtain complete darkness, and to diminish
the influence of the variations of temperatui-e when
light was not required. By sinking it in the ground,
bjthe thickness of its walls, and by the covering of its
exterior surfaces with straw, mats, &o., the same fixed
degree of temperature could be obtained as in a cellar.
The vaulted building should have an underground
communication with a chamber containing the heating
and the electrical apparatus. The entrance into the
experimental hothouse should be through a passage
closed by a series of successive doors. The temperature
should be regulated by metallic conductors, heated or
cooled at a distance. Engineers have already devised
means by which the temperature of a room, acting on
a valve, regulates the entry or exit of a certain amount
ot air, so that the heat regulates itself.t Use could he
made of such an apparatus when necessary
Obviously with a hothouse thus constructed, the

growth of plants could be followed from their germi-
nation to the ripening of their seeds, under the influence
of a temperature and an amount of light perfectly
definitem intensity. It could then be ascertained how
heat acts during the successive phases from sowing to
germmation, from germination to flowering, and from
this on to the ripening of the seed. For difi'erent species
various curves could be constructed to express the
action of heat on each function, and of which there are
already some in illustration of the most simple pheno-
niena, such as germination,^ the growth of stems, and
1 '^I'^u'^''

,^^ ^^P "^ *'' interior of certain cells.§ We
should be able to fix a great number of those minima and
maxima of temperature which limit physiological phe-
nomena. Indeed, a question more compUcated might
be investigated, towards the solution of which science
has already made some advances, namely, that of the
action of variable temperatures ; and it might be seen
if, as appears to be the case, these temperatures are
sometimes beneficial, at other times injurious, according
to the species, the function investigated, and the range
of temperature. The action of light on vegetation has
given rise to the most ingenious experiments. Unfor-
tunately, these experiments have sometimes ended in
contradictory and uncertain results. The best ascer-
tained facts are, the importance of sunlight for green
colouring, the decomposition of carbonic acid gas by
the foliage, and certain phenomena relating to the
direction or position of stems and leaves. There
remains much yet to learn upon the effect of diffused
light, the combination of time and light, and the relative
importance of light and heat. Does a prolonged light
of several days or weeks, such as occurs in the Polar
regions, produce m exhalation of oxygen, and in the
fixing of gi'een matter, as much effect as the light
distributed from 13 to 12 hours, as at the Equator'
JN one knows. In this case, as for temperature, curves
should be constructed, showing the increasing or
diminishing action of light on the performance of each
tunction

; and as the electric light resembles that of
the suuj we could in our experimental hothouse submit
vegetation to a continued light.

||A building such as I propose would allow of light
being passed through coloured glasses or coloured
solutions, and so prove the effect of the different visible
or invisible rays which enter into the composition of

* G&graphie Botanique, 1855, pp. 49 and 1348
t See the electric apparatus of M. Carbonnier, exhibited atChiswiok in 183T, figured in the " Flore des Serres et Jardins "

vol. xu. MisceU. p. 184.
'

»ll.?°T'°o"°? if'*'^!'
different Degrees of Constant Heat, byAlph. de CandoUe m the " Biblioth?.que UniverseUe deGeneve (Archives des .Sciences), November, 1865

I If the curves have not been constructed, the data for their
constraction are, at least, dispersed throughout our books Imu cite, for instance, the growth of a seape of DasvUrion' asobserved by M. Ed. Morren (Belgique Hortic, 1865, p 322)

nntloS^r* f^"'' ^?' ."? ""' favourable to the accepted
notion, that the growth of tissues is more active by night than

II
The apparatxis which produces the most persistant andvivid hght IS the magneto-electric machine, based on thedevelopment of induction by m.agnetism, as discovered by thelUustnous Faraday. The galvanic pile is replaced by a steam-

engine of low power, which seta in motion a wheel furnished
with magnets (Bibl. Univ. de Gentve, Archives Scientif , 1861
V. 10, p 160). The working of this machine is inexpensive;
but. unfortunately, the magnets are very costly. This system

feril/,,^^^ ^''!" fS^?"^!" *"" Ugtthouses-that at the South
Foreland, and to that of the "Soci^t^ I'AUiance," at Havre—inmnsequence of the experiments ot MM. E. Becquerel and

sunlight. For the sake of exactness nothing is superior
to the decomposition of the luminous rays by a prism,
and the fixing the rays by means of a heliostat. Never-
theless, a judicious selection of colouring matters, and
a logical method of performing our experiments, will
lead to good results. I will give as proof, that the
recent most careful experiments concerning the action
of various rays upon the production of oxjgen by
leaves and upon the production of the green
colouring matter, have only confirmed the discoveries
made in 1S3G, without either prism or heliostat, by
Professor Daubeny,* from which it appears the most
luminous rays have the most power, next to them the
hottest rays, and lastly those called chemical.
Dr. Gardner in 1813, Mr. Draper immediately after,

and Dr. C. M. Guillemin in 1857t, corroborated by
means of the prism and the heliostat the discovery of
Dr. Daubeny, which negatived the opinions prevalent
since the time of Senebier and Tessier, and which were
the result of erroneous! experiments. It was diflScult
to beUeve that the most refrangible rays—violet for
instance, which acts the most on metallic bodies—as in
photometrical operations, should be precisely those
which have least effect in decomposing the carbonic
acid gas in plants, and have the least effect over the
green mijtter in leaves. Notwithstanding the confirma-
tion of all the experiments made by Dr. Daubeny,
when repeated by numerous physicists and by more
accui-ate methods, the old opinions, appearing more
probable, still influenced many minds,§ tiU Mr. Julius
bachs, in a series of very important experiments, again
affirmed the truth.H It is really the yellow and orange
rays that have the most power, and the blue and violet
rays the least,;in the phenomena of vegetable chemistry

;

contrary to that which occurs in mineral chemistry, at
least in the case of chloride of silver. The least
refrangible rays, such as orange and yellow, have also
the twofold and contrary property, such as pertains
also to white light, and which produces the green
colouring matter of leaves or bleaches them, according
to its intensity. It is these, also, which change the
colouring matter of flowers when it has been dissolved
in water or alcohol.lT Those rays called chemical, such
as violet, and the invisible rays beyond violet, accord-
ing to recent experiments, confinnatory of those of
ancient authors— those of Sebastian Poggioli, in 1817,**
and of C. M. Guillemin—have but one single well-
ascertained effect, that of favouring the bending of the
stem towards the quarter from which they come more
decidedly than do other rays

;
yet that is an effect

perhaps more negative than positive, if the flexure pro-
ceeds, as many still believe, from what is going on on
the side least exposed to the light.tt
The effect upon vegetation of the non-visible calorific

rays at the other extremity of the spectrum have been
but little studied. According to the experiments we
have on this subject, they would appear to have but
little power over any of the functions ; but it would he
worth while to investigate fui-ther the calorific regions
of the spectrum by employing Dr. Tyndall's process, that
IS, by means of iodine dissolved in bisulphide of carbon,
which permits no trace of visible light to pass.
How interesting it would be to make all these

laboratory experiments on a large scale ! Instead of
looking into small cases, or into a small apparatus held
in the hand, and in which the plants cannot be well
seen, the obsen-er would himself be inside the
apparatus, and could arrange the plants as desired. He
might observe several species at the same time, plants
of all habits, climbing plants, sensitive plants, those
with coloured foliage, as well as ordinary plants. The
experiment might be prolonged as long as desirable,
and, probably, unlooked-for results would occur as to
the fonu or colour of the organs, particularly of the
leaves.

Permit me to recall on this subject an experiment
made in 1853 by Professor Von Martins.!! It will
interest horticulturists now that plants with coloured
foliage become more and more fashionable. M. Von
Martius placed some plants of Amaranthus tricolor for
two months under glasses of various colours. Under the
yellow glass the varied tints of the leaves were all pre-
served. The red glass rather impeded the development
of the leaves, and produced at the base of the limb
yellow instead of green

; in the middle ofthe upper sur-
face, yellow instead of reddish-brown, and below, a red
spotinstead of purplish-red. With the blue glasses, which

* Daubeny, Philos. Trans., 1836, part 1.

t Dr. Gardner, Edinb. Phil. Mag., 1844, extract in French in
La Biblioth. Univ. de Geneve, February, 1844 ; Draper Edinb
Phil. Mag., September, 1844, extract ib., 1844, vol. 54
Guillemin (CM.), Ann. Sc. Nat., 1857, ser. 4, vol. 7, p 154

J Senebier, M«m. Phys. et Chim., 2, p. 69 ; Tessier M«m
Acad. Sc, 1783 ; Gilby, Ann. de Chimie, 1821, v. 17 ; Succow
Commentatio de lucis effectibus chemicis, in 4to, Jena, 1828'
p. 61

;
Zantedeschi, cited by Dutrochet, Compt. Rend Acad'

Sc, 1844, sem. l,p. 853.

6 As a proof of the persistence of the old opinion, I will quote
phrase of Professor Tyndall's in his most clear and interest-mg treatise "On Badiation," (London, 1865), p. 6:—"In

consequence of their chemical energy, these ultra-violet rays are
of the utmost importance to the organic world." I do not
know whether the author had in view an influence of the
chemical rays over the animal kingdom ; but. according to
certain passages of Mr. Sachs, I doubt if they have more power
over animals than they have over plants ; besides. Professor
Tyndall did not concern himself with these questions, he

as content to explain admirably the physical nature of the

U The researches of Mr. Sachs first appeared in the
Botanische Zeitung; they are collected and condensed in
the remarkable volume called Handbuch der Physiologischen
Botanik, vol. 4, Leipsig, 186.5, pp. 1 to 46.
U Sir John Herschel, Edin. Philos. Jotn-n., January, 1843.
*" 8. Poggioli, Opuscoli Scientificl, quoted by Dutrochet

Compt. Rend. Acad. Sc. 1844, sem. 1, p. 850.
tt The rather confused and questionable explanations,

founded on the notions of Dutrochet, of the existence of a
deoxidismg power on the brightest side, clash with the
fact that the blue, indigo, and violet rays, the least powerful
for deoxidismg tissues, are the most powerful in causing
them to bend.

tt "Golehrte Anzeige," Mllnchen, Dec. 2, 1853.

allowed some green and yellow to pass, that which was
red or yellow in the leaf had spread, so that there only
remained a green border or edge. Under the nearly
pure violet glasses the foliage became almost uniformly
green. Thus, by means of coloured glasses, provided
they are not yellow, horticulturists may hope to obtain
at least temporary effects as to the colouring of
variegated foliage.

The action of electricity on vegetation is so doubtful,
so difiioult to experiment upon, that I dare hardly
mention it; but it can easily be understood how a
building constructed as proposed might facilitate
experiments on this subject. Eespecting the action of
plants on the surrounding air, and the influence of a
certain composition of the atmosphere upon vegetation,
there would be by these means a large field open for
experiments. Nothing would be easier than to create
in the experimental hothouse an atmosphere charged
with noxious gas, and to ascertain the exact degree of
its action by day and by night. An atmosphere of
carbonic acid gas might also be created, such as is

supposed to have existed in the coal period. Then it

might be seen to what extent our present vegetation
would take an excess of carbon from the air, and if its

general existence was inconvenienced by it. Then it

mightbe ascertained what tribes ofplants could bear this
condition, and what other families could not have
existed, supposing the air had formerly had a very
strong proportion of carbonic acid gas.

Until horticulture can supply physiology with such
convenient means of experiment, it, in the meantime,
advances descriptive botany by the valuable publica-
tions it issues. The greater part of the old works with
plates, such as "Hortus Eystettensis," "Hortus
Elthamensis," &c. ; also those of Ventenat, Cels,
Redoutej &c. ; the Salictum and Pinetum of the
Duke of Bedford ; and more recently the " Rhodo-
dendrons of the Himalaya," by Dr. Hooker; the works
of Bateman, Pescatore, Eeichenbach fils, on Orchids

;

and many others I could name, would never have
existed, had there not been rich amateurs either to
edit or buy them.

It is horticulture that has given us the longest series
of illustrated journals that have ever been published

;

and here I must do justice especially to the English
horticulturists. No doubt the science of our time
requires a larger amount of analytical details than is
contained in the plates of the " Botanical Magazine,"
" Botanical Register," " Andrews' Repository," " Lod-
diges' Botanical Cabinet," " Sweet's British Flower
Garden," " Paxton's Magazine and Flower Garden,"
and other English journals ; but what a number of
forms are thus fixed by the engravings in these books,
and what a fund of valuable documents for consulta-
tion they aflbrd. One must admire the "Botanical
Magazine," commenced in 1793, continued from month
to month ivith an exemplary regularity, and which is

now at its 5580th plate. Not onlj^ has it always
represented rare and new species, but it has ever been
conducted on a simple and uniform plan, which renders
it convenient to consult.
The series of plates is unique from the very beginning.

Each plate has its number, and each article of letter-
press refers only to one plate, by which means the
quotations from the work are rendered brief and clear.
Many editors have not understood the advantage of
this simple arrangement. They have varied their
titles, their series, their pagings ; they have affixed to
their plates numbers^ then letters, then nothing at all

;

the end of which is (and this ought to serve as a
warning for the futiu-e) that the more they have
altered and complicated the form of their journals, the
shorter time they have lasted.
How is it that these purely bibliographical details

cause in us such sad recollections ? Of the men just
mentioned, who have rendered such eminent service to
botany and horticulture, England has lost three during
the year 1865—Sir Joseph Paxton, Dr. Lindley, and
Sir William Jackson Hooker.* I should certainly fail
in what is expected of me if I did not express, in the
name of the foreigners attending this meeting, our
deep regret at such serious losses. We know them all
by their writings, and many amongst us have known
personally the distinguished men I have men-
tioned. Their names follow us at each step in this the
scene of their labours. If we admire the boldness of
construction of the iron domes that characterise
modem buildings, we think of the Crystal Palace, of
Chatsworth, and of the humble gardener who became
a great architect. If we visit the beautiful establish-
ment at Kew, we see everywhere around us proofs of
the indefatigable activity of Sir William Hooker.
Lastly, if we ask the origin of the garden of the Royal
Horticultural Society at Kensington, we are told it is

only a development of that at Chiswick, where Lindley
stood pre-eminent by his knowledge and his energy

;

and of that Society where botanists of my age found in
their youth such valuable encouragement in their
studies.

The names of Su- William Hooker and of Dr.
Lindley, thanks to their special works, will ever remain
distinguished in science. These two botanists have,
moreover, been directors of horticultural journals, and
of great horticultural establishments, and since their
influence has been so fully acknowledged by practical
men, I shall have little trouble in showing that science
is as useful to horticulturists, as horticulture is to
botanists—and this will form the second part of my
discourse.

2. The Advantage of Botany to Hoeticultuee.
The principles of vegetable physiology are what hor-

ticulturists and agriculturists usually study in books
Since these lines were in the printers' hands. British

science, has sustained a severe loss in the death of the truly
amiable and learned Professor W. H. Harvey, of Dublin, aO'
well known by his works on Algis, and on the botany of South.
Africa. I cannot refrain from expressing our sense of this
great bereavement.
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611 botatty. They do not always find direcli answers to

tlieir qiiestions ; but they can draw from them certain

rules, certain ways of experimentalising and reasoning,

*hich saves them from falling into many errors.

Should s,ime ridic\iIous idea be promulgated by some
ignoramus or chirlnlnn. it is hv ;in aupeal to the

general rul'-J (,!' ||.^ -I'll.^ vl!.,!! :> |.r ..•' i.-:il I. nil limy

at onCPrc;r.'l lli- .•!:,.:' ..
''

I
-•-iirii,-l.

On thecoiilniry. imi"i: -. Ii.nnn.n, i.illl )li(

principles, imiy be, and 1 will even say uu;.;iit to be,

readily accepted.

Do not let us put too much faith in the lucky results

of experiments made absolutely by chance. It is with

fome of these experiments as with dreams and presen-

titaents—if they come true once in a thousand times

they are talked about, otherwise they are passed over

fad forgotten. Besides, it must be said, men nearly

always are guided by theories ; but the theories of the

ignorant .are often absurd and without foundation,

^hilst those of educated men are based on probabi-

lities, or on an accumulation of facts.

Conjointly with physiology, botanical geography
shows the distribution of plants all over the globe,

their struggle mth the elements, their migrations, and
already raises a portion of the veil which ttovers the

obscurity of their origin. All this ought to offer a real

interest to horticulturists. We are beginning to have the

power of expressing in figures the effect of each climate

upon vegetation ; consequently, the possibilitj; of a

given species enduring the mean or extreme climatal

dbnditions of that country to which it is desired to

introduce it. Already we can show, in the clearest

ihanner, the analogy between the vegetation and
climate of certain regions, widely separated the one
from the other, and point out in which

_
cases

new attempts at cultivation should be tried or

where they should be discouraged. A celebrated

geologist was able to say, beforehand, there is gold in

such a jiart of New Holland ; and gold was found
there. We can also say, the Olive tree and the Cork
Oak will succeed in Australia ; the eastern and tem-
perate region of the United States is favourable to the

growth of Chinese plants, more particularly to that of

Tea; and we can assert that that part of America
included between San Francisco and the Oregon
territory will, one day, supply wines as varied and as

excellent as those European ones produced between
Po' tugal and the Rhine.

It is a singular fact, that the two princi))al beverages

of the civilised world, wine and tea, which produce
similar stimulating effects,but which to a certain extent

are the substitutes one for the other in different

countries, present also in the mode of cultivating them
the most marked resemblances and dififerences. The
Vine ;nid the Tea-plant succeed best on stony, barren

hill-sides, of which thev sometimes increase the value a

hundred-fold. According to flic cxpoi^urp. the soil, the

cultivation and manner ofiini>:iriii-' ili.- in-ii-lu . muf
andteaareobtainedofunqur.iMii::lij.'i M'lli iii' hIiI-i

the neighbouring crops, bin a simri ili^iaiirr nir. muy
be more or less ordinary in quality. The two shrubs

require a ti-iniH>rato climate, but the Vine needs heat

and no rain ilunir^ summer, whilst the Tea-plant

roqiiir..- run mil but Uttle summer heat; the result of

^\ii
'

i
i' iiir^etwo species are almost geographi-

Vine-growing countries will never

amples bolniv,' rather to
h.T Iin1:iii> iinr -ardens.

rsd.

ihnynu Kill sriy, t

agriculture, and I'diici

I maintain the c'lnirarx n i- -I'li'i'- :ii i iir ineseiu.

day, which points mit wlial plaiils In ciiinvate, and
into what countries to introduce them. Horticulture

makes the trial, with infinite pains. If successful, the

young plants are submitted to the less refined treatment

of agriculture. Before the happy introduction of Cin-

chonas into British and Dutch India could be effected,

botanists were required to collect, distinguish, andcare-

fullydescribe the various speciesof American Cinchonas;

horticulturists were then called mi In iii:ii.:i nittings

gather the seeds, raise the youn'-' i':. 11 lyi'irtand

establish them in another part oi' i
.

: '

I ml so at

lasttheywerepassedovertothecarcni i [ir .Liiiiiiltiirists.

The Collee-plant did not spread gradually from .Arabia

to India, from India to Java; nor was it the American
colonists wdio brought it from its original country to

their lazendas or hnriendiis. 'IMie slirnb was first

described bvbotaiii-ts and v,:i^ all rivm-.U inlmduced

bv the Dutch into a -iinlcn 111 Uni im:i
:

iii-in ilienoeit

vvas taken to the Uiilauuiil ilaidni at .Vmilerdam,

from wdience a specimen was sent In the king of

Fi-ance in ITU. De Clieu, a naval officer, transplanted

it from the garden at Paris to the French colonies in

America. A multitude of such instances might be

named. In the present day science has progressed,

practical men avail themselves of it, governments and
nations have abandoned those mistaken ideas in accord-

ance with which it was supposed that a cultivation

advantafeous to one country was injurious to others

Hence we ma\ hope t ee before long uaelul species

phntel in all regi n whe e thev can thrive to the

great a Iv nt ge t mauk n 1 in eneril

Oi 3f the lujt c% 1 t off t t ence has been

to c e te 1 1 the ho t cull ir 1 1 1 1 he a taste for \ai ed

And arefoai P r nerh n i 1 istheiewereo 1\

fclef lid eitanknd f pi it which d t d 1 k

to the t I of the Cri ade e%en f the Kom n

The I c \ r> f the Ne \ A'i Dril 1 1 not pr d i e x

cha g in iiopoition to itt, imjortince perhap

because horticulturists did not travel enough, or

acquaint themselves with those _ countries whose

fpecies were most suitable for cultivation in Europe.

Botanists, fortunately, were more ambitious. Their

collectors were numerous and daring. They enriched

their herbaria with an infinitude of new forms, and
Bublished works upon exotic plants, such as those of

Hernandez, Eumphius, Sloane, &c. The immense
variety in the forms of plants was thenceforth reco„'-

Eised, and in point of taste the elegant simplicity of

the primitive flowers was able to vie mth the gaudineei

of the double ones. Then ceased the rei^ of Tulips
and Pajonies in flower gardens. Curiosity, that great

incentive to all science, having ]ipiictralnl linrlirnlturr.

the change in gardens became rapid hii "aq ni a \'r\\

hundred species such as were laihivuli d :ii ilir I'nii-

inencementof the last century, there arc \!n^.\ jiioiio ni-

'iMNio to be found in most of the prcseni riiiilnjiin^

Tile single family of Orchids has pnilmlily nmn
ilill'iTi'iit representatives in our hotlious:- lima \\a-

the case with all the families of plants put together, a

hundred years ago. Fashion, united to the present
curiosity of amateurs, causes, from time to time, old

plants to be abandoned for new ones ; and thus the
entire vegetable kingdom will ultimately pass under
the observation of civilised man.
What would horticulturists do, amidst this invasion

of thousands of species, had not botanists devised con-
venient plans of classification and nomenclature ? The
families, genera, and sjiecies, have all been arranged in

books, just as the disti-icts, streets, and numbers of the
houses are in our gi'eat capitals—with this superiority

of method, that the form of the objects indicates their

place—as if, in looking at a house in a toivn, one might
discover, at a glance, to wha,t street and what quarter it

belonged. The plan of giving a single name to each
species, besides its generic name, together with the pro-
hibition of changing names without due reason, of

giving the same appellation to two difl'erent species, or

two genera, far excels our plan of distinguishing
individuals. How much it would simplify our inter-

course ivith men, and facilitate our inquiries, if, in the
whole world, the members of one family only bore the
same name, and if each individual had but one
christian name, diflering from those of the other
members of his family. Such is, nevertheless, the
admirable plan of nomenclature that science has pro-

vided for horticulturists, and which they cannot too
much appreciate .and respect.*

3. The Beneficial Effects of the Association
OP Botany with Hoeticultuee.

The pursuit of horticulture demands books and
herbaria, as that of scientific botany icquins culti-

vated living plants. Thence the iirn-^iiy, which is

more and more recognised, of In ^..^iul' i >-,'iher the
materials for comparison in the same to\vn, the same
establishment, and even under the same administra-
tion, organised so as to facilitate the use of them.
How many institutions in Europe, either private or

public, would be benefited by this aiTangement ! How
many towns and countries are now deficient—some in

libraries, some in herbaria, some in respect to horti-

cultui'e. Professional men profl'er their complaint ; let

us hope that public opinion may end by listening

to them.t
The bringing together the means of study, I have

said, is desirable. Not less so is the interchange of

ill '.
: nd impressions, both of botanists and horti-

I nil iiri-ts. Each of these classes must clearly have
ili^iiini characteristics; but the one should be in-

fluenced by the other. By these means, some too

retiring dispositions may be brought out, and certain

dormant powers developed. Horticulture, for instance,

has a commercial tendency which may be carried too

far. Charlatanism may slide in amongst flowers.

Botany, on the contrary, is a science, and consequently

rests on the investigation of pure and simple truth. A
horticultm-ist who allows hunself to be influenced by a

scientific spirit, necessarily frees himself from over-

selfish tendencies. Natural history, on its side, by

reason of the perfection of its method, its nomenclature

and its minute observations, has something technical

and dry about it, which contrasts with the grandeur of

Nature, and with the sentiment of Art. It is for horti-

culture, combining, as it does, the planning and the

decorations of gardens, to develop the (esthetic

faculties of the savant, as of the world in general. A
lovely flower, beautiful trees, a splendid floral exhibi-

tion, excite a sort of admiration, and even enthusiasm,

similar to the effects produced by music or painting.

The powers of the German composers of modern
days, and those of the Italian painters of the ICth

oentiu'y, are justly extolled ; but may it not also be

said, that in point of art they are equalled in their way
by the beautiful parks of old England ? The feeling of

harmony, in form and' colour—is it not also studied in

them ?
' The effect of contrast—is it not skilfully

managed ? The gradual ti-ansition from architectural

to natural beauties— is it not treated in au admirable

manner ? Yes ; decidedly the English land,soape

gardeners are poets ; they have drawn from the same
sources of inspiration as the most national wTiters of

their country, and that soiu-ce is the appreciation, so

univei'sal in England, of the beautiful, in an aspect of

nature which is elegant and attractive, though some-

what grave.

Thus, gentlemen, for the development of our talents,

as well as for our actual benefit Art and Science keep

pace together Let us rejo e over then union

rendered conspicuous to-day by ;this congress of
botanists, held in connection with a great floral exhi-
bition

;
and after these general observations—perhaps

rather too protracted—let us enter upon the considera-
tion of those more truly scientific subjects, in which
many among you are no doubt disposed to take part.

BOTAjyiCAL CONGEE.SS.
The first meeting of the Botanical Congress was

held in the Raphael Room of the South Kensington
Museum on Wednesday, May 23, at 11 a.m.. Professor
De CandoUe in the chair.

A very large meeting, including almost all the
British and foreign botanists and horticulturists
present in London, assembled to hear the President's
address. A large number of ladies graced the meeting
with their presence. Before proceeding to the business
of the meeting. Prof. De Candolle spoke as follows :

—

" Before I commence my address in French, allow
me to say a few words in English—first, as a mark of
respect to this great country ; and next, in explanation
of my views for the conduct of present and future
meetings of this kind. We have to choose between
two alternatives; either that every member should
speak in his own language, or in that of the country
where the Congress meets. This last method would
destroy the equality between members which is

desirable in every public assembly. Not a few would
be reduced to silence, or at least prevented from taking
part in the discussion, and several distinguished men
would therefore avoid International Congresses. The
other plan of letting every one speak in his own
language appears to be much more convenient. For
these reasons I shall address you in French, and in
doing so I establish in fact the right of every English-
man to s])eak in English at Paris or at Berlin, at

Florence or at Vienna, under similar circumstances."

The Secretary then announced that the following

gentlemen had been elected Vice Presidents of the

Two
Soo t

d Ti t ut mt, It II ij lalt diH reut

tu D rd r t vu d nfu nd us 1 as re

ea 1 m ho ks lor i.\ mpl f they called 1 CJ
c lana -^el), t p 1 or T i plie de G nd every one

would understand it meint \ girden variety, but

if they named it Lindleyi or miribili-. one w juld think that it

was a botanical speaes and w uld search Kr it in acientific

worka, or in tht H i is i 1 li md botanists, Kappeniug

perhaps to miatak the end jjf the genus
'

their books as a ]

cultural n lines dill

they can be appen t

say Brassii

The
the better it is, unless
iiinenclature; as when
tead of shortly. Colza,

t The Botamoal Uardens at Kiw ue a tine eximple of what
should 1 e d ne either on a laige or a m re i lodest scale, in

m.any town- wheie the means ot study are yet mconveiiient or

ineompleta

Professor Lecoq, Clermont Ferrand
Dr. Weddell, Poitiers

Professor Kickx, Ghent
Professor Morren, Li&go

Professor ' aspary, Kuuigsberg
Professor Reichenbacb, Hamburg
Professor Karl Koch, Berlin

Dr. Schiilz Bipontiiius. Deidesheim
M. Hermann Wendlaud, Hanover
Professor Meissner, Basle

Si:,'nor Ti'iaua, New Gr.anada

The following works were laid on the table :—
Dr. Hasskaril : a Manuscript Clavis to Rheede's

" Hortus Malabaricus."

Some papers from Professor Gasparini.

An illustrated work on the species of Cotton, by
Professor Pariatore, ic.

;; . ir .., -liii -I;, I ii'autiful water-colour drawings
H, i

:
., m

. ly, by Mr. Julius Platzmann. of

I,
I hfautiful drawings of British

jiliin,
,

. 1,3 \|r W I ; Smith.

I'rofes.sor De Candoile then read his inaugural

address (see p. 483), on the conclusion of which a.

vote of thanks was proposed by Sir C. AVentworth
Dilke, M.P., and seconded by Sir Roderick Mur-
chison, who took the opportunity to allude to the
philosophic views of M. De Candolle, and to the

masterly way in which he had handled his subject.

Mr. Bennett, on the part of the Botanists of

Britain, also tendered his thanks to the eminent
Chairman for the honour he had conferred on them by
presiding on this occasion, and specially for the prepa-

ration of so admirable an address.

Prof. De Candolle briefly replied.

Dr. Scliulz Bipontinus, a Vice-President of the
Tiiiii, liil 1, n|iiili:line Academy, offered the congratu-
1,11

I

..
'

ii learned and ancient body to the
I'l iiinbers of the Botanical Congress.

ii li
, lull exhibited specimens of Megacarpfea

jiii ,
.

;i iiirifer with 15 stamens, which excited

L;r, ' •! , iiiinng the botanists present.

_\;, 1: . ; ilicn made some remarks on Seedling

Peai;ln.5 .iiiii Nectarines, a report of .which we hope to

give at a future time.
Professor Caspary then spoke in English on the

movement of the branches of trees in frosty weather.

Mr. Howard read an important paper on the

Cinchonas, and in the discussion that followed. Dr.

Weddell said that he approved of the spelling of the

name of the genus as adopted by LinuKus. This

paper was illustrated by numerous specimens of

Cinchona harks, of dried specimens of the plants

grown in India, and collected by Mr. Markham, &c.

Professor Koch then made some remarks on the

Nomenclature of Plants, &o,, and the meeting

adjourned. , „
The second meeting of the Botanical Congress was

held on Tliursday, in the Sheepshanks Gallei-y, which
was well filled throughout the whole proceedings.

The first paper read was th;it of Dr. Moore, Glas-

nevin, on the Climate and Flora of Ireland, &c. ; the

next that of Professor Lecoq.

Mr. Hewlett exhibited a model of an apparatus

which should combine shading with night covering of

plant houses, by means of one contrivance fitted to the

roof. It was considered that for most purposes this

apparatus would occlude the light too much.

JMr. Anderson's paper ou Orchid culture e.xcited an

animated discussion, in which Professor Daubeny,

Professor Reichenbach, Mr. Bateman, M. Alfred de

Momey, and Mr. Howlett took part, all advocating the

justness'of Mr .Vndersou's views.
^ ,

Mr Krcla-i- iir\l ail'lrrs^c 1 ihe meeting in German
ontheiN'.iiiii'ii.latiir

' I'lanls.

Dr Dii-k-nii lvliiilniri;li, le.ia some remarks on the

lp.ii,.',
,,! ^ iii.li.pitys and l'h.yllocladiis, which he

,
!

I
- light of leaf-hke branches, rather thah •

.,, ,
a \lew in which Professor Caspary did
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Professor De Canciolle exhibited a measure on a long

strip of paper of tlie trunk of one of tlie gigantio

Setiuoias of California. The enormo\is dimensions

were well exemplified by the length of the strip, which
extended well-nigh from one side to the other of the

room. The rate of growth was carefully noted by
counting the annular rings.

Professor Eeichenbach addressed the meeting in

English on certain peculiarities of Orchid structure.

In the course of the discussion that ensued on this

subject, Mr. Batenian said that he had seen a branched
spike of Odontoglossum grande, and Dr. Masters said

he had also met with a similar case in Ophrys
aranifera.

Professor Morren, of Li^ge, treated at some length
on the influence of coal gas on plants, and detailed his

experiments on this point.

Mr. Smith then stated his views as to the stated

corona of Narcissus.
Several other communications were read, including

one from M. Andre, Paris, and the President declared
the Congress at an end, on which Mr. I?ennett pro-
posed, Dr. Daubeny seconded, and Dr. Schulz
Bipontinus supported, a cordial vote of thanks to the
President.
We have necessarily been very briefwith our account

of the Congress, but we shall have the pleasure to
publish fuller accounts of some of the more important
papers in future issues.

BANQUET AT GUILDHALL.
Tee Banquet at Guildhall was of a brilliant

character. The Lord Mayor presided, and amongst
those present were Visoount Powerscourt, Sir Broke
Middleton, Bart. ; Right Hon. R. C. Nisbet Hamilton,
Bart. ; M. DeCandolle, of Geneva; Professor Koch, of
Berlin ; Professor Reichenbach, of Hamburg ; ]?ro-
fessor Caspary, of Konigsberg ; M. Weddel, of Poitiers

;

M. Meissner, of Basle ; Professor Morren, of Litge

;

M. Schulz Bipontinus, of Deidesheim ; M. Van Houtte,
of Ghent ; M. Linden, of Brussels ; M. A. Verschaffelt,
of Ghent; Sir Wentworth Dilke, M.P.; Dr. Hogg,
Dr. Maxwell Masters, Mr. Kelk, M.P. ; Mr. .1. Glutton,
Mr. Sheriff Gibbons, Mr. Alderman Beslev, :Mr.

Pender, Mr. E. A. Bowring, C.B. ; Mr. MioholLs, Mr.
Samuel Morley, Mr. George Godwin, F.R.S. ; Mr. J. J.
Blancly, Mr. W. H. Dixon, Messrs. Veitch, Lee,
Standi.4i. Bull, Williams, Paul, Watcrer, Low, Wend-
land, Portune, and Captain Walker.
Grace was said by the Rev. Prebendary GiBBS, the

Chaplain to the Lord Mayor, and after dinner the
"loving cup" was sent round.
The Lord M.itor gave the first toast, " Her Majesty

the Queen." He said :
" On the throne of this peaceful

and constitutional country there sits a Royal lady, who
reigns not alone over her subjects, but in the hearts of
her people. It is amongst the happiest of our customs
that upon these festive occasions we drink to the health
of Her Majesty, wishing that her reign may be a long
and happy one, and that her people may be prosperous,
contented, and free."

The toast was drunk with the utmo.st enthusia,sra.
The Lord Matob next proposed " The Army, Navy.

and Volunteers." He remarked that the bravery and
exploits of the army and navy were matters of history.
No one could contemplate what was passing in neigh-
bouring countries without the deepest emotion. There
was not a heart that did not sympathise, not a tongue
that did not lisp the hope that the miseries and horrors
of war might be averted. This was the earnest prayer
of every Englishman, and he trusted that it might
never be uttered in vain.

,
Admiral Middleton, in responding, said that upon

an occasion like the present he was unwilling to intro-
duce a subject which would direct the thoughts of
those who listened to him to the horrors of war, but
the news that had recently been received from a
distant part of the world had cast a shadow over the
profession to which he had the honour to belong ; and
as that profession had been most ungenerously attacked
during the last few days in some of the putjlic journals,
he felt it right to say a few words in its defence. He
alluded to what had been said in reference to the
bombardment of Valparaiso. He had the honour to
call Admiral Denman his friend, and he knew him to
be one of the most high-spirited and gallant officers in
the Service. He regretted that the system of rigid
neutrality which had of late been adopted by the
Government should have had the eflfect of casting a
cloud over the naval profession, and of calling down
upon an officer of such known honour, zeal, and
judgment as Admiral Denman the comments which
nad lately appeared in a portion of the public press.
He also regietted that an admiral occupying such a
positiim should not have been supplied with sutticient
vessels.

The Lord Mator next gave " The House of Lords
and the House of Commons." There never was a periodm the history of this country, he said, when there was
agrr.ii- r yi,,;,,;,. ;].:,„ cxi>U-d :i( pivstiit lietween the
H'"i-"

'
I- •' III til''

1 |iliv Willi regard to the
Hon- '..

,
::. hr i|„„iL.|il 1,,. iiii^lit safclv Say

tnal 111 iliiii !lMi|.r III,. iiitclliKciirc and independence
of tins great country were fairly represented. The
toast was drunk with enthusiam.
Viscount Powerscourt, in acknowledging the

toast, said the members of the House of Commons
appeared at present to be in rather an unpleasant
position,as they were principally occupied in squabbling
and fighting,and werem a remarkably bad temper. With
regard to the House of Lords they were in somewhat
smoother water than the House of Commons at the
nre.sent moment, but he did not know what might
happen before the session was over. He could not
resume his seat without congratulating the committee
of the International Horticultural Exhibition on the
very beautiful and highly successful Show they had

witnessed that mornin"—an exhibition that must have
afforded the greatest pleasure to all who took the least

delight in horticulture.
Sir C. W. Dii.KE, Bart., the Chairman of the

Executive Committee, proposed "The health of the

Foreign Visitors and the President of the Botanical
Congress." This he said had been the most remarkable
horticultural Exhibition that had ever been held, and
he was happy to add that it had been most successful
in the number of visitors it had attracted. As a whole
it was an Exhibition that had never been equalled, and
he doubted whether it could ever be surpassed.
The toast was received with loud cheers.
Professor De Candolie, in responding, said :

—

" The kind words which we have just heard, and the
fact that my name has been mentioned in so kind a
manner, make it incumbent on me to thank you in the
name of the strangers present. You have done them
great honour by inviting them to this banquet, and
indeed since their arrival they have not ceased to
receive, in private as well as in public, the testimony
of which they cannot but be proud, and which will

leave many pleasant remembrances in their minds.
This morning the Prince and Princess of Wales and
the Princesses of the Royal family have condescended
to express their regrets that they could not accept
the splendid hospitality over which the chief of the
illustrious city of London presides, and the hon baronet
who has directed all these preparations with a zeal

which has been crowned with success, has been kind
enough to propose the toast. The only persons who are
to be pitied in all thisarethose botanists and horticultur-
ists who may have desired to come to London, and who
have been prevented from doing so either by their

public duties or by the unfortunate state of affau's now
existing on the Continent. But let us put on one side

these personal considerations, and let us rather con-
gratulate ourselves on the prosperous state of the
sciences and their applications, and particularly in the
progress of Horticulture, of which this international
gathering furnishes a proof. Our age is in this respect
a great age. Horticulture has been pushed to an
extraordinary degree of perfection, and the natural
sciences have also advanced. What science wants,
above all, is liberty—not only political liberty, which is

to a certain extent very necessary, but, above all, that
liberty which is accorded to each individual by public
opinion. We have seen nations and ages where, under
an absolute monarchy, there has been a great deal

of liberty of thought, and, vice t'ersu^ free countries
in which public opinion has exercised an actual

pressure on individuals. Those who seek for scien-

tific truth require to be protected by the public, even
more than by a free political system. AH the world
ought to know the advantage of toleration of opinion,
and public reprehension ought only to fall on bad
faith. Science prospers when national institutions and
public opinion allow it freedom. At the present time
horticulture flourishes more particularly in the West
of Europe, in England, Belgium, and Holland ; and in

some neighbouring cities, such as Paris, Berlin, and
Hamburg. Evidently a climate with neither extremes
of cold, nor heat, nor dryness, is favourable to its

development. Evidently, also, the intelligent and
painstaking peoples of these western lands naturally
give themselves to the minute details of cultivation ;

but there is still a condition which overrules all.

Horticulture, carried to a certain extent, is a luxury.
It implies wealth, and there is no extent or
breadth of country more generally rich than
Western Europe on either side of the Channel.
Will International Horticultural Exhibitions spring
up in the future in those regions ? We must hope for

them aswellasforothersamore important object—peace,
for war devours men as well as capitals. Imagine to

yourself (said M. de Candolie) what is the cost of the
millions of soldiers at the present day massed together
on Continental Europe. You will find, perhaps, that
with their pay for a single day, or at least for

a single week, we could construct a conserva-
tory reaching from Paris to Berlin. And here
is a piece of advice which may be given beforehand to

the horticulturists of the East and South of the Con-
tinent—not to make an insignificant imitation of
English, Belgian, or Dutch culture, but rather to create
a new system for horticulture as diU'crent from these as
possible, suitable to their parliciilar < liinalcs—a system
of horticulture having for its luiiiiihili.ni ilie plants of
Asia, Africa, and Australia, caiiahlc 'il Mi]iporting heat,
cold, and dryness. In making etlbrts in this direction
they will do something new and remarkable, and the
horticulturists of the West will go to see the exhibitions
of Eastern and Middle Europe with the same pleasure
that they visit in the presentday their own exhibitions."
M. de Candolie concluded by again thanking the
assembly for the kindness which they had shown to the
foreign visitors.

The Right Hon. C. Nisbet Hamilton, in pro
posing "Success to the International Horticultural
Exhibition and Botanical Congress," said :

" I have no
doubt that those who have witnessed the Exhibition of
this day were highly gratified by what they hod scci:-

For my own part I confess, that although I

have seen numerous exhibitions of flowers in many
parts of the world, the present Exhibition surpassed
them all. Lord Bacon had said, nearly 300
years ago, ' God first planted a garden, which,
indeed, is the purest of human pleasures ; it is the
greatest refreshment to the spirits of men, without
which buildings and palaces are but gross handiwork.'
This it should be remembered, was an expression
employed by one of our greatest philosophers. In
England horticulture was pursued alike by the greatest
and noblest, and the poorest and humblest in the land

.

and I believe it has a tendency to elevate the mind
Although we are proud in this great country of our
manuiacturing and commercial prosperity, we are
proud also that such a meeting as the present

can be held under the presidency of the chief
magistrate of the City of London. It is gratifying to
observe the taste for floriculture that exists among the
people, as is evidenced in many of the crowded lanes
of the metropolis and other densely populated places,
by the care that is taken of a solitary plant, such as
a Geranium or a Fuchsia. Referring, again, to the
Exhibition of that morning, I may say that Belgium
and Amsterdam have had their International Exhi-
bitions, and London has followed the example set by
those places, and I hope I may say, without offence,

that in the show we have just seen we have been
enabled to surpass those that have gone before. I trust
that altliough this is the first show of the kind that
has taken place in London, it will not be the last."

Dr. Hogg briefly responded.
Sir C. W. Dilke gave " The health of the Lord

Mayor and the Corporation of the City of London."
The Lord Mayor replied as follows :—" My Lord,

ladies, and gentlemen—Different men,according to their

different humours, have formed various plans for

bringing the whole human race under one head. A
tyrant prayed that all mankind might have one neck,
that he might strangle it. A gallant bard grieved that
fair womankind could not reserve their smiles for him

alone,' and I, by an inverse process of reasoning, would
give ray place to-night could I be blessed with a
thousand warm and varied tongues wherewith to bid
you, from ' heart to very heart,' one and all a sincere
and earnest welcome. The gentlemen who honour us
w;ith their presence here to-night have invited us to
view the most interesting, the most marvellous, and
the most wonderful Exhibition the world has overseen.
I think I may call it the queen of exhibitions. On the
lingering threshold of art, science, and industry, an
institution has arisen, a society has been formed, to
show the power of Art without art, the power of Nature
carved by human nature. The right honourable
:entleman lias told us that Lord Bacon says

:

The Almighty Father first planted a garden.'

A garden is, and has been, the foundation of
religion—of poetry—of all that is brightest and holiest

amongst men. What is there on earth that so much
contributes to our delight, to our enjoyment, as a
garden? A garden is health—a garden is wealth—

a

:arden is happiness. What is more refreshing, more
leUghtful than the sweet fruits of earth ? What is

more fragrant than the breath of flowers ? It has been
said that Nature, so fair and bounteous in herself,

needs not the hand of man to train and cultivate her

;

but Nature in every shape requires cultivation. The
luscious Peach, the clustering Vine, the fragrant
Myrrh, the Rose divine, abundantly illustrate the
truth of this. In this age of great competitive and
cosmopolitan industry our neighboui's are doing with
their flowers what we do with our sons — lu'ge

them to take honours at home, and send them to gain
laurels abroad. On the part of this municipality I beg
to a.ssure you that we hold out to you, one and all, the
right hand of fellowship—that we recognise the great
merits of art, of science, and of literature, and we look
upon this Exhibition as one of the happy and peaceful
triumphs of our time. May it flourish, not only for
the present, and for our sakes, but may it flourish for
the future."

Prof. Koch proposed, in German, " The Executive
Committee of the Horticultural Meeting."

Sir D. Cooper briefly acknowledged the compliment.
Mr. C. Dilke proposed "The Lady Mayoress and

the Ladies."
The Lord Mayor, in acknowledging the compli-

ment, said the Lady Mayoress desired him to say that
the sight she had seen that day was one of the most
gratifying of her life.

During the evening the band of the Grenadier
Guards, under the direction of Mr. D. Godfrey, played
a choice selection of music in the gallery.

The Conversazione at the South Kensington Museum
was very numerously attended, and was by no means
the least brilliant of the festivities of the week.

DINNER AT ST. MARTIN'S HALL.
Upwards of 500 gentlemen sat down to dinner at

St. Martin's Hall on Thursday evening, Lord H. G.
Lennox, M.P., presiding.

On the removal of the cloth, the Chairman said the
first toast on the present occasion was one which all

Englishmen delighted to honour. For many years
they had had the happiness of being under the most
constitutional of sovereigns, a lady whose private life

would bear comparison with that of any other in the
land. These were great blessings, and would always
secure that wherever the toast was proposed it would
be received with enthusiasm. He was, one of those
who thought that, possessing such blessings, they
could not do better than enumerate them on every
possible occasion. He asked them to respond to the
toast heartily by giving three times three, and with the
expression of a hope that God in His Providence may
long preserve our gracious Queen to reign over a happy
and a grateful people.

The toast was drunk with the greatest enthusiasm.
The Chairman said the next toast .was one which

would equally commend itself to their sympathies. It

was that of the Prince of Wales, with that beautiful
Danish rose which had been transplanted in this

country, and who they trusted might long flourish on
IBritish soil, and the other members of the Royal
family. Of the Prince of Wales he need say but
little, for all of them, by this time knew him well.

He appeared to identify himself with every British
movement and with every British sport, and wherever
he went he met with the sympathising acclamations of
the English people. His brother. Prince Alfred, was
a true British tar. He had seen Prince Alfred on
board ship in the Mediterranean, where he took all

his watches and performed all the duties as the sons or
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brothers of those present would have done if they had

been in that position. He trusted also that they would

!;ive an extra cheer for the Princess Helena, who was

about to be married, but who, he was happy to say, w.as

not about to leave England, but to remain here to be a

solace to her widowed mother.
The toast was drunk with rapturous applause.

The Chaieman next proposed—" The Army, Navy,

and Volunteers," associating with it the name of

the Macleod of Macleod, who briedy returned thanks.

The Chaieman said he must now crave the indul-

gence of the meeting while he proposed the toast of

the evening. It was a toast which would naturally

tax the powers of a chairman under any circum-

stances, for in itself it possessed an intrinsic interest to

all present. He trusted that that interest would act

as a cloak to cover the deficiencies of him in whose

hands it had been placed. The toast, as placed in his

hands, was " Success to the Promoters of the Horti-

cultural Exhibition and the Botanical Congress." He,

himself, was one of those promoters, and it would be in-

decent to propose success to himself He would, there-

fore, with the permission of the meeting substitute

—

"Success to the Horticultural Exhibition and the

Botanical Congress now sitting in London." From the

first time this scheme was broached he had given it his

most cordial support, because he thought it was simply

a sratefiil return for the courtesies which British

horticulturists had received in Belgium, France, and
Holland. In the next place he supported it because he

believed it tended in a great degree to foster and to

increase in this country a love of horticulture,

and a taste for the growth of flowers. There
was no sentimentalism about that. It was an
undisputed fact that a love of horticulture

and a taste for floral creations tended to refine

and humanise the best feelings of man. Let any one
go i'< Unttrr'^i^n Park, or to Kew Gardens, and see thi

mi- 'I i, !!", .' ill lined for six days by his work, escaped

ini :
.

>.
I ,li (o admire the wondrous creations of

iiiiiin.i 1
;i:.i>. l there, and he would not fail to come

hiicli wMi tlie strong' conviction that through these

works a man's mind must be directed to Him who was
the Creator of them all. This, then, was an essentially

practical matter. As a member of the Council of the

ttoyal Horticultural Society, it had devolved upon him
to receive and to read communications without end from
the clergy of various denominations in this great

metropolis, praying that the Society would afford them
assistance in providing prizes for window gardens in the

poor and densely populated districts ofLondon in which
tliey laboured. One and all of those gentlemen stated

that in giving this aid they would be doing an immense
amount of good—an amount of good which would be

incalculable. In consequence of these representations

they did establish prizes, and last year they expressed

their willingness to co-operate with others in providing

additional prizes, hut owing to the illness of a gentle-

man who undertook the management of the matter
to bo
in the
culti-

iil and
. arniest testimonials

last year, the subject had lapsed

revived next year. They had estn

sliape of silver and copper medn
vated gardens in the largest can

Ireland, and they had received the

from generals and officers, who had agreed in assuriuL

the Council how much what they had done had con-

tributed to the morality and the good order of the regi-

ments where such prizes had been given. Horticultural

science had this great advantage, that from the moment
a child commenced it, flowers literally grew under his

feet. Even the greatest tyro in the study could never

feel lonely in the secluded lanes or the wildest districts

of the country, for wild flowers would crop up around
him on every side, giving him ample food for meditation,

and so turn out to be his kindest and most genial

friends. Thus much, then for the reasons which had
induced him to give his hearty co-operation to this

scheme, and was it not a scheme that had proved a

decided success ? To his mind there could be but one
answer to that question, and that was a most emphatic
affirmative. It was an attempt on their part to

rival with all possible kindness, similar undertakings

that had been inaugurated in various parts of the

t^ontincnt. He regretted that in the mi^nificent dis-

play they had witnessed there were not more produc-

tions from foreign countries : but on the other hand he

rejoiced to think that both in that room and in another

place there were professors of botany and horticulture

who had come over from foreign lands to testify their

sympathy with the efforts which had been made here.

Had any one. he would ask, ever seen more beautiful

specimens of horticulture than those which had
been displayed? Had any one ever seen more
successful fruits of unwearied patience than the

horticulturists of this country had furnished V Had
any one ever seen an Exhibition which had been dis-

played in a more advantageous or picturesque manner ?

Strolling down its long avenues, it really appeared

that those beautiful flowers had been placed there by

some magic hand, and that it must be one of those

happy places in which they were told in their child-

hood, fairies delighted to dwell. The next point they

had to consider was to whom these great successes

which had been achieved were due. In the first place

thanks were due to the gardeners of this country,

whose public spirit, enthusiasm, unwearied zeal,

and great -ability, together with their great dis-

interestedness in trusting plants of so valuable a

nature to all the chances and changes of temperature,

could not be too highly commended. Next, thanks

were due to a public-spirited gentleman, Mr. Ormson,
who had seen that everything tender was warmly
housed ; and lastly, thanks were due to Mr. Gibson,

who had been selected by the Executive Com-
mittee to arrange the grounds. Let thena for a

moment pause to consider the enormous strides this

matter had made during the last lew years. Some
of those present would remember the first Show, how

small, and comparatively insignificant it was ;
now the

Show extended over 3i acres ; and at the Paris Exhibi-

tion, which it was proposed to hold next year, so

confident were Frenchmen of the resources of England,

and the public spirit of English gardeners.^that they

had apportioned 3} acres of their s|iiii-r In l-ji'.:land—

a

space which they expected Engli>li '.-'mlm. i-. to tilt.

They were assembled on the annivcvsmy of iIkiI distin-

guished Swedish naturalist, LiniuriK. In "ue sense

that was to he regretted, because the gentlemen w'ho

composed the Society bearing his name were holding a

banquet that night, a circumstance which deprived

them of the support of many of the Professors of

Botany and Horticulture who otherwise would have

been amongst them. In 'the latter part of the last

century that great man visited this country. It he

had gone to South Kensington on the opening day and

seen those beautiful exhibitions, had lonkrd ii|.i>n t n-

coloured foliage of the plants which viod ivith flu-

Azaleas, or those Orchids, grotesque in form l)ut brilliant

in colour, would not thoughts have occurred to that

scientific mind which would have opened to him a new-

world of inquiry ? But while the gardeners of England

had done well^ they must not suppose that he (the

Chairman) was going to let them off by saying that

thi-i- liad done all they could. They had done

nothing of the kind. He trusted that if he ivere

spared until next summer, he should see the English

gardeners over in Paris, and that they would s1im\v to

the French nation what they could do, and tliat tli(-.\

were not afraid either of transit by land, or passage by

water, so that they might rival their friends abroad.

He knew that many of their foreign friends were

present that evening:, so he would conclude his

remarks with an allusion specially addres^pd to

them. He would say to them that the grcil Irslival

which they were now celebrating was a innik "iilv :i

feeble marlc it might be—of their deep grat it ud.- 1, n-l In-

cordial, hospitable, and friendly manner in which they

received the British horticulturists when they were

abroad. He would tell their foreign visitors that they

were heartily welcome in this country, and he trusted

that they would accept the reception which had been

given to them as a feeble expression of the gratitude o

Englishmen for past kindnesses. Above all they would

declare to their foreign friends that night, whetlK-r from

France, Holland, Belgium, or any uln-n- i-Nr, llint

the Avish of the English people wa< lliat lln-y ini-jlit

cast aside old rivalries and old -.uitiqunted joalousu-s,

and do nothing but compete with one another in the

most friendly contests—not on the battle field, but m
the promotion of all that tended to the advancement

of science, of commerce, .and of art. He would propose

"Success and prosperity to the International Horti-

cultural Exhibition, and to the Botanical Congress,

and might the great objects sought to be accomplished

be abundantly realised."

The toast was drunk ivith loud applause.
.

Mr. W. Paul, in responding, stated that the origin

of this movement had been so well explained, that

he need not further advert to it. For its success it

was greatly indebted to Mr. Moore, wdio had done his

very utmost to secure it. They had succeeded in

bridging over a chasm between horticulturists and

botanists which no doubt would be turned to favourable

account hereafter. He maintained that Horti-

culture was both an art and a science—an art as

pursued from the decorative point of view, a science as

regards the production of fruits and flowers. Gardening

as an art had produced men of whom every English-

man had reason to be proud—a Price, a Knight, a

Gilpin, a Repton, a Paxton, to say nothing of living

men ; and the highestand wealthiest in the land, the most

refined and intellectual take a pride and pleasure in the

decoration of their gardens. Horticulture as a science

has so many true sons that it would be impossible to

name even" the most prominent. Is there no science

in producing with unerring certainty, alike amid the

snows of winter and the heat of summer, those

splendid fruits and flowers, without which the enter-

tainments and assemblies of this great nation would be

shorn of half their enjoyment ? It is-too close upon

the event to estimate its results. Of this, however,

we may be sure, that while Botany and Horticulture

are promoted by it, it -will give fresh life and a wider de-

velopment to an important branch of national industry.

The Eev. J. Dix said no doubt at the present time

the horticultural world was wide awake ; it had been

asleep some time. He had been asked to propose as a

toast, " The Eoyal Horticultural and Botanic Societies."

In all sincerity of heart he had advocated the claims of

the Horticultural Society, and since he became a member
of it he had gone through many difficulties. He
had been called an obstinate opposer, but he had found

that what was called obstinacy had been productive of

very good results. "When he mentioned the great

success of their Tuesday meetings he thought he need

say no more. They must remember that their opera-

tions were under the searching and scientific eyes

of many visitors. Now, he should not like to be

obliged to decipher the notes those gentlemen

made in their pocket books in reference to the Show.

He looked down the tables before him and saw gentle-

men who were the very sinews of Horticulture, and he

had no doubt thev would experience the best results

if members of the "Society would look after their own
interests. If they wished the Eoyal Horticultural

Society to be respected as a scientific society, they

must take care of the scientific operations which went

on in its gardens. They had plenty of materials,

and he believed that there was a desire amongst

gardeners to carry out everything that horticulturists

could -wish. Unfortunately, however, they lacked

funds. They might as well think that they could get

hot water for their Orchids without fire, -as to expect

that they could successfully carry on the operations of

the Society without money. Moreover, they must

take care of the education of the young men to whom

thev would have to look in future times to keep up the

hor'ficultur.al character of the nation. He proposed
" The Eoyal Horticultural and Botanic Societies," witti

which he would associate the names of Mr, G, F.

Wilson and Sir Walter Stirling,

Sir W, Stiklikg said it was related of an oflicer

who when asked by Hannibal hisopinion of war.rcplied—" How can I speak of war in the presence of Han-
nibal ? " He felt some diflicuHv in speaking of Botany
and Horticulture in the pn-M-ncr ni' Ihoso uho had

cultivated it with >url, sm-rrs-. II.' l.-ln-v.-d that

those who took ilrli-_'lil iii -ih-li |uirv,iii. w.-n- ainongst

the most envi.able nf mankind. TIh- 1 lia-li.-ultural

Society was much indebted to the Duke of Richmond,
the father of their excellent Chairman, and to Eoyalty,

but it was to the Gardeners that they must look for

ultimate success,

Mr, G, F, Wilson said he had lent his best assistance

towards developing Horticulture in this country. He
believed that the Society's Garden at South Kensington

would become most attractive if people, instead of

criticising the Council, would try to bring in Fellows

and subscribers to the funds.

Dr. David Mooee gave some account of the progress

of horticulture in Ireland,

Mr, J, G, Veitch said he had the privilege of propos-

ing a toast which he believed would be most heartily

rtspDiided to. It was the health of those who, by their

.^riinlilir kni.wli-d-.;f', had aided so much the Botanical

l'.)ii-_'rc-.-<, and who had at the same time helped the

Iiifi-i-national Exhibition so much by the exhibition

of plants. He proposed "The health of their kind

friends, the distinguished Foreign Visitors." It was on

foreign soil that the first E.\hibition of this kind took

place, viz., at Brussels, and in England they were

only carrying on what was begun there. He assured

the foreign visitors that although their reception had
not been one of ostentation or splendour, it had been a

hearty and a welcome one,
.

M. Van Geekt, Juu., acknowledged the toast m
appropriate terms.

Mr. John Lee proposed the health of " Friends from

the Provinces," who always came with beaming,

smiling faces, that made everybody around thcin happy.

They had not only .assisted in a pecuniary way, but

hadcxhibited some very beautiful specimens. Their

Maiii-hf-iti-r frif-nds had exhibited some specimens

n linli Mure unrn ;\lle 1 for growth and beauty.

Tlie R^'v. 8. Reynolds Hole, vicar of Caunton,

Nottinghamshire, ackuowdedged the to.ist. He re-

marked that the oldest man in the oldest of histories

„poke of a garden, and Bacon had remarked that God
had made gardening the foremost of human pleasures.

For himself he liked sport, but to his mind there was

no sport like gardening.
Sir, A, Dickson, of Chester, also acknowiedged the

Mr. Chakles TtJENER proposed the health of
" Friends from Scotland and Ireland," for which Mr.
David Mitchell retui-ned thanks.

Sir C. W. DiLKE, Bart,, ex)>resM-d his i-..--'i-rl that he
was not present earlier, but in .nitmi'in uilh some
friends who had been at the Linn .m S..r aiy, lie had
determined to be among,st thciu a^ suuii a.-< possible.

He was always anxious to give as much assistance as

possible to the cultivation of Horticulture and Botany.

He felt that it would have been impossible for him to

attend and not propose the toast which he would ask

the company to drink with all the heartiness it

deserved—" The Hetilth of the Chan-man, Lord Henry
Gordon Lennox,"
The toast was drunk amidst rounds of applause.

The ChaieM-AN, in acknowledging it, said he asked

himself why he had been invited to preside. It could

only have been because he felt a deep interest in the

promotion of the sciences they were met to serve. The
position he held had many advantages, but his sole desire

was to make them conducive to the general welfare.

The company then separated.
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LA WES' MANUKES
The Manures manufactured by J._B. LA*ES^for the pr

season of 18G0 " "
"

'*
'

'

following prices, pei

ready for delivery at his Factories, at the

LAWES' "^PATENT TURNIP MANORS, and BONE £ s. rf.

SUrKRPIIOSI'HATt: of LIME
T AWES' SUFERTHOSPHATE of LIME from BURNT
BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES 5 6

LAWES' WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
MANURES „. ..800

CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.. ..12

These Manures cap be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through the

appointed Agents in all jmrts of the United liingdom, at prices

varying iiccorrling to cost ot carriage.

Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from the Importerd. Nitrate of

Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address, John Bennet Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge,

E.C. ; and 22, Eden Cjuay, Dublin.

THE PATENT NITRO- PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY, LimTEn, Manufacturers ot

ODAMS-S PATENT BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME and DISSOLVED

BONES.
Chief Offices—109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C. Western

Counties Branch : Queen Street, Exeter. Irish Branch : 40, West-

moreland Street, Dubhn. Directors.
Chairman—Jobs Clavden, Littlebury, Essex

Vcp^l(yChaiJ'lnan~JoHy CnLLiNS, Argyle Hou-e. HoUoway.
Edward Bell, 48, Marine Parade, Brighton.
Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot. Herts.
Thomas Knight, Edmonton, Middlesex.

Samuel Jonas, Chrishall Grange, Essex.

Bon fco-s—Messrs. Bar
"lessrs. Kint,
Auditor—J. Carter Jonas, Cambridgi

Secretary—C. T. Macadam.

This Company was originally formed by, and is under the Direction

of Acriculturists, circuinstances that haveja^^tly earned for ic nnothet

'iltlo. viz. :-"THE TENANT FARMERS* MANURE COMPANY."
Its Members are Cultivators of upwards of 60,0*10 Acres of Land,

which has been for years under management with Manures of their

own MaiiUi'iicture. Tho Consumer, therefore, has the best Guarantee
for tho gunumeness and efficacy of the Manures manufactured by
tnis Company.

A Prospectus will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or

mav be had of the lotal Agents. 0, T. Macadam, Secretary.

Chief Offices, loy, Fenchurch Street, Lonfion. E.G.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(EsTABLISBEOlSlO).

Have now ready for deUvKry in dry fine condition,
CORN MANURE, fur Sprmg Use
DIbSOLVED BUNES, for Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPERPHuSHHATESofLIME
PREPARED GUANO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA,
Dock Warehouse; SULPHATE of AMMOMA, FISHERY

E. Pd: , Secretary.

£.7 a Ton free to Rail or Boat in Liverpool.
£7 lOs. delivered to Rail in Bristol. yAtJi^
£7 12^. delivered to Rail m London. \ t /

In Bags containing 2 cwt, each, branded \Ly/
"This valuable Meal, containing above 20 per cent, of x/

fatty matter, is recommended as an economical food to mix with
home-grown produce " (bee Dr. Voelcker, K. A. S. E. Journal,
Vol. I.. 2d Series, page 176).

For further particulars and Analysis applv to Messrs. Smith, or
their Agents, Messrs. HuupqriesA; Co., Bristol.

John Coleman, Escrick, York.
London Agency : 160, Leadenball Street, E.G^

CLIFF'S ANTISEPTIC FLUID,
Manufactured by F. C. Calvert & Co., Manchester.

A preparation of Carbolic Acid suitable fur Sheep Dipping,
Washing Cattle, &c. Vide 3d Report of the Cattle Plague Commis-
sion. For further particulars apply to

R. CoLEUAN & Son, Agents, 150, Leadenhall Street, London, E.G.

LONG'S "DIPPING" for TICK in SHEEP,
LONG'S "SPECIFIC for SCAB m SHEEP.

LONG'S "MAGGOT LOTION" for SHEEP STRUCK by the FLY
Well-known, effective, Not.-poisonous.

Wholesale—S. & E. R- nsome & Co., Essex Street. Strand, W.C.
Retail Agents in all parts.

F OWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
-^ and CULTIVATOR may be seen at Work in every

Ajn-ioultural County in England. For particulars apply to

John Fowler & Co., 28,Conihill, London, E.G. ; and Steam Plough

Works, Leeds.

n'EAM PLOUGH for SALE. —One of Fowler's on
--^ tho newest principle. It consists of Two 14-horse Powur
LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES, BALANCE PLOUGH, CULTIVATOR,
Ac. The Engines are adapted for all kinds of Farm work.

Apply by letter to Mr. J. II. Allen. Winkfl eld, near Wmdsor. Berks.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—Steam Engines,
Threshing Machines, Pumps, Carts, Ploughs, Harrows, Reap-

ing Machines, Garden Engines, Lawn Mowers, Garden Rolloia,

Chuma, Garden Tools, &c. Improved Wire Netting. Delivered

carriage free. Price Lists per post.

BoROEss & Key, 96, Newgate Street. London, E.G.
Works. Brentwood, Essex.

GRANT'S PATENT PORTABLE RAILWAY affords

the cheapest and most satisfactory means of clearing Root
Crops off stiff land, and of running out Farm-yard Manure, either

with or without a frost. It also supersedes Pianks and Barrows for

th moving, at an immense saving of expense, especially where tho

is are long. It i-ii also cheaper than Carting for similar purposes,

Iresides avoiding injury to roads or land and vexatious delays from

)r particular.s and Price List apply to Mr. J. Grant, Portable

Railway Wi J Lane, Rankside, Southwark, London S.E

M
Perfect Safety in Sheep Dipping.

cBOUGALL'S N()N-Pt)ISO.NOUS SHEEP and
LAMB liiri'lN'd COMPOSITION (warranted free from

ili>- .. ' iiijiosition Sheep are dippeii or dressed with
. u, I ,

'
!
- iiiim-ious effects on tho wool and anim^ils

t Poisonous Dressings. It frees the Sheep
Growth of the Wool,
comfort,

ploying profaasional Dippers should instruct thatPaniii
McDodoall's Composition
Alsx.vnukk McDoucjall, Manufacturing and Agricultural Chemist.

London : 11, Arthur Street West, London Bridge, E.G.
Manchester : Riga Street, Shudehili.

*».* Agents throughout the Kingdom.

O'

Important Reduction in the Prices of Portable
Engines for 1866.

CLAYTON, SHUTTLEWORTH and CO., Engineeus,
Manufacturers of Portable and Fixed Steam Engines , Machinery

for Pumping, Hoisting, "Grinding, Sawing, &c. ; Engines for Steam
Cultivation, Self-moving Engines for Common Roads und Agricultural

Purposes generally.
Stamp End Works, Lincoln; and 78, Lombard Street, London;

also at Lowengasse No. ii, Landstrasse, Vienna ; and Gegenuber
dem Bahnhof, Pesth.'

Descriptive, Illustrated, and Priced Catalogues Free per Post.

Special Drawings when required The best Steam Threshing
Machinery madt* _^____RIZE RO'LLERS.

PRIZE l(nT,l.KR«fort.liii FARM,
PRlZh; i:.H, 1,1.1:- 1..: Hi-

PRl/K !:',
I ; I.

' \

PRIZK !: !
I I

I \

PRIZK I. 'l.i.i.i - 1 M- >

Tho best and cheapest are the Patent Wrought Iron Adjustable

Water ballast rollers, made all sizes, from 1 cwt. to

fi tons, by the Patentees,

THE IMPROVED LEATHER DRIVING STRAPS
for MACHINERV ore stronger, more durable, dnve better,

and cost less than other kmds of Driving Belts. SPECIAL STRAPb
for PORTABLE ENGINES. Price Lists free by post.

Turner's Patent Strap and Hose Company.
Manufactory : Armit Works, Greenfield, near Manchester.

Warehouse; SI, Mark Lane, London, E.C.
Mr. H. Fkrrabee, Agent.

Notice of Removal.

MESSRS. CROGGON and CO.. Patent Felt
Manufactdrers, &c., havo REMOVED their LONDON

BUSINESS from 2, Dowgate Hill to more extensive Premises, being

( 03, New Earl Street, ) Cannon Street West,
( 34, Bread Street, / London, E.C.

Vacancy.
PROFESSORSHIP of NATURAL HISTORY at the

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE. CIRENCESTER.
For iiarticulars, apply to the Principal.

"OATH and WEST of ENGLAND
J-' SOCIETY, for tho Encouragement
of Agriculture, Arts, Manufactures, and

Patron^
H.R.H. The Prince op Wales, K.G.

The ANNUAL EXHIBITION of STOCK,
I MPLEMENTS, POULTRY, DOGS,WORKS
ur ART, and HORTICULTURAL SPECI-
MENS at SALISBURY on the 4th, 6th, Oth,

7th, and 8th JUNE, 18G0.

Pr€si<le7tt~~

Tho Right Hon. the Earl or Portsmoeth.

The HORSES and POULTRY will be OPENLY JUDGED, on
MONDAY. 4th June.

The other Departments will be open as follows :—
STEAM ENGINES and MACHINERY in MOTION ; the ARTS

and HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENTS daily.

FIELD IMPLEMENTS of various kinds, to work at intervals on
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY.
HORSE SHOEING, at Portable Forges, WEDNESDAY.
The ANNUAL MEETING and BANQUET, on WEDNESDAY.
The HORSES paraded in tho Circle at 12 and 4 daily, after

Monday.
The Band of the Royal Marines, Plymouth Division, (by permission

of Col. Gascoyne, C.B.,) will play on Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday ; and the Band of the Grenadier Guards, (by permission
of Col. Michael Bruce), on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday.

Admission on MONDAY. TUESDAY, and WEDNESDAY, 2s. Oct.;

THURSDAY and FRIDAY. Is. Josiah Goodwin, Secretary,
16th Mav, 18GG. 4, Terrace Walk.

THE BIRMINGHAM HORSE SHOW, 1866.—The
FIRST GREAT EXHIBITION of HORSES, PONIES,

CARRIAGES, HARNESS, SADDLERY, &c., will be held In

BINGLEY HALL, BIRMINGHAM, on TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY,
and THURSDAY, July 10, ill, and 1:3, when Prizes to the amount
of £550 will be awarded.

President: The Right Hon. Lord Wenlock.
Vice-Prtsident : The Mator uf Bibminqhau.

Prize Lists and Certificates of Entry are now ready.

The Galleries will be reserved for the exhibition of Carriages,
Harness, Saddlery, Horse Clothing, Stable Fittings, &c. Particulars

of the terms for space may be obtain 'd from the Secretary.

The ENTRIES CLOSE on THURSDAY, June 21.

John B. Lvth\ll, Secretary.

Offices, Stephenson Chambers, New Street, Birmingham.

ESSKX AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION, 1866.—
POULTRY, GAME, FLOWER, and FRUIT SHOWS will bo

held at EPPlNG in the County ot Essex, on TUESDAY, July 17, 18116.

injunction with the Annual Exhibition of the Essex Agricul-

l Association, The "'- »=-- --i-:~i - » .!
•

a'.amped envelope with a

ENTRIES for the POULTRY SHOW will positively CLOSE oi

JUNE ^ next. Early applications are particularly requested,

Epptng. May 19- By Older. Joon W. Wisdcs. Secretary.

1 (-1 Cow 45i

\\ rks .- Wmslev Street
London, W , where the

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

Right Hon. Lord Naas, M.P., Chairman.

To Landownkks, the Clerov, Estatk Agents, Sdhvetors, &o., in

The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for the
following works of Agricultural Improvement, the whole outlay and
expenses in all cases being liquidated by a rent-charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, I rigation. and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,

Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial purpose,
Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or farming
purposes,

3. Jetties or Landing places on the sea-coaat or on the banks oi

navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The Erection of Form Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and other
Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the Improvement
of and additions to Farm Houses and other bmldiogs for

Farm purposes.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of Parliament,

Royal Charter, or Commission in respect of any public or general
works of Drainage or other improvements, may borrow their pro-

portionate share of the cost, and charge the same with the expenses
on the lands improved.
Tho Company will also negotiate the Rent-charges obtained by

Landowners under the Improvement of Land Act, 18G4, m i aspect of

their Subscription of Shares In a Bailwav oi Canal Company.
No mvestigatlon ot title is required, ana the Comuaoy being of a

strictly financial character, do not interfere with the plans and
execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the Govern-

ment Enclosure Commissioners.
Apply to Francis B. Madle, Esq., Secretary, 3, Parliament Street,

London, S.W.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY. Offices. 22. WhitehaU Place.

Under this Company's Act Tenants for Life, Trustees, Mortgagees,
Guardians, Committees of Incompetent Persons, Beneficial Lessees,

Corporations (Ecclesiastical or Municipal). Incumbents, Chantable
Trustees, Ac, may effect the following Land Improvements, and
charge tho outlay and expenses on the estate improved, by way of

rontcharge, to be paid by half-yearly instalments, viz. :—

1. All works of Drainage, Irrigation, Warping, and Embankment.
2. The Erection of Farmhouses, CotUges for Agricultural

Labourers, and all kinds of Farm Buildings,

3. The Construction of Roads.
4. The Grubbing and Clearing of old Woodlands, Enclosing.

Fencing, and Reclaiming Land,

The owners of Estates, not entailed, who may be desirous to avoid

tneir I

inexpensive process of the Company s

of the Tenants.

I for any Improvements to be executed by the Landowner'
.Kent as under No. 1, In each of these cases the Landowner will be
jloly under the control of the Enclosure Com

Works of £>rainage and other Improvi
Commission for Landowners, who merely require the skill and
experience of the Company's Officers and a Stalf in constant practice.

Applications to be addressed to William Clifford, the Secretary,

at the Office of the Company, '22, Whitehall Place, London, S.W.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY of ENGLAND.
—On WEDNESDAY, May 30. at Pi noon, Mr. R. HERBERT

will READ a PAPER on "THE SUPPLY of MEAT to LARGE
TOWNS." By Order of the Council,
London, May 2,', 18C0. H. Hall Dare, Secretary.

Eire EgvtcuUural (Sajette*
SATURDAY, MAY 26, 1866.

At tho very scantily attended General Meeting
of the Eoyal Agricultural Society last Tuesday,

the Eeport of the Council, declaring what had
been done in respect of the Cattle Plague,

Agricidtural Education, and Steam Cultivation,

received vcr}' ^-igorous criticism. Mr. Arkell
pointed out with great force, in a speech all the

more effective for the simplicity -wath which
expression was given to the feelings of farmers

in his own locality (North Wiltshire), the lack of

energy which had been displayed by the

authorities of the Society during the past

autumn when the Cattle Plague was raging.

The local clubs had moved long before the

National Society, to which they naturally looked

for guidance. The members of the Council

ought to ask themselves if they were moving

with the times—if they were not rather bringing

up tho rear of agricultural progress instead of

leading it. Trammelled by a Charter which

forbids the discussion of matters to be brought

before Parliament, they had proved utterly

inefficient as an exponent to Government of

tho urgency of the calamity, a due sense of

which was indeed at length forced upon the

authorities, but not by the Agricultural Society

of England. What a contrast to the immediate-

uess and force with which the commercial classes

and tho great firms which represented them had

urged tho interference of Government when
calamity overtook them the other day ! If tho

ATicultural Society refused to act for the farmers

of England in an emergency of this kind, the

confidence in it of the agricultui'al body would

be lost.

To this Sir Walter Stirling replied that

neither Government, nor Courts, nor Societies,

could act efficiently unless their action were

backed by public opinion. The farmers were

themselves'; in the latter part of last year still

averse from Government interference, and if the

conduct of the Society had been, in the opinion
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of agriculturists, so blameworthy, wliy was not

that room full of indignant members to call the

Council to account ?

Ml-. Edmu.vds, of Rugby, pointed out that

the absence of farmers from these meetings, to

which Sir Walter SiiRLrNO had referred as a

proof of the satisfaction of the agricultural body
with the conduct of the Society's affairs, was
rather to be taken as evidence of their conviction

that the Society under its existing management
was useless to them. Not only with reference

to the Cattle Plague, but in other instances in

which it had moved, agriculturists were ois-

satisfied. The continual offer of prizes for the

same implements year after year was an
absurdity. The petty rewards offered through
the local school examinations for dis-

tinction in ordinary scholastic attainments

were neither worthy of the Society nor
properly within its jurisdiction to offer or

award. The Society had not taken a course in

this matter either worthy of its importance and
position, or within the limits of its powers. Let
its Council gradually accimiulate a fund suf-

ficient for the pro^dsion of more valuable prizes,

and let it confine itself to the professional part of

the education of the future farmer. A diploma
won at a contest for honours of that sort would
have a professional value, and, stamping its

possessor as an eflicient and intelligent agricul-

turist, would be sought after with avidity.

Dr. Crisp recalled attention to the inefficiency

of the steps which had been taken by the

authorities for stamping out the cattle plague,
j

condemned the utter inelBciency of the existing

means of veterinary education in the country,

and pronounced that nothing worthy of profes-
|

sional education, either in veterinary science or

in agriculture, would be achieved until the

Government took the matter in hand and estab-

lished a great cential educational institution,

whose degrees would command the confidence of

the country.
!

It was announced at the meeting that the

President elect for 1866-7 is Mr. Harry Stephen !

Thompson, of Kirby HaU, York. There could
not be a more satisfactory appointment. Ever
since the Northampton meeting of the Society,

!

and earlier than that, Mr. Thompson has taken
|

a leatling part iu the aff'airs of the Society. On
that occasion we remember the exceedingly able

manner in which he led a practical discussion of

the kind which was common at tho earlier annual
meetings of the Society. Since then, as Chaii-man
of the Journal Committee, and for many years

j

virtually Editor of the Journal, he has laboured I

most efficiently and constantly for the prosperity
[

of the Society. There is no one probably who
has habitually given up more of his time to its

service. And his appointment as President will

!

commend itself most thoroughly to both the good
sense and the gratitude of the members.

Time has made us familiar with the disease

which continues to exert its balefirl influence
upon the stock in this country, and, if reports

;

ai'C to be relied on, has extended to tho Sister

Isle. Men no longer discuss Cattle Plague as the
one absorbing topic ; the thing has settled down
to (he position of an established fact, and beyond

j

the occasional utterance of a vague conviction

that the disease seems on the decline, we hear
but little about the subject that a few months

j

back was the sensational one of the time.

Those who are most concerned, however, havej
not lost their interest in the matter, which is to I

them a vital one—a problem which becomes more
difficult of solution as time wears on, and as the
disease still finds new centres, breaking out with
renewed vigour in one place after being arrested

[

in another. Admitting that the cases of attacked

arc considerablj' fewer than they were even a
few weeks back, there is little consolation to be
found iu this fact when coupled with the know-
ledge that the affection steadily advances in spite

of cITorts at isolation and " stamping out."

iVnother unsatisfactory reflection arises from the
ill-success that has attended the introduction of

fresh stock upon infected premises to supply the
places of those destroyed by the plague. In a
few instances the animals brought in have been
attacked in a fortnight after their arrival, while
in other cases they have remained for a
much longer time, and havo been placed
under such cii-cum stances that the cause
of the infection has been exceedingly difficult to

trace, unless some infectious matter may be
supposed to have adhered to portions of the walls
and mangers, and to have been covered over by
the invariablej^lime-wash which is so popular,

apparently because it makes so good an appear-

ance. Eecent inquiries upon this subject lead

to the belief that the general system of disinfec-

tion is radically wrong, and in practice utterly

useless—not at all times from the nature of fhe

agents used, but more often from the slovenly

manner of applying them.

This question will requii-e serious consideration,

irrespective of the existence of disease

among our present stock. In the future

tho important thing will be to secure healthy
animals fiom the consequences of exposure
to conditions which are likely to result in

new outbreaks, assuming that we succeed in

thoroughly eradicating the malady of the present.

We have yet to learn how long the virus retains

the power to do mischief ; we are told on good
authority that it is as deadly in its operation at

the end of 12 months as it is when newl}'

taken from a diseased animal. After being
dried up, and apparently destroyed, the malig-
nant matter produces in a healthy subject a

disease not less rapid nor less fatal than the

one from which the poison originated. Tho
complete destruction of the virus in infected

localities must, therefore, be effected before

new stocks are brought in to supply vacant

places.

In all the attempts at disinfection that we have
witnessed, the one thing lacking has always
appeared to be a thorough washing previously to

the ajiplication of any disinfectant. Of the

virtues of hot-water and pearlash we entertain a

very exalted opinion, and feel assured that a

liberal application of this fluid by means of

brooms and brushes to every part of the infected

sheds would be a most useful preliminarj' pro-

ceeding. After a perfect cleansing, chloride of

lime, or zinc or carbolic acid in mixture with
water may be used, .and a final fumigation

with sulphurous acid or chlorine gas will com-
plete the disinfection. Ka predilection exists in

favour of whitewashing, it may be done now
without much danger of the discharges and
excretions from the diseased animals being

covered over ; but we should prefer, where prac-

ticable, a coating of paint, the extra expense of

which wiU not be unproductive in the future.

At any rate the act of painting or wa.shing the

walls and posts belongs rather to the decorative

art than to any system of disinfection properly

so termed.

If we ever indulged a hope that the labours of

the members of the Cattle Plague Commission
woidd result iu the discovery of a remedy or

means of prevention, the conclusions at which
they have arrived, and expressed iu their Third

Report, tend to dispel aU such pleasing illusions.

Medicines, we are told, if they produce any
decided effects at all, rather make matters worse;

and while animals fed on soft mashes and liquid

food recovered, those treated with potent draughts

have died. Certain drugs, chloroform among
them, have been reported to possess cuiative pro-

perties, and further experiments will doubtless

he tried, but it is to be feared that the conclusion

is substantially correct, that medicine has no
beneficial effect upon the disease.

The neutralisation of the poison by disinfection

is a point that has been carefully considered

by the Commission, and the experiments

instituted have led to the exclusion of

all agents reported to possess disinfecting

properties, except the four, chlorine, ozone,

sulphurous acid, and tar acids (carbolic acid and
cresylic acid). Practically, this is all we have
gained by months of persevering labour; but
scientifically we are the richer by a more com-
prehensive and elaborate report on the symptoms,
natiu'e, and morbid appearances of the disease

than exists in reference to any other affection to

which men or animals are liable. All that

careful investigation, microscopic observation,

and minute chemical examination could do has

been done ; and if we cannot cure the evil, we are

now in a position to estimate the rapidity of its

growth, and the earliest indications of its

presence.

One of the most important facts discovered

during the inquiiy we take to be the rapidity

with which the whole mass of blood becomes
poisoned after inoculation. It appears from
actual experiment that so quickly does the poison

become multiplied, that in 4s hours after infection

has been communicated, the blood from any part

of the infected animal will convey the disease into

the system of a healthy beast. Supposing it

therefore to be possible to remove all the diseased

blood except a minute portion, and to infuse

healthy blood in its place, the poisoned drop still

remaining might be expected to again infect the
new blood in the course of the next two days
and nights, and reduce the animal to the condi-
tion he was in before the transfusion took place.

With such a material in the blood, of what avail

could any treatment be, unless an antidote were
known of sufficient power to arrest the develop-
ment of the morbid principle, or to desta-oy its

virulence ?

Among the indications of infection the rise of
temperature is spoken of as the first : taking the
health}' standard of internal heat as 100° to 102°,

it is stated that as early as 36 to 48 hours after

infection a rise to 104° or 105j° wiU be observed.
Without for a moment questioning the accuracy
of the statement, we cannot help suggesting that
as it stands it is likely to mislead, because,
without asserting so much, it conveys the
impression that a rise of temperature is charac-
teristic of cattle plague, and not of other
diseases ; whereas it is perfectly well known that
many affections during their progi'ess are marked
by variations of temperatuie, indicated by a
delicate thermometer placed under the arm- pits,

in the mouth, the rectum, or the vagina.

At the conclusion of their Report the Royal
Commission sti'ongly insist upon the rigid

adoption of all means for the extirpation of the
disease; and then, with the probabilities of its

re-introduction before them, proceed to indicate

the proper modes of prevention by a re-arrange-

ment of our present system of cattle traffic, the
estabUshment of quarantine for store stock,

slaughter-houses at the port of debarkation, and
improved means of supplying meat to large

towns.
The whole Report, with Appendix, is now in the

hands of the public, and we think the general feel-

ing will be, that if the Commission havo not dis-

covered a cure for the Cattle Plague, it has at

least, by its valuable suggestions and important
discoveries, done the country good service.

Among the many beautiful objects

exhibited in the International Horticultural Show
is one ofmore modest appear.ance, possessingsome
agricultui-al interest. There is a box of Italian

Kye-grass, which when brought on Monday was
iu luxuriant and forward growth, having been
sown last February on some of the Mapliu sand,

and since watered with the sewage as it runs
into the Thames at Barking. In perfect health

and growth, equal already to a cut of several

tons per acre, and sown only thi'ee months ago,

it is a sufficient testimony to the capabilitj' of

sewage as a Grass-grower upon sand. The
experiment on a larger scale at the outfall, whore
an acre of the Mapliu sand has been brought up
and spread, is in promising progress. The Grass
sown only a few weeks ago is coming satisfactorily,

and, fed at intervals with dressings of the liquid

manure, it will no doubt soon exhibit luxuriance
equal to that in the specimen box at the Inter-

national Show.

AVe verj' much regret to learn that Mr.
H.OLL.VXD, M.P., with Colonel Kingscote and
Mr. R.Uv'D.iLL, the minority who supported him,
has retired from the chairmansliip of the Educa-
tion Committee of the Engbsh Agricultural

Society. He has remained long enough at his

post to give theviews he holds their utmost chance
of success in the Council ; and the retirement

from such a post of the man who has done more
for agricultiu'al education in this country than
any other Englishman, Will perhaps be more
effective in urging his opinions once more upon
tie Society than any further maintenance of his

official position.

Mr. Holland's object in originally moving
the appointment of a committee was to induce
the Society to take the subject of the professional

education of the farmer into their consideration;

From the beginning he has been overruled by a

majority who would confine the action of the

Society to the promotion of the school education

of farmers' sous. And thus " pure mathematics "

seem from the last Report to have been about the

sole object to which the candidates for the

Society's honoui-s have directed their attention.

We do not hesitate to say that the Society

might quite as well, indeed even better

and more properly, havo devoted the funds

which are sub.scribed by the members of an agri-

cultural society to the inculcation of orthodox

theology as to the teaching of pure mathematics.

The scheme, however, which has resulted in so'

many candidates coming up to make proof of

their mathematics, is, it appears, to be continued
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for another year. Let us Hope tiat Mr.
THOjrPsox's presidency may be signalised

by some more dii-ect action than has yet

been taken to carry out the directions of the

Charter in " the promotion of the education of

those who are dependent upon the cultivation of

the land for their support."

• The Scottish Chamber of Agriculture have
followed the London Farmers' Glnb in thi

discussion of the meat question. Two papers by
the ablest and most ex]ierienced agriculturists of

Scotland, Mr. M'Combie, of Aberdeenshire, and
Mr. Jortx WiLSOX, of Berwickshire, wore read at

{hemonthly meeting ofthe Society lastWednesday.
Mr. Hope, of Fenton Barns, also contributed

a paper to the very interesting discussion

We have not received a report in time to give
them in the Agrimlturul Gazette to-day, but they
shall appear in full next Saturday.

Oim POWERS OF MEAT MAKING.
We h;ive been cuttins during the last week part of

a crop of G Seres of Italian R}'e-gras,s, a yard long, and
fully 10 to 13 tons per acre (the soil varying in many
places, and being naturally very poor). Taking the
ci-op as 10 tons only, it would, when made into hay,
average nearly 3 tons per acre over the whole field.

The Grass is passed through the chaff ciitter and given
t'o our farm horses and cattle. This Grass was sown
down in the sprins aS ISl'io on a croji of B.irley.

Paring theMint- i- i' li:', l.cvn I'l-c:!-!"!!;!"! irii._.u.'.| I'y

hose and jol \> ;;ii .', . -";.';! .-;. f' i , ^ .'lim-

pcsed of uui .....
.' _ :, \ .ill . I...... .Hid

washings of buUutk lu-uuir fi..iii iiii.:,,i lue .-iiarred

floors. Some BUiall portion that could not be reached
by oiu- jet was guanoed in Febraary, but it is inferior
to the sfwnged iiortion. Walking through it, it

standi 111! iii'nr!\ d. i.in.'- Mnisl.

T'l-
' 1 .1 ' .11 nur bullock-pudding .and

againi _.;.i
!

'i .".i that has been mowed, so
thai ill I'lifi- n.'i k> V..I ir;iy set another heavy mowing.
I need hardly repeat tliat this is the most nutritive
arid fattening Grass, and the hay from it surpasses any
other.

Our powers of meat-making by this simple treat-
ment are enoi-mously and prohtably increased, for the
rent, rates, tythes, and seed ore no greater than they
would be oh an ordinary crop of Grass, producing at
this time only a sLxth in bulk and value of this crop.
We thns save three rents and expenses by the cost of
e.xtra manure. A great deal of it will he made into
hay in about a fortnight, as I h.ive formerly described
in my book.
The ndiole process of this irrigation is simple and

interesting. A band from tlie engine shaft when chaff
cutting, or doing other work, is .slipped over a rigger,
and to work go the pumps, like a fire-engine. The jet
from the nozzle shot against the mass of bullock-
pudding at the rate of 100 gallons per minute, hurries
it away ii. a gelatinous stre.am to the great tank, where
it gets, thoroughly agitated and liquified by the air jet,

and the ne.\t half hour finds it sunk into and diffused
in the soil and subsoil, feeding the roots of the recently
cut Grass. It convinces one tliat the dung-cart and
dung-heap are slow and comparatively useless and
unremunei"ative processes.

I wish that our authorities, instead of waiting fof
years to reclaim the Maplin Sands, would accommodate
our poor farmers (who have our Lands all ready) with
the abundant and valuable results of John Bull's
gastronomic consumption.

I cannot help feeling, both "in sorrow and in angerj"
when I know that we are eating up the world's pro-
d,uce, purchased at enormous cost, and then wasting it.

It is a disgrace to us nation;dIy, that with aliundant
land, not one-fourth manured, with plenty of labour
and superabundant capital, we choose to be dependent
on foreign nations for our food.

By our skill and capital we can envelope the whole
population of the whole world in calico ; but are too
Ignorant or too prejudiced to produce our own daily
bread.

,
Tlie value of this early and first cutting of Italian

Eye-grass can hardly be less than 10?. per acre, perhaps
more if made into hay.
How much of our poor Grass laud might be set free

for the groMth of corn were this system more exten-
sively practised. If this system were not profitable,
tliere would then be a aood reason for its non-adoption,
but the case is too clearly one of individual and
national gain to be controverted.
There are many meat-making crops to which too

much manure can scarcely be applied, such as Mangel,
Clover, Tares, ordinary pasture. Kohl Eabi, Cabbage,
and especially the rapidly growing Italian Rye-grass.
We should store and economise water.

_
These « acres are giving the produce of 21 acres,

simply owing to their receiving a greater supply of
manure in a proper and .available form. Are we to be
told that there is not manure enough in this country,
when we are wasting it in almost incalculable quan-
tities ? For 18 years every slop from my house has
gone towards the production of my food and that of
my family. Is this right or is it wrong ?

While on the sewage question I may mention, for
the information of those iutcresLd. that I have some
good leather hose from Sliarnl \ ALi-mi ilr'-iir:iiii.

makers, also some Samiwiiih liu. i.:,^

between vidcanised India-nilihcr. rnm ••
i

. : .. ('.,

and the gutta percha from the (Jutta i'. ivl::i (..uiiiauv
in the City Road. Tliey all ansucr ncll. but il' well
oiled after use, I am inclined to conclude " that there is
nothing like leather" for rough wear and durability.

I should recommend the Gutta Pereha Company to
sell direct wdiere they can, for in one instance they
declined to serve me again except through an agent.
The consequence was I got so-called gutta percha nol
of their manufacture, and of a worthless quality, much
to my annoyance. J. J. Mechi, Tiptree, May 21.

THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
1. The following returns were issued on May IS.

These returns do not profess tn ^i\,. tli,. t,,t:i] number
of cases which have occurred in i iiv:ii IJnlaiu.liul milj
those which have been aseeitaiui-d IVcmi iiiroriiiatinii

received at the otlie-e lr..m iu.spcetors. Columns 1 oulv
record the ca^( s reiiorled as having commenced during
the weeks iu'lieal. .1 lij tin; headings; "back" cases
being added to columns 2.

3
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miller tlii> or lli;it kind of crop. And then the qnan-
titic-> c.r li^li. fiiul, ('_.;>. and bacon which our hard-
working^ classes iio\v-a-day.s consume are something
enormous. And the conchision cannot be called in
question that it would take an immense quantity of
Russian and American Wheat to supply the important
place which this Ions catalogue of edibles occupies in
the yearly calendar of many sin English housewife.
The improvement which is tatinf; place in the

domestic circumstances of our working classes—the
increasing quantity of animal food which they are
consuming—the demands they are making for higher
wageSj winch will enable them to consume more—and
the rapid increase of our foreign supplies of cattle, and
cured provisions of every kind—are_ amply sufficient to
stimulate the skill and enterprise of the British
farmer. It must be admitted that cattle plague and
the growing prevalence of contagious diseases are dis-

heartening arguments against the increase of stock
farming, but it will never do to let go the plough
handles when the share comes against a stone, and
therefore the present visitation of increasing mortality
amongst cattle must be received as an indication for
the necessity of a higher degree of professional attain-
ments and perseverance than hitherto, for there cannot
be a question raised on the practicability of greatly
increa.sing the productive resources of the country as
regards cattle. The improvements and extension in
question, we may obseiTe, have reference more to
numbers .and quality than perhaps to w-eight : at the
same time a vast number of homed cattle and sheep
are sent to the shambles long before they have attained
maturity of growth. Very great advances have
already been made both as to number and weight,
but we are apprehensive that in competition with the
older cattle ofthe Continent our own farmers are placing
less importance upon ripe beef and mutton than they
ought to do, if many of them are not overlooking it

altogether.

On the continent of Europe great efforts continue to
be made to grow more cattle for the English market.
In many things foreign farmers closely imitate the
stock-owners of this country, but in others they are
obviously in advance, and one of these is the greater
ripeness of meat, so that when a fair dietetic balance is

made, any difference that there is, is in their favour.
AVe may call foreign cattle ugly brutes, and so doubtless
they are in the market when standing beside our own
thoroughbred cattle, but when the carcases are cut up
on the stall of the butcher the contrast is different—the
ugly brute in very many cases, if not the majority,
yielding the best quality of meat—and quality of meat,
be it remembered, will ever command the English
market. The importers of foreign cattle are not blind
to this—hence the effort to purchase ripe natural-fed
animals.
.Let us remember too that besides live stock we get
from the continent of Europe an immense supply of
dead meat of a very multifarious and indiscriminate
character, such supplies being peculiar to the small-
farm .system of husbandry which so largely prevails,
as butter, cheese, rabbits, eggs, fowls, hams, &c.

SEWAGE lEEIGATION.
All e.xpedients for disposal of town sewage otherwise

than by application to land seem to us on one ground
or another objectionable. Cesspits in towns corrupt
the air and corrupt well-water ; they are incompatible
with public health, and should be abolished. Sewerage
has therefore become a necessity for any large com-
munity. The difficulty is to deal with the volume of
sewage thus concentrated, so as not to cause a nuisance
either in the atmosphere or in rivers. Disinfectants
atid filtration have been tried in many forms, but
without success. As applied to sewage, disinfectants
do not disinfect, and filter beds do not filter. Both
attempts have been costly failures. The Local Board
of Health at Croydon at one time were spending large
sums annually on chemical and mechanical experiments
to no purpose but to expose themselves to law suits

;

they then commenced the process of sewage irrigation.
In order fully to ascertain the effects upon health of

sewage irrigation, we have visited the principal places
at which that process is carried on, viz., Croydon,
Norwood, Worthing, CarlisleJSdinburgh. We also
held open public inquiries at Worthing, Croydon, and
Norwood.
At Worthing we found the sewage works, which have

now been in operation for more than a year, imob-
jectionable. Not a single case of sickness was
attributed to the irrigation. With regard to Croydon,
the inhabitants of that town generally cannot suffer
from their irrigation fields, the sewage farm at
Beddington being at a distance of about three miles
from the town. At the public inquiry all the ivitnesses,
medical gentlemen and others, were agreed that the
irrigation works were not injurious to health. As to
the irrigation works at Norwood, no complaints have
been made by the persons representing that district
upon the Local Board of Health at Croydon, and the
general rate of mortality in Norwood is low. Some
dissatisfaction, however, is felt by one or two proprietors
and occupants of house property in the immediate
neighbourhood of the works ; and Dr. Cresswell, one of
the local practitioners, stated that the question had
occurred to him as one worthy of investigation whether
certain peculiar cases of illness, resembling ague, which
he had met with in the district, might not have been
caused by miasma from the irrigated'^fields. The works
are inconveniently near to the outskirts of the town,
and may exercise a depreciatory influence on the
value of adjoining houses ; but, on the whole, we are
satisfied that no ground exists for serious apprehension
of miasma froni fields irrigated with sewage.

_
If sewage irrigation had really bred a special class of

di ieases, it would hardly have been tolerated for two
centuries on so vast a scale near Edinburgh.

It is necessary not to mistake instances of abuse for
delects in the system of sewage irrigation. Sew;ige, if

fresh, and in the open air, is scarcely perceptible to the
smell. If sevrage be pent up in sewere and di.scharged
on the land in a state of active putrescence : or if, as
took place once at Norwood, the depositing tank is

allowed to get out of order ; or if, as at Edinburgh, the
carriers are so rudely constructed and so neglected as
to become reservoirs of stagnant sewage and accumu-
lating places of corrupt sewage deposit, unpleasant, iL

not mischievous, consequences must be expected ; but
these are cases of abuse, preventible by common care.
Sewage water, if passed overasulBcient area of Grass

land, passes off bright, tasteless, and without smell.
At Croydon, ever since the town was sewered (about
the year 1852;, the sewage of about 17,000 of the
inhabitants has been discharged into the Eiver Wandle,
a clear trout stream which breaks out from the chalk
above the town, and flows, as ornamental water,
through residential properties. For fouling this stream
the Local Board of Health, so long as they resorted to
chemicals to purify their sewage, were exposed to
continual litigation. They then commenced the
irrigation process upon land at Beddington, and dis-
charged the effluent water from their irrigated fields
into the Wandle. Mr. Gumey, finding a dearth of
water at his mills, applied to the Local Board for leave
to bring the effluent water from the sewaged fields into
the Wandle at a point above his mills, and having
obtained leave, formed at his own expense a conduit of
considerable length, whereby the effluent water is now-
conducted through his grounds by the side of his
carriage drive into the river as it flows through his
estate. It appears from the evidence both of Mr.
Gumey and of his agent, Mr. Reynolds, who resides
upon the estate, close to the outfall at Beddington, that
there is still occa-sional cause to complain of the
condition of the effluent water, as it sometimes comes
ofl' the land either turbid or so imperfectly cleansed
from sewage that it pollutes both the River Wandle
and the atmosphere in the vicinity. These evils, so far
as they exist, we are satisfied admit of explanation.
When the water is turbid (as distinct from being foul
from sewage), the cause probably is, as suggested by
Mr. Gurney, that cattle sent in to gi-aze upon the
irrigated fields (a very large number in proportion to
the acreage) have trodden the surface and fouled it with
their dung. When the effluent water flows off,

carrying both to sight and smell unmistakeable signs of
sewage, it has not been applied to a sufficient area of
land. The smell has been found most objectionable on
Sunday evenings, probably because the men on those
days have neglected to do the amount ofwork necessary
to effect a proper distribution of the sewage. Mr.
Reynolds expressly states that the grievance is only
occasional ; that at other times the water comes dowTi
as pure to look at as he could desire—as pure as the
river water ; that he has no fault to find with sewage
irrigation if properly managed ; that, on the contrary,
he believes it to be a great principle, and thinks it a
pity that it should be called in question through the
neglect of those who conduct the works. If at any
time Mr. Gumey finds the effluent water objectionable,
he has only to close his conduit and keep the water out.
This hitherto he has not done.
Sewage irrigation requires to be undertaken and

conducted with strict attention ; the site must not be
too ne.ar to dwellings; adjoining wells should be
watched, and if the soil be very porous, disused ; the
sewage must be applied fresh, and over a sufficient area
of land. ;lf these conditions are observed, irrigation
will be found to be the mode of dealing with sewage
which results in the largest amount of good to the land
and the smallest amount of harm to flowing water.
There may be difliculty in some cases in finding land

available for sewage irrigation, but, with the exception
of lands liable to be flooded, there seems to be no soil

that will not serve the purpose. Between the light
and blowing sands of Edinburgh and the stiff clay of
South Norwood are included all the mechanical
differences of soil which can be met with in this
country, but at both extremes we find the application
of sewage attended with success. In some respects,
indeed, a heavy clay is even more suitable than lighter
soils; from its very nature it is more productive of
healthy vegetation, and from its well-known chemical
properties, it is more effective in the purification of
sewage.
The same land will sen-e the purpose of sewage

irrigation continuously. The process to the soil is one
not of e.xhaustion, but ofconstant renovation. Part of
the Craigentinny meadows has been continuously
irrigated for two centuries. Sewage can be pumped
any height and carried any distance. Its conveyance,
therefore, to a given point is merely a matter of cost.

There is no real difficulty in dealing with sewage,
whether the volume be, as at Norwood, a few gallons
per head, or, as we are informed that it is at Croydon,
from two to four times as great as the water supply of
that town.* On a clay soil (or wherever pumping is

necessary) it is desirable to restrict the dilution. On a
gi"aveUy porous soil, on the contrary, as shown by Mr.
Marriage, it is an advantage that the sewage should be
largely diluted, since it is then much more readily
distributed over the surface.

If a farm be large enough, there is no time when
some portion of the land may not be capable of receiving
the sewage. The process of irrigation may go on day
and night, in wet and drought, in summer and in
winter. At Croydon, where advantage is taken of
gravitation, the sewage (though varying in volume at
different hours) does run upon the land uninter-
mittently, "continuous as time itself." This is a
matter of first importance, regard being had to the

* The supply of w.^t^^r at Croydon is about 30 gallons for
each person per day. Subsoil water and rain bring this volume
occaiionally up to 1*0 gallons per head of the population.

necessity that sewage, as soon as produced, should be
removed from the town and be applied whilst fresh.

The powers which townsnow possess for the purposes
of applying their sewage to land are contained in

—

Public Health Aet, 1848, 11 & 12 Vict. c. G3, ss. 45, 46, 84.
Local Government Act, 1858, 21 &. 22 Vict. c. 98, ss. 30, eS-fS.
Local Government Amendment Act, IStil, 24 & 25 Vict. c. 61,

At present there is no power of taking land for
sewage irrigation except by a^eement. If, however,
the application to land of town-sewage be no longer
optional, it will be neces.sary that toiras should be
fumished with adequate powers to take land com-
pulsorily for irrigation ; the exercise of such powers
might be made subject to proper restrictions to prevent
abuse.

The cost to a town of sewage irrigation depends upon
the balance of expenditure and profit. This must vary
in different places.

In the selection of a site for irrigation, due regard
should be had to economical considerations. The cost
of conveying the sewage depends partly upon the
distance, but still more upon the height to wiiich it is

to be puinped, the volume to be pumped, and the price
of coal Laying main pipes an additional length of a
mile or two through open country involves an outlay,
the interest of which may be trifling as compared with
the annual expense of pumping. Unless, therefore,
there is much difference in the price of land, it would
be cheaper to let the sewage flow by its own gravity a
distance dowi> the valley than to pump it to an
adjoining upland. But saving in the first cost of land
may be more than a set-off against the expense of
additional piping and of pumping even to a considerable
height. If all the land in the immediate neighbourhood
of a town is building land, and none is to be had except
for an inordinate price, the circumstance need create
no difficulty ; it will only be necessary to go further for
a site where land is to be had at a lower value. The
Croydon Local Board of Health, as would appear from
the evidence of their chairman and their engineer, are
prepared, in the event of their being refused a renewal
(on reasonable terms) of their present lease of
Beddington Farm, to pump their sewage to an elevation
of 130 feet, so as to command land at a distance.

It is not necessary that the cost of preparing the land
for sewiige irrigation should be great. The carriers and
distributing branches, whether made as open trenches
or of earthenware or cast-iron piping need not be
costly. Whether the liquid is pumped or flows to its

destination, its distribution over the land should always
be effected by gravity.

" Filtration," in the sense in which the term is used
of filtering water for domestic uses, is not applicable to
sewage. Town sewage cannot be Jilfered though an
ordinary sand filter, either by the downward or upward
process ; nor is it necessary in any case to attempt
this form of filtration for sewage. Mechanical
deposition and separation of grit and flocculent matter
are alone required, and these operations can best be
performed in open canal-like tanks.

Fields irrigated with sewage can be used for horses
and milch cows to graze upon, and will fatten cattle
and sheep. But there are practical objections to such
use. Cattle grazing in a sewaged field tread the surface
and foul it with their dung, and are apt also to tread
down the banks of the sewage-carriers and thereby to
foul the effluent water. Dung, so applied, is not
required for manure by the owner of a sewage farm.
Sewaged fields will yield wholesome hay ; but in this
uncertain climate there would be great difficulty in
making hay from crops of Grass so heavy. Where
irrigation is carried on upon a large scale, if the crops
are to be converted into hay, probably some artificial
process of hay-making will be required.
The most profitable course is, we believe, to sow

Italian Rye-grass, and to sell the crop fresh cut as food
for horses and cows. A field %vill in the year produce
four or five crops, each of extraordinary weight. How
often the Grass should be resown depends upon a
balance of considerations. Crops from the same seed
annually deteriorate ; on the other hand, to break up
the soil involves temporary suspension of crops
additional labour, and other expenses. At Norwood,
where sewage operations commenced only a year ago,
the tenant has already over part of the farm had crops
of 50 tons per acre, and expects in the ensuing year to
obtain about SO tons per acre uniformly over the whole.
At Edinburgh the strips of irrigated land are let yearly
at public roup, and fetch from 201. to 401. per Scotch
acre. At Croydon the meadows are equally productive
At Worthing part of the sewage from a population of
about 9000 persons was applied last year (1865) to
25 acres of land. The value received for the produce
was 045?., or about 25/. 16y. per acre. The expenses
incurred were 229/., viz., for labour, 161?. ; for sundries,
65/. ; total, 229/., or at the rate of 9/. 3s. per acre

:

leaving a balance of 16/. 13s. per acre for rent and
interest on outlay.

After a consideration of the actual results, extending
over a number of years and obtained at various places
and under various conditions, we confidently endorse
the third conclusion of the last Report of the Royal
Commission to which we have already referred, that
" When local circumstances are favourable, and undue
expenditure is avoided, towns may derive profit, more
or less considerable, from applying their sewage in
agriculture. Under opposite circumstances there may
not be a balance of profit ; but even in such cases a
rate in aid, required to cover any loss, need not be of
large amount."
Upon many points connected with sewage farms it

would be unwise to lay down any fixed rules, the proper
course varying under different conditions of soil^

climate, lie of the land, &.C., or remaining yet undeter-
mined. For instance, as to what is the most convenient
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disposition of the main carriers and distributing

branches; what area of. and suffices to purify a given

quantityofsewage;howofteuandat whattunes relatively

to the state of the crop such voliune should be applied

;

the comparative effects of more and less diluted sewage

;

the comparative value of light soil and heavy soil

under sewage irrigation ; these and other like questions

we prefer to leave" to be settled by further experience.

But we would suggest that in carrying out sewage

irrigation the following points should be attended to :—

1. The irrigated fields should be at least one mile

from the town, and if possible in the direction of north

or east. , . j,

2. The extent should be not le.ss than in the propor-

tion of one acre to every 150 inhabitants whose sewage

is to be applied.

3. The carriers should he so constructed as to retain

as little residuum of the sewage as possible.

i. Care should be taken so to appropriate the land as

to leave for each day a sufficient area available for

irrigation.

The above remarks apply to the utilisation of sewage

of towns of a considerable size ; but sewage irrigation

on a smaller scale is practicable. Report of the Com-
missioners appointed to Inquire into the Best Means of
Preoenting the PoUvtion of Elvers.

HORSE-BREEDING.
It is somewhat curious to note from time to time the

opinions enunciated on the subject of horse-breeding,

and how great is the confusion of thought and absence

of practical knowledge on the subject. We find horse

shows everywhere adopted by agricultural societies, and

Generally form no small attraction to their exhibitions.

!ut we doubt, and most persons well acquainted with

well-bred horses doubt^ whether the horse shows of

agricultural societies—including that of the Royal
Society—do much to promote improvement amongst
our horse stock. From this we of course except agri-

cultural horses of every variety, which properly form
prominent objects amongst agricidtural live stock. But
well-bred horses for hunting, the road, and carriage

work, can scarcely be deemed agricultural stock. There
are a few farmers, here and there, who, being good
judges of horseflesh, will breed a colt or two yearly, and
occasionally will turn out a good one. But we have
often heard farmers complain that hunting gentlemen
will not give farmers such good prices for their young
horses as the same gentlemen will give to dealers—
perhaps for horses bred by the same or neighbouring
farmers. There is some, at least, apparent truth in this

statement. But it is not the whole truth. The horse
required for hunting, and indeed for any kind of quick
riding work, must be an educated animal, and for the
most part horses coming out of the hands of farmers who
have bred them are raw and awkward, requiring time
and trouble to render their powers available for imme-
diate use. We have often been offered by farmers very
promising four-year-old horses, which in another year,

with skilful management and riding in the interval,

would become worth all and more than the prices a.sked

for them. But the best purchasers of horses, the men
who will give a full price for a horse likely to do,

pleasantly and effectively, the often severe work they
require him to perform,—such men, as the rule, do not
care to " make " young horses, or to have their stable

servants employed in that sort of preliminary business.

If they consent to buy a raw young horse, they are sure
I

to require an equivalent abatement in price. Now the
j

dealers in high-priced horses are in the habit of buying
promising young horses and placing them, either by ,

.sale or otherwise, in the hands of persons who mil, so

to speak, educate them, when the dealer can offer them
to the first classes of purchasers. There are certain

districts, such as Yorkshire and parts of Lincolnshire,
where the breeding of hunters and riding and ean-iage
horses forms part of the regular business of many of
the farmers, and these districts and Ireland form in

^

fact the fields from which the demands for quick-work i

horses are mainly supplied.

We have on a former occasion shoma that the
suggestions we sometimes see made to farmers that
they ought to breed horses fit for the army and artillery

work—i.. e., horses for which they will get from '2ol. to
351.—are really absurd. Such prices may be all very
well for clearing out the horse-breeders' failures, but
unless for every one sold at such prices another can be
sold for at least treble those sums, the breeder will find
his venture the reverse of profitable. Fa,rmers may
breed cart-horses with advantage. Their men are
accustomed to manage them and can bring them eai'ly

into farm work, with a fair probability that the colfe

will grow into money without any extraordinary cost.

Horses for the turf may also be bred profitably by
persons employing much judgment and capital in the
business, but that is and must be a limited business for

a limited and special market.
But for well-bred and weight-carrying hunters (here

is always a demand far in excess of the supply. It is

easy enough to breed a horse that will get across the
country with a light weight on his back, and many
thorough-bred horses of no great value as hunters make
very good steeple-chase horses, but to carry a man
above 12 stone across all sorts of ground and over all

kinds of fences safely and pleasantly, a horse must have
good shape and good size—both height and substance

—

and must be capable of going for a long time at a fast,

though not a racing, pace. Thorough-bred horses
seldom answer this description, or if they do, they are
commonly too valuable for racing purposes to be attain-
able for hunting purposes. Though a good hunter
should have a thorough-bred sire, the dam should have
inore size and substance. And this is one of the great
difficulties of hunter breeding. It is scarcely possible
to tell beforehand whether a mare, herself large and
powerful; will throw colts equal to herself in power.
There is always a tendency (especially when the mare

herself is well bred) in her stock to li.>>. .! ir '/- -i I,, i<

a breeder may begin with a fine lar^i
:

i

and it may not be until .she has hrc'l 1 1: . p

that he finds she will not breed tin m "I ;i
i
ni :

'

'

size. We have now a six-year-old mare, bred Innn -.i

large hunting mare, fully 16 hands high, and of great

substance, snowing also much blood, whose sire is

" The Trapper," a very large thorough-bred liorse, yet

with such parentage, our mare, though of great beauty

and fine action, is only fit to carry about 10 stone to

hounds.
Then, in order to get high prices, the hunter-breeder

must keep a considerable number, because he nuisf

keep them till five years old, so that such abreediii:-'

establishment would involve a large outlay. Such an

outlay, indeed, is limited rather to the country gentle-

man than to the farmer, being made in a pursuit too

precarious to be properly a branch of husbandry.

At the Penrith Farmers' Club dinner, the chainnan.

Admiral Elliott, of Appleby Castle, entered on the

subject of horse-breeding—saying—' he had done a

great deal to engender a better breed of horses in these

counties (Cumberland and Westmoreland), and he had

gone to some little expense for that purpose." Then
feeling it a subject in which the Club would be

interested, he detailed some of his own experience on

the subject, observing, '' Dealers from other parts told

them that they hai nothing in Cumberland worth

coming to look at. What was wanted was bone and
breeding, without which no horse would carry a man
through the exigencies of a day's fox-hunting. Now he

took great pains to select particular animals— short-

legged, substantial-looking horses, with part blooil and
good bone, and he always selected them for their

performances. He thought like begot like, and he

wanted his liorse and the horses of the country to get

animals of the proper stamp, and such as others could

approve of."

It is quite right to select mares for their performances,

because, unless a hunter bearesolute animal.it can never

be depended upon to jump large fences, brooks, &c., with

ease and safety. To take mares of this description

for breeding at .seven or eight years old, when just in

their prime as hunters, will render the breeding stud a

costly one. Yet the Admiral's proceedings are not

discouraging, for he said :
" He bred largely, and should

be glad to let any of them see his stud. At that

moment he had no less than "0 horses, from the colt

and filly foal up to five years old. He rarely sold until

the animal arrived at that age, and he never bred from
an old mare or an injured one, but always tried to

breed from a young mare, very often from an unbroken
one. He had now in his possession a mare that he
purchased when three years old, and which had had
nine foals, two of which were not yet sold, not having
arrived at maturity, and one had died. As a matter of

satisfaction, he had that morning asked what amount
the mare had produced, and he found dial tlie sum
stood at the hipily respectable figuiv nf n"i)'. !'

i lliat

animal alone. He also had an old niai >

say was never broke, but it ouce nearl>

This mare had had fewer foals than thi

seven, and the figure against her name w
mares had been selected with great care,

was now in her tomb, and the other was going to foal

to-day—he hoped a colt foal. That, however, was
beyond his control. Only yesterday he had exchanged
her produce of four years old for a canny northern

gentleman's cheque of 260 guineas, and a gentleman
from Lincolnshire who liked the Ganders had offered

him 50 guineas for a 22 months' animal. Now he

wished to know why they could not all go and do
likewise. He had been a.shamed of some of the mares
that had been brought to his horse, old broken-mnded
animals, with numerous other hereditary complaints,

and from which a sound foal could not bo expected.

He did not care so much about broken knees, but the

farmers seemed to be in a great hurry to put their

horses into their waistcoat pockets. Instead of doing
so, he (recommended them to^try some of their young
mares, as the true secret of profitable horse-breeding
was undoubtedly in the selection of proper animals.

He was convinced that the farmers of the two counties

were as capable of breeding good horses as any county;
but when tlie breeders from tlieSoufh came tothe North
they said the animals were not worth looking at, and
when asked to come they declined to do so unless

ensured there was something worth coming for."

This is sound advice. A\'lii)soever attempts to breed
hunters—farmers or not—should never do so save from
sound, large, and young mares. But a mare suitable

for the purpose can seldom be bought, even as a three-

year-old, for less than SOL ; and few farmers (except in

the horse-breeding districts) will give such a sum for a
brood mare. From the small mares of about 15 hands
high, which farmers ride, and often ride very well to

hounds, there is no reasonable expectation of breeding

a large and high-priced hunter. Country gentlemen,
however, may look for very useful and interesting

occupation injudicious horse-breeding. The Eeonomlst.

i'JU/. The.si

One of them

Home Correspondence.
JFheai Pn,s,urN <.„ SiilY fold f •/,,• //,.;—Last year

the stifler the soil lli.-liffl.T tli- Uiuat crop—although
the brick earths gave good crops the tile earths or

plastic clays gave better ; I mean those stiff clays that

cannot be used for bricks because they crack to jiieces

in drying, and are only fit for pipes and pots. These
cold tenacious non-calcareous soils contracted so much
under the influence of a dry warm spring and summer
that they became full of deep ivide cracks, into which
you might plunge youi' stick or umbrella to its full

length. The soil and subsoil thus became warmed,
consequently the young Wheat plants tillered and
flourished, and the yield was abundant. Not so the

light and friable soils, for on these the heat and
drought of last summer parched the crops. This

-fa -on all this is changed. It must be a bad heavv-
.i<\ year, and the balance of advantage will

lonsiderably in favour of the li"ht soils
I oiilinued rains, almost from October, have brou'-lit
these clays to ili, . ,,u.lilioii of a mud pond after the
water has leli iIiIm -mface drying as hard nearly as
cast iron. lliai»liir|] a a.-; friable last year is now like
stiff putty, or, as Licbi^ describes it, "chemically fertile
but physically barren.' The low temperature of April
and May, with piercing winds and frosts up to the 18th
of May, have so chilled this dense wet soil that there
lias lirrii little or no branching or tillering, so that the
\\ liral lilaut rises thinly and vertically, and its colour
is ]iali' and yellow, its most succulent leaves having
hi'fw " nipped" and rendered sapless bv the sevore and
late frosts. Altogether, the Wheat juMspi'it on these
clays is most unpromising, and espnially hIkio tlie

lands are undrained and poorly faniml llir Imant's
position is most unl'avourable. The great rainlall has
so encouraged the gr()» I li(.

I' 1 )(). ks. Black Grass, Couch,
and other weed.s, that uiilrss ninie expense than usual
is incurred in eradicating then,, the crops must sufler
immensely. Even on drained clays the number of
harrowings has been considerably multiplied in the
attempt to prepare them for spring sowing. The last
three days of fine sunshine with drying'winds have
done much to improve the colour of the crops by
warming and drying the soil. Let us hope that ft will
continue, and thus mitigate the evils I have mentioned.
The spring crops are more promising than the Wheats,
but still our southern harvest must be, I fear, much
later than that of last year. J. J. Mechi, Tivtree
Ma^n.

Soctcttcs.
ROYAL AGRICULTUR.\L OF ENGLAND.

May 22.—The half-yearly General Meeting took place
on Tuesday last in the Council Room, Hanover Siiuare.
Lord Tredegar presided, and there were also present
amongst others. Earl Carthcart, Lords Peversham,
Walsingham, and Southampton, Sir J. Heron
Maxwell, Sir W. Stirling, General the Hon. A. N.
Hood, Professor Voelcker, and Col. Challoner.
The Council having been re-elected, with the addition

of Mr. R. Hornsby, Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., and the
Duke of Richmond,
Mr. H. Hall Dare, the Secretary, read the following

Report :—
The Council have to report that since last December the

Society has lost by deaths and resignations 1 governor and y08
members; while 1 life governor and 57 members have during
the same period been enrolled on its list, which is now consti-
tuted as follows:— 79 life governors; 84 annual goveraors :

13!*.1 life members ; 4049 annual members ; 15 honorary
members - making a total of 5622.
The Half-yearly Statement of Accounts to the SIst December.

186.5. has been examined and .approved by the auditors and
accountants of the Society, .and tot^ttlicr with the l.>.alance-£hect
for the whole year 186.5, and ;; , J. iiirni ! IIic Country
Meeting Account for Plymouth, Ij ' ]"'-'r t .-1 in the last
number of the Journal. Tb. i :. i r il stands .at

19,0:;7i. 19)1. Od. in the New Thivi |. r . , nt- uuil the cash
b.alance in the bauds of the bauKcis uu tlic ist inst. was
14241. Is. M.
Since the last General Meeting, the Coimcil, impressed with

the necessity of continuing their exertions in promoting
measures calculated to arrest the progress of the Cattle Plague,
resolved itself into a standing committee, and on the 12th of
February had an interview with Earl Russell, and submitted
to him the following resolutions, which had been agreed to by
the Council;—

Resolved, that the Cattle Plague ha- in. r. ,i-,.l .md is

increasing to an aLarniing extent. Th.at In n.. i iji, - }iiii,rrto

adopted have been wholly ineffectual to
I
n . \ 1 : ii iili.-s.

That no method of dealing with the l ..t[l. I i i^u< lI the
present time will be of .any avail unless it provides for—

1st. The immediate slaughter and burial at least six feet
deep of -all cattle suffermg from the disease : making conipen-
.sation t.i the owners in such mode and to such extent as shall
be con>i.t--r d n.-lvi -Iilf

2d. I' ' t ! illance of all infected farms, .and the
inn,;. ': i;. I,

i all animals which from time to time
shall- - ;!, Il

. -t symptoms of disease.
3d. 1 li„ ,lji.i .i.i^n Iisiiifection of .all infected premises, and a

prohibition to icniuvc therefrom all manure, litter, hay, or
straw for a period to be fixed, and then only subject to certain
specific regulations.

4th. That the Government be requested to bring before
ParUament a Bill to direct and empower the justices in Quarter
or Special Sessions to assemble immediately to cairy out tho
abovG Resolutions, and in such Bill to make provision for
charging the necessary expenses on the County Rate, and also
forasMriiil if iii^ 111.' iition of counties and boroughs.

.5tl. '! ill It usly with the destniction of diseased
cattli.*' Ill I- .: ill animals, whether by road or rail, be
cntiii : |ii i^iil.ii, II with such exceptions only as may bo
ab.suku.jlj ouucssaiy.

6tb. That during the existence of the cattle plague nil

imported cattle, sheep, or swine, .shall be slaughtered forth-

with at the port where tbey arc landed : and their hides,
skins, and offal disinfected there.
The Council, as such Committee, have .since uj) to the present

time held several meetmgs for considering this subject, and
have forwarded commimieations to the Privy Council with the
following recommendations, pointing out the i-xtrcrae import-
ance of establishing permanent means fni him! . miiiiriliii:,' the
.slaughter of all foreign fat stock at the j.In \\ . m' liga-

tion : and also by an efficient system of ,iii n i m- ijaili. d to

store animals; and by stringent restrietimj nii u tin., j ur
chasers of stock after they are liberated froio such quarantine,

to protect the public as far as possible from the risk of infection

caused by the importation of foreign cattle ; and further, that

no exception be made as regards the Metropolitan market.
The Council have since recommended :—

1. " That in the opinion of the Council it is highly desirable

that the provisions of the Cattle Diseases Prevention Act,

authorising the compulsory slaughter of animals suffering from
the rinderpest, and the awarding of compensation to their

owners, .should be extended for a period of at least six months."
2. " That the attention of the Government be called to the

complaints that are made that the Orders in Council are in

some districts very inefficiently carried out."
To which a reply was received commtmieating an Order in

Council, dated 9th May, continuing until the ilOth proximo
the provisions of the Act 29th Vic, cap. 2, which relate t«

the slaughter of diseased animals.
The application of steam to the cultivation of the soil has

received the careful consideration of the Covmcil, and they
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consider that the time has now arrived when an attempt
should be made to arrive at tlic results which have been
obtained by its use on different soils and in diilerent locaUties.

With this object they have appointed a Central Committee
composed of members of the Council from every district in

England to conduct a complete inquiry. Inspection Com-
mittees will visit such farms as the Central Committee may
select for inspection. To assist them in their investigations,

paid Secretaries will be attached to each Inspection Committee.
A sum of 500/. has been voted for the purpose of carrying out

this investigation.
The proceedhlgs of the Education Committee with regard to

the piizes offered in connection with the last Cambridge liOcal

Examination are detailed at full length in the last number of

the Jom-nal : and the CommittCL' arc following out similar

plans to those therein detailed with regard to the ensuing

Oxford Local Examinations. The Council have also authorised

the Education Committee to offer prizes in connection ivith

the Cambridge Local Examinations for 18GG.

The Country meeting at Bury St. Edmund's having been
postponed to'l867 in consequence of the prevalence of the

Cattle Plague, a meeting will be held in the neighbourhood of

London, merely pro t'orind, in accordance with the provisions

of the Royal Charter, and will be duly advertised.

Papers have been read at the weekly meetings of the Society

by the Eight Honourable Earl Cathcart and by Professor

Simonds on the Cattle Plague, and by Dr. Voelcker on Agri-

culturJl Experiments in the Field.

The Coimcil have been tavoiu-ed with various communica-
tions from Her Majesty's Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs,

and these have from time to time been published in the agri-

ciiltural papers reporting the proceedings of the Council.
By order of the Coimcil,

H. Hall D-\re, Secretary.

Sir J. H. Maxwell, in moving the adojitiou of the
Report, expressed his regret that the Society had lost

since the last meeting -303 members by death and resig-

nation, while only 57 new members had joined in the

same period, hut hoped to see a better accomit in the
Report next year. It was a matter of congratulation

that the fearful plague trith which the cattle of the
coimtry had been visited, though not altogether got

rid of, was passing away. By the patriotism and
unselfishness which had been everj-where displayed,

and the general desire to follow the rules and regula-

tions imposed by the Government, they might venture
to look for the cessation ofthe disease. Dumfries-shire,

which had suffered severely, was now free from the
plague, and he believed Forfarshire and Kincardineshire
were the only parts of Scotland where it was still

prevalent.

Mr. BoTLT seconded the motion, and expressed his

concurrence mth the mover as to the prospect of a
speedy cessation of the cattle disease. It was satisfac-

tory to see the measiures adopted by the Government
to stamp it out, and in their efforts for that purpose
this Society had given every assistance in its power by
affording information and offering suggestions. They
must aU deplore the decrease in the number of

members of the Society, but that result was to be
accounted for by the absence of a country meeting
this year. "When the Society held its meeting in the
county with which he was connected, the anticipation

of the event caused a large increase in the number of

members, and they must not therefore draw any con-
clusion that the present falling off was due to the
impopularity of the Society. ^\]1 their statistics showed
that whenever a country meeting took place, there had
been a great addition of members from the locality in

which the meeting was held ; and the ne.\t Show would
no doubt more than replace the number lost this year.

Mr. Aekell looked upon the large diminution in

the number of members as an indication that the
Society was deteriorating, and that it did not possess

the confidence of the farmers of the country. The
fai'mers looked for what the Council did to benefit the
agriculturist. He had been a member of the Society

for 28 years, and had once or twice expressed his

opinion'that the Council did not keep iiace 'ivith the
times. The cattle plague broke out in August, and it

was not until February that the Council began to
bestir themselves in the matter.

Mr. H. Hall Dare : The first deputation was last

year, and it is mentioned in the December Report.
Me. Aekell : Well, it was in February that the

Council formed themselves into a standing Committee,
while as long ago as last harvest he and his neighhoui's

formed an association for their protection. Of course
in an association of that nature there was a great

variety of opinion as to what ought to be done, but at

one of the early meetings he mentioned that the cattle

tr.affic ought to be stopped throuc:!!. 'it ;;!. .i t, try. and
though he was then laughed at. ',!

I i i:,'!tobe

resorted to at last, li this greui ^ >

i - ted to

take the lead in questions atli-.-imj ^ pliure, the
local societies were at a losswhat to do. Local iissocia-

tions were not sufficiently influential to bring such a
subject as the cattle plague prommently before the
Government, but if the Royal Agricultural Society
had bestirred themselves in the matter, it would have
been brought before Parliament long before. Their
Charter declared that nothing was to be inter-

fered with by the Society which was to be brought
before Parliament, and he could only account for the
introduction of the prohibition by the fact that the
Society was formed m 18S9, in the old Protectionist

times, when farmers were induced to hold their tongues
by the fear of losing privileges they then enjoyed.

But the time had now gone by for that sort of thing,

and it was the duty of the Council to keep pace with
the times. A week or two ;iso there was a panic in

the City, and the commercial classes at once went to

Mr. Gladstone and got an Order in Council to stay the
operation of an Act of Parliament. Agriculturists

might be threatened with ruin, and yet months were
allowed to elapse before any steps w'ere taken, because
there was no one to move in their behalf. He could
not avoid the conclusion that in r^ard to the cattle

disease their Council had not done their duty either to
the Society the affairs of which they administered, or to

the Agricultural class generally. Inmany counties they
had had ruin staring them in the face, more especially

in Cheshire, which Ind sntrered greater loss than anv

other part of the country. They had a very slight

touch of the disease in Wiltshire, and yet they were
up and stirring, and were only waiting for the Royal
Agricultural Society-, which ought to be at the head of
the progress of agriculture in tlie country, to move in
the matter. It was only in February, however, that
the Council constituted itself into a Standing Com-
mittee for the purpose of urging Earl Russell to take
measures to stay the evil, and it was only when the
Ministry were stormed that the puWic in general
became aware of the necessity for something to be
done.

Sir J. H. Max-weil : The Council had been to the
Privy Council before February.
Mr. Askell : Yes, but they could' do nothing,

because they debarred themselves from dealing with
questions before Parliament.
Lord Feteeshah : Parliament was not sitting at

the time.
Mr. Aekell : Parliament ought to have been called

together.
Lord FETEESHAil : The Council, had no power to

call Parliament together.
Jlr. Aekell : But if they had represented the

urgency of the case, Parliament might have been called
together. They did not themselves appear to have
realised the urgency. When they had 308 members
going out, and only 57 coming in, he looked upon that
as an indication that the Society was going down hill

faster than any other Association of the same standing
in the coimtry. The Council had not done its duty in
this particular case. He did not intend to move any
amendment, but he could not see what had been done
irithout .attempting to stir up the management to
greater activity. If^ the Charter was in their way, let

it be revised; but at all events let the Society keep
pace with the times, and promote the interests of
agriculture.

Mr. BoTLT reminded Mr. Arkell that his argument
founded upon the deputations to the Chancellor of the
Exchequer with respect to monetary affairs cut both
ways, because in the panics of 1835-G, and 1817 and 1849,

agricultural produce went down more than any other
article, and therefore the agriculturists had as much to
thank the deputations who went to Mr. Gladstone for

as the commercial classes themselves.
Sir W. Stielikg observed that the answer to Mr.

Arkell's observations was most obvious. No public
body whatever, and least of all the Royal Agricultui-al
Society, could act in advance of public opinion. The
Government could not so act, nor could the law be laid

down with any effect, except with the concurrence of
public opinion. The tenant farmers who belonged to
the Society in a case of such emergency ought to be
found attending their meetings in .such numbers
as to fill the room, to advise and assist, and if necessary
to prompt and drive the sluggishness of the Council.
Considering the importance of this question which the
Government almost referred to the management of the
Society—a matter of imperial concern, affecting every
individual in the country in the food consumed, and
the clothes worn, it was remarkable that the agricultural

interest was not represented in greater nimibers on
that occasion. It was the dutj' of all such persons to
lend their be.st advice and assistance, and ii they did
not do so, he did not know how they could blame the
Council for any backwardness or short-comings in their

proceedings.
Mr. Edmonds, of Rugby, also wanted to know why

the tenant fai'mers did not come up to their meetings,
for moving as he did considerably among them, he
knew that a great deal of dissatisfaction was felt •with

the proceedings of the Society with respect to the
Cattle Plague. Then there was the Education question,

which was making more impression abroad in the
country than would appear from the public papers.

They heard these questions discussed in everj' other
society, but when they got to the central point there
was no one to say what they thought, or to inform the
noblemen and gentlemen or the Council what the views
of the agriculturists were. There must be some cause
for the decrease in the number of members of the
Society beyond the fact of no Show being held this

year. It was strongly discussed whether the Royal
Agricultiu-al Society liad not a more useful object to

pursue than the mere holding of shows. He should
be the last to say a word against this Society, for he
knew of none which had obtained such great results.

Let them remember what the state of agnculture was
when the Society was estabhshed, the manner in which
laud was cultivated and stock was managed, and the
agriculturists of the kuigdom were mainly indebted
for the great improvement wliich had taken place in

the cultivation of the soUj the stock, and the imple-
ments used, to the Royal Agricidtural Society. But
now when they had taken these wonderfid animals to

every part of the kingdom, till those of one show could
hardly be distinguished from those exhibited six or

seven years before, and when they hud almost got to

perfection in implements, the question arose—what
was to be gained by continuing in the same course?

They were offering prizes for things they did not want.

They did not want abetter plough, a better winnowing
machine, or a better Turnip-cutter. If an implement
appeared which was likely to be of great service to the

country let it be stamped with a prize, but to give

prize after prize for the same article appeared to him
to be waste of money. There was a strong feeling in

the part of the coimtry where he lived that agriculture

wanted something which should stand fo'rth as its

representative. Commerce was represented in all the
large towns by Chambers of Commerce, and thus made
its influence felt upon the governing classes of the
country. Did the Royal Agricultural Society do this for

agriculture'? Were notitshandstiedbehiuditsback? No
more false step could be taken than to make this a
political society, and no one would regret amovement in

that direction more thau the agriculturists themselves.

It would not do for them to disciLss the effect of a
Reform Bill upon the agricultural classes, but there
were questions affecting the land which they might
well take up, and by thus making themselves more the
representativesoftheagriculturalinterestofthecountry,
they ought to double their present number of members.
With regard to the Education question, they could not
think that the mere ofl'ering of prizes to a few boys
was really what was meant by the Royal Agricultural
Society taking up the question of agriculku'al educa-
tion. Certainly very good papers had been published in
their Journal on the .subject, hut still they pointed to
the establishment of schools, which was no business of
the Society. The onus of teaching children rested
upon the parents and not upon any society, but if the
association could provide the means of giving the
children an insight into agricultural matterswhich could
not be obtained without their help they would be doing
a great work. His ideas might be in advance of the
times,but in a few years they woiUd see what might have
been done in that direction. Instead of dribbling their
money away in small amounts, they should .set aside
a portion of their income for the establishment of an
education fund, and when that fund amounted to, say
10,000?., they woidd be able to employ it with great
advantage to agriculture. The money they were about
to spend upon the Steam Commission would, in his
opinion, be better employed if it were made the
nucleus of such a fund. In almost every branch of
life except agriculture, men'could, by passing examina-
tions, get stamped for what they were. Schools had
been established in Sussex and Surrey, and 18,000i. or
20,000?. had been recently subscribed to found a
middle-class school in Bedfordshire, and in all these
institutions they taught the elements of botany,
chemistry, and other things which might be useful to
the boys in" after life. Wtiat was wanted was a minor
examination for which a certificate .should be given,
entitling the holder on attaining the age of 21 to undergo
a further examination, success in which should stamp
his professional ability. In this way skilled persons
would go forth to varioas parts, introducing a healthy
leaven, which in a ^short time would spread over the
whole kingdom.
Dr. Ceisp was astonished to hear gentlemen coming

to so strange a conclusion as that the cattle plague was
dying out. It was true that there were 95 cases less
last week than the week before in England, Scotland,
and Wales, but who could say that the disease in
Ireland might not prove as deadly as it had been in the
other parts of the kingdom. The conclusion that
because there were a few hundred ca,ses less per week,
the disease was dying out, was not warran'ted by
what they knew of its history. On the contrary, he
believed that unless more stringent measures "were
adopted, and the existing Act was thoroughly and
efficiently carried out, they might not get rid of the
cattle plague for many a year. He was sorry that
the state of the veterinary profession was not
mentioned in the Report. The Veterinary College
had nothing national about it. In Scotland they had
the Highland Society, but in Ireland there was no
college tor the treatment of the disea,ses of cattle, and
now that the plague had broken out there, he did not
know where the veterinarj^ surgeons were to come
from. The whole system was most monstrous, and
until the Government took steps to establish a proper
veterinary college, they would never have proper
veterinary assistance. The present state of the profes-.

sion had had much influence in spreading the cattle
diseasa It surprised him that the heads of the pro-
fession should submit to be governed by men who had
no knowledge whatever of veterinary medicine. XTpou
the subject of education he entirely disagreed with Mr.
Edmonds as to the reservation of a fund. They had six

of these large schools, but they were utterly useless for

the purpose of aginoultural education. At Hurstpier-
point 19 out of 30 of the boys were not intended for

agriculture. The Goremment ought to take the matter
in hand, and establish an agricultural college ; and as
agriculture was as much a science as medicine, there
was no reason why it should not also have its degrees.

The Council of this Society had been very negligent in
not bringing the matter ot the cattle plague before the
Government long before they did, and the Govemmenrt
had been infinitely more negligent than the Society.

Mr. DuoKH-Ul saidthe cattleplague broke out in June,
and heknewfrom having had business with Mr. Helps at

the time that all through July and August the Privy
Council were fuUy aware of the danger and extent of

the disease, and were recei'ving daily communications
from all parts of England upon the subject. Ttey
issued ord!ers to stop the annual fair held at Croydon in

August or September, but the farmers hired a private

field and held their fair in spite of the warning of the
Government. The Government were ready to adopt
any measures, however stringent, if they could have
been supported by public opinion, but, as Mr. Helps
said to him, "IVIiat could they do if farmers would not
help themselves ?

"

Sir J. H. Maxwell thought it might tend to lessen

the alarm which Dr. Crisp's observations were calculated

to produce if he reminded them that the cases of

disease were some thousands less than they were some
weeks ago.

Dr. Ceisp admitted the reduction, but was acquainted

with aU the statistics, and did not think the country
was yet secure. Great harm would lie done if it

should go forth that they were getting rid of the cattle

plague.
Mr. DucKH.oi confirmed the opinion that the

disease had not disappeared, .stated that he had been
informed by the Chairman of the Chamber of Agri-

culture in Forfarshire that it had broken out again in

that county, and expressed his regret that in the

official returns there was a column stating aaiumber
of reco^veries which showed that the Ordors in Council
were not strictly carried out.
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The Pkesident mentioned that he had been up
with four deputations of the Council to the Govern-
ment t^i urge the necessity of stringent measures to

' put a sto]! to the cattle plague.

General Hood thought the Society, if they could
not hold a cattle show, might have had this year an
excellent show of implements, horses, and poulfay.

Dr. Crisp was opposed to all agricultural gatherings,
as calculated to spread the disease. He had little

doubt that the plague had been carried to Ireland in
the clothes of some person who had had to do with
infected animals.

The Report was adopted imanimoasly, and Mr. Han'y
Stephen Thompson, of Kirby Hall, York, was elected
President for the ensuing year.

The Trustees, Tiee-Presidents, and Auditors were
re-elected, and the proceedings terminated with the
Qsual compliment to the President.

new agency if they would have then- interests properly ,

Tli'

protected
Mr. J. B. Lythall, of Birmingham (Secretary to

the Midland Fanners' Club), seconded the resolution,
wliich was then unanimously adopted.
Mr. T. Chandler, of Aldbourne, Hungerford, pro-

posed, and Mr. J. Baldwin, of Breedon House, King's
Norton, Birmingham, seconded the following resolu-
tion, which wa.s carried with similar unanimity:—
"That Mr. E. HoUaud, M.P., be] invited to .accept the
Chairmanship this year ; that Mr. A. Pell be Vice-
Chairman; and that a list of gentlemen be nominated
as members of the Council, with power to add to their
uumbers, five to be a quorum."
A fifth resolution, which was also unanimously

agreed to, was proposed as follows by Mr. H. Osborn,
Tamworth, and seconded by Mr. IV. E. Long, of The
Grove, Woodnesborough, Sandwich — " That the

,

Council be empowered to form a code of regulations,
and to make arrangements for the organisation of

Cesteal Chajtbeh of Ageiculttke : Jiay 2.3. tlie Chamber of Agriculture as soon as po,ssible."
—A meeting of agriculturists and others interested in ^'otes of thanks were afterwards passed to the Chair-
the formation of a Central Chamber of Agriculture

I

"^^"^ '"'d to Mr. C. Clay, the Honorary Secretary, and
was held at 12 o'clock on Wednesdav last at the ' these gentlemen having acknowledged the compliment,
Salisbury Hotel, Salisbury Square, Fleet Street. The ' the meeting separated.
chair was taken by Mr. T. Duckham, of Baysham
Coiurt, Ross; and Mr. C. Clay, of Walton, Wakefield, '

The Ho'ese Show.—On Satiu-day the Metropolitan
who has been the main originator of the movement for I

Horse Show was opened at the Agricultural Hall,
the establishment of such an association, performed the Islington, iwith complete success, not only a.s regards
duties of Honorarj- Secretary. The meeting was not tlie excellence of the auimak exhibited, "but also as
numerously attended ; but several of the limited number to the number of visitors. The arrangements by which
of gentlemen present seemed to represent the general

j

the spectators from the galleries could have a complete
feeling of the agricultiu-ists in their respective districts, '"ew of the tri;il leaps over gorsed hurdles furnished an
The CHAtEMAN, in opening the business of the day, exciting variety to the exhibition, and proved most

\ Bu-k/r'''Er''"
'^'°°'' '^'^' <^""'""=)- Highly Commended:

C'i.Ass 11 Park Hacks and Ladies' Horses, not oxcoedmi-
14i hands high.—1st, 2i)(., Edward Caldccott, Esq (FucUsia •

2d, lOi., Walter do Wmton, Esq, (Grouse) ; 3d 5( wSu
Greetham, Esq. '' '****'""

Class 12. Ponies, not exceeding 13i hands in ginirk
Imnioss,—1st ISI., E, Glynes, Esq, (Polly) ; 2d, 101., Mrs. S H
Chavasse (Lalla Rookh) ; 3d, 5(„ Mr, Edward TaUby (Jerrv)
Class l:i. Ponies, not eiiceediug 12i hands high, in smgle

harness.—Ist, lOt., Charles KempUyer, Esq. ; 2d, 3f' Mr T J
Muiriclt (Essex), Highly Commended : K. H, Kay and W

'

l'
Bell, Esqs, '

'

Class 14. Posies, not exceeding 12i hands high, to oan-v
chUdi-en.— 1st, 6(.. Captain Barlow (Little Wonder) "d it
Heniy Skinner, Esq. (Tommy),

'

CLA.S3 11a. Ponies (Extra Prize), not exceeding 12i hands
high, to cany children,—1st, 8(., Messrs. S, & B. Lawrence
(Diiucin) ; 2d, 4(., Thomas Gee, Esq, (Tom).

Cl,vs.s lo. Stallions, thorough-bred, for getting Hunters),

—

1st, 411/., Ml-, Topham (Storm Stayed) ; 2d, 20i„ Henry Richard
Phillips, Esq, (Prince Plausible),
Class 10. Stallions for getting Roadsters, Hacks or

Cobs.—1st, 20(,, Mr. James PhilUpo (Young Performer);
2d, lol., Thomas Lancelot Reed, Esq. (Trotiiwav); 3d [>t'
Mr. WUliam Burton. "

' '

Class 16a. .Stallions for geiting Hacks, Cobs, or Ponies,—1st, 1.5L, Mr. David Lister (Black Performer): 2d loi
Captain Biirlow (Confidence): 3d, St., William Henrv
Gaunt, Esq. (Golden President),

said that although they then formed but a small meet
ing, they had a provisional committee which comprised
about lUO members from all parts of the kingdom, .and
they were aU animated by the conviction that some-
thing was wanting for the promotion of the interests of
the agricultural body. They had suffered in many
ways from the want of any proper organisation, and
that organisation would be supplied by the association
which it was then proposed they should e.stablish. The
mode in which the outbreak of the cattle plague had
been met showed the necessity which existed for some
opportunity of concentrated action on the part of the
agricultural classes. Nothmg had for many months
been done to afford any effectual check to the progress

Farmers' Clubs.
CiEENCE,STEE

: Cafth Feeding.— The following
rem;irks, which followed Mr, Edmonds' paper on this
subject read some weeks ago, have been omitted until
now :

—

The Chaiemax said he was p.articularly uiterested himself

attra^iye. It was mentioned as a proof of'the g?o;ring
[

Z'^to'^^^i^.Z^^'J^S^^'tLVi^^^^t^ir.-^a't^^^
popularity ol the e.xhibitiou that 3000 catalogues were Mr. Edmonds. There w,-is one thing which had not been
sold by three o'clock, as against 500 during the whole st,-ited, and that was, the cost of coal for steaming food,
of the first day last year. With the close of'the Epsom I

.
*• Edmonds: The expense woiUd be very trifiing-abont

week for its opening day, and a ,sunny holiday time '

i'.'w ^ »; f""'* ^?" =";*• °' "9^ per day would be quite
.sinco_ this T,on,iln.r Svliiiiition l,n= ;^,lL,l ,„„i, ;i,„,.

sufccient to steam food for40 beasts.
Mv. Lawrence remarked that at one time he thought Mr.

I

Kdmuiids^was joing^to^omit mentioning a very important

since, this popular exhibition has indeed more than
,

.„. ^^„
maintained its attractiveness. The character, too, for i Edmunds .,„„ g„.,^ w „^o »,.euoiou
excellence, which it had already achieved, has been ' item in the feeding of stock, and that
maintained in most of its classes. There were no such
prizes as had been previously offered for thorough-
bred staUions, and Class XV, accordingly was greatly
inferior to the corresponding class of the previous ye,ar.
The hunter classes have, however, been unusually
good, and the heavj- classes have been excellent.

of that calamity until that great meeting w;i.s hefd at I

^^'^^^^ ^-^ weight-carrying hunters, included no fewer
St, James's Hall in the month of Febiniary, which than -10 entries, and the judges examined them in
seemed for the first time to open the eye.s ' of the '

^atohes of 10 or 12 at a time, selecting alwaj's the four
Government to the real nature of the evil, and to the "" ^'"^ ''^^t "^ "'^ number which passed through then-
general character of the measures by which alone it

i

l^ands. In this way Mr, Sutton's dark chestnut horse,
could be adequately encountered. The formation of a '

^^o.J^eur, a very powerful animal, of great substance
Chamber of Agriculture in London, with associated
branches throughout the provinces, would supply the
best instrument for ensuring ,a prompt and effective
attention to that and to all other subjects in which the
interests of the agricultural classes were specially
involved. He was sure there was not a single gentle-
man present who was not convinced that the object
which they sought to attain was one calculated in a
very unportant degree to promote the welfare of the
occupiers of the soil in this country, and he would then
leave it to them to discuss the resolutions which would
be submitted to their consideration for the success of
the movement in which they were engaged
Mr, A. Pell, of Hazelbeach HiU, Northampton,

proposed the first resolution, which was as follows —
"That in the opinion of this meeting a Central
Chamber of Agriculture should be established " He
beheved they must all feel that the great t^cultural
body at present wanted a mouth-piece by wiiich their
opimons on those questions by which their interests
were peculiarly affected might become known, and
might be urged with effect upon the notice of Parlia-
ment and of the Government. He hoped that the
pwners as well as the occupiers of kind would co-operatem that movement; and he felt convinced that the
happiest results would follow from the success of their
efforts.

Mr. J. Abbs^ of FtUwood, Sunderland, seconded the
resolution, which was then unanimously adojited.
Mr. R. Masfen, of Pendeford, Wolverhampton

movc-ilthe ne.\-t resolution:—"That the object of the
Central Chamber of Agriculture shall be to take
cognisance of, and to support or oppose, any measures
which are calculated to affect the agricultural interest."
The agriculturists had many grievances to complain of
which the proposed organisation would, he believed
aflord the most effectual means of removing In the
Midland counties they held that they were greatly
injured by the maintenance of the malt tax, and he had
not the slightest doubt that if a Central Chamber of
Agnculture had been in existence for the laH 20 year<
that tax would long since have been abolished '

Mr. 1. Aekell, of Penliill Farm, Swindon, .seconded
the reso ution. He believed that the agriculturists
lormed the most important class in the conmiunity
and If they had the means of making known their
wants and wishes through some central agency he felt
assured that they would soon obtain that )ust influencem the councils of the nation from which they had
hitherto been so singularly excluded.
The resolution was then unanimously adopted
Mr. John Smyth, of Newsellsbury, Eoyston Herts

moved thethirdresolution, which wasasfoUows —"That
the Central Chamber of Agriculture 'shall consist of
a chairman, vice-chairman, council, secretary, and
members being subscribers of not less than 11. per
annum. It was clear, he thought, that neither the
ttoyal Agncultural Society, nor the Central Farmers'
t-lub, which were prevented by their fundamental
rules from discussing questions m which politics were
involved, could efficiently represent the interests of the
agncultural body in many most unportant respects,
and he wa* oonvineed that they must establish some

and beautiful .symmetry, was at length worthily placed
at the head of the class, the second prize going to a
broivn horse. Rainbow, the property of Mr.
Thomson, and the third to Mr, Percy, for a
dark dapple-brown horse, Ingleby. The second
class of himters, irithout condition as to weight, was
almost as numerous. Sir G. Wombwell took the first
prize with Hawkseye, rather a light-built chestnut
horse ; the second went^to Mr, Gee's chestnut hor.se,
and the third to Mr. Lacy, for a stylish black horse.
Rural Dean,

_ a little too long, perhaps, and
rather light in consequence behind the saddle.
(Dther two classes of Hunters were exhibited, with
limitations as to height and age respectively ; the prize
list names the wuiners. In a rather poor class of
Cover Hacks Mr. Young and Mr. W, Armstrong took
first and second prizes. Park Hacks and ladies' horses
were a numerous and attractive class, and nothing
could exceed the beauty of many of the ponies, the
class containing about half-a-hundred entries. The
following is the list of prizes, and of those by whom
they were awarded :—

LI.ST OF JUDGES.
Classes 1, 2, 3, 4, and U,—The Earl of Portsmouth ; Sii-

Watkin W. Wynn, Bart., M.P. : Captain Percy Williams.
Classes 6, 8, 9, 10, II. 14, 14a, and 16.—Sir George W.

Wombwell, B.art. ; Colonel Maude, C,B. ; John Anstruther
Thomson, Esq.

5, V, 12, 13, .and 16 A.—Sir George W. Wombwell,
e Farquhar, Esq,Bart. ; Colonel Maude, C.B,

;

LIST OF AWARDS.
Class 1. Hunters—Weight-Carriers, Equal to not less

than 15 stone.-1st, 60(,, Mr, Thomaa Sutton (Voyageur); 2d
30Z., John Anstruther Thomson, Esq. (Rainbow) ; 3d, I5i

'

Hugh J, Percy, Esq. (Ingleby). Highly Commended : G, Bob-
son, Esq. Commended : Mr. W. Newton, V.S,
Class 2. Hunters, without condition as to weight.—Ist, 30?

Sir George Orby Wombwell, Bart. (Hawkseye) : 2d, 20i
'

Thomas Gee, Esq. (Tom) : 3d, UL, Henry Spencer Luc.y, Esq
(HuraiDean), Commended: E, Paddison, Esq., andMr,'Orout,
Class 3, Hunters, without condition as tD Weight, and not

exceeding 15,2 hands high,—1st, 30(., H. Howell, Esq
(Culiiiut): 2d, 15!,, Edward Bamett, Esq. (Bayard); 3d., 10/

,

Captaiu Ward(Topsy). HighlyCommended: E, A. Sothem, Esq.
Class 4, Hunters, 4 years old 1st May, 186C.— 1st, 25/,, Mr

William Morley: 2d, 15t., Mr. John Drage (Thoi-pe Malsor)

;

3d, lot,, Mr. George Holmes (Yellow Jack).
Class 5. Carriage Horses,' not under 15.3 hands in

Match Pairs,-Ist, 25/,, Messrs, Samuel Wimbush & Co,
CLA.SS 6, Cover Hacks and Roadsters, not exceeding

i salt. The
salt as a sort of specific seemed to be a comparatively new
discovery in the treatment of cattle, but he believed it to be
a most useful and health-producing element. For many years
past he had always insisted upon a himp of rock-salt being
placed in eveiy cattle manger, and also in galvanised iron pans,
for the use of sheep, and he took care to place these in every
field where sheep were turned out, A large qu.intity jvas
thus consumed. Animals were very good judges of what suited
them best, and he alwaysfound that those which were supplied
with salt were maintained in perfect health. During a period
of 19 years he had fed 23 bullocks .annually, always adopting
the system to which he had refeired, and during the whole of
th.at time he experienced but little sickness, .and never lost a
single animal. With regard to another point mentioned bv his
friend-regularity in feeding stock—he had always insisted
upon this as a most important matter to be attended to.
Curiously enough, .-Uthough aninmls h.ad no watch to refer to,
there seemed to be something within which accurately told
them of the lapse of time, and when the hour came round at
which they ought to be fed thev became very uneasy, and
took care to remind the feeder of the fact by calling to him in
a very distinct manner. He also agi-eed with Mr. Edmonds
that .any food that was left ought always to be removed.
There was one point in feeding that had not been much
attended to, although it had been made the subject of some
experiments—he alluded to the proportion in which flesh-
forming and fattening or breath-producing elements ought to
be used. As far as experiments had hitherto gone, he believed
that one-fourth of flesh-forming food to thatwhich fattened or
conti'ibutod to the bi-eathing powers of the animal had been
found to be a f.air proportion. He thought it was of the
utmost importance that experiments in this direction ought
to be carefuUy followed up, in order that it might be definitely
anddistinctlyascei-tained whatproportion ofthesetwo elements
was likely to be most conducive to the health and fattening .of
animals.

Mr. Wright.?ok said he did notrise to dispute Mr. Edmonds'
statement as to the quantity of oilcake which ought to be
given to an animal day after day, but he was strongly of
opinion that the gl-eater the mixture of food given—provided,
of cour=e, that it was of the right desci-iption-the better it
would be, especially if a proper proportion of the two elements
referred to by previous speakers
strictly adhered to. Some ye.ais

some first-cLiss farms in Norfolk, )

of oilcake were given to the bull>

quent conversation with Mr. Hi.

amount had been rather increiiscj
W.a8 easy to .show from chemical rei

wisest aiTangoment with
was a striking fact that a :

in using such a large quantity of cake. Mr. Edmonds had
also touched upon the quantity of roots which he gave to bis
cattle daily. Nothing was more striking to a north country-
man in coming south than to see the care that was here
taken in pulping and cuttiUK njots, .ind in limiting the cattle

•• '••! -bout Ulb,
i

,

I ill a subse-
< -I tliat that
.n >ii.iiiai.,Lcd, Now, it

ch that this was not the
:ard to food, but nevertheless it

like Mr. Hudson still persevered

certain proportion,
!e from 12 to 14 stout,

and 2 or Sib, of oilcal.i

difficult to'persuadi

been the custom
I 1 to cattle. Oat straw

L tu addition, and it

I 111). (uish this method .of

wciJ utiuu ,1 reduced quantity
xperlineut to show that the

same remark applied to sheep. He thought the system of
lessening the quantity of roots with sheep as well as cattle
was to be commended, .and he hoped that in such a Club as
th.at experiments would be made and statistics brought
forward in support of this view,

Mr, Edmonds, in reply, remai-ked that he had always an idea
that salt w.as good for cattle, .and he had generally given them
a little with diaff. He was not sure that it was not the better
plan to give them rock-salt. He had read accounts of diJTerent
places abroad—and he had also seen similar instances at home
where cattle and sheep had_had opportunities of going to

15.1 hands.—1st, 15/., F, Young, Esq, (Mr. Briggs);
Mr. William Armstrong.
CuASs 7. Roadster Trotters, in Single Harness, not e

ceeding 15,2 hands.-Ist, 25/., John Edwards, Esq fStenhen i , ,^ , - ,. ^l ,. j ^ - , -- .,, i-.. " ,

F. Knapp) : 2d, 10/., Charles M. Baker, Esq. (Magnet) H&hl? r<'=''-''i'ltl """l?
"""^ had eaten as long as they aeemed to want

Commended : H. Crosse, Esq 1 ^ K 'et;. nigniy
,t ^^^ ^ j^^y ^^ ^^ j^, ,,^„ ^^ ; so that it was a qnrstion

Class 8. Park Hacks-Wetght-Carriers, from 14 2 to 15 ' I "^"^'^''^^s.t',* ^'^ fT'^^i 'I'f^?*'!-^'.,
°'', ™'5' 5* Pf^Mular

hands,-lst, 25/.. Alexander B.«-ker, Esq. (IWy) 2d 15/'
! ^J"''^-

^^1^1 •'^g"'-'! t" t'^? 1*1>'- "^ "'l-^^t? P*"'^'''.^' '^'"^
XT,—1> T n. t:' //-....rA^, -r-r, .' , J^ v'-'^BKJV; -«. i<Jt.,

| there wfire eminent craners who cave that quantity, p^n-^

important differe . _

,ght always to be considered.

nutritious

T .Tirpt- TTrtT^oe.^ 4- ^^. J* I

quaZity. A beast would take a large quantity of poor food,

15 I hands high,-lst-, 20/„- John''a?e^s!''lsq: fBridesmalSI ^ar^'hSt iti°lrt"'so'^i?rr'!*d'T.%tTl?"
"''^^

2d, 10/., Richard John Lloyd Price, Esq. ('k^efly); 3d, 5/'..
\

-g^= ^l;\:^J'^'Z^-^^ri^UTcaTor'^^.~
' '

I

in proportion, thau^cattle. It should also be remembered tiaat
J-KAETOK Horses.—Mr. Harradine's Pair of Cobs. Highly with cattle they would have to draw the Swedes home and the

oonmiended, and Judges regret there w.as no Class for them. manure out, but the sheep were .already on the Land and the

> Ladies' Horses, of any height.

—

uty).
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luauurc .also, which was another reason for giving them this

kind of food in greater proportion than cattle. With respect

to store cattle, he recommended that a little hay be j<iven after

:i time, as he had tried it with great advantage. They might
depend upon it that ever so little hay was a very great help.

In straw there was but little heat or flesh-forming matter,

and if they gave it to yoimg stock, they could not expect them
to grow into fat beasts. It was the same with sheep. Last

year he was obliged to give his sheep straw chafE, with

cake, &.C., and they did not do so well ; in fact, he

could only just keep them growing, and hardly that

;

whereas this year, with a little hay and plenty of Swedes, he

had got them fat and sent them away.
Mr. Lawrence proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Edmonds

for his most excellent and valuable paper. It had been his

lot to hear a great many papers on subjects of this kind, but

he never recollected to have heard one so full of really useful

md senbiblo matter as that which Mr Edmonds had favoured

them with that diy It wis evidently the result of constant

Is 1 \ ill n an i t ireful cvpeiience and he believed its publi-

it it benefit to this county
1 lug been earned bj acclamation

I
it was their custom before separating to

,]
,

1 iun„ n tht. il jHtt wmch had been
lis i ul L tl 1 tl L rolljwing:—

1 h it the pourm d str i\v chaff

f r fccimg purp nd that the

li ht f I littl 1 I further, that

tl 1 I I I I 1 1 ui ^ i with the chaff

, tht- iHioi- and quaUty but it is agreed

} economical healthful and conveniBnt

il t milt for feeding purpose^ if the price

ThL iL liti II wis un.
eedings then termmated

iimonsly adopted and the pro-

J^cbiftus.
An Account of Meihoth- which have been employedfor
the Preservation of Cattle from Mnderpest, with
Remarks. By Walter Crurn, F.R.S.

This is a tract which had been issued by Mr. Crura for

the purpose of impressing on agriculturists the dis-

tinction which Dr. Voelcker has more than once urged
between true disinfectants and mere antiseptics. The
latter class of deodorizers are really preservatives of

organic matters, and although preserving them in inert

condition may yet fail of conclusively locking up the
mischief which may reside in such matters. Lapse of

time may set these poisons free again. Disinfectants

which decompose and utterly break up the poison,

redistributing its elements as new forms of combination,
are the only trustworthy kind, and we reproduce here
Mr. Crum's remarks on this subject :

—

" A method for the preservation of cattle from rinderpest
has been introduced into Lancashire, and is now in regular
operation north and south throughout that county. Great
miccess appears to have attended it in these districts ; and
there seems reason otherwise to believe it the most rational
preventive that has yet been suggested.

•'
I am desirous to make it known in Renfrewshire, in order

that holders of stock may be; prepared, if they shall think
proper, to adopt similar prco inti. ti= in t!^ not improbable
•jvtnt, judging from its pr ':

' ' - f Mur being again
visited by the disease. It c-m! .nin^' throughout
the cow-houses a constant atiii - i : iuic-.;

" The value of chlorine as a ii...i;i.v u! iij..:;uyiug animal and
vegetable poisons is well known, and it lias been much
employed for that purpose ; but the idea of producing it

continuously in small but appreciable quantities, so that the
air of a byre may be constantly pervaded with it day and
night—ready to destroy the poison of linderpest at whatever
time it may arrive, seems to have been first systematically
applied over large districts of country by Professor Stone, of

.1 of the disease

decree of the
an extent at a

And 1 Mr

Lancashire, and is occupied
officers of police in the method of a]>|; :

i

he employs. In the neighbourhuu<l.-- ! •ili.i', I'r. -L.ti,

Oldham, Ashtou, Clitheroe, &c., it is in tail ujiciiiticn
; and >n\

the 7th of March not less than 44 farms iu and around Boltun
were disinfected \mder the superintendence of the Bolton
coimty police.
" Mr. Stone prefers, for generating chlorine, to employ a

mixture of muriatic acid and chlorate of potash. Half "an
im))crial pint of that acid is put into a wide-mouthed glass
bottle or earthenware jar, capable of holding a pint, .and from
an eighth to a quarter of an ounce of chlorate of potash,
according to the size of the byre, is added to it. The jar is

placed on a shelf at an elevation of 7 or 8 feet from the floor :

and this suffices from mornUig till night, when another smaller
jjortion of the chlorate is added, and so on every 12 hours,
until the acid become too weak for use. It is then poured out,
and the process renewed with fresh acid.

" Some gratifying accounts have been received by Professor
Stone of the working of his method. Mr. N'cvill, of the Strines
Printing Company, in Derltysbiiv hn i on,- - .w infected with
rinderi>est a few days .after bi- ' :j t. - i-hlnrine. That
animal was destroyed next i .

: : the inspector.
Eleven cows and one bull wLi :. :. i i .. m the same byre
were also condemned by that lutuuat', , L^ut a respite was
^T-antcd by the magistrates—the disinfecting process was
rigorou.sly persevered in, and these 12 cattle, which had been
immediately replaced iu their former stalls, wore perfectly

plague. The byre was disinfected by the Manchester
•stabuiary, and three cows which were put mto it immediately
after have remained jicrfectly healthy.

" Cheshire, as is well known, has been frightfully scourged
by the cattle plague. On the estate of Sit Charles Shakerley
the farmers have lost UOU out of 1800 head of cattle ; while
Sir Charles himself, who has used cliloi-ine on his own farm,
has not lost one.

" In the township of Ellsworth, in the same county, one
man lost 105 out of 106 cattle. Mr. Yates and Mr. Percival
have used chlorine, and their cattle remain free of the disease

;

while every other farmer in the township has lost the gi-eater

ixirt of his stock.
" While engaged \vith these observations I happened to

learn that ever since Rinderpest appeared in the neighbour-
hood of Glasgow chlorine has been employed, very nearly in
the way I have just desciibed, and apparently with good
effect, by Mr. John Craig, farmerat,Littlehill, in the parish
of Caddor. Mr, Craig informs me that towards the end of last
October, seeing the disease in his immediate neighbourhood,
he at once shut up all his cattle—30 cows andtwo bulls—and
commenced the fumigation of his byres morning and night.
His method waste take ateaspoonful of bleaching powderand
to add to it water and oil of vitriol. Twice a day he ti-aversed
his byres with a basin in his hand containing this mixture,
which was strong enough to produce a decided smell of
chlorine throughout the whole house, and to continue for a
length of time after the application. Indeed the bvi-es were

never altogether free from chlorine, yet the cattle did not

suffer any inconvenience ; or if, as rarely happened, a tickling

couglj was produced in one or two of the cows, it was removed
by taking them for a few minutes into the open air.

" Sir. Craig continued this process without intermission for

three months, and then every appearance of the disease had
left the neighbourhood. No case has occurred in the parish of

Caddor since the beginning of January. The following is a

statement, as nearly as Mr. Craig could recollect, of what
occurred to his neighbours, chiefly during the months of

October and November :

—

" At Lochgrog, distant three-quarters of a mUe from
Littlthill, 22 cattle wore lost and three were saved.
" At Bearhill, one mile off, four only recovered out of a stock

of about 24.

"At Eastercrosshill, half a mile off, 16 died and two were
saved.

" At West Boghead, also half a mile off, out of eight or nine
milch cows only one survived.

'•At Easter Cadder, a mile and a-half from Littlehill.

25 cows died and five recovered : but at Meiklehill, where the
same farmer kept only young cattle, all were saved.

" At Dryfield, a mile and a-half off, out of 22 milch cows only
three were left.

"In almost all tin-
'

itself, and not in i
' .>. i

magistrate, as has l

later stage of our <_-x]i - r mi -i \\\\-

" Still. I will nut aiiaui th-.l Mi
caused undeniably by the means he employed. Many links

are wanting to complete that evidence, even if other two
farms in the neighbourhood (East Boghead and Jellyhill) had
not escaped without these precautions. But taking together
the cases I have quoted, they furnish, I think, strong negative
proof in favour of the practice. Then we know positively the
pijwer which chlorine possesses, even in the most diluted
state, of destioylng every form of animal and vegetable
organisation. All are familiar, for example, with the action of

chlorine in its weakest condition on vegetable colouring
matters, and the effect of its analogue, ozone, in Grass
bleaching. These, being ascertained facts, must be held as
material positive evidence in the more obscure but analogous
case of the action of chlorine on the poison of rinderpest.

" I cannot issue this paper without calling to mind the
diametrically opposite qualities of different materials which
we see often classed together, and indiscriminately employed
as disinfectants. Some of these, as tar, carbolic acid, and
similar bodies, have the property, not of destroying, but, on
the contrary, of preserving animal and vegetable matters, and
they derive that character chiefly from the creosote which
they contain. They are not disinfectants, therefore, if that
word be taken to mean destroyers ofinfectious matters. They
are antiseptics—a word which signifies to oppose the progress
of putrefaction or decay, jtist as the word creosote signifies

preserver of meat.
''But we may well assume that the poison of rinderpest is

not a pioduct of putrefaction, or, at least, that the disease is

not occasioned by the putrefaction of any matters with which
we are familiar,—otherwise the filth, in every form, which in
hundreds of instances has been festering over the country,
would certainly have given us that disease within a shorter
period than the century which is said'.to have elapsed since its

previous occurrence. We must rather view the matter of
lindeqieat as a poison which comes to us ready formed ; and as
our object is not to preserve that poison, but to destroy it, it

is clear that we must meet it, not with materials which have
the preserving power of antiseptics, but with those which
have the precisely opposite character. Of such the most
efficient by far, as well as the most convenient for use,

and the most economical, is chlorine. It has the advantage of
taking the gaseous form, and of penetrating, therefore, in a
short time, every crevice and every sti"aw in any building to
lyhich it is admitted.

'
' I must also mention the purple solution of permanganic acid,

which is sometimes recommended as a disinfectant. And no
doubt that substance possesses strong oxidizing properties,

but it has also two very essential disquaUfications. It does
not take the form of a gas, and cannot therefore act upon any
poison whif'h it does not absolutely touch in the li'iuid state.

It i^ :..iv.Tf i-j'-l indeed, that the purple solutinn, wbir-h «.-.Trt«

1 . :. lih ill. II- 7 >)rhs of an ounce of real pemiiui l:^ .
• - , i l

): I 1 :,: .linn, disengages, even when dilu. i'.

I ; piautityof the gaseous body '. - i i in;,

till-, 111 -i ,Li, i-pital. *But I confess I have lit.i II idiJ.I.j t..

discover any trace whatever of ozone on using the nutans
pointed out by the advertiser for its development. At all

event'*, no one will believe in the practical efficacy of the
supposed ozone, who will notice how long a time the solution.

when exposed to the air, continues to retain i:- u:iJi. . 1

purple colour. Asa second disqviahfication. tL
i

i i

as compared with bleaching powder, is, i
:

i
. : i

,

power, in the proportion of lOa, to id. In m i. i .*

1 gallon of the purple solution was found eqiuti in uiriiniciiiut;

power to 2J ounces of the St. Rollox bleaching p^wiler."
Thoi-nlkhank, Ain-il 23, 186G.

Farm Memoranda.
AiiERDEEXsniRE.— ^'Tho tnlinwinL: is the evidence

of Mr. Arthur Forbes (iMidnn before the Hypothec
Commission] :—I am a landed proprietor in Aberdeen-
shire, and have been for many years commissioner over
several estates in that county. The aggregate rental of
the estates under my charge, including mv own estate, is

between 13,O00Z. and 14,000/., with about 28G tenants-
rents varying from 5?. to 200/. and upwards, the majority
under 50/. I consider the law of hypothec advan-
tageous both to landlord and tenant. It is the simplest
and most convenient way, with ease to the tenant, of
giving security to the landlord, while it enables the
tenant to lay out capital on the farm ; and I conceive
the agricultural prosperity of Aberdeenshire to be very
much owing to the law of hjiiothec and back-rents.
Farms in Aberdeenshire are generally small farms, the
average not exceeding 50/. a year. I do not think there

are over oOO farms in the county rented at 200/. a year

;

and of that number not 48 are rented at 300/. and below
400/., and 13 rented for 400 and upwards, by tenant-
farmers. On a property I am well acquainted with,
yielding a rental upwards of 9000/. a year, and with
some 210 tenants, there are only 34 paying u rent of
from 50/. to 100/. a year, IG from 100/. and ui)wards, and
only two paying upwards of 200/. a year—the highest
being 305/. On another estate of upwards of 2000/. rental
and 30 tenants, only 16 pay 50/. and upwards—the
hiL'lv t Vn^vj f*.35/.

; while 14 pay reuts bclowSO/. I
111'

I

''r- \liich I conceive to be a fair specimen of
til' 1 . ]

I >how the general size of the holdings.
Til', 'I'

'
'N li-ises for 19 3'ear.s, except the very small

possi>sinH-, :iiid they hold virtually from year to year,
but aslonq as they are industrious and respectable they
are not disturbE'd. The terms of entry vary, cither

Whit Smiiliiy or Marlinmas; but there is no fixed
term on tlir cstiites in (luestion, nor do I think there is

on other estates generally. If a tenant enters
at, say, Whit Sunday, 1865, he does not pay
rent until Martinmas, 1866—18 months after; and
in some cases the rent is not asked until Candlemas
—February following. As the local terms in Aberdeen
are 20th June and 20th December, rents are never
collected much before that time. Farm-servants in
Aberdeenshire almost entirely consist of sons of farmers.
All of them look forward to rising in the social scale,
and becoming farmers themselves. Thev generally
succeed, by dint of great industry and frugality, in
saving and laying by a sufficient sum to enable them to
rent and stock a farm, larger or smaller, according to
their means. I have known many instances of their
taking larger farms on the expiry of their first lease.

By this training, either in service or on their fathers'
farms, where they work as servants, they become
practical agriculturists, having generally a good know-
ledge of farming operations and stock, and being quite
qualified to manage a farm. The local agricultural
associations which exist in most parishes and districts
do much to promote a friendly spirit of emulation and
rivalry, tending greatly to the improvement of stock
and agriculture generally, and to excellence in plough-
ing and Turnip husbandry. Every farmer at these
local shows tries and hopes to beat " Tillyfour," or some
other noted breeder and farmer in the district ; and
although he may not often succeed, still the effort to do
so is productive of much good, and the class of stock
possessed by these small farmers in consequence is often
of a very superior description. Under the present
system of back-rents, large tracts of waste land in the
county have been reclaimed, and rendered productive
and remunerative, by this class of tenants, which
otherwise, if fore-rent had been required, would in all

Probability he still barren. A good deal of emigration
as of late years taken place from the agricultural

districts, and labour in consequence is much dearer
and scarcer than formerly. Were the law altered,

I consider it would induce more emigration. The hard-
working and industrious class of servants being unable
to get farms, which they look forward to doing under
the present system, would in all probability emigrate.
Many valuable men would thus be lost to the country,
and much land would, I think, be left unimproved.
The farmers as a body could not pay fore-rents, and the
landlord would not let his land without security, which
he could get in no way, so far as I can see, so simply as

by the law of hypothec. I do not conceive that the
law, as it now stands, raises the rent unduly. Whatever
gives greater ease and security will increase the value

;

but a landlord is not bound to take the highest offerer.

Hitherto there has always been a rise of rent on
reletting a farm ; in some cases very considerable, and
given freely by the old tenant. This arises partly from
the great improvement in agriculture, and partly from
the extent of waste land improved since the last

19 years' lease commenced. In some instances the
landlord has paid part of the expense of that improve-
ment; but generally the great bulk of the land has
been taken m by the tenant. The drainage loan was
greatly taken advantage of, and the landlord in many
cases modifies the interest according to the circum-
stances of the tenant. The landlord very often gives a
certain ciuantity of lime to the tenant when he is

taking in waste land. I do not think the law of
h>-potliec has tended to give the landlord an inferior

class of tenantry, or to cause undue competition. The
landlord does not pit one offerer against another ; and
a good practical agriculturist will not generally offer

more than he considers a fair rent—such as he can make
a living by. It is the landlord's own fault if he takes a
set of speculators for tenants. He has always (at

least my experience has found it so) plenty of good
industrious men of experience and sufficient capital
to choose from; and if he is tempted by a higher
offer to accept more than the farm is really worth,
and takes the wi'ong man, he has himself alone to
blame, not the law of hypothec, and does not in my
oijinion deserve much commiseration. It appears only
fair that the landlord should have some security for

his rent. He contributes, and gives out of his own
personal control, a valuable subject for a period of
years ; and it is as just and fair that he should have
security for the payment of his rent, as that the
money-lender should have the security of the land for

the payment of the interest of the money he lends.

I do not see why the tenant's creditor should have any
right to the landlord's rent or interest, so to speak, of

the value or capital which he, the landlord, contributes.

The present law, by giving that just and reasonable
security, and which in Aberdeenshire has been produc-
tive of no hardship whatever, has enabled a body of
most industrious, hardworking tenantry to take farms,
and improve an amount of barren land which other-
wise they could not have done, and which would
now have been most probably wast^. I think
they have geueraUy prospered, and have brought up
families in comfort and respectability, and put them
out in the world, some as fanners, some as tradesmen.
They all try to better themselves. Many of them have
got college education; and I know several sons of

these farmers who are now clergymen and parochial
schoolmasters. The condition of the farmers m Aber-
deenshire is certainly much better than it was 20 or
30 years ago ; they are better housed, and live better.

A great deal more butcher meat is consumed. I know
several instances of farmers on farms paying 100/.

a year or less, setting up their sons in farms and
stocking them for them. I know an instance of a
farmer paying SO/, a year of rent, who has placed two
sons on neighbouring farms, and fully stocked them.
He has recently applied for another farm for a third

son, and is about again to renew his own lease.

Another, paying a rent of 118/., has taken and stocked an
adjoining farm for a son, at a rent of 112/. I could
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adduce many other similar instances where farmers,
all beginning from small means, have placed their sons
—more than one son—in farms, and stocked them, and
all of them doing well and thriving. They could not
have done this except for the law of hypothec and
postponed rents. I may mention one instance of hard-
working perseverance and industry of a farmer who
now rents a farm of 601. a year, and who began with
very small means, at a rent of iOl. ; but, by his
industry, frugality, and good management, has prospered
in his farm, and educated one son at college, who now
holds her Majesty's commissionas a surgeon in the army;
his other son will likely succeed to the farm, and one
of hLs daughters is a teacher of a female school. These
are only a few instances out of many of that class
which I could mention. I do not think the present
law interferes in any way with reasonable accommoda-
tion to tenants from bankers. They get ample accom-
modation as it is ; sometimes too much. The banker
looks to the security the fanner has to offer for the
advance; and, were the law of hypothec done away
with, I do not see that it would advantage the tenant
in his transactions with the bank. The tenant's own
means are generally well known to the banker, and he
looks to the security the tenant offers. A large quantity
of bones, guano, and artificial manure is consumed in
the county. A tenant pays probably from one-half to
two-thirds of the sum he is rented for in manure
yearly, I am not aware that tenants had any difficulty
in getting from the sellers of manures what they
required for their famLs, aud never heard of any
particular loss the venders experienced in consequence
of the law, more than the occasional risk which all

merchants must run in dealing with the public.
They are aware that the landlord has the right of
hjTJOtheo, and ought to consider that in their trans-
actions with the tenant. Moreover, the tenant's means
are well known generally to the dealers and through-
out the district, so that they are quite aware of any
risk they run Men of larger capital than formerly
are now required as tenants, partly owing to the
high price of stock and labour, and the higher style of
farming now required to enable them to cope with their
neighbours, and also to the farms being in many
districts increased in size. The landlord does not get
much, if any, increase of rent, in consequence of
unitmg the farms ; but there is a great saving in farm
buildings, which is often an inducement to do away
with smaller farms. This, I think, ought to be done
very cautiously. I allude to the conversion of the
very small farms or crofts into two-horse and four-
horse farms. All small farms should not be abolished,
otherwise you will do away with a most useful class of
labourers and farmers, which would be a serious loss to
the country. It is somewhat difficult to define exactly
the amount of capital a tenant should have on entering
a farm m Aberdeenshire. Some say from SI. to Wl.
an acre. Perhaps a little less might do, and I
think it would, according to circumstances and the
pnces at the time. I conceive from 60 or 70 to
250 acres very suitable farms for the district. Formerly
the buildings, which were generally of an inferior
description, had been, in most instances, erected by
and belonged to the tenant, and the entering tenant
paid the value to the outgoing tenant. Of late years
a great change and improvement has taken place in
farm buildings, especially in the superior accommoda-
tion required for rearing and fattening stock;
and, as new leases are entered into, the buildings
are m most instances becoming the property of
the landlord, the tenant maintaining them in order
during his lease. The tenant is thus enabled to
expend his capital on the farm, in place of paying
a considerable sum to the outgoing tenant for houses
and fences before he could enter upon the farm.
By the improved system, the tenant ha^ng little
pecuniary interest in the buildings, which belong to
the landlord, it would seem more necessary for the
landlord to have the security of hypothec. In letting a
farm a landlord does not consider the law ofhypothec, or
look to have to sequestrate a tenant ; he looks for the
best man he can find. A gi-eat many farmers,now in good
circumstances, and well-known agriculturists have
begun from very small means, with little more than
enough to stock the farm, and a good character and
stout person, and are now doing well and thriving, and
in many instances are able and ready to take larger
farms. I consider industry and labour go a long way
to make up for want of much capital ; and I would
not object to let a farm to a jiractical man and good
farmer, such as I have descnbed, under the present
law, if he had sufficient to stock the farm properly I
do not think it follows that, because a man has capital
—perhaps tmce the capital required to work and stock
hi.s farms—he is necessarily to make a good farmer or
to do well. Agriculture is a science, and, like other
trades and professions, requires knowledge of the
busines.s, energy, and perseverance. One man will
succeed where another fails under circumstances
apparently more favourable ; but, so far as my expe-
rience goes, I do not think agriculturists fail oftener
or so often, perhaps, as men following other pursuits'
I do not recollect any instance of a farm being given
up during the currency of the lease, from the tenant
being unable to get on. One advantage of the present
law is, that it enables a landlord to assist an industrious
tenant by giving him indulgence.

" The farm labourers in the village of Peasemore, New-
bury, Berks, [have] struck for .an advance of wages.
Their present pay is 9.5. per week, and many of the men
have large families." On this strike some of the
farmers of the parish have written to the Times to
state that some of their labourers have received from
9s. M. to 14?. per week since Michaelmas—probably by
occasional piece-work or the aid of their wives and
children—but that the general rate ofwages for ordinary
farna labourers in the parish is 9s. per week, seems not to
be disputed. The advance required by these Berkshire
men seems to be Is. per week. Of course the question
must ultimately resolve itself into the question of
supply and demand, and throughout the rural districts
of England not only have wages somciilml inhani-rd of
late years, but there has been at ccrliiin iini.'^;iiM

several districts an actual scarcity of Lilimir. \^ r ki

not how the rural workmen can avail IhcmselNcs of
this to them favourable state of the labour market so
readily as by some general and combined action, and
to those who have known the farm labourers of the
West of England 20 or 30 years ago, the fact of their
thus combining for the assertion of their own right to
make the best bargains for their labour the market will
afford is a sign of hope and promise, 'riiorc is no
doubt that the rate of wages in the W--:m r,,nhiies
is far too low for the interest of the 11 11 : i l.cs,

as the labourers so paid do not give ^ ; , . I, nor
such good work, for their money as tU.> n.jiil.l .ilii.iin

were wages higher than they are. Low'wages produce
a want of spirit and energy amongst the farm labourers,
which often unfits or disinclines them for more active
exertions than they have been accustomed to make,
even when offered better wages. Of this we recol-
lect a striking instance. An energetic farmer, a
native of Wiltshire, who occupied a large farm
in Hertfordshire, some years ago, being on a
visit in his native county, offered a single and able-
bodied man, who had been working for 7s. a week and
occasionally resorting to the union workhouse in
winter, employment in Hertfordshire at 12s. per week.
The Wiltshire man came to Herts and worked for two
or three months at the improved wages, when he told his
master that he must go back, that the other labourers
laughed at him, and that he did not like the new
country. And he went back accordingly to his 7s.

a week, or the workhouse. The fact was that this man
was unequal to the work, as the higher paid and more
energetic labourers of Hertfordshire worked on the
same farm, and he preferred going back to his semi-
starvation to putting his shoulder earnestly to the
wheel and fitting himself for his improved opportuuitv.
Now, some effort at self-help on the part of agricultural
labourers in the low-priced districts, would seem to
afford indication of growing energy on their part, and
is assuredly a hopeful sign. Economist.

DICK CLOTHS, New and Second-hand, with Polee,

"^ Clotbs.

Miscellaneous.
Agricnliural Lahounr.t ,i„ ,s7,v7,v.—For some time

past there have been meotini^s nf agricultural workmenm Scotland with a view to combined action to advance
wages, and otherwise to obtain ameliorations in the
conditions of their service. We have noticed also
several meetings of farm labourers at Maidstone, in
Kent, with like objects, and lately we met with the
following paragraph in some of the daily papers:—

Calendar of Operations.
May and Svs-e.—Turnip Ciiliivn/iuii.~Keex> the

harrows and roller (working close behind the ploughs
in dry weather. Land that has borne Vetches and Eye
m.ay be sown with ITumips towards the end of June.
The order in which)the different kinds should be sown,
IS that of the hardiness which respectively characterises
them: I.Swedes; 2. Hybrids; 3. Hard Yellow Turnips;
4. Soft White Turnips. The earlier Turnips will have
come into broad leaf, after which they are to be horse-
hoed and singled. Three good hoers will single an acre
of Turnips in a day. 'VVTiere, however, mncQ seed has
been sown, and the plants are crowded in the rows, an
acre's singling will be a day's work for as many as four
or even five hands ; it is of the utmost importance that
this operation be well and carefully performed. One
horse-hoe will keep before seven good hoers. Its use
reduces the ridge on which the row of plants is growing
to a width of about 4 inches, raised abruptly about
2 inches above the general level. The action of the
hand-hoe is very rapid; alternate pushes and pulls
bevel off this raised drill, so as to give it the true
ridge form, and at the same time so as to destroy all
the plants except those intended to grow, which are
left in a neatly executed row, at intervals of about
12 inches, along the ridge line, all lying one way, with
half of their roots exposed. This operation is best
performed by a party of women at days' wages, headed
by a man who assists the laggers, and corrects the
deficiencies of the unskilful.
ijape.—The preparation of the land for Rape is

similar to that pursued for Turnips, with the exception
that on peaty soils in dry seasons, the last ploughing
should be completed a fortnight previous to the"time
of sowing, and the land consolidated as much as
possible, retaining a fine tilth. The end of June and
beginning of July is the proper time for sowing it.

Where the land is well drained, it may be sown on the
flat, the rows being 13 to 11 inches ajiart. The best
method is to drill il u| ri.lL'fs, iis in Turnip culture.
About 2 quarts o! -cr.l l, quilr Mlll'iriml ],rr aiTP.
Mangel Win-:. I mil ivqnirr li-irM'-lineiii;.; in Juue.
Carrots and I'lirxiiips must bo singled out when

ready to intervals of 8 inches.
CaiJojres.-Transplant into rich and highly manured

soil
: if planted now or early in July, they will afford

useful food for winter and spring use. The subsequent
acts of cultiv.ation they receive consi.st of horse and
deep hand-hoeings, so long as there is sufficient interval
for the puiiiose between the rows.

Garden Netting
JOHN FDGINGION A^D CO supply GARDENO NETTING at 1* / per square yard 200 yards and upwards
caiTlage Iree. COTTON NETTINO and SCRIM CANVAS of every
descrir'-^ """' '" '^'^>"^"'- --.> ^"i^"»'rT..,TTr,T^ ctt . r,^ ^>.

BLINI
.

Flower Shows, &c.
Jons EnciNOTC

18, PicoadlJly, W.
& Co., 48, Long Lane. Smithfield, E.G. ; and

TANNED GAKDKN NETTIN(J for the Protection
of Newly-sown Seeds from Frosts, Blights, and Birds ; also as a

Fence for Poultry, Rabbits, and Sheep, l§d. per square yard, or in
quantities of 260, 500, or 1000 yards, carriage free. Scrim Canvas for
Wall-fruits, Greenhouse .Shades, Awnings, Tulip Covers.
Haythom's and Brittain's Netting* : sample of material free, on

application. B."* pai'ticular

—

& Co., Marquee, Tent, and Rick-cloth
* " it, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

) the Trade.

Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.
COTTAM'S HURDLES are made in the best manner

of superior Wrought Iron. SHEEP HURDLES, from 4». ;

CATTLE HURDLES, from 4». Hi.
each ; CONTINUOUS FENCE, from
8d. per foot ; FIELD GATES, from
libs. each. Illustruted Price List on
application.

in. Designs and Estimates free ot

COTTAU & Co.,

No. 2, Winsley Street

(opposite the Pantheon),

Oxford Street, London, W.

.ALYANISED NETTING.
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SAMUELSON & CO/S
PATENT laWN MOWING and ROLLING MACHINES.

T(| BE OBTAINED OF ALL BESPECT^UJLE IRONMONGERS OB SEEDSMEN, OR OF

SAMUELSON and CO., BRITANNIA. WORKS, BANBURY.
LONDON WABEHOUSE : 10, LAURENCE POUNTNEY LANE, E.G.

AGENTS ;—Mr. S. HOLM AN, IS, Cannon Street, City ; Messrs. DEANE and CO., London Bridge ; Messrs. BEAT, TAYLOK, and CO., Lomlon Bridge,

AND ALL SEEDSMEN AND lEONJtONGERS.

J. B. BEOWN & CO.'S NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWEE.

PATENTEES AND SOIE MAStJFACTURERS,

J. B. BBOWN & CO.,

148, UPPER THAMES STREET,

LONDON, E.C.

GUARANTEED TO GIVE

PERFECT SATISFACTION,

AND IF NOT APrROVED OF

MAY BE AT ONCE RETURNED.

J. B. BROWN AND CO. beg to mention, th.it having exceutod II . n i i m i
n I

unqualified satisfaction, they are now actively executing fuither orders for the present so isnn,-
iu, it is most important that orders for delivery this se.i6on should bo sent in as early a$pauililc.

The Machine corabines all the latest improvements in Lawn Slowing Slachines, being simple in construction, very light, silent in nioycment, easily worked, and

.I.W PATENT B B LAWN MOWER up to the present lime, with most
d, owing to the large number of orders already received and constantly coming

nd durable as to be literally unbreakable,—an all-import.'int feature in Machines of this class ; the ordinary cast-Iron being entirely done away with, and maUeabl&
iron substituted, iu all breakable parts, and every part being accurately numbered and made to standard gauges. The workmanship and finish are also of a superior charactef j
the entire JIacliine being quite equal to a revolution, so to speak, in Lawn Mc>vers. The Maihines are all guaranteed to give perf(Tt satisfaction in every respect.

The NEW B B PATENT LAWN MOWER is Manufactured by J. B. BROWN -vxo CO. oa tbuir oivii Promises in Londoa, under their personal superinteri;lenoe.

lO-inch Machim
12-inch Macbin

H-inch Machiu.

16-i)K-h Machin

PATBHT B B HAND MACHINE.
PRICES—Including Carriage to any Eiiilway Station or Shipping Port in England, with the necessary Tool

£.! 10 0\ I by a Man,

110 O'-Emily n'orlrdliya Soy.

.5 111 '

UlOO Ilillo by a Man.

PATENT B B HORSE MACHINE.
PRICES—Complete, without extras, including Caniage to any Railway Station or

Shipping Port in England, with the necessary Tools and Directions for use.

42-incb Machine £28 10 Oi
36-inch Macliine 24 10

Q\l>i'<'v>nby a Eorse.

30-iuch Machine 21 10 ByaHorseorSlroniiFony.

Now Improved Horse, Pony, and Donkey Boots, wholly of Leatlier, as foil'

nd Directions for use.

18-inch M.Hchine £7 10 Easily WoH
20-inch Machine SOOi
22-inch Machine S 10 > Ditto l(/ Two Men.

24-inch Machine 90o)
PATENT B B PONY and DONKEY MACHINE.

PRICES—Complete, without extras, including Carriage to atiy ItaUway Station or

Shippiuj Port iu England, with the necessaiy Tools and Dii'octions for use.

30-inch Machine £17 10 i ^
28-inch Machine ^g ^^^ „ \

Srau., by a Fo„y.

2'5-iiich Machine 14 10 Brawn hy a Donkey.

iws :—llorse Boots, 24j(. ; Pony Boots, 2U. ; l/onkey Boots, 16s. pei" set.

Every Machine sent oiti is warranted to yivs ample sati^/ustto/i, and, (f not approved o/, may be at > returned.

J. B. BROWN AND CO., OFFICES, 18, CANNON STREliT, CITY, LONDON, E.C.

WAREHOUSE and MANUFACTORY, 148, UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C.

OPPOSITE the CITY of LONDON BREWERY, and close to the LONDON BRIDGE STEAM BOAT PIERS.

CLINTON & OWENS
(late BEIvMAMIN fowler k CO.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

PUMPS AND HYDRAULIC MACHINEB,"

THE lANnSf 'VPE SKETCH shows on adaptation of THE IMPROVED HYUKAULIC KAM. Tliisis a simple
'=itlf ictmg Jlncbme, suited for raising p, Siipply of Water for use in Public and Fhvato Ertablishments. Its adoption is not confined to

\.o'^ tions ns eiowu, but it is suited for any situsition wbere a Fall cnn be obtained from a Stream, Brook, or Spring.

Messrs, Cliktow & Owekb have fixed a great many in various parts of the coimtry for raising from 600 to tICOl) or more Gallons per day to

varying from 30 to 300 feet, and forcing througb main pij^et, oO yards to several miles in length.

No. 37. IMPROVED TREBLE BAEREL PUMPS with HORSE GEARING for Raising "Water from DEEP
WELLS for the supply of MANSIONS and PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

Ko. 28rt. DOUBLE BARREL PUMPS for HAXD-POWER for similar purposes.

Messrs, Ci.istok & Omek$ Manufacture nrd "Enict evei7 <lesciipt
"" "- '"-- - - '-- — jmiTOEt! on the larpc&t or ;ir:i)lest tcole, i^nyiii jintiut.-, iiun;t -mvcio.

Arjaratuf, Bathfi, Oca' 'Works and rittings. Estimates funiished

Frice Lists of Fumps. i'C. free on application

of Engineer's 'W'nrk required in Public or Private Establishments
-tcom Eiigints, Wattr Wheels, Turbines, Waxnting and Lrying
1 Plans or on inspection of posir"
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CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, FRAMES.

THE ONLY PAINT THAT SUCCESSFULLY STANDS UPON THE ABOVE TKYING -SVOUK IS

CAKSONS' OEIGINAL ANTI-C0ER08I0N PAINT,
TRADE MARK. TRADE MARK.AND IS CON.SE()UENTLV LARGELY U.SKD BV THE NODIHTy AND UENTKY, ALSO THE LEADING IIOKTICULTURISTS.

IT IS EQUALLY ADAPTED FOR ALL DESCRIPTIONS OF EXTERNAL WORK.

3 act. Fm to amj Station in Enrjlanii and Jfalcs, ami most Parts of England, Jreland, and Scotland. iiMMUMcr

-^ _^ -VvALTER CAHSON

rATTEKNS, PRICES, and TESTIMONIALS on application to

WALTER CARSON and SONS, Removed to LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON.
Thi-eo doors East of London, ChatUam, and Dover Eailway new Viaduct.

CATJTION.—All Casks bear tlae Trade Mark, or are not Genuine.

JOHN WAENEE & SONS, London, Manufactukers.
T W A R N E

AND SONS

Have much, improved the

construction of then:

GAEDEN

ENGINES
in some important par-

ticulars for this Season

They may be obtained

of the Trade genci illy

throughout the Kingdom

at the following prices —
No. 547. WAENLRS

best ENGINES, in Wcod

Tubs, and fitted -with

Warnek's Resist red

Spreaders

—

24 Gallons, £6 10

14 „ 5 10

No. .547a. 'WARNER S

strong ENGINES, in Gal

vanised Iron Tubs, \vcU \ f
/

painted

—

10 Gallons, £2 19

16 „ 3 14

24 „ 4 10

28 ,, 5 10

No. 5791. WARNER S

WATER BARROWS
thoroughly Gah am^t d

and well painted

—

20 Gallons, £2 ^

30 ,, 2 n
38 „ 3 17

SO „ 5 12

The 50-GalIou Banow

is made extra strong

throughout, and fitted

with handle for two men

No. 568i, AMERICVN
ENGINE, is now well

knoma and appieciattd

It throws a continuous

stream, and is complete m
itself. £2 2s.

SYRINGES in gitat

variety, from 7s. 6d to

18». 6<;.

The DISC SYRINGE
Ko. 557a, will recommend

itself by the ease with

which it is filled and

non-liability to get out of

order. Price Os.

ry A E N E R • S

AQUAJECT
Is recommended to the

notice of Horticulturists as

possessing the following

idvantagcs ;—It is simple

in construction, portable,

and easily worked. It

thrt\\s a continuous

ti im and is low in

The Aquaject, 30s.

Ditto small size, 18.s.

WARNER'S e-Gallon

I ARDEN ENGINE, of

( xh inised Iron and well

painted, fitted with Bra.ss

\ii vessel. Branch Pipe,

and Wahner's Registered

bpieadcr, 50s. Light,

portable, and easily worked

b} a lady or child.

No 35. WARNER'S
IRON PUJirS for Wells,

not e-scceding 25 feet in

depth — 2J-in., 2Ss. 6d.;

o in , 41».; 35-in., 46s.;

bhoit barrel do., 21.?.

No 3G. IRON FORCE
PUMPS for raising water

ibove their level, or

"W ateiing Yards, Gardens,

^c , through hose—22-in.,

59? , 3-in., 65s. ; Sl-in.

,

77s 4-in., 89s.

No 36J. FORCE
PUMP on BARROW, rc-

oniniendeJ for its great

port iblUty and simplicity

ofe nstruction. <£5 10s.

No 42. WARNER'S
PORTABLE PUMPS on

Folding Legs, are of a

supeiioi construction.

Price 55s. ; Rubber

Suction, 2s. lid. per ft.

No 597a. BRANCH
PIPES with Cocks and

Roses—i-in., 3s.
; |-in.,

4s I in., 5s.

No 599. TAPER
BRANCH PIPES—J-in.,

is. 3d.4s 9d S-
-

: ; 1-in:, 7s.

RUBBER HOSE in all

Sl/CS

FOUNTAIN JETS in

great i iriety, from 5s. 6d.

to 25S

DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LISTS forwarded on application
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SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWEKS FOR 1866.

PATRONIZED ON FIVE SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1864 BY

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN,

AND ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF SAXONY;

AGAIN ON FOUR SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1865 BY HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN

ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF HOLLAND;

AND ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF PRUSSIA.

EVERY MACHINE
WARRANTED.

IF NOT APPEOVED OF, CAN

BE AT ONCE RETURNED.

PATENT HAND MACHINE.

APRIL, 1866.-ANOTHER 42 INCH HORSE MACHINE HAS JUST BEEN ORDERED FOR

THE ROYAL GARDENS AT KEW.

A. SHANKS AND SON HAVE TO INTIMATE THAT THEIR

MACHINES ARE THE ONLY LAWN MOWERS USED IN THE ROYAL GARDENS AT KEW.

These are the only Machines that can be depended on to give lasting satisfaction.

THESE ARE THE ONLY MACHINES THAT WILL MOW FROPEULY WHEN THE GRASS IS WET.

THESE ARE THE ONLY MACHINES THAT DELIVER THE GRiSS WITHOUT STOPPING, THUS SAVING AN IMMENSE AMOUNT OF LABOUR.

SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWERS are tho only Machines that have heon in operation in Her Majesty's Gardens for a quarter ot a century, and they

are in daily use in all the Public and Principal Gardens in the Kingdom.

A SHANKS AND SON have now ready for delivery a large Stock of their celebrated LAWN MOWERS. The Machines have been manufactured by skilled workmen

of the best materials, and by the aid ot the most improved Machinery.

A. S. AND SON have been particularly careful that the advantages in point of durability and simplicity of construction which have always been a peculiarity ot their

Machines should still remain, and that no improvement be introduced which has merely novelty to recommend it.

SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWERS for 1866 are unrivalled for simplicity of construction, eaae of working, and durability.

PRICES, including Carriage to any Railway Station or Shipping Port in the Kingdom.

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HAND MACHINE,

12-inch Machine 4 10 0)
U-inch Machine .5 10 B;i a B„;i

SHANKS' NEW PATENT PONY and DONKEY MACHINE.
Width ot Cutter If *^th Patent Dclivoring Apparatus.

25-inch .Machine £12 10 . . . . 2.5s. e.ltra.

28-inch Machine 14 10 .. .. 30s. „

30-inch Machine 1.5 1-5 .. .. 30s. ,,

Silent Movement, 12s. 5d. extra ; Boots for Pony, 21s. per set

;

Ditto for Donkey, 16s. per set.

Easily Worked. Silent Movoment.
Machine £6 10 By a Manor Two Boys i.

Machine 7 12 6 By a Man and Boy f
**' *^''"^''-

22-inch Machine 8 7 6 1 „ „ „ ( Is. 6d.

21-inch Mucluuc 8 17 6 P^ ^""' ^™ •• e.Ura.

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HORSE MACHINE.
it«

£19 0..
36-inch Machine 22 .. .. 30s. ,,

42-inch Maehino 26 . . . . 40s. „

48-uich Machine 28 . . . . 40j. „
Silent Movement, 20s. extra ; Boots tor Horse's Feet, 24s. per set.

•,* ORDERS EXECUTED ON THE DAY THEY ARE RECEIVED.

ALEXANDER SHANKS and SON, DENS IRON WORKS, ARBROATH. .

LONDON OFFICE and SHOW ROOMS : 27, LEADENHALL STREET, E.G.

PARIS OFFICE and SHOW ROOMS : 56, BOULEVARD HAUSSMANN.

A. S. & Son keep a stock of all sizes of MafMiies at their Ionian and Paris E^ablishments, from which Orders are executed on the day they are receivea.

O- 27, LeadetiMll Street is the only place in London where intending purchasers of Lumn Mowers can clmse from a stock of from 150 to 200 Machine!.

All sitea kept there, whether for Horse, Pony, or Hand Poiver.
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GEEEN'S PATENT SILENS MESSOE,
OK

NOISELESS LAWN MOWING, ROLLING, and COLLECTING MACHINES.

PITTED WITH PATENT SELF-SHARPENING CYLINDER CUTTERS.

ADJUSTJNC JOINT
RfllSINC CD DEPRISSINS

ANDLE

GREENES PATENT LAWN MOWERS
HAVE PROVED TO BE THE BEST,

AND CARRIED OFF EVERY PRIZE THAT HAS BEEN GIVEN IN ALL CASES OF COMPETITION.

Every Machine loarranted to give entire satisfaction, and if not approved of, can ic returned uneondUwnally.

THEY ABE THE ONLY MACHINES IN CONSTANT USE AT

THE ROYAL GARDENS, WINDSOR | THE BUCKINOHAU PALACE GARDENS

THE EOTAL HORTICULTUHAL SOCIETY'S GARDENS, SOUTH KENSINGTON

THE BOTANICAL GARDENS, REGENT'S PARK, AND IN MOST OF THE PRINCIPAL PARKS AND GARDENS IN THE KINGDOM.

THE FACT THAT IfPWAKDS OP

33,000 OF THE ABOVE MACHINES HAVE BEEN SENT OUT SINCE THE YEAR 1866,

(THE TIME THAT THE MACHINES WEKE FIRST bRDUGIlT OUT|

IS A SUFFICIENT PROOF OF THEIR SUPERIORITY OVER ALL OTHERS.

T. G. & Son began the present Season with a stock of 3000 MACHINES, which is now greatly feduced, but with their numerous facilities they are stiU able

to execute Orders on the day they are received. From 400 to 300 are being sent out Weekly.

T. G. & Son beg to caU special attention to their IMPROVED DONKEY, PONY, and HORSE LAWN MOWERS.

i^ Illuatrated Price Liita, and Sheet of Prize MedaU awarded to GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS, free on application.

T. G. & Son having taken very extensive Premises in London, they are in a position to do all kinds of Repairs there, as well as at

their Leeds and Dublin Establishments.

THOMAS GREEN and SON, SMITHFIELD IRON WORKS, LEEDS;
64 and 65, BLACKFRLiBS ROAD, LONDON, S.; and 19, EDEN QUAY, DUBLIN.
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NEW TARIFF OF GLASS AND HORTICULTURAL GOODS.

THOMAS MILLINGTON,
GLASS AND COLOUR MERCHANT,

87, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.G.

4ths quality

Ms
2ds- „
Best „

4ths quality

Sda „
2d8 „
Best „

4tlis quality

3ds
2ds

SHEET GLASS.
I for Cutting up, averaging from G to 9 feet super.

15 oz.

., per 300 feet case 40s. Od. or about IM. per foot super
„ fiO „ 2 „

1 66 „ 03

1. 9fi „ 4 „
],

21 oz.

. . per 200 feet case 40s. Od. or about 2id. per foot super.

„ 50 „ 3 „
„ G6 ,, 4

» 93 !> „ „

26 oz.

. . per 200 feet case 60s. Or?, or about 3Ji7. per foot super.

99
110

EXTIi.l WHITE or

4ths quality
Sds „
2ds ,,

Best ,,

4ths quality

3ds „
2d3 „
Beat „

4th3 quality
3ds ,,

2ds „
Best „

32 oz., 36 oz., and 42 oz. are also supplied in v
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International Horticultural Exhibition.

TOSlil'Il iM'^VTON, au, K;istbuiinu' Temiw,

THE GAEDENERS' CHEONICLE AND AGEICULTURAL GAZETTE. 80V

f PLANS and MODELS

v .ji,> 1.. the INTERNATIONAL
I'U'LiHUuAl. KXHIBITION should Pm-chase What-

MEN'i'S ui liU'LEMENTS they require lor their

the Garden Repository, 32, James Street, Covent

SHAW'S TIFFANY, from 85. per piece: Nfttmg,
Garden Engines, Syrinpcs, Mowing Machines, Rollcre, ScytUtJs,

Tools, Garden Seats and Tables, Cucumber Glasses, Wireworli, Terra

Cottas, Zinc Labels, &c.

The Gfirden Kcpository, 32. James Street, Covent Garden, W.C.
_

HAW'S TIFFANY.
For samples and prices apply to

J. Shaw& Co., 29. Oxford Street. Manchester.
s

B EOTv'N'S FLORAL SHADING.
Prices and Samples on application to

Charles Bbown. Greeuheys, Manchester.

NEIGHBOnR'S
IMPROVED COTTAGE

BEE HIVE, as ojiglually

introduced by Gei

G'

The above K0II01 .

are made in two parts, and are free to revolve on
greater tacilities for turning, and tho outer edgei

all others. They

Stand for ditto . . 10 C

THE LIGtJEIAN cr
ITALIAN ALF BEE being
much in repute at the piesent

carefully packed in Woodbury Bar-Fi'a!

comparatively no risk of damage.
ENGLISH BEES.—Stocks and Swanne may be obtained as hereto-

fore.

A newly-an-anged CATALOGUE of other Improved Hives, with
Drawings and Fnces, sent on receipt of two stamps.
Address. Gto. NricnnoirR &, boss 127, High Holboni, W.C. ; or

149, Regent Street, London, W.
AoEKTs:—Liverpool: James Cuthbert, 12, Clr-yton Squaa'C- Man-

chester: J. Wilson, 60, King Street. Birmingham: J. H. Cottrell,
" 15, Bull Rinj;. Dublin : Edmondson Brothers, 10, Dame Street.

Glasgow : Austin & McAslan, IG, Buchanan Street.

Prices for Fvollers fitted with Shafts suitable for Pony or Horse
Power, free on applicntion.

Delivered carriage paid to all the principal RailWKj Stations and
Shipping Ports in Eu.^land.

TuouAs GnEKN & Sort, Smithflold Iron Works, Leeds 6i and 55,

Biackl'riars Road, London, S. ; and ID, Eden Quay, Dublin.

N. B. All Orders executed on the day they aro received.

^flr^ .-rf** Q wrNG~~WATER
Ml

1 lUHIP) ..g^r^ ^ BARROW.-Thls is tl

fn^i i^«^^ " /^Jf best and cheapeatarticley
-': ':' (/ J---Eia introduced for use in Qa

' ^^-i:^-**«' jjg^g^ f-j^,,,^ Yai-ds, &c. The
Water may be dipped out,
the Tub tilted and poured

POWEllFUL GARDEN ENGINE, suitable lor the above, price 46fl

IMPROVED WATER and LIQUID MANURE CARTS.
Catalogues on application.

Manufactured by W. S, ButLTox. Rose Lane Iron Works, Norwich.

THE IJirROVE)) PATENT GARDEN WATER
1 ROLLING ENGINE may be had at J. Doee's, tho Sole

"" Exmouth Street, Clcrkeawoll, London, N.

M
DlUils

International Horticultural Exhibition Sale.-
- C. STI-iVKNS W'^. In iuiiiuunff that he will

L> in 'V :t; ' -.M V a line culleaiou of NEW CALA-

-M ' ' 1 !:irsin Catalogue.

InternatioL;;! iiGitiuiiltural Exhibition Sale.

MK. J. C. t>II:,\I:..\S Im j,-.. to announce thut he will
include in tho above SALE a large CollocLion of matmiflcent

DICKSOMAS, HYMENOPHYLLUMS, CYATHEAS, Ac, includ-
ing some of the finest Plants in the kingdom, exhibited by Mr.
J. Watson, of New Zealand Nursery, St. Albans.

More detailed particulars in the Catalogue,

International Horticultural Exhibition Sale.

MK. J. C. STEVENS bt-fts to announce that he will
include in tho above SALE several Collections of HARDY

DECIDUOUS TREES and SHRUBS, Hardy Climbing Plants, New
Roses, Specimen Hollies; Standard, Zonale. and Variegated Pelar-
goniums; and a fin© Collection of Rare Specimen CONIFERS,
exhibited by Mr. William Paul, of Waltham Cross.

More detailed particulars in Catalogue.

International Horticultural Exhibition Sale.

MK. J. C. STEVENS be^s to announce that he will
includo in the above SALE a Collection of Specimen

CUNIFEHS and Choice HARDY SHRUBS, exhibited by Messrs.

J. & C. Lt:L', of Ilammersmith.
Mure detailed particulars in the Catalogue.

International Horticultural Exhibition Sale.

MK. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that he will
include in the above SALE a fine Collection of Specimen

CONIFERS, exhibited by Mr. Charles Turner, of Slough.
Catalogues will be ready at the beginning of the week.

International Horticultural Exhibition Sale.

MK. J. C. STEVENS be;:^ '- 'Ii.it ho will
ircludc in the above SALE '. sTuVE and

GREENHOUSE PLANTS exhibit. 1 Holloway.
More detailed particni

International Horticultuii^i ...:vii.buiou Sale.

MK. J. C. STEVENS begs tu amicuucc that he will
include in tho above SALE a splendid Collection of HARDY'

RHODODENDRONS, Rare CONIFERS, and Choice ORNA-
MENTAL TREES and SHRUBS, exhibited by Mr. Standish,
of Ascot. More detailed particulars in the Catalogue.

VASES, STATUES, FOUNTAIN BASINS, FLOWER-
POTS, &c., in TERRA COTTA -lud FINE STONE WARE,

warranted to stand frost, by John N. Blasofield, Stamford. Liucoln-
sbire. Applications for Drawings and Trices will receive attention.

JET DEAU DitME and
18hole3,5s6d ,24do, CONVOLVULUS
5« 9d , 30 do , C» b<f

|
ITj*

CONVOLVULUS,

Fig. 521.

BARKER'S MILL.
WIRE BASKET

witli BALL.
16«.6d.;12iDS.,

8s. 6d. '

Connecting Screws
.

Branch Pipe for raising up Jets 1 foot high, 5s. M.
A Tap is required to be fixed in the Pipe to regulate the supply

BRICKS for GARDEN
rOXLETS PATENT

May bo had in
Stratford, Bucks

;

forwarded free on application

anknowiedged by all

til ise who have used
them to effect n
luth less cost, than
iin> thing that has been

Jl
introduced in connec-
tion with Horticulture
fur the past 3o ycirs.

of tho Patentee, Stony
whiob see Prospectus,

ET. ARCHER'S " FKIGI DOMO." — Patronised
• by her Majesty thts (^icl-o, the Duke of Northumberland for

Syon House, his III I ' n,. iii'. -1 I'evonshiro for Chiswick Gardens,
Professor Lini(h.-\ 1

! [i . .^lural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton
for the Ci79tal I'll 1 . i' .i/ical Society, &c.

PROTECTION ii. i ,
< . 1.1. \\ i.NDS and MORNING FROST.S.

"FRIGI DuMu. i. L.*,.wi.o h.^ido Of patent prepared Ualr :ind
Wool, a perfect non-conUuctur of Heat and Cold, keeping, wherever
it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for all horticultuial
and floncultural purposes, for preservmg Fruits and Flowers f t um the
scorching rays of the sun, from wind, from attacks of Ineects, and from
morning trosts. To be had in any required lengthB.

l^wo yards wide Is. 9d. per yard run.
Four yards wide 3s. 6d. per yard.
An improved make, 2 yards wide . . Is. 9d. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide . . 2a. Sd. per yard mn.

Also "Frigi Domo" Netting, 2 yards wide, 1«. 6d. per yard run
Elisua Tuomas Arcue«, Whole and Sole Manufactmer, 7, Gveat

Trinitv Lane, Cannon ^^t^y6t, City, and of all Nurserymen and Seeds-
men throughout the kingdom.

" It is much cheaper than Mats as a covering."

G
starch Manulaclurers

TO n.R.U. THE PRINCESS OP W.VLE.S

ENFIELD ST A

Mauufacturers to tlie Queen and Prince of Wales.
I IIOMO'Xll'ATrilC

I

I-,

p V • Q ROCK
( " ' °

\ ICELAND MOSS

FRYT .

lin

COCOA.

DINNEFOKD'S M.I Ih '•l n .\ i:siA.—The Midical
profession for 30 J't1l^ iii\i :iii.i'\clMr this pure KoluUon of

Magnesia as the best remedy lor Acidity of the Stomach, Headache,
Heai'tbum, Gout, and lodigestion : and as a mild aperient It la

especially adapted for Ladies and childi-en. Prepared by^DinNEroRD
& Co., Chemists, ic, liL', New Bond Street, London, w., and sold
throughout the world by all respectable chemists, C.\ction.—See
that ''^DiNNEi^ORD & Co." is on each bottle and red label ever the cork.

Brighton, Sussex.
. \l'rsehy.mks. Florists, and Otuehs.
n Ml.D :eSTABHSHEU BUSINESS

V \ and FLORIST, with Graperies, Peach
B for carrying on an extensive business,

To GMtr.KN
rrio Tu: T.i.i.

Ho.i-f 1

with M ; ., .^!.

For pnr'LL'ihirs.'ipply t

Western Road, Brighton,
Sti cet, Brighton.

International Horticultural Exlubltion Sale.

MK. J. C. STEVENS bc{,^-s to announce that he will
include in the above SALE a Collection Of NORTH

AMERICAN PLANTS, including several rare species, exhibited by
Mr. R. M. Stark -.f Edinbu "

trade attached; tho whole can bo taken

7. kiRRn.vM & Son, Estate Agents, 149,
to Ml-. Spahy, Nurseryman, tc, Park

Mni-< 9 in the Catalogue.

M^
SHRUUS, 4c , c

itural Exliibitlan Sale.
^ to announce that he will

-wr.al valuable Collections of rare'
AKDY EVERGREEN
nn K Son, of Woking,
italoffue.

International Horticultural Exhibition Sale.

MK. J. U. S1E\J-..\.S 1hi:s to ani.ounce that he
will intliM. ;!i t ! . ~ .Li: ii Collection of ORNA-

MENTAL PL.\ N I u I
I ;

1)1. I i,i;.vs exhibited by Mr,
W, Brown,

.italogue.

International Horticultural Exhibition Sstle.

\ff&- J- C. SXliVliNS begs to announce thai he will
X\X. include in the above SALE a choice Collection of Specimen
AZALEAS, ACACIAS, ALLAMANDAS, BORONIAS, EKIOS-
lEMONS, POLVGALAS, PLEROMAS, »c., exhibited by Mr,
Eraser, of Lua Bridge. N.E.

.More detailed particulars in Catalogue.

MInternational Horticultural ExUbltion Sale.
STEVENS begs to announce that lie will

includolin the above SALE some magnificent ARAUCARIAS
DRAC.ENAS esh

Catalogues will shorl .

tion to Ml-, J. C, Steviins. Auctioneer & Valuer,
Covent Garden, London, W.C.

International Horticultural Exhibition Sale.

MK, J. C. STEVENS bees to announce that lie will
include in the above SALE a Bed of choice RHODODEN

DRONS, exhibited by Messrs. G, Jaclunan Si Sons, of Woking,
More del tiled partlc 1 tho t

International Horticultural Exhibition Sale.

MK. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that, he will
include In' the above SALE some of the choice PLANTS

exhibited by Mr. J. Linden, of Biaissels.

More detailed particulars in the Catalogue.

To the Exhibitors at the International Horti-
cultural Show.

ME. J. C, STEVENS mil feel greatly obliged to
Exhibitors at the above Show, if they would (orw.inl toliiiii" "iLE

ialt^ 6^ Auction*

Sale of Plants at the International Flower Show.

MK. J. 0. STEVENS begs to announce that in
consequence of the riavs of Exhibition being extended to

Thui-sday n*-'\t, May 31, the s'ALE by AUCTION (in the Duilding)
of PLANTS left by the EXHIHITORS will not take place till

FRIDAY. June 1, and fi.Uowing days.
Exhibitors desirous of baViDK their Plants inserted In the

CATALOOUK must send their fists to tho Auctioneer (:iR, King
street, Cuvent, Garden, W.C, or to their office in the Building) not
l;itt;r than MONDAY EVENING N EXT. Catalogues will bo ready
fur distribution on Wednesday MorniuE;, and may be had on
application.

Important Sale of Plants at Claremont, Surrey.
Bt Onntii w the TausTtES of ni6 "^I vjest\ Tnt LAT^ Ki\o of tuk

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to announLe that he haa
been honoured with instructions to prepire for SALE by

AUCTION, at Claiemont Gardene Esher, Suriev on MONDAY,
,na folloHing days)

• ,^y.

'

of the Bolpiuns l!

UREENHOUM-: I

consisting of fiut

Aaaleab, Uhodo iti 1

Dracicuas, Gardenia'^ A

I

Begonias, Caladiuuis, Ai
Pleromas, Oxylobmms
Frcncli Geraniumb it
Plauta. Fruiting and Sut
Ou view tho Friday and '^

Catalogues bad ot Mr

t_lcL i elv

of '

1 1 ees, Indian
Pot Roses,

1 Inlluins, Marantah,
A-chimenea, Pimeleas,
pots Lesohenaultias,
tment of heddmg-out

1 I Mornings of Sale, and
Horticultural J

Valuer, 3S, King Street, Covent Garden, London W C

Dr. Lindley's Scientific and General Library.

MK. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that he haa
been favoured with Instructions from the Executors of tho

late Dr. Llndley to SELL by AUCTION, nt hia Great Rooms,
3S, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY, May 30. at

tuklf-past 12 o'clock precisely, without reserve, the MISCEL-
LANEOUS and GENERAL LIBRARY, being the portion not
taken by the Royal Horticultural Society, including many very
valuable works elegantly bound ; also, a MICROSCOPE, and sundry
Misi;ellaneous Articles, being a portion of the Efi'ects of the late

Dr. Lindley.
g On view tho Day prior and Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Hampstead Road.
To NoiiLEttEW. GkntleIien, NtrasEiiVMEy

E OF THE WnOL£ OF lUH VaLUAI

MESSRS. PROTHEKUE and MORRIS are in,?tnieted
by the Admini.strator3 of the late Mr. J. Pearson, to submit for

Unreserved SALE by AUCTION, on the Premises, Eschol Nursery,
Hampstead Road, opposite tho Chalk Farm Station on the North
London Railway, on MONDAY, May 28, and following day, at
12 o'clock precisely each day, tho whole of the valuable GREEN-
HOUSE and BEDDING PLANTS, including a large quantity of
Azalea mdica, Double Camellias, Myrtles. Orange Trees. Deutzias,

Cactus, Roi-es, Ferns, Epacris, Erioa^^, (k-R'-Tii^is, Erinstumon, &c.

;

Also Scarlet, Variegated, and Z'Ti:i\:- <;''iviiimin.s
; I'eliirgoniuma,

Calceolarias, I-uchsias, Heliotro]i(-H ; n i|iiiiaii> ot tine growing
Mignonette, Chrysanthemums, &c. ; t-L.'' tiiu \uili ^lundrv Lichts.

Garden Pots, Iron Hand Lights, i>r;i liles, Beli Glasses,

Auctioneers and Valuers, American Kureeries, Leytonstono, Essex.
N.B. The whole of the Greenhouses, Circular Iron-rool Conser-

vatoiy, extensive Ranges of Pits, Thousands of Uricks, York Paving,
Hoi
Juno 18.

r Piping, Boilers, &c,, will be Sold by 1 Monday,

Sale of Cbolce Greenbouse and Bedding Plants.
MESSRS. KROTHEKOE and MORRIS will SELL

by AUCTION, at 38 and 39, Gracechurch Street, City, E.C.,

on FRIDAY, June 1, at 1 o'Clock precisely, a Choice Assortment
of GREENHOUSE PLANTS, including fine Azalea indica. Show
!ind Fancy i'elaigoniums, Scarlet and Variegated Geraniums, Rosea
in pots, Hardy Climbers, &c., with a variety of Ornamental Plants for

Bedding.
On view the Morning of Sale. Catalogues had at the Rooms, aS

above ; and vf th« AuctloDQers and Valuera, Leytomstone, N.&.
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THE AERIAL CHAIR.

WONDERFUL APPLICATION OF THE PRINCIPLE OF OSCILLATION.
FOR THE GARDEN, CONSERVATORY, AND NURSERY.

Entirely " Self-acting," the operator requiring uo assistance whatever, and so easy of motion that a Child can propel itself to any desired altitude without the slightest

dan<'er of accident. It has been pronounced a marvel of ingenious mechanism, and cannot fail to become a necessary adjimct to every well-appointed Garden and Nursery,

while for Invalids it will be hailed as a means of recreation and hygienic exercise never before ofl'ered them. They are very easily fitted up in any ordinary-sized room, and can

be attached to the ceiling by means of a few common iron bolts. The only instructions necessary for the use of this invention are, that the person upon being seated simply

presses the feet against the footboard, which will at once set the Chair in motion.

For Gardens or Lawns the *' AERIAL CHAIR '

' con be secured to the branch of a tree or to the framework of an ordinary Swing,

Manufactured of brought Iron, in three different sizes, to wit :^-

Size No. 1, suitable for Children price £2 2s. | Size 110.2, suitable for Youths £2 10s.

No. 3, suitable for Adults £3 3s.

These prices include packing, but not carriage. The suspending rods are about 8 feet in length. Extra rods can be obtained, if required, at 25. 6(/. per foot. The Seat to

the *' AERIAL CHAIR" is of wood, and moveable. Iron Seats, in imitation of Cane, can be had at Ids. each.

Attached to the head-board of the " AERIAL CHAIR " is a braes label, with the following words:—"Aekiai Chair, secured by Rotal Lettees Pate.vt. Manufac-

tured BY Peyton & Peyton, Met.u.lic Bedstead MAKi-F.^rrrnERs, Birmingham. Charles Pomeroy Button, Profrietob, Nos. 142 and 143, Cheapstde, London."

TRADE MARK- 'AERIAL CHAIR."-TERMS CASH.

All Oi-rlcfs ^wst be accompanied with a City Reference or Kemitlance to

CHARLES POMEROY BUTTON, Nos. 142 & 143, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.G.

s and Business Letters to " The Publisher." at the Office. 41, WelliQgton Street, Covent Garden. London,

'

Editorial Communications should be addre-ised to " The 'Editor^Y Adverti?
Printed by Wili.ia.m BaADBBKT.of 13. Upper Woburn Place, irfthe Pariah «i «„. »»....«., ..i ^..^^^.^ji ..^u.^t*. -«« i-owo-,.^-. ...^^^».. ^..-..v. .-« \i--' ,y r„\T

printer*, at their Office, Lombard Street, Precinct of Wliitefrl&ra, City of London, and Publiflhed by them at ttie Office, No. 41, WeiUngton Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Coyent Garden, m the taid Co.—6*.toro4T, May .26, 1866.
e Co. or Middlesex, and F ET4Ms.of No. U. Street, ia the ?r if "WTiitefriars, City of London,
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ROYAL HOETICTJLTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON.

Notice—A MEETING ot the FRUIT Mid FLORAL COM-
MITTEES will be HELD on TUESDAY, June 6. at 11 o'clock, nnd
LECTURE by Jaues Bateuak, Esq., F.K.S., on " Jonesia Asoca,"

B.in(l and Promenade at 4. Admission Zs. Cd.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
The EXHIBITIONS will bo HELD on THURSDAYS, viz.

:

SUMMER EXHIBITION, Juno 14 ; and the ROSE SHOW, Juno 2S.
Schedules may be had on application. AdraisslOQ on June 14 by

Fellows' privileged Ticliets, to bo bought prior to the dav, 2*. tkr ;

Public, 3». 6(i. ; or on tho Day, 6s- ; on June 28, subject to aauio
regulations, 3jt. 6ti., 5*., or 73. Cd. Bands at 3.30.

WATBRER and GODFREY'S MagniUcent Display of RHODO-
DENDRONS Is now open.

Fb»;

Sieaford ou THURSDAY,

K, Secretary, North Road Nursery, Sieaford.

'S

/ 1LAY CROSS HORHCULTUKAL SOCIETY.-'rbe
Ky NINTH ANNUAL SHOW and FETE, under the patronano
ot His Grace the Duke of DkvoKsmBE, and others of the Nobility
and Gentry of the neighbourhood, will be held at Clay Cross on
TUESDAY the 31st of July next. Amount of the Premiums £354.
Schedules and Forms ofEntry may be obtained on application to

J. Stollard, Hon. Sec, Clay Cross, near Chesterfield.

International ExMbltlon.
[NDIAN AZALEAS, all the finest kinds as exhibited.

Good bushy Plants from 18s. per doz.
J. R. Tanton, Nurseryman, Epsom, Surrey.

Notice.
"VXTATERER and GODFREY beg to state that the

Woking station.

New Double Fyrethrums.
TOHN SALTER'S Collection of these beautiful
tf Summer Flowere is NOW in BLOOM, as also thoHERBACEOUS
PEONIES and IRIS GERMANICA.

The Gardens are epen every day, except Sunday.
Versailles Nurseir, William Street, Vale Place, Hammersmith, W.

EEDS for the GARDEN aniJ FARM, all saved from
the finest selected stocks.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LISTS free on application.
Bornsn tt McColluch, Covent Garden Market, W.C.

J I VERY AND SON beg- to .announce their
. NEW PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of

AZALEA INDICA. and No. 10, HARDY BRITISH FERNS.
Dorking.—Jime 2.

JAMES FAIRHEAD and SON, Seed Ubowers anil
i, 7, Borough Market, London, S.E.
irinirTTf.'rrTP A T. nApni-'w nnH

(^TEPHEN BROWN'S SPKING PLANT CATA-O LOGUE containa a very select assortment of BEDDIXO
PLANTS at low prices. Copies free.

Seed and Nursery Establishment, Sudbury, Sufiolk.

Genuine Garden Seeds.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON'S DESCRIPTIVE
PRICED CATALOGUE ot SEEDS, wt

thing; New and Old worth growing, can be had post tree o
nT^:hp:ii

,
London,

.

(Near Kensington Railway Statiou,

CASTLE KENNEDY FIG.—Plants of the above may
now be had at lOt. 6d. and 21s. each ; the usual discount to tho

Trade. Pktkb Lawbon & Hoy. Edinburgh and London.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
Messrs. WATERER a»d OODFRETS magnificent display of,..„„.,„.,..„., .^j„ .^. , „ . .^pg^, .jHIS DA"

1 the Scots Fuaill

Roses In Pots.

PAUL AND SON, in addition to the NEW ROSES of
1S66, Cin offer fine Plants of the finest TEA-SCENTED

NOISETTES and best HYBHID PERPETUAL ROSES in pots tor

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL GARDENS.—
PERMANENT EXHIBITION of HORTICULTURAL

ELEGANCIES, and HORTICULTURAL and AORICULTUR.VL
IMPLEMENTS. Amongst tho Exhibitors may be quoted the Coal-
brook Dale Co., Messrs. Rosher, Weeks, Green k Son, Hooper,
Naylor & Co., Braby, Patent Concrete Stone Co., Wbitwick Colliery
Co., Olaudst ft Houghton, Britannia Rubber Co., LuckinK Bros.,
Meltiship & Harris, and about 30 others. There are still a few
advantageous positions vacant, applications for which should be

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S GARDENS,
Regent's Park. — SECOND EXHIBITION of PLANT.S,

FLOWER,S^ and FRUIT, will take place on WEDNESDAY NEXT,
June 6th. Tickets to be obtained at the Gardens and of the Society's
Clerk, Austin's Ticket Office, St. James's Hall, by vouchers from
Fellows of the Society, price iw., and on the day of exhibition
T». i5d. each. Gates open at 2 o'clock. Bands will play from 2 to 7 o'clock.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S GARDENS,
Regent's Park.—AMERICAN PLANTS.—The EXHIBITION

of JOHN WATERER'S AMERICAN PLANTS will take place on
MOND.-VYS, June 4th and Uth. Gates open at 2 o'clock. Tho
Band will play from half-past 2 till half-past 6. Tickets to be had at
the Gardens, and of tho Society's Clerk, Austin's Ticket Office,
St. James's Hall, price 29. Cd. each.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S GARDENS,
Regent's Park. — EXHIBITION of JOHN WATERER'S

AMERICAN PLANTS. The Gardens will be OPENED to tho
PUBLIC on THURSDAY, Juno 7th; FRIDAY, June Sth ; and
SATURDAY, June 9th, from 10 to 7 o'clock. Admission Is. each.

By order of the Council, J. De C. Sowerbv, Secretary.

Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park.
JOHN WATERER'S RHODODENDRONS at the

above Gardens nreNOW on VIEW DAILY, and will:c
great beauty for several weeks.

CRYSTAL PALACE.—GREAT ROSE SHOW,
SATURDAY, 23d JUNE. Schedules may be had on appll-

cation to 1. WiLxiNsow, Superintendent.

UNITED HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.— The
FIRST MONTHLY MEETING for tho present year will bo

held at the Green Dragon Hotel, Bishopsgate Street. EC on
TUESDAY NEXT, Juno 6.

The Meeting will commence at 7 P.U., at which time Members and
others producing specimens for adjudication or discussion should
have them ready. All communications to be addressed to

WiLLiAic HtALE, Secretary.
14, George Terrace, Brook Street, Upper Clapton, N.E.

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT
and PROVIDENT SOCIETY.—Tho FIRST MEETING for

the PROPOSAL of MEMBERS will be held at the Green Dragon
Hotel, Bishopsgnte Street, E.G., on MONDAY, Juno 11, at 7 p m
Applications for Rules, &c., to bo made to William IIkalz

1 4, George 'rerrttco. Brook Street, Upper Clapton, N.E.
'

EIGHTH YEAR of the IJRAND^YORKSHIRE
GALA at YORK 13th and Hth June.—The FLORAL FETE

(Prizes above £400) will be hold in the splendid building specially
erected for the Yorkshire Fine Art and Industrial Exhibition in the
Bootham Field, York.
ENFRIES CLOSE on WEDNESDAY, the 6th of Juno Prize

Schedules, Ac, on application to Jno. Wilsom, Sec., 13, New St., York.

BOSTON FLORAL iiid HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.-The FIRST EXHIBITION will bo held In Malor

Hopkins' Park on THURSDAY, Juno 21.
For Schedules. &c,, apply to the Honorary Secretaries, Mr. W. H

Bailes, Solicitor, Boston ; Mr. luM Coces, West Sklrbeck Nm-sery
Boston.

LEICESTER and LEICKSTERSHIKE FLORAL and
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

PrfsldriH—The Right Hon. Eahl Howe.
The GREAT SUMMER FETE of this Society will be HELD on

the LEICE.STER RACE COURSE, on TUESDAY and WEDNES-
SA"a •'"'/ ^ "'"' *'" 'h ""Iditlon to the usual attractions ot the

PIGEON'I
^^'"^ "'" ''° "'^'""^ '"^ I^ACIE BIRDS and

For particulars see Programme, which may be had of the Secretary.

.... By order of the Committee, Wh. Pekh Cox, Secretary.
37, Market Place—May, itm.

TRANSPLANTED RHODODENDRONS.—4-year-old
Hybrids saved from the choicest Crimson, White, and Claret-

coloured sorts, 12s. 6d. per 100, or 1000 for £6.
RicHAao SuiTO, Nurseryman, Worcester.

MAURICE YOUNG'S DESCRIPTIVE LIST of
Coniferaj, New and Rare Hardy Plants, Ornamental Trees and

Shrubs, Rhododendrons, Japanese Novelties, Forest Trees, and
Roses, forwarded on application.

Milford Nurseries, near Godalnilng, Surrey,

Brltlsli Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM can now send, post free for six postage

stamps, Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 30 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Femsl of his NEW and PRICEU
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS.
No. 7

3 early as possible.

New Catalogue.
CHARLES TURNER'S CA'fALOGUE of PLANTS

for the Spring is now ready. It includes lists of ail the leading
Bedding Plants, New Dahlias, Pelargoniums, Roses, Verben<ts, and
select general Collections.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.JAMES C A R 'T E R and CO.,
Seeu FAnnEos, Merchasts, and Ni-rsi:kvme!(,

237 and 238. High Ilolbom, London, W.C.

RAYNBIKD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE, DOWLING,
A»n COMPAN Y, Limited,

Corn, Seeo, Manure, and Oilcake Mercuakts,
Address, 8y,^Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.G. ; or Basingstoke.

TIVERY AND S(JN beg to announce that their
. DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES of AZALEA

INDICA, HARDY BRITISH FERNS, ROSES, CONIFERS,
GRAPE VINES, and SEEDS, iiiav bo had on application at their

DorkiuK Nur,.erj\

For Bahllas apply to
GRAWLINGS, who is iieniutted to announce that

• he supplied Clark & Co., and Mr. Boshell, of the Borough,
for 16 years. Nearly 200 varieties, at 3s. per doz. ; New ones of 1SC6,
including LEAH, CHAMPION, and GEO. WHEELER, 9s. per doz.

CATALOGUES are rea>iv.
Waterloo Uoad, Romford, Essex. E.

j.\, tne finest tltUUlINLr UJiKANlU
ised. Plants ready in May, price 5.f. each.
See Wii. Pacl's SPRING CA'T.ALOOOE.

Waltham Cross, London, N.

Mrs. Pollock Geranium.
rpHOMAS J. BOOTH has still to otter a few hundreds

the Trade onlj^, at 75s. per 100, strong plants. Retail prici
tppllcatloo. Rninhili Nursery, Prescot.

MRS. POLLOCK GERANIUMS, 125., 155., and
185. per doz. ; SCARLET and VARIEGATED GERANIUMS,

VERBENAS, CALCE0LAK1A.S, FUCHSIAS, PETUNIAS,
LOBELIAS, RON IGA, &c., packing included, £1 tho 100, 60 for
10«. Cd. NEW DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUE now ready
and freo on application.
W. Hooper, Nurseryman, Seedsman, 4c., New Wandsworth, S.W.

' Greenhouse, Hardy and Stove Plants ; Agricultural,
I

Flower, and Vegetable Seeds, &c.
ROBERT PAKKEK iiivit.s inspection of his

Collections of the above-named, which have been eelected
' with the greatest care. All plants are clean and healthy, :md are
offered at reasonable prices. Descriptive and Priced Catalogues uro

Prize Calceolaria, &;c.

BUTLER AND Mcculloch beg to offer Seed of the
above, saved only from llowera ofgreat beauty, U. and 2*. Gd.p. pkt.

CINERAR.IA (James's), extra choice, l8. and 25. 6(i. per pucket.
PRIMULA (James'b), extra choice, In. and 2s. Crf, per pactet.
COVENT GARDEN INTERMEDIATE .STOCK (True), Is. and2». Gd.
per packet,

PURPLE WHITE INTERMEDLA.TE STOCK, Xs. and 23. Gd. p. pkt.
All packets of Flower Seeds sent post paid.

BoTLER & McCuLLocn, Covent Garden Market. W.C.

BEATON'S GERANIUMS, at Reduced Prices.—
Indian Yellow, Donald Beaton, Orange Nosegay, Scarlet Gem.

Princess Lichtonstein, and Salamander, in. each, 0». per dozen, not
less than six of a sort. Fulgens, Pillar of Beauty, and Waltham
Seedling, In. Od. each, Via. per doz. Amy Hogg, Ij, Gd. each,
Ida. per doz. Alexandra, lia. each, Itn. per duz. i'ur other aorta see
separate Advertisement.

Wm. Paul, Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.

Tricolor-leaved Geraniums.
WANTED to PURCHASE, Specimen Plants of the

leadine kinds.
Apply to K. R., Post Office, Hull.

WEDDING BOUQUETS, EPERGNES FILLED.
Tables Decorated, Conservatories Furnished, by
C. Ei-iriK t Co., 0, Park Terrace, Regent's Park.

100,000 Bedding Plants.
CELWIN AND CO. beg to otter the above, from

• 2f. Gd. to 6t. a dozen. Banker's referenco or Poet Offlco Order
IVoin unknown correspondents.
Address, 0, Park Terrace, Regent's Park; or Clidon Nursery,

Clitton Villus, Maida Hill.

Bedding Plants, Bedding Plants,
2s. 6d. to 3s. per dozen ; 20s. per 100 ; out of pots, 16s. per 100.

""OOLE AMI CO. beg to offer the above, of which they

600,000 Bedding Plants.
Alteration op Piiicss (raou rais Dith).

SCOTT, Nurseries, Merriott, Somerset, offers all tho
i Priced in his Catalogue at 2s. 6d. and 3s. 6d., at la. cd.

Bedding Plants, Bedding Plants.
JAMES HOLDER can supply VERBENAS, SCARLET

and VARIEOATED GERANIUMS, DAHLIAS, CALCEO.
LARIAS, FUCHSIAS, PETUNIAS, LOBELIAS, GAZANIAS,
KONIOAS, CUPIIEAS', 4c. Eight dozen for 20s,, or four dozen for
10s. 6d., hampers and package included.

CYown Nursery, Reading, Berks.

Surplus Stock of Bedding Plants,

G "WELLS begs to offer about 10,000 of the above, in
. fine healthy condition, consisting ot GERANIUMS, HELIO-

TROPES, VEKBENAS, LOBELIAS, PETUNIAS, CALCEO-
LARIAS, GAZANIAS, STOCKS, 4e., from 1». Od. to 4». per doz.

Grove Nursery, Coleman Street. Camberwell, S.

JAMES' CALCEOLARIAS.—First i-rize International
Horticultural and Botanical Congress. This is the finest strain

of Calceolaria in existence. 2s. 6d., Ss. Gd., and 5s. 3d. per packet.
Choice PRIMULA, Is. and 2.v, cd. per packet.
Choice CINERARIA, Is. and 2.f. Cd. por packet.

Barr k SuoDEN, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.wANTEU, CALCEOLARIA VICTOR EMMANUEL.
State price to

Jno. Jefferies & Son, Royal Nurseries, Cirencester.

W. ViRuo & Son, Wonersh Nursery, Guildford, Surrey.

D RUM HEAD CABBAGE PLANTS.
ROBINSON'S, true, 2». Ud. per 1000 for cash at

F. Warwick's, North Road Nursery, Sieaford.

Now Eeady for Planting.
EXCELLENT CABBAGE PLANTS, Spring Sown.—

SCOTCH DRUMHEAD, true; EARLY DWARF NONPA-
REIL; ENFIELD MARKET. Cash price. 2,f. Ilii. per 1000.

A remittance or reference rotjuostcd from unknown correspondents.
Fred. Gke, Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade, ijodfordshire.

/"^ilENUIN'E DRUMHEAD""" CATTLE CABBAGE
VT PLANTS, carefully packed In crates and delivered to tho
Station, 3s. 3d. per 1000.

Address, S. WiLLASn, Surrey Gardens. Godglming, Surrey.

Early Sheep Feed-Mustard and Rape.
SUTTON AND SONS can supply good new Seed of tho
_ above at Tcry moderate prices, which may be had on application.

SuTTo.v & Sons, Seed Merchants, Reading.

English-saved Sowing Rape Seed.

CHARLES SHAKl'E and CO. have the above to
offer, of flno qualitv. Sample and price forwarded on

application. Seed Wiirehouse, Sieaford.

S^

To the Trade and Others.—An excellent Stock.
TRVTTON GREEN ROUND TURNIP SEED,

1865 growth. Pronounced by some to bo tho boat English

Fh£D. G££, Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade, Bedibrdsbire.
A remittance or reference requested fi'om unknown correspondenta.
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The Forwardest Turnip known is

QUTTON'S SHORT-TOP

Price Is. per lb.

Cheaper by tlie Bushel.

Sutton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishmept. Reading,

ROBERT PARKER begs to announce t)iftt lie can
supply good healthy PIjANTS of the undernamed at prices

quoted :— Each.—s. rf.

AGAVE LOXG.*:VA „ S

ARAI.IA IIKTKROIIORPHA , 7 6
( l.Ki:Mi,K\iu:()N BALFOURII „ 2 6
i-|;\N>l-M \ CALVCINA „ 10 G

^ COUNTESS of HADDINGTON " '

\TA 21
2 6

42

New Variegated Bqdding Plant.
/BARTER'S STKIPEO-LEAVED JAPANESE
KJ MAIZE.
A First-class Certificate was (iwarUed at the International Horti-

cultural Show, aad a Second Prize at the CrvsLil P l1 it,c Flower Show
This truly handsome foliaged plant should be in eveiy Flower

Garden. Price per packet Is. and 2^. fid

James Carteh & Co., 237 & 238. High Holboiu W C

Chrysanthemums.
FiR3T Prizes Stoki; NtwisuToN and GciLoqiLL, 1865.

A PAM FORSYTH begs to inform the Public that b.'

xV is now sending out his largo COLLECTION of 'CHRYSAN-
THEMUMS, at Cs. per dozen, inclntiia? Attraction, Etb, Golden
Biill, Golden Dr. Brock, Hercules, Kng of Denmark, Lady Carev,
Mr. Brunlees Mr. Wyness. Mrb. Uiiui.a, Pink Pearl, Prince of Wales.

worked on Pereskia
>: \i:iM M \ r \I>ICANS ilAJOR

.
.;! KKSCENS , 18 u

< ; HiKNTEUM „ 12 li

iir:i iill'- .' T-r^. from „ 60 u

rii-.l.,.-- ,->i.Al.l-.UU'LA „ 30
RUODODKNURON JAVANICUM 30
TRITOMA GKANDIS „ 18
TRITOMA UVARIA GLAUCESCENS ,. 12

PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of BULBS.
PLANTS, and SEEDS, are published and ^vill be forwarded to
applicants. Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.

Orchids.

TO BE SOU), PHAL.^N0PS1S SCHIXLEEI.USrA,
2 plants, one vtry Hue ; 1'HAL.ENOPSIS AMABILIS

;

CATTLEYA BULBi>.->A. ili^wcnu^i plant; UELLA. ELEGANS,
2 plants; OD0NTUGl.0S^l M I'KSCATOREL small, 3 growths;
ODONTOGLOSSUM CEKVANTESII ; CATTLEYA WAffNERI,
3 growths, from the oi igmal plant. i*rice 30 guineas.

Address, H. E., Messrs. Tinling& Co., Castle Street, Liverpool.

attracted so much attention at the iate GREAT INTER-
NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION. Among the
many species now oSered for the first time, are

—

ANTHUUIUM REGALE, 42.<r ; extra strong, l(»5s.

MARANTA LINDKM. ih.> extrriordinary transpaient species,
regulai' size, ii- . .-i,, -ii ,., lOfis.

MARANTA Rt)M,' i
i \ . Mia strong, lO&t.

PASSIFLORA MM M , \ >iiiig fruit of « lb. weight.

„ Ill.Ll 1
.1.1 'i. 1 M M.i A, very fine species. Both at

Catalogues can be ubtaiticd free by post on application to J. L.'s
Agents—Messrs. R. Silberrad & St'ss, 6, Harp lAne, Great Tower
SLreet ; or direct from the Royal Zoological and Horticultural
Gardens, Sru-ssel^.

WeUiAgtonla glgantea Seed.
MESSRS. PEATZ and SON, Erfurt, Seedsmen, &c.,

to the King of Prussia, have just receivod a limited quantity
of SEED of the undermentioned CONlFERiE direct from Cali-
fornia, &c.

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, £1 per ox, ; £13 22j. nor lb.

CDPRESSDS LAWSONLANA. »s. id. per oz.
ABIES MERTENSLANA. 1000 Seeds, is, 2d. : 10,000 Seeds, jEl Us.
ABIES NORDMANNLANA, 12«. per lb.

PINUS PARRYANA, 100 Seeds, 4s. 2d.
Orders may be sent direct to the above Finn; or to Jdso k

ScHMEiDCH, .Seedsmen, Cheltenbam.
With Orders from correspondents unknown to J. & S,, either a

remittance or London reference is rcspectluJly requested.

Choice and New Indian Azaleas.
VAN GEEKT, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium, be,

to offer thi

AZALEAS, in nice plants.

Colons nova (D. Vervaene)
eGand (D. Ven
zel (D. Vervaen

GloTre avant Tout (D. Vervaene)
Grande Duchesse de Bade (Ver-

schafielt)
La ReinedesPays Bas(Maenhaut)
Alexandre Van Langenhove (\'an
Houtte)

Alexis Dalliere (Van Houtte)
AmbroisoVerschaffett(V.Houttel
Antoine Chantin (Van Houtte)
Auguste Van Geeit (Van Houtte)
CamiUe Van Langenhove (V. H.)
Eugene Mazel (Van Houtte)
Ferd. Kegeljan (Van Houtto)
Franijois Coem (Van Houtte)
Francois do Taye (Van Houtte)

undernamed Choice and Ne
:o COjj. per dozen,
Jean Verscbaffelt (Van Houtte)
Louis Hellebuyck (Van Houtte)
Charles Van EickhautelV.Houtte
Dominique Vervaene
Impenalis (Veitch) rVersoh.)
Jacques Van Artevelde (A

Mme. Desbordes Valmore (Van
Houtte)

Mme. Dominique Venaene
(Ven-,)

Frere Orban (Maenhaut)

Recurvat« (A. Verscbaffelt)
Roi des Beaut^s(J Vervaene &Co.)
Souvenir de Van Teene(VerTaepe)

Just Published, post free 12 Stamps
(GnxTis TO Clst uebs)

CARTER'S NEW BOOK n BLI)DI^(T PLANTS
Containing Original Articles on the \ t t c Arrangen ent of

Bedding^Plants ; and 120 Illustrations of Gl uetrii-al Des fens for

. Holbo -n W C

CARTER'S SUPERB STRAINS of CALCEOLARIA,
CINERARIA, and Carmine-fringed PRIMULA.

Each 2s. 6d. per packeli.

James C.^rteh i Co., 237 and 238, High Holbom, W.C.

WILLIAM l;i Ml.LY. ^ .naiyke Gardens, Gilling,
near Richutui.a, 1/^^,-, u. ijiLuiiute to his Friends and the

public that he intends continuing Ibu BUSINESS in all its branches
as hitherto c;irried on at thi.i glfitablishment, and be hopes to conduct
it in such a manner as to merit a larger share of public patronage.

Sandryko Gardens,

Novelties, Novelties.

.TAMES GARAWAY and CO., Durdham Down
fj Nurseries. Bristol, offer the Three underraentianod NEW
SEEDLING GERANIUMS as not only Novelties but decided
acquisitions:

—

Tricolor Section.
(JUEEN of TRICOLORS.—This variety surpas-ies In beauty the

well known Mrs. Pollock, from which it is a seedling ; the colours are
f the same shade butmuch more vivid, and, being a grent improve-
ment, the green colour does not project itself beyond the zono. The
flowers are produced in abundance, and ai-e scarlet in colour and of
good shape.

^\ ell established Plants vrill be supplied the last week in June, at

2\s each Four sent when Three are ordered.

Cloth of Gold Sectiox.
BRONZE QUEEN.—A variety raised from Cloth of Gold, with

t lia^,e of same colour, but with the addition of a dark bronze zonq
distinctly marked : of good dwai-f habit, free in growth and very
effective, well adapted for bedding ; flowers scarlet cerise, producea
m good-sized trusses.

Price 7s. Gd. each. Four sent when Three are ordered.

LAFRICAINE.—A hybrid Nosegay of compact habit, with extra
fine trusses of pmplisb crimson flowers, which, elevated on stiff flowed
litems, produce a very fine effect. As a plant for the back or second
row of a ribbon border or centre of bed, this will be foimd a very
attractive acquisition.

Price 6s. each. Four sent when Three are ordered.

.

Prices to the Trade on application.

Jas. Gabawav k Co.'s SPRING CATALOGUE, containing Priced
Lists of Stovo and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, and Bedding-out
Plants, is now ready, and will be forwarded post free on application.

Jas. Gakawav fc Co., Durdbam Down Nm-serles Briatol.

Brighton and Sussex Seed Warehouse.
T,^ DWA Rl) CARPENTER'S MI XTURES
1j of PEUMANENT GRASS and I'LOVER SKEDS ~ BesU.

quality, jfo. ptT acre (2 bushels light seoda, and 1:2 1b. Clovers and
biiiall seeds per acre).—See testimonials in Cn.talogue,

EnwABn CABPtHTKR-i RENOVATING MIXTURES for Improving
Old Pastures.
PRICED CATALOGUES of KITCHEN GARDEN, FLOWER,

and FARM SEEDS now ready.

Edward Caefenieb, Seed Merchant and Grower, flC, St, Jaaiee'^

Street. Brighton.

BATH AND
AGRICULTURAL

WEST or ENGLAND
SOCIETY.

SALISBUEY MEETING. 1866.

STAND 179.

SUTTON & SONS
BBO TO INFORM THEIR PATRONS AND THE PUBLIC QENEKALLV

THAT THEV WILL HAVi: AN

EXTENSIVE STAND IN THE SHOW YARD
DCRIXG THE ABOVE JfEETING, CONSISTING OF

A COLLECTION of ONE THOUSAND SEPAEATE KINDS of SEEDS, aiTanged in Glass Cases and Labelle*

with their Botanical .and Popular Names.

A COLLECTION of THREE HUNDRED SAMPLES of the most approved kinds of AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.
A COLLECTION of NATURAL GRASSES in Dried and Growing State, showing their respective habits.

A COLLECTION of AGRICULTURAL ROOTS, including soro£ very fine specimens of their improved vaiielics qt

MANGEL WURZEL, &c.

Attendance will be given at the Stand, and ordere repeived for Seeds of geimine and superior qualit}-,

All Qoois carriage free, except very smalt iiarcels.

PRICED LISTS GRATIS AND POST FREE.

SUTTON AKD SONS, ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

VERBENA CRIMSON KING,
AS DESCRIBED IN FORMER ADVERTISEMENTS, NOW BEING SENT OUT BY

THOMAS METHVEN,
LEITH WALK NURSERIES, and 15, PRINCES STREET, EDINBURGH.

ADIANTUM FARLEYENSE, True.

KOBEET T. VEITCH
HAS MTCH PLEASURE Di OFFERING FOK lUE PliUjl' TIME TO THE PCBUC

THIS VERY HANDSOME VIGOROUS-GROWING STOVE FERN,
so UNn-EKSALLY ADMIRED AT THE LATE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

This Adiantum was introduced from Barbadoes by Thomas Daniels, Esq., Stoodleigh, Tiverton.

Plants will be ready in July next at 43s. each. Usual allowance to the Trade.

^^ Orders arc now being booked, atid will be executed in rotation as received.

NURSERY: NEW NORTH ROAD, N\ ; SEED WAREHOUSE : 54, HIGH STREET, EXETER.
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PETER LAWSON & SON,

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

LONDON and EDINBURGH

FARM, VEGETABLE, and FLOWER SEEDS.

28, KING STREET, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.O

NOTICE. -NEW HARDY CLIMBERS.

CLEMATIS PRINCE of WALES.— Large flowers of a I CLEMATIS EUBELLA. — Very fine i

rich deep violet purple, with red bars down the centre claret; stamens pale green. Fii-st-clas

of each sepal. First-class Certificate. 2Is. each. ' 21s. each.

The usual allowance to the Trade, and a List ofFirms will be advertised at a later period.

velvety

^rtificate.

See Proceedings of Royal Horticultural Society's Scientific Meetings, June 27th, 1865, page 124, where James
Bateman, Esq., called attention to a few prominent objects, of which the following is an extract referring to the
above Clematises :

—

" Id the room you will Dotico au exhibition of Clematises, all of r like the Qowcrsofcertain Ipomceas. They are varieties ^.^ised by those

which are of a most magniBcent type. Nothiog can be more most successful hybridisers^Messrs. J»ci>i»», of Woking, who will

beautifiil than these Clematises. See what fine large blue and j believe
i'lirplu petals they have, shining in souio cases with metuliic tints

I
for all out-of.door wails, &c."

MESSRS. GEORGE JACKMAN & SON
Have much pleasure in inforaiing the Public they shall be in a position to SEND OUT the ahovc

two NEW CLEMATISES in the coming Autumn (1866).

will be taken now, and the Plants will lie Jorimrded strictli/ in rotalioh.

WOKING NURSERY, SURREY.

SCARLET GERANIUMS (BEATON'S RACE).

WILLIAM PAUL
(Son and Succe.ssor to the late A. Paul,)

HAS TO OFFER THE FOLLOfflNQ

NEW ZONALE AND HYBRID NOSEGAY GERANIUMS,
several Thousand Seedlings, raised from tlie stock of the late Mr. Do^fAiQ

advance of or distinct from all pre-exiatiug kinds. The
"Which have been selected fr<

Beaton. Eveiy one now offered is believed to be
Plants will be delivered in rotation as far as the stock will allow,

Group 1.—Bedding Varieties.
Any 12 varieties from this and tjie two following Groups may be selected by the purcha

HANNERET.—Flowers crimson, scarlet, and purpl
bright and beautiful ; a bybrid nosegay. Price 3i

KAIRY QUEEN.—Rosy purple
and ellective. Price 3$. Gd. each,

shaded, vei-y

Gd. eacb.

large smooth flower, very disttnct

the petals.

MONTE ROSA, dark rosy-purple, pleaalng colour, large truss, Tcry
fine. Price us. each.

NIMROD, orange-scarlet, whlto eyo, large flower and truss, foliage
and habit fine. Price a-r. Qd. eaoh,

PH(EN1X, inthe way of "Stella "in habit and general character, the
colour flaiiiiferous-scarlet. Price 5«. each.

PEACH NOSEGAY.—Flowers deep bright peach colour, very Ireo
bloomer, splendid truss, plain leaf, first-rate and distinct. Price Cm.

REBECCA.—Cherry colour, flna truas, dwarf compact habit, Yery
profuse, the flnest bedding Geranium yet raised. First-class

Ceriiiflcite. Price 5s. each.

ST. GEORGE.—Dark chestnut, shaded with blackish crimson, quite
unique, very free and elective, an entirely now colour among

ity for massing Price 6». each,

n pink, large and One. Price 3s. (id. each.

Group 2.—Varieties especially recommended for Growing in Pots or Vases.
"" LORD CHANCELLOR.—Salmon pink, white eyo, perfect abape,

very l>eo, fluo habit. I'rice 3s. Gd. each.

TIARA.—Flowers scarlet crimson BUfl\iaed with purple, good trass,

yery free, fine habit ; quite distinct from any yet raised, and very

lovely. Price 6a. each.

BRIDE.—Flowers white, with large crimson eye, of flue ahape and
substance ; a flrst-ciass variety for pot culture. Price 3s. G'l. each.

CARDINAL.-Flowers dark orange scarlet. For shape, substance,
colour and habit, this la in advance of any scarlet variety yet
raised. Price 65. each.

CELESTIAL.-Flowers rosy lake, with fiery spot on upper petals,
their centres bluish purple, resembling the " Cactus speclo-
siaslmus," large white eye, new In colour, and very beauti(\d
Pric^ 6«. eaoh.

Group 3.—Miniature or Pompon Varieties.
^''^^-5^^~^°?,!P^l!?.^,. P.^^1?-'^®^^''^^'. "^^^^ ^y^' flowers pro- WALTUAM LILAC—Flowers true lilac, very profuse

desirable colour, excellent for massing. Price Ca. each.

3... G^. each."""""''
'"" """"' """ ''"''"' ''""

"[3«.''iw. Tach^
NAIAD.—Flowers pui'ple, scarlet top ; pleasmg and distinct. Price

Group 4,—Bedding Varieties sent from these Nurseries Last Year.
Many of thorn have received^First-clasa Certilicates from the Koyal Horticultural and Royal Botanic Societies of

,1
i.1. ,1., *** have been awarded the highest marka of merit in the Royal Horticultural Society"

Now Ready, Autumn-struck Plants.

London, and those marked thus ^

Trial Ground at Chiswick.

"•" ALEX.\NDRA.—Magenta. Price is. 8d. each ; 2'l3. pordozei
••" AM V HOGG.—Bright punMish rose. Price 2«. each ; 18^. perdoz.
•« BEATON'S INDLiN YELLOW.-Orange scarlet sufluaod with

yellow. Price Is. Gd. each
; X5e. per dozep.

BLACK DWARF.-Dark onmson. Price U w. each 1 I2s.
per dozen.

DONALD BEATON,—Clear ofange scarlet, Frioa la. Od. each :

1&1, per dozen.

•« DUCHESS.—Soft rosy lake. Price &*. each ; 18a perdozen.
FtJLOENS.—Vivid scarlet. Price 2s. 6d. each.

**• GLOWWORM.—Magenta crimson flushed with scarlet. Price
29. Gd. each ; 24s. per dozen.

I

MAGENTA QUEEN.-Magenta. Price 3s. Qd. each.

ORANGE NOSEGAY.—BngbC orange.
per dozen.

PILLAR otBEADTY,—Brick red. Price 2 . Qd. each.

Price 3s. each

;

SALAMANDER-—Brilliant scarlet, largo white eye. Price 2«.

Fcice U. Gii. «ach

;

each ; IHtf. per dozen

SCARLET GEM.—Bright orange aoarlet.
l&s. per dozen.

MRS. WILLIAM PAUL.—Delicate rose pinh. Price ia. G4, eaoh

per dozen.
Price 2tt. eactt 18a.

The above Set of 16 varietioa, One Plant of each, 24s.

SPRING CATALOGUE, with full deacriptiona of these and other Plants, Free by Post.

Th& usual discount to the Trade.

iMpORTAMT.'— All Letters should bo Addressed

WILLIAM PAUL (the Christian name iu full), WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.

F
Two of the leading FucliBlas of tlie Season,

now sending out.

UCESIAS ARTISTIC :ind LOUD IIOLMESDALE.
Vide the following Extracts.

'' Elegantly formed, graceful variety."—Gartfcner*' Chronifi\e.
'' Very neat and eymroetncal."

—

QaTdentrs' Magazine.
'The habit all that can be wished."-ATr. if. Ca7meH, Fuchtia

Numery, Woolwich, who obtained the First Prize at the International.

A detailed description and price sent on applioatlon.

Gmn F 1 in. Manor Nuroery, Manor Lane, Lee, Kent, S.E.

[)LriU JlUUMMOND and CO. (lato J. Scott),
I li t I I I \ 1 IV Ycovll, Somerset, have to oiler to

I 111 III I I of JiJO.UUO BEDDING-OUT FLOWER.
\lll II\'>1^ 1., iiU tlie leading varieties of Dahlias,

I 111 liopo-s, Lantanas, Lobelias, Petunias,

I , \ it \ii I ill kinds ot Frosted and Vai-iegatod-

jn. I 11 lilts >iiititio ior the Decoration Of the Flower Garden, at

ui H'-t lentod luw pncea CATALOGUES free on application.

Alst bl- hDs 1 t.vtry desciiptlon for the FARM and GARDEN, ot

It, he'll- quatitv, it moderate prices
Please address as above.

WATSON, New Zealand Nurseries, St. Alban's, begi

be sent out the

ha.'i had it on trial the last two seasons :—
The Brilliant Superb Scarlet Geranium is

bedding in the flower garden or for flowering ii

supplied with white blotches of a clear colour, and the t

flower and the individual flowers are much larger and of a richer

scarlet. 1 have no hesitation in speaking of this variety a 3 of the
t for two seasons.

' R. Fisu.'Putteridge Bury, Lmon, Beds."

' The ugual allowance to the Trade.

most satisfactory that can be used, after ti7ii

Hollyhocks.

JOHN THOMPSON begs to ofler tine strong Plants,

such as will give a magnificent bloom, at^ofc- P^r 100. The
Hollyhock is surpassingly fine as a back ro ""' ""

The following New Sorts can also be i

ready for planting,
-''

'

Lh.iirman
Cygnet
Charles Eyre
Decision
Hon. Mrs. Cheapo

Hercules
Juan d'Or
Lady Rokeby
Lady des Veaus
Mrs. Downie
Mrs. Adair

Rev. E. Hawke
Rev. H. Dombrain
Rose of England
Phaeton

And The Marquis, at 2s. ecT.'each.

ON, Swinhoo Gardens, Chathill, Northumberland.

NEW TRICOLOR-LEAVED PEL.^K';'
The beautiful Collection of TRICOLOUR Kl <

exhibited at the Crvstal Palace and Grand Intvi 1

Messrs. F. i A. Smith, may now be seen i\

excepted), at the Dulwich Nurseries, S. Tlic 1

Station, Crystal Palace Line, and the DulwicU
Chatham and Dover ma^-

'" '"'^'' -:»i.;- ^ «—
the Nurseries.

A DESCRIPTIVE LIST will be forwarded on application.

N.B. The above will be again Exhibited at the Royal Botanic

Society's Exhibition on June C.

3 both within a few uiiuutus walk ol

STiie SarUeneriS'Cftrontcle*
SATURDAY, JUNE 2, 1S66.

SSUING WEEK.
il iRliododpndron Show

,
lit South KcDSingtuu

coQd Great Exhibition) 3 r

8 p

lal CWeeltly Show), at

In gathering up tho lessons wMch the Inter-
national Show is calculated to teach, one of

the most important, from a horticultural point

of view, seems to \is to be this—that one-day

great flower-shows must now become things of the

past. It has long been evident that fiuaucially

speaking a longer duration for our shows than that

of a single day was essential to success ; and it

has also been abundantly evident that as far as

pictui-esque effect is concerned the advantage is

all on the side of an extension of time, as this

alono can make it worth while to augment the

resoiu'ces of the show with materials that will

serve to compose a studied picture ; but prac-

tically there has hitherto been this difficulty,

that many exhibitors set their faces agaiust the

notion, presaging all sorts of damage as being

certain to befall their- plants.

The experience of the past few days must, we
should think—for we take the exhibitors to be

reasonable men—have in gi-eat measure dispelled

any such notions, for they must have now become

thoroughly aware that any slight damage which

may have been sustained—and a certain amount

of damage is of comse unavoidable m some

instances, which we need not specify—is rather

to be ascribed to the accidents incurred m
the transit than to the detention of the

plants for a few consecutive days m a well-

constructed exhibition tent. It appears to

us to be abundantly evident, and it must

have been equally so, we beUeve, to the

sharp-sighted men to whose skill and experience

we are indebted for such brilliant examples of

successful cultivation as those which have lately

"raced the monster tent at South Kensington,

that at a well-chosen period of the summer a

four-days' or a week's, or even a fortnight's

show, would bo as safe for their plants

as a show of a single day. That point

once established, everything tells in favour-

of a diminution in the number of great

flower-shows, and of an extension of the time of

their dui-ation. We know, moreover, that some
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at least of the principal exhibitorg at the Inter-

national have expressed a preference that their

plants should remain several days from homo, as

it gives thera an opportunity they would not

otherwise obtain, and that just at the right

season, of putting their plant-houses in order,

of executing repairs, cleansing, &c.

We ventm-e, therefore, to hope that not only

the Societies to whom wo must look to carry on

the permanent exhibitions of this country, but

the exhibitors themselves, and all parties con-

cerned, will see that their- own interests lie in

the same direction as those of the public. Of
the six or eight so-called "great" metropolitan

floyrer shows usually hold during tho summer
the public is heartily tii-ed, but if each

Society, on its own ground, or all tho Societies

acting in combination, instead of dividing

their resources, would concentrate them on a

single show really deserving the title of "great,"

and which should bo continued over a few daj's,

they would far better please tho public, and we
believe would also more fully replenish their own
finances ; for it is a fact well known to those who
are experienced in the management of public

displays, that the thousands, through whose
payments financial success must always be

looked for, hear nothing of a one-day's show till

it is past, no amount of public announcement
being sufficient to gain and fix the public atten-

tion at the right moment on attractions that are

of so short a duration. For our own part we do

not see why those public bodies who have tho

convenience of space and plant, should not have a

continuous show for several weeks at least in the

height of the season, closing and replenishing it

from time to time as required. In such a case,

advertising might bo made to do its work
thoroughly on a pleasure-seeking public.

We think, moreover, that the days of formal

arrangement are now over. It lias been shown
that an artistic arrangement of the plants

exhibited is quite consistent with "science;"

that the requirements of the exhibitors and of

the connoisseurs are not quite so incom-
patible with those of tho general public as

was before imagined ; and that we shall

not have to deplore much longer that monotonous
sameness which wearied so many, not only of

tho general public, but of the professional

spectators. The thin edge of tho wedge is fairly

dj-iven in, and we may hope now, not only for

beautiful shows, but also for tho less fonnal and
more natiu'al treatment of the plants oxMbited
at those shows.

Theee is now we hear every prospect that the

success of the International Horticcltdhal
Exhibition will be rendered complete by a favourable

balance sheet. During the past week the numbern
visiting the Show have been approximately as follows

—Monday, 16,000; Tuesday, 30,000; Wednesday, 25,000

Thursday, 11,000.

The Sale by Auction of Specimen Plants,

&c., exhibited at the "International," is going on at the

time when these lines are in the printer's hands, and
will be continued on Saturday. Among the lots are

collections of hardy shrubs, climbing plants, Conifers,

Hollies, Rhododendrons, &o., from Mr. W. Paul, Mr.
Tuknee, Messrs. Jackman, Mr. Standish, Messrs.

Paul & Sons, Osboen, Iveky, Bull, and others;

Azaleas from Messrs. Feaseb, Lane, Iveey, &c. ; M.
Linden has a collection of economic plants, tropical

fruit trees, &c. ; Ferns are ofl'ered by Mr. Watson,
Colonel Miles (Adiantum farleyense), Mr. Maeshall,
Enfield ; Agaves by M. Jean Verschapfelt ; Green-
house plants by Messrs. Lee, &c. ; fruit trees by
Messrs. Jamin and Dueand ; Fern cases by Messrs.

Baee & SUODEN, &o.

REPORT OF INTERNATIONAL SHOW.
(Conltnurd/nmpagr 480.)

Garden Plans.—We confess to feeling disappointed
at the exhibition of designs and drawings sent in for

competition at the International Flower Show.
Everything else we believe to have been a great success,

but this was a failure. Perhaps the subjects for com-
petition were unwisely chosen. They were too compre-
nensive in their wants, and too vague as regards the
specification of them. How many gardeners are there
with the leisure or ability to furnish a plan for a new
horticultural garden, a gentleman's pleasure ground, or
even a villa gai'den and grounds of five acres in extent
—for small plots of ground for building, with the
accessories of carriage road, kitchen and flower garden,
and shrubberj-, are confessedly difficult, A professional
man .could not be expected to compete for 10?., and
thus the competition lay within the scope of a very
limited number of competitors. It would be well in
future that such subjects should be avoided, and that
prizes for the best arrangement of the glassand borders in

the kitchen garden, small flower parterres, either as an
independent feature, or as an adjunct to a house (for

which a ground-plan should be given), should be sub-
stituted for them. Plans and sections might also be
added of some existing public garden, and in this case

the accuracy of the draughtmanship could be tested by

reference to a plan carefully preparoil for tlio purpose.

This would call forth a mechanical knowledge highly
creditable, and very necessary to every gardener.

It ivill surprise no one that the designs for the
Laying-out of a Public Garden in the form and position

of the Horticultural Society's Garden at Kensington
should have been wretchedly represented. It was not
an inviting task. Fine-art committees, committees of

nurserymen and able horticulturists, and the highest

patronage had failed to produce anything very striking

in the original ; and what a confusion of talent had
marred, an unknown aspirant could scarcely hope to

grapple mth successfully. Only two drawings were
sent in. The one was unplanted in the centre

—

unmeaning— that is to say, without any evident
attempt at design, and with a belt of shrubs around it

;

the other was unmeaning, but intersected with walks,

planted along the verges. To neither of them was one
of the three prizes ofl'ered, awarded, on the grounds
that a pubhc garden should aim at being a model or

standard work of art for the guidance of the national

taste in gardening, and plans without any design at all

could scarcely come within the sense of the competition.

For the design for Laying-out a Private (garden and
Grounds of 20 Acres there were seven entries. The
1st and 3d prizes in this Class were unawarded,
but the 2d was given to Mr. Chapman for a very

meritorious though faulty drawing. The principal

merits were in the disposition of the flower gardens

near the house, and in the unconflned view from the
windows. The defects were in the approach and lodge

entrance at the angle of the boundary, the iiositiim of

the lodge itself, in the piece of water pamllil \\ ith thu

house with " wibble-wobbles" which thus viewed would
be almost straight, in the vis-d-vis openings through
the boundary belt, in the vis-d-vis planting in front of

the water, and in the undefined outline of the planta-

tions ; as, since the paddock would be required for a

cow or two, these plantations would necessarily linvo

to be fenced in. Nevertheless, the position orilic

house was well selected to command the grouml, and
the sites of the kitchen and flower gardens shoMrd
thought and good sense. To attempt a criticism of the

others would waste our time, and be useless.

In the next Class, for a design for Laying-out a Villa

Garden and Grounds of Five Acres, four drawings were
sent in. Mr. T. J. Capam obtained a 2d prize

for a coloured bird's-eye draiying, which hardly
deserved it. Tho redeeming points consisted in its

having an open reach of glade, which must almost be

regarded as unintentional, as a fine Cedar of Lebanon
and Deodar were planted in the line of the vista, and a

stretch of water from which Mr. Chapman might take

a hint. By the way, we may suggest that unaccom-
panied by a plan, these isometncal views are not
legitimate, as the extent becomes undetennined, and in

the case before us 50 acres instead of 5 would be rcQuired

to realise the design.

Mr. Joseph Newton, 30, Eastbourne Terrace, Hyde
Park, showed (not for competition) landscape, archi-

tectural, and picturesque views of works executed by
himself; also views taken from the grounds of Lord
Chief Baron Pollock, the Bishop of London, the

gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society, the grounds
of the Saltbum Improvement Company, Yorkshire,

which are now being laid out by him, and from other

sources—altogether an interesting collection.

Sraicings.—The water-colour drawings of plants,

British or exotic, were a more pleasing entertainment.

Of these a drawing by Mr. Slocombe of Rhododendron
Nuttallii was decidedly the best. The colouring was soft

and harmonious, though a little chalky, and would have
been better for rather a richer toning. Mrs. Hill

received the second prize for drawings of Oncidiiuu
Papilio and Vanda suavis ; while the third fell to

a very pretty and tastefully grouped bunch of

Columbine, by Miss Agnes Boyd. The compe-
tition between her and Miss Susan McNab, of

Edinburgh, must have been very sharp, and we feel

sure the judges must have regretted that they had not
at their disposal one of the prizes unawarded in the
former classes. Mr. W. G. Smith contributed some
pleasing little bits, among others a Primrose plant, the
leaves of which were crisply and nicely put in. Mr.
Chandler sent a highly-coloured drawing, but there

was no relief about it. It stuck together like flattened

seaweed on a piece of cardboard, and more pains might
have been taken to distinguish the outline of the
leaves. Knowing what much better things Mr.
(jhandler is capable of, we were sony to see him so

badly represented.
We must here allude to some exquisite water-colour

drawings, fifty-two in number, exhibited at the Con-
gress by Mr. Julius Platzmann, of Leipsig. They
represenj various tropical plants, and artistically are of

a very high degree of merit. Botanically they are not
so useful as they might have been, as no scale of pro-

portion is given, and the artist has sometimes expended
skill and pains on some|details which would have been
better expended on other points. For representation

of texture these are truly admirable.
Bouquets, 4'c.—The 8th section included objects of

ornament in natural flowers for the dinner table,

drawing-room, bridal and ball bouquets, \vreaths,

and head-dresses; it also included growing plants

arranged in cases, window boxes, jardinets, and hanging
baskets. We much regret that this section did not
receive more attention from those who are so w«ll able

to furnish good specimens of artistic work—amongst
all the 20 exhibitors of cut flowers in one form or

another, there were but three who evinced good taste in

arranging them. Of these Mrs. Lermitte, of Finchley,
was undoubtedly the most artistic. Her dinner-table

decoration, for which she was awarded the 1st prize,

consisted of three circles of looking-glass, the largest

Dlaeed in the middle, and all tliree edged with a band of

Ferns and Lycopodiums amongst which were a few
flowers, with here and there a taller frond or piece of

variegated Cyperus arching over and reflected in the
glass below. Over the centre glass an arch had
been formed of white coral, against which a
frond of golden Fern rested on one side, and one
of Adiantum trapeziforme on the other, while
bits of Maiden-hair Fern dotted about assisted

to screen portions of the coral where necessary.
These groups were remarkable for the lightness, gi-ace-

fulness and elegance with which a few flowers, and a
much larger proportion of foliage, had been thrown
together, not studiedly arranged, and impressed us
strongly with the idea that they must have been the
work of a lady who " couldn't help it," and that from
her hands flowers and leaves dropped at once into their
places, and never wanted to be touched afterwards.
Next to Mrs. Lermitte we must rank Mr. March, of

St. James's Palace, an old and very experienced
exhibitor and arranger of flowers. He took the 1st

prize for flower stands for the drawing-room table with
three circles of looking-glass edged with a row of glass

marbles, and having a central stem about a foot high,
from the top of which three chains of glass links hung
to the edge. At the foot of each central stem was
arranged a bouquet of flowers, put together with his
usual good taste. Now that chains of all kinds are so

much in vogue from top to toe of ladies' attire, Mr.
March doubtless thinks he has made a hit in intro-

ducing chains of glass amongst an-angements of flowers,

for in competing for the dinner-table decorations he
has applied the same idea upon a much larger scale,

so much larger indeed that but few dining-tables would
bear the three massive onumicnts which he exhibited.

The flowers were large and Miiliililr, hciiiL' Khndoden-
dronson either side and purplr lri.< in (lie iiiidiUe; but
the whole was so heavy, nutwillislunding the relief

afforded by the fluted links of the glass cables, that we
are not surprised to find only a 3d prize awarded to it.

Tho only other floral exhibitor to whom we feel

bound to refer is Mr. Yates, of Sale, near Manchester,
H hdiii we have to thank for an illustraticai ..I' the fact

tlial beautiful bouquets can be niadr uiiIimui adopting
tlic Mushroom-formed arrangement lor Mimh Covent
Garden Market has long been pre-eminent. The three
ball-bouquets with which he took the 1st prize were
pyramidal in their general outline, and coutrasted
remarkably with all the others shown, in that the
flowers were few, well-chosen, and not crowded. We
hope to outlive the style which at present prevails of
cramming as many differently coloured flowers as

possible into a certain space, aiid fringing them with
lace or feathers. Such an arrangement doubtless suits

the flower sellers, and is encouraged by those possessed
of more means than taste, who like to be able to say
how many guineas they gave for a certain Cauliflower-
headed mass of distorted blooms, mounted upon iron
wires ; but we feel certain that it is only necessary to
show the public a few more such contrasts between the
light and the crowded styles of grouping flowers for

the hand as were here exhibited, to ensure a preference
for the former, ultimately to the complete exclusion of

the latter by all possessed of good taste.

From illustrations of elegantly arranged flowers, we
pass on to remark upon good designs for vases and
other appliances for holding flowers, and amongst
these the most praiseworthy were those shown, both
for the dining and drawing rooms, by Messrs. James
Powell &, Sons, of the Glass Manufactory, Whitefriars.

But for the clumsy and careless manner in which the
flowers were dressed, we believe they would have taken
the 1st prize in each case; as it was, no prize was
awarded to them, though the judges properly marked
their regret that the manufacturers of the vases had
not employed competent persons to arrange their

flowers for them, by in both instances appending their

verdict " highly commended for design."

Another glass manufacturer, Mr. James Green, of

Upper Thames Street, had three very elegant stands,

which might have obtained prizes had the Bowers been
better arranged ; but even so, their success would have
been prejudiced by their not being entered for exhibi-

tion as Drawing-room Ornaments, instead of as

Dinner-table Decorations, for which they too much
obscured the view.
In the prizes for Table Plateaus, only three persons

competed, and neither of their productions were
strictly plateaus ; that shown by Miss Wint, of
Brighton, was the best. The only real plateau shown
was that bearing the name of Lady Rokeby ; and this

was entered in another class, and was moreover wanting
in lightness of arrangement.
In the Class of Wreaths and Head-dresses we were

disappointed at finding only one exhibitor of the
required number of three specimens, and this was Mr.
Yates, to whom we observe only a 2d prize was
given. We presume the judges intended thereby to

express their opinion that something better still ought
to nave been shown, and if that be their meaning, we
quite agree with them. The wedding bouquets were
numerous, but there was nothing amongst them calling

for remark, beyond their generally unwieldy size.

We turn now to speak of arrangements for hold-

ing growing plants. Of stands to place in a room
(called Jardinets) there were only two, and these so

miserably grouped that the prizes were very properly

withheld. Of boxes for window-sills there was only

one worthy of an award, and that was obtained by
Messrs. Cutbush & Son, of Highgatc ; in this the

contrast between the rich blue of the drooping fringe

of Lobelia, and the deep chocolate colour of the box,

was much admired ; the rest were below mediocrity,

though the indurated i stone box made by Messrs.

P. & G. Rosher, of Chelsea, was deserving of better

plants. The few who exhibited hanging baskets did

not pay that attention to filling them which they

should have done; here again the 1st prize was with-

held, and the 2d awarded to three which, had they

been hung up (upon which the judges ought to have

insisted) would probably have not had a prize at all.
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as, though well dressed in the bnskets, they .npprnrr.l

to hiive nothing below to Imle the iirown Mn-s in

which the pots were immersed. The most lively

competition in this section occurred for the prizes

offered for Plant Cases ; the 1st prize was taken by Mr.

Macintosh, of Hammersmith, whose case, however, was

too dull and heavy to our taste for a drawing room; that

ivitli which Messrs. Claudet, Houghton, & Son took

id prize was as much too light for displaying plants

it was all white and gold; the

Mr W. rriiil, for rcl.arponium (hyb. nosegay) Prince of Orange ;

\|. ^is. Ivery .t S.m, PnrkniK, for A?jUca Fascination. Second-

r!:i^s ( LTtiticate t-) Mr. JluU, Clielsea, for Azalea Madame
Cannart d'Hamale.

Class 156.—New Garden Hybrid: First-class Certiflcato to

Messrs, J. Veitch & Sous, Chelsea, for Nepenthes macTiLata

;

Mr. Earley, Digswell, for Begonia phyllomaniaca hybrida.

Class 157.—New Garden Variety: First-class CertifiCiites to

Messrs. Saltmarsh & Son, Chelmsford, for Pelargonium
(tricolor-leaved) Queen of the Fairies ; Messrs. Fisher, Holmes,
ifc Co., Sheffield, for Taxus hibemiea fastigiata; Mes.srs. .J.

Carter &, Co., High Holbora, for Pelargonium ; Mr. Ticehurst,

gardener, Dynevor Castle, for Gymnogramma lanata mou-
stnisa; Mr. W. Groom, Ipswich, for Pelargonium (tricolor-

leaved) Miss Turner ; Rev. W. H. Girdlestone, Ryde, for

Athyi-ium Filix-fffimina Girdlestoni : Messrs. Paul & Son,
Cheshunt, for Cratsegus Oxyacantha coccinea plena ; Messrs.
Ivery ti Son, forAsplenium Trichomanes Moulei ; Messrs.
Ivery &. Son, for Lastrea Filix-raas Ingrami : Messrs. Ivery

& Son, for Polystichum angrUare attenTi.ato-cristatum

;

Messrs. Ivery & Son, for Athyrium Filix-foemina formosum
' ristatum ; Messrs. Ivery & Son, for Athyrium Filix-fosmina
lanceolatum ; Messrs. E. G. Henderson &. Son, St. John's

Wood, for Pelargonium (trieolor-Ie.aved) Lady Cullum;
SIcssrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, for PeLargonium
(tricolor-leaved) Harrv George Henderson : Mr. J. J. Chater,

Cambridge, for Pelargonium (tricolor-le,aved) Senior Wrangler

;

Jlessrs. F. * A. Smith. Dulwich, for Pelargonium (tricolor-

leaved) Jetty Lacv. Second-class Certificates to Messrs.

G.ar.away & Co., Bristol, for Pelargonium (tricolor-leaved)

Princess Lichtenstcin ; Messrs. Ivery & .Son, Dorking, for

Athyriimi Filuc-fffimina pterophorum ; Mr. W. Bull, for

Myosotis Imp^ratrice Elizabeth.

Class 1.5S.—Seedling Fruit, of any kind (Certificates): Second-

class Certificate to Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nurseries,

Slough, for Cherry, Frogmore Early.

Class l.'JO.-Seedling Vegetable, of any kind (Certificates):

No award.

§ VIII.

—

Bouquets ' Ornament in Natural
Fi.o

5 : 1st, Mrs.
3. Lucking

3d, Mr. T. Charles March,
1 P.abiee.

1 1 . .fnted with Flowers : 2d, Miss

CLass 221.— Dinner-tjible Decorations,

Lermitte, Knightons, Finchley ; 2d,

Brothers, Westbovinie P.ark, W.
Amb.a.ssadors'Court, St J

Class222.—Tal.l.'l'l.i. 1'

F. A. Wint, 15, Br.n !

Class 22,3.—Dii M . .vcr-stanas : isc,

Charles March. Am: .- ill i nt, St. J,imes's Palace.

Class 224.—Draivint' mom I'lant Ca.se : 1st, Mr. Geo.

Macintosh, Nurseryman, Hammersmith : 2d. Messrs. Claudet,

Houghton, & Son, 89, High Holbom; 3d, Messrs. BiuT &
Sugden, King Street, Covent Garden,

,,_. .. Ivantage, since .

plants, however, in both these cases were nicely

1 arranged. The 3d prize was taken by Messrs. Barr &
• Sugden, of King Street, Covent Garden, who, by sending
'30 cases for competition, seemed determined not to

I lose a chance of getting a prize, but whose mistake, if

we rightly interpret the decision of the judges, would
. appear to have been in filling their cases rather with
interesting botanical collections than with a few

effective plants.

In all these arrangements of growing plants and cut

, flowers for personal or domestic adornment, it is much
'

to be regretted that those who have taken prizes during

the last four or five years at the horticidtural shows of

London, Brighton, and other places, did not coinpete,

and give our foreign friends a better illustration of

what persons of good taste can and do daily produce
on their own tables. That this was the opinion of the

judges may be a.ssumed from their withholding more
than one-third of the prizes.

Implemenfs.—Ottbese great numbers were exhibited ;

but with one or two exceptions there was nothing new
or very remarkable. A horse-shoe, covered with wood,
to be applied during the operations of rolling ormowing
lawns. shoiTO by Mr. Henderson, gr. to Sir G. H.
Beaumont, Bart., Coleorton Hall, Ashby-de-la-Zouch,

i
was stated to be an improvement on boots, which

I are apt to keep the horses' feet too warm. Of
mowing machines there was a profusion, and the

same may be said of sjTinges, pumps, and garden

engines, as well as of boilers, and other appliances for

heating. Amongst these latter Mr. Gray's oval tubular

boiler received a First-class Certificate. Models of

gla.ss-hou.ses were shown by several exhibitors, and
Sir. Wells had his patent folding ground Vinery.
From Mr. Scowan, Allen Road, Stoke Newington,
came a good garden seat shade.

1
--f-,—.-—=--,-.--, ,. . ,, „ ,„„.i».i

Mr. Earle,
,
gr to F. Pryor, Esq., Digswell, ^Iwyn, «ass 22.^-Wmdow ^;'•-^^ji",^-^.TlSSf'ist, Messrs,

Herts, exhibited a useful-lookiug cheap guard for
|
^^ cutbush A- Son. Nur-servmen, Highgate.

protecting young trees in parks. It is made ot stout _.
. -.

iron, with feet to go in the ground, and for 2 feet in

height it is wired for the purpo.se of keeping out small
intruders. It is made m two semicircmar pieces,

which are joined together when it is placed round the
tree with screws and nuts.

Mr. Charles Lee exhibited a strong two-wheeled
transplanting machine, which it was stated might be
made for 20/. In principle it would act in much the
same way as the old timber-gig. A prize w'as awarded
to a machine constructed by .\Ir, ^Idndoe, gr. to Coles

Child, Esq., Bromley. To two iron wheels at the back a

strong pole is attached by means of bands of iron, which
rise considerably above the wheels. To the sides of the
pole are attached strong canvas, cordage, or chains, for

passing under the ball of the tree, which is raised by
leverage in the usual way. Between the two iron

wheels, on the same axis, is placed a narrow wheel,
notched for a racket wheel, the turning of which with
a handle enables the operator to place the machine
backwards or forwards with little application of physical
strength.

As regards the best mode of ventilating plant-

structures, the prize w;t,s awarded to Messrs. Sanders,
Frewen & Co.. i5ur\ SI. Edmunds, for one of Beard's
patent metiillii- iinn-o>iiiUii,'ling class houses, a full

description of which uil! tje found in our volume for

last year. Mr. jS'ewton, 30, Eastbourne Terrace, Hyde
Park, furnished some ingenious models illustrative of
different modes of ventilation.

Foremost among Vases was one of ribs of iron covered
inside with turf to keep in the soil, from Messrs.
Hunt & Pickering, of Leicester. This is an improve-
ment on the solid cast iron or terra-cotta vase, inas-
much as it secures perfect drainage and continual
circulation of air through every part of it. When not
in use it can he readily taken to pieces, and packed
away in a small space till wanted. Italian baskets
were shown by Mr. Bull, of Chelsea. A Certificate

was awarded to vases, fountains, &c., of artificial stone,

sent by Mes.srs. Rosher. Queen's Boad We.st, Chelsea.
Also, to Mr. Thomas, 6, Newcastle Place, and
133, Edgeware Eoad, Paddington, for wire arches,
seats, temples, and trainers, but chiefly for the great
variety and artistic beauty of many suspended ivire

baskets, &c.
Chairs and other garden seats were shown by several

exhibitor?, as were also tubs for Orange trees and
similar plants, but amongst these there was nothing
specially deserving of being particularised.

A prize was awarded for two nice designs of rock-
work or ruins, suitable for Ferns, sent by Mr. Puig,
Grove Terrace, Grove Road, St. John's Wood
We must not close our report without repeating that

Mr. Ormson's multi-tubular boiler most effectually

heated that portion of the tent devoted to Orchids;
i and we were glad to hear from exhibitors of this class

of plants that not the slightest degree of injury had
been sustained by them.

LIST OF AWARDS.
(Continuedfrom 2). 488.)

§ V.

—

Seedlings.

Class 155.—Seedling Florists' Flower, of any kind
fCertificates) : First-class Certificates to G. W. Hoyle, Esq.,
Reading, for Pelargonuims Alfred Hoyle and Favourite : Mr.
C. Turner, Slough, for Pelargonium (Fancy) Duchess of Buc-
cleuch ; Mr. C. Turner, for Pelargnniura (Fancy) Syloin ; Mr.
C. Turner, for Auriculas (Alpine) Vivid, and Bertha ; Mr. W.
Paul, Walthara Cross, for Pelargonium (byb. nosegay) Rebecca ;

lommcndcil : Mrs. Mary Ann Mitchell, Battersea, for Wax
Flowers ; Mr. Joseph Newton, Eastbourne Terrace, W., for

LIS Planp. and Views relating to landscape gardening ;

Mrs. J. Stoddart, Notting Hill, for Rice Paper Flowers;

Mrs. M. R. Townley. HoUoway, for Wax Flowere. Commended :

Messrs. W. J, B. Verity, 2, Charles Street West, for Cases

filled with* Ferns ; Mr. R. M. Stark, Edinburgh, for

collection o^ North American pLints ; The Rev. J. W. St.

John, Woodstock (R. Fenn, gardener), for English Wines;
The Rev. J. W. St. John, Woodstock (R. Fenn, gardener),

for Fenn's Alliance Beehive ; M. C. Pfersdorff, Kensal New-

Town, for a collection of 16 species of Euphorbia ; W. Marshall,

Esq., Enfield, for Ouvii-andra fenestralis ; Mr, C. Noble, Bagshot,

for various Hardy Shrubs; Mr. R. Parker, Tooting, for

Pleopeltis incurvata ; Mr. H. Knight, Jardinier-en-chef,

Chateau de Pontchartrain, for a Hybrid Amaranthus ; Messrs.

Lane & Son, for miscellaneous collection of Azaleas; Messrs.

Downie, Laird, &. Laing. Sydenham, for a stand of Pansy

blooms. Commendation ; J. H. Buchan, Esq., H^weU (G.

Venner, gardener), for miscellaneous collection of Flowering

Plants ; Messrs. Backhouse & Son, York, for collection ol

Trichoraaaea and HymenophyUum ; Mrs. 3Iihie, for Dned
Mosses.

Fruits (238).—5i., The Duke of Richmond, Goodwood (G.

Cameron, gardener), for collection of 4 Pine-apples; 41.
,
The

Countess Cowper, Wrest Park (S. Snow, gardener), for collec-

tion of Apples : M., W. E. Hubbard, Esq.. Horsham (S. Ford,

gardener), for collection of Apples and Pears ; II., G. 9. Fol-

jambe. Esq., Osberton Hall (E. Bennett, gardener), for a dish

of English-grown VaniUa; 10*., C. N. Xewdegate, Esq., M.P.,

Arhury (S. Evans, gardener), for boxes of Peaches and Nectci-

The following additions and corrections should be

made in the list printed la«t week :

—

Class 10.—6 stove or Greenhouse Plants (Amateurs) :
Equal

1st. Mr. J. Stevenson, Lark Hill, Timperley.

Class 11.-6 stove or Greenhouse Plants (Nurserymen): 1st,

Mr. B. S. Williams, Holloway, N. ; 2d, Messrs. S. Glendinmng
^ Sons, Chiswick ; 3d, Messrs. Jackson &, Son, Kingston ;

4th,

Mr. R. Baxindine, Guildford.
Class 42.—12 Stove or Greenhouse Ferns (Amateurs) : 4th,

J. Yates, Esq.. Highgate -W. Taylor, gardener.

Class 61.—12 Hardy Taxads ; 3d, Messrs. Paul & Son, Ches-

Class 73.—10 Begonias: 4th, R. Barclay, Esq., Highgate,

N.—W. Young, gardener.
t i-it, *

Clas.9 97.—12 Cape Pelargoniums: 1st, Mr. J. J. Chater,

Gonville Nurseries, Cambridge.
Class 99.-1 Standard Hardy Rhododendron : let, Mr. Joha

Standish, Ascot and Knightsbridge.
Class 105.— 6 Greenhouse Azaleas (Nurserymen) : 4th, Messrs.

James Ivery & Son, Dorking and Reigate.

Class 133.-6 Show Pelargoniums (Amateurs): Ist, F. G.

WUkins, Esq.. Leyton. N.E.—J. Ward, gardener; 2d, A. J.

Doxat. Esq.. Putney Heath—James Shrimpton. gardener; 3d,

W. Beck. Esq.. Worton Cottage, Isloworth—J. Wiggins, gar-

dener; 4th. Mrs. Hodgson, The Elms, Hampstead—James
Weir, gardener.

CLass 1.30.—12 Pansies, in pots: 3d, Mr. John Shackell, Old

Field Nursery. Bath.
Class 141.—24 Pansies, cut flowers: 3d, Mr. John Shackell,

Old Field Nursery, Bath. , ^
Class 174.—Tho best bunch ot Black Grapes: 3d, Mr. D.

Clement. Chase Side, East Bamet.
Class 175.—The best bunch of White Grapes : 3d, Mr. John

Standish, Ascot, and Knightsbridge.
Class 215.—The longest Cucumber: Ist, J. Cockle, Esq.,

West Molesey Lodge, Surrey—J. Penfold, gardener.

Class 220. -Newly introduced Vegetable; 1st Class Certi-

ficates to Mr, Bull, Chelsea, for Raphanus caudatus ;
Messrs.

Ivery & Son, Dorking, for Dioscorea Batatas ; W. Jones Loyd,
"

Watford (AV. Cruickshank, gardener) for Dioscorea

Batatas ; M. Morm, Fontainebleau, for Diosci I Batatas.

i:27.—3 Hanging Baskets, furnished with Plante : 2d,

Messrs. Wm. Cutbiish k Son. Nurserymen, Higbgfite.

Class 228.—1 Wedding Bouquet : 1st, Messrs. Lucking,

Westboume Park, W. ; 2d. Mr. John Delamere, Nurseryman,
Holm Lane, Orton, Cheshire.

Class 229.-3 Bouquets for Balls : 1st, Mr. Richard S. Yates.

Sale. Cheshire; 2d, Messrs. Lucking Brothers, Westboume
Park. W.

Class 230.-3 Head-dresses or Wreathe ; 2d, Mr. Richard S.

Yates, Sale, Cheshire.

§ IX.—Implements, Design.'?. Ac.

Class 231,—Garden Implements (Certificates): Fir-st-class

Certificates to Mr. R. Read. 35, Regent Circus. Piccadilly, for

Garden Engines. Syringes. &c. : Mr. J. Gray, Danvers Street,

Chelsea, for Oval Tubular Boiler. Second-class Certificate to

John Wfimer & Sons. 8, Crescent, Cripplcgate. for

Garden Engines, &c. Third-class Certificate to Messrs.

Barnard, Bishop, A; Barnard, Norwich, for Garden Seats, &c.

A.— Model of Tent : No entry.

B.—Transplanting Machine, 8 tons orupwards: Nn entry.

C—Transplanting Machine,
i»

t<i 2 tons : Society of

Arts' prize. Mr. Melndoe. gardener. Bromley Palace,

D.—Method of ventilating Plant Structures : Society of

Arts' prize, Messrs. Sanders, Frewen, & Co., Bury St.

Edmunds.
E.—Garden Whcelb-arrow : No prize awarded.
F.—Sunshade for Garden Seats : Society of Arts' prize,

Mr. T. L. Scowan, Stoke Newington.
G.—Guard for Protecting Trees ; Society of Arts' prize,

Mr. W. Earley. gardener, Digswell.

H.—Levelling Instrument : no entry.

Class 232.—Garden Ornaments (Certificates) : First-cLoss

Certificate to Mr. J. J. Thomas. 133. Edgeware Road, for Wire

S™n,X"ScrR''uXTeiK 'ic.'^- ^ul^n^Ti^osb'Z \

relpeclivefy to-r and -2' Fahr., a degree of cold ver.v

Queen's Road West, Chelsea, for Artificial Stone Boxes. &c.

Second-class Certificate to Mr. E. A. Puig, 21, Grove Terrace,

St. John's Wood, for designs of Ornamental Rockwork.

A.—Earthenware Boxes for Edgings : No entry.

Class 2.33.-

Clas9'2:)l.—DcsiKii f"i

Class
W. CliM'

Class
Caparn,

: '2d, Mr. J.

nlrnof Sacres: 2d, Mr. T.J.
.. «Mrk.
ill^ of any Plant : 1st. Mr. F. A.

Slocoiiii I
I ' iiiK'Wn Mu.seum, for Rhododendron

Nutt.-iUii Mi il hiv Hill, Cork, for Drawings of Vfinda
suavis, ,i;: ,

1; .
']

. : i'.ijiilio; 3d, Miss Agnes Boyd, Edin-
burgh, fi'l t 'li.Uuljlli'..

§ X.—MlSCELLANEODS SUBJECTS.

Class 238.—Mi.scellineons Class: .V.. Messrs. James Veitch
& Sons. Chelsea, for Miscellaneous 'Collection of Novelties ; il.

M. John Linden. Brussels, for a collection of 2.5 new species of

Maranta ; 4'.. Mr. John Watson, St. Alb.an's, for fine specimens
nf 10 New Zealand Film Ferns ; 3^, James Bateman, Esq.,

Biddulph Grange fJ. Stanton, gardener), for Dendrobium
Falconer! ; 3/., Mr. W. Bull, Chelsea, for a Miscellaneous Col-

lection of Novelties : 3^. Messrs. Osbom &. Sons, Fulham, for

Phormium tenax variegatum : 3/., J. Brand. Esq.. Balham (W.
Howard, gardener), for 3 magnificent plants of Eucharis
amazonica ; 2/., Mr. C. Turner, .Slough, for collection of
new Pelargoniums ; 21., Messrs. E. G. Henderson it Son,
St. John's Wood, for collection of new Variegated Bedding
and Hardy Plants; 2^. Mr. John Standish, Ascot and
Knightsbridge, for a large collection of Rhododendrons

;

2/., Messrs. .7. & C. Lee, Hammersmith, for Viburnum plica-

turn. Table-formed Yew. and other choice shrubs : 2^, Messrs.
Lane ii Son, Great Berkh.amstcad, for collection of Rhodo-
dendrons: IL, M. John Linden, Brussels, for collection of

Tropical Fruits : 1/., Messrs. J. & C. Lee. Hammersmith, for

Aucuba japonica. in berry; 1/.. Col. Miles, Malmesbury. ffi

Adiantum farleyonse ; 1/., A. Wattenbach, Esq.. Camberwell
(A. Goodwin, gardener), for 6 standard Coleus Verschaifeltii

:

\l.. M. J. A. Willink. Amsterdam, for 3 new Ferns and Lyco
pods; 1/., Mr. John Watson, for miscell-aneous Film Fei-ns,

First-clsss Certificate : Mrs. Hope, The Deepdene, Dorking
(J, B. Whiting, gardener), for collection of Apples. Highly

ON TWF. CnASGY. OF THE DIRECTION OF
THE BRANCHES OF WOODY PLANTS

caused by low degrees of temperatdee.
By Prof. Robert Caspaky, KOnigsbehg.

[The following p,aper was read at the Botanical Congress, and
wc have been favoured with tho abstract in English by tho

author. Eds.]

The onl.v oteervation on this subiect, known to me,

has been made on a Lime tree by John Rogers, Esq.,

jun.. Sevenoaks, Kent, .and communicated by Dr.

Lindley to theTrans.Hort.Soc. London, Ser. II., Vol.11.,

1842, p. 230. Rogers observed on the 19th and 2nth

January, 18-38, on which days the thermometer fell

respectively to —1° and —2' Fahr., a degree of cold ver.v

rarely occurring in England, that duringtheextreme cold

the branches of a Lime tree which overhung a part of

his g.arden. drooped so completely as to lie on the

ground, and those above fell proportionately : there was

neither ice nor rime on them to increase their weight,

so that this phenomenon must have been due to tho

direct effect of cold. The branches recovered them-

selves as the day advanced and grew warmer, and

eventually they .so completely regained their original

position, that Mr. Rogers at first thought his gardener

had cut away all that drooped and impeded the path

in the morning. ,^, ., ,,,

One ofmy col leagues,the Professor of Physi ology atthe

University of Koniesberg, Von Wittich, made asimilar

observation on a Lime tree in his garden. During

severe frost this tree used to droop one of its branches

stretching across the path so low that it was impos-

sible, without stooping, to pass under it. At the

request of Professor Von Wittich I exaniined the

lowered branch on the morning of the 4th of February,

1865, in a cold of —18' R. (= -Sk" F.). As my atten-

tion was now directed to the phenomenon, I observed, at

that very day, in and about Konigsberg, that the

branches of many Lime trees drooped very much, par-

ticularly one branch of a strong tree in theRoyalBotanic

Garden, which was more than 3' lowered, the utmost

twigs touching my head when I stood under the tree,

and" rising afterwards, when the thermometer stood

above the freezing point, to such a height that I could

not reach them by the hand, even by jumping. It was

clear that a phenomenon had been brought to my
notice which iip to this time had nearly escaped

oh.servation, and I resolved to examine it with more

accuracy the next winter. 1865-66.

As it might be expected that the change of the

direction of the branches, caused by low temperature,

not only takes place in Lime trees, but also in

others, I undertook, in the Royal Botanic Garden, the

examination of the following 10 species of woody
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plants (9 trees and 1 shrub) :—Tilia parvifolia, Elirh.

;

JSsoulus Hippooastanum. L. ; Carpinus Betulus, L.

:

Ehamnuscatliartious.L. ; Pterocar.Tncaucasica,C.A. JI.;

Pavia nibra. Lam. ; Pinus Laricio, Poir. ; Pinus Larix.

L. ; Pinus Strobiis, L, ; Acer Negundo, L. Of each I

subjected to observation one brancli, but of Tilia

parvifolia two on two different trees—one of them was
the above-mentioned, which drooped on the 4th of

February, ISijS, more than 3' [feet]. I selected branches
which were at such a height above the ground that I

could examine them standing upright without too

much inconvenience ; under two only I had to put a step,

so that I could reach them conveniently. Close to eaeh
branch I had placed an upright pole, .3" [inches] square,

which was put into the ground between 2—.S' deep, a

depth at which I thought that the pole would not be
lifted by frost, which, as far as I have seen, does not
penetrate here into the ground beyond It'. In the
winter of 1865—66 the frost did not go so deep as 6".

The poles were set up on the west side of the branches,

where this could be done, in order that the predomi-
nant and strongest winds, S."W. and W., might
not nib the branches against the poles and so injure
them. On that side of the pole which faced the branch,
a scale wa.s carved in feet and inches, which began
'J above the ground, a.s the snow lie.s with us some-
times to this height, and which reached a little beyond
the usual height of the branch. That place of the
branch, the height of which was daily to be measured,
was marked by a little notch cut into the bark. In
order to find out the exact height of the branch, a
square was placed with one leg towards the smoothly
planed pole, and the other leg elevated from under-
neath the branch, till it touched this. By means of
a sharply-pointed hard lead-pencil . I marked the
point at which the angle of the square was lying at

the pole, and measiu'ed the difference between this
point and the next inch-mark below it in Prussian
duodecimal lines. The height of the branch of the
above-mentioned Lime tree, which drooped on the
4th of Pebruary, 1865, more than 3', was measured by
another method. A long, thin, square wooden rod was
fa.stened 17s' .above ground by strong iron wire to the
branch, so that it hung down perpendicularly ; the
under end of the rod was about 5]' above the ground,
moved along a perpendicular pole fitted'up as described,
and gave the height of the branch. To prevent
the rod being too much thrown about by the force
of wind, the lower end of it was surrounded by a
strong iron wire fastened to the pole, forming a long
narrow sling, which gave the rod ample space to move
up and down, but prevented too much lateral deviation
I took the observations described iu this paper

daily from the 29th of November to the 34th of March,
and I shall continue them. They were taken in the
morning between half-past 7 and 8 o'clock, or 10 minutes
after 8, a time which in the middle of our winter
for two to two and a-half months nearly coin
cides with the rising of the sun and the minimum of
temperature, and which offers also the advantage, that
the air is generally quite calm, or that the wind at

least is so light that it does not prevent the observa-
tions, whilst in the middle of the day it generally blows
with increased force. Aft«r the measurement was taken,
by about 8 o'clock, the temperature of the moment .and

the minimum of last night was read from a
minimum thermometer, containing alcohol, and made
by T. G. Greiner, Jun., at I5erlin. The force
of the wind was noted according to the method pre-
scribed by the instructions given to the Prussian
meteorological stations (Dove, "Bericht iiber die in

den Jiihren 1848 und 1819 auf den Stationen des
Meteorologischen Instituts im Prussischen Staate
angesteUten Beobachtungen." Berlin, 1851. Beilage.
s. iii.), distinguishing 5'. (zero) means the one
extreme, i. e., total absence of wind ; 4, the other
extreme, i. e., storm, by which whole tree* are in
constant motion, sometimes twigs and branches, when
in leaf, are broken off, or even whole trees uprooted.
If the force of the wind surpassed the first degree

—

1, ». c, if the branches were in such motion that they
had no moment of rest, and their height therefore
could not be observed mth any accuracy, I took no
measurement at all.

[Professor Caspary then enters intov certain details

which it is not necessary to give here. In the original

paper, for the clearer understanding of the observations,

the course of the temperature and the changes of the
tUrection of the branches are represented by diagrams,
A'C, which we regret that our space will not allow us
to reproduce.]
Before I sum up the results of my observations, I

will make a few remarks on the disturbances of the
observations caused by wind, rain, snow, sheet ice, and
hoar-frost.

As regards the wind, only those observations which
are made at a time when the force of the wind was 0,

are quite to be depended upon ; those which are made
when the force of the wind was 1, are not quite accurate,
although they may be only about -^ of a line too low
or too high.

" When the force of the wind was 2, 3. or
4'. particularly when it blew for several days, it was
often observable that the branches the day after the
strong wind did not quite regain their former direction,

which they had lost by the derangement they suffered

—

it was so on the 12th of Xovember after the storm of the
11th. On the 14th February a strong S.W. wind,
which blew during the daytime vrith the force 3,

depressed so much the branch of No, 6. Tilia

parvifolia, that on the 15th February at —1°.0 K.=
34°.2F.at8o'elockinthemorning(minimumof last night—1°.5 B. = 28'.7 F.) it drooped more than on the 16th
ofFebruary at a lower temperature :—1'.5 E. = 2S'.4 F.
(minimum of last night—2'.4 R.= 26'.Cr.), having
b°en enabled, owing to the hght wind of the loth of
February and the calm night between the 15th and
16th February, to rise again.
Heavy dew, forming drops, and more particularly

I

rain, depress the branches, although only a few lines, for

instance, on the 2d December in comparison with the 1st,

on the 24th and 25th of December m comparison with
the 2.3d. Sheet ice occurred on the branches only once,
on the 9th of December, and only in an immea.surably
thin layer. In the diagrams those days on which I
found the branches depressed by rain or adherent
drops of water, in general are marked by E ; sheet-ice
is marked by G. If the branches were only moist
without drops, in consequence of dew or rain, this is

noted by N.
The branches were lowered by snow much more than

by rain, particularly on slender briii(li.^<, as on those of—1. Tilia mrvifolia; 2. jEsculiis lli|i|ior,(.(;inum;

3, Carpinus Betulus ; 4, Ehamuiis cithiniii n-. ,Vr. ; the
effect of snow, for instance, on the Cth anJ 12iU ^Marchis
most visible. But if the fall of snow coincided with a
severe degree of frost, those branches which are raised
by frost showed, in spite of their burden of snow,
an elevation. So on the 21th of March those of

4, Ehamnus catharticus, and 11, Acer Negundo. On
the 23d of March a little snow fell during the day time,
with S.W. and N.W.W. winds, but it thawed, and the
snow melted partially away from the br,anohes. Early
in the evening frost set in, with S.E. wind. At
8 o'clock in the evening (temp. —4' E.=23' Fahr.),
I swept the snow from the branches, but did not succeed
well, as the partially melted snow was fixed by frost upon
the branches. The minimum of the night between
the 23d and 24th of March was —7' E.=26".3 F. ; by
8 o'clock in the morning there were still —1".7 E.
==28'.2 F. During the night the sky was some-
times overca.st, often clear, and much snow fell ; all

the branches and their twigs, even the smallest,

were covered with snow 1—9'" deep, and in spite

of this Ehamnus catharticus and Acer Negundo
stood at 8 o'clock in the morning of the "24th,
respectively i'" and Si'" higher than on the 2nth of
March, on which day the temperature was much
higher (0'.6 R.=33'.3 F., at 8 o'clock in the morning

;

minimum of the previous night —O'.l E.=31 '.8 P.,

the branches being entirely dry, with no trace of snow
upon them. I gathered the snow fromthe branches under
observation, and from the twigs of both trees, care-

fully, upon plates, on the morning of the 24th of March,
and the weight of snowwith whichthebranches,inconse-
quence of the coinciding cold, were raised up, was,
accordingto the determination ofmy colleague. Professor
Werther—on the Ehamnus 44 grammes (0.088 pound
of the ZoUverein), and on the Acer Negundo were
61 grammes (0.122 pound of the ZoUverein).

C)n the diagrams snow is marked with s. Often
there were only a few isolated flakes on the branches,
which therefore coidd not at all be depressed by the
weight of the snow, as for instance on the 19th and
21st February.
My observations gave the following results as regards

the change of direction of the branches caused by
fro.sti ;

—

1. The branches of all trees .showed a displacement in

a lateral direction. From the 21st to the 24th of
February, at the time of the severest frost, and on
the 19th of March after there had been some mild days,

I measured the distance between the bnmches and the
poles. These distances are given in the tables of
observations under those measurements, which give
the height of the branches on the above-mentioned
days. The difference between the position of the
branch on the 19th of March and the greatest deviation
on one of the days between the 22d and 24th of Feb.,

showed a motion to the left-hand side in 2, yEsouIus
Hippocastanum, by 1" S"' ; 3, Carpinus Betulus, by 2"

;

7, Pavia rubra, by 1" 3'"; 11, Acer Negundo, by 1" 4'"; to

the right-hand side in 1, Tilia parvifolia, by 3" 5'"

;

4,Ehamnus catharticus by 1"5"'
; 5, Pterocarya caucasica

by 1" 5'"
; 8, Pinus Laricio, by 4 '" only ; 9, Pinus Larix

by .3" 4'" ; 10, Pinus Sfrobus. by 7". The large branches
of the other Lime tree (6, Tilia parvifolia) moved also

during every period of severe frost towards the left-

hand side. 1 had, however, no means of measuring the
amount of this dislocation. This lateral motion of the
branches always took, whenever severe frost happened,
the .same direction. The amount of deviation increased
with the intensity of frost.

2. In addition to the lateral motion several of the
branches exhibited a drooping one as soon as frost

began, and they drooped the lower the severer the
frost was. This was shown by 1 and 6, Tilia parvi-

folia ; 8, Pinus Laricio ; 9, Pinus Larix ; 10, Pinus
Strobus. The diagrams exhibit this phenomenon to the
eye at a glance. The amount of this descending motion,
depending upon the Idegree of bending down and the
distance of the point under obsen-ation from the base
of the branch, was amongst the examined trees largest

in 6, Tilia parvifolia, viz. 6" 8"'
; in Pinus L>aricio it

was 2" 31"' ; in Pinus Larix 1" StV" ; in Pinus Strobus
1" 3'". In 1 Tilia parvifolia, of which the examined
branch is a tertiary one, the effect was compound, as

the motion of three generations of branches came to

appearance at once; the extent was 4"3ni"'. If we
put an absolute measure to the motion, Pinus Laricio

drooped most, Tilia parvifolia less, still less Pinus
Larix, least of aU Pinus Strobus.

3. The branches of other species of trees began to rise

as soon as frost set in, and rose the higher, the severer

the frost was. Of this nature are 5, Pterocarya cauca-
sica andll.AcerNegundo. Pterocarya caucasica showed
an amount of motion of 3" 4"', and Acer Negundo of
1" 65'". In both cases the motion was a combination
of that of several generations of branches.

4. The branches of other species of woody plants

exhibited a rising motion during mild frost, but a
dj'ooping one during severe frost. Of this nature were
2, ^sciUus Hippocastanum; 3, Carpinus Betulus;
4, Ehamnas catharticus ; 7, Pavia rubra. The extent
of the whole motion was in ^sculus Hippocastanum,
1"

8J"': in Carpinus Betulus, I" 5"'; in Ehamnus
catharticus, 1" llf"; in Pavia rubra only 45'"; in all

it was the combination of ^notion of several genera-
tions of branches. The degree of frost at which
they begin to droop cannot be fixed exactly, on account
of the want of hourly observations and of observ.atiohS

of the temperature of the wood itself Carpinus
Betulus, Ehamnus catharticus, and Pavia rubra drooped
the branch at —9'.8 R. = 10' F. (minimum of the
foregoing night—IT. 7 E.= 5'.7r.), which tempera-
ture I observed at 8 o'clock in the morning of the
20th of Feb., but a branch of .Esculns Hippocastanum
was depressed only at —15'.2 E. = —i'.'l F. (minimum
of the preceding night —16' R. = — 4' F.), which the
thermometer showed at 8 o'clock in the morning of
the 21st of February.
As the movement of the branches, be it upwards

01 downwards, begins only in consequence of the
heat penetrating the wood,it is sooner observable in thin
than in thick branches.

It is remarkable that the branch, if the motion had
begun in a direction corresponding to the present
temperature, continued in that direction even after the
temperature had changed to a degree that generally
produces a contrary motion (compare Pterocarya
caucasica between the 6th and 13th of December};
and at the time when I now wTite this, in
spring, several brauches keep at the same degree
of temperature, for instance +1' E.^^l'.l F., a
height very differenf from that which they
had last autumn. 1, Tilia parvifolia; 3, Carpinus
Betulus; 4, Rhamnus .catharticus; 5, Pterocarya
caucasica ; 7, Pavia rub£; 8, Pinus Laricio ; 9, Pinus
Larix ; 10, Pinus StfdMBTstand now higher than last

autumn : 2, .Esculus Hippocastanum, and 11, Acer
Negundo, stand now as nigh as Ia,st autumn; and
6, Tilia parvifolia, stands now lower th.an in autumn.
The same degree of frOst had at different times a
different effect, although I could not always .account

for this by any difference in the dur.ation of the frost.

What IS the cause of this change of direction of the
branches by different degrees of temperature? At
pre-sent this question cannot be answered. The
phenomenon shows, however, that the different sides

of the branches are differently contracted by low
temperature in alongitudinal direction, and ofcourse otl

that side in which the motion is greater than on
the others. Whether this shortening Only takes

place at the point of in.sertion of the branch or along its

whole length, which latter seems to be the more
probable, I am unable to decide at present. 1 tried td

take portraits of the branches at different degtSes of
temperature by means of a camera obscura, and by
comparison of those portraits to find out the e.xact seat

of shortening, but in vain, the two small portraits

coincided with each other. The later<al dislocation of
the branch is perhaps caused by a shortening of only
one group or line of cells of the wood pursuing the
sanie course .along tlie whole length of the branch

;

which shortening, in consequence of the oblique or
spiral direction of the cells of tlie wood (.V. Braun,
Monatsbericbt iL

observable on <lil

places. Thattb( }

different places in

radius by low temperatu

\',:

1 sho

IS-t), is

'
' 'in'erent

' -'-ted in
iirmiir. nnceand
fomierly (Botan.

Zeitg. von V. 5Iohl und V. Schlech._, 1857, p. 329.*) The
contraction of the young wood in the longitudinal

direction is, as far as I know, not yet examined. I

suppose that it contracts in a by far greater measure
than dry wood, which according to Kater shortens its

length "for 1° F. (Kater examined white deal) by
0.0000022685, and to Struve, who examined the same (?)

sort of wood (Tannenholz), by 0.0on(iii2S4U (Bot. Zeit.

von V. Mohl und Schlech. 1855, p. t9l).

The view mi^ht be entertained that the changes of

the direction of the branches are dependent upon the
humidity of the air, as frost generally with us sets in
with east wind, which is very dry, and so the times of

frost, great dryness, and of the greatest changes of

direction of the branches, happen to coincide. The
coldest times of last winter had the following degrees

of humidity, which are the means of three daily

observations, taken at 7h. A.M., 2 and 9h. P.M. I owe
them to Professor Luther.
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branches coincide nearly, Ijut in other cases the rela-

tions of humidity ditlor widely from the two last,

which coincide constantly. The minima of humidity

in the months of January, February, and March are

as follows :—

Jan. 31, 1868

Feb. 3 „
March 1.5 „

(Temperaturo
Minimum of

the preceding
night.)

From this it is evident that the minima of humidity
of the air during these three months do by no means
coincide with the extremes of frost, which always were
contemporary with the extremes of change in the
direction of the branches. Besides this one cannot
see how the changes of humidity and that of the
direction of the branches could be combined.
K. F. Schimper, in Schwetzingen, made a distinction

between hyponastic, epinastic, and diplona.stic branches,

as the excentric increase ol' wood takes place either in

the under or upper part of the branch, or contempo-
raneously in both (Baura und Listing, Amtlich.
Bericht ueber die 31. Versammlung deutscher Natur-
forscher und Aerzte in Goettingen, Sept. 1854. Goet-
tingen, 1860, 67). But the excentric formation of the
mass of wood in bram-lips does not seem to have
anything to do with the dirf'tioii i>f (he motion, which
takes idace in frost. Tln' Iinincljr-: of Tilia parvifolia

which are often hyponastir in the extreme, particularly

in very old trees, in which they are often nearly flattened

like planks, droop, whilst the hyponastic branches
of Carpinus Betulus rise in mild and droop only in

severe frost, arid the generally hyponastic ones of Acer
Negundo and Pterocarya cauca-sica rise during all

degrees of frost, so far as I observed.

Further observations have to decide whether the
mode of change of direction is constant for each species

of woody plants or not.

NOTE ON THE CULTIVATION OF PALMS.
Bt Hermann AYendland, Hanovbk.

The interest which peo]de in England bestow on the
noble famih' of Palms seems to increase more and
more, and I therefore venture to give here a few hints
on the cultivation of its representatives. Speaking in
general, it is very simple, and ditfens b.t little from
that of other tropical plants, but there are a great many
species which require a more careful or rather an
exceptional treatment. How is it that we so very
seldom meet with fine specimen plants of Attalea,
Borassus, Cocos nucifera, Corj-pha, Copernicia,
Desmoncus, Guilielma, Hyphtene, Latania, Licuala,
Manicaria, Mauritia, Nipa, CEnocarpus, Oreodoxa,
Phytclephas, and Eaphia, the seeds of which were
imported at the beginning of this century, if not earlier,

and which producfeda sufficient number Ofyoung plants?
That there must be something wrong in the way of
treating them is evident, and 1 snail endeavour to show
where improvements can be made.
Geographical distribution is one of the most impor-

tant ])oints to consider in the ciilfivrilinn of tropical
plants, and in lookint.'at thos,- l';ilius .iliovc mentioned,
we find that they growmost liiviirjnnlly near thesea-
coa.st, on borders of rivers, and on low marsh}" ground

;

even the roots of those we meet with in deserts are at
all times well provided with water.
Having lost several species, especially delicate ones.

in former Ycnrs, tiv jivin^them nnlv n smntv suiijih c.f

water. 1 li:l\r riilircl\ I'lnir.-i'-l inv -\s|.lii, :il].] I.rr,',|i|.

profuse HhiTr I I|;mI l.r|nr,.| [ .l,:n-|IIL', NcM'llllr|e-s |

did not iil.l:uiis;i(isj';iclnry results mill many nf II till

I placed pans under the ]iots. 1 have now succeeded .so

well in my experiments^ that I think myselfjustified in
.saying that these species cannot be destroyed by too
much water, but are apt to die if water is not supplied
abundantly. It is a well-known fact that some Palms,
especially the species of Bactris and Cocos, only root
well in the lower part of the pot, and that they produce
but few roots or none at all nearer to the surface. If
these are provided with pans, the whole ball will form
one compact mass of small roots in a short time. Some
of them required a longer time to elTect this, and showed
even a more sickly appearance ; but this did not make
me doubtful, and I have had the satisfaction of seeing
this treatment followed, sooner or later, by the best
results. I may add, as a rule, that the more spiny a
Palm is, the more moisture it requires.

ON THE ARRANGEJIENT OF ALPINE
PLANTS IN OUR GARDENS.

Bt Pbofessoe Goeppert, Beeslau.

After alluding to the dangers and difficulties

encountered and overcome In the endeavours to reach
the summits of the highest mountain peaks to inves-
tigate their production.s, Prof. Goeppert condemns the
indiscriminate planting and total absence of order or
arrangement in our gardens of the treasures thus
obtained, and adds that he considers one of the
purpo.ses of our botanical gardens should be to illus-

trate plant di.stribution.

Then follows a comparison of the Arctifc with the
Alpine flora, in regard to latitude and altitude; the

experiments, communicated at the above quoted place. I

repeat what I .said already there, that these fractions do not
at all claim accuracy, as from more than one reason accurate
dates cannot be derive"! fr-nn tliM-i. --c|i..n"Tti."'nts, and are
perhaps altogether imjiu^ > '. ' ,

i t,
'

. K.nlysovery
complex as wood is, but I

:i|. ., i. Miif<ixim.ately
that the proportion of i-'i in vied in the
direction of the circumfei. i,' .. m.l i ilm ^.iiij.csses that of
all firm bodies, even that of zinc and iron, and is only
aUn>M«ed hf that of the air, a rciult which I h«v^ SU reason
to again afBrm.

northern and alpine limits of trees, shrubs, herbaceous
plants; and, lastly, of organic life, the author pointing
out their confonnities and anomalies.

()f the whole phanerogamic flora of Germany and
Switzerland, consisting of about SoOO species, nearly
one-third belongs to the mountain and Alpine plants.

Only some 450 of these, however, can be looked upon
as truly Alpine, two-thirds of which are cultivated in
our garden. They are about 2000 plants, some in pots,

others planted out, covering a space of a Pm.ssian acre
in extent, which is situated on the bank of a canal, and
are arranged amongst various kinds of stone in eight
groups. Protocoocus nivalis grows here, covering a
hollowed slab of granite.

Each group is then treated separately. The following
are the headings :

—

i. Plants of the highest north, above 80', or the
Polar zone, and plants of the Central Alps, on
glaciers above the snow line, between 10,000
to 10,700 feet. This is again divided into
two :

a. Plants of the highest north, between 78'—82°,
with examples.

b. Plants which also include the highest stations

on our Alps, in the region of eternal snow.
ii. Plants of the snow-line of the Alps, from 8500 to

ro,000 feet high. Those also occurring in the
Arctic zone have an asterisk on the labels.

iii. Plants of the sub-snow region, from 6000 to
8000 feet of the. Alps, or the essentially Alpine
flora, W"hich'universally answers to the treeless

region of the Arctic zone. On our Riesenge-
birge, situated much farther north, the Alpine
flora commences with the disajipearance of

trees, at an elevation of from X>W to 4000 feet.

iv. Plants of the highei5t north in the treeless region

extending all round the pole, andalso indigenous
to Germany.

V. Contains a division of trees and shrubs, with the
same distribution as those under No. 4.

vi. Pines of the Arctic zone,

vii. Shrubs of the Central Alps, which occur above
the limits of trees,

viii. The mountain plants of Central Europe, within
the tree region, as in various parts of Germany,
between 2—6000 feet.

Lastly, for comparison, representatives of the Alpine
flora of the Himalaya, but these are too few to be of

any practical value.

The writer believes the advantages of this arrange-
ment are : the being able to see at a glance the nature
of vegetation according to altitude, from the plain to

the extreme limit of organic life ; and the power of

reviewing clearly the relationship with the still proble-

matical flora of the Arctic zone.

The author concludes by saying that this arrange-
ment must be considered as a practical carrying out of

the scientific teachings of A. von Humboldt, Schouw,
Watson, A. De CandoUe, &c.

SOME PROPOSITIONS WITH REFERENCE TO
SYSTEMATIC ISiiTANY.

Bt Peofesscih Kaiii, Koch.

THE systematist of our days has to contend with
irious difficulties, of which the three following are

the most important, viz. t

—

1. The confused nomenclature.
2. The scattered literature.

3. The importation of a great number of plants by
nurserymen under fanciful names.

One man can do but very little to remove these
mIihIim-Ics, but perhaps a Congress of Botanists and
1 1 1 III iculturists,suchas that which assembled inLondon,
will be better able to effect changes and improvements
where it is required. Formerly botany was the
science to which special attention was directed, but of

late it has become less popular, and has given way to

chemistry, natural philosophy, and mineralogy, and so

long as it remains in this sort of retirement, so long as

it does not endeavour to answer the questions relating

to mankind and the general welfare, it will neither
accomplish what it should, nor obtain the consideration

due to it.

After pointing out the relations between Botauy and
Hortieiiltnre, niid the manner in which they might bo
mutuiilh ser\irealile, I'nircssnr Korh treats of his

three li.illlls in detail, iH-ilinilK; with—
1. T/ir (',i,fiis;„n ill till' yomriiflnture, ami how it

may he rpmedied.—At the time when only a few plants

were known, one individual was able to master the
whole material, but with the exploration of foreign

countries the number of knowm plants has increased

from year to year, so that it has attained no less than
the great number of 200,000 species ; and if, more-
over, we take into consideration that each species is

subjected again to many variations and forms, which
are often taken for true species, and described as such,

we must not be surprised at the confused state of their

nomenclature. Synonymy in regard to genera as well

as species, becomes more and more alarming.

Vanity has sometimes exercised an influence in the
alteration of names, and this may be said especially in

regard to genera. Describing mere forms as species is

certainly not to be approved of, but it does not so much
endanger the veal aclvancement of science, as this is

more orlessa matter of individual opinion. But where
a generic name is changed without good and sound
reasons, there arise difficulties which are of a very
serious character.

I propose, therefore, to keep the sppeifie name first

given, I. Ill a< l-eLeu-.K" tlle eellerie llMllll., to lilaeellial

Which reeeiil iine.liL-ale.ll lla,- ai|.i|ilei|, lil"-l, I tile

one by ulllel. il, »a^ lirsl .l,"Mlll,e.|. art.T\'.al".ls ill

parentheses. If an author's name he given, only that

one should be considered who first described the plant.

Our nomenclature begins with Linnaeus, and therefore

all earlier botanists are to be disrefanled I, inn-ens
for in.stanee, deserihes " OrniflinLMlinn lulemii.- Imt
Salislmry discovered eliarnelers of sntiieient iiniHirtance
in this plant to justify him in making a new genus,
viz., "Gagea." Our plant is therefore, to be called
Gagea lutea (Omithogalum), L.

2. The Scallered Literature.—lHo science belongs to
one nation alone, and least of all. Botany. Formerly
Latin was universally used, but now every one writes
in his own language, and a botanist is obliged to
master at least the German, French, Eimlish, and the
Italian languages to take cogaLsance of all llial lia- Imcu
done. Besides this, the publication of lieu |ilaiit~ now
takes place very seldom in independent works, nhieh nno
might readily procure ; but the botanist has to look
for them in all sorts of periodicals and even in separate
pamphlets. These are the more difficult to obtain,

seeing that they are published in all parts of our globe
—South Africa, Australia, the East Indies, Peru, &c.,

have their own botanical literature. It is true that we
have Walper's Annals, the purpose of which is to
colleet tile desiri|itions of all the species .so as to be
readil\ a-

-

csilile . Imt as only one man has undertaken
this ^iiL'aiii ie lask, a ijuickand a thoroughly complete
publicaliuu is impossible.

I propose therefore to elect a number of botanists
representing the various countries, to examine and
collate the separate publications of their several coun-
tries ; then a general editorship is to be established in a
European town, where there are the best libraries,

and all extracts to be sent to that place. The general
editor should arrange these extracts scientifically, and
publish them. As such a compilation is very much
needed, I have no doubt that a publisher would be
found. Walper's Annals are written in Latin, the same
language should be adopted for the proposed work.

3. The Importation of Plants hy Nurserymen..—It is

a well-known fact, that all objects, not excepting
plants, sell better when thej^ have a name. We must
not be surprised, therefore, if nurserymen baptise new
plants from foreign countries with fancy names. No
disadvantage would ensue—synonymy would not be
increased, if the horticulturists would afterwards
apply to a botanist for the right name, which could
then be published and supersede the provisional one.
But there are two difficulties. If even those names
are enrreeted, gardeners seldom take the trouble to
ehiiijelhe provisional for the scientific. The second
iiini(iill\ arises from gardeners not knowing the
liiitanisls who study certain families, or not daring to

trouble them. This ought therefore to be the task of a
Botanico-Horticultural Congres .

4. Amongst systematic botanists there is already a
number of men in different countries, who have paid
special attention to single families, and it is desirable

that others should make up their minds to do the
.same. There are many famifics, indeed, which "Want a
thoroughly good revision. If the bnt.iiiists present at

the Consress could come to an iiiMleistaniline in order
that the horticulturists might leani 1e win nn to apply
for advice, I think very good results eonld lie obtained.

Astronomers have already divided the firmament
amongst themselves a.s far as regards their studies

;

should it not be the same with systematic botanists ?

In De Candolle's "Prodromus" it has partly been
done, but this partition should receive a more
general and distinct expression. Gardeners would
more easily receive the right name for imported plants,

and botanists would always receive a fresh supply df

tropical exotic plants to work upon.
Professor Koch then points out several instances

where he has already succeeded in this proposed reform.

ON THE PRESENCE AND SOITRCE OF
NITROGEN IN PEAT,

"vvith eefebence to its use as manuee.

Bt Prof. Schttlz Schulzenstein, Beeliit.

Inoenhauss, Saussure, Boussingault and others

have all one and the same theory as far as regards the

nutrition of plants, viz., that their carbon and nitrogen

originate from the air, and not from the soil, and that

therefore the vegetable and animal ingredients of the

soil are not to be considered the food of plants, but
that the mould of the soil is derived from the plants

themselves, and eaunnt serve them hereafter as food.

lint nMlHltlislaiiiliiis this lliecry, experiments in

Imrlieiiliiire ami aLn"ieiiltnre lia\e slimvn that one can

never do withnnt earliniiaeenns manure, taken either

from the vegetable or animal kin'.;ilnra, and experience

proves that carbon plays the viriiieipal part in earthy

manures ; that without mould there is no plant-

growing, as far as all artificial mixtures of the soil

are based upon earthy substances ; and that mineral

manure without mould is a chimera. Orchid growers

know now very well that, deprived of mould (humus),

their plants will not succeed for any length of time.

We have it in our power to change, to improve, or

to deteriorate the difierent kinds of fruit ; nay, the

products of the vegetable kingdom altogether, in

manuring the soil [with difTerent huinns-snhvianees,

without the air interfering in the sliL-ljie-i de-ree,

simply because the different fertility deii.ieU iiii"ii the

.soil and locality. The air appears to be the .same

everywhere, and we could not speak of a local diUer-

ence in the .yegetation if the air furnished the food for

flauts. Practical experience contradicts the theory of

ngenhaus.s, Saussure, Liebig, &c. All cultivation

amounts practically to this—to avail oiu^elves of the
humus-substances of the soil or to improve them. And
in this way we prepare peat as manure. The
easier peat decomposes, the better it acts on the vege-

tal ion, and those cheap kinds which are very light

and s))ongy, and are not fit for burning, are especially

to be recommended for manuring the soil, which is

rendered more absorbent of the humidity of the air,

and by-and-by the whole mass of the turf is decom-
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posi'd liy inUrcfaption. The lighter and more spongy
the I iirf is, the quiol<(>r will bo Uio results. All turf is

more or less :iiniiioiii:ii';il m- nilmm.nous, ;ni.l llu'

ui^ro^;(Ml 111;

reudereil m.

Im IIh 1 1 1 1 1 \

for whiel
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(jeuenil
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in liir In
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llal
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111 Mir .iilli\:ili..n of those plants

siilislaiha.sare iinsii ital.le.

niiivr nt 11 1 1 roi'm 111 lurt? The
lial carliiirrMrd liidroLten Has is

r Indro-.ai iiiiiles ilsril «illl llle

a. lo tonii ainiiioiiia. This, hmv-

I'll,!' "orni'ol' 'aiViiHouia, whirli

le dry distillation ol' turf, .|nst

, il oiiL'iiiales through the dry
il Mili~iaiir,'s. This .shows that
(iirt niiisl be in the same con-

for iustnne
hniirs, allMiiiien and meal. In lael, it can
llLiI llie iiilniL!en of tlie tnrt really ori(;i-

11 aiiiiiial bodies whieh liye or have lived

id of whieh Ira.-es .are lo be tniiml in the
• i-lasses of in fusoria, poh pes, uonns, mollnsca,

Crnslaeea and iiis(a'ts are best represent I'd, whieh
thronudi Ibeir l.ulkv devido|iment produec the nitrogen
in tiirl'-iiil- and HI inrt ilsclf,

Tini 111 I mil I' do, ^ iHil ail so quickly nsstahlo manure,
heeaiiH' ii diriiiiiiniM^ more slowly, but it thereby

rllli

liiebi',; allirnis tlial turf eiin only be considered a.s

manure for plants if ]ihosphato of lime be mixed up
Willi it. l!nl as Imf eoiitains in itself a sufficient

nnaiilil\ of Ibis MihsbiiiiT, 1 need hardly say that
Ijiehm's niHiiinii i:ii 1 lir niilii'ld in jiraetice. My
exprr iiKiii adiliiiL' bonr-iliiM lo the turf have not
given an,^ brllrr re-nlls t ban \n u-iiil; I nrf alone.

Jlarnirin'.,' nilb hniniis in -nii-ial, and nianurinu
with turfanil del •aveilM-La'lal.lesiili^taiireMiiparlienlar,

show irrerntabl.\ ibal llie fnod ofplaiilx li.rms a simple
subst.anee, whieh is represenird m Ilie i:ases of humus
^earbon, li.MlidL-en. nilrocrn- and thai the plant does
not need to proiaire the earbon and nitrogen from
diU'erenl somees, and to eompo.sc only the food out of
the elementary substances.

LIST OP THE PAPERS, ETC, PRESENTED TO
THE BOTANICAI., CONGRESS.

AliSTRACT."

Mr. .TvMFs AM.Fnsox, Aleadow Bank, GKsgow:
HI I III- triiii'rraluro of Water, and(ihsr

lis rii;

jMi

iiion

not

fur «:itiini.i; tropical plants, cspociallj- Oivlilds. |0f tliis

iinp.iihint impur wo liopo to give ft fuller account ut a future
Inuf, Kns.l

M. .\NPi!r, Paris: On landscape gardening and
;;aidi n arrbileeture in Paris from ancient times to
I be la Ill , w ith remarks on the present stylo.

M. HiiMvNX, (ihent:
I, hi laai-r III fae.disli exhibitions.

J. (MnriMii III Krl-Mii exhibition.s.

;i. i;ri'l> lo ibe ailMH'ates of the superiority of
.\ilii iiltu

M. \. lii.YTT, Cliristiania : On the geographical dis-

I rihution of plants in the Sognefjord, west coast of

M. HoMMEK, (.ihent: On the vurieuatiou and colour
(d' leaves.

lit illllr

Ihr piplanl. ,Siip|iii.iir^

should Iheadai.lalii

S. Is the Pear known iiii
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• the names of Belle
Koynlfi d'AugletKirre,
or Engli.sh? Is the

kuomi, the date of its origin,

nf t.lic IniRc .^jic-imcns of Si-qiioin (\Vl•ninprt.oni.^) of Califnniia,

i-l/.., Iliat known .ia the 01.1 M,ii,l. This trco ban bcrn broken
iff by a storm at a height of 12S f,.,.t Us, b,»n lail, m-oisa now
..rves as a dancing floor. M. lii- I , bu.. 1 inili i.i. inured
In.' diameter of this tree in th,' f m ' I'lj^cr

was Btrctched across the diam i , . ;
ininial

n.iKslioinK'inarkMlof! withii
I

... i. i.i liiiR

1 tlKthi'ri- arc, for instance. Vow- trees wliich date back fi

rhristian Era. Tho Sequoias grow in a deep and rich soil,

and their rate of growth appears to have been very uniform
;

thus on the slip it may be scon that at the age of 400^500 years,
the annual rings were still thick, -whilo in ordinarj* trees the
layers become thin at fmm 80—120 years, according to the kind
I'f ti-co and other cireuiustancos. Specimens of the wood were
also exhibited.

Professor C^spauy. Kiniigsberg: On the change in

tho direction of the branches of woody plants

caused by low degrees of temperature. (Sec p. 51-"?.}

Major TUKVOit Cl-^hkk, Daveutry; On a eertaiu

phenomenon of hybridism in tho genus Matthiola.

Mr. B. Claeke, London : On tho floral envelopes of

Lauracea;.
The alUhor regards the flonal cnx-clopcs of Lnuracore as

double, consisting of a trimerous calyx and corolla, and supports
his views by a reference to those of Laurus itself, the fourth
sepal of which ho considers to be intcm.al, and belonging to

tho petaline series, the other two divisions of that series being
converted into stamens. Pie refers to the near affinity of

Heniandia (recognised by all arUhors from Jussieu down-
wards), and of GjTocarpeai (pointed out by Robert Brown, and
ailiipted by all subsequent writers), and to tho evident relation

of dm Last named family to Combrotncete (of whieh indeed
binilloy regarded them merely a section), and derives, fr^>m a
conipurison with all these plants, further arguments in
support of the eorrectncss of his notion. Evidences of near
relation,shlp .are also deduced from the stmeturc of their

ovaides and the attachment of their ovrdea, and the author
finally arrives at the conclusion that Lanracem are "Com-
bretacen?, with a superior ovary and sopaloid petals."

Dr. Alexander Dickson Edinburgh: On the leaves

of Sciadopitys and Phyllocladus.

Mr. W. Earlet : On the preparatory formation of
trained wall-fruit trees.

Tiro writer sets forth that the present system of priming
tnrined trees in lire nurseries is objectionable, on the groiinii

that the too free use of the knife injuri'- 'oi-l oftrn ,l..«lr.'\-s

the eonstitution of the ti'ce when in a \"'i" a -i' ^'' I
i i o'

cause of wall-trees shrivelling .and dyiii.: I
,

'

of a too gross after-growUi. and cons, j; .1 iiiiii,

lie advocates, in place of tho comni' n ._i i.m ooiui
pinching, which attains tho end sought in less time, and
pi-oduces a soimder tree, more favoimible to rcmov.rl.

Professor Goeppert, Breslau

:

1. On tho arrangement of alpine plants in our
gardens. (See p. 615.)

2. Palfcontology and our botanic gardens.
The author diaw» attention to the intimate eonneetion

lu-tn..ii ,.1 h'.sil I'-t.iiiv, ,iivl til' - i" I.'.' .'ml ,'f the

dist.ant p.art3 wUl be found analogous rather than
identical."

Mr. Howard has succeeded in obtaining qrunine from the
bark of C. officinalis, whieh he cultivated in his own stove,
anit jirneiireil very ncai'ly as much quinine as is yielded by
I'li;. a III. ,11, '1-,. in its native country. This is probably

I'll II ,|iiinine has been extracted from bark

!
Ii ... 1.1 I'liieh followed on tbi.^ subject, M.Weddell
:'

I ..
I

'
i

..'...il i.ii Q.iii, .1,. .

.. 1
1

1.1 rendered some
I '

" '. : I
. , '

.
• • |ii,mwasthatof

.'... ..|..|. "II . :
... .... 111,1 persevering

.'.i..:i. .11 I'll (.. Iliii. .;
I lie uoi.U UK.lioa.i. and said that

il II , . 1,1 I I"' |ii'i,.l ih.i 1 nil iieus spelt the word Cinchona
uilli.iiil til,. liiHi /, l,v ,ii,,T, then it wordd be right to correct
II, It ,1 III iiel siy I 'hiiiili.'ua. But Linnreus used tho word
riiu'liin.i f.ir the" sake of euphony, just as he wrote Jussifeji

not Jussieua, .tc, l.innanis' n.ame has thei efore prioi-ity

;

moreover the Spanish letters ch are not pronounced as they
are in English, e. g. in tho word church, and no .advantage
would therefore be g;iined. The change would also create a
bad precedent, and 1 ' "III, ii wo, iM ii't be possible to
adhere ahvays, as win 11 '' ii

, m , , have been dedi-
cided to tho same lioi

1 1 11 . lining a common
dcr-ivation, such an I 1

I', 'f'ni menia. the latter

naineaecontingtntlii I .

'
i

. I. I 'i' "ti,' nHopted.

M. W,'il,lell fully ,
i

,..
' - I" '"I bv

.Mr. Ib'wanl as I,, tie ''
'

ii
.

. i I II, in

v,.rv natural K'enus. I... .

I :i in., !.. .... ;

i u.
I that

nlltbi.se ileseribed were I'ul Lie- '-, . iii'.'.n- I'l'm,; ('"in one
typical form, as not one of the so-called species could bo dis-

tingnishcd by any one .absolute character, but only by a
certain ensemble which is readily seen by the practised eye.

The only way to unravel the tangled skein would be for some
1
intelligent botanist to devote some years of his life to tho

, study of every so-called species in ita native realm, and settle

; once for all how many or rather how few must be the forma

I

henceforward to bo considered as typical. The very worst
scrxdce that can be rendered to i^uinology .and to systcmJitic

botany consists in a profligate multiplication of specific n.ames.
When vegetable forms deserving to be distmgmshed can bo
ranked as varieties or sub-varieties, it is easy to see that a
much more correct idea is conveyed of their filiation and of the
amount of their differential ch.ai-.actor. The s.ime forms, if all

raised to specific rank, would all appear on tbe contrary to bo
equally distinct one from the other.

Mr. H. HowiETT : On night-covering and shading of

plant and forcing houses.
The author's object is to combine shading with night cover-

ing by means of one eontrivanoe flttci to the root. Ue points
out the ncces^ii ., r. , ili, r, 11. 1m I 11". .i' it advantages to

bo derived hi. ;i 1.11 . 1 . .
i tl.,t both may bo

secured, bv II" I' . : . 1 ;
,,. boards moved

by Icvcrn. ' '1! -i . n .
.

.
.

I i- i,,.i ling ground for

The paper wais aceonii

Mr. S. HlliDEP.P. 1., iiig of plants.

\) . lit 1 1., flielsea; On the relation of horti-
culture and botany to mankind in general.

Mr. Carroll, Glasnevin : On garden drainage.

The aidlior, after alliulbig lo the necessity for, and tbe
advit't,.. t. V'. .I.tii.t fi.i-'i .Il liiihi

,
, .'tivated ground.

Ro,'s .
'

!
' . .1. I

... I- laade to guard
a;;:iii. in many cases,
reti.i.i . ,:i' .1, , .

1
. 11 I

.1 .. ',,. ,
. ',- I'v the intrusion

of 1!'. '
i : ii;i.-, ..11, L tl.e .iei'.'.sU ol o.xido of Irou,

call'. I Ii' .xe. The c\dl iu question he proposes to
rem, !i I , n. .i body of porous material beneath the
di'.iiii

, ,1 I . ii.ul of above them: and this, beciuse he

Item of anj
ntaet with,

"

1 always descend by preference to tie
ch porous substratum as tliey may come in

Professor De Candolle, Geneva : On a recent very
e.xivct mea.surement of the diameter of the trunk of
one of tho giirintic Sequoi >» of Califoinia

M de Candolle in this pipei g-ix o tho measurements of one

»u,h I ,, IS i,uin It IS tolio muinst, ,id fbit the auth,,.
h i\ e not stnt in thou comujumcations or tiieu abstracts i

time for publieation

rial"-
^

_--•"'
,:;,;,,;;,; ;";;,;, .";| „;,;,:.

;',;,;, ",.0"™'

time; phjoitimis to t iiciii.— I'ri'poseii it.'\ isi.-n oi ln.iaiiicftl

lists.— I'roposcd establisbmeut vi ix buiird vi butuiiiciil nuuica-
claturo.

Dr. TTtlpebtianp. Bonn : On tho nocossitv of insect
:i-.Mir\ in 111.' iVi'iilivid.Mi nrCni-\il,ilis cava.

Or n,'
,

I ' i ii'.i.'nts. that tho
fl''\\ '

'
I III insect.s, nnd

llui^..' !"l I'll '", 1! . IT ",Mi 1-::. Il r-1,1. ^i • i..i.-uk>3. -id. That
flint Is very sol.i.mi lomu'-l wlu^n the tU.wcra of tbe sfimo
i.irL'ino nre crossed with each other. 3d. By the crossing of
n nwers on diffei-eiitindividuiU phints lUonc, ia perfect fertili-

Mr. J. E. Howard, London: Observations on the
)ireseut st,ato of our knowledge of the species of
Cinchona.

" Tho chief c^iuso of the confusion in our knowledge of tho
Cinchonas has been the tendency to systematise without a
full ncquaintauce witli tho details. I entirely disbelieve in nil

tho so-called typical forms, and in all tiio attempts to
classify and arrange them. The very best of these attempts
seems to me to break down (:i8 shown by Kaisten), even
as regards the exact limits of the genus it-self, which blends
by intermediate Unks with tho other Cinchonaceous genera.
I wish to direct especial attention to the spelling of the name
of tbi- -Tvt-, ivVi Mi.^r as Cinchona or as Chinchona ; also to
tbe II' ' f 1 i ^enus, whethoras Cascarilla or as Laden-
hri-i;i . \ 'Uli.i tend so well to settle these questions
astii ; , \| :, Mil of opinion at a Botanical Congress. I

woiil i -il.
I
-11-t .ateution to tho necessity of considering

some as markedly distinct forms rather than as mere varieties

having sub-varieties, xmtil all ends in confusion. If this be
admitted, the Cinchona pitayensis, C. lancifolia, C. purpurea,
C. erythroderma, C. Pelletiei-Ann, &c., would take their legiti-

mate place : and I propose, by the side of these, to place the
C. Bonplaudiana vars, colorata and lutea, as representing a

distinct form of the Loja bark. I would confine the name
Cinchona Condaminea to the real Quina primativa (if the
having cui-ed the Countess of Chinchon entitles it to
this, appellation) ibtli^hing Pa\on's barbarous name
Chahuai-gui.r\ I hi\e itttmpted to reduce mto practical

UM K irvtm s \ tru tif s of C 1 mcifoba viz obtusifolia,
' \i*t t 'I'l I

'1' Il i 1 1 ! V'nnijuerensensis? The last
" 1 \ 1 I hi vinetiesof Cinchona
I

I li m allude to as I hope.
1 w

1 ubject In conclusion,
1 V 1 1 I 1

1

" U defined region of the

and I behe 3 that 1 speaes has been clearh proved to

JI \ \ N 1 1
I

I M < .i 1
I : 1; ,il method of pruning.

Ill, I ). I. 'duccd in England aro
nl.iM, ,',,. .;. I'li.iln.Td by trees left to
r ,

I 1 , ,
" '. ; ' .> I 1 1 'i M 1

1

\- lire neither so
'

1 , '1 :, :
!

,
'I

I

I
.11 ;i.i " '

' " ; n;,'htbo. Their
I'l u 1 I

.
'

.1 1 '
':

. i: I I 'I'l'' r:it'hor to the
-', 1,; lit -|ii 1', I

.11, ,M. :
'.'.1 I' !, ; lie ground than

..1. i-t.L, 1,1,. I. I '
'

. [ i;' ii' !' 'Vii.r assumes that
the Kngh.sli

i

' '
I "

I ' '''I'l 1,'row, without
properly ei'iii .1 : n

1
'f fruit.

He rcciuuiii
1

1 , 1 i 1 1 ;
1 ' irieal trees and

large fruit, i'; i' ',;iu ii„ 1I1 .Ii.m.li 1 "f tho different

branches; ns/foi- iu.staiice, whether fruit bearing or wood-
bearing, .-md treating them accordingly, in opposition to tho
system of treating all alike, whieh he calls the old system, and
speaks of it rather as "pruning ^vithout system." The old
phui ieavoa Nature to form wood or fruit branches at will ; he
would so control Nature as to form either at pleasure.

Profes.<;or Karl Koch, Berlin : Some propositions

with respect to Systematic ]3otan5\ {See p. 515.)

Professor Kickx, Ghent: On the physiology of

Crjiitogamous plants.

M. KHET-AriF. Hnrirlem: On the names of ftarden

varieties iiiiii Uirir lonfiiMxi synonymy, withspecial

refcrencr \" Inilliou- ;uhI tulHTous-rooted plants.

Mr. Thom\s 1.\.\t<>^, Stamford: On the variations

(ir«'<((d hv (Tnssing on the colour and character of

llu'.MvJ.sor IVas.

Till 1 lini'Ti^ r'^hihitcd were selected for the pm-poso
of il! ;-' rwi ,

M vnriations produced by crossing, in tho
culii: 'it of tho seed of Peas, in the second and

'ill '

I
I

I" rimcnts in crossing tho Pea tond to show
tlijti 1

'
: I ho immediate offspring seed or second

geiit 1 ' iitie.'s follows that of the female parent, is

eonii I I' '1 ii.iicbetwcenthatand themale pai'ent, and
.sum. I

III from both; and although at times it

p;iri li. -^
[ I'd. . ! vir of the male, it has not been ascertained

by the expeiimonter ever to follow the exact colour of tho
male parent. In shape, the seed frequently has an inter-

mediate chjirticter, but as often follows that of either parent.

In the second generation, iu a siiiK'lo P'^d, the result of a cross

of Peas, different in sli n- ,1 1 - i. m, ih. .moLs therein aro

sometimes all interim ' '
1

' '^ent either

botli parents in shay
and chaiTictcrs witli

:irr"

111" ^ both colours
ill ,| 1. ,11. The results

K 1 .1 n. 11. 1 r seed produced
:liate uflspring Of a

I limited manner—usually
I it the fourth generation produces

III ; 1 ii> ; the seed often revertmg back

^ _ ._. \ eharacter of its ancestors of the first

generation, partly partaking of the various intermediate

colours and characters, and partly sporting distinctly from any
of its ancestrj'. These sports appear to become fixed and
permanent in the next and succeeding generations ; and tho
tendency to revert and sport thenceforth seems to becomo
checked if not determined.
The experiments also tend to show that tho height of the

plant is smgidarly influenced by crossing ; a cross between two
dwarf Peas commonly producing some dwai-f and some tall,

but on the other hand, a cross between two tall Peas does not

exhibit a tendency to diminution in height.

No perceptible "difference appears to result from reversing

the parents and applying the pollen of the female to tho

variety previously employed as t.he male flower.

Professor Lecoq, Clermont Ferrand:

1. On the cultivation of Colchicum byzantinum.
A description of the plant, and of the method of cultivating

it, is here given. The autlior recommends it for use in green-

houses aud li\'ing rooms, its corms being concealed by
LyCOpodium.

2. On the migration of mountain plants.

The object of the author is to show that the mountains of
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ti" tlio iiffoncy of

i(.h ho denies

Auvergne liave roe

birds aud of wind,

suppoaod glacial period, t

altogotlier.

Thia district, he says, w.is, at the tortinry ponod, a vast

plateau, ivitb a mean .altitude of 8—900 foot. Volcanic erup-

tions then mundatcd it, .altered it.^ soil :uid climate, and
raised it in some pl.aces 100«

*' clouds began to settle on the

late, and iunumorable streams

and by their murmurs seemed t

to come to enjoy these happy
appeal was heard," &c.
The boreal species, with which alone we are concenicd, and

a list of which, about 104 in number, he gives, could not, ho
s.ays, have an-ived till .after the volcanic elevation of the district,

and they covild only h.avc come from the ,*Ups, the Pyrenees,
Lapl,ind, or the mountains of Gren.ada. But as all these are

either Alpine or ryrencau, with the one solit.ary o.xceptien of

the Ar.abis cebcnnensis, we may assume that these two great

chains were the home from which they came as colonists to

says ho,
(o accurau-
y summits,
vegetation
hospitable

Fr.«:
ntry i low .and flat, and afforded them

3orr of their progi'Css by means
;

iinl or,Ti(.liKles that thoy must
! t Mil li, r tlirough the air, aud

'

, I I
' -ti.a-ms of wind.

. I'll riv;ilion of fruits.

to preserve fniits ovlt of

ce them are in bad health

The iutermodiate cc

no resting phice ; Car
of a glacial period he
therefore have been ti'in "m i in

mainly by birds of pa^ I
n,','

M. L.in.lTE, Paris ; on III. I'lo

The author says it is imi>..ssiM(

their season, if the trees which prod'

or condition,

M. Mas, Bouri; : Of the method to follow in obtaining
new varieties of fruit.

Dr. Mastehs, London : Double flowers, &c.

Dr, David Mooke and Mr. A. G. More, Glasnevin

:

On the climate, flora, and crops of Ireland.

The authors rcm.ark upon the well-known humidity of the
cUmate, and the singularly slight difference th.at there is

between the summer .and winter temperature : a difference

that at Dublin is only 17i* Fah., .and on the west coast as
small as 14\ Indeed, that of winter, they say, is as high as
though the island Lay 15' nearer the equator. Hence the
peculiarity of the Iri-h fl.,r:i, ..f which they (rfvc a list of the

their,
.'

I .;. I
' .. r ! , ,r . i" :

'
,

',-;."

SiRiim- TunNM, K usrripts

hop..|lh

Mr, l;i

Mr, III KMVNN
II nllinv

Mr, Ti I I I A \

U:.^U 111 llu

Detiiils a serie;

covering of seeds.

l.lhrau-

f .Uulis
lini.:il r\|i"iliiiMii I,, Now Granada, and
]' \,..i ,\ MMmiI.

li ill to the existence at
I

: I of manuscripts and
I

I

1 it Madrid, where they
I

I !i\ years. Among them
;• '

'
I ' I It is gi'catly to bo

~l','ii ', .-'I I'; ill at least carefully pj'o-
I'l'i'l' il 'iii.nnl

.
in.

I render them easily

\^ vnNEK, BrooiiilU'lil, Chelmsford: On
lii.ls

llr: I'nhausen : Note on
r.n,.)

Ihe structure of the

00
1 II I ii irvationson the

\\ I

1.
I Mil.

. Ilio peculiarity in tit.
'''

.11 111 ..till I. Ill Keuera, and shows 111. ii
,

'

,.

1 LLii I tilt uli iiLicters, A peculiar striui .

"' ^

osta of many Solanaeeio. It is a form of \vis.

ting a support to the lateral walls of the for
'

i the •primitive membr.ano is J

in (111

ciuii

ho \\ I

Conn

orboftirc Ki

18G2, 38;1.'^.

lihoilMilriiilr

Allloninn (

tnis-..- I III 1

dm lilnitin.

iihi in pf

IH-.sIs

'. /fiss.

f of
inly of

ill the
lilii-ont

ili.rcts;

\iith a
'I'liey

n-lhat
II throe
IVction

pletely. Tlie iumr w
even crustaceous dcp.
sinuous outline, the e. 1

by undulatii:

frinuo hiali

: disappc

slipc By.

tissue, vvlii It n\ \.niiius intermecUate conditio!
indiLMiiii mill s. jssiuinoides into a reticulate

author is vijiy dosiruus to procure seeds for micri

nation, the results hitherto obtained promising
Interest and value in proportf

are systematically carried out,

Dr, AVti^ittt

Midi
: UursH.
viiig lost my crop of
, permit me to u-sk tho
lis to the cause of niy

I \ tiro growing is built

"sliullin-s In tin- front

iiT iiliinltil ill IVont,

hist year.

iln 'I'll.

'Of

„ -- heavy , - .,

to the extent to which they
I

and treated them in tho same way tL-

last, Thoy had a good show of blonn

1 ripened it well, I iinineil

si did

Appended arc some intercstingretums sent in by gardeners
in the cmmtiea of Cork, Kerry, Galway, Mayo, Sligo, and '

FernianriL'li. in rm-^wtr toqucries as to their success with fniit
'

tret-s, :iii 1 iitli ii I , shnibs and flowers. These returns agree
in shi i I

'.' ' limate of tho southeni and wcstcm
couiitb i- ill I i

I

: I tu the growth of fniit, but favourable
toth,-it Mf evu,j,Ti.n-..

I

Professor E. Mokren, Lirj^e:

1. On the influeiioe of coal gas on plants.

2. On double flowers.

Dr. Ferd. MuELLii; M. ll-Miiiif: Cnltivalion of the
;

Cinchona in th' N i
: -: ijucpo.

j

The culture of tlie ' n i-i- Madras Presideney,
according to aiithenti' ll.s oul. most startling
prospects of rcmnnciiti i m i

i i n bono doubt
that Peruvian Bark-tn

i
:

i
i

' niiig the most
lucrative in any localit\ i i i' i I )ii-.tsper. The
facts thus bcynd (li|i' ' ...'.n i m h .Mlo:idtotho
ronu,;ii..ii li.... I

!
'

I'll 'I I'l
; . I, ,,.,, li ,,.,,

,

the .! I : f '
, .

;
.
! i: .

1.
I

. 1. . ;

plaiit.'i-i- -t I'.in ...t, .. !i.i

rancan jjlants do p'osptrr, I!k-

cultivation could not be purauci

plants in the extensive Fem-trcc (Lrullie.s which abound.
these experiments more extended facilities now exist
Cinchonas have commenced to ripen their sccdB in India, and

l"»i-.

On the phenomena of vegotn- envo \\\<

spondenecin our cohnnii
,

plenty of
. tin

to heat 1.1

few dcip-ees of temperature .abov

point sets the circulation in motion, especially '

In which the roots are ilistrilnjted is still i

permits absorption !> il.. i ..il. i ll. i. ii

roots and stem arc si

.

1

1

1

1
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are distributed, poriniii tu.. ii.t i

.and with it a renewal of the .'i"t .1 1... . n i-

Applying this princii>Ie to It i
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'

i

bear in mind tliat, owing to tin it i

i

which the iilants habitually it, t.

variations of tempcratu

<1U up
, were
riy all

,\ a- I ever
nil insects.

niil.T tub
:'..uld that
I'hsrfiher.

I i>i Plant'
111 v.iitila-

e inaclica-

iit-liouses.

Iiji.-t drop
ssiiimliea.

Iier things
lilv a.liiiit

iHs ,,nt of
, ei.itl.l bo
i: III., end
.tinil.-.,uld

llesuliool
to it

has t^ikeu pi:

the
, place
other e

Indi.an authorities has rendered

tippears desirable that in South
t

I iits should teach us .as how far
Ivcs to tho somewhat altered
l.ciieneo.

Plorence: The .species of

the gei

some .already aT til iM. lit .

Europe .and oN.
l

.

these pl.ants ,t .

i

;

influences which Li.cj. .. Ui.,.

Professor P..iRLiTOBK,
Cotton.

Professor Ptnaert, Ghent: On the origin of new
varieties of fruit trees, and the method of pro-
ducing improved varieties from seed.

Professor REicnENBACir, Hamburg: On some points
connected with the OrchideK.

Mr. Rivers, Sawbridgeworth

:

1. On tho culture of fruit in unheated glass struc-
tures.

Abrief history of orchard houses, andthelatcstimprovemeuts
in their construction and ventilation. A short accoimt of the
kinds of trees to plant in them, A new method .->f f.-nviini'
theborrl.'i-fi.rtl.ov,.,-..,,ti,i„ „f tho tr,... . \i, i.-ipv-.-.-tl ,,, .1

Th.; |.|.I 1.
1.'

. i' 'it . 1. ....
i

'.' " '.',
,''t'...' i'

I ' .1 1.
1

.
.11 the .above .and below-

. .: I

I

It .1 .
I

.

i|.
j.i

,
iirefully applied, will,

till .-..ititi tnin . ll, It I ,
It, 1.1111.1 ti'iliitihlo to theexplanalioti

of several iippan-iit anomalies pri'si-nfed by tho renewal <i|

vegetation after the annual rest, and in the hands of ingeni'ii
horticultui-ists may, ho thiulcs, bo turned to good practii il

account.

Mr. TVlLLS, Huntroyde Park Burnley : On sports
produced from " Mrs, Pollock " and other Pelar-
goniiuns.

The author is of opinion that the v.arietics of variegated
plants cannot bo perpetuated from seed, but only by propjlga-
tion of sports.

Home Correspondence.
Faulornhi /,niirri,ilis. — H iii:i> inli-f.sl some of your

readers to lie inl'.initeil llial llieiv is ni invsent in my
gai'den a Panlovnia imperialis in lull lilonni. The tie.'

was turned out of a small pot into the iipen lt'iiih.I

17 years ago, audit now measures, at a font ri.nn tin

ground, 1 feet 2 inches in girtli, ami tin- linim In^
exteiiil IVi.iii tip to tip aliiiiil l7 r.. I ; il i. alntni

2.5 lerl in lle|.,illl. Il h;,, |,n tilllr, .
I si.tne silil I rli 1

1

bios. sliiloni. :inil .ir litnra lull spik,., Iiiil il ,

11. iw ettllllilelolv. riivrrril Ullll 11> ilillnilr lllar ami
v.liil.. lliiHi.|.-, ;in.| |,|-,..|.|il- :i i-jlil .if iiire lit.anh.

V, .iilil lt,i a ii.tl .,r inni nttniin- 1 lie .iilire Lai-lli of the
Ititii ,., Iiii-nidir.l at inler\als. or all its ietiiitli, with
l.iii- 111 lliis »av, with verv little iiie.'lialiieal skill,

ill. inielil liiiM- iitlili.nal niii.l, uliieh, if n.il eqnal to
Hill mil 111 ll s, iMMllil iirMrtli.le.s |„. a step in the
llehl ilire.lii.il In laien 1 m- the lllieel shiinid bo
|,ri.]itir:i.iii:ili.il l,ii-_r, iiml, it ili-ifeil. 111. re .-iiiild be
lirniielil mill ii-r aliin.-l am iiniiilier i.l' r,iil~, uhich
ini.-iiil 1

1,, itliiinl 111 nil llirailLili.s.irilii. Iiimsi', above Or
liilnu .11- iiiiil..|- till. .-Iiiu'.'s, X.ii-.. HI, ill. I iliiiililless be
:iii lilt. I. I, ..II, I. Ill iiiini-al -;],,,., r'.ru e. nnparatively
./.111'., 'i I :iiv 11. .1 Hill t ii.iise. Another
oil],. I It III ': l.i. llie nii-i._.|ii!ii s nl' such a con-
tn\:..:. I

It'
I iinilar nli;,..! i.m niiL-ht, he urged

ilL-aii. I 111 1. .r 11. Iff .1-1. lie, Tli.. Ii.sl wav would
liel.i liiiM. Ihi. uletli'iipitataln-iiiiiil.. in siirli a iiialinor

as til l.r iiisiP |in| np III- liiki 11 iliiiiii, an .iitoralion

Hliifli ...mill i... rll'tteli.tl In- am eitiinlia inillHright.

Till. I .,] . It I eiiillil l.r till, rit-l 111 e:i'U,iliiM.il iron.

Mil. !..
,

1'
:

1 1,11 Itr ;lilit|tliil nr IH.l, lain .'erlaitlthat

S . . Ill
I

.1
, : 11 nil- til-lllll.rl- itf tilll.. s.irl Hill bo

con 'titi-i I
:i 111 I

t --:ii-.\ all :i iiipaiiinieiil t.i a plant-

house, :is ,nt present a stoke-hole or a cistern is. hviiry
Mills, JiJnf/s, I'oirijn.

Comn-vvt /f'./iMP.-—Your correspondent at Kingston-
p ll.'!-) infnn

e;
and that of l\ slightly t.juche.l .

2. On dessert Orange culture in England.
Tliis paper descrilKs the perfect success of the culture of

Oranges for some seasons past. Tho method by which tli. v
are made to ripen their fruit perfectly in .about eight montl. ^

Bo that ripe OranRis may be placed on the table immcdiat. h
after the late kinrls of Peaches or Nectarines. The in,.st
eligible Itui.ls of ( li-ajiges for English culture are named. The
outlines of their iiiaii:L{romont, and the proper temperature of
the dessert Uraii;,,'e liouse, are given,

3, On SeeiUin.i,' Petiches and Nectarines.

Professor ScnuLTZ ScnuLTZEKSTElN, Berlin : On the
presence and source of nitrogen in turf or peat,
with reference to its use as a manure for plants,
(See p, 615.) •

Mr. W. G, Smith, London : The corona of Narcissus,
Ilasing his argtiracnt upon analogovis stiaictures in other

plants, Mr. Smith ooiLsiders the corona of Narcissus to be
made up of a series of oonlluent petal-stipides, leaving tho
nurm.al .sii stamens and six petals .as in tho rest of tho
Amaryllidaecte.

.11

plant.

W.. h:

.1 111.

til l.r

iil.tl : spik,

alkl llill.

Mr, II,

I

that there are some still larger
I

i. ll I have just alluded. Tliomas\
,<n-,i(jp, iS'fSse.v.

liet

rapid
..old ask
|. plied to
II lihre,"

..I' uhicll
i l.y any
as to its

de of
J nianu-
ini fibre.

.|trs, and
I. .ait, or
-as tho

II. :ii-ly as

-lecaaild

ilitte for

nanufac-
h.iwever,
111' Straw-

, 'A" fsp

-Mil

1- ll, kii II llii. Iriiil .'kan,]

.i/,,ii„,; \ll..\v to call attention to a
iinii| inaniirr Hlii.li I lia.vo Used for some
I.tinliri:,! iT-nll- ..11 almost all kinds of

I ikt. Inn 1 mill.., iinile slide, wllieli con-
II nil liiltlr iinanlilv ..!' lie.- ainln.iliia. and
- I. -1 pail r l.i,.|iaivt| Ullli .\fellill li(|UOr

,11- iiklii. Hh..iiilipiieilintoil,andadd
.1.

I 1 II lilt, li-l paper Itinis red when
lilt ill. ni;\liiri— the redness indicates

1
I' t-k I tlieii add Broinid elialk to

ih iMi -- in question. The amount of
I'l I all. ml. 2 oz. (more or loss) to each
rim, anil aliinit the same weight of chalk;

in Devon, 1 rui.-ed a number iik plaiils of this (.rassjllie .|iianlilj ..k the killer is not material, provided
under the same treatment from seeds of my own saving, there be suUieienl tu take up all the e.\cess ol' sulphuric
Your correspondent should bo careful to keep mice olflacid. When wanted for use, I stir the mixture well

from .Mr. \'eiii.|i, .if i
sowed It in a seed pan
open air, i\liere it ni
when 1 had the satisl.

plants come up, 1 tin

out in the llmver ..'aidi.

w^ell. The -ml ill ullll

equal part- i.l liiil'i Im

sprinkliie,^

Api
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up to diliiiM' til.' -ii

wliole, and tiik' "ui oi

niuoh as is required tj bo Ik

ly tlirougliout the
;in agitated state as

-•d ut ouce, adding water

in tlie proportion of from 1 to 2 gallons for every

pint of the mixture. This I immediately apply to the

plants--, not allomng the settlings to be separated. The
w(-A( r Mrnuth. viz., 1 pint of mixture to 2 gallons of

Wiilr., iihi. ;i.iir.; enough for most plants if used

frci 1 , ;i.l iiv.uj, iitly. I will not particulai-ise the

resiih I li;i\. .iliiiiined, but will leave those who may
thinli this manure worth a trial to .Judge for them-
selves. I may, however, remark, that its cliects will

astonish most people, l e., if the mixtui-e be properly

prepared, which is easy enough for any one to do.

It is necessary to keep out all slops and water
while collecting the urine, which must be kept

ill a moderately warm place to get stale,

which will l;il.. i1i'>:i< ;i Avpck. This mixture ivill be

found as il.. iii'l can be made, and more
ellicacioiis (li < imrial manures. It isapity

that suclia vii'iiil'l'' ! il.liser as liiimau urine should

be wasted as it is. Used in the manner just described

it will be found especially well suited to Grass and
seed crops. Sulphuric acid may be had from the

manufacturers at about a penny per pound, and the

Archill test paper can be prepared by any chemist
and druggist at a moderate cost. A very small bit is

sulliciciit to test a large taulc of liquor. T/ios. Lirjhifoot,

Bil.il ir.'i. .: . J.'rriiiqton.

(
'- /'

,. i-lies of Planis used as Food.—Xn
yiin. < I " 111) 13, p. 437, a correspondent asks the
qiii ii i: :--' lt:i, anything been done to classify the
odorous and sapid properties of plants according to

their chemical nature, as suggested by the late Professor
Henslow ? " Something of the kind has been tried

within the last 100 years, in a small work published
upwards of 80 years ago, entitled " A Short Attempt to

recommend the Study of Botanical Analogy in inves-

tigating the Properties of Medicines from the Vegetable
Kingdom." In that work we are informed that there
are seven kinds of smells :—the ambrosial, of which
Musk is an example; the fragrant, or the flowers of the
Jasmine ; the aromatic, or those of the Pink, or Laurel
flowers ; the alliaceous, the Onion or Assafcetida ; the
goatish, as the Orchis or Herb Robert ; the foetid, as

the Hemp and Opium ; and nauseous, as the Hellebore
and Tobacco. The aromatic and the fragrant seem
to indicate a stimulating power, but in general it is

slight and transitory. The foetid and the nauseous are
sedative, but the latter is frequently emetic, and some-
times cathartic. The goatish smell does not point out
any useful property, and the alliaceous agrees in its

powers with the substances whose tastes have been
denominated acrid. This is nearly the substance of
the boasted knowledge which wo possess from those
sagacious sentinels which are said to superintend our
conduct and diligently inform us of the approach of
any noxious power. The division of tastes by which
we discover a discriminated permanent property in the
body possessing them is the following:—the watery and
dry, the viscid and salt, the sweet and the acrid, the
acid and bitter, the fatty and the styptic. It is also

stated that it would be superfluous at this time to

make any observation on chemical analysis. The
I'rencli Academicians have tortured every medicine
to make it confess its vu-tues, but with very
little success; each was obstinately silent, or
gave such vague uncertain intelligence that the
chemist retu'ed in despau-. "We are told by one of
this Society that two thousand experiments had been
tried, and they found only a little acid, essential

or empyreumatio oil in different proportions ; a fixed

and volatile salt, a quantity of insipid matter and earth.

The very same proportion of these difl'erent parts was
often found in plants of veiy ditferent qualities. Some
botanists have tried to trace the remarkable agreement
between the natural character of plants and their effects

on the human body. The English botanist Petiver
suggested this method in the '' Philosophical Trans-
actions," and the laborious Hoffman pursued it. Bay,
who was rather inclmed to think any attempt of the
kind a fanciful innovatioUj yet allows that his verticil-

lata are generally aromatic, at least be observes that
there are more plants of this kind in that order than of

any other. P.M. P. [We presume our correspondent';
inquiry had reference to modern -norks on the subject

:

were we to give a catalogue of waiters in olden times,
who have treated on this subject, the list would be as

long as that of Homer's ships.

—

Eds.]
Earlji Peas.—IHXas day. May 26, 1 send .vou a few of

my Earliest and Best Peas, which have been brought in
by some ofmy customers, who assert them to be the
earliest and hardiest of all kinds, they having stood the
inclemency of the weather this spring so much better
than others. I may also mention that several of my
market gardening friends near here tell me that they
shall gather plentifully of the same kind from their
fields for market during the next week. When in
liondon this week I was informed that the Peas offered
for sale in Covent Garden were foreign produce, so I
w'ould fain believe mine to be the earliest and best
outdoor-grown Peas yet in market. Moherl R. Poynier,
Taunton. [A vei7 good sample.]
Wine-cork ii^ijKr/ra.—Considerable loss is caused in

wine cellars by an attack made on the corks by Fungus,
which, after a comparatively short period, forces its

way between the cork and the neck of the bottle, and
iniiiarts a rotten flavour, similar to that of decayed
wood, to the Aviue. What is the prevention in this
case, apart from that of waxing the corks, and will
any application obviate its formation in the cellar—
and what? A Subscriber of 20 Tears. [The
following remarks, extracted from an article on
tills subject by "M. J. B." (see p. G, 1865), may
possibly furnish the information you ask for. It is

clear (says that great authority in such matters) that
the cellarman has quite as much need to guard against
I'uugi as the cultivator, and with both, perfect cleanli-

ness and care are iiiualiy il<>iratili'- A^ far a~ ims-sible

all vegetable \iiat(ri-. as lallis .^awilusl, exiniM d l.eiuns,

and above all, wiiiiilen shelves should be avoiiled. Felt

may be substituted in packing for laths, and if after

all the exposed corks should be covered with a white
floccose mould, which will sometimes be the case where
neither wooden laths nor sawdust (are employed, it is

advisable at once to wipe it off. Sealing wax is not
always a preservative, for we have seen corks highly
decomposed by Fungi beneath the wax if cracked or
chipped, which is often the case if the mixture in
which they are dipped is not sufliciently tough as

regards its consistence. Metal capsules afford

doubtless the greatest security, but these are used
only for certain wines. The projecting portion of the
cork might be painted with an aqueous solution of

coiTOsive sublimate, which would prove a complete
preventive, were not tlir- inrtalli" -alt -n i^rvorrw as

to make its use inc\ ; ' '
- - - n v -iinl al

judicious hands. "\\ li. a .,'-.;, n ,| a

the substance of the ri ha- h, i a' n--' - ih.> i ai;-m. a

wdiich may be easily seen by sjinply cutting oh' lii

projecting part, and observing whether thesubslaa
IS marbled with white veins or patches, it is requisi i

at once to recork the wine, putting aside those botlK
where the spawn has penetrated so deeply as to impau'
the distinctive aroma. This has been practised within
our experience with great advantage, and a valuable
cellar has thus been saved, where mischief was not
only threatened, but had absolutely begun.]

Botanical of Edinbuegh : Ma;/ 10.—Dr. R, K. Greville,

President, iii the chair.—Professor Balfour read a notice of the
botanical labours of the late Thomas L. Bridges, who had long
tiavcUed in South Ameiica, and made extensive collections of
plants. The following communications were read :—I. Account
of a Botanical 1Hi) to Clovauiih Pupils, in Atigiist, 1B65. By
Prof, Balfour, Among the i-arer kinds of Alpines obtained on
this occasion were Lychnis alpinn, Mulgedium alpinum (of

which they saw upwards of SO specimens in full flower), Gen-
tiana nivalis, Carex Vahlii, and C. vaginata, Oxyti-opis cam-
pestiTS, Saxifi-aga livularis, and Juncug castaneus, II. Notice
o/some Ncio Diatomsfrom the Sout?t Pacific. By Dr. Greville.

III. Notes Oil the Travancore Goveyiiynent Garden at Peermo.de.
By Dr. Cloghora. In this paper an account was giveii of the
foraiation of the garden under the patronage of the Rajah of

Travancore, and reference was made to the successfid culti-

vation in it of various species of Cinchona and of Tea and Coffee
Dr. Clcghom also suggested the cultivation " '" " "

China auii Mauritius, r

Onions, and Rl'n'-"

of tho princi]' i' ':

-IV. On .'

the Tallow-tree of

of vegetables, such as Potatos,
'!'-]r-r\ thr Ti'ir''''"^"'yffi'™ig alist
'Ir- I

! 'iiiing Peermade.
"ikef Bidbous

1 ; , i;i. i, .! 1 Alio, Liverpool.
bowed that by

Plan
Communiciiti
lifting the bulbs of Hyacinths and Narcissi from tho soil

about midsummer, and placing them for six weeks amongst
sand subjected to a tempei-ature of nearly 80° Fahi-., and then
laying them on a dry wooden floor till tune for planting, their
flowering was much stronger and freer than it otherwise would
ho, V. Notice of the Esparto Grass of Spain (Mucroclitoa
tenacissima). By C. Lawson, Esq., of BorthwickhiUl. In this

paiier Mr. Lawson gave an accoxmt of tho Grass as seen bjr him
in the neighbom-hood of Grenada, Almeria, and Murcia in
Spain. He ascertained that upwards of 00,000 tons of tho
plant were exported last year from the east coast of Spain,
chiefly Ahneria and Carthageua, to Britain, the price being
il. per ton, free on board. Mr. Lawson suggested that it might
be advisable to try the cultivation of the plant in this country,
and with that view he sent fresh specimens to tho Botanic
Garden. VI. Notice of some IVtizonwrjikous Fungi. By Mr.
John Sadler. Tho author exhibited specimens of sevei-al

rhizomorphous Fimgi, collected in different situations, and
desci-ibed their general appearance and structm-e. No. 1 was
recently presented to the museum at the Royal Botanic
Garden by Mr. Finlay Dun, as "roots of Rushes taken from a
large stone drain." No. 2 was sent by Mr. James Scrymgeour,
as a " vegetable substance foimd in the interior of a coffin in
the old buiying-groimd, Dundee." No. 3 was taken from
between the bark and the wood of a decaying tree near
Coventiy, and presented to the University herbarium by
Jh'. T. Kiik. On microscopical examination the author foxmd
the different specimens to be of true fungal origin, and much
resembliuR- each other in Iheir entirely celluhu- structure.
Nos. J ;!iirl ?, .seemed to be tho same plant, while No. 1. from
its 1 '.

. M M i; iiiont of structure, its greater tenacity (a
sin-i

.
' 1. apablc of lifting 28 lb.), its more extensive

giMW, ,
I vr;ti yards in length, and from its anasto-

nii'sin- y. '1 > ! !ij distinces, seemed to indicate tho pecuKar
devcl' >pmcnt of some other Fungus. It is generally believed
that these rhizomorphous Fungi are merely the myceha
of some of tho common sx)ecies of Polyporus or allied
genera, although it has not yet been satisfactorily
proved that a Polyporus develops a Rhizomorpha, or
vice vcrsd. Endlicher, in his "Genera Plantaioim,"
describes the genus, and gives good characters for it.

Dr. Greville describes three species in his " Flora
Edinensis :

" but the latter author is now of the opinion that he,
along with other writers, mistook the swollen gi'^owiug points
of the plant for the fiiictification. As these jjlants have never
been met vrith beamig any organs of fi-uctificatiou, they are
entu-ely omitted from all recent works on fungology. They are
certainly very abuoiToal foiins, perhaps of some of the
commoner species of Fungi ; but unless certain names are
retained to distinguish them imtil theii* origin has been fully
traced^ they vtWI ever pei-plex and puzzle the student. Their
situation of growth is always peculiar, and some of them are

said to be very phosphorescent. Professor Balfour, in his
"Outlines of Botany," remarks that these plants vegetate in

the dark cavei-ns and coal mines of Germany. They are seen
hanging fi'om the roof in great numbers, and their luminous
qualities .are most developed in the furthest recesses. The
author concluded by reading extracts from lettci-s he had
received from the Rev. Mr. Berkeley and Mr. M. C. Cooke, of

the India Museum, London, to whom he had transmitted
specimens for examination. ^VII, On the Effects %>roduced on
the Operator It; the Poisoning of Plants in a Herbarium.
By Cnptam F. M. Norman, R.N., Madeira. In this

communication, Captain Noi-man stated that in con-
sequence of using an alcoholic solution (con*osive sub-

Umate with camphor) in poisoning Madeii-a plant;

herbarium, with the ^iew of preventing the attacks of

insects, he had suffei-ed twice from severe salivati"

appears that Captain Norman had l:cpl tin: plnnt-:

room, and, being thus xmder the infliieii'' I ;
•

; n

atmosphere, he had suffered in tho way II !
' i; ,v,i^

stated that no such effects had in any m , n. - .•..\-<.l

m the cours'- of poisoning the pluuti l^i iL. Liluiburf^h

Uuivei-sity herl.- vit:m ; and Mr. Gilbert fStuart stated that he
had slept for si:: • "ouths in a room where plants poisoned in a

similar way were kept, and he had not felt any bad con-
sequences. It would appear that Captain Norman must be
peculiarly liable to be affected by mercury. VIII. Report on
the Cinchona Plantations of Ceylon. By Clements B. Markham,
Esq. Commmiicated by Dr. Greville. In this paper Mr.
Markham reported on the thriving condition of the Cinchona
plantations of Ceylon. The experiment is canied on by Mr.
Thwaites. Director of the'Botanic Garden i^frcrntlcni.T, and the
cultiv.ition is conducted by Mr. G. ]\I, M'Xirii,.], a very
intelligent gardener. Dr, Thomas AnderMin of r;ilriitta also
gave an accomit of the progress of Cinchona inltivation
at Darjeeliug. IX. Report of the Slide of Vi'iLtitlion in
the Open Air at the Royal Botanic Garden. By Mr. M'Nab.
Mr. M'Nab stated that, since the last meeting of the
Society (12th of April, 1866), vegetation had made little
progre-ss, in comparison with what is usually seen at this
period of the year. It is only since the 5th of May that any
marked change has been observed. Many of the trees—such
a.s Sweet Chestnuts, Walnut, Beech (where not sheltered).
Lime, Ehn. Ouk, Poplar (except the Balsam), Ash, Sugar-
iti|il,\ ("i.riV ;,; 1 riane, Hornbeam, Laburnum, Tulip and

I

". mnaerous others, are showing very little

!

; I ; > i,/:if development. The leaves of those
. !! -ing are as yet small and pale-coloured,

'I ii'scnce of solar heat when they first put
' I ( the prevalence of low night temperatures,

' \-- ir)" Fahr. Since 12tb Api-il, on two mom-
I

i ;
:

I L rmometer been below the freezing point,
:!:' ]. I Ii- i:i u Li'.ithApril, when tbethermometer stood at
r A.M. cit 25^ and 29" on the 30th Apiil. On 1st May the garden
was perfectly white once with snow and twice with hail, as well
as on several occasions smcc. The frost on the morning of 29th
April has done much mischief to the young growths of many
of the tender shoots of hardy herbaceous plants, as well as
to the advanced blooms of the earlier flowering hybi-id
Rhododendrons, particularly those having R. campanulatum
and R. arboreum as male parents. The yomig leaf grovrths
of most of the supposed hardy Indian species of Rhododen-
dron, as well as the young leaf shoots of all those hybrids
which had begim w elongate, are completely browned
in the heart, although showing no symptoms of decay
outside. This injury will be much against the
floweiing of all the early varieties next spring. The Noi-way
Maples are now much covered with flowers, as well as Horse
Chesnuts, Elms, Bu-ches, Ashes, Alders, and Thorns ; and
many others not yet developed, will no doubt prove equally
productive, the fine summer last year having matured the
wood for this end. The diy summer and autumn have also

been the means of ripening the yoimg grovrths of many of the
recently introduced Conifers, as we hear of nimierous varieties
now producing flowers which do not usually do so, such as
WellinLgtonia gigantea, Picea nobilis, and P. amabilis, Abies
Doii^lasii, A. Menziesii, and A. cephalonica; also various
species of Thuja, Cupressus, Retinospora, Taxus, and Cepha-
lotaxus. In the flower borders we have now in good condition
the early Tulips, garden Hyacinths, Grape Hyacinths, the
mountain and stonness Stai" of Bethlehem, the rose-coloured
Ti-ichonema, the Crown Imperial ; also the chequered and
Pyreucan Fritillaiy, Helonias buUata, the blue nodding Squill
(Scilla amcena). Summer Snowflakes, &c. Many species and
varieties of Narcissus are also in bloom, chiefly of the pseudo-

Daffodil tribe, also Narcissus odorus, while the
small single poetic
varieties yet open. W <

alpina, Doronicum c^a

are in perfection, a-
vemus and the Gentim
banks. Mr. M'Nab pi;

pui-plc-flowered Primro
Miss Walker, of Dn

I tho only one of the poetic
w- '.'-:

\
- \ip..i

I i ,.i,iHdiflora,-.ArabLS

'
I

'

.: :i . and P.'cihata

i
;

.1 i'ties of Orobus
->' 'lit-. .hi>- .ill .iry south exposed
letju uii lii..- table ;i plant of a large
ie, presented to tho Botanic Garden by
isheugh. This plant flowered fi-eely

duiing the months of February and March, in the open an-, as
a ti'ue Pi'imr'i'i'^. Karlv in April it began to push up from its

centre nnnui. I . i . w ;
- 1 ilks from 6 to 8 inches in height,

having on 1.1 ii
1 n limiel of flowers, varying from three

to seven, on j
1

1 .1 iiKrent lengths, each flower being-
identical in si ._ Willi b : produced in its Primrose state.

The origuial leaves wero flat and very rugose, and almost hid
with the numerous single-stemmed flowci s ; while the leaves
produced in the umbellate state were larger, more upright,
and less wrinkled. Towards the end of April this plant
presented a peculiar appearance, bavin iiuiji.rini-; single
flowers all round, with the stalked on- ii '.' \,A i lie, both
kinds being now in flower on the plaui, 1. \l \ ii. il so laid
before the meeting some plants, crosse>. i. .\\c'n ihv Primula
vulgaris and Primula elatior, also bctwot.u i'liuniLL vidgaris
and Primula veris, showing a similar arrangement to the
one above described, but in none of theso examples
were the flowers so large as in the ordinary Primula
v\xlgai-is, which was the female parent in both cases.

Although nothing is known of the parentage of the
Driimsheu^h Piimrose, it is certainly a veiy desu-able plant.
Besides being different in colour, it is also much larger than
any of the cultivated varieties grown in our gardens. As
crosses can easily be produced by tentative measures, it is

remai'kable that hybrids are scarcely ever seen in their
natiu-al state, notwithstanding that the Primula vulgaris
and Primula elatior, as well as Primula vulgaris and
Primula veris, are fi-equently seen 'gi-owing together.

Sir T. B. Hepburn, Bart., of Smeaton, sent flowering specimens
of the following Coniferous ti'ees, with notes of their height
and circumference :—Picea amabilis, planted in 1843, then
8 inches in height, now 21 feet 4 inches high and 3 feet 1 inch
in circumference ; P. cephalonica, planted a seedling in 1841,

now 21 feet 8 inches high and 3 feet 6 inches in cii'cumference
;

P. nobilis, planted 1841, then 1 foot 4 inches high, now 37 feet

4 inches high and 3 feet 9 inches in circumference ; Cupressus
torulosa, planted in 1852, then 2 yeai*s old, now about 17 feet
high and S)i inches in circumference. Dr. Balfom- exhibited
specimens of an .iVllium which had been gathered by Mr.
Alexander Craig Chi-istie in the woods near Binuy Ci*ag in large
quantity. It seemed to be the Allium paradoxum of Don.
Living specimens were shown, and the characters of the species
given. Dr. Balfour exhibited specimens of Gaatrelobium
osylobioideswhich had beenjbrought from near Perth, ATestem
Austiulia, by Mi". Frederick Page, as being one of the plants
which .poison cattle and sheep in that country. It does not
affect horses. Mr. Page stated that 100,000 acres of land in
Western Australia cannot be used for sheep pasture on accoimt
of the presence of this plant. A letter was read from Dr.
Cleghom, conservatorof forests, Madras, relative to the proposed
introducinon of Lodoicea sechellai-um, the double Cocoa-nut or
Coco de mer, into India. Mr. Adam White exhibited speci-
mens of alpine plants, collected by him on Ben Ledi on 7th
May. They included Saxifraga oppositifolia, S. nivalis, and
AlchemiUa alpina. He also mentioned having seen the cuckoo,
willow wren, and yellow wagtail in the Pass of Leny on the
same day.—^-Dr. Joseph Dickson sent specimens of Gymno-
gramma leptophylla from Jersey. Mr. J. B. Lyall, Peebles,
sent specimens of Equisetum umbrosum, collected by him in
the vicinity of Peebles. Mr. Finlay Dun sent roots of a
Willow tree taken from a drain which they had completely
chokodup. Mr. Traill, Aberlady Lodge, exhibited a fasciated

leLluiiele of a Pulyantbu.s beailng 170 flowers, in some of which
there Were twn ili,-;tinct corollas covered by a calyx formed of

icn-LiiaU; in others tln.ie was a corolla of ten imited petals

c ivercii i^v a simiLir calyx ; also specimens of what appeared to

Ijc a hylnid between Primula vulgai'is and P. elatior, from
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5<rotfccs of 3Soofes:»
Tlte jSarmonies of Naiure ; or the Unit]/ of Creation.
By Dr. G. Hartwig. London : Longmans, 1866.
8vo. Pp. 466.

Gifted with :ii) onsy, fluent style of \mtins, nnd a

power of sri i-. . ill, III points. Dr. ]I:irl«i'-' li:is

succeeded id i
- I in maintaininf; llir i-(|inl:i-

tiou lie hail ;ilr. hj.> r -.1 l.y hisprevions ]iulilii'ali.iiis.

The, author lut.s ihi.. liappy knack of clotliiUK tlie

details of science in a poetical garb wdthout impairing
that accuracy of statement the disregard of which is so
Berious a drawback to most so-called popular books.
The object of the present volume is sufficiently
expressed by its title, while the table of contents shows
how wide is the range traversed by the author, from
the heavens above to the waters beneath, and including
the denizens of both. As an illustration of his style we
extract the following :—
"Where shall wo find pliability and firmness more

beautifully (oiiiIaiHd lliaii in llii.",structure of a leaf?
Aslight brcalli .if nii -ri. ii u I i.)n, and this circum-
stance is natiinillj \ri\ In M.iifahlc to the respiratory
process, as thr prrpdnal a-ilalKin of the foliage brings
it into contact with new sheets of air, and thus facili-

tates the exchange of oxygen and carbonic acid. But
as the green cellular tissue of the leaf, in which the
functions of respiration are carried on, is easily torn, a
strong framework or skeleton was needed to give it the
necessary support, and this is amply afforded by its
ribs, vrhich, consisting of bundles of strong, tough, and
colourless vessels, proceed from a chief middle-rib, and
ramifying over the whole surface, support the green-
coloured cellular tissue as firmly as the trunk, sub-
dividing into numerous branches, supports a vast cro^vn
of foliage.

"To increase the mobility of the leaves without
detriment to their strength, their mid-rib frequently
fonns a Innt; stalk before merging into the body of the
leaf, whiih, hi iir.; thus freely suspended upon its

slender ami fl(\ilile support, easily gives way to the
slightcsl (listiniiauco of the air, as a ship at anchor
gently rocks to and fro in the heaving and subsiding
waters.

" Where the foot-staUc of the leaf has to bear a con-
siderable weight, and is moreover very much exposed
to the wind, additional precautions have been taken for
increasing its strength. Thus, the foot-stalks of the
huge fronds of the CocoaPahn are inclosed in a tough
web or net-work, which pres( rv( s lliiin so well from
breaking, that even after deaili iliev ri main attached
to the tree. In the flexible Cia-i- ur lind the leaves
embracing the stem with a sheath, nhieh gives to both
a much greater power of resistance, while in many
herbs the sessile leaves are placed in such a manner
that the rain or dew collecting on their surface flows
down the stalk to the roots, where it is mostneeded. In
several aquatic plants, the stalks of the leaves are ven-
tricosely distended, so as to render them buoyant, and
in many of the Fuci, the large air-vessels with which
the stem or the fronds are furnished, answer a similar
purpose. These few examples sufficiently prove that
it is not by a mere caprice of growth that some leaves
are barely susjiended from stalks, while others embrace
the stem of the plant, but that every variety of form is

made to answer an especial end. No plant has been
neglected, none has been encumbered -with useless or
inappropriate organs, but each has received all that it
required."

We need only add that the work is abundantly
illustrated, has a good index, and would form a most
acceptable gift-book to any one with a taste for natural
history.

was all (liat nuld lie desired for Pelargoniums, par-
ticularly lho-i> otihc plain and zonate-leavcd sent ions.

Tlic coming .seasoiunay be very diflerent. If dull wot
weather should prevail for any length of time, the
stronger-growing kinds of the plain and zonate-Ieaved
sections will run t

1

grc

dFlorigts' dFlotDcrsf.
Bedding Pelargoniums. — Jlr. Saul, Stourton

Castle, Yorkshire, writes in reference to these, in
a late number of the "Florist and Pomologist," as
follows :

—

" The busy season for ' bedding out ' has again come
round. Ere the close of the present mnnth i Afar) the
greater part of the many thousands d in iMm, jilnnis,
that were during the winter month- rran

I into
every available nook and comer of on r -la-s sirmiiires,
wiU have been transferred to the flower garden. A few
years ago, if the beds were tolerably well filled up by
the early part of July it was thought to be pretty good
management even in favourable seasons : but in bad
and unfavourable years it was often a difficult matter
to get good ma.sses of bloom before the end of July,
owing to the uncertainty attending the growth of the
kind of plants then used for bedding purposes. Now,
however, the case is very different. The great number
of varieties of bedding Pelargoniums make us inde-
pendent of seasons, and furnish materials for immediate
effect. As Mr. W. Paul remarks, in reference to
bedding Pelargoniums, 'The certainty with which
they accompUsh the work allotted to them, their
freedom and continuity of bloom, the gorgeous ma.sses
of colour which they produce, and their comparative
independence of the changes of the weather, place
them without rivals in their own peculiar walk.*

" Most of the stronger-growing kinds of the plain
and zonate-Ieaved Pelargoniums, which are gromi
principally for their flowers, require different treat-
ment from the weaker-growing kinds of the variegated
sections. Nothing takes so much from the effect of
flower gardens as to see some beds badly filled, whilst
others near by are, as may sometimes be seen, masses
of lu.itunant growth. It occurs to me that a few
remarks on this subject, therefore, may not be altogether
unacceptable.
"The last season was a remarkable one, the like of

which may not again occur for some years. It was, on
tlie whole, highly favourable for bedding Pelargoniums,
ihe long continuance of fine, warm, sunshiny weather

Mlniil

from 13 to 11

some leaf-soil t

vth and foliage,

nil

.In^

•lies deep before plani nr.-.

some very rotten diiiiL- -i in ail hm i- Ihr
surface. When the plants are beiii;.; plmiiil ilii,i~|iiil

into the holes around the balls wiih lln rnr.-ns miil

trowel. The plants make fresh ronis m llns miiiH-
diatelj^, and soon start into a nir( lii;ilili\ ;jniuili.

Later in the season, as they strike dnana', ilu' liici- .jri

into the poor soil, and a profusion of lloucrs iii-hail of
rank groivth is the rcsnil, \\ ilh l'oo.I slnur^ plani , ol

the very vigorous kimL- il i- a z,.,„\ iihin lo plim-i
them in the pots, taking care that there is not a great
depth of soil at bottom for the roots to strike into.
When masses of flowers are the principal object
aimed at, everything tending to late groivth should be
guarded .against. Young plants, when put into highly
enriched soil, run too much into jirowth towards the
end of the season, even in fine weather.

" Neilrly the whole of the variegated varieties require
to be planted in beds of highly-enriched .'soil of good
depth. When I say highly-enriched soil, I do not
mean that the bed should contain a ma,ss of .strong
unfermented dung—far from it ; the soil should con-
sist of one-half good turfy loam, one-fourth part peat
or leaf soil, and one-fourth part very rotten manure,
the whole well mixed up together with a good
sprinkling of river sand. Tlie bottom of the beds
should be thoroughly drained, and the ilrj)! h of 1 hcahove
compost should be from 16 to 20 imiirs. IT Ihr plants
are well rooted—and this is averj' iiiahaial jimihI to be
attended to—they may be planted-oul lounnls Ihe end
of the month. If the weather be div all

planted, they will require watering a lillK-, iMilil'they
begin to root freely into the fresh soil. Alter this
they will take care of themselves if left alone.

" There were numerous complaints last season about
variegated Pelargoniums not growing freely, particu
larly some of the golden-leaved varieties. I believe
the greater part of the failures arose through planting
badl.v-rooted plants in shallow beds of poor soil. In
visiting a place la.st season, where I first saw
Sunset and Mrs. Pollock after they were let out, I
was very much surprised not to find Sunset
bedded-out, especially as Mrs. Pollock was very largely
used. On inquiring the cause I was informed thai
Sunset was a bad grower and difficult to innrasc, I

need hardlj" say my own experience of Siiiisii is lln-

very opposite. I merely mention this case lo sIioh
how often things are condemned for want of alidlr
common fair pla.y. There was no doubt in my niiiai
that coddling and too much nursing had killed beaut i 1 1 1

1

Sunset. Had the plants been put into beds of the com-
post recommended above, they would have grown and
furnished abundance of cuttings, which strike as
freely as, common scarlets, if put into pots of very
sandy soil and plunged in any warm south border from
the middle of July to the middle of August.

" Cloth of Gold also grows nearly as freely as Tom
Thumb when planted in good soil ; but as, when it
grows very freely, and especially towards the end of
the season, it loses much of its golden colour, it is

advisable not to plant it in too rich soil. The best plan
of managing is to get good large plants for planting and
then to put them in pretty closely in beds of ordinary
soil. They will not grow very freely in such beds, but will
retain their fine golden colour all through the season.
Beginners will often fall into mistakes which men of
practical experience never commit. Attention to the
foregoing very brief details at the present planting
sea.son will, 1 feel sure, produce very satisfactory
results."

BeeCultueE: Hites.— The slight drawbacks
which I mentioned as, in my own opinion, appertain-
ing to the Stewarton arrangement of boxes, induced me
many years since to construct an octagon box hive
which I have found to answer remarkably well. I do
not claim having invented anything p.articularly new
or origuial, but have simply utilised the ideas of various
bee-keepers. I consider this hive to be well adapted
for amateurs who have a wholasome fear of much
manipulation in the way of the removal of a crown
board and substitution of an adapter, the lifting of a
full hive or a heavy pile of boxes on the ton of an
empty compartment, or the insertion of an additional
super between the one first given and the stock. The
operations necessary to the successful working of this
hive, as also in the case of the .straw hive described .at

p. 34.3, are comparatively free from danger.

,
The stock box is of an octagonal shape, 14J inches in

diameter by 8J inches deep, inside measure. The
wood preferred is yellow deal, IJ inch thick.
The grain of the wood should run longitudinally.
A rabbet | inch wide by i inch deep is to be cut out on
the inside of the upper edges of the octagonal sides.
Notches for the bars, | inch deep, and the same in
width, are then to be sunk below the level of the
rabbet. Having the ledge, or rabbet, a little wider than
the notches facilitates manipulation. By sinking the
bar to the level of the rabbet;, a space of t inch between
the under side of the crown board and the upper
surfaces of the bars is afforded to the bees. This
arrangement is found to be very conducive to successful
working, both in the stock and in filling of supers, by
the facility which it affords the bees of pa,ssing from
one part of the hive to another. The difficulty of dove-
tailing boxes of an octagon form, is usually found by

i-pi'iilcrs^to be so great, that I have been content to
1 secure

1
1 1 ions.

. . t the edges as accurately as possible,
with tolerably long nails, rtvivrn' in .miiIiiii/

Still the sides will opii
i

i

i

.

,

proper care is not I a L
I

II m r
, ,

i
,,

i ,,r'tho
crown board, as will \>v .ir-rili. .1 Inn iih-i irtho
sides could be as neatly dove-tailerl hy lo,-il carpenters,
as llinsi' of the hives sent out by the Stewarton
nianulailurers, I should greatly prefer having them so

,\ sln.'lo window in the back is be.st formed hy
ouiiil MIL' one of the eight sides, and substituting a top
mil liiiilom light rail, secured by mortise or dovetail to

Till

l,r I,

.
he I ' inch

' I'll!- li. lo!- I 111- bars.
I' 'I III \\ ill Ihrtu a
I' il' !. .\ ii.ano
III I'lo/,, loih,. ro„t,i,

II II' ni.iro 11 lis own
\ r.v, hrail- lint too

I -irni-.-, « Inn 111,, glass
II- llllli I- -1111;., I- nt the
pii'i'i' of " I inlothe
-Ih- ini- 111,- iiii-_,,-i- and
on 111,- oiiNiil, of the

-III.--. haMiiL' a shallow
l,V ol 11,,- hox, ,\i|;,|,ttO

out zinc, to one end of
I the moulding. The
Ihe shutter of zinc, is

\ iitc the evils result-
alniT-, and condensa-

' Ill-ill,- of the gjass.

\
in,-li,'s long, by J inch

lii-,\ I' -I ill the grooves
iiy, ,111 <ait of thicker
III, ahoni /;, of an inch
a- u(ll lis the under

•,ar'l, Th,- ,-hif.rnbject

tlgl.Uj adjlislL-,!, uiil mill.

should be ahuoist llii-li i\ i i

interior. For a sliiiii,-r, li

window recess. Ciil mil
thumb to take hold by. 'I'l

box fix a moulding on tin

groove cut away nearest llu-

this a sliding shutter of v(-r

which nail the lonrlh siil

block of wood in ailililion

an advantage inteiMlinu I,,

ing from changes ol' ten
tion of moisture against
The bars, ten in number, ar,

wide, and | inch thick, win-

or notches. They are, in

wood, to allow of a central
wide, by J inch deep. I'l

surface of all bars, must be 1

of these ribs is theri'liy 111 iniliin- i 'n i, :-> i-mi-lruct
straight combs, but IJn-y al- I i- i

. ,i stays
of strengtheners ot lln- har-, ulmii ,ii|, n, i

,- iv,iii'ld

require to be at last half an im-li ilm-k lo he reliable
for sustaining the weight of I In- i-omii-.

The top is of |-incli si nil' »hiii planed, .and is

18 inches in diameter. Two ,-ross pii-i-i-s nf 2 inches in
width are keyed in, and are planed down flush. They
should run in a direction from side to side, and may be
placed so as to allow of about 7 inches between
them. The apertures for communication are two
or three on either side, about 6^ inches long
by i inch wide ; the first to be cut" 1| inch from
the inside edge of the box, the next J inch nearer
thi- i-i-ntn-. Loip^'i-i- slils namW be given, but the cross
pi,-,-i-s |n-,-v,-nl lli,-ir hi-iiiL' i-ni ,iiil. When not in use
lllpse an- ,-,.vi-|-,-il l.j Ino loos,- pieces of wood. This
thin ailapler-lop, usually retained .as a fixture, is meant
lo oh\iale the necessity of moveable .adapters. It is
sii-iin-il 111 the hive by four- screws run through the
i-lamps, the wood under which is to be mortised out,
to allow of play in expansion or shrinkage, and prevent
warping and straining of the body of the box. This
precaution should be adopted with tops for all wooden
hives.

ir lln- hivi- is III si-inil ill a bee-shed or with efficient
proli-'iion, ilii- ilo,ii--l -d may also be octagonal, 19
inchr- III ,liaiiiiii -r, and is to be keyed with cross
pieces belun , 2 melies w ide by li inch thick. On the
upper edges of the board a rabbet 1 inch wide by
I inch deep is cut all round. The entrance, 5 inches
wide, is chiselled away the depth of the rabbet, sloping
up towards the centre of the board. An alighting
board, projecting 4 inches, will be required, and may be
made to run in grooves cut in the cross pieces under-
neath the floor-board, or it may be a complete fixture.
Or, if the hive is to occupy a separate .stand for protec-
tion, there is nothing better than the square case and
roof with the accompanying floor-hoard, which may be
constructed as described at p. 367.

In cutting the notches for the bars, let the five
central bars be half an inch apart, or If from centre
to centre of each. A small additional interspace may
be allouvd for Ihi- ri-inainiir.. hais lo iiiiikr up I hi- «iven
uieasnn-inrnl of IT in, -hi-. S,iiii,- ,-li-:i ,, iwirKi-r-i-omb
should III- all:,,-lli-,| li- a li-u ol lln- r,-i,l|-al l,;irs, tO
induce tlie bees to build sti-a.i;;lil. in Ihe absence of
worker-comb, narrow, strips of the impressed waxen
sheets can be used with advantage. The swarm may
be hived in the usual way, or first put into a common
straw hive ; and in the evening knocked out on a cloth,
the box being tilted on a brick or block of wood. When
the bees shall have all ascended, the hive must be put
on its proper stand the same night. The supers suit-
able for this hive are in all respects similar to those I
recommended at p. 343 in conjunction with the flat-

topped straw hive. S. Sevan Fox.

Miscellaneous.
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Wo sh:ill hear of the nectar'd l^bdlnm
(Like our own lips, my dear Isabel),

Aucl who knows but a flower cerehdium

May be the next wonder tliey toll ?

—

Of loihe, inaendo, and scandal.

Of the wreck of some tri)s hel espoir ;

How the Tallow-treo held out .a CsUidle

To the gentleman vHu rfc noir.

Nay, perhaps the detectives of science

May some conjugal trouble lay bare

Such as sets Sir James WUde at defiance,

I, And puts to the rout savoirfaire.

Only think of a Lily in trouble.

Or a lovely half-opened blush Ross
^

With a Queen's Counsel " working the double.

And harping on some ttiichante chose.

Wo shaU hear of great progress in walking

•Mongst plants once restricted to crawl

;

And perhaps soon a nebulous talking

On the rapt ears of midnight may fall.

On my word I feel anxious in wearing

A flower in my bosom to-day.

For to-moiTow its grief may be teanng
Its own and my heart-strings away.

And the scissors' harsh snip may disorder

Two lives sworn to brave love's worst test

:

For while one pines away in the border,

The other may die on my breast.

Tou have heard, dear, of com-se, of the wonders

That science is bringing to light

;

How we groped In the stupidest blunders

Till development set us to right.

How tie Oak had a Lichen forefather.

And the Nectarine grew from a Sloe,

And the shield of the Rose has a bar there

That shows its extraction was low.

Just the same as by innate expansion
The mammoth proceeds from a mouse.

Or the hovel grows into a mansion.
And the palace last link of a house.

Come, Isabel, child, .are yoxi ready?
I'm getting impatient, I own ;

And 8o, just to keep my nerves steady.

Please pass me the eau-de-cologne.

/. R. C, ill Pall Mall Gazette.

Soi/al RoHicnlttiral Soeieltj's Meeting to he heU on

next rnrarfny.—Among many other objects of interest

that we believe are lilielyto occupy tlie attention of the

bellows of tlie lloyal Horticultural Society at their

Meeting on Tuesday next, special mention deserves to

lie made of some large and remarkable Photographs,

Iiublished by a house in New York, and which convey

i he only adequate representation we have yet seen of

ihe effect produced by a group of the Mammoth trees

( Welliugtonia gigantea) in theii' native habitat. Those

who are fond of new sensations ivill also, we are told,

have the opportunity of tasting the Orchid Tea

referred to in one of our recent numbers.

Digging Wells: Bow to Determine where Water is.

—At a recent meeting of an American Institute Club, a

member related his exiierience in this matter as

ioUows :—" An Irishman in his employment, in order

10 ascertain where he ought to dig to obtain w'ater

: oonest, got a stone and buried it overnight in the

;;round, next to the hardpan. In the morning he

found it quite moist, but not suflloiently so to suit his

fancy. Next night he tried it in another spot, and it

was found very wet on the following morning. ' There,'

aid Patrick, you wiU find water not many feet deep,

;,nd plenty of it." Sure enough, in a few days' digging,

L'atrick confirmed his prediction, notwithstanding the

jeers of the workmen,—finding a vein which filled the

.veil to overflowing, and rendered it exceedingly di IKcult

TO bail out the water so as to stone it. The philosojihy

nf the operation seems to be that as great evaporation

i <ikes place from the surface of the earth during the

night, the water rises up from the depths below to

supply the loss, and accumulates in the vicinity of the

stone, often making quite a puddle." Canada Fanner.

An Historical Tree.—The Acacia, or, more correctly

speaking, the false Acacia, or Locust tree (Robinia

Vseud-Acacia), was first introduced into Europe by
Vespasian Robin, forester to Louis XIII., in the year

1685. The original tree, brought by Robin from North
jVmerica, and planted in the Jardin des Plantes, is still

in existence, and is now putting forth a few leaves. In

1815 it be^in to show symptoms of decaj', but the

Ijranohes being lopped, the tiimk shot out with

redoubled vigour. Mr. Loudon visited this veteran in

1835, and it was then 35 feet high, but in its prime it

v;as nearly twice that height. It has now dwindled
down, and its worm-eaten and wrinkled tnmk is care-

fully supported by iron bands, so as to prolong its

fxistence as much as possible. The appearance of the

leaves is looked forward to with much interest and
nnxiety by the visitors to the garden, as it is feared

that every year may be its last. Builder.

Death of Mr. Stephens.—We have to record with
regret the death of Mr. "Wm. Stephens, formerly of

Richmond, in SmTey, who was murdered by the

'olacks in the neighboui'hood of Mooloolah, in Queens-
land. He was on a botanising excursion for Mr. Walter
Hill, Director of the Botanic Garden at Brisbane.

The late Dr. Sarvey.—We are compelled to delay

the publication of the biogi'aphical notice of the late

Dr. "W. H. Harvey till next week.
Messrs. Waterer cf Oodfreif's SJiododendron Exhihi-

t'on.—This is held as heretofore in the Garden of the
Royal Horticultural Society at South Kensington, and
will be open every day next week. The plants are now
coming beautifully into blossom, and vitII well repay
inspection. Next week we hope to give some account
of a few of the best kinds.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

To preserve plants in flower as long as possible is at

all times a matter of the utmost importance. There-
fore as soon as their blossoms are perfectly expanded,
they should bo removed to a cooler atmosiihere than

that in which they have been grown, and carefully

shaded from glaring sunshine. To counteract the

(h-ying effects of hot cm-rents of air, which are imavoid-

able in .siunmer, the air of the house should be kept

moist by frequently sprinkling all available surfaces.

In dull or damp weather, however, a directly opposite

mode of proceeding must be pursued ; nioistxire is then

injurious, and must be carefully avoided; and the

plants should stand sufficiently far apart to secure a

full and free circulation of air amongst them. Let no

blossoms remain after they fade, and never allow the

energies of a plant to be exhausted in producing seed

unless it is positively required. Plants, of which it is

desired to make large specimens in the shortest possible

time, should not be allowed to produce flowers until

they have attained the desired size. All spednien

plants should have plenty of room, and should be

occasionally turned round, in order to prevent their

groiving one-sided.

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLAITT HOUSES.

Among shrubs out of doors, few are more beautiful

than the Pyracantha, which promises this season to be

unusually "full of blossom, and in autumn its rich

coral-coloured fruit is equally ornamental. For walls

or for masses on lawns, or for the decoration of the

backgi'ouud of rockwork, this plant is equally valuable.

As plants in beds progress, some will require pegging

down, and others tying up ; and all young plants mil
be considerably benefited by sthring the soil between

them. This will, at the same time, destroy weeds,

which must be constantly kept in check at this season.

AsTEES.—Shift any that may require more room
into larger pots, and others may now or soon be pricked

out into open beds, protecting them, if possible, from

cold winds, until they get somewhat estabUshed.

Azaleas.—Where these have been forced for the

puriiosc of producing an early wnter bloom, they

should now be placed in a cooler situation ; for if left

too long after they have set their flower buds in a high

artificial temperatiu-e, they will, in all probability,

make a second growth, which is highly detrimental, if

not fatal, to the production of next ye,ar's bloom.

Encourage a free growth in the young stock, and aU

plants going out of flower, by placing them in a rather

high and.moist atmosphere.
CiNEEAMAS.—Shade will be necessary in order to

prolong the season of flowering. Weak liquid manure
may be dven liberally, say two or three times a week.

Look well to seedUngs, placing promising kinds apart

from the more common sorts for seed. When the

beauty of those first in flower is over, they may be
placed in frames or pits facing the north, and, if seed is

not wanted, the sooner they are cut down after being

placed in the situation just indicated the better, in

order that cuttings m.ay bo got from them early.

Dahlias.—No exertion must be spared to promote
the growth of these plants, for the quicker the growth
the finer the flowers. Let the ground between the

plants be forked over occasionally, and in dry weather
do not spare the watering-pot.

Frcnslis.-Keep these well watered, and shaded
during bright sunshine. Late-flowering plants should

receive a shift when required.

Peiabqoniums.—Shade more or less according to

the brightness of the weather, and keep down green fly.

Bees must also be excluded, and close attention must
be paid to watering Continue to train plants intended

for blooming in July into proper form; give them
plenty of room, and see that tliey do not get dra^m, by
keeping them near the glass, and as cool and airy as

possible.
FORCING GARDEN.

Melons.—Encourage those newly planted out with

a moist warm atmosphere, so as to get them into full

growth as quickly as possible; but plants that are

established should bo kept cooler, admitting air on
every favourable opportunity, in order to secure short-

jointed, fruitful growth, keep the shoots thin and
regular, pinching out any that are not wanted, but
avoid stopping the main shoots until they reach the

sides of the pit, when by pinching out the points the

laterals ivill start into growth and show fruit abun-
dantly ; and by this time the plants will have gained

sufficient strength to set and carry a fair crop. Do not

exceed 6.5° at night, and admit air when the thenno-
meter rises to 75°, but do this very carefidly on cold

days. Endeavour to maintain a steady bottom-heat of

about 80°, and keep the soil in a healthy state as to

moisture. See to providing young plants for succession

crops.

Pines.—Plants just showing or swelling their fruit

will be considei'ably benefited by receiving liquid

manure every alternate watering till the fruit begins

to ripen. If the plants which are just on the point of

showing, aro in pots, it will be an advantage to shift

them immediately into larger ones; to top-dress them
with some rich turfy loam, or to turn them out

entirely into the soil, which is by far the most preferable

method. Where the pot system is pursued, many of

the plants, especially of the young stock, atUI require

repotting, and at this time they should receive a large

shift, as their most active growing season is now
approaching. After potting, a closer and moister

atmosphere must be kept up for a few days, till theybegin

to root in the new soil. No plant stands in greater

need of .shading during bright sunshine than the Pine-

apple ; but as ft is not only unnecessary, but injurious

in dull weather, the canvas should be so adjusted, by
means of rollers, that it can be applied or removed at

pleasure.
Vines.—If the fruit is all cut in the earliest house,

the Vines should again be treated with a moderately
warm atmosphere, and syringed daily, to destroy

insects, and to keep the foUage in a healthy state as

long as possible, that they may have every means of

recruiting their energies for next season. At the same
time give liquid manure to the roots if they require

watenng, that they may have every chance of regain-

ing their strength after having been forced at an
unseasonable period.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Birds and insects, both of which are now very

actively at work, must be kept in check. Old spare
roots of Carrots or Parsnips may be turned to good
account by planting them in beds infested with wire-
worms ; these will attract the enemy from other plants,
and, if daily examined, will in time clear the ground
of this nuisance.
AsPAEAGUs.—As Peas are now coming into use,

Asiraragus ought not to be cut so closely as it has been

;

all the weaker shoots may be allowed to grow after this
time, and only an occasional dish cut of the strongest.
It should be borne in mind that the more Asparagus
is cut this season the less there will be to cut next.
Beans.—A succession crop of these should now be

put in. Top the plants from previous sowings when
in bloom, before they begin to foi-m pods.
Beoccoli.—Sow now some good white kind, to

supply the table dui'ing October and November. Sow
also a little more of Knight's Protecting, and a sprink-
ling of some very late spring Broccoli ; it may serve to
prolong the succession next spring.

Celeet.—This must have abundance of water.
Plants of it pricked out from the seed-bed should have
well prepared beds, the surface of which, for 2 inches
deep, should consist of well-rotted manure, soaked with
water and rolled or pressed level previous to pricking
out the plants. If the weather proves sunny they
should be shaded with boughs.
Lettuces.—Keep up a plentiful stock of these of

difl'erent ages, by means of frequent sowings and
plantings ; for in dry weather many will be found to
run to seed.

Steawbeeeies.—If not already done, the soil of

beds and borders of these should now be mulched or
covered -with some clean material, for the double
purjiose of keeping the fruit free from dirt in wet
weather, and of preventing excessive evaporation in a
dry or parching summer. Before anything is put on
the ground, however, it should be loosened with a fork
between the rows, and w.itered with'hquid manure.

STATE OF THE -WEATHER AT CHIS-WICK, NEAR LONDOS,
For theWeek cntUngMay 30, 1866, asoljserved at the Horticultural.Gai Jena.
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T"
HE BIRMINGHA^r HORSE SHOW, 18fi6.—Tlic

FIR1T GREAT KXIIl lUTION of HORSES PONIES,
r\pltl'\fiES IIARN'ESS, SAIIDLERV, &c., wlU be hold in

nmiSEY HALL, BIRM1NG11AM, oil TUESDAY,WEDNESDAY
and THURSDAY, July 10, (11, iuid 12, when frizes to tho amoimt

of £550 will bo awarded.
PrcsUUnt : Tlie Right Hon. Lord Wenlock.
Vicc-1'resideia : The Maxor of Birmingham.

Prize Lists and Cortilicatos of Entry are now ready.

Tho Galleries will bo reserved for the exhibition of Carriages,

Haraess, Saddleiy, Horse Clothing, Stable Fittings, &c. Particulars

of the terms for space may be obtained from the Secretary.

The ENTRIES CLOSE on THUKSDAY, June 21.

JouN B. Lytuill, Secretary.

Offices Stephenson Cliambei-s, New Street, Birmingham.

ESSEX AOIIICULTUKAT. ASSOCIATION, 1866.—
i.,,l I rr ,

.: \ ,] I i
' '

.
. I

i:i 1 i -.IlllWS will be

iieid.m '

' -
'

' "-'"lyjy!!;;.

ENTRIES tor tho POULTRY SHOW will positively CLOSE
JUNE as next. Early apphcations aro particularly requested.

Eppinir. Mav 10. By Ol'der, John W. Winpos, Secretary.

1)ATH and WEST of ENGLAND
-^ SOCIETY, for the Encouragement

of Agriculture, Ai-ts, Manufactures, .and

Commerce.

H.K.II. The Prinoi! or Wales, K.G.

The ANNUAL EXHIBITION of STOCK,

1 Ml'LEMENTS, POULTRY, DOGS,WORKS
of ART, and HORTICULTURAL SPECI-

MENS at SALISBURY on the 4th, 6th, Cth,

;th, and 8th JUNE, 1S66.

President—
The Right Hon. the Eabl of Portsmodth.

I POULTRY will be OPENLY JUDGED, on

The other Dopai-tmonts will be ooen as follows ;—

STEAM ENGINES ind MACHINERY in MOTION ; the ARTS
and HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENTS daily.

EIET.'i '"VTri ?'i'K^?T^ of various kinds, to work at intervals on
TUEs;. \-

(
\.^ i.M.sllAY.

Him:-' it' I Fortablo Forges, WEDNESDAY.
The \ ,

' ' rl.SOandBANQDET, on WEDNESDAY.
The llijt;:L; 1 Ai.tl .1 in the Circle at 12 and 4 daily, after

Mondav.
The Band of the Royal Marines, Plymouth Division, fby permission

of Col. Gascovno, C.B.,1 will play on Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday; and the Bandof tho Grenadier Guards, (by permission

of Col. Michael Bruce), on Wednesday, Thm-sday, and Friday.

Admission on MONDAY, TUESDAY, and WEDNESDAY, 2!. Hd.;
n.,^T,^^.ir __ J „„,,^ .,. ,_ josiAii GoonwiN, Secretary,

4, Terrace Walk.

"lie ^gttcultural Saittte-
SATURDAY, JUNE 2, 1866.

MEETING POE THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday, June 4-^
IVi.sDAv, — fi

f Qi-eat Meeting of the Rath and West

TniiRSD VY — 7 I
**'" England Society at Salisbury.

I-iudaV,'
' - sj

Os Wcdnosday last, boforo a very scantily

attended meeting of the Eoyal Agricultural

Society, in Hanover Square, Mr. Herbert,
whose reports of the moat trade in the Jom-nal

of tho Society aro raindly acquiring high valuo

as a statistical record, read a paper on the meat
trade, and especially on tho dead-meat trade of

the metropolis. Excepting, however, Lord
CATnOAKT's suggestive and humoroiis ooutii-

bution to the subsequent discussion, the proceed-

ings generally savoured too much of instraction—" how not to do it." Mr. Herbert declared

that he sees in the local difficulties of the feeders,

in the absence of a market for offal in the

country, and in tho consequent dcsti'uction to a

great extent of conti-al competition, gi-eat difB-

culties in the way of tho trade in dead meat for

the supply of the London market. Mr. Thomp-
sojN assured us that the Eailway Companies are

doing all they can, and giving all the facilities in

the way of accommodation and moderate charges

which can be expected of them. And Mi'.

H0LLAN15, who is collecting before a Committee
of the House of Commons, valuable information

on tho whole subject, was precluded by both law
and etiquette from any premature announcement
or pubhcation on the subject.

According to Mr. Herbert, the farmer must
learn a new trade and charge himself with gi-eat

additional cost and labour before he can supply
London with dead meat. He will, moreover,
lose the price of tho offal, which forms so largo a
portion of the whole value which he receives

from tho metropolitan cattle salesman in the live

market ; and he will lose tho benefit of the

competition of other towns whose butchers come
up to Loudon for theii- supplies. Mr. Herbert
has known oOO beasts and 3000 sheep bought in

a single morning at Islingtcn for Brighton,
Eamsgate, Margate, &c. This great demand
will cease with the cessation of the live fat cattle

trade, and prices must drop accordingly.

No doubt considerable uncertainty and confu-
sion will prevail at first ; but it does not appear
to us that tho argument thus urged is sound.
Though tho competition may not act through tho

accustomed channel, yet its mflueuoo will remain.
The quantity of moat consumed will bo tho same,

and tho proportion of the demand to tho supply

upon tho whole wiH remain unaltered. Mr.
Frere did, indeed, relate tho case of a Norfolk

grazier, whose cattle fetched only 4s. '2d. a stone

at Newgate, whereas they would have realised

6s. a stone had they been sent aUve to Islington.

But, as jointed out by Mi-. Holland, tho

ditferenco m this case must have arisen solely

from tho present unsettled condition of the

mai'kots. As soon as tho quantity of tho demand
in tho dead meat market has been realised by
experience, the supply wiU meet it just as exactly

as it has by long practice met the demand which
exists in the metropolitan live cattle trade.

Lord CATncA3tT'.s address referred in the first

place to the necessity of the foreign cattle trade.

The 400,000 beasts of all ages in England aro an
insufficient supply for 20,000,000 of peoiile. As
to tho difficulties of deaUng with the otfal of

cattle slaughtered, whether at ports of debarca-

tion or on farms where they have been fed, his

lordship suggested that railways should provide

travelling larders, which might take it whore it

was wanted. The. Eailway Companies ought not

to make capital out of the calamities of tho

country, and their charges ought to be .such as

would encourage not check the traffic which the

necessities of the couuti-y aro imposing on them.

The trade in dead me.at is increasing and must
increase, in spite of aU. the difficulties that exist

or can be foreseen. There were only 13 salesmen

in tho Newgate Market 15 years ago,—there arc

now 200. Every facility that can be devised in

the way of this rapid extension should bo pro-

vided. Newgate Market is not thi-eo roods iu

extent, and anyone who has passed a night there

and witnessed the confusion that prevails during

market hours, and the nasty and imperfect means
of carriage by which the enormous traffic is

carried on, must see that there is great room for

improvement. Tho '

' polished " meat of the

London trade is, after all, no bettor than tho

rough-hewn stjdo of the countiy goods. The
telegi-aph and railway systems together may be

trusted for ensuring both adequate supply and
sufficient competition. The London beef fat

goes out of town to return as butter and as

taUow ; and the distribution over the country of

the offal of cattlo slaughtered at home may iu the

end be attended by no more mischievous

results than now attend its concentration

in the metropolitan market. Past committees

and commissions have declared tho certainty

that tho dead meat trade must increase,

and that fanners mu.st learn the now duties and
labom-s which it will enforce upon them. This

was prior to tho cattlo plague, which has given

such an impulse in the same direction. And it

now only remains that evei-y facility bo given it

by Eailway Comp.anies and by the authorities of

gi-eat market towns and centres of consumption.

To this end tho aiTaiigements which had so long

been successfully adopted in Paris and other

continental towns were deserving of examination,

and in many cases of imitation.

Mi-. Tuomt.son, the President-elect of the

Society, who is also Chairman over the

longest mUeago of railway in the hands
of any one Company in this country, defended

the railway authorities. The excessive charges

for tho caj-riage of dead meat aro owing to

the scantiness of tho trade hitherto. \\Tien

consigners of dead meat take whole trucks and
ti-ains, as those of living cattlo do, instead of

sending up their goods in mere parcel form, the

charges for the two will as.srmilato. Wherever
the trade is a large one the charges become
moderate. Tho griiat dead meat traffic between
Abordoeu and London, for example, is so

arranged as to be satisfactory to all concei-ned.

Meat production and the meat ti-ado are

at present tho topics of gi-eatest agi-icultiu-al

uitercst, and wo therefore offer no apology what-
ever for tho space which these two subjects

occupy in our coliuims this week. Nothing can
exceed the detailed and practical valuo of the

papers on Cattle-feeding, read by three of the

most distinguished Scottish farmers before the

Edinburgh Chamber of Agriculture last week,
which are reported at length in our pages to-day.

Ml-. Egbert Smitii'.s paper on the same s-abject

before tho London Farmers' Club, and these

giving tho experience of North-counti-y farmers,

together exhaust the subject so far as it is

capable of treatment by the practical man
Of course there aro many questions connected

with the composition of food and with the

relations of chemistry and animal life which
are not considered in such a treatment of

tho meat manufactm-e. But it is tho actual

experiunco of tho rearer and tho feeder of animals
that readers will find discussed iu the following

pages, and this as described by inteUigent men ia

the safest possible guide for any one to follow.

Tho choice of the feeding animal and of the food

which, by its means, is to bo converted into

meat, and the management of tho animal during

the process—these aro the points on which Mr.
MoCombie, Ml-. Wilson, and Mr. Hope throw

the light of their long experience. Tho cultiva-

tion of tho soE so as to produce a maximum of

the food requii-ed hardly came -within tho scopo

of theu- discussion ; though doubtless upon it in

tho fid-st instance depends tho quantity of meat
per acre that any farm produces. And tho

Agricultural Society of England no doubt rightly

believes that it is contributing to tho meat
supply of the countiy by its commission of

inquii-y into the fertUisuig effect of steam cvdti-

vation. Indeed, it is doubtless also thought

that tho promotion of good echooHng among tho

sons of fai-mers tends in the same du-ection. So
that tho relationship between "pin-e mathe-
matics " and the meat manufacture may not be
so very fanciful after all 1 Wo advise oiu- readers

carefully to study tho very excellent papers

contributed by Messrs. WrLSON, Hope, and
MoCoMiiiB to tho literature of this important

subject. ^_
The Salisbury Meeting of the Bath and

West of England Agricultural Society is tho

chief agrioultiu-al event of the coming week. On
Monday the open judging of Horses and Poultry

will commence at 10 A.M. Tho Implement Yard
will open at tho same hour, and there will bo

a Flower Show at 2 p.m. The yard will continue

open until Friday evening ; the admission being

Is. on the two last days, and '2s. Gil. ou tho other.

Tho field trials of the implements will take place

between 10 and 3 on Tuesday and Wednesday,
,and the general meeting of members and tho

annual dinner wiU t,ak6 place at noon and 4 r.lf.

respectively on Wednesday. There is every

chance of a very successful meeting.

THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
1. The following returns were is,siied on May 25.

These returns do not profess to give the total number
of cases which have occurred in Great Britain, but only

those which have been ascertained from information

received at the office from inspectors. Columns 1 only

record tho cases reported as having commenced during

the weeks indicated by the headings; "back" cases

being added to columns 2.
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Glasgow, and ascertain what means might be devised

for mutual protection in the circumstance of the
outbreak of plague in Ireland. Mr. Moir was assured

that the local authority here would readily sanction

any measures which the Veterinary Director General
for Ireland, in concert with Professor M'Call, might
consider to be proper and expedient.

[Copy of Glasgow Poi-tal Regulations respecting Cattle

Importation from Ireland,]

Cattle Plague.
Notice to Cattle Dealers. D.aiiymcn, and others, by the Local

Authority of the City of Glasgow.

The local authority hereby gives notice, that on and after

this date no cattle from Ireland will be admitted into Scotland

by the Tort of (JlasL'uw. nnlo.^^i accompanied by certificates

p,-;nii, il li^ ( .III!, . Ill ih; -t \ i r I in ny Inspector ,at the port of

eiiiLiil ;i I I
til. li.s must be produced to

li|-,.f,
I \i I ' I

I III |iilor at Glasgow, or to his

nssi-t oil ill I"
I 1 I ill 1 1

,1. ly Mil ai-rival of the steamers.
John ijLAi:KiE, jun.. Lord Provost.

Council Chamber, GLasgow, May 2:i, 1866.

3. The Cattle Plague in TJlstee.—"We are glad

to be able to state that no further ca,ses of the cattle

plague have come within our knowledge. In several

cases in which cattle have been attacked, the disease

under which they were labouring was, on examination,

found to be pleuro-pneumonia.
The inunense and increasing interest evinced by the

public respecting the state of the cattle disease, as it has
shown itselfin several parts of this and the next county,

seems to have nearly absorbed all other questions. At
fair and market, amid the biLstle of commerce in towns,

and the quiet of rural occupations in the country, the
principal subject of conversation is the cattle plague.

Considering the vast interests at stake, and how large

a portion of the Irish farmers' property exists in cattle,

it is not to be wondered at that even tliclli"iii;lit of any
disease, no matter under whatgiii^c ii ;i]i|>c :iis, or by
what name it is distinguished, shoulil cnnii' llic utmost
alarm in all ranks of society. Hitliorln I lie rxortions

put forth by the local authorities have had the best

effect, and, on the whole, the loss has been comparatively
trilling. But we fear that much evil will arise from
the veto put on the public sale of cattle ; and even
already many persons have suffered severely by the

Government prohibition. Again, we would impress on
those individuals now vested with something more than
constitutional authority, the necessity of sparing from
the poleaxe every animal not infected with the disease.

It is to be feared that, in the alarm stirred up by the cry

of rinderpest, many healthy cows have been killed and
buried, and that, had such animals been separated from
those suffering under disease, they would never have
been attacked. The cattle census of Ulster, taking
animals of all ages, numbers about one million ; and as

the aggravated form of lung disease, or whatever else it

may be called, has existed in some parts of

Uoivn for several weeks, it cannot be said that down
to the present the total cases which have resulted

fatally run up to any formidable figure. It is true that

most farmers persist in stating that the disease which
prevails in this part of the northern province is not the

Rinderpest ; but one great fact cannot be controverted,

and that is, the prevalence of a plague that has killed a

number of valuable animals. The fact, however, that

the disease is not spreading must be considered highly

gratifying, and no less interesting are the exertions

going on in all parts of the country to improve the con-

struction of cattle sheds, as well as to keep a good

supply of water in grazing lands. We should not

forget that many of the animals attacked with illness

on grazing lands had been previously housed and kept
comparatively warm; the sudden transition, therefore,

from the shed to the open field, and in weather
remarkably cold for the season, may have had the

effect of bringing on lung disease. Some years ago the
loss of cattle in May and June was considerable,

and from the very causes alluded to. Northern Whig.

THE MEAT MAKUPACTITRE.
[Tlio following,' admirable papers on this subject were read
Wednesday week at the monthly meeting of the Edinburgh
(_'hamber of Agriculture.]

Me. Geoege Hope, Fenton Baens.
The subject for discussion, "The most profitable

methods of feeding stock, and the relative value of
different substances for that purposc,"'embr.icos so many
topics, that its satisfactory Iroatment would rt-quire at

least a dozen papers, and several days in wliiih to read
them. The stock to be fed includes cattle, slieep, and
pigs, and the different substances on whii'li these

animals may be fed are numberless; while we ivould

require a day each from Professors Aiidtrson

Macadam if we were to enter scientifically into the

relative value of these substances. I will not, however,
detain you long, as I propose simply to confine my
remarks to the fattening of cattle, and to treat in a
very general way the relative value of some of our farm
crops for feeding purposes.

It is a very trite remark, that for profitable feed-

ing well-bred animals should be selected, as they
fatten easily, have little offal, and get flesh on the parts

that .fetch the highest price per lb. Sometimes,
however, feeders are tempted to purchase coarse beasts,

on account of their large bone, in the hope they will

can'y beef in proportion to their size. But they
invariably consume a larger quantity of food than
is necessary to fatten a well-bred animal of the

same weight ; while the meat produced sells

at a less price per stone. The next thing is

to have proper accommodation for the animals during
the fattening process. It is dillicult to over-estimate

the importance of warmth and comfort in promoting
profitable feeding. There is a great change for the better

in this respect, i remember, even on the best and most
extensive farms, that large open courts, calculated to

hold from 20 to 30 cattle, with shed-room for perhaps a
fourth of them, were thought quite the proper thing ; at

all events, if there was a straw stack in tlie centre,

nothing more could be desired. Tlir lilaik < attle then
fed were certainly much more robust iliau tin Short-
horns and their crosses—which \w\\ rnm|i"-o. I may
say, almost the whole of the animals lliat arr tatteucil

in the Lowlands of Scotland. Hut witli cvny xaiirty

of cattle it has been found that the greater the sub-
division or the smaller the number in any one place, so

much the better do the animals thrive ; and it is also

acknowledged that ample shed-room or cover is indis-

pensable for profitable Ifeeding. Without entering into

the special merits of open and covered courts, nr of

byres and boxes, for feeding purposes, I wi'uld iniiaik

that where an open court is used, it is an essrntiul

requisite that it should contain at least an eiinal spare of

covered shed>.room, and that a light open slioil "r inyrr

thrown over the Turnip boxes mil be found brnelirial,

by protecting the animals from wet or cold «l;eu
feeding. There should also be jjroper eaves for carrying
off all the rainwater from the roofs. I cannot say I

have had any experience with covered courts, beyond
sometimes feeding a few animals confined in a shed

;

but there cannot be a doubt of the excellence of the
manure made by this plan, as it is protected from
drenching rains, which in badly constructed courts

sadly deteriorates its quality ; the economy in the use

of sti"aw also derived from it is considerable. The
quantity of straw on a farm in relation to the Turnip
crop, and also a moist or dry climate, materially

influence the decision that should be come to in regard

to the housing of cattle. I do not think it makes much
difference whether animals are fed in byres or in single

or double boxes. For two or at most three moiillrs,

animals in either byres or boxes are found to inaKi-

more progress than they do in open courts ; but it t lir

feeding is extended to four or five months, and still

more, for six months, cattle ultimately do better in

courts. This arises, I suppose, from the greater

exercise they are able to obtain in courts ; their skins

also keep cleaner, and they do not require the
constant and regular currying, absolutely necessaiy for

their health and progress when being fed in either byres
or boxes. I have a dozen of these double boxes, in

which I generally place 12 or 21 of my best conditioned
cattle for a month or two before disposing of them.
Used in this way, I am certain boxes are

an aid towards profitable feeding not to be
despised. There are comparatively few cattle

grazed in East-Lothian, and still fewer sent to market
off the Grass. An ox that has been liberally fed, even
with Turnips alone, during winter, generally makes
little progress on Grass, if it does not actually lose

condition. But this I imagine arises from the mixed
system of grazing that is practised, and sheep stock
preponderating in every field ; the latter eat out all the
shorter and finer Grasses. Under these circumstances
cattle certainly grow older ; they may grow larger, but
rarely fatter. If it is wished to fatten them at that
season, they must have cake or com on the Grass. It

is true, very little cake or corn, with cut Grass, in

courts, is a better way of feeding so far as cattle alone
are concerned; but cattle are necessary to top the
Grass and keep it in the best condition for sheep.

In the Lothians the feeding of cattle was long
considered as merely subservient to the production
of the cereal crops, but from the great change that

has taken place in the relative value of grain and
butcher-meat, crops are more and more groivn for the
purpose of being converted into butcher-meat. Foreign
substances also, such as Linseed and other cakes, Indian
Com, white Peas, and Tares, are being used to an
extent that 50 years ago would have been thought
incredible. I remember at least 45 years ago, when a

child, seeing one of my father's men arrive from Leith
with two carts of Linseed-cake, and of his telling, when
unloading it, that the Prestonpans people came out of

their houses wondering what he had gotm the carts, and
that he had told them it was a new kind of " bannocks,

"

but he did not think it would suit those who drank
tea. From that day to this I don't think there has

been a single bullock fattened at Fenton Barns without
being finished off with either cake or com ; indeed, for

many years past they have had both cake and com.
Almost all the cattle in the Lothians arc now fed under
cover during the autumn, muter, and spring months

—

the greater proportion being purchased in September
and October. They are generally two-year-old Short-
horns or crosses ; some try three-year-olds, and some
stirks. As a rule animals generally eat in proportion

to their live weight, but this is modified by their age
and condition. It has even been found that if ten
shecji weigh the same as one ox, they will consume
daily the same quantity of Turnips; though it is

curious that a piece of Grass that will maintain an
ox grazing will not keep more than six sheep. Toung
animals eat more than old ones according to their

respective weights, and animals in good condition in-

variably eat less than leaner ones of the same age and
size. When an ox is becoming ripe for the butcher,

be gradually eats less and less; he rests more and
fattens faster. And it is at this stage that cattle pay
best for Linseed-cake and rich feeding, and it is most
profitable to give it to them without stinting—I may
say mthout mea.sure. In fact feeders frequently lose

the best part of their profits from selling their stock a

month or six weeks too soon. An ox may be very good,

fat, and readily find a purchaser ; but if kept on for

another month, or even two, he would increase more
rapidly in weight in proportion to the food consumed
than lie ever did at any previous stage of his existence

;

but also, from becoming extra quality, he would be
worth from 3rf. to Gd. per stone additional.

It may be easily inferred that I prefer purchasing
aged animals for feeding, and also to have them
in good condition. Doubtless everything depends on
the price, and whether you wish to sell early or late in

Sriifrniher until
lis, from
lier price

It may be said also that

spring or in summer. As a rule,'! am against the feed-
ing of stirks, as I think it pays better to feed them
during winter on straw and a few i)ounds of cake, or
upon chopped straw mixed with pul|icd Tnniiiis, and
to have them grazed during sumnn i- ami tnl oif the
following autumn. Theycome out altn- this treatment
famous animals at Christmas or in .lauuary, when
good beef often sells at a high price, llowever, many
excellent judges of stock will tell you they are better
paid with stirks than anything else. I think this
principally arises from the Innjr keep ; from their being
)inl (in a stcadilv imio'iivri'

.Ma.\,,hine, ov'.lnlv. In

tlieir smaller size, tlicy liv

per stone than large cattt

we find cattle reared at home, and fed from the time
they were calves, become fine quality, and attain to
heavy weights even before they are two years old.
Notwithstanding this I think it well worthy of con-
sideration by feeders whether almost all cattle are not
sent too soon to the butcher. Cattle grow steadily and
increase in weight until they are at least four if not
five years old. But the practice is not even to give
them time to attain their natural size, but to force fat

on them as quickly as possible, and then off with them
to the market. This last autumn I bought no cattle,

on account of the plague, but I had a considerable
number grazing. Instead of selling these animals at
Christmas and during January I resolved to keep a lot

of them until this month, and I never was better paid,
or had animals that kept on so steadily improving. I
am certain they made more progress in April than in
any I'revious month. It sounds strange, but it may be
t iiu. that a larger return may be obtained from con
liuiiin^' to feed for some months longer a great dea
imiro than one-half perhaps of all the cattle sent to the
butcher, than by purchasing lean and unfed animals.

Turnips have been the great crop for cattle feed-
ing in Scotland, and it is likely they will continue
to be so ; our climate is admirably adapted for their
growth, and they can be raised more cheaply than any
other crop for feeding purposes. Potatos, and Peas
and Beans, are the only other crops grown on the farm
which I think may be profitably used, by being con-
verted into beef, more extensively than they are at
present. No feeder, however, should sell grey com of
any kind. Mangel does not succeed as a crop very
well in our northern latitude ; we either want sun
during the day, or our nights are too cold for them in
five years out of seven ; but even when you do get
them, you seldom have the same weight per acre as
you have of Swedish Tumips, and they are not more
feeding unless fyou keep them until June or July,
when they are seldom of much use, as cutting Grass
may then be obtained abimdantly.

_ I think there is

fully more feeding material per acre in an average crop
of Potatos, or in Beans and Peas, than in Tumips,
though I admit the latter are grown at less expense.
My experience has led me to the conclusion that the
largest profit is obtained by feeding mth a mixture of
all three crops. It has been eali iili.i. il lliai an ox in
giiiiil tlii'iviiiL.'eondition will lay ell ! .i Ini' ierevery
c'wt, of Tiiniips he consumes. <'• s varies,

but il is very near the truth. I m:i,\ ivmirk liercthat
a supply of good fodder is absoluteij- necessary for the
improvement of all cattle when feeding. The differ-

ence betwixt two lots of cattle, when one of them is

supplied with good Oat straw, and the other with
coarse Wheat straw, is most marked. The fact is, they
will not eat coarse straw, or at least enough of it, so
they gorge themselves mth Tumips, which causes
them to scour. As on many farms it is ditTicult to
have a supply of good fodder at all times, I may
mention the plan I adopt, which is to allow daily all

feeding cattle one or two pounds of meal made from
crey com of every description, and sometimes
Bean-meal. This is mixed up with a large quan-
tity of cropped straw or AVheat chaff, and allowed
to soak in water for 12 hours. When the animals
are fed in the morning, the tubs arc filled to

be ready for the evening. A handful or two of
salt is sprinkled amongst the feed, and it is

greedily eaten, and renders the animals almoft
independent of straw. This is the way I invariably
give me.al to cattle, and for feeding animals it is abetter
and cheaper plan than pulping the mots and mixing
them mth straw. I have already sialnl that 1 cvrt. of
Turnips produces 1 lb. of beef. 'J'li' lair ,\lr. llowden,
in his report on feeding cattle, iirinted ui the fourth
volume of the " Transactions of the Highland Society"
(new series), states that it took nearly lOU lb. of Tumips
for every additional lb. of live weight the animals made,
while less than 39 lb. of Potato produced the same
result. I will assume the proportion to be as four is to

ten, and I contend that four tons of Potatos are as

easily grown as ten tons of Turnips. The chief thing
against the Potatos is the expense of seed ; but on the
other hand there is less cartage ivith Potatos, and you
can have a crop of winter Wheat in place of Barley, as
must generally be taken aftor Turnips. But when you
feed with a mixture of the two roots you enhance the
value of both, and the animals make greater and more
rapid progress than when confined to either singly.

With regard to Bean-meal, I am not sure that it has been
very accurately ascertained how much of it is required
to produce a pound of beef ; my own experience leads
me to believe it. takes nearly 7 lb., or say 9 lb. of beef
per bushel, which gives 72 lb. of beef per quarter of
Beans. Linseed-eake makes a better finish for

animals than Bean-meal ; they handle more nicely, and
have a more glossy coat; Bean-meal makes a better

tallowed animal : the Linseed-cake lays the fat more
on the outside. When Potatos and Beans are used
along with Tumips for feeding stock, the account for

Linseed-cake may be comparatively .small, and there is

a certainty that you are using an article with which no
adulteration has been attempted ; at the same time I
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have always found the free use of Linseed-cake to pa,

handsomely for the last six weeks or two months of
feeding. My practice is to sow eitlier white or yellow
Turnips early, so that they may be ready for use soon
in September. Sometunes a few Tuniii)s are given at
that time to cattle on Grass in fieldsj but Ii)refer giving
them in the courts with second-crop cut Grass. When
supplied at first with cut Grass, the cattle may be
allowed as many Turnips as they will eat ; but if they
have only inferior straw as fodder, the quantity must
Be limited to prevent disorder. Feeding with chopped
straw and meal may be begun in a .short time, and 2 or
3 lb. each per day ofLinseed-cake should be added when
the animals are beginning to get into fair order. I
generally begin to give small Potatos in November, say
1 stone per day, doubling the (luantity in two or three
weeks. This weight of Potatos sensibly diminishes
the consumption of Tui-nips ; but when 42 lb. are given
it will reduce the Turnips eaten nearly one-half. Four
stones of Potatoswith good fodder irill fatten an animal

;

but with com and cake in addition, cattle arrive at
maturity as quickly as with almost any feeding that can
be given. I do not suppose that I have told you any-
thing new, or that my practice and opinions are not
amenable to question and criticism^ while I trust in
the discussion to follow I may receive some practical
hints that might be of advantage.

Mr. John Wilson, Edinoion Mains.
In offering a couti-ibutiou to this discussion, I

shall restrict myself to remarks on the feeding of
sheep, and these shall have reference for the most part
to my own experience during the past winter and
spring. My position last autumn was this—the pre-
valence of cattle plague having deterred me from
buyin'4 in :i- ii-ii:;l a lot of store cattle, to break down
my M

!
' 1'

: \ i'lo for the stocking of my pastm'cs in
them "i: - "1. 1 endeavoured to accomplish both
these mil- li\ Huiieving an extra number of ewes and
hoggs. My Turnip crop was much under an average
both ill weight and quality, so that from the first it

was evident that it would have to be largely supple-
mented by other food, in order to bring the flock
through the winter in good condition. I hajipened to
have an abundant supply of excellent hay, consisting
partly of first and second cuttings of Clover and Eye-
Grass, and partly of a mixture of Oats and Vetches
mown when green. As soon as the hoggs were put on
to Turnips they got a daily supply of di-y food, con-
sisting of a small allowance of cake or grain, and as
much chopped hay and straw as they would eat. After
a short training, I found that they ate at the rate of a
four-bushel sackful to each 40 hoggs daily. Early in
December I began to shoe the Turnips for all,my
hoggs, and being thus better able to regulate the
allowance of food, I soon after restricted the whole of
my store hoggs to one good feed of Turnips in the day,
and along with that half a poimd per head of cake or
grain, or a mixture of both, and as much of the chopped
fodder already referred to as they would eat. They
had at the same time access to water, of which they
drank freely. By doling out the Turnips in this way I
had enough to serve until the third week of April,
when the whole of my hoggs were put to Grass in
excellent condition. My ewes were kept in the
pastures in the usual way until near the end of the
year, when they began to receive a very small daily
allowance of Turnips spread out on the Grass land

;

and at night they were brought into the vacant cattle
yards, where they got an evening and morning feed of
Oat and Vetch hay cut into chaff, with cotton-cake at
the rate of half a pound each per diem. Care was
taken to keep the yards clean and dry by spreading
over them a thin coating of straw daily ; to have such
a numher of feeding-troughs as would prevent crowding
and crushing; and to have water always at theu-
command. On this treatment the ewes kept in
excellent health and condition, and at 20th March,
when lambing began, they were found to have an
unusually good supply of milk. I found, as
others have done, that there is no practical
difficulty in converting straw into dung by means
of sheep.

The past winter's experience has also confirmed
me in the opinion, to which that of previous years
had been gradually contributing, that it is highly
expedient to give to sheep when feeding on Turnips a
much larger allowance of (h-y fodder than has hitherto
been our usual practice in Scotland. And it seems to
me decidedly better to cut the fodder into half-inch
chaff, and give it in troughs, than to give it v/hole in
racks. By the former plan hay and Oat straw, in any
proportion that is thought best, can be cut up together,
and if properly adminstered will be eaten dean up,
whereas 1 never see whole fodder given in racks
without much littering and waste. Several years
ago I procm-ed a number of covered troughs,
which I find useful in protecting the chaff from rain,
especially at the beginning of the season, before the
sheep have learned to eat it up quickly. It is unneces-
sary to urge the propriety oi giving cake or grain to
sheep along with Turnips, as the practice is now all but
universal. I shall not attempt to discuss the relative
values of the various farinaceous feeding stuffs now in
use. My own practice is to select those substances which,
taking both price and quality into .account, seem likely to
yield the largest feeding power for the money spent upon
them, I have mentioned that a portion of the fodder
used by my .stock during the past season consisted of
hay made from Oats and Vetches. These were grown
together in about equal proportions, and the crop was
mown whenever the Oats were fairly in ear. It was
groivn on soft mooiy land, where grain crops almost
invariably fail from slaying. Clover and Grass seeds
having been sown along with the Oats and Vetches, I
was careful to remove the hay in a very few days after
momng, and to complete the drying of it elsewhere. I
did this lest the young seeds should suffer from the

haycocks stiauling tuo long upon them. The ground on
which this crop of A'etch hay grew is now as well
planted a piece of seed as any farmer need desire to
have. Some people consider it better practice to sow
the small seeds without any other crop on such soils as
I am now referring to. I find, however, that the shade
of the Oats and Vetches favours the regular germina-
tion of the small seeds ; and that, taking the season
through, I can keep a larger head of stock by taking
the hay crop than by omitting it. The mowing machine
has rendered practicable a plan of economising food
which I am glad to see several farmers adopting. We
all know that, whenever we have warm growing
weather about the end of Ma.y, th- L'u-ji::-, in our
pastures shoots so rapidly that it i^ 1 M
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ordinary stock of the farm to eat il ':
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and so by-and-by the fields are covoliI uiik Liu.-ightly

windle straw, to the grief of the farmer, and the
damage of his graziugs. People do indeed talk about
buying steers to eat down their Eye-grass ; but then
the steers always have wits enough to grip to
the bottom and take the best that is going,
and so the windle straw is left all the same. Now if a
mowing machine be swept over such pastures while
the seed stems are still succulent, and the mowings be
collected by a horse rake, a good deal of useful fodder
will be,secured which otherwise would be worse than
wasted, and the grazing being cleared of seed-stems and
talp will be cleaner and more wholesome for the
remainder of the season.

Me. Clat, Winfield.
[After reading the above paper in Mr. Wilson's

ahsence (we regret to learn, owing to ill-health), Mr,
Clay, of Winfield, said :— ] I fully concur in all that is

said in this paper, as it represents the opinions of our
Berwickshire system regarding stock feeding, &c, I
know there are many counties that surpass us for the
feeding of cattle, but for sheep I think we can compete
vrith the most of them. We do not give our atten-
tion so much to the feeding of cattle, as we look upon
them as a necessary evil. The only point that I would
remark upon is the great benefit we derive from feeding
sheep with Tares on our heavy land. The months of
July, August, and September are months when we are
heavily stocked, and often when we have least Grass,
so that the stock is often damaged before going to
Turnips. Now, the Tare system meets that difficulty,

as they come in to supply that green food at a season
when one can get nothiu" else that stock does so well
on. I have practised it for many years with success
and profit, and for old sheep or lambs there is no
food you can give them that they thrive and fatten
so well on. The Tares may be eaten through
hurdles on the land they are grown upon, or cut and
led into a Gra,s3 field. The latter mode I prefer,
as you are enabled to keep a large number in a
Grass field ; then you are enabled to get all yoiu' other
fields cleaned for weaning lambs, &c. I have had as
manyas 400 on one field of 20 acres. With a liberal
supply of cake you may even increase the number,
always keeping in mind that there must be fresh water
in the field, as sheep at that season and fed in this way
drink a good deal. Tares consumed in that way will
eat to about hi. per acre, at a moderate rate per -week.
The mode that I follow in growing the Tares is—

I

make about 20 acres every year, sowing them at three
different times, always having them green and fresh.

Farming, as I do, on the fourth shift, I grow the Tares
on land that would fall to he seeds. Say you have a
40-acre field—I do not sow off 20 acres of it, so that I
have it for Tares, when the other part is hay for
soiling horses and cattle. Then, when the same field

conies round four years after, I make the hay-break
Tares, which give the eight years between Clover—the
only mode to secure the good old Eed Clover, so
valuable for soiling cattle and horses. Now, when
corn farming is so unprofitable, it is our duty to turn
our attention to stock feeding, and to find out the best
lyays and means to manufacture beef and mutton for
the million. I have no doubt, with the rapid growth of
our to\yn population, it will take us all our time mth
the rapid consumption, and this rise of wages will still

":o to mcrease the demand.

Mr. WiLLIAJI M'COMBIE, TllLTFOUE.
As my friend Mr. Stevenson and some other

members of the Chamber of Agriculture have ex-
pressed a desire that I should read a paper on my
e.xperience as a feeder of cattle, I have, with some
hesitation, put together a few notes of my experience.
I trust the Chamber will overlook the somewhat
egotistical form into which I have been led in referring
to the subject of dealing in cattle. My father and my
grandfather were dealers in cattle. My father earned
on a very extensile business; he had dealings with
several of the most eminent feeders in East Lothian

;

among these were the late Adam Bogue, Linplum,
with John Eennie of Phantassie, and Mr. Walker,
Eerrygate, &c. I cannot tell you how much I hold in
reverence the memory of the late Adam Bogue; I
regard Mr. Bogue as having been one of the finest
specimens of a kind-hearted gentleman I have ever met.
It would he difiicult for me to say how highly I honour
the memory of other friends of my father and ofmyself
in East Lothian. I may mention WiUiam Brodie,
John Brodie, William KeiT, John Slate, Archibald
Skirving, and Mr, Broadwood, farmers all eminent

feeders of stock. My lather had his chief
business connection with East Lothian, hut he had
also a connection with Mid-Lothian, the county of
Fife, and a large trade with England, At one of the
Michaelmas Trysts of Falku-k he sold 1500 cattle.

He wished to give all the members of his family
a good education, I was kept at school, and was
afterwards two years at college; hut to this day I
regret my inattention when at school. My father
was very umvilling that I should follow his business.

knowing that it was a very precarious one ; but what
could he do with me? I would do nothing else, and he
was obliged to yield, I worked on the fann for years
when not away at the fairs, with the servants, and had
their diet, I cut two harvests, and during the season
took charge of the cattle. My first speciQation was a
12^. park. I had a partner, an excellent man, who had
been a servant to my father for 20 years. It was a
good year, and we divided lU. of profit. This gave me
encouragement, I yearly increased my speculations
and I gradually got into my father's business at the
Falkirk mai-kets and Hallow Fair. My father was very
indulgent, and sent me away to a fair when a very
young man, and gave me authority to buy, and money
to pay for half-a-dozen of beasts. I exceeded my com-
mission and bought three little lots of beasts—about
15. The owners trusted me the money I was short. I
di-ove them home myself—about 10 miles. I was very
proud of my drove. My father examinfed them next
morning, and remarked " They have not the counten-
ance of beasts." I went away veiy much chagrined. This
was about my first appearance as a buyer of cattle, and
some of the beasts I remember to this day.
There is no better way to teach a young man than to

put him to market without assistance. If a man
cannot back himself he is unfit for the trade of a
butcher, a jobber, or grazier. My father retired with
a good name, and I retained his old customers.
It was only on one occasion that Adam
Bogue bought a beast from any dealer except
from my father or me. He declared he was
no gainer by the transaction. He purchased 120 cattle
yearly. The late Mr. Broadwood, whose memory I
also revere, always bought about 80 beasts at the
Michaelmas. I put up the number and the sire he
wanted, and he bought them from me and my father
for many years. He bought them middle-sized three
and four year olds, and never would go beyond
111. per head. The highest figure at that time for
feeding cattle at Falkirk was about \Zl. On Tuesday
morning he came to my cattle and inspected them
first, and asked their price, and to such a customer as
Mr. Broadwood I asked close. To some parties it is

necessary to give halter. He went away and examined
other dealers' cattle, hut always came back in about an
hour, and I think I never missed him. He was a
good judge, and did not require any assistance; he
came alone. I had several deaUngs with Mr. Broad-
wood's son, but only occasionally, and he did not .stick so
close to me as his father. I also retained the friendship
of Robert Walker, the Messrs. Brodie, Archibald
Skirving, and Mr. Broadwood. I seom-ed for mj'self
the friendship of Mr. Buist, of the late William Kerr,
the late John Slate, and John Dudgeon, Ahnondhill.
My father and I always had about the best cattle at
Falkirk. There was a great ti-ade with Cumberland at
the Michaelmas Tryst for homed Aberdeen cattle. The
cattle were sent from Cumberland to Baruet in spring,
and sold off the Marshes fat in July and August. My
best 60 generally commanded the highest price.
The late Mr, Wm, Thom was my great opponent in
the homed cattle trade, and beat me sometimes, all

I could do. When we saw it for our interest we
went in company, and attended all the great fairs
in the north; and when we joined we secured a
good proportion of the best cattle. Our grazing cattle
were always sold separately. Mr. Thom will be
remembered by not a few in this room ; he was a giant
as to strength ; an honester man never lived

; perhaps
a little strong in his manner, but of great ability and
perseverance. The company were not very regular
book-keepers; our accounts got confused. At the
wind-up at Hallow Fair, as we liad the accounts of the
Falkirks likewise to settle, we worked at them for days,
and the longer we worked the more confused they
became. To this day I do not know who had the
balance in his favour. For the future we resolved to
act separately. It was a had Hallow Fair for large
cattle. I have doubled stirks at Hallow Fair. I have
bought stirks from 2/. to 4?., and, to use an Aberdeen
expression, I have turned them heels over their heads.
But I never could take a shilling of profit out of large
cattle. Mr. Thom and I had unfortunately left over
GO veiy large cattle unsold from the Michaelmas. A
respected member of this Chamber will recollect them.
Many of them had cost \U. and lil. in Aberdeenshire.
Mr. Thom had the selling of them. He had just one
offerer in the shape of three gentlemen—one from
East-Lothian, one from Fife, and one from Perth,
who likewise joined. They were sold the next day
at 12^. 5s. a head. After the bargain was struck,
the gentlemen requested Mr. Thom to divide them.
I recollect his answer, viz., "Well, gentlemen, you
have been good and great friends for two days, it

would be a great pity for me to quarrel with you now."
He gave a satirical look in the face to his customers,
Mr, Thom, who was thoroughly up, turned upon his
heel and went away, I divided the beasts for the
gentlemen, and to divide a lot of beasts equally is not
such an easy matter a^ some might suppose, I sent for

many years 60 homed cattle in spring to Mr, Buist,
Tynninahame, They were gi-azed in Tynninghame
Park, and he also required other 40 or 60 during the
season for house feeding. I only gave up the commission
business when I could carry it out no longer to my own
satisfaction and to the advantage of .my employers.
There was not after I went to the Falkirk markets a
white beast to be seen for years ; hut by-and-by Irish-
bred cattle appeared, and then the Shorthoms. The
business of dealing in north-country cattle came to be
worthless. I bade Falkirk adieu, and turned my atten-
tion entirely to the rearing and fattening of cattle at
home. I gave up the fascinating business of a lean
cattle jobber ; I saw it was done for, and I have never
regretted my resolution. The lean cattle ti-ade was
difficult to manage ; it was most dangerous. Many a
day when attending Hallow Fair, I have got up by
4 or 5 o'clock in the morning, breakfasted, and not tasted
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food till G o'rlnrk at ni.L'lit. Tho «i-:ithcr was so bad at

0U8 Hallow l''air that )]iaii and Iji/ast were up to the

knees in mud. I had my beasts slaiidiug near one of

the gates. Mr. Archibald Skirving never got further

than my cattle. He bought 40, sent them away, and
returned lirane. He bade me good morning, saying,

'I '.loiill n.i I ikc to be in your place to-day." I hare
sf i

I
I

1 1(1 Hallow Pan-, but I think the worst

Wi ' ii< ago. I never was so much in want
fil' a .•..-i:.ii.x iiuui my friends. The price of cattle had
fallen very much after the Michaelmas Tryst. Turnips
were bad in East-Lothian. I had been on a visit to

Mr. Buist, and met Mr. Kerr, Mr. Slate, Mr. Walker,
iSic. Both buyers and .sellers anticipated a bad Hallow
Fair, and it turned out the worst I ever saw. Hallow
Fair is generally either a very good or a very bad
market. Well, Tuesday came, and with it a storm of

wind and rain ; it was the worst market day I ever

stood. You could hardly know the colour of the

cattle. They were standing to their bellies in a

stubble field. This Chamber should represent to the

magistrates the injustice to the dealers of allowing

Hallow Fair to be held in any field but a lea one. My
friends got to the market; there were Mr. Buist ; Mr.
Walker, Ferrygate ; Mr. Ken-, Mr. Slate, and one or

two more. They gave my cattle what examination it

was possible to give cattle in such a stormy day ; out of

about 200 cattle they wanted about 170. Mr. Walker
said to me—"I tliink you might give us a glass of

brandy." We retired to a tent. We did not move for

an hour and a-half, as one wanted 40, another 30,

another 20, &c. It took a good deal of time to talk over
the different lots. At last we rose. I had, while seated,

drawn them as to the price as far as they would come.
The weather w'as dreadful. We were to part. I was
very unwilling, and they were not very anxious to face

the storm. I was in the middle of my customers, and
did what I could, no doubt, to get an advance on their

offers. When all was over, I gave the accu.stomed clap
of the dealer on the hand (which must be known to

most of the gentlemen here) all round, and I did not
see them agam till night, except Mr. William Kerr,
who with a struggle got the lenrth of my remaining 30
beasts, and bought 10. I think I hear the triumphant
howls of the men to this day when they started the
nine score of cattle for their destinations, one lot after

another, through the lots of the astonished dealers,

whose cattle at that hour I believe were never priced.

There were few sold on the first day. I could not sell

my 20 remainin" cattle, and never could even get a bid
for them. Of all the good turns my friends did for me
this was the best. I came out with a small profit.

The losses sustained by other parties at the market
were heavy. A great many cattle were sent further
south, and returned. One respectable dealer told me
that no one had ever asked the price of his cattle, and
coolly added—" I have taken Turnips from and
sent the cattle home." I never lost a shilling in East-

Lothian, or by a bad debt as a lean cattle dealer.

1st, As to the method of selecting the cattle best

adapted for paying a rent:— To be a good judge of

store cattle is exceedingly difficult. We have many
.iudges of fat cattle among our farmers and butchers

;

'we have a few good judges of breeding stock; our really

good judges of store cattle are exceedingly few. A judge
of store cattle ought to be able to say at a glance how
much the animal will improve, how much additional

value you can put upon him on good, bad or in--

dillerent land, and on Turnips in three, six, or

12 months. Except a grazier is able to do this, he is

working in the dark, and can never obtain eminence
in his profession. Since I had the half of the V2l. park

I have bought and grazed store cattle for 45 years. No
one has been able to put upon paper a clear definition,

that can be understood by the reader, of the charac-

teristics of a good store beast. It is only practice and
a natural gift that can enable any one to master the

subject. There are a few rules, however, that the
buyer of store cattle shoiJd be acquainted with. Tou
ought to know how they have been kept for the

previous six months. If you do not know this, your
keep may be entirely thrown away. I make it an
almost universal rule (and I have never departed from
the rule except with a loss), that I will graze no cattle

except those that have been kept in the open straw-

yard, and have been fed exclusively on Turnips and
straw. If you can get them off Tellow Turnips
it will be decidedly to your advantage. I have
seen this proved by dividing 20 beasts, one-half

kept on Yellow Turnips, and one-half upon Swedes.

The beasts had full Turnips. The cattle on the
Swedes shot far ahead in the straw-yard of those upon
the Yellows. But when taken vip from Grass the

cattle fed upon the Yellows were equal to those fed on
the Swedes. They were grazed together. The dif-

ference of improvement in different lots of cattle must
have often struck you. If you put upon Grass cattle

that have been fed through the winter upon cake, com,
brewers' wash, grains, or Potatos, and kept in hot

byres or close strawyards, and look to them to pay a

rent, they will soon make a poor man of you. This

mode of "feeding is unnatural. Before the animals

begin to improve, three months will have passed. If

you buy half-fat cattle kept close in byres or straw-

yards, and put them to Grass in April or the first two
weeks of May, and cold stormy weather sets in, with

no coverin;} to defend them, they will astonish you
some morning. They will fall ofl" so much that you
can scarcely believe they are the beasts you bought.

Thus you not only lose all your Grass, but the beasts

will be lighter at the end of three months than when
you put them into your field. I must not be mis-
understood. I do not mean to say that a few weeks of

a little cake or corn will ruin a beast for grazing. But
you may depend upon it that the less artificial food

they get during winter the better. When kept upon
the food I have specified for months and mouths they

are perfectly unfit for .grazing. I regard cake as the
safest substitute for Turnips and com ; Potatos,

brewers' wash, and grain are the worst. But my ambi-
tion is to graze a bullock that has never been forced,

and has never tasted cake, corn, or Potatos.

The store cattle I winter for grazing are kept in

open strawyards with a covering for bad" weather, with
as dry a bed as the quantity of straw will permit. This
is indispensable for the thriving of the cattle. They
receive as many Turnips as they can eat. You must
always keep beasts progressing; if you do not, they
will never pay you. My store cattle never see cake,

corn, or Potatos. I would rather throw Potatos to the
dunghill than give them to a store bullock. I would
give them to my fatting bullocks. If I can get the
number of bullocks for grazing that I want, I will not
lose one mouthful of Grass upon them. They will

not go on, however, without proper care and superin-
tendence ; it requires a practised eye. If a grazier has
a number of fields and many cattle, to carry out the
treatment of his cattle properly, shifting and fresh Grass
once in 10 or 14 days should, if possible, be adopted.

This has always been my practice. In one day
I have observed a marked difference in the improve-
ment of animals after the shift. The grazier must
always consider the quality of his Grass land, and buy
cattle adapted for it. It would be very bad policy to

buy fine cattle for poor or middling lands. You must
always keep in view how the cattle have been kept. If

they have been improperly kept for your purpose, their

size, whether large or small, will not save you from
loss. If the cattle are kept on cake, corn, Potatos, or

brewers' wash, or grain during the previous winter, it

will be ruin to the graziers. You must not think
that I wish you to buy lean half-starved beasts.

What I wish you to understand is, that you must
keep the cattle always full of flesh, and as a
breeder (the subject of breeding, I am aware,

is not upon the card for discussion, I shall encroach
upon it as little as possible) you must be careful not to

lose the calf flesh. If you do so by starving the aninml
at any time of his growth, you lose the cream—the
covering of flesh so much prized by all our best retail

butchers. Where do all the scraggy bad-fleshed beasts

come from that we see daily in our fat markets, and
what is the cause of their scragginess ? It is because
they have been stinted and starved at some period of

then- growth. If you once lose the calf flesh you will

never regain it. Y'ou may get a great deal of tallow

internally by high feeding, but you will never again

make the animal one that will be prized by the great

retail butcher. Our Aberdeen working bullocks carry

little good meat. Drought as well as starvation takes

off the flesh. They are generally only fit for ship beef.

I will now make a few observations as to the breeds of

cattle best adapted for paying a rent. If cattle do not
pay a rent they are worthless to us.

I have grazed the pure Aberdeen and Angus,
the Aberdeen and north country crosses, the High-
land, the Galloways, and what is termed in Angus
the south country cattle, the Butch, and the
Jutland. Except the two latter all the others have
got a fair trial. I am aware that the merits of

the pure Aberdeen and Angus form a ^difficult

and delicate subject for me to deal with, I know
that my friends the breeders of Short-horns will mark
my statements. But I am here to-day for the

purpose of laying before you my experience,

and I trust that I have divested myself of pre-

judice as much as possible. If you can get store cattle

of the Aberdeen and Angus breed out of our best herds,

I believe no other breed of cattle will pay the grazier

more money in 1;he North for the same value of keep.

But there is a race of starved vermin which is known by
some in the North by the name of "Highland
hummlies," which I consider the worst of all breeds.

No keep will move them much. At the top of these I

must place those with the brown ridge along the back.

You can make them older, but you will have more
ability than I ever had if you can make them much
bigger. Keep is entirely thrown away upon such
animals. As regards good Aberdeen or north country
crosses, they are rent payers. He would be veij
prejudiced indeed who would not acknowledge their

merits. I graze more cross-bred cattle than pure bred

Polled. The Highlanders on our land are unfitted for

paying a rent ; they are of such a restless disposition

that they are unsuitable for stall feeding, however well

they are adapted for grazing puiiioses in certain

locahties and under certain conditions. But, I repeat,

for stall-feeding they are unsuitable ; confinement
is unnatural to their disposition. They will

graze fairly, but I beg of you not to attempt

to tie them to the stall. The last Highlanders I

attempted to feed were bought at a cheap time.

In the month of June they were most beautiful

animals. They grazed fairly. I tied them up.

They broke loose now and again, and ran three

miles off to the glen where they were grazed. There
was one of them that his keeper never dared go near

to. The stall had to be cleaned out with a long crook.

They consumed few Turnips, and did not pay a sis-

pence for what Turnips they did consume. But no
other description of cattle, however, is so beautiful for

noblemen's and gentlemen's parks.

GaUoway cattle have also had a fair trial with me, I

was in the habit of buying for years from one of the most
eminent judges of store Galloways in Britain—Captain
Kennedy, ol Bennane—a lot of Galloway cattle. He
selected them generally when stirks from all the

eminent breeders of Galloway cattle, and bought gene-

rally all the prize stirks at the different shows.

Captain Kennedy would not see a bad Galloway on his

manors. The Galloway has many and great qualifica-

tions. If we except the small Highlander, on poor

land they are unrivalled. Captain Kennedy's cattle

always paid me ; they were grazed on a 100-acre park
of poor land. The land was so poor that our Aberdeens
could not subsist upon it. I had to break it up
for cropping. If I had not been obliged to do this,

I should have never liked to have missed Captain
Kennedy's Galloways. Although the .Galloways are
such good cattle to graze—and this goes to prove
the truth of my remai-ks as to the forcing system, the
Galloways at Glenapp being wintered out—they are
not so easily finished as our Aberdeen and Angus
or cross-bred cattle. They have too much thickness of
skin and hair, too much timber in their legs ; they are
too thick in their tails, for being very fast feeders it

is difficult to make them ripe. You can bring them to
be three-quarters fat, but it is diflicult to give them the
last dip. If, however, you do so, there is no other
breed worth more by the pound weight than a first-

class Galloway. As to what we term the south country
cattle, I have also given them a trial. My experience
is that they are great beasts to grow—that they con-
sume an immense deal of food, but that they are
difficult to finish ; and when finished they are very
indifferent sellers in the London market. They
generally carry a deal of offal along with them ; but to
those who have patience and keep them for many
months, they may pay for keep, I have had a few
German and Jutland cattle through my hands, but not
sufficient numbers to enable me to say anything about
them worthy of your notice. After trying all the
breeds of cattle I have specified, I have come to the
conclusion that [the Aberdeen and Angus Polled, and
the Aberdeen and north country crosses are the only
cattle adapted under ordinary circumstances in the
north of Scotland for paying a rent. Our cross-bred
cattle, and especially the south country cattle, are
greater consumers of food than the pure Aberdeens.
This part of the subject has never got the considera-
tion it deserves. When the cross and south country
cattle are two or three years old, and when the
day lengthens out, they consume a fearful quantity
of food. The age of cattle ought also to be taken
into consideration. No doubt a young two-year-
old will grow more than a three-year-old, and for

a long keep may pay as well. But I have been
always partial to aged cattle, and if you want a
quick clearance, age is of great consequence. The great

I'll
'1 T. 1 ^'11 butchers are not partial to "the two

tri call them; and I have seen them on
llh I !

I
' i;-iiiias day examining tho mouths of

call!. lirLi,. liny would buy them. They die badly as

to internal fat, and are generally light on the forerib.

I have always given a preference to aged cattle, as they
get sooner fat, are deep on the forerib, and require

less cake to finish them. Aged cattle, however, are now
difficult to be had and every year they will be scarcer

with the present demand for beef.

A perfect breeding or feeding animal should have
a fine expression of countenance — I could point
it out, but it is difficult to put upon paper. It

should be mild, serene, and expressive. Should
be fine in the bone, with clean muzzle, a tail

like a rat's, and not ewe-necked; short on the legs.

He>hould have a small well-put-on head, prominent
eye, a skin not too thick nor too thin ; he should
be covered with fine silky hair — to the touch
like a lady's glove ; he should have a good belly to

hold his meat ; he should be straight-backed, well

ribbed up, and well ribbed home ; nis hook bones
should not be too wide apart. A wide hooked animal,
especially a cow after calving, always has a vacancy
between the hook and the tail, and a want of the most
valuable part of the carcase. I detest to see hooks too
wide apart ; they should correspond with the other
proportions of the body. A level line should
run from the hook to the tail. He should be
well set in at the tail, free of p.atchiness

there and all over, with deep thighs, that the
butcher may get his second round and prominent
brisket deep in the fore-rib. His outline ought to be
such that if a tape is stretched from the fore-shoulder

to the thigh, and from the shoulder along the back to

the extremity there, the line should lie close, with no
vacancies ; and w itliout a void, the line should fill from
the hook to the tail. From the shoulder-blade to the
head should be well filled up—as we say, good in the
neck vein. I am aware that the preceding remarks,
as to the quality and proportions a beast should
possess, must be very unsatisfactory to you, as they are

to myself ; scarcely any one animal has possessed them
all, and to look for the half of them in a good commercial
beast would be vain. I have consulted no writer upon
the subject ; they are set down, and not in good order,

just as they struck me at the time. Thick legs, thick
tails, and deep necks, with thick skin and bristly hair,

always point to sluggish feeders. In cold weather, in
the month of May, the old silky coat of the straw-yard
bullock is of great advantage. If we could get the
qualities and proportions I have specified in animals,

it would not be difficult to make them fat. It would
be difficult only to make them lean, when once in

condition. A high standing, want of ribbing-up and
ribbing home, with the tucked-up flank, always
denote a worthless feeder. You must all have
observed how diflicult it is to bring such cattle into

a state for killing. It will take a deal of cake and corn
to make them ripe. A great many can never be made
more than fresh : it is only a waste of time and money
to keep them on.

I have adverted to the way cattle should be
treated in ivinter as stores. The earlier you can put
cattle upon Grass so much the better. Cattle never
I'liij I 1\ l)ite of new Grass, and it is wonder-
In' A .1 ment a good strawyard bullock will

iii:ii . :j I
Ml r live weeks at the first of the season. If

kcji nil ,i,m iihI Turnips alone in winter, he may add
a third or at least a fourth to his live weight. But much
depends on the weather. I have never known cattle
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make much improvement in April, or even up to the

12th of May : because the •neatner is so unsteady, and

the cold nights when they are exposed in the fields

take off the condition the Grass puts on. The grazier

will find it of great advantage to house his cattle at

night during this season. In Aberdeenshire the

10th of May is about the earliest period cattle shnuld

be put to Grass. AVhere there is new Grass, lir.-t >(':ir.

it is a most difficult matter to get the full adviaila^e ol'

it. There is no other Grass to be compared with it for

putting on beef in Aberdeenshire. You must be
careful at the first ofsthe season, if much rain fall, not

to allow the cattle to remain on the young Grass. They
must be shifted immediately, and no one can get the
proper advantage of such Grass who is deprived of the
power of shifting the cattle into a park of older Grass
till the land again becomes firm for the cattle. I have
seen a small field of new Grass in the month of May or

the beginning of June utterly ruined in one night.

when heavily stocked with cattle. "When wet and
cold the cattle wander about the whole night, and in

the morning the fields are little better than ploughed
land. In fact the fields so injured will never recover
until broken up again.

In regard to my omi fanns, I cut scarcely any
hay. I pasture almost all my new Grass, and the
moment the cattle's feet begin to injure the Grass,

they are removed. If cattle are changed to an
old Grass field, so much the better : but they will

be safe on second or third year's Grass, provided the
land is naturally dry. By the 1st July, the new Grass
land gets con.solidated, and you are safe. New Grass
fields are bad to manage in another respect. The Grass
comes very rapidly about the 10th June, and if you are
not a very go.od judge of what you are about, it \n\\

get away in a few days, become too rank, and will lose

its feeding qualities during the remainder of the season.

By the middle of July it will be nothing but withered
herbage. Young Grass ought to be well eaten down,
and then relieved for two or three weeks, then return.

The cattle and the Grass will be as sweet as before. It
requires practice to know the number of cattle, and the
proper time to put on these cattle to secure the full

benefits of new Grass. Three days' miscalculation may
oiuse a heavy loss. I have been bit so often, and found
the difficulty so great, that I fear to extend my ob.serva-

tlons on this part of the subject, when I am addressing
Kintlemen many of whom make their young Grass into
hiy, or sell the Grass to the cowfeeders. The pasturing
of new Grass, in which the farmers of Aberdeen-
shire and the north of Scotland have a deep interest,

may not apply to many other parts of Scotland.

I come now to the way cattle should be treated after

being taken from their pastures, and put on Turnips.
The earlier you put them up, the sooner they will be
ready for the butcher. I shall state the method I
adopt. I sow annually from 12 to 16 ac^es of Tares,
and about the 1st of July, save a proportion of the new
Grass full of Bed Clover, and from the 1st to the 20th
August both Tares and Clover are fit for the rnttle.

I have for many years fed from 300 tc inn rMtllr, mul if

I wa.s not to take them up in time, 1 louM piiy ii" rent
at all. A week's house feeding in Aui.'ust, S(])l(>iiilicr,

and October, is as good as three weeks in the de.nd of
winter. I begin to put the cattle into the yards from
the first to the middle of August, drafting the largest

cattle intended for the great Christmas market. This
drafting gives a great relief to the Grass parks, and
leaves abundance to the cattle in the fields. Duriii-'

the months of August, September, and October, cattir

do best in the yards, the byres being too hot ; but when
the cold weather setjs in there is no way where many
cattle are kept that they will do as well as at the stall.

You cannot get loose boxes for 80 to 100 cattle on one
farm. I generally buy my store cattle in Morayshire.
They have all been kept in the straw-yard,*ncver being
tied. When the cattle are tied up on my farms, a
rope is thrown over the neck of the bullock, the other
end of the rope is taken round the stake, two men are
put upon it, and overhaul the bullock to his place.
When tightened up to the stall, the chain is attached
to the neck, and the beast is fa,st. We can tie u]i

50 beasts in five hours in this way. When tied you
must keep a man with a switch to keep up the
bullocks. If you did uot do this you would soon have
every one of them loose again. They require to be
carefully watched the first night, and in three days
they get quite accustomed to their confinement, except
in the case of some very wild beast. I never last a
bullock by this method of tying up. This system is like
other systems; it requires trained hands to practise it.

I never give feeding cattle unripe green Tares,
they mu.st be three parts ripe before being cut.
I mix the Tares when they are sown with a third of
White Peas and a third of Oats. When three parts
ripe, especially the White Peas, they are very good
feeding. The fresh Clover given along with Tares,
Peas, (fee, forms a capital mixture. I sow a proportion
of lellow Aberdeen Turnips early to succeed the
Tares and Clover. I find the soft varieties are more
apt to run to seed when sown early than Yellow
Turnips. In a week or 10 days after the first

lot of cattle is taken up from Grass, a second
lot is taken up. This is a further relief to the
pastures, and the cattle left in the fields thrive
better. This taking up continues every week or
10 days to the end of September, when other lots

are taken up. At this period all feeding cattle ought
to be under cover that are intended to be fattened
during the succeeding winter. The stronger cattle are
drafted, and the lesser ones left until the last cull is

put under cover. It would be no use to attempt to
feed cattle, except you can command a staff of experi-
enced men to charge of them. However faithful he
must have a taste and a strong liking to cattle—they
must be his hobby. Even with men of the greatest
experience the diflference in the thriving of the different

lots upon the same keep is great. They must not be
oppressed with having too many in charge, or else it

would be the loss of the owner. From August till

November a man can take care of 30 cattle ver>' well,

or a few more, if the cattle are tied ; but when the day
gets short, 20 to 25 is as many as a man can feed, to do
thorn JM.stice. Gnn,l ("illlnn.'ii arc iiivaluabli^. Tliey

nnist'ilol oiilv kiinw hIklI In L-iv tlir calllr, Iml 111.'

L'lTi.t, secret, (^|«(iany uliru .i.ttlr arr r.mvd up for

show puri)Oses, is tu know what not In L:i\c llirin, .An

inexperienced man amongst alot of Irciiin^r cilllc nni>t

be a great loss to his employer. Like i\(rvlliinL' c Kr
it cannot be learned in a day—the calllp-nian must !«

always learning. To speak of myself, 1 can only say

that for as long as I have traded in cattle, have studied
their treatment, have considered their symmetry, I am
learning something new every other day. In regard to

the treatment of cattle when put upon Tares or cut
Clover, there is no danger; but with Turnips an ignorant
man may injure the cattle in one week so much that
they may not recover it during the season. The cattle

must be gradually brought on, giving them few Turnips
at first, and increasing the quantity daily. In 10 to

14 days they may get a full supply of Turnips. When
improperly treated the cattle scour, they hove, the
stomach getting deranged. It is a long time befnr.^

they recover, and some never do well. We cure hovi'

generally by repeated do.ses of salts, sulphur, and
ginger. An accidental beast will hove under the best

treatment, but if you find a lot of them blown up every
day it is time to change their keeper. In cattle that
are forced for exhibition, hove is the fir.st warning
generally thai the .nislitution cando no more. I liavc

seen cases .ioob^tiniilr lli.it they would swell upon hay
or straw, without Tuniiiis. Putting the animal out to

Grass for a couple of months will generally renovate
the constitution, remove the tendency to hove, and
after being taken up from Grass, ivith a man in charge
that knows what to give and what not to give, the
animals may go on for a few months longer, and mth
great attention may at last prove a winner. There are

some animals that any amount of forcing will not
derange their digestive organs, hut they are very few.

Cattle feeding in the stall should be kept as clean, and
their beds should be as well shaken up. as that of the
hunter or race horse. I change the feeding cattle from

j

Tares and Clover on to Aberdeen Yellow Turnips, and
afterwards to Swedes, if possible by the middle of

October. I do not like soft Turnips for feeding cattle.

The cattle that I intend for the great Christmas market
have at first from 2 to 4 lb. of cake a day by the first of

November. In a week or two I increase the cake to at

least t lb. a-da^^ and give n feed of bnii.scd Oats or

Barlcv. «lii.'li 'l .onlinuf. ii]) to the 12tb or 14th ot

Pecemliir, ivh™ they leave for the Christmas market.

I apportion the cake to the couditinii of the different

animals, and some of the leanest cattle get the double
of others that are riper. The cattle being tied to the
stall gives you this in your power, which you could
not} have in the straw-yard. When 10 or 20 beasts in

the straw-yard .'ilaiid iM^ailirr, 11m' strongest takes the
greatest share, and tlm-c \v\-\ nlten the animals that
least require it. I i-onM.lir the stall a great advantage
over the straw-yard in tliis respect, as you can give
each beast wdiat you wish him to have. I point out to

my men the quantity of cake and com I wish every
beast to receive. You must have all observed the
i I irq n a 1 i I y of the improvement of cattle'in the straw-yard
uIhii In, I'l, or 20 beasts are fed together. I have seen
the best beast in a lot when put up the worst whrn
taken out. Tlii' lir^l Hinc weeks the cattle arc imi

upon cake alnn- vmiIi ih.ir Turnips they will jnil en

as much meal a- ilic\ mil ilo with an equal (juanlity

of cake for the next live weeks. It is absuliilrly

necessary to increase the quantity of cake and corn
weekly, to ensure a steady improvement ; and if

cattle are forced upon cake and corn over two or
three months, in my opinion it will pay no one.

To give unlimited quantities for years, and to say

it will pay, is preposterous. To give fat cattle

the finishing dip, cake and com, given in moderation
and with skill, for six ^voeks before the cattle are sent
tn the lat mark. I, «ill jia.i the feeder. To give cattle

cake and corn for more than two months will never
pay the feeder in Aberdeenshire. This is no doubt a
bold assertion, but I believe it to be correct. The cake
and corn given to cattle day by day loses its effect, till

at last you bring the beast almost to a standstill, and
week after week you can perceive httle improvement.
The cake, and especially com, appear to injure their
constitution ; Grass, Turnips, and straw or hay is their

only healthy food. For commercial cattle and for

commercial punioses two months is the utmost limit

that cake and com will pay the Aberdeenshire feeder.

There can be no substitute for Grass, straw, and
Turnips, except for a very limited period. In times of
scarcity, and to give the last dip to fat cattle, they are

valuable auxiliaries. I have kept on a favourite show
bullock for a year, thinking I would improve him, and
gave him everything he would take, and when that day
twelvemonths came round he was worse than a twelve-
month before. You can only torture nature so far,

and if you force a yearling bullock, he will never come
to the size that he will do if kept on common fare. If
you (vish to bring a bullock to size for exhibition, give
him as much Grass and Turnips as he can eat. Begin
to force only when he is three years old, and by the
time he is four years he will not only be a neater but a
larger animal than if he had been forced ; forcing in

youth deteriorates the symmetry of the animal as well
as diminishes the size. I speak only of Aberdeen and
Angus cattle ; but I believe the breeders of Highlanders
are well aware of this fact. I am not speaking of

pounds, shillings, and pence, or of the profit to the
farmer, for who would think of keeping beasts bred to

himself older than rising three ? Calves dropped early

should go to the fat market at the age of two years.

A word as to show bullocks. I believe they are
the most unprofitable speculation an agriculturist
can interfere with. To keep a show bullock as he
ought tn he kcjit will cost from 125. to 15s. a week,
which ainnuiits to about 401. a year. The method I
adopt as to using cake and corn is the following:

—

( In llic dill'erriit i'amis where I feed the cattle I put a
rnurlli p;irt of their number only upon cake and corn
at one time, and six weeks (which is about my limit of
lime for cake and com, &o., paying the feeder) before
llu'y are to be sent to the fat market. When the six
iM'cks are expired they are sent away, another fourth
part of the original number take their place, and get
their six weeks cake. When they leave, the other
cattle in .succession get the same treatment. When
Turnips are plentiful, the system works very well. The
cattle draw beautifully, week by week, from the different

farms, and come out very ripe. I may mention that
almost all the cattle I graze are generally kept during
the previous winter upon as many Turnips as they can
eat, and are in high condition when put to Grass. I
am confident that in the south of Scotland—where
there is more com and less Grass land—this method
would not be suitable. Large bills for cake are not
easily ]iaid, ami when paid swallow up our profits.

A\'lieM catlle are fed almost exclusively upon the pro-
duce of the l'arm,lthe feeders know what they are about,
but this luelhoil of feeding requires time and patience,
and there is a long outlay of capital ; but if the system
is adopted, and judiciously managed, upon medium or
high-lying .and low-rented land, the cattle treated as
above ought to pay the rent, and leave a fair profit to
the feeder. There is no doubt that in the north, and
es])ecially in Aberdeenshire, there is a rage for fine

cattle ; and on my part it has almost amounted to a
" craze." I would have been a richer man to-day if I
had not been so fastidious in my selections ; but I
cannot endure to look at, and never will tolerate, a bad
beast on my land. The gentlemen I buy from know
my weakness, and they say if they are anxious to sell

we must let M'Combie have a " pull." Many are the
lots of beasts I have bought and culled, and I had to
pay for it. Sellers have served me right. Still there is

a fatality follows me that I fear it is hopeless now to
endeavour to get over. A good bidlock will always be
a good one, and will easily be made ripe—requiring a
little cake or com—and come right out at last. I have
adopted the following system in the selection of the
cattle I have wintered. I have bought the best lots I
could find during the summer, fit for wintering and
keeping on to the following Christmas. I have culled
the worst of the different lots ; I have fed the culls and
wintered the tops : by this method I secured a lot of
Aviiitering cattle for the great Christmas market of the
ensuing'year, \i ithout one bad orindifferent beast among
them. The jiricel have obtained for several years, with
the exception of the culls ofmy winterers, has been 35/.a

head. In Aberdeenshire I consider that a large

bullock ought to pay 2.5,!. to 30s. a month for keep if he
is properly treated. We often get less, and sometimes
a little more, owing in some measure to how the
cattle are bought, also to the price of beef at the time,

the season of the year the cattle are bought, and the
time they are sold. Before we were threatened with
the cattle iilague I always made a point of buying my
beasts eaily in the season, beginning in January and
buying monthly up to May. I had thus a chance of
the besl Inls. whereas if I deferred making my selec-
liniis ilic liisl Inls went into other hands; but the
catilc |i|iL'ur l)a^]iut me Sadly about, and my cattle

inn make a | appearance next nnnter — the
M \ ( -, .IS ilic\ are called (which is niv brand) must
lie IrH.rni nnmlicr and not of such ei|Ual qllalil v as
ni |ircMnus leirs I wintered HI sinre cattle, and I
liave IicukIiI si'\cral other lots nf cattle, but I have not
above one-half of my usual ninnbir of feeding cattle on
Imnd. llid.sumnier-]iiirchascci cattle have never paid
me much. The first ii[i)n-nveiiicnt of cattle in the
season is always the best. With the cattle plague
came a panic. The plague was amongst us several

times; it was within five miles of my stock. I bought
8.30 sheep—animals I know as much about as they
know about me. I have jilouglied more land than
usual, and I intend to make some hay. I have got into

a large stock of breeding cattle.

FOREST ECONOMY.
In reading, for the first time, the works of some of

our old authors, as Evelyn's " Sylva," the mind is almost

intuitively led to inquire if landowners now-a-days are

making as much of their woods as they once did ? But
it caunot be that the sun has all this while been going

backwards on the dial of the forester, and therefore

second considerations arise to account for the changes

which have taken place in the economy of things. Our
country people, for example, have lost their acorn

teeth, and so have the pigs that used to fatten in the

forest. "Hearts of Oak" has almost lost half its

musical charm, while everywhere throughout our
manufacturing districts the ear tingles with the ceaseless

reverberation of the hammering processes in force in

the substitution of iron for the produce of our wood-
lands. Still the forester's budget continues to occupy

no second-rate place in the office of the landomier, and
to all appearance will do so to the end of time. Indeed,

few estate topics engage more of a landed proprietor's

time and attention than the management and produce
of his woods, and the gi'and question of questions

that just now lies at the bottom of the whole matter is

the improvement of that management and the turning

of this produce to a better account. Can this be done?
Timber, bark, and brushwood may be said to be the

natural produce of land under wood. It will no doubt
be said by way of exception to this that much timber

is grown in hedgerows, but the economy of the practice

is becoming more and more questionable, so that it

may with greater propriety be considered rather the
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exceptioa than the rule wlien examined in tlie light of

the future. Again, m.my parts almut tlie mansions of

landowners are thickly ornamented with fine trees,

which are handed down from one generation to another

rather as heir-looms than a.s ])rotit-yielding produce

of the land. And, lastly, most woods are used a,s game
preserves, and no little' value is sometimes put upon

them in this respect ; while a few plantations and

forests are open and; yield pasturage for deer, neat

cattle and sheep, often of a very diversified quality.

All these things, therefore, reciuire to be taken into

account before a landowner can form a just estimate

of what he makes of his land under wood.

Some soils and situations are doubtle.ss better

adapted for certain kinds of trees than others, while

almost all soils are susceptible of much improve-

ment for timber growing. In practice, generally

speaking, perhaps less attention is paid to either

or these propositions than good management and

profit demand ; the too common rule being to

grow all sorts of trees the owner has a fancy for

on whatever soil he may have, and at the

lowest possible expense for planting, enclosing,

fliimi'iv.' r<" No doubt a very rapid growth is objec-

ii.in 1.1.
: illy of hard wood, such as the Oak,

Hi I
: - 1 iiots deep in the soil, so that in many

laM - :r iM hill-' iiiid such like expensive improvements
rather ilo harm than good, the money thus .spent being

worse than thrown away. But the argument, although

good in some cases, is in others often improperly used

—the too rapid growth of the Oak on deeply trenched

land being eliected not by the treuching.but by what is

termed " nursing," i. e., the planting of other trees

tliickl.y around the young Oak, so as to shelter and
force it up in a confined weakening atmo.sphere like a

hothouse plant. There are no doubt exposed stormy
situations where a certain amount of shelter may be

advisable even in the growth of the Oak, especially

for the first few years ; but if the land is natiu-ally

adapted for its growth, the task from the very com-
mencement which the intelligent forester has to

perform is to retard as much as possible a too rapid

growth, without injuring in any way its natural

development in other respects. In short, to produce
finely grained, close timber of large dimensions in a

rich soil, a slo« uniform annual growth for a long

period of years is e.<*ntially necessary ; and to obtain

such desiderata the tree must have a finely formed
large head with an abundance of leaf, and be supplied

with plenty of sun, light, and free air, so as pi-operly to

elaborate the sap to form healthy layers of new wood
and bark between the old wood and bark, and to

preserve at the same time the roots in a similar state

of health and development.
For a similar reason the ground around young trees

.should be kept clean and free from weeds, Grass, and
undergrowth of any kind, so as to aflbrd the free

access of the simlight anil atmosphere so essentially

necessary to a healthy vitality and organisation of

structure.

It follows, without premising further, that no little

skill and judgment are required to determine what
improvements are necessary and practicable in

preparing land for the profitable growth of this or

that kind of timber. In the carrying out of such

improvements, landowners and their practical men
are perhaps too hable to overlook the connection they

have with the price of the timber when it appears in

the market in competition with foreign timber, which
is always of a selected and saleable quality, or other

more successful examples of home growth. Much of

this no doubt arises from the length of the period

between seed time and harvest, so to speak, in the

growth of a crop of wood, but the commercial question,

if overlooked in the early period of the growth of the

Oak or any other kind of tree, will eventually speak for

itself, and therefore the more prudent plan is to make
it the alpha and omega of the whole matter, as it were

—

for in point of fact such in reality is its true position.

The farmer who grows an inferior quality of corn or

cattle on good land, and then grumbles at the low price

and general losses sustained by following such a

practice, is only laughed at ; and the landowner who
grows bad timber when good might be produced, and
then grumbles at the preference given to forei,gn

timber expressly selected to meet the demands of the

English market, is exactly in a similar position.

The future, as compared with the past and present,

is not against the growth of home timber, but the

contrary, if proper attention is paid to quality as above.

At present there is no doubt a large importation of

foreign timber of every kind, which to all appearance
will be continued for an indefinite period to come.

But as the exporting countries fill up in population, as

they are all fast doing, their own home demand and
consumption will increase in such a manner as to keep

up the price to at least fully its present level, the

probability being in favoui- of higher prices. Our own
consumjitian, in spite of the extension of iron manu-
factiu-e, is also increasing. Such being the facts of the

case, the inference in favour of the future is manifest,

provided always proper atjtention is paid to quality.

On the contrary, an inferior quality of timber is

annually becoming less and less saleable in the English
market ; not So much from competition with foreign

timber, as with iron and the expense of labour, for its

durability will not cover this latter (the expense of

labour) in utilising it, whatever, almost, may be the
purpose to which it is applied, granting that the user

had it for nothing. Indeed, from a commercial point

of view, it may not inaptly be said that the laxge

amount of soft unhealthy grown, or, in plain English,

diseased timber now in the market, both of home and
foreign growth, but particularly of the former, all sorts

having to be sold, is enhancing the value of the best

and more durable qualities of wood. Hence the
growing importance of the maxim—either grow good
timber or none at all.

for one to sow and another to reap is not a very

encouraging practice, whatever may be the pecuniary

prospects of the harvest; and sur-li is virtually the

practice of growing Oak timber. Indeed lew tell and

iell timber of an;? kind of their own pluiling, even the

more rapid-growing trees that attnin (omrly niiit iirity

Still the work ofplantiiig 111 nvi l.r ihm.... m..,! i,, 1,, ..imi,

the productive vali t (.-i h..-, Inr n [iiii.l.in nn- 'lU

down old trees on the mie liniiil.llh.\ m',. niniii) iminpliii

plant young ones on the other hand. And iln .iniiiil

practical desideratum is to get the thinnings niil Imi-li-

wood of young plantations to cover as iiiin li 'i! Ilie

current expenses as possible. Much will ahia.v.- In

said by sight-seeing people in favour of hedge-row

timber and ornamental trees in parks, and no doubt

sacrifices will continue to be made in both these

respects ; but it must, nevertheless, be borne in mind
in these utilitarian times, that the old practice of

growing timber to rot in hedges and pa,rks is liable to

be superseded by something more rational, because

more profitable; for the .iiiiii!n..iil'l'...i "'" imli^ and

estates is a living or i.. i i
' n-wise

ornamental timber will dir '
I 1

'
.

i nliout

ornament. In other word>, i.. 1,
i

.

i.
n;. li . ..ruiiineutal

beauty or sylvan embellishment of landed estates,

young trees ought annually to be planted, in order to

take the place of those whose tap roots and branches

begin to show unmistakeable signs of decay—and under

an enlightened system of management the young trees

ought always to be more ornamental than the old ones,

so that the'propriet.v, or rather need of sacrificing the

pecuniary value both of the bark and of the timber of

the Oak, or of any other kinds of trees whose barks

possess a marketable value, would cease to exist for

the mere sake of ornament. Indeed, were practice

with science to go hand in hand with duty and interest,

the contrary practice would become the rule—when
rotting trees would cease to disfigure so many parks

and hedges as thej' now do, for no other reason than

the bad taste and mdolence of their owners.

There is obviously a period in the lifetime of an Oak
tree when its bark and timber possess maximum
values, but it is not always at this period that they are

sent to market. On the contrary, it has too frequently

happened that the intrinsic value of both is so

seriously sacrificed a.s hardly to leave tangible data for

estimating the loss thus sustained. If the wood of a

rotten tree is worth little, the probability is that its

bark is worthle.ss. So long as the circulation of the

sap continues in a healthy .state the bark may maintain

its value, but the moment the organs of circulation

become impaired and the sap ceases to flow, nominally

the bark then begins to depreciate in quantity, quality,

and value.

Bark being chiefly used in the manufacture of

leather, its money value depends upon the percentage

of tannin it contains. Most barks yield this principle,

but the bark of the Oak in greatest abundance. The
bark of some large Willows, however, must be men-
tioned as an exception, while Birch bark is preferred for

nets and cordage. This percentage is very different at

different seasons of the year, being greater in spring

than in autumn, least in winter, greatest when the

buds begin to open, and less in a cold spring than in a

mild temperate one. The layers next the wood yield

the largest proportion of tannin : the epidermis, or outer

bark, affords very little ; that of rough old barks almost

nothing ; the intervening, or middle portion, a medium
quantity.
The current bark season, now commencing, must,

upon the whole, be acknowledged a favourable one. No
doubt some districts, owing to the low temperature

experienced, will prove an e.xception, but the general

rule nevertheless embraces a large area of the country.

The bark harvest, like the other harvest seasons, is

doubtless an interesting one to those engaged in it, but

not more so, we venture to aver, if so much, as the

importance of the occasion requires. This mostly

arises from the tanning principle, that upon which its

value depends, being liable to undergo chemical

change during the drying and stacking of the bark

;

granting that the trees have been felled, and the bark

removed at the proper nick of time, so as to secure the

maximum percentage of tannin—no easy matter to

determine in districts where the weather is variable

and unsettled. Into the details of such a compre-

hensive practice as the current bark harvest involves,

our limits prevent us going; suffice it to say, that

routine at the best is a dangerous rule, and in no
harvest field more so than in the one in question.

Tan when separated from the bark is a brown
substance. One practical maxim therefore is to

preserve the brown colour of the inner bark, where

this tanning principle chiefly resides. To eflect this

the inner "bark must be kept dry and free from

a stagnant atmosphere, as both these induce chemical

change. There is little tan in the outside, so that a

shower upon it does comparatively no harm if it is

l.nng at a proper angle, aU rough outsides being placed

either almost vertically, or thatched with smooth

surfaces so as to carry off water. It follows that in

moist wet weather bark requires to be shifted with

every change of the wind to effect ventilation. How
seldom is this efficiently done ! On the other hand in

dry blustering weather the too rapid drying of the

inner bark does harm. Hence the opposite practice,

and the necessity of unwearied attention and wat -hful-

ness, whatever weather may be experienced. Of the

thinnings of plantations and underwood generally

almost nothing requires to be said. At present they

realise little to landowners. Columella and the old

Roman writers mention that the leaves and spray of

trees were regularly harvested every year as provender

for cattle, and upon which they set a very high value.

To a limited extent the practice has come down to our

own times, but it has almost wholly lost its economical

popularity.

The propriety of allowing this old practice to get

almost wholly into desuetude as it has done, is begin-

ning to be seriously called in question. Some
igrieulturists, for example, of a long, varied, and
u (essfnl experience, are of opinion that the old

i!cim:ui practice can be gi'eatly improved ; that the
eaM.s, spray, and bark of full-grown trees and of

liiiiiiings ^|Hlis™.al^ frees excepted), if properly

i:ii'Vi.-li.il, can lie gniiiiiil iiil" meal and so mixed with
III- t.TiliiiL' in:ilL.i-i:il.> ol' irindern times as greatly to

iili:iiir,. their dietetic value by correcting their

iliiioiiiial qualities; that if thus carried out the
i-i:iriiri. would greatly improve the health of cattle

way with the growing prevalence of a
iredisposition to disease so pron
u our improved breeds at the pr

inderpest, lung disease, foot-and
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Home Correspondence.
Cattle Statistics.—the returns just published as to

the number of cattle in the kingdom must be taken as

only an approximation to the truth, because many
farmers of the smaller elu-- .m!, il mn;. '- -fnie of

the larger) refused to givr . I

'' i.i li.aud

returned the Governnieni
i

i

" -iiig as

their reason for so doin^' tlin tli, \\li..lr ilmigwaSa
scheme to entrap them mto a statement which would

certainly be turned against them in the shape of

additional taxation "before they were much older; '
for,

rightly or wrongly—ivisely or ignorantly, these meh
firmly believe that every act of the Legislature haying

reference to them is meant to assist iu theirdownfall. C

Society of Engineers : The Crair/intinnn Sewaoe

jKe(7f?o!r.v.—The following extract is made from a

paper by Mr. G. King, read last year before this

Societv:—From a report on the Craigintinny Meadows
made 'by Mr. William Lee in 18,51, at the instance

of the General Board of Health, it appears that

the Fillieside Old Meadows, containing 5.3a. 3r. Sjp.,

cost 500i.; the New Meadows, containing 96a. Or. BJp.,

cost 1300?. ; the Sea Meadows, containing 40a. 3r. ll^p.,

cost 700?.; and the Engine Meadows, comprising

59a. 3r. 16jp., cost 2000?. ; making a total of lands

irrigated 250a. 2r. 2|p., and a total of money expended
ins., doing, \:mt.

, , „ .

Ii Hill I. r se.n that the cost of forming the Engine
Ml•;lil.,\^^ \i;i> :;:j/. a?. 8rf. per acre. This includes the

c.i.-i ..i' ...m.-viug the water to the engine, and the cost

of the engine itself—the former 100/. and the latter

250/.—the actual cost of forming the ground was,

therefore, 12/. 10s. per acre. There are two watermen

employed, one by day and another by night, one being

always on duty, there are never more than 10 to

15 acres under imgation at a time—the whole is divided

into districts which are operated upon in succession;

It occupies about 21 days to go the entire round of the

irrigation. The first part is then commenced with

again, and so go the rounds of the irrigation durins

the summer months. In the winter the irrigations are

only applied occasionally, making in all about 224 days

irrigation out of 365. About half the City of

Eduiburgh, but by far the most densely populated

part, having from 80,000 to 90^000 inhabitants,

discharges its sewage in the direction of the

Craigintinny estate, and the average quantity of

sewage water flomng is estimated by Mr. Lee at

220 cubic feet per minute. The following table wnll

show the approximate quantity of water flowing, and

the quantity actually applied in the irrigations during

the 221 days it is in operation :—Per day, 316,800 cubic

feet=9360 tons weight; per year, 115,711,200 cubic

feet= 3,418,740 tons weight. Calling the part irrigated

250 acres, gives as follows per acre :—Per year, 462,845

cubic feet= 13,675 tons weight. Quantity actually

applied in irrigation per 224 days ;—284,047 cubic feet

= 8392 tons weight. ,

The large quantity of water flowing as compared

with the number of acres irrigated, giving 8392 tons

weight per acre per annum, or about 80 inches in

depth, without allowing for storm water, and what runs

to waste the 130 days the imgations are suspended, is

clearly much more than is required for irrigation. In

many parts the ground is exceedingly soft and yielding^

but there is a firm toad, not irrigated, to each rouping

lot. AU these roads (except the main stone farm roads),

as well as the floating and rouping trenches, are

measured in as appendages to the lots to which they

adjoin, so that no land is lost to the proprietor on

account of those conveniences.

Mr. Lee estimates the annual expenses of applying

the water to the old meadows at 48/. for the 224 days

irrigated, and the annual working expenses of the

Engine Jleadows at 117?. 12s. The latter, of course,

includes the working of the engine, the waterman s

labour, and other incidental expenses. This is calcu-

lated at 10s. per 12 hours, with coals at 6.?. per ton
;
but

as the engine works night and day, it is 1/. per

24 hours. It raises about BOO gallons per minute, by

means of two pumps of 15 inches diameter. This gives

1/. 195. 2S(/. per acre as the cost of applying the water

by steam power, and 5s. OJd. per acre by gravitation.
'

Next, as to the results obtained by the application.
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The cut of the Grass is let annually by public roup or

auction. In 1359 the roup took place on the 31st of

March, and the cutting commenced on the following

day with very good crops. The elTect of the Grass on

the 'cattle is very marked and highly favourable. The
meadows increase in richness, and, consequently, in

value, every year; the Grass not only improves in

quality, but gradually becomes thicker ; five or six good

crops are cut in the course of the season ; five weeks is

sufficient time to allow between each out; if too long

a period elapses between the cuttings the Grass becomes

lodged and rotted on the ground, and if cut in that

state is much longer in starting again. Tn some of the

best of the old meadows 80 tons per aiMv Invc brcn rnl

in the course of one .season ; an acre of -inli < i r:Hs will

keep eight or ten cows through ihc sniimhT. iiiid 11

prices obtained in 1:

acre for the old mead
In 1860, owing t"

the Craigintinny Me:
2Sth of April, a fort

I " 3o/. per imperial

: r, the first roup of

\ 'III II I I like place until the

_„ ,^,,..., „ ,ht later than had ever been

before, and a 'month later than in 18.59. Even then

there were large patches where the Grass was cut last,

and had not sprouted again to cover the ground before

the first severe frost set in on the 20th of October

;

where vitality seemed entirely destroyed the ground

was in these palches covered with a crust of dead fog

withonl a liviiv.; blade of Grass upon it. The lots not

being nil ripi ilh forward it wa,s determined to have a

second rniip uf llie later lots; the few first lots were,

therefori', taken promiscuously here and there amongst

those intended for the second roup. It appeared these

lots had not been out so immediately before the severe

frost set in, consequently the ground was not covered

and protected from the effects of the frost.

Having disposed of these odd lots, they commenced
with the Sea Meadows below the Leith turnpike road.

Lots 1 and 2 are very much acted upon by the sea,

they commence at the end of the sea

railway company, and will soon apji;

away. These lots were, on that acf

Lots 3 and 4 are simiku-ly affected, bi

extent. These two li i( - umv iV.nn m
a coiuparatively low prnv- 1^' i" r n

which comjirise fbr wlinl'' nl' lli-' ^

pretl\' iv^ii'm,-. r i!ij I'.. 11 |ii II' !'

lowf.i '

-
I. ''"

!

Ti'i I.'

the Vi ,
r' •;

there

llluult l)v the
i^hed
I'Vcd.

^auie
let at
i>C3,

, ran

former, leaves t

land by irrigat

2500;. ; and it i

balance as the increased value of the

on of 1 17,361 r, and that by an outlay of

; ^oiii-'wlrn i-cnrirkiilili' tliiit 111" railway

company, requinii'^il'i'ill Inni- '^|<llll nri-c^ni iinii. II

acre, or 25611/,, art iinlly pinl fm- lli" n\v,]- nl ilie

irrigations. It appears lliat Mi: .Miller. Ilie propni-tor

of the meadow.s, would have given Ilie nilway

company the land they required uiim eenlilien "I

their carrying the railway along the oiiNHle hy the sea,

as the railway works IV. luld liave^lielterel lliemeail.ms

fromthesea, butthis lli"i n'lu-'"l a^ iley Hmild have

had to construct a sen-u all alien! a mile iii lene-ili; but

it is probable they wmiM have made a belter bargam
hy aeee]itiug the ofier, as they had to pay for a heavy

law suit as well as for the land.

The Eimine Meadows are not nearly so prodtictive

as the older meadows. For this there are various

rea,sons. In the first place they have only been made
10 years, and have not, therefore, had time for the irn-

gation to develope its effects, and the sewage havmg
to be pumped bv steam power, the land probably does

not get so much as it would if it ran over by gravitation,

and the carrier having to run a long distance nearly

upon a level, causes the heavier particles of the sewage

to fall before it reaches its destination; the srwaize is,

therefore, weaker. And again, in formniL' the ji'innd,

due care was not taken to keep the

surface. In the rilli&side and tln'

where it was 3,11 sand, that pivantien

sary. The same may be said nl the lihe'

which were aU clay; but in tlm la

where there was a gonh tn|i -<el n ith a -.

subsoil, the case is iii.|el> ilitl'ivni.

which operates serion-ly a'^am-t the h.

is, they had been shallow drtuiicd wi

places where the soil has been taken

he-t >nil at. the
Sea Metidows
w a-; not neces-
k-iile Meadows,
'jinc Meadows,
jra\i-'Uy hungry
.\ nether reason
naiiie Meadows
th tiles, and in

..li^.v, »„„ „„.. — away, the water

inntlTthe "drains" before it has done much good to

the land. But another, and perhaps stronger reason

than any, is that too much was attempted at once, as

the land requires more water the first few years than

it does after it has been well dosed with it. Had 30

acres have been taken instead of 60, they wonld have

been brought into working order, and the other SO

could then have been operated upon.

Mr. Brice has very judicioiisly broken up 35 acres

estate by the application of immense quantities of

sediment manure collected annually out of the large

carriers during the winter.

OVEB : April 26.—Summer G-razing of Sheep.—Mt
Rigby re.ad a paper on this subject. Colonel CHOt-
Mll^•l)El'l:^ , who nei-upied the Chair, said:—ISto farmer
in Che-hne mihiM venture tO buy horned stock again

till the eniinliy «as perfectly free from the plagUe.

Tliey must, therelbre, look to the future as to how the

Grass was to be cultivated. This was a question thiit

it wbuld not do to put Off. Now, it appeared to him
there was only one possible way of answering it, and

that was in the one W-ord, Sheep. If they were near a

large town, where they could obtain manure at a cheap

rate, then he did not say that the breaking up of UtA
would not pay best. He was sure of this, that,

whenever they broke Up land, they must, in

the first instance, go to the stock to obtain the

manure to enable them to cultivate the land.

If they had not that they must go to something

to make manure, and the only way of doing
^
that

was sheep. Now, as regarded sheep, he had gone in for

sheep to a certain extent ever since he undertook

farming on his small farm. He had kept sheep, and he
must say, if he had been obliged to give up any part of

his farming, he would rather have given up anything

than sheep. They always gave them something

in return. In the fii-st place they got the clip, then

they got the lamb, and finally they got the carcasfc

The sheep gives the clip and the lamb, and at the same
time goes on improving in the markot, brennsp a sheeti

takenat four or five years eld iuin the market would

be worth more then that
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others. This may be attributed to its being better

land in nature, and better feirined, being all in pane

and gutter, with a l- 1 fill; 11" i" " i mit a failing

patch, the Grass na- -nlem' '
i

i i" ' Ht to cut;

severa'llotsmadenver 111/ nil 11 " ' 'i' krieuortions

averaged over -So?, per aeiv. Ii imi- a -nli'-l of remark
that, although the roup was a month later than the

year before, the Grass had let at from 2?. to 3?. per

acre more, shomng either a gradually increasing

quantity, and consequent value per acre, or else an

increased demand, requiring, if possible, an increased

area under irrigation.

The second roup took place on the 18th of May ; but

the effects of the first were still \isil)le, and probably a

great many of the lots wonld net rei.aiiii their former

vigour during the summer. Tn'-'nard a'^ainst a recur-

rence the time for cutting the Grass is limited, by the

conditions of sale, to the 10th of October ; and under

no pretence whatever is it to exceed that time.

Previously to the year 1860 the time for discontinuing

the cutting was 15t'h October, and then a few days of

grace were allowed to the 20th October, the very day on
which the severe frost of 1859 commenced.
The lots rouped were as follows :—Blackside Meadows,

26: Upper Se.a, 3; Southside Bank, i: Fillieside

Garden, 1; Craigintinny, 16; Whealli'ld. '
;
fillieside

East, 4; Triangular Lot, l-tot,al numlH'r "f lets, :,7.

The.se lots averaged a little over 25/. jier acre, which,

to the seller, is prob,ably less than the year before ; but
to the purchasers more. 1860, from May 18th to

October 10th, equal 20 weeks 2 days ; 1859, from April

18th to October 20th, equal 26 weeks 4 days.

1?, is. 7id. per acre per week—20 weeks 2 days,

equal 25Z. per acre. 11. is. "Id. per acre per week-

weeks 4 days, equal 32?. 14.s. lOSt?. per acre—probi .

more than the average of 1859. It will be observed

that neailj all the lots leserved for the second roup
were upon the heavy clay land in the centre of the

imgataons showing clearly that clay soil is much more
injuriously affected by severe frost and later in the
spring growth than lighter soiU, but as. the -.ummer
advances it produces crops equally heav> if not more so

When the branch of the North British (at that time
the Balkeith) Bailnay was made in the jear 1834 a

jur^ awarded that the railway companv should pay
640? per Scrtfba i f i the 1 1 1 k n m nme through
the Sea M I
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lit ire round of the
repeated about

10 times in the course of the year, or about 224 days

are occupied in irrigating; out of the 22 days it requires

six days to irrigate the 35a. Or. 30|p. of the Engine

Meadows at pri?sent under irrigation. This being

repeated 10 times, takes 60 days, or 60?., to irrigate

the 35a. Or. 303]i., or 1?. 145. Id. per acre, nearly seven

times as much as the Old Meadows cost by gravitation,

a circumstance rather unfavourable for employing

steam-power where it can be avoided, unless upon a

fhe roupins of the Engine Meadows did not take

place until tlie first week in June, when the prices

realised averaged a fraction ovei- 16?. per acre, which,

allowing for the shortness of the time-^from the

beginning of June to the 10th of October, little more
than four months, and that aftet the first and most

valuable part of the season was over—was not a bad

price.
, ...

Taking the Engine Meadows at present under irriga-

tion at 35a. Or. 30|p., and the price per acre 16?., the

results Of the letting will be as follows :—

Name. r, iij.- Price per

Do. do. do. do.

Whcatficld New

Average of Old Meadows.

Total amoiinU ..

35
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growth of bone and frame, which midit be done as
profitably upon poorer pastures, and with better nctt
results. Sheep are active foragers, and there is probably
no pasturage where they will not find the inean.^ ni
livelihood and growth, and for the first 12 or 18 nionth.^
they would do as well in these respects as on bet i r

herbage. True they would not be as fresh in condition
as they would be if they had run in the best, but they
would grow fat more quickly after the change, and would
have been gi-own to this period at less cost. Good sheep
lands, and the better cla.ss of pastures, should be devoted,
therefore, to the gi-oivth of fat lambs suckinj; on their
dams, or to the feeding of fair-sized sheep, which should
never be less than half fat when placed thereon. The
poorer kind of pastures can never complete the requisite
feeding unless aided by artificial food, and these I would
recommend to stock with young sheep under one year
old, or poor sheep, to be partially fed, and then sold off
to a more fortunate neighbour whose lands would carry
them on to perfection. I would also suggest that the
sheep on all farms should be divided into different
lots, and classified together according to their several
degrees of fatness, and that they should be regu-
larly changed from field to field in due rotation.
The best and fattest first, say for three days ewes
and lambs next after them, and then a poorer
class of wethers or ban-en ewes, for three days more,
and then nine days' rest. Sheep are fond of change,
and this course will gratify them more than being
constantly penned in one field, although it contains an
abundance of Grass ; and it will also conduce to a more
regular and even pasturage, as the latter class coming
in immediately after the two first will be compelled to
take such herbage as is left them, and being less
particular vrill eat on spots and patches of coarser
herbage than their more luxurious comrades would
notice. In any case we shall find it very difficult to
maintain regular pasturage all over our fields now that
we are debarred from stocking mth cattle, but some
similar course to this will aid in doing so better than
indiscriminate mingling together.
Good Shepherding.—'Ihe successful summer grazing

of sheep will also very much depend upon good
management. On placing a newly purchased lot of
lean sheep upon succulent Clover or Grass seeds, many
of them will commence to scour, and if not carefully
watched will soon sink m condition and often die, and
it will be found a good practice to allow them to
depasture on such Grasses, at first for a few hours in
the day only (after the dew or rain has been dried
up), and drive them into some old pasture land
for the night; and it would be an additional
advantage, and pay well for the outlay, where it is
intended to make early mutton, to feed them
with a small quantity of corn, such as Oats, Peas, or
Beans, say 1 lb. each per day at the same time. I prefer
these cereals to oilcake, because they act more as
astringents in the stomach, and counteract the laxative
effects of early green food, and chemists tell us they
are richer in the constituents of flesh and muscle,
which is what young and lean sheep first require. Oil-
cake, I think, is more useful and more economically
useil :ir)(r (hey become three-parts fat. If scouring
contiiiiics, iioiuilhstanding these precautions, a little
mcdiiiiic .should lip given in flour or starch gruel, or
much condition will soon be lost, and for this purpose
I have found Day & Hewitt's gaseous fluid the best
corrective I have tried. I am not fond of giving
medicine to any animals,and much prefer leaving Nature
to correct simple ailments herself, by stopping all food
and giving the stomach rest, or helping her by change
of diet and additional care. Nor have I any purpose to
serve liy reroniiuciKliir.' iW iiiedirinal preparations of
this firm, bill I 1mi\.. dmv.d -., imic^h advantage the
last Iwn years froiii III, nlniN .,f tlic medicine chest
they supply, tli.-it I r.in i. , ..mmnid it strongly as a
most valuable auxilian i., stork keepers of all kinds
but especially to shciilirirU, Willi the medicines they
give plain directions r.,i- n-r, u In, li anv man may under-
.stani], and whi.ii 1 llimk will j.lace him in a good
posilli.ll lo ilral sallslarlnrily with most of the
diseases I., iiliirli s|i,.,.|i ai-,. liable. Another matter
which ^Mll c.,ii,lii,v t.illirlicallh and gi-owth of sheep
IS to place roek-.salt in llaar |i.i-ln]r-. mi that they
may have free access to it at all iiiii, -, ;iii,| |iartake of
it as freely or as sparingly as llim iii-iiin i direits. Salt
we know is good for all animals, as is proved by then-
fondness for food in which it abounds natiu-ally, or in
which it is mixed artificially; it acts chiefly, we are
told, ;is a stimulant or tonic to the stomach, and enters
freely into the constitution of the blooil, and in the
case of sheep it is not unlikely that its i-.L-ular use
would counteract the fatal effects of rot, winch in wet
seasons and on our undrained clay lands, must always
be very serious. The rot, we all know, proceeds from
the liver being in a dise.xsed state, caused, it is thought,
by the introduction into the stomach of the ova, or eggs
of some insect that abounds in wet seasons, and deposits
its eggs among the Grass on which they feed. These
eggs being quickened in the stomach, yield the flat, dirty
looking little reptiles called flukes, which we always find
in the liver of rotted sheep. Now, as salt is always fatal
to this kind of insect life, it must follow, I think, that
its regular use will prove a good antidote against the
development of this disease, or at least render it less
latal; and I would prefer giving it in this form to
dosing them with it, as some recommend, or mixing itm their corn, as they will naturally take as much as
they require, and are not so likely to take too much or
too httle as we should be to give it if left to our
judgment. The good shepherding of which I have
spoken will also be severely tested by the " fly " and
the foot rot." Of these two the latter is always the
most tedious to cure, as its attacks continue through
the year, and are equally bad in wet weather and dry,
and during the heat of summer and the cold of winter.
The attacks of "fly" are only prevalent in the summer
and early autumn, and are most frequent in

warm showei-y weather, and in a humid state of
atmosphere, and I fancy we shall be plagued with it in
Cheshire more than in any other county, from the flat
rliaiacler of our lands, and our excessive rainfall.
.\ltliou'.;li not a disease, strictly speaking, yet the adage
tliat"].revention is better than ciu-e" is equally
ap]jlicable, and the best preventive I know is to keep
the animals clean about the tail, and to dip them in
water impregnated with some well-tried .sheep-dipping
composition. Lambs should be dipped about a fort-
night after their dams have been shorn, and
the directions which accompany the preparation
used, should be implicitly followed in every parti-
cular, or serious results may follow. In about
a month or six weeks after shearing, older sheep
should be dipped, and if the season be bad, as was last
summer, dip a second time, in six weeks or two months
after; but let the mixture be considerably weaker.
There is a fly powder which is made by chemists, to
dust all over the wool, much used, and well spoken of
in many places; or a similar one may be made by the
mixture of sulphur and Hellebore root powder, but
my own experience of its eflicacy is, that it is less
valuable and less to be depended upon than dipping.
I need not describe the mode of clearing the maggots
out of the fleece.

.
Turjientinc is often used, but it should

always be diluted. Hot water, .just below scalding
heat, is also good ; but the best thing I have found is

diluted spu-its of tar. Any of these things should be
used sparingly—not to kill the maggots, for none of
them do this, but to disturb, and facilitate the cleaning,
and in all bad cases, a second examination should be
made the next day. I may be WTong, but I have an
apprehension that the long-woolled breeds of sheep
will suffer more from this than the short-woolled ; as a
rule, they are of a grosser habit, and lay more fat on
the body and outerside of the carcase, which induces
greater waste in perspiration, and presents more
temptation to the instincts of the fly, and from
the length of their wool its attack is less easy
of detection ; it will be well for those who are
intending to form good breeding flocks to watch
this point closely during the summer. Foot-rot, the
other trouble to the flock I spoke of, prevails most
among sheep of sluggish and docile habits, and in low-
lands, or during a dropping season, when Grass grows
fast, and is always wet. Sometimes it appears in the
foot, between the claws, sometimes it encircles the
hoof-top, and sometimes it commences at the bottom
and ascends under the outer rim of the foot, and it is

only amenable to hot, caustic appliances. Muriatic
acid and butjT of antimony are the best liquid appli-
cations. As an ointment, vitriol and lard, burnt alum,
gunpowder, and lard, &c., are much used. For bad
cases, where the hoof is soft and loose ail round,
and the foot discharging freely, a mixture of Stockholm
tar and salt applied as a poultice is the best remedy.
There are many preparations sold for its cure, all more
or less valuable, no doubt, but after trj-ing most of these,
I have found an ointment, mafle from a receipt given
me by a Wiltshire shepherd, the best remedy I have
used, and which is made as follows :—3 oz. litharge,

6 oz. verdigris, 3 oz. blue vitriol, 3 oz. burnt alum,
li lb. honey, all to be mixed together and well boiled
until the different ingredients are well dissolved. In
all cases the knife must be freely used to pare away all

the loose hoof, and cut down to the quick. It "is of
little use applying any remedy on the surface ; follow
the disease closely w ith the knife and get before it. if

possible, and then two or three dressings, each alternate
day, will make a cure.

Prq/lts.—There is another question which would
perhaps be more to our purpose to discuss if it could
be .satisfactorily answered in the affirmative. Will the
summer grazing of sheep pay iffthey are bought at
present prices ? " Well, you see, sir," is the answer of
hope, mingled with fear, that depends." Depends on
what ? Well, it depends on the exercise of good
judgment in purchasing; on the skill displayed in
pa.sturing ; on the management ; on their escape from
fatal epidemics; and last, though not least, on the
price at which they are are sold again. If it were not
for the unusual character of our position as totally
bereft of data or experience from which to calculate, I
would say it depended chiefly on the first, for it is a
maxim of business, "if a thing is well bought it is half
sold." But who knows what may transpire before the
selling time comes round ? If things remain pretty
much as they are, I am free to say I see no reason why
sheep should not pay, and pay well. Dear as they are
as stores, they are also relatively as high as mutton,
and unless some circumstances arise to yield consumers
a large supply in the market, these proportions will not
change for worse ; while, on the other hand, if such
supply be curtailed ever so little, the advantage
mil be in our favour as shepherds. Should the
devastating cattle plague insinuate itself into Ireland
for instance, our ports would be largely and properly
closed against her exports of beef, and a greater con-
sumption of home-grown mutton must necessarily
follow, and in that case our hope of remuneration
would become brighter and more confident. One of
the chief things the occupants of clay farms have to
dread is to be left with a lot of half-fat sheep on their
hands when the rains of next autumn and winter
descend ; with gutters filled full, and so wide that the
beep have to leap to get across them, no dry lairs nor
any Turnips, and perhaps a hard necessity to make up
the rent or other sum of money, it will be most
difficult to sell to profit, and it will behove such farmers
to keep a good look-out ahead, and mind what they do
in the present. The old mode of meeting payments by
taking extreme care at home, making as much cheese
as possible, and selling it for as good a price as could be
got, is quite removed from us. and for the future (the
immediate future at least) the successful Cheshire
farmer must become more a man of business, watchful
of markets, observant of passing events, and quick in

decision of purpose. It is not likely that the late
cheese-maker will become all at once a perfect judge of
the weight of his clip of wool, or of its value, or of the
nett dead weight of carca,se, or of the various other
matters connected with shepherding, but he must
train himself to these duties, and make experiments
and comparisons to obtain acciu-ate results.

Farm Memoranda.
Chapel Brampton, NoRTH.iMPTON: Cross Breed-

ing.—In 1850, a gentleman in the Midland Counties,*
an extensive occupier of land, a first-rate judge and
experienced breeder of Short-horn stock, determined
on establishing a distinct breed by engrafting the
Short-horn blood on some of the other pure races.
After a careful deliberation, the West Highlander was
selected as the most suitable for the purpose. The
West Highlander, as found in his native glens of
Argyleshire, with his broad chest, springing rib, and
capacious trunk, possesses in a high degree the external
characteristics indicative of a robust constitution, and
a disposition to fatten readily and rapidly. Ten care-
fully selected cows were purcha.sed, some at Falkirk,
others from well-kno^vn breeders in Argyleshire. They
were all of a red colour, inclining to the lighter or
yellow shade, and had the orange tinge of the inside of
the ears and skin, so much valued in many pure breeds,
as indicating a kindly disposition. They were all put
to a pure-bred Short-horn bull and, after having
produced their second calf, were fattened off or other-
wise disposed of. Of their offspring the steers were
all fed off at from 2i to 3 years of age, but the heifers
were put to the best Short-horn bulls that could be
procured, either bred by, or descended from, the herds
of Lord Spencer, Sir Charles Knightley, Joseph
Robinson, of Clifton, or of that of the late Mr.
Richard Booth. It was an interesting study in itself

to watch the effect of the cross with the different bulls,
and it was remarked that the Booth blood always left

the clearest impression. In some cases it was difficult

even for a practised eye to distinguish the second
cross from a pure Short-horn; but invariably the last

traces of their mountain origin were to be detected in
the length and thickness of the horns, width of the
forehead, and shortness of nose or distance from
the eyes to the muzzle. The original cows, like all

mountain breeds in a semi-wild state, were shallow
milkers, though the milk was of a very superior
quality. As the produce receded from the Scot and
merged in the Short-horn, the quantity of milk
increased with each cross, yet retained much of the
quality of the original dam.

First Cross, Short-horn and West Sirihland.-The
fir.st cross is inferior in size to that between the
Short-horn and Aberdeen or polled Angus, and some
of the other large breeds, but for disposition to fatten
economically and quality of meat is surpassed by none.
As practical illustrations of those capabilities I may
mention several cases as occurring under my own
observation. Just previous to the great Christmas
market of 1859, eight of the steers, then under three
years old, were sold at 33/. per head to Mr. John
Allday, now of the finn of Morgan & AUday, salesmen,
New Cattle Market. Those beasts had received no
extra indulgence, but were kept during the winter in
the usual way in the open yards along with other
store cattle of the same age. During the winter
of 1858 their principal food was Barley-straw and
straw-chaff, v.ith a small admixture of hay, and
one bushel iier head ].er diem of cut roots. They went
out to Grass on the 2lllh of May, 1.859, on an ordinary
pasture, where they remaiiird till ilic i'Mh of October
without any extra food: at lliis date tliey were put
into the stalls, from win imv. alKad the 15th of
December, they were taken direct to the great market.
In the stalls their daily allowance of food was 1 bushel
of cut Swedes, 8 lb. of Linseed cake, 6 lb. of meal—half
Bean, half Barley ; they were much admired, and were
pronounced to be equal in quality tu aii,\ tliiii.' on offer

that day. We had not an oppoitiuuiy e| .i-mlaiiiing
their exact weights; they were, li"We\i r. e-liinated by
good judges to average from lij In I'io stniics of
8 lb. each.

Second Cross : History of One Steer.—To one steer
having two crosses of Short-horn blood more attention
was devoted, and a correct account was kept of every
particular of food, weight, &c. ; though this was by no
means an isolated case, for others of the same class
made equally good animals. This steer was calved
April 28, 1858, was allowed to suck his dam for
12 weeks ; he was then weaned, and treated as others of
the same age. During the winter of 1858-59, in
addition to tlie u.sual allowance of Swedes, hay, and cut
chaff, he had 3 lb. per diem of good Linseed-cake.
About the middle of May, 1859, he. with others of the
same age, was put into a second-rate old pasture,
where he remained to the end of September, living on
Grass alone ; he was then put into a box, and received
daily 4 lb. of Linseed-cake and 1 bushel of cut roots,
with plenty of cut-straw chaff, and a small modicum
of hay. On the 1st of March, 1866, the quantity of
cake was increased to 6 lb., and 6 lb. of meal. Bean
and Barley, were added. He was sold for 30?. on the
8th of June, 1860, to a butcher in a neighbouring
^^llage, and weighed, when dressed, 115 stones of 8 lb.,

being then under 26 months of age.

A promising animal, with three crosses of Short-horn
blood, was saved as a bull, being of a fashionable roan
colour, and good in all his points; he was sold at
10 months old for 30/. to a fanner in the neighbour-
hood, who keeps a small herd of well-bred Short-horn
cows. The cross has so far been successful : the calves
look promising, are well shaped, with abundance of
flesh, and plenty of hair. Another of the fourth cross,

saved as a bull, is a promising animal of his age, but
he is still under a year old ; his quality, colour, and •

John Beasley, Esq., Chapel Brampton, Northampto;
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general arpciii'^iiice are thoseof a pure-bred Short-linrn,

from n Inch he can scarcely be distinguished. The ciiws

and heifers have all been regular breeders, and the total

iiumber of calves reared from this family considerably

exceeds a hundred, although about four years ago they

were visited by pleuro-pneumonia, and a niunber of the

best animals, in spite of every effort, succumbed to the

disea.se.

Without a single exception the stock bred ha.s been
free from any approach to black even in the muzzle,

which has been invariably of a light or flesh-colour—

a

distinguishing mark of a thrifty animal.

The first and second crosses were principally red
roans, with a few blood-reds. It is, however, remark-
able, that of the first cross a considerable number were
white, or white with red ears ; all the bulls used have
been either red, red and white, or dark roan.

The first and second cross retain much of the wild

and restless habits so characteristic of the Highlander

;

and it is not until they become more closely related

to the Short-horn that they acquire his docile habits.

Cows and heifers from this herd have been exhibited

from time to time at the local cattle shows, and have
carried oil' prizes when competing with pure-bred stock.

Steers and oxen have in like manner taken prizes in

the classes for fat beasts—a steer, having two crasses of
Short-horn, took first honours, both at Birmingham
and London, in the same year. Mr. G. Murray, in the

EmjIM Agricultural Socieli/s Journal.

Miscellaneous.
Colonial Grasses.—I send you a number of the Agri-

cultural Gazette of 8th July last, containing an article

on the subject of Grasses, supplied by a friend. I hope,

therefore, you will be able to find a corner for it, as 1

should like to see your welcome broad sheet conveying
information on rural afl'airs as well as on matters of

state. The subject of Grasses, also, is one of vast

importance to a new jiastoral country such as this, and
hitherto has not received a tithe of the attention which
it merits, as, without disparaging in the least our two
standard varieties of White Clover and Rye-gras:

which for eight months of the year form an excellent

herbage for all our domestic animals (though Nature
herself sows these plants very sparingly in a rich

English meadow), still something better is required for

winter forage^ the trying season of our flocks—two
conditiions being essential to have hcallhy sheep, one,

that the animal should have a variety ol' jilants to feed

upon, the gi'eater the better; lln' nlhrr, that tho.se

plants which are required for uiiil 11- W-nl should have
their herbage thoroughly maliuril ami i j pi'iied by the
previous summer's sun, and be of siu-h a nature as will

stand up against the driving wind and rain of our
winter months, such, for instance, as the Pony Grass
mentioned in the article, with our two present excellent

winter Grasses, Timothy and Cocksfoot. No depen-
dence should be placed on the watery growth of our
winter climate; containing as it does almost no
nutriment, it only serves to keep the bowels of the
young animals in a constant state of irritation. The
intelligent writer of the article suggests a veiy good
way to bring about the examination and introduction

of better Grasses, and I trust that some of our leading

men, both here and in Australia, will direct their

attention to the subject ere long. Correspondent of
Wanganui Chronicle (New Zealand), Dec. t», ISfiS.

(lie resource upon which to fall back, and ea.se the
nther pastures.

Lire Stock-.—Horses will be hard at work now, and
supposing them to have been properly attended to, will

have maintained their strength on a full allowance of
Oats and green food.

Cattle ought to be thriving on the Clovers, Vetches,
Ac, brought to them, assisted, as these are, by the daily
allowance of oil-cake, or Bean and Linseed-meal, given
with them. Where the soiling system is not followed,
all stock will now be at Grass, and though needing
constant attention both from master and shepherd,
there is little requiring notice here. It is necessary to
relieve the fields by turns, as stock take to the pasturage
with increased relish after even a week's rest. It is

especially needful to have a field prepared in this way
for the lambs when newly weaned.
Sheep must be washed and shorn early this mouth.

Large sheep may be shorn for 4*. per score; or, of
course, less, provided their meals be supplied to the
shearers, which is the common practice. They should
be well washed a few days before siiearing. The shepherd
must look after them closely during June and following
months, as the fly will be active among them. Sheep
have been destroyed before now by not more thau
12 hours of the undisturbed ravages of a "blow" of
maggots. The shepherd should have a "mercury stone"
to rub "into the places where the sheep has been
struck ; or a dilute solution of arsenic may be applied
after the maggots have been dislodged by him. The
little black fly will, in almost all districts, but particu-
larly in a woody one, be very troublesome to the
heads and flanks of the sheep. Water, strongly mixed
with assafoetida, very thinly mixed white paint,

or their own or cows' dung thickly besmeared, are
good appliances and preventives ; the dung is best
for the head, forming a slight cover for a time. The
lambs must all be dipped in a prepared mixture of
arsenic, soft soap, and assafffitida, about three days
after the ewes are shorn, the ticks being then nearly all

in the fleeces of the lambs. A mixture consisting of
1 lb. of arsenic, 2 lb. soft soap, and -1 oz. of assafoetida in
20 gallons of water, will be very eflTective. Some of the
summer fatting sheep will now be fit for market.

JJairy Farm.—This may be considered the height
of the season for dairy produce. Immediately after the
change of food from hay to Grass, the milk was poor,
and a much larger quantity was required to make the
same weight of cheese. Now, at least 20 gallons less

of milk will make a cwt. of best cheese, than was
required a month ago. Towards the end of this

month hay-making commences, and if auy Clover
is grown, that is cut at the end of June. The
cows should have as frequent a change of pasture
as possible ; the amount of milk will be increased by
change, even though the change be not always for the
better. In hot days, when the cattle are teased by the
gad-fly, they should be brought up to the sh&ds during
the day, where they should receive an abundant supply
of Rye-gra.ss, or newly cut meadow Grass. The cows
are put to the bull in this and the following
month. Cheese-making is now at its height.
The spring cheeses snould be carefully attended
to, kept clear of mites by rubbing a little

sweet oil over them, and regularly turned; they lie

best on a plaster floor, and should at first be slightly

covered. The temperature of the cheese-room should
be kept at 60' Fahr. ; this is best done by hanging wet
clothes near the windows or doors. Although hay- 1
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THE HYDROPULT,

An Invention for Throwing Water by Hand Power
(St, Roi.

PRICE LIST.

Complete with Brass CvLiNnEns
Japanned STiRRrp

Complete -n-iTU Brass Cylinders
Copper Htireup

THE HYDROPULT
is invfiluable for use in tlio

GARDEN Tor

WATERING BEDS,
SPRINKLING PLANTS,

DROWNING OtJT INSECTS,
CLEANSING TREES FROM SMUTS,

DRE.S.SINO WITH LIQUID MANURE,
&c. &c.

CAUTION.
E PoBLic—Tlie
upidity of so-calledhas excited

unprincipled Manuiacturers, who are now pjUmlng on the Publib
worthless imitations of the Hydropult, and through their connec-
tions arc enabled to place said devices on exhibition, and for sale, in
many of the prmcipal Ironmongery and Seed Establishments through-
out the city and pro\-inces. These devices resemble in many respects
the Hydropult in appearance, and are calculated to deceive the
unsuspecting. The Proprietor therefore issues this Caution, and
respectfully intimates that parties wishing to purchase the Hydropult
should exami"" *''° "— '-'— -" ' '— --'- — — - *.

attached titer __, „,
Patent, manufactured only by Gi & Baown

Calendar of Operations.
June.— C/ocer* and Grasses may be mown this

month for hay. They are laid in swathes by the scythe,

at a cost of from 2*. to 3*. per acre, according to the
crop ; the swathes are turned over as soon as dry on the
top, and next day, if the weather continue dry, they
may be broken into small cocks, which on the following
day are to be reversed, and towards evening may be
thrown several together in larger cocks, where they
may remain for a day or two, until ready to carry

;

they are then to be thrown over after the dew is ofl' in

the morning, and carried in the course of the day to
the large rick, which should be built near the place of
its consumption. In July, when the Rye-grass seed is

to be harvested, the hay should be bound up in small
sheaves after lying a day or two in the swathe, accord-
ing to the state of the weather ; and placed in shocks
of 10 or 12 sheaves each, taking care in binding the
sheaves to turn the exposed and drier portions of the
hay inmost. In Scotland and Ireland it may be
advisable to put hood-sheaves on the shocks to keep
out rain—especially if the weather be unsettled at the
time. Clovers differ from the Grasses in the very
fragile and brittle nature of their leaves when dry,
which will fall off and be lost, to the injury of the night ; or, which is the best ami -;i\

hay, if it receives too much tossing about in the making.
If the hay cannot be well made for the weather,
it may be put up in alternate layers with the remains
of last year's ricks, or with Oat-straw, without chance
of injury by heating. In any case it is advisable to
throw salt over the hay as it is being ricked, at the
rate of about 10 or 12 lb. per ton. Sainfoin hay may
be made next month in the same way. The winter-
mvra Vetches will be consumed towards the end of the
month : the land they grew upon may be all sown with
Turnips. Spring Vetches will be ready for use in the
beginning of June.

Grass Lands.—This is a peculiar month to thegrazier

:

his pastures need to be well watched, and to be stocked
accordingly. If the season is warm and genial, his
pastures will frequently grow with such rapidity as to
destroy a great portion of their nutritive value; he
must, in that case, crowd on all the stock it will in any
way carry, and must ease it in the best way he can
devise afterwards. It is a provident plan on any farm
to aUow some one field to take its course, and become
a sort of "make-shift;" if the season should subse-
quently become dry, and pastures decline, this field is

- - - „„ .-„^
,

igham. Charles Pomkroy Button, Proprietor. 142 and 143'

aking commences in June, the great bulk is made in I ^ot'tho'iiid^onu?"
' ''"'"'^ """ '"'"'' '' """"'"«*' "'" Machme i

July ; and, as on the good or unfavourable weather
not the Hydropult.

now, and also on the good or bad management of the
farmer, depends entirely the good or bad condition of
the cows during winter, that month is thus, of course,
one of great importance. Half the fanu is usually
mown, as it requires about as many acres of hay to
keep a given number of cattle through the winter, a.s

it does acres of Grass to keep the same number through
the summer.

^ As soon as a field is cleared of the hay,
the cows are immediately turned into it for a day or
two, as a considerable quantity of Grass is leit by the
mower near the hedges, in cases where they are wide
and irregular. By the end of July the early mown
fields will (provided the weather has been propitious)
be found to contain good after-Grass. This is greatly
valued, as the cows always increase their milk on this
food. Through the summer, single Gloucester cheese
is ready for consumption at about two months
old ; consequently the first made will soon be fit for the
factor; it is generally sold as soon as possible, as the
less of weight by keeping is very considerable. During
this and the foregoing months the cows have access to
the bull ; this is done either by allowing the bull to
run with the cows, in which case lir shuiild be tied up at
night ; or, which is the be-st mv\ -uI. ,^i iiliui, he may he
tied up, and the cows brought t" In in. lu lln-;, as in the
other hot months, great attoiitmn lunst be paid to
keeping the milk. For this purpose, the dairy should
he kept as low in temperature as possible. The milk,
as soon as drawn, should be cooled, by placing the
pails in cold spring water ; as otherwise it is apt to sour
in a very short time in electrical states of tho atmo-
sphere.^ The greatest care, too, should be taken thai
the dairy be kept perfectly clean—that no meat be

§
laced in it—that no drains open near it—and that tlir

airy manager remain in it no longer than is really
necessary. If milk should sour, a small quantity lil

carbonate of soda may be added, and well mixed, tu
check the souring process and re-dissolve the partially
formed curd. And it is a good plan to dissolve a little coy„ sc
carbonate of soda in the water with which the dairy Basin! it

utensils are washed.

Prospectuses, with Testimonials, on application.

HYDROPULT SHOW ROOM, 142 4 143, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON.

IMPERIAL BUTTER COOLER.
SECURED BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

USEFUL, ORN\MENT\L UNIQUE

Notices to Correspondents.
Top-DRESSINOS : D p. The earthen compost with 10 or 12
bushels of bone dust per acre will bring up Clovers ; the same
with one cwt. of nitrate of soda, and two or three cwts. of
guauo, will promote the luxuriant growth of the Grasses.

I

table. The Butter Oooki tan bo used for a Sugar Basin
Price n white metal electro plated £2 2s

CH^tRLES rOMEKOT BUTTON,
142 and 143, Cheapside,

; Loudon, E.C.
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Primula, Calceolaria, &c.

WM. CUTBUSII ANT. SON Avr now sending out

SEED of thoir mm-. , i . I i; m M \ ^l X ENSIS FIMBRIATA,
wliicli has for many yours '.! ' i ^ ilan.

The OariUmrs' Clinun i . > i T Jiumary, in Noticea to

' ,'....,,- _,„] ,1,,,, ,
,,

1,,,,., ,i_ uioy w'e evidently tbo

of H-vtiaMure of the 23cl of January, says that:—
" The lliiost and richest coloured Chinese Primulas ffo havo yet seen

aro thuMO raised by Messrs. Ciitbuah & Son."
Sealed packets 2.t. (W, and 3s. 6d. eaoh.

CINERARIA, from flnest named vaiiotles. Fer packet 2s. Cxi. and

"^CALCEOLARIA (James').—This flue atrain has ayalu obtained

the highest Awards this season.
„ „ , , „ „ . ,4,

Now Seed wiU be ready in July. 2s. dd. and 3s. ed. per packet.

Highgate Nurseries. Loodop, N.

QUTTON'S IM-
IT PERI AL GREEN
i:iiirN-n or GLOBE.-Thls

. for the main
crop, instead of the
Green Round Turnip,
heavier and more

kind. For four
lyll.K.H.the

Price firf. per poxu

Clips and First

Prizes in other parts of the
Kingdom. Several large Tur-
nip growers use this sort in

successlonal spwrne, from
lirst week in June till middle
of August, and uono other.

To Fruit and Rose Growers. ,,.^^^„„.
^TANDEN'S GAUD KN Kits- and AMATEURS'
^ FlUKNh, n cotiii'ouui

uet, Cuvent Gardau, WA

THE PATENT NITRO- PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY, Limjtrd, Manufacturers ot

ODAMR'S PATENT BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME and DISSOLVED

BONES.
Chief OfBces—lot), Fencburch Street, LopJoHi. K.C. Western

finitios Branch : Oueen Street. Exeter. Irish Branch : 40. West-
Counties Branch : C^ieen Street, Exeter
moreland Street, Dublin. Directors.

Chairman—JnBV Clavben, Littlebury, Essex

Da)utyChairman—Joan Collins, Argyle Hou^e, Uollowiiy.

Edward BeU, -18, Marine Parade, Brighton.

Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot. Herts.

Thomas Knight, Edmonton, Middlesex.

Robert Leeds, West Lexham, Norfolk.

George Savile. Inethorpe, near Stamford
Sanuiel

u -, I 1 I 'v 1;. iiu lu ' i -^' - street, .Strand

-j. Carta- JiJiiri^.'Oinibnage.

cretary-C. T. Macadam.

Iginally formed by, and is imder the Direction

MOTTLED GLOBE or GREY STONE.

From Hrnry Hcdson,
Esci-, "^hc JsHmHyJfcrshore.

"Your Grey Stone
and your Short-top Six-

:.' I'uruips are every

„. ^.,,^,.. . „.. ^stances that have justly ei

l-itlB. viz. :—"THE TENANT FARMERS" M ^
"

Its Members are Cultivators of upwofi^
which has been for years under managerni

GISHURST COM-
POUND, whether used

against Insects and Mildew, on
Growing Plants, or as Wmter
Dressing on Trees at rest,

should be dissolved 48 hours
before use. This gets rid of
smell, and if the Solution bo
decanted, prevents any staining
of foliage. A strength of tVom
" "' to the gallon of water

3s., and 10s. Gd. each.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

ANTISEPTIC
CALVLBTit Co.,M£

A preparation of Carbolic Acid suitable for Sheep Dipping,
W.ishinK Cattle, &c. Vide 3d Report of the Cattle Plague Commis-
aion. Per further particulai-s apply to

R. CoLBMAN & Son, Agents, ISO, Leadenhall Street, London, EC

LONG'S " DIPPING " for TICK in SHEEP.
LONG'CS *' SPECIFIC" for SCAB m SHEEP.

LONG'S "MAGGOT LOTION" for SHEEP STRUCK by the FLY
Well-bnowh, effective. Non-poisonous.

Wliolesale—S. & E. Uansome St Co., Essex Street, Strand, W.C.
Retail Agents in iill parts.

Cattle Plague.

desiro.

1 of the
f Turnips,

, 116, Fencburch Street. E.G.

!/md,

tboretV . ,

and efficacy of the M;iiiui. -^ ni.in^ii.i. nnod by

this Company.

A Prospectus will be forwarded on appUcition to the Secretary, or

may be had of the local Agents. C. T. Macadam, Secretary.

Chief Offices, 109, Fencburch Street, Loudon. E.C.

riTHTE ITONITUN At ANUKE COMi'AWY
J. (ESTABLISUEDISW).

Have now ready for delivery in dry flne condition,

CORN MANURE, for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPERPHOSfHATESof LIME
PREPARED GUANO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, an^lJJTRATE of SODA,
)X Dock Warehouse: SULPHATE of AMMONIA, FISHERY

K, Secretary.

Tiifiilluiu .T

Price lOti. per pound. oU^ff."

LINCOLXSIIIP.F, r.lCIt i'aK.VOOS'. Vd. pel- lb.

a UT TON'S CHAMPION SWEDE.
C5 P.urEcrrLY Hardy, very Proddctivk, Stores fXceedihoi-t

WELL AND BARKLY, IF EVER, SupFEns IPOM Mll.DKff.

...f:?^.

LAW KS-
BONE

LAWBS'
MAHUREi

CONCENTK

Wll

M A H U U K
manufeoturod by J. B. Lawm for the prosont

,dy for dolivery at Lis lactonoa, at tue

JKASS, and MANQKL
'. 11

B' P K J'^ V E N T i V K
COST Id. a DAY.

,.j Infallible Preventive.
Inexpensive, Harmless, Easily Used.

MEDICINE,

Promotes Secretions i: I Milch Cows.
Invaluable in Fattening Cattle.

C. M. Baker. Member R.V.C. of Surgeons, has been eminently

successful in his treatment of the Cattle Plague, and the Medicine

he now offers wiU secure Farmers Pcrlect Immunity from this

.... ,_.. _ . , and 20,s-.

s also extremely beni. ti

IX Dki'ot : 40, Stainfoi

iR^VSS MANURE..
^ ^

od of Mr. Lawes, or through the
of the United Kingdom, at prices

cost of carriage.
O'enuine Peruvian Guano direct ffom the Importera. Nitrate ol

Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.

. all pai

varj'ing according t

t market prlciAmerican and other CakeL -. ..

Address, Joun Besnet Lawks, 1, Adelaide Plai

E.C. ; and 22, Kden Quay. Dubl i

, London Bridge,

EstabliBhed 1812. ^
. ^^ ,^ , oPROCTOH and RTLAND'S

PREPARED BONE MANURES
for

TURNIPS, GRASS, WHEAT. BARLEY, OATS, POTATOS, 4o.

Destroy your Insect festa.

rUESEllVK iuUIt PLANTS and TREES.
You UAJ EaBILT DESTHor ALL PlANT PkSTS,

HeD Si'M.En
I

Ol.E«» A»D BlAOH. I
A»T8

T„i„P I
AatnioAs Bl.oiii

1
M.LDtw,

without injury to the most delicate Plant or Tree, by using

1/OWLKli-S GAEDENEKS' INSECTICIDE,
1; pronounced liy all who have used It to be fer superior to any

other remedy. One trial will proto it. effloaoy. Testunonlahi

'"SMrM.!??.!^"?^.. and 10.. per Ti,. Orders anountine to

18.«t. carriage paid. Agents required.

Gt:o. & TnoMAS Fowler, North Street, BrigbtOD.

Plagues of the Garaen.-Aphis Wash-

Pins WASH, thr:^*' Pr
By using the

f the Garden, together
.rwigs, tCj are immediately
lit-ns the Trees or Plants.

',," l^th Augunt, ISGfi

pOCOA-NUT REFUS12
^^ is becoming scarce, tho

old reserves will soon be gone.

Now sold in bags, 1 for 2s., lu for

lGs,,20 for 30s., CO for 00^., 100

for £0.

^ Fourpence allowed for each

j^ hag returned carriage- paid.

A Railway Truck-load (not in

Kl '"'^''
^^^'

"j^W Postage Stamps or Post-offloo
'^

(mior, pjiyablft tn .T.|BABSnAU A
tu Kingston op Thames, S.W\

c

\-"
. , ,

I
, ,

,
... ii ; -i: V, increased width

i,[,i\l'';.i 1 .I. W.itii > 1^1. iii,"jUHl Patent Drop

Cover to prevent nVLT-^-urL,'ii.g: rlcunly. <lur;.Me. and impervious to

infection, being all of iron. Piice of t-itting^per Cow, 45fi

Prospectuses free of Cottam & Co.. Iron Works, 2, Wlnsley Street

(opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W., where the
'
.'^'^ _.,i.:i.;i„j *—»i— «,;ti, »afla.-ni ("iportaut ImproTemflnts

applied to various C:

spidbF, and a single

tion
"

: been done.

s 4fuy<(:"(e," M March. ISOC

Aphis Wash, pre-
'be sub-

enabled
it might be sub-

" It is a matter of importance that the Aphis Wash of tho City

Soap Works resulted from a proposal made in these columns, and ^.«

aiuatierof fact there is nothing *" «"""' ^i*"* Ai.his Wash for t

purpose it is intended
» equal tho Aphis W.ish for the

See also article by Smi

SUTTON'S CHAMPION SWEDE, price Is. per lb.

Cheaper by the bushel, carriage tree.

Sdttok & Sons, Royal Berksbh-e Seed Establishment, Reading.

„ _ . HiBUFftD, Esq., F.K.H.S.. in

deuer's Magazine," of July 1, 1806.

FromaLdta-fromQ. Glehnt, Esq., ^WAflm.
•• You will see by Lloyd's of Saturday, that 1 have publicly

ineudod it (the Aphis Wash). 1 havo also meutioucd it to several

gardeners."

From a Lettir/rom Mr. J. P. CiiArMAN.S«HderIaHd,^K<;. 3rf, 180;^-

" I have tried it upon different plants with perfect success, i "'"'

many plants in my stove hndly affected with red spider, but hft^ e

washed every plant with the liquid, as youdirect, and I venly believe

not one red spider remains."

from Mr. SinxEv Fohd, Tltc Oarcttiis. SI. Leonard's Lodge,

Horsham, February 16, 1866:—
•• 1 am able to report most favourably

vuur \iiliis ^\"asii • it is a ttiiui; 1 have lung lei^ lu

vcrv iimiii 1.5 It i'i not like m.%ny other washes, for it will all pas>

thromili th'.^ s^ rioL'o without any trouble. From other experiments 1

. *,.. -
.. ."^ . .._ - ...,.f. .... .^Q n,iH fnp ft.ilit. trpOB It will

lilt ll
,s, and for fi'Uit

...v,,.^ .,....,0 have received a great many valuable testimonials

Iriiiii practical and amateur gardeners, and have liberty to ref— *'

Ml- Kvlos, of Messrs. Low i Son's NurserieB, Upper Clapton,

during tho past autumn (1606), carried out aseries of careful and

thorough experiments with the " Aphis Wash." _,,„„
Sold by Chemists and others, in Is. bottles, and 2s. 61I. a gallon,

with full directions for use. _ ^ ,,, . , ^ „„
Wholesale at the City Soap Works, Milton Street, London, H-.C.

ITENT STABLE FITTINGS and LOOSE
'-

rt.' ot Wales, for SandnDgbato.
, KSS BRACKETS, IRON

i\-COMBnSTION STOVB,

lALLS and AIR INLETS wo
rangemcuts for I'oedlng and Ventilation ; everi'

aey are indestructible, inexpensive, very compact,

'ieanlv'and'heaithfiJtor the animal. Should distemper occiu-. if tho

iron work be painted and the waUs washed with hme, they can naithej

harbour nor communicate cont.aglon. This system in fact Is found to

be the only true Safeqoabo against inii Spbead of Epidemic.
^

•

- -
-of all these Inventions will be sent tree on appl(,

Brctuebs, Ann Street Iron Works, Belfast.

part being of iron
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SMITH. BECK, AND BECK'S GREENHOUSE and
nOTBED THERMOMETERS,—TTiese Instruments are of the

varv best construction, and at moderate prices.
^"^ Sl.Comhill.E.C.

ARCHElVs "FRIUI DOMO." — Patronis.

by her Majesty the Quipj , by her Majesty the Queen, tho Duke of Northmuberl:

Syon House, his Grace the Duke of D'

Professor Lindley for tho Horticutt

for the Ciystal Palace, Royal Zooloi.^

PROTECTION from COLD WIN
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas mail

Wool, a perfect non-conductor of II

It is applied, a fixed temperature.

>seph Paxton

i
I

I
Ni i FROSTS.
m-il Hair and

M, ! ''I'liiK, wherever

_
Led i-ji all horticultural

iuidfloricultural purposes, for preserving Prults and i'lowers from tho

Bcorching rays of the sun, from wind, from attacks of insects, and from
morning frosts. To bo had In any required lengths

Is. Qd per yard r

_ _ 5s. 6d. per yard.

An iniproved make, 2 yards wide . . Is. 9d. per yard.

Two yards wide
Four yards wide

_ _ , 'VVliole and Sole Manufactm-e
lity Lane, Cannon Street, City, and of all Nurserymen a

1 throughout the kingdom.
" It is much cheaper than Mats as a covering."

RUBBER COM]
(Limited).

GARDEN HOSE and FITTINGS.
Loudon Warohause : 60, Cannon Street West, E.C.

Manchester Warehouse : 8, Spring Gardens.

G
Rept ai)d be Tb^kful.

T COMFOEIADLE, GllJCEFDL, iSD ClIEArEST

DEN SEAT
'OXFORD,' the 'CAMBRIDGE,' and tho 'WARWICK.'

CarriaRQ Paid to any Railway Station.

Illustrated Lists from tho jUanufacturera,

Walters, & Co., Derby.

EARTH CLOSETS AND COMMODES.
(Moule's Patent.)

NO UNWHOLESOME CESSPOOLS.
NO BxVD SMELLS.

NO WATER PIPES TO GET OUT OF ORDER.

THE BEST NIGHT COMMODES.
MAT' BE APPLIED TO ANT CLOSET.

A VALUABLE MANURE SAVED.

THE EARTH CLOSETS WERE IN USE IN THE CLOAK ROOMS

AT THE

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, KENSINGTON.

" The most feasible plan for the utilisation of night soil is that brought forward by tho Rev. Henry Moulo, of

Fordington Vicarage, Dorset."

—

John Wilson, Edingtou Mains.

WHITE AND CO., 29, BEDFORD STREET, STRAND, '^.C,

Wltcre Trospedmes mnij he obtained^ and the Closets inspcctid.

NOTICE.

MESSES. CUMMING & EDMONDS
Take this opportunity of returning their grateful thanks to the Nobility, Gentry, and Public generally, for the very

great support they have received since their commencement in Business, and to inform them they have now taken

more Commodious Premises, at the LILLIE BRIDGE, RICHMOND ROAD, BUOMPTON, where they have erected

STEAM-POWER MACHINEET, and will, in consequence, be able to execute any orders they may be favoured with
in the shortest possible time. Messrs. C. & E. beg to draw attention to their

NEW PATENT TUBULAR ARCHED SADDLE BOILERS,
Which have given such universal satisfaction wherever they have beeji fixcij, (jardeners pf the greatest e.xperi-

ence speaking in the highest terms of them.

Designs and Estimates of every kind of Horticultm-al Building and Hot-water Apparatus may be obtained on
appUoation free of charge.

GUMMING AND EDMONDS,
CONSERVATORY ARCHITECTS, HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, and HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,

STAMFORD BRIDGE, FULHAM ROAD, BROMPTON, S.W. ; and at

LILLIE BRIDGE, RICHMOND ROAD, BROMPTON, S.W.

THE LEICESTER
(new desioxed ajtd patented)

ORNAMENTAL FLOWER VASES OR BASKETS.
M.\.NLrACT"- UF.I) BY

HUNT & PICKERING,
HORTICULTURAL AND AGRICULTURAL IMPLEIJENT WORKS, LEICESTER.

Exhibited with marked success at the International Flower Show, Kensipgton ; and in the Gallery of the

Agi'icultural Hall, Islington, during the Horse Show.

B
Universal Microscope. Price £5 5s.

M I T H, BECK, A X n B E C K,
31. Cornbill, K.C. ; late G. Coleman Htreet.

** Catalogues sent on receipt of postage stamps,

VASES, STATUES, FOUNTAIN BASINS, FLOWER.
POTS, 4o., in TERRA GOTTA and FINE STONE WARE,

warranted to stapd frost, by John N. Blashfield, Stamford, Lincoln-
shire. Applicatlona for Drawings .and Prices will receiye attention.

These Vases or Baskets are

composed of a series of onia-

mental branches, attixed to a

capital or centre ring, niounted

on suitable brackets and hexagon

base, without the aid of screw -,

rivets, &c. ; so simple in i'>ii-

struction that any one may in a

few minutes put it together,

making it a beautiful Centre-

piece or Flower Basket, either for

the Lawn in Summer or the

Conservatory in Winter. Painted

any colour to order.

1^ llliistuiten l,ii, Ia-,1-,

Tho LEICESTER GARDEN SEAT, TABLES,

The great advantage of the

Open Vase over tho solid cast-

iron or "Terra Cotta," w the

perfect drainage and continual

circulation of the atmospherc

^ through every part, givini,

^ greater vitality to the growth of

the plants. The mode of filling

is simply to cut a few feet of

thin !furf or Mosa, ap4 lay the

same with the Grass outwards,

throw in the soil, and plant

tho Flowers according to

-^-==» taste,

o/ the laruins sized Vases,

and RUSTIC SEATS, sent free on application.

-pOUNTAIN JET
,0^ ,

-r'^^t- <;^

Fig. 62C.
I

Fig. 631.
|

Fig. 625.

JET D'EAU. DOME and nnMIi'
lSholcs..-.s.B,(.;'J4.1o., CONVOLVULUS. uumil.

ITi
I

8s Cd.

CONVOLVULUS,

8s. Od. I Us. ' 17s. G(J'. ; 1

Connecting Screws to all the above Jets, Is. Gd, extra.

Branch Pipe for raising up Jets 1 foot high, 5s. 6rf.

A Taji IS required to bo fixed in the Pipe to regulate the f

5ale0 tij) Auction*

The Last City Sale of Plants this Season.

MESSRS. rROTHEKOE and MORRIS will SELL bv
AUCTION, at 38 fturt 39. Gracechurcb Street, City, E.C., oh

THORfiUA V. June 7, at 1 o'Clnck precisely, a choice Assortment ol

auEENIIOUSK PLANTS, including fine Azalea indica. Show and
Fimcy relargoniunis. Scarlet and Variegated Geraniums. Roses in

pots Hardy Climbors, 4c., With a Tariety of OniaDiental Plants
lur Bedding.

On view tho Morning of Sale,

above, and of tho Auctioneers &

Clearance Sale, Hampstead Road.

p|,', Boilers, large quantities ot Bricks, York
Counters, Desks, Flower Pota, and

May be viewetl jjriur to tho Sale. Catalogues may be had at the
Nursery ; and of the Auctioneers and Valuere, American Nursenca,
LeytoDstone, N.E.

MR. J. C. RTRVRNS bp?s to oe that he has
nrft !or SAI.K hy

ard t large assortment of Bedding-o
cssion Pines, Vines, &c,

i Satui day prior, and Mornings of Sale, and

Exeter, Devon.

The House whlcb has beeniecently built (

Fi zibethan Style and s in excellent repair,

hinds e e traoLa L dge and Carnage Drivi

b\ bt-T t 1 I '-h ubbcntig and Pleasure (JroiiTid<

Sul t I ( t rtable Hesidence ; i'

i r w ng and Breakfn^

K t I ;ij and other h

, Closets.
Sta r

iiplq

I>ie(,8 It ani twu stivants Uooms, Close

w tl useful Fixtures Bai^k \ard Wash a

Coach Houses and offlcLs ^^e plan of the building has been so

arranged is to admit t ti iary, r ut at a trifling expense.

Besides the pr r c pal Res der ce there is a very substantial andconi
fortable U roon od Dwell rg Hn ise. lately occupied by Mr. Veitch,

]un with Workshops attacbed, a Gardener's Cottage and Stable, and
Stables, Sheds, Loftn,

and other' BuUdings, long ranges of Brick ' Walling, a Magniflcent

Camellia House, Urnomental Temple, Ponds, ic.

The Grounds, wlilch comprise about 21 Acres, and were most
tasteftillv laid out bv the late Mr. Veitch

are with tho existing buildings, ^dinirably adapted for

Gentleman's Residenct) ; tho Ground '" ''

present beautiful sites for tin

;ellent Counting-houses, '

Important
, sper&ed with noblo

.^ ,„_ ..nU Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Walks, Fish

Poudfl &c Should tl(c property pot be sold in One Lot, tho Lottings

llbes " *- ' *'- '*•' -*" *" **- ''" "'

Detached Viltojj, for which
neighbourhood.
The Land is situated in the parish of Heavitrei

the City of Exeter ; it is of firMt.rate quality. Iki

commands beautiful and oxteDaiva views, is .'ii'i

roads, and is nlentiAiliy supplied with w;ii'

Parliamentary borough of the Citj' of Exeti.r. i
:

great demand in the
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SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWEES FOR 1866.

PATRONIZED ON FIVE SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1864 BY

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN,

AND ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF SAXONY;

AGAIN ON FOUR SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1865 BY HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN

ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF HOLL.AND

;

AND ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF PRUSSIA.

EVERY MACHINE
WARRANTED.

IF NOT APPROVED OF, CAN

BE AT ONCE RETURNED.

APRIL, 18C6.-ANOTHER 42-lNCH HORSE MACHINE HAS JUST BEEN ORDERED FOR

THE ROYAL GARDENS AT KEW.

A. SHANKS AND SON HAVE TO INTIMATE THAT THEIR

MACHINES ARE THE ONLY LAWN MOWERS USED IN THE ROYAL GARDENS AT KEW.

These are the only Machines that can be depended on to give lasting satisfaction.

THESE ARE THE ONLY MACKINES TEAT WILL MOW PROPERLT WKEN TKE GRASS IS WET.

THESE ARE THE ONLY MACHINES THAT DELIVER THE GRASS WITHOUT STOPPING, THUS SAVING AN IMMENSE AMOUNT OP LABOUR.

SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWERS .ire the only Machines that have been in operation in Her Majesty's Gardens for a quarter of a

are in daily use in all the Public and Principal Gardens in the Kingdom.

ntury, and they

SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWERS for 1866 are unrivalled for simplicity of construction, ease of working, and durability.

A. SHANKS AND SON have now ready for delivery a large Stock of their celebrated LAWN MOWERS. The Machines have been manufactured by skilled workmen

of the best materials, and by the aid of the most improved Machinery.

A. S. AHD SON have been particularly careful that the advantages in point of dur.abiUty and simplicity of construction which have always been a peculiarity of their

Machines should still remain, and that no improvement be introduced which has merely novelty to recommend it.

Width of Cutter. Easily Worked. Silent Movement.

16-inch Machine £6 10 £;/ a Manor Two Boi/s I.. ^_f_^
19-inch Machine 7 12 6 By a Man and Boy

p'jeitrii.

^2-inch Machine .. .. ., ..876'
extra.

PRICES, including Carriage to any Railway Station or Shipping Port in the Kingdom.

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HAND MACHINE.
Ensily Worked.

By a Lady

Silent Movement.

12-inch Machine 4 10

14-inch Machine 5 10 By a Boy

SHANKS' NEW PATENT PONY and DONKEY MACHINE.
Width ol Cutter.

25-iuch Machine £12 10

28-inch Maclune 14 10 .. .. 30s. „

30-inch Machine 15 15 .. .. 30*. ,,

Silent Movement, 12*. Off. extra; Boots for Pony, 2l5. per set;

Ditto for Donkey, \&s. per set.

24:SchSS::: :: :: :: sif i\ByT.oM.n

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HORSE MACHINE.

£19

36-inch Machine 22

42-inch Machine . , 26

48-inch Machine 28

Silent Movement, 20*. extra ; Boots for Ho

If witli Patent Delivonng Aj:piirlitu

.. 30.S. extra.

.. 30s. „

j's Feet, 24s. per set.

,' ORDERS EXECUTED ON THE DAY THEY ARE EECEIVED.

ALEXANDER SHANKS and SON, DENS IRON WORKS, ARBROATH.
LONDON OFFICE and SHOW ROOMS : 27, LEADENHALL STREET, E.G.

PARIS OFFICE and SHOW ROOMS : 56, BOULEVARD HAUSSMANN.

A. S. & Sow keep a stock of all sizes of Machines at their London and Paris Establishments, from which Orders are executed on the day they are receivea.

^- 27, Leadenhnll Street, is the only j'lnce in, London where intending purchasers of La,Kn, Mowers can clwose from a stock of from 150 to 200 MaeJnnct.

All si:es Itept there, whether for Horse, Pony, or Hani Poncr.

ElitomI Communications should bi- addressed to " The Editor .
• Advertisements and Business Letters to " The puhlisher." at the Office, 41, Wellington street, Covent Oardeii. I<^'«'™' W.C. . , . „,

1.-1.^"°''? .'/ W i;i"».B""»"»'. o' 13. Upper Woburn Place, in the Parish of St, Pancras, in the Co. of Middlesei, and PiaoiaicK .MoLitrr F.vixs. of No. 11. Ilouvene Street, In the Prec net of ^'l'«;"*"-j"i"J
Prtauw. at their OHice, Lombard street, Precinct of Wkitefriara, Citj of London, and PubUshed by them at the OtHce.No. 41, Wellington Street, Pariah of St. Paul'*, Covent Garden, in the said Lo.-&kTDaoaT.-uuc

of Whttefriara. City of London,
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w Genuine Garden Seeds.
M. CUTBUSil AND SON'S DESCRIPTIVE
PRICED CATALOGUE o( SEEDS, which contains eTSry-

thing New and Old «

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.
A Jl E S C A K T E K and CO.,

Society, Royal Horticultural S

— Glasgow Horticultural . 541 h
— ltoyalAgriculturaI,546(i, 550 d
— ZootoKical Ml f

PertoHs whliitig to send the Gardeners' Chronicle
Ijy Post should order the Stamped Edition.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.-
Tho EXHIBITIONS will be HELD on THnR.SDATS, ™.

:

SUMMER EXmmrlON, Juno 14 ; and the ROSE SHOW. Juno 28.

Schedules may be had on application. Admission on June 14 by
Fellows' piivileged Tickets,_to be bought prior to the day, 2s. Git.

SEEDS .for the GARDEN and FARM, all saved from
the Ilnest selected stocks.

DESCRIFTIVE priced lists free on application.
BuTLKR & McCuLLocH, Covont Garden Market, W.C.

New and Genuine AoklCULTURAL, GARDEN", iind FLOWER
SEEDS. Special pncos and adv.antageous offers on application.

J IV E irV^A ND^S N beg to^announce^thdr
• NEW PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of

AZALEA INDICA, and No. 10, HARDY BRITISH FERN.S.
Dorking,—June 9.

Early Sheep Feed—Mustard and Rape.
JUTTUN AND SONS can supply good new Seed of the
J above at very moderate prices, which may be had on application.

.Sutton &, Sons. Seed Merchants, Readins.

E

E

NGLISH LONG-STALKED RAPE SEED.
The Subscribers have the above on hand.

Sample and price on application.
E. P. Dixon A SuN. Seed Merchants, Hull.

True Essex Dwarf Rape Seed.
P. DIXIIN ,\M) SI)N, The Yorkshire Seed

I EstablishiiLL-nt, ,'i7, i^iiuuii street, Hull, have a few quarters

English-saved Sowing Rape Seed.
CHARLES SHAKPE and CO. h;ive the above

offer, of fine quality. Sample and prlj3 forwarded
application. Seed Warehouse, Sleaford.

, 30, King Street, Covent G.ard

JIVERY AND SON beg to announce that their
• DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES of AZALEA

INDICA, HARDY BRITISH FERNS, ROSES, CONIFER/E,
ORAPE VINES, and SEEDS, may be had on appUcation at their

Dorking Nursery.

C^

,
subject t

R°
1 their greatest beauty), under

of RoTal Horse Guards a

c
, Superintendent.

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT
find PROVIDENT SOCIETY.—The FIRST MEETING for

the PROPOSAL of MEMBERS wlU be held at the Green Dragon
Hotel, Bishopsgato Street, E.G.. on MONDAY, June 11. at 7 p.m.
Applications for Rules, 4c., to be made to Wiluam Heale,

14, Uoorgo Terractj, Brvjok Street, Upper Clapton, N.E.

BOSTON FLORAL aiid HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.—The FIRST EXHIBITION wUl be held in Major

Hopkliia' Park on THURSDAY, June 21,

BIRMINGHAM ROSE SHOW, THURSDAY and
FRIDAY, July 5th and Cth. For Prize Lists, apply to

Mr . A, Forrest, Soc, Queen Chambers, Cherry Street, Birmingham.

FAVERSHAM HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY ^"
(in

Union with the Royal Horticultural Society).—The FOURTH
ANNUAL EXHIBITION of FLOWERS, Ac. will be held at the
Fdversham Inatitute. on WEDNESDAY, September 5. i

Prizes Open to AU England.
|

•Dahlias, 24 rarietiea, lat Prize, £2 10s. ; 2d, £1 lOs. ; 3d, £1.
I

"Roses, 24 varieties, In bunches ofthree trusses, 1st, £3 ; 2d, £2 ; 3d, £1.
tGladioli, single spike, 12 varieties. 1st, £1 ; 2d, \bs. ; 3d, 10s.

fVerbenas, three trusses. 24 varieties. 1st, £1 ; 2d, \bs. ; 3d, lOs.

•Stove and Greenhouse Plants, C varieties, l&t, £3 ; 2d, £2 ; 3d, £1.

( Entrance Fee, 2*. each Class marked*, and 1^. each Class marked \.

Judges—Messrs. Holmes (Hackney), and CLtnrsH (Highgate).
Fred. W. Monk, Hon. Secretary. Faveraham.

Through the liberality of the Directors of tho London, Chatham,
and Dover Railway, Plants, fie, for Exhibition will be conveyed back
ttora the Faversbam Station free of charge.

HE GAilDENERS^ ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION (Instituted 1838), for providing Pensions for

Aged and Infirm Gardeners and others connected with Horticultural
pursuits—The TWENTY-THIRD ANNIVERSARY FE.STIVALin
aid of the funds of this Institution, will take place at the LONDON
TAVfciRN, Bishopsgate Street, Londoo, ou WEDNESDAY, June 27.

SlrC. Wentwobtu Dilke, Bart., M.P., in the Chair.
Edwd. Roger Cctlkb, Secretary.

14, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden, W.C.
~~

New Double Pyrethrums.
JOHN SALTER'S Collection of these beautiful

Summer FlowersisNOWInBLOOM, as also theHERBACEOUS
PEONIES and IRIS GERM.tVNICA,

The Gardens are ©pen every day, except Sunday.
Versailles Nursery, William Street, Vale Place, Hammersmith, W.

(Near Kensington Railway Station.)

ANTEU, a few dozen TAGETES SIGNATA
PUMILA, strong plants. Apply, giving price, qiiantity,

4c., to F. G. Godwin, Seedsman, Shomeld.

Orchids.

TO BE SOLD, PHALjENOPSIS SCHILLERIANA,
2 plants, one very line ; FHAL^NOPSIS AMABILIS ;

CATTLEYA BULBO.SA. flowering plant; LyELIA ELEGANS,
2 plants; ODUNTOGLOSSUM PESCATOREI, small, 3 growths;
ODONTOGLOSSDM CERVANTESII ; CATTLEYA WAONERI,
3 growths, from the onginal plant. Price 30 guineas.
Address, H. E., Messrs. Tinling & Co., Castle Street, Liverpool.

TR.-VNSPLANTED rhododendrons.—4-year-old
Hybrids saved from the choicest Crimson, Wtiite, and Claret-

coloured sorts. Vis, 6rf. per 100, or lOOi) for £5.
Richard Suito, Nurseryman, Worcester.

|

AURICE YOUNG'S DESCRIPTIVE LIST of'
Conilene, New and Rare Hardy Plants, Ornamental Trees and '

I

Shrubs, Rhododendrons, Japanese Novelties, Forest Trees, and i

I

Roses, forwarded on application.
I

Milford Nurseries, near Godalming, Surrey,
j

I New Orchid and General Plant Catalogue.

BS. WILLIAMS' NEW PLANT CATALOGUE, !

• containing many really good novelties, and carefully selected I

LISTS of STOVE. GREENHOUSE, and HARDY PLANTS, Is

now ready and will be forwarded post free to all applicants.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, HoUoway, London, N. '

;
British Fern Catalogue. i

ROBERT SIM can now send, post free for six postage I

stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 30 pages, !

including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his NEW and PKICEI
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS.
No. 7

%* Part II. (Exotic Ferns) will be issued a3 early as possible.
I Foot's Cray Nursery, S.E.

AYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, RAWTREE, DOWUNG, i

AND COMPANY, Limited, i

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake MEROHAifTS,
I

Addres.s, 8i>[.Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.G. ; or Basingstoke.

H. & R. Stirzaker, Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

CAB 3age"PLANTS.—Strong Drumheads for Cattle,
Early kinds, Battersea and Nonpareil, Zs. per lOUU.

W. Virgo &. Son, Wonersh Nursery. Guildford, Surrey.

To the Trade and Others.—An excellent Stock.
STRATTON GREEN ROUND TURNIP SEED,

1865 growth. Pionounced by some to be the best English
TurnipH grown. Cash price, per bushel, 16s. ; per lb , dd.

EARLY SIX-WEEK TURNIP, »<(. per lb.

A remittance or reference reijuested from unknown correspondents,
Fhed. Gee, Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade, Bedfoids hire.

Now Ready for Planting.
EXCELLENT CABBAGE PLANTS, Snring-soi

-tii SCOTCH DRUMHEAD, true; EARLy' D1*AR^ NONPA.
REIL; ENFIELD MARKET. Cash price, 2». M. per 1000.

w
CASTLE KENNEDY FIG.—Plants of the ahove may

now be bad at lOs. fM. and 215. each ; the usual discount to tho
Trade. Peteh Lawson & Son. Edinburgh and London,

EDDING BOUQUETS, EPERGNES FILLED.
Tables Decorated, Conservatories Furnished, by
C. Elwin & Co., 9, Park Terrace, Regent's Park.—

iioseg \j^ Pots.

PAUL AND SON, in addition to the NEW ROSES of
1R66, can offer fine Plants of the finebt TEA-SCENTED

NOISEITES and best HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES, la poU, for
Planting during present and next month.

Old Cheshunt Nurseries. N.

New Seeds of 1866 now ready.
DOBSON'S UNRIVALLED CALCEOLARIA, \s. 6(/.,

'Is. Qd., 3s. 6'A, and 6s, Annual sale 6000 packets.
DOBSON'S UNEQUALLED CINERARIA, Is.. 2s. 6d.. and 5j.

DOBSON'S SUPERB PRIMULA, U., 'Is. 6d., and ba.

These Seeds are second to none in the United Kingdom.
DoBsoN & Sons, Seed Merchants, Isleworth. W.

Fred. Q ei ^__^___^_^__
Brighton and Sussex Seed Warehouse.

EDWARD CARPENTER'S MIXTURES
of PERMANENT GRASS and CLOVER SEEDS —Best

quality, 3Cj*. per aero (2 bushels light seeds, and 12 lb. Clovers and
small seeds per acre},—bee testimonials in Catalogue.
Edward Carpenter's RENOVATING MIXTURES for Improving

Old Pastures.
PRICED CATALOGUES of KITCHEN GARDEN, FLOWER,

and FARM SEEDS now ready.
Edward Carpenter, Seed Merchant and Grower, fl6, St. James's

Street, Brighton^

R""
EBECCA, the finest BEDDING GERANIUM c-ver

raised. Plants ready in M;Ly. price &s. each.
See Wii. Paul's SPRING CATALOGUE.

Paul's Nursorio.-i. \V;iltliain (_'rns,s, Londoo, N.

Mrs. Pollock Geranium.
THOMAS J. BOOTH has stiiL to otter a few hundreds

to the Trade only, at 75s. per UH), strong plants. Retail price ou
application. Rainhill Nursery, Prescot.

MRS. POLLOCK GERANIUMS, 12*., IS^., and
24s. perdoz. ; SCARLET and VARIEGATED GERANIUMS,

VERBENAS, CALCEOLARIAS, FUCHSIAS, PETUNIAS,
LOBELIAS, KON IGA, kc. £1 the 100, 60 for lOs.Gii. NEW DESCRIP-
TIVE PRICED CATALOGUE now ready and free on application.
W. Hooper, Nurseryman, Seedsman, Ac, New Wandsworth, S.W.

EATON'S GERANIUMS, at Reduced Prices.—
Indian Yellow, Donald Beaton, Orange Nosegay, Scarlet Gem.

Princess Llcbtenstein, and Salamander, Is. each. Sis. per dozen, not
less than six of a sort. Fulgens, Pillar of Beauty, and Waltham
Seedlihg, Is. Qd. each, 12s. per doz. Amy Hogg, Is. 6d. each,

16«. per doz. Alexandra, 2s. each, 18s, per doz. For other sorts sea
separate Advertisement.

Wm. Paul, Paul's Nurseries, W.ilthani Cross, London, N.

BARR'S PRIZE CALCEOLARIAS.-The First Prize
was awarded at the International Horticultural and Botanical

Congress, Royal Horticultural Society's P'lower Show, Royal Botanic
Flower Show, and Crystal Palace Flower Show, to plants raised from
this seed. It is the finest strain of Calceolaria In existence. 2s. Qd.,
Zs. Qd., and ba. dd. per packet.

Choice PRIMULA, Is. and 23. M. per packet.
Choice CINERARIA, U. and 2s. Qd. per packet.

B.iRR A Suqdew, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Cineraria Seed, from Prize Flowers.
FAND A. SMITH, The Nurseries, Dulwich, S., in

• offering the abovo have much satlefaction in referring to the
high position which their flowers have now for some years sustained.
During the present season they have received the only Certificates
awarded to Seedlings of this year, one of which, specially named
" Perfection," is decidedly the finest Cineraria yet raised.
New Seed, saved from their superb collection, Is now offered at Is.,

2s. Qd., and bs. per packet, and may be obtained from them direct, or
ftom most of the leading Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the
Kingdom. None Is genuine unless in tlielr own sealed packets.

Chrysanthemums

.

FiR^T Phizes Stoxk Newinoton and Gpildhall. 1865.

ADAM FORSYTH begs to inform the Public that he
is now sending out hia large COLLECTION of CHRYSAN-

THEMUMS, at 6s. per dozen, including Attraction, Eve Golden
Ball, Golden Dr. Brock, Hercules, King of Denmark, Lady Carey,
Mr. Brunlees, Mr. Wyness, Mrs. Raines, Pink Pearl, Prince of Wales,
Sam Weller, Venus, Virgin Queen, &c.

CATALOGUES for one stamp.
Brunswick Nuraery, Stoke Newington, N.

Primula Cineraria.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON are now sending out
SEED of their superb PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRI-

ATA, which ha£ for many years given great satisfaction.
Tho lianUnertf Chronicle of the 6th of January, In Notices to

Correspondents, says :
—"The blooms sent are remarkably fine,

nchly coloured, full and densely fringed ; they are evidently the
produce of a capital strain."
The Journal of Horticulture of the 23(1 of January, saya that:—

" The finest and richest coloured Chinese Primulas we have yet seen
aro those raised by Messrs. Cutbush J^JJon."

Sealed packets, 2s. Gd. (md 3s. Gd. each.
CINERARIA, from finest named varieties, per packet, 2s. Gd. and

3s. Gd. each. Highgate Nurseries. London, N.

Prize Calceolaria, &c.
BUTLER AND Mcculloch beg to offer Seed of the

above, saved only from flowers ofgreat beauty, 1^. and2s. 6rf.p. pkt.
CINERARIA (James's), extra choice. Is. and 2s. Gd. per packet.
PRIMULA (James's), extra choice. Is. and 2s. Gd. per packet.
COVENT GARDEN INTERMEDIATE STOCK (True), Is. and 2s. M.
per packet,

PURPLE WHITE INTERMEDIATE STOCK. Is. and 2s. Gd. p. pkt.
All packets of Flower Seeds sent post paid,

Bdtler & McCulloch, Covent Garden Market, W.C.'

making a nice bordering for Bedding Plants, 9d. each ; per doz. i

FUCHSIAS.—Good Double and Single varieties in 60-p&ts, to
name, well suited for centres of beds, Qd. each ; per dozen, 6s.

VERBENAS.—Scarlet. Purple, and White, of the leading bedding
varieties, in pots, 2s. Gd. per dozen

; per 100, 18s.
LOBELIA ERINUS SPECIOSA, in pots. 2s. Gd. per dozen.
IVY REONERIANA.—The best green-leaved variety : good plants

in pots, Is. each; per dozen, 10:*.

A. Godwin a Son, The Nurseries, Aabboxirne,

Bedding Plants, Bedding Plants.

JAMES HOLDER eun supply VERUENAS, SCARLET
and VARIEGATED GERANIUMS, DAHLIAS, CALCEO-

LARIAS, FUCHSIAS, PETUNIAS, LOBELIAS, GAZANIAS,
KONIGAS, CUPHEAS, &c. Eight dozeu for 20s., or four dozen for

10s. Gd., hampers and package Included.
Crown Nursery, Reading, Berks.

Bedding Plants, Bedding Plants.
("t EO. McRAE AND CO. beg to urtVr to the publii'

JT strong Plants of the fullowiTig at 2;i. Gd. per dozen :—
Geraniums Stella Nosegay, Tom Thumb, Boule de Feu, Crystal

Palace Scarlet. Trentham Rose, Carmine Nosegay, Prmcess of

Prussia, Rosy Queon, and Tom Thumb's Master. Calceolaria aurea
florlbuuda. Heliotropes, Verbenas, Lobelias, Dahlias, Fuchsias,

Irosmo Herbstli, &c.
BIJOU (vaneijated) GERANIUM. 3s. 6rf. per doz., autumn-sti-uck.

All orders of £1 and upwards packed and sent carriage free to any
Railway Station. Tredegar Nurser}', Bow, E.

ETER DRUMMOND and Ca. (late J. Scott),
Preston Road Nursery, Yeovil, Somerset, have to oiler to

intending purchasers upwards of 200,000 BEDDING-OUT FLOWER
GARDEN PLANTS, including all the leading varieties of Dahlias,

Fuchsias, Geraniums, Heliotropes, Lantanas, Lobelias, Petumas,
Salvias, Verbenas, &c. And all kinds ot Frosted and Vaiiegatcd-

loaved Plants suitable for the Decoration of the Flower Garden, at

unprecedented low prices. CATALOGUES freo on application.

Also SEEDS of every descnption for the FARM and GARDEN, ol

the best quality, at moderate prices.

Please address aa above.

LINDEN'S SUPPLEMENT to his CAIALUGUE
• is now published, and contains several of the new Plants which

attracted so much attention at the late GREAT INTER-
NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION. Among tho
mnnv HTin<>in.q nctw ofleroJ for the first time, are

—

many species now oflered for the first tin

ANTHURIUM REGALE. 42s. ; extra strong, 105s.

MARANTA LINDENl, tlie extraordinary transparent species,

regular size, 41s. : extra strong, 105s.

MARANTA ROSEO-PICTA, 42s. ; extra strong, 1055.

PASSIFLOBA MACROCARPA, bearing fruit of 8 lb. weight.

.,
HELLEBORIFOLIA, very flue species. Both at
12s. Gd. each.

Catalogues can be obtained free by post on application to J. h.'3

Astents—Messrs. B. SiLBERRAD & Suns, 6, Harp Lane, Great Tower
SLioet; or direct from the Royal Zoological and Horticultural

I

Gardens, Brmsels.
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New Variegated Bedding Plant. ^^^„,.
/"^lARTER'S STiUPED-LEAVJiD JAPANESE
V_7 MAIZK,
A First-class Cortificato \vns aw;irded at tho liitcrnatioual Horti-

ciiitiiral Sliow, and a Secoud Prize at tbe Crystal Falace Flower SLow.

This triUy handsome toliaged plant should be In every Flower
Garden. Price per packet Is. and 2s. Grf.

.Tamp? Cahter & Co., 237 & 23S, Hiph Holhora, W.C.

Greenhouse. Hardy and Stove Plants ; Agricultural,
Flower, and Vegetable Seeds, &c.

ROBEIiT PARKER iuviies insptrtiou of his
Collections of the above-named, which have boon selected

with the greatest care. All plants are clean and healthv, and are
offered at reasonable prices. Descriptive and Priced Catalogues are
published, and vrill be forwardod to applicants.

Exotic Nxirsery, Tooting, SmToy, S.

Novelties, Novelties.
AMES GARAWAY and CO., Durdham Do\\-n

,. Bristol, offer the Three utidermcntloned NEW

ment, the green colour does not project itself beyond t

Well-established Plants will be supplied the last week in Juuo, at

21s. each. Four sent when Three ai'e ordered.

Cloth of Gold Scctiok.
BRONZE QUEEN.—A '

folia>!e of a

ft-om Cloth of Gold, with
_ „ . . ._. . colour, but wlth'the addition of a dark bronze zone
distmctly marked ; of good dwarf habit, free In gi-owth and vory

e, produced

Just Published, post free 1.; ....^i^i-^
(Gratis to Custom km.

CARTER'S NEW BOOK on BEDDING PLANTS
Containing Original Articles on tho Artistic Arrangement of

Bedding PlantI; and ISO Illustrations of Geometrical Designs for
Flower Beds, besides other useful and original matter.

James Carter i Co., 23T & 233, High Ilolbora. "W.C.

IHB STRAINS of C.VLCEOLARIA
\ and Cirmlne-frlngod PRIMULA.

\ ickot strong plant*. U. Od. and S.*. Cxt.

A= K %(.n r and 23J. High Ilolbom. W.C.

The Forwardest Turnip known is

l^TO^ b SHORT-TOP

bl\ WEEKS.

1 1 ce Is. per lb.

Ll.«.pvr bj the Bushel.

SorroK & SoiTB, Royal Berkshire Seed Efttabllshmcnt, Reading.

eflective^ well adapted for bedding ; flowers scarlet c

m good-slzod trusses.

Price 7s. Cd. each. Four sent when Tliroe are ordered.

NosECAT Section.
L"AFRICAINE.—A hybrid Nosegay of compact habit, with extra

fine trusses of purplish crimson flowers, which, elevated on stiff flower

stems, produce a very fine eflfect. As a plant for the back or second
row of a ribbon border or centre of bed, thia will be found a very
attractive acquisition.

Price &«. each. Four sent when Three are ordered.

Prices to the Trade on application.

Jas. Gabaway & Co."3 SPRING CATALOGUE, containing Priced
Lists of Stove and Qrecuhouae Plants, Ferns, and Qodding>out
Plants, is now ready, and will be forwarded post free on application.

Jas. Gabaway & Co., Durdham Down Nm-series, Bristol.

pOCOA-NUT REFUSE
^^ la becoming scarce, tho

old reserves will soon be gone.

Now sold in bags, l for 28., 10 for

IC*., 20 for 30«., 60 for 66»., 100

fbrjEC.

FourpoDce allowed for each

b.ig returned carriage-paid.

A Railway Truck-load (not In

bags), iOs.

Postage Stamps or Post-offlce

Order, payable to J-IBarsdam &
Co., Klngstonon-Thames, S.W.

Destroy your Insect Pests.

PRESERVE YOUR PLANTS and TREES.
You iLAT Easily Destroy all Plam Festb,

Red Spider 1 Grbes and Blac^ I ASTS
Mealt Bco Fly Scale
TnRip I

Americas Blioht | Mildew,
Without injurv to the most delicate Plant or Tree, by using

OWLEE'S' GARDENERS' INSECTICIDE,
pronoTinced by all who have used It to bo far superior to any .

other remedy. Odc trial wUl prove its efficacy. Testimonials
forwarded on application.

Price U. Ctl., 35., 5s. Gd., and IOs. per Tin. Orders amounting to

16s. carriage paid. Agents reqiiirad.

Geo. k Thomas Fowler, North Street, Brighton.

F

Plagues of the Garden.—Aphis Wash.
Simple and Safe Remedy.—By using tho

APHIS WASH, these Pests of the Garden, together
with Scale, Caterpillai-s, Slugs, Eanvlgs, &o., are Imipediatoly

destroyed. Leaves no stain, but strengthens tho Trees or Plants.

Extract from Ot< " OardeiKTs" CJironiclt" Wlh Augitst, 1865:—
" Some time since we received a sample of an Aphla Wash, pre-

pared at the Citv Soap Works, with a request that it might bo sub-
mitted to experimental trial. This having been done, we are enabled
to report favourably of the results. Among other things It was also

applied to various Caimas, Marantas, and Caladiums infented by red
spider, and a single application proved effeolual for their dostnic-

Soap Works resulted (Vom a proposal made in these columns, and a

a matter of fact there Is nothing to equal tho Aphis Wash for the
purpose it is intended to serve."

See also article by Shirley Hiuuebd, Esq., F.R.H.S,. ia "Gar-
dener's Magazine," of July 1, ISflo.

From a Letterfrom Q. Glehny, Esq., FuWam.
" You will see bv Lloyd's of Saturday, that I have publicly recom-

mended it (tho AphiB Wash). I have also memioned it to several

gardenei-8,"

From a Letterfrom Mr. J. P. Chapman, Sunderland, Aug. 3rf, 1865;—
" I have tried it upon difTerant plants with perfect success. I had

many plants in my stove badly affected with red .spider, but have
washed every plant with the liquid, as youUiroct, and I verily believe

not one red spider remains."

able to report most ftivourably on tho result of my trials of
your Aphis Wash ; it is a thing I have' long felt the loss of. 1 like it

very much, as it is not like many other washes, for it will allj^OM

v.iluable testimonials

during the p.ist autumn (ISO.'i). carried out a' series of care' il and
thorough experiments with tho " Aphis Wash.'*

Sold by Chemists and others, in U. bottles, and 2^ Gd. n gallon,

with full directions for usei.

Wholesale at the City Soap Works, Milton Street, London, E.C.

SCARLET GERANIUMS (BEATON'S RACE).

WILLIAM PAUL

SUTTON'S CHAMPION SWEDE.
PEnrtcTLr H»iu>T. TinT Pkodcctite. Sronts EXciLsnioi,!

V£LL, ASB KJASLT, IF ETCK, S0FFOt5 FROM UlLDEW.

K
Price

Is. per lb.,

i;beaper by the

bushel.

Societies, and many other valuable Prb-cs in various parts of thi.

From Mr. Large, Bailiff to the Right lion. Lord Berners.
" The Champion Swedes from seed Lord Bcmers purchased of you

are far superior to any other we have grown. I can confidently s»y
they are many tons per acre heavier than any other Swedes growing
on his Lord-Jiip's farm."
Price of Seed Is. per pound, or cheaper by the bushel. Carriage flree.

SUTTON'S NEW FARM LIST gratis and post fVee.

ScTTOs & SoKS, Royal Berkshire Seed Kstablishment, Reading.

^^1//
Prom Hkxry Hudsox,

Esq., The Elms^Pcrslwre.
" Your Grey Stone

and your Short-top Sis-
week^ Turnips are every-
thuig wo can dosiro.
After a trial of the

'3 of Turnips,

ftir early planting, and

valueless this season,
are excellent.

Half the secret of keep-
ing Iambs healthy in the
autumn is to give them
l«nty of Grey Stone
'umips thr-^ugh the
months of August and
September, pulped with

Price lOd. per pound. chaff."

Also,
SUTTON'S IMPERIAL GREKN GLOBE. Ckl. per lb.

LINCOLNSHIRE RED PARAGON. 9d. per lb.

POMERANIAN WHITE GLOBE, (*d. per lb.

HARDY GREEN RuUND, 9d. per lb.

SUTTON'S SHORT-TOP SIX WEEKS, I5. per lb.
And otlier choice sorts, cheaper by the bu-shel, carriage free.

Sutton & Soxs, Royal Berksbu-e Seed EstablishmeDt, Reading.

(Son and Successor to tho late A. Paul,)

HAS TO onm THE followtno

NEW ZONALE AND HYBRID NOSEGAY GERANIUMS,
Which have been selected from jievcrul Thousiind Seedlings, raised from the stock of the late Mr. Dosald

Beatox. Every one now offered is believed to he in :idvanco" of or distinct from nil pre-existing kinds. The
Plants will be delivered in rotation^ as fur as the stock will allow.

Group 1.—Bedding Varieties.
*#* Any 12 varieties from this and the two following Groups may be selected by tho purchaser for £2 2s,

sGirlet, and purple shaded, vory
hybrid nosogay. Pries 3s. 6d. each.

FAIRY QtTEEN.—Rosy purple ; a large smooth Oower, very distinct
and eflective. Price Ss. Gd. each.

'STREL. ap
,he way ofL
n the petals.

MONTE ROSA, dark rosy-purple, pleasing colour, large truss, very
Que. Price 6s. each.

NIMROD, orange-scarlet, white eye, large floirar and trass, foliage
and habit One. Price 3s. Qd. each.

Q the way of " Stella" In habit and general character, the

PRINCE OF ORANGE, orange-scarlet, voir bright; great ftub

stance, good habit prodigious bloomer. Prloo 38, 6rf. eaoU.

PEACH NOSEGAY.—Flowers deep bright peach colour, very free

bloomer, splendid truss, plain leal", first-rateand distinct. Price 6s.

REBECCA.—Cherry colour, fine truss, dwarf compact habit, verj
profuse, the finest bedding Geramimi yet raised. Pirst-clasa

ificate. Price 5«. each."

ST. GEORGE—Dark chestnut, shaded with blackish crimson, quite
unique, very free and effective, an entirely new colour among
Pelargoniums. First-class Certificate. Price 6». each.

SALMON NOSEGAY.—Flowers pure salmon, largo truss, good.
First-class Certificate. Price 3s. Crf. each.

SIR J. PAXTON.—Flowers true orange, very bright, fine large

truss, a splendid vai'lety for massing. Price Ss. each.

WOOD NYTVIPH.—Salmon pink, large and fine. Price 3s. 6d each.

Group 2.—Varieties ^especially recommended for Growing in Pots or Vases.
BRIDE.—Flowers white, with hirge crimson eye, of fine shape and ,

LORD CHANCELLOR—.Salmon pink, white eye. perfect shape,

substance ; a first-class variety~for pot oultiu-e. Price Ss. M. each. very freo, fine habit. Price 3s. Od. cich.

'''' cSoii^iid^liaSrt£?1°r«^dvS'e"cbZ Se*i «rilw'r"i I-OET LADKEATE.-Uosy p^rplo, top petals om.ge s<»n«t. veUow
raised. Price 5*. each. ish eye, perfect shape. Price 3.s. Cd. each,

'^^t^?^t7i^'°SSfshTurlfer-rl?Jl>'I/';t""SS J^ect- TIABA.-Flower, ,^r.et crimson su»,.od with pnrpte, BOMtn»^
sissimus," hirge white eye, now m coknir, and very beautiful. ' ""'"' *^"'' *''"' *"'^'''

'

"'

Price 6s. each.

Group 3.—Miniature or Pompon Varieties.
DIAMOND—Fine scarlet purple centre, white eye, flowers pro- WALTHAil LILAC—Flowei

ftisely, habit good, distinct. Price 3s. 0.

DRYAD.—Beautifully rosy pink, fine shape and trass. Price

{2s. 6d. each

a lilac, very profuse

;

desirable colour, excellent for massing. Price &». each.

ZEPHYR.—Flowers light purple top, petals rose colour; standi tho

rain anS sun well, very dwori and free. Price 3«. Cd. each.NALAD.—Flowers purple, scarlet top
; pleasing and diatmct. Price

Group 4.—Bedding Varieties sent from these Nurseries Last Year.
Many of them have received First-class Certiticatea from the Royal HortiL-ultural and Koyul Botanic Societies of

London, and those marked thus *•• have been awiuded the highest raiu'ks of merit in thu Koyal Hortit-ultm-al Society's

Trial Ground at Chiswick. ^ow Ready, Autumn-struck Plants.

••* ALEXANDRA.—Magenta. Price 2a. Gi each ; 24s. perdozen. ORANGE NOSEGAY,—Bright orftnga Price I5. W. each ; 15«-

"• Aill" HOGG.—Bright purplish rose. Price 28. each ; IS.*, per doe. ' per dozen.

»" BEATON'S INDIAN TELLOVT.-Omnge scarlet suflu^ed with PILLAR of BEAUTT.-Brick red. Price W. each,

yellow. Price la\ Od. each ; ISs. per doien. PRINCESS LICHTENSTEIN.—Salmon pink. Price 2*. each ;

BLACK DWARF—Dark onmson. Price 1». M. each ; 12«, , 185. per dozen,

P**" '^*^^®°'
I

SALAMANDER,—Brilliant Bcatlet, larga while eye. Price U.
DONALD BEATON.—aear orange scarlet. Price U. Sd. each ; 1 each ; ISa. per dozen.

„ ^l.^ft'.t'^"?-^ ,, ^ ^ ,. . ! SCARLET GEM—Bright orange scarlet. Price U. CA each

;

•** DUCHEto&—t.oft rosy lake. Price 3». each ; 18*. per doion. . I5s. per dozen.
FULGENS.—ViWd scarlet. Price 2«. 6d. each- MRS. WILLIAM PAUL.—Delicate roao pink.^Price 2t 6<I. eaoh

*** GLOWWORM.—Magenta crimson flushed with scarlet. Price 2is. per dozen.
2s. ixi. each ; 2is. per dozen. WALTHAM SEEDLING,—Dark eriimon. Pnce 2j. each ; ISff

MAGENTA QUEEN.—Magenta. Price 3s. 6d. each. ' per doaen.

The above Set of 16 varieties, One Plant of each, 245.

SPRtXG CATALOGUE, with full descriptions of these and other Planta, Free by Post.

T/te usitfil discount to the Trade.

Important.— All Letters should be Addressed

WILLIAl\f PAUL (the Chiistiau name iu full), WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.
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To Fruit and Rose Growers.
STANDBY'S GAKJJiiKliKb' and AMATEUK8'

rRlKI*D. a coropoucd of the riclicst Fertilising Phosphates,

Trees
,
Dill

Bags. f)«. Ct/., 1<1^. I

IS. i-c

all Ilard-woofled Flants

;

all Soft-wooded Plants. Now sold by moat Nur«eryrtien

and Seedsmen. For List of Agents see Advortisemonts inOardeiiera'

Clironicle for Mirch and April.
King Street, Covont Garden, W.C.

(^ IS HURST COM-
VT POUND, whether used
aKaiust Insects and Mildew, on
Orowmt,' Plants, or as Winter
Dressing on Trees at rest,

&liould be dissolved 48 hours
before use. This gets rid of
smell, and if the Solution be
d*.'canted, prevents any staining
of foliage. A strength of ftom
1 to 2 oz. to th6 gallon of water

recommended for growing

Sold Retail by Nm-serymeu

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT

SAMUEL
General Hortic

Knotty Ash,
epennitte ' "

Bntaio and Ireland,

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LISTS will be sent on application to
MeBsrs. Herbman & Mortow, 7, PftU Mall East, London. S W
Also, a HANDBOOK of VINE and FRUIT TREE CULTIVA-

TION. price U. ; post free. Is. \d.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, of every description,
fixed complete in any part of the country, or the materials

., Boilers, Pipes, &c^ delivered to any Station.
Estimates on appiication,

J. Jokes A Sows. 6, Bankside. Southwark, London, S.E.

GREENHOUSES. 42 feet by 13, £50; 21 feet by 13,
«^. J-^ I ^2i feet by 10, £16, glazed ready for fixing. A HandsomeCONSERVATORY, 36 feet by 19, £120. Estimates for any branch
In the line, in iron or wood.

H. FnEEMAx's Works, Triangle, Hackney, N E
Established 20 Years.

Heating by Hot Water.

WJ. HOLLANDS, Iitox Merchant,
• .^1. Banl side, London. S.E.

HOT WATER PIPES, hum Stock, per yard :—2-inch, Is. Id. ;

3-inch, Is. lOrf. ; andA-incb, 2.s. \d. BENDS, from Stock, lfl.6(f., 2s. 6d.,
and 38. each. THROTTLE VALVES, 10s., 138.,and 14s. each. Other
Connexions at equally low price.s, and all goods of first-class manu*
facture. Estimates given, and orders by post punctually attended to

Greenhouses, £cc.

JOSEPH SMITH, New Road, Hnmrnersmith, W., begs
to offer several weIl-constnicte<l GREENHOUSES, of good

22 ft. 8 In. by 10 a. Sin.,.
„ 22 ft.. by 19 ft

LEAN-TO—21 ft. 6 in. by 13 ft.

.

26 ft. by 12ft. 7 in.
"5 ft. by 13 ft. (Ornamental)

Heating by Hot Water.
HOT-WATER PIPES, at Wholesale Prices, with

Elbows, Syphons, Tee Pipes, and every other connection;
Wrought and Cast-iron Boders, Saddle, Conical, Cylinder, Tdbolar,
and Elliptic, from 24,«. ea-jh. Improved Boilers and Iron Stands to
use without brickwork, 6tt8. each. Valves from lOs. 6rf. each. Patent
Valves, Improved Furnace Doors, Fumaco Bars, Supply Cisterns,

1 Ciistiogs of every description in stock, at

CRANSTON'S PATENT BUILDINGS for
HORTICULTURE.

" Dry Glazing without Putty."
" Glass without Laps "

"Ventilation without Moving Lights "

Highly Commended by the Royal Horticultural Society, South

! and Estimates free on applicitmn Do-, nptive B.j..^ ,u„y
Illustrated, post free for 20 stamps, from the Author and Patentee
James Cban&tov. Architect, Birmmgbam

Works Highgate Street, Birmingham.
HEWRy J. GnowTAQE, Manager. 1, Temple Row West, Birmingham.

Greenhouses-Heating Apparatus.

DUBLIN,

The owly Prize Medal run vrhttnuuL^ts has been awry H. p. UEfJKIS for IMPROVKMENTS in the
-L . CONSTRUCTIOH and APPLICATION of WROUGHTIRON to nORTICULTUP.AL BrIr.I)IVGS

"KOUUm-
DENNIS'S PATENT IVPi .ri

; HT 1 Ki /v PRI7P Mirnsi
CONSEHVATORIES are m •,

, ,

'
, u.y

"'""^ MEDAL
DENNISS PATENT \'.

i

-
: ,. .\' prize MPIHIGREENHOUSES penectir , l.uric conduction

DE>(NlS;s POTEST Wl INI,:,/-, PR?ZE M^daLVINERIES promote vigorous i:iu«Lli iivvi nchnesa of rolnnr
DENNIS'S PATENT ^rRUHiUT.Il.UN PRIZE MEDAIORCHID IIOOBES and STOVES, wltL double-glSed rooft

COIflplete nrv«I.fr^-Tnfl.^f " >

DENNISS PATENT WllOUGHT-lRON PRIZE MEDAI.ORCnAUU HOUSES (as supplied to Mr. Rivera" Induce peVftrtaymmetrv and unlailine result.

fi?n?x'*,'n,1
P-^TENT WROUGHT-IRON PRIZE MEDAL

»n« aainiL a maximum degree of light,
DENNIS'S PATENT WROUGHT-IRON PRIZE MPDAI

lZ^^S.'^l-r^ ^^^^?^ ^"''^'^ r" 'Poclany ™fed°a

M

neated upon T. H. P. D 'a imnroTed system.

PINFmfe'* /'^F^.'^.i
WROUGHT-IRON PRIZE MEDALPINERIES when heated upon T. H. P. D.'S Improved system are

DENNIS'S PATENT PRIZE MEDAL FORCINQ HOUSESare enimeritly Miperior for all early work.

STR<"wRt-?Pv'\?'m?<7,i.='*!,'"'.''°'''f-""'^ PRIZE MEDALSTRAWflEl.HI HOUSES admit a complete flood of air and lieht

tSIHV™ ^*'"" °'""" "" '"' e"^"^* ""» <" "ItHoit putty,

imd fmm/h^™"?.""'^.'"'."""'?'' Jy ">"" P-°J''" Letters Paient,

JS.^?„Tf"'°''°'SP'''??^£?*'™=''' of their conntnictioual parts wllvie most favourably with \Vood Structures in point of costDO.!-!,. «T„i^ Esttoates prepared for single or complete ranges of

Eleven 8 ft. by 4 ft. 2 in., for £13.

MELON FRAMES of an improved make In Stock, warranted of
good materials.

Estimates for Heating elfectuatly by Hot-Water Apparatus.

Notice of Removal.
MESSES. CEOGGON and CO., Patent Felt

MAKDFiCTCaEBS, &c., havo REMOVED their LONDON
BUSINESS from 2, Dowgate Hill to more extensive Premises, being

/ 63, New Earl Street, > Cannon Street West,
X 34, Bread Street, London, E.C.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 87, Blshopsgate
Street Without, London, E.C.

THOMAS MILH^(iT(lN Ik-s to rcftr to his new
reduced LIST of Pl'.lCES, publihlicd on the 2d of June last,

or on application at above adilross^.

Glass for Garden Purposes.
AMES PHILLIPS amd

beg to submit their prices as follows :—

PROPAOATINO

C 0.

BEE GIjASSES, with Conical or

Each.—s. d. i

1 diameter . . 6 9 inches ii

CUCUMBER GLASSES.
Each.—s. d.

\

5 inches long

EARTH CLOSETS AND COMMODES.
(Moule'a Patent.)

NO IIN'WHOLESOME CESSPOOLS.
NO BAD SMELLS.

NO WATER PIPES TO GET OUT OF ORDER.

THE BEST NIGHT COMMODES.
MAT BE APPLIED TO ANY CLOSET.

A VALUABLE MANURE SAVED.

THE EARTH CLOSETS WERE IN USE IN THE CLOAK ROOMS
AT THE

INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, KENSINGTON.
'.' The most fciusiblc plan for the utilisation of night soU is that brought forward by the Rev. Henry Moulc, ofFordmgton \icarage, Dorset."—/o/i» JFifaow, i^my^on Jfa(«».

o j i ,

WHITE AND CO., 29, BEDFORD STREET, STRAND, W.C,^ Where Frospeetmes may he obtained, and the Closets inspected.

THE LEICESTER
(new designed and iwti.nted)

OENAMENTAL FLOWER VASES OR BASKETS.
M.VNUTACTrRED IIV

HUNT & PICKERING,
HORTICULTURAL AND AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENT WORKS, LEICESTER.

Exhibited with marked success at the International Flower Show, Kensington ; and in the Gallery of the
Agricultui-al Hall, Islington, during the Horse Show.

These Vases or Baskets

are composed of a series

of ornamental branches,

affixed to a capital or

centre ring, mounted on

suitable brackets and

hexagon base, without

the aid of screws, rivet?,

&c. ; so simple in eon-

jtruction that any one

may in a few minutes

put it together, making

it a beautiful Centi'c-

piece or Flower Basket,

either for the Lawn in

Summer or the Con-

'rvatory in 'Winter.

Painted any colour to

order.

The great advantage

of the Open Vase over

the solid cast iron or

"Terra Cotta," is the

perfect drainage and

continual circulation of

the atmosphere throu^^h

every part, giving

?:reatcr vitality to the

-rowth of the plants. The

mode of tilling is simply

to cut a few feet of thin

Turf or Moss, and lay

the same with the

Grass outwards, throw

in the soil, and plant

the Flowers according

to taste.

1»^ I/histraled I'fice lists uf

The LEICESTER GAJRDEN SEAT, TABLES, anc

he iuiiuus sized Vasei.

RUSTIC SEATS, sent free on appHcation.
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ADIANTUM FARLEYENSE, True.

EOBEET T. VEITCH
HAS MVCH I'LEASUIIE IN OFFERING FOE THE FIRST TlifE TO THE PUBLIC

THIS VERY HANDSOME VIGOROUS-GROWING STOVE FERN,
so UNIVERSALLY ADMIRED AT THE LATE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

This Adlautum was introduced from Barbadoes by Thomas Daniels, Esq., Stoodlcigh, Tiverton.

Plants will be ready in July next at 42s. each. Usual allowance to the Trade.

1^" Orders are now being hooked, and will be executed in rotation aa received.

NURSERY : NEW NORTH ROAD, N. ; SEED WAREHOUSE : .54, HIGH STREET, EXETER.

KOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY,
REGENT'S PARK.

THE SECOND EXHIBITION of PLANTS, FLOWERS, and FRUIT,
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 6.

Mr- B Peed, Gr. i

, Sydenham Park, Kent, for 8 Stove and

B. Peed,
Mr. W. Wilaon.

10 Exotic
Mr. J. Wiggins, Gr. to W. Beck. Esq., Worton Cottage, laleworth,

for SKxol" '^- '•'-'-

Messrs. Paul &
In pol3

LARGE SILVER GILT MEDAL.
Mr. W. Kemp, Gr. to Eiirl Percy, Albury Park, Guildford, Surrey,

Est^, Nonsuch P^rk,
Cbeara, Surrey, for 8 Stove and Greenhouse Plants"'"""

'. Anderson, Esq., The Grove, Norwood, forMr. C. Smith, Gr
Stove and Greouhouae Pli

Messrs. T. Jackson It Sou, Nurserymen, Kingston, Surrey, for
8 Cape Heatbs

Mr. J. Wbeeler. Gr., for 8 Cape Heaths
Mr. S. M. Carson, Gr., for (i Greenhouse Azaleas
Messrs. S. Glondinning, Nurserymen, Chlswick, for C Greenhou."ie

Azaleas
Mr. R. Ballen, Or. to A. Turner, Esq., Bowbridge House, Leicester,

Downs, Stoke Newington, for 12 Exotic Fams
Mr. T. Torry, Gr. to S. G. fullen, Esq., YouQgsbury, Ware, Herts, for

6 Roses In pots
Mr. J. Weston, Gr. to D. Martineau, Esq., Clapham Park, for

li Fuchsias
Mr. C, Turner, Nurseryman, Slough, for Pelargoniums
Mr. T. Bailey, Gr. to T. T. Drake. Esq., Amersham, Bucks, for

LARGE SILVER MEDAL.
Messrs, S.'.Glendlnning &. Son, for 8 Stove and Greenhouse Plants
Mr. W. Kaile, Gr, to Earl Lorelace, Eftst Horsley Towers, Kipley,

Ciipe Heaths
Mr. J. Eraser, Nurseryman, Levton, Esses, for 9 Pelargoniums
Mr. W. Nye, Gr. to E. B. Foster, Esq.. Clewer Manor, Windsor,

Berks, for 9 Pelargoniums
Mr. C. 'Ihirner, for Fancy Pelargoniums
Mr. T. Bailey, Gr., for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums

10 Stove mid Greenhouse Plants
Mr. H- H. Williams, for 8 Stoveaiid Greenhouse Plants
Mr. W, OuL s, lii, lo It. H. Page, Esq., Bjckenliam Place, Kent
Mr- A. lugraiii. Gr. to J. J. Blandy, Esq., Reading, for 6 Stove ant

Greenhouse Plants
Mr. G. loQug, Gr., fur 10 Foliage Plants
Mr. W. Taylor, Gr. to J. Yatea, Ksq., Lauderdale House, Highgate,

for 6 Foliage Plants
Mr. W. Taylor, ur., for 12 Exotic Feras
Mr. G. Young, Or., tor 12 Exotic Ferns
Mr. H. Canneil, Nurseryman, Woolwich, for 6 Fuchsias
Messrs. J. Dobson & Son, Nurserymen, Isleworth, for H Pelargonium:

Mr. J. Hollingworth, Esq., Maidstone, for Uo Cut Rosea
Mr. G. Westland, Gr. to Lord Belper, Kingston Hall, Derby, for

Mr. J. Douglass, Gr. to P. Whitburn, Esq., Loxford Hall, Hford, for
Pine-apple

Mr. J. Meredith, Garston, near Liverpool, for Black Hamburgh

Mr. D. Clement, Market Gardener, Chase Side, Bamet, for Black
Hamburgh Grapes

Mr. W. Meads, Gr. to R. Currle, Esq., Minley Manor, Famborough,
for Black Prmce Grapes

Mr. W. HiU, Gr. to K. Hneyd, Esq,, Keele Hull, Staffordshire, for
Black Trince Grapes

LIST OF AV^ARDS.
SILVER GILT MEDAL.

for Frontignan Grapes
Mr. C. Turner, tor Dish oi Grapes
Mr. N. Taylor Gr. to C A. ILanbrn-y, Esq., Belmont, Garnet, for

Dish of Peaches
Mr. C. Turner, for Dish of Peaches
Messrs. J. Veitchft Sous, Nuiserymen, Chelsea, for Group of New and

Rare Plants
Mr. O. Rhodes, lor Group of Stove and Greenhouse Plants

SILVEK MEDAL.
Mr. J. Ward, Gr., for Stove and Greenhouao Plants
Mr. W. Kemp, Gr., for 8 Cape Heaths
Mr. G. Youne, Gr., for 6 Capo Heaths
Mr. W. Young. Gr. to R. Barclay, Highgate, for 10 Foliage Plants
Mr. D. Donald, Gr., for C Foliage Plants

Mr
Mr. ^. .v^v,^„,
Mr. T. Page, Gi __

Exotic Orchids
Messrs. T. Jackson & Son, for 6 Exotic Orchids
Mr. J. Willcock, Gr. to Dr. P^ttisou, St. John's Wood, for 8 Exotic

Orchids
Mr. J. WigglDs, Gr., for 9 Pelargoniums
Mr. J. Weir, Gr. to Mrs. Hodgson, The Elms, Hampatead, for

Rev. J. Thoroycro% Cyngloton, for Pine-

Capt. Glegg, Withlngton Hall, Congleton,

Mr. J. Allport, Gr, for Black Prince Grape;
Mr. W. Hill, Gr., for Muscadine Gnipes
Mr. Bannerman, Gr. to Lord Bagot, Bllthfleld, StaCfordsbire, for

Frontiguau Grapes
Mr. C. Tausley, Gr. to A. Moss, Esq., Chadwell Heath, for Dish of

', for 9 Zonale Pelargon

Mr. H. Ingram, Gr., for 8 Exotic Orchids
Mr. J. Wheeler, Gr., for S Exotic Orchids
Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing, Nurserymei Sydenham, for

J. Hope, Esq., Murrayfield, Edinburgh, forMr. J. Eraser, Gr.
21 Pansies

Mr. J. Mitchell, for 24 Roses
Messrs. J. Ivury & Sou, Nurserymen, Dorking, for Collection of

Hardy Ferns
Messrs. J. Ivery & Son, for 12 British Ferns
Messrs. W. Cutbush & Son, for 3 Hanging Baskets
Mr. G. Jones, Gr. to Lady Mill, Mottesfont Abbey. Bomsey. for

Queen Pme '

Mr. A. Taylor, Gr. to H. C. M. Ingram, Esq., Temple Newsom, Leeds,
for Pine Apple

Mr. E. Sage, Gr. to Earl Howe, Atherstone, for Green-fleshed Melon
Mr. W. Lynn, for Green-flesbed Melon

Viscount Eversley, HeckBeld, for Green-

G, Osburne, for Black Hamburgh Grapes
Mr. M. Henderson, Gr. to Sir G. H. Beaumont, Bart., Coleorton

Hall, Ashoy-de-la-Zouch. Leicester, for Black Prince Grapes
Mr. T. Bailey, Gr.. for Muscadine Grapes
Mr. M. Henderson, Gr., lor Frontignan Grapes
Mr. W. Coles, Gr., for Disli of Grapes
Mr. J, T«^g, Gr.. for Dish of Peacnes
Mr. W. Whitakcr, Gr. to Lord Crewe, Crewe Hall. Cheshire, for Dish

Mr. E. F. Kingston, The Barracks, Bath, for 24 Pansies
Messrs, Paul & Son, for 24 Roses
Mr. G. Masters, Gr. to Earl Macclesfield, Hedsor, for Paulovnia

imperialia
Mr. B. S. Wilhams, for Collection of Aniectochllus
Mr. W. Kemp, Gr., for 12 British Ferns
Mr. J. Carr, Gr. to P. L. Hmds, Esq., Byfleet, Surrey, for Green-

neshed Melon
Mr. T. Bailey, Gr., for Scarlet-fleshed Melon" " " C. N. Newdegate, Esq., Nuneaton, for Dish of

Mr. A, Fowler. Gr. to Earl Stair, Castle Kennedy, Stranraer, for
Dish of Figs

Mr. M. Henderson, Qr.,for Box of Grapes
Mr. C. Allen, Gr., tor Box of Nectarines

Mr. E. F. Kingston, for 1

Messrs. J. Carter & Co.. Holbom, for Ornithogalum thyraoldes album
Messrs. E. G. Henderson It Son. for Blandfordia nobilia grandiflora
Mr. W. Lynn, Gr., for Black Cberriea /

Mr. A. Johnson, Gr. to the Marquis ol Aylesbury, Savemako Forest,
for 2 Dishes of Strawberries

Mr. J. Thomas, Gr., for 1 Dish of Strawberries
Mr. G. Jones, Gr.. for 1 Dish of Figs

Mr. S. Evans, Gr. i

Evans, Or., for Dish of Nectaii
Mr. B, Wilson, Nurseryman, Wanvick, for Black Cherries
Mr. R. Wilson, Warwick, for White CheiTies
Mr. C. Turner, lor 2 Dishes of Strawberries
Mr. W. AUen, Gr to E. J. Q. Hopwood, Esq., Manchester, for Col-

lection of Caches

Mr. S. Evans, Gr.. for Dish of Peacb

FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE OF MERIT.
Mr. C. Turner, for Pelargonium Duchess of Sutherland
Mr. W. Paul, for Pel;irgonium Sir Joseph Paxton
Mr. W. PauI, for Pelargonium Cria^son Queen

Mr. C.'a\irnei
Mr. C. Turn. . „
Mr. G. W. Hoyle, for Pelargonium Lord Lyon
Mr. G. W. Hoyle, for Pelargonium Favourite
Mr. G. W. Hoyle, for Pelargonium Rustic
Mr. W. Nye, Gr., for Pelargonium Milton
Mr. W. Nye, Gr., for Pelargonium Negress
Mr. W. Nye, Gr., for Pelargonii— ^^-^~—

Mr. R. Parker, for Nothochliena c

Mr. R. Parker, i

Messrs. J. Veitch & Son, for Begonia Pearcll

Messrs, J, Veitch & Son, for Darwinia limbriata
Messrs. J. Veitch k Son, for Acer sp. (a), Japan
Messrs. J. Veitch & Son, for Acer sp. (b), Japan
Messrs. J. Veitch & Son, for Acer sp. (c), Japan
Messrs. J. Veitch JE Son, for Ketinospora plumosa
Messrs. J. Veitch A Son. for Lycopodium species
Messrs. J. Veitch & Son, for Gymnogramma Laucheana Thompson
Messrs. J. Veitch & Son, for Retinospora Veltchii
Messrs. J. Veitch & Son, for Retinosptrafllicoides
Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, for Striped-leaved Japanese Maize
Mr. G. Jackman, for Clematis magniflca
Mr. G. Jackman, for Clematis ..^exandra
Mr. G. Jackman, for Clematis velutina purpurea
Mr. W. Bull, for Terminalia elegans
Mr. W. Bull, lor Nephrodium molle raraosissinmm
Mr. W. Bull, for Nephrodium molle c nfluens
Mr. W. Bull, for Nephrodium molle densum
Mr. W. Bull, for Amorphophallus uobilis
Mr. W. Bull, for Coprosma Baueriaoa variegata
Mr. W. Bull, for Zamia cycadsDloiia
Mr. W. Bull, for Cycas plumosa
Mr. W. Bull, for Errtnthemum argyroneurum
Mr. W. Bull, for Athyrium prolifemm
Mr. W. Bull, for Verschaffeltia spleodida
Mr. W. Bull, for Charaterops meianocautha
Mr. W. Bull, for Pteris flabellata a--censioms
Mr. W. bull, lor Ltioorochla'unoulata
Mr. W. Hull, f >r Zea Caragua variegata
Mr. W. Bull, for Uamyda nobilis
Mr. W. Bull, for Aitiyrium Filix-ftsmina pulchrum
Mr. W. Bull, lor Athynum Filix-fcem. elegans
Mr. W. Bull, for Atnynum Filix-fcem. reversum
Messrs. J, Ivery & Son, for Athyrium Filix-foom, lanceolatum
Messrs. J. Ivery A: Son, for Athyrium Filix-fcem. formoso-cristatuni
Messrs. J. Ivery k Son, for Lastrea Filix-mas Ingram!
Messrs. J. Ivery & Son, for Lastrea Filix-mas abbrevlata crlstata
Mesi^rs. J. Ivery & S>n, for Aspleniura Tnchomanes Moulel
Mr. B. S. Williams, for Calamus Imperatrice Marie

Messrs, J. Veitch k Son, for Amaryllis Queen of the Netherlands
Messrs. E. Q, Henderson & Son, for Fucnsia fulgens multitlora
Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, lor Astelma lanata, in bloom
Mr. W. Bull, for Urospatha spectabilis
Mr. W. Bull, for Urospatha splendons
Mr. W. Bull, (or Ophiopogon spicata lol. arg. marginata
Mr. W. Bull, for Litobrochia tripartita
Mr. Thompson, Ipswich, for Pentstemon glaber
Mr. B. S. Williams, for Dieffenbachia Weirli
Mr. B. S. Williams, for Phymatodes glauca
Mr. B. S. Williams, for Altemanthera spathulata
Mr. B. S. Williams, for Altemanthera sussilis amcena
Mr. B. S. Williams, for Dieffenbachia Ki'andiflora
Messrs. J. Ivery Si, bon, for Athyrium Filix-fuem. pterophonmi
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Notice.
-j^E"W HAEDT CLIMBERS.
CLEMATIS PRINCE of WALES.—Large flowers of a rich deep

vtolet purple, with red bars down the centre of each sepal.

Fipst-clnss Certiflcate. 2ls. each.
CLEMATIS RUBELLA.—Very fine rich velvety claret; stameus

pale ?reon. First-class Certificate, 2l9. each.

The usual allowance to the Trade, and a List of Firms will bo
advertised at a later period.

See Procecdintta of Royal Horticultural Society's Scientific Meetings,
June 27, 1866, page 124. where James Bateraan, Esn., called

attention to a few prominent objects, of which the following is

an extract referring to the above Clematises :

—

"In the room you will notice an exhibition of Clematises, all of

which are of a most magnificent type. Nothing can be more
heauttftil than these Clematise.t. See what fine large blue and
piu-ple petals they have, shining m some cases with metallic tints

like the flowers ofcertain Ipomteas. They arovarieties raised bythose
most successftil hybridisers—Messrs. Jackman, of Woking, who will

have the honour of introducing quite a new race of Clematises, which
I believe will be 'amongst the best, if not the very best ornaments '

for all out-of.door walls, &c."
Messrs. Georgf .Tackman A Sow have much pleasure in informing

the Public that thoy shall be in a position to eeud out the above two
New Clemahses in the connng Autumn (1866).

Orders will be taken now, and the Plants will be forwarded strictly

in rotation. Woking Nursery, Surrey. _^___^

ROBERT PARKER bcffs to announce that he can
supply good healthy PLANTS of the undernamed at prices

quoted :— Each.—s. rf.

AGAVE LONG.EVA 6

ARALI.V IIRTKH'iMORPHA 7 6

CLERODEN'DRox HALFODRII 2 6

FRAXCISCKA C.\LVi.iN.\ , 10 6

RH()!>Ot>K>'DRON CuUNTESS of HADDINGTON „ 7 6

SKIMMIA OBLATA 21

TACSONIA VAN-VOLXEMIl , 2 6
AMARYLLIS, Hybrid Seedlings from the finest named

varieties per doz. 30 n

DRAC^NA ATT.STRALIS „ 42
EPIPHYLLUM RDSSELLLANUM and TRUNCATDM—

Hybrids, finest varieties, worked on Pereskia .. .. 30
GARDENIA RADICANS MAJOR 30
G0ODYER\ PUBKSCENS , 1?

GYNERIUM ARGENTEUM 12
ORCHIDS, of sorts, from GO n

PTERIS SCABERULA , 30
RHODODENDRON JAVANICUM „ 30
TRITOMA GRANDIS , IS

TRITOMA UVARIA GLAUCESCENS „ 12

PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES nf BULB.S,
PLANT.S, and SEEDS, are published and will be forwarded to
applicants. Exotic Nursery , Tooting, SmTey, S.

JOHN" KERNAN, Aqricultur.\l and Horticultur.\l
Seedsman, 4, Russell Street, Covent Garden, W.C.. recf>mmends

for present sowing the following AGRICaLTURAL TURNIPS at
, per lb., the seed he now offers having been grown by some of the

first farmers in the country by contract for him from hi3 own stocic.

SKIRVING'S IMPROVED SWEDE, 6d, per lb.
MATSON-S PURPLE-TOP SWEDE. M. per Ih.

PURPLE-TOP YELLOW BULLOCK SWEDE, Crf. per lb.

GREKN ROUND TURMP, for early autumn feeding, 6rf. per lb.

WHITE ROUND TURNIP, for early autumn feedlne, 6(f. per lb.

RED NORFOLK TURNIP, for early autumn feeding, 6d. per lb.

GRRY STONE TURNIP, Gd. per lb.
YELLOW find GREEN TANKARD TURNIP, &4. per lb.

OXHEART TURNIP. 64 per lb.

DALE'S HYBRID TURNIP, Gd. per lb.

YELLOW GLOBE MANGEL WURZEL
LONG RED MANGEL WURZEL
LONG YELLOW MANGEL WURZEL

He also can stroncty recommend his—
ALTRINGHAM CARROT

| IMPORTED ITALIAN RYE-GRASS
DRUMHEAD CABBAGE PACEY'S RYE-GRASS, witli all the
KOHL RABI

I
other Permanent Grasses.

Patent Ammonia-fixed genuine PERUVIAN GUANO.
All the more showy FLOWER SEEDS, which cannow be sown with

safety out of doors to make a greater display In the autumn than
those raised in a frame heretofore.

Also a choice variety of BEDDING PLANTS.
NAMED DAHLIAS of sorts, 6a. to 12fl. per dozen.

SATURDAY, JUNE 9, 1866.

MEETINGS FOR THE EXSUING WEEK.

_ J, I Royal Horticultural (Special Prize
t Shon-]. at South Kensington .. .. ;

_ ,^[ Royal Horticultural OVeekly Show), at

There is a curious Arad, Xajs'Thosojia
APPENDIOULATFM, which appears very generally
to produce two additional lamin;e from the
midrib on the luider side, and a similar pheno-
menon often takes place in an Indian species of

Ficus, which was pointed out to us by Dr. J. H,
Caeter. a still more curious instance has just

occuiTed in a Cabbage pl.Us'T, the midi-ib of

whose leaves produces several distinct pairs of

laminso on the upper side, as if several leaves

had become confluent, the upper side of the new
lamina always coinciding with the iipper side

of that which is opposite to it. These laminte

are often broken up, and the portion of the

midrib which accompanies the division assumes
the form of a tendril or stem, frequently becom-
ing cup-shaped above, and strongly reminding
one of what commonly takes place in double
Primroses.

A close examination shows that there is no
soldering of contiguous leaves. The number of

vascular bundles on the lower convex side of the
petiole does not diff'er from that in noi-mal leaves
on the same plant, the number in different plants,

or in different leaves of the same plant, often

varying considerably ; and, what is still more
important, the secondary and tertiary ribs of the
leaves are almost equally inclined to become
proliferous. It is worthy, however, of remark
that there are bundles of vessels on the upper
side of the midrib corresponding with the

divisions, and even down to the very base
of the leaf-stalk, though there are none in normal
leaves; but we have very generally observed
such bundles to be developed where proUfication
takes place, as for example in the common

Celery leaves when broken. The case is in point

of fact rather a strict case of what French
botanists call " dedoublement," unlining, than

one of fusion, for the circumstance of the smaller

veins having the same tendency forbids us to

entertain the notion of any fusion with the leaves

of an axill.ary bud.
The case appears to us to throw considerable

light on some forms of double or monstrous
flowers. It has long been found impossible to

refer all these to the development of axillary

buds or transformation of organs. Indeed we
have heard a first-rate botanist observe that he
was almost tiled of monstrous flowers, as they
often taught too much or too little, and some
forms must, we think, bo referred rather to the

development of adventitious buds or axes. If

however in any ca.se a process like that in our
Cabbage leaves comes into play, we have another
point for consideration, and one which may
prove of some importance. A close examination
of double Primroses has convinced us that some-
thing of this kind must take place there, and
with this instance before us we shall enter

with fresh interest on the subject.

It should be observed that the veins of the

new as well as the old lamina} have a tendency
to be equally proliferous. The presence of

abundant vascular bundles suggests the propriety

of trying whether plants may not be raised from
these proliferous midribs, and accordingly we
shall try, as far as ovu' moderate appliances

pennit, whether this be possible.

It should in conclusion be stated that, an
approach to the case before us is figured by M. De
Candolle in thequarto Transactions of the Horti-

cultui'al Society, in his paper on Brassica. The
present however goes much farther, and is

especially interesting from the maKormation not

being confined to the midrib. It has been
suggested that seed should be saved of the single

plant in which it occurred, and measures will be

taken to seciu'e this object. M. J. B.

sometimes partially fusod to^othor. In the .Journal
above referred to, it is ;il>" sl;ilfd (hat M. IvoY, of
Bordeaux, has succeeded in Bn.win-yoimB plants liom
the seeds of Cedrus Deodara produced in France.

We learn with satisfaction that attempts are
being made to induce a Love of Flowehs and Punt-
Growing among young people belonging to the
working cla.sses in Ireland. In Nelson Lane School
Dublin, which is open on Sunday mornings and
Tuesday evenings, and established for boys and girls

in situations, or fit for such by age, a flower show is to

be held on the 13th of August next, at which prizes are
to be given for Annuals in flower. Pelargoniums,
Ferns, and other plants, and also for Nosegays. The
entrance fee is to be one penny, and the prizes are to

consist of handsome plants.

The very useful Index of Awaeds made by the
Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society,

which has recently been printed in the Society's

Proceedings, has, we understand, been separately issued

for the convenience of tbose to whom ready reference
to such a list will be useful. As containing all the
awards made from the establishment of the Committee
till the end of last year, it will give a duo to the best
of the new plants and garden varieties which have
appeared during the past six years. It may be obtained
for seven postage stamps, on application to tbe
.\ssistant-Secretary, at the Offices of the Society,

South Kensington.

A seedling Aucuba in the nursery of M. Nah-
cissE Gaujaed, of Ghent, has, according to the
" Illustration Horticole," produced this spring a panicle
of flowers, every one of which were hermaphrodite. It
is singular that hermaphrodite flowers should never
have been observed before, but now that at least one
plant is kno\vn to produce perfect flowers, we may hope
that this valuable property will be perpetuated.

M. Andbe, in the "Revue Horticole," in describ-
ing a fine Htbeid Canna (Depute Henon), takes occa-

sion to express his opinion, formed .Tfter six years of

study and experiment, that of the 60 or 80 species

described by authors, not more than Ave can reallj; be
accepted as distinct, viz., C. indica, glauca, flaccida,

iridiflora, and liliiflora ; and that even some of these

may be reduced to a commontype. From this paucity
of species, M. Andee concludes that although suscep-
tible of further improvement, we must not hope for

anything very diflerent from what we have already by
the crossing of these plants.

We may remind our fair readers that the Ladies'
Peizes for in-door plant-culture, given by the proprie-
tors of this Journal, will be competed for at the Special
Show in the Royal Horticultural Society's garden at

South Kensington, on Thursday next. The conditions
will be found at p. 1130 of our last year's Volume, and
in brief are these :— The competition is amongst
ladies only, managing their own plants. The plants are
to be suitable for drawing-room decoration, and must
have been grown in a room for at least six loeeks before
the Show, having been during the whole time under
the management of the exhibitor, without professional
assistance. The length of time during which they
have thus been cultivated nmst be stated on a ticket

attached to the plants, and will be taken into account
in awarding the prizes. Flowering-plants and foliage-

plants will stand on equal terms, the awards being
given for the best cultivation. Finally, the plants may
have been grown in pots or baskets, or other con-
trivances suitable for drawing-rooms, glass cases

excepted.

A contemporary, we perceive, thinks it would
have been better ha^l the Judges at the Inter-
national Show been less numerous, and allowed
more time to carry out their very arduous duties.

Perhaps it migbt, though we confess that, looking to

the generally satisfactory verdicts that were given, we
are by no means sure the work would have been better

done under difi'erent conditions. Indeed we rather
incline to think that, with competent judges, such as

were collected together on this occasion, a truer

decision would be generally arrived at under the influ-

ence of moderate pressure than if time had been allowed
them to become sentimental over the decisions. But so

far as the International was concerned, there was no
choice. At the time the arrangements were made, it

was tbought a great feat to have secured even a few
days' show, and under the circumstances more than
half of one of these w.as all that could possibly be
spared for arrangement and judging. Another time
the case will be different. It has now been demon-
strated that shows may be continued for—say a week

—

with scarcely any damage to the plants, and exhibitors

as well as managers, indeed all parties concerned, may
find it to their advantage hereafter to have more time
allotted both for staging and judging, as may well be
done when the exhibition is to last for several days.

Not a word too much has been said in praise of

the new yellow Rose Marechal Neil. It had been
shown in a very beautiful state on many previous

occasions, but three blooms which appeared the other

day in Messrs. Paul & Son's stand at the Regent's Park
Exhibition, were superb

—

ynagnilque, as our neighbours
would .say. They were ample as to their size, brilliant

as to tlaeir colouring, and exquisite as to their fashion-

ing. No rosarian should be contented till he has got

this Rose—true, and succeeded in growing it to meet
the description we have now given of it.

In the last number of the " Revue Horticole
"

is given a coloured plate, and also some woodcuts illus-

trative of Pachiea alba (Carolinea). This handsome
tree, it appears, produced ripe se'ed in the stove of M.
DouMET, and these seeds had two or in some cases

three embryo plants in them—generally distinct, but

THE LATE WILLIAM HENRY HARVEY, JI.D.,

F.R S. & L.S., M.R.LA.,

Peofessoe of Botany in the Univeesity of
Dublin, etc. etc. etc.

WiLLiAJi H. Haevey was born of Quaker parents

on the 5th February, 1811, at Summerville, near
Limerick, the residence of his father Joseph M.
Harvey, for man/ years a highly respected and influ-

ential merchant m that city.

From a very early period he manifested an ardent
love of plants ; and the fact of his father's family
frequently spending a portion of the summer at the
sea-side, generally at Miltown Malbay, on the coast of

Clare, Ireland, afforded him great opportunity for the
indulgence of his taste for natural liistory. This bold
and picturesque coast, open to the mighty roll of the
Atlantic, abounded in those marine plants which in

after life became bis special study. The rudiments
of knowledge then acquired, resulted in forming him
some years later into the most eminent Algologist of

his day.
In the year 1824 he was sent to Ballitore School, in

the County of Kildare, then conducted by Mr. James
TVhite, a man of talent and learning, who encouraged

young Harvey in his tastes and pursuits, giving him at

the same time an excellent general education.

For some years after leaving school he was engaged
in his father's house of business at Limerick, but
Natural History absorbed all his spare time and nearly

all his energies. His holidays were devoted to excur-

sions and collecting, and he rapidlj; acquired a thorough
acquaintance with plants, especially the Algne and
Mosses of South-western Ireland, and made consider-

able advances in Entomology and Gonchology. Interest-

ing discoveries soon rewarded his exertions and
stimulated bis zeal. Amongst these one was of a new
fresh-water shell in the mountains of Killarney, and
another of two new habitats for the rare and beautiful

Moss, Hookeria tetevirens. This last discovery led,

in 1831, first to a correspondence with the late Sir W.
Hooker, and speedily to an attachment which amounted
to filial afl'ection for that illustrious and kindly patron

of every aspiring botanist. Encouraged by Sir W.
Hooker, he sought to devote himself exclusively to

science, and made various attempts to obtain a situation

or employment abroad that would have permitted of

this. For several years this object was frustrated, and,

indeed, was only eventually attained under the follow-

ing singularly sorrowful circumstances. The late

Lord Monteagle, then Mr. Spring Rice, a gi-eat friend

of the Harvey family, had then in his gift the lucrative

post of Colonial Treasurer of the Cape of Good Hope,
which he intended to present to young Harvey ; but
unfortunately, by some accident, the appointment was

made out in the name of his elder brother, a married

man with a large family and thriving business : imme-
diately after this, Mr. Rice, owing to a change of

Ministry,retiredfromofRce.Greateffbrtsweremade to ^et

the matter right with the succeeding Ministry, but in

vain ; and it was thought best for all parties that the

elder brotber should accept the appointment, and
take the young botanist with him, and thus give bun
the opportunity of distinguishing himself in that rich

field for botanical research. The brother, with his

family and our friend, sailed in 1835, and had hardly
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got settled in the colony when the lienlth of the former
gave way suddenly, and it beins obvious Ihat he coidd

never resume his duties, application was made at once
that his brother should be appointed his successor, and
take up the duties of his office on the spot. The
answer not arriving, the wdiole party left the Cape for

Ensland early in 1836, when the brother died on the

On their anival in England in June, 18.36, Mr.
Harvey found that his appointment as his brother's

successor had already been sent to the Cape, and thither

he followed it in August of the same year, and remained
till 1839. During these three years he worked intensely

hard at his office all day, but spent his mornings in

collecting, and his nights at his books and microscopes,

till his health breaking down he was compelled to

retuni to Eiunpc in jrayof that year.

Diiriiu- tlii i.rriii.l li -Idfs makinff mnnr discoveries

in I1m„, , , ,
'- \i ....... and Al2a>. bo sriil li..ii.r

niiinr .- -
! !i- VmI bybenutifuldrinvinL'. :r.|.!

analj.-L.- ol iiIhuL-, '..Ik'.'h were published by f^ir \V,

Hooker; aud he found time to prepare and publish his

excellent "Genera of South African Plants," the
materials for which were all examined and redescribed
by himself.
In July, 1810, he sailed for the third time for the

Cape of Good Hope, where intense application and
over e.xertion in botanical pursuits again brought on
severe disease, and he was compelled to return to

England in 1811, and ultimately to resign his colonial
aj^pointment.

After this he appears to have spent a short time in

his brother's house of business; but mercantile pursuits
had never any charm for him, and in 1813 he
became a candidate for the post of Keeper of the
Herbarium of Trinity College, Dublin, va:iil 1i, H
death of Coulter, the Californian aii^l "!

traveller, Harvey offering at the same time 1 1
1

i

herbarium, consisting of upwards of lO.Oiio i
<

the College. The Profes.sorsliip of Botany fell Viirmi

at the same time, and the College having determimd
to unite the two offices, Harvey became a canrliibit'

for both, and in spite of powerful opposition, and the
fact that a medical degree of the College was a sine <?un

MOB, he all but carried the day, the College having
given him the hononary degree of M.D. to obviate this
latter ob.jection. After a good deal of deb.atc it wa.s at

last settled that the Professorship should be separate
from the Curatorship, the former being given to Dr.
Alhnan, the present distinguished Professor of Natural
History in Edinburgh, and the Curatorship to Dr.
Harvey, with a salary of 150/. per annum and rooms,
an arrangement that perfectly satisfied, and indeed, as

he said himself, pleased him.
From this time forth his whole energies were

devofed to the prosecution of botanical science. With
charaoleristic conscientiousness ho first sol. liiinsi-lf li>

arrange and distribute to scir.iiiiu. niu . ;i ,;.tl.r . ..Illa-

tions of his predecessor. 1" :.i I
l' ' '

' ; :. I

:

make all ready for the iiu! .
' . • I

several subsequent years h.j d.jv.itcii In. n-. U .-li '.;'. r.

Alga;, and latterly, at the urgent desire of his fjiends
n.t Kew, he undertook the "Flora Capensis," which
occupied most of the latter years of his life.

In ISir he became a candidate for. nnd oWninnrl. the
Professorship of Botany in the Vnv.A IiiiMm s..,irii

vacant by the death of that Dr. Lift "n I.. «li"- .!- i

merits lie paid the kindly triliutc nf .1, -li. :ii iir_' ili

beautiful South African plant.Littonii iikmIc sl:i. 'I'lii-

office he continued to hold during liis lil'o under lis

correlative Institution theMuseuni i.f Irisli ImbHtry,
under the direction of the Science andiVrt Department
<if the Committee of Privy Council on Education.
In the year 1819 he received a joint invitation from

the Smithsonian Institution at Wa.shington, and the
Hai'vard University at Cambridge, U.S.. to visit the
United States, and under their auspices to deliver
courses of botanical lectures at these .and kindred Insti-

tutions, and also to undertake the arraneement and
classification of a large collection of plants in possession
of the former. He complied with the proposal, and
having performed these services, and visited Canada
and the southern shores of Florida in pursuit of his
favourite Algie, he returned home in the year 1860,
after an absence of about nine months, to resume his
duties in the University of Dublin.
His great zeal and enthusia.sra inspiring him with

a wish for a wider field of labour in pursuit of
science, he applied to the University for liberty to make
a voyage round the globe, chiefly with the 'object of
making himself acquainted with marine plants in their
native habitats, and to collect objects of natural
history for the herbarium and museum of Trinity
College. His wish was granted, and under the auspices
of the University he started by the Indian mail in the
year 1853 for Ceylon and Australia. He visited tlie

east, south, and west coasts of Australia and Van
piemen's Land ; and on his return from the latter to
Sydney, finding that some Methodist missionaries were
about to visit in the " John Wesley," a small vessel

belonging to the mission, the various islands in the
Southern Pacific, touching at New Zealand, he solicited

liberty to accompany them, which was kindly granted,
and in June 1855 they sailed for Auckland en route
for the Peejee and Friendly Islands.
He was much interested in the natural history of

the various islands they visited, and he entered with
much sympathy and "zeal into the labours of these
devoted men amongst the savage and ferocii>u> nnln. -

His interest and feeling in the promnti.m .il ili.

benevolent objects was made most usel'Mi. :i~ li\
I

graphic and very interesting letters. addri.."<l tin n-

.

to his friends in this country, and destined for

public information, he was mainly the cause of an
organisation denominated " The Medical Aid Society."
for the purpose of providing the missionaries with
supplies of useful medicines suitable for the prevalent
disea.ses of these now greatly improved savage*. He

retained through the rest of his life a lively interest

ind cherished remembrance of this portion of his

travels.

From the Feejee Islands he returned to Sydney,
whence he made a voyage to Valparaiso, where his

liealth again gave way ; thence he passed north, and
.rossed the Isthmus ofPanama, returning by the West
India :\Iail to England. in October 1856, after having
expended three years in this scientific voyage round
the world.

On his return to Dublin, in 1856, the rrofessorship

of Botany became vacant through the appninlinrnl nf

his friend Dr. AUman to the chair of Z""liiL'v in I lie

University of Edinburgh, and the post was ronl'crreil

upon him and retained till his death.

The following is a list of Dr. Harvey's principal

works. It does not include the numerous papers com-
municated to various Botanical periodicals, niirl cspc-

• ially to Hookei-'s Journal of Botany, thr- Llnuonn
Society, Royal Irish Academy, Dublin Natural History

Society, and sundry systematic works of his Ijotanical

correspondents and friends.

In the year 1838 he prepared and published at the

Cape of Good Hope his first important bot.anical work,
" The Genera of South African Plants. " The " Manual
of British Algae" was brought out in London,
1811; the "Phycologia Britannica" in 1816—1851,

4 vols., and in London same years, 3 vols. ;
" Nereis

.iustralis, or Algse of the Southern Ocean," London,
1817; "The Sea-side Book," London, 1819; "Phyco-
logia Australica," London, 1858-1863, 5 vols. ; "Flora
Capjnsis. being a Systematic Description of the Plants

of the Cape Colony, Caffraria, and Port Natal," in

conjunction with Dr. P. W. Sonder, Dublin, 1859 to-

186.5, Vol. I. to III.; " Index Generum Algarum, or a
^. ..m-itif Cif^ilo.jaie of the Genera of Algie," London,

' \ ; I
In reali American.a, or Contributions to

li:
i

I Marine Alga; of North America," con-
r !

I, \ .
I I- III., v., and X. of the Smithsonian

mil iiim I- I.I knowledge, published in the United
SIH. Ill I .: I le also wrote a small work of a theo-
l.i: ilouominated "Charles and Josiah, or

Fmii'Ih (-"injMitions between a Churchman and a

Quakerj" London, 1862. He contributed moreover many
excellent articles to botanical periodical literature, as

well as. writing occasional pamydilets on scientific

subjects. In the years 1817 and in 1852 he made tours

in Switzerland.
. .

He wrote with remarkable rapidity and precision,

and hi.s manuscripts for the press needed but slight

alterations of any; kind from their first draft. Not only

are all the pictorial illustrations of his numerous works
the productions of his own pencil, and drawn ivith the

utmost fidelity and care, but they were also litho-

graphed on the stone by himself.

His disposition was genial, generous, and kind, and his

entire absence of literary jealousy, aud his deference to

tin II I 'in?s of others, endeared him to his own social

I :: 1 1 gained and retained for him the friendship

1
I

III i-t of all those with whom he came in

111. I, rausing him to be a.s much loved for the

(lualilics of his heart as he wa-s admired for the intelli-

gence and genius he displayed in his numerous
scientific works.

fn cariy life he had the advantage ol' a. careful and
'nir.lml education ; and in matnm yn-^ Im .vni I

I hn I nn~iiut and prevailing influcn.n .it Jii |. r. huhan
i.-.ani'js.and a reverence for sacred I Inn-'-, lie a.ln|ii,-,l

I he tenets of the Church of En.Ldand Iroiii convection,

and was a strict observer of her ordinances. Possessing

a warm and imaginative mind, he was an ardent

admirer of the higher order of poetry, and some of his

o\™ poetic compositions, which are very varied in

character, manifest considerable power.

In the vear 1861 he was man-ied to Miss Phelps,

•daughter of Mr. James Phelps, of Limerick, and in

the same year had a severe attack of hicmorrhage of the

lungs, the first certain .s.vmptom of the fatal disease

which ultimately caused his death. Until, however,

the last two years it interfered but little with his

botanical pursuits and labours. An increased frequency

in his cough then rendered the exertion of sustained

speaking in lecturing too great a strain on his voice,

and he had, in 18G5, to resign this department of his

office to others, and to confine his attention more
exclusively to the preparation of his works for the

press.
> For about two months before his death he resided at

Torquay, in Devonshire, when it was expected that the

geniali^ and equability of temperature of this pleasant

and healthful situation might be of some service in

modifying .the symptoms of the disease. In this, how-
ever, his friends were doomed to disappointment ; he
gradually became weaker and weaker, and on Tuesday,

the 15tih May, 1866, at the age of 55 years, he quietly

breathed his last, at the residence of Lady Hooker, the

widow of his long attached friend Sir William J.

Hooker, surrounded by kind and anxious relatives and
friends ; and was buried in the cemetery at Torquay
on Saturday, the 19th May, 1866.

Thus has passed from amongst us a kind and good

man, an admirable member of society, and a botanist

of the first order.

Crustacese, and Diatomacese. He fonned in all the
departments of Natural History, as well ns in Botany,
most beautiful and complete collections. Hewas, more-
over, a zealous philanthropist, and devoted much time
to and held various public posts as an early promoter
of the anti-slavery cause, and later of the temperance
societies and Sabbatarian movements.
As a botanical author. Dr. Greville is principally

distinguished for his " Scottish Cr.yptogamic Flora," a
beautiful work in 6 vols., 8vo, illustrated with 360
lilatf.-. published in 1823-8. He is also author of a
" yinra Edinensis" published in 1821, and of a pretty

«nil. nu British Sea-weeds, "Alg;e Britnuiii-tc,"

piililislied in 1830. His contributions to the " Icones
Pilicum" were principally confined to the illustrations

of that magnificent work. His botanical collections

were acquired some years ago for the Herbarium at the
Royal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh, and his entomo-
logical by the University Museum. Dr. Greville was
educated originally for the medical profession, but
having private means, he neither took his degree
nor practised. The honorary degree of LL.D. was
conferred upon him by the University of Glasgow ; he
was an early member of the Wernerian Society, aud
later of the Royal Society of Edinburgh.

THE LATE DR. ROBERT KATE GREA^LLE.
Another eminent name swells the already unpre-

cedented list of British botanists who have been Killed

n: ivithin the last 18 months, viz., that of Dr.

i;
''• K aye Greville, of Edinburgh, a man long highly

n-hed for his researches and works on Cryp-
n I n I n It.itauy, and the associate author with the late

Sir \V. J. Hooker, of the" IconesFilioum."
Dr. Greville, who died on the 4th inst. at Edinburgh,

where he had resided nearly all his life, in his 72d year,

of infiammation of the lungs, was a man of great and
variedaocomplishments.abeautiful artist (botanical aud
landscape), and an ardent lover of British sheUs, insects,

CLIVEDEN IN 1866.

Having revelled amon.; tlm liiantics of spring

gardening as practised at < rnnlm ^i mcniths ago

(p. 435, 1865), I did not llnnk lliai iln, year's visit

would aff'ord any fresh intnm.t, Init ilm fact i.s, the
subject is inexhaustible, and thercrorc 1 return to it

with pleasure. It is nearly a month later than the
date of my '65 visit, and in consequence some things
are better—others past. The Silnie is a more vivid

sheet of p-orewarm rose; tlm Moml l''nr:,'ct-ine-Not is

of a deeper blue; the Tnliji- an .-nnn. except soma
half-faded blooms of the dnuMr ml I, mils; the Sapo-
n.ariaisin full beauty; tlin -Innlil.- Saxifrage is a mass
of creamy white ; the Houn i,v i- ^nnr ; and the "sub-
tropical plants" are beginning In till I ho place of the
beautiful hardy spring floHirs ; Inil Urn woods are still

full of wild spring beauty, the great flower garden is as

attractive as ever, the "Duke's garden" has cvei-y

little bed ablaze with light of some kind, and the

Hawthorn is in blossom, with the brightly-flowered

Judas tree.

Were I to adjudicate upon the merits of the various

spring flowers employed, I should decide that Myosotis
sylvatica and Silene pendula were " equal firsts."

However, it would be a source of regret that the rules

of flower-shows did not admit of half-a-dozen 1st prizes,

so that the double red and white Daisies, and the several

kinds of Pansies might be included. For intrinsic

beauty as well as charming effect, the Pansies should
come in first, while their fragrance is surely worthy
of a point or two! How is it that "everybody,"
including some of the nm.-t nr.liil ' bodies" among
our seedsmen, purports to s.ll .\l>nniii< arvcnsis but
omits to name the beautilnl .M. sylvatica—the kind
that is grown here with such good result? It is to be
hoped that nobody grows the comparatively miserable
M. arvensis, and imagines himself in a position to

pronounce an opinion on the plant used at Clivedeu.

As a bedding plant it is truly beautilnl in ihn lull aim,

aiidapoint more beautiful when ilm Inii L iicnsto

he in a half-shaded position along ilmsr In.h-Hooded
walks; but it is here and there, scattered in the woods,
that its true loveliness is seen, and therefore what I
would particularly recommend is that gardeners and
others should try and establish it in woods and
shrubberies, for I know no plant more worthy of the
honour. Few but the British botanist who has
gathered it wild know wh.at a lovely thing is the wood
Forget-me-not. Of all the lowland kinds wo know,
most of us are apt to give the pahn to the water.

Myosote, but once sylvatica is seen in a good state it

cannot fail to be a greater ravoiu-ite. In the woods here
it is perennial; in the spring garden it is of course
treated as an annual.
In the "Duke's garden," where variety is found

much more profusely than in the "great garden,"
Saxifraga grauulata plena was a mass of creamy beauty,

so dense and profuse that it was impossible to see

through the inflorescence to the stems in looking down.
A distinct little bed was covered by Arabis luoida,

variegated with about 12 largish dots of Alternauthera
sp,athulata placed within it. There is a new blue
Pan.sy, a richer blue than the old ; and numerous bijou

beds of tastefully intermixed rnili ^' imphila.

Daisies, &c., which space forbids n n
, niarise;

but there is one too good to be in i
i

! (hat is

crossed by diagonal lines of Aulirn 1
1

I m ,1 laa.th©
angles being filled by white and mi hmir-, I'lc whole
in free growth and vividflower,whirl I nnlnil i- tun' ofall

the beds in the place. The Honest.\. -n niinli n r.l liere

for the centres of beds and vases aud b;uskct.>. ha.s passed
away in the open flower garden, though it may yet

be seen in a half wild state near the river on the chalk
banks, and its place in the beds and baskets is now
occupied by Pelargoniums, trained in pyramidal fashion.

The wavy border at the bottom of the terrace wall is

this year as attractive as ever ; but the circular bed
that surrounds the Deodar on the raised Gra.ss mound
in the courtyard, on the north side of the mansion,
has this season quite surpassed itself, and looks a
very gem, embracing the graceful Cedar, itself sur-

rounded by a belt of glistening Ivy, ;iud placed,

in an emerald setting of bright green Grass. There
is Gr,ass between the young Deodar and the bed, which
is planted with diamonds of Pansies in the centre,

yellow and blue alternately, the upper half circles

being planted with white Daisies, the lower with red.

As the bed is on sloping ground, the eye catches it at a

distance coming up the great avenue of Limes on the

north side, and the effect is of the most exquisite kind
fVom the windows, the court-yard, or any point from"
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which the quadrangle is visible. Outside, the Grass

slopes to a belt of Ivy, then again Grass, and finally

the gravel ul' the cnurlyard.

Nature rarely iHiniils I'lTiilo ground to bo bare at

any season, anil in lliis Mr. Fleming imitates her as

closely as is iidssililr— his (lower beds are never bare.

The workmen Invr iiisl bern rcoliii.L,' up hu:iareils (.f

Polyanthuses, I'rininisrs. Ar , i,;,m tli(.>e ,vrll-li;i.lr,l

beds alon- tlir l';ivili..u wiilli, and lilliii- Uiciii Willi

" SLib-t ri ! iiral
I
il;i I It s "

i II variety, each bed Ijciua as I'ar as

possible dilliiriii 1 1, nil its neighbour. Here occurs a bed
ol'Pteris iinil 1.1 1 hi- I'lTns, with Aralias rising out of it,

and a ^larrliil ilioin;!! not large Latania, plunged in

the Grass a 1 1 1 1 1
( H : I > i Ti front ; next comes half a dozen

plants of I'VriliiKinila', tlie lud being planted with many
scores of Gladioli, nliirh «iU look nobly when full of

brilliancy in the autumn under the great leaves—the

bed is raised slightlj, and its front edge paved with

white flints, so as to allow the line of Isolepis gracilis that

is planted immediately behind them to show itself

to advantage. A little further on tlu:ough the

high wood, and the shrubs recede again to allow space

for a mass of endlessly varied and richly-coloured

Polyanthuses and Primroses, with a Seaforthia plunged
in front of them—the Polyanthuses to be succeeded in

a day or two by mixed stove and greenhouse Ferns,

which do well in the open air in summer, and so with
Nicotiana.s and Myosotis, Wigandias and Wallftowers—

a delightful mixture of vegetation. One bed in an open
glade was remarkable—four specimens of AcerNegundo
variegata, rather tall and well-grown ; then beneath
them, in the centre, a square of Centaurea gymnocarpa,
with lines of PeriUa running from its four corners to

the edge of the cii-cle, the angles being filled with
Gazania.
There can be no doubt that spring gardening pro-

perly carried out is superior to any other, even con-

sidered as regards colour alone ; and such being the case,

the day cannot be far distant when our gardens shall be

as remarkable for beauty in April and May as they are

at present for bare earth at that season. No gardens

or woods could be more lovely than these have been for

many weeks, yet there is scarcely a plant employed
which is not as cheap as the common AVallflower.

W. R.

A15.ST11ACTS OF PAPERS PRESENTED TO
THE BOTANICAL CONGRESS.

TUB TK.VIPF.B.ITUHI! OF WATEB, AXD ITS EFfECIS
UroN PLAJfT CULTIVATION,

nv James xVndekson, Meadow Bank.

Cri.rrvATOiisiiigcnenil are not over zealous in taking
r'l^m :ir'- ul' 111' i.l.td.i t iii;m !-;ilure that exists

I. !
:. i .' n hou-se, and yet

u , ,, I '. i'is the e-xuberance
(iMih]!!:, ill .'I'll li'-iiiso the importance
of iiiiikiiiL' :m1' H'iii' |ir"\i-i"ii for water heated, at

least, to til ' Slim i( inpi r.uiuv as the atmosphere. It

is not suiliri.iit to li;nc . isterns dug out under the

ground Uoor, aud iiuulc uater-tight by the various

inctliods ill praiticc, to produce a temperature suQi-

ciently high. Unless the hot-water pipes actually run
through or under them, I have found by repeated

experiments, especially in tropical houses, that a differ-

ence ranging from o ' to 10', Fahrenheit's scale, exists

between the temperature of the air and that of the
water. I can scarcely conceive anything more pre-

judicial in the whole routine of plant culture, having
a tendency to chill and paralyse root-action, than fre-

quent waterings at such a di.ssimilar temperature. It

is bad enough under any circumstances, but when we
come to practise upon valuable tropical Orchid.s, the
injury becomes, after a time, irreparable.

Why should this be so? Is it owing to the con-
servativrti'uilrijricsofaninitiatorypractice? Numbers,
certainly, do ^(r(ll -li^iiicHned to move out of the groove

into wIimIi till-, - ill li-d down in the early days of their

pi'acticf, nliilc othirs have been bold enough to strike

out of the beaten course, and ofttimes, too, not without
success. Curiously enough, it has long been a custom
to furnish bottom-heat for Pines, and even Melons and
Cucumbers, arranging the beds in such a way as to be
from 5° to 10° higher than that of the surface, and good
results have invariably followed. Tepid water has
always been in request by our foremost Pine growers,

and formed one of llii' n-roramendations in every
calendar of opi riiiion-. I inleed, were any one to ques-

tion the merits oi tin -jstiinas a whole, a hundred
voices at least would lir liltrd up against him. Inno-
vations mtiko slow progress ; for it is only a modern
practice looking into the geotbermal state of Vine
borders, and furnishing either by chambers or aerated

pa-ssages an auxiliary means of preserving and dis-

pensing heat to the roots. No one, unless he be a
bigot, will venture to challenge or gain.say the good to

be derived by the adoption of such a system. Any
little dispute that has arisen as to the efficacy of heated

Vine borders is traccnhlc to individuals resident in

localities having subsoils such as sand or chalk, which
have greater power of retaining heat and parting with
superfluous moisture than other subsoils, and therefore

have less need of artificial appliances. And how, I

would ask, is it that the practice is not universally car-

ried out ? why is it not followed to a legitimate issue ?

If we have unmistakable proof of an improved cultiva-

tion in every advance made in accordance with a
system, we nmy lie certain that it is an innovation

of the ri^ht slimip, woitljv of iniiliition and adoption.

So|-ir:i>tlhliliii'tli':ilu;inlrln.r|.roi|.',.l l.tllrivaiv

no plants umlrr riiliiviiiion lliiii iiimt :i iihut undi-

vided attrnlion. wlirlliiT «r look to their vai-ii-ty, the
geographinil rau^e ovor w liich they extend, or above and
beyond all, their nionetfiiy value, than the Orohidaceae.

Every little si-rap of infuruiation, from reliable sources
is gathered up and noted down ivith an avidity only
known to Orchidophilists and Orchidculturists. The
physiological structure of the plants is so peculiar, so

diirercnt totlnit of,

render llielll pointe

That they alTeiipiil

any otlnr pfiiti- i^

highest ilr-n ' ei

.;ener:ill\' in ;i Inn

ili.eases\,lMte loiv

III her form of vegetation, as to

(eresting to every natiiralist.

csistiugiar more fatigue tlinu

iiown, and j'et it requ'ier tin

I
- k i 11 to maintain a col 1 nt i o n

iitr. They are also liable lo

plants, and, in this

,
,

r Ii 11 -ir|. ilo,,rr to the animal kingdom.
In the ('oiii-^e of e\iirii,iii'e and experiment over a

large and Miiinl eollortMii. I have found tangible

benefits to aerme tiom siinfviie-' the thermal con-
dition of the eonipo-i in whieli tho iilantsgrow.

I may state tlmi ii is no li i|ili:i/iinl conjecture that I

am about to pro|inimi|, Imt ;i .simple statement of facts

evolved diiriie.; ;i tell ,\e;iiv' practice upon an Orchid-
aceous I iillielion. In the t'ormer period, although I

managed lo grow the teiniierate species quite satis-

factorily enough. I could not manage the great sub-

division of Vandcre at all well. I found, e.specially in

the ease of Saccolabiums, Phatenopsids, and some of

the more tender Aerides, the most discomfiting opposi-

tion. The fine fleshy roots which had been einitted

diu*ing the growing season, and which had been intro-

duced into the pots, pans, or baskets, as the case might
be, at the season of repotting, were on the next examina-
tion a mass of rottenness: in many instances very few of

the roots under ground escaped unscathed. What was
the consequence V The lower leaves became yellow,

dropped off one by one, and left me and the planl; at

the end of the season in pretty much the same condition

as at the beginning. This was mortifying enough,

especially as the compost was physically and chemically

good enough, as I have ultimately proved. Wherein,
then, lay the defect ? It was in the watering of the

plants with water taken from an underground cistern,

which a series of thermometrical e,xperiments have

shown me, was cooler by T to 10' than the atmosphere.

"Necessity is the mother of invention," and
when I began to reflect upon the advantages

of bottom-heat to Pines, Vines, and stove plants,

I set about to efl'ect a reformation. I shrugged

my shoulders and shook my head at the very idea

of a tan or sand-bed in an Orchid house, as being a

resort for an army of cockroaches (Blatta orientalis)

that could never be successfully overcome, and that

would be a plague among the plants scarcely less

devastating than llie locusts of old. I resolved that the

water should lie inereased in temperature, and with

that view ordi'ied hoi water to be drawn from the

boilers and inixeil w ilh the colder water drawn from

the cLstern until it was never less than 10'—it might be

sometimes so high as 20'—warmer than the atmosphere

of the house about to be watered. The effect, in a few

months, quite exceeded my most sanguine anticipa-

tions. The vigour of the plants increased, the quality

and quantity of the bloom was greatly superior, and
when the season of repotting came round, the roots

eiiiliedded in the compost, instead of being all but
iiiii\ers:ill.\ ]iutrid, were generally healthy. I have
now, |oi- i'i]iwards of two years, carried out the above

lilau ill integrity, not only in tropical but in "cool"
Orchid-houses, with marked success. The impregna-

tion of iron in the water drawn from the boilers,

instead of being attended with any depreciating

influence as some would have us to take upon credit,

on the contrary appears to be productive of good.

Evei-y gardener is a meteorologist, almost by com-
pulsion ; and yet there are probably not half a dozen

cultivators in England that ever took the trouble to

gauge the temperature of water about to be used either

out of the water pot or the syringe. Men in charge,

under the princijial, although obedient, are not always

reflective and pains-taking, and unless positive ordei-s

be given that water at such a temperatiure must be

used, a good deal will be distributed at random
In order that there may be no misunderstanding or

doubt as to the theory I wish to inculcate and to be

applied, allow me to reiterate that all pot plants a.s a

rule ought to have water at the root at least 5' warmer
than the atmosphere in which they live, and that

tropical Orchids will prosper all the bett<>r with a

minimum variation of 10°; that is to say, if all oilier

conditions of treatment are skilfully met, a correspond-

ing degree of vigour will be maintained. Much the

liest system I have seen in practice, recognising the

value of bottom-heat, without plunging material, is

that applied in one of :Mf, Dny's tropical houses

at Tottenham, ,\loirj I lio . . ni le of the house, instead

of so many tiers of l-ineh i,i|iiiie, tliere is a trough-like

cistern, narrow nt liottom niid « iilening out towards

top, somewhat in the form of a feeding-box for horses

on a large scale. This is connected with the boiler by

pipes in the usual way, and circulation is constantly

taking place. The top is so arranged as to be open or

shut at pleasure, and by this means an excellent steady

heat, either moist or dry, is dispersed over the roots of

such plants as are immediately over its surface. I need

scarcely say that Mr. Day's Saccolabiums, Aerides, and
such like plants, in a medium of this kind, under

Mr. Stone's cultural care, are indicative of high health

and vigour. Mr. Williams, the well-known " Benjamin"
of Mr. Warner's establishment at Hoddesdon, once

the cherished homo of rarities, now transferred to

"Paradise," pricked liis ears and was all attention

while I was divulging quietly my " watering " practice.

He appeared to be agreeably surprised, and intimated

to me that he never grew Orchids before or since equal

to those under his charge at Hoddesdon, and his water
tanks were in eoniieetion nilli the hot-water pipes.

'fins siireh ^'ors ;i eriliiiii \vii,\ lo |irove the souudness
oftlie llie(ir\. on the liiteriil e\ h 'lesion " principle.

Lastly. Me nil know ninl fear the ravages of spot;

ive look wit li llir I'linti^i concern upon the insidious

way in which h mnl... itself over a collection of

Orchidese, and ofitmn .- disligures for life the appear-

ance of many valuable plants. I unhesitatingly pro-

nounce that there seems to be no absolute cure for

some of the more aggravated forms of it ; but beyond

lUestioil skilful trclltlilelll Hi

prevent il. Tiicre nre a \.m.

nuist, I hsci-vcl bcloni nnve
nlitions that
111 c KUld
' II. ',.'! I...,.n

spot ill tile same satlslu^'lory liiauiier, uutU ullBr 1 had
reduced the " watering " theory to every-day practice.

Home Correspondence.
Transmission of Seeds io ihe Tropics.—An it may

interest some of your readers who propose either

taking or semliii'-' oily seeds abroad, especially to the
tropics. I sni.ioiii n short extract from a letter just

receiM'.l from th.- Xeilgherries, detailing the result of

an ex|. 11 nil. lit ot tli.' kind. The writer having asked

mv a.lvi. .• MS to til.' Iiesit mode of packing such .seeds,

wrilest.. inforni me of his success:—"I brought the
Wnliints, Filh.its, and Acorns here packed in earth,

but it was so A\\ \i hen opened it appeared like sand.

I watered it, and in 10 days had shoots to the Walnuts
3 inches in length ; the acorns also had long shoots,

and yesterday one of the Filberts burst out ; so that

the earth mode of conveyance is a success." The
germinating seeds have been liberally distributed

among several gardens, where they are likely to be well

taken care of, and, let us hope, will find a suitable soil

and climate in their new country. Mohert Wight,
Orazele,/.

The MaHon On*-.—Some of your readers may be
interested in the following statement from a late issue

of the Manchester Examiner :—" At the little village

of Marton, a few miles north of Congleton, there stands

an Oak tree of such gigantic dimensions as to entitle it

to a greater fame than hitherto it has obtained, and to

raise till'
.
in. 'stion whether it is not of greater circum-

fereiic thnn niiy other Liiglisli lree\ The Cowthorpe
Oak, near Wetlierhy, in Yorkshire, has generally been
considered to bo the largest, its circumference afi

3 feet above the ground being given in Hunter's
" Evelyn's Silva " as 48 feet. I have twice measured

.1111.1 the circumference.the Marten rink,

about 2 feet nho
5 feet C inch. ~

smallest circum
3" feet. Tbes

to I..' II lent

I le 49 feet ; at about
5 inches ; and the
feet high to be

were obtained by
-tretching a cord around the tree, hut its dimensions

when in full vigour must have been very considerably

greater, as the trunk is now so much decayed that

a person can walk through it in two direc-

tions. The hollow ca\ity iu the trunk is about

9 feet G inches diameter, and it may serve

to convey some idea of the enormoas pro-

portions of the tree to mention that wlien

I first saw it eight years ago, it served as a receptacle

for an ordinary sized plough and a large cask, with
ample space i.

the very decii,\.

anco ol vitalit

boughs are co\

as those of an.v

stands on the e

and is well-kno
being naturally
any notice of it

ilk I'ound them. Notwithstanding
1.1' the trunk there is still abuiid-

nml at the present time the
Ih l.'nves as largo and niuiieroiis

I h: It

proud of it, hut i have ue\or seen

any book treating of forest trees.

Ills most desirable that photographs of it should be

taken from different points of view, especially as it

cannot be expected Hint it inn very long survive the

efl'ects of decay anil storm. It is stated on the

authority of Mr. South Hint nu Oak tree 4" feet in

circumference must b<> at l.'nst, l.'.utl years old. If any
of your readers can give reliable information as to the

size and present condition of the Cowthorpe Oak, or of

any others of very large dimensions, it would be

interesting to comjiare them with tho.se given above,

'fhere is, or was, a very large one at Winfarthing, in-

Norfolk, but I have no accurate sizes of it." <S'. M.
Plirnts In CrinnUne.—Mm I suisest, through your

, '..11111111- (lint in III.- II. 'xl ^r. il t^ le'.'tl-ii of Flowers

Ih.i-.' -h.'.iil.l 1..' n,ni M 1.1 I
.

,1 < lianiber of

Ilon-oi-- t..\\lil-li nil .rinolii.' !- " p •

'- .Vzaleas in

pill-lH'lllnl-, ,-lloill.l I..' l-elcL-nt.'-l /''", ' /'.;./"-«,

Peach and Nertnrine jr„iliire.-'- A Six Years' Sub-

scriber" (see p. 1517) complains of having lost his crop

of Peaches and Nectarines, and asks the opinion of

your r

have
thes.,

cloud-
and st

the f his fiiilure. I

..fill., I'l. .,.,,. fi.llini; olf I
nlli-ihllte to the

s iilii.'li I nf. -I. '.I ..ill- lee. 's l:i-l Si>|iteiiiber,

li.'iii of Ih.'ir I. 'lives helore the wood and
,i-.,u-lilv ripe, 'I'll.' I'nilure is general in

this purl of the .oii'ulry iS..iitli Vorkshire). Peaches

[Uid Nectariues tliiit were foreed have not suffered so

miicii as late ones, because the wood was nearly ripe

before the aphis made its appearance; but all under

glass, and on walls that did not ripen their fruit till

September, have severely suffered, and as the fruit was

ripe at the time, nothing could be done m the way of

fumigating or syringing for fear of damaging the crop.

Cofo, Doncaster.
, ,. ,

Oardin flans —Y'lnv general observations under

this bend (s.e p, .'.121 will i.robably, to a certain extent,

bo favoiirnhly reeeiv.il by your readers; a better

selection orsiil.i.'.t> nii'-'hl surely have been given, and

probably ifllii-pnl ..I tin- i-'eneral scheme had been as

well maiiai-'eil i- Hn- I'lmil and Flower Show, a very

ditl'crent resnll \i..iil.l I in v.- been attained, and attracted

more roinpil il"i-- 'I'he taste in landscape hardening,

„i(li i|,.,,,\.','pii f a few establish. '.1 nil.-, .lilfers

v.,,'i mmli.it I- 1 hi'i-eforo not difficult to]... ml .niflhe

.hll'cr.'iil Mii.'s |ii-n.'liseil by profcs.sion;il in. 'ii, met it is

but rare to tin. 1 a dozen people having the snme vi.-ws

of approval of the systems of planning public gni-d.;us

as now carried out. Y"ou say there was a confusinu of

talent in the planning of the Royal Horticultural

Society's Garden at South Kensington, and that there

is not anything very striking produced. I believe I am
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not siiiRulai- in differin? from you on that point. A
public Rarden with such an extended staircase, and

row.s of polite Poplars bowing to the company,

surely posse.sses at least some remarkable features.

For more effectually inducing professional and other

gardeners to give their notions of design in regard to

landscape gardening, a plan might, I think, be set

apart at one or two of the more important pubhc
e-ihibitions of plants, for designs, leaving it to the

designer to select his own form of outline, the

extent and scale to be shown as well as references.

The designs should not be for competition or reward.

A professional man of good practice would not probably

put in a design ; but many practical and amateur

gardeners who possess good taste in landscape gardenmg

would probably be glad of the opportunity of exhibiting

their views of laying out either a flower or vegetable

garden, forcing houses, &c., aud park-like grounds,

without incurring the criticism of the public

iournalist. E. B. •

Broccoli.—I send you some heads of Cattell s Eclipse

Broccoli, the sort which gained me the first prize at

the late International Horticultural Exhibition at

South Kensington. The large head weighs Hi lb.,

but those the size of a peck measure are quite as large

as the cooks can conveniently place whole upon the

table. I send a couple of small ones, that you may see.

I shall be enabled to cut Broccoli in a week or ten

days hence, by which time Cauliflowers will be coming
in plentifully. Jolm CallcU, Westerham, Kent. [The
heads in question were good in colour, tender, and
excellent.]

Wild Garlic and Ant Ililh.—l should be glad ofany
information as to the best mode of getting rid of this,

and also of ant-hills. Can any of your correspondents

assist me ? An Old Subscriber.

Patilovnia imperialis.—It may be worth noticing

that the Paulovnia imperialis has flowered for the first

time in the Botanic Garden, Oxford, within the last

few days. The same tree has produced a profusion of

fine flowers also Ln a garden belonging to Mr. Eymer in

the same neighbourhood. C Dmibemj.

Royal Horticultural: yioiir 5.— The Bishup of Winchester
in the chair. After the election of new members and the

affiliation of one or two Societies, the usual announcement of

awards was made.
Mr. Andrew Murray then offered a few remarks respectii

the reproduction of bark on a peeled Laurel branch fumishi
by Mr. Pearson, gr. to — Childe, Esq., Kinlet, near Bewdley.

Jlr. Balcman took the opportunity of rectifying an unfair

imputation which had been cast upon it by Dr. Daubeny, into

which tb.at gentleman had been led by Mr. Bateman himself.

One spring morning Mr. Bateman found his Wellington ias, as

he thought, in a stiite of hopeless paralysis ; as Dr. Daubeny
was then collecting information in reference to this tree, the

fact just named was communicated to him, aud by Dr. D,

transferredtooiu-coiunins{seep. 987, 1804). The trees, however,

perfectly recovered, and since then nothing has occurred to

impair their character in any respect. Mr. Bateinan then
referred to Jonesia Asoca, magnificent flowering specimens
of which were exhibited by Mr. Taplin, gr. to the Duke of

Devonshire at Chat^sworth, who showed a few weeks
ago flowering examples of Amhcrstia nobilia. The Jonesia,

named in compliment to Sir W. Jones, the famous Oriental

scholar, belongs to the same family as the Amherstia, and was
found gro\ving in company with it by Dr. Wallich, who
pronounced it to be scarcely second in beauty to thit fine tree.

It has large, glossy, pale green, pinnated leaves, and terminal

clusters of flowers, not unlike those of an orange-scarlet Ixora.

Seeds of it were first sent to the Liverpool Botanic Garden by
Dr. Carey, and it has been figured long ago in the " Botanical

Magazine." It was described by Dr. Roxburgh, and there

also a figure of it in Rheede's " Hortus Malabaricus." Royle

moreover speaks of its beauty in terms of the highest praise. In

short it and the Amherstia are two of the the finest trees

belonging to the Asiatic Flora. Mr. Bateman next alluded to

a species of Camoeneia, met with by Dr. Welwitsch in Africa,

having flowers a foot lung, milk white in colour, edged with

gold, a representation of which will be found in the Transac-

tions of the Linnean Society. This is reported to be a vigorous

growing climber of singular beauty ; a hope was therefore

expressed that through some of our enterprising nurserymen
seeds or plants of it might soon be imported to this country.

Orchids next came under consideration. Among them was a

cut spike of Anguloa Clowesii, with two blossoms on it

;

Mr. Anderson, the skilful gardener at Meadow Bank, from
whom it came, considers that all that is necessary in order to

multiply the flowers on spikes of this or any other Orchid is to

give them good cultivation. Blooms of the rare Dendrobium
infundibulum, white stained in the throat with Roman red,

were also exhibited ; as were likewise Odontoglossum
maculatum, O. Reichenhcimii, and others. From Mr. Bateman's
garden came the charming Dendrobium Wardianum, which
has been said to be identical with D. Falconeri, but which is

in reality very different from that species.

Orchids, said Mr. Bateman, had done much to please the eye
and little to satisfy the palate ; but he had much pleasure in

stating that on this occasion all present would have an oppor-

tunity of tasting Orchid tea, of which numbers availed them-
selves, and we believe that we are right in stating that very

few liked it. Of this preparation some account will be found

at p. 315. It is made of the leaves of An^rfecum fragrans, and
is sold by Bousquin, of Paris, who gives along with it a circular

highly eulogistic of its good qualities. It is called Faham in

the Isle of RtSimion, whence it comes, and where the Creoles

are said to have long used it ; it is also said to be in use in the

Mauritius. To make it palatable it requires milk and spirits

in small quantity, particularly rum. Notwithstanding these

endations, however, it will probably be long before it

engages much attention in this country.

Cigars made of Orchids, encased in Tobacco-leaves, were
shown from the Museum of the Royal Gardens, Kcw.

Jv.n( 5 {Floral Committef). — Messrs. Veitch furnished a

beautiful assemblage of fine plants on this occasion, among
. which were some valuable Orchids, including Cattleya

f.the
j
M'Morlandii, a kind in the way of Mossiae, having a largi

amount of orange in the lip:_ of other plants they had

The wood in this instance had been wholly deprived of its

bark for upwards of 2 feet in length, and yet, contrary to the
opinion of the late T. A. Knight and other vegetable physiolo-
gists, it not only continued to live, but gradufOly covered itself

again with new bark. This, it was said, it would probably
have been unable to do if the season had been dry
tree bad stood in an exposed situation, but as both c( „, ^_ _^. ._

were exactly contrary, a deposit of new bark made in the
|
singular Lycopodium from the Solomon Isles, with long stems

usual way all over the peeled surface was the result. clothed with Fir-like foliage, and divided at the top into many
Mr. Bateraan then presented his "challenge" medal— tails or rather hranchlets; the handsome Bomean Alocasia

a handsome gold one—to Mr. Veitch, who had won it by jjip^ntea, with sagittate leaves flushedand veined with silver

;

an overwhelming majority of marks. It was offered to any the Epacris-Iike Darwinia fimbriata, from Western Australia,

exhibitor who might get the greatest number of Certificates with drooping rosy beUs ; Gymnogramma Laucheana Thomp-
at the Society's fortnightly meetings during two years in goni, a tasselled gold Fern ; Maranta roseo-picta, with deep
succession, one condition being that the winner of it would not green shining leaves zoned with pink when young and with
bu .ill ..v t I > . ini^ete for a second untU somebody else had whit-e when old: Ksempferia Roscoeana, with pretty Maranta-
w.ii ^^ \ 1' h, after alluding in complimentary terms to

j
like leaves; and Palicourea discolor with handsome foliage,

tin I nets given by the late Dr. Lindley in
i leaving a silvery midrib. The collection likewise contained

K I ,
I ,

I ,
.

. i i y3 gone by, said that he was of opinion various fine Japanese Betinosporas, especially R. obtusa aurea
nulLiiif, > > ;.L:i.,;,Li.J so much to the welfare of the Society as variegata and dcnsa, the last a deep green Fern-like leaved
it3 furtnighlly meetings, and added that although debarred kind; three Amaryllids ; the Chilian Athyrium latifoliu:

and small yellow blossoms ; the charming Plcroma clegans,

with violet-purple blossoms, each as large as a crown-piece ;

Hoya bella, with numerous drooping clusters of waxy white
and red blossoms ; the really useful free-flowering Tetratheca

ericifolia, Aotus gi-aciUima, with long graceful stems, clothed

all round for upwards of a foot in length, vrith bright yellow
flowers, and other equally fine plants.

Airards.~lO : 1. Mr. Peed ; 2. Mr. J. Wheeler ; 3, Mr. Kemp ;

4, Mr. G. Wheeler. 8 : 1, Mr. Rhodes ; 2, Messrs. Lee ; 3, Mr.
Glendinning; 4, Mr. Williams., 8 (Amateurs) ; 1, Mr. Donald;
2, Mr. Carson ; 3, Mr. Kaile ; 4, Mr. Coles. 6 : 1, Mr. C. Smith

;

2, Mr. Wilkie ; .3, Mr. Ingram ; 4, Mr. Ward.
Fine-joliaged Plants.—Among these were some fine things.

Palms were represented by Latania borbonica. the large fan-

shaped leaves of which seemed to attract much attention. There
were also Chama^rops humiHs, and one or two other
kinds. Of variegated Aloe-leaved Yuccas we noticed
some fine plants, as well of Pandanus elegantissimus,

a really handsome kind of Screw Pine. Of Rush-like
foliage Bonapartea filifera furnished an example. Among
Alocasias the best was certainly a pLint of A. Lowii
in Mr. Williams' collection. This had leaves of the brightest

green, boldly veined with wiiite, and measui-ing nearly 2 feet

in length and 1 foot in width. Of A. mctallica there was also

a charming example. The orange-ribbed Sedge-leaved Cordy-
liue indivisa was well represented, as were also Draaena
indivisa, the noble-looking Theophrasta imperiahs, and the
smaller-growing, and not nearly so handsome, T. macro-
phylla. Of Bilbergias, Cycas, Dion edule, Zamias, Ence-
phalartos, and simuar hard-leaved plants, we noticed some

specimens, especially from Mr. Yates, of Highgate ; and,
skilfully associated as they were with other fine plants, they
made by. no means an ineffective appearance. Araliae,

Rhopalas, and variegated New Zealand Flax had their

admirers, as had also the beautiful Caladium Chantinii, and
Maranta zebrina. Foremost amongst singular-leaved plants

Philodendron pertusum, the large dodp-green slashed

and curiously cut leaves meeting with a host of admirers ; and
Beaucamea glauca elegana, with long narrow bluish-green

foliage, also seemed, and deservedly, to be a favourite.

Aicards.— 10 : 1, Mr. Williams; 2, Mr. Young, gr. to H.
Stone, Esq. ; 3, Mr. Young, gr. to R. Barclay, Esq. 6:1, Mr.
Williams ; 2, Mr. Taylor : 3, Mr. Donald.

Ferns.—These being mostly large and in beautiful condition,

filled up shady recesses with excellent effect. As regards
kinds they did not seem to differ from those mentioned in

former reports. Hardy British sorts were furnished in great

variety and beauty by Messrs, Ivery, of Dorking.
^irardj.—Exotic kinds, 12: 1, Mr. Barnard; equal 2, Mr.

Young, gr. to W. H. Stone, Esq., and Mr. Taylor ; 3, Mr. Young,
gr. to R. Barclay, Esq. 12 (Nurserymen) ; 1, Mr. Williams.

British, 12 : 1. Messrs. Ivery: 2, Mr. Kemp.

Orchids.—Among these the greatest novelty was undoubtedly
Oncidium Jlarshallianura, a remarkably fine kind from the

Organ Mountains, named specifically in compUment to Mr.
JLirsball, of Enfield, by whom it was shown. Its blossoms,

which are of large size, are of a clear bright yellow, ornamented
near fthe centre or eye with rich cinnamon brown. When
better established and more profusely flowered, it will doubt-

less prove one of the handsomest of all Oncidiums. Among
Dendrobiiims we noticed the showy D. formosum giganteum,
with largo pure white flowers stained with orange ; D.
Parishii : the charming dark spotted, rich orange-flowered

D. clavatum, and others. Odontoglossums consisted of the
charming O. Pescatorei ; O. cordatum, with two fine spikes of

flowers : O. citrosmum, with delicate white blossoms flushed

with pink ; and a finely flowered plant of the singular-looking

O. nasvium. LaiUa pui-purata and Brysiana, a kind very much
like it, were shown in good condition by several exhibitors.

Among Cattleyas were some fine masses of Mossise ; and
Cypripediums of different sorts, including a fine plant of the
long tailed C. caudatum, were numerous. The genera Aeridea

and Vanda were represented by several well-grown and beau-

from obtaining Mr. Bateman's challenge medal for the next two
years at least, he would nevertheless give them, as he had
always done, his hearty support, and that »vhen it again
became ehgiblc for him to compete for the medal in question,
of which he w;is proud, ho should bo among the first to enter

I the
different subjects exhibited. The trunk of an Oak t:

ovni neighbourhood, he .said, partially barked, had not only
produced new bark but idso new wood from the ends of the
medullary rays. A Sikkim Rhododendron, sent to the last

meeting to be named, was stated on this occasion to be R.
Blandfordianum of Hooker. Seedlings of that kind were said
to Ijc very variable, and this variety, as well as E.
cinnabarinum, was stated to be undoubtedly poisonous.
Alluding to Marantas, that called tublspatha was stated
to be a species of CaLithea, which has been recently
figured in the "Botanical Magazine." Areca Verschaffeltii, it

was observed had a triangular stem, a singular circum-
stance among Palms. A Cyrtanthus from Mr. Bull was
stated to be C. obliquus, a handsome Cap* bulb, figured many
years ago in the "Botanical Magazine." A singular dwarf-
growing hybrid Nepenthes from Messrs. Veitch next received
attention, as did also an orange and red-coloured Amaran-
thaceous plant from the New Hebiides, shown by the same
firm. This, it was remarked, might possibly prove to be some
species of Celosia. Allusion was then made to a handsome
variety of Portugal Laurel, furnished by Messrs. Osbom tmder
the name of Prunus lusitanica var. azorica. It has larger and
finer flowers and better leaves than those of the ordinary
Portugal Laurel, to which it is equal in hardiness, and it is

said to blossom freely in a comparatively small state. After
directing attention to a small Cotoneaster, allied to C. mit
phyUa, attention was drawn to some beautiful Japaii

Maples, with leaves of different colours and forms, from
Messrs. Veitch. The genus Acer, Mr. Berkeley stated, w
so much grown as it should be, seeing that it

prises some of our most ornamental trees. Some
charming species of this genus exist in the garden of the
Society at Chiswick, and with the view of making them
better known, it has been determined to propagate them for

distribution. Allusion was then made to a branch of Silver

Fir from^ Major Peach, of Bristol, on which was a peculi;

growth very different from that of the ordinary branch, and
the leaves of which became deciduous. This was stated to be
caused by a minute parasitic Fungus, very rare in England
but common in the Black Forest in Germany. Attention was
next drawn to some singular appendages on the leaves of a
Cabbage, a full account of which vtdll be fovind in another
column.
Mr. Bateman then made some remarks on the Wellingt(

gigantca, of which be;iutifiil photographs, illustrating its

appearance in its native valleys in CaUfomia, were exhibited
A section of the bark of that Mammoth tree from Mr, Veitch
was also shown. It was upwards of a foot in thickness, and
in general appearance did not look imlike a cake of ginger-
bread. In the course of his observations on the Wellingtonia,

Coleus called" Gibsoni, from New Caledonia, with lively

green leaves blotched and veined vrith chocolate ; and a
variety of Pampas Grass vsdth variegated leaves, altogether a
magnificent group, to which a special Certificate was deservedly

awarded. From Messrs. Osbom came cut specimenB of various

hardy flowering shrubs, among which were Rhododendrons,
Magnolias, the yellow-blossomed Caragana pygmsea, and other

useful ornamental plants. Blooms of Rhododendron Falconeri

were furnished by Mr. Munro, gr. to J. Ames, Esq., Clevelands,

Lyme Regis. Of this some account will be found at p. 517.

From the Rev. T. Medland, Steyning Rectory, Sussex, came
handsome cut specimens of Paulovnia imperialis, an account

of which vrill be found at p. 517. The Rev. G. Cheere, Pap-
worth, had Giant Mignonette and Zonal Pelargoniums ; aud
from Mr. Green, gr. to W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., came an
interesting little group of Arads. I'rom Mr. Bull came several

new Ferns, to which Certificates were awarded. Among them
were Nephrodium molle confluens, N. m. densum, N. m. ramo-
sissimum, the IndLan Athyrium prolifcrum, and A. F.-f.

pulchrum, all fine kinds ; also the silvery-veined Eranthemum
argyroneimim, to which a First-cLass Certificate was awarded ;

the handsome Terminalia elegans, with long narrow leaves

having a red midrib, from Madagascar ; and other fine plants.

From the garden of the Society came various potfuls of the

pretty little Oxalis rosea : the useful Saxifraga tricolor, a

kind with more red in the leaves than sarmentosa : Maranta
coccinea, the white-blossomed Eranthemum tuberculatum, and
other plants.

June 5 (F)ia*( Co»nitif/fc).—Mr. Miller, gr. to Lord Craven, at

Combe Abbey, exhibited two excellent Queen Pine-apples,

each weighing nearly 5 lb., the produce of 19 months growth.

From Mr. Bradly, gr. to Mrs. Norton, Elton Manor, Notts,

came specimens of Sir Joseph Paxton Strawberry, a fine-

looking kind, which is stated to be a good forcer.

Royal Botanic: Jum 6 (Secoixd Great Shotr).—This was in

all respects a magnificent exhibition, and although the day
was cold, and threatened occasionally to rain, there was a

considerable attendance of visitors.

Stove a7id Greenhouse Plants.—Among these we noticed some
beautiful specimens of Rhynchospermum jasminoides, and of

the even more fragrant and certainly more showy Stephanotis

floribunda; also examples of Statice Holfordi and profusa,

both useful kinds ; various Boronias, Eriostemons, and
Pimeleaa ; Chorozemas in good condition, especially C. Hench-
manni ; Epacris pulchella. with long spikes of minute snow-
white blossoms : Allamandasof differentkinds, Genetyllistulipi-

fera, charming bushes of the old-fashioned but still useful Draco-

phyllum graciJe.the rosy-blossomedAdenandra fragrans, Heaths,
Everlastings, Coleonema rubrum, the well-known Combretum
purpurcum. Clerodendron Thomsonse, and its much handsomer
variety B;ilfoiuii, both with striking scarlet and snowy-white
inflorescence ; AcrophyUum venosum, with nearly every

shoot furnished with handsome whorls of creamy-coloured

blossoms, but in few instances with good terminal red leaves,

in which much of the beauty of the plant resides ; the showy
Ixora coccinea, Musssenda frondosa, with showy white bracts

tifuUy-flowered species. Among Phalsenopsids '

P. Luddemanniana, from Mr. Penny, with nine well-coloured

blossoms. Saccolabiums were confined to small plants of

S. prasmorsum and the orange-scarlet S. curvifolium. The
yellow Anguloa Clowesii was shown in good condition, t

furnished by Mr. Rhodes, of Sydenham ; and the well-

known Epidendrum phoeniceum, sometimes called Hanburi-
anum, came fi-om Mr. Parker, of Tooting.
Aicards.—10 : 1, Mr. Penny ; 2, Mr. Wilson ; 3, Mr. Bullen ;

4, Mr. Robson ; 5, Mr. Page. 6: 1, Mr. Williams; 2, Messrs.

Lee ; 3, Messrs. Jackson ; equal 4, Mr. Bull and Mr. Parker.

8 : 1, Mr. Wiggins : 2, Mr. Young, gr. to W. H. Stone, Esq. ; 3,

Mr. Peed : 4, Mr. WUcock.

iin«M.—Though good for the season, those shown in pots were
by no me;ins so fine as they were Inst month, and we missed
on this occasion one or two of the principal exhibitors of this

Queen of flowers. From Mr. Francis and Messrs. Paul & Son
came good groups, and in the Amateurs' Class Mr. Terry

furnished some well-bloomed plants. Of cut flowers we can

speak in higher terms of praise. Among these were some
magnificent blooms of the new Tea Rose Marechal Neil, a

glorious acquisition, which seems to improve in beauty as

the season advances. These came from Messrs. Paul & Son,

who had very fine specimens of it, from Mr. Mitchell, and
others. Mr. Mitchell likewise showed other cut Roses in fine

condition, as did also Messrs. Paul <t Son, and Mr. HoIUng-
worth, of Maidstone.

Aicar(i*.~ln pots, 10: 1, Mr. Francis; 2, Messrs. Paul A;

Son. 6 : 1, Mr. Terry. Cut blooms, 2.1 : 1, Messrs. Paul ii Son ;

2, Mr. MitchelL (Amateurs): 1, Mr. Hollingworth. 24: 1,

Mr. Mitchell ; 2, Messrs. Paul & Son ; 3, Mr. Turner.

Azaleas.—Though some fine plants of these were shovm on
this occasion, it was abundantly evident that the glorious
" mountains of bloom " of which all spoke in terms of admii-a-

tion in May, were fast fading away. Messrs. Glendinning, of

Tumham Green, and Mr. Carson, of Cheam, still had, how-
ever, very effective examples, especially of lateritia, varicgata,

Gledstanesii, and one or two other kinds ; and in other collec-

tions we also noticed some tolerably good plants.

Ajrards.—6 : 1, Messrs. Glendinning; 2, Messrs. Lee;

3. Mr. Rhodes; 4, Messrs. Cutbush. (Amateurs): 1, Mr.
Carson ; 2, Mr. G. Wheeler.

Heaths.—These were shown in beautiful condition, both as

regards growth and bloom. Among them were some fine

examples of the different varieties of tricolor, of which
t. Wilsoni is one of the best. Westphalmgia,a bright crimson
kind, was likewise well represented, as were also other well-

known sorts.

Airards.—9 : I, Mr. Rhodes; 2, Messrs. Jackson. 8: 1, Mr.

Peed; 2, Mr. J. Wheeler; 3. Mr. G. Wheeler: 4, Mr. Kemp.
6 : 1, Mr. Ward ; 2, Mr. Ingram ; 3. Mr. Young, gr. to

W. H. Stone, Esq. ; 4, Messrs. F. t A. Smith.

Pelargoiiiiuns.—These were wonderfully well grown and
flowered, and were deservedly much admired, especially Mr.

Bailey's nine plants from Shardeloes, which were match-
less ex.imples of skilful cultivation. They consisted

of Spotted Gem, Flora, Lord Clyde, Ariel, Ijidy Canning,

Madlle. Patti, Nestor, Golden Hue, and Desdemona,
From Mr. Nye, gr. to E. B. Foster, Esq., who had also veiy

fine plants, came among others a very large Desdemona, Sir
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Fair Rosamond, Conflagration, Deademona, Beacon, Impera-
trice, Fairest of tho Fair, Viola, Madlle. Patti. In a collection

from Meaara. Fraser were Deademona, Lord Clyde, Sanspareil,

Rose Celestial, and Imperatrice. In collections of Fancy kinda
Mr. Turner had Edith, Roi des Fantasiea, Lucy, Undine,
and Mias-in-hcr-Teens. From Messrs. Fraser came Deli-

catum, Celestial, Arabella Goddard, Miss-in-her-Teens, Roi des
Fantasies, and Godfrey Turner. Mr. Bailey furnished Mario-
nette, Ciystal Beauty, Countess Waldegravo, Delicatum,
Lady Craven, and Lucy.
A!rardf.—9: 1, Mr. Bailey; 2, Mr. Nye; 3, Mr. Ward; 4,

Mr. Wiggins. (Nurserymen): 1, Mr. Turner; 2, Messrs. Fraser;
3, Messrs. Dobson. Fancies, 6; 1, Mr. Turner; 2, Messrs.
Fraser. (Amateurs): ], Mr. Bailey; 2, Mr. Donald; 3, Mr.
Weir.

Fuchsias.—Two well-grown collections of these wore shown,
one by Mr. Weston, gr. to D. Martineau, Esq., Clapham Park

;

the other by Mr. Canncll, Woolwich.
Ntw Plants.—Ot these Messrs. Veitch had a largo and

extremely interesting collection, the more important of which
are noticed In another column ;'the same may also be said of
those furnished by Mr. Bull. Mr. Jackman had three hand-
some varieties of Clematis, named respectively Magnifica,
Alexandra, and Velutina purpurea, all fine dark, violet-
purple kinds, especially Magnifica, the petals of which
are barred with Turkey-red. To Messrs. Ivery were
awarded various Certificates for hardy Perns, most of which
have already been noticed in our coluraua. Mr. Williams had
a new species of Calamus, which promiaeato be an acquisition,
also two kinda of Altemantbera and DIeffenbachia. From
Mr. Thompaon, of Ipawich, came a violet-purple-blossomed
Fentstemon called glaber. Mr. Parker had Pleopeltis Incurvata,
a Javanese species with fine bold foliage ; and Notbochlaiua
cretacea, a uaeful-looking amall Silver Pern.
FlorisW Flowert.—Foremost amougi these'was an extremely

interesting collection of Noaegay and other Pelargoniuma
from Mr. Wm. Paul, from among which Sir Joseph Paxton,
Crimson Queen, and St. George, were •elected by the judges
and awarded First-class Certificates. Messrs. E. G. Henderson
also had a fine group of tricolor and variegated-leaved sorts,
as had also Messrs. Carter. From Mr. Turner and Mr. Hoyle
came various seedlings, among which Duchess of Sutherland,
Sylvia, Tormentor, Lord Lyon, Favourite, and Rustic, received
First-class Certificates ; and a similar mark of distinction was
conferred on Milton, Negresi, and Unison, from Mr. Nye. gr.
to E. B. Foster, Esq. Mr. Watson received a First-class Certi-
ficate for Pelargonium Excelsior, a fine salmony-scarlet zonal
variety. From Messrs. E. G. Henderson came Gloire de Nancy, a
scarlet double-flowered sort, to which a First-class Certificate
was given ; and they also received a similar award for Lady
Cullum, a tricolor-leaved kind,

Miscellantoui Sudjccis.—Among these was a beautiful white-
striped Amaryllis named Holfordii, from' Mr. Parker ; and
Messrs, Veitch also showed a pretty Amaryllis called Queen
of the Netherlands, Mr. Williams had an interesting coUec-
tiou of Aloes, most of which were noticed in our report of the
late great International Exhibition. From Messrs, E. G.
Henderson came a fine collection of hardy fine-leaved
and other plants, among which basketfuls of the
variegated variety of Cynosurus cristatus were greatly
admired. They had also the orange-blossomed Blandfordia
nobilia grandiflora, a somewhat showy bulbous plant, and a
pretty kind of Dianthus called Queteri. Messrs. Carter had the
handsome Omithogalum thyi-soldes album. Pimsies came
from Messrs. Dovmie Laird & Laing, Mr. Fraser, Mr. Hooper,
and Mr. Kingston. A fine basketful of Paulovnla imperialia
was sent by Mr. Masters, gr. to the Earl of Macclesfield ; and
blooms of Balsams and plants of Amectochilua by Mr. Williams.
Messrs. Cutbush had three nice hanging baskets tastefully
filled \vith flowers.

Pineapples. —Varioiia beautifidly-grown and well-ripened
Queens were shown by Mr. Miller, gr. to Lord Craven, at
Combo Abbey, some of which weighed only a few ounces
under 6 lb., and none of them leas than 4 Jb. From Mr.
Barnes, of Bictou, also came a Queen weighing 33 lb., and
another was furnished by Mr. Jones, gr. to Lady Mills,
Romsey. From Mr, Douglas, gr, to F. Whitburn, Esq., Ilford,
came a Smooth-leaved Cayenne, weighing 511b. Mr, Taylor, gr.
to H, E. M, Ingram, Esq., Temple Newsom, near Leeds, sent
a Black Prince weighing 72 lb. ; and another, 6 lb., came from
tho Rev, J, Thomycroft. A Providence weighing 7i lb. was
furnished by Mr. WeatLind, gr. to Lord Belpor, Kingston Hall,

-4irarti*.—Providence : 1, Mr. Westland. Queen : 1, Mr. Miller

;

2, Mr. Barnes ; 3, Mr. Jones. Any sort : 1, Mr. Douglas 2, Rev.
J. Thomycroft; 3, Mr. Taylor.

Gra^cfl.—Beautifully-finished bunches of Black Hamburgh
came from Mr. Meredith, of Garston, near Liverpool. Mr.
Clements, East Bamet, had also fine fruit of tho same variety,
as had also Mr. Allen, gr. to Captain Glegg ; Mr. Osborne]
Finchley ; and Mr. Meads, Minley Manor, near Famborough.
Other excellent aamples of Black Hamburgh came from
Mr. Miller, Combe Abbey ; Mr. Turner, Slough ; Mr. Allport
Doddington Hall ; and Mr. Wallls. gr, to J. Dixon, Esq. In
Black Princes tho contest laid between Mr. Hill, Keele Hall,
and Mr, Moada, between whom the "honours" were equally
divided, Mr. Montgomery Henderson also showed good
bunches in this clasi, as did also Mr. Lyini, gr to
Lord Boston. tVom Mr. ABport came good samples of
West's St. Peter's, and Black Frontignan, Grizzly iVon-
tignan came from Mr. Bannerman, gr. to Lord Bagot
Rugeloy, and Mr. M. Henderson. Buckland Sweetwater was
shown by Mr, Osbom, Mr. Hill, and Mr. Bailey ; and White
Muscadine, unripe, by Mr. M. H«nderaon. Chaaselas Musqutf,
in good condition, came from Mr. Meads ; Golden Hamburgh
from Mr, Coles, gr. to R. H. Page, Esq. ; and good Muscats by
Mr. Turner and Mr. Tansley, gr. to A, Moss, Esq. Unripe
but good bunchea of this variety also came from Mr. Horwood,
gr. to G. Tumbull, Esq., Bromley,

..^wardj,—Black Hamburgh : equal 1, Mr. Meredith and Mr.
Clements ; 2, Mr. Allen ; squal 3, Mr. Osbom and Mr. Meads
Black Prince : equal 1, Mr. Hill and Mr. Meads ; 2, Mr.
Allpoi-t

; 3, Mr. M. Henderson. Buckland Sweetwater : 1, Mr
Osbom; 2, Mr. Hill; 3, Mr. Bailey. Prontlgnana : 1, Mr.
Allport

; 2, Mr. Bannerman ; 3, Mr. M. Henderson. Muscats
1, Mr. Turner : 2, Mr. Tansley ; 3, Mr. Coles.

Peaches.—These consisted chiefly of Royal George and Grosso
Mignonne, of which fine fiiilt came from Mr. Taylor, gr. to
C. A. Hanbury, Esq., East Bamet. Mr. Sage, gr. to Earl
Brovralow

; Mr. Whitaker, gr. to Lord Crewe ; and Mr. Tegg,
gr. to the Duke of Newcastle, at Clumber, alao showed good
diahca of Peaches.
Awards.—l, Mr. Taylor; 2, Mr. Sago ; equal 5, Mr. Whitaker

and Mr. Tegg ; 4, Mr. Evans.

Nectarinei.—Theae were for the most part well-coloured, but
somewhat small. Tho best was a dish of Hunt's Tawny
from Mr. Turner, Slough ; and Mr. Lymi, gardener to Lord
Boston, sent good fruit of VIolotte H&tlve.
Awardi.—l, Mr. Turner; 2, Mr. Lynn; 3, Mr, Allen; equal

4, Mr, HiU and Mr, Evans.
^

Meh)it.—The beat were Meredith's Hybrid Green-fleshed,
Combe Abbey Hybrid, Queen Emma, a seedling from Mere-
dith's Cashmere, Tegg's Hybrid Scarlet, and Gem.
^ipartl*.—Green-fleshed : equal 1st, Mr. Sage, gr, to Earl
Howe,andMr.Dwerrihouse, Scarlet: 1, Mr. Tegg; 2, Mr. Bailey,
Chtrri<3.~Oood May Dukes came from Messrs. Jackson, of

Kmgston, and Mr. Wilson, Warwick. White sorts were not

good. Examples of Froginore Early Forcing came from an
open east wall.

Aicards.—l, Messrs. Jackson; 2, Mr. Wilson; 3, Mr. Lynn.
White : 1, withheld ; 2, Mr, Wilson.
Strawberries.—Them were large and well ripened. Amongst

them were Empress Eugenie, Sir C. Napier, Sir J. Paxton,
Marguerite, and British Queen.
Airards.—l, Mr. Mclndoe ; 2, Mr. Turner; 3, Mr. Johnson.
MisceUaneous Fruits.—Among these were baskets of Grapes,

from Mr. M. Henderson, Mr. Clements, and Mr. Wallis ;

Citrons from Mr. Elliott, gardener to Lady Palmer. Leicester
;

a boxful of Nectarines from Mr. Allen ; fine fmit of the Castle
Kennedy Fig from Mr. Fowler ; and of Lee's Perpetual Pig,
from Mr. Jones, gardener to Lady MOl.

Rhododendron Exhibitions.—Those grand floral displays, now
perfection in the gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society

at South Kensington, and in that of the Royal Botanic Society
in Regent's Park, cont,iin most of the finer kinds of Hardy
Rhododendrons in cultivation, and are therefore well worth a

Among newer kinds at South Kensington, contributed by
Messrs. Waterer & Godfrey, of Knaphill, the most striking are
Lady Clermont and H. W. Sargent, both bright high-coloured
varieties ; Alexander Dancer, bright roso ; Mrs. Milner and
Francis Dickson, rich crimson scarlet ; Lady Armstrong,
brilliant rose ; Charles Bagley, cherry red ; Mrs. John Clutton,
white; Mrs. R, 3. Holford, salmony crimson; Stella, pale
roae, and Mrs. Wm. Bovill, bright crimson. Among older
sorta Alarm and Lady Eleanor Cathcart still occupy a pro-
minent position.
Among new kinds at Regent's Park, furnished by Mr. John

Waterer, of Bagshot, we noticed Alexander Adie, Raphael, Sir
James Clark, SirWm. Armstrong, and Lady Peel, all shades of
rose and crimson ; Duchess of Sutherland, lilac and white ;

Sidney Herbert, bright carmme : Joseph Whitworth, lake ; and
Sir Robert Peel, brilliant rosy crimson. Other high coloured
sorts not yet open are reported to bo real acquisitions.
Conspicuous among older varieties are Bylalanum, white
bordered with crimson, in tho way of Concessum ; Brayauum,
most effective Rhododendron ; and many others of all shades

of colour, which when viewed en mass€ produce a striking and
brilliant effect.

Glasgow a_nd West of Scotland Horticultural: June 6.—This, the second great Show of the season, took place in the
Glasgow City Hall and adjacent apartments. It was beyond
question the finest plant exhibition that baa yet taken place,
and, notwithstanding the recent great success of tho Inter-
national, had much in it to interest tho severest of critics.
As usual tho Hall was fiUed vrith a brilliant .assemblage of
promenaders ; and financially speaking, it was also a groat

cess. In fact, no provincial exhibition in this country is

largely patronised as this, which says a very great deal
for the citizens of Glasgow, and places the Society In a position
of almost unparalleled prosperity.
The great prize of the day was for a table, not less than

25 feet by 6 feet, of the most meritorious plants. Three
competitors tried their strength, each with miscellaneous
asBortmenta, reflecting the higheat credit on the gentlemen
who owned them, and the gardeners who staged and arranged
them. If there was any fault at all, it was evidently in the

ety to excel by cramming many valuable and well-
cultivated specimens too closely together. First and foremost
was the collection from Mr. David Mitchell, gr, to his Grace
the Duke of Hamilton, Hamilton Palace, who has for three
successive seasons obtained the premier award. In this
collection stood prominently out three Tree Perns—Dtcksonia
antarctica, Cibotium prineeps in fine condition, and C.
Scbiedei ; and two magnificent Crotons—variegatum and
angustifolium. Such plants as Dracophyllum gracile, Acro-
phyllum venosum, Chorozema Chandleri,"lrora alba and Cole's
seedling, which is a pale shade of vermilion, and not a bad
thing in this interesting family ; Tremandra verticiUata,
Bougainvillea gUxbra, Stephanotia floribunda, Allamanda
cathartics, and Anthurium magnificum were plants meriting
extra notice for culture and condition ; and other things, such
as Cattleya Mossiae, Laelia purpurata, Plialsenopsis grandiflora
and amabills, Theoplnusta imperialia, Pimelea mirabilis,
several good Ericas, Dendrobium nobile, Kalosanthes cocclnea,
Boronifts of sorta, Gloxinias, &c., were also In very good order.
Mr. Dickson, gr. to Thomas Coats, Esq., Pergaalie, Paialey,

had also a very excellent table, very weU arranged, and con-
taining many first-rate specimens. This alao comprised
Tree Fems—a Dicksonia, and a good Alsophlla elegans ; also a
fine Latania borbonica ; Oncldlum sphacelatura In mass ; a
Cypripedium barbatum, with upwards of 60 flowera

;

several varieties of Anoectochilua, the best of which was
Lowll ; a nicely-grown Allamauda grandiflora ; several
very well-managed Heaths, comprising pcrsplcua nana and
coccinea minor—two real gems, and the comparatively new
Spenceriana, which Is an acquisition among the free-growing
sorts. There was also a very fine Saccolabium retuaum, with
four spikes, each from 15 to 18 inchea long; a good pLant of the
fine old Bondeletia speciosa, several Vandas, a good Pimelea
mirabllis, Acrophyllum venosum, Cordylino indlvisa, Alocasla
macrorhiza and Lowil, a good Vinca alba, and a handsome
Sobralla with three flowera. This was a much better collection
than Mr. Dickson put vip last season, the plants being both
better grown and better bloomed.

Mr. Murray, gr. to David Tod, Esq., of Partlck, who Is a
young exhibitor In the great collections, gave promise of
meeting the great exhibitors with spirit. His collection was a
very meritorious one, comprising several Tree Feras, the moat
prominent of which was the handsome Cyathea medullaris, a
noble Laslia purpurata, Dendrobium tortile, the pretty Lycaste
Deppei, Oncidium aphacelatum, a fine bearded Lady's Slipper,
a nice piece of I^Eelia clnnabarina, tho rare Brassavola
Digbyana, with its curiously-fringed labellum ; a fine piece of
Clerodendron infortimatum, a handsome plant of Azalea
Model, several capitally-managed Heaths, of which CandoL
leana, tricolor, persplcua nana, and others, were good samples

;

the beautiful Ixora amboynensis, loaded with capitate hcada
of bloom; the curious Phllodendron pertusum, several
Gloxinias, and other things.
By far the most interesting collection of novelties and

rarities came from Mr. Kirk. gr. to W. C, Paterson, Esq.,
Ashville, Partickhill, including the six Orchids which carried
off the 1st (prize without opposition ; they would have,
indeed, graced the banks of the International tent. Sacco-
labium curvifolium, with two fine spikes ; a good Dendrobium
tortile roseum ; a splendid OdontoglossumnEevium majus, vrith
four spikes, the largest of which bore 17 flowers ; a fine sample of
Cattleya Wameri—a glorious Cattleya, quite 74 Inchea across,
and the colour almost indescribable ; and a fine piece of Aerides
Lindleyanum, branched wdth two spikes. In this gentleman's
general collection was a very fine Aerides roseum, with four
branched spikes ; several Phalasnopsis amabilis ; Saccolabium
retusura ; several sorts of Vanda suavls and tricolor, one of
them particularly good ; one or two varieties of Oncidium
crispum, than which there la not a more distinct or beautiful
thing in commerce ; a very fine piece of tho rare and beautiful
Aerides BchrtJderil ; several Cattleya Mosslra and Aclandiaa ; the
ineffective Anguloa uniflora ; a fine Clematis lanuginosa, backed
up with several varieties of Tree Fems and statuary, with the
orchestra in thebackground—agroup so imposing as to entrance
visitors, and render inspection a most difficmt matter. On
either side of tbia collection was a miscellaneous assortment

from Austin & M'iValan, Nurserymen, who had suveral sorta of
Geraniums Azaleas, Heaths, and "foliage" plants, among
which were distributed several nice plants of dwarf Conifers,
including Thuja aurea, which had a most pleasing effect. I'Yom
Mr. Methven, gr. to Archibald Campbell, Esq., of Blythawood,
came some very good specimen Azaleas in fine flower, one or
two good plants of Ajjhelcxis, several nice Heaths, of which
perspicua nana and cuccincn. minor formed tlic chief repre-
sentatives, Jiml .p - .1 V \vi 11 111 iiri,'( il Staiii ! T; lil ryuna.
From Mr, ('In' I: i' i' Lini' c.n :.i.

.
,i,ir, as usual,

many interest iM. I'lu. I
..

;
m,' -. v

, i . l .i: !" rare Ferns,
for which Mr. i_ l.u ,. i, i-. ..i.'. i, - li.i-l :i -^i^

'i .: i < i Prominent
among them woiu :,cv<.Ktl ..i.ii,-. ui the m- .

> i \t!i'

rtwo Sa:

Filix-fcemina, of whii:h P
some tasscUed fronds, and another
handsome broad deep-green fronds ;

the charming Osmuuda regalis, the
Drosera binata, with long small stems
and Araucaria excelsa, formed part.
Smith & Symona had several Wardian cases handsomely

ornamented in the interior, and very cha.'^tely tilled with
groups of foliage plants and F.iii-, \^iMl - il l>ijou

ornamental pot guards, which l- i
. ! . :i i

! ,md
rivetted the attention of ladits m i |

,ii. ii.:; I'-ter

Mackenzie, Gordon Street, had a iiii-.r, ii , l^ ls~ .i , m, ut of
hard-wooded greenhouse plants and auim.- utLiut i1iul;;>, such
as Roses, which made a very effective table.

Martin, Greenlaw, Paisley, had also a very ni
spicuoua among which were several well flowe
Statice Holfordii and others in very .sm.iU 5

smaller division of flowering pl:nil~, -Mr. ,1 im - 1 "M" ^, ^r,,

Beechwood ; Mr. Walker, gr. tu 'riM'in.i-. Mill i,.v| m
< , \^o,

Cathcart ; and Mi-. Boyd, gr.. i:.i ;. t lull, Im'I i-iilncni
place among numerous competitiT-^, lL,i\iitj ;, 1 t'':iil"-i of
several sorta of Everlastings, Heaths, Azale;ty, Ukj. >Ad ,Escby-
nanthua Paxtoni, a very pretty object when well done,
Torenia asiatica covered with bloom, Leschenaultia formosa,
Pimeleas of sorts, and some Liliums. Azaleas and Heaths
were not in such good force as we havo seen on former

tir. William
table, cou-

ld plants of

Pelargoniums were not equal to former displays, the best
coming from Mr. D, McBride, Hazlewood, .and Mr. Glass, gr.
to R. Addie, Esq., of View Park, BothweU. A veiy fine
assortment of variegated-foliaged plants, comprising 50 sorts,
arranged in an undulating chain as a backgi'ound for the
stands of Pansies, was contributed by Mr. Campbell, gr. to
W. S. Crawford, Esq., Castlemilk.
Fems were as usual well represented. Among thera were

Gymnogramma lanata, several sorts of Adiantum, including
pedatum, trapeziforme, and formosum ; one or two sorts of
Pteria, several Davallias, the mure iiruiiiineiit of which was
novffi zelandife, which is really .1 ..'in in ii - . r.

,
V-'i- 'Inium

corcovadenae, and.Goniopblebiuin .i- 1
li !' \i. l.^tof

Leptopteris superba came from M I U \ '
< Jl m.

Amateurs had very creditaM' 1
' \

'< mts
in which they dabble in with ^u. 1

1 1 1 1 fhir-
goniums, Roses, Cacti, and suili '1 .1,1,1 iving
even a few hard-wooded New 11-11 :

'

1
:i

1

Florists' flowers were also wili 1
( ining

probably the chief in interest am ii-.: liu Mi Wm.
Boyd, gr., Easterhill. had a very fine stand, ineludin- Uev. H.
Dombrain, Count Cavour, James Dalzell, Mary Lamb, Emily
Lyle, Cupid, C. W. R. Ramsay, Mrs. James Dunlop, Miss E.
Cochrane, Beautiful Star, Lady Mathesuii, IVrfcetiou, Beatrii

Invincible, Frances Low, Mrs. IL I'l.in- Ml-

McNab, Lavinia, Lady Lucy I'ui

fancy Pansies, Messrs. Downir I
1

beautiful collection, the beat .m; >

Wales; Mrs. R. Dean, white and d
velty ; Thomas Downie, bronzy j

,rt, JaE
id Nelly. In
had a very

as Prince of
.lotch, a fine

ekisli purple
uf the most
fnrm. heavily.

pencilled
lings. Tulip-i w^ !.'.
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,

II.. [>.-.-. iliau 24
stands beini,' rill I ^1. 1, i,

t
>r .n-inteur,

Mr. D. Drai-.i, 1

,'. ,-. .i, , m ,,,i Mr. Neil
McMillan, G7, \ n-mi . .-ii. t. Th,' tin, : ..1 th- m u ..av (Jueen
of Sheba, Pi-ince uf Wales, Lurd Denman. Sarah Ann, Midland
Beauty, Vicar of Radford, Prime Superb, Anastasia, Don SeUa,
Glory of Abingdon, Queen of tJie North, Maid of Orleans (a

very fine thmg), Magnum Bonum, Polyphemus, Aglaia,
Heroine, &c. r

Rhododendrons in trusses wei-e largely exhibited from
various quarters, the largest and best lot coming from Mr.
G. M. Butler, Greenock, with an assortment of upwards of 50
varieties, the best of which were George Cunningham, Comet,
Sappho, Fanny, Nereus, Perryanum, Phelim, Lucidum, Princo
Arthur, and numerous finely-formed seedlings. Bouquets
were, aa usual, in great numbers, tho best of them being
somewhat formal and squatty, wliich the fronds of several
Maiden-hair Fems greatly relieved.

Fruit was only feebly represented. Mr. Colquhoun, Argyle
Arcade, had nine veryhandsome Queens, weighing in the aggre-
gate 30 lb.,[along with several baskets <if ^trawburrieH, and .some
very luscious French Plums— tl^ n lih. r ili li '

1 .uld

not be ascertained. Nextin ini)., i > 1 '
'

'
1 uwaa

that of Mr. Barnwell, gr. to J. N i 11 1 1

1

1

1 who
had Oscar Strawberry in spleni ii. I : . 1 1 n . 1 i ;
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•- cut
samples, 50 of which weighed 2ilb. AU.>ii^ ..lUiiLi. .l .wiuabout
ft dozen varieties of Cucumbers, the longest uf wUiek measured
30 inches—an immense fruit. These were nicely laid into a
box filled with Sphagnum. CJrapes were generally unripe ; the
best black ones came from Mr. Campbell, gr., Mauldslie
Castle, and Mr. Storrie, gr., TilUchewan ; while in whites,
which were represented by tVontignan and some others, Mr.
M'Connachie, Cameron House, took first place. A basket of

well-kept Apples and Pears was furnished by Mr. Ramsay,
gr. to the Marquis of Bute, Mount Stuart. Mr. Fowler, gr. to

the Earl of Stair, Castle Kennedy, had fine samples of the Fig
bearing that name.

Vegetables made a very good display, and were in forward
condition, considering the climate—Potatos, Carrots, Turnips,
and such like, in very good order for table. Rhubarb was of

enormous dimensions, and there were no less than 20 exhibitors.

Mr. Robert Wilaon, gr., Walkinshaw ; and Mr. Storrie, Tilli-

chewan Castle, were the moat successful. Mr. Dobbie,
Renfrew, had a very fine sample of a new Parsley, a fine crisp-

.

looking sort, imder tho name of "Russian Paraley," and
which ia likely to find some favour.
Mr. Campbell, Secretary, and Mr. Miller, Treasurei', were

untiring in their energies to make both exhibitors and the
public comfortable ; while the arrangement of the Show,
which devolved upon Mr. Thomas Grainger and his assistants,

was of a very satirfactory character.

Zoological of London : Mai/ 22.—Dr. Gray in the chair.

Mr. Sclater made some remarks on a rare Aiiierican monkey
from Demerara (Pithecia leucocephala) lately presented to the
Society by Mr. W. H. Barton.—A communi ciition was read
from Mr. J. Y. Johnson, describing a new species of Berycioid
fishes from Madeira, proposed to be called Trachicthys
Darwinii.—A paper was read by Mr. H. Adaina, describing

15 newapeciesof sheila from Formosa, collected by B.SwLiihoe,

Esq.—Dr. Gray read some notes upon tli' |"inii>]is of

tortoises from South Ameiica in the c<j!I>-'I i'H "i Hi'' I'.riLish

Museum, He also made some remarks nn lU. i,,
,
inr.-ij^ of

porcupine (Hystrix) in the Gardens of the .--."i,.-i\ .iti-i m the
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which he proposed to call Aoauthion Grotei, after Mr. A. Grote,

by whom the specimen in queatiou had been presented to the

menagerie.—A communioation was read from Professor A.

Newton on the species of birds of the Madagascarlan genua

Bernioria of Bonaparte.-Mr. Sclater exhibited and made

remarlcs on six new Passerine birds from America, belongmg

to the sub-order Osciues—Mr. Flower exhibited some msects

captured in the Atlantic on board the ship Hotspur, about

300 miles from land.

Notices of ^00^^*
Pinacea: leing a Handbook of the Firs and PiMS. By

Senilis. London. Publislied for tlie Author by

Hatchard & Co.

One general cry ascends from the botanical world

iust now, that it may be saved from the infliction of

all unnecessary increase to the ah-eady overwhelming

mountain of synonyms. Professor De CandoUe appeals

to the nurserymen to abstain from gmn§ names with

Latin terminations to their floral novelties ; Frotessor

Koch presses for some plan of co-operative axjtion by

which the incubus may be diminished.reduced to order,

or at all events not increased ; and here comes belore us

a modest man, disguised in a garb of science, ignorant or

regardless of the general appeal, ignorant or regardless

of the universal law among naturalists, that every

man's name takes precedence according to priority-

ignorant or regardless too of the common principles of

honesty which forbid us to take from another what

belongs to him, and proposes to do away with

such names as do not please him, and to substitute new
ones which are more to his taste. Sequoia (Welling-

tonia) gigantea is to be Gigantabies Wellingtoniana,

Pseudolarix Kaimpferi is to be Larix amabilis,

Taxodium is to be Cuprespinnata, ritzroya Cupres
sinensis is to be Eaxopitys

I -i> II
; I idiantifolia to become Ptero-

-
I \ I -L'othea conspicua to become

,.
1 1 1

111 ' and so on.

3, ^^^^ „. .^^ ...lines arc changed in this book without

any kind of intimation, and the change is only to be

found out by intuition or by missing an okl favourite,

and then turning to the Appendix, in which the

synonyms are collected

stellata, Ciiii

Cunninghniii
phyllus Sail.-

Squamataxii
^'Some of the

In other cases the author condescends to explain the

reasons for the change. For instance, the cause of alter-

ing Pseudolarix Kajmpferi is thus given. " That Abies,

Cedrus, and Larix have more or less speeilic affinity

no sane person disputes ; but as decency and gallantry

alike should prompt us to courtesy, I do not insult

beauty with .such a barbarous appellation as Pseudo-

larix Kajmpferi ! for although the theorists say it is

in posse, I say in esse it is a Larch ; and a lovely one it

is hence my present address to it is Larix amabilis."

Who the "theorists may be to whom he refers we do

not know ; the only one we can suppose he alludes to is

Mr. Gordon, who named it Pseudolarix. We think

our author might have spoken a little more kindly of

Mr Gordon's creation, seeing that he has transferred

the whole ofhissvnonymy of Roezl's Mexican Pines,

right and wrong,' bodily into his Appendix, without a

single word of ackuowledgment or recognition, and has

largely and equally without discrimination, drawn

truth and error from his pages. We never liked the

name Pseudolarix (although we had no objection to

Kaiiupferi, for KaimpferwcU deserved the remem-

brance), but when we see it fall under the hands of this

autlior, we are apt to exclaim with Meg Merrihes,
" Gude bewi' us—it's an awfu' warld ; 1 wished him
ill but no sic a downfa' as a' that neither." Lindley,

if we mistake not, fell foul of the name long ago, and

Mr, Gordon now learns practically—

• If ono should be a prey, how much the better

To fall before the lion than the wolf."

But our author must have a fling at Lmdley, too.

Let us see how this learned pundit kicks up his heels

at the dead lion.
„ „ -.r i,

Gigantabies is proposed a.s the name for the Mammoth
tree, because it is,

" if not tlie giant of the vegetable

kingdom, at least the giant of the Firs; hence my
name Gigantabies ; and as I have dared to re-christen

this big tree, I must needs give my reason for so doing.

Wellingtonia gigantea is at best but the gigantic

Wellington, and a lamentable misnomer for such a

mammoth of a tree, and a compliment servilely paid to

so great and good a man as the departed hero of

Waterloo. That he was great the world knows, and
history is not hkely to forget ; but that he was a corporeal

giant 1 never fancied, though I never doubted that he

was indeed a mental one ; much less would one believe

him to have been a tree. As, however. Firs are matter

not mind, I treat of them in a materialistic way ; and
knowing well that the chieftain of the chiefs in battle,

the man of men,"—and so on for six or eight lines more
of high-sounding adjectives about Wellington—"had
he, I say, been consulted upon this casus belli—

Wellingtonia gigantea v. Gigantabies Wellingtoniana,

he would have decided in favour of the latter appella-

tion for this tree ; and so methinks will all my readers

of the practical and common-sense class. Be that as it

may, however, thisnaming oftreesseems from the modem
modus operatidi to favour the idea that that which we
call ' a Bose by any other name would smell as sweet

'

which being so, it may be inferred that the mammoth
Fir by any other name would grow as big ; for our

American cousins call it Americanus giganteus [do

they?] and Washingtouia americana; such nomen-
clature of the vegetable kingdom is pardonable, and
may induce a smile in the land of ' shoddy ' and
' oil springs," where they ' beat creation out of

time;' but that Wellingtonia gigantea should lie

tolerated by such a utilitarian people, so thoroughly

practical, and so professedly learned as the British,

seems a little paradoxical; for such latinising

of a tree into a man, or a man into a tree, or

the egregious blunder of canonising a departed hero

into a giant who never was one, could scarcely have

been perpetrated, unless the hyperboUc author of such

a caricature was in the mental mood where pedantry

is rampant ; for methinks that Gigantabies Welling-

tonia (Wellington's Giant Fir) is not only more
euphonical, but more in keeping with that oft-despised

virtue, common sense ; and more consonant witli my
ideas of the great and good, or the true and beautiful.

The naming species or vai-ieties of trees after men or

women, or as a complimentary tribute to a departed

hero, I can perfectly understand and fully appreciate

;

but to behold science as it were dethroned, and not

unlike a sycophant crouching on flattery's footstool,

and language prostituted in such servile truckling of

generic titles, which I consider the highest attributes,

nay, the natural birthright, heaven's own gift ; aud this

alike with aU names of genera, whether of the animal,

vegetable, or mineral kingdoms— such traflicking in

generic names I cannot appreciate."

Excellent ! why, this is the best foolery when all is

done. The Knight could not have done it more natural,

nor Sir Toby with a better grace. Wellingtonia

gigantea is sycophantic crouching, servile truckling,

and prostituted langua"e, while Gigantabies Wellingto-

niana is in keeping mtii common sense, and great and

good and true and beautiful. And why ? because the

compliment is paid in the one case through the genus,

and the other through the species ; and generic titles

are the highest attributes, the natural birthright, &c.

!

Is not the reason satisfactory ? But what if, notwith-

standing the opinion of Senilis, the general belief now
entertained by men of science should prove well

founded—that genera do not exist in Nature, but are

merely artificial aids contrived by man to assist the

memory. What a sad thing it would be if by any

correction of his notion of the value of genera he

should find himself on the side of the servile, syco-

phantic, and truckling, instead of being great and good

aud true and beautifid. One thing, moreover, is plain—

that in any view, if we were to be guided by this gentle-

man, the whole cognominal or complimentary nomen-
clature, either of botanists or of zoologists, must be

revised, for desiring to keep clear of confusion as much
as possible, in attaching such names botanists have

generally (although not always) confined themselves

to paying their compliment through the genus, and

zoologists through the species. Both cannot be right

;

and how are the " lamentable misnomers'" of all the

generic complimentary names to be remedied, if they

should have an individual interpretation, as Welling-

tonia gigantea, " the gigantic Wellington." Our Latin

is too common-place to produce that meaning; it

only gives us " the gigantic species of the tree named
after Wellington." But, like Dogberry, " this learned

Constable is too cunning to be understood." Besides,

he is not his craft's master; he takes upon himself to

teach n« Latin, and makes a great parade of his learn-

ing in his book ; lugs in a few Hebrew roots ;
tells us

that Greek is " my most cherished language" (page 25)

;

speaks of Pliny as "my oracle (p. 130); talks of

"^Columella, Dioscorides, Hesiod, Homer, Plmy,

Apuleius, and Virgil," as familiarly as maids of 13 do

of puppv dogs; and in addition goes the length

of suggesting an amendment on Lindley|s Latinity.
" Gigantabies Wellingtoniana," says he, " Wellington's

Giant Fir, ycleped \\ dlingtonia gigantea, the gigantic

Wellington. It should at least have been gigantioa'

(note, p. 3). Should it be so ? Let Senilis turn to his

Latin Dictionary again—there he will find the word
giranteus, but no giganticus.

We have not time to go over in any detail another

feature which runs tlirough the book, and which con-

sists chiefly of the old sin of giving new names for old

things, and escaping trouble and difficulty by shirking

it. He gives what he supposes a new system of

"Technicalities used in classification and nomencla-

ture." In this "SD (sub-division)" is equivalent to

the present division known as a family ;
' Section " to

the present genus
;

" Prototype " (the author's meaning

is type, but apparently not knowing the true meaning

of prototype he has misapplied it )—is etjuivalent to

what is called by botanists the tjiJe or tjiiical species

;

" Species " is a species ;
" Quasi species " contains those

species>hich aredifficultof definition,and which are all

thus easily shelved; and so on. Instead of working

out the Mexican group Pseudo-strobus, and separating

the true species from the false, they are all disposed of

at once without trouble or examination as quasi

species of Strobus. This however is a blunder in the

working of his own machinery. He should have made
them quasi-species of Pseudo-strobus, which is a well

defined section perfectly distinct from Strobus.

The truth is, the author is not qualified for

writing a book upon Conifers. The reader can

.judge of his literary qualifications from the ver-

bose ungrammatical sentences which we have above

quoted. His qualifications for dealing with the

subject he has chosen are still less. He appears to be

unacquainted with the very elements of Botany and

Phvsiology : seems not to have the most distant idea of

the" principles on which, by the labours of many minds

of the highest talent, the present system of systematic

botany has been based ; does not know what h:-

Coniferse for the family, as being not wholly true, some
having no cones, and takes Pinacea? as in some fanciful

way, through the Unguistic affinities of the word, repre-

senting something rich, fat, or resinous, and seems to

suppose he has made a discovery. Let him, before he
presumes to teach others, learn by study what sy-stems

have been proposed, and why the terebinthine character

which, we presume, is what he means, not the mere
resin-bearing quality which is shared by a large portion

of the vegetable kingdom, has not been used. U e have

not space to teach nimliere. Let him cultivate the

talent and practice of observation—abstain from taking

for granted, and repeating as his own, what is said by
other authors — verify everything— believe what no
one says until he has verified it himself—and only

speak of what he has seen himself. We should not

then care so much for his grammar or composition.

If he comes before us again, chastened by that know-
ledge of his own ignorance which will be the first step

in the way to knowledge, with his mind matured by
study, and his experience genuine and self-acquired, he
will find that we shall then be as ready to admit his

merits as we are now to criticise his faults.

The Toilet and Cosmetic Arts, ^c. By Arnold J.

Cooley. London : Hardwicke. Pp.801..

Here is a thick volume of information on the best

means of keeping up appearances, preserving health,

&c. The author gives his readers an insight into the

"toilet" as performed in the Garden of Eden, and

when, as a consequence of the Fall, more attention was

paid to the subject of dress. Then it was that fashion

had its birth, and so the reader will find herein an histori-

cal sketch of the toilet as practised by the Jews, the

Assyrians, the (Jreeks, the Romans, and other nations

of antiquity. Modem nations, civilised and uncivilised,

are also passed in review as to their outward

appearance. Then follows a dissertation on beauty,

and a resume of the opinions of many of those

who have written on the subject, the author

ranging himself under the banners of Mr. Hay.

The chaptera to which we have referred form a lengthy

introduction to the more practical parts of the book,

which treat of the preservation of personal appearance,

not only by ablutions, the use of cosmetics, and the

like, but also by the use of suitable and becoming

attire. The reader may herein learn how to paint a

black eye, and how to select a necklace.

The latter portion of the volume is entirely taken

up with numerous formula; and recipes which will be

of service to druggists, and those who, like the Vicar

of Wakefield's daughters, care to make their own
washes. The author's remarks on quack medicines

and much be-pufl'ed cosmetics, &c., are very judicious,

and to the point. A copious index will facilitate the

researches of the inquirer into these matters, aud we
have said enough to show that the general reader may
get a great deal of amusement and no little informa-

tion, out of this in many ways curious book.

Books Received.—-4 Dictionary of Oeography,

S(c. By J. E. M'Culloch. New edition, carefully

revised by Frederick Martin. London ;
1866.

Longmans. The publishers have done good service by
issuing a new edition of this comprehensive work,

rendered the more necessary from the great strides

geographical knowledge has made of late years, and the

great changes in the boundaries of nations that have

taken place since the first edition was published.—

Self Self, by Samuel Smiles (Murray), a revised

edition of a very popular book, but one which has too

many plums in proportion to the flour.— Onr Social

Bees. Second Series, by Andrew Wynter, M.D.
(Hardwicke). Like its predecessors, this is a book of

pleasant gossip upon a great variety of subjects, from

the Thames Embankment to the flesh-worm disease.—

A Practical Dictionary of the German and ISnghsh

Lamjiiages, by the Eev. W. L. Blackley, M.A., and

C M. Friedlinder, M.D. (Longmans). A handy

volume ^vritten for the use of English students, whose

special wants are carefully kept in view." The
editors state that the features which they have specially

aimed at in the compilation of this book have been

conciseness of style, facility of reference, distinction

of meaning, and accuracy of idiom.

dFlorists' d?loU)crs.
The varieties of PEliEGONirM of the inqiiinans

and zonal sections—we beg pardon of those of our

friends who will think the word Geranium so much
better for these races, though it isn't true^these Pelar-

goniums, we say, possess a new source of interest, now
that it has been found that they vrill yield us good

DOtiBLE FLOWEEB. So it is argued by M. Emile Chate

in a recent number of VHorticulteur Fran(ais, from

which we glean some of the annexed particulars.

The first Pelargonium with perfectly double flowers

was raised, he observes, in 1859, by M. Martial de

Chanflourd. of Clermont Ferrand, a distinguished

amateur, after whom it is named, and who had already

in 1855 obtained the variety known under the name of

Auguste Ferrier. This latter variety had remained for

nearly 10 years in the garden in Clermont without its

merit being appreciated. In Auguste Ferrier, however,

the doubling is not so fully developed as in Martial de

Chanflourd, but the colom-ing is more brilliant, and the

blossoms more abundant ; and as it produces good seeds,

it has become the parent of numerous varieties, of

which Martial de Chanflourd is one. The Tnomphe
de Gergovia, supposed to be a new acquisition, proved

to be nothing more than Auguste Ferrier with the

name altered. , ,
,

.

Siiii'i' thr ai)])earance of the foregoing sorts, continues

M Cliati- .\l. Lnuis Van Houtte has introduced a new
kind I

Haniiniiiliflnrfi i.lr.nissima), similar at first sight

lit presenting appreciable

been

already done7what'has been already proposed and

rejected by general consent, aud why. He has, appa-

rently, in his present condition no one qualification

which suits him for such a work. Ireland lor the

Irish) mav be very good heraldry, but ignorance for

the ignorant is caiTying partisanship too far. We
have no desire to be unduly severe, even where

exc'essive bumptiousness invites repression. Our
author has some qualifications, which, kept under due

restraint, may lead him to better things. We may say

to him with {Ben Jonson, or some other author of that

stamp,

—

•' Thou hast the gift of impudence—be thankful

Every man has not the like talent."
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colour paler, and the sliapo more perfeot M Lfiimn ,_

has also obtained a now double variety, <j'""'; 'I';

Nancy, which in M. Cliiite's opinion surpasses all that

have preceded it. In thi.. which ;va» the re,sult ol

crossing Martial ,1c Chaiillounl wKli lieaute de Surosne,

the flowers are full and well lorincd, though not more

abundant than in other sorts.
, . , „

From the variety Auguste Ferrier, which llowers

luxuriantly, and yields good seeds, M. Chate has

obtained a plant with flowei-s of a fleshy-pink colour,

in whioh, thoupth the doubling is not considerable, it is

expected that the seeds will be numerous, and that their

nroduce will yield novel and interesting results An
impulse has been given, an<l it only remains that it

should he as enerseticull) inli..H, i n,.. This done, we

shall no doubt in a tr» >r:ii- po^ess Pelargoniums

with double flowers, the planl,. a> lloriferous and the

colours a.s varied as in the single varieties. We may

add that Gloire de Nancy was shown m fii^ condition

at the Boyal Botonic Society's Show last Wednesday,

and that its heads of flowers bear much resemblance to

those of the double scarlet Lychnis.
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The Stewaetun System.—In your, impression of

May li, P. 138, Mr. S. Bcvan I'ux gives a detailed

account of the Stewarton hives, and desires iui-ther

information about them. I beg, therefore, to coiTect a

few errors into which he has fallen, and to give a general

outline of their management. The Stewarton hive is

not one that everjbody will succeed with : bees have

nothing to learn, but man ha.^ niuch .therefore it

requires a great amount of lipiaiiau skill to be tnlly

successful with them. Having had considerable

experience with Stewarton hives, as well as most other

kinds, I have no hesitation in saying, that where honey is

the onlv olyect, Ihev are for the adept the very best

hives tl'ial r;iii lie u.<ed. On the other hand they are

not ill nil Miile.l l..r the novice.

Tlie Si, .1 ninii hive is composed of from tour to

ei'dlt b"\es^ tlie liodv boxes are furnished with nine

bars, each U inch broad, with a space between ot

2 of an inch, approximating pretty closely to the

natural formation of the combs. The honey box has

only seven bars, for the puniose of obtaining moreonly seven bars, for the puniose ot obtaining more

massive combs. There is also a shallow eke, which is

used to great advantage, both as regards. wintering a

strong stock, and as a great means ol inducing the

bees to take to the honey box, hy removiug it and

putting on a honev box when the hive gets quite lull,

and the honey season commences. A fourth or faith

box should be added whenever the honey box is weU

begun, the bars being furnished with guide.combs, or

with narrow strips of the wax sheets.

Mr S B. I'ox falls into an error when he says the

contents of the main body of these hives are seldom

removed ; for upon an average a stock of bees jn the

Stewarton hive will produce 100 lb. of honey—about

from -10 lb. to 50 lb. in supers, the rest from tlje body

boxes. This is by no means the exception but the

rule Another error is that he does not consider the

width and number of bars to be of much consequence.

Itisofthe utmost importance to have the .bars of a proper

width, and to see that the combs are built regularly on

them so that there be no combs built transverse y.

It is known that the queen does not venture to the

outside comb.s, so much as at the ends, so that when

the combs are straight, in her peregrinations she is not

so apt to get into the honey box. He also lalls inl,o

another error in stating that when the honey box is

nearly filled aiicillier bnx mnv be added between it and

the^liiik liii\, TIii-«iihM beinagreatmeasurecau.sing

the bee- til undo Hliiit they have already done; at all

events it takes a«;iy what would be stored in the super

for the purpose of building comb in the one placed

between, and unless the weather be fane, it incurs tlie

risk of the honey being carried down. It is, doubtless,

best to encourage the building of honey-combs above,

and the can-ying on of breeding below : for that pur-

pose the suijer should be kept close to the body ot the

hive, and breeding encouraged below by adding boxes

underneath. We may in our practice difier a little in

this respect from our southern friends, who are

favoured with more h(mey-gathering wea,ther; but as

it is the case with us that there are only thiee mouths

in the year that bees gather honey, and out ol that

three months there are seldom more than three weeks

abundant, and very rarely are we favoured with more

than 10 days, it will he seen that the apiarian has to

use every means to enable him to be successful.

Mr Pox also asks, " Why divide the body boxes in

anyway?" It is necessaiT in our system of manage-

ment to have these hives formed of shallow boxes.

Doubtless for the stock hive in winter a single box

would be well enough ; but then, when the depriving

comes on, we must either take all or none, thus

destroying many combs that would be very uselul

were tuey in shallow boxes. When nadering is neces-

sary wiHi a deep hive, it would be the cijuse of too

much comb being added to tlie body of the hive at one

time thus depriving the super and preventing its

being filled. The drawing of the slides may be made
easy by running a hot iron over the top, of the hive.

Wm. Thomson, Blantyre.

Hiding vSei?*.—Last year I nut a second swarm of

bees into a Woodbury bar hive, which appeared to be

doing well up to the 10th of Augn.-I, wlien I left home
for a fortnight; on my return I I'mii'l 'Iml Hie bees

had foi-saken their hive, which wn- ''"•\'\ linv parts

mied with comb, and containing a tur qiiiiutity ol

poUsn, but BO honey. Now, I am anxious to put tne

earliest swarm I can obtain into this same hive, aud 1

am desirous of knowing if I should cut away all the

comb containing any pollen, or hive them into it just

as it is. I may state that the hive and the combs are

perfectly clean and sweet. At the same time may i

cover aim H-Ooeiv Luem 'jm uii i.vi,. .ji .."v. ^itmiiv.^. -^"^J

will quickly descend among the combs, and even betore

they are all gone down, the cover must he replaced by

gently sliding it over the hive, taking care that no bees

are cru.shed. The box should be on its proper stand

prior to thjs operation. The best book on bees in our

opinion is Langstroth's "Hive and Honey Bee,"

Saxton & Co., New Vork. It can be obtained in

London, probably through Messrs. Neighbour. This

work, as it treats chiefly on the management of bees in

frame hives, would be well suited for your purposes.]

Garden Memoranda.
W. 0. Pateeson's, Esq., Ashville, Glasoo-w.-^

This gentleman's collection, a portion of which is

periodically exhibited at the Glasgow Show, is well

worthy of notice and inspection. Mr. Paterson is one

among the select band of commercial gentlemen who
spend a considerable portion of spare time in watching

the devekipment of those floral treasures which require

no little money in the first instance to obtain, and

unremitting care and skill on the part of the gardener

to induce a healthy and otherwise satisfactory state of

growth. I of course refer to Orchids, which at Ashville

have now almost altogether usiu-ped the place of what

was once a miscellaneous collection. There are four

hou.ses devoted to their cultivation—one for the Eiist

Indian genera,'two for the intermediate section, which

comprises a numerous body, and one for what is tech-

nically termed the cool section. In the East India house

the following plants, remarkable for good cultivation, are

noticeable :—Dendrobium Falconeri, Cattleya superba,

Aerides roseum superbum, Angraicum sesquipedale,

and Vanda Lowii. The Dendrobium, which has

young growths 30 inches long, and from 6 to S others

apparently growing away as rampant as Couch Grasi,

in an oblong wooden basket suspended in a vertical

position. The plant is growing in Sphagnum, and so tar

as my experience and observation goes, is unique. The
Cattleya superba is on a bare block of wood, and

although others do equally well in pot baskets in some

places, the condition of this plant testifies that there

is no arbitrary rule for ensuring successful culture.

The Aerides has numerous branched spikes, some of

which « ill (luite measure 30 inches, which is more the

exception than the rule with this hardy-growing sort.

It appears to me to be one of those species

that will not luxuriate so successfully by

being disturbed in the process of repotting, and

my convictions become stronger when I am told

that that example has not been repotted for four

years at least. The AngraiCum is quite a large

siiecimen, having some 24 leaves, and when in bloom

had four racemes, with some 14 or 15 flowers in the

aggregate— a noble example of a highly interesting

and decorative plant, which can be certi)lcated as

one of easy culture. The Vanda, or Eenanthera Lowu,

is a vigorous plant, but it wants age to bring it up to

the stately growth of either Mr. Eucker's or Mr.

Warnei-'s famous plant. It is one, too, which does m .i

like transplanting, and when done it must be with

care. Other samples of Vanda are good ; especially .

promising is Hookeriaua, the inflorescence of which

we all long to see. Phalaiuopsids are not quite so ,

vigorous ; neither are Saccolabiums, if we except a very

fine retusum, and also a good curvifolium.
. , . i

In the intermediate houses the most prominent plants

are Vanda coerulea, growing in a wooden ha,sket of

good size, without a speck to mar its beauty, and i

flowering periodically, havipg as many as 16 flowers to
[

the raceme. A very fine seed pod is in the process of ;

ripening—a cross between it aud Eoxburghii ; and if

Orchid seeds would Kciiuinate freely, there undoubtedly

would be some inteie-iiii- li\liii.N, in this instance, to

look forward to. D, iHliuliniin liliiiflorum is another

plant that rivets attriitimi, liiuiie,^ five young growths

the very pink of perfection, aud such flowers!—the

colour, size, and formation so positively lovely, as but

for the money and its rarity (for there are some trashy

varieties of this sort) would enlist half the growers ot

the kingdom with its charms. D. DaUiousianum is

capitally represented, and Mr. Paterson has been in

luck with varieties, not one of which, albeit, is bad, but

some are more than twice as good as others. It appears

to succeed best in moderate heat. Cypripedium Lowii,

one of the most handsome of the Ladies' Shppers,

has foui-young growths, with foliage 18 inches long, a fine

plant ; so is also the more rare and even more beautiful

caudatum, in the shape of an imported plant with four

breaks, with older foliage resuming its wonted stale ot

chlorophyll. Epidendrum cnemidophorum, with stems

8 feet long, some of them showing theu- blooming

sheaths at an advanced stage, as well as Trichopilia

suavis in fine bulk and variety ; a seedling Cattleya m
the way of Mr. Veitch's Brabantise ; a noble example

' of an extra tine form of the bearded Lady's Slipper
;
the

charming Epidendrum prismatocarpum, than which a

more elegant thing is scarcely to be had ; several good

pots of Pleione higeuaria, and the more rare and much
more beautiful maouiata; Odoutoglossum citrosmum,

.,,^lll\'' llltere-tlllt-' .\l;i\llllinii l.-liui li illu, Ullh Its

densely spotted sepals ami pelnls, nil.l yellowalul blown
piomiilelit labellum. Heiiilnilimiu a.ioMnum has

-iiiwtlis a feet long wlmh have llowered linely, and

M ems to do best suspended in baskets from the roo^

tie; long pendent racemes being both striking ana

beautiful.
, , .

lu the Odontoglossum house there are several nice

plants, first and foremost among which is O. najvium

mains This is beyond question the most striking

varietv 1 have ever seen, completely excelling any-

thing in the way of ran - ill ' iiii>ever come under

my observation. Tin
i

•'
!

'•"'•- are large, but still

not much larger til,-

.

M-uer species, which

seldom yields above il-.»-i- ui the raceme, but

here we have -eMialim the best of which I counted

17 bloom-buil- Tin- i- n prodigy indeed, and we need

havenohesilalhiu iii MiliMiibing it major in comparison

with the common herd. There is also a good variety ot

Uro-Skinneri well-grown ; the rare O. triumphans is

also here in good health, having tuie pale-green ovate

bulbs, with the russety specks and spots peculiar to an

exuberant Pescatorei. 0. Alexandra; or Bluntii has

produced a raceme with seven flowers, which is

the largest number yet chronicled of that novelty,

which may be induced in time to yield 15 flowers

to the raceme. Many varieties occur among this

and its co-species Pescatorei, the colours ranging

from pure white up to some of the pale tints of rose,

with s])otting occurring frequently over the surface of

both labellum and petals. O. Phalainopsis is growing

away nicely, and so are many of the imported plants

that have been recently added to the collection. A
very fine specimen of Lajlia cinnabarina is here showing

numerous racemes. There are .several fine samples of

Lycaste Skinneri, which is now becoming nearly a«

numerous as to its varieties as our show Pelargoniums.

Tlie cool treatment in aU these plants is working a

wonderful reformation ; and what with the beauty of

the inflorescence, and its duration, and the cool tempera

ture in which they can grow (so agreeable to most
' ladies and gentlemen), they are fast attaining a popu-

lai-ity which, it may be predicted will not be of an

evanescent character. The real Orchid amateur is an

enthusiast of a peculiar kind. All rank and dignity ot

position, cold formality and ai-istocratic stiflness, is

thrown ofi', and gentleman and gardener fratemise tor

the time being, discussing the merits of a cultural

system and cultural requirements ; and by this means

the profession and the craft is slowly bettering its

position. I promise gardener or amateur a hearty vvel-

come from Mr. Paterson ; and his gardener, Mr. Kirk,

although not professionally trained to the culture ot

Orchids is working himselfup very satisfactorily indeed.

Besides Orchids there is a greenhouse and Vinery

filled with some nice plants, the more prominent of

which is a very fine Lapageria rosea on an umbrella-

formed trellis, a fine sample of a pretty Ehododendrou

Veitchii, several well-managed Azaleas, some Heaths

and miscellaneous plants, among which are several

Amaryllids. J. A.

Miscellaneous*
Sorlioiilluye ami lj,,hi,i,i ,il II,,' lute Congress.—Nov

that the Horticultural ami B.itaiiical Congress, after »

brilliant and unprecedented success, is fairly brought to

a satisfactory close, it may be well to record a lew

thoughts and reminiscences regarding the magnihcent

display of flowers there made, and the two_ scientifac

meetings of botanists held at the South Kensington

Museum, during the last 10 days. Plants and flowers

assist so largely in all architectural ornament, whether

eirveil or li.aiiiled thai all architects and artists must

lie iiil.Ti-iril 111 11 ili>iilay like the one just now so

leimiiiral.l.i lirmi^.lit I" an end. The Exhibition was

lull of object.-i npiiealiiig direct to the artist; here

certainly were to be seen the harmony and contrast of

colour complete, and the perfection of form, graceful or

rugged. To go through a list of the plants possessing

special claims to artistic beauty would occupy t99

i much space here ; they might be arranged, however m
several classes, many possessing regular or geometric

1
beauty of outline, as the Lilies, Heaths, &.c. ;

others

in-egular or eccentric beauty, as the Orchids
;
some

! depending altogether on the classic smoothness and

gracefulness of their lines, as the Palms and .1ems ,

I

whilst a fourth, as in many of the Pines Holhes,.&o.,

rested their claims entirely on their equal y beautiful,

though more irregular curves and acuter lines, vieing

in beauty with any other objects in tte building The

colouring of the leaves and flowers would, too, admit ot

a similar artificial arrangement, some arresting the

attention by the sudden contrast displayed ty d£ep

purple or almost black markings on the .faintest yeUow

petal, or the perfectly white spots or reticulations on a

deep green or intensely brown eaf. Whilst some

controls were bold and sudden other arrangements^ of

colour were equally soft and dehcate, the various

shades of pm-pleand yellow, and orange and blue, being

perfect stildies of harmony and beauty. Amongst the

plants with coloured leaves, no other could compete

with the Caladiums,possessmg large arrow-head-shaped

leaves coloured with carmine and green, and frequently

spotted or marbled with white; after these came the

leaves of the Begonias, irregular in shape, crumpl.ed

and hairy in surface, and marbled, blotted, and varie-

gated in colour, with bronze-browns, greens, and

whites in the most harmonious manner. *or

hrilliai'iev of colour, every one must have noticed,

'li.plnr-l m-ii I lie Orchids, the flower of the Arum-like

,,1-iiir Viiiliuiiiiin Scherzerianum, flamedike and

Ivuvieil 111 ..ulliiie, and scarlet-vermilion in colour,

but so mteuse, brilliant, and prismatic in hue, that the

vermilion of art looked hke a clod of earth beside it.
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nil,-Ai
an.l li;irlii..ii\ nltl

noti.'i-asi.mc'iit ll..W(.|N..r'riilii,., il"-'^. ^nhl i'lm^uA.
each separate flower being a slihl\ m ii-rli, but
.iltogether unapproached and uii;i]'i'n'.i' liil'l' liyany
art. The horticulturists, British and loiviu'ii. im iloubt
did tlieir very ))est to briu'.- to-cther tUeir ueucsl and
mo-t l.riiMliiiil ll.iuer-, th.' vniuus groups of Az:rlr,i-

liosrv l.ili,-, iiihl I iivliul-. 111 certain parts of ilir

K\liil,iii..ii, loniicd Mieh a iirrlect blaze of colour, lli;il

the foriimato beholder must ever remember the sight.

For many years past England has been pre-eminent
for its great and unparalleled success in the practice of
horticulture, far distancing foreign competitors in the
production of flowers, fruit, and vegetables; but as
regards botany the case is different, for this country
has louii been under the imputation of producing very
few souud aud original botanists. The chasm between
horticulture and botany is unfortunately very great,
the former dealing with plants as cultivated In green-
houses and gardens, stimulated artificially to an
unusual and often unnatural or monstrous growth,
whilst Ihe latter deals nearlj' exclusively with plants in
a normal and natural condition, or as found wild, and
especially with the structxu-e, physiology, morphology,
nature, and affinities of plants. Next to producing a
plant comprised of brilliant flowers alone, with no
leaves, or a tree with fruit preponderating in a similar
manner, one of the greatest delights of the horti-
culturist is in the production of abnormal varletie.s, or
by peculiar treatment giving a plant an attack of
vegetable measles, or of sending it into a penuanent
botanical fit—in the first Instsince, it acquires variegated
foliage (so fashionable now) ; and in the second, the
leaves or fronds become unnaturally contorted, twisted,
and lacerated. To make these growths permanent Is

an object of high ambition with nurserymen ; in the
late Exhibition there was an abundance of examples of
both. In a state of nature all flowers are single, and in
this condition only is it possible to comprehend their
structure (and we might almost say beauty) ; but who
does not know that the professional plant-grower uses
every eflbrt to produce plants with double flowers? In
this condition thee.-ential iiri.'.HU,- f.ir tlie n-proilnction
oflheplant;n-eniet;inM.i-i,hi.M>,lnii(.r.il.,nrr,l priiiLsand
the flower, wlien tin- ilnubhn- is i,rii,-.t. i, un.criably
barren. .VII tlir.se .'ifnrts of liorticultuiists are o|>posed
to the direitt study of botany; hence it is we have so
many iilant-grouers who are no botanists, and botanists
who care nut Uiug whatever for the practice o! horti-
culture. One of the lecturers at the f'ongress (himself

j

actu:ator of a garden) inTviMn-h to iti:iknrj knmvn a
discovery of his ol

instead of cold, wli

candidly confessed
knowledge of the treatnn
hard-earned experience, anil

knowledge of the nature of the pkuiLs themsehe
the termination of the description, a gentleman, well
acquainted with Brazilian forests, remarked that, in
the habitats of Orchids In Brazil, the rain-drops were
always uniformly hot ; thus showing the lecturer had
only artificially applied the natural treatment, of which
he was previously Ignorant. The lectures delivered at
the two meetings of the Congress were given by various
botanists, British and foreign. In their own language,
and comprised facts regarding the practice of uorti-
culttare, as well as the reading of papers embracing the
geographical distribution and uses of plant.?, and
moriJhological and structural botauv, discussions
following each paper. The Congress" will lung be
remembered as a happy and instructive holiday by till

who took part in It; many there recognised tlieir old
friends of ' long ago," after separation for many years
by miles of land and sea ; aud many were the personal
acquaintances made there for the first time by horti-
culturists and botanists who only knew each other
previously by name and reputation. Long may good
feehng aud friendly scientific emulation last between
country and country to draw men nearer together by
such pleasant bonds. Builder.

Sale of Fla/:ts at the late &reat International
Exhibition.—The following are the prices realised by
some of the lots sold on this occasion by Mr. Stevens ;—
Three specimen Hollies from Mr. W. Paul fetched
2/. 8j. aud 2Z. 10s. ; a specimen Taxus cheshuntensis
and T. Dovastonl, Zl.; Thuja gigantea and aurea, 4/.

From Mr. Eraser, Lea Bridge, Azalea Etoile de Gand.
2i feet by 2, and A. latentia, -1 feet by 2i. il.';

A. PeiTyana, 4 feet by 2*, and A. lateritia,
3i feet by 2J, 3Z. ; Pleroma elegans, 4 feet bv 3i
1/. lis. From " ' "

• — '

borealis. 11. IGs. ; 1

Knempf

II : liii-ylinnin sermtum. 1/. lOv. : lioua|,arte;i LTMrili^,

I' Hl.v
; a line siierimen Vui'ea aloitoli:! vafle-ata,

:l. >i.f. From MesM-s, lver,^ .^- S,,n ; Azalea iietuniiellura,

3;.;Empre" Kulvih.' :iimI .\l;eliiiiie \lirliol -11. each.
Prom M. .\liivil Dieii. |s. |;,,iii,. iiltnh,. |':in.: New
Caladiums. olii, 1 iv.en.-red; .\l|.li.insr kini. C./. Cs.

;

Haro,, lie lloth-eliil.i. 1/ |.-,,v ; l'|i:,rles Venlier, 8/.;
I'r. l,;iellii 1/

: l-Moii;inl.Morean. I/, lil.v, ;Iniii.Tatrice
Kii-rnir. \ll

: iMili.re l.en.y, c./.
; Keteleerii, 61.;

N iliol'on III,, .s/ ,s^
; Prince Imiierial, S/. ; Reine

\'iel,iri;i, 12/.; Ri.ssniii. I',/.

Tin- I'ntnlu of Ae,7r«„.—The red long Potato Is

almost unknown in Norway. The only variety culti-
vated is yellow and round. It is invariably put on the
table at evei-y repast. Nothing is more relishing or
more s.avoury than the Potato of Norway. It is too
good for a Potato. In no part of Europe has its equal
been found for flavour, a natural consequence of
perfect health. It is the Potato of our ancestors, that
of the good Parmentler ; and when we compare it with
those which are now in commerce, It is difficult to
resist making an effort in the hope of benefiting man-
kind. The Norwegian Potato is essentially hardy ; it

could not be otherwise in a latitude which is the same
as that of Siberia, in a most rigorous climate, where it

is exposed to great variations of temperature, and to the
influences of snow, wind.s, late frosts, and frequently
heavy rains, and in a subsoil absolutely impermeable.
That which we call in France Inclement, is for it fine
weather. All is relative; our winter is its spring.
Transplanted to our climate, it would certainly be
circumstanced as a Frenchman from the North would
be in Italy; and we know that the greater part of
cultivated species of vegetables, especially the cereals
Imported from northern reijions, are infinitely more
vigorous and more productive in temperate climates.
The same influences give opposite results in the case
of plants from tropical countries which we attempt to
acclimatise here. In the first case vitality increases, in
the second case it diminishes. Annuaire des Eniirais.

that ^:i

1.1:,

vater
•ee.ss,

their

y by
iitific

On

. 1 and i;eli

From Mr. Watson, .St. Alli

Cyathea dealbata, S/. lo.v.

phyllum cristatum, 5?.

;

scabrum, bl. 5s.; H. deii

S/. lUs. From Messi-s.
dipyrena, Zh feet, and

PhiUyreaZl.

Slough : Thujopsls
uiluKuiuiana, il.; Pseudo-
.s|,oia obtusa, il. 17s. Qd.
\'.^ Iiirk-iinia squarrosa, 5?.

;

'
* Siioiliii. \l. ; Hvmeno-

I. diliil iiiuii. U. 4s.; H.
-siuii. :>!.. II. flexuosum,
J aekman & Son : Ilex
I. Watereriana, 5 feet

ngustifolla, 3J feet, and
P. llicifolia, 5 feet, U. 12s,: Arbutus Unedo, 5 feet,

1/. 14s. ; and lots of 25 choice Rhododendrons
from 2?. 10s. to U. 5s. From Mr. Standish, Ascot

:

Rhododendrons Nelson! and Prince Arthur, 5/. 10s.

;

General Cabrera and Star of England, 3?. 5s. ; other
lots of two, 1?. 12s. to 1/. irs. From Messrs. Lane a
large specimen Azalea alba melior, 21. 6s. ; Criterion,
4 feet high, and Chelsoni, 2?. ; two Chelsonl, il. 10s.

;

two JIadame A. Verschafielt, 2/. ; standai-ds of Chel-
sonl aud Roi Leopold, II. 10s. each. Prom M. Jeau
Verschafl'elt, Ghent : Agave Ousselghemiana, 2?. ; A.
americana medio - picta, II. 10s. ; A. univittata,
II. lis. ; A. schidigera, II. ; A. ooccinea, \l. I6s.

;

A. flhfera longifolia, 2Z. ; A. Ghlesbreghtii, 21. 2s.

;

A. species Jalapa, 21. is. ; A. filifera, 1?. 10s. ; A.
chloracautha, 11. as. ; A. americana fol. var., 1/. 10s.

;

A. -xalapensis, 11. 5s. ; A. virginica, 21. ; A. steuophylla'

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensiiinff iceelc.)

SniPTlNG where necessary must now receive atten-
tion. A compost, consisting of three-parts fibrous
pent, in a luniii.v state, one part free turfy loam, and a
little silver siind, will suit most kinds of hard-wooded
plants with tin- exeejitiou of lleath.s, which succeed
best in jieat without any admixture except that of a
little silver sand. In potting take care to secure
thorough drainage, over which may be placed a little

broken or pounded charcoal.

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLANT HOUSES.
Now is the time to encourage rapid and sturdy

growth in young hard-wooded plants. A constant
stopping of gross shoots will be necessary, in order to
equalise the distribution of sap and encourage the
lower parts of the plant to develope themselves. Out
of doors, early bulbs now ripening, if turning yellow,
should be taken up, or tin -nit, ! ),,.rtion or their
leaves trimmed away. V, ,

1' ,iiKis, and such
thiujjs should be frequenii jj i

, wi where it is

requisite to cover the suria,', ,1 il,, 1„ ,l- siieedily.

AUBICULAS.—Let these now oeeujpy a cool shady
situation. Green-fly, to which they are subject, must
be kept in check. If infested, remove the plants to a
pit, in order that they may be effectually fumigated.
Balsams and Cockscombs.—These must now be

encouraged to grow freely, giving them a little weak
liquid manure occasionally, and accommodating them
with larger pots as they may require them.
Camellias.—Keep these close, moist, and warm,

until their growth is comjileted, when more air and
less moisture should be given in order to cause them to
form flower-buds.
Caenations and Picotees.—Let the main shoots

of these now be carefully tied to neat stakes. Remove
dead leaves, and top-dress with fresh sweet soil.

Destroy greenfly.

CiNERAKiAS.—Cut down such as are out of flower
to within 2 or 3 inches of the surface. Stir and top-
dress with light soil. A north aspect is the best at
this season. Take cuttings as soon as they can be had
for early flowering plants.
Dahlias.—Keep these regularly and well watered,

and secure them to stakes as they advance in growth.
Globe Amaeanthits.—These may receive the same

treatment as Balsams and Cockscombs.
Heaths and Epaceises.—Many kinds may now

be transferred to pits and frames, where they will
thrive better, duringthe summer months shading them
from the hot sun ; any done blooming .should be cut
back slightly, to Insure a bushy habit, and kept in a
shady place till they commence to grow. Removing
the young and early-blooming stock to frames will
permit plants in the Heath-house to stand thin.

Hollyhocks.—Give these a good w.atering, and
then mulch afterwards, giving them a good soaking
once or twice a week according to the weather. Tie the
plants to strong stakes.
Pansies.—Propagate these whenever cuttings can

be obtained. They strike best on a shady border under
small hand-glasses.
Pelargoniums.—Plants in flower wlU require to

be carefully shaded. Water freely every morning, and
give as much air as possible in order to dispel stagnant
moisture accumidated during night and dull weather.
Stake and neatly tie the later flowering plants. Seed-
lings should now be selected, discarding any which are
not decided improvement on known kinds.
EosES.—These are now showing their blossoms,

which will be much improved by liquid manuring

;

mulching, too, in dry seasons is very beneficial. If the
preservation of the early flowers is desirable, the Rose
maggot must be closely looked after ; the green-flj;, too,
shoiild be kept Sown, and where mildew shows itself.

first syriiiL'e « itii tobacco-water for green-fly, and then
dust u itii siilijhur vlvum ; a tin pepper-box is a cheap
aud eflicient duster. Roses in pots will require atten-
tion in regard to watering ; the syringe is best if clear
rain-water is at hand, and the blossoms not too much
expanded.
Tulips.—Uncover all out of bloom, but protect from

heavy rains, which might be injurious.

FORCING GARDEN.
Figs.—Give abundance of water or liquid manure, if

in pots or tubs.

Melons.—Set shy sorts, and sprinkle frequently to
keep off red spider.
Mushrooms.—Let old beds be examined as soon as

they begin to go out of bearing. If, upon removing
the soil, the dung appears decayed or exhausted, the
bed should be immediately renovated ; but if, as often
happens, the beds are found in good order, solid, and
full of spawn, they should be watered moderately with
tepid water, if they are found to require it, and in a
day or two afterwards the surface should be covered
with 2 or 3 inches of loamy soil. In hot weather the
house should be kept as cool as possible, without
throwing it open ; in order to assist in effecting this,
the paths aud walls should be sprinkled frequently
with cold water, and the evaporation allowed to escape
at the top. Continue to collect horse-droppings, and
let them be .stored up to make new beds, or to renovate
old ones.

Peaches.—Give frequent waterings to these in their
last swelling; continue to pinch luxuriant shoots, and
to use the syringe liberally.

Pines.—In shifting, let great attention be paid to
having complete drainage ; no after-management will
compensate for the omission of this. Take care to thin
growing stock in due time, giving abundance of room
to plants approaching the fruiting period. Pines
swelling fruit will now enjoy liberal waterings of clear
liquid manure once a week, with fine syringings
occasionally, more especially between their stems.
Vines.—Grapes just colouring should be a,ssisted by

a high temperature during this fine weather, accom-
panied, however, by an abundance of air ; a moderate
amount of fire-heat should be provided should the
weather become wet or cold.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GAKDBN.
Give the wood of Peaches a thorough thinning ; don't

reserve a shoot more than is wanted for next year.
This, and keeping down insects, is the way to obtain
success.

Celery.—Take advantage ofshoweryweather, should
it occur, to prick out young plants.
Peas.—Sow for succession as may be required.
Ridge Cucumbers.—These, Gourds, and Vegetable

Marrows may be planted now; the first two in the
usual way on prepared beds of rich soil, with the
temporary protection of hand-lights ; the last in vacant
places where proper stations for vigorous growth can
be secured.

Max. MlD.

2,J.845| 2 87

-Ovcreast; showery in eveniDg ; exceasively heavy ; constant
rain at niiiht.

1—Fine
;
partially clouded ; Tery fine throughout.— 2—Very fine ; masses of snow white clouds in bright blue sky ;

— 3-OTercast: hot; yeryflne; heavy rain at night.
~- 4—Cluse and warm ; ctoudv ; showery ; very heavy
— 5—Fine; cloudy; overcast j showery.
— 6-Overeast ; efoudy ; line in afternoon, and at night.
Hean temperature of the week, 2 4-Atb deg. above the average.

night.

June.
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ODAMS'S PATENT BLOOD MANURE for CORN aud ROOTS.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME aud DLSSOLVED

BONES.
Cbiof Offices—lOOj Fenchurch Street, London, E.C. Western

Counties Branch ; yueen Street, Exeter. Iiish Branch ; 40, West-
moreland Street, Dublin. Directors.

ChalrwaK—John Clavden, Littlcbury, Essex

Samuel Jonajs. CI

Charles Dornuin,
Thomas Webl>, J

Jonas Webb. Mc

. Lexhani. Norfolk.

i, Lincolnshire.

s k Co., Lombard Street

«(Crt/ari/-C. T. M
3 originally formed by, and is under the Direction
;'cunistances that havejustly earned for it anothei

for the genuineness and efficacy of the Manures i

this Company.

A Prospectus will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, c

T HE LONDON MANUKE COMJ^ANy
(Established 1S40).

Have now ready for delivery in dry floe condition,
\UR E. for .Spring Use
D BONES, for Dreasir

SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUASO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

> Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA,
Warehouse; SULPHATE of

.-,....^^..

. 116, Fenchurch Street. E.C.

LA^^ES' SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME from BURNT
BONE or MINERAL PHO.SPHATES .... 5 5

LAWES' WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
MANURES 800

CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.. 1

These Manures ciin be obtained of Mr. Lawks, or thro ^h the
appointed Agents in all parts of the United Kingdo u at p cea
varying uccordiug to cost or carriage.

American and other Cakes at market prices
Address, John Ben>et Lawes, 1,

E.C. ; and 22, Eden Quay, Dublin.
Address, John Ben>et Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London Br d

£7 12s. delivered to Rait in London. /AMS\

"This valuable Meal,

home-grown prodi
Vol. I., 2d Series, page 170).

For further pariiculars and Analyi

taining above 20 per cent,
id as an economical food _.

(See Dr. Voelcker, R. A. S. E. Journal,

apply to Messrs. Shm
, Bristol.

John Coleman, Eecrick, York.
London Agency : ISO, Leadenhall Street, E.C.

Important to Agriculturlats.

THE BEST LINSEED, braised aud properly ground
into meal under heavy edge stones, is unquestionably the only

suitable food that can be profltabiy used for mixing with the
ordinary meal or any home-grown produce to make it superior fm
feeding or fattening purpoies to the best Linseed Cake.
LINSEED MEAL, guaranteed genuine, made from the best

Calcutta and Bombay Seed, containuig from' 33 to 40 per cent, of
and equal in eCTect and nutritive value to nearly three times its
weight of tho best Linseed Cake, is supplied in bags containing 50 lb.

i^lLIFF'S ANTISEPTIC FLUID,
\J Manufactured by F. C. Calvert 4 Co., Manchester.
A preparation of Carbolic Acid suitable fur Sheep Dipping

Washing Cattle, &c. V\M 3d Report of the Cattle Plague Commls-
sioD. For further particulars apply to

R. Coleman & Sow, Agents , 160, Leadenhall Street, London, E C

LONG'S *' DIPPING" for TICK in SHEEP.
LONG'S "SPECIFIC" for SCAB m SHEEP.

LONG'S "MAGGOT LOTION" for SHEEP STRUCK by the FLY
Well-known, effective, Non-poiaonous.

Wholesale—S. & E. Ransoue & Co., Essex Street, Strand, W.C.
Retail Agents In all parts.

1 ARDEN I^ORDER EDGING TILES, in great
' variely of patterns and material, the plainer sorts being

cspeciallv suited for KITCHEN GARDENS, as
they harbour no Slugs and Insects, take up little
room, and once put down incur no further labour
and expense, as do "grown" Kdginga, conse-
quently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, Ac., In

Artificial Stone, of gieat durability, and in great
variety of design.

F. & G. Rosazn, Manufacture i-s. Upper Ground
Street, Biackfriars, S.

; Queen's Road West,
Chelsea, .S.W. ; Kingsland Road, Kingsland, N.E.

Agents for FOXLEY'S PATENT GARDEN WALLSolo Londi
BRICKS. Illustrated Price Ltsts free by post. Tho Trade supplied.

OliNAAtENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridoi-3, Balconies, &c., as cheap and durable as

fatono, in blue, rod, aud buff colours, aud capable of forming a variotv
of designs. '

Also TESSELATED PAVEMENTS of more enriched dcsinns
than tho above. *

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders
Kitchen Rangus, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable RivingBncka of great durability, Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, Wall
Copings, Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, &c

To be obtained of F. A G. Rosher, at their Premises as above.

QILVER SAND (REIGATE, best quality), at the above
»--' addresses—148. per Ton, or \a.Zd. per Bushel ; 2s. per Ton eiLra

""
"^Jt'lin three miles, and to any London Railway or Whatf.for delL

Quaiititi„ ^„. ^„„ ,„^.
FLINTS. BRICK BURRS or CLINKERS, for Rockeries or Grotto

uf 4 Tons. 19. per Ton less.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—Steam Engines,
Threshing Machines, Pumps, Carts, Ploughs, Harrows Reap-

TTlOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
-L and CULTIVATOR may he seen at Work in every
Agricultural County in England. For particulars apply to
JouN Fowler & Co., 28, Comhill, London, E.C. ; and Steam Plough

FOR SALE, a 12-horse set of FOWLER'S PATENT
' STEAM PLOUGHING MACHINERY complete, including
horse __Steam Engine, 4-Furrow P-Uent Balance Plough, and

Patent Balance Scarifier, with all tho necessary working p;
complete. The above is nearly new. For price apply to

Wallis, Haslam, AStkevexs, Engineers, Basingstoke.

THE IMPROVED LEATHER DRIVING STRAPS
for MACHINERy are stronger, more durable, drive better

and cost less than other kinds of Driving Belts. SPECIAL STRAPS
for PORTABLE ENGINES. Price Lists free by post.

Turneh's Patent Strap and Hose Company.
TIT 1.- ^ n.,.,

r Manchester.

SIr""Hrii*Eii'RABEE, Agent.

Manufactured by W. S. Boi

SWING WATER
BARROW.—Thlai!

best and cheapest articleyet
introduced for use in Gar-
dens, Farm Yards. &c. The
Water may be dipped out,

the Tub tilted and poui
out, or by merely i-aisingthe
Handle it can be placed on
the ground, and the Frame
detached. To hold about

-^ 3u or 30 gallons, price 4'ij.

Carriage paid to any station
on Great Eastern Lino.

INE, suitable for the above, price 45«.

1 LIQUID MANURE CARTS.
on application.

IN, Ruso Lane Iron Works, Norwich.

n Hay I a k e

and deptl of teed ng Tr
Co er to prevent over gorg
infection, being all of iron.

Prospectuses free of CoTTAM & Co., Iro:

(opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, Londui
9 exhibited, togethi — *""

'
' '-

|>I Hi VNY CO'WS.
I > U 1 I Tb I of Cattle
I t 1 [ i tl e Rinderpest.
II I I t (, try and others

1 tluil nfornied that
I e uppl ed with the

I tiful and profitabh

enabled to offer the public a constant supply of the
choicest stock that can be obtained.at iir'

.
. -

~
.

tion. The low cost, tonether with the iii

Breed, render them of gieat value to the cottager, „
fancy stock-keeper and dairj'man.

YOUNG BULLS always on sale. BRITI'ANY SHEEP, 25s. eacU.
ALDERNEY and GUERNSEY COWS and HEIFERS supplied

to description, as to age, colour, and time of calviug.

Apply to tho Agents of the Exporter, Messrs. RooEttTsow & Co.,
38, Crutched Friars, London, E.C.

Drainage of Lana.

MR. C. F. HUMBERT, F.G.S., of Watford, Herts,
and formerly Senior Surveyor to tho Tithe Commission, a

Land Surveyor and Land Agent, more than 20 years established in
practice, undertakes Works of Drainage eitk jr at a contract p"ice, or
to lay out and overlook the same at a commission of hs. per acre ; and
ho has at his command a staff of experienced workmen. His custom
la to charge merely the expenses out of pocket in making the
preliminai7 Survey and Estimate where the works are not carried out.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

Right Hon. Lord Naas, M.P., Chairman.
To Landowners, tbe Clerot, Estate Agents, Surveyors, Ac., in

England and Wales, and in Scotland.
The Company advitncea money, unlimited in amount, for tho

following works of Agiicultural Impiovemetit, the whole outlay and
i for 'Ih years.

. „ . iiuu "iiiiimj-, iMuoanKing, Inclosing,
Cleanng, Reclamation, Plaiiting, for any beneficial purpose,

3. Jetties or Landing places on tho sea-coast or on the banks t

navigable rivers or lakes.
4. The Erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and other

Buildings required *— ^ __....
of and additions t

Farm pm*poses.
Landowners iwsessed under the provisions of any Act of Parliament,

Royal Chaitor, or Commission in respect of any public or general
works of Drainage or other improvements, may borrow their pro-
portionate share of the cost, and charge the same with the expenses
on tho lands improved.
Tbe Company will also negotiate the Rent-charges obtained by

Landowners under the Improvement of Land Act, 18G4, in t espect of
their Subscription of .Shares in a Railway oi Canal Company
No investigation ot title is required, ana the Company being of a

strictly financial character, do not interfere with the plans and*' *"' ' of the Works, which are oonti-ollcd only by the Govern-

Labovuers, and all kinds .if Farm BuUdings.
3. The Construction of Ro.ids.
4. The Grubbu.g and Clearing of old Woodland.s, EnclOhing.

BO as to adapt the amount of Annual Payment to th
oftheTeniints.
No Investiption of Title being required, and the Charge not being

aololy Mii.l.i-llir ,>.iit.ul oftheEnclo!
ipaiiy will undertake theontiro rL'sponsibility of tbe

the Company, and no more, in effecting tho objei
Works of Drainage and other Improvements are aiso executed on

Commission for Landowners, who merely require the skill and
experience of the Company's Officers and a Staff in constant practice.

Applications to be addressed to William Clifford, the Secretary,
at tbe Office of the Company, 22. Whitehall Place, London. S.W.

ESSEX AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION, 186G.—
POULTRY, GAME, FLOWER, and FRUIT SHOWS will bo

heldat EPPING in the County of Essex, on TUESDAY, July 17, 1866,
in conjunction with the Annual Exhibition of the Essex Agricul-
tural Association. The Prize Lists, which are upon a most liberal
Bcale, may behad on application to the Secretary on forwarding a
stamped envelope with address.

ENTRIES for the POULTRY SHOW will positively CLOSE on

THE BIRMINGHAM HORSE SHOW, i86(i.—The
FIRST GREAT EXHIBITION of HORSES, PONIES-

CARRIAGES. HARNE.SS, SADDLERY, &c., will bo held in
BINGLEY HALL, BIRMINGHAM, on TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY,
and THURSDAY, July 10, 11, and 12, when Prizes to tho amount

Vice-frtsidtnt : The Mayor of Birmi:
Prize Lists and Certificates of Entry are now ready.
The Galleries will be reserved fni- tlio cxhibitiun of Carii

Harness, Saddlery, Horso Clothing', -^l iM-.' I'm ' in .: , .tc. Partic
of the terms for space may be obtrnn .1 ii. mi i

ii. - ii.tary.

Tbe ENTRIES CLOSE on Till V.-\'\\.:- i

3 Cliambers,

'EAxt ^grtcttUuial ©a^tte.
SATURDAY, JUNE 'J, 1866.

TwE>fTY acres of agricultui-al maclduery, and
forty or more of land in Eyo and CJover
stubble on which to try a few of them—these,
with tho usual exhibitions of paintings and
of art manufactui-es, of poultry, flowers, and
dogs, have constituted this year at Salisbury the
attractions of tho annual meeting of the Bath
and West of England Society. The weather has
been unpropitious, and they have been insufficient
to attract the usual crowd of spectators. Indeed,
the attractiveness ofthese annual gatherings, so far
as they are agricultural, dejiends, after all, chiefly
ou theii- live stock department. It is there that tho
farmer sees his own handiwork ; it is there that
the skill which he can either emulate or exhibit
is displayed ; and it is in this accordingly that he
takes pride. And tho implement exhibitors are
the fii'st to find this out. If their customers do
not come, they may as well have staid at home.
There never was in Salisbury so large and fine a
display of agricultui-al machinery, but never, we
are told, were sales so few.
Ten 5'ears ago, at the English Agricultui-al

Society's meeting here, there was a great show
of farm implements, and a grand attempt at
steam ploughing, both by stationary and traction

engines ; the mowing machine also was intro-

duced, and was tried across tho rough ground of
the neighbouring water-meadows. The usual
show, however, was very inferior there to what
it is this year ; aud all the unusual part of it was
regarded as experimental, and indeed, was little

else. The conditions imjiosed upon the steam
ploughing very nearly drove poor FowLEK out
of his mind ; Collinson" H^iXL came to grief

with his apparatus at an awkward turning of the
road ; and gi'oat as was the implement depart-
ment at that time, tho greatest success of the
whole meeting, aud that probably which lives

most in the memory 10 years after the event,
was the splendid Shorthorn bull exhibited by
Mr. Stirling, of Ken-. Now we have no Short-
horn or other live stock ; but steam-ploughing
and mowing machinery are no longer experi-
mental, and no longer in the leading strings of
the Society. Both operations are done perfectly

by many different manufacturers ; and the whole
thing is so usual, and so much a pjart of regular
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farm routine, that at most a fow hunJrytls of

spectators are attracted bj' them. But, induc-d,

during the early part of the week there was a

great lack of spectators everj'where. The show
of Horses has been extremely defective. Except-

ing the agricultural classes, and in particular the

stallions shown for hea\-y di-aught and for general

fai-m work, whore a good and level standard of

quality was exhibited by classes of about eight

and ten respectively, the display was not worthy
of a great provincial Society.

To tho Implement department reference is

made in more detail elsewhere. The other

sections of the Show—those peculiar to the

Society—appeared to us to be hardly in their

usual force. The Horticultural Show has been

very good, the Poultry tolerable, and the Dogs,

as usual, very interesting, though not very

numerous. There could not, however, be a

greater contrast, on the whole, to tho meeting of

last year. Hereford probably was put upon its

mettle by the refusal of its invitation to the

Eoyal Agricultural Society of England ; but
Hereford cattle and Shropshire .sheep, and
summer weather and overflowing yards, and even
tho hearty civic welcome— these were all of

—altogether mure appreciative of (ho circum-

staucL-s in which the farmer is placed, and thi.-re-

fore more inmxediatelyinterestiugand ijihtructi^e.

Take, by way of contrast to them, Mr.
Herbeet's paper, read the other day in

Hanover Square, on the Dead-meat Trade. In the

first place the subject itself is the mere echo of the

difficulty in which Einderpest has placed the

farmer. There is an enormous and increasing

demand for meat, and there is no difficulty

in selling fat meat if you have gi3t it. Any
experience bearing upon its cheaper and more
abundant production is most valuable, and
would be greedily received. The disposal of

the meat after it has been fed, is a matter
especially interesting to towns where it is

consumed, and only indirectly and in a much
less degree to the country where it is grown. It

is the cheapening and facilitating of the manufac-
ture of the meat, not the regulation of its sale,

that is the matter of first importance to the agri-

culturist. So much for the choice of the subject

—then as to its treatment. Mr. Heubekt is

better qualified, we imagine, than any man in

the country to treat such a subject exhaustively
;

but during the five or ten minutes over which his

them in very striking contrast to tho experience ' short paper extended, we heard literally nothing

of the past week at Salisbury.
j

but the statement that no alteration of the exist-

ing trade is possible. This, too, in the face of the
It is better to work and fad than do uothmg— f.jct ti^^t the trade is altering every day, and that

better, like the Bath and West of England
^j^g Loudon meat market is getting rapidly into

Society, even at great cost, to show that you are
; „ ^,^^ i^^^ of confusion by the quick increase of a

alive and full of pluck and energy, " working
Hj,^jg .^^^jj^cj^ js tj^^g declared by its chief e.xpo-

and learning," according to its motto, even
j^pj^^ j^ ^he country to be beset by difficulties

though you do not with youi- working succeed m jjim^st unconquerable. D' Lord CvrHCABT, and
teaching anything but your own indomitable

\
j^|j,_ Holland, and Mi: Thompson had not come

resolution and activity. And therefore we flunk
; ^^ jj^g ^.Q^^cae, the whole thing would have been

the Provincial Society has been wiser than tlie
i ridiculous ; and indeed we do not hesitate to say.

National Society in maintaining its annual show,
! ^^^^^ ^ representing the Boyal Agricultui-al

so far as it could, notwithstanding tho cattle
|

Society of England, the spectacle of these great
plague. Certainly the inaction of the latter

|

>• ' — ^i---- —'•-
- _ . .. ,. , , 11 . , 1

men paying compliments to one
brings into prominent rebef the lamentable fact

|
reference to the quantity of valuable information

that its auuua.1 show^is^really the only display of
j

^]^(.h had been that day communicated and was
.i.

.

!..„ i „„i. *„
being collected on this subject, in a room with

last six months, the slauglilenni; nf sdnk wnnld
be chiefly carried on near Limulu, Prlrriicnini^'h,

kc. The difficulties iu tiii--^ r^siifct \\<iuM not bt?

great ; but we have to consider two important points—
as regards the conveyance of the meat to London, and
the cost of carriage. Nay, more, we must not forget to
consider how and upon what terms the offal is to be
disposed of, possibly in localities in which there is very
littledemandforit. It is wellknown, notwithstandingthe
amount of competition between the various companies,
that the charges for the conveyance of dead meat to
London exceed those for live stock by nearly or quite
two-thirds. During the period that the movement of
live stock to London was prohibited, those charges,
which, of course, entered into the retail price, were
severely felt hy the consumers. There would, of
course, he no difficulty for the great lines in carrying
any quantity of meat : but who does not know that
country-killed qualities invariably sell at low quotations
compared with those realised for meat slaughtered in
the metropolis, notwithstanding that qualities are
equal ? Besides, other objections miglit be easily

urged against the pi'oposed system. Naturally, the
gra?ier would have imposed upon him a great addi-
tional amount of trouble. He would require honesty
of purijose on the part of those to whom he might
intrust his stock ; he would require separate'accouots
of the weight of each carcase, and the price at which
the offal was disposed of. Again, he would have to

run the risk of violent fluctuations in the value
of meat in the dead markets, and of absolute
losses from the carcases arriving in the metropolis ip

warm weather in bad condition. But how is the offal

to be disposed of ? Additional tanneries, soap-works,
and boihng-houses would be necessary in the vicinity of

large towns, and the organisation of a system which
would be highly expensive. You may have the offal in

various localities; hut how can it be consumed?
Admitting that a portion of it were used on the spot

for local purposes—what is to become of the remainder?
In London it is easily disposed of: hence, agents would
be despatched from the metropolis to purchase rough
fat, hides, skins, &c. ; but, owing to the heavy railway

charges, they could only offer miserably low priTies for

them. But it may be said that the proposed system has

long worked well in Scotland, Yorkshire, and the West
of Ensland, from whence we have long drawn very large

in the metro-ui i,ui-»D oicai,
; (.y.„jtitjjs of dead-meat for consumption in the met

another with y,^ j^^t [^ ^ust ijg understood that the ottal

bfe and usefulness it makes. This ought not to

be, for there are many opportunities of useful-

ness of which it might avail itself.

MTiy does not the Eoyal Agricultural Society

of England for example have such pajiers read
before its weekly meetings as we are every week
reporting at the meetings of oui' local clubs ?

"What capital papers on the meat manufacture
have been latelj' read before the London Farmers'
Club, and before the Edinburgh Chamber of

Agriculture. How full of detailed instruction

are the speeches of Mr. M'Combie of Tillyfour,

of Mr. John Wilson of Edington Mains, of

Mr. Geoege Hope of Fenton Barns, of Mr.
EoBERT Smith of South Molton. What excel-

lent instruction, in a clever witty sotting,

was given the other day on Potato culture before

the East Lothian i?armers' Club. How

poL
Scotland, Yorkshire, and the West of England is readily

used up. Most of the wool and hides produced in

Scotland are converted into use ; whilst in the West of

England, nearly the whole of the suppUes of pork are

converted into bacon, hams, and lard fur London
consumption. Nay, more, the imnniis,- ini|i"rt;itions

of pigs into Bristol from Ireland an' -Inuliirr, ,1 lui- the

same purpose. AVith all these ob|( > i - lirtMn. us, it

is iiossible, with the necessary facihtir> iu Luudou for

the sale of dead-meat, to supply London from distant

localities with an adequate supply of meat. But this

can only be done in cold weather, or say during six

st of the season, a

not a dozen members present, nor, eo far as we
remember, a single tenant-fanner among them,

was nothing less than a farce.

Tho weekly meetings of tho Society evidently

need to be reorganised. The subjects should be

chosen by those who are in the habit of mixing
with farmers and learning what they are

interested in and talking about from week to
j

5i^o„t"ijyof"t]je"year.'"l)ui'TiiL''tTH

week. We strongly advise the authorities to live-meat market would ]»

take into theii- counsels Mi-. Aekell of Swindon,
I
we should have an amocui

who criticised theii- conduct on the cattle plague i

exceed that sustained by tli.' mltl... phiL'ue.

tho other dav so well—or Mi-. CokBET, tho I Earl Catbcart Mt very much iiiacbted to Mr Herbert for

o i i? ii T 1 « 1? ,.^..^' m..!^ ^n,-i' his observations, aiid thought it must be satisfactory to the
Secretary of the Loudon harmers Club, wbicll

|

meeting to have had the discussion opened by a man of such

seems uuder liis guidance generally to do tho practical knowledge, and who had written so much on the

i-;<rlif tliino. nt the i-icrht timp subject. It appeared to him that the real question raised by
llgllt tning at tne ngnt tune.

1 Mr. Herbert was as between live and dead meat markets.
Perhaps they would do well to loUoW tne xhey ought not to lose sight of the fact that, long before the

S' Club. now example of that Club, and offer an honorary cattle plague was thought of, the idea was entertained that, in

prompt the action of some of the Cheshire p.emi'um for essays on the subjects selected for ;

-"-''---"^'ijlfrw^^^^^^^
P armors Clubs in tne lace ot tne gic^t

' discussion. A pieco of plate or medal would be markets of larg6 towns. Now the important point which they

disaster which has befallen that eountv, and ,,.,i„„j ,„nrp tlian n sum of monev bv some of
i

bad to consider, in the first place, was the groat incro;isowliich

n-lint -in n^ppllont- nrlrlrpss -n-ns o-itrPT, -if Ovpv tlio
"

^ ^ money uy some oi
„j„ked the progress of the population, and the limited

What an exceUeut address was given at Uvei tne
, jj^q^q -whose seiwices are most desirable—at any extent of the area of this country, aid which had necessitated

other day on sheep and corn fai-miug as the
; ^.j^jg ^.j^ committee -^-ho have the conduct of 1

very considerable importations from abroad. There were

alternative before the dah-j^farmers there. At
, t^ese weekly meetings ought to have ample funds t^i^nZ^'t^'^^cllT&^ill't^^'S^Z'^rc^ne

AVonlock, too, where Mr. Mechi 8 experience Lj jj^g^. disposal, and ser\-ices shouU be pur-
- "

and advice on green crop culture were related— chased if they cannot be otherwise obtaiuod,
at Cii-encester, where Mr. Edmonds, of Lech-
lade, gave one of the best lectures on live stock

management that was ever heard ; where Pro-
fessor Wkiohtson, of tho Agricultiu-al College,

gave an instructive account of the green crop

cultivation of Northumberland ; and where Mr.
AiOERNON ClARKE has lately been telling the

Cotswold farmers about Lincoln sheep, there has
been no lack of proof that there is ample ability

of the kind required, if oul}' it wore enlisted and
directed. Let the Eoyal Agricultui-al Society

enlist it and direct it ; and, while its activity and
usefulness would increase its membership, we
should thus have, thi-ough the best channel that

exists, all that experience and goodjudgment can
afford for the guidance and assistance of agricul-

turists in every var}*ing emergency. It was only

the other day that Mr. PiPEE laid before the

Hungerford Farmers' Club the various uses to

which local Agricultural Societies and a Chamber
of Agriculture which would connect them all

might be put. Many of these uses are unques-
tionably reabsed already. But the question we
would urge is why the failure should be so

complete when the Eoyal Agricultural Society
puts its baud to anything of this kind.

The papers we have referred to are better than
anything that their Journal at great cost sends
round to the members of the Society. They
are more alive to the existing difficulties of the
farmer—fuller of explicit and detailed instruction

THE DEAD MEAT MARKET.
[The fullo-n-ing is Mr. Herbert's paper on this subject, read

before the Royal Agricultural Society of England last week. J

The long-agitated question whether it is possible to

furnish the meta-opolis with adequate suppUes of meat
for consumption without the aid of a live-stock market
evidently requires a solution at the hands of practical

men. On the one hand, it has been argued that there

would not he the shghtest difficulty in providing for

the wants of nearly 3,000,000 of people by means of

slaughter in the provinces; and, further, that many of

the difficulties which surround the live-meat question

would be got rid of. There are so many interests

involved in the question before us, that I purpose

entering into a few details bearing upon a matter

which affects the interests of the consuming classes.

In the first place, let us see -vvhether it is possible, .-it

all periods of the year, to finni.-li tlir i]ic'tr'i|'"ii- "illi.'

say 1/00,000 additional I'lir.- ,-i- "I' -Inri,, ;mi.I -'.Mi >

additional carcases of Ix-'i-i- irn'-in -
ii\r lA imP'-

calves, and pigs, in awholcjumeau.lsiU'nbl.'ci'iiliiinii :

The numbers I have here quoted represent the average

supplies of hve stock annually disposed of in tlie great

Metropohtan Cattki Market. It is well known that

the graziers themselves have little or no accommoda-
tion on their respective farms for slaughtering cattle;

so that it would be found necessary to erect iu the

neighbourhood of large towns abattoirs of no small

dimension to prepare the meat for transmission per

railway. If we take the Norfolk season, we sh.uibl

find that about 12,000 beasts would be killed at Norwi.li

during the first six months of the year. Colche.-^ter

and other towns would require abattoirs for a

portion of the Essex breeds; whilst during the

^vithin those limits was under four millions. Therefore, if the

cattle in this country were divided amongst the population,

there would be about one-fifth of an ox, or beast, for each

person ; so that, if we were dependent for meat upon England
and Wales alone, that number of be-asts would not hold out for

a month. Hence, our great reliance was upon large imports

from abroad—a state of things which must tend very much to

increase the dead meat markets, because it would be unsafe,

owing to the existence of the i it'l. i^ n -;i tli. I'untinent,

to have foreign beasts travel !, : t ' tl r,\yy nii our

railways, witliout a system > i
i i iiii i thiin

have quarantine, the estabh^lu I. i. I -i ..r.ii-ii ..i . l.iu^^hter-

houses .at the ports of debarcdMii ..unM i-i. j.i^Iljiu.I, where

the foreign cattle might be sUiughtered and sent to London aa

dead meat. With regard to what Mr. Herbert had said

respecting offal, he had himself witnessed the difficulty

experienced in largo meat markets of transporting offal. It

w.as packed in baskets, and sent in a most disgusting state :

but be saw no reason why travelling larders should not te

constructed, in which tho off.jl might be hung up and bo
supplied with a free circulation of air, so that it might arrive

at its destination in fail- condition. Something had been said

about railway charges, and he really thought it an unjust

proceeding to make capital out of what was a public calamity

Ijv charging higher rates for the carriage of de.ad meat than
f.-Vi- the oarviriic of live. He was willing-, however, to attribute

nts had

lit 1 -the 1.1 1

1 the thilijibaJ ) ; fullv

-1 that the
I l.T-op,

t-j thiit foil.,., ^, . .

With respect to the statement that country-kdled meat did

not look so well as that which was slaughtered in London, he

would observe that the "look "was not everything. "The
proof of the pudding was in the eating," and he questioned

much whether the London polished meat—that was to say,

meat that was polished up -with w.ai

stuff, just as an old apple-woman a

everj-moming—was really 30 good j» i.,e e.„, ,,,,,, ,„.„i ^^.
there was no doubt that the system of V'li''""" ""'' other

nieeties and refinements which weie .---[I ono, rsiood in

I.-. li-loii would also become familiar 111 -^.soonaa

it w.is aiscovered that it wasworth N^l.i: :
i -n i - it. In

alluding to the difficulty there was m i -
jol itioL- i-i-inis, Mr.

Herbert had Jsft out of account the sprnce whU'I) the telegraph

might render. It was hardly possible to over-rate tho
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i—:;;^^ri^^^iro(~ita~affeucy in reference to this matter, and a

™rtS man ISd fufoled him that tbey ware perpetuaUy

frie^raphing from Newgate Markot with regard to the supply

ofS meat. A telegi-am was sent down, say to Aberdeen
;

and the cattle, whieh were all ready for slaughtermg:, were at

once despatched and sent oft by railway. There wa3 a cunous

-l«innwt'mce connected with the London market and the

snbiect of offal It was that beef fat was regularly sent on its

travels into other lands, and when it came back it was not m
its orlsinal 8)i.ipo, but as taUow.

. . . , ,

Mr Herbert remarked that it was purchased m London

bv the Dutch, and being c-inied into HoU.-md it was there

converted into butter and tallow, and in that form was

returned to London.
.

isirl Cathcart : That was an agreeable piece of information

to iinpirt to the consumers of butter. Moreover, if they knew

how the •• roast beef of old England " was poured into Newgate

Market he tlid not think they would relish it as they did now.

Mr Herbert had referred to the subject of competition ;
and

he boUeved that all the authorities were agreed that a central

metropolitin market niust be established, because of the

necessity for having the means of regulating prices. If there

were many meat markets prices might greatly vary, and

the competition which was essential for the regulation of the

nrices of meat be reduced. All authorities, then, were pretty

well aitreed as to the necessity for havlnga central metropoUtan

market for dead meat ; but he spoke with all deference m the

hearing of Mr. Herbert, who, of course, possessed better mfor-

raation than he coiUd bo expected to have. Here he would

refer to the report of the Commission of Inquu7 which sat m
the year isr>0. on the subject of meat markets in the City of

Londoii ; and he thought the evidence he was about to quote

from that rejiort was of particular importance, because it was

eiven at a period when a cattle plague panic was not even

dreamt of They said that the supply to the City of London

was more in sumnicr and less in winter; and that the

umnber of carca-scs sent to Newgate Market in 1849, according

to Mr. Gibletfs estiniato, BUijposcd by the Commissioners txj

be under the miu-k,
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and 1
Iiibot \v-:

fell offr^nd those of tin li

the case, and it w.tw an
slaughter-bouseB shouli

distauces of town for the

iheep 5250, calves
111 the dead-meat sales

i riiat would alwaya be
I 1^1)11 why abattoirs or
iisLiLd within tolerable

pply
J

for it could not be

altoirether depended upon from distant counties, though it

iniKbt from the home counties. The Commissioners further

stated that they had been informed by the trade that the

fanner would be induced by steam carnage to learn to

shini'hter, pack, and consign. Again, they also said that

40 years previously there were only 13 salesmen in Newgate

Market, and that in 1849 they had increased to 200. This

showed the great development of the meat trade in conse-

quence of the use of steam carriage. Formerly, it appeared,

the home counties only coidd send dead meat into the London

market • but in 1849 much of it came from Scotland, as it did

now ; and they added a fact which ho was not acquainted

with before reading their repoi-t—and it increased his sense of

the inadequacy of Newgate Market—that the area of that

market was only 2 rods and 45 perches. When one considered

the enormous quantity of dead meat that was sent into

Newgate Market, aU packed and piled up, it was scarcely

possible t« conceive the scene of confusion presented there.

Vans and carts were crammed into a street only 16 feot
"

width, where one could not pass ;

'

imijacked in the midst of crow

missiouers in their report likc\'.

manner in which the men canir.

& contact with their beinis anl t

to which the carcases wor. ^r' i

the quantity of meat will

apace to hang it in. 1
1

i

with regard to the pn-t...

dead-Ill I'rit tr;iffi'\ winch ,||- .!

hiui \^i1ll ;'i'.ii l''i''-. li" •'!'

iU'->ther, and theru the

Sir Edmund had been with him (Lord Cathcart) on a recent

'

occasion when he spent a whole night in Newgate Market, he
fancied ho would have used Language still more forcible and
emphatic. Another remarkable circumstancewhich Sir Edmund
Head did not refer to, but which was mentioned in the
" Journal of the Statistical Society," was that the introduction
of horse-flesh into Paris having been forbidden, a Lirge contra-
band trade in it spiang up, which increased tn isuch an extent
that the authorities were at lenfr'b i-ii)i--( ) tr» lr:';i!iso the intro-

duction of horso-flcsh for consumi'i' ' ' I' ' i<<"d. Another
important fact was this : that \<\ : f the octroi

dutythe consumption of meat ill I' <<
i ;

, l\ ascertained,

This, however, could not be done in i >\ l.u, wluru there were
no similar means for arriving at sucliknowlcdgo. The informa-
tion derived from this source in Paris showed that great fluctua-

tions were experienced in the rate of consumption of meat in
different years, which was to be traced probably to fluctuations
in the general trade of the country, and in the command
which Sie people possessed over the necessaries of life and
matters of that kind. But whatever might be the cause, there
was no doubt that the consumption of meat in the large towns
of Prance was subject to extreme variations. It appeared
from the "Journal of the Statistical Society " that the con-
sumption in Paris dui-ing the year 1847 was 1501b. of meat
per head of the population, exclusive of game and poultry ; in

1848, it woa 87Jlb. ; in 1849, it was 1461b. ; and in 1850 it

was 1581b. These figures exhibited a very considerable
fluctuation in the consumption of animal food ; but if the mass
consumed were taken, instead of the rate per head of the
population, the fluctuation would appear to be still greater.

Most members of Parliament, he presumed, had received a
copy of an interestingpamphlet relating to city improvements.
By the map which was appended to that pamphlet, it would
be seen tliat the new arrangements for the proposed metro-
puhtan dead-meat market at Smithfield were as convenient as
they could well be made. There would stUl, however, be the
blockading difficulty. Nevertheless, it was so important to
have a central market, that whatever the dithculties and
drawbacks, they would be of much less consequence than the
evil attendant upon having several markets distributed over
the town. On this point he spoke with great reserve in the
presence of Mr. Holland, who was at that time engaged in
conducting an important inquiry into this very subject,

which would doubtless conduce much to improvements. He
hoped, however, that the parties would hurry on as fast

they coiUd the completion of the i

and if they did uut at present feel

would :

night in New^
spur to their I

more expediti<
iiiy i

etropolitan meat m.arket

;

nclined to do that, then he
Ins cxruni.l. and .p.nd a

i-ks to

mendation contained in the coneluJijig portion of the third
and last report of the Cattle Plague Commissioners. From all

he had observed, he was convinced that that recommendation
was perfectly right ; it was one to which, therefore, he gave
his hearty concurrence. They said that now was the time to

carry out the changes which were required in the supply of

meat to large towns, when great alterations might be made
without being attended by anticipated inconveniences ; and it

might be considered whether slaughter-houses should not be
transferred from towns to suburban points on lines of railway,

to the ultimate benefit of both customer and butcher. Then
thuy enilcd by saying that the cattle plague, though in itself a
j-r. "it ..iLuuily, had undMulit<.-tny put a stop to much that was

hoped, as all hoped, that that
^ht ItL' hcsting.

I
; i'.'T wuut of ail , toid

Jii interesting art.iclc

' ,ifid rajiid rise of the
I' ,

. !,. I if tht'iiuiubera of the
i- M, ili.l t., ^.liirb he would

I i.rii it .iii.Hii'-d bad struck
i.'l, w I-. i"..ini.|'il very much
-iiiii alii.' (il\' ii--fcrred to. At
: 3G,487 tuns of dead meat
that the Eastern Counties

...„„.... -^- - ^^^ ^^® Great Western

laTss tons~ and that the Eaateru Counties in one Christmag

week sent to Newgate Market 1000 tons of dead meat. It

went on to state that the annual value of the meat consumed

in I^ondon was upwards of 14,000,000/. sterling ; and reference

was made tn thi '
' ' '— - '—

transp'.T-t nf d'--:

pasy nil I M. n.

that ti»i« '^ stated theru wtr

annually pitched into London
Railway supplied 10,398 tons.

rtauce of railway arrangements for the

, 30 as not to injme it. He would next
] 'ort of the Committee of the House of

in 1856. That report contained much
vitb respect to the metropolitan meat

marki,! \'.liiti In li id not had time to go into thoroughly
;

but hc'w.jiild just take a brief glanceatit. Amongst other

things, it mentioned the suagle road leading to Newgate
Market, that only one carriage could pass at a time, and the

complete blocking up of the approaches by vans and carts.

It then proceeded to say that steam had given a remarkable

impulse to the trade in dead meat both in England and
Scotland, and that all salesmen agreed that the trade in dead

meat would increase and bicr.mc the principal — '

supply. This, itm- before tlu

ouLI tb(

jjexi place, the report

of establishing a centr

facilities in such a l_

offal among the poor pcoijlc who required it, and also the

essential importance of competition regulating the price of

meat. The committee also said there i;

? year 1856

;

i. In the

of giving
disposal of the

them to the
managed,
vicinity.

the opinii

eyed Englishi:

that a dcad-i

SirEdmund" Head. A few years ago, namely.

Edmund published an interesting and popular book, with the

title of *'A Faggot of French Sticks." In one of the chapters,

the author described a visit which he had made to the abattoirs

and pig-slanghteiing establishments in Paris, and a conversa-

tion which he held with the chef of the latter, in the course of

which the claf stated the principle by which pig-killing was
regulated. " Sir," said he. "in Paris no one has a right to kill

a pig !" And that, it appeared, was the principle upon which
the whole thing hinged. The killing was all done at the
Government c»tid.iUshments. The Paris abattoirs were esta-

blished by the Emperor Napoleon the First. There were five

of them for cattle, outside the walls. They were built like

cavalry barracks, and the dimensions (f one of them were in

length 389 yards by l.^O yards in breadth. Arrangements
existed for the immediate preparation of the blood for the

di^l,.

.1 .1 it 111^; the cattle were of a
11.. 1 1. Ilk II i;^' ui dogs, no hallooing

it. An ubiuidant supply of water
There was no pawing with hot
} allowed to be sent awa;y fi

purposes of
There were also a trip*.'

the weather was c-\<

smells. AU the a7Taiit;

mostiiiertrifulkuid. 'I'!

vdih the roast beef of Old England in Newgate Market ! U

Lull

entioncd to him by a
• r-t iitd A large Nor-
'I "r- -juiiig he could

- iiMiught up to

;
\i._ iu the Lond(

uu-st hii a result'of theMr. IIuLLANi., M.r., ubtturvcd th;it it luu

change of system.
Mr. Frebe said the impression which he

that gentleman said was, not that farn;

slaughter on their own farms, but that abattoirs would be
established in the environs of London, and animals would at

all events travel to the vicinity of r^way stations on their
own legs.

Mr. Holland, M.P., reverting to the fact alluded to by Mr.
Frere, namely, the vaiiatiun of price as between one kind of

meat and another, repeated his belief that it depended
change of system. No doubt, however, in course of time
—when the dead-meat market bad bi ,n tlioroughly esta-

blished, and when, as the nollr i ,il ,^), , ], id just spoken
anticipated would soon bo thi.- i

'

!. "f telegraphic

arrangements had been estabiu;. .-. <>{ which it

would be ascertained how much m. ,t , i ii li. d in a certain

district ur for a certain population, all these questions would
be set right. He should have liked very much to enter into
several points involved in the subject ; buj, as the noble Earl

quantity, as was charged when a whole truck was hired and
i many oattlo were put Into it as it would contain. It was

not fair, he repeated, to compare retail with wholesale
charges ; but he might remark, that if it should be found
necessary, in order to supply the wants of the country, that
dead meat should be conveyed on a^argely increased scale, the
charges would no doubt be adjusted to the altered state of
things. Farmers would soon find cut how to obtain the
benefit of wholesale charges. He, for one, felt much obliged
to the gentlemen who had taken part in the discussion. Lord
Cathcart seemed to have collected a great deal of information
on several points which might bo usefully discussed ; and no
doubt both his lordship's remarks and those of Mr, Herlaert
would be published in the Society's Journal.

THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
The following returns were issued on June 1.

Tliese returns do not profess to give the tot.il

number of cases which have occurred in Great Britain,

but only those which have been ascertained from
information received at the office from inspectors.

Columns 1 only record the ca.?es reported as having
commenced during the weeks indicated by the
headings ;

" back " cases being added to columns 2.

hadi
nbi I

irkcd,

,il tl,,,t

littcc, of •

and UiL

bicli be (Mr. HolLind) w
ting ita inquiries, it

iu animals — not only
iK'stion of quarantine,
,'lit into this conntrv,

».. lO'l.'o : nil^ fu-.( iUh- u.iii,-,U t-i'
1

regretted tbat tbey bad ni,it in I '

.
•

i

'

ance of their cbairmail (Mr. 'II i

It would be very inconvenient. ;
, : i ! m l ; i ,,

member of a parliamentary CMiiMui! 1' t- i .;- t. ,i mr, im^,

or in any way to make vise of tbc evidence tuken Iry tltat eoiu-

mittce, before tbc inquiry was closed and the report made

;

and be therefore felt hie moutb to be closed as regarded any
information wbicli he might otherwise have given on the sub-
j.rt. Ill' nnll -III. i\ III, it he believed the results of the
n, |iiii

,
il 1 1 III

.
ill —that people would be aston-

I
iiiii III .. I

li
I ,1! L.-H a change might be made as

II L' Hi' .1 1 hi ii.i
I I i 1

1

,
1

1

I
topulation from one system to

aiiutbL-i . llje ii^-\\ .•->...u-m OL-iiig, too, far more efficient, far

more effectual, far moru valuable, far more healthy, and far

more civilised than the old one.
The Chairman (Mr. H. 8. Thompson), in summing-up the

discussion,' said : Lord Cathcart bad alluded to the charges
miide by railway companies for the conveyance of dead meat
since the breaking out of the cattle plague. Now he (the

Chairman) thought that a great deal of what had been said in
the way of complaint on the subject was due to a want of con-
sideration of the difference between a wholesale trade and a
retail one. They might rest .assured that their northern
brethren very well understood their own interest, and that if

the farmers and cattle-dealers of Aberdeenshire and the dis-

tricts around it were satisfied with the cattle-traffic by rail-

way, both as reg.arded the charges made for conveyance and
the state of the meat when it reached its destination, there
could be no great reason for complaint. It might fairly be
assumed, he thought, that after a time the charges for the
conveyance of dead meat wovdd not be such as to prevent the
trade from being properly carried on. At present a man com-
p.arcd the charge for conveying a Uve animal with the charge
for conveying .i dead aninial. He forgot that when animals
were conveyed alive there were eight or ten in the same truck ;

where.as, under the existing state of things, the railway com-
pany had to convey one carcase, or it might be a quarter of a
carcase. It would be impossible for the company to provide
earryuig power for so small a quantity, sent to a station as it

were hax>-hazard, or to charge tiiQ same in proportion, for each

Metrop.
S. Eastern
S. Midland .

Eastern C(

8. Western .

W.Midland.
N. Midland.
N. Western

.

York.shire .

NorthemCo.
Monmouth.

4; Wales .

Scotland .

.

•9 c:

20,246
11,328
l,f60

14,251
lti,.S96

67,900
34,S

8,567

34,963

18,346
2,613

!44,456 76,832:124,073 32,283 11,267

Note.—4 Inspectors who reported cases las

not reported in time for this return—viz., for

Chester, 1 ; Lincoln, 2 ; and Flint, 1.

These Inspectors returned 34 cases last week.

THE ROYAL iHTERINARY COLLEGE.
Annual Report of the Goveenoes to the

Council of the Royal Aoricultubal Society.

[Extending to the 31st Deoembcr. 1865, and received by the
Society on the 26th May, 1866.1

Since their last Annual Report the Governors of

the Royal Veterinary College have observed with deep
solicitude the cloud which has gathered over the
prospects of the agriculturists of this country through
the niilbroiik .if Iho rattle plamio, and thoy syniimlhise

witli lliii C.iiniril in liiiuoiilin:.: tins iiatii.iiiil .iihiuiity.

Bermr, iKJUrMi', lol'rrniin in :i inuiv os|n'<'i;il inaiiner

to this subject, Uiej would direct the attention of the
Council to some matters of importauce, but of more
special interest as connected with the alliance between
the two Institutions.

The Governors have seen with much satisfaction that

their efforts to render the College increasingly useful

to the agricultural community have met with a ready
response, and that the Members of the Society and
agrieiillnrisis .•eiierally have co-operated with the
veteiin:ii.\ |ii(.|i --lull in furnishing to the Institution a
larpl.\ iiieiviMil niiinlief of morbid specimens, and by
comniuiiieatiuu.^ relating to disease in cattle, sheep,

and pigs. Every opportunity has been taken by the

Professors of utilising these for the benefit of the

pupils. Agriculturists from all parts of the country
nave visited the College to obtain information relative

to the diseases of their cattle, and have acknowledged
the benefit they have derived from the advice which
ha.s been given.
The leeiures. )iatli()logical demonstrations, and

rliMhal ni-ini. iaii|. !ia\e been regularly pursued, and
tlir aii.ailinn of the nni.ils to these branches of their

studies lia.s been such as to give the greatest satisfac-

tion to the professors. Compared with the preceding

and many other years the number of the pupils has

increased, a fact which augurs well for the future,

e.'ipecially when it is Ijnrnc in mind that the governors,

with tile view lo raise the general tone of the profession,

had ileleniiined tliat each pupil should undergo a

matrieulatuiy exaniination.

The number of pupils who entered the classes during

the year is 63, and of those, the number who passed the

examination of tlie Royal College of Veterinary

Surgeons is 37.
, . .,

No material alteration has been made in the system

of education which has hitherto been found to work so

well ; the same number of lectures have been regularly

delivered, and llie students have been required to devote

their time and atl.nl luii fully to their studies, including

as these do, be,-i.le.s ealtle pathology, the anatomy,

physiology, and patliology of the horse, veterinary

surgery, chemistry, materia medica, toiicology, &c.

Provision is made for examinations, and for

the reading of essays and discussion of medical sub-

jects by the jm])iN themselves at the weekly meetings

of the Veleri .> M' 'Ileal Association.

A gradual im leaM' in the number of qualified prac-

titioners is thus laovnli'd to meet the requirements of

stock oivners. The location of veterinary surgeons in

districts hitherto occupied by farriers cannot fail to be

of great advantage to the country by the bringing

of medical science into daily operation, as applied to the

diseases of all domesticated auimals.
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Apart from the crittle plamie, disease lias not been

very rife among bovine animals. Tlie eiiizootic affec-

tions, known as the niiintli-;incl-foot disease, and the

Inn;; disease, with wliieli we liave Ion;,' Ijeen familiar,

have iirevaileil in some districts, but not in a very

niali^'uaut form. 'I'lie losses have eonspriuently been

lewcr from the latter malady than heretofore, since

the disease has been more amenable to medicinal treat-

ment and agents.
. . , ,

Owin;; to the short hay crop, and the almost total

failnre of the Turnip crop in 1861, having been followed

by a lonu ivinter and cold spring, farmers expeneuced

the tjroatest diHi«ailtv in providing sufBcient keep for

their stock; many animals, particularly young sheep,

suffered severely. Numerous deaths consequently took

place from diseases traceable to ungenial weather and

insufficient nutriment. Among the deaths from these

oau.ses were several singular cases of poisoning, arising

from the animals browsing upon some of the evergreen

trees and shrubs. In ilillerent parts of the country

numerous cattle were lost from feeding on Yew; as

many as 10 deer are said to have died in the Duke of

Beaiilorfs park at Badminton, from this cause—the

boughs of the Yew trees having been brought within

their reach by the wciijlit of the snow. Three flocks

of sheep are also reconicd as having been poisoned by
eating the leaves ol Klindodciidron ponticum. One
of these cases occui-nd in ll;iiiiii.shirc, the second in

Kent, and the thinl in Berkshire. Among other

sources of injury to cattle, one of a very exceptional

character may be mentioned—the poisoning of a con-

siderable number of animals by being pastured in fields

in which rifle butts are erected ; lead-spray from the

luilli'ls, smashed against the targets, was taken up with

the (irass, and has been found to have lain in the

stomachs of these animals for many weeks, undergoing

solution in the gastric and intestinal juices, and to have

thus ilestroyed the animals by a process of slow

poisoning.
.

Facts of this kind cannot he too extensively known
among farmers, in order to the prevention of a recur-

rence of the mischief arising from them.

In the month of June the small-pox of sheep

shed with
the 23d both sheep
a the ylst they died.

suddenly made its appcnr

and lambs on the Sii^^cx

and as no foreign slirrji I

haven, or had bci'U km
nei'.'l.lmnrhooa. Ih.' nii-ni

fnlh :i-rcrtiiiiira; il «;is

lai

among a flock of ewes
near to Newhaven,
imported at New-
have been in the

disc onld not be
•d by the
icn taking

ch of thi:

October 14.—One sheep (a hogget) was inoculated with

matter taken from the nose of the same sheep as in No. 2, and
on the 2uth it evinced symptoms of the disease. It died on

the .30th. This sheep was submitted to treatment.
October 14.—One sheep (a hogget) was inoculated with

matter taken from the eye of an ox affected with the plague.

This sheep was submitted to treatment and
October 19.—Two sheep (hoggets) wei -

'

a cow affected with the plague.
became affected with the disease, and
No treatment. .

October ().- Two sheep (hoggets) were placed in a shed, m
which a cow had died the day before from the plague. The
disease did not declare itself ui these two sheep until the 26th.

One of them died on the 30th, and the other lingered on until

the 19th of November.
November 14.—One sheep (li";,'i;et) was iii..i iil.itcil with

matter taken from tlir ,
. m . 1.1. iin. -...Itrtho

plague. Itdiedontli. i
.

' " iii..cu-

lated. It can hardly 1 i :: :
i

. .

.n.lfrom

the effects of the .lis. ,i . i!i),.ir.,ii m... ..l.;i i....
,

;.
.

I it is

remarkable that every part ut llie iuucjuh 1-1.11.-1^, tjulli alimen-

tary and respiratory, indicated fuiut bluMbes of redness

precisely in those places in which they are almost invariably

found m true eases of cattle plague. This sheep had been

Buffering from diarrhcea for some time previously, but had

quite recovered, and at the time it was inoculated appeared to

be very healthy.
These experiments must be considered not only as proving

the liability of sheep to cattle plague, but also as establishing

the fact of the ready transmission of the disease from sheep to

cattle and from cattle to sheep. Other experiments were alsi

adopted having for their object the elucidation of other point!

in connection with the pathology of .the plagiie. These ar(

extracted from the same report.

EXPEKIMESTd UPON CaTTLE.

No. 1.—The first case of cattle plague admitted into the

CoUege Iufirm.ary was on the 13th of July. The cow was

brought from Mrs. Nichol's daiiy at Islington, and exhibited

well-marked symptoms of the disease. No treatment was

adopted, and she died on the 17th. Wlien this cow was first

brought to the College she was placed in an open looso box,

and as an experiment, the first tried, a healthy cow, was

placed with her in the same box. This second eow took the

disease, from which she died.

No 2 September 23.—A black and white calf .about four

months old was placed in a box with a sheep, which the day

before had been in contact with a cow affected with the cattle

plague. On the 8th of October the calf showed symptoms of

having the disease in a very serious form, and on the 10th it

died. No treatment was tried in this ease.

No 3 October 21.—A red .and white calf about five montha
old was placed in a shed with four sheep which had t-aken

the disease from inocuhition. On the 2-th the calf showed

symptomsof having taken the disease. On the 3Istit died.

place into the jiort of Ni'whavcn. JI

on arrival was found to be packed in torn bags, and
consequently portions of it were often scattered about.

The sheep affected by the disease, were at the time of

their infection in pasture gi'ounds 1 " ''' -''•-
F the

\\k:i till d In II

..„ ,. October 20.—A black .and white heifer about two years

old was inoculated with the rims tiiken from the nostrils of S

eow affected with the plague. No effect.

November 14th.—Inoculated the sam
taken from the nostrils of a Dutch
disease in a very intense degrci

liy

the .mllirciik is believed to be traceable to the tii.-l licit

an iiite. ted sliei'ii had been thrown overboard Irom an

iiiipniiiiri \r... 1, the body of which had floated up the

river- ,\ .In.wned sheep was found, but there is no
ovidiiice to show how it came into the river, or whether

it was affected with the disease.

Early information was received of the outbreak, and

every precaution was .adopted under the personal

snpeViiilendeni'e of the Professor of Cattle Pathology

to prevent the spread of the malady, and le-ssen its

dcvaslaliic; eHects. Two flocks only were attacked,

and aliliniii.'li these numbered nearly 1000 sheep, only

about HID of them were lost.

The great event of the year has undoubt«dly been

the outbreak of the cattle plague. This terrible

disease was first observed in the London dairies on

.liine :2rtb, but its true nature was not suspected. On

.Inly Ith it was recognised by Professor Simonds, who
wius" then consulted bj; the veterinary surgeon in

attendance, and immediately brought the matter to

the knowledge of the Government. From that time

the disease continued to spread, and reached such

fearful proportions as to require the enactment of the

most stringent legislative measures.

The oflicers of this College have been unremitting

in their efforts to assist in arresting the progress of

the disease, and from the very commencement have

applied themselves early and late to the adoption of

means likely to bo of service. The Governors con-

sidered that exertion to meet this emergency was the

liriniar J duty of this Institution, and that no reason-

able ev'iiense should he spared in search of remedies,

if such >lioiilil be discoverable, at all events in the

recoinincndatiou of methods for preventing the exten-

sion of the disease. AVith this .view they erected a

iiuinber of loose boxes, in a separate yard, and afforded

means to keep up a continued supply of plague-stricken

animals for treatment and experiment.

It cannot be said that any marked success has yet

attended the medical treatment, still the experience

which has been gained of the pathology of the disea.se

is considerable, and the knowledge thus propagated has

been of great value in .arresting the progress of this

murrain.
. , ^, ,, ,

Many questions in connection with the pathology

of cattle plague and the liability of its extension to

other animals have been warmly debated, and none

more so than the susceptibility of sheep to infection

To reiui.ve all doubt on this point a series of experi-

ineiiN «:i- udiiptcdat the College, some results of which
the I ;.. Mill. '1- subjoin, as extracted from the Report

made l.j I'nil'. \'arnell and .\ssistaut Prof. Pritchard

to the iloyal Commission.

October 14.—One .sheep (a hogget) was inoculated with matter

taken from the eye of an ox affected with the plague. On the

2Uth it showed marked symptoms of the disease, and died on
the "Jlld. No treatment.

0LtLiberl4.—One sheep (a hogget) was inoculated with matter

taken from the noati-ils of one of Mr. Harvey's sheep from
Crown Point, Norwich. On the 20th it showed well-marked
signs of the disease, and died on the 23d. No treatment.

3 heifer with matter
labouring under the

^^^ __ ^ No effect. This heifer has

rtcd'tiie "effects' of both inoculation and exposure to

infietien up to the present time, viz., December 2."

N.. ,'., October 20.—A bUck and white Dutch

h .1 r. ...v.'i-edfromamild attack of the disease,

..Mil. I, .ltd- taken from the nostrils of a co^

...iitl.. il.inue. No effect.

N.i 6. December 6.—A red calf about five months old was

InocuLated with matter takeu from the eye of a cow labounng

under cattle plague. On the 11th, being the fifth d.ay after

inoculation, symptoms of the disease were manifest. It died

on the 15th. ThU case was treated.

No. 7. December 8.—Inoculated a red calf about five months

old with matter taken from the eye of a cow affected with the

plague. On the 12th, i. t.. six days after the inoculation it

showed symptoms of the disease, and died on the lith. This

case was treated.

No. 8. December 11.—A red and whit* calf, about

old, was placed in an infected box in which ;

day before. On the 18th it showed symptoi

and died on the 22d. This eilf

good nursing, was all the treatment she received. In a week
from the time of her being admitted she was convalescent.
This cow came into the infirmary in September, and still

there. She has been exposed to the influence of
infection from all the cows that have since been in the College,

and h.as also been twice inoculated with the matter taken
from cows affected with the plague in its most vindeut form,
but has completely resisted the influence of both.

No. 4. Dutch Cow.— This ease was considered by the
Inspector to be a very mild one. On arrival at the Infirmary
we noticed that the animal had diarrhoea. The colour of
the mucous membrane was heightened ; the secretion of milk
was arrested, but she did not wholly refuse her food. Some
medicine forwarded to the College from the Continent was
given her. We are not aware of what it consisted, or whether
it exerted any power in arresting the progress of the disease.

At .any rate the eow recovered, as we in fact anticipated would
be the case from the first.

Among other experiments to test the value of prophylactic
agents the following were had recourse to : — Two young
heifers were made to take daily doses of three ounces of
sulphite of soda in the water given them to drink. Five days
from the commencement of their taking the agent one of

them contracted cattle plague, and died on the third day after-

wards. The second also fell ill with the plague after taking
the sulphite for 10 days, and speedily siink from the attack.

Some experiments of vaccinating cattle were likewise
.adopted. The particulars of some of these are given in an
addendum to the Report before alluded to, and here
transcribed in full. They are thus described by Professor
VameU :—
Being desirous that the experiments of vaccination and

counter proofs should be efficiently carried out, I invited the
co-operation of Professor Simonds, believing, and I trust

correctly so, that the conclusions we should arrive at would
bo of greater value in the estimation of the pubUc than if

simply conducted by myself. I may further add that Professor

Simonds was the more desirous of assisting me, since it is hia

special province in the Veterinary CoUege to investigate the
OS of cattle.

the purpose of ascertaining the value of vaccination in
cattle pLague, an opportunity we did not expect offered itself,

through which we were enabled to obtain two successfully

vaccin.ated cattle.

W. Acton, E8q.,'M.R.C.S., with his usual desire to facilitate

inquiries into the nature of the diseases of the lower animals,

immediately on the subject of v.accinatiou being mooted, at

once consented to vaccinate all the bovine animals on his farm.

For this purpose we procured for his use a sufficient number
of freshly-charged points from the National Vaccine Institution.

On the 7th of January he vaccinated 17 anim.al3 of various

ages. Of this number seven only took ; some of them,
however, were more effectually vaccinated than the rest. Two
of the seven animals were selected by Mr. Acton and sent to

the College for further e.xperiments. One of these was an
Alderney eow, giving a fair amoiuit of milk. She had three

well-marked vesicles on the vulva, two on one side and one on
the other. The other anim.al was a half-bred Alderney heifer.

She had but one vesicle on the vulva ; still she was considered

to be effectually vaccinated. On her arrival at the College a
crust had begun to form over the scat of the punctu"

"

which
iulated

affected with

months
had died the

of the disease,

put under treatment.

Treatment by Hydropathy.

About the middle of September, two cows affected with the

cattle plague wore tre.ated on the following plan :—

No 1.—After the body had been well douched with cold

w.ator, the animal was immediately wrapped in wet sheets,

over which dry clothing was placed, and the whole closely

secured by bandages. Even before the operation was com-

pleted, the cow became partiaUy unconscious, and hiid down,

in which position she remained for half an hour. In a short

time her skin became quite warm, .after which she again stood

up for about an horn', when it was found that considerable

perspiration was produced. The wrappers were now removed,

her body weU rubbed, and again completely covered with dry

rugs. Some gruel was also given her, and m about half an

hour the following draught was administered :
tincture of

opium, one ounce ; tincture of camphor, one ounce ;
water.

On the following day the symptoms were much .aggravated.

The douche and wet sheets were again used, with nearly the

same effects as before. The medicine was also repeated.

From this period the eow rapidly became worse, and died on

the third day after her admission.

No. 2.—The results of trefvtment in this case were simUar to

those in No 1 and need not be repeated. These cases were

the only ones treated on the hydropathic principle, and

although the termination was not satisfactory, we are never-

thcle.ss°iiiclined to think that a modified form of this treatment

might prove to be advantageous.

Cases that have Recovered.

No. 1. ItaUan Cow.-A large ItaUancowin good condition
- ~ "ected with the c

arked. The^'rSment "consisted of_ saline laxative and

Experiments.

No. 1. Jiinuary 8.—A healthy "bud," about six months old,

was v.accinated with some vaccino lymph taken from the arm
of a child. No effect.

No. 2. January 8-—A healthy "bud," about five or six

months old, was vaccinated with vaccine lymph as above. In
this case it took on the fifth day. There was a blush of redness

around three of the pimctures, viz., two on one side of the

vulva and one on the other, and the skin was slightly tumefied.

On the ninth day the tumefaction and redness had increased

and imperfect vesicles formed, after which the punctures

scabbed over, and the usual characteristic phenomena followed.

On the 7th of Febru<ary, 30 days after vaccination, this " bud,"

although not purposely exposed, became affected with the

cattle plague, and died on the 11th, four days after the disease

had declared itself.

No. 3. January 20.—The Alderney
vaccinated by Mr. Acton, and had :

for 20 hours in a loose box with j

plague. Oil the 2Gth th.j c.jw ish.i

buti
after the
severity, ui

No. 4. J.

heifer, als..

lated with

which had been
recovered, was placed

liud" affected with cattle

;d .symptoms of the plague,
In the third day, however

admitted into the Infirmary, affected with the cattl.

plague The symptoms were not intense, but they """

marked. The treatment consisted of saline lax:

diuretic medicines, with a free use of the bicarbonate of

subsided she had some diffusible

allowed her, and her
potash.
stimulants. Light succulent food

body was well clothed.

No. 2. A Dutch Cow.-A very mild ease ; still the sympt.

were suflicioiitly defined to enable the Inspector who sent her to

the CoUege, t.i assert th.at she was affected with the plague. The

secrcti.in of milk was suspended, she refused her food, the

lining ineiabr.me of the vulva was heightened in colour, and

she had diarrhuja. Some saline medicine, and afterwards

brandy, was given in gruel. On the tUrd d.ay after her .admis-

sion the cow g.ave evidence of returning health, but in about a

week or 10 days from this time the joints of her hind limbs,

particularly of one limb, became inflamed. The treatment con-

sisted in the exhibition of mild laxatives, and the application

of foment.ationa to the inflamed joints. A week after bemg
thus treated she was so far recovered that she was returned

it assumed tlie usual
.... i 41 y I he cow died.

II .. 111. 1.
1 I... .1,1 white half-bred Alderney

cccs^ruliy v;iLiLiii..tt:.l by Mr. Acton, was inocu-

tter taken from the eye of the " bud " alluded

On the 25th this heifer showed premonitory

symptoms of the plague, which on the 2Cth became well

marked. This case was unusually severe, the disease ran its

lurse very quickly, and the heifer died on the 30th.

Inoculation with Rinderpest Virus from a Sheep.

No. 5. January 13.—Inoculated a "bud ".about five months
old with matter taken from the oyo of a sheep affected with

the plague ; this matter, being diluted with six times its

weight of milk, was, by means of a few threads of wool, placed

under the skin, on one side of the vulva. On the 18th the

animal showed symptoms of the plague. On the 20th It waa

placed in a box with the heifer No. 3, and on the 21st it died.

Inoculation with Human Variola.

No 6 January 7.—A healthy "bud," about five months old,

..asijiocidatedon each side of the vulva by three punctures,

and scarifications with lymph taken from a man affected with

small-pox. No effect.

No. 7. January 7.—A healthy "bud," six months old, was

inoculated with lymph taken from a man affected with smaU-

pox, the same as above. No effect.

Note.—The "buds" Nos. 5, C, and 7 were all re-vacomatod

with lymph, taken from vesicles on the vulva of the Alderney

cow of Mr. Acton, but without any effect in either instance.

Although the experiments instituted by us on vaccination

arc but few, still we feel that they conclusively prove the

inefliciency of vaccination as a preventive agamst cattle

plague. The poison of this disease being received into the

system after vaccination, both by direct inoculation and also

by infection, seems to have produced its effects with as much
intensity and certainty of destruction to Ufe as though the

animals had never been vaccinated at all.
, - . ..

The period of incubation, the symptoms, mode of death,

and the jwsl mortem appearances w— "- i.„™.,f»- ..

those we have so often witnessed.
(Signed)

1 character a

George Varnell.

No. 3. A Dutch Cow.-Tliis case was sent to the CoUege by an ^a
| ^ animals, would be discovered, si

,.,,»..tnr nan case of cattle Dlairue. The symptoms were very once possessBuauiiuo.1^,
,.,,... .,.„i ,„:|i> ,.».

The Governors have entered into the foregoing

details of some of the attempts to treat the cattle

plague, and of some experimeuts, in order to show to

the Council of the Royal Agricultural Society, and to

the .Society generally, that although they were never

sanguine that a remedy for this disease, when it has

slight ; saline laxative r
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the malignity of this disease from the countries on the

Continent, where it has been lor years prevalent,

forbade any confident anticipation of so fortunate a

result, tbey have nevertheless encouraged persevering

attempts to treat the disease, and experiments as to its

nature, for three reasons :

—

1st, because they considered it their duty to promote

the advancement of veterinary science in all its

departments.
2dly, because they considered it their duty to extend

the knowledge of this disease among the veterinary

profession throughout the United Kingdom, to the
vast majority of whom it was inevitably unknown,
owing to the freedom of this country from its ravages

for more than 100 years, and its last appearance
having occurred when the study of veterinary science

was in its ififancy ; and
3dly, because they considercti it their duty to co-

operate with the Royal Agriculliirnl S.»-iety and with
the Government, by everymc;iiis in th.ir power, towards
informing the nation of the calanuty A\liicii has befallen

them, and in demonstrating the necessity for those
prophylactic and preventive measures, upon the prompt
resort to which the only reliable means of safety has
been found.
The Governors felt that they had for the above

piuTJOses, or might furnish, means for testing the
disease and the modes of treatment, whether prophy-
lactic or preventive, which science or discovery might
suggest, and of thus affording earlier opportunity for

deciding which of these might be worthy of attention

than could otherwise have been available.

The Governors have reason to believe that the exer-

tions of the professors and officers of this Institution,

aided by the most advanced and intelligent of the
students, have largely contributed to these objects.

They have every reason to be satisfied with the zeal,

Eerseverance, and professional knowledge manifested

y the professors and officers of the Institution under
their guidance, and trust that the same feeling prevails

among the Council, whom they have the honour to

address.

In conclusion, the Governors would express their

hope that it may please the Great Disposer of events
to mitigate the infliction of this calamity, and to permit
the exertions which have been and are being made
by the Royal Veterinary College, by the Royal
Agricultural Society, by the Legislatiu'e, and by the
Government, such a measure of success, as may at no
distant period relieve the agriculturists of this country
and the nation from the loss and danger to which,
during the last eight months, they have been exposed.
C. y. Nr-irdegate,'Chainnan, Mai/ 2-3.

THE BATH AND AVEST OF EXGLAXD
SOCIETV.

(The following short history of the career of this Society is

t,-iken from the columns of the S'disbiay and Winf/iiititcr

Journal oi Wednesday last.]

It was originally established in the city of Bath, on
the 8th of September, 1777, under the title of " Tli"

Bath Society for the Encouragement of Agricultun
,

Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce, mthin the coun-
ties of Somerset, Wilts, Gloucester, and Dorset, and
the city and county of Bristol." One of the first stcis
taken by its promoters, after the Society was duly
organised under the superintendence of a president,
a vice-president, and several committees of direction,
was to draw up a series of questions on matters relating
to agriculture^ and forward them to the high sheriffs of
every county m England with requests for infonnation,
and the information thus obtained was published with
other matter in their first Journal in the year 1780.
The Earl of Ilchester was elected president, and Mr.
Edmund Rack secretary, and one of the earliest impor-
tant points of interest connected with agriculture
appears to have been the system of " setting Wheat,"
and a prize of 10?. was awarded to Mr. Bethell, . of
Weston, for setting 10 acres. A model farm was
established, whereon experiments were carefully tried
and watched before their adoption was recommended
to the world, and the earliest announcement of their
exhibition of implements was that of a drill plough in
1778, which it was stated " had been tried by the
agricultural committee and found to deliver the grain
with groat oxaftne>s and rr-idaril v." Tliis ml.drsl
annminiTnifiil ..I' a .--in'.^lo plnni;!! « ill >1 nknijl\ <•:<,'

tra.stnillillicmanv liundmlsufl he niMsl unj.m'.,'.] :i._-,i-

cultural implcnicnlsandiuafhinca-y wlii-'li.llii-nn-h Ihf
exertions of the Society, will challenge the attention of
visitors in the Salisbury show-yard. Contagious diseases
amongst cattle, and the rot in sheep, engaged their
early attention, and directions for prevention were
published in the Society's Journal. A disease in
Potatos of a similar kind to that which has of late
years proved of so serious a nature, formed another
subject, but no specific remedy was published. The
establishment of schools of husbandry for the education
of farmers' sons was advocated as early as 1780, by the
Rev. W. Lamport, of Honiton. His essay thereon
appears in the first of the Society's Journals, and for it

a premium of 20 guineas was awarded ; thus this
subject, which is now receiving so much attention at
the hands of the Royal Agricultural Society of
England, was brought prominently before the world
85 years ago by the Bath and West of England Society.
The first prize for stock ever awarded by the Society
was in 1787, to Mr. John Young for the best ram, and
the same year Mr. Thomas Beevan drew the attention
of the Society to the cultivation of Mangel Wurzel,
and various and interesting are the many opinions
recorded in their Journals upon different subjects, and
reports of the numerous prejudices which an improved
system of cultivation, improved machinery and imple-
ments, and the introduction of different kinds of crops
had to contend with.
The disastrous winter of 1794, and the increasing

value of both AVheat and moat, appear to have stimu-
lated the Society to iiioroaso their oxortions, and thus
we find several prizes awarded fur cattle, together with
the result of diUerent experiments with sheep ; and in

1797 prizes were offered for sheep, wool, the cultivation

of Turnips, the invention and manufacturing of drills,

threshing and winnowing machines. The manu-
fa. luring of woolKii ilollis also appeared to engross
llioir allontion, and in ISIJI his Grace the Duke of

Bodford roooiveil a proniium of 5 guineas for a piece of

uniform—white kerseymere manufactured from his

own wool.
In 1780, on the resignation of the Earl of Ilchester,

the first president of the Society, he was succeeded by
the Earl of Ailesbury, who continued to hold that
office until the year 1798, when he was succeeded by
the Duke of Bedford, who, during his brief tenure of
office, very materially oontrilnited to the reputation
and utility of the Sorioly, TIh' liukc died atWobuni,
in 1802, at the comparaliM ly i ally age of 37 ; and his

memory was perpetuated by the institution of a gold
medal bearing his name, which for some years wa.s

bestowed by the Society as a premium for some agri-

cultural improvement. It is mentioned among the
traditions of the Society that the essay by the late

Mr. John Benett. of Pyt House—formerly one of the
members for AViltshire— which gained this prize
46 years' ago, led to a very important correspondence
between the author and the celebrated Archdeacon
Coxe, on the subject of Tithe Commutation, and it is

stated that the views then advocated by Mr. Benett.
and endorsed by the Society, were very nearly identical

with those which have since been adopted in a woll-

known Act of the Imperial Legislature. To the Dnkr
of Bedford succeeded Sir Benjamin Hobhouse; and
for many years the chair was filled by the late Marqnis
of Lansdowne, who was succeeded as president by
Lord Portman.
From the death of many of its original promoters,

and from other causes, the Society greatly diminished,
and about 16 years aco its early dissolution was
threatened. In 1850, Sir. T. D. Acland, the present
member for North Devon, in order to raise the
character of the Society, addressed a letter on the
subject to Sir AVilliam Miles, M.P., in which he started

a proposal for the establishment of annua! agricultural

meetings, to be held successively in different towns of

the AVest of England. In this letter he expressed a
desire that some steps should be taken to peqjetuate
and diffuse more widely in the We.steni Counties the
benefits which the Royal Agricultural Society confers

on England at large, and of which a remarkable illus-

tration had recently been fumi.shed by its meeting
at Exotor, in July, 1850. The result of this correspond-
ence was an amalgamation of the Bath with the
Devon Agricultural Society under the present title of

' Tlio liath and West of England Society," and in

1852 tho lu'wty forniotl Society held its first meeting at

Taunton, under tlic iin'>idoncy of Lord Portman. The
meeting i'i-o\oil nioro .successful than even its most
san'-'uiiic |ii-oinotiT.s antici])ated. The entries of stoi;k

nnnilirivd 2:^, :,nd ot iin,,lements 400. Tlio lir-t of a

nru -riirs . ,f ^ , .]nuu'<. .Milod by Mr. T. D. .\rl;,nd, «a~
IiulilHli.'d, and li-oin that period until the pn-Maii tin-

.Soriii \ lias foul ni noil tu progresi?, and has now att.aned
rtance second only to the Royal

now forms one of the most attractive features of the
annual oxhibition.

In ISiJO tho .annual meeting was held at Dorchester,
and was presided over by the late Lord Rivers. The
number of cattle wjis 599, including five entries from
the late Prince Consort's farms. The number of
implomonls was 1 153, including 29 machines in motion.
Tho nnrlin'-', ap.irl from the unpropitious weather,
was the ino.-l ninarkable which up to that time had
been bold liy tho Society.

In l.sill tlio.ninual meeting was held at Truro, Mr.
J. W. Bnllor, AI.P., presiding. The number of live

stock oxliilntod was 419, and of implements, 1121. This
was a very pleasant and satisfactory meeting.

In 1862 the show was held at Wells, and was pre-

sided over by Mr. T. Dyke Acland, D.C.L. The
number of live stock exhibited was 419, and of imple-
moiits, lir,0, ini-luding the largest collection of steam
ld<iin;hs and oullivators and implements at work which
tli<' Soiioly had ever had. The show was greatly

marrcil thiougli the unfavourable weather.
'

In 1803 the annual meeting was held at Exeter, when
the M.arc(uis of Bath acted as president. There were
141 exhibitors of stock,5G7 head of stock, and 1813 imple-
ments. At this show the open judging was first

adopt oil, and "as not proved to be attended with any
prai'tioal inoonvonience.
In ISi'vt tho .annual meeting was held at Bristol,

where Earl I'ortosouo presided. The number of
animals exliibitrd was 776 ; of implements there were
3000 entries, iiirludiir.' the names of 170 exhibitors.
This was tho fnsl mroting at which specimens of
llonilon lacr wiiv ili^played, there being 53 contri-
liiiior- lo iliis drpariiiiciit. The lace sent in was
rM'illiiii

:
anil llir ( 'oi moil, upou the motiou of Mr.

lloiliort Williams, xolnl lliatasum of 60«. be offered
iniirizrs for llonilon lar,. at llir next Sliow.

In I.siM tho inooiin- h:i~ hrld at Hereford, under the
presidonoy of Lord 'I'auiiton The total number of
iiniinals oxliiliilrd was s:i7. In the implement depart-
monl tlioio uiiT in oxhiliitois. The principal feature

in till' , iris ni.iiinlarturos' do]iarlment was the display

of Uuniton laoiv A roho, valued at 3.30 guineas, cost

price, of a lioautii'ul nonoy.sucklo pattern, and manu-
factured espooially I'or tho Queen, by persons residing

at Honiton and Sidinoutli, was the centre of interest

in the fine arts department.
[A report of the meeting of this Society during the

present week is given in another page.j

I'ty.

In I-..:; ilio annual meeting was held at Plymouth,
inidcr the presidency of Sir T. D. Acland. At this

meeting there were 488 bead of live stock, and 5tu

implements. From the poultry show held at Plymouth,
under the direction and at the pecuniary risk of

Mr. Jonathan Gray, the Society derived the sum of

282?. 16.!.

In 1851 the annual meeting was held at Bath; Mr.
(now Sir W.) Miles, :\I,P

of live stock exhibit id \\>

As the proceeds of till' II:

Jonathan Gray hail llio -

as a donation to th*

dod. The total numbor
.^'<r. Mild of implements, 711.

1 1 .\ 111 I 111 ion of poultry, Mv.
Iislarlion of presenting 4.58/.

iety's funds. This succt

indiiood tho adoption of an annual exhibition of
poultry in oonnootiiin with the Show.

In 18.55 tlif inri'liiiL' was at Tiverton, under tho
presidency of llio lair Marl t'orioscue. The entries of

live stock at tin- n inm m iv ."iss, and of implements
1107; wdiilo, as villi,., I ii, i|ii. imuiial report, "evoi-y
M-iir shows iiii|iriivriniail in llio -kill of the meclmnic.s,
liml in 111,' .|ualil\ ami prai'l i.'al rlianii'tor of their
Hoik." .\( Ihis luoi'liim till- oouM'uiont and in-
'..,'iiioiisly-,'onslruoli',l slii'dilin-. invoiited by Mr.
Jonalliaii tlr:i\", was lir- i cm ,1 ,,1 l>v that gentleman,
and jilai'i'il al ihr .^o.'irli's ,li-p,,-:il.

In Ix'ii'i llii-aniinal mil iMi'-' \', ii-at Yeovil ; President,
Mr. C. A. Jloody, M.V. Ul live stock there were
519 head, and the implements were 10.38 in number.
In 1857 the Society met at Newton Abbott, under

the presidency of Lord Courtenay, afterwards Earl of
Devon. The number of live .stock exhibited was 599,

and of implements 1127. This was the last meeting at

which prizes for agricultural implements were awarded,
and ever since their discontinuance the implement
department has increased in importance and extent.
In 1858 the annual meeting wiis held at Cardiff, when

the Earl of Devon again presided. Of live stock there
were 686 entries, and of implements, 960. At this

meeting prizes were offered tor specimens of Welsh
woollen manufactures; but the response was not so
general and satisfactory as to create a very- favourable
impression as to the effect of such appeals or excite-
ments to manufacturing industry.
In 1859 the annual meeting was held at Barnstaple

;

president, Mr. J. Sillifant, of Coombe. The number of
live stock exhibited was 599, and of implements, 1127.

A new feature at this meeting was the Arts Depart-
ment, which also owes its existence to Mr. Acland, who
not only suggested but most energetically and labori-
ously worked out the details of that department, which
has also year by year increased in importance until it

Home Correspondence!
irool.—Every flock-master is inquiring about the

probabiUties of the price of wool for the ensuing
season. It is one of the chief topics in every country

market: no one, however, appears qualified to give any
definite opinion upon it. One says the wool trade is,

and will be ruled by the price of Cotton ; another
says the money market will have the greatest

influence ; another says the prospect of an European
war has a disa.strous effect ; another that the lu.anu-

I'lii'liiroisliau'l.nl fon- rnslmnors. and thos.' nivo low
IH'ii'i'- (>llii'l'.,-a\ ui'llavoa -ood ili'ill ,i|- ..Id wool in

111,' I'oimln ^,l . ,,1 li, is, a'.;aiii, llial IIii'It l- im ih'inand

for llnli-'li' uoiils on llio ( oul iiiriit, and that

vasi i|ii,iiihiii - of short wools are coming in from
abroii'l, mill I'll I ii'ularly from our own colonies; and,
again, lljal ur liave a very bad homo trade; and to

finisii til,' uholo category of causes, wind up by saying

that wo have a large stock ofnew wool, which from tlie

noocssitios of growers must come into themarket
iminodiatoly. 'Thcso .are named as some of t'ne true

and \ariou-' raiisi s why wool has retrograded in price,

ami luav III' i'\|ii rli'd lo riiiiain lower in price than for

the past ihri'i' miu- I'lnli'iiMi'dly these combined are

tho prinoiiial causes ul' the decline in price ; but it is

not likol;,- to be permanent. Already there is a bright
lirospoct of a speedy relief from almost every difficulty.

Tho stop)iage of so many large monetary establishments

could not fail to exert a most ruinous effect upon the
wool, as upon uiosl othrr trades, but the wise measures
pursuiil by GoMTumint and the Bank of England
liavo iioarly i|niolo,l that panic and its attendant
dilliiullios. Money is daily becoming cheaper; dis-

oiniting is no longer at a discount. The rate of

disronni is easier and money more plentiful. A little

more iiatience, and the money market will soon be right

again. Take the prospects of war : thanks to the

advancement of knowledge, civiHsation, and the arts

and blessings of peace and good government,

such prospects assume a much more satis-

factory aspect. Look at the growing prosperity

of tho leading nations of Europe. It would be

the height of folly for them lightly to permit sub-

ordinate Powers to embroil the whole of Europe in a
war about trifles. What a glorious and benevolent

movement is afloat instead—just as it should be. Like
sensible people, so act the nations ; tliey are to meet and
talk the thing over, and if possible settle the differences

amicably, but if not, they will say, "You shall not

fight."* Take cotton : well, it has seen the lowest point,

and is evidently rallying in the cotton market with

very favourable prospects. Take the stock of wool : of

old wool it is unquestionably in short supply, and what
we have is in the hands of the wool staplers, bought in

at high prices. These buyers cannot, nor will not,

part with it at very reduced prices. They cannot at

present replace it, and before such an opportunity

occurs, the present demur in the trade will pass away

;

it is but temporary. The demand for new wools

is considerable, but sellers do not give way.

I don't know of a single sale at the time I am writing

(June 4), and the stock cannot be a full one. Thousands
of acres are laid in for meadow, instead of being

depastured by sheep, and much grazing land is not
fully stocked, owing to the rinderpest causing such an

* We fear our correspondent's expectations have been dashed
by subsequent intelligence.
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advance in the price of steep. As to the home trade

and influx of short ivools I place against that the

universally increasing demand for our woollen manu-

factures in every quarter of the glohe. British woollen

goods are finding their way amongst uncivilised tnbes,

and nations that a few years ago were ignorant ot their

existence, are now importing them in large ciuantities.

It is only a question of time: British wools, and

especially British long wools, will always command a

high price. 0. F.

Societies.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.

Monthly Council: Wednesday, J"'"> ^' 1866.—

Present-Lord Tredegar. President, m the Chair; the

Earl of Shrewsbury, the Earl of Powis, Lord I.ernrrs,

Lord Peversham, Lord Portmiin. Loi'd ^\ Msiiijbara,

Major-General the Hon. A. N. Hood, Nr \\ Mm ^\

AVyiin, Bart., M.P,, Mr. Barnett, Mr Bo«iv, C olouel

Challoner, Mi-. Clayden. Mr. Dent, M P., Mr. Hruce,

Mr. Brandreth Gibbs. Mr. Holland, M.P.. Mr. Hutton,

Mr. Jonas, Colonel Kingacote, M.P., Mr. Lawes, Mr.

Lawrence, Mr. Robert Smith, Mr. H. S. Thompson,

Mr Torr, Sir T. Western, Bart., M.P. Mr. TrA' ells, Mr.

Jacob Wilson, Mr. Frere, and Dr. Voelcker.

The following new members were elected :—

Aldous, James Arthur, Lingwood, Norwich
Alexander, Wm. Lancister, Shattou Lodge, Cockermouth

.Ball, William, Rothwell, Kettering

Carson, James, Spinfield, Great Mailov,-

Cheeaman, Frederick, Little Cti 11, .\ :,r > I l\. nl

D.ayman, Rev. Alberto., Alb' II '
:

1 initliam

Patterson, Henry, Norraantun ) 1 1
'

i
..uli

PigTOtt, Fraser. KitzhalL Midlu.r,: r^.i :

R,,M I .Mi-thfleld Farm, Witiioy, uxou.

W -:: (. ' it, .Sandhutton, York

Pix , w , ,P,r-General the Hon. A. N. Hood
pre~eul ; U - i^ i"!-! of the Committee, from which it

appeared that the Secretary's receipts during the past

month had been examined by the Committee, and by

Messrs. Quilter, Ball & Co., the Society's accountants

and were found correct. The balance m the hands ol

the bankers on May 31 was 2258?. 13». lOrf., against

which cheques were drawn for 923/-. 19*. ^d.

Discussions.—The following arrangements for the

weekly meetings of the Conncil wi h' luii iim 1; -

Wednesday, June 13, "Cafili- Si,,; - •'
'

'':'''

Insurance," to be opened by I'r I >
.

n

June 20, "How far in cert:iiu di-in i _"
,

-.', 7'", "

may be advantageou.sly substituted for LatUc, to be

(.iiened by Mr. Torr,
Veteiiinabt,-The report of the Governors of

the Royal Veterinarj- College, extending to the

3lst December, 186.5, and received by the Secretstry

on the 26th May, was read, For some of the leading

points adverted to in the report, see p, 51" :—
.

Chemical.—Mr. AVells announced tliat the following

papers are in course of preparation lur tlio Journal:—

I. Report of visits in conjunction with Mr. Cole-

man to Mr. Ruck's farm in Wiltshire, and on the

improvement of the Grass-land there; 2. On Clover

experiments.

House.— Major-General the Hon. A. N, Hood
reported that the Committeo recommended that the

wages of the porter (W, Mann) be increased to

1?. '3s. per week, for which sum he shall provide the

necessary assistance in the house work. With reference

to a letter received from the Secretary asking for

increased accommodation for his family, the Com-
mittee recommended an improvement in the house,

for which they will direct a plan. «nf...M"".iion, and

estimate to be" prepared and laid 1
' v t-^ -inicil.

It appeared also desirable that an a'l I' -. n iniuUee-

rooni and a larger and more convfiii' ni i ..up -il-room

should be added if practicable, for wliirli plans and

estimates should be nrepared, and the Committee_ be

empowered to take "such steps as they may think

requisite, and submit them to the further consideration

of the Council in July. This report was adopted.

Steam Cultivation.—Mr. Thompson reported the

recommendations of the Committee :—1st. That the

inspection shall commence as early in August as the

state of the harvest will permit. 2d. That after due

consideration of the ISS replies sent in to the first

circular, it appears that three Inspection Committees

will be required, and that each Committee will he

occupied for a month in visiting the selected farms, i

That each Committee shall consist of three members,

one of whom shall act as secretary and reporter.

Members of Council shall be furnished by the Secretary

with such information as shall enable them to join the

Inspection Committees when visiting their district.

The report of the United States Department of

Agri<'ulture on the rinderpest, forwarded by the Foreign

Ollice, was received; and a letter from the Pans
Universal Exhibition, 1867, requesting the Council, m
conjunction with the Royal Highland Society and the

Royal Agricultural Society of Ireland, to undertake

the duty of allotting to the various manufacturers of

agricultural implements, machinery, *•
,

tli"" *r;'<^e set

apart by the Imperial Commission lur lliii chiss ot

objects; to which the Council accod..!. :nid iimninated

a committee consisting of Mr. Amo^. .Mr. I'nn'e, Mr.

Brandreth Gibbs, Jlr. Wren Hoskyns, Mr. Thompson,

and Mr. Torr, to assist in carrying out the allotment.

partof the week, having been unfavourable, they have

failed to draw the usual number of spectators. Some
misunderstanding with or of the Mayor seems to have

hindered the public spirit of the city from displaying

the usual show of welcome, but failing evergreens and

arches, the streets were decked with flags.

The Sorse Cla.fses have included only 75 eiitnes of

agricultural horses, hunters, hacks, and ponies. Of

these the first classes were decidedly the best. A veiy

fair Class ofHeavj Draft StaUions included Mr. Fowle s

dark bromi "Benicia Boy," which took the first prize;

Mr. Churches' black marked with white " Champion,

a heavy blaet horse with neat small head ; and several

others, very fat and heavy, some of them cluinsy

animals. The Class of StaUions for General F.^rni ^\ ork

was a very good one indeed. Mr. Badham's " Chest »r

Emperor," a very showy Suffolk horse, with extraor-

dinary crest, which has received some 30 prizes during

the past two years, is here without any distinction.

Sir E. Kerrison's chesnut, as good a Suffolk as any in

the Class, is only commended. The 1st prize goes to

Mr. Gibbs' "Sampson," and the 2d to Mr. Hitilirncl; s

"Albert," a very compact and well-madr clicMiut

stallion, which has before received the prizes boUi .il

this Society and of the Royal Agricultural Society ol

England. In the Class of Marcs and Foals, Mr. lowle,

of L.ivington, and ]\Ir. llibberd, of Chippenham,

receive prizes; and in the other agricultural classes

Mr Holland, M.P., Lord Radnor, and the Rev. H. G.

Baily, of Smudon, are distinguished. The four-year-

old Hunters, a small class, are the only other promi-

nent features of the Show, a few capital horses being

exhibited, Mr. Luxton's "Prior" carrying off the 1st

prize. Mr. Rawlence's chesnut pony " Apricot and

two or three others redeem the Pony Classes from

inferiority. ...,,„ ^i
The foUoiving is the Pnze Listm the Horse Classes :—

HORSES FOR AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Class 1. For the best Stallion (above 2 years old), suitable

for Heavy Draft.-lst, Mr. William Fowle, Market Lavington,

Devizes ; id, Mr. Edw.aid Churches, Godney, Wells, Somerset.

GENERAL FARM 'WOBK.

Cl.ass 3. For the best St.allion (above 2 years old). -1st, Mr.

Edward Gibbs, Chittemo, Heytesbnry, -Wilts; 2d, Mr. Henry

Hitchcock. Chittenie All Saints, Hevtesbmy.
Cliss4 For the best Colt foaled in 1864, suitiiblo for Light

liT .11 11 Mr William Henry Gale, Manor Farm, Barbagc,

M ,
I !, Wilts ; 2d, Mr. William Taylor, Uarptrce Court,

received a verv satisfactory trial. Howard's plough

made, as usual, iirst-ratc work, so good that one did

not know which way the furrow-slice was laid. His

"digging" plough, with finger-shaped arrangement in

place of mould-board, had not land adapted to show the

quality of its work, Eddys pulveriser plough, which

employs two shares and mould-boards to take the work

piecemeal, burying the upper surface and throwing

the lower half of the slice roughly over all, makes a

good fallow at one operation.

In the steam cultivated field Fowler & Co. showed

their single (nominal) 8 horse-power apparatus, with

moving anchor, both at plough and with the cultivator

—the forming turning a 6 or 7-inch furrow very satisfac-

tnrih- Ihelattcrtcaring uptheClover stu'ohleand moving

I
I, . . I'.ii- the best Mare and FoaL or in FoaL— 1st, M

Williini Fowlo, Market Lavington, Devizes, Wilts ; 2il, M
James Hibbard, Stanton St. Quintin, Chippenham, Wilts.

rii»s 6 For the best Filly foaled in 18G4.— 1st. the Re

H. G. BaUy, Pvrind.

Radnor, Coirs

Cla.ss 7. I.

exceeding n >

exhibitor ti

Edward UoU
itcrsbire.

, TVilts

'l-I'.

. 2d, the Right Hon. the Earl of

'bworth.
ir of Agricultural Horses (not
11' been in the possession of the
1^ to the day of entry.—Mr.
iibleton Hall, Evesham, Glou-

BATH AND WEST OF ENGLAJID SOCIETY.

Salisbuey.— A first-rate exhibition of agricultural

machinery, and a very fair trial ofmany of them under

favourable circumstances, are the leading features of

the Salisbury meeting. The Horse Show, whicli,

excepting Poultry and Dogs, is the only livestock

department, does not come up to expectation. The
other usual parts of the Bath Society's annual show-
its display of pictures, art manufactures, and flowers-

have to take a larger share than usual of the general

attractiveness. But the weather, especially of the early

HUNTERS.
Class 8 For the best thorough-bred Stallion, c.-ilculatcd to

get wcight-carrring produce. - Ist, Mr. Thomas Hopkms
Woodgato, Culmstock, Wellington, Somerset ; 2d, Mr. Robert

George Luxton, Brushford, North Devon. „, . , .

Class 9. For the M.aro best calculated to produce Woight-

eaiTying Hunters.—Mr. Robert N. Hooper, Llansaimor Court,

Cowbridgo, aiainorganshirc.
, , , ,oc., i.t

Class 10. For the lest Mare or Gelding, foaled m 1SC2.—1st,

Mr Robert George Luxton. Bmshford, Wembworthy, North

Devon 2d, Mr. George Bland Battam.s, Kitworthy, Tavistock,

Devon Highly Commended, ditto ; Capbun Edward >ichola8

Heygate, Buckland, Leominster, Herefordshli-e.

Class II. For the best Filly or Gelding, foaled in 1983.-l,st,

Captain Edward Nicholas Heygate, Buckland, Leominster,

Hereford ; 2d, Mr. John Woodcock, Kctherhampton, Sahsbury,

^Cl'ais 12 For the best Colt or Filly, fo.aled in ISGO.-lst, Mr.

Robert Cozens, Manor Farm, Filton. .Shepton Mallet ; 2d, Mr.

John Webb King, West Everiey, Marlborough, Wiltshire.

HACIiS.

Class 12. For the best Mare or Gelding, not more than

6 years old, not exceeding 15 hands high, e-llculatcd to cairy

not less thin 14 stone.-lst. The Right Hon. the I^dy Herbert

of Lea Milton House, SaUsbury, Wilts ; 2d, Mr. Richard

Milward, Thurgarton Priory, Southwell, Notts.

PONIES.

Class 15. For the best Mare or Gelding.—Mr. James Raw-

lonce, BiUbridge, S,alisbury, Wilts.

Pbizbs Offered bt the Salisbikv Locai, Committee.

Class IV For the best Pony, bred in the New Forest, under

14 h.inds of .any age.—1st. Mr. William Taunton. Redlynch,

Salisbury. WUts ; 2d, Mi-. William Reynolds Se,ave, Fording-

^

Class lit. For the best pair of Ponies.—Mr. William Reynolds

Ncave, Fordingbridge, Salisbury.

The judges of the several departmenis were as

follow —Agricultural horses; Mr. Loviboiid, Bridg-

water- Jlr Watts, Blandford, Hunters, hacks and

ponies: ilr. Henry Corbet Central Farmers' Club,

tondon: :\Ir.Thurn;ill, lloyston Poultry :
Mr^ewett,

Birmingham- Mr. Challoner, Chesterheld. Pigeons:

Mr Harrison Weir, London ; Mr, Tegetmeier London.

As regards the other departments of the live

stock " of the farm, there is a very fair sliow of birds

and many very interesting but scantily-fiUed classes o

dogs. In the tent of the former the Spanish and

Dorking cla,sses are very good. The Game and

Hamburg classes are first-rate. We have not room lor

the prize list, but Lady Holmesdale, Mr. Lingwood of

Needham JIarket; Mr. Cha,se, of Birmingham; Mr.

Stephens, of Walsall; Mr, Roberts, of Preston; Mr

the i\liolc to a depth of 5 or 6 inches in 6-feet widths,

Mr How ard showed his plonghand cultivator at work,

drawn by Clayton & Shuttleworth's 10 horse-power

engine. The ploughing was perfectly laid, the furrow-

slices being neatly cut, and the work thorough. The
3-tined cultivator, too, was making excellent work,

Alessrs, Tasker & Son of Andover showed Fowler's

tigging apparatus and Smith's cultivator at work, the

former throwing about the land in the most thorough

manner, the latter paring and scufding efi'ectually a very

hard Clover stubble, and making capital work. They

were driven by their patent windlass, which is a vew
ingenious contrivance, enabling the stoppage, reversa,],

or any other movement of the tool while the engine is

going at full speed, the whole being entirely under the

control of the windlassman.
In an adjoining field mowers were exhibited by

Hornsby, S'amuelson, Picksly & Co., Bngham ct Co^

and others. The superiority lay with Hornsby anfl

Samuelson in the Clover field, where the tools of

Messrs. Brigham & Picksly failed. The best work

here was done by Hornsby. We did not see his

machine in the meadow Grass, where a very light crop

and considerable unevenness of ground tested the

machines severely. Mr. Wood's American reaper made

the best work of any that we saw, but the cutting wa8

not close enough in many of the cases to satisfy the

spectators ; and when the excuse was given that the

crop was too light to be dealt with by machines, the

rejoinder was that it -n-as a much better crop than one-

half at least of the spectators had at home.

There was a capital trial and exhibition of reaping

machines in a piece of upstanding light Rye and

Hornsby's swathe-cutter, Samuelson's one-hoi-se hand

delivering machine, and Crosskill's with its enormous

width of cut, were undoubtedly the best machines on

the land. Neither here nor in the yards were Messrs.

Biu-gess & Key's reapers and mowers exhibited, so that

the trial cannot be considered a complete one.

Messrs. Hornsby's tools do, however, gam a great step

in public opinion by their undoubted success in the

absence of their rivids. Samuelson's one-horse

reaper, with the slatted dropping platform and

double length of oscillation in the cutting, knife,

is a capital tool. Among other novelties in the

Turaip field wasHolmes' revolvingfork, which seems an

ingenious contrivance, without, however, any special

utility ; and Howard's double drill, having the useful

power of being xef against the sides of anarrow ridge, as

well ns of dealing with a flat interval
, ^ , , ,

In the yard were collected one of the best and largest

displays of agricultural machinery that has ever been

collected by this, or indeed any other Society. Ohe

loll" array of (iO chimneys, from as many portable

cn-iiK-s ill Ihc department of machinery m motion,

was a very striking sight. Some of the stands, that of

Tavkcr of Andover, for example, were in themselves a

full display of the machinerj- of the farm and imple-

ment makers from all parts of the kingdom have con-

tributed of their 'manufactures. From Ayrshire

in the north to Kent and Lincoln in the ea.st,

the whole force of the English agricultural machine

manufacture was assembled in the show-yard of this

western city. The Irish manufacturers, too were

represented. We must take a leisurely w.alk with the

reid.r tbroudi the stands next week, though compara-

tivclv few novelties will attract our attention.

Rowlaud's small portable steam-engine with parallel

motion instead of slide bars for the guida,nce of its

piston rod, may he called an old-fashioned novelty.

Messrs. Tinker's ingenious windlass for steam cultiva-

tion, Messrs. Hawke & Spence's cham dehvermg

inst.ead of cup deUvering drills, Messrs Holmes'

revolving di-ill forks, Mr. Howard's drill harrows,

and sundry small domestic ingenuitie^ including a

machine for shelling pe.as, exhaust the list.

The Seedsmen have sent a capital exhibition. Messrs.

Sutton and Messrs. Carter never had better stands.

Mr Raynbird's exhibition of grain samples m the straw

against a dark ground, which shoivs them olT, is most

effective. In manure [and cattle food merctiants

display their wares. The yard is unusually well filled

and deserves a better throng of lookers-on than it

received in the early part of the week.

Pares, of 'Guildford : Mr. Cruvv-ys, Messrs. :^ratthc^

Bprfr.-im, Hanks, Pittis, Beldon, &c,. ar.- i _ i!;

prize takers ; and from Iroltind, Yorkshir. 1, .

n.

the Eastern Counties, and many oil. -
'-

specimens are sent. It is the best Poult i;, .'^Iijh llic

Society has exhibited. •, ^ , ,

The Trial Grounds were conveniently situated close

to the yards, including about 40 acres of light land

hard and dry however, in Clover, Clover-stubble and

Eve And on these, in properly allotted pieces, ploughs

and steam-cidtivators, mowing and i-eapmg machines.

Selatiofis of Master and Servant, and their Duties to

each other. By John Dawson, Farm Labourer,

Finchhill, Gartley, {Banffshire Journal.)

This is an e'lsay published in the county paper, after

having received the prize oflered by Mr, Stewart rf

Laithers, Bnnfl-shire, to farm labourers for the best

issay on the relations in which they and their

iiniiloyers stand to one another.

We make the following extracts :—

1 The present Relationship of Ma.ster and Servant.

—Nothing shows more cleariy the state of feeling

between the two parties than the conversation either

has about the other. Masters complain that their

servants are thoughtless and careless,; servants are also

verv apt to rail at their master behind his back. And
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geuerally they speak of hira in a very contpmiitiiou-
manner, and always as a person from whom they linvr

much to fear. The question naturally occurs—'^^'ll;lt

are the reasons that there is a worse feeling between
master and servant in the present day than there was 60
years ago ? I may just notice a few of these in passing.

But as these more properly come under another head
of this es.say, I shall here notice them very briefly.

The farmers of the present day have shot far ahead of
what they were 60 years ago. They are better educated,
more refined and polished in their manners, and haw,
as it were, risen a grade in society. Servants hri\

also improved, but not in the same ratio as th( i

masters. The former have improved more in schola,-,tii

education than in refinement of manners : the latter
have advanced in both. In short, raa-sters have taken
on a good deal of the polish of the gentleman ; while
servants still retain a fair .sprinkling of those rousih
unpolished manners for which, as a ela.ss, they have
ever been characterised. There is thus socially a
wider breach between them than there was in the da.is

of old, and it has been fidly taken advantage ol.

Ma.sters, aware of their hishei- piisition in the social
scale, look down almost with contempt on those nlx)
till their ground. They consider it degi-ading to men
in their station to speak with them unless to command
or reprove. Servants, in their turn, naturally look
with distrust (not to mention a worse feeling) on those
who consider them of so little importance. I have
often heard them remarking—and with some truth I
believe—that their masters show more care and respect
for their cattle than for them. And having a strong
instinctive feeling that they are of more value than
many cattle, it is but natural they should look with a
iealous eye on those who consider them of less. But.
lest I be misunderstood, it ivill be necessary here to
state that these remarks can only be applied, in their
full extent, to a particular class of farmers. There is

another class of them, and, I am happy to sa.v. n
pretty numerous one in our northern counties, th-.il

cmnot be accused of being unfamiliar will:
o: of undervaluing their servants. These nv.-

generally to be found among our middle-sized farmer.-

:

men that generally know well what it is to work, and
how nuich to require of others. They are undoubtedlym the background, as well as others, with house
accommodation and other things es.sential to the
comfort and contentment of their servants, which
mars the good feeling between them; but, as a rule,
there is more contentment and good feeling to be
found on our middle-sized than on our larger farms,

2, Tie relation that oiifihi to exist between Master
ffiirf Servant may be summed up in a very few words.
Thc_ one party is entirely dependent on the other.
Their interests are inseparable. Masters eannot get on
without servants, 'nor servants without masters. If a
ma.ster's affairs are not prospering, he is not able to give
such good wages to his servants ; and if these are not
careful and trustworthy, his affairs cannot prosper.
Seeing, therefore, their well-being is so closely inter-
woven together, it is certainly tlie interest of each
party to endeavour to in Ir ili, wlforeof the other;
and that this end mn in i.ii'

i nr-l, they must live
happily and content.-.lly i .-.ilir r Thej-'must unite
heart and hand. TIi.j uuil curli be as studious to
advance the well-being of tlie otlier as his own. Every
master should study to promote the comfort anil
happiness of his servants to the utmost. Even-
servant should be as anxious about, and as carefiil
of, his master's interest a,s he could be of his
on-n. In short, both parties should live together a,s

members of one happy family, ench labouring ns
russiduously to promote the well-being of the whole as
if they were all partners in the farm, or all the happy
sons of one happy father, at who.se decease the property
would be equally shared among them.
X Horn good relaliona mai/ be e.ttablished.— Let the

master who would live on good terms with his servants
be more social and familiar with thom. I say master
not because I would lay all the cause of ill-feeling on"
his back, but because it is chiefly to hira we must look
for the remedy. Servants cannot be supposed to make
those advances to a master that he could do to then.—
that would simply be impertinence. Besides, I am not
sure but masters have contributed in the largest degree
to this ill-feeling, simply by their unsocial and haughty
bearing towards their servants. And if this is the case
which I am bold to say it is, then it would be but
nistice the master should make the first advances
Further still, granting that both parties are equally to
blame, masters, as moving in the higher station, and
being of superior education and intelliffence, should be
the first to hold out the right hand of fellowship

I say, therefore, as a first step to a better feelin"
between the two parties, the m.aster must be more
free and familiar with his servants. Let him enter
freely into conversation with them, and ever have a
kindly word when he meets them, ' Kind words are
worth much, and cost little.' Let him show them he
really cares for and re.spects them. Let him talk
freely to them about his crops and cattle—how this
kmd of crop and of manure best suits such and such
a Held—what kind of cattle or crops pay him best-
in short, anything by which he could interest and
instruct them, but especially about anything relating
to their own profession. In this manner, he will not
only gain the love and esteem of his servants, and
teach them the mysteries of farming, .so that they may
be able to rise in their profession, but will, at the
same time, induce them to take an interest in every-
*"',"K;ihout the farm. Let him, also, spend occasionally

the kitchen or botli.y.

conversations, entering
^times and amusements,
with them as if he were

111,, 1 iuacnce there would at first

nvl.^.iiio visitor. !SV,r

lolliciiriprnveniciil „i
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fodder or somehow—2 or 3 oz. to each cow daily, and is

of the utmost importance to their good health and
condition.

" It may not be out of place to mention here that the

milk has to go in a cart one mile from the byres to the

station here, then by railway 60 miles to Edinburgh,

and in a cab one mile to the hospital from the Edm-
burgh Station. At first we had some difficulty in

gettmg it to carry perfectly sweet all through the

summer; at times it turned sour on the journey in a

way we could see no reason for. At last, after much
observation and consideration, we made a tank 2 feet

deep, filled with cold, running, pure spring water, con-

stantly flowing. As soon as each pitcher for the tram
was filled with the milk warm from the cow, it was

plunged in the cold water of this tank up nearly to the

neck, and allowed to remain there for half an hour or

so with the lid open and not corked. This lowered the

temperature of the mUk several degrees ; and all froth

being carefully skimmed off by the head cowman, the

pitchers filled quite full, carefully corked, and the lids

shut and locked, no more trouble was ever had with the

milk carrying—it goes all right in all weathers. The
pitchers are of tin, and carry two, three, and four

gallons each. The water tank is close beside the

principal byre, and quite under the eye of the head
man ; so no one can tamper with the milk even if

inclined to do so ; but I am happy to say none of our
people here would wish to do so." [Abridged from an
admirable Intel?/ published pamphlet on the Manage-
ment of Farm Stock in Health and J)isease, and more
especialli/ of JDain/ Corns. To tohich are added
Practical Suggestions, Sfc. By A Scottish Tenant
Farmer, W. Blackwood & Sons.]

we everywhere receive of the mowing machine. Of a

later date, and having to deal with a more succulent,

and often a more tangled produce than the reaper, it

has, nevertheless, at once leaped into almost iiniversal

favour, and is everywhere admitted to do its work
better than the scythe. Burgess &, Key's mower,
Wood's mower, Mr. Samuelson of Banbury, Homsby's
of Grantham (and there are many others less well

known), all do admirable work. Having officiated in

the judgment of these rival implements when compe-
ting for the prizes offered by oiir great Agricultural

Societies, and being often present at their competition

before others, we can speak with confidence of the

great difficulty of placing them upon the scale of

merit ; and where the work is in ordinary cases done by

all of them better than it is done by hand, the choice

vrill be determined .rather by facility of purchase than

by any other circumstance. There is a large collection

of evidence, all indicating the great advantage of the

mower whether in rapid or in difficult harvest weather,

published in the 9th volume of the Bath and AVest of-

England Agricultural Society's Journal. We quote

the letters of two of that Society's correspondents.

Mr. Harrison, of Procester Court, Gloucestei-shire,

says :

—

" I have used Wood's mower of 1860. It is an

excellent implement, and the work done by it is equal

to any done with the scythe. It is a simple machine,

well designed, and easily managed,but Ithinktooslightly

constructed. As to efficiency, a better machine could

not be wished. In fine hay-making weather, from the

Grass being at once tedded and exposed, the labour of

hay-making is prodigiously diminished, and with the aid

of the hay-making machine and horse-rake, the chief

manual labour consists in gathering it together and
securing it in the rick. In catching weather the farmer

is much more independent of the weather, as with the

knowledge that he can cut down 8 or 10 acres, or even

more, per day, he ceases mowing till the weather pro-

mises to be fine. Last year (1860) was exceptional,

and, excepting the fine fortnight at the beginning of

July, it was impossible to make really good hay in our

district; but to show the importance of the mowing
machine, I know that on more than one estate where

they were used, and plenty of hands could be di-awn

for the occasion from the estate to assist at the hay-

making, the whole of the hay was secured during the

fine weather in first-rate order."

Of Burgess & Key's mower, Mr. Horswell, of

Tavistock, says :

—

" It answered admirably, and though the season was
very bad, I never saved hay in better condition, or with

so little labour. During the eight days' uninterrupted

fine weather in July (the only fine weather for the

season), when men could be scarcely obtained, and for

the mere labour of cutting Ss. or 10». per acre had to be

paid, I got in 56 acres with the aid of the mower, hay-

tedder, and hay-gatherer—(the cost of manual labour

in getting it ready to be carried did not exceed

Is. per acre), and it had no rain upon it whatever—and
there were 24 acres besides with very little damage, all

secured before the heavy rains set in. Without the

aid of machinery, 20 or 30 out of the 80 acres would be

the most that I could have possibly saved in good con-

dition. AVliere the surface is moderately even, we can

set the machine so low as to cut 4 or 3 cwt. of hay per

acre more than the best men can do in the ordinary

wav. Since I have availed myself of the machinery
that (here is to aid the agriculturist, I can comfortably

r.iiii|ilite my harvesting with the labourers regularly

iiii|i|Mved on the farm."
I'lif'so letters are conclusive testimony to the value of

Garden Netting.
TOHN EDGINGTON and CO. supply GARDEN
fj NETTING nt lit', per square yard. 2t»0 yards and upwards
caiTlace tree- COTTON NETTING and SCRIM C.\NVAS of every,

desoiiptioD. TULIP COVER.S and GREENHOUSESHADES.StJN
BLINDS, 4c. MARQUEES, TENTS, and FLAGS, for Fetes,
Flower Shows, &c.
John Edgington & Co., 48, Long Lane, Smitbfleld, E.C. ; and

18, Piccadilly, W.

STRAWBERRIES, &c—TANNED NETTING, lor protecting

the above from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide, Sri. per yard,

or 100 yards 20.<. ; 4 yards wide, 6rf. per yard, or 50 yards 208. NEW
TANNED NETTING, fe-uited for any of the above purposes, or as a
Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, &d. per yard ; 4 yards wide, Is. per
yard

;
J-inch mesh, '4 yards wide. Is. 6d. perjard

Lane. London Bridge. '.

6 and 7, Crooked

1 Kf\ r\f\(\ YAKDS of GARDEN NETTING in
i^fjyj ij\J\J\J stock, IJd. per square y.ard, Carriage Free in

quantities of 250, 600. or 1000 y.ards. F. E. & Co. are the only larne

holders of Netting in England, which enables them to execute orders

to any extent on the day received. B.=i particular

—

FnKOERica Edgington & Co., Marquee, Tent, Rick-cloth, and
Flag Manufacturers, Thomas Street, Old Kent Road, London, o.E.

Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.
COTTAirS IIULUJLES are made in the best ;

of superior Wrought Iron. SHEEP HURDLES, from 43.
;

CATT'LE HURDLES, f— " "^

25s. each. Hiustrated Price List c

application.

ENTRANCE GATES, RAILING,
and IRON WORK of every descrip-

Designs and Estimates free ot

COTTAU & Co.,

No. 2, Winsley Street

(opposite the P.antheon),

xford Street. London, W.

ALYANISED WIRE CABLE STRAND FENCING,
for FARMS,

" "

Miscellaneous.
Agriculture in Fraiirc—Tlw Emperor of France has

determined on a iiiiniitf and careful examination of

the agricultural condition of that country. A com-
mission of the most extensive character is being

organised to conduct the investigation. A central com-
mittee will sit in Paris, and sub-committees will

operate in the several districts, collecting local informa-

tion and communicating the same to the central body.

The scope of the inquiry will be on a scale of propor-

tionate vastness. The commission is instructed to
" compare the present state of landed property with

the past
; " to appreciate the conditions of produc-

tion ; " to " draw up estimates of profit and loss
;

" to
" take account of progress realised and yet to be made ;"

to "examine into existing markets, and open new
ones

; " to " settle the diSiculties with which farmers

have to contend, and the means of obviating them."

Tf these objects are efficiently pursued, even though no
practical results should immediately follow, the

Emperor ivill have secured the grateful confidence of a

large and important section of his subjects ; and in due
time the marvehous prosperity which has been so long

enjoyed by the manufacturing and trading parts of the

population of France will begin to be shared by the

agricultural body, which body, by the way, has made
less progress in France during the last quarter of a

century than in any country in Europe.
Belgium and Holland and Chreat Britain. — The

population of Belgium and Holland is, in round
numbers, about 8,000,000 persons. The entire area is

about 17,000,000 acres. It becomes a simple sum of

proportion. If 17,000,000 acres (the area of Belgium

and Holland) can support 8,000,000 persons (the |h,|iii-

lation of these countries), how many ought 77,iii«i.iiiiii

acres(theareaoftheUnitedKingdom)tosupport? 'I'lir
A, >„„,„ „t fv,;^ t;„,o /,f tv,o voor Tt

answer is easily arrived at : it is 36,000,000. This ,
the machine upon the farm at this time of the year. It

exceeds by neafly five millions the population of the and. the hay-tedder l^^™
^^^f^J™ >; . 7»';lf^'- ''^Jj

British empire, whereas the land of the United King- diminished the labour and anxiety of the Gra.s- and

dom only prodiices food for 20,000,000 of its people, and !
farmer in the summer months. And they haw sav cd

instead of increasing in productiveness, its supplies of 1 his pocket, too, not ^'^-''^ly ^y the larger quantify of

corn and meat appear to be falling off. The subject is gooA hay he <^^° ^^ ^"* by the dirert^^^

a large one, and deserves a greater degree of attention wages hitherto paid in the haiwest field which w^^^^ noW

than it has received from the British public. The Food, be paid for the more efficient tillage of plough land
' -----

crops.
.

The cost of hay-making varies exceedingly, according

to the quantity of the crop and the nature of the

weather. I have in Gloucestershire let hundreds of

acres at 10s. an acre for mowing, and making, and
pitching to the waggon. And 10s. with beer, is a

common price for ordinary crops ; such a contract is,

however, a complete speculation on the part of those

who undertake it ; they will do well, and make good

hay, if the weather suits them ; but they will do ill,

and make bad hay, if the weather is against them.

Among the heavy crops of well-manured Middlesex

farms, a guinea to 25s. and even 30s. are sometimes

paid for making hay.
. .

As to the practical details of hay-makmg it is neces-

sary to add that, whether mown by hand or horse,

Clover mo^vn for hay must not be shaken abroad. The
swathes are turned the second or third day, and,

perhaps, again turned the fourth or fifth day after

cutting. They are then put in small cocks, and carried

with as little rough shaking as possible, so as to retain

for FARMS. PARKS, and GARDENS.
The ORIGINAL INVENTORS and MANUFACTURERS.

abroad. U sustains no injury by betog

"pS°S°S™ lines of Strand ^-I iron-pronged SUndarfSimcl

one straining post, stay and screw bolts to every 120 yards, Is. POr yard

Five linesol Csble Strandand Staples for wooden posts. M. per yard

HURDLES, HURDLES, HURDLES, U.Jd. to & M per yard.

LAWN MOWERS. GARDEN ROLLERS.
ASPHALTE ROOFING FELT, Iri. per square foot.

Motley * Gbien.
Illustrated Catalogues and Estimates free on appllcatic

12, Great George street, Leeds.

TRONG POULTRY anil CHICKEN-PEOOF FENCE,,

Supplies of Western Europe, bij Joseph Fishe

Calendar of Operations.
June : //(7i/-»i<r/i(/i!/.—This, in early districts and

on irrigated fields for meadow hay, and everywhere for

the Clover and Sainfoin crops, is one chief occupation

of the month of June. The cost of mowing, hay-

making, and building in rick, excluding the labour of

the farm-horses in the process, may be put upon an

average at 10s. an acre, for which the whole work will

be undertaken on contract. Of course, however, it is

more or less according to the weather, and consequent

length and labour of the process. The more costly the

worit of making hay, the worse of course is the result.

Bad hay costs most, and is worth least. Every improve-

ment of farm management by which the extent of

Grass land mown for hay may be diminished is there-

fore to be welcomed. Cattle, if kept through the winter

otherwise than on hay, will consume the whole produce

of our Grass lands in the field during the summer
season, when there is less waste in the process of

feeding, and ivhen milk, one main produce of our

Grass fields, can be most profitably converted. The use

of the root pulper, to which reference is elsewhere

made in this Calendar, enables the greater consumption

of straw in the feeding-house during winter, and so

dispenses in great measure with the need of hay, and

there can be no doubt that less hay is year by year

being made. The process is, however, laborious and

costly enough, as well as sufliciently expensive, to

render any cheapening of it that may be possible

extremely desirable. And by horse-drawn mowing
machir.es, and hay-tedders, and horse-rakes, we have

certainly a very material improvement of the old style

of management.
There is no recent addition to agricultural machinery

of which a more uniformly good report is given than

WllU as lltUie lUUgU SllUl^lUg ao iiyjo^Lui^, .^^ "" ,/v iv,vi*.,^

the leaf unbroken. This rule apphes also to the

making of Sainfoin hay.

Notices to Correspondents.

Failing Barley .ind Oat Crops : Rdsticas. The failure arises

apparently not only from wire-worm, but from a st,arTed

condition of the plants. They ought to have been more
forward in their growth by this time :

possibly the soil is in

poor condition, and the drought of May has been too much
for the plants in this stage of their growth.

Guano : M. A. Guano, if genuine, should not weigh more i

70 to "2 lb. per bushel. By drying and burning Penivian

guano should lose from 55 to 60 per cent, of its weight. Its

ash should be white, and should dissolve readily, and without

effervescence, in dilute mm-iatic acid, leaving Insoluble

residue, which should not amount to more than -2 per cent

of the weight of the gtiano. Mixed with quick-Ume it should

give a strong ammoniacal odour.

undcf our notice. Below it is sufflciontly nne to DC prooi a"j=

against the ingress of Rats and th., ogress of Chickens; .and, being

spiked above, it affords no resting place for the Fowls, who con.

t attempt to fly over iV'^PouUry Book.

PRICES PER YARD.
3 feet high. Is. nd. Japanned ; Is. lOd. Galvanised.

G & Co 's New Illustrated Catalogue will shortly be ready. It will

contain descriptions of the above, r-- -"— • " "'» """-"

for Parks, Farms, Gardens, Game i-rcservea, jtouilij y^^""-", "v.
,

and Wire Fences

lui jraii^a i..,,^,^ «. ... Game Preserves, Poultry Courts, &c^j

also of Iron Gates, Iron Hurdles, Economical Wire Netting t

Victoria Iron and Wire Works, andRoofing Folt.

Greening & uo. iciimiLoiij,

Warren Street, Manchestei

ET. ARCHER'S " FRIGI DOMO." — Patronised

. by her Majesty the Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for

Svon House his Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens,

Professor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Fasten

for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, &c.

PROTECTION from COLD WINDS and MORNING FROSTS.
" FRIGI DOMO " a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair ana

Wool a nerfeot non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keepmg, wherever

it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for all horticultural

andfloricultural purposes, for preservmg Fruits and Flowers fromtho

scorching rays of the sun, from wind, from attacks of msects, and from

mornmg frosts. To be had in any reqmred lengths.

Two yards wide \s. M per yard—
Four yards wide " " "••• ™rH6d. per yard,

l.s. 9rf. per yard.
2s. 8d. per yard i-un.

e, Is. Gd. per yard lun.

Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7, Great
City, and of all Nurserymen ana Seeds-

the kingdom,
much cheaper than Mats as a covering.

An miproved make, 2 yards wide .

An improved make, 3 yards wide .

Also " Frigi Domo" NettloR, 2 yard!

Elisba Tbom»s Abohi
Trimty Lane, Cannon
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INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION.

A FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE

FOU THE BEST MANUFACTURED

GARDEN ENGINES, SUCTION PUMPS, SYRINGES, &c., &c.,

WAS AWAUDEl) BY THE JtDf;ES TO

RICHARD READ,
36, REGENT CIRCUS, PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.

*,* Descriptions Post Free, on applicntion.

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Class IX., No. 2119.

Mr. Gray bega to call the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, Nurserymen, Gardeners, &c., to Ms

NEW OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,

acknowledged by practical judges to be a great improvement on every form of Tubular Boiler yet introduced. It has

proved itself superior to all other Boilers for quickness of action and economy of Fuel, doing its work with one-third

less the amount required by any other.

Extract from Report in Gardeners' Chronicle of International Exhibition, May 24, page 476,

" The uurlKbt form of Boiler is usually made on a circular plau, but the oval form given to Mr. Quay's variety of it is said to be prefer-

able to consequence of Its bringing the tubes in closer contact with the Are. The usual foiin of a fVimiice being a parallelogram rather than

.square, completely \ I range of the burning fuel ; and

They are made of all si^es, which, with prices, may be had on application.

JAMES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
DANVERS STREET, PAULTONS SQUARE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

VrORTH BRITISH RUBBER COMI
(LmiTSO).

GARDEN HOSE and FITTINGS.

London Warehouse : 6fi, Cannon Street West, E.G.

Manchester Warehouse ; 8, Spring Gardens.

G
Rest and be Thankful.

E MOST Comfortable, Gracefol, amd Cheapest

RDEN SEAT
'OXFOUD, the 'CAMUKIDQE,' and the 'WARWICK.'

CarriaKQ Paid to any Railway Station.

Itluatrated Lists from the Manufacturei-s,

WEATHERnEAD, WALTERS, & Co., Derby.

CHEAP PAVING TILES.—A Manufacturing Firm
bave a considemble stock of Plain and Encaustic Tiles, more or

less damaged In tbo process of manufacturing, that tbey would bo
willing to Dispose of a

To Landed Proprit
invaluable for the Floors ot Cottages, Farm Houses, &c., and would
be supplied at a very low rate.

Address M., Post Office, Broseley.

By Royal Letters Patent.

WELLS' PORTABLE FOLDING GROUND
VINERY, for Growine and Ripening Grapes without artificial

heat. Awarded a SILVER MEDAL at the International Exposition
f Horticulture held

Drawings and

Agents

Nice, April 18i;5.

for their management post free.

Edwards, 25, Bishopsgate Within, E.G. ; i

, Nurseryman, Epsom, ;

SAMUELSON & CO.'S
PATENT LAWN MOWING and ROLLING MACHINES.

TO BE OBTAINED OP ALL RE.SPECTABLE IRONMONGERS OR SEEDSMEN, OR OP

SAMUELSON and CO., BRITANNIA WORKS, BANBURY.
LONDON TVAREHOUSE : 10, LAURENCE POUNTNEY LANE, E.G.

AGENTS :—Mr. S. HOLMAN, 18, Camion Street, City ; Messrs. BEANE and CO., Londou Bridge ; Messrs. DRAT, TATLOK, and CO., London Bridge,

AND ALL SEEDSMEN AND IRONMONGERS.

J. B. BROWN & CO.'S NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWER.

PATENTEES AND SOLE MANOFACTCRERS,

J. B. BROWN & CO.,

148, UPPER THAMES STREET,

LONDON, E.G.

GUARANTEED TO GIVE

PERFECT SATISFACTION,

AND IF NOT APPROVED OF

MAY BE AT ONCE RETURNED.

J. B. BROWN AND CO. beg to mention, that having exe< ul. A il.n, i,uin< lou, „,,!>,, i,,, Hr. NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWER up to the present time, with most
unquaUfied satisfaction, they are now actively executing further oiiJii.i lur l\w iiiistiil scasun,— iuid, owing to the large number of orders already received and constantly coming
in, it is most important that orders for delivery this season should be sent in as early as possilfle.

The Machine combines all the latest improvements in Lawn Mowing Machines, being simple iu construction, very light, silent in movement, easily worlied, and so strong
and durable as to bo literally unbreakable,—an all-important feature in Machines of this class ; the ordinary cast-iron bring entirely done away with, and malleable

'
1 all breakable parts, and every part being accurately numbered and made to standard gauges. The workmanship and finish are also of a superior character

;

! being quite equal to a revolution, so to speak, in Lawn Mowers. The Machines are all guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction in every respect.

The NEW B B PATENT LAWN MOWER is Manufactured by J. B. BROWN and CO. on their own Premises in London, under their personal saperintendenoe.

PATENT B B HAND MACHINE.
PRICES—Including Carriage to any Railway Station or Shipping Port in England, with the necessary Tools and Directions for use.

[ Easily Vorked by a Boy.

10-inch Machine £3 10

12-inch Machine 4 10

14-inch Maclune 6 10

16-inch Machine 6 10 Hitlo by a Man.

PATENT B B HORSE MACHINE.
PRICES—Complete, without extras, including Carriage to any Railway Station or

Shipping Port in England, with the necessary Tools and Directions for use.

42-inch Machine £28 10 i

36-inch Machine 24 10 o }
-^™""' ^^ •^'"'**-

30-inch Machine 21 10 By a Sorse orStrongPony.

18-inch Machine £7 10 Easily Worked by a Man.
20-inch Machine 800j
22-inch M.achine 8 10 ! Ditto by Two Men.
21-inch Machine 900/

PATENT B B PONY and DONKEY MACHINE.
PRICES—Complete, without exti-as, including Carriage to any Kailway Station or

Shipping Port in England, with the necessary Tools and Dii-ections for use.

30-inch Machine £17 10 Oi
28-inch Machine 16 10 o]I>'-au!nby a Pony.

25-inch Machine 14 10 Drawn by a Donkey.
New Improved Horse, Pony, and Donkey Boots, wholly of Leather, as follows :—Horse Boots, 24s. ; Pony Boots, 2l5. ; Donkey Boots, 16s. per set.

•»• Every Machine sent out is warranted to give ample satisfaction, and, if not approved of, may be at once returned.

J. B. BROWN and CO., OFFICES, 18, CANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.G.

WAREHOUSE and MANUFACTORY, 148, UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C.
OPPOSITE the CITY of LONDON BREWERY, and close to the LONDON BRIDGE STEAM BOAT FLEKS.
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SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWEES FOE 1866.

PATRONIZED ON FIVE SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1864 BY

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN,

AND ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF SAXONY;

AGAIN ON FOUR SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1865 BY HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN

ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF HOLLAND

;

AND ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF PRUSSIA.

EVERY MACHINE
WARRANTED.

IF NOT APPROVED OF, CAN

BE AT ONCE RETURNED.

APRIL, 1866.-ANOTHER 42-INCH HORSE MACHINE HAS JUST BEEN ORDERED FOR

THE ROYAL GARDENS AT KEW.

A. SHANKS AND SON HAVE TO INTIMATE THAT THEIR

MACHINES ARE THE ONLY LAWN MOWERS USED IN THE ROYAL GARDENS AT KEW.

These are tte only Machines that can be depended on to give lasting satisfaction.

THESE ARE THE ONLY MACBIXES THAT WILL MOW I'ROPERLY WBEK THE GRASS IS WET

THESE ABE THE ONLY jrACHINISS THAT DELIVER THE QBASS WITHOUT STOPPINO, THUS .SAVING AN IMMENSE AMOUNT OP LAIIOUR.

SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWERS :iie the only Maclunea that have been in opoi-alion in Her Majesty's Gardens for a quarter of a contuiy, am\ they

are in daily use in all the Public and Principal Gardens in the Kingdom.

A. SHANKS AND SON have now ready for delivery a large Stock of their celebrated LAWN MOWERS. The Machines hare been manufactured by sltilled workmen

of the best materials, and by the aid of the moat improved Machinery.

A. S. AND SON have been particularly careful that the advantages in point of durability and simplicity of construction which have always been a peculiarity of tlicir

Machines should still remain, and that no improvement be introduced which has merely novelty to recommend it.

SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWERS for 1866 are unrivalled for simplicity of construction, oaae of working, and durability.

PRICES, including Carriage to any Railway Station or Shipping Port in the Kingdom.

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HAND MACHINE.

1 TJy a Lady
12-inch Machine 4 10

U-inch Maclune .5 10 Bij <r Bmj

Easily Workeii. Silent Moveiuent. Width of Uattor. Easily Worked. Silent Moveu.enl.

16-mch Machine £6 10 Btj a Manor Two Boys {. ^
19-incU Mackiuu 7 12 6 By a Man and Boy f«-exna.

22-iucU Machine ^ '^ ^
\ B„ Two Mm i

"" ^^
2i-inch Machine 8 17 6

]By xwo Mm .. ( ^j^j^^,^

is. extra.

SHANKS' NEW PATENT PONY and DONKEY MACHINE.
Width ol Cutter.

2.3-inch Machine £12 10

28-ineh Machine U 10 .. .. 30«. „

30-ineh Machine 1.5 15 . . .. 30s. ,,

Silent Movement, 12s. 6d. extra; Boots for Pony, 21s. per set;

Ditto for Donkey, 16s. -per set.

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HOK.SE MACHINE.
Width of Cutter.

30-inch Machine £19

36-inch Machine 22 .. .. 30». „
42-inch Machine 26 .

.

. . 40s. „

48-inch Machine 28 .. .. 40s. „

Silent Movement, 20s. extra ; Boots for Horse's Feet, 24s. per set.

»,* ORDERS EXECUTED ON THE DAT THET ARE RECEIVED.

ALEXANDER SHANKS and SON, DENS IRON WORKS, ARBROATH.
LONDON OFFICE and SHOW ROOMS : 27, LEADENHALL STREET, E.G.

PARIS OFFICE and SHOW ROOMS : 56, BOULEVARD HAUSSMANN.

A. S. cS; Son keep a stock of all sizes of Machines at their London and Paris EstaUishnmts, from tohich Orders are executed on the day they are receirea.

IS" 27, Leaderiliall Street is tJie only 2>laee in Zoiulo/i whcro intemUny jmrahasers of Laion, Mowers can, choose from a dock of from 150 to 200 Machines-

All sizes liept there, mlietJier for Horse, Pony, or Hound Pmver.
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RANSOMES' PRIZE PLOUGHS
HAVE

50 ALL ENGLAXD

CHAMPION PRIZES

WON

m LESS THAN

A YEAR AND A HALF

AND FOUR OUT OF FIVE FIRST PRIZES AT THE LAST ROl'Al. SHOW AGAINST MOST SEVERE COMPETITION.

TMET ARE STRONG. LIGST IN DRAUGHT. SIMPLE. ECONOMICAL.

Sold by all the principal Implement Benhrs.

Full particxUars on applicatiou to

RANSOMES AND SIMS, ORWELL WORKS, IPSWICH.

I RANSOMES & SIMS
k IIA-VE GREATLY HEDUCED THE rilTCES OF TIIEIH

Q STEAM-THRESHING
:%h MACHINERY,
^*^ -WHICH IS THE BEST AND CHEAPEST 5LiDE.

ENGINES and MACHINES constantly kept in Stock.

Catalogues and Testimonials free on ajypUcation. An examination solicited.

RANSOMES AND SIMS, ORWELL WORKS, IPSWICH.

AWARDED the following PRIZES :—Royal A^cultural Society, 1841, 1842, 1852, 1854, lSo.3; Royal Ajii-
cultural Society, Ireland, 18.54, 1855; Paris, 1856: Rouen, 1856; Vienna, 1857; Pesth, 1857; Amsterdam, 18.57,

Rotterdam, 18.58; Brussels, 1858; Schwerin, 1861; St. Petersburg, 18G1 ; Bourges, 1862; Longford, Tasmania, 1862;
London, 1862; Ballarat, Tictoria, 1862; LUle, 1863; Hamburgh, 1863; Greisswald, 1863; Alipore, India, 1864
Stettin, 1865 ; Dresden, 1865 ; Cologne, 1865.

THE BEST HORSE RAKES at the LOWEST PRICES.

RANSOMES & SIMS
Are prepared to supply their best HORSE RAICES, with Steel Teeth, at Ihe following extremely low prices :—

RAKE marked A, will rake 7 feet, extreme width S feet. Steel Teeth . . .£7

RAIvE mai-ked B, wUl rake 8 feet, extreme width 9 feet. Steel Teeth . . £8

PATENT BALANCE RAKE, to be worked by a Boy who rides on the Rake.—This Rake does more work, and at less
cost, than can be done with Rakes after which the DiiTcr walks. This Rake, marked E, will rake 7J feet,

extreme width 9 feet. Steel Teeth, £9.

Delivery, Free to any Railway Station in England. Payment, Cash on deliveiy.

If the Rake is not approved, it may be returned within a week. Carriage Paid to London.

To ensure early delivery, orders should be given immediately to

RANSOMES AND SIMS, ORWELL WORKS, IPSWICH, or througl) Implement Dealers.

Illustrated Prospectus on application, post free.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS
MANUFACTURED BY STEAM POWER MACHINERY.

LOJVEST PRICES AND BEST MATERIALS.

DESIGNING, BUILDING, HEATING, AND VENTILATING ON THE MOST APPROVED AND
SCIENTIFIC PKINCIPLES.

PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS. AND ESTIMATES ON APPLICATION.

HENRY OEMSON, F.S.A.,

HORTICULTURAL ARCHITECT, BUILDER, AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Tji O0NTAIN

Fig. 523.

CONVOLVULUS,

Fig. 621.

BARKER'S MILL.
,

Fig. 622.

WIRE BASKET
with BALL

inH.,10«. Crf.;12iii8.,

S3. M. ' \\s. ' 175. Orf.; 14ins., 18s. Cd.

Connecting Screws to all the above Jets, Is. Ci?. extrri.
Branch Pipe for raising up Jets 1 foot high, .'i,'*. Gc/.

A Tap IS required to_ be fixed in the Plpo to regulate the supply
of Water

J. Tti.( .. _
London, E.G.

rs, Warwick Lano, Newgate Strei

Bee Hives.
noNODRAULE Mention A
i, FOR Bee Hives and Ho;

NETrxHi^onu's
IMPROVED COTTAGE

BKE HIVE, as originally

meter affixed :

one. This Hive will be found
to possess many practical
advantages, and is more oasy

duced.

Price complete . . £1 15
btiiid for ditto . . 10

I repute ot the present
time, wo are in a position to

„ supply Stocks of the pure race
carefully packed in Woodbury Bar-Fi^ame Uivcs, so as to travel with
comparatively no risk of damage.
ENGLISH BEES.—Stocks and Swarms may bo obtained as hereto-

fore.

A newly-an-anged CATAJ.,OGnE of other Improved Hives, with
Drawings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.
Address, Geo. NKionimun k -Sons, 127, High Holboni, W.C. ; or

Ult, Regent Street, London, W.
AoKNTs :—Liverpool : James Cuthberb, 12, Clayton Square. Man-

chester: J. Wilson, fiO, King Street. Birmingham: J. H. Cottrell,
idmondaon Brothers, IC '^- "

Austin k McjVslan, 10, Buchanan Street.

TO BE LET, at Upper Norwood, on GO Tears' Lease,
TWO ACRES of GRASS LAND, suitable for a Nursery Garden.

There is a considerable South Front^ige. The Soil Is good, the Land
uudulating and easily drained, and it is protected on the South-cast
and West by trees.

Apply to the GAUDKNEn, The Mount, Upper Norwood,

Brighton, Sussex.
To Gardexbrs, Nurserymen, Floristb, and Others.

TO BE LET, an OLD ESTABLISHED BUSINESS
of a NURSERYMAN and FLORIST, with Graperies, Peach

Houses, Ac. ; evei7 convenience forcarrying on an extensive bUBiness,
with jiood Seed and Jobbing trade attached ; the whole can be taken
at a valuation or a fixed amount.

For particulars apply to W. Kme
Western Road. Brighton, or to Mr.
Street. Brighton.

BattleshaU Farm, Stapleford Abbots, Essex.
rpo HI<; LET, by T.iHlcr, by order of the Honourable
X CK:nh.'>, (;iu.-, thr' ('i.iiiiiiissioner in charge of Her Majesty's
l::iTiil Ki.-v..nue in l-iiiL-lnrHi, ..n LEASE, for a term of 11 years,
HATTLE.SIIALL FARM, containing about 250 Acres (of which
nearly 13S Acres are Grasa Laml), and situate at Stapleford Abbots,
six miles from Romford. There la a largo .Farmhouse and good
Buildiugs.

Tenders will bo received on or before Monday, the 18th Inst,
addressed to the Honourable Charles Gohe, 1, Whitohnll Place,
Westminster, S.W. P.irticulars and Forms of Tender may be had on
nppllcation to Mr. John Clutton, fl, Whitehall Place, where also a
Plan of the Farm and a Draft of the Lease aro deposited for
iD&pcctioQ.

M

Saks 6ff glucttom

Upper HoUoway.
20.000 Bedding and GnEENnousE Plants.

ESSES. PROTHEROE axb MORRIS are instructed
Mr. JohiiPvIe, jun.. to SELL by AUCTION on the Pre-

.Toi>Tr'- V'H'-crv, John Street, Upper Holloway, N., on
,

I t. \ .1 ]_' o'clock, about 20 000 BEDDING and
i' ' I 1 i

^
1
.s, consisting of GOOD Hne Geraniums and

I

,
; I !! h.'Hins. Verbenas, Calceolarias, Heliotronea,

I' tinn I , ;iii4 :t laige variety of other Bedding Plants, Ac.
vio\\(.-il iJiific to the Sale. Catalogues may be had on the

s and Valuers, Leytonstone, N.

Clearance Sale, Hampstead Road.

MESSRS. PKOTTIi:
structions to snln'

the Eschol Nursery, -j.;

North London Railwa'
GREENHOUSE and BKID'lx
8 Greenhouses, 1 Circular Irun
feet of Hot-water Piping, Boilei
Paving, Flues, Seed Drt

i, large quantities of Bricks, Vorfc
Counters, Desks, Flower Pots, and

Nursery ; and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, American Nursenes,
Leytonstone, N.E.
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At

WILLIAM S. BUKTON,
GENERAL FURNISHING IRONMONGER,

BY APPOINTMENT TO HIS KOYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCE OF WALES,

SENDS A CATALOGUE GRATIS AND POST PAID.
It contains upwards of SIX HUNDRED ILLUSTRATIONS of his unrivalled STOCK of STERLING SILVER and

ELECTRO PLATE, NICKEL SILVER and BRITANNIA METAL GOODS, DISH COVERS, HOT-WATER DISHES,
i^y^,- "IV STOVES, FENDERS, MARBLE CHIMNEY PIECES, KITCHEN RANGES, LAMPS, GASELLERS, TEA TRAYS, URNS

^^-) and KETTLES, CLOCKS, TABLE CUTLERY, BATHS, TOILET WARE, TURNERY, IRON and BRASS BEDSTEADS,
€=5"^ BEDDING, BED-ROOM CABINET FURNITURE, &o., with Lists of Prices, and Plans of the

TWENTY LARGE SHOW ROOMS,
39, OXFORD STREET; 1, 1a, 2. 3, & 4, NEWMAN STREET; 4, .^ & 6, PERRY'S PLACE; and

1, NEWMAN YARD, LONDON, W.

\THE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR SILVER,

THE REAL NICKEL SILVER,

Introduced more than 25 years ago by "WILLIAM S. BURTON, when Plated by

the Patent process of Messrs. EUcington & Co., is beyond all comparison the very best

article next to Sterling Silver that can be employed as such, cither usefully or

ornamentally, as by no possible test can it be distinguished from real Silver.

A small useful set, guaranteed of tirst quality for finish and durability, as follows :

—

12 Table Forks .

.

12 Table Spoous .

.

12 Dessert Forks .

.

12 Dessert Spoons .

.

12 Tea Spoons
6 Egg Spoons, gilt howls
2 Sauce Ladles .

.

1 Gravy Spoon
2 Salt Spoons, gilt bowls..
1 Mustard Spoon, gilt bowl
1 Pair of Sugar Tongs .

.

1 Pair of Fish Carvers .

.

1 Butter Knife
1 Soup Ladle
1 Sugar Sifter

Fiddlo or
Old Silver
Pattern.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

-

GREAT ROSE SHOW, and LjVST EXHIBIT10\ or thn

^^M°^l ?,"
THURSDAY Ji>e 28. Band, of the Is! Ll?e GuardI

R OYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIBTY
SOUTH KENSINGTON. '

Notice.—A MEETING of the FRUIT and FTORAT rrwtMITTEES will bo HELD on TUESDAV NEXT, J^me S?"i

^Tmmuhv^nan^f «k» GODFREY'S mngnlfioent DISPLAY
. J .

. '"iP'''""'"*^''' ""tier the Gretit Tent, is NOW OPENAdmission this day 2s. Od. Band of the Royal Hotio Guards at 3 30

OYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S GARDENSREGENT'S PARE. - The LA.ST EXHIBITION orPLANTS, FLOWERS, and FRUIT, this season will take nlaro

Sroffht^ty; ?!'',.,'
t
Tickets.to>o"oEne'd at'lho'cirS™,'and of the Society s Clerk, Austin's Ticket Office, St. James's Hall

""J,"";?'""
'">m Fellows of the Society, price 6a.. or on the day of

"o'rJ.'iw'iV'o'cfock"""'''
'^'«''Pe'"« 2 o'clock. Bands will play

M^!i. '°^n^ 0™^'*'"""'°^°'?'"""'," '^'"'""'^Ad'ertisement:-
Messrs K G Henderson 4 Sons, Nurserymen. Wellington Road.St John's Wood-A .SiKor Medal for collection of Variegated PliSMessrs. E. G. Henderson S Sons—A Bronze Medal for 12 Varie-gated Geraniums, '"lie-

/^ BJ 8 T A L P A L A C E .—GREAT ROSE SHOW'
v./ Notice to EininiTOKS.-Certiflcates of Entry should bo "

the finest selected stocks.
E PRICED LISTS free G„ ..^„,,„„„,^

Butler & McCulloch, Covent Garden Market, W.C.

i.iio uuHSL suiuctea slocks.
DESCRIPTIVE. PRICED LISTS free on application.

TAMES FAIRHEAD and SON, Seed Growers aud
t^ Merchants, 7, Borough Market, London, S.E.
^^JS^""^ Genuine AGRICULTURAL, GARDEN, and FLOWERSEEPS. Specialjirlces and advantageous olTers - -

J.
I VERY AND SON beg io announce theNEW PRICED pESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES ,AZALEA INDICA,

T rVERY AND SON beg to announce that their
T<„;,J'.^^'^'""''^E PRICED CATALOGUES of AZALEA
ll'Ji^S^rrVJi^P^^WS}^^ ^E^NS- "OSES, CONLFER^,GRAPE VINES, and SEEDS, may be had on application at their

Dorkmg Nursery.

fl^liANSPLANTED KHUDODENDKONS.—4-vear-old
J- Hybrids saved from the choicest Crimson, White, and Claret-
coloured sorts. 12s. Cd. per 100, or lOOu for £5.

v.mi«,.

Nurseryman, Worcester.

o»:~v, ^"^Jl'^'^'i^^T ^°^ ^""^ Hardy Plants, Ornamental Trees and
fahnibs, Rhododendrons, Japanese Novelties. Forest Trees and
Roses, forwarded on a_pplication.

_Milfor^^urseries,^ar_God,T,]ming. Surrey,

BNew OrcMd and General Plant Catalogue.
S. WILLIAMS' NEW PLANT CATALOGUE,

T WT% nf^'S^nv ? '"n1?J?^i'£*^°,^2^^'«"^'^^; f^"** carefully selectedLIbTS of bTOVfci, GREENHOUSE, and HARDY PLANTS Is
ready and will be forwarded post free to all applicants

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Holloway, London N
British Fern Catalogue.

TJOBERT SIM can now send, post free for six posta:J-V stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties. 36 pap

REBECCA the finest BEDDING GERANIUM ever
raised. Plants ready in May, price 5s. each

See Wm. Paul's SPRING CATALOGUE
Paul's Nurseries. Waltham Cross, London, N.

BEATON'S GERANIUiMS, at Reduced Prices —
Indian Yellow, Donald Beaton, Orange Nosegay Scarlet Gem

Frinceas Lichtenstein, and Salamander, is. each, 9^ per dnzon not
less than sis of n sort. Fulgons, Pillar of Beauty, and W;iltliaiii
Seedling, Is. 6d. each, 12s. per doz. Amy Hokc is Gd oxch
16s. per doz. Alexandra, 2s. each, IS.s. per doz For other sorts seo
separate Advertisement.

Wis. Paul, Paul's Nurs

ARR'S PRIZE CALCEfH.— ' was awarded at the Intern"*-
Congress, Royal Horticultural !;

, l:[

Congress, Royal Horticultural Socn.*i\^ i i
.

Flower Show, and Crystal Palace Flower Show .u ul«[i
this seed. It is the tinest strain of Calceolaria' in exist
3«. Gd., and Ss. 6d. per packet.

and 2s. €>il. per packet.

First Prizi-
Lid Botanical

R'jyal Botanic

Choice PRIMULA. Is.

Choice CINERARIA,
12, King Str^R& S

'. Gd. per packet,
London, W.C.BP^^® "Calceolaria, &c.UTLER AND McCULLucil i,,., to offer Seed of the

t^iwi'jKAKlA (James s), extra choice, Is. and is 6rf per imcketPRIMULA (James's), extra choice, Is. arid 2s 6d tio'r nackflt
t't>VENTGARDE>/ INTERMEDIATE STOCK (Wufa^^
rfiftXE WHITE INTERMEDIATE STOCK. Is. and 2s. Cd. p. pkt.

All packets of t lower Seeds sent post paid
BnxLER & McCuLLocn, Covent Garden Market, W.C.

^^ ,^ New Seeds of 1866 now ready.
OBSON'S UNRIVALLED CALCEOLARIA, Is. 6./,

2s. ad,. 3s. erfj and &f. Annual s.ale 5000 packetsDOBSON-S UNEQUALLED ClNERARIAris. 2, C<i and SiDOBSON'S SUPERB PRIMULA, Is , 2» ftl and 's,"

These Seeds are second to none in the United Kingdom
DoBsos & Sons, Seed Merchants, Isleworth, W.

— — uuui.ipa, ittiu 1. luiniiau rerus ana tneir v.ane

SS?™.S,^l','i"" of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his NEW ,mu t-ivit-HL - — " """i j^-i- „ „ ,DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE otBRlTISH and EXOTIC FERN.S. „ The (.ar<Ua,cr^ Chronicle of the Cth of JaniwiV, in Notices

I

Correspondents, sa^s^—'' The blooms sent are remarkably

Primula Cineraria.

W*'<;„2'5'''F^^ ''™ '^"N are now sending out
.!n; u^FF "I

"""' ^PC'b PRIMULA SINENSIS PIMBRl-
i.^i T.i^'i.^.i*''--.™'*"^. ?^^^ ?\^'^" ^'^'^^ s.atisfaction.

R
* Part II. (Exotic Ferns) will be issued as early d

Foot's Cray Nursery, S.E.

richly coloured,' full and densely fringed ; thoy ,

produce of a capital strain."

^!??Z*^r^^^!r_^'".''"^*f'""'^.fr the 23d of January, says that:—

I evidently the

^ATNBIRD, CALDEC0Tf7BAWTREE, BOWLING, ' •?he%-i'S[rd°4KS?u"r'e'd'i?h^J
' „ ANn COMPANY, Limited,

I are those raised hv MeRinj (^itiiDcii ir

Conw, Seed, Manpre. and Oilcake Merohants
Address, 89, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C or Basingstoke ~

rofwh''ealrj8o|^o^^'Kenent°^effi^
''"^'^' ''''

i

"' "" """'• " " "HJgo Nu-rgrt^jZag^N

'"" ""-"'—""itviJoai, wrumou *.,iiiiiese Primulas we'have yets
e those raised by Messrs. Cutbush 4 Son."

Sealed packets, 2s. Cd. and 3.s', Od. each.CINERARIA, from finest named varieties, per packet, 2s. 6rf

forwarded t I. Wi] - N. Superintendent.

B0S;rON FLORAL and HORTICULTURAL
SOCIE'rr.-The FIRST EXHIBITION will be held in MajorHopkins' Park on THURSDAY, June 21

'

r:,°.'.?'SS,'"- *n '."''P''','," '?" Honorary Secretaries, Mr. W. H,Uailes, Solicitor, Boston ; Mr. Ion Cocks W""* '^'-'-l-''- '-

Boston.
' ; Sklrbeck Nursery,

TURAL SOCIETY.—The SECOND OENFRAT Fxni'
eiTlON of FRUITS, PLANTS, and FLO^WER.S^ wm bl'^ld^t The
?„'',J'',T'=°i='.^,"^''°"''

"» FRIDAY and SATURDAY, June 29and 311, Schedules, and any further Information, may be obtainedfrom the undersigned. By Order
Botanic Gardens, Manchester,

Banc lV, Curator.

HOH-TICULTURAL SOCIETY of LIVERPOOL
FIRST GREAT EXHIBITION of ROSES ORCHlnsFERNS, ic., JT3LY 3 and 1, in ST. GEORGE'S IIALL. The to l?|:

ing, and other liberal Prizes, will be awarded.
Jueiouow-

72 CUT ROSES, distinct (Nurserymen), 1 Truss, £8, £6, £4

24
" "

84

3 Trusses, £0, £4, £2
3 Trusses, £3, £2, £1.

''=
•!. .. 3Tr

10 EXOTIC ORCHIDS (Open), £10, £7, £6.

,5 ji (Amateurs), £0, £4, £2.
18 „ FERNS (Open), £8, £8, £4.
'2 .. ,. „ £6, £4, £2.
I 3 TREE FERNS „ £4, £3, £2
Collection "'jHARDY F^RNS, species and varieties, not less than

12 ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGE PLANTS (Open), £6 £3 £-i
Liberal Prizes will be awarded to Plants of Merit 'The Hall Isdose to the London and North Western Railway Station
For Schedules and every information apply to Ronr W TTfhHon. Sec, 4, Basnott Street, Liverpool. "' ' "' "°»'- "• »:».

"DIRMINGHAM ROSE SHOW, JULY 5 and 6 —JJ For Pnze Lists, apply to Mr. A. FoanEST, Sec , Cherrv StreetBirminsham. Entries Close June 29.
i-uerry nireei.

INSTITUTION (Instituted 1838), for providing Pensi
"6... and Inllrm Gardeners and others connected with norticnlturnlpursults.-The TWENTY-THIRD ANNIVERSARY FESTIVAL^fn
TAVl. RN ''mill'

this Institution will take place at the LONDON
s^r w • ""•"'P»K'"« ^'fcct. I^htlon, on WfiONESDAY, June 2oiru. WEKTWOBTH UiLKE, Bart., M.P., in t^ " ""^ '

EnwD R(
14. Tavistock Row, Covent Garden, W.C.

J
New Double Pyretlirums.OHN SALTER'S Odlcction of these beautiful

PE0lrEl'=a^n^°ll°I-S'JiSmSIJ;2.°"'
"» °"° "= HERBACEOUS

yersallle.''&','K»aKreT^a^^\Teil"SmlthW
(Near Kensington Railway Station.)

J,,,^„
Bedding Plants, Bedding Plants^

.„i I^JViH^S,."'''" ™P?'7 VKRliENAS, SCARLET
LARlis FUf nsl\\?°pi?.?,?i'?'™''^. DAHLIAS, CALCEO-
KONIGAS C^UPlfi-As' L'^^S^lf-'^.-

I''J«EL1A.S. OAZANIAS,
in. TUi h '

''LI'^HEAS, Sc. Eight dozen for 20a., or four dozen for10». Od., hampers and package included.
Crown Nursery, Reading, Berks.

P„,,
„ Tlie Verbenas of 1866.

.,. LADDS is now sending out tlie above in
J

.-'S ™r'c"8s. Introduced by Messrs. Henderson, Turner, Keynosand Methven, at 0». per dozen, packai^e included > j .

Bosloy Itoath, Kent,

P
Roses In Pots.

AUL AND SON, in addition to the NEW ROSES of
^T.^.^.^^^i''., '^^ °^cr line Plants of the Ilnest TEA-SCENTEDNOISF/l-TESand best HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES, to pots, forPlanting during present and next month.

Old Chesbunt Nurseiles, N.
-" °^'.'. ^-jAmj .ienui,_ivenu

^ I

Old Chesbunt Nurseiles, N

-L°UCHsfl°S°'A'RT??T*Ip"n^®i*T'',^im ^r^?.?!4?''«,'°' (
^STLE KENNEUy ElG.-PIants of the above mayl^'ULUblAb ARIISTIC and LORD HOLMESUALE, >-^ "o" be had at lOs. Od. and 21». each ; the usual Lcou^nt to tlm^—

~n^''on'''ih d • fh''''?'^
"/ ""^ ''?"°.1 """^icultural Society's Trade. PETsa L*wso» 4 So», EdlnbM=h and Y.o„dn

° "'"

3 Tuesday, the 5th Inst.,

iitcellent.

'* Gardeners' Magaziu
i & Soy, Edinburgh and London.

stout substance and elegant dis.

^w^th ^irlco, sent on application.
,yu,...o uuu lull ucscnption, with pnco, sent on applical
aoE tar. Manor Nursery, Manor Lane, Loo, Kent, S.E

|\J
nvr TRICOLOR-LEAVED PELARGONIUMS.^

^,K,.^5° ^''?;'"5i.'^""°°"'"' of TRICOLOURED GERANIUMS
sxhlblted at the Crystal Palace and Grand International Shows by
Messrs. F. 4 A. Shith, may now be seen every day (Sundavs
sxcoDted), at the Dulwich Nurseries, .S. The Lows- - '^^

Crystal Palace Line, and the Dulwich Stat.^u „. v,.„
a and Dover main line, are both within a few minutes walk of

" 'a"deSCRIPTIVE list will be forwarded on applicatio

WTo Pine Growers.
,,,T.SP' """"* •'" Fruiting and Succession Plants

h,„lil,J?'i^'^'^?
"'"' JAMAICAS|.-Thoy must be guaranteed

healthy and Iree from scale.—Address, sLiting price, Ac
Mr. BoncEss, Gaddosby Hall, Melton Mo'wbray.

G reenhouse. Hardy and Stove Plants ; Agricultural
newer, and Vegetable Seeds, &o.

T3 0BERT PABICER invites inspection of his
.!:' .?" '°'"' °' ""' "bove-named, which have been selected^ .j^ with the greatest care. All plants are clean and healthy and areNorwood offered at reasonable prices. Descriptive and Priced Cataligues are

fi of the published, and will be forwarded to applic"-'-
'""Jtjucauio

dirysanthemunis.
I IR3T Prizes Stoke Newimgton and GciLnnALL 1865

A DAM FORSYTH begs to inform the Public that he
?irFMnMS *=,°'i'°e »"' ""'S largo COLLECTION of CHRYSAN-
u!^i n ,5^ 't,' 'S-

Pf'Jc^o.lhcludlng Attraction, Eve, Golden
Ball, Golden Dr. Brock, Hercules, King of Denmark, Laciy Carey.
Mr. Brunleoa Mr. Wyness, Mrs. Raines, Pink Pearl, Prtnco of WaleiSam Weller, Venus Virgin Queen, Sc.

'

CATALOGUES for one stamp.
Brunswick Nursery, Stoke Newington, N

pETER URUMMOND and CO. (late J. ScorriX Preston Road Nursery, Yeovil, Somerset, have to offer (o

^i°£nU^''Sf°h?S;''''T'^''"",^*'(.""' BEDDlko.OUT FLOWERGARDEN PLANTS, inoludmg all the leading varieties of Dahlias.
tMchslas, Geraniums, Heliotropes, Lantanas, Lobelia.s, Petunias
Salvias, Verbenas, &c. And all kinds ol Frosted and Variegated^
leaved Plants suitable for the Decoration of the Flower Garden atunprecedented low prices. CATALOGUES free on applicat
Also SEEDS of every desonptlon7o'r'the"rA'RM'an'i''Q'ARDEN of,., v.„... !.._ ~ '— ^derate prices.

Please address as above.

the best quality, at moderate piic

yv^
iVNTED, t\s dozen strong WATER LILIES,

-, The Nurseries, Cirencester.

F
Clove Plcotee Layers.

OR SALE, about 70 dozen of good CLOVE PICOTEE
LAYERS.—A|iply to

W. RpnERoALL, 3, Earl's Court Road, Old Brompton, S.W.FTo Nurserymen and Others.
OR SALE, 80 Plants of CVPRIPEDIUM INSIGNE,

at 24s. per dozen.
60 Plants of CYPRIPEDIUM BABBATUM, in many varieties at

30s. por dozen.
60 Plants ofGERANIUMS ITALIA UNITA, at 45» per dozen

J. Aldred, Bridge Street, KUbum, N.w
TVIES.—The best varieties of the Gold and Silver-JL striped section to name, in pots well adapted for edgins or

FUCHSlAS.-Good Double and Single varieties in OO-pots to

5i?i.T?i»?l°'* S" centres of beds, 6d. each ; per dozen, 5s

,.„-.,? '^®.~?°°''i°'' P"n>'o. «nd White, of the leading bedding
varieties in pots, 2». od. per dozen ; per 100, iss.

euuiug

rvfREWJERllNA ?b"i*'^' ™ '"'y-'- ^- I""- '<'^'">-

A. QonwiKA Son, Tde Nurseries, Ashbourne.

Exotic Ntu-sery, Tooting, Sui-rey, S.

Sttttmv^^^
Sheep Feed-Mustard and Rape.UTTUN AND SONS can supply good new Seed of the

above at very moderate prices, which'may be had on appli cation
ScTTOs & Sons. Seed Merchants. Reading.

W^^rrr,^^ ^^ Groweps of Rape Seed.
ANTED, a good SAMPLE of the jibove. Send low

Trade Price with Sample to
E. R., 9, Norfolk Street, Strand. London, W.C,

"JABBAGE PLANTS. -Strong DRUMHEAD, Autunm-
rr c}?^^' ^^^^'^ ^^°- ^''*=® on application to
H. & K. Stirzaker, Skorton Nurseries, Lancaster.

c
C^IABBAGE PLANTS.—Strong Ur\y Early kinds, Battersea and Nonpareil, 3s. per 1000,

iheads for pattle,

'Z'A* —^ " ""* """f.!"", 3s. per 1000.
s Sow, Wonersh Nursery, Guildford, Surrey.

TfOR SALE, SWEDISH " TURNIP SEED
J- grown 1865, from selected roots, of the original Ruta-baga,
or Green Poll Swedish Turnip. Price 3». per quart
^Apply to the grower, Tuos. A. Jarvis, Higher Bolberry, near
Klngsbridge, IJevon

All Orders to be accompanied by a remittance.

ToTEejHdelind'OtHeMT^An'exceUent Stock.
TR.\TTON GREEN ROUND TURNIP SEUD,

1805 growth. Pronounced by some to bo the best English
Turnips grown. Cash price, por bushel, Hks-.

; per lb., Crf
EARLY SIX-WEEK TURNIP, 8d. per lb.A remittance or reference requested from unknown correspondents

Fred. Gee, Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade, Bedfordshire.'

Now Ready for Planting.
TPXCELLENT CABBAGE PLANTS, Spring-sown.—
-Hi SCOTCH DRUMHEAD, tnie; EARLY DWARF NONPA-BEIL: ENFIELD MARKET. CSlsh price, 2s. 6<i. per 1000DRUMHEAD SAVOY PLANTS, an excailent stock 4s lier loanGREEN CURLED SAVOY do., and a variety of oth'erplSntsA remittance or reference requested from unknown correspondents
Fred . Gee, Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade, Bedfordshiro.'

Brighton and Sussex Seed WarehousedEDWARD CARPENTER'S MIXTURES
of PERMANENT GRASS and CLOVER SEEDS _ Best

quality, 36». per acre (2 bushels light seeds, and 12 lb. Clovers and
small seeds per acre)—See testimonials in Catalogue
Edward Carpenter's RENOVATING MIXTURES for Improving
Id Pastures. ^ ^

'^J^i'ill 'i'^Z^];°'^^^^ "' KITCHEN GARDEN, FLOWER,
and PARM .SEEDS now ready.

Seed Merchant and Grower, 9fi, St. James',
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Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 87, Blshopsgato
Street Without, London, E.C.

rjiHOlIAS MILLINGTOX h,
' "

Glass for Garden Purposes.AMES PHILLIPS AND CO.
beg to submit their prices aa follows :—

PKOPAGATINO

BEE GLASSES, with Conical

Each.
a diameter

12 inches n diameter

9 inches n diameter

Made to any length.

Each.—s. ci. 1 ,„ .

"ll^
T 8 22
8 6

1 24

Fainted and Glazed with 1

SHEET ni

BRITISH II
SHEET, H<
every des^r

Best and he Thanlcful.

Tan HOST CoUFOBTMlLh-, QRACErCJ., AKn Cbeapkst

Q.AIIDEN SEAT
'OXFOKD, the 'CABUUIDGE,* and the 'WARWICK.'

Carriage Paid to Any Railway Strvtion.

Ilhistratcd Li&ts from the Manulactrn'ors,

WEATflERCKAD, W.vLTEBS, & Co,, Derby.

G'

Diameter, 30 inches ; Length 32 inches, ^7 10

Prices for Rollers fitted with Shafts suitabie for PoDy or Ilorso

Blackfr:
N.B. All Orders executed on the day tney are received.

RANSOMES & SIMS
UAVE GKEATLY HEDUCED THE PRICES OF TIIEIU

STEAM-THRESHING
MACHINERY,

WHICH IS THE BEST AND CHEAPEST MADE.

ENGINES and ILICHINES constantly kept in Stock.

Catalogues and Testimonials free on application. An examination solicited.

RANSOMES AifD SIMS, ORWELL WORKS, IPSWICH.

AWARDED the following PRIZES ;—Koyal Agricultural Society, 1841, 1842, 18.52, 1854, 185.5 ; Royal Agri-
cultural Society, Ii-eland, 1854, 1855; Paiis, 1856; fioucn, 1856; Vienna, 1857; Pesth, 1857; Amsterdam, 1857,
Rotterdam, 1858; Brussels, 1858; Schwerin, 1861; St. Petersburg, 1861; Bourges, 1862; Longford, Tasmania, 1862:

London, 1862; Ballanit, Victoria, 1862; Lille, 1863; H,amburgh, 1863; Greisswald, 1863; Alipore, India, 1864;
Stettin, 1865 ; Dresden, 1865 ; Cologne, 1S65.

PRIZE MEDALS AWARDED to GREEN'S PATENT
L.\WN MOWERS.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, LONDON, 1862.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, DUBLIN, 1SG5.

The above Lawn Mowers have proved to be the best, and have
caiTied off every Prize that haa been given in all caaes of Com-
petition.
Sold by all respectable Ironmongers, Seedsmen, &c., in the

Kingdom. Illustrated Price Lists free on application.

RANSOMES' PRIZE PLOUGHS
HAVE

50 ALL ENGL.VSD

CIIAMriON PRIZES

WON

LN LESS TH.\N

A TEAR AND A HALF,

ASD FOUP. OCT OF FIVE FIRST PHIZES AT THE LAST ROTAL SHOW AGAINST MOST SEVERE COiHPETITION.

THEY AME STRONG. LIOET IN BRA UGUT. SIMPLE. ECONOMICAL.

Sold h'j all tin principal Implement Dealers.

Full particulars on application to

RAJSSOMES AXD SIMS, ORWELL WORKS, IPSWICH.

NOTICE.

MESSRS. GUMMING & EDMONDS
Take this opportunity of returning tlicir grateful thanks to the Nobility, Gentry, and Public generally, for the very

great support they have received since their commencement in Business, and to inform them they have now taken

more Conunodious PreiuLses, at the LILLIE BRIDGE, RICHMOND ROAD, BROMPTON, where they have erected

STEAM-POWER MACHINERY, and wUl, in consequence, be able to execute any orders they may bo favoured with
in the shortest possible time. Messrs. C. & E. beg to draw attention to their

NEW PATENT TUBULAR ARCHED SADDLE BOILERS,
Which have given such universal satisfaction wherever thoj have been fixed, Gardeners of the greatest experi-

ence speaking in the highest tciins of them.

Designs and Estimates of every kind of Horticultural Building and Hot-water Apparatus may be obtained on
application free of chui'go.

GUMMING AND EDMONDS,
CONSERVATORY AROnlTECTS, UORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, and nOT-WATEU APPARATUS HA.N'UF.U'TURERS^

STAMFORD BRIDGE, FULHAM ROAD, BROMPTON, S.W. ; and at

LILLIE BRIDGE, RICHMOND ROAD, BROMPTON, S.W.

AGRICULTURAL and HORTICULTURAL
laPLEMENTS and MACHINES of every description.

IHPBOVED IRON STABLE FITTINGS.
HURDLES ana CONTINUOUS IRON and WIRE FENCING.

Palisading Entrance and Field Gates. Plain and Galvanisod
Wire Netting.

Show Rooms opj.o-sito the Sma lifiuld CmUb Marliet, North Street,

Leeds; 54 and 66, ijlaclunat^ K,Qad, London, s. ; and lUi £lUcn
Quay, Dublin.

THE LEICESTER
(new DESIONED AND- PATENTEIi)

ORNAMENTAL FLOWER VASES OR BASKETS.
M.iNUFACTUKED IIT

HUNT & PICKERING,
HORTICULTURAL AND AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENT WORKS, LEICESTER.

Exhibited with marked aueocss at tho International Flower Show, Kensington

;

Agricultural Hall, Islington, during the Horse Show.

These Vases or Baskets

are composed of a series

of oi-namental branches,

affixed to a capital or

centre ling, mounted on

suitable brackets and

hexagon base, without

the aid of screws, rivet

&c. ; so simple in con

struction that any one

may in a few minutes

put it together, making

it a beautiful CenU'e-

piece or Flower Basket,

cither for tlie Lawn in

Summer or the Con-

servatory in Winter.

Painted any colour to

order.

and in the Gallery of tho

The great advantage

of the Open Vaae over

tho solid east iron or

"Terra Cotta," is the

perfect drainage and

continual cii'culation of

the atmosphere through

every part, giving

greater vitality to the

growth of the plants. The

mode of filling is simply

to cut a few feet of thin

Turf or Moss, and lay

tho same with the

Grass outwards, throw

in tho soil, and plant

the Flowers according

to tasto.

The LEICESTER GARDEN SEAT;

.
-/ ''! rarious sized Vases,

TABLES, and RUSTIC SEATS, sent free on application.
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J. B. BROWN & CO.'S NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWEB.

PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS,

J. B. BROWN & CO.,

148, UPrEK THAMES STREET,

LONDON, E.G.

QUABANTBiiD TO GIVE

PEKEECT SATISFACTION,

AUD IF NOT APPROVED OF

MAY liE AT ONCE KETURNED.

J. B. BKOWN AND CO. beg to mention, that having executed their numerous orders for the NEW PATENT B B LAIVN MOWER up to the present time, with most
anqualified satisfaction, they are now actively executing further orders for the present season,—and, owing to the large number of orders already received and constantly coming
in, it is most important that orders for delivery this season should be sent in as early as possible.

'file Machine combines all the latest improvements in La\vn Mowing Machines, being simple in construction, very light, silent in movement, easily worked, and so strong
and durable as to be literally unbreakable,—an all-important feature in Machines of this class ; tho ordinary east-iron being entirely done away ^vith, and malleable
iron substituted, in all breakable parts, and every part being accurately numbered and made to standaa-d gauges. The workmanship and finish are also of a superior character

;

the entire Machine being quite equal to a revolution, so to speak, in Lawn Mowers. The Machijies are all guaranteed to give perfect Batiefaction in every respect.

The NEW B B PATENT LAWN MOWER ia Manufactured by J. B. BROWN and CO. on then- own Premises iu London, uiuler theii- personal eupcrijitcudenee.

PATENT B B HAND MACHINE.
PRICES—Including Carnage to any EaUway Station or Shipping Port in England, with the necessary Tools .and Diroetiona for use.

10-ineh Machine £3 10 j

12-inch Machine 4 10 Q\ Easily Worked hj a Boy.

14-inch Machine ., ., ., ., .. 5 10 o)
16-ijich Machine ,. 6 10 Ditto by a Man.

PATENT B B HOBBE MACHINE.
PRICES—Complete, without e.'itra.i, including Carriage to any Railway Station or

Shipping Port iu England, with the necessary Tools and Directions fur use.

42-ineh Machine £28 10 i

36-inch Machine 24 10
o\I>raum by a Horse.

30-inch Machine 21 10 By a Horse or Strong Tony.

N

18-inch Machine £7 10 Easily n'orked hy a Man.

20-inch Machine SOOi
22-inch Machine 8 10 o\ Ditto bij Two Men.

24-inch Machine 90o)
PATENT B B PONY and DONKEY MACHINE.

PRICES—Complete, without extras, including Carriage to any Itailway Station or

Shipping Port in England, with the necess.iry Tools and Du'ections for use.

30-inch Machine £17 10 Oi
28-inch Machine ^^ .^^

^\Dra,onby a Pony.

25-inch Machine 14 10 Drawn by a Donkey.

Improved Horse, Pony, and Donkey Boots, wholly of Leather, as follows :—Horse Boots, 24s. ; Pony Boots, 2l5. ; Donkey Boots, 165. per set.

*»• Ei'ery Machim sent out is warranted to give ample satisfaction, ami, if not approved of, may be at oiiee returned.

J. B. BROWN AND CO., OFFICES, 18, CANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON,
WAREHOUSE and MANUFACTORY, 148, UPPER THAMES STREET, E.G.

OPPOSITE the CITY of LONDON BREWERY, and close to the LONDON BRIDGE STEAM BOAT PIERS.

B.C.

SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MQWEBS FOR 1866.
PATRONIZED ON FIVE SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1864 BY

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN,
AND ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KINO OF SAXONY

j

AGAIN ON FOUR SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1865 BY HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN
ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF HOLLAND

;

AND ONCE BY HIS JLUESTY THE KING OF PRUSSIA.

HORSE M.\i-IIINi:, roNY MACHINE. HAND MACHINE.
JUNE, 1866.-ANOTHER 43-INCH HORSE MACHINE HAS JUST BEEN SUPPLIED TO

THE ROYAL GARDENS AT KEW.
PRICES, including Carriage to any Railway Station or Shipping Port in tho Kingdom.

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HAND MACHINE.
Easily WorkoJ.

By a Lady

•SiloDb Movouieut.

45. extra.

C3 10

12-inch Machine .. 4 10

U-incJi Machine 5 10 Bij a Boy

SHANKS' NEW PATENT PONY and DONKEY MACHINE.

width of Cuttar.

I6-iuch Maehiue .

19-inch Machine .

22-inch Slachiue .

24-inch Machine .

£G 10

7 12 (!

8 7 G

Easily Worked. .Silent Movemont
nyaAtanorrjooBoysU,,,^^,^,
By a Man

\ By ru-o -h

hd Boy

Width 01 Cutter.

2.5-mcli Maehiue

28-iui:h Machine

30-inch Machijie

8 17

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HORSE MACHINE.

,£19

Width of Cutter.

30-inch Machine , . », .

,

3G-inch Machine ..22
42-inch Machine . . . . . . . , 26

48-inch Machine 28

th Patent Delivcnng Apparatu
. . 305. extra.

. . 30s. „

.. 40i. „

.. 40s. „

£12 10

14 10 .. .. 30j. „
15 1.5 .. .. 30s. „

Silent Moremcnt, 12s. Zd. e.^tra; Boots for Pony, 21s. per set;
Ditto for Donkey, 16s. per set. g^^^j Movement, 20s. extra ; Boots for Horse's Feet, 24s. per set.

£i-ery Maehine warranted to gine ample satisfaction, and if not approved of can be at once returned.

ALEXANDER SHANKS and SON, DENS IRON WORKS, ARBROATH.
LONDON OFFICE and SHOW ROOMS : 27, LEADENHALL STREET, E.G.

PARIS OFFICE and SHOW ROOMS : 50. BOULEVARD HAUSSMANN.
A. S. & Son keep astoeh of all sizes of Machines at their London and I'aris EUabtishments, from tohich Orders are executed on the day they are received.

All^ ^'.J^eoMenluM .street %s tho only place in London where intendim purohami of Lanin Mowers cm o/woae from a stock of from, 150 to 200 Machines.Mi SKes kt.pt there, whether fm- Uurse, Pmy, or Mamd Pmeer.
v e J <
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WEDDING BOUQUETS, EPERGNES FILLED.
Tables Decoritei, Conserratories Furnishod, by
C. Elwin & Co., 9, Park Terrace, Kegent's Park.

D UAWING-ROOM PLANT CASES.—The beautiful
Gem Plant Cases, Ac, introduced by Bari

tural and Hotamcal CoDgress, Ac. An Illustrated Priced Sheet of

rj^llEE and PLANT LABELS.—10,000 Cloth punched
JL assorted Labels, for 35s. ; delivered free in London on receipt of
a Post-office Order or stamps for the amount.
Address. Joii.s- FrsiiEn & Co., West Road Works, Boston, Lincolnsh.

171 A. HAAGE, Jus.'s, WOOD GARDEN STICKS
-I • and T.rU*LIES (Commended by the Royal Horticultural

Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for

SAYNOK AND CUUKK'S WARRANTED I'RIZE
_ PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that you Ret

them. Observe the mark Saysor, also the corporate mark
Warranted, without which none are genuine.

s. & C. regret having to caution Gardeners and others, but i

compelled to do so, in consequence of an imitation,

quality, having been sold for the genuine one, and which
many complaints to be made to them of Knives which
their make, all of which are warranted both by sellers and makers.

S. & C.'s Prunmg and Buddmg Knives are the best and the cueapost

Paxton Works, ShcflQeld. Established iipwardsof 125 years.

Ceo
r Bli Mil

Without injury to the most delicate Plant or Tree, bv using

FOWLER'S GARDENERS' INSECTICIDE,
pronounced by all who have used It to be far superior to any

other remedy. One trial will prove its efficacy. Testimonials
forwarded on application.

Price Is. Grf., as., 5a-. (kl., and 10s, per Tin. Orders amounting to

pOCOA-NUT REFUSE
^^ Is becoming scarce, the

old reserves *vill soon be gone.

Now sold in bags, 1 for 2s., 10 for

lCs\, 20 for 30a., 50 for 68s., 100

for ;ec.

To Fruit and Rose Growers,
QTANDEN'S GARDENERS' aud AMATEURS'
JO FRIEND, a compound of the richest Fertilising I'hosphar,e<i.

__ , Dahlias, Geraniums, &c. Sample Canisters, Is. ana 2«. 6d.

B.igs. OS. Gri., lOs. till., and 21s. No. 1 for all Hard-wooded Plants
No. :; for all Kolt-wooded Plants. Now sold by most Nur&erymei
and Seedsmen. For List of Agents see Advertisements intianU-ners
Chronicle for March and April.

Babr & ScGDES, 1-2, King Street, Covent Garden. W.C.

f V Fourpence allowed for each

0^d>f b-''g returned cirrixige-paid.
^ A Railway Truck-load (not in

bag?), Vis.

Postage Stamps or Post-offlce

Order, payable to J. EARsnAsi &
Co.. Kingston-on-Thames, S.W.

GENGINE EXTRA SIRONG TOUACCO PAREK
made from pure Tobacco Juice. Numerous testimonials as

genuineness, &,c. Is. per lb.

Samuel Mav, Seedsman, 180, Wade Lane, Leeds.

GISHURST COAl-
POUND, whether used

against Insects and Mildo'

smell, and if the Solution be
decanted, prevents any staining
of foliage. A strength of ftrom

1 to 2 oz. to the gallon of water
is recommended for growing
Plants ; one from 4 to Iti oz. for
Trees at rest.

s., and lus. Gd. each.

Wholesale by

fleS^" PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

A
Plagues of the Garaen.—Aphis Wash.

Sisirn: AND Safe Remedy,—By using tho

THIS AV.V8II, these Pests of the Garden, together
Scale, Caterpillai-s, Slugs, Earwigs, &Cj are immediately

destroyed. Leaves no stain, but strengthens the Trees or Plants.

Extract froiii tlw " Gardeners' Chronicle," I9th August, 18G5 :—
*' Some time since we received a sample of an Aphis Wash, pre-

pared at the City Soap Works, " -....- ...

Extract Jrovi " Oardener's Magazine," 3d March, 1860 :—
" It is a matter of importance that the Aphis Wash of the City

Soap Works resulted from a proposal made in these columns, and as
a matter of fact there is nothing to equal the Aphis W.iah for the
purpose it is intended to serve."

See also article by Sbirlet HianERn, Esq., F.R.H.S., in "Gar-
dener's Magazine," of July 1, 1865.

From a Letterfrom G. Qi.r.ssT, Esq., Fulham. ''

" Tou will see by Lloyd's of Saturday, that I have publicly recom-
mended it (the Aphis Wash). 1 have also mentioned it to several
gardeners."

From a Letterfrom Mr. J. P. CnAriiAN, Sunderland, Aug. 3d, IS65 :—
" I have tried it upon different plants with perlect success. I had

many plants in my stove badly affected with red spider, but have
washed every plant with the liquid, as you direct, and I verily believe
not one red spider remains."

From Mr. Sidney Ford, T}^e Gardens, St. Leonard's Lodge, near
HorsJiam, February 10, 1806:—

*' 1 am able to report most favourably on the result of my trials of
your Aphis Wash ; it is a thing I have long felt the loss of. 1 like it
very much, as it is not like many other washes, for it will all pass

nf- -'- " '" --'

, be
be a tlrst-rate wash."
Messrs, Girbs have received a great many valuable testimonials

from pi-actical and amateur gardeners, and have liberty to refer to
Mr. Eyles, of Messrs. Low & Son's Nurseries, Upper Clapton, who
during the past autumn (1S65), carried out a series of careful and
thorough experiments with the "Aphis Wash."
__Soid by Chemists and others, in Is. bottles, and 2s. 6d. a gallon,

The Best Swede for Late Sowing

rpHE IMPROVED HARDY
WHITE

(Sctton's Selected Stock),

Price Is. per lb., or cheaper by the bushel.

Carriage free,

SrTTox !t Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed

Establishment. Reading.

The Forwardest Turnip known is

J)
OUTTON'S SHORT-TOP (^^«fePV^

SIX WEEKS,

price Is. per lb.

Cheaper by tho Bushel.

This excellent Tui-nip, it i I June and July, will produce t

Ksq., T/ieElms,Pershore. •

" i'our Grey Stone '

and your SUort-top Six-
woeks Turnips are every-

valueless this

Half the secret of keep-
ing lambs healthy in the

Price lOd. per pound

; IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE, 9rf. per lb.

SHIRK KKD PARAGON, Od. per lb.

M \ ^ ^\ IIITE GLOBE, M. per lb.

"ND, (i'(._pei
"

"SKS. Is. per It.

free.

SpTxnx u > -. K } I i; 1
1 shire Seed Establishment. Reading,

International Horticultural ExMbition 1866.DO B s u A
' s r i: 1 / E calceolarias.

NOTICE.
In consequence of the iiiuneiise demand Tor our celebrated aud

Prize Calceolaria Seed f>oni persons who saw the collection
exhibited by us from the opening to the close, we are compelled
respectfully to beg that those who honour us with their patronage
will give plain full address, so as to prevent mistakes. We have now
several letters with stamps enclosed from persons who have given
insufficient addresses, hence delay. Those who do not receive the
Seed by return of post will understand the re-ison.
New Seed of 1866 now ready. Sealed packets 1«. 6rf., 2s. 6d., 35. (id.,

and 6s., saved from 500 distinct flowers.
Seed emanating from our strain take 1st and 3d prizes all over the

world. Annual Sale 6000 packets. ISO Agents now selling for us,

DoBSoK & So!<s. Seed Merchants, Isleworth. W.

UTTON'S CHAMPION SWEDE,
I Perfectly Hardt. tert pRODCcrtvB, Stores exceedinolt

WELL, ASD barely, IF ETEK,ScrFEBS FROM MlLDEW,

A
Price

cheaper by the

bushel.

Price

eaperby the

bushel.

Societies, and many other valuable Prizes in various parts of the
kingdom.

From Mr. Laboe, Bailiff 'o the Right Hon. Lord Bersees.
"The Champion Swedes from seed Lord Bemers purchased of you

are far superior to any other we have grown. I can confidently say
they are many tons per acre heavier than any other Swedes growing
on his Lordship's farm."
Price of Seed is. per pound, or cheaper by the bushel. Carriage free

SUTTON'S NEW FARM LIST gratis and post ffee,

Sdtton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed E-^tablishment, Reading.

Just Published, post free 12 Stamps

CARTER'S NEW BOOK on BEDDING PLANTS.
Containing Original Articles on tho Artistic Arrangement of

Bedding Plants ; and 120 Illustrations of Geometrical Designs for
Flower Beds, besides other useful and original matter.

James Carter & Co.. 237 & 238, High Holbom. W.C.

BARTER'S SUPERB STRAINS of CALCEOLARIA,
CINERARIA, and Carmine-fringed PRIMULA.

Each 2s, 6d. per packet.

AiiES Carter & Co.. 237 and 238. High Holbom, W,C.

Bromus SchTEBderil (True).

MESSRS. JAMES TEITCH and SONS have just
received In excellent condition, direct from Australia, a

Consignment of SEED of the above valuable forage plant, and have
great pleasure in offering it at 3s. Orf. per lb.

Special prices per Bushel or Cwt. on application.

Royal Exotic Nurserj-. King's Road, Chelse-a, S.W.

tf Nurseries, Bristol, offer tho Three undermentioned NEW
SEEDLING GERANIUMS as not only Novelties but decided
acquisitions :

—

3fTI
Mrs. Pollock, from which it Is a seedling ; the colours a

of the same shade but much more vivid, and, being a great improve-
ment, the green colour does not project itself beyond tue zone. The
flowers are produced in abundance, and are scarlet in colour and of
good shape.

Well-established Plants will bo supplied the last week in June, at
21«. each. Four sent when Three are ordered.

Cloth of Gold Section.
BRONZE QUEEN.—A variety raised from Cloth of Gold, with

foliage of same colour, but with the addition of a dark bronze zone
distinctly mirked ; of good dwarf habit, free in grovrth and very
effective, well adapted for bedding; flowers scarlet cerise, produced
in good-sized trusses.

Price 7s. ed. each. Four sent when Three are ordered,

NosEOAY Section,
L'AFRICAINE.—A hybrid Nosegay of compact habit, with extra

" iwers, which, elevated on stiff 111

As a plant for the back or aei

I of bed, this will be found a very

ts, is now ready, and will be forwarded post free on appllcatio
Jas. Garawat & Co., Durdham Down Nurseries, Bristol.

ADIANTTJM FARLEYENSE, True.

EOBEET T. VEITCH
HAS MfCH TLEASIRE IN OFFERINO FOE THE FIHST TlirE TO THE PUBLIC

THIS VERY HANDSOME VIGOROUS-GROWING STOVE FERN,
so rXIVERSAI.LY ADMIRED AT THE LATE IXTERXATIONAL EXUIBITIOX.

This Adiaiitum was uitroduced from Barbadoes by Thomas Daniels, Esq., Stoodleigh, Tiverton.

Plants will be ready in July next at 42s. each. U'sual allowance to the Trade.

I^° Orders are now being bool-ed, and will be executed in rotation as received.

NURSERY : NEW NORTH ROAD, N. ; SEED WAREHOUSE : 54, HIGH STREET, EXETER.
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BOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KKNSINOTON.

SPECIAL SHOW, THURSDAY, June 14. 1866.

FRIZES OFFERED BY HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF
BUCCLEUCH, PREMnESTOCTIIESoriETr.

Class 1 —For the best Plants sent out in 1865, £9.

iBtPriE*". Meesrs. J. Veitch k Sons, CheUea, £9.

2d, Mr. Wm. Bull. Chelsea, £4 10s.
'

Class 2.—For the beat 9 Plants sent out in 1SC4 and 1865, £S.

Ut, Mr. B. S. Williams, Paradi.se and Victoria Nurseries, Hol-
loway^o.

2d. Messrs. Veitch & Sons, £2 IDs.

Ertra, Mr. "Wm. Bull, £1 10«.

Cliss 3.—For the best 30 Roses, sinple trusses, Including Roses sent
out in 1864 and 1865. The number of new Roses exhi-

bited will be taken into consideration in determining
the Prize, £6.

Irt, Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nurseries. Slough, £6.

3d, Messrs. Paul * Son. Cheshunt, £3.

Class 4.—For the Best Collection of Now Roaes of 1864 and 1805, £5.

flt, Messrs, Paul & Son. £5.

d, Mr. C. Turner, £i ICW.

PRIZE OFFERED BY MR. W. WILSON SAUNDERS, F.R.S.,
Member op Cocncil atid Secbetart.

Class 5.—For the Best Collection of Healthy, Well-grown, Exotic,
Economic Plants, such as the following; Tea (two or
three varieties), Sugar, Coffee, Cotton (several varieties).

Cocoa, Indigo, GuttaPerchn, Rice, Cinchona. Jute, Black
Pepper, Nutmeg, Saf;o, Palm, Arrowroot, Ginger, Car-

n. Vanilla, Allspice. £10.

Cla65 6.—For the beet 10 Specimens of Exotic Ferns, £10.

l8t, Mr. B. S. WQliams, £10.

2d, Mr. Wm. Bull, £5.
Extra do., Mr. C. Walton, East Acton, W., £2.

PRIZE OFFERED BV MAJOR R. TREVOR CLARKE,
Member of Cocncil.

Class 7.—For the best Collection of Bromeliads, £5.

Ist, Mr. B. S. Williams. £5.

PRIZE OFFERED Br DR. ROBERT HOGG, F.L.S.,
Fell.,w of tue Societv.

Class k,—For tho b st. Collection of Sub-Tropical Fruits grown in

this cf.uiitr\-, fauch as Loquat, Pomegranates, Shaddock;^,
Orafjges, Citrons, Dates, Cape Gooseberry, Guava, &c., £^>.

PRIZE OFFERED BV MR. W. WILSON SAUNDERS, F R.S.,

MtMBER or COUKCIL AND SkORETART.
Ci.i£s9.—For the best Collection of Tropical Fruits grown inthi-

country, £10.

PRIZE OFFERED BY MR. G. F. WILSON, F.R.S.,

"Fern and plant cases," observes our corre-

spondent, "as usually constinicted, have always
been to me rather eyesores than objects of

beauty or pleasure, fi-oni the fact of the

plants fi-equently growing weakly, and appear-
ing drawn from the effects of the confined

atmosphere, the glass being also very frequently

obscm-ed by the condensed vapour, so as to give

but a very imperfect view of the contents, and
the soil becoming green and sour for want of a
circulation of air.

" These reasons induced me to seek a remedy,
or at least a palliation of those evils, and to a
considerable extent I have succeeded. I had
cases made on the plan of which a sketch and
descnption is now given. They have been in

u.se some few years, and answer admii-ably. The
Ferns and other plants thrive well, and one
nearly iHled with Trichomanes radicans is in

gi'eat beautj'. I have little doubt that Ancecto-
chilus and kindred plants requiring a moist and
still atmosphere would do well in them.

Me
Ci,A=s 10.—For the best 12 Strawberries in pots, grown i 1 orchard

house, £;

PIUZE OFFERED BY MB. ALEXANDER SCRUTTON,
Fellow of the Society.

Class U.—For the best 12 Filmy Fem.s, for Room Culture, in Glass
Shades and Wardi:in Cases (such as ToUeas, Hymeiio-
phyllums and Trichomanes), £5.

The 2d and 3d prizes in the above Classes, and the extra prizes in the
Miscellaneous Class have been awarded by the Society.

LADIES' PRIZES FOR INDOOR PLANTS BY THE
PROPRIETORS OF "THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE."

Class 12.—Three Prizes for Omameut-il Plants Cultivated by Indies,

d, Mrs. Marshall. Enfield, for Davallia 1,
£7.'

3d, Miss Fisher, 375, City Road, for Davallia canarleusis, £3.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Extra, Mr. J. Burley, Albert Nurserv, PombridRc Place, Rayawater,

for a Collection of Palms and Dracfenas, £1 lOa.

Extra, Messrs, Barr & Sugden, Covent Garden, for a Group of Plant
Co-scs. £1.

Extra, Mr. C. Turner, for a Collection of Pinks, 15.«.

Wiit <5attrener0'Cfvromcle.
SATURDAT, JUNE 16, 1866.

MEETINGS F
( lloyal

Jle 10^ mitt

'"'"""" — -"i Zoological 4 p.m.
iKoyal Honicoltural (Weekly ghow), at

Satuhoit. — 23< South Kensinrton 2 p.m.

I Crj'stal ralacc Ilose Show Xoon

We are glad to have the opportunity to lay

before oui' readers some practical suggestioos

toTvards improTements in the con.struction of

Wakdian Cases, -n-ith which wo were some time
since favoured by our fiiend Mr. Atkins, of

Painswick, but which the press of matter inci-

dental to the Great Exhibition has prevented us
from publishing sooner. Wo need not stop to

enlarge on the many advantages which this

happy thought of Mr. Wakd's has confeiTed on
the importers and cultivators of choice plants.

Suffice it to say, that otu' gardens have been
greatly enriched by the use which has been made
of these cases in the importation of novelties,

and the taste for plant culture has been indefi-

nitely extended by the facilities which have been
given for the successful growth of pet plants

even within our dwelling houses.

The error which has been made in respect to the

use of these cases by many persons who would
adopt any means of ensuring success, is that of

supposing that a Wardian Case must always bo a
close case, and hence have resulted two evils—the

presence of stagnant moisture at one time,

and excessive heat at another, according as

exterior or interior conditions may have
affected the enclosed atmosphere. These evils

have of course been obsei-ved by every
intelligent owner of a Wardian Case, and they
have been remedied more or less effectually

through the treatment which has been followed

out ; but we think the mode in which Mr.
AlKUfs has overcome them a very excellent one,

and one which may be explained with advan-
tage. The accompanying cut will serve to

render Mr. Atkins's remarks, which follow,

more readily understood.

A. Piti<,<;.i .-....,-.,._. ^.v^. ^ ....,.,... ;._,.:;!., .vith ipacfc between
it and iiiiier ca&i; or auil i-ioi.

B. Pierced zinc inside, covering space between the outer case

and side of the soii-pan, i to 1 inch wide, according to size

of case. '

r. Top ventilator, 4 inches wide, the whole length of the top.

D. End glass ; this should be set in frame of zinc, and should
run in a groove from the top, instead of doors, which
are seldom well made, and apt to get out of order.

E. Holes for silk cord, to raise the glass ends by when required :

these would be better replaced by two fall rings.

V. Vent for superfluous drainage after watering, to be stopped
with cork or plug when not in use.

" I generally open the top ventilator either

partially or wholly (according to circumstances)

in the day time, usually finding about an inch

or so quite sufficient. A gentle cuiTent of aii- is

thereby set in motion, which soon clears the glass

of damp, and moderately dries the leaves of the

plants. The volume of air passing through the

pierced sides is very tritting, except when the top

ventilator is opened, and is then much softened

by jiassing thi'ough the small orifices in the

zinc. At night, by closing the top ventilator,

the current of air is checked, and a fine conden-

sation of moisture takes place, so genial to most
plants. Opening the doors of the cases made on
the usual plan, without tho means of obtaining

a gentle current of air from the bottom of tho

case to tho top, does not answer the purpose so

effectually, and admits too large a volume of air

and much dust, which the pierced zinc in a great

measure excludes.
'

' Perfect drainage being absolutely necessary

for tho successful cultivation of plants ill cases,

I have a pierced zinc bottom to the soil pan or

case, the holes in which should be not less than

Jth or Jth of an inch in diameter, or they wiU be
very liable to get closed up by soil filtering

through the drainage. This bottom is strongly

supported about ^ to -J of an inch clear above the

outer case, to carry off superfluous water, and a

short tube is inserted in the middle at one end of

tho lower case, level with or slightly below its

sui-face, by which means any spare water is

readily passed off, a cork or small plug stopping

it when not needed for use. Over the pierced

zinc bottom a layer of moderate-sized crocks or

small stones should be placed, about one inch

deep, and on these the soU (or the plants. The

inner tray bottom would be better on a slight

incline from the opposite end towards the one
in which the drain-pipe is placed to secure more
perfect drainage. The soil tray or pan and its

under supports should be made sufficiently

strong to cany the weight of its contents with-
out straining. From the bottom of tho outside

case to the top ledge supporting tho glass I

generally allow about 41 inches.
'

' A modification of my case may be applied

with advantage, though not so effectually, to tho

glass shade or bell-glass cases, by having the

stands with perforated zinc all round, and as

there cannot be ventilation from the top,* the

orifices in the zinc should be larger.

"Of coiu-se plants grown in these improved

cases will require rather more frequent waterings,

so much more moisture being carried off by
evaporation than under the old method."
Eefening to the accompanying engraving,

Mr. Atkins observes:—"The general idea is

correctly represented, but tho four corners are

scarcely represented sufficiently stout. They
require to be tolerably strong, as the base of

the frame supporting tho gla.ss is somewhat
weakened by being pierced. The two dots in

each end glass, which represent the holes sug-

gested for the insertion of sUk cord to draw
them up by when required, are rather too low
down ; they .should be near the top edge. But I

think it an improvement to have the end plates of

glass set in a light zinc frame or casing to run
down iii a groove fi'om the top of the case, and
then there can be two fall or drop rings

on the top of each for the puzTiose of raising

them, as shown in the detached figures

—

thereby obviating the necessity of drUling

the glass, which is somewhat difficult, and
rendering it less liable to break than if let

down, alone. About the middle of the lower rim

of the exterior case a small opening or short tube

of about i to J inch diameter, on a level with

the in.side of the outer case, should be inserted,

to let off superfluous water after watciing. This,

when not required for use, may be stopped with

a plug or cork ; it need project but veiy little

beyond the lower lim—only just enough to

]ucvent the escaping water from dribbling under

the case. I think pierced zinc all along the two

sides would bo quite sufficient, and perhaps pr( -

ferable to having it on all four sides, on account

of tho strength of the case."

What is to be done about the Names of

Plants ? The burden of them has become
intolerable. Botanists, amateiu'S, horticulturists,

all complain of the multitude of names, their

uncouthness, and their length. The great

reform that Linnjeus can-ied, and which com-

manded general admiration by its simplicity and
its utility, seems likely to be sot aside by the ever-

increa-sing legion of names with which we are

now afflicted.

It is not only the botanists who have to answer

for this—the hoi-ticultuiists are as bad or worse.

Look for instance at the catalogue of the recent

International Exhibition—look at the names
bestowed on garden varieties of Hollies, of

Aucubas, of Ferns, and other plants. KeaUy
the diagnostic sentences of Bauhin or Torp.NE-

foet, Dillextds orEuBBECK, were often shorter,

and generally speaking far preferable in accuracy

and appropriateness to the turgid, verbose

designations with which our lists now teem.

How are we to remedy this .state of things ?

Establi-sh a board of botanical nomenclature, say

some. Set up a court of appeal composed of

competent persons, who should act as referees I

Appoint an assessor to collate and revise the

publications of the learned and the unlearned !

Excellent suggestions these, no doubt ; would we
could consider them feasible. Would not the

board of nomenclature be likely to fail in-

gloriously like the Peace Conference ? The Pre-
sident of the Botanical Congress pleads in the

interest of Botany that horticultural varieties

should not have Latin names, or at least not

such as may mislead the student. How is the

Presiuext's request likely to be received when
we find a member of the Congress as urgently

pleading for the adoption of such names in tl e

case of kitchen garden plants ? Let each plant

have its generic and its specific name accord-

ing to Linnaeus' plan, so much extolled by
aU. botanists, and even by outsiders liko

the late Dr. Wheweel. This is excellent

in theoiy, but in practice do we not find
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that the botanists have bestowed on the unlucky
plants as many aliases as ever were possessed by
the most an-ant rogue that ever won a ticket-of-
leave ? That, so far as botanists go, this

multiplioation of synonyms proceeds from a good
and proper motive for the most part, is, of course,
beyond question. There are certain rales known
to and acted on by aU botanists, and the aim of
which is to promote knowledge and to eliminate
en'or. But vei-y often this elimination of error

IB a process similar in its consequences to the
mending a kettle by an itinerant tinker, who,
while filling up one hole, contrives to make one
or two more—by accident or design, as the case

may be.

if botanists, with a code of rules to guide them,
and which is admitted to be excellent in itself,

add daily to the intricacies of nomenclatm-e,
owing to the imperfection of their materials, or
to the ine\'itable differences of opinion among
themselves, to say nothing of possible eiTors of
discrimination or judgment—if we [are obliged
from force of circimistancos to respect the dicta

of the botanists, even when they increase the
bewildering multiplicity and intricacy of our
plant nomenclature, we are by no means obliged
to take any heed of those who, by acknowledging
no rules save those of their own convenience,
imfittcd by any previous study, sometimes with
an audacity only equalled by theii- ignorance,
make " confusion worse confounded," by the
promulgation of names with a look of science
about them, but which are as worthless and as
mischievous in their way, as the veriest base
coin ever uttered by a forger. The board of
nomenclature, should it be established, need
not waste time over such matters.

That some of the disputed points in nomen-
clature may bo fitly and profitably discussed at a
liotanieal Congress was shown at the recent
mooting in the Raphael Eoom, when owing
mainly to the representations of M. Weddell,
the name Chinchona was abandoned by one of its

a'dherents in favoiu- of the name sanctioned by

and nicely balancing the one with or against the
other, in order to ascertain their relative value
and weight. A judge should he able to give, not
to the public, but to the proper authorities, clear
and decided reasons for the decisions he arrives at.

If our observation sei-ves us correctly, it is from
the absence of this latter qualification rather than
any other cause, that questionable decisions are
sometimes given. We have seen decisions fair
enough on the face of them wliich would not, in
our judgment, bear the ciiicial test of reasoning.
We have known judges admit this, and plead in
extenuation "the want of sufficient time,"
thereby acknowledging their decisions to have
been based on a amp cVml of the objects of years'
labour, rather than on a strict and searching
examination of their many and various merits.
The hext dressed wins. Surely this is a super-
ficial judgment, and an encouragement to the
"jockey" rather than to the cultivator. We
hope to" resume this subject hereafter.

Some years ago we published in the third
volvune of the " Kow Garden Miscellany," a vei-y
beautiful FtOTGUs, gathered by Mr. Speuce on
the leaves of some unknown plant at Para, in
Brazil, which produced the most lovely patterns
upon tho foliage. These spots were in .ill

probability produced by tho Fungus, but where
no parasites are present, spots produced by other
causes sometimes assume tho most curious forms. I

We have lately received a Vino leaf, which was
quite a beautiful object, probably from the more
effect of radiation on the unequally developed
parenchym; and we have now the leaf of a
Cuoumbor,* in which tho spots assume tho shape
of islands, with frequent bays and creeks, tho
promontories bemg alwaj^s more or less rounded.
Sometimes these mimic islands are arranged
in the most elegant groups. With these
Cucumber leaves were those of a Melon
with similar spots, only less elegant, while in
some Vine leaves sent with them the spots were
aU confined to the edge and assumed no pai-ti-

iNSTiTtmoN takes place »t the London Taveni on the
2"th inst. We also direct attention to a letter in
another column (see p. 565) from an old and tried
friend of the charity.

We hear that the Meadow Bank collection of
OnrniDS i.s to furnish to the South Kensington
scientiflc meetmg on Tuesday next, a cut spike of
Odontoj>lossumPescatorei,beanngupwardsof 60 flowers,
and which has been in blossom for tho last 13 weeks.

New Plants.
335. OSBECKIA EFBICUNDA, Arnott in Hooh. Comn

Bot. Mag. vol. 2, p. 309.

A handsome Melastomaceous uuderslu-ub, native of
Ceylon, whence it has been received by the Messrs.
Veitch. It is clothed mth bristly hairs, aiid has oblong
oval acute 8—5-nerved leaves. The flowers are
terminal on very short stalks, .solitary or aggregate

;

calyx tube cup-shaped or somewhat urceolate, (liickly
beset with stalked peltate scales, which arc dic|.ly
divided into a number of linear, radiatini;. pink Mib-
divisions; segments of the limb lanceolate, ciliated;
corolla 2 in. across, of 5 obovate or roundi.sh deep purple
petals; stamens 10, equal; anthers bright yellow,
oblong lanceolate, opening by a single pore at the top,
and provided irith two small auricles at the base; style
curved, flattened, somewhat club-shaped ; stigma ellip-
tical terminal ; ovary villose.

A very handsome flowering plant, recalling in appear-
' r ill! sjirri, s of Plcroma, but the st;unens are equal.
<

I

ir. Ill i;ir iMlycino .scales, together with the purple
i.u IV iiihI 1, How anthers, give the flowei-s a very rich
liriiraiire. 31. T. M.

priority, authority, and custom, viz. Cinchona, cular pattern. In every case it was clear, when
Lot Professor Kocil rejoice over another instance
of the good that m.ay bo effected towards tho
reform of plant nomenclature, by ventilating tho
subject at a Congress.

Perhaps there is no one subject in tho whole
range of Horticultural business proceedings which
has so direct and important a bcaringon the present
and futm-o of Horticulture as the appointment of
Judges at otm Flowek Snows. From their
decisions there is no ajipeal. Presuming th.at they
are honestly and judiciously given, the honest
and .skilful cxliibitors are rewarded, .and the firm
standing ground of .such is made firmer, and
they are cncoui'aged to persevere. By this,

horticulture may bo said to profit. If, however,
as we fear, tho reverse of this may
sometimes happen, and tho thousand and one
littlo tricks, by tho cmplojanent of which tho
best "jockey" wins, should over dominate,
growers who cannot or wiU not "jockey" wUl be
discouraged and driven ofl' the field." By this
horticulture would .suffer.

It is to preclude and prevent such a contingGucy
that we arc tempted to consider this question.

As to the selection of judges, then, it is the busi-
ness of those with whom the responsibility of theii'

.appointment rests to know, of their own know-
ledge, tho "men of the time," without appeal to
any second party, exhibitors or others. It is

manifest that if the exhibitor has tho power or
opportunity of influencing the appointment
of tho judges, ho thereby obtains an unfair
advantage, not merely by the .appointment
of his own friends, but further by knowing their
particular views and prejudices, by which ho can
work in accord.ance with the one and avoid the
other. But our judges should not only be chosen
fi'ce from the trammels of patronage—they
should also be men of un.swerving integrity, as free
as possible from fear and prejudice, and, at the
least, on a level with theii- time. Beyond this, we
would secure as far as practicable men of tasto as
well as of honesty and knowledge, and as a
guarantee for many minor but neces.sary qualifi-
cations, men of jjosition, and such as have had tho
advantages of an early and liberal education.

Ifwe were called on to state in briefthe necessary
quaUfioatious for a judge at a flower show, wo
.should say honesty, Imowledge, taste, and the
faenlty of reason iiuj. The latter is of high import-
ance, asit sometimes, nay often, happens thatthere
are many and various points absent or present in
tho contending objects which requu'e clas-sifyiug.

the leaves which were sent in dilferont cases for
comparison wore held up to tho light, that there
wore certain patches in which the parenchym was
vei-y imperfectly developed; and we doubt not
that the spots were duo to the effect of radiation
during some cold night on tho leaves, the pecu-
liar form of the spots depending prob.ably upon
some mysterious causo similar to that which
Luducod the elegant forms in Dipazea Mappa.
As to the question what it was that made

these particular parts more subject to injury
from radiation or di-ops of water resting on the
leaves, it is probably impossible to determine.
Tho nicest analysis of tho soU, which appears to
bo perfectly good, might faU to detect anything
wrong, and yet thoro may be some subtle clement
in it which m.ay produce injury. Certain it is

that plants which are in a bad state of health in
one soil or ail- may perfectly recover in another,
exactly as change of air and diet effects a rapid
cui'o in many maladies to which man is subject.
Some years since we had Hyacinths, Tulips, and
Narcissus Tazetta sent us in a high state of
disease. All were planted in common garden
soU, and all have been perfectly healthy ever
since. It is mortifying not to bo able to assign
a positive cause for these attacks, but tho vege-
table pathologist is merely in the same condition
as pathologists of a higher order, who are often
obligedeither to confess or conceal their ignorance.
M. J. li.

Wo understand that on the occasion of the
auspicious event which took place at Kew on Tuesday
last, the Messrs. Veitch & Sons, of Chelsea, had the
honour of presenting, by special ponuission of her
Royal Highness, the pBiNCESs Maet's Bridal
Bouquet. The bouquet was composed of Orange
blossoms, Phala;nop.sis, Odontoglossum pulchellum,
Burlingtoni I, Calanths, Stephanotis, white Eoses, &e.,
and was tastefully decorated with Honiton lace.

All who are in any way interested in Natueal
Science, will hear with great satisfaction of the recog-
nition it has met with within the last few days at the
venerable University nf 0\-fnrd. Amnri^ tliosc ivhnm
the University has ilfli-lili^.l In li..ni.ur hiIIi ils

Doctorate are—]'rnr.--'ir AlpiioN'.i: [I| ('vmiolif
the President of the i;..1iniiral C'lmgr.s.s; Or. Jlduiaoii,
the Director of the lioyal Uardeiis, Kaw ; Professor
n'lLLiAM Thomson, of Glasgow, and Professor
PniliLirs, the veteran geologist

Wc may remind our readers that the annual
festival of the Gaedenebs' Koyal Be.xevoleni

* It may be wcU to rcm.irk to " C. W. M.," from whom ovir
specimens were sent, that the Cucumber leaves are perforated
in evei-y direction, probably by thrips, which has, however,
notliing to do with the malady.

PET PL.tNTS.—The SofTHEENWoon.
The Southernwood {ArtemisiaAbrnfaTimn) In ,ir- (lie

names of Lad's-love, Old .Man, <;'//; («:•/' ' I", ...

isahomely charm about this tiny lai^li » lii \\ . u \ h iI,

to c'verv ime, and itsvarioiH iian'ies lia\r I- .
i
Imi- li.,|,l

«n|-,I. am. ,11- rirhail.l pour tlEn.ll-lli.lll ( lin-lrialMiu
1: i I'rnm ils nicrils aluiir i( lia- \.\,\ i(s

vf nil
: ,

111 all .niiKTS. lieill^ a ual uv . if I la ,-niilh

"I i:.>.-i,,]l has travelled uorthuards, oi- ralliL-r its

swcctuLss ha.s caused it to be carried to every district,

hall, and cott:ige in town and country. You see it in
the neat patch of mixed flower garden in front of the
labourer's cottage, and the toy garden in the crowded
town has a hapless bush of ill-nsed Southernwood,
struggling with soot and sunshine, to keep a green leaf
in view of the country-bred matron who dcsp.airs of
seeing her native place again, but dvwlls uiiou tlie ideal
beauty of wold and lea as she hmks iiik.u Ihis iiuaiiit

old-lashioned pet. In some jiarl^ o! .Srullaiid it is

usual to carry a nosegay to church, aud the venerable
spinster may be seen with the Book in hand by way of
foundation, and the snow-white pocket handkerchief
neatly folded over that, and the sprig of Southernwood,
freshgathered,outhetop,withmoreorlessofothergarden
gear, as the se:ison of the year and stale of the garden
will admit. .Southernwood, from its sweet scent and
feathery foliage, is admirably adapted for setting oD' gay
flowers to advantage when used as a back to a nosegay,
aud for more than two-thirds of the year this supply
may be depended upon. I should be glad to know how
the plant came to be called Ouveringio in Scotland.
If we compare the business habits of this fragrant

feathery bu.sh, and the long signal service it renders, we
shall see the adv.autage it has over many of the other
denizens of tho flower garden. The Myrtle is infinitely
its superior, but the MjTtle, though sweet and
beautiful, is tender, and must be housed to keep it

alive in any of the midland and northern counties.
The Eose, that universal favourite, is hardy in habit
and gorgeous in flower, and not only deliciously sweet-
scented, but having the property of retaining that
sweetness for years among tho dry petals that adorned
its hea<l in the heyday of its beauty; but for many a day
the Eose plant is without a leaf, and eke without a
flower, for it is not like Tom Moore's "silvcrv Almond-
HoHi-r, lliat blooms on a Irallr^, I ,1,," ami ilir loafluss

tnm-.inllr Kn-r, lilorvoi, i, iin,. ,,i, :„,,i , \. .. .\. ;i|„j„t

tllvlii, aiMlaronnl 111 lo lir l-ia la.l, ii.lii :,iiih-I ivilh

to il-rilaU-, liut liy no naau-- a^lajilril lo jilcase.

How dill'ercnt from drawing the hand over the green
feathery head of the Southernwood for the fragrance of
its homely perfume

!

The first order that I got in my first situation in
England was an order from my noble employer to
propagate this plant, and when I was taken round the
garden to see it, I could not help complimenting her
ladyship on the fine specimens of Southernwood that
had got prominent places therein. In the race alter
rare plants, young men frequently despise plants of
merit, merely because they are common. Easily
propagated by cuttings, a stock of Southernwood may
very soon be got up, and if there be any gay flowers to
back up. this tine green mantle thrown around them will

be found very useliU, for there is often a terrible baldness
and want of foliage to be seen in gardens gay with
masses of brightly-coloured flowers.

There is a species of gardening which, for want of
any (li'linite firm to express it, I may call toy gardening. '

ll has nolhin-t lo do with order, or even with common
-iiisr. lor llu- plants arc grown, or rather exist, by
uiiialo lorcp; di'hfd uji in the middle of summer, iinil

transplanted when in flower, they eventually recov. i-.

and, biding their time, bloom in some out-of-the-H ;l,^

nook, and are all the better for the old stone wall or

overhanging bush that seems to be smothering thoni

any plant requiring good sunlight, air, or attention

could not hold out against the odds for a fortnight. In a

densely-populated place the prowling of cats at ni^ld
woidd break down anything tender or herbaceous, but
the stiff shrubby style of Southernwood fits it for such
toy gardening. In a flower-pot the plant looks very

i
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:in(I ill n box by a window ammiK other plants

,M- loliiiL'e aiidhoniGly frnfirance of this oldpcl.nru

I 1 1 ) be despised. Alej:. Forsnth.

WATERING.
1,i:t 110 one imagine th.it watering is an easy

jih'r, for next in importance to first-class planting

,mrs flr.st-class watering, and the greatest horti-

illural skill is wanted to decide when we should

;iirr a plant, and when wo should leave it alone.

y a marvellous proviuion of Nature the Piue-
j|ile plant collects a great deal of its supply of

;iiiv in its channeled leaves; and the leaves are

II- cuahled to drink from their own sockets, just as

I llinvers are supplied from the vase of water wherein
stalks are immersed. The Tino-apple plant

liiicil .IS it is in a pot, and placed of nrn>-ily li.tHcrii

two liros—an avtiticial heat ci|ii:il to tim' .il a tri.|iii-il

sun above and the beat of tlm liark ind biinilli—
requires an amount of judgment in the natrriii^ uliiili

would appear tedious were I to detail it. The truth

of the matter is, that when the plant is not watered

it may generally be said that it is not fed, for 'the

feeders are little sponges, and all plants may be said to

be suckled.
Again, the Grape Vine is supplied from a great depth

in the earth, where moist rich soil has been artificiiilly

placed by way of Vine border. The (luantity of \Mitcr

sui)|ilied to a Grape Vine with a laru'c head of foliaL-e

during its growing se.ison, in tlic Iollhh ol' vapour mid
watering, is scarcely to be orodilcd, for w hen 1 be wooden
gangwaysandthesurfaeeofthesoilinside the Vineryare
kept constantly wetted, so as to yield vapour, and when
all the lower brickwork, pipes, &c., are also moistened

for the same purpose, and the soil wherein the roots

are buried is kept soundly watered, it would take a

tank of water a yard decii and as large as the Vinery in

its ground plan, to grow a cro)) of Grapes. It is in tlie

supply of moisture' that the prize Grape grower hits

the nail on the head, by having fermenting materials

in the Vinery continually giving out moisture m well

a« ammonia in the early stages of forcing. When the

Vine gives out a sweet smell like Mignonette you know
that it is in ilowcr, and it only requires one good

syringing over the pollen masses at this time to ruin

tiiecro)! of Crapes fur, altlioiivli writing' tlio f.ilia'-'i-

and adding vap.mr may l.r of lli- vi-.Hr-i srwar d,

keep down (la- l-ava^i's "t nil -I'ld' r. .'.-.I In- i- ii"l Hn'

time for siu'li mivili liamliiii:; ; and I'aillu-r ..ii, « iim

the fruit is nearly ripe, tlic flavour of tlie fruit may lie

completely spoiled by over-w.atering the Vine.

Almost all the artilioial aid we can give to plants

and cuttings, beyond controlling the temperature,

consists in watering. Hence the skilful propagator

puts a glass over his cuttings to prevent evaporation

or in other Monls to

till

t.i ,.,

keep the leaves constantly
>aiiii' liiiio the lower end of

1 Imi h 1 li K|, the sand admits
till. -lull ii< bulk, it is the
ill • laL'ii itioii. The cutting

lish I
irate ii.iiiit i.l'ivad'nu-.

.Ii-yiic,«is death. Ju
list the sun has powei'j

iiiLT between life and
nary care; but when

last t

isthcr
bottoi

add tn

IJ.anipiug olf is dcstriirtiini.

spring, suiiimcr, and ant mm
the watering of cuttmu's

death may be managed M It I

they have to go through the trying time of winter,

between the dry tire heat on the one hand, and the

dark dauiji days on tlie other, and supplied Hitli

artificial watering in no homicoiiathic doses, it will he

more good hap than good management if they survive

at all.

No statement can be given as to what is to be con-

sidered as watering enough. Scnls, seedlings, cut tiiiL-s.

and all plants in active gronlli and lnrmiiii ti-iMir,

should be kejit moist. That is thi'iiiiij iira-tiral nilr.

One can only point out what slionlil In- duiir, and lra\r

the rest to good sense and a kindly feeling lor the

welfare of tlie idants under his charge on the part of

the gardener. /•'. M.

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF VENTILATION.
No, VII.

^CimHntifd fmiijt. 410).

In the "Philosophical Transactions" of 18b3, Mr.
Knight adduces various experiments in confinimtion

of the cH'cct of ivind or motion on the circulation of

thesa]! :ii"l ti Miisr-fjuent formation of wood. They
aresn i:' II !

'. i^ivo as to deserve quotation here :—"K.ail. nil.
I

ling of 1801 I selected a number of

seedling .Miini:.; Apple trees whose stems were about
1 inch in diameter, and whose height between the
roots and first branches was between 6 and 7 feet.

These trees stood about 8 feet from each other, and of

course a free passage for the wind to n i "h .
.. Ii i r, c

was afforded. By means of stakes ail
'

i. i •<{

hay, not so tightly bound as to iini> H. t .
-<

of any fluid wilhinthetrees, Inearly d. i^i i-.. d tin mnt^
and lower parts of the stems of several trees of all

motion to the height of 3 feet from the ground,
leaving the upper part of the stems and branches
in the natural state. In the sncrecdintr summer, inieii

new wood aeeumnlated in tlir parts wliieli \vevet;eiil in

motion by the wind, luit llii'lua, i- |iart^ oflhe stems

and roots increased ver.\ little in <\/.r nemn\!ng the

bandages from one of these ti'e(>s in the following

winter, I ti.ved a stake in the ground, about 10 feet

distant from the tree, on the east side of it, .nnd I

attached the tree to the stake at the hei-ht of C. feet.

bv means of n .slender ,.,,1,.
; i I l> lert Im,,., ; tine:

lejiving the tree at liliiat> tn neer Imiald. tlir ii.nUi

and south, or more proiH ii\ m tin -r-iin nl ula eirelr.

of which the pole formed a, radius, l.iil m no oilier

direction. Thus circumstanced, the diameter of the
tree from north to south in tliai part of the stem that

nas most oxeriised by the wind exceeded that in the
"iqiiisite direction in the following autumn, in the pro-

portion oflS toll."
Mr. Knight, following up the subject in the "Horti-

cultural Transactions " (ii., n. 9,, p. ai), remarks, that
"The branches of all trees, during much the larger
pi.rlion ofthe periods in wliieli Ibev eimtiniie to live,

are in tlleir natural sit nat inns knid in continual mot ion

In till' nelion of -nind nimn llieiii ; and of tiiis mot ion

their stems and sniiertieial roots partake, whenever the

gales of wind are even moderately strong : and I have
shown, in the 'Philosophical Transactions,' that the
forms of all large and old trees must have been much
modified by this agent. The motions of the circulatiui^

fluids, and sap of the tree, are also greatly influenced
and governed by it; and whenever any part of the
root, the stem, or the branches of a tree are bent by
winds, or other agents, an additional quantity of

allinrnum is there deposited ; and the form of the tree

lieeomes necessarily well adapted to its sil nation,

whether tliat be exposed or sheltered. If exposed to

frequent and strong agitation, its stem .and branches will

be short and rigid, and its sujieifloial roots will be largo

and strong : and if sheltered, its growth will be in eTei7
part more feeble and slender. I have much reason to

believe, upon the oviileni'e ot siibsri|n™| exi'eriiiii nis

that the widely extended braiielies of lai'ie timlier

trees would bo wholl,v ineaiialile ot siiiiportim.' their

foliage when wetted with rain, if the proportions of

llicir parts were not to be extensively changed and
their strength greatly augmented by the operation of

winds upon them during their previous grovrth.

Exercise, therefore, appears to be productive of some-
what analogous elfeets upon vegetable and upon
animal life, and to bo nearly as essential to the gi'owth

of larL'e trees as In that of animals.

"Wlnin \ir tin- branches of a tree are bound to a

wall, tini «li'ill\ lose the kind of exercise above
described, nhieh Nature obviously intended them to

receive, and many ill consequences generally follow:

not however to the same extent nor precisely of the

same kind, to trees of different species and habits.

AVhcu a Standard Plum or Peach tree is permitted to

take its natural fonn of growth, its sap flows freely

and -most abundantly to the extremities of its

braiiehes, and it coniinnes to flow freely through
the -ame liriinelies dnriiiff tlie whole life of

the tree: bnt^hen the briin.dies are bound In ; wall,

:„„| are no liavjer :e.;italed liv uimls, ea.di bianeh

beeomes in a few years what Dnhamel calls ' usee,' that

is, debilitated and sapless, owing apparently to its

being no longer properly pervious to the ;iscending sa)).

The obstruction tn the ascent of this causes luxuriant

shoots to sprin'.; from the lower parts of the tree; and
these are in suifessinii m;ido to occupy the places of

the dehililaled older branehes by the process which
the rardener rails eiil tile,' in.'

"The Vine nh.n :n .n.., t imiI: i iv, , a ...aiv ealiable

of beiin; bnninl ••n.l 1, lie. I 1" i ! n •.:• e in. • le.-.ll a

wall wilhnnl > ,, .
.> m ei - I aitimima

In l|,,w U;r\s 1,1, I nlnnnt-iill: I- 11- \ elT ill-Iallt

hranehe-. nuimj Im a |in.iiliarily of structniv

:mil hahit. \\llinli i- rinitilli'il Id thoSC Speoics el'

trees iViiiii «hinli Nature lias withhold the power of

supporting their own braiiehe.s, the alburnum of :ill

plants of this habit is (as far as 1 have had oppor-

tunities of observing) excessively light or porous,

.and not being intended by Nature to supjiort its

own weight, or that of any jiart of the folia.Ko of

the tree, does not acquire with aae any imreased

soliilitv, like that of frees of a dillerent hahil, and
<,ii tins aeeonnt proliably it never, how long soever

de|iriM..l of e\erei-n. Inses in any degree its power of

traii-imttiii- ilm as.niniiie,- ,sap. The alburnum of

tlinsn (In,.-, wlinli Natiiin liii.s causcd to support thcm-
-rlvn- niiliMiit nNtnriial aid, lirenmrs annnallv more
linn ami -Inl, and nii;l-ni|,lelit h 1.'- ».'n a.la'pln.l tO

airnnl a na- n,e t n I he a-nniiii i m,. sa p. ] :i- In.arl >w.od

il 1- tiilally inpervinns 1,1 that tliii.l \) lienevnr the

liranclies of such trees are wholly dejirived of exercise

too rapid an increa.se of the solidity of the alburnum
probably takes place, and it in consefincnce ceases to be
capable'ofpnmerly executing its office."

In the Horticultural Transactions" for 1823 (iv.,

p. 1.), Mr. Knight describes the manner in which the
cflV-cts of wind may be artiificially produced. He
nli-nrin-tliaf " (In- f. ii'ins of the -tnins , ,f trees and sbrubs

wliieh.jpiw innl.a'ela-ar.'eniinralh Imiml iiiin-li iimiv

slemlnr ami wnak tliaii tli" ' i.tin r |.la!ils fil I he

same speeies. wliieli -row in the .ipeii aii-.ntlnii 1,.

such an extent as to ren<ler necessary the unsightly

appendage of supports or props ; and, in many of those

species wliich are cultivated fVir ornament only, to

destroy the relative prn;...rtions reqiiisite to constitute

beauty. These dcfcel- ii' 1 1
1
..ml to a concuiTence

of causes; totheshiel ' oven bytheroofof
the house, to the mpnli nni application of high

lempcrature at periods when light cannot be ob-

tained, and to the too close contiguity of plants

In eaeh olhor; but chiefly to the total absence
111' the miitiou which is naturally given by winds.

health also of the tr
innn and iiroporlio

receive. To elleet 11

lirection ncarh a- 1:

lircakingit; hnl Ime
|irndiiee the rni|iii-r

iiar.al to say : h:

rtodi:
mill be ui

ove beiiidieial 1

-on to believe, 1

so repeated nioi

id that onl

ile-ree

il. 1 hi

iperalinii

Ills i

all inyexpeniiients linen rather
en.-'lh

than the ile-ree wliieli would

iii'it ho
rieii fliaii mine in ei-ht or

days, and that only diirin;,' t he iieriods in wliieli the

-leius and branches arc iuereasiiig in bulk.
" The extent to wdiich the diameter of the stem of a

plant, comparatively with its length, may be increased

bv Hie means above mentioned, is probably much
greater fliau irill easily be credited. A Dahlia plant of

a \ear old, and groivirig in a pot, in the forcing-house

H iiieli I usually devote to experiments, presented, in

the .spring of 1817, a stem, which at half its heiglit

from the mould exceednd an ineh in diameter w Imn it

was only 32 inches hieli ; llnae'li llien\pnri Ill was

made in April and Sl:i,\. ami ol emir-n imi'mv I lie sim^

had nearly acquired its lull powers, ami nml. r nlass of

I ly no means good quality. But both m.i-niraml my
-ardener had frequent ncca.sion to enlnr the leiiso;

and neither of us, I believe, ever pa-s.il the jdaut

without bending it; whiedi ullimaMy became an
operation which required ver.\' eonsiderahle force. The
Dahlia is not. however, one of tlmse plants which can
receive benefit by this mode of frealment; for the
excessive slrenL'lli of the stem would only expose the
soft ami sum iilniil branches to more certain destruction

: removed into the open air ; and I

f the experiment merely to illus-

e iiriieess 1 have recommended."
illey, adverting to Some of these
Theiirv of lliirticulturc," remarks

that if
' the cttcct of mot io'ii is to inereasi- (be ipiantify

of wood in a plant, it is evident that mih ilai imi. wliieli

causes motion, must tend til iirndiin.. :- in Jiln aniiim

in the plants exposed to it ; and snnli a -tatn nin-t also

be fiivourable to the development of those secretions

upon wliiidi the organisation of flowers, the setting of

fruit, and the elaboration of colour, odour, flavour, Ac,
so mueh depend."

It is seareelv possible to over-esf imale the wee_dity

imiiorlanee of this sentoncp. (loml.ineil witli flic

careful experiments of Knight, it nia.\ he liel.l I., selllo

the question in favour of creating an aililinial wind in

plant houses. It will not only enlar-'e llie Imlk,

init improve the quality of our pni'inne. I'rie-

tical experience comes to eonlirm science and

philosophical experiment in this matter. Most
gardeners know too much of the difficulty of setting

eariy forced fruits. The pale colour of flowers
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EUPHOlMilAS.
Veot.T-IBIE poisonous juices are numerous and

interesting, and none more so than those of the naf nral

family Euphorbiaccie, lor in this order, nuinliering

between 211110 ami -.nim i- . n ,, i In- em n,,nn ni iH.:-,.m.uS

iudil

-iini known as Knpli.irl.iinii i

iiy us, and this is proiialil

species. The natives of the

lilants in question grow, use I

fheir arrows or as fish poiso.. ...
, -

., ^ i,-

streams or ponds for the purpose of capl uring the lisn.

What we know of these poisonous milky juices is tha,t

tliev are for the most part exceedingly virulent.

,

n. the
iiimini'ius as

le IS jicrhaps

1 the resin or
lie recogni.scd

I by several

II which the
for poisoning
for poisoning

The Euphorbiacere
being found in all

Eni.liorl.i

tlial if III.

:,n,v pari I..

Hility

will he. in such parts, n,,|„.|.a|,„|
; by which means

addilioiial strength will be '.Mven wherever it is

requisite to preserve the free, in anv situation where
art or accident mav have placd if. Ilenee the

insiilated tree upon the nimintain necessarily an.piiiv-

theshiirl ami stnrdv Innn hesf adapted to emihln it u,

l.nivr' Willi inii.nnifv tlm fury of 1 he storm, ami Imn-'

iinl -Inml.'r -iniii-ii.' m imnn-. a rilv confined to niorp

-linll.aiil.ilmili.n,,

I linn -111.-. Ill ll1l,^ inn.rtaiiiniltlcitthebandoflhe

gardener can leaildy do, within I bo forcing-house, all

that is beneficially done by winds out of it ; and I am
perfectly confident that not only the beauty but the

ordinary observer. 'Wfx
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re crronped fc"f.||i(

at Ke
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Euphorbia grandidens, about f> feet long, and from 2 to

3 inches in diameter, was placed in a very dry and
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warm room, where it remained for more llinn .'i vear
before the whole of the juice had disappearcil. AVhrn
fresh the milk would flow from it most abiunl.intly,
even if the stem in question was only slightly pricked
with a pin. "When dry, the thin bark or rind stood
upon the wood like a coat several sizes too large.
Though green and .succulent in its fresh state, the

inner wood is really tolerably hard, as may be seen on
cxamming a dried stem after the milk has evaporated,
The outer fleshy and the inner woody portions, how-
ever, do not pass into one another like the duramen
and alburnum of most dicotyledonous stems; in a cross
section of the Euphorbia a distinct line is seen between
the two. The noui-i.-^liiiig sap in its ascent seems to be
pcrr.TlIy Iii.tI. frniii ihr fact that the natives of the
f'aii.ini^ ir.ir mi: ili,. (inter portion of the stem of
E. r;iii:M Mii-i-, anil >nrk llie moisturc from the inner,
wliilc nil lis nhiiii jnurney downward it is found to
have become converted into an acrid milky juice.
The following account of the extreme virulence of

the poisonous juice of a species of Euphorbia is from a
letter of a traveller in South Africa. " I walked into
the mountains with one of my boys to take some of the
milk of the poison Euphorbia. Notwithstanding the
greatest caution I imposed upon him, he allowed a
thorn to prick his hand on which he had some of the
milk. No blood came from the wound, but he soon
began to feel excruciating pains, which increased, and
in foiu- or five days time he had to be carried in a
waggon, and I became alanned at the symptoms of
pain and sickly feelings that presented themselves.
Wherever he had scratched himself blisters arose,
although I had taken the precaution to see him wash
his hands irnmediately. It was evidently a very narrow
escape for him. I did not know what medicines to give
him, but gave him the usual remedies. I think his
life was saved by the juice not getting properly or
plentifully into his blood." Johji K. Jaikson.

ABSTRACTS OF PAPERS PRESENTED TO
THE BOTANICAL CONGRESS.

GAIillEN DEAINAGE.
JJy Edward C.\rroll, Albert Training Institution,

Glasnevin.

I BELIEVE that in no country is land drainage better
understood than in England

; yet no adequate provision
is made to guard against the drains being choked or
stopped by the roots of plants, oxide of iron, carbonate
of lime, or other sedimentary matters.

If therefore I am able, as I hope I am, to show that by a
very simple and inexpensive means they can be averted,
at all events to a long, I had almost said an indefinite
period, the wonder amoii gst practical horticulturists will
be that siicli -iiiinln nMui- Iia\r not been adopted, in

'1''

It I- a \ir|i I,
! ;

1. 1 t]i;,i the roots of not only
piMTiinial ].!n!i 1! l,.ili,r ilrlirate or Tobust iu thcir
gi-nHili, Imi i.liinnals, tender or robust, have all a ten-
dciirj In ,i, n , imI tn a great depth in search of moisture
\\h(ina.tMlainal.lnatahighersource. Ofthis—shalllcall
it laH of Nature— I could quote innumerable examples
as coming under my own notice, of trees Rowing on high
rocks.andthetopot highwalls,and ofvarious other crops
growing not alone on dry open, but on stiff lands when
fissured in dry weather, in search of moisture. This
every practical gardener, who had ever " repotted " a
plant, can well understand, from having found the
roots of such plants descend below the potsherd
dniining materials at the bottom, entwining themselves
in each other round the bottom angles of the pot, and
in many cases descending still farther, out through the
hole in the bottom, to find the moisture, if any, supplied
under it.

In the year 1828 I had occasion to take up the
pipes employed to convey water to a gentleman's
residence, the pipes having become completely filled
by the roots of trees growing in the vicinity
of the water passage. This process had to be
annually performed. In relaying the pipes I found
it necessary to vary the du-ection at one particu-
lar part of the line, and in doing so had to lay
the pipes over the angle of old walls, dry built founda-
tion. Theyeai- after,when taking up the pipes as usual,
I found them all stopped as formerly wherever laid on
the same solid impervious subsoil ; whereas those placed
over the porous old wall foundation were quite free
from such obstruction, the roots in that particular part
having descended into the open rubble stone-work
instead of forcing themselves, as they did in all other
parts, in through the merest pores of the pipes as well
asthrqugh thin cemented joinings.
Having left that locality soon after, I never thought

more on the matter until laud drainage by earthen
pipes became pretty general in Ireland, and having
like many others suffered much inconvenience by such
.stoppages, my early chance discovery flashed across my
mind, and whenever I found I could conveniently do
so, I had a porous material composed either of broken
stones, coarse gravel, or coarse peat charcoal, placed
under the ordinary drainage pipes, into which roots
not only descended from the sides of the drain, but
actually out of the pipes by their joinings, whenever
such roots happened to enter the pipes themselves,
which was seldom.
To facilitate such descent, or rather to prevent the

possibility of their remaining any considerable time in
the pipes, should they enter them by any chance, as
well as to prevent the accumulation of any other matter
obstructive of the water's passage, I have designed a
form of drainage-pipe calculated to obviate the evil.
I have calculated the probable weight of such pipes
and their supporters when ready to be laid down in
the drains, and believe that both combined will
be found less than those of ordinary pipes and thin
collars of similar capacity.
By adopting this form of pipes and supporters no

other material need be used as an auxiliary, were it not

necessary to have a support under the iiiims lutwcen
those supporters the ends re.st upnn, nthmu )-[ iliey

would break down under the superinruniliciil weight,
which in most cases would be considerable. As it may
not in all cases be convenient to have broken stones,
coarse gravel, or other porous imperi.shable materials
to place under the pipes as a central support, I have
designed additional side supporters to sustain the pipes
between the end supporters. In no case do I consider
it necessary that what is called " the bore" of the pipe
should be of large dimensions, as the object and office

of such pipe in this case should be more for the con-
veyance of air than for the passage of water, whose
passage .should be through the end supporters and space
under the pipes. Such pipes effect a double iiurpose—
that of a more perfect aeration and a thoroughly safe
drainage.
Theheightof the supporters or depth of drainage space

must of course depend upon such a variety of circum-
stances, and be subject to so many conditions to be
known but to the scientific or practical operator
in each respective case, that it would be little short
of a waste of time in the present instance were I
to seek to go more into detail. One thing I may
observe—that whatever the depth of drain may be, its

width at bottom should be reduced to the very
narrowest space consistent with convenience ; for it is

a well-known fact that the narrower the space on which
water has to flow^ the more perfectly will it clear its

passage; and I think it is equally well known to prac-
tical gardeners as it is to scientific vegetable physiolo-
gists that the roots of plants in the bottom of a narrow
and rapidly flowing stream will have a less tendency to
rise to the surface than they would were it wider and
more sluggish. Further, I believe it is well known
that when the water ceases to flow in drains, especially
in dry weather, such roots descend still lower in
search of that moisture denied them in the drain, then
so fully dried up by the action of the air in the pipes,
and from which the roots invariably seek as it were to
escape.

COOL nNEET OHCHIDS.
By Robert Warner, Broomfield.

It is now about 10 years since I bought several lots

of imported Lycaste Skinneri. They were placed in a
Cucumber house, that being the only hothouse I then
had. They began to push out young shoots ; and soon
after this an old Orchid grower called, and when he
had seen them he remarked, " Ah ! they look as
though they meant growing well, but in three years
not a bit will be left ; no one can keep them long."

I immediately concluded that if they did not live
long in great heat, it could not be right to continue the
old plan. They were removed into a Vinery where
the Vines were young and thin, considerable iiuantities

of water were given frequently to their roots, and to
the surprise of all they flourished remarkably well, and
continued to increase and flower, until about two years
since the late Dr. Lindley pronounced his opinion that
longer and broader leaves and finer flowers had never
before been seen in England.
In an evil hour for them they were divided, and not

having so much attention paid to them as formerly,
from my collection having become much more exten-
sive, they felt the effect much, but are now recovering,
and will soon be as strong as ever.

This was one of the first, if not the very first, suc-
cessful experiment in growing Orchids of this species
cooler than underthe ordinarj'treatment. The following
extract will show the opinion of a competent judge
who inspected them ;—

" In one division were gathered what Mr. Warner
more especially calls his ' cool vinery Orchids.' This
is a low span-roofed house like the rest, covered
with Vines bearing a capital crop of Grapes, and with
the leaves so trained as just to screen the plants with-
out the use of blinds. It has a fixed roof, with a few
side ventilators ; and the rule adopted, as we were told,

is 40^ minimum in winter, and in summer as much
natural heat as the seasons affords, with ventilation.

In this house Lycaste Skinneri was revelling, its

leaves a yard long ; Odontoglots had formed pseudo-
bulbs half as large again as those of imported plants

;

Arpophyllums were in sturdy vigour; and Pleiones,
which had been flowering some time since, presented
a perfect picture of healthy foliage."

After my first year's experience with Lycaste
Skinneri, other Lycastes were tried, and did equally
well ; also Odontoglossum grande, pulchellum, &c.
next Arpophyllums, and lastly Pleione lagenaria and
various others, including Cattleyas. All did well under
the shade of the Vines in summer, but I could not
recommend Cattleyas to remain during winter at the
same low temperature which is sufficient for Odonto-
glossums and Lycastes.

It is not, however, desirable at the present time to

describe too minutely the treatment of what are now
called cool Orchids. Suffice it to say that in my
opinion there are very few Orchids but feel the
beneficial effects of warm fresh air and the sun's rays,

especially if the latter are made to pass through Grape
leaves. This remark is chiefly intended to apply to
their growing season.
Temperature in winter, 43° to 50' Fahr., sometimes

lower if frost is severe, but never below 40', even at
night. Summer temperature varies according to the
weather outside. Plenty of fresh air is admitted when
the days are fine and warm, entering by front .sashes

through perforated zinc, and passing directly over the
foliage of the Orchids.
As a rule, artificial heat is dispensed with on warm

spring, summer, and autumn days ; but at these seasons,
if the weather is cloudy or cold, a little fire-heat is

given to dry up the moisture occasioned by watering
the plants. The annual value of the Grapes usually
amounts to half the cost of erecting the house.
Thus many Orchids may be grown well, and at little

cost, for tivo (liflercnt rrnj.s am i'n"lii'-eil nut nf one
>iiiilili- liniis,., thn nun li.aii« Infant ifiil flnwnrs to please
tbofvo in the winter and .spring iiinnths; and tlicntlier,

such fruit as no one would refuse to partake of in the
early autumn.

Home Correspondence.
Garden Desiffiis at the ln/rninHoi,nl ExhiliHion.—

As a professional man and an exhibitor at the late
International Exhibition in the classes for designs for
a villa garden and a gentleman's private grounds, I feel
bound to answer the unjust remarks of your corre-
spondent (p. 512) respecting the designs exhibited by
me. " To be unconditionally and unwarrantably found
fault with, is better than being damned with faint
praise." It may seem singularly bold on my part to
assert that I not only consider your correspondent
lacks in some measure the necessary artistic taste, but
that he neither understands the principle of perspec-
tive, nor the essential points in landscape gardening as
applied to the picturesque. The article of yonr corre-
pondent has a tendency to imply that the fact of the
awards being offered was in truth a farce, when he says
" a professional man could not be expected to compete
for 10?." Allow me to state that a man who felt hispower,
but was unknown to the world, would gladly seize such
an opportunity for making himselfknown, without any
regard for the amount of prizes offered. It is ridiculous
to suppose that the time and labour expended on my
five-acre design for a villa garden could be recompensed
by a paltry 5?. If it is a consideration of the prize
money that induces first-class talent to compete, the
Committee of the International Exhibition are in fault
for having selected men who could not have understood
what was required to give out " such comprehensive
but still vague plans for competition." Certainly I
agree with your correspondent that no professional
man would be induced to waste his time on a design
for 10?. ; but I did not contend for the bare money, am}
as there were no plans superior, I feel that I was
entitled to the first prizes in the two classes in \vhicli 1
competed. I own I was very disappointed with the
plans and designs sent in, as I considered I should have
an opportunity of seeing something superior, and from
the first landscape gardeners of the day. I own to feeling
great surprise at not being fairly beaten. I should have
been content to have come in a good third against
any real merit ; but there was nothing in the designs
offered worth contending against. I have asserted that
your correspondent does not understand perspective,
and this fact is evident, or he would not call my
drawing for 5 acres undetermined in extent, and as
requiring 50 acres to carry out the effect. The unde-
termined extent shown is the chief merit in the design,
while at the same time it is strictly in accordance with
the scale named, and requires no ground plan to lay out
the 5 acres. The part your correspondent kindly
condescends to notice a.s a redeeming point, was not
" unintentional," as he insinuates, as every part was
carefully studied and worked out ; indeed, on referring
to the first draft of the design, which I have by me as
a pen-and-ink sketch, I find the very points ho men-
tions made particularly conspicuous. Unfortunately
I rubbed out the lines of the scale, which mifjht have
helped your correspondent to imderstand that it would
not require 50 acres to realise my design. If such an
inconsistency existed, why award a prize at all ?

Perhaps your correspondent has recklessly stepped out
of his path, to combat or to criticise one whom
he fancies is ignorant of his work. It is a pity
your correspondent did not furnish an example as
a standard of excellence for earnest workers to aspire
to, and further— it is a pity that any one should
attempt to criticise what they evidently do not under-
stand. As I have been complimented on the complete-
ness of my designs by gentlemen of sound practical
judgment and unbiassed opinion, I feel it my duty to
defend my work in the face of such gross

misrepresentation. Thomas J, Caparn, King's Soad

;

and 60, Castle Terrace, Newark-on-Trent. [We
have inserted this letter to avoid any misinterpreta-
tion, and have a few words to say in answer to it. Mr.
Caparn puts forward three causes for complaint :

—

First, in not having found himself in competition
with the first talent of the day ; secondly, in the judges'

awards ; and thirdly, in that portion of our report
which referred to himself. It is not compulsory upon
us to defend more than ourselves, but Mr. Caparn
must be aware that those who enjoy the privilege of
being classed among the first landscape gardeners have
little to gain in the way of distinction; and even if

they had, one of the consequences of their position is

that their time is so fully occupied as to render it

impossible for them to devote it to competition, and
especially to drawings of theoretical value, and without
any practical consequence. The Executive Committee
no doubt did their best to select a jury whose position as
landscape gardeners entitled them to adjudicate upon
the drawings exhibited ; and it does seem rather a bold
step on the part of Mr. Caparn to assert in opposition
to their opinions that he has been unjustly deprived
of two first prizes. On referring the third point
to our Reporter, he writes, " I feel with
Mr. Caparn that I am unjustly criticised. I am
charged with ignorance of perspective, insomuch as I
fail to apply to a drawing a scale, which as Mr. Caparn
naively remarks, was wanting. I must plead guilty to

ignorance of any scale that is applicable to landscape
generally, other than that obtained by the introduction
of buildings, trees, or figures; and as Mr. Caparn claims
as a merit that the extent of his design was undeter-
mined, I am curious to know what scale other than
those mentioned could have been applied to it. I can
only add that Mr. Caparn's design, if carried out within
a space of 5 acres, would be a model of natural scenery
on an absurdly small scale, and as an exemplification of

natural scenery adapted to landscape gardening, a very
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bad(.np,;isfli(. iiitrn,liirti()iH,rtlic(',..bir(.rL.'l.uii,

the Iln»l;u- (unci ill tlic Icii-tlu IdU.n.f Jlr. ( 'ajMni
find no exiiUmation of this) cilbctuailv marred tlie
while the irregularities of the pond were only fitted for
a sheet of water of considerable extent. Hence the
false notion conveyed through the means of per-
spective.]

_
Ground r/nenej.—Blessings on the man who

invented them.'—such to-day was my involuntary para-
phrase of Sancho's immortal saying, when looking at my
Vines so healthy and so productive, under these
humble structures. It is not I fear so generally known
as^ it ought to be, that to Dr. Samuel Newington, of
Ticehurst, Sussex, we owe these most invaluable
structures, so cheap, and yet so efficient. One of my
V ines—the Trentham Black—now occupies five 7-feet
lengths (33 feet), and has on every spur from one to
three bunches, 110 in all ; it bore last year a very large
crop, but it seems never to exhaust itself. Another
Vine—the Black Hamburgh—has run through three
lengths, and shows about 70 bunches ; another Vine,
Oreneral Delia Marmora, occupies the same length, and
shows about the same number. This large produce is
certainly extraordmai-y when one looks at the simplicity
of the whole aflair. The glazed ridges, 30 inches wide
at base, are on bricks, placed endivise, with
four or five inches between each for ventilation,
which IS so complete that no syringing and really no
care, except thinning the berries and stopping the
shoots IS required. No red spider or mildew has ever
visited my ^ iiies, and I think with much pleasure how
capable these ground Vineries are of giving to the
owner or occupier of a very small garden a plentiful
supply of well-ripened Grapes of superior kinds. My
Vines alluded to are growing under the glass ridges
first invented, 30 inches wide at base, and with bars,
but It should be generally known that an improved
method of making them is to have tliem 3 feet wide
and without bars. Thus made they have a light
agreeable look, and the Vine, which should run along
in the centre, has more room. These barless ground
Vineries are now made by Mr. J. Rivett, Builder,
btrattord, issex, at a very moderate cost, somewhere
about 12*. each, painted and glazed. This at the
present increased price of glass does not seem extrava-
gant, particularly when it is considered that my
irentham Black Vine, which will bring to perfection
this season, when they are thinned, at least 75
bunches of Grapes, is growing in a Vinery 35
feet long at a cost of 3/. There are many
\ ineries ofmuch higher pretensions, and that have been
erected at 20 times the cost, that will not give equal
produce. I ought to add that the soil in which the
\ mes I have alluded to are growing had no particular
preparation

; it is a calcareous sandy loam, and was
di-essed with manure to a thickness of three or four
inches, which was well mixed in digging it to a depth
ol two teet

; they have had no manure since, neither
has the soil been stirred. Vines in some soils seem to
flourish in compact unstu-red borders, of which more
anon. T. R.
Plant Nomenclature.—In the name of common

sense, and, may I not add, in the name of gardeners,
whj; should we be eternally afflicted with a multi-
plicity of new names ? As they say here, we " are
bothered entirely." Our employers expect us to tell
them the names of plants when we are asked, but they
do not expect us to inflict on them a long homily of

'J™™"** Jjatin. Supposing I were asked the name
ot V\ ellingtonia

; what would my employer say, if
1 replied, Amerioanus giganteus, or Washingtonia
americana, or Wellingtonia gigantea, or Gigantabies
Wellingtoniana? He would very likely say, or think
that botany had gone mad, and one efl'ect would be
that It would be a very long time before I was asked
the name of another plant. This tampering with the
names ol plants is most reprehensible ; it is a perfect
scare-crove, keeping many away from the study of what
would otherwise be a delightful science. In my
humble opinion, the cases are very few where a
name requires to be changed ; the only cases being,
where a plant has been referred to a WTong genus
or to a wrong species. A name, at best, is but
an arbitrary invention for the diagnosis of species. Let
us have specific distinctions by all means ; but let the
marks by which they are known be as simple, as
permanent, and as universal as possible. When a
species IS defined, let the name by which it is known be
as universal and as permanent as the species itself. All
true botanists should unite like one man to attain this
result

;
and they should set their faces like adamant

agams^t useless and perplexing innovations. I am sure
that 1 am only giving expression to the feelings of
every intelligent gardener in Britain in thus advocating
a unifonn nomenclature. Let me also say a word about
nurserymen giving fine Latin names to garden varieties.
1 his practice has prevailed for the last few years to a
most pernicious extent. I might, for example, go to a
nursery to look for the Male Shield Fern ; and I might
hnd 50 varieties, all with Latin names, and perhaps not
be able to procure the original species among them
all. lo a tyro in botany nothing can be more per-
plexing; and, let me add, nothing tends more to
retard the study of botany among the masses.
J. Douglas, Kllkea Castle.

ni-^'r/n ^f"^',"?™ P^^^t Souses.—P&rmH, me to thank
Mr. MiUs for his suggestion ; a similar mode to the one
he adverts to will be noticed in my forthcoming letters
I have not yet concliidrd 1I„. .Mibject; but the great
International Show mid mj own diversion concerning
gardeners have hillirrln inlrmipled my articles on
ventilation. I quite agrir. willi Mr. Mills, that sooner
or later (and the sooner the better) an air disturber ofsome sort will be considered as necessary an accom-
paniment to a plant house, as a stoke hole or a cistern
JJ. T. Fish.

.
Laburmm sports.—I have in my garden what is oon-

-ittered by some to be an extraordinary freak of Nature,

viz., a Labiii-iiiiiii tree with flowers of three dilferent
colours and kinds on it ; the greatest part of the tree
consists of the ordinary vcllow blossoms, the next
largest portion is pink, aiid'Hic smiilli',,! ii;iii. lil.ic. 'Ph..

yellow part bears seed in the onliimn ";iv, Iml iiritlicr

of the other two bear any. Tlie colours hit iiol cMiiliiii'd

to the .same branches in successive years, l.ul l.rciik

out on diflerent parts of the tree and upon somr of iljo

branches; it runs thus, pink, yellow, piiilv. 11 li;)>

been neither budded nor grafted, and is viewed uiili
astonishment by many persons who reckon themsclMs
competent to discover how the production has lnon
caused. G. N. D., Abbey Coitaije, St. Albam. [Surji
sports are not uncommon. The third is what is

called C. Adami, a form which is supposed to be the
result of "working " Cytisus purpureus on the common
Laburnum ; it arises from the cells of the first and
second becoming, by some accident of growth, naturally
grafted together. We hope to give some further
account of this curious freak of Nature soon.]
Pansies and Daisies.—What an interestiiiL' hrd tlirsc

make ! Distinct colours of each would look wril, IjuI |

prefer a mixture. Seedlings answer well for iii:i-iii_'.

or for the purpose of forming lines. Dean's sii-nn ol'

Pansies is admirably adapted for spring work. We
sow our Pansies early in spring ; as soon as they can
be handled we prick them off into boxes, harden them,
and then plant them out in March. Daisies can be
treated in the same way. There is a stock of suitable
kinds. The better plan in the case of Pansies is to put
in cuttings in some shady place in Autumn, allowing
them to remain in their ciuarters until they are
required for planting. Daisies are readily propagated
by divisions of the roots ; each small piece soon makes
a good plant, if placed in some rich soil in a rather
shady jiositinn. At planting time these will lift with
largo lialls, ami coinmonce blooming at once. John
EdliiKjI.in, Wnilhum J'arl,-, Baruet.

Garden M'alt-ei/es.— Where can the best description
of staple be procured for insertion into a garden wall,
to tie branches of fruit trees to, it being understood
that it is an improvement on the old plan of nailing
with list ? R. T. T. [We have made inquiries as to the
' wall-studs " used at Trentham, and learn from Mr.
Stevens that he finds they are much
surpassed by the " waU-eyes " represented
in the annexed figure, which are procur-
able of Messrs. Matterson, Huxley,
& Watson, Cross Cheaping, Coventry.
For the Ipattern of these, and for the
following remarks, we have to thank Mr.
Miller ;—" The garden wall-eye (of which
the annexed is a representation) has been
extensively used on the walls which were
built during the formation of the new
gardens here. These eyes can be had
of any reasonable length, but those most
suited to our walls are IJ inch long, which I had
cast and galvanised to suit ouf purpose. The nails
are best put in the wall when it is being built,
for then the mortar is saft. If inserted after the
mortar has set and become hard, we find it necessary
to make a hole with a small punch, and then
insert the eye, and fasten with a gentle tap of
a hammer. The eye being cast, is not calculated to
stand much rough usage. We find this description of
nail answer admirably. The loop affords every facility
to fa,sten the bast to, and the greater neatness as com-
pared with the shred system cannot be questioned.
These eyes cost us 5d. per pound. Wm. Miller, The
Gardens, Comhe Abbei/.
Dinner of the Gardeners' Benevolent Tiixtil ullnn —

The annual dinner in aid of the funds ..f lliis umIuI
charity, "The Gardeners' Royal Bern. vol, ni In^liin-
tion," is to take place this year on the 27tli iiist , with
Sir Wentworth Dilke, in the chair. I have been
a frequent attendant at these pleasant meetings,
and have been struck with the great feature of the
entertainment— as it surely ought to be on such an
occasion—the beautiful display of fruit and flowers at
the dessert. There is, however, generally very great
difficulty in obtaining fruit sufficient for the require-
ments of the guests. This ought not to be the case.
The charity is for the benefit of respectable gardeners,
who from sickness or misfortune have fallen ii to
poverty m their old age, and I can hardly think that
noblemen and gentlemen would refuse to the r
gardeners m their prosperity, the privilege, on such an
occasion, of aiding the good cause by a contribution of
what would be so valuable to it, viz., some fruit for the
dessert—a bunch or two of Grapes, or half i dozen
Peaches would hardly be felt in a large establ shnieut
but would be highly valued at this festival. Every
year there are many kind and liberal emplo.ver vho
allow their gardeners to give of their abundance ai d I
fancy it only requires to be generally knoivn that there
IS often a deficiency, and in the cause of such i 1 a t

we shall find there will be no lack. An old S:,l i

Jfocie*.—Mr. Rivers has frequent !v lol,! n il i i

we shut up our orchard-houses a liulo IkIoi, i

the blossoms will damp off; but that if we ad t
throughout the night, fruit will set abundantly My
experience has fully confirmed this statement. C Tf

Foreign Correspondence.
Tar-produciny Trees of Oueensland. - A paper on

this subject (says the Queensland Daily Guard a ) was
read a short time ago at one of the sittings of the
Queensland Philosophical Society.
The subject appears to have occupied no small

attention of the Imperial Government, as touch " i
very serious decrease in an item of British mport
commerce, viz., the manufacture and exportat o of
those valuable commodities, resin, turpentine, tar Ac
all of which are extensively used throughout the
continent of Europe, as well as the colonies of
Australia.

That iiiimcr

duction and o

ol' S

from the pro-
s of commerce

despatch
- I'oi- the
',iiieen.9-

:ilarming
liiiliorted

Il of the

.

II "'II -I'""'! \^ r .:„,-o„ |,,„|,,,, ,.J„„tthe
nn|.orlallo,i of II,,... :,,ll,l,. iia- ,1, nv,, -, .1 , al,o, in
"li"l i"' "'I'"" 'laa|lv[all^r lahirl,,,, Inro . nlianced
C01ls,-q,irlil on llial clr,aoa,~r, an. I n Ulll I ir .learly
sll:..La.>l,vo II, al IIh; Inn., ha- noi, arru...| «h,.ii the

atleiitioii lu tills very impurtauL branch of colonial
industry.
When we discover that in 1859 these imports

amounted to 1,143,452 cwt., in value 470,447^., while in
l.'iOS they only amounted to 412,731 cwt., at the same
lime possessing the higher value of 560,289/. ; we at once
I
.croeive that the increased value has been nearly 330
per cent., gross aggregate, within a period of four years
—thereby showing a net increase in the value of these
products of about 82 per cent, per annum.

It is, therefore, obvious that if these productions
would pay in 1859, when tliey were loss tli;in one-third
their present value, lli.-j m'nsl i).i\' .on-i.lci-ilily more
than three-fold now. |.arlirnl,irl,\ h'Ii.ii wo .on-iilcrthe
increased demand, wliirli innsl lircc-sanly ywM returns
proportionately hanfisome.
Another reason why the colonist could now turn his

attention profitably to this matter, is the fact, that the
sources from which large supplies of resin, tar, &c.,
have formerly been obtaino.l, aiv ni|ii,l,.d from local
causes, to such an extent lliai .mh nii.ler the most
favourable circumstances j lai - inn-i .laiiso before they
can hope to regain their pa.st posiiion, s.. as to enable
them to export again largely, duriiiL; ulii.h lime the
demands for these articles in the fair..!. .an markets
remain the same, if not increasm,', \vlii,li must
consequently cause their value to remaiu propor-
tionably high.

^

In Queensland ^there is no difficulty in obtaining

row aliund-

aiiiities

may be
111 mne

the necessary timber for this purjio
both coniferous and resiiiil. i-ons In.s '.n

antly through our scrubs anil Ln.-i laml-, i

thousand varieties, from wliuli siiiri.i,.ni

fur export purposes, of wn.i.l, lar I its

obtained. Thescrubsof (,liir. n-hni.l aliomiil
trees, from which a large iiiiv.nia.-... ..r I'm., larmay
be produced; also a species ol' Cilliins, Mlii.li, with
prudence, might be made to yield a profitable supply.

Again, unlike the southern colonies, we have in
(Queensland large tracts of country covered with the
Grass tree, which also, with i»'oppr maiiawment,
would produce lari,'rl\- llir -amr aiii.-lo; ami numbers of
other trees will, wiili ,lr> .li-l illalion, moM tar, and
though perhaps not iilmin.al \i ii h,oi- so .400,1 as I ho wood
tar which is produced i'rom Coniferous trees, yet it
may lio 11-1,

1
hiIIi advantage for many purposes as a

sul)-1 ,1 ,il,., an,
I
ivilh almost the same results, as Stock-

holm ami ,,lh,T tar.s.

We have also in Queensland great iiuantitii's of the
Eucalypti, of a very superior de.scri|, I ion, Hln.h would
yield more or less tar; and although il is r;,(li,.r of a
peculiar kind, it produces generallj a vcrv large per-
centage, and we are persuaded that in time it will be
found as good and as useful as any that can be produced
from the best of coniferous trees which grow

Thoii^di „,. mav not |„

o,|ilal to that ol'li,.. I'll-

I

ips, to oiit,.iiii resm
I. la, yrl ui. have in
III- ii'i'..s of many
of piuJiicing resin
equires only theto an almost unlimited extent

,

practical test to prove this, 'and tJie industrious
colonist, if successful, would meet the reward due to
the merits of his enterprise and courage.

RoTAL HOHTICDLTUBAL : JuM 14 (Special Show for compe-
Uon for Pri'cs o'erei by Felloe the So ' tj aid' g Seco d

s o toftl e hj in ) —ThoU{,h u .iccompanied
by uch d Rplaj th — - ' ^--
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deu Heckei, Dracaena Coopen, Pandanus omatus, Antliuiium
cordifoliurn, Salpichlana volubilis. alargegreeu-leaved Aucuba,
the white variegated "variety of Podocarpus macrophylla,
Zalacca Wagneri, and Zamia cycadiefolia.

President'n Prize for 36 Roses, single trusses, inclnding varieties
sent out ill 1864-5.—This was won by Mr. Turner ; but neither

in this nor in Messrs. Paul & Son's collection, to which was
awarded tho President's prize for new varieties of 1864-5, were
the blooms, as a whole, in good condition. Among Mr.
Turner's, the best were Gloire de Dijon, Olivier

Dclbomme, Mrs. Wood, Victor Verdier, Leopold Hausberg,
a fine shaded rosy crimson ; Souvenir de Malmaison, Charles
Lefebvre, and Maurice Bcmardin. From Messrs. Paid came a

boxful of Princess Mary of Cambridge, which when about half

blown, the state in which Messrs. Paul's blooms were shown,
has a pretty appearance. From Messrs. Paul^o came Madame
Victor Verdier, Prince Camille de Rohan, Madame Furtado,

and Exposition de Brie, violet-shaded dark crimson. From
Mr. Turner came a charming boxful of Madame Victor Verdier,

a glowing crimson-coloured kind. Among others from the
same grower were Joseph Piala, shaded purplish-crimson ;

Madlle. A. Halphen, well spoken ofby Mr. Radclyffe in another
colimm ; James Veitch, very distinct in colour, but not on this

occasion in tjood condition ; Rev. H. Dombrain ; and Docteur
Andrv, the last a good rosy crimson.

Mr'. W. Wilson Saunders' Prize for Officinal and Medicinal
Ptantn.—For this Mr. Bull, who was the only competitor, fur-

ni.shed the following collection, viz. :

—

Alligatnr Poar (Persij^i tTi-atissima), hxan the West Indies.
AlNi'i. . iTm I,; , riiM.-ii I, ..;-.. fi..iK iL.. v:. -t indies.
Ani' ! i'l '-.'• ! • ';. ,. . I:. ,

1', i.i.-a America.
A1T..V : M :

I
. .I'.'. .,

.
.

I
.. , ,;.. America.

BalnljuM ( ,un; (UuL.iiLi^a ... uiiuUi^wc-^U, U>nu iiiui;!.

Bark uf Commeruo (Ciucbuii j, nobilis;, from Trupical ^Vmerica.
Betle Pepper (Piper Betle), from the Fast Indies.

Black Pepper (Piper nigrum), also from the East Indies.
Black Tea (Thea Bohe:. 1, fn,„i chma
Cabbage Palm (Eutci-]"/ ..iuij-i t: m I'.r.izil.

Cardamon (Amomuiii '
. ,

i, tX >m the East Indies.
Chinese Plantain Trci . M <

i hiij. ft-om China.
Cocoa {Theobroma Cnct i, n J i ji'al America.
Cinnamon Tree (Cinnamomum vcnim), from Ceylon.
Clove Tree (Caryophyllus aromaticus), from Moluccas,
Coffee (Coffea arabica), from Yemen.
Coutraycrva Root (Dorstenia Contrayerva), from S. America.
Cotton Tree (Gossypium herbaceum), from the East Indies.
Croton Oil Plant (Croton Cascarilla), from South America.
Cubeba Pepper (Piper Cubeba vera), from West Tropical

Africa.

Date (Phcenix dactylifera), from the Levant.
Gamboge (Xanthochymus pietorius), from the East Indies.
Ginger (Zingiber officinale), also from the East Indies,
Granadula (Fas-iiflora laurifolia), from the West Indies.
Green Tea (Tli^a viridjs), from China.
Grey I; 111. (< iiii Iriit cordifolia), from Tropical America.
Guti:i I'r'-. M I I r.

. (
I -•' inandm gutta),

Indii'i i.'ii li
I M i 1

: ^ clastica), from the East Indies.
Ip'n:,,. I I I lis Ipecacuanha), from Brazil.
Jal.ii' I '] .1 .p-O, from Mexico.
Lnl.iri I I

' Miiia borbonica), from Bourbon,
Lciin I 1 I

M. I '!"ij,fonSchcenanthus),fromthcE.Indies.
L("|U .: . I ,

..'.
I

j
()"iiii(-a), from Japan.

Maii_- ' ^1 ! M,.[;. i\ fiuni the East Indic.'j.

Maii_ '. M ; -tana), fi-om .lava.

M.uii' ii :i I J. from the Philippine Islands,
Ma^ti. ;. :. .- M. ,, iroiaPcru.
Mati^u(Aiua;li.>. ^U,u^.,U}.

Nutmci,^ (Myristieu mo.sclnita), from tho East Indies.
Ordeal Bean (Physostigma venenosum), from Calabar,
Palissandra Wood (Machffirium firmum), from Brazil.

Papaw Tree (Carica Papaya), from both Indies.
Paraguay Tea (Ilex paraguayensis), from Brazil.
Patchouli Scent Plant (Pogostemon Patchouli).
Red Bark (Cinchona succii-ubi-a), from Tropical America.
Bice (Oryza .sativa), {nnn Egyyt.
Harsaparilla (Smilax H n n. -i ill .

t frm North Ameriai.
Soap Ben-y Tree (Sapi;: -

]
< -. > fn im the West Indies.

Sugar Cane (Saccharui, : ; imm India.

Sugar Palm (Arenga .-..(1
,

I, r ii> I u n-ni the East Indies,
Sweet Potato (Batatii;- tjUuli.--;, u.ir.u iiuiu the East Indies.

Sweet Sop (Anona siiuaniusa), frum Tropical America.
Tallow Tree (StiUingia sebifera), from China.
Travellers' Tree (Ravenalia madagascariensls), from

Madagascar.
Vanilla (Vanilla ai'oniatlca), from South America.
Violet Sugar Cane (Sacchamm violaceimi), from the West

Indies.

la,h> 7i...-nii>, .Av,-;7/\- J',-:-. t..y ti..- i..:t 10 Exotic i^trHs.—This
waMav.-ji.i .1 I.. \i' Uji\.iii-. .i H..;i..u-uy, who contributed
beautii i

I

' '

I, Dicksonia sqnarrosa,
and :in ' I loa africana, a variety
with \<-ri i.;.ii.l- !. . . .• L>r: ..u-. i"..ii.ij^ro ; Lomaria gibba,
Woodwardia railicans, a very tine .specimen of Thamnopteris
Nidus, with bright gi-een shining leaves, measuring from
3 to 4 feet in length and some 8 inches in width ; and
Gleieheuia semivestita, altogether an excellent group. From
Mr. Bull came Dicksonia antarctica andcinnamomea, Alsophil:

excelsa and australis, Cyathea meduUaris and dealbata, the
handsome Marattia elegans, Cibotium princeps, and Gleichenia
microphylla and semivestita. Mr. Chas. Walton, Manor
House, East Acton, contributed various species of Adiantum,
Davallia buUata, the grassy-looking Pterisserrulata, P. tremida,
and the beautifully red variegated P. tricolor ; also Wood
wardia radicans, and the shining hard-leaved Cyrtomiuir
falcatum. His plant of Adiantum Capillus-Veneris was r

remarkable example of good cultivation ; and A. cuneatuni
scarcely less so.

Major Trevor C{arl:e*s Prize for BromeUads.—'nic only com-
petitor for this was Mr. Williams, in whose iutei-esting collec'

tion we noticed two kinds of Hechtia, graceful-growing plants,
with glossy leaves, cui-ving outwards fi-om the centre
variegated variety of Pino Apple ; Guzmannla grandis, with
bold pale gi-een leaves, mottled with a darker hue of the sanu
coloui- ; various species of Nldulariiim among which Meyen
dorftii was one of the handsomest ; and Puya recurvata, with
grass-green leaves.

Ladies Prizes offe^-ed h>/ iJie Proprietors of this Paper.-
these there was a fair amount of competition. The 1st prize of

10?. was awai'dcd to Mrs. Dombrain, of Deal, for a well-grown
and extremely healthy-looking Maiden-hair Feni (Adiantum
cuneatum), which was stated to have been kept in an ordinary
sitting-room for a period t:>f two years. To Mrs. Marshall,
Enfield was awarded the 2d piize of V?., for a pretty-

looking Hare's-foot Fern (Davallia canariensls), which was
stated to have been kept in a sitting-room for five years,

The thiid prize of 3!. was awarded to JIlss Fisher, 3T5, City
Road, for a dense little tuft of Hare's-foot Fern, which it was
stated, had been kept in a room for no less than nine years,

Among other plants sent in for competition were Dracsenn

grandis, six weeks in a room, Raphis humiHs, ten weeks, and
Rhynchospermumjasminoides, 6 weeks, all from Miss Wniia]
Sutton House, Highgatc. Lady Adeliza Norman, Campden
Hill, Kensington, furni-^hcd variegated Japanese Honeysuckle
(Lonicei-a aiu'eo-reticulata) and Maurandya Barclayana inter-

twined together over a balloon-shajied trellis. Viscoxintess

Poncrailo had iEchmca fvdgens, Dracrena Cooperi and
Aspidistra lurida variogata, all of .which had been kept in d

London drawing-room since the 1" 'innin .!" \ m il I
i -.i I i.iji

Mrs, Hill, Highgate, came tw.> ] , i i;

hich had been kept in a noritj i ,

Qusually leafy plant of Richardi I H ili .,: ^i ,. n i,
, i

been indoors six months. Mrs. Hunke, Fulham, ha'H'yi.rii>e-

dium bai-batum majus \vith six. flowers on it ; this was stated
to have been in a drawing-room seven weeks. From Miss
Baring, Surbiton, came a Begonia in the way of Rex. which
had been six weeks in-doors ; and Mrs. Wyatt, Upper Tooting,
had a Japanese Honeysuckle on a flat trelhs, which was stated
to have been in-doors for a similar number of weeks. Miss
Bannerman, Upper Tooting, had a window screen. It con-
sisted of German Ivy, tramed over a wu-e trellis, tlie base of

which was ornamented with Roses and other cut flowers and
Ferns.

Plants frohi the Socit^ty's Garden.—Among these we noticed
Pious Cooperi in fnut, Sugar Cane, Paraguay Tea, Candle
tree (Stillingia sebifera), Lemon Grass (Andropogon Schoe-

nanthus), the leaves of which when bruised emit an agreeable
fragrance ; Chocolate ti-ee, Jatropha anguLata, Gamboge
(Xanthochymus pietorius), a plant with long leathery leaves,

like those of a Ficus ; Tobacco, the Alligator Pear, Ginger,
Oranges, Balsam of Peru, Betel and Black Pepper, and
Peruvian bark.
Miscellaneous Subjects,—Among tbc-sc were tricolor and
iriegated-loaved Pelargoniums, Mi >' iiL. -carlet Pelar-

gonium, called Gloire de Nano;. -^ *
. iiu.tna, a gi'ey

plant suitable for edgings; vari. *
:

> ii iius Dampieri,
striped Japanese Maize, and vaii-. _ m . i .. * irass, a useful

hardy basket plant, all from Mcs.--i,=. 1.. u. ii^uJ^ison; Berto-
lonla margaritacea and various handsome-leaved Marantas
from Mr. Bull ; variegated Orchids, extremely well grown and

beautiful condition, from Mr. Williams ; a group of plants
>n\ Mr. Biniev. Bayswater. consisting of Palms, Dracaenas,

and .\l;i;.: i ii n- : >
' 'niinl ^Vzalea, rosy lilac edged with

whifi ;
I

1,1 1 tod in the upper petals with
-i.j, ,. M I

! U'lmMr. Barnes, of CambeiTvell

;

Verlpi.iM -ii ik -['. Ill .- liiii hceflowering kind in the way of

Foxhmiter, but larger, fium Messrs. Perkins, of Coventry ;

Pinks from the Rev. G. Cheere and Mr. Tinner, who also had
a dwarf early flowering double kind, stated to be suitable for

forcing, for which an extra pri?;e was awarded. Fiom Mr.
Thompson, of Ipswich, r.rn. Tri _ .nvi -t i tlitum, a hardy
perennial from the R--! Mr- i' i.rtiuUy furnished
ith little round heail • .

i i li . Mii.s.soms; also

Pentstemon glaber, a i i ! >i. . , ! ,.| : kind, which
has been noticed in luci-.;;.-. jlj^ui... luui Mr. Salter

3 examples of his double PjTcthi-ums, .which are

almost as various in colour and handsome as Asters or

Chrysanthemums, German Irises, and beautiful herbaceous
lies of different colours, for which as well as for the Pyre-

thrums an extra award was given. Messrs. Jackman, of

Woking, had finely flowered plants of his Ijeautiful Clematises
Jackmani, rubella, Alexandra, vclutina purpurea, and mag-
liifica. Messi-3. Barr & Sugden had a series of handsome Fern
iiases ; and beautiful ornaments it. _1

.

.n 1
.
!iiiia suitable for

Irawing-voom decoration cami_ ;. i: 'i ,Melliship ft

Harris, Westboume Grove. Exi:
i

: ^^ liii^; Bouquets
! furnished by Messrs. Lucki) I _ i ni ;. .hil; fniit of the

Ca.stle Kennedy Fig was fumishea i>\ Mi. iu^wer.

UsHTEn HoRTicPLTiiRAL : Junc .'».—At this the first

loiithly meeting of the .sca.son, Mr. Groom of Ipswich
xliiMlr.l A v.rv f,n>: ti-ionlr.r-Icavr.t Frlar-nniimi, imTiicrl Miss
uni.'i- - l^;^'). -, KivM rl,-. ',,!!!. -L'.' ^V;, - l^^;l^^.l. Mr.

^
. ,1. i;-,ui, I ^.|., r.iih.ir, ill t ., .|'i'ii*itvof

niy

How.ii.i . I
.1. i;-.ui, I ^.|., r.iih.ir, ill t .,

bln.,11,- .
i

. ,::i.,,.. \I --,-. Mr ll..v, ,,.1 .,1-..

nearly killed by seale, lI)(.,i.;.;i .,,,_,
, .. , ;

of that pest. Mr. Howai I
t i

>
i

: .
! '

i
i

wash, advertised by tl.. • ' - ! \''

dcstroTcd tbe enemv in ri.-.ti -u. \u -li-ri. u-

^r.t).,-- i!,. Ii.lIiIi an.i vigour nf this plant, wliieh stood
t . :

t
. The i)ot. Mr. Fry exhibited a promising

IXuii-i I -I' i \ii; M'. Mr. Ilibberd produced several plants
of liajili nil. . lu 1 liu-i, all diffciing somewhat from each other
in ;ii»pearanee ur in length of pod. He also furnished a fine

specimen of Equisetvim sylvaticum. Messrs. Roberts & Co,

had samples of their improved tobacco tissue for fumigating, a

preparation which they say is more powerful than anything of

tho kind at present in use.

Leeds Horticttltural : June 6 & 7.—The Summer Show of

this Society took place on tho Cth and Tthinst,, and wasnotonly
superior to any Exhibition the Society has had, but in the
opinion of many eminent g.irdeners, it was one of the finest

exhibitions ever seen out of London. The show gi-ounds are

prettily situated in the Aij-e ViUley,uearto Kirkstall Abbey, and
the extent of [canvas was somewhat startling, tho E.xhibiiion

itself occupying nine spacious tents, in addition to monster
tents for refreshments. The large circular tent, which formed
a centre from which the others I'adiated, was filled with a

grand lot of stove and greenhouse plants, and in the class for

12, Mr. Baines, gr, to H. Micholls, Esq,, Manchester, and
Mrs, Cole & Sons, of Manchester, were placed equal 1st.

Two finer twelves hAve never been seen. In Mr. Baines'a lot

were magnificent plants of Genetj'llis tulipifera, Acrophyllum
venosum, Ixora coccinea. Erica oblata, Ixora javanica, and
Erica Cavendidiiana. In Mrs, Cole & Sons' lot were also

extremely fine examples of Ixora amboynensis, 4 ft. through at

least, and loaded with flowers ; the new and really fine

Dipladenia amabUis, Erica Cavendisbiana and depressa, Bou-
gainvillea glabra, and a grand Pimelea mirabilis, 5 ft. thi'ough.

In the same class Mr. Stewart, gi*. to W. H. Broadley, Esq.,

showed fine plants of Pimelea .iipectabilis and Hcndersoni.
In the class for 6 Stove and Grecnh(m6e plants there was a
very close run between Mr. Richards, gr. to Lord Londes-
borough, and Mi-. Houghton, gr. to T. Kendal, Esq.,

Manchester ; both were very fine lots, and the 1st prize fell to

Mr. Richards, but it was a hard race. In this lot we noticed a
wonderfully fine plant of Prostanthera lasiauthus, a plant not
sufficiently known ; Erica Cavendisbiana, Erica ventricosa

coccinea minor, and Aphelexis macrantha purpurea, all fine,

Mr. Houghton's lot contained superb examples of Epacris

grandifloni, Allamanda grandifiora, Ixora javanica, Lesche-

naultia bUoba major, Frmiciscea confertiflora, and Phomocoma
prolifera, A stiffness in the tying-in of some of these plants

told against them.
Space cannot be spared to give a lengthened account of the

Show, but the plant department throughout was well filled by
a lot of good plants. Mr. Baines had, amongst many others,

very fine examples of Sairacenias, Dasylirion acrotrichum, and
Gleichenia Spelunc^ tmd flabellata. One of the finest plants

of Croton angustifolium we have ever seen was shown by Mr.

Broadley's gardener. Ornamental plants were good, and a few
good Orchids were shown. Here the competition rested chiefly

between Mr. Micholls" gardener and the Rev. W. Richmond,
Leeds, the former being 1st for six plants and single specimen,

and Mr. Richmond 2d ; and in the chiss for three Orchids, Mr.

Kendal's gardener was Ist. In these lots were good examples of

Cattleya Mo.ssife, Lajlia purpurata, Oncidium crispum
grandirtornm. Vanda tricolor, Oncidium ampliatum majus,
Aerid. - i--< nin. r.ii lingtonia fragrans, Dendrobium formosum
gi^';nit. '

I
II J..iiopsis grandiflora. There was a fine

lot .-t I
II' very fine Ericas from Mr. Baines, Mr.

Riebat 1 I, I "^ii < ole & Sons, who took these positions

as pri7o winners in this class. In the first lot were very fine

speeimena of ventricosa coccinea minor, tricolor Leeana, and

' III I'll' III .
: and Mr. Richards had odorata alba, very fine.

i 1,1-1^ were superior to whath,is generally been seen in
I

1
I 1 111 i.se from Messrs. Lane & Son were much admired

1 i M r. <(iness, and quality. Mr. C. J. Perry, of Birming-
ham, also showed well in this class. The Pelargoniums were
very numerous, and almost filled one very large tent. In these
classes Mr. Slay, Bedale Nurseries, Mr. G, Edward, Mr. C. J.

Perry, and Mr. Wiight, gr, to G, Talbot, Esq., occupied the
higher position. Many Zonal varieties were shown, and
they deser\'e every encouragement at exhibitions. The
Ist prize lot, sent by Mr. R. J. EUershaw's gardener, were
exceedingly weU managed.

In the class for New and Rare Plants there w.is not a spirited
competition. Pandanus ornatus, from Mr. W. Dean, was
awarded the 1st prize, and a new Dieffenbachia from Mr.
Liversedge, the 2d prize. Mr. Dean sent an extremely fine
well-bloomed Clianthus Dampieri, a plant which is ranch
easier to grow than many believe. Messrs, Lane Sl Son sent
some capital pot Vines, and a fine collection of Rhododendron
flowers. IVfessrs. Kcarsley & Son had an extensive collection
of Agaves, Yuccas, Arc, and we regret space will not allow of
further menli n : u> n , tliitiL,'s deserving it.

Rosesfoniu 1 ii i; tme of tbe cut flower department
oftheShow, in ; : ,. ii ne. especially those from Messrs.
Lane & Son aui .''Ir, t. u. Ivlward, York, who beat Messrs.
Lane & Son iji one class. Mr. C. J. Perry also had some fine

stands.
Too much praise cannot be awarded to tbe fruit exliibitoi"s,

for there was a good display of really fine fruit. Five collec-

tions were shown, and all good lots. Th'' I'^t y>rr"- f''') tn Mr.
Gray, gr. to the Earl of Zetland; and H i n i ;.[ t,. Mr.
Clark, gr. to the Earl de Grey and Ripi '1

1

'li
\:i

i -r. to

J. G. Hopwood, Esq., Manchester. Sonn '. rn, ^ wore
shown, and the prizes were awarded in 11 i IIm- ,,lcr:—
Mr. Taylor, gr. to H. C. Meynell Ingram, Ks'i-, f"r a very fine

Smooth-leaved Cayenne ; Mr. NichoUs, gr. to Titus Salt, Esq. ;

and Mr. Batger, gi-. to John Golt, Esq. Two very fine fruits

of Black Prince were shown, and some capital Grapes and
Peaches. Amongst Strawben-ies in pots were six well-grown
plants of President, and a very fine kuid it is f<n- pots. These
were in vei-y small pots, and in first-class condition, and were
sent by Sir. C. J. Perrj'. One tent was devoted entirely to
dinner table decorations, and a quantity of Fern stands, and
drawing-room and dining table plant stands, and other fancy
articles, of which Mr. W. Dean sent a lot. Prizes were awarded
for the three most tastefully arranged dinner tables, and a
strong competition was bi'ought out, and these, combined
with the display of designs for the dinner table, drawing
room, and the various fancy things alluded to, made up a most
.attractive display. The first day was unfortiniately very
unfavourable ; still there was a large attendance, and on tho
second day more than 25,000 pci-sons visited tho exhibition.

RoYAi- Caledonian Horticultural: June 13.—The amal-

tamation of the Caledonian and Edinlnirgh Horticultural

ocieties seems to have given an impetus to both exhibitors of

plants and fruit. The Music Hall has never at this season
been so creditably filled with specimens of horticultural skill

as on the occasion of tbe Show held on Wednesday, and we
have seldom been callod upon to record at a sninmer exhibition

such a laudable spu-it of rivalry as was evidently manifested
by our gi-eat northern gi-owers of fruit and flowers. The
details of tho exhibition we must reserve till next week.

Notices of 33ooltS.
A Sehclioii of 11,1' Enliihir FuiiiimM of Giwnt Bril,(i,i.

Edited bv \l. llo^'^-. \A,X)., F.L.S., iiiid G. W. Jolin-

Kon, F.R'.H.y., :iiid Illustrated by W. G. Smitli.

8vo, pp. viii. nuil is. Col. pi. xxiv.

Tliere can be no dmibt that an increasing respect for a

much despi.-ied ola.^s of plants is prevalent in this

country. Treatises on Fungi arc far from bein;;

unsaleable, especially if they have something of a
popular character, thoutrh we can scarcely expect that

a study confessedly so difficult should commend itself

where a royal road is expected to lead to every branch
of science.

It is well, however, that those who speculate on the

esculent qualities of Fungi should have a slight founda-

tion of science, for though experience will at length

lead to good results, that experience must be bought,

and sometimes at the expense of a good deal of suffering,

if not of positive danger. Mere accordance of form

and size, for example, will prove but sorry guides.

Agaricus fertilis (Pers.) agrees somewhat in these

respects with Agaricus giganteus, but is really not

closely related. When the former was unfortunately

mistaken for the latter and eaten, it gave rise to a

.severe illness. A knowledge of the fact that the most
trustworthy divisions of the extensive genus Agaricus

are derived from the colour of the spores, would have
shoivn at once that the pink-.spored A. fertilis could

not be synonymous with the white-spored A. giganteus,

and proper caution would have been exercised.

We are rejoiced, therefore, to see that in the useful

volume before us a short and ea.sy introduction is given

which may be completely mastered in an hour or two,

affording at once some general notions of a very

interesting gi-oup, and laying a foundation of sound and
useful knowledge, which may readily be put in practice.

The object of the volume is to give trustworthy

fignres of some of the more prominent and valuable

species of eatable Fungi. Of all it can .scarcely be

urged too strongly that the specimens gathered for use

should be perfectly sound, and free from the slightest

symptoms of decay. If decomposition has commenced,
we need not he surprised if species which are esteemed
wholesome should act as putrefactive ferments, and
consequently as poisons.

The species selected for illustration are nine Agarics,

one Coprinus, one Cortinarius, one Lactarius, three

Eussula;, one Cantharellus, three Boleti, one Fistulina,

one Hydnum, one Sparassis, one Lycoperdon, and one

Morel. The Truffle is strangely omitted. The figur -^

are by Mr. Smith, whose drawings have been mm li

admired, and who is preparing a series on a large srilf

of the British species <>r cM-uliit Fungi for the South

Kensington Museuin. }\. Inxr room for a few notes

only on some of the stiiri<.>* lijiut-d.

The first subject of ill iistration is Agaricus rubescens,

certainly one of the very commonest of our Fungi,

and at the same time one which is consumed by experts

onlv. As it is equally good for ketchup and stewing,

it IS higldy desirable that a knowledge of its merits

should he more wisely diffused. Coprinus comatus as i.t
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very soon passrs into ;iii iiikj lliiii], must In- ciiti'ii ulim
very youim, hut in that stati' is pnuiuuiircd a- niu' (,

the most deliciou.s cif l''iinyi. It sdinL'tiiiifs urs in

ricli pastiu'es in great profusion, and is very easily

recognised. Tlie Russute comprise some excellent
species, but attention must be paid to the colour of the
spores, and the nature of the flesh when fresh, whether
mild or acrid. The species figured as Cortinarius
violaceus is certainly not the true species, which has
no coppery tint, but is villoso-squamose. It has a
curious musky smell, and is jirnbably not esculent.
The illustration is clearly takni ficmi uue of the group
Phlegmacium, andisprobaiiiy (

'. liiuiaiiasoens, or some
nearly allied .species. Lactaiiu.s 4rliriii-iis is an excel-
lent species, and if attention is \r.\u] in ilir colour of
the milk, which from orange pas-c inin ^nm, no
nikstakecanbemade. L. Volemmn i> lo.i ):ini..iiiakeit
of inuich consequence, though undoublLiJly nliulesome.
Few Fungi are better than Hydnum rcpandum when
properly dressed. It ought however to be cut in slices

and steeped in boiling water for a short time before
cooking, as there is an acrid principle in it, which
should be removed.
An entertaining account is given of cooking Agaricus

ostreatus under a bell-glass by a gardener. It is

Sossible however that as he gathered his specimens on
)lm he got hold of Ag. ulmarius instead of the true

species, though Dr. Badham is said to have found it on
that tree. Those however who would try Agaricus
ostreatus, must not, like Dr. Badham's village school-
master, mistake for it a pink-sj^ored species, A. euosmos,
or he may suffer for his error.

The volume concludes with a iigure of Sparassis
crispa, one of the be.st and handsomest of Fungi. At
present it has occiu-red in two places only—the Rev.
G. H. Sawyer having found it in Berkshire, and
Admiral Mitford at Didlington, near Brandon, where
the specimens were truly magnificent, and attracted
much notice at the horticultural meeting where they
were exhibited.
"We cordially recomniend the volume to the notice of

our readers, who certainly will not be disappointed at
making a copy of it their own.

The siiburbs of the metropolis abound in private
gardens, in which the happy possessor is enabled to
find some relaxation from the fatigue of business ; in
many cases having some favourite flowers, in the
growth of which he aims to excel. In the northern
suburbs the collections of Orchids of John Day, Esq.

;

Ambrose Basset, Esq. ; and William Marshall, Esq.

;

are well known to all cultivators, and at this season
many gems are to be found in their greatest beauty.
I endeavour, if pos.sible, during each spring, while the
splendid Azaleas, for which the garden of A. Basset,
Esq., is famed, are fully in bloom, to spend some little

time admiring their rich and varied colours. Perhaps
here will be found the greatest number of distinct
varieties cultivated as specimens in any garden in the
kingdom, many of the plants, moreover, being double
the size of those usually seen at our great exhibitions

:

and nothing can be more beautiful in appear-
ance than the two houses devoted to their
culture, especially when arranged in the artistic
manner for which Mr. Baker is famed. The various
kinil nrf -m tnL'r.d, and the colours so nicely blended,
thill

! i
I li!

:
nr words can describe the charming

ell' I ii
!

''ir,.; they must be seen to be appre-
ciiiiiil Hi'l 11"! iimg gives Mr. Basset greater pleasure
than to hear flora Mr. Baker he has had visitor
inspect the gardens and houses. In addition „
the Azaleas, there are the Orchids to be seen, and also
the Roses—such Roses, too ! that one could linger for
houi-s admii-ing the quantity, quahty, and fragrance.
These three (i. e.. Azaleas, Orchids, and Roses in pots)
are the especial features of the garden.
Amnn:T-t tli. Azaleas is the original plant of coronata,

still"!: 11' !'>4. showy, and here the colour is very
bril!

.

'
V ii.ilora is very fine, in fact, grand;

)vliyi!ii I lii'i "iii'iier exhibited I cannot imagine, as
it is (if c-xiiiiisitc shape, and so distinct in colour,
exquisita is large-flowered and splendidly marked

;

Murryana is very fine; Sii- Henry Havelock is a deep
rosy pink, finely marked on the upper part; Flower of
the Day is white, flaked with crimson, very fine ; Alba
magna is white striped with violet, and one of the
mcst distinct; extrani, rosy pink, and Holfordii are
both pooil; Dur ,1,. Xii,,s;i,i is purplish rose, with
iimmuM' lloH, 1-; Diirlir.vr .lr N iissau, dcop rod flu.shed
With imriili', iiKvli -piiitril, liime and shoivy; Alex-
ander II,. ivhiic slnp<..I and lliiked with crimson, the
edges hilled i this is one of the most beautiful sorts,
and should be in every collection, however small, as
also .should the four named just above it.

I have so many names in my note book that to
describe them would take too much space, and I will
therefore only say that Chelsoni, Criterion, Symmetry,
Madame A. Vcrschaflt-lt, and Gledstanesii were in
extra fine cciLli! '"11 ll,- r.i!.iM. very bright, and the
flowers larjc n, :

.

i

•
••

i i.'

Then, a g r 1 1, an orange .scarlet,
finely spottiM

:
kuLm- :,: n.-c flower, deep scarlet

;

Souvenir de rExiiositiiiii, a fine shade of mauve, very
attractive and cfistinot; sinensis, one of the finest
plants in the country, the flowers of better shape and
deeper in colour than most of the plants seen—this is
the best variety, and is scarce; perfecta elegans, a
very fine orange scarlet brighter than Perryana

; Mars
by far the finest of the orange scariets, finely spotted;
Beauty of Kr; -;ilc, :i l'-:ii mC [I:;-. -liape, white splashed
with crini-o i .::ii kirse and .showy rosy
pink, fincl> I ;, !

, ,
!

I
, :i ,. Yon Baden, which

keeps its] I. .Mh ^ ilir [i,H -I "tf lie whites.
Of double and serai-duublc varieties, first and fore-

most stands Flag of Truce; nothing can be more

liciiiitifii! fliiiii tliis hIicii Mfll urowii, Hermine is also
ii luiiiuirul Villi. l\,Hv,, 11(1 iiiily t,,the }ireccding. Comte
de lliiiuault, is a deep pink, (jllory of Sunning Hill

'

well knomi showy sort. Bernhard jlndrea is a deep
purple, very double, rich and distinct in colour, and a
very free bloomer.
These are only a portion of the varieties cultivated

and such as I considered the most desirable ; maii> iin

of course old and well-knotTO kinds, as theyhou.A.i
stand their ground, the names may be useful to pi i

>n n •

wishing to make a selection, and all being s.. .'(i,»l i In ,\

cannot err. The new varieties I have scm iln- mh^mi
mustnotbecomparedwiththem. Outofsoim liiviuirii,

—novelties. President Humann was the most )jiuuii.sing,

but the colour fades in a day or two and leaves the
blossom, of a dead leaden hue, anything but desirable in
an Azalea. William Seale.

Roses.— Madlle. Amelie Halphen, one of the five
crimson Roses that 1 recommended of last year's
novelties, is now out, and is very beautiful. It is fine
in colom', circular in outline, suSiciently full, and
beautifully seriated in its petals, which have smooth
edges. The other crimson Roses recommended by me
were Duchesse de Caylus Rushton Radclyffe, Madame
Moreau, and General d'Hautpoult. The last is at
Rushton ; the others will .soon bloom here. The fli'st

was first-rate last year. The second, supposed to be a
bad grower, grew well, and bloomed abundantly and
continuously at Rushton ; in this stronger land it is

growing still better. My plants were budded plants.
The complainants no doubt had grafted plants. Some
sorts will do nothing when grafted, but vrill do
altogether well as budded Roses. Madame Moreau is

a magnificent crimson Rose, with short inner petals,

and is deeply cupped. General d'Hautpoidt, though
not large, is a globular, and lovely crimson. Glory of
Waltham did not bloom till very late last season. I
believe it mil be an acquisition. It will probably
supersede Sir J. Paxton as a pole Rose.

T/ie Interiiational Soses.—Seldom has been a finer
pot-rose sight than that which appeared at the late
International Exhibition. Foreigners and English
could not have been otherwise than amazed and
delighted. The best of the Roses new to me were
Miirechal Neil, Monsieur Boncenne, alba rosea, Xavier
Olibo, and alba mutabilis. The best specimen pot-
plant, in my opinion, was Mr. W. Paul's Madlle.
Willermoz. Among Standard Roses from Mr. Turner
was a first-rate bloom of Olivier Delhomme, not
forgetting its companion Senateur Vaisse.
Amona cut Roses, Mr. Mitchell's M. Neils, and Mr.

HoUingsworth's Adams, were the masterpiece trebles.

Mr. Turner's and Mr. W. Pi iF
i

> I ilnitsof two Roses
that I have so often re mely, Madame
Victor Verdier and Pieii' \ i i J some of the
best blooms in the exhiliiii"ii '-ii iking of single
specimen blooms in crimson, the best were Mr. Turner's
Monsieur Boncenne and OUvier Delhomme, and
Mr. W. Paul's Pierre Netting. In dark crimson
Mr. G. Paul's Xavier Olibo was the A 1. Looking at
a whole plant in crimson, Madame Victor Verdier,
I think, was the best, but the blooms were not on the
whole quite full enough to be perfect. The two plants
I refer to belonged to Mr. W. Paul and Mr. Turner.
Among the non-nurserymen's Roses, I specially
admired Mr. Terry's. In fact, the Roses were so good
and grand it is almost invidious to specify.

Lastly, the St. Martin's Hall dinner. The speeches
were good, and the singing most beautiful. Some of
the "audience" during some of the speeches were not
quite subordinate. It was, however, a very exciting
day, which must be the apology. W. F. Madclyffe,
Okeford Fitzpaim,

hives chiefly used by me are large-sized frame hives,
which are never raised on an eke, as I .should strongly
deprecate for my own harvest the production of how-
ever large a quantity of honey in the ordinary breeding
combs of a hive. I much prefer obtaining from 30 lb.

to 60 lb. of piu-e honey in supers, to having a harvest
(if 100 lb., the greater proportion of which has been
-kind in combs which have been used for brood. Yet,
I iiiiMili'i-ed as a question of profit, it is probable that
till iiilviintage would lie on the side of the Stewarton
iiniiiii^niient.

Hill if only one of the compartments is to be
riiiiiliiyed as a super, and all additional room be
aflurded underneath the main body of the hive, how
can so large a quantity of honey as 40 lb. or 50 lb. of
pure white combs, be obtained from supers ? Only, I
presume, by a fresh super being given on the removal
of the one first filled. With so much space afforded
below, I should imagine the bees would refuse to work
in a fresh box placed on the top, although they would
complete one in which considerable progress had already
been made. I once obtained a fine super of 40 lb. by
adding an empty box on the top of a super nearly
filled, but usually bees manifest considerable reluctance
to work in this way.

I have always understood that when additional room
is given below, in the way of ekes or nadirs, there is a
great tendency in the bees to coiisti-uct drone combs.
If this be the fadi.linw iilmul niu.slitutiiig siirh nadirs
into body bo.xes k) tkr ichiumiI nf Ihc iiii'.;iiiiil main
portion of thehive'; .\lli\iiigpirri>iif n'l.//' ,--ci..|ledcoinb

as guides will not ah\;iys pro\e ell'cctual in preventing
the construction of drone combs, the transition from
worker to drone cells being so easily accomplished.
Notwithstanding the opinion expressed by Mr.

Thomson, as to the unadvisability of raising the first

given super on a second inserted between it and the
stock, I shonld still be inclined in my own practice to
do so, using only a very shallow box, having for the
second super neither top nor bars, so that the combs
may be continued down, forming in fact one box.
This is the plan I have usually adopted; with what
success I have mentioned before. For any additional
room required I should raise the whole tier of boxes on
ekes, as recommended by Mr. Thomson. & Bevan Fox.

s'liat i^y be ttic

Tlic population
lie liiTe is filled
I -it ascend in any
iing. Again, aa
unerous as tliey

n wltliout your
your chances of

of the liii. iM n 1.- .i. i
.•!. .,1, 'I- i:

almost til I.',
.

i
:.•. ll;^, !, li ;, i.. . , i ii>-\

sufficient nUlill'i l - i.. r-'lnnirln'.' i'..!iil

you say tUat tlio Ijeos do not iqipear
were, your hive m.ay h.ave sent off a
being aware of it. Should this be tho
obtaining a well-filled super are small indeed, although
in veiy good seasons such instances may occur. Last
summer we obtained from a hive that h.ad swarmed, a fino
super of 54 lb. In this ease, however, the box was about
half filled when the swarm issued. The best advice we can
give you, is to attach some smiidl pieces of clean worker-
celled comb in your super, if of glass, to cover it up with
thick wrappings, not only to exclude light, but to obviate
the ill effects of variations of temperature. Do not ventilate
your glass or super ; when nearly filled with combs, if too
hot and crowded, give additional room below the stock, or
increase the capacity of your super by the insertion of a
shallow eke between it and the stock hive.

The Stewarton System.—I am obliged to Mr.
Thomson for his courteous reply to my remarks on the
Ayrshire or Stewarton hive. I am sorry to find that
he does not consider this hive adapted for general use,
and that it is unsuited to the novice in the art and
mysteries of bee-keeping. If I do not greatly mistake,
the Stewarton system has been spoken of and written
about by various persons, as almost, if not quite, the
simplest and best tnat can be adopted On the strength of
these favourable opinions, I have stronglyrecommended
these hives to inquirers after a simple and efficient plan
for profitable bee-keeping, at the same time admitting
that myonii i-i-iitii! \iierience with regard to their
use has brm \i

i ,
'. -L

Tothee\i i i iiriau there is certainly nothing
very comiilnjiittl i.i dillnult in the course of manipula-
tion described by Mr. Thomson. No one can expect to
succeed with bees, under any system of management,
who cannot readily perforin all that he states to be
necessary with respect to the Stewarton arrangement.
But to the timid operator, who may keep bees for
pleasure rather than profit, it is plain that the system
of management requisite in these hives is not at all

suited. This class of persons forms the majority of
amateur bee-keepers, and few among them would
venture to raise a pile of bo,xes crowded to repletion
with bees on the top of an empty box. And as this
perilous ordeal may have to be gone through several
times in the course of the season, I shall in future
hesitate to recommend the Stewarton hive indiscrimi-
nately to all apiarians, whether advanced and practical,
or the reverse.

I am sorry to have been in error in stating that a
second honey box is inserted between the first super
and the stock. This may not be the Sti wiiilim mode,
but it is one which has proved vii) iirnikirl iw with
me. From one stock three years in snin -ion I
obtained supers of 50 lb., 75 lb., and i.i lb. uf Uic purest
honeycomb ; other hives have given me supers of 54 lb.

and 63 lb., to say nothing of those below 50 lb. The

Garden Memoranda.
BlfTON.-In your last year's volume (p. 1183) some

iii'ini' 11 I- ^iveii of the ornamental departments
'11

I i M iliis fine place. Let me now say some-
fliiii- '' kitchen garden.

(.111-1 i i- liiiuvated here with great success. Little
bits of it are potted very early in spring, brought
forward on a shelf in one of the forcing houses or pits,

and then early in summer they are planted out over a
slight hotbed in an old pit or frame, on which the
lights are kept all the summer. It grows very large,

and is well-flavoured, in fact, it is considered better
than that which is bought. The vegetable depart-
ment is not large—not more than four acres—but a
great deal is got out of it, and in texture the ground is

like a heap of mi.xed loamy compost, in consequence of
perpetual trenching, of which Mr. Barnes is so fond.
" Trenching all the ground once a year ! " What an
amount of labour that must look to those with whom
trenching is a rarity at any time. But it is not only
trenching once a year that is iiraitisfd :it Bicton, but
trenching for every croji fkid i- imi in; so that some
parts of the garden are in iraliiy ii. tirlinil three times
a year. The result is that t Im rrnp- iiii\er at any time
lack nourishment or moisture—even in the hottest
summer weather the roots go down into the free rich
eai'th^ and thus the strong sun, instead of dwarfing and
starving the jilants, and thus developing woody tissue,

does them nothing but good.
A considerable portion of the gi-ound for winter

crops—Lettuces, early Cabbages, Spinach, &c.—^is every
year thrown into gently rounded beds, 12 feet wide,
running from north to south. This is a practice of
which Mr. Barnes is very fond, and which, as seen
with him, seems to produce useful results. The
variety of surface which these beds present is their
best point ; in a very hard winter the crop on one side

may be cut off or injured^ while on the other it may
remain safe. The frost is thawed off one side before
the sun can play on it. The size to which some things
grow in this deeply tilled soil would hardly be believed.
In tho case of Poas it is not over advantageous in
pniiil III' liikiii i ,ii,il 'iiilk. linii i,- heii ies of
l"'i'i' '• • ' -I'ssary.

It 1 1.. !• . ' .1
.

II I
.

I ii- Pea-
Stille- ..1..11I.I III' li.-.-.'-iir, II. . ins i,i III :i!...|irll00d

of the fnol-slied. Spiiiaeli and ( .inliil.iu, r, ,\r,, may
be had here every day in the year. In nl.l innes stones
u.sed to be removed from the ginniul sn a.^siduously
that hardly a pebble was left. Mr. Ifarucs has had
therefore to bring all he could of them back again.

Brassicas and out-door plants generally like the
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climate, but slugs ate even more enamoured of it, ami

finding things in general tender and juicy tlioy breed

very fast. Special pains are therefore taken to keep

them from becoming out of proportion to their food.

A few handfuls of grains are laid about here and there

in any place in which they are likely to eat too nuich ;

the men go round witli lamps late at night and very

early in the moniing, with hags of lime, whirli (ho
sprinkle over the grains or rather over thr shm>^

a5 they are very fond of the grains for a change, ami

cover the little heaps in great numbers when the

slaughtering season begins.

Theedgings for a kitchen garden are usually nnportant

considerations. The best and neatest, as well as

cheapest and cleanest I have yet seen are in this

kitchen garden. They are made of large flattened

sea^pebbles sunk in the ground several inches on their

edges. Edgings of these have all the advantages of

those made of tiles, without their expense or disad-

vantages. If, in the case of a stone edging, a cart or

other entrance is wished to be made in it, it can be

done and made up again in a few minutes mthout
requiring any nicety, -vvhile there is no annoyance from

breakage or knocking out of place. These home-made
stone edgings look much better too and more pleasing

than those of tiles. Besides these, there is nothing

better on the whole than box, much as it has been

calumniated. Plints would do in neighbourhoods where

such stones could not be found, and there are few places

where an equally good substitute could not be had.

One advantaae which dead edgings have over living ones

is that the walks can be salted with impunity at any time.

Pine-apples are grown here in the open air from May
until October, and ripen fruit regularly every year.

They are put out in May, just after flowering has taken

place. The pots are placed in the bottom of a deeply

sunk trench ; each pot is set on three bricks, and has a

bed of rich leaf-mould below it, into which the Pines

root. The trench itself affords perfect shelter, and the

spot is surrounded by a high thick hedge at a little

distance, which of course tends to make all very snug

and warm. Pines thus situated stand a great deal more
" ' Pelargo-

iiiiijured.

or 1,'ist

^Ih.uuat
in .llll^.

)f hi •in the cull mv of lliat

frost than some brdriiiie-plants woulil do

niums get touched uiiili' il

They are about 18 nmni h^ ol

year's batch six perfrriij n\«

the Ko.val Untaiiir So,.„.|i ^

lif,. ina-lr a real

fruit. The (Sumoth-lravcd (.'ayimiie is pirliapsMr.
Uarnes' most iavuuritc sort ; it is solid, crisp, and j uicy

at all times of the year if well grown ; it is e;isy to start

into fruit, and furnishes a nice-sized fruit, say from
f to 8 lb. It is necessary to get the true variety, as a poor

kind Itlie Green Havannah) sometimes passes for it.

Till- (^luirii, however, is as much admired as it is else-

Hlinc. Mr, Barnes never uses any manure in the

soil I'cir hi,-! Pines, unless a little charcoal and soot may
be called manure. He nearly always propagates from
suckers. He gives abundance of air; the succession

plants are grown in rough frames, with their sides

made of any sort of home-made wooden material, rough
slabs, boughs, &c,, outside of which are placed some
boughs to prevent the lining material falling in on

the plants through the insterstices. There is, as may
be supposed, a free circulation of heat and ammonia.
The plunging material is placed on a couple of feet of

branches, &c. The frames are covered in winter with

light thatched very inexpensive lath frames. The
greater portion of the plants gets but one shift from

the succession pit to that for fruiting them in. Between
the removal from the succession pit and the flowering

state the plants are washed down freely every sunny
afternoon, with clear manure from an engine, and with

soot-water at intervals, and the same after the

flowering with plenty of air day and night. The
fruiting-pit is a fine span-roofed one, 77 feet long

by 17 wide, with north and south aspect, and contains

seven divisions. The bottom or top heat can be regu-

lated to a nicety by valves in the sides ; the plunging

materials rest on slate slabs which cover the bottom
chamber in which are hot-water pipes, as also over the

plunging material around the sides. A shelf goes all

the way round, which is most useful for Kidney Beans

at all times when they cannot be had out-of-doors, and
beneath it a perforated pipe to supply humidity at

pleasure. The plants are never shaded, Mr. Bames not

thinking it a wise plan when the sun does come out in

these realms to run with mats and intercept its rays.

W.S.

PlM.> Air should ililiorallv Id

each ]'_ !!

.,1 Inter in llh -,,,-,,n. Six (hi.rii, »rrr nil la-l

October, uei-hiui; In-Lllirr 2i: lb, Tli.^ iirannr llirv. -

fore is far from being so fanciful as some might imagine.

RespectingApricots, Mr. Barnes has taken a hint from

the farmers, and ceased to some extent to make them
so rigidly neat and closely spurred as of old. He thinks

thatthe Apricot never thriveswellunderthat treatment,

but tliat on the contrary, it has atendency to produce

canker. Ho as well as others have observed plentiful

cro)i-nr,\|ii-i(iits,aiidr<riilarri-u|is,too,ontliegableendr

11.1

Fr;

vai
actual

Miscellaneous.
c/v o/ 0«/o«.«— It serins scarcely credible that

ri likr PllL'lalld sll.

rl- :
\:

lid pay
half a
a ;:

li,- ['..
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T HE LONDON MANTTRK COMPANY
(Established 1840).

Have now rearly for delivery in dry fiae condition,

CORN MANURE, for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPERPHOSi'HAXES of LIME
PREPARED GUASO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA,
"£_-,. ,<,.— V. SULPHATE of AMMO.-^IA, FISHERY

E. Purser, Secretary.
Dock Warehou

SALT, Jio.

Offices, Ufi, Fencburch Street. E.C

M A N U II E S .

The Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawes for tile present

eeason of 1866 are now re.ady for delivery at his Factories, at the

following prices, per ton :~

LAWES' PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE t, s. if.

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME 6

LAWES' SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME from BURNT
BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES 6 6

LAWES' WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
M.ANUBES 800

CONCENTRATED CORN and GRA.SS MANURE.. ..12
These Maniu-os can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through the

appointed Agents in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices

varying according to cost or carriage.

Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from the Importers. Nitrate of

Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Mannrea.
American and other Cakes at market prlcr-

Established 1812.

PR C T K and R T L A N D '
I

PREPARED BONE MANURES
for

TURNIPS, GRASS, WHEAT, BARLEY, OATS, POTATOS, ic.
and their

BONE SUPERPHOSPHATE of_ LIME
are the best prepared and cheapest Ma:

Works—Birmmgham, \ , Bristol, and Chester.

THE PATENT NITRO- PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY, Limitkd. Manutacturera ol

ODAMS'S PATENT BLOOD MANURE for CORN anfl ROOTS.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME and DISSOLVED

BONES.
Chief Offlcosi—10ft, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C. Westorn

Counties Branch : Queen Street, Exeter. Irish Branch : 40, West-

niureland Street, Dublin. Directors.
ChatJ'man—John Clavuen, Littlobury, Essex

Deputy-Chairman—Jons Collins, Argyle Hou-e, HoUoway.
Edward Bell, '18, Marine Parade, Brighton.
Richard Hunt, Stanstend Abbot. Herts.
Thomas Knight, Edmonton, Middlesex.
Robert Leeds, West Lexliam, Norfolk.
OeorKO Savile, Ingthorpe, near Stamford
Samuel Jonas, Chrishall Grange, E^ssex.

Charles Doriiian, 23, Essex Street, Strand.
Thomas Webb, Uildershana, Cambridgeshiro.

s & Co., Lombard Street
man. 23. Essex Street, Strand
nas, Cambridge.

Title, viz. :-"THb IL-NAM J

Its Members are Cultivators .

which has been for years under management with Manures of thei;

own Manufaetm'O. The Consumer, therefore, has the best Guarantet

for the genuineness and efficacy of the Manures manufactured bj

this Company.
A Prospectus will bo forwarded on applic

niav be had of the local Agents. C. T. Ma^;*!.

Chief Offices, 100, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

1 to the Secretary, i

, Secretary.

Stable Manure.
WANTED to COiNTllACT for the MANURE from

largo Omnibus or Cab-yard, on the South side of the Rivi

—the neighbourhood of Kcnnington preferred.

Addrcs.s, with itarticulars of number of horses kept, and prit

required, to M, F , L'l. Mnicing Lai^e, E.C.

Important to Agriculturists.

THE BEST LlNSKhl), bruised aud properly ground
into meal under heavy edge stones, is unquestionably the only

suitable food that can be profitably used for mixmg with the
ordinary meal or any home-grown produce to make it superior for

Calcutta and Bombay Seed, containmg from 35 to 40 per
and equal in effect and nutritive value to nearly three times its

weight of the best Linseed Cake, is supplied in bags containing 5Glb.

at 108., and ILilbs. at 2t)s., ou receipt of order and a remittance, by

RicaARD BuRNisTOK, Linseod Mills, Henley-on-Thamef>.

LONG'S "DIPPING" for TICK in SHEEP.
LONG'S "SPECIFIC" for SCAB in SHEEP.

LONG'S "MAGGOT LOTION" for SHEEP STRUCK by the FLY
Well-known, effective. Non-poisonous.

Wholesale—S. & E. Ransome k Co., Essex Street, Strand, W.C.
Retail Agents in all parts.

c LIFE'S ANTISEPTIC FLUID,
Manufactured by P. C. Caltebt & Co., Manchester.

A preparation of Carbolic Acid suitable for Sheep Dipping,
Washing Cattle, ic. Vide 3d Report of the Cattle Plaguo Commis-
sion. For further particulars apply to

R. Coleman & Son, Agents, 160, Leadenhall Street, London, E C

A Cattle Hague.

B A K E K b 1' 11 E V E 2s
'!

i \' E il E D I C I N E,
COST Id. a DAY.

An Infallible Pi-oventive.

Inexpensive, Harmless, Easily Used.
Promotes Secretions in Milch Cows.
Invaluable in Fattening Cattle.

C. M. Bakeb. M.R.CV.S., has been eminently successful Id his
treatment oi the tattle Plague, and the Medicine he now offers
will secure F irmers Perfect Immunity fVom this Scourge.

Testimonials and (ull Particulars post free.

Sold by all Chemists and Druggists throughout the kingdom, in
Tins, 'in. Gd., os., lOs., and 'lOs. each, with full instructions. This
Medicine is also extremely beneficial for Horses, Sheep, and Pigs.

LoNnow Depot : 49, Stamford Street, Blackfnars Road, S.

Important Reduction in the Prices of Portable
Engines for 1866,

CLAYTON, SHUTTLEWORTU and CO.^ ENOixEEns,
Manufacturers of Portable and Fixed Steam Engines, Machinery

for Pumping, Hoisting, Grinding, Sawing, &c. ; Engines for Steam
Cultivation, Self-moving Engines for Common Roads and Agricultural
Purposes generally.
Stamp End Works, Lincoln; and 78, Lombard Street, London;

also at Lowenga.sse No. 44, Landstrasse, Vienna ; and Gegenuber
dem Bahnhof,

Descriptive, Illustrated, ^
Special Drawings when required The best Steam Threshing

Priced Catalogues Free per Post.

C^

^^ . . pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W., where the
bove are exhibited, together with several important Improvement!
1 Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

Future Safety from Elnderpest.

MllSl,lu^Ls ^\^L^^ iron h>\\ m \i.i,-. mth
iresh \ir iiikf; LMi^cd in the trovernmLi

MU^GRV\E^ PATtNT STABLE FIIIINGS and LOOSE
BOXES Adoi ted b\ II U H tht I'lince of \\ ales, for Sandriugh;

Ml S(,T Wf s p \ n M IT \I N FSS BRACKETS, IRON
Plb(TH \i -

i I"i< W\ NM I s

Ml s
I

I - I \ I 1 \ 'MBUSTION STOVE
Emi 1

I

Tli I I
I

I
I 1 n i AIR INLETS are

perl til I
til Liid Ventilation ; every

part beiiif, ( t u uthLy uc iii'l struttibk, inexpensive, very compact,
cleanly, aud healtuful fui the animal Should distemper occur, if the
iron work bo painted and the walls washed with lime, they can neither
harbour nor commxmicate contagion This system in fact is found to

be the only truo Sakeul ard aoainst the Spread of Epideuic.

Priced Engra\iiik'^ ' ' iH tln.'-e Inventions will be sent free on appli

J Ml 1 Street Iron Works, Belfast.

Iron Hurdles Fencing, and Gates.
10TTAM .S HURDLLb are mide m the best

Asa each Illustrated Price List
application

ENTRANCE GATES, RAILING,
and IRON WORK of every descrip-
tion. Designs and Estimates free ot

COTTAM & Co.,

No. 2, Winsley Street

(opposite the Pantheon),

Oxford Street, Jjondon, W.

*' By far the most elegant and durable Wire Fencing that has c^...^
under our notice. Below it is sufficiently fine to be proof ah"ke
against the ingress of Rats and tho ogress of Chickens; and, being
spiked above, it affords no resting place for the Fowls who con-
sequently do not attempt to fly over it."~Poultri/ Book.

'

PRICES PER YARD.
3 feet high, U. 6it. Japanned ; 1«. lOd. Galvanised
4 „ 1 11 >, 2 4
5 „ 2 3 „ 2 9

„ 2 „ 3
O. & Co.'s New Illustrated Catalogue will shortly be ready. It will

contain descriptions of the above, jcnd other Iron and Wire Fences
lor Parka, Farms, Gardens, Game Preserves, Poultry Courts &o •

also of Iron Gates, Iron Ilurdleg, Economical Wire Netting and
Roofing Felt.

*

Greenino k Co. (Limited), Viotoria Iron and Wire Wcrke. and
4, Warren Street, Manchester.

LAND DiaiN' VGE, FARM BUILDINGS, md
LABOl RERS t DPT Vf rS_TI L

l works can ho
executed ind tho i. st I

Landowners cin hive 1

cheapest eh;

I ircrerty

s rablo
nfoimitj

I the
2 , WhlLi-h

thev
\ill' Ml

Baii

fTiHL LVNDS IMPKUVLMENl CUATPTrTri Incoiporated by Special Act of Parliament in 18j3
Right Hon Lord Naa<! MP Churmm

ToLanhown t V t t \ t as &o iw

'' I 11 1 1 lIh lit I V lys and Railroidsforagricultuial or farming

3 Jelti(.a or L tudiiig places ou tho sea coast or on tho banks ot
iiavij,able nvers or lakes

4 The Erection of *arm Houses, Labourers' Cottages and othei
Buildings requued for Farm purposes and the impio\oraent
of and additions to Farm Houses and other buildings lor
Farm pmpoaes

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of Parliament,
Royal Charter, or Commission in respect of any public or general
works of Drainage or other improvements, may borrow their pro-
portionate share of the coiit, and charge the same with the expenses
on the lands improved.
The Company will also negotiate tho Rent-charges obtained by

Landowners under the Improvement of Land Act, 1864, m t espect of
their Subscription of Shares in a Railway oi Canal Company.
No investigation ol title is required.'ana the Company being of a

strictly financial character, do not interfere with the plans and
"'"- of the Works, which are controlled only by tho Govern-

London. S.W.

fn'^'s'SEX AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION, imO^
I -i POULTRY, GAME, FLOWER, ard FRUIT SHOWS will be
held at EPPING in theCountyof Esse.t, on TUESDAY, July 17, 1866,
i[i ci.iijmiction with J,he Annual Exhibition of the Essex Agricul-

Li-^ts, which are upon a most liberal

m; :.. i.-'M K.uly ai'|.liOLit i..i,h are pa
i;i>l>iiiL-. M..\ hi. By Ui-der, Jou.

' the Secretary on forw.irding i

V SHOW will positively CLOSE o
particularly requested.

|Mli'i lUUnUNGHAiU HORSE SHOW. 1866.—The
^l\ GREAT EXHIBITION of HORSES PONIES,

Bl.N

1 THURSDAY, July 10, 11, and 12, when Prizes t < the (

of£550 will bos
Prt^ulent : The Right Hon. Lord Weslock.
Vice-I'resUieiit : The Mayor of Birmisohau.

Prize Lists and Certificates of Entry are now ready.
The Galleries will be reserved for the exhibition of Carriages,

Harness. Saddlery, Horse Clothing, Stable Fittings, &c. Particulars
of tho terms for space may be obtain-Hi from the Secretary.
Tho ENTRIES CLOSE on THURSDAY, June 21.

John B. Lytuall, Secretary.
Oaices, Stephenson Chambers, Now Street, Birmingham.

SATURDAY, JUNE IG, ISGG.

TirB same paper which last week criticised the
past arrangements for the weekly Council
meetings of tho Eoyal Agricultm-al Society of
England announced two very excellent subjects
for discussion at tho meetings about to take
place. One of them was introduced last Wednes-
day by L>r. Fakk.
The idea which prevailed so generally shortly

after the outbreak of the cattle plague, and which
Sir J. Kay-Siiuttlbwokth developed with so
much urgency and such skill, was again brought
under oui- attention. It was pointed out that a loss
of the kind which has befallen us owes its severity
solely to its e.xceptional character. Although
it may be .said to nun where it falls,

yet it has fallen on only 2500 herds out of
285,301, and tho deaths have been hardly more
than per cent, of the whole number of cattle in
tho country.

Tliis, then, is evidently a case for mutual
insui-ance. K every cattle owner in the country
had paid 10s. ahead upon his stock, 2,000,000/.
would havo been raised—enough to pay 10/.

a head over all tho losses that have been reported.
It is possible, indoed, that under such cu-cum-
stauces a much larger number of cases would
have been reported, and that we should
have found tho disease to havo really been
much more destructive than the Govern-
ment returns declare, but a contribution of
double this amount would not have ruined any
one, whereas the actual losses by the plaguo
havo ruined very many. In Cheshii-e, in par-
ticular, where, as we were oiico told by one who
was driving his herd of 40 or 50 to the milking,
" the fanner is nothing without the cow," there
are very many tenants who have lost then- all.

Had they boon members of the National Mutual
Insurance Society, they, and all tho cattle
owners in the country, would have lost only tho
5 per cent., which would have been necessary, as
it has proved, to insure tho whole.
A lesson of tho kind wo have received on"-ht

to produce immediate fruit. Tho National
Insurance Society ought to be constituted at
once. Lot tho English Agricultural Society
nominate the governing body for this end of tho
island ; let the Highland Society similarly give
names for the other; and let the Irish
Agricultural Society name tho members for
Ii-eland ; and under tho Veterinary department
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of the Privy Couucil office let the tiing
be m-ged upon stock-owners all over the
country. A premium of Is. per month on all

animals over 51. in value "will, it is believed,

insure 10^. on the death of such animals by
disease. Let no person having cattle uninsured
have a claim under any circumstances to com-
pensation from the public rates. Let landlords

for their own protection insist on the insurance

of the stock upon theii- lands. Under these

encouragements it is jirobable that at least half

the stock in the coiuitry, worth 77,000,000?., will

be insm-ed, producing 3,000, 000/!., enough to

cover ordinary .and even extraordinary risks.

This is the plan. Of course it is capable of

hostile criticism, and this it received ; but for a

report of the discussion which followed the

reading of the paper we refer to another page.

TiiE last meeting of the Imperial Agricultural
Society held at Vienna was in 1857, when a sort

of international character was given to it by an
invitation to the makers of agricultural machines
and implements of other countries to send their

manufactures for exhibition ; and certain induce-
ments in the shajje of medals, &c., were offered.

Since that time, the Society, like oui' own, has
held its gatherings annually in different locali-

ties of the Empiio, until the present year, when
it decided to hold its meeting in Vienna, in the
Kaiser-.stadt, and again to ask for the presence
of the engineers and machinists of foreigti coun-
tries to take part in the exhibition. Additional
importance was given to the meeting by an
application from the Austrian Government to our
own to lie officially represented on the occasion.

This, after some correspondence with the Eoyal
Agrioultui'al Society, was acceded to, and Prof.

Wilson, of Edinbiu-gh, was directed to proceed to

Vienna to report upon the exhibition generally.
In a vast country like Austria, compris-

ing such varieties of soils, climates, and even
nationalities, one would naturally expect to see

agriculture, both as regards its live stock, and
its husbandry, present many features, differing

from each other, and differing more widely still

from what we at home are accustomed to. Such
was probably one of the 'first impressions of a
str.anger visiting the exhibition ; and a feeling

of disappointment was the consequence.
Although a second visit and a better acquaint-
ance with the requirements and capabilities of the
counti-y did, no doubt, tend to dispel some of the
impressions at first formed, still the feeling

remained, that the exhibition, whether of stock
or of machines and implements, was hardly
equal to what might have been expected from a
country possessing such vast agricultural
resources as Austria. The cri-cumstances under
which the meeting was held were no doubt excep-
tional, and militated greatly against it. A con-
siderable percentage of both stock and implements
entered for exhibition could not be forwarded,
the whole force of the railways being absorbed in

the transport of war material, while the hiu-ried

arming and moving of so many thousands of

men taken from the country districts gave lise to

thoughts and actions -n-idely differing from those
of a peaceful agricultural exhibition. The
weather too for the first 10 days was miserably
cold and cheerless. This added to the general
depression against which the meeting had to

conteiid.

The situation selected for the Exhibition was
an excellent one—in the Prater, and within
a mile and a half of the centi-e of the
city. Cattle, sheep, horses, pigs, dogs, poultry,

and fish were exhibited, though not all at the
same time. The cattle were cxliibited -n-ith the
sheep and swine diu'ing the first five days. These
were removed, and then the horses and poultry
were shown during four days. The dogs
came last, and remained for two whole
days at the head of the exhibition. The
Cattle classes comprised crosses of every
variety, as well as pure breeds, of which there

were several possessing excellent points, and
offering great inducements for care and attention

in breeding, in order to the improvement of theii'

ali-eady considerable exceUenco for meat and
dairy produce ; while the large white Hungarian
oxen, with wide-spreading horns, were without a

rival for draft and general tillage pui-poses. The
crosses with the Swiss and Dutch breeds seemed
to be those most favoru'ed. Some good specimens
of both were exhibited. Short-horns and S.horn
crosses were in a small minority", the Archduke
Albrecht sending the only representatives, in the

shape of a 2-year old buU, a couple of heifers,

and a single cross with a native breed. The

Sheep were not so largely represented as the

cattle, as the Merino is the breed which still

monopolises public attention, to the exclusion
of other far more profitable breeds. Of
these there were some excellent specimens
on the ground ; indeed, the care and atten-

tion of the farmer seem to be concentrated
on the sheep, hence the other stock and imple-
ments are poor and neglected. The condition

of the sheep testifies to far more interest being
taken by their owners than would otherwise have
been expected. Here blood and purity of race

appear as much valued as they were unheeded iu

the cattle classes, and with the exception of a
few Southdowns, and Southdown crosses of an
inferior description, nothing but Merinos of

various breeds were to bo seen. The Pig pens
were few in number, and owed their quality

entirely to the English blood which occupied
them ; all that were worth notice were either

imported or bred from imported stock. The
native pig fonned an admirable standard for

comparison with them. Its ungainly proportions
ought to induce the pig-breeding districts to

shorten the legs and enlarge the carcases of their

stock as speedily as possible.

The Horses attracted, as they always do when
exhibited, a large share of attention. With the
exception of some spotted and pied ponies, which
are peculiar to Gallicia, there were no pure
native breeds shown. By far the best specimens
were exhibited by the Imperial breeding
establishments, in all of which English blood
gave their stamp of value. The Gallician ponies

were chubby, well-boned aiumals, evidently

sluggish, but possessing, it is said, hardiness of

constitution, with great powers of endm-ance.

The I'oultry section needs only the passing
remaVk, that the very second-rate specimens
exhibited by our enterprisingproprietors appeared
in quality, and weU-nigh iu numbers, to out-

weigh the rest of the exhibition.

The exhibition of Fi.sh and the appliances for

their propagation, was very interesting, and
attracted considerable attention from all classes.

Specimens of the various fish of the Empire were
shown in large tubs and tanks constructed for

the purpose, into which fresh water was con-
stantly poiu-ed from an ornamental fountain,

roruid which the receptacles were an-auged.
Trout, salmon, schiaU {?), sturgeon, pike, carp,

and fishes unknown in English waters were there
to be seen in various stages of discomfort—the
sickly and the dead being each day rejilaced by
more \4gorous representatives. The hatching
apparatus we are now quite familiar with at

homo. In the zoological gardens we may see it

fcrr better illusti'ated.

The Dogs also attracted great attention. They
were divided into thi-ee principal classes : 1

,

Sporting Dogs ; 2, Useful Dogs ; 3, Fancy Dogs.
These again were subdivided, so as to separate

the different breeds as far as practicable.

There were some general specimens of the larger

dogs, the Newfoundlands and the wolf and
watch dogs. The latter, however, in almost
every case, were disfigru-ed by the ears being
cropped round off at theii" base, or by having the

tail shortened.

The usual monstrosities were met with in the

Pet-dog class. Some of the smallest were ren-

dered even smaller by a fanciful shaving off of the

hail'. The effects of this operation were shown,
in more than one instance, on the bodies of some
poor Skye terriers who had the misfortrme of

expatriation added to theii' other body discomforts.

The Implement department was the only part

of the cxlubition into which the international

element was admitted. But few counti-ies

responded to the invitation. France and Bel-

gium were represented respectively by a single

exhibitor. No exhibitor from the states of

the Zollvcrein could stand comparison for a

moment with the engines and machines of

John Gakkett, and very few were present

to try it. The main body of tho foreign

exhibitors came from this country, but these

again were far stronger both in names and
in implements in the catalogue than on the

ground. Of oui' leading establishments B^iN-

SOME and How^iBD's put in no appearance at all,

while Clayton & SnuxTLEWOETii, Garkett's,
the Reading Company, Marshall's, Hornsby,
PiCKSLEY & Sims, Eo"bey& Co., Bohy, and a few
others, creditably upheld the mechanical and
tei.hnical skill of our agricultural engineers and
implement makers.
The di.splay of machines and implements by

Austrian exhibitors was extremely good, all the

leading makers having followed as closely as
they could English models. Their chief merit
appeared to consist in the correctness of theu'

imitation ; there was no attempt to pass them off

as native patterns, but they were all offered for

sale as copies of the machines of the different
makers whose names they bore. Great disap-
pointment was caused to all the leading exhi-
bitors, certainly to our own, in finding that no
arrangements had been made for anything Uke
a trial, competitive or otherwise. This was a
great mistake, and a great injustice to their own
manufactui-ers. The opportunity was thus lost
of giving a lesson by means of friendly com
parisons, which ought not to have been lost, and
which would have been more fraught with
future good to Austrian agricultui'e than any
encouragement in the shape of medals and
honorary commendations that could be conferred.
The stir and bustle, the business anxiety of

both 'buyers and sellers, and the thronging

'

numbers that crowd through the rows of machines
and implements at oui' own great shows, were
not noticeable here ; indeed, at no period of the
meeting, was any special attention excited, save
when the ponderous traction engines steamed up
and down the inclosure. How far the resulte
of the meeting have satisfied the exhibitors must
be determined by their individual success ; and
if this be measured by tho sales they made, or
the markets they opened up for ftituro trade,

the Vienna meeting will, in all probabibty, be
remembered by those who incurred the heavy
expense of attending it -with -widely different

feelings from the Hamburg, and, indeed, other
great meetings which have aU'eady been held iu
that part of tho Continent.

CATTLE STATISTICS AND CATTLE
INSURANCE.

At the Ordinary meetin" of the Eoyal AgricuHund
Society held on Wednesday last at their rooms in
Hanover Square, Mr. Hutton presiding.

It was announced that Mr. William Little was the
successful competitor for the prize offered for an essay
on the Improvement of Waste Lauds.
Dr. Faub, F.B.S., then proceeded to read his paper

upon " Cattle Statistics and Cattle Insurance," ivhich
after stating that agricultural stock was insured against
fire, while the live stock in the hands of half a million
holders, and worth 140 millions Stirling, was entirely
uninsured against destruction by disease, proceeded to
refer to the subject of the Cattle Plague. The rinder-
pest reached England in June last, and as it was
sweeping away whole herds of cattle in the agricul-
tural districts it excited the ^'eatest alarm. The first

thing required under these circumstances was to stop
the panic and inspire confidenoe, in order to give time
for the adoption of judicious measm'es to check the
plague and save the stock owner from ruin, by distri-

buting the loss over the whole of the cattle of the
country. No adequate data however existed for deter-
mining the mortality. Iu England there was no
account of the numbers of cattle in the country, nor
could there be found any trace of an attempt to
ascertain the details of pleuro-pneumouia, foot-and-
mouth, or epizootic disease. It was suggested tliat the
only way to meet the losses by the rinderpest was by a
system of national assurance, and that led to his

drawing up a paper which he sent to the Government.
He did not propose to discuss the scientific principles

and difficulties of a national insurance, but to confine
himself to how insurance on live stock could be effected

well and safely upon fihe voluntary principle. When
the phigue was raging it was evident that it could only
be met by a rate spread over all cattle in the country;
and a rate of 8s. 6d. a head in Great Britain would
have paid all the losses of which there was any record.

But such a rate could only have been levied by the
Government. They had now for the first time a statis-

tical statement of live stock from the Privy Council,
and it showed that the attacks of rinderpest were every
week subsiding. By the cattle plague return prepared
by Mr. Clode, it appeared that down to May, 1866, the
disease had visited 25,908 farms, sheds, or other places

in which there were 438,000 cattle, so that every herd
would contain nearly 17 head of cattle. On the impro-
bable assumption that small and large herds weie
equally Hable to attacks, and applying the above
proportion to the 4,738,000 head of cattle in the island,

there were 283,301 separate herds, of which 2500
suffered more or less from the plague, and 257,000

sustained no reported loss. So that it would
seem that out of 11 10 had escaped. Suppose a
farmer lost his whole stock by rinderpest or

pleuro-pneumonia in a parish where there were ten
tanners under one landlord, he might appeal to his

neighbours, who, supposing he had lost 90/. worth of

stock, would be able to replace the loss by a subscrip-

tion of 9/. apiece, or he might appeal to his landlord

;

but if he had paid 10s. into an insurance fund, he
would recover his loss as a matter of right. Taking
4,738.000 as the number of cattle in Great Britain, the
deaths from rinderpest had been in the proportion of

one to three of those that were attacked. The loss

had fallen upon the cattle owners with cruel

inequality, and in proof he quoted from the cases

funiisheci by the inspector instances of dairymen
and small stockowners in Wandsworth, AVimbledon,

Kentish Town, Peckham, Bromley, Millwall, Plum-
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stead, and Finsbury, who had lost all tl

disease, so that the average ul li»> -';i\

amount of suffering inflicted. It li:i4

that one-fourth of the cattle wrrr -In

every year, and the mortalily 1) -li-^

years was 4 or 3 per cent. T 1 1 >
-

1 : 1

1 1 1

1

gave the following:—CattlekiUfl Inr n

died ofcommon diseases, 200,000 ; of

ulllr l.yllirltl

I In Ma
krf, 1,11

deri)cst. 210,000;

but these figures were only conjectural, the great agri-

cultural interest having hitherto been greatly neglected

in regard to agricultural statistics. They showed,
however the magnitude of the question of cattle

insurance. The loss offarm stock by fire did not perhaps
exceed 30«. per 1000?., and the rate of insurance was
6,5. jier cent., or 21. 10s. per 1000/. If the loss of cattle

by disease was il. per cent., and in times of rinderpest

8/. per cent., that was enormous as compared viith the
loss of stock by fire. Cattle had a most delicate organi-

sation, they encountered greater risks from hundreds of

causes than farm stock did from fire, and insurance was
equally required in the one case as in the other, for the
security alike of the landlord and tenant. In addition

to the loss of cattle which certain owners had sustained,

the whole of the owners had been subjected to risks

which could scarcely be estimated at a lower figure than
2,100,000/. of direct luss, ami i.iic nf tlii' ailvautaL-cs of

insurance would be iliai -laiicDl' lln'innsl \r\ai]niisof

those restrictions inifhi "ii ralin cuiisalca-.ili^ni be
remitted. According to ih\ Clodc's I'L'tum Ihtru were
9G0 cases of disease last week, of which 250 were in

Cheshire ; and other counties, including Buck.s, Oxford,
Norfolk, Stafford, Lancashire, Flint, and Perth, were
still siiflering more or less. He did not think the disease

would disai)pear, his opinion being, from the experience

of Austria and other countries, where greater restric-

tions were enforced than were or could be enforced in

this country, that we should bo subject to eruptions

of the disease as we were to outbreaks of

common epidemics. The plan he had drawn
up and submitted to the Government was one
by which the whole live stock of the coimtry might
have been insured by Government upon the voluntary
principle. To establisli surh a Society, the first thing
necessai'.v Mas tliat lioliiciiM II innl .I'utlemeu interested

in a^iiriiii iMv -liDul.i ,

. a '.luarautee fund, on
the jilaii a'ldjiir.l al M '

1 ;,i!iition, and lie pro-
posed thai (iovriaiiin 111 I ;

' .
I ili-rribe an equivalent

amount, engaging to advance money for preliminary
expenses at a moderate rate of interest. The guarantee
fund was intended only to make advances or loans, and
the subscriptions were to be called for by instalments
only in cases of necessity. He did not think it would
be called for at all, but something of the kind must be
done to give confidence to the farmers. It might be
convenient to coiiimence operations in London by a
Counial of :Man.T_'eiiieii(. iioinniai . il lo the Royal
Agrieiilliual Soriely, ami similar Coiiiinls might be
constituted in .Scotland Ijy the Uialilaiid Society, and
in Ireland by the Royal Agricultural Improvement
Society. Insurance was as much required in Scotland
an in England, and was equally urgent in the present
state of the cattle market. The next point was that
an appeal should be addressed forthwith by the Statis-

tical Department of the Frivy Council to all the
principal stock owners of the kingdom, requesting
their concurrence in a system of strictly mutual in-

surance, to be maintained by the payment of

adequate premiums. The concurrent stock owners
would then be requested to send in classified

lists of their stock and its value in prepared forms
to the Statistical Department. He was aware
that nearly all the societies that had attempted this
kind of insurance were extinct or in the AVinding-up
Court, and he had been told by some of the leading
men in the insurance world that they did not do this

sort of business, because experience bad shomi that it

would not yield a profit. Some extraordinary en-
couragement was therefore required to induce the
agricultural interest to commence the system of live

stock insurance. One of the first IliinL-s \vas to be sure
that the premium was suHii'ientl\ lii.li to cover the
risk, and he had come to the riiiielii-ion that 1«. per
month would insure 10/. on a Ih ;iltli.\ heast exposed to
ordinary risks and under good arrangements. In
counties affiicted with future plague.s, rinderiDest, or
pleuro-pneumonia, the premium would not exceed 2*.

a month, and that only for a limited period. The Is. a
month might be commuted into an annual payment of
ll.f. No beast worth less than 5/. should be insured.
The policy might be transferred on the sale of cattle
being registered. Horses and sheep might be insured
upon terms to be agreed upon. The premiums,
after providing a reserve fund for times of plague,
to be adjusted on the experience of the Societj',

to be calculated by an actuary to meet ei|nilalily the
various risks on different animals a( iliilennt a^es.

Payniontof premiums might be made thioii-U tliel'ost

Office. jVll payments on policies to lie made on the
authority of a specially-appointed oflicer in every
county, acting under the inspection of the committee.
The accounts to be duly audited and published
annually, with a digest of the relui ns ami i'ei.oH naule
by the actuary, to be appoiiiteil li\ lie IIhhh i iiiice.

The publication in that way oi an, In ntii aleil liicts

would throw light upon the ean-i, nf eatlle disease.

All cattle imported diseased sliould pay adequate
premiums, and if healthy receive policies covering a
term of one month or more ; the premium in such
eases to be collected by the officers of her Majesty's
Customs, and paid by them on account of the Society
into the Bank of England. No person having cattle
uninsured should under any circumstances receive
compensation from any public rale. La'ndlords, for
their o«n pi-oteetion, miKlit insi.si njion the insurance
of stock, and clauses might be inserted tr> that etieet in
the leases or covenants. Under these encoiiragenicnts
it was probable that half the live stock in tlie lungdom
would be insured, and the sum would nearly equal

1. 0011/, of ajiieiiliiiral stock insured, which was
mil hair the \aliie ,,l th,. agricultural stock of the
eoiiiiir,\. J'hl^ iii.iilil .•ue an amount of 2,000,000/.
or ;i,oiio.oou/., whieh would be sufficient to coverall
lo.-ses anil i-xpenses, and whatever profits might accrue
shouhl he divided among the insured upon the mutual
prineiiile.

In reply to Dr. Ceisp—
Dr. Pake said he .should propose to include all

diseases in the insurance, or otherwise the system must
break down in consequence of the difficulty of distin-
guishing diseases.

Dr. Ceisp said the data upon which Dr. Parr's plan
was based were necessarily so imperfect that it was
impossible to draw anything like positive or even
approximate conclusions from them. He believed
the loss from rinderpest was nearer 500,000 than
210,000, Dr. Farrs scheme was, in his opinion,
entirely impracticable, and the only plan, in his
opinion, was for the Government to take the matter
in hand, and estabhsh a national insurance, instead of
trusting to companies or voluntary contributions. He
did not agree that half the cattle owners would join
this insurance company, for experience in Noriolk,
Cheshire, and other counties, proved that not one-fourl h
or one-fifth had joined the societies which had been
establi.shed. He ridiculed the statement of Mr. Bruce
in the House of Commons, in reply to Sir J. Jei'voise,
that pleuro-pneumonia was a chronic disease, and
asked what success they could expect when they were
to shape their course according to the dicta of men so
monstrously ignorant ? The flJst thing to be done was
to have good veterinary colleges established in
England, li-eland, and Scotland ; for at present nine-
tenths of the men who attended to the diseases of
cattle had received no proper education, and were
incompetent to give certificates. When they had an
agricultural university and a proper college of veteri-
nary surgeons they might be able to devise a plan to
meet these cases which might be carried out efiectually.

In the returns for the seven weeks ending tlie 6th of
June, it was stated that 18,000 cattle died and
2000 recovered, and yet it was supposed that they were
adopting the stamped-out system.
Mr. ToEK concm-red that the " stamping-out

"

system had lost much of its efficiency by not being
strictly acted upon, and that they ought never to have
heard of any cases of cure after the measure was
taken, which the farmers forced upon the Government.
In many cases the Act of A'aluation had been evaded,
and very often by the very persons who sought it.

With regard to Dr. Farr's ijlan, nothing of a voluntary
character had as yet had the slightest chance of
existence. He had letters from farmers in Silesia,

where the cattle plague appeared periodically every few-

years, and it was astounding to find how small a sum in
the .shape of a head-tax paid into a Government fund
had there been sunieient to cover the losess.

Tliey wanted a si-t,m ol st at isii.s well carried out, and
ahead tax ujnai (\ir,\ annual su >mall in amount that
no one would ohini m it. This should be paid into a
fund, and till n lei the rest of the remuneration come
from the pnhiie. A si stem under which one man
insured his ealile ulnle another did not must he
wrong in prineiiile, ami tlie failure of the voluntary
system had been suUiciently proved in the breaking
dovfn of the three or four large companies which had
already been established for the insurance of cattle.
If he took good care of his stock, and his neighbour
did not, it was not likely he would be such a fool as to
go into an insurance company from which the profits
would go to cover the losses occasioned by his neigh-
bour's neglect. The head tax he would suggest would
be at the rate of a shilling a year, payable at Lady Day
and Michaelmas, and he would insure foreign cattle by
never letting them go further than the slaughter house,
unless they were proved to be perfectly healthy. The
plan of a small head tax was approved by Lord Spencer.
Mr. Albeet Fell considered that they were at the

present moment enjoying the benefit of a very wise
compulsory insurance, the premium to be paiid not
being ascertained till the animal was dead, or on the
point of death^ which was perhaps the very best time
for valuing it. The plan of Parliament and the
Government was, in his opinion, the wisest to adhere to
under such an emergency as they were now suffering
from, and he should be sorry to relinqui.sh the present
method of compensation for loss for one which was to
be based upon any scheme whatever of voluntary
insurance. Whether in times of quiet, when things
were restored to their normal condition, a voluntary
system might be expedient, was a matter which would
require consideration. AVith Kjo head of bea,sts he
was able to reduce his losses from something like
10 a year to five, and he was afraid that such a scheme
as that suggested by Dr. Farr would make men less
inclined to devote themselves to the cure of diseases.
He considered, too, that a guarantee fund of the nature
suggested would place noblemen and county gentlemen
in a very invidious position. He should be sorry to
see such a plan adopted to the loss of the vantage-
ground which they had in the Government measure.
Mr. FiNLET Dun, while agreeing with many of the

observations of Dr. Farr, should regret if it were to go
forth that the cattle plague had any affinity with
the ordinai"y epidemic diseases. The spreatl of
rindei-pest depended upon contagion alone, and it was
upon the knowledge of that fact that the Government
had endeavoured to stamp it out. When it was said
that the number of cases was reduced to something
under 1000, it must be remembered that only 50 weeks
ago there were no cases at all in this country, or only a
very few, and therefore there must be no relaxation in
the care bestowed in order to cast out the disease
entirely.

Mr. TnoMP.soN observed that the chances of
forming an Agricultural In.surance Company only
existed while the plague continued, and therefore they

11
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\Vlintover be the nature of the action, the poison certainly
icinircs .1 pcculiiir condition in the body before it cin
ihns it r:\n nmltiply in the body of a bovine animal, or
li..|>,

,
Mt, deer, or gazelle, whilst wo have no Batiefactory

I
I 1

III :! it is communicable to non-ruminanta.
w

,
'lie poison can act it increases rapidly, and can:

.11-= ,1. Miiiilar to that in the animal from which it waa ta
pLaced in the body of a man, horse, or dog. it

) such effect. It follows that in the first-named
ro is some special condition or aptitude wantinganimals thi

the others.
But even in different species of animals, all of which are

susccpl;iblo, the intonial conditions are evidently not quite
similar. The sheep and goat take the disease less easily than
the ox. The disease also is in general less ^indent, the
symptoms and the post-mortem appearances being slighter,
and the mortality less.

Further, the virus, in passing through the body of an animal,
usually renders it insusceptible of another attack. In all
these respects this poison resembles several other animal

it we desire to place the cattle plague In some recognised
dass of diseases, we must range it under the zymotic class, as
formed by Dr. Farr. The maladies to which it has the closest
alliance are the so-called exanthem.itousor eruptive fevers; its
relation to tho different members of this order will be found
fully discussed in Dr. Murchison's and Dr. Bristowe'a reports.

3. Origin and Peopagation of the Disease.

_
To answer the question, what should be done to

limit the progress of the disease, or to prevent its
return, we ought to know how it originated here, and
the conditions of its propagation.

If, for example, the cattle plague has spontaneously origi-
nated in this country from the way in which our cattle have
been housed or fed. we might hope to show how such
conditions act, and how they can bo removed. If it originates
in some wave of poisonous air which spreads over the country,
and, after having a regular period of flow, has a succeeding
period of ebb and disappearance, we must be content with
bearing what no care can foresee and no art control. If, how-
ever, cattle plague has been introduced among our herds by
the arrival from infected places of cattle already diseased, and
if it spreads entirely by contagion, it is obvious that means
may be used which, if applied strictly and carefully, will be
effectual to prevent ita return.
Wo have been able to find no evidence of a spontaneous

ongin in England. The first known cases were all in animals
collected from different parts of England and Holland, brought
to tho MetropoUtan Market on one particular day, the I9th of
June

; they were purchased by different dairj-men, and then
taken to five sheds in different parts of London, namely in
iBlington, Hackney, Lambeth, and Paddington. As there was
no cattle plague in the parts of England whence these cattle
came, and none in sheds to which they were taken, and as the
length of tho mcubation period, as well as the absence of any
probably cause, negatives the idea of a spontaneous origina-
tion simultaneously in these five sheds, tho conclusion
becomes almost in-esistible that tho cattle must have caught
the disease while standing for aalo in the MetropoUtan
Market Ihe Austrian and Prussian veterinary
surgeons declare that, whatever may bo the origin of the
disease in other countries, it is always brought by diseased
cattle to them

It is an impOTtant question, to what distance the poLsonmaybe active when carried in the air. Professor Roll of
Vienna speaks of its spreading round a sick animal for 20 or
30 paces, and of its being carried by currents of vrind to amuch greater distance, but the precise distance he does not
undertake to determine. At the Royal Veterinary College on
three occa-sions beasts kept about 20 yards from diseased
animals did not suffer for three weeks. They were then moved
into an infected shed and took tho disease. On the other
band, at tho Albert Veterinary CoUcge three animals kept '2r,

yards from some sick beasts took tho disease; but tlim
although great care was taken to prevent carriage of infecti..i/
It 18 impossible to be quite sure that there was no du. . 1

transport. A distance of 100 or 200 yards in some c:i--<-
appears to have given immunity, while other beasts h ivo
been affected, and presumably through the air at a lonifcr
distance. Possibly it may drift under special circumstances
as HI hoUows or villeys, with an almost stagnant air. whereasm an open country, and with a rapidly moving air it may
be soon BO much diluted and oxidised as to be innocuous No
distance can be specified as sufficient to ensure safety : as amatter of prudence the greatest possible distance should bo
placed between sick and healthy beasts. Where the farms are
small, and the homesteads near togetlier, the disease spreads
laster, as might bo expected, than whoro they are scattered
over a wider aurfaco.
The influence of varieties of soil on tho spread of the disease

seems not to be marked, and there is no evidence th'it
J^eteorological conditions produce a decided effect. In winter

of rattle may make tho
• J .

^.^'cr the movement of animaU
i widely. Differences of elevatiou may bo

. .
--. kshire, which was selected by Mr. Williams

lor examination m this respect as a large county with great

We adhere then to tho opinion wo formerly expressed, that
tho tnio mode of preventing the spread of the cattle plague is
to treat it as an entirely contagious disease. We believe this
expresses the whole truth ; but if it be not so, if some other
ionditions, of which we know nothing, favour or restrict its

obligation to act on what is

4. Disinfection.
Disinfection, in the sense in which the word is used

here, implies the destruction of an animal poison, in
whatever way it is accomplished. To find a perfect
disinfectant for the cattle plague poison would be to
stop the disease at once. We have naturally been very
desirous of discovering a substance w^th such a power

;

but 'much more evidence is necessary before we can
venture to affirm that success has been obtained.

In the first instance wo requested Dr. Angus Smith to
undertake this subject, with a view of seeing what chemical
a^ent would be best suited for the purpose. Subsequently, at
his suggestion, Mr. Crookes, was asked to carry on variouj
practiad trials which might test tho efficacy of two agenti
which Dr. Angus Smith had reported to us as likely to bo
useful.

_
We refer to the reports of these two gentlemen for an expla^

tion of the present doctrines of infection, and an enumeration
of tho different substances which may bo used to destroy tho
poison.
On examining these different agents it is soon found that

the number of those which can be employed with advantage
limited.
Since the poison is constantly given off in discharges flowing

from diseased surfaces, and since it may be suspended like
impalpable dust in the air, it becomes necessary that any dis-
infectant should act continuously both on the discharges and
on the air. No disinfectant can bo efficacious if its action is
interrnittcnt, or if it does not act on both sources of danger.

It is evident, indeed, that tho poison ought to be destroyed
at the very moment of evolution or discharge. Every minute
during which it remains active increases the danger. The dis-
infectant must therefore not only be both fixed and volatile,
but 80 cheap and easily used as to bo continually in action,
and it must of course be innocuous to cattle and men.
A large number of substances which can be used in many

other cases as disinfectants must be put aside, as not meeting
these necessary conditions. Compounds of iron, zinc, lead,
manganese, arsenic, sodium, lime, or charcoal powder, and
many other snbstances, want the volatile disinfecting power

;

iodine, bromine, nitrous acid, and some other bodies are too
dear, or are entirely volatile, or are injurious to the cattle.
On full consideration, it appears that tho choice must lie

between chlorine, ozone, sulphur, and the tar acids (carl>olic
and cresylic). Two of these bodies, viz., chlorine, in the
shape of chloride of lime and tho tar acids, have the
great advantage of being both liquid and aeriform ; they can
be at once added to discharges, and constantly diffused i

degree. At present tho vehicle of tho poison, whether it be
blood sorum or mucous discharge, appears also to influence its
action very little it at all, while mere dilution has no effect

In fact, all attempts cither to weaken tho power of
to find another agent which might
insusceptible to it have entirely

whatever,
tho cattle plague poison
lakc the system of the

6 Treatment.
The cattle plague varies greatly in its severity and

fatality.

In some instances it has assumed a mild type, wliilst in
others it has killed 96 per cent, of the cattle attacked. No
satisfactory explanation of this difference can bo given. A
consequence of it is, that tho comparison of different modes
of treatment in different places is thereby rendered exceed-
ingly difficult.

Returns of the results of treatment in nearly 10,000 cases
have boon obtained, by means of circulars, by theoflicers of tho
Veterinary Department. Out of these it appears that tho
total proportion of reported recoveries, according to tho tabular
statement prepared by Mr. Williams, was 2G.256 per cent., and
that they were nearly the same vuider every kind of treatment.
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throshin;? machino, ploughs, wliii^plotreos, and harrows-,

mUls for BoiiiLs, 0;ita, iiud oilciiko : rotary com scvowi.

briliainK mill, turnip cutters, root pulper, chaff cngmo, «ic.

Mosul's. Barrows & Cirmichaol, Hanbury,—Portable steam

ongino, threshing and winnowing machine, and American

clist mill, ,,, ,.^
Messrs, Rohoy & Co., Lincoln.—Steam engine, and throstaJlg,

shaking, and dressmg machine.
. v „

Mr, Plenty, Newbury.—Portable steam engine, throsbmg

and dressing machine, shepherd's house, liquid manure cart,

sheep and cattle ti'oughs, broadcast seed machine.

Mr. Holman, London.—Set of farmer's oil-prossing apparatus,

difTcrontial pulley blocks, pumping engines.
„v„-„„,i

Mr, WUkiiia, Ipawioh.-l'ortablo steam ougino, and combmod

corn gi-iiiding mill and clialT cutter. „
, , , . . „

Messrs. AsW & Jeffrey, Staralord.-Portablo steam cngTM,

threshing and hummcUing machme, grinding null, chatl-

cutting machine, haymaking machine, horse riikos, Chan

cutters, disc root pulpora, rotating and oham harrows.

Messrs. Parfit, Barnard, & Harvey, Devizos.—Portable steam

ongino, somi-portablo vortical steam ongino, portable com-

bined threshing machine, soda-water machine.

Mr Andrews, Mclksham.-Three-and-a-half-horne power

portable steam engine, chaff machines i
compound .actiou miU,

to do every kind of crashing and grinding ;
horse rake, hay-

making machine, double-lover cheese press, ohooso-making

apparatus, improved curd mill.

Messrs. Ingram * PhiUips, Fordingbridgc, -Portable steam

engine and horizontal steam engine.

Messrs. Fox, Walker, Ss Co., Bristol.—Portable ongino and

hoi-liiontal engine.
. , ^ ^

Mossrs. Fowler & Co., Leeds and London. —Fight-horse

power set of steam ploughing machuicry, with plough,

anchors, rope porters, and steel rope complete ;
and a flvo-

tincd cultivator.
. .

Mr. Hindley, Bourton.—Portable steam engine, horizontal

fixed steam engine, threshing machine : cider press, apple

mill, single .and double cheese presses, iron ploughs, harrows,

cultivator, and smut machino.
Mr. Underhill, Newport. Salop. — Portable steam cngmo,

traction ongino, portable finishing, threshing, and di'cssing

macMns, elevator. Barley homer, .and Wheat cleaner, culti-

vators, ridging plough, han-ows, horse r.akc, Tuniip drills

grubber, horse hoe, sheep rack on wheels, sheep trough, and

cow crib.
, « i ,

,

Mcasi-s. Amies, Barford, ft Co., Peterborough. — Portable

otcam engine, Amorican grinding mills, portable farmers'

steaming .appar.atns for feeding purposes, oilcake raills^ -"

assortment of ^wrtinrlif nnH rust iron water ballasting

Cylinder .-ardn

I iliiii.-, with double self-acting swathe

,],.ljv, i, , ,,, :,, ,
I

,
, -I ^..li.msatrongths ;

liquid-niannrc

ai.^tni.u'..; 1 v.ilLi .:ut. jiwrlable pump, and paii'-horsc

Mr.' Boby, Bury St. Edmunds.—Corn-dressing niaehinos,

self-cleaning com screoiis, double-action, haymaking machines,

Barley aveller, and broken-barley extractor.

Messrs. R. 'and J. Kooves, Westbury.—Five-row liquid-

manuro and seed drills, manure and com drill, lever aii'l

small occupation com drills, broadcast corn andm.anuro disln

butors, horse hoes, iron ploughs, tubular whipl)lotree3,lioi

r.ako, water onil;, safety chaff cutters, corn screen, rhistij

destroyer. , ,

Mr. Baker, Wisbeach.—Combined blowing and drossuig

machines, for cleaning all kinds of grain.
_

Mr. Woods, London.—Two Grass-mowing machines. Crass

_iowcr with reaping attachment; two ono-horao reaping

machines, and revolving, soU-raking, side-delivery imping

m.achines.
Messrs. A. &, T. Fiy, Bristol.—Carts, reaping and wing

achmos, American horse rakes.

Mossrs. Day, Sou, & Hewitt, London.—Stook-brecder s

medicine chest. . , ,

Kittmor, Lincoln.—Com-dressing and blowing machmos.

I'uiTott Weston-super-Mare.—Improved eidcr-oolouniig.

srs. Wilton ifc Sons, Salisbm-y.-Lawn-mowing ni.aohines,

garden seats. . , ,

Messrs. Roberts & Sons, Bridgewater. — " EconomiBt

ishing

outfall

iilfht .and cast' iron water ballasting and
a of various di.amotcr, and improved

Unginecring and Cokor Canvas Com-
k.-Portable steam engine, scutching

:^' and FLax seeding machines, patent
pany ( Lnml-li M
macliinr, Ihi-. I'l.'

Messrs. E. R. & F. Turner, Ipswich. — Portable steam

engines, threshing and dressing machines, combined mills for

chvshing or bruising Linseed, Oats, &c., American gilst and
ffrinding mills, and oilcake breakers.

Messrs. GalTctt & Sons, Soxmundham,— Portlblo .steam

cn^dnes, threshing, dressing, and finishing machines, drills,

manure diatributor.s, ,a—' " '•'— — ^ '

m.achino.
Mossrs. Aveling ife I'm 1

power locomotive cni^iiu

travelling rope porter^ i.

Mca.ir.i. Tii.Kfc.rd.V .--.i

trolil.' I.!
. ,'

'
^

I

g, ana nnianing macumc-s urius,

threshing and rough dressing

—F.ight and tcn-horso
;il punioHca, and set of

I ]ito engine with two
, ,11 . II inc, combined

I
iiid finishing

ovod ecnti-ifugid pump.

of 14-horso ploughing
- ' -' "' culti-

Mcasrs. J . & P. How.ard, Bodfk — - — - - .

and traction engiuos for steam cultivation ;
set of ate

v.ating and ploughing apparatus : 3-furrow <\

plough; combined steam ridging and sui.

new steam harrows, mole draining pi. ii i -

1

Bulstrode's snatch-block sling, an aciilL^i

cultivating appiuutus w.irkiMl bva atafi- n i u

iron water cart for tbc.-Mi.!,l .
. ! ' n-m :

tion; ploughs; ridging ', ' n' ii i

clean two rows of Turni). i

plants, cut off the wcel- 'I'.l rli.,!. th.-

sots of patent flexible tw.

horse rakes, and double-actio

,.1 .In^lly;

landlCLl dl-ag

haymaking

Mr. Tho

n * Co., Britannia Works, Biinbuo'.—Solf-
" Eclipse" reaping machines: combined
( 1 i-ass .and lawn mowing m.achines ; chaff

1 ch.aflf cutter ;md com bniisors; single

I lirnip cutters, root pulpera, and double-

.u.tchine.

^r, Coinpton, Newbuiy.—Cjlindi-icd water

Messrs. Coleman & Morton, Chelm.sford. — Cultivators,

Hanson's potato digger, water cart, self-adjuating rope porter.

Messrs. Wightm.an & Denning, Chard,—Ilaymaking ma-
ehinca, horse r.ake, com and pulse bniisors, apple mill and

c.rn bruiser, ploughs, root grator, horse hoe, andllax

machine hand power.
Mr. Silvester, London.—Weighing machines, improved

t'breaking

waggonettes, dog-carts, &c.
, ^ ,.

Mr. Rowland, Salisbury.—Mash tun and patent

Mr. Bontall, Maldon, Essex.—Chaff cutters, root pulpore.

Turnip cutters for sheep and cattlo, oatcake mills. Oat and

Bean kibblers, cidtivator, and subsoil plough.

Mr. Milford, Thorverton, Devon.—Pair horse woggons, one

horao carte. , j n
Messrs. J. & 1. Young, Ayr.—Two horso power double

driving wheel reaping .and mowing machino, one horse power

combined reaping and mowing machine, double drills, luraip

and Mangel sowing machine, double and single cheese press,

and improved curd mill.
. „ « ,

Mr. Lyon, Loudon.—Maohuio for shelling Green Pease and

Broad Beans, machines for cutting and mincmg meat.

Messrs. Hawkos & Spencer, llvcrton.—Ploughs, horso lu«,

11 and 13-coultor chain and corn drills, deliveiang by chains

instead of cups, and sheaf back delivery one-horse reaping

machines, and improved hay-making machine.

Mr. Wyatt, Salisbiuy.—Waggon and cart.

Messrs. Spoug &Co., laondon.-SauBflge and general nuneing

machine. „ . ... , j
The India Rubber Glltti. Poroha Company, London. —

Vidcanieed India-rubber sheets, bolting, hose.
, » ,

Mr. PijTgotBrothera, London.—Mick cloths and hay sUcots ol

various dimensions.
Messrs. Simpson (i Son, Molksham, — Cheese platlorm,

cheese-making apparatus.
, ,.. x

Mr Clav, Stennard Works, YorksUlro.-Improved oultiv.atore,

• idicators and grubbers, horse hoes, and chain harrows.

Mr Nicholson. Newark.—Haymaking machines, horao rakes,

and oilcake crushers, garden roller, sock lifter, and weighing

nachine combined. „ , „,
Mea.srs. Kendell, J. & T. II., Blandford, Dorset.—Waggons.

,art., drills, ploughs, land in-essor, horse hoe, 'i'maiip thinner,

Mr. Smith, Kettering. — Horso hoes, grubber hoe, and

%viunowing machines. _ , . , . ,

Mr. Huxtwblo, Ottory St. Mary.—Haymakmg maebino for

working on uneven land and watered meadows.

Mr Sawney, Beverley.-Winnowing and blowing m.achines.

Messrs. Cambridge & Co., Bristol.- Roilers and clod onishors,

chain hanows, land preaser, portable threshing niaohino,

irrowa, horso rakos, and ch.aff cutter.

Messrs. Bro^vn & Co., lx>ndon.—Lawn mowing machines,

and wrought iron hurdles for sheep.
,

Messrs. H, J. & C. Major, Bridgewater.—An erection tm-

exhibiting Sealy's p.atent treble channelled roofing. ,. ,. ,

Messrs. Bradiord & Co., London !ind Maiicheater.- vortical

steam-engine, patent "Vowol" washing, wringing, .and

mangling machine.
,, ,

Mcssi-s. Keynes & Co., Salisbury.—Timiery and brushes for

household and otiier purpo.ses.

Messrs. Garton * King, Exeter.—Specimens of farm-liouso,

cottage, skeleton, and Cobbett stoves, grates, fte.

Mr. James, Cheltenljjiin.-Liquid mnmlro distributor, «c.

Mr! I.owiB, Sidisbury.-Waggonette and phaeton.

Messrs. Brown & Co., Bridgwater.—A collection of rooting

tiles, draining and water pipes, &c.
, . ,

Messrs. Barber ife Co., Liverpool.-^Combined reaping and

mowing miichines, and a mowing machine.

Messrs. Musgravc Brothers, Belfast.—FuU-sized horse stalls

with patent fittings, with an assortment of stable furniture;

samples of Improved cowhouse fittings, piggeries, cattle

"Si. Parham, Bath.—Six-wire galvanized stand, ornamental

continuous fencing, ontmnee gates, of wrought iron ; tent,

verandah ;
garden wntercr, iron hurdles. „ _ ^..

Mossrs. Richmond & Chandler, Manchester,-^Chaff cutters,

.rn ( ru 1m v^ ^t naming appaiutus, root w.ashcrs.

Ml. Killl. ^ iH^bury.-Oloucestershiro waggon, Scotch
- - impr^^ved oiie-horae cart.

Ixjndon and Dublin.—Lawn mowing,

Mr. Maunder, Ottery St. Mary.—Reaping machine and b .>

making machine.
Mr. Marsh.all, Upton Pync—W.aggon, two-horso cart, ic.

Mr. Uutchings, Exmouth.—Light sociable, land.au, w.ip

gonette, &e. ^ ,, , , ^

Messrs. Hill & Smith, Brierly Hill.—Lengths of patent

continuouB sheep an ox fence, &c. _ ,. ...
Messrs Turner h Bishop, Loiglilon Buzziil-d, Bedfordshiro.-

i.ini .ni.lV il iliills. liiiil |ii. ; f"! ."ill, Turnip, and maimro
ii;;i. liii.ii ill,! il.i -ill i!,i. I ling machines, &c.

M 1 1,1 1 r.i
, M 1

1 —Machine-made inn

....11, |.i . ,.!i|. .h.i]i,| 11, ...11 i.uoo fcnco
;
galvanisvil

h.j... 1,..'.
.

11.1 ml l.,iU.ciii ....l.li..;(, ic. _

:,ti, 1, 1
,

1 :i 1 II- — Rotiiy kniic clcanmg machines ot

vari.'M '1 I sweepers, compound action churns, A'c.

Ml (.1, , i
,

1 I
. 1 it. 111.—Pi-ize open fire kitchen ranges and

stemiiii^uM. .. .V.

Mr. Johni-li II I 1. ,
ii.-llnUcroliunis, &e.

Mr. Weir, I 11 1. Hilling, wringing, and mangling

machines; pal 1 !a and domestic wine presses, «c.

Mr. Whitiii' 1
.

I I'll ' lialT cuttingmachinea : Oat, Bean,

corn and Linseed cru.shcrs ; coni-grinding mills and com
millstones, flour di'ossing tnaohuies, &e.

Mr. Wade, London.—Hay fork, clothes wringer, and domestic

articles. _ „ , ,_

Messrs. Smith Brothers, Trapstono.—ttaymakers, horso

rake, steerage com drills ;
grist, oUcake, and Dean mills.

Mr. Spencer, London.—Roller and clod crasher and lever

com drill. _ , , , „ ,

Mr Parnell Exeter.—Gig and cart hame.s8, saddles, Uc.

Mossrs. Newnham & Son, Bath.—" Bath Wli«gonette,"

light " Brougham," Ac,

Messrs. C. H. & S. Pcmian, Salisbury.—Omamental iron

and bronzed garden tables, &c.
. , . , ,

Mr. Eddy, Kenford.—Two-wheel pnlvenaed single and

double action iron ploughs ; hoi'ao hoc, horso rake, iron drags,

harrows, &c.
, „ . , „ . ,

Messrs. Barnard, Bishop, & Barnard, Norwich.—Noi,soles.i

lawn mowers ; wlough^u•on folding chairs ;
galvanised wire

netting.
Messrs. [Cottam * Co., London.—Cow fitting, en,amollod

mangers and harness brackets, &c.

Messis R & B Vezcy, Bath.—Victoria cab phaeton, *c.

Messrs. Day &;SoBs,,Shavibgton.—Flockmastors' medicme

Mes.sra. Wliiteheart, Preston.—Hand and steam power drain

pipe, !!>, -ind bH,-kmaking m.achines.

IS, Reading.—Large collection of horti-

o., Loudon.—Samples of mixed and
s and pots, and .i.^icnltiiralseods^

.slient, and

1.1 liloi

root pulpers. Unseed oaku mills; ihall tultiug niaolrfues

;

rakes and hoes; harrows; wheel ploughs ;
aeuHlors.

Mr, IloUins, Londou —Amerieali imd revohang horse rakes 1

wheel lack, ^ . ,

.

Mossrs. Pa..ro, Morehard Bishop.—Reapmg machines.

Mr. Ireland, Manchester.-Chums. .

Mr. Topham, London.—Sausage makmg .and nilncing

machine. , .„ , , ,

Mr. Sainty, Lynn.—Combined com dnll and horse hoo.

Mr. Buss, Brentwood.—Patent inigator.

Mr. Cook, Salisbui-y. —Bricks.
Mr Bun-ow, Exeter.-One .and 2-hor.so reaping macluncs.

K 'Kcnzie & Sons, Dublin and Cork.—Spccimciia of

ii.acliino ban.I,

fonoo for folding sheep.

i.i.K, ul.aohine for sharpenuig hay knives, &'

^Yr. Dodge, London.— Indiarabbervulcani
hosu, tubing, suction hose.

M, . r.ii li iin y Hiftrcrton, Berwiek-on-Tweed.—Tho
.. 1'

,
! i,

I' I,!!
1 1 i),ing machine, and the "Buckey

Juiii.i .1 ... 1
ml mowing machine.

^], 1 i;, 1 11 111 .; ' .1., Londvin.—French ninner and
lic.l uiiil ..luuL:, siiiul r i.\li.jat.cleaning machine.

Messia. FreeLuan ^ Il.ivdoii, Manchester.—Patent eike.

Mr. Gardiner, Gloucester.—French runner, miU, and bed

st^ines.

Mesara. Priest & Woolnough, Kingston-on-Thames.—Level

corn drills for different widths, and driUs for Turnips and

m.aniire on the flat .and ridgo : manure distributor. Grass-seed

drill, and lever and light land horse hoes.

Moasra. Carson & Toono. Warminater.-Chaff-cutting engines,

improved Turnip euttora, horse hoea, eheeao presses, KVfety

horse gear, rollers, scarifier, and ploughs.

Jlessrs. Milford & Son, Cullompton.— Horse eai-ts and

w.aggona. „ , ^
Mea.sr8, Patterson & Co. (Limited), Beverley.—Fai-mera

mill, .suitable for braking, splitting, and gliiidmg gram

and pulse. I.insucrt, Cntton-seed, &c.
, ^

Mcasi-s W.io.ls Ar Cickaedgc, Stowmarket- Vertical steam

iiiy machines.
Son, Bath.—Open-fire kitchen Hinges for

iiills.engiiu's, iMirtable - --
inilla ; Turnip cutt.

pig troughs,

oalstei-a'

oaker,

ts ins

Messrs. Tuck
domestic use, &o.

^

Mr. Brcnton, Comwall.—Reaping machines, sheep rack,

turnwri.st plough. „„ , . _ ^ , ,_^

Mr. Brimamoad, Torrington.^Threshmg Rccd-niaking

machine and Child's patent self-exercising nursing chiur.

Mr. Lcako, London.—Razor strops, knifo and fork cleaners,

polishers, sauaago machine, „, , , « tt j
Mr. Harris, Shaftesbury, Dorset-Plougha, chaff cutters, and

halTows. „ . „ 1 J
Alcssrs. Browne Brothers, Lyme Regis.-Open or closed

.king appar.atu3, steaming apparatus, kitchen ranges, &e.

Hes.srs B.all & Sons, Rothwcll. -Ploughs, horse i-ake, u-on

scufller, harrows, carts, waggons, and horse hoes.

Mr W. Wood, London.—Edge tool .sharpeners.

Mr. MUford, Kenn, Exeter.—Mpping waggon, Sarts, and

Th? St Pancras Iron Works, London.—Wrou«ht-iron and

other stable fittings and furniture, stable ventilators, u-on

*"aS's. Linkworthy & Co., Worcester, — "Excelsior"

v.liai. li- li.ii 1..'., - and whipplctrecs.
|i;

I ii,..l 11. W.isbing Machine Compa.aiiy, Woieeater.—

I. ,111, 111 ,
1,,, and m.anRlingin.aehinos, American chums,

shapes.

with ilivided cups -- ^
.nvn proper ahare ; cholieutTi a -, ,,in n,.,

rca]Hng machine, .and two-horse lirass niowe

Mossrs. S. & A. Fuller, Bath.— CaiTiagea of ,,»»-«,. .,»..k^-..

Mr. Bainlotl, Thu-ak, York.—Two-horae combined reaping

and mowing machine, one-hovae reaping maclnne, and two-

hoi-se Gross mowing niaehine.

Mr. Reynolds, London.—Ornamental spoeimons in galvanised

The Beverley Iron & Waggon Co., Beverley.—Two and

iMi. I>a,^, Ilii.lmv.aer.-Doublo roller Apple mill witb stone,

hay-making inacLiuo, horse rakes, and single chooae presses.

Mr. Cnllingford, Stratford. -Net of various widths and

meah, and galvanized ilon wii-e netting.

Messrs. Clarke & Son, Brackley.—Adjustable scythes.

Mr Jones, Gloucester.—Composition for watei-proofing.

Mr. Pierce, London.—Wrought il-on galyanizcl c.itlle and

sliccp troughs, " Excehrior " piggery or dog kennel, tm shovels,

cattle p.ans, com bins.

Messis. Tomlilison & Hayward, Lincoln.—Butter-powder for

improving the quality of butter. &c.

Home Correspondence!
SeKa{ie Irrifiation.—The information convc.yeil iu a.

recent "impre.ssioa of tlie Oardeners' C/ironicle can

liardly fail, 1 think, to disabuse the minds of tliose

whose information on tlie subject of sewage irngiition

is iraiierfcct.of all apprehension as to the unhealthmess

of the process. Tlie report of the Rivers Conimi.ssiouei's

is so conclusive on this point that the subject may be

considered at rest, there being m truth no ground

what«ver to apprehend danger or even inconvenience

from the application of sewage to Gra.ss land.

In the whole of tho evidence given before the

Rivers Commissioners during their investigation

here, there wa« but one disapproving voice,

the proprietor of which, however, entirely failed to

adduce a single fact of importance in support of his

argument ; and although the commissioners on this

witness's account alone convened a special meeting at

Norwood to discuss his evidence, not a single case ol

illness could be attributed to the influence of the irri-

gation fields at that or any other place. Ihere is a

nrevailinv' impression, resting, I l)elieve, on very slender

foniiil'iliiiii.iniit IVcsli «alrr irri-iition is pi'mtuclivc ot

,ni.i-,,i iliiii- rxhiilalii.ii-, iiinl i- ri.u.-oinirnny pre-

li, Inallh; lull llii- "liirrlHiu ciiuui.l liavc any

appiwaiiuu lu the piocf.- ol ^,'syn-jr irri-jatn.,n. Ihe

fresh-w.ater pvocass is not nniLsuallv carried on by

warping or drowning the laud, and the whole area

under irrigation remains for a considerable time

in a stagnant condition. It is not so, however,

with the sewage process, all the solid matter is

first extracted by filtration, and then the com-

paratively clear and almost inodorous liquid ;s

passed over the land. The surfiico being mchned, in

order that the water may run freely away, there is no

stagnation whatever. Should it be urged that there is

danger to health in exposing a closely inhabited

district to the influence of so much decomposable

organic matter, the obvious reply is that the sewage iS

applied almost immediately after it leaves the houses,

and before any decompositi.m In- hnd time to set mi
and furthermore, almost • i-'iHi- of organic

matter is taken up and a ^ i
1

.

lure tile water

leaves the >nd. So pnT.- i- .

i

,i.os. that the

water passing away from 1

,!?,.,„
considerably purer as it. i

i'\,'V;„
much of the drinking wall i i

.

' ",' '"
,

,|.',','

tjfg

.'.'!.
'"'."iM"".i"'r- a.l I'l .. :•• '"'1 " ''' -l-PPed.

1 .,1
I

.:.
li I'.,. 1 I ilnai nf the

,
.",';;,;

I'ai, |.: „,ll I

• Ir... .11"! :ih™ly

v''l|i'il',V,'. VI uhirll lH"Mil-- 1" ili'l"''' 'I"' l"""th0f

\ -;;,, in uiilii'd -I— "1- ivfn... .shall be

.ilii'viil lii'l.a.sinu, thi. 'niauio.. orin.i. any of.ts

Iributaiius within three miles ot wlicre tliey discharge

themselves into that stream. It is, I think, a remarR-
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able fact that agriculturists, n chiss of Rontlemen who,

as a rule, are rea<ly to adopt improved methods ol^

cultivation, are so sceptical as to the advantages nC

irrigation. The only conclusion is, that there is sonic

reigning misnpi^rehension cither r.s regards the healthi-

ness or the iirofil. iillcuding the process, on both of

which j«>iii(s Ihfiv is ;ini|dc and cmirliisive evidence.
Arlhiir.J,,,;,!,, Tuini It,,!!. Cn.ii.h.ii. .Iin,,' 12.

LafI lliirri'sl in (;rnaiiiii/.—'Vhv f.'llomng notes

upon the last harvest in Saxony may be of some
interest, especially at a time when all the peaceful arts

and agriculture of the Continent are meniiced ^^illl

general confusion :
—

" The harvest of 18fi5, in Saxony, is

statistically proved to be a bad one, the hill countrj-

(Lusatia) alone having been "favoured with com-
parati vol.1' good weather. Saxony, therefore, was to
a grcnlrr ovtcnt tlnri usual an importer of corn,

coiiii'^ liiij ^> ii'i rni-.'- I n which the harvest was but
tlini-';M:i 1 I '

; . 1 L'c, for the supply that poured
in uii; II I. Ill], I MI--IS from the Prussian and
Austrian pi'ovinccs. There is, perhajis, no more
remarkable fact in the history of the German corn
trade in 18G5, than that for several weeks of autumn
the carrying powers of railways running from south to
north were taxed beyond all previous experience in
forwfirdhig immense supplies of Wheat and Bye.
Thousands of bags of corn lay for weeks in the goods
station of the Leipsic-Dresden railway waiting for
trans] lorl, and it is related of a single house
in IJcrlin that it contracted for the delivery
of Hungarian com alone for the sum of 500,000/.
It is owing to this great importation, as well as to the
surplu.s of previous good harvests, that prices of agri-
cultural produce have remained at t|Uotations the
lowness of which is a bitter source of complaint on the
part of farmers. The reasons why the harvest in Saxony
and Prussia was bad can be summed up in a few
words. The year 1863 was the la-st of a long series in
wliicli dryiMss Mas a conspicuous feature. For two
seascMi- no \' :i(. r lias been seen to flow from the pipes
of ilir H(ll-ili:iin(d Saxon fields. Heavy falls of snow
in .^I.o.h iiii-id a rapid inimdation in April, and
probably_ saturated the porous strata which underlie
the bearing earth, but did not jjenetrate the upper
crust of loam. Great heat supervened, accompanied
by winds, and corn of all kinds shot up into a thin
straw, forming short and ill-shaped ears, and the
burning rays of July drieil up the undeveloped grain.
Rape was unable to gather the necessary sustenance.
Clover and Grass withered, and the Saxon land-
scaiie assumed a parched and desolate aspect.
A plague of caterpillars ravaged the gardens and
fields, eating up the Cabbage and Turnip crop.
Potalos alone, and Beet in part, gave a fair yield,
but not Iiefore the want of hay and green food
had forced many a peasant to throw the Barley
intended lor the payment of his rent into the manger,
and to sell his cows and draught oxen at low prices. It
is probable that the straw and hay famine greatly
favoured t!ie exportation of cattle, and gave a new
impul.-r in :i li;iHir which a.ssuuied greater proportions
a«tlir ini'l(r|ii-i ill Holland and in England made its
laun'iiiilii.' |,i nr.ss. Of this rinderpest nota trace has
been \isililc in Siixony, nor have any measures been
found necessary for jn-eventing its invasion, though
stringent regulations exist, and can be enforced in ca.sc
of need. To sum np results, we should note that Rape
was two-thirds ploughed up, and Hip iv ' vi.lir Ibnt
half an average; Wheat, shori in .im ,...'. • :„low
an average harvest; liyc :^liM ni..i, dn' >..'i ulilc;
Barley and Oats a little lirlti-i-. c-pirlili, m ^'niw
Peas and Vetches an average; Potalos plciitifiil and
good; Clover and hay were exactly half the usual
Orops, Jo/til I{. Jaekaon.

The Journal of the ArjricuHnral Sodi-li/ of Enr/tam!.
—You have congratulated the country on' the accession
of Mr. H. S. Thompson to the presidency of the lloyal
Agricultural Society of England, and it would ill-

become me to say a word in detraction of the compli-
ment.

^
I cannot, however, endorse it, though I fully

appreciate Mr. Thompson's good intentions. I must
judge him by his management of the "Journal," than
which nothing can be more injurious to the interests
of agriculture, nor more repulsive to contributors who
could and would advance it were great judgment and
liberality to prevail. So pre,judicial has the conduct of
the " Journal " been to the communication of useful
information, that amongst practical men the opinion
prevails that the best way of "burking" a good idea is

to let it appear in the " Journal ;" for however valuable
the matter, there is sure to be so much that is heavy,
technical, and " hobby-horsical " in the same journal,
that the p.agcs remain uncut of all contributions alike,
let 1lic valor nl' iiarlirnlai- ailinlcs be what it may.
Notlini'i i^ <., ninrli In l,r n-jivi ! -,] ,is this bad manage-
ment, ninrli |,;i- |,i-,in,lii ihr r|i:,raeter of the Society
to the ln«e,4 grade nf ntilily, and it is the gener.al
opinion of those outside the council chamber that Mr.
Tnompson is the cause of it, as the power of the editor
is ml. It would give satisfaction to your readers if you
wotild explain upon what grounds you rest the favour-
able anticipations you have expressed a.s to the pre-
sidency. A Constant Header.

JOCICtl'fg.

AiiHifiLTi R.iL.—,\t the Ilalf-
iiL- nrilii- liiL-lilaiidandAgricul-
la-l, Hirk, Lnid ilc'lliaveii and
liiri. 111" I'c.llnAiir.; minute Was

HlOHUMi
Yearly (JMicn
tllral Snrlrl ,

Stf.iitnn. K.T,, |n..sH.iin-, 111- L.tlnAi
adojitcd

;

The Sec'Betaktsiiip.

"The Directors cannot report to the Society
steps which it has been necessary for them to tak(
flllmg up the office of secretary willmul ilr-nii

record their sense of the great loss ila s.i. a ii

sustained by the death of Mr. Maedull nl i;.ail

wdio was so recently appointed to that office.
^
Mr.

Macduff had been for scv<'ral years an ordinary

J)ii-ectur of the Society, and I'i in', n .!.d in ? - inn-

ci-edings are aware of the ;i '

: ,
I'l n^ i> ; i

»liiidi he brought to the cMii " i ,,i i , .; I

].ai'li.a|iatc in the deep rc-iii ..I.aii In |i'rni.il nr

ilriiii' ii .- .
' Miied to a wide circle of friends and

'111 Inn -n, IS had unanimously appointed as

snariaiy Mr. i-lctcher Norton Mraizir--, a '.'pnllnnan

who, besides the knowledge the li : '
n,i

:
I mI' his

r|iialitications for the office, had till i; ii .liiioii,

that on the occasion of Mr. Mi-liiM - .!rri ion,

Mr. Menzies stood second on the list of candidates, and
received very influential and important support.

Postponement or Shows in 180(3-7.

Mr. KiNLOCH moved that the show which was
arranged to be held at Glasgow in the summer of ISGli,

and at Dundee in the summer of 1867, stand respec-

tively postponed for one year. It would, however, be

for ne-xt general meeting in January to dotcrininr

whether the .state of the country, or rather the stair nl

the cattle plague would permit of arrangements bcimj

prosecuted for holding the show in Glasgow in the
summer of 1867.

The motion was unanunouisly agreed to.

ASEIC^LTUEAL EDUCATION.
Mr. Walkeb, of Bowland, reported that the exami-

nations took place on the 7th of March la,st, when two
students were found entitled to the Society's acr-icul-

tural certificate and dijiloma, viz^ B. H. (Inddavd,

Newcastle-on-Tyne, and G. Y. Wall, jun.. Dniham.
Both educated at the Boyal Agricultural Cnlligc

Cirencester. The two prizes annually aUowud to I lie

students who pass the best and .second best examina-
tions in the agricultural class in the University of

Edinburgh were this year awarded by Professor Wilson
to—1st, Prancis Moffat Haldaue, Ediubm-gh ; 2d, David
Carswell, Bathillet, Pifeshire.

CnEMICAL Depaetment.
Professor Andebson had observed some curious

points connected with the supply of Peruvian guano.pomis connecieu wiiu tue sujijuy oi ieiuviaii su.iin^,

this year. It was generally under the average. Several

cargoes contained masses of sa.line matter, and small

stones and sand to the extent of five, ton, and even
more per cent.—a very unusual occurrence. Several

cases of very flagrant adulteration had also occurred.

Vetebinaey Coheqe.
Sir A. G. Maitland said, I am certain I express

the feelings of every incinber of this groat Society n hen

I say that every oiir n -', i - i Ir 1 i n n
, hr i I ^iM nM

Society has siistaini-l I i!i in,, ; i. i in,'

I would say furlliM ! ;
' ii' 'i" ': '

-ii" "-~i

person in Scotland i.hn ni.itk' '.im i.tliLijil In n; -am .- -,,
, , ^ .,,

- .. , u
from darkness and obscurity Veterinary Science, and 1 1 ol uili!ctiun. He proposed that the meeting should

am sure we will take the entire public with us in our petition to have part of the 47th section of orders

expression of rcn-et. There was such an excellent struck out, prohibiting the removal of sheep within
"

' ' Piiifessor Dick in the Jforth\ 10 miles of infection.
I [ will not take up your time Mr. CiMPiiEiL SwiNTON said there could be no

it I may state, least some doulit that the words complained of in that 47th

u-ticle, that Professor Dick
|

section were allowed to remain by inadvertence. The

modes of stin-iiig the soil, a« well as the instruments
that had been lin.ught into use and had linen ciiiployed
in In nil liail li,. n I irniMjIil „, niiml, inln use in
: inlniv. It nnill.l lir lai., n! 11,.. ..n |,.rts of

I Minni.r 111 iiil.inn liiii.i- ili.n «i-l,.il In cogage
111 -nam laillivatinii all llm siTinl- nl<r.^aly to be
kuoivii in regard to it. They would have an ojipor-

tunity of showing the expense of the engines, of the
apparatus, of the tear and wear, and the number
of men to work it, and all the other con-
tingencies ; as also the amount of labour that
<'ould bo performed within a specified time.

The following is the report :
— On the 7th

of Pohruary last the directors appointed the
following committeo to report on the various

systems of cultivating by steam;—The Marquis of

Tvveeddalo, K.T., Chainnan ; Profe3.sor Macquom
Eaukine, Consulting Engineer to the Society; Mr.
Gibson, Woolmet, Chairman of the Machinery Com-
mittee; Mr. Slight, Curator of Machinery; Sir

Thomas lUichan Hcplmrn, Bart.; Mr. Henry
S(n|illiais; .Ml-. i;ra\, Sniil lillrld ; .Mr. M\lnr, Niddrie
.Maiii>. On llm I'.i'li ami 'Jnili Maivli I lir nnmiuittee

inspci.'tcd the iiiacliilin in n|irialiiin nn llm Inllowing

farms in East Lothian i-'I'miy'-'aln (\lr, .Sadler's),

Fowler's single-engine; Caslln .\l,ini> i Mi. I'ilMs), do.;

Queenston Bank (Jlr. ij.glim); In ntmi llarns (Mr.
Hope), Howard's; Drem (.Mr. Jieid;, L'niiman s. And
on the 4th of May the committee inspected Fowler's

double-engine at work on Mr. Henderson's fai-m of

Markle in the same county. A set of queries to he
answered by the ivianufiuituror and the farmer has
been issued to 43.^ iiartins imu ii-ing stnain jilnughsor

cultivators iu En'^laml, Sinllaml. ami livlaml. Many
of the farmers havr ah'cail,\- giwii nm.-l elaborate

answers, though the returns of the schedules is not
due till the 2d of July."
The committee was re-appointed.

TnE Peivy Council BEauLiiioNS about Sheep.

31 r. GooDLETT called attention to the fact that by
the Privy Council regulations regarding the removal
of sheep, there was vny Miinii^ ii maiii imc in the
county of Forfar. .Xn -Im-i, mnlil Im i, ni.urd within

10 miles of an inl'manl |ili".naml iln-r mlmird places

being spread at intci\als all nvcr tbr laiimly of Forfar,

it wa.s impossible to remove sheep at all. He could not

send his sheep to a Grass park a mile olT without
breaking the law. So urgent was the case that he
thought the directors should be instructed by the
meeting to represent to Government that the regu-
lations should be so altered that it would be in the

l)Oi\ nr of jiartics to move sheep from a idace not infected
ni;i,-.|l|,i nl:i'' n.ii illlrrlril, willl llm pinanission of
111. n. il .,1 1 Tlh. invnnil iv,-l rml i. ill was the
I

.1 i-.m '
: . , III,., uhmli Hnvnlimlli subject

I Ihnn.i;!! uilhiii a mile

article recen'
3ri/h-h A;
by followii

.should not
came to Edin! nlnd In apply Illy strict of

g back
llm -niilli .il.Srnllaml, H ithout

Inral authorities. That had,
Is provided for by the inser-

and the 47th was allowed to

LSI 8. He opened lb

room in Edinburgh in a small room in jSi'l': ^
'
n. I a

but so little success had ho that the first ,m I-
!

I
-

> ni ,n

only one pupil. But those who knew the rl,,i;-,mu r ,.1
,

I'.i
,

i n

the' good professor knew that ho was a man who could
j

lam
.

'•

not be easily set a.side from the path on which ho Minn ni ih

had commenced his career. From Niddry Street he rcinani, i-.i

removed to the Calton Convening Booms in 182S ; and
|

iMr. S\\ a

thence he removed to the Hall opened in Clyde no diseased

Street in 1833. The fact was, that his success had I been made more stringent instead of being relaxed.

been such that year after year the first men in

Edinburgh acted as c.xaminei-s of his students. I am Kdtal Ageicultueal of Ibelano.—At the half-
sure the Society wi 1 enter on its minutes its

,^,g„l mooting of the members of the Society, the
regret at the loss it has sustained by the death ol I

(,-,,,.-,

,,f |,;,.„g j^ y.^^ ^jj^ir. Captain Thornhill read the
Professor Dick. Thcnext snl.jn..* wnnM lay l.-lnrc

i,,,i|._j ,,,,.|,. report, of which the following is an
you is the Bill wbi"'' '"" '

' ' " '
"'. i .-n ., .. n

uplained that, although they had now
aLs in the county, the regulations had

by Mr. Holland. 'J'ln- d
jietition against the Kill,

to be named to wal- li i

Mr. Hope, Pent n

to him, from readin-- 1

1

veterinarian's certilieai n

call himself a veterinary
tion which wa,s reserved for the
England.
to thnsi

iftlmv
i\v\ >li

;eoii, that being a dislinc-
^ j

he Veterinary College in < i

He did not think it would he doing justice

vhn held ccrtilinafcs of the Hi'-'bland Society
iiMrii III.- ISill tniia--- nimnn..-...| I !- Ilinn_.|it

Id pi il. .\

appi ntcd 1(1

:!go in Scotland, and a number of

London at present endeavouring to
Charter for a Co
individuals were i

secure that object.

The SRCBETAnr snid that he had received alettcr
from .Mr. Itiim-an M I. -n-.-n, M.P., intimating that Mr.
HollamI had uiili'lr.mn the Bill. He might mention
that .Mr. Hall .\la\ui II liad carried on corre.spondenco
in connection uil li I his .subject, and on his suggestion,

he (the secretary) had called a meeting of the directors,

but all he ha<l to produce was this letter of Mr.
M'Laren's, which prevented their being able to take up
the subject.

Cultivation by Steam.
The Marquis of TwrEnDAI.R, in submitting 11'

! last general meeting a special meeting of

vas i-alli'd lor the punin.se of considering
iilr-i ilili-liiii a r.iiilr 111-111', miiauy,

i:,, ,,
,

,
I

.,. ,
,;., ,|,,.,, I

,

!l.,. rattle

11,.. 1,1 ;,
I n, i,i: ,1,1 111, ,n , ,

,. ,-liould

nil M-,1 llm , 1, I i|. -nance of

, 111 in the
11 In the
1. tiling to
,-iil.|,-ct.

i-lliavmg
niiunty of
In plague
iir on the
linns caU-

ii that Dis. JIapother

report thf llMl t" rnporl III,

111!

iii.ldlcnr Man-h la>l. Il « ,- 111,. iiil,.|,i,., - ,:,
.

-,

ntors to extend the period of observation in I

ivation to the w)iole year, in order that they but li

c an opportunity of examining the difi'erent ' conla,

manifested theuiselvcs at Hn
Down, towards the end of .

committee of your Council iii

ICth May instant, and adoptcl
ing upon the executive to dii-i

and Foot might he a.ssocialed with Professor Fergu .

for the purpose of making a po-^t mortem examination

of any animals that might subsequently be attacked.
" Annexed is the report of the analyses made by

Professor Apjolin for the members of your Society for

the la.st 12 months.

" Report of Trofessor Apjo/in, diem!:/ lu llic Hoeiety.

" During the half-year ending with .laiuiary. l.sOfi, I

find that li» analyses were complntnl and i-cpm-ted

,
,,!,,,-. a -;nii|i|.,,,| krl|. 1 i.llC IM

1,1 one a walc-r jilanl uIlk-Ii lia.s been
,

. luntry from Canada, and which has

m districts to such a degree as to prove
isance.

i I lanos were originally of good quality,

ii-'ctive values considerably reduced by
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" The Linseed cakes were also good, and the same
may be said of the superphosphates, which had an

average money value of about 9?. 9*. per ton.
" The chemical work done in my laboratory for the

Society is always less from July to January than from

Januarj' to July ; but I may observe that it augments
from year to year, and that its increase has been

unusually great since January last ; in fact, so consider-

able, that should it contmue I fear it will be scarcely

possible for me to perform, under the existing arrange-

ment, the work which I have undertaken for the

.Society. Since February last I have made 14 analyses

for one member of the Society, and for a second eight.
" In the reports which I make of the results of my

experiments I am in the habit of giving, not only the

per-centage composition of the matters analysed, but

also their money value, and this latter information is,

I believe, very acceptable to some members of the

Society. It is right, however, it should be known that

the values of the proximate constituents of manures,

though subject to variation, are treated by me as con-

stants, and that, therefore, the money values which I

give are not always absolutely coiTCct. Notwithstand-

ing this drawback, the
values, and .*h'

of manure in;i;

another in In

instance the <
the day, would be ne

mth exactness the relative
'

' i-'n;>n how much one variet

I' ] to exceed or fall short
'

I 'lice. To connect in every
1. iiccording to the prices ol

„„, .._ _ ly impracticable, and, I rnay

add, unnecessary for puttmg the farmer in possession

of such information as would enable him to understand

the real value of the maniu-es which he may desire to

purcha.se.—I am, dear sir, faithfully yoiu-s,
" Jailes Apjohn."

Mr. RoYSE said he thought that it was a matter for

consideration whether an exhibition for horses, sheep,

implements, and pigs, should not be held early in the

mouth of September, on the same principle as the

horse show was held by the Eoyal Dublin Society. By
doing so it would afford a great many members who
usually supported them in holding their shows an
opportunity of exhibiting and purchasing. He, there-

fore, thought the Society should suggest to the Council
to take the matter into their consideration.

Mr. Petheestone H., in seconding the motion,

said he knew from his own experience that once they
allowed the excitement to cease, for however short a

time, they would find their subscriptions rapidly

diminishing. No danger could be apprehended of

bringing the rinderpest into the country when they
excluded bovine animals from the show.

After prolonged discussion the report was adopted
unanimously.
-Mr. Bland, Q.C, said if the Eny.-U .\i:riiiillural

Society lay dormant in 1S66, when llir < ioMiiiiiient

had withdrawn its grant to the Royal Duliliu Snriety

for agricultural purjTOses, the existeuce of that Society

would not be endangered ; and, therefore, he would
suggest to the Council the necessity of giving increased

encouragement to local societies, by granting larger

sums for the growth of better com and Turnip crops.

He would move the adoption of the following resolu-

tion :^
"That inasmuch as no cattle show, under the

auspices of the Eoyal Agricultural Society, is to be

held in the year 1866, that the incoming Council should

take into their consideration the propriety of giving

increased encouragement to the growth of p-een crops

in Ireland, so far as the funds of the Society may be

available, leaving the mode and manner of such en-

couragement to the incoming Council, either through
the influence of local societies or otherwise."

Mr. Wade, in order to remove any erroneous

impressions, desired to state that the sum they would
have on hands this year, by not holding a show, would
be little more than 300/., and, therefore, it should not

be supposed by the public in general that all the funds

expended on the large agricultural shows which they

held, amounting to 2000?. or 3000?., were .saved by not

holding the show. The gross sum they .saved by not

holding the show this year was 350/.

The resolution was put to the meeting, and on a

division being taken, was carried by a considerable

majority.

Lord Crofton said the expenses that might ac

from inspection of the green crops might be obviated

very much by means of the local societies.

B.\TH AND West of England.—The following

is the annual report of the Council to the General

Meeting :

—

The Cuuncil have the gruttfication to report a. coiiHJderaljle

accession of new members since the last annual meeting.

There .are now upon the list 99 governors, 58 life members, and
984 members— total, 1141 ; being an increase of 38 new
members, allowance being made for deaths and resignations.

The financial statement, made up to 31st December List, has

been printed and circulated among the members. The Society's

funded property remains the s.ame as last year, namely 923!. I2i!.

Consols. The value of the plant, after making allowance for

depreciation, is 2891!. 3s. llrf., and there is an increase in the

balance of 514!. 2s. id. As emergencies seriously affecting the

Society's fimds 'may occasionally arise, it is obviously

important to maintain an ample reserve fund, and this object

can bo most effectually attained by a systematic endeavour to

increase the number of life .and annual meml:
"^

comprised within the sphere of the S.rnt.

not been .'dtogether free from that tcrril
'

.jittle

plague, but as compared with other paii ~
1 :

i il' haa

not been many cases. As early as Ah.m : ii :
iln i ouncu

.appointed a committee to collect and ilis?.euiiii;iU- iiil.,riiKition

on the subject. A circuhar inviting attention to the import-

ance of establishing Mutual Cattle Protection Associations

within a prescribed area was sent to all the chairmen and
clerks of Boards of Guardians in the counties of Devon,

Somerset, Cornwall, Dorset, Wilt.s, and Gloucester. Hand-
bills containing suggestions to stockKjwners were at the

Siime time distributed, and every effort was made to

rouse the attention of the p iblic to a question so vit.<il

importance to producers and consumers. The Coimcil

have the satisfaction to know that the steps thus taken

by the Society were approved by the Government. The

Council, prior to the meeting of P.arliameent. addressed a

memorial to the Lords of the I*rivy Coimcil on the desiralnlity

of regidatinj; the traffic of cattle and the temporary suspension

of fairs .and markets. Similar representations were addi-essed

to the Lord-Lieutenant of each of the western counties, and it

is believed that much good w.as thereby effected. As a prac-

tical corollary to this recommendation, the Counril had to

determine whether the meeting announced t Ir !v' 1 it --^ ili^-

bury in 1866 should be altogether abandnii'i i.,]. ii. m
exhibition of horses, poultry, agriciiltural r i

'
-

!

-

of art, and horticultural specimens. Aftc: m '

communication between the Council and til'- ^iii l>i:i:. I "mI

Committee, the Latter alternative was adopted, and the

Council refer with pride and s.atisfaction to the remarkable

display of agricultural implements, quite unp.ai-alleled at any
former meeting of this Society. The show of horses, though

not so large as anticipated, considering the amount of the

prize money offered in regard to the classes for agricultural

purposes, is superior to that of any former exhibition, and but
for a misunderst-anding as to the time for closing the entries,

the chiss of thorough-bred .stallions would have been larger and
more complete. The Poultry Show is one of great excellence,

an interesting feature being the exhibition of a number of

birds of a peculiar French breed, suitable for farm purposes.

In the .arts exhibition a decided improvement is perceptible.

The horticultural tent is weU filled with plants .and fli

Among the examples of Honiton lace, there several of great

xcellence. It wiU be for the annual meeting to determine
ting for 186V shall be held. During the year the

iry, so long and ably filled by Mr. Henry St. John
lh resigned by him in consequence of the in-

itudeof the Society's opor.ations. Inretognitionof

t.:ouncil have conferred upon him the distinction

111 II V, .and recommend tli li

11
I

i-f the Society. TLi

ire now discharged l

!.
I lii'iu'eshaving resigns

aiLfl department, a redistil I

performed by the steward has taken plae. ,

as hon. secretary, will continue to give iii

department, but the office of curator has

the Bight Kev. the I,„rd Bisli,.,> ,,f Salisl-iii;

the Mayor, the lei inli, i^ i

local secretary i M > ' M
their best than
received the Sural} Ih

their best thanks to the di . . _

railway comp.anies that have afforded facilities of transit in con-

nection with the Sallsbiuy meeting. The Coimcil recommend
that the Eight H.m. Viscouut Falmouth be requested to accept

theofflceof pva-i li n; r I H . Ill liii, vrai T!,- (' ..nmil rreom-

mondthatthil: ' n I
I' " '• ' ' 1'' '

^'P-.

ofCranmore II i

' -
i • : ,

,
i i , pre-

sidents; and thai ;- a.
I

II 1

1

lieu

throughtheretu^i...-i.l-a ,1 i .aa,.
i

a,i,a,ii.ai '1.. aai.avmg

membersof the8oeicty I'l i
i

i
' la a iia:

For the E.astem Di\-i-t ' ,
i

\i i I il,; J.

H. Cotterell. Bath; T ha 1!
:

i :
lai i T.

Duckham, Bayshamt' la- I
' a '^''"'

Somerset ; Jonathan Gmy. Suuunerhill, a a in Hale,

Knowle. Dunstan ; J. E. ICnollys, Fit.-la '
I atnu:

G.abriel Stone. Poole, Brent Knowle. \'> a i ^Ine;

H. Kobertson, Over Stowcy, Bridgw.atei ,
II in w ali.un,

Stinsford, Dorchester; and J. Webb Knif. Weat laverley,

Marllxirough. For the Western Division—Robert Brent, M.D.

WoodViury. Exeter; John Tanner Davey, Rose Ash,

2d. Tbiimprovement,
building code ; the p.xaaiim ul' loral acts, liriiii: rxiini-

sive, is often avoided, .".il. That our .sanitary laws

should be compulsory in case of flagrant neglect ; the

permission to act is now very generally construed as

permission not to act. 4th. A generally diflUsed desire

fin the jiart of employers and landowners to provide for

the liralilifnl wants of their dependents, and they ivill

u'laiu aii'iriling as our nation prospers, and according
as tlir masses are educated in the knowledge of the
laws which regulate the well-being of their own bodies.

That the subject I have thus so imperfectly submitted

to you is closely connected with our prosperity cannot
be more forcibly expressed than in the words of the

Devon Commissioners, which are painted in large

letters over the entrance of our Agricultural Museum
—'While the dwellings of the general body of the

people are surrounded by the elements of disease, and
are damp, cold, dirty, and comfortless within, so long

will the country be destitute of even the semblance of

general prosperity.'

"

Saliftl-iii,
,

ill' Kaivhipful
, iianiittee, and the hon.

' iiieil desire to return
, ith which they have

I a at her desire to express
1 piincipal officers of the

_
luth-

..._iton: John Daw, Exeter; B. R. M." Daw, Exeter; Johu
Frj-, Woodgate, Wellington, Somerset : Charles Gordon,

Wiscombe Park, Honiton ; W. K. Hicks, Westheath, Codmin ;

George Langdon, Ashford, Barnstaple ; Robert May, Rewe,

Exeter; John W. SiUifant, The Cottage, Ottery St. Mary.

Without reference to districts—James Hole, Knowle, Dunstan :

J. E KnoUys, Fitzhead Court, Taunton ; E. U. Vidal, Corn-

borough, Bidcford ; Edward Bridges, Willyams, Nanskivel, St.

Columb. , , , ,

[It was resolved thiit the General Meeting for 1867 bo held at

Sahsbury.)

Farm Memoranda.
West Sussex : June 4.—Perhaps there are few that

can remember such a backward, unpromising season

as this. There is at present no appearance of one-

third of a meadow-hay crop. We have not had much
hve stock to feed the meadows, and expected to make a

good deal of hay, and so have it cheap and plentiful,

but such wiU not be the case, and we are not likely to

have straw as a substitute, for that can hardly be

half a crop ; the 'Wheat is now coming in ear,and is short

and wir}', and whatever the weather may be, we shall

not get more than half oiu- usual bulk, most likely less.

Oats and Barley are so backward that no idea can well

be formed of what they will be, but the prospect is very

bad at present.

Altogether the present appearance of the crops on

all the low coast land is bad m the extreme. It is not

quite so unpromising on the chalk, but there it is not

up to the mark. The cause is no doubt the cold nights,

mth so prevalent east winds. We have had little ram
for the past month, and the drying winds have left

little moisture in the land. The past winter was so

wet that the supply of straw was more than usually

reduced, and it will next wiiiUr la ..:,).-, and dear.

Peaslookpretty well, ami I'l'lat' - il -li haikward,

look healthy, and all crojis air i .uniaralivcly clean

Work is well advanced; ilaiii:,! is mo-tly up, and

there are some Swedes sown.
„ ,

We have been free from the cattle plague for a long

time, and as great care is taken to prevent the removal

of cattle without due inquiry, it is to be hoped that it

mil not find its way here again. Our market is not

open to cattle, but is fairly supplied with sheep, lambs,

and pigs ; mutton has lately come down m value, and

lean sheep and pigs are very dear.

Clover cutting will soon begm, and there will be a

good deal done with the machines, as hands are getting

much scarcer, and unfortunately the crops are short,

and well adapted for machine-cutting. Regular wages

hereabout are 12s. for labourers, and 14s. for carters

and shepherds. G. S.

Miscellaneous.
Cottages—AX a recent meeting of the Royal Dublin

Society, Dr. Mapother read a paper on this subject,

concluding thus :-" I wiU sum up in a very few wwds
what I hope for as necessary to improve the dwellings

of the poor and thereby raise immensely the standard

of public health—1st. The constitution of a central

controlling authority for local government and sanitary

Calendar of Operations.
June : The Turnip Fli/.—la the month of June the

earlier sown Turnips will be brairding, and liable to all

those evils which it suflers in that stage of its growth.

The chief one of all is the attack of the Turnip fly, and
there are various \\avs iiroposed as a remedy. Perhaps
the most sati^t'artnvv imlhod of meeting the case is

that descrilini li\ -Mr, I'lslicr Hobbs a few years ago

before the Rnjai Agrii iillural Society of England. He
said :

—

" I have no new theory to expound, but would only

describe the result of my practice^ and the policy of

carrying out certain principles which have long been
known and admitted, but not sufficiently observed.

My remarks on the cultivation of the crop are intended

to apply more to the Swede Turnip than to any other

varieties which are generally grown after green crops,

but the great work of destruction by the fly is apph-

cable alike to both. As 'prevention is better than

cure,' I shall commence with the preparation of the

land, assuming that this has been thoroughly under-

drained wherever requisite. 1st. I consider that

autumnal cultivation is essentially necessary ; by
broad-sharing for the destruction of weeds and insects,

as well as for the aijration of the soil. 2d. Deep plough-

ing should follow, and subsoiling if required, and it is

frequently my practice dimng the early part of winter

to carry on to the land intended for a root crop the

unfermented manure direct from the yards or sheds,

and at once plough it in ; but not a particle must be

suflered to be seen on the surface ; this I believe to be

important, for if not attended to, the undecayed portion

of the m,auure becomes a receptacle, and subsequently

a nursery for insects. 3d. At the commencement of

spring it is most desirable, as soon as the state of the

land will permit, to apply the harrows and roller,

especialy the former. I believe that more good ma,y be

done towards the destruction of insects of various kinds

at that period than at any other throughout the year.

Afterwards scarify, harrow, and roll imtil the land is in

a pulverised state, and for a fortnight or three weeks

before the time for drilling let the land remain like a

seed bed, so as to attract moisture, to allow vegetation

for the seeds of weeds and for insects to deposit their

larvae; this is frequently termed ' purging' the land. I

need not refer to the common mode of applying the

fermented or partly rotted farm-yard manure for the

Turnip crop, except to state that it ought at once to be

ploughed in, and the seed deposited immediately. 4th.

At the time of drilling the seed it is best for the land

to be ploughed (but some prefer scarifying only), and

the seed to be immediately deposited. This is so

important that I have frequently known total failures

from the neglect of so doing. There is another point

which I would strongly recommend, that is, iu dry and

sunny weather to plough and sow early in the morning

and late in the afternoon, but never during the heat of

the day. I know an instance where the most signal

success has for several years attended this mode of

operation, and where the manager has never failed to

secure a plant, although he is one of the old school, and

still sows the seed broadcast with his own hand. This

can be confirmed by several large farmers in the neigh-

bourhood, who, strange to say, notwithstanding the

example thus placed before them, continue to incur an

amount of loss from having to sow two or three times,

simply from the obstinacy and prejudice ivith which

they continue to adhere to the customary working

hours for their horses and men. 5th. At the time of

depositing the seed it is my invariable practice to u.se

some description of artificial manure, generally super-

phosphate of lime, and I likewise add about 30 bushels

of ashes per acre, made from hedge trimmings, weeds,

&c.,collected upon the laud at different periods through-

out the year. The roller may now be used with great

advantage, before, and sometmies after the drilling. In

dry weather I strongly recommend the application of

the liquid manure drill. 6th. Before or immediately

the young plants appear, the horse hoe should be

resorted to for the purpose of destroying the ova or

larvae of the insects to prevent their coming to

maturity. When once the plant is well up, the roller

may sometimes be applied with much benefit, as it

tends still further to disturb the insect tribe, as well as

to retain moistm-e for the young plant, and to .consoli-

date the farm-yard manure where lately applied. At
this period the plant requires frequent watching

throughout the day. and if the enemy shows itself m
any force set to work quickly to accomplish its

annihilation. , . „ , <•

'

' Having described to you briefly my mode of pre-

vention, I will now proceed to give you the ciu-e, which

is simply by the application of one or more top-dress-

ings ' I have tried various experiments, steeping the

seed, and top-dressings for upwards of 30 years
;
but
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though sometimes successful, I could not depend on
any of them until I adopted my present system ; and I

think it is only fair that I should state that I derived
the chief features as to the use of this top-dressing
from my late bailiflF, Mr. O. Hawkins, who came to me
some nine years since with an especial recommendation
on this point ; in fact, he himself engaged to secure the
Turnip plant from the ravages of the fly ; adding, that
he was willing to give up his situation immediately if

he could not do so. I can only add, that for eight
years, during the whole time he was with me, he ful-

filled all he promised in this respect. The following is

Mr. Hawkins' recipe for a top-dressing :—One busliel

of white gas-ashes, fresh from the gas-house, one bushel
of fresh lune from the kiln, 6 lb. of sulphur, and 10 lb.

of soot, well mixed together and got to as fine a powder
as possible, so that it may adhere to the young plant.
The above is sufficient for two acres when drilled at
27 inches. It should be applied very early in the morn
ing, when the dew is on the leaf—a broadcast machine
being the most expeditious mode of distributing it, or
it may be sprinkled with the hand carefully over the
rows. If the fly continues trouble.some, the process
should be repeated ; by this means 200 to 220 acres of
Turnips, Swedes, and Rape have been grown on my
farms annually for eight or nine years without a rod of
ground losing plants. The above is a strong dressing to
be used when the fly is very numerous, and has never
failed when applied at night. Numerous experiments
have been tried, and amongst them I recommend the
following in ordinary cases, and intend to use it during
the present season if necessary:—14 lb. of sulphur,
1 bushel of fresh lime, and 2 bushels of road scraping's

per acre, mixed together for a few days before it is

used, and applied at night, either by means of a small
drill, or strewed along the rows by hand. I have kno^TO
sulphur mixed with water applied in a liquid state by
means of water-carts during the night, and the horse
hoe immediately following the water-cart. This has
succeeded admirably. In consequence of the dryness
of the climate in my neighbourhood (the rainfall being
on the average only about 10 inches annually), I usually
sow on the flat; but the dressings above-named are
equally applicable to crops sown on the ridge. I would
strongly impress the necessity of frequently applying
the horse hoe. I am induced, from the results of my
experience, to conclude that by care and attention the
Turnip plant may be as efiectually and as certainly
freed from the ravages of the fly as seed Wheat has
been for upwards of the last 20 years from smut and
other destructive Fungi."

Notices to Correspondents,
Oats : C S. Thirty-eight pounds a bushel indicates a very poor
and chaffy s:miple. Uats will generally weigh 41 lbs. or 42 lbs.
a bushel ; and a very good sample will weigh 44 lbs. or 45 lbs.

The so-caUed Canadian Oats sometimes weigh 46 lbs.

to 48 lbs.

Milk : J Macl-enzie, M.D. Milk drawn when cows are cool and
quiet will keep sweet at least 24 hours after milking. " in an
average description of milkhouae, well ventilated, and with
a window to the north, and with every care as to cleanliness.

"

If, under these circumstances, it is very frequently acid in
18 or 20 hours. It must be because the cows were heated or
driven, or milked when hot at mid-day.

The Hop Fly: A Hap Grmcer says, "In looking over s

back numbers of your Gazette, I find several articles on Hop
blights. Can any of your correspondents name or supply a
remedy for preventing, or if not preventing, for killing the
Hop flea and Hop fly when they do come. If they can, they
will benefit a large class of industrious cultivators."

Wheat as Food for Stock : Old Subticnber. In reply to your
inquiry, we extract from p. 1021, from volume fur 1864^ the
following account of Mr. Frere's experience :

—" I boil daily
a large copper full of Wheat, mix it with cut Barley straw ;

let the mixture stand a few hours, then add nearly an equai
quantity of Wheat or Barley as meal, and serve it out t» my
sheep, yoimg an old, to my cows, and cattle of all ages. The
stock receive a very few pounds of Turnip or Cabbage in
addition, and a little Cotton-cake. I have now no Linseed-
cake on the farm. About 10 gallons of water arc required to
each bushel of Wheat. The mixture, which must be stirred,
takes about one hour before it boils, and is left boiling slowly
for about half an iour more, till all the grains are burst.
The gravy, i. e., the water not absorbed by the Wheat, is
poured over the chaff heap, and gives it in some measure
the warmth and fragrance of steamed food. The meal added
afterwards adheres to the wet chaff and takes up the super-
fluous moisture. I will specify the food given to the
hoggets, because practical men may have a special misgiving
as to its fitness for young sheep. This lot, 246 head, has
daily 1 bushel of boiled Wheat and 64 lb. of meal, half
Wheat, half Barley. With this, even in the warmest days of
September, they ate 6 sacks, or about 1^ cwt. of cut straw.
They have also .56 lb. of Cotton-cake, and 15 bushels of hard
early-sown white Turnips, besides running for one or two
hours over a bare Clover lea. When they lose this run they
will have a few more roots—say 5 to 10 bushels. They have
been on this food nearly a month, and the shepherd considers
they are doing better than when they had Linseed-cake, and
therefore asked to have boiled Wheat instead of cake for his
ewes. The cost is less than for Linseed-cake.
The Wheat (or its equivalent in Barley) at is. Qd.

per bushel costs per week £3 3

110

THE HYDEOPULT,

An Invention foi Thiowmg Water by Hand Power
I-Sk^jl-rld cv ItovAL LtTTLKs I'atent).

Complete with
Japanned Stirrup

C0>rPLETE VriTK BitASS
Copper Stirrup ..

AND £ 5. d.

Cylinders and

The Cotton-cake

£4 4
Or about 4d. per head per week.

Ab to the Barley chaff, I cut with Maynard's chaff-cutter at
least 8 .tons per day ; allowing 28s. for the steam engine,
cutter, and two men (the letting price), lAs. for labour, and
6«. for coals and water, the cutting costs 6». per ton, or about
3irf. per ewt. When the ewes and wether hoggets are
parted, the latter will probably have an increase of com.
These (Downs) are expected to be ripe for the butcher, and
to weigh 10 stone, as soon as they are shorn. These hoggets
were e31 in good condition, and had without any drawback
picked up all the Barley on the stubbles before they were
put on to this diet. There is of course a right and a wrong
way of bringing them to it, which, if the farmer cannot
discern for himself, he can hardly be taught. The ewes
(30O) have boiled Wheat and straw chaff, without the addition
of meal. The bullocks get 2 stone of boiled Wheat, 2 stones
of Wheat or Barley meal, and 2 stone of Cotton-cake per
head per week, costing together 5s. 6rf. The milch cows in
ftdl profit have 5 stones of boiled Wheat and meal, and
li stone of Cotton-cake. The young stock have similar
food. The pigs also have boiled Wheat and meal."

THE HYDEOPULT
is invaluable for use in the

GARDEN for

WATERING BEDS,
SPRINKLING PLANTS,

DROWNING OUT INSECTS,
CLEANSING TREES FROM SMUTS,

DRESSING WITH LIQUID MANURE,
&c. &o.

CAUTION.
iMPonxAKT TO THE pDBLic—Tho exteusive sale of the Hydropult
18 excited the cupidity of so-called respectable, but in reality

unprincipled Manufacturers, who are now palming on the Public
worthless imitations of the Hydropult, and tbrough their connec-
tions are enabled to place said devices on exhibition, and for sale, in
many of the principal Ironmongery and Seed Establishments through-
out the city and provinces. Those devices resemble in many respects
the Hydropult In appearance, and are calculated to deceive the
imsuspecting. The Proprietor therefore issues this Caution, and
respectfully intimates that parties wishing to purchase the Hydropult
_L_..ij ._ . ^L_ _.., _ _™. , , .

^^^ ggp jj. ^^ jj^
-"The Hydropult,

Unless this label i

Prospectuses^ with Testimonials, on application.

HYDROPULT SHOW ROOM, 142 & 143, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON.

IMPERIAL BUTTER COOLER.
SECURED BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

USEFUL, ORNAMENTAL, UNIQUE.

Notice of Removal.
MESSRS. CRUGCiON and CO., Patent Felt

Masdfactcrers. &c., have REMOVED their LONDON
BUSINESS from 2, Dowgate Hill to more extensive Premises, being

/63, New Earl Street, > Cannon Street West,

by merely ralamgthe
ced on
Fi-ame

detached. To hold about
30 or 30 gallons, price 428.

Carriage paid to any station

on Great Eastern Lme.

POWERFUL GARDEN ENGINE, suitable for the above, price 45fi

IMPROVED WATER and LIQUID MANURE CARTS.
Catalo^es on application.

Manufactured by W. S. Houltoh. Rose Lane Iron Works. Norwich.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES, SEED BEDS, RIPE
STRAWBERRIES, &c.—TANNED NETTING, lor protecting

the above frora Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide, M. per yard,

lOO/ards 208. : 4 yards wide, Qd. per yard, or 50 yards 20«. NEW
TAN^T^ED NETTING, amted for

for Fowls. 2 y:

of the above purpoflos,

6rf. per yard ; 4 yards wide, U. per

yard
;
(-inch mesh, \ yards wide. Is. 6rf, per yard.

Gardea Netting.
JOHN EDGINGTON and CO. supply GARDEN
O NETTING at \\il. per square yard. 200 yards and upwarda
caiTlagelree. COTTuN NETTING and SCRIM CANVAS of every
description. TULIP COVERS and GREENHOUSE SHADES.SUN
BLINDS, &c. MARQUEES. TENTS, and FLAGS, for Fetes,

Flower Shows. &c.
JoHs Edoinoton & Co., 48, Long Lane, SmitUfleld, E.C. ; and

TANNED GARDEN NETTING for preserving Seed
Beds, Fnuts, Strawberries, from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c.,and

as a Fence for Fowls, &c. 1 yard wide. li(/. ; 2 yards, 3d. ; 3 yards,

4id. ; and 4 yards, 6d. per yard run in any quantity, may be had at
Chas. Wright's, 376, Strand. W.C.

VARNISHED FLOWER STICKS :—l foot, 3d.; \\, W. ; 2, &i.

;

2i,7d. ; 3, lOd. ; 4, Is. fid, per dozen. DAHLIA do., per dozen :—3 ft..

Is. 6d. ; 4, 2s. 3d. ; 5, 3«. ; 6, Zs. 6d. An allowance to Nurserymen.

1 KC\ (\(\C\ YARDS of GARDEN NETTING
XfJly^UUU stock, lid. per square yard, Carriage Free i

quantities of 250, 600. or 1000 yards. F, E. & Co. i

holders of Nettmg in England, which enables them t(

to any extent on the day received. B.^ pju-ticnlar— ^
and

W. S. UNDERHILL'S NEW PATENT IRON
FENCE for GARDENS, LAWNS. &c.

Manufactory : Newport, Salop.

Warranted the strongest and most durable Fence ever offered at
correspondmg prices. It is easily repaired if broken from accidents,

can be rolled up most compactly when not in use, is admirably
adapted for exportation, and can be had of any height and mesh
reouired, at prices from 4d. to Is. 6d. per yard and upwards.

I'or fiu-ther particulars apply at the Manufactory ; or of the London
Agent, Mr. R. Windkr. 18, Abingdon Street, Westminster, S.W.

lLYANISED NETTING.
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NEIGHBOUR'S
IMPROVED COTTAGE

BEE HIVE, as ori^nally

introduced by Geoboe Neigh-
S Sons, with all the
improvements, working
beU-glassGS ; Is neatly

and strongly made of atvaw;

it has three Windows in the
lower Hive, with a Thermo-

affixed to the centre
This Hive will be found

to possess many practical

advantages, and is more easy
ol' ninnagemeut than any other
Bee Hive that has been intro-

duced.

Price complete . . £1 15

Stand for ditto . . 10

THE LIGURIAN or
ITALIAN ALP BEE beiOK
much in repute at the present

supply Stocks of the pure race

ENGLISH BEES.—Stocks and Sw.irma may be obtained a

fore.

A newly-an-anged CATALOO-UE of c

Drawings and Prices, r""' ' " '"
' ' • " " HBOUR s aoNs, I'-^T, iiign llOl

1 Sqviare. 31an-

__. . „ .., „, „._^ „ : J. n. Cottrell,

, Bull Ring. Dublin : Edniondson brothers, 10, Dame Street.

Austin & McAjilan, 16, Buchanan Street.

RICK CLOTHS, New and Second-hand, with Poles,
i^llleys, &c., complete.

A Price List post free en application.

.^_ L _ <ii--^3i WiGOOH

Address Bemjahin Edgixctos (only), 2, Dnko Street, London
Bridge, E.C. No other Est.ablishmcnt.

Greenbouses, Bus,

JOSEPH SMITH, Xew Koad, Hrvmmeisnjith, W., begs

to oflei- several well-ooustructea GRBESHOUSES, of good

Yejlcw Deal, and 21-oz. Glass.

SPAS-Si ft. bT ft. 7 in tU
22 ft. Sin. by 10 ft. 9 in 23

26 ft. by 13 it. (Ornamoutftl) . . *7

,; 45 It. by 14 ft .- <»

Also Twenty 4 ft. 6 in. by 3 ft. S in. UghtE, Ij Uiick, for £H ;
and

EleyenSlt. by4ft. 2in.,l'orj£13.

MELOS FRAMES of an improved mate in Stock, warraLtod of

good materials.

Estimates for Heating ofiectually by Hot-Witter .^i>piuatiia.

s
J. St

f ' S T I F F A
For samples and prices apply to

I.W& Co., 2Q, Oxford Street, M;iuchester.

Portable Engines.
^ILAYTON, SHDTTLEWOKTH, and CO. beg to
Ky announce that they have made a considerable REDDCTION
in the PRICE of their PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.
Ro vised Uitiiiogues will be sent on application to Clattojt,

SlurTTLKwoRTu, & Co., Liiicoln ; or 78, Lombard Street, London, E.C.

AGKICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—Steam Engines,
Threshing Machines, pumps, Cai-ts, Ploughs, HarrowB, Reap-

ing Machines, Garden li^ngincs, Lawn Mowers, Garden EoUers,
Chums, Gai'den Tools, &c. Improved Wii'o Matting. DeliYorea
carriiige free. Price Lists per post.

BoeoEss & Key, 95, Newgate Street. London, E.C.
Works, Brentwood, Essex.

rpOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
X* and CULTIVATOR may bo seen at Work in every
Agricultural County in England. For particulars apply to

John Fowlek & Co., 28, Cornhill, London, E.C. ; and Steam flougli
Works, Leeds,

FOR SALE, a 1'2-horse set of FOWLER'S PATENT
STEAJa PLOUGHING MACHINERY complete, including

12-horse Steam Engine, 4-Furrow P.vteut Balance Plough, ai>d
Patent Balance Scarifier, with all the necessary working parts
complete. The above is nearly new. For price apply to

Wallis, Hasla.m, £: Steetkn's, Engineers, Basingstoke.

HE IMPROVED LEATHER DKIVrNG STRAPS
for MACHINERY" are stmi,,. ;, , , ,, iMe, drive better,

!Lnd cost less than other kind£ Ai I
I .

-
1

'[-.ClAL aTRAPJi
lor PORTABLE ENGINES. Pn i

_, .',

Tl-hsers Patent Str.ii'.v.. 1
: u.^-wj.

Manufactory- : Armit Works, liSieeitliel't. near Manchester.
Warehouse: 81, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

Mr, II. Fejiraber, Agent.

JOHN WARNEE & SONS, London, Manufacturers.
T W A K N E E

AND SONS

Have much improved the

construction of their

GAEDEN

ENGINES
in some important par-

ticulars for this Season.

They may be obtained

of the Trade generally

throughout the Kingdom

at tlie following

No. 547. W.

best ENGINES, in Wood

Tubs, and fitted with

Wabn Ell's Kegistered

Spreaders

—

2i Gallons, £6 10

U „ 5 10

No. .547a. "WARNER'S

.strong ENGINES, in Gal-

e jvjnguom j
.•

; prices:— 1 f;

fARNEU'S \V-

vanised Iron Tubs,

painted

—

10 Gallons, £2 19

16 „ 3 14

24

No. WARNER'S
BARUOVS,
Galvanised

WATER
thoroughly

and well painted

—

20 Gallons, £2 2

30 ,, 2 13

3S „ 3 17

50 „ 5 12

The oO-Gallon B.';rrow

is made estra sb-ong

IbrouKlinut, and fitted

with handle for two men.

No. SGSJ, AMERICAN
ENGINE, is now well

known and appreciated.

It throws a ^continuous

sti-eaiu, and is complete in

itself. £-i 2s.

SYRINGES in great

variety, from 7s. 6d. to

ISt. 6(/.

The DISC SYRINGE,

No. 5o7a, will recommend

itself by the ease with

which it is filled, and

non-liability to get out of

order. Price 9»,

the

Xy A R N E R '

AQUAJECT
Is recommended to

notice of Horticulturists as

possessing the following

advantages:—It is simple

in constructioD, portable,

and easily worked. It

throws a continuous

stream, and ia low in

price.

The Aquaject, 30s.

Ditto small size, 18s.

WARNER'S 6-Gallon

GARDEN ENGINE, of

Galvanised Ii'on and »£ll

painted, fitted with Brass

Air-vessel, Branch Pipe,

and WAENEa'a Registered

Spreader, 50s. Light,

portable, and eueily worked

by a lady or child.

N... 35. WARNER'S
IRON PUMPS for Wells,

not e:!oeeding 25 feet in

jqith — 2i-in., 28s. 6i.;

3-in., 41s.; SJ-in., 46*.;

ehoit barrel do., 2}».

Ko. 36. IRON FORCE

PUMPS for raising watsr

above their level, or

Watering Yards, Gurdeas,

&c., through hoso—2i-ia.,

59«. ; 3-m„65«.; 3't-ia.,

77s, ; 4-in., 99».

No. S6i. FORCE
PUilP on BARROW, re-

commended for its great

portability and simplicity

of construction. £5 10s.

No. 42. WARNER'S
PORTABLE PUMPS on

Folding Legs, are of a

superior construction.

Price 55s. ;
Rubber

Suction, 2s. lid. per ft.

No. 697a. BRANCH
PIPES with Cocks and

Roses—J-in., 3s. ;
|-in.,

4s. ;
|-in., 6s.

No. 599. TAPER
BRANCH PIPES—i-in..

4s. 9d.
;

i-in., 5«. 3rf.

;

J-Ul., 6s. ; 1-in., 7s.

RUBBER HOSE in all

FOUNTAIN J1:TS in

irreat variety, from 3s. 6d,

to 25s,

DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LISTS forwarded on application.
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CLINTON & OWENS
(LATE BENJAMIN FOWLER <fe CO.)

MANUFACTOKEKS OF

PUMPS AND HYDRAULIC MACHINERY,
WHlTEFniATiP. STREET, I'LEET STHT^ET, LONDOKEKO.^

THE I ANIiSCAPE SKETCH shows nn adaptation of THE IMPROVED III DRAULIC R \M Tlus xr a simple
Self-acting Macbine, suited for raising .a Supply of ft aterfo iiee in Fullic and Pi te F t b! shn ents Its adopt on s not couQnedto

I'ositions at. shown, but it is suited for any situation where a FiJI CI be obtained Iron a btre Brook or Sp ng

Messrs. Clintoh & Owens have fixed a great many m vanous parts of the country for raising from t.00 to CUOO or more Gallons per day to
elevations varying from 30 to 300 feet, and forcing through main pipes 60 yards to several miles in length.

Ko. 37. IMPROVED TREBLE BARREL PUMPS with HORSE GEARING for Raising Water from DEEP
WELLS for the supply of MANSIONS and PDBLIC BUILDINGS.

^^o. 28ff. DOUBLE BARREL PUMPS for HAND-POWER for similar purposes.

r'ery descriptic

, .,..,,. -,- .. , . , nj.illest Ecale, Stcom Engines.
iitUG, Bnthf, GR*"'ftorks and Fittings. Estimates furnished from Plans or on inspection of position.

Price Lists of Fumpsy %c. free on application.

THE BEST HORSE RAKES at the LOWEST PRICES.

IMPROVED EAKFIS, with Side Levers and Steel Teeth, to Bake 7 feet, £1 ; or 8 feet, £8.

PATENT BALANCE HAKE, with Steel Teeth ; Driver Rides ; to Kake 7i feet, £9.

Delivery, Free to any Railway Station in England. Payment : Cash on delivery. If the Rako is not approved, it may
be retui'ned witliin a week. Carriage Paid to London. To ensure early delivery, orders should be given immediately to

RANSOMES AND SIMS, ORWELL WORKS, IPSWICH.

Lawn Moweis
GREf \ S I VTh NT I ' \MUtr SON'S PATENT.
SUANKS PATENT BARNARD b PATENT.

DEANE & CO.,
46, KING WILLIAM ST., LONDON BRIDGE.

LAWN MOWIN
GABDEN \:\l

GARDEN l:\

GARDEN !:•

STEEL DIi.^.
QRICENIIol
Wll;i: M.I i

OAT I'!
. ; !

Horticultural Tools, &c.

V DES SCYTHES. 4c.

WAII'.K I'liilMJ.-i l>.r GREENHOTOES. CONSEBVATORIES,
iURCING PITS, &o.

Smiw's Ncio lUusiraled Horticultural Catalogue
postfree on application.

Established a.d. 1700.

DEANE AND CO., 4G, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, E.G.

J. B. BROWN & CO.'S NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWER.
,3^ PATENTED AND M.INLTACTURED BY

J. B. BROWN & CO.,
148, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, B.C.

GUARANTEED TO GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION,

AND, IP NOT APPROVED OF,

^^'"^ '" MAY BE AT ONCE RETURNED.

This New B B PATENT LAWN MOWER is Manufactured by Messrs. Brown & Co., on their own Premises

in London, under their personal superintendence. It is worked by means of Geared or Toothed Wheels, is quite

noiseless, and is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction ui evei-y respect,

PRICES—including Carriago to any Railway Station or Shipping Port in England.

Hasili/ worked hy a Man10-inch Machine ..£3 10 )

12-infh Machine . . 4 10 [ Easily worked hy a Son.
14-inch M.ichino ...5100)
16-inch Machine . . 6 10 Ditto hy a Man.

18-inch Machine
20-inch Machine
22- inch Machine
24-inch Machine

£7 10
8 01
8 10 0} Ditto hy Two Mm.
900)

Exery Machine sent out is warranted to give ample satisfaction, and if not approved of may he at once returned.

*»* It is most important that orders for deliverythis season should be sent in as early as possible.

J. B. BROWN AND CO., OFFICES, 18, CANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.G.

WAREHOUSE (where Machines are kept in Stock), 148, UPPER THAMES STREET, E.G.

Opposite the City of London Brewery, and doao to the Londwi Bridge Steam Boat Piens.

Card.SAMUEL N. McGERROW,
General Horticultoral Builder,

Knotty Asli, no.ir Liverpool.

ReferencQ penuittecl to tho Nobility and Genti7 throughout Gre.lt
Bnt.Tin and Ireland.

QMITH. BECK, and BECK'S GREENHOUSE andO noTBED THERMOMETERS.—Theso Instruments are of the
very best constinction, and at moderate prices.

31, Comhill, E.G.

Universal Microscope. Price £5 5s.

SMITH, BECK, AND BECK,
31. Comhill, E.G. : late fi, Coleman Street.

*),* Catalogues sent on receipt of G posuige stamps.

Hants.
TjlARJlS TO LET, of ii-om 300 to 600 ACRES of
X' SOUND CORN and STOCK LAND, of easy access by the South
Western Railway.

Apply to Mr. Ray I, Land Agent and Valuer, Basingstoke.

Battleshall Farm, Stapleford Abbots, Essex.

TO BE LET, by Tender, by order of the Honourable
Charles Gore, the CommissionVr in charge of Hoi- Majesty's

Land Revenue in England, on LEASE, foi- a term of 11 years,
BATTLESHALL FARM, containing about 260 Aci-es (of which
nearly 138 Acres are Grass LandJ, and situate at Stapleford Abbots,
SIX miles from Romford. Thern i» a l.arcrn Pftrmlinnsa enrl trf.f,A

Buildings.

Draft of the Lease are deposited for

To Nurserymen and Florists.

TO BE DISPCSED OF, a good ESTABLISHED
BUSINESS in the above Lino, in a thriving town in ono of the

Midland Counties. There is a good assortment of Fniit Trees,
Hardy Shrubs, Coniforaj, Roses, &c., good Plant Houses, Pits and
Frames, and large bearing Vinery. Immediate possession may be
had, the In-coming Tenant taking tho Stock, Houses, &c., at a
Valuation.

Hngton Sti'cot, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

wANTED on LEASE, immedintrlv
ths, by^^a Nurserym^ji, an EIGI"

and from 4 to 8 ACRKS of LAKD, woll fen-
not moro than 25 miles from London, on f I'Jio

soil must be smtablo for Rhorlodendroii^^, -soU
convenient and ohoap. Tho Advertiser's li i K>i;al,

and for tho most part wbolesale, ho ia not j.'iii n...iii.i. ii •.>^\u\j, on
a hlgbway.but must be near a Railway .SULuu, a diiccL liuo to
London. The Advei'tiflor residing a greiit distance from London,
would remunerate any Gardener knowiny of such a place to Lot for
such information that may lead to an arrangement.
Letters addressed to A. B,, NcrseiTn an. Gardeners' Chronicle

Omco, W.C, will roc "
'

'
'

Importations of Orchids, from New Grenada

;

TUKK Ft ; Mc

MR. J. C. STEVi:Xs
hia Groat R.,..i,i.,

on FRIDAY, .limcl'J. n
UDONTUllLOSSUMH, ' • .. ,

cboifo Deudrobiunis :liil1 <_ _ :_

Alsophtlas, from Molbouri
Aucubas from Jap

:i,[. by AUCTION at
I, Cjvont Garden, W.C..

:; precisely. 16 Cases of
. , from New Grenada;

-uj Assam ; Dicksonius and
e Wardian Cases of M.alo

Onv V the Morning of Salo ; and Cat<alogues had.

M
Clearance Sale, Hampstead Road.

ESSRS. PROTHEEOE and MORRIS have received

, tho Kschol Nu
Mn

d SALR by AUCTION,

I of
S Greenhouses, 1 Circular Iron i; (

i

feet of Uot-water Piping, Boil<rrs, l^u - -n,..!!' ,i n - ! i.i .
,

- York
Pavins, Flnca, Seed Drawers, CoimUi,,, Ll;-.1.,., J!.--.vl.i i'uU, and
numerous other effects,

May be viewed prior to the Sale. Cataloguos may be had at the
Nurserj- : and of tJjo Auctioneers and Valuers, American Nurseries,
LeytoDfctone, N.E. ^
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CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, FRAMES.

THE ONLY PAINT THAT SUCCESSFULLY STANDS UPON THE ABOVE TRYING 'WOUK 13

CAESONS' OKIGINAL ANTI-COEROSION PAINT,
TRADE MARK PATRONIZED BY TRADE MARK.

THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT,

THE INDIAN GOTERNMENT,
THE RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT,

MOST of the NOBILITY and GENTRY,

RAILWAY and CANAL COMPANIES,

COLLIERIES, IRONMASTERS,

Also the LEADING HORTICULTURISTS.

White
Light Stone
B.1TH Do
Cream Colour
Light Portland Stone .

.

Drab oh Portland Do. ..

Oak Colour
Lead Colour

. . \ Per Cwt

•
[ .30s.

'

I
26s.

The Ami-Co:

Bright Red
Dark Do
Chocolate Coloi'h
Black
Purple Brown .

.

BRifiHT Green .

.

Deep Green
Blue

I lias been fvoved, afte

I Faint is now used extensively for all kinds of

OUT-DOOR WORK,

1 practical test of 70 years, to surpass any other Paint. It is applicable to Wooden Houses, F.arro, and other Out-Buildings, Park Fencing, Gates, &c.

also Iron Roofing, and every desci-iption of Iron Work, while for

PUBLIC EDIFICES, MANSIONS, VILLA RESIDENCES,

ry kind of Brick, Stone, Conipo, &c., it is unrivalled, presenting the appearance of fine cut stone, and will positively become harder than the same a few months after

it is laid on. It is undoubtedly the only Paint that will stand on

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, FRAMES, &c.,

and is in consequence largely used by the Nobility and Gentry, also most of the eminent Horticultunsts, for such purposes.

The Anti-Corrosion is much lower in price, and lasts twice ?^ long as the best White Lead ; at the same time it is economical in application, as

ANY PERSON CAN LAY IT ON.

It is a Powder, requiring neither Grinding nor Tinting, and will keep any length of time.

Three Cwt. free to any Station in England, and most Ports of England, Ireland, and Scotland.

PATTERNS on application to

WALTER CARSON and SONS, Removed to LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON,
Three doors East of London, Chatham, and Dover Riiilway new Viaduct.

CAUTION.—All Casks bear the Trade Mark, or are not Genuine.

TESTIMON
Extract of a Letter from His Excellency Baron Brunow, Russian

" In 1841 Mr. Walter Carson, Anti-Corrosion Paint Manufactiu-er, furnished tbo ImporijU Mini
given the most satisfactory results. They were used for painting Gun Carriiiges."

CONSERVATORIES.
, ™ '5!f'""j^*.';''^J' '^'r«"T*'"' ^'^'' Oottingham, Newarli.~Ma.v 3, 1866.
I very pleased with the Paint for stanHincr fho uraoth.... — »i,^ > ,_.- ?..i J:vl'

all.

taatening the glass. There

B. Haio

'
d-

a durable.

' Mr. Allen 1

.k i . ,-1 -.H?^"
^'" ""^ purpose of preserving the wood i

other Paint like it for standing." '^
*" **«•

n AtiEK Esq.. The Prim-u, Clifforil, Bertford.—April 20 1866much pleased with tho taint he had in 1803-4. The hothouses
xposed to strong

J. Elcomb yurseries, Roimfy.—Ffbniary 7, 1806.
..^.-ongly recommend your P.aint."

HT, Oardtntr to the Most Hon. The MAaaois of Eir, Lo/tm Ball, Fethant. Ireland.—May 20, 1800.
'

3 the greatest acquisition. I have been for many years using whiteleid, and must
3 far superior.

SPECIAL.
T^i^Rev. John Bvno, Bosiford Rectory, Colchester—May 27, 1806.

. !.' \. '!°'^ "'?' '° ^'"°' ^ "' • B*'"' uow^" Some of"iho"sanw^pai^teVmth°TOUr Autl.Corrosion

•* The P^iS^&^ Hv^^T.fJ''''
'^"'ff*"«. J^wis';, Roscommm. Ireland.-January 12, 1866.

has Btiod tbe^tve^e wea?her^^^^^^^ i'ron^•
^^^ '*'"*^^ "^ ^^^'^'^^ '"" ^""^ "'^ "^^^ '^

..IV.
^- ^o^^ER. Esq., Stourmouth Bouse, TTingham, Kent.—September 5. 1866

1 have used your AnLi-Coirosion for about 14 years, and can testify to iU durability."

M Th r>
?/ '^^<^''=^ Esq., Leigh Court, Taunton.~November 17. 1865.ihe i-oint answered very nicely for stables, and in the spring I shall us.

all thJS,^™1 f;^i^ .^P'^'**^^'*^'°°?' ""'°' ^"^"^ admits that your Antt-Corrosion Paint is excellent for

ui^fonKfr i".^''''^^^^'" r^"" advertisement
; and I may add. that: the tinted Paints, which I haveused foi plaster walls maide. have stood without a blemish for these 5 or 6 years " < '- *

"«*«

lALS.

Ambassador, to the Miissian Consul General in London.

Utry of War with 10 Casks of Dry Paint. Those Colours, after a trial of 10 years, have

GENERAL.
T)it Kev. William Gill, HertingfonUmry Rectory, near Hertford.—Juru 11, I86C.

" 1 like the Paint much and shall want some more."

And again May 28, 1806.

J s.ati8Qed with your Paint that I will thank you to send me, &c."

" ^ «
, Road Hill Parsoiia^e. near Bath.~April\0,\^&(i.

" ""! stand very well, would thank

Major Hallidat, Medsted House, AUon, Hanta.—Decemher 23, 1865.
" I like it very much."

:, Esq., Bryngvyyn, Ross, Herefordshire.—October 12, ISfiS.

Greenhouse, the wood of which, from
Paint filled up the cracks, and remains, apparently, as hard ;

ft has also been most useful in keeping the panes of glass :

shaken out, by the putty faUing out."

1 it In painting the lights of a
la Decome in places much cracked. The
s stone, effectually keeping out the wot

;

1 their place, and preventing them being

EREDiTH, Hiwcombe Rectory, YeovH.
states it to be the most lasting Paint he has t

3 White Lead for the outside of hothouses."

, Bart., Holme Lacy, Her^ord.

with, for out-door work, and quite superior 1

From Sir Edw m obuuAsunc. o.al.o^..rIl., ^<..^., jr. —-.«-.-
•' I have been in the habit of using your Anti-Corrosion Paint for out-door work for upwards or

10 years, and have found it stand remarkably well, both on wood and iron ; and if you think my
testimony of any s B at liberty to add it to that of others."

" I have now used your Anti-Corrosion Paint rather more than 10, or I think 12 years, and am con-

vinced that it is very superior to any other Piint. particularly for out-door work and farm purposes l

can safely say, it has saved me a great deal of repairs, as also expense, by u«ng it on the wood-work ot

Editorial Conimun
Prtnted by WiLLi4„ ^^^^^^,

Printers, at their Office, Lombard

ould be addreased to " The Editor;" Advert i«i

of 13, Upper Wobum Place, in the Pariah -. „., ^. ,.„,.„ „.-
eet, Precinct of Wbitefriars, City of IjQOdon, and Published by

and Bu^ines-i letters to " The
I, in the Co. of Middlesex.

the Office, 1.41, WelUngton Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Coveot aardea,ii
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETT.-
GREAT RO.SE SHOW, and LA.ST EXHIBITION of tho

SEA.SON, on THURSDAY, June 28. Banijs of the lal Life Guards
and Royal Horse Guards. Ticketa (bought before the day). Fellows'
Friends, 3«. Cii. ; Public, 5a.

; or on the day, -«. 6rf.

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION llnbtitiitcJ IVS). for ijioviding Pensions for

Agedandlnflnu U.I. i.,i ,;,i.ri
,

i,,. .r,.d wiih Horticultural~
rr.-':\- ..:.

1 l:sARY FE)3TIVAL in
lil^ice at the LONDON

I 1 l:lJNESDAy, Jun827.
aid of the funds . t

TAVERN, Bisli"ii I

SirO. WENTWOIlTli IM ,
> I; .n

. M r :;

14. Tavistock Row, Covent Garden, W.t

G AKDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.—The Friends ofMAROAKKTMITCHINSON

are anxious to correct au error wUich appears to have been made in
the Circular issued in her behalf, bhe is very aged and infirm, and
when nskeJ wsvs understood to say htT late Iliisband had Subscribed

-tne Polline Paper just issuud s .vs Stjveii Years. They

1 the ground that her 1;

SEVEN lEARS, tdat Bh6 iS ShVENT Y-Th REE Ye
and partially blind, and that this is her b

jiitional mistake,
e Husband Subscrihi
13 OF AoE, very iuflri

;EEDS for the GARDEN and FARM, all saved fro
? the finest selected stocks,

DESCRIITIVE PRICED LISTS free on application.
Butler & McColloch, Covent Garden Market, W.C.

AZALEA INDIOA

PLANTS. FLOWERS, and FRUIT will take plac^on^VKDNL^DAY,

Felk ... ,

each. Gates open at 2 o'clock. Bands will pla;

KIGHTON and SUSSEX FLORicULi L UAL .ma
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The THIRTEENTH ANNUAL SUMMER EXHIBITION will
be held, by permission of the Town Council, on the Eastern Lawn,
"

' " " *
I suite of splendid decorated rooms of the Royal...„..^.

. ^„„„., ...
^^ 27 and 28,

- -- _i.uiuji:v .Miuw, seoLemoer I'l and I3. on the s
grand scale

JIVERY AND SON beg to announce that their
• DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES of AZALEA

INDICA. HARDY BRITISH FERNS, ROSES, CONIFER.^,
GRAPE VINES, and SEEDS, may be had on application at their

_^____ Dorking JIursery.

New Orchid and General Plant Catalogue.
S. WILLIAMS' NEW PLANT CATALOGUE,

antainiug many reallv good novelties, and carefully selected"— ' "" lARDY PLANT- '

11 applicants.

, HoUoway, London, N.

Roses In Pots.

PAUL AND SON, in addition to the NE"W" ROSES of
1860, can offer line Plants of the finest TEA-SCENTED

NOISETTES nnJ best HYBllID PERPETUAL ROSES, in pots, for
Planting during present and next month.

Old Cheshunt Nurseries, N.

Roses in Bloom.
JAMES MITCHELL has the honour of informing his

kind patrons, his magnificent COLLECTION is now in FINE
BLOOM. Pilt Down Nurseries, Maresfleld, Sussex.
The London, Brighton, and South-coast Railway. Two-and-a-half

miles from the Uckfield Station,

Vines and Pines.
THOMAS J. BOOTH begs to oftt-r the above in variety,

strong, for immediate planting ; also,
BLACK JAMAICA PINES, Fniiting and Succession. Price on

application. Rainbill Nursery, Rainhill, Lancashire.

pASTLE KENNEDY FIG.—Plants of the above mny
V_^ now be had at 10s. Gd. and 21s, each ; the iisual discount to the
Trade. Peter Lawsqn & Son-, Edinburgh and London.

To Pine Growers.
WANTED, about 60 Fruitin- and Succession Plants

(QUEENS and JA'\l\T'"\^i Tl, , i,mst be guaranteed
healthy and free from scili- - i

;
^ . price, &c . to

Mr. Burgess, c;:i I ;
; .n Mowbrav.

w i!:DDlNG BOliJI '.i>
Tables Decorati.\l. c.u.ai_i >

C. Elwin &. Co., 11, Park UV

N'KS FILLED.

MAURICE YOUNG'S
Coniferio, New and Rare Ha

Shrubs, Rhododendrons, Japanes
Roses, forwarded on application.

Miirord Nurseries, nea Godalming, Surrey,

B

New Verbenas of 1866.
PHILIP LADDS is now sending out strong plant-i in

Thumb Pots of the above m 48 Varieties, introduced oy Messrs
Henderson, Turner, and Keynes, at 0«. per dozen. METHVENS
CRIMSON KING 6s. per dozen, package included. The usual

British Fern CatalogueR OBERT SIM can now send, post free for six postage
Xii stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his NEW and PKICED
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS,

June 23.

Graperies, Park Street, Brighton.
Ed' er, Sccrefary.

MANCHESTER BOTANICAL and HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.—The SECOND GENERAL EXHL

BITION of FRUITS, PLANTS, and FLOWERS, will be held at The
Gardens, Old Trafford, on FRIDAY and SATURDAY, June 29
and 3[). Schedules, and any further information, may be obtained

! FiNDLAT, Curator.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY of LIVERPOOL.
FIRST GREAT EXHIBITION of ROSES, ORCHIDS,

FERNS, &c., JULY 3 and 4, m ST. GEORGE'S HALL. The follow!
log, and other liberal Prizes, will be awarded.
72 CUT ROSES, distinct (Nurservmen), 1 Truss, £8, £6, £4.
48 „ „ „ 3 Trusses, £6, £4, £2.
2* .. .. ., 3 Trusses, £3, £2, £L
24 .. „ „ 1 Truss, £3, £2. £1.
24 „ „ (Amateurs), 1 Truss, £4, £3, £2
18 M .. „ 1 Truss, £3, £2 fis., £1 10s.
12 ,. „ „ 3 Trusses, £3, £2 6s., £1 105.
10 EXOTIC ORCHIDS (Open), £10, £7, £6.
6 ,, (Amateurs), £0, £4, £2.
18 „ FERNS (Open), £8, £S, £4.
12 ,, .. „ £fl, £4, £2.
3 TREE FERNS , £4, £3, £2.
Collection of HARDY FERNS, species and varieties, not less than

24, £5, £3, £2.

12 ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGE PLANTS (Open), £5, £3 £2
Liberal Prizes will be awarded to Plants of Merit. The Hall is

close to the London and North Western Railway Station.
For Schedules and every infumiation apply to Rout. W. Ker

Hon. Sec, 4, Basnett Street. Liverpool.
' '

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE, DOWLTNG,
AND COMPANY, Limited,

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake MERcnANts,
Address, 89, Seed Market, Mark I^ne, E.G.; or Basingstoke.

BIRMINGHAM ROSE SHOW, JULY 5 and 6.—
For Prize Lists, apply to Alexander Forrest, Sec, Cherry

Street, Birmingham. Entries Close on Friday next, June '"

RUGBiT HORTICULTUHAL and COTTAGE
GARDENERS' SOCIETY

Pre.tident—The Rev. Dr. Temple
The ANNUAL SHOW, open to all England, will take place at

Rugby, on THURSDAY, July 12, when Prizes will be offered—
In Class 5 for Plants, Fruit, Cut Flowers and Vegetables, and a

Sliver Cup, value £7, One Prize of £5, Fom- Prizes of £3, Three Prizes
of £2, and Four Prizes of £1 for Rosea, and Three Prizes of lOs., 6s.,
and 2s. 6rf. for the best Single Rose.

Id Class 4 for Plants and Cut Flowers, and Six Prizes of £2, £1, lOs
and 5s. for Roses,

In Cla.sa 3 for Plants, Fruit, Cut Flowers and Vegetables, and

10 prizes for Roses.

appi

Entries to be made on or before July 5.
Schedules of Prizes and further particulars may be obtained on

. Hon. Sees., Rugby.
Rugby, June 20.

S. Sav r Wm. Mai

BRITISH ASSOCIATION FLORAL FETE.
NOTTINGHAM PARK, AUGUST 23 and 24.

Above £300 to be awarded In Prizes, and Special Certificates given
to the Winners in the Head Classes.
The De^aratlon for Exhibitors as regards Classes and Space Closes

on July 1- the names of the declared Plants received up to July 31.
The Midland and Great Northern Railway will convey Plants to

ATid fl-o for a single fare. Catalogues may be had on application.

_ By Order. E, J. Lowe, Floral Secretary.
Hlghfleld House, near Nottingham.

, ..1 Honour of the British
AsHoclatton Meeting.

Presid€7tt~X)r. J. D. Hookeb, F.R.S., Ac.
About £250 in Prizes for Stove, Greenhouse, and Ornamental-

wllaged Plants, Orchids and Ferns. Upwards of £.30 In Fruit Prizes.
Nearly £30 in Cut Flower Prizes and Special Certificates of Merit.A Catalogue of the Award of Prizes will be printed. Exhibitors to
declare before July i. Schedules may be had of the E.thibltion
B^oretary, E. J. Lowe, Esq,, of Hlghfield House, near Nottingham,

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.AMES C A U T E U and C 0.,

Specimen Show Pelargoniums.
XTTANTED, PLANTS of the above.—Apply, ststing

-rice, sorts, height, and diameter, to
Dingwall, Market Place, Boston.

New Zonale and Nosegay Pelargoniums.
MESSRS. F. AND A. bAHTH, The Nurseries,

Dulwich, S., beg to intimate that their extensive Collections
of the above are now in Flower, and with their splendid TRI-
COLOURED VARIETIES wiU well repay a visit of inspection,
which they respectfully solicit.

The Nurseries are near the Dulwich Statio:
Dover Railway, and the Lower Norwood Statio;
Line, and are open daily (Sundays excepted).

Prize Cineraria Seed.
MESSRS. F. AND A. SMITH, The Nurseries,

Dulwich, S., beg to offer NEW SEED of the above, saved
from their unrivalled Collection, and of the finest (juality.

Is., 2s. 6d., and 5s. per pkt.

/^IHOICE STRAINS of SEED of PRIMULA,
V-^ CALCEOLARIA, and CINERARIA.
WILLIAMS' SUPERB PRIMULA, 2s. Cd.. 3s. 6d., and &8.

per pkt., red^whlte, and mixed.
JAMES' SUPERB CALCEOLARIA, 3s. Orf. and 5s. per pkt.
WEATHERILLS EXTRA CHOICE CINERARIA, 3a. Qd. and

6s. per pkt,
B. S. Williams, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Holloway. London.

BARR'S CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA, PRIMULA,
STOCKS, MYOSOTIS, &c.

CALCEOLARIA, very choice, 2s. 6d. per packet ; CINERARIA
very choice, Is. and 2s. 6d. per packet : PRIMULA, verv choice, Is.
and 2s. 6<Z. per packet ; SCARLET, PURPLE, and WHITE INTISH.
MEDIATE STOCKS, for Spring bloonung, very fine, each variety
Is. per packet; SCARLET, PURPLE, and WHITE IMPERIAL
STOCKS, for Spring blooming, each variety U. per pkt. ; MYOSOTIS
SYLVaTICA, for Spring blooming, Cd. and Is. per packet : Collec-
tions of PERENNIALS. 2s. Gd., 3s. 0d., 5s. 6rf. to 21s.

Barr & SuoDEN, 12, KingStreet, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Chrysanthemums.
FiRoT Prizes Stoke Newington and Goildhall, 1866

ADAM FORSYTH begs to inform the Public that he
is now sending out his large COLLECTION of CHRYSAN-

THEMUMS, at 6s. per dozen, including Attraction, Eve, Golden
Ball, Golden Dr. Brock, Hercules, King of Denmark, Lady Carey
Mr. Brunlees, Mr. Wyness, Mrs. Raines, Pink Peari, Prince of Wales,
Sam Weller, Venus, Virgin Queen, &o.

CATALOGUES for one stamp.
Brunswick Nursery, Stoke Newington, N.

PETER DRUMMOND and CO. (late J. Scott),
Preston Road Nursery, Yeovil, Somerset, have to offer to

Intending purchasers upwards of 200,000 BEDDING-OUT FLOWER
GARDEN PLANTS, including all the leading varieties of Dahlias,
Fuchsias, Geraniums, Heliotropes, Lantanas, Lobelias, Petunias,
Salvias, Verbenas, &o. And all kinds ot Piosted and Variegatod-
leaved Plants suitable for the Decoration of the Flower Garden, at
unprecedented low prices. CATALOGUES free on application.
Also SEEDS of ever.- descnptloii for the FARM and GARDEN, of

tho best quality, at mudenite prices.

Please address as above.

ipINE SHECIMKN :

' WOODED and OK>
GREENHOUSE PLANT>
Conservatories are invited

JIMEN HARD-
,\GE STOVE and
jutlenipn furnishing

s. Nursery, Kingston, Surrey.
Prices moderate.

H New Seedlings.
CONNELL would be glad if any one possessing the

. above, either in FUCHSIAS, VERBENAS. PETUNIAS
MIMULUS, LOBELIAS, or any other Soft-wooded Plant that is
really distinct and good, would communicito the same to him, who
will either purchase or send them out on the most reasonable terms.

Fuchsia Nursery, Woolwich,

B'
See Wm. Paul's SPRING CAtALOGUEr

PAUL's^urseries. Waltham Cross, London, N.

T^EATON'S "G"ERrNIUTlS, at Reduced ~PHc^
Prln
less than
Seedling,

JL> Indian Yellow, Donald Beaton, Orange Nosegav, Scarlet Gem
^-'"'"""' Lichtenstein, and Salamander, l,t. each. Os.'per dnxen, not

sort. Fulgens, Pillar of Beauty, and Waltham
each, 12s. per doz. Amy Hogg, 1». ad. each,

15s. per doz. Alexandra, 2s. each, 18s. per doz. For other aorta see
separate Advortisement.

^''m- Paul. Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross. London, N.

Greenhouse. Hardy and Stove Plants'; Agilculturar,
Flower, and Vegetahle Seeds, &c.

ROBERT PARKER invites inspection of his
CoJIecttons of the above-named, which have been selected

with the greatest care. All plants are clean and healthy, and are
offered at reasonable prices. Descriptive and Priced CataJjguos are
published, and will bo forwarded to applicants,

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.

Early Sheep Feed-Mustard and Rape.
SUTTUN AND SONS can supply good new Seed of the

above at very moderate prices, which may be had on application.
Sutton & Sons, Seed Merchants, Reading.

To Growers of Rape Seed.
WANTED, a good SAMPLE of the above. Sei

Trade Price with Sample to
E. R., 0, Noriolk Street, Strand, London, W.C.

f1ABBAGE PLANTS. -Strong DRUMHEAD, Autumu-
vy sown, extra fine. Price on application to

H. & R. Stirzaker, Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

c^ABiJAGE PLANTS.—strong Drumheads for Cattle,
' Early kinds, Battersea and Nonpareil, 3s. per 1000.

. Virgo & Son, VVonersh Nursery, Guildford, Surrey.

F^ SWEDISH TURNIP SEED,
selected roots, of the original Ruta-baga,

u. Green Poll Swedish Turnip. Price 3s. per quart.
Apply to the grower, Tiios. A. Jarvih, Higher Bolberrv, near

Kingsbridge, Devon. All Orders to beacconip-ii iedb,' anmittam'e

To the Trade and Others.—An excellent Stock.
STRATTON GREEN ROUND 'J'URNIP SEKD,

1865 growth. rioiinuTH^oil by some to bo the best English
TumipRgroivn. (\ 'i i-. .

\

i-ln.'l. l(i.s. ; per lb., Gti.

EAi:i.' .'!
I 1 ri'RNIP, »d. per lb.

Aremittancf lo
i I irom unknown correspondents.

Fred. Gee, Serl ^ «er, Biggleswade, Bedfordshire.

Now Ready for Planting.
EXCELLENT CABBAGE PLANTS, Spring-sown.—

SCOTCH DRUMHEAD, true; EARLY DWARF NONPA-
RP'IL; ENFIELD MARKKT. Cash price, 2s. Cd. per 1000
DRUMHEAD SAVOY PLANTS, an exeallent stock, 4s. per 1000
GREEN CURLED SAVOY do., and a variety of other plants

The Best Substitute for Swedes.
UTTON'S PORPLE-TOP YELLOW HYBRID

TURNIP, U. per lb.
YELLOW TANKARD TURNIP, Is. per lb
SUTTON'S PURPLE-TOP BULLOCK'S HEART (NEW)

These Turnips,
scarcely inieriorin gualit. __ _, _, „„.<^

Sdtton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.
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G' RANSOMES & SIMS
HATE GKEATLY HEDDCED THE PRICES OF THEIR

STEAM-THRESHING
MACHINERY,

WHICH IS THE BEST AND CHEAPEST MAHE.

ENGINES aud MACHINES constantly kept in Stock.

Catalogues and Testimonials free on appHeation. An examination solicited.

RANSOMES AND SIMS, ORWELL WORKS, IPSWICH.

Prices for Rollers fitted with Shafts suitable for Pony or Horse

Power free on application.

Delivered carriage paid to all the principal Railwaj- Stations and

Slipping Pc'"
'"

N B. Al l Orders executed on the day tbeyii

I'^IZE MEDALS a"WARDED to GREEN'S PATENT
If LAWN MOWERS.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, LONDON, 1862.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, DUBLIN, 1S65.

The above Lawn Mowers have proved to bo the best, and have

carried off every Prize that has b<

Sold by all respedtable Ironmongers, Seedsmen,

Kingdom. Illustrated Prico Lists free on applicatlo"

s of Com-

in the

A GRICULTURAL aiid nORTICULTUKAL
_i\. IMPLEMENTS and MACHINES ot every description.

IMPROVED IRON STABLE FITTING.S
HURDLES and CONTINUOUS IRON and WIRE FENCING.

Palisading Entrance and Field Gates. Plain and Galvanised
Wire Netting. ^„^

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS and GARDEN ROLLERS.
Garden En<'inos, Syringes, Water Barrows, Ornamental Gai-den

Seats, Chairs, Tables, Iron Fountains, Vases, kc.

IRON and BRASS BEDSTEAHS. iu urei.t variety.

^Washing, ^^ingiuf;. ;

Show Roomli"'opposTte"tho"Smitbfieid Cattlo Market, North Street,

Leeds ; 54 and 56, Blackfriars Road, London, S. ; and 1% Eden
(,>iiay. Dublin.

AWARDED the foil

cultural Society, Ireland,

:i» PRIZES :—Rov.il Agiieultural Society, 1841, 1842, 1852, 1854, 1855; Royal Agn-

ciuLuirtL ouL^Lr.v, ^.c.tu.u, .o54, 1855; Paris, 1856; Roueu, 1856; Vienna, 1857; Pesth, 1857; Amsterdam, 1857,

Rotterdam, 1858; Brussels. 1858; Schweriii, 1861 ; St. Petersburg, 1861; Bourges, 1862; Longford, Tasmania, lSfa'2;

London, 1862; Ballarat, Victoria, 1862; LUle, 1863; Hamburgh, 1863; Greisswald, 1863; AUpore, India, 1864;

Stettin, 1865; Dresden, 18G5 ; Cologne, 1865.

J. B. BROWN & CO/S NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWER.
^^3 PATENTED AND MANITrACTURED BY

" ^"
J. B. BROWN & CO.,

148, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.G.

GUARAXTEED TO GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION,

AND, IF NOT APPROVED OF,

MAY BE AT ONCE RETURNED.

This New B B PATENT LAWN MOWER is Manufactured by Messrs. Bho-wn & Co., on then- own Premises

in London, under their personal superintendence. It is worked by means of Geai-ed or Toothed Wheels, is quite

noiseless, and is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction in every respect.

PBICES—including Carriage to any Railway Station

10-inch Machine ..£3 10

12-inch Machine . . 4 10
J
Easily u-orkcd b'j a Boy.

6 10 O)
6 10 Ditto by a Man.

18-ineh Machine
20-inch Machine
22-inch Machine
24-uich Machine

Shipping Port in England.

SI 10 Easily tvorked by a Man

J
Ditto by Two Men.

Every Machine sent out is icarranted to give ample satisfaction, and if not approved ofmay be at once nftiriicd.

*,* It is most important that orders for delivery this season should be sent in as early as possible.

J. B. BROWN AND CO., OFFICES, 18, CANlitON STREET, CITY, LONDON, EC.

WAREHOUSE (where Machines afe kept in Stock), 148, UPPER THAMES STREET, E.G.

Opposite the City of London Brewery, and close to the London Bridge Steam Boat Piers.

SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MQWEBS FOR 1866.

PATRONIZED ON FIVE SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1864 BY

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN,
AND ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OP SAXONY;

AGAIN ON FOUR SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1865 BY HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN
ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF HOLLAND

;

AND ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF PRUSSIA.

HORSE MACHINE. I'OM MACHINE. HANDMACHINF

JUNE, 1866.-ANOTHER 42 INCH HORSE MACHINE HAS JUST BEEN SUPPLIED TO

THE ROYAL GARDENS AT KEW.
PRICES, including Carriage to any Railway Station or Shipping Port in the Kingdom.

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HAND MACHINE.
Easily Worked.

i3 10

12-inch Machine 4 10

il-inch Machine 5 10

I By a Lady

By a Boy

Silent Movement.

) 4.f. extra.

Width of Cotter.

IG-inch Machine
19-inch Machine
22-inch Machine
24-inch Machine

Easily Worked.

B'J a Man or Tu
By a Man and J

Silent MonmeDt.

^"J'Mis. extra.

** ^ *" ^ ??;/ Two Men

SHANKS' NEW PATENT PONY and DONKEY XflACHINE.
Width ot Cutter.

2.3-inch Machine *12 10

28-inch Machine 14 10 .. .. SOs. „

30-inch Machine 15 15 .. .. 30s. ,,

Silent Movement, 12s. 6d. extra ; Boots for Pony, 21s. per set

;

Ditto for Donkey, 16s. per set.

17 6 )-

SSANKS' NEW PATENT HOBSE MACHINE.
Width or Cutter. It wl'l" Pat™' DeWermg Atparatui.

30-inch Machine £19

36-inch Machine 22 CO.. .. 30s. „

42.inch Machine 25 .. .. 40s. „

4S-inoh Machine 28 0.. .. 40s. „

Silent Movement, 20s. extra ; Boots for Horse's Feet, 24s. per sefc

Every Machine loarranted to give ample satisfaction, and if not approved of can be at once returned.
\

ALEXANDER SHANKS and SON, DENS IRON WORKS, ARBROATH.
LONDON OFFICE and SHOW ROOMS : 27, LEADENHALL STREET, E.G.

PARIS OFFICE and SHOW ROOMS : 56, BOULEVARD HAUSSMANN.
A S & Son keep a stock of all sizes of Machines at their London and Paris Estailislmenfs, from which Orders are executed on the day i'^eyare «««'*«'^-

1^" 27, Leadenhall Street, is the only place in Lnnlon lohere intending purelMsm of L.iien Mowers can, ohooae from a /stock, of from i.5U to /uu Macmnes.

All sizes Itejit there, ivhcther for Sorse, Pony, or Band Power.
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Caution to Gardenera.—When you ask for

SAYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that you get

tern. Observe the mark Satnor, also the corporate mark Om
ARRANTED. without which HoDe are genuine.
S. 4 C. regret having to caution Gardeners and ottiers, but

compelled to do so. In consequence of an imitation, of

By Royal Letters Patent.

VlNERV.f..!
. mg Grapes without artificial

ILVEK MEDAL at the Inttinatlonal Expositio
i.d lli[->

;dal a
-.0, April 1865.

heat. Awarded a

of Hortlcnlture held a
nanagement uost free.

AKents:— S.- J. Edwards, 25, Bishopsgate Within, E.C. ; i

f. R. Tanton, Nursoryoian, Epsom, Surrey.

HOTHOUSES for (ho MILLION.—Medal, I8G2.
Invented rv the late S,u .r«sK,Pn Paxton. A M U E L N.

ILLUSTRATFl 1111 I Is! 11 1

Messrs Hereman i. M rt n P-i!l ^I II 1 t I

Also tt HANDBOOK cf MNI- and FKUIl
TION price It post free 1 1 /

Ki-E LLLTIVV

Heatm? by Hot Water

CHEAP PAVING TILES.—A Manufuctimng Firm
liave a considerable stock of Plain and Encaustic Tiles, more or

less damaged in the process of manufacturitiK, that they would be
willing to Dispose of at prices below those of the comraoLcst descrip-
tioD of Paving materials. To Lrxnded Proprietors thev wonlrJ ha
Invaluable lor the Floors ot Cottages, Farm House
bo supplied at a very low rate.

_ ^___ Address M., Post Office, Broseloy.

"trASES, STATUES, FOUNTAIN BASIN87fLOWEE~-
V POTS, &c.., in TERRA COTTA and FINE STONE WARE,

warranted to stand frost, by John N. Bla.shfield, Stamford, Lincoln-
shire. Applications for Drawings and I'ricea will receive attention.

i, &c., and would

TCBCLAR
1 Stan Is to

1 dch Patent
s pply C sterns

round Street Black

Heating by Hot Water.
HOLLANDS, Iron M e r c h ji

31, Banl side, London. S.E.
HOT WATER PIPES, hum Stock, per y.\rd :-2-mcb. Is.

w

Greenhouses, &c.
JOSEPH SMITH, New Road, Hammersmith, W., be^s
_ to offer several weH-oonstructed GREENHOUSES, of good

2S ft. by 12 ft. 7

„ 26 ft. by 13 It. (0;

„ 45 ft. by 14 ft eu

Twenty 4 a. 6 in. by 3 ft. 3 In. Lights, 1? thick, for £14 and
8 ft. by 4 ft. 2 in., for £13.

MELON FRAMES of an improved make in Stock, warranted of
good materials.

Estimates for Heating etiectually by Ilot-W;

s
BJiony Asn, near ijivei-pool

Refference permitted to the Nobility and 6enti7 throughout Great
Britain and Ireland.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, of every description',
,
flxod complete in any part of the Country, or the materials,

viz., Boilers, Pipes, &c delivered to any Station.
Estimates on application.

s & Sons. 0. Bankside. Southwark, London, S.E.

Introduced by Geor<

3fl-glasses; Is neatly
and strongly made of straw;
it has three Windows in the
lower IIivo, with a Thermo-
meter affixed to the centre
i^ne. This Hive will be found

many practical
tages, and i

nagementth ,

Uee Hive that has been intro-

nf management than any other
UeeHir- ^

'

duced.

Price complete

— „- supply Stocks of the pure raca
efully packed in Woodbury Bar-Frame Hives, so as to travel with

comparatively no risk of damage.
ENGLISH BEES.—Stocks and Swarms may be obtained as heretc-
re.

A newly-an-anged CATALOGUE of other Improved Hives, with
Drawings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.
Address, Geo. NEjaHBocR_& Sons, 127, High Holbom, W.C. ; or

Glasgow : Austin & McAslan, IG, Buchanan Street.

i testimonials i

3 genuineness, &c. Is. per lb.

Samdel Mat, Seedsman, 180, Wade Lane, Leeds.

By Royal Letters Patent.
TOBACCO TISSUE for DESTROYING RED SPIDER,

MEALY BUG. THRIP, .and other INSECTS.
Manufactured from Tobacco rolled into Sheets, which will consume

without thra assistance of blowing, and will not injiu-e the most
tender plants. It will be found more economical and very superior

by

Destroy your Insect Pests.
PRESERVE YOUR PLANTS and TREES.
YoD WAT Easily Destroy all Plant Pests.

Without injury to the most delicate Plant or Tree, bv using

ITiOWLER'S GARDENERS' INSECTICIDE,X pn n ur ced by ill Who have used it to be far superior to any
1 I I One trial will prove its efficacy. Testimonials

II plication

Gd , and 10s per Tin. Orders amounting to

OHNAMfiNTAL TWING TILES foV Cffmerviton
Halls. Con-iiloiq Balconies, &c , na cheap and duribte

Stone, In blue, red, and buffcDlours and capable ot formmg a
if designs.
Also TESSELATED P VVEMENTS of

of designs.
Also TEf

than the .ab(

WHITF^GLAZED TILF^ for 3 mmg Walls of Dilries Lirderi
Groovedf and other Stable Rivrng

Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, Wall
Dmin Pipes, Slates, Cements, &c.*" -t their Pretnisesifa above.

Kitchen Ran,
Brick; „ .

Copings, Red and

OILVER SAND (REIGATE, best quality), at tlie aboveKJ addresses—14s. per Ton, or Is. 3rf. per Bushel ;" 2,*. per Ton extra

. itities of 4 Tons. Is. per Ton 1

FLINTS, BRICK BURRS or CLINKERS, for Rockeries o
Work. F. & G. KosnER.—Addresses see above.

N.B. Orders promptly executed by Railway,

T? T. ARCHER'S " FRIGI DOMO." ^ PatronisedJ-i .by her Majesty the Queen, the Duke of Northumberland forgon House, his Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Ganlena
Professor Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton
lor the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, &c

..inV^P^^*^^ '^°™ ^^^ SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN*KIG1 DOMO," a Canvaa made of patent prepared Hair andwool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping, wherever

PRIZE

PRIZE MEDAL

i adapted for all horticulturalLr.li fl
PP ^^ * P^^^ temperature. . ^ .., .*m«u.i,cu .u, an uumcuiturai

fl~r
".^."<="it'i™ Pirpoaes, for preserving Frmts and Flowers from thescorching rays of the sun, from wind, from attacks of insects, andfrdmmorning frosts. To be had in any required lengths.
rwo yards wide Is. M per yard run.
Four yards wide 33. cd. per yard.An improved make, 2 yards wide . . Is. <Jrf. per yard

Ai ^.V,l"J^.'''^®'^™'^^^'3y^f'i3Wide .. 28. Sd. per yard iTin
Also i-rigiDomo-Netting, 2yards wide. Is. Gd. per yard run

TriniV^^T JH^n*^ Archer, Whole and .Sole Manufacturer, 7, Great
nio^.L"^'^?- '^??P'^^ Street, City, and of all Nurserymen aiid Seeds-men throughout the kingdom.

-joo^io-

" it iB much cheaper than Mats as a covering."

TirtTH
. CONSTRUCTIOH

IRON to HOPTICULTUP \r
DENNIS'S PVTFNT W

CONSERVATORIES are .1

DENNIS'S PATENT \\

GREENHOUSES
DENNIS'S PATENT

VINERIES promote vigorous ^rc'.vtU and richness of colour
DENNIS'S PATENT WROU6HT-IRON PRIZE MEDALORCHID HOTTSES and STOVES, with double-glazed ipofa, are a

complete arrangement,
DENNIS'S PATENT WROUGHT-IRON PRIZE SIEDALORCHARD HOUSES (aa suppUed to Mr. Rivers), induce perfect

Bymmetry and unCiiUng result.

DENJJIS'S PATENT WROUGHT-IRON PRIZE MEDALGERANIUM and PLANT HOUSES, are thoroughly ventilated
and admit a maximum degree of light.
DENNIS'S PATENT WROUGHT

CUCUMBER and MELON HOUSES
heated upon T. H. P. D.'s improved aystem.
DENN fS'S PATENT WROUGffMRON PRIZE MEDAL

PINERIES, when heated upon T. H. P. D.'S improved system are
calculated to secure the growth of first-class frun;
DENNIS'S PATENT PRIZE MEDAL FORCING HOUSE.'?

are eminently superior for all early work.
DENNIS'S PATENT WROUGHT-IRON PRIZE MEDALSTRAWBERRY HOUSES admit a complete flood of air and light
The above Patent Houses can be glazed with or without putty;

These Houses are now protected by t'
n—

>
>• .. .f:^---

and from the complete adjustmeot of tbo.. ^„.,„v. ww
vie most favoumbly with Wood Structures in point of ^„„^.
Designs and Estimates prepared for single or complete ranges of

Houses in Wood or Iron.
lU'istrated Catalogues on application to the Patentee,

T. H. P. Dennis, Horticultural Builder and Hot-Water Engineer,

Soap Works resulted from a proposal made In the ,'- -" - ' ' iitlinig to equal the Aphis Wash' for the

Sef .'i' I

' -
II ,H!D, Esq., F.R.H,S., in "Gar-

mended it (tho Aphis Wa.sh). 1 have also mentioned it to several
gardeners."

From a Letterfrom Mr. J. ^.Cu\ri\KV, Sunderland, Aug. Zd, 1865:—
" I have tried it upon different plants with perfect succesa. I hnrt

many plants i

'" ^ - -' --

B red Spider r

I Mr. Sidney Ford, The Gardens^ St. Leonard's Lodge,

Messrs. Ginos have received a
1

from practical and amateur gardei
, ,„ .," " ' * Messrs. Low & Son's Nurseries, Upper ClaptoiMr. Eyli .

during the past autumn (18C5), carried
thorough experiments with the "Aphis Wash,
Sold by Chemists and others, in la, bottles, and 2s.

of careful and
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TAN GRATIS, in the immediate neighbourhood of
Covent Garden Market.—Apply to

Essex & Sons, 28, btimhope Street, Clare Market. W.C.

/^OCOA-JSUT KKFUSE
^^ is bocoming scarce, the

old reserves rtiU booq be gone.

Now sold in bags, 1 for 2s., 10 for

Mlt., 20 for 30s., 50 for 66*., 100

for £6.

Fourpence allowed for each

bag returned carriage -paid,

A Railway Truck-load (not in

b'lgs), 40,^.

Poetise Stamps or Tost-office

Order, payable to J. Bahsham &.

Co . Kingston-on-Thames, S.W.

Eit \V 1 N COOLING has still to offW in
strong Plants—

AUBRIETIA PURPUREA VARIEGATA. beautiful hardy
. per doz.
^UREA ( , . ^

GEflANIUM, CRYSTAL PALACE hCARLET, MR. WHITBT.
sTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA, fi.«. per doz.

GERANIUM IVARIEGATED), ALMA, RI fOU, FLOWER of
PRING, LADY PLYMOUrH. ia. to C,^. n«r doz.
GERANIUM (VARIEGATED), METEOR, BURNING BUSH,

IRESINE HERESTl. 4s.

S fiLClilKN OUNAMENTAL FOLIAGE FLAWTS.

Anthuri
,, leuconeurum
,, Augustini mun

' (6 crowns J i
juarar

„ metallica
j

Mimstera deliciosa
Cyanophyllum magniflcum Theophrasta imparialia, very fine
Cycaa circinalis Sphwrogyne latifolia [plant
Croton varlegatum I Pandanus utilis.

J. Morse boRs to ofler tho above (as he is giving up their cultiva-
tion) at very moderate prices ; some at little more than their original

They are all clean, in the finest possible health, and fit for

Just Published, post free 12 Stamps

pUlTrRS NE^\ BOOK on BEDDING PLANTS.
\J Containing Original Articles on the Aitistic Arrangement

and 120 Illustrations of Geometrical Designs lor

Seeds for Present Sowing.

The Best Swede for Late Sowing

IMPROVED HARDl
WHITE

(Si'TTOs's Selected Stock),

Is. per lb-, or cheaper by the bushel.

Carriage free.

TON & Sons. Royal Berk.shire Si?eil

Establishment, Reading.

The Forwardest Turnip known is

BUTTON'S SHORT-TOP

SIX WEEKS.

Cheaper by the Butihel.

This excellent Turnip, it i I June and July, will produce

surpassed the seed being s from plants which have taken Prizes
|

at all the pnncipai London Flower Shows, '

CARTER'S PRIZE CALCEOLARIA, 2s. 6rf. perpacket. i

CARTER'S PRIZE CINERARIA, is. 6d. per packet.
CARTER'S PRIZE-FRINGED CHINESE PRIMULA, 2^. &d.

per packet.
""' - ' _-.-.--

eipt of postage stamps.
238, High Holbom, W.C.

To Fruit ana Rose Growers.
OTANDF.N'S GARDENERS' and AMATEURS'O FRIEND, a compound of the richest Fertilising Phosphates,
and the most valuable of all Manures for Vines and other Fruit
Trees, Roses, Azaleas, and New Holland Plants, also Chrysanthe-~

i. Dahlias, Geraniums, &c. Sample Canisters, Is. and 2a. Qil. ;

and Seedsmen. For List of Agents see Advertisements in Gardeners'
Chronicle for March a

Ew, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

4 Mo: ,, Tho Nil , Dursley, Gloucestershir

Novelties, Novelties.
JAMES GARAWAY and CO., Durdham Down

Nurseries Bristol, offer the Three undermcntionei NEW
SEEDLING GERANIUMS aa not only Novelties but decided

TiiicoLon Section.
QUEEN of TRICOLORS—This variety surpasses in beauty the

well-known Mr.-i. Pollock, trom whi
of the same shade butmuch more '

ment, the green colour does not project itself beyond tlie zone.' The
flowers are produced in abundance, and are scarlet in colour and of
good shape.
Well-established Plants will be supplied tho last week in June, at

2ls. each. Four sent when Three are ordered.

Cloth or Gold Section.
BRONZE QUEEN.—A variety raised from Cloth of Gold, w th

foliaife of same colour, but with the addition of a dark bronze zone
distinctly m irked; of good dwarf habit, free in growth and verv
oflective, well adapted for bedding ; flowers scarlet cerise, produced

Price 7s. 6d. each. Foui
Nosi

Qt when Three are ordered.

Nosegay of compact habit, with eL'AFRICAINE—A hybi
Ine trusses of purplish crimson flowers, which, elevated oh stiff flower
items, produce a very One ofl'ect. As a plant for the back or second
ow of a ribbon border or centre of bed, this will be found a very

LCijuisition.

Price 5s. each. Four sent when Three are ordered.
Prices to the Trade on application,

. Caraway & Co.'s SPRING CATALOGUE, containing Priced

:rAs Gar r & Co., Durdham Down Nursenes, Bristol.

Fro I He rHuD
Esq,, T?ie Elms.Pershore.
" Your Grey Stone

and your Short-top Sii-
weelts Turnips are every-
thing we can desire.
After a trial of the

for early planting, and

valueless this season,
those two are excellent.
Half the secret of keep-

plenty of Grey Stone
Turnips through the
months of August and
September, pulped with

Price lOd. per pound.

J. LINDEN'S
ESTABLISHMENT FOR THE INTRODUCTION OF NEW PLANTS,

P.OYAL ZOOLOGICAL and HORTICULTURAL GARDENS, BRUSSELS, BELGIUM.

ONE HUNDRED QUITE NEW AND FINE ORCHIDS,
iielonging to tlie most favourite genera, rrcerth' diseovered and introduoed by II. Linden's Collectors. Among

them are many new and splendid CATTLETAS 'and L.ELIAS, siuli as the glorious CATTLKVA MAXIMA
(tnie), and LJSLIA WALLISII. Upwards of 2-5 new and magnificent kinds of ODONTOGLOSSUM, and an equal
number of large flowering ONClDIUltS, &c., suitable for cool treatment.

Arads.
ALOCASIA

I
CALADICM I DIEFFENBACHIA

ANTHUKIUM
I
COLOCASIA IrHILODE.NDRON, ic-

Bromeliads.
One of the largest Collections of these plants.

Economical and Medicinal Plants.
This Collection contains many new and rare plants useful for the

Colonies.

Fine Foliaged and Ornamental Plants,
Such as ABALIA, DIDY.MOPANAX, OKEOPANAX. PAHA.

TROPIA, and SCIADOPHYLLUM, upwards of 20 quite new

Herbaceous and Tree Ferns.
The largest Collection in Europe ; the Tree Ferns

by 78 distinct species.

Harantas.
is and upwards of ) quite new species.

Palms, Cycads, Zamiae Pandani.
This Collection is very extensive .and contains upwards of 60 quite

Tropical Fruit Trees.
rorrplete Collection In Europe, and many new at

s fruits of the greatest interest for the Coloiues.

STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS. Several NEW CONIFERS from North Japan, &c., &e.

NEW AND BEAUTIFUL PLANTS FOR 1866.

JOHN J. LINDEN
HAS THE PLEASURE TO OPPEH NOW FOH THE FIRST TIME

THE FOLLOWING FIRST-RATE NOVELTIES,
SEVERAL OF WHICH FORMED PART OF HIS PRIZE LOTS AT THE GREAT INTERNATIONAL SHOW.

)r description see M. Linden's NEW CATALOGUE, which will be forwarded Post Free on application to

Messrs. StLBEREAD & SoN, 5, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London, E.G.

SUTTON'S IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE, 0<i. per lb.

LINCOLNSHIRE RED PARAGON, Bd. per lb.

POMERANIAN WHITE GLOIIE, 9d. per lb.

HARDV GREEN ROUND, 9if. per lb.

SUTTO.S'S SHORT-TOP SIX WllEKS, Is. per lb.

And other choice sorts, cheaper by the bushel, carnage free.

Sdttom & SoKS, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

Anthurium regale (Lind.).
Price— I'irst Size, 8As. each ; Regular Size, 42s. each.

Aphelandra omata (Anderson).

Calathea (Maranta) Lindeniana (Wall.).
Pnce—Extra Strong Plants, Sis. each ; Smaller, 42s. each.

Dimorplianthus Uandshuricus (Rupr.).
A most ornamental hardy Arallad from the Amoor River. This

noble plant, with leaves 3 yards in length and 2 in breadth, produces
^ very grand effect. Price 2Is. each.

Maranta rosea-picta (Lind.).
Pnce—First Size Plants, 64s. each ; Smaller, 42a. each.

Passiflora helleborifolia (Wall.).
Price 12a. M. each.

Passiflora macrocarpa (Wall.).
Very robust species, bearing fruits of 8 lbs. weight.

Price 12a Gil. each.

Khopala aurea and serratifolia.
Two fine and elegant new species from estra-tropicai Brazils.

Price 2Ia. each.

T/te Plants wilt be delivered free in London.

BRUSSELS ROYAL ZOOLOGICAL and HORTICULTURAi GARDENS.—June 23.

ADIANTUM FARLEYENSE, True.

EOBEKT T. YEITCH
HAS MrCH PLF.,\SVRE IN' OFFERINO- TOR THE FFRST THrE TO THE PUBLIC

THIS VERY HANDSOME VIGOROUS-GROWING STOVE FERN,
so UXIVERSALLT ADMIRED AT THE LATE INTERXATIOXAL EXHIBITION'

This Adiantum was introduced from Barbadoes by Thomas Daniels, Esq., Stoodleigh, Tiverton.

Plants will be ready in July next at 433. each. IJsual allowance to the Trade.

1^* Orders are nmo being booked, and will be executed in rotation as received.

NURSERY: NEW NORTH ROAD, N. ; SEED WAREHOUSE: 54, HIGH STREET, EXETEH.
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Bromus SchrsBdertl (True).

MESSES. JAMKS VEITCH and SONS hnvu just
received in excellent condition, direct from Austialia, a

Consienment of SKED of the above valuable foira^'O plant, .and have
great pleasure in otTering it at 35. Gd. per lb.

Special prices per Bushel or Cwt. on application.

Royal Exotic Nursor}-, King's Road. Chelsea, S.W.

Briglitoii and Sussex Seed Warehouse.
EDWARD CARPENTER'S MIXTURES

of PERMANENT GRASS and CLOVER SEED.S. _ Best
quality, 36«. per acre (2 bushels light seed.s. and 121b. Clovers and
small seeds per acre).—See testimonials in Catalogue.
EnwiBD CiBPESTEK's RENOVATING MIXTURES for Improving

Old Pastures.
PRICED CATALOGUES of KITCHEN GARDEN, FLOWER,

and FARM SEEDS now rendv.
EowARD Carpkntub, Seed Merchant and Grower, 96, St. James's

Street, Brighton.

N E ^Y

pale green. First-class Certificate. 21s. each.
The iisual allowance to tlie Trade, and a List of Fi

advertised at a later period.

See Proceedings of Royal Horticultuml Society's Scientific Meetings,

t referring to the above Clei

&eo wbat fine large blue and
a. some cases with metallic tints

. They are varieties raised by those
most successful hybridiseis—Messrs. Jackhan, of Woking, who will

^ ._! informing
the Public that they shall be in a nosition to send out the above two
New Clematises in the coming Autumn (1S66).

Orders will be taken now, and the Plants will be forwarded strictly
ip rotation. Woking NurseiT. Surrey.

Bedaing Plants, Bedding Plants.
(^EO. McllAE AND CO. bes to offer to the public
V X strong Plants of the following at 2s. Crf. per dozen :—
Geraniums Stella Kosegay, Tom Toumb, Boulo do Feu, Crystal
Palaco Scarlet. Treotham Rose, Carmme Nosegay, Princess of
Prussia, Rosv Queen, and Tom Thumb's Master. Calceolaria aurea
floribunda, Huliotropes, Verbenas, Lobelias, Dahlias, Fuchsias,
Iresme Herbstil, Ac.
BIJOU (variegated) GERANIUM, 3s. per dozen, autumn-struck.
All orders of £1 and upwards packed and sent carriage free to any

Railwiiy Station. Tredegar Nurserj', Bow. E.

Primula Cineraria.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON are now sendinsr out
SEED of their superb PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRI-

ATA, which has for many years given groat satisfaction.
The 'Vartieiicrs' Chronicle of the 6th of January, in Notices to

Correspondents, says;—"The blooms sent are remarkably fine,

nchly coloured, full and densely fringed ; they are evidently thq
produce of a capital strain."
The Jountal of Horlicullure of the 23d of January, says that:

—

"The finest and richest co'oured Chinese Piiniulas we have yet seen
are those raised by Messrs. Cutbubh & Son."

Sealed packets, '2,f. fid. and 3s. 6d. each.
CINERARIA, from finest immed v.irietle-^, per packet, 2s. Crf. and

3s. 6d. each. Iligbgate Nuraenes, London, N.

tEhs ®artrener]El'€firtintcle.
SATURDAY, JUNE 23, 1866.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUDfO WEEK.
June 26-2ooloEicaI ..

^n I Roval Horticultural (Rose show),
B Kensinirton

Tn J Royal Horticultural CWeekly show^1 ^o^th Kensington

We have already on two occasions noticed the
" FuKGORUM Carpologia " of the brothers Tu-
LASNE, one of the mo.st beautiful and important
publications of the day, and we have now to call

attention to the third, and unhappily the con-
cluding part, which is in every respect equiil to

those which have already appeared. Though
Fries and others had su.spected that the
same species of Fungus assumed not only
very different forms but totally different

fructification, this was in most cases rather
the result of t.act than of positive inquiry ;

but the TUL.\SXES have demonstrated the fact,

and have shown, that as a great reduction cf
genera was formerly made by the elimination of
mycelia and imperfectly developed forms, a still

gi-eater reduction must ultimately result from
the assigning these secondary, tertiary, or
multiple forms to their proper species. There
have been a few labourers in the same direction,

amongst whom De B.A-RY deserves a first place,

but no one has laboured like the TuLASNES, or
persistently carried out the requisite researches
m every direction. We regret the more that
they have announced a cessation from their

labours, because what they have done amongst
the moulds, in referring many of them as mere
bearers of conidia (a sort of secondary fi-uit to

Sphperiacese), would lead us to expect still more
startling results. It is quite certain that many
of them are mere subsidiary forms of what are
apparently very slightly related species, and it

is very probable that of those which are really

,
autonomous, there are two or more very distinct

forms of fructification, a matter which is by
no means of small import.ince as regards the

;

part which they take in fermentation. Indeed,

i m one or two instances, as in Ascophora elcgans,

I

two kinds of fruit grow on the same thread. It

is also greatly to be desired that we should have
some more definite view respecting the species

which attend or produce cutaneous affections,

especially since an authority like Ek.vsmus
AViLSON has declared that the supposed Fungi
are mere abnormal cellular developments, a

notion to which no jjraotised mycologist wiU very
reiidily subscribe.

One of the most interesting matters in a more
popular point of view which is broached in the

work is the development of Peziza tuburosa.

This Fungus always grows from an irregular

bUtck-coated tuberous body, and uniformly where
some species of Anemone, as the common Wood
Anemone, abounds. It has been therefore

asserted that the tuberous boiiies were the roots

of the Anemone, a notion which could not be
received by any one who compared the structure

of the two. The bodies were clearly of a fungoid
nature, and were, in fact, in structure like the

genus Sclerotium, the species of which have long

been exploded as not autonomous. The tuberous

bodies were merely the winter or resting state of

the Fungus. It has now, however, b^en ascer-

tained that the Sclerotium is formed with the

diseased roots of the Anemone, so that the

Fungus really is a pars site on the Anemone,
the Sclerotium being formed at the expense of

its tissues.

There is one view, however, of oirr authors to

which we cannot accede. A Fungus was long

since published by SowERBY under the name of

Sphferia clavata, which occurs occasionally in

Fir-woods, as in the neighbourhood of Bristol,

where it has been gathered in tolerable abund-
ance by Mr. Broome. Our authors assert that

the supposed fruit of this Fungus is not the real

fruit of the Club-shaped Fungus, but a species

of Hj'pocrea parasitic on C'lavaria Ligula, Schoeff.

If the species of C'lavaria in question were a

British species, we should have less hesitation

in acceding to this view, but no specimen has yet

been gathered with the friut of a C'lavaria or

which was not furnished with perithecia. The
specimens figured in the work were forwarded
to the Messrs. Tulasne in a living state from
Somersetshire by Mr. Broome, so that the matter
must for the present be regarded as mere theorj',

though the form is certainly abnormal.
It is remarkable, on the other hand, that several

of the moulds, which are secondary forms of more
perfect Fungi , are very common in the mucedinous
state, but extremely rare with perfect fruit.

Nothing, for example, is more generally diffused

than the yellow mould which attacks Boleti, yet
nothing is more rare than the perfect form. As
a confirmation of this startUng fact we may
mention that Mr. Broome has lately discovered

the perfect form of Epochniuni fungorum, which
is one of our commonest Fungi, on Corticium
Iffive, in its sporiferous state.

On comparing the results of our authors'

l\bours on Fungi and Lichens, it can scarcely

escape notice how very closely related Lichens
ara^to Fungi, and that they clearly form merely
divisions of one great aUiance, a view which has
not generally been adopted, though we believe it

t/ be perfectly just.
-' In conclusion we ought to observe that the
work has been thought in France of such great
importance that an especial report of it was
presented to the Botanical Society of France
by Count Jahbert. In thi.'\ he calls especial

attention, not only to its general scientific merits,

but to the religious and strictly philosophic tone
which pervades it, and to its correct and elegant
Latinity, in which respect the only rival is the
classical E>rDLic:nER, who is justly esteemed in

this respect as the Coryphaeus of botanists.

M. J. B.

There is, we have ab'eady said, no doubt that
if the Judges at our Flower Shows could
be allowed more time to work out their deci-

sions, unsound conclusions would he less

frequent. Those who have been accustometl tn

act in the capacity of censors at a Horficultiual
Exhibition will doubtless recall instances in

which some knotty point has arisen which required
titne as well as attention and patience to disen-

tangle it ; but there was full work before them for

all the time at their disposal. What was to be
done ? They could not pause to untie this knot,
for while doing so another would be tying

!

They have had no alternative but to diaw the
sword, rudely sever the knot, and proceed.

This, we say, i.i under the existing state of

things the only alteinativo. But is it satisfac-

tory 't Wo think not, and for that reason wo
ventuT'O to suggest a remedy. Let the objects

exhibited at our great shows be placed ready for

the judges by—say '1 o'clock on the day previous
to the opening. This would give the judges ample
time, free from the hindrance caused by distin-

guished visitors coming in before the hour of
opening, and free from the prospective pressure

of the opening hour. The only limit to the
examination of the objects exhibited would bo
the close of daylight. Indeed their labour

need not necessarfly end here. Matters requiring

discussion or mature thought might be calmly

and quietly discussed onward till settled.

Let us consider how far this would affect

exhibitors, who are entitled to the fullest con-

sideration in any new arrangement that may bo
made. It would certainly adcl somethiag to their

expenses, but it would not increase their labour.

The plants must under any circumstances be
conveyed to and fro. To those who live within
20 miles of London (as most of our great

exhibitors do), it would involve the necessity of

leaving home on the morning instead of on the

evening preceding the day uf the show. One
night on the road would thus be avoided. But
even were the expenses and disadvantages of

exhibitors far greater than we conceive thcra to

be, we submit that they would be cheaply pur-
chased by the greater certainty of a full and just

recognition of their claims.

One word more to exhibitors. We should be
sorry to think that our flower shows, grand as

they are, have reached a point beyond which
there is no hope of improvement. It will have
been gathered from the preceding remarks that we
hold the very reverse of this. The objects are no
doubt to some extent grown and set up to meet
the approval of the judges ; they are therefore

remotely, if not directly, responsible for the

conceits and shortcomings, as well as for the

grandeur and beauties of our shows. Let them
discourage the former, and we ventui'e to say

they would gradually disappear. Now, it follows

that if the judges of the future should be selected

in accordance with our' suggestions, the exhibitors

of the future must rise to theii' level, or fall into

the rear. The great fault of our present shows is

to o\U' mind the trim, exact, and distorted

appearance of many of the .specimens. They are

"made up" to an ide.al—often to our view
a very false ideal—rather than aided and
encouraged in a natural development. AVe.

would rely less on Art and more on Nature.
Azaleas in crinoline ; squat Eoses with a tight
" choke " round their necks, made to look

the spectators hard in the face, but deprived of

every vestige of grace, the natural attribute (

f

the Queen of Flowers ; military plebs who are

thought to be well dressed because tightly dressed

—such would hardlv hold their' own against

Nature's beauties with men of a refined and
cultivated taste—qualities which, we maintain,

we have a right to look for in our judges. We
do not object to Art. AVe admit its necessity.

But let us have high art ; art that does not
" o'erstep the modesty of Nature," but developes

the beautiful in sympathy with, rather than
diverts or perverts Nature, in slavish obedience to

a baseless empiricism.

Those who have witnessed the Rhododendron
Shows of the metropolis, or have had \-\v :nlv;iiit:iL'c to

inspect an American garden in the ooniii r\ , \i ill :nlmit

that while these fine evergreens take l!ir uyA pLi'-c in

such a garden, the effect is heightened in a iiiai\rlliius

degree by tlie introduction of the bright-rolunied

Hardy Az.ile.is. The general fault of those lattt r

plants is that their blossoms are small, andarejirc-
duccd rather too early to fit in well witli the
Rhododendrons, while the fact of their cai liness brings

out another disadvantage, namely,
almost or quite leafless \\hen in blfs.-

much gratitir.l, a lr» <\:\y< i.-o. I„ liiid ;

Nursery of Mi.-i, Wniri.r ,\ ii.iillV

attention has lin- .- uoi^ lin ii i\\

remedying of the^u vciy c-vils, and i

satisfactory results, some of the seedlings which weie
then in bloom, and which had been obtained

by crossing' ninl infiTcrfissiiiL-, aided by the iiolleu

thai
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grounds, when they become better knoivu and are

procurable. One or two double flowered sorts, which
were noticed in the same collection, were particu-

larly interesting from the apparent persistency of their

blossoms.

TheBibmingham Rose Show, one of the best,

if not the best, provincial meeting of its kind, takes place

t'lis year on the 5th and 6th of July. The prize list

diffei-s in but few particulars from that of former years.

The most important alteration is the reduction of 96

to "2 varieties in the nurserymen's class, a decided

change for the better, and one which might, we think,

be advantageously carried further in the same direction.

The class for ai varieties reserved for nui-serymen

resident in the counties of Warwick, Worcester, or

Stafford only, will no doubt form a very important
feature in this Midland Rose Congres,s, and to local

residents must be particularly interesting and in-

structive, affording the very best information as to

what varieties have proved themselves adapted for

general cultivation in thedistrict represented. One class,

we observe, is for the best basket or vase of Roses and
Rose foliage, and another for the best hand-bouquet,
also of Roses and their foliage. Bouquets have hitherto
always been too large and fonnal ; and therefore with a

view to render them smaller and less crowded, the
schedule intimates that it is essential they should be
suitable for the hand, and suggests the free use of

Noisette, Moss, and Tea-scented Roses in a just

opening condition. This suggestion may do some-
thing towards spreading an improved taste in bouquet
making.

We have from time to time referred to the
SroKTiVE character of the Indian Azalea, and
called attention to the fact that some of our best

varieties have had their origin in a freak of Nature.
A fresh instance of this sportivencss was shown
the other day at South Kensington. Mr. W. B;u'nes

there exhibited a variety of Azalea which he piu'poses

to designate Her Majesty. It is, we believe, a sport

from lladame Miellez, or some of the forms closely

allied to that fine old sort, and in quaUty, therefore,

as well as in name, takes the very highest rank.

The flowers are of the full average size, and of

excellent form and substance ; and the colour is a soft

lilac-tinted blush, white at the margin, densely spot fed

with crimson in the upper part, and marked with
variable stripes, or sometimes broadish bars of deep

i

rosy purple. Its high quality, as regards the flower
j

itself, and this novelty of marking, will niukc it an
acquisition in any collection of these shoA\"y plants.

anywhere else. These three-leaved species have all a

NOTES ON CONIPERS.—No. III.

(Ci>,itiKucl,fn,u i>. 460).

As we ascend from the coal formations through the

different stmta until we reach our own times, the
character of both animal and vegetable life comes
nearer and nearer to that which now exists—not that

this can he said to he donfflby imprrr, i.fililf L'rndation,

but by a succc>sion of jerks or sfci-. i\lii. li :iltli<mgh

suflicienfly well-defined and distimt uli™ liMl.i.d ;it in

detail, may still in the abstract be styled gniluil.

As it is with other organisms, so it is with Conifers.

The earlier the strata the greater the uniformity in

species over the world—more esiiecially those parts of

it which were connected together, and we infer that an
uninteiTupted communication once existed between
Europe and Australia, because throughout almost the

whole of the Secondary epoch, doivn to the Eocene in

the Tertiai'y. a type of organisms existed in tlie then
Europe whose nearest allies are only now to be found
ill Auiitralia. In Mammals the Marsupial tjTs, if it

did not alone exist (which many facts suggest as

probable), was at least most prevalent. In Molluscs

the Tridacne, of which living examples are now found
alone in the Australian seas, was plentiful in the
European seas ; and so similar was the flora of Europe
to that now in Australia that it supplied the materials

and suggested the suliiecf of Prof ITnger's well-kno\vn

lecture styled " New lloUand in Europe." The fossil

Conifers found in the secondary strata of Britain were of

the same character as the other vegetation, Arau-
carias of the Norfolk Island type being one of the

most striking and commonest features.

At the close of the Eocene epoch a great change
seems to have taken place. Europe became separated

from New Holland, and a new flora and fauna (the

Miocene) superseded the Australian type. It was
what may be called the Califoniian type, and extended

both over Europe and America, and probably also

over Asia ; an immense amount of materials has put

both of these positions beyond question. The Conifers

supply good illustrations of this, and as an illustration

is at all times worth a score of arguments, we give one
bearing upon each.

Our readers know that the number of leaves in the

sheath furnishes a good character for dividing the

Pines. The species which have three leaves in the

sheath compose a well-marked section, which is now
mainly confined to North America. Their geographical

distribution is as follows, leaving out Australia, Africa,

and South America, which it is unnecessary to take

into account, they possessing no Pines at all :—

Europe . . . . - . . .

.

.
.

Canary Islands . . . . . . . . . . . 1

North America (east side) 4

Ditto (we.st side) . . 8

Mexico 5 to 8

Nortll of the Southern slope of the Him.al.ayas . . 2

China 2

Philippine Islands 1

This distribution is perfectly capable of explanation,

and we shall presently submit to the reader our ideas

of the course of events which have given rise to it. In
the meantime we merely draw attention to the fact

that there are 20 three-leaved Pines in the northern
part of the American continent against six found

l'"ig. I.—P. poudeiosa, from California.

peeuliar facies, and similar cones with more or less jiro

ininent prickles or hooks on each scale. See Eig. 1.

Fig. 2 shows the cone of Pinus Aquensis (Pine of
Aquitaine we sujipose), a species of which remains
have been found by JI. Saporta in the Tertiary marly

limestones in the south-east
of Prance, and figured by
him in the "Annales des
Sciences," -Ith ser., vol.

xviii., p. 214. No one can,

we think, have ;my doubt
that this belongs to the
same group as Finns pon-
derosa.

The occurrence of these
two so nearly allied species,

the fossil one in Prance and
the living one in California,

strongl.v suggests a former
connection in some way
between these countries.

A still stronger one is

supplied by the genus
Sequoia, one species of
which. Sequoia Langs-
dorflii, has left traces of its

existence in the Miocene
time iu Europe, in the

Fig. a.—Piuub Aquensis ; American Polar regions,
Terti,-irym,arls,Southof Franco, and in California; and tile

Sequoia seinper\'ireus, which still exists as one of
the most

_
characteristic trees in California, is so

closely allied to that extinct species that fossil

remains of the former found in the Miocene
strata, near Vancouver's Ishind, have been supposed
to belong to tlie latter. The reader may judge for

himself The graphof^vpe. Pig. 3, represents a twig

Fig. 3.—Sequoia sempervirena, from California.

of the normal form of Sequoia sempervirens ; Fig. 5;
that of S. Langs-
dorfiii from Swit-
zerland; and
Fig. 5 of the same,
brought by Sir
John Richardson
from Tertiary
deposits near the
mouth of the
Mackenzie River.

If these were
solitary instances
they might be
explained away,

but on the contrary they represent the general character

of the distribution of the Miocene flora o| the Northern
Hemisphere.
These and other facts of a similar nature led

linger and Heer to the belief in a Miocene Atlantis,

that is, a continuation of the European Continent to

America. This hypothesis hag not iu this country met
with the favom- which we think it deserves, ^ir

Charles Lyell is unable to accept it, although he does
not absolutely re,iect it ; Prof. Oliver controverts it on
botanical grounds, and on the whole the extent of
geological changes which it presupposes has seemed too
great to obtain for it general acceptance. Notvrith-
standing this, v/e confess that we consider a land com-
municafion during the Miocene epoch between Europe
ami America to he absolutely essential to explain the
facts relating both to the extinct faunas and floras of
these countries, although th.at communication may
not hiive lain exactly iu the line supposed by Unger.
It can scarcely be disputed (indeed it is generaHj"

admitted) that Em-ope at a former period extended
westwards at least as far

as the Canary Islands and
Azores, and ' in these a
number of plants of the
type characteristicofCali-

fornia and the south of

North America still re-

main ; and we believe we
are able to prove that the
extension went as far

south as St. Helena.
When that connection

between North America
and Europe existed, the
same fauna and flora

extended over both, aha
the explanation of ths
distribution of their pre.:

sent faunas and floras is to

be sought for in the course of events which hav^
taken place since then. The distribution of Conifers
is similar to that of other families, and the sa_iu,o

explanation ought to apply to all. An e.xplanatioij

which we consider satLsf'actorv is given in a work ou
' Geographical Disf ributiou," the first volume of which

* Some of om- readers may care to be iiiforuied tjfqt th,9

above figures have been engr^kved Vy the new pro-

cess of Graphotype ; and as we have tried it, tbsy may
perhaps like ti. kn.iw uur oiiinioii of its usoftllnesa.

Tbcl-eaiv llii. . •.i;ii.I. .11 i%l,i.!i !1 .li'uiis to beau improve-
ment, 'll -

'
: ! I . 1 : 1 1 which tl^e work

raaybtj'i": l :^is. Ilgs. i and 2,

for cx.nnij.I. , s l,
i

.
, .iil . ;,, . ,

.....i \.
.
.>.id cnffnvver twM

days tu cui. IU,,,, v.^i^ .lui.wi ..u.i ^.u;, or cither painted
with the proper iiik, on the cLalU lilyt;k in about ihve»
houi-s ; and considering that they are the work of tin amateur,
and that it is our first experiment with the new tools, it ia

rC!i.souable to suppose that a better artist, and one accustomed
to the work, woidd turn them out much quicker. They ha3
next to go ^to the Grjiphotype CompiUiy to get the chalk
bru.shed out, wfiich is a simple and rapid process, and then the
liluck is stereotyped. If evcrvtbiUK i.-< ready, -si.i that no d^a;^
take place in wiuting, we ^l.M'ul 1 . , , tli ii Ihi „ li..uie.s might
be finished m three or four 1, i he of thf
pencil to the last Bqueeae ^ r i i;ii i p ir.teticaUy

we have not found it so, h<_ ei-.. i.. i;i (ph-iv p ^'-.mp.'my

have so much more to do thiui ltie> e lU i-^eiUikc Ui.it we had
to wait a fortnight to get the finished block stereotyped ; but
ljy-and-l>y this should be remedied. Tlie next .advantage is

chciipness. As tJia material coats next to nothing, and the time
necessary is .also next to nothing, the cost, Qr aptual outh^,
should be Uttlo more th.au the artist's charge for drawing t^d
the expense of stereotyping. The Compiuiy therefore have it

in their power to m.ake the process very cheap ; but of 00111*86

they will naturally wish to m.ake the most they can of it, and
the public may expect the price to be fixed at just so much
less than the coat of wood engraving as will turn the scale in
favour of graphotype, and no more. TCe think this is 1^

reasonable inference, not only frora human nature jmd the
details above-mentioned, but from the Company dwelling
upon the next advantage .as the m.'Utt ground on which they
recommend their invention, viz., that it securea for tho
engraving an actual fac-simile of Uie design of the artist : that
in fact, instead of being diluted, modified, or pei verted, by iha
improvements of the manipul.itor, every touch of the arti^
is preserved. We doubt how far this benefit will be secured.
In the first place, it is not as if the artist mode his design
with his usual tools. The draftsman h£is to lay aside his

pencil and take a fine camel-hair brush, cut away until the
pencil part is limited to about a dozen of hail-s. and to palut

witJi this. No doubt the ink is delightful to work witli, so

frqe, so flowing, and so liquid, that it is wholly free

from the worst evil of lithographic painting or writing

;

but it is a new tool and a new medium, and it would be
absurd to expect the same residt^ from worldng
with it which would be produced b.v an artist

working with the tool to which he is accustomed. The pencil

artist is accustomed to, and requires a substance to draw on,

presenting some resistiince. The gi'aphotype brush bends with
tbe slightest impulse. Before his work can be as good as ii

was of yore, he must learn a new manipulation. That he will

do so, and that his talents will then produce as fine results aa
before, is very probable, although not certain. We are informed
that practically artists take readily to it, half an hour's prac-

tice being all th.at they find necessary to give them as great
facility as in drawine upon wood, and tho impression of many
seeips to be that the effect is superior. The effect to our
mind, however, produced by a gl'aphotj'pe block is

certainly not the s^une as that by a woodcut, and we do
not like it so well. Neither can the style of work itself,

that is, the fineness and dehcacy of execution, ever come
up to the best olaaa of wood engraving, because it must
.llw.ays be stereo^ped, and in wood cn^fraving the best

class' of work cejises to be so .as soon as it is stereotyped,

the process of stereotyping destroying the .sharpness of the
lines and filUng up smail sp.aces. To us it appears that it is

the natur.aUst who will chiefly profit by the new process. His
drawing.^, more th.in those ofany one else, ar-eapt to be distorted

by the engraver. There is nothing conventional in his work

—

it is all facts. Every line should be in its place, of its proper
length, and of its proper thickness. The engraver (until

taught) never troubles himself with these details ; he tries to

give the effect ; and the naturalist is often driven to despair

when he finds the effect given by adding to the number
of the joints or segments, more than Nature gnve. or by
the introduction of forms which she never knew. lie

may now protect himself from this, although at the cost

probably of inferior execution .I'nd uglier- pictures, but if

there (fe any blunders, he will have no one to blame for tbeui

but himself.
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i§ just published* As few of our readers may probably

yet have seen it, we shall quote the passage containius
the explanation to which ive refer.

First let us tajie this general principle along with us

:

" The glacial epoch, when it arrived and advanced
southwards, must have operated in two ways—it must
eitljer have killed, or transformed into something else,

all those species of plants and animals which were
subjected to its influence. It is also possible that it

may have driven before it, at a respectfuldistance, all

those which escaped its influence, and which migrated
southward, carrymg their climate with them."
Next let us consider the local or geographical effect

of this influence:

—

"When the glaoial epoch was at its height, ice

covered the whole oT North America, as far south as

the north of Georgia and Texas (see Map i +)—that, as

is proved by the tertiary deposits to the south of them,
being the then southern termination of the North
American continent—and the ice there ran into the
sea in mighty glaciers. In its progress south it must,
of course, have driven every plant or animal before it,

making a clean sweep of all life wherever it came; and
wherever it rested, covering the laud as it did, for

thousands and thou.sands oi' years (whether inter-
mittently or not), it must have left the surface a
tabula rtuia for the reception of new impressions.
Where there was an extension of land before it, as in

the south-west corner of North America, the plants
and animals would take refuge in it. Where there
was no extension of land, and the glacier ice terminated
in the sea, of course every livmg thing would be
annihilated.

" In Europe, on the other hand, although the drift or
glacial ice did not reach so far south as in .^Lmerica,

nor, perhaps, the general mass of glaciers run into the
MecliteiTanean Sea, we shall find, u we inquire a little,

that it was in a still wor.se case than North .^merica.
The latter had :in outlet; but we shall presently see
that Europe had nujie.

" Let the reader figure on a map the extent of the
laud in Europe covered by the glacial ice (shown in
llap -1). Then let him lay down its tertiary and
quaternary beds (shown in Map 3). They, of course,
represent at least some of the water previous to that
period—they are the site of the seas in which these
oeils were deposited. Next, let him remember that
at that epoch itself the general level of Europe and
Asia WiA considerably lower than it is now. The
Sahamn sea was united with the Mediterranean and
the Black Sea, and the Black Sea with the Caspian.

" Sir Roderick Murchisou and M. de Verneuil
consider that another sea as large as the Mediten-anean,
and several hundi'ed feet in depth, existed about the
south of the Caspian during the pliocene epoch (that is,

the commencement of the ghK-ial epoch). It is, there-
fore, no very unreasonable surmise that the level of
Europe from the longitude of the western termination
of the Sahara U) (he luugitude of the Caspian Sea, was
100 fathoms lower than it is now. If the reader will
add from Map 2 the portions of Europe, which in that
case would be under water, to the other two (the limits
of glacial action and tertiary deposits), he will find that
Europe has all but disappeared. In addition to this,
however, the sandy plains in the centre of Germany
stretching with interruptions from the Danube to the
Baltic, show every appearance of having been recently
tmder water. If we reckon them also as submerged at
that epoch, then Europe, east of the Atlantic, will be
practically almost blotted out from the map. [ The
exceptions would be part of Spain, Sicily, and the
Azores and Canary Isles, and in these, and aliuo.st

nowhere else in Europe, we find sjiecies either allied
to what we know of the past Miocene or present
southern fauna and flora of North America.]

" Life in North America boing by the glacial cold
driven into Mexico, and in Europe almost entirely
extirpated, and the communication with North
America cut ofl', except at an extreme point which lay
at the greatest distance from the surviving focus of life

in each country respectively, viz., as regards America
in the extreme north-east, while aU the surviving life

was crowded into the extreme south-west; and as
regards Europe, while the nearest point whence life

could be drawn was probably the south-east of Asia, it

is plain that neither of the continents could help the
other: America could receive European colonists, and
Eurojie American, only after they had each been
re-peopled from some other source.

" In the first place, as to Europe, it is plain that it

must have drawn its new inhabitants almost entirely
from Asia ; the Sahara still subsisted as a sea, although,
perhaps, diminished in size, and cut it off from Africa;
ajjd accordingly no trace of the fauna or flora of Africa
proper is to be found in Europe. There was, there-
lore, no place e.xcept Asia on which it could draw (any
slight remnants of the Miocene flora which are still to
be fouud in Europe were doubtless preserved in those
patta of the South of Europe which existed as islands
beyond the reach of the ice of the glacial epoch) ; and,

,
in accordance with this, we find that the flora and

I fauna of Europe and Asia are essentially the same.

I

It is to be expected that in such an immense tract of

I

country climatal variations must have arisen^
(
then

; and we can distinguish three sub-provi;j»„„
' (whicli may be called respectively the Scandinaron,
the Mediterranean, and the East, or Mongolo-Siberian),

' o* ^^'^ Oen;,Taphical Distribution of Animals and Plauta.
By Andrew Murray. Vol. I. : Mammals. D.iy & Son.

I
t The ni.'ip^ referred to in the.-ie paragraphs are some of the

general maps in the work refeiTed to. They ar«, 1, a Map
,

showing the eBeot of an Elevation of 600 feet on the Conflgura-
Uun of Liind and Sea ; 2, a Map showing the effect of a

^

Depression to the sajne extent ; 3, a Map showing, approxi-

^

mately the Tertiary and Quaternary formations thruugliout
the world

: 4, a Map showing approximately the' places,
,

where marke of Glacial action have been observed ; 5, aMap-
shoiving approiimatelv the Rising and Fulling Dand at the
Bix-sent day.

but essentially the whole of Asia north of the line of the
Himalayas and Europe is of one type. When we come
to trace the spread of particular species of plants and
animals, I have been surprised to find how happily
this view explains many seeming anomalies, whicli
have puzzled naturalists to account for, such as the
distribution of the Cedars, the Silver Firs, many of the
mammals, and, in fact, of every class of organic life in
Europe and Northern Asia.

" As to America, the whole of its pre-existing flora
and fauna having been crowded into the north-west of
Mexico and Central America, that is the source from
which it must have been restored. On the retreat of
the ice the flora, of course, would follow it step by step

;

but its starting-point being west of the dividing ridge
or backbone of America, or, what is probably more to
the purpose, we.st of the tertiary sea which lay in the
hue of the Missouri and Mackenzie Rivers, and thus
being penned in between the Pacific and these
barriers, it would flow up in strength into Califoi-nia
and Oregon, and only such a portion of it as might be
able to cross the ridge or sea would succeed in making
good its footing on the eastern side of North America.

" I conceive that the Missouri sea must have been
the more important obstacle of the two ; because the
place where that sea lay is to this day the limiting
boundary 'between various species inhabiting the
country to the east and west of it. That sea, however,
was interrupted near the south, and by that interrup-
tion Eastern America doubtless received many of its

species. The sea appears to have run up straight to
the Arctic Ocean in the line of the Mackenzie River

;

but I have a strong expectation that it will be found,
when the regions to the north of Vancouver's Island
are thoroughly examined, that this sea had another
communication with the Pacific perhaps not very far

north of or on the site of the tertiary beds near that
island, which acted as a barrier isolating the strip of
laud which lies along the coast of the Pacific between
the mountains and the sea."

This, however, leads to another question which we
shall not enter upon. It is discussed at length in the
work referred to.

The point which we wish here to bring out is the
explanation why we find no species of Pines of the
Califoruian typo in Europe, although before the
glacial epoch they were plentiful there ; why one
IS still found in the Canary Islands, and why a few are
found in the Himalayas and Eastern Asia. It is too
large a question to take every item in detail, but the
explanation we have offered shows how the glacial cold
removed them all from Europe, while the former
connection of that continent with the Canary Islands
and their position beyond the influence of the glacial

cold show how one has survived there, and how similar
causes have preserved one or two in the South-east of
Asia.
A similar course of reasoning applies to all other

European Miocene species whose nearest allies still

subsist in the south and west of North America. The
Miocene flora found its chief places of refuge in the
south-west of North America and the south-east of
Northern Asia. Europe was re-peopled from the
latter, and as the source was distant, so have the varia-
tions been considerable. A. M.

PET PLANTS.—The Lavendee.
The Lavender (Lavandula vera) is one of the

sweetest plants in cultivation. The sober grey colour
of its leaves and their slender make contrast finely

with the heavier foliage and deeper green of other
plants usually to be found in gardens ; and its blue
flowers are not only sweet but conspicuous for their
beauty, as it is a free-flowering plant, and the spikes
are well carried up, so that you cannot see a leaf as you
look over it, only a mass of azure.

The late Duchess of Northumberland had her
private flower garden at Syon House hedged about
with Lavender. One man had charge of this special

garden of select pets, and the very hedge had to be
sweet and handsome, otherwise it trmkl not have been
there. My principal reason for writing' lliis notice is

to call attention to the uses of phmt^ ; tiiry have their
duties and may not be misplaced \\\\.\\ impunity, for

unless they are adapted to the end in view, generally
and particularly, the design is inferior.

The Lavender, like many other plants, has to be seen
en masse to get at its value as an ornamental jilant.

It used to be grown about Mitcham, near London, for

its use in pharmacy, &c., and I well recollect my
astonishment at the waves of this " azure field," when
I saw and smelt the effect of an acre of Lavender.
When grown as a hedge-row it has a dove-colour look,

for you see the blue of its flowers and the sea-gi'een or
grey of its leaves at the same time. The fragrance of
Its flowers is well known and duly appreciated by
rich and poor. The plants are cheap, and cuttings
strike freely ; and there are few situations where the
Lavender will not grow and flower freely

ForsjfiK

CAMELLIA CULTURE.-No. I
The demand for flowers, and in fact for anything

connected with the vegetable kingdom which has
beauty or interest wherewith to fascinate a plant-
loving community, is so extraordinarily progressive in

its character, as to astonish even practical gardeners
themselves. The rage for novelty is increasing—I had
almost said to au alarming extent ; for when we look
to the multitudinous varieties of florists' flowers, chiefly

the work of cross-breeding, that are ushered in, and
offered to the public at comparatively high prices yearby
year, one can scarcely be held blameable for expressing
a doubt if they all prove acquisitions. We are, how-
ever, met with the rejoinder that floral taste is extrava-
gant, and that novelty is demanded and must be sup-
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Hl.'h

«ho

glied. That the sources of supplv are apparently inex-
austiblo is boynii'l .ImhIH rm- nnt t..-i,r il: ,,f'rr,rtiiitous

seedling.s, or 1 1 il,ii
, il,, i. nh ,,:'. i,, --l,ivc,|ing

or hybridisatii'ii li, :,,,',' I

!
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,,!. fiMliscd

world is raii.^:i''i,,.''l h-r i,i ,,ii,| -nri m iio

other quarterdo llii-se^:illirniigs \\\v\ .• i

than in this little island of our our.-^, n In

forming but a speck on the map of Knn
citizens unparalleled for energy and api)

allocate a portion of their wealth towards the cultiva-

tion of fruit and flowers, and vie with each other in.

many ways in stimulating the progress of horticulture.

Old-fashioned flowers, in this onward progress, are

by many persons in great measure ignored ; and it is

certainly not a very singular circumstance to see some
self-important horticulturist, in these days, shrugging
his shoulders, and looking on, or speaking of, with
imperturbable coldness, places that have not " new
plants," or Orchids, or the more rare forms of such
families as Camellias, Azaleas, &c., to boast of. Amid
all, however, one thing, is beyond doubt, that
Camellias have lost none of their popularity, and
it will be a long time, should the search ever be
successful, before ridirr riiiiia or Japan will yield

up a flower lli:i( >vill (vlipse or even rival this

favourite. Ono':,ii -ir.,l\ picture the grandeur of the
Old White Hli'ii :i-"'i:ilr(l with all the interesting

Japani M|iliuil-ili:ii li:ue recently foundtheir way to this

count r\. wlirtln r \ic admire the snowy whiteness of its

inflorcM iiKT, i in- liuely imbricated form of its flowers,

or the biouU dark green shining foliage with which the
plant is adorned ; and while we thus pay homage to its

beauty in 'a, wild state, we are compelled to admit its

regal sway in our conservatories and greenhouses at
home. All our vaunted skill in " cross-breeding" and
careful selection in reproduction, has failed to yield us
a single example out of a numerous progeny, that will

rival the old white as a decorative plant. For purity
of colour, for size, and for a profusion and constancy
of bloom it has no equal. In point of form, if we
adopt the canon of the florist, it has been excelled

bj' such sorts as Lavinia Maggi, Jenny Lind,
Wildarii, La Majstosa, and some others ; but there is

not a single puro white in the market that yet can be
considered its equal, and this is no slight uicrd of

praise. True, perfectly double flomi^ r innii npro-
duce seedlings, and the old AVhite:iii'' I

II ,'iu";f

Blush, both of exotic origin, are of till int

we have had to make up our loen.ay ( .us
the old W^aratah, Double-striiinl. Cliini 11 i.i

1 nch
like; but there is not a sciiii-ili-iililr \i liiir ciilin-of

native or exotic origin of that iiiiiil) ol-lniiii to in-lify

any sanguine anticipations as tu iniprov in.' lln .lunlity

of the whites. This is really the hilili ilnt piartical

men have had to do battle against ; and allliou-h .siirb

sorts as Donkelaari, Double-striped, iind t'li;iiidk-ri

have lurn kiionii loi.rodur,. |.al,. .olouivd. ami rMai in

one in-t:iiM-.', hiiIhii iii,\ oun Kiiom Ir.j-r, a |iiiiv ulule
seedliiiL', llir |iiii,4.iiy in inn-i la-.',, lia- n.ii lireu

suflicieiitly di^liucl, and in that sulitary iuslance only
of ordinary properties. •

In every other colour, however, there is a decided
move in advance, although the representatives of some
shades are somewhat limited. In "stripes" and
" mottles " we have a goodly host introduced, and many
of them of unexceptionable character, of which not a
few crop up t)o my recollection at the present moment;
but if there is one more than another lliat iiii.'lit be
called the "pink of perfection" for i(< vi-orons and
withal .shrubby habit, and itsuobleiiubiieatnl Hoik is of

crimson and pink and white, bai'rcd like a huge
Carnation, it is Lavinia Maggi. Rose colour is

splendidly represented in Valtevaredo, Storyi, and
Saocoi nova ; while in crimson we have Reiue des
Fleurs (there are two varieties under this name, the
one a deep-shaded crimson, of large size and first-rate

formation ; the other a carmine, and white, of medium
size, but not nearly so good in point of quality as the
former); and Mathotiana, a very lar.;c .^i/ni lloivrr of

imbricated form, but pointed in ili" jn lal- .\ ugst

the mixed multitude we have .In. lid _alll^ m IJoiio-

miana. Queen of Beauties, Mrs. Abby Wilder, a llower

of great substance. Countess of Derby, Cup of Beauty

;

the white variety of Mathotiana, Pnncess Frederick
William, and others.

Simple and easy as the eullivation of the Camellia

appears to be and undouliie.|l,\ i- in the hands of those

who have studied it> i)li\>io|M,_riral character, and
shaped their practice aixordiiiKly, there are no end of

complaints, especially among that vast multitude who
grow a miscellaneous collection of plants in one house
for their gratification, as to their want of success in

its management. This may occur froni a variety of

causes. No greenhouse decorative plant in cultivation

will withstand a greater amount of extremes of

heat and cold, which, of itself, renders this plant

invaluable ; indeed it might be almost pronounced
invulnerable to the sort of drudgery that plants

must sustain in a house entrusted to the supervision

of the " man of all work." Constant complaints are,

however, ringing in one's ears of "buds dropping."
" It is so provoking and annoying to have been looking

forward all the season to the expansion of these flower-

uds, when now that we have scarcely a flower in our
lenhouse, off they drop, one by one, and. the plants,

quite in a healthy state. Pray can you tell me
the cause and what is the remedy?" To the initiated

in the practice of horticulture such a state of matters

does appear anomalous and inexplicable. Bud drop-

ping, I say, is clearly an index of mismanagement
durmg the routine of cultivation ; and if people were

content mth health and growth without bloom,

it would be gross mismanagement and carelessness

indeed tliat would induce failure of eveiT other kind.

It must be understood however that certain conditions

must becompliiil "ilh at I lie mil,, el :
I'll' I it he plant is

sickly to begin mili, llie lo.a - , niiiii-in:.; an im-
pervious anduucoimenial .oil,\Mtli p""i 1. 1\- insufficient
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drainage, no after attention, however judicious and
|

skilful, could counteract such serious evils. One of the
constant recurring commands emanating from the
head-quarters of the gardening fraternity is, with
reference to fruit, " See that the wood is thoroughly
ripened ;" and depend upon it, it is one of the golden
rules of practice. I w^ould pronnr-i;'' :i i>ir:il!el in

this \vi.se with reference to the < i
- " that

there is, durins; the growing seasni, :

' ,; -tt and
moisture to induce early and proporl;. 'ii \. m>i 'I tiuds."

This is the greatest point for any tyro in Camellia
culture to notice, and to act upon. More failures occur by
an infringement of this than from nearly all the occult

cau^-f^ pii* t •-•ii(ber. Inattention to watering, in
alliii i: - :],

I
its statedlytohecometoodry,isanother

feriiS 'I ,

' mischief. If both these points are

int' lli^ i.i 1.1 K ', L'J up to, success is almost a matter of

certamty.
Such are some of the more apparent causes which,

although not materially destroying the vitality of the
plant, bring on a cessation of sap-circulation sufficient

to detach bud from shoot; but as the soil itself, its

physical condition, and the regular routine of manage-
ment are more or less immediately concerned in

successful cultivation, the solution of the whole ques-
tion will be more satisfactorily dealt with by looking
into each in detail. A.

ABSTRACT OF PAPERS PRESENTED TO
THE BOTANIC.IL CONGRESS.

ON THE PKEPAEATOKY FOBMAIION OP TEAIisED
WALL FEUIT TKEES.

By Wm. Eaulev, Gaedeneb, Digswell, Welwyn.

The way in which young trees of this description are
prepared m infancy for the grower is not only
derogatory to longevity, and opposed to a uniformly
good even-balanced growth, but is a system causing
waste of valuable room, besides being the opposite of
that necessary for the production of fruitful wood.
The main object of the vendor it is needless to
af&rm is the attainment of the most robust growth
possible at every stage, more especially upon that of
the season preceding the dat« at which the trees

are ready to be sent out. Thus in robustness of growth
and apparent good health, there may be little to find

fault with. When the trees come into the hands
of growers, the first step taken with the view
of assisting the more or less injured roots, and
of bringing the plant into proper training, is to
reduce the needlessly wasted strong sappy shoots
to something less than a third of their growth
during the previous season. The knife, whose
injudicious use had injured the growth of the bud
of one summer, by severing it through close down
to the very basis of the original hud, must be again
used to sever in twain the last season's growth,
to be again repeated the following winter ; for

whether when the trees get into the fruiter's hands, the
knife be used sparingly o!- decisively, the past practice
will exhibit itself in the emission of

of these may be taken off without any great injuiT ; let

us then choose five well-placed sub-divisional shoots,

which, by the aid of pinching, may be kept well in

hand during the summer; thus, in the following

autumn, we shall have a healthy and sound nucleus for

an after tree of merit, in one whole season's less

time than is necessary under the present system.

A plant at this .stage with three long shoots only,

under the present system, requires to he again cut

close, for the pui-pose of multiplying the number and
strength for the following season, when, if not disposed

of, a multiplication of the evils recounted takes place,

as the whole is generally again severed in twain close

down to the base. These strong periodical shoots form
at the base roots of relative strength for their support,

deranging the whole system of surface rooting, an
operation highly essential to successful after-culture,

and only attainable through a moderated (by pinching
back) summer's growth.

ox A certain phekomenon op htbkidism
OBSERVED IN THE GENUS JIATTHIOLA.

By Major Teevok Clarke.

I ALWAYS eagerly watch for any symptom of change

in the appearance of seeds contained in such fruits as

have been fertilised by other than their own pollen.

About 10 years ago I took in hand the genus Matthiola,

mainly for the purpose of improving it for garden
purposes by cross-breeding, and of trying at the same
time if any light could be thrown upon the subject of

doubleuess in flowers. Our large red-flowered biennial

Garden Stock (Cocardeau of the French) bears seeds of

alight brown uniform tint; while in the case of the

purple branching Queen Stock, a distinct race near the

normal M. incana, they are of a violet black. Blossoms
of the red Cocardeau having been fertilised by the

pollen of the purple kind, the ripened pods were
e-\ainined. and found to contain about 50 per cent, of

black seeds. The black and brown seeds contained in

one pod were then sown in separate pots, and my satis-

faction may be imagined when I saw the young plants

from the Ijrown seed coming up with green stems,

while those from the black were strongly tinged with

purple. The latter plants produced blossoms of a rich

purple scarcely tinted with red, while the former

scarcely diSere'd in habit and not at all in colour from

the red seed-bearing parent. Repeated infusions of

red or Cocardeau blood only seemed to deepen and
enrich the colour, and it was not until after many
generations of crossing that a really red purple was

obtained.
Now, were the red seedlings pure emanations from

the mother parent, unaffected by the foreign pollen ?

I think not, for at the same period I raised plants from

the little annual glabrous-leaved Stock of the nursery-

men bv the pollen of the large sort above mentioned.

The effect was that one-half of the seedlings were

glabrous or Wallflower-leaved, and the rest rough like

the male parent ; no intermediate form occurring, that

is as far as texture of leaf was concerned, but the

iabrous seedlings were no longer miniature stocks.
»vin cAuiuiu n.^irii iu i-uc cujiaanjii ui ti few suiuu^ n —;; -^ i^^x' j""L-i"''T *!.' 1

shoots only from the apex of each branch cut in. And
;

''e'°fL°f tf^1 ™J. ^'"^""S ^j'",^,^ ..„,,Ll''i'!f™'r;™1"
a close observant practitioner only knows how these ceeding generations raised from rough-leaved indi

viduals produced a per-centage of glabrous plants. The
converse was not observed, and I think did not occur.

strong woody shoots will elongate, even with the
most determined pinching back as they appear.
The more obvious consequence of inducing this

gross young wood in a tree is seen in the circle Home Correspondence
of non-fruiting wood formed around and over the xiumc N/«A»s.i»»»-" >-

base of the worked part—" a waste of valuable room." Weather in Scotlaiul..—The weather is quite unpre-

Independently, however, ofwasted space, the severing of cedented for this advanced period of the season, ihe
these strong growths with the knife causes the heart ! thermometer has been gradually falling for the hist

to die back to a far greater extent than may be imagined : week, ranging between 'ii' and 40', until last night

by those who may not have given their study to this i the minimum was 30', injuring many of the tender

subject. This is too often the case, commencing some
I
bedding plants, such as Perilla, which is

2 or 3 inches below where the bud and stock form a
|

killed to the ground at Meadow Bank.
juncture, through the original growth still remaining of: Considerable breadths of Potatos have
the bud's first growth, and even onward through the been more or less injured, many of the

separating point of the several shoots, to where they
were severed the second season.
A young tree as described, however harshly operated

upon, loses none of its growing capabiUties for the
time being. Indeed, Peach and Nectarine trees of this
description, the decayed parts of which I have minutely

haulms blackened, and, curiously enough,

not a few of them side by side all but
uninjured. TThese sorts are worth look-

ing after.] James Anderson, Meadow
Bank, June \Wh.

Garden-watt iVa//.?.—The annexed is

chiselled and gouged away, leaving a large cavity in a representation of the kind of nails we
the enlarged part which mostly notes the original use here, and which I think are superior

juncture of stock and bud, following its ramifications to eyes, inasmuch as they are much
away down into the stock, and up each of the original

i

stronger, you can drive them into a good
now vigorous growths—trees thus treated, have grown i hard brick, and you can tie the branches
twice as much as healthy and perfect ones in the same ' to them as quickly as you could to eyes,

house with equal advantages have done. The wood 1 Being perfectly round, there are no
they produced, however, has been ill-matirred, devoid of
flower-buds, and worse than useless ; as at any moment
in the following season one of the best placed portions
may be seen to be hanging its leaves, the whole shoot
drooping with a little sun, and dying away.
It is a well-known fact that the best and most

observant fruit growers of our time, either bud their

omi or procure maiden plants, with the upper portions
of which they form their tree.

" The knife-man," says Mr. Rivers, " I trust belongs
to a past age. In former days he was a man who
employed a shar)) knife, and a blunt intellect."

In lieu therefore of the practice I have described,

and its attendant consequences, my suggestion is

that a system of summer pinching be entered upon.
Let the primary bud as it shoots forth from the stock
be so pinched back as to secui'e a trio or so of well-

fixed di\'isional shoots. If requisite keep these
stumpy and well matured as they advance in growth,
by another pinching; still selecting the bud which
breaks nearest the base of the plant, and that alone
upon each shoot so pinched, to furnish the autumn
formed plant of three or four small woody shoots.
The following spring, instead of starting again with a

cut stump of a few inches elevated upon the stock,
we are prepared with the bud having three or more
divisional shoots well matured. If necessary the tips

harp angles to injure the young wood.
William Dodds, Ashton Court, Bower
Ashton, near Bristol.

Sports in the Beech.—A sport in the Beech some-
what similar in character to that of the Laburnum
described by your con-espoudent "G. N. D." (see

p. 5G5) may perhaps be worth recording. In the garden
of Mr. W. De Crowdson, of Helme Lodge, near
Kendal, an old specimen of the Fern-leaved Beech puts
forth occasional branches, bearing foliage of the
common form. Here and there is a leaf somewhat
intermediate in character, but the individual boughs
bearing the two forms of foliage are for the most part
well marked and distinct. I enclose fragments of each
variety. Oeonje Maw. [Similar deviations are not
uncommon in the varieties of Beech. We have seen a
branch of Salix babylonica annularis bearing flat

leaves in one portion and curled leaves at another
part. Eds.]

Tragopogon porrifolius.— A correspondent of your
journal, now deceased (Mr. Thomas Clark, Halesleigh,
Bridgwater), gave to me some years ago seeds of Trago-
pogon porrifolius (purple), which he had found growing
on the railway slopes near a station (Yatton, I think),
on the Bristol and Exeter Railway. Having now lost

the stock, and not seeing the seed mentioned in any
seedsman's catalogue, I shall be much obliged to any of

your correspondents who will, at the proper time
kindly supply me with a small quantity of seed. O. E.
Frere, Rot/don Rail, Diss.

Cowthorpe Oak (see p. 539).—I measured this Oak last

week, and found it to be of the following dimensions. Its

circumference at the surface of the ground is 55 ft. 6 in.,

and at 3 ft. from the ground it measures 46 ft. round.
The span of the branches is 77 ft., the height about
30 ft,, and the greatest diameter inside (the tree being
hollow), 1-1 ft. The girth was obtained by stretching a
tape measure round the tree without following tlie

outline of the trunk. In one place the tree is split

from top to bottom, and overlaps, and at others it has
lost much of its bark, which doubtless accounts
for the circumference being less than that given by
Mr. Hunter. I should also mention, that besides the
loss of bark and the overlapping of the trunk, there are

three or four large openings, varying from 18 inches to

i feet in ividtli, which of course help to reduce the size

as compared with the original dimensions. It is said

that the tree once covered an acre of ground. There
are still a great many healthy branches on it. Thos
Jones, Ribston Kail, Weiherby, Yorkshire.

Liliiim anratum.—We have now a fine plant of

this Lily in full bloom, and not having seen or heard of

one with so many flowers on it from one bulb, I think
it deserving of notice. I bought it from Mr. Turner,
of Slough, iu the autumn of 18&4. Last year it .sent

up one flower stem, which produced six flowers. This
year it has three flower steins, the highest of which
measures 3 feet 9 inches. One stem has 17 flowers on
it, another 11, and another 11. A small shoot by the
side of one of the others produces one flower, making
in all 43 large and perfect blooms. Wm. Dodds, The
Gardens, Ashton Court, Bower Ashton, near Bristol.

Donicera aureo-reticulata.— This truly beautiful

hardy climber is now in full bloom in my garden, and
as I have never heard of it having flowered m the open
air in this country before, it occiuTed to me that many
who, like myself, have cultivated it only for its lovely

foliage, will be glad to learn that it does bloom. The
scent is delicious, and the plant flowers freely. It is

growing against a south wall, and has never had the
least protection during the three years it has been
planted. J. B. Saunders, The Laurels, Taunton.

Seed Steep v. Birds.— Can any of your readers

enlighten me as to the substance which some nursery-

men use for steeping their Coniferous seeds in before

sowing them, and which, I believe, eflectually secures

them against the ravages of birds p It adheres to the
shell of the seed which comes up with the plant, and
has very much the appearance of red lead. Any infor-

mation, not only as to the substance used, but also as

respects tlie mode of application, will, I am sure, be
most thankfully received by all gardeners and nursery-

men, the latter of whom are put to much expense
every spring in keeping people for weeks watching
their seed beds. I am told that those who use this

wish to keep it a profound secret, which is surely

altogether I at variance with the scientific advance-

ment and liberal spirit of the age. It is difficult to

understand how any one could possibly derive gratifi-

cation from the failure of his neighbour's crops.

Diquirer.
Peaches at Mushton. — The Peaches, wood, and

foliage, my servant says, are beautiful. I am going to

nail them once more, in a day or so. In this district,

wherever I have been, the wall fruit, both imder and
outside the glass, with the exception of Apricots, is

" nil." Red spider spoiled the leaves, the wood became
unhealthy, and the blooms dropped. SjTinging twice

a day, at 11 and 3, placing the syringe close to the wall,

and counter-syringing in the same position, is the best

and surest cure for red spider and other pests. They
were " infinitely infinite " last year, but I quickly got

rid of them. The trees bore last year 503 ; this year I

left on 377. They are now about the size of pigeons'

eggs. Add 377 to 4563, and you see the result of 10

years. The trees, whose united years are almost 130,

are most vigorous, and full of bearing wood. I do not
think 377 will be on the trees at gathering time. Some
of the Peaches look pinched. W. F. Radcti/ffe.

Fassiflora macrocarpa spjendens.—I was glad to hear
Mr. Bateman call attention, at the Horticultural

Society's meeting on Tuesday last, to the extraordinary
" Passiflora macrocarpa splendens" that a Mr. Hullett

is offering at ol. a plant, and respecting which further

information is greatly required. But I msh Mr. Bate-

man had also mentioned the " Passiflora Hullettii

"

now on sale by one of our nurserymen, and spoken of

as a very desirable fruit, for on this subject, too, we
need to be enlightened. Horlutanus. [A specimen of

P. macrocarpa splendens has been received by us from
the importer, and has been forwarded to Chiswick,

where its merits wiU be tested. A plant with a similar

name is advertised by Mr. Linden, but its price is

moderate, and the weight of the fruit only half that of

the P. macrocarpa splendens. Xous verrons. Eds.]
The late Mr. Donald Beaton.—"A. M.'s" remarks

in reference to Conifers, and the late Mr. Charles

M'Intosh having a story about every plant, brings so

forcibly to my mind the extrordinary gifts in this way
of my late lamented friend Mr. Donald Beaton, that I
cannot resist stating it in honour of his memory. He
was a complete cyclopaedia of science, philosophy,

gossip, sound sense, and chaff. In his hey-day of

pleasure and pride at Shrubland, in liis retirement at

Surbiton, on his great field days at the shows, and as

an entertaining writer to the last, Donald was ever the

same. He knew everything that was to be known, not

only about bulbs (in which he was one of the greatest

authorities), hut about all trees and flowers and bushes,

from the Cedar of Lebanon to the Hyssop. Ask about

any plant ; iu a moment he could tell who found it,

where it came from, its botanical, medical or

utilitarian peculiarities, its ornamental character, its

treatment, who sent it out '"40 years ago," and
where it was to be found at that moment

;
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unexpected purposes it was to be used for. I honestly
coufoss I have learned more from old Donald on
a lon^ day at Shrublaud than I have done for a twelve-
moutli before or after. On these occasions, as soon as

I reached Shrubland, I gave myself body and soul up
to Donald, sat at his feet, and I think I never found
him so rich and transcendently full of matter as under
these circumstances. He never tired of emptying his
fulness iiito my young mind, and I will revere his
name for it while I live. I found that the great secret

of Mr. Beaton's knowledge was that he saw everything.
In going through his grounds, not a leaf, or flower, or
bird, scarcely an insect escaped him. If our young men
would resemble Beaton or M'Intosh, they must keep
their eyes wide open, and retain the knowledge that
the eye conveys to the mind. Z). T. Fish.
Mildew on Hoses.—I should feel much obliged if any

of your correspondents would answer the following
questions :—I have planted a cold house with Tea
Eoses, and mildew has just made its appearance,
though the foliage generally is most healthy. I should
like to know first the cause of mildew on Rose leaves ?

i. e., whether they have been kept too moist or too dry

;

and
^
secondly, what is the best remedy ? I have

applied sulphur, and I hope with success ; but would
not a very weak solution of corrosive sublimate answer,
as I suppose that is most antagonistic to Fungoid
growth. If so, about what strength should it be used ?

A veri/ Old Subscriber.
Culture of Early Peas out of doors.—I have had

good dishes of Peas at an early period, and as I consider
such to be an acquisition I will briefly state my mode
of culture, which is both simple and certain. About
20th or the 25th of January I have a number of boxes
made, 3 feet long 15 inches wide and 8 inches deep, with
lath bottoms leaving h inch spaces between the laths

;

4 inches of leaf soil, not too much rotted, are placed
in each box. Upon this is put 2 inches of soil, which
can't be too poor, and upon that the Peas are sown
not too thickly and 2 inches more of poor soil are
added by way of covering. A good watermg is given
The bo.xes are then placed in a cold house or pit. As
soon as the Peas are up air is given freely on all favour-
able occasions ; on mild days they may even be placed
out of doors, but they should be taken in at night.
About the 15th or the 20th ofMarch they will be ready
for transplanting. I then choose a well sheltered spot
on a south border, and as the ground is dug
the Peas are planted, 4 feet apart from row to row, in
well chopped drills from 6 to 8 inches deep ; the soil is

well broken and placed carefully about the roots, so as
to form a ridge. Each row is then well screened with
small Fir boughs, so as to protect the plants from cutting
winds and frost. From Peas thus treated I have
gathered good dishes on the 20th May. Sutton's Ring-
leader is with me the best and earliest for this descrip-
tion of culture. The leaf soil not only acts as drainage,
but the roots are more easily disentangled from it than
if the boxes were filled wholly with soil. Poor soil
prevents rotting at the base should the Peas get too
wet. I have stated the distance to be 4 feet row from
row, as I have a row of Cauhflowers planted between
each row of Peas ; otherwise 3 feet would be quite
sufficient. Charles Squires, Sei/wood, Westburtj, Wilis.

Sonthei-nwood (Artemisia Abrotanum).-The name
of this plant in the languages of the south of Europe,
where it is considered to be indigenous, is Abrotans in
Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese ; Armoi.se, Auronne,
or Aurone, Citronelle, Garderobe, in French. To none
of these, however, can the name, Overingie, about
which Mr. Forsyth enquires, be referred. It has that
name in Aberdeenshire, and on the east coast, north of
the river Dee. It may have come from tbe Dutch,
Overeen, to agree, agreed, agreeing; Vereenigen, to
unite, to form a union. Mr. Forsyth will perhaps find
this humble shrub has been used as a preliminary to
important social negotiations. And it is not only
agreeable, as he has pleasantly shown, but it is really
useful ; for one of its French synonyms, Garderobe, has,
doubtless, been given on account of its preserving
clothes from moths." Ij

Foreign Correspondence.
Palace Gaedens, Gazeeeeh, Caieo. Egypt,

April 19, 1866: Peaches and Apricots.—TheTe are
some things connected with the Peach and Apricot
Well deservmg of attention. Will it be believed that
I have Peach trees in my garden, which within the
spaije of two afid three years have been raised from
seed, and are now bearing fruit, not in small quantities,
but very abundantly? I cannot as yet speak of the
quality of the fruit, but from present appearances,
i am warranted in entertaining the most favourable
expectations regarding it.

or the native Peaches I cannot speak in terms of
commendation. Some of them, however, are passable,
and in hot weather they are not ungrateful to the
palate. They are about the same size as Peaches in
Engla,nd; and even taking into consideration the
superior bulk of the tree in this country, the propor-
tion of fruit is greater than at home.
In the cultivation of the Peach and Apricot here

we have no need of hothouses or other artificial
means. All that is requisite is, from time to time
to cut out the superfluous wood. In England, gardeners
often find that Art is everything. Here it is the reverse •

Wature is everything.
'

I am not aware that any one has ever been able to
say that, at home, he had noticed the Peach retaining
Its leaves during the winter season ; here it is a common
occurrence. Indeed the Peach, so far as I have
observed, might almost be classed among evergreen
trees. In this description I do not include the Apricot
Thich annually sheds its leaves. Like the Peach, how-

part nf ever, i(s produces abundant crops. Its fruit is small
and rather dry, not rich in flavour, but much used in
iiiakuii; iire.<erve.s.

Both Peach and Apricot trees are healthy and
vigorous, and are but seldom, indeed rarely, afi'ected
with aphis, caterpillar, or mildew.
The European varieties of both Peach and Apricot

do well here for a time. For a few ye.ars the fruit is
good, and the crops are abundant. But -if the rise of
water should be such as to warrant us to call it a full
Nile, great damage results to the roots from the soaked
condition of the soil. The trees are soon observed to
become unhealthy and to gum, and as a natural conse-
quence to die soon. From this cause, indeed, I have
cut down from time to time, young healthy and pro-
mising trees in considerable numbers.
In a previous letter (see p. 311) I made reference to

the rapid growth of fruit trees in this country. As a
further proof of what I then stated I may mention that
in the spring of last ye.ar I transplanted a number of
seedling Peach trees, even after they had started into
leaf, and I am happy to say that in no single instance
has there been a failure. These trees are now bearing
fruit plentifully. James Bardie.

Melbouene, March 26 : Ficiis t'Mra.—This noble
evergreen Pig-tree, vernacularly known as the cluster
Fig, and' described in the Journal de Botanique
Neerlandaise for 1861, merits general attention. As
an umbnageous avenue tree it deserves a place next
to Ficus Sycomorus, and might be chosen to overshade
roads and walks in the Mediterranean region and other
countries of warmer climes. The fruit, which is

produced in large clusters from the stems, is edible,
though inferior in quality to that of the ordinary Fig.
Ficus vesca is readily raised from seeds, and large
numbers of young trees are thus reared for avenues
through the metropolitan reserves at Melbourne. The
tree was first alluded to by the unfortunate Dr
Leichhardt, and subsequently seen and named by
Dr. F. Mueller. It is a native of Queensland, and
especially frequent on the Burdekin Eiver. F. Mueller.

Minartim bijlorum, or Scleranthus iyfonts.—This has
stood the drought of a dreadful season much better
than Spergula pUifera. In the Botanic Garden of
Melbouine it has been most successfully adopted for
edging. It forms a very close lovely verdent turf.
From Tasmania, where the plant is more readily
accessible than in Victoria, it might be obtained most
easily. Tbe Minarum being found up to the glacier
regions of Australia, Tasmania, and New Zealand,
would not succumb under a Lapponiau winter.
The plant might therefore even be natiu-alised in
Polar Europe. F. Mueller.

Tracing Exploring Parties.—"Wehuve received (says
the Australasian) the following memorandum from
Dr. Mueller :

—

The difficulty of following the tracks of explorers is

acknowledged to be great, especially where, as in most
journeys through the Australian continent, heavy-
wheeled vehicles cannot be employed, and hence the
traces of the travellers are with celerity obliterated.
The means of indicating exploring lines have hitherto
been limited to marking trees, and these marks are
often passed unobserved in close proximity to the spot
by the most vigilant searcher. It has occurred to me
that by sowing seeds of rapidly growing plants of
marked character in many localities during the progress
of an expedition, its lines might be more readily indi-
cated than by any other method. If, for instance, the
seeds of Acacia lophantha (the so-called Cape Wattle)
were chosen for the purpose, the feathery foliage of the
bushy trees would be recognised subsequently at several
miles' distance as indicativeofthe presenceofthetraveller
who selected that particular plant for marking his
route. About 220 seeds of this tree weigh one
ounce. Approximately, 100 seeds would suffice, on
an average, to raise here and there, at a distance of a
few miles, some of the plants along one day's exploring
march. Hence, less than 10 lb. of the seed would
supply to an explorer the means of indicating the lines
of his field operations for fully a year, assuming that
3U00 miles of country are traversed during that time.
If, however, Jcwt. of such seeds were scattered or
planted along the line of a year's exploration, how
many groups of this Acacia might then be established ?

The soaking of the seeds in water might always be
effected at the nightly bivouacs, and the sowing be
made at almost any spot, since Acacia lophantha resists
even the most severe drought. It would, moreover,
wlien subsequently sprung up, in many places afford
shady resting-places where now only bare treeless plains
or de.sert tracts exist. Several other kinds of seeds
might be selected for similar purposes, every explorer
choosing his own tree to establish the indications of his
march.
We have received (says the same authority) a com-

munication from Dr. Mueller, intimating that the
Queen has been pleased to contribute 100/., and the
Geographical Society of London, 200^., towards the
Leichhardt Search Fund.

Society 8 Garden, since exhibited .is D. Weiri, it w,as mentiSMd
thut, contraiyto theusualstructureotDieffenbachias, thespathe
in ™h,cl, M,« fl„,^„r spike is enveloped was, on being opened,

multitude of otner spatlies. In working

hicli tbe flo

found to contain ;

with tliis genus of Arads, all tbe species ofwhich"
inhabitants of tropical South America and the West Indi-in
Islands, it was remarked that much care is necessary in onl'er
to t'uard the operator from injury, owing to the poisonous
LCrid properties wliich belong to it. To D. segnina the name
of Dumb Cane h-as been given in tile West Indies, in conse-
quence of its fleshy cane-Uke stems rendering speechless for a
time any person who may happen to bite them, the juice
causing the mouth to swell, and thus preventing articu-
Lation even for several days. The lips or eyes must therefore
not be_ rubbed while handling such plants. In reference

:g,ated Maize, plrii

Society's Garden, it wa.^ ^

plants, seedlings from i;

the contraiy some cam
Ceylon Ne]..

Royal Horticultural : June 19 (Scientific Meeting).—
S. Rucker, Esq., in the chair. After tho election of five new
menibera, and the affiliation of one society, the usual
announcement of awards was made, and the Rev. M. J.
Berkeley offered a few remarks on the different subjects
exhibited. After alluding to a form of Portugal Laurel
shown at the last meeting by Messrs Osbom under the name
of Prunus lusitanica var. azorica, which was stated to grow
with wonderful luxuriance, not only in the Azores, but also

the Canary Islands and in Madeira, attention was directed
a Cotoneiistt:r from the same fii-m, which was said on tbe last
::asion to be allied to C. microphylla, but which was now

stated to be a form of C. rotundifolia, a species even more hardy
thanC. microphylla itself. Concerning a Dieffenbachiafrom the

shown fro
1 s with, other variegated
1 imie variegated ; on

it hers wholly green,
Messrs. Veitch, it was

d that it reminded uiie of tlic ^ing'alar Cabbage pLmt
alluded to at the last meeting as having been figured by De
CandoUe in tJie Transactions of the Society, and at the
ends of the midrib of the leaves of which are curious pitchcr-
like appendages. Of the Liliaceous genus Ophiopogon from
China and Japan one plant was exhibited, viz., the variegated
foiTu of O. spicatus. From Mr. Thompson, of Ipswich, camo
Eriogonum umbellatum, bearing multitudes of globular heads
of small greenish yellow blossoms. The near relation of
this to Polygonum was pointed out, as were also some
particulars in which it differs from that genus : Sundews
(Droscra), of which several were shown by Messrs. Veitch,
next received attention. Three species of these curious plants
are, it was said, indigenous to Britain ; but of foreign species
there are a great many. Of those shovm one, not named,
appeared to be D. spathiilata. The others were D. capensis,
and dichotoma, the latter a very singular-looking kind. Of
D. gigantea, a Swan River species, it was remarked that it
dyed paper in which it was pressed a beautiful magenta
colour, which when treated with ammonia became clear
yellow. A hope was therefore expressed that this dye-yielding
property might some day be utilised. A species of Jussisea, a
tropical water plant nearly related to the Evening Primrose
next engaged attention, as did also lonopsidium acaule,
a little Cruciferous Portuguese annual, nearly stemless,
which was stated to be extremely useful fur covering
bare ground about plants out of doors, and even in pots or
pans to be by no means imattractive on account of the great
profusion in which its little lilac starry flowers are produced.
Fremontia califomica, cut specimens of which were shown in
flower from Messrs. Veitch, next came under consideration.
This remarkable and really beautiful Californian bush belongs
to the Natiu-al Order Sterculiaceie, and along with the Hand
plant (Cheirostemon) of Mexico, differs from others in that
group in the flowers having no petals ; the stamens are united
into a column in the centre of the blossoms, which are large,

shaped, and of a bright glossy yellow. It was mentioned
that another genus, in which there is little beauty, belonging
to quite a different Natural Order, also bore thename Fremonti.T.
After alluding to one or two plants belonging to Orders allied
to that in which the Fremontia is placed, Mr. Berkeley pro-
ceeded to notice a handsome-leaved shiiib shown by Mr. Bull

der the name of Samyda nobilis, but which, it was thought
might possibly turn out to be some species of Theobroma'
The pretty Asplenium leptophyllura from Mr. BuU",
and a fine bush of Osmunda regalis cristata from Messrs*
Osborne next came under notice, as did also examples of
double Pyrethrum blooms from Mr. Salter, which were stated
to equal in beauty our China Asters and Chrysanthemums.
The only drawback belonging to them is their somewhat
stratgling habit, a fault, however, which Mr. Salter, wa
believe, is endeavouring to correct by saving seeds from only
the dwarfest and best kinds.
Mr. Bateman, alluding to the Fremontia, said that it was a

most welcome addition to hardy trees or shrubs with yellow
blossoms, the number of which in gardens is at present but
limited. Though a great r.^rity in this country, he stated that
It was by no means new to science. A single plant of it waa
imported some 15 years ago by the Horticultural Society in
whose hands it obstinately refused to yield to any of tho
modes usually adopted for increasing plants ; the specimen in
question, therefore, remained unique in the gardens at Chia-
wick until the Society fell into difficulties, when it was sold
to Messrs. E. G. Henderson for some 301. or 40/. Propagators
in that establishment also failed to propagate it, and
at last, through over kindness the plant died. To Messrs.
Veitch belongs the honour of reintroducing it, seeds of it
obtained from the Rocky Mountains having not only vegetated
and grown freely vrith them , but also flowered against a wall
out of doors in their beautiful nursery at Coombe Wood, where
it has proved itself to be perfectly hardy. The leaves in the
specimens exhibited were comparatively small, and in shape
not unlike those of the Shamrock ; but in its native country
they grow nearly as large as Fig leaves, and which indeed they
somewhat resemble; Torrey is, moreover, reported to ha\e
described the Fremontia as having the appearance of a Pig.
It was first discovered by Colonel Fremont in one of his
Californian expeditions in the northern part of the Sierra
Nevada, where it is said to form a deciduous bush some 10 ft,
in height. Afteralluding to its being named in compliment to
Colonel Fremont, and also to the subject of naming other plants

of euphonising
'

' "f Jonesia Asoca, Mr,
:

I i M -
'
barrty trailer named

III h-i. .! uf the gi-eat Swedish
'-ii .-..J.-^t.jd it as the most

iTic, and with whom it was an
it does shady crags and othei

after individuals, as well r

or adding native names, i- m i

Bateman produced speciin.
i

,
.

i

Linnffia borealis, by GrutiM , ij
,

naturalist, Linnaeus, whi^ l,ii;,

appropriate plant to bear his nai
especial favourite, clothing as
damp rocky places in his native country with an elega
green drapery, intermixed with little fragrant delicate pink,
bell-shaped blossoms. This little plant has also been
found in Scotland and in the north of England. It in-
creases so rapidly that from a few pieces enclosed in
a small tin box, Mr, Bateman said, enough might be raised to
stock a large garden. Attention was then directed to the
Orchids present, and especially to a fine branching spike of
Odontoglossum Pescatorci, furnished fi'om Glasgow by Mr.

,
Esq. . of Meadow Bank,Anderson, gardener to Tho

near Glasgow. It had no __^ __

perfection, the first of which opL'in'.l .'H 1 1:. l^:t i, ^t" .March, and
theypromisetolastinbeautyfor;ii 'H

i
'1 fi >. ttucmne.

For dinner-table decoration, woiiln ^ t|je orna-
mentation of ladies' hair, nothing, ii

i ni ^ uld be more
ajjpi opriate or enduiing than this fine (iichid. Mr. Batenian,
indeed, expressed satisfaction at the increased, use which is
w being made of Orchids for indoor decoration, and alluded
terms of praise to an epergne which he had lately seen on a

dinner table, ornamented with a single species of Saccolabiuia
the long and pendant spikes of which hung down with a beauty
and gracefulness which was truly effective. He was also pluaacd

said, to find that the charming bouquet which H.R, the Pnn-
is Mary of Cambridge carried on her wedding day consisted

mainly of Orchids. After a suitable compliment paid to Mr.
Andersof for the luxuriance and beauty which he manages to
infuse into his plants, Mr. Bateman proceeded to notice some
other Orchids which were shown on this occasion, and espe-
cially a magnificent specimen of Laelia pm-pm-ata, contributed
by the chairman, who also exhibited some charming
varieties of Cattleya labiata, named C. labiata "Wameri,
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C. lnblut» riMwil, tiiul 0, liiWaU llvwlKUi. all oxti-omolj'

boavitlfiil wi'll iii!»k«l forms of tlwt lliw »imil<is. Oi\i> of

tl>« niwllMt ni.voltl.'i rim.'nfl' OivllWa aUi>vvn oil thU
OOMsioii \v;»s, hv^wovov ..•>!' -nil < Aoriiios tcataoQUni, wiUi

bvU'lit i>i>\vki.i'ii iiii^l I '!« fi\>ui M''. U<i>^k«r.

wlvioli il wjia Htiilivl « ' iu'tt long«r MtaUliaUoil

anvl bottvM- tli'wovi, ; »\-ourUo. As it WiW it

was Iwiv.miv.i will, n 1
i Uo. I'ovMus from lUo

ooimtry. »!il>l «'• IviUm.uu, :,., .uwi ^MMaA by U.u.ii.ii.M-a

tu bvilis up wiUi tluml llowoi'a nuil ai>ra.va auitjibli-

fov tablo a«\>»>ti»uv. Uo lia>l thoii>f>w bumglit with hiiu

spriija .'t a Vino (ix>m the Amw.r Uivor. wbiob lio «>uai,U>i».l

TOi-v usoful f..i' Hull vnii\.>^M\ alut bo »lato>U.bat it waa vKl-y

Ua\\iv, MH'oo.'.iiiii; wi'll in Choabiix>. ovun 111 a wUl blank

situation. II (oni'i.Hi, lio s,.i.l, a valuaUo wall plant on aomuint

otihoboavitv .'I ils liMvos aU'UO, ila fruit bollig wortbkws.

\Ytlhivap\ol tv^ tVuit, Mr. ll;iti>mftua«ivortou Uioxamploa of

Oran.«>iilia, wUioli w.-iv shown by Mr. Toako, Nowwisllo uii.lra--

I.viio. riu-.tK, Ibousli iniportva aomo two inoiitha ajpi

f om N\.w tiwnavia.

Tlu-y

lUUCDii to l» still . ..

R\Kwo'_a 0(fl(, mill of a britilitalioul Ibo a

oran>^> oolour. Auuni^ tropical fnuta, this anil tbo

pvirplo Guinaiiilla
. - .

i _..._. ...

ixipa>" Ibi '"' '

stixtoii to bo woU ojilculatoil to

ciillivaUw fol' bia UMublo. A spgoioa of l*»aaillont

nauuHl maotwarivi a^ilouiioiia, now boiiu;: ttoKl by Mr. UuUott,

ot W.itorloo. Oivibimi, Hants, at tbo biiili prii-o of ftvo liuinuaa

a phml. >v^o. tliou alluvltKl to. To Ibis \.irloty. to wbioll (jroat

. p. Jill).

1 ipiablioa woiv, bo aaltl.

.asatatiHl iuilooil toUvir fruit of suob
! ."io txtuiai'kablo, tiiat a boiio was ox-

i«oa tliat Mr. lIulUH wouM Ulmsolf iHmio l..rwM\l and
lusb (urlbor iol'onnaliou ivaiwtlUjf il and Its ooUoolorat Iho

XI uu'i-linj; of tho t^ooioty. Tbo only otbor fruit aliown on
is iv.Msio'n iviis a platol\il of "JapouivMs" (Zti.vpbua),

ii<ht bv Mr. Ivitonian in Coveut Utuxlon. Tbia biia alro.>ul;/

iM, (oily ,1. ~ou|.<a by us at p. !1C(1. Mr. Bntouuui also bail

,o.' jujnbo.... \^ lii. b ou^ht to liiivo lawn a pi-o^iamtlon frvini

1... it oil. bill wtiu'li bo stato\l woro apparont.!}' notiiiti^ but
in anibio aii.l lUpiorioo.

.Vt tlio noxt uicoliu>f Mr, Ratotnan said ho Wvuild offor a few

.uarks on a iKU-inti: insiiot. a spouioa of ^rox flvm which
"

|5i-llloi 1.' U.'.s i. ,l,.,,.vl..-0.|,^l.

For tbo (1 fluoat PoUirsontunis Iboi-o

MV. .1. .lonoa, R1-. to Optnln lli.llon.

.slioi'csatul with Rosa Bmibonr. .MiiU

Uoso Coli.slliil, and iVruivs. Mr. .Ml,

Hay, Kaq., Trinity l^idipj, hurt also a \

following aorta, iliflorluff fl-oin tlio

IMU-oll. IjAdy Oamoy^ r..., .^,
id [.oviatiiau.

and Mr. John I'."'

iisilions. haviui? tluoly bloomod pi.

I I'oloattal, Aonio. Nogro, and oUi.

iTci-lvi.d from Malaooi
H. Wallnoo and 1'. .

Inso.'t.! i^l'talnod in
Itati's roa.l a i^apor o

It luipor WiW ivad by Mos,.irs, A.

1 a oolloction of Lopldoptorous
by Mr, Swlnboo, Jlr. II. W.

i)lcopter.>u.s Inaocts obtainod by

^i..

,0,1 1

- ' liifloatoa vroio
,~| Fronioutia ;

iiiunod Prinoo
ii.ia, two baud'

i.i ru nt .vdiantuni, in

,i uitli i\.d. SiaH'ial

no 111 in fur tholr two
Ala and dioUotoina, as
>ntJribut«il a liu-go and

Mr, Hull,.ii.U,

frvim tho ^

\ttb tbo

or, wojv awiudv.l >,,,.ii,l .livs lortilloato

a tiuo oollootioll of aonal and apottod INiliuvi^r

.vbicb a Spooitil t^ol-tiftoato was awaitloil. .\

awarii, .\lr. lluukor
ch of bis (bro«

tay • 11...

.>1 r.iilloy.i laliiala. and a Spovial
oly (fr\»wii and woll doworod l.i»Ua pur
L>slH>ru's orostod viuioty of U,»y,al l-'oill,

was awjirvlod. and a robust growing
y of OruUia nicialilat.a ojiliiKl ..luporba.

1 by tbo .siinio Hiin, rocoiowl a Krstolaaa
itiiio vurioty of s^MCtod vtrubia from Mr.
awiuxi was iiktilo. as woll aa to
M, .,;,., .iii.l a l.is.s,.U.-,i f..nii ..f \,ll,ii,liini.

In t:ricaa Iboi-o was a good dlspla,y. Mr. Thomson bolu^ tho

lUiist siiooo.rslul. wH h aovonil aorta of vontriooaa. Cavoadiabiana.

doui\)s.«iV, AlborU, *o.
Potor Lawson * Sous bad numorolw plants for doooraUvo

pui'iHisos thrvuighoufc tbo hall, and an tuisortmont of foliago

pliuita and Forus In tho ontranoo hall, Thoy oomprlsod sovoral

Troo and olhor Forna, a fow drohids, tbo hiiiiilaoino Now
/oaland Flax (I'horralum touax viurlosntuni), ono or two vory

woll Woonioil plants in pots of Ollimtlius Uauipiori, along with

iipwai'.la of .'111 sorta of out blooms of Uliododondivns, iSo.

i\fossrs. IMokson * I'o., Lolth \Yiak, had also a niisoollanoous

asisortnu'iil .if pbiiita, tho moat IntorostlnK among whtob was a

Villi, .;;iua IXipl.no oallod Victoria, whidi was " highly com-

mon, lo, I
" l,y Iho jiiilgvs. Sovoral boxos of cut blomus of

Kbo,i,„lon,iivus ;ui,i .\HUoas woro shown.
Mr. Ihoiuas Molbvon. LolUi Walk, had six aoodllng Bliodo.

rtoudiMiia ill pots, all of tiiom distinct, and souio of tbom boing

of t^iort form and iiou9ol.v apottod, besides about 7.1 aovl^ in

out trusstis shown in Hyacinth glasses, and which bad an

inilH^sing offoot. . _,

Mr. Noll I'l'aser, CanonmilK bixl somo hoautlftil Fonis,

Inoludlnit many of tbo raiflst and boat forms of tlio Lady Fern,

not tho loaat oHootivo ol whioli is Uio pitctny oiispum, as woll

as sovoml variotioa of t^issolloil Soulopoudriuuis, and tho i-oally

biuidsomo horlMOOous Smibiolua bifotia.

Mr, U, M, Stark cintributod a oollooWou of his Canadian

noToltios luid somo ^^v^>ripodiuln^ of which aoiiulo, pubo.«i»ns,

and s|wolabilo foriiio.^ tho ohiol. Thoao sort* \voro snlondldly

ahown by Drogbom luid Aitken, tkUmaniook, tlio wook
provious, at Glasgow, and woro by lut omiasion loft mmotiooil,
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Mr. UolKirt Stonio Klnnoil, but Uioy woro not ronuukaWo.
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oxbibitoil by Mr, Thiw. Loos, gr, to tho Hurl of lloddingtou,

Tynniunham,
Fruit uixm tho wholo was vorj- ot«dit«bly raproaonloil, much

superior In all dcivirtinonts to that at tho ' Intonmtlonal '• tho

forlulKbt pivvious ; but a fortnight oonsidoniblj- alters tho

comlttion of a house of llrapoa, whioh must bo duly taken

Into aeivunt In forming an estiniato. Tbo eollocUon nvni Mr,

Thomson, Dalkolth. which waa unoppo-sod, was a good ono,

iv'ui], iMiK ri.'\i.i,iuo .i:i,l Sin, V,lb I'ai .uno niio..s, woijfhing
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iiibins 4i lb, ; luid Mr, nionwou, liiakcilb. id, with
.I'liiiit ( I ho I'lMvidenco.

Ill tbo lUiick Haiubui-gh Class of Grai»s thor« woro sovon

coiupetitora, Mr, Thomson Iwing placed l,st, with modium eoin

pact buuolio." : aii,l Mi-, .b'tiii l-iiu.;. si lo « Ouhoart, Ksil..
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l;,.i,il i;,,i;iiii,' (innUnis, KtMv. London; Robert
llii.liM, I,,- SiniiU Svo., pp. 11-.
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iul'oiiiioil pU'riiliilosiists of this ooinitvy, his very
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Fcmn, and n« wmtiiiriinf? iricu'li valii:ilil« iiironiiittion

coiMi^riiitiK III''. liH(,.,r.v, liitMl.H, ami culliini ol' tliCMc

oharifiiiig Iilantn. _
The H^ayniiU; Flora, or GUfininfiH from Hock ami

Field lomurd.i Home, hv Nona Ikillairn ( l/<iri(lon : MiiiiUi,

Elilcr.'. ('••
I fiv.-Mll i„l.-n-(i.|./:i-'.'..iMll-..r;iii (t:ili:.ii

tour, «in, :, ,., A .,1 iIIm Mir- In III., n.,^ .In, III. Ill

thc!-li:i|.....r II. .

-
I I I. I., |. .„n.. Ill

on 111.' i'"i "I III. 1, ;|i.,i.. ..111. h ilii.,,. ,, 'I., Ill, I

over her |.l..,ilili..:il|.,i,, .,1 III., iiliiril ;il ..l.j. li In.

wril'«. ' III Kior.-ii..,., '

...li,. iviii,,! I II,.
I .nil 11,..

Potlllliii liyhiv.iiiill.irii, i.r I'.. I h,. 1li. I,!-, ..iih'

aro of III... ;..iH.-.4l lilii.-, mill ;i 'i. in.-. lli. ; li;,ir„'

inilro..|iiir_' -,.... lui.l l,:i.,.. :
i .l.li. i,,ii ., iil,

Tliiitr.-.- 1^ lis hir./,. iH a l.r:.]. i/...| .\m,I. Ii... ,ii.||

IM nioMt i^ra'-crul-l'i'ikiii^'.' ' 'In; .1. . i ipi i./n i.u.J.i

mili.'li iiii.n- liki' Hint of ,-,.,

Petunia iiyla./iiiilliini, vvliicli,

uj a \vliil(..-ll(iu(ri.il hfirb, of humble Btature,

AmOTiK I III; new iilaritH, of which diainiodiiM are reeimtly
piiblisli'-.l ill III.- .".7111 I ili'-r ..r /)/• M„rll,r-H
yrwjm,;,t„. an- a I >v.-., V V |.„i, ivilli .,|,|i.. -il . l.-a',.-- a

Cui.ania, willia lolia.-. .,ii- Im^.-.I.-.I an
with opno-il.. li..t whorl.-.l l.-av.., ; a (

flowere'l .apiliila; an.l Ne|..-iitli.-, K,.|„„..lyi, II, . lall.-r

from Call.. V.irk. (Iiiai.lialiiiiii iM.li.airn, ami (J, japo-

nicuni (lli<. latter on Hie .iiillionlv of ,Vli(|ii.-l) are

intro(lil.-e.| ai- .Au-tralian l.lanl- I iv.i n.-.v rlt..l.a.....ll-

Ke^C•^a, (.'ar.t'.M Hi

riieely in llowijr. \VeiKftla hortcnMiH nivea wiw alwi
eovercil with hloKHomn, anil in very telliuK when I'oreeil or
flowered iiiiderKlaj<!<,a.Hwell:u.aKreat a/'<|iii"ili..iiaiiioiit.'

our hardy llowwinn Khrulw. IjaHl, In. I leii I. a I l.y

any nieanx, were iiiee varietioM ol l,'h',.|.,.|. ii.li.ni

aiireuiii, their noft delirat.- .•o|.,iii-( Lllm.. ..rliiiMilil.,

Ull'.ll ,ai..,..ial,.i| uilli til. III.,,.. I,ii||i:,iil ,\/.il.:. Til'

Ml

ll'ilh to llil,l-..:ll :

|,l.-i .hlalil

everybody known,

.\-|..

//,. /.',

"/
dcneribed, /,

conhiiiwil in ll,r /.',.,,. /„/,/„. /,,/„-„,

Offce, is the till.- uM<li-r whii-h tli

of I'atents have i-,-ii...| the lirnt number of a publica-
tion that pr..iiiiv(t^ l(» bt! \i\Ty UKefiil. It eoiripri.M's

merely a tranilalion int'i KiibIIhIi of the table of
coiitentx of «evoral of the moHt important foreiKii

cientilie periodiealn, eoninii;iii!in(; from the bei^inninu
of thi.H present year. The number before mt in a vm;m
quarto of ei«hl pa'/en, and is I'liielly devoted to nhynioal
and ineehanleaf w'ienee, thounh we lind alwi the titleit

of paper.H piiblirdii'd in the " Compte« Itendiis," the
" AiiualcH ile.H N<;ieri<'eK .\aturell'-H." Ae. The pri«« in no
mod'jrate, that we hofie there will be an e.-ttenwive

Kale, and that the plan may be extended no auto inelude
a ureater niiMiber of periodieali). It i.i iirojioned to
pnbliKli thin Index lortniflitly.

KosKS.— I have alnwly remarked that Mr. lia.^yetf.i

garden i-t not alone remarkable for Azalea..! but alw for

ItoneHand (^)rehid.i. The two larne houwrf formerly
devot<.-d to Orchids I found on a rei^eiit visit o(»;uniefl

by Uo.scn in pot«, and such a KowirLan aji Mr. Itadclj-ffe

would have l>een highly ileliKhted U> have seen the
?lanlo of Lxlia, Madame W'lllennTO, President, and
!harlfcs Lefebvre, not forgetting our old favourite
Coupe d'I£eb<., l/clia wan fraperb, and is eminently
adapt<;d for pot culture, the pr'rte<;ti«n afforded by
((lass enabling the di-licale toxturc of the llowers to
ueveloji without bein;,' injured, as usually happens
when it blooms out of doors, Madame W'illerinoz was
the gem of the collection, some hundred blooms open
at oiir», just what is rctjuired for exbibitioa, and Ibis

acMunts for its bein^ so generally staged at shows.
President wa« magnificent^such colour and size

!

For pot culture it cannot be surjiassed; but it is

evidently a difficult K<>se to bring out at an exhibition
in g(x;d character, as the blossoms seem to be of
all stages, only a few opening at the same time.
Charles Lefebvre is however in my opinion the XUm:
of all Roses, and if I only grew one it should be
Charles Ijefebvrc. Coupe d'JU-bc; was in her l>est

trim, alx)ve a hundred blooms, clean and neat, ils if

only ju.st emerged from a l«ith of dew. Many of the
plants in these houses were feet hi^h, and of a pro-
portionate dianu;t<;r at the base, the flowcra filling the
air with their fragrance.
The nrincii«l portifm of the coUcc-tion consists of

old and well-known kinds, a<lapt«d for pot culture;
Mr. Uxs.-ett a.Min.,' many new varieties that are likely
to become iistful for this punxtse. Amongst the
modt TOnspicuous were : — Anna Altxieff, General
Jai^pieminot. (Souvenir d'ljn Ami, always good;
Madame dc St. J'weph, very bfsiutiful highly perfumed

;

S^nateur Vaissc, second only to Charles Lefebvrc ;

'

Victor Verdier, very grand, much sujierior t^j Jules
Mjargottin, fine habit and free; MaiLame Damaisin,
Vicomtcsse de Cazes, beautiful in colour, siirpasscl,
however, by Marfchal Xiel, and if the Mjiri5chal is as
free a bloomer as the Vicomtessc nothing will be so

,

telling in a collection
; I/a Brilliant*, beautiful in the

bud; Francois lyacharme ; I>uc de Cazes, fine rich
dark colour, but thin: .John Hopper, extra fine;
Souvenir dc la l£<,ine d'An',ilelerrc, of immense size;
Niphet'w, one of the oldest Tea/i, but still goo<l ami
distinct; Comtesse de Cliabrillant, of exquisite form

;

Ma/lame Campbell d'lslay, shajie of La K<;ine, but
beautifully mottled ; and Paul Perras, as usual very
bony and fine.

There were duplicates of many of the the fortr
going, and alwj a large number of other kinds
that were not so atlri';tive, although, as all

Boses are, very beautiful. Amongst the more
modem kinds Pierre Notting, MafJame Alfred de
Eougemont, blush ; (jabriel de Peronny, and Prinw;
Caraille de Rohan were verj' consiiicuoiu from their
distinct colours. Paul Ricaut, usually m line under
gla.s.s, was here very poor indeed, several plants being so
out of chara/;t<!r, that liad it not been for the foliage,

one would have thought some error ha<J been made.
No doubt with the K<jfle, as with other flowers, certain
seasons suit certain varieties ; hence the necessity of
collf^jlions.

In one of the bousex with the R'wes was a line
apecimen of Orchiii loli<»a, with 22 spikirs of flowers

;

and, amongst otlier plants. Rhododendron Dalhousiftj

I
Ueu Cdi.ti-he: //«»».—A few years ago Mr.

Langstrolii, an American apiarian, and author of one
of the best works on the subject that has ever apprared,
inventrfjd a hive which affords very great l'a/:ilitii'S for
observation and manipulation. Movwible frames,
adjusted with great accuriu^, so as Ut be readily
availalili- ii, any other hive similarly constructed, con-
-liiiii. II,. .'hief value of his invention. To this may
li. a'|.|...| a I. .;tiiication of the measurements of Ixirs,

an. I .11 la, I.. a between thcili; spaces bitwe.n the
Iraineaaii.l the inU-rior Burfn.-.'. .,1 il,.- h,, . .,i„l.i,,..d

with olher improvements cal. I, lai. 'I !., i.i.r.a.- Ilic

rirodii.'li',!, of honey and wa.x. W .Hi il,i I'.ni. ..I Inve,
111., a. I'.an.'... I apiarian may li.'i'.' :.: ,. .

i

i

ii .i ...i.ir.il

..'..I'lii. li... ^ so far as the n.iili ,;.l,. .:,..;, ..I h, i-.i-k-

1,'. .ail ; III' ,,, it a system of art ill. I 1 n - ai.'ltl,.-

pr..\.'i,l,..n.lf wished ofnatural '.'iiii,.,! i,...,,,,,.. Ilmg
the bees to work straight comb- ; in the laeilitie-s alf.irded

for the removal of siiperltuoim houeycomljN, or the
transfer of sealed brood cronibs from a populous colony to
strengthen and build up a weaker (rtie. 'i'hese arc
not all the .advantages which this class of hives po«st*t.

To tiu: apL-trian who a<lopts the principle, and
thoroughly works it out in a proper manner, wm-

I

tirmation of its superiority over cverj' other sysWm,
will bo constantly, and sometime* unexpc'tedly made
manifest. Notwithstanding, however, tliat to the

j

s<,'ientific and practical aniarian, I consider tlie

moveable frameil hives to w. the very best for all

Iiunioses, yet to th<«c v/ho arc deficient in the above
characteristics, or who are inclined to allow their bciai

in a great measure to take their chance, I cannot
recommend them.
To myself and Mimie. other English apiarians, the

hive dc»(;ril»ed by .Mr. Ijiingstrotli appeared to l>e too
large; nor was the oblong sliaiK; or it alt^igetlier t^i

our tastes, iU\ the jierusal of ''The Honey IJw;,"

I was, however, at onw; conviii««l of the merits of
the system iu the hands of pr;u;tieal men; and 1

sfjt to work and br<mglit out a modification of the
Langstroth liive, altereii to suit my own id<..a*i of dimen-
sions, as alreiwiy carried out in mv own b-ar liivcn, and
ill some other minor details. Air. NVVxjilbury cuwely
followed in the same path, and tulopted the system, but
also modified according to his views, to approximate as
miii.'h as might be to the size and f'onn of the bar
hives previously in use in his apiary. Mr. Woodbury
kindly placed his improved frame hive at the disposal
of the public, and of nive manufacturers, to make and
bring out on their own account. As th est; hives have
been largely inaiiiifa/;tured and distributed, i will

desfjribc th<nn first ; and although in some rt^pects I may
prefer my own arrangement^ yet as I consider uniformity
of adojition to be verv important, as are alsf> the
faf.Hlities affordci for ontaining every fiart ma/le to a
nii«ty, I would strongly recommend any bee-keepers
who may feel tliemsolv(« c'impet/;nt Ut undertake their
management, to purchase; their hivr^, in the first

instance, at l«ist, directfrom the manufa'jturcrs. Prom
the i/attem thiw obtained other hives, can be made.
An original bar and frame should be marked and set

aside specially for a patteni, as, if the frames maiie
sub.*<|uently arc taken up indis/.-riminatcly for the
purpose, the mefisurements will rtmtn be found to vary
very considerably. Complete exa/;tness must be aimed
at in boxes, ters and frame-s, notches for the reception
of the latter, and distances between each. Certain
manufiictiirers have ^xmstructed and rf^^y^mmend what
they style an improved Wf>odbury hive. Mr. Pettitt,

of l)over, sends out a form of this hive differing from
the original in certain details of arrangement, which
may possess s<jmc merit and (yjmmend themselves t/j

the tastes of utmn Ixia-Vt^ifXini ; but I must give the
preference to the bar anu frame hivf;, as oriijinally

brought out by Messrs. Neighbour, and still distnbute<l
largely by them. liaving taken uji so much space in
thciM,' preliminary remarks, I must defer mitil next
week, a more detailed dcs'.-ription of it. fi. Sevan JFox.

SWABMINO.—I have a strong stock of bees in a
common straw hive, whichJusta w<*k ago commenced
clustering out thickly. To-<lay they are out in an
immense mass over the outside. One or two of the
d.ay» since they, began to do this, have been favourable
for swarming, nevertheless they liave not tak<m
a<lvantage of them. Should this cjntinue. what would
you ad vise me to do ? My objec-t is to fill a Stcwart^m
with their first swarm, but i am afraid that a c^>n-

tinuan<% of unfavourable weather, or the disinclination
they have alrc-a/ly shown Ui take advantage of finedays,
may prevent them from issuing at all. They were
very busy and |K>pulous up tn the time thin clustering
out began, so that I think tfae queen must be alt

right, A. B.
I liees will frequently cluster out in large numters

from a hive acjnsiderable time before the swarin nvty
go off. No sure cjnclusion can be arrived at from tins
state of things as to the time a swarm may be expected,

, It is a sign that the population of the hive is sufficient,
but that llic queen is not rea'ly, either from there
being no royal cells in a suflic-iently a/lvance<l state or
some other lause. I think it may occasionally hapiKm
from the first batch of royal cells being ue«troyed,

owing to the retardation of the swarm by the setting in
of iiii|,ropitious weather at the critical time; or it may
arise Iroin the hive making an atlcmnl to swarm, and
the old i|ii.ei, hicoining lost through inability to ffy.

A|;;iin, the original queen may die, there being at tlio
til,,.. I,., i.,,,;,l ..11 ill any stage of j.rogr.sa. At least
I'M:'. '.'.1.1.1 .li|. " l.'r..r. .. ' .11 '.•,., I, I.I I,,. I'ca-ly to

." 11" ...'•I. i.'i.l'. Ill" i.i'.l".l,ilil, K that a
'

'I 'I""
' '" '

'I -'"v p.«..ible
lii'i II" I"'.

I

)'i i"i:'lii I." |..i.i..ii.'l to wreak
her v.'iig.aii.ie on her still lielplesh sisters in which
case no swarm at all would be sent off. This appears
to be the reas'in why hivirs frequently " hang out" all

thesiiliilii.T wllleiiif-wariiiing.

Hhoiil.l II. I ,t" .,1 ailiii's continue, we should not
hcsilai. I., liiii III i.iiii.ial swarm. If you have u
seiaiii'l i.i.k li.iiii uhi'l, ',.,11 can obtain some be<!S, you
caiinol do hetler than follow the directions given at
p. ;HJ7 of our present volume; but if y.ni can draw on
the rew>iirces of only one hive, prisieed as lollows :— In
the middle of a fine day remove the sl/zck to a short
ilistanc<i from its stand ; invert it in a pail, jilacing ua
empty straw hive over it. VVra)> a long narro.v cloth
around the junction, and fasl,<;n securely. An empty
hive must be pb-u^d on the old stand toamus<; the txies

returning from thi: fields. Having driven all the liees

out of the stoi;k, repliu^; the latter on its stand, and
remove the swarm to its destined locality. If you
ilo not care much about the ^iiosperity of the
the old hive, you may, prior to doing the above, put
.low II the swarm for a few minul<-s on the original site.

and obtain a large acxjcssion of numbers. In about
live minutes change the hives, replacing the swarm
with the old stock as before slated. 'J'hose bees which
have collected in the di«;oy hire, and those still on the
wing, together with some llutl will leave the swann and
return to their former situ;ttiori, will 1m; a sufficient
population, with tlu; ad'litioii of the young been
emerging frirtii their cells, to insure the hatching of all

the brtKsI and the (Mintiituous prosperity of the hive.

Another plan is to proceed as before, not U>
drive all the bees out. Put the swarm on the original
stand whcro it must eontinii" permanently ; tic up the
old stock with the bees left behind in a cloth, and lei

it remain in a dark room or nlirol corner of your
kiti.'lii.-n. Towards evening of Ih'. loll.iwiiig djiy remove
this hive to a new stand. Th.; chief dillieulty in this
operation is to know the exact number of bees left

behind in the old hive. A little discretion must f>e

exercisfxl in this respect. If you wish to siUTili'C till)

stock three weeks al^ter the first ojieralion, drive out all

the lM.es and unite to the first swarrn. All the brood will

have I>e4;n haUdied out, and perharst rn<Mt of the cells

filled with honey.

Garden Memoranda.
liwii) Toi/h, Kny., \iti)S\tkKH, J'*Jii'l( K.—This

gentleman's resi'lcn'» is situat«<l on table land over-
looking the Clyiic, commanding in aj(po<;t, and
sufficiently suburban it) Vie wimparatively rid of the
smoke issuing from the tall chimneys of trie numeroun
public works in the immcliate vicinit,y of Glasgow. It
IS one of thosi! neatly kept artistic little pl;«c<M which
are springing up mushrwirn-likc contiguous to all large
cities ; and its propriet'ir, who is one of the partners of
a great ship-building Unn, is (nuisif/nately fond of
plantM and flowers of all diM;riptions. The ganlen,
which is in the form of a series of t/,rraces, is, as baa
been staled, comfsiratively small, but the glass ii'JMia-

rnodation is considr;rable. IJesides two nice Vincricn
there are three Orchid houses, two conservaUjries, a
large st<jve, and a g'M/d-sized Ili^ath hou*;.
The Heaths are remarkably well niana<;ed, clean,

nif«ly stickwl, and in the best of health. 'I'hf^jf

comprise such sorts as a fine example of Massoni
major, which is a much stronger growing and larger
variety than the 'me commonly bc*firing that name:
the handsfime Hi>en<x.'riana, which fiesidt^s Ujing a go^jd
sort is of a niw sturdv habit; several varieties of
triwdor, including the free bbsdning and handsome
dum'H4a ; a fine plant of ferriiginea in cajiital trim,
which is more the ex'.'eption than the rule; the pretty
Devoniana; ret/^rta major, still a first-rat^i late autumn
Hf^th ; Aitoniana ana its varieties, the liest of which
is Tumbullii ; s'lveral ventriwisas, the best of which
are alba and liothwelliana, and one or two of the
vestita brewl.

In the Conservatoricd there was a very gwid Erica
Cavendishiana, several Tree l'emsofsorts,incbjdingthe
noble Als'iphila ex'^elsa, Cyath<;ra d<«lfwta, with itd

fine »ilvery-lo')king fronds sprea'Iing out nobly; a
fiarticularly well-grown plant of Cyathea nie<Jullari«,

with its hands'imedark t/imentose stems; an exi^llently-

manage'l plant of Ordyline indivisa which is rariidly

dying off in W)lle<,-tions, and seemingly a little difficult

to manage ; s*;veral Eri'srtemons, and a miscellanf^oun

aswirtment of the <y)Oler growing Australian and New
Holland I'lants. All these plants of the larger

dimensions were s<;en itt a<l vantage, fx;ing plung«;d in a
large tied, which is of immense Bervi<;e in the <>;ntre of
any cons*frvatory.

In the Stove House were plants of the following in

great vigour— the Variegat/«J J'ine, of faultlew
symmetry, and quite at home in the great heat to

which it was But)je<.-t«d ; Aralia pulchra, <i ft. high, in
beautiful leafage; Sjihiervgyne latifolia; a f<*t in
iieight, and clotbeil with foliage to the bott'im,

a much more hamlsome siibjc^ ttiari the Cyan'qibylfum
and not so unwieldy in its promrtions; the ban.ls.^ine

Oreopanax <la/;tylifcrum, and the curious and inl*r<-«t-

ing Philolendron jiertusum, with foliage forming
almost a complete and perfe'.'t circular outline, \na
dividwl op inUj parts, and jierforated with boUrs, in
such a way as to make the generil onl'Kjker doufit
whetli/;r such a freak was natural. Crotons of sort*

were ab)o well represented ; but by liir the most hand-
some and decorative, which the eye will scarce weary
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to look upon, is the droi.piiis Inienr-lfivca iintriisti-

folium, which was here in line heahli. Spveral viiriftirs

of Caladiuui were in line condition, tlio best amoHL-

which is undoubtedly Belleymei ; the great rage

for these and Begonias is somewhat abated, and althougn

they may be tolerated in a collection, they become like

everything else that is common and of easy culture,

a butt for everyone to pelt at, and pooh pooh. Allamanda

Krandiflora, catbartica,, and Schottii were well growTi,

seeming to revel with luxuriance in the close moist

heat, and exposed in the sunniest spots ol the house,

as they ought to be. I.xoras were particularly free

from insects, and the leaves entire and showing

abundance of bloom. Really this is something worth

while, for not half-a-dozen cultivators in a hundred

can manage this plant well. Mr. Murray, the gardener,

seems not to overpot his plants, and I do not think he

often syringes them overhead, which may partly

account for his success. There was a good example of

that very useful decorative plant Bhopala cqrcova-

dens's Clerodendron Thomsons and Balfourii were

al^o in a mass of bloom, and we have not a more

useful or yet a more ornamental acquisition "» our

plant stoves. After one sees the increased size of the

individual blooms and calyces of the latter it is scarcely

worth while caring much for the former, for m all

other respects they are identical.

The Orchid collection is increasing fast, and bcot-

land, which all but ignored the cultivation of that

tribe a few years ago, will soon make itself notable m
that respect, owing to so many of her sons imbibinr

vpt out (if Saccolabium retusum, guttatum, and gutta-

iiim llolfordii, all fine; Saccolabium curvifolium,

with two spikes, 8 inches long, and finely coloured;

a Vanda suavis had also five fine spikes. I never

remember seeing the collection look so well or to better

advantage, for none of the plants having been exhibited,

the flowers were particularly fresh and bright, even

those whose beauty was on the wane. W. S.

TiTNESs Pakk, Scnninghill, Berks, the
Residence of Lokd Annebley.—Immediately after

the departure of their Royal Highnesses the Prince and

Princess of Wales, who stayed here during the Ascot

race week, the gardener, Mr. Ogston, conducted me
through the pleasure grounds. The first thing which

attracted my attention was a beautiful ribbon border

;

following the walk, I ascended some steps leading to

the terrace, from which there is a magnificent view of

the valley below and of AVindsor Great Park in

the distance, with Bellevue and the Flag Staff m
front I then entered a large conservatory on my
right, in which are four splendid Orange trees, from

which the gardener informed me he had cut great

quantities of blossom. On the opposite side is a fine

cluster of Camellias, together with Pelargoniums,

Azaleas, and other flowering plants suitable for diSerent

seasons, rendering this house a charming retreat at all

times of the year. Passing along the broad walk in

front of the house, we have on our right a pretty

arrangement of flower beds. Another conservatory filled ,,.,„_„ ,

with flowering plants was then arnved at, in which ^'^?
j, t„„j'

some of the Azaleas are from 5 to 6 ft. high,^and as
,

one of the b_est.

its appearance in the late house, dust the plants with

sulphur immediately.
.

Pines.—When the bottom-heat is declining, it may
be recruited by surfacing the beds with a few inches of

new tan; as, independently of its own fermenting

power, it absorbs a considerable quantity of heat from

the sun, and attracts the roots to the surface, where

they revel among the new material. In addition to

these advantages it checks evaporation, economises

labour in watering, and keeps the roots in a more
equable state of moisture during hot weather. The
syringe must be freely used every fine afternoon, and

the pits shut close for an hour or two, to compensate

the plants for the loss they sustain by evaporation

during the day.
,. , .„ ^ • .

Vines.—Let late Tines be supplied with a sufficient

amount of heat and moisture to keep them growing at

a healthy rate.

HARDY FRUIT AXD KITCHEN GARDEN.

Persevere in the system of gradually removing all

superfluous shoots from wall fruit trees, and in order

that the proper balance between the crop arid the

capability of producing it may be maintained, it will

be necessary to disbud more or less severely according

as the trees are vigorous or weakly ; for example,

vigorous trees, full of life, and evidently having a vast

accumulation of sap, must have an outlet, or else there

will be a risk of obtaining only strong unfruitful wood.

Stop and thin therefore with great caution.

Cabbage.—Sow now for Coleworts. The Rosette is

Celery.—Earth up this as it requires it, selecting aoVchidomaf It-requires, however some
y^^^^^^ XhtiiZghlTth^kitXn garden ^v^y^^^^^^^^^

, , ^,get up a collection to excite general attention, for the
,

?°"™ellent condition In an early Vinery is a most dry day for the operation.

Imall bits of plants that are sold, until they have had
, L°„^f,tnrcror5 G?apes°which as regari^ size and Endive.-Sow now for a full

several years' growth, are scarcely noticeable. The Promismg <-™P "i "'^l'B^•
'^^^^ Potatos.—Let these be ear'

Te/eral p'ublic,,^ho are not connoJssenrs,^^egm tojook

a,skanoe at enthusiasts adminnfe ,. ^^^b^^ ...^v,.^,- „.
, Strawberries in nots. While the Prince and I'rincess

flowers ; and if they are told the value of a plant, they
| ^''^X'^f^^^^^e Mr Standish furnished them with

shrug their sliou dersand smde .ncredulousb' A good
I

t"^™^t7fX?ee^ one Abies Albertiana, and the other
bloomed Rose tree, or afiuely-flowered Azalea, is to ^,

,i; j ; gigantea, which the Prince and Princess

his Camellias, Azaleas, Heaths, and the grosser ravK. u. tr.
.

examples of the plant stove, has a particular lean- _ . . , ^" ' ' ' - - — '-' '— ' Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing iceek.)

else but his selection ot urcmas. Aimougu ue is a Stove plants which are in a growing state should

^latenthusiit aTo°g wXhis friend Mr. Tod, he !
now be supplied w-ith the maximum amount of heat and

Sver will be won over to admire a general botanical moisture, in order that they may the sooner complete

collection like Mr Wilson Saunders, or Mr. Dawson, of ,
their growth, and have a longer period to ripen it in.

MeSwbrk Mr Tod's collection'is becoming exten- Water should be free y and frequently sprinkled on

sivp and comprises most of the showy Orchids in every evaporating surface, with a view to counteract

Sivariin Sding "ome good Vandas : among them the drying effects of abundant ventilation Incessant

fusco-Ss, which bad been soldtohim for cristata, exertions must be,made,_to_ keep, insects in _check

to OrohidaceiE ; and he has a capital friend

to edge him on, in his next door neighbour Mr.

Paterson, who has bidden adieu almost to everything

else but his selection of Orchids. Although he is a

i'a iinepllntTt is, but not worth shillings for guinea^ particularly red spider The blooming season of many

in comparison It has a small flower, vAh greenish- plants may be retarded by pinchmg ofl- the earliest

^jyrs^pals and petals, and an ovateJabellinn c^ream flow,^rs,^^tWel,y_ hus^^^^^^^^^^

*Son of growth!"'
""in comparison

white sepals an« i^^^......-,
^^^ — -,-

i , - ., +

colour, -(vith dense brownish crimson spotting. There ducing them to

was a very good plant of CjTJripedium Lowu, with flower garden and PLANT HOUSES,

two racemes, each three-flowered, which is very
| Qyj ^f ^oors tl,g mo^t pressing work at present will

good culture. Oncidium sphacelatum was finely ^^ y,^j ^f high keeping. Walks should be in good''' "" ""-^
order, lamis neatly mown, and flower-beds wellBloomed. Disa grandiflora was promising well, and

not in a very cold house either. Among them
were grouped some of the choicer Perns, which pro-

duced a good effect. Chief among them were

Cheilanthes lendigera, Gymnogramma Laucheana, very

well grown ; the beautiful Adiantum formosum, the

equally pretty Goniophlebium appendiculatum, and

Davallia buUata, a verj' handsome dwarf Fern. There

were also several good pots of Lihum auratum, which

has not yet been produced at its best, and several other

good things.

The Vineries were showing nice crops of Grapes, and

apparently doing service as general houses. Mr. Tod
is ably seconded in his efforts to excel by his intelligent

gardener Mr. Murray. J. A.

A. Bassett's, Esq., Stamford Hiil.—Since my
list visit, the Orchids have been removed to the kitchen

garden, where they occupy three houses, two being new
erections. In the Cattleya house, Cattleyas, Lffilias,

Oncidiums, &c., were in robust health, a fine lot of

C. Mossise being in bloom, the flowers on the various

plants being all distinct in colour or marking ; some
elegantly feathered and pencilled, and measuring

8| inches across, they also varied considerably in

form. C. Aclandirc especially attracted attention,

the petals being nearly 5 inches across, and the

labellum Ij inches, beautifully barred and striped

;

it is a very fine variety. C. citrina, was nicely in

bloom, its deep lemon-yellow flowers telling to

advantage ; Trichopilia crispa, with 22 fine flowers

;

Lielia purpurata, Oncidium crispum, Epidendrums,
Oncidium bifolium and O. ampliatum maju.s, Sobralia

macrautha splendens, and Broughtonia sanguinea were

also nicely in flower, the spikes being very fine. This

house is divided by a glass partition, one portion

being kept a little warmer. In this warm compartment
were some fine Cypripediums, also A'anda teres, Den-
drobium Parishii, just coining into flower, and various

other Dendrobes and Cypripediums. Associated with

theseweresomefineexamplesofCaladi urns, thecolouring

of the foliage being very brilliant, more so thanis usual.

In the East Indian house, thefirstplants that attracted

notice were the Phalscnopsis Schilleriana, amabilis, and
grandiflora, showing such vigour and bearing such

splendid foliage that it was a treat to be enabled to

admire them^ such plants I had never before seen.

Amongst Aerides, two plants of A. Lindleyanum were

very fine, as also was A. odoratum cornutum ; A. virens,

from Moulmein, with immense spikes, one of the finest

of Orchids, and a very free grower and bloomer ; A. affine

superbum, several specimens, all the spikes having long

lateral branches ; A. Lobbii, maculosum, and maculo-
sum superbum, the last very rare ; several specimens of

A. Fieldingii ; two immense spikes, finely branched,

of A. Larpentse and roseum. Several spikes not

attended to, particularly . as regards the regulation of

shoots of vigorously growing plants.

Caiceolasias.-Shrubby kinds that have flowered

may be cut back, and placed in a cool place, partly

shaded, to make cuttings.

Cinerarias.—Those that were cut down early will

now be throwing up suckers. Take cuttings, as soon as

ready, and insert tnem in small pots in a nice sandy

compost
;
place them in a cool frame or under a hand-

glass ; keep them close, and sprinkle occasionally to

prevent flagging
;
pot off as soon as rooted into a light

compost of two parts loam and one leaf-mould, sand

being liberally added.
Dahlias.—Constant attendance to securing the

young plants from wind, and watering when dr)', is all

that will have to be done for a few weeks. Both the

thinning of the side shoots and mulching the plants

with rotten manure will, however, have to be attended

to at once. Commence destroying earwigs before there

are blooms for them to disfigure.

Pansies. — Take off young cuttings as they are

obtainable, and strike them under small glasses in a

shady situation.

Pinks.—Water copiously when required during the

time the buds are swelling ; weak liquid manure may
be applied beneficially.

Pelargoniums.-Many of the finest kinds are

probably still in perfection, and it is most desirable

that shading should be attended to carefidly, for one

sunny day may injure the flowers beyond hope of

remedy. It is equally desirable that the atmosphere of

the house should be kept cool.

FORCING GARDEN.

CrcriiBERS.—Pay great attention to thinning and
regulating the shoots

;
go over them at least twice a

week, as they soon get crowded if neglected a few

days. Guard against red spider, by syringing the plants

and frequently sprinkling every part of the house.

Attend to plants in frames. Keep linings well made
up ; earth up, peg out, and train shoots of growing

plants. Water when necessary.

Melons.—Keep up the top temperature,and a bottom

heat of 83', as well as a moderately moist atmosphere

to the successional plants, and give occasional water-

ings. Those plants which are ripening their crops will

require less water and a drier atmosphere. If it be

desired to obtain another crop from them, care must
be taken that the soil does not become too dry

;
water

should be given to the under portion of the soil, by

means of holes made with a tin tube.

Peaches.—Use the syringe freely to keep down the

red spider, -and tobacco smoke to destroy thrips. The
foliage must be kept healthy, to ensure success in the

crops of this and future seasons. Should mildew make

they require

hoe, which it is a common practice to use, although it

is liable to cut off the young strings which lie near

the surface of the ground. The soil should be drawn
from the centre of the space between the ridges.

Winter Greens.—See that Brussels Sprouts,

Savoys, and Broccoli for autumn use are got in. The
main plantings, however, to stand through the winter

will be better deferred for some time yet.

June.
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L AWES' MANURES.
Ttio Manures niamifactured by J. B. Lawes for the present

fcoason of 1866 are now ready for delivery at his Factories, at the

folljwing prices, per ton :—

LAWES* PATENT TURNIP MANURE, iind BONE £ " '

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME
LIME from BURNT

6

LAWES- SUPERPHOSPHATE ^ ^ ^
BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES 5 6

LAWES- WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
MANURES 8

CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.. ..12
Thuse Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through the

appointed Agents in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices

Taryiiigiiccordtng to cost or carriage.

Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from the Iraporterd. Nitrate of

Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
Aiuericiin and other Cakes at market prices.

Address, Joein Uennet Lawes, I, Adelaide Place, London Bridge,

B.O. ; and 22, Kdon tjuay, Dublin. ^^

THE PATENT NITRO- PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY, Limited, Manufacturers of

ODAMS'S PATENT BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME and DISSOLVED

HONES.
Chief Offices—109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C. Western

Counties Branch : Queen Street, Exeter. Iiish Branch : 40, West-
nioroland Street, Dublin. Directora.

f7itu>;K(iT(—Ji-iiN Ci ^^1l^.s, Littloburv, Essex.
Deputy-Chair>ii<iii-.h:n^ r,n , ins. Argyle Hou-e. Holloway.

Edsvant T'll, !-, M.iniH.- I'arade, Brighton.
Rich^ird Kni.t, >-t:iii -li.;!'! Abbot, Herts.
Thomas KLULjIit, Kdnmnton, Middlesex.
Robert Leeds, WV-st Lesham, Norfolk.
George Savile, Ingtborpe, near Stamford
Samuel Jonas, Chrishall Grange, Essex.
Charles D-irman. 2,1. Essex Street, Strand.

_ . -J. Carter Jonas, Cambridge.
Secretary—C. T. Macadam,

This Company was origmally foniied by, and is under the Direction

of Airriculturisls. circumstances that have iustly earned for it nnother

Title, viz. :—"tAe TENANT FARMERS' MANURE COMPANY."
Its Members are Cultivjitors of upwards of 60,0ii0 Acres of Land,

which has been for years under management with Manures of their

own Manufacture. The Consumer, therefore, has the best Guarantee
for the gtnumeQCS3 and efficacy of tho Manures manufactured by

this Comnany.
A Prospectus will be forwarded on nppl

local Agents.
"^

. Fenchun;h Stre

UK LONDON MANUKJi COMFANlf
(Established 1810).

Have now ready for delivery in dry flao condition.

CORN MANURE,
DISSOLVED BO:
SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPERPHOSPHATES **""
PREPARED GUANO

ilso uenume rrjmj vi/\ii wuiviiL/, aua j.^ l i. l\a l ej ui ouu.-i,

Dock Warehouse; SULPHATE of AMMOMA, FISHERY
6ALT, 4c. E. PoRBKit, Secretary,

umuua. 116, Fenchurch Street. E.G.

PA L iM - N U T " M K A L, Manufactured by
Alkxawder M. Smith k Co., Kent Street MillB, Liverpool.

£7 a Ton free to Rail or Boat in Liverpool. /\
£7 10s. delivered to Rail in Bristol. /ay»<\.
£1 Vis. delivered to Rail in London. (^i^'^y

In Baps containing 2 cwt. each, branded \Ij^/
"This valuable Meal, containing above *^0 per cent, of \/

fatty matter, is recommended as an economical food to mix with

home-grown produce " (See Dr. Voelcker, R. A. S. E. Journal,

Vol. I., yd Series, page ITU).

For further particulars and Analysis apply to Messrs. Smith
their Agents, Messrs. Hdupuries & Co., Bristol.

Jobs Coleman, Escricb, York.
London Agency: 150, Leadenhall Street, E.C^

' ~~ Important to Agriculturists.

THE BEST LINSKKl), bruised and properly ground
into meal under heavy edge stones, is unquestionably the only

suitable food that can be profitably used for mixing with
ordinary meal or any home-grown produce to make it superior for

feeding or fattening purpofes to the best Linseed Cake.
LINSEED MEAL, guaranteed genuine, made from the best

Calcutta and Bombay Seed, containing from 35 to 40 per cent, of oil,

and equni in effect and nutritive value to iioirly three times its

weight of the best Linseed Cake, is supplied in bags containing 66 lb.

nt lus., and 112 lbs. at 20s., on receipt of order and a remittance, by
RicuARD BoRMSTOM, Linseed Mills, IIenley-on-Thame.°.

BRITTANY COWS.
The only brted of Cattle

that have escaped the Rinderpest.
The nobility, gentry, and others

are respectfully informed that
they can be supplied with the
above beautiful and profitable
Little Animals (calved and down
calving), in any number, at

The great e

enabled -^ — - - -- ..
;est stock that can be obtained, at nrices which defy all

1 co.it, together with the nigh milkioE qualities of

Breed, render thern of' gi-eat value to the cottager, as well as the
fancy stock-keeper and dairyman.

YOUNG BULLS always on sale. BRITTANY SHEEP, 259.

ALDERNEY and GUERNSEY COWS and HEIFERS supplied
to description, as to age, colour, and time of calviog.

Apply to the Agents of the Exporter, Messrs. Robertson & Co.

TIFFANY,SHAW
For samples and pri

J. Sniw& Co., 29. Oxford Street. 'Manchester.

THE IMPROVED LEATHER DRIVIN& STRAPS
for MACHINERY are stronger, more durable, drive bettor,

and cost less than other kinds of Driving Bolts. SPECIAL STRAPS
for PORTABLE ENGINES. Price Lists frea by post.

Turner's Patent Strap and Hose Company.
Manufactory : Armit Works, Greenfield, near Manchester.

Warehouse: 81, Mark Lane, London, E.G.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
and CULTIVATOR may be seen at Work in every

Agricultural County in England. For particulars apply to

John Fowler i Co., 28, Comhill, London, E.C. ; and Steam Plough
Works, Leeds.

C'

App
IS, Cri'utctied Friars, London, K.C-

c L I F F ' S A N '1' I S K P T I G FLUID,
Manufactured by F. C. Calyebt i Co., Manchester,

preparation of Carbolic Acid suitable for Sheep Dipping,
hing Cattle, ic. Vult 3d Report of the Cattle Plague Commis-
For further particulars apply to

Coleman & Son, Agents, 150, Leadenhall Street. London, EC.

Their ad'. .s
_____,.

pleasure, no Woodwork or Partitions to impede Ventilition t r breed

Vermin, 'Hay Rack ulspensed with as unnecessary, increised width

Rnd depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, ard Impervious to

Infection, being all of iron. Price of Fittings per Cow. 45*

Prospectuses free of Cottam & Co.. Iron Works, 2, Winsley Street

(opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W., wh(

GALVANISED IRON WATER CISTERNS.
Cheap, light, and durable, will not rust or corrode, and

keep water perfectly sweet.

To hold Each.

30 gallons, 20s. Oti.

00 gallons, 24s. Od.

80 gallons 32s. Od.

100 gallons, 33s. 6d.

125 gallons, 45.5. Od.

150 gallons, 49*. Od.

200 gallons, 65s. OtI.

250 gallons, 73*. Od.

300 gallons, 84*. Od.

With Lid And

Brasi Tap.

GALVANISED WIRE STRAND CABLE FENCING.
GALVANISED IRON ROOFING.
IMPROVED GALVANISED WIRE NETTING.
HURDLES, HURDLES, HURDLES, Is. 9d. to 3«. fid. por yard.
PATENT STRAINING PILLARS, ic.
GALVANISED IRON PUMPS.
GALVANISED SWING WATER BARROWS.
LAWN MOWERS, GARDEN ROLLERS.
ASPHALTE ROOFING FELT. Id. per square foot.

MotletA Green.
Illuotrated Catalogues and Ehtmiates free on application.

12, Great George Street, Leedi.

FOR SALE, a 12-horse set of FOWLER'S PATE.NT
STEAM PLOUGHING MACHINERY complete, including

12-horse Steam Engine, 4-Furruw Pitent Balance Plough, and
Patent Balance Scarifier, with all the neces.sary working parta

plete. The above is nearly new. For prico apply to

Wallis, Haslam, & Steevens, Eugiiieera, Basingstoke.

S'

Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.
COTTAM'S HURDLES are made iu the best manner

of superior Wrought Iron. SHEEP HURDLES, from 4s.
;

; FIELD GATES, fron:

25s. each. Illustrated Price List on
application.

ENTRANCE GATES, RAILING,
and IRON WORK of every descrip-
tion. Designs and Estimates free of

COTTAM h Co.,

No. 2, Wmsley Street

(opposite the Pantheon),

Oxford Street, London, W.
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slope, and there is the less chance of its being
evenly distributed. Here, then, are two cases for

comparison, identicalas regards the composition of

the subsoil and its drainage, and differing, if at

all, only as regards the character and thickness of

their surface soil, in favour of the embankment.
The only material distinction between the two
lies in the brokeu-up condition of the under bed
upon which the soil of the embankment is

s]>rcad. The material in the one case is in its

natural unmoved state, while in the other it has
been crushed, "smashed up," as thoroughly com-
mingled as if it had been steam cultivated.

AVell, now compare the produce of the two.
Those Grassy slopes are everywhere being mowed
just now. A wet spring and summer have
tended to raise the Grass produce of aU kinds
of land to a common standard, and thus to

diminish the differences of such produce which
appear in drought. But we should be inclined,

nevertheless, to put the whole case of the
superiority of steam cultivation upon the dif-

ference which the mowers of our railway
slopes are just now experiencing in the weight
of Grass upon their cuttings and embankments.
Let railway travellers, however, judge for them-
selves as they go by. It is a large company that
has thus the opportunity of a most insti-uctive

lesson—a moving companj' too, so that any
impression thus received gets at once sown
broadcast everywhere. We venture to express
the confident belief that wherever cuttings and
embankments follow one another in a line cross-
ing a stiff clay countrj", the superiority of the
Grass produce of the embankments over that of
the cuttings close at hand, will be found, in spite

of the jiiobable superiority of the soil-covering
of the latter, a conclusive argument in favour
of the deep and thorough tillage, which only
.steam-power can effectually accomplish.

The education scheme of the English Agricul-
tural Society is, our readers are aware, about to
be prosecuted for another j-eai- ; and country
boys—the sons of members, indeed, whether
they be farmers or not—are again to be stimu-
lated in their- school career by the rewards of the
Eoyal Agricultural Society of England. The
urgency of the Hanover Square authorities
seems especially brought to bear upon the study
of "pure mathematics;" and, as one of the
education committee has declared, if they could
onl}- see all country boys thoroughly versed in

the first two books of Edclid before leaving
school, they would be satisfied. Now, a very
curious illustration of a man's versatiUty under
vaiying circumstances, and thus ofthe worthless-
ness of the guidance on which in any one of his

moods he may insist, has recently been given by
a leading member of the Hanover Square Com-
mittee, as we may now pronounce him to be,

seeing that Mr. Holland has resigned his posi-
tion as its chaii-man. In the recent debate on
Ml'. Clay's motion, to confer the frauchiso on
all men who can pass a certain educational test,

Mr. AcL-AXD is reported to have said in its

disparagement :

— " That test was to be an
examination of a purely abstract kind—not an
examination as to real knowledge or practical
skill—not a proof that a man had done or could
do anything beyond working a sum."
But what then becomes of the authority to

whom the Council of the English Agiicultural
Society are clinging in their efforts to carry out
the seventh object specified in their Charter 'i

Surely a more complete answer to the assertions
about "pure mathematics," as the proper aim
and end of an agricultural Society, was never
given. If to " read, write, and do a sum " be
no proof of a " seven pounder's " intelligence, of i

what use is the educational test of the Eoyal
Agricultural Society to make even a learned
farmer ? It is no enemy, on general grounds, of
the so-called fancy franchise who has thus con- I

demned it ; and. above all, it is no unbebever
|

in "pure mathematics," as the grand stimulant i

and guarantee of intellectual rank or progress
who has spoken. It is Mr. AcLiNT), a great

'

advocate of the fancy franchise, the man who
\

would be satisfied if only the rising generation of

farmers were thoroughly versed in the two firet

books of ECCLID (a very desirable thing for them
no doubt), to whose matured opinions we are
referring.

It appears to us that the Educational Com-
mittee of the English Agricultural Society is in
this position :—Called for by Mr. HoLL.^iTD, who
has done more for English agricultural education
than any other man in the country, it has all

along refused the guidance of its practical,

laborious and patient chairman, who after a
couple of years of unavailing effort to keep it in
the agricultural groove, has at length retired

;

and it has preferred a leadershipwhose momentum
has been due to velocity rather than to weight—
whose impulsive urgency, persistent enough no
doubt in Hanover Square, has yet shown itself

sufficiently erratic elsewhere to throw gi-ave

doubts on its trustworthiness anywhere. We
assert, without fear of contradiction, that
EngUsh agriculturists trust the well-proved
judgment on this subject of the chairman, whom
constant opposition has at length expelled. His
life-long labours in the work of agricultural
education are the trustworty guarantee on which
this preference rests. They altogether repudiate
the idea that the warm-hearted energetic EngUsh
gentleman, who comes hot from labours in con-
nection with general education in Universities
and on Royal Commissions, is a safe or proper
guide in these matters for a strictly professional
Society Uke the Eoyal Agricultural Society of
England.

FARM PROFITS.
Theee is one important point upon which the

majority of farmers and myself have never agreed, »nd
probably never shall agi'ee, and that is ivhether my
farming pays a profit on the farm capital invested. Of
course many landlords taking their cue from their
tenants think as they do. I make no complaint of this.

On the other hand, there is a comparatively small but
most important agricultural minority who know and
admit that my farming does pay, in fiict, that it must
pay, judging from the soundness of the theories upon
wliioli it is based. This minority is composed of
practical men— intelligent, inquiring, honest and
calculating,—who throwasideantiqua ted prejudices, and
seek for and rely upon obvious and visible results; men
who test theories by comparative e.xperimerits on a sutU-

1

cient but uninjurious scale, and thus verify or disprove
'

them. Idonotexpect mystatemeutsorfactstobebelicved
by the general mass. It would be unreasonable to do
so, because I know that many, who would not impute
falsehood to me, believe that I am dcreivcd by my men
or my bailiff, and that I am personally ignorant of the
true state of the ease. They do not, or will not, believe
that for more than 25 years I have watched closely

every operation in agriculture, with a view to compare
various practices, and thus deduce a preferable and
correct result. In fact, I may safely .^ay that I have
done so for 40 years, but most pniclically during the
last 25 years ; while I have done this. I have also

endeavoured to discover and trace the t-ausea of suc-
cessful results; and here I niust pay my tribute of
respect, admiration, and gratitude to those men of
science who have, for the first time, illuminated the
hitherto dark path of agricultural progres.^ and pre-

!

vented that unprofitable stumbling (vhich lias cast
away millions of agricultural capital in needless and
fruitless experiments.

I

But of what use is that bright light of science to
j

those who will not avail themselves of it, but prefer the
darkness of antiquated prejudices and local .self-satisfac-

tion? Thereisoneveryimportantreasonwhyit isincon-
venient to believe iu agricultural auicndnicnt. Im-
provement in agriculture can only be carried out by
an increased outlay of capital, or, failing that, by a I

considerable diminution in the extent of holding either
I

as landlord or tenant. The pride of proprietorship 1

rebels against this diminution of area, and the same 1

feeling, aided by doubts as to the profit of increased
j

investments, acts in degree upon the tenant. Besides,
j

there is nothing as a rule more undefined and various I

than the most profitable amount of acreable capital

required for profitable farming. Both landlords and
tenants are quite "at sea" on this subject^ and yet this

is perhaps one of the most rital questions affecting
j

profit.
I

It is not at all uncommon fur poor farms in poor
I

neighbourhoods to be taken with a capital of 2/. or less

per acre, aud I believe that the average capital of the
United Kingdom is under 4/. per acre. The result is a
miserable gross produce of probably 3^ 12*. per acre.

How cau such tenants compete successfully with
others investing from 9^. to \hl. per acre on the same
description of soil, and getting a gross return of 10^.

to \H. ? The rent, tythes, rates, seed, horse-labour and
manual labour become increased on the small invest-
ment from 100 to 300 per cent. The result is a gradual
wasting away of capital, the poverty of the tenants
reacting on the landlord,aud causing diminished rents

;

for we know that low rents and bad farming generally
go hand iu hand.

I see so many instances where this over-holding and
diminutive produce absorb the tenant's capital and
send him to the world penniless that it is quite
afflicting. A bad season, like the present, upon a poor,

unimproved and ill-farmed heavy clay farm, will mulct
the tenant of 20*. to 40*. per acre. I know in one case

near me, thjit iu 1S31 and 1863 the tenant lost loOOi.

on 300 acres in two years' holdhig, and quitted his farm
a mined man.

I may iu some future paper trace the causes of loss

to noblemen and gentlemen who attempt to farm
their own land and cannot make it pay. The produc-
tion of maximum crops must be our sheet anchor.
These can only be produced by a sufficiency of capital

and practical knowledge.

Recent statistics have shown that we have (in cattle,

sheep, and pig.s, reduced to sheep) only about one sheep
per acre—that is also the manure of one sheep per acre
—in the United Kingdom.

Can we then wonder at the smallness of the crops,
or the necessity for foreign imports of meat and
bread ?

We have no statistics of poultry ; but it is evidently
equally as deficient as our meat supply—for we import
daily from abroad one mUlion of eggs

!

The quantity of com we produce is evidently
dependent on the quantity of meat we make, for the
farmer who increases his meat production will in the
same ratio increase his supply of maniu'e—the one
thing wanting to increase our, at present, small crops
of grain.

Where water and manure are available, the advan-
tages of irrigation by hose and jet are too appar'int to
admit of a doubt or question. On the 31st of May I
carted 15 tons of fine Italian Rye-gra.ss hav, 'the
produce of 5 acres, producing a v.alue of 14?. to 15?. per
acre, from poor land. This very field

,

produced a crop
of Barley last year.

It may be useful to state how we make this heavy crop
of Grass into good hay. The hor.se-hay shaker follows
the mowers, and keeps the Grass flying throug'n the
air from the moment it is cut. It is not cocked the
first evening. The second day it is again shaken until
evening, and then cocked before the dew falls. The
third day it is pulled down from the cocks, and again
shaken all day. It is then loaded on numerous carts
and waggons, and left to heat a few days, and then
stacked. Thus iu three days aud two nights the crop
was cut, made, and carted. To make good Rye-
grass it should be " got up " green. It is the
greatest possible mistake to let it run to seed,
or to leave it exposed long on the swathe or rake row.
The cost of cutting was 3s, per acre, or \s. per ton of
hay. Italian Rye-grass hay, sewaged and well made,
surpasses Clover or any other hay in real value. For
sucti very heavy crops of Grass, two horses should
be attached to the hay-shaker, and it should be set
to revolve more rapidly than for ordinary crops.

After again irrigating, some portion of the field

which was mowed earlier for soiling has again thrown
up a crop nearly a yard high, and jet there are people
to be found who say this will not pay !

The fact is, that much of the odium of sewage
in-igatiou has arisen from bungling machinery, ul
.arranged aud miscalculated.

For six long days of 12 working houre our pumps
have been putting on 120 gallons per minute of water,
uii.xed with manure, salt, and about % of a ton of
guano, at the following cost :

—

Three tons of dust coal
Cartage of ditto from ULildon
Engine-driver
Two men to hose and jet (7 days

£4 4

A considerable amount of grinding, chaff-cutting, &c.,
was done, and should go in diminution of the above
charge and against wear and tear of machiner.v.
Quantity of land irrigated 9,1 acres.

S.alt, 1 ton

.£4 4

10
14

£15 8

So here is an expense of some 30j. per acre to produce
at least one ton more of hay, worth 4?. to 5?. The con-
trast between the portions not irrigated that could not
be reached by om' jet, and those irrigated, should bring
conviction to the most doubtful, I am decidedly
of opinion that the hose-and-jet distribution is to be
preferred where there is not natural gravitation, or
where water is scarce. It renders uunecessary the
very heavy expense of levelling or preparing laud.

J. Mechi, Tiplree, June 13,

P.,S. No doubt some agriculturists are aware that it

has been proved before the House of Commons Com-
mittee that 1000 tons of sewage or water may be raised

300 feet at a cost of 13s. to 11.?.

THIRD REPORT OF THE CATTLE PL.iGUE
COMMISSIONERS.

Treatment of the Disease.

From the experiments on treatment undertaken at om-
desire by Professor Vamell and Mr. Pritchard of the Royal
Veterinary College, no satisfactory results were obtained.
The number of experiments made by different pereons has

in fact been very great : one drug after .another has been
recommended, declared infallible, doubted, and discarded, and
the general result is such as has been deduced from the
returns quoted above.
Hut .although, as respects the value of drugs, the evidence is

merely negative, this is not the case a.<! to diet. The infoi-ma-

tion obtained by the Edinburgh Cattle PIagi:c Committee
shows that by judicious feeding with soft m.ashes of digestible

food, the proportion of recoveries has been considt-i-ably and in
some pl.aces very largely increased. This is consistent with
the pathology of the disease. In fact out of 533 cases reported,
litl or nearly 38 per cent, recovered, and 312 or .about 62 per
cent. died. " The result appears still more striking when the
beasts are divided into two group?, accor.-ling as they belonged
to Luge or small stocks.

i
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nursing and careful feeding
sick beast receives much

*TLa success represented by 38 per cent, of cures was in fact

entirely owing to feedm^, as appears from an analysis which

the Edinburgh Committei

cases of cattle plasxie.

Made of the dietary i

Kind of Dieting.

1 Cottagers* cattle, generally fed o

fnod

S. Larger stocks, where di-y food

given during convalescence

3. Cattle treated with muted food of mas
and hay . - - -

'

i, Cattle fed with dry food, and treated i

dically with drugs .. .. •-

. of

310

Reco-

We see no reason to doubt that the lessened rate of progress

during the last two months is substantially due to the

repressive measures, viz., slaughter, artoppagi

traffic on railways, increased restriction of

moil roads, and more complete
infection. In proof that the

slaughter were the efTectual agent;

1.3.5

The influence of a proper cho

as to the drugs, with the excepti

treat urgent symptoms and amn
the Edinburgh Committee do not

If wecovild iilwnvsre
'

It dn.

of food ishei-e pHramount

;

of some remedial means to

diffusible stimulant,

dthem.
VST per cent, of recoveries the

1-;. Imt this cannot be antici-

nnber of cases indeed is far

I calculation.

mtage is to be obtained by

giv:
erable number of relapses

have ci- > i
^ ^qjparently convalescent and

which 1. ! '
; : I " luminate and to give good

milk h.iv, ili-ii -1 :.ni I I I I'll..' ill with some of the symptoms
of cattle plague and brtv(.- ilied. This has occurred four and

even six weeks after the first attack. The cavise in almost all,

if not in all, cases, is simply improper feeding.- dry and

indigestible food has been given in too great quantity, and

this has lead to the fatal result.
, , .-

It m.-iy be thought that the experience of this fatal wmter
has produced but small result, if this regulation of the diet

all that we can recommend. But the value if* great of ne^tive

as well as of positive knowledge. There can be no question

that powerful drugs of all kinds greatly heighten the mortahty

of c.itllc plague. It is an important step to recognise that
" " "^

-rs the most unsuited to thi?

nple ventilation, constant dis-

•^ by tar acids, and the most
f the most digestible food

—

. isures which our
; uicDt of the disease.

Although no dm- li:i vet Lccii of any use, it may be that

this has arisen from the' mode in which drugs have been

employed. Dr. Sanderson's experiments have taught us that

the only chance of cure by drugs will lie in stopping the

development of the poison, and thus limiting the nutritive

ehange.<5 that cause the congestion. When the local congestions

are set up in any great degree the hope of doing good by drugs

fe pas.'ied. It is possible, we wish we could say it is probable,

th.at hv placing some agent in the blood at an early stage the

mor)nd processes maj be controlled or the growth of the poison

stopped.
The sulphites and the tar acids have been thus

the hope of airestiiiEr thi '

-i----i-

stmng mediciiie<!
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Long-woolled slieep, and especially the latter, have
made great strides, both as to increa.se of numbers and
physical improvement ; and much more general interest

is taken in the improvement of the breeds of swine."
Since our com markets were opened to easy ship-

ments from every virgin prairie and rich river valley

to be found in either hemisphere, the rudest ploughs
under a genial sky can compete successfully with our
best tillage implements—working, as these do, upon
land that is daily becoming dearer ; and while a rise of

only a few shillings per quarter at Mark Lane is suf-

ficient to invite any number of cargoes of Wheat and
flour, remunerative grain crops are of quite proble-

matical attainment by the British farmer. Heavy
freightage, however, and the risk and difficulty of long
voyages, deliver our home producers from a similarly

close competition with graziers of all the cheap natural
pastures of the old and new worlds ; and despite every
attempt at displacing British meat by charqm and
flesli preserved and packed in all forms, notwithstand-
ing a large importation of live animals and dead pork
and bacon, our agriculturists are depending upon their
live stock as their mainstay. They have devoted all but
the finest Grass lands to tillage, because arable hus-
bandry canfeedmoremouthsperacrethan simplegrazing
can do ; and even the straw crops interposed between
crops of roots and green forage are grown almost as
much for the byre and foldyard as for the merchant's
granary. A striking index of our position, an evidence
that the British farmer commands the meat markets of
bis country, appears in the fact that a great rise in
prices has been inadequate to call in foreign supplies
on a scale at all proportioned to the vast imports of
com. Twenty years ago the best fat Hereford oxen
were sold for little more than 5rf. per pound ; latterly

(and excluding the factitious prices of the last year),
they have realised one-half more. Mutton, too, has
risen in the same time from 6rf. to 8rf. and more than
this per pound. Our population has been rapidly
swelling ; the dietary of the toiling millions has been
approaching more and more closely to that of the
comfortable classes that live on meat at every meal

;

so that there must necessarily be an immensely
increased consumption of flesh during the last 20
years. Nevertheless, we know that foreign cattle,

sheep, swine, and foreign bacon and beef, have not
materially contributed to the supply. While our
importation of bread-corn and ban-els of flour now
amounts to tenfold what it was a few years ago, the
number of neat cattle annually imported has shown no
tendency to increase until within the last two years.
Tlius the average for the four years 1847-50 was (>1,590;

for the next four years it was 104,791 ; for the next four
it was 9l>,(>a7 ; in 1859 the number was 85,677 ; in 1800
it wa-s 101,509; in 1861 it was 107,096; in 1862 it was
97,SS7; in 180.3 it was 150,898; in 18&1 it was 231,733;
and judging from the first nine months of 1865, the
importation of this last year somewhat exceeded that
of 1864. Sheep have been sent to us in fluctuating,
though generally increasing quantity. Thus, the yearly
average for the four years 1847-50, was 136,516; for the
next tour years it was 218,688 ; for the next four it was
167,347 ; in 1859 it was 250,580 ; in 18G0 it was 320,219

;

in 1801 it was 312,923 ; in 1862 it was 299,472 ; in 1863
it was 430,788 ; in 1864 it was 496,243 ; and in 1865 the
number is much larger, the first nine months having
brought in 507,209. That these imports of oxen, bulls,

cows, calves, sheep, and lambs constitute an extremely
small proportion of the animals slaughtered in Great
Britain for beef, veal, and mutton, appears when
we compare them with the number sold in the
metropolitan market alone. In 1863 we imported
150,898 head of neat cattle ; there were exhibited in the
metropolitan market during that year 319,670, or
double the number. AVe imported in 1863, of sheep
and lambs, 430,788 ; the number exhibited at the
metropolitan market was 1,389,142, or more than three
times the number. In 1864 we imported 231,733 bea-sts

;

there were exhibited in the said market 343,775. We
imported in that year 496,243 sheep and lambs : there
were exhibited at the market 1,392,144. Hence we see
that our home producers supply all but a mere frac-
tional part of the animal food consumed by the nation,
although our cattle trade is freely open to foreign
competition, .and notwithstanding that high prices have
presented every temptation to importers.
From this view of the agricultural "' situation " we

can realise the magnitude of the interests involved in a
destruction of our cattle by the Plague. The sweeping
off of immense numbers of animals, the obliteration of
hundreds of fine herds, the imminent peril which
threatens all the horned stock in tho kingdom, have
not simply affected the prospects of graziers who might
henceforth " turn their attention " to corn-growing

;

but, on the contrary, the entire husbandry of the
British Isles is placed in jeopardj'. The sole resource
of the farmer is now attacked ; and losing his cattle,

he is deprived of his right arm—of one-half the strength
by which alone he has survived the pressure of foreign
competition. British Quarterli/ Review.

THE VALUE OF CHEMISTRY TO
AGRICULTURE.

IThe following paper, by H. 8. Thompgon, Esq., President
Elect of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, was
written twenty years ago, and published then in connection
with a proposal to give instruction in Chemistry at the York
Yeoman School.]

When any one endeavours to show that the practice
of agriculture ought to be in accordance with the
principles of chemistry, he is immediately met by the
question, "AVhat has chemistry ever done for agri-
culture?" If I were to put the question, "Of what
use were railways to the ancient Britons f " I should
expect, if I received any answer at all, to be saluted
with " None at all, you blockhead ! how should they,
they wers never tried!" Now this is precisely the

answer, and the only answer, that ought to be made to
the former question. Chemistry has been (compara-
tively speaking) of no use to farmers, because it has
never been tried. It is true that general rules have
been laid down by chemists who were no farmers,
which rules have generally been found inadmissible
in practice,* and experiments have been made
by farmers who were no chemists, which, for want
of sufficient accuracy, have produced few results of
importance, and on these grounds we are told that
it is of no use attempting to make chemists of
farmers. Lest this should be thought an overstatement,
I will take a case in point, and it shall be one with
which the public are tolerably familiar, at any rate by
name, viz., the construction of tanks and the use of
liquid manure. Chemists were aware that in the
drainage from fanuyards, which was generally allowed
to run to waste, there existed a certain quantity of
ammonia, or matters which by their decomposition
would form ammonia ; they were also aware that
ammonia was indispensable to the growth of our culti-

vated crops ; accordingly they issue their fiat. " Let
tanks be made to collect this drainage, and let their
contents be applied to the growiug crops." What was
the result? A certain number of gentlemen and
leading farmers adopted the recommendation. If we
could collect their opinions of the tank system, what
would be their purport ? The following statements
which have been made to me would, I think, be a
fair sample of them. One says that his tank has
greatly increased his crops of hay and improved
his pastures, and in short has answered admirably

;

another, that he did not apply the tank-water to
any of his crops, but that he had found it of great
value in forming compost heaps, and generally improv-
ing the quality of his manure ; a third, that the tank
was useless, and that he never could observe any effect

from the use of its contents. In short, the most con-
flicting opinions prevail respecting tanks, even amongst
those who have tried them, and as a natural conse-
quence, they are not brought into general use.

Now it appears to me desirable to investigate the
cause of this failure, as being intimately connected with
the subject we are considering, and the first question
«;hich suggests itself is, Were the chemists wrong in
giving tins recommendation, or the farmers to blame
for not at once adopting it ? Neither the one nor the
other. The chemists were strictly correct in their
statements, and the fanners prudent in not incurring
expense, until they were tolerably sure of a profitable

return. The mischief in this and many similar cases
has arisen from the want of agricultural chemists on
the one hand, men whose business it should be to

adapt the dicta of science to the requirements of agri-
culture, and on the other hand, to the want of farmers
possessing a sufficient knowledge of chemistry, to pre-
vent their falling into gross errors, in carrying out the
recommendations of their scientific guides and pioneers.
In the above-mentioned case of tanks," had there
been but a few clever chemists, whose professional
services had been secured to agriculture, instead of the
bare assertion that ammonia was lost and tanks should
be made, we should have had close calculations of the
average amount of loss, and its money value, per score
or hundred head of cattle, where the construction of
the farmyard was thoroughly faulty. Other statements
also would have been given respecting the best con-
struction of tanks, the proper season for applying
the liquid manure, the expense of the implements
and labour required, with other details too tedious
to mention, which would have enabled any intelligent
fiiriner to calculate for himself the prob.able profit and
loss of the whole undertaking. On the other hand,
had fanners possessed the most elementary knowledge
of chemistry, some "rough and ready" test of the
strength of the tank-water (such as neutralisation with
a known quantity of dilute acid) might safely have
been recommended to them, and would have saved the
expense and disappointment experienced by many an
owner of an ill-managed tank, who has carefully

watered his fields with slightly discoloured rain-water,
believing all the time that it was a potent fertiliser

because it came out of the tank. In short, the recom-
mendations of chemists would then have been made in

a practical form, and the farmers would have perceived
that there were good grounds for the advice given.

They would, therefore, nave generally adopted it, and
understanding what they were doing, would have
avoided the numerous errors and consequent failures

into which, whilst groping their way in the dark, they
have unavoidably fallen.

Having thus briefly pointed out the importance of
instruction in agricultural chemistry to the cultivators
of the soil, I will still more briefly allude to its value in
a national point of view.
At the present time of scarcity and high prices no

arguments are required to prove the importance of
increasing the productiveness of our soil to the utmost
extent of our means ; and with this end in view, the
first question that suggests itself is, What is it that
prevents our increasing indefinitely the quantity of
corn that we raise ? When we have brought our land
into a high state of fertility, so that in a favourable
season it will produce five or even six quarters of Wheat
per acre, what is there to prevent our going further
and raising double that quantity? If a farmer were
asked this question, he would answer:

—"If you make
your land too rich, the corn won't stand

;

" and that this

IS the case, every one who has tried high farming has
found out to his cost ;—the corn is laid flat, and spoils.

ihihlc glass is

:i iliiliculty in
undiscovered

umpoueiit parti

• There are some few eii

rules. Professor Johnston"
and it would be the height of ingratitude not to express
acknowledgments for the contributions made to agricultural
science by such men as Professors Liebig, Playfair, Daubeuy,
&c., more especially as they have received no encouragement
from the agricultural world to devote their time and talents to
their ssrvico.

The next step, then, is to ascertain why it is that, on a
given quantity of land, the number of stems canuot bo
increased beyond a certain limit, without diminishing
their strength ? This is pm-ely a chemical question.
The substance which gives stiffness to the straw is

a real glass slowly elaborated by the exposure
of the soil to the action of the atmosphere, and
neither chemists nor farmers have yet discovered
any method of materially hastening the process.
Accordingly, the greater the number of stems per
acre, the less of this glassy coating there is for each

;

and we soon reach a point beyond which if we seek
to pass, the straw becomes too weak to preserve
its erect position, and is laid flat by the first heavy
shower. We can increase almost without limit the
vigour and luxuriance of the plant by administering
large doses of ammonia; we can furnish it with an
abundant supply of materials for the full development
of the ear by a liberal application of the phosphates

;

and up to the time of blooming nothing can appear
more promising than a crop so treated ; but as soon as
the ear begins to fill, the stem begins to fail, and a
moderate gale is then suflicient to dash all our hopes to
the ground. It is something, however, to have cleared
the way by ascertaining precisely what is required.
We know the materials of which til

composed ; we can manufacture it » i

our laboratories, and the onlypuiut
is, in what form this substance, or its

can be made available to the growing plant. There is

no reason to think this problem more difficult than
many others which have been quickly solved when
once the public became aware of their importance ; but
one great drawback to the progress of scientific agricul-
ture is, that experiments can only be made once a year.
There is but one way of getting over this difficulty,
viz.,by many different parties trying the same experi-
ments the same year. In this way an experiment may
be repeated sufficiently often to give confidence in its

results, without any loss of time. This remedy is in
our own hands. There exists a numerous body of
occupiers of land, placed in a great variety of circum-
stance as regards soil and climate, all deeply interested
in the results of such inquiries, but at present dis-
(lualified from taking any part in their investigation,
in consequence of the deficiencies of their education.

It appears, then, most desirable to raise the standard
of the education of our yeomen, and thus to furnish
them with a basis of sound knowledge on which they
may safely raise any superstructure of future acquire-
ment. One or two facts have also been brought
forward (specimens, unfortunately, of a too numerous
class), to show the importance of teaching them at
any rate the alphabet of science, whereby those who
are disposed to join in the great march of improvement,
may have a right direction given to their endeavours

;

and even the tardy one.s, who are unable or unwilling
to cast their mite of information into the treasury of
knowledge, may be enabled to read of, and understand,
the discoveries of others. Surely these may, without
exaggeration, he termed great lational objects,
thoroughly justifying the present appeal for assistance,
and deserving of far more general support than they
have hitherto received.
[We need add nothing to this conclusive demon-

stration of the necessity, in order to the extension and
fuller application of agricultural chemistry, of con-
ferring a knowledge of chemistry on those who are
to practice agriculture. Chemists, without a know-
ledge of farming, cannot be expected to do it much
good ; farmers, without a knowledge of chemistry, are
almost as unable to improve then- art ; it is that
man alone who unites the knowledge of both, who
can perceive the relative bearings of the science and
the art, so as to apply the truths of the one in the
improvement of the other, AVe should be glad to
learn what success has attended the attempt to give
scientific instruction at the York school.]

A SPANISH VIEW OF THE RINDERPEST.
Though the rinderpest has spread its ravages

through so many countries, Spain still appears to be
free from it. The last consul's report from Cadiz, laid

before Parliament a few day's since, contains the
follomng interesting matter. It ought to be a reason
of great thankfulness in Spain that the rinderpest has
not attacked their cattle. There seems to have been
no well authenticated case up to now (April 18(36).

Were it to reach Spain it would probably sweep away
most of the cattle. There would be a great deal of
talking; and local boards, each with its own views,
would make stringent laws and regulations, many of
them judicious ; but the peasants would not obey them,
and there would be no sy.stem in carrying them out.

At Cordova, there is a veterinary association, which
has been established there for many years. Instruction
is given in skilful treatment of cattle, &c., to all who
attend their college. The chief professor there, Don
Jose de Prado y Guillen, is a diligent and most
intelligent student, full of earnest love of his art ; he
has written me an interesting memoir respecting his

views upon the rinderpest (views formed on his

experience of Spanish cattle), and also a notice regard-
ing the treatment of the bovine race throughout the
peninsula, of which the following note is a partial

translation, and, in efl'ect, a precis

:

—
" The dreadful cattle plague, which is ravaging

England and Germany, has not attacked the large

herds of these animals in Spain. It never has done so

in its present rinderpest form, for, on consulting the
numerous essays of our old Spanish veterinary surgeons,

we find that though intimately acquainted with all the
Spanish cattle diseases, they do not either directly or
indirectly tell of it, showing that they did not know it

;

but our modem veterinary authors have given good
translations from German and Russian medicinal

works on the subject ; therefore we quite understand
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what it is, and can safely assert tlwt the riiideniest has

never yet been seen in any pnrt of the Ilifrian pf-niiiMila.

The cattle epidemics, ivhiih have r:i;;edsonie time IVnm

1709 till now, liave all assumed quite a different

character, and the absence of the present cattle plague

from Spain is thus a most interesting subject and
question. Why has it never visited us ?

"I fully believe that the chief reason is, that we
rarely, and in very small numbers, import any foreign

cattle into Spain. There is comparatively little beef

eaten throughout the country; more is produced than is

consumed. Our exportation, especially from the north

and Gallicia, is considerable ; and in truth our cattle

importation is nil. The Gallicia and Asturias cattle

find their way to France and to England, but none
come thence to us. I fully believe that, from the power
of contagion which is so stronR in the real rinderpest,

if one ox with any trace of that disease in him had
been imported into Spain, and had come into ontact
with cattle of this country, the epidemic would have
spread, just as happened at Padua, in Italy, in 1711,

from a diseased ox (coming from Dalmatia) being
introduced into the estates of Count Borromeo, and
thus causing the fearful murrain which at that time
almost ruined the pastoral wealth of the north of

Italy. We are in hopes that the peculiar topographic
character and voufiguration of our country may stand
in the way of the i)roduction of the disease in Spain.

Up to this time this, in addition to non-importation of

cattle, has been in our favour ; and if we compare
the local condition of the places where, accord-
ing to the o)iinion of most veterinary writers,

the rindeqiest is spontaneously produced (('. e., in the
raoru.>-ses and lag-xms ofTartaryandsomeparts of^'-entral

Europe), with (he position and circumstances of our
country, v.-e shall find them to be in direct opposition
to each other. Many medical writers have traced
cholera-morbus to the fetid and poisonous effluvia

from the swamps and sunderbunds of the
Ganges, and thus we veterinary students are con-
strained to accuse the wide marshes of Russia, Poland,
and Hungary, of being the birth-place of rinderjiest.

AJl the contagious cattle diseases known since 1709
have either spread from that focus of infection, or been
similar to the maladies oft«n prevailing there. The
Governments and people of the rest of Europe should
carefully direct their attention to this fact, and so
much the more because hitherto it has seemed that the
present disease is far more easy to prevent and keep off

than cure. Were the disease to break out in Spain,
isolation of suspected cattle, and careful separation of
the healthy suspected, and diseased cattle would be the
first means that we should adopt ; but the cattle of the
three different categories ought to be kept at a distance
from each other, not only separated. I am at present
doubtful of the success of any means of cure if the
rinderpest takes strong hold of an animal, that is,

during the first period of its breaking out. In fact, we
should try to treat it here as endemic, epidemic, and
highly contagious, all at once, and at first we should
certamly, in any locality, deal mth it as incurable, and
try to stamp it out. If it continued to spread we
should be guided by circumstances, and by its greater
or weaker virulence.

" Note on Cattle Rearing in Spain.—Our system of
cattle rearing may be reduced to two fundamental
principles : first, the open-air system at all hours
and seasons ; and secondly, the double system,
viz., half the year housed ; the other half in
the open pastures. Constant stabling of cattle
is never practised, not even in Gallicia, where they
stall much more than here in Andalusia. The large
herds of cows destined for breeding are kept iu the
south of Spain on the first system, open air pastiu-ing
at all times. These animals never enter stables or
places of shelter, they live continually iu the pasture
grounds, which are uncultivated meadows and hill-
sides, covering a vast extent of country. They feed on
the herbage and jilants which are the natural produce
of the earth, and their food thus depends on the
seasons, on the scarcity or abundance of the pasture,
and on the fertility or barrenness of the soil they are
on. Nothing is provided for them by man, either in
winter or summer. If there be enough for them to
graze on they live ; if not, they die. These cattle have
no dwellings or artificial places of shelter; they endure
the rigour and the variations of the seasons entirely in
the open air. They are exposed to cold, frost, snow,
and_(m summer) to a burning sun, with no other pro-
tection than what a bush, tree, or rock can afford them.
During the autumn, winter, and spring months they are
generally kept in the pasture grounds of the sierras, on
the brows and spurs of the mountains, because these
pasture grounds are more sheltered than those on the
coast or table-land. In the summer they go to the
wide unfenced stubble lands of the plains and v^gas
near the coast, and wherever there is table-land, if good
watering places, especially running streams and
rivers, are also found near. During the heats
of summer they are most liable to common cattle
ailments, and the cowherds require to be doubly
careful at this season of the year. They make the
cattle feed during the night, and early in the morning
turn them into a species of fold or rough pen, where
the animals lie down to chew the cud, and rest till

about 9 or 10 j .m , at which hour they are again
allowed to pasture. During the greatest heat of the
day (12 to 4) they are never driven or aUowed to go fcr
food to a great distance ; in July, August, and
September, this would be attended with risk of spleen-
congestion, sometimes very fatal in summer. During
tlie other season there is no danger of this kind, and
the only care taken is that they go from one
district of pasturaRo to another, as plenty oi
scarcity dictate. This is a rude system, and
although, at first sight, it appears economical,
IS not so, hut is expensive, and sometimes
pi-' judicial to the cattle. Its only advanta{;e i.s, that

no outlay of money is involved, except the cowherd's
wages and the rent (or value) of the pasture grounds.
Its (lifliculties and disadvanta(;es are, first, this system
can only answer in the least inhabited parts of Anda-
lusia, where, from want of labourers, there is of necessity

a wide extent of uncultivated land; and, secondly, by it

the cattle are often obliged to endure great privations

and want of food during drought and scanty seasons,

they fall away in health, become weak and consump-
tive, ;. e., easily overpowered with any trifling malady
(or accident), and sometimes die in great numbers; the
owner thus suffering loss from want of precaution in

procuring other food besides natural pasture. Dm-ing
the winter also the storms of wind and snow kill

many valuable cattle ; besides this, by this system, the
cows are not prolific, and the.y breed irregularly. The
increase, therefore, is small (in comparison with that
obtained by other systems), and it is calculated that
only one-third part of the cows in a herd calve during
the year. Thus the total number of heads of cattle jiro-

duced under this (open air) system, is far from what
could be expected. These cows are not employed in

any other way. and never work, nor are they milked
for yield of milk or butter, &c. ; but it is also to be
acknowledged that, unless in the height of summer
and very depth of winter, these herds seem to suffer

little from occasional disease or ordinary sickness.

The system gives them a sort of hardihood and power
of resisting privations (I may almost call it abstemious-
nes.s, or, Spanish, sobriedad), which frequently stands
them in good stead. It is a necessary consequence of

the want, or the sparseness, of population in Spain, a
fact too little considered by all Spaniards.

" To a certain extent this open air system is followed

in the Castiles, Lii Mancha, Aragon, Navarre, ic,
whilst in the Asturias, Gallicia, and part of Catalonia,

where land and landed property is much divided and
subdivided, and where the climate is sometimes very
cold, this system would not do at all, and is not prac-

tised. Were it modified and improved in the south of

Spain it might retain some of its crude and natural
advantages, but, alas, we Andalusians are devoted to

our primitive and accustomed routine, and thus we are

punished, and cannot boast of half the fine herds of

cattle and of pastoral wealth which we might do if

we were wiser.
" Ever since our regime and form of government was

changed in 1833, when the large sales of the national

and clerical properties placed a great many of the then
pasture ground.s and uncultivated lands (which till

then had been inalienable estates) into the hands of

private individuals, and when impulse was given to

private interests, and from the price of corn and grain

these lands began to be cultivated, the herds of

cattle have not increased as they ought to have done,

and as I hope they will do, as we improve our know-
ledge and our treatment of the different breeds of

horned cattle.
" We now come to the second system of rearing and

treating cattle throughout Spain, viz., part of the year
housed, and ])art in open pastures. During winter,

and indeed from the first days of autumn, the cattle

intended for exportation or for work are always housed
at night in sheds or semi-open stalls. In Gallicia they
are regularly stabled whenever it is cold. In Andalusia
the pea,sants obstinately adhere to making these cow-
houses or sheds far too open. The animals derive
certainly some shelter from the rigour of the atmo-
sphere; but their food gets wet with rain, and often
they refuse to eat it in consequence, and thus become
ill and weak, and liable to disease. The peasants are
stupid and obstinate about this, and give as their

reason, that if there is a shelter immediately above the
cattle (afforded by a roof) the sides cannot admit
too much air. It is singular how they persist in

this view.
" In the middle of Spain and in the northern provinces

the houses for cattle are, on the whole, well and care-

fully built, with mndows and openings for air ; but the
animals never suffer from the rain or snow beating
upon them or their food. These cattle are often
worked, and they are much more attended to than the
semi-wild herds in our beautiful province. It is

supposed to improve the northern cattle (intended for

exportation) to make them labour regularly and
moderately at the plough and with the cart.

" In the spring the cattle in most districts of Spain
leave off going into the houses or sheds, and live and
feed on the uncultivated portions of the large farms

;

a third portion of which is soivn every year, the other
two-thirds remain uncultivated or " fallow, and then
the oxen intended for labour (and the market, &c.)

graze. This rotation system, as regards " fallowing,"
IS pursued with considerable regularity throughout
Spain. After the harvests are reaped, the
stubble lands, on which grow also some herbage and
green weeds, afford abundant pasture ; and the cattle

graze these districts very advantageously. They produce
largely the AVheat-grass (Triticum repens), which is

considered nutritious and wholesome. This second
system (mixed) of treating our cattle keeps them more
directly under the management of the man under
whose care they are, and thus it is only when there is

abundance of food in the fields that they are not supplied
with it in their stalls. The cattle thus brought up are,

of course, many fewer in number than under the first

detailed system ; they suffer fewer privations, and are
much finer looking. But most of the cattle in Spain
are born under the wild system of perpetual open-air
pasture. I think that the second system is brought to
most perfection in the provinces of Gallicia and the
Asturias. There they are also housed carefully during
the heats of summer, so as to avoid distress from flies

and insects. The cattle are cleaned carefully, and
groomed, and are also clothed during the rigorous
nights of cold winter. They are more prolific

than iu Andalusia; their milk is more abundant
and nourishing, and their flesh is esteemed even

in England and at Madrid.* Experiments made
occasionally to cross the Spanish breed of cattle with
the Durham have not hitherto been successful. But,
in my opinion, improvements in obtaining a variety of
breeds of cattle are greatly to be desired."

Professor Prado has thus offered his views as regards
the absence (hitherto) of the rinderpest in Spain. I

think that he, and all who study the subject, would
object to the high feeding with oilcake, &c., as practised

in England, for cattle in a southern country and
climate. Objection might also be taken to the rich

rank pa.sture often produced by the stimulating quality

of manure. A Spanish farmer once told me that all

animal manure injured the Grass in its wholesome
quality for the first two years after such manure was
used, and that it inevitably imparted deleterious

qualities to the herbage, and to the cattle who fed on
it. "Too much animal manure," said he, "induce.s

scrofula in the animals who eat the Grass or vegetables

forced by it; and also in those who eat the Wheat
grown on such lands ! " This remark was gavely made
by a reflecting serious man. and it struck me as curious

in these days of (in England) forcing our soils into

richness by all manner of fearful abominations, instead

of contenting ourselves with draining, irrigation, and
the old-fashioned top-dressing of leaves and lime.

There may be some common sense in the Spaniard's

idea, that the artificial produce of putrid animal manure
will partake of its rottenness.

As to the cattle plague, there being no importation
(to speak of) from other countries of either sheep or

cattle, we may be permitted to hope that Spain will

escape it. The general idea seems to be here that, if it

does arrive, it oughts just at first to be met with the
most vigorous and rigorous stamping out, and that
then isolation and non-intercour.se and entire separa-

tion are the best modes of combating the evil. A clever

article appeared lately in a Seville paper on the origin

of the rinderpest and its effects. It attributed the
original disease in the Russian steppes to .starvation,

and poisonous inoculation by flies from the putrid
bodies of the dead (starved) cattle; in Germany to the
filthy state in which cattle are kept there, to stall-

feeding .and over working, and to permitting the cattle

to feed on decayed refuse vegetables; in England to

over care and over feeding, producing a habit of body
which predisposes to infection of every kind, and (like

the Andalusian farmer before quoted) to the " rich food

of English pastures reeking with animal manure."
"These worthy Spaniards may be mistaken in this, and
may set too much value on simple unstimulated
pasture and food for cattle; but perhaps they may be

right up to a certain point. J. N. J.

THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
The following retimis were issued on June 15.

These returns do not profess to give the total

number of cases which have oocun'ed in Great Britain,

but only those which have been ascertained from
information received at the office from inspectors.

Columns 1 only record the cases reported as having
commenced during the weeks indicated by the
headings ;

" back " cases being added to columns 2.
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at 8if. per day; now they are not to be had,
for trouser-making at 1.5. per pair pays them much
better, and just now hundreds in this neighbour-
hood are more profitably engaged in picking I'eas

for the London market. Railways have enabled
us to raise a supply for the Londoners. When I was
ill Londonderry I found that there, and among the
mountains of DoneKal, a supply of shu'ts was made for

the good folks of London ; thanks to the rail, steam,
and penny postage. Altogether I do not see a good
prospect this year for the poor stiff rlay fiiriiicr,

especially as regards Wheat and Clover. (ir:i>^.U:n, i-

iight, and expenses heavy. Wool is foUciw in-; ' Iviir,'

Cotton" in his descent from his throne, dur liinM^t

cannot be a very early one. We have, however, one
comfort, and that is " dear meat." J. J. MerJti, June 1.3.

P.S. Those who have this spring omitted to hoe out
the weeds from their Clover and Grass fields will find a

sad diminution in the quality and quantity of their hay
crop.

Crops of 1866.—The period of the year ha-s arrived
when an idea may be formed of the probable character
of our grain crops ; and, in accordance with a practice

of long standing, I beg to send you the impression
made on my mind on this important subject after a
careful inspection of the crops now growing on a wide
extent of country. We had a cold uugenial spring,

not only in the north, but also in those southern
counties where milder weather is expected to i)revail,

and in consequence there is less difference in the
growth of our various field crops than is usual at this

season ; in fact, with the exception of a few patches of
Tares and some Rye-ffrass, the crops, as far south as

London are not perceptibly earlier than those on the best
portionsof the northern counties,while in ordinary years
we have been in the habit of thinking that harvest in

those southeni counties preceded us nearly a fortnight.
Wheat always thrives best in a dry spring ; this year its

progress has been much retarded by wet and cold. The
general crop, however, has not suffered so much in colour
as has frequently been the case ; in many places this is,

no doubt, the consequence of thorough drainage. Oats,
Barley, Beans, and Peas have all come up fairly,

Potatos have been extensively planted, but the general
field crop is only just getting above ground, therefore
all we can say aboiit it is that the plants have come up
regularly and well. Mangels and Carrots are up earlier

made by the roupings or sales of the Grass amounts
to 9529?. 17s. i\d. ; and that the average per acre,
upon the whole of the meadows, is 27?. 8«. ejrf.

Taking these sums at 32 years' purchase, as in the
former case, the average value per acre of the laud is

Sill. \2s. 8rf., and the total amount of capital repre-
sented is 304955/. 16«. M. ; and, taking the value,
irrespective of irrigation, at Bl. per acre per annum,
gives a value of 160/. per acre, and an amount of
capital represented by 55,600/., which, taken from the
former, leaves 249,355/. 16*. Srf. as the amount of
rapital represented by the irrigations. These figures
show plainly that a quarter of a million of money, or
at least money's worth, has been made of a portion
only of the sewage of Edinburgh, and that every acre
of laud under its influence produces ten times the
amount of the average of agricultiu'al laud in the
country." M. S.

Italian Sye-r/rass. — Two and a half bushels is

suflicient of good, well-ripened seed ; but much of the
seed which is sold is soft and thin, having been cut
before fully ripe, because of its tendency to shed in the
field more than other Rye-grasses do ; and of such seed
a larger quantity will be required per acre. Much
disappointment has been experienced by those who
have sown only a bushel or less per acre, which they
have supposed to be sufficient, because they have only
sown thus much of common Rye-grass. A smaller
quantity per acre will suffice if White Clover, or
Yellow Trefoil (Medicago lupulina) be sown with it

;

but it is best to sow Italian Rye-grass alone, and sow
thickly. One exception may be made, however, in
favour of sowing (in August) Trifolium iucarnatum
with Italian Rye-grass, which will generally produce a
large crop of both ; although the T. iucarnatum sown
alone under similar circumstances in other respects
might fail, or suffer severely from slugs or frost. I nave
also observed repeatedly that this mixed crop will be
forwarder in the spring (the Trifolium as well as the
Italian Rye-grass) than the Trifolium crop alone ; and
I infer that the Rye-grass is a valiial)!.' slu.'ltrr for the
young TrifoUum. The best month Un- srcd lime is

August, but it may also be >o\\n «ilh safety

and profit during the months of llarch, April, May,
and June. Also the first or .second week of
Septemberj but not later, as it .should be
well established before the winter. If sown in August

and mth a stronger braird than they have shown for
j

it may be cut very early in next spring, and I have
several years. Early sown Swede Turnips were nearly ' known it cut in November. Whether with or without
all destroyed by the fly directly after they came up. In

;
a crop : much best without, as it grows so rapidly that

most cases that land has been sown over again, and the
j

by the time the corn is fit to cut the Rye-grass is as

general sowing of Swedes and yellows has just been com- high as the com, and injures it, especially if a showery
jileted. During the last fortnight there has fallen a great I summer and a catching harvest, frequently ])reventing
deal of rain over much of England, though not in each 1 the com becoming dry enough to be carried before rain
district at the same time or to the same extent. The
air has mostly been wann, and it is very delightful to

see the improvement in growth and colour shown by
trees and crops everywhere. I think the prospect for

good root crops is better than we have had for uiany
years. It is too early to give a positive or reliable

opinion about harvest, but I think we may reasonably
hope for an average, though we cannot have a great
Wheat crop; while looking al the state of the crops
now, and considering the tune of the year, I think we
cannot possibly have an early harvest. M. J. Tuner,
Sichmoiid, Yorkshire, June 14.

Sewage Irrigation.—The following are the figures

which Mr. King's paper, read la,st year before the
Society of Engineers, gives as a summary of the extent
of meadows thus irrigated near Edinburgh, «ilhthe
returns from each in 1860. It is right to add this to the
statement of your Croydon correspondent last week,
that it may appear that this mode of utilising town
water is not only harmless but profitable:

—

Cl-aigintinny Meadows
Old Meadows
Engine do.

Lochend Meadows.
North Bum
Remainder of ditto
Italian Rye-grass

Grange Meadows.
Lots 1 to 11

Lots 12 to 34
Lots 35 to 39

Dairy Me.adows.
Part of Drtli-y

39 lots in other parts
Part East of Granton
branch

Reserved lots, Dalrv
Do. in Rose Bank

Quarry Holes Meadows.

Total

Price per

8 40
22 I 27 10 3
3 I 31 16 3

3 2 Hi 35 10
10 1V4! 17 11 1

2 3 30
I

20 5

21

22
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stand pipes and taps, the water could be delivered

down the street at convenient places for the use

of the poor. He did not affect that the making

of small reservoirs ivas altogether free from objec-

tion. He fearles.sly stated, however, as the result of

many years' experience, that the suggestion was prac-

ticable and tangible ; and that if carried out it would

be a great boon to alarge gart of our rural populutiun.

If the necessity of .supplying our villages with \ialrr

was once fully admitted, there would be ijlcnly cil'

meau.s found of improving upon the suggestion.-; he had

made. No one who understood the matter could think

that small and comparatively shallow re.'servoirs would

be equally good with lai'ge and deep oues ; but, at the

same time, those who were locally acquainted with the

destitute condition of many of our villair.s, and the

fact that a large proportion of cur tariii lalmurris now
drank the water of existing small poiid.^ and suiiace

ditches, would agree that to collect the pure water of

under drainage in winter, and supply it to the cottages

through pipes from a reservoir, properly made and

protected, would be a very great improvement, and

quite worthy of legislative support.

Mr. Chawner stiid Mr. Denton had gone .a littleboyoud the

real object of the meeting, which was to consider huw to

drain land. He did not dwell much on th,at part of the subject,

believing, as he did, that no general rules could be laid down,
and thiit soil, aitnation, and other circumstjinces of a locality

miist all he taken into account. But he had told them how to

consume the water they derived fi'om their land—that in

carrying the water away from their land they believed they

were getting lid of an ev-il, when in reality, they were not only

getting rid of an evil from the land as regarded its capability

of producing croiw. but they were actually throwing away
what would be a blessing to all who wanted wat«r, which
people did in every po^;sibIe direction. When they drained

the water from their farms they did not care what became of

it, but Mr. Denton showed them how they should utilise that

water ; how they should avail themselves of it, and enable

their poorer neighbours and others who desired it to benefit by
then- preWous Labours. He thought they owed a gre.at debt of

gratitude to Mr. Denton for bringing that particular branch of

the subject under their notice.
Mr. BRiWN said with regard to draining land for agricul-

tural purijoses, speaking from his own experience, there was
Dothiiig like going to a fair .and rea-sonable depth. He h.ad

pi'actieed draining to some extent, and he never foiuid any
satisfactory results from drains of leas tiian 3 feet. lie had
tried 2 feet, and he believed he might just as well have put the

money into the cart ruts ; but he had tried 3 feet 6 iuches ai l. 1

4 feet with good results.

Mr. Masfen said Mr. Denton had referred to country
vijlages where the supply of water to the cottages was derived
from ditches. He (Mr. Masfen) was happy to say that his

experience did not furnish him with an instance of such a
stiite of things. Property had its duties as well as its rights,

{),nd ho believed that in most places th.at duty had not gt^ne

unattended to. If the case was as Mr. Denton had stated it,

tUcy might hope it was speci:il to the eastern counties whore
that gentleman resided.

Kelso : The Best Method of Treating Lambs after
Weaning Time.—At a late meeting of this Club a
discussion took place on this question.
Mr. MuNKO said—This, you all know, is a critical

time to our lambs, as by mismanagement a great loss

may be sustained. If they get a check at this time, it

takes a long period and a good deal of feeding before
they recover the lost ground ; and if kept on imsuitable
food, death may cause a serious decimation of their

numbers. So far as my observation goes almost the
only plan to take with them is to give them a change
to a fresh pa.'sture, and, if possible, to young Grass, and
to \vatch them carefully, so as to mark in its early
stages any tendency to purging, which, if allowed to 50
on, if it does not kill them, reduces them rapidly in
condition. On purging being noticed, the lambs
should be removed, if on young Grass, to a clean field

of older Grass, and vice versi. 1 do not think anything
furthercanbedone, though sometimes benefit foUow.s the
administration ofoiland laudanum, or an occasional Iced
ofcorn,ifthey can be induced to eat it. Tliisycnl liive
lost a few by a disease which has much tlir :i|i|»:ii,iii : nf

quarter-ill, when the discoloration docf; imi , i..il}|.

outside. It is not the lambs that are puf'-'i'l llnl mv ilms
affected. They are carried off rai>iill\ ,

.Uiii- iiLm- "II'

the skin, the flesh appears sound nimrjli, imi v. Inn
cut into, it is quite black, espcialli ilir Ininl i|ii:iii r-.

This, I havenodoubt, isbrought on b,\ tin' lain.l '^i. i\i ili

Grass forced forward by the warm wi-ailni' iMllnHiu;^

the rain we had at the beginning nl liaivc-i. hi
trying to show how this change of pa.slura^.. i.f lambs
may be most easily effected, the different circum-
stances under which farms are managed must be taken
into account. The different systems may be divided
generally into three classes :—1st, Those farms on
which merely the stock of grey sheep bought in yearly,
say at St. Boswell's Fair, and which are sold off nearly
altogether before another lot is purchased ; 2d, Those
on which a full stock of ewes are kept, and merely the
ewe lambs to renew the ffock ; and .3d, Those keeping
a stock of breeding ewes, and also their own lambs.
With regard to the first, they have the least trouble in
finding food suitable for the young stock. The greater
part of their last year's purchase will have been sent to
market before the season again comes round^ when
they have to buy in for another winter. Their fields

will be clean, and not overgrown with aftermath. The
lambs should do well at once, any weakly ones or cases of
scouring being removed to the hay field, and after harvest
to the stubbles. Those who follow the second system
of farming have rather more difficulty in carrying their
lambs from weaning to Turnips. Their fields, from
the tune that the lambs are sold off, are very lightly
stocked, and the foggage is ready. After that is con-
sumed, the Barley stubbles are available, and the
longer the lambs are kept going forward on Grass there
is not only a saving of Turnips, but they do not so
^on lose their teeth, and are able to break the
Turnips for themselves to a later period in spring.
Under the third system, the greatest difficulty is. found
in keeping the lands thriving, as the same stock is on
the lands that has been there all summer. The best

plan, I think, is to take grain somi down without a

crop or a foggage after hay in a'i'lition t" llic I'aiiiicr s

own. If these cannot be procured, a hill :.;i:i<!in'-' may
be taken for a few weeks whicli, although it may not

put much condition on the lambs, gives at least clean

food in the meantime, and allows the Grass on which
tliev have been weaned to clean and freshen. Another

aiiall fields

ell p;

thciu l»ck.
r(|iiire to be
iii:,'ht also be
[lis, and feed
iiirut cannot
classes, with

plan thai luivlit br t

totrarh the lal
'

Tins nii-ht, 1 I

tricdl.ln allou

and tluai L-radi

The r|iiau)ilj ;

increased altel'

made tVoiii tliu,-

a considerable number ; but It

differ in any degree from
slight modifications to suit varied nivnin-tauees.

The Chairman, Mr. Puevks, saiil llic m niajenuait

of lambs was one of the most dilliculi llute^- iIk,'. had
to deal with, and there were more dialh-ai liir.arly

age of weaning time than all the re-;t of the tiiiie a

sheep lived. His opiniini was that sheep stock bred on
whinstone land should be put on red freestone, heavy
clay, or limestone. If they remained on the farm on
which they were bred, they would 20 to ^\rcr\ and

ruin. After about a month or si.\«rik- tlieyeanie

home to their regular pastures in a good healiliyi di-

tion, resulting from the change. iL uMiIei-od also

that uivin- the laiub,. a Mii.iay of cake was a very

e.TCclloiii lime-' TlevslioiiM l,r laudit to cat it when
early LuuIm..!-:! He^k alni- laiili in taed—which would
make lliciii cat it alter they were weanetl, and which
would iiiiiiKiVe thciii a hundred percent. A person who
kept all lii- laiiil)- was often in a difficulty to find food for

them altei ila\ came home from the summering. This

year, he (the Chairman) had tried another plan. He
had some 20 acres of Tares, upon which he put hi.s

lambs, and they soon took to the eating of them out of

the ricks. This was the first jcar he had tried them,

and in a year like this, when tie . lial a -10, ralamdanee

of Grass, Tares were far nid '
'' a laavy

Clover. With this kind of fi. ,, : .i : , -cmvs he

had this season railvoiip lainli <!. ,1 1 If tlui could only

kic]! tile rn-li Iroiii ihcir Innlis. il,cy wamld go on well,

ImiI Hilli it thc\ Hciii lii-i 1.
1
ruin. He would advise

those wiio hail laDiis ot ."iiiii aia'es to SOW about 20

acres of Tares for the use of their lambs. Such had

been his experience this year, and he intended to

carry it on.

Jlr. UOBBKTSON, jun.. Ladyrig, said that on the

whole he agi-eed wnth the rem;u-ks of the Chairman.

Upon the farm of Ladyrig there had been no deaths

among lambs to speak of this year, but those that did

occur he attributed to the overgrowdh of Grass proving

too strong. They usually put their lambs on foggage

for some hours a day. After the foggage was done
they were turned on to stubble. The symptoms of the

disease which had provc^l so

ill ooitain flocks, and crossed more or less with the
merino liii'eds, gives a very profitable wool.

" 'I'lie ewes of each class of wool and age are kept in

separate lloeks of about IBOO, and have two lanibings in

the year, one in April and a supplementary lambing in

September and early in October. Lambs that fall in

summer are scorched by the sun, frequently die, and
never thrive well; and a winter lambing is rendered

lia/.ai'dous by the severe storms sometimes experienced

ill thes,. latitudes.

•The w. tilers are kept in flocks of 4000, one flock

; possible
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lisliiigui.shed by Its pa

nearly a,s possible equal tin

eular ear-

:«. iH

were nearly the
Some of them had a sliLihi

none. They died very s, ,.

,

times in less than an leai

i^n immense extent. 11 e I

to put a piece of roek-sa

then no deaths had taki

their lambs
n.,.,lc-c,ibcil In Mr. Munro.
ni-h and -omc of tliem ha.l

n iiflcr bciicj taken ill, somc-
r. an.i -\>elle.l Micr death to

I.I i
iieii e iM-.'l ilieshepherd

II mill c.ieh lielil. and since
plaee; bill whelhi-r the salt

iiad been the means oi' stopping the mortaUty he was
not prepared to say.

. ,

Mr. BUEX (Eiluaiu West plains) differed a little

from the opine n- e.|a. eil by the Chairman. He
knew that peopi ,1 , iheu- lambs, and succeeded

in saving a iiie ;.. n ''•-: butat the same time it

might be qucsli.aie.i it liny gained much by sending

them away, because they lost a great deal in condition.

For his part he preferred lo keep his lambs at home,
and he thou'iht he could save their lives too. He
thought it of :4i'i

cake at an early

the lambs, but

than that in \\\i

to te

reaeliiii- l" lie

their .1 '
leoil I" '

"Laeli lleel

mark, aud is u . . .

point of age and class of wool in the ai

it. They are, as a rule, herded by she) il

month, with small rations. The shepherds duty is to

take the shceii out to graze at sunrise in summer, and

when the frost is off the Grass in winter, take

care of them during the day, that they may
not mix with neighbouring flocks, lose lambs, or

otherwise stray; and at nightfall to bring them
to their 'rodeo,' and take care that they do not

move away during the night. There are also enolosures

at many out-stations to shut the sheep up in, in case

of a stormy night, when it is hardly possible for a man
to stand against the wind and rain, ranch less keep

sheep from driving before the storm
;

111 wliieh case

lambs may he lost', the whole llock lvI mixed with

another, or many sheep 111 iL'lil |.\eiilie drioine.lin many
of the numerous water-courses, tlial rise uilb iiieat

rapidity in heavy rains.
'' Some flocks are tended on a partnership sy.stem

;

half the flock or one-third the flock belonging to the

shepherd, who takes care of the whole, and is free of

rent for his own share ; or by giving the shepherd a

share of the wool and increase. These flocks are

taken charge of luider contracts of generally three

years' duration, during which term ewes, wethers,

maiden ewes, &c., all run together.
" Many arguments may be adduced m favour of as

well as against the 'half system; the 'oue-third'

system, is decidedly cheap, and affords a start ni life to

hard-working poor immigrants, who have stivcd a

little money; but the share of increase and wool,

usually oiip-third. allotted to the shepherd 011 1 he lu.st

s\-ten'i is e\pensive, even though the shepherd lia,s

cell nil expiai-cs lo pay.

III ,\l:inh, lumiediately before lambing commences,

the young stock of the past year, separated by class and

ear iuark, is formed into new flocks, and sent an ay to

new stations. The ewe flocks are thoroie,^lily ii\cr-

hauled, any sheep found astray out of their lloeks are

sent back again, and perhaps a few old ewes parted from

sundry flocKs, and sent to the old ewe station. The
flocks are all counted, and the ovine year commences.

"Durim; lambing the shepherds have to be more
careful than ever, and the flocks are constantly

insiieeted by the manager or his ' capataz ;
' at the end

of about live weeks lambing is over; and then the

lambs are cut, ear-marked, and tail-dockeil. The ear-

marking is so managed that tlicie may be aboiii Ibiill

ewe-lambs of equal wool with the -nine mark, to torm

a future breeding flock ; takiiie care that no two con-

tiguouis flocks have (heir lambs ked

way, as in case of a nn-.tiire hIhI 1 the la

sucking ; many lambs iiii^ht be ueancd

time, their inotheis reumiiung in one line

selves in tile otle r. The same care 1- 1

the wclhir lamb-, though thereisno oee,

so iniieli to class of wool in these, thou.

the more nearly equal in wool they are, 1

1

there for the classifier at shearing-time.
" About the beginning of winter scab generally com-

itself, and the sheep are immediately

n the same
I IS were still

ii'fore their

and them-
pilsilr with
.11 loatl.-nd

. ol eniirse,

k-s.s work is

tie

I the m
of Ibis disc

on V, 1,1. li the lambs could feed

uiihoni ihe inoiher, -ellin- ill It he did not think it

bi'iielieial thai 1 he ewe , should ^i I cake—it would be

found an BXeelleiit way of got tiii?< Ihcm to eat it early.

He was also in favour of putting lambs early on
Turnips; but whenever they intended to change then-

kind of food, they should always do so by degrees—
always, as it were, prepai'ing them some time before-

hand for what they were coming to.

ions recommended for

b, however, in these
eiiey of the Australian
er lonii of the dise.a.se.

on, not too much shut
ve but little elfecl, cm

A Description of t/te Estates of San Jorge and
G-uayavo, in the Banda Oriental, or Republic of the

Uruguay. London ; S. Straker & Sons, Bishopsgate

Street, Within.

This pamphlet contains reports from local agents of

the estates of Mr. T. Fair in the repubhc of Uruguay.
We extract from it the following description of sheep

farming in that country :—
" The land occupied by the Guayavo, or sheep

establishment, is about 80 square miles, and on this

area there are about 5 1,000 sheep, not including, say,

12,000 lambs of the present April lambing, and about

4000 head of cattle, besides a few brood mares. These
cattle are kept at three out-stations, and the sheep at

27 out-stations. At the head station are kept both

cattle and sheep ; here also are the deposits for wool

and various stores, convenient pens for working the

sheep, enclosures, paddocks, &c., for growing winter
food for the fine ram-breeding stock, kept always under
.shelter during bad weather by night, and during the

heat of the day in summer.
" The breed of sheep is from Saxon merino rams and

ewes of the country, and originally brought from
Buenoa 4-yres, producing a fine strong useful clothing

wool. South Down blood is also strongly predominant

Iheui ; wet
symptoms of it.

r always brings out the first

No otlier diseases occur worth

mentioning. Occasionally foot-rot is seen, but to a

most inconsiderable extent, and is easily checked. A
sheep or two in the young flocks may die from eating

poisonous herb, and a mild form of catarrh is some-

times to be seen in the ram breeding flock, but very

slightly affects the general health of the animal. Mo
healthier country for sheep, probably, could be 'ound

on the face of the whole world than is the Banda
Oriental—what is required is improvement of the

breed, to give the wool a greater length of staple;

increased care, especially in 'getting up' the wool at

shearing ; and the eradication, as fai' as practicable, of
' burrs :'^ and the Banda wool should sell for fully a&

much as Colonial wool, to which it is similar, and

neariy equal ; but it has got a bad name, and deservedly

so, from the quantities of wool sent from this country,

full of grease, dirt and burrs. On but very few stations

are the sheep washed before sheanng; and many
station masters pay no attention to outting burrs, and

keeping the sheep clean, and fVee from scab.

"Shearing commences about the 1st of October.

The sheep are washed about five days, more or less,

taking the weather into consideration, before shearing,

by simply swimming them twice for a few yards up
stream ; the second time of immersion they are com-

pelled to rub against one another in a sort of pen made
in the stream, and come out after the second dip

perfectly clean. They are then carefully jia.stured, and

kept away from muddy or dusty places until they are

shorn, when they are sent back to Ih, ir own stations.

"At shearing, the sheep are driven int.. small paved

pens, caught one by one, and tied do\( 11 111 the sheanng-

bam, where there may be from 50 .shearers or upwards at
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work; the wool is quickly taken off—a mau shearing
up to 80 in the day. and a nomau nearly as many,
though they perhaps do not average more "than 45 per
day. The shearer receives a ticket for the fleece, worth
one penny ; the wool is lifted by boys and carried to
the table, ivhei'e it is tied in fleeces, and should be
classified; from the table it is passed into separate
divisions for the various classes of^ wool, or flocks from
which the ivool is shorn ; and thence it is handed into
the wool-press, whence it emerges in neat bales of

about 420 lbs. of washed wool. The bales are stored in

the wool-deposit, behind the press, and capable of con-
taining 300 bales, and are then sent off to Monte Video
in carts carrj'ing seven bales each. The total e.xpenses

of washing, shearing, baling, and carting, together
with the many incidental expenses of night-watching,
ilriving, and shearing operations, amount to about 2\d.

per head ; and each sheep averages about 2 J lb. of
washed wool, about 57 per cent, of which is merino.

" The carriage to town is a large item of expense

;

but before many months are passed there may be com-
mencements of railways in the Banda Oriental.

" The gi'eat lack is a market for fat wethers ; but an
apparatus for steaming these is now being erected at

the Guayavo ; and refined mutton tallow and washed
sheepskins, free of burr, can very easily be capitalised.

" It is well known that droughts do nut affect sheep
nearly so much as cattle, for they graze so much more
closely ; and the roots of the old herbage, and the little

shoots of Grass sent up by a day's vain, or even a
shower, are sufficient to maintain them in reasonable
condition, though naturally a severe drought tells on
them, both as regards their own condition, and milk
for the lambs. It is, however, requisite that water
should be within easy reach of each flock. The present
flocks of the Guayavo are all on the banks of perma-
nent streams, but on many parts of San Jorge land it

would probably be necessary to dig wells, and draw
water for the sheep as in Buenos Ayres, should such
parts ever be stocked with sheep. I'or such reasons as

this, it would frequently be found advisable to retain
cattle that can travel long distances for water, in
certain parts, even though the interest for land returned
by cattle be less than that retm-ned by sheep.
" Cattle too, may probably increase in value, as new

methods of preserving the meat are being put into
practice, and the meat thus preserved is finding a
good market in England. The present prices for cattle
may be said to be, more or less, as follows : fat bullocks,
.30*. ; fat cows, 22«. ; fat heifers, 14*. ; and cattle for

breeding, mi.xed, about 10s. Wethers may be worth,
half-woolled, as.

;
picked breeding-ewes, 18*. ; and

mi-xed flocks, about 9*. to 10*., according to quality.
" These prices, especially for cattle, are very variable,

depending on the condition of the cattle and the state

of the markets, and in the matter of sheep, on the
breed, quantity of wool at time of delivery, &c. &c. It
is to be hoped that considerably more than 14*. per
head will be realised from Guayavo wethers after the
establishment of the steaming apparatus.
" A great future is before the Uanda Oriental ; what

is wanted principally is immigration, heads and hands."

Farm Memoranda.
W1LHELMIN.1-POLDEE, MEAE Goes, Holl.ind.—

Between the two arms of the Scheld, at the confluence
of the Zuidvliet, de Wytvliet, the Sloe and the Schenge,
and bounded by the old Bevelandeu and Walcheren,
there arose, more than a thousand years ago, from the
deposit of these rivers, an alluvium, which formed the
isle ofWolfaartsdyk, and afterwards that of AVilhelmina-
polder. By means of the embankments around the
Wilhelmina-polder, the isle of Wolfaartsdyk was
joined to the isle of South Beveland. These two, with
Wilhelmina-polder, now form but one island. In the
year 1808 a plan was projected for tlie embaukmeuts
around the alluvium, wnich now forms the AVilhelmina-
polder. In 1809 this alluvium was sold by auction
at Amsterdam on condition that the embankments
should be made according to the projected plan, which
included the making of a canal from Goes, through the
new grounds, to the Scheld, for which Goes was to pay
them 33,333/. 6s. 8d.

The grounds were bought for 54,160?. 13.5. 4rf. by a
company in Bott«rdam, consisting of 23 members, and
the director of which was Willem Suermandt. The
embankments cost 41,606?. 13*. 4d., and were made
without any particular accidents, and by their means
4155 acres of land were secured from the waves, and
have since been under the direction of one person as

one large farm. One member of the Society, Walter
.Jacob van den Bosch, a merchant of Rotterdam, and
formerly Consul of Denmark in that place,

undertook in the year 1813 the very difficult

task of managing the newly-acquired grounds.
He was obliged for that purpose to leave Rotterdam
and came to reside at Goes, where he lived till l.^''.r>.

The first inhabitants of the AVilhelmin:i-i">Mri' IkhI

chosen their abode at the end ofthe Goes Caiin 1. 1 ait m .1
1
ic

houses were aftenvards built about the middle ol the

polder, and a bridge was made over the canal, which
divided the lands; this was the first origin of Wilhel-
min;v-dorp. In 1817 and 1820 two madder manufac-
tories were erected, one on each side of the canal. In
1821 J. G. J. van den Bosch, eldest sou of AV. J. van den
Bosch, came to live at the new village. The number of
houses in the village amounts to i^ at present, and in

1840 a calico manufactory was added to them.
The whole polder is divided into five farms, each

having a large sheep-fold belonging to it. In 1823 the
inhabitants of Wilhelmina-dorp received the funds
necessary for building a school-room and a house for

the schoolmaster ; in 1325 these buildings were finished,

and on the 2nd January, 1826 the school was opened.
In 1836 Mr. G. J. van deu Bosch died, and was

buried in the biu ia'-ground in the new polder. Ills
eldest son, who succeeded him in his labours.

undertook what had been his father's greatest wish,
to procure the inhabitants of the new village the bless-

ings of a church and pastor, as till that time they had
been obliged to go to church to a village about an
houi-'s disUnce, which proved very burdensome to old
people in case of unfavourable weather.
To these memoranda we add that the son of this Mr.

W. J. van den Bosch has now, in his turn, succeeded to
the management of this large estate, which may be
fairly described as one of the example farms of Europe,
and we add from his account the following agri-

cultural details of its management :
—

" There are
about 2990 acres in regular cultivation ; the rest is

wood, pasture, &c. Of this 2825 are of a clayey descrip-
tion, some heavy clay, but never so stiff as in some
parts of England, and always a sandy subsoil at various
depths. About 150 acres are sandy and poor altogether
(old sandbanks on which no alluvial clay was deposited).
There are 6 farms, and on each 14 work-horses, with
I old one for extra use, making 90 ; besides about 20
young horses, as we rear them ourselves. During part
of the year, 18 pairs, or 36 hired horses, are also

employed. There are on each farm 5 ploughmen,
young and unmarried men; they live with the bailiff,

and get besides their food and board—the first plough-
man 12/., the second 9/. 6s. M., the third 8?. 10*. 8rf.,

the fourth 6/. 13*. id., and the fifth 5?. 5*. They are
hired for nine months, from March to December.
Generally the horse-work goes on till the middle of
December. During winter till March or till the end
of February there is nothing to do ; but some carrying
of straw, of corn, and such like. Besides the 5 plough-
men living on the farm, there are during nine months
or less, 2 labourers for the remaining 2 teams (each
man works here generally 2 horses in a team, also in
carrying, for which light waggons are used). For
rolling, mostly 1 horse is used ; also 1 horse for light

harrowing. In winter there remain 2 or 3 ploughmen
on each farm, for taking care of horses and cattle.

For this they get 36*. on each farm, besides food and
board. The laboui'ers (not hired ploughmen) get
8*. -id. in the week aijd nothing else. Sometimes boys
are employed, chiefly in spring, to work the horse for

extra use; they receive Is. per day, without food.

Other labourers working the horses, as in December
and iij the winter, get Is. Sd. per day. Sometimes in
summer in fallow-work, or during November, 2 plough-
men will work with 3 horses each for deep ploughing

;

then sometimes we can spare one of the two aforesaid
labourers.

" The food of the horses is as follows : during about
two and a half months in winter, when they do not
work, different kinds of straw, chiefly of Beans and
Oats, and a little bit of hay. "\Micn they begin to
work, a little more hay, besides 11 bu>hels of Beans and
II bushels of Oats per week, for the 1 1 horses on each
farm. In May this food is gradually stoppeil, as they
go to pasture.

"In June, July, August, till mid-September, they
receive during the day, cut Red Clover, whilst they are
always in pasture during the night. And besides this,

they receive on each farm in summer 70 bushels of
Beans and Oats together. At middle September feed-
ing of Carrots is beginning, and the horses receive
besides 25 bushels Oats or Beans per week, on each
farm. In October they do not go to pasture any
longer ; instead they get a little hay, if possible, and the
allowance of Carrots is increased to three-quarters of a
cwt. per horse per day, and Oats the same as before.
November the same as October. In December the
feeding of Oats and Carrots is gradually stopped and
again changed for different kinds of straw. The Carrots
are always cut or pulped, and mixed with chaff of
Wheat or cut straw, and given after Oats. Horse-
work is severest in autumn, not only for ploughing,
but also for cai'rying Madder and roots.

' Young horses get, till they are 1 year old, 1 bushel
Oats per week, besides hay and Clover in summer.
AATien they get older, they do not get Oats any more,
but they go to pasture for the whole summer, and in
winter they receive some cut Mangels and hay.

" As to the cost of food, it was :

—

12(. per horse on an average per year, from 1.831-1840

W. 1C.«. „ „ „ 1841-1850
01. Ss. -Id. „ „ „ 1850-1860

From 1831 to 1340 more Beans and Oats were given
than the quantities mentioned. So during the last

20 years, the cost of food was about 10/. per horse. In
your country it is at least twice as much. All is taken
into account, except the straw as when the horses
have taken the best of it, it is partly used as litter.

" Now as to other expenses, I can give you the fol-

lowing account, being the annual averages of ten
years :

—

6 s. <l.

Wages and food of the meu working the horses . , 730 2

Farrier and diugs .. .. .. .. .. 14 ly 9

.Sboer 15 14

.Mendmg implements, purchase of implements, ( .._ ,. ,„

and harness maker, &c. . . .. .. i '

'

obt of food of the horecs luTl) 12 5

Piircha.se of horses {.sometimes still ) .... , - „

neecssaryl j
3J 1.J J

Value of horses at the beginning of the
j jj^g

-
,.

year J

1202 2

Profit £153 19

"This profit is realised notwifhstandins that for

ploughing the horses are credited with only 4*. per
acre ; for ploughiug with three horses, only 5s. 6d. per
acre is placed to their account ; for harrowing about
1*. 6rf. per acre ; light harrowing about llrf. per acre

;

rolling Sd. to llrf. per acre ; carrying crops in harvest,
time 4*. Sd. per acre ; carrying Madder, roots, and corn,
&c., 6*. 8rf. per day, in winter 5*. per day. We hire
men with horses and implements for these prices.
"Now to the questions about the doings of the

horses during the course of the year. The 2825 acres
of clayey soil are cultivated according to the following
rotation :—1st year. Peas; 2d, Wheat; 3d, Mangels,
dunged with 10 tons farmyard manure and 2 cwts.
guano and bones per acre; 4th, Beans, dunged with
16 tons of manure per acre ; 5th, Wheat ; 6th, Oats,
with Clover and Grass; 7th, Clover; 8th, fallow,
dunged on some lands with 14 tons manure per acre

;

9th, winter Barley, the stubbles w-ith 20 tons manure
jier acre ; 10th, madder ; 11th, madder ; 12, madder, dug
when two and a half years old; 13th, Peas ; 14tli. Wheat,
with Clover ; 15th, Clover ; 16th, Oats ; 17th, Mangels,
Turnips, Potatos, and Carrots, dunged as the third
year; 18th, Beans, dunged as the 4th year; 19th,
Wheat, with Clover and Grass seeds; 20th, pasture;
21st, pasture.

" xou see every year of each crop we have 1.35 acres,
or 22 or 23 acres on each farm per annum. The
150 acres of sandy soil have the following system of
cropping : 1st, Turnips ; 2d, Chevalier Barley

;

.3d, Clover; 4th, Bye; 5th, Potatos; 6th, Beans;
7th, Rye : Turnips, Potatos, and Beans are manured.
The depth of ploughings (we have the improved
American eagle ploughs) varies from 25 to 6 inches
with two horses, and from 8 to 12 inches with three
horses."

(To hi Cmlinncd.)

Miscellaneous.
Mittiicil Insurance. — The county of Chester has

suflisred more from the cnttle pkigue than any other
part of the country, the number of cattle killed and
died in that county exceeding that of all Scotland and
Wales. Cheshire has done nothing to cause the
plague ; it was imported from abroad, in supplying the
great commercial cities with foreign cattle. It is

therefore uujust to impose on Cheshire a rate esti-

mated at from 5*. to 10*. in the pound, because it

accidentally happens to have nearly all its cattle
slaughtered for the benefit of the rest of the kingdom.
The compensation only extends to half the value of the
cattle slaughtered, so that the owner has to bear not
only the loss of half his cattle, but to pay veterinary
and other e.xpenses, amounting, in the whole, to an
enormous sum. Such a heavy rate on a limited dis-

trict necessarily makes the misfortune greater, and the
ruin more complete. The injustice is twofold ; for the
farmer first bears the loss of half the value of his cattle,

and then by the cattle rate he pays his quota of the
burden on the full assessable value of his farm— only
when utterly ruined is he excused the rate. The
stamping out of the disease not only benefits the
owners of healthy stock throughout the kingdom, but
also the general public as consumers of meat ; for if the
disease be not abated, the price of meat will become
excessive. The one grand inference to be drawn here
can only be in favour of some system of mutual or
more general insurance, while we regret to see that the
Commissioners, in their third and highly illustrated

Report, have not gone deeper into this important
branch of the subject. In glancing at the laws and
regulations of other countries, they only incidentally
touch on such means " as making pecuniary compensa-
tion to owners of animals slaughtered "— " cases in
which compensation is to be paid "—" the measure of
compensation, which may he the whole, four-fifths,

two-thirds, one-half, one-third, of the sound value of
the beast destroyed"—"the fund on which compensa-
tion is charged, which may be local or general, and may
be raised from the stockowners as a class, or from the
public." AU this is very material, and it would be
exceedingly useful to have a digest of such information
at once prepared upon authority.— Mark Lane
Express.

Co-opera/ive Farms.—The following remarks were
made by xVIr. Wm. Lawson, of Brayton Co-operative
Farm, near Carlisle, at a recent meeting in Man-
chester :

—
" I have come to tell you a little about

what we have been doing in Cumberland with regard
to co-operation in the cultivation of the land. I have
said to the workpeople in my employment that I will

give them one-tenth of the profits of my establishment
this year. When I began to farm, four years ago, it

seemed to me, from what information I could get in

England, Scotland, and Wales, that labour was the
diflicult point to deal with; that was evidently the
great point of .attack ; and that if we could get the
labourer to do right, we could realise the greatest
amount of profit from the land. So I thought, as Mr.
Briggs thought, that when I went to the people and
said I would co-operate with them, that I would divide
part of my profits with them, they would jump at the
offer, and that we should carry all before us. But my
astonishment was as great as Mr. Briggs's. when I
found that they seemed to care nothing at all about it.

I tried for some time—I talked to them, but it seemed
to produce no effect upon them. Two years ago I
called up 11 of the workers, and told them we would
discuss a certain question ; the question was— ' Is it

desirable that the workers on this farm should be
direct partakers of its proceeds ?

' I explained to them
what was the meaning of the question, and I told them
something about what had been done in Suffolk, on
the farms owned by Mr. Gurdon, who, as long ago as

1831, gave leave to about 30 labourers to occupy a farm
as tenants ; and he lent them money to cultivate the

farra, without making them pay interest for it at first.

They got on very well, and the farm is a joint-.4ock
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one to this dav. I have visited these co-operative

farms, and, really, the effects have been great and

dorio'us. Well, I told my people about this, and I said

that in two days they should have the opportunity of

voting by ballot upon the question. You know that

agricultural labourers are not e.xactly like the inhabit-

ants of Manchester; they are not, perhaps, so inde-

pendent ; and they may be thought generally to speak

very much as their employers would \vish thcni to

spe<ak. M'ell, what was the result ? AMien they voted,

Ijiut a bottle with a ticket upon it with the word
'C&-operation,' and upon another bottle I put a ticket

labelled, 'Every man for himself.' I did not wish to

make the best of my case ; I wanted their unbia.ssed

opinion. AMiat h as the result with those 11 people ?

Actually, ID of them voted for 'Every man for himself,'

and only one put into the ' Co-operation ' bottle

!

Well, the thing was gone for the time ; but last year

we brought another scheme before them—a scheme
which ifr. Pitman was good enough to put into ' The
Co-operator' at the time (Oct. ISoo). This plan pro-

posed to share the proceeds on certain specified terms.

We called a public meeting, and asked the whole of the

people, whether labourers or inhabitants of the village,

if the plan were to be adopted or not, and we voted by
ballot. If I remember rightly, there were 53 voters;

47 voted for the plan, and 6 voted against it. The
next thing was to bring forward a plain statement of

figures, to" show exactly what capital was invested in

the concern, and to make a clear statement as to what
I demanded as the capitalist, and what would go to

them as labourers. As soon as the figure.? were brought
before them, they were dull as ditch-water ! they

would have nothing to do with it ; they would not
come to our meetings ; and therefore, though they had
voted in favour of this plan, I said—' Well, you don't

seem to care anything about it, but we will put it to

the vot« again.' How many voted that time ? Only
eight people voted, and five of them voted in favour of

the plan that it was right, and three that it was wrong.
But almost all those people lived in the manager's
house, so I thought very little of the result ; and I

said again—' I resign the arrangement.' So we went
on another year. This year we proposed a different

plan. We did not go to the people and put it to the
ballot at all, because it seemed to us that we could co-

operate with one, and that if the majority were against

us we could co-operate with the minority. So we
ofl'ered to the minority or the majority, just as they
liked : we offered co-operation to aU comers. I said—

I

will give one-tenth of the profits of my establishment
to the workers. That is the plan we now adopt. I

will not keep you any longer, only to say that Messrs.
Greening & Co., Limited, have my very best wishes,

and I hope the concern will go on and prosper."
The Co-operative, p. 1, ISM.
Moles V. Iiiseels.—A scientific contemporary relates

the following for the benefit of mole-killers and others
who wish to disturb the order of Nature. A municipal
council in the State of Zurich took it into its head to

be very zealous in talpacide, when M. Weber, a natu-
ralist, intervened, and imparted to the council the
results of many experiments. He carefully examined
the stomachs of fifteen moles caught in different

localities, and discovered no vestige of roots or plants,

but abundant evidence of earth-w'orms. He shut up
several moles in a box with sods of turf and a smaller
case of grubs and earth-worms. In nine days two
moles ate 341 white worms, 193 earth-worms, 25 cater-

pillars, and an entire mouse. He then placed meat cut
small with vegetables. The moles ate the former and
left the latter ; then he gave them vegetables only,—in
twenty-four hours they were dead of starvation. We
commend this to the British farmer, especially if he be
not a valiant member of a Sparrow Club. Athenaum.

RANSOMES' PRIZE PLOUGHS
HAVE

50 ALL KXGLAXD

CHAMPION TEIZES

WON

JS^N li IN LESS THAN

^::a>=i^ ^ A YEAR AND A HALE,

AND KOUR HUT OF FIVE FIRST PRIZES Af THE LAbT R0\ AL hllOW ACjAINSf MOST SEVERE COMPETITION.

THEY ARE STRONG. LIGHT IN BIIAUGHT. SIMPLE. ECONOMICAL.
Sold by all the principal Implement Dealers.

Full particulars on application to

RANSOMES AND SIMS, ORWELL WORKS, IPSWICH.

THE LEICESTER
(new liESIOXED AND I'.VTrNTF.n)

ORNAMENTAL FLOWER VASES OR BASKETS.
MANUFACTTJRED BY

HUNT & PICKERING,
HORTICULTURAL AND AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENT WORKS, LEICESTER.

Notices to Correspondents.
Asphalte : A B. Tiike five or six bushels of broken flints,

about i-inch size. If five bushels, add one bushel of gravel
stones, all the dirt carefully sifted out ; spread on a wooden
board with side ledges, pour eas tar on little by little, turn-
ing over the stones witli a shovel until every stone is wet
with tar, but leaving no surplus tar. It cannot be too often
turned. Add one bushel sharp sand, or enough to make the
mixture of the consistence of thick pudding, turning it over
as before. Lime may be mixed with the sand if thoroughly
slaked and powdered, but not otherwise. The ground on
which the mixture is to be laid should be carefully levelled ;

then lay on the mixture from three to six inches thick
;

spread a little sand over it, to prevent it sticking to the
roller, and roll it down with a heavy iron roller. Where tar
may ooze up to the surface, spread a little sand to absorb it.

If too much sand is used, or any not wetted by tar, a hole is

the consequence. It should not be used for a month, and
should be rolled every day until hard. It is Impenetrable,
and costs at most 1«. per yard square, tar being Gs. or 7s. per
barrel of 15 gallons, and broken flints Urf. or 2rf. per bushel.

Drainage : A' Y. The sole operating cause in land drainage is

the weight of the water ; a deep drain is more efficient than
a shallow one, just because a greater weight of water is thus
pressing its way out of the exit hole.

Timber Duties : H IF C. The latest edition we have of the
Biiti-sh Tariff gives the following list of duties :—Wood and
timber hewn, and lath-wood, the load, la. ; Savni or split,

planed or dressed, I», ; firewood, not exceeding 3 feet in
length. Is. ; teak, and wood for shipbuilding purposes, Is. ;

mahogany, hard wood, beef wood, cedar, ebony, king wood,
lignum vitse, maple, New Zealand wood, olive wood, purple
Wood, rose wood, satin wood, Santamaria wood, speckled
wood, sweet wood, tulip wood, walnut wood, zebra wood,
furniture wood unenumerated, not being ash, beech, birch,
elm, oak, and wainscoat, the ton. Is ; staves, not exceeding
72 inches in length, nor 7 inches in breadth, nor 3i inches in
thickness (except staves for herring barrels), the load. Is.

The following drawbacks allowed on exportation to foreign
parts of the several descriptions of wood and timber,
whether foreign or colonial, hereinafter mentioned, viz.

:

wood and timber, hewn, and lath-wood, la. ; sawn or split,

planed or dressed, 2a. ; teak and wood for shipbuilding
purposes, la. ; mahogany, hard wood, or furniture wood,
per ton, 2s. ; staves not exceeding 72 inches in length, nor
7 inches in breadth, nor 3i inches in thickness (except
staves for herring barrels), the load, 1*-. We will state next
week if any alterations have since been made.

Exhibited with marked succeas at the Intemational Flower Show, Kensington
;

Agricultural Hall, Islington, during the Horse Show.

These Vases or Baskets

are composed of a series

of oiTiamental branches,

affixed to a capital or

rent'-e ring, mounted on

suitable brackets and

hexagon base, without

the aid of screws, rivets,

&c. ; so simple in con-

sti'uction that any one

may in a few minutes

put it together, making

it a beautiful Centre-

piece or Flower Basket,

either for the Lawn in

Summer or the Con-

servatory in "Winter.

Painted any colour to

order.
^

tg^^ Hint u

The LEICESTEK GARDEN SLAl, i u 1 1
-^

LONDON AGENTS; IIESSRS DRAY, TAYLOR,

and in the Gallery of the

The great advantage

of the Open Vase over

the solid east iron or

"Terra Cotta,'* is the

pel feet drainage and

continual circulation of

(he atmosphere through

(^e^\ part, giving

greitcr vitality to the

gIo^^thoftheplauls. The

mode of filling is sim])ly

t I cut a few feet of thin

Turf or iloss, and lay

the same \v ith th e

Grass outwards, throw

in the soil, and plant

the F lowers according

to taste.

sized Vases.

in 1 la s 1 R SEATS, sent free on application.

&. CO , ADELAIDE PLACE, LONDON BRIDGE.

JAMES PHILLIPS & CO.
HORTICULTURAL GLASS MERCHANTS,

BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON,

PRESENT REDUCED PRICES OF SHEET GLASS FOR HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

ENGLISH SHEET GLASS.
Pncked in Cratfa of about 280 fei-t.

Best
Seconds
Thirds
Fourths

!>\d.

Aid.
Kd.
l\d.

1\d.

6\d.

i\d.

3W.

llbyQ
12„10
13„11
U„12
18„12
16

l9„13
16„14
19„14

HORTICULTURAL GLASS,
Stock Sizes, 16-ounce.

In 100 fe?t Boxes. Boxes included.

12by9|13by9 14by9 1 4tli8. 3rds.

15„10 / 12.S. M. 14s. 6d.13„10|14„10
14, ,11 ..

15„12'l5„ll
19„12|16„12
17 „ 13 20,, 12

20, ,13118,, 13!

17„ 14:21 „ 13]

20,,14|l8„14l

2ds.

6«. Od.

16„11
17„12
21 „ 14

4s. Orf. 16s. Od. 17s. M.

16 to 17 oz. to the foot.

FOREIGN SHEET GLASS.
In Cases for cutting up, in Sizes as Manufactured.
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piCK CLOTHS, Np

A Price

d Sprrnd-hina, with Tilo',

1 1 lication

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 87, Bishopsgate
Street Without, London, E.G.

THOMAS MII.IJXOTON liri;s to ivfir to his neu
reduced LIST of liUCHS. putih^licj .m tho 2il of Juno last

or on application at above address.

Duke street London

ir ti inccd lor
lens Firm 1 aids &c The
V\ itei mav be dipped out oi

the Tub tilted ind poured

lOWEl FLLG\KDEVENOlVE smtibU 1 r th ib ;r

IMPRO\ED WATERandLIgUlD MANURE CARTS
Catalogues on application

Manuftctmed by W S Bollton, Rsse Lane Iron Works ^orWl

N° ITH BRITISH RUBBER COMPANY
fLlMlTED).

GARDEN HOSE and FITTINGS.

London Warehouse : 50, Cannon Street West, E.C

Manchester Warehouse : 8, Spring Gardens.

GRATS OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Class IX., No. 2119.

Mr. Gray begs lo call the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, Nurserymen, Gardeners, &c., to his

NEW OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
acknowledged by praeticil judges to be a great improvement on every form of Tubular Boiler yet introduced. It has
proved itself superior to all other Boilers for quickness of action and economy of Fuel, doing its work with one-third
less the amount required by any other.

Extract from Report in Gardeners' Chronicle of International Exhibition, May 24, page 476.

" The upright fomi of Boiler is usually made on a circular plan, but the oval form given to Mr. Grw's variety of it is said to bo prefer*
able m consequence of its bringing the tubes in closer contact with the fire. The usual fonn of a furnace being a parallelogram rather than

They are made of all e

1 improvement.

, which, with prices, may be had on application.

Ke of tho burning fuel ; and

JAMES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
DAM\1:RS street, PAULTON'S square, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

J.
WARNER
AND SONS

Have much improved the

cunsti'uction of then

GAEDEN

ENGINES
In some important pai-

liculars for this Season

They may be obtamed

of the Trade genenll}

throughout the King lorn

at the follo\viiig prices —
No. 547. WARNERS

best ENGINES, in Wood

Tubs, and fitted with

Wakner's Eegistered

Spreaders

—

24 Gallons, £6 10

14 „ 5 10

No. 547a. WARNER S

strong ENGINES, in Gal

vanised Iron Tubs, well

painted

—

10 Gallon!

JOHN WARNEE & SONS, London, Manufacturers.
Tt/" A R N E R '

AQUAJECT

£2 19

16 ,, ,'5 14

24 „ 4 19

28 „ 5 10

No. 5791. WARNER S

WATER BARROWS
thoroughly Galvanised

and well painted

—

20 Gallons, £220
30 ,, 2 13

38 „ 3 17 9

50 „ 6 12

The .30-GaUon Barrow

is made extra stiong

throiighout, and fitted

with handle for two men

No. 568S, AMERICVN
ENGINE, is now well

known and appreciited

It throws a continuous

stream, and is complete m
itself. £2 2s.

SYRINGES in gieat

variety, from Ts. &d to

ISs. dd.

The DISC SYRINGE
No. 5o7a, will recommend

itself by the ease with

which it is filled, and

non-liability to get out of

order. Price 95.

Is recommended to the

notice of Horticulturists as

possessing the following

advantages :—It is simple

in construction, portable,

and easily worked. It

throws a continuous

sfriam, and is low in

price.

The Aquaject, 30s.

Ditto small size, l«.s-.

WARNER'S 6-Gallon

GARDEN ENGINE, of

Galvanised Iron and well

painted, fitted with Brass

Air-vcsscl, Branch Pipe,

and Wabneh's Registered

Spreader, 50s. Light,

portable, and easily worked

by ft lady or child.

No. S.X WARNEft'S
IRON PUMPS for Wells,

not exceeding 25 fcSt in

depth — 2|-in., 28». &d.

;

3-in., 41s.; 3i-in., 46«.;

short barrel do., 2Is.

No. 3S. IRON FORCE

PUMPS for raising water

above their level, or

Watering Yards, Gardens,

&c., through hose—2J-in.,

59s.; S-in., eSs. ; 3J-in.,

77s.
J
4-in., 89*.

No. 3GJ. f R C E

PUMP on BARROW, ve-

commendrt for its great

portability and simplicity

of constnictiiSn. £3 10s.

No. 42. WARNER'S
Portable tnxtrs on

Folding Legs, are of a

superior constru<;tion.

Price bSs. ; Rubber

Suction, 2s. llrf. jier ft.

No. «97a. branch
FIPUS with Cocks and

Roses—5-in., 3s.; fih.,

4s.
; f-In., 5s.

No. 599. TAPER
BRANCH PIPES--i-in.,
4s. 9rf.

; l-in.,

'-in., 6s. ; 1-

9d.

,7s.

RUBBER HOSE in all

sizes.

FOUNTAIN Jli'lS in

great variety, from Ss. 6rf,

to 25s,

DESCRIPTIVE PRICE Lib IB lorwarded on appUcation.
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TREE and PLANT LABELS.— 10,000 Cloth punched

assorted Labels, for 36«. ; delivered free in London on receipt of

a Post-office Order or stamps for the

Add: HN FisnEn & Co., West Road Works, Boston, LincolDsh.

G-
ARDEN ENGINES, ^j.^.^.^. ^..." *-^

,

Hollers, Tiffany, Terra Cottaa, NettUiR. Fern Cases, Bee

Glasses, Ciicumbor Tubes, F
Tho Garden Repository, 3;

Mowers,

'., Covent Garden, W.C.

tural and Botanical Congress
these Cases, with directions for thoir i

can be had free on applicntion.

Baku & Suoden, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

BEARD'S PATENT.

GREAT INTERNATrONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION Si BOTANICAL CONGRESS.

The URSl iudONLY 1 LI7L ^nm at tk d \c LXHILITIUX foi the LEbl MLIHOD it ^ENTILATION
for PLANT bTRUCTUREb, wis awarded to

MESSES. SANDERS, FREWER, & CO.,
^aCTORIA WORKS, BURY ST. EDMUNDS,

FOR THmu MODEL cF

BEARD'S PATENT METALLIC NON-CONDUCTING GLASS HOUSES,
Showing the I'atent System of perfect Ventilation and Patent Method of Glazing, whereby breakage from

expansion and contraction is prevented, and facility given for immediate reparation by any ordinary labourer.

Messrs. SANDERS, FREWER, and CO. beg to call special attention to the high value of these great improvemei s

intheVENTIL.\TION,&c.,of HORTICULTUKAL ERECTIONS, which are also applicable to all WOODEN HOtJSI '^

as well as to CHURCHES, RAILWAY STATIONS, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, MANUFACTORLES, &c.; and 1

received the highest recommendation from many of the first Horticulturists and practical men of the United Kii gd

The system is invaluable also for AGRICULTURAL BUILDINGS, as by it abundant Light and Air ca h

obtained, and the Ventilation regulated to the utmost nicety in the Tops and Roofs of all Structures, where, as is 11

known, Impure Air constantly accumulates, and where the ordinary system of Veutilation is impracticable.

Full particulars and descriptions may be obtained on application to

MESSRS. SANDERS, FREWER, and CO.,

VICTORIA HORTICULTDRAL AND ENGINEERING WORKS, BURT ST. EDMUNDS.

HORTICULTUKAL BUILDINGS
MANUFACTURED BY STEAM POWER MACHINERY.

LOIVEST FRICES AND BEST MATERIALS.

DESIGNING, BUILDING, HEATING, AND VENTILATING ON THE MOST APPROVED AND
SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES.

PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS, AND ESTIMATES ON APPLICATION.

HENBY OEMSON, F.S.A.j

HORTICULTURAL AftCHlTECT, BUILDfeR, AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDOi^, S.W.

Garden Netting.
JOHN EDGINGXON and CO. supply GARDEN

NETTING at \\d. per square yard. 200 yards and upwards
caiTlage Ireo. COTTON JETTING and SCRIM CANVAS of every
description. TULIP COVERS and GREENHOUSE SHADES.SUN
BLINDS, &c. MARQUEES, TENTS, and FLAGS, for FfiteH,
Flower Shows, &c.
John EnorNQTON & Co., 48, Long Lane, Smithfleld, E.C. ; and

18, PiccadUly, W.

1 'lO 000 ^^^^^ ^^ GARDEN NETTING

quantities of 250, 5fl

holders of Netting in England, which enables them to execute o

to any extent on the day received. Be particular—

FitEDKRicK Edoinoton & Co., Marquee, Tent, Rick-cloth, and
Flag Manufacturers, Thomas Street, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES, SEED BEDS, RIPE
STRAWBERRIES, &c.—TANNED NETTING, lor protecting

the above from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide, 3rf. per yard,
or 100 yards 20ji, ; 4 yards Tnde, Grf. per yard, or SO yards 20s. NEW
TANNED NETTING, taiited for any of the above purposes, or as a
Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, Gd. per yard ; 4 yards wide. Is. per
yard ; j-inch mesh, 4 yards wide. Is, 6rf. per yard.

Can be bad in any quantity of Eaton k Dt:LLEn, C and 7, Crooked
Lane. London Bridge, E.C.

Oil Paint no long^ Necessaxy.

-^Yi ^i.V^"(V'^:^^-<;;>Z5

HILL AND SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VARNISH
for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish is an

excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-door work, and is fully

two-thirds cheaper. It may be applied by an ordinary labourer,
requires no mixmg or thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the
grounds at Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many
hundreds of the nobility and gentry, from whom the most flattering

testimonials have been received, which Hill & Smith will forward ou
application.

From CfiAs. E. B. Smedlet, Esq., Tlie Grange, near Boston.
" I have much pleasure in giving you a reply to your inquiries about

the Black Varnisn I have had from you for the last two years. It has
answered my expectations fully, ana as far as I am able to judge, it

is the best material for preserving iron fencing, gates, and other wood
work exposed to theair ; and I can with safety recommend it as the
best and cheapest article that is yet out. Wishing you every success.'

'

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at Is, 6d. per gallon, at the
Manufactory, or Is. 8d. per gallon paid to any Station in the kingdom.

Apply to HiLLft Smitb. Brierly Hill Iron Works, near Dudley, and
22 Cfti 3 St < t West F C ftom whoi 1 be obtained.

B^
T^ IFT W \Vr The

at have tended to make

Oflh CO

"DErSTFVDS

BE!

sack

BTDDING ind FURNITURE,—
STC LK n SHOW of IRON and BRASS
FN ^5 C JTS st is Ti ailed either for

J supp es Bedding,

}£ fi

tal 1 on and 6 ass Bedsteads in

of Bedroom Fum ture n mahogany, fancy woods,
poiishe'd and japanned deal, always on show, These are made by
VviLLiAM S. BoRTON, at his Manufactory, 84, Newman Street, and
every article is guaranteed, China Toilet Ware in great variety, from
4s. the set of five pieces.

WILLIAM S. BURTON, GENERAL FURNISHING
IRONMONGF-R by appnintment to H R.H. the Prince of

Itc .pwards

, and Kettles,
i Jib. L ^\ ii'-', Tumei-y, Iron and Brass
Oahinct Furniture, &c., with Lis

Place

:

11, Ne 1 Yard, London, W.

FARMS TO LET, of from 300 to GOO ACRES of
SOUND CORN and STOCK LAND, of easy access by the South

Western Railway.
Apply to Mr. R^ ,

Laud AKf^nt and Valuer, Basinestoke.

T
Crown Lands, Isle of Man.

BE LET un LEASH m- snT,0, in such Lota as
j I

' u'-.' Ti: ^' 'I' I, \XD on the Mountaioa

S.W. to Mr.
Mm

Brighton. Sussex.
To GARnETTERs, Nvif^KinMvv. I luntsrs, and OTHEns.

rpo BE LET, an OLD KSTAHMSHEI) BUSINESS
X of a NURSERYMAN and FLORIST, with Graperies, Peach
Houses. Ac. ; every convenience for carrying on an extensive busmesa,

with good Seed and Jobbing trade attached; the whole can be taken

at a valuation or a fixed amount.
For particulars apply to W. Kirkhasi & Sos, Estate Agents, 149,

WoHtern Rnrid, Brighton, or to Mr. Sparv, Nurseryman, &c., Park-

Street, Brighton^ ______^ _^^-
rt^O BE LET, with immediate Possession, a LARGE
X- GARDEN, with 13,000 feet of Glass in Forcing Houses, con-

sisting of Fineries, Vineries, Peach, Cucumber, Melon. Strawberry,

Plant, Propagating and Mushroom Ho\ises, Stable, Sneds, and an
excellent Dwelling House, with an abundance of water, and all

thoroughly heated with Hot-water Pipes. Near London, all

and skill t
:' Chronicle

To Nurserymen and Florists.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, a good ESTABLISHED
BUSINESS in the above Lino, in a thriving town in one of the

Midland Counties. There Is a good assortment of Fruit Trees,

Hardy Shrubs, Coniferae, Roses, ic, good Plant Houses, Pits and
Frames, and large bearing Vinery. Immediate possession may ba
had, the In-comiDg Tenant taking the Stock, Houses, &o., at a
Valuation.

Apply, by letter only, to X. Y. Z , Gardener^ Chronicle Office,

41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, Lond6n, W.C.
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J. B. BROWN & CO.'S NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWEE.

PATENTERS AND SOLE MANDFACTOREBS,

J. B. BROWN & CO.,

148, UPPER THAMES STREET,

LONDON, E.G.

GUARANTEED TO GIVE

PERFECT SATISFACTION,

AND IE NOT APPROVED OF

MAY BE AT ONCE RETURNED

This NEW PATENT LAWN MOWER corabinea all the latest improveiueuts in Lawn Mowing Machines, being simple in construction, very light, silent in movement,

easily worked, .ind so strong and durable as to be literally unbreakable,—an all-important feature in Machinea of this class ; the ordinary caat-iron being entirely done away

with, and malleable iron substituted in all breakable parts, and every par* being numbered and accurately made to standard gauges. The workmanship and finish are also of a

superior character ; the entire Machine being quite equal to a revolution, so to speak, in Lawn Mowers. The Machines are uU guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction io

every respect.

T^e NEW B B r NT LAWN MOWER is Manufactured by J. B. BROWN and CO. on their own Premises in London, under their pcisonal superinteadeaos.

PATENT B B HAND MACHINE.

PRICES—Including Can-iage to any Railway Station or Shipping Port iu England, with the necessary Tools and Directions for use.

lO.inch Machine £.3 10 j

12-inch Machine 4 10 'lEas//;/ Vurkcd i;/ a Jh;/.

14-inch Machine .5 10 '

16-inch Machine 6 10 Ditto by a Man.

PATENT B B HORSE MACHINE.
PRICES—Complete, without extras, including Carriage to any Railway Station or

Shipping Port in England, with the necessary- Tools and Directions for use.

48-inch Machine ^£32 10 Oi
42-inch Machine 28 10 Drawn it/ a Horse.

36-iiich Machine 24 10 )

30-inch Machine 21 10 Drawn hy a Horse.

18-inch Machine

20-inch Macliine

£7 10 Easily Worked by a Man
8 0,

22-inch Machine 8 10 Ditto by Two Men.

21-inch Machine OOoI
I Diti

I

)

PATENT B B PONY and DONKEY MACHINE.
PRICES—Complete, -nithout extr.as, including CuTiage to any Railway Stati..n <

Shipping Port in England, with the necessary Tools and Directions for use.

30-inch Machine £17 10 i

28-inch Machine 16 10 q ^
Drawn iy a Pony.

26-inch Machine . . 14 10 Drawn by a Donkey.

*„• Every Machine sent out it warranted to give ample satisfaction, and, if not approved of, may be at once returned.

The NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWER has aU-eady been patronized by Her Majesty the Qdeen, for the Royal Gardens at Windsor Castle, Osborne, an.l

Hampton Court; by His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, for Sandringhara: and by His Grace the Duke of Somerset, the Right Hon. the Earl of Derby,

the Right Hon. the Earl of CuARLEMONT, and numbers of the principal Nobility and chief Landed Proprietirs in the Kingdom. This Machine has also been selected by

Merchants for the execution of their orders for export to the Continent, and to Egypt, India, Australia, Natal, and other countries, and by a large number of the most

respectable Business Firms in various parts of England, Scotland, and Ireland, and also abroad, many of whom have applied for special Agencies, and are now ordering

Machines for immediate delivei-y.

TESTIMONIALS.
From the Rev. Frawcis Q. Wilsos. Sympaon, f'enny-Strat/ord.—April 23. 186C.

•'
1 enclose your account, together with a po-qt-offlce order for the amount. I baTO tried your

B B Lawn Mower in both wet and fine weath«r, and am satisfied it is the best I have seen at work. It

does itfl work beat in dry weather, but it will alao work when the Grass is wet."

From W. B. Teece, Esq., The Priory, Shrewsbury.—May 14. 1860.

'* 1 received your B B Machine on Saturday last, and liked it very much. A friend of mine Baw it.

und was 90 much pleased with it that he prevailed on me to let him have it and order another one for

myself, ao I shall feel obliged by your sending me a similar one as soon as you can."

-fVom Mr. Joskph Ttrrcll, Oardener, Langton Rictory, SpiUhy, Lincoln.—June 19, 186C.

" I have great pleasnire in stating that the B B Lawn Mower you forwarded for the Rev. H. Watson

in April, has been regularly worked, and I am well satlafled with it. It does iU work well, and la much
lighter in draught than moat of our neighbours' mowers are."

From the Rev. A. C. Hatilamd, St. Joh7l's College, Cambridge.—May 2d, 18C6.

" The Mowing Machine [a 24-lncb for the College Grounds) has been in use for several days, and It

acts very well"

From J. B. Oifford, Esq., Uoli^irood Hilt, Chard, Someraet.^MaylG, 18(JG.

' The Mowing Machine came duly to hand, and I am very much pleased with it."

From the Hon. P. Ashbcbhhak, Shemfold Park, frant, SiMsex.—March 7, 186fi.

" Mygardeuer was very well satisfied with the working of the B B Mowing Machine."

From Mrs. Prick, Hagley Villa, Litgwardine, Her^ord.—Atigust 18, 1806.

" I haTe much pleasure in informing you that the Mowing Machine (a 14-inch B B) I ordered from

you at the Bath and West of England Meeting, held In Hereford, has in every respect given the greatest

satlafaction, and I am very much pleased with it."

From W. H. Apfcrlst, Esq., Withington, near Here/ord.—August 14, 1S65.

" The New B B Lawn Mower I purchased of you has now been frequently used by my gardener,

and he Is perfectly satisfied with it. It does its work well. I shall feel pleasure in recommending your

Machines."

From Georoe McRae, Esq., Mllcham Common, Sun-ey.—September 87, 186fi,

" I am very pleased with the Lawn Mower I had from you (a 14-inch B B Machine). It is rertalnlv

the most compact one I ever saw, and does ita work well."

J. B. BROWN AND CO., OFFICES, 18, CANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.G.

(Nearly OPPOSITE ST. SWITHIN'S LANE and "LONDON STONE," and near LONDON BRIDGE).

WAREHOUSE and MANUFACTORY, 148, UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C.

OPPOSITE the CITY of LONDON BREWERY, and close to the LONDON BRIDGE STEAM BOAT PIERS.

and Business Letters to " The PubHsher." at the Office. 41. WelUnyton Street. Covpnt Garden, Lon<l^h. W.c.
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Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 87, Bishopsgate
Street Without, London, E.G.

THOMAS MILLINGTON begs to refer to his new
reduced LIST of PRICES, published on the 2d of June last,

or on application at above address.

GARDEN ENGINES, Syringes,
Rollers, Tiffany, Teixa Cottas, NettinR,

Gla.sses. Cucumber Tubes, Fern Shades, &c.

The Garden Repository, 32, James ytreel

La\

,, Covent Garden. W.C.

TREE and PLANT LABELS.—10,000 Cloth punched
assorted Labels, for 36s. ; delivered free in London on receipt of

a rost-office Order or stamps for the amount.
Address, John Fisueb & Co., West Road Works, Boston, Lincolnsh.

171 A. HAAGE, Jun.'s, WOOD GARDEN STICKS
' • and TALLIES (Commended by the Royal Horticultural

Society).—The alove can now be had of all sizes. Wholesale, of

Bethau & BLvcKiTir, Cox's Quay, Lower Thames Street, London,
E.C. : and Retail of the principal Seedsmen and Florists.

Price Lists on application.

CONVOLVULUS.

8s. 6d.

Connecting Screws
Branch Pipe for r

I Tap is required
'

WIRE BASKET

London, E.G.

VASES, STATUES, FOUNTAIN BASINS, FLOWER-
POTS, kc, in TERRA COTfA and FINE STONE WARE,

warranted to staod frost, by Jouw N. Blashfielo, Stamford, Lincohi-

shire. Applicatioas for Drawings and Prices will receive attention.

CHEAP PAVING TILES—A Mauufacturiug Firm
have a considerable stock of Plain and Encaustic Tiles, more or

less damaged in the process of manufacturing, that they would bo
willing to Dispose of at prices below those of the ' ^ '"

tion of Paving materials. To Landed Froprit
invaluable for the Floors ot Cottages, Farm Moi
be supplied at a very low rate.

I, &c., and would

Addi-ess M., Post Office, Broseley.

GGARDEN BORDER EDGING TILES, iu ffveat
r variety of patterns and material, the plainer sorts being

especially suited for KITCHEN GARDENS, as

they harbour no Slugs and insects, take up little

room, and once put down incur no ftirlher labour
and expense, as do "grown" Edgings, conse-
quently being much cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, Ac, In

Artiflcial Stone, of great durabiUty, and in great
variety of design.

F. & G. Rosbeh, Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street, Blackfriars, S. ;

Queen's Koad West,
Chelsea, S.W. : Kingsland Road, Kingsland, N.E.

Sole London Agents fur FuXLEY'S PATENT GARDEN WALL
BRICKS. Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
HaDs, Corridors, Balconies, Ac, as cheap and durable as

StonO| in blue, red, and bu£F colours, and capable of foriuiuga variety

enriched designs

of designs,

Also TESSELATED PAVEMENTS of
than the above.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders,
Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving
Bricks of great durability, Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, Wall
Copings, Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, &c.

To be obtained of F. & G. Rosbek, at their Premises as above.

QILVER SAND (REIGATE, best quality), at the itboveO addresses—14«. per Ton, or Is. 3d. per Bushel ; 2«. per Ton extra
for delivery within three miles, and to any London Railway or Whai-f.
Quantities of 4 Tons, Is. per Ton less.

FLINTS, BRICK BURRS or CLINKERS, for Rockeries or Grotto

H
,̂ Boilers, Pipes, Ac. delivered t

"DICK CLOIHS N

AP col

dJ S d h ud \ ith Poles,

ll ton

Gard.SAMUEL N. J[oGEREO\l
Gekeiul Horticultural BuiLnEB,

Knotty Asb, near Liverpool.

Reference permitted to the Nobility and Gentry throughoi
Great Britain and Ireland.

SWING WATER
BARROW.-This is the

best and oheapestarticleyet
introduced for use in Gar-
dens, Farm Yards. &c. The
Wa,ter may be dipped out, or
the Tub tilted and poured

Carriage paid to any station

I Great Eastern Line.

lOWli I FLLO VKDEN ENGINE, suitable for the above, price 45.'r.

IMPROVED WATERand LIQUID MANURE CARTS.
Catalogues on application.

Manufaotm-ed by W. S. Bocltok, Rose Lane Iron Works, Norwich.

NOTICE.

MESSRS. GUMMING & EDMONDS
Take this opportunity of returning their grateful thanks to the Nobility, Genti-y, and Public generally, for the very

great support they have received since their commencement in Business, and to inform them they have now taken

more Commodious Premises, at the LILLIE BRIDGE, RICHMOND ROAD, BROMPTON, where they have erected

STEAM-POWER MACHINERY, and will, in consequence, be able to execute any orders they may be favoured -with

iu the shortest possible time. Messrs. C- & E. beg to draw attention to theii-
*"

NEW PATENT TUBULAR ARCHED SADDLE BOILERS,
Which have given such universal satisfactiou wherever they have been fixed, Gardeners of the greatest experi-

ence speaking in the highest terms of them.

Designs and Estimates of every kind of Horticultural Building and Hot-water Apparatus may be obtained on

application free of chai'ge.

GUMMING AND EDMONDS,
CONSERVATORY ARCHITECTS, UOKTICULTUKAL BUILDERS, and HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,

STAMFORD BBIDGE, FULHAM EOAD, BROMPTON, S.W. ; and at

LILLIE BRIDGE, RICHMOND ROAD, BROMPTON, S.W.

THE LEICESTER
(new lesioned and patented)

ORNAMENTAL FLOWER VASES OR BASKETS.
51ANU1ACTUHEU UY

HUNT & PICKERING,
HORTICULTUKAL AND AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENT WORKS, LEICESTER.

Exhibited with marked success at the International

Agricultural Hall, Islington, during the Horse Show.

These Vases or Baskets

are composed of a series

of ornamental branches,

affixed to a capital or

centre ring, mounted ou

suitable brackets and

hexagon base, without

the aid of screws, rivets,

&c. J so simple in con-

struction that any on^.

may in a few minute

put it together, making

it a beautiful Centre-

piece or Flower Basket,

either for the Lawn in

Summer or the Con-

servatory in Winter.

Painted any coloiir to -t^^

order.

m- ^

The LEICESTEIt GARDEN bLAi, lAbLLb,

LONDON AGENTS: MESSRS. DRAY, TAYLOR,

Show, Kensingtou ; and in the Gallery of the

The great advantage

of the Open Yase over

tht solid cast iron or

'lerra Cotta," is the

perfect drainage and

continual circulation of

the atmosphere through

e^ ery part, giving

greater vitality to the

glow th of the plants. The

mcde of filling is simply

to cut u few feet of thin

Turf or Moss, and lay

the same with the

Glass outwards, throw

in the soil, and plant

the Flowers according

to taste.

d J ases

mdRLblK SEATS, tnt hce on application.

& CO., ADELAIDE PLACE, LONDON BRIDGE.

ADIANTUM FARLEYENSE, True.

ROBERT T. VEITCH
HAS MVCH PLEiSVRE IN OFTERIXG FOR THE FIRST TIME TO THE PUBLIC

THIS VERY HANDSOME VIGOROUS-GROWING STOVE FERN,
so UNIVERSALLY ADMIRED AT THE LATE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

This Adiantum was introduced from Barbadoes by Thomas Daniels, Esq., Stoodleigh, Tiverton.

Plants wiU be ready in July next at 42s. each. Usual allowance to the Trade.

1^ Orders are now being booked, and will be executed in rotation at received.

NURSERY : NEW NORTH ROAD, N. ; SEED WAREHOUSE : 54, HIGH STREET, EXETER,
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SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MQWEBS FOR 1866.

PATRONIZED ON FIVE SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1864 BY

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN,
AMD ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF SAXONY;

AGAIN ON FOUR SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1865 BY HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN
ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF HOLLjiND;

AND ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF PRUSSIA.

HORSE MACHINE. PONl' MACUINE. HAND MACHINE.

JUNE, 1866.-ANOTHER 42INCH HORSE MACHINE HAS JUST BEEN SUPPLIED TO

THE ROYAL GARDENS AT KEW.

12-iiich Macliine . , 4 10

14-inoh Mackine 5 10

PEICES, including Can

SHANKS'
Easily WorkoJ.

By a Lady

.age to any llailway Station or Shipping Port in the Kingdom.

NEW PATENT HAND MACHINE.
Silent Movement.

By a Boy

Width of Cutter.

16-iuch Machine £6 10

19-iuoh Machine 7 12

22-inch Machine . . . . . . ..87
24-inch Machine .. .. .. .. S 17

Easily Worked. Silent

By a Man or Two Boys i

By a Man and Boy \

\ By Two Mm . . (

MoTement.

4s. extra.

SHANKS' NEW PATENT PONY and DONKEY MACHINE.
Width of Cutter. If with I'a

25-inch Machine £12 10 ..

28-inch M.ichine 14 10 . . . . 30j. „

30-inch Machine 15 15 .. .. 30s. „
Silent Movement, 12s. 6tl. extra ; Boots for Pony, 21s. per set

;

Ditto for Donkey, 16s. per set.

Et^ery Machine warranted to give amj?ie satis/act^

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HORSE MACHINE.

2236-ineh Machine .. ..

42-inch Machine 26 . . . . 40s. „

48-inch Machine 28 . . . . 40s. „

SUent Movement, 20«. extra; Boots for Horse's Feet, 24s. per set.

ijiy and if not approved of can be at once returned.

ALEXANDER SHANKS and SON, DENS IRON WORKS, ARBROATH.
LONDON OFFICE and SHOW ROOMS : 27, LEADENHALL STREET, E.G.

PARIS OFFICE and SHOW ROOMS : 56, BOULEVARD HAUSSiMANN.
A. S. & Son keep a stock of all sizes of Machines at their Lnidon and Paris E^lahlishmsnts, front which Orders are executed on the day they are received.

^-27, LeadeiJiall Street Is the oiilifplace in London where Intendimj parchiuers of Lj,'wn, Mowers can choose from a stoek of from IM to 200 Machines.

All sizes kept there, wlwther fui' Horse, Pony, or Hand Power. ^^^

J. B. BROWN & CO.'S NEW PATENT

PATENTEES AND SOLE MANDFACTURER3,

J. B. BBOWN & CO.,

148, UPPEK THAMES STKEET,

LONDON, E.G.

LAWN MOWEB.

GUARANTEED TO GIVE

PERFECT SATISFACTION,

ANU IV NOT APPROVED UE

MAY BE AT ONCE KETURNED.

It^ J. B. BKOWN ASD CO. have pleasure in mentijuuio tl 1 tl ii B B L U\ \ Mu W Ll^ uidcreJ for the Gardens of Windsor Castle has given so much satisfaction,

that another B B MACHINE of a larger size has just been ordered—June 26.

The Machine combines all the latest improvements in Lawa Mowing Machines, being simple in construction, very light, sUent in movement, easily worked, and so strong

and durable as to be literally unbreakable,—an all-important feature in Machines of this class ; the ordinary cast-ii-on being entirely done away with, and malleable

iron substituted, in all breakable parts, and every part being accurately numbered .and made to standard gauges. The workmanship and finish are also of a superior character,

the entire Macliiue being quite equal to a revolution, so to speak, in Lawn Mowers. The Machines are all guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction in every respect.

The NEW B B PATENT LAWN MOWER is Manufactured by J. B. BROWN and CO. on their own PremUes in Loudon, under then- personal superintendence.

PATENT B B HAND MACHINE.
PRICES—InduiUng Carriage to any Railway Station or Shipping Port in England, with the necessary Tools

h Macliiue10-inch Machine £3 10
12-iuch Macliine 4 10

J Easil,/ Worked In, a Boy.
14-u)ch Machine 5 10 )

16-jnch Machine fi 10 Ditto by a Man.

PATENT B B HOUSE MACHINE.
^KICES—Complete, without extras, including Carriage to any Railway Station or

Shipping Port in England, with the necessary Tools and Directions for use.
48-iuch Machine . , . , , , .

,

£32 10 1

42-inch Machine '.

i.' 28 10 o\ Dram by a Horse.
Jb-mch Machine 24 10 )
30-inch Machine 21 10 Brawn by a Horse.

New Improved Horse, Pony, and Donkey Boots, wholly of Leather, as follow

Lid Directions for use.

. £7 10 Easily Worked by a Ma

.800)

. 8 10 0\ Ditto by Two Men.

.900)
20-inch Hachin
22-inch Machine
24-inch Machine

PATENT B B PONY and DONKEY MACHINE.
PRICES—Complete, without extras, including Can-iage to any Railway Station or

Shipping Port in England, with the necessary Tools and Dii-ectious for use.

30-inch Machine ^\l\ll\Drawnby a Pony.
28-inch Machine lb 10 ) ,....,
26-inch Machine 14 10 Drawn by a Donkey.

Boots 24s. ; Pony Boots, 21s. ; Donkey Boots, 16«. per set.

»* Every Machine sent out is warranted to yive ample satisfaction, and, if not approved of, may be at once returned.

J. B. BROWN AND CO., OFFICES, 18, CANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.G.

WAREHOUSE and MANUFACTORY, 148, UPPER THAMES STREET, E.G.

OfPOSIXfi th« CIXI of LONDON BREWERY, and close to the LONDON BRIDGE STEAM BOAT PIERS.
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The Best Swede for Late Sowing

rpHE IMPKOVED HARDY
-L WHITE

(SiTios'e Scleclod Stock).

Price Is. i)er lb., or cheaper b y the bushel.

Carrinpe free.

SitTToN & SON.S. Royal Berkshire Seed

Eitjibtishniciit. ReiidinK.

The Forwardest Turnip known Is

UUT TON'S SIIORT-TOI"

SIX WEEKS.

Pi'ice Is. per lb.

Cheaper by the BufiUei.

This excellent Turnip it sown in June and Jul> will produce ;

t all tbe principal Lon<
iRTER-S PRIZE

CARTER'S PRIZB V]

1. « ll nil, ^^.W
f f which iiiiint be

hich have taken Pn zcs

r CARTER'S PRIZE I'RISGEU CUINESt. PRIMUL V -s t.(

per packet.
The above forwarded on receipt of postage stamps

James Cinrra S Co.. -Tir and ils. IIibIi Ilulbum, W.C.

To Fruit and Rose Growers.
STANDEN',S GAiMHM i:^ n-i ULVTEURS'

FRIEND, a compuui.l . 1 M ,
. I. '

I :[.^ Phosphates,

, Covent Garden, W.(

T I F !•' A N T,
For s.araples and prices ap]

Oxford Street, Manchestei

Glass for Garden Purposes.AMES PHILLIPS and
beg to submit their prices as follows ;—

PROPAGATING

! inches In diameter

CnCOMBER GLASSES.
Each.—s. d. i

. . 2 16 inches long

12 Inches
14 „
16 „ 8 6

I 24 ,

Painted and Glazed with 16-'oz. Sheet Glaas.
SHEET and ROUGH PLATE GLASS, SLATES of all sizfs

BRITISH PLATE PATENT PLATE, ROLLED PLATE, CROWN
SHEET, HORTICULTURAL, ORBAMENTAL, COLOURED, ami
every description of GLASS, of the best Manufacture, at the lowest
terms. Lists of prices and estimates forwarded on application to

JiuEs PuiLLiPS Si Co., 180, Bishopsgato Street Without. E.G.

DOBSON'S PRIZE CALCEOLARIAS
FOR QUALITY, VARIETY, HABIT, AND GEXERAL GOOD PROPERTIES ARE UNEQUALLED IN THE WORLD.

iJuring the lait Fifteen Years we have taken more First and Second Frizes for Calceolarias at the McfropoUta
Fxhibitioiis than any other Firm in the United ^kingdom.

now ready, saved from 500 varieties. The majority of dwarf liabit, be:

more thaa 8 inches high when in full bloom.

NEW SEED, growth of 1866,
ni

Sealed ijackets, with directious for sowing and growing, Is. 6d., 2s. 6d., 3s. 6d. and 5s.

UNSOLICITED
Fi-om Norman Macleod, Esq., Dalvt-y, near Forres, N.B.~

June 21, ISiJO.
" Deir Sir,—The Dobson's Calceolarias are now in all their glory

at Dilvcy and the admiration of all who have seen tliem. My
f,ar<'oner Mr. Berry is so delighted with his magniflcBnt plants, that
bo ha-j lequested me to send you a few of the flowers fur your
in pection When convenient send Mr. Borry his annual packet of

From
rentier ...

s mil ir to that I had last year, which turned out very good,

I- > om Mrs. J. K. Neale, Horsey Vicarage—June 15. 18G6.

tell —I have taken the liberty of sendinR you some blossoms of

Calceolarias grown from seed I hod of jou last September. I'hey

produce from three to seven large trusses of flne flowers on each
plant, and far superior to any I laiely saw at tho Flower Show,

Fr.

jPaik,

t Mrs. Tri

Fro

try Court, BaitUy, near Farnham.—
June 11, 180C.

ner has had her Calceolaria and Cmeraria Seeds of
L some years; the last year's gavelierRreat satisfaction."

[f. T. Pu-nc.isr, i:.\ /.,;.'.;. S-...t, Wnrrington.
.your Set' I

i '
'

;;
I [loiu satisfaction,"

I J. Lo\i..M ,1 ' //
. 1 .

.,.r>rUh.

" Gentlemei
uised from the seed jou .=^.iL i..u i.l l ;t^.ii, ;iic uuw in bloom and
very beautiful."

From Messrs. J. Woods & Son, Nursery, Woodbridye.
" Gentlemen, please send us a packet of your best Calceolaria

Seed. That we havo previously had of you has given us good

TESTIMONIALS.
From Thomas Ingle, Esq., M.D., Einsworth, Ilanfs.

" I tested your Calceolai-ia Se?ds against many acknowledged good
growers, and came ofi nulU secundiis.

From Mrs. Brown, NortJi Hill House. Plymouth.
" Mrs. Brown will thank Messrs. Dobson k Son to send her a

packet of Calceolaria Seed at Is. 6d. She la plea&ed to say those sent
last year were very good."

From Mr. W. Ksiqht, Floral Nursery, Uaibsliam, near Hurst

" Gentlemen, I enclose lOs. io postage stamps, and would thank
you to send me a few packets of your best Primula and Calceolaria
Seed, as it has always proved good in every way, and you are quite at
liberty to use my name at any time to say they surpass everything I

Ll sent me last year was Qrst-class."

Frojn Messrs. James Hdnter i Co., 29, Clare Street, Bristol.
* Please send us value of enclosed In la. Gd. packets of your flnest

Iceolaria Seed. That we had from you last season turned out

Mr. B. K. Bliss, Nursery, Massachusetts, Ainerica.

Gentlemen, 1 notice your advertisement in a late Number o(
Chronicle, and having been much pleased with Seed

FVoJuMr. J. WoBTHiNCTON, Or., Northcote, Weslbury-o
Bruitul.

" I am happy to say that tbe Pi'imula Seed you sent me 1

roved most e-xcellent; all who saw them pronounced them t

Trym,

the ifii

herotufore received
on London for £3 stei

Seeds of the choicest , Calceolaria, Cineraria, and Primula."

From J. O. Scott, Esq., The Manor House, Ham, S. W.
" I saw many plants of your Calceolarias at Kew, and was

struck with the beauty of the vai-icties. I shall bo glad if yo
sand me a 2^. M. packet."

One llundivJ and Fifty of the Leading; Firms have their supplies direct from ii^,

ANNL AL SALK UPWARDS OF FIVE THOUSAND PACKETS.

Dobson's Prize Cineraria, Is., 2s. 6d., and 5s., sealed packets.
Dobson's Prize Primula, Is., 2s. 6d., and 6s., sealed packets.

The Trade supplied on advantageous terms.

DOBSON AND SONS, SEED MERCHANTS, ISLEWORTH, W.

J. LINDEN'S
ESTABLISHMENT FOR THE INTRODUCTION OF NEW PLANTS,

ROYAL ZOOLOGICAL ami HORTICULTURAL GARDENS, BRUSSELS, BELGIUM.

ONE HUNDRED QUITE NEW AND FINE ORCHIDS,
Belonging to the most favourite Ge nera, recently discovered and introduced by M. Linden's Collectors. Among

them are new AGANISIA, BATEMANIA, BURLINOTONIA, CYPKIPEDIUM, HELOIA, hue LYCASTE and

MjVXILLAUIA, crimson-flowered MESOSI'INIDIUM, many new and splendid CATTLEYAS and LJJLIAS, such

as the glorious CATTLEYA MAXIMA (true), CATTLEYA QUADIUCOLOR and EOCKKKI, and LiELIA
WALLISII. Upwards of 25 new and magniticent kinds of ODONTOGLOSSUM, and an equal number of lart'o

flowering ONCIDIDMS, cfcc, suitable for cool treatment.

Herbaceous and Tree Ferns.
The largest Collection in Europe ; the Tree Ferns are represented

by 7S distinct species.

Marantas.
All the beat varieties, and upwards of 30 quite new species.

Palms, Cycads, Zamias, Fandani.
This Collection la very extensive, and cuDtaiua upwards of 60 quite

new species.

Tropical Fruit Trees.
The most corcplete Collection in Europe, and many new and

delicious fruits of the greatest interest for the Colonies.

STOVE and GREENHOUSE PL-iUTS. Several NEW COKIFEES from North Japan, &c., &c.

CATALOGUES will be forwarded by Messrs. SILBEKRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, on application.

^S- Usual discount to the Trade.

Arads.
ALOCASIA 1 CALADIUM 1

ANTHUKHJM
I

COLOCASIA
I

Bromeliads.
One of the largest CuUectious of these plants.

Economical and Medicinal Plants.
ThLS Collection contains many new and rare plants useful for tho

Colonics.

Fine Foliaged and Ornamental Plants,
Such as ARAUA, DIDT.MOPANAX, OHEOPANAX, PARA-

TROPId, and SCIADOPHVLLUM, upwards of 20 nuite

NEW AND BEAUTIFUL PLANTS FOR 1866.

JOHN J. LINDEN
UA& THE PLEASl.'RE TO OFFER NOW FOR THE FIRST TIME

THE FOLLOWING FIRST-RATE NOVELTIES,
SEVERAL OF WHICH FORMED PART OF HIS PRIZE LOTS AT THE GREAT LS'TERNATIONAL SHOW.

For description see M. Linden's NEW CATALOGUE, which will be forwarded Post Free on application to

Messrs. Silberead & Son, 5, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London, E.G.

Maranta roseo-picta (Lind.).Anthurium regale (Lind.).
Price—Fiist Size, 81s. e.tcb ; Regular Size, i'ls. each.

Aphelandra ornata (Anderson).
Pnce -Is. each.

Calathea (Maranta) Lindeniana (Wall.).
Price—Extra strong Plants, i\s. each ; Smaller, 42*-. each.

Dimorphanthus Mandshuricus (Kupr.).
A most ornamental hardy Araliad from the Amoor River. T

noble plant, with fronds if yards in length and 2 In breadth, produ

a very grand effect. Price 21s. each.

The Plants will be delicered free in London.

Pnce— First Size Piantb, 54s, each ; Smaller, 4.'s. each.

Passiflora helleborifolia (Wall.).
Price r.'s. M. each.

Passiflora macrocarpa (Wall.).
Very robust species, bearing fruits of i lb. weight.

Price 12s. flti. each.

Rhopala aurea and serratifolia.
Two fine and elegant now species from extr.i-tropical lirazils.

Price 21s. each.

1^^ Ustial discount to the Trade.

BRUSSELS ROYAL ZOOLOGICAL and HORTICULTURAL GARDENS.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON.

GREAT ROSE SHOW, THURSDAY, Juae 2S.

AWARDS OF THE JUDGES.
CUT ROSES.

Class 1.—72 kinds 1 truss of each. (Nurserymen.)

Ist I'rize, Mr. B. R. Cant, St. John Street Nursery. Colchester, £fl.

Equal Ist, Messrs. Paxil A Son, the Old Nurseries, Che.shuQt. £6,

2d, Mr. John Keynes, Salisbury. £i.

Id, Mei . E. P. Francis & Co., Nurserymen, Hertrord, £3.

I
3d, Messrs. E. P. Francis & Co., £32d, Mr. John Keynfls, £4.

4tb, Messre. Paxil & Son, £2.

Class 3.-24 kinds. 3 tnifses of each. Hybrid Perpetuals only.
(Nxu^erymen.)

1st, Mr. B. R. Cant. £4. I 3d, Mr. Charles Turner. £2.
2d, Messrs. Paul A Son, £3. | 4th, Mr. John Keynes, £1.
Commended, E. P. Francis & Co.

s of each. (Nurserymen.)

4th, Mr. John Keynes, 105.

Class 5.—48 kinds. I truss of each. (Amateurs )

Ist, Mr. John Thos. Hedge, Reed Hatl, Colchester, £6. [£4,
2d, Mr. Wm. Ingle. Gr. to C. G. Round. Esq.. Birch Hall, Colchester,
Equal 2d, Mr. A, Moffatt, Gr. to Mrs. Maynard, Easton Lodge, Essex.
3d, Ditto.

Class 6.— .3fi kinds. 1 truss of each. (Amateurs.)
1st, Mr. Wm. Ingle, £6.

| 2d, Mr. Thos. Hedge, £4.
- Mr. Jas. Chard, £3.

kl 3d, Mr. Richard M
Hou.se, Hanwell, £3.

4th, Dr. Cooper, The iiroe?, Slough, £2.

2d, Mr. May, Gr. to V. M. Worthington, Esq, Caversham Priory,
Reading, £3.

Equal 2d, Mr. Jno. Dennis, Gr. to — Hayward, Esq,, Folkington,

, Rev. V. Knox Child, Rectory House, Little Easton, Essex, £1.

3d, Mr. John Dennis, Gr. to — Hayward, Esq., Folkington, Hurst
Green, £1.

4th, Mr. Wm. Plester, 10s.

Ist, Messrs. Paul & Son. £2.
2d, Mr. Jas. Eraser, Lea F '

3d, Mr. John Keynes, £1.

Class 10.—12 trusses of any new kind of 1804. (Open.)
d, Messrs. Paul & Son, £1.

-12 trusses of any other new kind, (Open.)
"" " ""

I
2d, Mr. John Keynes, £1.

Ist, Mr. John Thomas Hedge, £1 IOj

Class 13.—For the best exhibition of YELLOW ROSES, of any one
or more kinds, not les,s than 24 trusses. (Open.)

Ist, Mr. J. T. Hedge, £3.
|
2d, Messrs. Paul A Son, £2.

Class 14.—12 TEA-SCENTED and NOISETTE ROSES (single
trusses). (Amateurs.

)

1st. Mr, Wm. Ingle, £2.
2d, Mr. M^y, £1 10*.

|
3d, Mr. J. T. Hedge. £1.

Class 15.—12 TEA-SCENTED & NOISETTE ROSES, single tnisses.
(Nurserymen.)

1st, Mr. B. R. Cant, £1 10;

2d, Mr, J. T. Hedge, £1.
| 3d, Mr. J. Keynes, 153.

Class 17.—DECORATED BASKET or VASE of ROSES. (Open.)
1st, Mr. G. Marlow, Gr. to J. Wigan, Esq., Ciomwell House, Mort-

lake, £3.
2d, Mr. J. T. HedRe, £2.
3d, Mr. Wm. Soder, Gr. to A. Hanbury, Esq.. Howe Hatch, Brent-

lat, Mr. James Chard. £3.
2d, Meflsrs. E.P.DrancisACo..£2.

I
3d, Mr. J. T, Hedge, £1.

Class 10.-6 MOSS ROSES, distinct kinds. (Open.)
let, Messrs. Paul A Son, £1.

Class 20.—24 ROSES, not less than 10 distinct kinds, in pots not
exceeding 8 inches in diameter. (Open,)

1st, Mr. Charles Turner. £fl.
| 2d, Messrs. Paul & Son, £4,

3d, Mr. Wm. Paul, Paul's Nursories. Waltham Cross, £4.

Class 21.-20 NEW ROSES, not less than 10 distinct kinds, in pots
not exceeding 8 inches in diameter. (Open.)

lat, Messrs. Paul A Son, £0. | 2d, Mr. Wm. Paul, £4.

Eixt (SarlrenersS'Cfirtimcle.
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— 1—Roviil Iltjtank- (Third Great Exhibition) 2 r

_ -/Koyal Honirultural CWceltly Bhowj, at
South h siDgton

Poets and romancists have been pleased to

consider the heart as the seat of the soul.

Anatomists have rather leant to the idea that in

the brain was to be sought the carnal abode of

the mysterious essence. Some, or rather one,

and as we think only one, allocated the soul a
resting place in a certain little gland not much
bigger than a join's head, placed at the under side

of the brain and filled with—sand. Was the
philosopher indulging in irony when he pro-
pounded this notion Y TNTiether or no, with us
Englishmen there is an intimate connection
between the stomach and those generous impulses
supposed to flow from the soul. We need not here
go into anatomical detail to prove the proximity
of the heart to the stomach, or the intimate tele-

graphic I'olation between those organs and the
brain. We all know from daily expei'ience, that
if one of these "centres" becomes disor-

aU the rest suffer: and that all is

well if the three are in proper working
order. Hence our English custom of dining
together upon every possible occasion has really

much that may bo said in its favour, as appears
to be pretty well understood by the managers
of charitable institutions and the like. Let the
reader glance over Mr. Herisert Fky's list of
the Charities of London, and make a computa-
tion as to the number of those which appeal to

the sympathies of their supporters through the
medium of a " Festival." We suspect the
number would be very large, nay, we almost
imagine that the financial condition of any given
charity might almost be estimated by the occui--

ronco or non-occurrence of an annual dinner.

We congi-atulate the managers of the EoYAL
Gardeners' Benevolent Institution then on
the occasion of their dinner ; and we share the
complacency they must feel at the seasonable
donation to their funds which results from
the financial success of the late International
Horticultural Exhibition. Moreover, we earnestly
hope thst the annual subscription list may
increase from year to year, so that the
benefits of this most useful Institution may be
proportionately extended. It has been a matter
of comment and regret that so few comparatively
of the class to whom the Institution might
naturally look for support, contribute towards its

funds. Gardeners should look upon this as tlicir

(mm Institution, and support it accordingly.

Help and sympathy fi-om outsiders are all very
desirable, but unless they be accompanied by
symptoms of "self-help," it is certain that sooner
or later the wheels will get fixed in the mire, and
Hercules will look on with a careless eye.

For this reason, then, while we wish all

possible prosperity to the Institution, and trust

that its scope of usefulness will be continually

progressive, in a ratio proportionate to

the demands upon it, we cannot echo
Alderman Mechi's regret in its entu-etj-, that

the whole of the surplus of the late International

Horticultural Exhibition was not devoted to this

charity, as wo believe there are other objects to

which it might bo applied, and which would
indirectly .and in course of time do more to raise

the position of the working gardener, and avert

the evils of poverty, than even so excellent a
Society as the Eoyal Gardeners' Benevolent
Institution.

Eesuming our remarks upon Pine Culture in

England, we affirm that the prevailing fault has
been that the majority of growers have maintained
a much larger stock of succession plants than was
necessary to supply the fruiting plants annually
required, and hence, from over-crowding, the

young plants lost the vigour' necessary to a

superior result, and the production of fine fruit

was an exception rather than a general rule of

cultivation. AVe all know the consequences of

etiolation. If plants are crowded together

and drawn up from crowding, and the conse-

quent want of light and air, they inevitably

receive a constitutional check, from which they
can only be recovered by time and proper treat-

ment. This rule does not apply to the Pine-
apple only, but to every plant growing in the

garden. A loss of constitutional vigour in a

plant can only be renewed by treatment and
cu-cumstances dii'ectly opposite to those which
have led to the inferior result. Hence crowding
is a great evil, and hence also those cultivators

of the Pine are the most successful who grow
very few more succession plants than they
requii-e to carry into the fruiting state.

The rule with many Pine growers has been to

crowd the largest number of young plants into

the smallest possible space, and this is done by
some cultivators at the present time. This used
to be especially the case through the winter, and
what between the plants being crowded and
dra^m up through the winter, and ha^'ing their

roots cut close oif in the spring, it was no wonder
that a large proportion of them at times .started

prematurely into fruit. Hence the argument for

maintaining a large stock to replace the
" starters," and hence cause and effect were alike

militating against the object of the cultivator.

Now the most successfiil growers proceed upon
an entirely different plan : they thin out the

suckers upon the parent plant in their young
state, so as to allow not more than one or at the

most two to grow to maturity, and these are not
taken off and baked in the sun or upon a hot flue

until almost destitute of sap, as they used to bo,

but they are carefullj' separated from the plant,

and, after being trimmed and denuded of the

small scaly leaves which envelope the base,

they are potted into suitable soil, and placed
under circumstances where, by shading when
necessary, and maintaining a moist atmo-
sphere, the evaporation of the juices of the plant is

prevented until such time as roots are fomied, and
the young plant is in a condition to take care of
itself. All this time little or no water is given to
the soil, but by gentle dewings of the plant with
the syringe, and damping the paths and walls,

sufficient moisture is maintained in the atmos-
phere to prevent any drain upon the resources

of the plant. When the young roots have pro-
gressed to the sides of the pots, a little tepid

water is given, and then the plant may be .said

to have attained its individuality, and to have
commenced a separate and distinct existence.

Upon this start, and upon the young plant

being encouraged to grow in the most healthy
and robust manner, depend the ultimate success

that will crown the production of fruit. No
check miLst be sustained, no forcing must be
attempted ; but the young plants must be
encoui-aged to grow in the most natural manner
by having a duo supply of heat, ail', and moisture,
in the growing season, and by maintaining
throughout the growth just sufficient bottom-
heat to encourage gentle progress and prevent
the roots sustaining any check at any time.
Grown on in this way there is no reason why
strong healthy suckers started early in June
should not make beautiful fruiting plants for

next year, instead of being two, and sometimes
three years, as is sometimes the case.

In Pine growing one fact must not bo lost

sight of. It is not the largest plant that always
produces the finest fruit, but, on the contrary, it

is not unusual to see large plants producing com-
paratively very inferior fiiiit. And why is this ?

Just because the conditions necessary to secure the

fullest development of the plant, and the storing

up ofthatorganisable material, the true sap of the
plant, have not been carried out, and hence it is

not there to form the fi-uit. You have growth
but not quality—substance but not matui'ity

;

and thus it is impossible to attain tlie best results.

This is especially the case with gardeners who
are obliged to grow Pines in houses that are large

and lofty, and without the means of maintaining
that sort of moist sub-tropical atmosphere, with
a free circulation of air at all times, failing which
it is impossible to obtain a natural growth.

"From the time the suckers are potted,"

observes Mr. I)AYID Thomson (whose excellent

treatise we referred to on a former occasion),
" the great object is to obtain a compact hardy
gronih, as one of the principal points of future

success, and which will enable the plants to go
through the rigours of winter with impunity.
This is dependent chiefly upon full exposiu-e to

light, a good supply of air without draught, and
a moderate amount of heat and moistui'e both at

the roots and in the air." This is just the treat-

ment that an}- of our great plant growers
would recommend for growing an Ixora, a

Eondeletia, or any other stove jilant; they

know they cannot succeed without giving

plenty of room to their plants, so as to

mature the wood and form the flower buds

:

neither must a Pine-grower expect to succeed

unless he observes Natui-e'a teachings in the

same manner.
Grow a plant steadily on with the amount of

care and forethought recommended by Mr.
Thomson, and its fruiting at the time required

is almost as much a matter of certainty as the

blooming of a Pelargonium, or any other common
plant, because the end is attained—matiiiation

of the plant is complete. C'rowd them together,

as is the general rule, force by the power of heat,

manure, and moisture, the usual soft spongy

growth, and tho time of fruiting will not only be

exceedingly doubtful, but the fruif, when you get

it, will be of a .small and very inferior character.

We doubt not the time will yet arrive when
Pine growers, like plant growers, will discover

the propriety of giving the young plants plenty

of room, not allowing them to more than touch

at any season of their growth ; and when they do

that, results much superior to any yet attained

may be insured.

A fiiend of ours who is desirous of utilising

the waste power of his steam engine is .about to

undertake the growth of Pines in the centre of

a Midland town, and surrounded by business

premises of all kinds. He proposes to form a vault

and board it over, cutting out at the jiroper

distances circular holes of sufficient dimensions

to take fruiting pots of a good size. Into the

vault, by the means of gas-tubing perforated at
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certain distances, sufficient waste steam -will be

thrown to maintain the necessary bottom heat,

while a separate arrangement will be pro^vided

for atmospheric heat. Abeady Cucumbers have

been grown in this house in the most comfilete

and satisfactory mamier, and we see no reason

why Pines should not be equally well managed.

Each young plant wiU have fullfi-uiting space at

the time of planting, and -with a good command
of heat and proper attention wo see no reason

why the experiment may not be cro-wued with

success. Pine-growing " up-stairs " -will be a

novelty which one of these days we hope to

direct our readers to go and see.

We understand that Mr. BuLt has received

from Panama a number of plants of the curious

CanbI/E Teee, Parmentiera cerifera, -whose fruits are

described as being sometimes 4 feet in length, and in

appearance Mke a -n-ax candle, so that the forests in

which these trees gro^w remind the traveller of a

chandler's shop

!

• We are glad to hear that Mr. W. H. Baxtee,
the able Curator of the Oxford Botanic Garden, has

been appointed Curator of the ITniveesitt New
Pake, and hopes to be able to form an arboretum
there. This would be a most desirable addition to

the Botanic Garden, which is too restricted in space

to allow of the formation of a good collection of trees

within its own boundaries,

M. Pa'UL Beinsch, in the " Bulletin de la

Sociiite Imp^riale des Naturalistes de Moscou,"

torn, xxxviii., n. .3, has recently published some reinarks

on Ctclosis, or the circulation of the juices in indi-

\'idual cells. The author has observed this local circu-

lation in the hairs of the leaves of the common House-
leek, Sempervivum tectonim, in the youngest cells of

Nitella syncarpa, the root-cells of Frog-bit, Hydrocharis
morsus ranas, and the cells of Closterium lunula.

Three varieties of cyclosis are described, viz., the

rotatory, confined t« one portion of the cell ; the circu-

latory, which sweeps round the inner surface of the

cell-wall ; and the rotato-circulatory, which is a com-
bination of the two preceding. The rate of motion is

variable, and is accelerated by a rise, and retarded by
a fall in temperature.

Collectors and lovers of Mosses will be glad to

leara that Messrs. Sflltvant and Lesquereux, the
weU-known Amerir:ni rr\ i>t ".':! mic botanists, have
iniblishedaseconil :i I !

i
i ';

i
rged edition of their

' Musci Boreab .\iii .

i niaiuing no less than
536 species or vui;ru>. .

i^n "im ivbich are many
novelties from California, the Kocky Mountains, &c.

Professor Bbewek, in a recent number of
" Silliman's Journal," gives .some interesting details as

to the existence of living Plants in the Hot Saline
Springs of California. The plants observed occurred

in the geysers or steam vents, which have a temperature

as high, in some cases, as 20rB'. The plants, which
consist of low one-celled Algse, exist most abundantly
in springs of the temperature^ of 125° to 140' P., but
exist also in water as hot as 200' P.

Me. Peek, of Wimbledon House, offers four

Phizes for Essats on the Preservation op
Commons in the neighbourhood of the metropob
The particulars are subjoined :

—

" Two Prizes will be giTCn for Essays dciliug with the
.s.^nitar3' and moral aspects of the question, namely. 501. for

the best and 25/. for the second-best Essay. The competitors

should discuss the necessity of preserrlng these open spaces

in the midst of a vast and growing population for purposes of

health and recre.ition, their importance for the Volunteer
movement, for athletic sports, and for the study of Natural
History, and generally should treat any other topics which
may occur to the writer, .as illustrating their value to the
Metropolis ; explaining theii- present condition, and whether
it is desirable that anything, .and what, should be done to

improve it.

" Two Prizes will be given for an Essay dealing with the
legal and historical aspects of the question, 100^ for the best

,ind 501. for the second-best Essay.
" Veiy great uncertainty prevails as to the legal rights of

Commoners and Lords of the Manor, and it is believed that

the latter have been considerably exaggerated. The com-
petitors should trace the origin of these rights from an early

period, explaining their original significance .and the duties

which devolved on Lords of Manors, the nature of their courts,

and their relations with their tenants in early times, stating

what, in the opinion of the -writer, is the true relation of the
Lord of the Manor to his tenants and the public, and his duty
with reference to the rights held by him over the waste-lands

of his manor, having regard to the altered circumstances of

modem times : the writer should consider generally the

question how far the pubUc now possess, or ever had. or ought
to have conferred on it, rights to the enjoyment of land for

purposes of recreation. The writer should state the principles

which have guided the Legislatiu-e in the past, and which, in

his opinion, ought to guide them in the future, with reference

to the enclosiu-e of Commons, distingmshing those in agri

cultural districts from those near large towns, advertine

especially to the Statute of Merton .and stating its present;

le^ effect, haidng regard to the pro^visions of the general

Enclosure Acts of recent times. The writer should also

explain the causes of the decay of Commoners' rights

waste-lands situate nciiv large towns, and whether legislat:

can justly be appUed, and, if so, in what manner, to prevent

the Lord of the Manor taking the private advantage to himself

of the lapse of the commoners' rights owing to increased

population. The writer should sum up the leading fe.atnres

of the questions involved in the subjects indicated, and state

what changes in the Law would be desirable and, in his opinion,

justifiable, in the interest of the public, with a view to the
preservation of Commons, CBpeciall.y those near large towns,

without doing violence to the rights of private property.
" Essays to be sent in to Mr. A. Laneester, CooimonE

Preservation Society, 2P, Parliament Street, on or before the

1st October, 1866, each Essay being distinguished by a Motto,

and the same motto being placed on an envelope containing

the name of the Author. The envelopes marked by the
mottos of the uneuccessf\d Essays wUl be burnt unopened, and

the Essays themselves will be returned to the writers on their

applying within a month from the time of the deci.^ion.
" The Essays are, if possible, not to exceed the following

lengths :—n.amely, for the first Essay 3-5 pages, and for the
second Ess.ay 75 p.ages, without appendix, of the size of the
' Edinburgh Review.'

' But the Author may add an Appendix to his Essay, con-

t.aining any matter, exclusively of reference, to illustrate his

" The Copyi-ight of the successful Essays to belong to

Mr. Peek, with Uberty to him to publi.sh them as he may
seem fit. either with or without the Appendix, if any.

" The Right Hon. W. Cowpeb, M.P , George Shaw
LEyE\'RE, Esq., M.P., Charles Buxton, Esq., M.P., Joseph
Bi-RRELL, Esq., Joseph To-i'^BEE, Esq., F.R.S., and John
Murray, Esq.. have kindly consented to act as judges of the
Essays and to award the Prizes. 29, ParlLnment Street, West-

miuiUr.-Jnne, 1S66."

The Programme of a great Hoeiicultueal
Exhibition to be held at LiiiGE, Belgium, on the
15th, I6tb, 17th, and 18th of July, is before us. The
Exhibition is to form part of the festive ceremonial
consequent on the visit of the King and Qtteen of

iielgium to Liege. There are 113 classes, so arranged
as to secure great variety and pictm-esque effect.

The Testimonial presented by the Rose
growers of England to the Eev. S. Ketnolds Hole,
m acknowledgment of his exertions in connection with
the establishment and maintenance of the Niitional

Rose Show, was most appropriately presented to that

gentleman at a dinner to which he was invited, at

Anderton's Hotel, on Thursday last, after the Rose
Show in the Royal Horticultural Gardens at South
Kensington. The testimonial consisted of a handsome
silver urn.

THE STRAWBERRY.
Of all the fruits nhich we possess, there is not one

so perfectly within our power to cultivate as the

Strawberry. Let us first of all examine pretty closely

the extraordinary habits of the plant. Take, for

instance, the Strawberry-runner ; see it leave the

parent plant and set out for fresh pastures, its first

bound being from 10 to 15 inches ; here a stand is made,
and the light runner borCs its way into the hard earth,

and we soon find it firmly rooted and having a crown
and leaves above ground. When this is accomplished,

off it bounds again to a like distance to plant another
colony. Any one can see in this systematic layering

by Nature that the best way of cultivating Strawberries

is to make fresh plantations of them every year, and to

give each plant space enough to perfect its circle, and
this has been found in practice to be the best way,

and has for many years been the only way of getting

plants for forcing as well as for general out-of-door

planting by our most successful growers. In the state of

Nature a rich dry hedgebauk is the habitat of the Straw-

berrj', and I would beg this to be borne in mind by
young gardeners, as it is one of Nature's lessons, which
we cannot afford to despise, for it points to a very

important item in our Strawberry culture, for without
dryness the flavour of the fruit wiU be inferior ; and
hence it follows that on level ground deep cultivation

is indispensable ; and where the soil is rich enough,

sloping ground and even steep banks suit admirably.

The high price that Strawben-ies fetch in the market
tells plainly enough that the supply is too limited for

the demand. Who would not eat Strawberries if they

were cheap enough ? and it woidd wonderfully add to

the health of most families, if each member had only

one London punnet of fresh Strawberries per day for

about 40 days everj' year. Most gentlemen's gardens

are deficient of fruit, and it takes a long series, of years

and much capital and good management to keep that

link of the service in good working order, as most
gardeners have found to their cost; but the young
gardener may console himself with regard to this one
article, that if he gets over the first year of his engage-

ment he will Ibave no difficulty in presenting a bold

front with his Strawberry crop the second season.

When I commenced gardening, I found the Strawberry

season lasted only some three or four weeks. However
large the plantations, they only gave a glut for the time,

and then succeeded a famine. Some 30 years ago

Lord and Lady Mansfield gave magnificent entertain-

ments at theii' seat, Caen Wood, near London, under
the title of " Strawberry parties." All the leading

varieties were grown and I have seen 112 lb. of Straw-

berry fruit sent to table there in one day, and this was
made up of several varieties variously dished, for some
were gathered in clusters or heads, like the Polyanthus,

and were dished standing on their legs as they h.ad

grown ; and others according to their merits, some for

size and others for flavour, one enhancing the value of

the other by the contrast.

Wbat woidd some of our show cultivators think

of their masters requiring 1 cwt. of Strawberries for

table in one day? In my own practice I ha,ve

for more than six weeks supplied Strawberries

to table at the rate of a bushel per day, and with-

out forcing have supplied good dishes of Straw-

berries daily for three months by cultivating the

late-fruiting sorts and the Alpine, for the Alpine,

raised from seed and kindly treated, renders good

service in return, and under good cultivation is far

from being the diminutive elf-like thing it appears

nodding as a weed in the hedgebauk; but as this

concerns only the professional gardener, who has known
the Alpine Strawberry from his boyhood, and how to

make the best of it, I will pass on to the garden

varieties propagated by layers, which layers should be

got early, that is to say, the runners should be laid out

and encouraged as soon as they show themselves, in

order to secure strong flowering crowns for next year.

Great care is necessary in transplanting to preserve

the roots, not only from being broken or bruised, but

also from being dried. There is scarcely any form of

out-of-door transplanting that can be well done without

Euddle, and thousands of pounds are sacrificed annually

y plant cultivators for want of what the sacred pen-

man so graphically describes as "slime of the earth,"

finely-mixed and finely-broken by the agency of water.

Mud is invaluable to the nurseryman transplanting

young stock, and to most others whose business it is to

get plants to change their places, and therefore I balled

every plant as it ii'as got up in mud made of clay and
cowdung. When the plants have been balled in this

way, you can carry on the work regardless of the
weather, for the plants will be maintained moist and
in good health for a week after planting, and seldom

require any watering. I planted the Strawberry plants

on ridges to allow litter between the ridges; these

ridges or drills should not be less than 24 inches from
centre to centre, and 30 inches is preferable where laud
is not scarce, and good plants should stand 9 inches

from plant to plant in the row. The style of cultiva-

tion should be such as that the plantation should at no
time require watering. The tales of manure-water for

StrawbeiTies show a clumsy stjde, and such a disre-

gard of cleanliness that one could hardly trust such an
advocate with a n'atering can in a Strawberry quarter,

for fear of his using it when the fruit had formed or

was ripening. If the ground intended for Strawberries

is well trenched, at least one foot deep, and plenty of

clay and manure is added during the process, there will

be no need of watering, and the more sunshine they

get, the better will be the quality of the fruit.

In order that some disabled gardeners or the like

should be encouraged to try to obtain a Hvelihood by
growing Strawberries for sale, I may mention that at

Exeter, and also at some other railway stations during

the season, the fruit is sold in pretty little round
punnets, with a handle across, which are of course sold

along ivith it ; and when I made the calculation of what
a quarter ofan acre of land would produce in Strawberry

growing, the fruit being sold at the price whioh these

realised, it would have been an exi'i-llnit i^roYiMon for a

poor man's family for the whole ,\i;ir; aiuJ il lie were

worth anything at begging, he might have begged all the

plants without any one being the poorer for his share

A pint of ripe Strawberries for a shilling to a first-class

passenger, basket and all, neat and clean, benefits the

buyer as well as the seller, and even at half that price

50i. a year could be got ofl' the 40 poles of ground, so

that, after paying all costs, there would be 15*. per

week for the family, even if they had no other means.

Let no one ima'.nnctlril tliecnltivationof fmitorthe
profits to be obtain. -1 arr nihlei-in,,.!. In Devon the

orchai'd has frequeniK paal llir r.-ul an.l left the whole
produce ofthe farm rireavproiii. In ,siallordshire,ra the

valley of the Churnet, the hedgerows growing Damson
trees have often paid the rent of the farm ; and if it be

true, as few will deny, that gardeners as a body are far

behind the spirit of the age m the cultivation of {ruit,

it is not likely that farmers and small holders of land

are better instructed. The London StrawbeiTy basket

with its paper cover, hke a nightcap in disguise, tells

such an antique tale as would be sufficient of itself to

condemn the whole system, being so ill adapted to the

end in view. Were such a thing to be introduced now,
how people would stare, and wonder who had been

mad enough to make such a caricature ; but in the case

of Raspberries brought to Manchester market and
elsewhere, we have an article used even worse than
the London punnet, for the fruit is gathered without
the core, and one quart is put upon a Cabbage leaf,

and you may think yourself lucky if you get one half

safely home without their being bruised, and the juice

staining your clothes. It is therefore high time that

something should be done not only to make fi'uit

cheap and plentiftil, but also to put growers into the

way of packing their produce for market. Look at the

picture on the handsome box of dried French Plums,

and learn a lesson. Unless the hawking of the fruit for

sale be first understood, no one shotdd risk growing it,

for it is the end that crovras the work.

Peat soils generally are not suitable for Strawberries

unless heavily maa-led or cla.ved, but most other good

com land will grow this native fruit freely. It is a

disgrace to the land we live in to see so little fruit ia

it. Strawberries at least we can grow. Alex. Forsyth.

THEORY AND PRACTICE OP VENTILATION.
No. VIII.

{Continued from page 503.)

The foregoing experiments, and the facts which they

establish, having proved the utiUty of wind as an aid

to culture, I proceed to the practical question of how
it is to be produced in our plant houses. During warm
weather the answer to this is simple enough. The
external air may be, and generally is, admitted in

sufficient quantity to produce a gentle breeze. But
the problem now before us is, how to agitate, disturb,

or circiUate with sufficient power or speed the internal

atmosphere of plant houses so as to secure the

mechanical force of wind without admitting the cold

outside air. I at once admit that this is a work of

great difficulty. The difficulties are also inherent to

the nature of the case, and not accidental. Within a

very limited range we want to preserve an equable

temperature of say from 55' to 65°. It will at once be

ob^vious to the readers of these papers that the nearer

we keep the atmosphere at any given heat the greater

will be the difficulty of moving it. Supposing the roof

of the house to be double glazed, or covered with some
slow conducting substance, and the beating apparatus

to be distributed pretty equally over the house, nearly

a stagnant atmosphere must be the result. The density

and elasticity of the air would counterpoise each other,

andbeing all'warmed alike, there would be no disturbing

agency to cause motion. Not that the air would be

perfectly at rest—its intense sensitiveness to heat would
render that impossible. But it would circulate so

slowly that its mechanical force on plant life would

be nil.

Such being the conditions of atmospheric rest, we
have only to reverse them to secure motion. Doubtless,
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as far as tlie circulation of the internal air of our

hothouses is concerned, single glazing and uncovered
glass roofs are the best. The colder the roof and tlie

greater the disparity between its temperature and the

volume of air with which the house is filled, the more
rapidly will the air within circulate, and rice versri.

Disparities of heating surface and consequent difference

of temperature in different parts of the same house will

also facilitate motion throughout the entire volume of

its atmosphere. Unfortunately, however, for the object

I am now advocating, we are compelled to avoid any
gi'eat extremes of temperature on other and perhaps
oven more important grounds. To secure a rapid
circulation of air by suoli means alone, part of om'
nlants would be in danger of being roasted, while the
others were being chilled. We desire uniformity
ratlier than variety of temperature in om* plant houses.

And were this otherwise, neither a cold roof nor an
irregular distribution of heating surface could of

themselves act with sufficient force to produce a
sensible ^vind. For this purpose other mechanical
contrivances must be adopted. Much might he done
by dividing the area of the house W'ith temporary or

permanent sireens into two or more distinct compart-
ments. In coal mines with only one shaft, it is found
lliat liy dividing the shaft an upward and dovraward
( iirrent can be established and maintained in the same
''[toiling. On a similar principle, if a screen is erected,
' '11 the tack of a stage say, witliin four or five feet from
tlie back of the house, leaving a foot clear of the ground,
and the same distance from the roof, a rapid flow ofwarm
:iir will pass over the top space, and a return current
"I cold air flow under the bottom. The barrier,
1\ dividing the air, intensifies the force, and
ji\r> defiuitene.ss to the direction of the currents.
\\ ilbout a screen there would be an infinite

number of minute currents, which would neutralise
their force by expending it upon each other at the
nearest point of contact. By a skilful disposition of
screens all these small currents of air are utilised and
combined, and their aggregate momentum creates a

|

constant draught or wind. The gross motion of the
air may not be much increased, but the character of
the motion is changed. Without a screen the air may
be said to circulate on the short range principle, from
ground to roof possibly, or not so far as that. Unless
journeying at immense velocities the distance is too
short to give it force or power. Screens lengthen the
ranf^e of the currents of air sufiiciently to develope
their momentum or force. When these currents are
once set in motion they are not altogether dependent
on the power that set them going. The motion has a
tendency to penietuate itself. The inertia or opposing
currents of air are to a great extent overcome by the
sweep of the air in motion, just as less steam suffices to
keep an engine going than is necessary to start it at

first. The .screens must not be multiplied to excess or
they will have less power. Por permanent screens the
best material is thin galvanised iron, zinc, or glass

;

thick canvas does well for temporai-j' purposes. To be
efficient screens must be air-tight. The only objection to
their use is their expense and unsightliness. The first

would be counterbalanced by their utility, and the
last might be remedied in various ways. Generally it

would not be necessary touse them except in cultural or
i

forcing houses, and in these ornament gives place to
utility. Ifusedinshow-housestiheycouldbemadeofglass,

or painted of a dark colour and made otherwise oma^
mental. As to their efficiency in circulating the air there
can be no doubt whatever. Every doorway of a heated
room affords an illustration of their power. Thesidewalls
may be termed screens, and the open door is the opening
left for the egress and ingress of air. The common
experiment of holding a lighted candle at different
elevations in the vacant space illustrates the force and
direction of the air currents. By contracting the
space by blocking up the doorway itself, except a few
inches at top and bottom, the strength of the current
will be increased. Concentration of the area of the
current accelerates its velocity, as the power that
would have otherwise been diffused throughout a
larger volume of air is then brought to bear upon a
smaller one. For the purjjose we have now in view,
the vigorous circulation of the air, without the
introduction of fresh supplies, a small volume moving
at a high velocity will be more efficient than a
larger one, at a lower rate of speed. The screens
should be so arranged as to height, &c., as to bring
the full force of the wind that they create to bear upon
the plants. In some cases it may be necessary to fix

part of the screen on the roof, and have the opening
lower down. In others, supposing the heating
apparatus to be in front of the house, a wide 'shelf or
other contrivance may be required to keep the heat
from at once rushing up Ito and expending its force
upon the glass. Practical skill will soon determine the
direction of the currents, and insure that the plants,
whether on stage or trellis, are placed fully in the
artificial and general wind thus created. In ordinary
ventilation the first condition of cultural success is to
avoid draughts ; in this the one and only object is to
secure their strengthening, bracing power.
Neither will the^ most skilful disposition of screens

always secure sufficient wind for our purposes. Other
modes of agitating or circulating the air will have to
be adopted. One of the most obvious of these is the
use of large fans. But they may be said to disturb
rather than circulate the air, and, excepting in special
cases, it is difficult to procure a cheap and constant
motive power to work them. Wliere the one-boiler
system is adopted, and the chimney is near at hand
and of sufficient area to drive a smoke jack, fans might
easily be kept in motion by the ascending heat and
smoke. I know a fine range of glass in Scotland
heated by steam from an engine at the back of the
houses, where steam power could easily and cheaply
work fans, or drive any other mechanical contrivance
for producing wind. In the absence of such facilities.

the capricious and inconstant aid of the external wind
'ould be invoked; or weiglit-; cc^iuld be used, to be
u'oinid up like a clock. However, I do not
think very highly of fans for this pui-pose,

although they ai-e the oldest mode of ventilation with
which we are acquainted, and solve the most difficult

ventilating problem in the world—that of keeping a
common bee-hive sweet and pure, though in that
case the bees' wings do much more than I purpose
doing with fans here. They drive out the impure, and
draw in the pure air h\ one and the same process.

And that is a fmietinii llial fans may more usefully

lierform than merol,\' I" a'.'ilaie the internal air and
produce a partial wind That process, however,
involves a loss of heat and a change of air, which, as

will be afterwards shown, can be better done in plant-
houses by other means. J). T, FM.

(ToheCr„>limifl.)

THE GAEDENEE.S' EOY.VL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

The 23d anniversary festival of this Institution took
place on Wednesday evening last at the London
Tavern, Sir C. Wentworth Dilke, Bart., M.P., in the
chair. The large room of the London Tavern presented a

magnificent appearance, both in respect to its show of
plate and flowers, which were judiciously arranged.

The flowers lent to decorate the room were in vast

profusion, and were contributed by Messrs. Turner,
Lee, Fraser, Williams, and others. The ornaments
were lent gratuitously by Messrs. Howell & James.
The gallery contained a number of ladies.

The Chaibman rose, amidst tremendous cheering,

to propose the "Health of the Queen," which was
followed by the National Anthem, He then gave the
"Prince and Princess of WaleJ and Royal Family,"
and in doing so alluded, in a very feeling manner, to

the great benefits horticulture had derived from the

many works and great exertions of the late Prince
Consort in furthering the ends of horticulture. The
toast having been received with the usual cheers,

the Chairman then gave the toast of the " Army and
Navy and Volunteers," which was duly responded to.

He then proposed the toast of the evening. The Insti-

tution was one which ought to be suppoi-ted by the
public at large, and especially by the gardeners,

but he was informed that it was not supported as

it should be. He would like to see the working
gardener on an equality with the intelligent artisan;

but that was far from being the case now, as what-
ever the education of the working gardener might
be, liis pay was small and his work great. Gentlemen
having gardens, and good gardens to attend to, some-
times offered as a remuneration to a competent man
a sum ridiculously small. Thus he thought that the

prosperity of the working gardeners really depended
more upon the wealthy classes than did that of the
other artisans. For all that however, subscriptions

were required from all gardeners, and these would
materially assist in relieving them in their old age, and
otherwise help to provide for them in illness ; they
also had anotlier advantage in subscribing, viz., that

he who had subscribed the longest time would have
the first chance of assistance when required. With
reference to gardeners who were badly paid— a class of

men with respect to whom he differed from Mr. Fish-
he thought that the supply must exceed the demand,
and that being the case thewages must necessarilybelow

;

as labourers were engaged at 12s. per week he thought
they would always find a difficulty, as the men of

Z(\s. a week were refused in favour of the men at 18s.

In 1&17 the donations to the funds of this Society

fell to one-third of the usual sum, and it now fell to

those present to repair that loss. About a year since a

certain number of those now present attended a
meeting for the purpose of inaugurating an Interna^
tional Horticultural Exhibition; they persevered in the
work in spite of obstacles, and held a magnificent show
at South Kensington. It was a speculation, but they
entered into it, and it was said that 9000/. would pay the
expenses, though they had felt little fear if the expenses
did not exceed 12,000/. The result of the whole was
entire success, the Committee having netted over
3000/. profit, one-third of which they proposed to give

to this Society. The great International Horticultural

Exhibition had enclosed a cheque for 1000/.—he hoped
that those present would make up the amount to

the sum of 2000/. He concluded by proposing " The
Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution," which was
drunk with enthusiasm.
Mr. Beandbeth T. Gibbs then proposed the health

of the Chairman, and alluded to the great services

Sir C. Wentworth Dilke had rendered to the Society

by his great endeavours to forward the interests of

horticulture.

The toast of " Long Life and Success to the

Chairman '' was drunk with enthusiasm.
Sir C. W. Dilke, in retuniing thanks, said that he

did not know whether they would indict him as a

public nuisance for troubling them so often, but still

lie felt that he must trouble them again, and further

allude to the alleged effects of the salmon and
cucumber on the after-dinner subscriptions of gentle-

men for benevolent objects. He could tell those present

that gentlemen who gave so largely, as some had done
that night, were real friends to this Society. But there
were other real friends, among them those who sub-

scribed large sums from year to year—those were the
great friends to whom the Society would have to look

for its principal support. As far as he was concerned,
he could only say that whenever, and in any way in

which he could assist them, they might command his

services. Next year they would have Sir R. Peel as

their Chairman, and he hoped that they would give

him the reception which he deserved. He then
proposed the health of the Treasurer, Mr. Wrench.
Mr. Wbench, in returning thanks, was glad to

•y to

, liut

on it

remark that on such occavi'm, il w:,^ <

have only three figures t. the -nii.. ii|,ii

all present would be glad to see Ihal on ili

had increased to four.

Mr. Geo. Godwin then proposed the health of Dr.
Hogg, the Rev. Mr. Dix, and Professor Bentley, wliich
having been responded to, those gentlemen returned
thanks.
Mr. Cutler's (the Secretary) health was proposed by

the Chairman, and met with enthusiastic response.
Mr. Alderman Mechi, in proposing a toast, said ho

considered himself an old friend of theirs, and had
occupied their chair in 1857. He had also been
accused of being a truant in con.sequence of his joining
the Agricultural Benevolent Society, and he was sure
that they would be glad to hear that the Society he
had mentioned had 5000/, a year, and something besides
for their widows and children. They had all heard
Sir C. W. Dilke, and they, a« well as he, knew that he
was a great advocate of Horticulture. At the late

Show there had been 3000/. profits, and 1000/. had been
given to the Gardeners' Society, but he did not see the
rea-son why the whole 3000/. should not have been
given. He then proposed the healths of Mes.srs. Veitch
and Child, and concluded by calling attention to the
superior skill of the men now employed in the seed
and nursery trade in their knowledge of seeds, more
particularly the Gra.sses, which was of the greatest use
to all agriculturists.

Messrs, Veitch and Chiid returned thanks on
behalf of the nursery and seed trade, to which the
Society is under very deep obligation.

The Chairm.in, in proposing " The Ladies," made
some remarks on the flower shows given by private
nurserymen. He thought that all such shows should
be under the supervision of some Society.

Mr. John Gould Veitch having returned thanks
for the ladies, the festivities came to an end.
Mr. Loveday made an efficient toast-master, and the

songs were well rendered by Miss Julia Elton, Mr, W.
H, Cummings, Mr, Toung, and Mr. Lewis Thomas

;

Mr. Henry Thomas very ably presided at the piano-
forte. The dinner was served by Mr. Chater.

We understand that the donations amounted to

about 250/., exclusive of the 1000/. presented by the
Executive Committee of the International Horticul-
tural Exhibition.

ABSTRACT OF PAPERS PRESENTED TO
THE BOTANICAL CONGRESS.

ON THE SPOETING OF PELAROONIUMS AND OTHEE
PLANTS.

Bv J. Wills, Ht'KTnovDi: P.tm!, Burniev,

The tendency to sport in the Pelargonium is higlily

developed in the following kinds, namel,v. Flower of

the Day, Brilliant, and lastly, Mrs. Pollock, The
first was distributed to the public some It or 15

years ago by the Messrs, J, & C, Lee, and from the very
first year of iia appearance up to the present time I

have noticed green sports frequently breaking out from
it ; a fact which goes to prove that the variety called

Flower of the Day was originally a sport, and was not
produced direct from seed. The constiant habit of

sporting in this plant shows, in my opinion, that its

original parent was a green variety, probably Cerise

Unique, The same propensity to sport is often met with
in Brilliant ; and lastly, Mrs, Pollock will often produce
sports of a dark green colour, with a deep bronzy zone,

showing that it was originally only a common plain

Horse-siioe kind.
Let me now state what I think may be set down as

one of the causes which induce this curious phe-
nomenon.
Three years ago some Pelargonium plants were

placed in a little house used tor li,vliiidi.-ing purposes.

This house was properly eiui-ii ininl and placed in a
position where it was nnl liili.^ inihis'iI to the direct

rays of the sim ; and where il had the ;idvantage, when
necessary, of the heat from a fire at the back of the
wall, which fbrmed the back of the house. My object

in placing the house in this aspect was to obviate the
necessity for giving air as much as possible

whilst the plants were undergoing the process

of fertilisation, and every care was taken to

prevent any distribution of pollen in the house, but
after all my care I found, during the following spring,

after the seeds were sown and had in due course pro-

duced plants, that some adverse agency had been at

work, and that I must have overlooked or neglected

some important point, for the greater portion of the

plants had come quite contrary to what I had antici-

pated ; for instead of being, as I expected theywould have
been from the parents used, beautifully variegated, the

majority of them produced plants with green or dark-

zoned foliage, -with here and there a sport breaking out

from the side of the stem. On looking about for the

cause, I came to the conclusion that the small per-

forated zinc ventilators, which were put in different

parts of the house for admitting air and excluding all

kinds of insects, had not been covered over so as to

prevent a ciurent of air from passing in whilst the work
of fertilisation was going on, and that pollen from some
other plants that were standing near must have been
dispersed by the air, and that particles of it must have

come in contact with the flowers just at the time I had
been fertilising them. This struck me as being the

probable cause of the seedling plants sporting so

constantly as they did. The following year, for the

purpose of te,sting the truth of this idea, I sub-

jected the same plants to precisely the same
treatment, and was sure the house was very

much charged with pollen at the time I fertilised

the plants, for a strong breeze was blowing at the time,

and there was a great deal of ripe pollen on other plants

standing in the vicinity of those I had been operating

on ; and when the seeds had germinated, and the plants
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were sufficiently developed, it was evident Hint tliesnmo
phenomena had occurred again. The s;imp tliins. too,

occurred again this year, in precisely the same way,
and under the same conditions; whilst plants of the
same kinds that had been fertilised, and everj' care
taken to prevent any pollen coming in contact with
them after they had been operated on, have produced
plants in accordance with the parents used, and no
sports in any instance have occurred.

These facts have led me to the conclusion that a plant,

if mixed pollen be used in fertilising it, will produce
sports, more or less, as the case may be, and according

to the state of the air at the time fertilisation is taking
place. If the air is very much charged with electricity

there will be a greater per centage of plants with a
tendency to sport, but if there be little or no electricity

at the time, seedlings like the female parent will

predominate.
"With regard to the production of varie!;ated plants,

my opinion is that the more delicate kinds are not
perpetuated from seed, but by propagating the sports.

The small seedling plants of almost every kind of

variegated plant are so extremely delicate in texture
that they perish in a few days after the seeds have
germinated.
It frequently happens that one side of the seedling

plant will come variegated whilst the opposite side will

b3 quite green, and in most instances the variegation
breaks out in that part of the stem of the plant just at

or a little above the position of the seed leaves; if the
variegated portion ofthe plant is not too delicate, I have
found by pinching the green part gradually away, that
the variegated portion ivill predominate as the plant
grows, and in a short time will assume the ma-stery over
the green portion ; this operation, however, must be per-
formed very gradually, by picking or cutting aw.iy
portions of the green leaves by degrees; the jil:ni( m.i.v

then be perpetuated, and the work of proiin^-'atiim luay
he commenced as soon as the plant ha-s sullicicnt

strength to bear decapitating.
To further illustrate the difficulty of perpetuating

variegated plants from seed, I may mention that three
years ago I found a plant of the common Groundsel
(Senecio vulgaris) beautifully variegated. I at once
took means to prevent birds from taking the seed,

and the plant from suffering any injury. I also

frequently watched, so that I might secure all the seed,

thinking I should be able to perpetuate it, and by
fertilising the double garden varieties with it the
following year, should be able to produce a new and
very handsome variegated bedding plant ; but I was
doomed to disappointment. In the spring following
the seeds were sown, and tended «ith every care, and
I believe nearly every seed grew, but not one lived
more than three days after their appearance above the
surface of the soil. Another variegated plant appeared
the same year, namely, a form of the common Celery
(Apium gi-aveolens), which became also beautifully
variegated. The seed wa-s carefully preserved till the
following year, when it was so\vn, and produced plants,
the leaves of which were as white as milk. These lived
till they had made the second pair of leaves, when they
also died.

The Verbena has been long and deservedly looked
upon as one of the most usefiil plants in cultivation
for flower-garden decoration. The plant being an
especial favourite vnth me, I have for many years been
trying a series of experiments in cross-breeding and
hybridising it, and four years ago I succeeded in pro-
ducing a hybrid—the variety now known by the name
of Velvet Cushion ; this was, I believe, the first

hybrid Verbena ever produced. It was obtained by
crossing the old Verbena venosa with the garden
varieties. For two years I could not get any seed from
the plant; but other garden varieties that had been
fertilised with the pollen from Velvet Cushion seeded
very freely, and produced from 10 to 15 per cent, of
plants of a similar suffruticose habit, ivith flowers of
the same shape and substance, and of various shades of
colour. Last year I gathered seeds from plants of
Velvet Cushion growing in the open ground ; there
were otherplants ofthe ordinary kindsof A^erbenas, such
as Purple King, &c., gromng near them. These seeds
have produced but very few of the Cushion varieties;
some are exactly like Purjile King, both in habit and
colour; the only difierence at present perceptible is

the elongation of the truss; some have produced
scarlet flowers, others plum, pink, and, in fact, nearly
every shade of colour to be found in the Verbena,
This I attribute to the Humming-bird moth,
Macroglossa stellatarum, which was very plentiful last

summer, and seemed particularly fond of hovering over
and sipping the sweets from Velvet Cushion. I
frequently saw as many as from 10 to 15 of these moths
at one time on a small bed.

Plants of Velvet Cushion carefully fertilised have this
spring produced some extraordinary forms, some with
flowers of immense size, others with small neat habits
and lilliputian flowers. These are from Velvet Cushion,
fertilised mth the pollen of Maonettii Princess
Victoria, a most valuable plant for bedding purposes,
which I obtained two years ago, by crossing Velvet
Cushion with Maonettii I'lmp^ratrice Elizabeth;
the beautiful Scarlet Cushion was produced at the same
time by crossing Velvet Cushion with the pollen of Fox-
hunter. Velvet Cushion has produced more than 15
distinct forms of the Verbena this season of an inter-
mediate section between the Cushion varieties and the
Maonettiis. Then again the plants of the common kinds
have produced the most out-of-the-way shades of colour
from what they have ever done before" with me.
The produce of some crimson flowers have been

shades of blue, violet, mauve, pink, rose, lilac, purple,
&c. One plant in particular has produced almost
tjvery known shade of colour ; this was a beautiful
striped variety I raised last year, and as it was a flower
of great promise, I fertilised it with pollen from a
vanety of the best flowers I hid ; three of the florets

on each truss were fertilised with tlie same kind of

pollen, and care was taken that a clean brii.sh was used
for every sort of pollen. My idea was that it would
produce striped flowers in great abundance ; but in this

I have been deceived, for not a single striped flower
has it produced, whilst flowers of the other varieties

fertilised mth the pollen of the striped one have pro-

duced many very fine stripes.

There is no plant I ever heard of so sportive and
changeable in the character of its flowers, nor any plant

I ever knew so liable to transformations as the Verbena.
One of the most extraordinary instances is the follow-

ing :—a flower of the Princess Victoria (Maonettii) was
fertilised with the pollen taken from the Scarlet

Cushion, with the view of its producing a Scarlet

Maonettii, instead of which it ha.s produced a plant
with foliage very similar to Purple King, and a flower

as large as Foxhunter, and nearly of the same colour.

Home Correspondence.
SegKlar-flowered Calceolaria.—\ forward a sketch

of the natural size of a monstrous Calceolaria bloom,
of which three specimens, almost identical in shape
and size, made tneir appearance on a plant in my
greenhouse, each occupying the same positions iu the

centre of the flower branches in three different parts of

the plant. In the specimen figured the calyx is normal
and four-lobed, but in one of the blooms the calyx was
only three-lobed, one of the lobes being slightly notched
at its extremity. One also differed in having the
opening at the apex of the balloon-like flower nuite

straight, whereas m the others it was trilobed. There
is no other orifice than the one at the extremity.

There is no trace of stamens in the specimen figured,

hut in another there was a very slight elevation within
IliccoroUa near the base. The pistil is rather more
.^lender than in the normal flowers. They were
coloured yellow with chocolate spots, as in the ordi-

nary blooms. J. O. Wesfwood, Oxford, [Similar

instances have been figured at various times in our
columns. They are interesting as showing how

_
a

usually very irregular flower may become regular ; in

this case by the equal rate of growth of all its compo-
nent parts. As in the Pelargonium, it is the central

flower of the truss that is most often affected. Eds.]

Sow to Enlarge a Greenhouse.— The accompanying
plan shows how the capacity of a greenhouse may bo

cheaply and beneficially increased. I have had a

similar alteration made in one I found here, and I

have constructed several since on the same plan. It

consists in simply putting a pair of hinges to the top of

each front perpendicular light, sloping it over the

ground in front of the house, and placing a board for

the lower end of the light to rest upon, and for closing
the .space it covers. The lifting of the light in front
also affords excellent ventilation. Some of the back
upper lights I cau.=e to swing on a pivot, and a piece of
wire attached to the upper end enables them to be
pulled horizontally, as shown. The front part is well-
adapted for bedding plants, Heaths, Epacnses, and, in

short, for any plant which is benefited by air and
light. N., Isle of Wight.
Ants.—^ovi am I to destroy these little pests, which

infest my flower-beds ? Boiling water, I know, kills

them ; but then one cannot apply that amongst plants.
Here the soil is composed of ants'-nests, and wnat to
do I do not know. Dunny, Neicmarket Eoad, Noruich.
[Guano is said to drive them away. The following
decoction is likewise reported to be a cure for them,
viz., 4 oz. of Quassia chips boiled for 10 minutes in a
gallon of water, dissolving in the liquid while cooling
1 oz. of soft soap. This is not only said to kill ants,
but also aphides. Some recommend trapping them
with dead small birds, and others say that a solution of
chloride of lime and water will prove a cure for them.]
How Varieties Originate. — In February last, at

Meutone (South France), I had a root of Anemone
pavonina, Lois., transplanted while in flower, and this
treatment, together with exposure to a hot sun and
want of sufficient moisture, induced a curious change
in the last expanded blossom. The normal flowers
which this plant had previously produced had broad
scarlet sepals with a straw-coloured ring at the base ;

but this latest flower, which was a small bud at the
time of removal, was one-third smaller than those that
preceded it, and had its sepals rose-coloured below and
yellowish-white above. This form closely resembled
some of the many varieties which abound at Cannes,
though quite wanting at Mentone, and which link the
scarlet Anemone pavonina, Lois., to the magenta-
coloured A. stellata. Lam. J. Trah^rne Moggridge.

Alternanthera spathulata. A. sessilis amo^na, and
Teleiantherajjcoidea versicolor.—Since I showed these
plants at the Great International Exhibition at South
Kensington, I have received so many letters respecting
their habit, size, height, comparative hardiness, where
they can be procured. &c., that I fear all have not
received the information required; and as I still

continue to receive letters on the same subject, the

following remarks, I trust, will set the matter at rest ;

—

I received one plant of each of the above last autumn
from Mr. WUliams, of Holloway, and I was so pleased
with their appearance, that I determined at once to
work up a stock, which I have done. I have bedded
out about 2000 plants, and if I mistake not, they will

prove one of the greatest boons to the flower garden
that have appeared for some time, rivalling the Iresine.

My predictions respecting the last-named plant give
me every confidence. I was the first to recommend it

for flower garden decoration, and although I have had
many hard battles to fight in its interest, I believe I
may safely say that I have come off more than a
conqueror ; if further proof with regard to its useful-
ness and beauty is required, I may state that over
5000 plants of it are bedded out here this season.
Alternanthera spathulata. a Brazilian plant, is very
close and compact, and will be found a beautiful subject
for edgings or ribbon borders. I have a specimen of
it 20 inches in diameter, that scarcely exceeds 5 inches
in height. It is a dehghtful little plant, and a free grower.
It has been bedded out about three weeks, and has with-
stood 5' of frost without injury. Its colours vary with
the situation in which it is placed, the prevailing tints

being pink and green and maroon. Of A. sessilis

amcena, another Brazilian plant, I have not so large a
stock as of spathulata. It is a much stiffer grower
than spathulata, and appears to spread out close to the
ground. This is likewise a suitable plant for edgings.
The foliage is much larger than that of spathulata,
while the plant itself does not with me at present
exceed 5 inches in height, and it could be pegged down
almost flat. This was planted out at the same time as
the other, and like it, sustained no injury from frost.

Teleianthera ficoidea versicolor, an Indian plant, is a
much taller grower than either of those just named

;

my largest plant of it is 2 feet in diameter and 1 foot in
iieight ; its colour difl'ers from tha,t of the Alteraan-
theras, and the plant altogether is sure to attract

attention. Its foliage is much larger and rounder than
that of the Altemantheras ; in habit the plant is

upright and strong ; in some situations the colour is

pink and maroon, but, like the others, it varies much
in different aspects. All the above, I imagine, ^vill

bear full exposure to the sun, and will grow freely

either in a dry or moist situation. The Teleianthera
also was bedded out with the others, and like them
has received no injury from frost. I have two circular

beds planted as follows, viz., Alternanthera spathulata
in the first row. A, sessilis amcena in the second, the
centre being filled with Teleianthera ficoidea versicolor

;

and, if I am not mistaken, these beds will be the gems
of the season here, notwithstanding the tens of
thousands of other plants used for bedding and
bordering at Osberton. They are alreafly very attractive

and much admired. Now is just the time to plant
without risk, and I trust many mil give these favourites

of mine a fair trial. Do not let them, like the Iresine,

be condemned on account of mismanagement, and an
unfavourable summer. All the above are easily pro-
pagated, and are quick growers. Edward Bennett, gr.

to O. 8. Foljambe, Esq., Osberton Hall, Worksop,
Notts.

SouthernwoodandLavender.—In Perthshireand other
parts of Scotland the former of these plants is called

Apple Eingy. It is quite possible^ but hardly likely, that
this is a corruption of Ouveringie. I should be glad of

information concerning the origin of the names of

Southernwood and Lad's-love. ft used to be common
for lads and lassies to give and accept small pieces, as

an expression of their tenderest feelings. Possibly this

custom originated in its undoubted sweetness, or it

may have grov^Ti out of the desire for union, which
your correspondent shows the Dutch name signifies.

If the latter, " Lad's-love " may have occupied, and
might again assume, a very important place in negotia^

ting the most delicate and important .social arrange-
ments, I can verify all that Mr, Forsyth says about
the perfume and beauty of Lavender, It was held in

the highest esteem by the first lady 1 liml Iho )i<.ucpur of

serving. It must be seen in a in:i>- in In. ili<M-iiughly

appreciated, A border, 8 feet wiih nml 'lO !d long,

covered with a dense carpet of Lavciidtr, cut down
to within a foot of the ground, every year
after gathering the flowers, is a sight not
easily forgotten. Treated in this way the flowering

continues through the greater part of the summer.
Last season I met with what is termed French
Lavender, It is perfectly hardy, much more dwarf,

and with larger flowers than the common sort. The lady

to whose judgment I have submitted i t , sa,\ s it is ilclicient

in sweetness. The perfume is cert ami,v dillrrriit from
that of the common one, but it i> a ]>(.' ailiar and
very beautiful plant, continuing to lluuur tor months
and has a rare eS'ect, I enclose a specimen, and will

supply Mr. Forsyth or any of yoiu' readers with cut-

tings with pleasure. I also send a branch of another
Lavender which I have grovn for several seasons in

pots. The flowers are small and poor, but the foliage

is very neat and beautiful for mixing in bouquets of

flowers, I have not yet proved whether it is hardy.

The perfume seems veiy similar to my French
Lavender, and both lack the true flavour of the
common Lavandula Spica. D. T. Fish. [The French
Lavender is Lavandula Stoechas ; the other is L.
dentata.]
Arum Dracuncuhts.—Tins is scarce in gardens iu

this locality. I planted a moderate-sized bed of it

four years ago, and every season I have had plenty of

its purple spathes, which this year are unusually fine,

six or seven being unfolded every morning in succession.

This plant is common iu the southern parts of Europe.
In England it is perfectly hardy, and is easily propa-
gated, yet, generally speaking', it will not thrive here.

The soil being gravelly, it b.-jiiis In decay just before

its period of bloomiug. WUUain Whale, Jigham.
NigU-hlotoing C'ereus.—I have a plant of this on

which 38 blossoms have been all open at one time ; the
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siRht was really most splendid. H. JIanburi/, Poles,

Ware.
Moks.—'My garden is terribly infested with these

pests. Can any one tell nie how I can get rid of thera ? I

have tried traps without avail. Is there any means of

poisoning thera ? Jno. Bead, Finchley.

Large Firjx,—On the Uth in.4. I exhibited at the

lioyal Horiiiultural Sucifty's (iardcns. Sciuth Ken-
sington, a dish conlainint; si.t fruit of tlio (':i.stle

Kennedy Fig, weighing 21b. Goz., which on account of

their large size and handsome appearance were much
admired. In collecting a dish to send to the Earl of

Stair, at Oxenford Castle, on the 2.3d inst., the two
heaviest fruit weighed respectively 9^ oz. and 8 oz., being

the two largest Figs I nave ever seen or heard of

When this Fig is allowed to hang till it is so ripe as to

be scarcely able to carry its ovra weight, it becomes
considerably darker in colour than it has generally

been shown, and is certainly not only the most hand-
some Fig in cultivation, but also one of the most
delicious and fine-flavoured of all the varieties of Figs.

Archibald Fowler.

Seed Sleep v. Birds.— Yo\XT correspondenflnquirer"
(see p. 588) will find that by soaking his seeds with red

lead he will make them perfectly bird-proof. I have
for several years used it for my Kadish, Broccoli,

Cabbage, &c., and have always found it eti'ectual. The
way in which I use it is to take a flower saucer, in

which I put the seed—say one ounce; I then add
about a teaspoonful of red lead, and as much water as

will just make it sufficiently wet to mix together. The
seed soon soaks up this small quantity of water, and in

a very short time is dry enough to sow. I have never
known this steep to injure the vitality of the seed, and
it has saved me a great deal of labour and an.\iety as to

keeping my seed beds safe. D. Uphill, Moreion Garden,
Dorchester.

Ci/pripedium spectaiile.—This exquisitely beautiful

plant is not generally considered to be hardy, conse-

quently it is very seldom met with in collections of

herbaceous plants. That it is perfectly hardy, how-
ever, when grown in suitable soil is an indisputable

fact. Last week, when visiting a gentleman's garden
in this neighbourhood, I saw a stool of it, which had
been growing in the same spot for five or six years

without ever having received the slightest protection.

It was in full bloom when I saw it, and had upwards of

20 fully-expanded, perfectly developed flowers, and
certainly was a beautiful object, worth travelling a long
way to see. It is planted in pure peat soil. I may
mention that the garden in which it grew is in a cold
locality, in the immediate proximity of a moor. Are
such specimens as that just described often seen ?

M. Todd, Kilmarnock, N. B.

rcsiilution was .adopted respectuig the obituivry notices prop.arcd

by the Secrctjiry.

June 7. — G. Bentham, Esq., Tresidcnt, in the Chair.
J. J. Bennett, Esq., Dr. J. D. Hooker, Sir John Lubbock, and
W. W. Saunders, Esq., were nominated Vice-Presidents for the
ensuing ye.ar. J. E. Saunders, Esq., w-os elected a Fellow.
The following papers wore read ;—I. On Myastonm, a. l^«^^

of Jittnnanniacea:, by John Micrs, Esq. This was .1

Brazilian plant, forming .a thii-d genus of the tribe Thismie.'e.

[sting i

» of the boide

. W. I,. Lindsay.
No. 2, Fommini-
lotiit undescribed

Societies.
LiNNEAN : March 15.—G. Bentham, Eoq., President, in the

chair. J. B. George, Esq., and Col. C. Shelley were elected
Fellowg. The fdllowiiig pupers were read :— 1. Account of a
Lusus A'aUirtr; a dovMie-headed }yater Snake, by Dr. Shortt.
——2. DencriptioHS of six New Species of shnple-fronded Hymeiio-
phi/llacece, by J. G. Baker, Esq.- 3. Zlchenea Amazo}iici et

Aiidini, by the Rev. W. A. Leighton.
April 5.—G. Bentham, Esq., President, in the chair.

J. G. Baker. Esq., C. Garner, M.D.. and H. Lee. Esq., were
elected Fellows, and Mr. F. Edward as an Associate.

Berkeley,
.h'^tralia, by Dr. E. P. Wright.
>^lame7is within the Omrium of

and its chief pecxiliarity was described
shape and condition of the three inner sofOTif

of the perianth, which do not rip.n in tic n
remain constantly closed, f. i-\'. liirti i, i ....i, t ini

(from myo, to close, .nil 1 r ,
i ,

2. On tu-oneieGen..'
by Dr. T. Thomson. .; .v '. \,

4, Observations f)n New Z.a Iand Lirhn,.^, by H
5. Oa the Surface Fauna of Mid-Ocean :

fera, by Major Owen. 6. Characters of
Ih'terocerous lepidoptera, by F. Walker, Esq.
June 21.—G, Bentham, Esq., President, in the chair. Dr.

Herman Becher, Rev. Dr. Bleasdale, and Wentworth W.
Bailer, Esq., were elected Fellows. E. J, L. Simmonds, Esq.,
exhibited a smaU collection of insects, chiefly Coleoptera,
formed by himself in Tropicid West Africa. Dr. Trimeu exhi-
bited living plants of anew British Lemna(L. an-hiza, W.),
gathered by him in n pond at Staines. The following papers
were read :—1. Sertum Angolense, by Dr. Welwitsch. This
paper, to which the first part of the new volume of the
Society's Ti-ansactions Is to be devoted, contained descriptions of
several new genera, e.g., Cyperacefe : Antrolepis ; Rubiaceae :

Corynanthe ; Labiatse : Alvesia ; Sesamse : Sesamothamnus ;

Cucurbitafceee : AcanthosicyosandCorallocarpus; Passifloraceje

:

Machodoa; Apocyners r Adeniopsis ; Sterculiacese : Octolobus
;

Burseraceae ; Paivaea ; and Rosaceae : Myrotharanus. It will be
illustrated by 25 drawings of the most remarkable of the
plants by Fitch. Amongst those exhibited was the very
remarkable Cucurbit Acanthosicyos, with much the aspect of

a Salsola ; and Machodoa, a Passifloraceous plant with fusiform
roots, short erect stems, and long linear lanceolate leaves.

2. On Cortical dtneate Jiat/i and t/icir Origin, by Dr.

Sigerson. This paper described the appearances pre-

sented by a section of a Lime free, in which the liber

was disposed in a series of cuneate rays. 3. Note on the

presence offour Cotyledons, by Dr. Sigerson. The case referred

to was that of a double or twin seedling of the Sycamore.-
4. Remarks on the Formation of the Root-socket of lodo
seychdlarum, by Dr. Sigerson. The author was led by the
examination of bulbs of Allium ascalonicum to eonchide that
these sockets were formed by the roots pushing outwards and
including between them A-shaped portions of riud-parenchyma
united together roimd the roots, and continuous with the
sheath or rhizothek. He concludes that the bowl formed
this way is pierced by the roots, and is separable from them
in one piece, that the first formed roots becoming less and
less important suffer a certain amount of shi-inkage. and
that the slight movement of 'resilience or pl^y which
described to occur may be a primary cause of the separation

between roots and sheath. 5. Obse.

Lindsay's note on Arthonia nielaspermella ; also 6, Hypochlorite

of Lime and Hydrate of Potash, two neio criteria in the study of
Lichens, by Dr. Nylander; translated and communicated by
the Rev. W. A. Leighton. 7. Notes on some of the smaller

Ci-ustaeeans : on the habits of Hit Hesperiidrt, by Thomas
Edward, Esq. 8. On the Lingual bands of the W
Gasteropoda, by J. L. Guppy, Esq. ; communicated by Jabez
Hogg, Esq. 9. On the Loagirnrnia of Australia, with

of all the described species, by F. P. Pascoc, Esq.

the papers read :—1.

Rev. M. J. " •

BarL
, President,

:

uf Wellingto]
at Great Barton, Sii

Hopper, and Mrs. Rivers; al.'^u M
do St. Amand, Achille Gonod, rml
Awards.—24 : 1, Mr. Keynes ; -,

aame. 12 : 1, Mr. Keynes ; 2, Mr,
Mr. Walker.

In the class of 36 \

T. licit,'.?, ^'-'•^1

1
. i;l

w.iit:

up.
bright :

uphii dc
iful

the ch
C. BunUuy cxluhu..a ;i

duced with scverid othe:

autumn of 18C5, on a tree planted only two y
and now scarcely 3 feet high. Male flowers iiii

found on any plant of the same species at linrtnn M >
. _,

exhibited several eggs of the emu, laid vmiIhh i!. ; frw
weeks. Mr. W. Robinson was elected u ill i

^ f. .1-

lowing papers were read :—1. Noteson the Sf

.

w .(p,

by the President. The chief part of tli .d;.!; iMpcr
was devoted to remarks on the stability or instability

of the several characters afforded by the various parts of the
flower and fruit and embodied the results of recent ex uni
nations undertaken in prepamig the new C ntn Pluitiitim
and the Flora of Australia 2 Ontht ^t

at apparently affording facilUns for I '

Jtoieers, by the Rev G Henslow 3 /

doptera, recently colhcttd bi/ Mr Ulut I

Japan, by A. G Butler Esq commuui lU i 1 W l i

ruthers, Esq.
May 3.—G. Bentham, Esq., President, m the Chair. G. F.

Angus, Esq., and W.'Matchwick, Esq., were elected Fellows; and
Dr. N, Pringsheim and Dr. W. P. Sehimper Foreign Members. A
letter from Dr. Masters, refen-iiig to the exhibition by Sir C.
Bunbury at the previous meeting, of cones of Sequoia (Welling-
tonia) gigantea, and calling attention to the fact that cones
of that species bad been formed in this country, and recorded
in the Gardeners' CVironie/e as far back as 1838, wa.s n il Tl,.

following papers were also read ;— 1. A Monograjili. • '

.

British Ohiraeoda, by G. S. Brady, Esq.; c-jmuiu] ; , , .

Dr. Selater. 2. On the Otoliths of Fiih, and th-i> .- -

Ust in verifying recent and fossil sjifcies, by E. T. Ilignn..-., l.sq.
.

commimicated by G. Busk, Esq. 3. Remarks on the cranial
ajid dental characters of the existing species of llyana, by
G. Busk, Esq.
May 24 (AnniversaTpl— G. Bentham, Esq., President, in the

chair. The Treasurer read a general statement of the Society's
accounts, from which it appeared that the balance in favour of
the Society on the year's account was 213f. 123. 4c^ The
Secretary reported that since the last anniversary the Society
hadlost bydeath 18 fellows, 1 foreign member, and 2 associates,
and by withdrawal 3 fellows : while S3 new fellows, 2 foreign
members, and 1 associate had been elected. At the ballot
which ensued the Rev. H. Clark, D. Hanbury, Esq., G.
MacLeay, Esq., A. Newton, Esq., and F. P. Pascoc, Esq.,
were removed from the Council ; and the following were
elected in their place :—J. W. Dimning, Esq. ; R. Hudson,
Esq. : J. G. JeflFreys, Esq. ; Col. Munro, and W. Carruthers,
Esq. The following oflBcers were then re-elected, namely :

—

G. Bentham, Esq., President ; W. Wilson Saunders, Esq.,
Treasurer; .and G. Busk, Esq., and F. Currey, Esq., Secre-
taries. After the reading of the President's address, it was
moved by M. De Candolle and unanimously resolved that the
thanks of the Society he given to the President for his
excellent address, and that ho be requested to ' allow
it to be printed ; and on the motion of Mr. Saunders a similar

Crystal Palace Rose Show : June 23.—This was not equal
to its predecessors in point of numbers, and the blooms as

whole were far from being perfect, a circumstance doubtle;

owing to the comparatively cold and even frosty nights which
we have lately experienced, and to the heavy rains and
thunderstorms with which the south has been visited.

In the class of 9C varieties, Mr. Keynes of Salisbury was
Guecessful in obtaining the 1st prize with a stand containing,

among others, Madame Charles Wood, Comtesse de Chabrillant,

Cloth of Gold, La Reinc, Xavier Olibo, dark-shaded crimson
scarlet ; PieiTe Notting, violet-shaded crimson ; Marguerite de
St. Amand, rose ; Triomphe de la Terro dea Roses, violet

shaded rose ; Triomphe de Rennes, Prince Camille de RohaUj
Madame Rivers, Maurice Bemardin, Souvenir de William
W.ir.rl, a very dark kind, which as shown greatly resembled
Till,., rniilll. ! T.hm; Vicomte Vigier, Gloiro do Dijon,
\ I.

' \ !| M '" r. I iii(\ white, slightly tinged in the
]•- Vitry, Kate Hausburg. and

Mu-iilI i-i, I. .. ; ..iiiversal favourite, specimens of

uhicli ui.i-e.iiLi iu .ilniusL ijvcry Stand. From Messrs. Paul
(t Swn, who also showed iu this class, came excellent blooms
of Charles Lefcbvre, Pierre Netting, Mar^chal Vaillant,

Comtesse de Chabrillant, Francois Louvat, Xavier Olibo,

Duke of Wellington, Alphonse Damaizin, Gloire de Dijon,

Due de Rohan, Vicomte Vigier, Alba rosea, Admiral La
Peyrouse, Madame C. Crapelet, Madame C. Joigneaux, Madame
Caillat, Prince Camille de Rohan, Maurice Bemardin, Charles

Camille de Rohan, Princess of Wales, Madame Bravy, Maurice
Bemardin, and Niphetos.
Aicards.-'i^: 1, Mr. Hedge; 2, Mr. Chard; 3, Mr. Moffat;

4, Mr. Wright ; 5, Dr. Cooper.

In other classes we observed good examples of Senateur
Vaisse, L'Enfant Trouv^, Charles Lawson, Madame Boll,

Pauline Lanzezeur, Le Rhone, Celine Forestier, Comto de
Nanteuil, Madame Boutin, Souvenir d'un Ami, Caroline do
Sansal, Olivier Delhomme, .Madame Vidot, Comtesse de
Chabrillant, Charles Lefebvre, Mdlle. Bonnaire, Maurice
Bemardin, and others.
Awards.—W. 1, Mr. Moffat; 2, Mr. Hodge; 3, Mr. Chard;

4, Mr. Stoddart, gr. to J. G. Rebow, Esq., M.P. ; ,';, Mr. Mercer,
Staplehurst ; extra, Mr. Wright. 18 : 1, Mr. Hedge ; 2, Mr.
Moffat ; 3, Mr. Dennis, gr. to H. S. Hayward, Esq. ; 4, Mr.
Chard ; extra, Mr. Ingle. 12 : 1, Rev. V. Knox Child ; 2, Mr.
Hedge ; 3, Mr. Ingle ; 4, Mr. Dennis ; extra, Mr. W. Lacey, gr.

to C. S, Mortimer, Esq.

New Roses were not in sufficiently good condition to enable
us to offer any decided opinion as to their merits. Tho
best came from Messrs. Paul & Son, who had among others
Paul de la Meilleray, vermilion ; Xavier Olibo, crimson scarlet,

ornamented with a deep shade of velvety black, altogether a
very promising kind; Princess Mary uf Cambridge; Madame
Ambroise Verschaffelt, lilac-sbal 1 i . Miii'- Boisse, and
Baronne de Maynard, both whii M i . 1 i"tiials, which
we hope yet to see in better ^ ii.:l Bunnet, a
Bourbon in the way of Jules M.t

I

i
i ! ii 1.1, de lliie, a

promising crimson scarlet; l'i> ^ - 1
>: ni' violet-

shaded, medium-sized crimson . I '
:

''• II iii'iiied

in terms of praise by our emi.
!

,
1 M: 1: lli- in

another column; La Duches.se m Mm,, .
1 i. -i. . m i iu3y

purple ; Fisher Holmes, velvety HL-Lp Mi.iki ^ii.muu emubon ;

Prudence Bessou and Mar^chal Souchut, both large and
showy, but as shown somewhat loose. From Mr. Keynes
came, among others, Leopold Premier, Wolet-shaded rose
nicely pencilled with carmine, compact and good : Charles
Margottiu, purplish red, full ; Madame Moreau, large and
showy ; Joseph Fiala, large and full violet-ahadod crimson ;

Marguerite de St. Amand, rosy pink shading off to pale rose

at the points of the petals, large and full ; George Prince,

Baroime Peletan de Kinkelin, and Mdlle. Am^lie Halphen,
Dr. Andry, and Madame Victor Verdier, all various kinds of

crimson more or less shaded with violet ; Louis Van Houtte,
violet-shaded puqile ; Triomphe de la» Terre de Roses, and
AchiUo Goniil. ! itii Iul , Innse, but showy rosy crimsons;
Centifolia rns . ; . 1 Hclle Normande, large rosy lilac;

and Kate li.ii; 1 1 iii^dit -crimson. Among yellows
the best by in >. > M > 1 il Nicl, which is also reported
to be one of thi,. lj.ii.li, : : I- - lv''i'e''

Vases of Roses cull.. I'. 1. 11 , 1
:.. ,.,..-. i-'i .." \l m-.':,'- stands

filled with Roses and i . 1 i 1
1

1
stums

supporting the top v i 11,1 1
.

1

1
^ t mce

partly concealed bene.it !i th. I'h'I.* jJI'ij \. in. i r.'li.i;,'e of

Lonicera aureo-reticuhiLa. Mr. Ingle, gr. t<j C. tS. Round, Esq.,
Colchester, was 1st ; in this tho stem was ornamented with
gold-variegated leaved Jasmine, and Maiden-hair Fern
was introduced among the blooms in the top va.se ; Mr.
Hedge was 2d ; and Mr. Marlow, gr. to J. Wigan, Esq.,
Mortlake, 3d ; Mr. March was 4th. Messrs. Carter <t Co.

contributed some neat lianging-baskets decorated with
Selaginellas, and filled with Roses, Dracsenas, and Cordyline
indivisa ; baskets were also shown by Messrs. Cutbush and by
the Crystal Palace Company. The latter were small table

baskets made of wickerwork, the basket suspended
by a wicker chain from a tripod of the same material.

Other baskets were supported on small green-painted
tripods. By far the most effective exhibition in this way

the Leicester Vase, some 7 to 8 feet in diameter, formed
ran moveable ribs, turfed in tho inside. This was

filled with a row of Colcu« Vcrsehalfeltii. then with
niums, Mignonette, and [!\ h ni-. 1

the whole sur-

mounted by a tall pyramidal !

d Beauty of Waltham, and last but nut l

Ml Mr Mitchell, PUtdown, MaresfieM, 1 .1 Ltnn ..u.ers

I examples of John Hopper, Juli-' Mi M , m.' C.

1 Hippolyte Flandrin, large and full
1

1

n i:iise,

M tr ehal Niel, Gloire de Dijon, Madame 1 . 1 i

^i
1 i' i, M i lame

\il t Caroline de Sansal, G^ne-ral JacquejuuiMi, ;ina M.idame
Uivcrs From Mr. Turner, Slough, came among others,

Leopold Premier, Madame Maurin, Comte Cavour, Due
Decazes, Madame D. Domville, Princess of Wales, Blairii No. 2,

Charles Lefebvre, and M. Joigneaux, a singidar-looking variety

with a dark centre, backed by rosy crimson outer petals.

Au^ards.—Q(j : 1, Mr. Keynes ; 2, Messrs. Paul & Son ; 3, Mr.
Mitchell; 4, Mr. Turner; 5, Messrs. Francis ii Co.

In the class of 48 varieties, three trusses, Mr. Keynea
aL^.iin took the 1st prize with Victor Verdier, Mar^ehal Niel,

1 ilame Sertot, Madame Charles Wood, Madame Moreau,
nateur Vaisse, Pierre Netting, Marguerite de St. Amand,

\i rntnte Vigier, Maurice Bemardin, Centifolia rosea, all of
lually large size. I-Yom Messrs. Paul & Son the most

remarkable were Maurice Bemardin, Olivier Delhomme,
Charles Lefebvre, La Brillante, glowing crimson scarlet

;

Comtesse de Chabrillant, Prince Camille de Rohan, Beauty of

Waltham, Princess Mary of Cambridge, Madame Rivers,
Xavier Olibo, Madame C. Crapelet, Lafontaine, Mathurin
Regnier, and Mardchal Niel. Mr. Mitchell and Mr. Turner
alsofhad good stands ; and in that of Messrs. Francis the blooms
shown were remarkable for the quantity of buds with which
they were accompanied, and which gave them a more natural
appearance than if they had been, as is usual, deprived of them.
Awards.— A^: 1, Mr. Keynes; 2, Messrs. Paul <fe Son; 3, Mr.

MitcheU ; 4, Mr. Turner ; 5, Messrs. Francis.

In the class of 24 varieties we noticed good tmsses of most
of the varieties shown in the preceding class. Among others
Paul Rieaut, Louise de Savoie, Prince Hemi de Pays Baa,
Anna de Diesbach, Devoniensis, and Charles Lefebvre wei*€

particularly good.
Awards.~-'l\ : 1, Mr. Keynes; 2, Mr. Turner; 3, Messrs,

Paul & Son ; 4, Messrs. Francis ; 6, Mr. Fraser.

In the class of 24 varieties, single trusses, and In that of

12 varieties, were fine blooms of Souvenir do Malmaison,
Mariichal Niel, Madame Vidot, Devoniensis, Gloiro de Dij

Madame Mi

Roses
Me: \. Paul i - II,

Messrs. I'aul

I 18G5.

The best
ig 2d, and
ived a Ist

lubjects were Variegated Maize and
•I'.r leaved and Zonal Pelargoniums from

le.^.sr3. Downie, Laird, & Laing exhibited
Wiltshire La.ss, a remarkably fine pink variety of Pelargonium,
which has already been noticed by us ; fancy and bedding
Pansics ; an unnamed Zonal Pelargonium with leaves

5 inches across, pale green, marked with a bronzy zone ; and
Stanatead Rival, with very large salmon-scarlet pips. Mr.
Smith, Long Wittenham, exhibited a Delphinium called

Smithii, with largo deep blue flowers, having a white eye ;

Mr. Brown, Sudbmy, had Invincible Sweet Pea, a fine kind

;

and some pretty early-flowering Gladioli, the most striking of

which were Insignis, rich salmon, blotched on three petals

with bright violet; Eclipse, pink and white; and Incom-
1 and violet-

Royal Horticultural: June 28 {Rose Show).—This, with

which the National Rose Show was also incorpoi-ated, was as

good as could have been expected, considering the unfavour-

able condition of the weather for a fine display of Roses,

ong the large amount of blooms staged we have only

J..hn Hupp.

i shown i

Messrs. Paul
Messrs. Paul

Madame
IS yeUow Tea
ty whieh has

1 1
I tbade

osy

selected the roost approved sorts, and such

good character.
In collections of 72 kinds the best came fro

& Son, Cheshunt, and Mr. Cant, of Colchester,

had good blooms of Olivier Delhomme,
William Paul, purplish crimson ; the gh
Rose Marechal Nicl;

been shown in bett

Princess Maiy of < 1

towards tho extremi
new deep velvetj' ^ll

half-blown ; M i ! li,,

crimson ; U ' 1 . Und

;

Prince de riic I 1
i''

' - ' ' l-^''go

and beautiful ii-m Mi. i.^ni .un. ^l.L[;:l, ,
' .L;;i.>l.iert,

blush; CuuiU...'-- -li.- '.L-.biilLiui. l.Li^.. .iiiJ iiii.', M.iixVhal

Niel; Madame Cbas. Wood, bright crimsun scarlet ; Due de

R{)ban, shaded rosy crimson ; Devoniensis, in charming con-

dition ; Madame Victor Verdier and Victor Verdier, both
excellent ; Margm5rite de St. Amand, not unlike Princess

Mary of Cambridge in colo ir ; Xavier Olibo, and Niphetos.

Mr. Keynes, of Salisbury, furnished good blooms of Centi-

folia rosea, rose shading off to lilac ; Madame Sertot, white ;

Francois Lacharme, bright rosy crimson; Triomphe de
Rennes, yellow, beautiful when nearly half-blown ; Baron A.

„_ _._,__., dc Rothschild, brilliant crimson scarlet; Pierre Notting,

7charres LefeWrV,Tladame"Da"m^^ violet-shaded purplish crimson; Mdlle. Bonnaire,
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•white, tinged in the centre with pink ; Duchease de Cayliig,

bright crimson, quite a first-class kind ; John Hopper ; and
Mar^chal Niel. In Mr. Francis's collection and also in those

of others were like%7ise some good blooms.
Airtini.'}.—':'2 : equal 1, Messrs. Paul & Son and Mr. Cant;

2, Mr. Keynes ; 3, Messrs. Francis.

In stands of IR l-loouis. three trusses of each, Messrs. Paul <fc

Sonhadbeanfini] . ,ir,|.l. t XavierOlibo, Olivier Delhomme,
Le Rhone, im ! i I K.ty crimson - scarlet ; Virginal,

white, with i n >.f pink in the centre; Francois
Laeharme; F.n -m \. i i very dark velvety-shadcd surt.

;

Marguerite de St. AiiKM. i
i !.i. Tf. pi.. i .

.imi rM-..ii c;..(,.Il.i,

salmon-rose. From Mt u ''!
i

~- 'ii' i ' 'i'

Descourt, in the wa>' M >

.

i

^

'
i

shaded with violet ; I
'<':!,. n ,

,
i i i \ ,

il u

rose, large and fine; M.im.hhl- t_iciiiti.Lv; J..tijii.L.,iux, vi...kL-

ahaded rose : Gloire do iJijuu, Victor Verdier, Due de Rohun,
Mar^chal Niel. Mar^chal Vaillaut, crimson ; Madame Caillat,

lilac-shaded crimson ; F. Laeharme, Beauty of Waltham, Cloth

of Gold, Madame Furtado, in fine condition ; Madame Charle;

Wood, an excellent bright rosy-crimson ; John Hopper, and
Triomphe do Rennes. In the collections of Messrs. Francis and
Turner, both of whom showed in this class, we noticed Coupe
d'H^e, Comtessc de Chabrillant, Beauty of Waltham, Joseph
Fiala, Duebesse de Caylus, Anna Diesbach, large full rose

;

Alba rose:i, one of the most beautiful of all light-coloured

Roses ; Charles Lefcbvie, La Reine, Jules Margottin, Dr. Andry,
a good crimson ; General Castellane, rosy crimson ; Madame
Vidot ; Prince of Wales, rosy crimson ; Maurice Bemardin, and
La BriUante.
Ainanls.—AS: 1, Mr. C. Turner; 2, Mr. Keynes: 3, Messrs.

Francis ; 4, Messrs. Paul & Son.

Intheclnsfl .-.f "I vni.-1i.-.-, tVnvr tm==,-.- r.f nnh, t;,r 1-„-.^f

exhibition r:r< ]
,

Mi i',',-
!

i '
.

. i.

good exanivl. ! . i

:;.
;

'
and full ;

]-'
I

.Ml.

Hi M.I ; t^ue.

Virf.. ; I, I .
1 :. I I '

'

. . I

' ..[lime, and La
Vill.. ;

- I' I 1 I ''I r contributed,
ain'Hij- .'ilfi-, I

:.|...'.,^ ..f ^. i ,r, n \ ,i-.se. La Reine,
Mar^'u^iite de St Aniand. Mnurice Bemardin. bright crimson ;

La Tour de Crouy, Jules Margottin, and Comtesse de Cha-
bi-illant. Mr. Keynes had Baron A. de Rothschild, fiery

cHni^^un sourlft ; Madame Cl^mence Joigneaux, violet-shaded
rof-r : J - I'l- I i il I nnc violet-shaded crimson scarlet ; Madame
C.A\'' I . U Ml Furtado in the shape of three prettybuds.
ftlt--i 1

' lid contained blooms of Prince Imperial,
a l:ii-i I" u (i r. i If. ,1 variety; John Hopper, and others.

A<.'aro.-i.— ^4: J. Mr. Cant; 2, Messrs. Paul & Son; 3, Mr.
Tiu-ner ; 4, Mr. Keynes ; Commended, Messrs. Francis.

In the class of 24 kinds, one truss of each, the best came
fi-om Mr. Turner, who hnd beautiful example<! of Le Rhone.
Dnebr.p-c- .)r- T'ivIm". AI:(H-.m.-- Vi!rfr..l-\ ,lr...->p),in,. <!„vi-f-,

MndM . \ , \
',

.
[ M ' . . : l; M

Paul/, -
,

:
:

:
, l>

:
. I

!. !.,
Mai-i.- l;. !!, nn, .n,i \ ,. I.., \. , il. r 1 I

\|. --'- \-rA .V

Son came Baron A. do RotbschiM, S^natcur V.iisst-, Mar.-ilial

Vaiilant, Madame Furtndo. Princess Mary of Cambridge,
Alphonse Damaizin, Wm. Griffiths, an old but still good Rose,
and Ljelia, the last a peach-coloured kind of large size. Mr.
Keynes contributed Marfichal Niel, Comtesse de Chabrillant,
John nojiper. Madame G. Wood, Charles Lefebvre, and Eug&ne
Desgaches, the last a beautifully coloured sort.

AicanU.—-:ii : 1. Mr. Turner; 2, Mr. Cant; 3, Messrs. Paul
4; Son ; 4, Mr. Kej-nes.

Amateurs' classes were well supported. In that of 48
varieties, 1 truss of each, the best came from Mr. Hedge,
Reed Hall, Colchester, who had fine blooms of Pierre
Notting, F. Laeharme, Madame C. Wood, La Boulc d'Or,
which in the bud state is, beautiful ; Marie Baumann,
William Griffiths, Madame Villermoz, Souvenir d'filise

Varden, creamy-white, tinged with fawn in the centre ; four
fine blooms of Cloth of Gold ; Madame Bravy, creamy-
white ; Anna Diesbach ; and Mathurin Regnier. Fi-om?Mr.
MofTatt. gr. to the Hon. Mrs. Maynard, came So^ivenii- de la

Malmaison, Beauty of Waltham, Charles Lefebvre, Gloire de
Dijon, Dcvonieusis, Emp^reur de Maroc, a very dark kind

;

jiadame Boll, rose, large and full ; and Imp^ratrice Eugenie,
email blush. Mr. Ingle, gr. to C. G. Round, Esq., Colchester,
contributed Souvenir d'Elise, Eugene Desgaches, both beau-
tiful when about half blown ; Devoniensis, Mrs. Rivers,
Madame Victor Verdier, George Paul, crimson ; Madame
Knorr, lilac with a darker coloured centre ; Caroline
de Sansal, Maiuicc Bemardin, and Lord Macaukiy, the
last a dark shaded crimson. Mr. Hollintrwnrth, Maidstone,
furnished Madame Virtor V.-r.liVi- S).ritt.ii n'l.^.n .i enrnittion-

striped peach-coloureW ^ 1
1 m i . ; i . i - ki . i i, ilM. n and

fi'om Mr. Chard, gr. i . I li r ,-i>ury,

came Joseph Fiala, 1 I .
. i i -f the

pale yellow sorts ; Rev. M 1 1. .i,.i .i .lin, i-Mi.-r < ii.ii.nllant,

and others.
Awards. — 48: 1, Mr. Hedge; equal 2, Mr. Moffatt and

Mr. Ingle ; 3, Mr. HoUiiagworth ; 4, Mr. Chard.

In the Class of .'i(i kinds, the best lilooms were furnished by
Mr. Ingle, wi„. h , i mn ..i:, .. \! i !ame Boutin, crimson

;

Beauty of Wili iii i i Maiiame Furtado, Prince
Li=on, still a I \ir<. Rivers. Mr. Hedge
contributed 1. ii,, Mii, i,, i the best of the pale-
coloured H3'ljria I'crpentais ; l k^th of Gold, Souvenir
d'Elise Varden, Comtesse de Chabrillant, Anna Diesbach,
Chas. Lawson, which earlier in the season is one of the very
best of i»ot Roses ; and Madame Bravy. From Mr. Marcham,
gr. to E. Gates, Esq., Hanwell, and Mr. Chard, came
Orifiamme de St. Louis, brilliant crimson scarlet, and other
fine kinds. Dr. Cooper, Slough, had General Jacqueminot
and Francois Ixjuvat, in excellent condition.
Awards.—HG: 1. Mr. Ingle; 2, Mr. Hedge; equal 3, Mr.

Chard and Mr. Marcham ; 4, Dr. Cooper.

In the Class of 24 kinds the best blooms came from Mr.
Postans. Brentwood, who had among others Madame Zout-
mans, white ; Triomphe de Caen, velvety-crimson scarlet

;

Charles Lefebvi-c. Jiadame Boll, L'Esmeralda, rosy crimson ;

F. Laeharme ; Prince Camille de Rohan and Emp^eur de
Maroc, both very dark kinds ; and Ohvier Delhomme. From
Mr. Dennis, Folkington, came Bougfere, Cloth of Gold, and
Madame Mauiin, a white Tea Rose. Mr. May, gr. to C. N.
Worthington, Esq., Caversham Priory, sent Lord Macaulay in
good condition, also Devoniensis, and others. The Rev.
Canon Fisher, Salisbury, and ilr. Plester, Elsenham Hall,
both had good exhibitions, as had also the Rev. V. Knox
Child, Little Easton. In these stands we noticed Cloth of
Gold and La Ville de St. Denis in imusually good condition.

Aicards.—24; 1, Mr. Postans; equal 2, Mr. May and Mr.
Dennis ; equal 3, Mr. Plester and the Rev. Canon Fisher

;

4, Rev. V. K. Child.

Among exhibitions of 12 kinds the best came from the
Rev. V. K. Child, who bad Cloth of Gold. Gloire do Dijnn,

Rra

Baumann, \ i'l ^ i . ., i - ,
-

i . i i ..
, ^l

.

Soder, Mr. [..:,
.

: M r , ,
.

, ,, .,,,, \ i-

Jules Marfci'ltiii. ' lii- I : ii\ !., m,! \u !! -h \li.
,

in ;-:i^ .it

perfection.
Awards.— V2 : 1, Rev. V. K. ChUd ; 2, Mr. Postans; 3, Mr.

Dennis ; 4, Mr. Plester,

Among new Roses, the best appeared to be Chas. Rouillard,
lilac, with a rosy centre ; Alfred Colomb, bright cherry, large
and full ; Madame Fillion, light pink, with inner shade of

rose, a very doubl<? medium-sized sort ; Margui?rite de St.

Amand, a large silvery pink kind, which has been noticed
already in our columns ; Josephine de Beauhamais, a protnisin
kind ; Xavier Olibo, deep velvety crimson ; and the gloriou
yellow Tea Mar^chal Niel.

Awards.—18 : 1, Jlessrs. Paul & Son ; 2, Mr, John Frase
3, Mr. Keynes ; 4, Mr. Cant.

In the Class of 12 Trusses of any new kind of 1864 no 1

I'lize was awarded; but Messrs, Paul &. Son received a 2d
I

1 i/,e for blooms of Marguei-ite de St. Amand, a large peach
'luured sort vrith a rosy centre. In the Class of 12 Trusses

any other new kind a 1st prize was given to Mr. Cant, wh
showed the last-named variety. Mr. Keynes received a d
prize for Madame Moreau, a handsome crimson kind, b
rather too flat ; and to Pien-e Notting, from Messrs. Paul &
Sod, a 3d piize was awarded.

In the class of Yellow Roses the best came from Mr. Hedg
who had L'Enfant Trouv^, in charming condition ; Narcis
La Boule d'Or, Triomphe de Rennes, Cloth of Gold, and
Celine Forestier.

In other exhibitions of yellow Roses Mr. Hedge was also 1

with Narcisse, Smith's Yellow, Cloth of Gold, M^lanie Og
and L'Enfant Tronv^. To Messrs. Paul & Son was awarded
second prize for Vicomtesse Decazes, Augusts Vacher, Louis
de Savoie, Gloire de Dijon, Madame Falcot, C61ine Foresti

and Madame William.

In the class of Tea-scented Noisette Roses, single truss
the be.st came from Mr. Ingle, who had Eugfene Desgach
1 icvonicnsis, Madame Bravy, Madame Leauville, salmon-ros
I I I'.. iii( 4'(.)r, Gloire de Dijon, Triomphe de Rennes, Glou-e d
I ' ., C'-mtesse Ouvaroff, Souvenir d'lm Ami, and Jo

M It I'll. Mr. May and Mr. Hedge also showed in th
'

'.

- III' I'vizesbeingawardedinthe order in which the nan
stand. Among Nurserymen Messrs. Paul .v > n r^'.'. r.-'J i

1st prize for Devoniensis, Souvenir d'uii \ i ! i
^

^

Gloire de Dijon, Madame Villerm"/. ^; i'

Homer, Souvenir d'Elise, Alba roM i ii' i i ii:, ' ii

Forestier, and Comte de Paris. Mr. Lant and .Mr. ive_\i

received 1st and 2d prizes for collections ui w^hich were liu

blooms of Marechal Niel, Devoniensis, and America.

In the class of Tea-scented and Noisette Roses, distin

kinds, single flowers, the 1st prize was awarded to Mr. Cant,
in whose collection were good blooms of Triomphe de Rennes,
C^ne Forestier, Niphetos, Madame Villermoz, and Souvenir
d'Elise. Mr. Hedge and Mr. Keynes also showed in this class,

Vases of Roses were nearly the sarao as those shown at the
Crystal Palace. The best came from Mr. Marlow, gr. to J.

Wigan, Esq., Mortlake ; Mr. Hedge bad the next in point of

merit ; anrl a third came from Mr. Soder, gr. to O. Hanbury,
E.si)., Brentwood.

I : u III u uf Roses were shown for the most part in Hyacinth
I 111 some of them were very pretty. The 1st prize

Il ver, awarded to a clumsy-looking set in tin vases
I- ^ M .i v.-ithMoss.

The best collection of Moss Roses came from Messrs. Paul
& Son. Among them were the White Bath, Crested Moss, and
others ; but we missed the good old common Moss, than
which few are greater favourites.

Roses in pots in a small state were beautifully in flower

;

but in the end of June exhibitions of this kind are com-
paratively ineffective. Among new kinds the best were
Rushton Radclyffe, Madame Victor Verdior, Centifolia rosea,

Pierre Notting, Alpaide Rotalier, Belle Normande, Mdlle.

Am^lie Halphen, Madame A VerschaflEelt, Marechal Niel,

Madame de Canrobert, and S^miramis. These, however, we
hope Nfill to meet with in better condition.

Til I
IV :i :, . r I'uii- from Mr. Bull were some nice

c\ M ,
11:', I, iu flower. Mr. Bird, gr. to the

H- !i \ I \ III. had 36 sorts of Hunt's Sweet
Willi r -

I 111. - iiiM 1
1

I,. Mr. Turner and Mr. Bragg ; and
fruui jMi. ilu...i.i.i, UaLh, e.uiie Pansics, Pinks, Carnations, and
Phloxes. Messrs. Ban- 4i Sugden, and Messrs. Carter had
some charming examples of Fern Cases. The latter also

showed a fine sample of Laxton's Early Prolific Pea, in some of

the pods of which were as many as 11 peas.

Great Yokk Hobticultueal Exhisitiok.—The Eighth
Annual Exhibition took place at York on the 13th and 14th

inst. These exhibitions ai-e now looked forward to with so

much interest, and such liberal prizes are offered, that a good
exhibition is certain to be the result. Such was the case on
this occasion, and the very handsome building erected in the

Borsham grounds for the Art Industrial Exhibition soon to be
opened, was well filled with plants, fruit?, and flowers.

In the class for 12 St-ove and Greenhouse Plants, Mrs.
Cole (Si Sons and Mr. Baines, gr. to H. MichoUs, Esq., both of

Manchester, were pitted against each other with two very fine

lots, but the 1st prize justly fell to Mrs. Cole is Sons. In
this lot were very fine examples of Erica Candolle.ana, Dipla-

dcnia amabilis, Aphelexis macrantha i)urpurea, and Bongarn-
villea glabra. Mr. Baines had in his lot a very fine Erica

obbata, suporbly.bloomed, Gcnrt'Hr'tMli'ifi-Tn, and a very fine

Erica tricolor Leeana. Intbe-l i > '
-' - md Greenhouse

Plants there was a very keen i

i

:
;

lia three prizes

fallingrespectivelytoMr.Baiui -. M 1.

1

, '
: rimstone P.ark,

and Mr. Davidson, gi". to J. Y. 'i m i,,ji i -[., and the last-

named exhibitor also took the ist prize fur a .Si^ecimen Green-
house Plant, with one of the best grown and bloomed examples
of Phoenocoma prolifera Bamcsii ever seen, the colour being
very bright indeed. Some very fine omamental-foliaged
plants were shown, and for 12 plants Mi-. Baines was 1st, in

whose lot were an extra fine Aniectochilus xauthophyllus,

and a Sarracenia pui-purea 3 feet through. Mr. Broadley, gr.

to Wm. Stewart, Esq., was a good 2d ; and his beautifuE/
coloured Croton pictum was worth seeing. Some capifcd

Ferns were shown, both exotic and British. Jlr. Baines, of

Manchester, had some fine Exotics, including two superb
(ileichenias, and a grand plant of the graceful Davallia tenui-

folia ; whilst Mr. Lazenby, gr. to Joseph Buckle, Esq., York,
and Mr. Baines, of the Museum Gardens, York, showed
some beautiful things, amongst them Todea superba,

the rare Trichomanes angustatum, and a pretty lot of

Hardy Ferns, Mr. Lazenby taking 1st prizes. A few good
Cape Henths were shown, the first six from Mr. Richards
being specially well grown. The Pelargoniums from Mr.
May, of Bedale, were very] fine ; and thosel from Henry
Steward, Esq., York, were really fine and well grown. Mr.
Edwards also exhibited iu these classes.

Bedding and Zonal Pelargoniums are very much encouraged
here, and have an attractive appearance, the most noticeable

amongst them being Italia Unita and Sunset, which showed
up well amongst the greener-leaved "kinds. Beaute de Suresnes,
and the Rev. H. Dombrain, are both superb trussing kinds,
and Striking is one of the finest of all. There was a class for

20 Bedding Plants, and these were grown in broad pots or

vaUM. and nia-ie a verv pretty gn.iup. Some good Fuchsias
I

li,Ah \|, i: i.li'iiise & Son contributed a new
I

,1 . i; \i ! i!i de Montfort, with the leaves
I'll I I

! II
I , I : this for a variegated Rose was

In the elaiHsoj; tor .New Plants, Pandanus omatus was placed
1st. For new Ferns, 1st, Microlepia scabra. a noble Fern from
the Museum Gariiens ; 2d, Athyrium Filix-fcem, var. Victoi-iie,

from Mr. Lazenby. A few good Orchids were shown, and in
this class Mr. Baines, of Manchester, was pLiced 1st, for six
and three Orchids, and amongst them were good examples of

Oncidium luridum guttatum, Vanda laevis, and Laslia

w fin
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idmired. Mr. Fcathefstonc was also awarded the 2d prize for

a dinner-table decoration, Mr. Kingston, of Brough, being
placed 1st.

Two fine Vines in pots from Miss Br.arlley's u'avdon. and
Mr. Richards, obUiined 1st a^,l .i. Mi i;i.!iii,l- lUit Mr.
Gray.gr. to the Earl of Zetlat I 1 .

>
' tMrfino

tl-ays of fiiiit ; and for twu l.m . I II n h, Mr.

Meredith, of Garston. was 1-t
,

\li 1 immi ,;i, i
.
i- l. ('UfT,

Esq., Woitley, near Leeds, -M ; and Mr. .J. Waiii.^^, ^r. to J.

Dixon, Esq., Congleton, 3d. There were six other exhibitors

Khl', -r. to Vi.scount Halifax, was 1st; Golden
Mr. Meredith, 2d; and White Frontignan,
ti. the Earl of Zetland. 3d. Mr. Taylor, of

ar Leeds, took the 1st prize for Pine-
apjl^ . Ill, I „ iiid Black Prince ; and Mr. Jefferson, gr. to

J. Garside, Ksq., Worksop, was 2d. Some very fine Peaches
were shown, and .1 dish of Vanillas from Mr. Bennett, gr. to

G. S. Foljambe, Esq., Worksop, received an extra prize.

In a pccimiai-y point of view, also, the exhibition was a

success, notwithstanding the unfavourable weather of the

first day. York Show is known to be always a great show, and
the people will go from far and near, and over 800/. was, we
hear, taken in shillint,^s duriu^^ the second day.

T',,

Uiitt..., i'...u. Lai.l U. iii'.Ma., ouecu.,^. Mi. !;. ,-. Uilhaiiia was
one of Uic judges, and was so much pleased with the Show
that he gives lOl. next year as a first prize for Orchids,

The ScomsH Pansy Society held its annual exhibition on
the ISth inst. in an adjoining room to that in which the

Royal Caledonian Horticultural Exhibition (see p. 590)

was held; and although it lacked somewhat of_ tho

patronage of bygone years, it is far from being an effete insti-

tution. Many of the old members support it both by purse and
person vigorously. The premier stands show no fallmg off as

to the cuitivation of this pecidiarly-favourite northern flower.

The chief honours among nurservmcn were divided between
Messrs. Downie & Co., and >[ —i I'l -

i '^ ' ' I'li-^' host

24 were Mr. J. White, J. B.D.. A I
l l,

:
- ll'rince,

Cupid, John Elstin, General V :M i l.amb,

Wm. Speirs, George Wilson, Mi— \\ iili nu n i i
,
I'rinceas

of Wales, Eclat, John Downie, Countess of Kos.-slyii. Miss Muir,

Lady L. Dundaa, Miss E. Cochrane, Andrew Smith, Lavinia,

which was tho best light ground ; Cherub, best yellow self ;

and Alex. McNab, which was the best dark, and also the best

Pansy in the room. Dickson <b Co. had, besides those not

named, Ossian, Snowtlake, GeneralLee, Pi-ince of Prussia,

Milton, Waverley, Emblem, Chancellor, Perfection, and seveml

seedlin'''! alon" ^N-ith George Wasun. which was best yellow

n^oMTi'Taiid KniM->Tn ^hv-h w.a the V>.-Rt wtmw srlf in the room.

ill .,,, .
. .... ,.,.,.,,,

I
: , ,M i.iitrh the

fin.--t f.ni-),, 1 ,lM„.M_ii M,.' ^n,.]]. ~t M...,hi-. Krlit, General

Young, Cupid, Mv->. Williamson. Mai-y Lamb. Lady L. Dundas,

and Imperial Prince were very fine. In the class for 12,

Charles Watson, Esq., Dunse ; Mr. John Beveridge, Bouning-

ton ; and Mr. James Fergie, Dunse ; were placed in the order

given. In tho class for six, Mr. Fergie had fine blooms

of Andrew Smith, Lady L. Dundas, which was tho best

white ground among gardeners or amateurs, and J. Graham,
George Wilson, and Lavinia, which was an extra fine bloom.

Mr Km -^1 N-liir had also a good stand, including Eclat, which
w.(- '

I
' I

'f nid Cherub, which was best yellow.
^,,' I,

I restingfeatui-e in connection vrith the joint

exhi 1 acseutation of a very handsome writing

de-k III Ml!' I with silver, and a handsome and appropriate

in.scription, to Mr. Wm. Young, the secretary, who has also

laboured long and faithfully as secretary for the "Edinburgh
Horticultural" without fee or reward, and to whom the

members of both Societies paid a warm tribute for his

indefatigable exertions for promoting so disinterestedly tho

e of horticulture.

Entomological: June 4.—Sir John Lubbock, Bart.. Pres^.

dent, in the chair. Dr. Wallace sent a Note on the brillian"^

colours of the larv« of the AiLontus silkworm, which had
been insufficiently represented in the plate published in the

Transactions of the Society, iu consequence of the specimens

having been sent from a distance, which had destroyed tho

beautiful bloom with which they are covered. He .also made
some observations on the new Oak silkworm. Satuniia

yama-mai. Professor Brayley communicated an extract from

a report made by Mr. Consul Zohrab to the Foreign Oftice on the

trade of Burdiansk. recording the ill-effects produced by the bite

of a large black spider, which appeared amongst the Wheat at
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the

harvest time, and had Jiittcn move than :;nii i., i , i

was followed by a hard white »].i4, wl.i.l, .
',.

produeod a fresh wound, i Irdinarily tlic s^i I. i I-

Mr. M'hachhin exhihited the cocoon of a caddu
irenus Lemnephilns. the lana of which had fixed it on a Rush,

which had graduallv t,nown to tlio liejoht of 2 feet above the

water, whereby the ineloscil |in(>a lii came dried up : showing

afault ia the instinct of tic I o^l OMi ..ftc, ,ii-t with io tl,.

insect tribes, Mr. P.i^c. .. . i,,,, i.,. i,,,';., 1. mp.u;

beetles collected ill WoO : I \ n l:
.

I

of Frecmantlo. chiefly in i n !
:

i ^\

cxhihited drawiiio.^ .ino .
I :. i.; ..

.

'
:

i
'
"

COlU-cli.'- . ; \ :- II
1 ,o. '

I
, ,

I
I

. ;: I M k,

Mr. M •
.

•
,,.,.,:,,,;,>,:., I, CI

Gyps
Wilsi

Saxifi lo.i at .Mciitonc in the sprin

Adelaide, in South Australia, sent

the Buprestidae of New South Wales.

JCottces of Uoofes.
A Manual of Weather-casts and Storm PrognoHic! on
Laud and Sea. By Andrew Steinmetz. Eoutledge.

Pp. 207.

In this little volume are accumnlaterl a great number
of facts, and perhaps a few faiK'ics. iipnii n siilitnet of

great importance to us all, Iml ono in v.liioh lilhi-vof

the soil in all degrees are pari onlnlv iiitni-li-d i'.irry

gardener is more or less of ;t ]iiotrnrnln;ji~i, tiiid it is

much to be resn'etted that more of them do not tabu-

late their observations, or render them in some way
useful to their lollow labourers. To many the sight of

ruled columns, an an-ay of figures, and all the painful

detail of mean, maxima, minima, &c., are sufficiently

repulsive; all the more so when to arrive at these

details it is necessary to be punctual in one's attend-

ance at the thermometer, barometer, rain-gauge, &c.,

at 8 A.M. or 6 p.m., or whatever hour the latter may be
in meteorological computation. To such may be
recommended the observation of floral barometers. The
expansion and closing of flowers, upon which Linnseus
laid some stress, has been too lightly considered in

subsequent times—has been treated too much in the
light of a toy not deserving of serious attention. That
this is not just we were some years since convinced
when observing the times at which the several species

of Nymphasa closed or opened in the aquarium—and
what effect a cloudy or a sunny day had upon these
proces.ses. Nymphaja blanda is worthy of attention in

this respect, but in truth almost any of the Water
Lilies might give valuable indications if attentively

watched. The common Pimpernel, Anagallis arvensis,

is an exceedingly good indicator of approaching rain, as

everj' school-boy knows ; but as neither Water Lilies nor
Pimpernels are always m bloom, it is to be wished that
observers would notice the effects of the varying condi-
tion of the atmosphere on leaves. That something is to

be learnt therefrom we are convinced, from the
merely superficial observation of the leaves of the
Rhododendron.
But the gardener or the agriculturist has it in his

power not only to foretell with some degree of acciu-acy

the coming weather, but he can to a certain extent
secure what he wishes : he can become a rain-maker
more potent than any ' noble savage" looked up to by
his compatriots on account of his supposed power of
drawing water from the sky. By man's agency the
climate of the Island of Ascension, of parts of Brazil,

of Nicaragua, nay, of parts nearer home, such as the
Landes, the Frisches Haf near Konigsberg, has been
materially modified. It is, however, quite unnecessary
to dilate upon the advantages to the plant cultivator,

be he agriculturist or horticulturist, of paying some
attention to meteorology, and the observations useful

to him may be made so easily, and with so liitl.

expenditure of time or labour, that it is surprising moit
is not done in this way. Sneaking, for instance, of the
rainfall of any district, Alphonse de Candolle (than
whom there is no man better entitled to speak on such a
subject) says that for the purposes of the cultivator
the simple observation of the number of days per year
upon w-hich rain, little or more, falls, at any given
station, is more valuable, and more trustworthy, than
the more elaborate record furnished by the study of
the rain-gauge.
WoiUd-be weather prophets will find the elements

of their craft popularly and agreeably explained in the
little volume before us.

dFloiigts' dFlotuciS.
Roses.—Ducbesse de Caylus has now bloomed; she

is quite first-rate ; she "ill \«- Ininul i.. bo Uie lie,4 l!<ise

oftheyear. I sent a ll.uonii n ic.iho lie\..\li-. I'mv,

my clergyman, vhu piiiiHiiiiiood il 1" be a iiio>t

heaulifiil Ro.se. It i.^ globiilaf, |.orhvi m .lutlmo, .|inlo

full b) Iho t'entre, clear crinisctii, H\oil in ooluiir. a :oii,

i

l;;-liir- ilinuT, and of great sub- til ici> cif iiotal Kn-liboi

Kadcljile is also out, and very :-'o.«L The .-hooi^ rroin

the base of the plants are from lb to 20 inches \ows.

with fine foliage. The petals are not so stout (though
of fair substance) as those of the former ; but it htis

these good qualities : it is an abundant and constant
bloomer through the season ; it is always full to the

centre, and of correct outline, the petals being always
orderly ; it never refuses in any weather to open ; nor
have I ever seen an unshapely bloom.
The Duke of Wellington, rich crimson, darker

shaded, is first-rate as a bloom, but I fear it is not a
good grower. Marechal Niel has never done weU with
me. either on a Briar or on the Manetti. It appears

to be from the Cloth of Gold, and suited more to a

conservatory than out of doors—time will show. It is

now raining, and I shall take up my Manetti plant

of it, and put it in front of my little Grapery. All

yellow Roses like extreme heat, plenty of manure, aud
lots of water. My servant, who is parish clerk, and
goes home for Sunday, says the Roses at Rashton are

abundant, and very fine ; that Marechal Niel is doing
the worst of the standards ; and that the new Roses
of last year are no great " shakes." He still sticks to

Charles Lefebvre, Senateur Vaisse, and " Old Jewels"
(Jules Margottin). W. F. Radcbjffe.

and occasional venlilali

in use by a roiiiol block

The lloor-li.iard i- .,] i

stnmoly ke.\ e.l nn llie

Rose Pests.—I have hitherto been of opinion that
this year Roses had escaped their usual number of

enemies, seeing that mildew and aphides are com-
paratively scarce, but I am son'y to say that another
pest, viz., the Rose maggot, is this season more plentiful

among my Roses than ever I remember to have seen it.

It may be found at the top of luxuriant shoots, into

which it burrows a few inches, entirely destroying the
fine blooms which such shoots invariably produce later

in the season. I have to-day spent several hours in

destroying this grub, which can be easily detected at

the ends of the shoots, which will either have a half

dead and stunted appearance, or a small dark deposit

similar to black snufi' will be perceptible on them; in

either case a maggot is sure to be there. As catching
and killing is the only remedy, I find that a pair of

scissors is the most handy tool to use in the work of

destruction. Beginning at the top of the shoot, the
operator should give about tlu-ee or four snips, at

distances of about half an inch apart, as far as the
inside gallery or hole is perceptible, and he will soon
find that the grub has been cut ; this is the quickest

aud most effectual method of getting rid of the evil

with which I am acquainted. My Standard Roses are
not nearly so mucli damaged by maggot as those
pegged down, the luxuriant shoots on which, now
about 3 feet high, have suffered terribly. I have this

day killed many hundreds if not thousands of the
grub iu question. C'has. Jas. Ferri/, Castle Bromwich,
June 25.

is covered when not

111', 17-4 inches square;
io. An entrance way
op, is cut out of the
level until williin the
ay to nothing towards
board is attached in

ll.|.er>iilo,,rthe lln,,i-bnaril..li a

iiio, ubon il gradually sl.iiie.s .m
Io .rill 10. A smill alighting
I' 111 oi' tlio entrance.

es for this hive are 10 in number, and may
olid frames, or with the
loll nf (ho loM^e bars. :is

llnuil i.pioilo. TIlK lalter

..lajilati'iii is all invonlioii due
entirely to Mr. AVoodbury, aud
is of exceeding utility in the

liands of experienced apiarians.

I have adopted it almost entirely throughout my
apiary. By means of the compound frames, the bars

are available cither for the framed
stock hives, or for bar-supers ; as well

as for small nucleus boxes for the

raising of artificial swarms adapted for

bars only. The solid frame is made of

deal, I of an inch wide by § of an inch
r "VA thick when planed; is 13 inches in
"^-"^

length by 7i inches deep, inside

measure. The top bar is carried beyond the frame
about I of an inch, the projecting ends resting in

notches. The frame when in position will be i of an
inch from any part of the interior, with the exception
of where it rests. This arrangement affords a free

passage for the bees .all round their works; and
facilitates the manipulation of the frames.

The compound frame is similar to the one just

described, with the exception of the top bar being
moveable. The bar is 13J inches long, an eighth of an
inch at each end resting in rabbets | of an inch deep.

The projections at the upper sides of the frame for its

support in the notches cut in the box, are fastened on
by means of glue and copper brads. This, the weakest
part of the frame, is frequently liable to give way. I
have, with great advantage, substituted a dovetail,

which, with the addition of copper brads, greatly

increa-ses its stabUity.

Again, there is another improvement to be noticed in

the formation of the bar. A narrow rib, about J of an
inch each way, is added to the centre of the lower

surface. This is usually formed in the solid by taking
wood { an inch thick aud cutting away the super-

fluous material. The chief object of this ribbed bar is

induce the bees to construct straight combs, though I

am bound to confess that it does not always answer the
purpose intended. I have found a rib of -pr or i of an
inch wide by -ft ^<^^ deep to be more efficacious.

Previous to use, the rib is slightly coated flith melted
wax. When guide combs are attached^ or when combs
are transferred to frames from other hives, the ribs are
in the way, and plain-surfaced bars are preferable. It

is therefore well to have made a number of each sort.

The beginner will find these compound frames rather
difficult to handle without accident. It may be as well

for him to start with solid frames first. Great care
must be taken in turning the combs for inspection.

The best form of super for these hives is a shallow

Books Receited.—The fourth annual edition of
the Soi/al G-iiide to the London Charities^ by Herbert
Fry (Hardwicke) is an alphabetical list of such
charities and pubHc institutions as are wholly or in
part dependent on public subscription. We are
glad to welcome a second edition of Colonel Green-
wood's clever book. Sain and Sivers (Longmans),
disfigured though it be by a too flippant style, and a too
liberal infusion of personalities. Tlie Country
House : a Collection of Useful Information and Ilecipes,
by I, E. B. C. (Cox), is a very miscellaneous a.ssem-
hlage of "receipts" that have appeared from time
to tune in the columns of the Field. The compiler
does not often tell us what his practical experience
of the "facts and useful hints" has been—which,
for instance, of the eleven or more remedies for chil-
blains he prefers. Some of the recommendations
seem obscure, and are not always safe ; for instance, we
should strongly object, even when suffering from
sciatica, to " inject creasote and morphia under the
skin where the constant gnawing pain is most trouble-
some." No one we should hope would be fooUsh
enough to act upon such advice. Should this
" collection " reach a second edition it is to be hoped
that it will be very carefully revised, e.specially in those
portions relating to " ills and evils," otherwise it will
certainly be better to

Bee CuLTtTEE : Hives.—The Woodbury bar and
frame hive is either of wood or straw, Ui inches
siiuare by 9 inches deep in the clear—inside measure.
'I'lio Niilosare dovetailed together, if wood is used as the
iiiatonal i>f the hive, in addition to which, to prevent
ilio |ci--iljility of any giving away, long narrow gimblet
holt s, 1^ inches deep, are bored at each corner through
the joints, endeavouring to make them meet in the
centre. Pius of iron wire, of 4i inches in length, are

driven in at each comer. A rabbet, 1 inch deep, is cut
out inside from the top of the back and front sides of

t he box. Notches for the frames, J inch wide, by J inch
deep, are sunk in the rabbetted portion, so that when
the top-board is in place, there will be exactly | inch
space between it and the tops of the frames. A window
is usually cut out at the back. This may be of any
length, to suit the taste of the owner ; but whatever
the dimensions chosen, should be regulated by the
frames and the interspaces, so that the two sides of the
aperture may permit of so many frames and their out-
side interspaces being visible. The usual size is

7^ inches long by 4 inches high, which allows of five

frames and six interspaces being exposed to view. If
care is not taken m this apparently insignificant
matter, the appearance of the interior from the
back window i.s greatly spoiled, although at
any time the appearance of the interior of a
frame hive is but little inviting. In the engrav-
ing, the window, for purposes of illustration, is repre-
sented as situated in the front, but it is better

to have it at the
back. The top
board is of inch
stuff, keyed on the
upper surface^ by
tuo cross pieces
2 inches wide by
Ij inch thick. If

made in two pieces,

let the joints be
ploughed and
tongued ; after
driving iu the cross

pieces, drive in
two screws through each close to the junction and in
no other part, for the purpose of allowing sufficient

play in the contraction and expansion of the wood,
otherwise it will soon split or become warjJed. A
central aperture is out in the crown-board for feeding

glass box, 13 inches square by 6 inches deep, fitted with
seven or eight of the same bars as are used with the
frames. Or simple boxes, made of | inch deal, of the
same dimensions, will be found ec[ually useful. In
the engraving opposite, the super is shown with its

adapter, a thin board barely | inch thick, the same
size as the cover for which it is substituted. A slit of
11 inches or 12 inches in length, by i inch wide, is cut
iu the adapter on each of the two sides of the hive, just
within the diameter of the super. By giving side

communication only, it is supposed that the queen
is not so likely to ascend into the upper story. The
super^ if of glass, must be wrapped with cloths in

addition to the protection afforded by the outer case.

Pieces of clean worker guide-combs must be attached
to the bars. Any other size or form of super may be
used, but the apertures for communication must be
regulated accordmgly. These hives are also beautifully

made in straw. A square wooden frame is first put
together, and the straw sides, formed by an ingenious
process into very solid panels, are subsequently inserted.

Mr. Woodbury prefers these as domiciles for the winter
quarters of his bees. The top is also of straw let into

a wooden frame. Windows are not usually made in

the straw hives, but can be added if preferred.

Protection from the weather is afforded by the outer
case and roof, constructed in three divisions, as shown
in a former Number, at page 391. The lowest position

is of half-inch stuff, about II inches deep by 171 inches
diameter, inside measure. Attached on the outside of

the bottom of the four sides, with the exception of a

space cut away for the entrance, is a 2-inch moulding,
so fi.fed as to be let down easily over the edges of the
floor-board, thus effectually preventing the admission
of any wet. Small pins of wood are fixed underneath
at the four corners to prevent the crushing of bees. A
space is cut away in front to permit of ingress and
egress. The roof fits down easUy over the case. A
second division is added when a super is being worked,
or when feeding is carried on, the roof fitting either

equally well. Ventilation is afforded by long slits cut
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away under the eaves of the roof. The cases are well
painted, but no part of the hive itself must bo
touched with paint.

A single Woodbury or frame hive in an apiary will

not be found of any very great advantage. To reap
the full benefi. of this system of bee-keeping, no otlier

hive should be used in the apiary. There should
always be at hand an extra supply of hives and the
various accompaniments, not omitting a large number
of spare bars and frames. No straight pieces of worker
comb, if in good condition, should ever be throivn away.
All can be made available by means of the bars or

frames. Having adopted the principle to its fullest

extent, I can speak most favoiu-ably of the Bab and
Feamb Hive. S. Sevan Fox.

Garden Memoranda.
Mit. Salter's Pteetheums.— Until very lately

these have been in charming condition in Mr. Salter's

establishment at Hammersmith ; but the very
_
hot

weather which we are now experiencing has driven
them nearly out of bloom. Among the few still

remaining the following are the best, viz., Mont
Blanc, white, and dwarf in habit ; Virgo Maria,
large white : Alfred Salter, rose, large, and very
double ; Annie Holbom, white with lilac blush centre;
Barral, purplish crimson ; Carneum plenum, large blush

;

Carminatum plenum, carmine ; Eximium, bright red

;

Fascination, shaded pink ; Floribundnm plenum, rosy-

pink, a vigorous grower and profuse bloomer

;

Fulgens plenissimum, large bright red ; Galathee, rose,

changing to lilac ; Gustavo Heitz, rose, with a bronzy
tinge in the centre ; Herman Steinger, rose ; Imbri-
catum plenum, carmine ; Iveryanum, rase, apparently
dwarf in habit, and early ; Lady Blanche, blush
tinged lilac, and very double ; Madame Billiard, rosy
tinted white, round and good in form; Madame
Munier, large rose ; Mrs. Dix, pink shaded blush, and
excellent in form ; Bev. J. Dix, rosy pink ; Andromeda,
rosy pink ; Nemesis, showy deep rose, but not very
compact ; Paul Journu, delicate pink with pale centre

;

Princess Alexandra, large white ; Prince of Wales, car-

mine ; Prince Napoleon, crimson ; Purpureum plenum,
reddi.sh purple; Boseum album, rosy pink with pale

centre ; Rose Perfection, clear rose ; Princess
Mary, blush, with a sulphur centre; Versailles

Defiance, rosy lilac, and Wilhelm Kramper, dark
rose, changing to lilac. These have all fine Ranun-
culus-like fiowers, the only fault of which is that
they are at present as a whole too much alike, and that
the plants which produce them are a little too leggy.

Planted among herbaceous Pa3onies, ofwhich Mr. Salter

has a fine collection, or other plants of that description,

they have, however, a dressy and gay appearance from
the middle of May up to the present time ; they must,
therefore, be regarded as acquisitions of no inconsider-

able value.

In addition to the Pyrethrums Mr. Salter's glass-

houses are at present gay with Zonal and Nosegay
Pelargoniums of wonderful beauty. Out of doors
Giant Fennel may be worth naming, funning as it

does a conspicuous object in shrubbery borders, where
its branching spikes of orange-yellow blossoms reach a
height of some 8 or 10 feet.

Miscellaneous.
African Climate and /""c(;«<a/ion.—At the end of the

hot season everything is dry and dusty ; the atmo-
sphere is loaded with blue haze, and very sultry. After
the rains begin, the face of the country changes with
surprising rapidity for the better. Though we have not
the moist hothouse-like atmosphere of the west coast,

fresh green herbage quickly springs up over the hillsand
dales so lately parched and brown. The air becomes
cleared of the smoky-looking haze, and one sees to great
distances with ease ; the landscape is bathed in a
perfect flood of light, and a delightfiil sense of freshness
IS given from everything in the morning before the
glare of noon overpowers the eye. On asking one of

the Bechuanas once what he understood by the word
used for "holiness" (boitsepho)? he answered^ " When
copious showers have descended during the night, and
all the earth, and leaves, and cattle are washed clean,

and the sun rising shows a drop of dew on every blade
of Grass, and the air breathes fresh— that is holiness."

The young foliage of several trees, more especially on
the highlands, comes out brown, pale red, or pink, like

the hues of autumnal leaves in England; and as the
leaves increase in size they change to a pleasant fresh

light green ; bright white, scarlet, pink, and yellow
flowers are everywhere; and some few of dark crimson,
like those of the Kigelia, give warmth of colouring to

Nature's garden. Many trees, such as the Scarlet

Erythrina, attract the eye by the beauty of their

blossoms. The white full bloom of the Baobab, coming
at times before the rains, and the small and delicate

flowers of other trees, grouped into rich clusters, deck
the forest. Myriads ofwild bees are busy from morning
till night. Some of the Acacias possess a peculiar
attraction for one species of beetle ; while the Palm
allures others to congregate on its ample leaves.

Insects of all sorts are now in full force ; brilliant

butterflies flit from flower to flower, and, with the
charming little sun birds, which represent the hum-
ming birds of America and the West Indies, never
seem to tire. At the north-eastern end of a marsh,
and about three miles from the river, com-
mences a great forest of Palm trees (Borassus
lethiopum). It extends many miles, and at one point
comes close to the river. The grey trunks and green
tops of this immense mass of trees give a pleasing tone
of colour to the view. The mountain range, which
rises close behind the Palms, is generally of a cheerful
green, and has many trees, with patches of a lighter
tint among them, as if spots of land had once been
cultivated. The sharp angular rocks and dells on its

sides have the appearance of a huge crystal broken

;

and this is so often the case in Africa, that one can
guess pretty nearly at sight whether a range is of the
old crystalline rocks or not. The Borassus, though
not an oil-bearing Palm, is a useful tree. The fibrous
pulp round the large nuts is of a sweet fruity taste, and
IS eaten by men and elephants. The natives bury the
nuts until the kernels begin to sprout ; when dug up
and broken, the inside resembles coarse Potatos, and is

prized in times of scarcity as nutritious food. During
several months of the year, Palm-wine, or sura, is

obtained in large quantities; when fresh it is a pleasant
drink, somewhat like champagne, and not at all

intoxicating, though after standing a few hours it

becomes highly so. Sticks a foot long are driven into
notches in the hard outside of the tree—the inside
being soft or hollow—to serve as a ladder ; the top of
the fruit-shoot is cut ofl', and the sap, pouring out at
the fresh wound, is caught in an earthen pot which is

hung at the point. A thin slice is taken ofl' the end to
open the pores, and make the juice flow every time the
owner ascends to empty the pot. Temporary huts are
erected in the forest, and men and boys remain by
their respective trees day and night, the nuts, fish, and
wine being their sole food. The Portuguese use the
Palm-wine as yeast, and it makes bread so light that it

melts in the mouth like froth. Livingstone's Zambesi
and its Tributaries,

Japanese Pears.— The emissaries of the Dutch
Company never failed to admire in their journeys to the
court of Yeddo the large Pears exposed in the shops,
and perfectly preserved even in July. Some even are
kept for a longer period (8 to 10 months). This Pear tree
was originally imported from China a long while ago,

and is distinguishable from our varieties by its large
nearly round fruits, which are on very long stalks, and
have a coarse brownish speckled rind, while the flesh,

though succulent, is harsh, more acid and rough than
sug.ary. Some ofthem are early, of smaller size, and are
eaten at once in the summer time as refreshing fruits

;

but it is the large autumn Pears which, in consequence
of their acid and rough properties, can be preserved for

so loni5 a time, and are very suitable for baking, &c.,

excelling in this particular all our late Pears. Von
Siebold's Catalogue Raisonne,

Orchids.—At a late sale of these at Stevens', a
Saccolabium, unknown, said to be the finest mass
perhaps ever imported of the genus, fetched the large

sum of 50Z. ! A second " very fine plant " of it realised

UL, and a third,
"' with two shoots," 8/. Some 240 lots

fetched altogether 402/. 18s. Grf.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing weelc.)

Many of the hardier kinds of greenhouse plants may
now be set out of doors. It is a mistake, however, to

place them in too shady a situation ; but it is essential

that the pots be protected from the sun. They should
be plunged in beds of sifted coal-ashes; take care also

to place them far enough apart to ensure a free circula-

tion of air amongst the plants.

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLANT HOUSES.
Close and frequent inspection will now be required

if anything like success inth bedded-out plants is to be
attained this season. This is a good time for grafting

or inarching Oranges, Camellias, Azaleas, choice

Rhododendrons, &c. Until a junction is eflected, the
plants should be plunged in a close moist heat, rather

stronger than that required for growing them in, and
they should be carefully shaded.
AcHiMENES.—Keep up successions of these as long

as possible. While growing, they like a warm moist
atmosphere; but during their flowering season they
do perfectly well in a comparatively cool and dry
situation, such as a close greenhouse or conservatory.

As regards soil, light turfy loam, peat, leaf-mould,

thoroughly decayed cow-dung, and silver sand suits

them perfectly.

Amaryllis.— These deserve more than ordinary
attention. They succeed perfectly in any lijjht tolerably

rich soil, in which there is a good proportion of fibry

loam. Twenty-four sized pots suit them best. Plants
in smaller pots should therefore be carefully moved
into the size just named.
Annuals.—Kinds intended for autumn flowering

should be thinned out or transplanted, before they
crowd one another, and become too weak to support
themselves.

Caknations, &c.—Few plants are more generally

useful than the hardier kinds of Carnations, Picotees,

and Cloves. If pipings of them are taken off' about
this season, or say a little later, they sometimes strike

as freely as l?inks; but the operation will be more
certain to succeed if the handlights are set on a slight

hotbed, or the pots plunged in a frame where there is

a gentle bottom-heat. Points which require special

attention are, that the cuttings be taken not later, on
any account, than the expanding of the first flower

:

and that they be carefully shaded from every ray of

sunshine. The most certain method of propagating
them is by layers ; but it is equally important that it

should be done early, as the plants root sooner, and
thereby become bette'r established before winter.

Chinese Primulas.—Old plants of these should
soon be shaken carefully out of the old soil, repotted
in light sweet compost, moderately rich, and placed in

a warm frame for a few days, till they have begun to

produce roots into the new soil, after which they must
be removed to a position near the glass in a cold frame,
and kept close till the plants are thoroughly re-esta-

blished. These plants succeed best in moderate-
sized pots.

Pelaegoniums.—"Willie these are in bloom it is

most desirable that shading should be attended to

carefully, for one sunny day may injure the flowers

beyond hope of remedy. It is equally desirable that
the atmosphere of the house should be kept cool.

FOBCING GARDEN.
Peaches.—Admit a free circulation of air through

all the houses during dry fine weather ; but where tbe
fruit is just ripening, ventilation during the night and
in damp weather should be eff'ected by means of the
front lights, keeping the top sashes closed to prevent
cold dews from settling on the fruit. The foliage in
the early houses should be kept in a healthy state as
long as possible by syringing and guarding against
insect depredations.
Pines.—Having selected, to meet the demand in

winter, those plants which are now showing or flower-
ing, and those which shortly promise to follow their
example, a portion of the strongest and best rooted of
those remaining should be picked out to succeed
them ; these should bo potted immediately if they
require it, and grown on steadily without any check

:

any of the smaller plants which are in immediate need
of potting should also be attended to. Keep up an
uninterrupted succession by planting a few suckers
occasionally in a brisk bottom-heat. Where the
planting-out system is practised, there is no diflaculty

in keeping up the succession if all vacancies are filled

up as they occur with the best plants selected from
among the successions.

A''iNES.—Where crops are swelling let the state of

the borders be frequently examined. If the soil is too
dry, let the surface be carefully loosened with a fork,

and watered wdth liquid manure. Examine the
bunches of swelling crops, thin crowded clusters, and
remove small berries.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Water growing crops freely with liquid manure;

this is the best time of year to make use of it, and with
the addition of the rains which we are now experienc-
ing, improved growth may be expected to be the result.

Celery.—Now that rain has come, plant out for the
main crop.

Lettuces.—Successions of these must be kept up as

required.
Turnips.—A good breadth of these may now be

sown.
Watee-ceesses.—A supply of these for autumn and

winter may be easily obtained by planting some strong
young tops, about 4 inches long, in a line at the foot of
a north wall. The cuttings should be of pieces which
have protruding roots from the joints. Water-cresses
will grow freely in such a situation ; and in many
places where there are no artificial beds, and where
natural ones are a considerable distance off, these will

be found useful.
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THE PATENT NITUO-FHOSPHA.TE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY, Limited, Manutactiirera oI

ODAMS'S PATENT BLOOD MANUUE for CORN and ROOTS.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHUSrHATK of LIME and DISSOLVED

BONES.
Chief Offices—109, Feiicburch Street, London, E.G. Western

Counties Branch : Quean Street, Exeter. Irish Branch : 40, West-

moreland Street, Dublin. Directors.
Chairman—Jobm Clavden, Littlebury, Essex

Dcputy-Cha'ninan—Jons Collins, Argyle HoU'^e, Uolloway.
Edward Bell, 48, Marine Parade, Brighton.
Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot, Herts.
Thomas KnigUt, Edmonton, Middlesex.
Robert Leeds, West Lexham, Norfolk.
George Savile, Ingthorpe, near Stamford
Samuel Jonas, Chrishall Grange, Essex.

Auditor—J. Carter Jonas, Cambridgi
fiecrctai-y—C. T. Macauah.

This Company was originally formed by, and is under the Direction

of AEric'Jlturists, circuiijstances that havejustly earned lor it nnothoi

aitle. viz. :-'*THE TENANT FARMERS' MANURE COMPANY "

Its Members are Cultivators of upwards of 50.000 Atres of Land,
which has been for yeara under management with Manures of their

own Manufiicturo, Tlie Consumer, therefore, has the best Guaiantee
for tlie genuineness and efficacy of the Manures minufaotured by

this Comoany.
A Prtispectus will be forwarded on applicntlon to the Secretary, or

may be had of the local Agcnta. 0. T. Macadam, Secretaiy

C*biof Offices, IWi, Fencluirch Street. London. E C

"Established 1812.

TURNIPS, GRASS, WHEAT. BARLEY, OATS, PUTATOS, 4c
and their

BONE SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME
are the best prepared and cheapest Manures offered to the Public

11 li Ji LONDON MANUKE OOMPANY
<ESTABL1SBED1840).

Have DOW ready for delivery in dry fine condition,

CORN MANURE, for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Landi
SUPERPHOSfHATES of LIME

116, Fenchurch Street. K.C.

L AWES' MANURES.
The Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawes for the present

season of 18G0 are now ready for delivery at his Factories, at the
following prices, per ton :—

appointed Agents in all parts of the United Kmgdoin, at pri

varying iiccording to cost oi carriage.
Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from the Importers Nitrate of

Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures

2.C. ; and 22, Eden Quay, Dublin.

/1UCUA-^UT KLFUbl.
^^ is becoming bcarcl, the

old reserres will soon be gone

Now sold in bags, 1 fur It , 10 fur

iijj., 20 for 30« , 60 for 6w , 100

for £0.

Fouri3GDC3 allowed for each

bag returned carriage-paid.

A Railway Truck-load (not In

b:tgs), 409.

Postage Stamps or Post-offlce

Order, payable to J. BAnsoAU tt

Co., Kingston-on-Thames, S.W.

Importaut to Agriculturists.

THE BEST LliNSEt:D, bruised and properly ground
into meal under hc-ivy edge stones, is unquestionably the only

suitable food that can be protitably used for mixing with the
ordinary meal or any honic-growu produce to make it superior for
feeding or fattening purposes to the best Linseed Cake.
LINSEED MEAL, guaianteed penuine, made from the best

Calcutta and Bombay Seed, containing from 35 to 40 per cent, of oil,

iqunl in effect and nutritive value to nearly three
'eight of the best Linseed Cake, is supplied in bags containing &(t lb.

t lus., and 112 lbs. at 205., on receipt of order and a remittance, by
RicuARn BuRNiSTOK, Llnsecd Mills, Henley-on-Thame?.

CLIFF'S ANTISEPTIC FLUID,
Manufactured by F. C. Caltkbt tn Co., Manchester.

A preparation of Carbolic Acid suitable for Sbeep Dipping,
Washing Cattle, &c. Vide 3d Report of the Cattle Plague Coiurols-

B

Cattle Plague.

AKEU't) I'ltiiVEMlVli llEUICINE,
COST W. a JJAV.

An Infallible Pievontive.
Inexpensive, Harmless, Easily Used,

oently succcssftil Id his

Tins, 23. ad., OS., ion., !ind 20^. eaeli, with full instructions. This
Medicine is also extremely beneficial for Horses, Sheep, and Pigs.

LowDOK Bkpot : 49, Stamford Street, BlackfViars Road, S.

Important Reduction In the Prices of Portable
Engines for 1866.

CLATTON, SHUTTLEWOUTU and CO., Engineers,
Manufacturers of Portable and Fiicd .Steam Engines, Machinery

for Pumping, Hoisting, Urindmg, Sawing, &c, ; Engines for Steam
Cultivation, Self-moving Engines for Common Roads »nd Agricultural
Purposes generally.
SUmp End Works, Lincoln ; and

also at Lowengasse No. 44, Landstr
dem Bahnhof, Pesth.'

Descriptive, IlluatratL.*, „.,^ »..««. v...,-.«6-«» *.-«»,«» -.«»-.
Special Drawings when required. The beat tSteam ThreihlnB

T.^O\VLEirS PATENT STEAM PLOUGH and
1} CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK la every Agriculturiil
County m EnKland.
For particulars .ipply to Joun Fowi.cn & Co., 28, Cornhill, London,

E.C. ; and Steam Plough Woik.s Lccd-s.

i^OK SALK. a 12-hnis.- sot of FOWLEICS PATENT
.STEAM PI/)UGUING M.VCIIINERY complete Including

AGRICULTn;\T. TMIM.KMENTS.—Steam Engines,
Threshing -M

I
, r;uts. Ploughs, Harrows, Reap-

3 Street. London, E.C.
Works, Brentwood. Essex.

THE IMPROVED LEATHER DRIVING STRAPS
for MACHINERY are stronger, more durable, diive better,

au(f cost less than other kinds of Driving Belts. SPECIAL
STRAPS for PORTABLE ENGINES. Price Lists free by post.

Tluskk's Patent Strap and Hose Company.
Manufactory : Armit Works, Greenfield, near Manchester.

Warehouse : 81, Mark Lane, London, E.C.
Mr. H. Ferhabee, Agent.

C

;:;';:';;';«

a Silver Watcli and Chain (o'lercd by tlio'luwn ol liiiiySt. Edmund's)
will bo competed for.

By permission of Colonel Frazer, V.C, the splendid Band of tho
11th Hussars (under the direction of Mr. Fitzpatrick, Bandmaster),
is engaged for tho two following days, viz. :—Thursday and I^Viday,
July 6 and 6, on which Excursion Trains will run from all the prin-
cipal Stations on the Great Eastern Railway.
The Town Committee of Bury St. Edmund's, with tho Mayor

(H. Le Grice, Esq.), have engaged, on behalf of the Town, the whole
of the Abbey Grounds and Pields adjoining, and have mado such
an-angenients that the Public this year will be enabled to view the
whole ii{ the above Exhibition for one Fee (with the exception of
the Ploughing Matches), to be paid at tho Abbey Gate.

PROGRAMME.—Chief Entrance, the Abbey Gate, Angel Inn.
Thursday, July 6, open at 2 o'clock, admiusion Is. ; after 6 o'clock,

. Grand show of Suffolk Horses and Hunters, Pigs, Sheep,
Poultrj Show, Flower and Fruit Show, and Abbey Grounds.

PROGRAMME of Steam and Horee Ploughing, in a Field on the
Rougbam Ro.id, Bury St. Edmund's.

Thu'sday, July 5.—Adniissiou to Plough Field, Oti, Fixing Steam
' " ' the morning. Horso Ploughing MatchesPloughing i'ackle a

LlOii B morning.
Fiiday, July C.—Adm

and Horse Ploughing Matches t
J. Lk-Butt, Local Secretary, Burj' St. Edmurid'c,

BIRMINGHAM HORSE SHOW, 1866.—
The FIRST GREAT EXHIBITION of HORSES, PONIES,

CARRIAGES, HARNESS, SADDLERY, STABLE FITTINGS,

plL-ihUie, no ^\ t J iiiircde \ tiilil ilion or breed
Vermin, Hdv 1 < k i i l unnccessirj, increased wiilth

and depth of Ftc ling Tr ugb',. Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging Cleanly, durable, and impervious to
infection, being all of iion Piico of Fitting;, per Cow, 46s

Prospectuses tree of Cottim & Co , lion Works, 2, Wmslev Street
(opposite the Pintheon), Oxfoid Street, London, W, whcie thi

_J%

^a'

Future Safety from Rinderpest.

MUSGRAVE'S PATENT II i^ i nu
| \l |

s u,th
fresh Air Inlets, as used In tli ( i M I I 1 irui-.

MUSGRAVES PATENT SlABLb tiUliNi.-. uii LtMisE
BOXES AdoitedbyHRH the Prince oJ Waka, fur bandnukiiaui
MU'^.GRAVE'S PATENT HARNESS BRACKETS, IRON

PIGGERIES, and DOG KENNELS.
MUSGRAVE'S PATENT SLOW-COMBUSTION STOVE.

Employed by the Ecclesiastical Commissi

'0, very compact.

This system in fact la found toharbour nor communicate contagic
bo the only true SAFEorAitn /

Priced Engravings of all th<

LAND DRAINAGE, FARM BUILDINGS, imd
LABOURERS' COTTAGES.—These several works can bo

executed, and tho cost borrowed and charged on landed property.
Landowners can have Plans and Specifications of the nest and
cheapest character prepared to meet the specialities of each case,
and in conformity with the Act of Parliament, so that they can, it

desirable, execute the work by their own Agents,—Apply to Mr.
Bailky Dektqn, 21i, Whitehall Place, Westminster. S.W.

Drainage of Land.
JV/TR. C. F. HUMBERT, F.G.8., of "Watford, Herts,
-LVX and lormerly Senior Surveyor to tho Tithe Commission, a
Land Surveyor and Land Agent, more than 20 years established in
practice, undortakos Wiiiks ul Draiii:iyo citl. sr at a contract p-tce. or
to lay out and nvi i

! ,. t [,. ..i. , ,i . n.i
i -inn of &s. per

rjT HE LA N D S 1 M V 1U> V i-. M 1-: NT CO M PAN Y.
jf Pail lament in

LP., Chairman.

ited in amount, for tho
ent, the whole outlay and

. _, " any beneficial purpose.
Engines or Machinery lor Dr.i-inage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultural or farming
furposes.
les or U

navigable
4. The Erection of Farm Houses, Labourers* Cottages, and other

Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the improvement
of and additions to Farm Houses and other bmldiugs for
Farm purposes.

i under the provisions of any Act of Parliament,
Royal Charter, or Commission in respect of any public or general
works of Drainage or other improvements, may borrow their pro-
portionate share of the cost, and charge the same with the expenses
on the lands improved.
Tho Company will also negotiate the Rent-chargea obtained by

Landowners under the Improvement of Land Act, 1804, in tespect ol
their Subscription of Shares in a Railway oi Canal Company,
No investigation ol title is required.'and the Company being of r

strictly financial character, do not interfere with the pU
execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the

Tuesday, from till 1, to witi.cs3~tho Judging, 5*.

;

'Is. 6(/. On Wednesday and Thursday, is.

w^ll^be Tried daily in the Ring. Nearly FOUR

ieo tho Advertisements and

J. B. LvT
i- Strc

.L, Secretary.applic

_Offlcj

ESSEX AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, 18(iG.—
Prcsidtiit—3. W 1'.mn WATi,iNriT"-v, E=q.

Notice.—The ANNUAL KXlIIHITIi»N of t|ic ab,.vo ASSOCIA-
TION will be held this )e;.r:.t Kll'lNG. ..n i rK.--h.vV. July 17.

On the same day, in cuiijuuLtioQ i!iun_Miili. ruULTHi', GAME,
RABBIT, PIGEON, and C.VNAKV Simws. and a HORTICUL-
TURAL SHOW and FLORAL FETE will also be held.
The Prizes for the Poultry Show, which aro upon a most liberal

scale, amount iu tho aggregate to £83. For tho Horticultural Show
to £100.
The magniOcent Band of tho Gi'enadicr Guards and of tho Roval

Artillery will be in attendance throughout the day; tho lornier will
also play at the ANNUAL DINNER, which will take place iu tho
newlj erected Town Hall, in the High "

past,, that of any previous year.
The Entries for both the Poultry and Floral Shows will positively

Close on July 2. Exhibitors are therefore earnestly requested to
lobe no tlmo in applying to the Secretary, who will supply the neces-
sary Forms and furnish such information as may be requiied.

Bv Order, Jons W. Wimous, Secretary to Local Committee.
Lpping, June 30.

W\\t ^sricttltural Sajette.
SATURDAY, JUNE 30, ISOG.

MEETINGS FOR TUE ENSUING WEEK.
E9B.T, July 4—Agricultural Socipty of EUKland—Noon
DAT. — 5 I.Suffolk Agiicultural Society, at Bury
r, — li J St. Edmuad'H.

Baiimnq an occ.asion.al thunder storm, wo
are eujoying a splendid haymaking time ; and
if anything can help the Wheat crop over the
disastroiia effects of a cold wet March and April,

it will be the extremely tine season during which
it is now in bloom. The recent rains after a cold

dry May have been welcome for all succulent
growth. Grass and Mangel Wurzel and Turnips
have greatly benefited by them ; and the effects

of a few hundred tons per aero of water falling

upon the hide-bound soil illustrate and explain

the results which all visitors to the recent Show
at Salisbury may have seen of tho many thousand
tons per acre which are poured over Grass lands

there duiing winter. AVe theu saw a heavj' crop

ready to cut, equal in weight to tho ordinary

hay crop of a tirst-rate dry meadow, tho land

having already yielded a larger croji before to ewes
and lambs folded ovor it in April and May. Mr.
CoMUBS, of Tisbury, near Salisbury, who is the

groat authority on Wiltshire irrigation, informs

us that a square hurdle, i. e. about foui- square
yards, is the average daily allowance for a ewe
and lamb ;

putting their consumption at 24 lb.,

we have a crop of upwards of 12 tons of Grass
per acre, and this is taken before the early June
haymaking, which represents almost as much
more. This is the result of an enormous flooding

with water. It is the practice to lay on as much
water as possible iu a thin flowing sheet during
November and December. The watering goes

on more or less during winter, and even in the

severest frosts the Grass will grow under the ice.

We are quoting Mr. Combes' statement. In
January, as a general rule, it is held to be
advisable to water five days in six— in

February about thi'ee days in four, and at the
beginning of March every other day. Consider
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what quantity this represents. When in full flow

the "water runs on at the rate of 2 or 3 tons per

acre per minute, 150 tons an hour, 30,000 tons

and more every day. No doubt enonnou.s

gi'owths of Gra.ss, greater than are known in any
ordinaiy water meadows, are obtained ft'om

6000 to 10,000 tons per acre yearly in the case of

sowago water. The clear spring water which is

said to produce the best effect in AViltshii-e may
be as pure as one can imagine it welling from

the chalk, but 30,000 tons poured daily over

every acre for nearly 100 days must contain

more food for plants than even 10,000 tons of

eewage per annum,—food enough to account for

the luxui'iant gi-owth it produces, however small

the percentage of food for plants it may contain.

Mr. Combes has ascertained by repeated

cuttings and weighings that the total gi'owth of

Grass during the year in a well-managed water

meadow, may be as much as 40 tons per acre.

This was taken by frequent mowings through-

out 1 2 months ; but the ordinary practice is to

feed off in April and early May, to mow in

the middle of June, in some cases to take a

second crop for hay in August, and thereafter

to graze with cattle and horses, keeping the land
jierfectly dry during autumn, and feeding it bare

before the first November flooding. The four

streams which meet near Salisbuiy are utilised

in this way over about 9000 acres of land, and
l>robal)ly 300,000 to 400,000 tons of Grass are

thus jnoduced, worth 200,000/., or upwards of

201. per acre to the occupiers, and enabling

a most advantageous management of the

farms to which they belong. According to Mr.
Combes, the spring Grass of a 20-acro meadow
fed with sheep will keep 400 couples during
seven weeks in April and May. During this

time this flock is used to fold 15 to 20 acres of

arable land. This meadow -nail then in two
cuttings give at least 60 tons of hay ; and thus
there is annually put on the arable land 15 aei'es

of spring folding and 60 tons or more of hay,
thus enabling the farmer to dispense with the

growing of 20 acres of Turiips and 25 acres or

more of field Grass, or to increase the number of

his sheep stock on a farm of 400 or 500 acres at

least 12 per cent. In one instance given by
Ml'. Combes, 277 couples were kept 33 days and
11 cows 26 days with less than 10 lb. of hay per

day per cow, on a meadow of 13} acres. After
which there was cut from the same meadow at

least two tons per acre, the aftermath being fed

bj' cows and horses.

When the Turnip crop fiiUe, the spiing Grass
becomes most valuable ; but even in ordinary

years 6?. and '!. per acre is given for the fu'st

folding over the land before the June hay crop is

grown. And it is as enabling a cheaper and
more efficient management of the land that the

addition of 30 or 40 acres of water meadow to a

large farmer becomes so important. It is

becoming more and more the practice to modify
the four-course system of cropping by taking
two green crops in successive years, and there-

after to take Wheat and Barley in succession.

You thus have a superior second green crop,

a cheaply manured soil for Wheat, and a
Barley crop of better quality. But such
a practice is impossible, unless there bo the
means which water-meadows give of providing
a sufficient hay crop outside the arable land.

Formerly the Tui'uips could not bo fed off in

time for the Barley crop, and the supply of

manure was deficient for the Wheat crop. Now,
the Turnip crop can be fed off just as

it is convenient ; it is followed by a second
summer green crop, so that the land is in capital

condition for the Wheat—the ^Vheat stubble can
receive a good winter fallow for the Barley, and
there is again ample time to make use of autumn
cultivation for the sucfeediug root crop.

All these advantages, with the additional one
of utilising in the growth of market garden crops

the manure which will be thus produced, will

wo hope ultimately follow the practice of watering
\\'ith sewage near large towns. Wo cannot indeed
put on 100 to 150 tons an hour per acre all the

winter through. But 3000 to 6000 tons of the
drainage water of our towns contain as much
food for plants as 100 times that quantity of

spring water from the chalk. And when 20 or

30 acres out of every 200-acre farm near
London, Manchester, &c., are devoted to the
growth of Grass under sewage, the 1200
to 1500 tons of cow food thus produced wiU
yield a most efficient dung heap for conversion
into Cabbages, Potatos, Onions, and other
valuable crops for town consumption. The

cheapest possible manuring for the rest of the

land will follow this liquid manuring of a

portion of it ; and, costly as the maniu'ing of

that portion will be, yet the dii'ect profits of cow
feeding wiU be considerable, and the indirect

advantage to the whole farm will be oven greater

than under the ordiuary management of a
Wiltshii'e farm they are found to be.

Mh. Clode, the Superintendent of the Statis-

tical Office in connection with the Cattle Plague
returns, informs us in his last weekly report that

the disease has now completed the 52d week of

its prevalence, and during the year nearly a

quarter of a million (248,965) of attacks have
been officially reported, 80,590 cattle are stated

to have been "killed, 124,187 to have died, 32,989

to have recovered, and in 11,192 cases the results

have not been specified. In addition to the fore-

going, 51,343 cattle exposed to risk have been
slaughtered while free from disease. In the

aggregate more than 50 (50.5) in every 1000 of

the ordinary stock of cattle in Great Britain have
been attacked, and to every 1000 attacks, whose
results have been reported, 861 animals perished.

The epidemic has also extended to a consider-

able number of sheep, and since the commence-
ment 4463 are officially reported to have been
attacked ; of these 4002 died or were killed, and
461 recovered or were unaccounted for.

During the week ended 16th June, 533 attacks

were reported to have occurred in Great Britain ;

viz., 488 in England, 27 in Wales, and 18 in

Scotland. The number of attacks, viz., 533,

shows a decrease of 454 on the previous retiu'n.

Cori'ecting the total, by adding an average of

attacks commencing during the week, but which
may lie subsequently reported, the number for

the week will be 666.

G reat as are the losses which in the aggregate

have been suffered, last week's report is most
encouraging, and wo hope that the disease,

whether it is to be a constant or continually

recurring maladj' amongst our stock or not,

is now, for the present at least, leaving us.

It is lamentable to find that nearly one-half of

the attacks still belong to the county of Cheshire,

where no fewer than 24 fresh places were attacked

during the past week, making a total of 5123
" places " in that county which have been infected

during the year, where nearly 100,000 head of

cattle existed, of which 65,252 have been attacked,

and only 7822 have recovered. One-eighth part

of the whole national disaster appears to have
fallen on this one county. Surely this is a case

which calls for national assistance.

WATER FOR SHEEP.
UsFOHTrNATELY anim.ils have not the power of

speech, or they would tell us their wants and their feel-

ings, and so prevent much loss and damage. The proper
supply of water to our animals, either in their food, or

directly, is a matter of much importance, and greatly

dependent, as to quantity, on a variety of circum-
stances. It requires no conjuror to show that milk-
eiving animals require much more water or succulent

food than growing or fattening animals. I have had
from 24 to 30 quarts per day of milk from a large Short-

horn cow in full milk, and this is, of course, nearly all

water. Such an animal must require a proportional

quantity of water to supply this and the additional

vapour given off in respiration, perspiration, and
evacuation. The .same remark applies to an ewe
in full milk, or other breeding animals. The
normal quantity of water in Grass at a particular

season may be taken as a proper ordinary supply, aud
no doubt the instinct of the milk-giving animal would
lead it to avail of the extra wetted or bedewed
Grass immediately before sunrise, or at all events

before the dew had been dispersed. The percentage of

water in natural Grasses varies according to the period

of their flowering. Those that flower early in the

spring contain most water. According to Way's
admirable treatise on Grasses in the Eoyal Aijricultural

Society's Journal, vol. ii, page 533, those that flowered

contain of water

—

Per cent.

Ill May V9
E.irly iu Julio 72

Late in June 66
Early in July 62

Tlie average of the four periods being 70 per cent, of

water or 7 lb. or pints of water to 3 lb. of dry food.

Nature has therefore provided us with a tolerably safe

scale, having regard afco to the dew of the morning for

milk-giving animals, or an extra supply of water.

Now, we must never forget that on the modern
principle of feeding with cake, corn, or other dry
substances, we deviate from a natural course, and
must therefore restore the equilibrium by supplies of

water, even where animals are on Grass; and we
should also, when too much rain falls, have reg.ard to

correcting the excess of moisture by proportions of

dry food.

Again, in the hot dry montlis of July, August, and
September, it is irrational and injurious not to provide

a proper supply of water lor your sheep as well as

cattle ; great and unprofitable omissions are too common
in this matter of water for sheep. Early this spring (in

April) my ewes with lambs were upon Italian Eye-
grass, and as the lambs increased in size I saw that

there was a loss of flesh in the ewes. As there were
frequent showers, we thought it could not be for want
of water, but we tried it, and found at once that the

absence of water was the cause of their loss in con-
dition. They were having cake, corn, and hay-chafl',

in addition to the Grass.
When fattening sheep are on Clover in a hot July

and August, having cake in addition, they will drink
very much water, and will not thrive without it. I

am not sure that some farmers are not in danger
under Mr. Martin's Act, in very hot weather.
AVith fresh-drawn Turnips or Mangels, or Turnips

with tops in the fields, we have an excessive supply of

moisture, about 88 to 90 per cent.

A singular case of living without water occurred a
few years since in the parish of Cressing Temple, about
10 miles from my farm; a liorse that was treading

Barley in the body of the barn was left there all

night, and was nowhere to be found the next morning,
although diligent search was made for him. This
was ill harvest time. On (lir fliri^tmas morning
following the iil.m^liiucii lirmd a mijliiir.; in the bam,
and for the lir>( time it eerurreil In t luin that although
the bay wa< well lille.l willi Hurley (lie horse had
slipped down between the boarded side of the barn and
the Barley, which, being unthreshed, closed over him.
So it was, for on cutting a way through they found
the horse as plump and as sleek as a mole. He had
eaton his w.Ty and cleared a considerable space. The
foolish ploughmen, concluding that he must be very

thirsty, most indiscreetly allowed him to go dovm to

the pond and drink liis lill, nhi.-li resulted in liisiloath.

This may appear to > leiy .leubtl'iil slory, but
weneed not so iiiiieli \M.<i:\rr uheu it is kn.iwii that

dry or market grain ediilain-. 1 1 percent, ef water, and
the straw nearly 12 per cent., so that with every

8S pounds or pints of dry corn, the horse had U to

12 11). or pints of water. The case I have quoted is

well known and authenticated. J. J. Mechi, Tiplree,

June 18.

THE INCREASING MORTALITY OF CATTLE.
Foe some time past the " denaturalisation " of our-

selves and our domestic animals has been a subject of

discussion in the medical world. In plain English,

fixrmers .are not so robust and healthy as they once

were [Oh!], and this is also true ofliorses, horned cattle,

sheep, and pigs. On all topics doctors are said to

(lill'er, and it would an|iear that on "the quality of

vilalily" ill man aiel liea-t, tliey, as Usual, are much
ili\i,lril. ihii a- 1,1 tile tail 1

1 -el 1. 1 lilt as to its cause. Of
tile im iva-rel iiinrtaliiy they are unanimous, but when
we eonio to the more practical question of how that

increase is produced, they are divided.

Confining our observations to what is being said

about cattle, one party, for example, attribute the

increase of mortality to denaturahsation by an

unnatural system of breeding, feeding, and fattening

;

" early maturity and a disposition to fatten " being

considered by this party indications of denaturalis,ation

or a lower state of vitality. In other words there is a

greater per-centage of mortality amongst our improved
breeds forced forward to early maturity and an extra

degree of fatness than there was amongst stock prior

to the adoption of this new-fangled forcing system of

management. [We recommend our correspondent to

read the account of artificial treatment and its results

on a Scotch dairy farm in a previous number of this

Paper. Ed.] On the other hand the second party wholly

acquit this forcing system of stock management of any

blame in the matter, the real cause of the

increase of mortality being the importation of foreign

diseases, directly and indirectly — directly by the

importation of foreign cattle labouring under the

various kinds of murrain and other contagious diseases

now prevalent amongst stock, and indirectly by the

importation of the seeds of such diseases along with

foreign com and other articles under modern free-trade

measures. That is to say, since the adoption of free-

trade measures, the opening up of this country and of

the Continent of Europe by railways, and of the whole

world by steamboat communication, and the vastly

increased intercourse amongst nations and interchange

of produce that have followed, the mortality amongst

our cattle has increased fourfold, no less than 50 per

cent, of this increase being due to the importation of

pleuro-pneuraonia alone.

The "Lancet "of March 24, in a leading paragraph

on this topic, says—" The quality of vitality seems to

be a subject of discussion amongst veterinarians as well

as amongst ourselves. They (veterinarians) are divided

as to whether cattle, as fe<l and treated now-a-days, are

as healthy and sound as they were before the fiee-tr.ade

measures. We are often reminded of the plaintive

lamentations over the doings of free-trade, of Addison's

fine old 'forv foxhimter, who was of opinion that there

had been no'fine weather since the Revolution, Still we
must face the facts of this free-tr.-ide time as compared

with the preceding, and one of these is a greatly

increased mortality amongst cattle. Prior to 1812, Pro-

fessor Gamgee states,in a letter to the Pall Mall Oazefte,

the mortality amongst stock in this country never

exceeded two per cent,, if ever it attained that figure

;

since then the mortality has doubled and quadrupled.

The question is, is this due to the degeneration in the

stock arising from the present remarkable system of

feeding or rather fattening them, or to other causes ?

Prof Gamgee unhesitatingly acquits the present system

of feeding cattle of any blame in the matter, and attri-

butes the increased mortality to contagious plagues, for

the most part imported. Fifty per cent, of this

increased mortality has been due to one single imported

disease, pleuro-pneumonia. The other fatal plagues are
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the foot -aml-iiimitli ili>f:isi', small-pox in sheep, and

rindcn>esl. '>nr i;on,l ,vs,,ll ..( the rattle plague «lll

be to couviuee uiir statesmen ol the iiec-cssit}- ol

measures for preventing the importation of these

diseases. Agreeing in the main with Professor Gamgee

as to the cause of the increa-sed mortality of stock,

we sliouM h'" more ilisposod than he seems to be to

nue'slieii lie' m^'liiiu of lUfteuing our cattle to the

extent .iftlM' prr.-riit rashioH."

There is (Imihlle-s mueh truth on both sides of this

controversy, aiel aKo jiiueh apparent diversity that

may he reemieilcil hIicii the facts of the ease ai'e

clearly seen ami iniclersliicul. Veterinarians and llm-e

who join them iu attributing the increase of mortality

solely to the importation of contagious diseases appear

to overlook piredisposing causes to catch such con-

tagious maladies, or the greater liability of stock

produced under the unnatural forcing system of

management now generally practised. Both systems of

stock management are still practised in this country

and on the Continent of Europe, but the former (the

forcing system) has since the opening up of the

country by railways and steam communication since

1812 become greatly more fashionable than the latter

;

more especially as to the extension of the improved
Short-horn breed by crossing and otherwise, with a

view to obtain early maturity and an increase of weight,

and a greater development of milking properties in

milch cows. Something similar has taken place in

improved Herefords and Devons and their respective

cro.sses, and likewise in all oiu- improved breeds of

.sheep and their crosses. Now the Eoyal Commission
informs us that the statistics of rinderpest, as given by
those who tendered to them their evidence, prove the

per centage of mortality to be much greater amongst
stock of this class as compared with the percentage of

mortality amongst our older and more hardy and
healthy breeds of homed cattle. And if our improved
breeds are thus greatly more predisposed to catch

the contagious poison of rinderpest than are our
older and less fashionable breeds under a different

system of management, we aver that our improved
breeds are equally predisijosed to pleuro-pneiuuonia, if

not in; a greater degree than are our old-fashioned

native stock.

Something, however, more closely connected with
the modern fashionable practice of breeding, rearing,

and fattening our improved breeds, and their greater

predisposition to catch contagious diseases afl'ecting

the organs of circulation requires to be said, than is

contained in the above general observations. Those
farmers, for example, who have had a successful

experience in the management of our improved breeds
must be familiar with uie difficulty of breeding from
the best foims of symmetry, owing to their liability to

run to fat if fully and properly fed.

Young heifers, w'hich must necessarily have a full

allowance (d |iniiiiote their growth, get so excessively

fat as III lir.iiiiir literally barren; or if farmers succeed
in kee|inr_' liem ill rude health below the non-produc-
tive piiiut, tliij may get one calf, but the probability

is that the next season they must be sent to the
shambles. Now what is the practical effect of the
working of this practice in the production of breeding
stock in reference to their predisposition to catch con-
tagious diseases, such as pleui'o-pneumonia and rinder-

pe.st ? Evidently to increase the predisposing cause
and consequently the percentage of mortality, for the
milch cows seic eled ami kept on as breeding stock,

together with tliiir i'liriiiiy, are of a tyTje much more
liable to luu'.; ili-in-. uml cattle plague than are the
more robust and In allliy llais prematurely drafted out
and sent to the shambles. All breeds of cattle appear
to be subject to the disease ; but the more highly-bred
the animal, the sooner, generally speaking, it succumbs.
English stock, compared with foreign breeds, seem
to have less power of resistance. Of the Dutch it

has been observed in this country, that although
perhaps not less liable to be attacked than other
varieties, they survive the first attack longer, and more
of them recover. Animals in good condition, .says

another ob.server, resist the longest ; but if they become
diseased, the disease runs its course in them more
rapidly. To the practical reader who has been an
observer of the facts of the case themselves, the sound-
ness of this conclusion and its application to the
question at issue will appear manifest. Indeed any
other eiiiirlii-iiiii would lie unreasonable. In its support
wemi'^lil iiuiilr llir sj tiy and low vitality of the
dairy slne^ nltlie eapilal ; the dairy and breeding
stock of t'heshire,* and of various other places where
the mortality of rinderpest has been the greatest, were
it necessary.

A conclusion, the same in substance, may be deduced
from well-known physiological data. Thas it is a
well-authenticated fact, that an extra development
of fatty matter to the system is opposed in the
growth of healthy nerve and muscle, and that the
fluids of sueh animals are also in an abnormal state.

This is (oiis]iieuously exemplified on butchers'
staUs who purchase such animals. So long as they
are increasing iu fat they may show outbursts
of liveliness and activity, but it is soon over,
and followed by a reactionary state of greater than
usual dulness and depression of spirits. They are bad
drove cattle, many of them being wholly unfit for the
road._ And the muscles of the heart, as also those of
the circulation generally, are in as low a state of vitality
as are those of locomotion, and often in a more degene-
rate state; and this is true in whatever state
of fatness the animals are in. Indeed in store cattle
badly fed, and in milch cows stimulated by improper

\
food to give large quantities of milk, such as the dairy

i
cows of the capital, this degenerate quality of vitality

;
is prominently low. In short, the owners of such stock

^ The dairy stock of Cheshire are not 8o highly bred as at
(Lll to assist the author to his conclusions.

are but too familiar with their physical inaction,

laHLMiideireulatinu, Ae.

l''ri>in a iiallinlngieal jioint of view we arrive at

exactly the same conclusion. Obesity is an hereditary

disease, and there cannot be a d9ubt that it prevails tn

a very large extent in all our improved breeds ; and
that it is produced by the forcing alias fashionable

system of feeding now practised. "In man," Dr.
Copland says, "it generally is attended by a weak
languid circulation, weak digestion, with craving
a|i|ietile ; defective secretions and excretions, and
clisineliualion to active mental or physical exer-
tion," ami the reader will have no difficulty iu

apjilying this diagnosis to obese cattle. Although
animals may increase rapidly in fat and m
weight generally, yet in lean meat they may be
decreasing. Thus (quoting from the " Cyclopedia of

Practical Medicine ") :
—

" There is reason to believe

that in many cases the fatty substance encroaches on
the nutrition of other structures. In very fat subjects,

both in mat and the lower animals, the fibres of the
muscles are often interspersed with depositions of fat,

sometimes to such a degree that the latter constitutes

the greater part of what once was muscle, and the
remaining fibres are commonly soft«r and paler than is

natural. All the muscles are liable to this change, and
those of the heart amongst the rest ; the consequence
necessarily is a diminution of their contractile power."
Hence the languid circulation and low state of vitality.

On the other hand, if the animal is in a lean state, its

low dejected appearance is equally remarkable, while it

is liable in a greater degree to skin and lung diseases,

&c., than when in the other extreme of this

hereditary complaint. In short, obesity is a cachexial

disease in whicu the solids and fluids are in a depraved
and vitiated state. When slaughtered the meat of such
animals becomes rapidly tainted and unfit for human
food. Hence the practical conclusion that when
inoculated with any poisonous matter when in a live

state the upshot must be fatal in a higher degree than
were the live meat in a healthy sound state, while it

must also be more liable to catch infection. [There is

no more life-like energetic vigorous animal, nor one
with greater appearance of activity, than a young bull

or heifer of the Duchess family of Shorthorns—one of

the most closely bred families and most distinguished
for early maturity. Ed.]
From these observations it will be seen that the

increase of mortality amongst cattle cannot fairly be
attributed wholly to the importation of contagious
diseases from the continent of Europe and other places,

a very great part of it being due to an increase in the
predisposing cause at home. This country has
frequently been visited with malignant contagious
diseases amongst live stock, but up to a very recent
date very little was known as to the true character
of such disea.ses. There cannot be a doubt that

rinderpest was one of them, but pathological data
arc waiilin;,' to justify any one arriving at the conclu-
sion that ail the other diseases to which cattle are now
subject, dill not then exist; and never were imported
into this country prior to 18t2. And besides this objec-

tion, the absence of anything like reliable agricultm'al

statistics renders it impossible to arrive at a just con-
clusion relative to the actual per centage of mortality.

All such conclusions, therefore, are haphazard jumping
in the dark, and hardly merit a general interpretation

which otherwise might be conceded as an hypothesis or
as a_ distant approximation. But in the case under
consideration, the hypothesis of an exclusive im
portation is so objectionable as to render it uu
worthy of a hearing, practically speaking. If it

is our duty to prohibit by every means in our power
theimportation ofcontagious diseases, as unquestionably
it is, it is also our interest in a greater degree to

cultivate a higher standard of health at home, so as to
keep down the predisposing cause to a minimum,
thereby preventing the propagation and spread of con-
tagion. So long as contagious diseases exist amongst
cattle in other countries from which we import
agiicultural and other produce largely, the prohibition
of the importation of such diseases will be impossible,

strictly speaking ; and iu our present state of know-
ledge it cannot positively be said that rinderpest,

pleuro-pneumonia, and mouth-and-foot disease in

horned cattle, and small-pox in sheep, are not now
equally indigenous to England as lo any part of I lie

continent of Europe, and as nii-ly In Imist mil aliv-li

when the primary cause is altemleil In ilie jui .ii-pn-inL'

cause. All that can safely be ,-aiil mi this bead is, i bal

rinderpest has hitherto been ]ieiailiar to Southern
Russia, where tin; mi-tuanau'eiiieut of cattle equally
prevails; but that does not dis|irove the contrary, for

it rather suggests to England to improve her own
fashionable system of stock management. W. JB.

of' |1h

alifieations for the' task,

uily lo .show my ai, Ilia

RINDERPEST.
[A discourse, on the then existing aspect of the Cattle Plague,

was spoken by Earl Cathcart in the earlyspring before the Royal
Agricultural Society of England, and we drew attention to it

at the time, liut a full report not having appeared as we had
anticipated in the late issue of the Society's Journal, we now
give the statement in exlenso, as the most suggestive and
instructive and useful of the many lectures which have been
delivered on this subject during the past 12 months.]

At the weekly meeting of the Council of the Royal
Agricultural Society, held at the Society's House,
Hanover Square, Mr. William Wells, of Holme Wood,
T'eterborough, in the ehnir. Ear! Cathcart delivered an
ablr ami iiii.iv-l iir.' a'liire- " 'Ml the Present Aspect of
Ibo Callli- I'liiLMir, I llir Trai I ieal WorUug of the
Catlle lliseases I'la'Neiil loii .\el, bsGO."

Earl Cathc.vut said : There is a great difference
between a call to duty and a mere volunteer perform-
ance. In the present instance I have been asked to

treat this matter by the Journal Committee, and I gave
my consent because 1 considered that they were the best

as Ldad
of the

Soeielvaml iin regard for maiiv of Us members. For
lliesr iviiMiiis, llieii, I iimlrilook Ihe duty. The first

thing I foumi, bonoMT, Ma^ a bori in my path, and
(hat lion Ha- llir ( liarlrr of tin; Society, which directs

that I Iiliisslio.ilil be talked here. Well, as I have
no siroiiu' imbiiial lu'edileetions, and there are no party
iuteresis iiiMiheil 111 ilir question, the lion at all events
need iml be ibeadeil by me. This is a question of
rents, Irailrs liepnnliiig upon rents, and employment
(lr|iemliiig iipmi trades ; and there is the action and the
i( art ion :ilHa.\sgiiingoiiuirn;hmakesoneclassdependent
upon llieiirosperily of another. Again, we mast bear in

mind that the English area carnivorous people. Cffisar

himself, when he spoke of the British, said, " Lacte et

came vivant"—on flesh and milk they live ; and that

is about true to the present day. But we must
remember that millions in this country live from hand
to mouth, and that the immediate efl'ect of home
slaughter is to deprive the poor in towns of the offal

which they largel,^ eoiisume. There are numbers of

people who nevir laslo lli.sh meat at all, and not un-
commonly a (Siunlay iliuuer is a pennyworth of sheep's

brains. Another important question which arises here
is that of the supply of milk. Now the supply of milk
has always been short in this country, and that supply
is materially shortened at the present moment, the
English labourer having upon an average only one-
fourth of what his frllow labourer gets in Scotland and
in Ireland. Again, we have to consider the enormous
infantile dcalU-rate iu this country; the dearness of

milk preventing its being used iu the noiiri.shment of

children, and raii.Miig tbo siib-lilulimi for it of a iia.sty

sugar soap. 'I'lial, snpiilriiienled by llio demon ojiium,

which is used to mueh too great au extent, the natural
result, as you read in the register of deaths, is

physical debility from the birth. And you will observe
in the streets, in hospitals, in gaols, in lunatic asylums,
persons with enlarged bones, and swollen glands, all

suggesting the effects of deficient nutrition. These,
and a hundi-ed other considerations, lead us to concur
with the wTiter in 17-17, who said, in regard to the
cattle plague question of thatday, "Whatever concerns
the g 1 III iiiinkind ought to be the object of every
man's ran- ami protection." The plague nearly concei'ns

us all, and especially the indigent. There are two or
three further introductory considerations before we
come to the two main questions set apart for discussion

this day. The first of these is that we in this country
are a law-loving people, and it cannot be right for

public companies or for any in high position to say
that they will evade the law. Nothing has more struck

me during the progress of this cattle plague in the
midst of an infected district, than the great obedience
n liich the poor have paid to the necessarily most .severe

and restrictive orders. There were now, as there were
throughout the last visitation, and there will be
throughout this, those who continually cry, "peace,
peace, when there is no peace." There is also a great

danger from the single thread of inquiry people. 1 will

explain what I mean in this way. Those who are

accustomed to study liuiuau nature in courts of law
are aware how numerous the iieojile are who seize a
single thread of an iiiquiry, and depend upon that
single thread until it snaps. Whereas if we desire to

take a strong pull at any question, we grasp all the
threads and twist them together into a very cable of
proof.

The first of the two questions appointed for to-day's

discussion is the present aspect of the cattle plague.

A little cloud rose out of the sea, small like a man's
hand, but the signs of the times were not read.

Nevertheless, there was a still small warning voice of

the veterinary surgeons, who, as Mr. Barron observes
in his report on the cattle plague in Belgium, pre-

sented to the English Parliament, were consistent from
the first. Authority waited for public opinion, and
public opinion waited for authority, and hence our
present position. Then at the mit-el «e .vtuiublcd

over the want of agricultural statislns; thai is the
national .stock-taking, or rather the im »l iinporlaut

part olualioiial sloek-lating. It is a simjiilar larl that

has bee ^.\eil. Ilia! hIiiI-I tlinv is an oliirrlioii to

agrieniiiilal -lalisllr- : inL'-l lllo fariller.~ ol Knelaud,
Ibevo I- iioiio Hbalrvm- anion-j-l lln- fanners of .Seot-

lan.l. W lial liial,r- (111, (I I
Hi ivlirr bol u eell tlio twO

In.- -iparale.l only b,\ llir run 'I'ueed? lean
.-lejjf-i iMMiilierrmi-iilenlion iban till- I bat at one time

1 eal

111 rll; fliat

Ihll, ,-neli 1- (lie Irelim. a( lln- inmnenl, llial if (he

Goveriiiinnl \»oul.l sinkr «lill-l (be iron n as hot—if

thov HoiiM rail iu (llr a-l-lamv of (be Hoard of

Trade, 1 beliiAetlle\ loul.l ea.-il.\ emil rive a bill upou
the subject that Hould be heaitily \\eleomed by the

whole agricultural community. There are three

authorities that I have consulted as to the amount of

honied stock in this country. There is first, Mr.
Maclean at one extreme, the gre-ater; there is next,

Mr. Morton, as the least extreme; and then

there is Mr. Lavergne as the mean. I shall take

Mr. Lavcrgne's caleulation as to the horned cattle of

Great llrilain, ubnli be stabs aimiunts to somewhere
abou( 11.11011. I III rmiinl niniibia>. 1 1 appears from the

Governimiii iv( nnis. ( bal bj nirans of the plague we
have got (liroie.;li do-t i

l'Iu.uihi boad. But from my
own personal ob-nial imi I kiioH (lia( (be ( biveniiiient

returns do ina ailnpialel} represenl fbr ardlal losses.

There are under slat eiiieids. '['bm-eare paiin-lanjluers,

which are not returiied. There are al-n -nal lo-.-is for

breeding purposes. j\nd lio\\ inueb oiibe IVnll of (he

labours since 1775 of (lie i;ak,uelb, Ihr ( i.lliiig,es,(lie

Booths, and the Towneleys ' (Juantilies of unripe meat
are brought into the market, as I have seen myself; and
taking all these things together, I say that it is not an
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\r su^tai^ed. In other
nth of the whole of the
ill observe that 1 am
t England alone. I do
; yet in cases of defence
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the tree? Then ms
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t reiitiiry, i, said now to have loiit
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-ill, and tins is the all-imporlant
i- thM diMii r to end? If the sapling

I. it may we expect from
:i1ile continuance of the
places where the plague

plague spots are dotted pretty
nearly all over the fair face of Britain. Infected
hay conveyed infection after four months' exposure to

air. That fact I take from the German report. Dung
laid out in the autumn and frozen inthewinterconveyed
inl'eetion in the spring. Clothes or sacks laid upon
cattle also conveyed infection. There have been
numerous bad and insufficient burials, with the pro-
bability of the bones being dug up or exhumed.

All that Bolingbroke, or Arnold, or Kingsley
could say on the advantage to men of action of the
study of history may be summed up in |a single
phrase :

" Bead men open living men's eyes." Let us
therefore turn to that long neglected voice from
the grave, the " Gentleman's Magazme," from 1715 to
1757. luFebruary 1746, the second year of the great
plague, Dr. Broklesby wrote:

—"One beast goes; all

sooner nr later go. (The plague) will probably abate
in a slioil time. ... As an exotic plant— flourish,

duiiiille, anil die." On the 12th of March an Order in
Cinninl s;iys, " If not timely prevented, it (the plague)
will end in the destruction of all cattle." In 1747, the
third year of the great plague, the Council say the
same thing, and complain of the apathy of the local

authorities, and again it is said that the disease has
lived through all the seasons. In 1748, the foui-th year
of the great plague, the disease had broken out afresh
in several places, that is to say it had returned to
several places, in 1719, the fifth year of the great
plague, it is " all over England." In December of that
year the Council say, " it rages with a malignity and
viulenee little short of the first outbreak." In 1750,
the sixth year of the great plague, in the month of
November it is recorded that the justices have great
difficulty in enforcing the Orders. They have also
great difficulty from gentlemen who hope all things,
who fear all things, and who believe all things.
How curious is the tendency of history to repeat
it.self! Grass is rotting on the ground for want of
mouths to eat it. No one will buy hay ; there
are no rents ; stalls are fouled ; and then comes
this observation — " It is a great pity they had not
killed each beast." In 1751, the seventh year
of the great plague, the disease showed itself in
Yorkshire, Westmoreland, Lancashire, Wilts, Mon-
mouthshire, Gloucestershire, Dorset, Bristol, and
again in London, as well as in other places. In 1753,
the eighth year of the great plague, the cattle are
being shot by order of the quarter sessions, and paid
for out of the county stock (or rate), and so on to the
very end ; and at the very end is this curious and
suggestive record, " A never-failing remedy has been
discovered by E, venables Venion, Esq."
We have also further important evidence in Mr.

Barron's most valuable and suggestive report on the
cattle plague in Holland and Belgium, to which I have
already alluded. From that we learn that the disea.se

in Holland was imported from England in the month
of July ; that it eaiiie from the metropolitan market

;

that they left the niallrr too innrh to tlie loriil iiutlio-

rities; that tlievsml tainted rattle to the market ; and
that the disease spread far and wide. Holland, then,
became completely overrun, whilst the population were
impatient of restrictions, and even resisted them by
force. Tainted meat, or meat repulsive to the eye, was
openly sold. The country was in a deplorable con-
dition. The disease is not likely to be rooted out for
years to come, and the land has gone down to one-half
its value, that is half its rental value, I presume. Con-
trast with this what has been done in the neighbour-
ing country of Belgium. The Belgians at once closed
their frontier, and stamped out the disease with signal
success. They said, the only way is to kill the disease
in the germ. They took an inventory of stock, a thing
which we ought to have done. They had recourse to
the system of home slaughter. All imports of rumi-
nants were forbidden. The thing is stifled in the germ.
The minister stimulates his subordinates. Ho says,
" In such a calamity as this every one must do his duty,
and do it with devotion ; and, above all, we depend
upon the zeal of the local authorities, and their sense
of the grave responsibility which weighs upon them."
Then Mr. Barron says that they had fresh outbreaks
from markets in spite of all their inspectors ; but
they were stamped out ; and in this work the
authorities had active and zealous agents in their
veterinary corps. Then the disease broke out in
sheep, of which they lost 112. But the courage of
the niiuiscer saved the country. Professors Gamgee
and fSiinoiids, Mr. Barron says, were derided at first

;

but the teaching of events is irresistible. As far as
our own experience is concerned, we must remember
that it is as narrow as history is boundless. The
experience of nations and of ages has recorded facts
for our guidance; and the knowledge of the future
depends upon our knowledge of the past. Take all

that has been said on this subject together, and in
connection with the present state of Britain, and say,
is there any early prospect of a cessation of tliis

grievous visitation ?

We now come to the subject of sheep, which there is

a great and natural desire to purchase just now. Dis-
infecting the fleeces will not disinfect the live sheep.
Professor Sc'ifnmn's experience in the centre of Europe
istliil, ill contact, sheep do not invariably take the
iliMnsr.liiit tliiit they are most clearly liable toit, and that
20 per cent, usually recover. It is important to observe
that a writer in 1747 says that the disease is propa-
gated in the wool of sheep. I believe there is now a
decided opinion, arrived at tardily, that sheep are
liable to infection, and that there have been cases all

over England and Scotland. It is curious to observe,
however, that two great authorities in Edinburgh, the
Cattle Plague Committee and the Farmer.s' Club, are
divided on the subject, and in the House of Commons
an opinion was expressed in favour of it on one night,
and an opinion against it on another night. There is no
difference of ojiinion amongst medical men, I believe

;

and Professor biinonds has assured me that he has no
doubt whatever that sheep are liable to the plague.
This is a very important matter indeed, iecause the
transit of sheep must immediately be considered, and
the present is the lambing season, when changes of
tenancy are going on, and farms have to be restocked.

We come now to the practical working of the Cattle
Diseases Act of the present session of Parliament.
That is the second question in to-day's discussion. The
proverb welcomes it—"Better late than never." It
may be convenient, perhaps, to take the various points
suggested by the Act in their natural order, and after-

wards consider the effects of the Act as shown by the
Government returns

;
premising, however, these con-

siderations. The Act must be supplemented by further
imperial and local measures. At the same time it

must be borne in mind that the cord must not be
.stretched too tightly; stretch it too tightly, and it

will break. And here I would say a word or two
respecting Mr. Hunt and his Bill. That measure is

not now before Parliament, so that it is not a lion in
my path. Bnt I may be allowed to express my regret
that the oflspring was not so fortunate as its parent
was energetic. We must further bear in mind that,

henceforward, there will be almost daily and liourly
necessities for interference of one kind and another by
legislation and other means. To come to the Act, how-
ever—the first point is that which relates to the local

authority. All through the great plague of 1747-57
there were complaints of apathy and laxity. The next
subject is that of joint committees. Committees were
formed during the great plague. In Poland we find
from Parliamentary records that farming gentlemen
were associated there with the departmental authorities
with very great advantage. We come now to inspectors,
The inspectors have been too much decried here,
although they are the hinge upon which the Act turns.
They are upheld in Belgium, and ought to be
encouraged and educated to their work here. The
police, too, should be utilised. Then with regard to
certificates and liceitces, there appears to be an
unwholesome belief in them, and they tend to be about
as valuable as American greenbacks. In a great
jurisdiction within a thousand miles of where I live a
circular has been issued upon this subject showing that
the disease has actually been spread in consequence of
the laxity with which licences and certificates have
been granted. In 1719 the evidence in the " Gentle-
man's Magazine" shows that certificates completely
broke down ; and in May of the year 1750 it became
necessary to impose a fine of 20/. upon justices, clergy-
men, and others who issued wrongful certificates. My
own opinion is, and I have the concurrence of some of
the most experienced and able justices, that licences
ought to be issued in petty sessions by two justices;
that it is the most disagreeable of duties that one can
be exposed to in his own house when friends and
neighbours come for certificates ; and I believe
that the best and most able justices in the country
would iirefer that these licences and certificates should,
if possible, be granted in petty sessions.

We come now to consider the next point, which is

slaughter ; and here again I must be permitted to refer

to the evidence contained in the " Gentleman's
Magazine." In October, 1715, they said that the
disease was incurable. Again it was said, kill diseased
beasts immediately ; it is the only means of preserva-
tion. In November they say, " killing out is generally
approved of

;

" and I observe that the same arguments
were used then as now about knocking mun'aiu
patients on the head, and there were even better argu-
ments than are now used to show that the disease is

not infectious or contagious. The Commission for

Middlesex say
—"If any person refuses to have his

sick cows killed and buried in hopes they may recover,
or other pretence, they are not to have the allowance."
In 1747, the third year of the great plague, experience
shows that nothing can contribute so etlectually to
prevent the spreading of the disease as killing the
cattle when the disease first appears upon them,
before it begins to be infectious and communicates
itself to the rest of the herd—so it is an absolute
necessity. In 1750, the sixth year of the great
plague, it is observed that cattle were not killed soon
enough to be useful—which means for the killing to be
useful. Then Virgil and Columella are quoted upon
the desirableness of killing diseased beasts ; and I take
it that from Virgil down to Professor Simonds all the
great authorities have held pretty much the same view
upon that point. In the same year (1750) there is a
record that in quarter sessions in Cheshire it was
observed that such as began to kill as soon as the
distemper appeared lost very few ; and they speak of
the wretched condition where faith is put in medicines,
and letting the disease take its course. In the records
of the same quarter sessions there are instances of
success in slaughtering out in many counties and
places. Then it is said about killing again, "regard

the sound: to save one or two von il^k iiv.uiv. If tlio

farmer at Elton had killed his' cm 1,.. Clieslnr.' mi^-lit

have been saved; f.iMiii tlieii d.ad." .Next I tirnl this
question—Do you think there is no cure ? Theanswer
is, " None. Everything has been tried in vain. Some
remedies appeared at first to answer, but on further
trial they failed. My own cattle I would kill at ouce,
rather than endanger the sound, and foul my premises
and fodder." To the question, what right the Govern-
ment had to order killing, the answer is the maxim of
law that a man may not do with bis own that which
will hurt another's. In 1752, the eighth year of tlie

great plague, the disease, as appears by orders in
sessions, was in Somersetshire, where 20 cattle were
shot by order of the clerk of the peace, in the month of
May. There were other slaughters and payments of a
like nature ordered.
We come now to consider the subject of conva-

lescents. Public opinion at first was alive to
slaughtering out, but hardly to the slaughter of con-
valescents. The old writers at the time of the great
plague say doctoring leads to the spread of the disease.
Lancisi, a great Italian writer upon this subject, says
that cures spread the disease. So that it would seem
that animals which have "sufl"ered many things from
many physicians, generally die in the long run."

I come next to the important question of compensa-
tion. If there is to be nursing of diseased animals,
then compensation will break down, because the very
object of compensation is that diseased animals should
be slaughtered as soon as they are. attacked. But if

they are to be nursed, and doctored, and are then
killed, compensation is clearly paid for nothing. During
the great plague, compensation was called by its right
name, " premium ;

" that is a better name than com-
pensation, for the fact is that it was a bonus on killing
for the good of society. One-half the value was then
paid, and compensation broke down, because the money
came from the Treasury, and there was no local interest
or power of observation to prevent frauds. Forty
shillings was then the value of half a cow. AftenvarM
they come to the county stock or rate, and it is

presumed that '.the payments from the county stock
having been made with greater local knowledge, frauds
were thereby prevented.
This brings me to the next point—viz., checks against

fraud. Publicity is in my judgment everything—the
very soul of justice. Then there should be weekly
accounts, and in healthy districts by all means let

them have a previous inventory of the cattle ; thus
there would be no disputes as to value afterwards. I
believe that if we had done that in the first instance we
should have saved ourselves a great deal of trouble. I
have seen a doctrine set forth that the interests of the
ratepayer, because he pays rates, is greater than that of
the veterinary inspector. Now, I hold that in emer-
gencies we should place confidence in responsible
persons who are devoted to their duties ; and as the
inspector is liable to dismissal if he does not properly
discharge his duty, he has a greater pecuniary interest
than any ratepayer, because where the ratepayer pays
1/. of rates, the inspector receives, perhaps, 50/. or lOSZ.

of salary. In this country it is true policy to have the
best men you can get as insjiectors, and to educate
them well for the discharge of their duties, for their
services will be required for some time at least; and if

you want a man to respect himself and do his duty,
you must first show him respect.

A very important matter comes next for our con-
sideration, and that is the subject of disinfection. I
think we are greatly indebted to the commission for
the suggestions which they have published on this
head, and which have been exceedingly useful in
practice. We should remember that a very little

leaven leaveueth a great mass, and that the disinfection
of premises is a difficult matter, requiring some special

knowledge. Previous to our meeting to-day I ventured
to say something to our friends here about carbolic
acid, but I was informed that there was nothing to be
said about disinfectants, for there was only one

—

namely, chloride of lime. I am sure, however, that
great good might be done by the use of carbolic acid,

and I would suggest that it should be kept in the
difi'erent police stations, as the smaller farmers will

not get it for themselves; the same has been done in
the North Riding of Y'orkshire. Whilst referring to
this matter I wonld remark that the country is very
much indebted to Mr. Crookes, F.E.S., for his investi-

gations. I believe there is great danger—and this is

confirmed by the experience of Poland—to be appre-
hended from hides and skins, which should be received
with as much suspicion as live stock themselves. This
danger from hides and skins weighs heavily upon a

E
articular class—namely, the tanners; and I cannot
elp thinking that Mr. Crookes would do good and

patriotic service if he would point out how hides and
skins may be made safe, and at the same time tit for
the process of tanning.

I pass on now to notice the movement of stock in

connection with fairs and markets. In the third
year of the great plague the disease spread from
the London market, and throughout that period it was
always returning and breaking out again in places
where it had been before. But no doubt there must
be for breeding and market purposes, and for the
stocking of farms, some regulated movement of

live stock.

The county rate is the next point, relative to which
all I have to say is, that during the great plague a
precedent was established for the payment of compen-
sation out of what is called the county stock or rate.

Let us now contemplate the attacks as shown by
the Government returns, in other words, the results

of the practical working of the Act, so far as we can
gather them from the Government veterinary reports.

I find that in the week ending Feb. 17, the disease

I
appeared to have reached its climax. The attacks
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the hack cases, however, the number^ wmiM In- r.n

the four weeks respectively 18,000, II K '.««ui.:im<\

7000. But, I think we sliould have a nirm' scnsiiivc

and satisfactory test, perhaps, in the nnnil)er ot fresh

centres, as showing the working of the Act. In the

fii-st of the four weeks I liave referred to, these

were SI95, in tlie second week 712, in the third week
602, and in tlie fourth week, endiu'.; (he Killi ol

March, 581. Ap.ain, tliere nm- kill.M ol cIimmsivI

animals 8IU in tlic first wf.k. li'ill in (he srr.nid

week, .ir.74 in the third week, and 5.VS7 in lljc las!

week. All the English counties .appear to have carried

out tlie law more or less effectually ; but undoubtedly
there are four Scotch counties that have been

alhfi I tlMaltogether slack, as you n

After all the exceptional
perhaps ground for disappnininiriii :i- tn iii, ).;tsi, mni
warning as to the future. Sairjimic jn r~.ins \ili(i dn

not regard the past expected fariinirr; a~ n-nal, Ihry
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influences which so clog all liumaii allni-. 11 ii \u

considered that the means employed «ere so i \i cp-

tionally stringent that they can never be had recourse

1o again, there is ground for di.sappointment, tli.il

diu'ing the last week the disease should have extended
to 581 new centres. In that. I repeat, there is ground
for both disappointment and warniirj. In Poland the
German newsi)apers imlilish favourable articles, in

order to influence the markets, and in England too
often the wish as to the stopjiage of the plague has been
the " parent of the thought."
We will now turn for a moment to the consideration

of the milder type argument. From the evidence con-
tiined in the " Gentleman's Magazine," I gather that
the disease was most severe in frost and in winter, and
there is nothing whatever to show in the whole of the
records of the great plague th.at the disease was in any
degree of a milder type m the twelfth year of the plague
than it was in the first. They were obliged to have
recourse to slaughter at last as at first, and cures were
j ust as unusual.

I proceed now to notice the last point in the Act,
namely, the movement of stock. When the railways
are opened, as undoubtedly they mu.st be opened to a
cerlaui extent, great precautions will be necessary.
^A'ithont due care they may be the means of propa-
giting the infection, and inspection is of little use
or security where the disease is latent. I'rerautions

are now taken with regard to the eonveyaiMi- of hail'er

matches, gunpowder, and iitbor combust ihh'^ on rail-

ways, and companies must treat cattle prelly much a.s

they do other articles which are liable to conflagration.

Something has been said about the Government taking
upon itself the cleansing of railway trucks ; but the
province of Government jirobably would be not to
undertake any such duties, but to see that the railway
companies do their^own work ofl'cctually in that respect.

We come now to an important subject—dead meat
markets. That system undoubtedly might be much
extended, and in cool weather there appears to be little

difficulty in driving the butcher to the ox. There is

also little practical difficulty, as I have seen from obser-
vation, in slaughtering on farms, and there is little

danger in .slaughtering there. There are in
England 68,000 butchers and meat salesmen who
have no doubt been greatly inconvenienced; and I
fear that, for some reason or other, there is very
little sympathy between the butchers and the
farmers. Now the state of Newgate Market is most
interesting to the public. The state of that market is

—as I can testify from personal observation, having
spent a night there—a disgrace to our civilisation.

Ten million pounds of meat per week mmc into that
market, that being double the quantilj tli.ii na- ^ nt
before the plague. This is interesting' to ihr i.ulilir.

All are interested: from llio,-i> who cat tlir di-hes made
from the gouged ears of laml.-, wliirli 1 -aw, or the fat
from a cow-calf's udder, to the jioor man s dinner of
cooked bullock's liver, roii.vivo this ]ilare at four
o'clock in the morning, flaring with gas-lights, a great
bee-hive of a place, like a number of Wardour Streets
rolled up together, jammed up with meat of all kinds
instead of furniture; saw-dust scattered about in all

directions; sides of beef walking in on four legs—that
is, carried in by two men. This market is positively
jammed with meat, and men, and baskets, and van.i.

The proper idea of a great meat market for the
metropolis is that of a large covered space, with spacious
span roofs, the lightest possible pillars, convenient
side-walks for pedestrians, and a tramway for the con-
veyance of the meat. There were at Newgate Market,
on the night to which I allude, large quantities of
clearly unripe meat, and some meat which looked very
musty and flabby. But the gi-eat crying evil of the
present system of slaughtering in the country is that
the poor are deprived of the ofl'al on which so many
live. The offal is often sold at a loss of one-third.
Small quantities of it are brought up to London in
baskets, and conveyed in such a manner as to be
absolutely disgusting. When I speak of offal, I allude
to hearts, livers, and plucks. The next question is

whether veal ought not to be given up. And here I
am reminded of a saying which is of universal
application in all the relations of life, namely, that
*' where the carcase is, there will the eagles be
gathered together ;

" that is to say, there is a tendency
in cases of calamity to make capital out of it.

The railway companies are said to charge three
tiraes as much for carcases as for live beasfi,
although a truck will cany twice as many of the
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i~ 111, lid! 1,1 Willi, II by Lady Ann Lindsay, " Auld
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\\ lull she had described all the miseries
thai •]\r ihoimht ,, ml, 1 be inflicted on poor people, .she

tiina-il nmnd lo lier young sister and asked what
a,l,lit!,,ii d a:.'gravation there could be? Upon which
ilh' -1^1, I- lalled out—"Steal the cow." Here, then,
\\r lia\,', as we o.ten have, a reality far more pathetic
th.an any tale of fiction. Gentlemen, I am very much
obliged to you for having " lent me your ears,"

as Shakspeare says, for so long a time. But before
concluding I have a word or two to say on the subject
of divinity. It is in evidence that on one morning
early in August last one or two hundred cattle that
were known to be diseased were sent out of the Metro-

as tliere weiv 1,1

111 of Kii'.dish si,, Th
,th.

,,11,' thm.i; should beol
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market in March and April. 'I'laaT ila^y w,,v,

standing in the cold morning air. slii\eriir-' dr,'a,lfiill.\ ,

It is curious to observe that within eight years the
foreign imports have risen from 300 head a week to

12,000 or 13,000.

We are now brought to what at a previous meeting
I ventured to say is the great turning point in all these
discussions, that turning point lying in the word con'i-

dence. Now, the six millions of cattle, 20 millions of

.sheep, three millions of pigs in Great Britain, all liable

to an imported infectious disease, are surely worth
caring for. They are the food of the people. I, for

one, freely admit all the difficulties of legislating and
administering the law in relation to this matter. What
I mean by confidence is this. AVe want imperial
authorities to perceive the danger and to see as safely

through it. Wo don't want any limited liability;

we want a responsible Government Committee, a
Board constituted with due regard to a division of

labour, with the check and sjiur of fixed respon-
sibility. It is not enough to have two or three
right lion, gentlemen who may chance to gather
together. This responsible Board or committee- and
(his is an important point if you look liai-k to

past hist, ,iy— must be " instant in .season an, I out of

reprove, rebuke, and
long suirering." Tli<
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and hand
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tive, the object being tu bcnelit b.y their superior
infoniiation and their command of skill and talent, to

compliment local exertion, to give confidence and pro-
tection against undue competition, to inten'ene so as

to give etfert to (he a-nenil wish-in sli.,v(, (o earrv out
the maxim of law lai,l ilowii by l,,,r,l r,,k,,-- r.Tsoiis

"

—I woulil sav,-oiiiitri,'s an,l'l„,i-.,ii,_dis - may not ,lo

ivith their own that wliii'h may injure another's;" that
is, you must use your own so as not lo hurt your
neighbour. I would wish the central Government to

bear in mind that energy and self-dependence may be
impaired by the absence of help; that much mosi bf
left to local knowledge and local int, i-,'s(, ;iii,| t , :

t

interest in the result; that a liitl,' ,,,iii|„f; :

emulation maybe better than th,' stii, I, -i , ,,111, in
and that, on the other hand, now. a^ ,|iiriiri th, _,, ,1

plague, quarter sessional orders, wh,'ii ilio\ av,, \, i\

diverse, create distress, and lo,'al aiiih,)riii,'s ,:miii,,i

prevent a laxity in one county whi,h i- ,1 ,11-, i-on.. t,,

others. Now upon this point wo have th,' ,'\aiii|,l,' of

Aberdeenshire and Kincardineshire. In .\l„ id,, usUiie
they kill out, or have killed out, at a volmdary 1 \|„iise;
in Kincardineshiro they are nursing. Th,- loial

.authorities cannot impose quarantine on im],oris ami
other general and necessary restrictions. The ,li-, a-,'

must he fought in every district, and there is n,, sal, ly

while it smoulders or lurks in any comer of the islami.

In fact, one county ai'lin;.'imlei„'ii,l,'ntly is j 11st like .Mrs.

Partington sweeping out th,' -ea with li.-i- mop. I shoiihl

like to say a word or two on the subject of sympathy, and
speak " a word in season to them that are weary." I
can say for myself, as a landowner, acting as a justice,
and living in the country, that it is absolutely depressing
to one's feelings to live in the midst of such misery.
I myself have not suffered much, but on coming out
of church on Sunday afternoon, I have heard guns
going off in various directions, everj' shot representing
the death of a miserable cow. Well, then as to the
farmers, this visitation will entirely break down many
of them. They were words of true pathos which a
farmer addressed to me, and he was a fine manly fellow,
who had done many a kindly action :

" This will take
the kick out of my gallop for many a long year." Then,
as to the labourers—T mean the flower of the agricul-
tural labr,iir,-'i-s. ni,-ll nil,-, liav,-' ~:,V"'l a liltle iimlii'i .

and wh,, li .
,' ..i

. I
i^'. ,',,.'

. n , 1 l,,'iii.,'lv,'- Kii,,«

howt,, ,' " , . ' ,
',

. . 'n,,.„, .,,.,. ii,,,

peopl,' »li" ."•• 'i'l' :
',,'

, ,'l|,| l,i"\ ;,,',' w,'ll,-'llllll,',l

to our .symp.athy. The hdiourers to whom I allude
were the owners of cows. They have lost, perhaps, in a

politan Alarket simply be,-a

ha,]

1,, st,,|, th,. pla-

most properly ap
aid of Him who i

there was no one who
jirevent such

'I'll. 11, 1 sa\- (hat th,' strongman
'aii'.;lil :;il0 ioxes. Ii,',l lirebrands lo
III, '111 throii-h the ,',.ni hid.ls, di<l

,','ilaiii way (ban this t.i .-i.r.'ad

'li,'\,' il to lira manly, ail Kii-hsh,
iiiieul, 10 say that when we have
iousness of having done our very
having tried to do our very best,

.then is the time when we might
>a,'h till' heavenly throne to ask the

THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
The following returns were issued on June 22 :

—

These returns do not profess to give the total

number of cases which have occurred in Great Britain,
but onl.v those which have been ascertained from
information received at the office from inspectors.

Columns 1 only record the cases reported as having
commenced during the weeks indicated by the
headings ; "back " cases being added to columns 2.
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water of the rain of heaven." .allows that land to be
rich must drink up all the rain that falls on it, none
must be alloived to run olT, or remain st.agnaut upon it

;

thus the land must be in such a porous state a.s will
enable it to receive all the rain as it falls from the
clouds that it may sink through it; and it must be
observed that the earth, to be productive, must under
all circumstances be able to "drink the water of tin-

rain of heaven ;

" it must at all times be in such a stale

it must never be glutted, or gorged, with more than i

can readily digest or discharge into the drains below
The land, therefore, to be productive, must have either
naturally or artificially the power of letting the rain-
water pass through the active soil and subsoil into a
porous stratum below the reach of the roots of the
plant, to be carried off by drains if not in the natural
way by a pervious subsoil. There can be no injmy
done to the active soil by an excess of the rain of
heaven falling on it if it can at all times drink it in,
for it brings with it the means of most luxuriant
vegetatiou. To improve any soil, particularly a clay
soil, it must be first perfectly drained ; no step taken
in the cultivation of it will be efficient until it be
perfectly drained ; the superabundant moisture and the
stagnant water mu.st be discharged before the soil can
be properly cultivated, so as to enable it to put forth
its natural productiveness. Heat, light, air, and
moisture are requii'ed to sive luxuriant growth to
plant-; Ihrsr si i ,,,nl;il <- IIm ,il;,l ITncrss. rause the
fennriiliiiinii :,ii,l : ,, ,: -i

j il,.. |,„„1 jn Ihesoil,
and rn„\r\ II Im il . ,...,; ,„, ,,f ]],r i.liiiit.; and
asflH- nun ar,,,iiiv- n, ii. (MI ih,. (..nipenit ure of the
atmosjihere, it imparts its heat to the soil as it descends
through the active soil into the subsoil. But when the
rain which is given to us to enrich our soil cannot pass
tlirough it, it either remains in it or on its surface, and
becomes stagnant ; it is then most injurious to vegeta-
tion, it prevents the sun's rays from having a heating
effect on the soil, for the heat is absorbed as the
redundant water is bfiirj rv:i]Mirated, the surrounding
air is cooled down iliiriii/ ilic iimo the water is under-
going the process i.r riaj.Mr.i i„n. ;,nd (he earth is

colder than when the sun Iklmii Ii> shine upon it ; and
thus it is that wet land is al\v;i\- mlilrr (ban dry land.
If the water cannot sink inln l lie ImimI. but runs off in
open furrows, then the iiood hIiuIi iiii'.;ht have been
secured is frustrated by tlie indolence or ignorance of
the husbandman ; the heat which would have been
transmitted to the soil from the sun is lost, and the
fertilising matter which came in the rain from the
clouds, as well as 1 1 1

;
n -.1

1 1

1

. !
1 I

>',
,

I - s .
;

I mm the surface
bythe running vial I

; .i i
i he river. </.J!f.

Calf-rearln{i.~'\\, i!. ,ii.
I

ni :
1 1 a rs are gleaned

from a paper read liel.irc iln ];,ill,Uiiahon Farmers'
dull, Ui'sliiirath:—' In the mouth of November,
isiio, wli.ii 1 I ninraenced, I purchased three springers,
whi'h 1 Inl limhiy for that purpose—the great ground-
nork lor feeding calves. I then bought 10 calves in
Dublin, and cows' own made 13. The treatment they
received was as follows ;—I gave them for the first

month 20 quarts of milk in the morning, and 18 in the
evening, to which was added very thin Linseed meal.
Each calf got 2 quarts at each meal, and at 2 o'clock
the Linseed meal with 12 eggs well beaten up, and a
little milk, was again given, in 2 quarts to each also.

Second month they got milk. Linseed meal, and Indian
meal stirabout, cold. Third month they got milk,
stirabout, and boiled Potatos cold : they also got
daily some kind hay and five or six sheaves of Oats.
After the third month they got no more milk. I then
purchased 25 lambs, twins, from the gentrj' about me,
and three more calves. The lambs I fed on milk—the
calves as above. I purchased the lambs about the
first week in March, and weaned them about the
first week in June. I then purchased in
Smithfield eight more calve.s, and fed them on the
meal and stirabout, as before, until I brought them to
perfection, and afterwards sold them, when three years
old, at lU. apiece. I only lost two of that batch. I
proceeded similarly since each year, and have been
successful last year. I got in Mullingar lU. apiece for
two and a-half year-olds, and lU. for some kept over to
this year as springers. You saw me get U. \\s. apiece
for my 23 lambs in last fair of Athlone, reared last year.
The lowest I ever got was 40s. for hoggets. I also got
at the Mai-ch fair of KiUavalley Wl. apiece for 2-year-
olds. The plan I adopt is,—first to prepare my shed in
October by making a small cut in the centre to receive
the water, I then cover the floor with rough hurdles
made by my labourers, under which I place small sticks
leading across to the cut, in order to receive the filtered
water from the calves, over which I place plenty of
litter to keep them diy and warm. I also put a small
rack at the end to hold hay, and I keep the room well
ventilated. I then buy half a cwti. of bran, half a stone
of second flour, and half a stone of Indian meal, add two
handfuls of salt, and mix all well together. I then place
two quarts of this ingredient in a deep crock every
morumg, and throw a kettle full of boiling water on it,

stir it well, and cover it close until evening, when it will

come out like thick paste. I also boil one quart ofFlax-
seed (three acres ofwhichi generallysowandrippleevery
year) in 8 or 10 quarts of water until it bursts, and mix
all together with 6 or 6 quarts of milk at each meal, and
feed my calves ; in the evening the same process is

adopted for next morning. "When I take in young
calves I give them all the new milk for the first fort-

night, two quarts in the morning, two in the evening,
and one in the middle of the day : second fortnight,
half milk and half ingredients as above. Should
diarrhoea appear I immediately change the diet, stop
giving all artificial food, give 10 oz. castor oil to remove
the irritable matter, then give three times a day some
boiled milk with as much prepared chalk as could cover
a shilling, and some ginger infused in the milk, or a
handful of the leaves of the herb called Mullin, which
I propagate for that purpose, boiled in the milk, and
.which I find most effective, as I never lost a calf

by diaiThrea. When a calf takes a pain, and kicks
like in convulsions, I give two cloves of garlic
bruised in a print of butter, and repeat the dose,
if necessai-y, till well ; or give half a glass
of spirits of tui^pentine infused in milk.
V\ hen a calf is affected with vermin, as white calves
iiftfii arc, I rub him all over with a solution of sour
Imilrniiilk and salt on a dry day; do the same in three
lay^aliiT. \i lieu the eggs or nits come to perfection,
aiiil the euro will be effectual. I feed my calves out in
winter on (h-y upland, well sheltered, with a small shed
attached m case of rain, and a crib full of hay every
night; I find they thrive better than housed As to
blackleg, I believe there is no cure when it sots in ; but
the best preventive is (o blri-l. nmkr a mIhh in the
dewlap or hind qunrlov^.aliMiii i iiali lonu. linn thrust
in the finger to its full loio-'th, and insort a >mall piece
of hellebore, or pounded garlic and gunpowder, or a bit
of blistering ointment : close up the wound and leave
it so. I never had blackleg, as my land produces
quantities of the herb YaiTow. which is a .great
sweetener and preventive. I generally get from 5/'. lOs.
to 11. for my yearling.?, and have 10 this moment as
good as any in this neighbourhood.

Advantat/eotis Mode of Orowinr, Winter Tares.-—yfe
usually drill with 2 bushels of winter Tares half a
peck each of winter Oats and Wlieat, which help to
keep the Tares from becoming laid and rotten below.
Our Tares this year are grown on a Barley stubble,
where much Barley shelled out. When the Tares
came up, they were crowded by the self-sown Barley
which ' stood," owing to the mild winter, and it was
predicted that the crop of Tares would be ruined by
the Barley

; quite the reverse of all this has happened.
We have a fine crop of Barley, Tares, Wheat, and
Oats, nearly -1 feet high, immensely thick and
upstanding, but rolling heavily in the wind. The
Barley approaches ripeness, the "RTieat and Oats
coming only into ear. The ma.ss is cut, brought
home, and passed through the chafi-cutter, giving
such nutritious food (com, straw, and green food com-
bined), that although my horses are very hard worked
by subsoiling and deep ploughing, they are in full flesh
and condition, though they get nothing but this food.
The cutting up fine is all important, for, without this,
half at least of the food would be uneaten. The cost of
mowing and cutting up by hand is 8rf. per horse per

|

week; by steam-power, \\d. per horse per week. In
either case it pays well. I must here be ])ermitted to
condemn most severely, as a very unprofitable practice,
the usual mode of giving long uncut food to horses or
cattle. The contrast in the condition of the animals
so treated is striking and convincing. I ought to say
that the Tares are supported vertically, and are now in
flower, ovoriM]i],nii ila- Wheat and Barley. Everv
portion is hmhIuM.' n- food, instead of rotting on the
ground. Allor Tan- we manure lieavily, trench-
plough deeply, and get an almn' ni i il>'.i-o crop,
followed in the spring by a full <r"> i

i
i I iarley.

J. J. Mechi, Tiptree, J-une lo. ^\ I; i
i .

,*, i,i these
Tares present when compared with lU li.^lii crops of
upland Grass

!

Farmers' Clubs.
HEBErOEDSHIKE CH.1MBEE OF AGHICULTrEE.—

We learn from the Hereford Times that at a large
agricultural meeting, held in Hereford last week, it was
determined to organise a County Chamber of Agricul-
ture. Mr. DucKHAM, of Baysham Court, who lately
presided at the meeting for the establishment of a
Central Chamber of Agriculture, opened the proceed-
ings, and referred in succession to the Anti-Malt Tax
meetings and the great Cattle Plague Conference, in
illustration of the need of some means of ui-ging agri-
cultural questions on the attention of Government.
We quote the following passages on other topics
included in his address :—

1, The present Si/stem of the Game-lMWs is one which
I think bears excessively on the farmers of England.
It is estimated that damage to the extent of 10
millions is done by game every year in this nation.
I don't think there is a farmer in this room, in the
county, or in the kingdom, but what would gladly see
his landlord come and have a good day's sport over his
farm ; but when it goes to the wholesale destruction of
crops, when the hopes of the farmer are all blighted
and the capital which he has invested in the soil

impletely destroyed, then I think it becomes a great
national question with which sport has nothing to do,
because it is a great loss to the nation, and that
merely for the gratification of a few days'
battuing. I believe that the game-law is a question
which is worthy of the serious consideration of
Chambers of Agriculture, both central and local. I am
sure it would be for the interest of the landed pro-
prietor to turn his attention more to agriculture and
to the improvement of his estate, and to give securitiy
for the capital invested, rather than destroy the
produce in the manner in which it unfortunately is

being destroyed throughout the length and breadth of
the country. The destruction of game, I have said, is

estimated at ten millions ; and I consider the loss to
the nation to be ten millions more every .vear in the
restricted energies of the farmer. And yet here we are
sending out 35 millions sterUng a year for food for the
nation.

2. As to the Stamping out of the Cattle Disease, we
see that dui'ing the last week, in consequence of the
lax manner in which the law is carried out, the disease
has been increasing. There are persons who would
wish us to believe that it is dying out, but it is not so

;

there being during the past week nearly a thousand
cases. This time 12 months one animal was sufficient
to disseminate the disease all over the land, now we
have nearly a thousand

; yet, although the law says
kill as soon as diseased, the Government in their
weekly oflicial report give a column for " recoveries."

If the law were carried out, this could not be so ; and
the very fact of their giving a column for "recoveries"
shows that they vrink at the breach of the law. Thus
we see the necessity of some organisation amongst
agriculturists, of some machinery being set in motion
more than exists at present, in order that this direful
disease may be checked, so that we may once more
have free markets to which we can bring our stock.

3. In London, one of the grand points we enter-
tained was not only the establishment of district
oliioil-T- ..) i:jrirnli,u-o fhniir^himt 1 he kingdom, but
I'l-

'
i

'
III-' iio'iii llio ( ;(i\o]ainii'vil I lie formation of a

III! If' I "1 ir^ihtilMtfo and the apin.intment of a minister
of agriculture, tlirough whom the wants of the agricul-
tural interest might be made knoivn to the Govern-
ment. There are many questions of serious moment
worthy the earnest consideration of chambers of agri-
culture ; such, for instance, as weights and measures,
corn averages, rating, and • tumpike-roads ; but as I
have already trespassed so much on your time and I
fear exhausted your pationoo. and a- other gentlemen
more competent tliaii 1 mii ", M

i
.k on matters of

detail, I will concliidi' In lu' resolution;

—

"That in the opinion nl lin iihiim.' i lie agricultural
interests of this kingdom are materially suffering from
the want of a proper organisation."

This, with the subsequent resolutions, was passeS
unanimously.
Captain Pateshall proposed the next resolution

—

"That in order to meet that want it is oonsideretk
desirable that chambers of agriculture should be
establishod throughout the kingdom, to co-operate
wilh ilii' ( 1 iitral Chamber of Agriculture in London."
Ho sliniild. Iio said, have preferred some one more
lar^'oly iiiiorosled in agriculture than himself, some
8UU or lOOO-acre man rather than a 200-acrc man, to
have moved this resolution ; but whether as one
interested in practical agriculture, or as a landed pro-
prietor, he had much pleasure in taking part in the
proceedings, for he thought the subject for considerar
tion was one which attected all parties who were
interested in the land of this country, whatever hia
relation might be to it, whether that of occupier or
proprietor.

Mr. Bkadstocb; proposed—"That a Herefordshire
Chamber of Agriculture be established, consisting of
chairman, vice-chairman, committee, secretary, andr
members, being subscribers of not less than 10.5. per
annum." He was well aware that there were some
who doubted thepossibililvnf ollootins-an organisation
sufficiently perfect and p r'n' •• riHnonrr- Ihe pro-
ceedings of the present or .

!'
: Ill-: hut, as

far as he ivas able to jud.;.'. lo .lol m.i soo any reason-
able cause for such apprehension, for tlie result of con-
tested elections had clearly proved that the two great
political parties were so closely balanced that the
limited number of two or three hundred voters,

members of a Chamber of Agriculture, could at any
time, in any county, decide the contest in favour of
the candidate they determined to support.

Air TvTOTT \rri Ti \^"iFs: seconded the resolution, and
sai'l ' >in :'

'' jroat importance "Mlii'di \Aould
slinrtli<"; . I. 111 was the tumpikf gates. The
pn -rnl .\' I li il jlit expired in February next, and
he was not aware that any steps had been taken by the
Commissioners to have the Act extended. If that
were so, the natural consequence would be that the
repair of the turnpikes would fall upon the parishes
which the roads traversed ; but every one, he thought,
would admit that it would be a manifest act of injustice

if the maintenance of those roads which were national
beiiontsaiiil fill- In. -"m.iin line of all parties, should
bollirmvii ii|iiin ii In addition to the main-
loi r.irilinl.\- '

I ,i-.m1s. There was another
mailrr in "liinli In l-il I'r n l"ii;^ time felt great interest
—an equalisation of the woigbts and mea,sures by whiok
produce is sold throughout the country. They would
recollect that when there was an attempt made to
break through the old 10-gallon measure in this county
a great deal of ill-feeling was brought to bear upon it

;

and that Grovemment spent a vast deal of money in
commissions of inquiry into the various customs that
prevailed in reference to selling by measure, afte*

which they decided upon a measure of capacity called

the " imperial bushel," and declared that sale by any
other measure would be illegal, but they left out
altogether the practice of selling by weight. Thus
the bushel of 62 lb. at Hereford was equal to

38 quarts at Shrewsbury, 81 at Chester, and 1001b.

across the Mersey at Liverpool, and so varying through-
out the kingdom. How, therefore, was it possible that

the tithe averages could be properly regulated with sucha
confusion of weights,whoseverynamewas almost legion?

There was another important question which had not
been touched upon, viz., the sole charge of the pool"

rate upon landed proprietors and occupiers. Th#
money wealth of the country was now almost bound-
less, and why should funded property be exempted
from the contribution of a single farthing to the main-
tenance of the poor ? If a Chamber of Agriculture wefS
established, they could discuss those and other matters:

and by well ventilating them amve at fair and juW
conclusions—also make their opinions known, felt, and
acted upon if they were just ; if they were not just, they
would veiT naturally and properly fall to the ground.

Mr. W. H. Appeelet proposed a resolution appoint-

ing the Mayor chairman and ilr. Duckbam vice-chair-

man of the Chamber of Agriculture, with a long list of

committee-men ; such committee to be empowered te

fonn a code of rules and make arrangements for the

organisation of the Chamber.
The question of appointinc- a Secretary was deferred.

Weadd that "tb.' < lo
l

' i. .i-r of Agriculture, ".which

has its temporary' nO" n \'
.

, M, Ib under the presidency

of Mr. AllicrtPeil, of X' ithnnni .n nid the vice-presidency pf

Mr. E. Jasper Moore. .M.P. fv.r South Shropshire. On (ha

Council, as names known in this district, are Mr. J. BaldwiOt

of Luddington ; Mr. Duckham ; Mr. E. Holland, M.P. ;
and
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Mr. J. B. Lythall, of Birmingham. The second resolution

iLlssed at the meetiii-,' at the Salisbury Hotel on the *23d ult.

(Mr. Duckham in the chair), at which the Central Chamhcr
was established, ru]i3 thus :— " That the object of the Centi-.d

Chamber of A^Ticulture shall be to t;ikc cuguiaance of and to

support or oppose Any measures which are calculated to affect

tlifl agricultural interests."

HuNSERFOBD: Horn Farmers' Cliiis mm/ I'-

' Utilhed.—Mr. J. 11. Piper, of the Norlk Will-
Berald, read the last paper of the ,se;won liefore thi

Huut'erf.rd Fariners' Chili, ..n thf riihsation of
Farmers' CI nlw. Tllc r"ll.M>in- in-e rxli:,rls —

: til tlie iiH'lrniioli- shnuM l,r r-i :il.li-lhM ivliat luay he
', teriiic'd an asscirialeil .liib, uliirli nii-lil I ir the London
) Ceiid'al Farmers' Chil) re-organised. Every couutr.y
i chib should become a member of the associated institu-
I tioii ; the president and secretary of each country
I assn.'iation — with a fixed number of members if

i desired—should form the representation of the country

I

chilis, and noblemen and gentlemen interested in

1
agriculture might be vice-presidents. The vast amount
nf prnvcr sniltercd .-imongst the.se isolated clubs would

' be fTilloclcd. sli:i|ird, and organised—utilised, in fact,

for publii- ]mrii"M's. Had such machinery been in
existence wIumi Ihc cattle plague made its appearance
in this country, the disease would, one may fairly pre-
sume, have been extinguished ere this. The agricul-
tural community doubted, the Government hesitated,
fnrmei's in one county were favourable to one view of
till' rnse, while agriculturists in another suggested an
n|)|iMsite course. One journal proposed a particular
111 of action, a newspaper of opposite politics pro-
piiiiiided an idea totally different. In the face of all

tins nothing was done. The cattle plague spread
will! a virulence and rapidity only too painful to
r -11 number; thousands of pounds worth of valuable

I were swept awav pro perous farmers viere
I 1 to ind gence and the whole economy of agri
I p disarrange 1 I cannot help feel n" thit hid

vstem of or"! ii t t 1 111
I taken long bef r I I

I he wi e polici ol 1

I 1 loch ni ] nt II
I II 1 II

I 1 1 1 1

joipi It me
I

Jftli,

Ijeen done i
"lit ha\c been

It e it

been atten lei by lepreoentative froiithewl I I 1

club in the country Something like an apj i

\ lew of the feelings of the igricultunl 1 1

obtained from uoh a gatherin„ md i

tion'' and q lestions might h ive 1 1

Within a w eek of the date of the c
se letnrv I e\erv untr^ club co U I

let 11 t tl e t 1 tuthonty as to the m i i i '

'1 h tie
) ]

t 1 hat been leceived Vinel' i ''

vil Ih 1 I r 1 tl 1 an I authoiiti i de] utati n ' p* '

II hue naitel ui on tie (joveinment n 11 1 •! t

1 them what mty be truly called the c| 1 I

icultural portion of the coiintiv

Yet, considering their business, they would appear to
be the most interested. Let us look for a moment at
the operations of farming. Among persons of super-
iicial information the notion is, that farming is a ready-
money business ; the fanner simply takes his grain to
market, obtains ready money, and really has no books
to keep, his banking account being quite sufficient to
"ill Ins iii-commgs and out-goings. So much for

li
,

ii
1
llieoiy. Let us consider for a moment the

I'l i.i ill The farmer has first to prepare his land

;

liK.iuii I, 111- he pays weekly wages to his labourers; he
has to ijuichase manure, and knowing how keen is the
coiiipetition among artificial manure makers, we can
quite understand that they do not give long credit. He
has next to buy his seed, for which he pays cash, or
takes a short credit. The seed being sown he bus lu
watch it, perforin much labour in hoemg, wecdiiia, \c ,

until his crop is ready, and then—not as a niatter of
course, but provided the season has been propitious

—

he reaps his crop, which he has to thresh, keep in his
store to dry, and carry to market. Thus it will be seen
that from the time of commencing opeiMtions, to the
period the produce is conveyed to markrl, iiniilylivolve
months have elapsed, during the whole nl' nhirh time
wage.s, wear and tear of machinery, soi"!, miniuri', and
last, though not least, rent, have hadtnbr pr. i\ i-lnl lor

before the ready money of the public iinii-'iiiiilinii

reaches thcfarmer's pocket. This does iimI ainily -i.lrly

to the produce of the soil, but in rearing stuck iliL-re is

the same ajixiety, the same lapse of time between the
birth of animals and their fitness for market, and the
same expense. This is not aU. Great as may be the
expenditure, many the anxieties, painful the difficulties
of the farmer, all his calculations may be overthrown
by a wet season, a visitation of blight, or a prolonged
drought. His com may not pay for the labour bestowed
on it "Wet weather may de troj h s lamb wholesale
md an cpiJemic sneep tf hi horned stock bj the
score It mil be said that I have been diavni" an
exaggerated picture but I venture t n]ical to tlio e
pie ent Aiho are all practical mei I tl tl

ai aster may not occui at any time 1 1 111 II

Ion toltenhajpen Onljt«odaj a II t i

nt came to inj notice I he rd a h mer
that in c nseiuence oi the wet season befoi e and

1 1 ml u time thi year he ha I lo t 301)/—that i to
tl 1 I th t 1 il liel anl otheis thit were

I 11 i 1 t n„ all cost ha\ e pro
1 reaied How ditteicnt

poly. Why, then, should agriculture be overlooked ?
ft is not that agriculturists form an insignificant
portion of the industry, capital, and integrity of the
I'ountry, for the returns which are made froui time to
time to Parliament show how vast is the wealtli among
the landed interest, and those connected with them.
One of the most conspicuous means of obtaining the
end would, I think, be the institution of farmers' clubs
throughout the country. This would elicit the opinions
of farmers themselves, and the clubs might be made to
net upon representatives of agricultural constituencies,
who in tbfir turn would be able, knowing that they
wci-c suppoiloil b,\ the agriculturists, to speak and act
with authority in Parliament. The success of such a
nin\(iii(iit. i luiisider certain, if the necessary energy be
aiilili. d. 'I'hi iiilclligence, high principle, vigorous

worth of the vast body of men
them at least

'd upon th©
d tin battle

make

.llrrted

n 1 It tr ic the
I

who cultivate the soifof Engbind
to fair consideration, and a clann
proper footing in what may \<<- i n
of life. It is not that this class I ir

themselves heard and felt, biii li

has been dissipated and isolalnl

and concentrated. Hence mmx m iiic diss, n-ion.s,

hence much of the apparent apntliy, beiiri- what is

iiillril by i-rrlain persons "the satisfaction ofthe farmer
Willi iliniL's as they are." Now is the time to show
iliii Ihc pnpular notions of agriculture are like many
other popular ideas, very fallacious, and the opportunity
now presents itself for vindicating the characters of a
cla.ss of men who may be truly called the back-bone of
the country. A determined effort once made, and
agriculturists would find that a different state of things
would be the natural consequence.

Farm Memoranda.
WiLHi-LMiN II IE Holland—

In tontinuit 1
|

I 1 fiiiu begun last

n eek i e lu t M \ i leu 15o%ch s statement
fuither —

Noil as to the number of ploughings harrowings,
and lolling each crop receives The i i ture in the
autumn oi the '1st 5 ear is brokei I 1 1 i h
ings the second fallowing the fir t 1 I i

at a del th of S inches 1st j eai m 1 1 ng
driUin" ot Peas one light haiiowini, ul nc 1 ling
ploughing of st ibbles one harrow in" oueilou hiug or
cultivating two harrowingx cue ploughing one
h I row u" diilln cf u heat one ban owing

lit t f 1 1 h ig

1 t k 1

II

t HI
II 3 he loc

1 t

11

1 I intere te I n the 1 k t

m "ht be ado] ted in 1 f

other (U t n wh cli 1 1

UI on w hi h there 1 1

mer nl c mm luiti

Tl am 1

but 1 se Ihc diffeiei 1

I dull market— 1th uji f con nII in Ue Is not dependent I 1 II

I
I and the many cent n 1 ummer in

1 puisued in the open air Ueans hai
1 I t of L i"h 1 1 1 t fh 01 p 1 tn

H 1

t (

11 I

1 :n t 1

Let le
I

1 le I

mean I tl 1

jou aie n 1 1

tea dutie in 1 II
come into foice nitl

111 1

; of Oat one harro \ u"
tl O t

times

lufluen e fell Iheie ha aieelj been a t 1

ccordmg to circumstances light haiiow
hor e after the mall eeds are own 01

1 1 1 king 7th Clover 1th Till \ o le
re i ] Ion bing of Clovei

1 of the favourable than the II esent for vsertin" the claims rf cio%er is needed for sheet

the

lorieulturists and 1 sisti

vt h t t of th intio 1th itHeiln i tint ir 11 f I 1

iuction of the financial tatement Ilie Chanel! r 1 altoLctl r 1 \ iiu it t I
i 1

intentions were not known intil watliin a lerybiief an n i ilt 1 t nil t

per od of the intrrdiietion ofthe budget and even up their th u (Tieata w the 1 1 1 1 I

to the very eve of the financial statement being made hy the cotton famine then disa tei n i n t to be co n
it wi a question whether tea could receive anj con

,

parel with that whi h ha fallen upon the faimer. The
sideration—the income tax being eleemed a hkelier

[

cessation of trade compelled them to live upon capital,
impost to be dealt with. The effect of this compara- hut their plant and machinery, though unused, yet
tively sudden change ill the tea duty awakened the I'emained to them. The cattle plague has swept away
wholesale dealers to the fact thot their stocks in hand, ' froin many a farmer—and especially in the ill-fated
upon which the whole duty had been paid, would have

\

county of Cheshire—both capital and stock-in-trade,
to be sold at a reduced rate after the date on wliich the ' leaving them bankrupt in purse and spirit. Indeed,
remission was to take place. Eepresentations were ' the losses of cattle do not fully represent the injury
immediately made to the Government that the " trade " ' which this disaster has caused to farming. Notwith-
ha<l been taken by surprise, and that it was but a i

standing the injury produced by the death of cattle,
smiple act of justice to suspend the operation of the

I

agriculturists could not move their stock unless with
remission until a reasonable time had elapsed, so that much trouble and many negociations as to certificafSe,
stocks on which the whole duty had been paid might be ^md they were compelled, as a kind of finish to then-
reduced. The Chancellor replied in effect that these dtsaster, to pay the expenses of obtaining pei-mits for
chauges could not be made without some inconveni- the removal of animals from one part of their farm to
ence, and that while he regretted loss would be entailed another—expenses which might with propriety have

utumn 1 ef 1

aut mm thi 1

hivel onther It I p ini, of tl eSth lear Then tn ihaiioi n ^
n

1 I le

at 1 I

one
low
he

t a lure
I then

it II inehes,
: one liar-

aiid liand-

upon some merchants, he was unable to do anything.
Thisrepl.y, Imnevcr, did not quiet the energetic mer-
oh.ants, Tlh rhii,ii!„.rs of commerce, the trade protec-
tion assoriiiiK.ns- indeed, every commercial organisa-
tion—n-ere set lu n nrk, and resulted in such a powerful
influence being brought to bear, that the Chancellor
finally gave way, and fixed the date of remission to
some time posterior to that originally named by him
These facts are sufficient, I think, to show the import-
ance of organisation, while it illustrates the system of
united action for which I have been contending
Whif Fcirmei-s' Ctiihs shonld he Vtiliseil—ln the

present day business may be compared to a race ; the
competitors being handicapped, so to speak, with
certain conditions and restrictions. It is, therefore,
the object of every man to carry as little weight as
possible

; in other words, to remove as many burdens^d restrictions as possible from his branch of trade.
Ihus, we find persons connected with commerce ever
on the alert to ascertain how far the incidence of any
particular tax may affect them, and to what extent
their interests would suffer by any legislation relating
to trade, While, however, this is done—and done, by the
way, often with great advantage to their interests—the
mrming community do not take part in the struggle.

been home by the Government. How difTereut would
this have been with some of the powerful trade interests
in the country. I remember some .years since Mr.
Gladstone wished to impose a tax upon certain
documents relating to commerce in the shape of affi.x-

ing a stamp. The exact nature ofthe impost I do not
remember, but I do recollect that urgent representa-
tions were made by commercial men to the Chancellor
to the effect that affixing this stamp and observing
forms necessary to complete the measure he wished to
carry out seriously hindered trade and prevented the
quick transmission of dnnnnents. bills of lading, &c.,
through the custom hon r. Thr i-,. nii ,1111 will readily
anticipate—the Chancel'

I iliink I have
said sufficient to show il

1
1 .. u'liiritl r. immunity

might fonn an organisatn.n, .m-l i led tlial it requires
little from me to point out why such should be estab-
lished. The duty of the farming interest is quite clear

—

they must agitate until they obtain what they desire

;

they must not, however, be half-hearted in the attempt,
nor must the enthusiastic few take the lead, unsuppurted
by the many. The Board of Trade protects the com-
merce of the countr.y, regulates the railway traflic,

preserves the free navigation of rivers, and inspects
public works in order to prevent anything like mono-

II tl tl

I 1 1 hi \ th tl I

t haironing ( n I olit il
i

I 1

at o inches afterwards one pi I

one harrowing and drilling) , on. iilui^liiii.

one harrowing and drilling of wiiun- Harli

rowing. 9th, Winter Barley, one rolling

raking, one ploughing of stubbles and manure at
.5 inches, one narrowing and one ploughing at 10 or 12
inches. 10th, Madder : in spring, harrowing, culti-

vating, two harrowings, one rolling, ploughing of ridges,

one rolling, and one light harrowing before planting
the Madder: horse-hoeing during summer and in

autumn, covering the ridges with a plough con-
structed for the purpose. 11th, Madder ;

hnrsc-lioeing

and covering. 12th, horse-hoeing, and as in harvesting

the Madder in autumn the fields are die willi spades .at

3 feet, no horse labour is further be-iov, .-d upnn it.

13th, Peas: in spring as the fir.styear; m niiiniiiii fur

Wheat, as the first and the fourth years, I lib, W bml

:

in spring the same as the second and lil'lli .icars, and
hand-raking of Clover seed. 15th, Clover ; in autumn
breaking up of Clover as the 21st year. 16th, Oats : in

spring as the sixth year, one ploughing of stubbles, two
harrowings, one ploughing at 10 inches. 17th, Mangels,
Turnips, and Potatos: the same as the third year.

ISfh, Beans : the same as the fourth year. 19th, Wheat

:

in spring the same as the Mth year. 20th and 21st,

pasture : sometimes rolling of compost. The 150 acres

sandy soil are cultivated in a similar manner, but we
do not plough deep there. We also grow Flax some-
times.

' The weight of manure carried is about 10,000 tons
per annum. As to the distance, the tanneries are
situated about in the midst of their 500 acres. The
manure is carried from the steadings to the fields.

About 300 tons of manure of the 10,000 is bought at

Goes ; the distance from there to the fields is various,

but often four miles and more. We do not use any
quantity of artificial manure. The weight of crops
carried to the ricks I am sure I could not tell exactly,

it varies so very much. The weight of roots will be
12 to 25 tons per acre; of Madder 7 tons per acre.

Boots are carried to the steadings ; Madder to the
village to the kilns for drying. Average distance of the
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milo All tli(

nt tin

farms to'; the village,' t\i

sold is brnHLjbt frnin the

of our villnsf; the distance two miles or mure.
" Horses do not carry much bay here, but a good

deal of straw to different sheep-yards and cattle-yards.

Produce of "Wheat on an average, 38 bushels per acre

;

of winter Barley, "0 bushels per acre ; of Chevalier and
summer Barley, 50 bushels per acre ; of Oats, 60 bushels

per acre ; of Bye, 3() bushels per acre ; of Beans, 36

bushels per acre ; of Peas, 33 bushels per acre.
" The horses during summer are fetched from the

pastures early in the morning. They set to work from
half-past three till eight o'clock. Then they are taken
to the stables, where cut Clover is given to them. Some
of them will do little jobs from nine to twelve o'clock,

as horse-hoeing, fetching of movvn Clover, &c. At half-

past one they set to work again till six o'clock in the
evening, when they are brought back to the pastures.

In spring and autumn they begin to work at half-past

five and continue till ten; or from dawn till about
eleven ; in the afternoon always the same, from half-

past one till six o'clock, or till it is getting dark. So

:lllylh( (lav. iluriiluli;k nine hi

nr,v.n)>r, thrv work .as Ion- p.-r .lav as is nr.Mc.l. In
winter, wh(;ii they have nothing to (io, tlicy arr allowed
once or twice a day to run in the yards, behind the
stables. They are brushed and cleaned in ,the forenoon.

" A usual day's work at ploughing will be different.

Light ploughing 2 acres; ploughing at 5 or 6 inches 1\
acres. Deep ploughing, 1 acre per day. Ploughing of

ridges 3 acres per day. Harrowing very different; say
4 acres per day for good harrowing, light harrowing
more per day.

" I believe I have now answered all your questions.

Perhaps these particulars of a large continental farm
may be interesting for English readers. You see our
horses do a good deal, and they are cheap as regards

food. You will agree with me that steam cultivation

therefore could not be profitable here."

The reader mil agree with us in thinking that the
above report does possess great interest for English
readers. The following rough estimate is derived from
Mr. Van den Bosch's statement of the labour involved

in the cultivation of the farm :

—

Beans
Wheat
Oats .

.

Clover
F.->lIow

Winter Barley
Madder
Madder
Madder ..

Wheat
Clover
Oats
Mangels, &c.
Beans
Wheat
Pasture
P.asture

Turnips
Chevalier Barley .

Clover
Rye
Potatos

Bye.. '.'.
'.

Cwt. of draught

Ploughing.

146840 51231
,
4800 10812

l.le liU.il
,

on the
net .aU

attended to satisfactorily, 1 li

rabbit-catchers shall be at thi

February 1.5 till the beginnin;:
following terms :—The tenan t . i

the hedgerows adjoing arable IhhI in tijr ii i n ir.- irM. ja ruveiT

hedges) .asoften as they like duriiiL; ih a j.i i ii"l, mmh- nrulLci-dog

nor gun, but onlypurse-net.s ov-a thr Iiuhm'a-, Ail ilirranbits

so caught by each tenant shall Itr ]:^\'t l>y Lini. he jMyiiig the -

wages of the rabbit-catcher so long as he employs him. No
tenant is to ferret without being accompanied by the rabbit-

catcher. In consideration of this concession I expect my
tenants will strictly preserve for me all other game. As
frequent complaints have been made of self-hunting doga
being seen on the property, I have given orders to my Iceepers

to destroy Jill such foimd hunting ; and I request each tenant
to tie or shut up any dog he may have at such times as he is

not actu.ally with his master, jind to use every endeavour to
prevent him from hunting when .accompanying him.

" Ncwnh.am Paddocks, April, 1866." " Denbigh."

Now we give the Earl of Denbigh credit for the best

intentions in proposing such an arrangement to his

tenants, and it is only because we feel that such a
proposal would never have been made by a landlord

who understood the feeling of the tenant-farmers of
England on this qn
farmers, to make a I.

matter for congniliila

sincere desire to place
satisfactory to his tenants

To these particulars must be added a great deal for
|

and the ear greatly shorter than we would desire,

casual employment—on so large a farm certainly equal i "With suitable weather for fiUing and ripening, its

to the labour of six horses throughout the year, or I
yield might yet be an average one. Oats and Barley

600 days of a pair, calculated as at ploughing, or about ;
started well, and on good soil still retain a dark and

20 000 cwt. drawn (=: lifted) 1 mile. The whole labour promising colour, but being much later sown, and far

of the farm thus amounts to about 410,000 cwt. less advanced than "\'\1ieat. they are much more easily

drawn (= lifted) one mile in the vear. If the time of affected with drought. The crops on the lighter soils

labour of the horses be put at 1800 hours per annum, are losing colour and rapidly giving way, whilst on all

which is quite as much as it is, considering their long soils they are speedily getting into ear, and without

winter's holiday, this corresponds to nearly 2,21,'),000 lb. immediate and abundant ram will be alarmingly

drawn (— lifted) one foot per minute during work short. Within these ten days we have had repeated

hours. Now, besides the 90 horses whose labour con- ,
and pretty heavy showers, but the ground is

tributes to this result, Mr. Yaa den Bosch tells me so dry that in a short time it is scarcely

that his hired horse-labour amounts to about iro or known where they fell. The crops are now
180 days of 18 teams, or 36 horses ; and this is equal to so far advanced that let the weather be what it

the addition of at least 30 horses per annum to the may tliev must be light. Neither wiU the crop of hay

power, and about 1020?. annually to the cost of the materially aid the straw, for except where the soil is

horse-labour of the farm. If, then, this performance be low-lying and hea\T the crop is affected by the drought,

divided among 120 horses instead of 90, it will amount Potatos are looking well nearly everywhere, and even

to 18,700 lb. per horse drawn (= lifted) 1 foot per with continued drought would suffer little. Last year,

minute during work hours— a result curiously near I
with all the drought we had, Potatoswere an abundani

those which have been already reached in the ca,se of ' crop, and the quality unusually good. A larger breadlli

English farms. The whole work on this farm being ! of Swedes :vas sown this year iiUhe north thanjierliaj

410,000 cwt. drawn (-—lifted) 1 mile per annum, is ' " " ''' ''

equal to 164,000 cwt. drawn (=lift«d) 2i miles in

was ever sown before, but much of them is in

unsatisfactory condition. Some of them brairded, and
were eaten with fly ; others brairded very unequally,

but with transplanting may have the blanks filled up,

whilst nearly all the strong clayey fields have not
brairded at all. Some of these fields have been
harrowed down, furrowed up, and resown, with little

prospect, however, of having braird in the mean time.

Farmers have been put to their wits' end to know
what to do. In the north we are seldom troubled with
this sort of thing, and when it comes we put up with
it very ill. 'fumip sowing is now all but completed.

Our pastures as yet have stood out well, and with the

great heat we have lately had there has been rapid

growth. The lighter soils are now however beginning

to fade, and with a short continuance of this weather
Grass generally would wither away. In the north we

very short, so much so that at the present "time a
;

h''™
tfi'^fttflfi^ptT ^'Ine^^winteramfsnrin"

han^lfuU of straw could not be found atfmany a home-
\ T^Z'^^ir^^e^^Z^Js^imi^^AT^rl

1 +- f. Ai • i 1 /~, +„ !,„„;„„ market was begun, prices lor all Kmus oi siocK nave
exhaustion of the previous stock. Our winter having !" ' u;„i,

°
i";,f; S^_V,t tbo m-ipo has been pvorliitant

been dry and mild, all the autumn-sown AVheat had a !^^5° "S-^ "i
exoibitant

most promising appearance in spring, and all antici- 1

^""^ a^tonisnm-.
-

pated an uncommonly heavy crop. Seldom, indeed.

that time, or 91 cwt. drawn (= lifted) 2i miles per
hour during working hours per annum. Now on this

farm the cost of horse-labour is 2236?. 2s. iW. for home
management, and 1020?. for hired labour, in all about
.')2607., or 3oj. Gd. per hour. The cost of horse-labour

on this farm thus comes to about 4rf. per cwt. drawn
(--lifted) 2i miles in an hour.
This is considerably less than we pay for the same

thing in England, though it is by no means certain

that Mr. Van den Bosch is right in supposing that
steam-power would not be cheaper than horse-power
even in Holland.

IVestee Ross ; June 25.—In the North of Scotland

we had the last two years very dry, and the crops were
,

'^'^^^ ?^'

did our "Wheat crop look so well as this year. But
with long-continued east wind. Willi Im^l ai iii'.;lit,and

now with considerable dmn-lil ii In- \< n imich lost

its dark colour, and perliaji- il- cin-lii i.\ appear-
riuce. Much of it will yet be .suUicu iitli uell-strawed,

but on the whole it now appears much thinner than it

promised. The stalks have become small and wiry,

Miscellaneous.
The Oame Question.—It has been recently stated in

several newspapers (and we presurne cornctly stated.

because no denial has been published) tlial the I'ol-

lowiug remarkable circular has been issued by the Earl

of Denbigh to his tenants i

—

" As Complaints h.ave been made to me of the damage done

enture, as tenant-
iiirks upon it. As it is

hen a landlord shows a
line question on a footing

well as to himself, so it is

matter of" regret when a proposal emanates from a
landlord which shows his misconception of the feelings

and views of the great body of the tenant-farmers of

England. So long as the landlords and tenants approach

this subject from such different points of view, it

appears hoyieless to pxiiect that jirivate airaugoments
will .1.1 mil. -h I..Hav.lslli.i s.'lll.' iil onlie .|ue^tion. A
].r.ii..i-alMlii. li-aii-li.-aiii-i.'.iitiiil:iiiil,liiii « li leli .airries

Willi 11 111,. l.„- .,1 -..||-n-i.,vt to the tenants, is

hardly likely to lead to .MilL-lactoiy results. Let us

consider for a moment what the Earl of Denbigh
offers. 'The rabbits may be destroyed, but on

what terms ? Two rabbit-catchers will be at the

disposal of the tenants, and nothing is to

be done except in company with them; neither

dog nor gun is to be used. Is it likely to be agreeable

to the earl's tenants to he under the control of these

rabbit-catchers ? Is it flattering to the tenants that so

little confidence should he placed in them? "We
cannot but regret that so injudicious a plan should

have suggested itself, and we feel it right that

we should place on record our protest against

it. "mien the landlords have ceased to wish for an

excess of game on their farm, and are content to

rely more on the good feeling of their tenants thau

upon the vigilance of their gamekeepers for such a

moderate stock as will satisfy the desires of the true

sportsman, the difficulties of the game question, at all

events as between landlord and tenant, will be materially

les.sened; and a better understanding will take place

of the disputes and silent dissatisfaction which now,

prevail. [Published, with many signatures, in the

Times.} _^_

Calendar of Operations.
July.— l'ea> aiv rea.lv for harvesting during this

month. Th. V arc niouiu or cut with hook and crook

into bundles,' and left to dry, being turned daily till

ready to carry.
, , . t

The winter-sown crop of Beans will also be ripe by

the end of July. They may be let to reapers to cut,

tie, and stock, at from Ts. to &v. per acre, according to

the crop. They are generally " bagged," as it is termed,

by a heavy hook, which is struck at the standing com
in .successive blows, driving a yard depth of it up
against the crop, across perhaps half the width of a

ridge, and then employed to gather that which has been

cut into a sheaf which is laid on a band of straw, or of

Bean stalks, y.r. vionslv prepared. The Beans may thus

lie for a 1. " .li,\-- I iil ready to be tied and .shocked.

The crop nia\ lie cut as soon as the attachment of the

.seed inside 111.'
I'O'I- '.innecting it with the plant, has

w it 111 ac.l. This will be before the stalk is dead, and so

mil. Il the better, for leafy Bean straw is good fodder.

\l\r that may have been left for seed will be ready

lor the sickle.
, . , , ,

Carrots and Parsnips may receive their last horse-

hoeing or deep hand-hoeing in this month ; and children

.shoulit be emploved to go over each row, singling plants

11,1' 1: ,,, 1,, II l-n ,lonble, and pulling young plants

ili i
, ,

,-. ,| -Mi.'c the first hoeing.

\[ ,, , w ,,i,,l ami Turuips must be horse-hoed at

iiii , 1 \a!- liiii ,i,L' this month.
Itape should be hoed as soon as sufficiently high not

to be covered diu-ing the operation, and then it should

be set out as Turnips are, excepting that, in " singling,"

two or even three plants may be left together. "1 ou

may continue sowing it during this month.

Jlax is to be pulled as soon as ready, which is

generally by the end of this month, before the seed

bolls have ripened. The seed may be separated by

rippling in the field at once^ or after the Flax has dried

in shock, or after remaining in the rick all winter.

Rape or autumn Turnips may be grown ou Flax stubble

after the removal of the crop.

Tares, Lucerne, and Clover continue to furnish

abundant keep for stock.

The end of this month will give rather slack work for

the horses, which may, therefore, be employed in haul-

ing lime, &c., if any is needed, for spreading over the

stubbles after han'est. Drainin-.^ tiles, too, may_ be

Icl.-li.-.l ami sloie.l This
,1, il ,.,1,,, ,

: -I .
I

I niiiin r,,r clean-

'i..7„'i'i"i',\, I
.111,1 ,!if,'li' I'

'

'"' I- .;.'ncrally

allieieiiih «ami L. l"'
- .,,,ikiii, i, to stand

niougst water and mud wUhout injury.

Pastures will require thinning considerably this
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uiontli. oxc-ept on roul sulisoils. Aftermath must not

bo stocked until luiiij- i.'ri.n ii.

Towards the cud ot the month, the labour of the

horses being easier, their allowance of Oats may be

diminished.
Dairy management continues. Hay-making gives

full employment out of doors.

The I)airi/.—C-ire should be taken during the warm
weather of this month that the cows should be in

pastures witii convenient .shade, or their constant
uneasiness from the teasing of flies hinders their

feeding, and their becoming so heated from running
has a very injurious efi'ect on the milk, which is less in

Quantity, very soon becomes sour after being taken
from the cows, and doe.s not yield nearly so much
produce, and hence considerable loss arises. If the
herd be brought into yards to be milked they should
have the shade of cool sheds, or the operation of

milking is very tedious from the cows not standing,

and often much milk is spilt from the awkward moving
of the cows, and the whole is not taken from them,
which it is sometimes under these cu'cumstances
almost impossible to do. This on every account should
be avoided, for the milk that comes last is the richest,

and besides, if the cows are not clean milked, there
will be a gradual diminution of the milk perceptible
daily ; for these reasons the greatest care should be
taken that the cows are clean milked. A surticient

number of milkers should be provided to allow the
cows to remain only one hour in the yard ; eight is

aljout the proper number for a good milker to do well

within the hour. If a sufficient number are milked to

employ a man to carry in the milk to the dairy, it has
been found to save much trouble ; this man, with yoke
and buckets, should go round to collect from each
milker as his pail becomes nearly full, and so lighten
each one's load to carry from cow to cow, and prevent
their individual journeys from the yard dunng the
milking hour ; by this means the milk is taken to the
tub nr vat in a much more onual tcniiKTaturc than if

loUL'crc\]«w„l tn ihc lu-atcil atni.i.-phci'f in Ihc pails;

and such a i.ivc;niti.m has liccu found tu act well on
tlic clu'csc and liuttcr ju-nduccd tVi.ui it. When the
cnus liavc t,> lie p:i>lurcd tar Iroin llie homestead, it is

sniucluncs (I.^Mralilc In milk tlicn. in the field, for a
drive alc.u',' a li"i I'l.ad c\p"^cd to ilie sun does as great
harm to llicir milk as racmg about the fields when
exposed to the suu. A vessel is then taken on wheels
drawn by the milkers or a horse, according to con-
venience, and this should be left to stand in a cool spot,

and be taken home steadily with as little shaking as
may be.

The cows should get a change of Grass once a week,
even if to no better pasture ; they are found to feed
better and keep more settled than if left longer in one
field. A good supply of fresh good water for them is

indispensable for their doing well and yielding a
quantity of milk.
The weaning calves may now be gi'adually, according

to their age, doing without milk, meal, or linseed, if

good pasture is provided for them l>y day, and they are
brought into yards at night, then L'.tin

Rye-grass given to them, whicl 1 1 1 1 c \ i\ 1 1

1

if a small quantity of di'y hay or (liurr l^

they go out in the morning they ivill :-'ciii

before they get any other food ; and tin- i- ImuimI \,-r\

beneficial. 'Ihe moisture from the llr.i-- I liilian

Eye-grass at night is found quite snilici, ni wnl i

water, to which they should not be allnwe.l uiire-tianieil

access, or they drink to excess, and uiueh liarm is I lie

result. Of course the Linseed or (latuii'al and .-lini

milk may be continued to them with advantage, but
they will grow strong without it at this age. Calves,
to be kept in an improving condition, and to come out
ready for the butcher towards the beginning or middle
of their third year, should have a pound of Wheat
daily allowed them in the field during their first

summer.

N ORTH BIIITISH RUBBER COMPANY"
(Limited).

GARDEN HOSE and FITTINGS.

London Warehouse -. 66, Cannon Street West, E,C.

Manchester Warehouse : 8, Spring Gardens.

Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for
SAYNOK AND COOKE'S WARKANTEU PRIZE

PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVLS, see that you get them.
Observe the mark Savnor, also the corporate mark Outain
Warranted, without which none are genuine.

S. & C. recret haviog to caution Gardeners and others, but are
compelled to do so, in consequence of an imitation, of common
quality, having been sold for the genuine one, and which has caused
many complamts to be made to thorn of Knives which were not of
their make, all of which are warranted both by Sellers and Makers.

S. & C.'s Pruning and Budding Knives aio the best and the
cheapest in the market.

Paxton Works, Sheffield. Established upwards of 12fi years.

E.
Sir Joseph Paxton for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, 4c'

PROTECTION from the SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN.
" FRIGi DOMO," a Canvas made of Patent pronared Hair and

Wool, a perfect Non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeving, wherever
it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for all Horticultural
and Floricultural purposes, for Preserving Fruits and Flowers from
the Scorching Rays of the Sun, from Wmd, from Attacks of Insects,
and from Morning Frosts. To be had in any required lengths.
Two yards wide 1*. iW. per yard run.

Four yards wide 3a. M. per yard.
An improved make, 2 yards wide . . \s. Qil. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide . . 2s. 8d. per yard run. Also

"FRIGI DOMO" NETTING, 2 yards wide. Is. 6d. per yard run.

Elisba, TeoMAs Abcukr, Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7, Great
Trinity Lane, Cannon Street, City, E.G., and of all Nurserymen and

J. B. BROWN & CO.'S NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWER.
I'ATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTUREUS,

J. B. BKOWN & CO.,
148, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.G.

GUARANTEED TO GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION,

AND, IF NOT APPKOVED OF,

— -^ *- - MAY BE AT ONCE RETURNED.

1^ J. B. BROWN AND CO. have pleasure iu mentioning that their B B LAWN MOWER ordered for the

Gardens of Windsor Castle has given so much satisfaction, that another B B MACHINE of a larger size has just

been ordered—Jane 26.

This New B B PATENT LAWN MOWER is Manufactured by Messrs. Brown & Co., on their own Premises

in London, under their personal superintendence. It is worked by means of Geared or Toothed Wheels, is quito

noiseless, and is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction in every respect.

PRICES—including Carnage to any Railway Station or Shipping Port in England,

iifi/ worked by a Boy.
10-inch Machine .. i;3 10

r2-inch l\[arliiue ,. -1 10
14-inch Machine .. o 10
16-inch Machine . . 6 10 ' BUto by a Man.

Every Machine stnt out is warranttd to give a;

18-inch Machine .. £7 10

20-inch Machine ..800
22-inch Machine .. 8 10

24-iueh Machine .. 9

\ple satisftictiotiy aiid if not approved of may he at once returned.

Easily uwh'd by a j\Lr.

Ditto by Tuo Mc7i.

J. B. BROWN AND CO., OFFICES, 18, CANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.G.

WAREHOUSE ami MANUFACTORY, 148, UPPER THAMES STREET, E.G.

Opposite the City of London Brewery, and close to the London Bridge Steam Boat Piers.

Notices to Correspondents.
Agreements fob Cottagls : Cor. Wo have failed to find the
agi'eements to which you refer.

Cheese : A)i Old Subscriber. The following are receipts for

cream cheese and Bath cheese, the one a rich and the other
an ordinary curd ;

—

Ci-eant, chctse : take a quart of cream, or,

if not desired very rich, add thereto one pint of new milk
;

warm it in hot water till ic is about the heat of milk from
the cow, add rennet (a table-spoonful), let it stand till thiek,
then break it slightly with a spoon, and place it in the
frame in which you have- previously put a fine canvas cloth,
press it sUghtly with a weight, let it stand a few hours, then
put a finer cloth in the frame ; a little powdered salt may be
put over the cloth. It wiU be fit for use ill a day or two.
£ath cheese : to one gallon of new milk add two quarts of

cold spring water, rennet sufficient to turn it (not hard)

;

take it gently out with the skimming dish and lay it in the
vat until full ; put a weight upon it, and apply dry cloths
for a day or two when turned out on a plate with another
over it, and turned occasionally. They are ready in about a
fortnight.

Horse-hoop Parings: Cor. You can apply to Mr. Ross, <.f

1, Grove Street, Walworth. If the manure he sells as hoof
parings bo what it professes to be, we cannot doubt that it ih

worth his charge for it. Analyses show that it contains ii

large quantity of fertilizing material.
Laying Down Land to Grass: Benrici.: Till the land, amt

get it clean and in good heart, and then some time in mui-st
weather, cart on a lot of bits of turf from a good pasture,
3 inches square or so ; spread them and tread them in
their place right side up, one in every square foot. Roll the
land, and cart on some compost, and spread it out of the
cart, and then sow some Grass seeds, and bush harrow and
roll them iu : it will sooner bo a pasture thus than in any
other way, and 1 acre of good pasture may be made four.
If, however, you should resolve to suw and depend on seed
alone, you had better use the following mixture for your
stiff land, and sow a thin crop of Barley withit;— Aira
csespitosa lutescens, X lb. ; Alopecurus pratensis, 2 lb. ; Arrhe-
natherum avenaceum, 2 lb. ; Dactylis glomerata, 3 lb.

;

Festuca duriuscula, 2 lb. ; F. heterophylla, 2 lb. ; F. elatior,
2 lb. ; F. loliacea, 2 lb. ; F. pratensis, 2 lb. ; Lolium italicum,
3 lb.

; L. perenne, 5 lb. ; Phleum pratense, 2 lb. ; Poa nemu-
ralis, 2 lb, ; P. trivialis, 2 lb. ; Trifolium pratense perenne,
3 lb. ; T. repens, 4 lb. ; in all, per acre, 39 lb.

Lawn Mowers.
GREEN'S PATKNT. I SAMUELSON'S PATP^NT,
SHANKS' PATENT.

I
BARNAKD'S PATENT.

DEANE & CO.,
40, KING WILLIAM ST., LONDON BRIDGE.

Horticultural Tools, &c.
LAWN MOWING MACHINES, with Patented Improvements, 60s., 70s.,

GARDEN BARROWS, Iron and Wood. [90s., 140s.

GARDEN ENGINES, Galvnnised Iron. Prices 55s., (15s., 78»., SOS., 100s., 110s.

GARDEN ROLLERS, £1 10s., £1 14s., £2, £2 7s. liil., £2 12». Oil., £3 2«. Od.

STEEL DIGGING FORKS, SPADES. SCYTHES, 4c.
GREENHOUSE SYRINGES and GARDEN PUMPS,
WIRE NETTING and ORNAMENTAL WIRE WORK.
GARDEN SEATS and CHAIRS.
FLOWER STANDS, Cast-iron and Wire.
STRAINED WIRE FENCING and IRON HURDLES.

Deane*s Neio Illmtrated Horticultural Catalogue

poatfirc on application.

Established a.d. 1700.

DEANE AND CO., 40, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, E.G.

RANSOMES' PRIZE PLOUGHS
HAVE

50 ALL ENGLAND

CHAMPION PEIZES

WON

IN LESS THAN

YEAR AND A HALF,

AND FOUR OUT OF FIVE FIRST PRIZES AT THE LAST KOYyVL SHOW AQAINSr MOST SEVERE COMPETITION.

THEY ARE STRONG. LIGHT IN DRAUGHT. SIMPLE. ECONOMICAL.
Sold by all tlie principal Implement Dealers.

Full particulars on appUcatiou to

RANSOMES AND SIMS, ORWELL WORKS, IPSWICH.

RANSOMES & SIMS
HAVE GREATLY REDUCED THE PRTCES OF THEIR

STEAM-THRESHING
MACHINERY,

WHICH 13 THE BEST AND CHEAPEST MADE.

ENGINES and MACHINES constantly kept in Stock

Catalogues and Testimonials free on applicat. An examination solicited.

RANSOMES AND SIMS, ORWELL WORKS, IPSWICH.

AWARDED the following PRIZES :—Royal Agricultural Society, 1841, 1842, 1852, 1854, 1855; Royal Agri-

cultural Society, Ireland, 1854, 1855; Paris, 1866; Rouen, 1856; Vienna, 1867; Pesth, 1857; Amsterdam, 1857,

Rotterdam, 1858; Brussels, 1858; Schwerin, 1861; St, Petersburg, 1861; Bourges, 1862; Longford, Tasmania, 1862;

London, 1862; Ballarat, Victoria, 1862; Lille, 1863; Hamburgh, 1863; Greisswald, 1863; Alipore, India, 1864;

Stettin, 1866 ; Dresden, 1865 ; Cologne, 1865.
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CONSERVATORIES, GREEKHOUSES, FRAMES.

THE ONLY PAIKT THAT SUCCESSFULLY STANDS UPON THE ABOVE TKVtNG WOKK IS

CAESONS' OEIGINAL ANTI-COEEOSION PAINT,
TRADE MARK. AND IS CONSECJUENTLY LARGELY USED BY THE NOBILITY AND GENTRY, ALSO THE LEADING HORTICULTURISTS.

IT IS EQUALLY ADAPTED FOR ALL DESCRIPTIONS OF EXTERNAL WORK.

TRADE MARK.

WTICOHHOSION^

3 cut. Free to miij Station in England mid Wales, and most Ports of England, Ireland, and Scotland.
|m,„5^„'-

PATTEENS, PEICES, and TESTIMONIALS on application^

WALTER CARSON and SONS, Removed to LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON,
Thit-e doors East of London, Chatham, and Dover Railway new Viaduct.

CAUTION.—All Casks bear the Trade Mark, or are not Genuine.

JOHN AYAENEE & SONS, London, Manufacturers.

J.
WARNER
AND SONS

Have much improved the

construction of their

GARDEN

ENGINES
in some important par-

ticulars for this Season.

They may be obtained

of the Trade generally

throughout the Kingdom

at the following prices :

—

No. 517. WARNER'S
best ENGINES, in Wood

Tubs, and fitted with

Warner's Registered

Spreaders

—

24 G.aUons, £6 10

14 „ 5 10

No. 547a. WARNER'.'^

strong ENGINES, in Gal-

vanised Iron Tubs, well

painted

—

10 Gallons, £2 19

16 „ 3 14

4 19

5 10

WARNER'S
BARROWS,
Galvanised

No. 579i

WATER
thoroughly

and well painted

—

20 Gallons, £2 2

30 „ 2 13

38 „ 3 17

50 „ 5 12

The 50-Gallon Barrow

is made extra strong

throughout, and fitted

with handle for two men.

No. 568,i, AMERICAN
ENGINE, is now well

known and appreciated.

It thi-ows a continuous

stream, and is complete in

itself. £2 2j.

SYRINGES in great

varietj', from Is, 6d. to

I8s. 6d.

The DISC SYRINGE,

No. 5o7a, wni recommend

itself by the ease with

which it is filled, and

non-liability to get out of ^^^
order. Price 9«.

Tt/" A R N E E ' 8

AQUAJECT
Is rt'commeuded to the

notice of Horticultuiists as

possessing the following

advantages:—It is simple

in construction, portable,

and easily worked. It

throws a continuous

stream, and is low in

price.

Tke Aquaject, 30s.

Ditto small size, 18*.

"WARNER'S C-GaUoa

GARDEN ENGINE, of

Galvauised Iron and ftell

painted, fitted with Brass

.Vii'-vcssel, Branch Pipe,

and WiRNEa's fiegi&tered

Spreader, 60s. Light,

portable, and easily worked

by a lady or child.

No. 35. WARNER'S
IRON PUMPS for Wells,

not exceeding 2o feet in

depth — 2i-in., 285. Gd. ;

3-in., 41«. ; S^-in., 46*.;

short barrel do., 2U.

No. 36. IRON FORCE
PUMPS for raising water

above their level, or

Watering Yards, Gardens,

&c., through hose—2J-in.,

59s. ; 3-in., 6qs, ; S^-in.

,

77s. ; 4-in., S95.

No. 36|. FORCE
PUMP on BARROW, re-

commended for its great

portability and simplicity

of construction. £5 lOs.

No. 42. WARNER'S
PORTABLE PUMPS on

Folding Legs, are of a

superior consti'uction.

Price 55s, ; Rubber

Suction, 28. llrf. per ft.

No. 597a. BRANCH
PIPES with Cocks and

Roses—J-in., 3s. j '|-iu.,

45. ;
|-in., 5s.

No. 599. TAPER
BRANCH PIPES—J-in.,

is. 9d.; l-in., 5s. 3d.;

j-in., 6*. ; l-in., 7s.

RUBBER HOSE in aU
sizes.

FOUNTAIN JETS in

great variety, from 3*. 6^.

to 255.

DL&CRIPTIYE IRICL UbXS fo^^\alded on apphtUiou,
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OrllOtTSES for tho J[ILLI ON.—Modal, 1862
Invented by the late Sir Jostru Fa.\ton.

H
Heating by Hot Water

OTTVAILU IIPLS at Whole ale Pu
Llbow^, bjfluns. Tee Pipes and every other connection;

Wrought and Cast-Iron Boilers, Saddle, Coniciil, .Cylinder, Tubui-ar,

and Elliptic, from 24s. each. Improved Boilers and Iron Stands to

nse without brickwork, 60s. ench. Valvea from IQs. Gd. each. Patent
Valves, Improved Furnace Doors, Furnace Bara, Supply Cisterns,

and Castings of everv descriptionin stocjc, at

NEIG HBOUirS
IMPROVED COTTAGE

BEE HIVE, as originally
introduced by

By Her Majesty's Royal Letters Patent.

rnilKrpIIK TERMINAL SADDLE BOILER. — Thia is

irior to all fithera. ILiving an end piece which quite closes

tho Boiler itself furma the back of the furnace. No
is required at the end. Hsb a dome above tho aide

jre the hfsat collects. Side flues covered with the win^s of

. It is fitted with hollow furnace bars. Contains one-third

ing surface, just where the fire plays with all its force.

raordinary power can be seen at the Victoria Nursery,
~' " "• AMS having adotted it and kindly consented

ND, The Works, Edward Street, Bioughton Lane. IVIancboster.

c llANSTON'S PATENT BUILDINGS for

HORTICULTURE.
*' DiT Glazing without Putty."

•• Glass without Laps,"
" Ventilation without Moving Llglits."

Highly Commended by the Royal Horticultural Society, SoutJl

.trongly made of i

atly

Windows in the
lower Hive, with a Thermo-
moLor aflixtnl to the centre
0(10. This Hive will be found
to possess many practical
advantages, and is more easy
ofmanagementthanan; other
Bee Hive tliat has been intrd-
duced.

Price complete . . £1 15
Stand for ditto . . U 10 6

._ suppiyStocks of the pure
carefully packed in Woodbury Bar-Frame Hives, so as to travel with
comparatively no risk of damage.

ENGLISH BEES.—Stocks and Swarms may be obtained as hereto-

fore.

A newly-an-anged CATALOGUE of other Improved Hives, with
Drawings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.

Addreas, Geo. Neiguboub & Soss, 127, High Holbom, W.C. ; or

Ua, Regent Street, London, W.

Agents:—Liverpool: Jamos Cuthbert, 12, Claj'ton Square. Man-
chester: J. Wilson, 60, King Street. Birmingham : J. H. Cottrell,

16, Bull Ring. Dublin : Edmondson Brothers, 10, Dame Street.

Glasgow ; Austin & McAalan, 16. Buchanan Street,

and Estimates free on application Descriptive Book fully
Illustrated, post free for 20 stamps, from tho Author and Patentee,
James Cranetow, Architect, Birmingham.

Works : Highgate Street, Binninghara.
Heshv J. GnowTAOE, Manager, 1, Temple Row West, Biiniinghani.

Dublin Exhibition Medal, 1865.
The ONLY PRUE MEDAL for HORTICULTUR^LL BUILDINC-^

has been awarded to

''P II. P. DENNIS, Horticultural Builder in
-L . Wood and Iron, Hot-Water Enoineer and Patentee,

MIIAL ORCHARD HOUSES ns
ii.s iiijproved ventilation ; are the moat
ii|".ii;ua. branch of gardening.

MKl'AL VINERIES. CUCUMBER
VKS. I'KACH HOUSES, ic,

y\ KTA [ , ' i i; EENHOUSES, '* The
1^ buildings extant

rafter, £10; 10 ft.,tn, 21} ft. long, including glass,
1 >.'/.

; 12 ft., £10 10^-.

li:NT GALVANIZED METAL WALL TREE COVER
> possessed by every one who baa a garden wall; it

\TKNT GALVANIZED METAL and WOOD GROUND
KKiKSand DWARF ORCHARD HOUSES, from ISs. Cd. to
I" r pair, unglazed.
\'l'HNT GALVANIZED METAL PIT LIGHTS, id. per foot.
\THNT GALVANIZED METAL HAND GLASS FRAMES,
iii;t rust nor break, do not require painting, and are the best in

J 8s. Gd. each. Special pnces for quantities.
*.i _ ....-___.

application.

Greenhouses, &c.
ptSEPH SMITH, New Road, Hammersmith, "W., begsO to oflor several wcll-constructeti GREENHOUSES, of good
reikw Deal, and 21-oz. Glass.

SPAN'-a4 ft. by 9 ft. 7 in £24
„ aaft. 8 in. by 10 ft. 9 in 20
,, i2 ft. by 19 ft 60

LEAN-TO.—21 ft. 6 in. by 13 ft 24
„ 26 ft. by 12 ft, 7 in 37
„ 25 ft. by 13 It. (Ornamental) . . 47

45 ft. by 14 ft Gt)

AUo Twenty 4 ft. 6 in. by 3 ft. 3 in. Lights, IJ thick, for £14 ; and
Kl -v,:„ 8 ft. by 4 ft. 2 in., for £13.

1 .l-'>N FRAMES of an improved make in Stock, warranted of

' iiuates for Heating eHcctually by Hot-Water Apparatus.

WANTED, TWO or THREE ACBES of good LAND,
for a Sample Ground (deep loamy soil preferred), with imme-

diate possession and long Lease, and within a few miles of London
running into Charing

s Station. Send full particulare, ai

A. B., Messrs. Barr & Sugden. 12, King Street, Covent Gardei

FARM WANTED, either to Rent or Purchase, from
100 to 1000 ACRES of good LAND; if the latter quantity, a

largo proportion must be Grass or Down. There must be a thorough
Gentleman's House on the Farm, or at no great distance, to contain
Dining-room, Drawing-room, Moming-room, Ac, or interest on out-
lay would be offered for the improvement of a suitable Iiouso.

Locality must bo healthy, not far from a Church, and not over
four hours from Loudon, Landowners or their own Agents only to
apply.—Address by letter M. R. A. S., Gardeners' Chronicle Office.

"^AN GRATIS, in the immediate neighbourhood of
Covent Garden Market.—Apply to

Wu, Essex & Soks, 28, Stanhope Street, Clare Market. W.C.

f^ L:NUINE EXTRA STRONG TOBACCO PAPER
V_T made from pure Tob.acoo Juioe. Numerous testimonials as
to geniuLeneas. &c. Is. per lb.

Sauuei- Mav, Seedsman, 180, Wade Lane, Leeds.

TOBACCO TISSUE.—As Exhibited at the International
Horticultural Exhibition.—For DESTROYING MEALY BUG,

RED SPIDER, THRIP, and other Insects. Will bum without the
assistance of blowing, and not injure the most tender Plants.

S jld in 1 lb packages, and upwards, price 3s. Gd. per lb., by Messrs.
Robe Soss, Tobacco Manufacturers, 64, St, John Street,

Clerkenwell, E.C., and by all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

Copies of Testimonials forwarded on application.

To Gardeners and Others.

AN INFALLIBLE RliCEIPT f.-r preventing CATER-
PILLARS from EATING CABBAGES. Bysending 30 stamps

to W. May, Post Office, Heacbam, near Lynn, Norfolk,

Destroy your Insect Festa.
PRESERVE YUUR PLANTS and TREES.
YoD may Easily Destbov all Plant PtsTS,

RtD Spioeu
I

Ghekjj a»d Blach I Ants
Mealy Bdo Fly Si^ale

TUBIP
I

AuKRiCAS BliOUI | MlLDilW,

Without injury to the moat delicate Plant or Tree, by uaing

OWLER'S GARDENERS' INSECTICIDE,
pronounced by all who have used it to be far suptrior to any

other remedy. One trial wUl prove its efficacy. Testimonials
forwarded on application. Price Is. Gd., 3,s'., 6s Gd., and 10s. per Tin,

Gko. & Thomas Fowler, North Street, Brighton; and of IIoofkr
& Co., Covent Garden Market, W.C,

F

POUND, whether used
against Insects and Mildew, on
Growing Plants, or as Wmter
Dressing on Trees at rest,

should be dissolved 48 hours
before use. This gets nd of
smell, and if the bolution be
decanted, prevents any staining
of foliage. A strength of from

Trees at rest.

Sold Retail by Nm-serj-o

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT

Plagues Of the Garden.—Aphis Wash.
Simple and Safb Resiedy.—By using the

APHIS WASH, these Pests of tlie Garden, together
with Scale, Caterpillars, Slugs, Earwigs, fee, are immediately

destroyed. Leaves no stain, but strengthens the Trees or Plants.

Extract from Uie " Qardenera' ChronicU," IQth August, 1865:

—

" Some time since we received a sample of an Aphis Wash, pre-
pared at the Cit^ Soap Works, with a request that it might bo aub-
litted t I trial. This having been done. D enabled

spider, andasibglo application proved effectual for their dcstnic-

Soap Works resulted from a proposal made in these colu
a matter of lact there is nothing to equal tho Aphis Wash for the
purpose it is intended to serve."

See also article by Soirley IIinBERD, Esq., F.R.H.S , in "Gar-
dener's Magazine," of July 1, 1S65.

From a Letter/rom G. Gleksy. Esq., Fulham.
" Y'ou will see by Lloyd's of Saturday, that I have publicly recom-

mended it (the Aphis Wash). I have also mentioned it to several
gardeners."

From a Letterfrom Mr. J. P. Chapmak, Sunderland, Aug. 3rf, 1865:—
" I have tried it upon different plants with perfect success, I had

many plants in my stove badly affected with red spider, but have
washed every plant with the liquid, as youdirect, and I verily believe
not one red spider remains."

From Mr, Sidney Ford, Tlie Gardens. St. Leonard's Lodge, near

" 1 ar

through the syringe without any trouble. From other experimental
made, the result hofi been a perfect success, and for fruit trees it wil'i

be a nrst.rate wash."
Messrs. Ginns have received a great many valuable testimonials

from practical and amateur gardeners, and have hberty to refer to
Mr. Eyies, of Messrs. Low & Son's Nurseries, Upper Clapton, who

(18C5), carried i eful andduring the past
thorough experiments with the "Aphis Wash,

Sold by Chemists and other
with full directions for use.

Wholesale at the City Soap Works, Milton Street, London, E.G.

1 Is. bottles, and 2s. Gd. a gallon.

Hants.
FARMS TO LET, of from 300 to 600 ACRES of

SOUND CORN and STOCK LAND, of easy access by tho South
Western Railway.

Aiiply to Mr. R.vvnuihd, Laud Agent and Valuer, Basingstoke.

npTriTETET, for a Term, a good"STOCK and CORNX FARM, near Winchester, consisting of 470 Acres of Arable,
Grass, and Wood Laud. May be entered upon immediately by
taking Crops, Tillages, &c,, at a valuation.
For further particulavs apply to Mr. Josei'ii Blondell, Laud

Agent, &c., Bursledon, Southampton.

Crown Lands, Isle of Man,

rO BE LET on LEASE or SOLD, in such Lots aa
may be arranged, a large TRACT of LAND on the MountaiuK

D the Isle of Man. well adapted for Sliccp Walks.
J-or Plans ami iiarticulars apply to the Hon. J. K. Howard, the

Vmimissionei- in Cliartc, Office of Wuuds. Whitehall Place, London,
i.W. ; Mr. John Clittun, 0, WhitLli.all Place, S.W.

j

Geohqe Mood . Bui r Mai

To Horticulturists and Florists

TO BE LET, biluate \\ithin 15 miltb of Londoi, i
capital GARDEN havmg about lOOO vards of WALLING 10 to

12 feet high, scv rd PORCING H< TsE^ c i | n^ in IcrLth
SSOfeet, and tho FOPCING PITS ! t \y.h

small DWELLING HULbE Garde i ui
neoesBary Outbuild rt,a ihewh 1 u
excellent order ar 1 1, rdition, and
Mr. Nightingale Estate Agent I 1

riscd to give ordei s ti.i viewing to il
i i t i .i\ be

desirous of renting and who on mal i
i
pi a ou

give satisfactory relereuces of their n.
i
cctibility

To Nurserymen and Florists

TO BE LE'l, an OLD-LSIABLISHED NURSERY
GARDEN, in a populous neighbourhood at Rock Ferry. The

Garden contains about 6 Acres of Land, and has a good House upon
it. It is situated about two miles from Blrkeuhoad, and within a
few minutes' walk of a Railway Station, as well as the Rock Ferry
and New Ferry Piers, and is surrounded by Gentlemen's Country
Residences.
For fui-ther particulars apply to Robert Dousos, Estate Agent,

King Street, Rook Ferry, Birkenhead.

To Nurserymen, Gardeners, and Florists.
BE DISPOSED OF, by Private Contract, in

consequence of the death of one of the Firm, the STOCK,
GOODWIIX, &c., of a well-established NURSERY BUSINESS,
with a firsl-chiKs connection of 50 years' standine, in one of the most
important and ihshiouaMo Sea-coast Towns of England. It consists

T

with Saleable Stuff, Camelli: Eri( .8, Azaleas, New
Holland Plants, I'erns. Buddmg Stuff, &c. The Nursery comprises a
superb Collection of Carnations, Picotcos, Pinks, and an extensive
and unrivalled stock of Gladioli, lor whicn this Nursery has a firsc-

olaas reputation. Also Fruit Trees, Roses, Evergreens, Deciduous
Shrubs, As_paragu£, 4c., and tho kading Coniferte. The Nursery

all parts of England and the Continent. The
be taken by Valuation, or as agreed, and any bona fide
caticii will meet with attention. Immediate possession

could be given.
Priticipils only may apply by letter to Flora, C-ire of Messt

Covvdoll(kGn . Solic ;i, Abchurch Lane, London, E.C.

To be Disposed of. the Royal Nurseries, Great
Yarmouth.

MR- J. C. STEVENS has received instructions from
Messrs, Youell^ of the Koyal Nurseries, Great Yarmouth, who

are retiring from business, to offer lor SALE, by Private Contract,
the LEASE and GOODWILL of their woll-knowa BUSINESS, which
has been established upwaj-ds of 60 years, and commanding a very

trade, the Stock ofHARDY and G REEN HOUSE Pl^VNTS,
consisting of Camelhas, Azaleas, Epacris, Eneas, New Holland
Plants, Ferns, Bedding Stuff, Ac. The NURSERY comprises a

first-clasfi repubatiou. Also a large as : of Coniferso, Orna-
mental Shrubs, and General Nursery Stock, The ahovo als
prise the usual Sheds, Stables, &c., and is within a few minutes' walk
of two Railway Stations and Steamboats, which afford a

Immodiate possession could be given,

jiond the before-mentioned c

. Garden, who (

g'aleis 6fi Auction.

Importation of Rare Orchids from India, Mexico, and
Central America, by Order of G. U. Skinner, Esq.

MK. J. ('. ,STE\'K.\S Mill SI-;LI. liv ArcTliiX, at
his Great Kounii, :;n K' -.' ' v •:

:
! '.V •

, on
FRIDAY, July Cat hall-iM i ' ii i i,|lca

ofiNEW VANDA or Al,l:!!>l .1 m.a
SACCOLABIUM sold l;isl >l 1

. in hKU-
BIUM of a dwarf habit. 1 1 n; 1 11 I ,! 1 w < 1 ^m 'M u; .\^, Also
some very rare ODONTuglmi.^, ,,,,.1 ai.vi.j .au^k^, la.. i-„iu^ul.tia

of which will appear in the C:it:LloiiUL-.

M Important Sale of Established Orchids.
Et. J. C. 8TEVENS be-s to auuuuucu that he has
received msl-ructions from W. C. Paterson. Esq., of Glasgow,

to SELL by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. M, King Street, Covent
Garden, W.C, without reserve, on THURSDAY and FRIDAY",
July 19 and a', at lialf-past 12 o'Clock precisely each day, in conse-
quence of change of residence, the whole of the valuable and
extensive collection of ORCHIDS, comprising examples, many of
thern largo specinienp, of all the finest kinds in cultivation. More
detailed particulars in next Advertise in ont.

On view the Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Biadenham. near Bedford.

MR. STRAM M|;h Ahi m:. . i.., SAM- i,v .Ur[|oN,
without ai. I I, I I \ I

,

I

, .

^ : .1 ._\ uf

the Ciddenhaiii .\'
.

i
!
.!:!; iM^iLT-

HORNED BULI.-, n.-
i

i -, ii ! "*i
:

' : i-.- ii-.'. uh. ..)>
, u ;.re

by Second Duku L.i \.,^-^...-.^i..^\>.~.~. •_.,, ^i.. j i .;i;i l

from well de; Cattle I'lague

immediately after-

lesofMr. Howard's
LUNCHEON at 1 o'Clock, aale tc

wards. Biddenham is about a. Mile and a half from Bedford, where
conveyances will meet the trains.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had on application
»u, 13, Euston Square, London, N.W. ; or of Mr. Cu
, Biddenham, near Bedford.

M'
SHIRK !•"" >
LUM^UtO;-. a

wards, bid.leult;

conveyances will

w Al;li «,ii , ,1,, i;,v PUBMC
I"

I i;ih.\ I
,

' .
.

^ • .\ oHDSIIIRE
' •.. •• lii uXFOUD-

1 11, .MM, I M, i'MV,.-, Il.iin li: n, I, i, li.j» 11 Flock.

ini is about a Mile and a tuiU trurn iiedfurd, where
meet the trains.

Mr. H£»ny FuLLEr, Auctioneer.
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THE AERIAL CHAIR.

WONDERFUL APPLICATION OF THE PRINCIPLE OF OSCILLATION.
FOR THE GARDEN, CONSERVATORY, AND NURSERY.

Entirely " Self-acting," the operator requiring no assistance whatever, and so easy of motion that a Child can propel itself to any desired altitude without the slightest

danger of accident. It has been pronounced a marvel of ingenious mechanism, and cannot fail to become a necessary adjunct to every well-appointed Garden and Nursery,

•while for Invalids it will be hailed as a means of recreation and hygienic exercise never before offered them. They are very easily fitted up in any ordinary-sized room, and can

be attached to the ceilmg by means of a few common iron bolts. The only instructions necessary for the use of this invention are, that the person upon being seated simply

presses the feet against the footboai-d, which will at once set the Chaii- in motion.

For Gardens or Lawns the "AERIAL CHAIB" can be secured to the branch of a tree or to the framework of .an ordinary Swing.

Manufactured of Wrought Iron, in three different sizes, to wit :—

£2 10s.Size No. 1, suitable for Children price £2 2s. |
Size No. 2, suitable for Youths

No. 3, suitable for Adults £3 3a.

These prices include packing, but not carriage. The suspcnJiug rods are about 8 feet in length. Extra rods can be obtained, if required, at 2s. Cd. per foot. The Seat to

the " AERIAL CHAIR" is of wood, and moveable. Iron Seats, in imitation of Cane, can be had at 15s. each.

Attached to the head-board of the " AERIAL CHAIR " is a brass label, with the following words :—" Aerial CHAJtn, eEcnaED BY Royal Letters Patent. Manufac-

tured BY Peyton & Peyton, Metallic Bedstead MANur.iCTURERS, Bihjiinoham. Charles Pomeroy Button, Proprietor, Nos. 1-12 and 143, Cheapside, London."

TRADE MARK- 'AERIAL CHAIR."-TERMS CASH.

All Orders must lie accoinx>amed with a City Reference or Itemittaiice to

CHARLES POMEROY BUTTON, Nos. 142 & 143, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.G.

Editorial Commutiications should be
.of 13. Upper Wobum Place,!

and RuBiness Letters to " The Publisher," at the Offlcc, 41. Wellington 9
i,of No. II. Rouverie S

e OtHcc, No. 11, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said Co.— B,

t of Wiitcfriara. City of London,
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Calceolaria failure
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Cock, death of Mr
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Garrett, death of Mr. ..

Oascompunii-s
Grape disease

Haymaking
Hor«e Bhow.Birmingliai
Iresine Herbstii
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,
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— — fine'--' '

Lycaste Beppei ,

— flae plant of .
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— Royal Affricultural .... f45 b
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UNITED HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. — The
MONTHLY MEETINGS for the present year will bo HELD

the SECOND MONDAY In each month, at the Green Dragon
Hotel, Bishopsgate Street, E.G. Commencing at 7 o'clock p.m.

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT and
PROVIDENT SOCIETY.—The NEXT MEETING for tho

admission of Members will be HELD at the Green Dragon Hotel,
BiBhopagate St., E.C., on MONDAY EVENING, July 9, at 7 o'clock.
Copies of Rules and any further Information to be obtained of

William Heale, Sec, proteni.
14, George Terrace, Brook Street, Upper Clapton, N.E.

c
Notice.

UTTINGS of NEW VARIEGATED GERANIUMS,
and other Seedlings not yet sent out, having been STOLEN

... .._,__.,_..,..„ ^ „ (DKItSOX&SoN
J of the Thief.
, Conviction of

I within the last fortnight, E. G. H
offer a REWARD of £10 to any one giving them noti

or the party holding the same m possession, and £50 c

the Thief.
Wellington Road.—July 7.

TAMES FAIRHEAD and SON, Seed Growers and

B offers on applic

Genuine Garden and A^cultural Seeds.AMES CARTER and CO.
SxKD Fauueks. MeitcuANTB, and Nurservukk,

£37 & 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

OAYNBIKD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE, DOWLING,
L Vi AMD COMPAN r. Limited,

CoRy, Seed, Makcre. and Oilcake MEitcnANTS,
Address, 89, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Saiiipieg and Prices Post free on application. Prize Medals, ISSl^

for Wheat ; 1862. for " Excellent Seea Com and Seeds.

Greenhouse, Hardy and Stove Plants ; A^cultural,
Flower, and Vegetable Seeds, &c.

ROBERT PARKER inrites inspection of his
Collections of tho above-named, which have been selected

with the greatest care. All plants are clean and healthy, and are
offered at reasonable prices. Descriptive and Priced Catalogues are
published, and will be forwarded to applicants.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.

Lea Bridge Road Nurseries, London, N.E.

JOHN FRASKR resptrtfully invites an inspection of
his CollGction of ROSES, which ho begs tu announce are NOW

in FLOWER- The Collection contains manv new and fine varieties.

The Nurseries are about 5 miles from London, and are easily

reached by Train on the Great Eastern Railway , to Lea Bridge Station.

Shoreditch to Walth

Roses In Bloom.
ROSES are NOW i

espectfully invited. Trains almost hourly fro:

. Waltham Cross. N.

JOHN CRANSTON begs to' announce that his fine

O Collection of ROSES (extending over many Acres) is NOW in

FULL BLOOif.

BLOOM, and will continue in groat beauty during the Rose se

The Nurseries are distant three miles from the Uckfleld fc

of the London and Brighton Railway.

Roses in Bloom.
TAMES MITCHELL has the honour of informing his
O kind patrons, that his magniflcent COLLECTION '

FINE BLOOM '^ " " -
-

The London,
miles ft-om tho Uckfleld Station.

Roses.

PAUL AND SON'S ROSES are NOW in BLOOM at
tho "Old" Cheshunt Nurseries.

Every hour by Rail from Bishopsgate to Cheshunt.

Roses In Pots.

PAUL AND SON, in addition to the NEW ROSES of
1806, can offer fine Plants of the finest TEA-SCENTED

NOISETTES and best HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES, in pots, for

Planting during present and next month
Old Cheshunt Nu , N.

Roses and Geraniums.
WITTY AND SON have the h.-nour of announcing

that their Coilcction of RuSES, ZONALK and VARII-^
GATED GERANIUMS is NOW COMING into BLOOM, and will

beauty during tho soa.3on. Inspection respectfully
^ Hull.TheNu , Cottingham,

WANTED, about 6 or 12 ha If-specimens of FRENCH
GERANIUMS.—Names and price addressed to H. B., Post

OfBce, Charlton next Blackheath, Kent, S.E., will be attended to.

Cbolce Zonal Geraniums Cheap.W NORTH having surplus stock of the above, begs
• offer good Plants at &9. (or W. N.'s own selection, 6».j \

dozen, including packing. List of sorts post free for one stamp.
Post Office Orders payable at Leo. A remittance required from

unknown corresDondents.
Manor Lano Nursery, Leo, Kent, S.E.

W~ErorNG^BOTQiJETS, ~EPERGNES~~FlLLEb
Tables Decorated, Conserratorios Furnished, by
C. Elwi.-* & Co., 9, Park Terrace, Regent's Park.

MAUI
Coni

Strawberries.
rHIAELES TURNER has healthy young Plants ready
V^ of all the leading kinds, which If planted at once will ensure
a crop ol fruit next season.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

c ASTLE KENNEDY FIG.—Plants of the above may
now be had at 10s. Cd. and 21s. each ; the usual discount to the

li.'. Petkh Law.hon & Sos. Edinburgh and London.

Pine-apple Plants.
T;"'OR SALE, about 100 of the ahove (Successions),
X very clean and healthy, only Is. Ot/. each. Large Plants 2s,

.Vpply by letter to Mr. IIarper, Gardener, CawooU, near Helby.

/ UlANGE TREES for SALE.—Four healthy Plants,
' ' about 4 feet high, with plenty of new flowering wood for next

M'Ply t

/tY PRESS TREES WANTED.
V_ ' Address, with size and price, to

Wi LLiAM ToYNSov. Esq., The Rookery, St. Marys Cray, Kent
.

I IVERY AND SON beg to announce their
'I < NEW PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of
AZ.ALEA INDICA. and No. 10, HAKDY BRITISH FERNS.

Dorking.—July 7.

I IVERY AND SON beg to announce that their
f' . UESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES of AZALEA
IXDK'A. HARDV BRITISH FERNS, RO.SES, CONlFERyE,
GRAPE VINKS, aud SKKDs, m.%v bo had on application at their

New Orchid and GeneraliPlant Catalogue.
S. WILLIAMS' NEW PLANT CATALOGUE,

» containing many really good novelties, and carefully selected
S of STOVE, GREENHOUSE, and HARDY PLANTS, is

L-ady and will be forwarded post free to all applicants.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, HoUoway, London, N.

L^INE SPECIMEN and HALF-SPECIMEN HARU
L^ WOODED and ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGE STOVE and
IKEENHOUSE PLANTS.—Exhibitors and gentlemen furnishing

invited to inspect our Collection of tho above,
large and in very flne hoalthy condition. Prices moderate.

T. Jackeow & Sow, Nurseqf, Kingston, Surrey.

RICE YOUNG'S DESCRIPTIVE LIST of
Coniferie, New and Rare Hardy Plants, Ornamental Trooa and

Shrubs, Rhododendrons, Japanese Novelties, Forest Trees, and" " irded on appli
Milford Nurs

DRAWING-ROOM PLANT CASES.—The beautiful

Gem Plant Cases, &c., introduced by Barr & Suoden, and
exhibited before the Prince and Princess of Wales, and awarded
Prizes by the Royal Horticultural Society, International Horticul-

tural and Botanical Congress, 4c. An Illustrated Priced Sheet of

these Cases, with directions for their management, now ready, aud
in be had free on application.

iixRK k SiuDEN, r.'. King Street, Covent Garden. W.C.

1~An\\; iikI I'l.WI l,\l;i:i,s.- 111.000 Cloth punched
:is. ,

:
I

III London oil recelptof
Pnst- '

>
,dilri.v^s. .! >i> [ I ill •'.<'. ^'''-: i:'i'i v,,.iLs, Boston, Lincolnah.

tINES, .S}riii;;e.s, Lawn Mowera,
Terra Cottas, Netting, Fern Cases, Bee

1 ARl)E^
J^ Rollers. 1
lasses, Ciicumlior Tubes, Fern Shadi ,

The Garden Repository, 32, James Street, Covent Gardi , W.CTIFFANY.
J. SaAW & Co., 29, Oxford ,"

Card.
M U E L N. M c G E R R W,

General HonTicULTuiiAL Euiloeb,
Knotty Ash, near Liverpool.

Reference permitted to the Nobility and Gentry throughout
Great Britain and Ireland.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, of every description,
fixed complete in any part of the coimtry, or the materials,

Boilers, Pipes, 4c^ delivered to any Station.

Heating by Hot Water.

WJ. HOLLANDS, Iron Merchant,
• 31, Bankslde, London. S.E.

HOT WATER PIPES, hom Stock, per yard :—2-inch, Is. 2d. ;

3-inch, 13. IQd. : and 4-inch, 2s, id. BENDS, from Stock, I.t.6rf., 2s. Gd.,

and 3a. each. THROTTLE VALVES, 10»., 133., and 14.*. each. Other
Connexions at equally low prices, and all goods of first-class manu-
facture. Estimates given, and orders by post punctually attended to

thes

Heating by Hot Water.
HOT-WATER PIPES, at Wliolesale Prices, with

Elbows, Syphons, Tee Pipes, and every other connection

;

Wrought and Cast-iron Boilers, Saddle, Conical, Cylinder, Tubulau,
and Elliptic, from 2is. each. Improved Boilers and Iron Stands to

uso without brickwork, GOs. each. Valves from lOs.flrf. each. Patent
Valves, Improved Furnace Doors, Furnace Bars, Supply Ci.stems,

Castings of every description i" ----- -*

Roses, forwarded o )lication.

r Oodalming, Surrey,

H^

CABBAGE PLANTS.—Strong Drumheads for Cattle.
Early kinds, Uattersea and Nonpareil, 3j*. por 1000.

W. Virgo & SoK, Wonorsh Nursery, Guildford, Surrey.

To the Trade and Others.—An excellent Stock.
STRATTON GREEN ROUND TURNIP SEED,

1866 growth. Pronounced by some to bo the beat English
Turnips grown. Cash ]pricejj)er^bu8nel, lUfl.j per lb., Ot/.

. Gee, Seed Merchant a iOr. , Biggleswade, UedJTordshire

Now Ready for Planting.
EXCELLENT CABBAGE PLANTS, Spring-sown.-

EARLY DWARF NONPAREIL; ENFIELD MARKET.
Cash price, 2s. Gd, per 1000.

DRUMHEAD SAVOY PLANTS, an eicollent stock, U. per 1000.

GREEN CURLED SAVOY do., and a variety of other plant!.

A remittance or reference requested from unlinown correapondenta.
FniD. Qee, Seed Merchaut a jr, liiggteswade, Uedlordahir

Brighton and Sussex Seed Warehouse.
Tj^DWARlJ CARl'ENTER'S MIXTURES
quality, 3li*. j)t3r

FARM SEEDS

i

Edw*
Street, Brightoi

s'T GRASS and CLOVER SEEDS. — Beet
(2 bushels light seeds, and 12 lb. Clovers and
-See testiiiioiiiala in Catalo^e.
RENOVATING MLXTURES for ImprorinB

Seed Merehant and Grown-, 06, St. James't

rj^AN GRATIS, in the immediate neighbourhood of
-L Covent Garden Market.—Apply to

28, Stanhopo Stroot, Clare Market. W.C.Wm. Eb! i& Sol

I >1':DDING PLANTS.—Surplus Stocks at reduced
I ' prices.—Verbenas, Heliotropei, Lobelias (cuttings), Geranium

S' r\\:\ Nosegay. Variegated, of sorta, Paul's " Beaton's Race," ic.
I'li NSFORp a Sow, Loughborough Park Nurseries, Brixton, Surrey, S.

( iKRASUS LUSITANICA var. AZORICA.—Plants of
V.' this very superior variety of Portugal Laurel (in habit, flower,
^i\d hardiness), to which a First-claas Certificate was awarded by the
lluyiil Horticultural Society on the 6th June, will bo ready for
i-i.»trlbutlon the ensuing Autumn. 7«. Cd. and 10s. 6d. each.

OsfiOBN Si Sosa, Fulham Nursery, London, S.W.

To Fruit and Rose Growers.
STANDEN'S GARDENERS' and AMATEURS'

FRIEND, a compound of tho richest Fertilislne Phosphates,
and the most valuable of all Manures for Vines and other Fruit
Trees, Roses, Azaleas, and New Holland Plants, also Chrysanthe-
mums, Dahlias, Geraniums, &c. Sample Canisters, 1«. and 'is. Qd. ;

Bags, 63. 6d., lOa. 6rf., and 2Is. No. 1 for all Ilard-wooded Plants
;

No. 2 for all Soft-wooded Plants. Now sold by most Nurserymen
and Seedsmen. For List of Agents see Advortisemonts in Gardeners'
Cltronicle for March and April.

Babr & StJoDEM, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

1 Kf\ (M^a YARDS of GARDEN NETTING in

1.0\J ^\J\J\J stock, Ud. per square yard. Carriage Free m
quantities of 260, 500, or 1000 yards. F. E. &. Co. are the only lar^e

holders of Netting In England, which enables thcni to execute ordara

to any extent on the day received. Bn particular—
Frederick EnoiNcToi* & Co., Marquee, Tent, Rick-cloth, and

Flag Manufacturei-s, Thomas Street, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

N^^TtlNG for FRUIT TREES, SEED BEDS, RIPE
STRAWBERRIES. &c.~TANNED NETTING, lor protecting

the above from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., 3 yards wide, 3<^ per yuid,

or 100 yards 20s. : 4 yards wide, Orf. por yard, or 50 yards 20*. N EW
TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the above purposes, or as a
Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, Qd. per yard ; 4 yards wide, 1«. per
yard ; J-inch mesh, 4 yards wide. Is. Gd. per yard.

Can be had in any quantity of Eatos & Deller, 6 aud 7, Crooked
lAne, London Bridge, E.C. ^^^_^_^_____^^____

Garden Netting.
JOHN EDGINGTON and CO. supply GARDEN
O NETTING at Ijd. por square yard. 200 yards and upwards
carriage tree. COTTON NETTlNQandSCRIMCANVAS o^ evorj^

Flower Shows, &c.

& Co., 48, Long Lane, Smithfleld, E.C. ; and

Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for

SAYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that you get them.

Observe the mark .Swnoh, also the corporate mark Obtain
whi«h

S. & C. reeret having to caution Garde:
compelled to do so, in consequence of a:

quality, having been sold for the genuine

i and othei

, of <

, but i

I, and which has caused
many complaints to be made to thom of Knives which were not of

their make, all of which are warranted both by Sellers and Makers.
w. A C.'s Pruning and Budding Knives are the best and the

cheapest in the n

1 Works, Sheffield. Established upwards of 126 years.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH and
CULTIVATOR m.iy be SEEN at WOKK in every Agricultmal

County m England.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—Steam Engines,
Reaping and Threshing Machines, Harvest WagRons and Carts,

Cultivators, Ploughs, Harrows, Chall Cutters, Com Mills, Lawn
Mowers, Garden Rollers, Water Barrows, and Horticultural Tooia

of every description ; Com BUis, Wire Netting, Churns, I orks, &c.

BoBOEBS & Ket, 95, Newgate Street. London, E.C.
Works, Brentwood, Essex

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI D M O."
• Patronised by Her Majesty The Queen, the Duke of North-

umberland for Syon House, Hia Graco the Duke of Devonshire for

Chiswick Gardens, Profeasor Lindley for tho Horticultural Society.

Sir Joseph Paxton for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, &c.

PROTECTION from the SCORCHING RAYS of tho SUN.
" FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of Patent prepared Hair and

Wool a perfect Non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping, wherever

it Is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted tor all Horticultural

and Biloricultural purposes, for Preserving Fmits and Flowers from

the Scorching Rays ot tho Sun, from Wind, from Attacks of Insects,

and from Morning Fro.sta. To be had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide Is. 9rf. per yard run.

Four yards wide 3s. dd. per yard.

An Improved make, 2 yards wide . . !«. Qd. per yard.

An Improved make, 3 yards wide . . 2s. Hd. per yard run. Also

•FRIGI DOMO" NETTING, 2 yards wide, U. Gd. per yard run.

Elisha Thomas Arcoeb, Whole and Solo Manufacturer, 7, Great

Trinity Lane, Cannon Street, City, E.G., .and of all Nurserymen and
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AMARYLLIS.

JAMES GARAWAY & CO.,
DURDHAM DOWN NURSERIES, BRISTOL,

Offer from their unequalled stock of the above-named fayourite flower, strong Bulbs of umiamod Seedlings ai

others that have bloomed with them during the two last seasons, at

5s., 7s. 6d., and 10s. 6d. each, or 50s., 80s., and 105s. per dozen.

JAMES GARAWAY and CO.'S GENE^L BULB CATALOGUE for tho coming season is in the Pres

and when ready will be forwarded post free on application.

JAMES GARAWAY and CO., DURDHAM DOWN NURSERIES, BRISTOL.

J. LINDEN'S
ESTABLISHMENT FOR THE INTRODUCTION OF NEW PLANTS,

ROYAL ZOOLOGICAL and HORTICULTURAL GARDENS, BRUSSELS, BELGIUM.

ONE HUNDRED QUITE NEW AND TINE ORCHIDS,

Belono-ina to the moat favourite Genera, recently discovered and introduced by M. Linden's Collectors. Among
them are new AGANISIA, BATEMANLA, BORLINGTONIA, CYPKIPEDIUM, HELCIA, fine LTCASTE and

MiXILLARIA crimson-flowered MESOSPrNIDIUM, many new and splendid CATTLETAS and L^LIAS, such

as the o-lorious CATTLETA MAXIMA (true), CATTLEYA QUADRICOLOE and RUCKERI, and L^LIA
WALLIs'lI. Upwards of 25 new and magnificent kinds of ODONTOGLOSSUM, and an equal number of large

Howering ONCIDIOMS, &c., suitable for cool treatment.

Arads.

Bromeliads.
One of tlie laj'gest Collectioas of these plants.

Economical and Medicinal Plants.
TliU Collection containH many new and rare plants useful for the

Colonies.

Fine Foliaged and Ornamental Plants,
Such as ARALIA, M IIV M'TAN'.VX, OREOPANAX, PARA-

TRCiPIA. and SCIA 1" 't'llYl.I.r.M,^ upwards of 20 quite

Herbaceous and Tree Ferns.
The largest Collection in Europe ; the Tree Ferns ai^ represented

by 73 distinct species.

Marantas.
All the best rarioties, and upwards of 30 quite new species.

Palms, Cycads, Zamias, Pandaui.
Thiji Collection is very extensive, and contains upwards of W quite

now species.

Tropical Fruit Trees.
The most coirplete Collection in Eiirope, and many n

delicious fruits of the greatest interest for tho Coioi

STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS. Several NEW CONIFERS from North Japan, &c., &c.

CATALOGUES will be forwarded by Messrs. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, on application.

Ig^ Usual dismnni to the Traits^

NEW AND BEAUTIFUL PLANTS FOR 1866,

JOHN J. LINDEN
HAS THB PLEASURE TO OTFEB NOW FOK THE PtRST TIME

THE FOLLOWING FIRST-RATE NOVELTIES,
SEVERAL OF WHICH FORMED FART OF HTS PRIZE LOTS AT THB GREAT INTERNATIONAL SHOW.

For description see M. Linden's NEW CATALOGUE, which \vill be forwarded Post Free on application to

Messrs. Sildeerad & Son, .5, Harp Lane, Gr(Mt Tower Street, London, E.G.

Anthurium regale (Lind.).
Price—First Size, 8te. each ; Regular Size. \'li. each.

Aphelandra ornata (Anderson).
Trice 'i\i. each.

Calathea (Maranta) Lindeniana (Wall.).
I'rice—Extra strong Plants, S4a'. each ; Smaller, \'ls. each,

Dimorphanthus Mandshuricus (Rupr.).
a most ornamental hardy Araliad from the Amoor River. This

noble plant, with fronds 3 yards in length and 1 in breadth, produces
a very grand effect. Price 2lfi. each.

The Plants wiU be delivered free in London.

Passiflora macrooarpa (Wall.).
Very robust species, bearing l^Tiics of Sli

'

Price vis. fid. each.
gilt.

Rhopala aurea and aerratifolia.
Two Sno and elegant new species from extra-tropical UraziU.

Price L'lB. each.

1^^ Umal discount to the Trade.

BRUSSELS ROYAL ZOOLOGICAL and HORTICULTURAL GARDENS.

J. B. BROWN & CO.'S NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWER
PATENTEES AND SOLE MAXTJFACTUKERS,

J. B. BROWN & CO.,
UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON,

GUARANTEED TO GIVE PERFECT SATiaPACTIOX,

148, E.G.

/^OCOA-NUT REFUSE
^^ is becoming Marce, the

Now sold in bags, 1 for '2s., 10 for

ICf., 20 for 308., 60 for 06e., 100

for £6.

^5" ^ Foorpence allowed for each

T^jtjf^ bng returned carriage-paid.
' A Railway Truck-load (not in

bigs), iOs.

Postage Stamps or Post-offico

Order, payable to J. Barsham ft

Co., Kingston-on-Thames, S.W.

UNG
made from pure Tobacco Juioe,

leness. &c. Is. per lb,

Samuel May, Seedsman, ISO, Wade Lane, Leods.

TOBACCO TISSUE.—Aa Exhibited at the Interaational
Horticultural Exhibition.—For DESTROYING MEALY BUG,

RED SPIDER, THRIP, and other Insects. Will bum without the"

assistance of blowing, and not injure the most tender Plants
"

',d in 1 lb. packages, and upwards, price 3s. 6d. per lb., by Mesws.
KOBERTs & Sons, Tobacco Manufacturors, 64. St. Jo'^ -.---.-

Clerkenwell, E.G., and by all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.
Copies of Testimonials forwarded od applicatior

John Street,

Destroy your Insect Pests.

PRESERVE YOUR PLANTS and TREES.
You MAI Easily Destroy all Plast Pestb,

< Spider I
Green and Black | AntS

Buo
Ame: Bli Mil

F'
Without JDjury to the most delicate Plant or Tree, by usinif

OWLEK'S GARDENERS' INSECTICIDE,
ced by all who have used it to be far superior to any

other" remedy. One trial will prove its efficacy. Testimontai*
forwarded on anpUcation. Pnce Is. M., 5s., 5s. Gd., and lOs.perTin.

Geo. 4 Thomas Fowler, North Street, Brighton ; and of Hoopk«
& Co., Covent Garden Market. W.C.

/'^ISHURST COM--
V_T POUND, whether uactf

against Insects and Mildew, on
Growing Plants, or as Winter
Dressing on Trees at rest,

should be dissolved 4S hours
before tise. This gets rid of
emell. and if the Solution bo
decanted, prevents any staining
of foliage. A strength of I'rom^

1 to 2 oz. to the gallon of watei*

19 recommended for giowing
Plants

;

Tree:

Sold Retail by Nm-sorymei
and Seedsmen, in boxes, Itf.

3s., and 10». &d. each.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT

Plagues of tbe Garden.—ApMs Wash.
Simple and Safe Remedy.—By using the

APHIS WASH, tTiese Pests of the Garden, togetber
with Scale, Caterpillars, Slugs, Earwigs, ftc^are immediatoty

destroyed. Leaves no stain, but strengthens the Trees or Plants.

Extract Ji-om the "Gardener^ Clironicie," 19fA Aitgust, 1866:—
" Some time since we received a sample of an Aphis Wash, pre-

pared at the City Soap Works, with a request that it might be "

^'^3^

enabled
Among other things It was also

Marantas, and Caladiums infested by red

mitted I

appl^d , , .

spider, and a single application proved effectual for their destruc-

tfon."
Extract Jrotn " Gardener's Magazine" 3d March, 1866 :—

*' It is a matter of importance that the Aphis Wash of the City

Soap Works resulted from a proposal made in these columns, and aa

a matter of fact there is nothing to equal the Aphis Wash for the

purpose it is intended to serve."
See also article by Sdibley Hibbird, Esq.. F.R.H.S,, In "Gar-

dener's Magazine," of July i, 1865.

From a Letter/rom G. Glesny, Esq., Fulham.
" You will see by Lloyd's of Saturday, that I have publicly recom-

mended it (the Aphis Wash), I have also mentioned it to several

gardeners."

From a Lrtferfrom Mr. J. P. Chapman, Sunderland, Aug. 3d, 1866
' ' upon different plants with perfect

1 every ph
3 red spidt

»i Mr. SiD

I had
ly stove badly affected with red spider, but have
t with the liquid, as you direct, and I verily believe

Y Ford, The Gardens, St. Leonard's Lodge, ti

Horsham, February 16, 1866:—
able to report t '

'

your Aphis Wash ; it ii

^_ not like many other washes, for it will all pass

through the svringe without any trouble. From other experiments!

made, the result has been a perfect success, and for fruit trees it wih

very much,
throug'

"

made,
beafii

AND, IF NOT APPROVED OF,

MAT BE AT ONCE RETURNED,

I^- j. ^j. i...-j ., :\ AND CO. have pleasure in mentioning that their B B LAWN MOWER ordered for the

Gardens of Windsor Castle has giyen so ranch satisfaction, that another B B MACHINE of a larger size [a 24-incb

Machine] has just been ordered. A Second B B Machine this Season [a 24-iuch] has also been juat supplied, by

order, for the Gardens of His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales at Sandringham—June 26.

This New B B PATENT LAWN MOWER is Manufactured by Messrs. Brown & Co., on their o*n Premises

in London, under their personal superintendence. It is worked by meana of Geared or Toothed Wheels, '& quite

noiseless, and is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction in every respect.

PRICES—including Carriage to any Railway Station or Shipping Port in England.

10-inch Machine .. £3 10
12-inch Machine . . 4 10 } Hasilif worked I

14-inch Machine .. 5 10 o)
16-inch Machine .. 6 10 Ditto by a Man.

II
18-inch Machine ., £7 10 Easily tcorked by a Mmi
20-inch Machine . . 8 )

22-inch Machine .. 8 1^ [ifim b^ Two Men.
24-inch Machine ..90"

Every Machine sent out is warranted to ffive ample satisfaction, and if not approi'ed ofi>UTy be at OTiec refumed.

J. B. BROWN ANT) CO., OFFICES, 90 (k'te 18), CANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.C

WAREHOUSE and MANUFACTORY, 148, UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C.

Opposite the City of London Brewery, and close to the London Bridge Steam Boat Piers.

have received a great

from pi-actical and amateurgardi
valuable testimonials

^ , and have liberty to refer to

of Messrs. Low & Son's Nuraenes, Ui^per CiaptoOj who
,ng the past autumn (1866), "

'

Is. bottres, and 2s. 6(1. a gallon,

tbe City Soap Works, Milton Street, London, B.C.
with full directions for

nRANSTON'S PATENT BUILDINGS for

\J HORTICULTURE.
" Dry Glazing without Putty."

" Glass without Laps,"
"Ventilation without Moving Lights,"

Highly Commended by the Royal Horticultural Society, South
Kensington.

Henry J. Growtaoe, Manager, 1, Temple Row West, Blrmlnghftra.
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THE LEICESTER
(new desioned anh patenteh)

ORNAMENTAL FLOWER VASES OR BASKETS.
MANnpACTt-TEED ET

HUNT & PICKEKING,
HORTICULTURAL AND AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENT WORKS, LEICESTER.

Exhibited with marked success at the International Flower Show,

Agricultural Hall, Islington, during tho Horse Show.

These Vases or Baskets

are composed of a series

of ornamental branches,

affixed to a capital or

centre ring, mounted on

suitable brackets and

hexagon base, without

the aid of screws, rivet-;,

&c. ; so simple in eon-

stnictiou that any oue

may in a few minutes

put it together, making

it a beautiful Centre-

piece or Flower Basket,

either for the Lawn in

Summer or the Con-

servatory in Winter.

Painted any colour to

order.

Kensington ; and in the Gallery of the

The great advantage

of the Open Vase over

the solid cast iron or

"Terra Cotta," is the

perfect drainage and

continual circulation of

the atmosphere through

cveiy part, giving

5 V?* greater vitality to the

'L/ growth of the plants. The

mode of filling is simply

to cut a few feet of thin

Turf or Moss, and lay

the same with the

Grass outwards, throw

in the soil, and plant

the Flowers according

to taste.

The LEICESTER GARDEN SEAT, TABLES, and RUSTIC SEATS, sent free on appUcation.

LONDON AGENTS: MESSRS. DRAT, TAYLOR, & CO., ADELAIDE PLACE, LONDON BRIDGE.

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Class IX., No. 211^

Mr. gray begs to call the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, Nurserymen, Gardener.'', &c., to his

NEW OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,

Acknowledged by practical judges to be a great improvement on every form of Tubular Boiler yet introduced.

It has proved itself superior to all other Boilers for quickness of action and economy of Fuel, doing its work with

one-third less the amount required by any other.

Extract from Report in Gabdbners' CHROTirrcLE of Internatioval Exhibition, May 24, 1862, paffc 476.
" The upright form of Boiler is usually made on a circular plan, I rather than a aquare, it seems feasible that the Boilers on the oval

form given to Mr. Gray's variety of it is said to be plan should bring the tubes more completely within range of the
consequence of Its brlnginp the tubes in closer contact burning fuel; and this being so, the change, though a slight one,

hut th
prefers
with the fire. The usiuil fo of a fUmace being a paraUelo 3 doubt an miprovoment."

^^ They art made of all sizefi^ which^ icith prices^ may be had on application.

JAMES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
DANVERS STREET, PAULTON'S SQUARE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

Great (International Horticultural Exlilbition 1866.

TATKNT METALLIC NON-
\ni . I l\i: (iLASS HOUSES.

. iitilation and Glazing.
Frewer, &Co., Victoria Horti-

3 further labou

ospeciallv suited fur klTCIl£>f GARDENS, as

they harbour no Slugs and Insects, take up little

room, and once put down incur n'
'•-^•-— -'

and expense, as do "grown" .

quently being much cheaper.

GARDEN VA.SES, FOUNTAINS, ic, in

Artificial Stone, of great durability, and in great
variety of design.

F. & G. RosoER, Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street, Blackfriai-s, S. ; Queen's Koad West,
Chelsea, S.W. ; Kingsland Road, Kingslaud, N.E.

Sole London Agents for FOXLEyS PATENT GARDEN WALL
BRICKS. Illustrated Price Lists fireo by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, ic, as cheap and durable as

StonOj in blue, rod, and buff colours, and capable of forming a variety
of designs.

TFSSF.LATED PAVEMENTS of more enriched designs

Will

Copr

riLES, for liining Walls of Dairies, Larders,

) Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, &c.
IP & G RO'iHE

QILVER SAND (REIGATE best qualitj), at the above" "--
- " per Bushel, 2h per Ton exU-a

> ( riT London Railwav oi Wharf
O addresses—145 per Ton,
for delivery witbin three nnU
Quantitiesof 4TonB. Is

i
i

FLINTS, BRICK BUI i r Rockeries or Grotto
above
T Railway

S. OWENS & CO.
(Late CLINTON and OWENS),

MANUFACTURERS OF

PUMPS and HYDRAULIC MACHINERY,
WIIlTErRIARS STREET, LONDON, E.G.

1

n cf THE IMPEOVED inDRVULIC KVM This is <i siraplL-

for use in Public and Fi vate Estiblishn ents Iti adoption is not confined to
all can be obta ned from a Stream Broot or Spr ng
parts of the country for riiaing IVom CoO to COOO oi more Gallons per day to

rpHE LANDSCAPE SKETCH =] ^v^ n .dX Self-acting Mach ne suited for rais r g a Supply of
! ' ^itions ns s> wn but it is suited for any situation wl i

3. OWENS AND CO hare fixed a great many n t. _

L U'vations varying from 30 to Jflu feet, in i forcing through Main Pipes 60 yards to several miles^m length.

No. 37. IMPROVED TREBLE ]JAKREL PUMPS, with HORSE GEARING for Eaiein? Water from DEEP
WELLS, for tho supply of MANSIONS and PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

No. 28fl!. DOUBLE BARREL PUMPS for HAND-POWER for similar purposes.

S. OWENS AND CO. Mannfjicture and Erect every description of Engineer's Work required in Public or Private Establishments, such as
1 UMPS for anypurpose on the largest or snmlleBt scale, STEAM ENGINES, WATER WHEELS, TURBINES, WARMING and DRYING
APPARATUS. iHpection of position.

lUustraicd Catalogtics Free on application.
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ADIANTUM FARLEYENSE, True.

KOBERT T. VEITCH
HAS MVCH I'LEASURE IN OFFERING FOR THE FIRST TIME TO THE PUBLIC

THIS VERY HANDSOME VIGOROUS-GROWING STOVE FERN,
so UNIVERSALLY ADMIRED AT THE LATE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

This AJiantum was introduced from Barbadoes by Thomas Daniels, Esq., Stoodleigh, Tiyerton.

Plants now ready at 42s. each. Usual allowance to the Trade.

l^° Ordfrs are now being boohed, and will be executed in rotation as received.

NURSERY : NEW NORTH ROAD, N. ; SEED WAREHOUSE : 64, HIGH STREET, EXETER.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY,
REGENT'S PARK.

THE LAST EXHIBITION of PLANTS, FLOWERS, and FRUIT,

WEDNESDAY, JULY 4.

, for 8 Capo Heaths

Mr. B Peed, Gr.

Mr, R. Bullei
for 10 Exotic Orchids

GOLD MEDAL,
air. J. ^Vlieelor, Gr. to J. PhiUpoit, Esq., Stamford Hill, for 10 Stovo

and Oreeohouse Plants
Mr. O. Rhodes, Nursoi-yman, Sydenham Park, Kent, for 8 Stove aud

Greenhouse Plants
Mr. W. Kaile, Gr. to Earl of Lovelace, East Horsley Towers, Ripley,

Surrey, for 8 Stove and Greenht
Messrs. T. Jackson & Son, Nurserymt
Mr. B. Peed, Gr., for 8 Cape Heatds
Mr. J. Wiggins, Gr. to W. Beck, Esq., Worton Cottage, Isleworth, for

8 Exotic Orchids
Mr. B. S. Williams, Nurseryman, Holloway, for 10 Foliage Plants
Mr. W. Taylor, Gr. to J. Yates, Esq., Lauderdale House. Higbgate,

for 10 Foliage Plants
Mr. T. Hawbone, Gr. to C. M. Campbell, Esq., Ashbourne, Derby-

shire, for Collection of Fruits

LARGE SILVER GILT MEDAL.
Mr. B. S. Williams, for 8 Stove and Greenhoiise Plants
Mr. G. Wheeler. Gr. to Sir F. H. Goldsmid, Bart.. Regent's Park, for

Mr. J. W:ird, Gr., for 8 Cape deaths

Alpha House, Coburg Road, Old Kent Road, for

Mr. J. Fraser, Nurseryman, Leyton, Essex, for 9 Pelargoniums
Mr. W. Nye, Gr. to E. B. Foster, Esq.. Clewer Manor, Windsor,

Berks, for 9 Pelargoniums
Mr. D. Wmdsor, Gr. to J. R. RavenhiU, Esq., Forest, Walthamstow,

for 6 Scai-let Pelargoniums
Mes-sri. Glendinning, Nurserymen, Chiswick, for 10 FoUago Planis
Mr. W, GUI, Gr. to Mrs. Boaufoy, Lambeth, for 10 Foliage Planta
Mr. W, Taylor, Gr.. for 12 Exotic Ferns
Mr. B. S. Williams, for Vi. Exotic Ferns
Mr. J. Meredith, Garston, near Liverpool, for 3 Dishes of Grapes,

distinct kinds
Mr. E. Robinson, Gr. to R. Benyon, Esq., Englefield Green, Reading,

for Collection of Fruit

LARGE SILVER MEDAL.
Mr. R. Baxindine, Nursery. Guildford, for 8 Stove and Greenhouse

Plants
> J. J. Blandy, Esq., Reading, for C Stovo and

Mr. J. Hannan, Gr. to C. Crawshay. Esq., Cyiarthfa Castle, Merthyr
Tydvil, for 4 Pine-apples

SILVER GILT MED.VL.
Messrs. S. Glendinning k Sons, Nurserymen, Chiawick

LIST OF AWARDS.
I

SILVER GILT MEDAL.
Mr. J. Wheeler, Gr.. for s Exotic Orchids

I
Mr. W. H. Filce, Gr. to J. Strettou, Oak Lodge, Clapham, for

Mr. J, Haws,
Pelargoniums

Mr. J. Wiggins, Gr., for 6_P^largi

J. A. Noble, Esq., Finchley, for 6 Scarlet

, A. Wilkie, Gr., Oak Lodge, Kensington, for ti Stove and Grt
house Plants

. F, 4 A. Smith, Nurserymen, Dulwich, for 8 Cape HeathsMe:
Mr

Gape
,n, Bayswater, for 10 Foliage Plants

Mr. W. Young. Gr. to R. Barclay. Esq., West Hill, Highgato, for
10 Foliiiyo Planta

Mr. W. Taylor, Gr. to J. Y'ates, Esq., Lauderdale House. IlighRate,
for 6 Foliage Plants

Mr. II. Barnaid. Gr. to J. W. Taylor. Esq., River House, Stoke New-
ington, for 12 Exotic Ferns

Mr. R. Pai'ker, Nurseryman, Tooting, for 6 Exotic Orchids
Mr. J. Hill, Gr. to R. Hanbury, Esq., Poles, Ware, Herts, for 8

Exotic Orchids
Mr. J. Weston. Gr.

6 Fuchsias
Mr. J. Wiggins, Gr., 1.

D. Martineau, Esq., Clapham Park, for

Pelargoniums
Mrs. Lermitte, Finchley, for 6 Scarlet

Mr. D. Clement, Chase Side, East Barnet, for Black Hamburgh
Grapes

Mr. J. Meredith, for Black Hamburgh Grapes
> the Duice of Marlborough, Blenheim, for

Record, Gr. _

Dish of Grapes
C. Allen, Gr. to Captai Glegg, Withmgton Hall. Chelford, for

Mr. G. Young, Gr. to W, H. Stone, Esq., Havant, for Collection of

Somerset, for 1 Pine-
Mr. G. Ward, Gr. to F. W. Miller, Esq., Bishop's Stortford, for

Pine
Mr. G. Osborne, Finchley, for 3 Dishes of Grapes
Mr. E. Sage, Gr.

of Grapes
Mr. C. Squires, Gr.

Earl rf. Gopsall Hall, Atherstone, for 3 Dishes

H. C. Ludlow, Esq., Heywood House, Wost-

for Collection of Pines

SILVER MEDAL.
. W, Kemp. Gr. to Earl Percy, Albury Park, Guildford, Surrey,

Mr. O. Rhodes, for ti Exotic Orchids

bury. Wilts, for Black Hamburgh Grapes
Mr. E. Sage, Gr., for Black Prince Grapes
Mr. D. Pizzie, Gr. to T. Edwards, Esq., Fxilmer, Bucks, for Muscat

Grapes
Mr. W. Lynn, Gr. to Lord Boston, for Dish of Grapes
Mr. G. Ward, Gr., for 12 Queen Pines
Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, for Collection of New and Rare Plants

SMALL SILVER MEDAL.
Mr. J. Widcock, Gr. to Dr. Pattison, St. John's Wood, for 8 Exotic

Orchids
Mr. E. Logan, Gr. to C. Kelley, Esq. , East End, Finchley, for C Scarlet

Mr. D. Pizzie. Gr., for 12 Pinks

Mr. C. Turner, for 24 Roses
Mr. G. Masters, Gr., for 4 Dishes of Pe.ache3 and Nectarines
Mr. J. Widdowson, Gr. to C. Barnes, Esq., Rickmansworth, Herts,

for 4 Dishes of Strawberries
Mr. TtimbuU, Gr., for Collection of Fruit
Mr. T. Young. Gr., for Providence Pine
Mr. R. H. Smith. Gr. to H. Walker. Esq., Calderston, Liverpool, for

1 Pine-apple
Mr. J- Weir, Gr. to Mrs. Hodgson. Hampstoad, for Green-Qeahed

Melon
Mr. W. MiUer.Gr., for Greou-fleshed Melon
Mr. J. Weir, Gr. to Mrs. Hodgson, Hampstead, for Scarlet-fleshed

Mr. J. Pople, West Molesey, for Black Hamburgh Grapes
Mr, G. Osborne, for Black Hamburgh Grapes
Mr. J. Allptiic, Gr. to H. Akroyd, Esq., Nantwich. Choshln

Mr. J. Meredith, for Large Bunch of Grapes
Mr. G. Osborne, for Basket of Peaches
Mr. C. Turner, for Collection of Cherries
Mr, R. Parker, for Collection of New and Rare PKints
Mr. H. Hooper, Nurseryman, Bath, for Collection of Cloves and

Kaile, Gr., for 12 British Ferns
Mr. H. Hooper, for 24 Pinks
Mr. H. Hooper, for 36 Pansles
Mr. E. O. Kingston, Bath, Somerset, for 12 Pinks
Mr. W. Ingle. Gr., for 24 Roses
J. C. Perry, Esq.. near Birmingham, for 24 Verbenas
Mr. G. Sage, Gr. to Earl Brownlow, Ashridge, for Collection of Fruit
Mr. J. Elston, Gr. to S. Lawrence, Esq., Clapham Park, for Pro-

vidence Pine
Mr, W. Gardener, Gr. to E. O. Shirley, Esq,, Stratford-on-Avon, for

1 Pine-apple
Mr. C. Ross, Gr. to E. Evre, Esq., Newbury, for Green-fleshcd Melon
Mr. T. Record, Gr., lor Green-fleshed Melon
Mr, C. Goldsmith. Gr, to Sir W, Farquhar, for Scarlet-fleshed Melon
Mr. W. Beecb, Gr. to J. Alcock, Esq., Epsom, for Scarlet-fleshed

Melon
Mr, T, Young, Gr. to C. Bailey, Esq., for Queen Pino
Mr, R. Turnbull, Gr., for 3 Dishes of Grapes
Mr. C. Tanaley, for 3 Dishes of Grapes
Mr, J, Wallis, Gr. to J. Dixon, Esq., Congleton, for Black Hamburgh

Sir E. Walker, Man,ifleld, for Black Hamburgh
Grapes

Mr. T. Speed, Gr.
Grapes

Mr. O. Goldsmith, Gr., for Black Prince Grapes
Mr. R. Turnbull, Gr., tor 4 Dishes of Peaches and Nectarines
Mr. T. Jackson, tor 4 Dishes of Peaches and Nectarines
Mr. W. Beech, Gr., for 2 Disbea of Peaches and Nectarines

BRONZE MEDAL.
Mr. C. Allen, Gr., for 2 Dishes of Peaches and Nectariucs

Mr, J. Mcludoe, Gr. to C. Child, Esq., Bromley, Kent, for Disn of

Mr. G, Miles, Gr. to Lord Carrington, Bucks, for Dlah of Figs

Mr. C. Turner, for Bliick Chenies
Mr. J. Widdowson, Gr., for White Cherries
Mr, C, Turner, for 4 Dishos of Strawberries

Mr. T. Button, C

Mr. G. Masters, Gr., for Black Hamburgh Grapes
Mr, W. Henderson, Or , t'^r Hla.^k Iliiuihurtrh Griipes

Mr. W. Davies. Gr. U' w V. '\~'-\.
\ -\ .

i-t
:

',' i.'>.-ii Pines
Mr. W. Henderson, <:

I
i

'-.
,.

Mr. J, Horwood, Gr . i
i

Mr, G, Masters, Gr., !-
. i>,-i,. ..i [ .> .-...

Mr. A, Ingram, Gr., fui I-'i^li '.i Ihiiua

Mr, E, Robinson, Gr., for Dish of Figs

Mr, T, Blake, Gr. to E. Green, Esq.. Ware, for Dish of Figs
Mr. J. Hill, Gr., for Black Chenies
Mr. C, Turner, for White Cherries
Mr. J. Hill, Gr., for White Cherries
Mr. P, Lydiard, Batheaston. Bath, for 4 Dishes of Strawberries

Mr, J, Mclndoe. Gr., for 4 Dishes of Strawberries

Mr. T. Bailey. Gr. to T. T. Drake, Esq.. for Providence Pine
Mr. J. Deville, Gr. to Major Martin, for Providence Pino
Mr. G. Jones, Gr. to Lady Mill, for Providence Pino
Mr. T. Speed, Gr., for Providence Pine
Mr. W. Kemp, Gr. to E. H. BenthaU, Esq., for 1 Pine-apple

Mr. W, Cole, Gr. to — Page, Esq., for Queen Pine
Mr. W. Davies, Gr., for Queen Pino
Mr. W. Kemp. Gr.. for Queen Pine
Messrs. Hooper & Co., Covent Garden, for Collection of Annuals
Messrs. S. Glendinning, for 6 Anaectochilus
Messrs. S. Glendinning, for 12 Gesneras

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, for Adiantum species

Messrs. J. Veitch k Sons, for Davallia parvula (Borneo)

Messrs. J. Veitch k Sons, for Acalyphj, tricolor

Messrs, J. Veitch k Sons, for Lomariaciliata
Mr. W, Bull, for Marauta Lindeni
Mr. W. Bull, tor Athyrium Goringianum pictmn
Mr. W. Bull, for Rogiera gratissima
Mr. W. Bull, for Peperomiaarifolia
Mr. W. Bull, for Latanla rubra

. Bull, for Adiantum volutii

Messrs. Waterer &, Oo.ltVi v fT < 'i

Mr. R. Parker, for ( i i- ' ' r "

Mr. R. Parker, for St .

i. T. Jackson, tor

3. Williams, tor

i. Williams, for - ,

„,, E G. Henderson & Son, for Caladium Napolei

Messrs. J. Dobaon & Son, for Lobelia (Erinus) Miss Murphy
Mr. J. Watson, for Pelargonium Miss Watson
Mr. J Watson, for Pelargonium Miss Dix
Messrs. F. & A. Smith, for Pelargonium Sunbeam
Messrs. F. & A. Smith, for Pelargonium Charmer
Messrs. F. & A, Smith, for Pelargonium Glorious

Messrs, F. * A. Smith, for Pelargonium Diadem
Mr. G. Smith, for Pelargonium Le Grand
Mr. Tierbuck, for Pelargomum Emily Moreland
Mr. C. Tomer, for Pelargonium Lady Constance Grosveuor

Mr! C. Turner, for Pelargonium International

Mr. W. Paul, for Pelargonium Nimrod
Mr. W. Paal. lor Pelargonium Waltham Gem
Mr. W, Paul, for Pelargonium St. George
Mr. W. Paul, for Pelargonium Rebecca
Mr. W. Paul, for Pelargonium Sir J. Paxton
C. J. Perry, Esq., for Verbena Auricula
C. J Perry, Esq., for Verbena Harry Law

Messrs. J. Veitch & Son, for Nepenthes ap. (Ceylon)

Messrs. J. Veitch k Son, for Sphforogyne sp. (Bolivia)

Mr. W, Bull, for Cinchona nobills

Mr. W. Bull, for Philodendron bipinnatlBdum
Mr. W. BuU, for Phajus grandiflora var.

Mr. W. Bull, for Echeveria atropurpurea
Messrs. J. Ivery & Son, for Polyatichum laciniatum tr

Mr. W. Paul, for Pelargonium Cardinal

Messrs. F. & A- Smith, for Pelargonium Vandyke
Messrs F. k A. Smith, for Pelargonium Mrs, Charlea Berry

Messrs. F, k A. Smith, for Pelargonium Conqueror

Messrs. F. k A. Smith, for Pelargonium Magmflcent
Messrs F. & A, Smith, fc^r Pelargonium Scarlet Dwarf
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Turnip Seeds for Present Sowing.
CnrArtn nr rni BcsuiL.

BUTTON'S LINCOLNSHIRE RED PARAGON,
^ a jtarti<'ilarly freo-gromng Turnip, Tory l:irge, and of excoUont

' liKEV-sTONE or MOTTLED GLOBE, lOii. per lb.

SUTl'ON'S IMPElilAL GREEN GLOIIE, ad. per lb.

ruMERANLAN WHITE GLOBE, 9<i. par lb.

HARDY GREEN ROUND, 9flper lb.

SUTTON-S SHORT-TOP SIX WEEKS, 1.1. per lb.

And other choice sorts, cheaper by the bushel, cirnage Tree.

^CTTov i Snug, Roy.il Berkshire Seed Est.iblishment. Reading.

The Forwardest Turnip known is

^ BUTTON'S SHORT-TOP

SIX WEEKS.

Cheaper by the Bushel.

This excellent Turnip, il sown in June and July, will product
heavy crop, to come off in time for Wheat sowing.

Sdttos & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

The Best Swede for Late Sowing

HIE IMPROVED HARDY
WHITE

(Sdtton'b Selected Stock),

Trice 16. per lb., or cheaper by the bushel.

Carriage free.

.ScTToN & Soss, Royal Berkshire Seed

Establishment, Reading.

The Best Substitute for Swedes.

SUTTON'S PURI'LE-TOP YELLOW HYBRID
TURNIP, 1.1. per lb.

YELLOW TANKARD TURNIP, Is. per lb
SUTTON'S PURPLE-TOP BULLOCK'S HEART (NEW)

TURNIP, Is. 6d. per lb.

Or cheaper by the bushel, carriage free.

These Turnips, if sown In July and August, will produce a crop
scarcely inferior in quality or quantity to Swedes sown in June.

Sutton & Sows, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

Just Published, post free 12 Stamps
(filnTlS TO CCSTOMERS),

CAIITER'S NEW BOOK on BEDDING PLANTS.
Containing Original Articles on the Ai-tistic Arrangement of

Bedding Plants ; and 120 Illu.strations of Geometrical Designs for

Seeds for Present Sowing

JAMES CARTPR ami m
.Seed of the un.lomT 1 M

Furpa-ssed, the seed beiiii

at all the principal Lon I 1

CARTERS PRIZE I M t

CARTER'S PRIZE t IN! I Ml'
» CARTERS PRIZE J-iUM,i 1) lH
per packet

ofTcnug New
of which cannot be

I ch Iiaye taken Frizes

1 per packet
1 r packet

-.L PRIMULA, 21 6(1

Primula Cineraria.

WM. OTTTBU.SH AND SON arc now sendinc out
SEED of their supcib PRIMULA SINENSIS EIMBRI-

ATA, which has for many vcars given great sati.sfaction.

The '.'n;tnin:f Chronirle of the 6th of Januarr, in Notices to
Correspoii. louts, says:—"The blooms sent are remarkably fine,

lely fringed; they are evidently the
f™
The J„.

" The fine

"ipital >

• /f.'i of the

N
Notice.

HARDY CLIMBEES.
CLEMATIS PRTNTF. nf w AT-F.s._Larpe flowers of a rich deep

violet pnrpl'', "''h i i Imis down the centre of each sepni.
Fivst-class<-. ' -i.'h.

CLEMATIS Ull Ml' \ . I '. line rich velvety claret; sUmenF
pnle green. 1 n -

1
^ .- i •

i
idi.'ni

The usual ;ill..i',(.u,i_.L' :

ndvortisetl at a hitur
\

3oe Proceedings of Roj-al Horticultural Society's Scientific Meetings

t referi Ing tn the nbove Clci

which are of f

beautiful than
purple petals they have,

xhibition of Clematises, alt of

Ck-n

like the flowers cfcertain IponnKas
most successful hybridisers—Mes;
have the honour of introducing qu:
1 believe will bo 'amongst the best, if
for all out-of-door walls, Ac."
Messrs. George Jackman & Son havn

the Public that they shall bo in a pi

They
s. Jackman, of Woking, who will

of Clematises, which

1 to send out the abovo t
New Clematises in the coming Autumn (I86(;),

Orders will be taken now, and the Plants will bo forwarded strictly
in'Totatlon,, Woking Nursery, Surrey.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM can now send, post free for six postage

stamps. Fart L (British Ferns and their varieties. 3fi pages,
Including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his XEW and PRICEL"
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS,
No. 7.

*,* Part n. (Exotic Ferns) will bo issued iia early as possible.
Foot's Cray Nursery, S.E.

ASTANSFIELD and SONS, Nurserymen, &c.,
• Todmorden, will be glad to forward their GENERAL FERN

CATALOGUE No. 7 to any address for three penny postage stamps,
In the British Section ample directions nra given for the successful
cultureof the ditferent species. A List of Selections of British and
also of Exotic Ferns at special rates will accompany each copy of the
Catalogue. Gratis and post free to all previous purchasers of Forns.

NEW JMMTISIl I'LANT — TEirCRIUM
SCORni.M ,! , ,

,
i

1
! M _Tbl8 beautiful variety of the

WoodSageiaii i* for the first time. It differs Irom
the species in til'' i. i . . mi. )mi and prettily waved or crisped

Manchester. Letters to be addressed '" Todmorden."'

A Quarter of a MilUon of Fruit Trees.

THOMAS WARNER begs to inform intending Planters
and the Trade, that his Nurseries, which occupy upwards of

70 acres, contain the above, in addition to a most extensive stock of
Evergreens, Ornamental Trees, Roses, kc. All in a high state of
cultivation. An inspection is respectfully invited.

CATALOGUES. Wholesale and Retail, ready in October,
The Nurseries, Leicester Abbey, \\ mile from the Midland Railway

Station.

PETER DRUMMOND and CO. (late J. Scott),
Preston Road Nursery, Yeovil, Somerset, have to offer to

intondingpurchasers upwards of 200,000 BEDDING-OUT FLOWER
GARDEN PLANTS, including all the leading varieties of Dahlias,
Fuchsias, Geraniums, Heliotropes, Lantanas, Lobelias, Petunias,
Salrias, Verbenas, &c. And all kinds of Frosted and Vaiiegatod-
leaved Plants suitable for the Decoration of the Flower Garden, at
unprecedented low prices. CATALOGUES free on application.
Also SEEDS .if every descnption lor the FARM and GARDEN, of

the best quality, at moderate prices.

Please address as above.

CALADIUMS! C ALADIUMS ! — The followii
12 well-established Plants will be sent to any address (

receipt of Post-ofllce Order for 10s., payable to J. C. Paduas, Bost

D
First-class Seeds.

OBSON'S PRIZE CALCEOLARIA,
Is. M..2X. 6d..3t.6d.,Ss.

DOBSON'S PRIZK CINERARIA, Is., 2s. ed., 6s.

DOB.SON'S PRIZE PRIMULA, Is., 2ji. 6d., 6s.

International Prize Calceolaria.

EDWIN COOLING h.ts the pleasure to offer Seed
Kived from tho superb Collection of IIERB.YCEOUS CAL-

CEOLARIAS exhibited by Mr. Jamas, Gardener to W. F. Watson,
Esq., at tbe IntematioDJil Horticultural Eshibition, and which were'-- — " ' 1 of

> of
lady for delivery,

AlBO CINEKARIA, PRIMULA, and PELARGONIUM, extra line

acket, all post free.

< Cooling, .Seed Merchant, Derby.

BAER'S CALCEOLAUIA, CINERARIA, PRIMULA,
STOCKS, MTOSOTIS, Sc.

CALCEOLARIA, Tery choice, 2». M. nor packet ; CINERARIA,
very choice. Is. and ?.«, Or), per packet ; PRIMUL.A. verv choice, Is.

and2«. M per packet : .SCARI.KT. IM'RIM.K. .lucl WHITE INTER.
MEDIATE STiK k-, [ i -; r ,

i. ,,•, each variety
Is per packet .

\i i
I

i
i. IMPERIAL

HATCRDAY, JULY 1, 1866.

MKETINO FOR THB ENSIJINGIWKEK.

T..1,. liJRoyal Horticultural ("Weekly shoiv), at
. JulyH.J South Kenfilngton :

The great Gas Companies are surely to bo
pitied ! If the}^ plant their elegant reservoirs in

the midst of a crowded population an explosion

does occasionally take place, to the great terror

and injiu'y of the neighbouring populace. Of
course .such a catastrophe oiuild not to have
occurred. Gas making is quite safe if proper

precautions bo taken, so is gunpowder making,
but no one would wish to have a powder mill

next door to him. Gas pi]ies, too, are apt to

leak. Of course (hey ought not to do so, and no
doubt it is veiy effeminate to turn up our noses

as we pass by the black and stinking soil, thrown
up whenever there's something wrong with the

main. To gas makers the perfume is doubtless

agi'eeable, nay it is said to bo wholesome, so

much so that one of the latest fashions in physic

consists in sending children with hooping-
cough to the gas-works, that they may inhale

the sweet and health-giving vapours, and
so get cured of their distressing complaint.

But what if the disinterested and enlightened

gas manufacturers take their factories into the
suburbs 'f Should an explosion take place there,

only a few poor people's cottages will be unrooied,
and as to the smell, why there ai-e so many there

already that the addition of a new one would
only add variety. Besides, cannot the retort

houses and metres be placed close by some park
or open space where they would not interfere

with the people's comfort, and onlj- a few trees

and shrubs be despoiled of their leaves, or a few
struggling sickly herbs get coated with a layer of

soot ? Or if the great light-giving machinery be
placed close to some market-garden, and the
proprietor be ruiaed, who would dream of
comparing tho injiuy sustained by the Cabbage
gi-ower with tho advantage to bo reaped by the
public or by the gas company ?

Our concern, however, in this place lies rather
with the effect of coal-gas on plants than with
the question whether or not it is right to

establish gas-works either in the midst of great

cities, or close to public parks, or in Cabbage
gardens. The.se, though all important, are for

our present purjiose merely secondaiy matters.

Gas has become more than a luxmy, it is a

necessity, and even quiet little places in the

countiy are glad enough to get gas, however
much they may disUke the process by which it

is manufactured, Tliis being the case, the

question arises, can we not have the benefit

of gas ^^ithout its disadvantages ? or to

confine ourselves within our own limits,

we may a.sk the question whether the admitted
injurious effects of coal-gas on vegetation

are inevitable and u'remecUable ? We may
ask the chemist or the gas manufacturer whether
it be not possible to have gas of sufficient illumi-

nating power, or even of greater intensity than
it now is, without having our plants poisoned or
killed outright.

We know at least of some gas-works on whose
walls cluster Eoses, and around whose chimney
the Virginian Creeper throws its grasping tendrils,

so that it would seem that there are circum-
stances which permit of the growth of plants

even in such unlikely spots. Observers who
would investigate this matter would do great

service to plant-gi'owers and to gas-makers.
Professor E. MoKKEN, aided by his colleague in

the chair of chemistry at Liege, has lately been
instituting some experiments on this point, the

results of which were given at the recent

Botanical Congress, and which wiU hereafter

be published in its Proceedings.

In the meantime, we may state that the

general conclusion at which tho learned

Profes.sor arrived is, that coal gas, so long as it

is free from sulphui'ous acid gas, is not injiuious

to plants ; but if the gas be produced from coal

having much pp'ites iu its composition, and in

consequence if it be charged with sulphurous
vapours, then it becomes most pernicious. If,

then, the gas can be freed from these destructive

vapours, we shall have little cause to complain of

its effects as far as the health of plants is

concerned.

Evert year offers something new in the shaijo

of Disease in ouk Vineries. Indeed a large

volume might be written upon the various
maladies to which the Grape -Vine is subject. In
what may be called artificial cultivation, that is

within .shelter, a largo portion of the different

forms of disease, both in the leaves and fruit,

arises from tho bad condition of tho roots, which
is often induced by their being planted outside

of .the house, and therefore subjected to

a totally different temperature from the main
body of tho A'ino within. It is very probable

that tho put-cultm-e of Vines will some day be
carried to a far greater extent than at present,

as it has tho advantage of ensuring a
good condition of the roots, so far as that

can be secured bj' a judicious adrnini.-itr;i(ioii or

retention of moisture. Tho adv:iiiliiL.'''s nl Mich

a system may now bo witnes.=!c'(l nt rlii-^wnl. <iu

a large scale, where a whole hou.so is divniud to

it. There is now a most abundant crop, so

abundant that it has been necessary to cut off a

large quantity of bunches from eyes which were

set only last Eobruary twelvemonth, the shoots

of which ran up the rafters, like those of older

plants.

The occasion for these remarks is afforded by
a specimen of Grapes just forwarded to us. The
stalks of the bunches' are more or less withered,

and a large portion of the Grapes .shrivelled and
reduced to the form of raisins, without, however,

the slightest sweetness, and in general without

any appearance of mould. This however, or an
incipient decay, -would scarcely be worthy of

remark, as it so commonly occurs where the

roots are unhealthy, were it not for the

curious circumstance, that in a groat many
of the berries decay has commenced, and the

decayed portion has then completely dried up,

and is distinguished from tho sound portion by
a clearly defined rigid margin. In some cases

decay has commenced a second, or even a third

time, and then the whole berry has withered. This

I
seems clearly to point out that it is to the roots.
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and to the action of alternate drought and mois-
ture, that we must look for the immediate cause

of the peculiar features of the malady.
In all these cases there is a very low state of

vitality, and the tissues are liable in consequence
to decomposition when the conditions which
sustain Ufe are only just maintained, and there-

fore momentarily liable to derangement. A
curious matter, in a contrary dii'ection, has lately

been pointed out to us by Mr. Babkon, in which
steiility seems to arise fi-om too great activity

in the elaboration of sap. It is well-known
that little gummy exiisions often appear on
the bunches, probably from an effort of the

plant to get rid of exuberant matter, as in the

analogous exusion of manna in hot weather.

Occasionally, however, it is the stigma which
throws it off, on the top of which it forms a little

globule, and in consequence the pollen does not

act properly, and the fruit fails. Whether this

observation is new or not, it is well worth the

attention of all Grape growers, and will account
probably for many cases in which particular

Vines, though producing flowers abundantly,
seldom set their fi-uit properly. M. J. B.

We understand that the Pbincess Helena's
Beidal BoLTQnET was, by special permission, pre-
sented by Messrs. Yeitch & Sons, of the lloyal
Exotic Nursery, Chelsea. It was composed of Orange
blossoms. Myrtle, choice Orchidaceous flowers. Gar-
denias, Stephauotis, &c., and was most elegantly
trimmed with real Honiton lace to match the dress.

The MjTtle was sent from Osborne by command of
HEK Majesty, and was taken from plants propagated
from that used in the Bridal Bouquet of H.E.H. the
Crown Princess of Prussia.

It is very curious to watch the progress which
the golden-rayed Japan Lily, Lilium auratum, is

making towards becoming double. Liist year, on
more than one occasion, we saw the three outer stamens
more or less completely replaced by petals ; this year
we have .seen .several blossoms in which all six stamens
have been replaced by petals, and one flower forwarded
to us by tlie Messrs. YeitC'H presented an indication
that we may expect ere long to find the pistil in the
guise of the petals, as in the flower in question it was
already broken up into its component parts. It is

worthy of remark, too, how the typical number of
parts is adhered to in these aberrant flowers. The
normal number of parts in a true Lily is 15 ; sis seg-

ments to the perianth, six stamens, and three carpels
to the pistil. Now in one of Messrs. Veitch's flowers
there were only five segments to the perianth, but the
pistil had four carpels, and so the number 15 was not
exceeded. This fine plant seems to vary in all sorts of
ways. Mr. John Feasee has one in which all the
usual spots are obliterated, leaving only the golden
baud on the white ground.

At the last meeting of the Natural History
Society of Dublin, the subject of Sulphur Showers
was revived in consequence of a letter from Mr. E. A.
T)uke, C.E., recording the occurrence of large quanti-
t ties of a fine-grained yellow powder, on three or four
occasions, after a night's rain, in the neighbourhood of
Tcmplehouse, county of Sliao. It was strewed in
considerable quantities on walks, roads, &c., and Grass,
as was shown by its sticking to the nostrils of horses
and cows grazing. It fell also on the roofs of houses.
This yellow rain-dust was first observed on the 6th of
May, and fell afterwards on four occasions, of which
the last was the 17th of May. The Eev. Dr. ILaughton
examined it chemically, and found 16 parts of sulphur
in 1050 parts of yellow powder, omitting clayey
particles. This result nroved that it could not be
regarded as sulphur. Under the microscope it pre-
sented the appearance ofagglutinated masses, composed
of spherical particles, sometimes containing only two
or three, and sometimes a score, of single particles.

Mr. Duke, and others, considered the yellow dust to
be composed of insects eggs. Mr. Poete suggested
that this yellow dust might, on examination, prove to
be the pollen of Fir trees.

A set of Fifteen Photogeaphs of the late

International Horticultural Exhibition has been pub-
lished by Messrs. Cundall & Fleming. The airy

foliage of the Ferns is particularly well rendered
iu them. .Several views were also taken by Mr.
Veenon Heath, and are published by Day' & Son.

We regret to have to announce the Death, on
Sunday last. July 1st, at the age of 6.3, of Mr. William
Cock, of Chismck. Mr. Cock was one of the early
supporters of Horticultural Exhibitions in this

country, and a pioneer in the successful treatment
which has been realised in the case of the Pelargonium
especially, and as such his name is entitled to the
grateful remembrance of those who in these later days
have reaped the benefit of lessons which he did
much to impress on the public mind. We are
glad to be able to add the following particulars which
have been obligingly sent to us by one of his intimate
friends and neighbours :

—

" Mr. Cock was one of the earliest and also one of
the most successful contributors to the first shows ofthe
Horticultural Society at Chiswick, the contemporary of
Green and Baenes, and others whose names have long
been household words amongst exhibitors. His
favourite flower was the Pelargonium, and those who
remember the Exhibitions that were heldiu the Society's
Garden at Chiswick about the year 1835, will not have
forgotten the handsome and well-managed specimens
which were shown by Mr. Cock. His were iavariably

the plants that carried ofl' the 1st prizes, although his
friend Mr. Catleugh sometimes ran him hard. He
had a correct eye, and good taste, and no one in his day
knew better than he what constituted a good Pelar
gonium flower.

" He was also a most successful cultivator of the
Balsam. Some specimens exhibited by him about the
date aheady mentioned were wonderful examples of
high cultivation. Four plants only could be pressed
into a large van. Each plant measured 6 feet in
height, and as much in diameter, one only having been
groiTu in a light. No one would have more vividly
remembered these extraordinary specimens of high
cultivation, or would have more readily clironicled
them while lamenting his loss, than the late Dr.
Lindley, for he thought highly of Mr. Cock's skill as
a grower.

' Of late years Mr. Cock had given up the cultiva-
tion of his former favourites, and spent his leisure
time in growing Camellias, Epacrises, seedling scarlet
Pelargoniums, &c. His habits were of the most
retiring kind, and his charity to his poorer neighbours
of the most liberal but unostentatious character. He
was indeed a true friend to his neighbours, and will be
missed by many—by none more than myself. C.

l^dmonds, Chiswick House^ July 4."

The foreign journals bring us the intelligence
of the premature Death of M. Masius Porte, by
whom many valuable plants have been introduced into
European gardens. This sad event took place at
Manilla on the 15th of January last, and appears to
have been brought about by fatigue which had been
experienced during a long journey in the interior of

Luzon. It is in connection with Brazilian and Philip-
pine Island plants that M. PoETE's name, which adds
another inscription to the roll of the martyrs to science,

will be more especially remembered.

Sir W.
LI]- to

' -such
:- lieen

collector.

NEW GARDEN FERNS.
Athyeium latifolium, J?resl, Tent. Fter. t. 8, fig. 1.

Fronds ovate, mcnibran.aceous, bipinn.itc ; jjinna; subopposite,

liucar-oblong ;
piimules sessile, obtuse, pinu.^tifid, tJac lower

ovate, the upper oblong, all with obovato inciso-dentate

segments ; secondary rachides winged ;6oriincui'ved;stipes
purpKsh. semi-tmnsparent : caudex short, ereet, and scaly.

Thi- 1". Ill ii'Viirs to be very lidi' 'm.-\i

]I(ii>i,.
I I

- 'if it as "found in in.'.

Vr-.' I I
i. Sturm,but no one '

a.-|ii'-.j I, at country." No\in 1:. I'
-

introduced from thence by Messrs. V'eitch

Mr. Pearce, and is represented with sufficient accuracy
by Presl in the figure above quoted. Though having
the te.tture and fructification of Athyrium Filix-

foemina, it is abundantly distinct, not only in structure,

but in its much smaller size (it being some 6 or 8 inches
only in height), and on the whole bears more the aspect
of a dense Asplenium lanceolatum than of a L.ady Fern

;

while from the Athyrium latifolium of tlie Lake
District (a var. of the common Lady Fern) it is

altogether dissimilar. Its fronds are of annual
duration only.

LOMABIA LbCHLEEI, M.
Fronds numerouB, arching, piunatifid, 1 ft. long, elongate-

lanceolate, much tapered below, acujninate above, of a harsh
rigid texture ; segments about an inch in length, oblong,

bluntish or acute, slightly falcate, closely set with a narrow
sinus, the upper ones diminiahinginto the acuminated .ape.x,

the lower shortened into rounded or reniform lobes : veins

forked, club-shaped at the apices, which form a series of

evident depressions j uat within the finely denticulate margin

:

fertile fronds central, taller, with longer narrow segments,
which are distinct bolow, but in the upper part from the
dccurrent bases of the pinnre in both directions appear to be
united by a fertile wing : sori submarginal ; indusium thin,

membranaceous, transversely wrinkled and dentieuljite

;

stipes about 2 inches long, bearing a few brcadish scales

while young: caudex erec^ aealy at the crown, bearing a
dense spreading crown" of fronds, and producing slender
scaly runners, thicker than a straw, and bearing solitary

trends at intervals.

Among the Ferns which the Messrs. Veitch have had
the good fortune to introduce from Chili, occur at least

two species which appear to have a close affinity with
Lomaria blechnoides—a plant, which from Bory's too

brief description it is not easy to identify. That which
we refer to Bory's species, was distributed by Mr.
Veitch some four or five years since, and is a dwarfish

evergreen rigid Feni, with spreading fronds 6 or

8 inches long, the sterile and fertile ones being of

about the same stature ; and otherwise agreeing exactly

with the few particulars Bory has recorded of his

plant. The other species, which has this season for

the first time produced fertile fronds, difl'ers altogether

in its erect, not creeping or climbing, caudex ; in

its larger size generally, the sterile fronds being at

least a foot long ; and especially in the much taller

fertile fronds, which rise considerably above the sterile

ones. The plant is identical with Lechler's Chilian

specimens referred by Dr. Mettenius to L. blechnoides

(and they certainly bear considerable resemblance to

our European Blechnum), but it does not accord with
Bory's account, in which it is expressly stated that

the fronds are equal, and in which the caudex is said

to be scandent. We therefore attach to it the name
of one of the collectors by whom it was gathered,

and who has done good service to botany in obtaining

materials for the study of this class of plants.

The aspect of the plant now under notice is some-
what like that of a very rigid erect form of L. lanceolata

but the texture of the fronds, as well as the size and
form of the fertile ones, with diminishing pinn;e up to

the apex, show it to be distinct ; while from L. aspera,

another alhed Chilian plant, it is distinguished by the
differentcharacterof the sarmenta, which in L. Lechleri

are rhizomiform, bearing fronds at intervals, and in L.
aspera are frondose, with a proliferous apex. The
surface also, though hai-sh to the touch, wants the

asperitieswhich havesuggested the name of that species.

It is a fine evergreen hardy greenhouse Fern, and has
been obtained from Chili by Messrs. Veitch. The
fronds spread into a head of 18 or 20 inches diameter,
and reach from 1 foot to 18 inches in height. T. M.

NOTES ON CONIFERS.-No. IV.
The residt of the geological revolutions and geo-

graphical mutations of which we have spoken has been
to throw the plants and animals of the whole world
iuto certain districts, which are characterised by the
presence or predominance of certain forms. According
to om- view, there are four great regions so distmguished.
each of which again is separable into two or tliree
smaller provinces. They are, 1, the Australian region,
consisting of three parts, viz., Australia, New Guinea,
and Polynesia ; 2, the Africano-Indian region, divisible
into Africa south of the Sahar.a, and the Indo-Malayan
district ; 3, Europe, and Asia north of the HimalayaJi
range, including the north of Africa and the Sahara,
and the circumpolar portion ofNorth America, divisible
into the Scandinavian, the Mediterranean, and the
Siberian districts, of the latter of which the Polar-
American district forms a minor subdivision ; and 4,
America, divisible into North America and South
America.

It is perhaps premature to say that this distribution
applies to all the branches of the animal kingdom. We
have not yet worked it out in detail in aU of them.
But we speak mth much confidence of the results in
those of the mammals and birds, and believe that it

will also be found to apply to the other branches of
zoology, and to botany as well. In Conifers it certainly
does. A cursory glance at their geographical distribu-
tion shows approximately the following proportions
inhabiting the different regions.
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(he extinction of the Flora of that epoch which
extended to most of the lands in the North, on the
advent of the Sliocene epoch.

The C.vpro.ss section of Conifens gives a similar

result; the wIdIc of the Southern Hemisphere genera

J»iug separated fiv )iu the rest by well-defined characters,

to which only one exception occurs.

The Tews tell the same tale. The Podocarpi, which
are the southern form of this section of the Conifers,

are (with the exception of five out of upwards of 30

species, which we may suppose to have spread north-
jpards from Java and Borneo to China and Japan) aU
either from South America, Australia., the Indo-
Malayan region, or Africa.
But one or two remarkable features are to be noticed

in the distril)ution of these Southern Hemisphere
Conifers. In the lirst place, as compared with those in

the Northern Hemisphere, their numbers are few. The
total number of Southern is about 100 as against 250 in

the Northern; but taking each country sepai-ately the
disproportion is still more extraordinary. South
America h;is 1.'^ against upwards of 100 in North
America, or a'Jjainst 120 in Europe and North Asia.

The Africano-Indiau region 23 against the same, and
Australia and I'ulynesia ott.

In the next place, although the Africano-
Indiau region has 23, of which Africa proper
supplies only nine, these nine consist entirely

cither of species of Podocarpus or of Widdringtonia, a
genus something like a Juniper, peculiar to South
Africa and Madagascar. One remarkable coincidence
iuuominal distribution is that although allbutoneofthe

fenera allied to Widdringtonia are from the Southern
lemisphere (Frenela and Actinostrobns from New

Holland, and Libocedrus from Chili and New Zealand)

:

that one (Callitris) comes from Mount Atlas and
Barbary and the parts of Africa north of the Sahara.
Now nothing can be better established in geogra-
phical distribution than that the North of Africa,
both zoologically and botanically, belongs to the Medi-
terranean district of Etu-ope. The desert of the Sahara
was at no distant geologicsil period a sea which had for

9. long period separated Africa south of it from the
land to tlie north, and, as is stated in the work on
Geographical Distribution to which I have already
referred, " the boundary line between them lies not on
the north of the vSahara, as has been supposed by some,
nor yet in the middle, but along its southern margin.
Its inhabitants, although many of them are peculiar to
itself, are decidedly ofnorthern forms. Species of hedge-
hog, jerboa, the northern type of shrews, weasels, &c., all

indicate a northern afQnity. It would appear thaton the
Sahara being raised from the bottom of the .sea into its

present position, it had been colonised from the north
rather than from the south, and this is quite in accord-
ance with the present geology of the country. No
one, now-a-days, will imagine that the bed of the
Sahara was all raised simultaneously—at one shot as it

were. It must have been by degrees ; and as the seat
of elevation is shown bv the inclination of the strata
along the southern flanks of Mount Atlas to have been
in that range, it follows that the first part of the desert
raised would be that nearest to it, the north, and the
last the south ; hence the Saharan Lake or Sea would
be always diminished from the north, and the last

remnants of it would be th.at most to the south ; so,

too, the colonisation would always be from the north
mitil the whole elevation was completed. Then it

would no doubt be open to the animals from the south
to enter it too ; but they would find the ground already
occupied by animals fitted for the conditions of life in
the desert, and in the struggle for life would be
defeated."*

Now the fact of Callitris, a form allied to Widdring-
tonia, being found in North Africa, would at first sight
seem to militate against the position above laid down

;

but it is impossible to set aside hundreds of instances
proving the contrary, merely because of one or two facts
difficult of explanation. But the same explanation
which we have offered for the presence of Sequoia in
the Miocene epoch, and down to the present time,
would equally apply here. From the presence of its

congeners in the Southern Hemisphere we would
assume its ancestors to have been of the Eocene type,
and that they escaped the extinction of that type which
took place in Europe at the close of that epoch, and
its descendants (specific descendants) have survived to
the present day.

The presence of Podocarpus and of Widdringtonia in
South Africa also, both of the Eocene type, may be
accounted for by an ancient connection between South-
west Australia and the Cape of Good Hope. Dr.
Joseph Hooker, in the Introduction to the Flora of
Australia" (p. xlii.), mentions various botanical facts
confirmative and indicative of an ancient communica-
tion between South-west Australia and South Africa,
and remarks :

" There is another way of viewing the
whole question, but one so purely speculative that I
hesitate to put it forward. It is that the antecedents
of the peculiar Australian Flora may have inhabited an
area to the westward of the present Australian Con-
tinent, and that the curious analogies which the latter
pre-sents with the South African Flora, and which are
so much more conspicuous in the South-west quarter,
may be connected with such a prior state of things."

The sole fruit of that connection, so far as Conifers
and Africa arc concerned, is however a very limited
number of Podocarpi and Widdringtonias, all rare, and
small as regards the quantity of individuals. No Pine
(deducting one said to have been found in Abyssinia,
which is debateableland,whetherAfrican or European);
no Fir—nothing bearing what in ordinary parlance we
should caU a cone, has ever been found in Africa
proper. Although we call Yews and Junipers
Conifers, we do so only conventionally, on account of

their identity of organisation in other respects with the
true cone-bearers ; literally they are berry and galbulie-

bearers, not cone-bearers the berries and galbula; being
however merely modified cones.
But when we say that no Conifers (except the

sprinkling of Podocarpi and Widdi-ingtonias on the
south-east coast), and that no cone-bearing tree at

all has ever been found in Africa proper, the reader
will stop us and remind us of Welwitschia mirabilis.

We hacl not forgotten it, but we have'arrived at the con-
clusion that it IS not a Conifer at sit and in no respect
related to Conifers.

We shall state our reasons for this opinion in another
niuuber. A, M.

BAIN GAUGES.
Raik gauges are now very numerous all over the

country, their indications being of considerable im-
portance in matters connected with various improve-
ments. By reference to them we are made aware,
approximately, of the quantity of rain which falls in a
given time on any locahty, and hence can provide
sufficient outlet and drainage for superfluous moisture

;

or, on the other hand, we can provide for a supply of
water in such places as are liable to be deficient of it

in dry .sea^sons.

In order that a correct return may be obtained, it is

necessary that the instruments should be accurate, as
I believe they generally are ; but, although their
dimensions may be correct to measure, and the scale

of their indexes graduated to correspond exactly with
reference to the areas of their receivers, yet it is an
acknowledged fact that in general, and on the average,
large gauges give a larger return of rainfall than small
ones do, notwithstanding due allowance is made for

their respective capacities. A 6-incli gauge presents a
surface of 36 square inches, whilst that of a 12-inch
gauge is 144 square inches, or four times as much as

the 6-inch gauge ; the former should therefore collect

four times as much rainfall as the latter, but on the
average it indicates more than that proportion. Both
returns cannot therefore be correct, one or the other
must be at fault, and the que.stion is, what is the cause
of the discrepancy? It may arise from one gauge
showing too much or too little, or from both deviating
from the truth. Whether, then, is the large or small
most liable to be in error ?

The annexed diagram has been prepared with the
view of assisting in the endcivour to detect the cause of
the discrepancy, which as far as I am aware has not

been explained among gardeners ; and I therefore
submit tlie ideas I have formed on the subject to

professedly scientific men qualified to decide on the
correctness of what is stated, and who may set the
matter in a clearer light. Without many experiments,
carefully conducted, it will not be expected that abso-
lute certainty can be attained in so complicated a
matter, and in the absence of such experiments an
approximation can only be aimed at; but even this

may lead to some practically useful results.

Let a represent the side of a gauge 22 inches square

;

4, one of 20 inches do. ; c, one of 6 inches do. ; d, one
of 4 inches do., which is the size of the squares into

which the space is divided. Let it be assumed that
drops of rain may fall at the distance of i inches apart.

They may be more or less. Sometimes rain-dreps fall

small but thickly, and sometimes they are large but
few and far between. For the sake of easier expla-
nation I have selected the distance of 4 inches, and
about this distance I have observed drops occasionally
to fall, as may be seen when they come from a great
height and fall on the surface of still water, or a dusty
road, or on new cloth, or any other glossy fabric where
the spots remain till one can mark their places. To
arrive, then, at the general cause of discrepancy, let the
distance average 4 inches, which will allow one drop for

every 4 inches square all over the field or area in
which the gauges may be placed—a large fall if repeated
every one, two, three, or four seconds. Their returns
should correspond with this quantity under the
circumstances stated. At this rate there should be
one drop in each of the small squares into which the
area of the receiver is divided, and no more. There will

accordingly be one in the 4-inch gauge, and only one in
the 6-inch gauge ; there will be 25 in the 20-inch gauge,
and it will be seen that no more than this can be
admitted into the receiver of the 22-inch gauge, if the
condition of the drops being 4 inches apart he
maintained.
The 6-inch gauge with an area of 36 square inches

does not give a return corresponding with what falls on
the average all over the field ; that is 1 on every 16

square inches, instead of which it gives but 1 on

36 square inches. This is a deficiency amounting to
125 per cent.

The 22-inch gauge receives only 25 drops instead of

30t due to its area. The deficiency in this case is

•36-30.i=£j, or 21 per cent, of tlie correct return.
According to the conditions assumed, both these

gauges give results less than the true quantity.
It should however be observed at the same time that
although both are in error, the larger gauge is least

so, in the proportion of 21 to 125. The error of the
smaller in this instance is very nearly six times that of
the larger. From this it appears that on the average,

all other circumstances being the same, a large gauge is

preferable to a small one, within certain limits ; for, if

too large, inconveniences may arise as regards loss by
evaporation, &.C.

The cause whereby results different from each other
and from the truth are given by rain gauges, must arise

from some receivers embracing more space due to

intervals and fewer droi>s, than others.

There is a space to which no rain drops belong;
such may be fermed space between drops, or inter-

pluvial space. It confributes nothing towards the
amount of water indicated by the gauge. It would be
impossible to say how much of the area of a receiver is

occupied by such space, but it must exist in all cases

to a greater or less extent, and that in proportion to the
distance between the rain drops.

If the receiver of a gauge be of such dimensions as
to comprise the number of drops due to its area, as is

the case with b and d, its return will be correct ; but if

its area comprise too large a portion of inteiTiluvial

space, its return will be deficient, as is the case with
a and c, in which the spaces, 2 inches wide immediately
within their margins, are iuterpluvial ; and hence the
deficient discrepancies of these.

All this leads to the conclusion that the discrepancies
which prevail amongst rain gauges are mainly owing to
more or less of interpluvial space being included within
their dimensions; and that a large gauge is less

aSected from this cause than a small one, and, on the
average, must be more correct. This cause can only
affect the receiver and its returns as far as the width ot

the interpluvial space from the sides is concerned. If
the receiver is cfrcular, this space would form a ring
the area of which would, of course, bear a greater or
less proportion to the total area according to the greater

or less diameter of the receiver, consequently any eiTor
of deficiency arising from the circumferential ring of a
gauge of, sar, 20 inches diameter \ioald affect the
whole area and the indicator of the gauge but little

compared to what would resultfrom a similarly deficient

riug of a circle only 6 inches in diameter. This any
one can easily prove, and the proof may be adduced in

support of the conclusion that small gauges are liable

to give more deficient returns than large ones.

It may however be said that although the above may
be correct, yet rain-drops fall too promiscuously for

occupying positions so geometrically uniform as is

represented in the diagram. That there must be space
such as we have designated iuterpluvial is certain;

but whether more or less of it may be included within
the receiver is uncertain. The distance between the
drops determines the limits of its greatest amount, and
it may vary from that amoimt, say 4, to nothing ; the
mean would then be 2 as represented by a i, or c d.

It is the same width in both these cases, but the
amount of interpluvial space is, for a b, in the propor-
tion of 84 on an area of 484, whilst that of <; rf is 20
on an area of 36. From this it appears that however
firomiscuously the rain may fall, small gauges receive a
ess proportion of rain than those of larger dimensions.||

AN EXCURSION: BOTANICAL AND
HORTICULTURAL.

It has been my good fortune to pass recently, fresh

from the greatest of horticultui-al exhibitions, through
some of the most interesting and excellent of tlie

gardens of England, including a few that have not been
altered by man since before the days when the ancient
inhabitants of Britain first tickled the e.arth with a
pointed stick with a view to a scanty crop ; and perhaps
a few words about the trip may not be without interest

to your readers.

First, then, of the Hull Botanic Garden, which was
the first X had the honour to review in your pages, and
of which more need not be said now than that it is iu

a prosperous condition, under the management of Mr.
Niven, and contains the richest collection of Alpines,

&c., that has ever been brought together in a British

botanic garden, and that I hope the day is not far

distant when the gradually improving finances may
warrant the making of a new garden in a situation less

exposed to the bad influences of smut, &c., and where
the other departments m£w be as well attended to as

the Alpines now are. Mr. Niven was away plant

hunting in Teesdale, and though I " saw " the plant.'^,

it was very different to looking over them with their

guardian.

Thence toYork, and to Mr. Baines, to see the beautiful

grounds of the Museum, which now contains the
skeleton of that wonderful bird the Dinornis, recently

brought from New Zealand, whose leg and thigh bones
are stronger than those of a horse, and colossal com-
pared to those of full-grown lions and tigers in adjoin-

ing cases ; and to the great Yorkshire gala or flower-

show which was held in the building now in course of

erection for the coming Industrial Exhibition at York.
The show was good, but like most of its class presented

no new or noticeable feature. I understand the enter-

tainment was varied in the afternoon by negro
meli'iln-, \r . bill li;i\iiig to see a great many new
AlpiiH - ai ,\li--r- 1;:h klii.iise'snurseries, I did not wait
forllli-l .Irlmllliul ililrlilMk-.

Luvirs (it Alpine pUml.s and the like will be glad to

learn that the York collection has increased wonder-
fully of late, that the demand for them has risen within
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the past couple of years to quite an unexpected ratio,

and that there is every prospect that many of the gems
of the most exquisite of all known plants, and iv-hich

have never before been grown successfully in England,
will, ere long, be seen in perfection in our gardens. As
an instance of the increased demand, in addition to the
quantity of Hepatica angulosa that has been already sent
out, there are now in the nursery nearly 2000 recently
imported plants, and other fine things are cultivated in

unusual numbers. The rockwork is by far the most
interesting object I have ever met with in a garden or

out of one, and notwithstanding the numbers of choice
plants, from Orchids to Androsaces, that now flourish

on it, there are upwards of 200 new and very rare

kinds that have not yet been planted out. Nearly
50 flowers of the English Cypripediiun grew together on
a stony bank, and the reader will admit that such a
sight repaid me for the visit, even if there had not been
another plant on this beautiful and naturally made
rockwork. But what is that holding out abundance of

deep blue flowers from those vertical and moist chinks
many feet above the Trichomanes cave ? It is the Irish
Pinguicula, by which you have to carefully pass on the
side of the rocks to little ledges nearly covered with
Myosotis alpicola, in full flower at 2 inches high. If
the visitor looks beyond this spot into the shrubs, &c.,

that back up this part, he may see Mutisia decurrens
crawling over and through them, not merely existing,

but running freely about, and soon to flower. But ere
I reached that spot I felt to some extent alarmed by
meeting with a Saxifrage which is as far before
liyramidalis as that is before one of the small species of
the encrusted section

;
pyramidalis is usually considered

the king of the Saxifragas, but the true S. longifolia

(not that of the Continental gardens) has rosettes of
Ifaves from 6 to 9 inches across, and beautifully
graduated to the jutting panicle rising in the centre, of
a reddish colour, and which eventually flowers a dense
pyramid, like a fox's brush. The new Hepatica makes
very large leaves, and grows freely in shady places in
spongy light loam. The collection ofAndrosaces alone is

very remarkable,someof them—helveticato wit—among
the neatest and smallest of flowering plants, and worth
growing for that alone, even if each little crown did not
furnish its flowers. It is quite useless attempt-
ing to give an idea in this paper of the value of many
ofthe recent additions here, butwhen I state that among
them, and not yet mentioned in the catalogues, are
such things as a free-growing Arabis, with deep rose
flowers, likely to be most useful along with the old
white-flowering species; a Saponaria, as dwarf and
more compact than Spergula pilifera ; those exquisite
and large fringed Gentians, whose portraits in illus-

trated works are all we have had an opportunity of
admiring ; and a dwarf hardy Polygala, with flowers as
large as those of the greenhouse species, I mav have
succeeded in explaining to those who know Alpines,
and those who do not, that the collection is of extra-
ordinary importance and promise to our horticulture.
To succeed with these Alpines it is essential that a

difiprent course of treatment be pursued to any that has
yet hffn practi^rfl in nuri-nnlrn... tlinuL-ti this«v.<tomis
inilrh .il,||il,r;Mi.| lil.ilr lirlillirnl ill 1 1 ,. l-rMlll'-, It IS

tn lir triirr.l l|,:il llii -iv:il,i- lUilllIxT i.l AI|H11CS .sold

arr In. I IVniii :,ii iL'iiiir ! :i^ In tlinr w;iiils. In
b"l:n j:iiiirii^, hImt,. ilir\ :in. crown, tlicv are
arniiiL'.-il m i!ir ii,.l,r-i ,,i :,ll „:ivs, oriilm-cl in frames
uli.1T III,. L inlMiii. ]..iMi.'r;„i -, T oulv 11 inmlicum of
their bciiutj. There i., iiuUiin;.; tli.it u-i.nW lie so great
an improvement in this way as \m M niinle :iim] nicely
arranged rockworks incur natinnul emlrn. covered
with an intermingled vegetation oli In .1 r i Alpines,
but there is no such thing in exislencrMi |ii-i -i nl in any
botanic garden in the United Kinu'-lniu W here are
the Alpines at KewV or in our ollirr jr. il lii.tanical

establishments? In frames and oliMiire pits, which
they require about as much as young Goose-
berry bushes do. Can any human being imagine
anything more beautiful than a piece of rocky
ground covered by sheets of such things as Dianthus
alpinus, Silene alpestris. Primula cihata and nivalis,

Gentiana verna and others, mingled here and there
witli Aubrietias and crimson Saxifrage, and peren-
nially interesting from the presence of bloom and
beimty at all seasons, and not by the vegetation which
nsuiilly covers "rockwork" in this country? With a
view of helping forward the beautification of our
gardens during the .sweetest months of the year, I
]n-opose to devote a paper to the culture of Alpines,
detailing the very best kinds, and therefore dismiss the
snlijeot ibr the present. A word however to state that
for the sake of supplying constant moisture at the root
to such things as Gentiana bavarica, Messrs. Back-
liouso have conducted perfdrated pipes over several of
the beds in which their enormous stock of potted
Al]iines is arranged^ and here and there along these a
drop falls upon a bit of crock, and then soaks down
through the sand in which the pots are arranged,
so that the most fastidious are humoured. Hepatica
angulosa should be planted in a shady position in
light, deep, or spongy earth. It is a grand plant,
when well growTi in such. I have more than once
seen it in a dwarf and sunburnt state in pots,
frames, &c.
Another change, and a reluctant one, from this

Alpine collection, which I should advise every lover of
plants to see in spring or early summer if possible, but
if not it will be found interesting at Christmas. This
time we seek the Al]iinps wild, and your correspondent,
with Mr. James l!,Mkli.,ii-r, iiin. and Mr. B. Farmer,
settles down in the l.ik. jii-in.t foraweek. Herelsaw
Primula farinosa. I'etniiilla alpprtris, Saxifraga oppo-
sitifoliaandhypniiidis, ll.Miienn|,hyllnnis, ami a lot of
comparatively rare piling wild for tlie lir-l time, thanks
to the kind and e\i'elli nl -imianee ef Mr. I'.aekhouse.
Pirst we had a long eluiib iqi to the norlliern slopes of
Helvellyn, high up in a stony, craggy, lonely region,
chiefly characterised by the presence of a purely alpine

vegetation, and by the absence of a regular dinner hour.
Such scrambUng over shale and holding on by rocks,

up among the clouds, and occasionally looking down
on one ! But the view over Ullswater is grand ; the
higher slopes of the mountain are for four miles
clothed with Silene acaulis, almost covered with its

pretty flowers. How we did enjoy it ! Those who know
not the plant will understand that when I describe it

as forming firm, dense, bright green, moss-like
tufts, dotted over with reddish-punjle, Dianthus-like
flowers, scarcely elevated above the leaves. Here and
there a pale variety, and occasionally a fine deeply-
coloured form enlivened the mass. For a thousand
feet up and down did this lovely little Alpine plant
turn the crumbling and awful mountain sides into
beauty. Tom by snow, and hail, and cold rain-storms
year after year, it is as green as a freshly-planted
Spergula patch ; while far beneath the mountain side
is naked, for the lowland plants have ceased to climb,
in consequence of the cold. A pair of peregrine
falcons had built their nest on a high and inac-

cessible cliff, and screamed about our heads as we
crawled up on hands and knees in some places, and
with this exception we were the only warm-blooded
animals within sight. We had several long and
interesting journeys, but I shall only allude to the last,

which was m quest of the rare and beautiful Lychnis
alpina, of which Mr. Bentham says :

" In Britain, only
known on the summit of Little Kilrannock, a mountain
in Forfarshire." We found it, too, and in quantity, in

the neighbourhood of Keswick, which is not in Forfar-
shire, but in Cumberland. Mr. Backhouse visited the
spot 18 years ago, but this time we found it in even
greater abundance, and in a diflferent gorge to that he
had first seen it in. It is on the face of a dry crumbling
crag, quite 500 feet long, and of great height, and
generally in such a position that extermination is

impossible, at least till such times as travelling botanists
are provided with wings. We obtained plenty, both in

flower and out. It seems a larger and more showy
plant than that grown as L. alpina. In some places,

where the rocks overhung, we noticed it in full health,

where a drop of rain could scarcely ever fall. It is a

very lonely glen where those high crags are, and some
of the gorges, though deep, are not much wider than a
chimney, so that in climbing one could lay hands on
both .'>iaes. This was in some cases a comfort, as things
now and then looked dangerous, and I was many times
indebted to Mr. Backhouse, who is a safe mountain-
climber, as to where to place my feet.

It rained all the time we stopped in the Lake Dii^trict.

except when it " snawed whiles " and poured down big
hailstones. On the afternoon of the 16th of June
some of the higher mountains were covered with snow,
and a striking sight it was to see as we drove to
Ambleside from the direction of Keswick, the lower
summits being free from it, and the country green of
course. Going up the gorge in which the lyvciiuis was
so abundant, we noticed a quantity "I Imnes, winjs, &c.,

in one spot, and lookingup saw a laiL'e m ^l -i aled on a
ledge. It proved to be that of the jnai lai/zaid, and
contained two young ones, large iIioiilIi only in the
downy stage. By climbing a liiile In.lier ii]miii tlie

top of the opposite side of the ueiaje, we emilil lenk

right into the nest, which must liave been jilaeeil lieie

from the complete loneliness of the spot, and therefore
there is the less fear of this very rare plant being
exterminated.
From the heights of Helvellyn, with its tufts of Silene

acaulis and Cerastium alpinum, to the fine forcing and
kitchen gardens of Crewe Hall, now rebuilding, with its

fine ornamental water and geometrical gardens, to the
great and varied interest of the gardens at Biddulph
Grange, the Orchids and fine fruit houses at Knypersly,
and to the magnificent flower and fruit gardens at
Trentham, may seem a sudden transition, but to me I

need not say it was a delightful one. Messrs.
Stephens,Whitaker, Stanton, and Sherratt respectively,

gave me every guidance and eveiy explanation that I

could desire concerning the excellent gardens which
they superintend, and for this I cannot be too grateful,

as what after all can one glean by visiting a great garden
unless accompanied and enlightened upon novel points
and plans by its manager ? Can I presume to describe
any part of those famous gardens in this limited space ?

Of course it is impossible ; but I may say that the
Ouvirandra displays a larger and cleaner growth at

Crewe than I have seen it elsewhere, and that Mr.
Whitaker considers it to dislike shallow water and
vicissitudes of temperature, to which it is subjected
when grown in pans.

Biddulph has been described in full inyourcolumnsby
Mr. Kemp, and therefore there is the less need for me to

refer to those features which are most worthy of repeti-

tion, but I learnt a good deal about the growth of a few
favourite plants, particularly Trillium grandiflomm,
which was much larger than I had seen it elsewiiere.

It is impossible to overpraise the great beauty of this

flower when well grown, and it is one which every
person taking interest in outdoor gardening should
endeavour to establish. At Biddulph there are large

and luxuriant bushes of it, more than 2 feet high, and
I hardly required to be told how much the worthy and
tasteful owner appreciated it. I hope to tell how to

grow it best, in a snort paper on a few neglected plants

of equal beauty. The gardens were alight with the
glorious foaming colour of the numerous and thriving
plantations of the best kinds of hardy Rhododendrons

;

and the walls of some of the gardens were richly

festooned mth the saucer-like flowers of the large-

flowering Clematis, which are grown to perfection not
only here but elsewhere, by covering the ^ound with
a thick mulching of short manure ; and 11 the a.spect

of that is not to be tolerated in a well-kept flower

garden, it may be covered with an inch of soil and
dibbled over with Asters, or the like, which will enjoy
the position as much as the Clematis. It is much to

be wished that these truly noble hardy climbers should

he seen in a good state oftener than at present. At
Knypersly is kept in charge of Mr. Sherratt, the
collection of Orchids, of which we all know so much
through the medium of the scientific meetings of the
Royal Horticultural Society. None the less interesting

to me was the sight of what is perhaps on the whole
the most useful, well, and economically constructed,
and withal ornamental Vinery I have yet met with,
and of which I may again speak.
The first, and by no means the least agreeable aspect

of Trentham was the large and well-built superinten-
dent's house, and one great range of rooms and offices

in which the young men live. I was pleased to find

that anxious as the able and active superintendent is

to improve and revivify all departments of this truly
noble place, he has not forgotten what many would
appear to have done—that the making of men is a
higher duty than that of perfecting the garden, the
factory, or the machine; and accordingly he has
heightened, ventilated,and much improved their rooms

;

they have the luxury of a bath, and other conveniences
which must greatly tend to improve the life and the
mind of the journeyman gardener.

I have a firm impression that the money frequently
spent in the raising and removal of masses of earth in
gardens is in nine cases out of ten money thrown away,
and that if the same sums were spent in judicious
planting, the result would be far more satisfactory.

Standing in the comparatively level but magnificent
pleasure grounds, sufl'used with roseate lines, as if the
natural home of the Rhododendron, but every-

where varied by pjTamidal evergreens and specimens
of fine old trees, with wide breadths of smooth turf
stretching down to the grey water, and a fresh

picture and eflect gained by moving 10 steps in any
direction, I had this notion fully confirmed. Loudon,
speaking of Trentham, says, " Great expense has lately

been incurred on the house, and a fine maasoleum built
opposite the entrance gate from the designs of Tatham

:

but nothing will ever render this place truly grand.''

Where in England are there grounds more " truly
grand " than those of Trentham, looking towards the
water ? And the geometrical garden, designed by Sir

C. Barry, might surely teach us what is best in that
way. It produces all the eflect that is claimed for the
best examples of that style, and yet oS'ers to the eye
nothing suggestive of brick yards, or cemeteries, or
wall-paper, or that highly interesting section of the
New Road that lies between Tottenham Court Road
and Trinity Church. Its gnulations are easy, its

breadth and proportions admirable; and if the
critical eye detects a little over-crowding of the beds
near the mansion, it is a detail that may be altered in a
week, and at trifling expense. Space prevents me speak-
ing further of Trentham^ which indeed I saw but im-
perfectly, from want of time and from going there when
preparations for the reception of the Prince of Wales
were in progress; however as I purpose to spend a
week in the neighbourhood, so famous for great fruit

and forcing gardens, ere long, it is the less necessary

;

but I may say that everything which skill and perse-
verance can do is being done to make Trentham
worthy of its old name and a fit representative of our
lue-ent rapidly advancing horticulture. Anew and
inghly suitable dra,wing-room screen, cora]iosed of
yellow and white Thunbergias, was shown to me.
The yellow and white flowers and close trailing stems
had covered the trellis to a height of 5 to 6 feet. It

seemed a great improvement on Ivy, &c., and was a
mass of bloom. They are of course grown in narrow
pans, and placed in the drawing-room when well up
the rods, and in full flower.

As many of your readers set a high value on vivid
effect, I may say that a very long Ivy-edged border
here, planted with Papaver bracteatum, and in full

bloom, would please and jterhaps astound some of

them. JT\ M.

Home Correspondence.
Calceolaria Failure.—Perhaps some of your readers

can oblige me with an explanation of the cause of my
yellow Calceolarias failing as they are doing this year.

They were planted out about three weeks ago, and did
very well until quite lately, when many of them have
withered and died, in spite of watering and every other
care bestowed on them. Is it likely that the heat is

too great for them on a lawn with a gentle slope to the
south ? Those on the east of the lawn have done
better, but some of them are just beginning to fail.

C. D., Woodeaton.
Lilium auralum.—I am of opinion that as yet we

know but little of the magnificence of this Lily, which
I imagine in a year or two will assume a character
never before anticipated. In the autumn of 1863 I
purchased a .small bulb of it of Messrs. Veitch, of

Chelsea, which in the following year grew 2 ft. 9 in. in

height, and produced 1 flower. Last season it reached
a height of 6 ft. 6 in., and furnished 7 fine flowers ; and
now it has just set 32 flower buds upon a stem 8 ft. 4 in.

in height, which girths at the base 3 in. Its leaves

about halfway up the stem measure from tip to tip

22 in. Wm, Cross, Grr. to the Right Hon. Louisa Lady
Ashhurton, Melchef Park, Romsey, Hants.

Zonal Felargomum Eaters.—Can any of your cor-
respondents say what eats the petals of our specimen
in-door Zonal Pelargoniums ? The light-coloured

kinds only seem to sufler, while scarlets appear to
escape wholly uninjured. Comparatively large semi-
circular pieces are removed from the tips of the petals,

which are thus greatly disfigured. Can this be the
work of the Rosecutter Bee. or what ? C. W.

Eiicharis grantlijtora.—The large plants exhibited at

the International Horticultural Exhibition on the
22d May last, by James Brand, Esq., Bedford Hill

House, Balham, are now throwing up a greater number
of flower spikes than when shown, and will he in full

flower in the course of 10 or 12 days. The removal
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times a day. Some of the bulbs are always at rest
so as to keep up a succession. I should say they
would do well m pots or tubs standing in a tank.
They are always found close to water in their native
country. W. Bomard Bedford BUI, Salham.
^Kfe—I fear that 'Dunn/s" extreme case (p. ei2)

may require an extreme remedy. If the soil of her
flower beds consists of ants'-nests, the soil itself must be
removed before the ants can be annihilated. Scalding
or burning the whole mass of earth would answer
the same purpose ; but this in many cases would be
more difficult than removal, and perhaps the simplest
mode would be to take the earth clean out to a depth
of 1 foot or 18 inches, or more if the ants were found
to have penetrated deeper, which, however, will
seldom be found to be the c:ise. The ant-earth could be
carted into sewage tanks, or conveyed to the farm or
poultry-yard, or to woods furnished with game, to be
either converted into manure or cleansed by the keen
claws and eyes and voracious maws of poultry or
partridges, ileanwhile the sides of the empty beds,
to the lull depth that they have been excavated, should

''"mu? "i^®""
"''''^ ^ ''''''^ '''"'* of toiling liot coal-

tar. This dressing will give a good account of any
stray ants hanging about the sides, and will form an
eflicient barrier to any underground communication
between the old soil that has not been removed, and
the flower-beds that have. Leaving this tar a day or
two to dry, fresh clean earth, free of ants and their eggs
must be provided for filling up the beds. Having
guarded against subterranean communication, care
must be taken that the ants are not permitted to
walk from the infected to the clean new earth over the
surface. An ant-proof barrier is wanted. What is
It to be ? /VV ire netting ? if admissible this is expensive
and IS diihcult to find fine enough irt texture for our
purpose. Bricks ? no ; walls will never do in flower-
gardens, and au ant can climb the highest in an in-
credibly

_
short time. Guano? Yes; I have never

knovvQ It to fail. Properly applied, and of good
qualit.v, an ant will sooner die than pass over it
Siirinkle all round the edges of the new beds
with dry guano ; leave it for one day and night in
this state ; then sprinkle it night and morning with
a syi-inge or fine-rosed watering pot. Under this
treatment it emits the most pungent odour and
acquures somewhat of the consistence of birdlime I
never could make out whether the stickiness or the
smell were most ofl'ensive to the auts ; but what I have
frequently proved is that one or other, or both, or
something else in the guano, is obnoxious enough to
drive them off. Neither do they seem to die of a
touch, or of the stinging aroma of the guano, but they
completely disappear, which will suit your corre-
spondent as well. Bad as her cas,. is, and rspoi-ially asmy extreme remedy cannot he ai.pln d till tlic aiiluiii'n
if the beds arc furnished with fldiuas I w.mld stn.ii"lv
recommend a trial of the guano reiiiecly She need not
frar repeating the dose, if she does not give it too
strong, ^^arly al llcuars will not only bear, but
enjoy a thin siiniiklini; uverthe whole of the surface of
the ground- and this will sullice for the ants. When
the guano has lain a week or so on the surface it can
be washed in with water. Of course to derive the full
strength irom the guano as a manure, it should be
either applied in a liquid state, or washed in at once
In houses especially, but out-of-doors as well the
above mode of applying guano is scarcely more eSectual
as an antidote to ants, than it is useful as food for
the leaves, stems, fruit, and flowers of plants B. F.Two years ago we found that a colony of the
large blaxjk Ca,n)enter Ant (Formica fuliginosa) had
established itselfm our greenhouse. As great injury
might be done in a short time to the timber of the
building by these insects, we spared no pains, and triedmany ways to exterminate them, but unsuccessfully
until we poured a solution of soft soap iu water upon
them, anil upon the places they travelled over and by
Its means in tune, by carefully getting every place we
coul(l trace them to soaked mth this mixture, we quite
gotridof them. We put 2 lb. of soft soap in a large
watering-pot, with some quarts of water, stirred it well
and leit it to settle. We jioured off the thin part of this
luixture upon the ants, and added fresh water instead,
from time to tim<^ till all the soap was dissolved
o. M. p., Sedhiiiji Vark, Jiili/ 2.

Ije>ime BerUtii!,,. B,jdi- Park.—W, is perhaps hardly
fair to judge of this plant at this early period, but
a.ssuredly in Hyde Park it looks dingv enough at
present, and gives no promise of being better. Coleusaud Amaranthus are hnfl, fnr superior to it. A couple
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equal to this .seedling; many „l tlie blooms are'farmore
Drilliaiit and striking. 1 liave had a very curious double
White Gerniiuim, sent me in flower. Not a singleWoom manifested any disiiosition to form seed; those
that have since opened 1 have touched with pollen renresentaH™,,-

"
from various plants, and seed vessels have formed in I S'''S,rtp°Sntin'|

' now three

ilh.similar
ii;d upper

,
,

,, - ,- ; ,• ...s..-ssiiig. Willlhcy
- • "ul.lys /All exprnmred hyhridiMT named to me

1 lial dniil.l,. \ arhsias hybridi.sed into each other would
ii"t throw double flowers, but must have the pollen
11 'in single flowers. I have about 600 from doubles on
iH.th sides, and as yet none have failed to give me full
doubles ot very fair promise. Thomas Ingle, M.D
tihe striped or splashed flowers are very curious By
aU means propagate from the branches which bear
them, and obtain seeds also, if possible.]
Jud./n,.,—! like your remarks on judging. The

great diili, „ n. houever, with judges is that with all
cia.ssisuinriiy t|ii,ls too much to Warp the judgment,
inis \Kis lay dithculty with my coadjutors at the
International. The best thing I have ever seen on
judging IS an e.xcellent article in the Proceedings of
the Ko.val Horticultural Society. Censor.

Internnlional Exhibition and Congress.—I shouldmuch like to see the Congress papers, an abstract of
tile (iiniier and luncheon speeches, aud your own
descrijitiou of the Show, with an abridgment of the
remarks of the general press, all collected and bound
into a handy volume, as a souvenir of the Great Inter-
national of 18GG. F. [A volume of "Proceedings" is
in preparation. Eds.]

Fertilisation of Antirrhiaums.—Ihuveheen amusing
myself watching the operations of humble bees on some
Antirrhinums. They alight on the lower lip, press
down the palate, rapidly thrust their proboscises to the
base of the flower, and while so engaged their hairy

r^ n "*'' ""' ^^^ P""^"^ "Po° tiie stigma. Some of
the pollen they carry away with them. When a bee
comes to a misshapen flower, which is not uncommon
on Antirrhinums, he seems "bothered intirely,"
as the petals are so twisted and increased in number
that he cannot get at the interior of the flower and
perchance if he could, he would not find much, for in
these flowers the nectary is very small. Antirrhinum.

nT^^rS'"?','"'"""
spectabile.—l-a addition to the note by

Mr. iodd (see p. (113) respecting this fine hardy herba-
ceous perennial, I have to state that I have had itpomng m the herbaceous plant collection here for the
last half dozen years without the slightest protection in
winter. It grows strong and healthy, and flowers
freely. I may further add that I have seen it in-
variably grown in peat, but from further observation I
find It to succeed best in a rather damp and sheltered
situation in good free garden soil, amply supplied with
leaf-mould and very old manure. The border here
where it stands is partially shaded and exposed to the
north-east. It has flowered beautifully this season
J. Lothian, Campbeltown, N.B.
•^Li/caste Seppei.—I have a plant of this Lycaste
with 12 spikes, and on one spike there are two flowers
Not having seen a specimen of it in this condition
before, and as branching spikes and double flowers have
given rise to some discussion lately, the mere mention
of the fact may perhaps not be without interest
(('. *«wn. Gardener to J. Jones, Whalley Eanne
Manchester.

.• j ,

Garden RaJres.—" If I might be permitted to blow my
iwii tniiiiiict, I should say that I was by far the best
tool oriiiipement for "earthing up" by hand, but I
should he still better if I was made of steel, and a little
longer iii the teeth. I am, sir, your obedient and
usefuf sei-vant, A iU-inch Garden Hake."
Moles.—l would recommend Mr. Read (see p. G13)

to try my plan of destroying moles. In the first place
hnd out their principal run, which will be from a
liedge or plantation to his garden, aud iu this place the
traps. I find this to be a sure way of catching them.They alvvays use this run about 8 a.m., noon, and about
4 P.M. If he mil stand still on the ground ivhich llicv
visit at the times just named, he will s,,,,,, see Iheiii
burrowing in H;he ground ; he should then dig them
out. It. Haivkms, Seaham.

of which were produced .a few years ae.rhlTMr^HSS??Bradbury. Here, said Mr. Bateman, we h^ave a fundof enjoyment, a.i ladies may now have their Pern set.for lovers of that interesting class of plants or ISweed
as tlJvn'Ll,"'

7»^'='l to entertain soie gal'lant to- justas they now have theu- Fuchsia and Bose sets. A colouredplate of the beautiful Camoensia met with by Dr Wdwitschm Mnea (see p. 540) was next exhibited, and a hope expTesledthat as eSForts were bomg made to obtain it, it iight not bolong before it was introduced into this country. A spike ofGunnera scabra, a hardy herbaceous plant, with leaves muchlarger than those of any Rhubarb, now occupied attention.
Ihis plant, it was said, was somewhat slow of increase but itwas mentioned th.at on account of the size and beauty of its
leaves, it well deserved much roniu c '

'."-"-"

than it has hitherto rer^pivp.) \ -^.

Blooms of the Tulip t

variety of it, called Lir
present in great beaut

ultivation
it may be

-ilnbum. .at

.eudo-

After alliiaiou tu .i fme .n

.

5 rem.arked that in its jm
--„ ^ of towns it would pr^t

-. rival to the Plane. In reference to (ii

said that in liis collection w.as a Promcniea cimua one pseudo
bulb of which had produced two flowers of different coloursone being bright yeUow, the other piu-e white. Ho wasunacquamted with a similar case ; but he recoUected Mr
t-Iowes once showingMm a Miltonia, from opposite sides of apseudobulb of which issued flowers of different sizes In
short. It was difficult to say, he added, where the pranlcs of this

us race of plants might end. Cut speiiuipns ,.f Orchids--shown byW.W.BuUer,Esq.,anditwr.t t, Ii', ( \i Ihe
nextmeetingthatgentleman would piMliii.' • y Wnna
to say in reference to the cultivation .,f \a
glazing. From Mr. Anderson, gr. to T ]ii.'.

; -i ; ,^vBank, Glasgow, came cut flowers of OrcMd.s .uii ..iLi.i.,; iLem
a beautiful variety of Dendrobium in the way of densill^rum,
biculor, or Grifflthii. -With respect to Cattleyas, Mr. Andersonasked where C. Mossi» ended and C. labiabi began. Thatquestion had been answered a year or two ago. C, quadricolor,Wagnen, and Warneri, were well-marked varieties of thesame species, which went beyond Guatemala aU through
the Isthmus of Panama, till in the form of C. labiata
It ended in Brazil. To Pescatorea cerina a Huntleva-Uka
plant with bright yeUow blossoms from Messrs. Veitch
attention was next directed. Of this a woodcut iUus^
tratlon had been given some years ago by Dr. Lindley; butno coloured plate ot it has as yet been published. It hasbeen named in comphment to M. Pescatore, one of the most
enthusiastic lovers of Orchids which the French empire ever
produced, and rivalled only by Consul SchUler among theGermans. In connection with Angrajcum caudatum, % cutspecimen of which was shown to the meeting, Mr. Bateman
remarked that about this time last year he had the honour ofuammg an Angnecum after Capt. Grant, one of the discoverers
of the source of the Nile. He now had to dh-ect attention toanother, named after the distingiushed tr.aveller M. du Chaillu
in commemoration of his discoveries in 'West Africa thecountry of the hideous goriUa. This, it was said formed nounimportant rival to the A. caudatum of Sierra Leone. After the
laat meeting. Professor Owen showc-tnt)- R.l,.,,,-,,, ,i^,.,.f„„«,...last meeting. Professor Ow
bearing umbels of glo\^'in[r --nrn .

.

of it now exhibited still

beauty. This was said t - '

Mr. Bain, the discoverer . ..

fanged Reptiles of Soutli Am ^

and was stated to have been f.,.in

moimtain range about 800 ui i

... „n elevation of 1000 feet ab.
succeeds out of doors in this couni
the protection of a greenhouse. The plant sboxviV was pre-sented to the Society, lor which a vote of thanks was iriven to
Professor Owen.
Mr. Bateman next directed .attention to Siiex juvencus atimber-bormg Beetle, beai-ing some rese,„l Jauee ti and about

aCyrtanthus
IS, and a plant
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Royal HoRTlcoi.TtJBAi,
: July 3 (Scitiitijic iftetino) — ThoWunt Sanson iii the chair. The awards made by the

Floral and Fruit Committees having been announced andseveral candidates elected FeUows, the Rev. M. J. Berkelev

?S?J? w°i ''^? il?"
remarkson the different subjects

™„K , ^i?" '"S^dinK to ="1 Eriogonum shown at the lastmeeting by Mr. Thompson of Ipswich, and to a hardv
traihiig ^lerembergia from Tueuman, with soft lUac flowersresembhng those of N. filicaulis, furnished on the presentoccasion by Messrs. Veitch, attention was directed to Aralypha
tricolor, from the New Hebrides, a Euphorliiarc.us jj'i-

-I, -.pi.

In adilii

notice.

lUty
Tile last. siiid, though at present small, was iu---_-„ .„^ tern. Attention was then directed to thestructure of the leaf of Stenochliena tenuifolia, an Acrosti?chaceous Fem from the Society's garden. In this it was mei -

thThl„ ^^ "^""^ ''5'"= " "^rKin'>l gl^nd. or nerve, neartho base on the upper edge, and that the veins form narrow
costal arcoles, from which parallel forked veins run out to themargin. Concerning yEsculus indica and ^sculus californicaboth handsome Chestnuts, which come into bloom St™ Si

L-e over notes were read from the " Botanical Maga---- which both are figured. They formhardy, moderate-sized trees of considerable beauty: of the last, it was statedthat It IS sumewhiit difti- '**"- ^

then made in rcferenei
hich will 1)0 found iu :,

Mr. Bateman .said : B.
nrks irf X;it

O).

iscrvations on the
; he w.,nM ,li,,

,
I ,11, iitiun to an artificial

I leaves, wh.jle lerus, Seaweeds, Slc, may be
I umt mto chma, a clever invention, for which
I to Mr. Cox, ot the Royal Polytechnic Institu-

:

"
' '; ' Mreet, by whom specimens of the art were

ir' !'"*, , *i°-"'.'''
" Ceramic Potaloeaust Process " as it isaUed tho characteristic outUne and venation of foliage and

nbi^^io o ™j ??? ^-y ™'°"" °^ feathers and other natural

deiSn'Mn^
indelibly burnt m upon the surface of eveiy

description of chma at, it is said, less cost thau that of the
r„ri<,S";'°,?^'P='*'^'^'' ^^'' intruthfuhiess and beauty therepresentations are faultless. This process resembles that

on paper, magnificent illustrations

-__ „...._„ „,^^ ,»., s. gigas, of which the accompanying ia an
ilIU8tr,ation, reproduced from a former volume (1850, p 617).An example of the manner in which this insect bores' into
wuod was furnished in the shape of a piece of dead Larch
tree foiled by O. C. Antrobus, Esq., Eaton HaU, Cheshire.
It IS woU known, said Mr. Bateman, that .all races of trees
have their peculiar insect pests. We aU know how destructive
Scolytus destructor is to Elms, and how about this time of
the year the Hylurgiis piniperda l.-i. ii|i lb. .mtroof the
young shoots of Piue trees, causin ',

, , ,,If on the
occurrence of the first gale of « . , |:

,
is confine

their depredations to live trees: l.i, -n. i unis is even
more to bo dreaded. Curtis many ,e.u,, ..m. .,i,,ie,l that tho
bincei appear to be most destructive to dead trees aud timber
which is not surpri.sing when it is stated that the eggs are
deposited by hundreds, and thcat the niagpotswhen full "rown
areabiiiit. u in.^v. <<> 1 ,+ i. y ;..,- ; i ;, _ "-3 about U i

during .In:.

Suffolk, n ,

,

Mr. CiHli i.

Fir pl.-.nl ,11,,

M^.'th.

the
10 the I'lr trees die to a great extent. Tho summer of
1825 and 1826 was peculiarly destructive to them from is
intense heat and drought, aud I am certain that I never saw
any trace of a Sircx except on dead trees. TTio smell of the
turpentine would fully account for this, and the only snotwhore we could detect the Su-ex in a standing plantation ofshorter trees was on some dead stumps th,at had evidentlv
been overgrown. Prom this it appears that the mischief
arises from aUowmg dead trees to remain standing or Ivino-
about

;
and timber ought to be well examined before 'it ilemployed in buildmg, "for," said Mr. Curtis, •• I understand

that considerable numbers uf the males have been takenaymg .about the t 1 1 .. I Muistcr, no doubt seeking thefemales,whiohwe
,

:
I

.
e timbers that supported theroof and which «

.
.

,
. ; , , .. greatly weakened by thecontinued operatin,, ,,i n.. ,,,,;,. „>, ^^.y as rendered rno^
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combustible by the nmltitudc of passages and thr .i^mtiiv ..i

dust wliich they create." Singularly cikhu i i
1

Batemau, Mr. Curtis' prediction as to ni-e w;i-

for in 1829, very shortly after the above \v,i- - i

'<

Uiiisterwaa the scene of couflagnitini. M i

,
i

only become acquainted with this Si 1

1

,

i i
i

year, and he said it was marvellous til I i j .
'

for nearly a quarter of a centiUT its lviI : >
i

:
i n.

,

i >

proclaimed. Mr. A. Murray, if was H:ud, iia-i liuaid iliiii a
hud made its appearance with Sir. aiiumsou, u£ Banchory

Hnii.se, Aberdeenshire. Mr. Buller said he had seen this

Sii-ex for years in Devonshire, where it seemed to confine its

operations to wood either wholly dead or decaying. Palings

and Lai-ch posts were attacked by it: but he had not seen it

on hve trees. Mr. Bateman stated that it appeared only to

make its appearance after very hot summers, and that when
detected every possible means should be used to extu^ate it.

Julv -i (Floral Commiitct).~-A. qoecimen of Lihvim auratum,

remarkable for the close maimer in which the blooms were set

on the head of a fine spike, was shown by Mr. Brewer, gr. to

— TeiTy, Esq., Fidham. Prom Messrs. Osbom came six well-

grown and finely-flowered Cape Heaths, c .i
^ !

i i 1
1 ,

^ f

Savileana, ventricosa, Bothwelliana, tricolor n
i

i i (

Holfordii, Parmentieri rosea, and Aitoni turgid;i \'
i

also contributed one or two Heaths. Mr. Wm. J luI lunn I-m

a variegated-leaved variety of Hibiscus syriiicu^, -m-i v.ui-^ua

fine scarlet Pelargoniums, among which Nimrod, a peciOiar

orange scarlet, each head forming quite a bouquet in itself, was
distinguished by a Pirst-class Certificate. From Messrs.

Veitch came, in addition to the plants mentioned above, a
siugiUar-looking Bomean Pitcher-plant ; also the fine Nepenthes

lanata- Lomaria dura, with ehining rich green coriaceous

leaves : L. zamiffifolia ; the New C^edonian L. ciliata and

L. Beilii, both fine kinds, the latter a variety of L.

gibba; the Bomean Davallia alpina, and D. pai-vula,

the last peculiarly handsome on account of its close

compact growth and small charmingly divided leaves ; a

vciy fine specimen of BUndfordia nobilis, with some dozen or

more spikes of orange blossoms issuing from its among its

rush-like leaves ; Alocasia gigantea, a fine kind ; a BoUvian
Sphajrogyne, with handsome foliage ; and cut specimens uf the

beautifid Dipladeuia amabilis, with flowers of larger size, and
far rit:hLr in culour than those of D. crassinoda ; while the

f.ili;ij,'L- ;iii'l iii.'ile of growth partakes somewhat of the cbarac-

tur < 'i th. .su uf 1 1. splendens. To this, as well as to many of the

])l[ints jiKst iiimicd, Pirst-class Certificates were awarded. Of

I iiplii.aeuia auiabilis, the pkmt just alluded to, a maginficently-

Jlnworijil specimen came from Messrs. Backhouse, of York, and
when ween in the condition in which this was shown few
plants indeed are handsomer, its numerous round, bright,

rich rosy crimson blossoms, rendering it the subject of general

admiration. The same exhibitors had also a good plant of

La;Iia purpui-ata. a variety with the petals striped.

From Messrs. Stuart & Mein came a Statice, in the way of

H<ilfordi, but apparently dwarfer. Mr. Watson, of St. Albans,

icceived a First-cUiss Certificate for Pelargoniums Mrs.

Dix, scarlet, and iliss Watson, rosy sabnon, both belong-

ing to the golden three-coloured-leflved section. From
Messrs. E. G. Henderson came the pretty Orchis

inaeuLit;! Kuperba, Allamanda Schottii Hendersoni, a Caladium
ii;uiKil X;ipMlcnn III., with handsome leaves prettily

li;invd anil .^iiliusbed with red ; and several varicgated-

kavcd IV-lait^iimmns, among which Lucy Grieve and Lady
Cullum were conspicuous. From Mr. Killer. Dnlwii:!]. came

one or two Zonal Pelargoniume. Mi. Uui. hm hi
i i ni il

of wild plants found about Hamp^^tr , \ ; '

Maiantheinum bifolium, in Aowlt ;
I' , :

Hvdi le vulga-is m bloom J'.u i i ' li>i il, -m.
Cii an hru ee ugn t plants. IVoui tbe Gank-u
f the So V me fine bu h ther little tree, of the white-

o iidlhdd d n nkiu u or lucidum, the handsome
.Odui.toglnssuniLindloy-

,U h t hi h th Lit .laik zone. This was

: Ued Km^ of Noseg ys

I <^ (F t t )—T a fine-looking' Strawbeny

Seedling sent y Mr O dham of Wrexhain,
,

,

kind, on bemg tasted proved too acid to nun
tion. Sir Watkin, a conical dark fruit, a en- •;!

Han-y and Black Prince, was also shovm. but it -ihi j,..-. i,,- i

with commendation. From the Snrii t\'.- CuiIlu ^- iuic

Vicomt^sse H^ricart de Thnry, a variLty iliii -l.-uM !.<. la ttii

known than it is, for it is extivuiLly 1; u-iy. i^ . i ;.'.<.

1

flavour, and as a cropper is siuiJasscd by nuue nuv, in

cultivation. Of La Constante, fruit uf which was shown,

favourable reports have already been given in our columns.

It is well suited for edgings, as it produces few or no rumiers.

Among others were Sir Charles Napier and Reeves' Eclipse.

The last was stated to be more valuable fur forcing than for

out-door cultivation. Indoors it has a rich Pino flavour; but

in the open air it is not so good. From Mr. Keelcr, Dnlwich,

came British Queen. Some Peaches sliown were ballotted for

among the ladies present.

BOTAL Botanic : July 3 (Third Great SAojp).—This, the last

great exhibition of the season held under tho auspices of this

Society, took place on Wednesday last, and as far a.s fine

plants and excellent fruit were concerned, it was perfectly

successful, Pinc-appIes and Black Grapes especially being

wnnderfnUy fine ; but the weather was imfavourablc, heavy
^ll,,u, (- f ilniu it intervals during the whole of the morning.

A I ,i 1 lit, as it always does in Jidy, the principal

I, , ,i-]tlay, we will take that first.

I ,.::,. .-I >i these there were several. That to which

tho rvMciciy s Gold Medal was awarded oaine fr..ni :Mr.

Ujiwbone, gi". tu C. M. Campbell, Esq., Ashbonn^-, li.ii.vsliiro.

It contained finely coloured Black Hamburgh "iiMp - thi.t'

hunches of which weighed together 74 lb. : Gi.li. n 11nniiu -h

Grapes imripe, but nearly of equal wi i.iit
,

.i t^m lh

Pine-apple weighing 4i lb., Trentli;UM II ni M .'n Hnyd
George Peaches, and Elruge Ne<.l l; I. - ^^^c-i

ling Strawberries. A collection t: 'li I' ::. ii, ;^r.

to R. Benyon. Esq., Englefield jliu-. I;, i ln^^'. stnud

next in point of merit. It contauicd a Queen Pineapple,

Golden and Black Hamburgh Grapes, Gross Mignonne Peaches,

Elnige Nectarines, President Strawberries, Brown Tuikey

Figs, Golden Perfection Melon, and Baumann's Early May
Duke Chen-ic*. Mr. Turiii.i, K..^.;l Xiu-.ry. Slmi^'h. from
whom al^M rum. :i rnllri-lv !

.
,

' [ i
',•;..,: I 'i I ,r , ,] iplc. Black

Hambnri,'l], .lihI l^ucklai,.! >...:... r '.: >| -. t lir t.,,-,t unnpe

;

Violettellaiiv-o iVitrh.'s. i:iiu. . ,N-i Nil,. .. l-i. [iiicr .Melon, and
the new .s^'udliiiK .strawhi,! i j >...ul^,i In. liu/u-, uf which a

favourable report is given above. From Sir. MiUer,
^
gr.

to Lord Craven, Combe Abbey, came a nice collection,

ii, v\l,i h i> >ix handsome finely-ripened Queen Pine-'

i,: Muscat Gi-apes, but imripe ; beautiful Black
1^ <] ^. two Melons, Peaches, Nectarines, and'

M ~ 1 Tmnbiai. gr. to the Duke uf Marlborough,
,. i;: , I

. I. I.
1 .iiii-!n..l .1 i^n>i 1, rill- .i|>iil.j. four dishes of

I ,, |, - 1
,

. ii-ii..- "I ^t !.>!-. ri H. -, I'l .1 ii. , XcctaiTnea, May
. I., ,| 1 i;]_ ', I

I
.

I
1, -

I 1 »l I s.i^rc, gr. to Earl
i ,i v> iii- A ..t \-ni I'ijL, '...111'. ,1 I'lii' i|>i'l'-', good Black

'

llaiiibtiiyii Oi-,tpe^, IVa^lie.-., ^^^tiuiJic.-, .Melons, Cherries,

.StrawbeiTies, and Figs.

Awards.—!, Mr. Rawbone ; 2, Mr. Robinson ; .3, Mr. Turner ;

4, Mr. Miller ; 5, Mr. Tm*nbull ; 6, Mr. Sage.

Pinf-appl€S.—'Yh.Q3Q were not only numerous, but as a whole
indicated a considerable improvement in point of weight on

fruits of the same kind shown at previous exhibitions. The
best four fmits came from Mr. Haunan, gr. to C. Crawahay,

Esq., Cyfarthfa Castle, Merthyr Tydvil, who had two Provi-

dences, weighing respectively 8 lb. and 9 lb. ; and two Black

Jamaicas, 2 lb. 12 oz., and 3 lb. Mr. Young, gr. to C. Bailey,

Esq., Aberaman, hadtwo Providences, the heaviest of which

was 7 lb. 6 oz., and two well-ripened Queens, 4 lb. 6oz.

and 4 lb. 2 oz. Mr. Miles, gr. to Lord Carrington, Wycombe
Abbey, had two Smooth-leaved Cayemies, one of which was
^ lb. 10 oz. ; a Prickly Cayenne, 4 lb. 6 oz., and an Enville,

4^ lb. The best Pi-ovidence, a fine fruit weighing lOlb., but a

little misshapen, came from Mr. Hann:in. Mr. Young had

another, handsomer in form, but more than a pound less in

weight, while a trifle lighter still were fruits from Mr. Elstone,

gr. to S Lawrence, Esq.. Putney Park; Mr, Deville, Ash-

bourne ; Mr. Biulev, en- t- T T. I irake, Esq., Shardeloes ; Mr.

Speed, gr. to Sir K \\ " • '^ Hury Hill, Mansfield; and
Mr. Gill, gr. to Mr i: .lii Lambeth. A wonder-

fully fine Queen, ^v- i _ i - i lian "7 lb. 6 oz., was exhi-

bited by Mr. Ward, -i t i n
. m i

!
I'.r, Esq., Bishop's Storiford.

This nearly equals the faniuus French Queen from Meudon,

which in 1846 weighed Sib., and which is one of the heaviest

Queens yet on record. Mr. Ward had also 12 Queens, all beau-

tiful fruits, the united weights of which weic 631b. Mr. Birse,

gr. to J. Lermitte, Esq., Finchley. li 1 <
(inn ui Imu

5lb.4oz.Mr.Holliday,gr.toH.Walmsl. i

i

\ : :. I :

'
i

a well-ripened Queen ; as did also Mi i' i
i'

:

Dorking; Mr. Kemp, gi'. to Earl Pen > . .n i
i

'
i

i
.

R. H. Page, Esq., Beckenham. Of uthe;i ^.m-
i

M i

gr. to H. Walker, Esq., Calderston, had .. i i

,

I

Black Jamaica; Mr. Kemp, a Black Anti i i
\ii

Gardiner, gr. toE. Shirley. E.'»q-, Eatingt^n, .t li i i,

Aw'-tr<}^.~\ Fruits: 1. Mr. M;n»T»:ni: '.', Mr. ^..

Mr. MilesandMr. V..ull^^L-r. t-W II. ^Ln- I ,, i'l ...i

1, .Mr. [lunu.Lii : L', Mr. Y...,;i .
.

> 1
:

.

'
.

I

,
,

W
.

EMuUe. gr..eii: I. Mr. W .•
,

'I i: .
M: . .

Auy.'iurt: 1. withhold ; i', Mr, Mmt !i
. . Mi (;>i..ii,.r

Graces.—Of these there were some iun bunches, exclusive of

those .shown in baskets, of which there were nine. In the

Class of three dishes the Black Grapes from Mr. Meredith, of

Garston, near Liverpool, stood out in bold relief fi-oin all

others withwhichthey wereas6ociated,beingnotonlylam. i i h

in bxmch and beny, but wonderfully well coloured and i i

with a beautiful bloom; they consisted of Black Haui'

Black Prince, and Treutham Black. From Mr. <^'

Finchley, came Buckland Sweetwater, nicely ripened ; .»i u~. it

of Alexandria, unrip.' ; md inaek Hamburgh. Mr. Horu i.

gr toG H. TumbuU. Lsq.. i;M,,kerv. Down, Kent, contnl.ui. i

mack namburgh. IJlu-k I'ni;- . . and very sniaU bunrh.-> ,-i

\1;,-.- 1! rj-^'iii Ml .T.iu.-I' -:,-'.' \ ^l'--'' F--|..ChadwellUe,ati.
I Mill I! .11 ^I-i-.-.i' I'. ' M'' ' ' V' K.'iudria, and BLack

ii . ,. 1, tl . I i-t -..III-'.''' I'l I'li.'ur. FrLim Mr.

> ,
, 1 , -,,. i;.ui 1

1"'.'
.

N'.i'i-' I'' '.'.I. irk Prince, Bnck-

ili-. M. Henderson, - ' k. aiunont, Bart., CV.K .

:
.u

furnished good i:i n White Muscadin. ,

Champion Hanibm .
;, amber-coloured bin ;

large as Plums. Fr-;i: Mr Tnriii.nl!, gr. to the Duke nf M nl

liurough, camo good r.lnck I'riiuc. Muscat of Alexandria.

luiripc and Black Hanibiu-gh. In tlie class of baskets of

I ; rapes the best came from Mr. Meredith, who had very finely-

r..lninvd and weU-gi'.'wn Black Harnburj^h. Frwm Mr. M.

came good examples of Royal Geoivi .1,1 V, i] m ! r. m k. s,

the last large and well coloured. Mr, M
"

! : f

Craven, CombeAbbey,fumishedfine!\ i\; ii

Nectarines, and also handsome VioleJ I ii .1' In
Mr. AUen, gr. to Cnpkiiii i;ir- - \ViM r :.

, h 'I ..,,1;,,.

came Brugnon aiil si* \. . ! m W' i
.

.

. h ;
,

T. Allcock, Esq., kp ..i.: I.
:

' 'i' " .-!- k .1

George Peaches, li-i,. .M i .
il.. i

; ..
.

. i :. i ,i.
;
! 'n ,

.

field, came Ehuge^eeUuil.... .ai.i Ik.^ ..M..o..j„._ kLMchL-., .aid

the same varieties were also fm-nished by Mr. Sage, gr, tu Fail
Brownlow. In the class of four dishes the best came from
Mr. .iUlen. gr. to Captain Glegg, whose fiaiit consisted of Belle-

^a\\\q and Noblesse Peaches, and Brugnon and Scarlet
Si .1111 M ' , .\kist.ers stood next in point of merit with
. , ! ' I _ c and Vit)lcttc Hative Nectarines, and Royal
I :

'

(
:

I V Grosse Mignonne Peaches. From Messrs.
.
' I

'
! 1

1
K 1 1 ) _ I 1 1 , came Vermash and Elruge Nectarines, and

iiuyal (.Tcorge and Noblesse Peaches. Equally good Royal
George and Bellegarde Peaches, and Elruge and Downtou
Nectarines, also came from Mr. Tunibull, gr. to the Duke of
Marlborough. Mr. Young, gr. to W. H. Stone, Esq., likewise
showed in this class.

Awards,—4 dishes : 1, Mr. Allen ; 2, Mr. Masters ; 3, Mr.
Young ; equal 4, Mr. TumbuU and Messrs. Jackson. 2 dishes:
1, Mr. Sawkina ; equal 2, Mr, Miller and Mr. Horwood ; equal
3, Mr. Allen and Mr. Beech ; 4, Mr. M;isters.

Melons.—These were tolerably numerous. In the green-
fleshed class the best were Combe Abbey Hybrid, from Mr,
Miller, gr. to Lord Ci'aven ; a Hybrid Cashmere from Mr. Weir,
gr. to Mrs. Hodgson, Hampstead ; Golden Perfection from
Mr. Ross, gr. to Col. EjTe, Welford Park ; and Conqueror of
Europe, from Mr. Record, gr. to Col. Loyd, Hawkhurst.
Among Scarlet-fleshed soits the best were Windsor PriEe
Improved from Mr. Weir, and Scarlet Gem from Mr. Beasley,
Twyford Abbey, aii 1 n in 5Tr, ("Goldsmith, gr. to Sir W.
Farquhar, Bart., Pi 1 k : ; ...

Airards.—Green i' .
; My, Miller and Mr. Weir;

equal 2, Mr. Ros.-) M' k il. Scarlet-fleshed: 1, Mr,
Wr-ir: rqual2, Mr. G.-KiMniki .i Mr H.-p.^h.

''<;-ies.—The best i-m' i
i furnished by Mr.

^\ I I .>.-iiu, gr. to J. H. Ik; I i:i. l. mauHWurth, who
.i kmpress Eiig(?nic. >, '

! ! n li' i-, I'ri.'Fident, and

burghs, both tis regards ci'li '111 .i. '
' < '-k ,

Meredith. Mr. Clements, k, * i i
,

i
: i i

specimens of thesame varict}". ^ .
ill i

--.m'^ from Mr. Squil-es, -^n-, |.. Ik I .i.H..a I
,

!(,.
W. -iMiirv; Mr. Osbome,J\Ir. r..plc, and Mr. >| i ih i

I
In.

. m'.ia the last-named exhibitor especialk .
i

i

. I. .ai coloured. Mr. M. Henderson al*- ,
i-

.
k

ll..ui''iu\di, as didlikewisc Mr. Wallits, gi", tn .i ki :- I ,..

.VstloPark, Congleton, and M ' k .v. ;...ii. . l,i tl,. . 1 i
-..! kk. k

lYince Grapes, beautiful ex 1 T
i : ' Mr, kirnKiU,

^. to the Duke of Mail'-- .
;

. -iiMnM
:

.nl imc

bunches of the same variety- ti-m .\|r ^ i_. , -r. t^ k.ul ik^we.

Air. O. ildsmith, gr. to Sir \Y. harquhar. liart., Dulknig, ai.>u

'^li .-.vni Black Prince, as did likewise Mi-. Allen, gr. to E. J.

HmpwohI. Esq., Manchester, whose centre bimch was at least

itsitH-hesin length, but the other twn were much smaller,

and they were altogether som'^wbat d>-P'-t'^nt in n..l,»nr. From
this class we missed the u?it.ikv fm , ..itriLnti..,.- .t >fr. Hill,

gr. to R. Sneyd, Esq., Kc i. h h - ,i' v and Mr.

Meads, gi-. to R. Currie, L
,

^ki M i .iiiknrough,

neither of whom showed on tin n - im. t, i i.in \ir, Allport,

gr. to H. Akroyd, Esq., Doddingtun Hall, Nantmch, came
most beautiful bunches of West's St. Peter's, in the ciUtivation

of which he is always most successful. Mnscata, with the

exception of thl'ce bimches from Mr. Turner. <.f Sk.ngh, were

green and imripe. Mr. Turner's werr, k...^ ., ^ 'il! tl, .i , ..nld

be desired, possessing as they did 1
1 i

1
1

'
1

1

colour in which the beauty of this <
,

i it i
:

i

consists. To these was deservedly : " i

The next three bunchesiu p'"''''^ ^ "'
'

^' ''
'

gr. to F. Edwards, Esq., Pi k i ^

i \i
'

also had three good bimcbc- ' '
' ^ u

;

Grapes we noticed three bnii 'i
,
M Ml

weighing together Sib. 3oz., f:^!.- M:. !;-<- 'li.c,' -''"'' "j '.

Hawkhm-st, Kent; fine bunches uf iJuckland Sweetwater, but

unripe, from Mr. Lynn, gr. to Lord Boston, Hedsor; White

Muscadine from Mr. M. Henderson ; Grizzly Frontignan from

Mr. Beasley, Twyford Abbey, Acton ; and Golden Hamburgh
from Mr. Hyde, gr. to C. Bowles, Esq., Waltham Cros.s. The
];ist, though of good size, were not ripe. A siiigle bimch of

Black Hamburgh came from Mr. ileredith, weighing no less

than V lb. 5 oz. It was perfectly coloured, and in all respects

wnithv r.f Mr. Meredith's high reputation as a Grape grower.

..j,,,;,.,/,s_3 dishes: I, Mr. Meredith; 2, withheld; equal .3,

Air, ostiorae, Mr. Sage, and Mr. Horwood. 12 lb.: 1, Mr.

Akreiith; 2, Mr. Tansley : equal 3, Mr. Henderson, Mr.

Hannan. Mr. Pople, and Mr. Osborne. Single dish : equal 1,

Mr. Meredith and Mr. Clements ; 2, Mr. Squires ; equal 3,

Mr. Pople and Mr. Osborne ; 4, Mr. Speed. Black Prince :

1, Mr. Tnmbnll ; 2, Mr. Sage ; 3, Mr. Goldsmith. Muscats

:

1, Mr. Tnni.r; -k Mr Pizzie; 3, Mr. Clements. Any dish:

l^Mr. I^'i'i ' Ak I .Tin: 3, Mr. Henderson.

Pea,-h< —Considerably the best fruit shown
under tki.^ i, , 1 .! hcs of Roy^ Charlotte and Tiolette

native Iki-k-^ k I ^Ir. Sawklns, gi-. to A. Smith, Esq.,

Bramfield, Herts ; these were large and fine, and esti'Cnicly

well ripened. From Mi*. Horwood, gr. to G. Tumbull, Esq.,

fjt.—4 dishes; 1, Mr. Widdowsou; 2, Mr. Turner: 3,

Mr. Mclndoe ; 4, Mr. Lydiard.

/'/,',„.*,—These were confined to two dishes. One from Mr.
>k iiMi ]i-i-i'.il of a French variety, named Dc Galopine.

1 1
tl .7. J. Blandy, Esq., Rearling. had Victoria.

/ \ I
, I L fruit of the Brown Turkey came from Mr,

M' , : k.ri Carrington. The s.ame v.aricty was also
, ^% I

I .y Mr. Kubinson ; and Mr. Blake, gr. to E. Green, Esq.,
W.ir . Iiad Boyosotto Blanche.

f .'.,/,>«.—Black Circassian, lar^e .and fine, came from Mr.
Turner, Slough. Mr, Hill. pr. tt. R. HanbuiT, Rpq., The Poles,

llertfurdahire, had l^IaH: Tirtarini \i !- "hit-' vai-i.-ti-j,

the best were divk' - "i' i;i -
1 ..i n ..i . \'

> \\ ,.,].... -...<
i

Mr. Tumei-, of SlMt;_.i. M- ii..;. i
i' .ii, i '..t

also ranie a colleeli i

, , :
!

I '
> i,

Mav Duke. Black T.nk. km, llt,.ii, k.i^.i , ii.l \\.,.l.k,s

I .il: lUaek.
'

' iianeous Fimit.~A dish of Raspberries camo fi'om Mr.
i.iiii, Drayton House, Ealing. Mr. Ross, Welford Park,

1, , i t',\o cUshes of French Cr.ab Apple of hist year's growth,
still perfectly sound and good ; also a dish of Warrington
Gooseberry, small, but good. Grosse Jlignonnc Peaches camp
from Mr. Osbom, and Elruge and Violetto Hative Nectarines

fioin Mr. M. Ilenderson. Mr. Frasor, Lea Bridge, had well-

ri,.].]" .1 f'-Mit Irccs in pots.
'. 'I'house Plants.— Collections of these were

I
. n^iderable numbers, and in good condition

:. I ,. -iii_ ill -eason. Foremost among the different plants

-I ..liivh ihn consisted was a noble specimen of Willow-
leaved Ixora from Mr. Peed, gi-. to Mrs. Tredwell, of Norwood.
This was litei-ally covered with lich orange-salmon blossoms,

in compact heads, each of which measiu'ed between 7 and
S inches across. The same exhibitor had also good examples
>i Allamanda grandiflora, Dracophyllum gr.acile, imd others.

Kalosanthes coccinea, from Mr. Rhodes, of Sydenham, was
another plant remark.able for fine growth and beauty

;

it formed a ball some 3 feet in diameter, literally

covered with rich crimson scarlet bh-s^-.m- '•( Ilio

old-fashioned Phcenocoma proliferum, and ii i i 11
Bamesii, we noticed well-lioomed examples i' .i;

i
:

.1-

lections. Pleroma elegans, another autumu-M>ijii:i. |. ,ui ,,f

groat beauty, was also shown in toler.ibly yo... I ei-iniiu.-u, as

was likewise the pretty Clerodendron Thoni-^tmar. Among
Statices we noticed macrophylla .and pix>fU8a finely in bloom ;

and from Mr. Parker, of Tooting, camo a new kind named
floribimda, which promises to be a valunhle addiiiun to tliia

useful race of plants. Bignonia „n it in' i i, it uhieh we
noticed an example, when grown in

i

; . i il I'lnuined,

as this was, forms a good associal' ; \ i ;s liipla-

denias, Bougainvillea glabra, Stepb an. >ii~ l;li' n. Ii.'--perinum

jasminoides, and plants of that descripti>ju. Uf Krythrina

crista galli, a plant now seldom seen at exhibitions, wo
observed a well-flowered specimen from Mr. Williams.

Awards.—iO : 1, Mr. Peed : 2, Mr. Wheeler. 8 : 1, Mr.

Rhodes ; 2, Mr. Wiliams ; 3, Mr. Baxendine ; 4, Mr. Glcndin-

iiing. 8: Amateurs: 1, Mr. Kailo; 2, Mr. G. Wheeler. 6: 1,

.Mr. Ward, 2, Mr. Ingram; 3, Mr. Wilkie : 4, Mr. Kemp.

F-nif-foliantd Sfo-.-p t'.id Gn'-ohnm,' Pl.nit^.—Amoni^ the?!e we

Yucciis, and plants of that de^cui .

i

.
,

.
^,

Variegated New Zealand Flax, a n ., i m .-,,

Sphaerogyne latifolia, Pandanus eU^;.!' i ii i. i
.i ii

crinipes, with singuhir-Iooking mo?^>,i ! it -'. I' -

,
' il.Mmnis,

and Tree Ferns.
^ifar(/s.— 10: 1, Mr. Williams; 2, Messrs. Glendiiming ; 3,

Mr. Burley. 10 (Amateurs) : 1, Mr. Taylor ; 2, Mr. Gill ; 3,

Mr. Young. C : 1, Mr. Taylor ; 2, Mr. Barnard.

Fti-iis.—These filled up shady recesses with excellent effect.

The exotic species were large and handsome ; and .among

hardy kinds were some extremely pretty varieties from

Messrs. Ivery, of Dorking. Most of them have, however, been

aheady noticed in our columns.
Atcards.—V2: 1, Mr. WUliams. 12 (Amateurs): 1, Mr.

Taylor ; 2, Mr. Barnard ; 3, Mi-. Young.

Orc^izds.—These were neither numerous nor, with one or

two exceptions, very remarkable either for fine growth or

beauty. The exceptions were TrichopUia crispa, loaded with

rosy red flowers, from Mr. Bullen, gr. to A. Tui*ner, Esq.,

Leicester, who had also some good Aerides, Ijidy's Slippers,

the beautiful Cattleya superba, and Saccohibium iOuinei

majus, the last with five fine spikes of bloom. Frmn Mr.
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Williams, of HoUoway, Cfwne some extremely well-managed I

plants, ;aid i" other collections we noticed the larger variety

of Epidoiidrniii vitellinnm, Odnntoglnqsiini cordatnm nnd
biiStihl'f'nM th.. I wt. u-ith ^iv l.rnivl.in' tluwrr-spik-Ls : V^ihIl

|

Aicardft.—lO : 1, Mr. Bullen ; 2. withheld; S, Mr. Reed:
6: 1, Mr. Williams ; 2, Mr. Parker ; 3, Mr. Rhodes. 8: 1, Mr.

ffigffins ; 2, Mr. Cooper ; 3, Mr. IliU ; 4, Mr. J. Wheeler

;

Mr. Willcocki

C^pe //.(((fis.—These
and formed by no mea

ere for the most part finely in flowcv,

J the most nuattractivo featm-e of the

^ ,^
ere the beautiful Parmentieri rosea.

gavikMii.i. ] .'l ! '.'.IMi ^\lih n. itiv round rosy red blossoms;

(iiffcrL-Hi
I

r I'i ' i! ventricosa, Turnbullii and
.Aitoni !H i I ilnwered varieties; metulas-

flora I'l' I I lij ! ii|
!

I II lj white : obbata, a fine well-

known kial
,

jun.ui iiii.i I, ^Li-'snnl major, Fairrieana,

jSftSM'.iiiiiii.i. .1 ^."'U white kiiil, LxiiJiia, rlcpressa, ampullacea
majiiv, ail. I iHibiUs, the last a re.Uli^h liutT-riowered sort.

^,^„,^^.— s : I. Messr.';. J;ii.ksnii ; 2, -Mr. Rhodes; 3, Me-ssrs.

p. ft. A. Smith. 8 (Amateurs): 1, y\v. Peed; 2, Mr. Ward;
oqual '.i, Mr. Ingram and Mr. Wheeler.

piir'iiiiaii.—Home of the collections of these were extremely
well-grown and flowered. Among dark varieties we noticed

guod examples of Sir Colin Campbell, Lord of the Isles, and
Sensation ; among light sorts were Wiltshire Lass, Minnie
Banks, Reine Blanche, and Schiller; and among kinds with

Madame Comelissen and

-ston : 3, Mr. Filee.

1 1 1 issed from among
i by Mr. Bailey,
n exliibited on this

.
,

:,.,., 1,1- -. ..( / . 1 I, . ;:;i-|i'.si,i:ii,l, Helen, II. . t

\ ,
\:, . ..! n, -.t came from Mr. Wn,

V. ::, .
i. .

'.^;
I Sir Robert Peel aii'l i'-'

\Iiiii,i ,-, -.-III. t, \i.'3' Mill:, wliite ; Princesse anii !:<_ M-

!\I.,zaia, srilmun ; and Iiii,'ht,'ate Rival, salmony scarlet, all

dwarf woll-nianagcd varieties.

Awards.—9: 1, Mr. Fraaer. 8 (amateurs): 1, Mr. Nye; 2,

Mr. Ward; 3, Mr. Wiggins. 6 (Fancies): 1, Mr. Fraser.

C (Scarlets): 1, Mr. Windsor; 2, Mr. Catlin; 3, Mr. Hawes ;

4. Mr. Logan. Varieties of 18C;J-1 : 1, Mr. Praser; 2, Mr.
Wiggins.

" "" .f thos.

white corollas,

Conspicua.
Aican/^.—G: 1
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sacceed with these hives, but novices will not; in

many cases neither will, that is when they receive

these hives without full information as regards their

practical working. This is very often the case, these

hives being made and sent out by parties who are not

themselves bee-masters ; they only know that there

are such things as bees, and are therefore unable to

give instructions. On the other hand, where judicious

information is siven, they are then hives of easy

mauaiiemcnt. From what I have practically proved,

and now ,-l.!:.<l i, -|,.
.
ihm them, Mr. S. B. Fox may

still safth in: iliem a-s cheap, simple, and

efficient.
' '•.'

1
>,

, .rtaiuly correct when he says

there is iii.niiiii ( ..miilicated or difficult in their

management ; still, if it were necessary, I could point

to many blunders that have been made both by the

practical apiarian and the novice, which were ludicrous

and amusing, but as my object is to inform rather

than criticise, I will pass on. It is true that it is some-

times not an easy task to raise a hive for the purpose

of nadiring, though, when heavy, a pleasant one.

I regret that I have deprecated the mode of supering

advocated by Mr. Fox, as I have myself been successful

in a similar way ; but we must abide by what is most

adapted for the thorough working of the Stewarton

hive. It is quite a different thing to raise the super

already on, and interpose a shallow eke, from inserting

a second full-sized super. It is quite customary with

us to add a second super on the top of the one already

partly filled ; in that case we draw all the slides of the

first super.

But Mr. FoK must be supposed to be quite at sea,

when he considers the greater portion of the 100 lb. to

be second or even third-class honeycomb. Our supers

are only classed A 1, when we obtain them free from
drone-celled comb and brood of all kinds, and having a

fine finish below, and which I am afraid will not be

the case unless nadirs are used, as when the bees are

thwarted in building drone combs below, they inevitably

construct them in the super. I am also certain, where
nadirs are used, the harvest is much greater ; by their

addition more room is afforded for storing honey when
abundant, and the quality of the super is also greatly

improved. It is certainly better to have a few

drone combs in the nadir than in the super,

and better far to have them there than in the stock

hive. I commonly use nadirs with frame hives to

ureal advantage, because where supers only are used.

with its altitude, and on a bright day at Kew the

increase and diminution of effect from the time of the

sun's rising to its setting forms a nearly regular curve.

At Para, however, the chemical effects have been found

to vary very suddenly in the middle of the day. The
experiments made near the equator have contradicted

tile received opinion that the chemical power of the

sun's rays is less there than in northern latitudes.

Public Opinion,
Mangoes.—The Mango tree grows luxuriantly above

Lupata, and furnishes a grateful shade. Its delicious

fruit is superior to that on the coast. For weeks the

natives who have charge of the Mangoes live entirely

on the fruit, and, as some trees bear in November and
some in March, while the main crop comes between,

fruit in abundance may easily be obtained during four

months of the year ; but no native can be induced to

plant a Mango. A wide-spread superstition has become
riveted in the native mind, that if any one plants this

tree he wiU soon die. The Makololo, like other

natives, were very fond of the fruit, but when
told to take up some Mango stones on their return,

and plant them in their own country—they, too,

having become deeply imbued with the belief that

it was a suicidal act to do so—repUed, " they did not

wish to die too soon." There is also a superstition

even among the native Portuguese of Tette that if a

man plants Coffee he will never afterwards he happy

;

they drink it, however, and seem the happier for it.

Livingstone's Zambesi and its Tributaries.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

It need scarcely be repeated that a garden can afford

but little enjoyment unless good cultivation and cleanli-

ness form its chief characteristics. Eoses covered with

aphides, Cabbasies spoiled by caterpillars. Gooseberry

bushes stripped of their foUage by similar means, are

matters of but too common occurrence. AVhat possible

enjoyment, then, can be derived from such gardening?

To reap pleasure, and profit likewise, such things niust

not be permitted to exist; ordinary attention, combined
mth a little perseverance, will soon overcome the

ravages of sudi pests. The first evidence of the

presence of our foes ought to put us on the alert, and
perhaps there is no more effectual or better remedj- than

„ „-, . .,. •, hand-picking. In a few hours, in the early stage of the
the bees are in most ca.ses sure to swarm, wnich is a

] g^jj ^y careful picking, one person will do as much as

t;rea.t loss to a storyfied hive ; whereas, when nadired i jq ^J.m „]jg„ ^jjg mischief is permitted to exist for only
in time, it is seldom a swanu will be thrown off, and i

^ fg„, j^yg Distributing freshly slacked lime over the
ork is carrii'd on with far more alacrity than when

i

ggjj ^yju ^igo, to some extent at least, check the
le bees are kriit crammed in tlie stock hive and super,

j
niifratory movements of caterpillars. Red spider is

disturbed at any time, but this is not equal

to the vexation arising from an old boiler bursting, or

a set of pipes or tanks giving way, in the middle of

winter ; especially when duo forethought and careful

observation would have prevented the catastrophe.

Withhold water from plants which are ripening their

fruit. Examine the soil in which plants in other

stages are growing frequently, in order to see that the

constant svringings do not make it too wet, and thereby

endanger the health of the roots. Do not, on the other

hand, allow them to suffer from want of moisture,

either about the roots or in the atmosphere ; and let

them be supplied with a bottom he.at of 85'.

Vines.—The most important thing at present is to

keep red spider in check ; where this has been properly

attended to during the last thi'ee months, and where
syringing was not continued too long, the bloom will

be uninjured, and the appearance of the fruit will by
this be considerably enhanced; besides which, tlio

plants are in a much better condition to perform the

functions necessary for ensuring a good crop next
season. Let this be kept in view during the rest of

the autumn, as it is still more essential that the foliage

of late Vines should be kept in the highest healtli to

1;he latest period possible. Attend, when necessary, to

the watering of inside borders, and of those on the

outside which may be covered with tarpaulin or other

material. A slight mulching of decayed leaves or dung
is very useful during summer.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Remove superfluous wood from wall trees, and keep

insects in check. lu the kitchen garden push forward

all kinds of planting while the weather is showery and
the soil in good condition for the operation. Liquid

manure will be found very useful now ; applications of

this, together with deep stirring of the ground among
growing crops with a fork, is a sure way of realising

the best results.

Chehbies.—Net these, in order to keep them from

birds.

Steaw-dekeies.—These must be layered, in order to

get plants for forcing or for forming new plantations, as

soon as runners can be obtained for that purpose.

Winter Geeens.—Take advantage of showery

weather to plant out Broccoli, Savoys, Cabbages,

Cottagers' Kail, and other winter Greens.

Idniiht ui.l hut Mr. Fo.v'

ah- l«>

.d:Oll li.

am writing this (the 2lith June), ho
being put on, while the storyfied hive:

and five boxes. With all that, there never has been
eiiou--li liuiiry liiirvest to risk putting the supers on :

tlirv \M'uM only have been spoiled by being mixed
wiiii all kiiiiN' of honey, so as to be no better

than till' .^lo(k boxes. We have as yet only

had two line (lays; the hives in that time have risen in

weight lU to l.'j'lb. Should the weather continue fine

we expect ihi'iu to increase upon an average 7 or 8 lb.

each day. The highest increase I have on record is

2U lb. in three days, although I am credibly informed
of some rising 33" lb. in that time. I hope then that

our contemporaries will see the advantage of supering

to obtain honey of the finest quality, also the advan-

tage of nadirmg in time to prevent swarming and
allowing plenty of room, and a ready receptacle when
room is abundant, and that it is no disadvantage to

allow nature to take its course in bringing forward a

few drones in the lower boxes. TFm. Tliomson,

Jilantyre.

Miscellaneons.
Japanese Oats.—The Japanese Oaks with persistent

leathery leaves approach the tropical Oaks, and those

with deciduous, dentate, and sinuous leaves resemble
those of Europe and America. Some might be accli-

matised in southern latitudes, or be included in our
orangeries or winter gardens. CJuerous glauca and Q.
cuspidata bear edible acorns, which have the flavour of

sweet chesnuts. The deciduous leaved Q. dentata is

the tree on which the cateriuHars called yama^maye,
and whose silk is so much esteemed, feed. Von Sie bold's

Catalogue JRaisonne.

Light.—Professor Roscoe has recently made known
some facts ho has discovered on the chemical -ntensity

of direct sunlight, and the diffused light from other

parts of the sky. It has been found that the chemical
action of the direct rays of the sun is. a,s a rule, far less

powerful lliaii the artion of the diffused rays. By
suspendiuj linrly-dividcxl sulphur in water, Professor

Roscoe showed tliat tlie direct rays from a source of

light were transmitted of a red colour, whilst the

reflected rays were blue. Experiments were made
with photographic paper of a given degree of sensitive-

ness, pxvos.d to the .sun's light, but witli one iiart

sliiiil.il ii>ii,i the direct rays. Itwastiiu- :-.,: ,ih i

111, I I M K'licster the diffused lighl o; i -
s|ilirn ill (hiirly the same effect in li.,!,, n ii

liliiito^raiilur paper as the direct rays of liit- .-ui,.j.la'

difference being not more than 8 per cent. At Kew
Observatory, a similar result, but with rather greater

difference m degree, was obtiined ; and even at Para,

situated about one degree south of the equator, the
effect of the direct light of the sun was not more than
double that of the diffused rays of the atmosphere.
These comparative experiments were made when^ the
sun had attained the same degree of altitude, for it is

found that the chemical effects of the sun's rays increase

his puniose I another of the enemies which deface the foliage of
liim llial Ins mode would

,^^,jy plants, and particularly those i^ainst walls with
1

II- l.r.ause, as 1 have
, projecting coping. Although this is not so easily

111,(1 null a longer and
'i;g^.o^grg(i .^jj, ((jg naked eye as a caterpillar, it is

lUau n L- are. \\ hile 1
1 nevertheless a more destructive and more unconquer

ly bo.xes are just i

able opponent. Still, if it is taken in time, it can also
s are lull m tour

; ^g subdued, and even expelled. Water and sulphur

are the only known practical subjugators. If these

are applied early and sedulously, no red sijider can

exist under their influence. Indeed, where it can be

applied with impunity through a powerful syringe or

garden engine, water alone will completely subdue this

tiny pest.

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLANT HOUSES.

Mow, sweep, and roll lawns, and tie or peg down
half-hardy plants as they advance in growth. Do not

allow any of these to extend themselves outwardly so

far as to injure edgings, whether of Box or turf; and
in cleaning shrub masses, where herbaceous plants or

annuals have been planted or sown in vacant places,

take care that the latter are not injured by the en-

croachments of quick-grov\dng plants. Any annuals or

other half-hardy plants, whose season of beauty is past,

should be immediately removed, and their place suppUed
from the reserve garden, planting suflSciently close to

produce at once a full display.

Dahlias.—Give these weak liquid manure, and with

a small three-pronged fork occasionally stir the surface

of the soil. If the plants are required to produce

flowers for exhibition, it will be advisable to disbud

early, if the variety is at all under-sized, but when the

variety is large and coarse, fewer buds should be

removed.
Polyanthuses.—Should the weather continue wet,

these plants may beparted. Do not use a knife in the

oper.ation, the ivory handle of a budding-knife will be

found a suitable instrument. When planted out in a

shady suitable situation, do not let them want for

moisture ; and a temporary screen will prove highly

beneficial till the plants are established.

Roses.—These should be again gone over, removing
all gross shoots that are not likely to flower this season,

as well as dead flowers, and shoots which have done
fifiwcrinc;. Youns strong growths of autumn-flowering
li(i-,'siij ill a.".'.- >h(iiil(l he pegged down; and those of

the HiiiiiiKei-lleneriir-; kiud.s, as tliB Moss, Provence, or

Galliea varielics. sledild be layered; the whole .surface

of the lieds should be forked over, and if a good soaking

of liquid manure can be given, its effect will be very

apparent in the greater permanency of the colours, and
in the lengthened period of blooming.

FORCING GARDEN.

Melons.—Let fruit that is ripening have as much
air as possible, and take care that the roots of plants in

a less forward state experience no check from want of

sufticient heat or water. Earth up plants for

succession, and keep them clear of all superfluous

shoots.

Pines.—If the heating apparatus of any of the

houses in which these are grown is defective, or even

doubtful, warm summer weather should be taken

advantage of for making the necessary alterations.

It is annoying enough to have the state of things
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HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Establish KD 1840).

Ii:Lve ijiiw r<-;iiiy i',ir dolivtri-y in diy liaa condition,

. PERUVIAN GIJAVO, ;iud NITRATE of SUDA,

116, FcDChui-ch Street. E.C.

LA WES' MANURES.
The MiiQures manufactured by J. B. Lawes for the present

seasoQ of 18ti6 are now ready for delivery at his Factories, at the
followiQg prices, per toa;—

LAWES* PATEXT TURNIP MANQRE. and BONE £ s. rf.

SUPERPnoSPHATE of LIME G C
LAWKS' SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME from BURNT
BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES S »

LAWES' WHEAT, BARLEl', GRASS, aiid MANGEL
MANURES 800

CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.. .,12
i Manures cau be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through the

rom the Imnortei-s. Nitrate of
iLer Chemicaf Manures.
ket prices,
Vdolaido Piaco, London Bridge,

THE PATENT NITRO- PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY, Limited, Manutactuiers ol

ODAMS'S PvVTENT BLOOD MANURE for CORN and ROOTS.
ODAMS'S SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME and DISSOLVED

BONES.
Chief Offices—109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C. Western

CountLos Branch : Queen Street, Exeter. Irish Branch : 40, West-
moreland Street, Dublin. Directors

Chairman—John Clavdes, Littleburr, Essex
Deputy-CIiairman^JOHs Collins, Argyle Hou-^e. Holloway.

Edward Bell, 48, Marine Parade, Brighton.
Richard Hunt, Staustead Abbot. Herts.
Thomas Knight, Edmonton, Middlesex.
Robert Leeds, West Lexharo, Norfolk.
George Savila, Ingthorpe, near Stamford
Samuel Jonas, Clu-ishall Grange, Essex.
Charles Dorman, 23, Essex Street, Strand.
Thomas Webb, Ilildersham, Cambridgeshire.
Jouas Webb, Melton Ross, Lincolnshire.

Manamng Director—Jaues Odams.
7?a?'fccr3—Messrs. Bai-netts no.ares h Co., Lombard Street

Solicitors—hlessrs. KingsfordA Dorman, 23. Essex Street, Strand
Auditor—J. Carter Jonas, Cambridge.

Secretary—^. T. Macadam.
This Company was originally formed by, and is mider the Direction

of Agricultui'ists, circumstances that havejastly eHmed for it another
lltle. viz. :—"THE TENANT FARMERS* MANURE COMPANY."

Its Members are Cultivators of upwards of 50,000 Acres of Land,
which has been for yeai-s under management with Manures of thei.-
own Manufacture. The Consumer, therefore, has the best Guarantee
for tho genumoness and efficacy uf the Manures manufactured by
this Coinimny.

A Prospectus will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or
mav be had of the local Agents. C. T. MACADAii, Secretary.
Chiof Offices, lO'J, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

£7 a Ton free to Rail or Boat i: ^___.
£~ lOs. delivered to Rail in Bristol. AticK
£7 12s, delivered to Rail in London, /^A M.SX

Id Bags contaimng 2 cwt, each, branded \L/
"This valuable Meal, containing above 20 per cent, of \/

fatty matter, is recommended as an economical food to mix with
homo-grown produce." (See Dr. Voelcker, R. A. S. E. Journal,
Vol. I.. 2d Series, page 17G).

For further paniculars and Analysis apply to Messrs. Smith, or
thoir Agents, Messrs. Hdmpuries & Co., Bristol,

John Colkman, Escrick, York.
London Agency : 150, Loadenhall Street, E.C.

BRITTANY COWS.
The only brbcd of Cattle

that have escaped thu Rinderpest.
Tho nobility, gentry, and othe:

above beautiful and profltablc

notice. The great suc-
cess and encouragement ^ihich
have attended the efforts of the
breed of this useful and hardy

abroad, by appointing experienced Agents throughout Brittany, and
) the country

" appointing experiencea ii[jeuLn i<uruuguuub Dnubauj,
enabled to offer the public a constant supply of

choicest stock that can be obtained, at prices which defy all competl.
tiou. The low coat, together with the hi^h milkiae qualities of th"

Breed, render them of gieat value to tuo cottager, as well i

fancy stock-keeper and dairyman.
YOUNG BULLS always on sale, BRITTANY SHEEP, 25a. each.

ALDERNEY and GUERNSEY COWS and HEIFERS supplied
to description, as to age, colour, and time of calving.

Apply to the Agents of the Exporter, Messrs. Rodertsom & Co.,

38, Crutched Friars, London, E.C.

CLIFF'S ANTISEPTIC FLUID,
Manufactured by F. C, Calvert & Co., Manchester.

A preparation of Carbolic Acid suitable for Sheep Dipping,
Washing Cattle, &c. Vid^ 3d Report of tho Cattio Plaguo Commis-

SUver Medal and Cup. 1863, awarded for

TV\1L^^11|S1 J IJ/l MVMjKI LVki ^vhi.lilus
tf U n UMrd 1 1 I 1/1 ^ I i v i [t 1 ui 1 m n r I i 1 lo; JD
M VMRI- lui (.unUiiiK tliu ^lfc,lM 1 Lul ( II I rWAill ING
blREEf') orfoi ailRE ENGINE Nearly JOO aheady sold

Washing
The last great improvement in Washing Machines is in James s

new Patent PRIZE WASHING WRINGING and MANGLING
MACHINES, awarded several FIRST PRIZES. Will Wash 20 Shirts
in 20 Minutes, with much less injury than niththe hand. More than
SOO Sold.

Address I. Jaues, Tivoll Works, Cheltenham.

TIk I .. ' -—Portability, not Fixtures, removable at
nU-asi; > 'i- Partitions to impede Ventilation or breed
Veriiiiii, III ii.ii i III pcTised with as unnecessary, increased width
and deiith vi' Foednii,' Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to
infection, boing all of iron. Price of Fittings per Cow, 46*.

Prospectuses free of Cottam & Co., Iron Works, 2, Winsley Street

In Stable Fittings j a

Oil Faint no longer Necessary.

HILL AND SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VAKNISH
for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish is an

excellent substitute for oil imint on all out-door work, and is fully

two-thirds cheaper. It m.ay be apphed by an ordinary labourer,
requires no mixing or thinning, and in used cold. It is used in the
pounds at Windsor Castle, Kcw Gardens, and at tho scats of many
hundreds of the nobility andgentry, from whom the most flattering
testimonials have been received, which Hill & Suitu will forward on
application.

From RoBT. Raikks, Esq.. East Dale, near Brouyh, YorJusJUrf.
" I havo used your Black varnish for park palings and consider it

fencing instead of paint, and it is my i I to employ it i

^i 1 Street West, E.G., fru-a whom only 1

rpi

To LAN tS, &0.,

The Compauj ii. l ,
- u. ,.

following WOrka ol A„l i^.ii.i.i.Ll l:i,;'

expenses in all casus bciii^ luiuid it

1. Drainage, Irrigation, and ^^'

Clearing, Reclamation, Plrmi
Engines or Machinery for 1)j

2. Farm Roads, Tramw.iys and Rail
purposes.

S. Jetties or Landing places on th
navigable rivei-s or lakes.

4. The Erection of Farm Houses, Labourers* Cotttpcs, and other
Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the improveinont

s ii.tr uiiiicuttmal or farming

i-coast or on the banks oi

Iloi; I and other buildings forof and additions
Farm purposes,

Landovraers assessed under the provisions of any Act of Parliament,
Royal Charter, or Commission in respect of any public or general
works of Drainage or other improvements, m.iy borrow their pro-
portionate share of the cost, and charge the same vrith the expenses
on the lands improved.

The Company will aiso negotiate the Rent-charges obtained by
Landowners under the Improvement of Land Act, 1SG4, In respect of

their Subscription of Shares In a Railway oi Canal Company,

No investigation ol title is required, ana tho Company being of a
strictly Snancial character, do not interfere with the plans and
execution of the Works, which are controlled only by tho Govern-
ment Enclosure Commissioners,

Apply to Frakcis B. Haule, Esq,, Secretary, 3, Parliament Str»et,
London. S,W,

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY. Offices. 22. Whitehall Place.

Under this Company's Act Tenants for Life, Trustees, Mortgagees,
Guardians, Committees of Incompetent Persons, Benencial Lessees,
Corporations (Ecclesiastical or Municipal), Incumbents, Charitable
Tnistees, &c., may effect the following Land Improvements, and
charge the outlay and expenses on the estate improved, by way of
rontcharge, to be paid by naif-yearly instalments, viz. :—

1. All works of Drainage, Irrigation, Warping, and Embankment.

Fencing, and Reclaiming Land.

Ilic owners of Estates, not entailed, who may be desirous to avoid
the expense or inconvenience of a Legal Mortgage, may also charge
their Estates with an Outlay in Improvements under the simple and
inexpensive process of tho Company^s Act,
The Tei-m of Years for tho Rentcharge is fixed b>' the Landowner,

so as to adapt the amount of Annual Payment to the circumstances
of tho Tenants

1^0 Investigation of Title being required, and the Charge not being
alfetti-d b-

' ' "— •—
' — > '^— =

Designed and Executed entirely by the
iio Comi iny employed only to supply the
ati.r through all tho official Forms for

I executed by tho Landd

No 3 Iho Company will undertake the entire responsibility of the
_ ._ ... „,-_.

te the Works, and dually
ixpended, with their Corn-

approved by the Enclosure Co

at the Office of the Company, 22, Whitehall Place, London, S.W.

ESSEX AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, ISG6.-
Pre.'iidint—J. W. PaaitY WATLiNGroN, Esq.

NoTKt-Tli^^ ANNUAL EXHIBITION of the above ASSOCIA-
TION „ M h I,. 11, vcar at EPPING, on TUESDAY, July 17.

therewith, POULTRY GAME,Canary shows; and' a boUticul-
:.! I LuRAL FETE will also be held.

I'L- tho Poultry Show, which arc upon a most liberal
in the aggregato to £85, For tho Horticultural Show

also play at the ANNUAL DINNER, which will t.iko pla.
newly-erected Town Hall, in the High Street. The services of
eminent Professional Vocalists have also been secured.

The Show upon tho whole will, it is anticipated, equal, if not sur-
pass, that of any previous year.

The Entries for both the Poultry and Floral Shows will positively
Close on July 2. E.xhibitors are therefore earnestly requested to
lose no time in applying to the Secretary, who will supply the neces-
sary Forma and furnish such information as may be requiied.

By Order, Jon.v W. Wimdus, Socretai-y to Local Committco.

BIRMINGHAM HORSE SHOW, ISIJfi.—
J_> The FIRST GREAT EXHIBITION of HORSES, PONIES,
CARRIAGES, HARNESS, SADDLERY, STABLE FirriNOS,
&c., will be held in BINGLEY" HALL on TUESDAY, WEDNES-
DAY, and THURSDAY, July 10, 11, and 12.

Admission, on Tuesday, from 9 till 1, to witness tho Judging, Gs. ;
alter that hour, 23. 6d. On Wednesday and Thursday, Is.

The Horses will bo Tried daily in tho Ring, Ni;arly FOUR
HUNDRED HORSES are entered.

For Special Railway Arrangements see the Advertisements and
Bills of the several Companies.

There will be a limited number of Special Seats Reserved in tho
best situations for witnessing the Jumping and Trial of Horses, which

Offices, Stephenson Chambers, New Street, Birminiiham,

R'
Incorporated by Charter, granted by her Majesty in Council,

March a7. 1S45, for the purpose of atforduig a I'RACTICAL and
SCIENTIFIC AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION to STUDENT.S
from all parts of the kingdom.

For particulars and forms of application, apply to tho Puincm*al.

Eht ^gricttltuial ©alette,
SATURDAY, JULY I, lS6ti.

MEETIXQ FOU TUE EXSUISG WEEK.
TCESDAT. IJuIy 101
"Weusbsuat, - II > Horse Show at BiiiL'IcyUall.JtLi-miiigliain.
TUCUSD*!. — \i)

The conviction of an experienced man, though
ho have no definite account of his experience by
wliich to defend it, is doubtless pi'eferabie to tho

most elaborate figures of a careful observer, who
though ho may require tho third place of

decimals to convey his accuracj-, has yet dealt

vsdth his subject only once. And this is especially

the case in connection with agricultural questions

;

for in these that which is true is often far enough
from being the truth. The experienco of one
season, however carefully recorded, is here a very
imperfect guide, and the conviction which
gradually arises alono is trustworthy. Ileuce,

Mr. ToRU's opinions, given tho other day before

the Eoyal Agricultural Society, may bo trusted,

however imperfect his defence of them. His
address given in another column cannot be takon
as tho charge of a judge ; but every reliance may
bo placed upon it as the verdict of a most
unexceptionable jury.

Though however it does not spoil, certainly it

does not help oui- belief in him that he should

give no reason for his faith. He had not prepared

a, paper, for he had no respect for paper-farming.

But that, however good a reason it might bo for

altogether holding his tongue, was no reason at

all for a spoken in preference to a written address.

Being shut up in a room ho had to depend on
words ; there wore no fields, or flocks, or herds in

sight whoso appearance might illustrate the

opinions ho had to express. Tlieso had to bo

conveyed to the sense of hearing only—and
greater accuracy and definiteness would havo
been attained—and we should havo doubtless

learnt more about tho cii'cumstancos out of

which they had arisen—and we should havo
known more of the limits -nnthiu which they aro

held|by Mr. ToRii himself, if ho had condescended

to put the statement which conveyed them, in

more detail on paper.

A good farmer once gave a favourable opinion

of a certain manure for Grass land ; and it was
doubtless trustworthy enough, notwithstanding

that aU ho could say in defence of it was, that

though tho manm-o had been applied " very

thin" per acre, his man had reported

after mowing a "little bit" of the crop,

that there was a " tidyish bite for a small

donkey." Such a statement was quite as much
" paper farming" as if ho had been able to report

that there was "half a cwt. of Grass on 10 square

yards of land," but tho latter would certainly

have been the more conclusive and satisfactory.

xVnd it would havo helped to point the discourse

which Ml-. Tour delivered hail ho condescended,

notwithstanding his contempt for paper farming,

to relate in accurate detail some of his own expe-
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rieuce ou which his opinion on the subject of sheep
against cattle, as the more profitah'lo converter
of the green food of the farm, had gradually
arisen. No one has had an opportunity of
obsei-ving more accm-ately or under more favour-
able cii'cumstances. The owner of one of the
best herds and one of the best flocks in the king-
dom no doubt knows, and he ought to have given
us his knowledge as well as his mere belief.

;

It is on clayey and unsound lands that the
difficulty arises. Every one knows that on chalky
stony soils a flock is very superior to a herd ; the
tenants of stiff lands and grazing grounds are
those who are placed in a difficulty by the risks
which the cattle plague has interposed. But even
on such lands as those there is ample experience
of the fitness of sheep as a profitable converter
of Grass and green crops. We might quote the
oxperionco of Mr. CAJirBELL, of Buscot, in proof
of this, though ho gets rid of his difiiculties by
sending his large flocks dming winter on to
neighbouring dry land farms. But if his expe-
rience be considered ineligible, there is abundant
proof elsewhere. Mr. Eai^hall, of Chadbury,
near Evesham, occupies 400 acres of stiff clay

former— what is my position? Why, instead
of getting l.jO/. for the food consunu'd by <1(HI

sheep, I get 3901., which simply puts J 10/. in
my pocket, and emboldens me to stand here and
argue in favoui- of sheep as manm-e manu-
factiu'ci-s."

Fortunately for us Mr. EusTON was not afraid,
as Mr. ToRB seems to have been, of being
laughed at as a paper farmer, and thus we have
his_ detailed experience as well as his opinion on
which to rely. But the experience of the fens,
which is given by the former, tallies very well
with the opinion of the wolds given by Mr. ToRR
when he said that for evei-y 2/. returned by his
cattle for their food, 51. had been repaid him by
his sheep. And both agree with the experience
upon Mr. BjUfDAiL's clay land farm in the west.

It is with very sincere regi'et that wo have to
announce the death of Mr. EiOELVRD Garrett, of
Leiston. The record of his long and ilseful

services, agricultui-al and social, is published in
another column. AVe have in him another
example of the honours and success with which
industry, integrity, and philanthropy are crowned,

arable land, besides 100 acres of Grass land''. |

'^^° ^o^ of ^ merely local agricultural machine
lie has altered and improved it bj'land drainage, i

maker, he made his own name and the Leiston
steam cultivation, and clay burning, but it is a '

Works known all over the world, he conh'ibuted
.stiff clay soil stUl. On this farm he keeps a [

l'''i'g>5ly to the success of the National Agricultui-al
breeding flock of the largest and heaviest fleeced '

Society, ho helped to make Suffolk a leading
Shropsliire sheep wo have ever seen ; and except 1

county in the great educational movement of the
his draught breeding owes, and excepting 30 or I

'^''-y' h" had long won the love and re.spect of
40 sheailmg rams, if that be an exception, every- crowds of ft-iends, and he has died, at a corn-
thing he sells is fattened. The sheep are fold'ed

!

par.atively early age, Deputy Lieutenant of his
only during summer : they are fed in yards native county.

during winter; and the most successful yard
feeding we have ever seen was at Chadbury.
They are folded during summer on Vetche's.

Wa have also to lament the death of Mr.
IvAYJrOND Bahker, one of tho most laborious
members of the Council of the Eoyal Agi-icultural

Cabbages, Eye-grass, Clover, and early Turnips,
j

Society of England, to whom he has left a mo.st
and dui-ing winter they come home to y.ards, old i

praiseworthy example of patient and persistent
barns, and other shedding for Swedes, and attention to the duties which belong to their
Mangel Wurzel, and hay, besides cake and !

position. Erom the very outset of the Society's
meal and corn. The yards are covered every i

career, untU extreme old age forbade him, he
fortnight or thereabouts with a layer of burned 'was constant in his attention to its interests,

earth, receiving straw as it fouls for a week or
two, until ready for another layer of clay ashes.
The sheep .wore perfectly sound when wo saw
them early one Eebruary, and the whole digs out
a mass of very rich liianure, the best possible
both as to its mechanical effect and as to its com
position for the clay soils which are to receive it

' damase to and diminntion of tlie growing c

The most concUisive report however that ha^
;

Jl^;^:;;' ^:::^,';>::;n:nV'^,:XiZ'Sn
over yet appeared on the alternative of sheep or
cattle as profitable converters of winter food was
given some years ago by Mr. Euston, of South
Lincolnshii-e, before the London Farmers' Club.
Five years ago ho could say that he had tried
aheep in yards for five years, and then ho was
feeding 600 or TOO sheep in the s.amo way, and
he gave us what Mr. Tore has not given iis—an
elaborate account of his experience and returns,
deducing a profit of 13s. a head for sheep, six cl

which consumed no more than one ox, on whidi
the average return for the same food would bo
only 3()s. Other authorities could bo quoted :

and Mr. Deif, of Great Bentley, Colchester;
Mr. M.uiTiN, of Wainfloet; Mr. Fryer, of
Chatteris; and others—(for the Farmers' Club
seems to have the power which the Eoyal Agri-
cultural Society wants, of inducing practical
men to come forward with their personal
Gxperienco on these subjects)—united on that
occasion to corroborate Mr. Euston's statement.
This is pretty faiily represented in tho follow-
ing extract fi'om his paper :

—

'

' Take a case where 30.s. per head has been
realised for tho natural food consumed during
the months that cattle have been in tho yards

—

one bullock will return as much profit as two
and a half sheep, or a trifle over, and will yet
have cost as miich keeping as six sheep. The
figures will stand thus—Pi'ofit on one bullock,
11. lO.*.

;
profit on six sheep, which have con-

sumed the same amount of food, and made the
same amount of manure, 37. 18.?. Excess of
profit on sheep, other things being equal, 2?. ISs.

The sheep calculations are all based upon the
figures contained in tho t.ables to which I have
just invited your attention, where it .appears that
377 sheep paid 2447. in,s. for the natural food con-
sumed in the yards, includingall losses. Thisyear
I have, as before stated, upwards of 600 sheep in
yards. To simplify the matter, say that I have
600 sheep exactly. These are consuming the
food and making the manure that 100 bullocks
would consume and make. Taking 1/. lOx. per
head as the profit on 100 liuUocks, and .'J/. IS.?,

the profit on the sheep—and I think the latter is

quite as likely to be reali.sed this year as the

THE PECK OF WHEAT PER AGUE.
Tear by year I become more and more convinced of

the immense damage done to the British furnier by an
over-.sowins,' of seed. The question is one iiuich Ics."!

'mimrtnnt as a saving of seed th.au as a preventive of
crop, I have
every farmer
a proof of the

be .sown according to hisI'ri'l-rr , 1

soil,.'lim;itc.

Tlii^ i-i th

mciit .it li,,l|-

field Hh>rr
Tllr InllMrr

aero li:iviii_' '

Wlli.it, ;iimI'

Tllr ..\|i,.r

Wllral lir.i,

for )

lor li: kI Wv |nM,,.|

The
lookodall the wintvi-iiiM

especially at a dislaur,, .

though the four stotrli, ~

wet and unfavourable un
we thought this third
not come to a crop,

adv.anced and has

lliat I have tricil llio experi-
:iir,Mi:irn., in llir mi.Ml,' of a
iiunlily i,( I i<,-vVs \~ sumi.
•brcii reoordcl: tlic prrk an
It lis ilmsbelsper acre of fine
vi.-id on tlie field.

IwiMi iHTl'ectly fair ones, the
ill "111' lime, and iinrlci- the
MTV ivsli.Tt fvr..|il i|ii;inlily.

'l.-il ill, .ill,. liTiirl in n hn},..

'Ill- IV. ( ..r Ilir l„,|4 u:i^ llii.s

.- Iirr irn: Tllr e\].iTimi-.nts

n "11 Cli.v.-i-l.'n,"! iiinvved
,.llll -li.r|i. fMlillL-rtlk,-, ,VC.

ilii mill .-iii-lr iioiiits, and
.;irlv -]iiiiii.lik,.;i liiivtiillow,
•ill Illii lull Milr ll luMknl as

of ',), Many "f liiiii,i liiuv |in.ilii,-,.il r.llO; i„nv is it
llirii (liiit Hr :imvci 111 111" piv-nil iiiiMViiM" irtm'Q of
tU.irl? Tliu,sc nlio uIimtm- ^;^,ttLle'.^ "iirnitioiis iviU
soon receive a reply. By our .system of 2 to 4 bushels
per acre the kernels are crowded together, the young
fibres are pushed forth, and fi.ulit ivitli oarh niher for
the small available portion "I' ^"il 'I". , iij I- many
wounds, many deaths, ami lilnii.

, miong
the few survivors, whasediiiiiiiiii 1, ,ii iiives
evidence of the severity ol' Uie iliH'l!\ -inu-l" The
crop Ihiii i-aiiie up thick as a Grass field soon becomes
tlii Ill "rakly. The reverse of all this takes place
Willi liiiu-sdwins.', as the roots ramify and extend
^vltlllut iiKoliug hungry and numerous competitors.
Baron Liebig justly says that the greatest enemy

tlia,t a Wheat plant can hiive is another Wheat plant.
This alone is a sufBcient explanation. Many farmers
say " we don't like a thin Wheat crop ;

" drawing their
conclusions from the cases where the crop had become
thin in consequence of over-crowding. So far as my
experience goes, the grains are finer in size and quality,
the straw more brilhant and gla.ssy, and more free from
blight or mildew than the thick-sown. There is more
weight of straw per acre.
But see what benefits the young Grass or Clover

plants derive from thin-sowing. They thrive, having
air and light, in the thin-sown, while the thick-sown
and poor, soft-strawed laid crop smothers and destroys
them,
A neighbour of mine who farms well got so angry at

losing his Clover plant among his Oats that he was
determined to have a Clover crop at the cost of his
Oats, so he only sowed one bushel instead of four, and
to his great surprise (but not to mine) he had the best
crop of Oats he ever grew, and an ample Clover plant
besides. Of course, in sneaking of thin-sowing, I
assume that the drill is used and the seed thus properly
deposited,

I use the blower to'my seed corn, so as to have only
heavy perfect seeds—3-lOths of which at least will
vegetate.

It is really distressing to he told, as I have been
lately, that " we alwnis sow brnadonst 7 bnslinls nf Oats
per acre and 4 bn>li,l-' .if Win it." Siii;|iii<ing 40
animals were placed ui i hiMiriuni i,:i,|in.v \iliiili wcndd
keep in good conditi"ii Hi iiiiiiiiais liirilir"" mnnths,
at 111 I ill u,iiiM -0 well, hiil long before the three
miiii ',

I

'

I ;• I d there would be plenty of deaths
aii'l i

I Irs left. So it is with thick sowing.
J. •/. 1/ ,

'.', ./. '',' -2.

THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
The following returns were issued on June 20;—
These returns do not profess to give the total

number of cases which have occurred in Great Britain,
but only those which have been ascertained from
information received at the office from inspectors.
Columns 1 only record the cases reported as bavmg
couunenccd during the weeks indicated by tho
headings ;

" back " cases being added to columns 2.

Is

,', that
could
"ly it

best
crop on the field, unclistiiiuuishable from the rest
excejit by its supcriin- liii^lit nnd the largeness of
the ears. It will of ""uim' lir tisted by threshing. I
have no doubt it will, as ou former occa-sions, yield
more weight of straw a-s well as more com than the
rest of the field. I expect it will give about 5 quarters
licr acre. This is not a good yielding year on our stiff

non-calcareous soils. It has astonished many who
have watched its progress, and made many converts.
Thin sowers must be content to hear from all who see
their thin-sown crops during the early stages of their
growth that they must prove a failure, 'These three
years' experiments have given me perfect confidence in
thin sowing under like circumstances; and I shall
practise it gradually on a more extended scale as a safe
and profitable investment, I think that the proper
term for thin sowing shoidd be sufficient sowing, ^

I will endeavour by illustration to show how really
unreasonable and in.iurious our general quantity sown
must be. According to Mr. Caird and general esti-
mates the quantity of grain sown (Wheat,' Oats, Barley,
&c), equals one-ninth of the produce, so that we get
(taking the whole, kingdom) ft kernels for each one
sown. An average ear of Wheat, Barley, and Oats
would have 40 kernels, therefore we only get a fifth of
an ear for each kernel

!

Now I will defy any one who puts into the soil a
perfect kernel of grain to produce so little as nine
grains, or about the one-fifth p.art of an ear. The
probability is, especially in the case of Wheat, that ifa

.S, WcsU
W. MidlMui,
N. Midfaud.
N. Western

.

Yorlcshiro
NorthernCo.

i

IVtonmoutli,

& Wales .

Sootljiud .

.

i
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th t f t c me Itw ld>
lu tl f 1 ^hl tl

1

I 1 tb h 1 ^

t ces of a line Barley as he had ev ur
hood Of the 140 ac cs of Ba ley tb bly
w s con uratd and eaten bv the amn 1 last

1 he r stock of straw wa so 1 b L om
pulled to thresh the Barley rather fast, the straw bciug eaten
up \erj' rapidly. The one drawback which he found was this,

tli:il nu the drier part of his land the straw manure had a
special value for the Turnip crop as a source of moisture. In
tbL' leccnt dry yeai-s he hadfouud that White Turnips, when
tbey were put in with sti'aw manure in Jvily, were able to
suuiti drought ; while those which had had artificial manure,
tbouf^b they came up well, died off. This difference he was
iiiL-linedto attribute to the very fair supply of waterwhich was
gradually drawn up from below, aftertbe ploughing in of from
8 to 10 tons of straw manure, three-fuurths of which were
coiupusc.li.f water. Tburo was one utlier pvu-puMC f..r wbirh

111 ..f v;l.

iiirn , . ..| ,..! :.. u.l tliC c'lituig uf the J^traW nU tlic
,

laii i I :
I

I : I ,
ii.r of bullocks in the yard was a

j

iiaiM .1 '
. ; -i[uence, and he had, therefore, i

haiJI^ t .1. ;,i
i

ill liiit !".jiit; but the di-awback connected '

with tlie cliaiiu'c of sy.^tcni was, that he still wanted straw for
i

his Tinnip crops on his light land and for his Wheat also on !

such land. If the soil were a less stiff clay he might not
perhaps want any yard-made straw manure at all.

I

Mr, DcNT said there could be no doubt that in r. large
portion of the Wolds of Lincolnshire and Yorkshire the idea
]irevailcd that farmers could not get straw-yard mamirc unless
tbty used plenty of cake to convert it into manure. For could
it be diiiibtcd that, owing to the losses recently sust-aiued,

there wnuld in many cases be great difficulty in procuring
bulioelis to make the' straw into manure V There had, indeed,
l.LL-n ;^rLat difficulty even in the last winter. Then came the
question liuw far they could make good straw iu.anure with
sheep. lie was inclined tn tbiuk tliat, in many of the districts

where such larj^e quantities of Turnips were, ewes had as a
riilL IkhI far tn,. many Turnips, and far too little straw. His
ovMi .

1. II 111. .f bis own tlock of sheep, was, that the fewer
Til! II, had after being removed from the tup, the
h , ; 1

I
1

1

I

' , and the better they did altogether ; and
tl

)
plied to the lambs. The desirableness of

Ili I i.ii I
I.I wes in a yard, and tuTTii-i - tli- m •-.t f,,r .

]n.i;i. II i" !(.. '.\\ giving them pnl].! I * ].; i
.I'l

siiMv, iii.| .ii;. iiu ii, was, he should im n I

cxti III I . : /.iiiii r ; and for his own |' n : i,> 1 1..
.

i.. ; '. .i

\v..iili I. I
I
; .1 iiliilion of the difficvdty n L.^i^i^iii^ ., id-^-Lani^

lln. ! I: ! mi whore there was very little Grass. On bis

faiiii I

I
I

I
' tn\nid a superfluity of straw, or more than

111',. ii ....
I iitlyuse; while at times he could certainly

hi\. ii 1 III. I. iban he had with advantage. Aa regarded
cart bi.rsLS, he had adopted Mr. Torr's plan. He never thought
of turning them out to Grass, and he believed that that was
one of the greatest mistakes a farmer could make, as nothing
scarcely did Grass land so much harm. There were constant
battles and arguments with farmers on that subject. They
.''aid that Tares were very expensive to grow, but he did not
himself believe that. His plan was very nnich the same as

that which Mr. Torr had spoken of. He gave chopped straw
all the winter, open straw as long as he had any, and at this

time of year plenty of Tares, and an allowance of com and
chopped dry meat. He was speaking only of farm horses,

lie had always considered sheep and bullocks far preferable to

horses. To have hoggets, carrying on their backs fleeces

which could be got rid of at the end of the year, was far

better than to have horses, from which no profit could be got

'

vuitil they were three or four years old. As regarded Mr.
Toit's idea of using chaff on Grass lands, he wished to say that

he had seen a little of that tried with very good results.

Almost anything, in fact, that was put on Grass lands would
be good. But he did not himself see any great objection to

alUnving straw to be sold, provided the landlord saw that

cunipeii.satiou was made in the manure that was purchased.
He thought that on the class of farms where there was a
Buperlhiity of straw, and the landlord ndgbt be s.at.isficd that

there was a sufficient quantity of good Liiisi?cd rake or good
avli-^-'iil inniiMchniightto replace the stiaw, tb.. .:,b- ..f straw
w:t- 1

- -.1.1.
. tii.nable as some Iaii>il. i-- --ii.: '"• land

a-i :
I .

: to think, especially n. li i .
;

nrhood
uf :. .,. . ii.iwfetcheda high ).i. ^'^ -..i.-- read

bv Ml |.i: ' I'l.. ting Mr. Randall's in.m.i... t,,. i4 ..f sheep
\\-.is \* ly valuable ; and he (Mr. Dent) was suii>rised that after

tbe system was placed before the members of the Society by
i\Ir. Haudall himself, it was not carried further by the strong-

land farmers than it had been hitherto. He would suggest
also whether they nii^ht imt kiap an increased quantity of

both cattle and sbeeji l.v k. i pin- rattle iu the summer in

yards, and so freeing' tin (,i l-- I iiil- for the ewes and lambs.
As tn the ditlieulty .">t ki... pin- I mil..- on Grass lands in winter,
](,. ',,.. Ill' 1 1 .. i!l: tii.it lie 1, .id ......11 sMjiie lambs in that position
:iii.; I...1 II. ':..ii . ik-: . .iiio i)iMii-li ilieT-c had been vcry
1. ,

.
. ; ;. tt ilir iLuiiiiy, ib.- iTsiilts did not appear

t.F l,o,, -..11 ;..;,.i,. Tiie.uiinial,- bad a ii.'iii-, weakly, unhealthy
l.iuk , .aid lii,= Lj^peiiunee wa.-., tb.it ibe system was not satis-

factory, either aa regarded the produce tif wool, or the gi-owth

of the sheep. In conclusion, he would remark that Mr. Torr's

lecture was one from which a great deal might be learnt.

Sir George Jenkinson, M.P., would like to know why Mr.
Frcre did not recommend straw manure for clay land. His
experience was that although you might possibly grow—he
haii done so himself—as strong and as good a crop of Mangel
with artificial manures, such as superphosphate and guano,
mixed in proper quantities, yet on very stiff clay soils straw
manures opened out the clay, and tended to make it more

joienci 1 ,

1 1 iianurea esi.ec 11

1 11 Ida very st onj,
j

tb i F rasB w th he 1

V 1 VI lo vn th a m 1 u, 1

loss Tb nother qucs n He w I

M Dent was o wh ch he had
that lami ell fo if M De tsp
apphed u U n 1 if h a own oxpeiaence and 1

others who farmed clay land were to be reh d pon it f

that they could not keep laml s anywh re H s
Jenku so ) 1 k 1 1 mbs on cl y 1 11
winter w 1 f I root crops he 1

t emen 1 stew d had told h n
th h d he s d he ega ded

'
I 1 t to k 1 1 n

1
1 1 st T!

ul d t t 1

11 wed to s 11

I jadw e tl

1 t evil h 1 If
1 d i ss lau 1 I

1 1 experience—though h ) t it

! Dent s—was that that w t r
I He had tried it m ya 1 the

1 ! 1 and the result of his e-vpen 1 1 h d co e
throuj,h h s pocket was tl at the safest way of w tenng
sheep was to vu ter them on dry G -ass la Is w th chaff nd
con not giving the ewes ny roots at all till after the j anu g
t n e That w s he heheved the s fest gene al rule, though
it might be deviated from, according to the district.]

Mr. Wells said ho had lately changed his farm. Five or
six ycitrs ago he hved in Kent ; he now had a farm in
Huntingdonshire ', and nothing was clearer to his mind than
that in some districts it was not profitable to have a breedmg
flock, while in others it answered. He had always maintained
—and he thought it was capable of proof—that a breeding flock,
if it could be kept, was more lucrative than any other. When
he was in Kent he determined to have one ; but tbe residt of
a trial, five or six years ago, was so unsatisfactory that he was
forced toadopt the adWee of his baililf-scU off tbe lambs (on

1 .1 iuester sheep, and he hoped to do tbe same. He mt-utioued
t bis to support Mr. Randall's principle, that on clay soils it was
i.;,'btiug against natm-e to try to force a breeding flock.

The Chairman, Lord Feversham. had great pleasure in
moving a vote of thanks to Mr. Torr for his kindness in
coming forward and delivering so intere.sting and important a
lecture on this subject. There were a few remarks which he
should like to make, but it was unnecessary to trespass upon
their time at any length, especially as the subject turned
chiefly upon heavy lands, in which he had not had much
practice or experience. Still he found that it was extremely
advantageous to keep up a good breeding flock of sheep. In
fact, he had two different kinds—Southdowns and Ijcicesters,
and he found both useful—the latter for wool, and the former
for nivitton. He concurred in the obsei-vatii .n of Mr. T.irr that
tbe best way to keep them forward f r i-: - i

i itmi'^v .-i !

in good condition was to feed them a' \ i ; i: li

when in the fields, and he could not i \- w- \ii h. ^

the advisability of keeping breeding eai:, u, , ,.,ji,, ,,.

summer. He thought it was far more e i;iiu^n i.. Ua, bi^-Lbn
of the animals to turn them out to Gi-ass, and that it was more
in accordance with Nature that they should have Grass early
in the season. Indeed, he believed that it was gi'eatly owing
to the La.st two seasons being very dry ones that the cattle
disease had prevailed so extensively, although he admitted at
the same time that it might have been materially checked in
some parts of the country if due precaution had been taken in
tbe first in.stance. It was a reniark.able fact that the high
kn '1 -r 1 .,M1. . tl,.- |..'.i; .(.

, li, 1.1- ,i.s they were termed, had
'

'
'1'

!

'

!' tiltiee. He could answer for
.1 II.

i
ill I'

i i '. irc'.s, and for many others,
i i. ii

1
.^.

. 1. .1 I'll . i.i ... 111. iinii the disorder; .and he
. ji._a(lil h^ ^.vUi-iiii.i> ^-.'Uj , .. biL,l. agreeing that sheep wen' nf

the utmost importance to cultivate, improve, and increi .m
quantity, if, in consequence of such an increase, the cat 1 1 i

the country were to be sensibly diminished. He kn >.

perfectly well that sheep did improve the land, and were m. ic

profitable to the farmers. At the same time it was of gicat
importance to maintain our best breeds of cattle ; and he
believed that the more farmers had the opportunity of crossing
their cows with the best herds of cattle the better and more
profitable they would find it to be, and the more conducive to
the continued fertility of the land. The meeting was greatly
indebted to Mr. Torr, and he had much pleasure in proposing
a vote of thanks to that gentleman for his lecture.
Mr. Dent, M.P., in secoudiug the motion, remarked that

Sir George Jenkinson appeared to think that he had recom-
mended the indiscriminate sale of straw on farms, but he had
no idta whatever of the kind. All he had said was, that he
considered the objection to the sale of straw had been carried
further than was necessary, and that in certain districts where
large quantities of sti-aw were produced, it would not be dis-
advantageous to the landlord or the tenant to sell the straw,
provided it was replaced by oilcake or other artificixUs. With
regard to keeping lambs upon Grass lands, he had tried the
plan two winters—ouce during nearly the whole of the winter,
and another time up to the month of December—and he found
an evident deterioration, and that the animals were not
nearly so good as the wether lambs which had been put upon
Turnips. Perhaps they had not quite so good keep ; but even
giving them a fair allowance of com and cake on tho Grass
land they did not do so well as the wethers. He came to the
conclusion, therefore, tliat there was nothing like putting
them on Rape and Turnips as soon as he could ; for they con-
tinued well throughout the summer. As to keeping up breeding
stock, where there was a short supply of straw, they might
grow Tares and green crops for the feeding of beasts.

Mr. ToRH, in acknowledging the compliment, said he had
studiously avoided making any reference to the absence of
rindei-pest from large herds like his own, conceiving that it

was not right to speak iu terms of exultation on such a
subject, because they could not be regarded aa totally exempt
from attack. The only reasonable ground which he could di

U

'- li. alt

, p. iliap.s they had
s\.: i.- .

I
. I . . . .l^.^ fur their pro-

tr. tl ; !i. . ! II ii,.,i of Mr. Dent,
\\\". :

[
-

'. .'...;. a jiortion of the
sillniii' v. ii.-P I'i .; t t. Ill 1 ;.. I,, 111, |.- !,. used to do, in the
middle of November, or evX-n Deeeiiiber, nearly all his steers
were in his yards in September. They were not now turned
out, as was formerly the practice, in the vrinter, for days and
shut up at nights, but remained in the foldyards until the
middle of May. Thus the store cattle were placed under a
better system of management during four months more at
least in the year. Twenty-five years ago he had seen the

11

vs of
t ctly

uths of the
hiough them.

J and he found
d la h Ud make famous
rses Moreover they wee fai-

t the f elds H s c rt horses,
11 d d r na k bly

ut V good
-my t e tnr ly on

81 o t I d oUcdk he
f n ob] ct w s to

1 I 1 out d B ley
mme n onths when thej bad
vinter however it was rather

I rout A word o t vo as to the
was for one boy to ttend to fo r

b E hi i aa pi^l d with 8 lb of ck p r day d s-
sol ed m five r s I uck ts of vate a d every f d f chaff
giv u to the ho se wa. saturated vith the m \ture Tl e esult
was that the an mal ate h s str w w th a kee er el sh and
col c as t was te med wh ch m reahty n eant obst -uction of
the bowe s w s thereby effectually prevented I winter a
few Turmps and a httle rock salt were v j good As to tho
luest on of Sheep Cattle he might state that last year
h Vint ed over 30U0 sheep as agamst 300 head of cattle , and
his experience was thatfor every 21. he got from the cattie, he
realised 5/. by the sheep. The fact was uiat sheep were always
returning money, no matter what the time of year.

Home Correspondence.
Copper ill Ch-eese, c\'c.—The detection of copper in

cheese by Dr. Voelcker suggests many questions for

discussion. As the oxides of this metal unite "with
nnids. forming a class of highly delolrrimis and poison-
"ii'- -alts, it consequently follows tliai cnlniaiy utensils
oiulii II, ,t to be made of it; for alll '--li i ho :•<' [wSa and
thr .-ii|],li:i,te are admiltod inln llir \\>\ nC il„. Materia
.Mr^lira. Wu'w " liiim la] i x '

,
iki t iuu ouglit to be alto-

grilicr .li'miiijiun .! 1 1. Tlinmson justly observes)
owiir.: I,. Uh I

I and "hazardous"
eh;ir;)rliT._ rniipi r hn m ik ni ;i dairy or kitchen are
highly objectionable. Even a copper tea-kettle has
become an intolerable eye-sore to every thinking person,
for although kept as bright as burnished gold, copper
vessels are acted upon by the acids of the atmosphere,
milk, water, fruits, and vegetables, and thus less or
more mix with our dietary the poisonous salts now
being detected by chemists, and loudly complained of

by the medical profession. Tho.se who use copper
utensils in their dairies will be ferreted out and
exposed. The question, who uses copper dairy
utensils, and who does not, is doubtless a delicate
one. It is to be hoped that the former is the
I'xception, and the latter the rule, generally
speaking, in all our rhce^e-mnking districts.

The poisonous salt.s ofminK : vx<\ . 1mi\h vn-,

from two^ other
utensils, viz., from tln' -n'

of curdling, colouriuL'. an
cheese ; or from the ibod i

And lastly, since the sail s

such an extent, it may ad

r derived
daily

.MM mT 1 !ir milk and
i| l-v Hir !nil'-h cows.
rr iM-1 HI Uu'soil to
{]\r ruui,-; nt .M;ingels,

Swedes, and other plants ul thi.s kind, cunsi'quently
they must be taken into the stomachs of milch cows,
and therefore find their way to the milk and cheese.
It is an established fact in physiology that noxious
Iiriih'i]pl,-'S of this kind taken iidii the sluninchs of
:iii;ni:iK' living milk are apt tn bc.-iTrrlrd in tlicir milk.
'fill- I- the reason why the milk i> sd ca-llv iiHi'cted by
ilH.iii;ility of the food. Thu-s wlun mil.-li cows eat
pycr's-b'room (Genista tinctoria), a bitter plant common
in some meadows, their milk, butter, and cheese is

bitter. Even when grazing on the pastures cows pull
up much of the Grass by the roots, and may tnus
ingest the salts of copper in the extensive dairy districts

of Cheshire, Gloucester, and Wilts, where such have
been applied to the land along with top-dressings and
artificial manures. There are other dietetic sources
from whence milch cows may obt:iin tin- cnpiier found
in the cheese made from their milk, :!s hruw ers' grains,

distillers' wash, and the water they drink. AVhat has
been said, it is hoped, will be suf&cient to convey to
the reader the necessity of a searching inquiry being
made into the whole of the details of dairy husbandiT^

;

And this, too, is not all ; for if copper is present in tne
food of fattening and store cattle, it must be highly
iniurious to their general health, and equally detri-

mental to the quality of the buteher-meat sent to the
shambles, while the hjl.iun- slurt of the farmer must
be similarly aftei-lni. /;. Sour milk will no doubt
dissolve copper, and thr iiiid made in brass or copper
vessels maj; be thuruby uijured and injurious; but
that the milk derived from a consumption of oilcake,

or from dirty Mangels in which chemists have detected
cojipcr, can be injured or injurious owing to tho copper
it tliiw ilrrivr^-. seems to us absurd.]

/' ' ' IAher Labourers.-—Since all the Wilt-
^ll;

!

'

1 ever met with would command the
ns|iLi <>\ i;r-'-(lass M'orkmen in any county in the
I'liited Kin^^dum, I have often felt siUTirised at the
remarks about the debilitated condition of farm
labourers in the West of England. When employed in

1S.">G iu a garden in Worcestershire, near Tewkesbury,
the land ste^vard paid the garden hands for working
overtime in the evenings at hajmaking. I do not
remember ever being in such a fix, in the way of
working, as a native of Worcestershire and one of

Wiltshire placed a native of Aberdeenshire and myself
when forking hay on to a rick. The former were
forking it from the gi-ound on to a platform, and the
latter on to the rick. My then fellow-workman had
to change his shirt,.which was saturated with perspira-

tion. I have before quoted the statement of a "V^'ilt-

shire labourer, that he and his wife were as comfortnble

in the Frome district on 7^. a-week and the perquisites

peculiar to the West of England, as he was in Bucking-
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hanishire on 1 tv. of cash, withnut'.li.mso or any odior

Berquisite. The secret of iv.inparalive comforl and

misery is found in the fiirl tlml 1... many i-ai-li^ii

farmers are compelleil in ln:il llinr i.L'ular slull nl

workpeople as casuals, ulii'li imimIk-iIIj ].ic.liilMl^ \m-]]-

dispo.sed employers, so .ircnin-lunrrd, I'mni cvniriii'j

the interest they take in meritorious services. A f;ood

cow, a good supply of Potatos, the liberty to feed pigs,

and being located in good houses at a convenient near-

ness to the farm-steading, are labourers' elements of

success. I adduce the scale of payment in Eoxburgh-

shire as a proof of it.

The subjoined tabular account gives the in.irket vabie to

farmers of the Potato land and the grain 1 1: i r I f
i
^ \ i I

have based my calculations on the fiars stiu.l l.
i i

' it

JedburRh by a sworn jury. The farmti ~ i

i

i

K. 5,1. off the,V. for the l.WO yards. Fur.- i

'

'

">.
OmiBton Main.'i, 111- m i^i'

i il .'. f I'lt,' i

.
. i uii,

some of whiclj v,

.

'
:

'
i ..i l-

of y.ird.s. Iliii-.'.' II. 'Ill iii'l

another lot of I.'i -. "I I i-i . ''ii -iii '''>
'

''' l'"i 'tr-s

to purchasers rusiilm^, m .Jutliui^;!, .ma .Viu i uui, .md l' "(IilVS

within a r.adius of say six miles. The purchasers are .it the

expense of digging the Potatos and putting them into sacks

ready for lifting into the carts. Some farmers give each hind

only o^ of sheep-money, 5f. as a substitute for a cow's keep,

and 18 bushels of Barley and the other items named. It

is positively preposterous gentlemen farmers attempting

to make the public believe that the earnings of a

hind .and several of his family are a hind's nett w.ages.

I deduct ^i\ -liillinu- 11 week from the gross total for the

bondiit,'!! - 1 i, mi 1 1 so to meet all contingencies connected

-with Hi. hill I
. I. iL-.:s of w.alking from Kelso pari.sh to

Lauder f .ir fur ii mil ten," and to payfor the loss of four and
five days' work .at each term, and for the bondager's broken

time throughout the yeiir. Hind's wages for the years ending
May 25th, 1864 and 18C5 :—

100 stones of Oatmeal, at 1.1. 4.?. .. £6 13 4

18 bushels of B.arley, at 1^ 4.i. 3</.

per quarter . . li M 63

6 bushels of Peas, .at 5s 1 10

1500 lineal yards of Potato drills, at

Is. a score 3 ^r, o

Money substitute for a cow's keep - . 6

Sheep money .^.0

Food for 24 days in harvest .. .. 16

A hind's wages are, house .and garden
free, coals carted, the liberty to

feedapig.and £-X S lOJ

Supposed earnings of bond.ager to the
hind :—

Say 12 days in harvest, at 2.1. 10./. .. 1 14

223daysatls 11 3

78 diiys at lOrf 3 5

16 3

Market value to farmers of gross total

p,aidtohind 42 10 10}

And the perquisites named.
Cost to hind of the bondager's con-

Bondager's wages 13

Boiird for 50 weeks, at 5.i 12 10

Fur lodging, washing, and incidental

expenses .. 2 12
38 2

£14 8 102

The average prices of grain in Roxburghshire make
the aggregate gross total for the year ending May 35

1806, equal to 43?. 16.s. Wl. a house and L-nr.l™ froe

the cartage of coals, ami lil.crly 1.. I'....! ;i |.i_' .Viim..

that 6s. a week is too hii;li an . -n I. ..i i]i. . .-i i.. :i

hind of a bondager's boar.l. In.iL'in^'. iii.l H:i-linr--. I

put that .sum again.st the farmer to mr.-l lli.. I..--. -, t..

the hind through his bondager notworkuiL- frill liinu;

f. .<?., it requires the bondager to earn U'J. I'v. (.. nmlu
the aggregate gross total equal to 42/. llts. mid. and the
perquisites named. Contrast this with the notorious
fact that an intelligent farm steward showed me a list

of the yearly earnings of the bondagers for 12 years,

the highest of which did not amount to 13/. a year.

In short, as a general rule, the bondagers did not earn
more than their wages—12/. to 13/. a year, and each of

too many hinds had to give his bondager her board and
washing off about 26/. a year. I refer to this local

custom in the south-east of Scotland and Northumber-
land to show the comparative comfort of a good many
families who receive less for their labours on Tweed-
side than the same class in Wiltshire, the latter of
which is held up as the "worst paid county in the
kingdom." It is a notorious fact that too many
" favourably circumstanced " hinds have only
equal to 26/. a year for supporting a wife and
family, together with the two able-bodied farm labourers— the hind and his male or female bondager—
for a twelvemonth ! It is the holding up to the public
the united earnings of two labourers for a twelvemonth
as one man's wages, that puts the yearly earnings of a
single labourer in the West of l.>i!:IaiKl in sn.'li nii

unfavourable light. An edifnriiil -lul. imiil m \.iiir

Paper some years ago shows that faniurs in tln' W. i .,1

England are victims of circiimslanct's. Tlie fa.i is

that farmers have no choice of this particular
machine. They cannot, if they would, enploy only
a few and feed them well. Those in any parish have to
maintain all in that parish, either in the field or in the
workhouse, and in some populous parts, if they were
to be fed in order to their efficiency, as Prof. J.

Wilson recommends, they would eat up the whole
produce of the land." Thomas Wauf]h Bi'lln rf^n-.l.

Forest Field, Kelso, N.B. [Mr. Rutherford has I. h l^:nl^

years done good service by pointing out the f;n:il . nl-
of the Bondager system in the southern coniili.s df

Scotland.]

Sewage and Italian Eye-grass.—In laying down land
with Italian Rye-grass it is scarcely possible to have it

in too high condition. The system fnllnwcd at Lnrlirnd
is one year with early Potatos, nn.l Ih.. j.'^h'" "I'li

Italian Rye-grnss. Thelandis v.ry hln.nillj niinnn-.-.l I'.ir

the Potato crop; they arc ._'encrally lil'tril .-iimI s.il.l

in July and August. The land after tlio removal of the
Potato crop is carefully ploughed, le.aving as few open
furrows as possible, Harrow and roll after ploughing,

linking llio surfa'c finite

i.|.l.-.l III.

(iiio tiltli pi
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considerably, and as the method of producina; those
qualities appears so simple, tlio iuCormation i^iveu by
Mr. Haymaus Hye may perhaps be of much interest."

Suffolk Ageicultue.4.l : Bury St. Jidmund's,
July 5.—This was the town fixed upon by the Suffolk

Agricultural Association for their annual meeting for

the present year, and it was arranged that the Show
should be held on Friday. The inhabitants of the
town determined that the meeting should go off \rith

as much eclat as possible, and that, though they could

not extend the show of horses and other life stock to

two days (the Society having decided that it should be
limited to one), they would offer every inducement in

their power to agricultural and other visitors to spend
two days at Bury instead of one. Accordingly a fund
was subscribed, part of which was devoted to

a Flower Show, and another part to prizes

for ploughing matches open to bond fide agricultural

labourers from any part of England, and to a
trial of steam ploughs to come off on Thursday.
Mr. G. H. Nunn, Bldo House, granted the use of a
field for the ploughing matches. It was a Trifolium
stubble, very suitable for the purpose, undulating but
not too hilly, the soil gravelly, and, owing to the rain,

in a better state than might have been expected. The
Committee originally made three classes of ploughmen
—one for men, another for lads under 20, and the third
for boys under 16 ; but whilst there were upw.ards of
50 entries in the 1st class, there were scarcely any in

the 2d, and none in the 3d, and the Committee there-
fore determined to merge them all into one.
Nearly 50 men, from all parts of Suffolk, and a
few from Essex and Cambridgeshire, set to
work with several different descriptions of ploughs, a
few old-fashioned wheel-ploughs, a few foot ploughs,
some by Howard, but the great majority by tiansomes
& Sims. After a very sharp competition the 1st prize
was taken by George Aibon, Hengrave ; 2d, by George
I5running,Bamham; 3d, Nathan Hambling, Westley;
1th, Eichard Spalding, Hengrave ; 5th, Samuel Eush,
Tattingstoue ; 6th, William Cockerton, Cheveley ; 7th,

J. Woodward. Fordham ; 8th, George lilake, Fornham;
9tli, Kn1x-ii llimt, Eougham; 10th, George Birtle,
Timivcnli. 1 11 !i. George Alderton, Eougham. All the
wiiiiK IS, Willi ihe exception of Eobert Hunt (who had a
HnriisljyiuM'l K ansomes' ploughs. Aconsolaiion match
afterwards took place, and there was to be a champion
match on Friday. The trial of steam cultivators was
between a set of Fowler's, one by Burrell, of Thetford,
on Fowler's principle, and a plough belonging to Mr.
E. Greene, M.P., the engine by Burrell and the culti-

vating apparatus by Howard. It appeared that for

breaking the land Fowlei*'s had the advantage, and for
simply cleaning, Howard's. The flower show was good.
There is every prospect of a good show of horses,
sheep, and pigs on Friday, and the number of imple-
ments ou the ground is large.

PORDINGTON,DOECHESTEK.— CoWasf6!aM<iGa»-rfeM.
—This was a paper read at the Anniversary Meeting
of the Fordington Friendly Society, by the Eev. Henry
Moule, Vicar of Fordington. We extract a few
passages :

—

Existing Condition.—The hardships, the misery, the
evils of every variety, to which in conseciueuce of the
nature, the condition, and the e.xtravagant rent of
houses and rooms the working classes in this parish
and town are subjected, have always appeared to me
peculiarly great and distressing, and during the last

few years they have certainly been increasing. It is

known to not a few of you that during the .'i? years
that I have had the charge of tlii.s I'lri-h. tin- -u'bject

lias liri'ii (m iiHMine of deep and )i:iii' 1;'!.,.
> And

1 rail truly s;i.\ that the desire tn vV. mi , .;ate of
things and tu benefit my fellow nim ii,., IjLtii. under
God, the great motive impelling me in all my observa-
tions and e.xperiments in sanitary and physical matters
(and these nave not been few), leading me on to
discoveries and inventions, two or three of which will
pnivc very ins! lumental in effecting the vast improve-
nu'iit whii-h 1 am about to propose in the dwellings of
the working classes. In a cottage not more than
10 feet square I have known for a long time two
families to dwell, each family consisting of the two
liarents and three children (and in the one family the
mother lay in the one room for many weeks till she
died) : and the rent to be paid for this cottage is •l.i.id.

or 2s. 6d. a week. In another, 12 feet square, for
which 2s. 7rf. is paid, I have known a man and his wife
and five children live, together ivith two, and some-
times four lodgers. Tou may see a family of eight or
nine persons living in two rooms, one on the ground
floor, the other above it ; beyond the ground floor there
is not a single inch of accommodation ; and for this,

out of perhaps 18s. earnings a week, 3s. 6rf. must be
paid. The out-door pauper, perhaps an aged widow,
receives as her weekly support, 2s. and a loaf. She has
to pay Is., Is. 6(i., or Is. M. a week for her one room.
Means of Improvement.—After long and careful con-

sideration of the subject, I have arrived at the follow-
ing conclusions:—1st, the Eoyal proprietor of this

estate of the Duchy of Cornwall, and ^lersons of the
upper and middle classes, may, in conjunction with
efforts on the part of the working classes, do much ; but
without such union of effort they can do next to
nothing ; 2dly, the working classes, even if they should
be alone in the eflbrt, can work out for themselves an
ett'ectual remedy ; but that the moral influence of such
an effort ou their part, and the benefits resulting from
it to other classes of society, as well as their own,
would be so gi-eat, that they would not for any length
of time be allowed to stand alone. And although I
may apjjear sanguine and presumptuous in the state-
ment, I have no hesitation in expressing my full con-
viction that the results of such a combined effort as
that to which I invite my fellow-townsmen, and my
fellow-countrymen, would, with God's blessing on it.

exceed both in a physical, economical, mora!, and even
spiritual point of view, anything that in this way has
ever yet been effected.

The scheme of which I speak has its main foundation
in these two principles : First, in increasing the value
of the cottage—its value, however, not merely to the
owner, but to the occupier ; and secondly, in providing
the occupier with an additional source to that of his
weekly earnings from which to pay his rent. At
present there is no fair proportion between the value
of the house or cottage, and the rent to be paid for it

;

nor is there any fair proportion between the rent and
the means of paying it. For a cottage that did not cost
the owner 60/, 40^., or even .30?., a rent of SI. or 61. Ls

most extravagant; and most extravagant also is the
payment of 20 or even 25 per cent, of a man's earnings
for rent. Men with 18s. a week have to pay 3.». 6d. and
4s. ; a ia,bour6r with 10s. a week has to give 2s. 6rf. for
his cottage.

I propose rather to increase the value and capabilities
of the dwelling, and so in some cases to increase their
rent. But at the same time I would afford in the
premises to be rented an additional source of income
to the cottager. I would furnish the mechanic .and
labourer, or rathei" I would have him furnish himself,
with a cottage containing two living rooms and three
bed-rooms, together with due accommodation for clean-
liness and decency. And with such a cottage I con-
fidently assert that any mechanic or labourer in this
town, who is in ordin,ary health and strength, and who
with proper spirit will rise to meet these frightful evils,

may furnish himself. The remedy for such evils cannot
be a work of gi-atuitous charity ; it must be a matter
of business. The money expended mu-st pay a fair

good interest. But ob.serve that of this the working
man will have his full share and benefit.

I will suppose the rent to be Wl. a year; it may
perhaps be less. But then in addition to the five rooms,
and these most economically arranged, I propose that
there shall be attached to each cottage so much ground
and such appliances as shall enable a sober and indus-
trious man of any class to pay that rent, or to get out
of the buildings and grotmd in jn-oduoe for his family a
full equivalent. So that, for instance, a man who now
has to pay out of his earnings 2s. 6rf. rent, would even
in paying is. a week for a cottage ten times better than
that he has at present, really save his 2s. 6rf. His rent
would be increased ; but his income would be increased
in greater proportion.

Profits of Gardens.—Every cottage ought to have
at least one-tenth of an acre attached to it. It would
be better to have one-eighth of an acre. Now I have a
plan by which a cottage, such as I have before men-
tioned, may be built for 125?., or say eight for 1000/.

And the economy of their arrangement shall be such
that wnth one fire or kitchen range, and at a cost of no
more fuel than 1 cwt. of coal a week, the cooking may
be done for a family of from five to ten persons, the
baking, and the washing and koning. Moreover, by
means of that one fire every room, when wished, may
be warmed. Good ventilation can be .secured in every
room. And when the heat of the fire is not required
to warm the rooms, it may be used to warm an outer
shed, to serve either as a washing and drying shed, or
with great advantage and economy as a hen-house, or,

for that which to many a shopman and mechanic
might be a great object, a small greenhouse.
Now, from the eighth of an acre attached to each

cottage, together with such drying shed, hen-house, or
greenhouse, a sober and industrious man, with a very
little instruction as to the best things to cultivate,
might easily pay a rent of 10/. a year, or 4s. a week,
without deducting niiything from his wages.

Tlte Capital Sequircd.—But, you ask, where wiU you
get the money with which thus to build cottages with
gardens so attached to them ? And if you can get the
money, where will you find the land ?

jis to the money, it must in the first instance at least

come from the working classes themselves. Don't be
startled at this—they can raise it if they choose. And
if they raise it, and if the money thus raised be found
to pay goodinterest (as it certainly will), then they will

soon get more from other classes. Cottage property of
the kind I propose will be found as good and as safe an
investment as other house property. And then as to
the land ; if 400 or 500 men will ask for it, and offer for

it a fair price or a good ground rent, I cannot think
that the Council of his Royal Highness the Prince of

Wales would advise him to refuse it. If, however,
they should so advise his Eoyal Highness, railroads

and the Union Settlement Act open a wide field for us.

We are no longer tied to the immediate neighbourhood.
I have said that the money in the first instance must

come from the working classes ; and I will now show
you how it may be raised. Call to mind the fact I once
put before you, that from 12,000/. to 15,000/. a year are
spent by the working classes of this town in beer and
spirits, and'most of this in public-houses, and very much
of it on Saturday nights ; so that by large numbers of
men God's day is in consequence profaned and His
worship neglected. Now, from such a fund as this

could not 2000/. or even 4000/. a-year be easily drawn ?

Would any great amount of self-denial be required to
do this ? No ; let there be a little reflection, a little

resolution, and a little prayer to God. and the work is

easy. Only let the mechanic and labourer look
seriously at the misery, the evil, and the sin involved
in the annual expenditure of 12,000/. or 15,000/. in such a
way, and consider at the same time the countless
benefits which with God's blessing would result from
tiUTiing even such a portion of it into the channel I
propose, and I do believe that numbers will resolve in
God's strength immediately to take steps for raising
from 2000/. to 4000/. a-ye.ar. And mark this, that while
so seeking thus to improve their dw"ellings, they would
be forming a permanent property and a true Savings'
Bank for the working man.
Let it be done then in some such way as this. Let a

Company be formed with as many shares as may be
taken at 2/. 12s. or 3/. a share, to be paid, if wished, in
weekly payments of Is. -Id. If 400 of these shares be
taken, eight or 10 cottages a year might be built. But
800 shares would raise only 400/. more than the smaller
of the two sums I have mentioned above, and by
annually raising such a sum as this we might look in
this town for the relief of 100 persons a year from the
misery and the evil under which they are sufTering.
But now it is of no use to build good cottages unless

we can get good teuiints—without them the interest
mil not be paid, and money will not be invested. To
secm-e such tenants, therefore, and still more, to enable
us to look with some confidence for that blessing
from on high, without which nothing can prosper,
there should be these two quahfications required in all
tenants and shareholders. First, they should under-
take to " remember the Sabbath-day to keep it holy,"
and regidarly to attend the worship of God. SeooniUy,
they should undertake to separate entirely from the
public-house. To some these qualifications may appear
too low ; to others they will appear too high and too
strict. I can only say to such that without these quali-
fications I would not venture one shilling in such a
scheme; with them I should have all the" confidence
that I have already expre.ssed. Instead of meeting
together to waste time and money and to encourage
each other in evil, let men meet together at one time
to worship God, at another to promote their own
welfare, and that of their families and neighbours, ajid
evil and sin would receive a mighty check, while thu^
in the very first eflbrt an impulse beyond all calcula-
tion would be given to social, moral, and religious
improvements.

Observations sngijested by the Cattle Plaijue about
Witchcraft, Credulity, Superstition, Parliamentary
Reform, and other matters. By H. Strickland
Constable, Wassand, Hull. Dalton & Lucy, 28,

Cockspur Street. Pp. 99.

Third Report of th^ Commissioners appointed to

inquire into the Origin and Nature, Sec, of tfte Cattle
Plague. With an Appendix. Eyre & Spottiswoode.

We place these publications together, although no
contrast can be greater than that which they present.
The latter is a most elaborate ti-eatise, in which nine
of the most accomplished and experienced students of
its subject have combined their labours, so that pro-
bably no question ever received more exhaustive treat-

ment and discussion. The former is the " agreeable
riittle" of a clever man who knows nothing about the
subject—what the duodenum is he has not the least

notion—but who apparently knows a good deal of the
past history of superstition, and who seems to think
that he proves the folly of Mr. Gamgee's opinions by
tying them up in the same bundle with a lot of un-
doubted absurdities, of which he gives a list. He makes
especial merriment over the idea of contagion :

—

Mr. Ganigee says, as we all know, that this cattle

plague is never taken spontaneously. I say it is. I
say I know half-a-dozen instances within five miles of
my own house, some of them my own tenants, where
there had been no communication, and therefore no
contagion, and yet the plague broke out. Oh, but (our
Professor would say) the air carried it, or a dog, or a
cat, or a bird, or a rat. But if this is called an argu-
ment, I will prove the same about anything whatever.
Broken knees in horses, for instance. Suppose I choose
to assert, that broken knees can only be taken by
contagion, Mr. Gamgee would doubtless bring several

instances to show the contrary. I say these instances

prove nothing ; because the air will Scarry ' tumbling
down' in horses, any distance almost, and insects carry
it, and dogs are known by everybody to carry it

constantly. The proof is absolutely as complete in the
one case as the other."

And again on the absurdity not only of contagion
but of the idea that giving a scientific term to

anything which is unintelligible adds anything to

knowledge :

—

" Probably all these names have had for their origin

the endeavour to hide ignorance, and this would
account for our giving them in these cases, but not to

the different internal disorders of a watch or a steam-
engine, for these latter we can take to pieces, under-
stand, mend and put together again ; but if we could
not do so, and a watch went badly, I have no doubt
whatever that we should say, it had got that terrible

disease, ' horologiumpest.' This would at once satisfy

us like children when told the mere name of a thingj

and prevent our having to say we do not understautt

what is wrong ; and at the same time it would (a thing
the" human mind craves) set our imaginations, our
credulity, and superstitions free to theorise about it, and
say that * horologiumpest ' was a fearful disorder to

which watches are subject ; that one watch never takes

it except by contagion from another ; that the salubrity

of the English climate is such, that the disease is never
taken in this country spontaneously, but that it is

always iujported direct from Geneva—the proof of

this being that watches in Geneva are notoriously

known to be often afflicted with the disease, and that

large numbers are always being imported into England.
Furthermore we should say, that keeping the watch
clean and treating it well, though desirable things

enough in themselves, can do nothing towards prevent-

ing this terrible complaint, and that the only real

measure is, immediately a watch is observed to_ go

wTong, to stamp upon it until it has ceased to tick,

and then bury the fragments in the ground, the chain

and key to be either buried with it or carefully dis-

infected with carbolic acid."

We give the history of the author's six Aldemey
cows :

—

" I have six Aldemey cows, the most tender of all

kinds. Ever since last November they have been
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o^jnnirfleld dav and night. It is now the end of

May During all tiiis time they have been in perteet

condition, and giving as much milk as ever. They had

a comfortable open shed to go into if they liked. My
cowman told me the other day that not one ot them

has ever gone into it the whole winter. It has been a

remarkably wet, stormy winter, and the thermometer

has some nights been at 16' below freezing point. Ihe

nlague has been all round me. The way I do is this.

I go and spend half an hour in the sheds of some

farmer whose beasts are dying all round me. Then 1

come home, and immediately visit my cows in the

field. They are very tame ; so I first look which way

the wind is blowing, and then I go to the windward

side of one of the uows, so that none of the emanations

may be lost,, and stroke its head for a considerable

period. I have not succeeded hitherto in imparting

the disease, and I am sadly afraid my endeavours to do

so would only lead to disappointment, however long 1

might continue them, or however often I might repeat

them. Now I know perfectly well wlmt Mr-:«rs.

Gamgee & Co. would say here, for tli. y Imw -iml it

before in similar case.?. They would .s:i.\
'

i Ik- ".i ire

Alderney cows, and therefore all this pimm- ihhIiuil:.

It is like the elder Mr. Weller, when his son ronsults

him how he should cud liis \-ilru(ine. 'Icouldend
with a werse," hi- .^a,^ .^ ' " hit dn y,.u think ?'

" ' I don't like it, Saui,' ausu-ered Mr. Weller. I

never know'd a respectable coachman as wrote poetry

'cept one, and he was only a Cambervell man, so that

proves nothin.'"
The reader mil find a great deal more of the same

amusing anecdotical discussion of the subject, which

will leave him, we should hope, with his opinions

unaltered, but with the feeling that he has spent an

hour very pleasantly in the perusal of the pamphlet.

The Blue-book, whose title succeeds that of Mr.

Constable's essav, is a work of a very diflerent sort.

In addition to the final report of the Commissioners,

the substance of which has already appeared in our

columns, it contains an appendix including reports by

Dr. Sanderson" on the Nature, &c., of the Disease; by

Dr. Marcet ou the Chemical Pathology of it ; by Dr.

Miu-ohison on its Creneral Pathology ; by Dr. Bristowe

ou the Morbid Anatomy of the Disease ; by Dr. Beale,

a report of Micioscopic Researches; by Dr. Angus
Smith (111 Ui-iiil'iHtion and Ventilation; by Mr.
CrcBikr. .Ill ilir ,\ii|ilication of Disinfectants; and by
.Mr>.-i's. \:uiii-ll i'. Pritchard ou Treatment. The
whole is illustrated by wonderfully fine eolotu-ed

lithographs. The work seems to us to be a perfectly

e.'ihaustive treatise, which ought to be carefully studied

by all interested in the preservation of cattle from the

disease. We quote a passage from Dr. Angus Smith's

report on disinlectants :

—

" According to the principles laid down the air must
betrcntfl, :ivid wlini-p there is no disease there is only

ase'i'.i; i rrating anything besides the air.
^

" Si .
I

:

; ' I
' sus have been treated with carbolic

acidiuiii \i
I ,

I ,' lloiit results. The mode has been
first to remove liom the floor the mass of manure
wdiich too often adheres to it ; secondly, to sprinkle the

floor with strong carbolic or crcsylio acid. Ne.xt i;o

wash the walls, beams, and rafters, and a,U that is

visible in the cowhouse, with lime, in which is put

some carbolic acid, 1 to 50 of the water used, or with

strong carbolic acid alone. Ne.xt, to make a solution,

containing 1 of carbolic or cresylio acid to 100 of water,

or perhaps still better, 60 of water, and to water the

yard and fold until the whole place smells strongly of

the acid. Only a few farms have been treated in

this way so far as I know, hut in each it has been
successful.

'' It may be well to give the cattle a little of the weak
solution of carbohc acid, but this has not been so fully

tried as the external use. The washing of the mouth
and entire animal with the weak solution may be

attended with good results, especially in the early stage

of disease ; but I know nothing of cure, and speak only

hopefully of prevention. The animals seem to have an
instinct 'for disinfection, and lick substances touched
with this acid. They must not be allow-ed to drink it,

as when strong, as already said, it bUsters the skin, and
especially the mouth and tongue.

We inay use other methods. The first and fourth

may even be used together, but not with the second.
" 2d. Chlorine may be used to fill the atmosphere as

completely as cai'bolic acid was used. It is a refreshing

ga-s in minute quantities, and good accounts of cases of

cattle plague prevention by it have been lieard of.

" An ejcuellent way to make it is to mix about 1 lb.

or more, according to the size of the space, of chloiide

of lime, with 1^ lb. of potash alum, or of alum cake

This is an easy matter. After all the senses must
regulate the amount b"th for the cattle and those

employed about them. Sulphur may be thrown on a

shovelful of coals ; or Mr. Stone's method for chlorine

may be imitated, and crystals of sulphite of soda thrown

into weak muriatic acid.
' In 11 \l-iii-: 1'"^. T may add, itmny li" .'mijilrroil as

proveli^ii I
II

. liave a powerful I li' i
<•

' '"''A

thee II' I
I the disease, li i m i

'

i"-

ever, pi';-"i'- ! I n careful not to ^i- il.' 'i !•'•"' :iu

infected animal to touch a sound one."

It is proper to add Dr. Smith's note to his report :—
" It has been supposed that I had an interest in

McDougall's jiowder ; my connection ceased bfl'm-e it

brought any return. I never was partner. 1 I
"''in

pleasure of doing much with Mr. McDougall ,

showing the use of carbolic acid, and my e.\|i' ihhi

then gained caused me to be consulted in the

to provide accommodation for 371. Tlie class of

thoroughbred stallions will include representatives

from several of the leading breeding studs of

the kingdom, and the five classes devoted
to hunters show a total entry of nea.rly 120.

To use sporting phraseology, in no single class is there

a walk over, and in but one solitary instance is the

competition reduced to match, whilst throughout the

whole prize list, with the exception of two or three

agricultural classes, the fields will be very large ; for

some of the stakes there will probably be 30 starters.

Arrangements have been made with Mrs. Beverley

(an accomplished horsewoman, whose exploits in the

limiting field in the Quorn and Pytehley countries

! .
I

' aimed her a high reputation) to show the ladies'

liters and hacks. The judging will be in public,

I iMiiuienoing at nine ou Tuesday morning and will be

limiUy attractive, the whole of the horses having to be

"Mr. McDougall and I took diflerent courses, and shown m the ring, and in the hunting classes, tried

he has, I believe, dime much good service ; but he ha;

not explained to me his other patents fully ; the,\- wore

taken out quite unknoH 11 toiiir.niid In- -iiui >
- iir-.t

shown mo by one ot thr ( 'ill ill' i'l:i-'n in'ii' ' i'^-

The soap seems to \w I" rmitiiiii i... ml: ,
nid

soda; if so, I can say thai it i,> a\t-i;v e.uvUuiilj uu-iiurc.

I am perfectly free, and able to speak w ithout bias on

the subject."

or fences, a,nd in several other classes they will be

ridden or driven in harness, as most suitable.—

Birmingham OaielI.e.

We have to lament the death of several well-

kiioH il .li.;ii;-'itished men during the past few

week- M ' id 'larrett, aged .59, on June 26—
Mr. Kill !.'.r, aged 88, on June 23—and Mr.

Chuiii Siiiki -I.I Kingston, on June 16.

well pounded. Ammonia alum will not do. The
chlorine is given ofl' gradually. Another plan, recom-
mended by Mr. Stone, of Manchester, is to throw a
crystal of chlorate of potash into a dish of muriatic
acid, when it gradually dissolves and gives off chlorine.

(I would add some other suggestions sent by Mr.
Stone, but I believe he will make his own ideas public.)

The amount mu.st be regulated by the sense of smell.

There must be a di.stinct odour in the coivhouses. A
difliculty occui-s here. Carbolic acid aud cresylio

acid can be used in-doors and out of doors, and it is

difficult to remove the smell ; this chlorine fumigation
is not so easily transferred, and it is not clear how to

fumigate well the yard and the fold as well as the

large masses of manure lying in the fold with any
vapours but those first mentioned. For very impure
places muriatic acid and black oxide ofmanganese may
be used.

"3d. Muriatic arid iiiiiy bcn-cdlnriiick. .; , T- r.'

is much to be .-ml in il- luMnir, li " ' 'in'

it appears tu Ijc ; ii i,- a Inik' .laii.ii c -
•

best made by throwing cummou .-alt cu uira-i. iiic

same difficulty occurs as with chlorine; it is not ca.-y

to fumigate the yard with it

Farm. Memoranda.
Smethwick Hall, Bkeeeton, Cheshike:

Disinfection, hij Carbolic J./,/.—Tins farm is lu the

centre of one of the most afl'cci I
Im- ih, ,

- m iiulaial.

The stock consists of 7.3 aniiiMk '' •.••\<\

in houses which have been iv_,i . i. . nnc

December last; and 15 t»u-,ic.ir-uid uciiLi--, and

13 yearling calves, kept in fields and open sheds. To

these latter no disinfectant whatever has been used,

owing to the impossibiUty of applying it satisfactorily

toaniinaN m llic ciicnair.

Thill - 11 tiled very severely all round, but no

case oc< mi. la, -Mr. Lowe's farm until February, when
one of lUu -1.". uiileh cows showed signs of illness.

Immediate investigation was made, and it was found

that one of the cowmen, on the previous day, had

attended a post-mortem examination of some diseased

beasts, and having come directly to Mr. Lowe's houses,

afterwards had milked some of the cows. The man was

of course discharged instantly. The succeeding day,

February 20th, the first cow that the man had milked

on the day of the post-mortem, refused her food, aud

all the symptoms of the plague rapidly appeared. Two
others in the same house were afterwards attacked, one

of which recovered almost immediately : the other was

killed as a matter of precaution. A fourth case then i
Mtn

occurred in another shed. On inquiry, I found that the

.

the first third, and foiu'th cows were those which had tori 1

been milked by the discharu-cl man. Tlnv sc.-oud ea,-c I cflc.

occurring in the same shed '.lith tli,' lirst and tliir.l, na.s
^

k la

evidently either devek.pc.l li-.nii tlicm. .n; was a ca-.:.
:

he-

i

of infection brought troin the calves luenti.jued bck.w.

These four cases are all that have occui-red amougst

the -15 milch cows in the disinfected sheds. Up to the

present date the rest are perfectly well. Their health

indeed, seems to be improved by the carbolic acid.

The cows are very fond of it, and lick it from the wood-

work or walls whenever they have an opportunity.

Previous to his discharge, and ou the morning of

that day, the same man wa.s einiikiM.l i.i i.r ,.11111:4

food for, and feeding, the uiiii..i..i .1 1 .
i- 1. .- nul

IScalves. A few days after th. .li-:i - iI.m i.|' iii-"lt

amongst them, and in a fortnight thej Here all .lead.

A crucial experiment has, therefore, beeu tried at

this farm on the grandest scale. It was, indeed,

supplied by accident, but it is none the less satisfactory

and decisive. Although it far surpasses in magnitude

any trial which an experimentalist dare institute, it

fulfils every condition which could be demanded by the

most rigid investigator. A farm is chosen in the very

hotbed of cattle plague. The cattle on it are divided

into two lots, 45 being placed in disinfected houses, and

28 in undisinfeoted open sheds. The disease is brought

into each lot on the same day, by direct inoculation of

the virus. Of the disinfected animals, only those

actually inoculated fall a prey, whilst of those which

are not protected by disinfection the whole are rapidly

swept off.
, . , . , ... ,

,

It is scarcely possible to say anything which will add

to the satisfactory nature of these results ; but I may
mention that of the 10 farms immediately surrounding

Mr. Lowe's, seven have lost the whole of their

stock (amounting to 215), whilst on the remaining

three the plague is gradually spreading through the

herds. . ^ ,

Accident has carried this grand experiment a step

further with the most striking results. A few weeks

ago the remainder of Mr. Lowe's 45 disinfected animals

were turned out to Grass, and at the same time were

removed from the protecting influence of the carbolic

acid Within a few days the plague attacked and

killed the whole of them. The complete proof of the pounds werecon

value of carbolic disinfection which has been aflbrdcd he had indi

at this farm is cheaply purchased at the loss of all ihose who 1

Mr. Lowe's stock. Report hi/ Mr. Crookes on

Disinfection to the Cattle Plaijue Commission.

iiichiu-d Garrett was born at Leiston on

February 1st, 1807. His father and grandfather before

him conducted there a business which was destined

afterwards to assume world-Mik . e .
(il..:l^. He boro

the weight of responsibility Vie .

' i:. inuewhon
most young men are begiim .

'.. iniialed into

business, he was already condnc m;- :rii.i . nkirgiiig that

of the Leiston firm. When an opening presented

itself, he threw himself into it with an ardour of

enterprise which could not be surpassed. At com-
paratively an early age his labours, which had broug'ht

him wealth, had also beguu to tell upon his

constitution, and he left the more immediate super-

intendence of his immense trade about ten years since

to his sons. He had, however; then invested capital in

connection with some relatives in a new firm in

Loudon, and the success of the Camden Brewery

within a few years of its formation justified the

expectations which his sagacity had formed of it. As

a public character his career was very remarkable. No
movement in the county could be started for the

general good without his throwing himself heartily

into it, both with money and labour; no calamity could

happen without his being the originator or the cordial

sum.nricr ok an elfort lor thi eUef nf the
eh l.by

Miscellaraeouso
Birmingham Horse Shorn for July 10, 11, 12.—The

liberal prize list was issued in May last, and the popu-

lai-if y of the management,the exertions ivhich have been

,

|k e, -..,.;ii-,. li,,. c,,-ii;i,-v:-(t;.iri .-if til,- e-;hibitor.s, the
,',,,..,

,.i
, \ : II ik; I' :;

,

,,, :,,-in, and the

,

','

;,
,,i.,

, ,,:' e,,i . - :,.•
; ,, k I 's to supply

,ii,,„ , ,,r il,,, ;,, iia.'tin ii.e ik-i 1.1 -, have raised

tiie entries far beyond the most, wingiiiiie hopes of the

promoters, and in excess of any horse show previously

4th!' Sulphurous acid is' made by burning sulphur. I
held in England. The managers have been enabled

,. Au.iilimg korthe
could reckon upon

the public movements
as the Royal
s eai-lie,-l days
; at its annual

k '
: e: ,

I c LiUural cias;

hk- 111. 1-1 . iini. -' k, l]i. Among
whi.'ii ilr.-l c.ii:-k.l his^

Agricultural Sociity ..:' L
and he was one of 1

a

meeting; afterward- , k lor many ,\
cats in

succession, as one of ;ke m^iLiu,,!- ol the < ouueil,^ and

no one took a more active part in its useful operatioms.

The Smithfield Club also found him a most earnest

supporter ; he wa,s among the first who promoted

and -uiiiiorted it,- exhibitioii of agricultural yiaeliiucr.y,

and with oilier- he pr..iec;ed Ihe .\e e ei '.
,1

i kill in

ihich it-

held.' The Agneiiltuial Ke

engaged his sympathies, and 1:

him, after long canvas, and c ,

,

,

tious of many others, to see a I

secure of a small provision fur ii

number of sub.-cribers who owe
the Society to his untiriug influence is very large.

,., aeclUilii„.\eae.-. 'The

their connection with

Iiplied to the Idiot .Asylum at

eiueuls which
the formation
Illation of the
o iiromote the
iiiet condition
jf his iiersonal

same remark maj- Ik

Colchester; anl ,iei,,ne ..1 e r imlill.' .

OH'e much te 1
,

,
, - 1

e ,r .

oftheEasI ;•
,

,

.
'

'•'
'Ik

volunteer fuiee lie ,e,- .iiuni-' ik.- til-

movement ; he looked ou the safe an

of England as the foundation, not 01

success, but of all the prosperity wmen ua.-> .ii.-u.u-

guished this country, and therefore he felt it to be the

duty of every man who valued this state of things

loyaUy and vigorously to uphold it. The country will

not easily forget the first great volunteer fcle 'm.

Carlton Park, m September, 1801, when the nobility

and leading men of the county, from the Lord-

Lieutenant downwards, met a thousand volunteerr '*

the lirst county review, and dined to.'ethi

in a large marquee which he had en.ii I

The crowning eB'ortof his life was, 1.,
1

kaii

tion with the committee of the Fraiukn-

classCoUege. To his liberahty was owing i-u

and a porter's lodge ;
while the nave ol

rterwards
tin- jiark.

,-:l--neia-

1 .Mi.ldle-

,
111 of 000?.

chapel was

erected by his munificence, and several thousands

uvard

tributed by friendsandgentlemen whom
icrrieiid the rising institution.

nil him can bear witness to the

-lieied in the movement and prc-

j meeting. If at auy committee
rried weight, it was not merely

of his judgment, but because the
leen spent in correspondence,
ill. II-- .'Ikieh iiaved the wav for

i I i ,' uiauv years the great

,1 I
,,,ii|en'cLior the Lord-

.1 i: ;,.ii'dship, in bis ellbrt

has lived to save
i„ w...» ., oood movement,
Sufl'olk from being proverbially behind in the race, so

that it now assumes a foremost rank amongst the

counties whose resources are for the most part agricul-

tural. For this purpose Lord Stradbroke deigued to

invite throughout, and to accept, unasked, the counsel
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of cue who, in liis l.iisinrss capa.-ilv, w,•l^ mcII vfrs.^.l in

the .oiiditioii of 111 uiniy ; :nMrtliu> mllim tlie l:isl

few yriirs honours in))]c thiokly njioii Kirli:iril CiuriiK.
Ilis main reward consisted in seeing tlie increased
rrosperity of Suffolk and the advancement of others

;

but when he received at the hands of Lord Stradbroke,
as her Majesty's representative, the position of a magis-
trate, and afterwards his commission of deputy-lieu-
tenant, he could not fail to set a high value on such
honours ; in this capacity he was presented at Court,
and never was the privilege given to one who had done
more to promote loyalty in his native county. In
England, as well as abroad, if he found himself in the
foremost rank it was not from preference, but because
the active man gets the brunt of the battle. It is not
for us to intrude into the domain where the intensity

of bereavement is jiroportionate to the strength of the
ties which had united a most large-hearted father to

a happy and attached family. On Tuesday night, June
20th, lie expired in the simple faith of a Christian.

Thomas Kaymond Barker died on the 2.3d ult.

at his residence at Hambleden, near Henley-on-Thames,
at the venerable age of 88. He was a younger son of
John Raymond Barker, Esq., of Eairford Park,
Gloucestershire, where the family has been seated for

many generations, and where it is now represented by
a nephew of the deceased. Mr. Raymond Barker was
originally a Commoner of Oriel, and was thence elected
a Fellow of Merton College, in this University, and he
was one of about seven surviving gentlemen in England
who graduated in the last century. He was an urbane
and an unselfish man, devoting his time and fortune,
for many years past, to the advocacy and aid of religious
societies and benevolent objects, as well as to public
business. Living near the border of the two counties,
he was a distinguished magistrate of Buckinghamshire
and Oxfordshire. And his valuable services to the
Royal Agricultural Society will long be remembered.
Orford Journal.

Charles Stokes, of Kingston, died on the IGth
ult. For something like half a century he was among
the foremost men of his time in improving agriculture
and the breeding of stock. As an eminent farmer, the
county at large owes to his efforts a deep debt of

fratitude. His efforts and his example in themselves
id wonders; and as a leading member of the Royal

Agricultural Society, of the Smithfield Club, the
Farmers' Club, and of various kindred associations, the
value of Mr. Stokes's long services can scarcely be over-
estimated. His advice and friendly interposition were
eagerly sought in his own neighbourhood, and his loss

will be generally felt over a wide district. Though
80 years of age, Mr. Stokes was hale and hearty, and
regular in the discharge of all those duties which he
had taken upon himself, until within a week or two of
his death. Among others of his public services, we may
mention that for nearly 20 years he was Chairman of
the Shardlow Board of Guardians, and as such a true
and consistent friend to the poor, as well as being a just
guardian of the ratepayers' interests. Serb;/ Mercurii.

Tlir Fnrmrr is llie gre:i( middleman between jiovcrtv
nd wr.nUli, Iw'fwe™ l:ihonr mid fnpital. brtwecn the
laiiy an. I III,' fru. In llir limir nl' ,l,-l,v" llin battle

I" I! sti-

'I'Im nl IS com-
pai-aliM.|y iinknnun 1m 111.' law- whether he lives

abroad all his da\^ anil i^ ii(\. i- heard of, or resides in
the heart of his limii, i-i \ . lie maybe cfiually a non-
entity. In respect ofllial iHMiirrly he has scarcely one
legal obligation. He is a >lit|>iiiL' j-artiier in the con-
cern, but of course no iiailn.i- ai all. The tenant is

looked upon as the universal
]
.i\ rna-lor. In half-an-

liour's i\'alk from almost every market-place in the
kiiigtiom yon find yourself under the sway of these
powerful and re-ponsilile potenlales. Once among
green fields and hedgerows, and the tenant farmer is

.your immediate superior. The road you are riding
upon, Ihe ditch you leap over, and the bridge you cross,

are maintained by him. If you damage a fence it is

his -- the cattle are his— the labourers are in his pay.
II.. L,T( ally a-ists in keeping the carpenter's bench, the
san pil.ainl ilie forge at work—the village shop and
111.' Mllaj.' pi I Mi.; houses are chiefly siip)ior1.'.l by liis

.s.'i-vaiiN anil laliourers. If ]ir..liK i'lil la li.- I., draw
on his ca]iilal to keep (liilr_.> -" '

'

u-,. r..-

dii.'i'il, he haslobearth limn: .
i '

' ', -iT.a.K.
his ri.-ks arc burned; when lie .'an i,.. l-nu'. r j. ..» wa,^.s,

he iiuist slill pay rate.s.^ If there are widows, or
orphans, or old men, or cripples, or sick, or vagrants,
111.' tinaiit farmer must maintain them; if they die
wilhi.iit friends, he must bury them. I am not for-

ijelliii^ thai Ian. I oc.'iipicd for agricultural purpo.ses
is II.. 1 m.iri' than half the real property of this

islan.l — in many res]ieets land has an import-
aiii'i- ami risponsibility beyond its ]iecuniary estimate
— Ir.iin Ian. i IS the first .start of our iir.is]..'iiiv. and in

land is the last refuge of our social slatisti.s. Who is

s.) competent and rightful an authority, in matters of
domestic finance, as the tenant farmer, and who is

more entitled to be represented, as directly and honestly,
and truly, as can be—and yet, lamentable as it really is,

and must appear, in ^lay, ISi'.r.. we have no minister of
a.-.ri.'iilliii'.', n.. .l.'].arlm.iil 1.. wli.'iii we could appeal
un.i.'r sp.'.ial . innin-iaii.'.'^. ami Iroiii whi.iii the agri-

eulliui-l c.iilil al oni'c rr.'.'ivc atl.'iitif.n. How many
siam^litered animals would now be gi'azing on rich
pastures, and producing food for man, that now lie

buried in the ground, under orders from the veterinary
inspector. If there had been an authority to act when
the cattle plague first appeared in this country, how
many animals would be living that are now dead, how
many homes would be now occupied, with happy faces,

that .are now desolate—how many rich pastures that
remain unstoeked -n-ould be seen with living animals

;

how many families that would have been basking in

sunsliine, nii.lcr llic denial rnvs of a falhcr's licarl, an
now s.',illci'.',l h.'lpl.'ss ov..r Ihc lan.l, ami llinr 'jiml,

lia-scd to a lilllati.' asylum : Cajilain Jl,,rs, II l„ f,,r, lli,

SirinduH Furmm' Cluh.

Calendar of Operations.
July : Sai/maHnr/.—Soiue years ago (1861) a corre-

spondent of the AgricuUural Oazette complained that
among the costs of making ten acres of hay near
London, his bailiff had charged 3/. 8s. firf. worth of beer.
The charge was preposterous—a gallon of beer per acre
during mowing, and as much during haymaking, is a

liberal allowance ; while in good weather the whole
cost of mowing, and making, and ricking, exclusive of
horse labour, ought not to exceed 10s. per acre.

Another correspondent,however, expressed liis surprise
at this estimate :—Having 400 acres to secure, he could
never get it done much under 30s. an acre, with the aid
of haymaking machines and horse rakes, but not mow-
ing machines. He had this year let 160 acres for 23s.

an acre, and had found horses, carters, and machines,
and it did not pay the contractor.
Now in answer to this it may be repeated, that 10s.

per acre is the cost at which the cutting and making of
large quantities of hay in Gloucestershire is often let,

barring only the employment of the farm teams in

carrying it ; but the cost no doubt varies both with the
crop and the wage of the locality. When 2s. and beer
is a satisfactory wage, and one ton per acre a satisfactory^

crop, haymaking must cost less than where 3s. with
beer and a couple of loads per acre are the wage and
crop respectively.

The following is information recently received on
this point from Gloucestershire farmers :—(1) The first

occupies a dairy farm of two or three hundred acres in

the Vale of Berkeley. He has '' no accurate account of
what it has cost " him in any one year for haymaking,
but he states what he " considers it has cost per acre
annually." He always mows from 100 to 120 acres a
year, and generally lets his Grass " to mow and make,
at 8s. an acre, with a horse and hay tedder to go over it

once." Without this machine he must give 9s. at
least, and he considers it costs him 2.^. an acre for beer
and cider in addition to this, and then 2s. more for his
men to stack it away, making with the machine 12s. an
acre, and without it 13s. an acre. This does not include
thatch. " for which probably la. an acre more must be
charged." We know this fann perfectly, and know its

tenant to be one of the best dairy farmers of the district.

(2) Mr. Harrison, of Frocester Court, who occupies
one of the best dairy farms in Gloucestershire, extend-
ing over about 500 acres of the rich calcareous loam
stretching from the oolitic hills into the Vale of

Gloucester, has been kind enough to give the following
particulars of his experience during the last ten years
in the cost of haymaking :

—

In 18.51 the whole cost in manual labour, i. e., mow-
ing, making, canning, ricking, thatching, over 123 acres,

was 7s. Gd. per acre. In 1852 the cost over exactly the
same extent was 8s. 8rf. per acre.

In 1856 the whole cost of mowing and making
(inclu.lingsome acres of Clover), "thatching and all,"

was 8.V. an acre over 145 acres. In 1857 the whole cost

over lot acres was Gil., or about Ss. an acre.

In 1859 the mowing machine was used in addition to

the hay tedder aud horse rake, and the whole cost of
manual labour in mowing, making, carrying, ricking,

and thatching 170 acres, was only 6s. an acre. The
quantity of beer and cider consumed is about two
gallons per acre during the whole process; but of course
it and every other item of the cost varies immensely
H ilh llii' wiallier. Where that is difficult the process
is (orrt'>p..ii.|iiiu'l,\ tedious and expensive. But the
figiiii's L'iM 11 ,^tate a.'.'urately the whole cost incurred
in the years which have been named. The following
particulars of crops and labour may be added. The
weight of h.ay per acre on this farm is put at from 20 to

30 cwt. per acre. The same men all the year round are
employed, and extra hands (excepting a few women

)

are rarely engaged at haymaking time. The men have
the same wages as at other periods of the jear viz

from lis. to 12.?. a^week. Cider is gl^en to them in

addition during this harvest work From 8s to 10s an
acre is the ordinarj' rate of the neighbourhood foi

contracts to mow and make haj but the plan is not
generally approved of. If the m eather be fine it can b(

ma.li' f.ir less, and if not, the persons engi„ed to make
it I'.. r .\. Ill are rarely a suflicientlj large ]nii\ to make
till' iiiii>t of the favourable inter\als and the ln\
spoilc.l. In the ease of two seasons wlios

been supiilied. the labour of making 1 1 .

resjiertivelv laslvl between mowin„
from Jiini" U till August 1 and fro

August 7, respective!.!'. The ( ost of iin

generally 2.v. Or/. ])or acre, with ')./ f \ti i lo

It must be added that, in tlit i ase ol 1

Farm, a large qiiaiilil.\' of tin b l^ i^ \>\ i

which saves the cost of that. 'li

THE HYDROPULT,

An Invention for Tlirowing Water by Hand Power.
{.Srci Ko , Letters Patent).

PUICE LIST.

COMTLETE WITH BrASS CYLINDERS ANT) £ S. d,

Japa^^ined Stikruf 1 12 6

Complete -with Brass Cylinders and
Copper 8tirrup 2 2

THE HYDROPULT
is inr.iluablo for uso in tho

GARDEN for

WATERING BEDS,
SPRINKLING PLANTS,

DROWNING OUT INSECTS,
CLEANSING TREES FROM SMUTS,

DRESSING WITH LIQUID MANURE,

CAUTION.
iMPontAfCT TO TiiK. PuHLic—Tlio Bxtensive snio of the Iljdropult

has excited the cupidity of so-callod respectable, but in reality
miprii.rij.lfil M^uiul,i>.'tiirors, niui iiro now pulrning on the Publio
VT"-".-': .,i-''-'- .'" •(-? TT- .h- I'l'f. and through their

s resemble in many respects

respuctlully intiuiitti-i. timt parties wishing to purchase the Ilydropult
should examine the machine offered for sale, and seo if it baa
attached thereto a label, with the following words :—" ThoHydropult,
Vose's Patent. manul;ictured only by Griffiths & BaowiiT,
Birmingham. Charles Pomerot Bpttom, Proprietor. 142 and 143,
Choapside, London." Unless this label is attached, tho Macjiine is

not the Ilydropult.

Frospectiiscs, vnth Testimonials, on application.

HYDROPULT SHOW ROOM, 142 4 143, CHEATSIDE, LONDON.

IMPEEIAL BUTTEE COOLER.
SECURED BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

USEFUL, OKNAJIENTAL. UNIQUE.

(Mill 1

il 1

Notices to Correspondents
Open Boarded Flooes ; Sv,ifoU The foUowinj, iro Mr
Mechi's measures :—/'(»r BullncU The boirds mu^t 1)C

4 inches wide, 21 inches thick 2 mcti openings Fm
Sheep avd Pijfs : 3 inches wide 1 A inch thick li inch open
ings. Cross pieces to which the pLanks are niiled ibovit

2 feet .apart. The planks may be rather thinner ind
bnt my experience tells me they are better as aliove

because there is a great strain with beivv bullockg I have
at present, on boards, GO calves (1| inch openings) 30
bullocks, 15U pigs, 100 sheep. Oakorhaid
able to nr.

Weed Seeds: A W. Your plant is the Antli\nis \uln r

Lady's Fingers; the seed is thit f r i it '

Com Crowfoot, sometimes c-aIIc i I i '

to a poisonous family, and though
i

its powers, we should bo much tl r 1 1 i i i
i

puiposes. Much better burn it i~ il tLi i la iL

for the fowls to pick out the corn, it v.-i[l ultimatelj" yc
the manure heap, and thus a mischievous weed may be a

on the farm. B.

Cover so construtted that bj tu: ng the knob ou either tide of the
istantl) the liddis.ippe8nng
not only harmg the lid ready

f its remoTal fr«m the

CHARLES POilEEOT BUTTON,
142 and 143, Cheapside, London, E.G.
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J. B. BROWN & CO.'S NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWER.

PATENTEES AND SOLE MANDFACTURERS,

J. B. BROWN & CO.,

1 IS, UPPER THA1[ES STRKF.T,

LONDON, E.G. ,/;?«>

GUABASTBED TO GIVE

PERFECT SATISFACTION,

AND IF NUT Al'FHIJVED UF

MAY BE AT ONCE RETURNED.

^- J. B. BROWN AND CO. hav(S pleasure in mentioning th it thfii B B L\\\ N MnV I ii oidered for the Gardens of Windsor Castle lias given so much satisfaction,

tUut .another B B MACHINE of a larger size [a 24-inch Machine] h.is just been ,.ul i. I \ s ,ii,l B ilachine this Season [a 24-inch] has also been just supplied, by order,

for the Gardens of His Koyal Highness the Prince of Wales at Saudriughani—June,26.

The Machine combines all the latest improvements in Lawn Mowing Machines, being simple in construction, voi-j' light, silent in movement, easily woikeJ, and so strong

and durable as to be literally unbreakable,—an all-important feature in Machines of this chiss ; the ordinary cast-iron being entirely done away with, and malleable

iron substituted, in all break.ible parts, and every part being accurately numbered and made to standard gauges. The workmanship and finish are also of a superior character,

the entire Machine being quite equal to a revolution, so to speak, in Lawn Mowers. The Machines are all guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction in every respect.

The NEW B B PATENT LAWN MOWER is Manufactured by J. B. BROWN and CO. on their own Premises in London, under their personal superintendence.

PATENT B B HAND MACHINE.
PRICES—Including Can-iage to any Railway Station or Shipping Port in England, with tho necessary Tools and Directions for use.

eh Machine £3 10

Easily Jl'orked by a Boy.

Ditto by a Man.

18-inch Machine £7 10 Emily IVorlccd hy a Man.

20-inch Machine 8001
22-inch Machine 8 10 (i\ Ditto by Two Men.

21-inch Ma. bine '.'. 9 o)

PATENT B B PONY and DONKEY MACHINE.
PRICES—Complete, without extras, including Carriage to any Railway Station or

Shipping Port in England, with the necessary Tools and Directions tor use.

30-inch Machine
^J^

10 1 ^ j p
28-inch Machine 16 10 (

, „ ,

26-inch Machine U 10 Drawn hy a Donkey.

Horse Boots, 21.!. ; Pony Boots, 21s. ; Donkey Boots, 16,!. per set.

*„• Every Machine sent out is uarranteel to give ample satisfaction, and, if not approved of, may be at once returned.

J. B. BROWN AND CO., OFFICES, 90 (late 18), CANNON STREliT, CITY, LONDON, E.G.

WAREHOUSE and MANUFACTORY, 148, UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C.

OPPOSITE the CITY of LONDON BREWERY, and close to the LONDON BRIDGE STEAM BOAT PIERS.

12-inch Machine 4 10

14-inch Machine .5 10

16-inch Machine G 10

PATENT B B HORSE MACHINE.
PRICES—Complete, without extras, including Can-iage to any Railway Station or

Shipping Port in England, with the necessary Tools and Directions for use.

48-inch Macliine £.32 10 1

42-inch Machine 28 10
J
Drawn by a Horse.

3G-inch Machine 24 10 )

30-inch Machine 21 10 Drawn by a Sorse.

New Improved Horse, Pony, and Donkey Boots, wholly of Leather, as follows

It out is u

SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MQWEES FOR 1866.

PATRONIZED ON FIVE SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1864 BY

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN,
AND ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF S.VSONY;

AGAIN ON FOUR SEPARATE OCCASIONS DURING THE SEASON OF 1865 BY HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN
ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF HOLLAND;

AND ONCE BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF PRUSSIA.

HOUSE machine. 1i>MM\iI11NI HAND MACHINE.

JUNE, 1866.-ANOTHER 42-INCH HORSE MACHINE HAS JUST BEEN SUPPLIED TO

THE ROYAL GARDENS AT KEW.
PRICES, including Cirr

SHANKS'
E.islly Worked.

I

By a Lady

Port in the Kingdoage til any Railway Statiin i>r Shippi

NEW PATENT HAND MACHINE
Silent Movement.

By a Boy

is, extra.12-inch Machine 4 10

14-iDch Machine . . .5 10

SHANKS' NEW PATENT PONY and DONKEY MACHINE.
:\pp;ir:itu3.

Width of Cutter.

16-inch Machine £<>

19-inch Machine . . , . . . . . 7

22-inch Machine .

.

.

.

. . . . 8

24-inch Machine . . . . . . . . 8

Easily Worlted. Silent Jlovoment

Bi/ a Man or Two Boys ( , .

By a Man and Boy
(•i*-'^"™-

\ByTu:oMen ..
{ ^^'^ff'

.itra.2a-inch Machine £12 10 ..

28-inch Machine 14 10 .. .. 30j. „
SO-inch Machine 1.5 1.5 .. .. 30s. „

Silent Movement, 12s. 6*/. extra ; Boots for Pony, 21s. per set

Ditto for Donkej', 16s. per set.

Every Machine warranted to give ample satisfact

SHANKS' NEW PATENT HORSE MACHINE.
If with Patent Delivering A^iparatc

;JOs. extra.
WiiltU of Cutter.

30-inch Machine £19

.36-inch Machine 22

42-inch Machine . . 26

48-inch Machine 28

Silent Movement, 20s, extra ; Boots for Hi

m, and if not approved of can be at once returned.

le's Feet, 24s. per set.

ALEXANDER SHANKS and SON, DENS IRON WORKS, ARBROATH.
LONDON OtTICE and SHOW ROOMS : 27, LEADENHALL STREET, E.C.

PARIS OFFICE and SHOW ROOMS : 56, BOULEVARD HAUSSMANN.
A. S. & So>f keep a stock of all sizes of Machines at their London and Paris Establishments, from which Orders are executed on the day they are received.

®- 27, Leaileiilmll StroH is the only place in London when intendinj purchasers of Lawn Mowers can clutose from a stock offrom 150 to 200 Maohines.

All sizes kept there, wJiether for Horse, Pony, or Hatid Power.
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Bee Hives.
Honourable Menu

SB, FOR Bke Hives ai

NEIGHBOUR'S
IMPROVED COTTAGE

BEE HIVE, as originally

introdiiced by Geoi

afflsecl to the centre
TUis Hivt) will be found

possess many practical
tages, and is more easy
agemcnt than any other

Price complete .. £1 15

much in repute at the
time, we are in a posuion to

supply Stocks of the pure race
careftillypackei in Woodbury Bar-Frame Hives, so as to travel with
comparatively no risk of damage.
ENGLISH BEES.—Stocks and Swarms may be obtftined as hereto-

fore.

A newly-arranged CATALOGUE of otner Improved Hives, with
Drawines and Prices, sent on receiot of two stamps.

High Holbom, W.C. ; or

! ;~Liverpool ; James Cuthbert, 12, Clayton Square. Man-
chester: J. Wilson, fiU, KiUK Street. Birmingham: J. H. Cottrell,
15, Bull Ring, Dublin : Edmondaon Brothers, 10, Dame Street.
Glasgow : Austin & McAslan, 16, Buchanan Street.

JAMES PHILLIPS and CO-
beg to submit their Reddcfd Prices as follows :—

GLASS for ORCHARD HOUSES,
As supplied by them to Mr. Rivers, to the Royal Horticultural Society,
and to most of the Nobility, Clergy, and Gentlemen of the United
Kingdom.
Eacli Box contains 100 feot. The prices only apply to the sizes stated.

20 by 12, 'JO by 13, 20 by 14, 20 by 15.
to the foot.

143. Od. .

.

Ids. Od. .

.

178. Gd .

.

19s. Od 26;

Stock sizes. 16-oz., in 100 feet boxes, boxes included,

These prices only apply to tho sizes stated.

Fourth quality
Third ditto ..

Seconds
£nglishj

21 oz.

lis. Gd.

21s. m.
2&9. Orf,

11 by 9
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RANSOMES' PRIZE PLOUGHS

HAVE

.50 ALL ENGLAND

CHAMPION PRIZES

WON

IN LESS THAN

A TEAR AND A HALF,

AND FOUR OUT OF FIVR FIRST PRIZES AT TIIK I.Asr KuVAI. SIKIW AGAINST MOST SEVERE COMPETITION.#TUEY ARE STRONG. LIGHT IX DlLiC(IUT. SIMPLE. ECONOMICAL.
Sold hy all the principal Implement Dealers.

FuU particulars on application to

RANSOMES AND SIMS, ORWELL WORKS, IPSWICH.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS
MANUFACTURED BY STEAM POWER MACHINERY.

LOWEST FRLCSS AND BEST MATERIALS.

DESIGNING, BUILDING, HEATING, AND VENTILATING ON THE MOST APPROVED AND
SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES.

PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS, AND ESTIMATES ON APPLICATION.

HENRY ORMSON, F.S.A.,

HORTICULTURAL ARCHITECT, BUILDER, AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

2TR0NG POULTRY and CHICKEN-^ROOF FENCE,
No. 11 Vmirrr.

WANTED, TWO or THREE ACRES of sroort LAND,
for a S.imple Ground (deep loamy 3oiI preferred), and with "

HoiLse attacbed, with imme^iiite poHSesston, and within a few mil
of London, and near to a Station on ono of the Railways niiinin^

into Charing Cross Station. Send ftill particulars, addressed
A. B., Mossi-a, Barr & Sugden, 12, King Street, Covent Garden. W.C,

FARM WANTED, ritlu-r le Kont or I'unhase, iVom

>e hujilthy, nut, f;tr Irorci a Chnrch, mid not ovi

London. Landowuers or their own Agents only t

by letter M. R. A. S., Gardener^ Chronicle Ufflc

4i,'Wellington Street. Strand. W.C.

Locality inn
four hours fr

apply.—Addn

Hants.
FAKMS TO LET, of from 300 to 600 ACRES of

SOUND CORN and STOCK LAND, of easy access by tbo South
Western Railway.

Apply to Mr. Ratwbird, Land Agent and Valuer, Basingstoke.

TO BE LET, for a Term, a good STOCK and CORN
FARM, near Winchester, consisting of 47(5 Acres of Arable.

Graas, and Wood Land. May be entered upon immediately by
taking Crops, TiUfigeH, Ac, at a valuation.
For further particulnra apply to Mr. Josepu Blcndell, Land'

Agent, &c., Bursledon, Southampton. ^^
rpo BE LET, fui

T°,
Fir.st-ch3s

To Nurserymen, Gardeners, and Florists.

rpo BE T)TS POSED OF,

t bltgant and durable Wire Fene ng that has cume
under our notice. B«low it is suffinently fino to bo proof alike
against the ingress of Rati and th egiess of Chickens , and being
piked above, it afford-. lo resting piico lor the towls, who con-
sequently do not attempt to flj ovoi it —Pi uUry BouK

PRICES PER YARD
3 feet high, 1« 6d Japanned, 1h 10(2 Galvamsed

GOODU

1 11 2 4
2 9

G. & Co.'s New Illustrated Catalogue will shortly be ready. It will
contain descriptions of the above, and other Iron and Wire Fences
for Parks, Farms, GanienB, Game Preserves, Poultry Courts, &c.

:

" "" '- "^ 'ron Ilurdlos, Economical Wiro Netting and
Roofing Felt.

GaBENiNo & Co. (Limited), Victoria Ir
4, Warren Street, Manchester.

. and W^ire Works, and

Coutr.ict, ill

to the STOCK,
:< BUSINESS,

i -, affording
[iiient. The
ny bona fide

Cowdell & Grundy, Sohcitors, 21, Abchurch Lane, London, E.G.

To Horticulturists and Florists.
^0 BE LET, vn,i:.ir Nvithit. \r> nnUs of London, a

small DWELLI
isary Outbi

excellent order

)LrSES,
' feet. There i „ .

Th' Cottages with Sheds i

uprising about 6 Acre?
lL. ju, .aj'i cLirly possession may be had.

, ate Agunt, Kingston-on-Thames, is autho-
rised to give orders for viewing to those persons only who may be

To be Disposed of, the Royal Nurseries, Great

M'^
Varmoutli.

STEVENS ba^ n^om

mental Shrubs, and General Nurserj Stock. Tijl :lL_'. : lJ >j . in-

prise thousuiil Sheds, Stables, ftc, and is within a lew minutes' walk
of two Railway Stations and Steamboats, which afford an easy com-
munication to all parts of the United Kingdom and the Continent.
The Stock, ic, may be taken at a Liberal Valuation, or, as agreed.
Immediate pos-session could be given.

tor ftirthcr particulars apply to Mr. J, C. Stevess, Horticultural
Auctioneer and Valuer, 38 , King Street, Covent Garden, who can
strongly recommend the be fore-r

^aUg f»j) gluctton*

SALE THIS DAY AT HALF-PAST 12 OCLOCK PRECISELY.
Importation of Ore bids from the Rio Negro.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL bv AUCTION, :it

his Great Rooms, 3%, King Street, Covent Garden. W.C. on
SATURDAY. July 7, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, by order of
Mr. J. Linden, of Brussels, a valuable Collection of IMPORTED
ORCHIDS from the Rio Negro, comprising many choice varieties,

a small Importation of Orchids fi'om Assam, and another
from Mexico.

r the Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Importation of OrcMds from New Grenada, and

lyj-R. .1", r. s'l'KVIvN^ \vill SKl.T,. bv MT'VTOX, a

TUP>i' \i
.

'
;

-
,

.

'']
of '-M ' '^ : - . M I M.I. I - -. - I r.,.l,N

DRUMS, <>\. 11.11 M-, . iMl ..r ir,r,l- I.I-- ^Ul-,..l ;, ~|.;.-nillj

condition Iroui >l'\v i.ii-eiiaila. .Viso lUJuul um iiutj Ircu I'tius, lucLiitl

lUg Dickaoina auturctica, Alsophila austrahs, and OLlier vaiicties jus

arrived from Melbounie.

On view the Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

M^
Important Sale of Established Orchids.

:. J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that he has
"eceived insfructions ft-om W. C. Paterson, Esq., of Glasgow.

to SELL by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent
Garden. W.C, without reserve, on THURSDAY and FRIDAY.
July 19 and 20, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely each day. i

quence of change of residence, the
-'

finest kinds in cultivation. More
detailed particular

r the Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Highly Important Sale of Established Orchids.

MR J. C. STEVENS begs to announce that the
following is a list of some of the principal ORCHIDS in Mr.

W C Paterion's well-known Collection, and which will be SOLD by
AUCTION on THURSDAY and FRIDAY, July 10 and 20, at the

Auction Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden W.C. :—

„ Lobbll
„ Schrbdeiii

Angrtecum s:-s]uipodalc

Cattleya Bissuttii

„ Wameri
„ Wantcewiciai dellcata

Cwlogyno cristnta p
Cypnpertiutn barbatum g

,, caudntuin
„ concnlof
„ Dayanum

Falci

lituiflorum

macvophylluni glffantoum
Moulraolnenso
primullnum giganteum

Liolia autunr
„ ciunabarii

„ clegans

Haxillaria vet

Miltotjiacunc
„ Morellii

Onv

. Bluntii
Cervantesii
caudatum

Oncidium Barki ri

„ cucullatuni
,, hfomatocijilum
„ Lanceannm buporbum

,, Luddemanin;ir
„ ParlBhii

„ Schilleriana
Saccolabium bluinui

„ retuaum
„ violaceum

Trichopilia crisp

Vanda Uateinaiinit

", cristata supcrbx
„ Hookenana
„ msi^nis

" Buavis (Veitc'i's)

., tricolor sup-.-rba

PRELIMINARY ADVERTISEMENT.
Elmham Hall, Norfolk.

Sali: or S'.ut»down- Sheep, and Norfulk Red Polled Cattlk.

MESSRS F. AND E. BECK are honoured wit

r,'^tnicti.--n'( from the Right Hon. Lord Sondes, to submit t

PUHLK: ri.tMl^KTiTloN on THURSD_AY^_September^C ^

ANN SHEEP and NORFOLK

SHEAR RAMS, which will be Let on the

of Messrs. Heasman. the Earl of Radnor, and SirWm. Throckmorton,

and the Elmbani Herd of Red Polled Cattle is believed to be one ot

the oldest in the Kmgdom.
pnrticuIaiM will bo given in future Papers, and upon application to

Mr. Fulcher; or of the Auctioneers, at their Offices, Oxwick,
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HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION,
AWARDED A PRIZE MEDAL, 1862.

INYEKTED AND PATENTED BY THE LATE S[R JOSEPH PAXTON.

COMBINE

SIMPLICITY,

CHEAPNESS,

AND

DURABILITY.

MANUFACT0KIE8

:

(LONDON; NEWTON iu CARTMEL, LANCASHIEE;
IGLODCESTEK; COVENTKY; PAISLEY; and ABERDEEN.

"%|^
^^^%i^

^ '^ ^i^^^#>^^^-^^#"'^«^5;^W^^""

FULFIL

ALL THE

KEQUIREMENTS

OF

HOKTICULTURE.

" Without any pretence to high finish or cLiboiate workniiuiship, which in such structures represent a mere waste of money, they are perfectly well made. Their

arran^^ement is as simple as ingenuity can render them. No rafters obscure the light and make them cumbrous. Xo sashes have to be pushed up or let do\ni by ever-breaking

lines and weights, or by expensive mechanical contrivances; and yet all the ventilation requisite in such buildings is as perfectly secured."—X*/-. Limllcy in "The
Ga-RDENers' Chronicle," July 2Sthj 1860.

" Nothing can be more easy than to build them, nothing more simple than to remove them."

—

Duili/ Xeics, May 22, IS62.

""We do not know in what other way so much interesting amusement, pleasant exercise, and luxurious profit, can be obtained as these ' Hothouses for the MilUou' arc

calculated to aftbrd."—^fW*4 WceJcly Messenger^ August 23, 1862.

SELECTED TESTIMONIALS
" Grosvenor Houae, May 19, 1863.

" The Uarquis of Westminiter writes, in reply to Mr. Hereiiian'a note, to say that he has much

pleasure in Informing him that the Glass Houses for Peacbea, &c., which ho confltructed for him in

Dorset, 1800, have fully answered their purpose, and prove very satisfactory."

" Killamey Gardens, February 1, 18G6.

" Gcntlemon,—I have pleasure in giving you my report in favour of your excellent Hothouses.

" In the range erected January, ISflo, I had fino Peaches and Nectarines last August, and my trees

have every appearance of an abundant crop this year. With the new sashes you lately supplied, the

range Is now 232 feet in length, and I consider it a mosi useful addition to these gardens. Your Houses

have many advantages ; they are light in appearance, and effectually exclude wet with the small slips

;

tLo ventilation is excellent, and readily opened with the machinery. They are easily erected and very

cheap, and have given perfect satisfaction, I shall feel a pleasure in recommending them.— I am, &c.,

" Messrs. IlEiteiiAN i Morton." "Georob Bkbzxk [Qard«ner to Viscount Castle rosse]."

" Inverary Gardens, May 21, 1S63.

•' Dear Sir,—1 haVe much pleasure in bearing testimony to the efficiency of the Lean-to Glasa

Houses which you erected here for covering in Peach and Fig trees. Although our wall ia 17 feet high,

the fruit sets regularly over the whole surface, and, with the command of ventilation these houses have

fruit can be fonvarded or retarded at pleasure.—I remain, &c,,

" Mr. S. Heresiax." " John Caie [Gardener to His Grace the Duke of ArgyU.J"

"Kingfield House, Carlisle, January i'7, 180G.

"Gentlemen,—To the Lean-lo Vinei^ supplied by you in October, 1861, Mr. Ewart wishes to add

three more sashes and ventilatora. As we commence to force about the middle of February, you will

much oblige by having them forwarded without delay. I am glad to say the Vinery gives great satis-

faction, has been very successful, and gave extraordmary good crops for the last three seasons, and each

of the last two crops I am suro would pay for the house. 1 must also add that the quality of wood and

workmanship wa.s far above my exi)ectations.— I am, &c.,

"Messrs. Hebeuas & Co." "Mautin Sutukhlakd [Gardener to J. Ewart, Esq.]."

ro f I ton ervatorj iU 1 et by l5 md 15 feet high to Cornice

Plans prepared to suit different styles of Mansions, and to special dimensions.

ILLUSTRATED CIRCULARS with LISTS of PRICES of the PATENT ROOFS, also ESTIMATES for HEATING APPARATUS, ORNAMENTAL CONSERVATORIES,
GREENHOUSES, &c., to Special Designs, can be had on application to

MESSRS. HEREMAN and MORTON, 7, PALL MALL EAST, LONDON, S.W.

The SECOND EDITION of A HANDBOOK of VINE and FRUIT TREE CULTIVATION, as adapted to the above Patent Hothouses, containing Illustration 3,

Hints for Heating Houses, and General Du-ections for Cultivation, &c., may be had of Mr. Hereman, price Is.; post free, Is. \d,

" The portion of the Book devoted especially to the Cultivation of Fruits will be found particularly valuable to Amateurs, and there are few Gardeners, however practical

they may be, but may gain some hints from it which may be of infinite service."

—

Floral JForld, Augnsi, 1863.

' Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher." at the Office, 41, Wellinston Street. Covent Garden. London, W.C.
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(Price Fivepence.

I Stamped Edition, 6(/.

Adamonia digitata e&l b

Agricultui-e, midland 673 a
AuUiyllis vulnerarla tjru U

Araucmias, fossil British .... CJ7 a

Bee-hives ..'".'.".*,*.'.'.'.'.'.'.".'"'.'.' «C3 a
Books noticed bU! b— Ijl'l (

Botrychium Lunaria 659 c

Calceolaria fuiluru 6'>9 e

Cattle, soiling ti73 n

Cheese FunRi C56 r

Cinchonaa, Peniviaji ti57 b
Cockchafers 670 c

Crop returns 670 a
Cucumber leaf disease 659 c

Drainage 667 f

DupplinCaaOe.... 663 b
Exhibition, late Intematioual 656 c

Farmers' Club, Cirencester .. 671 b— — Newbury 671 c
Fasciation 6.W b
Fish as food 673 c

Fungi, cheese (156 c

Oanga, agricultural 668 a
Grasslands 671 c

Houker, Dr 657 a
Horse show, Birmingham .... 670 c

Horticulture V. botany 660 o
Jub;L>aRpectahilis 661 a
Land, how *

Method, scientific .

Oldham (Mr.) mouument to.. 657 i;

Ornithogalum pyren
PetarRonium L'Eltgi
Fentstemon glaber

Manchester Hort..

— Lejton Hort. 662'

Stock, high prices of 668
Strawberries ia Kent 657 i

Thunbergia fragrans 659 .

Tulip, four-headed 657 e

Watering pots

ROYAL HORTICITLTUEAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON.

NOTICE—A MEETING of the FRUIT and FLORAL COM-
MITTEES will be held on TUESDAY NEXT, July 17, at 11 6'Clock,
Mr. WENTWOKTH BULLEB, F.R.H.Si,, willdeliver a LECTURE
1 biB Method of Growing Orchids, and the Effect of Double Glazed

w Rosea In Bloom.
|

M. PAUL'S ROSES ar.- iNOW ia FULL BLOOM.
inspection respectfully invited. Trains almost hourly ft-om

Shoredltoh to Wa:
Paol'

Rosea.

JOHN CRANSTON bega to announce that his fine

Collection of ROSES (extending over many Acres) is NOW In

FULL BLOOH.
Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

Roses In Bloom.
JAjrES MITCHELL has the honour of informinj his

kind patrons that his magnificent COLLECTION is now in

FINE BLOOM. Pilt Down Nurseries, Maresfleld, .Susseii.

The London, Brighton, .and South-coast Railway. Two.and-a-half
miles from the Uckfield station.

Roses.
)AUL AKD SON'S ROSES are NOW in BLOOM at

the "Old" Cheshunt Nurseries.
Every hour by Rail from Bishopsgate to Cheshunt.

Roses In Pots.

PAUL AND SON, in ;iddition to the NEW ROSES of
1866, can ofifer fine Plants of the finest TEA-SCENTED

NOISETTES and best HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES, in pots, for

Fliwting during present
Old Cheshunt Nu , N.

Lea Bridge Road Nurseries, London, N.E.

JOHN ERASER respet'tfully mvites an inspection of
his Collection of ROSES, which he begs to announce are NOW

in FLOWER. The Collection contains mauv new and floe varieties.

The Nurseries are about 5 miles from London, and are easily

reached by Train on the Great Eastern Railway, to LeaBridge Station.

D'
Houses on tbei

Bandc . Gd.

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.AMKS CAKTEH and CO.,
D

JAMES FAIKHEAD and SON, Seed Orowers and
Merch.\nt9, 7, Borough M.irket, London, S.E.

New and Genuine AGRICULTURAL. GARDEN, and FLOWER
SEEDS. Special pnc«B and advantageous offors on application.

Strawberries.

First-class Seeds.
OBSON'S PRIZE CALCEOLARIA,

Is. 6d.. 2s. 6d.,3s. 6d., fts.

DOBSON'S PRIZE CINERARIA, l,i., 2jf. Gd.. 6s.

DOBSON'S PRIZE PRIMULA. Is., Us. M.. &s.

For Testimonials see page G08 of OardeTurs' Chronicle June 30.

DoBSOK & Sons. Seed Merchants, Isleworth. W.

DRA"WING-R0OM PLANT CASES.—The beautiful
Gem Plant Cases, &c., introduced by Baku & Suontx, and

exhibited before the Prince and Princess of Wales, and awarded
Prizes by the Royal Horticultural Society, International Horticul-

tural and Botanical Congress, he. An Illustrated Priced
Cases, with directions for their management, now ready,

applicationi had ire

I & Su. , 12, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

To Fruit and Rose Growers.
STANDEN'S GARDENERS' and AMATEURS*

FRIEND, a compound of the richest Fertilising Phosphai^ea,

and the most valuable of all Manures for Vines and other Fruit

Trees, Rosas, Azaleas, and New Holland Plants, also Chrysanthe-
mums, Dahlias, Geraniums, &c. Sample Canisters, Is. and 2«. 0<Z. ;

Bags. 5s. Gd., 10«. 6(1.. and 2Is. No. 1 for all Hard-wooded Plants ;

No. 2 for all Soft-wooded Plants. Now sold by most Nurserymen
and Seedsmen. For List of Agents see Advertisements in flarrfejurs'

Chronicle for March and April.
Bakr 4 SuGDEK, 12. King Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

TREE and PLANT LABELS.— 10,000 Cloth punched
assorted Labels, for 358. ; delivered free m London on receipt of

a Post-office Order or stamps for the amount.
Address, John Fisher & Co., West Road Works, Boston, Llncolnsh.

/"GARDEN KNtilNES, Syringes, Lawn Mowers,
VT Rollers, Tiffany, TeiTa Cottas, Netting, Fern Coses, Bee
Glasses, Cucumber Tubes, Fern Shades, Ac.

The Garden Repository. 3;;, Jaraes Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

N~"Tr"TlNG forPRUlt TREES, SEED-BEDS, KIPE
STRAWBERRIfc-S, &c.~TANNED NETTING, for protecting

the above from Frost, Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide, 3d. per yni-d,

or 100 yards 20.'t. ; 4 yards wide, 6d. per yard, or 50 yards 20s. NEW
TANNED NETTIN'G, suited for any of the above purposes, or o-s a
Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, Gd. per yard ; 4 yards wide, Is. per
yard ; J-inch mesh, '4 yards wide, Is. 6rf. per yard.

^__ .. _ ,__ji._ — .;.

—

rr:< t t\ , 6 and 7, Crooked

CHARLES TURNER has healthy youn^ Plants ready
,

for w
of all the leading kinds, which if planted at once will ensure

a crop ot fruit next season,
The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE, DOWLING,
AMD COMPANY. Limited.

Corn, Seed, Manubk. and Oilcake Merchants,
Address, 89, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and Prices Post free on application. Prue Medals, 1851,

t : 1862. for " Excellent S: 1 and Seeds.

ghbourhood of
|

i'^ASTLE KENNEDY FIG.—Plants of the above may
V^ now be had at 10s. Gd. and 21s. each ; the usual discount to the
'IVade. Peter Lawsok & Son, Edinburgh and London.

VINES, from EYES.—Extra strong well-ripened
Canes of all the best sorts. Prices, &c., on application.

P. iL A. Smitii. The Nurseries. Dulwich, Surrey,^.

RTI Z E C IN E R A R I A" S E E^
6d., and os. per packet.

F. & A.

R^
, The Nurseries, Dulwlch, Surrey, S.

^AN GRATIS, in the immediate
Covent Garden Market.—Apply to'

Wu. Essex A Sons, 28, Stanhope Street, Ciare Market, W.C.

^PANNED GARDKN NETriN.G for preserving Seed
J- Beds, FiTiits, Strawberrlas, from Frost, Blight, Birds. Ac. and
as a Fence for Fowls, &c. 1 yard wide, Hd. ; 2 yards. 3d. ; 3 yards,

4id. : and 4 yards, 6d. per yard run In any quantity, may be had at
Chas. Wrigrt's, 376. Strand, W.C.

VARNISHED FLOWER STICKS :-l toot, 3d. ; li, 4d. ; 2, M. ;

2i, 7d. ; 3, lOd. ; 4. I«. Od. per dozen. DAHLIA do., per dozen :—3 a..

Is. Gd. : i, 2a. 3d. ; 6. 3^. ; 6, 3s. Gd. An allowance to Nui-serymen.

1 ^n nY^n yards of garden netting in
J.O\J ^yj\J\J stock, IJd. per square yard, Carnage Free m
quantities of 250, 500. or 1000 yards. F. E. & Co. ore the only large

holders of Netting in England, which enables them to execute orders

extent on the day received. B« particular

—

Established 1812.PROCTOR and RTLAND'5
PREPARED BONE MANURES

for

TURNIPS, GRASS, WHEAT, BARLEY, OATS. POTATOS, Ac.
and their

BONE SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME
are the best prepared and cheapest Manures offered to the Public.

Offices—Com Exchanije Buildings. Carr's Lane, Birmingham.
Works—Birmingham, Wa

~A W E S
'

. Bristol, and Chester.

Al A N U R E S .

Geranium Mrs. Pollock.
HBOYCE beg.s to inform his Friends and the Publir.

• that he still has some fine PLANTS ia32-pota, well adapted
for .stock or decoration. Price on application.

Clapham Road Nursen-, Stockwell, S."
Fink Seed.

STUART AND MEIN are at present supplying the
above, saved by Mr. Keynes, Salisbur>', from his celelirated col-

lection of named Show Flowens. Price per packet. Is. Gd. and 2s. Gd.
Kelsn, N.B.

IVERY AND SON "^beg lo^nnounce that their
• DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES of AZALEA

INDICA. HARDY BRITISH FERNS, ROSES, CONIFERS,
GRAPE VINES, and SEEDS, mav be had on application at their

Dorkmg Nursery.

FTNE syECmEN~and~HALT^SPECIMEN HARD
WOODED and ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGE STOVE and

GREENHOUSE PLANTS.—Exhibitors and gentlemen furnishing
Conservatories are Invited to inspect our Collection of the above,
which 16 large and in very fine healthy condition. Prices moderate.

T. Jackson A Son, Nursery, Kingston, Surrey.

A U RICE YOUNG'S DESCRIPTIVE LIST of
Coniferse, New and Rare Hardy Plants, Ornamental Trees and

Shrubs, Rhododendrons, Japanese Novelties, Forest Trees, and
Roses, forwarded on application.

Milford Nurseries, near GodAlming, Surrey,

following prices, per ton :

—

LAWES' PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE £ s. d.

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME 6 6
LAWES" SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME fi-om BURNT
BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES 6 6

LAWES* WHEAT. BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
MANURES 800

CONCENTRATED CORN and GHA.SS MAJEURE.. ..12
These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through the

appointed Agents in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices
I
varying according to cost or carriage.

' Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from the Importere. Nitrate of
Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemicaf Manures.

]

American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address, John Bennet Lawes, 1. Adelaide Place, London Bridge,
I E.C. ; and 22. Eden Quay, Dublin.

WS. UNDERHILL'S NEW PATENT IRON
• FENCE for GARDENS. LAWNS. Ac.

' Manufactory : Newport. Salop.

j

Warranted the strongest and most durable Fence ever offered at

I

correspondmg prices. It is easily repaired if broken from accidents,

can be rolled up most compactly when not In use, is admirablv
' adapted for exportation, and can be had of any height and mesh
reouired, at Drices from 4d. to Is. 6d. per yard and upwards.

I For further particulars apply at the Manufactory ; or of the Londou
! Agent. Mr. R. Winder. 18, Abingdon Street, Westminster, S.W.

OWLER'S patent steam plough and
CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every Agricultural

! County in England.
j

For particulars apply to John Fowler A Co., 28, Cornhill, London,
j

E.C. : and Steam Plough Works, Leeds. ^^^_^„^

I
Cultivators. Ploughs, Harrows, Chaff Cutters, Corn Mills, Lawn
Mowers, Garden Rollers, Water Barrows, and Horticultural Tools
of every description ; Com Bins, Wire Netting, Churns, Forks, Ac.

Bdroess & Kkt, 95, Newgate Street. London, E.C.
Works. Brentwood, Essex^

THE IMPROVED LEATHER DRIVING STRAPS
for MACHINERY are stronger, more durable, drive hotter,

and cost less than other kinds of Driving Belts. SPECIAL
STRAPS for PORTABLE ENGINES. Price Lists free by post.

Turner's Patent Strap and Hose Company.

^IrpHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840),

Have now ready for delivery in dry fine condition,
SURE, for Spring Use

i,±^.j^^-. uD BONES, for Dressic
SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUANO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SOCA,
ex Dock Warehouse; SULPHATE of AMMOMA, FISHERY
SALT, Ac. E. PuBSKR, Secretary.

Offices, 116, Fenohuroh Street. E.C^

New Orchid and General Plant Catalogue.
S. WILLIAMS' NEW PLANT CATALOGUE,

M^^ « containing many really good novelties, and carefully selected
LISTS of STOVE, GREENHOUSE, and HARDY PLANTS, Is

ready and will be forwarded post free to all applicants.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Holloway, London, N.

B

WANTED. SMALL YELLOW, or rommonlv called
STRAW-COLOURED HYACINTHS. Send particulars and

per bushel to H. Boyle, Clapham Road Nui-sery, Stockwell. S.

CLIANIHUS DAMPIEKI, VARS.—New Seed just
received from Australia, including many striking and distinct

Hybrids, the Iwautiful White crimson-edged, and the pure Scarlet.

2fl. 6d. per packet of 12 seeds. Price to the Trade on application.
Hooper A Co., Covent Garden Market, London, E,C.

rpu BE SOLD, a nearly NEW GREENHOUSE, of the
X best Red Pine, and Glazed with Rough Plate Glass, 28 feet by

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, of every deseripii.

fixed complete in any part of the country, or the materi;

, Boilers, Pipes, Ac. delivered to any Station.

To the Trade and Others,
GENUINE NEW TURNIP, 1866 growth.

Ex. CABBAGE, SAVOY, and other Plants still on offer, which
for price and quality cannot be surpassad.
Fred. Gef, Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade, Bedfordshire,

Greenhouse, Hardy and Stove Plants ; Agricultural,
Flower, and Vegetable Seeds, &c.

ROBERT PARKER inviU's in.speotion of his

Collectlona of the above-named, which have been selected
with the greatest care. AH plants are clean and healthy, and are
otTered at reasonable prices. Descriptive and Priced Catalogues are
published, and will be forwarded to app'icants.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.

Heating by Hot Water.

WJ. HOLLANDS, Iron Merchant,
• 31, Ban! side, London. S.E.

HOT WATER PIPES, frura Stock, per yard ;—2-inch, Is. 2d ;

3-lnch,lfl. Itid. ; and 4-lnch, 2s. 4d. BENDS, from Stock. ls.6d.. 2.*. Od.,

and 3». each. THROTTLE VALVES, lOs., 13s., and 14ji. each. Other
Connexions at equally low pnces, and all goods of ftrst-clasa manu-
facture. Estimates given, and orders by poat punctually attended to

Heating by Hot Water.
OT-WATER PIPES, at Wholesale Prices, with
Elljows, Syphons, Tee Pipes, and every other connection

;

H
Wrought and Cast-Iron Boilers, Saddle, Conical. Cylinder, Tubul
and Elliptic, from 24.^. eft*:h. Improved Boilers and Iron Stands to

use without brickwork, C0«. eich. Valves from lOs. Gd. each. Patent
Volvos. Improved Furnace Doors. Furnace Bars, Supply Cisterns,

Castings of every descriptit

Mr. H. Feh

ATMOSPHERIC CHURN COMPANY (LIMITED).—
The ATMOSPHERIC CHURN Is warranted to make Butter

from fresh Milk in 10 minutes, without the use of any chemical

preparation, leaving the MUk perfectly sweet and suitable for family

use. It is therefore a very valuable acquisition to families keeping
Cows; it is also indispensable for Dairy use. as it produces more
Butter, and Butter of finer quality, than any other Machine for a

like purpose known to the Public. Persons desirous of witnessiuK

the operation of this Chum are invited to call at llfi. New Bond
Street, where Churalnp takes place several times daily. To more
thoroughly satisfy the Public that no chemical preparation is used,

they are invited to bring their owd^ Milk, which will be^ Churned In

their presence, and the Bu"
Prices.
id

I
No 4 CHURN. 2i Gallons, 16s. 6d.

fid. No. 5 CHURN. 3 Gallons, 22s.

No. 3 churn; 2'Galloiis; 14s. fid.
1

Cases 2s. extra.

Larger sizes in proportion. Liberal discount allowed to the Trade.

E ARCHER'S "FRIGI D M O.'

Patronised by Her Majesty The Queen, the Duke of Nortli-

berland for Syon House, llis Grace the Duke of Devonshire for

Chiswick Gardens, Professor Lindley for the Horticultural Society,

Sir Joseph Paxton for the Co'Stal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, Ac.

PROTECTION ftom the SCORCHING RAY'S of the SUN.
" FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of Patent prepared Hair and

Wool a pertect Non-conductor of Heat ana Cold, keefting, wherever

it 1« applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for all Horticultural

and Floricultur.il purposes, for Preserving Fruits and Flowers from
the Scorching Rays of the Sun, from Wind, from Attacks of Insects,

and from Morning Frosts. To be had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide U. 9d. per yard mn.
Four yards wide 3s. Gd. per yard.

An Improved make, 2 yards wide . . Is. Od. per yard.

An improved make, 3 yards wide . . 2s. 8d. per yard run. Also

"FRIGI DOMO" NETTING, 2 yards wide, Is. 6d. per yard run.

ELisnA TnoMAS Archer, Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7, Great
Trinity Lane, Cannon Street, City, E.C, and of all Niu^erymeii and
Seed<tmen throughout the Kingdom.

" It is much cheaper than Mats as a covering."
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Important Reduction tn the Prices of Portable
Engines for 1866.

CLAYTOX, SHUTTLi^WOirni and CO., Enginkkrs,
MamiracinrersoEPortablcaiiaFi\€dSto;.iiiEni,'iiics,Mac'jinery

for Pmnpiiig. Ilnistinp, Grindin?, Sawing, k<.

Cultivation, Self-moving Engi— '"""

Purposes Renerally.

Iff, ^'.-IWlllg, KC. ; E-llJ^iiieo lui UI.-.H..

s forCommon Roads imd AgricultumI

Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for '

QAYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE
iO PRL'NING iind BUDDING KNIVKS, see that you get them. I

Oliacrvo the maik Savnor, also tUe coipoiato mark Obtais
Wakrasted, witUout which none are genuine.

S. & C. reeret having to caution Gardeners and others, but are

j

compelled to do so, in consequence of an imitation, of common
\

quantY, having been sold for the genuine one, and which has caused 1

I

niiinyc'jmplaints to be made to them of Knives which were not of
;

I their make, all of which are wananted both by Sellers and Makers. ,

I

S. & C.'s PruQint^ and Budding Knives aie the best and the
|

!
ch&ipest in the market.

]

1 Paston Works, ShefBeld. Established upwards of 125 years.

F

Destroy your Insect PestB.

PRESERVE YOUR PLANTS and TREES.
Vou MAV Easily Desthov all Plam PesW,

) Spidzr
I

Gbees and Black | Akts

Without injury to the most delicate Plant or Tree, by using

OWLER'S GARDENERS' INSECTICIDE,
pronounced by all who have used It t " '

iffloacy. Testimonial

„^... , . , ; i}d.,iind 10,^. per Tin

Geo. i Tuojjas Fo*ler. IJorth Street, Brighton ; and of Hourt
& Co., Covont Garden Harket, W.C.

S. OWENS & CO.,
(Late CLINTON and OWENS),

.MANUFACTURERS OF

PUMPS AKB HYBEAULIG MACHINERY, ^^'^

Aviin-innuAi;:- sttitoet. !'ij:et street, London.

rur |,-M"i '!: SKI |( II n )f THF IMPROTED HYDRAULIC
I: I M I ,1 \ ,'

I
! ces to supply Mansions FnrTns, &c wborc i

;w liLt jLil I ni t M(;ir>i lulliiii II ictiiig Mtcnmo can bo had on applicitioii

No. ). UM.ful YARD, GAKDF.N, and COTTAIIF. PUMRS, from f I .5s. each.

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, with Floxible Suotiou Pipr.

No. 46a. DOUBLE-ACTION PORTABLE FORCE PUSIPS and FIRE ENGINES hn-

WATER orLIQUID MANURE.
\,i. .50. IMPROVED (HOLMAN'S PATENT) DOUBLE-BARREL FARM FIRE

ENGINES and IRRIGATING PUMPS.

V,.. 49. GARDEN ENGINES of nil sues.

N„ 11),/. IMPROVED SWING W.Vl'ER CAUKIER8, lioWinft 24 ;iiul :« GmUoiis, l\.r

ciAUIlEN USE.

\.,. Wl: INDIA RUBBER HOSK and FITTINGS for WATERING GARDENS.

^^ Further particulars^ EftlimateXy and IIJuAtriited Price List^ on applUatUni.

J. B. BEOWM & GO.'S NEW PATENT B ^' LAWN MOWER.

1'ATI;.NTI;K.S and sulk .MANUFAcniRRRS,

J. B. EEOWN & CO.,

14S, UlTER THAMKS STREET.

LONDON, E.U.

UUAllANI'EKD TO GlVK

PERFECT SATISFACTION,

ANU IK NUT APPROVED UK

MA¥ BE AT ONCE KETUKNED.

g^ J. B. BROWN AND CO. have pleasure ill mentioning that their B B LAWN .MuWER ordered for the Gardens of Windsor CmII,- has given .« inneh sUisfaetion,

that another B B MACHINE of a larger size [a 24-inch Slachiue] h.as just been ordered. A Second B B Machine this Season [a 24-inch] hm also bi'i-n just supplied, by ord, r,

for the Gardens of His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales at Sandringham—June 26.

The Macliine combines all the latest irapvovementa in Laivn Mowing Macliines, being simple in construction, very light, silent in movement, easily worked, and so rtrong

lud durable as to be literally unbreak.able,—an nil-important feature in Machines of this class ; the ordinary cast-iron being entirely done away with, and malleable

iron substituted, in all breakable parts, and every part being accurately numbei-ed and made t^ standard gauges. The workmanship and finish are also of a superior cluirai-ter,

the entire Machine being quite equal to a revolution, so to speik, in Lawn Mowers. The Machines are all guaranteed to give perfect satisfpction in every respect.

The NEW B B P.VTENT LAWN MOWER is Manufactured by J. B. BROWN and CO. on theii- own Premises in Loudon, under th^ir personal superintendence.

PATENT B B HAND MACHINE.
PRICES—Including Can-iage to any Railway St.ation or Shipping Port in England, with the necessary Tools and Dh-ections for use.

. . £3 10 )
I

18-inch Machine £7 10 Easily Worked by a Man.

. . 4 10 > Emiiy Worked by a Boy. 20-inch Machine 800)
.... (5 10 0) 22-inch Machine ' .. ..810 Q \ IHlto liy Two Men.

10-iuch Machine
12-inch Machine

16-Sch Machine '.'.
'.'. '' ..610 ' Ditto by a Man.

PATENT B B HORSE MACHINE.
PPJCES—Complete, without extras, including CaiTlage to any Railway Station or

Shipping Port in Eughmd, with the necessary Tools and Dii-octions for use.

48-inch Machhie .£32 10 1

42-inch Machme 28 10
J
Drawn by a Morse.

36-inch Machine 24 10

30-:

24-inch Jlachine 900)
PATENT B B PONY and DONKEY MACHINE.

PRICES—Complete, without extras, including Carriage to any Railway Sution

Shipping Port in England, with the necessary Tools and Durections for use.

30-inoh Machine £17 10 " \ Drawn hu a Ponu.
28-inch Machine 16 10 0)

, „ ,

26-inch Machine 14 10 Brawn by a Donkey.

h Machine W .. 21 10 Drawn by a Morse.
.„ ,- .

New Improved Horse, Pony, and Donkey Boots, wholly of Leather, as follows :—Horse Boots, 24s. ; Pony Boots, 21». ; Donkey Boots, 16j. per set.

*, Every Machine sent out is varmnted to give ample satisfaction, and, if not approved of, may be at once returned.

J B. BROWN AND CO., OFFICES, 90 (late 18). CANNON STREBT, CITY, LONDON, E.G.

\VARE[10U.SE and MANUFACTORY, 148, UPPER THAMES STREET, E.G.

OPPOSITE the CITY of LONDON BREWERY, and close to the LONDON BRIDGE STEAM BOAT PIERS.
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BARR'S CALCEOLAKIA, CINERARIA, PRIMULA,
STOCKS, MYOSOTIS, &c.

CALCEOLARIA, Tery choice, 2s. 6d. per packet ; CINERARIA,
very choice. 1j*. and 2s. Qd. per packet ; PRIMULA, very choice. Is.

and 2.'-. 0'/. jier packet ; SCARLET, PURPLE, and WHITE INTER-
MEDL4TE STOCKS, lor Siwing blooming, very line, each varietv

la per [ticket : SCARLET, PORPLE, .-md WHITE IMPERIAL
STOCKS, for Spnn« blooming, each variety Is. per pkt. ; MYOSOTIS

t Garden, London, W.C
International Prize Calceolaria.

EDAVIN CUULING li;is the pleasure to offer Seed
s.-ivo'l from the superb Collection of HERBACEOUS CAL-

CEOLAKL\S exhibited at the lutencxtional Horticultural Eihi-
bitiun,.tiiil niiicti wL-ru awarded the First Prize. These Calceolarias

:' all who saw them, being quiti

for gond habit, : ) ofbic , and beauty ofinarking. The Seed is

_, ._.. . r delivery, in packets at 2s. 6d. and 5». (

Also t^INERARIA, PRIMULA, and PELARGONIUM,
quality, -s. tjti. per packet, all post free.

Edwin Cooling. Seed Merchant, Derby.

Primiila, Cineraria.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON are now sendins out
SEED of their superb PRIMULA SINENSIS FLMBRI-

ATA, which has for many vears given great satisfaction." ' — -onU- - ~
-

,nd densely fhnged ; they :

a those raised by Messrs. Cntbu&h S: Sou."
Sealed packets, 2s. 6t/. and 3s. Gd. each.

CINERARIA, from finest named varieties, per packet, 2s. 6d. and
3s. 6d. each. Highgate Nurseries, London, N,

OrcMs maculata superba.
OSBORN AND SONS are now taking orders for this

beautiful hardy TERRESTRIAL ORCHID, for which a First-

class Certificate was awarded on the 19th of June by the Floral
Committee of the Rnyal Horticultural Society. It is of viuoroua
habit, 14 to 2 feet hiyh, hfo leaves transversely marked with very
dark stripes, and a dense spike of spotted rose-coloured flowers

Prize Calceolaria, &c.
I>UTLER AND Mcculloch be^ to ofler Seed of tiie

^above, saved only from flowersofgreat beauty. Is. & '2s. 6d. per pkt.
CINF.RARI A (Jamks's). extra choice, l.t. and 2*. Grf. per packet.
PRIMULA (J*MB5's), extra choice, la. and 2« Sd. per packet.
COVENT garden INTERMEDIATE STOCK (True), Is. and

2s 6d. per pricket.

PURPLE WHITE INTERMEDLATE STOCK, Is. and 28. Gd. p. pkt.
All packets of Flower Seeds sent post paid.

BuTLttt & McCcLLocn, Covent Garden Market, W.C.

Britisli Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM can now send, post free for six postage

stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 p^ea,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Perns) of his NEW and PRlc5Er
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS,
No. 7.

3 early as possible.

A STANSFIELD and SONS, Ni
JrS-m Todmorden. will be glad to forward their GENERAL FERN
CATALOGUE No. 7 to any address for three penny (wstage stamps.
In the British Section ample directions are given for the successful

CatalogUi s and post free to all previous purcha:

CALADIUMS! C ALADIUMS ! — The following
12 well-established Plants will be sent to any address on

receipt of Post-oflBce Order for 10s., payable to J. C. PAnMAs, Boston
Spa, Yorkshire :—

Chantini
j

pictum I bicolor superba
Belleymei

|
picturatum ,. splendena"
argyrites | MaflT&fiiTroubetskoi

Wight ii bicolor
I
exaltissima violacea.

100,000 Camellias.
JOSEPH BAUMANN, Nurkeu-yman, Ghent, Belgium,

begs to offer

1(10 CAMELLIAS, with flower buds, £5.
100 „ „ £6.

100 „ „ stronger plants, £8.
Free to the Custom House, London.

100 CAMELLIAS, without flower buds, 1 year grafted, £4.
101) „ „ 2 to 3 years' best sorts, £5.
100 „ ,, stronger plants, £6.

AMARYLLIS.

JAMES GAEAWAY & CO.,
DURDHAM IK)WN NUKSERIES, BRISTOL,

Off'er, from tlieii* unequalled stotk of the above-named favourite flower, strong Bulbs of unnamed Seedlings and

others that have bloomed with them during the two last seasons, at

5s., 7s. 6d., and 10s, 6d. each, or 50s., 80s., and 105s. per dozen.

JAMES GARAWAY and CO.'S GENERAL BULB CATALOGUE for the coming season is in

and when ready will be forwarde<l post fret; on application.

New Hardy Clematises.
GEORGE JACKMAN and SON resijrcTfullv

inspection of their Collection of SElOll I
.' i i

which are NOW in FLOWER, and will cuiit ; :

This Collection contains new and fine varieti'' i.

to thriso .^elected, viz.jC. Jackmanni, rubro-\ !

of Wales, Princess of Wales, magniflca, and vt h.' -i

being awarded Firat-class Certiflcatos by Rojul nnitn.

NEW BRITISH PLANT-TEUCRIUM
SCORODONIA CRISPUM.— This beautiful variety of the

Wood Sago is now being sent out for the first time. It differs trom
the species in the leaves bein^ renifoiin and prettily waved or crisped

fis. each. Tne usual Uis
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he says, "belong to the generality of gardeners.

On the other hand, close pruning has the immense

advantages of simpUcitj' and economy of time and

money. There are no tedious tyings-in of the

summer or winter wood ;

" and what is, perhaps,

of more importance, "there are few or no

amputations of important branches, and this

alone constitutes an appreciable gain," for every

amputation, however well performed, causes a

perturbation in the economy of the tree.

It is obvious that in caixying out this system

of pruning, everything depends on the operation

being performed at the right moment, and on its

being repeated from time to time as may be

requu-ed, a too sudden check on the one hand, or

a too much extended development on the other,

being aUke destructive of that balance of gi-owth,

on tne secui'ing of which, the chief merit of the

system may be said to rest. Hence, at the

season when young growth is active in trees of

this character, very close attention and very

prompt action are imperative.

We have already mentioned that the young

shoots are to be pinched in to two weU-developed

leaves, the two or three budless leaves at the

base not being counted. This is the general rule

which M. Grin lays down. The time for this

first pinching—varying, of course with season

and locality—is usually in May, when the young
shoots have made about 4 inches of growth. At
the second pinching, which takes place when the

growth which springs from the axUs of the two

teaves is about 2 inches in length, the second

growth is removed altogether, so as not to favour-

the production of a strong shoot, which its

presence would do, but to direct the whole action

of the sap to the nourishment of eyes at the base

of the spur. M. Grin's system, it must be

remembered, has been perfected in the climate of

France, and the experience of his expounder, the

author of the book we have mentioned, has been

gained in the favoui'ed island of Guernsey. A
modification of the severe treatment we have

indicated, would therefore, it might be supposed,

be necessary in oiu- moister and less illuminated

climate.

And such M. Brehatjt and other experienced

fruit growers have found to be the case,

the results of the experience of this gentle-

man being summed up in these words :

—

" The safest, the most profitable, and the

simplest way is to make the first summer-
stopping of the shoots at fovu' leaves, as soon as

at least six fuU-sized leaves are developed. The.se

four good leaves will each have a bud or buds in

their axUs, and there is now length enough in

this shoot to satisfy any pruner; for if these

four- buds are not to bear, where does the long

pruner expect his fruit to be ? And if they are

to bear, what need is there for more growth beyond

these than is sufficient, as in the Vine, to nourish

the fruit ?" When the second growth from this

has made four leaves it is reduced to two, and

if after this the lower buds are prominent and

well-formed, the third growth is to be reduced

to one leaf as soon as two are made. K, however,

at the time of regulating the second growth, the

buds do not appear to be swelling favourably, the

shoot is to be cut below the point of junction of

the fii'st and second growth, in order to con-

centrate anew the summer sap, and to develope

the lower buds without causing them to burst.

This plan, it is stated, is almost sure to succeed.

We turn for a moment in conclusion, to notice

a system of leaf-pinching which M. Grw has

explained in the " Esvue Horticole." It is

applied especially to those strong shoots verging

towards " gourmands," which make lateral

growth, and are apt to push away their lowest

buds too far from the main shoot. When such

buds are close home, the shoots may be tui-ned to

good account in the formation of a tree, and the

way to secure this, according to M. Gren, is to

pinch back the leaves. Such lateral shoots

always have as theu- precursors a pair of small

leaves close in the axil of the principal one. If

these axillary leaves, just at the right moment,

when they have grown perhaps an inch, or rather

more in length, have their tops pinched off to the

extent of about one-thii-d of their length, the

sudden arrest of the sap results in the formation

of two or more buds near the main shoot, instead

of their being carried outwards by the rapid

extension of the free-growing lateral. An easy

remedy this, for what would otherwise re.sult in

a blemish to the tree, t

Hardly any malformation is more common
among plants than is that pecidiar flattened

riband-like condition of the stem that is called

by botanists Fasciation. Were we to note down
all the plants mentioned in the text books as sub-

ject occasionally to this irregularity of growth, we
should occupy some columns. It seems to be as

common in woody plants as it is in herbaceous

ones. There are few who are accustomed to use

their eyes but must have seen it in the Ash,

whose branches, when so affected, become

flattened and crooked at the end, so that one of

Virgil's shepherds might have used such a

branch for a crook, or a cunning mediiBval

artificer taken one as a model for a bishop's

pastoral staff. The Cotoneaster is another woody

plant that is very frequently affected in this way ;

while among herbaceous plants the AntiiThinum,

the Cowslip, and the Asparagus may becited as

peculiarly liable to this change. It might be

supposed that the soft quickly-gi-owing stems of

herbaceous plants would be more often affected in

this way than the harder slower-growing branches

of a tree or shi'ub, and at first sight this would

appear to be the case, but when the comparative

numbers of the two descriptions of plants are

taken into consideration, it will be found, we
think, that this fasciation occurs quite as often

in the one group as in the other. There is, how-

ever this difference—an important one too : in the

case of an herbaceous plant it is the main stem

or the principal branches at least which are so

affected, but in the case of a tree or shrub it is the

smaller branches that are affected, so that the

plant is not so much distorted as in the former

instance. The inference of course in either case

would be that it is the younger, softer tissues

which lend themselves most readily to this irre

gularity of growth.

The "general opinion is that this appearance is

due to the joining together, Siamese twm fashion,

of several branches, but MoQUiN Tandon, the

great authority in such matters, gave it as his

opinion that in most instances there was no

increased number of, or fusion of branches, but

simply an abnormal flattening out of one branch,

such as happened in the spike of the Peperomia

alluded to at p. 459 ; but although unquestionably

some of the cases that we meet with may be

referred to the latter category, yet we cannot

but think that in the majority of cases the

explanation as given above is the con-ect one. This

condition occurs so often in some plants as to be

almost the normal state, e. g. Sedum cristatum,

Celosia, &c., and how much it may be increased

by art, let the Cockscomb prove.

LiNN^-Eus thought that the condition might be

artificially produced by forcing a number of

young growing branches to pass through a

narrow space. But as the condition occui's so

often when no .such obstacle exists, and as more-

over the presence of such an impediment by no

means necessarily causes the change in question,

we must look for other reasons than those laid

down by the great Swedish botanist. Certain it

is that the condition once established, may
occasionally at least be perpetuated by seed.

The spiral torsion which so often accompanies

this change, is easily accounted for on the

principle of resistance to upward growth. The

illustration we give, represents on a small

scale a Lettuce kindly forwarded to us by the

gardener to Mr. Flint, of Canterbury. _\Vhen

fresh the specimen measured some 18 inches

across in the widest part, and had a singular

appearance, recaUing a large Polyporus, or the

flap of a saddle, crested along the upper edge

with leaves.

In this case it would seem as though there had

originally been two or three " crowns " springing

from one root ; that they had all started together,

and finding it impossible to run alone, they

coalesced for a time ; but after a while some of

them seem to have separated from the rest,

getting a twist as they did so. Other Lettuces

in the same bed are wholly unaffected, so that

the eccentricity would here seem to be inborn,

and not dependent on external circumstances.

We have recently received a piece of Cheese
covered with bright yellow and oUve-greenmould,

with a request that we would name the Fungi,

especially the former one, and say whether it is

poisonous. Now the latter request is a respon-

sibility which we should not like to take upon
oui'selves, though an instance has occurred,

where a species of rose-spored Agaric was mis-

taken for one with white spores, and brought on
when eaten rather a severe iUness, in which
we were made responsible, whether we would or

no, for not having stated] whether it was
poisonous, or even indicated that itwassuspicious.

We shall not however in this case venture an
opinion, but content ourselves with stating that

the olive-green Fungus is Aspergillus glancus,

the common blue mould of cheese, and that the

other is a formofEurotiumherbariorum, at least

so considered by Fries, though it has somewhat
the air of a distinct species. We may also add

a few remarks which will put our correspondent

in a position to judge for himself.

It is well-known that certain kinds of pro-

visions when mouldy are extremely poisonous.

One or two cases have been frequently reported

in which the consumption of a peculiar kind of

rolled bacon and diied sausages has been

followed by extensive gangrene. It is however

very imcertain whether the mischief was dueto

the mould, or to a peculiar state of decomposition

in the provisions themselves. The reports on

these cases are very imperfect, and before much
can be inferred from them, it is necessary

to know not only what the Fungi were with

which they were infected, but the precise condi-

tion of the provisions in question.

The cheese before us has nothing unpleasant

about it as far as regards the small portion sent,

either in taste or smeU, and when the horrible

condition is considered in which a great deal of

French cheese not only comes into the market

but appears at table, where it is always covered

with a bell-glass tiU wanted, lest the smell

should become intolerable, we should not, on

very slight grounds, suspect that poison lurks in

the viand. We believe that cheese infested with

Torula sporendonema, which becomes in conse-

quence of a bright brick-red, is constantly eaten

with impunity. It is, however, much more

common on the moist kinds of cheese on the

Continent, than on our own drier kinds. The

gi-owth of the Aspergillus is artificially favoui-ed in

the case of Stilton cheese, in which portions

infested with the Fungus are carefully inserted

with a cheese taster. We should not, therefore,

very readily believe in cheese being unwhole-

some, merely because attacked by these ubiquitous

It may not be uninteresting to remark, that

the Fungus communicates a bright lemon tmt

to the paper in which it is placed, which calls to

mind a similar circumstance in the little bright

orange-coloured Truffle, Hydnangium caroto-

color. We take this opportunity also of remarking

that Balsamia platyspora, a minute TrafBe, with

a very peculiar scent, has lately occurred in

Northamptonshire under some Beech ti-ees,

where it was detected from its being greedily

scratched up by squirrels. M. J. B.

We extract the following remarks on the late

INTEENATIONAL HOETICULTUKAL EXHIBITION from

the " Eevue Horticole" :—" The' Eose is one of our

rFrench] national glories. Nearly all the varieties at

present cultivated in Europe originated in France and

bear French names. It is fortunate for us that we have

this consolation, for we must confess that our neigh-

bours have in this matter read us a lesson. We have

(riven them the rod for them to beat us with !
On the

other hand, with reference to PELAKGONiUMS,the writer

considers that his countrymen owe nothing to tue

English, as the French can produce, in as short a time,

as Ine plants as in England. As to Azaleas, it is

5aid that such successful culture of these plants is not

to be expected in France, owing, the writer thinks to

inferiority of soiland to thedifferent quality of the water

Our greenhouse and .stove plants, especiaUy the Arads

also excit«d the writer's admiration. We shall

probably have to make other citations from this

report, which is not yet concluded. The Belgique

Horticole," like the " Revue Horticole, criticises the

arrangement of the central, vista, which should have

been more open, and complains of the want of a sufli-

ciently extensive general coup d'ail. Like his 1 rench

colleague, the writer in the Belgian journalpayshomage

to the Roses, and enters a passing protest against the

system of torturing Azaleas, Pelargoniums, &c., by

the too rigid arrangements now in vogue. At the

same timi he admits that our plants have a

freshness of aspect and a healthy green look which is
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wanting on the Continent. It will be a matter of

satisfaction for the Committee, and the supporters of

the E.vhibitiou and Congress to know that both one

and the other are spoken of by the foreign journals a.s

having surpassed in attraction and interest anything

that has been done before, while the heartiness of the

welcome accorded to our recent guests has evidently

produced a most favourable impression. This week

the Volunteers have been following in the steps of the

horticulturists iu acts of international courtesy.

Some time ago Mr. E.1RLEY forwarded to us a

Tulip (Le Candour), which from press of other affairs

we were then only able to examine superficially,

but on closer scrutiny we find it to be interesting to

horticulturists, as a four-headed Tulip would be an

acquisition to bulb growers. Here are four fully deve-

loped blossoms proceeding from one bulb and appa-

place ? To this I could not get a satisfactory answer,

but I was informed that Strawberries proved the better

crop. At first only a few square yards were converted,
now there is a colony of Strawberry growers, and in

some instances the land has been under Strawberries
eight or nine years at least. What strikes one most is

the variableness of the soil—one so'l contains about
40 per cent, clay, another patch may be termed sandy
loam, and a barrow-load of stones might be picked oS
a few square yards. Another kind I noticed to be
much impregnated ivith humus or peat. A handful
taken up and pressed presented an appearance like that

of the ball of a plant potted iu half loam and peat,

with a nii.\ture of sand ; and I think I shall not err if

I say that it contained 50 per cent, of peat. As regards

crops, their difference in appearance is not great ; those

on the first-mentioned soil appeared the best.

Many will doubtless be an.xious to know if this

Vour correspondentrently from one stalk which however shows traces of ^^^^^^ „f horticulture pays
Its compound nature here and there, and is invested by ^ porsyth's calculation would perhaps not be far ofi'

nine or ten leaves tlic lowermost of vvhich almost com-
1 j^ ^^^^ ;f ^1^^ ^^^ could sell all at the first

pletely encircles the stem The interest of this flower
| ^^ ^^^^ ^^f j(jg produce has to be co; conveyed toy. ,- .,..-..^._^^ ..— 7-i~\ . r _-- ,--. , I railway siation, dul me prodi

in a physiological point of view is very great, to make
j^ondon, a distance of 16 or 17 mUes, and sold whole.

''i5!?L.,''P''!,'!"* J" ""\l' ;?" T^?!'°°."V,,"inhale; yet Strawberry-growing pays. In the first pli
;e of growth in a Tulip A Tuhp I

^^Ij^^^^^^.^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^
in the spring has under ordmary circum-

! ^ ^ ' working man these Strawberry grounds
:sa central flower stem with a single flower. An o^vner of 50 acres perhaps employs from 25 to

1^'^f f.r^! l^„f!l^/T ",^!>r„.'lt'^Lf/fe 30 persons, chiefly men, for two or three months, while

ordinary
bulb
stance;

and encircled

nestling in the axils of some of which are placed the
farmer ^yith ai equal amount of land would employ

rudimentary bulbs for the next season s growth so that
^^ ^^^^ ^JJ^^ ^^^^ or three, paying them about 15s. per

there are at least two generations-the parent bulb ^ ^ Strawberry growers no doubt find themselves
which proauces t le nower, ana lue ons^noois menueu

^j ^^i, ^ y for it was hinted to me that the
for another season s growth.

,
Now in the Tulip before

\

j;,^,^^/^ ^^ ^^^^^^ 5„ ^^^^^ j,^j ^1^^^^^ 1500, l^t
us, if we are correct in our interpretation, the young

g^^^ ^-^^ surmise that the past week being so
people have been endeayouring to emulate their

^ ^j^^,^^ ^''^^^^^ ^^ detrimental to the Strawberry
parents and to produce their flowers during their first

, o^^j^fbut it is quite the reverse. The rain has caused

^ll*i?f,U\??rrif.'^?ii''"V'',^ fhe fruit to swell to a great size
;
the flavour howeverseason, _. , .

pay the penalty by a shorter life, and by the inability

to produce new bulbs iu their turn. The arrangement

of the leaves and the grooves and other indications of

coalescence on the stalk bear out the view we have
taken of the formation of this Tulip.

Through the exertions of Mr. Consul
SwiNHOE a granite Monument has been erected at

Amoy, China, to the memory of Mr. Richard
Oldham, an assiduous botanical collector in Japan

._ deteriorated, but as they are sold by measure^

to the grower's advantage. All the fruit stands out

from the leaves, and it is gathered at all times, unless

it is really too wet for the men to stand out ; if left a

week ungathered only few would decay. If an order is

given for a large quantity for preserving, of course in

that ca.se the weather is studied a little.

I find that some of the growers have planted Filberts

ongst the Strawberries. These stand about 10 feet

Formosa, &c.. The " Journal of Botany " gives a
, apart. They are probably actual owners of land that

copy of the inscription, viTitten by Dr. Hance, as i do this, or othermse hold it on lease. This again ivill

follows:
— "In memoriam Ricahdi Oldham, qui

,

prove very profitable, and when the ground has got

Manchurisc, Coreae, Japonia; oris, insulseque Formosse ' tired of its burden of Strawberries, the Filberts will be

virgineis sylvis, hotanices causa summo cum successu ! in good bearing order to take their place. Fine orchards

sedulo perlustratis, hie tandem gravi valetudine
j

might be formed in this way, but as in most cases the

oppressus multiscjue fractus laboribus fato succubuit
]
land is liable at any time to be taken from the tenant,

die 13 Novembns, 18(>1, anno setatis sua; 26, hocce
i he would not as a rule incur that expense. W. P. B.,

monimentum posuerunt amici. 'Tempore autem suo 1 Solwood, Broinlei/, Keiit.

inetemus non deflcientes' (Pauli Epist. ad] -
tialat. vi. 9)."

Once upon a time Abaucahias must have been

INDIGENOUS to BRITAIN. Sir. Caeruthers, in a

recent number of the " Geological Magazine," figures a

cone of A. spha;rocarpa from the lower oolite of

Somersetshire, and alludes to another found in

Ashdown Forest.

We must not fail to notice the publication of

two important French Publications relating to

Botany and Horticulture, viz., the "Elements of

Botany," by M. Duciiartke ; and^the second volume
of Messrs. Decaisne and Naudin's "Manuel de

I'Amateur des Jardins." Of these we hope soon to

render an account.

Dr. Hooker was elected a c9rresponding

member of the French Academie des Sciences in the

section of Botany, on the 18th of June last, having

obtained .32 out of 37 votes. The other candidates

were M. de Bary, of Fribourg ; M. Gasparini, of

Naples ; Dr. Asa Gray, of Cambridge, Massachusetts

;

M. Parlatore, of Florence ; M. Pringsheim, of

Jena. The Editor of Les Moiidfv observes :
" We have

been greatly surprised not to find on the list the name
of M. Goeppert, of Breslau, who has made the

Botanic Garden of that town a perfect model—one
which ought to be imitated everywhere."

STRAWBERRY GROWING IN KENT.
Tn Kent hundreds of acres are devoted to the growth

of this fruit, and sometimes in one year a forest is con-

verted into a Strawberry plain. In the latter case the

labourconnected with establishing aplantation ofStraw-

berries is great. First, the axe has to be used, the large

timber becomiir-' ilir |irci|.rity of the landlord ; then the

mattock has to lir apiilii .1 to grub up the underwood,
which is acuniplelc Uiirkcl, and much of this is burnt
on the ground. AV'heii duly prepared, the laud is

planted with Strawberries, an operation which generally

takes place in the autumn. The distance of 2 ft. 6 ins. is

allowed between the rows, and 1 foot 6 inches between
the plants. This leaves a clear space round the latter,

and, owing doubtless to not over-crowding, the plants

are seldom higher than 6 inches, and bear enormous
crops. Some growers keen their ground so clean that a

barrow-load of weeds could not be picked off a dozen

acres. Before the fruit begins to ripen, straw is neatly

placed round the plants ; if it is long, it is cut. After all

the fruit is gathered, the straw is raked oCf when dry,

and stacked for another year ; half-decayed dung is also

used, and put on early in the spring, but the supply is

too limited for its use to be general, and straw, especially

when new, has a decidedly better appearance.

The plants are renewed every four or five years.

The sorts chiefly grown are Eleanor, Goliath, Alice,

Elton Pine, British Queen, and Sir Charles Napier.

Alice is becoming a favourite. Another variety

called Count is highly spoken of; this I believe to be

Comte de Paris.

In my rambles I was curious enough to inquire who
;rubbed up woods and planted Strawberries in their

A CILU'TER ON MOLES.
As these are very troublesome in many gardens, I

trust a fewremarks upon them may be generally accept-

able to your readers. Mr. Read (see p. 613) is not the

only one who has failed in trapping them. I therefore

have the more pleasure iu propounding a new mode of

destruction, which cannot be better expressed than iu

the London street cry of "Catch 'em alive, oh!" Neither

is this so difficult as might be imagined. Armed with

a knowledge of the mole s liabits and modes of working,

a spade, a keen eye, a light tread, patience and dexterity,

victory over the mole becomes almost certain. The
house of the mole consists of a kind of fortress or

citadel of two stories in height. It is generally found
in a .sheltered and secure position. Between the base-

ment and upper story there are various openings,

affording ready means of escape in case of attack or

alarm. Proceeding from the mole's castle, at generally

nearly right angles from each other, are two main roads

;

along these all moles must travel that enter the house.

They may be termed turnpikes, and the toll exacted

from all travellers is, that if they meet another mole
they must either back into the nearest siding, or pay

for their courage or temerity the heavy penalty of their

life ; for these royal roads are never made wide enough
to allow of two moles passing each other. From these

main thoroughfares, other ' country ' roads divergelin all

directions. These lead to, and also largely constitute,

the mole's hunting grounds. Ordinary moles under
ordinary circumstances are often content with these

runs for weeks, or, it may be, months ; hence it often

hanpens that after a number of mole hills appear, no
more are made for a long period. But unfortunately

the mole is a pugnacious, voracious, and somewhat
volatile little velvet gentleman. There are also

amorous, ambitious, and simply and entirely mischievous

moles. From sheer love of fight, gluttony, flirtation,

acquisition of new territory, or mischief, many nioles

are at the most unseasonable and inconvenient times

and places, constantly employed in extending their

lines. It is these moles that I propose exterminating.

I'respect the quiet old mole that goes his usual round
through the grounds he has formed by his labour and
skill, pounces upon, skins and eats his delicious dinner
of worms, and then retires to sleep, or creeps forth

beneath the pale moon to his sweet dessert of snails off

the dewy Grass. But these others—well, we want to

get theni, that's all. To this end, we must attack them
in their most vulnerable point—that is, in their new
territories—where they are weak, isolated, with only

one mode of retreat. Necessity also compels them in

these to give visible intimation of their presence. There
goes the mole a few inches, seldom more than a foot,

below the surface, making a new line, either for food,

love, or empire : here also stands a man, spade in hand,

ready to throw him out. and it seems a mockery of our
strength and skill to doubt which side should gain the

victory. Yet the chances in a first encounter would
be that the mole would cscaAje. His senses of smell and
hearing are most acute. He also moves when chased

or frightened with amazing rapidity. The first con-

dition of success is a careful, light, tip-toe approach ; the
next is that he must be attacked in the rear ; the third,

that you must pierce right down through the run ; and
the last, that you must dig faster than the mole, and
beat him in a fair race of speed. The satisfactory

result will be that the mole will be in your hands, dead
with fright, or killed (for they are very easily killed)

with your firm eager grasp.

I should be glau to learn what your readers think of

my recipe for catching them alive. I can vouch that it

is perfectly successful, and not bad sport. It is almost

as exciting as an encounter with a 16-lb. salmon or a
gallop after the hounds. My first hunt of this kind
was without spade or any tool whatever. I attacked

the mole with my fingers, and their eager length and
energy beat him in Eis own sphere, and grasped his

life out in the excitement of victory. But will the

game always show? and what proportion of blank

hours may be expected? Well, not many. I don't

think that even Goldy" knew it, and possibly our
modern naturalists may laugh at my theory now ; but
old John, my East Suffolk labourer, who first instructed

me how to cateh moles alive, knew perfectly well that

the troublesome moles worked only once every four

hours ; -4, 8, and 12 o'clock, A.M. and P.M., were their

times to a minute. John was prepared for all accidents,

for he always declared that if they did not come they
ougkt to liave done so, and that the reason they did

not was either "that they had eaten too much last time,

that they had met another mole, that they were fighting,

courting, or had young, or very likely a hawk or owl
had picked him up last night, master." Let those laugh
that win. I boldly affirm that John was in the main
right. Moles, though their times of working are

largely determined by the character of the soil, changes
of weather, conditions of their food supply, breeding

times, &c., will generally be found engaged in the
acquisition of new territories about the times here

given. All mv omi hunts have taken place about
noon. I advise Jlr. Read to ti-y that time, and to begin

at once. Showery weather is most favourable, as

during rain the moles work much nearer the surface

than tliey do in dry weather or in winter. The reason

of this is doubtless twofold—the food is nearer the top

and the mole is fond of water.

One word in reference to- Mr. Read's failure iu

trapping. It requires a thorough knowledge of their

runs to succeed in this. It is useless to set traps

except in their main pathways. The roads through

the hunting grounds inosculate with each other in all

direction^ and if the mole sniflTs the slightest danger,

he at once takes another path and avoids the trap.

In his royal roads it is difl'erent—he is almost com-
pelled to pass through these on his outward and
inward journeys. He has also run in these so long

that he rushes along with the greatest confidence.

Should he have any fear, the difficulty of making a

new main road is great, and the chances are that he
would snifl' round, then brave the danger, and so get

caught.
These royal roads are larger than the others, and

are much 'broader. They may generally he distin-

guished, when found, by the ahsnu f lulls. Thus
their great highways are slii. Idnl Imin dhservation,

and hence they generally esca]ir tlic iiitrii>ion of the

tyro. This accounts for the general failure of amateur
trapping.
There is yet another mode of destroying moles— that

is, in a young state in the nest. The nests are gene-

rally formed of moss, roots of trees, or grasses, and are

distinct and often distant from the domicile. They
ai-e not always siu:mounted by a hillock, but when they

are it is much larger, and generally occupies a central

position among the others. The young moles are

produced in April, and from that till the end of June
IS the best period for digging them out. From four to

six will be found in a nest, five being an average

number. Of course, when the moles are wise enough to

leave their nest without the large hillock, this mode of

extermination is hopeless. My decided opinion is that

for excitement, certainty, despatch, and success, there

is no mode equal to " catching 'em alive, oh !

" Whether
all, or any, or what proportion ought to be destroyed

in the interests of cultivators, is altogether another

question, which might usefully be discussed on a

future occasion. It is obvious that they must be

speedily, and, if possible, irrevocably destroyed in

a flower garden. I). T. Fis/i.

lui' letter that the seeds

a- III Peru during some
nil llifl Cascarilleroa (as

ir rilled) of both Peru
he ('ascarilleros ready fo

I went with them en

PERUVIAN CINCHONAS.
We have beenfavoured m illi ihe following letter for

publication relating ti> i he (in
" I was glad to sec linni >i

had turned out a sueee..^. I «

three years, in daily iiuitaei «

the quinine bark culUitni- a

and Bolivia. I always leuiid t

a.<sist in anything I wanted. _
. .

their bark-hunting expeditions far into the interio,

,

and made a collection of plants, leaves, &c., to briiij,

home to Europe, which, however, were all lost m the

siege of La Paz in 186:!, wheu our house was con -

pletely sacked, being close to the part of the town

entered by the besiegers. I only saved the bag ot

seeds which, luckily, was in my portmanteau

with clothes, and which, fortunately, are from the

district considered as the finest Cascarilla of Bolivia

;

the bark from that part (the head waters' of the rivtr

Beni) fetching a far higher price than any other iu

South America, at least so the best China bark

merchants a.ssure me.
" As I had not sufficient knowledge of the trees

myself, for there are various species of this tree growing

everywhere, I trusted to some Indian Cascarilleros

whom I knew, and think they did not deceive me when
they assured me that this was the finest sort; the

seeds were collected in 1861, in the forests on the east
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side of the river Massiri. in the province of Laricaja,
lat. 141° S., long. 70j° W. The M:i.ssiri is a tributar.v

of the Beni, a principal branch of the Madera arm of
/he Amazon, and inhabited by the Taliana Indians,
rom whom I received much kindness. They live

Exclusively along the river, their principal food being
fish and monkeys, though some of the nearer ones, as

at Huauay, have Maize and Sugar-cane. Cotton, both
white and Nankeen, grows everywhere in abundance
wild, as a perennial shrub or tree

;
quality excellent

and nearly equal to Sea Island, as I have had them
tested in Manche.ster. They are very clever in making
woven articles of this cotton.

" The bark tree is not found along the rivers, but at

from 1000 to 4000 feet higher up, either in single trees

or small clumps amongst the other trees, easily recog-

nisable by the particular green colour of the leaves,

and the Cascarilleros find out the trees by ascending
lofty trees or hills, and paying attention to this fact,

otherwise the undergrowth of these immense virgin

forests would render it impossible to find them. I, with
others to assist me, have been half a day cutting a way
to one of these clumps. The climate is everywhere
intensely hot and moist, and the fevers deadly, esjie-

ciall.y in the rainy season ; the mortality, as may be
expected, very great. All the rivers abound in gold

;

I believe as rich as California. A friend of mine, Don
Laurento Villamel, took 1200 oz. of gold (23i carat)
out of about an area of 30 feet square on the river bed.

" I always was in excellent health, which I attribute
to being always at work on foot, hunting or pounding
the rocks with a hammer. Still I often took three
grains of sulphate of quinine in the morning. David
Forbes," [We learn from Mr. Howard, the eminent
quinologist, that a plant reared from one of the seeds
above alluded to proves to be a new and probably
valuable kind of Calisaya—the " verde," of which an
account was given in Mr. Howard's important com-
munication on the Cinchona barks read at the recent
Botanical Congress, Eds.]

THEORY AND PEACTICE OF VENTILATION.
No. IX.

(fimMmmlfrom-p.Wil.)

I PROCEED to notice other, and I think better modes
of creating an artificial wind (or an equivalent for it)

than either screens or fans. If such winds are to become
general, they must be easily produced, and as much as
possible self-produced. The air itself should be made
to provide the line of rails, rolling stock, and motive
power for its own conveyance. It does so over
the wide field of Nature, and the science and wisdom
of men should be able to compel it to do as much for

him in the narrow domain of Ai't.. Motion and rest, and
the conditions that govern each, are understood ; there-
fore we ought to be able to call into activity or mode-
rate the force of either or both at will. There for
instance, in this forcing-house, is a stagnant atmosphere
that we wish to move. Heat and cold are also close at
hand, but circumstances forbid us making use of
either to any great extreme. The external air, for
instance, must be excluded. Motion can only be
imparted to this volume of air by destroying the
balance between its elasticity and density that keeps it

at rest. The means at our disposal for destroying this
balance is the addition of heat. A connection
must be established between the greatest amount of
heat that we can safely give, and trie utmost amount
of cold tliat we can wLsely introduce. The relation
between caloric and the want of it must be clearly and
definitely arranged. In Nature these things arrange
themselves, but in the artificial state of a hothouse
atmosphere, where we want a model of Nature's great
circulation on the smallest possible scale, and lack
some of her most important machinery, we must
first of all secure the necessary conditions. These
conditions consist in securing sufficient disturbing force
and in determining the direction of the circulation

;

in other words, we have only to see that the hot air
and the cold go where we wish them to go. The two
extremes must be made to act and react upon each
other. Our ordinary modes of heating by hot-water
fail in creating sufficient extremes of temperature
to cause much wind. Good and efficient in main-
taining a regular temperature, it is hardly possible that
they could be equally so in creating such an irre-
gularity as to form the basis of a rapid and constant
circulation. Leaving these as they are. I think it is

possible to supplement them by a hot air current that
will answer our purpose. In nearly all modes of
heating there is a great waste of heat up the chimney.
Some of this might readily be utilised; a cast-iron
pipe with one end opening into a cold air drain running
along nearthebottom of the back wall ofthe house, could
be led up the chimney ; its upper end being conducted
into the house near the top. By this means a strong
cun-ent of hot air would be poured into the house.
The expulsion of this hot air would draw up the cold,

and a vigorous circulation be produced. The upper
end of the pipe should be bent into a drain or
pipe with several openings, and these openings
protected by shields of iron to prevent the hot bla,«t

proceeding straight forward against tender leaves. It
would be seldom that the air would be heated
in such a pipe to 300', and I believe below this
temperature its chemical properties would not be
materially altered. Such an arrangement would not
onl.v secure a good circulation but economise fuel.

Another mode of accompHshing the same object
is to lead the flue from the chimney along in the Sack
wall flush with the house, cold air drains from the
floor of the house, leading into a chamber above the
flue, ensuring circulation as above. Or the whole
furnace, fines and boiler, could be enclosed ivith brick-
work or strong iron, having a hot air chamber around
them on the principle of a Cockle stove. (See figure,

p. fi.'iO.) The air could readily be admitted from this

chamber to any part of the house, and the cold air from
[
with oxygen from the external air, and it has answered

. _! ii-- 1 1.
.

. , , , admirably. The plans of Polmaise-heating, given in
your Volunle for 1846, illustrate the plan here suggested
for creating an artificial wind in our houses. Perhaps
the most perfect of these plans is the one reproduced
below. It developes to the full extent the mechanical
force of the air.

It will be observed that in the experiments of Mr.
Knight, he states that the hand of the gardener can
accomplish nearly all that can be done by the wind.
He recognised the fact that if a plant is violently
moved back and forward by their mechanical force, the
result is the same, or nearly so, as if the wind had
driven it. In many cases it may be easier to move
plants through the air than move the air over them ; but
with the extraordinarj' extension of gardening since
Mr. Knight's time, and the numberless demands upon
the time of gardeners which that extension involves,

any or every part, of the house be conveyed back in
drains to be reheated. In some cases drains might be
dispensed with, and an opening at the bottom of the
chamber, for the admission of the cold air, would
suffice. The one point of consequence is to see that the
hot air has free egress from, and the cold air equally free
ingress to, the chamber. It is also desirable to guard
against an excess of heat and of dryness in the air
admitted. The Polmaise system of a wet blanket over
the orifice for the admission of the hot blast may often
be absolutely necessary—nearlj; always desirable; in
fact the mode I am now advocating is simply a supple-
mentary Polmaise for ventilating purposes. For the
rapid motion imparted to the air no mode of heating
equalsthe Polmaise. Wben I visited that famous Vinery
14 years ago the whole of the leaves were in a quiver

:

I should think the air was bounding off the hot
plate through the wet blanket at the rate of 25
miles an hour. The atmosphere had a freshness about
it and a bracing efiect, that I have never experienced in
any other house. The size, consistence, and greenness
of the, leaves, and superior quality of the fruit, alike
proclaimed that they enjoyed the breeze. The only
fault I could discover in that admirable mode of
heating and aerating, was that the supply of air for the
furnace was drawn from the house itself; this, while
it doubtless quickened the draught, deteriorated the
atmosphere. Elsewhere the cold drains have ter-

minated in the hot chamber, and the fire been furnished

Fig. 1, Plan of house, show'ing cold .lir entrances, cold air
drains, hot air chamher, and entrances for air into the house,
with furnace, chimney, and direction of currents : a, a, cold
air entrances covered at pleasure with a horizontal iid outside
the house ; 6, 6, cold air drains, covered at pleasure with
sliding covers made of slate ; f, c, entrances for hot air into the
house, which may likewise be covered at pleasure with doors
sliding along the face of the pit : rf, furnace.

Fig. 2. Section of house, showing bottom heat chamber, cold

and direction of the cun-ents ; a, entrance for cold
air ; 6, cold air drains ; f, bottom heat chamber.

Fig. 3. Longitudinal section of house, showing hot air
chamber, furnace built of Stourbridge brick and suiToundod
with 2 inches of sand, and covered over with a half-inch iron
plate in three widths ; the cistern is made of iron, 4 inches
deep, in two divisions, and fed through a pipe from above ; the
roof has a cavity to be filled with sawdust, to prevent the
escape of heat ; c, entrance for hot air ; d, furnace.

it seems hopeless to move plants by hand as he I necessary nor desirable that the motion should be
'"

Still, even that is possible for choice constant. The nearer we can approach to Nature
specimens, where the air cannot be readily moved.
And it is astonishing how much persevering enthusiasm
can accomplish in this way. The best Grapes I have
ever ^own had on an average two hours' motion, and
food from several basketsfull of partially decomposed
dung every evening, until they began to colour. The
time was devoted to shaking the vine rods, and pre-
senting fresh surfaces of the dung to the air. From
these experiments I came to the conclusion that Vines
thrive best with motion. And it is not difficult to
impart it to them. It is only necessary to suspend
their trellises on chains and give them a thrust with
the hand every time they are passed, or a vibratory
motion could be imparted by wind, steam, smoke, or
lever power. Even plant stages, if not too heavy, and
carefully balanced, would be easily moved in the same
manner. Strawberry shelves, choice Orchids, &c., are
often suspended now, and a slight force of any kind
would keep them in frequent motion. It is neither

in this, as in most other things, the better.

In the weighty words of Dr. Lindley, " What
right have we to imagine that the breeze, the
storm, the hurricane even, are phenomena caused by
the Almighty for no sufficient reason ? That such
disturbances of the elements are incidents either harm-
less or destructive, but of no moment in the economy
of the Universe ? That the world would be as well, nay
better, without them ? Do we not, on the contrary,

know that every part of the system of the Universe is

dependent on some other part ? That there is not an
evil of whatever magnitude that has not its counter-
poise ? And that, regarded as a whole, each natural
phenomenon is of indispensable necessity to the free

operation of others ?" In fact, it is an axiom in garden-
ing that we approach perfection in proportion to our
exact imitation of the means which Nature takes to
attain her ends. Every great failure has arisen from
our not being able to reaS the book spread open before
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u:-; every advance ha.>i been eausod by vavtia! iiitrrpi-e-

tations of the mysterious Irutbs wbii'li il explains All

the phases of air heating, of air dami'ini.', <if lightinir,

of potting, of training, are but so manr exauiples of

this. And all our present deficiencies will, by degrees,

disappear under a more coiTecl appreciation of natural
truths.

As the matter now stands, we heat well, we build well,

we light well, we damp well, but we do nothing to keep
the air in motion. That is the next point to be looked

to with an.xiety, for we may depend upon its being
one of the cardinal points of successful cultivation. I

How indeed can we imagine that the eternal shifting I

of the air and fluctuations of temperature and variations
j

of moisture to which Nature exposes plants all over
the world, are unimportant to them, and may be
dispensed with, without prejudice to their health.
*' The importance of this aeration, or internal circula-

'

tinn of air," thePoctor elseA\li<'ro ri'i narked, " cannot lie

ov,.r-cs(iaia(ed. It is the one (hini.' winch ii.nv rcjuiro
lobe .-sei-ured in order to render our arlilicial i-limati

natural. A man's reason miijht indeed tell him ilmi

a plantj condemned to pass its life in a still atiiiM

sphere is like nothing so much as a criiiiiii:il il

fa.st in an everlasting iiilloi-y. In order I" r-niuc
motion in the vegetable kingdom, cm nut- iri'air are

made to do the work of the muscles, liijil^-, .luil Militiou

of animals." The mere meclianical etlirl (,|' ilw iimtion

not only assists tlic ).ro|>nlsi>.ii cf (he s;,|i, but .iiiil.lrs

plants In c.Nhal.' nioiv uatn- I alisuil, more Inoii

then tlicicnuM dn u. a stair ,.f rr>l,. This will be
adverted tn ni liil uv jiaiinv I ,|,i-r this .haiitur by
reminding .lour f.:i'lns Ili;tt I'lcsriMl hrre spoken
of is not ventiliiin'ii ni llir |i.i'ul:ir .-ii-r ..f the word.
It does not pruM.lc L.r Ihr adunsMnu ..I livsh air—that
will be amply pn.vi.li'd lor hcrcalter. Tily object here

^S:^:i-^-«^'X''(^:^nm^^mff-

], t\iniaL-e ; •!, builcr : .3, flues ; 4, fire brick or tiles (eiiclosinjf

flues) ; ,5, hot air chamber, opening: into house ; 6, covering of

ditto ; 7, house : 8, door to shut out the hot air blast at
pleasure ; 9, cold ail* drain, returning to the furnace or the
hot air chamber through an opening at c at pleasure : 10, back
wall, with chimney from furn.ace running up against it ; 11,

position of the hot-water pipes. To derive the fidl amount of

benefit from the hot air bla.st, the pipes should run along the
back of the house ; otherwi.se the heat arising from the flow

pipes in front would neutralise the force of the cun'ent of hot
jxir from the chamber, and by a counterpoise of force produce

has been siiuplj- to show how we may bring the
physical properties of the atmosphere to e.xpend their

mechanical force in the perfecting of plant life, growth,
and produce, in our glass houses. I). T. Fish.

JAPANESE MAPLES.
Few recent introductions in the way of hardy trees

are so promising as the variegated Maple.s introduced
from Japan. Considerable confusion appears to exist

as to the proper nomenclature of some of these varieties,

and hence we have thought it might be useful to trans-

late the descriptions given in Von Siebold's " Catalogue
Eaisonne."
Acer disseaium, Thbg., var. riihnim, Sieb.—Leaves

]ialmate, their five lobes confluent at the base, linear,

.sharply serrated, red.

A. di^sectum, var. sangnhieum, Sieb.—Leaves palmate,
divided to the ba.se; lobes stalked, pinnatifid, of a blood-
red colour.

A. japonicuni, Thbg._, var. -petiolis viridlbiis.—Leaves
cordate at the base, orbicular, palmat«ly 9—13 lobed. the
anterior lobes of equal length, the posterior ones short,
all unequally and doubly serrated.

A. japonicum, var. Meikets, Sieb.—Leaves orbicular,
palmately cut ; lobes lanceolate, doubly serrated, the
posterior ones one-third smaller than the others.

A. palmatinji, TI1I1., var. cartieum, Sieb.—Leaves
palmate, deei)l,\' livc-lobcd; lobes linear lanceolate
sicuminate, entire, flesh-coloured.

A. palmalum, var. reticulatum, Sieb.—Leaves pal-
mately five-lobed, veins white netted.

A, palmahtm, var. roseo-marginainm, Sieb.—Leaves
palmately five-lobed ; lobes confluent at the base, linear-

lanceolat^e, setoso-dentate, acuminate, rose-coloured at
the margins.

A. palmatum, var. ruhescens, Sieb.—Leaves rounded
at the base, palmately five-lobed; lobes lanceolate,

acuminate, unequally dentate, reddish.

A. palmatum, var. rubro-acv.minatum, Sieb.—Le.aves
truncate at the base, palmate; posterior lobes horizontal,

anterior lobes la,nceolatej unequally and acutely serrate,

with a prolonged red point.

A. palntattfm, var. savdrnwitnt , Sieb. — Leaves
palmately five-lobed; posterior lobes horizontal,

auriculate at the base, anterior lobes linear lanceolate,
coarsely serrated inwards the point, blood red.

semi or entire fitagnatioii. The quickened cii-culatiun Indut^ed

by the hot air current will equahse the temperature of the
house more effectuall.v than the usual arrangement which
places the most higldy heated surfaces in the coldest positions.

By aorac such plans as this, all the advantages of hot air and
hot water heating may be combined in the same app.aratu3,

and a thorough circulation of our hothouse atmospheres main-
tained without the admission of external air ; at the same
time that heat will be economised and pressed into our
service which is generally wasted up the chimney.

A. pictnm, Thbg., var. viride, Sieb.— Leaves orbi-

cular, truncate at the ba.se, scven-lobed
;
posterior lobes

linear, slightly sickle-shaped, anterior ones oblong
deltoid acuminate entire, nright green. This is the
wild form of a variegated form described by Thunberg
as A. pictum.
A. sfptcmlohiim. Thbg., var. Thunhergil, Sieb.

—

Leaves seven-lobed, the five anterior lobes palmate,
acuminate, ovate lanceolate^ distinct at the base,

sharply doubly serrate, posterior lobes slender, reflexed.

A. sepinnlo/mm, var. Krempferi, Sieh.—Leavesseven-
lobed, the anterior ones confluent at the ba.se, lanceo-

late, acuminate, coarsely duplicato-sermte,the posterior

ones shorter, and spreading.

Home Correspondence.
J'c/7//;>a/;o)if,/7W/orf(3f/f«</j-[)H.—Systematic botanists,

ever on the look-out to find some tangible and constant
characters by means of which they may discriminate
one so-called species from another, are apt to overlook
variations in colour, spots, and the like, and so long as

they admit their schemes to be arbitrary and artificial,

no harm arises ; but, in a physiological point of view,
these differences in colour, these spots, may be of great
consequence, though in themselves of little worth.
Mr. Darwin de.serves great thanks at least for this, that

he has pointed out in many ca.ses the uses of "small
things," too insignificant to attract the atleiitinn "f
" hay-making botanists" in herbaria. Now for the
Pontic Ehododendron : the uppermost petal is some-
what larger than the rest, .stands boldly out at the back
of the flower, and is marked with spots; the stamens
and style are b'-nt downwards, while the anllurs arc

curved upwards, ami o]h'H by two little holes at tlir l"|'.

Now, when Master Humble-bee comes, he uiiikr-

straight for tho upi"T spotted petal; arrived lliric lie

dips his snout deep into the recesses at the upper side

of the flower above the stamens, qixickly exhausts the
supply to be found there, and in his exit brushes out
the pollen from the holes at the top of the anther on to

the stigma, placed ju.st beneath the stamens in the umst
convenient position for the reception of the iinllrn

If the anthers ojiened in the usual way by a l"ir_'

chink, the pollen would not be so easily brushed out.

but by the pores at the top, and the upturned position

of the antlier. the great/>st faeilities are en.sured

J,;'

The

"ilK'd and
i.\"' being
. remark

-

this is the

iTntiiig the due fertilisation of the llower.

T'l'.ili. ,:i!rrfm:/raux.—i observe that this Thuubergia
e .I'ivortised as a newplant. How can it be new when
It li is been introduced to this country more than 60
y, ;irs. and Mas known m commerce many years ago?
i". J/"., Epsum. [When a plant has been lost and is

reint,roduced, it is in the position of a novelty, though
not strictly new. Eds. i

Orchis hdifuJia {macila/a mpcrla). — thifi fine

Oi<his was found niaiiy years ago within a few miles of
Kiluianiork. and Has Kniv.ii for ti long time in the
tanleiis of the coti.i^eis (.f fho village where it was
found, unheeded aud uneaicd for.

^ It is only during
the last two or three years that its excellence as a
hardj; border plant has been recognised. It has been
examined by most of the botanists in Ihisloealit.i-, who
don't all agi-ee as to its being a iiieic v: ;i. yv nf meu-
lata, someinclining to believe il a di-t ,1 ' l.nl

from the closo resemblance wliieh it I Ina
we named it some years ago superln .'. >

from the common one "f thai u: -r.r.^y

spikes sent are not .-o In--' a- we ii:i\

grown them, on accoiint (.'the ).I;nii - I'lem

were taken not heiue iin-,- ... I" e-: ii,ii.l

been seen in li:: 'i i -
'

i :. i:
:

-

9 inches in le,i_ . /- >

'

[Mr. Boswell^iuie ie|..,|i. ,;::.( ti,;
:

'

1

the ti-ue 0. latiiolia, Uie iibM
figured under this name in '

:

O. incarnata. It is a noble 1 ::e

able for its deep colour, and d. 1: 1 ; :i,e I

Peiihlemon ijJaier.—After P. spcciosus,

best of all the hardy early-bloomiug species, much
better than P. graudiflorus, which has been over-
estimated, and which is also more difficult to preseiTe
than P. glaber. It Is true that the blossoms of this

latter resemble those of P. speciosus. the fact being
that that plant is one form of P. glaber, the specie.s

itself being very variable. But the habit of the two is

very distinct, aud dwarfness and compactness of growth
are good qualities which generally gain recognition.

Tf. r.— [P. glaber is a beautiful hardy perennial, its

dwarf habit being a great recommendation. The
flowers themselves are very much like those of P.
speciosus, and that is no slight praise. Eds.]

Cucumbers, Viims, and Melons.—I am much obliged

for the remarks you made in your Paper of June 10 in

reference to the Cucumber leaves, &c., which I sent
you, but I am .sorry that 3;ou catnot refer me to a
cause or cure for the mischief. You kindly draw my
attention to the Cucumber leaves being pierced by
something like thrips. II would be hard for me to sa,\-

that there are no thrips in the house, but there are
certainly not many. Since I sent you the leaves, .1

believe that I have found out the cause of uon-
productiveuess in reference to the Cucumbers aud
Melons, Sue], is lie- nature of our Hater here, that
lead liitie,- are ]i.i-iti\e!\ ni' im n,-e. ;is they soon
become leel-eeil inlh lieili-l lids . -I'l ;1 t Ir- 1 :,)le;<. AboUt
the meldle lit lieeemlier hi.i, :,'. ,s n'ehi.'k in the
evening, it wa.s discovered that nearly all the water
was out of the pipes, and that something serious was
the matter. The fire was pulled out from the boiler,

and the houses (Orrason's) were protected as much
as possible. Three hands were set to work to
discover the cause, when it w.a,s found that the return
pipe, which is laid with the flow along the garden walk

\vas fractured. Tin

more fully in wliirb lb,.

I li,\ some means the bottinii

h ill buried in sand, and that
possible, whilst the other

for the difr,

o|)cniuu the ie
I

:,

pipes are laei, I
,

or return pii'i u- i

it was as rotten a.s possinie, wnusi mo ocuor
portions were as good as the first day they were
put dow'n. "Water by some means had got
in, either from the surface or by means of
some leaky joint, and kept the sand moist.
After the pipes were repaired. I had them gas-tarred

while very hot, and left them exposed for some time.

I waiA very careful not to put them in the houses ; the
fumes, however (although not strong enough to be
smelt), had got into the Cucumber and Melon houses.
This I had protected, and in two days I could see the
Melons looked better, and began to set their fruit.

The Cucumbers also gradually recovered. May not
this impure air have been the cause of destroying the
respiratory or'..

pierced by tlu

pcssibly get 1

1

are afl'ected, a-

(Weck.s'si iN.I

C\d.-rnl„n„

adojilcd lor i

years uilhgn

iif^ the leaves to look as if

itlimg of the kind could
ill which the Vine leaves
jiipes from another boiler

A. f.ll'.M.
The plan I have

lilants healthy for several
1 follows :—I dip the plants

Just before'planting in Gishurst Compound, mixed in

the proportion of two ounces to a gallon of water.

This clears them of thrips, green fl.i

bhioiu and bloom buds at the ti

- L-el 'd 111

if 1,1,

I pick off all

der

Ipla

aud 1,1

all,.

J{i„l<-

Bui
not be
bonrli.

,'ll the

Icr with very slmi-t s|ieut iiothed

iK^e a week in very hot dry weather.
y,\i as fast as one set of bloom goes
ifiuoved to make room for new

^__ cut the idants from making an
iqit to perfect seed, wdiich will sometimes kill

later in the sea.son. 0. Dunmick. Nurseri/mart,

,,1'tlii

, Lunar Cu„

„,i\,;\ ill

I,ham Co

o«J/"e,j«H-o;-/.—Ihave
ov,i"d ill this neigh-
laniesl Hurk to have
,n, H here the military

e:,mp we: li;l,l a icw years ai!o, but as yet I have not
11, ,11 all!, I" 111,, I it (here. It is certainly not a common
lilaui, ami ii- sinalhiess and love of concealment would
render it dillicuU to be found. Should any of your
readers have observed it there, I should feel obliged by
their indicating the spot in which, it grows, in order
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that I nmy have the gratification of obtaining it. W
Whale, Egham.

Watering Po/s.—Can any of your correspondents
tell me where is to be procured a long-sjiouted water-
ing pot, called the " Norfolk Horticultural Water-pot."
It IS a patented one, with a spring in the handle,
which, by a wire connection, forces (at will) a piston
or plug into the nose, thereby le-sening the rush of
water. I have found this exceedingly useful for many
years for watering potted plants, and cannot, after
many inquiries, find out the maker or seller. E. J. H.
[Those who have this pot to sell should advertise it.]

Eoot Fungvs.—Some years ago I planted several
Deodars, one of which, owing to its graceful growth,
was a particular favourite. About two years since a
change came over this tree ; its growth was checked,
and in vain I looked out for some cause. A year had
passed away before I discovered in the trunk near the
ground, signs of Fungus, the bark showing white cracks.
The cause of decay was now evident ; still I allowed it

to remain another year, until this spring, when I cut
it down, and my object now is to describe the state in
which I found the stem and the roots. The evil had
not spread far into the trunk, and had only given a
sickly hue to the leaves, but every root appeared to be
dead, and under the bark of the root, where we look for
the alburnum or young wood, there was the Fungus,
presenting exactly the appearance of white paint, and
which kept for two months its whiteness unchanged. As
near this Deodar a fine Pinus excelsa was growing, I
was very particular in clearing away all the affected roots
of the Deodar, and in doing so I came upon the healthy
roots of other trees. I mention this to show that we
must not suppose that the diseased roots of one tree
alwa.ys infect another, which is further proved every
day in our woods, where the roots of trees cut down
often show fungoid growths, -without causing universal
disease. T. C. B. [It is impossible to name mycelia,
and they do not always produce the perfect plant. A
Cupressus macrocarpa in our garden was killed exactly
in the same way ; the mycelium presented precisely
the same appearance, but has never made any other
progress to enable us to determine to what species or
genus it belongs. It is no more possible to sav why
one tree is attacked by mycelium, while another close at
hand escapes, than it is to account for the strange
escapes which persons often have when exposed to
infection. Such mysteries seem almost incapable of
solution. M. J. S.]
Marcchal Niel .ffioie.—This Eose has been shown so

many times this season and has been so universally
admired, that I am induced to ask those who have had
it in their stands whether any of them have bloomed
it out of doors. From four dwarf worked^plants I have
had but one greenish yellow flower bud, and that did
not open. Now, gentlemen, do not all speak or write
at once—who has bloomed M. Niel without the aid of
heat or glass? John Hopper, Canterhury.

Horticulturists v. JBotatnsfs.—X begin to think that
horticulturists will in time " take the shine " out of
botanists, merely because the former are more unani-
mous.

^
With botanists it is a maxim "to agree to

differ." If A. discovers a new species, and gives it a
name, B. says it cannot belong to the genus in which
it is placed, for with the aid of a powerful glass he has
discovered three small bristles on each alternate petal,
nearly at the tip. C. then comes in, and says both are
wrong, and that the bristles are hairs, and moreover
that they are to be found on every petal—not at the
tip, but nearly in the centre. This is not perhaps a
true picture, but it is as the old lady said, " wery like."
When I look over botanical lists (and particularly
©ver the works of dear old Loudon) where varieties
without end are made into species, I seem to wish that
all could be changed, and that some competent person
would take the matter in hand. I fear, however, that
it is like our old rubric—not to be touched, for fear.
We horticulturists have no fear, for if any mode of
culture does not prove sound we at once abandon it,

and it is forgotten. With botany it is very diflerent—
a genus incorrectly named sticks" in our gizzards for a
lifetime. Seriously, I believe that horticulture will
take much higher rank than it has hitherto done. I
have thought so ever since the Congress. S.

White-Jtowered Variegated Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums.
—In your report of the Eose Show at Birmingham
(see p. 639), you have omitted all mention of a white-
flowered variegated Ivy-leaved Pelargonium, which was
much admired, and to which a First-class Certificate
was at\ arded. There were only two First-class Certifi-
cates awarded by the .iudges, one for Messrs. F. &. A.
Smith's Pelargonium King of Tricolors, and the other
to my Ivy-leaved L'Elegante just alluded to, which as
a decorative plant, either for beds, vases, hanging
baskets, or similar purposes, will doubtless prove an
acquisition. The plant exhibited was about 18 inches
in height and about the same in diameter, and it was
covered with flowers. W. Cunningham, Nurseryman,
Burton-on-Trent.
Pine-apples.—In that part of your report of the

Boyal Botanic Society's exhibition which relates to
Pine-apples, you .say (p. 638) that Mr. W. Kemp, gr.
to Earl Percy, produced a well-ripened Queen, also a
Black Antigua. These fruits were not, however, shown
by the grower just named, but by me, and I obtained
two Certificates for them. Wm. Kemp, Gardener to
£. H. Bentall. Esq., Beijhridge, Maldon.

Tapiora.—What is this, and where does it come from ?

Doubtless many who might be able to answer the last
question would be utterly at a loss a,s to the first.

Commercial men, for instance, are for the most part
acquainted ivith the countries which produce the
several articles in which they trade, if they do not
know the sources from whence they are derived. To
say that Tapioca is the produce of a plant, or perhaps
two plants, bearing the names of Manihct utilissima
and M. Aipi, would only be vague information. These
species of Manihot are common in Brazil and Peru.

They are shrubby plants, groiiing some 6 or 8 feet high,
and having leaves, which are deeply divided into
seven lobes or parts, and placed on long slender stalks.
It i.s the root, however, which is the valuable portion
of the plant. This is thick and fleshy in both species,
frequently weighing 30 or 40 lb. The first of these, the
Manihot utilissima, is called the Bitter Cassava ; and
the second, the Manihot Aipi, the Sweet Cassava.
Though the root of the Bitter Cassava contains a large
amount of highly poisonous juice, it is still much
valued as an article of food, the fluid being effectually
removed in the process of preparation. This is done
by grating the root on a large grater made of some
soft wooa, and studded with small sharp pieces of
stone. By this process the whole root is reduced to a
pulp, which is carefully washed and strained by
pressure in a long cyHndrical basket-like strainer. The
mass is then taken out, and made into cakes of various
forms. The ivashings and pressure remove the
venomous juice, and the heat in the process of baking
dissipates any poison that might still remain. In this
way the Brazilians obtain a wholesome and at the
same time a most important food product from a highly
poisonous root. Nor are the natives alone benefited
by this plant. The finest quality of the tapioca of our
shops is obtained from these same roots, (genuine Eio
tapioca, indeed, is a very pure form of starch, which is

deposited by the expressed poisonous juice and
washings of the Cassava meal. It is prepared for
trade by granulating it upon hotplates. It is imported
from Bahia and Rio Janeiro, and its value and uses
are well known to most people. The importance of
tapioca has been ;the means of a spurious kind being
brought into the market. This is made from Potato
starch, and bears a strong resemblance to the genuine
article. At one time a belief was prevalent that
the musical boxes, which we all know are made of a
black horn-like material, were compressed or moulded
Potato pulp. These boxes are, in fact, made of horn
reduced to a pov\der and then heated, and while soft
compressed in a mould Formerly, however, snuff-
boxes were imported from Germany which were called
" Potato boxes," and were supposed to be made of
Potato pulp, but these were really made of a coarse
kind of papier mache. None of these boxes are now-
imported. John B. JacJcson.

Reigate Kose Association.—Well-deserved and graceful as
was the handsome testimonial presented to the Rev. B. R,
Hole on the day of the National Rose Show at South
Kensington, in acknowledgment of his exertions in establish-
ing, or rather founding, the first Show, a still stronger appre-
ciation may be seen in the unifoim success that has attended
the Rcse Show since its first establishment, and not the
National Rose Show only, but those at the Crystal Palace and
at Birmingham, which have, as it were, sprung from the first-

named. Nor is there any appearance of the gi-eat interest felt
in these exhibitions being transitory, as has In time past
befallen thoso of other flowers, e, g. the Tulip, but, on the con-
trary, the interest is increasing and extending in all directions,
and betokens a permanency for the love of the Rose and its
culture which has never yet been accorded to any other flower.

It is my agreeable duty now to report the first Exhibition of
the Reigate Association for the cultivation of the Rose.
Although late in the spring before the Association was formed
by the exertions of the worthy and respected President,
W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., assisted by Bushley Britton, Esq.,
and an Acting Committee of gentlemen who have directed
their attention to Rose culture, the members, their friends,
and other visitors had the satisfaction of insi>ccting a beautiful
and interesting display.

Tlie Show was held in the Public Hall. Reigate, on Saturday,
Jime 30. The hall is a new and spacious editice, well adapted
for floial exhibitions, which the simple but effective arrange-
ments of Saturday brought out to advantage. The centre was
occupied by two parallel tables containing the stands of the
members for competition, the sides by simUar tables, on which
were placed many beautiful plants to be presently noticed,
with the boxes of Roses brought by nurserymen, not for
competition, but kindly lent by them to assist in rendering
the Show effective. To Messrs. Paul, of Cheshunt ; Mr.
Mitchell, of Piltdown, Sussex ; Messrs. Ivery &l Son, of Dorking

;

and Mr. John Cattell, of Westerham, the best thanks of the
Association are due for their readiness in bringing their
collections. The table along the end of the Hall was covered
with bouquets, arranged chiefly with Fern and other foliage,
and suitable for dinner-table decoration. These bouquets were
exhibited by Mrs. Wilson Saunders and the ladies of Reigate,
Redhill, and neighbourhood, and for taste and elegance they
fully merited the praises liberally bestowed upon them.

Before noticing the awards, and distinguishing the best
flowers exhibited, a subject was shown which may or may not,
according as future experiments shall prove, exercise some
influence on Rose culture : this was a Briar from the Himalaya
Mountains, exhibited by Mr. W. W. Saunders. A branch of it
about 4 ft. in length was one mass of white bloom in bunches
(corymbs) of eight or ten together. It is quite new to this
cuuntry, of beautiful foUage and flowers, and of itself worthy
of cultivation. It is also perfectly hardy, and of vigorous
gi-owth, hence the probabili'fy of its being suitable for stocks.
With a view of inducing as great a competition as possible

among the members, the schedules were arranged into classes
and groups of 24, 18, 12, 9, 6, 3 and 1 varieties, thus offering an
opportunity for those possessing few plants to enier the lists.
By this arrangement a great number of stands were exhibited,
and the quality of the flowers in them was better than if a
larger number of blooms had been required.
The following are some of the awards :

—

Class 1. Group 1.— 24 varieties of any kinds : 1, Dr. Sargant

;

in this stand were good blooms of Marfichal Vaillant,
Chabrillant, Victor Verdier, John Hopper, Queen Victoria

;

2, Mr. A. H. Kent, with Chabrillant, Madame Willermoz,
Madame Knorr, Beauty of Waltham, Marcchal Vaillant,
Souvenir de la Reine d'Angleterre ; 3, Mr. Byass.
Group 2.—18 varieties of any kinds: 1, Mr. John Sargant;

2, Miss Laing.
Group 3.—12 varieties of any kiuds : 1, Dr. Sargant ; 2. Mr.

W. W. Saunders : 3, Miss Laing : equal, Mr. R. C. Baxter.
Group 4.- 6 of anv kinds : 1, Rev. H. Gosse ; 2, Mr. R. C.

Baxter ; 3, Rev. H. Cheales.
Tea Rosea, 12 varieties: 1, Mr. Wollaston ; in this collection

were good blooms of Marcchal Niel. Pi-esident, Souvenir d'Elise,
and Narcisse.
Of the Roses exhibited by nurserymen, not for competition,

there were many truly noble blooms, fully equalling those
previously shown at the Crystal Palace and Kensington.

In the collection of Messrs. Paul & Son, which consisted
-•Mefly of new kinri^. the mo?t remarkable were -Madame

I

Victor Verdier, John Hopper, 'Alfred Colombe, Alphonse
Damaizin. Gabriel Peyronny, Charles Trouillard, 'Marguerite
de St. Amand, 'Duchesse de Caylus, *Xavier Olibo, *Duke of
Wellington, Louise Margottin, Fran90i8 Louvat, ^Princess
Mary of Cambridge, Centifolia rosea, * Marcchal Niel, *Pierre
Notting, *Madlle. Marguerite Dombrain, Belle Normandie.
Caravannes de Nismes, Gloire de Duchet. As some of the
preceding names are probably new to many of your readers.
I have marked with an asterisk those that have either been
already proved, or likely to prove first-class Roses in. every

In the large and well-assorted collection of Mr. Mitchell,
the most conspicuously fine blooms were Marcchal Niel, Celine
Gonod (Bourbon), *Achille Gonod. Victor Verdier, Leopold
Hauaburg, Claude Million, Queen Victoria, - General d'Haut-
poult, Cecile de Chabrillant, Madame Furtado, Pierre Notting
Duchesse d'Orl^ans, Marcchal Vaillant, La Ville de St. Denis*
Louise de Savoie, Devonlensis, (fee.

In Mr. Cattell's boxes were Madame Moreau, Josephine
Beaubamais, Souvenir de la Malmaison, William Griffiths
Victor Verdier, H. Laurentius, Mrs. Rivers, Madame Julie
Daran, Eugfene Lebrun (now rarely seen). Beauty of Wester-
ham, a seedling of Mr. Cattell's own raising, a very fragi-ant
and free-blooming variety.
Among the fine-fohaged plants the collection of hardy Ferns

of Messrs. Ivery & Sons, of Dorking, must not be overlooked ;

indeed it always attracts attention wherever shown, as the
frequent mention of them, and always in terms of approbation,
in these columns proves. As new vaiieties are" obtained
year after year, there seems to be no limit to the change of
form of whichthese beautiful plants are susceptible,and though,
botanically speaking, these changes are considered mon-
strosities, they are monstrosities that are looked upon with
pleasure and admiration by the scientific observer as by the
general public, and their great variety and fine culture pro-
claim distinctly the perseverance and energy of the raisers.
The following are among the most beautiful of the Ferns
exhibited at Reigate, being chiefly Athyriums or Lady
Ferns :

— Athyrium Filix-foemina Applebyanima, Bamesii,
conioides, coronatum, crispum, Fieldise, FrizeUiai, grandiceps,
Iveryanum, multiceps, Veraonise, and plumosum ; Blechnum
Spicantstrictum;LastreaFilix-mascristata andF.-m.Ingramii,
Osmunda regalis cristata, Polystichum attenuato-cristatum,
P. an^Tilare proliferum, P. a. proliferum WoUastoni, Scolo-
pendnum vulgare crispum, S. v. undulatum lobatum, and
many others. In the centre of these were many fine spikes of
the Foxglove (Dijjitalis), very distinct and beautifully spotted,
all of them well worth cultivation.
By Mr. Cattell, of Mesterham, were shown in addition to the

Roses
: two plants of the ciuious Raphanuscaudatus, 4 feet high ;

Abies pectinata pendula, a very graceful Conifer, auitable for
a lawn plant (it is a pendulous variatton of the well-known
Picea pectinatu); Thuja orientalis, a weeping variety of the
Chinese Arbor-vitse ; Quercus pm-purea, a purple-leaved Oak ;

and Q, filicifolia, a rem.'u-kable variety with Fern-like foliage,
very beautiful and distinct.
The following plants were sent by Mr. W. AVilson Saunders,

of Hillfield, Reigate : RemusatJa vivipara, .^Vnthurium magni-
ficum, Cycas revoluta, Homalonema album, H. purpureuui,
Alocasia zebrina, Bactria flavispina, Curculigo sumatraua.
Maranta omata, and many others.
By Mr. Simpson, of Reigate Hill, well-grown specimens of

Sph^a^rogyne latifolia, Cissua discolur, Aerides odoratum, Cala-
dium Schmidtzii, Begonias in variety, and many others.
At f) o'clock in the evening the Show was opened free to the

operative and working men of the town and their families,
who availed themselves of the privilege in gi'eat niunbers.
The lively interest shown by them during their inspection
proved that this regulation of the Committee was duly appre-
ciated by them. The cut flowers were .afterwards distributed
among those present. A. H. K.

Liverpool Rose Show : Jnlij 3 and 4.—Liverpool is a gu-
ahead place for flower shows, and is evidently in earnest
in such matters. Its Spring Exhibitions of Hyacinths and
other plants are second to none, and its Autumn Shows for
Chrysanthemums and Fruits arc worth looking at. The very
plucky Committee, with Mr. Tj^erman of the Botanic Gardens
at its head, and the energetic Mr. R. W. Ker at its tail, as
Secretary, tuuk it intu tlitir heads that they would this year
"K"!!' i>.i i: .- f. I I . li itiL'.', and they accordingly put out
a HI I

: ' I
!

i .it-d in getting together a first-
rati ii i' ! ,,...-t praiseworthy beginning ; and
that iitiHi ,1 .,, i;. , ^Imw.s the Rev. S. Reynolds Hole,
seemed ]'le;tsed %vitb it. and was a strong exhibitor in some
classes, and a judge iu others.

In the class for 72 Roses, the 1st prize fell to Mr. Cranston.
Hereford, in whose lot were very fine blooms of Dr. Audr>-.
Marguerite de St. Amand, Souvenir <ip

King's Acre, Admiral Lapeyrouse, M.
gem ; a superb bloom of Laurent Descn
amongst light Roses, and a fine fln

Madame Julie Daran, Aimu,^te Rivit-r

very fine Rose ; and 3I;l'^ hm \ li li ) - \

Messrs. Paul & Son. vi' I.

Belle Normandie, Pi'i' i U

indeed: Madlle. Mai-. i> ,. n
Diesbach, very t ii. n.''.. i

'! ,' \

Wood. Mafiru'ir ' : . !
! i li. .! ,

Donville, j\lii' i >>

and Paul l*^--. ^ i ,

("'b:ir)r- Af- nit.

.. :
,: \larot,

s. .1.1,1. c. .[n. irlle. a
.M,|, v,.rv tine indeed.
i Beauty of Waltham.
L-hal Niel, very tine
ver\' fine ; Anna de

':!ie Halphen. Mrs. C.
N Madame Devreux
illot. Claude Million,

In Mr. Cant's lot

haffelt, a grand new

Bemardin,
fine

We give a list uf the other principal awards, and the follow-
ing kinds were amongst the finest shown. By Mr. Cant :—
Duke of Wellington, a pretty and promising kind ; Madamu
Julie Daran, Souvenir d'un Ami, Devoniensis, Madame
Willermoz, Charles Lefebvre, Dr. Andry, Marguerite de
St. Amand, valuable for colour; Duchesse de Medina C'^eli,

and Comte de Paris. By Messrs. Lane & Son :— Lord Clyde,
-''--- " -

• ' ' EarHluy, L;Wia, rierre Nutting.Vulcan, Souvenir de Lad,
Anna de Diesbach,
Foucault, Model of P(

Fine blooms of Chas
Moreaux, Madame (.1

Son:—Beautv..fW:tlt
Vidot, La F..,,( .,,..

Rothschild, y
-^

Gloire de ISaij-.

Celine Fore.-ti. I, !

Hopper, Madame C

Bemardin, Queen
Clemence Joigneaux

I I r... ^\ I

Wc
.

' i. ilu-illant. Alpaide de Rotalier.
'\ .. il Vaillant, most superb Ltelias,
uj....i^ 'J'uuvais, Stnateur Vaisse, John
lillitt, Alfred de Rougemont, Maurice
Victoria, very fine indeed; Madame
Due de Rohan, Charles Lefebvre, and
This was a very fine lot.

i;. - - there were but two competitors,
~'' -IS. Paul& Son for a fine coUec-

. I'vincess Maiy of Cambridge, in
I!' I'., itiia Leveque, a little deeper in
ni iijicMn.-*; Belle Normandie, another
Marcella, a grand new Rose, soft flesh
Monsieur Boncenne, rich shaded violet

. extra fine ; Duchesse de Sledlna Cceli, Duchesse
de Caylus, Madame Am^ie Halphen, a first-class Rose of last

year ; and Madlle. Marguerite Dombrain, a fine Rose, of a
different shade of colour to Belle Noi-mandie. Mr. Cant
obtained the 5d prize witb a ^<y<\ lot, the most striking of

.

Comte de Na
In thecla.s.s ]•<

:

and the 1st
j

tion, the be^t i

colour thrtn ixich
veiy fine light R(j:

tinted with salmon

;
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I of them 18 incbei

iiidijHO?iahI..cl:, wth 11 flowers, and Dendrobium clavatum,

which
(h- St. Amand, Duke of Wellington, and Comte do'P;
The Amateurs showed remarkiibly well, aud Mr. Hole')

Mr. Evans's two lots of Si's were really line;. Mr. 1

also showed a very fine six and twelve. lip i, M. ,

Mr. Hole's lot were Charles Lefebvrc, .1 .
~

d'nn Ami, Lord Raglan, La ViUe de

.->r

,

M;tr.'cb,il VaiUii , Ma<in

oUow flowers.
A. Turner. E.sq., was Ist with a

tt. in height, and well-blooracd
;

plant, with eight white spotted

Knun-. 1; V.
.

V.
,

, .,._ ^.:inini:i
Patrizzi, \ii I .1

, ,
, r.u-oline d.

Sans.ii. In Ml I I

, ^ .,f -VTilliam
Griffiths, (ieiu III...;, ;, I . \ I i.nrd Rilglrin,
Anna dc Dicsl.,ii'i!, h.inl .i. !';

.

\, .
: ,

. ..( \- i....,Mt-iful

bloom of Madame I'lcninir,. ,1.,. ,,i, \[.:i'i. \\"i II, r ninz
Charles Lefebvre, Madaiiir i;i,'v\, \ .. \ 1 i

- ,. mile
la Malmaison, Souvenir li'iiii \(m., -

.
. . i, ,' (jne

Margut-rite de St. Auiand, JmIh, 11,.],],, , \>;.i,-i,. \ij,. \i,.tur
Verdjer, Comtesse de Chabrillant. lic-.tiitv of Waltham,
Madame Furtado, Duchesse de Caylus, Louise Magnan, Madame
Victor Verdier, Anna de Diesbach, Gloire de Bordeaux, William
PJtzer, Madame Charles Crapelet, and Smith's Yellow Noisette.
Mr. Perry had very fine blooms of Madame Julie Daran,
Madame Joigneaux, John Hopper, Souvenir d'EUse, S^nateur
Vaisse, Prince CamiUe de Rohan, Laurent Descourt, Madame
Emain. and Charles Lefebvre.
Upon the bank devoted to the stove and gi-eenhouse plants

wc noticed a very interesting group of ornamental plants from
Messrs. Dickson & Sons, of Chester, consisting chiefly of
Japanrse novelties, many of which will evidently be

^ n-.i.- i__
^^^^ counti-y. Among theacquisitions to our collections

British Ferns, Mrs. Hadwen, Messrs. Stanafield & So^ ^.
Todmorden, and Mr. C. Rylance, made effective displays, and
the very large collection from Tudmorden contained many rare
and fine things. Mr. Armstrong also contributed a very rich
collection of hardy Fem«. The plants exhibited by Mr
Baines. gr. to H. Micholl.s. Esq., were remarkably fine; and
Mr. Stevenson. Timperly, showed a splendid Clematis
Jackmanni, a perfectly hardy creeper, and a Bougainvillea
glabra. Mr. B. S. Williams sent a large collection of plants,
including some very fine Tree Fems, the rare and exceedingly
striking Anthurium Scherzerianuni, with its peculiar-shaped
brilhaut scarlet flower ; also a beautifully variegated form of
the Pampas Grass, some fine groups of Anfectochili, and many
other rare things. Mr, Bainca contributed a remarkable group
of Pitcher Plants. The ornamental plants and foreign Fems
were both rich and numerous, and there were some magnifi-
cent specimens of the rarest kinrts. Mr. B. S. Williams
obtained the Ist prize for 10 Orchids, which included Aerides
Lobbii, A. Fieldingii, A. afli:

labium Holfordii, Vanda sur
Amongata lot of Ferns frum
of Hymenophylh

ides Larpentas, A. \ >

Phalfenop-sis grauiir
Mr. J. A. Turner w
'III ^^'I.lllocaulon,

Edinburgh, had a very good example of Raphanus caudatus
numerously podded. Mr. Clark, Roval Botanic Gardens
furnished a tew Fems and Orchids, including some of the moat

of the Lady Feu\, which Mr. Clark u.sually
handsome forn ^ ^^^
contributes. Smith & Simons had variegated StTawireiT^
Tilanfc a cut Specimen of Rhododendron Jenkinsii, a largc-

ed flower, with the base of a roseate hue; and

plants
fine fle.sh-ool

srvr.n,lp.ins

Aerides Lobbii, andtLc 1

Dr. Ainsworth had g("t.

fine flowers, Cattleya
Fellon. gr. to C. Bake; K-sq..

Gleichenias a

Ferns, Messrs. F. & A.

.

Zonal Gei
bnght-lcavcd specimen, appropriately named Iving of Tricolors,
to which a First-cla.-^s Certificat" was awarded.
Two exccedint'lv tint; t^iici-n W-nrh

shown by Mr.
and Mr. Mered
bunches of blai

The foliowin;
72 Cut Roses,

^, , ^, ^ , .
. - y, -xlubited Aerides Lubbii,

Calanthe veratrifoha, and Vanda tricolor. In the cLass of single
specimen Orchids, Mr. J. A. Turner was let with a noble
example of Saccolabium priemorsum. Mr. McLean, gr to— Willert, Esq.

,
was 2d with a beautiful plant of Lselia piirpurata,

another specimen of which was also shown by Mr. Houghton
gi". to — Kendal, Esq.

'

Stove and greenhouse plants, though not numerous, were
good. In the class of 6 plants, Mr. Houghton, gr. to— Kendal,
Esq. was Ist with splendidly-grown plants of Phceuocoma
proliferum, G ft. high and 4 ft. through ; an equally good Erica
Fairrieana

; Cordyline indivisa, with splendid foliage -

and Croton variegatimi. Mr. Stevenson was 2d with a
magnificent plant of AUamanda grandiflora, bearing no fewer
than 300 flowers ; Ixora amboinensis, with 100 heads of showy
blossoms

; and Theophrasta imperialis, with large shiny greeu
leaves. Mr. Kelland, gr. to — Hobson, Esq., showed a grand
plant of Cordyline indivisa 6 ft. in height : Genetyllis tullpifera
in great beauty, the beautiful Statice Holfordii, and a fine
plant of Aerides odoratum. The best specimen Tree Fern
came from Mr. Hobson, who had a well-grown Dicksonia
antarctica. To Mrs. Cule <k Son, who had Ixora coccinea with
30 heads of bloom, was awarded the 1st prize for the best
specimen stove plant. Mr. Kendal had a fine plant of
Bougainvillea glabra. In the class of specimen greenhouse
plants. Mrs. Cole & Son were 1st with a fine Phcenocoma
proliferum : 2d, Mr. Kendal, with Erica Paxtoniana ; 3d, Mr.
Knowles, with Tetratheca verticillata. The best specimen
Erica was E. obbata, from Mrs. Cole &. Sons ; Mr. Kendal was
2d with E. Candolleana.
A Miscellaneous Collection of Plants was shown by Mrs

iperbum, a very fine Sacco- Cole &, Sons, in which were some fine examples of Erica Caven-
and Cypripedium Veitehii. dishiana, Candolleana and Paxtoniana, AUamanda grandiflora,
\ Uliaiaa were fine examples and others. Mr. Kellapd, gr. to — Hobson. Esq., produced a

'' '

'
'jpecies, very distinct .fine show of 6 Pelargoniums, for which an extra prize was
...^ T ..„ „-vv^- awarded. Twelve Hardy Ferns were shown by Mrs. Cole

& Sons. Six Pelargoniums, scarlet and variegated, came
from Mr. Foulis ; and Mr. Ely, Sale, produced a nice
miscellaneous collection of scarlet Pelargoniums. Mr. Staf-
ford, of Hyde, exhibited a splendid collection of Miscel-
laneous Stove and Greenhouse Plants, also some Tree Fems.
Mr. B. S. Williams of Holloway furmahL-d a cullection of 100
New and Rare Pl:int^ al=.. .s.-,mc- fln..T.>.. F. m,,, which were
arran,cri.<l with .-mu-i rtf.'.t m tl,. ..:. ,f i;„ exhibition.

uarkaUlo of which

ud Lomaria gibba.
td some very fine
iaines a lot of grand
^oupof

fine Melon were
of Calderstones

;

t three large
''iirgh Grapes.
i./.<is :— Nt/.rserytnen.—
Cranston, Hereford

;

Mr. B. R. Cant,

— 1. Mr, .

Messrs. Paul <Sr Son, Cheshunt
, _, _. „.

,Colchester
; 4, Messrs. A. Campbell & Sons, Dublin ; 5*'Messrs'

F. & A. Dickson & Sons, Chester. 48 Cut Ruses, three trusses.—1, Messrs. Lane & Sun, Berkhampstti 1 ^I. r- \
Campbell & Son ; 3, Mr. Charles Rylance, < im i ut
Roses, three tnisses.— 1, Messrs. Paul &. Smi M '

, . .ji

8, Mr. John Williams, Wallasey. 24CutKns. , .,m,mi . m h'
—T, Mr. Cant; 2, Messrs. A. Campbell &Sun.-. ..1, Mi. W iliiuina!
Amateurs,— 24: Cut Roses, distinct, one truss.— 1. Rev. S.
Reynolds Hole, Caunton Manor, Newark ; 2, Mr. S. Evans gr
to Mr. C. N. Newdegate, M.P., Arbury ; 3, Mr. Charies J.
Perry, Birmmgham. 18 Cut Roses, distinct, one truss.—

1

Mr, S. Evans
; 2, Rev. S. Reynolds Hole : .3, Mr. C. J Perry

12 Cut Roses, distinct, three trusses. —1, Mr. C. J Perry • *> and
3, Mr. Evans. 12 Cut Roses, distinct, one tmss.—1 Rev S
RejrTiolds Hole

; 2, Mr. S. Evans ; 3, Mr. Thomas Griffiths
The Laurels, Oxton. Six Cut Roses, distinct, one truss
—1, Mr. C. J. Perry ; 2, Mr. T. Griffiths ; 3, Mr. Evans.
Collection of New Ruses, sent out 1864-5 (open to
aU).—1, Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt; 2, Mr. B. R Cant
Colchester. 10 Exotic Orchids, distinct. —1, Mr. B S
Williams, Holloway ; 2, Mr. Stevenson, Timperly. 3 Exotic
Orchids, distinct.—1, Mr. Baines, gr. to Horatio L. Micholls
Esq., Bowdon ; 2, Mr. Leadbetter, gr. to Mr. R. D. Holt Edge
Lane. 18 Exotic Fems, distinct.—1, Mr. Armstrong gr to
Mrs. Hadwen; 2, Mr. B. S. Williams. 12 Exotic Ferns
distinct.— 1, Ml*. Baines ; 2, Mr. Smith, gi-. to Mr. James Bland •

3, Mr. Armstrong. 6 Exotic Fems, distinct.— 1, Mr. Stevenson'
1 exotic Fem.—1, Mr. Leadbetter; 2, Mr. Smith ; 3, Mr. White
gr. to Mr. T. F. Ashe. 3 Tree Fems, stems not less than
2 feet, distmct.—1, Mr. B. S Williams. 1 Tree Fern.—1, Mr.
B. S. Williams

; 2, Mr. Baines. 12 Ornamental Foliage Plants'
distinct.—1, Mr. Baines ; 2, Mr. B. S. Williams ; 3, Mr. Smith
gr. to Mr. Hy. Walker, Calderstones. 6 Ornamental Foliage
Plants, distinct.—1, Mr. Stevenson; 2, Mr. Baines.

Manchester Horticultural: June 29 and 30.—This the
second great show of the season of this Society, was held in
the Botanic Garden. The first day was in all respects favour-
able

;
on the second the weather was fine until four o'clock

after which rain fell. The Show, as far as misceUaneoua
plants were concerned, was good, but its distinguishing
feature was the Orchids, of which in no place is such a show
to be seen, except in London. It is only when Orchids areshown as they are here, that their beauties can be properly
appreciated. The Garden was in excellent condition, and the
bedding plants as gay as we sometimes see them later in the
season. The exhibition was held in a large house built on
purpose for such displays, and a capital place it is for them ; it
IS weU shaded, and the plants in it had a highly effective
|J,PPearance. the two days' show having no bad effect on them

" 'i kept moist, so that there was no dust to spoil
' ' ' 1 general

The flo.

either foliage

receives too little attentioi

splendid plant of
2 feet in height, and
length ; the showy

L giganteum, sor
. it 18 inches _ .„— ,

six spikes ; Vanda tncolor, 5 feet „.
;
Cypripedium barbatum superbum.

Saccolabium guttatu;
having several spikes _
Laalia purpurata, with
height, with two spikt -„^--r .

2 feet in height, with wonderfully fine "fl'ow"ers :""^o" theBeldom seen Barkeria spcctabilis, which few can grow;
Cattleya Wagnen, with three fine spikes of delicate white
flowers; the rare Cattleya Walkeriana, and others. Mr
Mitchell, gr. to Dr. Ainsworth, had the next collection in pomt
ot ment

;
it contained beautiful specimens of Lielia purpurata,

tne best Phalienopsis grandiflora in the show, also Aerides
acnroden. A. Lobbii, charmingly coloured

; Cattleya Aclandije,
andaaccolabiumpntmorsum, all in excellent condition. Mr
Stevenson, who was 3d. hud a splendid plant of Saccolabium

fine R<.m;.., fur wI,il-1, tii.'v r.irn. .1 ..]l

The hbuw uf Fruit wa,s l.\c.jUl.u:

Pine-apples. For 2 bunches of Black
awarded to Mr. George Silcock. White Grapes were sent by
T. A. BeadoD, Esq. The best Pine-apples came from C. Bailey,
Esq., M.P., South Wales, who had a Providence weighing
8 lb., and — Thornton, Esq., South Devon, who showed a
Queen. Best Dish of Peaches, Mr. Dixon ; and of Nectarines,— Hopwood, Esq. Vegetables were also shown in good
condition. They were neatly arranged, and formed by no
means the least important feature of the Show.

Gl.vsoow and West of Scotland Horticultural: July U.
—The third great Show of the season, under the auspices of
the Society, took place under very favourable circumstances,
the day being all that could be desired, and the attendance as
numerous as on former occasions. There were not the same
handsome tables of plants that we are accustomed to see,
partially owing to the advanced period of the season, but
mainly owing to prizes not being offered for a miscellaneous
display. The individual specimens were very good, but they
failed to present a harmonious whole, owing to the gaps
that occuned between plant and plant, and the want of
handsome foliage intervening. The chief prize takers for
twelve specimens were Mr. D. Mitchell, gr. to his Grace
the Duke of Hamilton ; Mr. Murray, gr to W. D. Tod, Esq.,
Ironbank, Partick ; and Mr. Dickson, gr. to Thomas Coats'
Esq., Ferguslie House, Paisley. The two premier collections
were well contested, Mr. Mitchell carrying off the palm by
having a greater variety than Mr. Murray. Conspicuous
among his lot stood out Dipladenia crassiuoda. Erica ventri-
cosa, Bothwelliana, and Candolleana ; Dracopbyllum gracile
in fine trim, Ixora coccinea superba, and another variety of a
deeper vermilion tint ; several Plmeleas and Polygalas, with
a handsome Vinca rosea. Mr. Murray had some excellently
managed Heaths, which figure very conspicuously at the July
shows, and hold a position almost unassailable when well
managed. Fermginea major, praegnans major, Aitoniana, and
tricolor speciosa major, were finely grown and bloomed

;

so were Ixora aurantiaca superba and javanica, and one or two
Vincas. Mr. Dickson had also some very well-grown Heaths
and other plants.

Orchids eame from Mr. Murray, including Sobralia
macrantha vrith 6 bloom.s, a finely flowered specimen of a good
variety of Rodriguezia secunda, an extra fine form of Phajus
albus with large sepals and petals of very thick substance,
and a fine orange lip ; the charming Disa grandiflora, Cypripe-

nibers, Mr.
d, 2d, with
me Massoni
major.
le of plants
about the

flowering and

from Mr. Mitchell and Mr. Mun-ay,
glaucum, Cordyline indivisa, Araliii

•covadense—all pLints which figure
M\v.s. In ;:.'ioenhuusc and .stove plants

' ii'
1
! , Ml -. -. i

..;... , Beechwood
;

iiKicraiitLa, > -^.M! !:,,,,, LnlMiinn. :, ; :ainple of tllG
'."1> -M. II.

.
, . ;i «, clothed with intiMi-Ls.Tnce as if it had

'
' I

I

I I'l ii. ti.j ; the pretty violet-coloured Torcnia
''

'
!! ili.s of sorts, and a very well-managed

I' ' iiiM ij . J ( M,. i.i[Mi]i rtexuosum. By far the most interesting,
ii..\\tkti, ui(ii<.-i liiis section, war ~ '^— "- " '

Pcristeria alatu, with 15 spikes, ^
flowers large and prominently shovring the
i-ostellum and column. This was contributed by Mr. Dickson,
Ferguslie, and well merited the special award which was
voted to it.

Gloxinias were a good exhibition, especially those from
Messrs. Joseph Fleming, gr. to J. C. Wakefield, Esq. ; and
Walker. The best were Roi Ferdinand, Wagneri, elegans,
Apollo, Lady Grosvenor, and Model. Fuchsias came from Mr.
McBride, gr. to R. Goodwin, Esq., Hazlcwood, and from Mr
Wm. Boyd, gr. to T. Finlay, Esq., Easterhill, »s weU as from
several others. Silver Swan, Catherine Hayes, Souvenir do
Chi&wick, Fair Oriana, and some more of the older sorts, yet
stand well as specimen plants. Petunias and Bouquets, both
"table" and "hand," made a gorgeous display.
Collections of cut flowers were also numerous ; Pansies

forming a leading feature, and shown in better condition tlian
we have seen them in the West for some time, but in sorts not
materially differing from those recorded in the notice of the
Scottish Pansy Society. Pinks, especially those from Mr.
Murray, Paisley Cemetery, were in fine order. The names of
the best were Device, James Hogg, Elcho, Blondin, Victory,
Dr. Maclean, Vesta, Dehcata, Ernest, Emily, Mr. Hobbs, and
Cardinal. Verbenas, Phloxes, and herbaceous cut flowers were
numerou.'s. and cillud forth eager competition without being
partiriil,i!\ h.i. ,,>.iihy. A very creditable display of numerous
sovt>, ii,

,, I lit (J Orchis latifolia, came from Dreghom
^ -\''^

'

I'll. Kilmarnock; and another, but not
part K 1)1 iM

, 1 I
. i. 11^^ lot, came from Mr. Wm. Patcrson, gr.

ns either so good in character or khid as
'if'ipated. The best came from Belfast,
I snn (fc Co., who had a very clean stand
arranged, comprising Anna Diesbach,

lima Alexieff, Victor Verdier, Madaino
. .1. Liflia. Juhu lluvper. Eul-E-uo Ai-j.^-rt,

Monte Cristn
Le Rhone, i;i

Sansid. t >]!..

Mar.'.'l, :
•

,

'

ity-i Mr
;sful.

m, gr. to
and Mr.
The best

dium Veitehii, and Oncidium ieucochil
Heaths were represented in c<-n\ il. s iM

Murray being Ist, and Mr. D. 1' r !:

creditable examples, among whii.); . 1

major, ampullacea, tricolor Wilsoiii, u, , , . 1

Messrs. J. & R. Thyne exhibited a .^i> ui
placed in front of the orchestra, which
best arrangement in the way of flowers
foliage plants at this exhibition. Among them Cibotium
Scheidei and princep.s stood very prominently out, flanked
by fine-flowered specimens of the splendid deep lemon-
coloured Allamanda Hendersoni, which bids fair to
eclipse from its ^eat size and substance all the yellows

;

Dipladenia
_
crassmoda, amabilis, and acuminata ; Azalea

Gledstanesii, still in good bloom ; Ixora coccinea superba

;

Erica Parmentieri rosea, a very chaste short-tubed rose-
coloured Heath ; and mutabilis, another fine thing not often
shown. AU these flowering plants were interspersed with
Alocasias of sorts, Fems of sorts, Anthuriums, and Manintas,
and several zonal-leaved Pelargoniums, the most conspicuous
of which were Beauty of Oulton, Circlet, and the fieiy-zoncd
Lucy Grieve. Peter McKenzie, Gordon Street, had also a table
of miscellaneous plants, and a few choice bouquets, M r. G. M.
Butler, Caledonia Nursery, Greenock, also contributed
a general assortment of plants, including some of the
more recent Japanese novelties. Peter S. Robertson Ji Co.,

Sir A. Islay Campbell,
Wm. Niven, Helensbui;
blooms in these stand^
Dijon, Paul RwMut \\ <.

: 1
.

;
,

.i._ \|.-)nri(.-e

Bemardin, Ma.i.Kj;. i;r,. \ . !
,

,. ';r \ ,i,,,>^

(which was tljr i. ;.
1

. .1 r .1 .: M 1
. liu'

La Brillante, ' ..i » . .
. 1,1... \ .

I

.

j i: , i,,n'

Wm. Jesse, M.i.I.il,.. i I. mi'idiu.
. (.I^.M'. .I.' lMj..n, .and

Comtesse Chabrillunt.
Wo must not omit to note the splendid examples of Club

Mosses from Mr. McBride, Hazlewood, which were each from
3 to 4 feet through, and faultlessly perfect ; the sorts were
caesium, stoloniferum, and formosura. Achimenes were also
well grovpn from Mr. Fleming ; conspicuous among the lot was
Dazzle, a very effective crimson in the way of Meteor. Longi-
flora major and Ambroiso Verschaffelt were also good and
striking varieties.

Fruit formed a good feature, and was largely contributed,
but in the matter of Grapes was not so good in point of finish
as might have been. Mr. McConnachie, gr., Cameron House,
was first in both the Black and White classes, with Hamburgh
in the one case and Buckland Sweetwater in the other, the
latter particularly good in point of size of bunch and beiry,
but not highly finished. Mr. John Smith, MUliken House,
had Golden Hamburgh, much better finished and in very good
order.' Mr. John Bamwell, Kilkerran, had good Black Ham-
burgh, ao had Mr. Campbell, gr. to James Hozier, Esq.,
Mauldslie Castle.

There were special prizes for Pines, but good sampli
I quality,

I of

from Mr.

ghedl4o
fH, Straw-
11 Hybrid

yty's prize
the best

The Medal was won by

Queens, in every way excellent
Fowlis, Fordei House.
Peaches and Nectarines were numerous ; Mr. Graham

having very fine samples of Noblesse, and Mr. MeMUlan, gr. to
Lord Blantyre, good Royal George and Noblesse. Cherries
and other small fniita were well shown. Strawberries in
particular demand special notice, from the number of dishes
and variety shown. Sir Harry earned off the palm in all

cases, and looked noble alongside of The Lady, concerning,
which so much has been said, and which, if well shown on
this occasion, has only form to recommend it.

Mr. Bamwell exhibited 27 dishes, comprising Grapes of
sorts; Peaches, oneof which "grown
a large sample of the "Admiradt.-
berries, Currants, &c., with s.\.'
Melon, which, though small, is -f

A new featui-e has been intrudin
schedules by offering a Large Su
example of dinner-table decoration.
Mr. Mitchell with a large centre-piece, consisting of gla;

dishes in three tiers, on a suitable pedestal, so airanged as not
to intercept the line of vision when sitting at table. The
lower dish was filled chiefly with flowers and a few sprigs of
Fems, with the centi-e-dish consisting of Grapes, Cherries,
and Strawberries, then more flowers and foliage, the whole
being surmounted with a handsome Smooth Cayenne Pine
weighing 6 lb. Then at cross comers were four dishes of
Grapes, alternating with four vases of flowers, a very good
arrangement, on a square of clean white paper. Mr, Jaines
Forbes, Becchwoiul, had a representation of the famous March
glass di-li Ml I

I

i I. I il, wreathed with foliage and flowers, and
fourt.ii. : !

• at cross corners, with some excellent
Black II ' '

I

.. s and other fruit.

VegL't.ir ii|.i' I au immense space, and consisted of
most woii> at. pnx-tiL lit for table ; Cucumbers themselves
filling a good portion uf the tables. A very fine collection of
agricultural Grasses, in suitable condition for drying, was
contributed by Messrs, Cross & Son, in all some 40 sorts,

ranged on a semi-circular line on a piece of cotton stretched
picture on the wall

;

frame, and standing like ;

they attracted very general attention.
Amateurii, or that class which is better known i England
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under the s<3&/-t^«e^ of cottage gardeners, contended for no less

th'in 40 different lota, and as many as seven entries under some
of tbc more generally cultivated flowers and vejjetables.

BuRv St. Edmund's Flower Show.—The exhibition held

last week In connection with the Suffolk Agi-icultiu-al Society's

Show was a magnificent display, and notwithstanding the

frequent showers, there was a goodly number of visitors.

PeLirgoniunis and Fuchsias, the two great attractions at this

Show, were excellently represented from the gardens of Lady
Cullum and the Rev. F. Cheere. In the class for Fancies,

Mr. Fish, gr. to Ladv Cullum, showed an extraordinary speci-

men, which was fully 1 8 feet in circumference and exceedingly

weU grown, perhaps one of the largest specimens of the

Fancy Pelargonium ever grown, but being somewhat past ita

best for this season, it had to succumb to a younger and
fresher specimen. The specimens shown in 12-inch and
S-iuch pots were equally mei-itorious, being altogether models
of successful cultivation. Of Fuchsias it is enough to say
that they have perhaps never been surpassed, and in proof of

this assertion we may say that it i« ^Hhnitt.'il that the plants

shown at the Great luternatiniijl I. . li'i;' i.u .ii l^cnsiugtonwero

not at all equal to them. Mr. i ; . : I;l-v. F. Cheere,

had the best 4 plants inlii-iir I. ; : '' !t-li thebest4in
8-inch pots, and Mr. Foreman tii' i- -i in-. I' iiccimcn. Zonal
Pelargoniums were successfully shown in s inch pots, and this

class of plants is deserving of great encouragement, being
within the last few years greatly impi-oved. The 1st prize was
taken by Mr. Grieve, gr. to the Rev. E. R. Benyon, of Culford ;

2d prize by Mr. Foulger, gr. to G. A. Partridge, Esq., of Bury.
The Nosegay section was also well represented ; the 1st prize

was taken 'by Mr. Lane, gr. to C. Beard. Esq., of Btiry.

Petunias (double and single) were shown in excellent
condition : immense improvement has been effected in this

beautiful tribe of plants. Achimenes were shown in great
perfection, the best being sent by Mr. Allen, gr. to Sir Chas.

Bmibury, of Barton. In GloxJuias fijier plants were perhaps
never exhibited ; the best were sent by Mr. Grieve, of Culford.

Mr. Barrett, of the Cotton Lane Nurseiy, sent the best six

Caladiums, examples of first-rate cultivation. In the collection

of stove and greenhouse plants Mr. Lane took 1st prize, with
six beautifully grown and healthy plants. In the collection

from Mr. Fish, which obtained the 2d prize, were some finely-

grown plants, including a beautiful Cissus discolor, &c. ; plants
which would have secured for their owners let piizes at most
provincial exhibitions. In Heaths, Mr. Frewer, of Stow-
market, took 1st, with very deserving plants. In a collection

of Ferns Mr. Fish exhibited a splendid specimen of Alsophila
australis, along with some fine golden varieties. Some beau-
tiful plants nf the Dragon tree (Dracajna terminalis). from
Ciilfii" ' ittruti 1 .iTtentiou by the colovu- of their leaves ; also
aci'i!. .'I

1 ..t ' "iiir Pelargoniums, which appeared to be
iiflKiii \ ! . _-t new and raroplantsa Clematis took let

Aiu iii„ lui ;.„ v. IJ13," the fii-st to he mentioned is the Rose,
which was well represented. But the battle is not always to

the strong, for Mr. Nicol. gr. to Captain Powell, of Drinkstone,
defeated Mr. Cant, of Colchester, who grows Roses by the
acre. The homely but beautifxii Sweet William is again
becoming fashionable, and several beautiful stands of it were
.shown. The finest was by the Rev. George Cheere, of

Papworth, but was disqualified on account of inadvertent non-
compliance with the regulations in showing. Zonal Pelar-
goniums were also shown as cut flowers, and were well done,
and looked beautiful. In the nosegay section Mr. >^h
exhibited a very remarkable truss of bloom of a variety called

Hardwicke Pet, a crimson of extraordinary size and remarkably
compact, which was highly commended, and which may be
destined to become famous as a bedding plant. Pinks were like-

wise well represented, Mr. J. Clark, as usual, exhibiting some
beautiful blooms, also a stand of his lovely Rose Pink Gai-ibaldi.

We were glad to observe a large collection of fruit, though
not for competition, exhibited by Mr. Squibb, gi", to the
Marquis of Bristol, consisting of four different varieties of
splendid Grapes, ten varieties of Strawberries, &c. Among
the new and rare plants were the Raphanus caudatus, or Kat-
tail Radish, and a new Gloxinia like a Sinningia, both
exhibited by Mr. Grieve, and two variegated Fuchsias and a
new Caladiura, shown by Mr. Fish.

Mr. Bcartrs ukhIcI of the new patent glass-houses which

i i ' -^ were awarded as follows :—Mr. Allan,
gr. ,. ity. Bart., best6Acbint'-n*-=, I'—t -.n.straw-

I'ljiii I .: M.'tt, florist, Bury, bv't '. V It ! ii.^i j^lants,

bL-~t 'I
, -Mr. Cant, florist, <,,:,,, .;,_ : i j cut

Km--
.

.' '
. M-:..'. Bury, best 12 I'm, .- M' I i-i

. -r. to
Laih I i.llin.,, ( i.l, .Iwicke, best 4 Fuchsias r- im lii, ( -t 4 fancy
Pela»youiinM«(li:mch), best 4 French Polarg.>niunis (6 inch),

best 4 exotic Ferns, best 4 Lycopodiums, best 8 British Ferns
((j-iuch), best 3 bimches of white Grapes.—Mr. Foreman, gr. to
the Rev. F. Cheere, Ingham, best 4 Fuchsias (12-inch>, ^st 4
Pelargoniums (12-mch), best 4 ditto (6-inch), best specimen
ditto, best G Faucv Pelargoniums (8-incb), best specimen ditto,

best 4 Ficnch Geraniums (li^-mch), best 4 BiUsams, best Stove
or Greenhouse plant, best 4 Petunias (double). —Mr. R. Foulger,
gr. to G. A. Partridge, Esq., Bury, best 12 Verbenas.— Mr.
Frewer, Nurseryman. Stowmarket, best specimen Erica, beat
4 Eneas, best new or raa-e pLint, best 12 herbaceous plout-s.

—Mr. Fenner, gr. to R. Stedmim, Esq., Pakenham, best
Mcl.^n— -^h- l-ni.^ipr t.n- t- Vf-v \{. Fi-ere, Eye, besi I-'

^^\r,
, W II,-, ,,... _M, ,.n. ,, 1 1., the Rev. E. H. Beiiv.!:

Ci.lh I I,,, I i
.

I I c-liich) dissimilar, i

4ili- :ii .-
I
-;-;_ '11

,
J'L'.-t 12 vai-ictiesof S'.'.Li

Pci,H:....;,Mi,i-.-\ii. ,1, I. kii,_. u .Iditton, best 6 Kh-
.

best .io \i,,L\ Cbenies.—:Mr. Lane, gr. to C. Beard, Esq .

Buiy, iiest 6 Nosegay Pelargoniums (8-inch) dissimilar, best
C} Stove or Gi-eenhouse Plants, best 4 Petunias, smgle.

—

Mr. Nichol, gr. to T. H. PowtU. Esq., pruikstonc,
best 4 Cockscombs, best 24 Ri,>s..-. — ^fl

.
T"". li in-, [j . i" Lord

Henniker, best 3 buncheti mi '.

,

• .-.
\

^ [;.ijve,

Thombani, iKst ladies' hand 1;<>| I ,
.i M mi: I ;< 1.1011

Hill, Bury, best 50 White Chen 1 i,>M , 1 ,,.. -m ...luil.b.

gr. to the Marquis of Bristol. L:i-'iiccin-ii ui Giapca .ni't straw-
berries.—Mr. Perkins, gi-. to Lord ilcnnikt;r. Peaches and
Nectarines.— Ml-. Grieve, gr. to the Rev. E. R, Benyon,
Culford, collection of Zonal Pelai^goniums.—Mr. H. Turner,
Beech Hill, Bury, new hardy shrub, Deutzia crenata plena.

Levton A^^> Walthamstow Horticultdbal : Jv.ne 13.—
This Society held its first Show this season in the beautiful
grounds of J. G. Barclay, Esq., it*» President, on which occa-
sion the conservatory, Femeiy, and other plant houses, wei-e
thrown open. On entering the conservatory, a building about
KiU feet in length, the visitors must have been struck
with the gaiety of the place, the whole length
being a ma&s of flowering and fine-foUaged plants, in
the marquee, which was well filled with the productions of
the neighbourhood, might be seen large and well-flowered
Pelargoniums, exhibited by Mr. AVard, gr. to F. Wilkins, Esq.
Greenhouse plants and Cape Heaths were shown in abundance
by Mr. Wheeler and Mr. Donald ; and the cottagers were also
well represented. Foremost amongst the latter might be
mentioned Airs. Reid, who had an excellent collection of
fruits and vegetables. The National School children were
awarded prizes for the best varieties of vegetables, and in this
dejiartmeut, as well as in others, there was a keen competition.
The hand of the 2d Essex Rifle Vohuiteers enlivened the

display with an appropriate selection of music, and although
the weather was cloudy and wet, many of the ladies and
goutleraen of the neighbourhood availed thenisutvea of the
oppoitunjty of being present.
Among the principal prizetakers were Mr. Don.'dd, gr. to

J. G. Barclay, Esq. ; Mr. Wheeler, gr. to J. Philpotts, Esq.

;

Mr. Crawley, gr. to J. Pardoe, Esq. ; Mr. Windsor, gr. to J.

RavenshiU, Esq. ; Mr. Dalding, gi\ to T. Millington, Esq.

;

Mr. Sanford, gr. to T. Thomassett, Esq. ; Mr. Bamer, gr. to

J. Can-ey, Esq. ; Mr. Stacey, gr. to 0. Houghton, Esq. ; M. A.
Jones, Esq. ; Mr. Chambers, gi*. to H. Fowler, Esq. ; Mr.
Allman, and other.'i.

Kottcc? of Boofeg!.
British Ferm : Art Introduction to the Stiidij of the

Ferns, Lycopods, and Eqtnseta indigenotis to the

British Isles. By Margaret Plues. Loudon : Lovell

Eeeve & Co. Small 8vo, pp. 281, mtk 16 coloured
plates, and several woodcuts.

Though this book was not wanted, yet, compilation
though it is, had it been put together with ordinary
talent the popularity of its subject matter would have
secured it a welcome from many readers. What ite

character really is on the score of merit, a few citations

will best show. Opening at p. 73 we read, after

learning that syringing is the best safeguard against

the appearance of thrips and scale on greenhou.se and
hothouse Terns :

" "When the insect called ' mealy-
bug' appears there is no cure but fumigation" ! Good
news this, if only it were true, but unfortunately it is

not true, so that some other cure must be sought. Again,
as to derivations of names, we read at p. 56

:

" The genus
Acrostichum derives its name from Greek words,
meaning the commencement of a ver.se, and refers to

the finely-cut foliage" ! ! It does no such thing, being
derived from the Greek cwros the summit, and stichos

order, in allasion no doubt either to their being the
highest order of Ferns on account of their universal

sori, or to the fructification being produced at the
summit of the frond, as is the case in the typical

species. When writers go out of their way to eke out
a book ou one subject by gossipping largely about
another, they should at least take care to be accurate.

AA'e quote another illustration from p. 203 :
" Dm-ieu's

Quillwort is a smaller plant than the common
species ; it grows ou damp ground in southern
climates, its only British habitat being in Guernsey;;

"

and then only three or four lines further on it is said

to grow abundantly in Prance, and we are told that
few botanists visit the Lakes of Cumberland aud West-
moreland without bringing away specimens !!! Of the
280 pages which the book contains, no less than 40 are

devoted to very imperfect and unequal descriptive notes
of a by no means first-rate selection of foreign hothouse
and greenhouse Ferns ; and CO more are taken up by
a list of habitats, which appear to be appropriated
bodily from other well-known works on the same
subject, some curious mistakes being made in copying.

In refereuce to the local distribution of Pteris aquilina,

which is said to occur in every province of the king-
dom, no special habitats are given, but we are told that
it flourishes " up to the height of 16,000 feet," so that
it must be amongst the clouds, where we guess the
authoress has sometimes found herself. There are 16

coloured plat«s, containingfigures of 32 species, some of

which, especially those of Woodsia ilvensis and Tricho-
manes radicans, are very indifferent representations of

the plants. Indeed, to depict the latter plant seems to

be beyond the skill of our best artists.

Vine Cidliire vtider G?rt.w. By John Pearson, The
Nurseries, ChihveU, near Nottingham. London:
171, Fleet Street. 12mo, pp. 32.

Without pretending to teach gardeners how to grow
Grapes, Mr. Pearson here otiers some %-ery useful hints

to amateurs, explaining briefly what in his opinion
is the best form for a Vinery, how to make the borders,

and what soil to use ; how the border is to be managed,
and how to treat the Vines themselves during
the first, second, and third years. De.scriptions

of some of the best sorts of Grapes are added. Shanking
is attributed to too many bunches being left on the
Vine ; to the roots being in an unhealthy state ; to wet
borders and deeply buried roots ; to overstepping and
preventing the formation of a sufficiency ol healthy
loliRge; and to allowing the develnpinent of useless

\ 1 tiiil cutting it out inllipgn' <i
•'•''

,
"'inilir-

irt s being specially liable 1 " in " m i' •

' --' '1 is to graft on the ,^1 1'
,

_ - I'.l.r I,

lliiiiil.iiiyh. The bookmay be]in)iii;ihl.\ ..mi-ui.-I l..i

any one interested in Vine growing.

The Botanical Magazine, No. 258, for Jiuie. con-
tains figures of the following plants:

—

Fulophia
rirens, a grassy-leaved Orchid from India and Ceylon,
with simple or branched scapes of not very showy
flowers; the sepals and petals are yellowish-green, and
the lip white with purple streaks.

—

Scilla Cooperi, a
very pretty dwai-f Cape bulb, with the habit and appear-
ance of a Drimia, but differing in the two-ovuled cells

of the ovary. The bulbs are purple, the leaves linear-

lanceolate, 8 to 10 inches long, the scape shorterthan the
leaves, bearing a cylindrical raceme 2 to 3 inches long,

of dark red purjile flowers. It was introduced by Mr.
Wilson Saunders.

—

Cnpresstts Lawsoniana, a beautiful
evergreen tree now familiar in gardens. Dr. Uuoker
observes that the genus Chamaecyparis, to which the
species has been referred, "is utterly futile, its only
character, that of the scales bearing two instead of

many ovules, as in most Cypresses, breaks down iu the
present species, whose ovules vary in number from two
to four or even five or six." Dr. Hooker further
remarks that if Gordon's identification <'l i!m> ]A:iu\

with C. Boiusieri is correct, this name iii;i,^ i"--ibl,v

have to replace that now so thoroughlv iixuKMcii
with the plant. W^c may add that as the lialnl is so

characteristic of C. Lawsoni, a figure should have
been given to show that peculiarity.— Warscewiezella

velata, a dwarf bulliloss Orchid, imported by Messrs.
Low & Co. from Nrw <^ri-ii;ul:i ; its leaves are broad
and tufted, and its flinvt-.s sulilary on the peduncles,
which rise about half the height of the leaves. The
flowers themselves are cream-coloured, the lip broad
margined with rose-colour, and marked with deep
purple lines towards the base ; they are described as

being agreeably fragrant, and produced at all seasons.—
Begonia geranioides, a small I'ort Natal species
imported by Messrs. Backhouse & Son. It is dwai-f,

stemless, mth orbicular-reniform obscurely-lohed radical
leaves, and white flowers.

—

Mip'siphyUum asparagoides,
a slender greenhouse creeper, introduced so long since
as 1702, of which it is remarked that though now
almost gone out of cultivation, it is " one of tne most
elegant greenhouse climbers that can well be found

;

nothing indeed can exceed the feathery lightness of
the plant when well grown and flowered, and whether
on account of its graceful habit, its flowering in mid-
winter, the uniformity of its bright green foliage, and
perfume of its pearly flowers, it is one of the plants
best suited for table decoration and ornamentation
generally hitherto introduced." It has lately been
reintroduced by Mr. Wilson Saunders, from its native
country. South Africa.

No. 259, for July, opens with a beautiful figiu-e of
Meeonopsis itepalensis, a noble plant, originally

discovered by Wallieh in Nepal, and more recently by
Dr. Hooker in the central dampest regions of the
Sikkim Himalaya, where at elevations of 10,000 to

11,000 feet above the level of the sea it often ornaments
the rank herbage that skirts the Pine forests. It is a
robust simple or sparingly-branched herb (? biennial),

3 to 5 feet high, the stems often 1 to 2 inches in
diameter at tlie base, the radical leaves sinuato-
pinnatifid, and the flowers yellow, 2 to 3 inches in

diameter, in an erect raceme.

—

Polt/stachija pubescens,

a rather pretty Cape Orchid, with two or three-leaved
fusiform pseudobulbs, and an erect spike of bright
yellow flowers.

—

lobelia jiicotianafolia, a tall stout
herbaceous plant, 6 to 12 feet high, and remarkable for

its large lanceolate leaves, and dense racemes of pale
lilac blossoms. It was sent to Kew by the late

Mr. Allan Black, and flowered in the temperate house
iu January last, attracting much attention from its

striking inflorescence.— Anciflogyne longijlpra, "one
of the finest ti-opical Aconthacea; ever introduced
to this countiy, and one which cannot fail

to be an important accession to our stoves."

It was introduced by Messrs. Veitch & Sons
through their coUector, Mr. Pearce, and flowered
with them in April last. It has four-angled
stems, ovate-oblon" or obovate-lanceolate leaves, and
drooping elongated branched panicles of long cylindrical

tubular deep magenta-purple flowers.

—

Angractim
Chailluamim, a species introduced from the Gaboon
country by M. Du Chaillu. It is a small-growing
plant, with broadish undulated leaves, and short
racemes of moderate-sized narrow-potaled white
flowers, having a slender floxuose spur, twice or thrice

as long as the perianth.
li'eerland's Flantentuin. The first five numbers of

this Dutch work for the present year, now before
us, show an improvement over those formerly issued

iu the execution of the plates. The subjects

figured are :

—

Platycodon auiumtuzlis, the P. grandi-

florum of Lindley, a beautiful hardy herbaceous
perennial, of which four varieties are shown,
namely, \rith white and blue flowers, each colour
both single and duplex.— Desmodium pendulifluruvif

a frute.scent species introduced from Jedo by
Siebold, and supposed to be of Japanese origin. It

grows Ave or six feet high, has pendulous branches,
trifoliolate leaves, and very abundant pendulous
racemes of small purplish flowers.— jFJca* Suringarii,

an Amboyna species, with long-stalked cordate-acu-
minate serrated leaves, marked with red veius, the
nodes of the stem being also stained with rosy red.

It is compared with the F. subracemosa and
variegata ot Blume.

—

CirrliopeiaUtm Fahudii, a creep-

ing-stemmed Java species, with compressed cylindriciil

pseudobulbs, terminated by a single elliptic-oblong leaf,

and scapes supporting an umbel of from 8 to 12 large

flowers of a pale brownish red spotted with deeper
red, the sepals and petals being drawn out into long

liliform points, tht^ two pptnis p:irallel with the dorsal
.. p,l, ;;,,.] 1\. Iv.. v.', ;„1 |,,K \yM-A\v\ " illl the

,1, : ,
. u , 111-- Mpli.nl ulho-
I ,

,','., V ,.„/,(. :i hriiutiful

iMllr n||,.-lr;ar,: ., .\ ,
I >r. ilPl. Ullll lllC Icllf IllTVO.Sely

ri.-ticulatfd, and the llowcr i-oniirarativcly large sessile

above the leaf, very curiously formed, and surrounded
by five long slender bracts, which embrace the base of

the ovary.

—

Lamprococciis Weilhachii, a Brazilian

Bromeliacea-s with Ungulate leaves ventricosely con-

cave at the base, and a narrow paniculate inflorescence,

having red boat-shaiied bracts, each supporting a few
purplish flowers.

Flore des Serres. The last Part of this which has

reached us, a double one (Nos. 17M and ISO) contains

several very well executed figures of choice plants,

namely :

—

Phaltvnopsis aumatrarta.—Phalcenopsis rosea

[efjnestris).—Sarmienta repens.—Ipomcea MorsfallitB.—
iSehnipedium {Ci/pripediiim.) Beared, nhicli Professor

Ueichenbach holos to be quite distmct from S. cari-

cinum, the latter being absolutely ca-spitose, with
pubescent ovaries, while the former is stoloniferous

and has glabrous ovaries.

—

Hydrangea japonica ros-

alba, two forms, one with rosy carmine, the other with

white flowers.— CraitBgusOxyacanthaGinnppert Lieolor,

a handsome German Hawthorn, supiiostd to have
originated with M. P. J. Gumppor of Stuttgart, and
having rosy-scarlet flowers with a white centre.—
Odonioglossiim Bhintii,the &ne spotted form which it

is said Professor Eeichenbach considers distinct from
U. Alexandra;.—ifWiierte Eimgil, the Evagil Pippin, a

very handsome-looking yellow Apple.—^safea indica

Hoi des Beaiites, a semi-double deep rosy carmine with
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^^\uUh,.,,hr :, s,,„rl ln„„ Heniiine; Mr Van Hoiitte
ivm.n-ks tl,;,1 thr v,'|n,.ty Alexnii.ler 1(. sported in a
simihiMvay. ni).! ol fins sport :i branch similar to some
wliicli be was diMjosed to miiltijily (secretly !) passed
into the expert hands of a skilful rival, who propa-
gated it hastily, and sent his plants to M A
Verschaffelt, under the verv approiiriatc name of
Madame A. Verschaffelt, nliich h;is h.-cn Ki-nciallv
adopted. — Calafhea Veilcliia,in {i pl-ihs) one lil

the most beautiful of the Maraiitads.- l',i,i,,ph„ll,:,„
Emorli. an interesting hardv perennial ora;iM..irillv
met witli in gardens. There is also a lilbn^'raiilieil
portrait oi Dr. Lmdley, taken from the figure nveii iu
our paws. The Editor does not seem to be aware that
a handsome woodcut headed "Vestibule orne" was
originally published m the " Gardeners' Magazine of
,'.", 'liy (1-, b»:;69), and accompanied a paper entitledA ilea for Pyramidal Pelargoniums," bv the late

/ ^*I<;f5™". '''hile gardener at Arundel Ca^stle.
I.n Belgiqiie SorticoU. In the numbers for the

in-p-iait year occur, amongst others, figures of the
following subjects :—Z);a«Mra hi/bridus mvWJIorus
Ernie Pare, a variety with flesh-coloured flowers
striped with carmine.—5e,70Mm Limminnhiana. said to
be Irom Brazil and introduced bv M. de Jon^he it is
a slender suffruticose plant with obliquelv^-lliiitir-
ovate leaves, and. abundant pendent corymbs'of or.iive-
coloured flowers.— B,-,cr„rn« ,7f 1„ Caserne, a variety of
Cherry with prodigious :,.av...( ioiiirhes long by Gbroad)
and yellow fruit d.i^ln.l unh i^d, and said to be
of goodquality.-,SVV„„„„//,, ,)/„,/, „,„:i variemta, the
very elegant variegadd I.yrujiod »ilh which Mr. Bull
has made us Samihnr. ~ Echinopsis Zuccariaii rar
lio/nndi, a liandsome long-tubed pink-flowered dwarf
L.actus-.B;/Me,Y/m Oh/miana, the rather showy red-
bracted purple-flowered species figured some time
since m the Botanical A'rn™7;no" oo T! "nrnHi^nii:
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• ./ iVtV. • ,, "I'ci-ics iigureu some timeancem the Botanical Maiazine " as B. Wetherelli —
Fredenrion Grape a sort apparently verv closely
resembling the Black Hamburgh. The Techw/onist
tor July, among other articles of interest, contains
one. on the vegetable fibres available for textile
labrics, a subject of very great importance. With
such a profusion of fibre plants in our colonies and
elsewhere, it seems strange that Flax and Cotton
should still fiuTiish the main supplies as far as fibres
are concerned. The Editor contributes a short notice
concerning the "Botany Bay or Gra.ss-tree Gum," the
product ol several species of Xanthorrhoea. These
plants are very characteristic of the scenery and vege-
tation ol Australia. "It puts one in mind,'" says MrSimmonds speaking of the Grass-tree, "of a tall black
native, with a spear in his hand ornamented with a
tuft of rushes. On the spear is found an excellent,
clear, transparent gum ; and from the lowest part of the
tree oozes a black gum, which makes a powerful cement
used by the natives for fastening stone heads on their
hammere.. The resin, which it is stated may be
obtained in inexhaustible quantities, "occurs in the
centre of the stem, between the central core and the
rind, the latter being formed of the bases of the leaves
Gas m great quantities, and of a high illuminating
power, may be obtained from this resin. In the
t^unrterlj/ Journal of Microscopical Science is a paper
of the late Dr. Greville on Diatomacew, which appears
simultaneously with the biographical sketch of the
deceased author. In the same number is a revised and
conden.sed account of Dr. Beale's observations on the
Cattle Plague, which are of the highest importance.
I'rom these researches it appears that the essence of
ifle disease consists of active living particles or germinal
matter, as Dr. Beale

,
calls it, not developed in

the tissues ot the animal in the first instance,
but introduced Irom mtliout, and capable of rapid
multiplication when once they have gained admi.ssion
into the blood. These particles are so minute thattliev
readily pass out of the bIood-V(--. I- ii,i.. tl,,. Mljniinir'
tissues, and live and grow at 1 1: m ^..,,|,,"
to grow even when the normal ., i-r.lt,"
exKst Mr. Beale's views have },.,:, r.,ij,.[:„ritL'd bvMr. Croolce'.s, who " from purely chemical investigation
ha* proved that the active contagious substance is in a
living .state.' ^The Eev.G.Henslow,in the Poyia/or
^nencc Menem for July, gives a summary of M
JNaiidin s researches on hybridisation, and takes the
opportunity to suggest that those interested in the
ace imatization of plants .should make experiments
with a i-iew of getting a half-hardy hybrid between a
tender tropical plant and a hardy species. This has
been already none in a few cases, and should be followed
ufi. Ihere are many other interesting papers in this
number, but they do not fall within our scope Wemay. however, mention, that a portrait of Professor
Miuley forms a frontispiece, and has been printed
by Woodbury's process of relief printing. The 1 i,l
number of the Journal of ilie Lmnean ,s,„ !

-

contains among other papers an importani ! i.

5^* M .• ^'"'i*-'*'^''
on the origin and geograi.lii. ,1

distribution of gum copal in Angola, the 'substance ofwinch has atoeady been given in our columns (p 291)

single box arrangement of octagon hive with ap-
propriate supers, I have frequently taken ofl' largo
quantities ol honey. Occasionally, but not invariably,
nafe "sed nadirs vrith these hives, but usually have

succeeded m preventing the issue of swarms by increas-
ing the capacity of the super accommodation when
more room appeared to be necessary
.

'10 prove to Mr Thomson that by my plan of
nitroducing a second box between the iirst one given
;nid the stock, very fine supers may be obtained, I
ii:ivo at this present time an octagon glass box filledand ready to.be removed, weighing between 70 lb. and

">•. exclusive of box. There are no bars or division
ard between the first box and its eke, the combs

^^IT^Ia f^ f ""?'"'' .'° ^''P*- They are perfectly
pure and free from brood. It must be confessed how-

Z^llJrf *? ''T"™ *e3e supers from the stocks, ,and
to dislodge the bees as well as the conveyance of the

n™5r^"p'" ^?..1''*?:^* P="^^ *»' purposes of sale,
are matters of no little difliculty, and I cai well under-
stand the preference which many would give to the
smaller and more manageable boxes
As regards the ease or difliculty which may attend

the raising of hives on nadu's, I do not wish to be sup-posed to claim any advantages in my system over theMfwarton. In either case good management, combined
ir ^tS*^

amount of courage, is necessary
Jlr Ihpmson :s quite correct in his assumption that

ocahty and climate liave much to do in the matter of
bee-management. In the South of England our honey
harvest usually commences early in Mav. It is at now i°

"buDdant as it appears to be' for a limited
period m the best part of Scotland, but it lasts over a

»o,f^?''f'""i™''-..P"'' ""^^^ lioney supers areworked before the middle of June, and we should
generally think the 26th of that month, the date
mentioned by Mr. Thomson as the time theii- own
supers were being put on, almost the end of the honey
harvest, and time to be removing full ones. We haveno great quantities of White Clover, and unless there
IS a honey dew, most of the other sources of prolific

of June"^
^'^^ '"^''° ^'^™^'^ exhausted by the end

The tendency in bees to build drone-combs in supers
varies exceedingly m different years. This present
season I find more of it than I ever remember. I liave
a^so had to remove brood from three of the supers.
Ihis peculiarity may, I think, be accounted for partlyby the fact that the majority of my hives in May werevery lull of last year's sealed honey, which contracted
the space ueces.sary for the queen's breeding. The
increase in weight in three days, mentioned by Mrihomson seems very e.xtraordinary ; although I have

d?frit'^7h'^'
'"'P* ^"'^^ suspended to a Salterl balance

sho",;fby''fher'"*''°°*'"°''
^^^ *''^* '"^ «™''"'«"

With hives of the small size, which ha.s ordinarily

ltri'Vi'"'rfi?
™"'.??*. ''°'' sufficient. I can well under-

stand that the uadinng system, in conjunction with
supering, can be followed with great advantage, but Ihave hitherto imagined that with hives of tie large

iw»l '=''P»"ty used ip my apiary, there woiJd
always be ample room in the stock-boxes for breeding,
and, with the supers, suflicient accommodation for ali

n^dirf'ByV'f™'' ?i^'''?8
*°. ?'™ additional room by

bvA!',^- '?""! *'' disposition to swarm manifested

helWe tt^T T^
"^ ^\ hives this year, I am inclined to

believe that I may have been mistaken. I intend
therefore, to be supplied with shallow nadirs for the
large frame-hives before another season. S.BecanFox

Tnr Stew.ieton IIivk.-I have again to thankMr. Thomson for a reply to my notice of the system
of management followed in Ayrshire, and for further
inlormation on the subiect. There are some points inms last letter on which I should like to make a fewremarks. I have often thought the directions for
'" -'''inent usually sent out with these hives to be
;

'
Kably meagre and unsatisfactory, so that it is to

' !

'

wondered at, that many failures and disappoint-

li .
;•

-"ou d have occurred. It is somewhat curious
that Irom the few St«warton hives which have comeunder my notice in this neighbourhood, not a pound
ot honey has been obtained in the supers. These hives,mougb ordered by my recommendation, have not been

mmfh""^ T^j *,''•' f™"-'*' •u-'""f?ement doubtlessmust be ascribed the want of success. From my own

Ell Iart!ina See-hives — I ohserved a question in your
CO umns {page 591) as to what is best to be done witha hive that a week ago commenced clustering out
thickly The same thing has fallen under my nStice,
.
iHl 1 lelt sure that it was caused by want of room
l"iir' great injury, to cure which a narrow ring, com-po-i H ol tour or live rounds cut from another hive was
quickly prepared; the hivo was then gently raised

eirToi tl, 7 "jyoue person, while another placed theeke on the stool, the hive being then carefully lowered

litt?e o.f 1
""* ''' """? <\™e!'te'l hy the industrious

ttle creatures none of which attempted to sting In
InlTh"'*""

""
"^''K''''''

''"''"' ^refully clayed up, to

Tm?
time of the labourers. A Lover of Sees

tl,L ol'''"'u' Ii"
'ius-'rti«''.|":c not exactly parallel, as inthe one alluded to by "A. B." a swarm was much

desired. \oa will probably have seen the reply toanother correspondent last week, in which we alsorecommended the appli,;atioi, .,1 an eke formed of afew bands of straw. The chief dillicHy is (halby thismeans the hive remains lifi-maii.-nllv cnl ir-ed unless
in autumn cut through al, Ilie place uf junction, when
"'!'"

?. .?'"f 1? ''^ '**™'', all the combs come m con-
1

i'
I I itn the latter and are fastened to it. This is bad

'" "''">" ™.vs, but particularly in preventing easy
iciii^.val of the hive from its floor-board, and also as
proving a hindrance.to the bees in their free access to
all parts of the interior. It is on these accounts that
''^

"-flTu '" *^""';' '";*'«"" ''"^ ^"Pplie'l with bars,
as, with their u-. In,. !«.. -,1,1 .,,,^ ,|„„,„ ^^^'
oombsmcontac, ,:

,

i

;
. ... ,Vo^^'i^

their entire lo, :, , , „ ,;,, . l,,wstravv
ekesareasregiik'il.i -> i-i

; il„ hur- tUcin.s.lves bcinc
greatly used both lor old stocks aud swarms.J

Garden Memoranda.
DUPPLIN CASTLE.-That range of somewhat lofty

hilLs, which extends westward from the junction of the

w/l^t ''^/"u
Earn, diminishing gradually in height

until it IS finally lost in the plain near the site of the
eailyPictishkingdoiuatrorteviot thememory ofwhich
utf?°T L, '^^ remains of its existence, protrudes a
little abruptly to the south near its termination. On
t le depressed summit of one of its tops, in the angle
thus lormed, stands the magnificent Castle of Dupplin
the principal residence of the Eari of Kinnoul, the

Lord Lieutenant of tho great county of Perth, andnothing can exceed the grandeur of the situation onwhich It IS placed. It is a modem erection of some
10 years since, and is one of Burn's finest works, a gemof beauty, superbly built, and having the extenOT
embellished with towers, balustrades, and other orna-
ments. The whole is et a pale red-coloured endurine
sandstone, harmonising admirably with the surround-
ing scenery, wliich is nobly wooded aud exceedingly
rich and diversified, producing at once an impression
ot grandeur and cheerfulness, and its beauty is con-
siderably enhanced by the summit of the hill having
been levelled so as to form a broad platform on which
the various approach roads unite on an ample
paraUelogram of gravel on the north or entrance side

Ihe park is of great extent and irregular in form and
surface, stretching out over the tops of the hills to the
Perth and Glasgow roads, which are its northern
boundary, and it is admirably wooded in that directionA noble avenue cuts it across the middle from east to
west, which is its greatest length, and from this the
ground descends rapidly to the public road which skirts
the river Earn on the south. Another broad avenue
runs irom south to north, the castle standing in a
vast open space, and forming a centre to these
vistas which in many parts are margined with
irregular masses and clumps of noble trees ; multitudes

'-Ji
remarkable single specimens of magnificent

growth are scattered about In these grounds a famous
battle was fought in 1.332.

A new carriage-drive in course of formation pro-
ceeds at right angles from the front of the Castle,
oyer the rising ground towards Perth, which is
distant something more than four miles, through anavenue of great width, formed by a vast mass of largeOaks on either side, amongst which some gigantic
groups of Silver Firs, more than 100 feet in heightand remarkable examples of ancient Ash trees towerup occasionally, adding grandeur and variety to the
scene. The Castle is approached from the Great
JNortheni road on the east by a drive some two miles
in length, before it reaches the park. The scenery on
the left IS of so magnificent a character that durin" the
Ko.yal progress to Dupplin in 18.12 a walkin- iiace was
maintained some distance in order that her Majesty
might more fully enjoy the enchanting view across the
wide-spread fertile valley of Strathearn. The entrance
to the park is by a neat gate and lodge, and the
r™.'}. IS bordered for some distance on the right bv
Chilian Pine and Deodars, alternating with each otherA broad magnificent avenue of old Beech then com-
mences, through which the road passes • the ground
on the right hand rises somewl>nt n,,;,ii, ;,,|,i fi, ,j ,,„
the left declines rather pnci; :

' ,,
,

i ,,.,.s

and is clothed with noble trc.. ,, ,, ;,
^ ,,,,„.;

sempei-virens, Cupressus I,aH,Min,:ii,i W rlinr-Lmia
gigantea. Cryptomeria japonica. Yews, and other iute-
restmg Conifers m great numbers, are luxuriating amou"
undergrowths ofRhododendron, Bo.x, Berberis Hollies
&c., and have a splendid appearance, being of 'a deeper
green character than we usually see these beautiful trees
assume. The road undulates as we proceed, until we
arrive at a point which is the centre of an octagon
oJ avenues formed by the same description of stately
trees. As we pass along, the park becomes more open •

the road crosses the new approach in front of the
Castle, and proceeds onwards to the stables-a large
mass of stone building, situated on the rising ground
a short distance to the north-west of the entrance
Iront. Another drive jiroceeds along the grandavenue westward to the extremity of the park, aud
then runs at some distance due north, bounded on the
left by a row of Chihan Pines, which have however
sufl^ered severely from the effect of the winter of
1860-61; the situation too is bleak and nuicli exposed
The drive is then ledinadue «r-i .hi. .lion to the
Gla.sgow road at some considciah!.. .li-lm.'.- onwards
The whole of the ground in this directi.ni h.as recently
been drained, cultivated, and then laid down in
permanent pa,sture, and will no doubt soon be
ornamented with planting suitable to this important
extension of the already mngnifieent, park
The southern approacli is al I a mile in length, and

kads from the Forteviol Slati..i, of the Caledonian
Kailway .across the steep n.v.ent ..f the ground in that
direction, near the Castle; it is about tobediverted into
a new line, so as to insure greater privacy to the
pleasure gi'ounds, and which, when completed will be
a very great im]irovemeii|, (

',,,,. i,ir.r:,Mr. •.Ifcr'tj.ms
are also conteinplali'.l in ill ih, i,,,! ,,,, .,,,ii!|, i', n,-.

and which will 11.1 .
1. ml,, c

, ,1
' ,,1, 1 ri\

Dupplin, onwhoiii ilic iiri-i,!.;, 1,,, r,, )„ i.^mi,, ,.„i
property has devolved, is an eiitlmsiast in all that
pertains to it—alike in the vast demesne as well
a.s within the boundary of the park, and is a nobleman
who brings taste of the highest order to the task He
IS an admirable example of what the late Sir Uvedale
Price always advocated, viz., "that any gentleman
who wished to make his place what it ought to be
ought to study the subject of planting and laying ou£
ground himself." His lordship however ha-s the advan-
tage of being materially aided in all these matters by
Mr. Oswald, who has for a long series of years con-
ducted with eminent suscess the whole of the improve-
ments and gardening operations at this princely place
The Castle is supported by a terrace on the southern
side, the turreted wall of which is nicely covered with
Ivy, intermixed with Rases and other gay flowering
climbers. On the opposite bank a little rill pours its
watersmto a ratherdeepcha,smbelow.thebanks on either
side being partially covered with native plants, amongst
which Rhododendrons and other shrubs produce a
good effect. The terrace garden is on Gras,s, admirably
laid out. Its walks and beds being weU proportioned
and the whole is somewhat sparsely interspersed witli
handsome vases. All the beds have a broad edging of
the Cera.stium tomentosum, whose silverv foliage con-
tnusts nicely with the faultlessly arranged choice
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flowering plants with whicli tliis beautiful garden is so
richly adorned. The vases too were gorgeous at the
time of my visit, with a fine display of gaudy flowers
produced under the clear and cloudless sky of the
eirly days of last September, the whole producing a
chaste and fine effect.

Descending from the terrace -let us proceed on the
opposite side, beyond the waterfall, to the depressed
summit of a projecting hill, on the same level

as the Castle terrace. This is of considerable
extent, and contains some remarkable trees and
shrubs, which are advantageously displayed on
either side of a broad walk which runs round
the hill. We noted some noble examples of the
broad-leaved variety of Douglas Fir, as "well as other
beautiful forms of choice Conifers, all of which seem
much at home in this elevated position. A common
Tew was a very remarkable object : in form it was not
unlike the summit of one of the Turkish or Moorish
towers of the Pavilion at Brighton ; it is 43 feet in
circumference, dense and beautifully grown, the lower
branches had been kept laid all round, hence its

character. Associated mth these were also a Weeping
Ash and some nice specimens of Weeping Elm. The
walk for some distance was lined on both sides with
Irish Tews, which, however, would have been much
more efiective had some golden-headed varieties been
also introduced. Masses of choice Ehododendrons, in
bush and standard form, as well as other pleasing
shrubs, were also distributed about effectively. On
the south-eastern side is a bowling green with
raised edges. From this elevated spot a charming
scene presents itself^the whole of the delightful valley
of Lower Strathearn is before us, to where its winding
river is lost in the broad waters of the Firth, which
laves the southern shore of the famous agricultural
district of the Carse of Gowrie. On the left the
well-clothed mountain, " the Hill of MoncrieSe," has a
fine effect ; on the right the Ochill range rises up in
varied and beautiful forms, some of which are
admirably clothed with dark Pine woods, and the
plough has of late years passed over a large portion of
the remainder—trenching has even been resorted toby
some of the more spirited proprietors, and the whole
has been liberally dressed with lime and artificial

manure. The surface now shows a freshness and
greenness that one is altogether unaccustomed to see
on the chalky downs of the southern coasts of
England. The result, too, has been of the most
favourable kind, and may be described in the words of
a neighbouring proprietor, the late " Laird of Condie,"
who said that " the space on which a single sheep
formerly found a bare subsistence, now produces ample
food for three."
On the north side of the Castle, and near the

handsome mass of stable buildings, are some
beautiful specimens of Coniferous trees distributed
about, amongst which we noticed Taxodium semper-
virens, Wellingtonia gigantea,Picea Nordmanniana and
Webbiana, and the broad-leaved variety of Douglas's
Fir, green and beautiful. A singularly attractive
specimen of Picea nobilis had grown more than 3 feet
in each of the last five years since it was planted, and
was remarkable for its glaucous and robust character.
From the cascade in front of the Castle terrace a
little rivulet meanders through a dell knoivn as the
" Den of Dupplin." A walk is led along its edge for
some distance, passing through a narrow avenue of
somewhat closely planted Larches ; they are noble
trees, more than 100 feet in height, and being destitute
of branches almost to the top, present a singular
appearance—a living wall of timber on either side, and
passing onwards the little stream is crossed by a bridge
sjmewhat grotesquely constructed. Here the walks
diverge in many directions, and are canopied by stately
trees, whose umbrageous shadeaflbrds a cool retreatfrom
the summei*'s sun, as well as a most agreeable promenade
a nidst Ferns, Mosses, and other botanical riches with
Tvhich these noble woods are abundantly adorned. D.

Miscellaneous.
Jubcca speclabilis.—I have obtained from Chili, vnth

some difficulty, but with great success, a considerable
tiuantity of seeds of a superb Palm-tree, the Cocoa-
tree of Chili, otherwise called Jubaja spectabilis, larger
and finer than the Date-tree, and above all, much more
hardy, so much so that some young individuals, which
have been growing for the last five or six years in the open
air in the Botanic Garden at Montpellier, where the
winter is far from being mild, have perfectly resisted,
without any shelter, the snow and the frosts which have
very badly treated the Olive trees. I regard this fine
tree as adapted to all the region where tne Olive tree
ripens its fruits, and that it will become one of the finest
ornaments for gardens, parks, railway stations, and
public promenades. This will be its first service, but
there should be still others, for in its native country it

produces great tiuautities of fruit, which forms an
important article of trade with Peru. These fruits are
s«eet drupes, of the size and colour of an Apricot,
and are eaten in the natural state or preserved.
The stone, easy to break, contains an oily
kernel, which is much employed in Chili for
the fattening of cattle. Lastly, by cutting the
spadices a sweet sap may be obtained, which condenses
itself into honey, and may be converted into an
alcoholic drink. This, then, would be an interesting
acquisition for horticulture, and to a certain point
for agriculture in the south of France. The tree
would succeed certainly in Corsica, an island which is

admirably suited for making trials of the acclimatisa-
t'on of exotic vegetables and animals. M. A'amlin in

Les Mondes,
Scienlijic Method.—Scientific method is no peculiar

mystery, requiring a peculiar initiation. It is simply
common sense, combined with uncommon courage,
which includes common honesty and cummou patience

;

and if you will be brave, honest, patient, and rational,
you will need no mystagogues to tell you what in
science to beUeve and what not to believe ; for you will
be just as good judges of scientific facts and theories as
those who assume the right of guiding your convic-
tions. Sev. C. Kitirislei/ hi Frasers 2I,i.jnzlne.

"Spiked Star of_ Befltn
,

'
', ' ,, pjire-

naiciim).—In theneighbni^:
, : i, iiisuch

abundance that it is anui! !i, ..! m i:i. ^n^rketasa
vegetable, under the namu ul liLib ii A.-].,aa.;uc. The
part eaten is the unexpanded flower-bud ; the flavour
is delicate, somewhat resembling common Asparagus,
and as it is very cheap, about -Id. a bunch, I believe
there is always a ready sale for it. This is about the
liroper season for it. I see by Withering's " Botany "

that the neighbourhood of Bath has always produced
this plant, as the edition of 1812 mentions it as growing
in the same localities it now inhabits. M. J. P., in
Hardwicke^s Science Gossip.
The Saobah (Adansonia digitata).—f\ie old Oaks

in Sherwood Forest, when hollow, have the inside dead
or rotten ; but the Baobab, though stripped of its bark
outside, and hollowed to a cavity inside, has the power
of exuding new bark from its substance to both the
outer and inner surfaces ; so, a hut made like that ._
the Oak called the " Forest Queen "in Sherwood, would
soon all be lined with bark. Livingstone's Zambesi and
its Tributaries.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing tveek.)

Everything out of doors should now wear an
appearance of perfect order and neatness, and this can
only be eflected and maintained by a systematic
perseverance in going regularly and frequently over the
whole outside department. Considerable attention is

necessary to keep half-hardy plants in order at this
season. Tall or straggling growths should be constantly
shortened, and if this is done with taste the beds
may be made regular and uniform, without
being formal. Indoors the healthy state of
plants during their season of rest, and the amount
of accumulated energy for a new year's growth, depend
very much on their management during summer and
autumn. They must be gradually hardened by exposing
them to an increased circulation of air, admitting all

the light possible. We have frequently urged the
necessity of thoroughly watering plants when they
need it, in preference to giving a little and often,
according to the too common practice. Let it be the
rule, then, only to give water when it is required, and
then to give plenty. These remarks apply more parti-
cularly to hard-wooded plants, which, to ripen their
growth properly, require a longer season than those of
a more nerbaceous character. Remember the value of
liquid manure for plants which are growing freely, and
others which it is desirable to invigorate to the utmost.

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLANT HOUSES.
Plants bedded out are now coining fast into beauty.

Take care, therefore, that A'erbenas and similar plants
are kept within proper bounds, and that weeds and
decaying blooms are constantly removed as soon as
they make their appearance.
AcBicUL.is.—Seedlings which were put out in pans

or boxes will now have attained considerable size, and
may be potted oS' singly. Let the soil used be good
loam and leaf-mould weU mixed, together with a little

silver sand, and when potted let the plants be set
in the shade until they have become somewhat
established.

Chinese PEisiPL.ts.—Old plants of these should
now be shaken carefully out of the old soil, repotted in
good light compost, moderately rich, and placed in a
warm frame for a few days, till they have begun to
produce roots, after which they must be removed to a
position near the glass in a cold frame, and kept close
till the plants are thoroughly re-established.
RANUNCULUSES.—It often happens that amateurs

have seedlings, the roots of which are so thin and small
as often to be overlooked in the soil. The way to lose
none, is to get a fine wire sieve, into which a quantity
of the soil containing the seedling roots should be put,
then have a tub of water, in which place the sieve,
moving it about in the water; by this means every
particle of soil passes through, leaving the roots behind.
It is but little trouble, and many fine sorts are thus
saved, for it sometimes happens that the weakest are
best.

FORCING GARDEN.
CucuMBEBS.— Continue to thin and regulate the

hoots
; go over them at least twice a week, as they

soon get crowded if neglected a few days. Guard
against red spider. Attend to plants in frames. Keep
linings well made up, and train shoots of growing
plants. Water when necessary.
Peaches.—Where the fruit is ripe, ventilating

during the night and in damp weather should be
eflected by means of the front lights, keeping the top
lashes closed to prevent wet from settling on the fruit.

Pines.—A portion of the strongest and best rooted
should now be picked out for succession ; these should
be potted immediately if they require it, and grown
on steadily without any check; any of the smaller
plants which are in immediate need of potting should
also be attended to. Keep up an uninterrupted suc-
cession by planting a lew suckers occasionally in a
brisk bottom-heat.
Vines.—Let borders be frequently examined. Should

the weather continue dry, let the surface be carefully
loosened mth a fork, and watered with weak liquid
manure.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Water growing crops frequently with liquid manure;

the showers which we have lately experienced are non-
producing a beneficial effect on all green crops. Suckers
should be carefully removed from fruit trees of every

description ; it is not sufficient merely to cut them off

level with the surface of the soil ; such a mode of treat-

ment only causes them to throw up a progeny ten times
more numerous. To do the thing properly the soil

should be pared away, the suckers traced back to their
origin and carefully removed.
Celeey.—Give Celery crops one or two good water-

ings with liquid manure. Only those rows or beds
which are intended for early use should be earthed up
at present. AV'ith regard to the main crops, if the soil

is at aU heavy, this operation should be jiostponed
until the plants have attained full size, when it may be
finished off at once. This effects a considerable saving
of time, and the Celery does not rot in winter. The
same practice equaUy applies to Cardoons.
Steawberkies.—Prepai'e ground for new planta-

tions, and plant now as soon as convenient. Straw-
berries do best in a rather strong, rich, and deep soil.

Where the soil is naturally light, improve it, therefore,
by adding marl or strong loam with plenty of manure.
Rows of Strawberries along the edges of walks look well,

and are very convenient, as the fruit can be gathered
without treading upon the ground, while the quarters
are relieved and made available for crops which it is

desirable to place a little further from the eye. The
earliest plants produced by this year's runners should
be selected, and in separating them from the parent
plantSj a few inches of the string should be retained to

assist in fixing the plant in the ground. If they are
planted on quarters, the rows should stand 2 feet apart
each way. This will allow room for intermediate rows
of Endive, Spinach, or dwarf Tork Cabbage this

autumn, and the plants will require all the room next
spring. By allowing plenty of room the fruit is finer,

cleaner, and more abundant than when the plants are

allowed to crowd one another, and entirely shade the
surface.
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C'

*:>C'.

TXtures, removable at

Je Ventilation or breed
;;ssai'y, increased width

.U'-l]>^ \V;acr risCf-rn, and Patent Drop

lAj.ci .^^..v.. e-^-=-iH- Cleanly, durable, and impervious to

Infection; being aXl of iron. Price of Fittings per Cow,
"

Prospectuses free of Cottam & Co., Iron Works, 2, Winsley Street

Future Safety from Rinderpest.

LAND DRAINAGE, FARM BUILDINGS, and
LABOURERS' COTTAGES.—These several works can be

lecuted, and the coat borrowed and charged on landed property,

, 21', Whitehall Place, Westminster, S.W.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANx.
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliaroont in 1853.

Right Hon. Lord Naas, M.P., Chiiirman.

To LANnoWNKiis, TUE Clergy, Estate Agents, Surveyobs, 4o., iif

England and Wales, and in Scotland.
The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for the

folloiving works of Agiicultural Improvement, the whole outlay and
expenses in all cases being hquidated by a rent-chargd for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation, and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,

Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial purpose,
Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Farm Roads, Tramways and Riiilroadsfor agricultm-al or farming
niirnoses.

le sea-coast or on the banks oi

, Labourers' Cottages, and other4. The Erection of *a

. and other buildings forand additions to Farm
Farm pui'poses.

Landowners assessed imder the provisions of any Act of Parliament.
Royal Charter, or Commission in respect of any public or genoral
works of Drainage or other improvements, may borrow their pro-

portionate share of the cost, and charge the same with the expenses
uu the lands improved.
The Company will also negotiate the Rent-charRCs obtained by

Landowners imder the Improvement of Land Act, 1861, in i espect of

their Subscription of Shares in a Railway oi Canal Company.
No investigation ot title is required, ana the Comt-any being of a

strictly financial character, do not interfere
lorthe W.

ment Enclosure Commissi i

Apply to Francis B. Mac
Loudon. S.W.

controlled only by the Govem-

Esq., Secretary, 3, Parliament Street,

E^

MUSCUWKS I'ATENT IRON COW STALLS, with
fiusli \iiiniit- ;is used in the Government Model Farms.

MUSUKAVKb I'ATKNT STABLE FITTINGS and LOOSE
BOXES AdODtuU by li K.B. the Princo of Wales, for Sandrmgham.

MUSGRAVE'S PATENT HARNESS BRACKETS, IRON
PIGGERIES, and DOG KENNELS.
'MUSGRAVE'S PATENT SLOW-COMBUSTION STOVE,
Employed by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners.

The PATENT IRON COW STALLS and AIR INLETS are

perfect in their arrangements for Feeding and Ventilation; every

part being of iron tney are indestructible, inexpensive, very campi

cleanly, and healtnful for the animal. Should distemper

Iron work be painted a

harbour

i

f Epideu

. if the
1 neither

t, Iron Works. Belfast.

pOCOA-NUT REFUSE

Now sold in bags, 1 for 28., 10 for

I6s., 20 for 308., 50 for Qda., 100

for £6.

A Railway Truck -load (not in

bags), 40s.

Postage Stamps or Post-offlce

Order, payable to J. Barsuam &

Co., KingstoQ-on-Thames, S.W.

GISHURST COM-
POUND, whether used

against Insects and Milde'

smell, and if the Solution be
decanted, prevents any staining
of foliage. A strength of from
1 to :i oz. to the gallon of water
is recommended for growing
PLints ; one from 4 to 16 oz. for

Trees at rest.

Sold Retail by Nmserymen

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

:Z AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, 1866.
'Prt-sident—J. W. Perrt Watlinoton, Esq.

-The ANNUAL EXHIBITION of the above ASSOCIA-
TIUN will be held this year at EPPlNG, on TUESDAY, July 17.

Ou the same day. in conjunction therewith, POULTRY, GAMK,
RABBIT, PIGEON, and CANARY SHOWS, and a HORTICUL-
TURAL SHOW and FLORAL FETE will also be held.

The Prizes for the Poultr>* Show, which are upon a most liberal

SLVile. amount in the aguregate to £85. For tho llorticultural Show

Professional Vocalists have also . . ._

Show upon the whole will, it is anticipated, equal, if not sur-

pass, that of any previous year.
The Entries for both tho Poultry and Floral Shows will positively

1030 on July 2. Exhibitors are therefore earnestly requested to

time in applying to the Secretary, who will supply thr

sary Forms and
By Order, d

Epping, July 14.

Eixt ^grtcttltural (Ba^ette*
SATURDAY, JULY 14, 1866.

CLIFF'S ANTISEPTIC FLUID,
lUfactured by F. C. Calvert & Co., Manchester.

A preparation of Carbolic Acid suitable for Sheep Dipping,
Washing Cattle, &c. Vide 3d Report of the Cattlo Plague Commis-

c

Cattle Plague.

OAKEE'S MEDICINE.
A proved infallible Preventive of Cattle Plftgue.

Testimonials post free on i

;— •.—

._„_./and successfully used for the D
As also for the Measles and Rot in Shei
invaluable as a Condition Medicine for Horses.
Particiilarly efflcacioiis in all cases of Murrain, Cough. Cold, Fever,

and especially Influenza.
' neat stock are requested
V.S.. feelinz Dorsuaded tha

n health, but
) tried they w

r be without
Sold Wholesale by Messrs. BinoLAT S Sons; Mr. Bnwjans ; and

all Wholesale Patent Medicine Vendors : and by all Chemists and
Druggists throunbout the kmgdom. In Tins, 2s. ed., 6*., lOs., and
20<. < Kith lull i

London Dsfot : 49, Stamford Street, Black&lars Road, S.

Farmek a. has been accustomed to winter

oO bullocks, besides a cow or two giving cream
and butter for " tho house," and milk for the

baby's bottle. These animals, with roots and
cake as part of their food, trod and ate down his

straw into manure in open yards, excepting that

minor proportion of straw which fed and bedded
his working-horses, made his pigs comfortable,

and chaffed his green-crop-eatiug sheep. But
the rinderpest having put his cattle underground,

left his premises (for anything he can tell) tainted

and dangerous, and so frightened him that he

dare not risk the purchase of another lot of lean

or fresh stores, the question becomes serious

'What is he to do next " back end " by way of

getting his straw stacks converted into muck ?

To be shunted off his wonted life-long track in

this fashion, is a sore tussle for Farmer A. ; all

his habits and prepossessions revolt against any
other course than just trying more bullocks, to

be caked and Turniped every morning, and
foddered, and tended, and marketed at the old

time, as heretofore. Yet, with tho disease flying

about, he knows very weU how green he would
be to lay out 700Z. or SOO/. in half-fed beef ; and
ho has no alternative but to faU back upon some
other manure-making agency. Anything out-

rageously novel, of course, would not be prudent

;

what can he do, therefore, bettor than make an
experiment of yard-feeding sheep, which many
men before him have practised to their satisfac-

tion ? His mind is accordingly made up ; a

portion of his present Hock shall lie nest winter

upon straw instead of on their old-fashioned wet
Turnip-fold ; and he will buy in extra mutton
and wool in autumn in place of hoofs and horns.

Still, averse to staking all his luck upon one
colour, he thinks it will be well to get, say ton

or a dozen useful steers, and then yard-feed

whatever number of sheep may possess the

muck-working capability of 40 bea.sts.

It so happens that our friend has applied to us
for ad'sdce ; and the following is the substance of

what we have to say to him :—Your farm
premises are of an old-fashioned stamp, with ill-

arranged buildings surroimding your open yards,

which arc wretchedly low, dished too hollow,

and without any proper facility for drainage ;

and in a wet winter, as we have often witnessed,

such a quantity of water collects in the lowest

places that even bullocks up to their eyes in
straw feel the mass "queechy" under their
hoofs, and damp under theu- bellies when they
lie down. So, we say, to pen a lot of sheep
night and day upon 2 or 3 feet thickness of
manure, sodden like a saturated sponge, would
be about as foolish a blunder as you could make.
We have ti'ied sheep in a wet straw-yard once,

and oui' experience warns us not to repeat the
experiment.

But a straw-yard in the field is on a very
difierent /ood'Hj. You employ a portable ei.gine

and drum to do all your threshing ; and there is

no reason, therefore, why you should bring all

your harvest to the homestead. Why not

improvise a rick yard, say in a corner of

that field which you told us would be
" Potatoed " next year? Two pieces of white

com lie within a convenient distance ior

carting; what is still more favourable, your
Swedes and Mangels are growing " next door,"

and your manui'e when made will be in the very
field on which it is to be spread. Plenty of room
will be required for the sheep (a cooped-up flock

cannot thrive) ; and therefore we say—arrange

another yard on the other side of your farm,

where your fallow crop 'ndll want the manure
next spring, and stock another field or two of

white corn there. You will then have plenty of

bedding " in position," and your Peas and Beans
and Oats, and a portion of your Wheat, must go
to tho farmstead, to feed your horses, pigs, and
the dozen steers, and to be ready for the chaff-

cutter which is to chop up a large portion of the

straw for the whole of your live-stock. Accord-
ing to Mr. Ruston's experience, six sheep make
as much straw into manure as one bullock does

;

so that, instead of your 40 beasts, you must havo
240 sheep ; that is, 120 in each of your now
field yards. We should say, lay out each yard

about 25 yards square, and enclose it by haulm
walls, because tho manure is to accumulate
probably 2 feet in height, and hui'dles would
neither be high enough nor j-ot soak up tho

drainings. You use a reaping-machine ; but for

the sake of tho stubble cut one of your Wheat
fields knee high with the sickle. The corn ricks

and straw ricks must be placed so as to form
shelter from the north and east (in j-our neigh-
bourhood), and a main point in the management
win be the daily, and in rainy weather twice daily

littering or sprinkling over tho yard with straw,

tossed ofl' the stack directly amongst the sheep,

without any tedious and troublesome carting. The
heaviest item in the bill of fare wiU, of course,

be the roots. It has been found that, as a general

rule, 100 sheep in yards consume one ton per

day ; hence you must provide for each yard of 120

sheep, about Tj tons per day. Say that your
wmter-feeding is to last fully five months, or say

160 days; then you will want 200 tons of roots

at each yard, or 400 tons altogether. Do you
grow on an average 20 tons per acre of whlte-
fleshed Tui'nips, Swedes, and Mangel ? If so,

you have 20 acres of root crop to carry to yonr
yards. Well, this is no very formidable operation.

The shepherd's old horse and light cart could

fetch the supply day by day ; but, as you always

cart the biggest portion of your Mangel crop and
also a considerable share of the Swedes to your
farmstead, and to the pastures where the lambing
ewes are, you can just as well take them to your
new yards—which, indeed, will be nearer to the

growing crops. You have 20 acres of white-

fleshed Turnips now in the ground ; suppose

that before winter you cart off alternate rows or

alternate sti-ipes, making half the crop carried

away and half left behind to be pulled, sliced,

and oaten out of troughs by sheep folded in the

usual manner. Take half these roots to one of

youi- sheep-yards and half to the other ; thus

you have 10 out of the 20 acres of roots required.

You may cart five acres of Mangels, half to each

y. .d, and "pit" or "grave" them close by
where theywill be wanted. As the season advances

fetch five acres of Swedes, say a few loads at a

time, when most convenient.

We should add that, with young sheep in the

5'ards, probably a much smaller quantity of roots

would suffice.

Which divisions of your flock are you to make
prisoners in these yards? Decidedly not your
wether tegs ; nor, indeed, any male sheep what-
ever ; for those who have had experience tell us

that male sheep lying on a bedding of manure
are very subject to an affection of the sheath or

of the urinary organs, from which severe losses

sometimes ensue. And as a matter of prudence,

we should say, do not try the new scheme with
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such valuables as your in-lamb ewes : they do
well on the winter pastui-es, with roots aurl

artificial food, and it would be folly to hazard
next year's fall of lambs by adopting an unusual
coui'se. But from the breeding-flock you keep,

you must have 140 to 160 ewe lambs ; and in

autumn you wOl most likely draft old ewes
enough to make up nearlj' the requisite number
for your yards. A few fatting ewes may be
purchased to complete the 240 females.

Their feet will give j-ou some trouble ; but
attend well to the frequent littering with diy
straw, and for the sake of health let the sheep

enjoy an hour's ran anj-whore, everyday if

l^racticable. You will be surpiiscd at the

quantity of cut straw chaflf they can cat, either

mingled with pulped roots and moistened, and
then dusted with meal. They will not want
much drink ; but let them have a water-trough
accessible, and do not forget the ball of white
salt in a tub and tray. I. A. C.

It is to be regi-etted that law-makers when
they make laws affecting agriculture do not take
agi'iculturists into their councils ; if they did it

would prevent a fearful amount of blundering.
Can any one name any past Act of Parliament
which bore on agricultural matters which has
not requiied to be amended half a dozen times
before it became consistent with itself, uncom-
])licated, and within the bounds of common sensor*

A first Act of Parliament usually illustrates the
round hole and square peg principle, and hence we
soon require Act the second to amend the first. Act
the thii-d to amend the second, and so on. but like

the mendings and re-mendings of an unskilled
artist, tho work is not perfect at last. In 1851 a
short Act of 4 sections (14 & 16 Vict., c. 25) was
jiassed, entitled "An Act to improve the law
of landlord and tenant in relation to emblements,
to tithe rent-charge left unpaid by an outgoing
tenant," &c.
Let us look for a moment at section 1 in

relation to emblements, and at section 4 in rela-

tion to the recovery of tithe loft unpaid by tho
outgoing tenant.

The old law as regarded emblements was this.
" Those who have an uncertain estate or interest

in the land, which estate is determined either by
tho act of God or of the law, between tho period
of sowing and the severance of tho cro]), .are

entitled to emblements, or in other words, to the
profits of the sown land."
Of old, those who sowed always reaped—the rule

was, " Quiet sow, quiet mow." The new law,
professing to "improve" the old one, says,

when the lessee on whose life the tenancy
depends dies, tho tenant may continue in tho
occupation until the expiration of tho then
current year of his tenancy, and no longer ; so

that if the person on whoso life tho lands are
held dies on the 20th of March, the entry being a
Lady-day one, the tenant must turn out and
quit on the 25th of the same month, that day
Ixung '

' the expii-ation of the cui'rent year of his
tenancy," leaving behind him all his crops in

tho gi-ound — his young ^Tieat, his O.ats,

which have come up a beautiful braird, his
Beans and Pea-s breaking gi'ound, his early
Potatos, his Clovers and Grasses, just sown.
Tho compen.sation principle existed in the old
law, but is abolished in the new. Of course tho
reversioner, foreseeing the disastrous conse-
quoncps of this wretched piece of legislation if

carried out, may interpose his good offices in the
matter, and may volunteer to avert the impend-
ing blow ; he may assent to the occupier
holding on at the same rout after the life drops,

and it is best for all parties that an arrangement
like this should take place. But this law leaves
tho occupier entirely at tho reversioner's mercy

;

for the said law, though professing to protect
the occupier and improve his position, and make
him safer in it, is nevertheless so framed that
the effect of it is completely to accomplish his

overthrow.
Then if we look at section 4 of the same Act

of Parliament we shall find it to be of the same
blundering character. This section has reference
to tho recoveiy of tithe rent-charge left unpaid
by an outgoing tenant, and no doubt the inten-
tion was good, namely, to enable the tithe-owner
or succeeding tenant to overtake runaway
defaulters of this kind, and compel them to pay
tho amount honestly and fairly due by them up
to the day they left ; but so far from this being
the practical working of the measure, the law
as it stands actually abets impostui'e, and affords
facilities to an outgoing tenant to escape pay-
ment altogether, and so to cheat all persons

concerned out of half a year's tithe. By
the Tithe Commutation Act, the tithes when
apportioned are payable half-yearly, either on
the 1st January and 1st July, or Ist April and
1st October. This arrangement was in itself

bad, and one evU always begets others, and the
present case is no exception. A tenant's agree-
ment with his landlord is usually for haU'-ycarly
payments at Lady Day and Michaelmas, or
Midsummer and Christmas, his cntiy on the
farm being at one or other of the times stated.

This being the case, an out-going tenant can, if

he is so minded, walk away leaving three or sis

months' tithe unpaid and unrecoverable, any law
to the contrary notwithstanding. A tenant's

time we shall say is up at Christmas, and the
tithe is due a week afterwards. The tenant may
linger on for this week if his landlord allows him,
and he may remain in possession up to 11 o'clock

at night on the 31st of the mouth, but if he is ofl'

before the small hours of the morning of the
1st January, no tithe can be demanded legally,

though honestly and common- sensibly he owes
for sis months. The section under consideration
was no doubt, as before remarked, framed to net
these dishonest fish : but the legal net-maker,
not being himself a fisherman, made the meshes
too large, and so the expected prey escape. The
Tithe Commutation Act says tho tithes are due
on such a day—the 14th and 15th Vict, says you
cannot claim them until that day. Meantime

—

say the day preceding—the tenant vacates, and
the tithe owner cannot recover. This is a
specimen of modem law making, and was
severely denounced bj' one of om- Countj- Coui-t

judges on a late occasion. Adjudieatmg on a
case which had been brought before him,
where a tenant had decamped at Christmas,
leaving half a year's tithe unpaid, the learned
judge is reported to have thus expressed himself,

referring to the 14th and 15th Vict.:—"The
words of the Act of Parliament are so veiy com-
plicated as to be almost unintelligible, but after

carefully considering the section, he did not
think that under it tithes became payable until

after they became due, and ho did not feel that

he could find for the plaintiffs with respect to

that part. At the same time he must say that

he never met with a more gross case of actual

injustice. He thought that the Act of Parlia-

ment should bo altered. It was a very hard
case on the landlord, and he had no hesitation in

saying that the defendant had cheated his land-
lord out of half a year's tithes." C.

THE STEAM PLOUGH.
[This was lately tbe subject of the following i-emarks by Jfr

E. Ruck before the Cirencester Farmers' Club,]

Steam culture has been tried for many years, but I
think if we look back to the last ."ieven it will answer
the puri)ose for which we have met to-day. Com-
mencing with the " direct system " of Mr. Fowler, I
may remark that that consists in drawing the plough
with a rope to the engine or with a rope from the
engine to the anchor, and from the anchor back to the
engine again. Then there is Smith and Howard's plan,
which is termed the "roundabout," and with that
system the rope is put round the field, the engine
stiiuding in one comer, and as the field is ploughed the
plough gets nearer to the engine. There is another
system, of which we know but little—it is called

Halkett's "railway," and was thought something of
eight or ten years ago. Mr. Halkett put his engine
and machinery upon raUs with the intention of culti-

vating the laud between the rails, jicrlmps at ri cost of
20/. peracre. But he went furtlirr tluii ili;'i, 'I'hr-

''coulters " of the plough were inadi' Imllim -n i Imi li,.

could take liquid manures down those jnjtcs nmi drjwisii

them at the bottom of the soil that was stirred. The
next system was Mr. Eomaine'.s, or the " rotary." That
plan was for the engine to travel over the land with a
rotary machine underneath it, digging and stirring,

and scratching as it went, tillatlengththeland presented
the appearance of innumerable mouse-scratcnings, or,

as was described by Mr. Wren Hoskyns, was reduced
to perfect sawdust. Now, in looking over these four
systems, I am bound to say there is none that can
touch Fowler's in simplicity and direct work. There
is no system so plain, so serviceable, so easily managed,
so suitable to farms that I am acquainted with, or to
any farms, as that of Mr. Fowler. The Smith, or
" roundabout " system may do very well on a small
scale, but when you come to a large piece of tough clay

laud you want a monster power, and with steam we
possess a mighty agency that may be made very
effective for good, if properly applied. Let it always
be borne in mind that the more steam the more power,
and the more power the more work and the more
command over the land we occupy.

I have now done with the past, and in speaking of
the present I may remark that the mode of steam
culture adopted by myself is to have two 14-horse-
power engines, with a rope to coil on the drum by
machinery. This system has been looked upon with
some doubt by farmers who knew nothing of the rope-
coiling process. They thought it would be impossible
to get the rope coiled on the drum without considerable

wear, but it is now done by machinery in such a
beautiful style that even cotton on a reel is not wound
truer or better. Then many people objected to using two
engines, because they thought that while one was
standing still there was a loss, but there really is not
the waste that some persons imagine, as one engine is
" bottling " up the steam while the other is at work.
With this system no horses are required for removing.
When work is finished, the implements are attached to
the engine, and away they go as fast as a man can w.alk.
The present implements used are a plough, with
harrow and pressor attached, and with the plough you
have a mould board, digging breast, and stirring breast.
Another implement is the scarifier with harrow
attached, the plough taking about 3 feet and the
scarifier 6. There should also be at hand a set of hea%'y
harrows that will take 12 feet. There is a great doubt
amongst farmers as to the best system of land culture
—whether it should be the plough or the scarifier. Dis-
cussion on that point is desirable.
With regard to e.'ipenditure, there are three points

that wiU arise after the engine is purchased, viz., coals,
water, and manual Labour. Now, speaking of the first
item, some people are under the impression that in a
short time England will be run out of coals, and they
speak of economising ; but surely a mine of wealth
like that ought not to be .allowed to remain any longer
in the bowels of the earth. I take it that if we had
copper, iron.or any other mines, we should not allow the
mineral to remain in the earth because we fancied It

was coming to an end. My advice is—take up the
coals and turn them into money as quickly as possible,
resting assured that by the time they are exhausted we
shall have something to take their place, and which
will put us in a ditt'erent position from that which we
are now in. As to water, there may be some difficulty
mth regard to it on some farms, but one man and a
horse can well supply two ll-horee-power engines with
all the water they may require in a day, and coals also.

AVith respect to manual labour, I regard that as a
point which we have seriously to consider. Taking
into account the great increase in the demand for that
kind of labour, the question arises whether in the
future wo shall have the same amount at our disposal
that we formerly had ; and here, I think, steam will
come to our assistance very greatly. I believe that we
shall have as much ploughing done by one man, with
the aid of steam, as was done before by three men with
horse or ox power.
Now I have no doubt you expect me to say that we,

the leaders in steam culture, have had no troubles, but
I assure you that those who first started this system of
land cultivation have experienced many obstacles.
They have had a great deal to undergo, but, fortu-
nately, I think they have arrived at a point when they
can console themselves with the reflection that their
troubles are overcome. It strikes me very forcibly
that the question we have to consider is—what do we
cultivate for ? AVhat is the object sought to be accom-
plished? I take it that you want to aerate the soil

and subsoil, and make them the store-room of atmo-
spheric influences. Now, I ask you, is it the right way
to put three or four horses or oxen to plough in a line,
when it is known that every time such team crosses
the field something like two tons have slid and
trampled from one end of the land to the other, about
every 10 inches in width ? This must harden the
ground, and every practical farmer must acknowledge
that this appears a most clumsy and unlike process
for obtaining tilth. The creating of a hardened floor
beneath the soil, and above the subsoil, which in a
great measure cuts off the connection between the
two, is a real injury to fertility, aud the destruction
of this pan or indurated layer by steam ploughing is

one of the greatest benefits of steam cultivation. 'The
thorough drainage of clay .soils is thus accomplished,
and the material of the subsoil is added to the scanty
.supply of shallow soil which has hitherto fed our crops,
and an immense increase of fertility is by tlus means
obtained. It is not fair to make a comparison of the
cost of one operation by steam power with a corres-
ponding o])eration by horse power, bfi'ause it will be
app.irent from the above remiti- iliii ^leaiii culture is

so far superior. I was "I ••, ili;il you could
plough land with oxen free <>! i m-i, :iiel that the oxen
woiiM creiiondiv pav tlie rent ei l!h hni-l tliev lived on
In tlirir iiiiiiro^niil 111 ; lull I lnjirv, imw tl'eil if Vflu

':ill liliill_'ll M,llll:ill,l Ir r r,.-l In ...,rll, I sllnlllj be
I i-hl ill mtviMIrJ: ynil In lake In strlllll, Inr llle suiicrior

manner in which the work is done by steam is

sufficient to encourage any one to make the outlay.

It is not my intention to advocate any system that
will not bear strict inspection into the balance sheet,
for no system is worth mentioning unless it can be
proved to be profitable. A tenant cannot be expected
to embark in ste<am cultivation unless he has a proper
holding. There are roads to be made, fences to be put
straight, and fields enlarged, and it is not fair to expect
a man to go to so great an outlay if he is only a yearly
tenant, with a chance of being turned out of his
occupation with a six months' notice to quit. The
next thing to which I would direct your attention is

that by steam culture you get your land into such a
state as to constitute it good laud. You get a deep
surface soil, with a porous subsoil, so that the rain
water will not in any way do it iniurj', nor the sun
burn it up. This is the case with all lands under spade
husbandry. Allotment lands under spade husbandry
are of more value than lands alongside that are worked
by the plough. It is not my intention to trouble the
meeting with a long array of figures, but to confine
myself to the cost of one day's \york. You will be
better able to arrive at a practical conclusion, as

different farms have different soils, different labourers,

and different management. With respect to the cost

of one day, to plough 10 acres of stiff land you require
one ton of coals, 16s. ; two engiae-men and ploughman,
lOs. ; water man, 2s. ; oil, 2s. ; and horse, Us, ;'
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making a total of 32*. for the day, and for this you

will 1)(? "I'le to ]ilough any 10 acres of stroBi;

land in Eushnd. The above estimate is of course

exclusive el' the cost of the engine and the wear and

tear. Ile^peeting the wear and tear, I have come to

the conrlu^iiiu that it is reduced to the lowest riossible

amount. Tliere is ncilliiiin but (lie rope and one ur

two small iilille.vs oflillle lalue lli;i1 ran «var i.ut.

I think when steam couies I" br iii..iv ^merall.v usnl

and men are jjaid for the work duue by the aei'e instead

of by the day, it will be a great advantage to both
parties. The improvement thus resulting to the

labouring man is very considerable. He feels an
interest with his master in the work of the day ; emula-
tion is encouraged, and a desire awakened to rise in the

ranks ; although, let me add, I have the same engine-

mau and ploughman now that I had when I first

atlopted steam seven years ago. Then there was a great

pre,iudice against steam ploughing by the labourers,

but that is now quite overcome, and the fact is my
people at the present time take as much int«rest in the

success of the system a.s I do myself. To continue the

results of my own experience I may remark that the

steam hoi'se never tires, and it may be found advisable

to employ two sets of men. If you were behind with
your work in any way, I hardly dare say what amount
of labour you would be able to do in a week with two
sets of men. But if you were not behind with your
work, and had a steam engine, the question would arise

whether you would let to hire. I think, with the

present mode of having two engines, the moving
being so easy and the wear and tear so slight, that

you will find the s ystem of letting to hire generally

adopted. Then as to drainage, the land after steam
culture drains very much better. I have a piece of

land which had been drained 14 years, yet it lay quite

wet under horse and o.x culture, but since it has been
cultivated by steam not a drop of water is to be seen

on the surface, although no alteration has been made
in the under drains. I can quote Mr. William Slatter,

of Stratton, as having experienced the same thing in a
field in his occupation. All laud will be greatly

improved l)y steam ploughing, but I wish particularly

to draw your attention to its use on light land. It is

on the light land of England that there will be the
quickest returns, a.s by one operation you entirely

change the nature of the soil. By breaking the pan
and stirring the subsoil you prevent burning or frying

The opinion I am about to express may 1

received 1

Ibcli.A
Fowli-
that St,

the Colswnld lidl:

ent with considerable doubt, but
.Slatter and Porter have proved

I is the cheapest stone digger, and
has become quite practicable on
1 perfectly recollect saying some

time ago that I expected in a few years to see steam
ploughing on the steepest stone declivities of the
Cotswold Hills, and I believe that time has now arrived.

One great ;idvan1age of steara culture is that when a
day's work is finished there is no baiting, no harness

to take ofl'. The labourer makes the most of his time

;

he has not to walk in the morning first to the stable

and then to the field, but he goes direct from his house
to the field, and he returns direct to his home as soon ar-

the work isdone. The landworks better,and you can get

at it quicker after rain when steam ploughed than when
horse ploughed, and if, as is stated, the rainlall luie

is 2B inches, it will seldom do any damage to land so

managed. We are told by scientific men that no less

than 3 cwt. of guano falls annually on evei"y acre of

land, and if we can keep the ground in such a state as

to retain that valuable fertiliser, we shall have done
much towards improving agriculture. Garden allot-

ments seldom require draining in consequence of their

superior spade cultivation. Superphosphates will act

much better on strong land after being cultivated by
steam than after horse-power, owing to the finer tilth

that is, produced, but superphosphates on strong land
left in' a rough state will do no good, yet they will

accomplish wonders aft«r the soil has been worked to a

fine surface. There is no better criterion of the
capability of land to grow a crop than the size of the
worms. If you have large w onus, you will have large

direi-t system of Fowler. I have seen a great many
tried, aiid that is the cnnelusiou I have come tn. 1

am no partizan, and would not advocate any sy.stem

that I did not believe to be the best, the most

economical, and the most serviceable. I am aware
that many farmers would have used steam before, but
the.y have been puzzled to know whose system to

decide upon. Some have said "This is averyhigh-
piieed engine ; I should like one at about 350?., instead
of liJOOZ.," but I believe that if you are to have your
work done properly and well you must have one of

Fowler's double set of eiiiriues ol 1 l-liorse power. You
could do as much work with i'owler's set while Smith
is fixing his tackle as Smith could do all day. Incon-
rhisicm 1 have a word or two to say of the late Mr.
Fnw 1, r, H ho was personally known to many of you. I
lielirve (liere never was a gentleman in England of

lii.L'her eliaraf ter than Mr. Fowler. He possessed a
spirit (hat 1 have never seen surpassed, if ever equalled.
When he made up his mind to embark in the under-
taking to make steam cultivate land, he used an amount
of energy that is seldom met with, and that, combined
with the ca^jital he employed, gave evidence of a fixed

determination on his part not to be beaten. I believe

his name will be handed domi to posterity as the only
steam inventor worthy of mention.

Mr. Greig s.lid ; When Mr. Ruck was speaking of the
advantages of steam culture, the question naturally pre-

sented itself to every thinking mind— if the benefits are so

gre;it, why is steam so 'seldom to be seen in this neighbour-
hood ? He came from London that moi-ning, and along the
whole line of railway he did not see one steam plough. How
was this ? It must be because a prophet had no honom- in his

own country. They started steam ploughing in this neighbour-
hood first— in the Swindon district, but the number of

b^e.'lk.^gcs to the machinery caused no end of expense, and the
eneri7;^' ?T>a ti,,-. prifi^,,,,,.-. ,.f tPn people were entirely exhausted
by tlic-'' - .i'la. . ,,. 1,^,- 111.! delays. Now, farming was
.abusiiii it ,! ,

i
:

,1 I iL-lays. What they wauled in

fuiTuiii^ |i
I

i
;i

1 h iild be cultivated at a giveu
time, ;i]i.l 1 1,, I'lH I

ii i-its ,i,.ii.' t.i the hour. lu his opinion the
break.ages and ini.sliap.s that uccun-ed on the first introduction
of steam ploughing in this district were the sole cause of the
tardiness that h.ad been manifested in the further adoption of

that system of land cultivation. They all knew that when
once a e ! M I v\ i i i i p] minted in any cause, it took twice as

mucli I 1 aftei-wards as it did at first. As an
illuRtr:;; I : i inioht remark that formerly they sold
20 si. Ill

I

.1.1 \'. iltshire to one in Lincohishire ; the case
It.

I
-, a, and they sold 20 in Lincolnshire to one in

\\ ' :r IP- had at the present time at least 20 or 30
.'I ' ' aiachines to go into Lincolnshire, where the

., ,- . ,-i.r of etlltivation than in Wiltshire, thus proving
.a.,L u.,.ic ...us nothing wrong in the machinery, but that tile

delay evinced in the adoption of steam in this locality was
attributable to the disappointments ;uid prejudices occasioned
by the great number ot breakages in former times. Mr.
Ruck's experience was simply this -he had pulled through,
and was convinced that he was right. His impression was
that by adopting steam cultivation they would have command
of 40-hoi.sc power at any moment. When that power was
standing in the "stable "it was not costing them a shilling,

and it would enable them to get everything done in proper
season and time. If the success of a crop depended on the
operations being performed in time, w.as it not well that every
fanner slii.uld have command of proper force? Then the
. .;i.;i- r 'I'.iii w.is a point that was worthy of considera-

;. [ : M. Puck had a 60-acre field to plough, andMl. ures of it were done, only four persons
1 III 111.' operations altogether. They as

crops

;

the tur:

the ploi

greatei-

impleni
the pie,

strong!
sudden'
besuer
it shoi

too qui'

ind if .. small

..l_a-llk

kh-

d I,
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will turn "\rra
than any other

I ia.iuLilitout. Thepace.il
nniinitauce, but I would

il P. pliaigh too deeply Hi-

ll the land in England can

y steam. If it is in ridges,

-ithways, and not levellid

are inclined to embark

arrcage, and on wh.at sized holdings eould steam ploughing bo
iLiiced with advantage? He did not much approve of

liii ill .' ..at, as, if tlni-c w.Tc several persons in treaty for the
.!

.
II in.

,
il 1! Pi iiii|i'.ssible for all to get'lt at the

III II .1 might Ire the consequence. If
II .11 II

I

I
.

Ill,' on a moderate-sized farm, it

ill' .1 1,1" ,,,,,- ,,ii I I licr steam work, and it might

Ml'. llK.sNi.n urged faiiiicis uut to purchase very cheap coals
for their engines.
Mr. GRiao said the after management of land was a most

important subject, and it had not yet been dealt with. Ho
had a question under consideration, and providing the land
w.as entirely cultivated by steam he could deal with it, but not
if horses had ti-ampled over it, as the plan he proposed was
adaptalile only to L-md which hjid been steam cultiv.atcd. Itw.as

a ver>' unfortunate affair, but if it had been
]
i,,]- , 1, n, ,,,,,;.a',l

it might have succeeded. With regard t, ,
t i i ,1,0

was of opinion that if thoy got horses ,,11 Ph
:

i
' in,, ly

they would before long get to a point v.',. ,, i i lU
woidd do as much lis G cwt. did now. IP' i., iii'\i 1 lliit an
engine costing lOOa?. would be found to ans^M'i ,.ii n inn, .,f

400 acres ; and with regard to small holdings ],, ilmn-ht that

a contract might be entered into by a nuiiilj„i,.l siinill f,nu,Lrs,

who should take care to bind themselves to get the uuiLhiiaj .at

a cei-tain time.
Mr. KucK made a few observations in reply, remarking that

whatever he had hitherto expended in adopting steam
Land cultiv.ato

of his relinqiiisl,

or four ye.ars nni
were gi-eatly r, ,1,

easy and effevpi.

ploughing by ste.

i of crops which i

t it, and there was no chance
1,1. When land had been three

iiviition, the expense and risk
1 Pe culture was so much more
, sed Mr. Greig's remark that

r nothing in consequence of the
t eusuicd. Wills Slamlurd.

THE CATTLE ELAGUIE.
The following returns were issued on July 6 :

—

These returns do not profess to give the total

number of cases which have occurred in Great Britain,

but only those which have been ascertained from
information received at the office from inspectors.

Columns 1 only record the cases reported as havmg
commenced during the weeks indicated by the
headings ;

" b.ack " cases being added to columns 2.

in steara culture should take care to procure sufficient

power. There is the same cost of manual labour
with a small as with a large set, and the latter always
gives you a chance of being well up with your
work. My experience with steam has been consider-

able, and I assure you there is less risk with a steam
engine than with horses. Drilling can be done in the
same direction as the land is ploughed, and I have
seen one-third more Wheat grown in the same field

when it w.as drilled the same way as it was ploughed
than when it was drilled across the furrow. Drilling,

horse-hoeing, mowing, reaping, horse-raking, and
cwting can all be done better after the steam-plough
than after the horse-plough, because there is no furrow

;

you lose no sheep on their backs in the furrow, and
steam-ploughed land is much dryer and more healthy
for them. Digging by steam is equal to digging by
manual labour, because the subsoil is not pressed.

With com at a low price, if the English farmer is

to maintain his position he must resort to the use of

steam, as foreigners will be sure to do so. As I before
stated, travelling with the engine is extremely simple,

and I would as soon trust my man with it as with
aoue-horse cart. I also repeat that, in my opinion,
there is no system of steam culture equal to the

beat them. It was of very great importiuicc a

that the land should be exposed to the atmosphi
and it was impossitile to do this well and expeditiously with-

it the agency of steam,
this. When soil \v

three other operations \\

,

with steam, as the maclii

not trodden, but in a
]

rollers and clodcnish,
difficulties that fomiciP\
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r;i\','Hing, and when
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or thereabout from the hedge, and 4 feet 6 inches deep
or thereabout, i. e., somewhat deeper than the drains
ivhieh ruu into it, and wide enough in the bottom to
take a 3 or 4-inch pipe—one large enough, at any rate,
to take all the water which is likely to run in it.

6. Dig trial holes here and there across the face of
the slope 4 feet deep, and try the effect of a single
narrow drain, 4 feet deep, taken right up the slope in
their midst; and learn from the distance at which
this minor drain will empty these holes the intervals
between your drains, which in each field you will adopt.

7. Tour minor drains should be 4 feet deep, both
for the sake of their permanence and efhciency, and
for the sake of the greater quantity of earth per acre
which will thus be fertilised for the use of plants.

They must take a two-inch pipe up to near the top of
each ; a one-inch pipe will suffice at the upper end,
where less water runs. They will be from 7 to 8 yards
apart in homogeneous clays—10 to 12 yards apart in
freer and more open soils ; and any greater distance
in rocky or gravelly sub-soils, which are unable to
discharge their water naturaUy, but which a single
deep drain will often lay dry for acres by tlie artificial

outlet thus provided.
8. As to the way in which, when the method which

any field requires has been determined on, the work
is actually set out ; it may suffice to mention that the
place of each drain right down the slope should be
pegged out, and (especially in the case of Grass lands)
the line itself may then be opened up by the plough,
which will, with horse labour, thus take out to its full

width the first 6 or 8 inches of the depth. A working
man of ordinary size can easily stand and work in a
d rain 3 feet deep, if it be a foot to 14 inches wide at top.
lie stands in such a drain, and takes out the remaining
f lot in depth, making a 4-foot drain without difficulty.

In the case of a drainage match held some years ago
before the Hertfordshire Agricultural Society, there
wl'i e 17 sets of men at work, and the prizes went for
di-nins 13 inches and IIJ inches wide at the top
respectively. One^ drain was opened 4 feet deep, with
only a D-iuch opening at top.

'X As to the cost of the work, earth capable of being
lil'led in masses by the grafting tool cau be put into
barrows for 2d. per cubic yard ; and the difliculty of
working in a narrow drain adds only this much to the
cost, tliat the labour of cutting and lifting earth in
making drains varies from only 2\d. to 2id. per cubic
yard. A 4-foot drain thus costs from 6rf. to 8d. per rod
for cutting it.

10. Let us here onumcrate the items of cost peracre.
If (li.iin- lie "'

, ,1,;. tiiiivt, 880 yards are needed per
a'

i

I
' '• yards per acre are needed ; if

II. ' ''
: : 1 'yr acre will be required. If

tliy III' IV I'.iii 'I!, Ii, r,,/
, Uie cost nroinMiin'-' ilu' drains

will be U.. 21. IJs., and 21. per acre ; ii n in- ,.. i. t rod,
the cost will be ol. 6«. Sd., il. 13v. : i i : 1 ;,,. -Id.

per acre respectively. If the tiles u^ I
i-' : iii- ,i iiipes,

at 20s. per 1000, they will cost 50s., .(us., and J.^s. per
acre in these several cases. If collars be needed to
connect the tiles, you must add one-half more on their
account. Add some 5.?. an acre for superintendence,
and Id. per perch for filling iu the earth after laying
the pipes ; and you have as the cost of drainage Wl. to
8/. per acre, according to the quality of the work in
near drainage, and 4^. 10s. to 61. per acre, according to
the character of the work in the wider drainage. The
average cost under ordinary circumstances, including
the extra cost of mains and outfalls, may be put at 51.

per imperial acre. There cannot be a doubt that, thus
adding from 8 to 10 per cent, to the cost of the estate,

they often result in an increase of 30 to 50 per cent, in
its value. J. C. M.

AGEICirLTUBAL GANGS.

,

A STRANGER to those Eastern counties of England
that spread the wide level of their fenny flats between
Peterljorough and the German Ocean might, as he
passed along the turnpike road, be struck by the sight
of a large body of lads and girls, in scanty and scare-
crow attire, huddled together in a field, busily engaged
in picking something from the ploughed land, and
having their movements directed by a coarse-looking
man, stick in hand. And the stranger might speculate,
with some wonderment, as to the nature of the agri-
cultural operation on which this singular baud was
engaged. If he is within earshot of them, he will be
made disagreeably aware that^this mi.xed baud of
children and grown-up young women and lads—from
30 to 50, perhaps, in number—do not toil iu silent
company, but enliven their labour with lewd songs,
vile oaths, and filthy conversation. If the stranger
should venture to approach this band, it will probably
receive him with words and gestures of which it is

scarcely vain to hojje that the little children who join
in their use are in ignorance of their vile significance.

If, moreover, later in the afternoon, he should, unfor-
tunately meet with one of these bands returning from
their day's labour, shouting, singing, swearing,
insulting passers-by, and taking with each other what
might have been termed liberties, were not the whole
a scene of unchecked lawlessness and unwholesome
freedom—he may duly prepare himself to run a
gauntlet of bad words and worse actions. Doubting,
perhaps, whether he can be in a Christian countiy,
with all its appliances of places of worship and
education, he may be induced to inquire what specialiU
there may be in the soil of the Fen districts, that its

cultivation should demand so great a sacrifice to the
well-being of the rising generation in an agricultural
community, and should entail upon certain counties a
curse from which others are free, and which even
Northiunberland, in the full vigour of its bondagers,
could scarcely parallel.

To such an inquiring stranger a farmer will
reply that it is the system, and that they have always
worked the land with it, and that they eaunot do

without it. If the stranger, in his persistent thirst
for knowledge, should ask, "What system?" he
will be told that it is the "gang system;" and
that the band of children, lads, and young women
whom he saw at work constituted "a gang;" and that
the man—whom he might have been pardoned for
taking to be a slave driver—was " the ganger," or gang-
master, who was the only pei-son with whom the farmer
had to deal. And if the stranger, in the excess of his
virtuous indignation, should venture to hint that the
system, as a system, might be materially improved
by its complete :abolition, the farmer will excuse
himself for supporting it by alleging that his arable
land can be cleared of its twitch and obnoxious weeds
more eflectually by nimble human fingers than by any
machine ; and that this can be most rapidly and cheaply
effected through the medium of the ganger, who, in
the sparsely-populat«d districts of the Fen country, can
at once collect from the surrounding parishes a staff of
workers numerically competent to cleanse a large field
of its twitch in a single day. And so the farmer makes
his agreement with the ganger, and the ganger under-
takes to do the work, and the farmer pays him for it

when it is done ; and there is an end of it so far as the
farmer is concerned. He has nothing to do with the
little children and the mixed sexes of the gang's
constitution—that is the gangers business and not his.
If the ground is properly twitched, or the hoeing is

thoroughly done, the farmer is satisfied; and to inquire
too curiously into the moral behaviour of the band of
workers employed by his employe would be a work of
supererogation utterly foreign to the bovine disposition
of the bucolical nature. And so tlie stranger returns
from the Fen districts with a very low opinion as to
their agricultural institutions.
And, certainly, the peculiar institution known as the

gang system is altogether indefensible, and can only be
amended by being obliterated from tlie face of Eastern
England. It is an embodiment of all that is repre-
hensible iu the training of the children of the
agricultural poor. It saps their strength and stamina,
no less than then' morals and well-being ; it paralyses
the efforts made for their educational improvement;
and it hands them over, body and soul, to a pernicious
system which is a social ulcer and a disgrace to the
boasted enlightenment of the 19th century. The
s.vstem, ns at present worked, depends entirely upon
the -• n"-:nn 1 rs. Abolisli them, and the system is

ain i ' Tlii'se gang-masters are usually in no
hi-! I

' 1 1 ion than the persons whoso children
thi ' I II I

i ;. ipl their principles are about on apar
with their educational powers. Within a radius of 10
miles from their home they visit the various villages

and collect the names of those who arc willing to be
employed in their gang. They then contract with the
farmers, and set the gangs to their work. The members
of the gang are entirely at the disposal of the gang-
master, and must go when and where he pleases. It is

within the knovvledi;.; of the writer of these lines that
two girls, of the ai;.^ ol" lo -nd V2 years, had to walk a
distance of eight miles tn their work, which began at
eight in the morning, and lusted till five in the after-
noon, when they had to plod their eight miles home.
They did this daily for six weeks, and received
sevenpenoe per day, their work for the greater part of
the day being hoeing. A younger sister did it for one
day, but was too knocked up to go a second time to so
long a distance. Occasionally, when the work lies

remote from the homes of the workers, a bam or other
building is fitted up for their accommodation at night
—an arrangement which only increases the evils of the
system. Mixed gangs are more general than those in
which the sexes are kept apai*t. Young married
women are sometimes employed iu a gang, but its

members usually consist of children between the ages
of five and 16, young men andwomen of a still riper age
bcingalsoemployed. Thewagesvaryingaccording toage;
a child will receive threepence or fouiiience per day; an
adult 14 pence. Out of this they have to provide their
own hoes, and, of course, their own food. Their
contract being with the ganger, he is their only pay-
master; he usually pays them at irregular intervals
and at a public-house ; and the Rev. Thos. Hutton,
rector of Stilton, who read a very able paner on the
subject at the Social Science meeting at i ort last year,
says that the children may frequently be seen on a
Saturday night as late as 10 o'clock, going from one
beershop to another, in search of their driver for their
week's wages. What such an arrangement leads to is

not entirely left to our imagination, for the Peterborough
Advertiser of Saturday, Nov. 4, records a case brought
before the Fletton Bench on the previous Wednesday,
which throws a strongly lurid light on the gross
immorality of the gang system. It appears that a
ganger named William Marshall, of Yaxley, who was a
married man, and had been a gang-master for 24 years,
was drinking on Saturday evening, Oct. 21, at an inn
at Norman Cross, on the Great North Road, one mile
from Stilton. With him were two of his gang girls,

one of them, named Roult, being 16 years of age. They
were all three verj' drunk, Eoult being described as
" almost mad drunk," the ganger having treated them
" with liquoi's and old beer." The scene which
followed, on a road on which there is still much traffic,

baffles all attempt to describe it so as to make it

presentable in our columns. With some difficulty

Marshall was taken into custody, and, when brought
before Lord Sherard and the Rev. G. Heathcote,
charged ivith drunkenness and indecent conduct on
the public road, he pleaded guilty, alleging " that he
did what he was charged with while under the influence
of liquor." The presiding magistrate had therefore
nothing to do but to fine the ganger ll. and 1?. Os. lOrf.

costs, stigmatising the case "as one of the most
disgraceful that had ever come into a petty sessions

court."

Comment upon such a case would be superfluous,
for of itself it speaks volumes. Previous newspaper

paragraphs had told us that during the brief time
allowed for the gang's dinner grown-up lads and girls

would bathe together iu one of the dykes or river
drains, while the ganger looked approvingly on ; and
the statistical returns from the Fen districts had
referred much of the illegitimacy that is there prevalent
to the shameless licentiousness which must of very
necessity spring up spontaneously from the gang
sy.stem and of the power exercised by the ganger over
the girls in his employ ; but we were scarcely prepared
for so gross a case as that just mentioned as having
occurred openly on one of the most famous turnpike
roads in England. It is not to be wondered at that the
Bishop of Ely, in his excellent and practical primary
Visitation Charge, should have so forcibly spoken of
the gang system and its pernicious effects on education
and morals ; and as the subject was brought by Lord
Shaftesbury during the past session before the House of
Lords, and has been referred to a Commission, which
is even now engaged in making inquiry into the matter,
it is to be hoped that it will not be sufSfered to drop—as
was the case when it was brought before the notice of
Parliament in 1843-but that it will be thoroughly
investigated, and made the subject of such legislation

as may prevent any further outrages upon public
decency arising from the employment of mixed agri
cultural gangs. London Review.

!

THE PRESENT HIGH PRICES OF STOCK.
[The following is an abridgment of a paper read by Mr. W.

Scutt, of Mossilee, before the Galashiels Farmers' Club.]

I SUPPOSE we may take it for granted that stock-
farming has been pajdng well for the last two years,
owing to the extraordinarily high prices which have
been obtained for live stock aud their products. But
as people are apt to lose their usual caution, and run
into wild speculations in times of extraordinary pros-
perit.v, little caring for the lessons of past experience,
which should surely remind them of the dull tunes and
ini.-^iiirtiuies liy which such periods have always been
foUiMii'l; SM, iii-t as a sort of corrective remedy to the
exeiii iiiiiii eiiiivctl by the present high rates, we would
do v,-..ll 111 iiiisuler the important question, " Will the
present prices continue?" Let us therefore proceed
to consider some of the causes which have brought
about this favourable state of things. The first cause
is the scarcity of lean stock, there having been of
late ye.ars great difficulty in getting any number of
well-bred aniina,ls for feeding purposes. The fact

is, that till within the last few years live stock and
their iiiii.liieK have held quite a subordinate pasition
iu ;i-'n.iiliiii:il practice; and it is net long since the
que-iiiiii, lines feeding cattle pay?" was often
discussed iu our farmers' clubs, and settled in the
negative. The grain crops, and in a few more favoured
districts Potatos, were at that time the main products
of the farm ; and the small quantity of stock that was
kept was only put up with because it enabled farmers
to grow better crops of these remunerative articles, so
that it is really no wonder they paid so little attention
to their sheep and cattle, and .sent so many of their
calves to the butcher. This state of things has also

been favoured by the want of keep through dry
scorching summers, followed by some very severe
winters—such, for instance, as that of 1860, wlien it is

well known many of our hill farmers were nearly
ruined by the loss of thousands both, of lambs and
old sheep. And then, again, there is the modern
improvement of forcing forward all animals to maturity
at a much earlier age than was done a few years ago,
both sheep and cattle being now slaughtered at least

one year younger than at that time. The next thing I
would allude to, as conducing to these high rates, is the
present prosperous state of our commerce and manu-
factures, and the consequent abundance of money in
all classes of the community. The result of all

this is, that there is such a demand for labour that
wages have been raised very much, and our intelligent
working-classes are now living in a state of comfort and
prosperity, which can stand a very flattering com-
parison with the condition of similar ranks in other
countries. The low price of grain should also be
mentioned here ; for, by giving the people a plentiful
supply of cheap bread, they are enablecl to spend the
more on dear butcher-meat. Nor is this a mere empty
theory, for most of the working-classes now sit down
to dinner with a good supply of butcher-meat, and the
best of everything which were luxuries almost unknown
to them a few years ago, when wages and meat were
low and bread dear ; and it was only the other day a
working man said to me, " It's expensive livin' in the
toon the noo ; flesh is awfu' dear ; it 's a blessiu' the
loaf 's sae cheap, or we could never afford to get a bite
o' meat at a'." In such a statement as this of the
reasons of the present high prices, we must not omit to
mention the alarrning disease which is now decimating
our herds and ruining many farmers ; for there is no
doubt that the cattle plague has helped in more ways
than one to raise the price of flesh meat, and it seems
more than ever likely to have a still greater effect

shortly. And there is still another reason which has
sprung out of the last-mentioned case ; but as that
scarcely concerns us as farmers, I will not enter into
particidars, but merely refer you to a December number
of Punchy where, as most of you will remember, he
gives an account of " The real Rindei'pest." Aud now,
gentlemen, having thus briefly brought before your
notice a few of the principal causes which have helped
to bring about the present high prices, I will now go
on to consider those and other circumstances more
minutely, for the purpose of inquiring whether or
not they are likely to continue to operate in such a
way as to maintain the present favourable state of

things.
Tliepresent Scarcity of Lean Stock.—The first of the

causes mentioned W'jis the scarcity of lean stock ; and
the reason of this was, that farmers have till lately been
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paying comparatively litflr attentitm to tlio bropdini;

and management of siicf]) niul cutllr. Ilnwcvor, the

case is altered now, the tide of jinispenty runs in ;i

difl'erent direction, and the production of grain, which
had long been the mainstay of British farmmg, has now
become nearly unprofitable, through the enornious
insportation from abroad. Parmers are now wisely

turning their attention more to the management of

live sfiock, and the animals which were lately considered

only necessary nuisances—mere manure-making ma-
chines—and the feeding of whicli did not pay for the

food consumed, are now by far the most remunerative
products of the farm, and command a price in the
market which would have been regarded as fabulous and
impossible only a few years ago. In consequence of these

high prices, farmers are now making great endeavours
to mcrease the number of these useful animals—and all

success to their efforts. If we look back through the
last 2U years we shall find the same thing going on as

energetically as now, though with a different view.

The mcreased production of grain was at that time the
farmer's great object, and no wonder ; for com was
then very profitable. Wheat often liringing from
60«. to 80s. per qr., and the other cereals in pro-
portion. And, as the natural consequence of these

nigh prices, they paid most careful attention to the
cultivation of these crops, and tried all plans to

raise the fertility of their soil by more liberal appli-

cations of manure, and so on. This very time
gave rise to many of the most important improvements
which have raised the science of agriculture

from the old jog-trot of drudgery and routine in which
our grandfathers found and left it ; among these may
be mentioned the improved system of deep drainage,

the introduction of guano and other artificial manures,
and the consequent extended cultivation of green
crops. Now it was that the threshing mill, the
reaping machine, and all the long list ot new imple-
ments came into use. They even turned to their own
ends the mighty power of steam, which is destined to
revolutionise all our farm economy, and to do as much
for agriculture as it has done for manufactures. Not
content with the land already under cultivation, they
tiuned their longing eyes on the ivild hillsides and the
watery bogs which had lain till then in a state of
nature, maintaining nothing but the wild curlew and
plover, with, perhaps, a stray sheep here and there

;

and soon they changed the bleak moors into fertile

fields, and covered them with luxuriant crops and
numerous flocks of well-bred sheep. But I have no
need to talk of reclamation and improvements on the
banks of Gala "Water ; suffice it to tell that, urged on
by their own inherent spirit of energy and the hope of
high prices, the farmers of this and other countries
paid so much attention to their grain crops.that in a
few years, as w'e all know only too well, the supply
exceeded the demand, and so the prices fell belov/ the
cost of production. The same thing is going on now,
as it ever has done, and ever will do, when the price
of any one article gets high; and as we are just going
through the same process, let us beware that our
boasted enterprise and wild speculations allure us not
into the same state of wreck and misfortune as that
into which corn farmers were a few years ago plunged
when the prices of grain fell from their high war rates

to their natural level. But some of you may think it

impossible this should ever occur, supposing that the
number of live stock cannot be increased to such a
degree. It has been stated that farmers are doing a
great deal to forward this object ; and let us now go on to

consider how far they are likely to prove successful,

and what room there exists for improvement. You
know well that there is nothing easier than increasing
the mere numbers of our stock ; and the only difficul-

ties that lie in the way worth our consideration are
comprised in the questions—Is it possible to increase
the quantity of food for stock ? and, having done so,

will it pay 't

i. Can we Keep more Stock !—Keeping in mind that
farmers are going into this matter with their whole
heart, let us inquire how far they are likely to succeed
in increasing the amount of their food for sheep and
cattle. There is no opinion so much against progress,

none so apt to make us settle down into self-compla-
cency and sloth, as the deluding idea that we have
attained perfection. It is an admitted fact that the
science and practice of agriculture have made great

progress of late years, and we are all proud to know
that our times will be handed down to posterit.N us the
brightest, earliest days of improvemeut ; Iml si ill,

taking the agriculture of England and tSi-iithmd us :i

whole, high f'arniiug is yet the I'xci'ptiiin, uiid ikiI llic

rule, and in many parts of llu' c-dnuliy tliiTc siill

exists great room for improyemeiit. .imoug them niuj

be mentioned thorough drainage, which is an improve-
ment of the first importance; for till this is done
where really required, it is needless applying large
quantities of lime or other manures, for they are
only half lost. The great progress which has yet to be
made in this matter will be more apparent when you
recollect that there is the enormous extent of 21,000,000
acres of land still in want of this first step of
improvement. Beeper cultivation is the next mode
of improving our land and increasing the amount
of our food for stock ; and although the average
depth of the cultivated soil of this country is

generally estimated at 1 inches, yet the great
advantage to be derived from deeper ploughing
is now so well uiidcrstond and acted on, that

there is no doubt tliut iii a few \c;ii-s this will be more
than doubled. The i'""''i|':d inhunlu-.- ..I'tliis uill h,,

larger crops; bul ;iii..lli(r miisidcratiuii is. that when
all this is carried out, our Grass and other crops will

not be nearly so liable to be scorched and burned up in
dry seasons, like 18&1, and so our sheep and cattle will

not be subjected, as they have lately been, to famine
and drought every few years. A more liberal use of
artificial manures and feeding stnfTs would bo a very

f nicrcusiii;; the jirodur-

.ol ; but inipn.vcniciil is

niiic-h rciuiivd h.-re, lor many farmers still seareely

believe iu the use of these at all. And then, again,

there are the twelve millions of acres of good land,

fit for improvement by the plough, which, owing
to certain hindering causes, are still in a state of
nature. It is certainly most astonishing that such
should be the case at this advanced stage of agricultural
progress, and it shows very jilainly that there is some-
thing totally wrong with our whole system ; and the
liyiiolhee, game, and I'lil.-iil law - have already been so

mmdi discussed, and blamed witli lettering and retard-
ing tlieelforts of progress, llial it is scarcely worth while
saying more of these old remnants of feudalism here
than that the sooner they are rectified, just the quicker
will renewed improvement and prosperity come for

landlord and tenant and the community at large. The
amount of food annually lost to the country through
the want of the cultivation of this enormous extent of

land cannot be estimated in these dear times at less

than forty millions of pounds—a large sum, certainly,

to lose by our own want of energy and progress ; and
the worst of it all is, that the very want of that food
sends us to other countries in search of supplies.

3. The Prosperous State of our Commerce and Manu-
factures.—We come now to consider the present
prosperous state of our commerce and manufactures,
and the .present high wages of the working classes,

which are great causes of the present high prices.

Has this country to be favoured with a long
continuation ' of the present prosperity ? When
we look back through tue commercial history of the
last 40 years, we find six similar seasons of great
prosperity, all followed by their corresponding terms of
hard times, dull trade, and disaster. The rule of
supply and demand comes in here as well, and the
present extraordinary desire for manufactured goods
of all kinds is sure to be met by an increased supply.

Take our own flourishing town of Galashiels as an
example of this. Look at the improvements her
energetic manufacturers have introduced, and most
expensive machinery which they have put up. Think
of the thousands of intelligentworkersthey have brought
from all parts of the country, and their factories going
night and day ; and all with the object of producing the
greatest possiblequautity of theirvaluablemanufactures.
And knowing that the same thing is going on all

through the country, can you doubt that all this must
end in an increased supply and a satiated demand ?

The manufacturers of the Continent, and America too,

are now making great progress ; and the time is fast

coming when they will not only supply their own
wants, but compete "with us in all the markets of the
world, and then our manufactures will not be so much
required. So that there is every chance ofan increasing
supply of all our high-priced manufactures being met
by a lessening demand ; and the consequence of all this

must be less need of labour and lower wages, and so

the great demand for our agricultural commodities
among the middle and working classes ivill be very
much checked.

[Mr. Scott proceeded to discuss the influence of the
cattle plague and of importations from Ireland and
from foreign countries upon the probable maintenance
of existing high prices. We add his remarks on the
price of wool.j

Tfie Price of Wool.—Wool has been the most profit-

able of all our farm produce for the last two years ; and
this was mainly owing to the scarcity of cotton,

through the American war, and the opening up of new
markets by treaties of commerce, and so on. The
American war is over at last, and that unhappy
country is now settling down into a renewed state of
energetic prosperity; and one good result of that
inhuman war will certainly be an increased supply of
cotton from every country suitable for its production.
Thus the price of it will be lowered also, and it will

soon regain its place in the fickle favour of fashion,

which, during the late scarcity, was usurjjed by
articles of woollen manufacture. I have said that
farmers are everywhere turning their attention more
to the management of live stock, but this refers more
especially to sheep, for the high price of wool has turned
the balance in favour of sheep, wherever the position
of the farmer gives him the power of choosing between
them and cattle. The eattle plairne has also helped
greatly to encourage the keeinne ot ^lieep, both in I his

country and through llie le-i oi liiirope ; and if that
disease does continue miieli lon-'er on this ,-ide of the
Willi steppes of Siberia, there is no doiibl that sheep
will, ill a great measure, take llie plaee of eattle, and
then there is sure to be an over--ii|ipl.\ of wool. And
when the farmers of Australia and -Vnierica begin to

send us their butcher meat, then they will pay a great
deal more attention to the breeding and management
of their stock, and so they will be able to send us
double the quantity of wool they are now doing.
I have also alluded to the fact that there is little chance
of our manufacturers being able to maintain their
present high position||in the markets of the world;
if they go on as they are doing just now, the demand
will soon be more than supplied, and then we shall have
plenty of cheap cloth, and, as a matter of course, cheap
wool. Taking all these things into account, can we
come to any other conclusion than that 60*. will soon
be as much a thing of the past for a stone of wool
(2 Hb.) as it is now for a quarter of Wheat ?

CuiK'lniliii!/ Smirirls.—Vi'e have seen then that
fanners are making 'jreat endeavours to raise both the
niiiiilier aiid.|iialit.\ of their stock, and that they have
still jileiity of room lor doing .so; we have seen the
enormous quantities of these valuable animals which
are now coming to our shores from all quarters. You
have also taken with me a rapid survey of the present
state of farming in the continental countries, and seen
that they are just beginning the profitable business of
feeding stock for our market.s. and come to the

conelusirin that they are certain to send us a
greatly increased nuiiiher very soon. And you have
heard that along with these larger supplies there is

likely to come a lessened dcinaiid, caused either by the
high price or commercial difficulties and dull trade.

And having heard the whole circumstances of the case,

we can surely come to no other conclusion than that
our present prices are not likely to continue. This
subject is doubly important at the present time, for

really our affairs are in a very peculiar state

just now. Farmers were just recovering from
the effects of the losses of the late bad seasons

and the ruinously low price of grain, when the cattle

plague appeared with all its disheartening disasters

—loss of stock and capital, which a rack-rented tenantry
can ill afford. We are now threatened mth yet another
rise in the price of labour, which, in spite of all asser-

tions to the contrary, has been steadily rising all

through the last 20 years, and, taking all things into

account, is nothing below the rate of remuneration in

other unskilled departments. And along with rising

wages there is now the felling prices of stock looming
in the distance ; and this is sure to be the worst loss

of all, unless we look well ahead, as we are trying to

do, and prepare in time for the coming change. It

would have been well for our arable farmers had they
done this a few years ago, when corn was selling at

war prices. They would have seen from the records

of the past, that when the price got so very high it was
sure to fall. If they had examined the state of Conti-
nental farming, as we have done, they would have been
better prepared for that overwhelming flood of foreign

grain which was so soon to deluge their markets, bring
down the prices, and plunge them into the hopeless

abyss of poverty and ruin. We are all the better for

being reminded of these dark days of our own history,

for we are ever prone, in the bright sunshine of present
success, to forget all the sad lessons of the past ; and it

is only by looking all the facts of the case sternly in

the face that we can ever hope to escape from the
coming return of the same sad disasters.

HOW TO MAKE THE MOST OF THE LAND.
Cert-iin soils are adapted for meadow aud pasture,

and their owner naturally concludes the most profitable

system of husbandry' is grazing, because it returns him
the largest rent with the fewest outgoings. In this he
is joined by his tenant, whose interest runs parallel to

his own. Others, speaking from a different experience,
owing to diversity of soil and circumstance, conclude
in favour of arable husbandry, or it may be the mixed
system of corn and cattle. If. on the other hand, we
turn to the labouring population, they prefer small
farms on the horticultural system, because that
furnishes them with the most employment ; while the
manufactiu'ing and commercial interests, if they
receive a plentiful supply of cheap produce, are

indifferent as to whether it is the growth of this

country or of a foreign soil.

According to each of these views the problem is

solved by self-interest. Thus, in the one ca.se, whole
farms, estates, and parishes have been tlirown down to

Grass, and the bulk of the labouring population,
artisans, and others depending upon them, have bad to

emigrate. In another an exclusive system of corn-
cropping having succeeded for a while, eventually
finds eitrier the land becoming exhausted, or else that
the low price of foreign lorn will not pay, or, as it very
frequently liappeus. both th.^e results are realised. A
third party, to avoid stieb extremes, adopts the mean
of corn and cattle, biiti they i-oinplain that the latter

barely pay for their keep, ['j though fortunately, how-
ever, for this system, the manure turns the balance in

its favour. The proposition of the labouring classes

is equally at fault, for wherever it has been reduced to

practice it is attended with the most pauperising
results, while the commercial maxims of the fifth party
would place the country in too great dependence upon
a foreign soil.

But besides the above objections to this unscientific,

mode of solving so important a problem a still greater

has to be told, viz., the obstruction thrown in the way
of improved agriculture, to which the several plans are
individually and collectively subject. In the case of

some rich meadow and grazing ground no doubt
nmeb mav bo said in its favour, for long rents are paid
to till- la'iidlord, and alioiiV equal sums realised as

teiiaiil's priilil. ( 111 the oilier liaiiil, however, we have
proli'ssioiially examined a large area of grazing land,

whiili was high rented at 20.v. per acre, and which,
pulling one year with the other, was not worth so

much as this to the tenant. And if we inquire

w hat amount of produce such lands would yield under
steam culture and other improved systems of

husbandry, the practical answer is annually

becoming more and more against permanent Grass

land. Iv o doubt, over a large extent of the Grass land

of England and Ireland, and also of the home " Grass
parks " of Scotland, landowners are making more of the
land than what they othermse could do ; but this under
the most favourable view is only an excuse for follomng
an antiquated system of management, involving a

total absence of encouragement to management
by which twice and thrice the value of pro-

duce could be produced to the country. Some
of the Grass lands, for example, in the neigh-

bourhood of London, as in the Essex marshes, rent

perhaps as high as any in the kingdom ; but in

every case the adjoining lands under cultivation

return four and five times the value of produce to the
country, and consequently support a corresponding
increased population. But the area of rich Grass land

that brings in such long rents is small. The great

breadth of permanent meadow and grazing grounds
yield but a small return, and upon this a higher value
is often placed than it is intrinsically worth, as for

instance because they afford hay for winter keep or
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irasturage for stock during summer, which otherwise
would be unprovided for.

Exclusive corn farminp:, like that of stock farmins.
is now out of date in this countr.v, and therefore if

would be wasting time to show the obstruction it

throws in the way of general improvement and a
source of industry and wealth to the nation.

The mi.xed sy.stem of corn and cattle is doubtless

sound, but how seldom do we find it reduced to practice

in accordance with science ! Opinion is perhaps more
diversified on this head than on any topic in farming.

In short, the problem of the be.st mixed system has yet
to be solved.

The labourer's proposition of more manual laliour

being applied to the land is diametrically opposed to

the present progress of things, which is evidently

more towards the"^employment of machine labour. At
the same time it is proper to observe that the latter

includes and involves in its ultimate result the
employment of more manual labour directly and
indirectly.

And lastly, the practical tendency of our large towns
has evidently for a lousr time been to procure cheap
foreign corn and exclusive cattle husbandry at home,
which is in principle contrary to the progress of
improved agriculture and their own best interests.

We have yet one element to notice, viz., the skill of
the farmer. Money, muck, and machinery are
invaluable elements, but how difierent are the results

they produce under difierent degrees of skill ? How
often do we attribute great returns to the soil, climate,

and systems of husbandry which really belong to tlie

professional intelligence of the fanner ? and, rice rersd.

attribute shortcomings to the former which mani-
festly are due to the latter.

From these cursory observations it evidently follows
that the practical solution of our problem, " how to
make the most of the land," remains to be left free and
unfettered, to be solved every man by himself in the
circumstances under which he is placed. W. S.

LE JOURNAL DE L'AGRICFLTURE.
[A new Parisi.m Agricultural Periodic;il.]

Will you please to allow me by means of your
Paper to inform the public that in consequence of a
change of proprietor.?, I have this day ceased my con-
nection with the Jonrnal de I'AgritvUnre Praii</iie,

which I pdiled during more than 17 years. I int«nd
notwithstandins to continue serving the cause of
agriculture. For this purpo.se I have startf^fl, with
the concurrence of a great many agricuHiiri^ts.

Lc Journal de VAorirCuJhirf, the first niiiiibcr nf
which is to be published in a short time. As I cannot
address ray readers in the Review, signed by my name
during so long a time, I shall be sincerely grateful if

you will be so kind as to announce my intention, and
let agi'icultnrists know that they are invited to send
me tlieir Iclter.'j and communications, 82, Rue Notre
I>nme dps ( ']i:nii]is, a Paris. J. A. BarmI, Jvli/ 4, 186C.

Home Correspondence.
Crop-y in A'mf.—The hie rains have been very bene-

ficial to all crops. The "Wheats that were thin on wet
heavy lands, sands, and gravels, are astonishingly
improved. AW other lauds are far beyond an average,
and taken altogether, there will be a gooil avei-aL-e crop,

far surpa.ssing lodged crops which T li'v -'.nnot
producing more than five sacks of A' r i , I

nave not seen one acre of Whca' ! : f is

nothing alanning, as many have suii;-" i ; 1; : i y will

be above an average crop, Beans aud Peas as nell, and
the few Oats promise a great crop ; a great breadth of
Sainfoin, Clover, and hay ; in fact, we have a, sufficiency

of everything but beef—fruit in abundance, everything
we can desire, nothing wrong but the profit. Last
year I began to cut AVIieat on the 2 Ith of July, this
year it may be a few days later. You may use my
name as you please, I am 81 next month, and thank
God as hard as steel, and Jive under one of the best
men and best landlords in the world—Earl Co^^jcr. I
have 100 quarters of Turnip seeds to tlu-esh. Every
seed I can retail—but few men in England who can. I

travel nearly all over England. In Lincolnshire they
are splendid. Hobt. Mafson, WingJiam.

Crops in Berkshire.—I consider the Wheat crop in
this neighbourhood as looking thin on the ground,
very short in the straw, and I fear cannot reach ,an

average crtip. The Barley also is much the same,
except a few forward-sown pieces. The Oats are short
in the straw, but coming very corny. I think the com,
taking all crops, mil yield less straw than we have
had for some years. Our hay crops are also various,
but quite an average quantity, and some well secured.

Our root ci-ops bid fair for a good crop. I should think
reaping will commence the second week in August.
Thomas 0,r,-n. Clarion. JTxnarrrnnl. J„l,/ 11.

Crop.-iin Snrreni ir„u-.l^„r„„.,/,.nr„r li ,'IMford).—The
app aran ifthe™iii> in tliis iipi-jhliniirhood maybe
considered upon the whole satisfaplory. Wheat may
perhaps this year form an exception. It cannot be a
good crop, that is certain, whatever the weather
may be between this and harvest. I have not
seen what I term a strona piece of "^^lieat

anywhere, but some very bad fields, aud extremely
foul with weeds. The straw is weak and .short,

and a thin plant generally. I should put down
the Wheat crop as being under average, and this
farm generally responds to the character of the season.
Barley, Oats and Peas are all promising well at
present, the latter free from any blight, and
well podded. Beans are not much grown. The
Grass crop is good, and a portion wisU secured

;

some damage done by the la,st wet week. A good
plant of Mangels, Swedes, and Turnips, but Manuel
not likely to be so good as last year, which was tar
beyond anything I ever saw for weight per acre. The

Hops are in a critical stat«, but I think are improving.
W. Simmonds. Jnhf 10.

Crops in Hamp.'ihire (Sonthampfon).—The Wheat
crop promised badly a few weeks ago, but improved
much with the warm forcing weather previous to the
present r,ains ; thin on the ground, but nearly an aver-
age crop. Barley a good average crop. Oats over
average. Beans various, but undei; average ; a small
breadth. Peas, a small breadth sown ; under a,veraj;e.

Mangel not so good as last year. Swedes and Turnips—the early roots had in many instances to be sown
again ; but on the whole there is an excellent plant and
a good promise. W. C. Spooner, Jtili/ 10.

Covered Fat Sfocl- Markets.—The contra,st between
the Metropolitan market and the neighbouring Agri-
cultural Hall, where cattle are shown during the
Christmas week, convinces every one that we must
ultimately come to covered fat-stock markets in all our
large towns. There cannot be a doubt of this, for the
present system of open-air marketing is not only
barbarous and out of date in its details, but attended
with loss in every way both to the farmer and to the
public. Now that cattle are house fed, groomed like
horses, forced forward to early maturity, and conveyed to
market by steamboats and railways, new demands arise.
So long, however, as they were fattened in dark,
confined houses, drivers and dealers accustomed to buy
in the open market or grazing grounds could not form
a proper estimate of animals until they wore turned
out to the straw yard or fold before the farmer
could efl"ect a sale. Hence the practical argu-
ment in favour of the old system of open-air
sales—an argument that st4ll liolds good in too
many cases, owing to the antiquated state of farm
buildings, and the habits to which they give rise.

There are, however, other principles in the farm
management and marketing of cattle that are making
progress besides the above one, involving protection
from the in<'lemency of the weather, and its conse-
quences, a 1( .

I .nia]ition of food in keeping up
animal liri" ''•'•

, iter \veight of carcase from a
given qunir '

i i usumed. Thus hght, pure air,

aud a ppn .':i : n n of exercise are essentially
necessary to the health of animals, and the most profit-
able development of their bodies, so as to yield the
largest weight of the best quality of moat, and wherever
such desiderata arc nli<ainnd. ntfipcan he «ppn indoors
as well- as outside, v- li I' ;

r.
.
:

,
'r, ]. <nian,

orbutcher, forexam '
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fatstock of the Hiin:';,. I
i ait ; ..r 'a. \aricul-

tural Hall in order to see tiiem luopprly. so as to make
satisfiictory sales and purchases. In the metropolis
the commerce of cattle, in the removal of the market
from Smithfield to the more exposed situation of
Copenhagen Fields, has been, unfortunately, from had
to worse, more especially as regards the interpst of the
farmer. This arises from the more elevated iiosition

of the market ground, and the want of shelter in bad
weather, so that cattle are frozen during winter and
scorched during summer. The ca.se of llea^-3' animals
that are warm when tied up to the bars,

may be more easily imagined than described. In other
respects the details of management are as barharous
as they were several centuries ago. The public lairs

are constructed on the principle of "blowing both hot
and cold I

" A greater contrast can hardly be pointed
out than that wliich exists between the Agricultural
Hall and the cattle lairs in' question, the roof
of the fonner being lofty and fiuely .arched,
^^llilp that of the latter is low and comparatively flat

;

a visit to both during the week of the Smithfield Club
Show Mill soon decide the question. On meeting, in
the Agricultural Hall, during a recent show, a cattle
salesman who sells from 100 to 150 head of bullocks
weekly, we put (he question to liim as to his own
personal experience, and his reply may readily be
anticipated. Every year, in short, is adding fresh
testimony to the soundness of the conclusion that the
new oatde market is a "big Corporation blunder,"
will'' ila \jri.idlnral Hall has alrea<ly proved itself

a ', , .
.
>s for the purpose for which it was

err, ,..' //- /;

./ /' '/'^ ' ''<hraria.—[Messi-s. Lawson have sent us
the following letter] :—You favoured me last spring
with a present of Kidney Vetch seed, and I believe you
will be glad to hear my account of it. I at once sowed
it in a 6-inch drill (extremely thin), but each seed
appeared to produce a wide-spreading, many-stemmed
plant, so that a much wider .space would have been
advantageous ; however, notwithstanding a severe
drought, it stood through last summer and the winter,
and it is now grown well, and covered with a yellow
blossom, as you will see by the specimen I enclose. I
have begun mowing it this morning, and find it yields
abundance of food, and the horses and other animals
are very fond of it. I have ordered it to be then left,

and, by the vigorous appearance of the root, I expect a
good second mowing ; I have reserved a little of the
present crop to ripen its seed. I fear you will scarcely
understand my descriiition, but it (the Vetch) is new
here, and very interesting, so I thoughtitdue to you to
fpr« I'li a -I . > iiipu.by which you will observe that one
ni 1 1

,

i

1

.

I iiiiduced no less then 36 stems. M. A.
lln.' V JIon.se, Brancasier, Norfolk^ Jnne 1h.

\T\w .N|.,i laa ii .sent is full of bloom. We are now
cutting a piece of TMieat dovm for fodder, with a wild
Vet<.'h and a yellow Trefoil, both native plants, as high
as itself in the midst of it. There are better forage
]>Ia!il. film Aii'liyllis in *' Bahington," and very much

> ' linn.—A man may now walk from fann
U> I I'

I

' "11 ' I'll steam power is employed in culti-

vatiir-' tlip land all over the country. If he mount his
horse be may visit two or three such farms every day.
The visitor to such farms does, as a general rule, it may
be said, receive the assurance of the tenant that he is

satisfied with his purchase; in the majority of cases,

indeed, he is more than satisfied—be wmild not be on

any accoimt without it; in some few cases he is dis-
appointed—the apparatus is more expensive than had
been imagined, breakages and repaii's have swelled the
cost, the work done is hardly so much a day as had been
promised ; and in one or two cases out of several
hundreds the plough or cultivator has been laid aside

—

"the time," it is declared, " has not yet come when
steam cultivation is to answer," and the horse or ox
labour of the farm has been resumed. What is to
happen to bring about the time of successful steam
culture in such cases is not generally clearly under-
stood by those whose experience has been thus
unfortunate. The apparatus requires improvement—
the labourers want education—or, perhaps, the land
needs laying out especially for the purpose. Mean-
while it is certain that land as difficult has been
cheaply and eflioieutly worked by labourers as awkward
elsewhere, and the very same power and apparatus
have been used. The fact we believe to be that in the
cases of failure and success respectively the difli?rence

has lain not so much in land or tool as in the master.
Where success has been resolved upon, it has been
attained. Where the responsibility has been un-
divided, and an anxiety that the tool shall answer has
guided everything, Howard, Smith, and Fowler, all

have done good work cheaply and successfully ; and the
instances of failure have, we believe, been almost
wholly owing to faults of temper (either as to its

tenacity or its evenness), or to the absence of an
undivided interest in success. This last consideration
interferes in the few cases in which two or three
neighbouring occupiers of land have joined to
purchase the apparatus, and it has resulted in the
cases known to us in a ranch inferior degree of
success. When a Company has been formed for

purchasing and working the apparatus, there is

another very serious source of injury and mischief
in the damage received by long journeys to and
fro in working on different farms for hire ; and this

has also interfered with the success of individual
owners of the apparatus who depend for their returns
on work done for hire. Wlierever there is a suflioient

extent of arable land laid out in fields of considerable
size, the farmer should have a steam plouih or culti-

vator for himself; and if he resolves that it shall

succeed, and has patience and resolution enough to

carry out his plans, he will not regret his purchase.
His choice may depend on the extent of his faim or
the amount of capital he cares tn invest in his altered

arrangements, but every one of them will succeed in

his bauds, as every one of them already has in those of
m.any others. Perhaps the following may be stated as
the usual experience. Fowler's 14-horse power engine
ploughs 6 to 7 acres a day, and cultivates from 10 to 20.

Howard's and Smith's, with a 10-horse power engine,
cultivate 5 acres a day with a threo-tined instrument,
and 8 acres a day with the five-tined tool. The former
plonu'lis as much pp- --Tltr-- n l-Ai—'/;'- rlnn<. and does
it.as well. The •.. .. i :„,

,
, ;. ; , m, :, ,lay for

Fowler's apparal p. i i
;

:
i

,1 n :.,! Ilmvard's
andSmitb's. Thep ,1- , .mi- i;i i< -i lia-an;! i-, li;iol6cwl.

in the case of Fowler's engine, from S to 10 ewt. in the
case of Howard's and Smith's. The rope in use may
be 800 yards in length in the case of Fowler's, 1200 to
1100 in the case of Howard's and Smith's. The
water-cart casts alike in both cases. The liability

to breakage has proved less in the case of Smith's
apparatus than in that of any other. Mr. Smith, too,

a farmer, and knowing what the land required, got into
a good groove from the very beginning. His tool and
tackle were from the verj' beginning good, and have not
been altered since. He hiis thus fewer dissatisfied

clients perhaps than any one. Mr. Fowler, though on
several farms his original apparatus is still succes.sfully

at work, has made successive improvements, and
most of the implements originally purchased have
had to undergo expensive alterations in order
to bring them into the condition in which the
apparatus is now sent out. That it is now the best

apinratus for farms of large lipids, well furnished
with roads, cannot, we ilMiik, !«• iloubfpil. For small
farms aud awk\vanlly-^li:i|ipil tielil-;. eilher Smith's or
Howard's is the best. As Mr. Iviinonds says, in one
of the most extraordinary statements of work done by
Fowler's apparatus which have yet been published, the
chief hindrances are small fields and crooked fences.

Except in special districts, therefore, the smaller appa-
ratus is generally best fitted to the existing circum-
stances of the land, and Fowler's " tackle" becomes a
premium on the improvements which are necessary to

good and systematic agriculture. J. C. M.
Cockchafers.—Oii the 26th April, 186.3, the woods in

the central part of Wurtemburg were covered with
foliage ; but with the green leaves appeared the destruc-
tive cockchafers in such multitudes that the commu-
nities were obliged to pay persons employed to de-stroy

them. This calamity was widely spread in many
districts in the north of Germany; these voracious
creatures completely stripped the trees of their foliage,

as they did in Wurtemburg. Their vast multiplica-
tion may be attributed to the want of crows and other
birds to destroy their larva; in the fresh-ploughed fields.

Birds of aU kinds are much less numerous in Germany
than in England, consequently the farmer suffers much
from insects, mice, and other vermin. M.D.

BinMiNGHAM HOBSE SHOW.— Below we give the
prize list of this—one of the la.rgest and finest collec-

tions of Horses that have been of late brought together.

No fewer than .'i33 entries, including a total number of

about 370 horses, mares, and foals, competed in twenty
classes, most of them well filled and worthy. A dozen
thoroughbred stallions for getting weight-carrying

hunters—26 of the hunters for which in Class I. sires

are desired—27hunters ivithout restriction as to weight

;

38 colts or fillies for hunting purposes (of two ages)

:
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and 20 mares for breeding liunters, made up the entries

in connection with that noblest of quadrupeds the
English hunter—combining strength, spirit, speed, and
endurance in the finest proportion.

Then come hacks, roadsters, and cobs, in which
utility more than beauty is desired ; there are (U entries

of these competing in three capital classes. Ladies'

horses, a somewhat indefinite class, include 20 entries,

and there are 71 in the various pony classes. Excepting
the stallion class, a^icultural uorses are not so well

represented as the other breeds. On the whole the
management may be congratulated on a very siiccessful

inauguration of a new annual show in connection with
the MidLiud Counties Agricultural Association.

The following is a list of the Prizes :

—

HUNTERS.
Class 1. Thorough-bred Sires.—Ist, 30L, W. M. Ciirt-

wright, Esq., Newport, "Penai-thr" id, lo^, Sir. T. J.

Merrick, "Idler;*' .M, 51., Mr. W. Gulliver, Swalcliffc, Ban-
bury, " Neville."

Class 2. HuNTEBfi, equal to 15 Stone, Four Yeaks Old
A»D UPWARDS.—let, 16/., Mr. Thomaa Sutton, Darlington,
" Voyageur ;

" 2d, lOL, Thomas Gee, Ksq., Wadhurst, Susses,
"Master of Arts;" 3d, 51. , Hugh J. Percy, Esq., Aspatria,
Cumberland. "Ingleby."
Class 3. Hunters, without Condition as to Weight, Four

YeARS Old and upwards.—let, 151., Mr. F. B. Joues. Here-
ford ; 2d, lOL, H. 8. Lucy, Esq., Charlecote Park, Warwick,
" Rural Dean ;

" 3d, 51., P. Hobson, Esq., Leamington.
Extra Prize of 51. in Classes 2 and 3.—Mr. Daniel Sarjeaut,

Long Itchington, Rugby, "Argus."
Class 4. Three-year-old Colts or Fillies.—Ist,! 5/., Mr.

George Holmes. Beverley, "Tom;" 2d, 10(., Mr. Antliony
Harrison, Metchley : 3d, 5^, Mr. Edward Wadlow, Much
Wenlock.
Class 6. Two-vear-old Colts and Fillies.—1st, 1-5;., Mr.

John B. Booth, KiUerby ; 2d, 10'., Mr. William D. Manning,
Rotherstborpe ; 3d, 5t, Mr. Thomas Easteraon, Baudsey,
Woodbridge, "ToungZuyder Zee."
Class C. Mares and Foals.—1st, 1.5^, William Leech. Esq.,

Staleybridge, "Jessy;" 2d. 10/., Mr. E. Phillips, Bushbury
Hill, " Lady Langford ;" 3d, bl., Mr. John Tite, jim., Henley-in-
Arden.

CARRIAGE HORSES.
Class 7. Pairs of Geldings or SIajbes.—let, 201., Thomas

Avery, Esq., Edgbaston, "Monarch;" 2d, 10/., Captain J.
Simpson Ballard, Cowbridge, " Chanticleer."

HACKS, ROADSTERS, AND COBS.
Class 8. Not exceeding I5i Hands Hicn. — let, 15/., Hugh

J. Percy, Esq., ^Vspatria, " Crafty : " 2d, 5/., Mr. Joseph Gilraan,
jun., Birmingham, " Jenny Jones."
Class 9. From 14 to 15 Hands high.— 1st, 151., Mr. Jonas

Webb, Ulceby, Lincolnshire, "Brunette;" 2d, St., How.irth
Ashton, Esq,, Prestwich, "Barmaid."

CLAtsa 1(1. Under 14 Hands high.—1st, 10/., Captain J. S.

Ballard, "Sturdy;" 2d, 51., Messrs. H. Norman & Sons,
Aspatiia.

LADIES' HORSES.
Class 11. Hacks of any Height.—1st, 15/., Major Quentin,

Woodlelgh, Cheltenham, " ICnight Templar ;" 2d, 5/., George
Holyoake, Esq., Shiffnal.

PONIES.
Class 12. Ponies under 13 Hands high.—Isf, 10/., Richard

Milward, Esq., Thurgarton Priory, Southwell, "Lunette;"
2d, 5L, Mr. Edwin Ludlow, Nechells Park Road, Birmingham,
"Ranger."
CLA8S13. Ponies, under 12i Hands high, to carry Children.— Ist, 51., Mr. Frederick Matthews, 170^, Unett Street,

Birmingham, "Piebald;" 2d, 3/., Mr. W. B. Wedge, Queen
Street, Wolverhampton. " Fanny; " 3d, 2/., Mr. Charles
Collins, Selly Oak, Birmingham, "Tommy."

given quantity of Grass. " They are ascertained by
Mr. Auios's dynamometer .—

Samuelson
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bctnpou landlord and tenant which he advocated, there

will 1)6 little dillii'ulty iu coming to a satislaelor.v

conclusion on this matter. After under-draining, I

am of opinion that liming, chalking, or marling would
benefit most of our Grass lands, but of course such
expense should be partially borne by the landlord, as

most lands are permanently benefited thereby. Lime
has a magical effect upon some pasture lands, which
would not bring their produce to maturity under the

most liberal supply of manure if applied alone. It has

the property of absorbing moisture from the air, it

exercises a mechanical action on the heavier soils ; it

supplies food to plants ; it e.\ercises a beneficial action

on the organic matters, hastening the decomposition of

vegetable remains in the soil ; it has also a beneficial

influence on the inorganic matters in the soil by
setting free potash and soda, both substances highly

necessary to the growth of plants ; from 80 bushels to

. 320 bushels per acre are applied at shorter or longer

intervals, according to the custom of the district.

Whether put on a,s fresh lime, gas lime, or gypsum
marl, or as common chalk, must depend more on the

locality tlian on any great superiority of one over the

other. Practically lime is a great sweetener of the

herbage, and should be used more or less on all soils.

Now, although I have been advocating draining and
liming, these are only preliminary proceedings ; and it

will not do to stop at this point, but a proper course of

manuring and feeding must follow. It is an old saying

that " the use of lime without manure is sure to make
the farmer poor," and I think we should find this

correct with respect to Grass laud as well as plough. I

consider that the best manure you can use is that

which is made in the yard (under cover, if possible),

from well-fed stock ; and this should be applied in the
summer, on mowing grounds directly the hay has been
carried, and on feeding lands when the Grass has been
well fed out, and should be spread and well harrowed
in at once, so as to spoil the after-Gra.ss for as short a
time as need be. In the summer the roots of the

Grasses are in full vigour, and can at once assimilate

the manure. In the winter they are dormant, so that

it may be washed below the surface, and the coarser

Grasses which root deeper reap the benefit of it at the
expense of the finer ones. Of course, when it is not
convenient to apply manure during the summer it is

much better to put it on at any dry time in the w-inter

than to leave the land unmanured. Small dressings of

farmyard dung frequently applied are, I think, far

preferable to larger ones at longer intervals. It is very
rarely the case that enough farm-yard dung is made for

the whole of the farm, and in consequence the pasture

land has generally to go without ; to remedy this it is a

good plan to make compost heaps of all the vegetable

refuse, mi.\ed with road scrapings, earth from old banks,

chalk, and whatever farmyard dung can be spared;
over all these salt should be sown and the whole
thoroughly turned and mixed together several times,

addiug,"if'possible,liquid manure at each turning ; thus
a very valuable manure may be made of substances

"Inch would otherwise be of little use. In addition to

these, artificial manures may very often be advan-
tageously apphed. Bones, as we all know, have shown
the most marked eflfect when used on some Gra.ss lands.

This is especially the case in Cheshire, Lancashire, and
Yorkshire. I find that Cheshire is capable of keeping
from 30 to 50 per cent, more stock now than could be
kept 30 years ago, before the application of bones was
so spiritedly resortJed to. Guano and nitrate of soda

may, I think, both be used with advantage in many
instances. About five years ago I used both this

manure and also superphosphate of lime on two Grass

fields, together over 30 acres in extent, which we had
not time to manure with farmyard dung. Both fields

were divided into three strips—on No. 1, 2 cwt. of

guano, on No. 2, li cwt. of nitrate of soda, and on
No. 3, 5 cwt. of superphosphate per acre were sown in

April, and a wide belt crossing all three strips in both
cases was left without any manure. Both fields were
mown. The guano and nitrate of soda gave nearly the

same increase of crops, quite 15 cwt. per acre more than

when there was no manure, guano showing decidedly

more in the aftermath, but the supenihosphate
apparently did no good at all, as we could not see

where tlie belt without manure ran across the plot.

The soil was an average clay that had been turf, drained

some years before, and wanted to be drained again. To
show the great influence that manuring has on the

Grasses, I may mention that Mr. Lawes lias for many
successive years treated half-acre plots in the midst of

a natural sward, each in a different way, and the

result now is that these plots are as distinct as if they

had been sown with different sorts of Grasses.

\Ve now come to the feeding of Grass land, and
this is, I think, the most profitable and best way
of treating it to as great an extent as possible.

I am of opinion that we must feed hard with cattle as

well; this will consolidate the surface, and keep the

Clover and finer Grasses firmly rooted in the soil,

otherwise thev get thrown out of the ground during

the winter, an'd Mosses frequently take their place. I

also strongly recommend that all stock, whether
grazing or dairy, should be given corn or cake to a

greater or less extent, as may be requisite, while feeding

on the land during the summer. This is the very best

way of improving both the land and the stock; and if

animals will pay for corn feeding in the winter, they

surelv will do so in the summer, when they can get all

the rest of the food for themselves. Mr. Campbell, of

Buscot Park, Berks, has carried out the practice of

coni-feeding stock on Grass land most energetically,

and this in addition to draining, artificial manuring,
and sowing renovating mixtures of Gi*ass seeds.

Whether he will be repaid for the enormous outlay he
has made in this way or not it is beyond me
to say, but that he has wonderfully improved a

^ ^__
great deal of the land I can testify, as I knew! i"j^'y the Grass land

the estate well before, and have seen it many times
]
chunge'l. It was all

since. I believe I .-un within the mark in saying

that land there which t'nruierly was not worth more
tlian 10.1-. to 15s. per acre would now readily

let at from SOs. to iOs. The plan which I first saw
there, of giving the cattle their corn or cake in

boxes about 14 in. square and 5 in. deep, putting one
out in the field for each beast, is, I think, a very good
one. Where you have sour feeding spots of Grass, it

is a very good plan to sow salt over them ; the cattile

will then readily feed the roughest down, and it will

soon become sweeter. Hard feeding will, I think, get

rid of most weeds, and if care is taken to cut Thistles

and Rattles, and eradicate Docks before they run to

seed, we shall very soon have nothing but Clovers and
true Grasses in our fields. On some farms I know the

practice of fattening pigs on the Grass land is carried

on during the summer with a most marvellou-s effect.

The pigs are folded between hurdles about six in a lot,

a wooden frame covered with thatched hurdles, to

shade the pigs from the sun, is placed in each pen, and
they have a fresh fold given them every day. The food

is taken to the pigs three times a-day, ready mixed up,

in a large baiTel on wheels (similar to a churn), so that

the man who feeds them has only to pull the barrel

round till the opening is underneath for the food to run
out into the troughs. I know that pigs fed in this way
on the land do well, and the growth of Grass afterwards

is something perfectly astonishing. Care must be
taken to keen the pigs well ringed, to prevent their

grubbing up the turf. Finall.v, as the easiest and best

way of improving Grass land, I advocate making straw,

or cake with roots, take the place of hay as much as

possible during the winter, and feeding the Grass on

the land in the summer, with com and cake in addition

;

in this way a large quantity of stock per acre can be

kept, and, which is another consideration, the great

bother and expense of hay-making is got rid of to a

very great extent.

2. Of the Extension of Grass Lands I shall say

very little, except that I think this would frequently

be beneficial on farms consisting principally of arable

land. It is an advantage to be able to make off in

summer the beasts kept to consume the .straw in the

\rinter : and now that labour is getting so scarce, it is

very difficult to get enough hands to properly cultivate

a large tract of arable land, so I would recommend
laying down to Grass such land as is difficult to work,

or that will not carry sheep in the winter ; also laud

l.ving off at some distance from the homestead ; but

these are only suggestions, and very much depend on

the nature of the soil and other special circumstances.

In conclusion, I quote from Mr. Smith on Grass

lands
—"Grass landi are by no means subject to so

many vicissitudes as com crops; the latter too

frequently suffer from unfavourable seed times, bad
harvests, and severe winters, while pastures may with

comparative ease be regulated. If in a gi-owing season

there is more Grass than is required for the time, an

additional haystack is never found to incommode the

cattle iu their winter quarters ; while a lodged crop of

com rarely, if ever, recovers itself, and the farmer has

no remedy at hand."

Mr. Hunt sai-i that he thought those farmers who had a

little OiasH land wumc a|>t tu liiiwriianage it. His own Ijraetiee

\v;i> 1- . t ill 1 1 I n (I ' ,j I-- lands, .and put it on to

til, ,; ,1 II !
I 1 1 1 y speaking they did not

^riv, i,, <•, • :i,;i M ',,
1

1 they ought. Mr. Evans
lv,.l

'.
I

'
I iiii. ml ii' (Mr llunt)hadhad theoppor-

tniii' 1 ' r II.' ui.>au 111 wliuti Grass lands 'vei-e culti-

vitt, : ,; iirt. The (arruers did not make hay in the

,s:,iM .1 lid in this county. They depended entirely

11^,,. II I , iii_. ,1, 1 .!id not look after their hay crops. They
only ui.i.le .. .juilKiL-nt .]n intit v ..f hay to winter their stock

upon. Iu sumo plaii- t'l , h i i
i

. . 1 1 in the habit of breaking

uppartof their fiell- i i i tlium with Vetches, Rye,

.and Oats. Straw u ,

' that they did not make
sufficient miuiure t.> In^ H" I nnls. A friend of his in

Cheshire dressed his land ^^^th liones—14 cwt. to the acre—
which would seem to them to be a gl'eat deal, but be had had

opportunity of seeing the land after it bad been thus

3cd. and the Clover and Grass were as good as he could

wish to see. The soil, however, was nither different to theu-s.

Mr. Everett said the most valuable experiments ever con-

ducted in Europe with regard to pasture land were those of

Mr. Liiwes, and reported in the lUtb, inth. and 'Jlth volumes

of the Royal Agricultural Journal. Ttv^ -.n'^i-il ,- th-1o-'..ii

vas that the most satisfactory re^ii!'- .tu.. i i'.

:ombination of artificial and niinei-il i

jupci-phosphate mi.\ed together. Jli, I
i

.

result from these than from .applying; f
'
n n _, . i 1 i

which was rather remarkable, as they looked uj

maniu-e .as the best they could apply either to arable or pasture

land. Mr. Lawes did not, in any c-ise, advise the application

of manure containing large quantities of nitrogen .alone, nor

did he recommend the application of mineral m.anure alone.

The Chairman said that their district was not a grazing

district, and there was very little land that could be planted

with Grass to advantage. The finer Grasses were completely

burnt up in the dry season, and the only Grass that remained
was the Couch Grass. Mr. Evans had referred to the pasturing

of pigs on meadow land. He did not know what Mr. Evans's

experience had been, but from his experience, the pi^s would
not consume the Grass. He thought that the apphcation of

chalk and lime would be very beneficial, and would sweeten

the land and encourage tie growth of Clover and TrefoU. He
thought that where the land required it, draining was the key-

stone of all good fanning. After that, the application of

compost would conduce more to the growth of Gnass than .any-

thuit else that could be applied Liquid "

w IS iK J good—five parts of liquid

Wheat was higher, but now that the price of Wheat was so
low, and stock higher, it would pay to do so ; besides, tho
labour on pasture land, compared with the labour required on
arable land, was comparatively trifling. He did not exactl.v

e with the Chairman, for the expense of growing Turnips
very great : hay was much better.

3ElEbieb3g.
Tfie Journal of AfiriciiUare. Third Series. No. I.,

July, 1866. 150, Fleet Street, London.
This periodical is to appear at monthly intervals for

the future. The present number contains a review of
Gamgee on the Cattle Plague ; an article by Mr. Rufz
De Lavison on Cross Breeding ; a paper on Mediaeval
Agriculture, reviewing Professor Rogers' History of
Prices between 1259 and 1400 ; a discussion by the Old
Norfolk Farmer on Imported food; an essay by
Mr. Morrison on the Planting of Barren and Exposed
Land ; Agricultural and Statistical Returns ; a
Veterinarian Review ; and an account of Agricultural
Society Meetings during the quarter. On the whole it

is hardly up to its usual standard of excellence.

We quote the following passage, extracted from
Professor Rogers' book ;

—
" The art of mediaeval

husbandry diners from that of later times by its

deficiencies; the land was imperfectly drained, the
working of the soil was shallow, the manures employed
were limited to stable-dung, to lime or marl, and to

sheep-dressing. Scanty as the crop was, it seems to
have been very exhausting, for half the land, in

ordinary cases, lay in fallow. Roots and artificial

Grasses"were unknoivn. Such crops as were obtained,

scanty as they were in amount, were not procured
except at large relative ' expense, and every notable

addition to the wages of labour or the cost of produc-

tion so greatly diminished the value of land as to

cause a revolution in its tenure. The rent of land,

since it rises and falls as the cost of production
.

diminishes or increases, was very low, and could not be
increased except by such improvements in the cost of

agriculture as were very distant from the experience of

that time,
"It is probable that, in such parts of England as

were, for the resources of the 13th and 14th centuries,

fully peopled, not much less land was regularly under
the plough than at present. It is true that the system

of fallows was necessarily practised ; and it seems that

when old pasture land of indifferent quality was broken
up, it was exhausted for some time by a single crop,

and was forthwith retimied to pasture. But there is

even now abundant evidence of ancient culture iu

lands whicli have, time out of mind, been used as

pasture. "Wherever ridge and furrow are seen in

pa.sture, there the land has been, at some time or the

other, under the plough ; and, as is well known, the

marks of such culture are exceedingly permanent

—

indeed, they can be effaced only at great cost. So,

much land on the Southdowns, which has not borne
grain crops in the memory of man, retains unmis-
takable traces of ancient cultivation. The exigencies

of mediaival society left little ground which could be

available for cultivation, for park, or pleasure, and
upland pasture must have been of little value."

Lirtage the expense of c irrym;

iter on t the pasture Ian 1 wa
[c 1 lievedthit tht, best

tion t tl I 1 " "1 "-ise

Turnips udc ibl linus

whUst sheep fe 1 ne

th lt,ht tl t\ h I
wing

fTimils Hn 1 1 I
t '

ity^t

cultivating Turnips tb i i i t \ f ill i, I f i ining m
that district

Mr S Wentworth sud that he came there moie paitl

cularly to listen although he had bad a little experience ir

farming. He thought that they ought to lob the arable land

Miscellaneous.
Fis7t as Foo<l.—'\'\u i;rr:ii iiii]iurtance of fish as au

article of food uia\ lir , li;niy .-howu by a comparison

of the total supply ut li.-U and beef to London in the

course of a single year. Neither iu the case of fish nor

of beef is it possible to give accurate statistics. But it

has been roughly estimated that London consumes
300,000 fat cattle annually, which, at an average weight

of 6 cwt. each, would amount to 90,000 tons of beef.

At this moment there are between 800 and 900 trawl

vessels engaged in supplying the London market with

fish, and assuming the average annual take for each to

be 90 tons, this would give a total of some 80,000 tons

of trawled fish. This is irrespective of the vast

quantities of herrings, sprats, shell-fish, and of other

descriptions of fish which are supplied by other modes
of fishing. The weight of beef and of fish annually

consumed in London is thus in no great disproportion.

But tlie price is very different. The fisherman receives,

cm an average, little over 71- a ton for his fish, priine

and offal together,—the farmer is readily paid for his

I

beef not less than 60/. a ton. But this disparity of

price becomes the more remarkable when tested by the

practical experience not of the producer but of the

consumer. The buyer of fish in the West End of

Loudon finds that, on the average, his fish costs him
more per pound weight than his beef or mutton. And
when inquiry is made, the salesmen at Billingsgate

readily admit that the retail dealer gets an enormous
profit on the small quantity of fish he disposes of. It

might be thought that the competition of trade would
rectify any demand for excessive profit, but. in this

case, it does not seem to have that effect. While the

fishermen receive 3d. to -id. a pound at BiUingsgate for

prime fish, the buyer is charged Is., Is. 3rf., and Is. 6d.

a pound by the retailer. Some check might probably

be put upon this extravivgant rate of profit by a daily

return inserted iu the newspapers, and signed by the

clerk of the market, of the wholesale prices of the

various kinds of fish sold in Billingsgate. The evidence

we have taken, coupled with the increasing scarcity

and high price of butchers' meat, leaves no doubt in

our minds that a great field for profitable enterprise is

open for the application of increased capital and skill

to the sea fisheries of the United Kingdom. Within

the last two years, a single London company have

increased their fishing fleet by ten sailing and two

steam vessels, and are now building two more steamers.

The same coiurse is being followed by others, and

though, by such means, the supply of fish to Billings-

gate is constantly increasing, it fails to keep pace with

the demand. The well-known fishing grounds in the

North Sea are, even yet, only partially fished. The
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Dn^^eerBank, which has an area of several hundred

?nSemUes, and is most prolific of fish, is to a great

Stent unworked by the trawlers, and new grounds are

ttiU being discovered where fish are found in great

lldancl. Between England and the Continent the

Average depth of the German Ocean is SO feet. One-

fifth of it is occupied by banks which are.always bemg

Sded to by the muddy deposits of the rivers of both

Stries. In extent they are equal to the superficial

area of Ireland. To these banks the animals of the

ncean chiefiy resort, and this great and prolific field i^

£> to the indust^ of all. ^'ho produce of the sea

Siind our coasts bears a far higher proportion to that

ff the land than is generally imagined. The .most

frequented fishing grounds are much more rrolin« «'

food than the same extent of the richest land. Once

n the year an acre of good land, carefully tilled pro-

duce-i a ton of com, or 2 or 3 cwt. of meat or cheese.

The same area at the bottom of the sea on the best

fishing grounds yields a greater weight of ioodtotlie

nersevermg fishermen every week m the year, Pive

vessels belonging to the same owner, m a single nignt s

fishing, brought in 17 tons weight of fish an amount

of wholesome food equal in weight to that of 50 cattle

or 300 sheep. The ground which these vessels covered

during the night's fishing could not have exceeded an

ai-ea of f.O acres. When we consider the amount ol

care that has been bestowed on the improvement of

lariculture, the national .societies which are established

for promoting it, and the scientific knowledge and

engineering skill which have been enlisted in its aid, it

seems strange that the sea fisheries have utherto

attracted so little of the public attention. There are

few means of enterprise that present better chances ot

nrofit than our sea fisheries, and no object ot greater

utility could be named than the development of enter- ,

prise skill, and mechanical ingenuity, which might be
[

elicited by the periodical exhibitions and publications

of an influential society specially devoted to the British

fisheries, ftfport of the Sea FMerie.i Conwmswii,

'An"i',i- 'ri!l'.i,«,"/l"oiahrea!c of Cattle Plague.—

A

remarkaliU- nisiance of cattle plague came under our

notice this day (June 18th), which deserves, m our

opinion, a place in the annals of veterinary medicine.

Before relating the facts of the case, it will be better to i

state that the disease has been absent from this neigh-

bourhood for manv months, and we had trusted that

the various Orders "in Council respecting the moving ot

animals from place to place in the country would have

entirely stopped its ravines. No doubt these precau-

tions have been of great use , but m spite of them, and

all that has been written and said on the subject ot its

never arising spontaneously, we this daywitnessed a

case on the premises of Mr. Palmer, of Reech Court

Farm near Dover, which would make us hesitate to

speak'positively on the point. Mr. .Pahner informs us

that no fresh stock had been on his premises lor the

past eight months ; that his cattle had always been

turned out on the Downs, close by the sea, being nearly

two miles from any highway ; and that they had never

been off the fann, nor had any neighbouring farmers

stock been near them. A,s no disease has existed in

this part of the country for .such a length of tuae, we

are totally at a loss to account for the outbreak. Our

client has lost two animals, aged respectively 15 months

and two years. The remaining animals at the time

we write appear to be perfectly healthy. The symptoms

and post mortem appearances we need not mention, as

they were so marked that no duly qualified vetennarj'

surgeon could possibly mistake them. We have made

all possible inquiries respecting the cause ot the

outbreak, and cannot trace it even to a supposed case

of contagion. We are firm believers m cattle plague

being a most contagious disease, and until now have

never seen a case which we could not trace to this

cause. We may add that but few cattle are kept in the

immediate neighbourhood, and none of them have been

newly purchased. One object we have in view in

sending this case is to ask if any of your readers can

throw any light on its cause; and another, that ot

inducing them to publish analogous cases, if such

should have come under their notice. Messrs. Norfolk

4- Sulmer, M.S.C.V.S., Dover, in the T'eterinanav.

Calendar of Operations.
July : Soiling CoWZc—This practice is on most

arable farms, especially where provision is made of

crops near the feeding boxes and yards for carrying it

out a profitable method of increasing the store of

manure upon the farm. Where Italian Eye-grass and

Lucerne and Clover, liberally treated, are near the

feeding-house, cattle can be fattened during the

summer months more cheaply than during winter,

with at least as great advantage to the fertility of the

farm. The practice is very warmly advocated m the

earlier editions of " Young's Fanners' Calendar," as

follows :— , . . .
i. J i J

Enlightened fanners have in many districts adopted

this system for horses, but still reject it for cattle ; and

it will probably take a century to render it as universal

as it might be, most profitably. The objections to it

are not of any importance ; it has been argued that the

expense is an object, and that cattle will not thrive so

well, nor will cows give so much milk, as if fed in the

field. That the expense is something cannot be denied,

but that it amounts to anything considerable, is con-

trary to fact. Mr. Mure fed 240 fatting oxen in sheds

through a whole summer by the mowing of one scythe

;

if the attendance upon the beasts be added to this

amount, the whole will evidently come to a sum
which, when divided either per head or per acre, will

be so low as to do entirely away with this objection.

As to the question of thriving, the assertion has been

made, as far as it has come to my knowledge, without a

trial, and is consequently mere theory. The beasts

mentioned above were all sold fat at Smithfield, and did

as well as similar beasts had done fed abroad.m the

most favourable seasons, and better than m. /"iJ

summer not remarkably favourable. I practised it lor

several years together very carefully for fatting cattle,

weighing alive periodically, both while in stalls ana

when at Grass, and I found that in soiling they thiove

better than when abroad. If the worid will reason

in.on even- rpiestion of fanning, they should do it witn-

,,iii 111, inilMv and then their reason would, to m\
niiir.lh ii~iiiii agree with the.se facts. Every one knows

ii(.\v iniiiHiilnig flies are to cattle when abroad, ride

into a ticld in summer to look at stock, and where do

you find them? Not feeding, but standing or resting

under trees, in ponds, in rivers, and, if there is no

better shelter, in ditches under brambles • in a word

anywhere but feeding in the open air. What tho

graze is in the morning and evening; and m mam
cases they lose in the heat of the day all they gam it

those moments of their comfort. To this superioiitj

we must add that of the main object, which is the

dunchill • in one case this is accumulated in a degree

even sunerior to what is effected in winter ;
in the

other, it is scattered about the pastures, and nine-

tenths of it carried away by the flies, or dried almost to

a caput morttimn by the sun. The prodigious supe-

riority of thus raising a large and very valuable dung-

hill in one case, and none at all in the other, ought to

convince any reasonable man, that there is 119! a

practice in husbandry so decidedly supenor as this ot

soiling, were there not one other reason lor it tnan

what have already been produced.

Those farmers who have given particular attention

to the state of farmyard manure, as it is made m
winter and in summer, and to the efficacy ot botli, can

scarcely have failed to remark that the supenority ot

the dung arising from any sort of stock m surnmer is

very great to such as is made in winter from stock no

better fed. , . ^ . j f „j „„
Cattle, when soiled upon any kind of good iood, as

Tares, Clover, Chicory, Lucerne, or Grass, make so

large a quantity of urine as to demand the. greatest

quantity of litter ; the degree of this moisture,m which

their litt«r is kept, while the weather is hot much
assists a rapid fermentation. On the other hand, when

I view the common spectacle of a large yard spread

with a thin stratum of straw or stubble, and a parcel ol

I
lean straw-fed cows wandering about it, I see the most

ingenious way of annihilating litter, without niakmg

dung that the wit of man could have invented Burn-

ing such straw upon the land before sowing lurnips,

would be an application not inferior.

Cows thus managed are amongst the most unproht-

able stock that can be kept on a farm. W ith the best

food and management, their dung is inferior ; but thus

kept on a mde expanse of thin litter, well drenched in

rain and snow, running to ponds and ditches, they

destroy much, but give little.

There is, however, another fact of equal importance,

that the food given in stalls or boxes goes so much

farther than it will do when grazed where it grows;

and when we recollect the old remark, that a beast feeds

(or consumes) with five mouths, we shall not be sur-

prised at this fact. A greater stock may thus be

supported by the same farm, in one system, than there

can be in the other. , v •<•

Two circumstance=i demand attention, which, it

neglected, will considerably lessen the benefit to be

derived from soiling. The one is, to have a plentilul

provision of litter ; and the other, much care in teeding

—to give the beasts but little at a time; if much be

tumbled before them, it heats, they pick it over, and

the waste may be great ; and if a cart be left in the yard

loaded, the contents heat, and then cattle will not eat

it. A certain degree of care is necessary m everything

;

and in nothing more than in feeding all sorts ot cattle.

As to litter, it is an object of such importa.nce, that

provision for the system should be gradually made

through the wint«r, if corn enough be not lett tor

summer threshing to supply the beasts. AH. dry vege-

table matter, capable of providing a dry lair installs or

boxes , leaves, in woodland countries ; Fern, dried peat,

&c., should be thus collected against the summer
months. An enterprising vigilant farmer, when he

has such an object as this in view, will exert every

nerve to be prepared for a system the profat ot w'hich

will depend so much on the care previously taken to be

well provided with litter of some sort or other.

The first crops that will be ready for soiling are the

Rye, Lucerne, and the Italian Rye-grass, and the

Trifoliura incamatum ; which may be supposed to last

all the stock till the first-sown winter Tares are ready,

when the Lucerne left uncut should be mown for hay.

The second-sown winter Tares come next ; then Clover,

to be succeeded by the third sowing of Tares, and by

the second growth of Italian Rye-grass and of Lucerne.

After this come spring Tares, and the second growth ot

Clover ; and the third cutting of Italian Rye-gi-ass and

of Lucerne may follow. If Chicory be applied to this

use for which it is well adapted, it will, on any good

land, be mown thrice, and on very good soils four times.

The quantity and value of the manure thus made will

surprise those who have not witnessed it. Whether

the stock be stalled or fed in boxes, or kept m well-

littered yards covered or open, in divisions, accordmg

to sort, size, age, fatness, value, or any other rule ol

separation, if they are fed carefully, have water at

command, and are kept clean, all sorts will thrive to

the farmer's satisfaction.

U N T A I N JET

:\'lliltvin,ui #1

JKT l»kaU dome and
18110lts,6s M , 24do ,

CONVOLVULrs
' 111 -"O (In (••< I i

I
I"'

Fig 625

DOMF
8« 6<J

Fig. 623.

CONVOLVULUS, BARKER'S MILL.
lOins...

8,. 04 I lis. il7«.6<i.;14iDS.,18a.6<(.

ConnectlnB Screws to all the nbore Jets, 1.?. CiJ cstru.

Branch Pipe for mislDE up Jets 1 foot high, hs M _,„„,„
A Tap is required to be fixed In the Pipe to regulate the supply

°
J. TvLoa'it So"s"Maiiufacturers, Warwick Lane, Newgate Street,

GALVANISED IRON WATER CISTERNS,
Cheap, Hght, and durable, will noL rust or corrode, and

keep water perfectly sweet.

Vo hold Each.

30 gallona, 20s. Od.

50 ^allODS, 2ia. Od.

80 gallons, 323. Od.

100 gallons, 38.?. 6d.

125 gallons, 45s. Od,

150 gallona, 49s-. Oti.

200 gallona, 653. Od.

260 galloua, 733. Od.

300 gallons, 84s. Od.

Witb Lid and

Brasa Tap.

GALVANISED WIRE STRAND CABLE FENCING.

HDRDLES, HURDLES, HURDLES, Is. Dd.

PATENT STRAINING PILLARS, Ac.

GALVANISED IRON PUMP.S. _
GALVANISED SWING WATER BARROWS.
LAWN MOWERS. GARDEN ROLLERS.
ASPHALTE ROOFING FELT. Id. per square foot.

Motley & Grken.
niuotrated Catalogues and Estimatea free on application.

12. Great George Street, Leeds.

ftTEONG POULTRY and CHICKEN-PROOF FENCE.
No. 11 Vasiett.

Notices to Correspondents.

Grass A Co77stnut Suhncriljer. We recommend .sowing R^ipe

and feeding off, and then putting in seeds and Barley next

spring. Grass seeds are, however, as likely to .succeed sown

by themselves in August ov September as at any other timo

of the year. _ , ti,- „
Prize-li.st of Aoriccltpbal Society : F. There Is nothing

for it but patience. It is impossible to say when the awards

will be announced.

10 n Qiit elegirt and d\

under our notice Bel w t a auniLientiy nne lo ne prooi hiikw

against the Ingress of Rats and tha egress ol Chickens, and, bemg
spiked above. It affords no resting piace for the Fowls, who con-

sequently do not attempt to fly over ii„"—PouUry Book.

PRICES PER YARD,
feet high. Is. 6d. Japanned ; Is. lOd. Galvanised.

G & Co '3 New Illustrated Catalogue will shortly be ready. It will

contain descriptions of the above, and othor Iron and Wire Fences

for Parka, Farms, Gardens, Game Preserves, Poultry Courts, &c.;

alao of Iron Gates, Iron Hurdles, Economical Wire Netting ana

Rooting Folt.

Greenino & Co. (Limited), Victoria Iron and Wire Works, and

4, Warren Street, Manchester.
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/^.'VEDEN BORDER EDGING TILES, iu great
VJ variety of patterns and material, the plainer aorts being

eapecinliy suited for KITCHKN GARDEXS, as
they h.irboxir no Slues aud Tusects, take up little

room, and once put down incur no further labour
and expense, as do "grown" Edgings, conse-
quent! v being much cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in
Artificial Stone, of great durability, and in gi-eat

variety of design.

F. & G. RosiTBii, Manufacturrrs, Upper Ground
Street, Blackfriars, S. ; Queen's Koad West,
Chelsea, S.W. ; Kingsland Koad, Kingsland.N.E.

Solo London Agents for FOXLEyS PATENT GARDEN WALL
BKlCIiS. Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

OH.NAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halla, CoiTidoi-s, Balconies, &c., as cheap and diu-able as

Stone, in blue, red, and buff colours, and capable of forming a variety

>ro enriched designsAlso TESSELATED PAVEMENTS
than the above.
WHITE GLARED TILES, for Ijning Walls of Dairies, Larders,

SILVER SAND (KKIGaTE, best quuiity), at the above
addresse.'i— ]4.N\ per Ton, or Is. 3rf. per Bushel ; 2s. per Ton exli-a

for deliverj- within thiee miles, and to any London Railwav or Wharf.
Quar.titits : f 4 Tuns. Is. per Ton less.

FLINTS, BRICK BURRS or CLINKERS, for Rockeries or Grotto
Work. F. U. G. KoscER.—Addresses see above.

N.B. Orders promptly executed by Railway.

NEIGHBOUR'S
IMPROVED COTTAGE

BEE HIVE, as originally
introduced by Gkomqe Neioh-
BODR & Sons, with all the

ftroveraeuts, wofking
l-glfisses; is neatly

and sLrongly made of straw;
it has three Windows in the
lower Hive, with a Thenno-
meter affixed to the centre
one. This Hive will be found
to possess many practical

that has been intro-

Price complete . . £1 15

_ _ _ supply Stocks of the pui'e race
carefully packed in Woodbuiy Bar-Frame Hives, so as to travel with
comparatively no risk of damage.
ENGLISH BEES,—Stocks and Swarms may be obtained as hereto-

. newly-arranged CATALOGUE of other Improved Hives, with

;s, 127, High Holboni, W.C. ; or
Drawings and Pnces, $

s HAW'S TrFTANT,
For samples and prices apply to

J. Shaw A Co.. 20. Oxford Street, Manchester.

^^^;T^^o ^VATER

Water n];iy bo. hppc^
the I'nb tilted and

by merely
i placed <Handle it c_ _.

the ground, and the Fra _
detached. To hold about
30 or 36 gallons, price 42s.
Carriage gaid to any station

Great Eastern Line.
POWERFUL GARDEN ENGINE, suitable for theabove, pnce 45,

IMPROVED WATER and LIQUID MAlsTJRE CARTS.
Catalogues on application.

Manufactured by W. S. Bopltow. Rose Lane Iron Works. Norwich,

Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.
COTTAM'S HURDLES are made in the best manner

of superior Wrought Iron. SHEEP HURDLES, from 4s. ;CATTLE HURDLES, from 48. lid.
each ; CONTINUOUS FENCE, from
Sd. per loot ; FIELD GATES, from
26*'. each. Illusti-ated Price List on
application.

ENTRANCE GATES, RAILING,
and IRON WORK of every descrip-
tion. Designs and Estimates free ot

CoTTAUi Co.,

No. 2, Winsley Street
(opposite the Pantheon),

Oxford Street, Loudon, W,

JOHN WARNER & SONS, London, Manufacturers.
r WARNER

AND SONS

Have much improved the

coustruction of their

GAEDEN

ENGINES
m some important par-

ticulars for this Season,

They may be obtained

of the Trade generally

throughout the Kingdom

ut the following pxices :

—

No. 547. WARNER'S
best ENGINES, in 'Wood

Tubs, and fitted with

Warner's llegistered

Spreaders

—

24 GaUons, £6 10

14 „ 5 10

No. 547a. WAENER'S
strong ENGINES, in Gal-

vanised Iron Tuba, well

painted

—

10 Gallons, £2 19

10 ,, 3 14

4 19

5 10

WARNER'S
BAEBOWS,
Galvanised

No. 579i

WATER
thoronghly

and well painted

—

20 GaUons, £2 2

30 „ 2 13

3S „ 3 17

50 „ 5 12

The oO-GiUloa Barrow

is made extra strong

tlirtjughout, and fitted

with handle for two men.

No, 568J, AMERICAN
ENGINE, is now well

known and appreciated.

It throws a continuous

stream, and is complete in

itself, £2 2s.

SYRINGES in great

variety, from 7«. 6^, to

I8s. 6U.

The DISC SYEmGE,
No, 657a, will recommend

itself by the ease with

which it is filled, and

non-liability to get out of

order. Price 9s.

w A R N E R ' S

AQUAJECT
Is recommended to the

notice of Horticulturists as

possessing the following

advantages :—It is simple

in construction, portable,

and easily worked. It

throws a continuous

stream, and is low in

price.

The Aquaject, 80s.

Ditto small size, 185,

WARNER'S 6-GaUoa

GARDEN ENGINE, of

Galvanised Iron and well

painted, fitted with Brass

jVii'-vessel, Branch Pipe,

and Warnxr's Registered

Spreadei*, 50*. Light,

portable, and easily worked

by a lady or child.

No. 35. WARNER'S
IRON PUMPS for Wells,

not exceeding 25 feet iu

depth — 2|-in,, 28s, M.

;

3-in,, 41s,; 3J-in,, 46s,;

short barrel do,, 21s,

No, 36, IRON FORCE
PUMPS for raising water

above their level, or

Wuteiing Tarda, Gardens,

&e., through hose—2J-in,,

.59s,; 3-in,, 65s,; 3J-iu.,

77s, ; 4-in., 89».

No. 36i. FORCE
PUMP on BARROW, re-

commended for its great

portability and simplicity

of construction. £5 10*.

No, 42. WARNER'S
PORTABLE PUMPS on

Folding Legs, are of a

superior construction.

Price 55s, ; Rubber

Suction, 2s, lid. per ft.

No, 597a, branch
PIPES with Cocks and

Roses—j-in., 3s.
; l-in,,

4s.
; |-in,, 5s.

No, 599. TAPER
BRANCH PIPES—J-in.,
4s. 9d.

; l-in,, 5s. 3rf.

;

'i-in,, 6s, ; 1-in,, "s.

FOUNT.UN JMS iu
great varietv, from 3s. Cd.

to 25s,

DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LISTS forwarded on application.
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GKEEN'S

Tlio ,ibove Rollers possei

wealer Iftcilitiei

tuined iuwards

O 111 otei oO ndi63 L ugtli J

all others. They
.xis, affording
oundcd off or

ks left by otber

Kolle a tlttcd th &Wts suitable fur Pony o I

n Mlwto
t I t iU the p mcipal Railway Stat ous

VKl)] D to GHtEN S PAPENT
M WFRS

lllf iriuN, LOXDON 1

nil ITI N DUBLIN 1%
1 d to be the be t and bave
has been gi en n

rUS for 1866.—
tho Season of 1864

] .jtatv tho King of

WANTED, a PARTNER in an Established Nursery,
about three miles from London, whore a good Business is

carried on. An active Man, who would tiike a shiire in the Buaineea
and attend to the Boolis, with a Capital of ftom £2m to £3ti0, would
find this worth his notice.—Address A. Z., Post Office, Hampstead,
London, N.W.

HAi^D MACHINE.

r/i£«s are the only Lawn ^lowers that will work for'years without
requiring repair.

These are tho only Lawn Mowers that will Mow properly when the

(irass is Wet.
, ,, ,

2Vj&sc aro the only Lawu Mowers that are in uso m .vll the Koyat

(iiirdens.

Every 5Iir 'im- tvii—u-! !, mid if not approved of can bu at once
retumcii ''i,,--;, .r ,i p. i.u I-ists sent free on applioition,

Ai,i\ r II ^ .
I II-, Iron Works, Arbroath; and L'7, Leaden-

hail i^ti-r, :
.....!,

I
'

27, LtiaibMi'iiM .-.'I.
•' \~ i!io only place in London where intending

purchatiers or L:\wn -Mn/.tns can chouse from a stock of from WO to

200 Macnines; nil sizeS kept there, whether for Horse, Pony, or

Hand Power.

Oil Paint no longer Necessary.

ArETCUf 1

IMPLEMENT
IMPKOX 1 1 I

IIURDLFS ana tONTI

irorTICULTURVL
ieser ption

I IINC-
11 D FENCI"<G
a d GalTin sed

HILL .VND SMITH'S PATENT BLACIC VARNISH
for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. Thi Vam h n

excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-door wo k ands fu y

two-thirds cheaper. It may be applied by
„ _. thiiminff, and is used cold. It

[rounds at Windsor Castle. Kcw Gardens, and at the
hundreds of the nobility and gentry, from whi

testimonials have been received, which Hill i

application.

From Major Rt. Bell, Satidftoe, Noi-lhumherUiid.
" I have much pi

you. That I ha\

;
Sold m casks c

I

Manufactoi7, or

Apply to TIiLi.

mo t fla c

will foiwardo

WANTED, TWO or THREE AGUES of sood LAND,
for a Sample Ground (deep Loamy Soil preferred), with a

House attached, with immediate possession, and \vithin a few miles
of Loudon, and near to a Station on ono of the Railways runuing
into Charint? Cross Station. Send full particulare, addressed

. B., Messrs. Barr & Suiiden. 12. King Street, Covent Gar ,, W.C.

F^'
Purchiise, fro

Gentli'i,

Dminj;-!
lay would

41, Wellington Strei

Landowners or their own Agents only to
• M. R. A. S., Gante/ifira" Chronicle Office,

.Strand, W.C.

F
Hants.

ARMS TO LET, of from 300 to 6
SOUND CORN and STOCK LAND, of easy a

eatern P^ailwar.
Apply to Mr. Raynbird, Land Agent ml \ ii;

TO BE LET, for a Term, a ^^

FARM, near Winchester, con.-,! l-

Grass, and Wood Laud. May be uiii i

taking Crops, Tillages, &c., at a Taluation.

f ;. ;ii,a CORN
. ' <jf Arable,

iL .iiiiii>.'diately by

BmsnELL, Land

TO RE LET, for a Term, a Eirst-class EARM of
155 Acres, with good Residence, near Southampton. Im-

mediate en^ry to aTenant who will take Stock and Crop at valuation.

This to A Gentleman requiring a pleasant Country Residence and
valuable occupation, is an opportunity which seldom offers.

Fur particulars apply to Mr. Joslpu Blukdkll, Land Ageot, &c.,

Bursledon, Southampton. ^^ _^

To Nurserymen, Gardeners, and Florists.
rpo BE DISPOSED OF, by Private Coniriu^t,^iii

consequence " " " '"" " " '""^"''

GOUDW LL &. of • NUPSEPl BU Ni

10 ab e &e oas
f L nd n a

3 P pa a ng h

y app by 1 tte to F i

Lowdell Hi. Giuud), taolicitors, -1, Abchiuch Lane. London, CO,

1 saying I have known your Black Varnish

Aijp
12, 6u

DEANE & CO.,
46, KING WILLIAM ST., LONDON BRIDGE.

Horticultural Tools, <fec.

LAWN MOWING MACHINES, with Patented Improvements, 508., 70s.,

GARDEN BARROWS. Iron and Wood. [OOi'., 140s.

GARDEN ENGINES, Oalviinised Iron. Prices Sos., 05s., 78s., SO.S., 100s.. 110s.

GARDEN KOrj,"' \ I
i

, r] W: .
f ', f 2 7«. &!., f2 12s. 0((., £3 2s. (M.

STEEL D1GG1\' <
'

^''i - - VTHES, 4c.
GREENHOUsi '

.
.

i/. PUMPS.
WIRENETTIM !

I. illlKWORK.
GARDEN SK.M- ,i .M 11 Ml:

FLOWER STANU.S, Ca^t-iion and Wnv.
STRAINED WIRE FENClIiG and IKON HURDLES.

HOT-WATER FITTINGS for GREENHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES,
FORCING PITS, So.

Dt'Kne'

Lawn Mowers.
GREEN'S PATENT. |

SAMUELf?ON'S PATENT,
SH.VNKS' PATENT.

I
BARNARD'S PATENT.

DEANE AND CO., 46, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, E.G.

Xew Illustrated llorticuUural Catahrju

pout free on cqipUcation.

EsTAIiLISHED A.D. 1700.

J. B. BROWN & CO.'S NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWER.
PATE.NTEE.S AND SOLE MANUFACTUKER.i,

J. B. BROWN & CO.,

148, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.G.

GUARANTEED TO GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION,

AND, IF NOT APPRCVED OF,

MAY BE AT ONCE RETURNED.

ii ,
10. have jileasure in montioning that their B B LAWN MOWEll ordered for the

Gardens of Windsor L'astlo has e'lven so much satisfaction, that another B B MACHINE of a larger size [a 24-inch

Machine] has just been ordered. A Second B B Machine this Season fa 24-inch] has also been just supplied, by

order, for the Gardens of His Eoyal Highne-ss Iho Prince of Wales at Sandringham—June 26.

This New B B PATENT LAWN MOWEE is Manufactured by Messrs. Brown & Co., on theii- own Premises

•n London, under theh- personal superintendence. It is worked by means of Geared or Toothed Wheels, is quite

noiseless, and is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction in every respect.

PKICES—including Carriage to any Railway Station or Sliipping Port in England.

Oxfordshire Down Bams.

ME. DEDCE bejs to inform his Friends and the Public
tliat ho li,-is about THIRTY SHEARLINGS to DISPOSE OF

by Private Contract, and that he will be happy to show them at auy
time dm-ing the season.

Eynsham, Osford.—July 14.

^al£S iij9 ^tictt'on.

Siddenham, near Bedford.

Mil. STRAFFUKU will oftor for SAU: 1.

withtmtany reserve, on FRIDAY, Jh
tho Biddonham Annual Sheep Sale, HK\ i' N i

HORNED BULLS, the property of aii. '.h i,

by Second Duke of Thorndale 117748], :liii1 tatp
from well descended Cows. Th"" ~ ard's Jj'Linn.

mence immediately after-

wards. tJiddeuham is about.' a Mile and a half from Bedfoi-d, where
conveyances will meet the trains.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, iiiay be had on application^ to Mr.

M
Bidd°nhiin Auni al Sale

ir 1 i AI o 1 a L 1 r I Lo i d 1 e

IU eyancLS II r eet the tra a

Ml H m PoLLt Vu t ue r

Highly Imnoitant Sale of Estaljliahed Orchldbys 1 th It the
J oicniis Mr

^ JLD by

Aerld rtine

,. War^c.'ndczll deUcata
1 Ccelogync ciisfcita [teuni

Cvpnpedmiii tjarbatum (jiffiu-

10-inch Machine ...€3 10 )

12-inch Machine . . -1 10
J
Easily worked by a Boy.

U-mch Macliine . . 5 10 )

16-inch Machine . . 6 10 Ditto by a Man.

Every Machine stnt out is warranted to give ample satisfaet^

ked by a Man
, £7 10 Easily
"0 01

10 > Ditto by Two Men.

18-inch Machine
20-inch Machine
22-inch Machine
24-iuch Machine . . 9 J

and if not approved of may be at once rsturned.

.1 B BROWN Ai^D CO., OFFICES, 90 (late 18), CANKON STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.G.

WAREHOUSE and MANUFACTORY, 148, UPPER THAMES STREET, E.G.

Opjiosite the City of London Brewery, and close to the London Bridge Steam Boat Piers.

„ DayanurQ
„ Lowii
„ Sohlimii

„ Stonci

„ viUosum
Uendrobiuni DalhouMannm
„ Dovoniammi

n'ophyllum gigantoum

„ lloul--
,,

pvimuUnura gtganteiiiH

Epidondn-irn cnemidophomm
„ pris'fiatocaipum

Lrelia autumnalis gi-anainova

,, cinnabarina
„ elegans

Maxillarit
Miltonia caneata

I in Md
« VC —

\ L e^iielli
ig ossu 1 Aloxandr a

) \-\ Blunt
i \auteRii
I datum

Grenada, Ac.
Pesc:itorcl
Phnlrenopsis

trlumphans
lidmm Barken
ciicullatum

Phalionop&is amabilia

„ Ludde
., Parishii

„ Schilleriana
SaccoiabiuDi Blumei

Vanda Batemannit
,, ccerulea

„ cristata superba

suavis (Veitch'K)

tricolor superba

kilo, and Catalogues had.
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CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, FRAMES. /

THE OXLY PAIXT THAT SUCCESSFULLY STANDS UPON THE ABOVE TRYING WORK is

CARSONS' ORIGINAL ANTI-CORROSION PAINT.
TRADE MARK. PATRONIZED BY

THE BRITISH GOVKRXMENT. MOST of the NOBILITY and GENTRY.
THE INDIAN GOVERNMENT,

,

RAIL"n'AY and CANAL COMPANIES,
THE RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT. COLLIERIES, IRONMASTERS,

Also the LEADING HORTICULTURISTS.

TRADE MARK.

White
Light Stoke
Bath Do
Ckeam Colour
Light Portland Stom
Drab or Portland Do

Oak Colour
Lead Colour

nd has been proved, after a praetieal test of 70 ye

26,5,

Bright Red
Dark Do
Chocolate Colouk
Black
Purple Brow.v .

.

Bright Green .

,

Deep Green
Blue

The Anti-CoiTosion Paint is now used extensively for all kinds of

OUT-DOOR WORK,

,

to surpass any other Paint. It is ,ipplicahle to 'Wooden Houses, Farm, and otlier Oiil-Biiildinss, Park Fencing, Gates, &c.

also Iron Roofing, .and every deseription of Iron "Work, while for

PUBLIC EDIFICES, MANSIONS, VILLA RESIDENCES,

and every kind of Link, Stone, Compo, A.-i ., it is unrivalled, presenting the apptaraiue of fine cut Stone, and will positively hecon

it is laid on. It is undoubtedly the only Paint that will stand on

harder than the sa

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, FRAMES, &c.,

and is in eousequence largely used by the Nobility and Gentrx , also most of the eminent Horticulturists, for such purposes.

Anti-Corrosion is much lower in price, and lasts twice a.s long as the best 'White Lead ; at the s,anie time it is economical in application, i

ANT PERSON CAN LAY IT ON.

It is a Powder, requiring neither Grinding nor Tinting, and will keep any length of time.

Tkree Cwt. free to any Statiou in England, and most Ports of Eng-land, Ireland, and Scotland.

PATTERNS on application to

WALTER CARSON and SONS, Removed to LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON,
Three doors East of London, Chatham, and Dover Railway new V^iaduet.

CAUTION.—All Casks bear the Trade Mark, or are not Genuine.

TESTIMONIALS.
Iljrtract of a letter from His Excellency Baron Brunovv, Jtmsian Ambassador, to the Sksxwii Coiiml Cemral in Lom/oit.

•• In 1841 Mr, Walter Carsok, -tati-Corrosion Paint Manufacturer, funiiahed the Imperial Ministrv of War with 10 Ctsks of Di-j- Paint. Those Colours, after a trial .

given the most ,sati3factory results. They were used for painting Gun Carriages,"

CONSERVATORIES,
Mr, TaouAs WiLiER, .Vurserjnnoi!. JVortft Collingham, Newark —Man 3 186C

' There,sVo'o\V='r'ifiS.^Srit"rsi?;d^Sl-P"^°" "' """'""" '"" '"'°'' '

•, Cliford, Hereford.—April 20, ISCC.

ta.HtoDlDg the gli

B. Haioh Alle.v. Esq., Tht Prio _

iim. and l.» much more durable," ^ common paint does when exposed to strong

J, Elcohoe t Sov Xumries, Itovuey.—Ftbruary -,, leCfiWe can strongly recommend your Paint,"

-Mr. Hijcii MostoOMKEV, Oa,-dmc- <o the Moal^Hon. The^Miisaois of Ei,r, l.o/lui Hall, Fellmrd. IrelamI
' Your Paints a

r superio]

..V t, , . .^ —May 20, 1866.

r,,alnry"IayS "„? PaStt7,i-''su''p'^n'ei°-"-
' '""' *""" "" "'^''>- J"^" "^'-^ White Lead, and r

Tl,e Rev. Jo

SPECIAL.
an Btnq, Bor/ord Rectory. Colchester.—May >; IS66

Lead 'colonVabouriorfjyeiAlir Th"' b^"'^,oi 'pllnreSll^S^".'??
^^h. ?o»r. A>>tl-Corroslon

attract attention irom lasting io well."*

Captain DRorcRT,
'-'^''<''»\^J^}^^,

Roacomviaii, Ireland—January 11,

Q is befonoiDf; t

" The Paint I

stood the s

^^ ^n^K^.,i,, ^uiyuijs, .luisn. jtoscoiniiioit, Ireland.—Ja nuaru 12 ISfifi
fi given the greatest satisfaction both from the facility of apph tnE it and t•e weather—on wood, stone, and iron."

Hi'tj<"B n^, muu i

<i. Dowser, Esq., UtourmouVi Houet, Wingham
I have used your Anti-Corrosion for about 14 years, i

Ktnl.—September 6, 1865.
"' testify to its durability."

" t;,^ t» ^"Z'
'^^''^^«' ^^M ^'PA Court, Taunton.—Xovember 17, 1865The Pamt answered very nicely for stables, and iil the spring I shall ul

«n tK
P-ilnter. a good prolessional man, now admits that your Anti-Con

Sseifor^EA^'w«n*^'''^H'''r"'^'*^^J^^^^ andImayVtd,Vhatt-used for plaster walls mside, have stood without a blemish for these 5 or \

Editorial Communicatioi
* Bhoald be «ddres.s€d to " The Editor ;

• Advprtl«ementB and Rusine^ Letter
°1Ma ^PP" ":o^?™ Pintle, in the Parish of St, PancraTin th^^ o

a, aad PublLthfd by them a

GENERAL.
AM GitL, Hfrtinu/'ordbury Rectcn'^y,
' I like the Paint much and shall wa

>, Esq., Fornham Huiu^e, Bury St. E

r Hertford.^Tuiit 11, IStW

inds.—.Tamiary 22, 18«6,

3 send me, &c."

The Rev. E. Peacock, Road Hill Parsmage. -near Bath.-April 10. 1866.
' The Kev. E. Peacock having found the Paint he obtained in \mi stand very well, would thank
rs. Cai'son to send him, &c."

Jakes Phillipps, Esq., Bryntjwyn, Roxs, Here/oniahire.-Octolter 12, ISGi'i

1 the Paint, wnich eftectual and durable."

From tlu Rev. T. B. Whicht, Broughton Rectory. Brlgfj, Lincolnshire.
" The Paint gives ureat satisfaction. Amoug other things, I used it In painting the lights of a

Greenhouse, the wood of which, from exposure to the sun, had become in places muca cracked. The
Paint filled up the cracks, and remains, apparently, as bard as stone, effectually keeping out the wet

;

--...-- ..
1 preventing them being

with for out-door work, and quite superior to White Lead for the outside of hothouses.

From Sir Enwis Stpdamore Stamhope, Bart,, Molnte Lacy, Hereford.
" I have been in the habit of using your Anti-Carroaiou Pamt for out-door work for upwards of

10 years, and have found it stand remarkably well, both ou wood and iron; and if you think my
testimony of any service, you are at liberty to add it to that of others."

From J
" I have now a^ed your Anti-C . . .

vlnced that it is very superior to any other Paint, particularly for out-door work and farm purposes. I

can safely say, it has saved me a great deal of repairs, as also expense, by using it on the wood-work ot

e Otflfe, 41. Wellington Street. Covent Garden. London. W.C.
MCLLETT Evivs.of No. 11.

" " - - - -

:, Parish of .St. Paul's, Coveat Oarden, in the said Co.— S.«.:

t of Whitefriars. City of London,
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AND

AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE.
No. 29.—1866.]

A iSfewspaper of Rural Economy and General News.

SATURDAY, JULY 21.
f Price Fivepence.

I Stamped Edition, M.

Mowers, trial of Grass
ODcidlam MarshalLianum .

Oxen T. horses..

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.—At a General Meeting of the Subscribers to

I the 11th inst., for tne purpose of Electing
' coDsequence of the

the Executive Co
bition. Two I'ensi

the Two next highest on the Poll, after the Two f

Papers have bceu issued, be declared Pensioners."
The following was the result of the Ballot :—

CANDIDATES.

1 of £1000 from
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CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, FRAMES.

THE ONLY PAINT THAT SUCCESSFULLY STANDS Ul'ON THE ABOTE TRYING -WOItlC IS

CAESONS' OEIGINAL ANTI-COEKOSION PAINT,
TRADE^ MA^K^ ^^^[, ,s C0X.SEQUE.NTLV LARGELY USED BY THE NOBILITY AND GENTRY, ALSO THE LEADING HOKTICULTUP.IST.S. '''"'^fiJ^iL''

IT IS EQUALLY ADAPTED FOR ALL DESCRIPTIONS OF EXTERNAL WORK.
f" PAINT .

.J[ ,,

llrnANuFACTjBEo '|Jj3i„JM
" ''"' ''"'' '" ""'' ''^'''''"" '" ^'^"fff""^ "'"^ JFii/cs, (Hid iiiost Foits of Eiifflo lit!

,
liditml, ami Ncotluml.

I'ATTEUNS, PRICES, mid TESTIMONI.\I,S on application h,

WALTER CARSON and SONS, Removed to LA RELLE SAUVAGlil YARD, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON,
Tliree doors East of London, Cllath:ini, and Dover Railway now Viaduct.

CAtJTION.—All Casks bear the Trade Uark, or are not Genuine,

JOHN WARNEE & SONS, London, Manufactueers.
r WARNER

Axvi> SONS

Have much improTed the

construction of their

GARDEN

ENGINES
in some important par-

ticulars for this Season

They may be ohtauied

of the Trade generally

throughout the Kingdom

at the follo'wing prices —
No. .517. WARNERS

best ENGINES, in Wood

Tubs, and fitted mth
Warner's Registered

Spreaders

—

21 Gallons, £6 10

11 10

No. 617a. WARNER'S
strong ENGINES, in Gal-

vanised Iron Tubs, well

painted

—

10 GiiUons, £2 19

3 U
4 19

5 10

No. 579|. WARNER'S
WATER BARROWS,
thoroughly Galvanisi^

and well painted

—

20 Gallons, £2 2

30 ,, 2 13

38 3 17

.50 „ a 12

The 50-GaIlon Barrow

is made extra strong

throughout, and fittt-d

with handle for two inen

No. 5684, AMERICAN
ENGINE, is now well

known and appreeiittd

It throws a continuous

stream, and is complete m
itself. £2 2s.

SYRINGES in great

variety, from Is. 6rf to

18s. erf.

The DISC SYRINGE,

No. 5o7a, will recommend

itself by the case witn

which it is filled, and

lion -liability to get out of

T,y A R N E R • S

AQUAJECT
Is recommended to the

notice of Horticulturists as

possessing the following

advantages :—It is simple

in construction, portable,

and easily worked. It

throws a continuous

stream, and is low in

price.

The Aquaject, 30s.

Ditto small size, 18.!.

WARNER'S G-Gallon

GARDEN ENGINE, of

Galvanised Iron and tvell

painted, fitted with Brass

Air-vessel, Branch Pipe,

and Warner's Registered

Spreader, .50s. Light,

portable, .and easily worked

by a lady or child.

No. 35. WARNER'S
IRON PUMPS for Wells,

not exceeding 2.5 feet in

depth — 2i-in., 28s. 6rf.

;

3-in., 41$.; SJ-ia., 46s.;

short barrel do., 21s.

No. 36. IRON FORCE
PUMPS for raising water

above their level, or

Watering Yards, Gardens

,

ttc, through hose—2^-in.,

69s.; 3-in., 65s. ; 3S-in.,

77». ; 4-in., 89s.

No. 36i. FORCE
PUMP on BARROW, re-

commended for its great

portability and simplicity

<vf construction. £5 10s.

No. 42. WARNER'S
PORTABLE PUMPS on

Folding Legs, are of a

superior construction.

Price 36s. ; Rubber

Suction, 2s. llif. per ft.

No. 697a. branch
PIPES with Cocks and

Roses—^-in., 3s. ; 4-in,,

No. .599. TAPER
BRANCH PIPES—i-in.,

4s. <3d. ; 5. in., .5s. id.
;

j-in., 6s. ; 1-in., 7s.

RUBBER HOSfi in all

sizes.

FOU.NTAIN Ji-.'IS in

IpTat variety, from 3s. 6rf.

DESCKIPTIVE PRICE LISTS iMrnaiued on application.
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BEARD'S PATENT.

GREAT INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION & BOTANICAL CONGRESS.

The FIRM n ,1 oM \ li I XHIBITION for the BEST METHOD of VENTILATION
for PLANT STKLLiliKLh, «

MESSES. SANDERS, FREWER, & CO.,
VICTORIA WORKS, BURY ST. EDMUNDS,

FOR THEIK MODEL OF

BEARD'S PATENT METALLIC NONCONDUCTING GLASS HOUSES,
Showing the Patent System of perfect Ventilation and Patent Method of Glazing, whereby breakage from

expansion and contraction is prevented, and facility given for immediate reparation by any ordinary labourer.

Messes. SANDERS, FREWER, and CO. beg to call special attention to the high value of these great improvements
in the VENTIL.ATION.&c, of HORI'ICULTURAL ERECTIONS, which are also applicable to all WOODEN HOCSES,
as well as to CHURCHES, RAILWAY STATIONS, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, MANUFACTORIES, &c. ; and have
received the highest recommendation from many of the first Horticulturists and practical men of the United Kingdom.

The system is invaluable also for AGRICULTURAL BUILDINGS, as by it abundant Light and Air can be

obtained, and the Ventilation regulated to the utmost nicety in the Tops and Roofs of all Structures, where, as is well

known, Impure Air constantly accumulates, and where the ordinary system of Ventilation is impracticable.

Full particulars and descriptions may be obt.ained on application to

MESSRS. SANDERS, FREWER, and CO.,

VICTORIA HORTICULTURAL AND ENGINEERING AVORKS, BURT ST. EDMUNDS.

HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.—Medal, 1862
InVBHTBD BY TBE LATB SlB JosKPn PaxtOK.

Cartmel, Lancashiro

ILLU.srKATED fKlCE LIST.S mil Le bful uu a|.plicriUgn to
Messrs. IIereman & Morton, 7, Pall Mall Kast, London, S.W.

Also, a HANDBOOK of VINE and FUUIT TREE CULTIVA-
TION, price Is. : post tree. Is. Id.

FiB. 52S.

CONVOLVULns,

Fig. 621.

BARKER'S MILL.

PiK. 632.

WIRE BASKET
with BALL

10ln».,l()8. M. ;r2ras.,
17* 6d.;Hin3..1Sa, OtI.8a. Od. I 11».

Connecting Screws to all the above Jets, l.i. Od. i

Branch Pipe for raising up Jets 1 foot high, n.i. fkl.

A Tap is required to be fi.\ed In the Pipe to regulate the supply
of Water to Fonntain Jets.

J. TvLoR & Soxs. Manufacturers. Warwick Lane, Newgate Street,
London, E.C.

J. B. BROWN & CO.'S NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWER.

PATENTEES AND SOLE MANDFACTURRKS,

J. B. BROWN & GO.,

148, UPPER THAMES STREET,

LONDON, E.C.

OUAHANTEED TO OIVK

PERFECT SATISFACTION,

AND IF NOT APPROVED OF

MAY BE AT ONCE RETURNED.

the Gardens of Windsor Castle has given so much satisfaction.

ouj B B .Machine this Season [a 2i-inch] has also been just supplied, by order,

e^ J. B. BROWN AND CO. have pleasure in mentioning thit thiir BB l.WVN ,'Mii\Vi:i;-

that another B B MACHINE of a larger size [a 24-incb Machine] ha., just been uidcicJ.

for the Gardens of His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales at Sandi'ingham.—June 26.

The Machine combines all the latest improvements in Lawn Mowing Machines, being simple in construction, very light, silent in movement, easily worked, and so strong

and durable as to be literally unbreakable,—an all-important feature in Macliines of this class ; the ordinary cast-iron being entirely done away mth, and malleable

iron substituted, in all breakable parts, and every part being accurately numbered and made to standard gauges. The workmanship and finish are also of a superior character,

the entire Machine being quite equal to a revolution, so to speak, in La^vn Mowers, The Mmiines ai-e all guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction in every respect.

The NEW B B PATENT LAWN MOWER is Manufactured by J. B. BROWN asd GO. on their own Premises in London, under their personal superintendence.

FATEITT B B HAND KACHIKS.
PRICES—Including Carriage to any Railway Station or Sliipping Port in England, with the necessary Tools and Directions for use.

18-mch Machine ..^ £7 10 Easily Worked htj a Man.10-inch Machine £3 10

12-inch Machine 4 10 l Risili/ JForked lii/ a Sol/.

14-iDch Machine .. .. 5 10 )

16-tncb Machine . . . . G 10 iJitto hy a Man.

PATENT B B HORSE MACHINE.
PRICES—Complete, without extras, including Carriage to any Railway Station or

Shipping Port in England, -with the necessary Tools and Directions for use.

48-inch Machine £32 10 )

42-inch Machine 28 10 } Brman by a Hone.
36-inch Machine 24 10 )

30-inch Machine 21 10 Drawn by a Harse.

New Improved Horse, Pony, .and Donkey Boots, wholly of Leather, as follows:—Horse Boots, 24j. ; Pony Boots, 21s.; Donkey Boots, I6». pe:

*,.* Every Machine sent out is u-arranted to give ample satisfaction^ and, if not approved of may be at emee returned.

20-inch Machine 800)
22-inch Machine 8 10 Ditto by Two Men.
24-inch Mai bine 900)

PATENT B B PONY and DONKEY MACHINE.
PRICES—Complete, without extras, including Carriage to any Railway Station (

Shippin' Port in England, with the necessary Tools and Directions for use.

^ti^sSS^::: :: :: :: ::^iUS S}^--*^''^''^
26-inch JIachine 14 10 Drawn by a Donkey.

set.

J. 13. BROWN AND CO., OFFICES, 90 (late 18), CANNON STREIiT, CITY, LONDON, E.C.

WAREHOUSE and MANUFACTORY, 148, UPPER THAMES STREET, EC.
OPPOSITE the CITY of LONDON BREWERY, and close to the LONDON BRIDGE STEAM BOAT PIERS.
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^HANKS' TATEXT LAA^'^^ MOWERS for 1866.—
*

r,,ti^..i,i-.'.I ..n Tm' ,
, ., -, .!in-iiij the Season of 1864

ihM V .'' '
. . .. -'!,, .?;ty the King of

TliMe nro the only Lawn Mowers that will work for'years without
requiring repair.
Thene are the only Lawn Mowers that will Mow properly when the

Gross 13 Wet.
These are the only Lawn Mowers that are in use in all the Royal

1 be at once

; and :i7, Leaden-

ntendlng

L'(|. Iltll L-.i PiK ...
"V. Dens iron Works, Arbn
HC.

i rt la the only pl{ I in London wher
___ __ from a stock of from IftO to

kept there, whether for Horse, Pony, or

G'

Diameter, .10 inches; Length 32 inches, £7 10 f)

„ 24 „ „ 20 „ 4 10

„ 20 „ „ 22 „ 3 10

,, 16 „ „ 17 „ 2 Ifi

Prices for Kollers fitted with Shafts suitable for Pony or ITorse
Power, free on applicatio;-

s executed on the day they are received.

PRIZE MEDALS AWARDED to GREEN'S PATENT
LAWN MOWERS.

ISTERNATIOXAL EXHIBITION, LONDON, 18fl2.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, DUBLIN, 1SC.1.

The above Lawn Mowers have proved to be the best, and have
cniTied off every Prize that has oeen given in all cases of Com-
petition.
Sold by all respectable Ironmongers, Seedsmen, 4c., In the

Kingdom. Illustrated Price Lists free ou application.

A^
IMPROVED IRON STABLE FITTINGS,

HURDLES and CONTINUOUS IRON and WIRE FENCING.
Palisading Entrance and Field Gat'3R. Plain and Galvanised

Wire Netting.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS and GARDEN ROLLERS.
Garden Encines, Syringes, Water Barrows, Ornamental Garden

IKON and 111; \

WaBhin);, \\

IMPROVED s.\:

Separate I

^iiog Machines,
s ES and FILLERS.

1 application.
mtlilicld Iron Works. Leeds.
tlirteld Cattle Market, North Street,

and 66, Blackfriara Road, London, S. ; and 10, Eden
Q lay. Dublin.

OU Paint no longer Necessary.

TILL AND SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VARNISH
. . pri^-surviug Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish is an

etu«llent substitute for oil paint on all out-door work, and is fully

tvo-thirds ctieaper. It may b© applied by an ordinary labourer,
r )quirt;s no mixing or thinnine, and is used cold. It is used in the
g -ounds at Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many
unndreds of the nobility and gentry, fi'om whom the most flattering

nlala have been
application.

fVoin the Right Hon. Lord Gi

hich Hill & Smith will forw

TAMES PHILLIPS and
fj beg to submit their REnorFn Prices as follows :—

GLASS for ORCHARD HOUSES.
As supplied by them to Mr. Rivers, to the Royul Horticultural Society,

: of the Nobility, Clergy, and Gentle f the United

IS stated.

Third ditto ids. Od 21*. 6d.
Seconds I7a.6d 25s. «</.

Engtifihj lOs. Orf 26s. Od.
Stock sizes. IG-oz., in 100 feet boxes, boxes included.

These prices only apply to thn sizes stated.

4ths, Srds. 2n

—
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New Orchid and General Plant Catalogue.

BS. WILLIAMS' NEW PLAN'i' CATALOGUE,
• contftiiiirig maiiv renllvgood noveltios, jitid cnrefully seleuteri

LISTS of STOVE, GREENHOUSE, and HARDY PLANTS, in

notf ready aad will be forwarded post free to itll applicants.

Victoria and Paradise NursoricB, Holloway, London, N.

i<ATUBDAY, JULY 21, 1866.

MEETING FOB Tl

The ]''lower Shows instituted amongst tho

IjOXDON Pook, of wliich wo hear a good deal at

this season of the year, are slowly but sm-ely

doing their beneficial work in helping forward

tho amelioration of tho condition, and tho

improvement of tho moral character of the lower

classes of society, for whoso especial benefit

they were established. It is only about half-a-

dozen years since tho first of these shows, that

of the Bloomsbury district, was originated by the

Rev. S. II.iDDEN Pakkes, and here, where the

experience of the managers and the influence

of the shows themselves have been the longest

at work, the advance is both evident and
encouraging. We are told in Mr. Paekes' book
that in the early effort of 1.S60 the number
of plants which were brought together from the

courts and alleys of the Little Coram Street

district, was only 94 ; while at the show of the

present year, which took place ou Tuesday last

in the garden of the Foundling Hospital, no fewer
than 1200 plants wore brought forward for

exhibition: a very gratifying evidence this of the

value of perseverance in a good cause.

Dui'ing the last few weeks flower shows of

this character have been held in the several

widely separated districts of Islington, of West-
minster, and of Spitalfields {including 16

parishes), and now in that of Bloomsbury. We
have ourselves witnessed some of them, and
though wo can hardly maintain that even tho
prize specimens could be called objects of

advanced horticultural skill, yet we can honestly
.--tate that among them might be found examples
showing unmistakable marks of careful and
assiduous cultivation, and evidence of makingthe
best of most disadvantageous circumstances. The
spirit in which this movement has been carried ou

,

as explained by Mr. Pabkes in his little book
called " Window Gardens for the Poor," accounts
for such gratifying results. "I had noticed,"

he observes, " the care and attention wliich
some of them (the London poor) bestowed upon
a few window plants during tho summer, and
thought that this was an evidence of a latent

taste which might be turned to better
account. Then, too, I knew that many of

them came from the country, and in theu"

early days had been accustomed to yreen fields

and pleasant floy,ers, and I thought that if we
could only take them back in imagination to tho
homes of their childhood and the associates of

I heir youth, we might bo appealing to that
which was purer and betler in theu' nature."

And with the evidences of results such as

wo have mentioned, attending this work, we
<annot but urge on those who can to lend a
helping hand. There are many districts in

which shows might be established if the very
modest means required to carry them on were
j)nivided by those who themselves are blessed

with enough and to spare ; and it woidd itself

act as an encouragement if tho more favoured
classes would take interest enough in the
matter to visit the shows. One very
useful mode of rendering assistance would
bo to provide tho managers with a supply
of young plants of uniform character to bo
distributed among those who were willing to

enter the li.sts as competitors, these same
plants being reproduced on the show day. Their
state and progress would evince at once how
much or how little care and skill had been
brought to bear upon them. Such plants as

Puchsias, Balsams, Marigolds, and other fi-ee-

growing subjects might be treated in this way.
Another useful help might take the shape of
disseminating plain practical m formation respect-
ing tho manner in which different common
plants should be treated, which might readily bo
done by the agency of a small ])amphlet written
with this express object in view. There are

besides many other ways in which help could be
rendered. For example, the Edinbui'gh Working
Men's Flower Sho-R , which was only established
last year, has already the nucleus of a permanent

prize fund in the shape of 100/. given by tho

trustees of tho late John M.^.CKE^'ZIE, Esq., the

interest of which is to bo annually awarded
under the name of tho Mackenzie Prizes. Such
substantial permanent support is most valuable
in the case of an enterprise, which, being com-
paratively new, is on this ground liable to bo
viewed with suspicion by those who have not
hitherto been led to reflect ou or appreciate its

advantages.

Kevcrting to the Bloomsbuiy Show, we
may mention that tho flowers for which prizes

were given were Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, and
Annuals, of each of which there was a very good
display. The plants were ranged on benches in

a lai'ge marquee, which was tastefully decorated.

The exhibition began at 2 o'clock p.m. and closed

at 8. There were three bands of music.
Besides the exhibitors (among whom were many
children) who had free admission to the Show,
there was a large attendance of visitors, who
amused themselves by inspecting the ingenious
contrivances by which the cultivators of flowers

had sought to enhance theu' claims — some
by curiously constructed grottos, others

by imitations of park entrances, garden walls,

and so on. At 6 o'clock the Earl of Shaetes-
EUKT distributed the prizes and addressed the

assemblage in terms of congi-atulation at the

great and increasing success which had attended

their eflbrts from year to year, and pointed out
the beneficial tendency which the culture of

flowers had on the mind and heart of man. He
exhorted those who had obtained prizes not to

relax in their endeavour's to attain renewed
success, and he encouraged those who had for

the present failed, to take heart by adopting the

practical suggestions which had been offered to

them as to the best mode of rearing and cultivat-

ing theri" plants.

Before we can arrive at any trustworthy
conclusions as to the causes that operate in the

production of Double Floweus, we must look a

little more closely into tho natui'e of these

flowers. A. says they are tho result of anything
that enfeebles the plant; B., on the other hand,
considers that they are the evidence of an over-
vigorous condition ; C. is of opinion that di'ought

piroduces them ; whileD. attributes their formation
to an unusual degi'co ofmoisture. Starvation and
plethora, thirst and dropsy—these look ralhcr

incompatible at first sight, though in truth Ihey
are not so. It is quite possible for a plant
or an animal to die of starvation in tho midst
of plenty, so that even on those grounds the
discrejiancies above alluded to are susceptible of

explanation. Moreover, observers are far too

apt to consider if they happen to find a plant with
double flowers, living under certain circum-
stances, that it must be to tho ojjeration of those

circumstances that tho double condition is due.
This we believe to be often a great fallacy, and con-
sider that the cause, whatever it may be, is more
remote. Mr. Dakwin, years ago in our columns,
suggested the idea that these flowers were the
result of some causes impairing fertility in tho

first instance, such impairment leading to the

changes in question. But our 'concern at the
moment lies rather with the sti'uctural peculi-

arities of double flowers than with the causes
inducing them, for we cannot help thinking that
much of the discrepancy between our supposed
alphabetical friends before mentioned, may be
reconciled by a more attentive consideration of

structure. Those who endeavour to explain tho
formation of double flowers aro too much in the
habit of overlooking the fact, that thero are
several ways in which a flower may become
double, and that a mere substitution of petals for

stamens or for pistils, is not the only way in

which the so-called " double flowers " arise.

An increased number of parts with, or in many
cases without any alteration in the central organs
of a flower, is a frequent mode of doubling, and
it seems reasonable to suppose that the causes
inducing modification of structure in the ono
case may be difl'erent from those resulting in

the mere multiplication of the parts of the
flower in the other. Again, the double appear-
ance is in some cases simply due to the disjunction
or rather to the lack of union of parts that, under
ordinary circumstances, cohere one with another.

Oiu- excellent collaborateur M. J. B. inclines to

think that in some cases, at least, double
flowers may originate ft-om a sort of plethora or

hypertrophy, manifesting itself in the shape of

excrescences from the petals, just as happens in

. the leaves of Cabbages sometimes, or as a constant

occurrence in the leaf of that curious Arad,
Xanthosoma appcndiculatum. Now, without
denying that this exuberant growth may
and does occur in the petals as well as on
the leaves, we yet incline to tho opinion
that in most of the cases where this changn
takes place in the petals it is due to an
imperfect degree of substitution of petals for

anthers ; the apparent excrescence in that case

being merely the detached front wall, so to

speak, of the anther. The Crocuses described

by us, p. 146, were of this natm'o, and some double
Ehododendrons that we have lately examined
show the change in question even more clearly.

In some groups there seems to bo a special mode
of doubling, or rather, when their flowers become
double, the process is attended by changes that

do not ordinarily occur- in other sinular flowers.

The extremely singular double Gloxinias are
instances in point, so are Orchids, in which tho
doubling is apparently very generally associated
with prolification, or the formation of super-
numerary buds—as happens often enough in

Poses, it is true, but then Roses do not usually
present this appearance.

But even in the simplest and most common
case—that m which the reproductive organs
are supplanted by petals, there is much
variation that maj- be of importance, with
reference to the inducing cause. Sometimes,
for instauce, the whole stamen is changed, at

other times, only the filament, or it may
be that the filament is in its usual form and
tho anther is petaloid, or even the connective
alone is developed in this guise. Again, a refer-

ence to the arrangement of the veins in the
supernumerary petals, shows that these petals

are the representatives now of the blade
of tho leaf, now of its stalk or sheath.

Not to protract our remarks to an undue length,

we pass over some other points in the structure
of the so-called double flowers, but we have, we
trust, said enough to show that any reasoning as

to the nature of tho cause that induces the
formation of these horticultural pots, must be
imperfect, if account be not taken of the kind of

doubliiig, and tho precise nature of the change.

—;— We are glad to see that steps are being taken
to improve the heretofore wretched, uncared-for
appearance of the disused Gk.ive-yabds of our metro-
polis, which have been suffered to be a disgrace to our
civilisation for too lonj; a period. A correspondent
writes as follows ;

—
"Notliin:x could be more offensive

totheeyetlianthesdili'nniii.lM.rinl-r.iiiiMrBi^liopE-
pate] two or three yf:ir> ;i:jn Unt ir-, iiil\ :i npinplete
change has been effiTif (I ; HlinvcLmk -ir:i-:L'liiiL' weeds
once grew, and refuse nf all kimls wns driiusilcd, now
may lie seen flower beds tiistefully laid out," This
chauge for the better has been carried out under the
direction of Mr. Holmes, of Frampton Park Nursery,
Hackney, at the cost mainly of a right-minded and
liberal inhabitant of the Ward of Bishopssate, who
sliriuks from publicity.

M.Balbiani has lately presentea a ver>' remark-
able paper to the French Academy upon the repro-
duction of the Aphides. The number of destructive
individuals which spring in the course of the summer

if (li.

,dc p.
ds ! Tl

llic clfortsof most li;i

OWKS calls it )Mrll

pu;di)genesis ; and .M

name of geneagencsi
to explain the true

i
^

of these insects. Pro
a i)rocess of buddui'j,

but M. Balbiani. in

itartles the

I is t be iiui down at hundreds
r (.r ir]>roduction has baffled

lists Id discover it. Professor
-( iirsis ; Von JiAR styles it

I M \ I lii'FAQES gives it the
III I ill iliise terms have failed

' 1 1
1
- I r: 1 1 i mnort of the tjeties'm

ir 1 1 1 .\ [,KV thinks it is .simply

iliijiiiis ii, that of the hydra;
iiiriiiiiir to which we allude,

be assertion that

Aphides are genuine hcrniaplirodites.

We are glad to loarn that jDr. Seemann has
returned in good health from his .journey to Central

America. He brings with him some interesting plants

from that region.

From information which has been sent to us,

it ajipears that the Nottin<;ha.m Floral Fete, to be
held on the occasion of the meeting of the British

Association next month, is likely to be a first-class

exhibition, the number of entries being very consider-

able. On analysis the number of plants entered in the
various classes proves to be as follows :—Ferns, 123.3

;

Flowering Plants, 21 1. : Folinw Plants, 375; Soft-

wooded Plant-, l--:'?: Fnrli-iris s!i
: IVlar-nniums, 204;

Lycopods, .""' I.'l' ' .!
;

ill ri:ii' i-.'i
; Orchids,

.38; speciiiiiii il-- 'in' i .n i ditto, Foliage
Plants,«; ilil!" Ii Til- !'• i.'-- ';- M'muis; Dahhas,
360 blooms: Asters, .33(1 blooms; other Flowers,
437 Iilooins ; Grapes, 136 bunches. It has been resolved
that the Floral Ffete shall be open for the gratuitous
private view of members and associates of the British

As.sociation, from 1 p.m. till 3 p.m. on the 23d August,
and from 10 A.M. to 11 A.M. ou the 24th of August.

The extensive and very interesting general
collection of Zonal Pelargoniums cultivated for

trial at Chiswick is now in fine bloom, and well worthy
of inspection by all who are interested in the selectiou
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of the best varieties for the ornamentation of their

gardens. Stella still shines out pre-eminent in its

colour and class ; and the Bev. Joshua Dix is just now
very brilliant among the scarlets.

Affinc

New Plants.
.ise. Oncidium Makshallianum.
Oricidio pectorali, Lindl. Scpalo summo oblongo

..,.. .il.ato, scpalis lateralibus ab uiigue brevissimo dilatati.s

Hal idlato Wartls, laciniis acutis, petalis ab ungue bre-rtssimo

paiiduratia cmargtaatis, limbo Line cn-nulatis. ialwUo basi

brcvissime auricuLato, dein .subajquil 't'^ titi'"!t- '..hnlatu,

nngue constricto, in Lamiiiam ,1 .if m t i>[am

dilabato, calloba8eo.sobcordatoinro,4liu! . Ill i|i ;.. uiitc,

papulis gemiiiis uti-inque juxta. lii'
1

iiueni

additis, alls columiia; quadraugulis, t i' .
'
ni!:

.
:i inutica

ntrinque obtusangilla.

Among the numerous Oncidia crispa introduced by

Messrs. Low & Co. one ha,s appeared which, as we
liear, is quite like them as to bulb and leave."!. The fine

flower.s are of a golden yellow, marked with maroon

brown spots on the sepals and petals. It is near

Oncidium pectorale; Lindl., but having consulted the

type of that species in the Kew herbarium with great

care, we feel quite satisfied that this one is sufficiently

distinct. It has very narrow unguiculate sepals. The
auricles of the lip are very prominent and quadrate.

The callosity is quite different. Let us add that the

famous Oncidium pectorale appears a poor thing, when
compared with this brilliant species, which has flowered

with W. Marshall, Esq., of Enfield, to whom it is

dedicated. We are sorry to add that our studies of the

ginal flowers prove the representation of Oncidium
[ilorale in the Sertum Orchidaceum." t. 39, to be veryI)ec

careless and dangerous
though it makes a very a:-Mri

Old-fa-shioned stifl'and corn-c 1

any one, but modern "coini"i>

with " artistic skill," will cotili

day unanimously blamed. }l.

concerned,
'. aiii-iii- impression.
.i(.^i'iii:iiions will help

lllll^l^ation.s, drawn
|H()iilf,aiidwillbeoue

NOTES ON CONIFERS.-No.
WelwUschia mirahilis. — We left oflT with the

expression of our opinion that this extraordinary plant

is neither a Conifer nor related to the Conifers.

Before, however, we enter into a detail of the reasons

on which our opinion is founded, or begin to discuss

the kindred topics of the limits of the family of

Conifers, and the order to which it belongs (which can

scarcely be shunted out of view in "Notes upon
Conifers"), we must bespeak the indulgence of our

readers from every side.

In making our inquiry we shall reverse the course

usually adopted. That has been, first, to prove or

a.ssume (the two are not synonymous, notwith

standing that in this argument they have been much
too often dealt with as if they were) that there is

tho^- , V jn,i,r Ics falls.

iiquire into the affinitie;

en so referred to the

under the name Ephedrites ; one species, E. Sotzkianus

of Heer, being apparently indistinguishable from the

modern genus Ephedra. Like them, their metropolis

is North Asia, Europe, and America. Like them, in

the Old World they extend as far south as the

Himalayas, and in the New. along the mountain ridi;.'-

of the Andes .south to the Straits of Magellan. I.il.-

them their representatives in South America .nv

limited to a few species (about a dozen in all) intlic

cold regions. Like them they have a solitary representa-

tive in the Canary Isles, and another one or two in

Africa, north of tiie Sahara. Unlike them, however.

Ephedra is not found south of the Himalayas—

a

special difl'erence which may rather be taken as a

general coincidence—the occurrence of Conifers to the

south of the Himalayas being of an exceptional

nature, and chiefly representing a diflerent type, the

relics of a foi-mer (the Eocene) flora. Neither are any

Ephedras at aU to be found in Africa proper—not even

a sprinkling in the south-east corner as the Podocarps

and Widdringtonias in the case of Conifers.

Now, had Welwitschia been found m a country

where Ephedras were abundant, or at least were known
to occur, or which might be supposed to have been

formerly connected with a land where they had once

existed or were still known to exist^ then it might have

been said—' Here is a plant having a certain resem-

blance or analogy to Ephedra, In a laud of Ephedras

;

the a priori argument, therefore, is in favour of its

being an Ephedra." We do not admit that this

would have been good logic, still, it would have had a

superficial appearance of reason

—

' 'Tis so like sense 't will serve tbe turn as well."

But we have not even logic of that calibre here

;

what we have is the very reverse of this. It is—" Here
is a plant supposed to resemble Ephedra m a country

where no Ephedras exist; it must therefore in all

probability be something not alUed to them."

Dr. Hooker no doubt says that he considers

Welwitschia to be " the South African representative
"

of the genus Ephedra, and if he weighed these words

before using them, this must unquestionably mean
that he considered that a former continuity

must have existed between South Africa and

some other country in which Ephedra is found;

for we imagine that Dr. Hooker is too thorough

a Darwinian to suppose the presence of representative

forms possible on any othi-r footing than ancient

derivation from lip. ('"lin ^ |.ti - i:''.' ^-''i"
1

"iif

may believe in repri'-' t ' .' i-. ..!'" ""i' •'"^ "'
cosmical influent r- '

'

(and we may take n 1. 'I' ;-,ii^ii.il Mr i J" '>' '' ' " '
'

see no foundation, either in fad or pniicnilc, lor Mirh

an opinion. We know of no instance m whirh a

representative form has ever been found in a land

separate from that of the represented, unless the two ,

'

that Ephedra did not travel south until the Glacial

Epoch is confirmed by many probabilities ; and others

lead to the conviction that the dissolution of any

connection which may have once existed betwerai

South America and Africa proper must have been

^inulItaneous with the rise of the greater part of the

S..11II1 American continent from out of the sea; the

(oiiirhlciK'e of the elevation and depression of parallel

baiiils of the crust of the earth rather de,«erving now to

be treated as an established lad lliau a spciuladvc

hypothesis. It follows that in Uial (Ima-tioii no

common starting place for A\'d"itsdiia lioin Kplicdra

oan 1..^ lonkf-.l for. It was equally shut oU'ou the north

iVoM III!
I

.. ' ' the Sahara, and from later India by

tin III .

I n hioh now exists between them—not
t,i-|., Ik III I,!'.. iliauotexistingsouthoftheHimalayas.
Ainca proper therefore remains beyond the reach of

Ephedra on every side, and according to our view, it

is consequently impossible that either Welivitschia can

have been derived from it, or Ephedra from Wel-
witschia ; and therefore it cannot be the representative

genus of Ephedra in -South Africa.

We dwell upon this point of distribution because we
think it goes to the very root of the matter, and that

its importance as an element in such inquiries is not

sufficiently recognised. It is almost universally ignored,

as if it were a matter of no moment. A. M.

DOUBLE ELOWERS.
Is the appearance of double flowers in some plants,

that is to say the partial or complete transformation of

the sexual organs into petals, the result of high

cultivation, or must the change in question be

attributed to physico-climatical influences? In

modern times the opinion has been repeatedly

expressed that the double state is the result of culture

;

consequently it is the efl'ect of a rich luxurious soil

care in tlie supply of water, frequent stirring up ot

the earth, and the application of liquid manures and

other agents which are supposed to produce double

flowers. This, however, according to our view, is not

the cause of doubleness. In the first place we consider

it necessary to direct attention to the cultivation of

Stocks in order to see in what way this is accom-

plNliril 1(. obtain seeds from plants, the majority of

whiili shall pioduce double flowers ; and then we will

aMwi- -linir i.li.-iiomena which may perhaps serve as

suiiiinrts nf our theory. , ,,

,s:...k~ intended to supply ^mls of the above-

,..
I

I iinl character arc miiiMii -1 m pots, placed

,,i I ,.,., with arrangemiiii i" pn.icd them Iroiu

,..,1,1 1 ilrw. These plauUi arc only furnished with

iu-1 Milliiirnt water for their preservation, causing a

viiarr L'niwili. and in consequence of this the flowei-s

ivc sexual organs,

from these plants
^
are mostly of anoKpaii^iK iiyjiix iiKtv ,7. i.,,^ xwiJi.^-.^"-.^"., — -— -_„--.^

. fpij^^ seeds irom luese piauL» aiu iuw.-vij _«. ^^
countries had been united at some former period, or

| ^j,„ormal shape, which is so striking that experienced
._ .- . the species had been introduced either by man or other

of plants whose ovules arc naked; next, to refer causes. No doubt all lands have originally derived
ill ilini^ iiliiili li;uii nr aiv sn]ipnsed to tijgir inhabitants from some ancient common source,

' "o* but distinct forms have been developed out of them in

.„ new lands, and have formed subordinate common or
1.1 Hell ; if specific centres from which the representative fornis of

which we speak must again have taken their origin.

No doubt, too, one or two extraordinary supposed

deviations from this law have been recorded, such as

•;l;i 11. -int, or such as the wnu* Solcnodon, a shrew
• ilia, which has been tlmn-lit by Prof. Peters, of

1; 1' be most nearly allied to the Centetidffi of

M ill i<rar. But in every such instance we believe
>''' that it is a mistake on the part of the .systematists who

have mal-appreciated the affinities of the species, and

referred them to orders and families to which they do

not belong. ^ , , _, . ,

,

Welwitschia comes from Loando and the neighbour-

ing districts in the interior of that part of the coast of

south-western Africa, a country where no true Conifers

exist. There neither Gnetum nor Ephedra ocmi-

;

Gnetuni being confined to the Indo-Malayan distinl

and the north of S. America, and Ephedra, as alnrnly

said, being Europeo-Asiatic and American (a combina-

tion of locality the origin of which we have already

endeavoured to explain).

But to state the ca.se perfectly fairly, we must keep

in view that although there is strong reason to believe

that no communication existed between Africa south

of the Sahara and Africa north of it until a very late

geological period,* there are as strong grounds for hold-

ing that a communication at some ancient period did

subsist between South Africa and the southern parts of

South America.
. ,. , , ,

We do not cite the Ehea, which there is little doubt

is the South American representative of the ostrich

;

or the Podocarpi, species of which occur in both coun-

tries : because it might be said that their origin may
have been drawn from AustraUa, where allied types of

both occur. But there are other animals which occur

in South America whose types are to be found only in

South Africa, or vice versd. As for instance some very

remarkable types of insects found in the deserts of

Cordova, which are representatives of the South African

Ateuchi ; or the Petromys tj-picus of South Africa,

which is the representative there of the South Amencan
spiny rat ; or the Angola Vulture Falcon, a representa-

tive of the South American carrion-feeding Polyborini.

Thus, were it not for the date at which the Ephedrites

must have travelled down the Andes into South

America being subsequent to the separation of South

Africa and South America, we might have had to

admit the possibility of Welwitschia having in that

manner had a common origin with Ephedra. But

If shall lie first I

of each genus whiidi has
Gymnogens, to eliminate all those which do not npi

to be allied to each other or to the Conifers, the m
type of the so-called Gymnogens ; and lastly to -.

all, OT any, and if so, which of such genera have n:i

ovules—a point on which our previous inquiries slio

enable us to pronounce at once.

By this means we shall escape from one of the

disadvantages to which every one is subject who begins

at the other end, and attacks the constitution of the

whole class at once, viz., that if any particular character

be absent in one member of the group, it can be referred

to :is present in another.

We begin with Welwitschia, both as the most
remarkable, the most interesting, and the best worked
out. Dr. Joseph Hooker's Monograph of it containing

the amplest information on all points. And as in the

course of our argument wo shall have to dissent from

several of his conclusions, we must at the outset be

allowed to express in the strongest manner our sense of

the learning and talent of that author. Thatwe do not

agree mth all that he says, or adopt his views without
qualification, in no respect detracts from the general

admiration which we feel for himself and his works,

aud for none more than this Monograph. After we
have done with Welwitschia, the task of discussing

Gnetum and Ephedra, and of disposing of the supposed

naked " ovules " ofthe Conifers, will be short and easy.

Welwitschia mirabilis is usually spoken of as a

Conifer, or so closely allied to that family as to be

almost one. This, however, is merehf a careless con-

versational manner of speaking. Its claim to an

alliance with the Conifers only rests on its affinity to

Ephedra. Dr. Hooker expressly so places it, and no

higher. There are thus two things to be proved before

it can be reckoned akin to the Conifers—one that it is

allied to Ephedra, and the other that Ephedra is allied

to them. Unless Ephedra be allied to that family,

Welwitschia cannot be so ; and even although Ephedra
were, it may still be that Welwitschia itself is not

connected with the latter. That is the business which
we have now specially to consider—Is Welwitschia

allied to Ephedra? Our own opinion is that, although

there are some analogies between the two. Dr.

Hooker has over-estimated both their weight and

their number, and that in truth the two do not belong

to the same group at all.

Our first objection to ranking it with Ephedra is

founded on their geographical distribution. In the

main, the distribution of Ephedra? is not very diflerent

from that of Conifers in general. Like them, it, or

something marvellously like it, was in existence in the

Miocene epoch, which something has been described

* The presence of European plants on the tops of the

mountains of Fernando Po, ic., does not affeet the case, fur it

is clear that these can never have reached that position by

ctosaing the 8ah.ava Sea. If the Miocene Atlantis reached as

far south as St. Helena, they may have reached these moim-
tains by spreading sideways to tbe east after reaching a

sufficiently meridional de^ee of latitude.

cultivators are able to separate those which wi 1

furnish double flowers from those which will

produce single ones. According to tins it wouia

appear that the starved state of the plants brought

about by withholding water is the cause of their

bearing seeds which produce flowers whose capability

of generation is wanting through the change ol the

sexual organs into petals. To explain the cause ol

this phenomenon more cleariy, we maintain that

water plays a double part iu vegetation ; m one ol its

constituents it furnishes an indispensable elenient,

and then it also sei-ves to convey the ingredients ol the

soil through the roots into the plant

If a soil were ever so nch, but deficient m water,

plants would not grow in it on hot days. In the

absence of this root-function the leaves could not

inhale from the air carbonic acid and ammonia^

vegetation would be at a stand-still. Under such

conditions we see that many cereals,. Barley tor

instance, when only a few inches high, conie into ear.

Tlir I'ntato produces inn-rl.d, sti.loii.s but these

afiir I lip first soaking rain -i H m. |..n 11 tubers, which

Hr lia.l good opportunity ol .1I1-, rx m- ni the course ot

la.sl sionmer on the well-cultnalrd estate of Schoen-

kirchen, when the roots were examined during the

drought and after the rain.
. , ^ ^, i„

The means by which we arnved at the conviction

that double flowers are a consequence of dryness pi sou

and atmosphere, and not of a luxurious soil rich in

nutritious matter, two phenomena on which we have

bestowed attention, will serve to show. ,

Fifty years ago we saw Kerna japonica m a hothouse

with single flowers. Twenty years later we met with

it in several gardens, in the open air however, but

always with double flowers. At this time we were

assured that single-flowered plants were no more to be

found in the whole ofEurope, and those who were form-

ing herbaria ofl'ered considerable sums for a branch ot

K japonica with single flowers. We were requested

to take the plant in hand for the purpose of inducing

it to produce single flowers. We were advised to

plant it out in a rich soil, which was done, but by

chance the situation was sloping, consequently it did

not retain moisture, and aU the flowers produced for

several years in succession were double Shortly atter

the captain of an English ship again brought plants

bearing normal flowers from Japan which were soon

spread over the Continent, and of which we received

one plant. After three years all the young plants

raised from cuttings were double-flowered.
.

In the year 1820 we several times visited a garden in

the neighbourhood of Vienna, well knonm on account

of its pTant .ultnre. The L-ardonor there possessed an

immenscplant .,rC:iiinHi:i i:ip"n,.>i n..n Missnnphcibus

and some -111 ill liliiil- r,||-.~l Irinii llii- I'l I'llllingS, but

rothervar,dy',,Man,dlri. II ,- ,,r, ih-iil . he flowers

with their own pollen, harvested seeds, which he

sowed, and the plants raised from them were placed in

an extremely dry lofty conservatory, where, alter some

years, instead of producing single flowers they all
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produced double ones. The seedlings nnd mother

plant were planted in one and the same kind of earth,

and some of the flowers on the old plant also showed

an inclination to become double.

This, at that time, to us, enigmatical pheuomenon.

was kept in mind until we had an opportunity of

instituting compai-isous between the climates of Japan

and China and our omi, and we then concluded that in

the case of a plant imported from thence and e.\posed to

such diffcrciil rlim;i(ir inniifiico, tlir oriRin of the

greater or Ir-,, iiii|irii.r(i,,ii uf iU ^^\u:ll organs was
prohal)lv oHiiiL' lo ilii^ rli-ni-f., ;i, im> li;iii 'xperienced

inKerriaaud (':iiiirlli:i ; -.mi tlial tlir .slnilily of m;uiy

other e.\otic plants might be attributfd (u the .same

cause. The diBerence in the climatic relations of

Japan and Europe is very considerable. In Japan,

previous to the new growth of Kerria and Camellia, a

rainy season of three months' duration occurs; in

Europe, on the contrary, dry winds prevail, especially

in the eastern part, where our plains are often trans-

formed into deserts. Is it, therefore, remarkable that

a plant introduced from Japan into Europe, exposed
to the influences of this great diversity of climate,

should produce imperfect sexual organs incapable of

further propagating the plant from seeds ? Double
floweis are abnormal, and in this respect are looked
upon by botanists with contempt. A rich soil, with
the necessary amount of moisture, will never engender
double flowers. From Otto's Oarteiizeituiuj, ISGfi,

p. 197.

PAEAGUAT TEA.
Among plants u.seful to mankind, the Ilex para-

guayensis holds an important lunk. Some time ago I

called attention to it in the Horticultural Society's
Journal, but as that work does not come into the
hands of the general public, I shall here give the
popular history of the Tea-plant in question ju,st a-s if

nothing had been said of it before.

There is unquestionable evidence that the roasted
leaves of three species of Holly have beeu used a.s tea,

for the " black drink " of the Indians was got from the
roasted leaves of Hex Dahoon and Ilex dipyrena, and it

was no doubt this example that first set the authorities
at Paraguay to manufacture the Ilex of their oivri

country into tea. Be that as it may, Paraguay tea is

fairly established as a very superior drink, and we read
of its being carried as far as Quito, and that the natives
are said to be addicted to it, just as we speak of topers
being addicted to their ale. The Paraguay Tea-plant
will not endure the open air in any part of England,
and may be seen indoors in most botanic gardens, but
Ilex dipyrena is hardy enough in the southern counties
of England. I grew it in Devon, and there is no
difficulty in getting plants of it from Mr. "Veitch, of
Chelsea. To an ordinary observer this plant might be
taken for an English Holly, but on closer e.xamination
it ha.s a more elongated style of foliage, and fewer
.spines on the leaves, which are less waved than the
leaves of the common Holly. It was the striking
resemblance of llir rl;;.rur(i_.r and qualities of I. dip.y-

renato I. Aiiuilnliinn ili^t first induced me to make
experiments wil li t he n laslcd leaves of Ijoth ; and as the
three species of Ilex had earl i m ii ln.Mlii\ been made
into tea, I had not only the n lii

I
" ! nii my side,

but al.so the genus, for su>|" i !:_ ur English
Holly would not be found waui.i;^ iii im ..aiiie proper-
ties if properly treated.

Paraguay tea is prepared by roasting the leaves on the
twigs. The twigs are cut off and suspended on strings
over a fire in the open air, and it is said to be killing
work for the natives that have to do it. A corn kiln
would ruake short work of this leafy harvest if we had
it to do in England. A slow oven roasted ray samples
nicely of a fine chocolate brown, the colour of a ripe
Horse-chesnut ; and no other preparation besides this
is needed, so that tea, plucked from the bush, might
be used in an hour as food. Ilex dipyrena and our
English Holly, Ilex Aquifoliura, are plants of similar
style, and are not by any means of the same style or
type as the Paraguay Hex, which has a fiat leaf, twice
the size of oiu' Holly ; and instead of the wavy edge
and every wave armed with a spine, the Paraguay Holly
has its leaves beautifully indented on the edge, each
tooth neatly curved inwards, like the teeth of a rending
saw. The manufacture of Paraguay tea has been, and
for aught we know to the contrary, is still, a Govern-
ment monopoly. It is roasted somewhat like Coffee,
and not simply dried in pans as Chinese Tea leaves are
dried.

Owing to the peculiarly rich character of the foliage
of our English Holly, it would have been eaten up by
every gluttonous herbivorous animal that could get at
it, if it had not brought its ownfence alongwith it, and so
well is it defended by a host of spears that the snails
dare not rasp its foliage nor venture within its lines

;

and although the thick-skinned ass mil browse the
Gorse-bush, and make a meal of Thistles, he knows the
needle-point of the Holly leaf to be too sharp for him.
Now, there is perhaps nothing more diflicult in botany
than to render a reason for any given peculiarity in
plants. One thing is certain, that in the plant now in
question we should certainly have had few Hollies, if
any, unless some extra guardian had been put on to
preserve the young and truly tender seedling Holly.
1 recollect reading how spines were said to be formed
in the Thorn tribe, and it was stated that the short
spurs were cut short by autumn, and had to wind up
and come to a point. What could they do else ? As
sensible spurs I think they did wisely ; biit in the Holly
we see something so very like reason and benevolent
design, that we had better not speculate upon the
architect. The flowering department of most plants
shows a finer character than usual, as if the leaves
elaborated so far, but gave place to the arena of the
flower; and when the richly-coloured corolla had,
m its turn, elaborated its part, we find

miniature embryo true to the old pattern,

but so admirably and skilfully wrapped up and rounded
ofl' that the seeds of immense forest trees, that is to

say tiuy trees wrapt up for transit, can be carried mili'-

away from the parent tree by the wind, each seed

having a wing provided by Nature in case of need-

Now, when I Took at the fine glossy pyramidal Holly
in the adult state, and see the berries on the twig, I at

once look for the state of the spines upon the leaves.

The adult Ivy loses all its earlier propensities of

emitting rootlets, and having leaves with some seven
or eight points to each, it clings now no more, but
stands dignified a globe-shaped bu.sh, with an entire

leaf and flowers and fruit, thirt'by propagating itself by
a new order of things, and nil 1 1 iil's struck from flower-

ing Ivy will often retain llic iiiiriL'lit character. I recol-

lect a fine specimen on Ww lawn at Wrotham Park,
the residence of Mr. Byng, M.P. for Middlesex, 30 years

ago.

The English Holly sports into varieties readily, and
in nothing is it more peculiar than in the odd arrange-

ment of its spines. Tue spine of the Holly is certainly

its forte, or rather, as we should say of a vain fellow, its

weak point, for in the Hedgehog Holly we have the

leaf stunted and bristled all over with tiny spines, so

that both leaf and spine sufler by the change. Tin
lower portion of a healthy plant of Holly will havr
leaves with from 7 to 13 spines, so arranged that both
sides of the leaf are equally protected—hence the edge

of the leaf is waved up and down ; but I counted some
hundreds of leaves 'in the transition state, with only

one spine at the point of the leaf and perhaps two or

only one on the leaf besides. These were, like the Ivy

already spoken of, near to the flowering department,

and towards the top the leaves of the Holly were entire

leaves without a wave on their margin, and with no
spear but at the point. Now taking the browsing line,

as landscape painters would call it, we should say

cattle cannot reach so high as this, hence there is less

need for spines; but it is, as I have said before,

dangerous ground to give the reason for things being

so in botany, and the Ivy, without any power to harm,
would have cause to complain of .such partiality being

shoivn to the HoUy.
The points of leaves and their hairs, and the points

of Thorns, have other work to do than drive the snails

and cattle away, and the first or barren stage is elabo-

rated for its end by the means best adapted for that

end. The Ivy, the Mushroom, the Jerusalem Arti-

choke, and the Potato have each of them two strings

to their bow, and propagate perfect plants by tun
distinct methods, and that ^vithout any assistance from

man ; and although the Holly has ten times as man,\

spines in the ban-en state as it has in the fruit-bearing

state, its spines are no doubt wanted, as we shall see,

for a far different end. Common wheaten straw

pesters the paper makers with the flint it contains.

Some plants will give silex enough to polish wood with

like sand paper ; the Palms and Grasses could not hold

their own without tissues as tough as horn and hard
as bone, and, in a word, they must have sand or flint

in some shape

—

" They will not live in other earth "—

and then they must have a power equal to the task of

dissolving sand, and all this may be an electric battery, of

which the points or conductors are above-board. The
bark of the Holly yields bird-lime : the polish upon the

Holly leaf is not surpassed by that on any leaf what-
ever. When the twig of Holly is dried, it will take

fire vnth a match, and blaze with an amount of clear

white flame that renders it quite dangerous to burn
the Christmas decorations in the kitchen fire. When
the Holly leaves are roasted for tea they give out a

strong smell, not unlike that of coflee when roasted

;

and, as the proper roasting of coffee has so much to do
with the flavour and wholesomeness of the beverage, so

Holly tea, either underdone or charred, is unfit for

use. The crumb of bread is baked and is still white,

the crust of bread is baked and is brown, but the crumb
and crust may be burnt to a black char, and be bread

no longer. Holly tea should be roasted like the crust

of bread.

I am obliged to use the Ivy as a handmaid to the

Holly, and state that the finest sample of Ivy culture

I ever saw was at Alderley, where the walls were
clipped bare eveiy year in March, every green leaf was
carefully got off, and the new crop of leaves close to the

wall were all of one age and one colour ; and this fine

English creeper could thus be kept in bounds, and had
nothing of that character of ruin and neglect which
seems to be associated with Ivy. Now, if the Holly
is fleeced every year—shorn like the sheep—what of

that ? I counted 13 leaves upon one twig of last year's

growth ; and of course a series of twigs like that would
be leafy enough for any bush. Again, we see the Holly
hedges annually clipped, and the clippings wasted, yet

the plant survives. In going towards Helper from
Derby I saw men clipping a Holly hedge as high as a

two-story house. These samples show that the plant

will provide itself with leaves, and we may safely say

that the chemical character of the Holly leaf is of no
ordinary kind.

The climate of Paraguay would yield wine, cider, ale,

and ardent spirits ; but to give drink, to use the

teetotaller's phrase, that would " cheer but not

inebriate," the leaf of the Paraguay Holly had to be

got, and right well has it done its work. Sugar is

produced from the Sugar-cane, and the scientific manu-
facturer distinguish&s this from "Grape sugar" by
calling it " Cane sugar." Now, mark well the grand
distinctions between these two, for they are inherent

and unalterable. Grape sugar is sweet enough, but it

will not crystallize ; and when starch is converted into

sugar it is called dextrine (from dexter, the right),

because when tested by light it throws the rays to the

right hand, whereas Cane (sugar) syrup throws the

rays to the left hand, and this class of sugar or syrup

will crystalliae. The botanist will easily see that
one is of the endogen and the other of the exogen
lirerd. P.alins yield sugar, and they too arc cndogens
like llir Sugar-cane.

llui .-lanc one will .say, why drag these items into the
prrMiil article? It is just for these items that the
article «;is written. In botany wo see things doing
what must be called impossibilities, for the fluids, for-

getting their fixed laws, rise, and although we have a
scientific name for this, yet the mystery stands as

before. Again, we see a power, the electrical current,
pass down from a church tower through a rod without
any hole like a pipe, and we see all the points of leaves,

hairs and spines on plants, the points of the leaves

with their connecting midribs and ramifications, and
we know that the electrical current is busy—we might
almost hear the anvil ring with his constant hammer-
ing to build up tissue. The microscope shows a

current of some kind making crystals of sugar out of

syrup, and of salt out of brine by evaporation out of the
mother liquor," and the plants that bear resin have

their peculiar character, their leaves liave the gUtt«r

and the point, and any plantsman sees their character
at a glance. The sugar-bearing Grasses are also as

marked as any riass can be, and the iiinrila^;'- (hat has
n\:\']<- llullicv .apahle of yielding binl-liiiu- nin,-t. be a
liiarkrd and jifruliar character; and wlii'thrr nauonder
or not at the uuitter, there can be uu doubt that the
spear point of every I3olly-leaf carries fire from heaven
to elaborate its rich juices, travelling without a tube,

and keeping truly to its track, just as the conducting
rod from the church-tower wants neither tube nor
trough to convey the dangerous current to the earth.

There is in botany, therefore,a style of foliage pointed
for resin, a style too pointed for sugar and starch, and
a style pointied for highly elaborated juices like that
of the Holly ; and if we doubted still, tlie Bo.se would
render us some aid. Tlie spineless Boses might as well
be no Eoses at all, for all the sweetness they ever bring,

and the horridly spined Sweet Briar would help my
theory out handsomely, for it has every leaf highly

scented, and the Hex paraguayensis seems to bear the
.same relationship to the spiny Hollies that the
Chinese or spineless Roses bear to our sweet-smelling

spring ones, for we are always disappointed with the
gaudy show of the China Eose when we find it void of

sweetness ; and as Ilex Dahoon and Ilex dipyrena are

the elder brothers in the tea trade, I have been at some
pains to show that their more valuable properties are

m (he Ilex Aquifolium, that is to .say that the spiny-

leavcil Hollies are good for tea, although the Paraguay
ll'illy is not adorned with spines.

Till' enormous extent to which this branch of

industry may be carried, and the p-eat benefit to

society that must accrue from growing our own tea.

must be obvious to every one ; and although I may not

live to see the benefit it may be to my fellow-men, I

have great faith in the doctrine that if it is useful in

the fine country on the Rio de la Plata, it may be
worth a trial on the Tyue, the Severn, and the Thames.
I long to see aged spinsters addicted to this sort of tea

drinking. Alex. Forsylh.

ORCHIDS AND THEIE CULTIVATION.
No. XIII.

{Coidiyuieilfromr. 411).

The next most important genus, under the order of

arrangement I have elected, is Lycaste, and with it

might be associated Maxillaria, two groups so inti-

mately connected that botanists have some diflicnlty

in placing the numerous species of which \\v:y are

composed. Like Odontoglos,sa they Ixlmi; to I lir great

division ofVandefe, and their geographical di~(riluition.

so far as temperature is concerned, docs iio( materially

differ. Indeed, for all practical purposes they may be
grown in the same temperature as Odontoglots, with
this reservation, which must be scrupulously observed,

that at no time must the minimum be less than 42°,

for while some sorts of the latter, as I think I have
satisfactorily shown in previous papers, will even resist

with impunity the lowest minimum above the freezing

point, ilir n.iistitulion of any of the species or varieties

of tli"-c miilci' rniisideration will be proportionately

alfiTt.il a^ ilir tiMiiperature falls below the given

minimum. 11 is alisolutely necessary for the uninitiated

in these matters to be well informed upon this point;

for, as is well known among growers generally, Lycaste

Skmneri will successfully withstand the difficulties of

a drawing-room atmosphere, and remain in good health

and inflorescence at least six weeks, which has been

again and again proved by Mr. Skinner and others who
have subnutted the plant to a practical test. It is,

therefore, iust possible, knowing all this, that the

novice miglit practise a little too much at random, and
submit any or all of the species .to a, temperature-test

sutticient to destroy vitality.

By far the most important among the group, in a

decorative point of view, is L. Skinneri. Seven or eight

years ago there were probably not many more than 100

living plants of any size in the country, but the later

importations of Mr. Skinner and Messrs. Low, Veitch,

and others have swelled the numbers to several

thousands, and I don't know a single place where it is

not cultivated satisfactorily in comparison to what it

was when the numbers were limited. Mr. Warner, a£

he himself shows in his Congress paper, has been very

successful in cultivating the species under the shade of

the Vine in a moderate temperature, but to my certain

knowledge younger growers of less experience, with

nice pieces of imported plants to begin with, have

fairly rivalled if not eclipsed the best of the Broomfield

specimens. Not that I wish to underrate the import-

ance and value of Mr. Warner's plants, which are

generally in excellent condition, under the able

superintendence of Mr. Bkike, and include many
varieties that cjn only be seen at Broomfield, but to

show those who are entering with spirit into the
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oultivatiou of this tribe that there is room for improve-
ment even in the most famous collections*
An intimate acquaintance ivith the srowlih and

inflorescence of this species leads me to know that if
any one possesses say 50 plants or upwards, it is possible
tolii.v.' fluivrrsall (lir i ,:ii- n.und. During the months
ot ,Iiii\, .\u-M,-t, ,111(1 S( pirniljiT there maybe only a
fcH rli:iu<-.> lidH.i-, I, HI -iillinrut of them to keep up
an uiiiiitpvrujiliMl Micrrs-ion. In the remaining
portion there is not the slightest difficulty, provided
the plants be luxuriant. All this may be obtained, too,
without having recourse to any precarious expedient.
There is no such thing as forcing or retarding, in a
gardening sense, retiuired—at least, we have never
adopted the plan, and we have not been without
flowers for a twelvemonth at least. Plants keep
growing away and fori

times, which in turn yiclil lliiiw r-

one to mark the varietir.-, iiud :

periodical rest, they wouln lilinnu :

During the three particular um
observation, I am inclined to supi
more the waj-ward results of a In

therefore as much of an abnorm
more than, a two-flowered pedui
(|uestion, of Cypripediums of sort>

ch like, which are by no means un

1 .h;

in (Ik cillr. "f iIk

upon

( 1 vation

s]iecies.

or Pine hVi

country, and go liir i-. iii-lilv

''I liv Dr. Masters iit il.i' ( \m' r. .

Mil In that of such an "
,
,! i' :

oil ssor Eeichenbach, tli.d In: 1u.j1,i d
„ being obtained and obtainable

through the agency of cultivation, while the learned
Professor propounded that such things might be
reckoned as mon.ster.s Driund U|inii

will work wondn.^ \, illi iiiiiny Oiviii,

and we need be i it Mii|inM'il nl

are at the marvcll.iii> siirrr>s Unit
gi-owing has come to in tlie hands of accomplished hor
ticulturists. Botanists, therefore, would be more likely 1 n 1

1

to be accurate in their conclusions were they enabled to I \i . ,

,

compare well-grown specimens with their in'florescence, follow
under the cultural care of horticulturists, whether here say th..v „^ .^
or on the Continent, with those dried flowers and he could not
flower-.spikesintlieir herbaria of c.xolic growth

'

But the most bcHitrliiii- (liiiiL- in ri.niircti

Lycaste Skinneri i.- liir viiiiri> nn.l IiI.imIiu.^', ,,, ,

ofits flowers. ?Cn l«n miihii,- :!!, ii ill Miiiil ir—in
fact there is more ih^imilanty lu thi,^ than in any
other Orchid, which accounts for the favourable
position it occupies in the estimation of even the
sobered-down enthusia.st. But let us examine one of
the plants: pseudobulbs 5x3i inches, with leaves
32 inches long by Of inches across; bulbs, when in
good health, plump, showing only a slight tendency to
get furrowed ; flowers genernlly on solitary peduncles,
sometnnes as mauy as 11 to the bulb, and 'occasionally
producing a two-lioHcied iieduncle ; sepals forming the
lunsl jiroininent Icatiire of the flower, broadly ovate,
niFa-inr-nig about .'5 inchrs long by U and sometimes
inoie across, varying in colour (rom violet up through
the various shades of rose and crimson to pure white

;

petals folded together over the labellum and column,
generally but not always higher-coloured than sepals,
all of them showing prominent veins; labellum con-
tracted in the middle and elliptic tow.ards extremity,
sometimes Mhite and sometimes crimson, or of
^'"

I
' i

III
1

1

1 1- sl-.ades, with prominent hnes
''"

'
'

''' "•- ' I'isal portion, .and only inter-
•"!

'

i.
11

,

i '' illi, which are in the form of a
t'lir.in; ,'l.aiiui: .11 ll.v »\iitre of the labellum ; substance
ot the flowers very thick and waxy, which renders
them more artificial-like than real ; and duration from
six to eight weeks. Al'ere this species to be allowed to
get into the florist's ,l,nn:iii,. ih, r,. is M.rli nice foi-ma-
tiori in the sepal.v i.

, .i- :,;,,l i,,li,.|li,iii ,.l' some of the
sorts in oppositinii 1,,,, ;:,,,! m„Ii a variety, that
we shoulrl have our <

,
ln,ni n, „„, .str||:,s. Prmce Tecks,

Queen of Queens, ,Vr.~a i;reat multitude, and not
unworthy ot s|iecial recognition so long a,s we did not
oblit^'iate the suniaiiic of .Skinneri from among them ;

-I as I am. liavr- a creiit re.spect

obstacles in the way of promoting health .and vigour.
jPotting may be carried on at any time reijuisite, but it

is not necessary to repot healthy plants in the height
of the growing season, for more harm than good would
be gained thereby. If a plant is unhealthy and wants
looking after, doit at once, and as a rule do it when the
compost and the roots are rather dry. The best fixed
time is from February to April, when all the stock
should be looked over, and repotted into sizes suitable
for maintaining vigour for one season at least. I do not
recommend that pots should be filled halfway up with
draining material for any of the members of the group.
A few potsherds at bottom, and a safe filtering; cover
above, is all that is necessary ; for the roots delight to
vyaiT) themselves in and over the compost, which is less

, liable to extremes of drought in the growing sea.son,
illis at diflerent and then permeate their way through the broken

I dare say, were debris. In this sphagnum and compressed fibrous
I hem a stated material no amount of water seems to induce a

en day. soddened condition ; and this so thoroughly agrees with
viin ili.'d, (Vom I tin- ]i1aiit. that when turned out of the pot you will see
! (Mu.i^ In li,. tile i\trrinrmembraneof the roots coatedoverwith the
ii>iiliiiinii, ami liiiniiis which the water has washed doini after
'lii-.i-, and no -repeated doses, and the points of the roots bristling
il till- plant in with indications of health and vigour. The leaves
.\ii-'iiloas, and

|

when in vigour ought to present no languid sickly hue
unless when they are ripening, and the young grmrths
aliMirliing the sap which once flowed rapi'lly inln tlm
'

I 's of the pseudobulbs, which are now tiinmimlily
- -n-li'lated, and exercising a minor part in tin- mnwUi
.mil ii.llorescence of the pknt. James Aiiilcrsmi, Jleu-
dow Bank. [Professor Keichenbach's remarks above
alluded to, refer more especially to the Ophryde.x'. Eds.]

Home Correspondence.
Gardeners' TTr/./ra.—In tile excellent speech of .Sir

Dilkc at. tlic iiiiniversary dinner of the
K'ival I'.i'in-vnlriil Institution (p. 611), your
- _'iv.-ii II- a lalli.-r nlisi-ure sentence, which
M- In lia\i- l-i-rii nif-aiit to read something as
^\"ith reference to gardeners, he could only

y that he thought them a most badly paid cla.«s, but
3 could not, he feared, agree with the views put

forth in the letters of Mr. Fish, that any outside
n with

I
efforts would raise their wages. It was simply a case of

rnloiir
1
suiiply and demand, and circumstances favoured the
siiiipl.\

, The constant absorption of the best men from
the day-labourer rank of 12s. a week was likely to
keep the supply beyond the demand ; and as long as
it was so, so long would wages be lower than, looking
to the services rendered, they ought to be." I
cannot quite understand what is the divergence
of opinion between .Sir AVentworth and myself.
One of the chief reasons I assigned for low wages
was excessive supply. I also promulgated three or
four remedies for it :—a restriction of the number of
apprentices by raising their fees and qualifications; a
widening of the areas of employment for journeymen

;

and an endeavour to iiiakr tin- condition of journeymen
and foremen a permain-iit ii -nad of merely a transi-
tional one as at pn-si nt. - 'iliesc remedies, combined
with a wise admiiiistiation through the Central
Eegistration Oflice (which I trust to see Inn. -

i

and worked by the Eoyal Horticultural So'

i

by which the reserved stock of gardeners woul-l I
.

distributed singly to where they were w.anted, iii.-ttu..l

of rushing down upon each place in undisciplined
masses as at present, would tend to pull up the evil of
low wages by the roots." Sir W'entwoith, infri-over.
seems to confound journcvmeu's an' 'In:-' -,a,n-

with those of ma-ster jjardeners. ^i\ i - i- : -

simply this : thiit a journeyman : -
I

- : -

•, and oii'.dit to hi- i-n-! i... , .,,, I, ii,,.

Kl:'^n-.nr ,-.,,;,, 1,1, , -, ,:,,
| ! u rl

1 1, r, that

for I too, horticiill

for old landmarks ai

As to potting, ,vni

Odontoglossuiiis sin

treated upon at li-

Ihem pretty well, I

introduction of a I

with beneficial ellei-ts,

quite so succulent as Odont.
revel more at ease in a n
all seem to indulge pretty
aininoiiia, which U intnuii

ittli-

iihs(

liiialv thev
. TheV
ptinu of

skilled labou
same as a In i-

theultiiiiai' !

cient rcHan- ;,
, ; , ,, m,, i- i,,i, ,- n, ,,>,,;i;,Hge,

nor any aikqi,,.!, . n.nj , .i,-,,,inii lur lin- .-a.-nln-es "of
time and mone.v which youug uieu have had to
make in the positions of apprentices, journeymen, or
foremen, to qualify thcm.selves for dis<-harging the
functions of masters. Neither can I adiiiil thai anv
elforts that the Eoyal Horticultural .Sni-i. ly nn-.-li'l

make to raise gardeners' wages would b.- )irni,rih
designated outside eflbrts. Gardeners, as all admit,
rnnslitiitp the very basis of horticulture, hence it
III Ill's the first duty of a society formed and main-
tain

,
d Inr the express puqjose of fostering horticultural

.sc-niice. to devote its energies to the improvement of
its iiractitioners. At the present time the improve-
iiiput most urgently demanded is an increase of pay

pla

xtcnsiou of knowledi
.stated in your cnliunii-. tin

^ now is not higlii-r -iinliln.ii

i-ivard for the kmm l,-,l_n am
..nady invBsfml ;.. u i.n.n

,'uauo, or auytliing else in a diluted position .and re)

I have
i.'reat need of
lis. but a more
skill that they

...... ov droppings, or guano, or auythingelse in a diluted
,

positio'n'and repi'v'"iil,i't''u'-'''.-hir'a"t.'-'i'' Vi'f llH-'lIo'rti-
lorni, and made up to a proper temperature, may be > cultural Society plan, . n n, ,, \,-iv n >i».,„il,l,. |„,sition
safety applied say once a fortnight. During the

|
in reference to thi- nin-Mim, im- il,,. nuMi- at largesummer months plants should never be allowed to will insist upon measi.nug the value of horticulturists

;!o^'"fo 7t ' J ?^ " vf• ™<1 frequent syringing over-
I

by the standard which it has set up. Neither dohead IS attended with inucli benefit to the growing
1
1 think that wages will be generally advanced

Idants The matureu pseudobulbs are the best index
I

until it puts forth special efl-ort-s to attain
possible lor indicating vigour and proper treatment, so desirable an object, or at least sets a better

fnii „7i T " slif^Ued appearance, .and are i example than that of paying its students, of whom it

^„JI '"^^"'^ corrugations or m-inkles, there is ; demands the highest qualifications, something like

.T^Ij # '^°!'?',^
•

^'\'° ^^^ atmosphere being too
!
10*. or 12«. nett weekly waws for their .skilled labourhot and djry, which is not an uncommon occm-rence—

the rocts in an impervious sodden compost, with
which they disagree, and are consequently unable to
withstand the scorching heat of a summer day—or
from the want of an adequate supply of water and
something strengthening to invigorate their constitu-
tion

; all these things not properiy cared for are just so
many infringements of a proper system, and so many

• Mr. Warner's plants have been di-rtded up within the lastfew years, which account.s for them not prosrcssin-' so

and then, after two y en ,' li,-, nn-tion, turns them adrift
heavily laden yiitli li.an iii.. m- bearing the heavy
burden of failm-e. In >iriij-j|,- mihelped into the posi-
tion of masters, in ulm-h they will have ten times the
care and the work, but less wages than a common
mechanic I No ! it would not bo an outside, but a
specially and vitally inside matter, involving the use-
fulness, the prosperity, and perhaps the veiy existence
of the Eoyal Horticultural Society itself, to devise a
remedy for this state of things ; for unless gardeners'
wages are speedily and genenilly raised, tlie nualitv of

gardeners must decline, and with their declension
comes the deterioration if not the degradation of
horticulture. Neither are, nor ought gardeners' wages,
as I have already shown, to be altogether dependent
upon mere supply and demand. In all other ea-ses

quality exerts a powerful modifying influence in the
determination of value. Is this great disturbing
force to be considered as of no moment in
the payment of gardeners''' At least those who
have set themselves, as the Horticultural Society
have done, to improve their quality, should logically
and commercially complete their task, by helping them
to secure such an enhancement of price as their
improved quality entitles them to receive. This is the
more necessary in this case, as the chief holders of the
supply of gardeners have no special or primary interest
in obtaining full value for their services. As a rule too,
gardeners themselves lack the necessary capital and
independence so essential to profitable trading in the
labour, or indeed any other market. "Without these,
men become the victims of circumstances, and are
fortunate indeed if others do not make any gain out of
their necessities. It is just here that an important
authority like the Horticultural Society might <;ome to
our aid, and while taking care that the growing demand
for better men was pronqitly and equitably met, would
also see to it that the legitimate rights and jitst interests
nl'tlir men that form the .supply, were strictly upheld.
1 I la M- already indicated how this might be done, andam
]M-i. muled that by no other service could the Society do
iiioi e lu promote the extension and improvement of hor-
ticulture. Allow me, in conclusion, to thank the Horti-
cultural Society for giving the students at Chiswick
inorc than ^i a.> at iirst projiosed ; and respectfully to
'III'-' ,'^ir \\ 'ill 11, "i Ii- all. -iition to the Prize Essay
an I r

' ,1 .'1 1.-1 lies suggested by me in
I!, '- .

. ,
/, Inr .March 3, p. 196. The

i:n.,.ii llniii, ullur.ii .Sooaty, of which Sir Weutworth
is so distinguished a member, has done well to instruct
and certify gardeners ; it will do better to extend both
functions over a wider area; but it will do best of all if

it will set the example and use its influence in favour
of liberal wages, and establish its Central Eegistration
Oflice, thus providing alike for well-attested merit, and
those who employ it, "a fair field and no favour."
D. T. Fish. [Our correspondent has, we may observe,
correctly interpreted Sir Wcntworth's meaning, which
our reporter had not very happily rendered in the
passage referred to. Eds.]

Iresine Uerbstii.
—"Would some of your corre-

spondents in various parts of the country kindly state
how this plant looks with them now ? As it is nearly
the end of July, and as Coleus and Amarauthus have
been beautiful for weeks—since they were put out in
fact, it may not be too soon to inquire. How does it

look in the west, in the north, and in Ireland ? Doubt-
less many of your correspondents have employed it to
a considerable extent from its being so highly recom-
mended. "We know its present appearance about
London. Amaranthus.

Marechal Niel Rose.—In reply to your correspondent
" John Hojiper," of Canterbury (see p. 0(50), as to who
has bloomed this Eose without the aid of heat or glass,

i ! In .-ay that it has been flowered here without the
I ini' of either. The plants are young dwarf-

1' ill 'ines,which had been sheltered during winter
ui a cnld pit, and planted out in April. Their blooms
far surpassed my expectations. Marechal Niel is a
fine stout variety, which bears flowers of a rich golden
yellow, with not the least green in them, as is sho\yn in
T- !-, 11,1 Grey, and it has all the appearance of being a
In- III- opener; it has also been bloomed here under
Li Hit not at all equal to what it is out of doors. I
I III! li. r it to be the greatest .acqiii.sitinn in the way of
Enses we have had for years, Jvli,) (-//'..,/, l'nr,inanto

Mr.l:.MoUamb!i,Eose:Xiir.s,r,,.: :i J/s.

If your corre.spondent will '-nn,,
,

,

^ ^ ' n;, he can
see 10 or 50 blooms of M. Nul nmi .i. mil i-i.iut.v. I
have gathered every flower of this Eose from the open
ground that I have shown this season, and they have
ije\ er been fewer than from 15 to 20 blooms every show.
Al, Ni'-l is now as^uming its right colour, and it will
ilniiliili ,s 1,1- a wmiiii-rliil autumn flower; every young
-1 1 lias hlnniii liinls nil it. I have more than 500
Inn- I'laiil,- 'if it wlii'-h were budded last July, and
evi-n nil'- lias stood the winter with me well; but I
mliiiii tliai », had little severe weather. Still I think
Jl, Nii-l will prove more hardy than Cloth of Gold,
which it resembles in habit. AVhy does not some
enthusiast in cross breeding take j'ellows in hand, and
cross yellow yvith yellow and white with white ? I

consider that the Rose as regards beauty of form is

quite in it ml iii ./,',, A', 7,»-.v. Twelvemonths
ago I |iii,

.

I III nl' .Marechal Niel of Mr.
William r, :l I, 1 lit ilnun. and worked it on the
Eriur halt ;:L.tiii.iar-i high. In the spring they broke
beautifully, each shoot showing flower at the points ;

one of these flowers was exhibited by my son at the
Eose Show at South Kensington on the 2Sth of June.
Finding the Marechal so kind in opening his flower
buds, I at once cut the whole of my plants back for

buds, and I have this ye.ar worked upwards of a
hundred on the Briar, as I find the Manetti stock quite
unsuitable for this Eose for outdoor work. My plants
that were cut back have again broken, each with about
three shoots, and each again is showing flower buds.

I would here tell your correspondent " .lohii Hopper,"
that I think the Marechal will prove a thorough good
Eose, both for open-air culture and under glass. S.
Coppin. Mirl,',,. Crcmdon.
Boiaui'n! r,„ ,,, ! :_.,i, i,,i much with the

spirit of :
I I-' I

,
In: h' I- marks concern-

ing the II ,': I, 11 II mm may eventually
hopetoa-iiim , ,,mi i ini;. In i-'-i nulled to state that
the Botanical Congrcsd, if i' lia.s done nothing else

than bring together so many horticulturists and
botanists, appears to me to have done in this very great

sen'ice. Men of science and men of practice met in
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such numbers as had never been known before, and
many acquaintanceships were formed which will be
lasting. Some horticulturists seem, now that the
Congress is an historical fact, to be lamenting over the
fact that the horticultural talent of the country was
not more fully represented at such an auspicious
period. I am one of those who think, in all earnest-
ness, that a very favourable opportunity was afforded
to British horticulturists to place upon record some
little essay on any subject with which they happened
to be most familiar. I hold it was the duty of all

classes of British botanists and horticulturists to do
the best they could, seeing that the Congress was their
own affair, i he more credit is therefore due to all who
did come forward to represent the craft and calling,
and that they need not be ashamed of their effusions the
abstracts already published in your columns show. G.

Caladium-s.—I hnd these to be most useful plants for
window decoration. I have had one in my sitting-
room window for these six weeks, and it is still fresh
and healthy, all hough the room in question is airy
enough, the doors and windows being generally open
during the day, thus showing that the plant will stand
draughts without injury. Plants for this purpose
require to be grown in small pots, say 32-sized ones,
and hardened off well before they are introduced to
the quarters assigned them. C. atropurpureum is

admirably adapted for window-work when nicely
grown and not too large. Joh7i Edlinqiot!. Wrotham
Park. Barnet.

RoTAL Horticultural : July 17 IScieniiJic Afeetiiiff).~W

.

Wilson Saunders, Esq., in the ch.iir. After the usual
announcement of awards made by the Floral and Fruit Cora-
initteea, the election of several Fellows, and.th* affiliation of one
Society, viz., the Keevil District Floral and Horticultural, the
Chairman, in complimentary terms, presented the Prince
Consort's Gold Medal, value 251.. to Mr. Bull, Nurserym.ui,
King's Road, Chelsea, for his contributions during- 1865 to the
Society's Saturday Shows, at which he had greatly distanced all
other competitors. The Chairman also thanked Mr. Bull for
the handsome exhibitions of new and rare plants which he
has always furaished to the Society's fortnightly Tuesday
meetings.
Mr. Bull, in reply, said that his duty that day was one of an

agreeable and pleasing character. It was to return thanks for
the presentation of an extremely handsome medal, which he
should prize more than any award he had ever received,
because it had been presented to him publicly by the Council
of a Society which had done more to benefit horticulture, by
increasing a taste and love for it, and extending a knowledge
uf it, then any other medium whatever. It was now, he said,
many years since the Society had instituted flower shows at
Chiswick, and it was not too much to say, that those shows had
first given thousands a knowledge, not only of different classes
of plants, but of the perfection and beauty to which they could I

be brought. That natunilly increased and extended a taste and
love for flowers and plants; but the Society had not stopped
there, it had sent its collectors abroad to ransack forest and
jungle, mountain and vale, in search of novelties, and had
found floral treasures wherewith to gratify the taste it had
created. In addition to that the Society had distributed a
Journal among its Fellows which had diffused practical infor-
mation on most subjects relating to horticulture. Those
things are, he said, of the p.ist, but what of the pre.sent ?

"Why, the Society is still inducing a taste for horticulture.
The exhibitions held at Chiswick were good, they had there-
fore been imitated, until now we have large floral displays too
frequently, for they are nearly all thiustinto two months of the
year, till their numbers and similarity have become almost
satiating. On this account the Horticultural Society, he said,
had reorganised its IHiesday shows. These meetings, he
added, as most people knew, are not new ; the Society formerly
held them under the guidance of that eminent botanist, the
late Dr. Lindley. In the interest of horticulture the Council
had thought it best to revive tbeni, and now they are attaining
an importance, and .are watched with an interest, which
cannot fail to be beneficial both to horticulture and to the
Society ; these Tuesday shews e.<tend throughout the year, and
by and through them, fruit nnd flowers for every season are

" l''H"wsbutthe public ; hence, the
I I

'

VI ryseasonwillbe encouraged,
I accordingly. Looking at all
111.' .said he could not be other-

> ;)i,, lii'handsomemedal in question,
.
aiiuther reason why he should bo

that the Society had associated with

belonging to it was, that it would be required to be wintered
in a stove. It somewhat resembles C. Herbertiana; but its
flowers are of a nmch richer and deeper yellow than those of that
species. Concernmg a variegated-leaved plant exhibited under
the name of Dioscorea, it was observed that it could not
possibly belong to that genus, aU the species of which have
quite a ^hfTt-rent nervation. The name Pteri-^ophyllum given
toani.tl,. ' |,|.,u: ,-: In Li ted, it was stated was doubtless also a
nii^t C

;
.
Cum being a genus of Funiariaceje. It

thought, t.. be PteriphyUura. .^Vftcr

I 'M'- L

(

)] ,1 Liitia, an East

cuts and

always been ;

to Ath'
from Mr. iiuii, ;l fruit of the Mm
Indian climbing Cucurbitaceou-^ ]!
M. Balsamiua it. was remarked t)i

in Spain, the fnuit kept in oil is ,u

other wounds.
Mr Berkeley added to what had already been said

respecting bedded-out Pelargoniums at Chiswick, that aa aU
the varieties belonging to each particular strain had been
planted together, an opportunity not often met with was
afforded of forming an opinion respecting their comparative
merits, thus in this dii-ection as well as in many others indi-
cating the Society's utility.
The Chairman, alluding to a hybrid Pelargonium named

grande odoratum that was shown by Messrs. E. G. Henderson
wdth scented leaves, and flowers greatly superior to those
usually found on the fragrant-leaved section of this genus, said
that, as a cultivator of sweet-leaved Pelargoniums for many
years, he was pleased to see the change in question, which he
considered to be a great step in the right direction. Ith.ad

matter of regret with him that the beautiful
r ordinary show Pelargoniums had not been

associated with sweet-scented foliage and graceful habit, and
n-.w he thought he saw in the plant In question the beginning
of a race of Pelargoniums which would prove to be great acquisi-
tions. It may be ad-led that the Floral Committee, by way ot
encouraging the attempts ol hybridisers in the direction just
indicated, awarded Messrs. Henderson's plant a First-class
Certificate.

Mr. Bateman directed attention to a handful of beautiful
large bright orange blossoms of Mutisia decurrens, which he
had brought with him from his garden in Cheshire, where he
said the plant in question was flowering freely on a wall.
With Messrs. Veitch, by whom this Mu*-isia had been intro-
duced some years ago from the Chilian Andes, it had got
through the winter at Exeter. With Mr. Bateman, in one of
the most trying climates in England, it had also withstood the
winter. It was therefore thought there could be no doubt
that this extremely handsome wall plant woxild prove hardy in
any part of the United Kingdom. Among Orchids, which next
came under notice, were blooms of Cattleya citrina and of
Anguloa ebumea from Mr. Andei-son, gr. to T. Dawson, Esq.,
Meadow Bank, Glasgow. The first, Mr. Bateman sjiid, was
remarkable for two things, viz., its long vernacular name,
which has already been given in oiu- columns, and for its
perseverance in keeping head downwards. Nothing could
induce it to grow upright. As regards the Anguloa, the
singular form of its blossoms was pointed out, on
account of which, as well as for its beauty, it was stated
to have elicited even the attention of Royalty itself.
After a remark or two respecting Grobya Amherstife, a sombre-
looking grassy-leaved Brazilian Orchid, named, generically,
after Lord Grey, of Groby, and specifically in compliment to
Lady Amherst, the genus Grammatophyllum next engaged
Mr. Bateman 'fl attention. To this genus, which is nearly related
to Cymbidium, belong only a few species, but amoiig these
are some of the handsomest of Orchids. The starely Java-
nese G. speciosum has been called the Queen of Orchidaceous
plants. In colour the flowers are bright yellow, spotted and
blotched or barred with red. Rumphius has a figure of a
Grammatophyllum, which is remarkable for the immense mass
of roots which is attached to it, and it was stated that, accord-
ing to that author, it was a most extraordinary plant, for on its
blunt leaves he could trace fac-similes of letters belonging to

I A O he was clearly able to make out

:

and ;virj-. A life-sized figure of a flower of this species,
together with an account of its discovery, may be found in
our volume for 1867, p. 253 : other matters relating to Mr.
Ellis's last visit to Madagascar, aud to the losses he had
experienced in conveying his plants to Europe, also were
alluded to ; and he concluded by stating that in both
Madagascar and Africa there was yet, he thought, a most
fertile field for enterprise in the way of plant collecting.

Ju!'/ 17 (Flornl Ci><,LMitt^e).—UT. Perry. Castle Brouiwich,
' ~ number of extremely handsome

First

.dlLI.gSOf hi.- r two of which
Cut Verbenas also

Lii'lford. Messrs. Lee
] lanta in the shape of

. Osbom I

of Irbyana, aemula,
i major, and iufundibidi-

beauitrml^s uhwl-iuu llL'iiiut., l-uum
princepscoceluea,Cundulleana, Mas:
f'lrmifl. From Mr. Macintosh, King Street, Harumerf
came a rosy pink-flowered Pelargonium named Lady
Palmerston, and extremely frce-flowcring dwarf plants of a
double variety of the white Pyrethrum Parthenium ;

it was named P. P. flore-pleno compactum. Seedling Zonal
Pelargoniums came from Mr. Trotman, of Isleworth, aud from
Messrs. Veitch a large and valuable collection of plants,
among which were several choice Orchids, the rosy pink
blossomed Rhododendron Princess Royal, and the pretty
blush-flowered variety called Princess Alexandra : the white-
blossomed Lapageria ; an Aphelandra from Bolivia, with
large handsome leaves conspicuously veined with yellow ; a
Nepenthes, with pitchers beautifully mottled with reddish
brown

; the fiue-leaved Maranta Veitchii and oLher Marantas ;

Bertolonia guttata, with leaves covered with pink .sprits

;

Anthurium regale, a promising plant ; tlir .)! iwiiii'- '"liilian
Feni, Lomaria Lechlerii (see p. ), and a \''<\-

, the
same country, to both of which Fii- i , : itus
were awarded; .^schynanthus Lobbim , . !i_ht
scarlet blossoms issuing from rhoi-iil:ii. .!..;.

, ,,. 'Ls;
Fandanus Linnaii, and other ]iliiii- i ., ..i , hieh
Certificates were awarded. From M. \ :

i n
i ..^.f.n

came the double Sciirlet Pelar;,'i.i il: ,,:(-., . .,,ry,

the tricolor-leaved kind called l,.id\ > uKiim, .-fl h. -rini anea
spinosa with Holly-like leaves and rich searlet flowurs tipped
with yellow. The last was stated to have been flowered out o
doors. From Mr. Mann, Brentwood, came various zonal
seedling Pelargoniums, and some fine-leaved varieties of the
same useful plant also came from the Society's Garden. Mr.
Wm. Paul furnished Scjirlet Dw,arf, Waltham Nosegay, Dr.
Hogg, Lilacinum, and other Pelargoniums, all fine kiuiJs". mobt
of which have already been described in our columns. From
Mr. Bull came a large collection of plants, among which were
fine specimens of Amorphophallus Kiandis, each with a
spreadmg much-divided leaf on a mottled stalk some 5 feet in
height ; the true Latania rubra, from Madagascar, to which a
First-class Certificate was awarded ; the chocolate coloured
Echevena atropurpurea , Tiee and other Ferns Golden edged
Aucubas the beautiful little Pandanus ornatua the laige
leaved plant called bamyda nobilis , the vai legated variety of
Sel iginella Martensu , tbi, -iht.n \LmL 1 hi lUthLoiuui iigyio
neurum , the handsomu 1 Ml

| ma
margantacea, vnth le

spots , Diacsena
gated Phani'i

,

LjUmm \ -^ ^

Retii
Ji 1

Dukt
gardt 1 u
one of thi h iiid
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Xavier Olibo. La Brillante, Pierre Netting, Alphonse Damaizin

Marcchal Niel, LeopoH I,. '.\nr\ Put fie Rohan. Mr. Cant had

beautiful blooms pelet, Madame Victor

and Baron Adolphe do
' . -^ stand contained excel-

> ,,
, ( i.;:i:iie Vidot, Xavier Olibo,

"paul'A-Hon; 2, Mr. B. R. Cant;

4, Mr. W. Draycott.

[r. B. R. Cant was 1st, with fiue

. Charles Lefebvre, Dr.

,jiu^^, a^^ X .^..v ..^..^-s,. Mr. Parker had good specimens

of Professor Koch and Madame Hector Jacquln wind Messrs.

Verdier, Aries Dufnui i

Rothschild. Mes.-vi.-

lent flowers of Chat 1< - i

Comtesse de ChabriU^nii
AwardH.—60: 1, Mtss

3, Messrs. Francis & Co

In collections of o6,

examples of Duchesse de Caylu!

Lindley, and Pierre Netting. ^'- '

There was also a
In addition to those

observed a fine example of the Liliura

Francis, Due dc Rohan, Louise Peyronny, Tnomphe da

Rennes, and Madame Freeman. . -, -r, ,

AwardK.-SG : 1, Mr. B. R. Cant ; 2, Mr. Jas. Parker ; .3,

Messrs. Francis & Co.

CoUections of 24 varieties were nicely shown. In the

various stands were fine blooms of Madame Rivers, Charles

Let.i tv .\i; 1 f. Mi M;iaame Furtado, Maurice Bemardin,

j,,i,
!

, ,

! uin Donville,SenateurFarre, Madame
i\

,'..',]
' ] 11 I.. Due de Rohan, Souvenir de

^,^„'-.',7...^'j4Vi, McsHvs. Paul A Son; 2, Mr. B. R. Cant;

3, Mr. Jas. Parker.

New Roses formed a pleasing feature of the Show, Some

fine specimens were staged of Due de Wellington, Dr. Andry,

Alpaide de Rotalier, Charlemagne, Madame Gustave Bennett,

Madame Marie Rady, Duchesse de Caylus, Pierre Netting,

and Madame D. Donville.
+, „ ^ ^ ^

A>rards.~24 : 1, Messrs. Paul & Son ; 2, Mr. B. R. Cant; 3,

Mr. Geo. Batley.

The prizes for the best single blooms were awarded as

follows :-l, Mr. B. B. Cant : 2, Mr. Jas. Parker ; 3, Mr. Geo.

Batley.
The Amateurs* Classes were well sustained, and nearly all

the collections put up were good. Among them were beautiful

flowers of Madame Bravy, C6line Forestier, Comtesse de Cha-

briUant, Si'nateur Vaisse, Madame Rivers, John Hopper.

Madame Clemence Joigneaux, Madame Boutin, Madame Boll,

Beauty of Waltham, Charles Lawson, John Nasmyth, Gloire

de Dijon, Charles Lofehvre, Madame Victor Verdier, and

Madame Charles Wood. „ .r xt ^ ^ t.
Atoards.-U : 1, Rev. S. R. Hole ; 2. C. N. Newdegate. Esq.,

MP.: 3, Mr. C. J. Perry. 12 : 1. Mr. C. J. Perry; 2, C. N.

Newdegate, Esq.. M.P. ; 3, Mr. H. Thomeycroft.

Notts Horticultural: /w?i/5.—The South Notts Horticultu-

ral Society, formerly the CauntonFl-ml -', '' it'—r-Oardening

Association, has this year held a vnv • • ^'i-A-onthe

Sconce Hills, and, profiting by th

has made its arrangements in

and gratifying to the pubhc
|. uvenient

.i.isc:u-iii. effected

^„„ J the" tasteful arrangement uf tho ^Uuw. suggested in

the first instance by Mr. Newton, planned by Messrs. Capam
and Crossley, and finaUr carried out by the former with

artistic and admirable skill. Instead of the old formal mono-

tonous stage, with its ch-eary hangings of melancholy baize,

the plants and flowers were most effectively grouped upon the

irregular surface of a sloping bank of sward, and presented

the "charming appearance of some favoured garden, in which

every variety of plant was happily accUmatised, and which

united the inmates of the stove and the conservatory with the

hardier inhabitants of the parterre. It may be confidently

said that a prettier Flower Show has not been seen out of

London. _ , , , , , ,

Passing to the component parts, the Roses, which extended

the whole length of the tent. 150 feet, were the most attractive

feature. These came from Lincolnshire, Leicestershire

and Northamptonshire, as well as from Nottingham

and were shown in great beauty and perfection

The best were exhibited by the Rev. S. Reynold;

Hole ; Mr. Draycott, nurseryman, of Leicester ; and Mr. H,

Morris, of Cauntoii, who won the three silver cups ; but

collections, hardly inferior, were brought by Mr. I^xton. of

Stamford ; G. Nevile, Esq., of Stubton ; Rev. E. N. Pochm,

Mr Oharlesworth, Mr. H. Merryweather, and others. The

best blooms wore Charles Lefebvic, a magmficent dark

Crimson, by all acknowledged as the King of Roses
;
Mar^chal

JSiel a new Rose of a golden yellow hue ; Due de Rohan, a

dark-complexioned brother of S^nateur Vaisse, and equally

handsome : Prince CamiUe de Rohan, still darke- - ""^^

glowing claret colour, but not so perfect in form

Verdier ; Margut^-rite de St. Amand,
white, deepening to pink
Comtei

One plant of a fancy variety (Magnifica) from Hardwicke was
idcrful size and symmetry. Several new varieties

own from the collection of C. Beard, Esq., and in the

„ classes, whether Show, BVench, or Fancy, the plants

remarkable for their abundance of bloom, health, and
vigour. "Hie plants with variegated, and also those

ornamental foliage were all well shown. "" -
-

goodly group of "

that gained prizes^

auratum from Japan, the curious Javanese Radish, the

variegated Maize, &.c. The Achimenes and Gloxhiias were
very fine, especially the latter, amongst which were some
new and very charming varieties ; and there were also some
beautifvil variegated double Petunias, from the Rev. F. Cheere.

The stove and gi-eenhouse plants, the exotic Ferns, Begonias,

and Cockscombs were very creditable. 1 Mr. Barrett's collection

of Caladiums, which took the Ist priee, were particularly

beautiful. Amongst the specimen plants, the Sphserogyne

latifolia. shown by Mr. Nichol, gr. to T. H. Powell, Esq.,

Drinkstone, and the variegated Paper-plant and the Clssua

discolor from Hardwicke, were the most beautiful.

The Roses were glorious, and compelled the admiration of

every visitor. Such forms, colours, and perfumes enthroned

among green Moss have rarely, if ever, been seen before.

The Queen of Flowers held high court at Fomham, and the

number of presentations was overwhelming. Part of the

extreme richness of the Rose show was probably owing to the

lijui.ifli.me prizes offered by the Rev. R. S. Fox, aided by those

i.f r (':i. . ;
.

,
V.-\.. M.P., all of which were well competed for.

11,.
I

:;, ii i| !.. I1.UU-S were carried off by Mr. B. R. Cant, of

I .
I, >, i.

I i; , j^Tower of celebrity. The Verbenafi. Pinks,

N I
,.

,

!>
.

r .-iiuims, Sweet Williams, and herbaceous plants

wvic hlI; iLi.t iibundantly shown. There were also several

very pretty spikes of flowers of the Indian Chestnut, from that

rich repository—the Arboretum at Barton. The trees were

raised by Mr. Pettitt, from seeds gathered in the Himalayas

by Colonel Bunbury, and flowered for the first time in this

country at Barton a few years ago.

We were pleased to see (for the fir.st time for many years) a

collection of plants and cut flowers from the gardens of the

Rev. E. R. Benyon, of Culford; amongst the former a very

fine plant of Lucy Grieve Pelargonium, a still finer Seedling of

1866, several Standard Pelargoniums, some fine Lobelias, Ac.

The prizes offered brought forth a pretty exhibition of tible

decorations. Three competitors contended— Mr. Fish, of

Hardwicke ; Mr. Nichol, gr. to T. H. Powell, Esq., of Drink-

stone : and Mr. Foulger, gr. to G. Partridge, Esq., of Bury. Mr
Nichol's consisted of one of the raised gLisses of the usual

shape : both top and base of which were prettily, but some-

what too compactly, arranged. Mr. Foulger showed a set of

three "lasses, nicely dressed with flowers. Mr. Fish's decora-

tion couhisted of a tall central vase, loosely dressed with Roses,

with Fuchsias, scarlet Passion-flowers, and Maiden-haii-

Fern, gracefully dependent from it. The long stem was

vrreathed with Cissus discolor. At equal distances from the

centre, three other vases were placed with a few choice trusses

of Geranium, and some Maiden-hair Fern in each. The base

was composed of Fern leaves, projecting about 3 inches all

rovind on to the table cloth ; over this base were placed a few

stray flowers. Fern leaves, fcc, and the interstices between

were furnished with Grapes, Peaches, Figs, Strawberries, and

Cherries. Mr. Fish's decoration gained the prize.

The Ladies' Hand Bouquets were numerous and of high

merit. Out of about 30, only three were not worthy the accept-

ance of any lady. ,. , .^, ,

The Cottagers' table was abundantly supplied with good

vegetables and some very pretty flowers, together with an

abundance of fine honev. The baskets of Vegetables were very

creditable to the producers, .and show how much may be

done by our rural population, if a little encouragement is

given them. ____________^___

Notices of 23oofes(.

Victor
istremely pretty,

the centre; Madanie Boutin,

ie'' de Chabrillant, Madame C. Wood, John
'-\^ Lacharrae, Souvenir do Comte Cavoiu-,

M !
:

'
1,1 [^e Rhone, &c.

I
. if Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Cluh-

n I
iiimns. Calceolarias, Fuchsias, bouquets and

^iL-lM|^. I i'Avers, FruitaandVegetables. were brought in

excellent order from the gardens of Kelham, Winkbum,
Stubton, Cavmton, Averham, Langford, Upton, Winthorpe,

Beaconfleld, CoUingham, &c. The plants of Variegated

Foliage were a great addition to the Show ; and the Bedding

Pelargoniums, which are now the favourites among that class

of plants, were much in advance of those exhibited last year.

Fruit trees in pots, from the orchard-house of W. Newton,

Esq were in the most perfect health, and abundantly " set

"

with fruit. Grapes, Peaches, and Strawberries (Sir Joseph

Paxton among the latter, remarkably fine), were shown by

Mr. Cousins with his usual success. Amateurs not employing

a regular gardener contributed mo-St creditably, especially in

vegetables. Cottagers (for whose benefit the shows were

originated) proved themselves to be skilled gardeners, both in

flowers and vegetables, those from CoUingham being remark-

ably fine ; and the taste disphiyed by the children in the

arrangement of wild flowers was very gratifying.

Mr T. J. Capam exhibited the designs in landscape

gardening which took the prize at the Great International

Exhibition, and which prove his capability in a large under-

taking to be quite equal to his taste in arranging the minor

details of a flower show.

Burt noRTicuLTDKAL : June 22,—The summer fSte of this

Society was held at Fomham Park, the residence of W.

Gilstrap, Esq., High Sheriff of the Coimty. The gi-ounds are

extensive, .and have been greatly beautified lately at con-

siderable expense, so that Nature and Art combmed have

rendered them most attractive and svlitable for such meetmgs,
nnH +>,o ^;«itm-a «p(»mpd almost as much to enioy theand the visitors seemed almost as much to enjoy

promenade through the grounds as the fSte itself.

The Show wa- ' •"

'

great difiiculty

I fine one, and the Committee must have had

,.,^^„.„j „i finding room for the several collections ; In

fact so rapidly have the floral treasures at the command of the

Society increased, that unlr - '^'^
" " ^ '^* -o o,,,*.^^^

of a crystal palace

i the Rev. F. Cheere's suggestion

the Botanic Gardens (i la Beard) is

W.7 and larger tent will have to be provided.

Fruit was but scantily shown, though Strawberries and

Cherries were abundant and of good quality. The best

Cherries were exhibited by Mr. Grieve, from the fine orchard-

house at Culford. The chief features of this summer Show
ar«' however the Fuchsias and Pelargoniums; those shown

on this occasion being superior to anything of the kind seen

at the Great International. The Fuchsias particularly

were very finely grown and well bloomed,

extraoi-dinarily full of blossoms. ""'— -"•"-

of the Pel!irgouium.s, which

being
„. The eajne m.ay be said

more numerous than usual.

The Gevera of Plants. By R. A. Salisbury, A
Fragment. (London: Van Voorst. 8vo., pp. 143.)

Botanical science owes much to the labours of Dr.

•lohn Edward Gray, of the British Museum, and

though for many years his occupations have led him to

cultivate zoology more than botany, it cannot be said

that he has ever forsaken his early love. The last of

his services to the " amabilis scientia " consists jn the

giving to the botanical world the " fragment " that

fonn.<i the subject of this notice, and which may truly

be included among the curiosities of literature. Not

by any means the least interesting portion of this

volume is the preface in which Dr. Gray briefly alludep

to the main facts of Salisbury's life, to his own connec^

tion with that impulsive botanist, and to the

friendship between Salisbury and the late Dr.

Biu-chell. Salisbury's manuscripts, it appears,

came into the possession of the last-named

ceutleman, the well-known traveller in Africa and

Brazil At his decease in 18M, the manuscripts

came into the possession of Dr. Gray, who desirous of

carrying out at least in part, the desires of his kind

and early friend," has selected a portion of the " Genera

Plantarum" for publication, exactly in the state in

which it was left by the author. In this wa,y '
a few

bitter personal expressions, which perhaps it might

have been desirable to expunge." are still included,

though from the lapse of time the writers attacked

can no longer be hurt by their appearance. ' Detailed

criticism of a work produced under such circumstances

is unnecessary—the progress of Science has been so

great that the attitude of affairs, so to speak, is very

materially altered ; nevertheless one can but admire

the inunense pains and careful elaboration bestowed

by the author. There are numerous observations

scattered throughout the Fragment here produced,

which are of much interest, and testify to the

author's keen perception. It matters comparatively

little whether the subdivisions of a group be

called orders, genera, or sections, provided that the

distinctive characters that separate these groups

be well defined and constant. We may have 9ur

own opinions a.s to the propriety of considering

what most people call the genus Narcissus as an order

and of dividing it into 14 or 15 genera ; but, provided

the distinctions between these be trenchant, and, as the

author himself says, " provided each species is placed

where its most striking similitudes demand, it matters

comparatively little what name we give to the sub-

divisions; and though opposed to the giving generic

rank and generic nomenclature with the lavish hand of

a Salisbury, we yet acknowledge that there is much
truth in liis remark, " that if every species admitted

into a genus corresponded more strictly with the type

in its organs of reproduction, ten times as many as are

now established would make botany ten times more
easy to learn, and ten times more delightful

when learnt." We may admit so much without

acceding to the practice of those who make a new
genus out of the most trifling variations in structure.

Salisbury was for some time Secretary to the Horti-

cultural Society, and appears at all times to have

studied living plants with much acumen. Speaking on

this point, he says of Solander that he '" preferred dried

specimens, that he might not lise characters liable to

disappear in an herbarium, [and] fell into the error of

describing Agapanthus with aregular corolla. Dryander,

on the contrary, never trusted to a dried plant if he

could see it living; and Jacquin has most happily

expressed my ideas of what is necessary to a generic

assemblage in the following lines, partly Ovid's :—
' Par cunctis fades, qu,alem decet esse sororum
Et diversa tjimen eadem est gratia formie,

Ut mox agnoscas, qua sint de stirpe creatre.'

"

The 13th edition of Matinder's Biographical

Trea.mry (Longmans) has just been issued under the

editorship of Mr. W. Cates. A volume that has run
through so many editions need have little said in its

favour, but the changes in the present issue are so

numerous that they almost render the volume a new
work. T'he notices are concise, agreeabl,v written, and

so far as we have seen, correct, and evidently posted

up to the latest moment. A Smaller Dictionanj of

the Sihle, for the Use of Schools and Young Persons.

By William Smith, LL.D. (Murray.) The larger

Bible Dictionaries of Dr. Smith have been so favour-

ably commented on, that it is only necessary to state

that the present volume is a condensation from those

more voluminous works, and is especially suited fertile

use of young persons in schools or otherwise. It is

amply illustrated by woodcuts and maps.

CataioguesReceived.—5. .S. jr/Hi(rajs'(Holloway)

General Catalogue of Plants, a very full and carefully-

prepared list, with a view of the interior of the large

conservatory at the Victoria NOTsery, and other illus-

trations.— IFafercr <)(• Gorf/ccy's (Knaphill) Catalogue

of Conifer-1, Shododendrons, c^c, contains the parti-

culars of their well-known choice collection of these

valuable hardy plants ; fine habit and efiective foliage

are with them considered essential in a Rhododendron.

—Smith S( Simons' (Glasgow) Dutch and other Flower-

ing Bvlhs, a select list.—J". S( A. Smith's (Dulwicb)

New and Choice Plants embraces many novelties,

specially a large series of the now tricolor-zoned Pelar-

goniums, among them Jetty Lacy and King of Tricolors,

whichhavemet with public recognition.—JST. Laurentius

(Leipsic) Pri.T Coiirant. a very complete and excellent

classified list, including many choice and rare plants.—

S. Cannell's (Woolwich) Autumn Catalogue of

Fuclmas Verlenas, S(c., embraces all the novelties

ofl'ered during the last spring.—G. Matthews' (Dunedin)

Garden Calendar, u-ith List of Seeds, prepared after

16 years' experience of the climate of Otago, will be of

much use to new settlers. The cultural directions are

as antipodean to our notions of cropping as the locality

is to our own ; for instance, Seakalo is to be covered in

July to start it into growth, and December yields an

abundance of (Jreen Peas.

#Ior(gts' dflotoers.

The RAiTPNCtTLTTg.—It is much to be regretted

that this beautiful flower should become compara-

tively nclected, and it is indeed somewhat remarkable

that a flower so perfect in its beauty, and presenting

withal so much variety, should have lost ground among

those who take interest in the cultivation of special

subjects. But so it is. Formerly the florists of

London, especially those of its eastern districtj

indulged largely in the culture of the Ranunculus, and

the conversion 'of their gardens into building plots was

a real loss to floriculture. Then again, many persons

who have tried to grow the Ranunculus, have found it

degenerate in quality and vigour. In such cases, no

doubt some important point of treatment has been

overlooked, and in the majority of London gardens it

may be assumed that the most likely source of (iisap-

pointment, fatal alike to the growth of all delicate

florists' flowers, is want of proper drainage. No one

who has seen the ' make up ' of a London gardm at the

hands of a speculative builder, can wonder at the want

of success which marks the attempt to cultivate choice

flowers therein. Drainage, in the proper garden sense

of the terra, is unthought of, and stagnant water is

death to a delicjite plant. There may indeed be gravelly

soils which can-y ofl' the wator and form a natural

drainage, but there are also many gardens, even on

gravelly soils, which do not permit of the periect or

speedy passage of superfluous water. Mr. Glenny, in

one of his paper? on this subject, has very sensibly

remarked, that "there are those who smile at pur

endeavours to persuade them that the Ranunculus,

which is so weedy for water, and requires so much,

should fail "in undrained ground becai^e it is

undrained, and set up their judgment against

ours- hut with areat submission to their fancied

knowledge, we know from axitual experience that

they are wrong and we are right. One of these

gentlemen assures us, on actual experience, that he has

followed our directions, well drained his bed, used the

best loam from rotted tui-ves, and done every thing

we have said should be done to grow this flower,

and yet he failed as much as he did in other parts of

his garden. It is worth noticing how easily a man

may deceive himself. Weexammed his bed; we found

a foot and a half of excellent loam, and at the bottom

of this a foot of brick rubbish, the natural soil being a

stiff loam, very retentive, and as close as clay ;
and he

maintained that there could not be a better drainage,

because the excess of water would run down into the

brick rubbish. The mistake was, that when it had run
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there, it stopped there. The soil held water like a leaden

cistern, and there was no outlet ; so that there was, for

the whole season, the accumulation of watering as well

as of tlie rains ; and the ' well-drained bed' was always

full of st:it;uant water. Here was the grand secret.

Drainage is getting rid of the water; all pretences that

foil of this are useless, and brick rubbi.«h is no better

than any other rubbish, if the water is to lay in it. We
ftttribute the failure of many things in many gardens

to the stagnant water in the soil, and all make-shifts,

nil partial draiuing, is not so effective as di'aining the

whole garden."
The culture of the Ranunculus must then he left

alone if the gi-ound is not effectually drained. The
soil should be good loam from rotted turves with vege-

table mould; and the dung used as an enrichment

must be clean cow-dung, rotted into mould, for new
cow-dung, though sometimes recommended, brings the

fly and the maggot. If the growers not only around
London but in the country would treat the Kanunculus
fairly according to these hints, this most beautiful

flower would once more become plentiful. Zeta.

Sw.iEMlN(J.—On the 20th of April a hive in my
possession threw off a very heavy swarm; on the

15th of May the same hive threw off a good cast ; and
on the 10th of June the swarm of the 26th of April

threw off an exceedingly heavy maiden swarm (to my
groat disappointment, as the bees left a super a quarter

full), which I was compelled to put into an ordinary

straw hive, having none other at hand. A week ago I

cut a hole in the top and put on a straw super. Will

the honey in this hive and super be free from brood-

comb, the swarm being a " maiden ? " The cast of the

15th of Slay I put into a frame hive of my own con-

struction ; the frames running on grooves top and
bottom, and drawing out behind. In this there does

not appear to be any brood-comb at all. Is this usual

with casts ? Will you also kindly tell me what is the

latest period at ivhich it is advisable to put a swarm
into an Ayrshire or Stewarton hive ? O.

[Your swarm of the 26th of April was a remarkably

early one. It is also singularthe long interval (19days),

which elapsed between that and the appearance of the

second swarm. It may be accounted for on the

supposition that at the time of the issue of the first

swarm royal cells had only just been commenced ; or

it is possible that none then e.xisted, but were formed
by the remaining bees in the same manner as

if their queen had died suddenly.

You ought to know that the old queen always

accompanies the swarm, therefore she left with the

first swarm on the 26th of April, and asiin with the

maiden swarm on the 10th of June. Tour maiden
swarm, therefore, contained eggs and brood within a

few days of being hived. As you do not seem to have
put on the super for some weeks after hiving, there is

little probability of its being used for brood, unless the

queen has insnflicient room below. Where a super is

put on a swarm it is best to give it in about a week
after hiving, but we are often in the practice of

removing the super from the stock which has swarmed,
and giving it, within a very few days, to the swarm to

finish. The season, and the strength and date of the

swarm must all be considered, or the super may be

obtained at the cost of the entire ruin of the stock-

hive, unless copious feeding is resorted to.

The cast of the 15th May, if it contains, as you
suppose, no brood comb, has either no queen, or an
unimpregnated one. This is not asual with casts, but
it may occasionally occur. If you can satisfy yourself

that there is no brood, search for the queen, and, if an}-,

destroy her. Insert some brood of suitable age and
watch the result.

The proper time for stocking any hive varies accord-

ing to the district. We should not in ordinary seasons

care to keep any swarms domiciled in empty hives after

the 12th of June. We often make artificial swarms
later than this date, but then they are built up and
strengthened by additions of brood and honeycombs.
Please at some time to favour us mth an account of

your hive with the frames sliding in grooves, and how
you find them act in manipulation. We confess t« a

prejudice against the principle, which we saw largely

carried out among the foreign hives shown at the
Great Exhibition in 1802.]

Chtsteeino Out. — I discovered, before your
answer to my inquiries arrived, that the bees cluster-

ing outside the hive had begun to build a comb
under the straw hackle, so I cut a little piece

out of the top of the hive, and tied on an adapter-

board and super. I shall be anxious to see

what the result will be. I think ours is rather a late

honey district—at least I know our garden is late. I do
not understand what you mean by putting a box inside

the eke, if the hive be raised, or why the box should

be octagon instead of circular. Why is it "seldom
that any honey can be obtained from a hive which
swarms, except by sacrificing the entire stock ? " And
if so, how are we ever to get honey from a common
straw hive, as the bees almost always snanii iu llieiii,

and sometimes cast, as the folks say lirivilHnu-, ( ':m

a super be put on before swarming time wiilinut giiting

brood-combs instead of honey ? A Yuuny Aiiiarian,

Warwick.
[It is not unusual for bees to build comb outside

their hives. Had a super been supplied to them before,

you might have been a great gainer ; as it is, probably
the best period of the honey-harvest has been lost.

There is notliing in otir previous reply which could lead

to the conclusion that the octagon box is put inside

the straw eke ; it is intended as a substitute for the
eke. The only reason for the octagonal shape instead

of round being recommended, is from its being of easier

construction, and better adapted for loose bars. Honey
can seldom be obtained in supers from a stock which

sends off a swarm, because the hive is at first almost

depopulated. It is true that in the course of a few

days, owing to the numbers of young bees emerging
from their cells, a vast increase truces place, but still for

rapid super-filling a superabundant pojjulation must
be present. The queen, you are aware, is a young one,

and several weeks must elap.se before any increase in

numbers from her own brood can take ^lace. As a

general rule, honey can only be obtained trom swarm-
ing hives, by sacrificing either the swarms or the old

stocks. Supers should be given to old stocks before

swarming time, taking care to give additional room
when necessary, either in super accommodation or by
nadirs below the stock.]

Garden Memoranda.
DuppLiN Castle (Coiilium'rt front p. 663).—

A

magnificent drive leads from the Castle and grounds
alreadyjdescribed tothe kitchen garden,which is situated

a considerable distance onwards tothe east, and although

the turf is not of that fine close character peculiar to

elev.ated regions on chalky soils, it is, however, well

kept, and has an admirable ett'ect, far superior to what
could have been produced by a broad gravel road. The
sides are bounded by trees of a very magnificent

character, a considerable number of which are of the

spiry-topped kinds, producing an effect of solemn
solitary grandeur. Amongst them we noted many
noble examples of the Norway Spruce, alike in masses
and single specimens — these latter weep to the

ground, and are perfect cones from bottom to top,

and exquisitely beautiful. They are supposed to

be the largest and most perfect specimens of

the kind in the country. There are also some
grotesque forms of the Scotch Pine, the deep dark

foliage of which, and the green of the Oak and other

round-headed trees, contrast admirably with the

light tints and graceful forms of Larches which are

scattered about. A well-defined variety of the Silver

Cedar of Lebanon is a beautiful and attractive object.

A Black Spruce is 80 feet in height, and is a very

handsome and compactly-grown specimen. There are

also many extraordinary examples of Walnut trees, and
a Spanish Chesnut. A remarkable specimen of Silver

fir, growing near the margin of the drive, is more
than 100 feet in height, and some 20 feet in girth—

a

very giant of its race ; its wide-spread branches weep
on the ground, and the tips of many of them have
taken root and gi'omi onward into trees. I have
observed not only here, but at Dunkeld and else-

where, that the most remarkable examples of Conifers,

whether Larch, Silver, or Scotch Pines, are growing on
sloping banks, and I have rarely found the former
suffer from tlie disease called "pumping" in such
situations, but on flat, undrained lands. Hollies and
Y''ews find a congenial home amidst this noble

a.ssemblage, and have a fine effect. In the open spaces

some of the more rare Ccnifcrn' have hcen introduced.

Of these I noticed a very haicl^mr Wc-llingtonia

gigantea, andTaxodiumsemperMivn. in muiythriving
specimens ; there were also several rcmarivahle forms of

Picea nohilis, lasiocarpa and Nordmanniana, as well

as Araucaria imbricata and other desirable kinds,

which giive interest and variety to this beautiful drive,

which is joined on the right-hand side by a broad
avenue, lined on either side with thriving plants of the

beautiful and effective Silver Cedar of Mount Atlas.

At the eastern end of the main drive there is a flower

garden in an enclosed space sloping to the south, at

the northern end of which there is a greenhouse—span-
roofed, some 60 ft. in length and 18 ft. in ividth. When
we saw it, it was undergoing repairs, and the plants were
in consequence placed out of doors on the shady side of

a lofty wall ; amongst them we found some very good
well-grown plants of Camellias, Acacias, Epacris,

Cytisus, Heaths, and many others of like character.

The house stands on a rusticated terrace, and the

borders were gay with gaudy-coloured flowers in the
ribbon style. The garden below contained a few
beds of simple form on the turf, which were filled in

the mixed style mth choice flowering plants; in the
centre of one of these beds a fine plant of Araucaria
excelsa was plunged, producing an admirable effect in

coiitra.st with some remarkable forms of evergreen and
other trees distributed about. Cryptomeria japonica
is a beautiful tree, full of cones, and weeping to the
turf ; the points of the branches rising up again in a

perpendicular direction give it a most elegant and
handsome appearance. Its delicate pale green colour, too,

and that of^a very handsome Swedish Juniper near at

hand, assimilated admiralily with a line example of the
Deodar Cedar. Associated Hith these were good speci-

mens of Copper Beech and Weiping Elm, producing an
excellent effect by the dissimilaritj- of their forms and
colour. On the eastern side a wall is covered mth
climbing plants, amongst which we noted some beau-
tiful Koses, enriched with the charming colours of

TropjEolum, and contrasted with many examples of

Cotoneaster, Ceanothus, and other everclothed creeping
shrubs.

The kitchen garden contains an area of 10 acres, and
is situated on the side of a steep hill on the eastern side

of the flower garden ; it is of a lengthened, irregular

form, running from west to east, and is enclosed

by lofty brick walls, that on the northern side

curving outwards. The soil is of excellent quality, and
well adapted alike for the cultivation of fruit and
vegetables.

A broad walk extends the whole length of the

garden, and is embellished on either side with gay

flowering plants; in some places the ribbon stA-le is

adopted, and the beautiful silver-edged Arabis lucida

and choice Verbenas are seen in contrast with the best

varieties of Geraniums and Calceolarias, and these

[again diversified with rows of Perilla nankin ensis,

ratums. Helint rnpps, &c. In other parts the borders
iiinigleil Willi the choicest kinds of herbaceous

, its ami florists' flowers, amongst whicli Dahlias,

Standard Roses, and Hollyhocks are liberally distri-

buted, and these latter tower up like pinnacles, dis-

playing to advantage their beautiful and attractive

rosette flowers of almost every hue. Celosia pyrami-
dalis, and the different varieties of that beautiful

iridaceous bulb the Gladiohis, were most effective in

aiding the grand display these lengthened and highly-

ornamented borders produced. Another walk bisects

the gardens longitudinally, and has a line of well-

formed half-standard Apple trees on either side, which
were loaded with a full crop of spotless fruit. Some of

the other walks were bordered with Gooseberry and
Currant bushes, many of the latter trained as standards,

and they too were heavily laden with admirably grown
fruit, which looked so cool and inviting. Immediately
on entering from the flower garden there is situated on
the left-hand side a " loan-to " house, of recent erection

;

it is 80 feet in length and 9 feet in breadth, having
upright glass in front, which is opened and shut by a
very simple contrivance ; the upper portion of tlie roof

is also raised for the purpose of a<'ration by machinery,
and hot-water pipes are placed along the front for the

Surpose of heating the house when required. The
oor is lowered down in front, in order to admit of a

row of bush specimens of Fig trees to be planted out,

and they are producing fruit in great abundance. The
surface of the ba<;k wall is covered with Peach and
Nectarine trees, which are making remarkable growth,
and producing admirable specimens of fine fruit.

A corridor separates this house from another of the
same width, but of a greater length by 10 feet ; it is not
however heated, nor the floor lowered down in front

as in the other. A row of Peach and Nectarine trees

occupied the front of the structure in its entire length

;

they were in high health, and were covered with a fair

crop of tolerably sized fruit, which however contrasted

but indifi'erently with the magnificent examples which
were produced from the same description of trees

trained on the surface of the back wall, and it is there-

fore now Mr. Oswald's intention to transfer them to

the free soil. The northern wall, as has already been
noted, is of great length, and being curvilinear in

form its southern aspect presents a most suitable and
extended surface for training and from the position of

the garden being on the hill side, the broad border in

front of the wall slopes very considerably to the
terrace walk in front, thereby preventing any excess of

moisture during the ivinter or rainy periods of the
season. Trees here in this elevated position thrive well

and produce heavy crops of fine fruit. A Turkey
Apricot covers a space of wall 43 feet by 13 feet—

a

splendid example of good management, being covered
with foliage to the very stem of the tree. Another
large Moor Park Apricot tree had been moved two
years since without missing a crop. Here, that king of
fruits, Coe's Golden Drop Plum, ripens tolerably well,

but it does not attain that golden hue and luscious

flavour which it has when grown in a well-aerated

orchard house. Greengages and other approved varieties

of Plums were also present, and producing good crops.

There were also good crops of Peaches and Nectarines
finely coloured in this favourable position. Of Pears
we observed good specimens of Marie Louise, Beurr^
Amanlis, Moorfowl Egg, Beurre Eance, Easter Beurrf!,

and many others.

The forcing houses are situated in the middle of the
garden, in a space inclosed by neatly trimmed Yew
hedges. The first range is 100 feet in length and
10 feet in width, in two divisions, and contained
excellent crops alike of Figs, Grapes, and Granadillas.

The second range is 100 feet in length and 16 feet in

width, and is in three divisions, the first of which is a
Peach house, from which the fruit had been gathered.

In this house some good examples of Camellias stood
on the floor. The next two houses are devoted to the
cultivation of Grapes, and in which there was an
admirable crop of beautifully-coloured well-matured
bunches alike of Black Hamburgh and Muscat varieties.

There is also a range of Pine pits 100 feet in length and
15 feet wide, and these are chiefly used for fruiting

plants, and which contained very good specimens of

their respective kinds. There '• a small geometrical

flower garden in front of these glass erections, which
was gay with choice flowering plants, in conti-ast with
the broad-leaved Cerastium tomentosum, Centaurea
ragusina, and other silver-foliaged plants, and had a

very excellent effect. On the front walls of some of

these pits Tomatos were trained, and producing
excellent crops, which were just then approaching

perfect ripeness. The pit ground is of consider-

able size; it is situated at the eastern end of the

garden, and surrounded by lofty brick walls; it

contains four ranges of tolerably wide pits, each
100 feet in length, which are used for the cultivation

of succession Pines, Melons, Cucumbers, and the

forcing of vegetables, flowers, &c., as well as the

storing of plants, vast quantities of which are required

for the summer ornamentation of this large garden

and extensive grounds. The whole of the quarters in

the kitchen garden were fully cropped, and pro-

ducing vegetables of no ordinary character in the

deep, well-cultivated soil of this excellent garden,

wduch is at once so ample in dimensions, and free from
shade, and placed, as it is, on the hill side, enjoys the

full benefit of exposure to the southern sun. The
whole of these extensive gardens and grounds were in

the best style of keeping. The walks were smooth and
agreeable to tread on, and the Grass everywhere was
closely sliaven.

On leaving this interesting place we were fortunate

in getting ferried across the Biver Earn, whose waters
,

are only separated by the public road from the southern

wall of the kitchen garden, and as our way lay across

some stubble fields (in which the shocks had not then

been removed) for a mile or so before reaching the
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main road, we had an opportunity of looking back to
watch the la-st rays of the settiuK siiu lin^-ering on the
towers of the Castle, and to see thr ili-r]< l.iu.iil shade of
the massive woods thrown on the >uii:irc .<( ihf Park,
in which a noble herd of West ilii^hlnul rattle was
grazing—a magnificent scene, whicli uc IjLlicld with
the most pleasurable feelings. D.

Miscellaneous.
Cofoneaster and Jasmine.—The Cotoneaster almost

rivals the Ivy in its suitability for covering unsishtly
objects. Planted at the top of a terrace wall, or sunk
fence, a mass of rock or root-work, it will quickly cover
it with its luxuriant foliage and brilliant berries ; while,
planted at the foot of a wall and trained systematically,
it will in a very short time cover a large surface with
its foliage and fruit. One of the prettiest sights we
ever saw was in the e.arly spring, some years back,
upon a cottage in a small village in Worcestershire.
Many readers, no doubt, know Jasminum nudiflorum,
a yellow Jasmine introduced some 20 years back by
Mr. Fortune from China ; it blooms in Februiiry and
March, the flowers being produced upon the naked
branches. Upon the cottage in question the nude
Jasmine had been wedded to Cotoneaster micro-
phylla, and the branches being interwined, the naked
Sowers of the Jasmine had the advantage of contrast
with the bright foliage and brilliant fruit of the Coto-
neaster. Thus clothed, relieved, contrasted, and thrown
out, the naked Jasmine had a truly charming appear-
ance ; and we look back upon that cottage as one of the
sunny .spots to which memory reverts with renewed
pleasure. Here, reader, is a receipt for a new pleasure
for your garden. Both plants are cheap, and will grow
everywhere ; while thus grouped, they are worthy of a
panel in the spring garden at bouth Kensington, or the
most aristocratic garden in the kingdom. A. W.
Asparagus CM^^ure.—" A fair crop of heads must be

left after four or five weeks' cutting, but not one head
must be allowed to grow until you leave off cutting at
the end of the fourth year."—This is one of those
blunders which we frequently see handed down by
unreasoning people from generation to generation, and
is the prolific source of the blanks we frequently see
in Asparagus beds, not only in market gardens, but
also in those of private gentlemen, for whether the
plants be weak or strong, it matters not—cut every
stem must be, until the arbitrary rules of blind
practice are satisfied; and the consequence is, the
weak plants are so completely exhausted as not to
have the power to produce another shoot. We all

know, at least every gardener ought to know,
that the largest tree in creation could be destroyed
by a constant removal of the young foliage as fast as it

was produced. It is the best system to eradicate
deep-rooting weeds of all kinds ; even Horse Radish,
Bindweed, Couch, and Thistles must yield to
the constant destruction of their foliage ; and yet, to
a certain extent, we pursue precisely the same system
with one of our most delicate and useful vegetables.
We know an instance where a gardener, who was
acting under the directions of his employer, completely
destroyed his Asparagus beds, by following the above-
quoted directions too implicitly ; for he cut every shoot
throughout the season. The right plan to pursue is

to cut every shoot for the first fortnight or three
weeks ; then, when the supply is plentiful, leave one

j

or two of the strongest shoots to each plant, and con-
tinue cutting others so long as the Grass is fit for use,

'

for after a month or five weeks' cutting it becomes
stringy, a proof that it is time to leave off. After this
destroy the very weak shoots, but leave sufficient strong
ones thinly over the beds, and attached to each plant, 1

to replace and store up for the succeeding season suffi-

cient matter for the healthy action of the plants. It is

not advisable, however, to crowd the plants : a few
strong shoots to each plant, if properly exposed to light
and air, will be superior to a multiplicity of small ones

;

and the small shoots, iftheyhave not sufficient room, will
be better removed than left to deprive the others of light
and air. What with chopping the roots off every
sea.son, and exposing the perpendicular sides of the
beds to the drymg influence of the sun and air, and
cutting every shoot until the plants cease to produce
shoots fit for market, the Asparagus has but a poor
time of it in our market gardens, and must be cla.ssed

among the most ill-used of plants ; but a better system
of planting is gaining ground,and though the Grass may
not be quite so early as where it is forced by the sun's
i-ays impinging upon the perpendicular sides of the
beds, it is quite certain it will be much superior in
quality, and yield a larger supply. No doubt the
drumstick quality of the London Asparagus, and its

want of flavour, is attributable as much to the want of
moisture, consequent upon the deep-bed system, as to
its being so much blanched. Indeed, we have cut
Asparagus in the Fens of Cambridgeshire perfectly
white or blanched, and yet eatable and well flavoured
for a length of 6 or 7 inches. Nottinghamshire Ouardian.

Lilium giganteum.—A remarkably fine specimen of
this stately Japan Lily is now to be seen in flower out
of doors—a rare occurrence in Scotland—in Messrs.
Dickson & Co.'s Bedbraes Nursery, opposite the
Edinburgh and Leith Cemetery, on the Bonnington
Road. The plant has stood out unprotected since the
summer of 1863, and flowered first in 186.3. The stem
is 6 feet high, and measures at the base 8J- inches in
circumference. There are in all 17 flowers, of a rich
cream colour. They are 6| inches in length, and across
the mouth they measure 4i inches, and the three
inside petals are delicately marked with a rich rosy
purple. The leaves of the plant measure 10 inches
by 12. The flowers exhale a delicious odour, which is

perceptible, especially in the evening, at a very
considerable distance. Scotsman.
Eucalj/ptus Mahogany.—This tree, the Eucalypte

Acajou of the French, commonly named in Australia

Jawa, whose vegetation is very rapid, and whose
dimensions are colossal, could be acclimatised in the
southern parts of the French empire, especially in
jVlgeria, in Corsica, and even in the middle of France.
Some planks have been found perfectly intact after
having been for 17 years in the sea, whilst on the same
point the timbers of a ship which had run aground
were perforated by the worm-like teredos, which live
in the water of the sea, where they devour ships, piers,

and timber generallv. Les Mondes.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing weelc.)

If not already done, no time should be lost in putting
all houses, pits, or frames in thorough repair before

.
short days have arrived or bad weather has set in. Let

j

all glazing be seen to at once ; also painting where
j
needed. Inside whitewashing, although manageable at

I

all times, may likewise now be done. The repairing
' and cleansing of flues, where such still exist, will of
course also suggest itself, and the examination of
boilers or other apparatus where suspic-on may rest
should likewise be proceeded with forthwith.

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLANT HOUSES.

Out of doors tall plants may require additional
staking and tying. Patches of early annuals will now
be past their best, and should be removed, filling their
places \vith plants from the reserve garden. Advantage
should also be taken of any favourable weather to do
many operations in the garden just named, such as
thinning and transplanting young biennials and
perennials, and any shrubs which may stand too close

in their seedling beds.

Camellias.—The bloom-buds for next year will

now be fairly set. Therefore gradually allow the pl.ants

more air, and by degrees inure them to out-door
treatment.
Chktsanthemtjms.—These should now be carefully

attended to, or they will lose their lower leaves, by
which the appearance of the plants will be spoiled, and
the production of useless suckers encouraged.
Dahlias.—Trap earwigs, and remove all badly-

formed buds as they appear.
Pelargoniums.—Cuttings may be taken of some of

the best bedding varieties, as they will strike now, in
the open ground, with greater freedom than they will

at any time during the year if coddled up by bottom-
heat ; besides this the plants they produce are healthier,
more robust, and form handsome specimens in a shortJer

•space of time. Proceed by loosening the soil of a south
border, and by mixing a little sand with it if required

;

afterwards insert the cuttings 3 inches apart, fa.stening

them well vnth the thumb and fore-finger. If the
weather continues dry, it may be necessary to water
them occasionally ; but, if possible, defer this till their
bases are healed over. As soon as they have made a
few fresh leaves, they can be taken up, potted into
3 and 4-inch pots, and placed for a few days in a close
frame ; after which they may be gradually exposed to
sun and air.

Ranunculuses.—Beds from which the roots of
these have been taken up, should be dug roughly, in
order to sweeten the soil by exposure to sun and air.

The roots themselves will of course be dry, and in safe

quarters.
FORCING GARDEN.

Melons.—Keep the bottom heat in dung' frames as

regular as possible, and endeavour to secure sufficient

warmth from the linings to allow plenty of air to be
given while the weather is fine. Water very cautiously,
and only when a fresh supply is absolutely necessary,
and then give enough to moisten the whole mass of soil.

Peaches.—The wood will probably be ripe in the
early house by this time. Give, therefore, all the air
possible. Give trees from which the fruit has just been
gathered a good washing with the engine to clear the
foUage of dust.

Pines.—Plants intended to furnish the ivinter and
spring supply of fruit must be treated with consider-
able care and judgment, inorderto insure their showing
at the proper time, or rather to do all that can be done
to insure this, for the most experienced growers cannot
always succeed in getting plants to fruit at the desired
time. Continue to select the most promising plants,
keeping them dry at the root, and fully exposed to
light, so as to check their growth, and induce a com-
garative state of rest for a few weeks. Those that
ave well-matured their growth, if wanted to fruit

at once, should be kept close and warm, affording
them a brisk bottom heat, and properly moistening
the soil about the roots. Those intended to supply
ripe fruit late in spring, if not considered sufficiently

strong, may be encouraged to grow freely for some time
yet, as if these can be got to show in November they
will be sufliciently early. Attend carefully to plants
swelling their fruit, giving plenty of manure-water
at the root, and keeping the atmosphere warm and
moist. Attend to the watering of recently-potted
stock, as if too much is given the fresh soil is apt to
become sodden, and if too little the old ball becomes so
dry that it is not easy to get it properly moist again

;

in either case the check which the roots sustain
frequently throws the plants into fruit prematurely.
Get all succession stock requiring more pot room
shifted as soon as circumstances will allow, in order
that it may be well established before winter.

Vines.—Should showery weather set in, it will be
unfavourable for Grapes that are ripe and expected to
hang in good condition for a long time; therefore
where the borders are of a strong adhesive nature, it

will be advisable to cover them with something to
throw off heavy rain ; where, however, the soil is of a
light nature, and such that the water will drain through
it freely, this will be unnecessary. Use gentle fires

where fruit is colouring, with a moderate circulation of
air, and on fine days too much air can hardly be given

at this stage. In dull weather fire-heat will also be
necessary where fruit is sweUing.

HARDY FRDIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Continue to fasten in young wood of wall trees, and

to see that they are perfectly free from insects ; also
stop over-luxuriant shoots, and endeavour to secure a
fair amount of bearing wood all over the tree. Gross
shoots that were stopped early in the season may now or
soon be divested of laterals. Keep the breast-wood on
Pear and other wall or espalier trees closely stopped in.

Cabbage.—Sow now some seed of the Enfield
Market or some other sort for spring cutting. Plants
for winter use may still be planted out.
Spinach.—Sow a little Prickly now for use late in

the season.

Max.
I

Min.

Avcnige.' [30Q67I 30.015

July 12— Slight fog ; hot and dry ; very t
— 13—Very hot; very fine throughout
— 11 - Fine, with slisht haze ; hot sun
— I5-Very fine, hazv. hotnnddry,— 16-slight haze, line, very line.
— 17—Overcast , fine ; overcast ; rathi

r fine throughout.
Mean temperature of

STATE OF THE
During the last 40 years for the

deg. .above the average.

;r at chiswick,
uing Weelt, ending July 28, 1866.

Sunday..

Tues. "

The highest tempei-ature durini: the above period occurred on the
Z5th, 1814-therni, 92 deg. ; and the lowest on the 23d, 1863-thenil

Notices to Correspondents.
Belgian Arboriculture, &c. ; M Baamann. We have not
received the communications to wliich you allude.

Books: Lowd/inm. Thompson's "Gardeners' Assistant" and
Mcintosh's " Boole of the Garden," one or both, for general
information, supplemented by such special treatises as W.
Thomson on the Vine, I>. Thomson on the Pine,
Bruhaut's " Modem Peach Pruner," Rivers on Orchard
Houses, Mcintosh's "Greenhouse," Paul's "Rose G.irden,"
.and Williams on Orchids, together with .an attentive and
constant perusal of our columns.

Botanical Nomenclature at the late International
Exhibition : Seuitu. The compilers of the Catalogue are not
answerable for any vagaries of nomenclature. The insertion
of Arthrotaxis among Taxads was no doubt an error. The
word " distinct " was, we presume, applied in a horticultural
sense to indicate distinct garden varieties. Competent
judges were appointed, and their decision on these points
must be acceded to.

Camellias : Jfineteev, Years' Subscriber. Our correspondent
will in due time treat of that branch of the subject to which
you refer ; meanwhile you cannot err in procuring Contessa
Lavinia Mag^, Eximia, Countess of Derby, Baron de Vriere,

Comte de Gomer, Sarah Frost, Duchesse de Berri, Bicolor do
la Reiue, and Filippo Parlatore.

DossiNiA : Kate. It is the name of a beautiful little Bornean
Orchid cultiv.ated for the sake of its olive-green velvet-like
leaves, the nerves and nervelets of which are of a paler
colour, thus giving them a marbled appearance. The plant
is sometimes called Macodes marmorata, and also Ansec-
tochilus Lowii. It differs from -Anjectochilus in the absence
of a bearded fringe to the lower p<art of the lip, as well as in
the boat-sh.aped process of the column.

Names ok Plants : P M. I, Pentstemon atropurpureus ; 2, P.
ovatus ; 3, P. Digitalis.—W F. Aconitum Lycoctonum,—
D P M. Bryum ligulatum.^G P. Ononis arvensis ; it

indicates ban-en and neglected land, and has a strong
hircine smell.

Plants for Hospital Wards : F R H H. Many plants are
available. There are those which make up the working
men's shows, now so beneficially est.ablished in m.any parte
of London, .as Scarlet Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Bal^ms,
M.arigtilds, Asters. Arum Lilies as they .are called (Ricbardia
ffithiopica). Nettle Geranium (Coleus fruticosus). Balm of
Gilead, L.avender,Cactuses, Echeveria, Mesembryanthemums,
Musk (^a capital window pLant), German Ivy (8enecio
mikanoides). Fairy Roses, ifec. Then there .are Hyacinths
and Narcissi, Tulips, Crocuses, Begonias, Myrtles, Lycopo-
diums, the firmer-textured Ferns if shady. Cyclamens, drc.

For winter there can be no doubt the berried Aucubas
would do admirably if the pollen were att-ainable ; and the
pretty little Skimmia japonica, which prefers shade, would
probably also answer.

Potato Disease : jr. It is far too late to offer a number of
conjectures as to the cause of the Pot,ato disease. It is as
useless to deny that the moving cause is the little parasite
Peronospora infestans, as it is to reject the well-established

fact that the Oidium is the perpetrator of the Grape
mildew. Still we are happy to record anything in the shape
of experiment, and are not therefore inclined to pass over a
communication from Southampton, though it still clings to

the old saws, of extremes of temperature, inefficient drain-

ing, a close-set surface which prevents circulation, or the
contamination of the old set. Our correspondent however,
under the impression that the disease arose from the decay
of the set and surrounding fibres, amongst other causes,

made the experiment of growing Potatos in 32-sized pots,

and watering them well with a solution of fibres from
healthy plants decomposed by being steeped in water, "ffe

are not surprised to hear that the produce was diseased, but
it does not follow that the disease was the same as the well-

known Potato murrain. The experiment is not however
without its value, as it shows bow easily mischief may be
induced by the application of matter in a condition likely to

produce putrefactive fermentation, even where the soil is

free in other respects from anything likely to lie injurious.

MJB.
Communications Received.—M. Weddell(with thanks).—Dr.
HasskarU.—J. T.
* Double price will be given for Nos, 4 and 45 of last year.
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LAAVES' MANURES.
The Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawe3 for the present

season of 1806 are now ready for delivery at his Factories, at the
following prices, per ton :—

LAWES' PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE £

MANURES .... .... .. SOO
CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.. ..12 U

These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through the
appointed Agents in atl parts of the United Kingdom, at price:in atl pai

to cost of Cfvarying .iccordmg to cost of carriage.
Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from the Importerd. Nitrate of

Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.

T HK LONDU^ MANaHiD CUMl'AiNy
(Established 1840).

Have now ready for delivery in diy floe condition.

SUPERPHUSeHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUA.VO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA,
ex Dock Warehouse; SULPHATE of AMMO.MA. FISHERY
SALT, Ac. E. PuRSEK. Secretarj.
otHues, 116. Fenchurch Street. E.G.

PA L M - N U T Al K A L, Manufactured by
A(.EIA^DER M. Smith i Co., Kent Street Mills, Liverpool.

£7 a Ton free to Rail or Boat m Liverpool.
£7 lOs. delivered to Rail in Bristui. A^ac\
£7 lis. delivered to Rail in London. \ t /

In Bags containing 2 cwt. each, branded \L V*^

"This valuable Meal, containing above 20 per cent, of \^

their Agents, Messrs. Hdmpubies & Co., Bristol,

John Culeman, Escrick, York.
London Agency : 150, Leadenh.ill Street, E.G.

To Manure Manufacturers. Dealers in Sulphate,
and Manufacturers of Oil of Vitriol.

THE DlKhCMUKS <.f liu- CRYSTAL PALACE
DISTRICT GAS COMPANY are desirous of receiving

TENDERS for the SULPHATE of AMMONIA made at tlieir

Works, for 12 Months from 1st of August next, the quantity being
about two tons per week.
Also TENDERS for the supply of BROWN OIL of VITRIOL, of

17l2speciflcgravity,mAnufacturedfromSuIuhuncacid, and containing"
' '

"
'

. Carb <ys at the Company's
Works tit

. .

Tenders to be addressed to the Chain
"Tender for Sulphate," &c.. a

) Company, marked

B^

J the Offices of the Cotm ._
,

the Works. Lower Sydenham, S.E., not later tban Friday
Morning, the 27th inst. 8.-1019163 of the Sulphate can be obtained on
application to Mr. E. S. Catii els, the Engineer and Manager.

By order of the Board,"
Secretary.

RITTAKY cows'.
Tho only brted of Cattle

that have escaped the Rinderpest.
The nobilit>, gentry, and others

are respoctfolly informed that
they ca>. be supplied with the
above beautiful and profitable

, the

ulfer the public i

choicest stock that can be obtaiued, at pri(

tion. The low coat, together with th
Breed, render them of gieat value I

&ncy stock-keeper and dairyman.

to description.
Apply to lb

38, Criitched Friars, London,

3 which defy all competi-
gh milkine qualities of this
ne cottager, as well as the

t i Co.

c L I F i-
' S A N 1' I S K r T 1 C F 1. U 11> ,

Manufactured by F, C. Calvert & Co., Manchester.
A preparation of Carbolic Acid suitable for Sheep Dipping,

iVashing Cattle, &c. Firfc 3d Report of the Cattle Plague Conimis-
ion. i or further particulars apply to
R. Coleman & Son, Agents, 150, Leadenhall Street. London, E.C.

PATKNT^ "ATMOSPH^RiC~CHUKiN, warrauted to

the Milk perfectly sweet and suitable for family
It is therefore a very valuable acquisition to fami-
lies keeping Cows; it is also indispensable for

Dairy use, as it produces more Butter, and Butter

witnessing the operation of this Chum i

Isfy the Public that i

c

ccessary increased width

Cover to prevent over gorging Cleanly durable and impervious to
Infect on being all of i on Price of Fittings per Cow 4bs.

Prospectuses free of Cottam & Co Iron Works 2 Winsley Street
(opposite tho Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W., where the
above are exhibited, together with several important Improvementa
la Stable I^lttings just secured by Patent.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH and
CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every Agricultural

E.C: 1 Plough Works. Leeds.

AGKICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—Steam Engines,
Reaping and Threshing Machines, Harvest Waggons and Carts,

Cultivators. Ploughs, Harrows, Chaff Cutters, Corn Mills, Lawn
Mowers, Garden Rollers, Water Barrows, and Horticultural Tools
of every description ; Com Bins, Wire Netting, Chums, Forks, &c.

Bdboess & Ket, 95, Newgate Street. London, E.C.
Works, Brentwood, Essex.

She ^gricttltuval (Bafette,
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Among the most interesting of the objects at

the pretty Agricultural Show at Epping last

Tuesday was a cart-load of Italian Eye-grass

—

the second cut this j'ear of a crop sown in

February last, and ascertained to weigh 13 tons

per acre. The Grass was 25 inches long, and the

previous cut had been taken 27 days before. It

was grown on sheer sea-sand, watered with
London sewage. Down at the northern outfall,

near Barking, about an acre of the contractor's

yard had been levellod and drained, and thereafter

spread about 30 inches deep with sand brought up
from the Maplin, below Shoeburj-ness, and over

the surface there, sloping 1 in 100 in order to

produce sutticient flow, water, drawn by a

syphon from the sewer, has been directed at

intervals, for the feeding of tho j-oung Grass sown
in February last. Two cuts have now been
taken, and the result is perfectly satisfactory,

entirely corroborating all that had been predicted

of the power of sewage and sea-sand to grow and
feed up to maturity a plant of Italian Eye-grass.

Higher up the sewer, Mi\ Westwood, dealing

with an exceedingly rough and poor bit of

gravelly waste land, has been growing Italian

Eye-grass under similar cii'ciunstanoes. The
sewage is here laid on out of movable troughs

connected in Uko manner with a syphon, and it

has been somewhat unevenly distributed.

Owing to this, and also owing to the extremely
piitchy character of the land, the crop is uneven ;

but a third crop has ah'eady been cut here,

weighing, where it is good, from 8 to 12 tons

per acre, and yielding a capital return for the

seed sown last September and October.

An elaborate report of this plot and of the whole
question of sewage irrigation will be found in

page 690, and is well worth perusal. Near this,

on Ml-. Adams's farm, a field of good land has
been laid down with Italian Ej'e-grass, is being
watered on the catch-water system of irrigation

with sewage fi-om the oiitfall, and will no doubt
yield a maximum produce very shortly.

Lastly, the Metropolis Sewage Company,
anxious that tenants of land along the line of

their proposed sewer should be con\-inced of the

wonderful power of sewage in the growth of

Grass, have taken a farm in the neighbourhood
of Barking, one-half of which is bemg laid out
chiefly in beds as for water meadows, but also for

the trial of every other known way of distri-

buting the sewage. And over 30 or 40 acres of

it a thick plant of Italian Eye-grass ah'eady

covers the land,' ready to be fed by tho sewage
when it shall arrive.

This subject, therefore, of which very little has
latterly been heard, is nevertheless quietly
winning its way towards a satisfactory solution of

Its difficulties, and we doubt not it will soon
fill a larger space than ever in the expectations

and discussion of the agricultui-al world.

On Wednesday last the first meeting of the

Central Chamber of Agriculture took place at

the Salisbury Hotel, Fleet Street. We doubt
not that good service will be done by an agency
such as this. Bj' connecting the different local

Farmers' Clubs it will not only be of that direct

professional use which we have seen in the

recently established relationship between the

Society of Arts and the local mechanics' clubs of

the country, but it will prove a powerful and
efficient agency for bringing the agricultural

wiU and influence of the country to bear upon
the Home Secretary whenever questions directly

affecting agriculturists come up for Parliamentary
discussion or political settlement.

The following is the report of the first meeting
of the Council of the new Association :

—

Mr. A. Pell, Hazelbeach Hill, Northampton. Chair-
man; Mr. R. J. More, M.P., Linley Hall, Shropshire,
Vice-Chairman ; Mr. C. Clay, Walton, Wakefield,
Secretary; Mr. E. Holland, M.P., Evesham; Mr.

C. .S. Read, Ml'., Norfolk; Mr. J. Hirditt, of
Warwickshire: ilr. T. Cha.ndi.kh, of Wills; .Mr.
T. DucKUAM, of Herefordshire; Mr. .1. 11i:mm,i;v, of
Newark; Mr. W. E. Long, of K™t ; .Mr .1 S\n rn,
Surrey; and Mr J. Smyth, of 11.n- mi. ...... iil.

A code of rules for the Chamber «;.- ...li. pi.
. I, 111.11.01

to the confirmation of the General .MllIiu^, uIiilIi is

fixed to take place on the Wednesday in the week of
the Smithfield Club Meeting in December ne.\t, at the
Salisbury Hotel.
The first rule runs thus:

—"The objects of the
Chamber shall be to watch over all measures affecting
the agricultural interest both in and out of Parliament,
and to take such action thereon as may seem desirable
for the benefit of agriculture." And in order to obtain
that organisation so manifestly ref^uisite for the pro-
motion of the objects, and ascertain the sense of the
agriculturists of the kingdom generally, it is provided
that " local Chambers subscribing in advance 3/. per
annum to the funds of the Central Chamber shall have
the power of sending a deputed member to the meet-
ings of the Council and an additional member for

every further sum of il. subscribed. The anuual
subscription of 1/. constitutes a subscribing member,
and the payment of 10?. a life member."

It was reported that local Chambers have been
established in the counties of Wilts, Hereford,
Gloucester, East and West Ridings of Yorkshire,
Cumberland, and Northumberland ; and that a meet-
ing is about to be held in Shrewsbury for a similar
object.

In another page there will be found some
account of a flock in Norfolk which is believed to

have been affected with the Einderpest. We
learn that outbreaks of the disease, or of a fatal

affection resembling it, have lately been more
frequent in the eastern counties. At Worlingtou,
Suffolk ; Great Wassingham Norfolk ; in Cam-
bridgeshire, and again last week near Islington,

sheep have been suffering from disease pro-
nounced by Professor SiMONDS to be rinderpest.

Of about 450 sheep and lambs at Great Wassing-
ham, one-half are dead, and of upwards of 500
at East Walton nearly 200 are dead. It will be
seen that Mr. AVooDS, an experienced flock-

master, does not believe that this fatal disease is

the incurable Einderpest, and his letter seems to

indicate that it has proved amenable to his

treatment,

AARHUtrs, in Jutland, was the district selected

for the triennial meeting of the Eoj'al Agricul-
tural Society of Denmark—and it would have
been difficult to have found another place within
the now cii'cumscribed range of Dani.sh rule, so

conveniently and so pleasantly situated for such a
meeting. Jutland is a province so rarely visited

by travellers, whether for pleasure or for business,

that in all probability even the name of its prin-
cipal town, Aarhuus, wUl fail to be recognised by
most of those likely to be interested in the recent
doings there. Yet a visit there could be made
both with pleasure and profit by the intel-

ligent and thoughtful farmer. The whole country
is purely agricultural, and the energies of tho
people are devoted to the breeding of cattle and
the manufacture of butter .and cheese. These
are matters which always interest the farming
community ;—just now, bearing as they do upon
oiu- recent losses, they possess more than ordinary
claims on our attention, as it is from their stock
that we may look for supplies, both of store

cattle and of dairy produce, to suj^plement our
deficiencies, or at all events help us through our
present difficulties.

Aarhuus is beautifully situated on tho sliores

of the Great Belt, which here form a bay of

considerable extent. The town, containing some
12,000 to 14,000 inhabitants, gradually rises

from the shore, and is backed by a higher range
of hills, flanked on either side by woods of Beech
trees, which creep down well-nigh to the water's

edge. The harbour, with a depth of water suffi-

cient for vessels of 800 to 1000 tons, lies towards
the west extremity of the sea front. Crowded
as it was with steamers, and docked with flags

along its quays and piers, which wore thronged
with the townsfolk and their friends, it presented

a very gay appearance as each .successive vessel

steamed in, bringing fresh contributions of

visitors and other live stock to the Exhibition.

As at Vienna, an international character was
given to the meeting bj- the admission of foreign

implements and machines ; and on the invita-

tion of the Danish Government, Professor Wilson
(of Edinburgh University), had been directed by
the Foreign Office to proceed, after the close of

the Vienna Exhibition, to Aarhuus, and act there
in a similar capacity.

The Exhibition comprised the usual classes of

live stock—cattle, horses, sheep, and swine

;

a collection of agricultural implements and
machinery ; samples of cereal and other agri-

cultural products,—of butter and ofcheese—and a
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department for the fish and fisheries of the
countiy. It commenced on Monday, June 25,

and closed on Friday, June 29, the live stock
being exhibited only on one day, Thursday,
wliile the other departments remained open tor

inspection during the whole period.

The implements and machines were well
exhibited in the large cavalry riding-house and
exercising ground, which was inclosed with
covered shedding for the occasion. Several of our
leading firms were represented— Clayton &
ShUTTLEWORTH, HoWABDS, HoaN.SBYS, PlCKS-
I.EY & Sims, Eoby, and others contributed to

the collection. Amono; the home-made imple-
ments there was nothing that needs special

notice ; man;^ were imitations more or less of
our own, and in all there was evidence of an
improving .spirit, and of good materials and
good work. During the three or four days
jwevious to the Exhibition various trials in the
field were carried out by Prof. JoRGENSEN, of
the Agricultural High School at Copenhagen

;

and opportunities were afforded during the Exhi-
bition for seeing the reapers, &c., at work.
The "butter and cheese" department was, as

might be expected, largely represented. The
skill and patience of the judges were well tested
in going through the numerous samples sub-
mitted, and adjudicating their relative merits.
The " grain and seed " collectionwas on a limited

scale, and the samples far too small to admit of
any opinion being formed as to their real agri-
cultural value. Neither was the " fishery " depart-
ment a satisfactory exposition of what a sea-girt
country like Denmark must be able to produce.
The great interest of the Exhibition seemed

to be centred in the Cattle Show—the horses
fairly sharing with the horned stock the atten-
tion of the visitors. The horse classes were
arranged according to age, size, and suitability

for light or heavy work ; and all those which
were selected by the judges as worthy of a prize,

had to substantiate their claims to it by perform-
ing in harness in a satisfactory manner a certain
distance with a certain weight of draught in a
certain time. The classes were generally well
represented, and some excellent .specimens of
horses for agricultural purposes were exhibited.
Two Clydesdales exhibited by Mr. Forbes, of
Stirling, excited by their substance and fine

action, great attention.

The Jutland hor.se is generally a well-bred,
good-shaped animal, from 15 to 16 hands high,
rather hea-^^y and sluggish in appearance, and
suitable for road as well a.s agricultural work.
The prevailing colours are bays and browns.
Some years ago some English thorough - bred
stallions were imported for improving their

breed; and more recently Cleveland blood has
been used for the same piurpose, but in neither
case were the results so satisfactory as was
expected. They have no doubt, however, done
some good, as many of the horses exhibited a
great resemblance to the Yorkshire breed.
In the Cattle classes prominence was given

to the breeds best adapted for dairy purposes, of
which several excellent specimens were exhibited,
both of the Jutland and of the Slesvig breeds.
The Jutland dairy breed is small, chiefly of a
black and white, or dun colour, not prepossessing
in appearance, but presenting great inducements
for improvement by judicious breeding or cross-
ing with other suitable breeds. The Angel
(Slesvig) breed is dai-k red in coloiu-, small in
size, but well shaped, with fine symmetrical heads
and necks, and all the characteristics of good
milkers. In one of the classes a bull with three
cows and three heifers were .shown in each lot.

Specimens of fat stock were also exhibited. A
little attention to the preparation of the stock
generally for show, especially as regards cleanli-

ness, wouldhavemateriallyimproved their appear-
ance. Many were too low in condition for even
ordinary pui'poses.

The Sheep classes contained nothing which
calls for special remark. The old Danish sheep
is well-nigh displaced by the introduction of the
Merino and English breeds. In some oases
crosses have been effected, in others the new
breeds have been substituted. This is a part of
their farming to which more attention should be
paid, as a proportion of sheep could be kept very
advantageously on mcst of the dairy farms, iii

addition to theii' present stock.

The Swine classes were poorly represented,
considering the large stock kept at the dairy
farms throughout the country. In all, English
blood—Torkshii-e or Berkshire—gave the stamp
of value to the respective pens,

The judges finished their awards on the day
before the opening of the yard to the public.

The prizes were distributed at a ceremonial held
in the Tribune erected for the purpose, whore the
excellent and indefatigable President, Count
HoLSTEiN - HoLSTEiNBOKG, surrounded by the
members of the Committee and leading persons
of the district, handed them with a few
appropriate words to the fortunate recipients,

who in each case (horses and cattle classes) were
accompanied by the animals to which the prizes
were awarded. A clear road was kept for the
animalh' to pass to and from the Tribune, which
gave the spectators good opportunity for seeing
all the prize animals as they passed. Advantage
was taken of the meeting of so many proprietors
and farmers, to compare notes on other subjects
than the respective merits of their herds and
flocks. Two mornings were devoted to the
discussion of questions bearing on the present
and future welfare of their agricultru-e. The
subjects selected showed the keen interest taken
by the Society and the leading spirits in
Denmark in the advance of its most important
and most suitable industry. The only word of
criticism that would be at all appropriate would
refer to the number and variety of subjects for
discussion, which appeared too numerous.
One of the most agreeable featui-es of the

Danish Agricultural Exhibitions is the excur-
sions that ai-e made to some of the large farms in
the vicinity. In this instance, while one party A crop of Barley thus takes only Ulb, of lime fromwent inland by the railway, others went east and

,

an acre of land ; and as an average crop of Wheat
west—by steamer and by carriages—to visit the

i

removes about the same quantity, and Turnips much

than other.5 ; and as Barley is grown in great perfection
on the chalky downs of Wilts and Hampshire, the ideu
may be entertained that the lime in chalky soils is

peculiarly favourable to that crop ; and, going a step
further, it may be assumed that Jjarley removes more
lime from the soil than is taken by either Wheat or
Turnips, and therefore is more strikingly benefited
than the latter crops by the application of a dressing of
lime to soils deficient in it. This theory would at
once appear to explain the facts recorded by Mr.
Kidner

; yet simple and reasonable as it may appear to
be, it rests entirely on speculation, and receives no
counl;enance from well-ascertained chemical facts.
Neither the ashes of Barley-grain, nor of straw,

contain much lime. An average crop of 40 bushels
weighing 52 lb. per bushel, yields 2080 lb. of Barley-
grain, and about 2600 lb. of straw ; the mineral matters
(ash) in 20801b. of Barley amount to 491b and
2600 lb. of Barley-straw contain 159 lb. of ash.
According to the average composition of many

Barley-ash analyses, an average crop of 40 bushels of
Barley removes from an acre of land the following
constituents :

—
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not cause the elimination and loss of nmmoniacal
compounds which were retained in the marly soil.

Thus, to mention only one instance : if a solution pf

sulphate of potash be passed through a soil deficient in

lime, the sulphuric acid of the sulphate of potash

passes away in the draining?, at least in nart, in union
with ammonia, whilst potash becomes fixed ; but if the

soil ('"ntniiis a fair proportion of lime, I find the
sulphuric acid passes away in the drainage entirely in

combination with lime, whilst potash, as well as

ammonia, remain fixed in the soil.

My recent filtration-experiments thus show that it is

not merely by supplying in a direct manner a deficient

element of nutrition that lime acts beneficially, hut
becau.se it preserves in the soil all the more valuable

fertilising matters, which, like salts of potash or

ammonia, filter rapidly through porous soils, unless a

sufficient quantity of marl or lime has been previously

applied to the land. By these means the bases of the
more valuable saline soluble constituents of rotten

dung or of guano are retained in the soil, whilst the
acids filter through it in combination with lime. To
sum up briefly, the reasons why lime showed such a
remarkable eflect upon the Barley, and not upon the
preceding Turnips and AVheat, appear to me to be the
following:

—

1. No eflect was produced by the dressing of lime
upon Wheat, because such a dressing supplied only

one mineral food-con.stituent, and farm-yard manure,
or, at all events, a number of organic and mineral
matters which are essential for bringing that crop to

perfection, were required.
3. It produced no effect upon Turnips, because the

dressing of farm-yard manure and superphosphate
added much more plant-food than could be consumed.
The roots grown on the limed portion, as well as those
on the unhmed portion of the field, were supplied with
a superabundance of food, and for this reason did as

well on the limed as on the unlimed part of the field.

3. The Barley yielded a much better crop on the limed
part of the field than on the unlimed, because the lime-
dressing preserved the excess of manure, which was
applied to the preceding Turnips on one part, and
because less fertilisin" matter,was left for the benefit of

the Barley on the unlimed part of the field.

In conclusion, I beg again to direct attention to this

special action of lime upon the constituents of farm-
yard manure on the soil. In many cases the application

of lime or marl to the land is truly a radical means of

improving its condition. The improvement, however,
should not stop here, but should be followed up by the
liberal application of fann-yard manure or other
fertilisers. Neither the farmer who is content to lime
his land over and over to the exclusion of other
manures, nor he who neglects this operation altogether

on land deficient in lime, makes the most of the means
at his command to raise good crops in the most profit-

able manner. The one fails to benefit himself by with-
holding farm-yard manure, guano, or other manures,
when such are necessary ; and the other sustains loss

by wasting manures, which would be preserved in the
land if proper attention were paid to liming, for which
the land is often grateful for many years. Dr. Voelcker
in the Bath and West of Snfiland Society's Journal.

TWELVEI TEARS' COST OF STEAM CULTI-
VATION AT WOOLSTON.

The following account of my cropping, &o., is taking
from published reports, except for this year's crops.

Those reports show that the whole of the crops have
been good ones. As this year's crops have not been
reported, it is right that I should give a detailed account
of them. I will begin with the heavy land. No. 1 is

a fine field of Wheat, thick on the ground, strong in

straw, and well headed. No. 2 is a good field of Beans.
It has received about 10 tons of ordinary farm-yard
manure per acre. No. 3 is a good field of Beans. This
field has nail no manure whatever for this crop, nor for

last year's Wheat crop ; it had 10 tons per acre for the
Bean crop two years ago. No. -l is a fine field of Wheat,
nearly as good as J\ o. 1 ; no manure whatever has
been used on these two fields for this year's crop,

therefore their goodness is due to steam cultivation.

They were smashed up dry and well last autumn, the
rains following slackened their lumps like lime, and
the drilling afterwards did heavily yet well. The Wheat
came well, and looked well right throughlthe winter and
spring, never flagging once as those on heavy land did
under horse culture. Why was this ? It was because
the laud was open and free for the roots of Wheat to
seek their food, whereas that under horse culture was
bunged up right through the winter and spring. These
are facts that the Royals want to know about. I will

now go on to the light land. No. 1 is a flue field of

Peas—I never saw a better. I must tell you that the
heavy crop of Barley last year killed part of the
Clover plant, therefore I determined on ploughing it

up this spring and having it Peas. No. 2 is a fine field

of Beans; No. 3 is a very good field of Wheat; No. 4
is an excellent field of Barley ; No. 5 is a fine

field of Swedes ; and No. 6 is a good plant of Clover,
self-sown, seeded from the crop fed off two years ago.

It has kept from 50 to SO sheep ever since the begin-
ning of last April. There are 80 on it now, and there
is plenty of keep. Let the horse farmer compare these
facts with what he is doing under horse culture. Here
is another fact for him to reflect over. My land is all

clean ; dead fallows, or even fallows of any kind, are
not now needed. One sma.shing a year is enough to

eradicate all kinds of filth on heavy land.

In explanation of the amounts at which the cost of
the several operations is estimated, I take this record
of my operations in 18G6.

"About the middle of September I commenced
breaking up with No. 3 three fields of Bean and Pea
stubbles, containing 30 acres ; these, including all the
time taien for shifting, were completed in six days.

The cost of labour and cxponsos was this : two men at

3s. tjrf, ; four men at is. Orl. each per day ; one boy at

Is., and one boy at Grf. per day ; with -io cwt. of coals,

1/. 18.!. 3d., and oil Bs. Urf. Tfie sum of this is 71. 15s.

for the 30 acres, or 5s. 2d. per acre.
" As soon as this was furnished, my steam plough

No. 2 was set to work to trench and subsoil my Wheat
stubbles and place them in a convenient form to

receive the full benefit of the winter weather. They
consisted of 26 acres, and were completed in eight
days and a half—an average of 3 acres per day, and at a
cost of 8s. Sd. per acre, payment being at the same rate

as before."

This shows clearly how the 5.!. 2d. and 8.v. Sd. per
acre for steam operation are made up. Since that

period niy averagf per (la> has licc-n greater, yet vou
see that 1 have not clainii'd or dcdiictcil it in the divi-
sion of my day's norkins; exin uses. The Is. Gd. per
acre for w;ear and tear was then my estimate; my
after practice convinces me that it was a fair estimate.
I will now go on to the horse operations. Scuffling

:

four horses, a man and two boys, doing 8 acres per day
for 16s., or 2.«. per acre. Subsoiling : four horses, a man
and a hoy for 15s., doing 5 acres per day, or 3s. per
acre. Ploughing : four horses, a man and a boy, 12s.

per acre ; three horses, a man and a boy, 10s. (irf. per
acre ; two horses and a man, 7s. per d.ay. liidge-

ploughing : four horses, a man and two boys, doing
4 acres per day for 16s., or is. per acre. JF'. Smith,
Woolston.

UEAVY LAND.-No. 1.—8 Acres.

1858
1859
1860
1861
1862
1863.

1864
18C5
186C

1858
1839
18C0
1861
1862
1863
1R64

1865
1806

1S55
1656
1867
18&8
1859
1860
1801
1862
1863
1864
1866
1806

18.56

1S56
1857

1858
1850
1860
1861
1882

1853
18.56

1857
1868
1869
1800
1861

1863
1863
1864
1805

1856
1857
1868
1859
1860
1801
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866

Wbeat
Tuniips
Barley
Beans
Wheat

Wlieat
Beantj
Wheat
Beans
Wheat
Turnips

Beans

Cost per a

Beans
Wheat
Beans
Wheat
Swedes
Barley
Beans
Wheat

1 Beans

Total for 11 years

No. 2.-8 Acres.

5 2

8 8

5 2

Total for 10 ycai-s
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THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
The following returns were issued on July 13 ;

—

These returns do not profess to give the total

uumber of ca-ses which have occuiTed in Great Britain,

but only those which have been ascertained from
information received at the office from inspectors.

Columns 1 only record the ca-^es reported as havmg
commenced during the weeks indicated by the
headings ;

" back " cases being added to columns 2.

Ml lUnd .

iUMt lOo.
. Westc:

W.MicUaud.
N. Slidlund.
N. Western

.

Yorkshire .
j

North*.'mCo.
Monmouth.

*W.-il03 .

Scotland . . I

313 250,210

1 the week ending July 7 :

—

North Midland Counties .

North-Western Comities .

Total

Hack Cases reported

Metropolitan Uistriet
South-Eastern Counties .

.

South Midland Counties .

.

Eastern Counties .

.

West Midland Counties .

.

The Rctum shows that 313 attacks were reported to have
occurred during the week ended July 7, being an increase of
53 on the previous week.

Correcting the total by adding an estimated average of
attacks commencing during the week, but which may be
subsequently included under the heading "back cases," the
number for the week will be 352.
Two Inspectors for the county of Cumberland, who reported

i last week, have not reported in time for this return.three c

DoESETSHiEE.—Auotlier outbreak of the plague has
just made its appearance in the parish of Winter-
bourne Herringstone, a .short distance from the town
of Dorchester. It appears that about a week ago one
of the extensive herd of dairy cows belonging to Mr.
John Allan Pope, and herded by Mr. G. TValdron,
dairyman, was observed to he ailing, and under the
impression that no disease has yet appeared in the
counly ;it:ill, (he assistaii.cor a Mr Xash, of Dorchester,
wascallrd ill, :iii.l thr crn.iirniiv i,|,.:i originally enter-
tained l\:l^ ,-lnir_'lhcii.il by lii^'i)iiiiii)n that the animal
was only sullering from " chill." The cow, however,
continued to get worse, and died in a few days, while
on Saturday last two more animals were attacked with
similar symptoms, another on Sunday, and a fourth on
Monday. On Saturday information was given to the
proper authorities, and Messrs. Norris and Milligan,
veterinarians, of Dorchester, with Superinteudent
Underwood, visited the farm. The three animals then
ill were at once pronounced as suffering from rinder-
pest, an opinion which was confirmed by Mr. Eedwood
on the following Monday, and as the cows had been
mingling with the whole of 50 others on the farm, the
greatest alarm is entertained for the safety of the
entire herd. The premises were placed under the
surveillance of the county police, and in consequence of
the scepticism of several cattle-a\vners as to the nature
of the disease. Colonel Cox, as Inspector-General of
cattle for the county, decided upon sending for a
Government inspector as an additional corroboration
of the opinion already expressed. Professor Simonds
was telegraphed for, and arrived in Dorchester on
Monday evening, and on the following morning he
proceeded to the farm, where, in the presence of the
veterinarians and the county authorities, he made a
fiost mortem examination of one of the animals, and
showed conclusively that it had succumbed to a most
unmist:ik.ilil.' altark of rinderpest. A meeting of the
cattle I'iaunc 'nuiiiiittee was at once convened at the
Shire UM. li..rrli,.-t.i-, and the parish of AVinterbourne
HerrinL'stoni' was formally declared to be an infected
place within the meaning of the Act. The magistrates
also ordered two cows and a calf to be slaughtered,
together with any animnls which might manifest
symptoms of the disease. The animals were arr'i.r<liii'4U

destro.yed, and although up to Wedno.il:iy .Mnin- h'm

further cases were reported, yet the ,s(ririr>t i\:ii(li n
kept on the herd, and on the lea.st aiiiM'araiire of l]\f

disease the animals will at once be killed.

WHEAT VJiESUS STOCK AND GRASS.
The foUovving remarks may attract the attention of

scientific agriculturists.

[ have for well-nigh fifty years been intimately and
very largely connected with land, and having been con-
stantly called on to adjust the claims and study the
interests of landlords and tenants, I have been much
assisted in that duty by preserving a record of the
prices of farm produce.
In transcribmg an abridged extract from this register,

I wish to direct your attention to the following facts:

—

1st, That during the last forty years the price of
oatmeal has aver:iged SSs. per load, or about Is. lid.
the old peck.

_2d. That when meal bore a price of .35;;. per load.
Wheat averaged about 25s. per boll, or 50s. per fir. of
-ISO lb.

-Vs these facts are borne out by the annexed
table, I now request your attention to the great

changes in the prices of all farm produce during the
last 12 years.

Beef and muttou averaged 50s. per cwt. prior to

1850. The ruling price is now from GOs. to 63s.

per cwt.
Ayrshire cheese for ten years prior to 1S52 averaged

8s. 5W. per tron stone ; while for ten years prior to
1862 the tron stone of Ayrshire cheese (I take the
prices from the sales of an extensive farmer in this

vicinity) averaged 12s. \d.

Pork in 1852 sold at 7s. 8Jrf. per tron stone ; while
the average of ten years ending in 1862 was 10s. 9Jrf.

per tron stone.

Oatmeal for 10 years prior to 1850 (leaving out the
two years of the Potato famine) averaged 2gs. id, per
load, and for the 12 years ending in 18S2 the average
price rose to 3rs. M.
While each and all of the above kinds of farm pro-

duce have increased in price, we must turn our
atteiitiou to the price of AVlieat, which in our Ayrshire
soil is the least remunerative, though by far the most
expensive croj) to the farmer.
Ten years prior to 1852 the average price of Wheat in

this county was 43s. lOrf. per qr.

Five years ending in 185/ the price rose to 5"s. 'M.

per qr.

ending in 1862 it fell to an average of
le the last year it only produced the

Five
43s. S'f.

fiars pr n

.

qr.

-- which have latterly led to a fall in
the pnrr ui ^\li.ai (if such a chanioter as to induce us
to anticipate their removal, we might wait patiently for

the change ; but I am morally convinced that we have
much more reason to apprehend a continuous fall than
any ri^r in this individual article of farm produce.
As thr >uIi;iMt is one of much importance, allow me

to explain iii,\ n asMus in detail.

The lasi ill \rars have added enormously to the
manulartiircs nC lliis country; every article required
for thr cmiMuiiiilion of our operatives has risen in

price. cx'Tjitiir^' Wheat; and I see no cause to antici-

pate that the .^auie iirices which have lately ruled our
markets with regard to all other farm produce will not
continue to be available, as it is evident that our
manufacturing operatives must be fed; and that no
farm produce but AVheat can be largely introduced to

the injury of our farmers.
Wheat stand.s very differently, as we not only have

extensive supplies from continental Europe, hut we are
exposed to heavy importations of flour from America.
On this last point it is necessary to keep in view the

present position of America.
Formerly, the Americans in the Northern States

purchased largely from us, and their remittances were
inade in Cotton, Tobacco, &e. This system must now
likely cease ; and while the Northern States will require
supjilifs of boll

would ensure good Grass after a remunerative crop ot
Oats, and it would relieve a farmer of tO per cent, of
his present expense of horse labour and manual labour
attending his green-crop husbandry.

I throw out these observations with no desire to
dictate to our agriculturists, but from a great anxiety
for the welfare and jirosperity of a class of people
on whom this country so much depends.

(Tables refen'ed to.)

Oatmeal and Whe.vt. Decennial average of Ayrshire B'^ars.

Fiars Oatmeal.

1820-1820, inclu.sivc . . .. l(i llj
1B30-1839 , n r,

1840-1849 , 16 03
1850-1859 „ .. ..| 17 3
1860-1862

,
,

18 9

Leaving out 1845 and 1840 (the years of Potato famine), the
average of the other 8 ycirs cnduig 1340 was 14... 8./., m
29s. 4((. per load of Oatmcid.

OESE. Per Tron Stone.

1823 to 18211, :

1830 to 1S:Ki,

1840 to 18411,

1658,

1850,

1800,

1861,

7 Ti
8 6J-

• 8 7
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peologicaj examination of the land—but .it is :\n excepd-
ingly oxceptional case. Some joar~ ii'-i. vw mh i1i.>

drainage of a farm lying on the v]i>- .r lin' rlmlk in

Hertfordshire, whore porous and rli\.-\ lir.U all, rniir

very elosely ; the fields had been drain. ] (•nMnni iv. 1,\

,

c;nlninrlial||L;«illl 111,. I,,u,.>l i.arl. an. I il ...ilandv iva.

tb.. ..a,-... Ilial ill.. I , .iraili ..la l..'.l.l' II.'!.! ulll.'il lia.l

. li..l.Ual.. Hi,

(.ir....t

wat,.|-. uli,..,.,.iih ,.\il lia.l nil lla II I...,.,! Ihi'..!

siih-snil inlolhe liilils hel„\v. T\n~. linvver. i,\y

comes under llie elass of spriii'-' ilniiiime.

reservoirs of ivali'r mal;in',' their isi.apr witli dil

at the point id' l.'asl ri.sislanr,. ,.,,n>til ut,. tlii-

Iheorv and explaiial i.m ,,r spnirj. :,ii,l lli..v i

bi'lappeil, as it «rr,, a,i,l ^,, I in 111-I1...I uilh :

exitalti.m.ther ii.,l,.i.,.ii,l,.iilh ,.ttlial iihi,.li i.ili

objr.-t ,.r (ll,-. ,lrailla.j,. ,,1 III,- lali.l, naii...h. III..
|

ot'lli,. rain wal.r ,|,m invanN pi-1 nli.i-.. il IVil

,\-

llls,

fa,.. In

Hall .N.. l-h. nil

to anyliuiiii: eiisuruig permanence, and by the very
appearance of them—which, however trivial it may
seem, does bring forth practical fruit iu the character
of the labourers you employ—by the very appearance
of them, cultivating whatever love for neatness and for
linished worl; exists in any one who looks at them.

In the case of the I'arm under present drainage

—

with a single tortuous brook throughout it, in all pro-
bability only one outfall will be needed—or, at most,
one on either side of the Ijrook. The first step to take
is to improve this watei'-eourse— its course sl^ould be
straightened—for. iu'leiieii.lcntly of its after serving
the purpose of a (oui>,. Inr the water which .your drains
may pour into it— its ability to remove what water
comes into it at its upper end where it first enters the
farm, is a point of great importance as affecting the
success of our drainage operations.
This indeed, as was stated last week, is our first

oI>)ec1 —to afford easv exit for A^dintever water cnines on
th.. laii.l ..tli,.rtliin',lir,.,-lh rr.,ni Hi,. .'Lin. N, Tn thi.v

en. I u.. -ll ,i-]il,.n 111,. ,,M Hill. .!-..
,
,111- 1,. lliKcml

we .Ir.nn ..It all lli,. -pnii',. ual.r l,i ,l,.,.p ,.on,liut>

,lu-....|,..l 1,1 ll„..-,..il ,.t ..a.-h-t,. this eiiil n,. lav drams
m all.,l,lan,la,.,.|i-l.,i,i,..iaitrhes au.l uab-r-cmir.ses--
flius Inunnuiiii.^ Hhalnvr ualural haliil <il' iiiiiveuiiiit

111,' ual,.i ,,riii,. lar av llave Mequired.
-\ii,l ll 1- |.r,,|.< r 1 . a. 1.1 that this advice to take water

fniiii all ,,1.1 w 11,1 ,1.111 .1 , would, in the case of old and
hiirli-nl^,.,! (.la-- iaiil-. lake the form of ivdvice to
draui up ihe luiinws, insleailof on the plan of uniform
parallel drains, laid out with uo regard to the surface
conli-uratinn nfilieland.

Wlirn all ihe spring drainage and the old channel
drainage of the laud, and wliatevi-r levelling of hedge-
rows, i|uarry Imles, ,V,.., uia.v be urcded, has been
accomplished, then you g,i nver th,' lauil and determine
by reference to tiie structure of the sidi-soil and to the
tenacity of the soil—and, let ns add. to the experience
of your neighbours—the depth at n hieh you shall place
your drains, and the distance between them.
Vou lead .your main drain from llu- i.iiifall along tlu-

lower side of every field, placing in ii ai a _i,at a ,i,.pili

down to J. ft. or 411 i; ins., as vour niillall will piiimi,
tiles varvim; Iroui f in.s. to 2 uis. iu inPrnal iliain,.|,.i..

aeiairdill-a to the quaiililv i.t ai'l-eiiL'.. » li,.-.. .Iraiiiai;,. il

bus tn r,.,-,.ive. Tlii-n \,.ii had l„i I, i' ,l|.j n 1-1 1

mtervill,^ trial liolr-, as llii.y uiav l,- .all.il, ai li-i.-l

-tfeet deep, here and Hi, .re arr.-sll,.. i„.l,l. ^lienu- ii|,

their sides ni a siiiiple way w ill^^lnp^ nf w,«(,i kepi
apart by shon bits the wi.iili ,,r ihe Imle Thi'V will

soon fill with watiM- if the lan.l uecls .Irainiiu:, an'il vou
will be aide to judge by their eir.'ei up,,n Ihe water of
.your first minor di-iins directly up the .slope iu their
miilst from the lower oiul of the uiaiii, « hat the interval
for the regular drainage of the estate may be.

As a general rule, drains, 7 or S yards apart, at 4 feet
deep in clays, and 12 to 14 yards apart at the same
depth for more open soils, vrill be found efficient and
snthcient. Il is very true that a drain this depth will
have more eflect than one less deep will have, and to a
greater distance from it, but the compensating principle
of placing a deeper drain at mder intervals, in order to
bring down the cost, tends to produce imperfect work.
Choose a depth of 4 feet, on the ground that you thus
secure as great a depth of soil and sub-soil rendered
useful as ever agriculture is likely to require ; let the
size of the channel which each trench supplies be regu-
lated by the rainfall of the district—and then let them
be frequent and near enough to ensure a sufficiently

rapid percolation. J. C. M.

lircfy dependent upon liis labour,
ition nf his croft. It is a misap-

pi, il. ,.-1.1, 1,. v.-
;
ii.i 111. ,11 as a class of smatf farmers, who .are

. (. I
1 1 -.ip;. -. i 1 . .J. ! their living and to pay their rents

'1 Ill, pi, ill,. ,.| ih.il crofts. They ai-e truly labourers,
li 111 .

i|i. i).\ l..\- til.- \^,,l;,.,s of labour, and holding lots for
^\lii. I, tl,,.y p.ay rent, not from the produce of the Land but
In. 1,1 ,vi-,.s. They cannot obtain employment in their own
.h-i'i. I, and consequently they go to any quarter where they
.11 In. I work durmg the summer .and autumn. It is not
nnli.,,11 p. ,iii.l...i-sr,.,ii,i li..vv \v,. ,ir,.' startled ©vor.v other year
1.. li' - .1 ll ll.-- In. I., I'... f:ii,,i-hiug population of these
.li-iii.i- III. liil.n. ..1 ih.ir , 1, ,p3, or of their tishing. is

"I'lnil Ur. I..-S ,.1 Ih.ii livelihood for one-halt of Uto
,. ,, ^1, ,I,.hu .M .Nuill \\ isL-ly .suggests as a remedy for tliis

. w' . I. I iati,,n froiu a eountiy where emptoyracut cannot lie
il ,111, i. and whore they are always living on the brink of

-1 ,. , ,11.1,, to one where them is abimdance of empfoymcut

11 I- 1, 1'-i Illation of wretchedness in peasant life

1
1
n, 1

1

1
- 1

1 .. 1 1
1

a M ry extensive area iu Scotland, is a reality
"In. ll ll 1- ,l,.pl,irable to contemplate; but it is very
rar,l\ ,.\ liiPit, ,| iu Ireland now, even in the west anil
u,,iili-H, -I iiinoi'sand mountains. I well remenil„r.
hnu ,.\, r, >ii h a condition as frequent not only aiumi.,'

Ill,, iiihaliuants of remote and hardly accessible
,li-lri,.u. but even in localities where a very dill'er-

ent state of peasant life might have been expected ; and
Hut,, .let are districts so destitute of the employers of
hiiiiiaii labour, so neglected by the owners and occu-
|,i, I- lioin various causes, and in many instances so
1

1 ,

,
I

„ I
,— 1,\- unprofitable from infertility of soil or severity

ni ,.liiuate, that labour there, e.vcept in draiuing and
partially providing means of shelter, would be a waste of
cajjital. Surely, then, the emigration of the ill-employed
families which now drag a miserable existence in tho.se
ungenial places, cribbed in cold damp cabins, and with
insufficient food and clothing, would be conducive to
their welfare. It has been stated that there are fifteen
hundred millions of acres of suitable colonial lands in
the liritish possessions; and surely in such a \asl
mnge of unappropriated soil and fine climate available,
those among tis wdio cannot iirocure the necessaries , , 1 1 1 1,

at home, might find abroad pleasant places iu which 1,1

dwell, Toundertaketlie|ia,\ ineut ofarack-rent foracabin
and a patch of laud in I his emiuiry, without any of the
comforts and doeeueie^ of life, and often with its

miseries alone, while land may be purcha.sed in fee
from 2s. lid. to XL per acre in one of the colonies, is

folly if the choice and the means of departure be

allipl

CROFTERS, SMALL FARMERS, AND
EMIGRATION,

In a recent address Sir John M'Neill discussed the
subieet of emigration from the North-west Highlands
and! Islands ol' Scotland by Scotch labourers, whose
social condition he describes to be such as necessitates

emigration. His official employments and means of

obtaining a thorough knowledge of the condition of

the crofters and cotters of Scotland give great weight
to the value of his opinions and suggestions, and he
thus describes that numerous class of the population
in the districts above mentioned :

—

"The crofters hold a small piece of fand from the proprietor
at an averag« rent of AI. 4.*, in one district, the produce of

^'hich is only capable of providing hife family with food for

months. For subsistence for tlic other six months, clothing

procurable, Iu flic midland ami eastern counties of
Irelaiel. where soil au,l ..liin ,i,. 1,1.. la , . .iirable to eulti-
yalhill. 111,. lle,...-ll.\ lor .ni.. ,',

.
,

1 ,
- mil ,.\ist,and

the a,llai,Ia._-,.,,t 11 I,, a •
1 1 ,,,i,n,..l

|
da-

le,n. uilh a,l,-,pial.. wie-'.-.l .. ..|
, ..in.l .. ..lilil-, \~a\ least

prnbleiualieal; while I,, the employers uf labour and
those who are desirous to carry out iigriciiltuiul

improyenients in thorough draining, etc., the emigra-
tion of labourers, if continuous, may prove a serious
detriment.
The desire for emigration is very strong and preva-

lent, and now that tlio destroying warfare which has
diminished population so fearfully in America lias

ceased, and the iieaceful occupations of the fanner and
wealthy immigrants are recommenced, the exodus of
our surplus peasantry will proceed in an accelerated
pace to a land where food is abundant and labour wage
so much higher than in the old country !

Among tile emigrating Irish people will he many
more of the little farmers holding from 10 to 15 acres
of land (of these some are now going to liiienos and
Monte Video, and many to Australia) wdio will depart,
and their little holdings will in several instances be
, a, ii~,,li, lilted by purchase (ivith permission of land-
1.. 1.1-1 In, 111 adjoimng farmers of the same class who
h 11,. -av,.il the means of obtaining additional land for
i,.iiaii..,\. Tl may be pr,>suined that industrious and
^aiuijiiHii uill 1 111. a more desirable and improving
, I :.-- ,.i .

nil n. 11..1 - ihau those who preceded them,
( .,u^,,liilaii,,ii -., iinln..,.,! would be benelicial. but the
eiiiu^ratioii ,.1 ill . .,iii.,:oiug families is a necessary

thiud as in Ireland there are
. iiig the industrial population at
ployment. Some of the philan-

thropic gentlemen who have expended large sums on
improvements in the far west of Ireland will wince if

they read this paragraph respecting some Scotch
improvers :—''They build new houses (for the crofters)
with three rooms in each (this they certainly ought to
do in almost any case requiring it), they drain, they
plant, they make roads, they build, till in the course of
four or five yeai's they have all the estate and spent
their spare cash, which was probably equal to the pur-
chase money of the estate. So far all has gone on
merrily. They look now for a return from their
purchase and their improvements, aud expect the
crofters to pay their rents without their being asked
for them, but they look in vain." If then cultivation
under adverse conditions of soil and climate be unpro-
fitable to the landowner, what is the course recom-
mended for his adoption ? That he should encourage
the emigration of superabundant labourers for his o\v-n

sake and theirs, and instead of tr.ving to raise cereals in
unsuitable places, that he should improve his land to
the utmost for meadow and pasture. That is the most
indicious course there, for landlord, tenant, and
labourer. And breeding Highland cattle will pro-
bably pay as well as breeding sheep in a moist climate,
where the winters being mild, the cattle can lie

out. the greater part of the year. It is probable
that in elevations of 400 feet and upwards above the
level of the sea, and with precarious harvests, there is

far more land under the plough than is profitable.

Pastures manured would be found more beneficial

than any corn growing under such circumstances.
Even in a more favoured locality than that now under
consideration, " more profit could be had out of a pair
of Irish cow's jaws than from an acre of Wheat,'' We
quote from a review of Sir J, M'Neill's address :

—

The pr.aposal to maintain the population at its present
numbers by retaining the ' crv>ft' and introducing an improved

system of cultivation is as unsound in political economy as it

would be inexpedient and unprofitable in practice, and proves
that the .advocates of such a plan have but little practical
.acquaintance with the subject. Crofts (labourers' small hold-
ings of Land) can only be recommended on an estate, and that
but to a limited extent, as adjimcts to the large farms. The
maintaining the croft system oven under an improved system
of cultivation, in the western islands, where a good harvest is

an exception, would be only to render the people more
miserable, and, as Sir John M'Neill s.ays, 'to subject them to
another process of painful transition,'

"

The agriculturist in Ireland who rents from 4 to
10 statute acres is ordinarily a very poor cultivator and
a needy man—he is a mongrel between the small fanner
and the common labourer; if working for hire,
steadily and liberally aflbrded, and with a comfort-
able dwelling, he woiUd be better in his circumstances
than if inemuhire.l with a few ai'i-es ivlii.'h be is I,,..

poor to llialiaLa. pr. ,lil :il,h
, 1111,1 willl the n -J,, .11 -ll.llll l.' i

of rent-pa\ii|.j an. I in. i.l.iil il exp,.|i>,.s trom ulii,.|i th..

mere lahoiin.r is exeinpl. The emigration of sii.-h

hushiiiiilini'ii and the consequent consolidation of small
hoi, lings in the hands of farmers ought not to be a
suhjiat ,, I piiimlar clamour. The mere approbation then
of the emigration of a class of families under circum-
stances so unfavourable to themselves in Ireland, ought
not to be identified with any practice of compulsory
eviction for the mere purpose of effecting consolida-
tii,ii<, win, h laiiii,,! he too strongly reprokated. The
eiilai_a.|ii..|it of lull,, larms, when it can be accom-
pli-li,',l I,, 111,' iiiUaiilage of all the parties con-
cern, ,!, 1- aiioihii' ihiiig. If from any of the causes
now in operation the number of labourers in
Ireland should be so diminished as to cause such a rise

in wages as may afford to them the decent comforts of
life, they will remain where they are. Inducements to

reniaiu in theii* native land are now required. Some
certain benefits are loudly called for, such as convenient
aud weather-proof dwellings, with plots of land
at tni'hi'il, ill every district and on eveiy farm throughout
the eoiiiitiy. ami an a.ssiniilatiou (I do not venture to
ilt'iiiaiiil eipiaiisation altogether, under the existing
suiial obstacles) of the Poor-law to that of England,
Unless relief be extended to the destitute, infirm, sick,

and aged labourers in tlieir own dwellings under the
parallel circumstances iu which it is generally afforded
in England, the motives and necessity for emigration
will bo strengthened in the mind of the Irish labourer.
Mariiii Doyte.

Home Correspondence.
" Gild semi.i a run/ Cmr xliuri /;„)•«.«,"—The above

quotation, Mr, Editor, is from A\'illiinn Shakspeare,
.sometiine dramatist ami |,oei, ami in view of the recent
destruction of iiiiiiili,.r- ,,| ih,. Iii^hlv bred "Short-
horns-' by riii,l,'ri„-i i- -oiieivlial Mii-ular, J. V. Jf.

/>.,/,/,, /',,„,.,..' ,' '/,.., //.//^.—Ithasbeen observed
Urn ',.. n. I

I II -11. --, III! I am ready to allow that
1,11-

.
,

I
... ,,. 1,1 importance every di,y,

tor 111. 1. -
, ..ll :,i- ' i. I I- .1. \. loping itself so rapidly

at 111,, pn-iiit iiiu.. Ill ilii- .."iiulry as business of eveiy
kimi, ami It i- ihis exiraopliiiary ai'liyity that prevails
throiu;hout ihe ,.,,iiiili'v that i- e-lallll^hing a new and
far better position lor the working classes, for the
reason that every man's labour is wanted, let his

calling be what it may, to aid and assist in keeping the
different occupations of life in motion ; aud it being so

is a reason why all kinds of labour must be more
equally and well paid for. It cannot pay to allow any
kind of occupation to lag behind for want of a sufficient

amount of labour to carry it on, but more esn.ci . y all

labour relative to farming, for sui^ess in farming
depends in a great measure \- pon having a sufficient

amount of well-directed labour performed at the proper
tune, for seed time aud harvest come and pass regard-
less of the farmer, so that the farmer must be ready to

perform his work at the proper time, or the results

will be against him; and in the present state of the
labour market there is every prospect of the English
farmer being obliged to pay a high rate of wages.

It is to be regretted that so much of the time and
money of the working classes is spent at the public-

houses and beer-shops, and it is not always an uncom-
fortable home that causes men to frequent the beer shop,
but every man who spends his time and money there
is sure to make his home uncomfortable. Then should
not other attractions be placed in their way, with a
view to let them see that there are other and more
permanent enjoyments of life than are to be found at

the public-houses and beer-shops ? Having this

object in view, what better than tha erection of public
halls in every tow-n and village throughout the country,

and in doing so, let it be remembered that space is of

more importance than ornameut— such room as will

enable the different clas.sas of working men to group
themselves together over their books, papers, or other
amusements, that all may feel at their ease, free and ir -

dependent one of another. A refreshment room should
be near, and everjlihing sold there should be over the
counter only, giving no opportunity for them to congre-
gate themselves together there, but yet make it un-
necessary for them to go to the public-house or beer-
shop for refreshment. B. Sansleii, Ferrtjsjleld Farm,
Oxtedy Surrey.
TJiunder v. Milk.—'WUi you have the goodness to

help me, if you can, on the above subject? During the
late stormy weather, when the atmosphere was full of
electricity, my dairywoman had to throw away many,
many gallons of milk, which turned to a thick jelly in

the leais before it had been standing long enough to

cool. I had some of it sent to my table which would
not pour out of the jug at all, I thought immediately
what a dreadful state the milk must be iu which had
to come to London hy rail-jierhaps a great many
miles—to say nothing about the previous jolting in a
cart to the station, I named the subject to a London
milkman, who told me that he had suffered in his

dairy, just as I had, in the case of his few cows which
. he had in London ; but that the milk which came to
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hiin by rail was not at all affected by the tbunder, but

had krpt sweet and good many hours longer (after he

received it) than his milk would. I have also heard

private individuals say they had no difficulty with

ailk which they bought. "VVTiat is nut into the milk

to prevent its curdling, and in what prnporlious 'i

or how otherwise is the evil prevented, and ivill the

treatment interfere with the product of butter, for

mine is a butter dairy. J/'. P. [A little i-arliouate of

soda would hinder milk .souring and curdling. AVe
will inquire further.]

Aiirii'ultural Ediwntimi.—" Knowledge is power" in

many respects. A certain amount of scholarship is

necessary even for applying manure, and keeping farm
accounts and memoranda in a systematic manner. And
j-et almast evervthing connected with the ordinarj*

routine of farming appears so simple tu practical men,
that they do not consider it wortli while making any
special remarks to outsiders about the ordinary routine

of duties. My late father acted as steward from 18J3 till

a few weeks before his death in 1S55 on a farm rented
by an amateur, who was 46 before he became a tenant
farmer. That man was a native of a provincial town,
and he made his money by acting as a cattle and sheep
dealer. He allowed my father to superintend the
detaiKs, but my father's proceedings appeared strange

even to him—a man who had h:id extensive oppor-
tunitiesofob.servationnhiletr;ivi'lliiiL':iliuutrniinl';irmt<)

farm.andtollorpcth and i.llifr.Mlllr:,,Ml -ii. r|. in;irki-t.<.

On the other hand the advanla^'r nf ili,- mI, -111:111 over

the mere tield fanner is consiili-nilili-.and iinnlical men
would benefit much by being able to deal for them-
selves with the difficulties connected with the buying
and selling of cattle and sheep. I remember walking
six miles on several occasions for a report of the
London, Newcastle, and Edinburgh markets. On one
occasion my father's master sold a lot of half-fat cattle

at Christmas with a large profit for the short time he
had kept them. The farmer who bought them kept
them eight weeks, and had a difficult task in realising

the purchase money. The weekly and fortnightly

sales enable amateurs to dispose of their fat stock ; but
the purchasing at fairs still remains a difliculty to

inexperienced hands, and also to a good many prac-
tical farmers who live to old age without acquinng the
requisite tact for marketing. All our verbal and
written lectures ivill not impart the tact which is

develdiied by the every-day life on farms. The duties
of the labourers and tlie farmer somehow amalgamate
with each other. An intelligent farm labourer only
requires money and a little polish to enable him to act

the part of a gentleman fanner. I must confess that 1
have not any liking for agricultural colleges. There is

the well-known desire of rustics to rush to towns for

holidays, and of citizens to rush to the country, which
ought to guide would-be dictators about education.
Rustics require the refining influences of town society.

Farmers' sons in Scotland generally go to the grammar
schools in provincial towns to "finish off" their
elementary education at the parish schools. A gentle-

man farmer's son and I .sat next to each other on the
same form at a parish school. But Englishmen are
strangers to what unconsciously, as it were, bridges
over the gulf that is supposed to exist between
the different classes in .Scotland. It is looked upon
in England as de;jiading themselves to seid their

children to schools in the purely agricultural districts.

Those who have access to J>r. flanna's memoirs of Dr.
Chalmers will observe that Dr. Chalmers referred to
the faf;t that he got his elementary education in a
school attended by the sons of the poor classes. W.

Societfcs.
XoitKOLK : Cntlle Plwiue Coinmiftur:—The Norfolk

Chronicle gives the following communication from Mr.
Woods of Jlerton, to the chairman of the committee on
the alleged outbreak of rinderpe.st among'sheep :

—

Sir.—In conatquetice of it« having been stated at the meeting
of the committee last Satiirday that Mr. WcUingham's shceji
have been imder my treatment, 1 beg you will allow me to
give the particnlars of the case.
At the request of Mr. Wellingham I sent a person to Walton

on the 24th of May to give his ev/es a dose of medicine, and
this waH done because they niii<i^ire'l m)liL-:iltliy ; and seveml
had died (48 h.-id been !

-; ' .ind the
:4th of May, and 20 at 1. iiich they
were then affected). I liuMthof
May, and then learnt tlj . lit-^elfin

3farch, and that a moiitl, ji., ^- ^.- i... t) i the
whole flock had been purged a great dcii, I ,

t n. i.)i

time had tjeen lost, for there was then ^i '
'
^ "

i
i

. .f

the bowels, sore mouths, and a thick slm, , i u,

ttie nose, in many cases streaked with M I ;ii i i • ly
discharge from the eyes, the whole flock appearing t<t he more
or less affected. I advised that a second dose of medicine,
rather stronger than the first, should be given immediately ;

and this w^ts done on Tuesday, May the 29th. I also recom-
mended tliat the sheep should not have so much succulent
food, but, instead, some bran, crushed Oats, and good hay
chaff, which had answered so well in other cases. The bran
and Oats were given, but, unfortunately, Mr. Wellingham had
no hay, and therefore none was given.
Althou^ several of the diseased sheep kept dying, still

there appeared an improvement in the bulk of tbem ; for on
the 1st of June 1 saw them again, and foimd that the discharge
from the nose and eyes had almost disappeared, and on the
following day Mr. Wellingham wrote to me as follows :—

" I am glad to say 1 like the appearance of my sheep to-day
very mueh more than I have done ; there are no more dead,
nor yet fresh eases with the ewes : two lambs have broken out
with the scurvy, but I think only one will die. I am in hopes
they will now make a beginning in doing better

"

3ir. Wellingham named the lambs because he was away
from home when I went, and I had left a message with bis
sbepherd, that unless he treated them also, he would soon lose
.1 creat number, as 1 could see they were falling do^vn with
tile fever. On the 8th of .Tune Mr. Wellingham sent me word
that he purposed sending his ewes to marsh, and in my answer
to^him on the following day I said—

" I look with great alarm on the mere thought of your
contemplating sending your ewes to marsh, where I understand
taey can get what water they wish for. I strongly advise you
not to think of It for a moment, for the chances are it might

kill half your sheep. 1 hear you have put thi-eo ewes where

they can got water, as a trial to see if It will hurt them
.

Now,
if these three sheep wore to escape, 1 should not think it

sufliciont to win rant the ri-sk of putting all your flock to a

similar trial, whan, probably, majiy among them may bo in a

feverish .stite, and would suffer from it."

Notwithstanduig the number of deaths given below, the

bulk of the ewes were improving ; and on the 12th of .Tune Mr.

Wollmghaiu wrote as follows :—
"I have scTrt. my sliophertl over this morning. The ewes 1

eimsider much li<\tt...r. and I think the fever has almost left

them. 1 shoul'l lil . il . m i i.nik it advisable, to give all my
lambs a dose • if > ' ' i morrow momuig, lui they are

very sadly and 11
' :.. m« full of the fever."

Tbeshephoril n I h ...ii.i Lrcil the ewes wore quite wcU,

with the exception of .,nc or two a little sickly, but past all

ft hen 1 went on the following day, Jtme the lath, I was
sorry to see the cwus had liuc-ii on a common full of rank-grown
Grass, .and wbun II.' ' : 1 1

1 ..: a.s much water as they wished
for ; and I Icanii lilii

i
i' tb^ flock was to Ije sent to the

marsh at Wniitt..!: The ewes, however, with the

exccpttnn of *!! ' 'b r dull and scouring a little.

appcarf-H p'-rf" 11 I
' n 'lit tliat a

Mr. W.-l!ih, !,,,•, I I '.; . ''.'
:

i t- li' '. '

i-ff»ift«d.

otberwisc, for on June the Jnth Mr. WilliiiKham wrote .Ts

follows :

—

" My flock of ewes are now dying by wholesale, from some
cause I cannot accoimt for."

The following figures from Mr. WeUingham's book wiU beat

show whether the douVjts I had of the propriety of the ewos

being put on these lands and allowed to water were reasonable

or not. In 20 days, froin the 25th of May to the 14th of .lune,

30 ewes died. In 11 days, from the I5th to the 2.5tb of June,

62 died. In nine days, from the 20th of June to the 4th of

July, 36 died. So that it appears that after the sheep were

put on the common and sent to marsh, the disease returned

with great virulence, and in 20 days, from the loth of June to

the 4th of July, 98 ewes died, wherMS diudng 20 days, ending

the 14th of June, only 30 owes had died.

I wish it to be understood that when sheep are healthy, I

believe it to be judicious to allow them as much water as they

wish for ; but when they are in a feverish state, 1 have always

found it most injurious to do so.

When I saw the lambs on the morning of the 13th June,

I was much struck with their altered appearance Shicc I had
seen them on the 1st, and fmmd that 31 had died, and many
more appeared past recovery ; I told Mr. WeUinKbani I

was fearful his loss must yet bo considerable, as the dineasc

had got so much hold of them. Tluiy appeared so bad that a

very experienced shepherd Siiid from six to seven score would

die. Tliey were affected in a similar way to the ewes, with

the excepHon that numerous tape-worms were pa-S-^cd with

the slimy evacuations.
AU the lambs, excejit i." "-.rlv dead, had a dose of

medicine, which acted fn-. I - . i 1 1
.

i .:l^. 1 gave directions

for the feeding, and sa-.v i

;

i mi i, tl.u 2l8t June, when I

found them much ini] 11
• he shepherd told mc

there were 1 '.4 fresh cast H ,
1 i, ,.i:.j Hit morning; but wjen

1 looked at the lambs, I fi.un.l it h.id been produced by their

having been fed for three days on a rank-grown layer, which

had been fed with sheep all the sjjring. 1 had requested that

they should not be put on this hiyer. They were now kept

from it, and on the following morning there were only four

fresh cases of purging, and the next morning only two.

From the 13th of June, the day they bad the medicine, t-j

the 4th of July, 43 lambs died, of which 14 at least, Mr. Wel-

lingham said, were p-a-st all chance of recovery.

I .saw the Lambs ycstercbiy, in company with one of your

Committee, Thomas Barton, Ksq., of Threxton, and found
them, with a few exceptions, looking as well as could be

desired, /fc/irv Wno,U. Mrrtoa.

Mr. C. S. Head, M.F., asked Mr. Woods, who was
present, whether that communication described the

whole treatment of the sheep.

Mr. Woods said it described the treatment with the

exception of the sheep having been bled about the 5th
of June. Perhaps the committee would allow him to

explain why that was done. He was considerably

pressed by many persons, who were in favour of

bleeding, to allow these sheep to be bled. He resisted

the wish very much indeed, for he never allowed e
sheep to be bled except in extreme cases, a-s he believed

it to be injurious ; but when such strong opinions

were expressed by men of great practical experience,

he felt he was incurring too great a responsibility

by adhering too closely to his own opinion, and,

therefore, sent a man early in the morning of the

5th of June to Mr. Wellingham, with instructions

to see him before he went to Lynn market, and to

bleed the sheep if he (Mr. Wellingham) thought
it desirable to do so. By ten o'clock that same morn-
ing, however, he (Mr. Woods) felt that he had yielded

too readily to the opinion of those persons who thought
it would do good, and sent off a messenger with
instnictions to the first man. tliat if he had not yet seen

Mr. Wellingham, he was to tell him on seeing him
that Mr. Woods objected to the bleeding. The
man had however already seen Mr. AVellingham.

who remarked that he had determined on their being

bled, and wished it to be done. Accordingly, when
the second man had arrived, the animals had already

been bled. He (Mr. Woods) thought the bleeding had

done very little good or harm, because on the 12th Mr.

Wellingham wrote that he believed the sheep to be

much better, and that the fever had left them : and.

moreover, the shepherd stated that they were quite

well. That was all the treatment that he knew of his

knowledge they had received.

Mr. Read asked whether, generally speaking, Mr.
Woods would advise bleeding.

Mr. Woods—Certainly not. I strongly advise that

it should not be done as a general rule.

Y0RK3HIEE AGRICULTI'E.IL : Trial of Onus
3{otcers.—The following is the official report of the

judges who awarded the prizes at the trial of Grass

mowers la-st week :

—

To the Prpnideiit of the Yorkshire Agricultural Society.

fjiR,—I am requested by my colleagues, Messrs.

Caldwell and Kay, to certify that after a complete and
satisfactory trial of the mowing machines that

appeared to compete for the premiums oflered by the

Yorkshire Society, we have awarded the priza^ as

follows, viz. :—1st prize to Mr. A. C. Bamlett, of

Thirsk, for mower, price 26;. ; 2d prize to Mr. Henry
Kcarsloy, of Itipoii, for mower, price 25/. We highly

commend tin

Messrs. Burui I..

machine e.xli' '

'

Banbury, pri' I

-'

.Society upon the hi

admitted by all the ci

and complete ofany 1 1

1

The .;r,.|l,.,ii :ir:-:,ii

to I r 1' f y

price 18L exhibited by
London ; and commend the
-rs. Samuelson k Co., of

\ •• beg to coujrratulalr Iho

ft machines, and
doing their work,
IV attention. The

M -lie in these
. work of all

'! .lull one of

I'l 1 hat decision,

if cutting.

account of a large and
iild anyhow be given. And
Uie whole iniiiht he siinilarlv

the

arc 111.111 1 I" ! liM h u

great iiii|irie..ine,il

machilli;- ealt-r-l elii-e

was 111. 1-1 . redltal.le,

considerable diUiculty

we were guided by closeness and
a point of the first importance, strength and durability

of^machine, excellence of construction, and compara-

tive draught, as detennined by the dyuamomct<;r kindly

lent by the Royal Agricultural Society. We have

prepared tables showing thc^c iioints, which, together

with a detailed report, we .-bull be hapiiy to forward

after the conclusion of the iiii|.lm i.' i. mi- m August,

if the Society -wish it. ' maker was

exhibited, by the Reading Ii'-ii \\ I ! nimny. We
had this tried, and consider it a . Uun.;, i . lul machine,

quite deserving of the Society's prize, if eligible.

John Coleman. ^__

On the Management if futile in Ilralth^ and
Disease, A'-c. By Tlionipson Townsend. Virtue,

Brothers, i Co.

The illustrations of this shilling book are spirited and
clever. The West Highland bull is the ideal of an
artist, and liosa Bonheur's name is the guaniutee of its

excellence. The Bretonne cow is also vei-y good. The
Shorthorn steer is too long and has too small a head.

The " South J)evon " cow we do not recognise. Two-
thirds of the book are on the diseases of cattle. The
^1 pages which precede this part are filled with a very

poor account of breeds, and fragments of dairy informa-

tion and instruction in a medley of uncliLssiiied

paragraphs. There ought to have been given an

exacter account of our breeds of cattle, of their

m:uiu«enient, and their jiroduce. The jiaragraph on

"EecUing," no murelliau M lines, is as paltry and ir

many respects i

important snlije.

many other seiti

characterised. W e .xtra. i i.n.M.r 1 1. .. ..i ih.. i.r-i I.M> -

" 0» Pre«a-.-.,.v /;«^/. ,...//. '.,.' -„ 1 lli.l.Mller

in a cool pan ii\er 1 lie lii'e i.ii'i . I' 11 .' ..i;. :'iill>. and

heat it nearly lo Injiliug puml . i:-\i..iiei.- e iiai- .-l.invii

this heat to be attained when the reflection of the

white of the eye is distincttly seen on the surface of tho

butter on looking down into the jian ; all the watery

particles are then evaporated, and the curd, of which a

portion always remains in the butter, and is one

cause of its becoming rancid, falls to the bottom. Tiie

clear butter is poured into an earthen vessel, ami

covered over with paper, and a bladder or a piece of

leather is tied over the jar to exclude the air ; when
cool, it very much resembles hog's lard ; it may lose

some of its flavour, but it is much 6ui)erior to salt

butter for culinary purposes, and especially for pastry."
' General Remarks on the Dain/.—The. foregoing

remarks will tend sufficiently to exhibit the various

modes of managing dairy matters as at present

observed in the more important dairy comities. It

will be seen that cleanliness in every process connected

with the management of milk and its products is of the

first importance, and that without it neither bul-ter

nor cheese can be carried on so as to produce an article

that will give satisfaction either to the dairy factor or

the consumer.
" The practice^ too common in many places, of making

a larder a jiortion of the milk-house, cannot be too

severely reprehended : and. what is nearly a.s bad, the

more common practi..' -iill •( having a number of

cheeses undergoing the |.r.i. .
-- ..I .living on the shelves.

It is utterly impossibl.- t.. kee), milk sweet, especially

in summer and autumn ; where >uch things are per-

mitted, it is productive of the worst effects upon the

habits of the dairy maids, who.se ideas of cleanliness

under such circumstances will become exceedingly

''Spilt milk should never be allosved to remain a

moment longer than is necessary for its removal.

"The liberal use of water, cold in the summer and

warm in the winter, is always to be commended ; and
in rinsing the milk-pans use a little common washing

soda. The best dishes for holding milk are those made
either of glass, tin, tinned iron, or well-glazed earthen-

ware. Wood, lead, or zinc are all objectionable. All

milk houses should have a northern aspect, and be well

protected from the rays of the sun. A thorough

draught near the ceiling, which can be controlled at

Trill, is essential to keep the atmosphere always fresh.

A stone table should occupy the centre of the milk-

housc for the basins to stand on. The table should be

water-tight, and furnished also with a water-tight

ledging, so that cold or warm water may be thrown

round the b,isin3 when required ; and finally, on this

head we may say, that no food, either vegetable or

animal, should be allowed to enter the mUk-house—not
even the cream jars should be admitted.

" A good mode of purifying the atmosphere of the

milk-house is to dip cloths in a solution of chloride of

lime, and then hang them up on cords from one comer
to the other. In a similar way the temperature of the

room may be kept low during hot weather. Cotton

blinds kept moist in this way in the froiit of open
windows are used in India as means of cooling the air

of sitting rooms, and they might be easily introduced
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here for the humbler purpose of cooling the air of the
dairy or inilk-rooin.

" The profit of a cow yielding 9 quarts daily for ten
mouths, or 630 gallons annually, is thus estimated :—

£ ... d.

227 lb. of butter, at 10J.i <J 18 7J
600 gallons of skimmert milk :it 'IJrf. . . 11 5
•50 gallons of butter mUk, at 2^.;. . . 9 4i
Calf a week old 15

Xet jiiufit of t

15
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has been lor three yeavs under Grass, he will make an

economy of farmyard manure.
Under such conditions as these above enumerated our

standard of economy ought to show a return from the

use of 5000 tons of not less than from 80 to 100 tons of

Italian Rye-gi'ass per acre per annum. It remains to

be proved whether, having due regard to the propor-

tionate return, SOOO tons per acre is the most advan-

tageous quantity of sewage to apply, or whether a

greater or less quantity would be more proportionately

remunerative.
Having established our standard, we must measure

all subsequent results by it, and endeavour as tar as

practicable to work up to it. In my oiiiuioii llie

Metropolis Sewage Company should lukr some Imlf

dozen farms at ditferent points along Ihi' Unv "i riil\ rrt.

selecting sites for irrigation mth dm- rogurd ti> the

above conditions, and thus establishing so many prac-

tical schools for the instruction and convincing of the
farmers. The Company should insist upon the farmers
only applying the sewage to such spots and in; such
quantities as they may direct, and the farmers, having
no experience of their own, will of course be very glad

to benetit by that of the Company. The amount of sew-
age to be supplied to any one farm ought to be strictly

limited to the quantity judged bythe Company to be suf-

ficient for 8 per cent. or 10 percent, of theacreage, having
ofcoursedue regard to theconditionsofthe land to which
it is to be applied. In this way the risk of bad debts
will be reduced ; the farms will not become dairy farms,

and therefore cannot compete to any very formidable
r-xtent with the Company's exclusively dairy fanus on
the Maplin .Sands; and, lastlj% there will be less danger
of the landowner's fancying that they are going to run
away with the best part of the profit on the sewage.

It .should, in making any calculations as to the total

realisable value of the sewa^^e available, be kept in

view that that value may be very materially increased
by skilful chemical treatment. Pure sewage contains
ammonia in excess of the wants of Grass, or rather,

there being in sewage a deficiency of phosphates, these
hist become the measure of its power of producing Grass,

and the excess of ammonia over the proper proportion
\vhich it ouL'ht III iii'ar to the phosphates is wasted. By
supplying', thcrd'.ne. this deficiency of phosphates,
which can ho done at a small cost by a solution, the
excess of ammonia ^vould be economised, and so the
realisable value of the sewage increased. X.

Miscellaneous.
The Prince Consor/'x Ffr)-»i.i. — Mr. J. Chalmers

Morton has had the very great honour to receive from
the Queen a gold medal in token of Her Majesty's
approval of his Book on the Prince Consort's farms, and
as a memorial of Her Majesty's acceptance of it and
thanks for it.

Midland Agncrilture,—A WTJter in the Journal of
the English Society, describing the agricultural condi-
tion of a midland county, says of one district :

—
" Here,

instead of the signs of industry and improvement, we
.see narrow winding lanes leading to nothing, and
traversed by lean pigs and rough cattle ; broad copse-
like hedges, small and irregular fields of Couch, amidst
which stniggle the stalks of some smothered cereal

;

these, with gipsies' encampments, and the occasional
sound of the poacher's gun from woods and thickets
around, are the characteristics of the district, its soil,

culture, and population." Scoff is/i. Fanner.

Calendar of Operations.
JvhX.— Oxen versus Sorses.—The economy of

employing draught oxen in place of a certain proportion
of the horses generally worked on the farm has long been
advocated, and is in accordance with general practice
over still averj' considerable extent of arable land in this
country. The following statement on the subject is

from the pen of Mr. EUman, of Landport, Sus.sex. He
asks " whether it is economical to work oxen, not to
supersede horses, but as an auxUiarj' in farming
operations^ calculating one horse to two" oxen, and the
following IS his calculation :

—

*' Value of a cart colt, at 2 J years
At 34 years it would be worth
At 44 years it would be worth

31 10
30 la

42

Value of a pah- of steers, 2^ yeai-.s old . . . . 29 4
At 34 years old 3.5

At 44 years old 40
At 6 years old, when turned off to fatten . . 48

" I calculate the worth of the horse and oxen if sold
at the time they would be most valuable for working.
The keep of one horse I consider to cost as much as
that of the two oxen, and the work performed equal. I
say nothing as to oxen working in collars and harness
like horses. It is not the custom so to work them in
this county, and I consider it a great saving to
work them in single or double yokes. We in Sussex
work them in a double yoke, which with bows and
irons casts about 20.?. This lasts for many years, and
the only cost is now and then a new bow, costing Is.

I know the double yoke looks unwieldy, but experi-
ments have been made, and it has been proved that a
pair of oxen in a double yoke can draw a greater
weight than in any other way. My late father used to
breed his own oxen, and every year bring them into
work. The team consisted of SI. He considered that
oxen should be kept as auxiliaries. They were never
worked so as to be low in fle.sh, and of course their
growth was not cheeked. By keeping them always in
a good state, if anything happened to them they were
put to fatten, and soon got fat. He worked at different
times Sussex, Hcrefords, and Devons. Between the
Sussex and Herefnrds there was not much difference,
but the Devons were certainly more active. On the
farms on the Southdowns it is verj' much the fashion
now to work the Welsh cattle. I'hey are very hardy,

excellent workers, with good feet, a great desideratum
amongst flints, and will live on very scanty food. It

must never be forgotten that if anything happens to
render a horse unfit for work he is' almost valueless ;

whereas if an ox is lame he can be converted to a good
purpose, and is soon made of value."

It i.s, however, only fair to add, in reference to the
proofs of greater economy which every now and then
re-appear m favour of ox labour, that the practice has
nevertheless long been dying out, and the districts have
been narrowing m which it still prevails.
The fact is, that farm operations are so linked

together that the establishment of any sluggish element
drags the whole affair. Oxen, notwithstanding their
fitne-ss for field work, and their economical performance
of it under eflicient management, are not so active
as horses under equally good management, and the
quicker agency has been gaining ground more rapidly,
the more that time is valued and turned to account in
ordinary farm management. Where a perfect organisa-
tion of labour prevails, and lads and men are made to
feel the influence of activity and energy in their
master, the maintenance of such a sluggish pace as is

nattiral to the ox is impossible. The horse may become
one half his former value, while the ox has been
increasing in its market value, the former may have
consumed twice the money's worth of food—but his
work has been so much more valuable, both in itself

and in its influence on the manual labour of the farm
as well, that however possibly he may be superseded by
the steam engine, he is not at all likely to be superseded
in the field by the ox.

In fact, every year fewer acres are ploughed, fewer
loads are carried by ox-labour, notwithstanding that
every now and then an indignant remonstrance tries in
vain to waken our farmers to the advantages they are
most unaccountably allomng to slip from between
their fingers. The truth is that, after all, farmers
understand their business and their interests sufficiently

well to make it altogether improbable that the gradual
decadence of a once almost universal practice is the
result either of ignorance or supineness.

Zeisure fime.—It is during this month, between hay
and corn harvests, that the most convenient time
occurs for a holiday. It is now that the annual
meetings of our great agricultural societies occur ; and
as the first edition of Arthur Young's "Parmer's
Calendar " says—

" If the young fanner has any friend, or confidential
hailiir, that he can trust his farm to for ten days or a
fortnight, let him now take his summer tour, to view
farms in well-cultivated counties, and to introduce
himself to the conversation of his intelligent brethren,
from whom he will be sure to learn something tiseful.

He cannot do better than be present at one of the
public meetings of this month, as he will there meet
with able cultivators from every part of the kingdom,
and may learn where best to direct his steps, whatever
may be his object ; and this, let me remark, is no
inconsiderable proof of the utility of those meetings.

" Were I to name one circumstance which has, in the
last 20 years, advanced the husbandry of this country
more than any other, I should fix on the practice of
farmers taking their nags (to tise an expression of
Bakewell) to see what other people are doing. Men
who confine their whole lives to one spot or vicinity
necessarily contract a too limited range of thought.
Their ideas flow so much in the same channel, and
dwell on the same objects, that new ones, however
useful, make too faint an impression ; nor can they
know what is doing by the best fanners, on soils

perhaps exactly similar to their own. To take a ride
for a fortnight through four or five hundred miles of
country, with an eye scrutinising everything they see,
and calling upon noted farmers to make inquiries
about such objects as appear interesting, must neces-
sarily give a new movement to their minds, a new-
spring to thought, and remove many prejudices. Two
such journeys should be taken in a .year-the summer
one to illustrate the results of yoiu- practice, the winter
one to explain the winter management of live stock,
the important objects of the farm-yard, fattening
beasts, sheep feeding in many branches^ winter irriga-
tion, and many other objects which are interesting A
farmer may take such a ride at the expense of as manj
guineas as he is out days, and he will not find this
money the most unproductive that he expends.
''Now also is the time for giving the labouring men a

day's holiday, and a useful, wholesome thing it is to
let the workers of the farm have a share in the enjo\ -

ments wdiicli a leisure time of year enables them to
take. The following sentence, written by Mr. Cainl
from Baldoou Mains, in Galloway, many years ago, will
always well deserve perusal at this season of the year —
' I may mention that the men have been getting a day ->

holiday, and a beautiful day it fortunately was, as In
the kind arrangements of our steam shipping company
all the ploughmen and tradesmen of the country, w ith
their wives and sweethearts, have an opportunity
afforded them for a shilling each of taking a plea-suie
sail to the Isle of Man and back again, of which it is to
be hoped very many will avail themselves.' All thi
farmers who can look beyond their noses have giv eii

their men a day's leave of absence, convinced that th< \

will be well repaid by the stock of good nature whu li

the men will lay in during the pleasure trip.'"

THE HYDROPTILT

An Invention for Thiownio Wa e by Hand Power

PRICE LIST.

Complete with Brass Cylinders akd £ s. J.
Japanned Stirrup ,, ,. ,, 1 12 6

Complete with Brass Cylinder.s and
Copper Stirrup . . 2 2

THE HYBROPULT
is inTaluable for use in the

QARDKX for

watkrixg beds,
.sprinkli.vg plants,

drowning out in.sect.s,

cleansing trees from smuts,
dre.s.s1nq with liquid manu re,

&c. *c.

CAUTION

the Ilj it p I 4 I
L I 11 tl i 1 1, c- L UL,, J L iIl e vo the

unsusn-ctiiit llio 1, |_riLt r tlitieluro i sui.3 tlub C-iution, and
respectfully intimates that parties wishing 1 1 p urchnse the flydropult
should examine the machine offered for sjje, aed .see iI It has
attached thereto a label, with the following words;—"Thollydropult,
Vose's Patent, manufactured only by Griffitrs & Buowitt,
Birralligham. Co»»lks PoMtnoi Bottok, Proprietor. 142 and 143,
Cheapside, London." Unless this label is attached, the Machine ia
not the Hydropult.

Prospectuses, with Testimonials, on application.

HYDROPULT SHOW ROOM, 142 4 143, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON.

IMPERIAL BUTTER COOLER.
SECURED BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

USEFUL, 0R\ VMENT VL, UNIQUE

Kotices to Correspondents.
Barley : J R. It is six-ro'wed Barlev, Hordcum hexasticboii
PooE Mossy GBAas ox Chalky Soil : A B. Keep feeding stuck
on it with hay and Turnips. That must ultimately impruve
it. Do not mow it for a season or two ; and meanwhile
apply towards winter 10 to 26 bushels of well rotted bone-
dust mixed up (after rotting) with as large a quantity of
earthy compost free from weed-seeds as you can get.
Foddering cattle on the land is the best improvement you
can give it, giving them cake along with hay or Turnips in
winter and along with the pasture

'

The novelty and utility of this Invention consists ma Revolving
Co\ tr, 80 consti-ucted that by turning the knob on either aide of the
Bistn, It can be covered or uncovered instontl) , theliddlsappoiiiDg
into a recef taclo or falie bottom, thus not only having the fid ready
lor instant use, but obviating the necessity of its removal from the
table. Tlie Butter Cooler can be used for a Sugar Basin.

Price, in white metal, electro-plated, £2 2s.

CHARLES POMEROY BUTTON,
142 and 143, Cheapside, London, E.G.
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Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for

QAYNOR AND COOKFS WARRANTED PRIZEO PRLTNINO and BUDDING KNIVLS, see that jou get them.
Observe the mark Saynob, also the corporate mark Obtain
Warranted, without which none are penuine.

S. & C. recret banog to caution Gardenera and others, but are
compelled to do so, in consequence oi' an imitation, of common

Established upwards of 1

mtroduced for use in Gar-
iens, Farm Yards, &c. The
Water may be dipped out, or
the Tub tilted and poured
out, or by merely raising the
Ilaudle it can be placed on
the ground, and the Fr

Carriage paid to any station

1 Great East

r\E huitiblefor the above, price 46«.

! LIQUID MANURE CARTS.
Ls on appUcatioD.
i\ K he Lane Iron Works, Norwich.

1 ^n iMU\ ^^ItDS ot GVRDKN NETTmG in
X t-lw ^ VJU V-/ stock Hd per square yaid, Carriage Free

quantities of 2SU, 500. or lOOO yards. F. E. & Co.

holders of Nettmg in England, which enables them
to any extent on the day received. B.=i particular—

Rick-cloth, and

J. B. BROWN & CO.'S NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWER.
PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS,

J. B. BROWN & CO.,
148, UPPEK THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.G.

GUARANTEED TO GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION,

AND, IF NOT APPROVED OF,

MAY BE AT ONCE RETURNED.

I^ J. 11. liUUWN AND CO. have pleasure in mentiauing that their B B LAWN MOWER ordered for the

Gardens of Windsor Castle has given so much satisfaction, that another B B MACHINE of a larger size [a 24-inch

Machine] has just been ordered. A Second B B Machine this Season fa 24-inch] has ;iiso been just supplied, by

order, for the Gardens of His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales at Sandringham.—June 26.

This New B B PATENT LAWN MOWER is Manufactured by Messrs. Brown & Co., on their own Premises

jn London, under Iheir personal superintendence. It is worked by means of Geared or Toothed Wheels, is quite

noiseless, and is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction in every respect.

PRICES—including Carringe to any Railway Station or Shipping Port in England.

, £7 10 Easily worked by a Man
8 1

8 10 \ Ditto by Tiio Men,

NETTING for FRUIT TREES, SEED BEDS, RIPE
STRAWBERRIES, 4c.—TANNED NETTING, tor protecting

the above from Froat, Blight, Birds, Ac, 2 yaids wide, 3d. per yai-d,

or 100 yards 20s,j 4 yards wide, Crf. per yard, or 50 yards 203. NEW ,

TANNED NETl'ING, suited for any of the above purposes, or as a
Fence for Fowls. 2 yards wide, Crf. per yard ; 4 yards wide, Is. per
yard ; J-inch mesh, 4 yards wide. Is. M. per yard.
Can be had In any quantity of Eaton i Deller, 6 and 7, Crooked

Lane. London Bridge, E.C.

10-inch Machine ..£3 10 0)
12-inch Machine . . 4 10 > Easily worked by a Boy.
14-inch Machine .. 5 10 o)
IG-inch Machine .. 6 10 Ditto by a Man.

18-inch Machine
20-inch Machine
22-inch Machine
24-inch Machine

\J of superior Wrought li . SHEEP HURDLES, from Aa. ;

CATTLE HURDLES, from 48. Ud.
each : CONTINUOUS FENCE, from
8d. per foot ; FIELD GATES, from
26«, each, njuatrated Price List on
application.

ENTRANCE GATES. RAILING,
and IRON WORK of eveiy descrip-
tion. Designs and Estimates fn

COTTAM& Co.,

No. 2, Winsley Street

(opposite the Fautheon),

Oxford Street, London, W.

Every Machine setit out is warranted to give ample satisfaction^ and if not approved of may be at once returned.

J. B. BRO^VN AND CO., OFFICES, 90 (late 18), CAITOON STKEET, CITY, LONDON, E.C.

WAREHOUSE and JMANUFACTORY, 148, UPPER THAMES STREET, E.G.

Opposite the City of London Brewery, and close to the London Bridge Steam Boat Piers.

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
INTKRNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Class IX., No. L'UO.

' ALVANISEU WIRH UAliLE STK.\ND FliNClNG,
T for F.\RMS, P.VRKS. and G,\KDEN.S.
The ORIGINAL ISVENTOR.S and MAN UFACTURERS.

• Ii[r. gray beg3 to rail the atteation of tho N'obility, Gently, Nuiserymc-n, Gimleuers, &e., to his

NEW OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,

Acknowledged by practical judges to be a great improvement on every fonu of Tubular Boiler yet introduced.

It has proved itself superior to all other Boilers for quickness of action aud economy of Fuel, doing its work with

one-third less the amount required by any other.

Tho CHEAPEST STRONGEST, and NEATEST FENCINO in USE
THOUSANDS ofMILES of tills FENCING have been SUPPLIED

Ijy us at home and abroad. It sustains no injury by being
Lr6.spas3ed upon.
Pnce, with 5ve lines of Strand and Iron-pronged St-indards, and

one straining post, stay and screw bolts to every 120 yards, Ix. per yard.
Five lines ol Cible Strandand St.aples for wooden posts. 6(1. per yard
HURDLES, HURDLES, HURDLES, Is. Oi. to .It. M. per yard.
CONTINUOUS IRON FENCING, GATES of aU kinds.
PATENT STRAINING PILLARS, 4o.
GALVANISED WIRE NETTING for PODLTRY, *c.
GALVANISED SWING WATER BARROWS.
GALVANISED IRON WATER CISTERNS.
GALVANISED IRON PUMPS.
LAWN MOWERS, GARDEN ROLLERS.
ASPHALTE ROOFING FELT, Id. per square foot.

MOTLEV i OltEliV.

Illustrated Catalogues and Estimates free on application.
12. Great George Street, Leeds.

Extract ffom Report in Gardenebs' Chronicle of Intcrnatioital Exhibition, May 24, 1862, pdfie 476.
" The upright form of Boiler is usually made on a circular plan, I rather than a square, it seems feasible that the Boilers on the oval

ant the oval form given to Mr. Grav's variety of it is said to be plan should bring the tubes more completely within rnuge of the
preferable in consequence of its bringing the tubes In closer contact burning fuel; and this being so, tho change, though a slight one,
vith the Hre. The usual form of a furnace being a parallelogram | is uo doubt an improvement.

^^ Thty arc made of all sizes, whichj with prices, mai/ be had on applieation.

JAMES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
DANVERS STREET, PAULTON'S SQUARE, KING'S ROAB, CHELSEA, S.W.

Jigainst tho ingress of Rats and tht- egress of Chickens; 'and, being
jipiked above, it affords no resting place for the Fowls, who
secjuently do not attempt to fly over ii."—Poultry Book.

PRICES PER YARD.
3 feet high, Is. Qd. Japanned ; Is. IM. Gnlvanined.

1 11 2 4
2 9
3

G. & Co 's New Illustrated Catfilogiie will shortly he readv. It will
ct'iitain descriptions of the above, and other Iron and Wire Fences
for r.irks, Faiins, Qaruens, Game Preserves, Poultry Courts, ic.

:

also of Iron Gates, Iron Hurdles, Bconomical Wire Netting and
Roofing Felt.

Greeninq & Co. (Limited), Tictoi'fa lion and Wire Works, and
4, Warren Street, Manchebtor,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS
MANUFACTURED BY STEAM POWER MACHINERY.

LOWEST PRICES AND BEST MATERIALS.

DESIGNING, BUILDING, HEATINB, AND VENTILATING ON THE MOST APPROVED .\ND

SCIENTIFIC PIUNCIPLES.

PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS, AND ESTIMATES ON APPLICATION.

HENRY ORMSON, P.S.A,,

f!0ntlCULTUR.4I, ARCHITECT, BUILDEIt, AND HOT-WATEU APPARATUS MANUF.^OTUREB,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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EVERY SATURDAY, OF ANY BOOKSELLER OR NEWSAGENT, PRICE THREEPENCE.

Each Jlalf-ijcarly Volume vomjykte in itself^ with Title-Pagc and Index.

THE ATHEN^U
.roURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE,

AND THE FINE ARTS, Contains :

REVIEWS of every important New Book.

REPORTS of the Learned Societies.

AUTHENTIC ACCOUNTS of Scientific Voyaees mid Exiieditions.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE on .Subjects relating to Literature,

CRITICISMS on ART, MUSIC and DRAMA.
BIOGRAPHICAL NOTICES of distinsnlslied Men.
ORIGINAL PAPERS and POEMS.
WEEKLY GOSSIP.
MISCELLANEA, including all that is likely to Intore^ ttliclnlorniet).

THE ATHEN/EUM
ioiniucttd that the reader, however dist.int, is, in respect to liter.iture. Science ami Art,

in point of information with the best-informed cu-cles of the Metropolis.

,|uulity

Siibsci-iplinu for Twelve Months, 13s. ; -S'u- Months, Gs. &d. If required to he sent hy Post, the Poslmje extra

Office for Advertisements, 20, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W

II. TUE HdoOSOTS at the GJI.1.EJ

III. IBON AND Steel.
IV. Reymolds asd his Times—Coi
V. Mr. and Mas. BASEa's Africa
VI. Keble's Life of Bishop Wils

VII. The Valde of India to Enol
VIII. Jamaica.
IX. Change of Ministrv.

John Mdbrat, Albemarle Stre , W.

Mr. Murray's HandbooEs for England.

HANDBOOK of TRAVEL TALK, for the Use of

FoREioNEBS in EsoLAND. lu Frcnch, German, ItalLin, and
English. ICmo. 3s. Cri.

HANDBOOK—LONDON AS IT IS. M.tp. 16mo,
3.». Orf.

HANDBOOK-KENT and SUSSEX. Map. Post 8vo,
lOs.

HANDBOOK—SURREY, HANTS, and ISLE of WIGHT.
Map. Post 8vo, lus.

HANDBOOK—BUCKS, BERKS, and OXFORDSHIRE.
Map. Post Svo, ~6 (V/,

HANDBOOK—WILTS, DORSET, and SOMERSET-
Map. Post Svo, Ts. Orf.

HANDBOOK—DEVON and CORNWALL. Hap. Post
8vo, 108.

HANDBOOK—YORKSHIRE. Map. Post Svo.
(.;,.»( ready.)

HANDBOOK-DURHAM and NORTHUMBERLAND.
Map. Post Svo, 9s.

HANDBOOK—THE LAKES. Map. Post Svo.
{Just re.ad]).\

HANDBOOK-IRELAND. Maps. Post Svo, 12:*.

HANDBOOK—NORTH and SOUTH WALES. Maps.
Two Vols. Post Svo. 12s.

Works on Botany, by Dr. Lindley.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY: or, The Art of
DKsrr.inrN'; Plants L-orrectlv, in Stiientiflc Language, for Self

Instruction and the Use of;. Schools. Price \s.

SCHOOL BOTANY ; or. The Rudiments of Botanical
Science. In One Volume, Svo, half bound, with 400 Illustrations,

pnce &t. 6d.

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Structural and Physio-
logical. With a Glossary of Technical Terms. In One Volume

Svo, cloth, with numerous Illustrations, price 12s.

^g" The Glo,ssary may be had separately, price 5.«(. cloth

Bradbdby & Etams, 11, Bouverle Street. B.C.

A
Td Is day is published, price 12s.,

DICTIONARY of BRITISH BIRDS, rontaining a
of the Plumase, Weight, Habits, Food, M

London: Va iT. Paternoster Row, E.C.

Steam Cultivation.

FACTS of INTEREST to the FARMERS. By John
PoivLER & Co. : Revised and Amended by William Ssmith, ot

Woolaton, Bletchley Station, Bucks. With an Appendix showing the
present aspect of Steam Cultiviition.

May be had of Mr. Smith, post free, for 14 postage stamps.

COCOA.

HANDBOOK—SOUTHERN CATHEDRALS of
ENGLAND. Illustrations. Two Vols. Post 8vo, 24.*.

HANDBOOK—EASTERN CATHEDRALS of
ENGLAND. Illustrations. Post Svo, 18s.

HANDBOOK—AVESTERN CATHEDRALS of
RNGLAND. lUuNtr^tloQS. Post Svo, 10.s-.

John Ml krai, Albemarle Street, W,

For Schools and Young Persons.
Now ready, with Six Maps, 30 IllustrationR, and numerous Woodcuts

(622 pp.1. Crown 8vo, 7s. M.,

A SMALLER DICTIONARY of the BIBLE, for the
Use of Schools and Young Persona. By Wm. Smitu, LL-D.,

Classical Examiner in the University of London.

"Tho 'Larger Dictionary of the Bible' Is mainly intended for
Divines and Scholars, and the ' Concise Dictionary * for Families and
Students ; but a smaller and more elemtntary work is needed for tho
use of Schools, Sunday School Teachers, and Voung Persons. This
work has been drawn up with this object, and contains Kuch an
account of Biblical Antiquities, Biography, Geography, and Natural
Hi&tnry as a young person is likely to require m the study of the
Bible. In short, it seeks to render the sauio service to the study of
the Bible as the Smaller Classical Dictionaries have done for the
study of the Greek and Roman Classics in Schools."—AWi/or'sPryaof.

Lately Published,

DR. WM. SMITH'S CONCISE BIBLE DIC-
TIONARY, for FAMILIES and STUDENTS. With Illustrations,
(loao pp.) Medium 8to. -iU.

DR. WM. SMITH'S LARGER BIBLE DIC-
TIONARV for DIVINES nnd .SCHOLARS. With uumerous Illus-
trations. Three Vols. Medium .svo. £:. !>s.

THE USEFUL WE,\ 1

GARDK.M
Six Copies sent free by po

Addrea..!, T. KonnRTs & (Jo., B. (

; for FAKMERS,

WO penny stamps.
t Street, London. E.C.

PUBLIC and PRIVATE LIBRARIES and the
GENERAL BOOKBUYKR -The Choice of Books la now

offered in a Series of Catalnpup- insr. iv^h.-iI—No, 1, comprising a
UNDKRS, published
.'.'(,, and so on to £3 3s.

.v>, many publishedHo. a, com^insirigSURPLI ^
during last Chn^mas 8ca-M>ii.

uprising
I - .Hni :i() percent, discount.
i'LlxHASES of valuable

oks, published from 1«. up to
on to JE38.

the above must be made either personally, or

A New Edition, With many Valuable Additions.
In One thick Vol., tho Tliirtcuntli Kilition. price lOs.,

MODERN DOMESTIC MEDU:iN£. Di-scribing the
Symptoms, Causes, and correct Treatment of Dlseasos, with a

large Collection of Approved Prescriptions, &o., forming a Compre-
hensive Medical Guide for the Clergy, Families, Emigrants, &c. fiy
T. J. GttAHAM, M.D., Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians of
Edinburgh.

'* Of all the Medical Guides that have come to our haudB this is by
rar the best. For fulness and completeness they all yield the palm
to Dr. Graham's."—Bo»»o-, j j

b™

''^For excelling every publication of its class."—Br ifwA Staiidard.
''Popular works have been published by several medical practi-

>-v™^^ T
^""^ ^^ ^'^^^ <^qi»*i' t'liose by Dr. araham."-Me(fTmi

fiTTnmr, Jim. ISOL'.

i'»V,^'^^S=,A"^^',^^^^ > SiMPKis, Matiboall, & Co., Stationer
Court. Sold by all Booksellers.

FT> V ' R ROCK
^ ^ ° ICELAND MOSS

I
PEARL

I

FRY'S SOLUBLE CHOCOLATE.
J. S. Frt & Sons, Bristol and London, are the only Englliih

Mftnufacturera of Couoa who obtained the Prize Medal, 1802.

THE" SAUCE (DR. SOUTHWOOD SMITH'S
DIGESTIVE).—Delicious with every dish. Wholesale and

W Sauce.—Lea & Perrius'
ORG ESTER 3 HIRE SAUCE.—
This delicious Condiment, pronounced by Connoisseurs

"THE ONLY GOOD SAUCE," Isprepared solely by Lea & Pi

Bottle, and Stopper. Ase for Lba k Perbins' Salv^,
,' Sold Wholesale and for Export, bv the Proprietors, "Worcester

Messrs. Caossi: &, Blackwkll ; Messrs. Barclay s, Sons, London, &c.
and by Grocers and Oilmen universally.

G
starch Manufacturers

TO H.R.II. THE PKIXCKS3 OK WALES.ENFIELD ST A J

DINNEFOKD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.—The Medical
profession for 30 years have approved of this pure solution ol

Magnesia as the beat remedy for Acidity of tho Stomach, Headache,
Heartburn, Gout, and Indigestion : and as a mild aperient it is

especially adapted for ladies and children. Prepared by Dimneford
& Co., Chemi.'rts, ic,, 172, NeW Bond Street. Londiin. W,. and sold
throughout the world by all respectable choralsts.

f London, and' near to a Station i

nto Chiiring Cro^^s Statiim. Send full particulars, addressed
A. B., Messrs. Barr & Sugden, 1'2, King Street, CovcntGardei

Hants.

', Land AKent and Valuer, Basingstoke,

Grass, and Wood Land. May be entered upon immediately by
taking Crops, Tillages, &c, at a valuation.
For further particulnrs apply to Mr. Joskpii Bluhdkll, Land

Agent, he, Burwledon, Southampton.

"BE~LET^
~~^ ~~

1 Rond. Brightoi
, addressed A. B., 2, Bucking-

To Nurserymen, Gardeners, and Florists.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, bv Private Contract, in
consequence of the death of one of the Firm, the STOCK,

GOODWILL, Ac, of a well-e.stablished NUBSEKY BUSINESS.
with a first-class connection of 50 years' standing, in one of the most
important and fashionable Sea-coast Tovnis of England. It consists
of about ti) Acres of Land in a high state of cultivation, three
Greenhouses, three Prooa^ating-houses,

., „ Pits, all well slocked
with Saleable Stuff, Oamelllas, Epaoris, Ericas, Azaleas, New
Holland Plants, Feros^ Bedding Stuff, &c. The Nursery comprises a
superb Collection of Caraations. Picoteep, Pinks, . _._

and unrivalled stock of Gladioli, Jor whicn this Nursery has a first-

class reputation. Also Fiuit Trees, Rosea, Evergreens, Declduou.*!
Shrubs, Asparagus, &c., and the leading Coniferee. The Nursery
also comprises the usual Sheds, Stables, &c., and la within a few
minutes' walk of two Railway Stattona and Steamboats, atfurding
easy communication to all parts of England and the Continent. The
Stock to be taken by Valuation, or as agreed, and any bona fide
communication will meet with attention. Immediate po.^esslon
could bo given.

Principals only nmy apply by letter to Flora, cire of Messrs.
Cowdell & Grundy, Solicitors, 21, Abchurch Lane, London, E.C.

Exotic Nursery, Shepherd's Bush, W.
HOPGOODS OLD NURSERY. RETIRING FROM BUSINESS.

Notice.—Gknuink Sale at the above.

TO BE SOLD by Private Contract, during this month,
or SOLD by AUCTION in September or Octobernext, of wbicb

due notice will be given, the whole of the undermentioned PLANTS
and GREENHOUSE FITTINGS, consisting of the whole of the
Houses, Pits, Frames, Hot-water Pipes as adapted to the Houses,

4000 fine young Azalea indica, in 48-pitB
7000 Ericas, fine gi'own, in 48-pots, consisting of Willmtirei,

gracilis (autumnalls), hiemalis, Cavendishli, ventricosa, with

lOnii fine y.mnu: (:;iriiitliias, of the leading varieties

Als'.) M-. I
I (I I Iih;.,mi-i ^M)nd strong Pelargoniums of all the leading

variolioh, Lt-fecLnci " aii -l Collection of Htovo and Greonhonse Plants.

Rectory Farm, Sarsden, Oxon.

TO BE SOLD by rrivatc Cuiitract, ami if possible in
One Lot, a. Small but Choice lIliRD ot PURE SHORTHORNS,

amounting to upwards of Twenty. They are of various ages, In store
condition, in regular course of Breeding, and in perfect health. The
Cattle Pingue has not approached their neiglibourhood ; Milking
qualities have been specially regarded, and maik thoir character.
Their Pedigrees reJer to good and tashionable blood. AstliiaSale~

opportunity to Gentlemen wishing to found a Herd of

meanwhile application may be made for Catalogues and full i:

tiou to Mr. M. Savidce, Lodge Farm, Chipping Norton; or
Straffoud, 13, Euston Square, N.W.

Oxfordshire Down Rams.

MR. DRUCE be^s to inform his Friends and the Public
that he has about THIRTY SHEARLINGS to DISPOSE OF

by Private Contract, and that he will be happy to show them at any
time during the season.

Eynsham. O.'^ford.—July 21.

g'alcg 6jD Auction.

Biddenham, near Bedford.

MR. STRAFFORD will offer for SALE by AUCTION",
without anv reserve, on FRIDAY, July 27, being the iLiy of

the Biddenham Annual Sheep Sale, SEVEN PURE-BRED SHORT-
HORNED BULLS, the property of Mr. Charles Howaid, which are
by Second Duke of Thomdale (17748), and Fifth Grand Duke (10875),
from well descended Cows. There has been no case of Cattle Plagua
within several miles of Mr. Howard's Farm.
LUNCHEON at 1 o'clock, Sale to commence immediately after-

wards. Biddenham is about a Mile and a half from Bedford, where
conveyances will meet the trains.

Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had on application to Mr.
Stbaffohp, 13, Euston Square, London, N.W. ; or of Mr. Charlfs
Howard. Biddenham, neai" Bedford.

M
Dumbleton, near Evesham.

lAII'' 'HTA';! i M.l, "I' .11. >|: r i|,,t:\ rh '

I:. .^ n; \ i M'i;ii
i

.. .!• ^n. i

.•rnupLrtvolE. Ilg

Cambridge (12,742), Master Butterlly !. iii'.li .(, i [.• ii

(20,1S5} have been used.

The YouDR Stock are chiefly by the latter Bull, who is a
Captain Qunter'g famous Seventh Duke of York (17,754).

CataloKues. wi_th Pedigrees, may be had on application
Eiiotc §u„a

t the Cullabine l-'n

M
Biddenham Annual Sale.

R. rHAliLKS HoWAItD will offer for PUlJLtC
roMrp'iiTM'N'. r>n FRIDA V.July 27, CO OXFORDSHIRE

ijumN --11 i: \ i; I I
\i; iukI a few older Rama ; also GO OXFORD-

SHIKI .
;i; J:l.lNGEWES,fromhis well-knownFlock.

LI" N '
1

' I. ik. Sale to commence immediately aflor'
wards. I' I

i
;

i: :ii i ili.mt a Mile and a half from Bedford, where
conveyances will meet the trains.

Mr. HiJNuv Pci-LF-v, Auctioneer.

Imported Orchids.

MR. J. 0. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 3>S, King Street, Covent G.irden, W.C.. on

SATURDAY. July 21. at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a great
variety of rare ORCHIDS, just imported by Mr. J. Linden, of
Brussels.

On view the Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

M
Orchids.

R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, nt
Great Roonjfl, :tH, King Street. Covent Garden, W.C.. on

Acridcs Lobbil
., nobilo

„ qHlnqwevtilnemm

Cypripedium villoaura

,, caudatum
„ Veltchil

Cattleya Bassettii

,. Wagnerl
„ Warscewiozll doHcata

Saccolabium Davll
., Blumei maj

I

Onoidlum loneocliilum

I
„ cucullatum maculatum

I

,, sarcodos
Odontoglosaiim Alexandri«
„ Dawsonii

I

„ ntovium
Phairenopsis Luddomanniana

,, amabilts

„ grandiflora
Vanda Lowll

I „ species

nd a large number of other choice species.

lew tho Mornin g of Sale, and Catalogues had.

M^

Estalillshed OroMds,
1 .... PniVATK COLUKCTIOSS.

I 1 \ I

•

III SELL by AUCTfON, :it

1. 1;.'^ Street, Covent Garden, VV.C,
! :i( ii:iii-c:i«t 12 o'clock precisely, Choice

huing Duplicates trora the well-known
I I, Huller. Esq., of Stroto Raleigh, comprising

I

.' li.L', varieties:—
Odontoglossum Bluntli

„ gloriosum
„ radiaturn
„ Pe^catorei

Saccolabium guttatuni

Oncidium najmatochilum
Pleic 3 la sen;

Wallichil

Also Duplicates frc

Aerides Fietdingil
Cuttleya llossiffi

Cvpripedium Stone!
Phalaanopsls amabills

„ grandiflora

„ Blumei
,. curvifolium

Vanda suavis

the Collection of aprirate Gentleman. Including

I

Lwlia Bnothiana
Dendrobiuins
Oncidiuins
Cymbidiums
Vanda cristata

Oqt V the Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.
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At 39, OXFORD

WILLIAM S. BUETON,
GENERAL FURNISHING IRONMONGER,

BY APPOINTMENT TO HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCE OF WALES,

SENDS A CATALOGUE GRATIS AND POST PAID.
It contains upwards of SIX HUNDRED ILLUSTRATIONS of his uurivalled STOCK of STERLING SILVER and

ELECTRO PLATE, NICKEL SILVER and BRIT.iNNIA METAL GOODS, DISH COVERS, HOT-WATER DISHES,
STOVES, FENDERS, MARBLE CHIMNEY PIECES, KITCHEN RANGES, LAMPS, GASELIERS, TEA TRAYS, URNS
and KETTLES, CLOCKS, TABLE CUTLERY, B.VTHS, TOILET WARE, TURNERY, IRON and BRASS BEDSTEADS,
BEDDING, BED-ROOM CABINET FURNITURE, &r., witli Lists of Prires, and Plans of the

TWENTY LARGE SHOW ROOIVIS,

STREET; 1, 1a, 2, 3, & 4, NEWMAN STREET; 4, 5, & 6, PERRY'S PLAGE; and

1. NEWMAN YARD, LONDON, W.

THE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR SILVER,
THE REAL NICKEL SILVER,

Introduced more than 2.3 years ago by WILLIAJl S. BURTON, when Plated by
the Patent process of Messrs. IJlkingfo]i & Co., is beyond all comparison the very best
article next to Sterling Silver that can be employed as such, either usefully or
ornamentally, as by no possible tost can it be distinguished from real Silver.

A small useful set, guaranteed of first qu.ality for finish and durability, as follows:

—

12 Table Forks
12 Table Spoons .

.

12 Dessert Forks .

.

12 Dessert Spoons .

.

12 Tea Spoons
6 Egg Spoons, gilt bowls
2 Sauce Ladles
1 Gravy Spoon
2 Salt Spoons, gilt howls.

.

1 Mustard Spoon, gilt bowl
1 Parr of Sugar Tongs .

.

1 Pair of Fish Carvers .

.

1 Butter Knife .

.

1 Soup Ladle
1 Sugar Sifter

I''i(Jdle

old 8Uver
riittom

.114

.i 1 4

.1 16

. 10
10 12

Total

Kinit's or
Shell and
Thread.

£ S. d.

2 10

2 10
1 1.5

1 1.5

1 5
1.3 6
9

11

1 10
6
17

9 19 9 12 9 13 9 6 14 17 3

Any article to be had singly at the same prices. An Ork Chest to contain the
above, and a relative number of Knives, &c., £i Ids. ; Tea and Coffee Sets, Dish
Covers and Comer Dishes, Cruet and Liqueur Frames, &c., at proportionate prices.
All kinds of Replating done by the Patent process.

FENDERS, STOVES, FIRE IRONS, AND CHIMNEY
PIECES.

Buyers of the above are requested, before finally deciding, to visit WILLIAM S.
BURTON'S SHOW ROO.MS. They contain such "an assortment of Fenders, Stoves,
Ranges, Chimney Pieces, Fire Irons, and General Ironmongery, as cannot be approached
elsewhere, either for variety, novelty, beauty of design, or ejcquisiteness of workman-
ship. Bright Stoves, with Ormolu Ornaments. .£3 8s. to £.33 10s.; Bronzed Fenders
with Standards, 7s. to £5 12$. ; Steel Fenders, £3 3«. to £11 ; Ditto, with rich Ormolu
Ornaments, from £.3 3.r. to £18 ; Chimney Pieces, from £1 Ss. to £100 ; Fire Irons,
from 3.S. 3rf. the set to £4 4s. The Burton and all other Patent Stoves, with radiating
Hearth Plates.

°

GASELIERS IN GLASS OR METAL.
The increased and increasing use of Gas in Private Houses has induced WILLIAM
BURTON to collect from the various Manufacturers in Metal and Glass all that is

new and choice in Brackets, Pendants, and Chandeliers, adapted to Offices, Passages,
and Dwelling Rooms, as well as to have some designed e.vpressly for him ; these are
ON SHOW over his TWENTY LARGE ROOMS, .and present, for novelty, variety,
and puntj' of taste, an unequalled assortment. They .are marked in plain figures, at
unces proportionate with those which have tended to make his Establishment the
largest and most remarkable in the Kingdom, viz., from 12s. 6rf. (two-light) to £23.

DISH COVERS AND HOT WATER DISHES,
in every variety, and of the newest and most recherche patterns, are on show at
WILLIAM S. BURTON'S. Block Tin 19s. the Set of Six ; Elegant Modem Pattems,
3.5s. 6rf. to .19s. 6rf. the Set ; Britannia Metal, with or without Silver-plated Handles,
£3 2s. to £6 8s. the Set of Five ; Electro-plated, £9 to £26 the Set of Four ; Block Tin
Hot Water Dishes, with Wells for Gra^T, 12s. to 30s. ; Britannia Metal, 22«. to 80s ;

Electro-plated, on Nickel, full size, £9."

TEA URNS, OF LONDON MAKE ONLY.
The largest assortment of London-made TEA URNS in the worid Cincluding all

the recent novelties, many of which are Registered), is on Sale at WILLIAM S
BaRTON'S, from 30s. to £'6.

PATENT IRON BEDSTEADS,
Fitted with Dovetail Joints and Patent Sacking on Castors, from lis. to £1 4s.

Ornamental Iron and Brass Bedsteads in great variety, from £1 4?. to £4.5 'is.

FURNITURE.
In Complete Suites for Bed-room of Mahogany, Bh-ch, Fancy Woods, Polished and

Japanned Deal, always on show. These are made by WXLLIA'JI S. BURTON, at his
Manufactory, 84, Newman Street, and every article is guaranteed. China Toilet Ware
in great variety, from 3s. 6d. the set of five piece.s.

BEDDING,
Manufactured on the Premises, and guaranteed by WILLIAM S. BURTON.

For Bj:dstkads, Wide.
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Roses.
J AND SON'S EOSKS are NOW in BLOOM at

the "Old" Cheshunt Nurseries.
Frequent Trains from Biahopagate to Cheshunt^

Roses In Pots.

PAUL AND SON, in addition to the NEW ROSES of

1866, can offer flne Plants of the finest TEA-SCENTED
NOISEITES and best HYBRID PERPETDAL ROSES, in pots, for

Planting durlDg the present and next month.
Old Cheshunt Nurseiiej

Lea Bridge Road Nurseries, London, N.E.

JOHN FKAStiR respt-ctfully invites an inspection of
his CoUoction of ROSES, which he begs to announce are NOW

in FLOWER. The Collection contains many new and flno varieties.

The Nuraenes are about 5 miles from London, and are easily

reached by Train on the Great Eastern Railway, to Lea Bridge Station.

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.

JAMES C A R T E K and CO.,
Seed Fakueks. Merchants, and Ncrsertuex,

1'37 A I'SW, High Holbom, London, W.C.

JAMES FAIRHEAU and SON, Seed Growers and
Merchahts, 7. Borough Market, London, S.E.

New and Genuine AGRICULTURAL, GARDEN, and FLOWER
SEEDS. Special prices and advantageous offers on application.

RATNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE, DOWLING,
AND COMPANY. Limited,

Corn, Seed, Manure, and Oilcake Mercbants,
Address, 89. Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.G. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and Prices Post free on application. Pnze Medals, 1861,

r Wheat :'l ' Excellent SeecfCom and Seeds.

his

Greenhouse. Hardy and Stove Plants; Agricultural,
Flower, and Vegetable Seeds, &c.

P)
OBERT PARKER invites inspection of

ii Collections of the above-named, which have been seli

with the greatest care. All plants are clean and healthy, am

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.

PETER DRUMMOND and CO. (late J. Scott),
Preston Road Nursery, Yeovil, Somerset, have still on hand a

surplus stock of BEDDING PLANTS, including DAHLIAS in

great variety; GERANIUMS, FUCHSIAS. LANTANAS, VER-
BENAS, &o., at moderate prices; also TURNIP and other Seeds
of best quality and variety for present sowing.

Plea.se address a.s above.

B.
New General Plant Catalogue.

WILLIAMS' NEW PLANT CAXALOGUE,
ig many really good novelties, andjcarefully sejected

New Flower Seeds for Present Sowing.
SUTTON'S CHOICE CALCEOLARIA,
„ l,v. and 2s. Ot?, per packet.

SUTTON'S CHOICE CINERARIA. 1». and 2s. M. per packet.

SDTTON'S CHOICE FRINUED PRIMULA, Is. and 25. 6<i. per pkt
Post free.

SonoN & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

TTvOBSON'S PRIZE CALCEOLAKIA.
See Gardners' Chrmncte. June 30, page 6

D
First-class Seeds.

OBSON'S PRIZE CALCEOLARIA,
Is. Qd.,2s. Qd.,3s. Gd.,£,s.

DOBSON"S PRIZE CINERARIA, Is., 2s. 6(1, 5s.

DoBsoN k Sons. Seed Merchants. Isle

*• Chronicle, June 30.

very
___il cultiv

best flowers ; habit dwarf, requiring no stick, covered with beautifully

marked blossoms, pronounced by those who have seen them superior

to any at the leading exhibitions in the coimtry. A few packets

of seed, '2s. Gd. and 6s., for stamps or order.

T. Ker, Nursery, Bristol Road. Birmingham.

BARR'S CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA, PRIMULA,
STOCKS, MYOSOTIS, &c.

CALCEOLARIA, very choice, 2s. 6rf. per packet ; CINERARIA,
very choice. In. and 2s. 6d. per packet ; PRIMULA, very choice, Js.

and is- (k( per packet; SCARLET, PURPLE, and WHITE INTER-
MEDIATE STOCKS, for Spring blooming, very fine, each variety

Is Dornacktjt- SCARLET, PIJRPLK. ,ind WHITE IMPERIAL
STOCK^,forS[:n„; I mm, ., , l, - i ,

> U i>er pkt. -.MYOSOTIS
SYLVATICA, i'[ i 1- pet- packet; Collec-

LISTS of STOVE, GREENHOUSE, and HARDY PLANTS,
ready and will be forwarded post free to all applicants.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries. Holloway, London, N
Prize Calceolaria, &c.

BUTLER AND McCULLOUH beg to offer Seed of the

^^^^.^^^ .^^..^ ^ ^^ ^^.^ ^^-^^ ^-
,

above, saved only from flowers ofgreat beauty. Is. & 2s. Cd per pkt

Conilerie, Now and Rare Hardy Plants. Ornamental Trees and CINERARIA (James's), extra choice Is^ and^ O^^Pf^ pa^J'^^-

ISrVo^'3?3±"n^S'.ciTn^^^^
^^^^^'^'"' ^"^^^ '"'^''^ -^,?gt^5WiV"D¥rf;?{SSb^YTt^ST^Cr^^ and

r Godalmlng, Surrey,

id HALF-SPECIMEN HARD-
S} WOODED and ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGE STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS.—Exhibitoi-s and gentlemen furnishing
Conservatories are invited to inspect our Collection of the abo

PURPLE WHITE INTERMEDIATE STOCK, Is. and 23. IM. p. pkt.

AH packets of Flower Seeds sent post paid.

BuTLEa & McCuLLoca, Covent Gaiden Market, W.C.

Roses In Bloom.

WM. PAUL'S ROSES are NOW in FULL BLOOM.
Inspection respectfully

Shoredltch to Walthau Station.
Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.

Roses In Bloom.
JAMES MITCHELL hiis the honour of informing his

kind patrons that his magnificent COLLECTION is NOW in

FINE BLOOM. Pilt Down Nurseries, Maresfield, Sussex.
I

The London, Brighton, and Suuth-cuast Railway. Two and a-half
j

miles from the Uckfleld Station. 1

30,000 Roses in Bloom.
MESSRS. VKOTHEROE and MORRIS'S fine

Collection of STANDARD and DWARF ROSES may now !

bo seen in peii'ection. Twenty minutes ride only from Fenchurch or
,

BlBhopsgate Street Stations, from whence Trains leave freqt

•rpiNE SPECIMENn ,^ . Nami^ntaIj lULiiAUJi. aiKjy Cj ana
i Butl

mspect our ..oi.ocuou o. .u= »uo,=, ,

InternaTtlonal Prize Calceolaria.

which is larje and in very flne healthy condition^ _^Piic6s moderate. ["piDWIN COOLING has thepleasure^to^^rter beed

Eshl-
M, Nursei7, Kingston, Siirrey.

w New Verbenas of 1866. , . .,. „ „,

M. KNIGHT has selected from the various raisers i °'™'';t'

Floral Nursery, Hailsbam, Sussex.
r ready for delivery,

:

Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.
SEEDS FOR PRESENT SOWING.

WM. PAUL can confidently recommend the following
flrst-class Seeds ;-PRIMULA, CINERARIA, CALCEO-

LARIA, and HOLLYHOCK, from rtnost strains. Is,

"Tlso'cYNERARIAVPRrMULA; and PELARGONIUM, extra fine

quality, 2s. Git. per packet, all post free.

Edwin Cooling, Seed Merchant, Derby^

OrcUB maculata superba.

beautiful hardy TERRESTRl .1

class Certificate was awarded on I

Committee of the Royal HoitRult
habit, U to 2 feet high, 1

Amencan Nurseries, Leyt' N.E., July 28.

Bourbon Rose, Souvenir de Malmalson.
WANTED, i^ood sti-onp; Plants, in pots, of the above.

Address W. Wooo 4 Son, Maresfield, Uckfleld, Sussex.

per packet; VIOLA CORNUTA ; POLYANTHUS, splendid

is. per packet.
W» Paol's improved TELEGRAPH CUCUMBER, .va.L,- i naoii, i, lo ^ .. _ .

THAM GREEN CURLED ENDIVE, BROCKET HALL LET- dark stripes, and a dense spike

TUCE, Is. per packet. All other Seeds of best quality at moderate 6 inches long. Pnce 6s. each,

prices. CATALOGUE on application.
*"

New Hardr Clematises.
"^ EORGE JACKMAN and SON respectfully invite an^ spection ot their Collection of SEEDLING CLEMATIS,G

which NOW in FLOWER, and will continue all the Autumn.

^ ^'*°
, of Wales, Princess of Wales, inagniflca, and

Z. Y., Goldei-'s Hill, North End, Hampstead, W.

Choice Flower Seeds.

HAMILTON AND WRIGHT, Seedsmen, Thornton
Heath, London, S., can now offer New Seed of the following,

all of which have been saved from the leading varieties in culiiv.v

tion -CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA, PRIMULA SINENSIS
•IMBRIATA. each 2s. 6ii. per packet.

BULB CATALOGUE (now in the Press), containing also a

SELECT PRICED LIST of VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS
for Autumn Sowing, iiost free on application.

Primula, Cineraria. , _D .

M. CUTBUSH AND SON are now sending out
|

SEED of thoir superb PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBBI
ATA, which has for many years given great satisfaction.

The '.'ardeaerii' Clironiete of the Gth of January, in Notices U
Correspondents, says:—"The blooms sent are remarkably flne,

w Victoria and r:u III -

CLIANTHUS DAMPIERI, VARS.—New Seed just
received from Australia, includini? many striking and distinct

Hybrids, the beautiful White crimson-edged, and the pure Scarlet.

2«. 6d. per packet of 12 seeds. Price' "•

SPIR.SA JAPONICA, valuable for forcing, 3s. each, 24s. per dozen.
Can be supplied after September 1 by

D. Fbobt, Florist, Slc, Vine Nursery, Hencroft Street, Slough, Bucks

JIVERY AND SON having a few NOVELTIES now
• ready to send out, will be pleased to forward their PRICED

DESCRIPriVE CATALOGUES of AZALEA INDICA, and
No. 10 HARDY BRITISH FERNS, which contain foil particulars.

DorkiuK Nursery,

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM can now send .

post free for aia

stamps, Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, ^ p^so^,
Including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his NEW and PRlCEr
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS,
No. 7.

",* Part II. (Exotic Ferns) will be issued as early aa poasiblo.
Foot's Cray Nursery, S.E.

ASTANSFIELD and SONS, Nurserymen, &c.,
• Todmordon. will bo glad to forward their GENERAL FERN

CATALOGUE No. 7 to any address for three penny postage stamps,
la the British Section ample directions are^given for the^successful

Catalogue. Gratis and post free to all prevloua purchasers of Fe

THE ROYAL BOUUUET BROMPTON MAJOR
STOCK, in three distinct colours, viz,. Scarlet, White, and

Purple ; is exceedingly double, and prodi

; for 2s. Gd., free by post (remit-
I made In stamps.)
3 F. W. Evans, 246, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

hly coloured,' ftil'l and densely fringed ; they are evidently the
roduce of a capital strain."

The Journal of Horticulture of the 23d of January, says that :—

Sealed packets, 2s. 6d. and 3^. 6d. each.

CINERARLA, from linest named varieties, per packet, 2a. 6rf. and
3a. Oct. each. Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

Gardens in England.
each. None genuine v

the packet.
CALCEOLARIA [.ft

CINERARIA (Wea
known Covent Gardoi
packets bearing B. S.

3s. 6d. per packet.

, Tlolloway, London, N.

5s., 38. Gd., and 2s. Gd.

S'
KKNOVATING

eaper by the c

led Establishment, Reading.

Cabbage Seed for Present Sowing.
QUTTON AND SONS luivt; a good stock of fresh SeedO of the beat kinds ofCABBAGE for Farm and Garden.

LARGE DRUMHEAD CABBAGE, 2s. 6(i. per lb.

ROBINSON'S ditto ditto, 3a. 6d. per lb.

DRUMHEAD SAVOY, 3s. Ud. per lb.

LONDON MARKET CABBAGE. 3s. Gd. per lb.

ENFIELD ditto ditto, 3a. Gd. per lb.,

and others.

SUTTON'S IMPERIAL CABBAGE, the finest and earliest for

Spring use In the Gardoo. Sd. per oz. Cheaper by the pound or half

pound.
SuTToic k Sobs, Royal Berkshire Seed Eatabllshment, Reading.

To the Trade and Others.

GENUINE NEW TURNIP, 1866 erowth.
Ex. CABBAGE, SAVOY, and other PlanU still on offer, which

8 surpassed,
id Grower, Biggleswade, Bedfordshire.

Brighton and Sussex Seed Warehouse.

IP D W A 1 1 1 ) C.V R P E N T E R • S MIXTURES
Li of PERMANENT GRASS and CLOVER SEEDS. — Best

quality, 3*3s. per acre (2 bushels light seeds, and 121b. Clovera and
small seeds per acre}.—See testimonials in Catalogue.

Edward Carpbnter's RENOVATING MIXTURES for Improving

PRICE^^CATALOGUES of KITCHEN GARDEN, FLOWER,
and FARM SEEDS now ready.

Edward Cari-kntbb, Seed Merchant and Grower, 90, St. James s

Street, Brighton.

MEs's Strain).—6s. and 3s. Gd. per packet

rBKRiLi-'s extra choice strain).
'"'"'"

strain to |be had genuine
This well-

in sealed

name! and address. Price 6s. and

W"ANTED, a few Thousand stout, strong CELERY
PLANTS. State lowest cash price and quantity to offer.

Jko. Svmes. Railway Hotel, Abergavenny, Monmouthshire.""
Hyacinths, and other Dutch Bulbs.

AE BARNAART, Vof^elensang, Haarlem, begs to

.announce that his CATALOGUE of FLOWER ROOTS for

1S6U has just appeared, and can be had post free on application.

N.B. Postage to Holland. 3d.

New Petunias for 1866.

AMBROISE VEK8CHAFFELT, Nurseryman,
Ghent, Belgium, begs

good Plants of all the
and which wero sent
Prize at the last Ghent June Show

12 distinct varieties, l.s. Gd. each
|

sending (

^^^ „^ leContine ,

This collection obtained the First

12 distinct varieties, l.s. i.a. eacu
i

24 distinct varieties. I-'; each.

Every order will be sent to London free of carnage and packing.

M BROTSE^VEl^S CffAFFELT, Nurseryman,
offer flne strong Plants for Bedding, of

TlTERNANTilE&A AM<ENA. at 9s. per dozen.^^ SPATHULATA, at 9s. perdozeo.

TELEIANTHERA VERSICOLOR, at Qs. per dozen.

If a greater quantity is ordered, they will be supplied at a lower

price. Fackauojiiidcarriagd free to London. „^_~ ^TAlaophila contamlnana, &c.

A VAN GEERT begs to offer fine Plants ot

• ALSOPHILA CONTAMINANS, at I2s. Gd. each.
EXCELSA.young plants. 243. per dozen."
AUSTRALIS, flne plants, 5s. each.

" LATEBROSA, 2ls. each.

VAN GEERTI. 42s. each.

N.B. CAMELLIAS and INDIAN AZALEAS, as usual flno stuff,

well set lor bloom, the 1

at £4 and £6 per 100.

CAMELLIAS, i '

t £6 and upwards per 100, and the latter

best varieties, without bloom buds, at £4 per 100.

Horticultural Establiehment, Ghent, Beleium.
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HOT-'W^ATER APPARATUS, of every description,
fixed complete In any part of the country, or the materials,

VIZ., Boiiets, Pipes, ic. delivered to aiiy Station.
Estimates on application.

J. Jones & Sons, 6, Bankside. Soutliwark, London, S.E.

Heating by Hot Water.

WJ. HOLLANUS, Iron Merchant,
• 31, BanI side, London. S.E.

HOT WATER, PIPES, li>.ra Stock, per yard :—2-inch, 1$. 2rf ;

3-inch, Is, iijd. ; and4-iiicli, 2s. id. BENDS, from Stock, l8.6d., 2a. 6ci.,

and 35. each. THROTTLE VALVES. Uw.. 13».,and lU each. Other
Connexions at equally low prices, and iill goods of Orst-clasB manu-
facture. Estimates given, and orders by post punctually attended to
the aime day.

H

H
Heating by Hot Water, "

OT-WATER PIPES, at "Whole-ale Prices, with
Syphons. Tee Pipes, and every other connection;

friars Bridge, London. S. Price List on appltcatic

> by' 19, £120. .^1

TO BE SOLD, an ORCHARD HOUSE, nearly new,
and in first-rate condition, size 75 feet by 20 feet, the property

of a Gentleman
; also about 40 ORCHARD.HODSE TREES, well

grown and in fir^e condition.
Apply to E. CooUNO, Mile Ash Nmseriea, Derby.

OTHOUSES for the MILLION,
Invented by the late

^=^-;^^^^ SIR JOSEPH PAXTON.
Manufactories: London, Newton in Cartmel

iL.inca-shire), Gloucester, Coventry, Aberdeen,
. iiid Paisley only.

' lllustmted Circulars, with revised List of
"

, -
' Prices, will be sent on prepaid applic ttion to

*• ON. Head Office,

Tents for the Garden.
BENJAMIN

CATALOaCIE 1
!"

;

CROQUET, ARCIll I

a(>pllca.rion. MAK'.iri - :. -

CLOTHS, New !ind ^. ..,.-! ,
i

,

Be particular to adcire.s'^ Bknm,
Street, London Bridge, E.C. No a

,
QWTNG ABATER
v^ n VKROW.—Thlsisthe

I '-iicapestarticleyet
^ 1 tor use in Gar-

I Nin Yards. &c. The
W ii

I
iiiiiy bedippedout.or

the I'ub tilted and poured
r by merely raising the

Carriage paid to any station
on Great Eastern Lino.

POWERf ( 1. ..Vl;l'l :- iXCINE, suitable for theabove, price 468.

IMPRuVii-Li V, Ali:i:ai,d LIQDID MANURE CARTS.
Catalugues on application.

Manufactured by W. S. Boulton, Rose Lane Iron Works, Norwich.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—Steam Engines,
Reaping and Threshing Machines. Harvest Waggons and Carts.

Cultivators, Ploughs. Harrows, Chaff Cutters, Corn Mills, Lawn
Mowers, Garden Rollers, SVater Barrows, and Horticultural Tools
of every description; Corn Bins, Wire Netting, Cnuros, Fonts, iic.

Bdhokss & Key, 95, Newgate Street. London, E.C.
Works, Brentwood, Essex.

less than (>ther kinds "of Driving Belts. SPECIAL
STRAPS for PORTABLE ENGINES. Price Lists free by post.

Tobner's Patent ttrap and Hoae Company.
Manufactory: Armit Works, Greenfield, near Manchester.

Warehouse: til, Mark Lautj, London, E.U.
Mr. H. Pekbabee, Agent.

E.
Sir Joseph Paxton for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, &c.

and Fioricuitural puipngea, for Preserving Fruits and Flowers from
the Scorching Rays of the Sun, from Wmo, Irom Att icks of Infiects,

and from Morning Frosts. To t>e had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide Is. Qd. per yard run.
Four yards wide 3a. Cd. per yard.

An improved make, 2 yards wide . . Is. fkl. per yard.

An improved make, 3 yards wide . . 2s. 8d. per yiud run. Aleo
"FRIGI DOMO" NETTING, 2 yards wide, Is. 6rf. per yard run.

Elisba. TaouAs Archer, Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7, Great
Trinity Lane, Cannon Street, City, E.C., and of all Nurserymen anii

Seedsmen throughout the Kingdom.
" It is much cheaper than Mats as a covering."

JOHN WARNEE & SONS, London, Manufacturers.
r WARNEE

AND SONS

Have much improved the

construction of their

GARDEN

ENGINES
in some important par-

ticulars for this Season.

They may be obtained

of the Trade generally

throughout the Slugdom

at the following prices :

—

No. 547. WAENEE'S
best ENGINES, in Wood \\

'

Tubs, and fitted with V^
Warner's Registered

Spreaders

—

24 Gallons, £6 10

14 ,, 10

No. 547a. WARNER'S
strong ENGINES, in Gal-

vanised Iron Tubs, well

painted

—

10 Gallons, £2 19

16 „ 3 14

24 „ 4 19

28 „ 5 10

No. 5791. WARNER'S
WATER BARROWS,
thoroughly Galvanised

and well painted

—

20 Gallons, £2 2

SO „ 2 13

38 „ 3 17

50 „ 5 12

The 50-Gallon Ban-ow

is made extra strong

throughout, and fitted

with handle for two men.

No. 568J, AMERICAN
ENGINE, is now well

known and appreciated.

It throws a continuous

stream, and is complete in

itself. £2 2s.

SYRINGES in great

variety, from 7». 6d. to

18s. fir/.

Ihe DISC SYRINGE,

No. 557a, will recommend

itself by the ease with

which it is filled, and

non-liability to get out of

order. Price Ss,

TX/- A R N E R ' S

AQUAJECT
Is recommended to the

notice of HorticiJturists as

possessing the following

advantages :—It is simple

in construction, portable,

and easily worked. It

throws a continuous

stri'am, and is low in

price.

The Aquaject, 80e.

Ditto small size, 18*.

WARNER'S 6-Gallon

GARDEN ENGINE, of

Galvanised Iron and well

painted, fitted with Brass

Air-vessel, Branch Pipe,

and Wakneh's Registered

Spreader, 60s. Light,

portable, and easily worked

by a lady or child.

No. 35. WARNER'S
IRON PUMPS for Wells,

not exceeding 26 feet in

depth — 2J-in., 28s. 6d.;

3-in., 41s.; 3i-in., 46s.;

short barrel do., 21s.

No. 36. IRON FORCE
PUMPS for raising water

above their level, or

Watering Yards, Gardens

,

&c., through hose— 2|-in.,

69s.; 3-in., 65».; 3J-in.,

77». ; 4-in., 89s.

No. S6J. FORCE
PUMP on BARROW, re-

commended for its great

portability and simplicity

of construction. £5 10s.

No. 42. WARNER'S
PORTABLE PUMPS on

Folding Legs, are of a

superior construction.

Plica 55s. ; Rubber

Suction, 2s. llif. per ft.

No. 697a. BRANCH
PIPES with Cocks aad

Roses—J-in., 3s.
;

|-iji.,

4s.
; f-in., 5s.

No. .599. TAPER
BRANCH PIPES—{-in.,

4s. 9i/.
; l-in., OS. 2d.;

i-in., 6s. ; l-in., 7s.

RUBBER HOSE in aU
sizes.

FOUNTAIN JKTS in

great variety, from 3s. 6(f.

to 26s.

DESCRTPTISj:, I'lUot warded on application.
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' S T I F F A
ir samples and prices apply to

i Co., 29, Oxiord Street, Manchester.

TREE and PLANT LABELS.— 10,000 Cloth punched
assorted Labels for 3&s. ; delivered free in London on receiptor

Order. Address,
JouN FisDER & Co., West Road Works, Boston, Lincolnshire.

r? A. HAAGE, JuN.'s, WOOD GARDEN STICKS
J' • and TALLIES (Commended by the Royal Horticultural

Society).—The aiove can now be had of all sizes, Wbolesale^ of

Betdam & Bl'.ckitu, Cox's Quay, Low
B.C.

^uA Es v^u-v, *""'" »—'"-" Street, Londoi

;
and Retail of the principal Seedsmen and Florists.

Price Lists on application. ^^
Caution to Gardeners.—Wben you ask for

SATNUK AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVbS, see that you get them.

Observo the mark Savnor, also the corporate mark Obtain
Warhanted, without whioh none are fr^nuine.

S. Ji L. rearet having to caution Gardeners and others, but aro
compelled to do so, in consequence of an imitation, of common
quality, hnving been sold for the genuine one, and which has caused
many c implamts to be made to them of Knives which were not of

tbeir ntakc, all of wLich are warranted both by Stllers and Makers.
K & C.'s Pruning and Budding Kmvcs ate the best and the

cheapest in the market.
Paxton Works, Sheffield. Established upwards of 125 years.

THE LOiNDON MANURE GOMl'ANY
(Established 1S40),

Have now Tea/\v for delivery in dry fine condition,
CiiRN MANLIKE, for Spring Use
Klssi HA'ED BUNES, for Dreaaing Pasture Lands
SlU'KRPIlOSeHATESofLIME
PREPARED GUA.VO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA,
9X Dock Warehouse; SULPHATE of " —"""-'
SALT. 4c.
UtBces. 116, Fenchurch Street. E.G.

L AWES' MANURES.
Tlie Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawes for the present

aeason of 18G6 are now ready for delivery at his Factories, at the
ollawing prices, per ton ;

—

LAWES- PATEXT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE £ s. d.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME

LAKES' SUPERPHOSPHATE of LtME from BURNT
BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES 5 6

LAWES' WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
MANURES 8

CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.. ..12
These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through the

I duect from the Importera. Nitrate ofGenuine P „
Soda, Sulphate uf Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
Amenain and other Cakes at market prices.

Address, Joun Benset Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge,
E.C. ; and 22, Eden Quay, Dublin.

GE^UINE TOBACCO PAPER at lOrf. per lb.

Terras Coiih.

Mr. DoDcsos, at Messrs. Jackson 4 .Sons, 29, Lady Lane, Leeda.

Destroy your Insect Pests.
PHESERVE YO0R PLANTS and TREES.
You MAT Easily Destruy all Plast PtsTS,

Bm Fly
AsEi

SOALI
Mil

Wittout injury to the most delicate Plant or Tree, by ueinR

FOWLER'S GARDENERS' INSECTICIDE,
pronounced by all who have used it tO'bo far superior to any

other remedy. One trial w'll prove its efficacy. Testimonials
forwarded on application. Price is. (W., 3a.. fis. Gd., and 10a. per Tin.
Geo. & Thomas Fowler, North Street, Brighton; and of Hooper

& Co., Covent Garden Market, W.C.

100,000 Camellias.

JOSEPH BATJMANN, Nui^&Ek^MAN, Ghent, Belgium,
hogs to offer

100 CAMELLLAS, with flower buds, £6.
100 „ „ £6.
100 „ „ stronger plants, £8.

The following free to the Cxiatom House, London :—
100 CAMELLLAS, without flower buds, 1 year grafted, £4.

A^
in 100 varieties of first

ellias, £3 10^. per 100.

Fine AZALEA INDICA, without "buds, in lUU varieties, comprising
all the best favourite blooms. £3 per 100.

Fine DOUBLE CAMELLIAS, full of flower buds, £G per 100.

Fine AZALEA INDICA, full of flower buda, £5 uer 100.

N. B, To secure a good choice early ordei

The Nurseries, Ghent, Belgium.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT begs to inform his Friends
and the Trade in general that his Stock of CAMELLIAS and

INDIAN AZALEAS with buds will be particularly One this season.

To secure a first choice early orders are solicited. The prices will

be asunder:—
CAMELLIAS, with buds, fine named sorts, flrom £6 and upwards.

AZALEA INDICA, with buds, fine named sorts, from £6 and
upwards.

A general detaUed LIST will be sent on apphcation. Address all

Due

pOCOA-NUT REFUSE

soon be gone.

Now sold In bags, 1 for 2s., 10 for

l&t., 20 for 308., 60 for 60s., 100

for £6.

ourpence allowed for each

bag returned carriage-paid.

A Railway Truck-load (not In

bags), 40s

Postage Stamps or Post-office

Order, payable to J. Babshau &
Co., Kingston-on-Thames, S.W.

(^ ISHURST COM-
VT POUND, whether uim !

against Insects and Mildew, n
,

Growing Plants, or as Wmt :

Dressmg on Trees at rt-t.

should be dissolved 48 hou'
before use. This gets rid

11, and if the .

1 from 4 to 10 oz. t !

Trees at rest.

Sold Retail by Nm-serymen
and Seedsmen, in boxes, U. ,

'iM., and 10^. lid. each.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

AMARYLLIS.

JAMES GARAWAY & CO.,
DURDHAM DOWN NURSERIES, BRISTOL,

Offer, from their UHequalled stock of the above-named favourite flower, strong Bulbs of unnamed Seedlings
others that have bloomed ^vith them during the two last seasons, at

5s., 7s. 6d., and 10b. 6d. each, or 50s., 80s., and 105s. per dozen.

J.\1[ES GAR.A.WAY and CO.'S GENERAL BCLB CATALOGUE for the coming season is in the Pi
and when ready mil be forwarded post free on application.

JAMES CARAWAY and CO., DURDHAM DOWN NURSERIES, BRISTOL.

J. B. BROWN & CO.'S NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWER.
PATENTEES AND SOLE MANTTFACTUHERS,

J. B. BEOWN & CO.,
148, tJPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.G.

QUAEANTEED TO GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION,

AND, IP NOT APPROVED OF,

*.:ri, _*^r;i:__^ ,7^ - mat be at once returned.

1^ J. B. BROWN AND CO. have pleasure in mentioning that their B B LAWN MOWER ordered for the

Gardens of Windsor Castle has given so much satisfaction, that another B B MACHINE of a larger size [a 24-inch

Machine] has just been ordered. A Second B B Machine this Season [a 24-inch] has also been just supplied, by

order, for the Gardens of His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales at Sandringham.—June 26.

This New BB PATENT LAWN MOWER is Manufactured by Messrs. Beown & Co., on their own Premises

in London, under their personal superintendence. It is worked by means of Geared or Toothed Wheels, is quite

noiseless, and is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction in every respect.

PRICES—including Carriage to any Railway Station or Shipping Port in England.

18-inch Machine ..£7 10 Ea.rili/ worked bij a Man
Easily worked by a Soy.

10-inch Machine . . £3 10
12-inch Machine .. 4 10
14.inch Machine .. .5 10
16-inch Machine .. 6 10 Ditto hy a Man.

Jiiimj Machine sent out is

20-inch Machine
22-uich Machine . . 8 10 } Ditto i

24-inch Machine . . 9 )

ted to give ample satisfaction., and if not approved ofmay be at once ret^irmd.

J. B. BROWN AND CO., OFFICES, 90 (late 18), CANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.C.

WAREHOUSE and MANUFACTORY, 148, UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C.
Opposite the City of London Brewery, and close to the London Bridge Steam Boat Piers.

NEW LATK WHITE TRIFOLICM
NFW L\TK 1'1-D TRllOLIUM
bbll N 1 IMIROVfcD ITALIAN

ipii «. t

11 -j

t,i.is t ci icrc 18 hUlBclent.
\ M I M V RD anrl RAPE, new seed.
VU c uu U carnage free, except very ainal!

parocla

< & SoN-3, Royal Berkshire Seed Establisbmeut, Reading.

New Turnip Seeds for Present Sowing.

QUTTON'S LINCOLNSHIRE REDO PARAGON, 8ti. per lb.

SUTTON'S IMPERIAL GKEEN GLOBE,

Cheaper by the bushel, carriage free.

Sdtton & Sons,

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, KeadUlg

50,000 Azalea Indlca, and 100,000 Rhododendrons,
Grafted Plants.

JOSEPH BAUMANN, Nursertman, Ghent, Belgium,
begs to offer the followinR, free to the Custom House, London:—

100 A2ALEA INDICA, with flower buds, £4 to £5.

100 „ „ stronger plants, £6 to £.s.

(They are all dwarl bushy heads and the best kinds.)

RHODODENDRONS. 1 year graaed, £4.

„ 2 to 3 years, graft d, £8.

„ stroager plai.ts, £10.

„ witli flower buds. £8.

„ with flower buds, largor plants, £12 to £18.
(They are all the best English and Belgian hardy sorts.)

All my finest Hardy Ghent Azaleas are already ordered for England.

CATALOGUE on application.

Seeds for Present Sowing.

ofl'e NeTAMES CARTER .a.vd CO. ii

O Seed of the undermentioned, the quality of which i

surpa.'ssed, the seed being sated from plants which have taken Frizes

at all tne principal London Flower Shows.

CARTER'S PRIZE CALCEOLARIA, Is. Orf. per packet.

CARTER'S PRIZE CINERARIA, 2.i. 6iJ. per packet.

CARTER'S PRIZE FRINGED CHINESE PRIMULA, is. U
per packet.

The above forwarded on receipt of postage stamps.

jAUrs CAETsn t Co.. 237, 238, and 261, High Holbom, W.C.

Che (5arli0ner^'€hrontcle,
SATURDAY, JULY 2S, IStiG.

MEETING FOK THE ENSUING WEEK.

a..«»,^., An» iJRoyal Horticultural 'Weekly Show), at
SAtnaiJAT. Aug. 4^ South Kenaington 2 r.«

The very valuable and practical paper ou
OECHARD-HOtTSE CuLTTlEE presented to the

Botanical Congress by Mi'. Rivers desei-ves tbe

attention not only of fruit-growers but also

of physiologists, and aU who concern themselves

•with . plant Ufe. In it occui'S an expression

which, parenthetical though it be, is too

important to be passed over without comment.

Alludiag to orchard-houses, the -writer says that

the trees gro-wn in them are " never at rest."

Now, so much has been said as to the necessity

for allovring plants a season of rest, that some
have been led to consider absolute inactivity as

synonymous -with rest—have, as it were, eon-

founded sleep with death. There is an occasional

lull in the activity of all plants : now caused by

cold, and under other cu'cumstances by heat or

drought ; but the plant is still a living oiganism,

and it would be as un-wise to egg on a plant by

the stimulus of heat, moisture, or manure at the

time when naturally it would be comparatively

inactive, as it would be to rouse a man who had

been at work all day and make him work all

night too. There is a time for all things—a time

for giving water, a time for 'withholding it ; a

time for giving extra rations, a time for fasting ;

and these facts, well known though they may be,

can never be too well kno-wn, and when they are

put before horticulturists by one so experienced

as Ml'. ElVEES, they become of increased

significance. In the resting season keep the

plants dry : such is Mr. Ritees' ad-vice. An
excess of moisture is most prejudicial. Now,
if the plant were the mere log that some

e-vidently consider it to be in the resting season,

it would not much signify whether it were

kept dry or not ; but the tiuth of the matter is,

that the roots, if not absolutely frozen, will and
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do absorb at all times, and if they are allowed to

do so to too great an extent and at a wi'ong time,

the result must be an attack of dyspepsia, but if

nourishment be given when it is most required,

it will be easily digested—hence the advice to give

extra food during the summer months. Again,
as to the hard, fii-m soQ which we are told

that Peaches and Apricots love. Is not this to

be accounted for on the same principles as root-

pruning ? Prevent the roots from nrnning about
too much, and the tendency to increase the

quantity and quality of the frait is fostered.

But while the operation of some general law
is manifest in all these cases—to all at least who
walk about with their eyes open, it is yet abun-
dantly clear to every practical man that the law
has to be modified, or rather the interpretation of

the law has to be modified, to suit particular

cases. Apricots, for instance, appear to require

particular treatment. No manui'e is to be given
them till the fi-uit is fully set. Can it be that if

manure were given earlier the effect would be to

cause too luxuriant growth of shoots or leaves at

the expense of the fruit ? But if so, why does

not the same thing happen with Peaches and
Nectarines ? To say that there is a difference in

constitution between the plants is simply to veil

ignorance under a convenient cloak. Instead of

thus putting a practical check to any real

advance in theoi-y or practice, the better plan is

to keep the " reason why " constantly in mind ;

and if even the full explanation be not vouch-
safed, it is impossible but that some valuable
result must be obtained, and this on the time-
honoured principle of shooting one an-ow in a cer-

tain direction in ordei to find another that is lost.

Ouii attention has recently been called to two
cases of Vegetable Pathology which may be
conveniently considered together. The first is

that of a partial or perfect Sterility in Straw-
BERRIES, the receptacle in most instances being
entii-ely devoid of succulence, and the plant

reduced to the condition of a Potentilla. In
many cases the achenes are quite hollow, while
in some the finiit is perfect, but we have no
doubt that impi'egnation had generally taken
place in the fii'st instance, and that, as is

frequently the case in plants where numerous
individuals are impregnated, the greater part

have become abortive. We have nothing more
than the flower-stalks with their trusses before

us, and have had no opportunity of seeing the

radical leaves, but as the upper leaves and bracts

are distinguished by pallid dead patches, on
some of which the Strawberry Leptothyrium is

developed, it is very possible that aU the spots

may be the result of the imperfectly deve-

loped fungus, and that the weakly condition

is due simply to this cause. Many crops

are said to have suffered in the neighboui'-

hood of Boston. Nothing of the kind, how-
ever, has occuiTed to ourselves, and we
can, of course, only judge from the materials

before us. It is possible that the general low
nocturnal temperatui'e of the season may have
had something to do with it, especially in

localities which are not much, if at all, above the

level of the sea ; but as the affection does not

seem to be general, and it is confessedly a good
Strawberry year, as far at least as the open-air

crop is concerned, we are inclined to the first

opinion. And even in the locality from whence
oui' specimens were sent, it is said in our coiTe-

spondent's communication, that ** the crops in

general are very good, but the exceptions have
been in two^or three gentlemen's gardens, where
the whole of the fruit after flowering has
dwindled, as in the samples inclosed."

It is often complained that Hautbois Sti'aw-

benies will not fruit for want of a proper admix-
ture of male and female plants ; many plants,

however, which bear well are hermaphrodite, and
the evil we believe in most cases arises from the

beds being taken possession of by a form in which
the receptacle never becomes succulent, though
the fruit is perfected. This, however, is a

peculiarity distinguishing the particular form,

though doubtless it is a disease as far as the

interests of the horticulturist are concerned, and
as a departure from the normal condition of the

plant, since in the wild plant the receptacle is

naturally succulent. It shows, however, how im-
portant distinctions may easily vanish, and affords

an illustration of the instability of characters

which seem to be most worthy of regard.

The other case is one of greater difflcultj', and
the cause is very obscure, but it is still worth
mentioning. A great number of fine plants of

VerbeN'A, exti'eniely well rooted, have more or

less entii'ely failed when planted out. Most of

them have partially and some of them entii'ely

vrithered. It is, of coui'se, in the former ca.se

that one has the best chance of detecting the
seat of mischief. The roots appear perfectly

healthy, and as noxious matter in most instances

refuses to enter deeply in any quantity from its

injurious action on the spongelets, it is not
exactly to that point one would look, while there
is no indication of a bad condition about them.
It appears, however, that the bark at the base of

the plants, just where they are inserted in the

groimd, is decayed, and that it is from thence that

the evil proceeds. It is very probable, therefore,

that the disease was afready established before

the plants were placed in the ground, and that

it arose from some early influence, which can
alone be ascertained by the cultivators them-
selves. It is however of importance to ascertain

the exact seat of mischief, as, when it is known,
there may be some chance of finding a remedy
for what is certainly a veiy common aihnent.

Frost at the sui-face of the soil would be quite

sufficient to injui'e the bark slightly, though not
sufficiently to cause speedy death, and the tissues

when once affected might communicate infection

to neighbouring tissues. Other causes might be
indicated which might possibly come into play,

but in the absence of positive information it is

perhaps better to leave the case as it stands in the
hands of persons capable of making coiTect

observations. M. J. B.

We know but very little at present as to the
Action of Wdtd on phants. The effects of a

gale or a hurricane are indeed pretty well under-
stood, and the stunted distorted appearance of

trees that grow or try to gi-ow in exposed situa-

tions, such as on open downs near the sea, tells

its tale pretty plainly ; but still we are without
any positive information as to the effects of more
gentle blasts upon vegetation. We infer, rather

than know for certain, that the motion of the

boughs and of the leaves promotes the cii'cula-

tion of the juices of the plants, and quickens the

passage of the gases out of or into the tissues of

the leaf. Knight, as has been stated in our
columns, loosened his wall trees and let them
blow about a little to get a little exercise ; and
recently Mr. Herbert Spencer has attributed

no little share in the upward rise of the sap to the

influence of the wind on the boughs and twigs

of the plant.

There is a tendency ever increasing among
thoughtful cultivators to imitate as far as may be
in oui' plant houses the natural circumstances

under which plants grow in their wild state. Thus
Ml". Anderson, when recommending the otherday

at the Congress the use of warm water for Orchids,

elicited the remark from a gentleman conversant

with Brazil, that the rain in that country was
warm when contrasted with the temperature of

the atmosphere in the forests, and so in a similar

manner the ventilation of plant houses is attract-

ing attention. It cannot be right to keep plants

that are natm-ally moved with every breath of

air motionless, or comparatively so, in our stoves

and greenhouses. But in devising means to

remedy this state of things there are other

matters to be considered than the mere mechanical
methods of insuring either an agitation of the air

within doors, or a more rapid'passage of fresh afr

from without. For what purpose is the plant

grown ?—for foliage, for its flowers, or its fruit ?

What effect wiU an increased circulation of air

have upon the foi-mation of these several organs ?

These are questions to which it is not possible, in

the present state of our knowledge, to give a

satisfactory answer. Moreover, it is unlikely

that any general rule can be laid down
in this matter without necessitating the presence

of so many exceptions, that the exceptional eases

would outnumber those that were in accordance

with the rule. Thus the internal structui-e of the

plant, and the airangements of its tissues, would

have to be taken into consideration. In the

great cyclone at Calcutta, when so many
hundi-eds of noble trees were uprooted, or other-

wise injured, the Cycads, the Palms and other

Endogenous trees suffered but little. This was no

doubt due in part to the firm anchorage afforded

by their deeply peneti-ating roots, in part to their

peculiar stnictm-e. Again, the huge leaves of

the Musas, although torn to ribbons by the wind,

do not appear to have their functions much
impaired by the laceration, whilo the same
amoiuit of injury to the leaves of an Exogenous
ta-ee would efl'ectuaUy check its gi-owth. The
thickness of the epidermis, the niunber and size

of the stomata or breathing pores, the amount

of surface exposed by the leaves, the thickness and
pliability and internal anatomy of the branches

;

all these, and many other points, would have to
be considered if we would duly and accui-ately

estimate the action of wind upon plants. It

seems clear, then, that for the present each case
must be tried on its own merits, or if that be not
possible, we must piusue a rmddle course, and
endeavour to carry out that maxim of good
government, which bids us attempt to secui'e the
greatest amount of happiness to the greatest
number.

We learn from Mr. Thompson that his plants
of Pentstemon gkandifloeus, now blooming in a
strong loamy soil, prove it to be really a fine species,
much superior in fact to what the remark at p. 659
would lead one to expect. Its stately habit, and the
size of its flowers, no less than its rich deep colour,
mark it as a first-class object amongst hardy perennials.

In the course of his recent researches on the
Steuctuke of Anthers, M. Chatin has determined
the existence of a third membrane, a discovery which
is of considerable interest to the botanical world. He
states that numerous observations leave no doubt upon
his mind of the existence of a membrane internal to the
endothecium, or fibro-cellular membrane ; and this is

present in all anthers at a certain stage of their
development. As to the localisation of fibre-cells in
certain anthers, M. Chatin concludes :—That fibre-

cells are generally absent in anthers opening by pores

;

that they are defective in a certain number of anthers
which dehisce longitudinally ; and that in some plants
whose stamens have undergone an arrest of develop-
ment, if not morphologic, at least histologic, the absence
of fibre-cells coincides with the incomplete evolution
of the pollen.

One of the plants that excited the greatest
amount of interest at the International Show was the
Pandanus with untwisted stem, shown under the
name of Pandanus Veitchii. In a recent number of
the "Revue Horticole" it is figured as Pandanus
flabelliformis, and described as P. flagelliformis—the
latter being evidently a typographical blunder. M.
CAEEit;RE, speaking of the origin of the plant, says
that there are two versions—one that it is a seedling of
Pandanus utiHs, the other that it is an accidental
occurrence arising from an injury to the head of the
plant, in consequence of which a new bud has been
formed, whose leaves are arranged in two sti-aight

rows instead of being twisted spirally. A curious
calculation is given by our esteemed French contem-
porary, accordmg to which this Pandanus has about
27,000 teeth -900 on each of the 30 leaves it possessed
at the time the computation was made.

WeobservethatthechiefeditorshipoftheBETPE
Hoeticole is now in the hands of M. CAEEifeEE.

The Vine Fungus has, we regret to hear,

re-appeared in the Vineyards of many parts of France

.

We are glad to see that the damage done by
the recent incursion of the mob of London "roughs"
in Hyde Paek to the flower beds, shrubs, &c., is

comparatively trifling. There will, however, be plenty

of work for the masons.

We understand that at the scientific meeting
of the Royal Horticultural Society on Tuesday next,

a blooming spike of Vanda Lowii, nearly S feet long,

will be exhibited from the garden of Edwin Weight,
Esq., Gravelly Hill, Birmingham.

THE AMARYLLIS.
The soil for the Amaryllis should be sand, peat, and

loam equally mixed, one part, and cow dung reduced to

mould the other part, all well amalgamated and laid

together for some time before being used. The bulbs

shouldbe thoroughly cleaned, and set half in'the soil, half

above. Whether it be the species or any of the thousand
varieties from them, the treatment should be the same.

They must be set in the stove, and the soil kept only

moist ; when they begin to throw up their flowers they

wUl require more frequent watering, and ifthey produce

leaf instead of bloom, the growth must be encouraged.

When, however, the green leaves turn brown at the tip

and indicate that their growth is completed, let them
have no more water, but put them out of the way on
some shelf in a cool part of the house, or they may even

be turned into the greenhouse in the summer months.
AVhere a number of these bulbs are grown, some will

always be found ready to bloom. Therefore, after they

have rested awhile, and the leaves have died down, let

them be cleaned and the surface of the soil stirred,

and if their pots are small, let them be shifted whole
into larger ones without disturbing the ball at all, but

as yet give no water. They must be submitted to

frequent examination, and when any are seen to be

throwing up their flower-sheaths, they must be

removed to the lightest part of the house, and water

must be given them, for when they once move they

grow rapidly ; and on the steady attention to them,

supplying water when they want it, and of the same
temperature as the atmosphere of the house, depends

the full development ofthe flowers in perfection. One
of the most common but most brilliant bulbous flowers

that go under the name, is Amaryllis formosissima,

but this flower is like none of the family in appearance,

though verj' dwarf and very beautiful.

The generality of the tribe seed freely, and thousands

of new varieties have been raised from seed in this

country. They should be sown in a seed-pan or flower-

not, in the soil mentioned above, and placed in the

itove. when up they will require occasional watering,

and no other attention that year, or until the foliage
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dies down. They may then be potted for the next

year, about four or five in a 4S or o-inch pot, for the

body of earth in these pots is more favourable to their

fron'th than the small quantity each would get in a

small pot if planted singly. Here they may grow once

more until they indicate the finish of their season,

when no more water must be given. At the next move
they should be potted, one in a 3-inch, or large 60 pot, and

until these pots fill with roots they need not be shifted

again, but when they are, it should be done without

Ssturbing the roots. When large enough they will

occupy their full-sized pots and bloom, and such of them
as are worth keeping should be preserved and labelled.

Those are entirely worthless in which the flowers are

nearly all green and coarse, with only a stripe or two

of colour, and that not clear ; and so are tho.se which
are very narrow and sharp pointed in the petals, with

deep divisions. Too many such as these are already in

cultivation. It need hardly be added that the seed

should be saved from those only which are beautiful in

themselves, for it is a tendency in choice flowers to

produce many worse as well as some as good as them-
selves. Cyhister,

THE CITRIPEDIUM.
The Cypripedium, or Lady's Slipper genus, is most

remarkable for the lip of the flower having a very
striking resemblance to a slipper. This is particularly

apparent in C. Stonei, which has the most perfectly

formed .slipper of any of the species at present known.
C. insigne is a fine old Orchid, wortliy of extensive

cultivation on account of its free growth and its habit

of flowering through the dull mnter months. It

continues in blossom from November to February, and
each flower lasts about two months. In this plant the

sepals and petals are greenish-yellow, the upper sepals

being thickly spottecf with purplish bro^vn, deeply

margined in the upper part with white, while the

slipper is yellowish-brown. C. insigne Maulei is an
improved variety, having more white in the upper
sepal, and the spotting more intense. C. venustum
is a very distinct neat species, the leaves pale green,

beautifully mottled with dark velvety green, so that

when kept clean it is very pretty as a foliage plant.

It flowers about the same time or a little later than the

former. The sepals are whitish, distinctly striped with
green; the petals greenish at the base, running into

bronze towards the points, with a few black spots ; and
the slipper bronzy yellow, conspicuously veined with
gi-een.

I look on the foregoing species as being invaluable

where decorative plants are required. They should

be grown for this object in 6 or 8-inch pots;

the best compost is good mellow fibrous loam.
The plants snould be potted pretty firm, and
the pots moderately drained. They will do well in

a cool house rather near the glass, so that they
have plenty of light, but they need a slight shade from
the burning sun. They require a good supply ofwater
during the summer months, and particularly when the
pots are full of roots ; and they should occasionally be
watered with clear liquid manure-water. Even in

winter they should never be allowed to get dry at the
roots, particularly during the time of flowering.

The following are also very beautiful kinds, and well

worth a place in the choicest collection, flowering as

they do during the spring and summer months, with
the exception of C purpuratum, which flowers in the
autumn.

C. Lowii
C. purpuratum

C. barbatum nigrum
C. barbatum grandifto

C. caudatum
C. caud.atum roseum
C. hirsutissimum
C. Hookerai

C. Stonei
C. superbien
C. superbien;

C. villosum
B Dayanun

When grown in masses these plants make fine

objects for exhibition purposes. The compost for them
should be the top spit of good fibrous peat, with plenty
of decayed vegetable matter in it, mixed with good
fibrous mellow loam, and a little rough grit or sand.

The pots should be well drained. They will do well at

the warmest end of an intermediate house, or the
coldest end of the East India house. They must have
a good supply of water, particularly when established,

and as they have no pseudobulbs, they should never
be allowed to get dry. If large specimens they require
examining frequently, that they do not get dry in the
centre.

Altogether the Cypripediums are a very conspicuous
set of Orchids. They vary very much in their forms,

and the majority of them are exceedingly handsome.

,

....
They moreover form a group very suitable to amateurs i the table to let the earth settle down a little, and with
whose accommodation is limited, being compact in

|
a piece of wood cut flat and a little pointed, like a

habit, free-flowering, and easily managed. Kos. .Broicv,
|

knife, lift up the .soil in the seedling pot, so as to

was one of a hundred seedlings which among them
possessed all the best features of the best old

sorts. C. Milneri was a crim.son scarlet or a scarlet

crimson of rich texture, with flowers above the
average size. It was, however, so experimentalised
on that it was soon lost altogether. In the mean time
a lot of the other seedlings got distribut«d, such as

C. Lindleyana, C. Cayendisnii, C. longiflora, C. grandi-
flora, C. rosea, C. bicolor—not the bicolor that was
dirty red and dirty white, but the bicolor that was
conspicuous for the brilliance of its crimson, the
cleanness of its green tips, and the elegance of its

habit. The plant became deservedly popular, and con-
sidering there is not a single greenhouse plant so truly

beautiful from November till March, the most dreary
time of the year, it is to be regretted that it does not
more generally work its way into modern collections.

I attribute this to a fact which cannot be gainsaid.

The great bulk of plant-growers order their stocks

from those specimens which figure at the exhibitions,

consequently winter beauties are generally neglected,

and conservatories comparatively bare of bloom ; nobody
thinks of what they do not see. and gardeners find

quite a distinct business in providing for shows. Mr.
Milner continued to raise seedlings, and as he left the
neighbourhood of London to begin farming, where
flowers would not be appreciated, the whole of the
remainder went into the hands of the late Mr. Gaines,

of Battersea, who named and sent out several, but the
buyers of such plants were few

—
" more's the pity."

No conservatory ought to be without a dozen of the
most striking varieties, for they are one mass of bloom
during live or six of the barest months in the whole year;

they are free growers, abundant bloomers, by no means
tender enough to be hurt by a slight frost, want but
little attention, are better without fire-heat than with
it, and well repay us for the room, attention, and labour
they require. Again, having taken to sport, there is

no saying to what end the improvements might be
carried. Those who desire to raise seedlings should
procure, in the first instance, half a dozen or a dozen of

the best and most conspicuous sorts. Let them be
grown in an ordinary greenhouse, close together, from
November until they are completely out of flower.

There will be found on some of them a pod or two of

seed ; take off the pods, dry them in the shade, and
before they have been dry a week, sow them in pots.

The soil adapted for seedlings would be good for the
largest plants, except that there is a watchfulness
observed towards small things which is rarely carried

through to larger ones. The Correa being naturally a

well-formed shrubby plant wants very little care as to

exciting composts ; one-third loam, from the top 2 inches

of a pasture, laid together and rotted with all the turf in

it, and two-thirds good turfy peat, such as is adapted
for Heaths—that fiul of partly decomposed fibre, which
keeps the texture light and porous ; these, well mixed
together by repeatedly stirring them, and rubbing
them through the half-inch mesnes of a wire sieve, will

be the best soil that can be used. Let a quantity of
this be placed in a good-sized pot, the top made very
level, and .as solid as it will become by striking the
bottom dowTi upon the potting table ; the seed
may be sown as thinly as possible and evenly
over the surface, a little of the soil put in a fine

wire sieve, and as much small stufl' sifted over the
seed as will cover it and no more. Place the pot in

the greenhouse, and although it ought not to be wet,

take especial care that it never becomes thoroughly
dry. Seed pans neglected a few hours at the critical

moment when germination has begun, are sure to

suffer ; the drought would kill the seed, but in large

pots the earth is a long time before it gets too dry,

because of the greater body. In wetting the seed,

do not fall into the common error of watering the top
half-inch of soil, under the notion that a little water is

suflicient for little subjects. You must water so gently

that you must not disturb a grain of sand, for if you do
vou disturb the seed also. The best way to water all

light seeds lightly covered is to dip a common clothes

brush into a pail of watar, hold the hairs upwards, and
draw your hand along the hairs "^vith a gentle pressure
towards you. The water flies off in such small particles

as will disturb nothing, and yet in such quantities as

will soon wet the seed. If the seed is not allowed to

dry after it is sown, in due time every seed germinates.
By the time the young seedlings have made good
leaves they must be pricked out, and the most
eOective way is in 60-.sized pots, all round close to the
edge of the pot and an inch apart. Fill these pots
with the same sort of soil, knock the pots against

Smiic Nwserii, Tootimj

THE CORREA.
The Correa is an old and was formerly a favourite

greenhouse plant. C. alba has a small white but
rather mean flower j C. pulchella has a larger brilliant

orange .scarlet, C. virens a pale green, and C. speciosa

a crimson flower with green tips. These have been for

many years as common as any greenhouse plants in

cultivation, and no particular progress was made
beyond producing them, as usual in neglected green-
houses, very large and very ugly ; indeed of late years
Correa alba has been regarded only as a stock to work
better sorts on. C. rufa, with its rusty leaves and pale
green flowers, was next introduced ; and last, C. cardi-
nalis, a bright red and green, the handsomest of them
all, but unfortunately apt to be rather bare of leaves.

Mr. Milner, of Clapham, was the first in this
country who successfully crossed the several species of
Correa, and those who remember the noble 'specimen
of Correa Milneri in 1838 or 1839 will be able to appre-
ciate the greatest improvement of any that has been
the result of crossing in this country. Correa Milneri

release a few at a time without disturbing the root:

With the same instrument make small holes close to

the side of the pot which the root may touch, and close

the soil upon them. The pots should then be put close

together in the shady part of the house, and a hand-
glass over them ; the drainage of these small pots m,ay
be a lump of the peat, such as does not go through
the sievCj or an inch thickness of moss, or 'a

flatfish piece of crock to go over the hole, and
small pieces to fill up level round it. The w^atering
of these newly-planted seedlings must be as carefully

done as in the earlier stages. The plants while young
will require continued shading, and it will not do until
they are fairly established in their first pots, a single

plant in a pot, to treat them as established plants.
Although a sunny hour within its influence would
bake the sides of the pot and burn up their roots, yet
the warmth of the pot, the facility with which air

can get down to their roots, and the moisture which
the pot absorbs, and in turn supplies, are all favourable
to the advancement of the young plant when kept
from the full influence of the sun.
By the time the plants have made good growth and

full roots they will be ready to take their places in the

middle of the same sized pots which have hitherto
accommodated half a dozen round the edges, and
with drainage as before. In potting, carefully divide
the ball into as many pieces as there are plants, and
without disturbing each plant, place the root and soil

together in the centre of^ the pot, fill up all round by
poking down the compost with the fingers, but not
too tight, adjust the plant so that it is no deeper in the
soil than it was, water carefully without disturbing,

and let them be placed under hand-glasses (although
in the greenhouse) for three or four days. They may
then be released from the hand-glasses first; next,

placed on the shelves, where they can be shaded an
hour or two through the hottest sun; and lastly, as

they get better established, put upon any of the shelves

near tlie glass, where they cannot be overlooked as to

watering, or be otherwise neglected, and they will be
done with, except for the ordinary attention that

belongs to all plants, until their roots reach the edge or

sides of the pot, and begin to get matted and cross each
other all over the surface next the pot.

The plants ivill show whether they have made their

first growth fairly and want a rest by one thing, which
is unerring in all plants ; while they are growing and
want no rest the top leaves of each shoot are smaller,

and the centre leaves smallest, but when these end
leaves have grown nearly the colour and size of the
others, and there are no young leaves opening, or rather
the youngest have grown nearly to their size without
others coming, the plant will be better for rest, that is,

it may be placed in the 'coolest part of the greenhouse,
hjive no more water than is just enough to preserve
it from drying, and merely be watched until there is a
movement in the fresh growth ; then shift them all into
pots a size larger, say from small sixties, which may be
called 2i inches across, to large sixties, which are 3| in.

across, or even to 48-sized pots,which are 4| inches. But
although large shifts, as tney are called, which means a
jump over one or two intermediate sizes, save trouble,

they are not beneficial to the plants, and it is prefer-

able to move them only one size at a time. Let the
draining of these second-sized pots consist of crocks

an inch in depth. Water them all as fast as they are

changed from one pot to the other, and place them in

the shade till the next day, when they may take their

places on the shelves or out of doors, according to the
season, as the case may be. After May they are better

out of doors, on a hard bottom impervious to water and
worms, because their roots cannot then strike into the
soil, which causes an unnatural growth for the time, and
a violent check in the end when they are returned to

their winter quarters. If there is plenty of accommo-
dation, a common garden frame and light in a northeni
aspect will be the best summer residence, but it is

essential that the bottom be hard, and that water m;iy

not lay there nor sink into the earth, but run away
altogether.

When the season's growth is over, there will be the
same reason as before for giving rest by stinting the
water and keejiing the plants cool and light, especially

if they are to hf ivintpred in the greenhouse. They
will in all pmluliililv Hi.' I bird season produce bloom

;

when, thercT'irr tlu.y A\n-i growth, let them be
instantly repot I 1 1 willi 1 1 ir .same kind of compost, in a
size larger imt, and he treated as before during the
growth, whether it be in the greenhouse or in the
garden. They will now grow till they show bloom, or

at least many of them will, and by the time they are

to be moved to the greenhoiLse they will be in bloom,
and continue so the whole winter, when all that are

good for nothing, that is to say, all that do not equal

those we have as to fonn and with new colours, or are

not better in form and equal as to colour, should be
thrown out. To multiply varieties by recognising

trifling difl"erences has been the bane of floriculture.

Hundreds of flowers, so like each other that common
observers rannot see the difference, are nevertheless

cultivated for sale, and growers find no difference but
the name. It is, therefore, of the highest consequence
that everything that is not a manifest improvement
upon what we possess already should be throivn away.

Choice novelties may be propagated.
In the Correa we have for a universal stock C. albii,

a robust and healthy species, growing freely, and fcr

the most part greatly assisting any less robust kind

that may be grafted or budded on it. The grafting of

the Correa is easily performed. Shave a flat side to

the stock, and a similar flat side to the piece intended

to be grafted ; bind these firmly together, so that the

barks of both meet on one edge at least, and cover the

join with grafting wax to keep out the air.

Propagation by cuttings is a very simple operation.

Cut off the ends of shoots, when the plant has done
growing, two joints long; let the under part be cut

with a sharp knife close up to the joint. Prepare pots

by filling them -within half an inch of the top ivith the

usual soil, laid very level, and half an inch of sand

above. Press the bell-glass which is to be used as a

cover on the sand, to mark how much space is avail-

able, and then thrust the cuttings through the sand, so

as to touch the soil but not enter it. Water well to

settle the sand close to the stems, and cover with the

glass. Let the glass be wiped every morning, and le

shaded during the hot sun. Generally speaking cuttiu'- s

root freelv, and the stocks of C. alba must be provided

by cuttings. In rejecting seedlings, robust-growing

ones may always be kept for stocks, although rejected

as varieties ; they are just as good as any to work otheis

on, that is to say if they are strong growers.

The properties which constitute perfection in the

Correa are these :
— In habit they must be shrubby,

short-jointed, that is, with close foliage, and branching

horizontally. The leaves must be dark green, smooh on
the surface. The flowering must be continuous, abun-
dant, and distributed all over the plant. The flowers,

must be tubular, but barrel-formed in preference to

pinched in—the lower part bell-mouthed and reflexing

;

the outer surface of the same texture as the inside ; the
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edge without indentation ; the barrel without corners,

flutes, or ribs ; the mouth two diameters of the neck,

the length same as the leaf; the foot-stalk short;

the flowers pendent. Selfs must be of the same colour

inside and outside the flower. In variegated flowers,

if there are two colours, the tube must be of one, and
the neck and mouth of the other; if a third colour,'it

be confined to the lips only. The greater the contrast must
the better, all the colours being bright, or rather dense,

and the more abrupt the transition from one coloiu- to

another the better.

The Correa is capable of being vastly improved, and
as a winter bloomer is worth the attempt. We have
already some very decided colours, especially in C.

cardirialis. G.

ABSTUACTS OF PAPERS PRE.SENTED TO
THE BOTANICAL CONGRESS.

THE CtrLTTJHE OF FRUIT IN UNHEATED SLASS
STBUCTUEES.

By Thomas Rivehs, .Sawb

\s much experience has, within these few years,

been acquired mth respect to the most approved
mode of erecting and planting Orchard-houses, I will

endeavour to record some of the lessons that experience
has taught.
With respect to the form of a glass structure to be

called an Orchard-house, a term at first broached with
diffidence, but now imbedded in our language, the
span-roofed is most undoubtedly to be preferred. The
width and height are of course a matter of taste, but
the dimensions the most approved of are a width of
24 feet, height at sides 6 feet, height to apex of roof
15 feet; a house of this width is on the whole to be
preferred to one of wider dimensions, only because it

can be so thoroughly ventilated by side ventilators

;

still, increasing this to a width of 30 feet is not
objectionable.

Houses of the above dimensions are adapted to large
gardens, but smaller span-roofed houses are equally
efficient, and capable of giving much pleasure and pro-
duce to the amateur cultivator of more limited mean.s.
A house 14 feet wide, o\ feet in height at the sides
and 12 feet to the apex of the roof, is less costly, and
nearly as well adapted to the cultivation of fruit ; I say
nearly only, because such houses do not possess perfect
immunity from the severe frosts which often occur in
England in the month of April, when the trees are in
bloom, and sometimes require a pan of ignited charcoal
to enable them to resist frost, while large houses retain
such a large body of heated air, that frost in spring, to
any injurious extent, seldom or never enters.

The striking peculiarity of these orchard-houses is

their construction. The ancient and e.xpensive form of
building houses for the cultivation of fruit, viz., by
sliding sashes and licavj' rafters, is entirely departed
from ; they are built witli fixed unbroken roofs ; none
of the useless and pxiH-nsiye methods of roof ventilation
are resorted to; ni> pulling Aown of sashes "to give
air" is necessary; the most thorough ventilation is

given by the admission of air at the sides at a low level.

In a large house, 24 to 30 feet wide, and 6 feet in
height at the sides, 2 feet in the centre of each side
.should be a shutter, either glazed or of wood, 2 feet

below it either of boards or brickwork, and 2 feet above
it of glass. The 2-feet openings on each side admit
large volumes of cool air, which, when the sun shines,
is rarified, and rapidly ascends to the roof, through the
foliage of the trees, and makes its escape at a triangular
aperture under the gable at each end ; these apertiires,

in houses of the size above mentioned, should be
18 inches in depth. After years of experience, this
simple mode of ventilation is found to be eflicient.

For .span-roofed houses, 14 feet wide and h\ feet high
at the sides, a ventilating space 1.5 inches wide will be
found amply sufficient, and a triangular aperture at
each end, under the gable, 1 foot in depth, will give
free egress to the heated air ; these apertures are
permanent, and left unglazed. In severe spring frosts,

when the trees are in bloom, a temporary covering may
be used with the houses 14 feet wide ; with the larger
houses it is never required.

A very recent improvement in the building of
orchard-houses has originated here owing to a mistake.
The builder had orders to place the rafters of a new
house 400 feet long, at the usual distance (20 inches)
apart ; he placed them 24 inches apart, and as 21 -oz.

glass has been used, the effect is remarkably good, the
admission of light is so abundant. The pieces of glass

are 24 inches by 18 inches placed crosswise ; the rafters

neatly chamfered, are 4i inches by 1\.

The most interesting of all fruits to English people
are Peaches and Nectarines, and to these I will first

devote some attention.
There are two methods of cultivating these fruits in

orchard-houses, both equally favourable to their well-
doing : one is to cultivate the trees in pots, the other
to plant them in the borders of the houses. With the
large houses the most eligible form of tree to plant in
pote is the pyramidal; this most interesting form
succeeds better in pots than when planted in the
borders ; the roots being confined, the snoots are not so
gross as those on trees planted in the ground, the sap
does not rush to the top so rapidl,y, leaving the lower
branches in a weakly state ; in fttot. it seems more
regularly distributed, so thct for many years, a
pyramidal Peach or Nectarine tree, in a pot from
15 to 18 inches in diameter, gradually increases in
beauty, and by the simple operation of pinching all the
young shoots fonned during the summer, to two, three,
or four leaves, a fruitful and beautiful pyramid, 10 feet

or more in height, may be formed. Such trees, placed
among others planted in the borders, are most orna-
mental, showing, as they will do if attended to, perfect
cultivation.

^
The health and fertility of such trees is

kept up by giving them every season some fresh food imported thence ; all hard, dry, and unwholesome.

tenacious all the better) and manure, tlioroughly

decomposed, in equal quantities. Tliis operation
should be performed about the last week in October,
by removing the surface soil—generally a network of
fibrous roots—to a depth of 6 inches, and replacing it

with fresh compost of the description just given. The
mast important matter connected with the culture of
trees in pots, is keeping their roots dry during the
winter months, so that they are not too much excited
—they are never at rest—the shoots then become dry
and ripe, and in a fit state to put forth their blossoms
in spnng, which, owing to the trees not being subjected
to the great atmospheric changes incident to the open
air in an English winter, they do with great vigour.

To make success doubly sure, this dryness in the soil

in the pots must be strictly attended to; the trees

should be well watered when top dressed, and a^ain
before the middle of November ; they may then, if in

the large pots I have mentioned, remain without water
till early in March, when the Ijlossom buds begin to

swell. Many failures in the pot culture of fruit trees

have occurred from the fears entertained by cultivators
that trees must always have their roots in a soil

saturated with moisture—the great evil of our English
climate, for if the roots of our fruit trees in the open
air could be kept from the heavy rains of our winter
months, we should have much greater success in the
culture of the more delicate kinds of fruits.

Before I leave the subject of pot culture I must
mention the necessity of giving the trees extra food
during the summer montlis; this is best done by
placing on the surface of the mould in the pot a layer
of some rich compost, about 3 inches in depth at the
outside, and made concave round the stem of the tree,

so as to retain water. This compost may be manure
chopped into small pieces, and saturated with liquid
manure, or horse droppings from the roads, and malt or
kiln dust from a raalt-house, equal quantities, also

saturated with liquid manure ; tne latter compost is

the most valuable surface-dressing ever invented, for

not only do the roots of Peaches come to the surface to
feed upon it, but Vines, if dre.ssed with it, show extra-
ordinary vigour. If a vine in a pot has a dressing of it

from 6 to 8 inches deep (this must of course be sup-
port?d by pieces of slate stuck inside the rim), the
roots ascend rapidly, and seem to devour it with avidity,

so that by the autumn a mass of this compost on the
surface of the soil in the pot, in which a Vine has been
growing all the summer, will be found a complete
mass of fibrous roots, hard and compact, the virtue of
the compost being seemingly absorbed.

I have thus far endeavoured to give an outline of the
pot culture of Peaches and Nectarines in unheated
glass structures. The other method of rultivation by
planting the trees in the borders, luu^t ncxi be con-
sidered; this is neither more nor less than planting a
Peach garden, such as one would do in Italy, or in some
of the States ofNorth America—s-till.as a glass structure
is of more value than a piece of uncovered ground, care
must be taken that it is made the best of. There is a
peculiar nature in most stone fruits, their love of a firm
soil. A light, porous soil is generally fatal to the
health of a Peach tree, at least in the gardens of
Europe ; how the light soils of Buenos Ayres and other
parts of South America act on the constitution of the
PeacQ tree, I am not able to say ; I only know from
report that the trees make good firewood.

In orchard-houses, I am now able to assert, mth full

confidence, that a firm border for Peach and Nectarine
trees is a sine qu/i non ; there is no sound prospect of
success ivithout it ; and I may add, that if such a
border is calcareous, or can be made so by mixing one
square yard of chalk to 10 of the natural soil, so much
the better for the fruit trees. In forming the borders,
the soil should be refreshed with a slight dressing of
manure, and then stirred to a depth of 20 inches—no
other preparation is required ; the trees should be
planted in this rather shallow border, be heavily
watered, and suffered to remain for a week ; at the end
of that time the entire border should be gone over mth
a rammer, and rammed firmly d»wn ; a wooden rammer,
about half the weight of those used by the London
paviors, will be found the best implement.
The border thus rammed and level, should remain

solid, and never again be stirred, except being slightly

pricked with a fork in spring—early in March—to
admit water to the surface roots of the trees. After
being watered, a slight dressing of rotten manure, about
1 inch in depth, should be laid on the surface of the
solid soil, and no other disturbance of it should take
place. So obnoxious is the disturbance of the soil to
the roots of Peach and Nectarine trees, that I have
seen in a house fine and well-grown half-standard trees
quite bare of fruit, owing to the borders having been
carefully dug 8 inches in depth in spring, every blossom
having dropped without setting.

I see no reason why the principles here laid down
should not be ajiplicable to all soils and climates in
which the cultivation of the trees just mentioned
requires the assistance of glass. I will even go further
and fearlessly assert that their culture, when trained
to walls, may be much benefited by solid undisturbed
borders.

As far as I have experienced, there are many profes-
sional and amateur gardeners, who, although having
succeeded in the culture of Peaches and Nectarines
under glass, have yet failed in producing crops of
Apricots, much to their regret, for of all stone-fruits

the Apricot, when thoroughly ripened in an orchard-
house, and in that state when the skin commences to

shrivel, is the finest; so full of delicately-perfumed
saccharine juice, so nutritive, and so digestible is it,

that no fruit I have ever eaten can compare with it.

How great is the contrast between such fruit and
those generally taken from walls, but seldom fully ripe

;

from those offered for sale on the Continent, and those

Apricot in orchard-houses is a recent discovery that
they require less care than any other kind of fruit ; it

is simply the " let alone " principle, and the avoidance
of too much care. Their successful culture in pots,

with this proviso, is soon told. Trees of three or four
years' growth should be planted in pots 15 or 18 inches
in diameter, in a compost of loam and manure ; if the
loam is not calcareous, the same proportion of chalk
(one-tenth) as recommended for Peaches andNectarines
should be mixed with it. The compost .should be
rammed down firmly, but not too heavily—the blunt
end of a stout stick will do very well. The trees should
have no water after the middle" of November till early
in March, jiLSt as the blossom buds are swelling, and
then only in small quantities.

As soon sjs the fruit is set, and about the size of small
horse-beans, some rich dressing should be placed on the
surface of the soil in the pots, and wat«r given liberally

;

this treatment is adapted for trees potted in autumn.
For trees established in pots, the following simple
treatment has been found here perfectly successful.

About the first week in November they should have a
liberal supply of water ; this cannot be given at once,
but should be at intervals, say three times during one
day ; this is the last time of watering, and it should be
done effectually. No top-dressing, as with Peaches and
Nectarines, should take place, but the earth in the pots
should be suff'ered to remain firm and undisturoed.
About the first week in March, when the blossom buds
begin to swell, the trees may have water, as directed
for trees freshly potted ; but now comes the peculiar
treatment which has here been so successful ; the
surface of the soil must remain perfectly undisturbed
until the fruit is fully set, and about the size of a small
horse-bean ; then, and not till then, should the tree

have fr&sh food to nourish its crop of fruit—and this is

done by carefully scraping off" the surface soil to an inch
in depth, so as not to injure the roots, and then placing
on the surface a dressing of the rich comiiost named
above ; this should not be heaped up to the .-^tcm, but
made concave, so as to retain water. Tlic dressing
should be 3 inches deep round the outside of the circle

;

if the weather be warm, the trees may have water daily,

and the fruit will swell rapidly. I must add that this

surface-dressing given, say early in May, must be
repeated in June, and again in July ; for the roots

seem, as it were, to feed upon it—at any rate it dis-

appears._ If a tree should happen to have an extra full

crop, it is a good practice to stick some pieces of slate

inside the rim of the pot, so that more food, in the shape
of an additional coat of compost, may be given; this

is, however, not to be recommended—^it is better to thin
the fruit more severely, so as not to distre?^s the tree.

The most preferable form of trees to plant in large
orchard-houses are standards ^vith stems about 5 ft. in

height ; these may be planted 10 ft. apart. For culti-

vation in pots in such houses, pyramids, in pots 15 to

18 in. in diameter, are to be preferred ; they soon make
noble trees, and should bo placed among the standards
wherever an eligible space can be found. For smaller
houses, half-standard trees, with stems about 3 ft., in
height, should be planted in the borders, and bushes

—

round-headed trees on stems 1 ft. in height—cultivated
in pots.

These descriptions of trees apply to Apricots, Peaches,
and Nectarines.
With reference to fhe recommendation of a solid,

undisturbed soil bi

I may mention ( 1
1

i

'

one of my house> i
'

:

hard as a well-truJJui-

unless the fruit is

destroy themselves.

A|iricot,

,

'!!'"
..I .

.1. .
,

'. Ill' -nil as

I i.ialh- l,L:ir -u abiui..;;,uUy that
thinned severely they would
There is nothing new in this

liking of the Apricot tree for a sohd unbroken soil,

although it was discovered here by mere accident, viz.,

by some trees in pots being forgotten, and having no
water or care till the fruit was set. It is, however,
simply an old fact with a new face ; for, since it has
been practised here with trees under glass, I have
recollected seeing in many of the cottage yards in
Oxfordshire and elsewhere Apricot trees trained to the
gable ends of cottages, flourishing and bearing most
profusely, their roots being in some yards under a
pavement, and in others under the common footpath
of the family. It should never be forgotten by the
cultivator that Apricot-trees in orchard-houses require
abundance of air while in bloom, and that they wiU
bear 3' or 4' of frost with impunity, while one night of
confined moist air will make the b!os.soms drop
without setting their fruit.

With respect to the construction of houses for the
cultivation of Cherry trees, the small .span-roofed

house, 14 feet wide, will be found the most eligible, for

one special reason-the cherry aphis can only be
effectually kept under by tobacco smoke, and this can
never be made sufficiently dense in large houses. The
most eligible form of tree, either for planting in the
borders or for pot culture, is the pyramidal. Some
care is required in selecting the sorts, and the kind of
stocks the trees are grafted on; the most compact-
growing race, and that best adapted for the borders, is

the May Duke. The following varieties of this class.

Empress Eugfeie, May Duke, Archduke, and Duchesse
de Palluau, all form beautiful and fertile pyramids,
easily kept in order by constantly pinching in the
young shoots to three leaves during the summer.
Tliese kinds of Cherries require to be grafted on the
Cerasus Mahaleb, which induces a dwarf compact habit.

The finer kinds of Bigarreau Cherries, which, when
grafted on the common Cherry (Cerasus sylvestris),

become, in orchards, such large trees, should be culti-

vated in pots, from 15 to 18 inches in diameter ; and if

their young shoots are pinched in to three leaves

during the summer, they form most beautiful pyramids.

If trees of this race are planted in the borders, their

tendency to luxuriant growth must be checked by
double grafting ; this is done by budding or grafting

in the shape of a rich compost formed of loam (if the most curious fact relative to the culture of the some kind of Duke or Morello Cherry on the Mahalel
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Cherr}'. 'ind tlieu regraftiug it with the kind of

Bigirreau or Heart Cherry wished for ; thpy soon form,

when subjected to the summer pinching of their shoots

as directed above, most fertile and beautiful trees;

indeed, I know of no fruit trees more beautiful and

desirable than pyramidal Cherries. AVhen cultivai;ed

under glass, theu- fruit is brought to such perfection ol

ripeness as is seldom or never seen in the open air, at

least, in England ; besides this, its duration is so great,

for the early kinds ripen the first week in June, and

the lnt« varieties continue in perfection till the end of

There are still a few kinds of fruit worthy of a

passing notice, as being adapted to orchard-house

culture. Among these the finer kinds of dessert Plums
deserve attention. It is well known how liable to

injury the blossoms of the Plum tree are from spring

frosts, not only in England, but over a large portion of

the Continent. By cultivating the trees, either as

pyramids or half-standards, in orchard-houses, their

blossoms set freely, and they bear abundantly. In the

warmer parts of England the trees should be removed

to some warm sheltered place in the open air to ripen

their fruit, the flavour of which is then more racy

;

but in cool moist climates they may remain under

glass, if the house is allowed to have abundance of air

night and day till the fruit is ripe ; the trees may then

be placed out of doors till the commencement of

November, and then be removed to the orchard-house,

or their roots become too much saturated with the

heavy autumnal reins.

Pear trees, of which we so often lose our crops by
frost destroying their blossoms, may he subjected to

exactly the same treatment as Plums. Pear trees grafted

on Quince stocks are to be preferred for this mode of

cultivation—they are so enormously fertile. The
pyramidal form "is most to be recommended for Pear

trees, and the pinching in of the ^oung shoots in

summer, as directed for Cherries, is quite indispensable.

Knowing, as we all do, the hardy nature of the Apple,

it seems almost an extravagant idea to recommend it as

a tree to be cultivated under glass. Unless I had had
experience, I should participate in this opinion ; but

after seeing and tasting the magnificent Apples I have

gathered from trees in my Apple-tree house, I can

safely say that the difference between a Golden Pippin

of the old sort ripened on trees in my house, and those

from trees in the open air, both in size, beauty, and
flavour, can scarcely be realised; and the melting,

juicy texture of some of the finer kinds of American
Apples, such as the Melon Apple, the Northern Spy,

the Primat«, the Washington, and some others, is

equally remarkable ; the latter-named sort ripens in

September, and when fully ripe its juice is nearly as

abundant as that of the Peach, running down the knife

when cut.

I have in this slight sketch endeavoured to give an
idea of what may be done in temperate climates, in

fruit culture under glass without artificial heat ; and
although some 16 years have passed since its advantages
were shadowed forth, I can, with the most perfect

confidence, say that it is still not only in its childhood,
but in its babyhood. I feel, however, no hesitation in

Erophesying th.at, ere this century closes, orchard-

ouses will be as familiar to the eyes of Englishmen as

the green fields, and that they will spread over all the
temperate regions of the United States of America,
where they are already numerous. With regard to the
Continent of Europe, they will move more slowly ; but
as wealth and intelligence increase, they will to a surety

be things well-known and highly prized, more parti-

cularly in Sweden, Norway, and the north of Europe

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF VENTILATION.
No. X.

{Contimuil frmi p. 659.)

I C051E now to treat of the air as plant food.

Whatever is found in plants may be held to have
constituted part of their food. It by no means follows,

however, that it has been absorbed in the form in

which it is found ; nor that it will be found in the
plant in the same state in which it was absorbed.

The very reverse of this is generally the case. Plants
can only absorb food in a liquid or gaseous form. No
sooner do these enter the plant than its marvellous
powers of transformation occupy themselves in changing
these liquids and gases into solids. The ultimate
result of the alimentary s/stem of animals is the con-
version of solids into liquids and gases; the chief

function of the analogous processes in plants is the
conversion of these into solids. The former tend to
limit and destroy ; the latter to augment and build up
the mass of solid in the world. The contest between
the two great types of life probably rages throughout
the entire domain of solids ; but the chosen battle-

field of both is over the mass of carbon which is so
essential to each that it may be said to constitute the
raw material of all physical life. Carbon abounds in
every variety of form and quality, from the diamond
flashing on the brow of beauty, to the sugar that
sweetens our tea. In its pure state as charcoal it

may be pronounced indestructible and unchangeable

;

in other forms, such as carbonic acid gas, it is the
embodiment of change itself. To-day it is a fragile

flower ; to-morrow it is a sturdy Oak. Down there it

is piled up in blackness and darkness as coal ; up
yonder it is soaring in an invisible chariot beyond the
clouds as gas. Now it is cleaving the deep sea as the
keel of a ship, soon it may be lighting our streets.

Everywhere, in one of its forms, it is the breath of
death to animals ; in the same state it is the bread of
life to plants.

Comparing the carbon of the world to a mountain
with its solid base resting on the earth, and its

giddy top piercing through the heavens—from bottom
highest aerial peak it is studded thickly with

workers. One band is engaged in levelling the

mountain do^vn by dispersing its solid particles

through the air ; another is equally busy in raising it

higher, and adding to its solidity. Age after age the
two processes have gone on, and the mountain con-

tinues the .same; it furnishes supplies for both the

vegetable and animal kingdoms, and sufiers neither

deterioration nor diminution. The animal kingdomgoes
on etherialising, and the vegetable solidifying carbon,

and so nicely is the balance held between the two
that the quantity and quality of carbon remains
unaltered. The air is the battle-field in which this

great contest over carbon is waged. It seldom or never

changes its place or character without its ministry,

it passes through it or is aided by it on its journeys
from one state to another; hence, one of the first

things in importance, although one of the smallest in

volume, we meet with as we search the air for plant

food is carbon.
Atmospheric air, as is well known, is composed of the

two gases oxygen and nitrogen, in the proportion of

one-fifth of the former to four-fifths of the latter. For
the wisest purposes these two ga.ses do not combine
together. The air is formed by the mere mechanical
mixture of them in the above proportions. Neither
of their qualities is at all altered by their close

contiguity in the air. The oxygen continues the same
volatile irrepressible vital power in the air as it is

everywhere else, and the nitrogen preserves its usual

impassiblfe and lethargic qualities. Although so lightly

bound together thaf the oxygen is always trying and
succeeds in getting away from its drowsy companion
nitrogen, yet the above proportions between the two
continue constant, and it is absolutely necessary that

they should. Only let oxygen acquire more power and
it would wrap the world in flames ; increase the

proportion of nitrogen, and the beating pulse of the

world's life would be crushed to rest by its dead

weight. Not only does the constitution of the atmo-
sphere remain unchanged, but it allows other gases to

pass through it without combining with or changing

them. It is a speedy and safe parcels delivery carriage.

And the parcels it conveys are absolutely of equal or

greater value to our present subject than the great

highway itself; for it is rather an extraordinary fact

that neither of the gases that compose the atmosphere
become plant food.

The elements of both the atmospheric gases are found
in many plants, that of oxygen in all. But oxygen
cannot m any sense be called food, and the nitrogen of

plants is not thought to be obtained directly from the

atmosphere. But in addition to these two great con-

stituents of the air, many other things are found in it.

The one of paramount importance is carbonic acid gas.

This is always found in the air, and so constant is its

presence that it would be termed a part of it, only its

proportion is so small.

Philosophers have stated the quantity at from tn-o

parts in a thousand to 3, 8, and 10 parts, or 1 per
cent. Reasoning from the magnitude of the work it

performs, one would suppose that it must reach to

something like 1 per cent. ; but remembering the

enormous volume of the entire atmosphere, 1-lOth per
cent, of carhdnii- acid gas would probably furnish

carbon I'lionili in supply all the wants of vegetable life.

Itse.\;i' ! M"ii""' '" "f little moment; its nature and
functi'iii^ ;iiv ,.l I nil importance. It is a combination
of earbuii .iiiil ii\.\L;eii in the proportion of six parts of

carbon to 10 of oxygen. It is one of the heaviest gases

known. Taking the usual standard of dry air at 60',

and under a pressure of .SO inches mercury at 1.000,

that of carbonic acid gas is 1.524. One hundred cubic

inches of dry air mider the above conditions weigh
•31.000 grains. The same amount of carbonic acid gas

weighs 47.262 grains. This gas extinguishes fire, and
is fatal to animal life. It is readily absorbed by water.

Water from which it has been recently expelled by
boiling will take up its own volume of this gas, and
much more if the ordinary pressure be increased.

The quantity absorbed bears an exact ratio

to the pressure applied, and on removing the pressure

the greater part of the gas escapes, as we see on
opening bottles of lemonade or cliampagne. Efler-

vescing waters are merely pure waters more or less

saturated with this gas by the aid of high pressure.

Carbonic acid gas can also be converted into both the

liquid and solid states, and in each condition possesses

extraordinary properties. Although so much heavier

than common air, and often found and proving fatal to

life in deep wells, &c. on that account, yet it

generally is equally difl'used throughout the atmosphere
to the highest altitudes hitherto reached by man. This
arises partly from the expansive force ot all gases, and
perhaps, also, from a kind of electrical attraction or

adhesive force which enables heavy gases to clmg to

and be borne up by the lighter ones. There is also

another reason for the elevation and difi'usion of

carbonic acid gas. It is this: nearly if not all the
sources of supply are warm. This can hardly be
said of mineral springs and natural exhalations in

certain parts of the earth ; but even these, if flowing

from deep sources, may be borne up into the air on
the wings of terrestrial heat.

Generally speaking, heat is essential to the formation,

and certainly powerfully aids in the distribution, of

carbonic acid gas. Strong as is the affinity of oxygen
for carbon, it cannot combine with it at very low
temperatures. This is illustrated every time a fire is

lighted. There is the wood, nearly pure carbon, sur-

rounded with Hie air, with its complement of oxygen.

The oxygen longs to devour it, but is held back by two
invisible powers : one is the nitrogen, which holds it

as with a bridle ; the other is the low temperature of

the carbonaceous wood. Raise the temperature of

ever such a small quantity by applying the match or

paper, and oxygen leaps forth like a beast of prey arid

consumes or rather changes the appearance and place

of the remainder. The fire-king merely lifts the carbon

up from the solid earth into the air, and changes it

from a solid or liquid into an invisible gas. A similar
transformation in the position and character of cirbon
is effected by the respiration of all animals. Oxygen
gas enters our mouth, travels down our windpipes t6
our lungs, and, rendered daring by the warmth that it

finds tliere, it darts like lightning through the thin

membrane that enwraps these delicate organs, seizes

a particle of carbon from the blood, and hurries it out
in our breath into the air. A similar process is going

on, with less force perhaps and activity, but with equal

certainty, and may be even greater aggregate results,

wherever animal or vegetable matter is undergoing
decomposition. There is a striking analogy between
these apparently different processes. Not only is the

product of decomposition, combustion, and respira-

tion alike, but they are all performed by the same agent.

In each the carbon is liberated by heat, and the

rapidity of its conversion from a solid into a gas by the

ministry ofoxygen isdetermined by the amount of caloric

employed. Reflecting on the universality, activity,

constancy, and force of these three great generators

of carbonic acid gas, we see at once how a constant

supply of it is maintained in the air.

Renewing our search for plant food, in the air we
meet with quantities of vapour and water. But as

these will be noticed under another section I only stite

here that most likely plants derive their hydrogen from
decomposing water, which is a compound of hydrogen
and oxygen. Hydrogen does not only constitute an
important part of the sap of plants, hut combined with
carbon it forms the hydro-carbons, such as resins,

camphor, turpentine, &c. Part of the phosphorus,
sulphur, &c. found in plants, is probably taken up by
them from the atmosphere ; for just as everything
that is soluble in water may generally be detected in

that fluid, so every volatile and buoyant gas may be
found in minute quantities in the air. And doubtless

if there is anything in the air that plants require, their

sensitive organs will discover and consume it. Another
very important constituent of plant food remains to

be noticed. More or less of ammonia is constantly

present in the air. This gas is composed of 1 volume
of nitrogen and 3 hydrogen. In the process of forma-

tion the four volumes are reduced to half their bulk,

and measure only two. It is easily known by its

pungent smell, and readily converted into a solid or

liquid state. In the latter it is the spirits of hartshorn,

in the former the smelling salts or carbonate of

ammonia of commerce. Its density in a fluid state is a
little more than half that of watei- being 0.760, water

1.000. As a gas it is nearly as light again as air,

weighing only 0.598-3, that of air being unity. One
hundred cubic inches of ammonia weigh 18.262 grains,

air 31.000 grains. Its superior buoyancy to the air there-

fore enables it to rise freely into the atmosphere. Indeed
it is so light and volatile that but for the fact of its

extraordinary capacity or rather affinity for water, there

would be great danger of its being altogether lost ; but
it is so readily soluble in water that at a temperature
of sr only water will condense more than 600 times

its volume of ammonia. And the more it absorbs of it,

the thinner the water becomes. Nine and a half per

cent, of ammonia reduces the density of water from
1.0000 to 0.9692. At 32t per cent, the density is reduced
to 0.8750. Heat is the great agent employed to dis-

engage and diffuse ammonia; it is as essential to this,

or nearly so, as it is to the formation and distribution

of carbonic gas. Ammonia, however, cannot be formed
by the direct union of its elements after they have
both assumed the gaseous form ; one of them, at least,

mu,st be in a nascent state.

Ammonia is found in every vegetable and most
animal fluids ; it is a constant constituent of soot, and
is formed in large quantities in the manufacture of gas.

It is supposed also to be disengaged by electrical action.

It is prepared in various forms by the application of

strong heat to the hoofs, horns, and bones of animals,

and is constantly formed and liberated during the

putrefaetion of all organic substances containing

nitrogen. These, as already stated, are composed of

hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, and carbon, and when
their elements are dispersed by the power of decay, the

two former combine to form ammonia, the two latter

carbonic acid gas. And thus chiefly, although also

certainly partly by combustion, and probably to some
extent too by respiration, the air is replenished with

that ammonia which constitutes such an important

element of the food of plants.

Independent of the direct nutriment it affords, it may
exert an influence on the circulation of the sap, and the

vexed question of colours, which no one seemed to have

anticipated. Being an alkali it possesses the quality of

turning vegetable blues green, and yellows brown,

or reddish; but its volatility prevents these colours

remaining permanent. But who shall say what its

effects upon colour may be within the hidden, myste-

rious recesses of plant life, and the great laboratory

of Nature ? It is also quite possible that its power of

rendering fluids thinner^ as well as its volatile character,

may secure a more vigorous circulation of the sap

throughout the minute interstices of vegetable tissues.

It is certain that ammonia is the chief source from which

plants derive their nitrogen, and this alone constitutes

it food of the highest importance to them. The high

degree of solubility of ammonia causes a great propor-

tion of it to be brouaht down in heavy rains, and
doubtless part of this is absorbed by the roots of plants.

But, on the other hand, its intense volatility and

lightness cause it to rise from the surface almost before

it touches the earth, and that delightful odour

experienced after a thunder-storm is mainly-

owing to the escape of ammonia from the earth

into the air. In its upward march it has to pass

through myriads of watering hungry mouths, who
tremble with delight and can almost be seen to grow

larser as they fe.ist upon this gas. We will not

?eajrch the air further at present : else minute portions
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of other food might be found. Neither will I stay

here to show that the air helps plants to eat and assimi-

late their food, as well as provides them with a supply.

D. T. Fisk

Home Correspondence.
Mildew.—I have often noticed smdi questions as

these in your Paper, viz., wlmt is mildew ?—how can
mildew be cured ? I think I have had a very strong

demonstration of the cause of mildew within the past

10 days, which have been 10 days of excessive heat and
brilliant sunshine. I have a lotr-about 100—of young
Eoses budded la.st year on Manetti stocks, and now
they have luxuriant shoots from 2 to 3 feet long, as

luxuriant as O.'siers in an Osier bed ; I never indeed saw
anything of that kind so luxuriant. Well, la«t

Tuesday evening we had an extraordinary fall in

temperature, from above 70' to about 50°. I was out

in the evening, and was very much struck by the great

change. What has been the consequence to my
Roses ?—their luxuriant shoots and leaves are now as

mildewy as old Pea haulm ; and what is still more
striking evidence that the cold caused it is this : that
the tops of the shoots, the new young leaves which
have pushed during the last three or four days, are quite
clean, fresh and healthy. Surely then cold is at least one
cause of mildew, through some check of the sap or

injui-y of the circulation through the leaves. And what
can cure such mildew ? The evil is inflicted, and it is

past remedy as regards the leaves in question. I know
that many gardeners attribute Pea-mildew to dryness
at the root, but the Eoses just alluded to at least, are

damp enough—well mulched ; and I am quite certain

the sudden fall of temperature on Tuesday evening
caused their mildew. The temperature rose again on
Wednesday morning, and has continued steady ever
since. W. M. R.. Salop.

Marechal Niel Sose.—Mr. Keynes (see p. 6M) seems
to have furnished the key-note to the culture of this
Rose. It will be, particularly in nurserie-s, essentially

an autumn-blooming Rose. The first shoot from the
bud runs up and often finishes without a bloom ;

then the eyes push into yoimg shoots all the way
down this primary branch, and allof them, or nearly all,

bloom, the upper ones first. On some sucli number
of plants as that named by Mr. Keynes, we had but 40
or 50 flowers on the first breaks, but now they are
covered with buds in different stages of forwardness,
and all without protection. This Rose will be most
beautiful during the early autumn rainless months. If
I may be allowed to give a word of command in
reference to this Rose, for next February, to those who
hnve old plants, it would be, "Gentlemen amateurs,
sheath your pruning knives." George Paul, Jun.,
C/ies/iiiiif. Will Marechal Niel prove thoroughly
suitable for out-of-door culture ? To this question I
say yes, in warm soils and warm climates of England.
In cold soils and cold climates it will, I believe, prove
uncertain, sometimes producing splendid blooms and
sometimes ]iale hard buds, whirl) w]]] jk.I develop into
handsome flowers. Of all iMiili-n- jur me a south
wall out of doors, and a plant mi iiv ,,uii roots, which
if carefully nurtured till i( l;ili( ^ Imld of the soil

will quickly cover a considerable space and flower
abundantly. The finest blooms of Marechal Niel that
I have yet seen were produced in a cool Rose-house
here last May. The plant had made shoots more than
10 feet long the previous year. William Paul, Waltkam
Cross, N.

Fertilisation of Lobelia.—Bees alighting on the
lower lip of the flowers march upward, directed in
their course in some species by a white spot ; they
walk along a little valley, bounded by two eminences,
and thrust their snouts into the depths of the flower,
always passing beneath the anthers, and brushing the
pollen out from them as they go, and carrying it with
them on the back of their mesothorax, or, as we bipeds
.should say, on the middle of the back. In the next
flower they go to they find the stigma protruding
beyond the anthers, and thus adapted to receive the
pollen from the insect's back as he wriggles himself
mto the honey cupboard. Antirrhinum.

Alpine Garden.?.—Suppose a person fanatical enough
to say, "I will lay out a neat little geometrical
an'angement of beds iu an isolated place, and plant it

solely with dwarf and interesting Alpines." He could
do it, and make it a thing of beauty too—a feature
which would please every visitor. I have seen
hundreds admire a rough approximation to such an
arrangement. There is hardly any end to the plants
which might be used in it. All the deep green and
densely haljited mo.ssy Saxifragas, for instance, would
come in well. And, by the way, those who wish to have
a deep and refreshing green near their windows in
winter should cause some of these to be planted as
edgings or to cover low rockwork, &c. This would
particularly apply to the small suburban gardens
to be counted by thousands about London and all

large towns and cities—to the great mass of houses
everywhere, in fact. In most of these gardens
the naked eartla is conspicuous by its presence all the
winter, and in many all the summer. Now, as more
than one-half of them are nicely suited for the healthy
growth of these most verdant of plants, it is, to say the
least, a pity that there are not oftener refreshing
glimpses of green. We will next go to the Semper-
vivimis for our little Alpine parterre. In addition to
S. califomicum, there are many as hardy as Stonecrop,
and very neat in habit — S. hirtum, on which bees
gather abundantly when in flower, a bed of it being
nearly covered with them at the flowering season

;

S. globiferum, a wonderfully neat dwarf plant, with
a reddish tinge ; and the interesting spider-webbed
S. arachnoideum, which is quite hardy in the open
air in London,—these would all work in well in the kind
of thing I have hinted at, not to mention the old coof-
percher, S. tectorum. Then would come iu other

Saxifragas, and a small host of Sedums in the glaucum
way, and one or tivo of these would surely make edging
plants, not to mention such tiny things as S. album,
monre^lense, dasyphyllum, sempervivoides, and
Ewersii. This last would, I think, make a very neat
edging, and the same may be said of others. Again,
what could be prettier in a warm southern garden than
edgings of such as S. brevifolium, dasyphyllum, and
hispanicum round a dwarf and select arrange-
ment ? TF. S.

Iresine Serbstii.—If your correspondent " Amaran-
thus" (see p. 684) would favour me with a call, he
might see this Iresine in its true character, although I

confess in rather a stunted condition, doubtless owing
entirely to the severe weather it experienced after

planting-out time, which was on the 24th of May.
After being bedded-out a few days, some of the coldest

winds I ever recollect in the month of May prevailed
for a period of nine days together, with 2' of frost,

which surely is amply sufficient to account for its

being stunted. It is, however, doing well now, and I
feel sure that it will prove a great acquisition to the
flower garden, and bear favourable comparison with the
Coleus, for it must be remembered that the Coleus will

not thrive in many localities out of doors. The Iresine

here is in a circular bed as follows :—Iresine first row
second and third Golden Chain, the centre being filled

with Christine Pelargonium. Thos. Simpson, gr. to the

Mev. Thomas Mills, Sfutton Rectory, Ipswich.
We have several hundreds of Iresine planted out here
in various beds and borders, and I must say it has
donned the most rusty-looking g.arment I ever beheld,
looking in fact as if it had kept bad hours, and caught
two or three white frosts early in the morning."
With careful treatment however I do not despair of
my young friend, who, [ expect, in the autumn will

come out in brighter colours; if not we shall be awfully
" sold," and dismissal from service ever after must be
the inevitable result. F. N., Hants. Have any of
your correspondents observed that there are two
varieties of Iresine Herbstii in cultivation ? My
gardener procured two batches of cuttings from
ditFerent parties. The plants from one lot have red
stems and foliage ; those from the other batch have
dark stems, with dark leaves, which are veined with
red. At present there seems to be no difference in

general habit. C.

Pear-leaf Insects.—I have sent you a few specimens
of an insect which I have observed on the upper sides

of the leaves of our Pear trees ; what are they ? Apples
are planted alternately with the Pears, but they are

perfectly free from them. I have had the trees synnged
with tobacco-water, which has made the insects quite
uneasy. P. L., X>unse. [The black slimy insects

devouring the parenchyme of your Pear leaves are the
larvai of a small black winged saw-fly, Selandria a^thiops.

They may be destroyed by powdering them with lime,

or sprinkling them with lime or tobacco water. 7K]
Skeleton Leaves.—U is stated (see p. 1011, 1866), on

the authority of the "Chemical News," that for

speedily dissecting leaves, they " .should be boiled and
then transferred to a solution of permanganate of

potash," &c. No direction is given how to make the
solution of the proper .strength. I have tried it in

several ways, but have failed. If any of your corre-

spondents have tried and succeeded, I should be much
obliged if they could tell me how to do the same.
Jane.

Chinese Apple.—About two months ago a young
lady returned from Italy, bringing with her the fruit

of some plant which is eaten by way of dessert in

Florence. She said it was called there the "Chinese
Apple." It, however, bore no resemblance whatever
to an Apple, but looked more like a dark smooth-
skinned bulb, about the size of a full-grown Cob-nut,
ivith nothing to recommend it as a dessert fruit. I

sowed the seeds and have four plants growing. The
leaves are very much like those of a seedling Apple,'and
the stem seems likely to become woody—the tallest is

about 4 inches high. Can any of your correspondents
tell me what the plant is, and how it .should be treated ?

We are anxious to save it, on account of having brought
it home. Jane.
Fragaria Incida.-—I fear Fragaria lucida as a breeder

will not do much for the improvement of our garden
Strawberries. I raised many crosses by its agency
some years ago, and recrossed these by the pollen of

our best sorts. The plants were extremely vigorous
and hardy ; the fruit large and of a peculiar rich tint,

unlike any other sort. They were dicecious. The
drawbacks were these ; each fruit stem bore one or
perhaps two large fruit, the rest being very small, and
the flavour, at least to my taste, though rich, was in all

cases disagreeably earthy. I sent plants to the Horti-
cultural Society's garden, where tney were fruited by
the Superintendent, who will perhaps inform you how
they turned out there as to quality, &c. I found after-

wards that I had been anticipated in this matter in

America, where the plant had also been cross-bred.

I hope, however, Messrs. Backhouse will have more
perseverance than I had, and will succeed in getting
rid of the objectionable flavour. No doubt the thing
is to be done after a generation or two, breeding away
from lucidum. jB. T. C.

Fconomic Plants.—It is not always that the most
noble plants or the most gaudy flowers find most
admirers ; novelty has much to do with the matter

;

and when that has worn oS" we frequently betake our-
selves to our former favourites. To a lover of Nature's
works the mere simplicity of some of our little wild
flowers is a sutticient plea for their admiration. We
are too apt to pass over the flowers of our fields because
they are within our reach at any time, or perhaps
because they lack novelty. Small size does not lessen

the beauty or importance of plants. The Grass that
clothes our fields is of infinitely more value than some
of our large trees. The pretty white star-like flower
of the common Chickweed (Stellaria media), is one of

i

the many that make our roadsides interesting, though
not glaringly attractive. To the Caryophyllacese too,
to which the Stellaria belongs, we can point for many
of our field and garden flowers, as Dianthus, Silene,
Saponaria, Lychnis, Cerastium, and others. This order
is composed chiefly of small plants or herbs. Some few
have showy flowers, as the Carnation and Clove Pink ;

but the order is not marked by any very important
properties or economic products. The saponaceous
principle would seem to be mostly associated ^vith it,

even judging only from the common name of Soapwort
or the botanical name of Saponaria. This, the
Saponaria ofiicinalis, is a well-known plant, opening its

large clusters of pink flowers in July and August. The
leaves were formerly used in washing, as a substitute
for soap, for which purpose they were boiled and then
bruised. They are said to have the power of effectually

removing grease, and a decoction has also been used in
medicine as one of the many reputed cures for
rheumatism, gout, &c. Though the Chickweed, when
boiled, is a wholesome pot herb, resembling Spinach in
flavour, and though it is used by the peasantry in
some parts for broths, &c., and cattle are likewise very
fond of it, it is certainly not an important economic
plant, nor is the Spurry (Spergula arvensis), and some
few others that have reputed properties. But there is

one plant, a member of this family, which the Turks
seem to turn to some account ; this is the Gypsophila
paniculata. It grows some 2 or 3 feet in height, with
small white flowers. The Turkish name of the plant
is "Cheven," and from the roots they prepare an
article of commerce, which they call "hatva." The
mode of preparing it is to cut the roots in pieces,

which are reduced to a powder and boiled until it

becomes a perfect jelly, which is sometimes flavoured
with a little honey according to taste ; the jelly is then
poured into moulds of various forms or shapes, and
turned out when cold as a confectioner would turn out
calves-foot jelly in this country. The halva is about
the consistence and colour of gingerbread. It is sold

in all the Turkish markets, and fetches a price of about
2 francs per kilo, but the value varies according to the
distance from which the root is brought. The plant
grows more abundantly in Lycia than anywhere else.

In^ its raw state the root fetches in the country where
it is produced, about 25 centimes the kilo. At Smyrna
it will command a price of 45 centimes, and when dry
as much as 60 centimes. A specimen of this peculiar
product is in the museum at Kew, and judging from
that, which appears to be a fair sample, we must say
that " halva" has not much to recommend it either in

appearance or taste. In appearance it is similar to very
coarse and very wet brown sugar, and it has a most dis-

agreeable, rank, soapy flavour. The Turks may be fond
of it, but we fancy, with all the spices and seasoning
imaginable, we Englishmen would be a considerable
time before we could relish a dish of " halva." The
people of Lycia also use the root for washing their

clotnes. Some pieces are cut up and put into the
water, which upon being agitated soon produces a good
lather, rendering the water very soft; from this the
Greeks call it " Serponaire." John R. Jackson.
Importance of Peat.—If the views of Professor

Schultz,as expressed to the meeting at the lateBotanical
Congress, can be borne out in practice as regards the
use of all peats, he will have conferred such a benefit

on all cultivators of the soil as no man has ever done
before him, on the people of Ireland more especially,

where we have in round numbers 3,000,000 acres of
peat bogs, in depths varying from 6 inches to 60 feet,

giving on an average a depth of 30 feet, varying in

altitude from the sea's level at low-water mark to

1000 feet above that mark, higher than which few are

now disposed to cultivate our bogs, notwithstanding
that excellent green and cereal crops have been obtained

at much higher elevations, and in peaty soils, or rather
deep bogs when but half-reclaimed. I do not wish for

a moment to enter on the more debatable scientific

parts of the learned Professor's paper, but having
had much practical experience in the reclamation

of such bogs, and the use of their contents as

manures, simple and compounded, I would, with
the greatest deference, beg to express an opinion
differing somewhat from the views put forward
by Prof Schultz, who says, "Owing to the quantity
of nitrogen that peat contains, animal manure is

rendered more or less needless, and we ought there-

fore to use it always in the cultivation of those plants

for which any animal substances are unsuitable." Be it

so. But may I ask, what are the agricultural or horti-

cultural plants which such hogs are capable of pro-
ducing, and " whose name is legion," to which " animal
manures are unsuitable? " I certainlyknow not onesuch
crop. On the contrary, my experience in the cultivation

ofsuch bogs, by no means very limited,and theexperience
of hundreds of others who have successfully reclaimed
and cultivated them, leads me to believe that animal
manures are indispensably necessary on such bogs to

produce good crops, even on those Irish bogs that are

richest in nitrogen. Neither do all, nor even many, if

any at all, of our fine Irish bogs possess an adequate
amount of " the classes of infusoria, polypes, worms,
moUusca, Crustacea, and insects," though they may be
the " best represented which through their bulky
development produce " enough of " the nitrogen in

turf pits and turf itself," for the successful growth of

our most valuable green, leguminous, and cereal crops.

He says truly that turf does not act so quickly as stable

manure, becauseitdecomposesmoreslowly,"biit untruly,
at least so far as my experience goes, "itthereby becomes
more eflicacious " in soils to which stable manure is

most desirable, and to which the very best peat would
be worthless as a manure. In condemning Liebig's

theories he says—" Liebig afiirms that turf can only be

considered as manure for plants if phosphate of lime

be mixed up with it." Except as regards some rare

plants, desirable under certain conditions to cultivate, I

believe Liebig is right, and that turf does not " contain
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in itsfll'ic Milliri.Mit quaiilitvof this sulKtaliCf," ;ui(l I

feark-slj ' s;i.v that LirlHj;'s theory iMii br uiihi:-ld in

practice," to which I will add that " my eipcriuieiits

in adding bouedust to turf" have "given" much
' better results than by usine turf alone." In .speaking

thus I am considering our Irish turf, and by no means
wishing to derogate from the merits of Professor

Schultz's paper, a.s he may be quite right in regard to the

turf he experimented with, whilst I believe I am right

in regard to the difl'ereut varieties of turf I

e.\perimented with. If we are both right in these
respective cases, it is but another proof of the
many wo have, showing how very far from being
universal is the industrial education of our most
learned philosophers as well as that of our more practical

men. And it further proves the great importance
attached to such international exchange of opinions as

that emanating from your late great Congress. Having
said so much on Irish turf bogs, permit me to add a
few more remarks on their importance as sources of
supply to the many wants now felt by the British con-
sumers of food, and of wealth to the nation at large as

sources of production. Those who may have oppor-
tunities of consulting the parliamentary blue books of

the English House of Commons, made up during the
last half century, may be surprised on seeing the vast
sums of money expended in making out the Irish bog
reports—and with such comparatively valueless results.

This arose, I shmild think, from the limited knowledge
of those eni;a:_'cd on siirli commissions in regard to the
practical woikniir nl' sm-h bogs, or rather, I should say,

of those scieucus that should guide them. This is the
less to be wondered at, when we reflect on the extent to

which science has become developed compared with its

very limited sphere 50—nay 10 years ago. Until within
the latter space of time, or at farthest a few years
earlier, all that was known in a scientific point of view
of the Irish bogs was their mere existence. The case
is now quite different, their chemical composition
being well known, though unfortunately but to a few—^perhaps I might say but to one, or at most two.
Such chemical knowledge being now available, what
more is there required to develope the almost bound-
less resources of these tracts of waste but highly
valuable bogs ? There are three things at least wanting
—capital, enterprise, and mechanical skill. England
possesses all these requisites. Ireland, in as far at least

as the reclamation of such bogs is concerned, may be
said to possess too little of any one of the three, beyond
this—a firm conviction that if ever the Irish bogs
become reclaimed, such reclamation must be done by
steam power, and with the very materials so abund-
antly found scattered through, surrounding, above, and
below those very bogs themselves. This I am prepared
to prove to the satisfaction of any intelligent, impartial
inquirer, without the expectation of other fee or
reward than a consciousness of having so far done my
duty. Sdward Carroll, Olasnevin, Dublin.

Seed Sleeps v. Birds.—In reply to " Inquirer" (see

p. 588), I beg to say that what he considers a secret in
the use of the red matter he alludes to as a preventive
of birds damaging seed beds, is no secret at all. It
is nothing more nor less than what he rightly con-
jectures to be red lead moistened and mixed through
the seeds before being sown, and adhering to the shell

as he describes it. It is mixed in several ways before
being applied ; one way is with water, which is less

efl'ectual than with some sort of cheap oil. The latter

causes the lead to adhere more firmly to the seed.

But in using the oil and lead mixture it should be on
seeds previously steeped in water, so as to insure their
having imbibed a sufficiency of moisture to superin-
duce vegetation, which would be retained by the
impervious character of the coating for a longer
time than it would be desirable. It is also

an excellent material to be applied to Peas
and other seeds subject to the attacks of mice when
newly sown. I have often used it in both ways for the
preservation of farm as well as of garden seeds against
the attacks of both birds and mice. It has sometimes
failed in securing full eflects in the case of the former,
but in the latter, never. E. C.

Paulownia imperiali.^.—Have any of your correspon-
dents, who have had this plant in bloom, observed its

fruiting this season ? We have several plants produc-
ing seed rather freely—is there any probability of its

ripening in this country ? I inclose a pod of the seed
from a spike which produced 12 or 14 blooms ; there
are three or four pods of the size I enclose. John
Charllon, £". Hollamby's Hose Nurseries, Tunhridge
Wells. [Similar specimens have been sent us from
Lymington. As they are already well advanced it is

not improbable they will ripen if the season is

propitious. Eds.]
Hubiis leucodermis.—Is the fruit of the white-

stemmed Bramble eatable ? Eubus. [Yes, but it is too
acid to be agreeable. Eds.]

1 The I'mit attains to a largo size, measuring genera
from fil to ir. iiii-lu's ill eircumf'erenoe. Tlie rind
thick. Very a^triugcut, and of a yellowish green coloi

often streaked with red; it is sometimes used as

medicine in cases of dysentery, aud some other dis-

orders. The pulp consists of seeds in layers, separated
by a thin membrane. In some the seeds are of a dark
blood colour, in others they assume a lighter shade of
the same tint, but of course they differ in this respect,

accordinij to the variety, of which there are many.
Being acid, the fruit is naturally very refreshing in hot
weather, and when mixed with a little good old port
wine and sugar, it is fit to set before a King.

I am rather surprised that the Pomegranate has
not been more generally cultivated in England
than it is, seeing that the same tempera-
ture would suit it which suits the Orange,
and it could not fail to prove a pleasant and whole-
some addition to the dessert. Like the Apple tree in

this country, the Pomegranate is very subject to the
attacks of a boring insect—a sort of white grub, with a
black head, which eats its way into the core of the
strong branches, thus causing considerable injury.
Whilst ripening, the fruit is also subject to the attacks
of a small grub, consequently at an early stage it is

encased in a small bag, which we make from the leaves

of the Date Palm. This precaution in a great measure
saves the crop, which is geuerally very abundant ; but
I imagine that muslin bags, such as are used at home
for the protection of Grapes, would be a great improve-
ment upon the Palm leaves just named, and would at

the same time afford more light to the fruit.

The Olive (Olea europsea) is also grown to a con-
siderable extent in this country, and flowers during the
months of June and July. The trees have generally a
clean stem from 2 to 1 feet from the ground. Most of

those I have seen are from 12 to 20 feet high, and they
produce excellent crops. The variety which is most
esteemed and grown here, bears a green berry of an
oblong form, and is much used for dinner purposes.
It is always employed in a pickled state, and is eaten
by many people for the purpose of inducing an
appetite. Although harsh to the palate upon first

acquaintance, yet by a little perseverance a taste for it

is speedily acquired, and it is said to be good for peo-
moting digestion. It is propagated from seeds, suckers,

layers, and cuttings, but generally from suckers of

some strong-growing variety, upon which the finer

varieties are worked. The trees are afterwards planted
out in rows, in the same manner as our orchards are

at home. James Uardie.

Toreign Correspondence.
Palace Gardens, Gazeeeeh, Caieo, Egypt,

May 2, 1866 : Tropical Fruits.—As a few remarks on
the cultivation of these in Egypt may not be without
interest, I beg to submit the following account of my
own experience in regard to them.

I will begin with the Pomegranate (Punica
Granatum), which is largely cultivated in this country,
and succeeds admirably. It is generally raised from
cuttings; it is deciduous, and partakes more of the
character of a bush than a tree, being very full of
twiggy branches. Upon these and on the points of the
leading shoots the fruit is produced, and in order to
procure it large and fine, it is necessary to thin out
annually a quantity of the small wood during the
winter season. The trees are in full blossom at present,
and look fresh and beautiful, the flowers being of a
bright scarlet tint, and very thick and fleshy : in fact,

not unlike a single Camellia, but not quite so large.

Australian MistUto.—Of several most handsome
species of Loranthus, two, namely, Loranthus
celastroides and L. pendulus, are so frequent in the
vicinity of Melbourne as to prove very destructive to

the Eucalypti. Many a fine large tree becomes
disfigured by dead limbs through these parasites, if not
checked in their growth. Indeed, it involves in the
Melbourne Botanic Garden and its arboreta the
exclusive labour of one man through several

months of the year to destroy the Mistletoes, otherwise
they would so copiously produce their berries as to be
carried through the agency of birds over the whole
plantations. Not only are Acacia;, Eucalypti, Casuarinaj,
Melaleucse, Exocarpi, Banksise, and other native trees

much infested by them, but also Virgilia capensis,

Eobinia Pseud-Acacia, Apple trees, and other fruit

trees. Ferd. Mueller.

Botanical or Edindurgu : June 14.—Dr. A. Dickson, V.P.,

in the chair. Specimens of Paulownia imperlalis which had
flowered in the garden of the Earl of Haddington at Tynning-
hame, were presented by his Lordship's gardener, Mr. Lees. In
regard to this plant Mr. Lees states—*' The Paulownia imperialis

now in flower hero was planted in its present site in the
spring of 1855, then about 3 feet high. It is now 13 feet high,
and the spread of branches at top is 15 feet. It is growing
upon a rich light soil, about 2\ feet, resting upon a deep bed
of gi-avel. It has set flower buds frequently before this, but
they always dropped off in spring. Several times I tried to
preserve them by covering them with cotton wadding, but
found it of no use, and I have little doubt that it is entirely

owing to the fine dry autumn of last year that the flowers have
come forward this spring." The following communications
were read;— 1. Obituary Notice of Dr. Greville. By Professor
Balfour. 2. On the Flora of Lynn and the VicirdtJ/. Part I,

Phanerogamia and Ferns. By Dr. J. Lowe. Compared with
that of other counties, the flora of Norfolk is one of great
richness, both numerically and in point of rare species. The
large list of species is no doubt in some measure duo to the
researches of those illustrious men whom the county has
produced—I mean Sir James Smith, Sir W. J. Hooker, and
Dr. Lindley. The valuable list of flowering plants compiled for

White's " History of Norfolk " by the Rev. G. Immford, com-
prises 1027 species and 40 varieties. This catalogue is still

further extended in the more recent "Flora of Norfolk," by
the Rev. R. Trimmer, one of the most complete county floras

1 have seen. To the above large number I have added upwards
of 30 more, the Rubi and Salices being still very incomplete.

The flora of the Lynn district, to which my remarks will be
confined, embraces a very large proportion of this number. It

is, moreover, very rich in cryptogams, and its fauna is equally

prolific. This may be attributed to its peculiar formation,

which, including chalk-hills, fen, moor, and sea-marshes,

affords a habitat and sustenance to a great variety of animal
and vegetable life. In the area under consideration—viz.,

about 18 miles from Lynn—we find that a line running
nearly due north and south divides the marsh land on the west
from the chalk on the east. In a line with the shore is an
elevated plateau of chalk and lower greensand. Between this

and the shore lie the salt marshes, inland are numerous un-
enclosed commons, but these are rapidly decreasing before the
plough. In the west or marsh district there is no great abund-
ance of Plnntic rariores. Some there are however worthy of

notiri' T-'irt uii iir: these may be mentioned the beautiful

Vill:.! I -I !

I
'i ' i 1 'H, which growr. luxuriantly in the Ouse,

ne;ir 1 1

1

'

. mt yellow flowers, dotted hero and there

amtii, I 1!.^ i; 111^; leaves of equally elegant form, contrast

well with iLiu uu.'iu uja-ssive Nuphar which grows around. Dr.

Lowe then uoticud the various plants which he had collected

in Norfolk—among others Butomus umbellatus, Peucedanum
palustre, Alyssum calycinum, Rumex pulcher, OW»ne

portulacoides and pedunculata, Setaria glauca, Statice
ciispica, Juncus acutus, Pyrola rotundifoUa, Aceras
unthropophora, Carex Pseudo - Cyperus, Tillsea muscosay
Lastrea Thelyptcria and cristata, Filago spathulata, Orchis
ustulata, Heniiaria glabra, and Sedum reflexum.
Dr. Balfour noticed the discovery of Lepidium Draba, near
Burnt-island, by Mr. J. G. Bb.ck, and exhibited specimens.
He also noticed the discovery of Gagea lutea on tho banks of
the river Almond, in Perthshire, by the Rev. J. M. Bradshaw,
and exhibited ai)ccimens. Mr. M'Nab placed on the table
a small case of plants, just received from Dr. Mueller, of the
Botanic Garden, Melbourne, and brought home by Dr. H.
Madden. This case contained seven species of plants, viz. :

—

Poa raniigcra, Selliera radicans, Wittsteinia vacciniaceaj
Goodcniu amplex ms, Mniarum (this was inadvertently mis-
•spclt Min.iiiiiii in a former issue; see p. 589) biflorum, Eurybia
Ti\L\ri ,ii. i(,,| Ml sLiiibryanthemum australe, all established
ill |. I

[
i

!
I "ing sent away. It is rarely that we see

i. ]i I .1 I w.toded plants brought home in such good
cnii,iiii n, ,1, 1 111 ,1 .xiiuple a manner. The case was 105 days
on tho voy;t^,'L-. ;iiid the plants only once received water, but
had occasioniiliy sprinklings of fresh water over the cotton
covering. This araateurca3e,which is easilyliftcd with one hand,
was kept on deck duiing the voyage, and so placed that no salt

water could reach it. It is thus constructed :—a rough unplaned
old box, 13 inches long, 1 1 inches broad, and 6 inches deep,
has two upright pieces of wood, 16 inches long and 2 inches
broad, naiJcd, one in the centre of each end of the box, and a
piece the same breadth and thickness nailed across the top,
giving it a ridge-appearance, over which a piece of thick un-
bleached cotton is stretched, and firmly tacked down. The
ends are likewise covered with the same material. It is

certainly a great improvement on the old cumbrous earth
cases requiring two or more men to lift them. From the great
success and simplicity of the case now brought home, costing
not more than In. or Is. 6d. altogether, it will be found a great
benefit to arn.'-itour.^ wishing to take out or bring home a few
ch'iii-'- I'l ;/ '!'',

]. .t ,-..1,!- liniTi .^ t-h-:' plants fill the box, and
an.' I-'' '" i.'i. 1' ';' h- damp moss introduced
liciv..

. , ,: I
, .ii.ii-L-of the pots. In the

ortliii >: . W
,

,, 1,1. ,1 .11 :
., .ually filled with soil, the

plaul:, ,uu lLiiii._d k'uL L'l p.jL", uii'-l planted in the earth, often
only a fuw days before being scut away. In such instances no
new roots can be formed. This would require a period of three
or four weeks, whereas in the case of well-established plants
sent in pots, a few hours' notice previous to removal is all that
is required. The light which the cotton allows to penetrate,
and the air which reaches the plants through its fine meshes,
seems to be more favourable for the preservation of delicate or
soft-wooded plants, both as regards colour and substance, than
the ordinary heavy air-tight glazed Wardian cases, which not
unfrequently prove injurious to tender plants, by causing
them to become pale and much drawn up. • Such earth cases
are very beneficial for all hard-wooded plants if previously esta-

blished in them, and should be employed when the trans-
of plants on a large scale is required ; but for amateurs
to convey one or two pet plants, the small cotton-

case will be foimd the most profitable.

Epping Horticultural Exhibition: Jidp 17. This was held
in a field adjoining that in which the Essex Agricultural
Society's Annual Show took place. The spot chosen for the
purpose was in every way satisfactory ; the tents were judi-

ciously arranged upon rising ground, from which a capital
of the surrounding country could be obtained. The

prising. The usually quiet town of Epping was all bustle and
activity upon the occasion, and was thronged with vehicles of
every description. Flags were flying in all directions, and the
houses in many instances were prettily docunited with ever-
greens and flowers. It wjs the first .sho\v iImI 1;-i] iMriihold
at Epping, but wo hope that it will n<>[ ^

1
1

I
i I'l after

all expenses were paid there was a favmu :
I

i
l i li;md.

As regards the Show itself it Could iml \'. I
I

:i
. I'l^itier;

the plants were good, and thi: .^ iM 111 ii i ; ,i;. The
Cut Roses from Messrs. Pail ' -

.
i

.
i

, and
Marshall were magnificent ; tin 1 .

i '
n. n-; were

also satisfactory. Of the layt n i- >, ;i .;. _ huwn,
by far tho best of which oaiuc ii^m Ai;julLu.^l, Esq.,
Enfield.
Great numbers of British plants were exhibited by the

school children of Epping, a department which all provincial
societies should undoubtedly encourage, infusing as it does
into the young a taste for flowers. Great credit is due to the
promoters of this Show for the manner in which it was carried
out. At the entrance of the large tent were two most beautiful
plants of Humea elegans ; also a pair of Colcus VerschafEeltii,

with its rich dark foliage ; upon the centre tables were four
rows of stove and greenhouse plants. Ferns, and fine-foliaged

plants ; the side t;ible8 were filled with Orchids, Pelargo-
niums, Achimenes, Gloxinias, Heaths, and a large collection
of small flowering and fine-foliaged plants ; the latter came
from Mr. Eraser, Lea Bridge. Mr. Williams, Holloway, also
furnished a fine collection of Orchids, Ferns, and fine-foliaged
plants, which were, however, not for competition. Associated
with these were fine collections of cut Roses, of which Messrs.
Paul & Son bad a beautiful exhibition, not for competition.
Fruit occupied a smaller tent ; and another compartment

was filled with fruit trees in pots from Mr. Eraser. British
Ferns were shown by Mr. G. Lorrell, Chelmsford.
Among the principal prize-takers were — Mr. Wheeler, gr. to

J. PhUlpotts, Esq., Stamford HiU ; Mr. Ward, gr. to J.

Wilkins. Esq., The Poplars, Leyton ; Mr. W. Carville, gr.,

Mark Hall, Harlow; Mr. W. Young, gr., Highgate; Mr. H.
Day, gr. to W. Whiteman, Esq., The Grove, Epping; Mr. G.
Searle, The Nurseries, Chipping Ongar ; Mr, W. Bonea,
gr., Havering : Mr. J. Huntley, gr.. Moor Hall, Essex ;

Mr. Cant, Colchester ; Mr. J. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road ; Mr.
Elliott, gr. to F. Soames, Esq., Waltham Abbey; R. W.
Postans, Esq., Brentwood ; Mr. iJ. Porter, gr. to the Hon. A. P,

Ashley, Copt Hall, Epping; J. Marshall, Esq., Clay Hill,

Enfield; — Arbuthnot, Esq., Clay Hill, Enfield; W. C. Gdlli-

brand, Esq., Albyns, Romford ; Mr. Jas. Whelan, gr. to Capt.

Leask. High Beecli. Waltham Abbey ; Mr. Moss, The MiUs,
Chadwell Heath ; C. E. Bailey. Esq., Coopersale Hall, Epping

;

Mr. Skilbeck, Enfield ; Mr. Inglish, gr. to — Doubleday, Esq.,

Epping ; Miss Clara Metcalfe, Epping; and Martin G. Nockolds,
Esq. The last had a fine case of tricolor-leaved Pelargoniums.

Sleaford Horticultural Show ; /u/v 19.—This exhibition

was in every respect superior to those of former years. It was
held in three tents, placed in nearly a triangular form, the
first being filled with stove and greenhouse plants, artistically

arranged, considering the space, which was too small ; the

work, from Mr. F. Warwick; the next tent contained vege-

tables and cottagers' productions. Foremost among stove

and greenhouse plants, both as to number and beauty, were
those from the gardens at Aswarby Park, whi<^li far .sui]ins3ed

anything of tho kind ever seen in Slu-ali i I
!> i m i.I drew

forth from the judges the expression thi
:

tA'cd

a prize of 201. Among them we n.' i
<

I
i i ndron

Thomsonae, with splendid red and white il i
i

,
K ! mtbes,

Allaraandas, Rhynchospermum jasminoiden. ClemdL-ndron
infortunatum, Hydrangeas, Caladium Chantinii and Belleymei,
Croton angustifolium, Alocasia macrorhiza variegata,
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Maranta zebrina, and otters. The ten ornamental and fine,

foliafred plants from the gardens of H- Chaplin, Esq.,

Blankney, were exceedingly beautiful, and received, as

they deserved, a first priEe; this cuUection jiieluded Erica

tricolor, Stephanotis floribunda, SUltioe pvofusa, Swainsona
0-eyana,Rhynchosperinum jasniinoides, Clerodendron infortu-

B itum, Dracophyllum gracilo.Poh gala Dalmaislana, Phcenocoina

i.roliJera and Barnesi, and Aphelexis macrautha purpurea.

F .nn Lady Mary Hamilton's garden at Bloxholm came a choice

.,election of plants of this class, which attracted much atten-

tion. The show of Fuchsias was not largo, but those exhibited

in M. P. Moore, Esq., and T. Parry, Esq., were magnificent

specimens, being of considerable height, and well fumishe.!

with flowers. There was agoodly display of Ferns, Lady Maiy

Hamilton and Sir Thom.-is Whiehcote being the successful

competitors in these classes. The show of Cockscombs,

Balsams, Gloxinias, Verbenas, Pelargoniums, and Petunias

A second tent contained Cut Flowers, Fruit, &c. At its

entrance was a fine collection of Zonal Pelargoniums from

the nursery of Mr. F. Warwick, to which an cstra prize

was awarded ; amongst them were Helen Lindsay, Snow-

ball Faust, Eve, Eoi d'Ualie, Madame BaiTe, Italia Unita,

Oolden Fleece, Mrs. Pollock, and Masterpiece. Hollyhocks

were large and fine ; near to them were the fruit and seed

pods of Cassia Fistula, from the East and West Indies, a

remarkable production, shown by T. Jacobeon, Esq. Passing

onwards we came to the Roses, which were excellent,

as were also the colleetione of Grasses and wild flowers.

Fruits and flowers for decor.ation were nicely arranged.

There was a paucity in horticultural designs, only one

being shown, and to that only a second prize was

awarded. The fraits exhibited were good, but we missed

the Vines in pots usu;dly shown by the Rev. O. Smith.

The basket of fruit aud llowers exhibited by Sir T. Whieh-

cote, attracted considerable attention. In this tent we noticed

the new Badlsh, Raphanus caudatus, shown by Lady Mary
Hamilton, to which an extra prize was awarded. The last

tent was devoted to vegetables and cottagers' product

which were deservedly praised, and to do justice in

department the task of the judges " " " "'' ''

where everything appeared "-'

awarded on the occa.sion—

a

For the prizes

'Notices of ISooftsi.

Zc Specie dei Coioni, describe da FiVippo Parlatore.

{TkeSpecies of CoUon,descr\hedhij Phiiip Parlatore,

Ji;c.) JTirenze, IStiO, -Ito, pp. 61. Atlas iu folio, tab.

colorat. vi.

Tliose who jemember the extensive collections

illustrative of the growth of Cotton in Italy, which

were exhibited in the International Exhibition of 1882,

will feel no surprise at the pubUcation of a descriptive

account of the various species of Gossypium by one of

the foremost botanists of the Itnlian peninsula. It

can hardly he doubted that whenever Peace again

reigns over that fair land, Cotton culture will be

resumed with increa.sed vigour, and the work of

Professor Parlatore will receive more attention at the

hands of his fellow-countrymen than it is likely to do

at the present moment. We iu England have also an

interest in Cotton, which the experience of the last

few years has shown can hardly be exaggerated;

but it is not for us in this place to

enter into the statistics of Cotton culture.

Let us confine oureelves to the subject matter

of the book before us. The botanical history of the

genus Gossypium affords an excellent illustration of

the difficulties with which the scientific botanist has to

contend, as well as of the conflicting interests of the

botnni.st and the cultivator.
. . ^ ii

111 many parts of Asia, in tropical Africa, lu boutn

America, in the Sandwich Islands, in Tahiti,

more kinds of Cotton grow apparently quite in the

wild state. In Australia an allied species also exists,

and one which till lately was referred to the genus

Gossypium.
How widely diffused is the cultivation of the same or

other species'of Cotton throughout the regions we have

mentioned, our readers need hardly be told. This

culture too is in many cases not a thing of yesterday,

but ha£ been practised from time immemorial. In the

highlands in the interior of tropical Africa, Livingstone

and Kirk found Cotton cultivated, which, judging from

herbarium specimens, is very similar, if not quite

identical, with the well-known Sea Island Cotton.

From the same district the indefatigable travellers just

mentioned have sent home specimens hardly, if at all,

distinguishable from the Peruvian or Pernambuco
Cotton. In the western part of Equatorial Africa, m
addition to other kinds, the Tree Cotton (G. arboreum)

is cultivated. Hence, then, without going into more

detail, it will be obvious that, either wild or cultivated,

saveral varieties of Cotton plant exist throughout wide

rdiions of the globe, and that frequently the same variety

mav be found in widely-separated countries.

Now let us look at the botanical characteristics of

these several varieties, and bear in mind that it is

upon thcjse said characteristics, their presence or

absence, that the botanist has to found his

discrimination of the various kinds, and to base

his no;uenclature of them. The characters, then, that

liave been supposed to be available for the distinction

of the species are, among others these :—the duration

of the plant, annual, biennial, or perennial; the more or

less dense covering of hair, the lobatiou of the leaves,

the form of the lobes, the number of glands on them,

tue segments of the involucre, the colour of the flowers

or of the woolly covering of the seed, the distinctness

or mutual adhesion of the seeds, the facility or difliculty

with which the woolly covering of the seed can he

removed, &c. Now, not one of the above so-called

characters is constant. Gossypium herbaceum

b 'comes shrubbv, G. arboreum becomes herbaceous

;

the palmately lo'bed leaves are sometimes replaced by

entire leaves ; the glands of the leaves are sometimes

present, at other times absent; little dependence

in be placed on the form of the involucre, or the

ilour of the flower ; the form of the capsule varies,

a id even the characters derived from the seeds, probably

ihe best of any, cannot always be relied on. Thus

Pr. Seemann, in the first part of the Flora Vitiensis,

says that the species cultivated in those islands may

readily be distinguished by the following absolute

characters :

—

Seeds closely adherent :—
G. peruvianum, or Kidney Cotton.

Seeds disconnected ;—
Naked after the removal of the wool

:

G. barbadense.
Mossy after the removal of the wool

;

Moss greenish : G. arboreum.
Moss tawny ; G. tomentosum.

We take it for granted that Pr. Seemann is right so far

as the Fijian plants go ; we have no materials ourselves

on which to frame an opinion, but it is opposed to our

experience of Cotton grown in other countries, and we
cau by no means attribute to the seeds the absolute

characteristics that Dr. Seemann has done. The late

Dr. Irving, who studied the species of Cottop grown in

West Africa, and published an account of them in

Hooker's "Journal of Botany,"vol. 7, 1865, p. 298, speaks

of the seeds of G. barbadense as " various." He describes

three varieties : the first with black and naked seeds,

perfectly free from " fuzz " or down, excepting a small

fa\vn-coloured or greenish whiletuft atone extremity

;

the second, whose seeds he describes as entirely covered

with a closely adherent greenish grey or whitish
" fuzz :" and the third, whose seeds resemble ooth the

preceding, one-half [of each seed] perfectly clear, the

other fuzz covered. Now, were it not for this third

group, we might fancy that Dr. Irving had here con-

founded two or three species, and indeed among his

dried specimens there are certainly two species ; but it

is nevertheless clear from the tenour of Dr. Irving's

remarks, that he was quite aware of the existence of

two or more species, and therefore in his description of

the varieties of G. barbadense was not likely to have

confounded other species with it. Moreover, he reports

that the prevalent opinion is that the same seed will

in time produce all the varieties he mentions,

though he adds that he has never seen the different

sorts of sped on the same plant. Again, in Dr. Royle's

work on the culture of Cotton in India, it is expressly

stated of American Cotton that the same Cotton seed

planted iu one Cotton field will give a black or naked

seed, which when planted in a different soil aiid situa-

tion, will be prone to run into large Cotton with long

bolls, and with seed tufted at the end with fuzz. Dr.

Eoyle notes similar variations in India.

It is. therefore no matter for surprise that great

diversity of opinion should exist as to the species of

Cotton and the means of discriminating them. The
" lumper," or, as he is more euphoniously styled now,

the " consolidator 1 " finds it far more consonant with

his notions to admit three or four species «inly,

whence he supposes all the cultivated varieties to

have sprung, while the " hair-splitter " may revel in the

fine field that is presented to him for the exercise

of his keen observation. So far as Botany is con-

cerned, we undoubtedly think the consolidating plan

is the best—the one most consistent with the present

state of science, the one which presents least difliculties,

aud the one which att'ords the best explanation of the

supposed origin and dispersion of each species. But

for local purposes—for the interestoftheeultivator—

this condensing process is not so desirable; oneparticuar

variety—constant enough in certain localities or under

a certain method of treatment, may be of great value to

the practical cultivator, though in real truth it may,

botanically speaking, be an unimportant variety. Is the

cultivator then to be debarred from giving a name to

his plant ? Or is the botanist whose frame of mind, orm
whom the accidents of position, or other circumstance,

engender the conviction that such and such a form is ol

specific value, to be prevented from bestowing specific

honours on the plants he studies with such observant

zeal? No one would say that. Butwliat is the result? An
interminable synonymy—a nuisance not only from its

cumbrousness audits extent, but also because from the

very facts of the case, as we have tried to show, it is

hardly possible that any two botanists can think alike

on this matter, and so the attempt to unravel the

synonymy is too often not only a failure, but it adds

to the njischief. This being so, we are glad to see

that in the treatise before us Professor Parlatore takes

moderate views, and, unlike his fellow-countryman

Todaro, does not raise to specific rank and name the

numerous varying forms of this difijcult genus.

Todaro enumerates 34 species ; Bentham and Hooker
.iet the number down as probably three. Parlatore

describes six, exclusive ofas many more "specie duhbie,"

and of one or two other Australian species now referred

to the genus Sturtia.

Among the new .species described by Parlatore is one

that illustrates well the difficulties of synonymy. It

is a plant found by Forster, Menzies, and others in the

Sandwich Islands, and known iu herbaria under

N'uttaU'.s manuscript name of G. tomentosum.^ Dr.

8i..iirniii ,(r., anises this name, and publishes it m his

i !,. 'v
I

:

;-. but in the work before us it is

pu , -., ,1- i,\ Parlatore as G. sandvicense. If the

lul^ II i'l' ii
> be the later of the two in bestowing

the specific appellation, of course his name must be

abandoned. Another plant described and figured in

this work, one named by the author G. taitense, is a

very distinct-looking species; but this, according to

Seemann, who quotes Sobindei-'s long and superfluous

description, is the true G. religiosum of Linnajus,

while the plant figured by Parlatore under that name
must, we presume, be referred to G. peruvianum of

Cavanilles. ^ , . , » ,

No mention is made in Parlatore s work of asmgular

and apparently very distinct little species found by

Kotschv in Ethiopia, by Welwitsch in Angola, and by

Waura'iu Benguela. t)r. Welwitsch, who gave this

plant the manuscript name of G. miorocarpum, con-

siders it to be the only truly wild AlVican species. It

is certainly very distinct from any other species, but

unluckilv. though so distinct, it has already three

names—the manuscript name of Welwitsch above

alluded to, the published name of Waura, namely, G.

anoiualum ; while Fenzl has given to the same plant

the n'jiue of G. senarense !

Dr. Seemann, in the work above-mentioned, describes

another species from the Sandwich Islands under the

name of G. drynarioides ; this is unknown to us, and
a« neither fruit nor seeds are described, it is difficult to

form an opinion as to its validity. There is moreover

in the British Museum a .specimen of Pavon's from
Mexico, which is again different from any species

known to us in the peculiarly long tails tci the leaf-

lobes, aud in the segments of the involucre,

which are exactly like the leaf-lobes in miniature.

IS'ot to impose yet another name to the synonymy of

this terrible genus, we pass this over without further

comment, at least until the examination of the capsule

and seeds give us the right to speak more authori-

tatively as to its affinities. Parlatore's six species,

then, may probably be raised in number to eight or

ten, without incurring the risk on the one side of

associating things really distinct, or on the other of

establishing a multitude of so-called specifit; forms, the

discrimination between which is not possible to any

one excepting to the specialist, and not always to him.

We have not alluded in this notice to the interesting

researches of Major Clarke as to the hybridisation of

these plants ; the practical value of these experiments

is obvious, and even in a .strictly botanical point of

view these researches are likely to be valuable, for

instance, the discovery of the fact that the Indian and

American species cannot be made to cross.

dflortsts' :f?Ioh)El%
What is a Florists' Flower ?—This question

seems to have perplexed some of your correspondents

;

aud as none of them have yet given a satisfactory

answer to it, I am induced to make a few remarks,

with the hope that they may assist in elucidating the

subject.

The word " Florist" seems to have been m use so

Ion" ago as the beginning of the seventeenth century,

when it was used by Sir Henry Wotton, as meaning a

cultivator of flowers in a general sense. It was soon

afteiwards used in a restricted sense, as meaning a

cultivator of select flowers, which thence were styled

"
florists' flowers," in contradistinction to border

flowei-s ; extraordinary care and attention having been

bestowed upon their culture, and certain points been

a"reed upon by their cultivators as necessary to per-

fection and to distinguish them from ordinary border

flowers, which had received no such careful culture.

Mr. Loudon classes florists' flowers under the head

of herbaceous plants, and slates that " florists' flowers

are so called as being flowers liy way of eminence, and

because the principal sorts of them for a long time

almost exclusively engaged the attention of the flower

gardener. The Dutch, in this as in most other depart-

ments of gardening, were the first to bring it into

notice and more particularly by the great excellence

to which they attained in the culture of florists' bulbs.

" Hence have been formed, by the common consent

of florists, what are called capons of criticism, by

which to estimate the properties of new varieties

of established sorts of florists' flowers." He afterwards

proceeds to describe a considerable number of herba-

ceous plants under the division of florists' flowers,

among which are included : Hyacinth, Tulip, Ranun-

culus Anemone, Crocus, Narcissus, Dahha, Auricula,

Polyanthus, Carnation. Pink, and Pansy. He mentions

the criterion that has been agreed upon m estimating

the qualities of each of the above-named flowers. The

line which separates florists' flowers from border and

other flowers is not very tangible, and will probably

remain so and be fluctuating, as some plants are

neglected and others taken into favour Mr Loudon

also includes amongst florists' flowers—Ins, Gladiolus,

Lily Fritillaria, Ixia, Primrose, Chrysanthemum, and

«ome others ; but without stating any criterion peculiar

to each, leaving them to be estimated on the general

principles sanctioned by florists.

A florists' flower may therefore, I think, be defined

as an herbaceous flower, capable of being grown in the

open ground, that has received better cultivation than

an ordinary border flower, and to estimate the proper-

ties of which certain criteria or canons have been agreed

upon bv florists. Thus are excluded from the class of

florists' "flowers, shrubs, greenhouse plants, and annuals,

each of which belongs to a separate class of its pwn.^_

We are now better ab'e to answer the question. Is

the Rose a florists' flower ?" If the above definition is

correct this question must be answered in the negative

—the llose is not a florists' flower ; being a shrub its

proper place is amongst " select shrubs, such as the

Rhododendron, Azalea, &c., where it has accordingly

been placed by Mr. Loudon, and whence the Queen

of Flowers' may look down as from a higher sphere,

and survey the subjects of her floral kingdom. A. T.

[We cannot altogether agree with A. T. ;
There is no

good reason that we can see, for excluding plants ol

Shrubby habit from the category of florists flowers and

certainly none for excluding greenhouse plants, which

require the shelter of glass only in a greater degree than

the Auricula, cue of the most unquestioned of florists

flowers. Eds. J

Robes, New and OLD.-The Roses of Herts have

now become well knoivn to all cultivators, the soil and

the climate of that county being congenial to the growth

of tho plant and development of the flowers Stitt,

unctuous loam and heavy dews brmg them out in the

splendid condition seen at the many exhibitions of tins

beautiful and fragrant flower. Mes-^rs. Paul A. Son

have this year been amongst the toremost in the i nze

lists! and any one who merely walks through the vas

quautity cultivated by. them cannot wonder at the r

success, the plants being healthy, clean, and mo,t
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vigorous, with blossoms sljowing above the ample
foliage by hundreds of thousands. To the florist who,

like myself, devotes himselfcarefully to find the qualities

of form, substance, and other points necessary to

constitute a new flower an acquisition to those already

in cultivation, ample scope is given in such a collection

to exercise his ideas of the beautiful.

The linses sent out last .spring first claim attention,

and amon;ist them are some line varieties. First in the

hst stands Alfred Colomb, a very deep bright red, large

and full ; one of the best, if not the best of the season.

Other new sorts are:—Beatrix, carmine rose, a
Bourbon, very pretty; Camille Bernardin, too flat;

Charles Rouillard, beautiful light rose, fine form

;

Comte Alphonse de Sereye, bright clear red, tinted
light purple, flat and loose ; Exposition de Brie, fine

bright scarlet, very large, full and fine form ; Jean
Cherpin, velvety purple, bright red centre, large and
fuU ; John Grier, deep bright rose, fine form

;

Josephine de Beauharnais, somewhat like Lselia.,

and probably will open better; Mademoiselle
Marguerite Dombrain, too much like La Beine

;

President Mas, bright velvety red, globular and flat

;

Prudence Bessou, reddish carmine, coarse ; Prince de
Porcia, bright shaded vermilion, large and full, fine

form ; Souvenir de Dr. Jamain, deep blackish crimson,
not an acquisition ; William RoUisson, very dark red, a
first-class flower. The other varieties of1866 not named
in this list, were not in bloom at the time of my visit.

In Bourbons, Jules Cesar and Mdlle. Jenny Gay
are two very nice distinct varieties ; the former shaded
cherry and rose, and the latter flesh white, shaded
with rose.

Of Noisettes, Marechal Niel takes pre-eminence.
Nearly every lateral was showing a bud at the end of

the shoot, proving that it is a fine autumn bloomer,
and a true Noisette, partaking more of the character
of Isabella Gray than any other. It is the finest yellow
for exhibition wo have, but for pot culture we want a
yellow Madame Willermoz.
The Eoses of 1865 were in great force. Duchesse de

Caylus, carmine, extra shape; Xavier Olibo, shaded
scarlet; Monsieur Boncenne, blackish velvety purple

;

and John Keynes, bright scarlet; with Marie Bau-
mann, bright cherry red, the exact colour of Beauty of
Westerham, only very double, of good size and fit for

any stand—these five appeared to me to be the cream
;

although Baronne de Maynard, pure white, and
Madame Gustave Bonnet, white shaded with carmine,
will make two tiue Roses for massing or beds, flowering
most profusely.

Belle Norroandie, Belle Eose, Charles Margottin,
Dr. Andry, Madame Charles Verdier, Semiramis, and
one or two others will soon be consigned to oblivion.
I must not pass by, however, Princess Mary of
Cambridge, a most beautiful variety, and for early
flowering under glass quite a gem. Madame Ambroise
Verschaffelt, rose shaded with lilac, is also a good useful
flower. Charles Wood, Duke of Wellington, Duchesse
de Medina Coeli, General d'Haultpoult, Madame
Moreau, have some good properties, but I am afraid
will not be A 1. Souvenir de William Wood, rich
blackish purple, is a very good useful Rose, and has
one great recommendation—it does not burn, like most
of the dark Eoses, but stands the sun well.

Of older Roses, first and foremost stands Madame
Victor Verdier. This will be the universal favourite,
taking the place of Geueral Jacqueminot, and all of
that colour; the plant is of fine habit, profuse in

blooming, and carnes fine foliage, while the colour is

brilliant carmine, and the flowers of good shape ; the
petals are not equal in substance to Charles Lefebvre,
it is, however, much freer as to growth and bloom.
Alpaide de Eotalier is not a good Rose ; it is large,

globular and flat, showy, but not a good exhibition
variety. Alphonse Damaisin and Amiral Gravina
were in their best form, and extra fine. Centifolia
rosea is a pretty colour, but the young growth hides the
flowers. Claude Million, deep violet crimson, fine

colour, only a little fiat. Eugtoe Verdier and Due de
Rohan, both high and rich colours, were very good.
Franijois Louvat, a large fine exhibition Rose, not
rnucb known, was very grand; crimson shaded with
lilac. Leopold I., bright deep red, will he also a
grand exhibition variety. Leopold Hausburg and
La Phocenne, two dark Eoses, were very good. Lord
Clyde and Lord Macaulay, both very fine. Madame
Caillat, bright rosy red, one of the best of Hybrid
Perpetuals. Madame Derreux Donville, hght glac^ rose,

lined with white, a very useful and delicate variety.
Pierre Netting, Mademoiselle Bonnaire, Madame
Furtado, Madame Eiver.s, Prince Camille de Eohan,
Comte.sse de Chabrillant, and other well-known
favourites, were in great force, and splendid blossoms
met the eye at every turn. It would be tedious to
enumerate one-half of the varieties in this collection,
extending over several acres of ground, but no one
should lose the opportunity of seeing the various kinds
in bloom, as a selection made on the spot is far better
than from any catalogue.

I had noted several Bourbons, Noisettes, &c., but as
these are also autumnal bloomers, I hope to be able
again to pay the Cheshunt Nurseries a visit, and note
the best autumnal bloomers. All the Roses named,
and not otherwise classed, are Hybrid Perpetuals, and
will be found in the catalogues under that head.
William Meale, Upper Clapton.

ZiiZ Slptarp.
Stewarton Hive3.— AUovf me to thank Mr.

William Thomson, Blantyre, for the information which
he has given concerning these hives in your impressions
of June 9 and July 7. Being convinced of the value of
anything in common use amoug^ so acute and indus-
trious a people as the Scutch, I am determined on
mastering the management of these hives if it be

possible, and, therefore, I venture to ask him for a little

more information upon one or two points.

Mr. Thomson says, " A fourth or fifth box should be
added whenever the honey-box is well begun." Under
what circumstances could the box added be the fifth ?

I understand that two boxes contain the stock in

winter ; these with the honey-box would be three ;

and the body-box to be put under when the latter is

well begun would make four only. Certainly an empty
box is sometimes placed beneath the stock in winter
for ventilation, just as Mr. Thomson tells us the eke is

to be used ; but it appears unlikely that a body-box
could be added beneath that empty one.
What is the meaning of the latter part of the

sentence, " The queen does not venture on tiie outside
combs, so much as atthe ends," and would Mr. Thomson,
under any circumstances, draw more than the two
outside slides to give communication with the supers ?

I presume super No. 1 is taken off altogether before
putting on super, or honey box. No. 3.

Lastly, what is Mr. Thomson's opinion of the 9-inch
deep Stewarton hives, which have been lately sent
out by the Stewarton makers ? They state that two of

them constitute a setT; one of them is ra winter the
stock, and the other is put beneath when a super (or

honey box) is added. This management gives large

additional room beneath all at once, and appears to be
without the advantages of the shallow-box system ; but
the makers say that those who have used them prefer

them. I think that it might be desirable for Mr.
Thomson to tell us some of those amusing and
ludicrous blunders in the management of Stewarton
hives that he alluded to in his letter which appears in

your Number of July the 7th, for the detail of mistakes
is .sometimes one of the best methods of informing
others.

In this letter, as well as in that which appeared in

your Paper of June 9th, Mr. Thomson speaks of an
extraordinary number of boxes in the stock hive before

the honey boxes are put on, saying, "the honey boxes
are just being put on, while the storified hives are full

in four and five boxes." If he would tell us when
these are first added to the two in which (with an
eke) the stock is wintered, and what the signs of their

being wanted are, he would oblige A Novice ; but a
determined One.

SwAEiliNG.—I am much obliged by your answers to

my queries. I did not know it was an invariable rule

that the old queen accompanied what is usually known
as a maiden swarm. If so, I presume brood would be
the consequence; but whence then does the honey
from a maiden swarm (which is, I believe, called
" virgin honey ") derive its great value ? I will send
you the results of my grooved frame hive with pleasure

later in the season. It is expensive to make, and
would therefore only answer as an experimental hive.

The back is made of a piece of plate-glass, also running
in grooves cut in the floor-board and top, and by
sliding it out at either side I can withdraw, partially

or wholly, any of the bars on their grooves, having
previously decided (by looking through the glass)

which I wish to remove.
Will you please tell me about what amount of

chloroform is necessary to stupify bees, and if a shght
overdose will kill ?

The cause of the delay between my swarm of the
26th April and the cast (19 days) was an uninterrupted
spell of bad weather. O.

[There is no truth in the common notion that honey
obtained from what are usually termed maiden swarms
is of superior excellence, except inasmuch that honey-
comb from swarms of the current year is much better

and freer from brood and pollen than that which can
usually be taken from stock hives of one or more
seasons old. The comb at the top of a young hive is

usually clean and pure, and almost equal to that

obtained in a good super. But no honey from stock
hives can equal in purity and delicacy that taken from
a rapidly-filled super, which has been quite free from
the intrusion of the queen. We do not like the
administration of chloroform to bees in any form or

quantity ; it is a most dangerous agent for anaesthetic

or stupi Tying purposes; in any quantity we believe it

to be absolutely painful to the httle insects. Some
years ago we lost two splendid stocks by the use of
chloroform, and determined never to try it again for

such a purpose. Have you tried " Driving ? "—there
is nothing equal to it in bee-practice for subduing
refractory bees.]

Garden Memoranda.
SaNDBINGHAM, the CO0NTBY EeSIDENCE or HIS

EoTAi. Highness the Prince of Wales.—At the
very outskirts of the county of Norfolk, and not many
miles from the quaint-looking borough of Lyme Eegis,

lies the estate which the Prince of VVales has recently

acquired. Its position is unexceptionable, receding,

as it does, in bold undulations from the Wash, which
bounds it on the one side, and presenting many
picturesque features, common enough in rural scenery,
which engage the attention and elicit the admiration
of the lover of N ature. Unlike the breadths of country
which border rivers and oceans, there is not here that
fertility, agriculturally speaking, which one might have
e.xpected ; for although there are some patches which
indicate a high state of cultivation, they occur more
like the green oases in the desert than as indicatinga rich

agricultural district. In a word, it is evident that the
resources of the estate, in bygone years, have not been
turned to good account, else there would have been
less moorland surface tenanted with wild Heath—
to say the least, somewhat more of natural pasturage

;

and why not, with such materials to work upon as a

chalk and marly subsoil, with a crust of no inconsider-

able depth of a loamy peat full of fibre, have made pre-

paration for a yield of cereal orop.s, and a regular rotation

of agricultural husbandry ? The labourers are not few,
and their hire—12*. a week—would be scouted by the
Loudon artisan as almost totally unfitted to keep body
aniU III iMjr :lii i W, 1-: I rued that before the Prince
pui' '1

1

I
in

.
!

:

I per week was the general
n-.vjr li I

; 1 a godsend when his Royal
UiyliLiL , iliHn;:^,li 111- -' \rnilheadsofdepartments,gave
employment to not a lew, thus opening up a sluice-doer

for the glut of labour. Most wonderful of all in civilis< d
England, we were told that the Norfolk artisans are all

but uneducated, that many of them can scarcely read,

and that few, very few indeed, are capable of writing
their own names—and this, too, within a hundred
miles of the great centre of wealth, and the boasted

educational institutions of the country !

Men of the class just mentioned are employed under
Mr. Carmichael in trenching up the great breadths of

waste land already referred to, preparing it for pasturage

and plantations, several of which have been recently

formed, and give high promise in a few years of

affording capital shelter for game. One may see at a
glance, from the extensive operations that have been
recently going on in the way of forming plantations,

and the method in practice with those which have
been formed for years, that the Prince of Wales is a
keen sportsman; and if proof were wanted, it is abund-
antly evident in the long lines of hencoop-like boxes
where the breeding and rearing of pheasants is carried

on to an unprecedented extent, and wdth a success which
can only be attained by men who have a thorough
practical knowledge of as well as an infinite delight in

the work in which they are engaged. Road-making
has been a heavy item in the formation of the estate,

and might have presented almost insuperable diffi-

culties in the way of cost, had there not been abund-
ance of spar and other hard mineral deposits readily

accessible. As it is, there has evidently been an
extraordinary amount of work accomplished in a short
time, else one might have looked for a more artistic

finish in the shape of spacious grassy avenues on
either side of the numerous drives, and more geome-
trical outlines—a matter to which Mr. Carmichael, in the
multitude of his duties, will eventually turn his atten-

tion. The best of all white sand for glass-making
is obtainable in this district, and in such quantity as

to furnish an unlimited supply. For general horti-

cultural purposes it could not be excelled, furnishing

a suitable ingredient for rendering our soils for potting

more porous, and less liable to become sodden.
Then as to the residence, it might be tolerated as a

shooting box, but there is no princely or even baronial

dignity about its exterior. In an architectural point

of view it is sadly deficient—no style about it, and not
even size to recommend it. It is situated, too, in about
the least suitable and salubrious spot on the whole
estate, and yet works are in progress for remodelling it.

If the future King of England elects this as a summer
and autumn residence, ne will be very ill-advised

indeed to remodel a sixth-rate house in a low-lying,

ill-chosen position. The gates which bar the principal

entrance are the famous Norwich gates, made by Bishop
& Barnard, and which attracted so much notice at the
Exhibition of 1862. They were presented by the
county of Norfolk to his Royal Highness, and are of
fine proportions and elaborate design. The Eose,

the Thistle, and the Shamrock are very artistically

wrought in, and so are the various coats of

arms as representing the titles of this scion of
royalty—Earl of Dublin, Baron Renfrew, Prince
of Wales, Duke of Cornwall, Lord Chesterfield, Duke
of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha, with the crown and shield

in the centre^ all beautifully executed. One could
scarcely conceive anything more out of keeping with
the narrow contracted approach, bordered with fine

specimens of Limes, Chestnuts, and Elms, and the
mansion to which it leads. In a quadrangle close by
are specimens of choice Conifers planted Ijy scions of

Royalty and distinguished nobility, a thing which
both Prince and Princess seem to take much delight

in. The interest of the general visitor is at once
awakened, and the attention rivetted by the conspi-

cuous badge in front of each specimen, recording date

and year of planting, with the name in full of the
distinguished visitor who, " spade in hand," conducted
the operation.
Confronting the mansion is a little flower garden laid

out into a series of detached beds on Grass, which has

a pleasing effect from the open balustrade, and the

park scenery is not without interest. Although there

are no remarkable specimens of aged trees, still there

are sufficient to give a character to the landscape.

Underwood, in the shape of Rhododendrons and Bay
Laurels, is particularly vigorous, and bids fair

not only to afford capital cover for game, but to become
highly ornamental. At the time of our visit the woods

were rich with the hues of Laburnum, Lilacs, and
lots of Hawthorn, which is popularly termed " May."
Numbers of nicely-designed Gothic structures are

dotted conspicuously about, the largest and best of

which is the residence recently erected for General

KnoUys. The Equerry has also a private detached

residence, and keepers' and head gardeners' houses are

all conspicuoufs, and after a unitorm style. In con-

struction they are unique, being built of black carr

and brick, the latter forming the principal framework
and outline, and the former introduced to make good .

the " skeleton." It must be a laborious job for the

skilled artizan, the pieces are all so thin and wedge-like,

and so bound together that, at a distance, they present

much the appearance of a " drystone dyl;e"— a piece of

masonry almost peculiar to the Highlands of ScotUmd,

as forming a common boundary for roads, fields, &c.

However, in the case of the carr, it will be found on
examination that the pieces are bound together by
mortar, chiefly on the inner surface. Were labour

highly paid, and money an object, the construction

of buildings with material of this description would be

attended with considerable expense, for a London
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bricklayer could easily go over double the ground lyitli

the material which he is in the habit of putting into

use.

Eetracing our steps towards the main approach, and
repassing the famous entrance gates, we almost imme-
diately confront the new gai-dens. A.

(To be Cmlliaited.)

Miscellaneous.
Side of Orchids.—The following prices were realised

for a few of the more important lots in a sale of estab-

lislied plants held the other day at Stevens's, viz. :—

Oflontoglossum mevium majus, 37?. ; 0. Phalsenopsis,

17/.; 0. triumphans, 14?.; O. Pescatorei, 10(. 10s.;

Cypripedium Lowii, ill. : C. caudatum, 16?. ; C. c.

superbum, 10?. 10s. ; C. villosum, 9?. 9s. ; C. barbatum
giganteum, a similar sum ; C. Dayanum, 7?. ; Aerides

Schroderi, with 13 leaves, 18?. 18s. ; A. affiue, 12?.

;

AngriEcum sesciuipedale, with 24 leaves. 17?. ;
Cattleya

Warneri, 15?. ; C. superba, 12?. 10s. ; C. lobata, 10?. ; Den-

drobium Falconeri, 18?. 18s. ; D. lituiflorum, 12?. 12s.

.

lja;liacinnabarina,10?.10s.; L.elegans,8?.8s.; Trichopilia

orispa, 10?. 10s. ; Uropedium Lindenii, 8?. ; Saccolabium

retusum, 8?. 10s.; Vanda Lowii, a similar sum: V
coerulea, 71. ; V. suavis, 7?. ; V. Batemanni, 7?. 10s.

Ccelogvne cristata, 8?. 10s. Other lots, of which there

were in all 436, fetched between 12s. and 6?. per lot.

The sum realised for the whole sale, which lasted two
days, was 1100?.

Transportation of Plants.—An Australian paper,

the Launcesion Examiner, states that there came in

the ice-house with the salmon ova from England

growth have need of not only all the daylight they can
get, but even moderate sunshine.
Bedding Plants.—As soon as these are in perfec-

tion a rough plan should be made of the arrangemeiit

of the flower beds, which should be numbered to suit

an accompanying list of the names of the plants with
which it is designed to fill them next year, and the
quantity required for each bed. By compiling a sum-
mary from this list, accurate information is at once
obtained of the quantity of plants which must be

propagated, and by this simple means disappointment
is prevented on the one hand, and waste of labour on
the other. Pelargonium cuttings strike freely now in

the open border; even Mrs. Pollock, Sunset, and other

fine kinds may be propagated in this way in any
quantity.
C-iENATiONS AND PicoTEES.—Layering must now

be proceeded with as rapidly as possible, it being a

point of great importance to get the plants well rooted

and established before placing them in their winter

quarters. More of iie.xt year's success, as to fine

healthy growth, &c., depends on attention to this

matter, than many people are aware of. All seedling

plants should be marked and "layered, noting their

various properties as to form, colour, texture, pod, &c.;

should any seedling, otherwise fine, have serrated

petals, it will be advisable to propagate it, as growing it

in another situation may to a certain degree remedy
this defect ; even some of our best varieties will come
occasionally (when poorly grown) very rough on the

edge. As the blooms decay, extract the faded petals

from the calyces.

Orchids.—Kinds which have already made their

• tr V, V m „„ ;„ ^ir.,,. t,.n v,i,n,iroo nf growth and ripened it should be removed forthwith to
arriving in Hobart lown in ^1^^' . »"» ^"ndf rf

| ^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ,^ ^^^i^^

^^''*^^f^ilS^ffi T^^nn^lt'^rr^^^rrVt^.Win I

^uoh plants into a new growth at this time, as it is too

i;lVhirthre*w:??sentrert%Tr"Mitl:iirof^h^ late tS get them properfy matured, and the unseason-

Experimental Parm, who has reported upon them as

follows :— " The six Apple trees, and also the two
species of Heath (vulgaris and ciliaris), three plants of

each, sent out on the surface of the ice-bin along with

the salmon ova, arrived here in the most perfect con-

dition possible. Indeed there is not even a decayed

leaf on the Heaths, and the whole of the plants are

able draught upon the stored energies of the plants

will materially interfere with their next production of

flowers. Most kinds are, however, still growing freely.

Pinks.—Pipings in some cases will soon be ready for

transplanting. If the situations ultimately intended

for them are"vacant, they may be planted in them at

once; but if these places are occupied by somethini

™'>.
I. n , »„.-;;„„ t\t„m, 1,,= i,«ot, wrltton I

been added some charcoal dust; a little dung mixed
Gooseberry Caterpillar —Much has been written,

|
^.^^ ^^^^ ^^.^^ ^^^ _^^^ ^^^,^1^ ^,J,^ ^^ ^^^^

ireetions have been giver

seberry caterpillar; but
.^ . ed the means that I 1

are found dead on or beneath the bushes the next day.
|

^e^^y for planting out m April or May.

The bushes should be dusted in dry weather, as rain I FORCING GARDEN,
is apt to wash much of the hellebore off the leaves. I| Melons.—Plants swelling fruit should be kept
apply it by means of a common sulphurator. Should xuoist, but avoid frequent waterings of the soil by
any one try it, it will be found effectual. J. S. S., in giving good soakings.

West of Scotland Horticultural Magazine. [The use
, Pines.—Maintain a high moist temperature, with

of fresh white hellebore powder has been frequently abundance of ventilation, to plants which are swelling

recommended in our pages for destroying Gooseberry their fruit ; and a rather drier atmosphere around
caterpillar. It should be washed off the berries before those which are in flower. In all the stages except that

they are eaten, as it is poisonous.]
i

last mentioned, use the syringe freely in fine weather.
The Preservation of Lemons.—1 have for some time Take care that the bottom-beat does not get too strong

adopted a plan of securing fresh Lemon-juice at all for plants which have been recently potted or planted,

seasons of the year^ by the very simple process of var- Stbawbeeuies.—Layers put down early may now
nisbiug Lemons with a solution of shellac in spirits of be potted off; place them where they will receive

wine. As an experiment, I kept a Lemon many partial shade until they get established. After that

months in this way ; and as Lemons unprotected from they may have full exposure to sunlight,

external moisture are prone to decay, and the juice to
,

Vines.—"VThen late crops have done stoning, the
deteriorate, I quite believe I have discovered a very borders, both inside and out, should have a good
simple, inexpensive process, by which the medical pro- soaking of liquid manure, to assist the swelling of the
fession can secure Lemons during the season of plenty, fruit. Vines on which the Grapes are just beginning
and lay up with a little care a store of fresh Lemon- ; to ripen should be gradually inured to a freer admission

.1 nice for the feverish patient at all seasons of the year, of air; and if it be desired to keep those which are

To the housewife who desires to use the peel for quite ripe for any length of time, they should still have
tlavouring, by simply kneading the elastic Lemons in tlie advantage of a slight shading during bright
the hands, the skm of shellac readily peels off, and -n-eather.

leives the rind quite unimpaired. George Mee, in HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Pharmaceutical Journal. i

'
Pinch or lay in shoots of wall trees, and gather all

.Snoivdrovs.—ievom a record kept of the flowermg of ki^js of fruit as it becomes ripe,
the Snowdrop during the lastl6years, marking the date

j

Celeey.—This may still be planted. The principal
of the opening of the first bloom m each season, we

, secret in growing very tender and crisp Celery, irre-
fiad that during the year 1863 the first bloom was seen spective of size, is to grow it very quickly by means of
open towards the end of December. During 1851, pleuty of manure and moisture. "NVbether in rows or
1352, 1853, 1854, 1858, 1859, 1860, 1361, 1362, 1364, 1365, gg^^ the young plants will not succeed without plenty
and 1866, the first flowers were seen open m January, Qf vv-ater

and mostly between the 8th and 24th ; three years ' Potatos —Let early kinds be got up as soon as the
during the months of February, 1S50 1356, and 1357 ;

I

tops are ripe enough ; and let particular pains be taken
while in 1855 it was the month of March before the t^ pjck out all the tubers, as those left in the ground
first bloom appeared^ owing to the frozen state of the ^re afterwards often very troublesome,
ground under a coating of snow. Farmer.

\ Spinach.—Sow some for autumn and early winter
- _-_.

\
use in good rich ground, deeply trenched. Avoid in

I all cases thick sowing; the rows should stand about

Calendar of Operations.
1

16 inches apart, to allow a free passage between the
I rows for forking, cleaning, and gathering the crop. At
' the first gathering every other plant should be drawn

Notices to Correspondents.
Apricots in Pots ; A C. There isno material difficulty iu the

cultui'C of Apricots in pots iu orchard houses ; only, like all

such things, they must have proper attention. The whole
secret of their culture in this manner, accordinj? to Mr.
Rivers, who is no mean authority, is simply to give them
plenty of ventilation whilst iu bloom ; even a degree or two
of fi-ost would not injure them then. The rationale of this

Is, that when the orchard-house is kept close whilst the trees

are in bloom there is so much moisture iu the air that
fertilisation cannot take place. Chalk in the soil used for

potting, in the proportion of oue-twelfth, or one-tenth, has
been found very beneficial.

Bean Pods: H L. Your pods are very curious. It seems to

be a kind of variegation. We have seen nothing of the kind
before. If the pods ripen, we should be very glad to have
two or three seeds. M J B.

Books : A B. Oliver's "Lessons in Elementary Botany."
BucK's-HORN Oak : J P. The celebrated Buck's-horn Oak of

the forest of Alice Holt, was not uprooted by a- gale, as has

been stated, but fell on a calm day. The venerable tree at

five feet from the ground measured 22 feet 7 inches in girth.

There aro two more of the veterans still in the Alice Holt
Wood,—one, we believe, larger than that which has recently

crumbled down.
Emplo^tient of Capital : P P. We must decline to give any
advice upon this point.

Garden Practice : Fred, If your present situation does not
give you scope for improvement in certain departments of

which your knowledge is deficient, you must make a change
and get into another garden where you can get experience

in these matters. But before you do so, we should advise

you to use up the opportunities afforded in your present

position, for it is easy to get out of, but not so easy to get

into employment. The best London nurseries are good
schools for learning plants. These are the points on which
you ask our opinion, so far as we can decipher your
hieroglyphics, but we are not sure we have succeeded, and
we can .give no more time to them. We recommend you to

acquire a plain legible |handwriting, and to abandon your
present careless flourishing style, which is all but illegible.

Gas Apparatus : J Atkinson inquires if any of our readers can

inform him where he can be supplied with an apparatus to

enable him to make his own gas. The works are so far

distant from his house that he cannot get gas laid on from
the main.

Herbs: A Young Housekeeper. To preserve the different kinds
of sweet herbs, the plants should be cut off close to the

ground when the flowers are about to open, and hung up in

a warm place, shaded from the sun, until they are perfectly

dry. Each sort shoiild then be put into a small box eight c

ten inches long, five or six ^ " ' "
'

inches deen ; a board the i

• 30f i

afterwards to bo wrapt
ae ; and if kept in a diy
I for two or three yeai*3,

were first gathered,

mr Grape is related to a
in ugly name connected
indeed "peculiar," and

{For the ensuing iceek.)

Now when bedding plants are nearly in perfection I ^yt entirely, thus giving additional space to those
the principal points to which attention must be

; ^i^ich are to produce a later supply,
dh'ected will be tying up or pegging down as may be '

necessary, and watering if the weather should be
dry. Order and neatness must also be everywhere
etiforced. Grass lav^Tis in most places look beautifully

green, and must be kept constantly mown. Pruit trees

are healthy, and as regards vegetables, wherever good
cultivation has been carried on, they are excellent.

Potatos especially have seldom been finer, and there is

as yet little or no disease among them. Apricots are
scarce, and Pears in some places are thin ; but of other
kinds of fruit there are fair crops.

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLANT HOUSES.

Let shading be used less frequently now than when
the weather was dry and bright

;
plants ripening their

• highest temperature durinii the above period occuTed on the
bijfi-tberm. 92 de;:.; aad the lowest od tbe 2d, 1861-tlieriu

placed over tbe herbs, which by m
to be pressed into cakes. These ai

in clean paper until required for i:

place, they will retain their arom;
and almost as perfect as when they

Names of Fruit : Old Subscriber. Y
variety known in France under
with the g'lat. Its flavour is

certainly not agreeable.

Names of Plants: Mickell tt Co. 1. Hypoxis sobolifera ; 2,

H. Rooperi ; both previously introduced.—J« OW Sit&3C)-i6er.

Paulownia imperialis.

—

G M. 1, Epilobium hirsutum ; 2,

Lysimachia Nummularia ; 3, Helianthemum vulgare,—S Q.

Aloysia citriodora.—£ .^ G. Platycodon chinense. —.^non,

1, Lastrea dilatata ; 2, Athyrium Filix-fcemina.— .BP. We
cannot name varieties of florists* flowers—CorX-. 1, Phlomla
fruticosa ; 2, some Nepeta ; 4, Salvia verbenacca ; 40, Digitalis

lutea.

—

Jane. The plant you found growing at Salerno on a

stone wall, amongst Oranges and Lemons, is Asplenium
Trichomanes.—P C. Funckia Sieboldiana.—£/Ma)H. Comp-
tonia asplenifolia.—£ H C. 2, Rhus Cotinus. B S.

Lysimachia vulgaris.—OW Subscriber. 1, Rhus Cotinus ; 2,

Cydonia japonica ; the others not determinable without
better specimens.—/S. Armeria vulgaiis j3 alpina, Hopp.

Rose Leaves : L H. Your Rose-leaves have been attacked by
the larva of the Rose Saw-fly, which has been peculiarly

abundant this year. It is possible that more than one
species may have been at work, for sometimes the grubs are

solitary, sometimes much smaller and gregarious. M J B.

Roval Botanic SoriETY.—The following omission occurred

in the List ot Awards made at the July Exhibition of this

Society, viz. :—To Messrs. J. Ivery &. Son, Small Silver

Medal for 12 British Ferns; First-class Certificate for

Athyrium Filix-fosmina pulchellum, and not for Athyrium
F.-f. pulcherrimum as advertised (see p. 632).

Sago Palm : P G states that he has a Sago Palm coming into

flower, and wishes to know if the fruit is good to eat, and
how often it hasfruited in England. Does our correspondent
really mean the Sago Palm (Sagus), or the much
commoner Cycas, which is often erroneously so-called ?

Seedling Pelargoniums : Rush. The leaf is showy, being
bold and well-coloured, but we think not equal to others

which have appeai-ed this season. Its merit, however,

will entirely depend on its habit. If it is as free as Mi-s.

Pollock, it will be an acquisition, as it has more bright red

colouring ; but all depends on this.-i". Brooks. Your seed-

ling has no particular merit, nor is it any advance upon
existing varieties. We cannot give repUes privately.

Strawberries : D M. Your seedlings arrived bruised, and
altogether in such bad condition that it is impossible for us

to offer any opinion as to their merits. We would advise

yon to submit fresh specimens of them to the inspection of

the Fruit Committee, at the Royal Horticultural Society's

Garden, South Kensington, on Tuesday nest.

Vine Leaves : Ebor. The excrescences on your leaves are

not the work of insects. They are vei-y common, especially

on Vines in pots, whose roots have occasionally been allowed

to get quite dry. They are not, we believe, injurious, though

they always make one suspicious that there is some defect

either in the roots or the condition of the air which may
ultimately be hurtful in another direction.
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/^OTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE UNITED
\j COW FITTINQS.

3 prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable,' and impervious
Infection, being all of iron. Fl-ice of Fittings per Cow. 435.

Proapeciuses free of Cottam & Co., Iron Works, 2, Winslev Street

(opposite tlie Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W., where l*--

w
Future Safety from Elnderpest.

'^)^i:

MUSGBAYE'S PATENT IRON COW STALLS, with
fre-ih Air Inlets, as used in the Government Model Farms.

MCSGRAVE-S PATENT STABLE FITTINGS and LOOSE
BOXES. Adopted by H R.H. the Prmce of Wales, for Sandringbam.

MUSGRAVE'S PATENT HARNESS BRACKETS, IRON
PIGGERIES, and DOG KENNELS.
'MUSGRAVE'S PATENT SLOW-COMBUSTION STOVE
Employed by tbe Ecclesiastical Commissioners.

The PATENT IRON COW STALLS and AIR INLETS are

perfect in their arrangemeuts for Feeding and Ventilation; every
part being of iron tliey are mdestructible, inexpensive, very compact,
\;leftnly, and healthful for the animal. Should distemper occur, if the
Iron work be painted ana the walls washed with lime, they can neither
harbour nor communicate contagion. This system in fact is found to
be the only true Safegcard against the Spreah of Epidemic.

Priced Engravings of all these Inventions will be sent tree on appli-

cation to MusoRAVE Brothkbs, Ann Street Iron Works. Belfast.

Iron Hiirdles, Fencing, and Gates.

COTTAM'S HURDLES art- m^ule in the best manner
of superior Wrought Iron. SHEEP HURDLES, from 4».

;

f| CATfLE HURDLES, from is. " '

S.'xs. each. Illustrated Price List
application.

ENTRANCE GATES, RAILING,
and IRON WORK of every descrip-
tion. Designs and Estimates free ol

Cottam & Co.,

No. 2, WiDsley Street

(opposite the Pantheon),

Oxford Street, London, W,

)ATENT ATMOSPHERIC CHURN, warranted to.
MAKE BUTTER in TEN MINUTES from FRESH MILK

without the use ofany chemical preparation, leaving
the Milk perfectly sweetand suitable for family use." '8 therefore a very valuable acquisition to fami-

keeping Cows; it is also indispensable for
Dairy use, as It produces more Butter, and Butter
' Iner quality, than any other Machine for a like

pose known to the Public. Persons desirous of
[K-ssiijg the operation of this Chum are invited
:iil at 119, New Bond Street, where Churning

> ; pl.ice several times daily. Tu more thoroughly
^ly tbe Public that no chemical preparatinn is
I, tley are invited to bring 'their own Milk,
'\\ will ba Churned In their presence, and the
U'Y .T.nd Milk returned free of chargo.

No. 1 CHUKN, 1 Gallon, 10,s. Qd.
No. 2 CHURN, li Gallon, Vis. Gd.
No. 3 CHURN, 2 Gallons, 14s. Gd.
No. 4 CHURN, 2i Gallons, 168. Gd.
No. 5 CHURN, 3 Gallons, 22s.

ill orders should be accoinpaniftd with Pest
(mice Oidurs payable to W. H. Rudinson, SecreUirv.

iiofspht-nc Chum Company Liraitcil, 1 VJ, New Bond Street, London,

against the ingress of Rats :

affords i

y do not attempt to fly over it."—PouHry Book.

PRICES PER YARD.
3 feet high, Is. 6d. Japanned ; U. lOd

G, & Co "s New Illustrated Catalogue will shortly be ready. It will
contain descriptions of the above, and other Iron and Wire Fences
lor Parks, Fanxis, Gat uons. Game Preserves, Poultry Courts, Ac. :

also of Iron Gates, Iron llurdles, Economical Wu-e Netting and
Roofing Felt.

Gkelmni) &. Co. (Limited), Victoria Iron and Wire Works, and
i, Warreu Street, Mancheater.

Ehe EgrtcttUural (Baj^tte.
SATURDAY, JULY 2S, 1866.

The landowner, as a mortal and an English-
man, must be open to the temptation of an
investment that wiU pay handsomely, quickly,
and without hazard ; and if it can be shown by

I

i;it ticai proof that certain ameliorations beyond
,;m' means of tenants can be effected on estates
\v itli a sure and speedy profit to the owners, then
we shall witness that transformation of the
agricultural surface of our island which alone
can give free scope to a scientific husbandly. It
may be well therefore to detail a case of remu-
nerative land improvement, accomplished not bj'

some enterprising occupier, who under a liberal

covenant might rapidly augment the value of his
landlord's propert}-—not by any public company
or body of corporate trustees, but by that
soundest of all limited liabilitj' "concerns," the
proprietor himself.

In the autumn of 1S61, Mr. John Prout, a
gentleman practically conversant with farming
in Cornwall and in Canada, as well as with com-
mercial business in London, pm-chased two
fai-ms near Sawbridgeworth, Herts. The land,
comprising 450 acres of clay and strong loam
upon a .subsoil of di-ift clay and cretaceous
gravel, was undrained, excepting partially by
shallow thorn drains—extremely foul with root
weeds, and so out of condition that the farewell
Wheat crop of one outgoing tenant is declared
not to have exceeded 12 to 16 bushels per acre.

Drainage of course was the fundamental process
in the amelioration ; but the virtues of deep-laid
pipes in di-j-ing, warming, and fructifying a
heavy soil, form such an "old, old story," that
we need not dwell hero upon the precise mode
adopted, the expense per acre, and the pecuniar}'
benefit that is certain to accrue during all the
long period that the di-ains will last. Eveiybody
admits that the proper di'aiuage of such land is

sure to pay ; what we have to particularise are
certain other field improvements, concerning
which an opposite opinion too commonly prevails.
The two holdings in one ring fence numbered

no fewer than 51 inclosuros, averaging not quite
9 acres each ; and what with meandering water-
courses, and sti'aggling fences of a wildly
picturesque description, those innumerable
boundaries were of very awkward angular .shape
for expeditious cultivation, as well as wasteful of
ground, injurious to cropping, and costly to keep
in repair. By exchanges of plots with neigh-
bouring owners the outside fence was made
rectUinear and symmetrical; the bill, mattock,
and spade attacked the formidable net-work
of internal ("infernal" our note-book seems
to have written it) hedges; the axe brought
down the pride of scattered timber ; and the
spado, pick, and earth cart straightened water-
courses, filled up old channels, and excavated
clean-cut direct deep outfalls instead ; while five

straight new roads were struck across the old
medley of inclosures, dividing the whole farm
into seven spacious plots of a generally quadri-
lateral figure. The work is now complete ; and
Mr. Prout having kindly opened his bailiff's

books to our inspection, we are enabled to state
how much has been the cost of the whole. Of
bushy hedge-row, a length of 514 chains (that is,

nearly GJ miles) was stocked and the ditches
alongside levelled in for an outlay of \bbl. \2s.

Now, obsei-ve how immediate is the profit to

Ml-. Prout as owner of the soil. The abolished
fences having averaged 7 yards in breadth
(measuring between the extreme limits of the
plough on both sides), an addition has been made
to the estate of no less than 16 acres, now Ij'ing

in strips m all directions across the large fields,

open to eveiy operation of good tillage and
manuring. The cost price of the land in 1S61

was aj/. per acre, every item of expense included

;

and thcicforo the 16 acres gained represent a
value of 560/. The hedge roots were given to
the labourers ; the brushwood was either buried
in drains or used for burning ; but the 920 trees,
consisting of Pollards and inferior timber, came
in for gates, gateposts, and other stuff, estimated
as worth altogether about 42/. Here, then, we
have a present return of no less than 602/. for an
expenditure of 155/. 12s. during four years.

But the advantage is also great to Mr. PiioUT
as occupier. Supposing it had been a tenant's
investment (of coui'se under a liberal as well as
lasting tenure) he would have entered upon
16 acres rent free in perpetuity for the sum of
(155/. 12s., less 42/.) 113/. 12,'i. paid down; or at

25 years purchase, say 16 acres at a rental of
5s. Hd. per acre. Of greater advantage still is

the increased produce upon the old area from the
removal of nearly 6| miles of fence, with its

overshadowing of crops for many yards into
each field, and its immense harbour for weeds,
birds, and vermin. In fact, this reclamation of

waste ground by the simple demolition of useless
fences, forms a striking example of safe and
quick profit upon an easy outlay, sure to be
imitated (one would think) over tens of thousands
of acres now equally encumbered with sprawling
hedgerows of wild shrubs and outgrown Quick.
The earthwork of filling up old watercourses,
cutting 130 chains length of new ones, and
levelling in a few moats, ponds, and waste places,

cost 155/. 12s., reckoning 8s. per day for a pair of
horses engaged in carting. The area of ground
thus acquii'ed is about 2i acres, which, at 35/. an
acre, leaves an outlaj' of 68/. 3s. as the co.st of

the improved outfalls for the drainage of the
whole farm. However, if you choose to lumj)
together all the expenses of the improvements,
allowing nothing for the value of the new outlet for

drain-water, the account will still show well in

favoui' of agricultural progress. The total outLay
in foul' years was 311/. bs., and the return

—

ISi acres of land at 35/.—647/. 10s. ; add the
wood, 42/., making a total of 689/. 10s. The
expense of the new Grass headland paths for the
steam-ploughing engines does not materially
alter these figures, for while 62 chains length of

new Grass road has been laid down, 74 chains
length of old road has been jjloughed up and
added to the arable ground.

The most remarkable success in tlus case of
land improvement has now to be mentioned.
The foul farm has been brought in four years
into the cleanly condition of a well-kept garden,
and during the last two years the whole has been
ploughed and subsoiled 14 to 16 inches deep.

When we visited the farms last November the
whole of this year's Wheat seeding (223 acres)

was finished, all the land for spring corn lay
readj' ploughed, and the land for roots was in

the same forward state, requiring only the
harrow and drill when sowing time should
come, so that no heavy tillage of any
description remained to be done until after

the present harvest; and the perplexity
of the manager was not—" How shall I be
able to get through the spring and summer
work due to a large arable clay farm?"—but
" ^Vhat new labour can I find to employ my men
throughout the winter and spring ?" The former
occupiers are reported to have kept a score of

horses at work in tilling but 5 inches deep.

Mr. I'ROtJT has done all his work with 10 horses

and a 14 horse-power Fowler engine ; and having
entirely completed the reclamation, has now
reduced his force of horse-flesh to only five good
animals, which after spending half their time this

summer doing nothing, will now cart the corn

into ricks beside the field roads. They can
manage this, because eight horses led the last

harvest up to the homestead. The amazing
reduction in tillage expenditure from having a
thoroughly clean farm further appears from the

fact that, in future, the engine too will have an
easy time of it, as all its work will occupy only

about a couple of months during the entire year.

That Mr. Prout has not spent a fortune in

eradicating weeds and breaking up the soil to its

present great depth of staple, is proved by the

labour-book.

The cost of hand-labour, including the wages
of the steam plough hands, the labour of stocking

hedges, and of all the drainage, was for the first

year 720/., for the second 1142/., the next 1020/.,

and for 1865 up to the present time, 880/. The
ordinary expense of 10 horses need not be stated

in figures ; but it is necessary to say what was
the total cost of working the steam plough. The
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hand-labour is included in tlie above amounts

;

the water-cai't horse was one of the 10, and is

now one of the five. The coals, at 1 (is. 1 o 1 7».

per ton, cost in 1861-2, 114/.; in 1SG;J, SdZ. ; in

1884-5, 165/. : altogether 365/. Oil, &o., cost

34/. in the four years. Eepairs and the addition

of improvements in the machinery cost ISO/, in

the four years. Interest a7id depreciation on 994/.,

the prime cost of the apparatus, exclusive of

rope, say at 12^ per cent, per annum, came to

476/. in the fom- years. Then we have the item

of wire-rope worn out. The original SOO yards

cost 84/. ; 450 j^ai-ds, added in two years' time,

cost 47/. Ss. ; and from personal inspection of

this 1250 yards, we estimate the present value at

one-third, or 43/. 15s. ; thus leaving 87/. 10s. as

the total expense of rope consumed during the

four years. The entii'e outlay for steam work, then

(besides the manual labour already included in the

general account) is 1142/. 10s. in the four years.

Ten horses, in place of the engine, would have
cost about the same ; but they would have made
up only the old force of 20 horses that kept the

staple shallow and the crops fovil. 20 horses, in

lieu of the engine, would have cost double the

money ; but even if they could have cleaned the

farm, it was utterly beyond their ability to deepen
the 5-inch staple to treble its depth, and
accomplish a light crumbly style of tillage, such
as now enables the corn to be sown early in a

pulverulent seed-bed, and green crops to grow
where dead fallow reigned before.

That the steam tillage has developed inherent

fertility in the soil appears from the fact, that

almost all the white straw crop of 1864, and most
of the roots too, together with 536 quarters of

Wheat, and about 300 tons of the straw of 1863,

were sold off the farm. The sale took place by
public auction : and the excellent chiiracter of

the yield may be judged of from the prices made.
Thus 147 acres of Wheat with the straw as

staked out upon the land, sold for an average of

9/. Is. per acre ; 73 acres of Barley, with the

straw, sold for an average of 7/. 19s. per acre

;

and 29 acres of Oats sold for an average of

6/. lis. per acre.

It is certainly not high manuiing that has
produced (he good crops ; for Mr. Prout has not
appUed iDOre than 640/. worth of any purchased
manure during the whole four years. And that

a consumption of sheep and cattle food has had
little share iu the business is evident from the

circumstance that, in 1863, Mr. Prout fattened

only 58 oxen; in 1864 he kept only a single cow;
and ho never has farmed until the present

season either a sheep or pig. The horses kept
numbered but eight, as two of the 10 previously

stated to have been employed represent the

average of teams hired. The head of stock on
the farms in November consisted of 14 bullocks

feeding in barns and houses, one cow and caU,

and five horses.

Dr. VoELCitEE's analysis shows the soil to

possess a practically inexhaustible ftmd of

fertility, though apparently of very ordinary
quality, like vast areas of similar land in Great
Britain ; and Mr. Prout might probably pursue
with advantage a garden management almost
independent of rotations, live stock, and
manuring. But his intended husbandry will

prudently embrace the sheep feeding of a portion

of the root crop, with probably a pm-chase of

stable-maniu'e fi-om London in retuin for straw
sold olT. This is one of the most sui'prising

examples yet seen of the virtue of deep steam
tillage on a heavy soil, hitherto suil'ered to lie

semi-utilised under a miserable yet costlj' system
of shallow culture by draft animals. But the

immediate lesson fi'om the case is the certainty

of profit to landowners fi-om clearing away those

vermin-filled banks and biid-infested scrub

fences, which are now choking up thousands of

fine farms, and obstructing the progress of the
fructifying steam-drawn share. /. A. C.

APPEARANCE OF THE CROPS.
Cheshire.—The cereal crops as usual are of a varied

character, according to the quality and management of

the land. Those in good soils have a healthy appear-

ance and give the promise of a good return ; there are,

of com-se, gi'eat exceptions, and where the seed was put
iu late, especially on stiff Land, the crops are miserably
poor, being thin on the ground and short iu the straw;

on the whole however they may be considered an
average. Beans have been looking healthy, but on
examination are found to he thin of pod, consequent,

it is supposed, on the dry weather. Peas are not much
grown, and, as a rule, may be considered poor. The hay
crops, excepting on the hot dry land, are very good,

and the weather for making is most ftivouvable. The
pastures are exceedingly luxuriant, and it is lamentable

I

to witness large fields of beautiful herbage with
less than a third of the stock they are capable of

I

supporting ; this deficiency has ai'isen entirely from the
disastrous effects of the cattle plague, farmers fearing to

replenish their dairy stocks, and being unwilling to

purchase store sheep at the very high prices demanded
for them. Mangels and Turnips appear to be doing
well, but Potatos already show symptoms of disease.

There is great dissatisfaction as regards the Cattle
Plague Compensation Act ; those who have lost their
cattle before the Act and received no compensation,
think it a great hardship to have to contribute to the
relief of those who have lost them since the passing of
the Act, and are to receive one-half their value. We
may therefore consider the prospects of Cheshire
farmers not very cheering. W. P., Jixlij 18.

Essex : Tiptree, Kehedon,—So far as I have had an
opportxmity of judging, Wheat on the stiff, cold, col-

lapsing, non-calcareous clays will be a very short crop,
in many instances not more than one-half theabundant
yield of last year. The very wet winter, a wet April,
and freezing May rotted the fibres, and prevented the
usual spring tillering. Many of the stems have rotted
just where they issue from the crown of the root, and
have fallen—root-fallen it is called. Others that stand
erect have also rotted, and consequently the ears are
unfilled. The wet April prevented hoeing, consequently
the abundant growth of weeds, encouraged by the
mild winter, have overpowered and much injured
the Wheat crop, which is thin and foul.

On the chalky clays and light soils the
crops are much better than last year. The
fine rains of June and subsequent brilliant sun-
shine have developed the Wheat kernels, and greatly
encouraged the Oat and Barley crops ; the latter will

probably be quite an average. Peas are an abundant
crop; Potatos good; Beans good, but somewhat
injured by the "Collier;" Mangels, where properly
attended to at an early period, will be good ; but in

many fields they are late, weedy, and consequently
poor, as compared with last year ; Turnips plant and
promise well ; Clovers were very indifferent on the
heavy clays, especially where unhoed in the spring;
Gr,ass much improved by the June rains. We begm
harvest on the 28th inst. The grain promises to be of
first-rate quality, owing to the recent brilliant weather.
It ripens kindly. J. J. Mechi, July 25.

Heeefobdshibe : Ross. — The recent excessive
heat has so forced on all our cereals that a harvest
which a few short weeks since was anticipated to be a
late one will now be moderately early. In some parts
of the county the sickle will be called into use before
the close of the month, and reaping will become general
by the 8th of August. The great failure of the Clover
plant during the past year tells its own tale in the
Wheat crop of the present. The general Wheat crop
will in consequence be a light one. The heaviest crops
are to be found on land planted early, after Swedes and
Turnips. Hitherto all crops are very free from blight,

and the bright manner in which they are dying out
leads to the expectation of an abundant yield iu pro-
portion to the straw, which is very far below an
average in quantity. The cold wet February and
March so retarded the planting of spring corn that in
many parts of the county large breadths of Barley
were not sufficiently forward to shade the land before
the brilliant sun of the past three weeks came upon
them; they are therefore almost valueless, and on
lands where this crop was hurried in before
the land became sufficiently dry and tilthy the yield
will be unsatisfactory, the severe drought and
frosts of May having seriously checked its growth,
whilst the middle planting is likely to prove
an abundant crop. This crop, like the Wheat, must
be below an average. Oats are greatly improved.
Beans and Peas are each good crops, and promise to
yield considerably above an average. Hops are much
benefited by the recent forcing weather, and large
breadths which a few weeks since were considered past
recovery will now yield something in return for the
heavy expenses incurred in their cultivation. The
Apple and Pear crop is very partial ; many trees are
dead and dying from the effects of blight, whilst, on the
other hand, some orchards have abundant crops. In
one district of the county the Potato disease has made
its appearance in a virulent form. The Swede Turnips
and Mangels are all in much need of rain, and although
better than the past two years, they are in many parts
a most unsatisfactory plant ; the fly has been exceed-
ingly destructive, and where there was a fair promise
of plants, the wire-worm and grub appear determined
to finish the work of destruction so determinedly
commenced by the other pest. The hay and Clover
crops have been secured m excellent condition, and
where not spring-grazed they have proved .above an
average. T. huckham, Baysham Court, Ross, Jnly 25.

NOKFOLK : Weasenham, Brandon.—I have pleasure
iu being able to tell you that I think the corn crops
in our district promise well. Beets and Turnips are
also good. Henry Overman, Jiiiy 24.

Waewickshise : Mihote, Stratfonl-on-Amn. —
Owing to a very favourable blooming season, combined
with several weeks of sunshine, the Wheat crop
assumes a very promising appearance. On the strong
good soils it bids fair to be a full crop, but on the thin
gravel and sand, as well as on the wet clsiys, the straw
is short and uneven. The early-sown Barley has grown
vigorously, and is good ; the later planted is much less in

bulk, and has been unfavourably affected by the hot
and dry weather. It is to be feared that some will

become prematurely ripe, and that the grain will there-
fore be a thin sample. There is generally a luxuriant
growth of Beans, but the blight to which this plant
has become so subject has lately appeared upon it. The
early Beans give promise of a pretty good yield, but
the wet season prevented the main crop being planted
as early as was desirable, and on all those sown after

the usual time there is a deSoieacy of pods, many

stems having no com upon them. Peas are good, and
are already being harvested. Mangels are a fuU plant

;

the warm weather suits them, and they grow rapidly.
Early-sown Turnips were much injured by fly, but a
tolerable plant in general ; they begin to need rain
badly. One crop of Grass was moderately good, and
the hay well gathered. The pastures have been most
luxuriant— fuller of white Clover and fine herbage than
I ever saw them. The hot weather has now robbed
them of their verdure, and they want rain. Potatos
are a good crop, of excellent quality, but complaints
are beard of the disease having appeared amongst them.
J. C. Adkins, Jnly 24.

Wilts : Aldbo'urne, Smgerfori, July 20.—I inclose
a report of the state of the crops in this locality so far
as I can at present judge them. The Wheit has
greatly improved since the warm weather, and is

generally fliling well. Notwithstanding the ears stand
some way apart, I think, from their weighty appear-
ance, we may anticipate close to an average crop.
Barley is forward, and looks more promising than for
many years past ; it will be ripe nearly as soon as the
Wheat. The latter, should this weather continue, will
be fit to cut about the 8th of August. The Oats are
" corny," and likely to yield well. Mangel, Swedes,
and Turnips are well planted, and a great breadth are
hoed the first time. Sheep keep is very plentiful,
which causes sheep stock to be very dear. Potatos are
very luxuriant, and the disease "has not yet shown
itself. Thos. Chandler.

THE CATTLE PLAGITB.
The foUowiug returns were issued on July 20 :

—

These returns give the number of cases occurring
in CJreat Britain which have been officially reported.
Columns 1 only record the cases reported as having
commenced during the weeks indicated by the
headings ;

" back " cases being added to columns 2.
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material for filling drains. Tiles are really so mueli

the best that, even when more costly, they should be

used. They require a less trench tn place them, and
cost less to haul thero, and are equally perinaiieut.

Uroken stones are a. cumbrous contrivance for nliiaiii-

ing an imperfecl channel. And you had beffcr call

pipe tiles for many miles than use stones broken <iri

the spot.

The digging of the drains is of course contracted for

;

the pipe-laying is done by a foreman, or one who at any
rate may be trusted not to place the pipes until the
trench for them has been jjroperly formed. The placing

the pipes of the right size in the right quantity in

heaps liver the field is directed by the master before the
work i

'' ii, ! ( 11 i'l, as soon as by trial holes, and by
exaniii •, ,i - nan fields and his iieighboui-'s, he is

satisli'' 1 -
,

1 i nlaii which he shall adopt.

As I* ill' 'iiiiii 11.1 of superintendence the work may
neeJ, ii may be mentioned that one Drainage Company
ivi 111 which we are acquainted employs one draining
e' -i 11 eer, who inspects the estates which are placed in

• hands, draws up a plan and estimate, and puts the
with maps, &c., into the hands of a head foreman

;

are several such foremen, and under each of them
. are 60 or 70 men. A single foreman to 60 or 70

111 II is required for jnere superintendence. He lays

ciui the lines of the drains, and sees that they are
properly executed, and that the tiles are properlj- laid.

I ,e! us now refer to certain expedients which have
M in use for diminishing the cost of drainage—these
iill do little more than name, believing that deep,

,1 liorough, and efficient work, though costliest m
iiie be(iinning, is cheapest in the end. There is (1) the
use of fagots, and even of straw rope, in shallow drains,

to which we have already referred as at most an
expedient, only justifiable in the case of a tenancy at
will, where the farmer dare not risk any considerable
expenditure. (2.) There is plug drainage; when a
shallow drain is cut,- and the earth filled in and rammed
doivn over a moveable core lying in the bottom of it,

which is drawn on as the work proceeds, and thus
leaves a passage. (3.) There is wedge-draining ; when
the third spit is taken out narrower than the preceding
one, leaving a shoulder on either side, on which the
clay lumps out out in digging the second spit will rest,

and so leave a vacant channel, which will act as a
drain. (4.) The mole plough, worked by a capstan at

the end of the drain, is drawn through pasture land at
a depth of 2 feet or 30 inches with a good effect, which
lasts for several years, and it is much used in the Vale
of Gloucester, (o.) There is J\Ir. Fowler's modification
of this, where a string of pipes is drawn in behind the
" mole " of the plough, and so a permanent channel is

exchanged for a short-lived one ; and where the subsoil
ij of unifonn texture, and the surface is of uniform
slope, M r. Fowler's plan is perfectly safe enough.
A word or two may be .said on drain stoppages. They

are due more often to the want of uniformity in the
slope of the drain-channel, and to the consequent want
of uniformity in the flow of the drainage water, than
1 3 aay other cause. They arise either from ferruginous
d "posits, or from the roots of plants. In the former
Oise they are produced by the existence in the soil of
iron in its lower state of oxidation, when it is capable
of solution in water containing ve,i;etable and other
acids. It is in that slai- . .n i u-.l im.. tli- linini. unci,

meeting there with air, I i ,, '.,;,i i.ii .
, ,,iiiy

of oxygen, and the in.-oi.i; ., ;,. ir u: n.. , i ,,,, r.n^d.

Of course it makes its apjii..iiuiii_e lu exueuid.v .,uiall

particles, but these in sluggish places become attached
to the pipe, and ultimately stop it altogether. The
remedy is, in boggy and ferruginous soils, to lay the
land dry for a year or two by open ditches, until, by
the constant pass.age of rain and air throughout it, the
whole becomes thoroughly peroxidised; then, after-
wards, in forming the drains, to take care that they be
of uniform slope, thus providing for a constant flow of
the draining water. In addition to this, the use of the
smallest pipe, consistent with the largest probable flow
of water which it will have to carry, is the best, because
in it, when the flow is little, it is confined in a narrow
rill, and so is able to transport whatever solid particles it

may contain. As to stoppages by roots of plants, there
is no remedy which does not involve the uselessness of
the drain itself at the place where that remedy is

applied. When a drain crosses under a hedge-row, it

may be well to use long collars for the purpose of
tightening the junctions where the roots might be
expected to enter ; but as a general rule deep drainage,
and well-tilled land over it, which causes rain water to
sink gradually into the land throughout, and not form
any special pathways, as by cracks, &c., is a security
against the stoppage of the channels by the roots of
ordinary crops. This deep and thorough tillage is in
itself a drainage operation whereunder-ground channels
have been placed. If there be a pan below the plough-
ing, as there often is, it is the interposition of a nearly
impervious floor to the passage of rain-water. When
there is no such impervious floor, it is right to give
drains full credit for ability to carry off all the rainfall

:

and we would not supplement any deficiencies which
may become apparent by any attempt at surface
drainage, but rather by additional under drains. Well-
drained and deeply-tilled clay land may be safely left,

and will be better left, flat—not in ridge and furrow.
The following is the judgment on this subject of a

most competent judge and trustworthy observer, the
late Mr. Paine, of^ Faruham. It is, in fact, an
example taken from his oivn estate, which he quoted
in a paper on this very subject. He said—" This land
was unusually wet, and although it was thrown up in
high narrow furrows of about 8 ft. wide, it was
impassable for horses, excepting in the driest weather,
when the ground baked up as hard as a brick. The
seasons for sowing were frequently lost, as the land
could not be got ready in tune. Now the drains in
this farm were put in at 4 and 4i ft. in depth, and at
distances varying from 15 to 30 ft., such as from the

character of the soil I deemed suflScient, the surface
soil not being of one uniform texture. After the
draining was completed. I recnmmended the tenani 1o
throw down all the \'.-r iij , ,

nl \:<\ the '-'inuii'l

perfectly flat. He I-' :
> .i ,, n.h i.t. and liir la.nl

lias ever since been ilni" I 'u. :, , iviilmnl iinlirviiiii'.!

Ilie necessity of retaiiiii:.' am iiin.i..,. t walked uver
this farm during the Hctlest part of January ; there
was no water at all to be seen on the surface, and the
ground under foot had become perfectly sound ; though
previous to the draining, after similar heavy rains, I
have often seen on the inclined surfaces of the fields

gullies washed out 2 and 3 ft. deep, and the flats of the
fields were so rotten that a person could not walk on
them without sinking over his shoes at every step."
As a last word on the material to be employed in

drainage ;—The imperfection of any other form of tile

than that of the pipe for draining is shown in the
condition in which most of the old drains taken up
when the Regent's Park was drained some years ago
were found—these were laid with horse-shoe tiles, and
were choked by the soil having become pressed up into
them, and not, as many have supposed, by the tiles

having been squeezed in the ground. This squeezing
up of clay into the cavities of drains has hitherto been
a serious cause of their obstruction. Mr. Hewitt
Davis says

—
" I have taken up drains formed of wood,

brick, chalk, and stone, and laid carefully, into which
the soil in the coiu'se of a few years has been pressed as
tight and as hard as is the adjoining unbroken gi'ound.

The changes clay undergoes at different seasons—its,

expansion by water, "and softened condition in winter,
and the heavy pressure it is under at 3 or 4 ft. from the
surface, at once explain how it is forced up into all

cavities, and prove the immense superiority of the
ordinary pipe tile." J. C. M.

WHAT CONSTITUTES GOOD MILK ?

A VAEIETT of conditions afl'ect materially the
quantity and quality of milk. Thus the season of the
year and the amount and kind of food given to cows
influence the yield and quality of their milk; again,
the race or breed and size of the animal to a great
extent affect the yield and quality of milk.

Generally speaking, small races, or small individuals
of the larger races, give the richest milk from the same
kind of foods Where good quality is the main object,
Alderneys or Guernseys unquestionably are the cows
that ought to be kept, for they give a richer cream than
any other kind in common use in this country ; but
of course Alderneys are not the most profitable stock
for cow-keepers in towns, with whom the Yorkshire
cow, essentially a Short-horn, is the favourite breed, as
it surpasses all others for the quantity of miUc it yields.

Tho milk, however, compared with that of the Alderney
or Ayrshire cow, is more watery and less rich.in butter,
and therefore not well suited for dairies in which butter
and cheese are made.
In the spring of the year, and the early part of

summer, milk is more abundant, and the butter made
from it r,f' n 'i-i"r tlivniir. A; iii srason advaiices llii'

snppl.i >'
' ''.::,.. li-r ill l.iul^-r 'I'b-

inflie I !
.

'• .1.. I

. . -I mil; l-vm siiikiiiL

Ahali-l.iri-.l rmi hill niilv )„.|-|. bill llUle'llulk, bill

what it yields is miserably poor. On the other hand,
the liberal supply of food, rich in nitrogenous and phos-
phatic elements of nutrition, tells directly on the milk.

Nothing, therefore, can he more injudicious than to
stint dairy cows in food.

The finest flavoured milk and butter, I need hardly
say, are produced by cows fed in summer entirely on
tho Grass of rich permanent pastures, and in winter on
nothing else but hay made of fine short sweet Grass.
Eleven or 12 lb. of Grass produce about 1 lb.

of milk, or a ton of good hay produces as
nearly as possible one hundred gallons of milk.
Few persons, however, having the opportunity of
keeping cows for their own use, can afford to feed them
in winter entirely upon hay. Turnips, Mangels, meal,
brewer's grain, bran, or oilcake, with more or less cut
straw, in a great measure have to take the place of hay
as a winter food.

Turnips give a disagreeable taste to the milk, and,
moreover, produce very watery milk.
Mangels are less objectionable, but should not be

given to milch cows without an allowance of 3 to 5 lb.

of meal. Of all kinds of meal, none is equal in milk-
producing qualities to Bean-meal—a fact which finds a
ready explanation in the circumstance that Bean-meal
contains as much as 28 per cent, of flesh-forming
matters, or the same class of compounds to which tlie

curd and albumen of milk belong, and that it is also

rich in phosphates, or bone earth. Pea-meal or
Egyptian Lentils closely resemble Bean-meal in com-
position, and may be used with equal advantage as an
auxiliary and excellent food for milch cows. It is not
a little remarkable that in leguminous seeds, which are
always rich in flesh-forming matters, as well as in other
articles of food, a large percentage of nitrogenous or
flesh-forming compounds usually is associated with a
large percentage of phosphates or bone earth. There
exists thus naturally an admirable provision in food,
specially adapted for milch cows, or young and growing
stock, to supply the animal not only with the material
of which the curd of milk, or the flesh of young stock
consist, but likewise to supply bone materials, for
which there is great demand when gi'owing stock.has to
be maintained in a thriving state, or cows have' to be
kept in a condition in which they may be expected to
yield much and good milk. Oil-cake produces much
and rich milk, but seriously injures its quality by
giving it a bad flavour.

Bran, on the other hand, is a good food for milk.
Indeed, nothing can be better as an auxiliary winter
food for milch cows than 41b. of bran made into a thin
mash, to which should be added 4 lb. of Bean meal.
Along with this about 23 lb. of Mangels, and about

15 lb. of hay, and 15 lb. of straw chaff, should be given
per day to each cow.

fVuTs fed upon such a daily allowance of bran, Bean-
111. al, Miii'-'cls, hay, and straw-chaflf during tli, winter
iiiwirii^, yield much more milk of a .superior flavour
iliaii r.iiv fed upon Turnips and most other kinds of
aiuihaiy bind.

When brewers' grains can be obtained at a reason-
able price they will be found one of the cheapest and
best foods that can be given to milch cow.s. Brewers'
grains, I find, are much more nutritious than their
appearance seems to warrant. Even in the wet con-
dition in which grains are obtained from breweries, a
condition in which they hold from 75 to 77 per cent, of
water, they contain a good deal of ready made fat and
flesh-forming matters. When air dry. brewers' gr.ains,

I have recently discovered, contain from 7 to 8 per
cent, of oil and fatty matter, and in round numbers
15 per cent, of nitrogenous matters, and in this state
are more nutritious and a more useful food for milch-
cows than Barley meal in the same state of dryness.
During the last 10 years I have made a great many

milk analyses, from which I select a few for the
purpose of illustrating the natural variations which
may occur in the composition of equally genuine railk.

The results are embodied in the following Table,
showing the composition of four samples of genuine
new milk obtained and analysed by myself in the
country.

Composition of Four Samples of New Country Milk.
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As the result of my own experieuce, fuumlt'd on tlic

examination of many samples of milk produrcd uiiikT

the most varied circumstances, and puiijosuly adulte-
rated with known quantities of water, I may state that
millt may be considered rich when it contains from
12 to 12i per cent, of solid matters, 3 to 35 per cent, of
wliich are pure fatty substances. If it contains more
than 125 per cent, of solid matter, and in this 4 per
cent, or more fat, it is of extra rich quality. Such
milk throws up 11 to 12 per cent, of cream in bulk on
standing 12 hours at 62" F., and has a specific gravity

varying from 1.028 to 1.030.

Good milk of fair average quality, as has been stated

already, contains from loj to 11 per cent, of di-y matter,

and in this about 2i per cent, of pure fat. It yields

9 to 10 per cent, of cream, and has a specific gravity of
about 1.030.

Poor milk contains 90 per cent, or more water, and
has a lower specific gravity than 1.027. Such milk
yields not over 6 to 8 per cent, cream.
Skimmed milk throws up still less cream, has a

bluer colour, and is more transparent, and when
undiluted with water has a slightly ' higher specific

gravity than new milk, •

Good skimmed milk has a specific gravity of about
1.033 ; poor skimmed milk 1.028 to .030.

Milk purposely watered yields only 5 to 6 per cent,

of cream, and invariably has a lower specific gravity
than 1.025.

If milk is both skimmed and watered it yields less

than 4 per cent, of cream, and possesses as low a
specific gravity as 1.025 to 1.026.

A great many experiments have led me to the con-
clusion that within certain limits the specific gravity
is the most trustworthy indicator of quality, and that
for all practical purposes an ordinary hydrometer
float, by means of which the gravity of liquids can be
ascertained with precision, and a graduated glass tube,
divided into 100 equal degrees, constitute the safest and
readiest means for ascertaining the quality of milk so
far as it is affected by the relative proportions of the
normal milk constituents.
A set of such instruments or lactometers, one being

a graduated glass tube for measuring the proportion of
cream thrown up on standing, and the other a gravity
float or hydrometer, with plain printed directions for
use, can be obtained at the cost of a few shillings.

A few years ago I made some accurate gravity deter-
minations of pure milk before and after skimming, and
of samples mixed purposely with 10 to 50 per cent, of
water, and as the results may be useful in comparing
them with others, I give them in the subjoined
table :

—

Specific Gravity of Watered Milk.
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fens of Lincolnshire, Cambridseshire, &c., have scarcely

more extra-parochial land than is to be found in

other counties. The fens used formerly to be open

commons, but when drained and inclosed, became
united to the bordering parishes. Every parish has its

overseer, and then the registrars, who never let a birth

or wedding, or death (no matter whether in extra-

parochial places or not) escape their vigilance, could

certainly find out every farmer (a class of comparatively

limited number out of the general population), and get

his return paper properly filled up. I suppose large

gardens and allotments connected with cottages ought

to be included. In the part of Lincolnshire^ called

South Holland, there is a very minute subdivision of

landed property and of holdings. On the heath and
wolds is a very opposite state of things, large properties,

large farms, so that (with breeding, four-course

farming, and grazing) this county is well adapted as a

sample of the whole kingdom. Lincolnshire is com-
prehended in 16 unions, varying from 9 to 88 parishes

each ; some of them also include a few parishes out of

Leicestershire, Nottinghamshire, Yorkshire, Rutland,
and Northamptonshire. There are 718 Lincolnshire
parishes and to\vnships all included in unions, and also

several extra-parochial places which are not in any
union. About 15,000 acres of Deeping Fen, between
Spalding and Deeping, are e.xtra-parochial, the re-

mainder of this Fen (viz., about 15,000 acres) is included

in the adjacent unions. In order to get the

statistics of these ten or fifteen thousand extra-

parochial acres, there must be a provision made
for an exceptional case. The registrars could do all

that is required ; if not, there are plenty of first-rate

farmers (and collectors of taxes), who would do just

for that spot. Holland Fen, of 22,000 acres, is all

included in unions, except a few small tracts that are

extra-parochial; Eagle Woodhouse, near Lincoln, is

extra-parochial, containing only 110 acres. Greeuhill,

near Gainsborough, is extra-parochial, containing only
400 acres, in two farms ; Haugh, near Alford, is extra-

parochial, 600 acres in one farm ; Morton, near Lincoln,
of 700 acres, is extra-parochial. Tupholme, near
Wragby, of 1795 acres, is extra-parochial. There are

a few other little spots, but all can be easily compre-
hended in the contiguous enumerating districts. C. L. S.

Cottage Building.— The article on " Agricultural
Gangs " in your Paper of July 14, points out the urgent
need of English farmers having the requisite number
of cottages at a convenient nearness to the farm
steadings. But that urgent need must be allowed to

rest on its own merits. I beg to protest against would-
be reformers writing as if ignorant of the truth that
the heart is the source of evil. The same demoralising
agents are at work in and around London that are

at work in agricultural districts in any county. Little

children are initiated in various forms of vice before

they are old enough to be benefited by attendance at

day schools ; and I consider this ought to stagger a
little those who denounce the employment of females
in farming operations. The " gang," like the " bon-
dager " system, relieves the farmers from the drudgery
connected with collecting women, boys, and girls for

field-work during the spring and summer months,
which is the producing cause of farmers clinging so

tenaciously to these grievances in their respective
districts. As a general rule, farmers in the south-east of
Scotland and Northumberland have their male
labourers and their families located in houses at a
convenient nearness to the farm steadings, which
enables all the members of each household to get
breakfast, dinner, and supper together. The comfort-
able condition of so many Scotch and Northumberland
hinds is attributable to the plentiful supplies of milk,
butter, cheese, bacon, and pickled pork, and each
family all getting their meals together. The total want
of houses on too many English farms practically pro-
hibits the adoption of the Northumberland and South
of Scotland relationship of master and servant. I fail

to perceive that co-operative farming would add to the
comforts of ploughmen without capital, since it

requires a tenant farmer to have a capital of 10/. per
acre for purchasing stock and implements, and to keep
him afloat for two years after his taking possession of a
farm. Would-be reformers do not know what they are
talking and writing about when urging the co-operative
farming principle. The exorbitant retail prices of
beef, mutton, and bacon and ham prompt me to make
this incidental reference to the co-operative principle.
As a general rule, village ploughmen in England with
theirweekly wage of cash, have to pay retail price forevery
article ofconsumption ; whereas ploughmen on Tweed-
side haveplentifulsuppliesof milk, butter, cheese, bacon,
and Potatos, for say 8/. 16s.,—5/. to 71. for the cow's
keep, and 5(. 15s. for 1500 yards of drills at Is. a score.
Pork-curers in this district bought in the carcases of
pigs last winter at 6s. 9rf. and 7s. a stone of 14 lb., and
they are being retailed at present at Wd. a pound for the
flitches, and 1.9. a pound lor the hams—handsome
profits, with a large trade. The Tweedside relationship
of master and servant keeps the married ploughmen
out of the jaws of butchers and retailers of bacon,
who ought to be treated a.s land.sharks. Regretting to
find so many farmers not treating the hinds' cows as
the.y ought to do in the way of summer and winter
feeding, I have headed this letterwith " cottage building,"
to prove my statement in the Agricultural Oazette of
July 7, that a good cow, a good supply of Potatos, the
liberty to feed pigs, and the regular staff of labourers
being located in good houses near to each farm
steading, are the elements of success. Since so many
are opposed to field work for women—which opposition
I treat with ridicule-^since the attending to the
affairs of a household, milking a cow, making the butter
and chee.se, and feeding a pig or pigs, furnishes ample
employment for a ploughman's wife, I consider the
giving ploughmen a cow's keep and liberty to feed pigs
to be that mode of the co-operative farming principle
best adapted for a newly married couple, or a couple

with a family who are not jointly possessed of 50?. or

60/. A great deal of misunderstanding is caused by
jumbling up the effects of the culpable negligence of

responsible persons in different positions in life, and
ascribing the aggi-egate result to landowners and exten-

sive tenant-farmers. For example, English landowners
are responsible for the want of the requisite number of

cottages ; but tenant-farmers are solely responsible for

the agricultural gang system ; and neither landowners
nor tenant-farmers are responsible^ for the conduct nf

those arrived at the years of discretion. After all 1 1 1 : 1

1

has been spoken and written about theneedof cott;r--

which would enable ploughmen and their wives i"

observe the proprieties of civilised life, I need not
attempt to describe my feelings of disgust at coming
unexpectedly a few weeks ago on several new cottages,

only one story high, and only one apartment on the

ground floor. It is too bad for aristocratic landowners
and tenants in their respective spheres and capacities

to persist in perpetuating the evils which are inseparably

associated with families being huddled together in such
substantial hovels. I consider that the names of those

aristocrats and farmers who persist in building one-

roomed cottages ought to be published. T. Tf. Sutlier.

ford, 22, Forest Field, Kelso, N.B.

Aberdeen.— TAe Cattle Plague.—The following are

extracts from a lecture introductory to a course of

lectures -which are being delivered in the University of

Aberdeen by Mr. T. F. Jamieson, Lecturer on Agri-
culture in that institution.

Nature of the Disease.—T}he disease is, in medical
language, a sort of fever—an eruptive fever of a very
malignant kind, and dreadfully contagious.

It belongs to the same class of diseases as scarlet fever,

small pox, and measles. These diseases, as well as many
others, are thought to be caused by something of a poisonous
nature, which finds its way into the bodily system ; but what
the exact nature of the poison is, or how it is first generated,

seems to be unknown. It would appear, however, that it is of

a specific character, that is to say, each poison always produces
the same kind of disease. The virus of small pox, for example,
gives rise to small pox, that of measles to measles ; the poison

of the one always leads to the development of its own peculiar

type of disease, just as Oats pi-oduce Oats, and Wheat Wheat.
After the poison is introduced into the body, it remains

latent for some time, and a certain number of days elapse

before anything very far wrong is observed with the animal.
This is called the period of incubation, and varies in length
with different fevers. With rinderpest the time of incubation

is said to be usually seven or eight days—not less than five,

and according to many continental veterinarians, never more
than nine. During this period of incubation, the poisouoxis

matter is spreading itself through the system. Then the
external symptoms make their appearance, the aniraal rapidly

becomes worse, and the disease gradually runs its course.

In small pox, scarlet fever, and typhus, which affect the
human subject, nothing seems to arrest their progress. " l'"

these discast's," says Dr. Simon, the medical officer of fii

Privy Council, "we have, properly speaking, no cure.

treatment is purely expectant, dietetic, and palliative. Tin >

may be bungled by bad treatment and be made worse, no
doubt. But their nature is to run a certain course, which we
have no means at present of .arresting ; and each of tiiem, not-
witlistanilin;:^ the most skilful and discreet management, will

be ntfrTiHr-H ivith ^ certain fatality." And so it seems to be
with t)' , -Ml I'l i;,i]c. The veterinarians of Germany.
Ausfiii I

I I'li M, who are said to stand high in their

prof' I Hi 1^ 1 I' . litd a long experience of the disease, do
not pruiL. .: I',' !.'ii'^ it. And all sorts of things have been tried

here and elsuwhore both by the medical faculty and the
veterinarians, but as -yet the disease bids defiance to the
doctors. Nevertheless, some antidote may yet be found.
Jenner, wo know, triumphed over the sm^ pox, where
victory seemed just as hopeless.

Simpioms.—¥rom the Third Report of the Cattle

Plague Commission, we learn that the first indication

of the disease that can be detected is a rise of tempera-
ture in the body of the animal, the blood is hotter, and
the thermometer marks 102° to 104°, or even \06h°

Fahr. The animal is at this time, to ordinary observa-

tion, in good health. The warmth of skin produced
by tills -state of the blood soon gives way to a chilliness

of the surface. In the course of two days an eruption
makes its appearance on the mucous membrane of the
mouth and other parts. On the fourth day the disease

is fully developed, and on the seventh, after the rise of

temperature we have mentioned, death often takes

place.

One of the first outward symptoms that an ox has caught
the rinderpest is a slight rising of its coat of hair, which loses

its glossy appearance, and begins to stare a little. The animal
also stops eating. These, of course, are symptoms by no
means peculiar to this disease, but are of importance to note
when an outbreak of it is apprehended. The beast then
rapidly gets worse, a running of matter takes place from the
eyes and nose, a red eruption is visible on the gums and inside

of the lips, and a twitching of the muscles about the neck and
shoulder may frequently be observed, accompanied at times
by a more generally diffused shivering ; there is often, also, a
shaking of the head, as if the ears were tickled. The ears
hang down, the feet are drawn together, the back arched, and
altogether the animal looks very miserable and dejected. It

usually lies down as it gets worse, groans a good deal and
coughs—but in a low and indi&tinct manner. At length
diarrhoea generally sets in, which soon increases to a profuse
dysenteric purging, and the animal dies in a- few days—
apparently from exhaustion, or collapse of the vital powers.
Death frequently takes place on the third or fourth day after
the external symptoms become manifest, sometimes even as
early as the second ; but, of course, the disease is occasionally
more prolonged, and some of the animals recover.

The morbid appearances exhibited when the body is opened
have been fully described by Professor Simouds and oth^ r-

They are chiefly visible on the mucous membranes, or tin'

lining the internal cavities of the body. The mouth n
throat, the foiirth stomach and the intestines, gencial!
present indications of disease, while the liver and kidneys, tin.,

heart, lungs, and windpipe, may all have a comparatively
healthy appe.irance. The flesh also seems generally little

altered, and there is even evidence to show that it may be
eaten with impunity.
As to the state of the blood, Dr. Smart, in his Fourth

Report, nth December, 1865, says:—" The water is deficient,

the fibrine increased, and the salts diminished." And Dr,

Andrew Wood, in the interim Report of the Medical Committee

appointed by the Lord Provost and Magiatraten of Edinburgh,
says:—"The blood is inateriaUy changed. It has a thick,
black, tarry appearance. It sometimes coagulates, but oftener

One of the most characteristic appearances is that displayed
by the lining of the fourth stomach, which is much reddened
and cunffcsted.

Ill I .III |. M in Mil ibVeasc with those that affect the human
sul'i' 1' 'II -.ly^ that it moat resembles scarlatina or

'11,1 [
;

II I .ii :ithB is often as high as90 per cent., and
I ti. I I :

I I In the Steppes the mortality is said not
1 1 M I, I 't less the symptoms of the disease, both

I
I

111 : (111. as well as its progress, duration, and
I. i.. I II, :i 111,. u'Ul be subject to a certain amount of

. ,ni,.l.iuii ill iliiK.iL.nL cases. What seems rather curious, it has
proved as duadly among some dairies and herds, where the
house accommodation and general management were remark-
ably good, as it has done where circumstances were the
reverse. Mrs. Nicholls' dairy in London, where it first attracted

notice, is said by all to have been one of the best kept in

London. Pn-fessor Simonds says he never saw animals better

managed, and yet she lost her whole stock, 93 in number.
The Commissioners, in their Third Report, say that over-

crowding, bad ventilation, and impure water, cause the disease

to spread faster and to be more fatal : but " they neither pro-

duce the poison, nor can the best sanitary conditions be relied

on to exclude it. Into some of the worst cowsheds in London
the plague has not yet penetrated ; in some of the best it hiia

swept the stock entirely away."
It is probable that the malady will prove most fatal where a

number of diseased animals are congregated, as the poisonous
eflauvium in such cases must be more concentrated. Neither
the weather nor the season of the year seem to have had any
marked effect upon it in this country ; it has raged on con-

tinuously during summer, autumn, and winter. All ruminating
animals appear capable of taking it, but not to the samo
degree, and sheep in this country have been so little affected

that there is still a doubt with many people whether they do
actually take it at all, although our principal veterinary
authorities seem to entertain no doubt that they do, but less

readily than cattle.

It is the general opinion among veterinarians that cattle

which recover from rinderpest rarely, if ever, experience a
second attack.

It would seem that few cattle which are exposed to its con-

tagion escape an attack ; but I have met with no statement as

to the average proportion that so escape. Mr. Bruce, of Mill-

hill, has a cow which has never been attacked, although it was
standing in a byre between two which were kUled on account
of the disease—a very good instance of the fact that the con-

stitution of some individuals is proof against the contagion.

Best Mode of Arresting the Cattle P/ff^we.—Experi-
ence shows that the best mode of arresting the progress

of the rinderpest is to kill all infected animals upon
the first manifestation of the disease.

If this is done promptly, the carcases immediately buried,
and disinfecting measures used, a great part of the herd may
bo saved. Infected places should also be isolated until the
disease has quite disappeared. But if the disease is allowed to
develop itself in an animal, the risk of contagion becomes
much greater. Its breath, and the exhalations from its body,
infect the air, while the dung and litter, and everything that,

has been in contact with it, become ready means of spreading
the iiifurtinn. Tticrcfore. when the stock upon a farm is

i'fi>l..l i'l li i-ed animals should be killed vrith the
'. I

I

i; iml the carcases immediately buried to
. I I

I .
1
in vent all risk of dogs or other animals

. 1 1 III. ,1 11 1 , Aa regards the remainder of the herd,
iLuou uliiL.li .lit. i.iL. iind fit for the butcher should also he
slaughtered on the premises, and the carcases sent to market.
Where the stock is a small one the best policy will be to bavo
the whole killed at once, so as to thoroughly stamp out the
disease ; liut where the herd is a large and valuable one, and
ctln^i- i'iiii\ ..f iiji'eding cattle and young store beasts not
fit III II I 1 Inn it will be an object to save as many of
tluTii II I li..se should be kept at as great a distance
as III I '

'

i n iM ill siiurces of infection, and be isolated as
cniii|M

'

1 || I ii-iii others which have been in contact
witlifi I

III
I
'i;i 111.,^ winter, when the animals are

hoii-' I I
I II

I
l>y removing them to the most

dislaiii [I'll ••\ 1 'i'' N- i.iiiiL , .m'.l having a cattleman to attend
them will, should nut go near the houses where disease has

The stock at Nether Hythie (in Aberdeenshire) was saved by
promptly killing the first infected beast, and immediately
removiiijr th--* ^I'f'ond to an isolated shed a few hundred yards
di.'itaTit fi .III tlir --t-ading, where it remained until the disease
becalm- lull: .]' \. I'lK-d ; it was then slaughtered and buried.
..Ul thi "I If.L-^ i.'-iMped without any attack.

Jlr. I'.nirr, nf Millhill, also managed to save his young
stock. There was a stone and lime division between part of

his cattle sheds. This wall, which had fortunately been carried

close up to the roof and had no ehinlj; or opening in it, proved
a barrier to the spread of the disease, and it had on a former
occasion proved equally sei-viceable against the spread of the
no less contagious foot-and-mouth disease. Mr. Bruce's stock,

when first attacked, consisted of about 90 beasts, ind was a
very valuable one. Altogether 16 of them were attacked in

succession, extending over a period of about five or six weeks.
With the exception of the first two cases, in regard to which a
little delay took place, owing to doubt as to the true nature of

the disease, all were prnniptly slaughtered as soon as the
synipt'tnT^ hi-'M-iiiir-' -ipivn-eiit Had the first two been killed

wit I
I

I

r.^iM|.( i( i,,|, 1 1 -..rnLs prubalile that a still larger

pr.i|" I .. II .
. I. II .-.(ved. Mr. Bnice also made a

vi^'Mii. ..I 'I' ''''I'' M..(surefl. The litter in the byres
wlinr ih -I

I
' in.'.M.i ii ill \\:iH Hot reninved, but Saturated

with chluridu -.f lime ami the dours nailed up.

Action in Aberdeenshiz-e.—By such messmes as these

the pestilence was encountered wherever it made its

appearance in Aberdeenshire, and was promptly and
resolutely stamped out.

In some cases, where the stocks consisted of but a few
animals, the whole were killed off at once. The conduct of

the Central Committee of the Rinderpest Association in that

county I look upon as a model worthy of imitation. The
vigUance and intelligence with which they watched over the
county deserve the utmost praise. It was a circumstance of

niui li"iiii|"i ' I'll I fhit we had the Royal Northern Agricultural

Sipfi. ^ 1'
I which supplied a ready-made organisation

to ^1 1

1

Til- iudueuce both landowners and farmers
Will I

. II In'itI to levy upon themselves a voluntary

I-.'. : .
. :..<n]"'i)-^'- tliii«e whose cattle had to be

1,1. I' .1 I. 'I' I'll ^^ ii'liern and otherexpensesof
||

I h I iMbeoutset,and,humanly
|, ii ... ;

'I
.

I'
I .if

1 li-' .ii\inty. Sufficient com

-

j.,_ti- ii i"ii >' I- iiu:' .iIIm-i.) Ill 1(11 luii' ji.irties whose cattle were
attacked to make the fact known, and to allow them to be
killed for the general good. Sub-committees were appointed
in every parish to watch over their own district and report to

the central authority. These local committees valued the
cattle that had to be killed, saw to all instructions being
properly carried out, and exercised a general superintendence
over their several parishes. In this way every comer of the
county was kept imder surveillance, and the foe held at bay
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Tintil the Act 29 Victoria, c.ip. 2, came into operation. This
Act w,aR, I think, upon the whole, a good one. Its chief defect
has been the want of .any provision for compelling the local
authorities to take proper action. The araount of compensa-
tion allowed for animals which had to be killed and buried
was .also too sm<all to induce people to submit willingly to its

operjition, and thus led to concealment and evasion. B.vpe-
rience shows th.lt for the l^rompt discovery and eradication of
the disease the compcn.sation for loss and penalties for evasion
taken together shotUd be such as to lead owners of cattle to
report its presence as soon as it breaks out. The amount of
corapens<ation allowed by the Aberdeenshire Rinderpest
Associ.ation was two.thirds of the value of the animal. This
was found to work well in practice.

•
-

I to

isolation of infected districts, and the proper regulation of
markets and of through traffic in cattle. The machinery for
carrying this into efTect should be a local authorit.v in each
county, with sub-committees in every parish. In addition to
this, there outfht to be some effective .supervision of the local

authorities, either by means of a small central board, or a few
commissioners, to ensure that the Act is not evaded. The
local .authority should have very full powers witliin its own
county or burgh. It ought to have the control of all cattle
ti'afBc, and be able to prohibit the introduction of cattle from
other counties, and also of everything likely to bring in
disease. In short, it should be enabled to take all nccessarj-
steps for the extinction of the plague in its district, and for
the prevention of its being introduced.

Priitclple of riT.raHon.—Strons objentions have been
made by some members of Parliament to the principle
of taxation for the pui-pose of compensating those
whose cattle are ordered to be killed.

This deadly plague, however, is, 1 think, rightly viewed
national calamity. If not checked, we have every re.aso
believe that it would overrun the whole kingdom, and destroy
from 60 to 90 per cent, of our cattle, .and remain with us

"

an indefinite length of time. Buch a calamity would Kool
felt by every consumer of beef and of dairy produce, and
ultimately tell severely on .all ranks of the community. I

"

therefore, the interest of aU to arrest its progress as speedily
as possible, and the practical question comes to be, what is the
best mode of doing this ? As long as the disease remains any-
whel-e within the kingdom, the whole of the cattle in it are in
danger. It is like a fire, where safety cannot be looked for
until the last spark is extinguished. Now, all experience
shows that the attempts of private individuals to protect
themselves only lead to the spread of the disease. Hope of
recovery makes them averse to killing, and when it comes to
the worst they try to get as many of their beasts off to market
:is pos.sible, and .also .sell the skins of those that h.ave died.
Government must, therefore, interfere for the public good,
.and enforce those measures which experience has found best
for exHngui.shing the plague. Those measures require the
prompt sliiughter and buriiil of .all diseased .animals, and often
also the slaughter of others that have been in contact with
them. Now, when a man is compelled to sacrifice his cattle
for the general good, justice demands that he should be com-
pensated for the sacrifice ; and this compensation ought to be
such .as to induce him to take advantage of it, and not'iask the
penalty imposed upon attempts at concealment and ev.a3ion.
Who, then, is to pay the compensation? The ti-ue answer
seems to be—those for whose benefit the sacrifice has been
made. Now, if no one but farmers and cattle-owners were
interested in stopping this pestilence, then I could see some
reason for saying that the burden of providing the funds
should fall on them .alone ; but as the consumers of beef, who
are the community at large, are equally interested, I think it
is clear enough that p.art of the expense should fall on them
likewise. The payments to be made, it must be remembered,
are not incun-ed merely for the purpose of indemnifying the
fanner for the loss of his cattle, but for arresting the progress
of the pestilence. That is the m.ain object for which the tax
is required, .and what we must clearly keep in view. If the
compensation had no other object than to reimburse indi-
vidual farmers for loss of capital, arising from one of tho.se
accidents to which .all trades are more or less Ii.able, the
argument for impasing a tax on the general community for
thatpm-pose could not stand for a moment. The objectof the
tax is not this, but to prevent a scarcity of beef, milk, and
butter. As to the mode of levying the rate or tax that may
be required, it has been found on former occasions that it is

better to pay the compensation out of a local rate than out of
the national purse, because a much better protection is
thereby got .against fraud and waste of the ftmds ; and seeing
that the administration of the Act is left to the county .and
burgh authorities, with great local powers in their several
districts, a county and burgh rate seems the most proper for the
purpose. The community, however, has a right to e-xpect
thai Government should see to the Act being everywhere
carried vigorously into effect, for unless this is done, the'disease
may become so disseminated .as to cause the tax necessary for
compensation to be quite^ intolerable, .as will be the c*se in
Cheshire. The stamping-out system should not be relaxed
imtil the last ve-stige of the disease h,as disappeared, for to do
-so would be just .as wise as to atop the putting out of a tire
before it was thoroughly extingviished, and to leave the embers
to smoulder .and break out anew. A hope has sometimes been
expressed that the disease raay assume a milder type and
cease to become formidable, or perhaps vanish altogether of
its own accord. M.any diseases do vary in their character, .and
there is nothing unreason.able in supposing that the cattle
plague may have its local and individual variations. But we
have no reason to expect that a milder form, if it did occur,
would prop,ag.ate the same mild type in other cases ; .and it
would be a great delusion, 1 fear, to trust to .anything of the
kind. As to the disease vanishing of itself, we know that it
stayed 12 years in Britain in the middle of last century, and
seems to have been as deadly in the fifth year as in the first.

I am not aware, in fact, that any kingdom has been able to
get rid of it othei-wise than by killing it out..

Pejiekokeshibe : Grass Lands. — At a recent
meeting of this Society, a paper by Mr. Bonar, on
" The best method of laying do\™ Grass lands," was
read, from which we make the following extracts. He
said:—
This appears to me to be of more importance than

any other agricultural question. For we may have
a failure in our crop of Oats or Barley by grab or
wireworm or any other local cause, or we may expe-
rience a poor return of "Wheat, or the fly may take our
Turnips, or the disea,se destroy our Potatos. To have
any of these crops a failure would be, of course, a great
loss to the farmer ; but still, it is but one year's loss

:

another crop next year might redeem his loss. But
should we, through carelessness in cultivation or
manuring, or, what is quite a.s important, should we
eiT in the selection of sound seeds, properly suited to
our soils, and thus lose a crop of Grass, it is not only
one year's loss, but a loss of many years to come.
Prom my own experience, T have found that the most

expensive s.vstem. when conducted mth strict economy,
is the most prolitablo in the end. A very respectable
farmer in my neighbourhood told me, when discussing
the different systems of farming and cropping, that the
old system was the best that ever was, or would be.
The old sy.stem of laying down Grass lands, or, rather,
if I may use the expression, running the land domi to
Grass, is to go on with white crop after white crop in
succession until the land is completely exhausted, and
then Nature is left to provide the crop of Grass. Now,
what is the result P Is it a crop of luxuriant, healthy,
permanent pasture ? No, it is only a mass of coarse
herbage, with neither nourishment nor feeding proper-
ties in it. I will not say it is not permanent ; it is

too permanent, and that we shall And when we go to
break it up again. It would take a good deal of time,
trouble, and expense to extirpate such a mas.s, and 'in
doing so we make the land so light that in a diT
season we shall run a great risk In losing our next
crop. There are many of my neighbouring farmers
who would, at this season of the year, be very reluctant
to change a stubble field with me, as they say they
have got plenty of Grass in them for their cattle, while
mine would starve a goat. But this only shows the
two different systems of farming, and I shall leave
every one to adopt the one that pays him best. But
my first object is to clean the land (which I consider
the best principle of farming) ; and everything I do
not sow I consider to be a weed : and I think there is

no other way of doing that properiy without a fallow
or a green crop. We may, in some seasons, under very
favourable circumstances, be able to clean our stubble-
fields in some measure for another white crop, and
may cart or burn no end of Couch from it ; but in a
wet season we too often find it a failure. Although I
consider myself no authority, yet I will give you my
experience, and the manner in which I conduct this
branch of husbandry, and leave the meeting to judge
for themselves. I am a great advocate for deep
ploughing, and more especially for stubble lands before
green .'crops. This I do in the autumn and the eariy
part of winter, instead of allowing my stock to make
the land into mortar, and I invariably find that when
this i.s dotie, and the surface completely buried, that a
great portion of the weeds disappear before spring; and
as I make it a rule not to grow two white crops in
succession, it is seldom that I have any trouble of
cleaning in spring, further than one ploughing and
harrowing. If anything more is wanted, as the land has
been properly stirred to its depth, I consider the grubber
or scarifier to be a more efficient implement than any
other, more especially in a dry spring, a-s there is often
an error committed in exposing the soil too much to
the elements. The Turnip crop -will then be put
doivn, and kept dean during the summer in the
ordinary way. We must not allow the spring lo be
too far advanced before ploughing, as the effect of the
atmosphere will go further in pulverising the soil than
Cambridge's roller. It is absolutely necessary that we
should have our land converted into a firm mould or
seed-bed before sowing the Grass seeds ; and if that
cannot be obtained after harrowing in the Barlej', we
ought to roll before sowing the Grass seeds, then cover
them slightly, and then roll again. There are many
different opinions as to the best depth of cover at
which certain Grasses and Clovers should be soivn, but
my opinion and experience is that the slighter the
covering the better. There is a work published by
Lawson, the seedsman, on the cultiv.ated Grasses, which
I would highly recommend to all who are connected
with farming. It not only gives a full description of
the various natural and artificial Grasses, but embraces
all that is useful and interesting regarding their nature
and habit, the particular soils for which they are
adapted, and the peculiar circumstances under which
their culture is ne<;essary or desirable. I shall have
occasion to make further reference to this ; but, for
the present, I might subjoin a table published in this
work, to prove the best depth at which certain
Grasses ana Clovers should be sown, from one-fourth
of an inch up to ,3 inches. It is here shown th.at the
grsatest quantity of seeds germinate at one-quarter
of an inch. This is one fact worth knowing among
the many others it contains. It likewise shows
us that we must have a fine mould or seed-bed.
I would recommend the seed barrow, now in use, for
sowing the seed, and more especially the Clover, as by
using it we not only save a quantity of seed per acre,
but distribute it more equally on the surface than
can be done by hand. But, before taking leave of this
part of the subject, we must not overlook the use of
lime. For my own part, I consider it to be one of the
iirst and most essential manures applicable at this
stage, as it has that powerful effect of acting upon all

inert and irony substances, which abound in some
soils, and which prove detrimental to healthy vegeta-
tion, and it dissolves all vegetable matters, and renders
them available in the shape of easily assimilated food
for plants.

I shall now come to that part of the subject

—

the seed, the kinds and quantities required for laying
down Grass lands, either for alternate husbandry or
permanent pasture. To give the whole ssries of tables
contained in the valuable work before mentioned,
comprehending all the variations of soils, altitudes,
climates, and other circumstances which might present
themselves in the course of practice, would be in-
expedient, and almost impossible, and would far
exceed the limits of a common lecture on agi'ioultural
pursuits. But I shall here class them in three
divisions, viz., Gra.sses for light soil, for medium soil,

and for heavy soil. The wet light soils, with respect
to the Grasses suited to them, may be considered as
approximating to the heavy soils, and a dry and heavy
soils as approaching towards the light soils' The light
embraces soils more or le.ss of a sandy or gravelly
nature; the heavy include clay and hea%-y loams;
while the medium are to be regarded as an inter-

mediate class, between the.se two extremes. The seed
suited to them would be in these proportions ;

—

POR AtTERKATE HnSBANbRT.

Rough Cocksfoot
Italian Rye-gia.ss .

.

F«rcnnial Rye-grass
Yellow Clover, or Trefoil
Timothy, or Catstail
Hybrid, or Alsike Clover
Common Red Clover
Cow Grass .

.

White, or Dutch Clover

For Permanent Pasture,

Meadow Foxtail
Sweet-scented Vernal
Rough Cocksfoot ..

Hard Fescue
Tall meadow Fescue
V.ariou8-leaved hard Fescue
Meadow Fescue
Red, or Creeping Fescue .

.

ItaUan Rye-grass .

.

Perennial Rye-gl'ass
Timothy, or Catstail
Wood meadow Grass
Evergreen meadow Gras.s
Smooth-stalked meadow Grass .

Rough-stalked meadow Grass .

Yellowish Oat Grass
Common Birdsfoot Trefoil
Greater Birdsfoot Trefoil .

.

Common yellow Clover ,

.

Hybrid, or Alsike Clover
Common Red Clover
Cow Grass
White, or Dutch Clover .

.

u I u
21 i

3»

li
I

li

The q\iantitie8 set down .are for an imperial acre.

Judgment and discernment must, however, in many
instances be exercised, both in regard to the kinds and
to the qualities of seeds to be sown. Thus it may be
expedient in peculiar cases to withdraw wholly or
partly certain kinds of seeds, and to substitute others,

especially where lands are known naturally to produce
any particular sort, which, although desirable to a
certain extent, may, when too predominant, prove
rather detrimental to the crop than otherwise. It is

also very material to keep in view the altitude, exposure,
and any other peculiarities which may present them-
selves in the constitution of the Land ; as whether the
soil or subsoil be naturally wet or dry, and whether
it be of a calcareous, ferruginous, peaty, or other
nature, at all likely to affect the growth of certain
species or varieties of the Grasses, Clovers, and other
points recommended in the tables. But in this work
we should find the qualities the soils, and situations
for which they are adapted. We have now come to

the last point, but although last not the least—that is,

the quality of the seeds. What will it avail us, after
the expense of ploughing, manuring, 8owin,g, seeding,

and every other expense, if our seeds should turn out
to be a failure ? I do not say that such has been
the case in many instances that have come imder my
notice, but I do say that in many cases I have observed
them the next thingtoafailure,and in somecases I should
say worse than a failure, as they fill our fields with a host
of invaders orusurperswhich we had never bargained for.

Professor Buckman tells us that an examination of 30
samples of Rye-grass and Clover shows that as many
as 800,000 or 900,000 weed seeds are often found to be
sown with a bushel of the crop seed. This is a fearful

array of figures, explaining perfectly how it is that
Clover and Grass are very greatly injured by weeds,
and may be taken as evidence that the farmer sows the
most part of his weed pe.sts ; they come with his seeds

of various kinds ; and in the case of the Clover crop,

each seed sown subtracts from the sum of the Clover
seed. But this is not all, as very many of the weeds
grow so fast as to smother and kill, or ali least so much
weaken, that winter kills many of the Clovers in the
vicinity of the weeds. Many weeds, too, seed the first

year, and are succeeded in the next by an immense
increase. These circumstances in a great measure
would account for much of the so-called Clover sickness

of the soil. It is then a matter of the first importance
to have our seed from houses of known repute, as it is a
common practice with unscrupulous seedsmen to mix
old and dead seed with good. The book I have referred

to tells us that Turnip seed of one year old will only

germinate about 50 per cent., two years old about
30 per cent., four years old 15 per cent., eight

.years old 5 per cent. Others of course will be the
same, so that we ought to be cautious, and when
we purchase have our seeds separate, and as a trial

sow a few of each in a flower-pot to prove them, and
see how many will germinate, as there is so much
spurious tra.sli offered for sale that it would be better

for us in some instances to pay the seedsman to

keep them at home. We not only lose the crop we
expect of them, but get one which will give us
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trouble to get rid of. For my omi part I find it

cheapest to have the best articles at the highest price,

and do from experience recommend it to others. I

don't mean to sa.v that onr seedsmen are to be much
blamed in this case, as they must keep goods equal to

the demand ; no. it is those who are so penny-wise and
pound foolish as to have a cheap article and a cheap
article only—and a larae portion of our fanners are

so ; they are so pleased with getting an article a few

pence cheaper than another would have cost, that

tbey forget the necessary drawback which is in the
inferiority of tlie article, and altogether forget this

fact, that what costs less will be worth less. The culti-

vating, manuring, seeding, &o., of too great a portion of

our Grass land is hardly an apology for it, and of such
a system I have often said that it was neither done nor
left alone. John Bull having but a small estate for

the maintenance of his numerous family, which is

crowded at the rate of 2*23 to the square mile, it is his

duty t<i provide for his oivii, and apply all his powers 'to

rendering this little property as productive as possible

;

for has it not been said that he that provideth not for

his own and his own house is worse than an infidel ?

Farmers' Clubs.
B.iLLYMAHON : Pesls of the /"„,•,».—The folloivii „

is ]iart of a paper read lately on this subject before the
Ballymahon Famiers" Club: Rooks.—Is the rook in-

jurious or beneficial to theagriculturist? Somepractical
men take one side of the question, and other practical

men take the other. Each bring forward arguments that

seem unanswerable until you hear the arguments of

their opponents. The rook will take up the young
plants of Potatos after they have sprouted for their

own sake, being then iu a sweet state, and not merely
in search of any insects iu them ; it will pull up the
.young plants of Turnips to get at insects that may
happen to be near their roots in the manure, and it is

poor consolation to the fanner to be told that the
plants were destroyed that insects might be captured.
It will light upon laid corn of .all kinds, and pick and
scratch out much more than it can eat. It alights also

on stocks, pulls out the ears and eats the grain.

It will break into the heads of stacks to get at the
grain. "All these are facts which I myself," says

Stephens, " have observed of the rook, and they are
sufficient to support the as.sertion that it is a destructive
bird to the farm. At the same time the rook, iu
moderate numbers, would do no material injury to the
fields; it is only when it is nourished in excessive
numbers iu large protected rookeries that it does
sensible injury." In light soils, reclaimed bog or
upland, rooks injure the Potato crop by picking out
the sets in the early season, and the tvibers in the later.

The injury may be commenced in a field by only a few
rooks, but if they be left for a few days undisturbed
their numbers become largely increased, and then in the
drilled crop, or that in narrow ridges, may be seen
many holes bored by the beak, mould scraped down by
the feet, and many Potatos torn out and left lying
exposed on the surface, in addition to those that had
been eaten on the spot or carried away by the birds,

and dropped in the adjoining fields, where they are
often to be seen. Let us now consider some of the
rook's habits that are beneficial to the farmer. Grass
land is sometimes frequented by numbers of rooks,
which day ;i fter day pick it up in all directions, making
it look as if it had been treated with a scarifier; but
examine and try to discover what their object can be.
Take a spade, turn over some of the Grass at which
they have been pecking : the object of their search mil
be found in certain gj-ubs, some large, very fat, half
coiled, and lying on their sides, and some straight, mode-
rately fat, and about the dimensions of a goose quill.

These are two of the deadliest enemies of our gardens
and Grass lands—the larvae of the cockchafl'er and of
the crane fly or daddy-long-legs, as it is familiarly
called. These two larva>, pursuing their destructive
labours unseen, and never appearing above the surface
of the ground mitil they take their adult form, are far
more fonnidable enemies than even the slug, the snail,

and the cateiiiillar, creatures which can be detected
and destroyed by man, but neither human eye nor
touch can discover the subterranean larvae as they
silently consume the very life of the plants on which
they feed, cutting away the tender rootlets, and causing
a " blight," as it is called, to fall upon the herbage.
Many an acre of Grass, many a fine crop of vegetables,
has been blighted from no apparent cause ; the plant
ceases to grow, the leaves lose their fresh, healthy
outl'me, they become weak and droop, the vivid
green fades out of them, and changes to yellow:
the edges crumple up, and the plant dies. There is

no external sign of injury, and until the plant be
uprooted and search made below, no destroyer is

visible. But in the earth, or entangled in the roots
of the dying plant, will he found an inconspicuous
brownish, smooth-skinned, sharp-jawed grub, whose
sleek condition shows the extent of its feeding, and
whose cutting teeth have eaten away the sources of
life. Hidden, however, as they are from human
observation, they are not so from the keen senses of
the rook. If a rook be shot while thus employed, the
stomach will be found to contain a quantity of Grass
root, together with a mass of substance which an
inexperienced observer would not readily recognise,
but which an entomologist sees at once to be com-
posed of the remains of large larvse, the hard, horny
head and jaws remaining as proofs of its true
nature. The Grass roots are mostly swallowed
together with the grub that has entangled itself in
their delicate fibres. The object of the rook is not to
eat the roots, but to devour the grub that de.stro.vs
them. The quantity of insects which a rook will
carry home to its young is re.i,lly surprising. In
order to perform this task, and to avoid the incon-
venience of repeated journeys to and from the fields,

the rook has recourse to a plan similar to that which
is followed by the swallow tribe when hunting for a

like purpose. The gathered insects are not swjulowod
but are collected in the mouth, where they form asoliil

lump underthe lower jaw, theskinof which is distensihli

like the cheeks of a man. When the bird has collected

its full complement, and is flying home, this lump is

discernible at some little distance, and has caused the
popular but erroneous belief that a rook is furnished
with a pouch at the root of the tongue. It cannot be
denied that the rook does much damase to the crops,

nor, on the other hand, can its good services to the crops
be denied, and, as in other beings, we cannot expect
unmixed good any more than such a quality can be
expected from ourselves; let us thereforebalance thegood
against the evil, and in our little court of justice follow
the British maxims, that the accused is to be treated as

innocent till he is proved to be guilty, and that in any
doubtful case he is to have the benefit of the doubt.
'Thus let us judge of and act towards the rook, not
trying to exterminate him, but check his depredations,

and feel thankful for his benefits.

Various scare-crows are employed to protect the
crops. Gunpowder is the most efl'ectual means of

scaring birds from the fields. An occasional shot doe."

good, aided by the burning of gunpowder matches
here and there, now and then, along the windward
side of the field. These matches may be made of rags,

or soft, thick paper, steeped in a solution of gunpowder
and dried. It is said that one pound of sulphur mixed
with gypsum and wood ashes, scattered on the ground
as the corn is coming up, will protect an acre from the
rooks. By the heat and action of the ashes the sulphur
throws out sulphurous fumes. Another mode often

used with success over Potatos is to have sticks in

alternate rows firmly driven into the ground, and a
stout string passed zigzag-wise from one stick to

another, about a foot from the ground, and drawn
tight. The common Hemp sold in balls for saddlers

will answer, i^o feathers or streamers are required, as

the rook is afraid of being entrapped, and will seldom
venture within the angles enclosed by the strings.

The Wood I'igcon is considered more injurious than
the rook, yet it is not without some good services.

From its roosts in the larger branches of trees it issues

at sunrise, to search the open fields for its food—the
seeds of Wheat, Barley, and Oats, Beans and Peas, also

the seeds of some very bad weeds—the Field Mustard,
Charlock, and Ragweed. It eats the leaves of Turnip,
Cabbage, and Clover; picks up pulse and grain of all

kinds from the sown fields, w'henever it can find it

exposed on the surface, but does little or no damage by
scratching or digging up the seed. Wood pigeons
are very injurious to the ripening com, and will

settle doivu upon it in dozens, whether it be lodged
or not ; in this they; differ entirely from the rook, which
never alights in standing corn. They have strong wings
and use them like flails in threshina out the grain, and
thus cause much more loss than what they eat ; they
use their wings also in a similar way on the fruit trees

in the gardeuT to obtain Gooseberries, &c., beyond their

reach. In winter's severe weather they collect in large

flocks, and do much injury to Turnips. Nearly 10,000

have been observed iu a field of 12 acres. They are

very shy and wary. In time of snow a hut covered
with snow has been found a useful cover for the sports-

man and his gun.
The Starlinp is an invaluable benefactor, picking up

liie.s. beetles, and other insects that creep among the
Grass or torment the cattle, and wonderfully keen in

discovering and unearthing the subterranean grubs and
larvEe.

The Sparrows, the finches, the linnets, and other
small birds are. no doubt, at some periods very destruc-
tive to the crops, but there is equally little doubt that
they destroy many of the enemies of the cultivated
crops. Sparrows and other small birds feed largely on
gram and Peas as the crops are ripening. They eat iu

spring a portion of the seed when scattered on the
;round, and when Turnips, Cabbage, and Hape and
other small seeds appear above the ground they suffer

much injury from the little birds, and when these last

crops are grown for seed they suffer largely from the
linnets and other small birds, not only from the
quantity eaten, but also from the larger amount shelled
and dropped to the ground. In the garden the
bullfinch e.specially is injurious to the buds of fruit

trees, pulling to pieces the buds, which may be
seen scattered in profusion on the ground beneath
the Apple and the Gooseberry trees

;
yet it

must be admitted that these small birds feed largely on
the noxious insects in their threefold states of existence

;

they feed largely also on the seeds of weeds. The
injuries committed by sparrows and other small birds
have led some persons to consider them as enemies
that should be exterminated, and the efforts to
accomplish that object in some places have been too
successful, as the inhabitants, and especially the
farmers, of those districts afterwards found to their
great loss. In the year 1861 petitions were presented
to the French Senate asking that laws might be made
for the protection of small birds. In some districts of
France the birds had been killed to such an extent that
some kinds of small birds had become extinct, and
others very scarce ; their eggs had been taken, the
birds had been snared, and destroyed ; the consequence
was that the insects increased to such a destructive
degree that the crops became very poor, the Vines,
Olives, and even the tall, hardy trees all suffered. In
exterminating the birds, man had exterminated his
best friends. It has been said, "the birds can do
mthout man, but man cannot do without the birds."

Some years ago many letters were written to the
Times, the Field, niid other newspaper: this subject
One writer from the vicinity of Liverpool says :

—

" Here there have been on the part of the farmers and • ^
cottagers great complaints made of the mischief done productive. Wheat is grown everywhere ; the
by small birds to corn fields and gardens. In vain did I meadows are irrigated, and level as a velvet carpet.

some hold the argument that these small robbers did
as much good in destroying grubs and caterpillars as
Ikiiiii ill A'i'heatand Currants. For the last two years
thi- iMUTisliiii has not only paid for dead sparrows, but
>n iiiurli :i dozen for birds' eggs. I am afraid to say how
many lliousand dozen of eggs were taken and paid for,

and, as I believe, mainly in consequence of this, we
have this year such a plague of caterpillars and grubs
as I never remember. I liave had three women con-
stanllvcmplovrrl pirkin:^ our Onn^rlif-r!' '"''irrmf.and

Apj.lr trrc^. (inr .l.'^l riirl i^n i,\ .v i.
"

. Ii i hoen
by hii,li,'U I I'.tI s', r.MiviiH-.l 111.' ill III- u-a.s

partly imin- l(. Ilir lasl luny,.ar^• i!- i u i: birds

that ill my grounds and in all the coverts 1 ordered the
nests not to he molested. I enclose you the head of a

sparrow shot this morning in my garden : this was done
to test what food it took to its nest. I hope the head
may reach you in the same state in which it was picked
up, viz., with three green caterpillars and three daddy-
long-legs in its beak. If in one journey from its nest

it could collect as many, it is easy to guess how much
may be done by them to clear trees. My trees from
hand-picking are now pretty clear, but I am quite sure
it would have been done better and cheaper by birds

had they been let alone."

The green cateqiillars mentioned in this letter were
probably the larva) of the small Cabbage butterfly, a
most destructive species.

Another correspondent says that he found in the
crop of a sparrow that he shot as it was coming out of
his fruit trees no less than 20 green caterpillars and a
number of aphides.
Sparrows and other small birds feed largely on the

wireworm, the dark grey grubs of the goo.seberry-fly,

and other caterpillars, also on cockroaches and weevils,

and even their seed-eating propensities do good to the
cultivator in feeding on the seeds of Groundsel,
Dandelion, and the Sow Thistle, all noxious weeds to

our crops.

Considering the very great benefit the small birds
confer upon us at other seasons of the year, tbey ought
not to be killed, hut rather driven away from the
sprouting crops for a short time till the plants have
attained suflioient size to lose their softness and be no
longer an attraction for the birds ; and from the ripening
crops the birds should be scared away, but not with
sparrow-club exterminating practice. Perhaps the
most effectual way of driving away the small birds is

to lire a few charges of shot among them occasionally

;

powder alone will not be sufficient. ,\s a I'voUction

for garden, vegetable, and flower seeil-. a i.l.niim of
naphtha or asafoetida is useful. A laMi ^|iM(,ll^ul of
rectified naphtha, mixed with 2 gallon- . f ii ati>r ; water
the ground al'irr tin rnj.-i have been .so\ni, and again
when the plaiil- lir-i ai'ii.ar .above gi'ound, or steep a
ball of woollen ilin a 1 in iiaphtha, and strain it over the
beds or rows uf seed. I'erhaps a very weak solution of
gas-water may be useful for protecting rows of Peas.
Mr. Wood used at each end of the drill a wooden arch
fixed in the ground, with strong white thread passed
back and forward, so as to form a continuous passage
or tunnel ; the birds are afraid of the threads, which
also serve to support the Peas in their early growth.
A cat or hawk kept in the garden, or even the figure of
a cat made of sheet-iron, the figure to be iu a sitting

posture, or a little windmill on top of a pole, driving a
r.attle, will for a time scare birds, but inanimate scare-

birds are only temporary in their effects. Steeping the
seeds. Turnip, Cabbage, &c., and drjdng them with
sulphur, and other .such modes, .are found useful.

Farm Memoranda.
A Tour in IlOM.iNI.l (Iranxlated from Ihe Journal

d'Ai/rictil/iire PratiijKe).—i)iiv\ag a month's stay in

Borne I made several trips into the surrounding
country. Pastures and meadows extend in all directions,

intersected by fields of splendid com ; but the land
sown with corn cannot be estimated at more than one-
sixth of the area.

A wet spring this year has imparted a vigorous
growth to all tlie Grass liinds, which can-y goats and
immense flocks of sheep. The sheep are of good shape,

well fleshed, they die well, and the meat is generally

good. But if one sees this district after h.irvest and
hay time, everything is scorched up by the glare of the

southern sun. If the immense aqueducts which
traverse Romania in all directions, could leave behind
them water enough for irrigation, there would be a
famous yield of green (a-(i|is. hul I lie water is all reserved

for the wants of Ii /, a eilylhat boasts the most
beautiful and the most pli iililnl fninitains in the world.

I do not think the couutr.v would gain anything by a
further division of the farms ; the number of labourers

would be insuflicient for that system of farming, and
probably the climate and the temperament of the

people are an insurmountable objection to it.

On the 5th of April I again crossed the country from
Eome to Civita Vecchia, and saw once more with
renewed satisfaction the immense herds of big grey

oxen, much like those of Switzerland, but without their

enormous horns; droves of young horses and mules
setting off at a gallop at the noise of the train, and
dispersing over the piistures whose boundaries are lost

in the horizon. These horses are generally good, and
.are in great demand at Home for hired vehicles.

On quitting Leghorn the country and the system of

management aiv lli - im. liit the soil is drier. The
sea is almost ill ' i -ludit; groves of Cork trees

border the riia I
i

h i,
i little com growing, and no

fruit trees e.\ci I' < : i I'le dwellings.

From Leghorn Iu Pistoja I traversed the most
delightful and perhaps the best farmed district in

Italy. The little duchy of Lucca, enclosed between
the last buttresses of the Genoa Alps and the first

lopes of the Apennines, is well cultivated and very
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In tlie midst of this deliglitful verdure are rows of

well-pruned Mulberries and of Vines supported by
little Willows, the height of a man. and pruned to

three branches in the head. All the hills are planted

almost to their tops with terraces and groves of Olives,

yielding the best oil of Italy. In addition to all this,

the numerous villages, the well-kept residences and

the dense population, are evidences of an agricultural

country where the cultivators ought to be happy and

enioy the recompense of their labours.

iProm Pistoja to Bologna I was three hours crossing

the Apennines at their greatest width, over an excel-

lent line of railway, which passes through the mountam
chains by 40 tunnels, with at least as many viaducts,

and over numberless bridges spanning the mountain
torrents. The Apennines are covered with Beech and

Oak trees ; at this season their leaves are decaying—not

a green tree is to be seen, and the forest is stripped of all

its clothing.

From Bologna to Modena, Parma, and Piacenza, we
passed over the great central plain enclosed between

the Apennine range on the west and the Adriatic on

the east. The soil of this plain is good, limestone

prevails, but the subsoil is sandy. The growth of

com prevails—corn always, corn everywhere. The fields

are laid out in little narrow lands, a.s in Bresse and
Charolais. At the present time [April] the furrows are

filled with water, owing to the continued rains which

we have had for the last 15 days, which have done

much harm everywhere, injuring the com crops and
turning them yellow. Wet springs are very unfavour-

able to the strong soils with their stiff subsoil.

But that which has injured the com has been
favourable to the meadows ; they are luxuriant, and

give promise of a large crop. They are much less

extensive than in Romania. I should not estimate

them to occupy more than one-sixth of the land.

There is no fallow; land fresh broken up is some-

times sown with Maize or Potatos, but the extent is

insignificant compared with the breadth in com.
Successive crops of com are frequently grown on the

same land, which is so strong that it is always

productive.
The cereal crops, however, are not so fine here as m

the neighbourhood of Florence and in Romania ; they

are hardly forwarder than in the east of France. The
country north of the Apennines and Alps must
necessarily have an average temperature lower than

that enjoyed by the portion of Italy situated between

the mountains and the Mediterranean. In fact the

latter district, with its fine pasture land, which can be

irrigated, its extensive breadths of com, and its Vines

stretching from tree to tree in luxuriant wreaths,

ought to be the granary of Italy, and to export a

considerable portion of its produce.

I have only been at Milan since yesterday, and
cannot get a report on the agriculture. So beautiful a

country is worthy of a separate description, which
I shall be able to send to you after my excursion to

the Lakes of Maggiore and Como. Milan.

West Sussex: Jtili/ 24.—Harvest is now com-
mencing, and Wheat will be a nuich better crop than

we expected a month ago, but still it will be far below

an average on the low lands. It is very thin on the

ground, but the ears are good, and if we get it well in,

the sample will be good. Peas are good.

Barley is generally very good, and Oats, though short

in the straw, will be a fair crop. Mangel has not come
on very fast, but is pretty regular. Swedes are also

backward, but now do very well. Potatos have promised

well, but have now got the disease coming among them.

The weather has been very hot and dry, and the

pastures are biu-ning up, and feed will not be very

abundant for the next few weeks.

Every kind of lean stock is still dear. Cattle are

being moved about notwithstanding the plague restric-

tions. Dealers buy them for parties specially on com-
mission, and it will be well that those empowered to

grant certificates of removal be careful, or we shall

soon have the disease spreading again.

Work is well advanced, and all are ready for harvest,

but hands do not appear to be very plentiful ; but

there will be a good deal cut by machinery, as the crops

are all standing up well. And perhaps, when steam
cultivation becomes more general, and leases more
reasonable, corn may be grown more frequently, and

the crops, not so hea^?. be better adapted for cutting

by machinery, as in good Wheat land it is often impos-

sible to use the reapers. G. S.

loss has been little short of .30 head, old and young.

Here he used no efficient means of prevention, as

the official inspector disapproved; but at home he
applied the sulphurous fumigation tvrice a-day,

and generally conducted the operation in person.

I have his authority for saying, that for weeks

he was three or four times a-day among his

diseased stock, touching them, and even assisting in

the administration of medicines, and without taking-

any other precaution whatever, he went through his

home byres without prejudice to any single occupant.

The process is very simple :—A chafing-dish of red-hot

cinders, a small crucible set into them, and a piece of

sulphur-stick of the size of a man's thumb dropped
into it, will fumigate a large byre in 20 minutes. Let
me beg of your agricultural readers to give it a full and
fair trial ; and while I fervently trust that they may
enjoy an immunity equal to many in this neighbour-

hood, I would urge upon them the necessity of strict

sanitary observances, without which it is vain to hope

for benefit from any recommendation whatever. One
word more, and it is to the effect that if the sulphites

are to be of any service, we have here their active

principle, which can be administered to a score of

cattle as easily as to one; and as it passes into the

animal's lungs by inhalation, any one can understand

that it will find more convenient access to its blood

than if it entered through any other channel. I could

quote many authorities for the rational soundness of

tlie views which I have intruded upon you ; but I will

merely add, that I write mainly at the instigation of

an honoured professional friend, who, now pre-eminent

in another department, in his early life laid mankind
under the deepest obligations to him, by his having

been the first to discover that india-rubber was possessed

of the property of rendering cloth waterproof. James
Dewar, M.D., of Kirkcaldy.

A Farmers Notions on the Labourer's Education.—
Why has not every farmer his own tha'tcher ? There

is nothing so difficult in the art but that it may be

easily learnt ; but 'tis not every one who likes to find

reeds and spars with which a novice might practise, and

they depend on the district thatcher. Again, how
useful on a farm is a man who has a knowledge of

rough carpentry, and how many pounds a year might

he save his master ! But you may say, " It is very well

to talk of the utility of such men, but how are we to

get them?" Why, you must begin with the young
children ; vou must educate them. But you may say,

"What have reading, wTiting, and arithmetic to do

with thatching, carpentry, hoeing, drilling, ploughing,

and the host of other things on the farm ? " True,

they have very little to do with them, but every boy

should learn them, and whilst he is obtaining a know-
ledge of these he should likewise study the various

agricultural labours as well. Your village schools are

not yet what they should be ; but we are going on, on,

on, towards what I suppose we shall have them in time,

and that is, industrial schools. A philanthropic lady

of Bridport, whose name will live for ages, though she

now sleeps with the departed, some years since

established an industrial school for girls in this town.

Now, these girls are taught all the work of the house-
cooking, cleaning, washing, ironing, baking, and a host

of et-ceteras, besides a good English education. At 15

or IB they are fitted for a situation as house servants,

and many people have already obtained from that

establishment what is now rare to be had—a good

domestic servant. Now, we want similar institu-

tions in country villages, for children of both

sexes; and I am happy to say that there are many
in England already, viz., at Henley-on-Thames,

at Northampton, Gloucestershire, in Herefordshire,

Warwickshire, and Worcestershire. I cannot find

time to tell you exactly how these schools are worked,

but I would refer you to vol. vi. of the Bath and

AVest of England Society's Journal, where, in a paper

written by " Spender and Isaac," the schools are fully

described.' It is all very well, gentlemen, to teach

children to be moral, virtuous, and good Christians,

but you must teach them something more—how to be

good" and expert workmen, and how best to do their

duty in the sphere of life in which they may hereafter

be placed. Mr. Cox, at the Bridport Farmers' Club.

Fattening Animals in a Burri/.—We have pointed

out in former years the futility of attempts to lay

heavy masses of flesh on poor cattle by stuffing them
with rich food. Such attempts not only prove to be

failures, but are always wasteful. The material con-

sumed IS nearly lost, the animals remain comparatively

poor, and the owners are convinced that fattening

animals for market " don't pay." It is perhaps well

for the cause of good management that all neglected

treatment of animals should result in loss to the oivner.

If he has starved his cattle, sheep, and pigs for a year

or more, he cannot atone for it by sudden attempts to

push them to fatness. On the contrary, the only true

way is to see that growth continues without cessation,

summer and winter, from the earliest period of their

existence till they are finally sold in market. A single

check given to this continued progress may arrest

or retard it for months. Our own observations

lead us to the opinion that the whole profit:

resulting from raising and fattening, when this con

tinned progress is kept up by careful, regular, but

Miscellaneous.
Sulphur as a Disinfectant.—I need scarcely infonn

you that in Fife the plague has been both prevalent

and fatal ; but I am glad to say, that out of fully

20 homesteads, where strict sanitary measures and
intelligent fumigation with sulphur fumes have been

thoroughly and perseveringly attended to, there has

been no case of fatal illness among cattle, from any

cause whatever. Beyond these farms alluded to the

fumigation has been practised at several, at which the

dise3.se subsequently appeared and with the ordinary

mortality ; but upon inquiry I found that even decency,

in regard to cleanliness, had been entirely ignored, and ,._„-.-_..- .- ...s *i- „,„„„„*
that altogether the system advocated had been but not extravagant feeding are at least triple the amount

fectiyput to a trial. Besides being useful as a realised from earl.v neglect and heavy feeding after-

the case, but early in the spring. It is objected that

this management is too expensive. This objection is

urged by those who find two or three months only to

consume more than they can afford. They feed heavily

for a short time, but do not receive a corresponding

return of increased flesh. " If two months' feeding,

'

they inquire, " costs us so much money, how can we
ever afford to continue it for two or three years ?

"

It is very true they cannot, because the whole
system they adopt is a profitless one. Fortunately it

does not require heavy feeding to keep up the continued
growing condition of animals. Here is a great error

into which many have fallen, which we haveendeavoured
to correct. JoHn Johnson made the remark some years

ago that the copious feeding of grain or meal to cattle

is no better than a moderate amount. We gave the

statement some years ago of experiments performed by
G. H. Chase, of Cayuga, who carefully weighed every

week aU his fattening animals. A daily supply of four

quarts of Barley meal to a fine steer gave a weekly
increase in weight averaging eighteen pounds. A
neighbour advised him to "push" him, and eight quarts

were accordingly fed daily. The weekly increase of

flesh was less than when he received four quarts. The
amount being increased to 12 quarts per day, he gained

nothing at all. Several similar instances have come to

our knowledge, and among others a fine animal was
recently fed by a neighbour on a peck or more of rich

meal per day. After thus urging on the fattening

process, as he supposed, for several weeks, he was finally

sold, and proved to be only a few pounds heavier than

when purchased. The many bushels of feed which he
had consumed, and the labour of attendance given him,

literally went for nothing. Successful feeders, who
prove all their experiments by weighing, have long

since ascertained that animals in fine condition will lay

on more flesh for the amount of food eaten than those

of inferior character. Hence shrewd men wiU not

purchase lean and raw-boned animals for fattening.

This fact serves to establish the truth that all animals

at all stages of growth should be kept fleshy. It need

be scarcely necessary to remind any intelligent manager

that the difference between attending to all the com-

forts of an animal by cleanliness, good wholesome food

given regularly and in moderate quantity, and neglect-

ing all these particulars, is simply the difference

between those in fine healthy condition and such as are

feeble and raw-boned. It may be laid down as true,

with scarcely an exception, that the farmer who carries

on the business of fattening at a loss, is one who neglects

at one time and over-feeds at another. Countnj Gentle-

Calendar of Operations.

July.-i:nr?ya<;ri'fs^'«.7.— U'crepeatthepublication
of -Mr. Hannam's. experiments on this subject which

have before appeared in our columns.

It would certainly at first appear that the farmer

cannot be wrong in allowing his grain-crops to attain

maturity—to become fully ripe; ancient practice, so

far as it goes, would certainly justify him in doing so.

And if by the period of maturity the time be meant
when a plant has acquired its greatest value as an

article of food, certainly this stage in the growth of

every kind of crop ought to be attained before it is

harvested ; it is, however, by no means certain that

maturity in this sense is not att-aiued by our corn crops

at an eariy period in the process of npenmg ; indeed,

it may safely be asserted that grain has passed the

period of perfection, and has begun to lose its value

before it has become dead ripe. In support of this,

the testimony of all nature may be urged that strength

and vigour progress with growth only up to a certain

period.
General reasoning, however, of this kind could never

have been so influential with any farmer as to induce

him to alter so important and time-sanctioned a

practice as that of leaving grain to ripen thoroughly.

And, practically speaking, the question remained

undisturbed till Mr. J. Hannam, of Kirk-Deighton.

near Wetherby, Yorkshire, in the " Quarterly Journal

of Agriculture" for June. 1841, boldly asserted that

the practice of allowing Wheat to become fully rine

was an injurious one. This assertion was based on the

details of a careful and elaborate experiment made
duringtheprevious year, 1840. In 1841 Mr. Hannam con-

tinued his investigations on a still more extensive scale,

and the results thoroughly corroborated his former con-

clusions. In September, 1842, the details were

published in the " Quarteriy Journal of Agriculture,

and the question was discussed at length, the conclusion

being that the best period for cutting Wheat is when

it is raw, i. <?., from 10 to 14 days before it becomes

thoroughly ripe.

Mr. Hannam's first experiment was ...-.-ecuted in 1840. Tliree

samples were cut, viz., respectiveli- as follows :—

No. 1. Green, cut on . . - .
August 4, 1840

2 R.aw ,. .- .. August 18

3. Kipe „ .- .. September 1

These were threshed and carried to market, when the

following prices were put upon them :—

j;^ 1 61j». per qu.irtcr

imperfectly put __ __ __

preventive, sulphur, in virtue of the persistency with

which it hangs about, will, doubtless, prove serviceable

in hmiting the spread of contagion : for a man's

clothes, or an ox's hair, having been recently saturated

with its fumes, vital cells could not be conveyed by

either in a state fit for germination. Let me give you

a case in point, or at least so far corroborative. A
friend has two farms, the steadings of which are about

1200 yards apart, and, at the distant one, the plague

appeared early in October in a very virulent form.

The disease Hngered until far on in December, and his

wards—and often the difference is many times greater

than here stated. There is nothing that should be

more strongly impressed on the mind of the young

farmer who makes the feeding of animals a prominent

part of his business, than the importance of keeping up

an unremitting gro\vth throughout the whole course

of their existence. The most successful pork raiser

with whom we are acquainted adheres strictly to this

course; not only feeding his store pigs well and

regularly through fall and winter, but commencing the

fattening not merely in autumn, as is too commonly

In 1841 a moi-e extensive experiment was instituted ;
five

samples uf half a rood each were cut, viz. :

—

No. 1. Very green August 12

2. Green August 19

3 R.aw August 26

4 Raw August 30

5. Ripe Septembers.

These samples were threshed, and the samples were as

follow:-No 5 (ripe) was 'bold, but coarse;" Nos. 1 and «

(green) "fine in the skin, but small, and Nos. 3 and 4,

"equal in boldness of grain to No, 6, and superior ui clearness

of skin " being " unexceptionable as a sample." This shrmk-

ing or drying of Nos. 1 and 2 proved that it was in those cases

taken too early. The whole of the samples were sho-wn at the

annual show of the Wetherby Agricultural Society, bep-

tember 22, 1841, when the superiority of the raw-cut gl-am
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was confirmed by the judges, who awarded to it " an extra

pretniuni, with a high commendation uf the sample No. 3, cut

a fortnight before ripe."

# Having in one trial ascertained the value of the samples

by market, and afterwards by the opinion of a public meeting,

in order to leave no loophole for doubt, Mr. Hannam deter-

mined to teat their qualities at the mill. The gross quantity

of each was ground and dressed by Mr. John Hardcistle, of

Wetherby ; and from the results the annexed Tables are com-

piled :—

No.
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THE NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWER
combines all the latest improvements in Lawn Mowing

Machines, being simple in construction, very light,

ally worked, and so strong and durable -
I liteially

-, - :. the
Malleable

iron su'bfititutcd in airbreakabfe paits, and every part being num-
bered and accurately made to standard g:iuges. The workmanship

and finish are also of
equal to a revolutioi.

r character, the t 3 Machine being

^ r -. -1 Lawn Mowers. The Machines

_.aliii guar auteed to' give peffect satisfaction in every respect.

J. B. Brown k Co., Patentees and Sole Manufacturers, US, Upper
Thames Street, E.C. ^^_^^_—^^^—^—^^-^
FOWLKK'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH and

CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WOKK in every Agricultural

County m England.

For particulars apply to Joun Fowler & Co., 28, Cornhill, London,

E,C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

Glass for Garden Purposes.
AMES PHILLIPS and

beg to submit their prices as follows :

—

PROPAGATING W
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Fourth Thousand, price Is. ;
post free, 13 stamps,

A HANDBOOK of VINE and FRUIT TREE
CULTIVATION uoder GLASS, with carefully prepared Lists

of Fruits aiid Vegetables, aud Plans of Glasshouses, Hiuta for

HeatiDg, &c., by
S. Heremax, 7, Fall Mall East, London, S.W.

Steam Cultivation.

FACTS of INTEREST to the FARMERS.
Fowler & Co. ; Revised and Amended by Willi

WooIstoD. Bletchley Station, Bucks. With iin AppenUu
present aspect of Steam Cultiv;

Ey John

,• be had of Mr. Smitu, post free, for 14 postage stampa.

Works on Botany, My Dr. Lindley.

Lately rublished,

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANV: oit, The Aut of
DtscRiBiNo Plants correctly, in ScleDtl9u Languuge, lor Self

Instructiou and the Use of Kchoois. Price Ik.

SCHOOL BOTANY ; ok, The Rudiments of Botanical
SCIENCE. In One Volume, Svo, half bound, with 400 Illustrations,

pnce 5s. 6(i.

THK VEGETABLE KINGDOM ; or, The Stuuctuue,
Olissification, and Usks of Plawts. lilUfitrated upon the

Natural System. In One Volume, 8vo, olotb, price Stis., with up-

wards of 500 Illustrations.

MEDICAL and (ECONOMICAL BOTANY; or An
Account of the Principal Plants employed in Medicine or

Domestic (Economy. In 1 vol. Svo, with uumeroua Woodcuts, price

7s. 6d.
Extract from the AuTHoB'a PaerAOE.

"The Vegetable Kingdom contaiM, among a largo quantity o(

plants of noknown importance to man, vftrlouauaefUl Bpeoies employed
in medicine, the arts, or in the many branches of domestic oiconomy.

The principal part of those which can be brought by teachei-s in

Europe und£?r the notice of students, or which, from their great

importance, deserve to be among the earliest aul^locts of study, "-"

mentioned in the foUowiu" pages, where they are arranged ''

manner proposed in the 'vEiitTAOLB

the sequence of matter departcil from
believed that the

the
' of the author with

GardeiiK, ma; _ ._ „ .

tioned. A small selectiun w;t3 IndiapensablB: firstly, because
greater work would havii been beyond the reach of the majority of
purchasers ; and secondly, because experienoe shows ub that those
who have to study a science of ubaervatton, suoh as Botany, require to

concentrate their attention, in the first instance, upon a limited
number of objects."

Lately Published,

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Stiiuctdiial and
Phvsiological. With a Glossary of Technical Terms, and

Lindley, of which "School Botany," and "The Vegetable
I," form the other parts,

1st two Parts of Tub Elemlnts or Botany, compnsmg
al and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Technical
3 published ii volume, price 1

three parts form a complete manual of Botany for Medical
and other Students who h.ave made themselves acquainted with the
Author's "School Botany."

N.B. The Glos,sary may be had separately, price fw*.

London: Bradbury k Evass, 11, Bouveria Street, E.G.

T
Dr, Lindley's Theory of Horticulture.

In Svo, with 9S Woodcuts, price ais. oioth.

HE THEORY and PRACTICE of HORTICULTURE ;

~m^ or, an Attempt to explam the chief Operations of Gardening
jpon Physiological grounds : being the Second Edition of the
"Theory of Horticulture," much enlarged. By Jouu Linuley, Ph.D.,
F.R.S
" The First Edition of this valuable work was ibnuud m lain, hiQoe

which time it has had an extenaive olroulatiou, ni .. >-

lated Into the German, Dutch, aud even Ruan.i . ^

more particularly restricted to prinoiplea, hnw ...

length resolved to render the work more geiin .1

useful by a more ft-equent reference to praotiCJil > i .l^

thus greatlv extended the matter by BUpportini? thu [.lifamln. u-il

doctnnw with an a "- "--'- *—>.=-- •-

ought to be ; mid thi
compend: rthesciples and praotloe,

Theory of fiortioulture," with

'

—

Builder.
Second Edition . _, _. , , ..

the addition of a lar^e quantity of jira^tioal matter Introduced
ahow how entirely scientific prinoip.ea and goca cultivatii
apond. The volume contains about four times as much iimttcr as the
first edition. . . . Although very large additions are made to
every chapter, while many pasaagee in the first edition have been
wholly struck out, it may be proper to say that the greatest changes
are those which relate to vitality, climate, domcsttcatiOD, ventilation,

propagation, pnming, resting, and soila and manures ; such being the
subjects in which practical men axe most iuiereated, The whole
wor\ has, indeed, ussun^ed such a form as to make it evident that
the great object of the author has been, not to produce a work suited
to men of science, but one which every well-informed person may
understand and apply. As the volume concludes with a very copious
ind&x of matter, there is no difficulty in fiuding where any given
subject is treated of."—Garcfc iters' Chronicle.

By the same Author,

INTRODUCTION to BOTANY. 4th Edition,
greatly enlarged; with 6 Plates, aud numerous Wood Engrartngs.
Two vols. Svo ai*.

It has been the Author's ^vish to bring every subject that ho

N, & Co,, Paternoster Row, E.C.

Nesbit's Practical Mensuration and Land Surveying,
A thoroughly revised Edition, augmented by a Treatise on

Levelling, price i\s. bound,

A TilEATISE on PRACTICAL MENSUILVTION,
;£* in Ten Parts ; containine—

approvad Methods of Mensuration of Haystacks,Dniins,
Drawing GeometricAJ Figures

Mensuration of S -«~--

Land Surveying.

Canals, Marlpits, Ponds, Mill-
dama, EmbankmentB, Quarries,
Coal-heaps and Clay Heaps.

^nic Sections and their .Solida.
fhe most useful Problems in
Gauging according to the New

the Dimensions and Contents

Woodcuts

KEY to NESBIT'S PRACTICAL ^^rr^^rinTT^ )X.
containing Solutions to all Questions which ;,;

i n,
that worK; with Reference to the Problems i

i is
by which the Solutions are obtained. Cid 4
throughout with the Improved Edition tl tl,. 1 [. r

i ,,,,,

price 58, bound.

Also may now be had, with numerous Plates. Woodcuts, and
_ Engraved Plans, in 8vo, price 12s. cloth,

[NESBIT'S PRACTICAL LAND SURVEYING, for the
Use of Schools and Private Students. Eleventh Edition, revised
and enlATged By William Burnzss, F.R.A.S., Professor oi
Practical Land Surveying.
London: Longmahs, Gkeen, & Co., Paternoster Row, E.C.

C
Price Threepence of any Bookseller.

'CONTENTS of the NUMUKR for SATURDAY LAST,
JULY 21, of

THE ATHEN>EUM.
JOURNAL of ENGLISH and FORKION LITERATURE,

SCIENCE, and the FlNti ARTS.
Thirty-two large Quarto Pages.

Reviews »

To Market Gardeners, &c.

TO BE LET <,u LKA^^l-:, :,i .\lirli;u-lmas next, within
4niilesofLoiiduu. TinUTV-Sl.\ ACKKS of the finest LAJJD,

By Robert
Uuchnnau.

A Century of Painters of the

Eiialish School, with Criticd

Notices of their Worka. By R.

Re<igiavo, R.A., and S. Red-

Record Office. Edited by John

livmaica and the Colonial Offloe:

Who Caused the Crisis. By
George Pnce, Esq.

Sew Novo 8 :—Felicia's Dowry.
By Mrs. Fitzmaunce, Okedcn—
A Life's Lovo. Bv the Author

Wood—The Ron .

Constani. Written by Hci!,olf

—Liontfl Merval: an Old Man's
Secret. By Frank TroUopO.

With Sbortfr Noi

Poultry as a Meat Supply. By
the Author of the Poultry

' Knlendar.

Golden Leavea^om the American
Fuels. Collected by John W. S.

the Time of the
VCeformation. — England ira

Reformation szeitalter, Vier
Vortriit.e von Wilhelm Mauren-
brecher.

Hvum ^Vrltera and their Hymns.
By the Rev. S. W. Cnstophera.

History of Delaware County.
By George Smith, M.D.

Weekly Gossip.—Communication between Passengersand Guards

on Railway Trains—Keepers of Prints at tho British Museum-
Arc hreological Institute—New Work by Mr. Thomas Furnt*Il—

The Fine Arts' Quarterly Review—Photopraphio Portraits of

Men or Eminence—The Royal Society—New Work by Mr.
Gtorge Ede, 'On Steel and its various Applications '—South
Kensington Museum—The New Law Courts—The Houchamuton
Exhibition—Goldsmith's Tomb—The Horse-flush Banquet in

Paris—Sale of Extraordinary MSS. by Messrs. Puttlck & bmipson
—Sale of Coins by Messrs. Sotheby.

Science.—How to Become a Successful Engineer. By Bernard
btuart.

Archaeological Congres*.— Papers by the Donn of West-
minster. Sir John Liibbm k, Mr. Hfpworth Dixon, Mr. Beresford
Hope, Dr. Uueat, Prof. Wohtmacott, aud Mr. G. G. Scutt.

Fine Arts.— Tho British Institution. By H. C. Barlow.

fine Art Gossip.— Mr. Woolner's statue of Macaulay—Mr.
Ward's "The South .Sea Bubble," "The Daughter of Jove"—
South Keiisiiigtoii Museum — Photographs of Rembrandt's
Etchings—Mumo ir of Mulready-Mr. Hick\ " Sunshine of Lite.

'

Music—Notices of New Publications.

Musical and Dramatic Gossip.—Hor Majesty's Theatre—
Covent Garden-Concerts—The Worcester Musical Festival-
New Hall at Margate—The Musical Standard—M. Mermofs
* Rowland '—Grand Conoourse at Belgium—Music at Hombuig-
New Organ in the Cathedral. Geneva—Italian Dramatio Novel
ties—Mr. Fechter- ' La BergSro d'lvry."

Obituary, -WilUam Hookham Carpenter.

Miscellanea.—Guide Books—Poso—The Supplement to Bryan.

The AthenfiBUm may bo ordered of any Bookseller.

T HE ILLUSTRATION HORTICOLE,
published by Aubrowe Verschafpelt, Ghent, Belgium.

The Number for July contains the following Coloured Plates ;^
Rose Thea leabelie Sprunt | Anthunum Soheraermuuni

Lobelia coronopifohn.
Price \\s. 6(i. per year, post free.

N.B.—A Specimen Number oan bo obtained gratia by applying to
the Editor. Au , Nu , Ghent, Belgium.
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THE USEFUL WEATHER GUIDE for FARMERS,
GARDENERS, SAJLORS, 4c.

Six Copies sent fiee by post on rucoipt of two penny stampa.
Addres-s T. Kobkbts k Co., fl. Crane Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
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Hiv Copies sent f."»;o by p.>Bt un receipt uf two penny stampa.
Address, T. Kobbhtb A Co., 8. Crane Court, Fl^et Street, London, E.C,

Historical Memoirs by Hepworth Dixon.

Fifth Edition, crown Svo, with Plates, 2«. fij.,

JOHN HOWARD : a Contribution to the Social History
•

of England in the 18th century

TO BE LET, a compact FARM, comprising about
3U0 Acres, situattd within two miles of Brighton.—An excellent

Residence, with guod Stabling and Coach-bouse; substantial Farm
Buildings, some of them newly erected. Possession given at
Michaelnini
For lYirtber particulars

ham Roud, Brighton.
ipply by letter, addressed A. B., 2, Bucking-

^ by the South

; and Valuer, Basingstoke.

Rectory Farm, Sarsden, Oxon.

TO BE SOLD bv Private Contnat. ;ii,.| f i

One Lot, a Small but Choice HERD ot IT i: i
ii

Cattle Plague has not approached
qualities have been specially regarded, and uul: ;. :--.i

Their Pedigrees reier to good and tashiouable blor,d A
offers a rare opportunity to Gentlemen wishing to found :

Short-homs, and tho number is too small to warrant an
they are at any time open to inspection within the space of one
month from the date of this Advertisement, and will not be pre-

viously separated. If Sold, immediate Public Notice will be ^iven ;

meanwhile application may be made for Catalogues and full informa-

tion to Mr. M. Savjdge, Lodge Farm, Chipping Norton; or to Mr.
STRAFPOHn, 13, Eusiton Square, N.W.—July28.

Oxfordshire Down Rams.

MR. DRUCE begs to infoim his Friends find the Public
that he has about THIRTY SHEARLINGS to DISPOSE OF

by Private Contract, and that he will be happy to show them at any
time during the season.

Eynshara, Oxford,—July 2S.

^akiS 6jt) Auction.

To Centlemen. Architects, Builders, and Florists.

TUMWT will SELL by AUCTION, on the
tierWQil Koaci. on TUESDAY. July 31, fi*M'lv

Oatii I Ofhces. 200, Konnington Park Road, S.

Established Orchids,
BeiNO Duplicates prom Tavo Private Collections.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

his Gre;it Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C,
on TUESDAV, Julv .SI, at half-oa.st 12 o'Clock precisely. Choice
usLablished uRClllDS. being Duplicates trom the well-known
(^nllection of Wentworth Buller. Esq., of Strote Raleigh, comprising

fine plants of the following varieties:

—

Dendrobinm Veitchii
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THE AERIAL CHAIR.

WONDERFUL APPLICATION OF THE PRINCIPLE OF OSCILLATION.
FOR THE GARDEN, CONSERVATORY, AND NURSERY.

Entirely "Self-acting," the operator requiring no assistance whatever, and so easy of motion that a Child can propel itself to any desired altitude without the slightest

danger of accident. It has been pronounced a marvel of ingenious mechanism, and cannot fail to become a necessary adjunct to every -well-appointed Garden and Nursery,

while for Invalids it will be hailed as a means of recreation and hygienic exercise never before offered them. They are very easily fitted up in any ordinary-sized room, and can

be attached to the ceiling by means of a few common iron bolts. The only instructions necessary for the use of this invention are, that the person upon being seated simply

presses the feet against the footboard, which will at once set the Chair in motion.

For Gardens or Lawns the " AERIAL CHAIR " can be secured to the branch of a tree or to the framework of an ordinary Swing.

Manufactured of "Vfrought Iron, in three different sizes, to wit :

—

Size No. 1, suitable for Children price £2 2s.
|

Size No. 2, suitable for Youths £2 lOs.

No. 3, suitable for Adults £3 3s.

These prices include packing, but not carriage. The suspending- rods are about 8 feet in length. Extra rods can be obtained, if required, at 25. 6d. per foot. The Seat to

the " AERIAL CHAIR " is of wood, and moveable. Ii-on Seats, in imitation of Cane, can be had at 15s. each.

Attached to the head-board of the " AERIAL CHAIR " is a brass label, with the foUo-wing words :—" Aerial Chair, szcdkeb bt Royal Lettebs Patent. MANtiPAC-

TDttED BY PeY^TON & PeyTON, METALLIC BEDSTEAD MaKUFACTDEERS, BiRHINGHAH. ChARLES PoMEROT BctTTON, PllOPRIETOB, NoS. 142 AND 143, ChEAPSIDE, LoNDON."

TRADE MARK- 'AERIAL CHAIR.'-TERMS CASH.

All Orilers must be accompanied leith a City Reference or Itemittance to

CHARLES POMEROY BUTTON, Nos. 142 & 143, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.G.

Sni^^rii 1. ,^ h""'^'*'^'^"''*^^'*'^^''''*^'^^ "The Editor," Advertisements and Biisine'i? Letters to " Tlie Publisher.' at the OfBce. 41. Wellington Street, Covent Garden. London. W.C.

P,rt«fl« „» *l ^«'*"T"*\"'"i''J- "^ '^' ^PP^' Woburn Place, in the Parish of St. Pancras, in the Co. of Middieaex, and Prederich Mclleit Evans, of No. 11. Bouverle Street, in the Precinct of Whltefriars. City of London,
fnntera, at tusir Office, Ixjmbard Street, Precinct of Whitefriara. City of London, and Published by them at the Office, No. 11, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said Co.—SAToaoiT. July 28, i8«.
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State of the Crops. 1866.

THE GAKDKNERS' CHRUNlCLK and AGRICUL-
TURAL GAZETTE of SATURDAY, AURUst U, will contain

full particulars of tlie STATE of the CROPS throughout the Country.
Urder of iiny Newsvendor. A Single Copy aent for Six Stamps.

f>oyAL HOKTIUULTUKAL SOCiiii'Y,
il SODTH KRNSINGTON.
NOTICE—A MKETISG of tbo FRUIT and FLORAL COM-

MITTEES will be held on TUESDAY NEXT, Aug. 7, at II o'clock ;

C1UYSTAL rALACJi.—The GKKAT AUTUJIN
y SHOW of FRUIT and FLOWERS on WEDNESDAY and

THURSDAY, September 5 and 6.

Schedules, with List of Prizes, may be had on application to
!soN, Superintend.'

li\

I required by Rule 4 with regard to Entries, for the Hoc

will be held m the TOWN HALL, SEPTEMBER 7 and 8.

PRIZES, ONE HUNDRED GUINEAS.
Schedules and Forma of Entry on application to Jamks Birbeck,

Secretary.
Note.—The Committee undertake to receive Boxes of Fruit and

Cut Flowera for Exhibition, which will be carelully unpacked and
exhibited, and returned to exhibitors immediately aiter the Show.

Lea Bridge Road Nurseries, London. N.E.

JOHN FKASi'Jt rrs|MritVillv mvitf.i ;m inspection of
hisCullL-ctiuii u( i:i>.-,l.:s, wliict'i ho l3tigs toaunouuce are NOW

1 FLUVVKH. Tlio ColltrcLiun cuuUlns mauv now and Hne varieties.

Tiie Nursoriea are about 5 miles from London, and are easily

Niched by Train on the Great Eustein Railway, to Lc aBridge Station.

Roses In Bloom.
>[. PAUL'S ROSES are KOW in FULL BLOOM.
Inspection rcBpectfuIIy invited. Tratna almost hourly fromW

Shoreditch to Wa
Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.

Roses In Bloom.
TAMES. MITCHELL has the honour of inforrainir his
fl kinl patrons that his magnificent COLLECTION is NOW in

FINK HLOU3I. Pilt Down Nm-series, Maresfield, Sussex.
The Lund. ill. Bri(;hton, and South-coast Railway. Twoanda-half

miles fr..m the Ucktii-M Station.

M
30,000 Roses in Bloom.

ESSRS. riti)TilEliOE am> MORRIS'S iine

Collection of STANDARD and DWARF ROSES may now
;n in perfection. Twenty minutes ride only from FencUurch or
psgato Street Statiuna. from whence Trains leave frequently.

* - N.E.,July28.

FAMES CRAWEUKIJ, High Be. ist respectfully

He has had for many years
stock ; and lately or all tne
that lie could let hmi have

Roses.
>AUL AND SON'S ROSES are NOW in BLOOM at

the "Old" Cheshuut Nurseries.
Frequent Trains from Bisbopsgate to CUeshimt.
The HOLLYHOCKS are also in BLOOM at
Pall & Son's, Old Cheshunt Nurseries, N.

New Hardy Clematise&.
GEORGE JAUKMAN and SON respectfully invite an

inspection of their Collection of SEEDLING CLEMATIS,
which is NOW in FLOWER, and will continue all the Autumn.
This Collection contains new and fine varieties that are quite equal
to those selected, viz., C. Jackmanni. rubro-violacea, rubella, Prince
of Wales, Princess of Wales, mognlflca, and velutina purpurea, each
being awarded First-class Certificates by Royat Horticultural or
Botanic Societies in London.

Wnking Nursery, Surrey.

Primula, Cineraria.
M. CUTBUSH AND SON nitW

ATA, which has for many years given great satisfactic

richly coloured, full and densely fringed ; they i

ire those raised by Messrs. Cutbu&h t Son."
Sealed packets, 2s. 6d, and Ss. Gd. each.

CINERARIA, from finest named varlotloa, per packet,

;

Hlgbg;
. ed. and

f^UTHILL'S STRAWBERRY PLANTS, stronj? and
\y fine for bearing, will be sent out on August 2^, 4c. The sorts

lasted tW days—from June 2. Dr. Lindley often said that he nuv.T
could depuud on a crop until he had mine. BLACK PRINCE,
PRINCESS ROYAL, RICHARD IL, HIGHLAND MARY,
NEWTON SEEDLING, and LAl'E PRINCE of WALES, per lOi),

each sort, fis. ; but if selected, .7«. ((d. Supuiinr MDSFIHOOM
SPAWN, 5s. iJd. per bushel: PRINCE ALBERT WINTER
CUCUMBKlt. Is. I'jimplik-ts un Ganleumg. ic.

C^
;ibove may

PINES.—To be Sold, a l

QUEEN PINE PLANTS, in

ing, which never had .Scale. Ap[tly

quantity of very fitu;

zes. from 'Suckers to" Fruit-

M^
Mil

FINE SriJ I

WOODKh .

GREENHOU.^I I

Conservatories iiri?

which IS lai'Ko and i

T. J ace:

nviti;d to m.spect our ColleuLi-in of the :il

vei7 lino healthy condition. Prici;3 model
Dy & Son, Nursery, Kingston, Surrey.

RAUCARIA EXCELSA tor SALK.

with branches, very handsome Pla
Cheap. Apply to

E. A., Glenmoro House, Clareir

I for a Conservatory, to be Sold

(-s to otVer

lendid stocli'.

J-!:^'

High Beech, Essex.

JIVERY ANi> SO.N havin- a few NOVELIUES nowr
o ready to send out, will be pleased to forward their PRICED

DE.SCRIPriV'E CATALOGUES of AZALEA INDICA. and
No. 10 HARDY BRITISH FERNS, which couUin full particulars.

Dorking Nursery,

A. STANSFIELD and SONS, Nuuserymen, &c.,
T<idiiii.r.lcu, nill he gUd ti. fonfarj their GENERAL FERN

iT.'HjI'K Vn 7 fo :\iiv nrifjri-.y^ tor rhroe penny postage stamps.

Tbo Bo: > be addressed t 3 Secretary.

GAUIJKNEliS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT INSTITU-
TION.-TUOMAS SMITH, of Laurel Bank. Newtown,

Malvorn, begs most respoctfUlly to return hla SINCERE THAN KS
to all Donors and Subscribers of the above Institution who Voted for
his Interest at the last Election of Pensioners.

New Flower Seeds for Present Sowing.
SUTTON'S CHOICE CALCEOLARIA,

1^. and 2s. 6(f. per packot.
SUTTON'S CHOICE CINERARIA, Is. and &. 6rf. per packot.
SUTTON'S CHOICE FRINGED PRIMULA, Is. and Is. Sd. per pkt.

npaiiy oao
s of Ke

/'"(AU'TION to the TRADE.—A Person calUng himself
V^ Mr. HOWARD, about 6 feet hifth, dark complexion, small eyes,
and who has lost his front teeth, was at HeadinRley, near Leeds,
on the 27th and 25th ult., representing himself as TRAVELLER to

F. SHARPE, of Wisbech. A Warrant Is i

w New Verbenas of 1866.
M. KNIGHT has selected from the various raisers
30 distinct varieties of VERBENAS, which ho now oCfers in

good Plunta for 15s., package included. Terms cash.
Floral Nursery, Hailshum, ;'

Collinsia verna.W THOMPSON, Seedsman, Tavern Street, Ipswich,
• bogs to state that NEW SEED of the above Is now ready

for distribution, price 6d. per packet. Trade prices may be learned
on application.

N.B. An early autumnal sowing is absolutely essential.

pERASUS LUSITANICA var. AZORICA.—Plants of
V--' this very superior variety of Portugal Laurel (in habit, flower,
and hardines.s), to which a Firat-clnss Certificate was awarded by the
Royal Horticultural Society on the 6th June, will be ready for
distribution t*"- •-- * — "- "-' — - "- -

OSBI
ng Autumn. 7s. 6d. and 10a. 6rf. each.

< &. Sons , Fulbam Nursery, London, S.W.

D
First-class Seeds.

OBSON'S PRIZE CALCEOLARIA,
" " ' " Otf., 3«. Od., 5s.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM can now send, post tree for six postage

stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and then' varieties, 30 pages,
Including prices of Hardv Exotic Femsl of his NEW and PRICED
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS,
No. 7.

Part II. (Exotic Ferns) will bo Issued aa early as possible.

DOBSON'S PRIZE CINERARIA, it., 2g. M., S«.

DOBSON'S PRIZE PRIMULA. 1«.. 2«. 6d., 5s.

For Testimonials see page G08 of Oardejiera' Chronicle, Juno 30.
DoBSON & Soits, Seed Merchants, Islowortb, W.

Foe soiy,S,E.

JAMliS FAIRHEAD and SON, Seed Growers and
Mkrchants, 7, Borough Market, London. S.E.

New and Genuine AGRICULTURAL, GARDEN, and FLOWER
SEEDS. Special prices and advantageous offers on application.

Genuine Garden and Agricultural SeediJAMES C A R T E R and CO,
SiiD FAnMins, Meb, n.srs, and NrasiaricsK,

1.'37 A 238, High Holbnrn, London, W.C.

RAYNBlKi), CALDECOTT, BA\VTREE,"UOWLIN(i,
A»D COMPAN y. Limited,

Cork, Seeh, Manorb. and Oilcare MERonANXs.
Address, SO, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and Prices Post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851
for Wheat; 1802. for " Excellent Seed Com and Seeds.

New General Plant Catalogue.
S. WILLIAMS' NEW PLANT CATALOGUE,

.
* containing many really good novelties, and carefully selected

LISTS of STOVii. GREENHOUSE, and HARDY PLANTS, Is
^dy and will be forwarded post freo to all applicants.

"loway. London. N.

B

Greenhouse, Hardy and Stove Plants ; Agricultural

R
Flower, and Vegetable Seeds, &c.

OBERT PARKER invites inspection of Iiis
Collections of the above-named, which have been selected

with the greatest care. All plants are clean nnd healthy, and are
offered at reasonable pnces. Descriptive and Priced Cataligues

Prize Calceolaria, &c.

BUTLER AND McCULLOCH beg to offer Seed of the
above, saved only from flowers ofgreat beauty, Is. & 2s. Od. perpkt.

CINERARIA (Jauks's). extra choice, lif. and 2s. Od. per packet.
PRIMULA (Jamks's), extra choice. Is. and 2h. Hd. per packet.
COVEN r GARDEN INTERMEDIATE STOCK (True), Is. and

23. Gd. per packet.
PURPLE WHITE INTERMEDIATE STOCK, Is. and 2s. Gd. p. pkt.

All packets of Flower Seeds aeut post paid.

Bdtleb a McCulloch. Covent Garden Market, W.C.

B"ARR'S"CALCE0LARIA, CINERARIA, PRIMULA,
STOCKS, MYOSUTIS, &c.

CALCEOLARIA, very choice, 2s. 6(7. per packet ; CINERARIA,
very choice, is. and 2s. 6d. per packet ; PRIMULA, verv choice, Is.

and 2s. tW. per packet ; SCARLET, PURPLE, and WHITE INTER-
MEDIATE STOCKS, for Spring blooming, very fine, each variety
Is. per packet; SCARLET, PURPLE, and WHITE IMPERIAL
STOCKS, for Spring blooming, each vaiiety Is. per pkt. ; MYOSOTIS
SYLVATICA, for Spring blooming. r>,i. and Is. per packet; Collec-

Ba; ^irden, London, W.C.

Hyacinths and other Flower Roots.
rOHN EKASER I.-'l^- tn mnni-iir ttiat his CATALOGUE
' of HYACINTHS. NARCISSI, TI'LIPS, Ac, la now published,?^-

)9, Lea Bridge Ro'ad, London, N.E.

Hyacinths, and other Dutch Bulbs.
A E. BARNAART, Vogelensang. Haarlem, beRS to
Xi. announce that his CATALOGUE of FLOWER ROOTS for
18(50 has Ju.st appeared, and can bo had post free on applioitlon.

N.B. Postage to Holland, 3d.

New Petunias for 1866.
A MRROISE VERSCHAFFELT, Nur-seuymax,

J~\. Ghent, Belgium, bogs to announce that he is now sending nut
good Plants of alTthe Iv ^"='"'' T.T7.nr.iT»Ti •.._. . .. .-.

Every order will bo sent to London free of carriage and packing,

A M BROI SI-: V E lis C HA F F E

L

tT Nurskryaian.
-Ti. Ghent, Belgium, bogs to offer fine strong Plants for Bedding, of

PETER URUilMONi) and CO. (late J. Scorr),
Preston Road Nursery, Yeovil, Somerset, have still on hand a

surplus stock of BEDDING PLANTS, including DAHLIAS in
great variety; GERANIUMS, FUCHSIAS, LANTANAS, VER-
BENAS, itc, at moderate prices; albo TURNIP and other Seed^
of best quality and variety for present sowing.

addr&ss as above.

UTTON '"S R liNOVA T I N (f
SHOULD NOW BE SOWN.
8 to 12 lb. required per acre

GRASSES

S
P̂rices (according to i.

SUTIONS
the 1!.^

SUTTOH & Si>ss

or cheaper ii

III III soils for which they are

1 I tablishment. Reading.

I'lALiAN iUE-UKASS,
CTIVKinCuLTIVATlOX.
ed of the above at (J.*, per bu.iliel.

Cabbage Seed for Present Sowing.
UTTON AND SONS hiivL- a -,H„I s-tu(kut fresh Seea

of the best kinds of CABBAifK i.m- F-irni iind G.irden.
LARGE DRUMHEAD CAIIMAGE. '^s, Gd. per lb.

ROBINSON'S ditto ditto, :is- ild. per lb.

ENFIELD ditto tJ ,0, 3a. ii»/. per lb.,

and othei

SUTTON'S IMPERIAL CABBAGE, the finest and cirliest for

Spring use in the Garden, 8rf. per oz. Cheaper by the pound or half

pound.
Sutton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

To Farmers, Gardeners, and Others.
'

T^XCELLKXT i'LAN IS cm suU be supplied of th^

TRUE DWARF NoNI'AIIKM, r\ii(;\(;H, 2s. fid. per 1009

„ ENFIKM) M.VIM, I I < '' I
\ '',, -..&;. per lOOU

pRUMUKA('M' 1' I
.

i; \GE. 2«, Oti!. porlOOO

Im' 'I I iiLI, 8s. pcrlOCO
.1. lu... (i-r lOllO

UIC'S .STOCK" CAULIFLOWER,

irnoRtly requested.

KNIGHT'?
VVALCJIK
EAR1.1 I.

Package and carriage free to Ijondon.

EXCELLEM • \l.l.

cannot be exceLi.: i.

A remittance or refer em
Frbd. Gee, Seed Merchant and Ore
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BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

OEMSON'S
NEW PATFNT WROUGHT IRON MULTITUBULAR HOT-WATER BOILER.

M%^i^^o:-^r-:'i^r\

THE GREAT ADVANTAGES OF TH1.S

BOILER ARE :—

1st. Being; entiivly of Wiiought-Irckv,

it.s safety from leakage and t-racks (from

expansion or contraction), a danger to

wbicli all Cast-iion Boiler.^ are moie or

less liaWe.

2d. Au immensely increased surface

c.\posed to the direct action of the fire,

wliieli passes through the tul)es, thereby

giving a wonderfully iucreascd anujuut

of power.

3d. A great saving in the consumption

of fuel. Its facility for banking uj) the

tire. Us peculiarly well-adapted con-

struction for slow combustion, and

burning ni.iny hours without attention,

at a tr;iiing expense.

dth. Its e.\traordinary power and

safely for carrying out the One Boiler

System, and sm.tU space and depth

fur setting.

One of these BOILERS Heated the

GREAT OKCniD TEXT, .560 feet long,

and -iO feet wide, at the liNTKIt-

NATIOXAL IIOKTICULTUllAL

EXlIIlirnOX, with a rennukably small

cpiantity of fuel, and gave the gnalest

satisfaction. Was highly approved of

by many Scientific Men and I'ractieal

Horticulturists.

The great Power, Economy, and

•-.fe Working of these BOILEliS has

n thor.iughly tested for the 1 ist

ri montlis at the Hcrticullural Garden.'!,

Cliiswick, where they may be seen in

action, and also at other jdac*.- in

\alious parts of the country.

UNDERSIDE OF BOILER AND PLAN OF TUBES.

TSEY ARE MADE OF VAMIOUS SIZEH. FItlCES OX APPLICATIOS.

HENEY ORMSON
TituLV grateful for the very liberal and kind patronage bestowed on him, begs most respectfully to inform the Nobility, Gentry, &c., that it is his determination

to spare no pains to merit a continuance of their favours ; and, that he may be enabled to execute his extensive and increasing orders punctually, and at the lowest

possible cost (agreeably with the best materials and workmanshiji), he has erected a most complete set of Steain-Power Machines, peculiarly adapted for the purposes

of his Trade.

H. 0. begs to call attention to hia superior manner of Erecting every description of Horticultural Building, and trusts—by unremitting personal attention to Ihe

details of his business, by using only the very best materials, by employing the most skilful and efficient workmen, and by the most moderate possible charges, to

merit a continuance of the patronage so kmdly and liberally bestowed on him for many years past.

In the BUILDING DEPARTMENT his object will be (having a practical laiowledge of Horticultural Science), to adapt all Erections to the particular

purposes for which they ai-e required. He will devote equal attention to the plain, inexpensive, practical Erections of Pits, Orchard Houses, Green-houses, Vineric, ^
,

as to the more elaborate and architectural erections of Conservatories, "Winter Gardens, &c., either in Wood or Iron.

The HEATING DEPARTMENT always engages his especial personal attention, and he feels justified in saying that in

economy of fuel, combined with thorough effectiveness, Ms system cannot be surpassed.

uplielly, safety, durability, mi

Knowing the absolute necessity for well regtilatcd and properly an-anged Ventilation, he makes it a matter of first consideration.

H. 0. having competent Draughtsmen and an efficient Office Staff, is prepared and will be happy to forward Plans, Estimates, and Specitleatii

•rwise, and to wait personally on any Ladies or Gentlemen who may desire to see him on their Grounds.

by i...^l

H, 0, is also in the habit of furnishing Estimates, and building from Drawings prepai-ed by Architects, and is kindly permitted to refer to many of tie

emment in the profession. He has also much pleasm-e in stating that he can refer to many of the Seats of the Nobility :ind Gentry in all parts of the kin

en employed to build some of the finest and best arranged Glass structures known at the present time.where he has

HENRY ORMSON, P.S.A.,

HORTICTLTUEAL BUILDER TO HER MAJESTT, AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF HER MAJESTY'S

ROYAL PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS, AND TO THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

STANLEY BRIDCE, KlNtrS UOAU, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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J. B. BROWN & CO.'S NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWER.
PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTUltEKS,

J. B. BEOWN & CO.,
148, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDOK, E.G.

nUABANTEED TO GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION,

AND, IF NOT APPHOVED OF,

MAT BE AT ONCE RETURNED.

ijy J. li. BUOWN AND CO. have pleasure in mentioning ttat their B B LAAVN MOWER ordered for the

Gardens of Windsor Castle has given so much satisfaction, that anotlior B B MACHINE of a larger size [a 24-inch

Machine] has just been ordered. A Second B B Machine this Season fa 24-inch] has also been just supplied, by

order, for the Gardens of His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales at Saadringham.—June 26.

This New B B P.\TENT LAWN MOWER is Manufactured by Messrs. Brown & Co., on their own Premises

Ml London, under Ihiir personal superintendence. It is worked by means of Geared or Toothed Wheels, is quite

noiseless, and is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction in eveiy respect.

PHICES—including Carriage to any Railway Station or Shipping Port in England.

IS-inch Machine ..£7 10 Easil;/ uwked by a Man
20-inch Machine ..8001
22-iudi.Machine .. 8 10 \ IMto bij Two Men

.

24-mch Machine . . 9 )

Every Machine sent out is tvarranted to give ample satisfaction, and if not approved ofmay be at once returned.

J. B. BROWN AND CO., OFFICES, 90 (late 18), CANNON STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.C.

WAREHOUSE and MANUFACTORY, 148, UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C.

Opposite the City of London Brewery, and close to the London Bri<lge Steam Boat Piers.

10-inch Machine
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/^ AEDEN BORDER EDGING TILES, in great
VT variety of pntteros and materia!, the plainer sorts being

especially suited lor KITCIIKN GARDENS, a-s

' tliey harbour 110 SluKS and Insects, take up ilttlt

n, and once put down incur no further laboui

expense, as do "Rrown" Jidginga, conse-

quently being much cheaper.

GAKDKM VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in

Artificial Stone, of great dxu-ability, audingieat
varifty olMoaign.

F. & G. K'lSPiER. ManufacturTS, Upper Ground
Street, IJhickfrini-a, S. ; Queen's Hoad West,
Chelsea, S.W. ; Kingsland Road, Kingaland, N.E.

Sole London Agents for FOXLEVS PATENT GARDEN WALL
LKICKS. Illustrated Friee Lists free bypost. The Ti-ade supplied.

OMNAMENTAL PAVING 'JILES for Conservatoiies.
Halls. Corridoi-s. Palconies, &c., as cheap and durable as

Stone, in blue, red, aud buff colours, and capable of forming a variotj

of designs.
Also TKSSELATED PAVEMENTS of more enriched dealgiis

than the above.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &.G. Grooved aud other Stable Faving
Bricks of great durability, Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, Wall
Copings, Red and Stoneware Dmin Pipes, Slates, Cements, &c.

To be obtained of F. & G. Roeher, at their Premises iia above.

SILVER SAND (KEIGATE, best quality), at the above
addresses—14s. per Ton, or 1*. 3d. per Bushel ; 2s. per Ton extra

for delivery witliiu three luiltis, and to any Loudon Railway or Whaif.
Quantities of 4 Tons. Is. per Ton less.

! LINTS, BRICK BURKS or CLINKERS, for Rockeries or Grotto
V\ .Ilk. F. & G. Kosher.—Add^e^'Bes see above.

N-B. Orders promptly executed by Railway.

EK LONDON MANURE COMFAN Y
(Established 1840).

Have now readv for delivery m dry fine condition,
CORN MANURE, for Spring Use
DL'iSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUACJO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA,
es Dock. Warehouse; SULPHATE of AMMO>IA, FISHERY
SALT, Jcc. E. I'uitsfch, Secrel^Lij.
uraceb. 116, Fenchnrch Street. E.G.

A WES' Ki A N U RES.
Tho Manures manufactured by J. E. Laweb for the present

season of 18e6 are now roady for delivery at his Factories, at the
ollowiug prices, per ton :

—

LAWES' PATENT TURNIP MANURE, aud BONE £ s. d.

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME 6
LA-WES' SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME fi-om BURNT
BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES 6 5

LAWES' WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
MANURES 800

CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.. ..12
These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through the

appointed Agents In all parts of the United Km^doui, at prices
varying according to cost or carriage.
Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from the Iraporterd. Nitrate of

Sofia, bulphate of Ammonia, and other Chvmical Manures.
American and other Cakeb at market Alices.

Address, John Bennbt Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge,
E.C.; and 22, Eden Quay, Dublin. ^_

PA L M - N U T MEAL, Manufactured by
Alexander M. Smith & Co., Kent Street Mills, Liverpool.

£7 a Ton free to Rail or Boat in Liverpool. v
£7 105. delivered to Rail in Bristol. X ..X
i? yis. delivered to Rail in London. <"** M ^>

la Bags containing 2 cwt. each, branded \ L /
"This valuable Meal, containing above 20 per cent, of \/

fatty matter, is recommended as an economical food to mix with
home-grown produce." (See Dr. Voelcker, R. A. S. E. Journal,
Vol. I., 2d Series, page 176).

For further particulars and Analysis applv to Messrs. Smith, or
their Agents, Messrs. Humphries & Co., Bristol.

John Coleman, Escrick, York.
London Agency: 160, Leadenhall Street, E.C.

TOT! ACCii TrS^T'K.—As Exhibited at the Interaational
il : ./.;tion,-For DESTROYING MEALY BUG,

REl . I
i

, r i
! J

: ; !
, and other Insects. Will bum without the

UBsi.>,i r. . I, il not injure the most tender Plants.
Stidiii 1 I'

I
^, :uid upwards, pnco 3s. Gd. per lb., by Messrs.

Rohlhts ti Suns, Tubucco Manufacturers, 64. St. Jolin Street,
Clerkonwell, E.C, and by all Seedsmeu and Nurserymen.

Copies of Testimonials forwarded on application.

pOCOA-NUT REFUSE
^-^

is becoming scarce, the

old reserves will soon be gone.

Now sold in Ijags, 1 for 2s., 10 for

T ij?Sm. /S^^^tr^3r < Fourpence allowed for each

fA '^^^SSr "^^^S^L ^^^^*J^^ ^'^^ returned carriage-paid.

A Railway Truck-load (not in

Lgs), 40s.

Postage Stamps or Post-oflBco

Order, payable to J. Barsuam &
Co., Kingston-on-Thames, S.W.

GISHUKST COM-
POUND, whether used

against Insects and Mildew, on

smell, and if the Solution be
decanted, prevents any staining
of foliage. A strength of from

' " gallon of water
nraended for growing

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
NDLE COMPANY

Destroy your Insect Pests.
PRESERVE YOUR PLANTS and TREES.

Me.
. Sfid Gr ND Bl,

I
AutBICAN BliOHT

1
MiLDtW,

Without injury to the most delicate Plant or Tree, bv using

FOWLKH'S GARDENERS' INSECTICIDE,
pronounced by all who have used it to be far superior to any

other remedy. One trial will prove its efficacy. Testimonials
forwarded on application. Pnce Is. Cii., 3s.. (>s- 6cl., and 10«. per Tin.

Gito. & Thomas Fowler, North Street, Brighton ; and of Hoopkr
A Co., Covent Garden Market, W.C.

For Present Sowing.
TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM, Italian

Crimson Clover
NEW LATE RED TRIFOLIUM
SUTTON'S IMPROVED ITALIAN

RYE-GRASS.
QUTTON AND SONS are now
k3 harvesting, for delivery in a few days,
very excellent Seed of the above. Prices are
very moderate, and may be had post free on
application.

The quantity of Trifoiium (alone) usually
sown per acre is 28 ib., or with Italian Rye-
grass Sib. per acre is sufficient.

Also MUSTARD and RAPE, new seed.

All Goods carriage free, except very small

Brighton and Sussex Seed Warehouse.
EDWARD CAKPENTER'S MIXTURES

of PERMANENT GRASS and CLOVER SEEDS — Best
quality, 36s. per acre (2 bushels light seeds, and 121b. Clovers and

Catalogu*
-. RPKNTtR's RENOVATING B

Old Pastures.

PRICED CATALOGUES of KITCHEN GARDEN, FLOWER,
and FARM SEEDS i

.Street. BrichC
R, Seed Merchant and Grower, 00, St. James i

JOHN KEAESLEY and SONS, Nurserymen, Leeds,
offer as under, all remarkably fine stuff:

—

Per Doz.
Dracaena terminalia .. los.

Scolopendnum corymbiferum 1

Lycopodium lepidophyllum 12s.

Per 100.

. . 30«.

Rose:iiary (do..

Red Cedars (do.)

Jessamines (do.) .. ..

(Enothera macrocorpa and

GENUINE TOBACCO PAPER at \Qd. per lb.
Terms Cash.

Alsophlla contamlnans, &c.
VAN GEERT bep^ u* offer fine Plants of
ALSOPHILA CONTAMINANH, at 12,^. Hd. each.

., EXCELSA, voung plants. 24«. perdozen.
„ ADSTRALIS, fine plants, &s. each.

LATEBROSA, 2\s. ench.
VAN GEERTI, 42^, each,
id INDIAN AZALEAS, as usual fine stuff,
at at £6 and upwards per 100, and the latter

N.B. CAMElLiaS
Fell set for bloom, the
X H and £S per 100.

CAMELLIAS, in best varieties, without bloom buds,
Horticultural Establishmont, Ghent, Bclitiii

AMBROISE VERSCHAFFELT, Nursehym.in,
r\. Ghent. Belgium, begs to offer-
Fine DOUBLE CAMELLIAS, without buds, in 100 varieties of first

choice, figured in the Iconographie of Camellias, £3 10.i. per 100,
Fine AZALEA INDICA, without buds, In 100 varieties, comprising

all the best favourite blooms. £3 per 100.
Fine DOUBLE CAMELLIAS, full of flower buds, £0 per 100.
Fine AZALEA INDICA, full of flower buds, £5 per 100.

N. B. To secure a good choice, early orders are solicited.

100,000 CamelllaB.
JOSEPH BAUMANN, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,

begs to offer
100 CAMELLIAS, with flower buds, £5.
1"^ >. „ £0.
100 „ „ stronger plants, £S.
The following free to the Custom House, London :—

100 CAMELLIAS, without flower buds. I year grafted, £4.

60,000 Azalea Indlca, and 100,000 Rhododendrons,
Grafted Plants.

JOSEPH BAUMANN, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,
begs to offer the foliowing. free to the Custom House, London :—

100 AZALEA INDICA, with flower buds, £1 to £5.
100 ,, ,, stronger plants, £(i to £8.
(They are all dwprf bushy heaos and tho best kinds.)

100 RHODODENDRONS, 1 year grafted, £4.
100 „ 2 to 3 years, giaft d, £8.
100 „ stronger plants, £10.

100 „ with flower buds, £8.
100 „ .with flower buds, larger plants, £12 to £13.

(They are all the best English and Belgian hardy sorts.)

All my finest Hardy Ghent Azaleas are already ordered for England.

CATALOGUE on application.

AMARYLLIS.

JAMES GAPtAWAY & CO.,
DURDHAM DOWN NURSERIES, BRISTOL,

Ofier, from their unequalled stock of the above-named favourite flower, strong Bulbs of unnamed Seedlii

others that have bloomed with them during the two last s

5s., 7s. 6d., and lOs. 6d. each, or 50s., SOs., and lOSs. per dozen.

JAMES GARiWAY and CO.'S GENERAL BULB CATALOGUE for the coming season is in th(

and when ready ^"ill be fonvarded post free on application.

JAMES CARAWAY and CO., DURDHAM DOWN NURSERIES, BRISTOL.

THE LADY."
TO THE LOVERS OF FINE FRUIT.

It Ib 11 years since (aa an Amateur) I introduced to the PubUc my SEEDLING STRAWBERRY SIR HARRY,
which is now declared to be the most valuable variety at the present time in England, for, in a leading article in the

Gardeners' Chronicle of June 24, 1865, alluding to ttie great failure of the Strawbeny crop that year, it is stated that

near Isleworth and Brentford, aa well as the extensive tracts of land which once belonged to the Monastery of Syon,

the failure is complete, and the only kind of Strawberry that bore a tine and abundant crop was the SIR HARRY,
' tho name of which will become memorable.' Having tor many years past turned my attention to the raising of

Seedling Strawberries, of which I have yearly produced some hundreds, 1 feel convinced that the variety now being

introduced will prove itself to be the tinest one I have ever raised. Many First Prizes have been already awarded to

it at Horticultural Exhibitions, for both Forced and other Fruit.

THE LADY ripens about the time of the British Queen, and continues fruiting a long time ; is a great cropper,

bearing a large handsome fruit of a salmon colour, tinged with crimson, and ripening to the very end. The seeds are

small and few, the tlesh is very juicy, and melts in the mouth ; the flavour is between a Pine and a Melon, and is

most delicious, with the highest perfume I have ever met with. The entire of the crop is of large size, no useless

fruit being produced, and it is as good a forcer as the Sir Harry.—Yours, &c.,

August, 1866. RICHARD UNDERBILL, Sir Harry's Road, Edgbaston, Biriuingham.

Plants are now ready to be sent out (in lots of not less than Twenty)

.

I^" All applications must be accompanied by a Post Office Order an Birmingham, Postage Stamps, or Cash, to

receive attention.

PRICES of THE LADY, from July, 1866, to August, 1867 :—

100 STRAWBERRY PLANTS .. ..£3 7 6 I 40 STRAWBERRY PLANTS £112 6

80 „ „ .. .. 2 15 20 „ ,, 10
60 „ „ .... 2 5

I

Plants in Pots (not less than 10) , Is. 6(/. each, package included.

Mr. UNDERBILL'S TREATISE on the CULTIVATION of STRAWBERRIES, in EngUah, French, or

German, may be had through the Post, price Is.

Address^

MR. RICHARD UNDERBILL, SIR HARRY'S ROAD, EDGBASTON, BIRMINGHAM.

TESTIMONIALS {inter alia.)

" ITie Cedara, Castle Bromwich, n

L;idy, wliich is without doubt
deliculu aud luscious, and quite
ucquainted wiLL; the perfu

excellent variety. The I

listmct tiom aay Strawberry I i

I aomewbat extraordinary ; I lo

With best respects, I am, d<

"COAS. Ja3. PlCKBr.'

'Dear Sir,—I dor
"Mona Cottage, Edgbaston, July 27, 1805.

lot know when 1 wus belter pleased than with i

iur Seedling strawberry The Lady, the colour o

t aDd lively, and the crop so large. As to thi

alicious, and exceeded uuy Meiou 1 €

ich of the Pine Apj '

*"'

i know, lor I must l

t the Glasgow and West of Scotland Horticultural Society, :

ra Prize and First-clasa Certificate wa-s awarded, July II, 18tiO.

The Birminifham Daily Post, July 17, 1866.

*' Thi: Lady Stbawberrt.—We recorded on Saturday the judgment
of Glasgow connoisseurs upon Mr, Umjkruill's new Strawberry. We

ivledge ou the subject, but v

The Midland Counties Herald, July 19. 1866.

:LTtJBi:.—We have recently had an opportunity of

ids of The Lady Si
.....--

Buad, Edgbaston,
free-growing prolific variety,

ripens thoroughly.

Sir Hai

1 fiRvour

1

berry, raised by Mr. R, Un

produces a fair sized berry,
and distinct."

N B.—The SIR HAKEY being now in general cultivation, Mr. UNDEKHILL Intends reserving for a few

years Plants for those persons who may prefer having them direct and genuine from himself, spurious varieties

having been so often substituted for the original.

The permanent prices of SIK HAERY for the future will be—20 (not less), 10» ; 40, 18s.; 60, £1 6s.;

80, £1 lis. ; 100, £1 18s. Hanti in pots (not less than 10), Is. 3d. each, packages included.
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New Turnip Seeds for Present Sowing.

SUTTON'S LINCOLNSHIRE RED
PARAGON, Dd. per lb.

SUTTON'S IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE,
9d. per lb.

SUTTON'S SHORT-TOP SIX WEEKS,

Cheaper by the bushel, carriage free.

t Roynl Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading

The Nurseries, Ghent, Belgium.

TEAN VERSCHAFFELT ho^s tn inform his Friends
fj and the Trade in eoneral that hia Stock of CAMELLIAS and
INDIAN AZALEAS with buds will bo particularly fine this senson.

To secure a first choice early orders are solicited. The prices will

be as under;

—

CAMELLIAS, with buds, fine named sorts, IVom £G and upwards.
AZALEA INDICA, with buds, flno named sorts, from £j and

upwards.
A genera] detniled LIST will be sent on apphcation. Address all

letters to Jk.
" -^ t. . . - „..„..

8 to Dispose of his i

prising the folh-wing

;

6 Achimencs
6 Allamandas
2 Alocasias
1 Aphelandra

lice selection of Eighty Stove Plants, <

1 Contropogon I 1 Eucha
1 Cissus 1 Euph-
6 Crotons I 5 Garde
3 Dieffenbachias 12 Gloxit
2 Dracnuas 4 Ixoras
3 E'jhites

I Bouzainvillca
14 Caladiums

The varieties are of the best, and nil distinct.

The Plants are not over I;<rgo, but h^n^eonie and health;
r part tbi

Price

Halstoad, Essex.

Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.
SEEDS FOR PRESENT SOWING

WM. PAUL can confidpntlv recommend the foIlr>u-in^

flr8t-cla.<j,s Seeds ;-PRIMULA. CINERARIA, CALGEO-
LARIA. and HOLLYHOCK, from flne<;t strains, la. 6rf. to 25, 6d.

per packet; VIOLA CORNUTA; POLYANTHUS, splendid mixed,
\8. per packet.
Wm Paul's IMPROVED TELEGRAPH CUCUMBER, WAL-

THAM GREEN CURLED ENDIVE, BROCKET HALL LET-
TUCE, Is. per packet. All other Seeds of best quality at moderate
prices. CATALOGUE on applicitlon.

B.
CHOICE SEEDS,

[s's Biiporb Strain}.—Tho most nnted s

upplied to nearly all

PRIMULA (Wi
Primula in esiett

Gardens in KnRland. In soiled packets, at 5i., is. (Id., and 2«. 6d.
each. None genuine without D. S. Williams's name and address
the packet.
CALCEOLARIA (James's Str.ain).—53. and 3«. 6d. per packet.
mvL'iiADiA iiv ........... .'. ..Tt.... nhnin.. ^....ini ,rv,i»

all the parents. Such an inference is absurd
enough, and quite opposed to all that we yet
know of the action of the pollen. One pollen we
constantly find in the experiments of careful
hybridisers is "pro-potent;" it matters not,
comparatively speaking, if other pollen be
present or no, there is the one kind and one only
that is efficient—the rest is valaeless. And this

non-efficiency may not arise from any absolute
defect, but either because it was not suitable to

that particular flower, or, if suitable, was applied
at a wrong time, or after the successful applica-
tion of some other poUen. The use of this very
questionable expression— '

' mixed pollen "—is

not the only thing by which practical men some-
times contrive to increase the obscurity of a
naturally obscure subject. At present it is

almost impossible to know without special
information—and that is not always forthcoming
—whether any given plant exhibited is a
seedling variety, a cross-bred, a true hybrid,
or a sport. We would especially urge upon
all 'who interest themselves in this subject, to
pay as much attention and care as to the
accuracy of their records as.they do to the experi-
ments themselves. To increase the scientific

character of this branch of horticulture, scrupu-
lous accuracy in recording facts and dis-

entangling them from mere opinions and fancies
is imperative. As truth is stranger than fiction,

so the interest attaching to a record such as we
have mentioned, outweighs completely that
belonging to the vague and imperfect notes of

a carelessly conducted set of experiments. Who,
for instance, could have guessed at the origin of
the Pitmaston Orange Nectarine ; or who would
have supposed that in the foui-th generation the
Elruge Nectarine -would produce a large and late

Peach ? Yet such is the history of " Lady
Palmerston." Had Mr. Rivers not kept a
record, would he have believed his own eyes ?

CINERARIA (W
knomi Covent Gard'
packets bearinc R. S. Wi
3s. Gd. per packet.

str.ai

1 address. Price 6s. and

Wiit (BarlreneriS'Citromcle.
SATURDAY, AUGUST i. 1866.

; ENSUING WEEK.
f Royal Horticultural (Floral and Fruit

C

Aug. 7' mitteps).at ^outh KcnsinKton ..

f Ditto (Sci,.nliflcDiscmsionl ..

,j/Koyal Hort
outh Kensington

Taxking with some practical men not long
since as to the origin of some of the Pelargo-
niums now so much in vogue, we were not a
little surprised to hear so great difference of
opinion as to the origin even of so well-known a
plant as Mrs. Pollock. Is it a Sport or a

Seedling ? We thought there was not much
doubt as to this point, but we were mistaken.
Where doctors differ, 'who shall decide ? At any
rate the point is a curious one, for many reasons.

It opens up for instance not only the inte-

resting and complex questions connected with
cross breeding and hybridism, but also suggests
the inquiry whether sports may not in some
instances owe their production to cross fertilisa-

tion. It does not always foUow, as every
hybridiser knows, that the offspring of a cross

fertilisation is intermediate in character between
its parents. It frequently is so, but very often it is

.something different. Now let us suppose an
instance of the latter kind—a seedling the
offspring of a cross resembling but little, if at
all, its parents, and let us further suppose it to

sport. Is it not likely, or at any rate possible,

that that sport shall have more of the characters
of the parent plants than the seedling itself?

The reverse, we know, does frequently happen

;

the seedling is more or less intermediate between
its parents, while a sport from that seedling
repeats the character of one or other of its

parents to the exclusion of the other, or it may
be some remote ancestral form which is repro-
duced. This is just analogous to what happens
with ourselves. Master Jacky may have his
mother's eyes and his father's nose ; but, on the
other hand, he may resemble neither the one
parent nor the other ; or he may be the very
image of his grandfather.
We hardly know what is meant by "mixed

pollen ; " the expression is sometimes used as
though the pollen of two or more different flowers
could exert an influence on the same stigma, and
produce a sort of coalition offspring, embodying in
the same seedling some of the peculiarities of

In spite of the very great incumbrance that
results from the Multiplicity of Names given
to the same plant, the rules followed by botanists
in assigning these names do lessen, to the student
at least, a great deal of the embarrassment which
an amateur, or one imperfectly acquainted with
the usages of botanists, must feel. One of these
rules is, that the name of a plant when printed
shall have the name of its sponsor attached to it.

If Jones describes a plant as new, and gives a
name to it, that name is quoted in botanical
books 'with Jones' initials., or an abbreviation of
his name, appended to it. By accident,
Robinson may have described, unknown to

Jones, the s.aine plant under another name, but
this time it is Robinson whose initials are
attached to the plant's name. Although it

involves a loss of time and the risk of confusion,
it is yet comparatively easy for the student who
looks into this matter to see that Jones and
RoBixsoN wore writing of the same plant ; and if

he make himself sure of this fact by a
comparison of authentic specimens, or by
other meaus, ho adopts Jones' name as
the one given first, and nothing but the
discovery at some future lime that JoNE.s him-
self maj' have been forest.iUed, -n'ill induce him
tn adopt any other name than Jones'. True,
for the sake of spariug others trouble, ho cites

Robinson's name as a synonym, but still the
rule of priority always holds good, and the
advantage of this is so great that it is next to
never wilfully infringed ; or if it be so, without the
fullest and most satisfactory reasons being
assigned, no one is bound to take any notice of
the infringement.

Now, if mere garden varieties are to have
Latin names, and many such plants are already
provided 'with them, it is" essential that some
means should bo adopted to prevent the
confusion tliat arises between the strictly

botanical nomenclature, which, embarrass-
ing as it is, IS under definite rules—and the
horticultural nomenclatui-e, which owns no rule
save that of the convenience of the moment.
The practice which is adopted by some few horti-
culturists—comparatively few, we are glad to say

—

of giving Latin names to their novelties, without
any consideration as to whether the plant has been
named before, or without giving any details by
which any one interested in the matter may
ascertain the fact, is one that is open to as grave
condemnation as is the change of established
nomenclature without sufficient reason. But the
evils of both these practices might be at any rate
lessened by applying the word "Hort." to the
end of the name. Botanists already do this when

treating of garden varieties, and if horticulturists
'would do the same, there would not then bo so
great an objection to the use of Latin names.
The name of the horticulturist himself might
readily be added, as indeed is commonly done in
the case of florists' flowers, where English names
alone are used ; if Latin words must bo employed,
let the same plan be adopted— for instance.
Azalea petunireiflora, as it now stands, is liable to

mislead, but if it were written Azalea petuniajflora
Hort. Brown, no such confusion could arise

between the botanical and the horticultural

student. Moreover, suppose a plant introduced
for the first time into this country, new alike to

botanical lists and horticultural catalogues. The
horticulturist naturally wants a name for it

at once ; let one be given—a garden name with
the " Hort." appended to it. In due time the
botanistswould get hold of the plant, and no doubt
a copious list ofsynonyms wovild soon be attached
to it. The name accepted as correct at the time
would perhaps be proved subsequently incorrect,

and the botanists would have to pay the penalty
of their imperfect knowledge by having to learn a
new name with half a dozen synonyms ; but the
horticulturist would keep to his garden name as
before— that would be unaffected by the progress
of botany.
But it may be urged that another horticul-

turist may import the same plant, and on the
same principle give it another name ; the
Maranta speciosa Hort. Veitch may, for

instance, be the Maranta formosa Hort. Bull,

and so 'would arise a confusion of names as great
as any in botany, with the additional very
serious complications that might arise in a
mercantile point of 'view. A purchaser buying
both the above-mentioned supposititious Mai-antas
would not bo over well pleased to find that they
were different only in name. Again, it is obvious
that in the hands of unscrupulous and dishonest
persons, this practice might be adopted with the
express object of deceiving the unwary. These
objections, great as they are, might be overcome
by some such organisation as the Horticultural
Society already possesses in its Floral and Fruit
Committees. Here is a permanent " board,"
such as Professor Kocn and Mr. Shirley
HiBBERD advocated in their respective commu-
nications to the Botanical Congress. As the
great proportion of the real or supposed
novelties of all kinds in the waj' of fruit or

flowers or foliage come under the notice of these

Committees, errors of garden nomenclature at

any rate, might be rectified. It 'would bo
desirable that the Society should in all cases,

whore it was possible, be allowed to retain a

Xjlant or a di'ied specimen or some other evidence '

that might hereafter be referred to in case of

dispute. We are not sanguine enough to suppose
that no mistakes, no inconveniences would arise

after the establishment of such a plan as we have
hinted at ; but we do think that much might be
done by the Society and its Committees towards
rectifying, collating, and reducing to order the

chaos of plant nomenclature so far as gardens are

conoerned. The most serious difBcultj' that we see

in the way ari.se3 from the often unavoidably
imperfect condition in which plants are shown.
Two Marantas, for instance, appear to be the

s;;:ne when the foliage alone is seen, but in

flon'er or in fruit the ivco may differ con-

siderably.

These are difficulties which create much of the

synonymy of which botanists complain ; at any
rate the horticulturist would here have the best

of it, for having the plants constantly under liis

eye, ho could watch all the stages of its develop-

ment, aud if he chose, write its life history far

better than the botanical collector or the closet

botanist.

The general programme of the Interna-
tional Horticultural Exhibition to be held in

connexion with the Paris Exhibition, is, we see,

published in the " Revue Horticole" of August 1. We
hasten to lay such of its contents as apply to our
countrymen before our readers :

—

Art. "l—An International and Permanent Horticul-

tural E.vhibition will be held during the Universal
Exhibition of 1867, from the
31st OrUthn

A vtn]-

1st of April to the

ibil-il

will be |.i;lre,l .luci.rdlllg lu Ulell' ..•llillarl.el' ill

stoves, greenhouses, tents, galleries, or in the
open air.

Art. 2.—Fourteen Sections (cobcokcs) ' will be esta-

blished in succession from April 1 to October -31.

Every Exhibitor that the Committee of Raference
{ Commi.ssion Consultative'} appointed by the
Imperial Commission, shall admit to compete
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in either of these Sections, shall be bound to

leave his plants during the whole duration of

the " Concours," which cannot exceed 15 days,

and to provide for the care of his plants during
their stay in the Exhibition. The cost of

can'iage of articles exhibited must be defrayed

by the Exhibitor, but a reduction of 50 per cent,

on the tar'ff will be granted by the Eailway
Companies of the French empire.

[The Committee of Reference above alluded to

consists of MM. Beongniart (Adolphe),
Member of the Institute, President; Alph.vND,
Vice-PreMent ; BakILLET-De.scHAMPS, Hecre-

tanj ; Decaisne, Member of the Institute;

BOUCHARD-HUZAED, HaKDT, lilVlfeEE

(AUGTTSTE), ViLMOEIN (HENEI).]
Art. 3 (so far a« it applies to other than French

exhibitors). — Applications on the part of foreign

horticulturists sliould be addressed to the committees
appointed in connection with the Exhibition by each
Govennueut. The list of exhibitors admitted to the
competition will te forwarded by each of the foreign

committees one month before the opening of the

"Concours" to the Councillor of State and Commis-
.sioner General. The list must comprise, in addition to

the name of each exhibitor, the products he is desirous

of showing, the conditions imder which they should
be shown [in stove, greenhouse, &c.], the space they
will occupy, the number of baskets, groups or clumps,

that the applicant proposes to occupy.
Art. 4.—The fourteen section.*, alluded to in Art. 2,

are as follows :

—

First Section, open April 1, 1867. — Camellias,

Conifers, Woody and Out-door Plants, Ericaceae,

Forced Fruit and "Vegetables.

Second Section, open April 15.— Rhododendron
arboreum, Forced Fruits, Hyacinths, and Green-
house Plants.

Third Section, open May 1.—Orchids, Azalea
indica, Tulips, Ornamental and Greenhouse
Plants.

Foiirlh Section, open May 15.—Azalea indica and
pwiiiicn. Rliododendrons, Orchids, and Orna-
inciilal Oi It -rtcMr Plants.

I'ltili Section, open June 1.—Orchids, Roses,

i'elargoniuras, Ornamental and Kitchen Garden
Plants.

Sixth Section^ open June IS.— Pelargoniums,
Roses, Orcliids, and Fruits in sea!!On.

Seventh Section, open July 1.—Palms, Stove Plants,

.Vnnuals, Fruits in season.

Ei.:ht!i Section, open July 15.—Ara<l.s, New Plants,

Annuals, Fruits in season.

Ninth Section, open August 1. — Plants with
Coloured Foliage, Gladiolus, Fuchsias, Fruits in

season.

Tenth Section, open Au'-'ust 15. -Ornamental
and Annual Plants, Ferns, and Fruits in scaMin.

Eleventh Section, open Sriitcnilicr I.— Kitrhcn
Garden Plants, Ornamental Plants, Dahlias,

and Fruits in season.

Twelfth Section, open September 15.—Dahlias, Mis-
cellaneous Plants, and Fruits in season.

Thirteenth Section, open October 1.—Fruits
(General Exhibition of), and Miscellaneous

Plants.
Eourteenth Section, open October 15.—Trained

Fruit Trees [General Exhibition].

A General and Detailed Programme of these 14

Sections will be published immediately.
Art. 5.—Exotic plants during the first two days of

each " Coucours" will be placed in the enclosure of the

"Palais du Cristal,"orCrystalPalace,raised in thecentre

of the garden of the Exhibition. They will afterwards

be placed in the special stoves appropriated for them.
Art. 6.—A special section of the International Jury,

composed of 24 members, 12 of whom are French, is

established by the Imperial Commission, under the

title of " Jury of the (Sroup of Living Products and
Specimens from Horticultural Establishments." In
compliance with the suggestions of this jury, the

Imperial Commission will nominate, five days before

the opening ofeach section, an International Committee
of Associate Jurors, chosen from among eminent
French and foreign horticulturists. The function of

these juries will be to adjudicate upon the merits of

the objects exhibited in the first section opened after

their nomination ; to class these products according to

their merit in four divisions, thus:—1st, 2d, and 3d

Prizes and Honourable Mention. The work of tin

Juries will begin on the opening day of the secti.-u

and will be completed in two days. The annonu.
.

-

raent of the Prizes and Honourable Mentions awarded
by the Jury will be immediately made public, and will

be affixed to the objects deemed worthy of them.
These Prizes and Certificates will not be awarded after

each " Concours," but will be placed to the credit of the

Exhibitor, as so many guarantees for the obtaining

some one of the great Prizes which will be allotted and
distributed at the close of the Universal Exhibition, in

accordance with the recommendations of the Inter-

national Jury.
Art. 7. The awards to be allotted by the Inter-

national Jury of Awards for products of Agriculture,

Horticulture, and Industry, are thus arranged by the

decree of the Imperial Commission of Awards ( Com-
mission Impcriale sur les Jiecompenses) of the 7th of

June, 181)6, approved by decree of the Empeeoe,
June 9, 1866:—

Large prizes and awards of money to the total

value of two hundred and fifty thousand francs

(upwards of 10,000?.)

One hundred Gold Medals, each of the value of a

thou.simd francs.

A Superior Council ( Con^eil Siipe'rieur) of 27

members, established by the same decree, and of w'hich

the President and Vice-President of the Jury of the
Horticultural Division form part, is charged with the
duty of allotting the awards above mentioned among
the several groups of products exhibited. It vrill thus
determine the total number of awards which will be
allotted to the exhibitors of living products and
specimens of horticulture.

Art. 8.—The Jury of the Horticultural Divi.sion will

make on the 20th October, 1867, a general statement of

the various prizes and certificates (mentions) awarded
at the end of each section. After this statement, and
reckoning the number and order of the prizes and
certificates obtained by any one Exhibitor, the Jury of

the division will award the great prizes, the awards of

money, the medals of gold, silver, or bronze, placed at

its disposition by the " Comeil Superieiir."

The diplomas will bear a record of the prizes and
certificates gained by the prize-holder during the Exhi-
bition. (Signed) Beokgsiabt, President of the

Commission Consultntire.

Baeillet-Deschamps, Seeretarii,

We shall publish further details from time to time

;

in the meantime it is obvious that the idea is to

establish a series of 14 distinct show.s, each la.sting for a
fortnight—or rather 15 days, and it would seem that
prizes will not be awarded in any one section by itself,

l)ut that they will be counted as so many good marks
in the allocation of the general prizes at the close of the
Exhibition.

We have already alluded to Professor Moeren's
theory of the incompatibility of Double Flowees
WITH Vaeiegated Leaves, the exceptions to which
however are so numerous that we fear no general
rule even can be laid down as to this matter.
Mr. Jabez J. Chatee, of Cambridge, furnishes us
with some additional illustrations. He writes :

—
" I

have now in bloom a spike of a double Hollyhock of a
maroon colour, the foliage of which is variegated.

When with my father at Saffron Walden I propagated
a beautifully double rose-coloiuvd variety, which also

had variegated foliage, and suirccclcd in perpetuating
it, having raised several plants. 1 am nmv |irop:r-;ating

plants of the variety called Lady King, which ha..^ the
foliage variegated with yellow. I can vouch for these

as positive mstances of double-flowering plants with
vanegat«d foliage. I entertain an idea of showing a
spike of the former at Nottingham before the British

Association, if I can keep it sufficiently long in

bloom."

One of the distinctions between Rte-Geass
(Lolium) and Wheat (Triticum) resides in the relative

position that the spikelets bear to the main stem ; in
Triticum the spikelets are placed with their backs
against the stem, in Lolium with one edge against it;

tiut in a specimen of Rye-grass kindly forwarded to us
by M r. DduGLAS, Kilkea Castle, the arrangement is at

least iu part that of Triticum.

At the Royal Horticultural Society's meeting
on Tuesday, August 7th we are informed that Mr.
W. Bull "intends to exhibit a fine specimen of the

curious Dove-flower, or El Spirito Santo, Perist«ria

elata. We regret that we were led into error by the use

of the words "Tuesday next," in our last impression.

Thi
3-'iv

All t!

itions.

NEW GARDEN FERNS.
AdiaNTUM faeletense, Moore, Journ. Soil. Hort.

Soc, n. s., i., 82 ; Id., Proceedinrjs Roy. Hort. Soc,

i., XXXV., with figure.

Fronds supra-decompound, pinnules chartaceo-membr.auaceous,
slightly glaucous beneatli, rhomboid ; the terminal one.^

cuneate at the base, those of the sterile fronds large

(1—1^ inch), dilatato-rhomboid ; the posterior margins
recurvo-falcate, the anterior deeply lobate : the lobes

dichotomously inciso-laciniate. with blunt entire (without

serrjitures) segments, those of the fertile fronds smaller,

rhomboid-oblong, slightly lobed : sori approximate, terminal

on the lobes, oblong ; indusium entire ; stipes and rachides

glossy ebeneous.
Stipes 12—15 inches long, black, shining, terete, with a

shallow groove iu front. Fronds of pendent habit, every-

where smooth, quadripinnate or decomijound ; of a bright

light green colour, somewhat glaucous beneath ; the sterile

more abundant than the fertile, densely leafy, their lamina

about 20 inches long by 24 inches broad : the fertile with the

pinnules smaller and less crowded. Pinnules chartaceo-

niembranaceous, petiolate, the terminal ones more or less

run, ate at the base, articalated ; the fertile about three-

.
, ,

! I I
' >f an inch long, rhomboid-oblong, divided into

I
'lies along the .anterior soriferous margins: the

: I ir^'i T and more crowded, 1—14 inch long, dilatato-

1
;,. ml I 1, the posterior margins recurvo-falcate, the anterior

rteepiy lot:iate, the lobes inciso-lacinLate in a dichotomous
manner with the ultimate divisions linear, obtuse, and
quite free from serratures, Sori numerous, crowded, oblong,

variable in size, terminal on the shallow lobes ; indusium
oblong, entire. Rachides and petioles everywhere glossy

ebeneous.

Though evidently related to A. tenerum, this beautiful

novelty differs from it in the larger size of its

pinnules, and in the regularly dichotomo-laciniate

condition of the margin of the sterile pinnules,

which are also entirely free from the small serratures

which occur so distinctly on the sterile portions of the

fronds of A. tenerum. To these difierences may be

added the dimorphous development of the plant—so

entirely diS'erent are the elegantly-fringed sterile

pinnules from the more contracted fertile ones. As a

garden plant it is far more beautiful than either A.

tenerum or A. trapeziforme. with which it has been

compared. It is, in fact, one of the most graceful

species yet known, of perhaps the most lovely genus

of the pre-eminently lovely family of Ferns.

Adiantum farlevense wa-s, I am informed, intro-

duced to this country by T. D. Hill, Esq., of London,
by whom it was received from his friend T. G. Briggs,

Esq., of Barbados, West Indies. Mr. Brigg's residence

in that island being called Farley Hill, the Fern has

been christened as a memento. The magnilicent
specimen exhibited at S. Kensington [in 1363] was pre-
sented by him to Col. Miles, of Burton Hall, Mahnes-
bury to whose gardener, Mr. J. Green, I am indebted
for the material whence the foregoing description has
been derived. Mr. Green states that the sterile fronds
are very numerous in comparison with the fertile ones,

and that they are always deeply cut ; moreover, that

the young fronds are of a beautiful pink colour, which
they retain until they acquire their full size. This
variation in colour adds very greatly to the beauty of

the plant.

Since the above was written I have learned that this

Fern is a seedling raised at Farley Hill, by which I

infer that it is of garden origin, and not ferre natnrre.

It is probably, therefore, a well-marked sport of A.
tenerum, or it may possibly be a hybrid between A.
tenerum and A. trapeziforme, as it bears a certain

degree of resemblance to both. Moore, Journ. Royal
Uort. Soc, i. 82.

two
ii.n

,1 (1,

:tiv
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crown and temiinate in its ridges ; and thirdly, to a
descending system of bundles, which in the axis of the

stock and root are collected into wedges, but elsewhere

in the stock are for the most part definite and isolated,

and lose themselves in its c unbium layer."

The sections of the wood furnish a close homogeneous
texture without scalariform reticulations, large vessels,

medullary rays, or coniferous discs. It has clearly

nothing whatever to do with that of Conifers. It has

no relation to that of Ephedra, nor any resemblance to

that of (inctura. It will bo unnecessai-y, therefore, to

discuss its peculiarities.

The vascular system is very anomalous. The paren-
chyma is full of remarkalilv li;ivd siiiculur nils more or
lessthicklycoveredwitliiiiiiiiili' 'tv •i:il-,:in:irr;uigement

which ha.s no analog}' t" un 1 1mr: :.\ iiMMi-i'^riiiatous.

The foliage is not li'^> nriniui', cMniliu'd to two
perennial cotyledonous leaves u.-nally broken \m into

strips like broad leathern thongs or blades of Fucus.
Dr. Honker sa.vs. " there is much in the permanent
character, parallel nervation and anatomy of the leaf

of Welwitschia which recalls the foliage of Dammarn.
Podocarims, and many parallel-nerved Cycadeae, and
especially of those South African species of the latter

order in wdiich a layer of liber cells underlies the
epidermis." In it the vascular bundles of the leaf,

unlike those of most Monocotyledons (with the leaves
of many of which there is a superficial and deceptive
resemblance in texture) "nowhere anastomose nor
communicate by lateral branches ; whence each nerve
represents n single independent vascular axis extending
from the base to the apex of the leaf, or in Welwitschia
from the axis of the trunk to the apex of the leaf. I

Such leaves," continues Dr. Hooker, " resemble more
,

closely a s.-rics nf ]rarallel vuiincrvcd leases united by
|

cellular I: -n.' i lin'i n i^liai- r\ioii-ii>i) "i I'arenchymai
tr,avci'.-." !

'' '! .;, i-i" i.i :';i- '

: andthe
frcciu'-n. ]>' '

! "1 i,i.,i);, :..i. !'•;,.
I
.;;- in these

plants .Mvii,-, Iw favour ilii., mlv,, a.> iln;.- the mixed
clmracter of the foliage of Podocarpus, of which some

i

species have uninerved and others many-nerved leaves. [

The numerous (lower-buds along the periphery of the
<:rown also further favour this view." We are not
sure that we perfectly understand or correctly follow
the application of the two Last points; but a.s to
the many linear cotyledons which characterise
tlie Conifers, we may quote this other observation
by Dr. Hooker a.s one on which we should wish
to make a remark. Ho says: — "I have no
evidence nf the plant ever bearing more tlian t^'o

leaves; tliii-r- is. Iiiiwfvcr, no rra^r)U why more than
this iiunilicr nlinuld not hv dcvolopcd, for the embryo
may ni'casion;illy be tri or poly-cntyledonous, a,s is tiic

case with so many other Gyumo.sperm.s, including its

near ally Ephedra."
This seems to be reasoning in a circle. " The plant

may be polycotyledonous because it is a Gymnosperm
;

and it i,s a Gynuiosperm because it is polycotyledonous."
But the truth is that it is not polycotyledonous. Dr.
Hooker tells us that it has only two small cotyledons,
and yet he thinks he has seen corpusculcs or secondary
embryo sacs in the ovule. Now upon this point
Brown .says '' that each of these opaque bodies
terminating the trunk and branches of the funiculi
(that is the corpuscules) are really rudimentary
embryos, is proved by tracing them from their ab.so-

lutely simple state to that in which the divisions of the
lower extremity become visible, and those again into
the perfect cotyledons." Consequently the presence of
corpuscules and of several cotjdedons are equivalent
things.

No doubt Dr. Hooker says in the passage above
quoted, that Eplioilrn is pol.ycotyledonous ; but as his
remark to that eficrt is merely made incidentally and
jwrhaps withnnt suHicient consideration of the conclu-
sions which must follow from llir -IiI.hk iii it \\.-ll

founded, we hope we shall not I iiii-i.|( n -I miii nai-^if

we do not at once accept his di, i :i, mhIh uni. \Vc
should indeed have done so if il wi'ie iiol u|iposed to
our own observation, which however has been limited I

to two or three species. In all that we have

'

examined we have found only two cotyledons, i

Mr. Micr--. in hi, .Moiio'^raph of tiio South American I

specio. i\- n.illiiiiia- lo i li,. niiirilHT..!' Ihc ootvledons.
|

Hesimii!) -a.v>. i o|\ li don,., iiiiran-olilou™, .semi-

I

terete.s. p.u-alluluiu collaturali..-," \c. Endliclier, how-
ever, agrees with our observations, and says that the
genus lias only two—" Embiyo cotyledonibus duabus
oblongis;" and we therefore wish much that
Dr. Hooker would re-examine this point. It occurs
to ns as possible that in sa.yitig that Ephedra
has polycotydedonous seeds. Dr. Hooker may have
reckoned hoth the terminal seeds as one, which would
give four cotyledons, although this is not likely—or he
may have met with an abnormal double or twin seed.
In any view the point is obviously one ofvery consider-
able importance, on more grounds than its"bearing on
Welwitschia.

It is also to be observed on this point that while
corpuscules or polyembryos are, so far as is yet knon n,
found in the ovules of all Conifr-r^ and ( 'vcads, and
pnlycotyledous in all their .'.(,-.|<, iioi,o liavo li.'.u

obMTvod in Gnetum. Ilnlikr WrlM.Nrln:, ;,„-l

Kpliedni it has been examined in the fic.<li state, and
the oviUe and its contents have been carefully figured,
and no corpuscules appear in it and in conformity
with th^t fact it has only two cotyledons.

If, therefore, Dr. Hooker were right in interpreting
the objects which he has figured as modified corpus-
cules or sccondarj' embryo sacs, then the seed ought to
have had more than two cotyled<ms. But we must
confess that what he ronwdir^ modified corpuscules
rather impress us as boii - inn.lii;,,! pollen tubes.
The truth seems U^ ): i hat i r ( : ; : i urn. Ephedra, and

Welwitschia are to coiitiuui- auK.iig the so-called
Gymnosperms, the existence of corpuscules in the
ovule must be struck out as one of the characters of
that group.

Fig. 1.

There is another circumstance having relation to the
structure which is against any connection existing
either with Ephedra or Conifers. Welwitschia produces
resin, which iphedra does not, and it is not like the
resin of Conifers. Fig. 1 is a rough sketch of a piece in

Dr. Welwitsch's possession, which we
have m.ide from memory, and wo think
the reader will agree with us that it is more
like a lump of " thick Plum-tree gum "

than the terebiuthine resin of a Conifer.
Its appearance was quite that of such a
gum as exudes from broad-leaved trees
like the Plum.
The next point to be compared with

Ephedra is the inflorescence. The her-
maphrodite inflorescence of Welwitschia
has no analogue in Ephedra, and we shall there-
fore reserve what we have to say upon it until we
have contrasted the female inflorescence, which has
some analog}-. The first point in it in which Di-.
Honkor sees a resemblance, is what he calls the
si rolula -rolls inflorescence in both. To this term we
riniiot a-iriit. Welwi'schia has something like a cone,
but It is not one. It is onlyavery distant imitation of one,
and Ephedra has even ess ofacone. It is a mere spikelet,
with from four to six opposing persistent involucels.
We adopt the remarks . . ade by Mr. Miers on this point.
in an excellent article on Ephedra, recently published
in the Annals and Magazine of Natural History ;

—

" The application of the term ' cone ' to the flowering
heads of Welwitschia and Ephedra is calculated to
mislead many persons in regard to the aflinity of the
6nef«aceie ; for they bear little analogy to the cones of
the Conifersc. They are more properly spikelets,
because they bear regular petaloid sessile flowers along
a common axis, much after the manner of a spike of
Plantago ; and they offer more claims to this category
than the spikelets of Myrica, the ainents
of Betula, or the spicated inflorescence
of many other genera." Here, however,
the reader may judge for himself Pig. 2
represents the .spikelet of Ephedra

;

Fig. -3, the female cone or sti*obilus of
AVeiwitschia.
The appearance and growth of these

female strobili of Welwitschia, and of
the spikelets of Ephedra, too, is veiy
dilfereut. We cannot help asking
ourselves, wdiat would have been the
reply of l>r. Hooker, supposing we had
I il,rn liim ,iich acone before the rest of
\\ ( hi II ' l:;a was known, and, without
any oiljrr information about it than could be gathered
from the appearance of the cone, asked him where he
would recommend us to look for its allies ? We will

Fig. 3.

venture to say that it would not have been to Ejihedra or
the Conifers. We imagine it might very probably have
been to the Acanthaceae or the Urticacese, in which
orders such a quasi-strobilaeeous inflorescence is not
uncommon, ana some species of which also possess
another character found in Welwitschia, viz., the
ciiiliotomous division and suppression of the inter-

lis ui the flower-stems. Dr. Hooker applies these
! -Iiowing a resemblance to Gnetum, but it is equally
limud among the Acanthaoefe, and yet no one, we
presume, woidd propose to class Welwitschia amongst
them.
The character of the ."in-called sfrobilnceous in-

florescence of Welwifsrioi -
. in- lo u- i-jH; i:iny agaiust

any aflinity with the I'll ii- '! In ni if the cone
in Welwitschia are m ' ii m-

I ily, but are
opposed to each other, iii'ii~-:iiin;-' m itlt.itiate pairs,

making the cone quadraugular, while in Conifers no
character is more universally present and more marked
than the spiral phyllotaxis or spirtil dispo.sition ofevery
part of tlic i>lant.

The ]ioints in which thisstrobilus corresponds with the
spikelet of Ephedra are chieflythe texture andnervation
of the scales, and the position of the petals. But in

Ephedra each two are joined together, while in
Welwitschia this occurs only iu the lower small
pairs. The nervation and texture of the scale,

and the position of the flower, are certainly similar
in both, eacdi scale being provided with a series of
vessels forming a double nervure, and the florets iu
both being situate on or at its base ; but in no view can
this have much structural significance. Both occur in
a multitude of other plants. A. M.

THE LATE MB. GRANT MILNE.
The last mail from the West Coast of Africa brought

111. nirlanrholv intplliiivn f Ibo .Icalli of Mr. Grant
Milih-, «lio has iHiiai on llio Wi-i I 'oast of Africa
rolliTlini^ ol,|i-ct, of iiiiinral lii-tori. inrlinling plants,
-roils, insiM-ts', shells, Ac ,

siin-o tlio end of 1S(12.

The Rev. Mr. Goldie, of Creek Town, states tint
Mr. Milne died there on the 30th of last month. U
may be known to some of your readers, that Mr. Mih e
was employed as collector on hoard a vessel which wa.,

sent out for the purpose of making surveys among the
islands in the South Seas, whence he sent home several

good plants to England. After his return he
remained for some time in charge of the collectim
of herbaceous plants in the Glasgow Botanic
Garden, and, on his expressing a desire to go abroad
a second time, the present curator, Mr. Clark,
interested himself on Milne's behalf, and not onlj
raised'funds for his outfit, but also procured for him
a free passage to Old Calabar. On his arrival in that
malarious climate, he at once set to work collecting,
but in doing so, he did not take the precautions neces-
s,-iry for the safety of his own health.
In the spring of ISM he made an attempt to reach

and explore the Qua mountains, when his progress was
impeded by the hostile tribes he met on his way. The
party reached the locality, but by that time they wei e
deprived of evei-ythin? they had. by paying tributes as
fhcy wentalouL', nhfn nl l:i-i ilioir lives were threatened
if they did iioi ininioilialrh rrliini. Having been
despoiled of evrr\ tliiir-- in I lie nay of clothing, poor
.Milne had to make his way back in a nude state nearly
:20ii miles to the river. During the journey he and his
inirty were ohhged to travel by day, and sleep out
without covering at night. On his arrival he was
attacked with fever, which nearly proved fatal to him.
After getting better, and recruiting his strength, he
went to the Gaboon river, wliirh ho ascended to a cov-
siderablc distance, and was rli... up (In ]i,,r of nrnvh
taken liv Dii CliailUi, ami onl. ' iiiml Iiin-.

From the river lie iliviTL-ril til'
; i,; oil n arli, d

a place which be calls " Caimi," I
mi i,,i!p- lotlmsoiitl-

ward of the 6.aboon, whence he dates a letter on
Dec. 22, ISM.
After leaving the Gaboon territory he went to

Fern.ando Po, where he was 18' days encamped on the
mountain there, at an elevation of between 6000 to
rooo feet. In a letter dated June 28, 1865, he states

:

" I had my camp pitched near a fresh-water stream on
the mountain, at an elevation of between fiOOO to
70(10 feet, Tvhere I was exposed to dreadful tornados of
wind and rain, through which I sufl'ered much ;" and
adds. ' Probably you might like to know what a
collector's tent is like. If so, just fimcy you
soo a temporary hut covered with leaves on one
side, that nearest the mountain, and farther, that
you see a few saplings laid crosswise, to raise
you above the damp ground, so that the rain can run
off' your person. Fancy this as a sleeping place, with a
block of wood for a pillow, and with a wet blanket to
keep you w.arm. A peep outsiile shows dirty niggers
with ivet blankets round them, all huddling near a bad
lire of green wood, bundles of wet dirty socks, tin
plates and cooking pans, old boots, insect nets, wet
clothes hanging near the fire, bottles of insects, and a
copy of Lindley's Vegetable Kingdom." " Such was my
camp on the mountain of Fernando Po." It is hardly
to bo wondered at thai on iiMrliiiiL' I bo low ground he
was again attaeked iiiil Ii' n1 liiMr. ii-hich was
followed by severe dysinln). hIihIi Iuji Ihor reduced
him to almost a skelelom .\- soin a- ]iossihle he was
removed to Old Calabar, for.change'of air and medical
aid, where he rallied, hut was long very weak.
On recovering from this illness, he left Calabar and

went^to Victoria, at the base of (bo Camarnon Afnun-
tains, which he a,scendcd ami n:i~ lu mi all i.io i| liy

fever, and remained ill until till- iili Ainil, i-i'-Luln-n

Mr. Lauche, of Dublin, found iiini, 'I'liis ^.MillriiKm

writes, dated 4th April, 18iiJ^
—

" I went round in the

mail to Camaroons, and found little Milne nearly dead
of dysentery, and very hard up. The doctor said if he
did not get change of air he would not live another
week, so I took him round in the mail to Calabar,

where he is sure of comfort and good medical advice,

and may yet pull through, though he is very far gone."

The poor fellow lingered on, getting gradually worse,

until .Iidy ; and thus another victim has fallen while

prosecuting scientific researches in "Western Africa.

T). 3f.

ABSTRACTS OF PAPERS PRESENTED TO
THE BOTANICAL CONGRESS.

ON RAISING PE.4CHES, NECTARINES, AND OTHEE
FEUITS FROM SEED.

By Thomas Rivers, Saivbridgeworth.

Soon after the introduction of Orchard-houses my
attention was attracted by the facility with which
young trees of Peaches and Nectarines could be made
to bear fruit in pots. I at once determined to raise

largo nii'iiiii I- ot 'nes from stones, and to carefully

recoid il n jm i

i iimhtree. Nearly, if not quite the
first Mil 1

1
I '

I
I liand was the White Nectarine,

for 1 ii'i. Il I
I - belonging to one of the oldest or

11 rail III \i .'.'% a V.'hite Nectarine being men-
tioned in ilir I'.iiailisus Terrestris" of Pai-'rinson,

upwarfls oi 'jiiMi OS finee; trsdifjionalTy, it came from
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-Asm, nii.l iirolnlilv from Northern Syria, tlic )i:iliilnt of
anollicrkni.Iof Noc'taiine equally distinct in oliaTiioliT,

thuStanuick. ily first familyofseedlings from tlie White
Kectarine seemed, when the young trees blossomed,
marvellously alike, and I began to look forward to
another generation before I should find much change.
I was, however, aLTrculily di-:ipiiointed, for among my
little family of qiuiM \\ Intr Xr.tarine trees, I observed
a large white Pearl], ulm li. nlilioughaPeach in appear-
ance, had the racy brisk llavoiir of its parent. This
remarkable production aroused my attention, and from
the first fruit it produced the stones were taken and
sown ; several of the trees raised from them bore fruit
when four years old ; the greater number of them
proved to be White Nectarines, thus returning to the
nature of their grand-parent, the White Nectarine.
Jlncli. however, to my gratification, two among them
pro.In,Tdr,,Hli,>; ,i„r ;iI.outthfsizcof the Noblesse
rr:i'li niiil ,>r il;r ,.;ii,ir rol(,ur, lull riiK'uin^' s(. crirlv
tiKit 111 1n;i.u1m n il. (I. si Iruit was jin-cnledtomeon
•Inl.i I nil. .|iiii,' n|M.. 1 n.iild scarcely beli«ve it to be
true, as the lied Nutiiie:.^ Peach was at that time quite
hard ; in IS.S its fruit ripened July ISth, and I then
n-lt satisfied It was the earliest large Peach known.
The other Pracb. wliicb r.inde its nppcarance among
the third L-cn.i;,iini, (V,,i:i tlx' \\]„\(' Nectarine, as
above-mention,.,!. ^.r..\,,\ u, he a hrjr iiale-coloured
variety, npeniiiL- iii tli,. ini,lillc of September.
Both these kiuils of I'caches retain the flavour of the

race, being remarkably piquant and agreeable when
well ripened. From the experience thus gained, I feel
convinced that to the White Nectarine we owe those
n;ile-skinned Peaches, the Noblesse, the JIalta, and the
H hite Magdalen, all remarkable f<ir their brisk flavour,
and equally so for retaining in the trees the peculiar
character of the white Nectarine, producing large pale
flowers irregular in their shape.
My ne.\l essay to "breed m and in," so as to e.sta-

bhsh a race of Peaches, was with that large, handsome,
bul^ 111 England, worthless clingstone Peach, the Pavie
de Pompone. The first generation gave me one Peach
producing large flowers like its parent, but with a
melting rich flesh perfectly its converse. This was
named Princess of Wales. Another seedling of this
generation proved to be a small-flowered sort^ its fruit
of medium size, skin pale yellow, and flesh so sweet
(without the usual bitter almond flavour of most
1 caches) as to be too luscious. Here was at once a
wide departure from the t.vpe in all re,spects, except the
size of the flowers in Princess of Wales. Not at all
put out" by the vagaries of the first generation, and

still hoping to raise a Peach as large as the Pavie de
Pompone, with tender flesh, and, like that, a good
kcciier. so that in a well-manai:ed fruit room good
Jca-I.,;. iiiidii !„ preserved till ^."ovrinber, I selected
.som.. 1,1,,. rniil (,r the Princess of ^\:,]c^, sowed the
stones, an,l "«;,,!, .d patiently," as I iis.;d to read in

.Siorii||,,|,l A Ilo|.kins ' when a little boy. One of the
first ot this third generation produced, in September,
ISiI... such late Peaches as never before gladdened luy
eyes. One iruit measured 12 inches in circumference,
its flesh melting, but firm and rich. This I felt to be a
great triumph, and as he was then happily with us, 1
named it Lord Palmerstou.
That wcll-kiio«ii N.rlarine, the Pitmaston Orange,

next alliari,.,! ,„., ,,ii,.,ilion. Mr. Williams, of Pit-
niasl,,ii. al«:,,\. -ial,,l that this was rai.sed from the
i'jlrii-a- ,\,, 1ani,.\ a \ariety so diametrically opposite
111 flowers and fruit, that I felt a strong wish to try and
reproduce its parent, by going through two or three
generations of seedlings. The first generation con-
sisted ol some 12 or 18 seedlings from the Pitmaston
Nectarine, the parent tree growing in a pot in mv
orchard-house. I ought, perhaps, to have said that all
my scedlin;s have been raised from fruit taken from my
onlianl-l!,,,]., lives, upwards of 100 varieties growing
"'',''' '"' it long and 21 feet wide. Alltbetrees
",' '

,'-'''
' " except one gave Orange Nectarines.

liki iiii 11 1 ,11, 111 ; the trees also produced those large
iinlliant flowers peculiar to this sort. All except one,
I have said, and this to me was a rem.arkable exception
—It was a large crimson Peach, the tree producing
small deep red flowers insfoad of those large brilliant
ones borne by its l.i.ibivn 1 felt doubts, and con-
cluded that a Pearl i -Ion,' iiiiist have been by accident
plauted with the Nortariiiosiiiiics. To try and solve my
doubts, I at once determined to take particular notice
of this Peach, to sow its stones, and to watch carefully
what they would bring. Out of about 20 trees raised
from them, the greater part bore Peaches like their
parent, the trees also producing small flowers: but, to
my great satisfaction, two of them bore Orange Necta-
rines like their grand-parent, and the trees'have the
same large flowers; but the most remarkable fact in
this experiment was, that two trees bore white-fleshed
Nectarines, a little red at the stone, like the Ehitge
Nectarine, their great grand-parent, and the trees, like
that variety, gave small flowers. Now, here was a
strange and most interesting event in pomologi-, A
white-fleshed Nectarine, the Elruge, with Jlr. Williams
had produced a seedling with orange-coloured flesh
(the Pitina,ston), that had in its tui-n produced here a
large white-fleshed Peach, and stones from that Peach
have jtroduci'd frees with the characters of four gene-
riili'io- M.

.
ilic Elruge Nectarine, the Pitmaston

N' •" n,i
.

I h. I'larh (a .-hild of the latter), and again
111' I'i ii: -

11
I >iaii,ge Nectarine.

I'll r
, 111 I might well exclaim, "How wonderful

are Thy w oiLs
!

" The horticulturist who thinks and
works—they are too often far apart, that thinking and
working—must feel those few words always uppermost,
always rising. I must not leave that fertile source of
interest, the Pitmaston Orange Nectarine, without
adverting to one more curious fact. I have said that
the gi;eater portion of my first generation of seedlings
from it were like the parent ; there was one, however,
which ripened ten days later, and had transparent flesh,
so that it was named the Pine-apple Nectarine. I was

interested in this sort, feeling that it was inclined to
leave the characters of the type. I therefore raised a
number of seedlings from it ; they are young, being
onl.y four years old. Yet, one among them bore some
fruit last year (1865), of a most remarkable character—
a Peach of the largest size, with its skin green and
beautifully marbled with red ; its flesh of a pale, lemon
colour, melting, and much like a Nectarine in flavour.
This peculiar Peach ripened September 30, 1865, and
was at once dedicated to Lady Palmerstou.
There is a veiy old kind of Nectarine, known to

pomologists as Fairchild's Early, a small yellow-fleshed
sort, not larger than an Orleans Plum. Now, although
this sort has been in cultivation for 150 years, yet no
gardener seems ever to have thought of improving it

by raising seedlings from it. As it is the earliest of all

in Nectarines, and as a good, very early Nectarine is

still lacking, I turned to it with much interest, and
lio|ie,l to improve it in size and earlines.s, so as to
I'lcate a new variety worthy of cultivation. My first

generation consisted of some 10 or 12 young trees ; they
all bore fruit in due course, and w ere all like the parent
in leaves, flowers, and fruit. The latter varied slightly
in size, but on the whole they were neither more nor
less than reproductions of the parent. I confess to
some little disappointment, but, encouraged by the
facility of inducing young trees to come into bearing
in a comparatively short period, by cultivating them in
pots in my orchard-hou,se, I selected some fruit from
the seedling trees, sowed their stones, and again
looked forward to the result. In 1865 I was, as far
as regards curiosity, greatly rewarded, for no two trees
of this second generation produced fruit exactly alike.
Some gave orange-coloured Peaches, one or two remark-
ably rich in flavour; some Orange Nectarines, as large as
the Pitmaston, but quite different in flavour ; and, most
strange of all, some gave Peaches of medium size, with
rosy cheeks and flesh white and melting, like that of the
Noblesse Peach. I failed in my object in obtaining a
very early kind of Nectarine, but at once some .stones
were selected, and trees of the third generation of Fair-
child"s Early Nectarine are now in full growth. One
very remarkable fact attended this experiment : the
trees, when in blos.som in 1865, were all like their
grand-parent, so that I was quite unprepared for the
curiotis transformations I have above described. The
following singular changes have taken place here:

—

The Roman Nectarine, a variety which has been under
cultivation in England for 200 years, has produced from
seed a nice bright-red melting Peach. George the
Fourth Peach, an American sort, in the first generation
gave a late green Nectarine. It is well known that
American Peaches in their own country seldom or
never produce Nectarines ; it is doubtless owing to the
trees being confined in a house, and standing very near
together, that such remarkable changes have taken
place here.
Among other curious gains that have occurred—too

many to mention in detail—I may mention that a stone
of Hunt's Tawny Nectarine has produced an early
Peach, full-sized, and of the most delicious flavour,
but without any yellow tinge in its flesh. This has
the true Nectarine flavour, which I may add is very
common to Peaches raised from Nectarines. The
Royal George and Shanghai Peaches have produced
melting Peaches, with deep yellow flesh. The Early
York, from which a great number of seedling trees were
raised, reproduced itself with but little variation, with
one exception, which is a tree with round glands, con-
sequently not liable to mildew. Its fruit is of the most
exquisite flavour, and as early as its parent. The Hard-
wicke Nectarine, which has large flowers, was produced
from it, a Peach of the most decided Nectarine flavour

;

moreover, the tree gives small flowers.
I have had some fine bearing trees of seedling

Stanwick Nectarines, difiering but slightly from their
parent, for this sort adheres rigidly to its race for two
or three generatious ; they were growing in a house in
which were some trees of the Elruge Nectarine. Some
stones of the latter were sown, and as nearly as possible
the sort was reproduced, but they were Elruge
Nectarines with the Stanwick flavour. This is not a
solitary instance of a new kind of fruit imparting some
of its qualities to fruits raised from seed, without
artificial impregnation. The bees, always very busy in
orchard-houses, fertilise numerous flowers : hence the
great variety in Peaches and Nectarines raised from
the stones of trees growing in them. I must not omit
to mention one more curious fact. The Balgowan
Nectarine, a sort, highly esteemed, has produced from
seed a Peach rather small, but of the most deHcious
Nectarine-like flavour.

Apricots raised from the stones of trees grown in
orchard-houses have not given, and cannot be expected
to give, the immense variety that Peaches and Necta-
rines produce ; still, out of some scores of seedlings, no
two can be found exactly alike. The only beneficial
variation that can be hoped for is in the time of ripen-
ing, so as to have varietie.s earlier and later than we
have at present, for no Apricot can be of much higher
excellence than the variety known as thePe.ach Apricot.
Some progress has, however, been made; a seedling
tree from the Ked Madeleine, one of the oldest and
earliest varieties known, has given fruit larger and
equally early, and a seedling tree from that curious
delicate-growing small Apricot, the Mnsch Musch, has
given fruit much larger than its parent, and so full of
delicious fragrant juice as to be, if possible, more
grateful than the Peach Apricot. The Saint Ambroise,
a variety rather early, has produced a seedling, the
fruit on which ripened full a month later than any
other kind

; and, to conclude, the Large Red or Gros
Rouge has given a seedling tree, the fruit of which
ripened a full month before that produced by the
parent tree. There is therefore some hope that in
time a iiew race of Apricots may be produced, differing
in quality and season from those at present under
cultivation.

It will, I think, be seen that old varieties of fruits
will reproduce themselves in an improved form if

successive generations be raised from seed. My pre-
vailing feeling is that of surprise that European, and
more particularly English cultivators, have suflered
many ages to pass without carrying out that which I
have attempted : the idea seems to me so simple, and
of such great interest. If all that I have done had been
attempted a century ago, what progress would have
been made in fruit culture ! I ought, perhaps, to state,
that in this paper, fearful of fatiguing the reader, I
have given but a mere abstract of my experiments. A
time may come, if life is sp.ared. when I shall give more
fully all that I have learned. I have a vague suspicion
that our tender kinds of fruit, that blossom very early
in spring, may be improved in hardiness by close
attention to the form of the petals. Earlv in "May of
this year (1866) we had here 5' of frost ; the weather
was dry, and no injury seemed to have been done to
the blossoms of some Cherry trees which I had under
close observation ; the germs were green, and the petals
uninjured. I observed, however, that the extreme
points of the pistils were killed from the petals being
thrown back, fully expanded, so as to leave them
exposed. The germs swelled, and I quite expected the
fruit would come to perfection. Instead of this, how-
ever, all that were marked dropped off' shortlj' afterwards.
I confess to being disappointed in this, for I had calcu-
lated that complete fertilisation had taken place, and
that no injury from a slight frost could then injure the
fruit.

\\ hile making observations on these blossoms fny
attention was drawn to others, the petals of which
were incurved, so as to protect the pistils; this slight
protection preserved them from injury, and the fruit

set healthily, and remained on the trees, swelliug
gradually, and bidding fair to ripen properly. On
observing this, I could not help theorising, and asking
myself^ the question—would it not be possible,by careful
attention for a series of years, to originate varieties of
fruits from seed, giving blossoms with large incurved
petals, so as fully to protect the parts of fructification ?

I have devoted many, many years to the raising of
seedling fruits-have, as a matter of course, met with
many disappointments, but also much ^tification

;

there is, as I have found, much pleasure in watching,
from year to year, the character of a seedling ; it is true
that, after much promise, there is often a failure, but
with me it has always acted as an incitement to try
a^ain. At this moment I have hundreds of seedlings
ot all kinds of fruits, some from fertilised flowers,
showing interesting features of cross-breeding^ and
many others raised from old and esteemed varieties

;

with my old hope partly fidfilled—that new varieties,

with all the excollent qualities of the old, may
and will be originat,.-d and. as it were, acclimatised,
like the Early Prolific I'lum and its descendants,
which are neither more nor less than hardy
varieties of the Precoce de Tours. It is, I fear,

too true, that neither a Peach, Nectarine, or Apricot
will ever be originated with blossoms fully capable of
resisting our spring frosts, for even the common Sloe of
our hedges succumbs to them : but it is quite probable
that Peach trees, bearing fruit equal in quality to our
old favourite the Grosse Mignonne Peach, will be
produced of a more hardy nature than the old sort; in
fact, I have more than one i)roof of this here. To obtain
this result, only the most robust-growing seedlings
from old varieties should be retained. Again, much
improvement will yet take place in raising early and
late varieties. I have reason to believe, from what I
see daily, that large and rich-flavoured Cherries may be
on our tables from early in June till the end of August;
Plums from July till far in November; and Peaches,
Nectarines, and Apricots in orchard-houses, from early
in July tiU late in autumn. I may be accused of enthu-
siasm, but I look to the future for new races of fruits,

with qualities far superior to the old, and the trees of
so hardy a nature as to resist some of the unfavourable
tendencies of our climate. I have formed this opinion
on the solid basis of close observation during a lifetime

devoted to the culture of fruit trees in all stages of
their growth.

Home Correspondence.
Geranium Eobertiamim.—In a book called "A Winter

in Algeria," which I was reading in the spring, I noted
an observation that Geranium Robertianum was much
used there as a cure for sprains and bruises, and was
greatly similar to Arnica in its efl^ects. Ever since my
severe accident in May I have been almost a cripple
from the extremely slow progress to recovery in my
sprained and contused foot. The Herb Robert growing
plentifully at this place, I determined to test its powers.
The leaves were gathered, bruised in a mortar, and
strained, and a bandage soaked in the juice applied to
the foot and ankle nightly. It has certainly acted
strongly and beneficially. This day, the fifth from the
first application, I walked down a steep hill, botanised
for an hour in some boggy land at the bottom, and
walked up the hill again horne. I do not readily jump
to conclusions, but the action upon the oedematous
swelling was unmistakeable. It is possible that strong
vinegar might have done the same thing in the same
stage of recovery : nevertheless, I recommend the trial

to any of my brother botanists or gardeners who may
have "been placed in a like predicament. At any rate I
can .say, " Exnerto crede Kolerto." S. T. Clarke.

Species of Cotton (see page 710).—I hold that it is

impossible to distinguish the varieties of Cotton from
an examination of dried plants alone. Those only
who cultivate the plants and have them constantly
under their eyes can satisfactorily discriminate
between them. I incline to think that the colour
of the flowers may prove of some value as a
means of distinction. Taken in a peculiar and
broad point of view, I should say there are not
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l!u till

^prri-
niore than 1 wo -^i

applicatinii iifilu-s iiniiri]il,' hmi

meuts ill liybridi-^iiii; liav liitl

the acute-lobed sorts of Berar Dacca and Assam ; also

with the [true] arboreum. The broad-lobed more
herbaceous-habited commoa Indian Cotton, and which
is much cultivated in Europe, comes a little nearer to

the occidental type, and is under experiment this

season. All the occidental forms hitherto operated on
have interbred freely. Some splendid Cotton has been
sent home from India, the produce of their seed, and
which ha.s been pronounced A 1 by the Manchester
men. R. T. C.

Douhle-Jlofvered Jasmiimm offtcinale.—I enclose you
three flowers which are a sport from the common white
Jasmine. I have put the sprig in as a cutting in order
to preserve it if possible. Is this not a somewhat
unusual occurrence ? Tou will see they are perfectly

double. I also enclose you a sprig from the same
plant, in order that you may see from what variety it

lias sported. Is there in e.xistence a double white
hardy Jasmine ? S. Long. [There is a variety recorded
as having the flowers double, and as being very rare.

We have never seen it. The ordinary Jasmine has but
two stamens ; but in your double-flowered sport there
are four stamens, having, however, more of the
appearance of petals than of stamens. Keep a watch
on the parent, and on the sport. Eds.1
AnagaUis cceriilea.—I have recently found a small

quantity of this brilliantly-coloured flower growing by
tne road-side about .here. J. Douglas^ Kilkea Castle,

Leinster.

Flattened Stems.—One of the stalks of my Asparagus
has grown about 4| feet long, perfectly flat. 1 inch
broad, and I of an inch thick ; it is nearly of the same
size throughout. The stalk is covered with short
sprigs and blossoms. Is this unusual ? Would the
seed be worth preserving, should any form ? About
10 feet from this plant a second is growing after the
same fashion, but at present it is only about half the
size of the one just described. H. S. [Fasciation is of
very common occurrence in Asparagus.—Eds.]

Iresine Serbstii (see p. 708).—It is rather soon to set

about determining the merits or demerits of this

Iresine, which I am of opinion is far better adapted for

the flower garden in autumn than when the sun is as

Powerful as it usually is in the early part of the season,
ly experience with it so far is satisfactory ; here, on

account of the variety it makes, it is regarded as an
acquisition, for, as we bed out some 37,000 plants, it is

very useful ; but no kind of comparison can be formed
between it and Colons VerschaflTeltii, as the latter is the
admiration of every one who sees it, whereas the former
is passed by without notice. Amaranthus is grown here
by the thousand, and up to the present time is very
beautiful, a condition in which it may continue for a
few weeks longer, when I think the Iresine will begin
to show off its colours to advantage. We shall then be
able to judge whether those who condemned it, as they
did so unmercifully last autumn, are right or wrong.
James Stewart, Nuneham Park, Oxford, Aug. 1.

The remarks of your coiTespondent " C." (see p. 70S),
in reference to two varieties of Iresine Herbstii, will,

I believe, on close examination be found to be correct,
if it is admitted that the Iresine and Achyranthes
Verschafleltii are identical, as it will be remem-
bered they were pronounced to be after the intro-
duction of the latter. It is, however, just possible that
the Achyranthes is distinct from the iresine, although
it so closely resembles it as to make any difierence
between them of little moment, as when viewed from a
distance of say 30 feet, or even less, one cannot be
distinguished from the other. It is certain that the
Iresine presents the appearance described by your
correspondent, but whether the circumstance arises

from the cause just indicated or from a sporting
character of the Iresine, I am unable to determine.
Thos. Simpson, Oardener to the Sev. Thomas Mills,
Stuiton Beciory, Ipswich.
Armeria alpina.—I send you a specimen of a Statice

or Armeria the specific name of which is unknown to
me. It is probably a bright-coloured variety of what
used to be called Statice Pseud-Armeria. It is usually
grown in the Alpine frame. A friend at Bathgate,
N.B., having no such convenience tried it in the open
ground, and the soil and climate suiting, he has now
36 yards of it as an edging at the back of a narrow
flower border, which in our Scotch fashion surrounds
one of the square plots in his kitchen garden. In this
position the plant is extremely efl'ective as an edging.
The place is high and cool, and the soil sandy and well
drained. Can you assign it to its proper species ? J. S.

[It is Armeria alpina.]
Amaryllis Culture.— I cannot quite agree with

"Cybister" on this subject. I differ from him as to
soil, time, and mode of potting and general treatment.
In reference to soil I have found nothing so good as
sandy loam for these bulbs. For light loam one-third
of silver or sharp road or river sand is sufficient.

For heavy clayey loam one-half sand will not be too
much. As to the time of potting, if I understand
" Cybister " aright, he recommends potting the bulbs in
a dormant state. From this I entirely dissent. The
best time for potting is after the leaves have grown,
say 3 inches. If carefully potted in that state it will
add strength to the flower stems, and the greatest
robustness to those which do not flower. The slight
check which any may receive in the process
may induce some also to flower that scarcely in-
tended it. In that stage of growth the roots will also
indicate to us, whether the plant requires more pot
room or not. They will also at once strike into and
extract the strength out of the fresh soil. Potted in a
dormant state the compost is partially exhausted by
repeated waterings before the roots grow much into
it. In regard to the mode of potting, "Cybister"
recommends that the bulbs be placed only half in the
soil. It is better far to plunge them right up to the

Nnthi iilurgos bulbs ui.r strfiiKlhcns

Ihan dci-ii pottiiiir Ai;aiii,

-Cyliislcr" recciiLintaids the puts to be iilaccd in a

stove. Now,nothiug stimulates the growth of Amaryllis
like plunging the pots in a dung or tan-pit. They
luxuriate under such treatment, throw up flowers
of amazing size, and produce leaves of the length,
breadth, and thickness of almost a Crinum amabile.
In such quarters, in well-drained pots, and treated
every other day to a watering of clear manure water,
Amaryllises will far surpass any that can possibly be
grown in ordinary stoves. Lastly, " Cybister" recom-
mends drying them off in the coldest part of the house
or even in a common greenhouse. This is the worst
advice of all. To do them justice, they should enjoy
the highest temperature m their dormant state.

Only by such treatment can their blooming capacities

be fully developed. In their native habitats they are
almost roasted amid the burning sandy soils of a
tropical dry season. And it is only by following in the
footsteps of Nature that we can obtain that high
maturity of bulb that lays the basis for such a pro-
fusion of blossom as can only reward perfect culti-

vation. It is also necessary to remember that the
growing season of these bulbs is a rainy season, and
that therefore they are great drinkers during their
flowering and growing state. Further, their growth
should be perfected as soon as possible after flowering,
and instead of lingering about in a green state for

months in a cool temperature, they should be put to
rest as soon as may be after they are matured, and kept
during the whole period of partial repose (they are
never totally idle) in a high dry temperature of from
70' to 100' if possible. Censor.
Night Temperature at OsheHon.—The following

frosty nights, as registered by Negretti & Zambra's
thermometer, placed facing the north, 3 feet 6 inches
from the ground, occurred here during the past six

months. April and May it will be noticed were
remarkably cold, especially the latter, which has
certainly been the coldest May ever registered here :

—

Months.
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croquet ground. Here are to be sg

enormous yellow Calceolarias as bi^
which have been unprotected for four
The climate of the Island is very mild' in winter, and

ouorumus Fuchsias, Hydi-angeas, ikc, abound.
The hiitanist may find plenty of work in the Island, for it

abounds with wild plants ; and in June and the early part of
July they are in full beauty. There are 3ever.al Fei-ns, and
the Osmunda regalia and hardy Maidenhair Fera grow on
the rocks on some parts of the coast. The meadows abound
with Orchis and the Cotton Reed or Grass.

I had often heard of the Sea Kale growing wild amongst the
rocks on the coast near the Calf of Man, and after a most
enjoyable drive to Peel, a great herring-fishing place, and a
stiff pull to the mountains, we got to the top of the cliff,

at the bottom, amongst the rocks, were great masses of Sea
Kale sure enough. The journey down the rocks on a broiling
day was not the easiest, and not without danger

;

but to see the Sea Kale growing luxuriantly there
amongst the rocks .and pebbles, and frequently covered with
water, well repaid the trouble of getting there and back.
Everybody who visits tlie Island.shouldmakeapoint of visiting
Peel and the old castle ruins, and above all its bombardier, and
have a crack with the old veteran. This forms a good day'

out, drive to Port Erin, a channing
a good hotel and a beautiful little

where Mr. Milner resides, certainly the safe man of the
Isl.m'i, for have not his fire-safes made his name famous
tkruui<hout the world? The tide out, and what an erijoyable
stroll on the sands, picking up those lovely little moss-like
Seaweeds of bright pink, green, and other colours. To see
these is to admire them, and then on round to Castle-
town and its House of Parliament for the island, and
its castle, where may 1 never be anything but a visitor,
and then back to Douglas by the Speaker to the House of
Keys—pretty places, winch I hope some day to inspect, and
then by the old Tynwald Hill, and between these places
seeing the finest lot of window plants in cottage windows
I have ever seen, or than can easily be seen. How the
cottagers—chiefly fishermen—contrive to grow such beautiful
plants in such queer windows, is a mystery to me. One
thing is certain, they deserve immense credit for doing so, and
I thoroughly enjoyed seeing them.

I was pleased with the Flower Show, for it was better than
I expected it would be. Mr. Macdonald, the gardener at the
Nunnery, showed a capital collection of fruits, and Mr.
Hinton, gardener to the High Bailiff, showed some monstrous
British Queen Sti-awbenies—in fact, a lot of very fine Straw-
berries were showu. Some of the best done Pelargoniums I have
ever seen at a coimtry show were those exhibited by Mr.
Corbett, gr. to Captain .Thelluson, neatly grown plants, with
plenty of fine flowers : and Mr. Hinton had a good Lilium
.auratum, a well-bloomed plant of the pretty Mitraria coecinea,
and some good Roses. Mr. Monroe, gr. to the Speaker, and
Mr. Middleton, gr. to W. Beckwith, Esq., .also exhibited
capital Roses. Mi-. Taggarfc, gr. to Deemster Di-inkwater,
was ako a very Buccessful exhibitor, and his Mona's Pride
Potatos were really fine. Mr. Cubbon, gr. to his Excellency
the Governor, was also very successful. The cut flowers of

very pretty, and a most beautifully

ciiitcyl by the student or the amateur. This objection
applies with even more force to the relative position of
the raphe and of the other parts of the ovule. This may
be very constant, it may possibly be significant of some
at present obscure physiological diversities, it may be
an hereditary conformation handed down throughout
a long series of generations, on all of which accounts
it would be valuable as a diagnostic mark, but it is a
character which is not always easily made out, even by
the accomplished botanist, and therefore on the score
of practical convenience is likely to receive less attention
than its intrinsic importance demands.
The reader will find in the introductory notes to

Mr. Clarke's tables a great number of curious and
valuable observations, which will supply much matter
for consideration to the student. We are glad to see
Mr. Clarke ranging himself among that gradually
increasing number who consider that the differences
between stem and leaf are not so absolute as is

generally supposed^ but, not wishing to plunge into
transcendentalism m a notice of this kind, we spare
our readers the infliction, and commend Mr. Clarke's
important work to those interested in the study of
botanical affinities.

TJie Jour of the Royal Horticultural Societi/ of
London.

Since our last notice of the new series of thi.s publi-
cation two numbers have been issued, that forAjirilillus-
trated by two plates representing as many species of the
remarkably curious miniature Orchidaceous genus
Chytroglossa ; and that for July by a figureofa sijpposed
hybrid Pern from Philadelphia. The species ofChytro-
glossa are of very diminutive stature, with distichous
fascicled lanceolate leaves, and zigzag racemes of small
but beautifully marked flowers, which in C. Marileoniae
are yellow, with two large blood-coloured spots and
numerous specks on the lip ; and in C. aurata are more
orange-coloured, with numerous purple spots. Both
are natives of Brazil. The Fern plate represents
Asplenium ebenoides, a curious North AmericauFern,
of which it is stated that only a single plant has been
found, and which it has been supposed is a hybrid
between Asplenium ebeneum and Camptosorus rhizo-
phyllus. It has a pinnate frond with the apex caudate
and viviparous, and the pinnfe unequally elongated
and sometimes viviparous ; but we fail to see the
evidence of hyhridity, the new Fern not only wanting
theanastomosingTeuation,buttheirregular distribution
of sori characteristic of Camptosorus, in which latter

,-,, , , I •, ^--^ . -. respect the figure of Camptosorus given for com-

frr""SatrU's''NuSet?C°Jlas°^±"t'S,=''„S^°^^„f^°^
in scolopendnoid ri.nirs. over the whole under surface
"j ili' li"ii'l A ihf more interesting papers are
I'l'i'--"!' iliuli -^^

'
I

i 1
1

i zenstein on the Nutritive
> "ii-i ill' III - "I \\.ii.i. Mr. Moore on Judging New
l'l;iiu>; 1'ruk's.ior iieiclieubach on the Genus Cliylro-
glossa; Mr. E. Thompson on Peach and Xirliriuf
trees at Chatsworth; Mr. Staudish on lljiniilisin-

Fruits; and the Eev. M. J. Berkeley on two sii..ci,.'s ol

Rudgea. The latter consist of the fine stove sln-ulj

which has been exhibited under the name of Psychotria
leucocephala, but which proves to be the "Kudgea
macrophylla of Bentham ; and of the new P.sychotria
exhibited at the International Horticultural Show by
M. Linden, to which the name Eudgea nivosa is given.
There is also a short note on the state of Horticulture
in Hungary, by Mr. Miles Berkeley, which we shall
hereafter transfer to our columns.

1 very much admired.Air. Spittall's Nursery at Dough _

It had been grown freely, and its' numerous blossom:. .

large and bright ; still it was but a small plant. Nor nm
omit wai-m praise to tho ladies, who exhibited so ui

charming bouquets of wild flowers, and what a pretty gi-
they formed ! -and who could help admiring the beautu
groups of the smaller Seaweeds, so tastefully arranged, and
beautifrd in their natural colours.
The Committee, deserve every encouragement from the

gentry of tlie Island, for the standard of gardening in 1"

Island will assuredly be raised by encouraging this Exhibitii
and another year I hope there will be a m.arked improvement
in the Stove and Greenbouse Plant department of the
Exhibition. W. J).

Notices of JSooftg.
A New Arraiigemfiif of Phaneroijamotts Plants, Si'c.

By Benjamin Clarke. Folio, pp. 39, tab. viii.

London : Williams & Norgate, and Hnrdwicke.
He who sits down to draw up a new arrangement of
flowering plants must needs be a bold man. If he be a
mere bookworm, any -arrangement he may propose,
however neat it may appear on paper, will infallibly
break down when tested in the work-room. If he be
a working botaluist, the field is so extensive that it is

next to impossible that he can have that full, copious
acquaintance with details, and that broad, compre-
hensive, yet discriminative grasp of facts, which are
necessary for the construction of a new system of
arranging the several groups of plants. Hence it is

that there are so many exceptions to the best and most
useful schemes of classification yet proposed—excep-
tions, too, which tempt the inexperienced to work out
new schemes for themselves; schemes which, being
generally founded on far too narrow a basis,
and without a just idea of the relative import-
ance of the means of discrimination relied on,
fail to attract general attention, and soon pass into
oblivion. When, however, a method of arranging the
several natural groups is propounded by one, proved to
be a keen observer of facts, and who is well known to
have been patiently elaborating his system for many
years, it is sure to command attention. On these
grounds, as well as for their intrinsic merits, Mr.
Clarke's tables and the accompanying observations will
excite much interest among botanists. This is no place
for entering upon any critical examination of Mr.
Clarke's views, but we may briefly allude to one or two
of the salient features in his proposed new arrange-
ment. He lays very great stress upon the epigynous
position of tho stamens, considering that the plants
characterised by this arrangement, form a group as
distinct from the great mass of Exogens, as the latter
are from Endogens. Jassieu considered the epigynous
structure as less important than the apetalous, polype-
talons, and gamopetalous sub-divisions, but these
latt«r were speedily found to he comparatively of
minor importance, and among those who have most
insisted on the value of the epigynous structure must
be mentioned the late Dr. Lindley, who in the " Nisus
Plantarum," and more especially in the "Vegetable
Kingdom," assigned to it a very high rank.
Another featiure of Mr. Clarke's arrangement is the

importance given to the disposition of the carjiels, a
point to which he is known to have paid very great
attention-^not more than it deserves, probably, but one
open to this objection, that it is one not readily appre-

lieport of tlie Colonial Botanist for ih^ Year 1865.

Cape Town. Fol., pp. 119.

Last year we called the attention of our readers to
the labours of tlie Colonial Botanist at the Cape of
Good Hope, as illustrated in his Annual Ei|inrt, pre-
sented to the Colonial Legislature ( isi;.". (i ,s;i:',)

That Report was devoted to the <\:iiiiiii:iliiin of a
great number of matters important to tht agriculturist,
the horticulturist, and, indeed, to all iu any way
interested in the natural products of the Cape, and in
the means of turning them to good account. The
subjects treated of iu the present Report are neces-
sarily to a great extent similar to those which were
referred to in the preceding one. There are, however,
"anne.xures" on the Potato Disease, on Rust in
Cereals, on Diseased Orange, Apple, Peach, and other
trees, which embody a great deal of valuable informa-
tion culled from the most trustworthy sources, and
supplemented by sound practical observation, and
which cannot fail to be of great service to the colonists
and others not favourably placed a« regards books or
other sources of information. To such the classified

table of contents, which we are glad to see has been
adopted at our suggestion, will be a welcome feature.

spUies of flowers, the base of the pyramid being formed
by the small lateral .shoots. The Pyramidal class is
more compact in regard to habit, and it does not grow
so tall as the other. For exhibition purposes the two
last are unrivalled, and so fine can they be produced
when ciUtivated for .show, that it is a matter for regret
they are not subjects of exhibition when in bloom.
The foregoing are summer-flowering varieties.
The autumn and winter-flowering kinds comprise

the Cape, Brompton, Emperor, and Queen ; but the
difBculty of wintering them tends to restrict their
growth. The Cape Stocks, known also as the Tree
Stoclcs, are but little grown ; the Emperor is a robust-
growing Brompton ; the Queen grows very much like
the Brompton, but the under part of the leaves is

woolly, and not smooth on both sides as those of the
Brompton.
The Intermediate Stocks, both scarlet and white—

the latter, however, being of taller growth—are for
spring aud early summer flowering, and where a good
strain of the former colour can be obtained, similar
in quality to that generaUy seen in Covent Garden
Market, they are very valuable for decorative
purposes. I have recently seen what may be termed
an annual German Intermediate Stock that was
selected from some dwarf Bouquet German varieties.
It blooms later than the summer Stocks ; the habit is
very dwarf aud vigorous, and the flowers are produced
in profusion. The colour is bright crimson.
A great quantity of Stock seed is saved in England,

and of as fine quality as any that can be imported. I
have seen blossoms of the large-flowering German and
Pyramidal Ten-weeks raised from seed harvested in
England that could have held their own against the
finest strains of German production, while the per-
centage of double flowers is invariably larger from
home-saved than from imported seed.
To facilitate getting seed, and to secure for it full

development, nearly or quite one-half of the seed spike
should be removed. The plot of ground on which the
plants are grown should be changed yearly. Entirely
new ground, aud especially newly-broken pasture land,
produces remarkably flue flowers if other conditions
are favourable.

The seed of summer-flowering Stocks, which are the
mo.st popular and also more generally grown, should be
sown the end of March or early in April, in a cold
frame, the soil of which has been well prepared, .and
raised near to the glass. Watering and ventilation are
two important points, the latter especiall.v, as mildew
will sometimes aev.astate a crop of young plants. The
ground to which they are to be transplanted should
be trenched during the winter, and previously to
planting out a good dressing of well-rotted ma'unre
should be forked in. Advantage should be taken of
showery weather during which to transplant, and
whrn this is Amv I'lvi'rnt.sprinklings should be given
"Hli;; V. A, :i:Jiafine rose. Manure-water
'iiii li. '' '

I iiiplied when the plants are
siroii^' ft -li, .

.-'I,
'

. ;il,v if flowers should be required
for tho exhitiitiou table.

The difficulty of wintering the Brompton Stocks
operates to deter many from attempting their culti-
vation. Even in the case of an unusually mild winter
like the last there was a great slaughter in many
localities. The situation in which they are to grow
should he high, dry, and well sheltered from cold and
inclement winds, and rain as far as possible. When the
work of transplantation is being done, great care
should be observed that the plant be removed with
good balls of earth. Some growers lay in their plants
iu a slanting direction, as they do Broccoli, at the
commencement of the winter months, and by this
means save many of them from destruction. Low and
cold situations should be avoided, unle.ss warmly
sheltered, as excessive moisture is even more dangerous
to the plants than hard frost. Quo.

aFlortStS' ;i?l0bj£ll5.
The Stock.—Looking over very recently a large col-

lection of Stocks, embracing all, or nearly all, the many
divisions into which ihe German growers have arranged
them, together with some raised from seeds of home
growth, comprising together about a quarter of an acre
in extent, I could not help being struck with the fact
that many of these divisions are not worth cultivation,
and also that of those that are, many of the so-called
"colours" could be dispensed with. If I obtain a
collection of German Stocks of 2-4 or 36 varieties, there
are only three or four that can be termed distinct
colours, and worthy of cultivation. For decorative
puqioses the large-flowering German Ten-week Stocks
are among the best, and to these may be added a very
distinct class, known as the Giant Ten-week, and also
the Pyramidal Ten-week. The former of these has a
branching habit, and is of vigorous and robust growth,
throwing a profusion of flowers from each of the many
shoots they give forth. The Pyramidal and Giant Ten-
weeks are of taller growth, and produce close large

^c glpiarg.
A Nut foe the Scientific—This has been a fine

season for bees, which are extensively cultivated in
Ayrshire and Galloway. In the neighbourhood of
moors-, particularly, they thrive well, and the Heather
gives the honey a high and peculiar flavour. The old
straw skep (hive) is still freely used ; but the necessity
it involves of suffocating the bees with sulphur to get
the honey, has led to an increasing use of bee-boxes
with compartments to enlarge the accommodation,
prevent swarming, and enable the owner to withdraw
part of the honey, leaving the bees uninjured. But, of
course, this system requires a regular bee-house, inside
wliich the boxes are set, with the entrance outside for
the bees, andglass windows (with little wooden shutters)
on the boxes, by which the progress of the bees can be
watched inside the house. The famous Stewarton
boxes are very suitable for this system, one being added
over the other as the lower ones are filled, a slide open-
ing an aperture to let the bees ascend to the empty
box. Wp believe it was Mi-. Highet, Newton,
formerly ironmonger, Ayr, who, ingenious in many
things, invented a difl"erent form of box that
suits very well. This is a centre box with
two wings. The honey is never taken from the centre
box ; but as soon as the glass window behind shows it

to be full, a slide pulled out lets the bees into one wing,
and this filled, the slide in the other wing is opened,
and the bees fill it. The honey in the first wine is then
removed, and one wing always kept empty. There is

a little trouble, as with the Stewarton boxes, in getting
away the full box, for the bees don't willingly all leave
it. Some experienced hands can sweep out the bees
with a feather without being stung, but most bee-
masters have a bee-proof dress with glass spectacles

in front of the hood, that completely protects
them at all points. Occasioually it has been tried to
lay down the full box at some distance from the hive,
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in the hore that the few bees in it would depart and
join those in the hive ; but these wonderful insects are

not so silly ; on the contrarj', they summon all the bees

from the iiive, who in a few hours will carry back all

the honey to the main hive. The advantage of these

boxes is, that the bees, as long as they have
spare room, never 'swarm. Indeed, we have a well-

authenticated instance of a swarm that settled under
the slates of a mansion house in Carrick, and havinp;

plenty of rnnm aninngst the joisting unaer the roof,

defend. .1 tlniv |i<isition against all comers for years;

anrt»li'ii ;ii li-i I li.^y were smoked out, the honey was
actually lininvil .l.iwn in buckets! Some time ago it

will be recollected that the Rev. Dr. Gumming took

to Bee Culture, and wrote a good deal about it, which
experienced English bee-ma,sters pronounced to be as

great "bosh" as his prophecies. Indeed the ways and
workings of bees are mysterious enough to baffle the
most scientific observers. There is no doubt much non-
sense written about them. For instance, the queen is

popularly known as a very "swell" individual, very
much larger than the common bee, and of brighter and
varied colours. This is very poetical, but quite incor-

rect. The queen bee is precisely the same colour as her
8ubjects,is scarcelyan I: r,. i. -.iw] ran be distinguished
from them only In 1 i;

;

' longer in the body.
But there is suflici. ,

n, :
, i

,
i
rvellous about the

bee kingdom withoiii iii > -ii:iiiii.;rinyromance. Take
the act of swarming for iustauce—the highest flight of

science, the electric telegraph, is simplicity itself com-
pared with this extraordinary process. The first swarm
from the straw skep usually alights on a bush or branch
of a tree. Before swarming, however, some of them
collect on the front board of the hive, to the edge of

which about 20 or 30 of them cling ; the others pass

over them and hang on by each other in clusters till

the ball iii often as large as a man's two fists. When
all is ready and the royal command is given, they all

come pouring out in a stream as thick as a man's wrist,

and take a turn through the air. Suppose them to

settle on a thorn .3 inches in circumference, their weight,
for the cluster is as big as a boy's head, will bend the
thorn stick nearly to the ground. Comparatively few
of them have hold of the branch ; the rest all hold on
by each other. How can those who have hold bear the
weight of the mass ? How long would a man hold on
by tne branch of a tree, if the weight of 300 men were
suddenly nttnched to him ? And yet we suspect every
bee with a hold .sustains a much higher proportion of
weight in the cluster below. This is one of many
mysteries of Creation that mocks at human science.
Ai/r Jdvertixa:
[In the foregoing extract which has been sent to us

for insertion, there are a few little matters which seem
to call for some remark. The honey for which Ayrshire
is so justly celebrated, is, we presume, not derived from
the heather. Honey from tnat source is not generally
much esteemed, though extremely useful for a late

supply for mnter consumption by the bees. The
splendid boxes of comb sent from Ayrshire to the
London markets are chiefly filled during the white
Clover season.
We should be very glad to find the use of the old straw

skep to be gradually decreasing in our district ; there is

no doubt that the system of management commonly
pursued is a very unremunerative and wastefid one

;

but at the same time it is certain that the majority of
bee-keepers among the poorer classes are really too
deficient in intelligence to successfully adopt any other
form of hive or mode of management. Of the
Stewarton hives much has lately been written in the
columns of this Paper.
The form of hive described as having been invented

by Mr. Highet, .seems to be nothing more than a
modification of Nutt's principle. This has been tried
largely in this country, but, with exceptional instances,
has not been found to succeed. Hives on the collateral

system of arrangement have been worked in our own
apiary, both at the commencement of our bee-keeping
career, and within the last year or two. While the
storified hives adjoining have been supplying us with
large supers of honey, the collateral hives, though
equally populous, have been wholly unremunerative.
Occasionally, however, bees in a Nutt's hive will do
wonders. We have seen 112 lb., in tw^o side boxes and
a super, taken from one of them. Bees are certainly
very uncertain and capricious little creatures ; a mode
of treatment which may one year prove remarkably
successful, may, for many subsequent seasons, be a total

failure. The ivriter of the article in the Ai/r Advertiser
is wrong in supposing that the proper way of managing
this description of hive is to use only one side compart-
ment at a time. The communicatiou with the second
wiiiL' is ii-iiill;, ' i

I

icned when the first side box is about
thrii - |i: It ,: , 1 1, otherwise there would be increased
daiijrr . 111-'. It is a great mistake to assert
that lln.-i ijMNr. I, however well managed) willsucceed
in preventing the bees from swarming. There is no
certainty in this respect.

Bee dresses may be made without any glass specta-
cles. T.M-rr in. ]:rf] li] ,, 1; net, or the finer stuff known
by 111'

'
I liiiule in the form of a bag or

siii:.!! I I

. . '
the hat, and long enougli to

tui k ',. 1 1 11 i
' 1 111 r 1 li the coat or waistcoat, is all

that is iicri ssary, the vision being almost unobscured.
Freeiiv,' honey boxes from the bees is frequently a

trouliksonie process ; our supers being large enough
when inverted, to permit of an ordinary straw hive
being placed over them, we always drive out the bees
either liy tajiijing the super itself, or if of glass,

drumming on a board or table on which it rests. Since
adopting this plan we have experienced but little

trouble.

Dr. Cumniing's fallacies promulgated in his letters
to the Times, were thoroughly replied to and exposed
at the time of their apyiearance. As the writer of tlie

article in tlie Ai/r Ailm/iser says, " There is no doubt
much nonsense written about bees—in fact much that

is very poetical but quite incorrect." But does not he
himself rather draw on his poetical fancy when he
talks of the swarm issuing at the word of royal

command? 'There is much in the whole act of

swarming which seems uncertain and liable to be
modified by accidental influences, but on that subject

we cannot now enlarge.

A queen in the prime of life is a very difl'erent

looking creature from a common bee. We have con-
stantly noticed queens of the ordinary English
species to be not only larger but of a most beautiful
golden colour. The pure-bred queens of the Ligurian
variety are frequently very beautiful, and of large size.

In the query which concludes the paper there is

matter for a long chapter. The construction of the
bee is one well adapted for the purpose of hanging in
clu.sters and of supporting individually a great weight.
The double hook attached to the feet, and the large

roughly articulated joints of the legs, seem all designed
for this intent. How many bees could be sustained by
one is a problem not yet solved.]

Garden Memoranda.
Sandeingham (eontinued from p. 712).—The selec-

tion of a garden site fonns one oi the most important
considerations in garden architecture. There are so

many correlative and countervailing claims ever forcing

themselves upon one's contemplation that to hit upon
a suitable spot is no easy matter. No person, cer-

tainly, is more capable of fonning a correct estimate of
what is really wanted, than a skilful and accomplished
gardener. His whole life and the bent of his inclina-

tions has been trained more or less to deal with matters
of this kind. He requires to look to the natural
position of the gi'ound, to estimate any little engineer-
ing difficulties in the way, to study and select a
favourable aspect, and to count the cost, and estimate
the results. Besides all this, he must consider its

relative position to the mansion, and, if possible, place
it so as not to destroy the amenity of the pleasure
grounds ; while, to economise labour, he is compelled,
from the large supplies which must be daily conveyed
to the kitchen and the pantry, to limit the distance
between the two to the lowest mininium. Mr.
Carmichael in this respect has been exceedingly happy
in his selection. The garden is situated in one of the
most alluvial spots that could be found on the
estate, and its ijroximity to the mansion is all

that could bo desired, while it is sufficiently

shut out from the dress portion of the landscape.
With the materials in hand in this chosen site

he has beeu enabled to complete the formation of
the garden, and the various quarters of ground of
which it is composed, at a very trifling expenditure.
The process of remodelling ground so as to produce a
princely garden of 7 acres in extent is no small opera-
tion. There is, first, levelUng to an uniform surface,

then draining, then road and walk making, and last,

but not least, the furnishing by some means or other of
from SI to 30 inches of good loamy soil for yieldiuL
satisfactory crops. Strange to say, in the corner of
this parallelogram, which now forms a walled garden,
measuring aoo ffeet in length and 420 feet in

width, rested a mineral deposit of marl and chalk,
sufficient not only to macadamise all the roads and
walks in connection with the garden, but to manure
the ground itself. The natural surface consisted of a
good sandy loam of considerable depth, and what with
the surplus soil taken from walks, roads, and other
tributaries in connection with the formal divisions, and
carted on the surface, increased the depth to an
excellent tilth. The physical and chemical properties
of the soil were completely revolutionised by the intro-
duction and inconioration of the marl, which will tell

a tale for years equal to a large supply of farm-yard
manure, and the crops amply testis the value of its

presence now ; although in the end I believe it will be
a manure having a tendency to exhaust the soil. Asa
corrective it is an admirable ingredient, and if ever Mr.
Cainnichael had any doubts as to its efficacy, they have
long since been dispelled. Like everything else, too
much of any one ingredient may have a neutralising
eflect, as one of the quarters which, by way of experi-
ment, had been over-dosed, refused to yield a healthy and
vigorous vegetation. Any one contemplating or
engaged in operations of a similar kind will at once
see the importance and value of utilising a spot of thii

kind ; as it is a question of saving so many hundred
pounds on simple labour alone, aud a far more satis-

factory finish in the long run.
There is one very stTiking novelty in the laying out

of these gardens which merits more than a passing
notice, and which at once engages the attention of all

who know anything about gardens aud gardening. A
broad carriage drive leads from the principal entrance
gates, already noticed, up a straight avenue to the
kitchen garden. Instead of stopping short here, as is

often the case, it is continued right round the garden
from the entrance gate on the west side, showing a fine

bold sweep in a graceful line of curvature from the
centre of both extremities. It is both novel
and pleasing, striking at the root of our
formal squares and narrow walks, and the
Princess of Wales is so appreciative of it that it

forms a frequent resort when her Royal Highness is

taking a carriage "outing." The only fault in the
arrangement, if fault it be, is in the centre walk being
rather out of proportion with this spacious drive, which
is partly necessitated by the breadth of ground inter-

vening, and the propriety of keeping to due proportions.
The space is apportioned thus—40 feet for a wall border
on each side ; 15 feet for the carriage drive on either

side ; 100 feet on each side of an 8-feet centre walk for

the quarters allotted to vegetables, which are 75 feet

long, and give a spacious scope for cultural pui-poses.

These quarters arc divided up with narrow borders for

fruit culture, aiid the trees, both Pears and Apples, are

little models .it m\c\X cuUivatinu. They are grown
ou the |iyraiiiii[ sjsl.-ui uith tlie In-anches tied down to

houps, aud the leader not slopped until at least 12 feet

high, something after the style adopted by the late

George McEwen at Arundel, and which seems so far to

have been successfully carried out by Mr. Carmichael.
"There can bo little doubt but that the depression of
the sap caused by this contortion will have a good
effect in controlling a plethoric habit, aud inducing
more regular fruit-bud formation. Space, too, will be
economised, and the gain will be in favour of an
increased production and a gi-eater variety. The trees

here are planted 12 feet apart. The wall trees are

equally well managed, great care and pains being

evidently taken to set them on the " right road.'' Or
course it is premature to speak upon the varieties

selected, the position and site which each occupy, by
way of anticipating success or failure. A very instruc-

tive chapter could be -written upon that point two or

three years hence. There can be only one opinion,

however, as to management of training, &c., so far as it

has gone (and it includes Peaches, Apricots, Plums,

Cherries, and Pears, running over nearly 3000 feet of

wall, lineal measure), and that is one of unqualified

approval. The wall is 14 feet high, and is a very

substantial and imposing one.

Turning our attention to the vegetable department
there are a few thingswhich are particularlynoteworthy.

Celery is so much m demand that it requires an acre

of ground to supply the wants of the cuisine department.

Among the many sorts put under trial none appears

to give the same satisfaction at the Royal table as the

Sandringham White, which is certainly a very clean

crisp variety, blanched from 12 to 15 inches, and not a

sort lialile to "bolt" or run no seed prematurely.

OHier Mil J 1 lluiiv- i,i llii' .iii\ of Lettuces are the

Stan :

'

i . i.i Castle, which is a
faiiii'i .1

'

,1 i .,
,

!
.. i\ lieating out of court

the 1 1 ii.l\
1
1,1.

1
1,1.

I
-ill 1 111, 1 ,

!i, lu-^ far more palatable

both to look at aud to prove. IVIr. Carmichael sows

from20thofJulytolstof August, and has an unlimited

supply till the fu-st spring sowing makes its appearance.

In passing a large breadth of Seakale, Mr. C. remarked
that the proper forcing of that vegetable was not

thoroughly understood, aud that to have Seakale at its

best it ought to be managed thus :—Take a quantity of

spare soil, cover up to the depth of 12 inches as many beds

or plants as are requisite, and then apply a thick covering

of fermenting manure ; the diflerence in the quality of

the Kale from that forced after the usual methods

is something remarkable. Asparagus was wonderfully

luxuriant, growing in single rows, and not a bad plant

observable, which is partly o-wing to the tilth and the

process of cultivation to which it was subjected. The
modus operandi at Sandringham is to sow a plantation

every year, and transplant the following year, first

trenching 3 feet deep, and planting 3 feet apart, manur-
ing heavily with farmyard manure, which, as most
practical men know, is a valuable auxiliary for promot-

ing fertility and exuberance.
On the inside of the north wall stands a range of

forcing-houses, either about or over 300 feet in length,

which would be an imposing range in a small garden,but

placed in the centre of a wall 90P feet long certainly looks

dwarfed in its proportions. iThey are so constructed,

however, that a wing on either side could be added,

without destroying the grace and haxmony of the

whole. The range is much after the same style as

that of the Duke of Hamilton's at Hamilton Palace, an

engraving of which has already appeared in your

columns. The wood, glass, and hot-water engineering

we found on inquiry had been executed by the same
enterprising builder, Mr. Jas. Gray, of Chelsea, and is

a capital sample of workmanship, plain and substantial,

while the interior lacks nothing in the shape of con-

venience for Vine and Peach tree culture. There is no
extravagance in the style of finishing the houses,but they

bear the impress of durability, and are such as any noble-

man or gentleman with due regard to economy might

readily possess. The principal Vineries are 50 feet by

IS feet, easily managed with heating power, and

presenting a surface capable of yielding a large return.

The Vines have b.i" ilinl- ' (hick with the view of

cropping each altei 11 i
v the resources of the

permanent roots «. , :, ' mii. full bearing play.

Mr. Carmichael's 111:111 - im m n uh regard to planting

and pruning differs from ivhat we are accustomed to

see, and from considerable experience both m the

northern and southern portion of the island his success

entitles hinr to speak with confidence. His ideas and

practice are clearly in favour of thick planting and

close pruniug of the principal rod, upon the plea, m
the foi-mer case, that the more roots the better fruit,

and that if the main rod is allowed too much play it

is at the expense of the lower eyes, which he argues

can never be so vigorous and fertile imder any after

management. According to Mr. Carmichael s plan it

would take a Vine at least six years to be m fuff

bearing order from bottom to top, whereas a very

general practice is to attain this in three or at most four

seasons. It will thus be seen that growei-s, however

successful they may be, difl'er in detail, and that there

is more than one royal road to prosperous culture.

Vines and Peaches were in capital health, and full of

promise. The method of ventilation is very complete

both at top and bottom, plenty of air being admissible

at all times. A very good mode is introduced here by

way of auxiliary for admitting air at night. In the

back wall over the house are set sevei-al ornamental

cast-iron gratings, about 30 inches long by 14 wide,

which communicate with a hollow vacuum m con-

nection with the houses. To this vacuum are fitted

wooden shutters, hinged and manufactm-ed after the

usual method, so that a greater or less ventilation

and air circulation can be introduced among the

Vines. The importance of some such contrivance as

this for both early forcing and for '" finishing up" can

scarcely be overrated.
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.,1 sln.ls. IVThe garden offifcs, cuniiiri^i

gardeners' lodge, Mu^lirooni In

the back of the houses on the dai'

ivall, as is usual about all garden rsi:ilih-hiiii iii-. They
are plain, commodious,andconii'nrI:il'li' 'I1i' M u>hruom
house has three good broad sho]vr^ ;ii hii.k, :i!iil two in

front supported on ornamental (.Mst-iron Mi|i|i"iis, and
appears to suit the end for which it v\as iitn.struiird

It is heated by a single flow and return jiipr uilli n|i, n

evaporation tronchs, and the pipes sunk lu IlKrcntrr

of the passage, with an iron grating sons not tiM.li>lriirl

the passage upwards of heat and moisture. 'I'lir liiiii

room is 50 feet long and about 15 feet wide, « ith a

spacious open centre. Tiers of laitice work shelves

surround the building. The fruit is covered
with clean well " drawn " Wheat straw, which
forms a capital non-conductor, warding off frost

with very little fire-heat in winter, and controlling

excessive evaporation in summer. There are also very
commodious cellars for roots under ground, which
preserve such things as Carrots, Beet, Parsnips, and
such like, in better condition, and to a longer period
than most other modes.
The next thing engaging our attention is a range of

span-roofed Pine stoves ; it comprises five houses on a
square block of ground, each 80 feet long, making a
handsome range of 400 feet. Such a range as this

is capable of accommodating a very large stock, and
every available space was occupied. The fruiting

plants were making some excellent " shows," and com-
prised Queens, Smooth and Prickly Cayennes, Provi-
dence, Hurst House Seedling, and Envilles. Some of
the plants were planted out into the border, and
evidenced an unmistakable show of vigour. One or
two handsome fruit of the White Providence were
remarkable for symmetry, both of pips and crown, the
fruit being eight pips deep, and quite six inches across,

each a splendid centre piece or crown for " dinner-table
decoration " purposes. Cayennes and Queens were
equally praiseworthy. The succession stock promises
to eclipse the present fruiting lot, and, judging from
what is forthcoming now, we may have agreeable and
sanguine anticipations of Mr. Carmichael's success as
a Pine grower. The most delightful thing of all to see
in a collection of this, or any other kind, is cleanliness,

and the want of it in Pine growing has been fatal to

more than one collection. It is all but impossible to

get rid of scale once it puts in an appearance, and
hence the lynx eye of the clever Pine grower when he
is adding additional sorts to his collection.

But what of Strawberry forcing, when we are told
that it requires 5000 pots to supply the Prince's table,

before those out of doors are fit for use ? Every
available space in these Pine stoves was provided with
shelves for their accommodation, and the fruit was
hanging in rich clusters over the side of the pots—

a

beautiful spectacle, and a suggestive memento of the
tale of the fox with the sour Grapes. The Prince's
table had been continually and copiously supplied
from the 18th of February. The sorts grown here with
success may be named for the guidance of others in
quest of information. The first and foremost in repute
is Eclipse, a veryhandsome free-bearing sort, of exquisite
flavour, and a decided beat, as Mr. Carmichael testified,

upon Keens' Seedling, which is saying much. The
flavour and colour are decidedly better, and it is said to
be fully as good as an early forcer. Of course Keens'
Seedling is also grown in quantity, which enables the
experimenter to give a more accurate opinion. Premier
is a capital sort, and used to be a favourite of Mr.
McEwen, of Arundel, who was an authority in these
matters; it is a very fine palatable fruit. President
is also a noble variety ; and Marguerite could scarcely
be excelled for profusion of fruit and size of berry, but
its flavour robs it of the character of general excellence.
It no doubt will make an excellent market gardeners'
Strawberry, like the Wizard, but an aristocratic
appetite would be inclined to pass it aside. The
Prince is very fond of the Hautbois, which is grown in
quantity out of doors with success. A very good
' wrinkle " for those interested in Strawberry culture
is the Sandringham plan of planting out the runners
off forced plants for an out-door crop, which gives a
far more abundant yield. Indeed, Mr. C. finds the
forced plants the following season give finer fruit and a
larger crop than others of similar age not forced.

French Beans were successfully forced in quantities in
some of the spare divisions : so were also Cucumbers
in the trellis immediately above them.
Pot plants are not much cultivated, owing to all the

space at disposal being fully occupied with forcing fruits

and vegetables. Some useful flowering Epacris and
miscellaneous plants suitable for indoor decoration
were growing away in a detached house, among which
we particularly noticed and admired the double-
flowering Deutzia (crenataflore-pleno). To sum up in
a word, a very great deal has been accomplished m a
very short time, and it is only due to Mr. Carmichael,
who is a most anxious and energetic horticulturist,

to acknowledge his general efficiency, to admire his
stolid perseverance, and to express the writer's obliga-
tions for his general courtesy in detailing the opera-
tions, and showing the various works over which he
has had the superintendence and control. A.

lln^tl(lif|.

Hid rhiv

I'onsi.lcriihli. i«ii-ti.iii of the stone
til, ;tp|,fol.n;ilr 'dii-iit- to nil

with chalky .-^uiLs, ^u as tu render thum mure lirm, yet
permeable and fertile. Clay destroys the whiteness of
the chalk, which is unfavourable to the due absorption
of the sun's rays. An incident strongly corroborative
of ivliat has been advanced rcsiioctiiiir thf value of lime,
"'lined lately at Sawhrid^cuorili Tin- m.iI of tli:ii,

iiiii--[^i-y is very largely niixrd ii]i with c niiiiiutrd

rli;dk ; the water is therefoiv iijjpR-i^iiinrd liiriicly with
I'tiibonate of lime, and its etfects on Peach trees and
Vines in pots have this jear been remarkable. The
trees and Vines were copiously watered, and a thick
deposit of lime was found adhering to the drainage.
The roots were finely developed, while vigorous and
healthy growth was visible everywhere. Other experi-
nients have fully established the value of lime. The
border for Peach trees should always have a good slope.

Its width, for walls 10 feet high, should be about 5 feet,

provided this space is never encroached on. A rich
calcareous loam, of an unctuous texture, soft to the
touch, made pervious to air and heat, is a favourable
soil for the Peach. Manures should be gradually
forked in, but the roots should be so near the surface
that forking 3 inches deep would be dangerous. These
Peach-borders should not be further disturbed save for

weeding. Although thus near the surface, roots can be
readily protected from the efi'ects of evaporation during
the summer by mulchings of litter, and, in the same
way, from excessive cold. Calcareous matter (old lime
rubbish, powdered oyster-shells, and broken bones),
should be added to the extent of one-sixth of the soil.

Manures composed of well-rotted vegetable refuse,

intermixed ivith stable-droppings, allowed to stand for

some time before using, and well tm-ned fortnightly,

with lime and soot intermixed, are excellent. Brehaufs
Modern Peach Tininer.

Miscellaneous.
Lime for Peaches.—The value of lime in the culture

of the Peach, the Vine, and indeed all fruit trees, has
not yet been fairly estimated. Lime appears in soils in
the lorm of carbonate of lime, or chalk. Without the
admixture of other substances essentially chalky soils

are very unfertile. A chalky subsoil is unfavourable to
Vruit culture. Calcareous soils absorb moisture, and
ilry up with equal rapidity. Calcareous matter is,

however, of the highest necessity in Peach culture,
[ts absence is at once perceived by the falling of the
Vruit at the period of stoning [?J, because carbonate of

Calendar of Operations.
{For the emiiing week.)

In order to maintain a satisfactory amount of gaiety
in the conservatory, a stock of succession plants must
be kept up. Any, therefore, in pots, which it is

desirable should be grown quickly, may now have a
shift. It will not, however, be advisable to give them
large'pots at this season, as whatever wood they make
must be ripened ; and, as this shift will be all that will

be required during the winter months, the drainage of
the pots should be ample. When established, a free

open situation should be selected for them, in order
that any new growth made may be ripened.

FLOWER GARDEN AKD PLA^^' HOUSES.

Every means must now be taken to keep turf, gravel,

and edgings of all kinds as neat as possible, in order
that no drawback to the complete keeping of the whole
may occur ; dead flowers should be picked ofl' daily, and
stray growths reduced within proper limits. Trailing

and climbing plants should be frequently gone over, to
keep them neatly though not too stiffly trained and
secured against winds.
CiNEEAKiAS.—Pot ofi' such cuttings as are well

rooted, and put in others for succession. Seedlings, if

growing freely, may now receive a shift. Should mildew
make its appearance sulphur the parts affected at once.

DahlI-is.—Take care that the laterals of these are

well staked out, and use every means to entrap earwigs.

Pansies.—Rooted cuttings of these should now be
ready. It will, therefore, be necessary to make beds
for their reception. In doing this it is absolutely
necessary that wireworms should be caught, therefore

the compost should have repeated turnings ; for these
pests are as destructive to young Pansies as they are to

Carnation layers.

Pelakgoniums.—Continue to cut down old plants,

and to pot ofl' young ones as soon as they are sufficiently

rooted for that purpose. Sow seed, as it ripens in

shallow pans, which should be slightly shaded.
Roses.—Remove dead flowers, and encourage the

production of autumn blooms in the Perpetuals, by
watering ivith liquid manure.
Tulips.—Throw out the soil from the bed on to the

paths, so that it may sweeten previously to being
returned.
Verbenas.—Go- over beds of these frequently.

W'here the plants are still growing, pegging and train-

ing will involve considerable attention, removing
decayed flowers, and cutting back such of the shoots
as may incline to encroach upon the edging of the beds.

FORCING garden.
Peaches.—Wood ripening in regard to these must

now receive attention, and means must be taken to

forward it, as next year's success very much_ depends
upon ripening being properly effected. Keep the
foliage clean and free from insects^ and endeavour to

preserve it in health as long as possible.

Pines.—Plants growing in dung pits must be freely

supnlied with air to prevent their getting drawn, and
they should also be kept near the glass and not allowed
to stand too closely together, for strong robust plants

need hardly be expected unless this is attended to, and
weakly drawn ones seldom or never yield

_
fine fruit.

Give careful attention to such as are swelling ; afford

them plenty of warmth and moisture, and as much
manure-water at the root as the soil will bear. Do not
allow young stock in free growth in the succassion pits

to stand too closely together, nor to sustain any check
through neglect in watering, or the want of pot room.
Plants growing in beds of soil must also be carefully

attended to with water, keeping the soil in a nice moist
state. Where rapid growth is required keep as warm
and moist as can be done without drawing the foliage,

and give plenty of strong clear manure water at tne
root, and the plants will make rapid progress for the
next two months.
* Vines.—See that Vines from which the fruit has

iiilly ]\Tuscats.

Mneries
'iiios, and
lir foliage

giving the

just lii'cn cut are IVee from inserts, iiiviiv.; the foliage an
orriisioiiid wasliin:,' with till' ciigmc if red ^piiler is at
all troublesome ; and use every precaution to keep the
leaves in health as long as possible. Prevent the
growth of laterals, which only shade and injure the
principal foliage. Late Grapes colouring should be
assisted with slight fires at night, c-'ii

Thrii.s are frequently very troublooiuo iii

whei-e idants have been grown uiidiT 1!

whore there is any reason to expert thr:

should be frequently examined closely
, .,

house a heavy smoking as soon as they are perceived,
and repeating this for two or three times at intervals

of about a week. Shading the house the day after
smoking where it can be done, so as to be able to keep
it rather close, will render the cure more etl'ectual ; and
if the pest is taken before it gets quite established, it

will he easily got rid of by two or three sniokings, but
unless taken in time it is very difficult to eradicate.

HARDY FRDIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Summer pruning and nailing in of the current year's

wood will require following up.
CUEEANTS, GOOSEBEKEIES, AND EaSPBEEEIES.—

Where time will permit these will be benefited by the
wood of the present year's growth being thinned,
leaving only sufficient to furnish next season's crop.
Decaying CEOPS.-^Clear away the haulm, stumps,

and refuse of crops directly they are over, burn them,
and if the ground is not wanted dig the ashes in, and let

the land remain till required. At this season, however,
there is seldom ground to spare ; for it should be remem-
bered that the supply for several months of the next
winter and spring will depend on the diligence now
made use of, in planting out as large a supply of
those kinds of vegetables most likely to be in
demand as can possibly be found room for. Potatos
and other crops soon coming oft' may therefore be
interlined with any of the ditt'erent kinds of Broccoli
or Winter Greens ; and where these are not sufficient,

a quantity may_ be planted at one foot apart, to wait
for ground as it comes in by the removal of other
crops.

Steawbeeeies. — The sooner new plantations of
these are made now the better. They should have, if

possible, a rich deep loamy soil, to which a good
dressing of manure has been given. Remove runners
from established plants, unless they are wanted for stock.
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Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.

COTTAM'S HURDLES arc mailc in tlic be8t manner
of superior Wrought IrOQ. SUKKP HUllDLES. from 45,

knu^B^^li^^if^:

8(i. per foot ; FIELD GATES, from
26*!. e.-LCh. Illustrated Price List on
appIiciLtion.

ENTRANCE GATES. RAILING,
and IRON WORK of evL'ry descrip-

tion. Designs and Estimates free ol

CoiTiM & Co.,

No. 2, Winsley Street

(opposite the P.antheon),

Oxford Street. Londoii. W.

CTKONG POULTKT anii CHICKEN-PROOF FENCE,
O No. 11 Vabietv.

/J-

* By far tlie most ele^.iut .unl i

xindi-r our Dotice. Below it Is

against the iDgress of Rats and
'• affords no resting piace

egress of Chickens; and, being

-Poultry Book.

PRICES PER YARD.
3 feet high, Is. 6d. Japanned ; la. lOtf. Galvanised.

G. & Co 's New Illustrated Catalogue wUl shortly be ready. It will— '-'\ descriptions of the above, and other Iron and Wire Fences
TT..__

_
rt "

I Preserves, Poultry Courts, Ac. :

4, Wanvu Street, Manchestei
na Wire "Works, and

Wa
Cleinly, durable, and impervious to

1 Pnce of Fittings per Cow. 45s

rTAM & Co , lion Works, 2, Winslev Street
... , Oxford street, London, W , where the
aboTo are exhibited tjgetherwith si.veral impoi-tant Iruprovementa
la Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

Infection, being ill of i

Prospectuses free of Co'
(opposite the Panthe

Oil Paint no longer Necessary.

HILL AXD SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VARNISH
for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish is an

excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-door work, and is fully
two-thirds cheaper. It may be applied by an ordinary labourer,
"'""'*"'' "0 mixing or thinnir -

,ch Hill & Smith will forward on
application.

From CoAs. E. B. Smedley, Esq., Ttie Grange, near Boston.
" I have much pleasure in giving you a reply to your inquiries about

the Black Varnish I have had from ymi for the last two years. It haa
answered my expect-itions fniiv, niul !« f t h« i am able to judge, it

is the best matenai for pii;-" r . n ^- u . [ i > m:, j^ates, and other wood
work exposed to ttieair ;

un.i I :
,

: i, i.i\ recommend it as the
best and cheapest article ti ii

i
>

. liing you every success."

Sold in casks of about .';h i; ili ., . ,, i,, -* i-.. wd. per gallon, at the
Manufactory, <

Apply to Hi
22, Cannon Street West, E.C, tcojx whom only It c

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH and
CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at A

County in Riigland,

I Works. Leeds.

every Agricultural

4 Co., 29, Cornhill, London,

A';
Chaff Cutters, Corn Mills, Lawn

Kujicrs, water Barrows, and Horticultural Tools
on; Corn Bins, Wire Netting, Churns, Forks, &c.

s & Kkv, 95, Newgate Street. London, E.C.
Works. Brentwood. Esses

STRAPS for PORTAIiLl
Tukner's I'm

Manufactory : Armit \

rvi\
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cattle plague, and naturally gave rise to a
suspicion when they wei'e first observed. The
disease corresponds to that known in England as
" Fardel bound," in the Isle of Man as " Drying
up " or " Grass disease," and in Ireland as the
" Biy murrain," or Gr.ass staggers. It would
not now be desirable to enter upon the considera-

tion of its causes, nature, and ti-eatment, but it

may be remarked in passing that it is one of

those affections that die out of a country under
the influence of di-ainage and improvement in

the cultivation of land.

In Ii-eland, as far back as last May, cases of

cattle plague were reported, and the authorities

at once, with commendable activity, adopted the

system ol cordons, and ordered the slaughter,

not only of diseased animals, but of all those that

had been in contact with them, with the natru-al

result, the disease did not spread, and as an
equally natui'al result, the fact of its not spreading

was accepted as an evidence that it was not

cattle plague ; but we are glad to bo able to

record the fact that those even who were very
sceptical as to the existence of plague
approved of the adoption of those measures winch
were put in action in order to arrest its coui'se.

In obedience to a general wish for fui'ther

investigation, notwithstanding that the disputed

cases had been inspected by numerous medical
and veterinary gentlemen who had examined
cases in England and Scotland, an inquiry was
ordered by the Cattle Plague D epartment of the

Privy Council Office, and the result of the

inquiry proves that the measui'es which had been
successfully employed to prevent the extension
of the disease were not too stringent or too

quickly adopted. How cattle plague was con-
veyed to the north of Ireland may bo a question

not admitting of a positive answer—the fact of its

having been earned in some way is proved by the

fact of the disease having existed in precisely the
Hame form as it did in England in the early months
of the outbreak, when it was chai'acterised by an
amount of vii'ulence which it has since to some
extent lost. The abundant discharge!fi-om eyes and
nostrils, and extensive loss of epithelium from
the membrane of the mouth, in addition to the
ordinary symptoms, were observed in all the
cases which have been recently investigated in

Ireland ; and in the only instance where animals

J
which had been in contact with a diseased one
were kept alive for observation, the affection

attacked them in turn, and at the end
of a week four- healthy beasts that had
been near the fii'st attacked, were dead
or affected with cattle plague in its unmis-
takable form, and we need not tell oirr readers in

England that when cattle plague is fully

developed it does not require any great amount
of expertness, and certainly not any special

pathological knowledge, to enable an examiner
to decide ; any herdsman or drover who had
been in an infected disti'ict would be competent
to speak with certainty upon a fact that asserts

its existence by such unquestionable evidence.

Obscm-e cases do occur-—cases in which the
symptoms .are so slight and so dubious that a
review of all the facts bearing upon it is necessary
brfore an opinion can be formed, and it is quite

true that the cases in the Northern and Midland
Coimties of Ir-eland niight have been of this

nature. But it is certain that they were not,

and it is also a fact that no person—professional

or non-professional—who saw any of the cases,

and who had previously seen cases of cattle

plague elsewhere, hesitated to
j
assert that tho

veritable rinderpest had obtained an entrance
into the country, in spite of all the caution that

had been exercised, but which did not and could
not prevent the entrance of infected individuals
coming from England or Scotland—and at present
tho outbreaks have occui'red only in localities

near to Scotland, as in the Drennan cases, a few
miles fi'om Belfast, or neax to England, as in

countj' ileath, about 22 miles from Dublin, and
in the great line of cattle traffic.

Fortunately for the operation of the system
which has been pursued in reference to cattle

plague in Ii-eland, the disease has as yet appeared
only among small herds, which were easily

destroyed and buried. The last outbreak near
Eniield occurred among a lot of seven head of

stock, belonging to a jobber or cattle dealer.

When the fact was reported, six days after the
fii'st case was seen, one animal had been buried,
one was Ij'ing dead, and another was dying of
the disease ; and of the remaining three
one was evidently unwell : all were at once
slaughtered. It was ascertained that on

the adjoining farm there were some cattle,

about 12 in number, that had been in the

next field when the first animal was attacked

;

and although the sick cattle had been taken
away as soon as they were seen to be ill, it was
at least probable that the neighbouring herd had
not escaped the infection ; they were accordingly
taken in the cordon that was drawn round the

place. On the sixth day after the slaughter of

the infected cattle on the other farm, one of those
animals was observed to be ailing ; it was imme^
diately placed in a shed by itself and rapidly
became worse, and on the third day following it

was found dying from the cattle plague. So
soon as holes could be dug tho whole of the

remaining cattle on the farm were killed and
buried. Since then , a period of nearly thi'ee weeks,
no new cases have occurred, nor are there any
stock in either of the infected districts that are

known to have been in contact with an animal
affected with plag-ue.

It is something to have to point to a single

illustration of the success of a system, and wo
are at least entitled to assert that cattle plague
has been extirptited in the north of Iioland, by
no novel agencies, but by the adoption of a plan
the efficacy of which has been attested by all

whose experience gives them a right to speak
with authority. The value of these measures,
however, is capable of much modification,

and the certainty of success depends upon
the application of them at the proper moment.
What is most to be dreaded in any country is

that passive opposition which tempts men to

conceal the fact of a disease existing among theii'

stock from fear, or more commonly ti'om want of

confidence in the judgment of the inspectors,

or in obedience to that spiiit of inaction which
often seems to supply the place of a motive.
Supposing that tho opposite feeling existed, the
immediate discovery of an outbreak of cattle

plague would be followed by the immetbate
adoption of a certain coui'se of action
which has never been known absolutely
to fail, and is generally perfectly successful.

Concealment renders any attempt at preven-
tion impossible until the disease makes itself

known, as it will iu time, in a manner that
admits of no cavilling, and with a force that sets

all our best efforts at defiance. The agricultu-
rists of all countries have the alternative of
lea\-ing the Executive to deal with a confiagi-ation,

or assisting them to smother a spark.

Neak the foot of the high land on which the
northern subui'bs of Loudon are built, and upon
its western side, three miles beyond Regent's
Park, upon the Fiuchley Eoad, lies Golder's
Green, which gives its name to Lord Gilvntille's
dairy fai'm. Facing south and west, silmost

wholly pasture coveiing tho London clay, which
is here as fertile as, under good management, a
heavy stock of stall-fed beasts and London
dung can mate it; furnished, too, with a
capital fai-m-house, and possessing admirable
accommodation for upwards of 100 cows, there
are 300 acres here as perfectly equipped as any
tenant could desire for the purposes of the London
milk supply ; and the experience of Lord Gkan-
VLLLE and of his farm manager, Mr. Pantek, may
therefore be described as a very fail' example of
the kind of agricultui'o which a good subui'ban
dairy farm presents.

The land was taken for its present tenant
when his lordship was absent from this country
as Ambassador Extraordinary on the occasion of
the fiussian Emperor's coron.ation ; and there is

a pleasant memorial of the date engraved upon
the brass plate surrounding a flagstaff in the
.adjoining paddock, which bears the following
insci'iption :

—

" This Weathercock was prc^ci^fd irn- 1 1 "57. to Granville
Geof.ge, Earl Graitpille, upo:i ti, . - i ;

-[ his takiiag the
fiirm at Golder's Green, by In- '

li^—.\vlesburv,
Stanley of Alderley, Norm >

. >l Mi .,,i., Sydney, Bess-
ROROUGH, CaJJNLNG, CHARLE-S O.^i.'. ii-l.L, Em'ield, Shel-
burne—as a token of their regard for him, and of their beUef
that whichever -w-ay the -wind may blow he will always be
found tnie."

The cow-houses on this farm, large, lofty,

roomj% 'with ample ventilation, well di'ained,

and planted on a knoE 'with the best
possible aspect, filled too 'with a first-rate

herd of 130 cows, were among the eai-liest to

suffer an attack of the cattle plague. On
July 13th of last year, five Dutch cows had been
pui-chased at the MetropoHtau Market and placed
in quarantine a mile away ; ten days afterwards
they sickened one by one and died in spite of

treatment. Every precaution, we are told, was
taken to prevent the spread of iufeotion—the

men employed about the sick animals not being
allowed to go among the healthy ones, and vice

versa ; and moreover, having previously heard of

the existence of the disease in the London cow-
sheds, Ml-. Panter had ah-eady adopted pre-
cautionary measures, such as a liberal daily use of

chloride of lime—a dose of an ounce of nitre in

half a pint of water apiece to the cows, and
painting their noses with tar ; but on August 8th,

just this time last year, the disease showed
itself in the best cowshed on the premises, and
in one of the healthiest and best conditioned
cows. She had been 10 months there and was
now fat and ready for market ; and no new
stock had been introduced during the nine
previous weeks. The disease confined itself to
this one shed of 48 cows, tiU August 20,
killing all—and it then broke out in an
adjoining shed of 35 cows, taking two to four
cows a day till aU were dead but two, one of
which was not attacked, and tho other had
recovered. In Mi-. Panter's report upon the
subject, dated Sept. 4, which Lord Granville
subsequently published, it is stated th.at the shed
at Child's HiU Fai-m, where the first five cows
were attacked, was cleansed with disinfectants

and washed -with hot lime—12 fresh cows were
purchased and placed in it, and these remained
free from disease. It is also mentioned that
a neighbour', situated midway between Golder's
Green and that farm, had 23 cows lying in a
field, and the plague ha'ving taken 20 of them, in

three weeks he replaced them with new stock,

which remained healthy, notwithstanding that

owing to cow-dung stiU lying about, and a foot-

path through the field, there was every chance
of infection. We have now to add that these

cows, thus placed in the very way of the disease,

have remained perfectly free fi'om it dm'ing the
past winter and summer. Since tho original

outbreak, moreover, the home sheds, aftei-

every care in cleansing them, gi'ving ample
opportunity also to the cleansing influence of

air and time, have been gradually replenished.

The disease has never re-iippeared in them, and
they now contain 00 cows iu full milk and
perfect health, seven of which are the sole sur-

\'ivors of the fine herd of 130 which they
contained this time Last year. Mr. Panter does
not believe in the existence of a specific

poison imported from abroad and commumcated
by contagion as the origin of the plague. He
has had to choose between the difficnlty of

supposing an outbreak fi-om " natui-al causes
"

in the case of the best possible circumstances
for health, and that of admitting its origin in

contagion under the most careful quarantine,
and he thinks the latter is the greater difficulty

of the two.

The former difficulty is however now multi-
plied by a thousand histories as inexplicable as

his o-wn, where not only has disease attacked the
best placed cows, but where health has been
maintained under the very worst conditions

;

and we are thus shut up to the belief in specffic

contagion as alone able to accoimt even for Lord
Gkaitville's experience.

The following are the leading particulai-s

regarding the farm :—It is 340 acres in extent,

of which about 300 are pasture. All this Grass
land is mown twice. AVhen the cow stalls are

fuU, holding from 100 to 120 cows, about thi-ee-

foiu'ths of an acre are needed daily as cut forage
carted home, and the whole land is t'wice cut
over in this way between the end of April and
the beginning of October ; all that is fit for hay
being, both in Juno and again a second time as

"rowen" in August, mown and made. The
remainder is grazed with sheep during the
autumn months, 300 being purchased for this

purpose in September, and sold at Christmas.
There are thus about 600 loads of hay made
annually, and of this nearly half is consumed
upon the premises and one-half is sold. The
produce of the land is thus (at an .average yield

of first and second cuts equal to 20 cwt. of hay
per acre) about 3000 tons of Grass fi-om the

pastm-e land, (of which 1000 tons are sold as hay,
leaving 2000 tons to be consumed), and probably
600 tons of Mangel Wiu'zel and Cabbages from
the arable land, making 2600 tons of gi-een

food, either succulent or di'ied as hay, con-

sumed per annum by 120 cows, which amounts
to about Ij cwt. daily apiece (taking both
Grass and hay into account). In addition to

the produce of the farm, some 80 loads of

straw per annum, and 150 quarters of grains per

week, and probably 20 or 30 tons (2 to 3 cwt.

a day upon an average) of Peas, Barley, and
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poTlards are pm-chased and consumed iier annuui.

'Xho cows receive 1] to li bushel of grains iu

two meals daUy—in winter they receive 15 lb. of

hay and 30 lb. of Mangel Wm-zel, and in summer

Qyass—about | of an acre of a crop equal to

30 cwt. of hay, sutficing for 100 or 120 cows. In

addition to this they receive 2 to 4 lb. of meal

a day when in full miHc, and again when theu-

milk is shiinking rapidly, and when it is desired

to fat them for the market. As soon as a cow

shrinks to five quarts of milk a day, she is dried

off and fattened, and in this way continual pur-

chases of stock are being made to keep the

houses full ; 150 to 160 are annually purchased

and sold to keep 120 cows in constant milk.

Where the state of the market recommends it

the cows are fattened up to nearly their original

value when in full milk ; at other times they are

allowed to go sooner, and the original value is

not realised. In two years of which Mr. Panter
has been good enough to give us an accoimt,

the average price ou purchase was Idl. 17s. and

191. 18s. respectively: while the price obtained

on sale was only W. 'Uk. and 13?. 14.s. respectively.

This, however, represents a much gi-eater loss

than usual, owing to the severity in these years of

pleuro-pneumoniaandthefoot-and-mouth disease.

On au adjoining d.auy farm, in 1S63-4, about 90

being continually in milk, the cows, kept a shorter

time, and continnally/ec^ as well asm i lk ed, reached

on sale within 11. of theu' purchase price. But
153 were purchased and sold per annum to keep

a stock of 90 good, so that they could not have

been kept longer on an average than seven

months each.

In 18G2-3, upon the Golder's Green farm,

100 cows being daily mUked upon an average

throughout the year, the return for milk sold was
3900(1. , or 39;. per stall. In 1864-5, 120 cows

boiug kept, the return was 4900? , or upwards of

40/. per stall. In the Litter year 164 cows had
been bought for 3077?., or 18?. 15«. a head,

and 161 wero sold for 2317?., or 14?. 8s. apiece,

being a loss of 760?. in all, equal to nearly 5?.

per cow, more than 6?. per stall ; and it must
be borne iu mind that the return stated

above, amoimting to nearly 40?. per stall per

annum ou an average, corresponds to only

30?. or thereabout per cow during the eight

or nine months' feeding spent upon her. On
the whole the return in 1864-5 may be stated

at 4140/. for about 2600 tons of Grass, 80 loads of

straw, 8000 quarters of grain, and 20 to 30 tons

of meal and cake, a large expenditure on labour,

and the use of a l.irgo amount of capital. The
men employed ujion the farm and in attendance

on the cows correspond to one to every ten cows,

and in addition to this there is the cose of hay-
making, let at 25s. an acre, or thereabouts, and
the cost of horse labour, including 13 or 14 horses

in five or sis teams. To the receipts from the

cows must be added the proceeds, about 300?. per

annum, fi-om Wlieat and Potatos grown on the

arable land, and some 100/. or thereabouts

realised from iho sheep, together with the

price of 200 or 300 loads of hay; and to the

espendittu-e must be added a good deal of

extra labour connected with haiTost work upon
tha arable land. The reader will work out the

calculation for himself. But keeping to the

return in milk for the 2600 tons or thereabouts

of Grass, both succulent and dried, consumed by
the cows, we make the net profit, deducting rent

at 3?. per acre, and 5 per cent, upon the probable

capital employed, to be about 6s. or 7s. per ton

of the Gra^s thus grown and consumed.

This subject, however, deserves a more detailed

examination, and wo shall return to it for the

purpose of ascertaining what light it throws upon
the probable retui'ns li'om sewage in the growth
of Grass.

SALES OF SHROPSHIRE SHEEP.
These meetings—now regular annual institutions

—

have thus far {passed oQ' \rith every satisfaction to

breeders. The high price of mutton and wool and the
dread and hazard which attend herds of cattle on
account of the rinderpest, have further stimulated the
demand for sheep for breeding purposes. This applies

both to breeding for immediate consumption and to the
more skilled art which belongs to the production of
flocks of such a character, that their issue, from their

purity, will leave their distinctive marks ou the
ordinary flocks to which they may be put.; Here we
refer to the art of ram-breeding. If the Shropshire
ram-breeders have not all succeeded in bringing out
regularly a good percentage of first-class stock sheep, it

is very clear they have all tried, and many of them
may be proud of what they have done. But even now
great care and judgment are needed to establish

uniformity of character iu some cases, and when this

desirable trait has been attained, and fresh blood has

.1 be ii

ii-;uia-

iilering the wnnt of :i fix if V

sfalili:prcsprvf llin lai.iily tyvi" wlii.li ha
The first of these sales was held on Wednesday, (li'

25th, at The Fosse, Leamington, Mr. Preece officiatiiu

As Mr. Horley has paid more attention to a lar-'

production of mutton of fine Down quality than iu

has of quantity of wool with an inferior fjuality of

meat, he does not stand quite so well relatively .just

now, as the fleece at the present price of wool is a large

consideration with all hand-to-mouth feeders and
breeders. This however may, and probably will bo
changed before long, while it is quite certain that,

unless the manufacturing prosperity of this country
begins to rapidly decline, the price of mutton must
increase, 'fl e can vary the char.ictcr of our clothing,

and bring raw material for it Ivom] the farther ends of

the earth, but we cannot secure a superabundance of
fine-flavoured juicy mutton. The ]irices of the 40 rams
here let and sold averaged something under 13?. each.

No. 1, by Duke of Newca.stle, of which sire we shall

have to speak more particularly below, made 19 guineas
for Mr. Naylor, near Welshpool. Mr. Watson bought
the 2d at 18 guineas. No. 21 made 17 guineas,

and Captain Brown, Leicestershire, gave the highest
price of the day, viz. 21 guineas for No. 29. The
sale of rams was followed by the disposal of a few
chaught ewes, and when it is said that the prices for

them ranged from 60s. to 95s. each, and averaged 72s.,

we need not add that the flock itself, which, according
to custom, was close by for the inspection of the com-
pany, was greatly admired by Mr. Horley's numerous
friends and visitors.

The Yew Tree Parm (Penlcridge) sale took place on
Friday, the 28th, when Mr. C. R. Keeling was
honoured with the numerous company which his

genial nature as a neighbour and spirited character as

a breeder regularly secure. Three years since Mr.
Keeling and Mr. May, of Elford, ran each other hard
for a strikingly handsome and well-formed black-faced

sheep, the purchase of which eventually fell to the
tenant of the Tew Tree Farm, at 71 guineas. The
mark of this .sheep is strongly fixed on his descendants,
which, with the previous fine qualities of his flock, has
caused the present working issue to, be sought far

and wide, as well as in the more exclusive district of

the Shropshires. Mr. Keeling's ewes are undoubtedly
the most perfect flock that belong to this breed. They
have quite as much quality of meat as ordinary stock

Southdowns, and they are of great size, on .short

straight legs, and the fat backs and nimps carried

by the full-toothed .and aged sheep, while their

feed consists of but little more than Grass and Turnips
from the poor land at the foot of Cannock Chace,
clearly shows that their aptitude to fatten has likewise

been .sufficiently developed. Lovers of true form and
otherwise fine character could spend many hours in

admiring the many specimens whirli V\U small lail

select flock contains. Mr. Randall, of ('liall.iir\, Imvl
No. 1 (the only one which was let) fia- jn -'iiiii is, :'.\v\

Mr. Randall also bought No. 4 at i:; snmc:, -. Tlic

remainder made 30, 35, 21, and 22 guineas respectively,

the lowest price being 9 guineas, and the average of the
30 was within a trifle of 16 guineas each. As Mr.
Keeling has reduced his run by giving up a small off-

hand farm, an unusual large draught of ewes was made
this year, 100 having been ofl'ered. These sold at

72s. 6(?. for the lowest, to 100s. each, averaging 82s.

When it is considered these are the worst animals that
can be picked out of a small flock, a fair idea may be
formed of the estimation in which this flock is held by
ram-breeders, as well as by feeding men. In addition

to the above-named qualities, we cannot omit to say
the uniformity of these sheep, together vrith their

family likeness, commanded the admiration of the
company as they lounged among them in the adjacent
pastures.

It was at Mr. Coxon's, of Frceford,^ Lichfield, how-
ever, where substantial evidence was given this year of

the advantages to be derived from a thoroughly good
and fashionable sire. Duke of Newcastle, previously
mentioned, was bought by Sir. Coxon at the Royal
meeting at Newcastle, two years ago, when he was a
shearling. His issue, consequently, .are now coming
into use. The reported price of this sheep was
80 guineas, and the general opinion of him at the time
was that he was the best model of a Shropshire that
has ever appeared. So much, too, has this been now
confirmed, that the Freeford flock' has nearly doubled
in the average of the prices previously made. Duke of
Newcastle was bred by Mr. Thornton, of Pitchford,
Shrewsbury. This sheep this year is let, under a
mutual arrangement as regards ewes, to Mr. Horley,
The Posse, the price being 40 guineas. Two of his
descendants are let " out-and-out

;

" the first, Clipstone,
to Mr. Evans, Uffington, for 45 guineas ; the second.
Conservative, at 26 guineas, to Mr. Wright, Staflbrd.

Another has gone to the Compton Verney flock, at
the price of 44 guineas. Mr. Allsop, near Worcester,
took two, one at 47 guinca.s, the other at 27 guineas

;

while Captain Oliver, of Towcester, took one at
38 guineas. The numberroffered was 35, the.average of
the whole, let and sold, being 19?. 5s. The Duke of
Newcastle had around him the goodly family, as

regards sons, of 23. If a ram which has his quiver full

of them be not happy within himself, he is,

undoubtedly, in such a case as this, profitable to his

owner, for these 22 realised 492?. 15»., or an average of

22/. 7s. Gd. each.
At Shrewsbury on Tuesday and Wednesday last Mr.

W. J. Preece held his great annual sale of nearly 200
rams and 800 breeding ewes of various ages. The former
were described in the advertisements as "Grand
Shropshire Rams," and the latter as "Superb Shrop-
shire Ewes," and they were further spoken of with
the highly scented flowers of speech for which
the auctioneer is celebrated. There is no doubt but
these sheep are of a very useful character, bu con-

lll;:l

f type which llie produce
many lidlr ,a,.,, javscut,
al nil jia^l pri-liai-aons can
piu-ity of bi'cod in any one
.(•r merits the Shropshires

jii
. .rliii' 1(1 iiIIhi- hreeds at some more or less

rcui.u.j hei Hid, it is i^.jiii.i: a. little too far to set up ll.ese

sheep as "incomparable" to Lcicesterj Southdown,
or even improved Hants and Polled Norfolks. The
best breeders of Shropshire themselves do not deny
or attempt to disguise the palpable fact to a
well-trained eye, that whatever there may be of
incomparable excellence about these sheep is due to
what was 50 years ago an accidental, hap-hazard, and
indiscriminate mixture of Southdown, Leicester,
Hants, Lincoln, and Cotswold. This was when Shrop-
shire and Stafibrdshire had not only no superfluous
stock of sheep, but not even enough to supply the
demand in the expanding manufacturing districts,

such as the Potteries and the coal and iron-working
' pits and furnaces. Then the farmers in these counties
used regularly to go and buy at Southern, Midland,
and Eastern faurs, and put diflerent kinds to each other
as taste, judgment, or convenience might suggest.
There is no doubt but that Cannock Chace may lay
claim to what may be accepted as an original breed of
.sheep, which was in form of carcase as near as possible
like the leg^ ranging blackfaoed Norfolk sheep, a
chai-acter which is now rapidly disappearing before the
modern pressure for early maturing qualities, and the
desire or necessity for quick retm'ns. Many little lots of
these sheep may be seen in the present day in their
almost primitive character on the slopes and confines
of Cannock Chace. The present excellencies of these
sheep may be attributable to the judgment which some
of the leading Shropshii'e and Stattbrd.shire men have
brought to bear on the mi-xtures of races, which is

said to be so advantageous even to the human species.
However this may be, there is no doubt but that the
sheep in question, where care and skill have been
bestowed on flocks, possess, for the time being, as many
of the qualities regarding wool, fineness of flesh, hardi-
ness and capacity for early maturity, as can be found in
any breed. How far they will maintain their character
remains for their owners to decide by the harmony of
opinions and judgment which they may develope and
practise.

There was nothing individually striking ,at Shrews-
bury, and the fact that no Royal winners and show
sheep for ISGO were on the ground left the public in a
less state of excitement and curiosity than usual.

Messrs. Crane had 26 rams in a very good form for
work, the excessive fatness which in previous years had
been conspicuous being now absent,. The miiformity
of size and character too on this occasion was greater.

One ram was sold for Lord Chesham at 29 guineas,
another to Mr. Pitt of I'nscnhill, at 28 guineas ; Mr.
I'i>!lilr\, nrar Slall'i'sil, Ii.ai;.;ht 0110 at 21 guineas ; and
.Mr. I.iil:i;'_, I'a' Vi \\ 'I'lxc, one at 20 guinea.s. The
:i.,rrai-r «a.- ahiail I I juiiiras.

Mr. ikiiiy tSinilli, Siitlou Maddock, h.ad 15 very
neat .sheep, but these are not so fashionable iu form
and colour as some inferior flocks, therefore the average
of 12 guineas was beneath what might have been
expected. Mr. Keary bought two at 12 and 17 guineas
each for the Hon. E. Coke of Longtou, near Derby.
Mr. Evans of Uffington had 16 useful sheep, which

made fair prices. Mr. Meire's of Berrington, made good
prices for stores. Mr. Sheldon, of Brailes House,
Warwickshire, had five very compact smart and hardy
sheep, sold at 22, 14, 25, 13, and 21 guineas
respectively. Mr. Thornion, of Pitchford, who Iired

the Duke of Newcastle, had nothing this year out of
the common run ; but the elements of another Royal
winner appear to be in his flock. Two years ago his

small produce of 12 tups made nearly 30 guineas
average, the highest on record relative to this breed.
This year they made 2-1, 21, 20, down to S| guineas.
Mr. Thomas Horton had 14 good thick sheep, but this

flock has not preserved its former prize-taking
chariicter. However it possesses elements that will be
one day fallen back upon. The average this year was
the fair one of about 13 guineas. The other principal

owners were Mr. Minor, Astley House, Shrewsbury;
Mr. W. P. Bowen, Shrawardine Castle ; Mr, T. Mansel,
Adcott Hall. The Hon. and Rev. Noel Hill had a few
sheep there of ordinary usefulness, and they made
corresponding prices. The highest avei-age came late

iu the day, and fell to the flock of Lady Willoughby
de Broke. The leading prices of the 20 disposed of,

three of which were let, were 31, 30, 28, and 20 guineas,

the latter price occurring in three instances. The
average. was a little over 18?, each.

The ewes disposed of on TA'rrliii

prices. Lord Com rjermerc, '

a flock of this breed, and to 1 n i .

bought one lot of the Mps,^i> i i

and another lot of Mr. Evans,
Scot, of Burnley, Lanca,shire, bought a lot of the latter

flock for 7?. each. Some other high prices were made,
and even the inferior draught lots of ordinary breeders

which arc sent to this sale made extraordinary prices,

which the above causes can only account for.

at 71. 10

full

rh,

Mr.

APPEARANCE OF THE CROPS.
Bedpokd : Siddenkam.—I consider the crops in this

neighbourhood promise an average yield ; some of the

dry land Barley is ripening prematurely, and, with

all kinds of roots and pastures, wants a good rain

William Lavender, Jubj 27.

Berks : Ahingdon.—'Slie gi'owing crop of Wheat
will shock very thin generally, though on the good

deep loams it will be a full average of good quality.

On all light lands and also cold clay lands it will he
very indifferent, though the late fine weather has
wonderfully improved the general aspect of the crop.

J3arley and Oats promise well. Beans and Peas
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remarkably good. Hoots look well. A good crop of
hay has been well sot in. Harvest is just about to
commence generally. J. WHUams, Manor House,
Sheppoii.

Bucks : Louijhton, Slomi Stratford.—In respect to
the crops of uorth-we.st Bucks, they of course vary
according to the nature of the soil, cultivation, etc., but
a vast change for the better has taken place during the
last few weeks. Owing to the wet winter and spring
the Wheats cut a wretched appearance, and even now
on the ill-drained clavs they are, although improved,
far from good. Wheat, average ; Barley, under
average; Oats, bad, under average; Beans, average,

but much stricken by aphis ; Peas, over average

;

Mangel, good ; Turnips, good. IP. W. Biijiiell.

Cambeidgeshiee : .E/y.—Wheat, a bulky crop
generally; where laid too early, a good deal of

blight and mildew ; but where well out in the ear

before going down, ripening bright and kind. The ear

is good, and the fine dry weather of the last fortnight

has helped it to fill well, and we now have the promise
of a full average crop. The earliest will be ready for the
sickle about the 1st of August. Barley: not very
largely grown ; crops generally good, but laid, especially

where early sown. Oats : a good crop on most soils.

We have every reason to expect an average yield.

Polands getting fit to cut. Beans : bulky, a
few are flowering again, which is prejudicial. The
straw, considering its bulk, is very well podded. Peas

:

a good crop of straw, and the promise of an abundance
of corn. Taking the whole of the cereal crops of this

neighbourhood, ,we conceive there is the prospect of
an average crop, and probably more, but our expecta-
tions have been so often falsified, that we feel modest
in offering any very decided and dogmatic opinions, ere
harvest commences, lest we should again be the medium
of conveying erroneous views upon so important a
subject as the results of an approaching harvest. But
we think, nevertheless, that present appearances
warrant the opinions we have expressed, and hope

j

suitable weather will enable us to ingather as bountiful
1

a harvest as we anticipate. A. S. E., July 26.
{

Gloucesteeshiee: Z)/rf)?i(ir<on,—lamgladtobeable
to report favourably of the crops in this neighbourhood,
all of which have much improved during the last month.
Winter Wheat, although not stout, is a more thick and
regular plant than last year, and, as also the spring-

1

sown, blossomed favourably, stands well, and is likely

to yield a full average of good grain. Barley is generally I

very good and long in the ear, and over average. Oats
[

rather short, and thin plant, but full eared ; suppose
nearly average. Beans fair ; Peas well podded and t

good ; Vetches same. Potatos good as yet, with slight
\

reports of disease. Boots on the whole are very
promising, but much trouble and expense to keep clean.
Grass keeps good, and all stock, having a good supply
of water, are doing well (this district, too, having been
quite free from rmderpest) ; altogether, therefore, our
farm stock generally have a fair prospect of getting well
wintered, particularly^ if corn with straw is well
harvested. Harvest is just commenced with White
Poland Oats and Peas, and Wheat will be ready in
another week, the w^eather ha\ing been hot and dry
the last three weeks. Stiles Rirh, Jtih/ 27.

JSfesham, Cidlabhie Farm, Biimbleton. —the hay
harvest is now brought to a close, it might have been
earlier completed if mowing machines had been more
generally used : the crop is a good one, and the greater
part of it has been got in m good condition. The
Wheat upon all the best farmed lands will be a good
average crop. I began cutting yesterday with Samuel-
son's .side-delivery machine. I have just left the field,

anil 21 acres are laid, having been cut in 19 hours,
including men's rests for dinner and bait ; four horees
have been used. Barley promises to be a good crop,
but I think on inspection it will he found to be a little

caught in patches. Winter Beans are generally good,
and are being cut, but have not been very largely
planted. Spring Beans are good, light crops being the
exception. I have heard some complaints of aphis, but
I think the season was too far advanced before it made
its appearance to materially affect the yields. Peas
are the most abundant crop I have ever seen, although
damaged in a few instances by the hail-storms
in June. I harvested 10 acres on Monday and Tuesday,
and am cutting the remaining portion. The cutting
may now be considered general. Mangels are the
most promising crops up to the present time that we
have had for several years ; the early planted Swedes
are good, the later sown are suffering from drought, so
are the Turnips also ; and unless we have rain very
soon there will be a poor crop. Stock of all kinds are
healthy, and we are still, under God's blessing, free

from plague. Charles Gilbert Clarke, Juhj 26.

OCTR COAL, FOOD, AND POPULATION
IN 1966.

According to Mr. Jevons's estimates, our present
consumption of coal (100 millions of tons annually) will

be increased in 1966 to 3000 millions of tons, or thirty-
fold larger than at present. This calculation implies
that the necessary human labour in connection with
the getting, distributing, and use of this enormously
increased quantity shall be forthcoming when required.
Will any of your readers kindly give me an estimate of
how many of our population are now thus employed ?

I am induced to ask this question, because, according
to reliable statistics, our population in 1960 will bear
no relative proportion to the increase of coal predicted
by Mr. Jevons, and it is singular that in the anxious
k'liislal ional debate on this important subject no
alhi^iMii \\n, iiia.li- 1(1 iiui- probable population in 1966.

II'
I

iiiii ii'.:lii 111 iii\ rstimate, the population of the
Uiiilil Iviim.liiiii III 1 :

II ;ri will have only increased one
time, or IjL'couic doubled, while our coal is to be
increased thirty times ! Can this be so ? I think not.
The consumption of coal annually in London is about

5 millions of tons. If our London population should
be double in 1966, would the consumption exceed 10 to
1.5 millions of tons? If it increased 30 times (Mr.
Jevons's calculation), it would be 150 millions of tons.
What an enormous increase of railroads and their
accompaniments is implied by this increase alone ! I
am no believer in it, for it naturally implies that our
shipping, railways, &c., should all likewise increase in
due proportion.
According to Mr. Jevons, the present rate of growth

in the production of coal is 3i per cent, per annum.
This, judging from the past, is an increasing rate of
increase; not so with our population—that is a de-
creasing rate of increase. For instance, the annual
rate of increase of population for England and Wales
in the years 1811 to 1851 was 1.221 per cent. ; 1851 to
1861, 1.131 per cent. The estimated population of
England and Wales for 1966 is 38,015,462, or only an
increase of one time, while our coal increase is estimated
at 30 times. Surely there must be some discrepancy
here, probably some over-estimate of our future coal
consumption, or some under-estimate of our increase
of population, although the latter is calculated from a
very reliable source. I hope this subject will be well
ventilated in your columns.
Great anxiety is expressed about our future supply

of coal, but none as to our food. When I express my
surprise at this, I am told " Oh ! but we can always
buy our food from foreigners." I reply, " and so you
can coal."

—
" But it won't answer our purpose to buy

coal. We want cheap coal."

Well, but don't you want cheap food ? and cannot
cheap food be produced in Great Britain ? I maintain
that it can, provided you take the same means to pro-
duce it, as you do to produce more cheap coal. That is

by the investment of more capital and intelligence.
Not that I expect that this will be rapidly done.
Agriculture is too much shackled and trammelled by a
variety of sentiments and circumstances to rank with
trade, manufacture, and commerce, in material pro-
gress, but it may be useful to point to its shortcomings,
and to stimulate to a more profitable state of things.
I don't believe landowners or farmers are at all agreed
as to the most profitable acreable capital to be invested
by each of those interests to secure a cheap and
profitable result.

Before Mr. Jevons's anticipations of an increased coal
supply can be realised, untold millions of new capital
must be invested in mine-sinking and machinery. So
it ought to be with the production of our food ; that
cannot be increased without a considerable addition of
invested capital on the part of landowners and tenants.
What greater proof do we need than that, because we
do not produce enough, the foreigner steps in to fill up
the deficiency ?

If as much food were produced generally in this
kingdom as on my poor farm, and many others that I
could name, we could not consume one-half of it. This
is no exaggeration ; but then in my case, and in many
others, the capital employed is three-and-a-half to four
times as great as the general average of the kingdom,
and I repeat that it is mainly by the investment of a
great additional capital in agriculture that we can hope
to be able to feed our population abundantly and
cheaply.

If this is true then, remove all obstacles and make
the road free and open, so that capital may be tempted
and invited to come that way. But what a vast field

is that of agricultural investment on the part of
landlord and tenant ! The paltry increase of capital to
the extent of 1/. per acre would amount to 60,000,000?.,

while really there is scope for from 10 to 20 times that
amount. The whole animal capital of the kingdom is

only equal to one sheep per acre. An additional sheep
per acre would add about 120,000,000/. to the farmers'
capital.

When dealing with 60 millions of acres, every investr-

ment presents a gigantic total. It is easy to talk about
5/. an acre for drainage, 2/. per acre for a steam plough,
1/. per acre for guano, 5/. to 6/. per acre for covered
yards, and no end of money for many other improve-
ments, to say nothing of a readjustment of the forms
of our farms, with a view to a business-like and
profitable result. The task is a herculean one, and
much ofthe land must pass into other hands, or become
subject to new conditions, ere the necessary funds for
agricidtural amendment should be forthcoming.
How can the farmer with 4/. an acre capital (the

average of the kingdom) compete successfully with the
Norfolk or Lincolnshire or other good farmers who
invest 16?. per acre capita! ? The result of such com-
petition is a silent absorption of means or an infliction

of pinching poverty. The same commercial law of
supply and demand acts in com as in Cotton, or any
other merchandise.
We do not produce enough food for our population.

The foreigner steps in and fills up the deficiency. In a
superabundant harvest he sends us little ; in a defec-
tive one we get from him large supplies. It is because
we do not produce enough that he supplies us. We
could produce more than enough if we chose to invest
in food production a more ample capital and intelligence.
We have plenty of both at command. I reiterate that
it is a gross national error to loan our enormous profits
to every poor foreign potentate when capital is

required at home for the production of our food and
employment of our labour.
How to bring it to bear, to tempt it and encourage

it to flow to agriculture, is a question worthy the atten-
tion of all well-wishers to their country. It is certain
that the more difficult it is to transfer land, the less

prospect there is of its changing hands or receiving the
fertilising influence of capital and intelligence.

I was very much struck with a statement made to
me by a most intelligent American, a member of their
parliament, who said—" We have merely to walk into
our county register office, and in less than an hour we
know all about the land we wish to buy as to mortgages

or incumbrances, the Inner and seUer aiipem-, miike (he
proper transfer, ic., and the wlmle tluiiL; is at (iiiee

settled at an iusignitieaiit eost." So it is uilli our own
public funds, where comfortable book-keepers arrange
the matter between buyer and seller in a few miuutes.
The stockbroker charges Is. 6rf. per 100?. ; in trans-
ferring land we pay 2?. 10s. psr 100?., and in addition a
delay often of many months.

I must leave it to our longheads to arrange how all

this is to be altered, which it certainly must be ore
capital will abound in agriculture for the production of
cheap and abundant food. J. J. Mechi, Aiuj. 3.

THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
The following returns were issued on July 27 :

—

This Return gives the number of cases occurring in
Great Britain which have been oflicially reported to
this Department. The divisions of England are those
of the Census. Column 1 only records the cases
reported as having commenced during the weeks
indicated by the headings. All "back cases" are
included in column 2.

Metrop.
S. Eastern .

S. Midland .

Eastern Co.
S. Western .

W.Midland.
N. Midland.
N, Western

.

Yorkshire .

NorthemCo.
Monmouth.
& Wales .

Scotland .

.

304 207

3,714

2,539
10,060

4,851

35,029

18,357

2,613

251,086 82,556|121,244 33,251 11,034

Back Cises reported in the week ending July 21 :—North-
Western Counties, 3.

The Retum shows that 207 attacks were reported to have
occurred during the week ended July 21, being a decrease of
97 on the previous week.

Correcting the total by adding an estimated average of
attacks commencing duiing the week, but which may be
subsequently included undifF the heading "back cases," the
number for the week will be 233.

Three Inspectors who reported cases last week, have not
reported in time for this return—viz., for the county of
Buckinghiim, 2 ; and forLincohi, 1. These inspectors reported
8 cases last week.

THE TR.U)E IN .INIMALS.
The Select Committee appointed to inquire into

the manner in which the home and foreign trade in
animals by sea and railroad is conducted, and to report
what regulations, if any, should be enforced with a
view of improving the treatment of animals in transit,

and to prevent any introduction and spreading oi

infectious or contagious diseases among them, and
who were instructed to inquire how far it is desirable
to prevent, restrict, or regulate the slaughter of animals
iu the metropolis and other popiUous places, have con-
sidered the matters referred to them, and have agreed
to the following Report :—

Transit
Foreign cattle and sbeep are imported into England and

Scotland from Spain, Portugal, Fi-ance, Belgium, HoUand,
Schlcswig, Deumark, and Sweden, and various parts of Europe.

Cattle and sheep are also carried by sea from Orkney and
Shetland to various ports in Scotland, and from Scotland and
Ireland to England.
At present, cattle can only be landed at ports approved by

the Customs' authorities. The chief ports for foreign cattle
are—Liverpool, London, Harwich, Hull, Newcastle, Leith, and
Granton ; for Irish cattle, Glasgow, Silloth, Morecambe Bay,
Liverpool, and Bristol, The Scotch cattle are chiefly taken to
Liverpool and London,
The sea-borne cattle arrive generally in good condition. The

vessels arc, with some exceptions, specially fitted up for the
purpose, and have divisions for every four or six animals,
windsails or other means to secure ventilation, and in some
cases shelter for the cattle on deck. The cattle, however, in
well-ventilated vessels appear to suffer from the want of a free
current of air when these vessels are coming up the Thames,
or are waiting for the tide to discharge their cargo, as at New-
castle, Hull, Bristol, and Leith, where the cattle cannot be
landed at all .stntos of the tide.

Th- -mir-'il-- r-xrT\r] >.rtu-.,-Ti .-^rr]:-- :ir> us-tially tied with
till'!' ' ' '' I'i .!"

I
!.. I

1 1,. -li {lie best mode is

t(> (

I

! 1
!.,

I 1
1 ,

! .Muse this latter

iin.t;. ; ill : . .i , I. 1 , III., .u 11 1 watering, and
fur ^1 ^Luul.iLi'u, Lii- lu.-.li -L.-i^ L-.iLtlc are brought
OVL-r iun.sc.

There is no rule respecting the numbers put on board, but,
with the exception of some cases iu the Irish and Bremen
trade, the vessels do not appear to be overcrowded.

It is in evidence that in Ireland much injury arises to cattle

from bad treatment received from drovers, and that cattle

landed from Oporto and Spain arrive in a better state than
those from Ireland.

In the voyage from Oporto each animal is allowed space to
lie down, and is fed with compressed food and watered ; in
other cases the animals are packed close to one another so aa
to prevent their lying or being shaken down, and sometimes
are neither fed nor watered until landed.
The animals are chiefly made to walk on and off board, and

the practice of slinging is nearly abandoned.
It has always been the practice to cleanse the ships, more

ur less, after each voyage, and recently disinfectants have
been used.
On the railways cattle are often overcrowded and badly

tre.ated, especially in Ireland, and are carried for 36 to 48 hours
without being fed or watered.

It is bad for the cattle and troublesome to untruck them,
while there is some difficulty iu watering them while in a
truck—a difficulty, however, which is not insuperable.
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^\ iourncy. whether by sea or raU, causes cattle to deteriorate

in'viiluL-, and mnkcK them feverish, and tends tw produce, if it

docs not actually cause, the foot-and-mouth disease. These

evils are very much increased if cattle are ill-treated or not

nroperly watered.
f ^_F„.. Av« ^„„„„<. n^^«,-= i» Council the cattle-trucks appear

d as far as is pusslbk. Possibly
since' the recent Order

to have been pmperly clu

the t1''"r- u.t ^i ! .II

tboriiK"! '. .! ': 'I

h.:d

shoul.t ! 'Mi ;'", '['[' '! ' I;

;

Karrin'i^'l^'"' that Mnnl.ir provi-^ioii should bi- niarie witli

respect to the vessels employed in carrying cattle from Ireland

and Scotland.

The lav7s relating to cruelty to animals might be often

enforced with advantage in the case of both vessels and
rdlways.

Home Trade.

If London and other large towns could be supplied entirely

with meat killed in the country, a great deal of the traffic in

cattle, and consequently a great deal of the chance of spreading
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6. The Drainage of Orass
Land, 11)1.

7 far the Rearing and Jtanagement of rmilti-j- on an
capable of improvement and profitable

extension, 10?.

6. The best treatment of Affections of the BladHi
fattening Sheep and Lambs, 157.

i>. On the Latest Improvements in the Construction of
Dwellings for the Labouring Classes, 20i.

10. Short History of Rise and Progress of Herofords, 257.
11. Any other Agricultural Subject, 10(.

House.—Major-General tlie Hon. A. N. Hond
reported that the Committee had received from Mr.
Fowler, the architect, plans and e,stimates for the
alterations as requested by the Council. Thev sub-
mitted Mr. Fowler's report, and it would be for the
Council to determine to order what steps may be taken
relative thereto. An amendment to the Report wa-s
moved by Mr. Randcll and seconded by Mr. Holland,
M.P., that there be no alteration made in the house,
but this was negatived, three votes only being given for

distinguished from Arable
|
stibject of experiments connected with the Cattle
Plnsue, was referred to the Journal Committee.
An application from the Eoyal Hawaiian Agricul-

tural Society, for a copy of the Society's Journal,
acceded to.

The Council having granted the usual leave of
absence to the Staff, adjourned to their Monthl
Meeting on the 7th November.

The adoption of the Report was then moved by
Colonel Challoner, seconded by the Earl of Powis, and
carried unanimously; the alterations to be made in
accordance with the plan C, the whole to be carried
out at once under the supervision of the House Com-
mittee at a cost not exceeding 870/., and the Council
to be authorised to advance 500/. as the work proceeds.
Steam Cultivation Inqttirt.—Lord Vernon,

Chairman, stated that the Committee recommended
that the following instructions be issued for the
guidance of members of the Steam Cultivation Inspec-
tion Committees.
On receipt of instructions from the Council to visit

any particular district, they will be furnished with—
1. A list of all the farms in the dtstrict where steam eultiva.

tion has been adopted.
2. A selection from the list of farms to be insjjected, and

the replies received by the Society from the owners of Steam
Cullivation Implements to the schedule of questicnfl addressed
to tbeiii. Alth.'Uub th-j Inspection Committees arc not ti

1'"" ''
'
l'"ii-K' pt.

.
liil.-

I from inspecting a f.arm which
*^'"''

'i
'

^ ^itisfied that there are sufficient
'*^''' ''

I

,
, . 1

I L- their object to limit themselves

dlstnol^ a.ssiKue.I to tbeni. 1

this they will be at liberty
.selected farms which, from" i

r not to possess anyespi

tjiber of ria: allotted to thi

to accompli
i:.' any of the
< d, they may
particularly if

they wiirbe^tjiut from their
pccted to report to H.anover Square their
'Siting fi*om the prescribed list.

""'
' hould bo specially directed to the following:). Tl

poiiit.s ;
—

i. The r I-
I

' .- 'h. depth and nat
Tarioii. ,t

p ,

-
, I itureforeachkindofw(

n. -V sp.
:

I

I 1 ,, into the .age of the machine .and
"^^ aiii.i i!ii I. I

:'
I I illy for repairs, stating the n.aturc

<if bvi ,i'
,
',

I ;
I

,
, r.iuSeS.

iii. ib.'.v r, I,,
I

I, M . if steam-cultivation has assisted
""^^''"i''

I

'

1
nds. how f.arthecroppingof the

'•" ;n 1
1

'
' " I i I ' i I I 1 'y the adoption of steam culti-

vation—Timre csjiieially to what extent autumn cultiva-
tum has increased the growth of green crops, and how
far the productiveness of the soil has been incre.ased by
steam-cultivation.

iv. The number of working days on which the engine
power has been used for the puipose of steamcultivation
on or ofT the farm.

V. The number of d,ays in which it has been used for other
purposes on or off the farm, stating the nature of the
work done, daily cost and amount charged when let on
hire.

vi. The number of days lost by break.age and other

vii. In the case of steam-ploughs, A-c, let out for hire, to
ascei-tain what loss of wages occur from the non-employ-
ment of the men. this being an item of expense against

nclnding the

The vidoratiou of the economical supply of w.ater

d forming roadsnginga
uitivation,

i:v. The cennMi, deal mode of
and hcadlaiuls for stcam-cultiv.atiou

4. In the exercise of the power thus given to the Inspection,
tommittceof deviating from the list of selected farms, tlir.
arc requested to keep prominently in mind that one of ti •

main ol>jects of the inquiry is to obtain a rejiort of Ihc cmi.i-
parativc results obtauied by the Ui»e of dilfei-ent kinds of steam
a[5)aratus, the different systems of cultiv.ation adopted and
especially their adaptation to large or sm,an farms, and any
other points which they may consider to be deserving of

Inspection Committee to be made
npletion of the inspection of .a

Tj. The Report of thi

within a month after the

This Report was adopted.
ThePresident presented the Report of the Committee

on the best mode of filling vacancies in the Council :-
1. Th.at a standing Committee shall be appointed, to be

called the Committee of Selection.
2. That the Committee do consist of the President the

Chairmen oi the Finance, .loiuual, Stock Prizes, Implement,
Country Meeting, and Chemical Committees, with six other
members to be added by the Council.

3. That it -shall be the duty of such Committee, previously
to the periodical expiration of the terra of appointment of the
President and of those Jlembers of Council -who retire by
rotation, and also on the occurrence of .any casual vacancy in
the office of Pi-esident, Trustee, or Vice-President, or in the
Council, to meet and report to the Council any circumstances
which, in their opinion, ought to be considered at the time
when such vacancy is filled up.

4. That all nominations of persons proposed to be elected to
till such vacancies shall be referred to the Committee.

0. That without attempting to establish any exact equality
tielween the different districts into which the country is
divided for the purposes of the Annual Meetings, the Com-
mittee shall endeavour to secure not less than three Members
of Council from each such district in which 400 memters of
the Society reside.

That the Committ'.
ancc, that of the onlii
may be, one half shall .

Mem.—That in filliii.

Committee rc'i'iaiM.-i I

attention of tii. n. ii

and C there ai. i. i.

and that eacli . ! .

only two Men il . i- ,.i i ,

-ti-ir, r i: 111 ii'.joct of import-

1- ni I II .III lis, which the
I'll lie-iiiiic mini .\nveniber. the
li .1 to the fact that in districts A
' M-ribing Members respectively,
t ^ is at present represented by

This Report was received aud adopted.
A letter from tlie Royal Teterinaa-y College, on the

Farmers' Clubs.
NewbukT: The Food of Plants.- Ai the last

meeting of this Chib for the present season a lecture
was delivered by Mr. R. \Varington,jnn., of Cirencester
College: the subject^The Food of Plants. The
lecturer said he was sure he need not enlarge on the
advantages aftriculture was sure to gain from accepting
the aid of science. Mechanics, animal and vegetable
physiology, and geology were all rendering important
assistance

; from chemistry, however, most was to be
expected, this science taking a wider range, embracing
at the same time the subject of soil, manure, and the
nutrition of crops and animals, and also possessing in
the operations of chemical analysis a more certain "and
powerful means of research than the other sciences.
All the results of chemistry were founded upon experi-
ment; as careful experiments multiplied, the science
grew, hence the great value to agricultural chemistry
of such an establishment as that at Rothamsled.

Tlie subject of the lecture cmild be only treated
brielly. If we knew the cliemical composition of a
plant, we knew something about the food necessary to
nourish it. A crop of Wheat yielding SO bushels of
corn will contain, besides water, about 1727 lb. of
carbon, 1800 lb. of oxygen, 2 12 lb. of hydrocren, 49 lb. of
nitrogen; and 98 lb. nf iiiioinliustible inatter, con-
taining H lb. of liin,, .-,', il,. 1 if magnesia, 33 lb. of
potash, 1911). of plioHilii I'll ;„„|, and 98 lb. of silica,
with small ciuanliln^ .1 nlUer substances. Now,
from what sources did the 'W'heat plant obtain
these ingredients? Wo knew that all the carbon
(charcoal) was derived from a gas, carbonic acid, con-
tained in the atmosphere and soil ; that the oxygen
and hydrogen were obtained from water ; the nitrogen
from either ammonia or nitric acid—substances present
to a very small extent inhoth soil and atmosphere ; the
lime, potash, silica, and other incombustible ingredients
we knew to be derived from the soil. These plant-
foods were the same for all crops; with these in
abundance, and suitable conditions of climate, Ac, any
crop could be groivn. Plants had thus the wonderfiil
power of producing such .substances as starch, sugar,
woody tibre, gluten, from a few simple gases, water, and
the iiv.T-.i:,nt-- rif ml;;, Thg food of plauts was in
'!"'

'

,

'

'

!
''jcct; when practically con-

'^"1'
'

' -1 111 I niitso. The farmer wanted to
kii'iv. I::,' i|ii| il ,,r iiimi is afforded by Nature, and
wliilhir tin, Has sullirient for his crops, and conse-
riuii.tly wlmi suhstances he should apply as manures.
As llutv uti.s ainti.is sufficient water to supply abund-
ance ol oxyt;cu and hydrogen, we had only to consider
what was the amount of carbon, nitrogen, and ash
constituents furnished by Nature, and whether this
supply IS sufficient for the different crops. The
quantity of carbon required by different crops ivns
pretty uniform, amounting in most cases, for crops of
tolerable luxuriance to nearly 1 ton per acre. The
supply of carbonic acid in the atmosphere was, how-
ever, amply sufficient for this demand, excepting
perhaps in the case of Turnips and other root crops,
which seemed peculiarly benefited by manures yield-
ing carbonic acid to the soil.

The quantity of nitrogen required by different crops
varied weatly; roughly speaking, average crops of
« heat.. Barley, Oats, and meadow hay woAild contain
.".n lb., and crops of Beans, Clover, and Turnips, 100 lli,

III iiiiK jon. A certain amount of nitrogen wa-,
-iili|il:i I! by rain, which in its passage through tl

at tii..s|ili..rc dissolved some of the ammonia and niti
ncul there present. About 81b. of nitrogen per ac.
were found to be supplied by rain in the course of
one year, the fall of rain being 22 inches; the amount
Mould be somewjiat lai-ger in wet .seasons. The soil
also absorbed ammonia from the atmosphere, the
amount being dependent on the nature of the soil and
the extent of surface exposed by tillage. The beneficial
effects of a bare fallow were in great part due to the
absorption of ammonia which then took place. The
extent to which plants are themselves capable of
absorbing ammonia from the atmosphere was at
present unknown, it must in many ca.«es be but small.
Were all these sources of nitrogen taken together

sufficient for the wants of crops? The amount thus
furnished was not nearly .suflncient for cereal crops
when grovm under ordinary circumstances. Wheat,
Oats, or Barley can only be groivn luxuriantly when
the soil is enriched with nitrogen beyond theannual
atmospheric supply ; hence the value of nitrogenous
manures, such as guano, nitrate of soda, and sulphate
of ammonia. At Lois Weedon large crops of Wheat
were grown without manure ; alternate fallow with
very deep tillage, utilising the nitrogen of the atmo-
sphere to a far grenter extent than was possible in

amount of incombustible substances, or ash con-
stituents, at the disposal of a plant must depend on the
comiiositinn ,,r the soil. Por want of time only two of
J'l'-'

-"I'l s—potash, and phosphoric acid—could
be iiiti,-ii)it.i|

: these were in some respects the most
inipiiitatit of the ash constituents, and those which a
sou ivas most likely to be deficient in. As a general
rule, soils derived from primitive rocks were richer in
potash, and soils formed from more recent deposits,
richer in phosphoric acid. The amounts of potash and
phosphoric acid required by average crops were in
pounds per acre about as follows :—
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lUs obtained are tabullted ill tlic following

3000
6000
moo

tons cwt. qrs. lb.

27
32 16

1 10

Increase of Grass
per 1000 tons

of sewage.

16 2

"On the Grass given to the miloh eows the eSeots of the

sewage wore still more favovirable, aa wUl bo seen in the fol-

lowing Table :—

Produce givek to Miloh Cows.

Sewat'o
^!)plied.
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very satisfactory returns when it is one of the means made
use of la the formation of slob lands. At Lough Swilly sev
thousand acres have been reclaimed from the sea withi
very recent period, aud the operations have, wherever they
were fuJly completed, realized a good profit. The rent of this
slob land vanes from 18j. to 2(. per .acre, hut some of it very
poor, owing to the w.ant of manure. This is tho kind of '

'

which would drink up enormous quantities of sewage
produce correspondingly large crops. I understand th.at the
Company who propose to apply the sewage of DubUn intend to
effect the recUmation of about 2400 acres of sandy wastes,
lying between the North Bull wall and Sutton, .and to convert
them into dairj- fiirms. I believe this project contains all thi
elements of success. The recLamation of this slob land would
be .a profitable operation per se ; but when every a
could, by the application of sewage, be rendered equal
productiveness to 10 acres of ordin.ary land, the operations
must, in a pecuniary point of view, prove very remunerative.
The only advant^iges which Edinburgh possesses over this city
i.s that its sewage flows over the irrigated lands by the force
of gravity alone. However, the cost of pumping the sewage of
this city up to a height sufficient to give it a fall towards the
North Bull would not bo very great. The trials made with
25 Coruish steam pumping engines in :8.!1 .shmvi'd that on the
average the combustion of I cwt. of c..;(l \'

. nil li\mcansof
oneof those mechanisms, raise 1,600. On,

.
" •

.
, , a foot

high. With these datalcalculatethii; 1'
i

, Dublin
sewage, amounting annually to 24,767, , : n .

, n i iv raised
to the height of l.'i feet by the ccmbustmu ui J..bi.t t._.u.- 12icwt.
of co.al, which, .at 15.«. per ton, would cost lo.'Jij^. Os. -i^d. This

oiilv 10 percent, of the value of the sewage, and
add H. to the cost of the dressing of each acre ; but
Id remark that the quantity of sewage annually
in Dublin is .sutficient to heavily manure at least

ul.l bo

8000 a

Farm Memoranda.
Ar'\?''^r'^^*'

'^^^ PkoPERTY Of A. 1I.1THES0N, EsQ.,
M.F.—Uiance has placed before me Mr. Mackenzie's
report on this property, which was published eight
years ago by the Highland and Agricultural Society of
.Gotland, who presented a Gold Medal for the interest-
ing information it conveys. Some of the local and
general circumstances under which those extraordinary
niehorations were undertaken 20 years ago, bear such
close resemblance in many points to the present con-
dition of numerous parts of Ireland—offering equal or
greater opportunities for similar enterprise, that I
cannot resist the inclination to notice them, even
though so much time has lapsed since they have been
accomplished, in the liope that Irish readers of the
Aaricnltiinil (l.izrilr. |)(.,<sessing at least some of the
powers whirl, M , .\|:,i|,p,.on has been bles.sed with,
may be 111. urrd t,, ,1,, likewise. On looking into the
County l;aniihes of the United Empire," I learn

that there is something of romantic interest involved
in this case. The estate of Lochash was forfeited by
political incidents several centuries ago by ancestors of
Mr. Mathe^on. In early life this gentleman entered in
commercial pursuits m China, where he acquired a
large fortune. Sub.^quently he became member of
J- arlianient for Inverness, a Director of the Bank of
ijugland, and one of the merchant princes of London.
I'ortunately for Koss-shire he had the privilege of
purchasing his ancestral estate, on which he has
wrought alterations which are sug.gestive of wh.at
might be effected in the wilds of Munster and Con-
naught by landlords of the Matheson type—even in
very minor proportions. Are there no Irishmen who
have realised in India or elsewhere—descendants of
tatnilies who lost their estates by confiscation or here-
ditary impecuniosity ? Are there none possessing the

j^u- ^
financial me,aus of reviving family names,

and high social rank ? And, to descend from imaginary
ance.stral dignities and associations, have we not many
wealthy and good gentlemen of the high commercial
class, gifted with thtit intelligence, clearness of percep-
tion^ and vigour of action which so eminently
distinguish the merchant character, who have only to
purchase estates and imitate the labours of Mr
Jlatheson ? AVe have indeed Mr. Guinness, and if he
were a multijiliable quantity, how greatly would the
branch of Irish land improvement become extended
^0 doubt there are other capitalists, both with and
without estates in Ireland, who are disposed to imitate
his example in regard of rural ameliorations (or are
even now in fellow-labour with him). May their
number be increased

!

A perusal of the Eeport, to which I am now about to
allude in some details, would convince any one well
acquainted with Ireland, that much of the waste or
partially cultivated portions of it has at least the advan-
tage ot a milder climate and greater facility of
uitercourse with the leading markets of the United
Ji,mi)iic, and generally better soil than Ardross
jiossesses

;
and that the s.vstem which has succeeded in

that district could not fail in Ireland, if pursued in the
same orderly and well-arranged manner.
Ardross is enclosed by mountains, some of which are

rugged and highly elevated but affording much shelter
generally

; one on the south side is well wooded The
average height of the arable land is 550 feet above the
sea level—the climate is cold and moist, and snow-
storms are severe (Ireland seldom contends with one of
these). The soil of the improved land, which gradually
rises above a river on whose margin the old mansion
house stood^ is a heavy and deep loam, resting on
sandstone. When reclaiming operations commenced the
greater part of tho land nas covered with barren heaths,
rhe tenantry h. Id tlm laud at will, in farms varying
from (i to in mr,,, ,,r mnM,. land ; an.l the number of
individual,. Ill tlo.-,. In„ lamilies was in the aggregate
lOU souls, although 11 of the 19 heads of houses were
bachelors—a curious circumstance in a Celtic popula-
tion, and without a parallel in Irish society of the
.same race and class. No Irish hovel w.as ever
in a worse condition in all respects than the
dwellings of the Ardross Highlanders. I need
not transcribe in detail the familiar combinations of
dirt, dampness, duck-pools at the door, and peat smoke
Ihe cattle sheds were in every conceivable attitude
except that of uorightness, the walls being neither

bull calf; but if upon amicable terms with his big
friend, he too will reap the advantages of so costly a
purcha.se. Neither is it to be expected that he can
purchase for seed the prize samples, but he will be
gladly furnished with any quantity of its produce
within a year or two, when grown by the largo farmer
and found profitable. On the other hand the crofters
are those who supply the best class of young ploughmen
and farm labourers. There is thus a great mutual
advantage in having a due proportion of large and small
farms in a country. It cannot, however, be expected
that a large farmer of the class we have instanced will,
or should be, so generous in his bea,ring towards his
brethren of theotherclassasthe proprietor himself,when
he IS interested in their welfare. It is when he himself
IS the leading agriculturist of his property that his small
tenantry may reasonably expect to reap the greatest
aavantages in the manner we have indicated. It is
when he introduces the first quality of stock and seeds
to his own farm or farms that both will spread over his
whole estate." Martin Doi/le.

Miscellaneous.
The Cholera.— Water : All experience shows that

water is a most common and most dangerous vehicle of
cholera, and that it may actually convey the discharges
of the sick to the stomachs of the population. Should
cholera be imported into any of those towns and
villages which drain into the upper Thames, there can
be no doubt that London would be in great danger.
Hence it will be expedient, as regards the supply of
water :

—

. urging them to
lains which'
1 deliveringi

straight nor penjendicular. As there had been no
security of possession, or other encouragement to these
small farmers, theyi had not attemnted improvements
which would not have been immediately remunerative

;

consequently the ground was never ploughed deeper
than 3 inches, below which the subsoil was a mass of
stones of all sizes, and the surface was encumbered with
them also. " All the boulders were left, and these were
capped (a striking instance of Celtic laziness) with the
small stones which had been gathered from time to
time off the land." The Potato crop was usually good.
The cereal crops. Barley and Bere, scant and preca-
rious, principally from the undraiued st,ate of the land,
though capable of being rendered dry by a little labour.
The extensive pasture land in the valley was well

sheltered with closely grown Birch wood and wild
Willows, which afforded excellent shelter to roe deer
and other game. It was in the interspersed pasture
and Birch wood that the largest boulder stones were
met with in the improvements." This aocur.^tely
describes large tracts in Connaught, with the advan-
tage in the latter case, it may be, of limestone in place
of stone, worthless except for making fences and tilling
drams.
The former urgent necessity for di-ainage, and its

beneficial effects, may be estimated from the fact that
the site of the present garden was once a morass, in
Irish expression a " shaking bog," which swallowed up
horses and cattle, whose skeletons were dug up in the
course of its drainage.
The new castle, its grounds and young woods, are

very picturesquely described, and the drained morass
IS now "a garden, with its walls flue-heated, its hot-
houses growing Oranges, and its flower-beds loading the
air with its most delicate perfumes." The pleasure-
grounds extend to 700 acres, with a river flowing
through the middle, and walks 14 miles in length
through the grounds. The proprietor has 1200 acres
of arable land in his own hands, 800 of which in two
farms of equal size are cultivated on the five-course
shift. The Eeport states that in the course of nine
years 2600 acres were improved by trenching, draining,
and liming, 67 miles of stone fences, and U miles of
wire-fencing, which is considered the best that can
be constructed, 28 miles of road have been made,
3000 acres enclosed, new farm steadings erected, and a
castle with all its adjuncts built! Barracks were
erected to accommodate 200 workmen, and in addition
to these there were generally as many more persons
employed. Most of the draining, clearing, &c., was
done, most satisfactorily, by contracts, the details
given of the farm operations on the different fields are
well worth the farmer's attention, and the planter
will find much information from the Report in his
department. The total cost of enclosing, planting, and
draining of 3143 imperial acres amounted to nearly
9000?.

A very interesting and important part of the Report
remains to be noticed, as a model for imitation by Irish
landoiraers, who may find a superabundant or unsatis-
factory tenantry on the properties which they desire
to improve in a simihar way. "What did Mr. JIatheson
do with the 109 individuals (19 families) which he found should be'keptp"re"by"f7ee ventilation, and by sprinkling the
on tue estate at the time of purchase, and especially floor with chloride of lime. d. The body-clothes, bed-clothes,
what became of the 11 bachelors (an exact cricket ""'^ bedding, towels, and any other things contaminated with
party) •? Eight of them it would appear obtained wives,

"'"'"""' -« •^i---.-^.-

and a result of the arrangements made for the accom-
modation of the 19 families (and of some additional
ones it must be assumed) was their increase within
seven or eight years from 109 to 429. The method
pursued was simple and eas.v. New farms were laid
out, after careful mapping of the estate, for tenants who
were in the way of the general plan ; the object was to
retain all the old tenants and to place them on good
farms and with better houses, and the small holders
(or crofters) being kindly and fairly dealt with,
readily accepted the changes proposed. " It was found
perfectly compatible to carry out the most extensive
improvements without removing a single tenant or
attempting to expatriate a peasantry of which any
countrj' might be proud."
In 1858 there were 23 tenant., w

from 30 to .300 acres, the -i. dm |,

30 to 60 acres, and of the d i

from 5 (in two ca^eslis- "

got leases of 19 years. On tin laiv
six new houses and olUces built „„...„
machines—and suitable accommodations were provide?
on the smaller farms. I have not seen any report of
the progressive improvements contemplated when the
Report concluded—such as breaking up some large
sheep farms into eight (comparatively) small farms
with from 20 to 40 acres of reclaimed arable land, and
superior dwelling-houses and offices. The following
passage contains such excellent matter that I solicit
space for it from the kind Editor, to whose patience I
have been often indebted :—
"The principle of gradation in all its relations

commands our admiration, and it loses none of its
beauty when exemplified in the well-laid-out forms of
an extensive estate. It is surely very desirable that
our well-to-do labourers should cherish the hope of one
day being fanners on their own account ; but to
inspire them with such a hope small farms must exist,
not in the undefined and unshapely state in which
they are generally seen, but regularly and permanently
laid out with their houses and steadings. They should
be there as part of the permanent improvements and
arrangements of the property. The farmer of from
200 to 400 acres will work in a scientific manner, and
not only will he be able to afl'ord, but he will possess
the will, if he is a man of the right stamp, to test
whatever improvements the agricultural chemist
may suggest, and to keep stock of the first
quality. These, found successful with him, will be
adopted as far as circum.stances permit, by his neigh o-, -. -- ^..^.j^v, ^. v..,.,,.„6 ""^ -"o ..iu.u<ur
hour holding 20 or lOo acres. The small farmer or means of precaution to the fullest extent ; and even if
crolter can never afford to give 60 or 100 guineas for a I

no cholera visit us, the effect in diminishing diarrhff a

1. To cninmunicate with Water Companie
nnl-' ni, t', ,' nn water is delivered into their"]
' '

'I' n< filtration; to take double care i
,"

' fnr it has been shown that the sediment i_ .

11" n. I n.n_, n ns part of foul wator ; and to h.avc their filter-

^

iny i.n,;,. iL.ii.uglily washed .and cleansed from organic matter.
So much for the qu.ality of the water ; next as to quantity.
2. A daily supply should be given to the courts inhabited by
the poor, guarded by a "water waste preventer." 3. A supply
on Sundays is absolutely necessary, for the greater washing
and cooking on Sunday mornings, when working men are at
their own homes. 4. As regards storage of water, tho public
must be cautioned as to the condition of their water recep-
t.acles, which should be thoroughly cleansed. Drinking water
ought not to be taken from butts or cisterns connected with
water-closets. 5. All surface wells should be absolutely closed
for drinking purposes.

Against the Spread of Cholera : Let us suppose that
cholera is actually imported. This will probably be by
some sea-faring person coming from an infected port or
ship, or by some person bringing the disease with him
from one of the outports. In order to stop the spread
of cholera in houses—

1. It is absolutely necessary to decompose and get rid of the
excretions of the patient, in .all manners and in all places
whither their influence can reach, a. Some disinfectant
should be put into the vessels or receptacles in which the
excretions are received before the vessels are used, or at all
events before they .are taken out of the room. b. The closets
and sinks should be treated in like manner, and bo well
flushed, and a little disinfectant be put into the chamber

.sels after emptying them. c. The air of the sick chamber

farms varying
holding from

nis, occupying
ill the tenants
Ills there were
ith threshin

the discharges of the sick, should be disinfected. (See below.
Disinfection and Dismfeetants.) If possible, no one should
take food in the sick chamber ; certainly not without washing
the hands, e. The poison must be followed—the house drains
be flushed with water and disinfectants ; the gulleys by the
street pavement be also flushed out with water and chloride of
lime, and the ventilating openings of sewers in the middle of
the streets be protected, if possible, by charcoal boxes. /. It
is presumed that the drains of house's are efficient, and well
trapped from the sewer and from the house. It will be too
late to attend to this when the disease Is within our doors.
g. The areas, yards, basements, cellars, and all damp and dark
places in which moisture can collect, or mould or mildew
grow, should be thoroughly coated with quicklime and water.
The rooms in which the sick pensou hjis been treated should
be cleansed, together with the carpets, &c.

Disinfection a)ui. Disinfectants : For the disinfection of
the discharges from the body^ solution of chloride of
iron, or chloride of zinc (Sir W. Burnett's fluid) is the
most powerful agent, and either should be used in tlie

quantity of about a wineglassful on each occasion.
But for the disinfection of the atmosphere of a room chloride

of lime is the best, in the proportion of a teaeupful of chloride
of lime to a gallon of water, kept in saucers or sprinkled over
the room ; or the same may be used as a wash to infected
bedduig and particular parts of the floor, &c.

Duinfecthii of Clolliet.—Thi^ is- a most vit.-.l matter, n.5t only
as regards cholera, bn' ---.yln* f.-.-r rn'-n In- -nllpnx. .and
typhus. No infecterl ,

i ,•' ',- '
•

' ;
, , it ii,,inn, or

in public or priv.ir.
;

i

,

|
, r,,:,. ,lisiu

fection. The best di-in , ,!,,,,
,

i iLi, iibcit.
where it is possible, fnt ^,„ !1, n I ,

,i Ln- . Liii,_ii vln ,.il,.[ liu bnilcd
in water, or plunged into binlinn water.

House-to-house Visiiatiou (18 & 19 Vict., c. 116): In
every parish or district the number of houses inhabited
by the helpless dependent part of the population, and
the number of the families, should be estimated, and
arrangements made for house-to-house medical visita-
tion. A sufficient number of assistants acting under
the orders of the parochial medical officers should, at
least once a-week, visit thoroughly every family in
every such house. In this climate diarrhoea u.sually
precedes cholera for some days ; and this diarrhoea
should be checked by appropriate medicines, which the
visitor should carry in a portable form. All experience
shows that the surest way to limit the ravages of
cholera is to find out and treat at once every person
whose bowels are in the least disturbed. The visitor
may also distribute handbills, and give information as
to disinfection, purification of water, &c. General
3Ieasures of Precaution : It is highly important that
a sufficient number of sanitary inspectors be appointed
at once, if necessary, so that an inspe :tion of the
houses of the helpless classes may be made once a fort-

night, for the purpose of carrying out the ordinary
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and fever will be great. Attention should be par-

ticularly directed to-
ff The st.ite of closets sinks and dustbini Fven when tho

.ippai itus 13 in good oi dor and the wattr n]
i

1 tiir 1 t«

in poor houses lequire to be d"iU\ flush I i i i

chloride of Ume to prevent them from bun

alwij ^ requii e to be seen to thit they ii n
i

I

^ '

the trip displitt-d Euiptjmg of dn t I ' ( '
' in

should ilso liL Lttcndcd to b E^isteni-t. if i >tti.n 1 iitk

drains or tesspr 1^ Underground dwellint,s inhibited

contrirv to 1 1^\ / I r mpt legal proceedings should be tal en

against persons iLrmittin„ nuisuu^.^ Ml 1h n pi on s

Each disti n,t boai d is i i
i

t I
1 t I i i i i i

fornial account of the ^t il

JUmmal i>f Du<t dr -[, i

contracts made iMth dii t; t i i i il i
i

i i I

for the ni rt, frLquint rtn

more cfhciLUt tkmsini, cf j

ought t U 1 k
J
upon

its All lefuse dust anddut
cunt lining possible geims of
vapoui 01 blown about by thedisease which ni l\ 1 c lifted

wind and sj bu uih ded or swallowed It vould be
economy this summer to have the streets kept moie cleanlj

— From Memoranda n issued by ihe Metropolitan

Medical Officers to Vestries and Diitrict Boa) ds in

loiidoii

Calendar of Operations.
August : Winter Beans sown the previous October

ripen towards the end of July, and are generally ready

to cut before the Wheat, or in the end of July, They
are generally cut with the heavy hook, in the manner
called " fagging," or "bagging," in which the workman,
holding back the stalks with a stick, or merely with his

left arm, levels a horizontal blow at the standing corn

with the hook in his right, cutting close to the ground,

and driving the cut stalks up against the standing

crop a foot or more in depth, and, advancing across the

ridge, cuts it back until a sheaf is ready for collection.

He then gathers it together with his hook and left

hand over his left foot as he walks backwards, and at

length lifts it out on to a band laid for it before he

commenced cutting it. This band in the case of Beans

should be made of straw, brought to the reaper in the

field, and twisted in readiness as he proceeds by a

woman, who does this, and ties as fiist as the crop is

cut. When the crop is very short and scanty, it is

sometimes pulled instead of being cut. It is well to

cut Beans before they are dead and dry ; the straw is

of great use as lodder when it is cut while there is still

sap in it.

Flax is pulled in July and August. The following

instructions are given in an account of Belgian manage-
ment, by Sir Donald Campbell, in the Highland
Society's Transactions t

—

"When the Flax begins to get yellow at the bottom of

the stem, it is time to pull it, if very fine Flax is

desired, such as is made into thread for lace or very

fine cambric ; but then the seed will be of little or no
value. It is, therefore, generally left standing until

the capsules which contam the seed are fully grown,

and the seed formed. Every Flax-grower judges for

himself what is most profitable on the whole. The
Eulling then begins, which is done carefully by small

andfuls at a time. These are laid upon the ground to

dry, two and two, obliquely across each other. Fine
weather is essential to this part of the operation. Soon
after this they are collected in larger bundles, and
placed with the root end on the ground, the bundles

being slightly tied near the seed end ; the other end is

spread out, that the air may have access, and that the

rain may not damage the Flax. When sufficiently dry

they are tied more iirmly in the middle, and stacked in

long narrow stacks on the ground. These stacks are

built as wide as the bundles are long, and about 8 or

9 ft. high, and 20 to 30 ft. long. If the field is extensive,

several of these stacks are formed at regular distances

;

they are carefully thatched at top, and the ends, which
are perpendicular, are kept up by means of strong poles

driven into the ground. This is the method adopted

by those who defer the steeping till another season.

Some carry the Flax, as soon as it is dry, under a shed,

and take off the seed by rippling, which is drawing the
Flax through an iron comb fixed in a block of wood

;

the capsules, which are too large to pass between the

teeth of the comb, are thus broken off, and fall into a
basket, or on a cloth placed below. Sometimes, if the

capsules are brittle, the seed is beaten out by means or

a flat wooden bat, like a small cricket bat. The bundles

are held by the root end, and the other end is laid on a

board and turned round with the left hand, while the
right hand with the bat breaks the capsules, and the

Linseed falls on a cloth below. The Flax is then
itmnediately steeped ; but the most experienced Flax-
steepers defer this operation till the next season. In
this case it is put into barns, and the seed is beaten out
at leisure during the winter. When Flax is housed,
r-Avy- must be taken that it is thoroughly dry; and i"

tile- seed is left on, which is an advantage to it, mice
iiHist be guarded against, for they are very fond of

Linseed, and would soon give a Flemish account of the
jii'iiduce.

Notices to Correspondents.
lii.iLsr.T Ewes: Andrtw Holt.

y:-:ii\ taking the rum very e

ui spring.
Mii.i.i.r: A y. Will anyone give his experience of Millet a

li "11 1 for pigs ?—it is capital for poultry.

lliiL Oke and Beanmeal: W S. The following is a con
]iunsijn of Rape cake and Beanme-al in the experience of a
c'lw-keeping correspondent: — Having seen Rape cake
fctrongly recommended for cows, 1 was induced to try it,

J.iit the results are unsatisfactory; several of my cows will

ijut eat it at all ; the cow I put on trial liked the Rape cake,

hud calved about three months, and is an average cow. She
gave on Rape cake 3 lb, 12 oz, of butter. When 4 lb. of

iieanmeal were substituted for 4 lb, of Rape cake, she gave
5 lb, 4 oz, of butter and 4 quarts 1 pint more milk. In
addition to the cake or meal, I gave the cows 50 lb, a day of

Turnips pulped up and mixed with hay and straw chaff ; it

i« allowed to heat for 24 hours, and then given to the cows,
;vho relish it extremely.

THE HYDEOPULT, NETTING for FRUIT TREES, SEED BEDS, EIPE
STRAWBERRIES fic-TANNED NETTING, lor protoctinK

the above Irorn Frost Biight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide, 30. per vard
orlOOyirdh 4>ards wide, 6rf. per yard, or 50 yards 20fi ^E\^TAN^TED NTTTING suited for aay of tho above purposes or^ a
Fence t..i f .wis 2 >iriH wide, Gd. per yard ; 4 ytirds wide, U. per
yaid S inch nitsb 4 yards wide, l.«. Gd. per yard.

( Ui 1 li 1 1 m uiy mantity of Eaton & Dcller, and 7. Crooked
I Ti I I II I ndge h L. ,

An Invention for Ihrowing Water by Hand Power
(Secured b\ Roial Letters, Pite>t)

PRICE LIST

COVPLETE WITH BiLAbS ClLINDEV S A>D £ $ (I

Japanned baa uup 1 12 6

Complete "with Brass Cylinders and
Copper Stirrup 2 2

above, iucludeg 21 feet Suction and 3 feet
led Wiro Strainer. Roso and Small Jet.

THE HYDROPULT
is invaluable for uao in the

GARDEN for

WATERING BEDS,
SPRINKLING PLANTS,

DROWNING OUT INSECTS,
CLEANSING TREES FROM SMUTS,

DRESSING WITH LIQUID ILANURE,
&c. &.C.

CAUTION.
iMPoaTAMT TO TQK PcBLic—The extonaive sale of the Hydropult

has excited the cupidity of au-called respectable, but in reality
unprincipled Manufacturers, who are now palming on the Public
worthless Imitations of the Hydropult. and through their connec-
tions are enabled to place said devices on exhibition, and for sale, in
many of the principal Ironmongery and Seed Establishments through-
out the city and prci\inces. These devices resemble in many respects
tho Hydropult in appearance, and are calculated to deceive the
unsuspecting. The Proprietor therefore issues this C.iution, and
respectfully intimates that parties wishing to purchase the HydropuH;

Cheapside, London," Unless this label is attached, tho Machine is

not the Hydropult.

FrospectuseSy with Testimonials^ on application.

HYDROPULT SHOW ROOM, 142 & 143, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON.

M VNLUl
bTRLLlb 01 ioi aitRELNGINL Nt-ulv JOUalieadys

Washing
Tho last greit improvement in Wishing Machines is In Jaufs 3

Patent PRIZE WASHING, WRINGING, and MANGLING

r Address I. James. Tivoli Works, Cheltenham.

ALVANTsED iron WATER CISTERNS.
Cheap, light, and durable, will not rust or coiTode, and

keep water perfectly sweet.

IMPEEIAL BUTTER COOLER.
SECURED BY POYAL LETTERS PATENT.

USEFUL, 0Il\i1[ENr\L, UNIQUE

To hold
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GLASS for ORCHARD HOUSES,
As supplied by theai to Mr. Rivers, to the Royal Horticultural Society,

and to most of tha XobUitv, Clergj', and Gentlemeu of tlie United
Kingdom.
Each Box contains 100 feet. The prices oaly apply to the sizes stated.

Squares 2« by 12, 20 by 13. 20 by 14, 30 by 16.

16 5 the fbot. 210
Fourth quality .. .. 143. Orf 18s. 6d.

Third ditto 16s. Od. 2I». 6d.

Seconds V!.t. 6d 25s. Od.

English 19s. Od. 26s. Od.

Stock sizes. 16-oz., in 100 feet boxes, boxes Included.

These prices only apply to the sizes stated.

11 by 9 1-12 by 9 I 13 by
4thR.

18 „ 10 I 1» , 10 14 „ 10 lo „ lU

14 ., IS ' 15 „ 13 15 .

l}^
Srds.

13 „ 12 18 „ 12
I

17 ., 13

The above prices include the Boxes, which are not returnable.

SUAI4L SHEET SQUAKE&
In 100 (bet Boxes.

6 by 4 Gi by 44 7 by 5 7* by 5i 1 ,3^ -,
8 by 6 8i by Gg 9 by 7 !>i by 7i / * • *"** ""'

10 by 8 lOj by Si .

.

13s. (id.

Boxes 2s. eacli, returnable at full price.
SHEET and ROUGH PLATE GLASS, S1^\TES of all sizps,

BRITISH RLATE. PATENT PLATE. ROLLED PLATE, CROWX,
fc.HEET, HORTICULTURAL, ORNAMENTAL, CuLOURED, and
every description of GLASS, of the best Manufacture, at. the lowest
terms. Lists of prices and estimates furwarded on application to

James Phillips &Co., ISO, Bishopagate Street Without, E.G.

f^ LASS for GARDEN PURPOSES, &c.—VT PROPAGATING GLASSES, BEE do., FERN do.. CUCUM-
BER do., MILK PANS, SHEET GLASS, HARTLEY'S PATENT
ROUGH PLATE GLASS, GLASS TILES and SLATES, and every
description of Glass. Prices by post.
N.B.—100 feet sup. of SHEET GLASS, 7 inches by 5 inches, for

, box included.
P. Tate. 31, Holbom Hill, London. W.C.

W,
Heating by Hot Water.

J. HO L L^A N U S, Iron Merchant,
, Banlside. London. S.E,

HOT WATER PIPES,
3-lnch, Is. lud. ; and 4-inch,
and 3s. each. THROTTLE VALVES,1_.. _.„,
Connexions at equally low prices, and nil' goods of firet-cia^ r.

facture. Estimates given, and orders by post pucotually attended t

, and 14Ji. each. Other

H
Heating by Hot Water.

OT-"W^ATER PIPES, at Whole.-^le Prices, with
Elbows, Syphons, Tee Pipes, and ©veir other connection

;

loilers. Saddle. Conical, Cylinder, TLHit-LAa,
ii-h. Improved Boilers s '

' ^.. . .

I Castinjis of eyery description in stock, at
Upper Ground Street, Black-

G'
Estimates forhandsome CONSERVATOR V . /; ! ^

.any branch in the Ime in Iron or WoliU.

H. FflKEUAs's Works. Triangle. Haciiney,N.E. Established 20 yeai-s.

rpo BE SOLti, an OKCHAKD HOUSE, uparlv uew,X and in first-rate condition, size 75 ffeet bv 20 feet, the property
of a Gentleman ; also about 40 ORCHARD-'HOUSE TREES, well
grown and m flue condition.

Apply to E. CoouNG, Mile Ash Nmseries, Derby.

w
iivRY & PoLi,ARD, 17, New 1^'fc street, Southwark, London. S,E.

BUKY AND POLLAKU'S CONICAL 130lLfc:KS for
HEATING by HOT WATER fixed at Seats ot Duke of

Newcastle, Lord Belper. JSc, at Viscount Sydney's leplaccd, after
being 20 veara in constant use. Applv at

17. New Park Street, Southwwk, London, RE.

HUT-WATEU APPARATUS, of every description,
fixed complete in any part of the country, or the materials,

. Boilers, Pipes, 4c ^ " ""
* f-- -----

^0 BE SOLD CHEAP, a first-cluss J^LANT VAN.
. Length 15 feet. Width 7 feet G inches, Height 7 feet iacUes.

For price, &c., apply to E. Cooling, Derby.

ET. A K C H E K ' S '* F K 1 G 1 DOM 0."
• Patronised by Her Majesty The Queen, the Duke of North-

uniberlan*! for Syon House, His Grace tha Duke of Devoasbire lor
Chiswick Gardens, Pi-ofessor Lindley for the Horticultural Society
Sir Joseph Paxtouforthe Crystal Pa^aco. n>.v^iiz 'uiugical Society, Jtc

PROTECTION from the fSCoKt H 1 Ni ; KAVS ,.{ the SUN
"FRIGl DOMO," a Canvas uKii. ..i latent piuL-ared Huir and

Wool, a perfect Non-conductor uf lie i: a;, 1 i'miI, kiiOT^ing, wherover
it IS applied, afi*;ed temperature. It is ihtit'-l tor iv]\ Horticultuial
and Floricultural purposes, for Preseiviug Fruits and Flowers from
the Scorching Rays ol the Sun, fi-ora Wind, from Attacks of Insects,
and from Morning Frosts, To be had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide Is. fid. per yard run.
Four yards wide 3». 6if. per yard.
An improved make, 2 yards wide . . Is, IW. per yard.
An. improved make, 3 jju-ds wide . . 2*-. srt. per yai-d run. Also

"FBIGI DOMO" NETTING, 2 yards wide. Is. Od. per yard nm.
Elisha TaoiiAS Ahchf.r. Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7, Great

-n_._:... T— ^ Street, City, E.G., and of all Nurserymeu and

I covering,"

JOHN WARNER & SONS, London, Manufactueebs.
r WARNER

AND so^'s

ave much, improved Uie

construction of their

GAEDEN

ENGINES

ti.ula

le import;

I for this Season,

par-

They may be obtained

of the Trade generally

throughout the Xingdom

at the following prices :

—

Xo. 547. WARNER'S
best ENGINES, in Wood

Tubs, and fitted with

Warner's Kegiatered

24 Gallons, £Q 10

14 „ 5 10

No. 547*. WARNER'S
strong ENGINES, in Gal-

vanised Iron Tubs, well

painted

—

10 Gallons, £2 19

16 „ 3 14

24 „ 4 19

28 „ 5 10

No. ,579i. WAKNER'S
WATER BARROWS,
thoroughly Galvanised

and well painted

—

20 Gallons, £2 2

30 „ 2 13

3a „ 3 17

SO „ 5 12

The 50-GalIon Barrow

is made extra strong

throughout, and fitted

with handle for two men.

No. 5C8J, AMERICAN
ENGINE, is now weU

liBown and appreciated.

It throws a continuous

stream, and is complete in

itself. £2 2i.

SYRXNOES in peat

variety, from 7». Qd. to

18s. 6(1.

The DISC SYRINGE,

No. 6o7a, will recommend

itaelf by the ease with

which it is filled, and

uon-Uability to get out of

order. Price 9a,

^y A R \ E R • S

AQUAJECT
Is recommended to the

notice of Horticulturists as

possessing the following

advantages :—It is simple

in construction, jiort.able,

and easily worlccd. It

throws a continuous

strfiiin, and is low in

price.

The Aquajeet, 30s.
Ditto small size, 18j.

WARNER'S 6-Oallon

DAHnEN ENGINE, of

GulvanLsod Iron and well

painted, litted with Brass

Ail-vessel, Branch Kpe,
and Warnir's Registered

Spieader, 50». Light,

i>ortable, and easily worked

by a lady or child.

No. 35. WAKNER'S
IRON PtJltPS for WeUs,
not exceeding 25 feet in

depth — 2J-in,, 28s. 6<f.

;

3-in
, 41s ; 3J-in., 46«.;

short baiTel do., 21«.

No 36 IRON FORCE
PUMPS for raising water

ibove their level, or

^\atcimg Yards, Gardens,

A.I-
, through hose— ^l-in.,

39i , 3-in., Cos.; 3S-in.,

77s , 4-in , 89s.

No. 36|. FORCE
PUJtP on BARROW, re-

commended for its <rrc:il

portability aud simpli.Uy

of constniction. £5 In.i.

No. 42. WARNER'S
PORTABLE PUilPS oa

Folding Legs, are of a

superior construction.

Price 60s. ; Rubber

Suction, 2«. llrf. per ft.

No. 597a. branch
PIPES with Cocks and

Roses—J-in., 3s.
;

|.iu.,

4s.
; J-in., 6s.

No. 599. TAPDK
BRANCH PIPES—J-in.,

4s. 9rf.
;

2-in., 5s. 3d.;

J-in., 6s. ; 1-in., 7s.

RUBBER HOSE in all
.

si^cs.

FOUNTAIN .fEl'S in

great variety, from 3a, 6rf,

to 25s.

DESCBTPTITE PRICE LISTS forwarded on application.
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HAW'S TIFFANY.
For samples aud prices apply to

J. SnAw & Co., 29, Oxford Street, Manchester.

SHAWS TIFFANY, from 8s. per piece, 20 yards long.

GARDEX NETTING. 2 yards wide, M. peiyard lun ;
qu.intitios

of 100 yards and upwards sent carnage paid. GARDEN ENGINES,
&o. ; for price, &c., see Wanier's extended List.

** The Garden Repository, 32, James Streeff, Covent Garden, W.C.

A. HAAGE, JuN.'s, WOOD GARDEN STICKS
• and TALLIES (Commended by the Royal Horticultural

Society).—The arove can now be had of all sizea. Wholesale, of

Betiiam & BLicKrtn, Cox's Quay, Loner Thames Street, London,
E.C. ; and Retail of tlic principal Seedsmen and Florists.

Price Lists on application.

TKEK ;uid PLANT LABELS.—10,000 Cloth punched
assorted Labels for 3i». ; delivered free m London on receipt of

Order. Address.

John Fisher & Co., West Rojid Works, Boston, Lincolnshire.

THE NSW PATENT B B
combines all ti^c Jato't iMiirovcii!'

Machines, beinp simple ill •

lastly wotkcd, lu^'l i

bered and accuratclv iikuIi

ana finish are also of a siu c^

equal toa revolutioii, so tn

are all guaranteed to pive
i

J. B. Bhown & Co., Patent
Thames Street, E.G.

LAWN JIOWER

t-iitiro Jlilauhiite btfii'g

I wers The Machines
III every respect,

iiufacturers, 148, Upper

G'

The Hhoye :

greater iacilities for t

Diameter, 30 inches ; Length 32 mches, £7 10
^4 „ ,. 2G „ 4 10

3 10
17 •Z IS

1 with bhafts suitable for Pony or Ilfirse

,0 all the principal Railway Stations and

lithflcld Iron Works, Leeds 54 and 55,

pn
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, LONDON, lRf!2.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, DUBLIN, 18C5.

Ani!Trrr,TT-i;AL and HORTICULTURAL
IMI'LEMKNT.S nud MACHINES of every description.

IMi-RuVKD IRON STABLE FITTINGS.
HDRDLES and CONTINUOUS IRON and WIRE FENCING.

Paliaadmg Entrance and Field Gates. Plain and Galvanised
Wire Netting.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS and GARDEN ROLLERS.
Garden Eneine8, Syringes, Water Barrowfi, Omamentiil Garden

Seats, Cliaii-a, Tables. Iron Fountiims. Vases, &c.
IRON and BRASS BEDSTEADS, m gre;.t variety.

WsshU.g, Wringii,;.-, uu.l M.vi.Klint; Slachines.

IMPROVED SAU^;-:: s and FILLERS.
Separate IUustr;i' <: application.
TnOMAS Giip.t.M ^ ~ WorKs, Leeds.

Show Kuonis opposite tt Market, North Street,
"" "

I

,
i I "II, S. ; and 10, Eden

SHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWERS for 1866.—
Patronised on five separate occasions during the Season of ]8C4

by Her Majesty the Queen, ana once by hia Majestv the King of
Saxony : again on four aermrate occasions during the Season of I8(i5
by Her Maje<ity th-jQuee:! : once by IlisMnjcstythe King of Holland;

' .' His M:iJL-;.f J the King of Prussia.

a the only Lawn Mowers that will Mow properly when thi

) in ALL the Royal

THK QUAETEEI.T REVIEW. No. CCXXXIi.,
is Piiblibhwl THIS DAY.

Contents,
I. Personal Life of Wellington.

II. Tkb Hdoonots at the Gallets.
III. InoN AND Steel.
IV. Reynolds \nd his Times—Conclusion.
V. Mu. AND Mas. Baieh'i Aphican Tkavels.

. Engl,
VI, Ke
VII, The Va:

VIII. Jamaica
IX. Change of Ministbv.

JoiiN MuHRAT, Albemarle Street, W.

Steam Cultivation.
ACTS of INTEREST to the FARMERS. I!y John

--- Fowler 4 Co, ; Ilevised and Ameaded by William Smith, o!

Woolston. Bletcbley St-ition, Bucks. With an Appendix showing the
present aspect of Stenra Cultivation.

May be had of Mr. Smitb, post free, for 14 postage stamps.

F

Dr. Lindley's Theory of Horticulture.

in 8vo, with 98 Woodcuts, price 21s. cloth.

THE THEORY and PRACTICE of HORTICULTURE ;

or, an Attempt to explam the chief Operations of Gardening
upon Physiological grounds : being the Second Edition of the
"Theory of Horticuiture," much enlarged. By JoiinLindlky, Ph.D.,
F.R.S,

"The First Edition of this valuaM'^ '- — --...i -- iwtn =>nce

which time it has had an extensiw tis.

lated into the German, Dutch, anii n^
more particularly restricted to pn: ;it

length resolved to render the work n. i
:

i
i md

usefVil by a more frequent reference L" iji.ii.lh-m [.luLi...,.-. lir. hiis

thus greatly extended the matter by suppurtinji tht; phjsiolujiical

doctrines with an appeal to facts familiar to cultivators, or which
ought to be; and the roaolt is a still more interesting and popular
compendium of the principles and practice, or the science and art, oi

horticulture."~£«j7der.
" This is a Second Edition of the ' Theory of Horticulture,' with

the addition of a lar^e quantity of practical matter introduced to
show how entirely scientific principles and good cultivation corre-

spond. Tlie volume contains about four times as much matter as the
first edition. . . . Although very large additions are made to
every chapter, while many passages in the first edition have been
wholly struck out, it may be proper to say that the greatest cli.infies

subjecls in which practicarinen are most interested. The whole
work has, indeed, assumed such a form as to make it evident that
the great object of the author has been, not to produce a work suited
to men of science, but one which every well-mformed person may
understand and apply. As the volume concludes with a very copious
'index of matter, there is no difflciilty In finding where any ^ven
sulaect is treated ot"—Gardenerii' C'kranicte.

By the same Author,

INTRODUCTION to UOTANT. 4tli Edition,
CTeatly enlarged; with 6 Plates, and nxunerous Wood Engravings.

r subject that ho

Two vols. 1

*^* It h:iB been the Author's wish to bring *

has mtroduced down, as nearlv as possible, to the state in which i

found at the present day. In domg so, he has added so very con-
stdcrabje a quantity of new matter, especially in what relates to
Vegetable Anatomy 9iid Physiology, that the present Edition may be
considered, In those tcspectti, a new work.

London : Loxgmass, Gree-\, & Co., Paternoster Row. E.C.

c
Price Threepence, of any BookseUel".

OXTENTS of the NUMUKR for SATl'RD.\Y LAST,
JULY 2S, of

THE ATHENyEUM.
JOURNAL of ENGLISH and FOREIGN LITERATUKE,

SCLENCE, and the FINE ARTS.
Thirty-two large Quarto Pages.

EevieWS or, wim Extracts prom—
The Biographical Treasurj', a i The Harmonies of Nstnro, or the
Dictionarv of Universal Uio- ' Unity of Creation. By Dr. G.
graphy. TBy Samuel Maunder.

I
Hartwig.

Pictorial HistoryoftheCivilWar The Philosophy of Ethics: nn
theUnitedStatesofAmerica, Analytical Essay. By S. S.

By Benson J. Los.sing. Laune.
SpiritualPhilcsophy: founded on

I
A Manual of Hu

the Teachings of the late
|

By M. A. Garvcy
Culture.

Samuel Taylor Colorldge. By Odd Brioka from a Tumble-down
the late Joseph Henrv Green. Private Building. By a Retired

Vn Examination of J' S. Mill's i
Constructor.

Philosophv, being a Delenco of Discourses. By |the late] Alex-
Fundamental Truth. By James
M'Cash, LL.D.

Mill and Carlisle
tion of J. S. Mill's Doctrine of
CausHtion in relation to Moral
Freedom. By P. P. Alexander,
A.M.

rhree Es-says on Philosophical
Subjects, liy T. Sheddt " '

J. Cartwright, A.M.
The Live), of the Seven Bishops
committed to the Tower m

By Agnes Strickland

Memorials of Henrietta Kobei-t-
son, wife of the Rev. R. Kcjbert-

iplled chielly froi

The Philosophy of the Uncon- Letters and Journals, jkc. By
Alexander Anne Mackenzie.ditioncd.

Robertson.
An Essay on the Platonic Idea.
By Thomas Mamiire, A.M.

Jules Noriao.

The Last Day." In England of the The Use of Organs and other
Rajah Rammohun Roy. Edited Instruments or Music in Chria-

by Mary Carpenter. tian Worship Indefensible. By
German ConBiitutional History i Jamca Begg, D.D.
[Deutsche Vei-fassungsges- , Vacation Rambles on the Con-
chicbte, von Georg Waitz].

|
tineot

Sfiorting Dogs. By John Col-
]
Normandy : its History, Anti-

quhoun. quities, and Topography

Weekly Gossip.—The Keepership of Prints at the British

British Institution—Prof. Unger's Paper communicated
Imperial Acad«my of Sciences at Vienna—Communication
between Passengers and Guarda on Railway Traina—Letter &om
Mr. Preece—Public Lectures at Liverpool—The Committee of
the House of Common** on the Governance of Theatres and
Music Halls—Petroleum at C'>aIbrook Dale—The Ligne d'ltalie

Railway—Capt. Burck's 'Manifeste du Magnetismedu Globe ec

de THumanite '—Cemetery at Shrewsbury—Coirespondence from
Naples.

Science.—Mind in Nature ; or the Origin of Life and the Mode of
DeveiopnifiLt of Animals. By Henry James Clark, A.B.

ArchseolOgical Congress .— Papers by Dr. Guest ' On the Origin

of London'—Mr. Cyril Graham, 'An Account of the Recent
Explorations in Palestine—Mr. Emanuel Deutsch'On Semita-
Faliuographyandfiplgraphy ;' and by Mr. Foss * On Westminster
HaJl.'

Fine Art Gossip.—English Artists and the Belgian Authorities
—The Natir.nalGallery Enlargement Bill—The National Portrait
Exhibitinii—Mr. Holman Hunt's New Picture—The House <.l

Conam-.iis and the National Gallery.

UuEic and the Drama.—The St. James's and the Strand
Theatre.^.

Musical and Dramatic Gossip.—Madame Viida in 'li Tro-
vatoro'— Prof, Moschelo's Concert—Mr. Clay's New Caniatit—

Miscellanea.—Guide Book.s—John Bunyan.
The AthenEBUm may be ordered of any Bookseller.

D

Works on Botany, by Dr. Lindley.

Lately Published,

ESCRIPTIVE BOTANY: or, The Art op
Descmdino Plants correctly, in Scientific Language, for Self

Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price U.

UCHOOL liOTANY ; or, The Rudiments of BotanicalO S;iENCE. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound, with 400 11 lustrations,
pnco fe. Orf.

THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM ; or, The Struciuke,
Ci.AssiFic*Tio.f, AXD Uses of Plamts. Illustrated upon the

Natimil Sysi In One Volume, 8vo, cloth, price 'Jdn., with up-
vards of 500 Illustrations.

MEDICAL and (ECONOMICAL BOTANY; or An
Account of the Principal Plants employed In Medicine or

Domestic CEconomy. In 1 vol, 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, pnco
7».6d.

Extract fkom tub Autuoh's Pkefack.
"The Vegctablo Kii,-d.>

plants of no kn"wr t
^ m * >-

in medicine, tin- r

The principal
i

.
f, brought by teachers in

Europe undei -.^iiich, from their great

have been umde m suca l

extensive means of i!;i

Gardens, may furaish tl.i

tioned. A small selecr

;

greater work would hav.,- !
purchasers; and secondly, i

who have to study a scieiicu v

concentrate their attention,
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CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, FRAMES.

THE ONLY PAINT THAT SUCCESSFULLY STANDS UPON THE ABOVE TKYI.NO WORK 13

CAKSONS' OEIGINAL ANTI-COEliOSION PAINT,
TRADE MARK. PATRONIZED BY

THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT,
j

MOST of the NOBILITY and GENTRY,
THE INDIAN GOVERNMENT, RAILAVAY and CANAL COMPANIES,
THE RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT,

|
COLLIERIES, IRONMASTERS,

Also the LEADING HORTICULTURISTS.

TRADE MARK.

White
Light Stone
Bath Do
Cream Colovk
Light Pohtland Stoxe

,

Drab or Portland Do. ,

Per Cwt.

30s.

26s.

lilUGHT Red
Dark Do
Chocolate Colour
Black
Purple Brown .

.

The Ailti-Corrosiou Faint is now used cxtensirely for all kinds of

i

OUT-DOOR WORK,

and has been {iroved, after a practical test of 70 years, to surpass any other Paint. It is applicable to Wooden Houses, Farm, and other Out-Buildings, Park Fcncin;, G.i'e», &c.
;

also Iron Roofing, and every description of Iron ATork, while for

PUBLIC EDIFICES, MANSIONS, VILLA RESIDENCES,

and every kind of Bricl:, Ston?, Conipo, i-e., it is unrivalled, presenting the appearance of tine cut Stone, and will positively become harder than the same a

it is laid on. It is undoubtedly the only Paint that will stand on

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, FRAMES, &c.,

and is in consequence largely used by Ihe Nobility and Gentry, also must of the eminent Horticulturists, for such pui-poses.

The ANTI-CORROSION is much lower in price, and lasts twice as long as the best White Lead ; at the same time it is economical in application,

ANY PERSON CAN LAY IT ON.

It is a Powder, requiring neither Grinding nor Tinting, and will keep any length of time.

Three Cwt. free to any Station in England, and most Ports of England, Ireland, and Scotland.

fc,v nlnuths ufte

PATTERNS on application to

WALTER CARSON and SONS, Removed to LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD, LUDGATE MILL, LONDON,
Three doors East of London, Chatham, and Dover Railway new Viaduct.

CAUTION.—All Casks bear the Trade Mark, or are not Genuine,

TESTIMONIALS.
Extract of a letter from His Excellency Baron Brunow, Hussina Ambassador, to the Simian Consul General in London.

" In 1841 Mr. Waltbr Carson, Anti-Corrosion Paint Manufacturer, furnished the Imperial Ministry of War with 10 Ca.sl£3 of Dry Paint. Those Colours, after a trial of 10 years, have
given the most satisfactory results. They were used for painting Gun Carriages."

CONSERVATORIES.
,
NUTseruman, North Coltingham, Newark —Man 3 1B p.,„t f„, .,•„.!,„„ .bj ireatbor on the houses, Snd .

I for the ^purpose of preserving the wood and

Mr. TaouAs Wj _ _
an.

"
\ l'^.:Sr Srt.'SJ? it S^h Tf^ff^^^^^'^^^-^'^^'--''-^ it to

Instening the glass. There is no other Paint like it for standing.'

.. M. AM ? *'"""' *'-"»| '^l-' The Priory, Cliford, Hereford.- Avrit 20. ISCO
, r ; ', " '" '"? ""^"^ pleased with the Paint he had In 1803-4 The hothousea look as waH aa

™ran;1s'',i'u°c'rn7o'r'e''d°uTb';i^"'°''
"' ""' "" '^ ""' "" ">""- l-'ntXs wtnTxpSTolfrllIXiint does v

Romsey.—February 7, 186C.
numend your Patnt."

,
Oardcntr to the Most Hon. The Marquis of Elt, Loftvs Hall, Fethard. Ireland.

,, „ „ ,
—May 26. 180li.

eert.lll°what your PaSHltr" uTen'or"' '
""" "'"' "" """"> ='»"" """« ^^"'t' '•»>='• ""O ""»'

SPECIAL.
,. , , ^ r/ic Rev. John Byno, Box/ord Rectory, Colchester May 27l_only want to P.unt 3 or 4 gates now. Some of the same I painted wi

,
about 10 or 12 years ago. The bam too I painted about the

I painted with your Antt-Corroslon

lasting i

h,s;Vio"d\'h'e'°e 'eTetSliEsrnttdtYtl'e^iid?^^^^^^^^
'""""^ " applying it.and the way It

.. T k °' '^"jy^'^". ^sq.. SlourmoiUh House, Wingham, Kent.—September 5, ISGo
1 hare used your Anti-CoiTosion for about 14 years, and can testify to its durability.

"

.1 T.V D ?'.''• TocaEB, Esq., Leij/h Court, Taunton.—Nmember 17, 1805.the Paint an«wered very nicely for stables, and in the spring I shall use more."

.. i-h. „ • .
Promy^M^T, Scot, Esq., o/Craigmuie, Moniaive. try Dum/rics.

usedlor plaster walls inaide, have stood without a blemish for these 6 .

GENERAL.
The Kev. William Gill HTting/ordtiiry Rectory, near Hertford.—Jane 11, 18CC.

" 1 like the Paint much and shall want some more."

tt, from exposure to the sun, had become in places niucn cracked. The
remains, apparently, as hard as stone, etTectiLilly keepi ng out the wet

;

it has also beea most useful in keeping the panes of glass lu their place, and preven ting them being
shaken out, by the putty falling out."

From the Rev. R. F. Mi
" My gardener, after 25 years' experience, states It to be the

with for out-door work, and quite superior to White Lead for the <

o, Sewcombe Rectory, Yeovit.
, .. ... ^_ .,

'--ting
hothi

lasting Paint he has t

From John Cridland, Esq., East Hoathly, Sussex.
" I have now xiaed your Anti-Corrosion Paint ratuer more than li>, or I think 12 years, and ar

vinced that it is very superior to any other Piunt, particularly for out-door work and farm purpos
can safely say, it has saved me a great deal of repairs, as also expense, by using it on the wood-w
my Barns, &c.

MnS"lyT,T°"JrB;"lI;':T'"^l''ul»r1.\v„L™ pS'; ;H-*'',."'^rrS".''"''
""""" ^^"^ «' ™'" P-l-llrter.- at me nmce. il. Wolllajton Street. CoTent nardea. Load™, WO.

bU1Uc«.No. il, W«llm}{tOQ 8tieet,Pari8hof St. raur», CoTeatUarden, in thesoid Co.— lit

ifu- Office, l*fflbard Street. Prctinct of Whltefriara. City of London, and PubUshed by t
iteftiara. City of London,
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E.
OTHOUSES

umberlaud for Syou House, Ifis Grace llie Duke of D'
Chiswick Gardeua, Professor Lindley for the Horticultural Society,
Sir Joseph Piixtou for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, &c,

PROTECTION from the SCORCHING RATS of the SUN.
" FRIGI DOMO," a Caavas made of Patent prepared Hair and

Wool, a perfect Non-conductor of Heat ana Coid, keeping, wherever
it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted lor all Horticultural
and iloricultural purposes, for Preserving Fruits and Flowers from
the Scorching Rays ot the Sun, from Wind, from Attacks of Insects,
and from Morning Frosts. To be had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide Is. 9(i. per yard run.
Four yards wide 3s. 6rf. per yard.

An improved make, 2 yards wide . , is. Drf. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide . . 2s. Hd, per yard run. Also

"FRIGI DOMO" NETTING, 2 yards wide. Is. 6d. per yard run.

Elisba Thomas Archek. Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7, Great
Tnnity Lane, Cannon Street, City, E.C., and of all Nursery

TO BE SOLD CHEAP, a first-class PLANT VAN.
Length 15 feet. Width 7 feet 6 inches. Height 7 feet 6 inches.

For price, 4c., apply to E. Coolino, Derby.

WM. SJIITH, Hothouse Builder, Tumhnm Green,
late of Hammersmith, begs to inform the Public that he will

be glad to make GREENHOUSES or HOTHOUSES, of good Yellow
£>eal, G'iized with 21-uz. Glass. Painted three times. Fitted together
all ready for fixing, of any size, at l.'i, 3d. per foot super. 'Also
that he has ready for use 16 GREENHOUSK LIGHTS, 9 it. 10 in.

long by 4 ft. Si in. wide, 21-oz, glass, price 27i. Also seveial lots of
smaller size ; and a large stock of 1, 2, 3, and 4 Light GARDEN
FRAMES, made portable, kept m stock.

Estimates piven for efficiently Heating by Hot Water in"any part
of the kingdom.

the MILLION,
invented by the late

SIR JOSEPH PAXTON.
jMnniifactones: London, Newton in Cartmel

iwhire), Gloucester, Coveutiy, Aberdeen,
'ey unl^,

wUl t

rAMES "WATTS and CO.. HornuusE Builders
and Hot-Water Apparatus Mandfacicrers,

353 Old Kent Road London S E

HOT WATER PIPES and FITTINGS of the best
description supplied by

& PoLLiRD, 17, New Park Street, Southwark, London, S.E.

BURY AND POLLARD'S CONICAL BOILERS for
HEATING by HOT WATER fixed at Se.its ol Duke ol

Newcastle, Lord Belper. &c., at Viscoimt Sydney's replaced, after
being 20 years in constant use. Apply at

17, New Park Street, Southwirk, London, S.E.

HO
f

of every description,
I country, or the mat '

, delivered to any Station.

Estimates on application.

J. Jones & Soss, 6, Uankside, Southwark, London, S.E.

200'
diate use, packed and sent to all parts of the Kingdom.
Strong ZINC HAND GLASSES, all sizes.

References to the Nobility, Gentry, and Trade in most of the
Counties in England.

Heating by Hot Water.
. HOLLANDS, Ikon Merchant,

31, Baul side, London, S.E,

)r WVTER PIPES, hu-ra Stock, per yard :—2-inch, la. 2d ;

1 1 >d xnd 4 inch, 2s. id. BENDS, from Stock, ls.6d., 2s. 6d.,
1 THROTTLE VALVES, 10s., 13s., and 14s. each. Othflr

it equally low prices, and all goods of first-claas manu-
l- timates i,iven, and orders by post punctually attended to

Heating by Hot Water.
fOT-WATER I'lI'ES. at Wholesale Prices, with

Elbows, Syphons, Tee Pipes, and every other connection;
Wrought and Caet-li
and Elliptic, from 24*-.

use without brickwork, eOs. each. Valves from 10s. Gd. each. Patent
Valves, Improved Furnace Doors, Furnace Bars, Supply Cistema,
ana Castings of every description in stock, at

Mr. LYNCH WHITE'S iron Wharf, Upper Ground Street, Black-
friars Bndi;e, London. S. Price Liht on application.

JOHN WAENEE & SONS, London, Manufacturers.
T "WARNER

ANH SONS

Have much improved the

construction of their

CtAEDEN

ENGINES
in Bome important par-

ticulars for this Season.

They may be obtained

of the Trade generally

throughout the Kingdom

at the following prices :

—

No. 547. W.\RKETl'.?

best ENGINES, in Wood

Tubs, and fitted with

Warnek's Registered

Spreader's

—

24 Gallons, £6 10

14 „ 5 10

No. S47a. WAENER'S
strong ENGINES, in Gal-

vanised Iron Tuba, well

painted—
10 Gallons, £2 19

16 „ 3 14

24 „ 4 19

28 „ 5 10

No. 679S. WARNER'S
WATER BARROWS,
thoroughly Galvanised

and well painted

—

20 Gallons, £2 2

30 ,, 2 13

38 „ 3 17

50 „ 5 12

The .50-G.alIon Barrow

is made extra strong

throughout, and fitted

with handle for two men.

No. fiOSJ, AMERICAN
ENGIN'E, is now well

known and appreciated.

It throws a contintfous

stream, and is complete in

itself. £2 2s.

SYRINGES in great

Tariety, from 7s. 6d, to

18.«. Gd.

The DISC STEINGE,

No. 657a, will recommend

itself by the ease with

which it is filled, and

non-liability to get out of

order. Price 9».

'SAT A R N E R ' S

AQUAJECT
Is recommended to the

notice of Horticulturists as

possessing the following

advantages :—It is simple

in construction, portable,

and easily worked. It

throws a continuous

stream, and is low in

price.

The Aquaject, 30s.

Ditto small size, 18s.

WARNER'S 6-Gallon

GARDEN ENGINE, of

Galvanised Iron and well

painted, fitted with Brass

.4ir-vessel, Branch Pipe,

and Wabnir's Registered

Spreader, 50s. Light,

portable, and easily worked

by a lady or child.

No. 35. WARNER'S
IRON PUIIPS for Wells,

not exceeding 25 feet in

depth — 2i-in., 28s. 6d.

;

3-in., 41s.; 3J-in., 46s.;

short barrel do., 2l5.

No. 36. IKON FORCE
PUMI b for raising water

ibive their level, or

M itLimg Yards, Gardens,

&c , through hose— 2J-in.,

69* , 3-m., 65s.; 3J-in.,

77s
, 4-m., 89s.

No 36^. FORCE
PUMP on BARROW, re-

commended for its great

portability and simplicity

of construction. £5 10s.

No 42 WARNER'S
PORTABLE PUITPS on

Folding Legs, aie of a

supenor construction.

Price 65s. ; Rubber

Suction, 2s. llrf. perft.

No 597a. BRAJJPH
PIPES with Cocks and

Rose&—j-in., 3s.
; |-in,,

4^
, f in , 5s.

No ago. TAPER
BRANCH PIPES—J-in.,

4« 9rf
, l-in., 5s. 3d.;

1-in , 6s , l-in., 7«.

BOBBER HOSE in aU

FOUNTAIN JK'IS in
great variety, from 3s. 6d
to 2ds.

DESCRTPTIVE PRICE U.SI S i-
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TEEE mid PLAKT LABELS.— 10,000 Cloth punched
assorted Labels lor 3i>s. ; delivered free in London on receiptor

Order. Address.

Jons FisnEn & Co., West Road Woriis, Beaton, Lincolnshire.

UWING WATERO BARUOW.—This la the
best and cheapest article yet
introduced for uae in Gar-
duns. Farm Ywds. &c. The
S\ itt-v may be dipped out, or
the Tub Lilted and poured

the ground, and t

JJIanufactuii-d by W.

.pi

detached, ' To hold about
— 30 or 36 gn.lIoQS, price 42s.

Carriage paid to auy station

on Great Eastecn Line.

N F, suitable for the above, price 45s.

LUJUID MANURE CAKTS.
jh ipplicatiou.

. Ruse Laue Iron Works, Norwich.

G^

The above Rollers possess many advantages over all others. They
are made in two parts, and are tree to revolve on the axis, affording

greater facilities for turning, and the outer edgi '
"""

turned inwa
Rollers.

Diameter, 30 inches; Length 32 inches, £7 10

„ 24 „ „ 26 „ 4 10

„ 20 „ „ 22 „ 3 10
10 „ 17 „ 2 15

Prices for Rollers fitted with Shafls suitable for Pony or Horse
sr, free on applicatii

PRIZK MEDALS AWARDED to GREEN'S PATENT
LAWN MOWERS.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, LONDON, 1862.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, DUBLIN, 1805.

The above Lawn Mowers have proved to be the best, and have
earned olT everj- Prize that has been given in all cases of Com-

TIFFANY.
prices apply to

Co,, :i9, Oxford Street, Manchester. ^^_____

SHAW
For samples and prices apply to

- " - L, Ma

QH\\\ S 111 i ANY, from 8*. per piece, 20 yjirda long.O GAKl'lN m; I riXG, 2 yardswido, 3ri. peryard run; quantities
lage paid. GARDEN ENGINES,

. , .y. ,.i ....J, «.^.. L,.-.^ .. .nuu. a tfl-tended List.

The Garden litposiLory, 32, James .street, Covont Garden, W.C.

TO BE SOLD, an OHCHARD HOUSE, nearly
and in flrst-rato condition, size 75 feet by 20 feet, tho property

of a Gentleman ; also about 40 ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES,
grown and in fiue condil

Apply to E. Cooling, Mile Ash Nm-series. Derby.

C^t RKENHOUSES, 42 feet by 13 wide, £50; 21 feet by
T 13 wide, £28 : 12J feet by 10 wide, £15, Glazed, ready for fixing

;

a handsome CONSERVATORY, 36 teet by 10, £120. Estimates for

any branch in the line in Iron or Wood.
H. Frkeuan'r Works, Triangle, Hackney, N.E. Established 20 years.

Olass for Garden Purposes.AMES P Jl 1 L L I 1* S A
beg to submit their prices as follows :—

PROPAGATING

T R P S E S, &c.—
ao-. FERN do.. CUCUM-

. HARrLEY-S PATENT
ROUGH PLATE GLA-.-, . . .

^ —.
, , i ,

•- .ind SLATES, and every
"ption of Glass. Piui.'

. i.; (.....u

N.B.—100 feet sup. of sllKhjT OLASS. 7 inches by 5 inches, for
lOs., box included.

London. K.C.

AGRTCIITIKVL and HORTICULTURAL
nifLhilL.NTs .iiid MACHINES of evervdebCriptioD.

IMPROVED IRON STABLE FITTINGS.
HURDLES and CONTINUOUS IRON and WIRE FENCING.

Palisading Entrance and Field Gates. Plain and Galvanised
Wire Netting.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS and GARDEN ROLLERS.
Garden Enjjines, Syringes, Water Barrows, Omr\raental Garden

Seats, Chairs, Tables. Iron Fountains, Vases, 4c.
IRON and BRASS BEDSTEADS, in gre"t variety.

Washing, Wringing, and Mangling Machines.

IMPROVED SAUSAGE MACHINES and FILLERS.
Separate Illustrated Price Lists free on application.
Thomas Green & Son, Smithfield Iron Works, Leeds.

Show Rooms opposite the Smithfleld Cattle Market, North Street,
Leeds; 64 and 66, BlackfriarS Road, London, S, ; and 10, Eden
yuay. Dublin.

QHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWERS for 1866.—
lO Patronised on five separate occasions during the Season of 1SC4

by Her Majesty the Queen, -lui once by his Majesty the King of
Saxony; again 09 four sepfiriit.' <ice:isiiiiS .luring the Seas'^u of 1S06

by Her M.-ije-^tytho Queen: u--^h\ !Ii^ M;ijestythe Kingof Hnlland ;

audoi.ceby HisMujcst., ii-" K ,),i' Mnvn-vM.

HAND MACHINE.
Tliese are the only Lawn Mowers that will work for years without

requiring repair.
These are the only Lawn Mowers that will Mow properly when the

Grass Is Wet.
These are the only Lawn Mowers that are in use io all the Royal

Every Machine warranted, and if not approved of can be at once
returned. Illustrated Price Lists sent free on application.
Alex. Shanks & Son, Dens Iron Work.s, Arbroath ; and '^7, Leaden-

hall Street, London, E.C.

27, Leadenhall Street is the only place In London where intending
purchasers of Lawn Mowers can choose from a stock of iVoni 160 to
200 Machines; all sizes Icept there, whether for Horse, Pony, or
Hand Power.

J. B. BROWN & CO.'S NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWER.
D SOLE MANUFACTUKEUS,

J. B. BKOWN & CO,,
148, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.

GUARANTEED TO GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION,

AND, IT MOT APPROVED OF,

MAT BE AT ONCE RETURNED.

j^ J. B. BROWN AND CO. have pleasure in mentiouing that their B B LAWN MOWER ordered for the

Gardens of Windsor Castle has given so much satisfaction, that another B B MACHINE of a larger size [a 2-i-inch

Machine] has just been ordered. A Second B B Machine this Season fa 24-iuch] has also been just supplied, by

order, for the Gardens of His Royal Highneas the Prince of Wales at Sandi-inghara.—June 26.

This New B B PATENT LAWN MOWER is Manufactured by Messrs. Brown & Co., on their own Premises

in London, under their personal superintendence. It is worked by means of Geared or Toothed Wheels, is quite

noiseless, and is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction in every respect.

PRICES—including Carriage to any Railway Station or Shipping Port in England.

10-inch Machine ..£3 10 1

12-inch Machine . . 4 10 > Easily worked by a Boy.
14-inch Machine . . 5 10 )

16-mch Machine . . 6 10 Ditto by a Man.

18-inch Machine
20-inch Machine
22-inch Machine
24-inch Machine

,.£7 10 Easily worked by a Man
.8001
. 8 10

\ Ditto by Two Men.

ARDEN BORDER EDGING TILES, in great
Tariety of patterns and m.itorial. the plainer sorts being

especially suited for KITCHEN GARDENS, aa
they harboiu- no Shigs aud Insects, take up little

room, and once pnt down inciu" no farther labour
and expense, as do "jjrown" Edgings, conse-
quently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c.. In

Artificial Stone, of great durability, and in great
variety of design.

F. & G. RosHKR, Manufacturei-8j Upper Ground
Street, BJnckfriai-s, S. ; Queen's Koad Weat,
Chelsea, S.W. ; Kiugsland Uoad, Kingsland, N.E.

Sole London Agents for FOXLEY'S PATENT GARDEN WALL
BRICKS. Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls. Corridors, Balconies, ic, as cheap and <)un\ble as

Stone, in blue, red, and buff colovus, ahd capable of forming a variety
of designs.
Also TESSELATED PAVEMENTS of moro enriched designs

Kitchen Ranges, Bath:_. _... _

Rricks of great durability, Uulch aud
Copings, Red and Stoneware Dmin P

Grooved and other Stable Paving

To be obtained of P', i G. lU LtlieiiPr

SILVER SAND (RLIGATE, bust quality), at the above
addresses—Hji. per Ton, or Is. 3d. per Bushel ; 2s. per Ton extra

for delivery within three miles, and to any London Railwav or Wharf.
Quantities of 4 Tons. Is. per Ton less.

FLINTCJ, BRICK BURKS or CLINKERS, for Rockeriea or Grotto
Work. F. &. G. KnsMKR —A<idrfs«es see above.

N.B. Orders pniniptly u\L'<.'iiLcd by Railway,

Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.

COTTAM'S HURDLLb aiv iii;i(ie in the bc.n
of Buporior Wrought Irou. bUEEP in'Iinr.l's,

CATTLE Iiruhi i ^. u.

25«. each. Ill ;
'

i
: { I'l >> List on

application.

ENTRANCE GATES, RAILING,
and IRON WORK of every descrip-

tion. Designs and Estimates free ol

Gotta II It Co.,

No. 2, Wmsley Street

(opposite the Pant^eonJ,

Oxford Street. London, W.

w,

Every Machitie sent out is warruuted to give ample satisfaction, and if not approved of may be at once returned.

J. B. BROWN AND CO., OFFICES, 90 (late 18), CAljfNON STREET, CITY, LONDON, E.C.

WAREHOUSE and MANUFACTORY, 148, UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C.

Opposite the City of London Rrewery, and close to the London Bridge Stpam Boat Piers,

JACKSON, Umbrella and Stick Maker,
V T • .^T Brewer Street, Regent street. Original Manufacturer of

the IMPROVED BLUW TUBES, iiiv.iluable to Gardeners and
Naturalists, as they kill birds at 26 yards without injunng the

plumage. Also his PARAGON DART, which will perl, rate three

sheets of Brass at 25 yards. Tubes 7*-., 1''-
* '

,
-iT -uperior

flaished, 12a. 6rf. Darts, 6*i. per dozen ;
L^n i :<' '"" M'Ulde,

2s. M. each. P.O. O. payable aiBie».! i. .i. Mieet .

See Notes and Questions in i-'ic/a of May i> HI .

~~ '

I TTT^iii IlNI uom-
XJJ POUND, wln'ther used
against Insects and Mildew, on
Qromng Plants oi- as Winter
Dressing on Trees at rest,

should be dissutved iii hours
DBfore use. This gets nd of
smell, and if the Solution be
decanted, prevents any staining
of foUaga. A strength of from
1 to 2 oz. to the gailou of water
Is recommended for growing
Plants ; one from 4 to Iti oz. for

3*., and H).s. 6(i. each.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
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GENUINE TOBACCO PAPER at \Qd. per lb.

Terms CaBb.

Mr. DoDcsoN, at Messrs. Jackson Si Sons, 20, Lady Lane, Leeds.

TOBACCO TISSUE.—As Exhibited at the International

Horticultural Exhibition.—For DESTROYING MEALY BUG.
RED SPIDER, THRIP, and other Insects. Will burn without the

as.sistance of blowing, and not injure tbe most tender Plants.

Sold in 1 lb packages, and upwards, price 3s. 6rf. per lb., by Messrs.

RoiiERTs & Sons, Tobacco Manufacturors, 54. St. John Street,

Clerkenwell, E.G., and by all Seedsmen and Nurserymen.

Copies of Testimonials forwarded on application.

Destroy your Insect Pests.

PRESERVE YOUR PLANTS and TREES.
YoD MAY Easily Destroy alt. Plant Pests,

Red Spider I GnttN am> Black. Ants
Mealy Rdq Fly S'-alr

TnniF
I

AiiEUiCAN Blioht |
MiLCtw,

Without injury io the most delicate Plant or Tree, by using

ITIOWLEK'S GARDENERS' INSECTICIDE,
Jj pronounced by all who have used it to be far superior to any

other remedy. Cue trial will prove its efficacy. Testimonials

forwarded on application. Price Is. Gd., 3s., 6s. Cd., and 10a. per Tin.

Geo. & TnouAs Fowler. North Street, Brighton ; and of Hoopkh
& Co., Covent Garden Market, W.C.

/^OCOA-NUT REFUSE
^-^ is becoming scarce, the

old reserves \v\i\ soon be gone.

Now sold in bags, 1 for 2s., 10 for

ICs-,, 20 for 30s., 60 for 66s., 100

for £6.

Fourpence allowed for each

b:tg returned carri.age-paid.

A Railway Truck-load (not in

bags), iOs.

Postage Stamps or Post-offlce

Order, payable to J. Barsoam &

Co., King.ston-on-Thames, S.W.

AWES' MANURES.
The Manure.s manufactured by J. B. Lawes for the present

n of 1866 are now ready for delivery at his Factories, at the

LAWES' SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME from BURNT
BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES 5 5

LAWE-S" WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
MANURES 800

CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.. ..12
Thoae Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through the

appointed Apen'> in nil |.nt ,-.f the United Kingdom, at prices
varying accordiiu; 1

-i -i m i
n./i.'.

Genuine Pelu..:^ '. . . : .i .
i trom the Importern. Nitrate of

Soda, Sulphate I I n . i
f iier Chemical Manures.

Anaerican anri it ii. r

(

"
lI.-'

.
if mirkct prices.

Address, John UtNNf.T Lawks, l, Adelaide Place, London Bridge,
K.C.; and 22, Eden t^uay, Dublin.

T HE LONDON MANTJKB COMPANY
(Established 1840),

nave now reaiiv for delivery in di'y fine condition,
CORN MANORE. for Spring 0se
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands
SUI'ERPHOSfHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUANO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

116, Fenchnrcb Street. E.G.

Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, London, N.
SEEDS FOR PRESENT SOWING.

WM. PAUL can confidently recommend the following
first-olass Seeds;—PRIMULA, CINERARIA, CALCEO-

LARIA, and HOLLYHOCK, from finest strains. Is. 6rf. to •^s. 6d.

per packet; VIOLA CORN UTA; POLYANTHUS, splendid raised.

Is. per packet- ,Wm Paul's IMPROVED TELEGRAPH CUCUMBER, WAL-
THAM GREEN CURLED ENDIVE, BROCKET HALL LET-
TUCE, Is per packet. All otlier .Seeds of best quality at moderate
prices. CATALOGUE on application.

Prize Calceblaria, &c.
BUTLER AND McCULLOCa beg to ofier Seed of the

above, saved only frona flowers ofgre.at beauty. Is. & 2s. 6d. per pkt.

CINERARIA (James's), extra choice, 1.1. and 2s. 6d. per packet.
PRIMULA (James's), extra choice. Is. and 2s, Cxi. per packet.
COVENT GARDEN INTERMEDIATE STOCK (True), Is. and

New Hardy Clematises.
iE .TM'KM.AN *Nii ,SON respectfully

n of SEEDLING CLLMAIIS
all the Autumn

that are quite equil

being awarded Iirot-cl;iis Certificates by Royal Horticultural
Botanic Societies in London.

Woking Nursery, Surrey.

B. I i.-Uoway, London N

s., 3s. ert., and 2,s Gd

L'ALCEOL.A.RIA (James's Strain).—Ss. and 3.?. Gd. per packet.

CINERARIA (We.
be had genuine

Brighton and Sussex Seed Warehouse.

EDWAKD C Ai; I' !: N T K I;' S MIXTURES
of PERMANENT '' \ > l.oVER SEEDS, _ iJest

quality, 3Cs. per acre I'J i .-. and 12 lb. Clovers and

, ^.i^xDllES for Improving

'PRlCKr)"CATALOGUES of KITCHEN GARDEN, FLOWER,
1 FARM SEEDS now rendy.

:r. Seed Merchant and Grower, 96. St. Jamosa
Strt . Brieliton.

New Petunias tor 1866.

AMBROISE VKKSUtlAFFELT, Nurseryman,
Ghent, Bolgium, begs tojinnnunce that he is now sending

good Plants of all the best NEW PETUNIAS r n tbe Continent,
and which were sent out in 1860. This collection obtained the First

Prize at the last Ghent June Show.

12 distinct varietiea. Is, Qd. each | 24 distinct varieties. Is. each.

Every order will be sent to London free of carriage and packing

AMIJROISE VERSCHAFFELT, Nurskrym v

Ghent. Belgium, begs to offer fine Btrong Plants for Bedding',

ALTERNANTH ERA AMCENA, at 9s. per dozen.
SPATHULATA, at 9s. per dozen.

TELEIAjfTHERA VERSICOLOR, atV per dozen
If B. gieater quantity is ordered, they will bo supplied at a lower

price. Package and carriage free to London.

AMBROISE VERSCHAFFELT, N
Ghent. Belgium, begs to offer-

Fine DOUBLE CAMELLIAS, without buds. In 100 varieties of first

clioice. figured in the Iconographle of Camellias, £3 lOa. per 100.

Fine AZALEA INDICA, without buds, in 100 varieties, comprising
all the best favourite blooms, £3 per 100.

Fine DOUBLE CAMELLIAS, full of flower buds, £0 per 100.

Fine AZALEA INDICA, full ot flower buds, £5 per HH>.

N.B. To secure a good choice, early orders are solicited.

A
Alsophila contamlnans, &c.

VAN GEERT beg,s to olier fine Plants of
ALSOPHILA CONTAMINANS, at 12s. Gd. each.

„ EXCELSA, young plants, 24a. per dozen.

„ AUSTRALIS, fine plants, 5s. each.

N.B, CAMEI^LlAS and INDIAN AZALEAS, as usual fine stuff,

ffell set lor bloom, the first at £0 and upwards per 100, and the latter

it £4 and £5 per 100.

CAMELLIAS, in best varietiea, without bloom buds, at £4 per 100,

Fourth Thousand, price Is. ; post free, 13 stamps,

Horticultural Establishment, Ghent. Beleium.

JOSEPH BAUMANN, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,
offers the follo\ving :—

100 CORREA ALBA STOCKS .. ..£1
100 LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM ..200
100 „ „ RUBRUM.. 2

100 ASCLEPIAS TUBEROSA .. .. 110
100 VIBURNUM MACROCEPHALUM .. 4 i)

100 ILEX in sorts 3

100 GREVILLEA HILLII 4

100 GREVILLEA STOCKS 10
100 DEUTZIA CRENATA, II. pi 10
100 STRAWBERRIES DR. NICAISE .. 10

Carriage must be paid on above to London.

60,000 Azalea indica, and 100,000 Rhododendrons,
Grafted Plants.

TOSEril BAUMANN, Nurseryman. Ghent, Belgium,
t) bega to offer tbe fol lowing, free to the Custom House, London :—

100 AZALEA INDICA, with flower buds. £4 to £6.

100 ,, ,, stronger plants, £G to £8.

(They are all dwarf bushy heaus and the best kinds.)

100 RHODODENDRONS, 1 year grafted, £4.

100 „ 2 to 3 years, giafted, £8.

100 ,, stronger plaiits, £10.

100 „ with flower buds. £8.

100 ,, with flower buds, larger plants, £12 to £18.

(They are all the best English and Belgian hardy sorts.)

All my finest Hardy Ghent Azaleas are already ordered for England.
CATALOGUE on application.

New or Rare Plants.

JAS. BACKHOUSE and SON have now ready for

distribution the following interesting Plants :—

SPARAXIS PULCHERUIMA,—"This most lovely Capo bulb"
wi3 figured and described m Curtts's "Botanical Magnzine" for

January of the present venr The flowers are very largo (14 inch

long), bell-shaped, of a deep Mngenta purple ! Dr. Hooker adds.
" A more lovely and graceful plant, from its extremely tall and
slender stems, and tiers of drooping flowers, cannot well be
imagined." Its value is much increased by its being easy of cultiva-

tion in a cool greenhouse, where it flowers in the winter months.
Price 10s. Gd.
HABRANTHUS FULGENS.—Figured in the above work under

this name in March last, and formerly known as Phycella sp. nova ?

It was received from our collector in Chili, and is one of tho most

nih. During the present s

ADIANTUM CAYENNESSE. —A dense-giowing flne-folinged

form, between A. cardiochlasna and A. cultratura. It makes an
excellent specimen, and has tho advantage of keeping a bright green
colo'ir through the winter months. lOs. Gd, to 21s.

ASPLENIUM ALTERNANS.—A new and possibly hardy Fern
of groat interest, from the high regions of Northern India and
Chinese Tartary(?) inhabiting stony woods at 0000 ft. elevation.

Fronds ovate, sinuated. tufted, very opaque, about Inches long.

bearinc a general resemblance to Coterach oflQcinarum. 7s. Gd.

ASI'LKNIHM INEQUALE,VAR.—Elegant highly divided frnnds.

.1,1 extremely interestmg. First-class Certificate R I! ~

I -class Certificate. 3s. Gd. to 10s. Gd.

LNUIUUFERA FLORIBUNDA.—Although this plant has been
introduced for some years, its great merit seems to be but little

known. - Not only is it one of the most beautihil of summer-flowering
greenhouse plants, but equally beautiful as a hardy shrub. A plant

covered with a sheet of bright rose-coloured
PeS'Shaped flowers, exceedingly charming. As a greenhouse plant it

is very effective, the neat Acacia-like foliage corresponding admirably
with the profusion of bright lively flowers, but "'" '" ^--->.

t effective hardy plant that '""

Seeds for Present Sowing.

T VMEb C VRTLR and CO. are now offering New
fj Seed of the undermentioned, the quality of which cannot be
surpassed, the seed being saved from plants which have taken Prizes

at all the principal London Flower Shows.

CARTER'S PRIZE CALCEOLARIA, 2s. 6d. per packet.
CARTER'S PRIZE CINERARIA, U. Gd. per packet

Seeds for Present Sowing.

T OOK to YOUR GRVSS LVNDS The months of
I I . . .__, ^._.-^...

j]jQ ^gg^ j^ which to renovate Old

RENO\ATING MIMI

ITALIAV RYE-GR\ss , i ,

SlUBBLl' ILl Ml ,u^» -icoii,

All of best quality Price on ippucaLun

lb pel icre)

d C1.0\ ERS

.ARNATUM

23( and 238 High HolbornWC
For Present Sowing

TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM, Ital'O

Crimson Clover
NEW LATE RED TRIFOLIUM
SUTTON'S IMPROVED ITALIAN

RYE-GRASS.
QUTTON AND SONS are now
iO hai
very excellent Seed of the abi

irvesting, for delivery in a few days.

The quantity of Trtfolium (alone)

) 28 It Italia

mally
Rye-

grass S lb. per acre is sufficient.

Also MUSTARD and RAPE, new seed.

All Goods carriage free, except very small
parcels. ^

Sdtton & Soxa, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

1 Dots, 3s. Gd. each ; larger.
SCHIz6sTtl.lS'cbCClNEA.'—Having prej)ared a large stock of

this much admired plant,
' "

'1 offer them of blooming strength a
Flowering contmuously through the :

r months, its brilliant crimson flowers render it,a chief o

may be truly termed, from its size and beauty comhined. Its flowers
form massive white plumes, li to 2 feet long, and 4 to 6 inches thick,
rising from rosettes 6 or 8 inches across, of very narrow, glaucous
(almost silvery) leaves, closely imbricated, tjuite different from tho
plant ordinarily grown under this name as received from Con-
tinental nurseries. 25. Gd. to 5s.

PRIMULA PURPUREA.—This fine Himalayan species resembles
1 appearance, but his very different leaves, a more

CATALOGUE of BULBS, including LISTS of STRAW-

New Turnip Seeds for Present Sowing.

UTTON'S LINCOLNSHIRE RED
PARAGON, 9d. per lb.

SUTTON'S SHORT-TOP SIX WEEKS,
is. per lb.

Cheaper by tho bushel, carriage free.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading

Cahbage Seed for Present Sowing.
QUTTON AND SONS have a_good etock of JVesh Seed

ROBINSON'S ditto ditto, 3s. Gd. per lb.

DRUMHEAD SAVOY, 3s. Od. per lb.

and others,

SUTTON'S IMPERIAL CABBAGE, the finest and earliest for

Spring use In the Garden, 8d. per oz. Cheaper by the pound or half

pound.
Sutton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

To Farmers, Gardeners, and Others.
EXCELLENT PLANTS oan still be supplied of the

following ;—
TRUE DWARF NONPAREIL CABBAGE, 2s. Gd. per 1000

ENFIELD MARKET CABBAGE, 2s. Gd. per 1000

DRUMHEAD or SCOTCH CABBAGE, 2s. Gd. per 1000

RED DUTCH CABBAGE, fis. per 1000

KNIGHT'S PROTECTING BROCCOLI. 8s. per 1000
WALCHEREN BROCCOLI, 12s. p«r 1000

EARLY LONDON "FITCHE'S STOCK" CAULIFLOWER,
125. per 1000,

EXCELLENT CABBAGE SEED of most varieties, which stocka
cannot be excelled.

EXCELLENT RED and WHITE CELERY PLANTS, Is. per 100.

EXCELLENT DRUMHEAD and GREEN CURLED SAVOY
PLANTS. 4s. per 1000.

Early orders are earnestly requested.
Aremittauceorreferenceisrequested from unknown Correspondents.
Frkd. Gek, Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade, Bedfordshire,

AMARYLLIS.

JAMES GAKAWAY & CO.,
DURDHAM DOWN NURSERIES, BRISTOL,

Offer, from theii- unequalled stock of tbe above-named farourite flower, strong Bulbs of unnamed Seedlings and

others that have bloomed with them during the two last seasons, at

5s., 7s. 6d., and 10s. 6d. each, or 50s., 80s., and 105s. per dozen.

JAMES GARAWAY and CO.'S GENERAL BULB CATALOGUE for the coming season is in the Press,

and when ready will be forwarded post free on application.

.TAMES GARAWAY and CO., DURDHAM DO\VN NURSERIES, BRISTOL.
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BARK'S CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA, PRIMULA,
STOCKS, MYOSOTIS, ,<ic.
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2, King Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

BANEURY HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Open Frizes.— Ififi6.

The TWENTIETH ANNUAL EXHIBITION of this Society is

fixed for TUESDAV, August 28th, when, in addition to the usual
number of Prizes to be competed for by Members, the following are
offered, Open to all England, on payment of an Entrance Fee of 2s. 6d.

For the best fi STOVE or GRKENHOTJSE PLANTS, either in
Flower or Ornamental, of at least lour different Genera, but not
Fuchslns or Annuals. First Prize, £3 ; Second, £2.
For the best 24 DAHLIAS, 24 varieties. FiistPnze, £3 ; Second, £2.
For the best IS HOLLYHOCKS, 2 Blooms of each. First Prize, £2

;

Second, £1.
For tho best 12

First Prize, £1 ; Second, li

The Jvidges may withhold any prize if the production esUbited be

of VERBENAS] (5 Trusses in a bunch).

to the Secretary <

the Rai
The Bands of H.__. _

Volunteers, and the Orpin
For furthtr particulars, apply

57, High Street, Banbury.

62d Regiment and the 3d Oxfordshire Ridt
Glee Onion will perform on the cfrounds.

E. J. Hartlev, Secretary.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 11, 1866.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUIXG "WEEK.

Satcroit. Aug. 18^^"^^' Horticultural (Weekly yhow), s

As the time for Bxjlb-plantikg is again
coming round -with the revolving season.s, we
take the opportunity to recommend a plan
which has been desciibed in a northern contem-
porary by our friend Mr. McNab, of Edinburgh.
We allude to that of cultivating Snovdeops on
Grass Lawns ; a method of treatment so simple
and inexpensive, and as we are assured so suc-
cessful, that no one need scruple to adopt it.

The Snowdrop is a general favourite, and
its possession is withia the reach of every
class of individuals ; but it not imfreqnently
happens that though eveiy care is taken in
planting the bulbs, they are not seen after the
first season. This is disheartening, and may be
accounted for by the bulbs being either eaten
by mice or becoming rotten (which latter is a
not uncommon occurrence when they are planted
in borders of damp soil), or, more likely still,

they may disappear fi-om being dug down at the
time the di-essing of the borders takes place.
The leaves of the Snowdrop decay in March or
April, and shortly after this, the ground, being
apparently vacant, is turned over for tho
insertion of summer-floweiing plants, while
towards autumn the ground is again dug, and
the roots once more disturbed ; so that when the
blossoms appear they come up here and there, one
by one, instead of in clusters, as they ought to do
to be effective.

Mr. McNab's remedy for this is the simple
one to which we have alluded. He says :

—" In
order to grow the Snowdrop successfully, so as
to enable it to retain its place undisturbed for a
long series of years, insert the roots into Grass
lawns. By this method they are completely out
of the way of receiving injury—and in no other
situation could they be put with more teUing
effect while in bloom—the roots better cared for,
and less liable to rot during their nine months of
apparently dormant condition. If this system
were more generally adopted the flowers might
be enjoyed for seven or eight weeks, according to
the weather and the distance the roots were
inserted into the earth." The method of pro-
cedure is to dibble holes into the Grass from 12 to
18 or 20 inches apart, according to the extent of
the lawn to be planted, and at depths varying
from 4 to 6 inches, and to drop one or sometimes
two roots into each hole, the small plots in front
of villa residences looking best when they are
placed at the lesser distance apart.

Snowdrops, as Mr. McNab suggests, might
_" also be arranged round plant clumps when cut
in Grass, keeping them at a uniform distance
from the edge all round, say one row within a
foot of the edge at 4 inches in depth, and another
a foot or so apart at 6 inches in depth. By this
method the shallow-planted bulbs vrill flower
first and' the deeper ones afterwards, thus
securing a longer succession of them. Mono-
grams, crests, and coronets, also figures of
every description, may be represented on the
Grass by dibbling the roots in an outline
of the form required. As the season advances
the leaves decay, and nothing is to be seen of
them when the first cutting of the Grass takes
place. To regulate any arrangement for having

them in circular lines, or to represent letters or
figures, a small piece of wood may be placed
;

I cross the dibble at 4 or 6 inches from the
li'ittom, so as to secure a uniform depth of hole
while inserting it in tho ground ; but for all

lawn purposes irregular depths will bo prefer-
able, in order to secure a .succession."

" It is frequently surprising, when the ground
becoines covered with snow early in winter and
remains so for four or five weeks, to observe, on
its disappearance, the lawns where roots were
introduced covered with Snowdrops in full bloom,
showing that provided the surface was not
previously hardened with frost, they progress
just as freely under a coating of snow as they
would do in an ordinary mUd atmosphere. Snow-
drops, while in bloom, have been covered up
with snow for four- or five weeks, and on its dis-
appearance were found to be as perfect as when
first covered up, provided no frost existed in the
ground when the snow came on. In such cases
an elongation of the flowering stalk is the only
difl'erence observable. When long held back by
a frozen sm-faco, succeeded by a fall of snow, on
a favourable change taking place they will come
into bloom at once ; but the duration of blooming
in such cases is generally shortened. The facility

with which so beautiful an effect can be produced
leads us to hope that we shall soon see all our
town squares and suburban Grass-plots studded
with this most modest and interesting of all
spring flowers."

Oui- advice then is, do not forget Snowdrops on
lawns when the time for bulb-planting arrives.

The following interesting account of what
appears to be a taltjable Medicine was sent to
us by Mr. F. Cttrrey, with a request that we
would inform him to what genus and species of
Fungi it belonged. This we were unable to do
at the time, though we had seen imperfect
specimens which were just in a sufficiently good
state to show that it was a Polyporus. Mr. M.
C. Cooke has since kindly allowed us to inspect
the specimens from Pegu, which are in the India
Museum, which have enabled us to draw up a
character, and to indicate the closer afiinities of
the species. At the same time he was so good as
to send us a copy of the Journal quoted below,
which however contains nothing of note beyond
a statement of cases. The constituents of the
Fungus would probably prove on analysis to be
very similar to those of the Polypoi-us ofEcinalis,
which is stiU sold in some of our herb shops,
though excluded from the new Pharmacopceia. It
is not mentioned by Pereira as an anthelmintic,
but it might be well to try its virtues in this
direction, though we have now such a valuable
remedy in Santonin e, that we scarcely stand in
need of a new remedy, did it not sometimes
happen that in particular cases one ch'ug will
succeed when another fails, as is confessedly the
case with tonics.

Wa-mo (Bamboo Mushroom), or Than-mo
(Worm Mushroom), are the Burmese names of a
hitherto undetermined species of Polyporus,
indigenous in the neighbourhood of Tavoy, in
the Tenasserim Provinces, which is held in high
esteem as an anthelmintic. Its .supply is very
limited. At Mergui, 80 miles south of Tavoy,
though diligent search was made for it, it coulcl
be only occasionally obtained in small quanti-
ties in the Bazaar, at a high price. It was first

brought into notice in 1840 by Dr. P.4.CK1IAN,
(Madras Quarterly Med. Journ., vol. v. p. 146 *),

and in that Journal are the details of four cases,
three by Dr. Eichmond and one by Dr. Shaw,
which prove that its charcter as an anthelmintic,
incases of lumbrici, is worthy of ftirther attention.
It produces no sensible effect on the system, but
if followed on the third morning by a purgative,
the entozoa are expelled in a lifeless state, proving
that the remedy has e.xercised a specific influence
on them. Being without taste or smell, children
take it readily. In case of the first dose not
producing the desii-ed effect it may be repeated
at inters'als of two or three days, and the quantity
may be increased to three or even four drachms

;

no injurious effect appears to be produced, how-
ever large the dose (Packman). It seems weU
worthy of further trial, though it is to be feared
that it never could be obtained in sufficient
quantity ever to come into general use.
Such is the account received from Mr. Ctjrret.

The .species is evidently very closely allied to
Polyporus rufescens, of which there is a good

* Remarks on the Use of a Vermifuge Remedy of the Bm--
mese, called Than-mo or Wah-no. By Mr. Packman, with
remarks and cases illustrative of its efficacy, by Messrs. Rich-
mond and Shaw.

figure in Soweeby's "English Fungi," tab. 90.
Unfortunately, though pretty generally distri-
buted, that species scarcely ever occurs in suffi-
cient abundance to he available except to medical
botanists, who may be inclined to give it a trial,
and to whose attention we would certainly
recommend it. The species, when once known,
cannot be confounded with any other in oilr

British Flora, and the figure is quite sufficient, if

proper attention be paid to it, to prevent mistakes.
As Polyporus officinalis sometimes acts violently
and causes a good deal of pain, the Than-mo is

certainly a preferable remedy, and it is very
probable that P. rufescens on trial might prove
equal to it.

The following are the characters of the species,
so fa,r as it is possible to give them from tho dried
specimens :

—

Pohjportis anthelminticus, n. s., stem rooting
thick blunt lateral or excentric

; pileus orbicular
rugged pallid tomentose

; hymenium dii-ty white

;

pores ii-regular middle-sized ; orifice unequal
toothed ; substance soft, white.

Pileus 1^—2 inches across, sometimes very
thin, .sometimes thick.

On stems of Bamboo, sometimes when charred.
Pegu.

In P. rufescens, the pileus is beautifully tinged
with bright red-brown, and the pores, which are
larger, are much sinuated and of a beautiful
flesh-colour. As regards form, both species are
equally variable. Jlf. ./. B.

We understand that it is intended to hold a
National Hoeticultukal Exhibition next year
during the first week of June, in the Botanical Gardens,
Manchester. Schedules will shortly be ready for issue.
The Show, which is to remain open for a week, will
take place under the auspices of the Manchester
Brtanical and Horticultural Socifety, and owes its
origin to the great interest created throughout the
country by the recent International Show at South
Kensington.

The great Rose Show at Brie-Comte-Robert,
held on July 8 and 9, appears to have been a great
success. From the Comple Sfnchi which is before us,
we find that no fewer than 78,000 Roses were shown.
To give a list of the varieties exhibited would remind
the reader of the catalogue of HoMEE's ships, but we
may state that among the new seedlings one only was
(with laudable discretion) awarded a 1st prize—one
described by M. Cakei^re as having large double
flowers of a rosy flesh colour. It is a seedling from
Triomphe de I'Exposition, and has been named Madame
la Comtesse de Jaucourt. In the address of M. Camille
Beenaedin, the President of the "Societe des
Rosieristes," are given some interesting statistics of
Rose culture in this district of France.

Here is a hint for managers of Flowee Shows.
At the great Rose Show at Brie-Comte-Robert, above
alluded to, the Remie Horiicole says that Grass seed
was sowTi on the slopes and beds some days before the
exhibition, so as to form a sort of turf, on which were
placed the glasses containing the Roses.

In reference to the recommendation in the
American Gardeners* Monthh/, to use Kerosene Oil
as a remedy against insects, Dr. Lawson, in the Nova
Scotia AffricuUnrist, suggests caution. The recom-
mendation is to put about a tablespoonful of coal oil
into a common garden water-pot of water, and to
sprinkle this over the plants. It is especially recom-
mended as a remedy against the Cabbage-fly, and will,
it is said, instantly destroy the whole brood. Coal oil'
will also, it is stated, kill the scale insect; and it is

added, there is no reason why it should not be in as
general use as tobacco for killing aphides, &c. It is,

however, remarked that any oil would be as good as
coal oil. Dr. Lawson's comment on this remedy
shows the necessity of taking care that too much of the
oil should not be applied. He remarks :

—
" We knew

a cose of its being applied to a favourite Apple tree, of
a large size, robust and healthy. The oil most effectually
killed all the vermin, and the tree likewise."

"We extract the following remarks of M. de
Teunisien in a recent number of the Mevue
Horiicole. on the pruning and Teainino or THE
Azalea. M. de Teenisien, in criticising some o
the remarks of M. E. Andee on the late International
Show, thus expresses himself:

—
''This writer (M.

Andeg) admired in London the Indian Azaleas pruned -

in pyramidal form, and prefers that arrangement to the
hemispherical form generally seen in France. As to
this point, I differ from him. I am of opinion that the
rule of beauty should be laid down by man in accord-
ance with the works of the great Architect of the
universe. Now the Azalea in its natural state does not
assume a p.vramidal form, but forms large spreading
bushes." Azaleas of this form may, adds M. de
Teenisien, be seen gi-owing in the open air on the
slopes of the hills near Cherbourg, where they never
assume the pyramidal form. Im( form bushes 6 feet

across [2 metres]. Hundrnl- nf | iinnis of different
varieties may be seen thus 1. li li 1 iMni-r-lves, whence
M. DE Teenisien deems hiui-vH' entitled to say,
"Prune not your Azaleas;" let Nature model your
plants, and the result will be satisfactory.

Mr. Lloyd, of Wandsworth, whose name wil
be remembered in connection with the discovery of
Lastrea uliginosa as a British plant, has favoured
us with specimens of Ltcopodium complanatum.
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gskthered in Hampshire, in a locality which he regards
as undoubtedly wild, namely, at Lower Warner's
Wells, near Bramshot. It was found by a woman
named Sabah Young, while occupied in cutting Heath
for broom-making.

ORCHARD HOUSE CULTURE.
Tous correspondent " D." (see p. 733) is quite in

order in calling attention to the apparent discrepancy
iu the directions given by me for top-dressing, as the
obscurity arises froin my not having used the words
fibrous roots, as distinguished from roots.

In giving the fresh food in October the soil is

removed from the side of the pot to a depth of 4 or
5 inches ; this is, if the trees have done their iduty, a mass
of apparently inert fibres, which seem to have eaten up
the food given to them the preceding year, In doing
this the roots, or rather rootlets, are left, forming a
radiating mass from the stem of the tree. These roots
and rootlets seem to be waiting for fresh food, for
towards the end of the year they commence to push
forth a new crop of fibres, and, to be a little figurative,

to enjoy the fresh food given to them ; this plan has now
been practised here for 16 years, and has never failed.

The rationale of the practice might give rise to some
pleasant lines, but I confine myself to what has been
done for many years with unvarying success.
With respect to trees planted in the borders of an

orchard house, and for which I have recommended a
solid surface, I can only say that the idea was induced
by observation, and not by any process of reasoning.
Wishing some years since to test the profitableness of
different modes of culture—a subject I fear always on
the surface of the English mind, perhaps too much so

—

I planted m the borders of one of my houses some
half-.standard Peach and Nectarine trees, thinking that
I <:oiild control their growth by the annual operation
of top-dressing, as applied to the trees in pots. I found,
however, that although the trees blossomed freely and
grew luxuriantly, not appearing to feel the root-pruning
they had been subjected to, yet all or nearly all the
blossoms dropped without setting their fruit. I hap-
pened about this time to see an orchard house in which
were a great number of half-standard Peach trees
planted in the borders. It was in April—the trees
were in full bloom, and apparently in robust health. I
observed, while looking at the beautiful trees, that the
soil, a tenacious loam, in which they were growing had
been deeply dug, as it was left purposely in a rough
state " to admit sun and air to the roots of the trees,"
This did not then seem to me unsound reasoning.
Observing my planted-out trees to^ drop their blossoms
in that same season, I made it a point to visit in August
the trees alluded to above, I found literally no fruit
on them, the blossoms having all dropped.

This induced me to look into the difference between
top-dressing a Peach tree in a pot and root-pruning
one planted in the ground. In the first, masses of effete

fibrous roots are removed with the earth which they
have exhausted of nutriment ; in the second, the fibrous
roots being at some distance from the stem, and much
diffused, cannot be removed, and in digging or root-
pruning too many of the roots and rootlets are ruptured.
This will not affect the growth of the tree, for a Peach
tree resembles a Willow iu its free growth, even after
the most severe root-pruning. It is quite another
affair with its blossoms, so delicate is their organisation.
After thus observing the effect that deep digging and

root-pruning had on the blossoms of Peach trees, I
determined some few years since, perhaps three or four
or five, to allow my planted-out trees to remain un-
disturbed in the solid calcareous border of loam they
were in ; the result is that they are in grand health and
vigour, and bear abundance of fruit. One half-standard
Violette Hiltive Nectarine gave last year upwards of 150
fruit, and is this season well laden. The difficulty with
these solid border trees is to restrain their vigour, the
pinching in (shortening), and pinching out (thinning)
their young shoots is incessant, daily, almost hourly.
Now, to an amateur, with an over-abundant stock of
that peculiar article—to a young angler so charming-
idle time, this is quite delightful, but to one with
other work to do, it is not quite so much so. "D."
says " I disapprove of and have given up the growth of
fruit trees in pots." These are words of weight, ifsome
name of weight had been given, !After 16 years' e.xperi-

euce with trees in and out of pots I am now quite
convinced that for the amateur of limited means, trees
iu pots, well managed, are the most eligible. Por large
houses, such as one in which my old potted trees are
growing, I should have some of both ; tliere is, as far as
my experience has gone, nothing in fruit-tree culture
to be compared witli a well-managed pyramidal Peach
tree, 10 feet high in an 18-inch pot. I say a pot for
this form of tree, because it cannot be well done when
it is planted out, its lower branches are soon .starved.

My experience is at variance with that of " D," with
regard to the dropping of Peaches from trees in pots

;

here they never drop. _ Again, my largest Peaches are
invariably from trees in pots, and not from my trees

Elauted out—why is this, it may be asked ? I answer,
ecause the trees in pots are growing in a compost

highly eligible forthem ; they havearichsurface dressing
of malt dust and horse droppings soaked in manure
water, which their roots feed on, and which when
consumed is replaced ; and above all the pots
stand on a clean hard surface, so that their roots
are during the growing and ripening season
in a temperature rivalling that of their native soil,

and far superior to any other method of forming a
perfect root climate without artificial heat. The truth
IS, that when trees are well cultivated in houses well
adapted to them, the pot system of cultiv.ating fruit
trees in our English cUmate is the most perfect of all

;

it merely requires the exercise of sound gardening sense.
*' D " seems, in his wish to make his system appear

lierfect, to ignore the fact that I have never mentioned

a word respecting stone fruit trees flourishing on the
chalk formation. Here we have abundance of chalk
without whiit is called the chalk formation. Our clays,

our loams, our sandy spots, are all calcareous ; in the
third and the last the chalk is finely comminuted, but
there it is. Our water is also full of carbonate of lime,
and if we can credit—I do fully—Prof. Schultzenstein,
water contributes largely to the well-doing of plants,
and " is the real staple of nourishment to them."
The water used here is from the gravel drift, it is used
in large quantities daily, often from 15,000 to 20,000
gallons. Now, when the weather is hot and dry, so
much is wanted that there is no time to allow 'it to
stand in the tank to get warm ; it is therefore used as
fast as it can be pumped, i.e. at the rate of 2000 gallons
per hour. I have as a matter of course read much in
books and papers written by gardeners of the ill effects
of well water on plants and trees, particularly when not
exposed to the air for a certain time before being used,
and I have felt surprise that all descriptions of fruit
trees should flourish here so remarkably. I have
however for some years known that it is to chalk I
owe so much, and so I again differ from vour corre-
spondent ; and I now give the reason why I have said
publicly "Give yourstohe fruit trees chalk." Again,with
regard to the ramming question, I humbly, most
humbly beg to differ from " D," The one great cause
of failure in the pot culture of fruit trees is owing to
the soil being loose in the pot—there is not enough
substance to sustain life and health in the tree; by
compression a comparatively small pot will contain
sufficient earth to do so ; without it, disease is sure to
cripple or kill it. Why should I thus differ with a
man who writes like " a man in authority ?

"

" The ramming system had better be let alone
;

the roots attain the desired pressure without the risk
of being torn asunder by such rough gate-jiost fixing,"
The man who can tear roots asunder by ramming in
compost with a blunt stick must have a most peculiar
knack—it is simply impossible. Enough of this weak
and most unwise tirade—I feel humbled by giving it

notice ; let it suffice that here, annuallv, are potted from
15,000 to 20,000 fruit trees of different kinds, in every
pot the compost is firmly rammed down, and hundreds
of persons who have seen them can testify that trees
in more vigorous health cannot exist—such Apricot
treas were never seen. Neither red spider nor any form
of disease ever troubles us, and I may add never, for
some 16 years, has given any trouble. This ou.ght to
give one confidence—it do&s so; and I repeat that
for all kinds of fruit trees designed for orchard-house
cultivation, or to be under temporary shelter in spring,
there is no method equal to that of pot culture when
carried out with gardening sense, which, like common
sense, does not take kindly to some men's minds.
With regard to the soil of this parish of 7000 acres, I

refer your readers to the description of Mr. Prout's
farm (p. 713), and Dr. Voelcker's analysis (p, 714), in
which he says it possesses " a practically inexhaustible
fund of fertility," This I impute to its calcareous
nature ; for although we have in the parish " drifts " of
clay (my house stands on a platform of it, 40 feet deep),
yet within less thsin 100 yards the sand crops out,
sand, gravel, loam, and moor earth, all, with the excep-
tion of the latter, are full of comminuted chalk,
probably owing to the denudation, in times long
past, of a series of chalk mountains to the N,W. So,
iu spite of the dictum of "D,," I shall adhere to my
opinion that chalk is beneficial to all composts and
soils that are used in fruit-tree culture. T. B.

NEW BEDDING VERBENAS.
I HAVE at length had the satisfaction of obtaining

an entirely new race of Verbenas, and as I believe
there is nothing like them at present in cultivation, I
have for the purpose of distinguishing them from the
Maonetti section, attached my own name to them. I
have also obtained several other forms of the Verbena
which illustrate the remarks I had made on the
sportiveness and transformation of the Verbena, iu the
paper I presented to the Botanical Congress.
The first variety, Wilhli, is a type of quite a new

race. Although the plant is Lilliputian in size, the
flowers are of fine form, rosy lilac, and borne in
compact trusses above its neat ovate foliage. This
variety was obtained by fertilising the flowers of one
of the half-hybrid seedlings raised from Velvet
Cushion, and Maonetti Erecta. The female parent
was very much like the variety Arabella, the flowers of
fine form and substance, and the truss very compact.
The same plant has produced several distinct forms.
Some take more after the male parent, whilst others
are like the female, and many have not the .slightest

resenablance to either. The variety named Lucy is a
seedling from the same cross, and shows the remark-
able way in which the Verbena is transformed by
fertilisation. Some of the seeds gathered from the
same plant have produced various forms in the Cushion
section, some having bluish shades of colour, others
pink, puqile, and crimson, but all take more or less

after the parent first used, by which I was enabled to
raise Velvet Cushion, namely Verbena venosa, by the
elongation of the flower truss.

Willsii aWo.—This is quite distinct from WiUsii
in the character of its foliage, which is very deeply
palmatisect, and of a bright glossy green, presenting
to the eye a beautiful mass of green foliage ; the pretty
white flowers, appearing as they do in great number
above it, are shown off to great advantage. This variety
was obtained by fertilising the variety named Welcome
with a miniature white seedling. As there are
so few plants with bright green foliage and white
flowers fit for bedding purposes, this will prove a very
welcome addition.

Willsii rosea is a seedling from the same parents as
the above. The foliage of this is also very much
divided, but is of a brownish tint. The plant possesses

a very neat habit, in addition to which it has a pleasing
shade of colour.

Willsii lilacina.—A very pretty cerise-shaded lilac

;

a new and pleasing shade of colour in the Verbena.
Willsii fulgens.—Another new and most desirable

shade of colour in the Verbena ; this I consider a gi-eat

acquisition. This, with some of the other varietifesj

are now to be seen at Chiswick.
Willsii compacta.—A bright rosy lilac ; fine for

beddin" purposes.
The following are seedlings from Maonetti Princess

Victoria, and are distinct and desirable plants, all

possessing different shades of colour from any of the
varieties described above. These have been obtained
by fertilising the flowers of Princess Victoria with
pollen

_
taken from some of the garden varieties

Ijossessing neat erect habits and distinct colours.
Maonetti Fulgent is a type of an intermediate

section between the Maonettis and the garden
varieties ; it is exceedingly bright in colour, and is, I
consider, an improvement on Princess Victoria.
Maonetti Distinction is of a valuable shade of claret,

and has a clear white eye ; the foUage is also distinct
from any of the foregoing.
Maonetti Juliet is of a pleasing shade of purplish-

lilac, and is a very profuse blooming variety.
I now come to the large-flowered bedding or exhi-

bition section. How wonderfully the flowers in this
section have been improved within the last 10 years,
both in point of habit, size, and form of the flower, and
general usefulness, the excellent varieties now in cultiva-
tion will prove. Could Mr, Pousette, the discoverer of
the first Verbena introduced into this country, but look
upon some of the varieties of the present day, which
have sprung from V. Melindres, he would perhaps be
more astonished than he was when Melindres, dazzling
as it undoubtedly is, met his view during his travels
in the neighbourhood of Buenos Ayres in the year
1826, Melindres was sent by him to J. Hawkins, Es^.,
of Bignon Park, where it flowered for the first time in
the May of the year following. Verbena Melindres
appears to have been the only Verbena known to
English gardens from 1826 to 1837, when Verbena
Tweediana made its appearance, and appears to have
been very highly appreciated, as it is even now by
many. Besides these varieties, no other Verbena made
itsappearance till theyear 1838, when a paper of Verbena
seed w4s sent from Buenos Ayres by Mr. TvVeedie,
from which were raised various shades of colours.
No decided advance was however made in improving
the flower till the year 1845, about which time a
variety called Emma attracted attention, and soon after
this a variety called Beauty Supreme was introduced.
This was a decided advance iu point of colour ; but
the habit of the plant was anything but good. In the
year 1858 Welcome appeared. This variety possessed
certainly a distinct shade of colour ; but the habit was
exceedingly bad, on which account I suppose no one
has ever taken it in hand for cross-breeding purposes.
About this time some of the best varieties appeared,
aniong them General Simpson, BriUaut de Vaisse,
Geant des Batailles, &c. ; and since then their name
has been legion.

It was at this juncture that the idea presented itself

to my mind that something might be attempted with a
prospect of success by fertilising the flowers of V.
venosa with the pollen of the garden varieties, for the
purpose of imparting a greater degree of hardiness to
the plants, and also for improving their habits. This I
tried for several years without success; but at last
I succeeded in ripening seed from a single pip of
Verbena venosa, fertilised with pollen taken from one
of the garden varieties. I obtained three seeds, only
one of which vegetated. I had very great difficulty iu
growing the plant, and for two years after raising it,

with all the coaxing I could use, it almost refused to
grow. In the spring of the third year I was able to
propagate it freely, and it turned out a most valuable
variety. On the first opportunity that presented itself

the flowers of this hybrid were fertilised with pollen of
Verbena venosa, and in the following year I had the
pleasure of securing several distinct hybrids from it,

of various shades of colour, and all possessing the same
stiffened habit, with lance-shaped leaves, and the
same elongation of the flower truss, as seen iu Velvet
Cushion. One of these seedlings, which was of a bright
rosy-lilac colour, I have since used for cross-breedmg
purposes, with some of the largest and best formed
flowers to be found amongst the garden varieties, and
the result has been some extraordinary flowers, both as
regards form and size. One of these, which I propose
calling Ooliath, has the individual florets larger than a
shilling. This, and some of the following varieties, iu
the hands of exhibitors, might be grown to an extra-
ordinary size.

Another seedling from Ariel, fertilised with the
pollen taken from Velvet Cushion, which I have named
Velvet Cushion Improved, has flowers both larger and
of greater substance; the habit is also stronger and more
robust. This is a very flue variety.

Cerise Cushion is also a .seedling from the same
parents ; the flowers of this variety are very large and
brilliant in colour. This and the above varieties are
well adapted for bedding purposes.
Sybrida is another seedling from the same parents

;

this takes rathei* more after the garden varieties in the
character of its foliage, which is of a bright glossy-
green ; the flowers, however, belong to the Cushion
section. They are of great substance, and borne in large
compact upright trusses well above the foliage. The
habit of the plant is also good,
Mr. Howsin is a chance seedling from Velvet Cushion

—showing the extraordinary way in which the Verbena
is transfonned.
Surprise is one of the most extraordinary instances

of transformation in the Verbena I have ever seen. It
is the seedling from Maonetti Princess Victoria
referred to in my paper to the Botanical Congress. A
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flower of Princess Victoria (Maonetti) was fertilised

with the pollen of Scarlet Cushion, with the view of its

producing a scarlet Maonetti, instead of which it has

OTodnced a plant with foliage very similar to Purple

King ; it is, however, very distinct from that variety in

its habit, wliioh is prostrate. The plant grows close to

the ground in a dense green mass, and the flowers are

botne just above it, in large brilliant trusses. It is the

most distinct in habit I have yet seen, and forms a

beautiful green belt ; the height from the top of the

flower to the base of the plant is not more than 5 in.,

on which account it will prove a valuable addition to

our plants for edging purposes. This variety has been

sent to Chiswick this spring.

Salmomum is a seedling from Scarlet Cushion ; of

habit very similar to the above. It is a very distinct

and beautiful variety. The plant produces large

quantities of fine-shaped trusses of a rich salmon shade.

The two following are seedlings from the well-known
variety called Purple King. They will serve further to

illustrate what I have before stated with respect to the
transformation of the Verbena.

Transcendrnt I consider one of the best bedding
Verbenas I have ever raised. It is a seedling from
Punile King, and has the exact habit of that variety,

producing ffowers in just the same abundance. It

was obtamed by fertilising a flower of Purple King
the pollen of Scarlet Cushion.

Cotnplete is also a seedling from Purple King. It

has been obtained from that variety without fertilising

the blooms. Some plants of a variety called Blue
Bonnet were growing near the plant from which the
.seed was gathered ; it is therefore very probable that

this change in form and colour may be attributed

to the Macroglossa stellatarum. It is one of the

be.st formed Verbenas I have seen, and also possesses a

very pleasing shade of colour, and has the same habit

and style of growth as Puqile King.
WlUs's Crimson King is a seedling from Velvet

Cushion, fertilised ivith the pollen taken from the
well-knoivu variety called Geant des Batailles. This is a
half-hybrid, the flowers are of just the same form as

Velvet Cushion, but of greater substance, and of a rich

crimson shade of colour ; this is a magnificent Verbena
for bedding purposes.

Arabella is another seedling from "Wl vet Cushion
;

this variety is from seed gatheinl in iIm' open ground.

Lilac Cushion is a valu:ililr s.' iHiiiL' iVum Velvet
Cushion, posses,sing the same ikmI, ilnm-l sLifriiiticose

habit as that variety; it was olilained l)\- rrrlili^in;-' the

fonns of Velvet Cushion with ijullrn t.ikni ['nun

Helena, one of the Cushion varieties I laiseil l\\n years

ago; a most valuable variety for budding purposes on
account of its colour.

Burnley Beauty is another seedling from Purple
King, having the exact habit and foliage of Purjde
King ; a very free and valuable variety for bedding
purposes. J. Wills, Muntroyde Park.

[The varieties of this new section of Verbena
(Willsii) are of a very promising character as bedding
plants, notwithstanding the comparatively small size of

their flowers and flower trusses. Ecs.]

EAIN GAUGES.
With reference to the question why small rain

gauges receive a smaller proportionate quantity of rain

than large ones, I observe that " J. S." at p. 733, enume-
rates three fallacies in some statements which were
submitted on the subject at p. 635. These are pointed
out in three questions, the first of which reads thus :

—

" Is it a fact that small gauges receive less per square
inch of area than large gauges ?" Such was my con-
viction, and I believed that it was a generally admitted
ftict, especially since the result of Mr. Lawes' experi-

ments were made known ( Gard. Chron., 1853, p. 181 ), and
corroborated by others made by " T. S. P." These scien-

tific gentlemen were notlikel.v to be so widely mistaken
as to state from their observations so great discrepancies
between the products of large and small gauges if such
did not actually arise from the difference of size.

Mr. Lawes spared no expense in investigating truth as

regards matters relating to the improvement of the
agriculture of the country. The weighing machine
used in his experiments was of most excellent con-
Htruction and Workmanship; and though capable of
balancing great weights, even tons, yet a few drops
Would turn the scale. He also employed highly
scientific assistants. His large gauge had an area
of 43.56 feet exposed as the receiver, being exactly
the iTTTiTi part of an acre. The area of the small gauge
was ia.635 inches. The surface exposed in the large

gauge Was to that of the small as 320 to 1. The large

gauge indicated .38 per cent, more than the small one.

Both stood in the middle of a 30-acre field, and about
2 feet above the surface of the ground.
At p. 198(1853) "T. S. P.," a scientific gentleman

writing from H.M. Dockyard, Pembroke, states that he
had two funnel gauges, one 8 inches diameter and the
other 5 inches diameter, both placed side by side on the
same level. At the end of 11 months the 8-inch one
had collected a depth of 40 inches and a half nearly

;

whilst the 5-incli one indicated a depth of 37-^ inches,
the smaller gauge invariably showing less in every
month per square inch of surface, than the larger one.
From tne results of so many experiments one may be
justified in considering that the 1st question ought to
bean.sweredin tlie ailimmtive.
As to the i2il.

" I)u the drops fall 4 inches apart in all

showers?" This, it will be seeli by reference ti>

p. 635, was only assumed for the sake of illustration ;

and for that piu-pose I am not aware that any par-
ticular distance is of much consequence provided both
gauges ate equally affected in proportitm.

I come now to the 3d question, "Who ever sa*
the drofis fall exactly on the same spot, centre for

cehtre, twice runhmg ? " I stated, at p. SeS, that " rain

drops fall too promiscuously for occupying positions so

geometrically uniform as is represented in the diagram."
On the contrary, they often drive wildly, like wintry
rain, and strike as it were at random, whether in the
state of rain or that of hail, so that at times one's eyes

are not secure for a twinkling, and the face has to be
turned away. They follow no rule that can be laid

down for them by rule and compass. They are, how-
ever, subject to two laws—one con.stant, that of gravita-

tion ; the other exceedingly variable, that of the force

of the wind ; and combination of the two compels them
to move in an irregularly curved direction. Eddies
will sometimes be formed, which may interfere more
with the fall in a large receiver than in a small one.

In windy weather, Mr. Lawes obtained in some
instances a greater product from the small gauge than
from the large one ; but this was the exception, and
not the rule, therefore some other cause must be looked
for to account for the general discrepancy. I am not
inclined to weary in finding out the truth, and in that

cause I heed not contradiction ; on the contrary, I am
glad that "J. S." has brought up the subject, as it will

doubtless lead to further investigations and some useful

results. In conclusion, " J. S." says, " If it turns out
to be the fact that on the whole large gauges receive

more than small [of course he means inch for inch of

their areas, which is a very good mode of expressing

their relative proportions] , it will probably be found
to depen,d on the action of the wind."

Differences in the.returns of rain gauges have been
treated on by Mr. Howard, in his excellent work
"The Climate of London;" and as " J. S." appears

inclined to attribute such differences to the action

of the wind, it may be desirable to refer to the

opinions of Sir. Howard and others who have studied

the point. This will be best afforded by the fol-

lowing extract from "The Climate ofLondon" (i., 98) :—
" By some, and among them a meteorologist of note in

France, Flaugerques, it has been attributed wholly to

the effect of the wind in giving an oblique direction to

the streams of rain ; in consequence of which, it is

contended, the funnel or mouth of the gauge actually

presents a smaller aperture, in proportion as the rain

comes more obliquely ; just as if we were to incline the

funnel to one side under a rain falling vertically, in

which case it is manifest that less and less rain would
enter as it became more in<-liiH'^l. iinlil in a perfectly

horizontal position the whole wouM pi-s by to the

ground. But in reply to tin-, u i- ael. and I think
vorv justly, by Meickle (in ' Thuuisous Annals" for

< letnber, 1819), that in the case of rain fa.lling with a
\\ iud, " the horizontal distance of the lines in which
the rain falls is absolutely independent of their inch-

nation, being accurately the same, where the wind
runs steadily 60 miles an hour, as if it were a perfect

calm." In " strictness (this writer further observes),

the drops fall in

curves;" but sup-
posing them to pur-
sue aright line, "it

is plain, that a

gauge of the width
shown at « 5 will

receive the drops,

falling obliquely,

just the same as

after they become perpendicular in the calm, at c d."

And it is equally obvious, from a comparison of the

space b e with the space a b, that of rain so deflected,

a gauge with its aperture inclined in a suitable direc-

tion, would receive much more than the quantity then

actually falling on the general surface, consequently

that, with reference to this standard, the aperture in

the direction a b would receive too little.

" It appears, therefore, that no allowance is req^uired

in any position of the gauge as to height, for the simple

obliquity of the whole body of a shower, the rain

received by the entire horizontal surface included in

its area (and of which the mouth of the funnel may be

considered a-s a definite part), being the same whether
the descent be oblique or vertical."

From the above it appears that the discrepancy

observed in the products of large and small gauges does

not depend on the action of the wind, unless in excep-

tional cases. The general cause, therefore, requires to

be further investigated. Having answered, or attempted

to answer, these questions relating to the subject, I may
be allowed to ask one. As all space, -within the limits

of our atmosphere, is occupied with some substance or

substances, the receivers of rain gauges must he so

likewise. In them, what we have to do with is air and
water, or we mav term part of the area wet, part dry

;

the fonner would correspond to the interpluvial space,

the laftrr to that which feeds the gauge. The
queslioii 1 ui-li I., put is—what will be the effect on the

prodieu .ii tie ii-pective gauges when the wet portion

of spaee exeee.ls t hc dry, and the contrary, and what
when wet and dry are equal ? II

SECOND FLOWERING OF WISTAKIA.
Left to itself, the Wistaria sinensis only flowers

once in the season. During the summer a Tew flowers

are, it is true, produced, but not in sufficient numbers
to constitute a second season of bloom. This fact,

however, shows us that by particular treatment the

Wistaria may be made to bloom a second time, and
that this treatment consists in favouring the develop-

ment of those portions of the plant which produce
summer blossoms, that is, of those short spurs the buds
of which are crowded together and surrounded by
leaves. Almost always on the shoots that have

produced flowers, there is produced a vigorous leaf-bud

which sometimes forms a shoot some yards in length.

ThisBhoot, as it produces leaves only, should be stopped,

except in those cases where growth is required to idl

up an uncovered space. If inst<>ad of allowing these

shoots to be developed, they be pinched off in their first

stage, the sap becomes concentrated at the base of the

leaves, and causes the development of flower-buds in

place of leaf-buds.

By operating in this manner continuously and care-

fully a second crop of blossoms may be obtained.

Andre Leroy, in Revue Horticole.

ABSTRACTS OF PAPERS PRESENTED TO
THE BOTANICAL CONGRESS.

ON THE CtJLTUKE OF COLCHICUM BTZANTINUM.
By Pbofehsor H. Lecoq, Clee.mo.st.

COLCHICUM BYZANTINUM (Gawler) is a remarkable

plant of which we will give an account, first, as to its

culture, and then as to the use that may be made of it

in the adornment of greenhouses and of rooms.

It grows wild in Greece, Turkey, Asia Minor, and
probably in Persia. It seems to be spread over the

East generally. The name of byzantinum is not the

only one it has received; Salisbury mentions it as

floribundum, which is well suited to it, and Frivalski

has described it under the name of Colchicum orientale.

It is a very vigorous plant, with large bulbs enveloped

in brown scales, of which the outer one only, which
falls off in shreds, should be removed.

All soils suit it, but it prefers light earth which has

been manured at least a year or two before it is planted.

Fresh manure is not at all suited to it. It is planted

in borders in lines, or in quincunx about 4 inches in

depth, and in our climate immediately after it has

flowered, that is to say in September or October. Its

treatment is the same as that employed for Tulips.

Colchicum is much more hardy, however. We culti-

vate it in beds 3 or 4 feet square. It does not mind
frost. In the month of February the leaves appear

;

they form a magnificent bouquet of smooth, shining

leaves, resembling those of Veratrum, without their

folds. The leaves fade (the time varying according to

the temperature and dryness of the season) at the end
of May or beginning of June. As they do not fall off

of their own accord, it is as well to cut them off with

a pair of scissors or a pruning knife ; they should not

be pulled off by the hand for fear of damaging the tube

of the flowers.

The plant remains in a state of complete repose until

the end of August or early part of September, then it

flowers. The flowers are numerous, sometimes as

many as 15 or 20 from each bulb, of a delicate reddish-

lilac tint, the more vivid in colour according to the

amountof lightthey have. Therearealwaysmany flowers

open at the same time, nevertheless their rapid succes-

sion is such that the period of flowering is prolonged

at lea-st over three weeks, or sometimes a month, when
the plants are in a sheltered situation. The flowers

resemble those of Colchicum autumnale, but are much
larger. Like them their delicacy is extreme, and if

they were cultivated only in the open air we
should not recommend them. It is for greenhouses

and rooms that Colchicum byzantinum is most
interesting. Its large leaves confer so much vigour

upon the bulb, by accumulating in it a perfect storfe

of nourishment, sufficient for the development of the

floral organs, that neither earth, water, nor the least

trouble need be taken on its behalf.

The bulbs are taken up in July, or at least before

they flower. They are cleaned and put away. Placed

on their base on a shelf, chimney-piece, or cabinet, in

a current of air or in a glass globe, they will flower with-

out our being able to retard or accelerate their progress.

The more light they have the deeper the colour will be,

and the shorter the tube. This tube of the corolla

has always a tendency to grow, because in a wild

state the bulb being sometimes deeply planted

in the soil, the tube has a long way to travel before it

reaches the outer air. Thence arises this tendency to

lengthen, but nothing is easier than to remedy this

little defect. It is done by placing the bulbs in dry

Moss. Watering them is quite unnecessary. Thus
charming flower baskets which require no care

may be obtained. Persons are always astonished to

see'this Colchicum flourishing in this way wherever
it is placed, and we have taken advantage of this

singular property to ornament greenhouses with it

at a season of the year when they are usually unattrac-

tive. It isprecisely when the (Jolchicums flower that

the Lycopodiums which form the turf in winter

gardens attain their fullest development. We place

therefore in the turf several hundreds of Colchicum
bulbs, some dispersed, some in groups, but all entirely

concealed under the active growth of the Lycopods.

There is nothing more curious than to follow day by

day the progress of this improvised parterre. AVe forget

all about them, till after a time some white buds

appear timidlv .above the Grass. The tip is tinted, and

they at length open. Flowers are dotted here and

there, next morning there are more, every day adds to

their number, and at length we enjoy a parterre of

the most beautiful green imaginable, enamelled with

these delicate flowers, which recompense us in the

length of time they last, and by their freshness for

the shelter they have received. Every year the

Colchicums are planted thus in our little winter

garden, and we feel sure no prettier sight could be

offered to those who admire the luxuriance of Nature,

or the harmony that should prevail in a flower garden.

When the blossoms fade the bulbs are taken

up, a large bed is prepared in the garden, and they are

placed in the ground when they cease to bloom. The
name of Colchicum byzantinum is not often seen in

catalogues, but it would be more frequently met
with if the ornamental purposes to which it is adapted

were better known. Although we have cultivated

it for many years, we have never procured seeds,

and the bulb gives off very lew bulbils; generally

ea<h bulb produces two, as in the Gladiolus, rarely

three, so that this plant is increased in eebmetrin pro-

portion, doubling each year, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256,
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&.C., so that any person who culti\:flc^ fbi- I'lnntfor

20 years will get enough to stock ^•\ll::l kiv-hI l:airl

We le:ive to the amateurs of lln«(r> ilir l,i>k of

verifying our assertions, and the enjoyincnl ol' ilower

l.awns in their winter gardens.

Home Correspondence.
Correa Latroheana (see ]>. r"'-'> - 'I'lii' jiroper name of

thi,s [ilant is C. LawTenci;m:i , Jlvik-. 11 has had one or

two other aliases, and has been ligurea under
the name of C. ferruginea in Hooker's " Icones
Plantarum," tab. .3; also in Maund's "Botanist,"
tab. 124. It differs from C. speciosa in its larger size,

and in the circumstance that its filaments are all equal
and not dilated. The plant seems to vary very much
iu size, and has had a different name to fit each
gradation. P.
Mrs. Pollock—a Seedling.—Doubtless my friend and

neighbour Mr. Grieve, of Culford Hall, the talented
hybridiser and successful raiser of Mrs. Pollock, Italia

Unita, Mrs. Benyon, Lucy Grieve, Lady CuUum, and
many other fine varieties of Pelargonium, will inform
you that Mrs. Pollock is a seedling. That need not,

however, prevent me from confirming the fact. Mrs.
Pollock came variegated from the first, and has always
been the beautiful thing she is now. Although she is

therefore no sport formed in the way of variegation,
yet, singularly enough, a plant of her sported with me
last season quite back to a green. There is not an
atom of variegation about it, and Mr. Grieve sa.vs that
most likely there never will be again. I mean to keep
and increase the green stock, and see what comes of it.

It certainly points to mi.xed blood somewhere; and
Mr, Grieve will probably tell you that he generally
uses one plain-leaved parent. One can readily
understand the mixture of hlood, but a "mixture of
pollen" is doubtless unmi.xed nonsense. However,
I had better " ca canny," as I don't profess
to be an authority on this matter. Speaking of mixed
blood reminds me of a very singular feature of Stella.

I am not aware that the late Donald Beaton ever raised
a variegated Geranium in his life. They were not in
his Nosegay line, and I certainly never saw one at
Surhiton. Tet I have not grown Stella through a
single season without getting from one or other of the
plants a good variegation, and I hear the same of it

from other places. Generally these sports are good
silver, almost identical with the one sent out by the
Messrs. Henderson, of the Wellington Eoad, but one
of mine has a tinge of gold in it. By the way, I am
not at all sure whether Henderson's Variegated Stella
was a sport or a seedling. I wish good old Donald was
alive to give us the pedigree of Stella. Can any one
throw any light upon it ? It would be a singular
physiological fact if with i)lain-leaved ancestors on
hoth sides it should manifest such persistent tendencies
lo assume a hi- or tri-coloured garb. One thing at
least is certain—the more Stellas .of every colour the
better; for, after trying every Nosegay, I .still think
Stella beats them all. D. T. Fish, Eardwicke Oardens,
-Bury St. Edmuiids, Aug. 6.

Moles.—CaxL any of your readers inform me whether
moles eat wire-worms ? I don't think they do, as I
have never found one in their stomachs, and think them
rather too hard and dry for their somewhat delicate
palate. Facts establishing or disproving the point will
much oblige. Enquirer.

Oxalis Bomei.—I should be much obliged to any one
who will be so kind as to look at his flowers of this
Oxalis, and observe where the summits of the branch-
ing stigmas stand with respect to the two sets of
anthers. In all my plants the stigmas stand close
beneath the lower anthers ; but I have good reason to
believe that two other forms exist — one with the
stigmas standing above both sets of anthers, and the
other ivith the stigmas between the two sets. If any
one has flowers in either of these latter states, that is

long-styled or mid-styled, I should be grateful if he
would send me a few rather young flowers wrapped up
in tin-foil or oil-silk ; for I should thus be enabled to
fertilize my own flowers and obtain seed. Charles
Dfinriit, JJoini. Bromley, Kent.

Cross-fertilising Papilionaceoiis Flotners.—All who
have tried have found much ditticulty in crossing
papilionaceous flowers. Several years ago. Dr. Herbert
remarked to me that with the exception of Erythrina
no hybrids had been made in this great family.
Gartner crossed .36 flowers of different varieties of the
common Pea, and he did not get a single pod perfectly
developed and with the full complement of seed ; he
crossed 10 flowers of Kidney Beans, and did not get a
single pod. Some years ago I crossed the varieties of
the Sweet Pea, and many more flowers dropped off

unimpregnated than were fertilised. The difficulty
arises from the anthers opening at so early an age that
they must be removed long before the flower expands.
After the operation the immature stigma is liable to
exposure to the air ; and it is difficult to judge when
to apply the pollen. Moreover there is some reason to
suspect that the stigma requires successive applications
of pollen. To show the difficulty of fertilising papiliona-
ceous flowers, I may mention that I lately removed all

the pollen thatlcouldwitha soft brush from six recently
expanded flowers of Lupinus pilosus protected from
the visits of insects, and then applied pollen from a
distinct individual of the same species. Although in
this case there was no operation at an early age, yet
five flowers out of the six dropped off unimpregnated.
Had these flowers remained untouched, all, judging
from the others, probably would have set, and the only
difl'erence would have been that their stigmas would
have been surrounded by a mass of pollen as long as
the flowers continued in bloom. This case is worth
mentioning as showing how erroneous the belief is that
fertilisation usually takes place in unopened flowers, in
which the pollen is shed at an early a»e. These trials on
the Lupines, and others formerly on Sweet Peas, led me

to trj' the following plan. I rolled up thin paper into
a cylinder, rather thinner than a knitting needle. I

then tied a thread tight round, .and cut off the cylinder
beneath the thread, so that a little pipe closed at one
end or cap, about the fifth of an inch in length, was
left. This was easily filled with pollen from the keel-
petal of any desired variety, and could then be
placed on the pistil and secured below the stigma
by being tied with a thread. I then castrated
four flower-buds of the Sweet Pea, and placed on
the young stigmas caps filled with pollen from
another variety, and four fine pods were soon formed.
I also fertilised eight castrated flowers of two species
of Lupins with pollen from distinct plants of the same
species, but from these I have got only four pods. I
inay add, that as an experiment I filled one of the
little caps with pollen of Lathyrus grandiflorus and
placed it on the stigma of a Sweet Pea (Lathyrus
odoratus), and to my great surprise, considering how
distinct these species are, a fine pod has been formed.
I am certain no pollen could have been left in the
flower of the Sweet Pea, as the anthers were removed
whilst quite immature; and if the.se hybrid seeds
grow, a curious hybrid will be produced. I should not
have thought this plan of fertilising papilionaceous
flowers worth mentioning had it not been applicable
in all cases in which early castration is necessary, and
likewise in certain cases mentioned by Gartner, in
which the stigma requires, or is benefited by, successive
applications of pollen. In all such cases some trouble
would be saved and certainty gained by the use of the
little caps filled with the desired kind of pollen.
Charles Daritnn, JDoton, Bromley, Kent.

Verbena officinalis.—I know at least two habitats
for this plant in this locality; but it is doubtful
whether in either of them the plant is truly indi-
genous. In one case there is a pretty extensive patch
in a ditch near a cabin ; the other case is a number of
plants on the margin of a stream where farmers are in
the habit of washing their sheep. Now, the peasants
here had, if they have not now, a belief that there is a
charm in Vervain to keep away witches. They used
to put it over the door for this purpose. It may have
been planted at the sheep pool to prevent drowning.
The peasants know it by its proper English name-
Vervain. The Verbena was regarded by the ancients
in a superstitious light, as is evidenced by Pliny and
other classical writers; and, in fact, the termVerbenawas
a generic appellation of all sacred leaves. Shakspeare
also mentions Vervain among the many other wild
flowers with which he was familiar. While on this
subject, I may mention that I have the same thing to
complain of as many other gardeners—the failure of
many of my bedding Verbenas. I do not think that
frost has anything to do directly with the malady, as
some that were planted out late, and had no frost,

failed, as well as those planted out early. Purple King
suffered more than any of the others. Some sorts are
more delicate than others. Some of the old scarlet

varieties seem to he particularly hardy. The plants of
Purple King that I put out very late to supply
vacancies are now growing pretty freely. I should be
sorry to see this fine Verbena "go to the wall," as it is

undoubtedly the king of purples. J. Dougla.i, Kilkea
Ca.itle, Kildare.
The Lady Strawherry.—La.st autumn T received

from Mr. IJnderhill, of Birminghinji. muih- pLmts of
his new seedling Strawberry callrd 'I'll,, bady,"
which was very highlj; spoken of, and -aid tn hr a great
bearer and first-rate in flavour. The jilants did well
and produced a large crop of fruit ; but I was quite
disappointed with it, as it was sickly in colour, and
possessed little or no flavour. I am aware that the
sudden changes in the weather when the Strawberries
were ripening were not favourable for them, but other
varieties were very fine and the flavour excellent. I
should much like to, know how " The Lady " turned
out with others who have grown it in different soils.

Henry Douhleday , Fpping.
Centatirea gyninocarpa.—What an elegant plant this

is for a variety of purposes, both indoors and out ! We
have employed it out of doors rather extensively this

season, and it has a charming appearance ; it is not so
white as ragusina. but it is far more graceful, so one
quality is ,a set-ofF against the other. Gymnocarpa is

easily managed, and a stock of it can be secured much
easier than that of ragusina. It strikes freely, and may
also be raised from seed ; it is a most useful plant for

decorative purposes, especially when grown as standards
in smallish sized pots. In this state I have seen it as
white as the other kind. John ISdlington.

Mulberry-groiving in London.—I gathered on the
2d inst. several excellent dishes of Mulberries in

Charterhouse Garden, which is situated in the very
heart of our great metropolis. The trees on which
they grew are about 16 years old, and have a very
healthy appearance. They have been well thinned, an
operation which I imagine has had the effect of
inducing them to ripen heavier crops this year than
formerly. Beyond the thinning, which was un-
sparingly done, they have, however, had no mulching
or other extra care. H. Mammerton, Charterhouse.
Pelargoniums.— Vt'e willingly give publicity to the

following suggestions relating to what are now usually
called Zonate Tricolor-leaved Pelargoniums, by Mr.
Jabez J. Chater, of Cambridge, who is known as the
raiser of some of our choice varieties. The suggestion
for the classification of this and the kindred races
of Pelargoniums is ingenious, and maj; prove to be
practically useful. Our correspondent writes :

—
" These

plants (the Pelargonium and its varieties) are par-
ticularly interesting to me. Besides Senior Wrangler,
I have some others veiy beautiful. I am hybridising
and getting new features into both leaf and flower. By-
the-by, referring to a paper presented to the Botanical
Congress by Mr. Wills on the sporting of Pelargoniums
and other plants (this word ' sporting ' I do not like), I
cannot at all agree with his theory. I have obtained

my seedlings by careful hybridisation, and all that is

necessary is to watch till the pollen and stigma are in a
fit state ; that i.s, the latter must be perfect, fresh, and
open, well-developed, and kept free from insects, and
the former must be bright, clear, just burst, and from a
well-defined and perfect .anther. Under these circum-
stances apply the pollen, and the work is done. In
many, numberless instances I have watched (it

cannot be done without watching), and have seen
the effect upon the flower. In the Pelargonium it will
occasionally droop its head; in the Hollyhock, after
impregnation, the sepals will gradually fade, and
become marcescent. I think it erroneous in toto to
speak of ' mixed pollen ' in fertilising ; it cannot be

—

one appUcation either by artificial or natural means is

all that one stigma can receive. Hence the inappro-
priateness of the cause of variation, or rather colora-
tion, suggested by Mr. Wills. I find on referring
to my notes that Senior Wrangler is no sport-.

It sprung up with variegated cotyledons, and
proceeded from a zonate variety of good quality called
Woodwardianum ; while to other sources I can directly

refer other seedlings of distinct coloration. Might not
these many-coloured Pelargoniums with proprietor be
defined as ' Zonal Versicolors ?

' They are certainly
more than tricolors, possessing at least four, and in
many instances five, distinct colours. I would retain
the term ' Zonal Tricolor,' and for this class would bring
in foliage of a different style of marking. For instance, I
have now specimens possessing leaves of a yellow or a
very light green centre, surrounded by a zone of
crimson, brown, &c., and then a margin of much darker

freen, actually reversing the order of such sorts as Mrs.
'ollock ; these I hope by-and-by to have fully developed.

Another class, to be simply called ' Zonal,' should com-
prise all such as Adonis, Madame Vaucher, and the old
horse-shoe varieties. ' Bicolors ' would take up such
as Bijou, Golden Chain, and suchlike. 'Unicolors'
would be such as the plain-leaved, namely, Tom Thumb,
Lady Middleton, &o. There are also plain yellow-
leaved kinds, and perhaps by-and-by there will be
copper or piUT)le-leaved. I have a variety that will, I
think, at some time answer for Perilla, and a yellow
leaf for a pure yellow bed, removing the flowers.

Shall we ever attain to a yellow-flowered variety ? I
anticipate such a result ; moreover, I feel satisfied that
ere long flowers beautifully striped, like a Carnation,
will be the order of the day—I have some good
indications of this. The beauty of the plant would be
enhanced if a truss of pure white flowers, flaked with
rose purple or pink, were borne above a glorious

bouquet of Senior Wrangler foliage."

Fconomic Value of the Common Brake.—Amongst
British Ferns none are so well known as the common
Brake or Bracken (Pteris aquilina), and this is also

the most important of all the British species in an
economic point of view. This Brake, though not used
at the present day to the extent it was formerly, is

nevertheless much valued in many parts of the country
for manuring land. At one time it was much in request
as fodder for cattle, but it is rarely, if ever, now
employed for that purpose. As a litter for horses, how-
ever, the fronds are still much used in neighbourhoods
where they abound, and in some districts, in Mon-
mouthshire for instance, the cottagers collect them
during the sumrner months and burn them, preserving
the aih, which is moistened sufficiently to enable it

to be made into balls about the size of a cricket
ball. These are afterwards dried, and' are then
ready for use for washing all kinds of clothing.

They fetch iu the market from Zs. to is. per 100.

Since the general introduction of soda, however,
the demand for them has considerably decreased.
The use of this ash as a substitute for soap is attri-

butable to the large amount of potash which it contains

;

indeed, it was used at one time for glass making. In
some parts of Scotland the fronds of the Brake may
still be seen as a thatch upon the roofs of cottages.

Besides these uses, the creeping underground root or
rhizome is said to contain much starch and mucilage,
and to he highly nutritious. The author of the
" Useful Plants of Great Britain," after bearing
testimony to the nutritive properties of these rhizomes,
gives the following formula for preparing them for use.

Thej; should be first roasted over a fire until the outer
skin is charred,andthen the fibres should be separated by
beating ; the starchy substance that remains tastesmucn
like Oat-cake, but with a slight astringency that is not
unpleasant. Few substances will keep off hunger
during violent exertion better than the underground
stem of the Brake thus prepared -a fact worth
remembering by the rambler in uninhabited districts.

John R. Jackson,
Baphanus caudatus.—I obtained 24 seeds of this new

Eadish, and I have been successful in raising 17 plants

from them. Wishing to give them a trial both indoors
and out, I selected nine of the strongest, and planted
them in a Peach border which was made last winter.

The soil was a rich rather sandy loam, to which was
added some J-inch of bones. In this they were planted,
and they began to grow very strongly, and continued to

do so until they were coming into flower, when suddenly
they began to show signs of something being wrong with
them ; on being examined it was found that the
roots were completely eaten away by a maggot about
half an inch in length, with a white and black head.
Out of the nine plants only three are left, all of which
look badly ; allow me, therefore, to inquire whether or
not others have had anything of the sort happen
to their plants. The 8-inch pots are all in excellent

condition, bearing heavy crops, some of the pods are
34 inches in length ; the soil in which these are
growing is rather different from thatof the Peach border,
being two parts loam, one leaf-mould, and the fourth
part old Mushroom dung. I may add that I have one
plant bearing very light green pods, while the
others are all of a purplish colour. James Stewart.

1 should like much to know the condition in which
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the pods of the Baphanus caudatus should be gathered
for eating. I had some boiled just as the pods were
changing from purple to yellow or green^ut they
were so stringy I could not eat them. B. [We under-
stand they are good a.<i a boiled vegetable when about
half-grown, but we cannot speak from experience.

Still younger they form an agreeable salad, with a very
mild Eadish-like flavour. Eds.]
Peach and Nectarine Setiing.—As this is a good

time to procure a hive of bees, no gentleman's garden
in which there is fruit to set shoulit be without thriii.

I held a .situation as gardener in Somerset (Cailbuiy

House) 12 years ago, where I had charge of two large

Peach-houses^ which together measured 120 feet long
and 15 feet wide. All the trees were planted out and
trained on wire trellises. One wet cold spring, when
the blossoms were expanding, I put a " pot" of bees
into the early Peach-house, upon a pair of steps

about 5 feet high. These bees I hoped would do
their duty, and so they did in good style, for

fruit set in clusters like Hazel-nuts ; and be it

remembered it is much easier to pick it off than to put
it on. When the bees had done their work in one
house I moved them into another. It is a mistake to

give front air when Peach trees are in bloom, and very
little should be given at top, especially in wet cold
weather. Do not water nor syringe over-head, and
about three or four days before the bees are put into
the house give it a good smoking with tobacco, which
mil keep the trees clean until the fruit is nearly as

large as Peas. Then the syringe may be again applied.

In the outskirts of Bath I saw the other day an orchard
house, I should think 200 feet long and 30 feet wide, in

which was a capital crop of well-set fruit. I name this,

as I am informed that in three out of every four
orchard houses fruit this year is few and far between. In
the house in question some of the trees are planted out
and others are in pots, and consist of Peaches, Necta-
rines, Apricots, and Plums. I was informed that when
they were in bloom a hive of bees had access to the
house in which the fruit has set in thousands. Mr.
Rivers does not tell us what kind of crops he has got

in his orchard houses. Peaches and Nectarines, I have
been told, are a failure this year. Let me recommend
every one, therefore, who has fruit to set in seasons to

come, both in and out of doors, to get bees, for what is

the cost of obtaining them compared mth losing

fome 40/. or 50?. worth of fruit? O. L. Drammond,
Highbridge Hill, near Bath.

Successful Vine Graving.—There is at present a
Black Hamburgh Vine in Mr. Kay's nursery, at
Pinchley, which for its age will bear comparison with
any Vine in the country. It was planted in March,
1850, and is now bearing a crop consisting of .300

bunches of Grapes. The heaviest of these will weigh
nearly 5 lb. each, and none less than 2 lb. This Vine
is in a span-roofed house, 18 feet wide and 89 feet long,

and enters at the north end. It is not trained as Vines
generally are, viz. up the rafter ; on the contrary, it

has five main branches, which run longitudinally at

equal distances (ho ivbolr length of the house. I would
advise all intorivirFl in < IrajK- uvnwin^ to ml] niid >oo

this Vine, v.\wh i- '-I' ii-lf hmiHi a .lay's inaivli to

inspect. At tin- Innc I saw (ho house the (irajM's were
scarcely ripe at the coolest end, but some few bunches
at the warm end were in perfection, and better fruit

I have not seen this season. John Ediingion.
Iresine Herhstii.—One of your correspondents (see

p. 733) remarks, respecting this plant, that it is rather
too soon to determine its merits or demerits. With
me its demerits are palpable enough already, and if we
must wait before its merits are visible, I say better be
without it altogether. The main object with most
flower gardeners is to secure as early a display as pos-
sible, for at the very longest our flower garden seasons
are far tooshort, andof whatadvantag<' is a plant Hliieli

only reaches perfection a week or (we liei.n, ilic ivsi

of its associates are on the wane ? Tlic 1 n sine wil li me
out of doors is a poor dingy affair, while Amaiautlius
melancholicus ruber is on the contrary a glorious plant,
as visitors who have seen it here can testify. In pots
under glass the Iresine has little to recommend it, and
one gardener in this neighbourhood, with whom 1 am
acquainted, was so thoroughly disappointed with it out
of doors that he took it up, and planted something else

in its place. J. E., Herts.
Cycas reroUita.—I observe that your correspondent

" P. G." inquires (p. 733) how many times the Cycas
revoluta has fruited in England? I beg to state that
a large plant here, in my noble employer's Palm-house,
has fruited seven times in about 25 years, and I think
it is likely to fruit again in 18G7. I recollect the late
Dr. Lindley saying, about 30 years since, that he then
thought the Cycas would fruit only once, and then it

must be of considerable age. As to the necessity for age
there can be no doubt; at leastl myselfhave never seen
a young plant in fruit. However, I ivill just mention
a fact about which there can be no mistake, namely,
that one could tell in a moment on seeing this noble
plant—when well-grown it is noble and curious too—by
looking at its stem whether it had fruited or not, for
it retains for years around the stem the rings ofnarrow
fronds that grow just under the head of beautiful
vermilion-coloured fruit. The fruit is produced on
very pretty buff-coloured flat fronds, which are
beautifully soft and velvety, and from 10 to 13 or
14 inches in length, the basal of course the longest, and
with from three to six fruit on each side, not placed
opposite, but triangle-wise. The fruit are flat and oval,
about the size in length and breadth of a moderate-
sized 'Walnut ; the flesh, as before stated, vermilion
colour, the taste insipid, the stone inside of the size of
a full-grown Almond, and of the same shape, while
the kernel is of a soft nature, sweetish, but not of a
very desirable flavour to feed on. Another fact I may as
well relate. The first time of my fruiting it here—
1811 and 1812 (for it lasts a year or more in fruit), it

formed an immense crown-shaped head of fruit, 2 feet

or more in diameter, tier above tier. I was verv fond of
looking at it when going round with my lantern of an
evening, in order to watch its progress, and to observe
if it had any enemies about. On one occasion, at the
time it was in full perfection as to size and colour,
I was upon the top of the steps (for there were steps
permanently placed there while the plant was in fruit),
and was gapmg into its centre attentively, in order
to see if there was any possibility of counting the
number of fronds and fruit. The perfume was pleasant,
and, I thought, very much like the scent from a rum
puiieheon just emptied. All at once I was seized with
siieh a feeling of stupor that I reeled and could scarcely
get down from the steps without falling, and afterwards
I actually stumbled and reeled about for some time, and
did not get rid of the stupor till I went to bed. This
was a caution to me against looking too closely in
future. James Barnes, Biclon.

Foreign Correspondence.
Prick'lg Pears and Mangos in Egypt.—As the Cactus

Opuntia, or Prickly Pear, is now (June 8) in full fruit
with us, allow me to make a few observations in regard
to its use and cultivation. It is well known to be a
native of America and Barbary, and it is now accli-

matised in the south of Europe. It does exceedingly
well in Egypt, and produces large crops, which form
an item of considerable importance in the fruit market
during Its season, which lasts generally about \w<
months. The fruit'is eagerly devoured by the natives
by whom it is considered very wholesome. I have
eaten it often ; at first I did not appreciate it, but, like
many other acquired tastes, I have now come to like
it. It appears about the middle of May on the tops of
the branches, which are of a compressed form; the
flower, which is of a yellow colour, is produced from
the top of the fruit, which is Pear-shaped. I fancy we
have got that variety called the Great Indian Fig, or
Upright Prickly Pear. Our trees grow to the height of
from 12 to 18 feet, and measure from 8 to 12 feet through
the branches; the trunk often measures from 2 to
3 feet in circumference near the base. The skin of the
fruit is covered with small; spines in clusters, and the
flesh is of a yellow colour, full of seeds, and has an
agreeable sub-acid flavour.

The cultivation of the Cactus Opuntia is very
simple. I have seen it growing luxuriantly on all

soils and situations, by the sides of old walls, and in
the richest loams ; and in all cases the plant produces
fruit in abundance. The only thing requiring atten-
tion is not to water too copiously, as it prefers a dry
soil. At the time of the swelling of the fruit it

however requires two or three good waterings. I am
now speaking of it in the open ground, not in pots.
The Cochineal (Coccus Cacti) has been introduced
to this country, and has, I believe, been fairly tried
on the Cactus Opuntia, but without success.
Our winters I imagine proved too cold for it,

and its cultivation was abandoned. The plant is

cultivated now for its fruit alone ; it has a verj'
oriintal ajipearance, and is groivn extensively in every
].art lit Egypt.

1 may add that the Mangifera indica, or Mango, of
which there are many varieties, succeeds well in
Egyiit. It forms a large spreading tree, and grows to
the height of from 20 to 30 feet, the leaves being long,
shining, and lanceolate. The flowers are produced at
the extremities of the branches in bunches of a white
colour, consequently the fruit is in clusters, but seldom
more than from four to six set on one branch.
As these which set first seem to monopolise
all the sap, consequently those that set later fall

to the ground. The fruit is kidney-shaped, and when
ripe is of a greenish-yellow colour. It is one of the
iiiest delicious fruits I ever ta.stcd; the inside furnishes
a jellnw eustard-like sub.stance, .strongly impregnated
\\ ith a line sharp turpentine flavour. In fact, I know
of nothing to equal it, except the Pine-apple.
The fruit grows to a large size, sometimes as large as

a raoii's fist, and inside is a large compressed stone,
covei td with a fibrous substance. It is considered very
luscious and wholesome, and quantities of it are
imported from India ; but for my part I cannot under-
stand why it is not more generally cultivated here, as
the tree seems to grow freely, and to produce abun-
dantly. The Indian fruit is now in the market here,
while those which are under my care are not yet half
swelled.

The tree is easily propagated by means of cuttings,
layers, and seeds ; the latter ought to be sown as .soon

as possible after they are taken from the fruit.

This fruit, I am sure, would be a great acquisition to
the dessert in England ; and I do not think it would
be diflicult to cultivate, seeing that you have such
large commodious hothouses. The tree, which is ever-
green, flowers here in the month of April, and seems to
thrive well in any common garden soil. I should
think a temperature of from (iO' to 80' would suit it.

It would require to be planted out in a border—if

heated, so much the better. James Hardie, Palace
Gardens, Oazeereh, Cairo.

sativa. Of this Mr. Berlcoley ha(( 12 seeds,
wLeii sown produced plants ; but .if theso only >_

and that was variegated—the i.-t \'.. i. , e'n
This year six more have been i : I r : I

l)e perfectly hardy, bushy.
II

rhal.il.

ddition to shrubbery Ijovdcvp, al

tion. To Pleopeltis incurvata a

cret-ncea, two valu.alile Ferns, attention
as well as to sevcr,al species of Rhopal
too tall were stated to make handsuim
Rotlimannia, a genus nearly reLated tn e

exhibited ; but as shown it appi

of which
.succeeded,

f to
ablo

I piluatious of that dcscrip-
d the dwarf Nothochlaina

next directed,
liicb wlicn not
i.l- ].ln,t.. Of

botanical curiosity. Jussiasa figustriiiii i, ,i \. ii.w i.iog-

ncd tropical marsh plant nearly related to tiie J'jvcning
inrose, next came under notice, as did also Brownea

lit

en i.f Prickly I\-:ir (Opuntia) with C.,cluneal
exhibited. This insect, although of great
lie point of view, it was stated, could not be

profitably cultivated in this country. In Mexico and New
Spain, from which Cochineal insects are imported, they aro
scraped or brushed off the plants on which they gi-ow into
bags, killed by boiling water, and dried in the sun. Those are
innst v.-ihiable in the eyes of merchants"which are plump, of a
iv.iihir mealy or silvery appearance, and which yield a
ill' It

. rimson when i-ubbed to powder. A variety of
papyrifera, with leaves beautiJFuUy varieg.ited

Societies.
Royal Horticultlteal : Aug. 7 (.Sclentljic Meeting).—3. Date

man, Esq., in the Chair. After the election of seven new
members, and the affiliation of three Societies, the usual
announcement of awards wis made and the Rev M J
Berkeley offered a few remarks on the different subjects
exhibited. An ^Echmea was si \\n it tl li t r ti j, ) \

Mr, Wilson Saunders nnd 1

JR. Merten.qii, but differing u
whitish, not reddish flrwers
the herbarium at Kew it was 1

it so nearly asM. pyrimidalis f i I 1

In a collection of fruits <ihcwn it Suuth K^nbin^tun in thu
autumn of 1864, fn m the girdcn of the \ ic^roy of Et^ypt was
the Hashish, the Arabian name ot the narcotic C mnibis

stated to be
1' !' I' Mulliony, which is so
fit.mus inner bark being used !
for making paper. In Otahcit.
the natives also manufacture :i 1

from its bark. Attention wa.s i

the New Zealand Acaena nov;i

botanical curiosity related to oui
singular-looking little Orchid, ai

tivum, from Maraqulta, some yniii

the

own Burnet, and also to a
Oncidium allied to O. abor-

ts belonging to the stnicture
>..iT,t.-.l .-.lit. \ TT..nybockof the flowers of wbi

with a huge flat

flattened shoots joiii^'l noxt
adverted to. On the lii\. ;

I

i. . i:,,; ;; ,, ; ,. ,:.,vvers

would not pass muster -l t.^.u .i.s ii-A-.,
.-[...i-^. , i.. ;: iLi,i.-,i. nearer

theapex were more peifeet. it formed a good illustnition of
the malformation known as Fasciation, to which attention has
lately been directed in our columns.
Mr. Bateman stated that among the Orchids exhibited were

numerous novelties, all of which, however, laboured under
the disadvantages which Orchids weak and newly impoi-ted
experienced. Most of those shown by Messrs. Veitch would,

ntuallv. when liotte
^.1 s.

.

,.1 , I L

]USl

st;iblished, be
.Ugh
The

first ho would allutli

compliment to Lieut, -i -i i;. n i i'
i

.
\ i. , i,' i..iieral

at Rangoon, an enthu.-5i.i.-.iii: .':.];
. : !'.' \i |; intit

had only few flowers on it, but :
I that

it blossomed freely, and that it \ i
,| i. lies.

There was a remarkable Bell"] I itum,
from Borneo, in the room, the !. i\ . i .- i.i. i; I :: I ,i- u they
were covered all over vritli beautiful network ; alsn an Acineta,
provisionally named A. Arcei, from Central America, bearing
large clusters of yellow flowers, different from those of any
species yetin cultivation. Aniontr otlu-r nnveltit

Bateman's
account of the wriiiklr.l ,,;

Among favourite nM I- n. i
i . i . .

by a spike, also fn'ini Mi. r. 1 1

fusion of beautiful blus^uUL-s. Mi i

:

patiently 25 years for the iluwi > i

species, which when first iuli

crispa. As regarded freedom mi .:

depended on the variety ; sonn
every year, while others, like i Ir

|

very obstinate in that respr. t

shown was presented to the s i

tion, its Fellows, he said, ini^lii i

free-flowering variety. Peristeria (

came under notice. This is known
El Spirito Santo, the Holy Ghost i

which it is also well known in Ibi

of the resemblance I'T \}\<- i--!iii,u

hovering with expan<I. i m

tional dove seen in art i i
:

|
^

This Peristeria first bl' m i

of Liverpool, in the y !

pool Railway was tjinn i : i

Bateman said, possc-ci
themselves of that i •] .j .

i
:

this beautiful plant, mil il- l i

Harrison's then wonderful

nibs.

M.> 1.1 Li

ns, Mr.
vi.rs who did not avail

I hig to Liverpool to see
teting the rest of Mr.
of Orchids. The plant

question, Mr. Bateman stated, belonged to the class of hot
Orchids, which could only be successfully cultivated in veiy
warm moist stoves. Another hot ttrehi-i whieh when first

introduced created a t^r^'it ^. u-.'ii.n .-.
i

i m,, i.ii mi T im. -.mum,
an example of which \v I

i Mi ': lotion.

Many years ago Mr. I ;
i

.

i
:

i f mi- to
• ithe iMiu." ..I I'l. I -

I'
li.. II'- I ii" iMiiiida

I. ..i uIiilL Lc -....oL.dl he
of the rest of the plants,

and buried them, because he knew that Messrs. Low, of Clapton,

had a collector on the same track, only a few days march
behind him, who, if the plants had been allowed to remain,
would have had an equal share in the prize. As to whether
this proceeding was right or wrong some curious questions
might be raised ; it was, however, Mr. Bateman said, highly
advantageous to himself, inasmuch as he became by it the sole

possessor of the plant in this coimtry, and on that account
was enabled to make many exchanges which were of much
benefit to his collection. Poor Colley, for that was the name
of the collector in question, died two or three year.q ago

;

but Mr. Bateman added that his widn— i -^-i- r^ -ri'-i^table

person, still lives at 22. Hereford >^^ i I' - ^i 'irove,

Paddington, and he thought that the
nstances might be
vlio tnkfi ninng

\li the ladies present were band-
ite Butterfly plant of Manilla,
queen of bridal Orchids. Thesewhieh Mr. L-

who said that j ^

been out of fiower for two yeais and during that time
it had produced 32 spikes of which as many as five were

til n n r 1 t 1 Vlludmg to 'Notylia 1 icoloi ft

I Oirhid fr m tmpieil \mrnca,
\! liNil n s !er 1 1 m e n

: i b 1 1

the
ine

shall be figured-
all "^mall blossomed but
means unatti active kinds

V charming va=eful of blooms of Allamanda was funiished by
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de Eenues, upon a low Briar, was one of the (en

survivors of that cruel frost which occurred ou
Christmas Eve, 1860, but which would have happened
more appropriately some four days later, to wit, upon
the Slaughter of the Innocents.
Recurriim io thr ni-wrr \.irif(ii's, I have examined

them veryn'iliralli ;„:i .Tii-m' :ii tlmv .,r ili,. iinnriiial

shdivsand il. lin nun -:,nl-n aii.l lliuiijl I havriml
seen smm- nf llir raudidaUs lur honours, the results ..f

niy carcrul -I iniiiiy amons those which have been
exliiliilrd ii;a\ lie acceptable to amateurs. Not with
an uiniii\.il I'lri^iire do I congratulate them on the
arri\al "I i-mn'. i- beauties, for we older Rosarians
must tmi. Willi .i.uie sorrow, first the decadence, and
tliiaiilh' ill ipi > arauce of those who once owned our
hearK jii-i a^ (iiie sighs, strolling in the Park, to
recall that tlic lal ordinary Lady A. was once the
elegant l"V( !.\ Mi^s I!,, and that the grey-whiskered
red-no-c'd iiart.\ i.ii the cob was ei'st a dandy in the
Guard.s. IJut bcuutilnl Miss C. gives us a smile, and
merry Sir D. gives us a cigar, and we leave what was,
for what is. So let it be now with the Eoses. Indeed,
what knight could stand with a rueful countenance,
mournfully intoning the maudlin praises of his faded
loves in the sunny presence of sweet eighteen ?

"

And MJKit liosarian will now weep and howl for his
Alice lAToy or his Eulalie le Erua in the society of
Anna de Diesbach ? AVho shall long for the
Comtesse de Murinais as he gazes upon the Comtesse
de Chabrillanl ? Who cares for Louise Puget in the
place of Louise Peyronney ? ^'ho could pass the
lattice of Beauty of Waltham to serenade the Beauty
of Billiard ?

The first happy occasion on which I met with Eoses
new to me was at that charming International
Congress, ever to be remembered as the triumph of
earnest workers over timid talkers, and of artistic

taste over ancient ugliness. After one long anxious
survey of the whole, and then a .ioyous thankful
whisper, " How very beautiful !" after roving rapidly
like—no, at 16 stone I really must not say like a
buttorlly—from flower to flower, I found myself drawn
up, as uMial, 1m lore a hox of Roses; and that box,
thou.'h iiiii lit ilic (Ipera, contained two beautiful yoxmg
ladies, .\lar'.;uriitc Dombrain and Elizabeth Vigneron,
whom I was admiring, and whose acquaintance I was
resolving to

_
cultivate, when my attention was

ungallantly diverted to the magnificent costume and
handsome features and form of a French gentleman in
attendance. I have met him frequently since, and I
have no hesitation in saying that Monsieur Boncenue
is one of the very best of the novelties: avery rich velvety
crimson, of good size, and excellent symmetry. I can
only think of one other new Rose, which I might
prefer to Monsieur Boncenue, and that is Marguerite
de St. Amand. If not the fairest of the.fair, this Rose
is the newest of the new. She can laugh heartily, as
I did, at young Mr. Paul's satirical " recipe for making
new Roses : take a hundred General Jacqueminots,
and call them— anything youlike,"for she has no affinity

to that prolific warrior. Her style of beauty is that of
Lady Stuart, Madame Rivers, Juno, and Blairii 2 ; but
yet she is distinct from all. Pink and white in com-
plexion, of ample but ^rarpful form, glossy with health.
Marguerite de St. .\iii:iii.l will take her place in our
gardens and in our lirai is (at all events in the button-
holes near tliiuii with the tranquil dignity of un-
challenged worth. I must now mention, without
further comment, the other novelties which I selected
at the National, Liverpool, Rugby, and other Eose
shows, as well worthy of a place in my Rosarium, viz.,

Charles Wood, Comtesse de Paris, Dr. Andry, Duke of
TVellington, Duchesse de Caylus, Madame Moreau,
Madame Charles Verdier, Madame Derreux Domville,
Belle Normandie, Marcella, Eugene Verdier, aud
Alfred Colomb. There are several others highly com-
mended, but I prefer to join Mr. Cranston in his verdict,
"not proven, until the dubious bills of Messrs.
Humbug and Hearsay are cashed before my very eyes.
S.H.S.

Stoeixg Calceolari.is, Veeben.\s, and Othee
PlANTs.—Allow me to record my experience for the
benefit of such of your readers as are interested in the
propagation of the Calceolaria, Verbena, and other
beddii
whiili I

hoii I

mv (h\i

Varii-ii

light Ir

in whir
My larij

lit-, lait greenhouse into
I -' winter. My store-
nl the window-sills of
Im-e my Scarlet and
nhllhlVrsina.UMllgle-
.r (l"lll>lr-ll-^hl iVarae

1 gr
a-.Ln!„.

up to Calc
, &c.

ic-ii.ght r „ ^ .. ^ „

lifted out of the beds on which "they have been bloom
ing during the summer, and which I find make splendid
bedding plants the following summer. During severe
frost I throw a covering over them, which I am careful
not to remove till several days after the frost has taken
its departure ; and, in this way, I succeed in keeping
them without the slightest difficulty, and without any
loss. Such large two-year-old plants make a splendid
back row in a ribbon border. I may also note, by the
way, that in this same frame I succeed in keeping my
I'uchsias as well. My experience is, that both Puchsias
and Calceolarias can stand a considerable amount of
frost, provided they are covered up and kept dark for
some days after the frost has gone. In one of my small
frames I keep my a

...... - .

middle or end of A
old plants such i

a

paring them too i

cuttings are n- an ri

and place llic ln.-^r

they take root m"
to think of .stor

Ix fil-i oliirias. 'In the
' " I ii;' "iT my two-year-

I
. 11 iiive, without

a'Mi III I

'>• I'Ti i'liring them as
pared, I stick them in boxes,
111 the rows of Peas, where
itiliilly, so that when I begin

the beginning of October,
thCT have fine roots. The manner of storing them .

as follows :—I take one of my frames and place it up
against a wall facing the south, and commence shovel-

ling into it u quantity of earth of the poorest quidity 1

have ; after which I take the Calceolarias out of their
boxes, and plant them in rows in the frame, keeping
the frame close for a few days until they become
accpiainted with tlioir winter quarters, after which
I adiiiit air fnalj. Tlnii- imly protection is an
iilil lii|i riiat lliiimii iivrr thrill i luring the winter; and
III' ir.ii iiliinl-. thii- -I I Mr. I I;,, I uiiitrr, 50 of whlch were
Sultan, ami tlir n ^t Aurra tlniihunda, I did not lose a
single one.

And now about the storage of Verbenas in the frame
specially set apart for them, and Lobelias, and other
plants or a more tcvidor order. Well, to tell the tnith,
it is I'lily wiiiini Ihr ln^i two years that I have been
surer-, III], lull I iir\rr Has successful with cuttings. I
could siiil.r \ riliriia- urll, but I could uot keep them
in a cold frame until I tried yrar-nW plants. Let me
give you the history of one plant uiitill the present day,
and the large family which it has laiiii.;ht me. The
plant in question was one of iiiss Clayton, one of the
best whites of the jiresent day. Last year about this
time it was growing in a thumb-pot, and I set it aside
to make a pot plant of it, for the purpose of ornament-
ing my frames when they were cleared of their betiding
stuff. I gave it a good sized pot, and was kind to it,

and trained it nicely ; and it rewarded me with a row
of the most splendid Verbena trusses I ever saw, so
that when I presented it at our exhibition in tlir

beginning of August for the prize for the best trainrd
Verbena, the judges would look at nothing but itsrli.

It bloomed on nicely till the beginning of September,
at which time I cut it back, and stopped the supplies
of nourishment, notwithstanding whicn it struck out
in all directions, aud was a pattern of health when the
storage day came round. Then I set myself to prepare
the frame for its reception. It had a similar exposurr
to the Calceolaria frame, but I took some slabs and
drove them in round about the frame, and about
9 inches from it. To these I nailed some slabs and old
deals, and between them and the frame I packed in
straw as tightly as possible, so as to make the frame
proof against frost. 1 then put sawdust into the frame,
aud plunged in Miss Clayton, along with a number of
her brothers and sisters and some Lobelias, seedling
Calceolarias and Cinerarias, and a few strong plants of
some of the finer varieties of Pelargoniums. Of course
I had plenty of mats to throw over the frames during
frost, and with very little care I succeeded iu bringing
all the plants through the winter. Had I then had a
forcing-house I could have wrought wonders with my
half-dozen Verbenas, but I had to be content with my
frame. I put them into one of the frames iu March,
amongst bark, kept them pretty close, started them into
growth, and off Miss Clayton I gathered 45 cuttings as

my first crop. This first crop, however, is all I can
calculate on, for before the second crop is ready for

taking off, bedding-out time is upon me. I may say,

that off a Lobelia, grown in a pot as a specimen plant
last year, I gathered 50 cuttings, after which I separated
the plant into 15 smaller plants. To me this seemed
amazing. Indeed, before I had experience of the thing,
I would have scarcely believed it possible. Of course
all my cuttings were propagated in a frame heated with
stable manure. Perhaps I am writing down some of
the cominonplaco experiences of practical gardeners,
but it is possible that some of your readers may, like

myself, have little accommodation for the storage of
plants, and to them these notes may be of service.

Clericus, in West of Scotland Horticultural Magazine.

« ire between them, obtain the upper division com-
pletely filled aud sealed. This is better than nothing,
though usually I succeed in getting both boxes quite
filled. Every particle of white worker comb, after
being cleared of^honcy, is carefully preserved.
Willi rr<|irrl III the bniiid iu the upper compart-

mrni-. .\niir hr~t |.liiii i> 111 alliiw the young bees to
liatrh liiii iiriiir In takiir.' nil Ihr supers. These young
bees arr 111' rrral Miliir, a- I hrv u ill live far on into the
next season. Tlnrr i, rmiurnlly onlj; one batch of
brood, which when halrhnl mU sufficiently early i

replaced by honey. \\ linnvrr brood is discovered in
any ofmy supers it is cut out with an unsparing hand,
giving the bees the opportunity of repairing the
damages. As this disturbance has usually the effect of

driving down the queen, the bees are more likely to

construct honey-combs in lieu of the brood-combs.
This year, however, I have had a super which required
a repetition of the severe treatment.

It is a great mistake to leave supers on the stocks
through the winter. If any of yours still seem to be
converted into stock hives, I should advise you to take
the necessary steps to remedy the evil before the close

of another month. Your supers are too large for

placing on all at once, and would be far more likely to

be useful if cut down to about half their depth. Ton
can refer to what I have .said in previous numbers on

I if supers and my mode of working them.
rin the narrow communications for the
rvrliiiling the queen and the drones, but I
^iM 11 them a trial. I believe you are correct

iiltli vecommended, viz., l-5th of an inch.
iMixs thought the use of this contrivance
iilatrd to retard rapid honey gathering, but
ik from actual experience. It seems likely
f the queen were able, with little exertion,
cr body through the narrow aperture, she
ry much disinclined to try to do so ; and

cessary to narrow the com-
lolutely impassable, to prevent
lur to ascend. I have often
:• experiments with regard to
lenerally succeeded very well

with the plan 1 have adopted and described in foregoing
numbers, I have ftom time to time deferred the con-
struction ofthe adapters necessary for carrying out this

purpose. If any correspondent of the Chronicle has
tried this arrangement, it would be well if he would
give us the benefit of his experience. S. Beran Fox.]

nbjc

that it wamld
munication -r n- 1"

her makiny ilir n
intended tu institut

this subject, but hav

Beood is SurEKS.—Nearly all of my supers this
year are unfinished, and contain large quantities of
brood. The bees seem to have discontinued honey-
gathering for the last two or three weeks ; all the drones
are being destroyed, and I fear there is no probability
of any more work being done.
During the entire winter of last year, in two of my

supers, breeding was carried on extensively ; the bees,
in fact, turning the supers into stock hives. I should
say that the supers I generally use are large, being
13 inches square by 12 inches or 13 inches deep.
I see in your columns that Mr. Fox also has had

cause tnmmplaiu ofthc prcsenceof brood in his supers.
I slinnlil lir nlilrj,-.! if lir wiiiiM kiudl/ inform me
what I had hriirr dn iimlrr Ihr prrsent circum.stances,
and whrllKa- tlirrc is am inrlliml bv which the queens
canbccxrlirlril iv ihr iinirr sti.rirs. Ihave liranl

of narrow slils tin- r inmniimn imh' !ih "fan iiirli

in width, bciir.; aihirtnl hj ^mtir niakrrs ; ilurs this

plan answer the piirijosc':' 1 fancy that where the
workers are capable of going, the queen could also pass.

I should like to try some effectual means for preventing
this in future. J. B. S.

[This season has been remarkable, at least in this
district, the soutli-we.st of England, for the large
number of supers which remain in an unfinished state.

The weather has for a very long period, up to within
the last week or so, been superb, and apparently of the
best honey-storing character, nevertheless the bees
almost entirely discontinued work about the 10th of
July. This must be attributable to the extreme dry-
ness, as otherwi.se the weather seemed all that could be
desired for vigorous and rapid honey-storing. It is a
great misfortune when the combs in supers remain
unsealed, as the produce is of little advantage to any
one. I usually in such cases appropriate what may be
sealed, and allow the bees to rob the rest. After all

the honey has been removed, the super is wrapped up
and put aside for the following season, when the
emptied combs will be of immense advantage. Do not
put these combs away with the honey in them: it

ferments or becomes candied, and the combs are spoiled
for further use. I am sorry to say that some of my
supers lU'c iu the same predicament, but as they are

chiefly composed of two boxes, I can, by drawing a

Garden Memoranda.
Beeethill, neae Maidenhead, the Seat of

J. Noble, Esq.— It was almost by accident that I
dropped in here on the way to Cliveden and Dropraore,
and without any intention of alluding to the most
nntcHorlliy features of the place; but it is so taste-

fully anil hraiitifully laid out, and so well embellished
witii -linn;.; Ilnwers, that doubtless a short allusion to
the I'raturcs best worthy of imitation would not be
unacceptable to your readers. If gardens are worthy of
description in proportion to the useful lessons they
convey, this is surely entitled to notice, considered
from point of design alone.

British horticulturists, and indeed intelligent Britons
generally, are ardently devoted to the English or
' natural " style of garden design ; and it is not too
much to suppose that if every city or town in these
islands were embellished by a public garden laid out on
the opposite principle of making steps, stones, and
statues, and pagodas, pedestals, pounded brick, and poly-
chrome, ten times more conspicuous than the natural
ornaments of a garden, it would not alter our love for

the natural in garden design. And yet the taste lives

under difliculties, not from opposition of other schools,

but from the barbarous [and strait-laced designs that
are passed off as representative of this style. Who has
not seen the " ornamental water," looking as if it had
been designed after an antique pie-dish slightly bent
in the baking ? WTio has not seen the undulating
grounds that here and there go off at a tangent, as if

the superintendent of a gang of railway navvies had
now and then replaced the landscape-gardener for a
few hours ? Who has not witnessed the painful mixture
of the geometrical and " English style " that is so
comiiinn? Tt is of great importance to English
hortiniliiirr tliat the most tasteful examples of what
foiciL'iiri- mil I hi: "English Garden," and the most
ciirrrri iirinriplrs of designing them, should be made
knowm, and not only to horticulturists but to the
public generally, for does not the future beauty of

half the pleasantest tracts in the country depend largely

upon the way thny may be laid out ? Although horti-

culturr is ai iir.srnt in a wonderfully expanding and
sati.-la. till) -iiiir, there can be Httle doubt that if the

country iiiiiL-ir,-rs at its present rate, the horticultural

progress nl' tin jiikI gmeration will prove but small

compared with that "which the coming one may
experience; airl ii i- inurli to be desired that places

laid out like Uni-.i hill -liould be the rule, and not the

exception, for such a garden is almost sure to lead its

owner imperceptibly to a love of all that is beautiful

in the art, aud he can hardly err in taste while every

walk and group, and gently and naturally graduating

slope, impressively teach that which is true.

Berryhill has been chiefly laid out by Mr. Marnock,
and this is of itself sufficient to account for its beauty

;

but tlir ilrsiL'iirr had much to contend with. The
griiuihl ii-rli Has not distinguished by any natural
beam II-, tlir -inmundings still less so, and therefore it

is qtiitr rriiiarkalile to see how gracefully the lake
ling banks and promontories and
shrubs, with here and there a
iirird rockwork, fringed and
le with native and other pretty

rock plants, and not by the shrubs which frequently
cover such. The secret of the charm of such a garden
is that it annihilates monotony, and leaves you some-

sweeps aron
plantations
glint of

speckled as it ^
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tiling- to .-'xiiort, sniiiflliiii- (o ;mliri]«to, oi- smiipthiim

to so,-k for. As^urcUv nrvor li;ivr [ soon Hie mai-iiis

of w;itor-.mii.'li :iii.| ... u,. 11 ,lu , !-il;-l. uilli.mt in :,

single in>li !
. > j ;;.-

'
i

•
• :, i :i ,

:
, ; - ; ' jraauu-

tion clwr:i. M 'i'
. ,

^ I i re is a

quiet nook >
: r, ; iii ,,. .1 ;,i .(...•ii:i. :,,i,.. lody.in

which the W.miii 1,1 uul L.l.i .... ilic .\ilo, a.-l iu>theard
it called, is mit out to flower tor the summer under a

Babylonian Willow ; and there is another recess for the

purpose of providing a luxurious prison for some
kingfishers, and several such, all managed with equal

taste ami jud'^-ment. But it is in rounding the well-

planted bending-i that the gardouing visitor finds most
charm; he eatrhesa glimpse ofthe crest of rich rosyand
lilac Rhododendrons^ across a clump of low evergreens,

and .anon a seam of rich Pansy colouring margining a

shrubbery comer, and then—what is that peculiarly

rich colour beyond ? Anbrietia grandiflora and Phlox
frondosa—both masses of flower, and grown in quantity.

And that wide spread of rose away beyond the grazing

land? That is afforded by a deeply-coloured rosy

crimson variety of the common Thrift, to which it

is as much superior for spring gardening as a good fat

Pea is to the eonnnon Vetch. There are long regular

edgings of it in the kitchen garden—thick with flower

and flames of charming colour. Those who grow the
common kind should discard it, and get this. The
only thing that seemed objectionable in the m.anage-
ment was a trimming-iu of the host of fine shrubs
planted about, in a way that somewhat interfered with
their native beauty, and the floating about in the lake

of very can^enter-like resting places for wild fowl.

Nearer to the house, spring gardening is well carried

out by ^Ir. Koger, who proves conclusively that it is

quite as practicable here as in the higher and warmer
grounds of Cliveden. - The fact is. there are many
districts of both England and Ireland far more favour-

able to this kind of gardening than the neighbourhood
of J[aidenhead. I never saw anything more brilliant

or more telling than the beds of Phlox setacea,

Anbrietia gi-andiflora, and double red and white
Diisies. Tney seemed from the dwarfness to bite the
earth, and looked so singular from not rising above the
Grass, and yet were so full of flower, that you eoidd
harUyput a finger between the blooms. The eflect

was (|uite distinct from that at Cliveden, where taller

subjects come in for more favour for the great beds.

The kitchen garden and the houses, to which space
f<irhids me sufficiently to allude, are as well arranged
and constructed as the pleasure grounds or lake

margins. There is a billiard-room also in the gardens,
though not far removed from the house. Doubtless
many would think such isolation desirable. CoUinsia
verua is very well grown here, and flowers the earliest.

The foliage-plant or subtropical movement is in force

hero, and such things are somewhat extensively dotted
about. There is also a remarkable rustic Fernery, with
none whatever of the glass-house aspect about it. either

inside or out. The kitchen garden is entered through
a very high and novel arch of Weeping Beech. The
centre of'the arch is about 24 feet high, and the grace-

ful hanging shoots make it a welcome ornament. There
is a caiiital glass w-all built by Gray, and all the hoiLses

are in the first style. The position usually occupied
in kitchen gardens by a central "mixed" or other
borders is here laid down a netit strip of Grass, in which
small ' iiroiiicnade" beds are cut—m sprins; well filled

with early II.om rs, and in summer by bedding plants.

Innurdiatil\ behind these strips on each side, and
cnltin;,' them I'lf from the cropped ground, is a dwarf
chain of goo<l JJoses, and the effect of the whole is

capital. It is also well kept and cultivated, and quite

a concise model of a kitchen and forcing grounds.
There is a bit of nurserj" ground between the glass

wall and the forcing-houses thrown into tlie usual
nureery beds for propagating, sowing, and wintering of

spring flowers and all sorts of things, and the way the
beds were edged took my fancy very much. They were
made of common sash iron an inch in thickness and
2 inches in depth, and are certainly the neatest and
most permanent of all edgings for such a situation, and
withal not expensive.

I should not close this without highly recommending
Ceanothus floribundus, which was flowering here a pro-
fusion of rich blue. It had not been long obtained from
Sir. Veitch, and yet covered the waifwith beauty—
a fine thing for association with the large-flowered
Clematis montana, and the like. If. S.

boiling point : and as soon as the iniligo has beeonie
ei.lourless. the solution is deranted oil', and requires no
further preparation It.r use in dyeing. .Vl)0ut 3 per I'ent.

of the Turnips are left as a residue, which answers
well in paper-making. At places where, or during
seasons when Turnips cannot be liad, an essence
extracted from them with water, under a pressure of
two or three atmospheres, answers equally well—about
four parts by weight of it being used for one part indi.go.

The emidoyment either of the Turnips or their extract

prevents that waste of indigo which is almost
inseparable from the ordinary process. Intellect iial

Observer.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the eiisuint] week.)

As the summer proceeds lake notes of tlie most
effective plants for bedding purposes, and of their

habits and peculiarities. One important point to he
attended to in the selection of bedding plants is the
proper balance between flower and foliage, and espe-

cially amongst the bright warm coloiu-s. The proper
arrangement must also receive attention. This might ,

^^

indeed be carried beyond the parterre ; for every clump s

Peaeh, Am and ]-i.

Miscellaneous.
Application of Titrnips in Dyeing.—The J)rocess of

dyeing with indigo, though extremely sunple in

theory, is attended with difiiciUties in practice that

demand the skill of au adroit and experienced work-
man. M. Leuclis, of Nliremberg, has so simplified

the operation that it may now he performed
with ease and certainty. He avails himself of

the property pos,sessed by pectine of ch.anging
insoluble blue mto soluble white indigo. Fortu-
nately, pectine is very plentiful, being found in

large quantities in Pumpkins, Melons, &c., but most
abundantly of all in Turnips. Nor is it required, for

tlie purpose of dyeing, to separate it from the Turnips

;

it is only necessary to cut them up in small pieces,

after which they are ready for use. Their efliciency,

in this state, m.ay be shown by a very simple and
striking experiment. A small quantity of indigo, and
a few drops of a solution of a caustic alkali, and then a
little bit of Turnip, are to be placed in a tube closed

at one end ; after which, heat is to be applied. The
indigo becomes, in a very short time, colourless and
soluble. On the large scale. 100 parts, by weight, caustic
ley, at a temperature of 7a° Cent. (16r'F.l, one p,art

indigo, and five parts Turnips chopped very small, are
used—the Turnips being put within a wire cage, which
is suspended in tlie liquor. When all the ingredients
have been added, the temperature is raised to the

of shrubs might be made to give evidence of good taste

in the disposition of shades and colours. Many of the
most shoivj- herbaceous plant* are now in beauty, and
by studying the effet-t they produce in different situa-

tions it is more ea-sy to decide where new plantations

of them may be introduced with the greatest

advantage.

FLOWER GARDEN AJTD PL.IN'T HOUSES.

Do not allow any plants to remain in greenhouses or
conservatories longer than thoy are ornamental ; and
those which have been grown as annuals, to serve

merely for a season, should be thrown aw'ay when they
cease "to be useful ; for, if kept beyond a certain stage,

they only harbour insects.

Auriculas.—These may now be repotted, using for

the purpose moderately rich soil. After potting keep
them in a close frame for a short time, gradu,ally

hardening them off by means of partial exposure until

they are able to stand without any protection. Keep
them free from green fly and dead leaves. .

Dahlias.-Go over the plants regularly twice
week, removing all superfluous siiray and bud;
Naturally strong growing v,arieties must, however, be
disbudded with" care, as they require less attention in

that respect than more weakly kinds. Tie the side

shoots to stakes, and keep earwigs in check by trapii

them in inverted pots with a little dry moss in the
bottom of them, or with dry Bean-stalks, into which
they will crawl, and may be destroyed every morning.
Pelaegoniuiis.—When sufficiently broken let cut

down plants be shaken out, and after having been
disrooted let them be potted in as small pots as they
can be got into. After potting they should be placed
in a frame where they should be kept close for a time

;

when they have become fully established, dispense
with shading, and during favourable weather give air

freely.

PiSKS.—As soon as well rooted let these be planted
into beds previously prep.ared for them. Trap grubs,

which are sometimes very destructive to the young
plants about this season.

FORCING GARDEN.

Melons.—Keep up a good bottom heat, or shanking
and canker will be a natural consequence. Keep the
plants sufficiently thin, to allow the air to circuUate

freely amongst the leaves, and to act upon the surface

of the soil. "Thin out weak shoots, and let all the fruit

be properly supported upon some hard dry substance.

Peaches.-—As soon as the crop is entirely removed
and the wood ripe any of the trees which exhibit too

gross a tendency in their tops should be partially root

pruned by forking down at a safe distance of 2 to 3 feet,

according to the age of the tree, and shortening some
of the strongest roots. Any tree which is very gross

should be carefully undermined, to ascertain if any
roots have descended into the subsoil. If such is found
to be the case, they should, of course, be cut away

;

and to prevent a recurrence of the same, the tree

should he lifted out entirel.v, and the bottom of the
border made impervious by means of concrete. The
trees should be frequently examined, to iirevent the
establishment of scale, red spider, or other insects. It
is sometimes difficult to eradicate these pests entirely,

but perseverance will do much.
Pines.—Give every encouragement to plants now

showing and swelling. If the quantity of fruit which
has already made its appearance is inadequate to meet
the probable requirements during winter, water m.ay

for a short time be withheld from a portion of the
plants which are fittest for fruiting. On the other
hand carefully avoid any check to those which it is

desirable to keep on in a growing state.

Strawberries.—The potting of these for forcing

should be proceeded with as soon as the young plants

have maile sufficient roots to allow of their being trans-

feiTed to pots with nice little balls of soil, which will

adhere to them if taken carefully up with a curved
trowel. This plan is preferable to laying them in small
pots, as it saves time .and pots, and succeeds perfectly.

The soil for forcing StrawbeiTies should be of rather a

.strong loamy nature, and have some well rotted cow
or horse-dung added to it. Take pains to make the
drainage very perfect, as it is necessary to give a con-
siderable quantity of water during theu' growth through
the autumn, and when they are being forced next
season ; and if the drainage is defective, the health of

the plants must suffer.

HARDT FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Notwithstanding the rains which we have lately

experienced, in gravelly localities it may be well to

examine the state of the soil about the roots of

jiecially

01 tlio.r wiuiii are earr\"in'.z a ernit of iruit ; in many
eases the irvi.und will li.-'fonnd dry, particularly where
overhanging copings are in use ; and unless w'atered
the trees will soon show evidence of the neglect, by
casting some of their fruit, or by their diminutive size

and absence of flavour. Means must now be taken to
preserve wall fruit from the ravages of wasps, flies, &c.,

either by covering the fruit with some material to
exclude these pests, or by entrapping the latter with
something attractive and come-at-able. The latter

mode of dealing with the enemy is preferable, as by
covering the fruit with any opaque material it is

screenei from the sun, and thus deteriorated both in
appearance and quality.
Fruits.—Let the earlier varieties of Pears and

Apples he carefully gathered as they ripen.
\ egetables.—Tripoli Onions for future trans-

planting should now be sown, and Endive for a late

crop. Continue to make snccessional sowings of Cos
Lettuce, and make the first sowing of Hammersmith
Ci!-''i--.' T, :i;i.r I I frill. i>l, lit into warm borders for

ng of Early Stone and
low be maide. A con-
uld now' be directed

towards securing an adequate supply of salads and
other small matters for winter use. Chicory is one
invaluable plant of which there should be no scarcity

;

and as it will do in spare nooks or comers, there need
not be any difficulty made about want of room.
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FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH
CDLTIVATOR may bo SKEN at WORK ia every Ajncul

Ojuoty m England.

For particulars apply to John Fnwi.ER

E.C. ; anil Ste»"i Plough Works, Leeds.
t Co., 2S, Cornhill, London,

ImDortant Reduction In the Prices of Portable
Engines for 1866.

CLAYTON, SHDTTLEWORTH and CO., Engineees,
Manufacturers of Tortabloand FUed Steam Engines . Machinery

for Pumping, Hoisting, Grinding, Sawing, 4c. ; Engines for hteam

Cultivation,^elf-moving Engines for Common Roads and Agricultural

Purposes generally.

Stamp End Works, Lincoln; and 78, Lombard Street, London

;

also at Lowengasse No. 44, Landstrasse, Vienna ; and Gogonuber

dem Wahnhof, Pesth.

Descriptive, Illustrated, and Priced Catalogues Free per Post.

Special Drawings when reciuircd. The best Ste.am Ihreshing

Machinery made.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES, SEED BEDS, KIPE
STRAWBERRIP.S, Sc—TANNED NETTING, lor protecting

the above from Frost, Blight, Birds, ic, li yards wide. 3<I. per yard,

or lllO yards 20.s. ; 4 yards wide, C.(. per yard, or 50 yards 20s. NI1.W

TANNED NETTING, suited for any of the above purposes, or aa a

Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 0<l. per yard ; 4 yards wide, Is. per

yard ; j-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, la. M. per yard.

Can be h.ad in any giuintity of Eaton Jk Delleh, 6 and 7, Crooked

Lane. London Bridge, E.C.

HE IMPROVED LE.VTHER DRIVING STRAPS
for M.\cniNKRV are stronger, more durable, drire better.

kinds "of Driving Belts. SPECIAL
IlLE ENGINES. Price Lists free by post.

Patent Strap and Hose ComiJany.
STRAPS for V

Tu
Manufactory ; Armit Works, Greenfield,^. , , ., Manchester.

Warehouse; 81, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

Mr. H. FEEBiBKE. Agent.

A'
GKiCULTUKAL IMPLEMENTS.—Steam Jingines,

-I. --. Reaping and Threshing Machines, Harvest Waggons and Carts,

Cultivators Ploughs, Harrows, Chaff Cutters, Corn Mills, Lawn
Mowers Garden Rollers, Water Barrows, and Horticultural Tools

of every'description; Com Bins, Wire Netting, Churns, Forks, &c.

Bdroess & Key, 95, Newgate Street. London, E.C.

Works, Brentwood, Essex.

Wilt ^grtcttltutal Sajette.
SATUBDAY, AUGUST 11, 1866.

Most of ovu- pages are this week occupied by
Eeports of the cuiTent Hai-vest. It is necessary

to warn our readers that the majority of these

reports are already fi'om six to eight days old,

and to bo intelligently read the character of the

weather during the past week must be remem-
bered. A gale has been sweeping over the

greater part of the island, and a good deal of

"Wheat and Oats has thus been lost upon the

grotuid in the midland counties. Besides this the

weather has been generally wet, and this has no

doubt aggravated the mischief alreadj- done by
blight, of which wo hear serious accounts in the

batlly laid Pen districts of Cambridgeshire and
Lincolnshire. It will be seen, however, from the

following Table that the returns are generally

better than those we published last year.

Tho Wheat crop is undoubtedly below an
average this year, but not so bad as in 1805 ; and
most spring corn ci'ops are pi-etty fair, the Pea
crop in particular being very good.

The following is the Table of Returns :

—

(I8C5
(1800

j 1SC5
Barley

j ,jg|.

Beans {\l%

Peas Ul^.

Over
Average.
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EEPOETS OF THE HAEVEST.
FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENTS, AUGUST 4, 1866.

SCOTLAND.
IN\^ERNESS ....

BANFF

ELGIN

ABERDEEN ....

PERTH

MORAY

FIFE

STIRLING

HADDINGTON .

EDINBURGH...

CUMBERLAND

WESTMORELAND

DURHAM

FtiU averago

AvcixLge

No Wheat
cultivateti in
tUi3 district

Average

average
Under average

Average
Average

Nearly an
average, but
much laid

Full average

;raw under
average

Sound ; thin on
the gi-ound ;

short of straw,
and under an

average produce

Grain average
;

straw under
average

An average crop
in the low

district ; in the
high district

liENFRKW...

AYR

SELKIRK ...

PEEBLES

ROXBURGH .

BERWICK ...

ENGLAND.
NORTHUMEER-

* Inside land.

' Outside land.

Good appear-
ance ; little

grown

* Under average
Not gioat. but of

fair appearance
Average

Ov verage

;

much laid

Averago

Full average

Generally good

Very good

Teiy guod

Average

Good

Below average

Under average

rage

Below

:

avei-age

Oats after lea
nearly average ;

but afterTuniips
half a crop

Under average

Far imdcr
average

Under average
Very light

Under average

Deficient ; short

Very short of
straw ; and

underanavera^^,
n produce in all

this county

Slightly under
average ; short

Light crop

Averflge

Under avomge

Under average

Average

Average; short
straw

Under average

Average

Under average

Over averago

Average

Good

Light crop

Good

Average

Kone

Much below
average

One-third under

Much below

poor crop

Under average

Under average

Average ; short
straw

Under average
Good

Very short, and
imder average
Under average

Thin hght crop

Under average

Short

Average

FuU aver.agc

Light crop

Good ; i-ather

Bad

Not good

Aver.age crop

Undi
average ; not
podding well

Somewhat
deficient

;

generally
healthy

Under average

Considerably

average ; a
poor crop

Average

Under average

Few 'sown

None grown

ms great
straw, but not

very well

Likely to be a
fair crop

Veiy fine appear-
ance ; no disease

Vciy promising

Very good

Average

Good

Promise to be a
good crop ; and
no appearance

of disease as yet

Early Potatos
turninf? out

very well ; late

kinds heidthy

Good

r.jor

Great

excellent crop

Proniiaing

Average

badly in the
spring

Good

Veiy good

Good to all

appearance
Average

Very good

Good where for

ward, and free

from disease

Very promising

Look and
promise to bi

good

Timiips par-
tial failure

\&vy good

blank
M\ich under

avei-age
Very bad ; in

clay land
almost nil

Turnips on
di-y field good

almost a
faihire

Below average

Two first

sowings of
Turnip cut off

by fly ; far
short of ar

Turnips
patchy but
improving

;

Mangels

Avei-agc

Turnips infe-

rior and late

;

worst crop for

years
\ ery bad ; the
worst appear-
ance for 20

Inferior

Turnips mider

light land,
and very bad

on clay
Rather late,

but improving
fast

Very good ou
Turnip soils

;

strong land

Very pour

elsewhere
ExceptSwedes
all are very
promising

Looks like
making a
hirge crop
Depending
on weather
M.agnificent

Bad prospect

;

many failures
Very good

Backward,
but will be
pretty good

Light

Very light

Light crop

Very bad

Light
Light

Under average

Under average

About average

Three-foiUTths of
average, with s

poor prospect
of a second crop

Light crop

Light

One-third
midcr average
Very light,

but well got

Light crop

Very light crop

Light crop

Fair crop

Light

Upon the whole,
an average

Under .average

Very good

Light

Pull averago
crop

Under average

Average

Average

parts, and others
light

avei-age

About threi

weeks
In about

From 20th to
24th Aug.
About third
week in Aug.
Aug. 15 1o20.

2()th Aug.

Middle of Auj

Third week of
Aug.

;Vbont Sept. 1

In 3 week]

18th Aug

About 6 or 7

First week of
Sept.

End of Aug.

About Sept. 1.

End of Aug,

About
August 15
End of Aug.
Aug. 20 or 25

Latter end of

August
August 20

About
Aug. 14 to 21
Last week in

Middleof
August

In a month

NAME AND ADDRESS

John Barclay, Braes
" izie, Fochabers

Hamilton, FoiTe

David Edie, Elliothead,
Bridge of Earn

John Grigor, Nui-series,
Forres

Robert Russell, Pilmuir
Walter Veitch, Kiiighoni
John Morton, Lambiele-

im, by St. Andrew's

John Pitcaim, Kin-
naird by Newburgh
lex. Buchanan, White-

James Hislop, Mid
L'alder

George Boyd, Renfrew

William Orr, Beith

JamesStalker.Galashiels

William Scott, Spyla'

20. Ballingale, Clarilaw,
by Selkirk

George Logan, Hume-
haU, by fcjtitchill

A. H. M'Clean, AuchnCiU

Jacob Wilson, Woodlio:

Thos. P. Dods, Auick
Grange, Hexham

Ditto
John Grey, Lipwood

Marshall Stephenson,
Fourstoues

George Laing, Cornhill

Thonias Wilson, Bean-
thorn, Ullswater

Geo. Smith, The Luham,
Penrith

Willi.ani Key, Casterton
Hall, Kirkby-Lonsdale

Jonathan Robinson,
ircop, rid Penrith

Robt. B. Dixon. Dar-

George Crofton, Kim-
blesworth

R. BeU, T^yton Fields,

Caldwell, Darlington
(North Riding)

John Clark, Swiss Cot-

tage, Hessle, Hidl

[. J. Turner, Land
Agent, Richmond
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REPORTS OF THE UAnTK^lH—(Continued).

ENGLAND.
YORKSHIRE .

LANCASHIRE

LINCOLNSHIRE

DERBYSHIRE

* Sandy soils and
forest.

CHESHIRE ..

SHROPSHIRE

LEICESTERSHIRE

Scai-cely an

A good average
crop, and very
promising

Little sown, and
fiiU one-thii-d

below average

Under average
veiy much

broken bystonn

Looks well, and
must, if weather
permit, be a
good crop
Average

Very good

Good
Average crop,
but the later

fields will not be
good in quahty
Heavy ; many
fields blighted
Much laid and
damaged, but
suppose a full

Scarcely an
average

Over average,

Not good ; in
many places

ripening prema-

" Light ; under
average

About an aver-
age ; full crops
much laid by

late

pi;

ithe
of bhght

pL

Good yielding
crop

Quality fine, but
quantity undei
average ; was

frost-bitten, and
a good deal has
only thrown up

The bulk of
straw deficient,
the ears fruit-

ful ; it cannot
reach an average
Generally light
crop of straw

;

ears kind and
good ; not
average

Spring Wheat
good and much

Good where laid

up sound and
dry at seed-

time ; very thin
and blighted
where deep-

drained, and laid

flaton clay land;
not average crop[

Good; much laid

much broken by
storms

Full average

Good
A full crop ; the

rains must

Good

Good average

Very full on
good land ; on
hot burning
soils rather
light, much

laid ; above an
average

Very good

Heavy crop of

straw ; will be a
full average

breadth reduced

Good where

suitable soil

;

indifferent
when late on
clay land

;

perhaps an
average crop

Light

Good

Very good

Very light

The same

Veiy light

Average, altho'

the weather has
been too sharp

Average

Very good

Good
A short breadth,

but good-

Average

Very good

Short in the
straw ; under ai

average

Rather light,

except on cool

land
Average

Fair

Good

Fail-

Good

A fair crop,

and free fro

filth

Few sown, but

Much im-
proved, and
will make

Good

Good

Above average
Good

Very few

barely averaj

Good

Average

Very good

Under aver-
age; much
straw ; badly

podded
Not gi-ow

Healthy, and a

full crop
generally, but

stances a defi^

clency of pod,
consequent or

dry weather
in average ir

appearance

Very few
grown gener-
ally, but more

in lieu of Tur

r qtience of

iCattle plague

;

Not average ;

the top bloom
not being filled

through
drought

None grown

Good

Full crop
injured by the

weather

Average, bi

foul with
weeds ; suffer-

Not grown

Early Peas ir

jured by frost,

and not very

Average, but
generafly very

foul
Generally

Forward
planted look

Promising

Good

Very promising,
ind as yet free

from disease
Very promising,

but late

SulTered fi-om
diy rot ; much
below average

About an aver-
age ; very httle

disease

Average crop,
and looking
veiy well

Look well, and
large breadth

planted

Above average
Promising to hi

Very few grown

Full crop ; show
ing disease
spreading
rapidly
Good

Good crops, but
signs of disease

Very good

;

disease.)

Good

Good

Good

A fair crop,
much improved
by late rah
symptoms

disease

Light crops
generally, and

healthy

Promising, but
the old disease
has within the
last few days.

Owing to the
late planting,

the crop will be
deficient

Good, if not
injured by
drought

Light ; well got

Light; well got

Turnips full

Rather back-
ward

;
promise

to be good
Turnips and
Mangels very

Rather late,

but look well
generally

Rill plant,
but late

Variable

Turnips good
Promising

Promising

Good

Mangels
:rage, some
patchy

;

Turnips grow-

Good
'

"^'cry good

Average

Mangels and
Swedes very
promising

Mangels late
and poor

;

Turaips fair,

but rather late
Promise to be
an abundant

crop
Bad on heavy
strong land

;

good on light
soils

Plants very
regular

Turnips, our
principal root
crop, with a
few excep-
tions, very
promising

l-3doverinbulk;
4-5ths well
harvested

Very good crops,

An abundant
crop, and well

gut

Good

Good crop

Mangel good

;

Swede Tiu-nip

veiy indiffer-

ent through
fly and

drought : com

Under average

Light on the up^
laud : on the
sound meadow
Land very good

Clovers pretty
jood ; all other
kinds light

;

weU secured
Light generally

Light, but very
well harvested
A heavy crop oii

water meadows,
a light crop on
the uplands

;

nearly all in
excellent con-

dition.

Except on irri-

gated meadows,
a light crop

;

about half an

Seeds generally
light ; Hay good

and well got

NAME AND ADDRESS.

September 10

September 1

About third
week in

Hay harvest
was general

about 12th ult.

The hay har-

and ready for
a second crop
Must be thi-ee

weeks yet

August 22

August 17

August -JO

August 13

About
August i5
Towards the
end of the

second week
in August

If fine wea-
ther, general
after Aug. 15

Tbos. Taylor, Darrington

Peter Stevenson, Rain-
ton, Thirsk

BradyNicholson, Sturton
Grange,Garforth,Leeds

Henry Briggs, Wakefield
(West Riding)

, Whitby

Thos. C. Booth, Warlaby

George Story, Bininshawe
House, Burnley, Lan-
caster

Robert Twecdale, Broad-
ley Vale, near Rochdale

Croft Sharpley, Acthoi-pe,
near Louth

W. Fancourt, Aslackby

Francis Sowerby,
Aylesby

Thomas Aitken, Deep-
ing St. Nicholas

. Dudding, Pantou
House

John AlgeiTion Garkc
Long Sutton

John Parkin, Idridgehay
Benjamin Swaflield,
Hartington

Wm. Chowler, jun,.
South Mnskham

Charles Paget, Rudding-
ton Grange

Chaiies Doncaster, Rid-
ding'sHill

W. B. Buruham, Bpital

. Reynolds Davies,
Mere Old HaU, Knuts-
ford

John Rawlings, Stoke,
Tenbuiy, Salop

P. W. Bowen, Shrawar-

W". B. Green, Market
Drayton

rancis Spencer, Alma
House, Claybrook
Magna, Lutterworth
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REPORTS OF THE B.AKVEST~{Contmued).

ENGLAND.
i3ERKS

WALES.

CAERMARTHEN

.

With few excep-
tions bad

Considerably
under the aver-
age of the last 10
years; straw
also very short
Thin plant, well
corned ; average

Short
8tr4w ; ears well

fiUed, but iu

struck with
blight

Au^verage crop
vastly improved
during the past

month
A fair average

A good average
crop

A good avemge,
and mostly of

excellent
quality

At places thiu ir

l>laiit. but cars
well filled out

2 or 3 sacks
below average

Below aa
average

Thin ; good in

:ar, but will not
be equal to last

year by fully
one-fourth

One quarter an
acre under
average

Under avci-age

Deficient bvilk

;

well kerned,
under average
Bare average

Thin, but good

Under average

Average
Thin, good com
straw rusted

in the ear

Over average
crop

Under average
a little rusted,
and many black

baUed ears
Average

FxUl average

Variable, but
promises an
average crop
Under average

Good average

Average

Very good

Good ; above
average

Generally good,
but in places it

is going off pre
maturely ripe

More than
average
Under an
average ; of

itiferior quality
A very partial

Very goo

Good

Good ; patches
of bUght

Winter Beans
good : spring

Good

\eiy good

Variable ; much
impi'oved of

late ; qy. average

Good

Very good

Very good

\'ery early sowi
Barley much

blighted ; later
vn looking

Good ; above
average
Average

Fair crop, but
not much culti'

vated in this
district

Over average

Good

Over average

Average crop

;

very good
An average

Average

Average

Early sown
good ; late sowi

moderate
Average

Although the
crop milamount
to an average,
there is mol-e
shot ears than

usual

Light crop Good

Over average j
Average

One-fifth ov
average

; quality
good

Very good

Average

places short, but
in general well

coined

Under average

Avovago

Over average

Average

Moderate

Full average

Good crop

Good

Average crop
very good

Itraw Ught, ea
gdod, but under

average

One-third xmder

Short straw, but
promises a fair

yield of grain
Over average

Winter good

;

spring an
average crop

Considerably

average

Short in sti'aw
and thin in

plant, but well
podded

Looking well
promising a
full average

Average

Good

Very few
grown in this
neighbour-

hood

The greatest
crop for man]

years

A full crop,
and plenty of

haulm

Average

Good

Good

None planted

None grown

: grown

Good

Promising

Good ; diseasi

commenced ii

some places
Very good

Fair crop ; latter
part well made
A light crop,well

made
Bad, particu-

larly on heavy
land

Good, but late

Promising

Pretty good. Hay heavy, and
but want ram got well, especi-

ally from water
meadows

Good; fi

better than of
late years

Above average Good average

Very good ; no
disease at
present

Good prospect

Look re-

markably well

Good. 'but

No appearance
of the blight at

present

A verage

;

healthy at pre-

Over average

Sound, but small

disease In the

Good

Good crop ; eai-Iy

I of an ex-
cellent quality

Diseased

Early good

;

later

promising
Promising, and

disease
Average

Good

Good prospect

Very good

Mangels good

;

v;mting rain
;

Tumipa lato

Under aver-
age ; late but

y. growing
Good

Very promis-
ing where put

I early

Very good
plant, but rain

is required
Good plant

;

wants rain

Over average

Average, but

damaged by rai
The thin soils

light, but on clay
full average

Promise well

Very good

Promising

Very good

Late ; inferior

Turnips good

;

Mangels
average

Mangels good

Seeds good

;

meadow hay
gathered late.

butvery fair crop

Average
: good

quality
Good

The best crop
we have had
these 4 years

Good
;

rago

Moderate ; well
saved

Rather light

Under average
Clover heavy

;

meadows light

;

made weU
Partially good

Good crop

;

saved well
A light crop

Well harvested,
and jm average

crop

Heavy crop, and
well saved
Half a crop

;

well saved

Good

Good ; and well

Aug. 8.

Wheat by
Aug. 10
Aug. 7

August 6

y Aug. 3 or

Iu about a
week

August 1

Next

About Aug. 10

Now

Aug. 1

About Aug. (

July 30

Aug. 6

August 4

August 2

Next week

Aug. 6

NAME AND ADDRESS.

About Aug.

In a few da'

Aug. 10

Next week

Aug. 6

Aug. 6

E. W. Moore, ColeahUl

— , Swindon

John Combes, Tiaburj

Edratmd Ruck, Castle
Hill, Cricklade

James Rawlence, Bul-
liridge, Wilton, Salis-

bury

J. A. WilUams, Baydoi

Geo. Brown, Avebury

Wm. Manser, DUm^Von,
Ramagate

James Eamos, Liuch,
Midhurst

Fred. F. Hallett, The
Manor House, Brighton

Joseph Blundell, Bursle-

John Furmedge, Lang-
don, Beaminster

Robert Daiaen, Dor-

W. J. Voss, Corfe Castle

, H. Saunders, Water-
combe Fai-m

Samuel Cornish, Kinga-
. bridge
George Turner, Beacon
Downes, Exeter

Lamourcux, Clark & Co.,

Plymouth
George Langden, Asli-

ford, BamstJiple

R. H. Watson, Dorsely,
Totues

Cowan, TawBtock
Manor

T. Benson, Tavistock

r. Davey Simmons,
Killiganoon.

Aug. C Jnii. Wills, Southpether-
wyn, Launceston

Partly co
menced ;

about 10 c

|j. Burnell, LlanoUy

Average, where
libt grazed in

1 m^h 1
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proTincial gatherings which has been here organised for
Royal patronage and countenance, and for pubUc
instruction and amusement.
The Prince and Princess are expected early on

Thursday. An arch to welcome them, decorated with
flowers, evergreens, and mottos, and for illuminating,
most tastily designed and e.-secuted, has been
erected on the centre of the old bridge, along which
at mtervals there are poles for flags, and temporary
pedestals for the reception of more ornamentation.
Numerous other arches across streets and roads
are being erected, while poles in the streets towards
the Guildhall, where the Eoyal party will be con-
ducted to luncheon with the Lord Mayor and Corpo-
ration, and in many other places, have" been raised for
decoration with flags, flowers, and evergreens. There
is one drawback, however, to all this assumption of
hospitality and rejoicing. The tradesmen and hotel-
keepers, and all the various caterers for the mind as
well as body, seem not only to be determined to recoup
themselves for the paint they have used and the flags
and flowers they intend to buy, but they seem desirous
of making a grent profit on their outlay. Charges of a
guinea each for beds in most cases are] excessive-
nothing less than 5s. even to the exhibitors ofmachinery
and of the other attractions which are the basis for
bringing the large expected company together.
The agricultural show-yard is on this occasion

situated on the race-course, and it is fitted up in the
most complete manner we have ever seen—the
Eoyal Society's yard not excepted. The shedding is
considerable, and composed of boarded roofs in the
open parts, and the same material as doors, shutters,
and fronts, when they are closed. There are some
hundreds of closed boxes for horses, which arrange-
ment no doubt is the cause of the most excellent
and large show of horses to which we shall have to
especially refer below. The pig and sheep pens are
also fitted with plain pasts and boards, with doors for
attendants and judges, amateur and professional, to
enter. This is a vast improvement on the usual rigid
and high iron-hurdle arrangements. The judging and
show paddocks are also well railed in, and a great con-
venience is provided for showing horses that may be
for sale, and a desiring purchaser may wish to
see out of the box. lliis enclosure is about an acre
in size, and the charge for entering is only Is. for
each horse. As no display or "showing 08^" of horses
is allowed elsewhere, all danger from a crowd of visitors
IS avoided, and no complaint can be made either by
owners or would-be critics and purchasers.
But there is an unusually conspicuous object, the

description of which we have kept till last. This is the
Royal saloon, which is situated at the end of the judging
and show paddocks for the hor.ses. On the opposite
side are the kennels and show-court for the hounds.
In the centre of the latter there is a flooring of flag-
stones about 10 yards square. Thus the Yoi kshiremen
are doing all they can to gratify the love for old English
sports which the Prince of Wales has shown in con-
nection with horses and hounds. Here, however, the
Prince has not alone had special consideration, for
while the interior of the building is fitted up in as
elegant a manner as an impromptu luncheon hall and
ante-rooms can be, the roof is extended some seven or
eight feet beyond the body of the building, beneath
which ample galleries are constructed for the comfort
and convenience of the Princess and her suite. As
there is a gallery of this kind on each side for over-
looking the whole show-ground, and the horses, hound.s,
and other animals may be brought close up for inspec-
tion, nothing is omitted that would make the place
worthy of the occasion. The whole has a Swiss cottage-
like appearance from every point of view.
The Show of Live Stock.—In the absence of

cattle, from the fear of spreading the plague, the sheep
stand first on the hst, while among the sheep the
Leicesters have the honour of first place. Class 1 con-
sisted of a capital collection of 28 shearlings, Mr Riley
of Beverley, showing six; Mr. Harris, of Ulceby, four-
Mr. Stamper, of Oswaldkirk, four: Mr. John Borton
of Malton, eight: Mr. Cresswell, of Ashby-de-la-
Zouch, five; and so on. The 1st prize went to
Mr. Cresswell for a great and good sheep, with a full
fleece; but in respect to this one it maybe asked—
where do Leicester traits now end and Lincoln-
shire characteristics begin? Mr. Borton took
2d and 3d, the former being an admirably even
and fine sheep, and the latter equally good under
the hand, but he was light in his hind quarters, and
particularly so in his legs. Class 2, for aged rams, was
composed of 20, the exhibitors in the former class being
represented, Mr. Borton again having eight^hile Mr.
Wiley, of Brandsby, York ; Mr. Simpson, of Wetherby
and Mr. Thomas, of Barnard Castle, and others, had
specimens of their flocks. Mr. Borton here took the
1st, a decision which was correct in our opinion, but
if so, it made the 1st decision in the Shearling Class
most inconsistent. Pure Leicesters will become more
and more valuable as the expediency of crossing
becomes more freely practised. Therefore, it is clearly
the duty of judges to be most scrupulous in watching
for and disavowing impurities in classes that are set
apart for the few remaining pure breeds. If this be
not done we shall soon have nothing of a distinctive
character to fall back upon for pulling mongrel
breeding flocks into decent shape. Mr. Borton also
took 2d and 3d prizes. The ewes were a short show, only
five lots of 5 each being present, but Mr. Richard Lovcl''--

(of Malton) 1st prize, bred by himself, were splcmlnl
ewes for size, form, and substance, and particularly r.n

the fine lines, full eyes, and other features of tinii
frontispiece. In Class 4, for"Gimmers" (shearhncsi,
there were seven lots of five each, Mr. Borton being
here 1st with a very handsome and well-groivn lot.
This was a good class.

In the Lincoln and other Long-wooUed Sheep, the
Lincoln beat the Cotswold, with the exception of two

[August 11, 1S66.

cases. Mr. J. W. Richardson's, of Kirton Lindsey, is a
very capital Lincolnshire sheep, and he was awarded
the 1st prize. So was the 2d, shown by Mr. Williams,
ot Newark; the 3d was a Cotswold from Leclilade,
shown and bred by Mr. Tombs. Mr. Marshall,
Branstone, Lincoln, took 2d in the Aged Ram Class

Yl ,
°°® °^ ^^^ enormously heavy .sheep. Mr.

Abrahanis 1st was a very neat one of the same
Lincolnshire breed. There were five pens of five
gimmers," four Lincoln and one Cots., the latter

breed taking 2d for five very fine ones from Mr. Tomb's
flock, and the former (Lincoln) 1st and 3d.
In the Short-wooUed Sheep, Lord Walsingham

cleared ofi^ the 1st, 2d, and 3d prizes, against three of
Mr. Waters' Southdowus; a fine heavy Shropshu-e
sheep, shown by Mr. Horton, of Harnage Grange ; a
yery neat good backed sheep of the same breed, .shown
by Mr. Mansell ; and several others. In the aged class
Lord Walsingham again took 1st with a very capital
sheep that was thick and full in all his quarters, and
had it not been for a .slight defect in the formation of
his spine, a fault that is of no consequence except to
tbe hypercntical, he, with his fine woolly head in
addition, might have been described as a perfect sheep.
Mr. Waters here took 2d against another good sheep of
Mr. Horton 's. Mr. Henry Smith, Sutton Maddock, had
entered for both the above classes, but he did not show
up. Lord Wenlock sent one, however, that did not do
much credit to his stock. But in the "gimmers"
Lord Wenlock took 1st and 3d with very neat and
Tood but not uniform pens of five each. If the
ihepherd had transposed one dark and grey-faced ewe,
and a neater bromi-faced one, the pens would have
matched much better. Mr. Davies, of Knutsford, had a
capital pen by Mr. Horton's highly-commended New-
castle Shearling, and these took the 2d prize.
The few Mountain Sheep, for which three prizes of

51. were offered, were more curious than interesting
on this ground, as we send English sheep to improve
the Scotch, and, therefore, no good can come of
bringing pure Scotch sheep to Yorkshire, except it be
as extra stock for the amusement of lovers of curiositiesm the form of long horns, shaggy fleeces, and a deal of
length m legs and scraggs.
The Pigs were a small show as to numbers, for

construction, and an admirable mover. Mr. Trifiitt'
Sir Edwin Landseer was also a most useful am
attractive, short-backed, good-going black.
Tpree prizes of 20;., 10?., and 51., were given foi

Stallions lor getting Agricultural Horses. The judge:
on this occasion had full faith in the good old rule :-
A stout body on wide standing legs, with not tot

much daylight about them." The 1st and 2d prize-
were admirable examples of this character, the form 01
both being sunilar. Mr. Mofi'etfs All Glory being n
bay, with a beautifully rounded barrel and finely-

u™?.
?-'i*'''e^''s. on short strong legs, on the heels ol

wfiich, however there was more hair than admirers ol
the more genteel Sufl'olks would hke; but to compare
the two characters for usefulness, the hardiness of the
constitution of All Glory appeared as though he could
do twice the work, and look as well on half the
quantity of food. We are Sufi'olk born and bred, and
have no desire to foul our own nest ; but in regard to
the horses of our native county, we cannot but say
they are very fine for gentlemen farmers, who take
a pride m smart sleek teams, but where the business of
larming is required to be done at a profit, we can only
say that the sooner horses something like these York-
shire animals are more freely introduced into tho
eastern countie-s, the more likely this is to accrue.
Mr. Strickland's 2d, Lincolnshire, 8 years old, was a
°ne hardy brown, and almost every inch a good one.
i he 3d prize, England's Glory, 9 years old, was also
admirable for compactness on short legs, and conse-
queiitly for strength. Young England's Glory was
another capital brown horse. In short this was a
capital class, and as a display of agricultural horses it
cannot have failed to have made a strong impression
on the numerous and distant visitors who have been to
this Show.
At the late hour when the judges terminated their

duties to-day (Thursday), and the eariy hour at which
the post leaves, it is impossible to do fair justice to the
extraordinary collection of hunters, geldings, and fillies,
and animals of all ages which have to-day been brought
into the ring. The cart-horses in pairs, too, are
excellent. All we will therefore say is, the 5-year old
hunters (geldings or mares) up to 14 stone, were the

county meeting, and particulariy when thatV^inty fs while thT sTmeThrcterf"u";; tHSne" 'we^
LTfaVfi'lled^wbile*T„rrtf^''^'^'^°f^'^'*r''? ^'^"""^y '^^^ inferior. But Z mos? exdt'ng andnot tulhlled

;
while top, there were some excellent interest ng class of all was for "Hunters 6-vearoldspecimens both of the larger and smaller, and also of and upwards. Geldings or Mares byTthorough-bredthe intermediate breeds, tlere were maiiy that were Horse " Here there were 39 entrief with 37 presentnot first-class. In the sows of alarge breed, the 1st prize The more striking featureX the result of thesow was shown by Mr. Lackland, of Retford, and an judging in this class was the fact that Vovn^eur

extraordinary s.vine she was. Mr Dyson, of Leeds, i clestai\ with tfc finest action and wS^^also sent an enormous sow, but .she was somewhat ' - - "*' -•'^'""". 'i™ wiinoui

coarse ; and the 2d prize was given to Mr. Duckering,
for a neater one. Mr. Sutton's 1st prize in Class 19 was
a capital sow ; but the remaining lots, although good
in some cases, were not striking enough to require any
special comment. There seems to be a field open here
for our friends who breed the BerkshiresJbr there is as
much size in the latter kind as most Yorkshiremeu
care for ; and the London pork butohei-s say the best
pigs and pork they get comes from a cross between the
Berkshire and white breeds.
[The award of prizes having been indicated in the

above report, we are glad in the crowded state of our
columns to postpone the actual prize list until next
week.]
The Show op Hokses was the most numerous and

of the best character that we have ever had the pleasure
of seeing together. The number of entries in all the
classes was no less than 513, and very few were absent.
The first position was assigned to thorough-bred
StaUionc for getting weight-carrjang Hunters, the
prizes being 50/. and 201. The 1st prize was awarded
to Sir George Cholmley, Bart., for Angelus, a bright
chesnut of maiwellously compact and muscular form

;

his thighs, rump, and loin being extraordinary for
strength, while his shoulder displayed equal power.
If he nave a fault, it is in his legs being too fine for his
body ; but, looking at him as a horse for pairing with
light-barrelled mares possessing ample bone and par-
ticularly good hocks and knees, this horse is everything
that the most critical judge could desire. The 2d prize
was awarded to Mr. Joseph Casson, of Carlisle, for
Motley, an old favourite, now 15 years of age ; sire
Touchstone, dam by Lanercost. He is a brown, with
a long tightly-hooped barrel, possesses great power for
one so highly bred, and his short head, with broad
front and full affectionate eye, make him a great
favourite with all lovers of high mettle, combined with
power, speed, and gentleness. Mr. W. Vaughan's
Cavendish was a very elegant and handsome bright
bay. There were 25 in this clas.s, and a grand show
they made.
In Class 26, Stallions for getting Coach Horses, there

were 24, some of which were very plain ; but Yorkshire
Lad, the 1st prize, shoivu by Mr. Johnson, of Brigham,
was passable in appearance, arid a very powerful bay
with strong and clean black legs. The 2d prize. Can-
didate, shon-n by Mr. Holmes, of Newbiggin, was a
very beautiful and symmetrical bay.
The Stallions for Roadsters were no less than 33,

and a most excellent collection, as a whole, they were.
The^ 1st prize, by name Norfolk Cob, was a good
specimen of a class of animals that in most counties of
this country are very few ; he is short, with rounded
cobby quarters, a fine firm action, and he rejoices in
hnvinia rat-tail, that the fine symmetry of his hind-
qiiiirirr^ may be more conspicuous. The 2d prize,
I'lvi. inlcr, is a lighter and longer, but very elegant,
Hill-l. inued, fine-moving chestnut. Among the rest
was Renovator, a beautiful and good-moving 4-year-
old bay, fine in quality, in fact, a gentleman to look at
all over ; he was shown by Messrs. L. & J. Cockshott,
Addingham, Leeds. Mr. Cook, of Driffield, sent
Denmark, another 4-year-old chestnut, which was
beautiful in his symmetrical proportions, compact in

- -, out
an apparent fault when looked at ofl'-hand,
and which has been 1st at Darlington in ISM as a
4-year-old, and this year as a 6-year-old—1st also at
Carlisle and Stokeley in the former year, and this year
at:the Agricultural Hall, London, Bridlington, Driffield,
Alnwick, and Bingley Hall, was here only among the
.select circle ; the 1st and 2d prizes being given to other
horses. The judges were nearly two hours over
this class, and we repeatedly thought that, however
we might have gratified our own taste, we should
not have cared for having to brave public and
private opinions where there was so much excel-
lence to decide upon. The 1st prize is a bright bay,
with great strength for one so well bred ; and his action
was faultless. The 2d prize was Hawk's Eye, a perfect
mover, and as elegant and symmetrical as the most
fastidious judge could desire. It was stated on the
ground that this horse was sold last year to the Emperor
of the French for 500 guineas, and has since been
repurchased at 250 guineas by his previous and present
owner. If the horse did not suit the Emperor it is

pretty evident the fault was on the side of his Majesty,
and not on that of the horse.
The following is the Prize List, and we add here the

names of the judges in all the sections.

HORSES.
Stallions, Thorough-bred, for getting Weight-carrying

Hunters.—Sir Geo. Cholmley, Bart., Howsham, York, 50^., for
Angelus ; Jos. Casson, Burgh Sands, Carlisle, 20/., for Motley.

Stallions for getting Coach Horses.—John Johnson, Brigham,
Driffield, 20/., for Prince Arthur ; George Holmes, Newbiggin,
Beverley, 10/., for Candidate.

Stallions for Roadsters,-Joseph Whjtwell Pease, M.P.,
Woodlands. iJiiiliu-t,™. 1:11/., for Norfolk Cob; William Stil-

boi-n, Darliii. I- !i i". 1 r i'letcnder.

Stallion- li
. \ iniltur.al Horses.— Robt. L. Moffett,

Gateshead. . ' \'l il iv; Samuel Strickland, Tadcaster,
10/., for 1,111. -In-jii:.

,
M itt'hew Reed, Chester-le-Street, St.,

for England's lilory.

Brood Mares for Breeding Himters with Foals Sucking.

—

William T. Scarth, Darlington, 10/., for Plucky ; W. H. Clark,
Hnok House, Howden, 5/.

Brood Mares, for Breeding c ,,ii TT

ing.—Edward Robinson, X,iU [

John Smith Tate, Budbrooki I

Brood Mares for Breediii l; I ; ,
,

William Major, Malton, 10/., lu: l.-U^

ton, 5/., for Favourite.
Brood Mares, for Breeding Agricultural Horses, with Foals

Sucking.— David Goundrill, Howden, 10/., for Damsel ; George
Linton, Bedale, 5/., for Jewel.
Two-year-old Hunting Geldings.— John B. Booth, Killerby,

Catterick, 10/., for Bird of Passage ; Henry Darley, York, 51.,

for Minor Canon.
Two-year-old Huntint? Fillies.—William Vaughan, Darling-

ton. 7/. ; Til- ir.n, w v.. Iiiinoombe, M.P., Bedale, 3/.

dmgs.— John Appleyard, Selby,

:ili FMdsSuck-

H-.ing.—

.ckling-

- Richard Myers, Helms-
,
f.ir Wild Flower.
IS or FilUes. — William

,
for Trimmer; William

Two-yc:ii . M '

10/.; John I'. ..i
I

Two-yen 1
'

i

i

ley,-/. ; cIm '

1

Two-yea 1 .

'

Cochran ' r

Parker, Til
Three-yc'ii ..i: II

House, Howden, l.'i/,

ley, 5/., for Tom,
Three-year-old Himting Fillies,—Richard GiUard, Hoving-

ham, York, 10/,, for Eva ; Robert Swann, Acomb Hall
York, 5/.

Three-year-old Coaching Geldings.—Richard Nelson, Barton
HiU House, York, 15/. ; John Kiiby, Stamford Bridge, J/.
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Thrcc-yoar-old Coaching Fillies.^R. Bark

I'ork, 10/., for Polly ; John Jackson, Jan

Thn-o\,!;''i \ 1 1 .hi m il i
.

i.in, .'il'ilUes.—John Apple-

yard, Wi.stiAv. iM.-iiiy. 1":.. l"r i.iuy 1 liiy
i
Thomas Upton,

Allerthorpe. Ta.icaster, oi., for Rose,

Pairs of 4 ye.ar-old and upwards, Agricultural Geldings or

Mares.—W. & R. Jewitt, Brackenholme, Howden, 10/., for

Tom: Samuel Thompson. Skipwith, Selby, .^/., for Di;.mond.

CoachiiiL' M;iiLS from 4 to 6 years old without a Foal.

—

George Rkti.u-.NMii. .\Ii>..r Town, Beverley, 10/. : Henry Moore'

Beverlcv. VMik^liirt-, .^'.

Four-year.old lliuitin^f Geldings.—Thomas Gee, Dewhirst

Lodge. Wadhurst, Sussex, 25/., for Master of Arts ; George

Holmes, Newbegin, Beverley, lu/., for Buffo<m.

Four-year-old Hunting Mllies.—Thomas Br
Street, Maiton, '25/. ; Thoma '

Alice,

SPECIAL PRIZES FOR HORSES.
Pairs of 4-year-old Carriage Horses, to be shown in Harness.

—Richard Smith, York, 10^ : Joseph Whitwell Pease, M.P.,

Woodl-ands. Darlington, 3/., for Ashgill.

Five-year-old Hunters, Geldings or M.ares, by a thorough-

bred Horse, and up to 14 stones andupward.s.—Henry Jewison,

Raisthorpe, Driffield, 30/., for The Moor ; Jlilham Hartley,

Bo&ehill, Carlisle, 20/., for Templemorc.
Five-year-old Hunters, Geldings, or Mares, by a thorough-

bred Horse, and up to 12 stones and upwards.—Charles
McCartney Swarbreck, Thirsk, 20/., for The Falcon ; George
Ringrose, FUxton near Ganton, 10/., for Canute,

Hunters, years old and upwards. Geldings or M.ares, by a
thoroughbred Horse.—Jacob Smith, Humberton, Borough-
bridge, 25/. for The Swell : Sir George O. Wombwell, B.art.,

Easiugwold, 10/., for Hawk's Eye.

Gentlemen's Hackneys, of any .age or sex, up to 14 stones

and upwards.—Charles Croskell, Vork, 20/. ; Chas. Beart,

Downham Market, 10/., for Princess.

Gentlemen's Hackneys of .any age or sex, up to 12 stones

and upwards.—Richard Milward, Thurgarton Priory, South-

well, 15/., for British Queen : J. B. Barkworth, Willoughby,

Hull, 5/., for Cornice.

Ladies' Hackneys, of any Age or Sex.
—

"W. B. Richardson,

St. Mary's Lodge, York, lij/., for Kitty : The Hon. Admii-al

Howard, Castle Howard, York, 5/., for Columbia.

Ponies above 12 and not exceeding 14 h.ands high.—Edward
Tranmcr, Ea.st Harlsey, Northallerton, 10/., for Viscount

;

Richard Milward, Southwell, 5/., for Dunstan.

Ponies, not exeeeduig 12 h.ands high.—John W. Richardson,
Kirtoii Lindscy, 7/., for Uncle Tom ; James iUtchelson,

Pickering, 3/., for Fanny.
Extra Stock.— Wm.JJrigham, Beverley, Medal for half-bred

Hunting Stallion, Wild Hero; Robert Sebofield, Sand Hall,

Howden, Med.al for bUck Coach Horse.

JUDGES.

LONG-WOOLLED Sheep AND Large Breed Pjgs.—William
Bartholomew, W.addington Heath, Lincoln ; Willi.am Sanday,
Holme Pierrepoint, Nottingham ; John Painter, Mount
Vemer Villa, Forest Road, Nottingham.

Short-woolled Sheep and Small Bheed Pios. —Charles
Randall, Chadbury, Evesham ; William Rigdeu, Hove Fai-ni,

Brighton : Henry Fookes, Whitechurch, BLandford, Dorset.

Horses : Hunters and Roadsters.—E. M. Burbidge, Thorpe
Arnold, Melton Mowbray : Nicol Milne, Faldonside, Melrose,

N.B. ; Samuel Slater, North Carlton, Lincoln.

Horses : Coaching and Agricultural.—Alexander Turn-
bull, Middle Ord, Berwick, N.B. ; Charles M. Nainby, Bar-
netby-le-Beck, Grimsby ; William Godson, Normauby-by-Stow,
Gainsborough.

Dairy Produce.—Thomas Page Dickinson, Stockton-on-
Tees : William Wilson, Coney Street, York.
Wool.—Thomas Clayton, Stainley House, Ripley.

The Dairy Produce and Wool. Tent was very
meagrely supplied. There were oaly six entries of

cheese and 11 of butter, and some of these did not
appear. The Nottinghamshire cheese was very good,

and the Gainsborough 1st prize and the Elvington 2d
prize butters were very fine. The wool consisted as

usual of a few lots of picked fleeces, and were therefore

but a small criterion of the general quality of the flock

from which they came. Nevertheless, unless there was
a good character of staple upon the backs of the male
sheep, fleeces so fine as were here exhibited could not
be procured. This is an important consideration. In
the " hogg " long wool there were some great and fine

fleeces ; and in tne " hogg " short wool the 1st prize was
awarded to Mr. Mansell, for Shropshire fleeces, which
is a sufficient answer to the opinion sometimes held,

viz., that the wool of the Shropshires, and particularly

Mr. Mansell's, is sometimes grey.

MicniNEKY AND Implements.—The display in
this department, considering this was only a
country show, was enough to take a regular atten-
dant at these meetings by surprise, and it

evidently highly astonished less practised or non-
professional visitors. The entry of exhibitors in the
catalogue amounted to no less than 120! Many of
these had several steam engines, with the machines
which they are intended to drive ; while, in addition
to these larger articles, some of the more miscellaneous
manufacturers and agents had upvyards of 100 articles

each. This unusually large exhibition was no doubt
owing in a great measure to the Royal Society
determining to have no show of machinery at Bury,
because it was impracticable to have a show of cattle,

in consequence of the rinderpest. This result, how-
ever, in addition to what we have .said in regard to
the horses, sheep, and pigs, will tend greatly to confirm
the opinion of members who were in favour of
a meeting at Bury without the cattle. But, with
the exception of the great question of ploughing and
cultivating by steam power, which the Royal Society
is about to further test, there are now no farmers in
the country who do not know where to flnd any imple-
ment or machine that they may require. Therefore it is

a moot question whether the great expenses attending
a Royal meeting have not been saved by implement
makers without farmers losing anything in

^
these

critical times by not being led into temptation to
purchase what they may perhaps shift well enough
without. There are no startling novelties, and, so far

as we have been able to inspect them, we have seen
only a few new applications of tried principles. These,

however, we cannot enter into a description of tn-ilay,

for reasons which we have sutiiciently cxplaiiud.

Should we deem them worthy of special attention we
will describe them in a supplementary notice next
week, or at an early future occasion. The trials of
reaping machines have been deferred a few days in

consequence of the com not having sufhciently
matured for cutting.

On to-morrow (Friday) there are to be hounds, and
a large flower show, in addition to the attractions
previously referred to, and on Saturday a volunteer
review. These we must reserve for a supplemental
notice.
The competition iu reaping machines and horse

r.akes has been finally appointed for Tuesday and
Wednesday next at Heslington, near York.

Farm Memoranda.
FentonBarns andFentu.v 1)eem,Ea.stLothian:

lEinploi/ment.—Among the larmers of the empire, with
the combined system of tillage and Grass, the gentle-
men of the Lothians stand A 1, and of these we will

select Mr. George Hope, ofFenton Barns, with 670 acres,

and Mr. Peter Handyside, of Fenton Deem, with a
similar holding, as fair examples. Mr. Handyside,
about -lo years ago, improved 100 acres of light moor
land, producing blue Grass unfit to feed sheep or
cattle, by ploughing it up and covering it with better

soil, subsoiling 18 inches, taking a crop of Oats, and
carting the clay over the light lands, so that they
became in a few years equal to the best land on the
farm, producing as much as 40/. per acre in Potatos.

In Mr. Handyside's farming—two-fifths are generally
in Grass (half being two years, and half one year old),

one-fifth Turnips and Potatos, for winter-keep of sheep
or cattle ; and two-fifths grain crops. On this farm a
large quantity of oil-cake is used on the pasture and in

the yard, the sheep getting 1 lb. daily, and cattle 5 lb.

to 7 lb., by which means two flocks are turned out
instead of one. A man and a pair of horses are kept to

every 45 Scotch acres. They employ a steward, four
labourers, besides ploughmen, 12 women in winter
for four months, and 2G in summer cleaning
the green crops. The women get Is. per day.

The rents could not be paid if the land wa.s in

Gra5s, nor would any employment be then given
except to a couple of herds ; a man and a boy are

required in addition to look after the cattle in summer.
The women are Irish or Highland, and do their work
well. As to the manures, &c., the same is carried

forward as on Mr. Hope's farm, described in the North
British Agriculturist of the 20th June, which we
recommend every proprietor and farmer to read.

From it we extract that the farm of Fenton Barns,
Haddingtonshire, consists of 670 acres under a lease of
21 years, the family being on the farm for 80 years.

One-third consists of fertile loam, one-third of heavy
clay of medium fertility, and one-third of yellow
moorish sand on alluvial clay. All the farm has been
drained and the ditches tiled, thus adding to the acreage
of working laud. In 1864 a stationary steara-en-^iae of

10-horse power was bought at a cost of 650/., with 2000
yards of wire-rope, which has done well, grubbing or
cultivating seven acres per day and harrowing ten acres
across. Tlie grubber enters the soil to the depth of

8, 12, and 14 inches, as required. In the autumn of
1865, 103 acres of Wheat were sown in place of Potatos
and Beans, 27 acres of the Bean land having been gone
over twice, and 94 acres of stubbles grubbed. Since
steam power was applied the Turnip crop has been got
in early, and has been superior. The crops of the
present year are— Potatos, 82 acres ; Beans and
Vetches, 33, growing in rows 16 in. apart ; Turnips, 83
acres; Wheat, 126 acres; Barley, 88 acres; Oats, 54
acres ; mixed Bye-grass and Clovers for cutting, 21
acres

;
pasture, 85 acres of young Grass depastured.

Extent of second year's pasture, 50 acres; in permanent
pasture, 3 acres ; Turnip seed, 15 acres of Purple-top.
Mr. Hope holds another farm, Dirleton, of 220 arable
acres, and 500 of links and pasture. Bent chiefly growing
on the links or sands. The sands are clayed at the rate of
200 carts per acre, and in this way 100 acres have been
made fertile. On .Dirleton farm the present crops are
31 acres of Potatos, 50 of Turnips, 38 of Barley, 9 of
Allieat, 34 of Oats, 6 of Eye, the remainder in pasture,
till' land being grazed for three years—the land being
jilnuL'lir.l nut of Grass for the Potato crop. The
iiiaikri iiroiluoe of com, beef, mutton, and wool has
licfii (luuMril from the system of tillage compared with
Grass. Number of farm servants on Fenton Barns, 19
by the year; at Dirleton, one shepherd, three plough-
men, and two com men. On both are numbers of
daily labourers, and 30 to 40 women and boys,
the annual amount paid for wages on the two
farms being 1850?., or at the rate of 21. for each
acre cultivated. Besides the steam-engine^ 13 pair of
horses are kept. Cattle kept on Fenton Bams : one
Short-hoi-n bull, five cows for rearing calves, 12 cows
belonging to the farm servants, 80 cattle fattened.
Sheep (Leicester) : Number of ewes, 110 ; and Cheviots,
180 to 200. One hundred tons corn and cake, and
200 quarters grain are consumed by the stock. Manures
used this season : 56 tons Peruvian guano (750/. worth),
seven tons nitrate of soda (120/.), 70 tons super-phos-
phate (480?.), or over 1300/. worth, besides manure from
Edinburgh costing 2s. 3d. to 2s. Gd. per ton, and 1//.

per ton per mile rail. Fifty or 60 tons of lime are
annually brought to the farm, and mLxed with weeds,
road scrapings, &c. The annual outlay for feeding
substances and manures exceeds 4/. per acre, and for
the last 30 years 2/. per acre has been spent on every
acre under cultivation. While we do not vi-isli small
farms turned into large, because small farmers are the
bone and sinew of this country, we wmt our graziers
who give no employment to follow the examples of
Messrs. Handyside, Hope, and such gentlemen who
pay annually in wages from 1700/. to 1800/., instead of.

as here, a couple of herds, with lower wages than the
girls iu Scotland cleaning the Turnips. Sligo Inde-
pendent.

Mehse of Berwickshire : Aug. 4.—At last we
have got the long-wished-for rain, and rather too much
of it, amounting to some 4 inches. Sunday's rain was
steady and refreshing, though it laid much of the
Barley flat ; but Monday's storm broke down the stems
of standing crops to some extent, and drowned the
haycocks. The seeds were, with scarce an cweption,
close grazed up to the end of May, and the hay crop
was small, of fine quality, and not suited to stand
weather. A fine wind, however, has enabled to get it

into fair condition again. It seems a dear article at 0/.

a ton. Sheep breeding has extended considerably, and
lambs are rather cheaper than last year. The poor
appearance of the Swede crop, too, has its eflect, and
sheep are more wanted to consume a promising crop of
White Turnips. Our best strong loams are all but a,

failure, ;while on light land the roots are late, but
growing now, and may come to be as good as last year.

But stock-feeding is a profitless job when the root crop
won't do the most of it, as was found last winter.

Peas and Vetches have done well this dry season ; but
Beans seem to have few pods on them. AVheat was
remarkably well planted all winter, but got blanky in
spring, and shot unequally. As for a blooming season,

we never have any ; but it does not matter. Where
thin, some of the stalks are broken over, and will die.

Four years ago a more violent gale reduced the yield of
fallow Wheat (in this way) to 12 bushels. Barley is a
strong crop, except where caught with April drought
before sowing. It wants fine weather now, to preserve
quality. Oats, on the contrary, are a standing crop all

over, short of straw, and rather ragged from the ravages
of grub in cold weather. AVe may have general harvest
in three weeks. After so many dry summers sti'aw is

getting scarce, and the present crop will not increase
the store, unless few cattle are kept. No more will be
fed than will knock down the straw ; for, in default of

Swedes last spring, artificial food cost near 2s. a day iu

some instances, and beef at 8//. left no profit. J. T.

Miscellaneous^
Beet Sugar.—The astonishing progress made in late

late years by Beetroot sugar is beginning to excite the
greatest apprehension in the sugar-growing .colonies.

It is of the greatest interest to consider the different

points that are likely to cause the preponderance of the
Cane or of the Beet. In the first place, the Sugar-
cane is a denizen of the tropics, where the condition of
the weather at any given time can be counted luion
with certainty. The Beet, on the other hand, grows
in the temperate zone, where, although the inhabitants
neither sulfer from excessive heat nor excessive cold,

the weather is almost always unsettled and more or less

uncertain. The Beet, which is afl'ected by too much
rain or by too little, by unseasonable heat, by un-
expected cold, or by too little or too much sunlight, is

liariiiiilarly uncertain in its growth, and the remark-
.ilili' lluriualions in the crops during the la,st few years
.MillirantK ostablish this point. In 1859-60 the Beet
< I'op amounted to 138,000 tons; in 1800-61 it amounted
to only 366,826 tons; in 1861-62 it again rose to
404,411 tons; and in 1862-63 to 450,000 tons. The
season 1863-64 was a bad one, and the return sank to
385,741 tons, from which it again rose in 1861-65 to
475,000 tons. This season it will probably amount
to close on 600,000 tons. It must be remembered, in
considering these very great fluctuations in returns,
that, notwithstanding the extraordinary variation
in yield, the breadth of land sown has steadily increased
year by year, and that even the present season
(the largest known) has been a favourable one only in
France, while in Germany the weather was decidedly
unfavourable, and in Russia so much so as to cause a
failure of the crop. Although the best crops will pro-
bably continue to increase, and although in a generally
favourable season much heavier returns may be looked
for, there is certainly some comfort for cane planters in

the fact of the great uncertainty of the European plant.

The Beet owes its rapid spread over the Continent, in
great measure, to its indirect use in agriculture. It

gives a basis for the rotation of crops ; its leaves and
refuse are useful for cattle feeding and for manure.
But, on the other hand, the indirect uses of the cane
have never been tried, and its refuse, although full of
saccharine matter, far from being made useful, is burnt.
There is another advantage possessed by the Beet in its

being produced in the very countries where the sugar
is wanted—thus saving the costly freight from the
tropics. It must be expected, if the present state of

things continues, that in a very few years the Continent
will draw its supplies entirely from the Beet; and
although England has as yet made no sugar from
it, yet the Beetroot grows and thrives from John
o'Groat's to the Land's End, and a little more
success on the Continent will cause the manufacture of

native sugar to be introduced here. It remains to be
seen whether cane sugar can recover the ground lost,

but there can be little doubt, had proper use been
made of their advantages, that the colonial planters

would not have been so far behind in the race as they are

at present. Travers^ Circular, quoted in the Journal of
the Society of Arts.

Calendar of Operations.
The Carrying of our Grain rr.tps. and the ricking

them, is done differently in diffrrcut districts. In the

South the use of the two and three-horse waggon is

almost universal. The Wheat is built in large round
40 and 50 qr. stacks, and thatched, and the Barley is

put in Bams. The Oats are built either in stacks or

barns. In a hurried harvest time it is also becoming
general to build the corn in the fields where it grew,
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and thresh it out there too by the use of the movable

threshing machine and engine. In the North it is

almost universal to build the grain crops in a stack-

yard close by the farmery, where they can be earned m
to be threshed by a fixed machine close by the granary

;

and it is usual to make small cylindrical stacks, holding

from 20 to 30 sacks of grain apiece.

It is a useful practice to let a share of the corn-

carrying by contract. And in the case of one-horse

carts being used, one or two sets or companies ot ttiree

hands—viz., a man to pitch in the field, and a lad to

load on the cart, then a man to pitch from the cart to

the rick—will take the labour of '' leading all the corn

upon the farm, at the rate of from Wd. to 1*. 2d. per

acre, according to the bulk of the crop.
.

They are, of course, kept going by carts being

supplied to them, and by the corn being built out ol

their wav as fast as they can pitch it. And lor this

purpose a man and boy, hired servants of the farm, are

kept on the rick, and a boy is employed to bring the

emptied cart back to the field, and to take the full one

as soon as it is loaded and roped. Three carts suffice

to keep a company going, provided the field be not

more than 1000 yards from the rick.
,

The comparison of one-horse carts vnth waggons tor

the general use of the farm, and especially in harvest

time, has long given rise to diBerent opinions. This

difference still exists, neither party yielding much to

the other, although it has been proved over and over

again, that the use of the long, wide, low-framed body

on a pair of wheels, is more economical than that of

the waggon in the harvest field, as that of the light one-

horse cart is for taking dung to the fallow field.

Mr. Pusey spoke plainly on the subject in the

eleventh volume of the English Agricultural Society's

Journal. He said :—" There is a change which gives a

great saving of horses, which has been proved to do so

over and over again in this Journal, which might be

used almost everywhere; but about which farmers

have been, to say the least, rather slow. I mean, of

course, the exchange of waggons for carts. In Northum-
berland light carts with a single horse are used for all

farming purposes. In Bedfordshire they have light

carts too. In the South we have well-made waggons
;

but with three horses. The Lincolnshire waggon is

like a railway-truck on the broad gauge. I will not

again describe tb

carts beat ten li

number of men
trial which h:i-

ln;il i
witl
t, the
.ithe

III) II

mown (J;iL

ground
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Steam Cultivation.

FACTS of INTEKKST to the F.VRMERS. By John
Fowl ER A Co, : Revised and Amended by William Smith, ot

Woolston. Bletchley Station, Bucks. With an Appendix showing the

nresent aspect of Steam Cnltivation.

May be had of Mi". SiiiTn, postfrec. for 14 postage stamps.

Price Tlireepenoe, of any Bookseller.

CONTKNTS of the NU.MBER for S.\TUKU.\Y LAST,
AUGUST 4, of

THE ATHEN/EUM.
JOURNAL of ENGLISH and FOREIGN LITERATURE,
•'""science, and the FINE ART.S.

Thirty-two large Quarto Pages.

Beviews or, wm
The History of Signboards from

THE GARDENERS' CHEONICLE AND AGRICDLTURAL GAZETl'E. m

yacbtin>i and llowing. By the

Hononiry Secretary of the

Royal Kastern Yfichl Club.

Observations on the Origin of

several Manuscripts in the
Collection of M. Barrois,

[Observations sur lOrigine de

EUwleurs Mannscrita de la

ollection de M. Barrois, par

Leopold Delisle.]

The Sportsman and Naturalist in

Canada. By Major W. Ross

Whitney's "Choice ofEmblemeg."
" "" -Liila Reprint, ^'"^

Green. M.A
A Fac-Siniilo Reprint. Edited

Honrici de Blaneforde, Mona-
choruni S. Alboni ; necnon
qnoruQdam anonymorum
Chronica et Annales. rcgnin-
tibus Henrico Tertlo. Edwardo
Primo, Edwiirdo Secundo,
Ricardo Secundo, et Henrico
Qxiarto. Edited by Henry T.

Life of Jefferson Davia,

ing Details and Iiicl-

n his Captivity, with

Public Interest. By Li

John J. Craven, M.D.

With Shohter No:
R. M. Hunt— The Prophet
Jonah : his Character and Mis-
sion to Nineveh. By the Rev.
Hugh Martin—The Sh idow of

Christianity ; or, the Geness of
theChiistian State: a Treatise

By the Author

oS^Common.Fruits: a Descrip-

tive Account of those ordinarily

Cultivated or Consumed in

Great Britain. By Mrs. Bayle

Bernard, ^ ^^
Deslcms for Gateways of the ,^. „..- ..^-^.^

^Shem Entrance,s to the The Papaf Drama : a Histoncal

Central Park in New Tort. By Essay By Thomas H. Gill

Weekly Gossip.—conversazione at the Royal Academy—Colonel
Richards's 'Religio Animiq'—Publication of Papers read before

the ArchEeological Conirress—Kinp's College School—British
Archaeological Association Congress—The National Gallery—

Crvstal Palace Ait nniun—The Coming Theatrical Season-
Female Medical Practitioners—Charlotte Florentia Cllve—

Memorial of the late John Keble—Underground TravelliDg—

The Thames Embankment—The Literature ol Joint-Stock

Companies—Letter from Mr. Bohn in reply to Mr. Ottley.

ArchseolOgical Congress —Papers by Dr. Guest on the Origin

of London, and by Prof. Willis on the Architectural History of

the College at Eton.

Fhie Arts.—Art in Glass—Kitty Fisher Portrait.

Fine Art Gossip.—Royal Academy—Sir E. Landseer's Lions—

The National Gallerv Enlargement Bill—Baron Marochetti's

Monument to the late Duke of Wellington—Industrial Exhibi-
tion at, York.

Original Poetry.—The Atlantic Cable.

Original Papers.— Dottinj^s on the Road Side. By Berthold

Music and the Drama.—New Publications—Operas in Italian.

Musical and Dramatic Gossip.—Music at the Princess

Helena's Marriage—New Opera for Mdlle. Adelina Patti—Report
of the Musical Committee of the Society of Arts—Eiamination
of Pupils of the Con8ervti.tnire—Festival in aiemory of M. Emile
Ch^v5—Part Singing at Boulogne—Blind Tom—Jiacred Music
(Jompetition at Malinea—Contemporary Cnticism—Opera dl

Camera—Gregorian Festival in the Parish Church of Sturm inster
—Marshall.'La Mort dea Mousquetaires-The Haymarket Theatre.

Miscellanea,—John Bunyan-Fords on the Thames—Book Col-
lectors—Whiskers and Moustaches.

The Athenaeum may be ordered of any Bookseller.

Super-royal. 8vo, cloth, 31s. M.

THE GAUDENKU'S ASSISTANT: Practical and
Scientiflc. By Robeiit Thomson, of the Horticultural Society's

Garden, Coloured Engravings, and nearly 300 Woodcuts.
" A most thorough and practical work."— £.'00716771 1«/.

London: Blackie&Son, 4
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J. JONES & SONS' HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

Size of House.
20 by 10 feet

30 „ 12

40 „ 15
SO „ 15
60 „ 15
70 „ 15
SO „ 1.5

100 „ 15

20 Ij
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Agriculture, Chambers of
Artemisia vulgaris
Bees, Lieurian

Cerasus lueltanica azoriva
Chamiebatia foliolosa ....

Chamber ot Agriculture .

.

Chinese? Primrose
Cholpiaand Ci'yptogams .

Conifers
Crops, appearances of
Cryptosains and cholera.

.

Orape, ttlatk Tuk

Herbstii

.

New Zealand, horticulture in 781
Orchard-bouse culture 781 t

SUTTON'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE, now in the
Preas, will be shortly published, and forwarded gratis and post

free on uppUcation.
Royal Uerkshire Seed Establishment, Keiding.

Raphanus cau
Reapers, trial
lied spider....

Yorkshire Agi'icultural ;

60
Notice.

PAGE CATALOGUE of NEW PLANTS of 1866
now ready, free for one stamp

'm. DiLtisTONE, Munro Nursery, Siblo Ucdingham, Essex.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to say that their
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of CHOICE "HYACINTHS,

TULIPS, CROCUSES, &c., is now ready, and can be had post free

on application.
Highgatc Nurseries. London, N.

New General Plant Catalogue.
i, WILLIAMS' NKW PLANT CATALOGUE,

j-^ • containing many reallVROod Novelties, and carefully aelected
LISTS of STOVE, GREENHOUSE, and HARDV PLANTS, Is

ready and will be forwarded post free to all applicants.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, IlnHoway. London, N.

B.

ROiA^ Hfc»inTICTJLTURAL SOCIETY,
» OTH KENSINGTON.

NOTICK.—A MRS-ING of the FIIUIT and FLORAL COM-
MITTEES will be held on TUESDAY NEXT, Aug. 21, at 11 o'Clock

;

LECfURE at 3 o'clock.

CRYSTAL PALACE.—The GRK.\T AUTUM.V
SHOW of FRUIT and FLOWERS oa WEDNESDAY and

THURSDAY, September 5 and 6.

Schedules, with List of Prizes, may be had on application to
1. WiLai.vsox, Superintendent, Cr.vstal Palace.

Dutcb ana otber Flower Roots.
HAMILTON AND WRIGHT'S PRICEII CATALOGUE

of the above, contalnlnealso a SELECT LIST ofVEGETABLE
and FLOWER SEEDS for Autumn Sowing, post fVee on application.

For free delivery of goods see Catalogue.
Surrey Seed Warehouse, Thornton Heath, London, S.

Hyaclntba, Tulips, Crocuses, &c.
BDTLER AND McCULLOCHS liESURIPTIVE

PRICED CATALOGUE of the above and other SPRING-
FLOWERING BULBS will be ready the first week in September.

Forwarded free and post paid on application.

See W«. P»
UL's Nursorie

M'RI ITAI.C

Botanic Nurseries, Biggleswade, Beds.
DOUBLE SCARLliT II KKAMU.MS of S.u-ls, 2«. 6.

each, 2Js. per doz, VARIEGATED CHRYSANTHEMUM,
fine plant for winter work, 9s. per doz. Cash from unknown co
respondents. Epwarp Shentos.

MKS.
the [

-Str n- lM;mts

safely packed
jry strong plant's and well rooted), which w;

3t8. Also from 30O to 400 cut-back plant:
and 3 years old, can be supplied by the doz. o
a sent packed in Moss, as thwre is plenty of t

CYANOPHYLLUAI MAGNIFICUM, stock plants, 3 feet hifih, pricf

on application. Terms cash.
J. Aldred. 22. Bridge Street, Kilburn, N.W.

Covent Garden , W.C.

13KITISH ASSOCIATION FLORAL FKTE,
i-> NOTTINGHAM PARK,
THURSDAY. FRIDAY, and SATURDAY. August 23, 24, and 2.1. ,

Grenadier Guards Hand, Robin Hood Rifle Baud, Souih Notts
Yeomjinry Band, Sax-Tuba Band.
3000 PLANTS, exclusive of Fruit ar.d Flowers, being entered for

competition, forming the largest exhibition that has ever boon held
in the Midland Counties.
THURSDAY. 3 to 5 o'clock, 2*. (W. ; 6 to close, Is. FRIDAY,

11 to 3, Is. ; 3 to close, 6d. SATURDAY, from 11 to 7. Od.

its' The Midland and Great Nortbem Railways will convey
Pas-sengers at a Single Fare each day from all Stations ; and on
Saturday Special Trains will be run. For particulars see Railway Bills.

OSTON FLOUAL and HOK'ITCDL TURAL SOCIETY
(1800).—The FIRST GREAT AUTUMN SHOW of FLOWERS,

FRUITS, and VEGETABLES will be held in MAJOR HOPKINS^
PARK, on THURSDAY, August 30. Extra Prizes of £5 and £3
(subject to the Judges' discretion), will be given for the Best and
Second Beet Collections of 12 Stove and Foliage Plants.

The Boston Artillery Band will attend.
For Schedules, &c., apply to the Hon. Sees., Mr. W. H. Bailes,

Solicitor, Boston ; and Mr. Jok, Cocks, West Skirbeck Nursery, Boston.
Tickets of Admission, at 1 o'clock 2a., at 3 o'clock U., may bo

Hyacinths, &c.

WM. PAUL'S SELECT LIST of HYACINTFIS,
EARLY TULIP.S, and otlier SPRING-FLOWEUINO

BULBS and PLANTS, is now ready and will be furwarded post free
on application

New Verbenas of 1866.

WM. KNIGHT h:i^ ^i-l-vtf^A trnni thn varlnus raiser
30 distinct vn - .. ; \ ! i: 1. 1, \ \ •, a Inch he now offers i

good Plants for l.i-
,

I

:
i i

;
r cish.

i Nu nd Seed "Wiirehouse, Walthani Cross, London, N.

Hyacinths and other Flower Roots.
JOHN FKASEli begs to intimate that his CATALOGUE

of HYACINTHS, NARCISSI, TULIPS, Ac . ii now published,
and may be had on application. A DESCRIPTIVE LIST of tbo best
kinds of STRAWBERRIES is also ready for distribution.

The Nurseries, Lea Bridge Road, London. N.E^

York Nurseries, Augu.:t 18.

L
Van HouUe's Nursery, Gbent, Belgium.

OUIS VA.N HOUTTt; begs to intimate that his
BULB CATALOGUES are now ready, ivnd will be rorw.arded PTERIS RUBRO-NERVl.\
free on application to his London Agents, Messrs. R

,

Green Lam
jRRAD & Son, 6, Harp Lane, Groat Tower Street, E.C.

To the Trade.
JKELLETT begs to oiler in strong Plniits the

. undermentioned choice FERNS :—
GYMNOGRAMMA CHRVSOPHYLLA, !'.'<, pord..z.; tos. per 100.

Hyaclnttis, and otlier Dutcb Bulbs.

AE. liAKNAART, VogeU-nsang, Haarlem, bc<;9 to
. announce that his CATALOGUE of FLOWER ROOTS for

1800 has just appeared, and can be had post free on appll

:tly

N.B. Poatngo to Holland, 3**.

the I

SecretHry's
> required by Rule 4 with regard to Entries, for the Hon

FLOWLK SHOW, Meersbrook Park, near Sheffield.
—In addition to other Prizes, the following will be offered at

the Show, September 4. Open to all England.
DAHLIAS, 24 dissimilar blooms. Ist, 60«. ; 2d, 40s, ; 3d, 20*. :

4lh. 10a. ; entrance, 3s.

DAHLIAS. 12 dissimilar blooms. Ist, 20*. ; 2d, lOs. ; 3d. as. ;

. 1».

Catalogue of Plants.

A VAN GEEKT, Nuhseryman, Ghent, Beltrium.
• respectfully begs to announce that his NEW PRICED

CATALOGUE may be obtained on application to Mtssrs. R.
SiLBLRHAO, S, Harp Lane. Tower Street, Loudon, S.E.
A. V. G. wishes to inform the Public In general, that good plants

are added gratis to every order to help the expenses of carriage.

I
IVEKY AND fciON having u few NOVELTIES now

fJ • ready to send out, will bo pleased to forward their PRICED
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of AZALEA INDICA, and
No. 10 HARDY BRITISH FERNS, which conUin full particulars.

Dorking Nursery.

HOLLYHOCKS, 12 cut blooms, dissimilar. 1st, 20a. ; 2d. JOa,

;

3d, fis.
,

All applications for Entrance to this Class to be made to Mr. F. G
GoDM-i N, Seedsninn, Sheffi eld, the Secretary, by August 28.

Rd V A L CA LEDONIAN ROHT

I

C LTLTUKAL
SOCIETY (Incorporated by Royal Charter) -^ A GRAND

AUTUMN COMPETITION and PROMENADE MIOW will be
HELD in the Assembly Rooms and Music Hall, bcorgcs Street.
" " '

"i, on the filh and Cth of September next. Prize Lists and
be had post free on application to

33, South Bridge, Edinburgh.

British Fern Catalogue.
"POBERT SIM can now_^6end, po8t free for s ; postage

Includmg prl ,. _____.., __

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE ofBRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS
No. 7.

•»* Part II. (Exotic Ferns) will be issued as early as possible.

Fancy TuUp
FOR SALE, a splendid fullcrtRm nf FANCY TULIPS

consisting of above 800 Bulbs, in 220 varieties
named. Price £20. For particulars apply to

A. Van Qekht, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium.

AiLES FAIHHEAI) and SON, Seed GnowEitii and
Mkrchants, 7, Borough Market, London. S.E.

New and Genuine AURICULTUR.VL, GARDEN, and FLOWER
SEEDS. Special prices and advantageous oilers on application.

N~EW uXITd y k HOT) ode n i7r"on7
'MICHAEL WATERER—This Rhododendron has hitherto

been exhibited undertho nanae of ANNIHILATOR, but it wilt lo sent
out under the above name. It is undoubtedly the most brllliant-

rdy fVee-blooming Rh(
7 being taken for Plan

at 31rt. tW. each.

New Late White TrifoUum.
SUTTON AND SONS can supply GOOD SEED of this

useful variety of TRIFOLIUM. It should bo sown during tho
latter weeks of August or tho flrst week of September, and not less
than 2S lb. per acre.—Reading, August 10.

Edinburgh,
Rules c ' iV'

Foot's Cray Nursery, S.E.

lOLETS, now ready and in first-rate condition for
planting out for tho ctTralng season.—A large stock of alj kliids

lUTTON'S KKNOVATING
) SHOULD NOW BE SOWN.

12 lb. required '

GKASSES

M R. U.

(PBCENOGaMIC

of Violet Plants, including the GIANT, NEAPOLITAN, CRIMEA,— E BLUE. tc.,4c.
LIST of PRICES on receipt of stnm^ for postage,

i DOUBLE BLUE,

K, Violet Grower,

'

Heath, Surrey, N.W.
S'

COLLECT SEEDS of TREES and

jd this Advertisement to Public Notice.

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.
A ME S CARTER and C 0.,

CASl'LK KEiNNEUy Fl(i.—Plants of the above maj
now bo had at 10s. 6d. and 21s. each ; the usual discount to the

Trade. Pkter Liwsoj* k Son, Edinburgh and London.

Hired and suils for which they i

B Seed Establishnicnt.Keadine.

Roses In Bloom.
JAMES MITCHELL has the honour of informinj hi:

kind patrons that his magnificent COLLECTION is NOW i
-- PiltDt- - -

. ighton,
ntles from the Ucklleld t

Roses.
>AUL AND SON'S ROSES are NOW in BLOOM at

the "Old" Cheshunt Nurseries.
Frequent Train* from Bishopsgate to Cheshunt.
The HOLLYHOCKS are also In BLOOM at
P*UL & Son's, Old Cheshunt Nurseries, N.

Lea Bridge Road Nurseries, London, N.E.
JOHN FKASKR lespectfuUy invites an inspection of

his Collection of ROSES, which he begs to announce are NOW
In FLOWER. The Collection contains many new and One rarleties.
The Nurseries are about 6 miles from London, and are easily

reached by Train on the Great Eitstern Railway, to Lt^a Bridge Station.

Roses In Bloom.
M. PAUL'S ROSES are NOW in FULL BLOOM.
Inspection respectfully innted. Trains almost hourly ftom

Shoreditch to Waltham Station.

w
-TXBelgiu „, ,

SPRUNT, figured i

cole." Fme strong plants, 8«.

/"CHARLES TURNER can supply'all the leading kinds,
in good Plants.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE may be had on application.
The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

IPINK SPEClMKiN and HALF-Si'EOlftlEN HAKD-
' WOODED and ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGE STOVE and

GREENHOUSE PLANTS.—Exhibitors and gentlemen fUniishtng
Conservatories aro invited to inspect our Collection of the above,
which 18 large and in very fine healthy condliion. Prices moderate.

Nursery, Kingston, Surrey.

NEW STRAWBERRY, DR. HOGG (Bradley).—
Resembling British Queen, but very large, and a better grower

than the Queen ; one of the sweetest Strawberries grown, and. like

Sir J. Paxton and Oscar, by the same raiser, will become a favourite,

and be generally grown. It received a Firat-clasa Certificate from
the Royal Botanic Society in 1806, and the same distinction by the
Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society this r

a of the Royal Botanic Society. Price 21s. jier 100.

CERASUS LUSITANICA var. AZOIUCA.—Plants of
this very superior variety of Portugal Laurel (in habit, flower,

and hardiness), to which a First-chiss Certificate was awarded by the
Royal Horticultural Society on the 5th June, will bo ready for

Ca TuaNER. The Royat Nurseries, Slough,

CUTHILL'S STRAWBERRY PLANTS, strong and
fine for bearing, will bo sent out on August 20, ko. The sorts

lasted 00 days—from Juno 2. Dr. Lindley often said that he never
could depend on a crop until he had mine. BLACK PRINCE,
PRINCESS ROYAL, RICHARD II., HIGHLAND MARY.
NEWTON SEEDLING, and LATE PRINCE of WALES, per lOO,

each sort, 6f. : but if selected, .7*. 6d. Superior MUSHROOM
SPAWN, 6s. M. per bushel; PRINCE ALBERT WINTER
CUCUMBER, lit. Pamphlets on Gardening. 4c.

Post Office Orders payable on Camberwell Green.
Jauks Cuthill. Denmark Hill, Camberwell, London, S,

A Quarter of a IVUlllon of Fruit Trees.
THOMAS WARNER bega to inform intending Planters

and the Trade, that his Nurseries, which occupy upwards of

70 acres, contain the above, in addition to a most extensive stock of
Evurgreons, Ornamental Trees, Roses, 4c. AJl in a high state of
cultivation. An inspection is respectfully invited.

CATALOGUES, Wholesale and Retail, ready in October.
The Nurseries, Leicester Abbey, 1) mile from the Midland Railway

Station.

distribution the ensuing

New Hardy Clematises.

GEORGE JACKMAN and SON respectfully invite an
inspection of their Collection of SEEDLING CLEMATIS.

which is NOW in FLOWER, and will continue all the Autumn.
This Collection contains new and flno varieties that are quite equal
to those selected, viz., C. Jackmanni, rubro-violacea, rubella. Prince

of Wales, Princess of Wales, magniflca, and velutina purpurea, each
being awarded First-class Certificates by Royal Horticultural or
Botanic Societies in London.

;ing Nursery, Surrey.

Greenhouse, Hardy and Stove Plants; Agricultural,
Flower, and Vegetable Seeds, &c,

ROBERT PARKER invites inspection of his
Collections of the above-n.amed, which have been selecte<t

greatest care. All plants are clean and healthy, and i

offered at reasonable prices. Descriptive and Priced Catal^jgues a
published, and will be forwarded to applicants.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrev, S.

PETER DRUMMOND and CO. (late J. Scorr),
Preston Road Nursery, Yeovil, Somerset, have still on hand a

surplus stock of BEDDING PLANTS, including DAHLIAS in
great variety; GERANIUMS. FUCHSIAS, LANTANAS, VER-
BENAS, 4c., at modemto prices; also TURNIP and other Seed-*
of best quality and Tavlely for presant sowing,

yicase !\dtl«83 08 above.
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BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

OEMSON'S
NEW PATENT WROUGHT IRON MULTITUBULAR HOT-WATER BOILER.

THE GREAT ADVANTAGES OP THIS

BOILER ARK :—

Isl. Jicing entirely of WltmiGiiT-lRoy,

its safety from leakage aiul cracks (from

expansion or contraetirni), a danger to

whicli all Cast-irou Boilers are moie or

less liable.

2d. An imTncnsely increased snrface

exposed to the direct action of the tire,

which, passes through the tubes, thereby

giving a wouderfully increased amount

of power.

3d. A great saving in the consumption

of fuel. Its facility for banking up the

fire. It3 peculiarly well-adapted con-

struction for slow combustion, and

burning many hours without attention,

at a tr.Hiug expense.

4tb. It.^ ^traorduiary powe

safety for carryini;- out the One liniii i

System, and sniall space and deplii

for setting-.

One of these liOILEKS Heated Ihe

(JUEAT ORCHID TEST, .OGO feet lung,

^u.d 10 feet wide, at the INTEll-

NATIONAL HOKTICULTUUAL

KXHIBITION, with a renuirkably small

quantity of fuel, and gave the greatest

s.itisfaction. "Was highly approved of

lij' many ScicntiSc Men .and Practical

Horticulturists.

The great Power, Economy, and

S.ife Working of these liOILEUS has

been thoroughly tested fur the last

12 monlhs at the IlorticuUural Gardens,

riiiswiclc, where they may bo seen in

aclii.n, ami also at other [daces in

various parts of the country.

UNDERSIDE OF BOILER AND PLAN OF TUBES.

TUEY ARE MALE OF VAMIOVS SIZES. I'MICES U2f APFLICATIOH.

HENRY ORMSON, F.S.A.,

HOUTICULTURAL BUILDER TO HER MAJESTY, AND HOT-WATEK APPARATUS IMANUEACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF HER MAJESTY'S
ROYAL PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS, AND TO THE ROYAL HORTICULTQRAL SOCIETY,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

S. OWENS & CO.
(Late CLINTON and OWENS),

MANUFACTURERS OF

PUMPS and HYDRAULIC MACHINERY,
WHITEERIARS STREET, LONDON, E.G.

THF LANDSCVPL "-KETCH si

self ictlng Much e s te 1 lorn
positloi 8 as shown but it Is s ited 1 r D

OWENS AM) CO have fitecl a treat th.. t.ouut } To
1 per dtiy toanonsvai-j ug ftom 30 to 300 feet aid r c eg throuth Mam P pes ..o" j ards to'severalmiles'm leDfcth

No 37 IMPROVED TREBLE BARREL PUSfP" with HORSE GEARING for Eaismg TVater from DEEP
W ELL"! for the supply of MANSIONS and rULLIC BUILDINGS

DOUBLE BARREL PUMPS for HAND-POWER for similar purposes.
'

'

r, ',';,",£?.:
Mamif .Clure and Elect oi eiy desci iptioii of Eogineei's Woi k required in tublic or Private Establishments, such aa

v\ I

" l.^^il^\alST:ffiS'' "i'^J S'..?S''''
STEAM EXUiXEfS, WATER V?HEE1S, TURBINES. WAilMlNG and IlBYJNU

-

1
A I I, -. BATES, GAS WORkS and UTTINGb. Estimates lurnishod from Plans or on inspection of l-Osition.

1^° Illustrated Catalogues Free on ap^'Hcatioii.
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CONSEKVATOItlES, GREEliHOUSES, FRAMES.

THE ONLY PAINT THAT SUCCESSFULLY 3TAMD3 UPON THE ABOVE TKYLNO WOKK 19

CAESONS' OEIGINAL ANTI-COEKOSION PAINT,
Trade mark. TRADE MARK.

AJ)D IS UUNSElJUENTLy LARUELY USED BY TUE NOUILITY AND GENTlll', ALSO THE LEADMU UOKTICULIURI.ST.'J.

iT IS EQUALLY ADAPTED FOR ALL DESCRIPTIONS OF EXTERNAL WORK.
^ANTicoRROSiotf

3 cKt. Free to any Station in England and Wates^ and most I^orts of England^ Inland, and /Scotland.

PATTERNS, PlilCES, ami TESTIMONLVLS on applicntioii to

WALTER CARSON ano SONS, Removed to LA RELLE SAUVAGE YARD, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON,
Three Joors East of London, Chatham, and Dover llailway new Viaduct.

CAUTION".—AU Casks bear the Trade Mark, or are not Genuine.

JOHN WARNER & SONS, London, Manufacturees.
r W A R N E K

ANT) SONS

Have much, improved the

construction of their

GARDEN

ENGINES
ill some important p:tr-

ticulars for this Season.

They may be obtained

of the Trade generallj

throughout the Kingdom

at the following prices :

—

No. 547. WARNER'S
best ENGINES, in Wood

Tubs, and fitted with

Wahner's Registered

Spreaders

—

24 Gallons, £6 10

14 „ .5 10

No. 547a. WARNER'S
strong ENGINES, in G.al-

vaniscd Iron Tubs, well

painted

—

10 Gallons, £2 19

16 „ 3 14

21 ..

28 „

No. .570J

WATER
Ihoroughly

and well painted

—

20 Gallons, £2 2

30 ,, 2 13

38 „ 3 17

4 19

5 10

WAUNEIl'S

BARROWS,
Galvanised

50 12

The 50-GalIon BaiTow

is made extra strong

throughout, and fitted

with handle for two men.

No. 568J, AMERICiUJ

ENGINE, is now well

known and appreciated

It throws a continuous

stream, and is complete in

itself. £2 Is.

SYRINGES in great

Tnriety, from Is. 6d. to

18j. ed.

The DISC SYRINGE,

No. 6o7a, will recommend

itself by the ease with

which it is filled, and

non-liability to get out of

order. Price 9*.

TS/" A R N E R ' S

AQUAJECT
Is neommended to the

notice of Horticulturists as

possessing the following

advantages :—It is simple

in construction, portable,

and easily worked. It

throws a continuous

stream, and is low in

price.

The Aquaject, 30s.

Ditto small size, lS.s.

WARNER'S G-Gallon

/ GARDEN ENGINE, of

Galvanised Iron and well

painted, fitted with Brass

Aii'-vessel, Branch Pipe,

and Warner's Registered

Spreader, 50s. Light,

portable, and easily worked

by a lady or c hild.

No. 36. WARNER'S
IRON PUMPS for WeUs,

not exceeding 25 feet in

depth — 2J-in., 28s. Gd.;

3-in., 41s.; 3i-in., 46s.;

short barrel do., 21s.

No. 36. IRON FORCE
PUMPS for rais-ng water

above their level, or

Watering Yards, Gardens,

&e., through hose— 2i-iu.,

o9s. ; 3-in., 60S. ; 3S-in.,

77«. ; 4-in., S9s.

No. 36i. E R C E
PUMP on BARROW, re-

eommended for its great

portability and simplicity

of construction. .£5 10s.

No. 42. WARNER'S
PORTABLE PUAIPS on

Folding Legs, are of a

superior construction.

Prico 55«. ; Rubber

Suction, 2s. lid. per ft.

No. S97a. BRANCH
PIPES with Cooks and

Roses—|-in., 3s.
;

|.in.,

45. ; f-iu., 5s.

No. ,599. TAPER
BRANCH PIPES—J-in.,

4s. Sd.
; l-in., 5s. 3d.

;

3-in., 6s. ; l-in., 7s.

RUBBER HOSE in all

FOUNTAIN JE'IS in
great variety, from 3s. 6d.

to 25s,

DE8CBTPTITE PRICE LIHIS f( application.
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BS. "WILLIAMS,
• Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Hollowav, Londoiit K.

CHOICE SEEDS.
PRIMULA (Williams's superb Strain).—Tho most noted strain of

Primula in existence ; same as supplied to nearly all the largest

Gardens in England. In sealed packets, at 6s., 3s. Orf., and 2.*. Crf.

each. None genuine without B. S. Williams's name and address on

I Gs. :

, till, per p.'tcket.

Prize Calceolaria, &c. „ , „ ,

BUTLER ANiJ Mcculloch be- to offer Seed of the

nhovc. Riu'ed only from flowers ofgreat beauty, U. & '2s. 6rf. pcrpkt,

(^IS'T.T! \i;t \ t^vtri ohnice. Is. and 23, Gd. per pacl^et.

I'l 1 \| I
I \ I > M - - 1 ,.xtra choice. Is. and 2s Gd. per p^ickot.

Oi\ II 'Mil ^ INTERMEDIATE SruCK (Tiue). U. and
, , ,

, [p. pkt.

IH ILl 1,1. ,i!i 1 .^ II I IH INTERMEDIATE STOCK, 1«. and 28. 6<t.

All i^.-L, ;..!t,s of Flower SeudH sent pust paid.

1!lth;ii ii MlCuli-ocii, Oovoiit G.irdcn Markut, W.C

T3.\.YNBIUD, CALUECOTT, 15AWTREE, UOWLING,
XTt a:jd COMPANY, Limitod,

Conv, Seed, Masure. and Oilcake MtRciiANTS,

Addrei5.s, 8'J. Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and Prices Post free on application. Prize Medals, 1831

1- Wlieat : 1862. ' Excellent Seed Corn and Seeds.

E
ErifThton and Sussex Seed Warehouse.

D w Ti: M < \ i: i* 1-: \ r \- i;' -> m i XTURES
cf PI ::

\ '..ill sKEUS — Uef.t

WAHD Caiui sTin s Kli,Nu\ Al i -m.i -MIA i L i'.l;n for Improving

iE:

Seed Jlercbant and Orowei

I for Present Sowing,

eed of the undermentioned, the i
i ty of

surpassed, the seed being saved from pa ts wl ch have taken P
at all tbe principal London Flower Sho vs

CARTER'S PRIZE CALCEOLARI'^ " Cd perp cUot
CARTEil'S PRIZE CINERARIA, f bd per packet
CARTER'S PRIZE FRINGED CIIIXLSE PRIMULV s

per packet.

The above forwarded on rece pt oi postage sta ps

Jaucs Carter & Co.. 237, 233, and 61 H gh Holbom W C

Seeds for Present Sowing.

New Petunias for 1866.

AMTiROISE VKUSCHAFFELT, NuRSEnvMAX,
Ghent, Belginni, begs to .innoiince that he is now sendii-g out

good Plants of all the best NEW PETUNIAS niiseu on the Continent,

!ind which were sent out In ISfiG. This collection obtamed the First

I'rize :it the last Ghent Juno Show.

12 distinct vsiric-ties. Is. Gd. each ]

Every order will be sent U> Loiidwn

Cabbage Seed for Present Sowing.
SUTTOM AND bONS hive a pood stock ot fresh Seed

of the best k nds ofCABBAGE for Farm and Garden.
LARGE DRUMHEAD CABBAGE. 2s. Grf. per lb.

R BIVSUN S ditto ditto, 3s. 6rf. per lb.

DRUMHEAD SAVOY, 3s. 6d. per lb.

and others.

S IMPERIAL CABBAGE, the finest and earliest 1

the Garden, 8rf. per oz. Cheaper by the pound or h

s v-i R val Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

The Forwardest Turnip known is

OUTTO^v'S SHORT-TOP

SIX WEEKS.

Cheaper by tho Bushel.

I is excellent Turnip if sow

will produce a heavy crop, to

le off in time for Wheat sowing-

SuTTos & Soxa, Royal Berkshire Seed E-stahlishment, Rending.

A MBKUISE
i\. Gi
Fine Dnuiu,E r.v:\

I0st:ru i;.\i MA^

KLT, NURSEItYMAN,

Lirders are solicited.

MAN, Ghent, Belg

1(10 LILIUM LANLli
100
100 ASCLEPIAS TUBEROSA

100 GREVILLEA HILLII
100 GREVILLEA STOCKS
100 DEUTZIA CRENATA, fl. pi.

50 000 Azalea Indica, and 100.000 Rhododendrons,
GuAiTUD Plants.

JOSEPH "nAUJtANN, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,

begs to offer t he follo^ving. free to the Custom House, London :—

"lOO AZALKtV INDICA, with flower buds, £4 to £6.

100 „ „ stronger plants, £G to £8.

(They are all dwarf bushy heads and the best kinds.)

100 RHODODENDRONS, 1 year grafted, £4.

100 „ 2 to 3 years, grafted, £8.

100 ,, stronger plants, £10.

100 ., with flower buds, £8.

100 ,. with flower buds, larger plants, £12 to £18.

(They are all the best English and Belgian hardy sorts.)

All my finest Hardy Ghent Azaleas are already ordered for England.
CATALOGUE on application.

LOOK tD TOUR GRVSS LANDS TI
August and September are the beat in which

or Lay Down Now Pastures.

Jaues Cakter Si. Co. offer their celebrated

RENOVATING MIXTDRE at 10((. per lb. (sow 10 to 12 lb. per acre)

Also FINEST MIXED PERMANENT GRASSES and CLOVERS
(free Irom weeds), mixed to suit all soils, at 30s. p-jr

ITALL\N RYE-GRASS (clean)
|
TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM

STUBBLE TURNIP (new seed).

All of best quality- Price on application.

jAUiis Caiiteb & C<'., 257 and 238, High Holborn, W.C.

SUTTON'S IMPROVED ITALIAN RYE-GRASS,
tho Best and Most Productivis in Cultitatios.

SuTTOs & Soss can supply New Seed of the above at Ca. per bushel,
cheaper in large quantities,

August and September are the best months for Sowing.

Sl'tto:j Si Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed F-'^tablisbment, Reading.

RYE-GRASS.

(alonD> usually
jh Italian Rye-

grass 81b. per acre is nuflicient.

Also MUSTARD and RAPE, now seed.

All Goods carriage free, e

Ro^nl Berkshire Seed Establishn

tcept very small

cnt, Reading.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS,
ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, S.W.,

REG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEY HAVE RECEFVED THEllt

ANNUAL SUPPLY OF BULBOUS ROOTS FROM HOLLAND,
AND ARE PLEASED TO SAT THAT THEY ARE IN EXCELLENT CONDITION.

CATALOGUES are now ready, and will be forwarded post free on application.

Gl S H U R S T COM-
POUND, whether used

against Insects and Mildew, oi

Growing Plants, or " "'— *-

Dressing '
"""

Wmter

of foliage. A strength of from
1 to 2 oz. to the gallon of water
is recommended for gi-owing

Plants ; one from 4 to 16 oz. for

Trees at rest.

3s., and Ids. 6d. each.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

J. V. AND SONS desire to impress upon those who patronise them the great advantage of giving them their orders

early, aa the successful Cultivation of Bulbs depends in a great measure upon their being planted early in the season.

AMARYLLIS.

JAMES GAKAWAY & CO.,
DURDHAM DOWN NURSERIES, BRISTOL,

Offer, from their unequalled etoek of the above-named favourite flower, strong Bulbs of unnamed Seedlings an d

others that have bloomed with them during the two last seasons, at

5s., 7s. 6d., and lOs. 6d. each, or 50s., SOr., and 105s. per dozen.

JAJEES G.1.KAWAY and CO.'S GENERAL BULB CATALOGUE for the coming season is in the Press,

and when ready will be forwarded post free on application.

JAMES GARAWAY and CO., DURDHAM DOWN NURSERIES, BRISTOL.

YAN HOUTTE'S NURSERY, GHENT, BELGIUM.

CAMELLIAS.
LOUIS VAN HOtJTTE in returning thanks to his numerous Friends and Customers in Great Britain for the very liberal share of patronage accorded to him, begs to

intimate that he is now prepwed to execute orders for the above to any extent, feeling confident that his Stock, comprising all the most approved Varieties, and true to name,

is this season in such a condition as to give the utmost satisfaction. They will all be sent in their pots, which will incur a trifle extra expense in packing, but give the parties

the benefit of receiving their Plants in good condition, and prevent the dropping off of the flower buds. L. V. H. begs to ofter them at the foUowing prices :—

1 year's Grafted per 100 £3
|
2 and 3 years' Grafted, good vars., well set with buds, per 100 £6

2 and 3 years' Grafted, without buds „ 5 I 3 and 3 years' Grafted, best vars.
, ,j ,,700

Names, size, and price of Specimen Plants will be sent on application.

CHINESE AZALEAS can be supplied in September. Advertisements will appear In proper season.

BULB CATALOGUES are now ready. CAMELLIA and AZALEA CATALOGUES wUl be published towards the end of the month, and may be had on application to

MESSRS. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 5, HARP LANE, GREAT TOWER STREET, LONDON, E.C.
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Paul's Nurseries. Waltham Cross, London, N.
SEEDS FOB I'KESENT SOWING

WM. PAUL can conficii-ntlv recommend the following
fltst-class Seeds:—PRIMULA. CINERAKIA, CALCEO-

IjARIA. and HOLLYHOCK, from finest fitralna. Is. 6d. to 2s. 6d.

ipor packet; VIOLA CORNUTA ; POLYANTHUS, splendid miied,
13. pjr packet.
W.M. Paul's IMPROVED TELEGRAPH COCUMBER, WAL-

THAM GREEN CURLED ENDIVE. BROCKET HALL LET-
TUCE, U. per packet. AH other Seeds of best quality at moderate
prices. CATALOGUE on application.

BAKU'S CALCEOLAIUA, CINERARIA, PRIMULA,
STOCKS. MYOSOTIS. 4c.

CALCEOLARIA. Tery choice, at. 6rf. per packet ; CINERARIA,
Tery choice. U. and 2s. 6d. per packet ; PRIMULA, verv choice. Is.

j>nd 21. M. per packet ; SCARLET. PURPLE, and WHITE INTER-
MEDIATE STOCKS, for Spring blooming, very fine, each variety

Is. par packet; SCARLET. PURPLE, and WHITE IMPERIAL
STOCKS, for Spring blooming, each variety Is. per pkt. ; MYOSOTIS
SYLVATICA, for Spring blooming. 6d. and Is. per packet ; Collec-

BANliURY HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Open Prizes.—186i>.

The TWENTIETH ANNUAL EXHIBITION of this Society is

fixed for TUESDAY, Auj^ust 28th, when, in additiou to the iisual

number of Frizes to be competed for by Members, the followiDg are
•offered, OiJen to all England, on payment of an Entrance Foe of 2s. Gd.

For the best 6 STOVE or GREENHOUSE PLANTS, either in

riower or Ornamental, of at least four different Genera, but not
I'uchsins or Annuals. First Prize, £3 ; Second, £2.

For the best '2i DAHLIAS. 24 varieties. First Prize, £-3 ; Second, £2.

For the best 18 HOLLYHOCKS, 2 Blooms of each. Fir&t Prize, £2

;

£jecond, £1.

For the best 12 varieties of VERBENAS^ (5 Trusses in a bunch).
rirst Prize, £1 ; Second, 13».

The Judges may withhold any prize if the production exhibited be
not considered worthy.
Intending Exhibitors must give notice to the Secretary on or

before SATURDAY. August 26Lh.

The Society will, if requested, convey the productions from and to

Efit (Bar5ener3S'€iirontcle.
SATURDAY, AUGUST 18, 1866.

MEETING.S FOR THEIEXSUING WEEK.
r RoTal Horticultural tFIoral and FruilCom-

TcE&DiT. Aug. 1\\ inittepsl.at Soutli Kensinifton ., ..11a.m.
/ Ditto IScientitic Dificussionl 3 r.M.

c .... ^^JKoyal Horticultural (Weekly Show), atbATCKDiV. - -Oj south Kensington 2 p.«.

PoTATos, it is well known, are liable to be
rendered more or loss roisoxous by an agency
from which it is quite in our power effectually to

protect them, and that is the action of light,
and more especially the direct rays of the sun.

When the Potato disease was at its worst, and
when in many instances only a small portion of

the tuber was left in a partially sound state, it

was found that if these diseased Potatos wore
boiled and mashed up, cows and pigs would feed

upon them, although the mash contained portions

tainted with disease, and not entirely free from
rottenness ; and when the unsound portions were
separated from the sound the latter pi'oduced no
deleterious effoct, even when used as human
food, thus fortunately proving that the Fungus
which is now known to be the cause of the

disease, was not a poisonous one, although veiy
destructive to the substance of the Potato itself.

The disease was long a mystery as to its cause,

and the numerous experiments which have been
tried to discover means to combat it effectually,

seem to have been tried in vain.

But the action of light, while it does not

destroy the substance of the Potato nor render
it putrid and unsound , sadly changes its natui-e

from being palatable to poisonous. This happens
if we expose fine white-skinned and floury-

fleshed Potatos to the action of light, and if they
are clean washed the light will act with still

greater effect, while dii-ect solar light such as we
often experience in bright autumn weather is

even more conducive to the evil in question than
diffused light. Exposed to bright sunshine the
finest Potatos first acquii-e externally a yellowish
tinge, then a greenish yellow, progressing to

green, or purplish green, approaching the hue of
the stem above ground ; and whilst so changing
it will be found on cutting the tuber that its

flesh, though originally white, has become of a
yellowish tinge thi-oughout ; and this it retains,

even when boiled. But whilst this change of
colour is taking place by the action of light, a
bitter poisonous principle is being developed,
which chemists call Solanine, from Solanum,
the botanical name of the Potato genus.
They state that it is vt;ry roisoNOtJS ; in

its highly concentrated state it would probably
equal some of the most deadly vegetable poisons.

At all events there can be no doubt that as it is

found in the Potato acted upon by light it is very
deleterious to health. It is asserted that there

have been instances of pigs having died in con-
sequence of eating much greened Potatos. We
have, however, great faith in the instincts of

animals, and can scarcely believe that thej'

would eat anything that would prove so fatal,

although when strongly ui'ged by hunger they
might partake of that which by instinct they
would otherwise reject; and for the sake of

tiou of the mischief which may and does arise

in many cases from the spores of Fungi, wo do
not think that there is any evidence to

show that they have anything to do with the
production of cholera. It is at least quite a>i

likely that the cause should exist in some dulo-

terious gas, as in vegetable parasites. Indeed,

till the controversy as to the cause of death in

cholera is settled, or whether the poison is taken

in by the lungs or stomach, it seems impossible

to arrive at any logical conclusion. The fact of

death in cholera being in somo instances so

extremely rapid is much against the fungal

theory, as sufficient time is not given for the

development of the spores or any subsequent

effects, for no one would, we think, contend that

they are immediately poisonous.

As regards the origin of intermittent fever

from the spores of Algie, it is much easier to

believe that marsh gases aocompanj'ing the

Algfo arc the cause of evil than the extremely
minute Algoo spores. No one has j-et shown
that they ai-e oven able to induce ferment.ation,

for it must be remembered that far the greater

part of the organisms which are found in animals,

if not all, which are usually referred to AlgiP.

are in truth of a fungoid nature. It is much to

bo regretted that even at the present day such
terms as Torula, Puccinia, &c., should be used
in a very different sense from that in which they
are used by mycologists. Most of the vegetable

parasites in animals are not autonomous plants,

but mere mycelia or abnormal conditions of

perfect Fungi. M. J. B.

Tlu- Orht'ui nf luln.uluent Fevm froi,i the Spm-is r,f Fresh-

tml,,- .t' 111- ir-.-;oN, Professor of Tli^fmv in tlK- T'ni-

vcrsity ' f T' ' ^ is written a letter nii '' -',,* ^..,.,;

"Joint II :: tie Bnixellcs," .\i' I !i is

verv 1' I valuable, as atlVi n, , ;,: : ..I .ly

eviil.ih . : : IV. Pi-om this letter it .iiii-.-n , tl,.a the
Ciy|it.'_ III I II II I intermittent ormar.ih fovers was known
enipiri. .!'. in I: Ij.in. long before Dr. Salisbury published

Dr.

obtaining some portion of nutritive matter might
take along with it something which might prove
deleterious. A horse will select wholesome
herbage, and apparently feed indiscriminately on
all that comes in his waj' ; but he does no such
thing ; he will avoid and leave a single noxious
leaf that may have sprung up amongst the whole-
some mass of herbage.

Potatos, tainted with noxious properties by the
action of light, should be avoided everywhere,
and by all persons, rich and poor. They are
ea-silj' known, either cooked or uncooked, by
the yellow colour of their flesh, and by the
peculiar bitter of the solauino principle which
they acquire. This we cannot hero describe, but
we recommend any one who wishes to know it to

take up some good sort of Potato, say an Ash-
leaf Kidney, or any other good kind, and let the
tuber be kept perfectly in the dark, or buried in

the earth ; lot some of the same sort be exposed
for several days to light till they cut yeUow ; if

e.xposed to a strong sunlight the process will be
accelerated. Then let these bo cooked under the
same conditions as those of the same sort taken
up at th(5 same time, but kept completely in the
dark, both samples being cooked fairly in com-
parison, and the difference as well as the dolo-

terious effects of light will bo known better than
words can describe.

It is needless to say how many are affected by
this great evil. -All classes are interested in doing
away with it, and if all resolved to do so this

result might easily be obtained ; for it is not like

making head against some monopoly. The remedy
consists in this :—Let prnxhasers refuse to buy
Potatos that they can see have been unduly
exposed to light—which can bo known from what
has boon above stated ; and when the vendors
find that it would be for their own interest to

keep their store of tubers in the dark, they will

certainly not fail to do so ; and we shall all be
benefited therebj'.

|{

We publish below a letter on a subject of

some interest as taken in connection with a I

°l.
""

notion which has been lately revived that the piat, ,

iSpoREs OF Ckyptogams havo something to do
]

rrc^' i

with Cholera. An abstract of Dr. Salisbury's , *[|g'
_

observations will be found in the last number of
j

mitt'en'tfcv

the " Popular Science Eeview," p. 371, in which it
[ '°,*^?,"J;*f'.

is stated that microscopic plants are the causes of

ague in the malarial districts of Ohio and
Mississippi. Algsn, Fungi, Diatomaceje, and
Desmidiacea? were found in the mucous secre-

tions. The spores are said never to rise above 30 or

60 feet above the summit of tho soil, and only in

the night damps, the dry ail' being free.

Diatomacea? are generally present, but the other
C'ryptogamic spores are not found above the
ague level.

As regards cholera. Dr. Cowdell some years
since published an octavo volume on the fungous
origin of cholera, and Lord Sidney Godolpiiin
O.SBOENE .stated in the " Household Words " that
ho had succeeded in obtaining fungous spores

from the mouths of drains. Mr. J.iBEZ Hogg ' Society. A great benefit to II

gives a figure of .some of these in an article on
,

"°^ '"^ emcient ci

Vegetable Parasites in No. XXI. of the
" Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science,"

and touches on the question " whether the poison-
germs which produce the more alarming
infectious diseases are of a fungoid nature,"
though he is not prepared to give a positive

answer. The fact of fungous spores being observed
in the ejections of j'ollow fever, does not
appear to us at all conclusive as (o their having
anything to do with causing the disease, though,
as in many other cases, it may aggravate it ; still

less does the fact of Fungus-spores being caught
at the mouths of drains show their connection
with cholera, for they are to bo found every-
where, as appears from the direct observations of
several microscopists, as also from the experi-
ments of Pasteur respecting spontaneous gene-
ration. That these spores, which are often
identical with yeast globules, may produce
strange effects, either by their development, or
by the consequent fermentation, is a point which
scarcely admits of denial. A case reported by
liEHMANN, and quoted by Mr. HoGG in his

memoir, is extremely suggestive :

—

" If an emulsion of casein (the casein of Sweet
Almonds) be mixed with a small quantity of

amygdalino, and then introduced into tho stomach
of an animal, it very soon ferments, and the
yeast fungus quickly changes the chemical con-
stituents of tho mass into the poisonous substance
known as oil of Bitter Almonds, and thus
destroys the life of the animal."
Though, however, we have a distinct percep-

Litigc. Prof.

"f

i.' A.sIculliratcJinv Alg,!' Ill 1
i'
n -t

f themarsh wherelhadgiitlr l uini.t

attach any importance to this remarli. -\ '
i Uic

period of' their fnictificatioii. I was talf i' " Hi , --i i
i iiig,

my teeth ch.attered. and I had the fever, wliich la.stcd six

weeks. I removed from Li^ge to Brussels, and recovered under
the treatment of Dr. Alphonse Leclercq. I afterwards saw
Plofcssor MoRRE.v. and told him what had happened, 'You
see,* said he, ' that I was right, and you are not the only one
that I have seen attacked from a similar cause.'

"

We are glad to learn that the entries for the
Floral Fete, to be held on Thursday next at

Nottingham, in connection with the meeting of the
British Association, are such that a line show is certain,

indeed it will bo the largest that has ever taken place

in the Midland Counties. AVhile on this subject we
may further note our satisfaction at finding that the
authorities of the Eoyal Horticultural Society con-
template holding a country slion uiyl year in con-

nection with the meeting ol Hm Kovnl .V-'riciiltiiial

iirr may re.sult

NEW GARDEN FERNS.
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a fine addition to our stove Maideu-hair Ferns. It

was introduced from Columbia by Mr. Linden, and is,

we believe, now entirely in the hands of Mr. Bull, by
whom it was shown at the late International Horti-
cultural Exhibition.

Athteium PBOLITBEUM, Moore.

Frnuds linear-lanceoLate, strigillose on the iipper_ .surface,

prolifermi.'i near tlie extremity of the racbis, bipinnato ;

pinnae short ovate-oblong ; pinnules oblong obtu.se obscurely
li.bat,;. tlic lobes toothed, the lower sessUe or slightly con-

nrctcl by a wine:, the upper ones more or less confluent;
snri centr.d : stipes and raehides purplish.

A graceful evergreen Ceylon species, with pendent
fronds a foot and a half loTjg, of a narrow linear-

lanceolate form, nearly equal in width throughout.

The pinnae are scarcely more than an inch in length,

and have one or two separate pinnules at the base, and
then become decurrent. The fronds bear young plants

near the apex of the rachis, sometimes two or more on
the same frond, and the upper surface is strigillose. It

forms an elegant plant for suspending in a small fancy

ba.sket amongst Orchids, and of course requires stove

temperature. It has been imported by Mr. Bull.

Adiantum Lindeni, Moore.

Fronds peniagonal, tripinnate ; ultimate pinnules r.athcr large,

chartaccous oblong-dimidiate, deorsely falcate acuminate.
tlic base tnmcatc, the .anterior margin as well :rtl;r npn-r

It.batc. the luljcs furni.shcd with several blunt t,i '!i
: 'ii i.. ,

]iinnuic-^ decrcasutg in size, the terminal i,ij' ..Mi|.i. 1

laticclatc ; sori rcniforra or oblong more or 1,
. :._ !!

nccuiij-ing a portion or the whole of the apex uf tl.„ IL,..
;

iiidusium ch.artaccous entire ; stipes and raehides cbenc,:,uf,,

s, piiicwliat velvety on the upper surface.

Tliis elegant species of Maidenhair was introduced
from the Amazons by M. Linden, to whom it is

dcilicated. TVe are indebted for our knowledge of it

to Mr. Bull, by whom the stock has been acquired. It

is one of the larger stove species, with the habit of

A. Wilesianum and A. velutinum. The pinnules are

large, rather distant, and distinctly lobed, the lobes

being parallel and quite entire at the sides, and bluntly
Inr.tliod along the apex ; the pinnules are also remark-
alil.v aiuiniiial,', .and measure an inch and a half in

Ifnlrlli. 'I'll' lailiis is smooth on the lower, and velvety

on the iipvi'i' ^uii'aco. T. M.

NOTE.S ON CONIFEES.-No. VII.

Welwilschia mirahUis (conHnimt from /i. rSl.)—
Tiici-,' arc Iwo things which it is of iniivu-lant-n to

ns.iTlaiii .l.'lhiilfly at this stage of the iminiry—one.
what or_-au (lie Mvde represents in Wehvilscliia as well

as ill EplKilra and Conifers? and the other, what nrjaii

the lUriiailar envelope of the seed, calleil by I ir

Hooker the perianth, really is ? It is snnl.v i i,mii-

niate infi-renec that if these three t.vpes IxImiL' Im iIh

saiiir ur'iup, the parts which are .apparcntlv llir -miii'

in oarh sIm.iiI.I also be actually the sanir; 11i:it tlir

.seal,' >li,iulcl represent the same organ in all tlin-c.

and if till' oulir envelope of the seed l)p the p,rianth in

STclwilschia, it should be so also in Conifers and
Ephedra ; or if these parts do not represent the same
organ in all, then that the plants which differ do not
belong to the same '.'roup as the others. Now first as

to the srali'. \\r Irn-t presently (as soon a.s wo have
fini>lii'd \\ , hiH-' lii ii t" satisfy all unprejudiced men
thai in Conirrr^ what i- called the scale is the disk.

For oin- jiroof of that we must ask the reader to wait.

While, on the contrary, it appears to us that in

Wclu itschia and Ephedra it is the bract. It cannot in

them be the petal, be-
cau.sc in the male cone
the flower lying in the
axil of the scale already
possesses petals (Fig. 4),

and although no petals

appear in "the female
^1o\^er, it seems clear that

if the scale is not a petal

in the male flower it

cannot be one in the
female,because the scales

in the two kinds of cones

are too identical in ap- ^'e- *
pearance and structure to allow different functions to be
ascribed to them. The scale lies outside the petal, and
the only organs which we have to choose between, lying

exterior to the petals, are a calyx or a bract. Vt'e prefer

to think it a bract, but the point does not involve any
important physiological question. The important point

to which we have arrived is that the organ is the same
in Ephedra and Welwitschia, but not the same in

Conifers.
The significance of the next organ within it, in the

female flower, is of more physiological import. Is it,

as Dr. Hooker imagines, the perianth or floral enve-

lope, or not? Beckoning from without inwards, it

may be said that the perianth ought to be the next
envelope after the scale, as it is in the male flower, but
the cases are not parallel. If we are to find in the

female flower all that occurs in the male flower, where
are the stamens ? The stamens and petals are very

convertible, and if the one may be absent so

may the other. We consider that both are

absent here. And looking at the organ itself, it

has no resemblance to a perianth, but a perfect resem-
blance to a not uncommon form of pericarp, a utricular

achenium with a central seed, which indeed, remark-
ably enough, is a character strikingly developed in

various plants of Angola, Its growth, too, both in

time, manner, and continuance, is that of a pericar|i,

or seed vessel, not of a perianth. It runs its cour^r
of growth simttf et semel and pari passu with the sic. i

it contains. The petals or perianth in all other plaui

.

first blow and then cease growing before the seed and
seed vessel begins to appear. These two continue to

grow larger simultaneously until the seed is mature.
But we know of no perianth which continues to

increase in size pari passu with the seed ; and we know
of no pericarp which does not;—facts which make
against the idea of this being a perianth and in favour
of its being a pericarp, with which moreover the func-
tion it actually performs of inclosing the seed is more
correspondent.
The chief coincidence between Welwitschia and

Ephedra thus far, therefore, appears to be limited to the
scale and position of the flower. In opposition to these,

however, a mass of contradictions have to he taken into
account. In Welwitschia each scale of the male
strobilus bears a hermaphrodite flower, and each scale

of the female strobilus a female flower. In Ephedra,
on the other hand, there are only two
seeds borne at the termination of the
spikelet (Fig. 5)—and if Mr. Miers
is right in his belief as to the true
nature of the fructification, these are
the produce of the only female florets

in the spikelet, the remaining four
scales in the lower part of it pro-
ducing only male flowers. He says

:

" At the time I saw the living plants

I was impressed with the idea that

the inflorescence in Ephedra is

monoecious; that the fruit-bearing

spikelets are the same as those bear-
ing male flowers, where the per-

-i stent involucels have increased in

-i/ic, and many of them grown
lliicker, and from which the male
florets nave fallen away, leaving the solitary terminal
female flower finally developed into two ripe carpels. I
cannot now be certain of this fact, nor will I attempt to

contradict the statement of botanists who consider the
flowers to be dioecious ; but appearances seem to favour
my earlier conviction that the flowers are monoecious in

the same spikelets, the terminal flower being developed
at a much later period, as often occurs in Euphorbiacese.
In support of this idea it may be remarked that the
flowers in the male involucels are developed successively

upwards at different periods; so that before the
aestivation of the upper florets the lower ones have
fallen away and their bracts have grown to two or

three times their former size, thus resembling the
empty imbricated involucels always found supporting
the terminal pair of achenia in what are considered
female spikelets. This fact may be seen in all

herbarium specimens. The male flowers are constantly
" iry female flower

axis of the spike."
• is right as regards
uciing that the
c, - III the spikelet
uriiiinal involucels.
slating that each

cluster of four

Fig. 5.

laterally attached, while tl

always forms the termin.af
There is no doubt that JI

h.

of 111

JI icr

nulwilli-lritnn specimens,
s in some works incorrccily

~' HI 1,1 nil. -siisbearing stsuneiisi.il I

Ml- Mnrs also quotes Kmilli
axil ill l^phedra americana prod
-pikelets, three of which consist of male florets, while
the other contains two female flowers, and he
fclbrs to a specimen of Ephedra bracteata in the
Hookcrian Herbarium, where mo.st of the ramifications
have their floral branchlets terminated by ripe fruits,

while in a lower part is another bnanchlet, charged
with a spikelet of male flowers.

The female floret must thus be very small when it is

impregnated by the male, the .stamens having all fallen

off before the female reaches any size. In this gmallness
there is certainly a similarity between Ephedra and
Welwitschia, although it is

one that is shared bya multi-
tude of plants. Conifers and
others. Dr. Hooker says

—

"It is reasonable to suppose
that impregnation is effected

by insect agencj;, and that
when the pollen is ready for

transport the female cones
are still very small, and the
nucleus of their ovules is

neither covered by the ovu-
lar integument nor by the
perianth." The readerknows
from what we have already
said that we cannot agree
with this last sentence.

They may not be covered by
what Dr. Hooker considers

the ovular integument nor
by the perianth and yet be
covered by both. His conception of the meaning of

the organs which he calls by these names may be
wrong." Fig. 6 shows the scale and ovary in its earlier

stage ; Fig. 7, the ovary at a later stage.

Lf the envelope in question is not the perianth, but
the pericani, then it

at once puts an end
to any idea of Wel-
mtschia being gymno-
spermatous; tie mean-
ing of gymnosperma-
tous as opposed to
angiospermatous being
that the seeds in the
latter are enclosed in a
pericarp, while in the
lornier they are not,

but are naked.
But to go on with

our quotation. "At
such a period," says he (that is, when the female cones are
small), " the staminate and female cones are probably of
aliniil the same size, and their scales more patent than
the\ alt. rwards are in the female. Such an arrangement,
III! I appears necessary; for it is obvious that after

the ovular integument has assumed its styliform .shape

(which is long antecedent to any change taking place
in the nucleus) it would be extremely diflicult to

introduce a single grain of pollen by any conceivable

Fig. G.

means to the apex of the nucleus," &c. The continued
growth of this long styliform process certainly would
render this extremely difficult ; it is as fine as a hair,
therefore we agree with Dr. Hooker that impregnation
must take place at a very early period, when the female
flower is very small ; but we see no reason for importing
insect agency into the process. Dr. Hooker, indeed,
adds, " In connection with this subject I may mention
that the nearly mature cones are often bored through
and through after the manner of flower-buds
attacked by larvae, and that Cetoniada;, a pollen-

feeding group of Coleoptera, abound in the regions
inhabited by Welwitschia." It is not given to every
one to be etrexet sutor bo>ius—both a first-rate botanist
and a good entomologist, therefore Dr. Hooker need
not care although he be wrong here. Dr. Welwitsch
informs us that there are few or no Cetoniadae in the
district where the Welwitschia grows, and Dr. Hooker
has doubtless been misled by an observation of Mr.
Monteiro, who probably meant to have said Melasomata,
but used instead the word Cetoniada:^ or Melolonthidsc,
a kindred family; and independently of this we
should still doubt their being pollen-feeders. We
do not venture to give an absolute negative to the
statement, as we do not well see how the fact could
absolutely be a.scertained, still we prefer the common
belief that they feed upon honey in flowers and the
juices of plants. In Brazil the Gj'mnetidae (the South
American form of Cetonia) come in crowds to feed

on the juice of the Orange tree when it is wounded;
the I'achnodaB do the same in Angola ; and
on the Gold Coast and the neighbouring districts of
West Africa, where Cetoniic are plentiful, the most
successful mode of procuring Goliaths is to examine lihe

troughs placed against the trees to collect Palm oil in,

as the Goliaths come to feed upon the juice during the
night, and in the morning are found half drowned in

the troughs.
But to return to Welwitschia and its relations to

Ephedra. Dr. Hooker considers that the character of
the ovules and seeds of Welwitschia entirely corresponds
with that of the Gnetacea;—in some respects agreeing

most ivith Ephedra, in others, most with Gnetum.
" The ovule of Welwitschia," says he, " entirely

agrees with that of Ephedra, except in the discoid apex
of the integument of the latter, which is oblong and
obliquely truncate. The ovule of Gnetum again differs

from that both of Ephedra and Welwitschia in having
two integuments, of which the interior corresponds to

the single one of the other genera, and as in these

terminates in the styliform process. * * * The
outer integument of the ovule of Gnetum is developed

after the inner or stylifonu : but as nothing analogous
to it exists in Welwitschia, I need not further allude

to it here."
And again :

" The gener.al resemblance of the ovule
to that of other Gymnosperms is very obvious, whether
as regards the structure and po.sition of the integu-

ment and its tubular prolongation or the large embryo-
sac, so easily removed, in which the cell formation has
commenced previous to impregnation."
The supposed coincidence between Ephedra and

Welwitschia here relied on is not admitted by Mr.
Miers, who says the seed (the ovule) of the former
is covered by two integuments, but the point need not
detain us, for, as Mr. Miers says, in speaking of the
similarity of the suspensor of the o^nile in Gnetum
and Welwitschia, which is undoubtedly very great :—
" We ought not to attach much importance to the
mere circumstance of a suspensor as a proof of the
close alliance of the Gnetaceac with the Coniferrc and
CycadeaceK, seeing that it is always diversified in the
several genera, and different from that structure in

those families." He also says elsewhere, " In regard to

the remarkable growth of the tubillus in the Gnetacese

I am able to cite two analogous instances in families ofa
much higher degree of organisation, where the mouth
of the tegmen is produced into a long tubular expan-
sion, showing that such expansionisin noway connected
with the development of what have been held to he
naked seeds." As to the presence or absence of a
suspensor in Ephedr,a, he says, " In the seed of some
species of Ephedra, where the summit of the inner

integument below the micropylar gland is greatly

attenuated, and often so much corrugated that it can
be further lengthened by force, the upper portion of

the albumen becomes also attenuated, and as it extends

beyond the point of the radicle, and contracts an
adherence with the gland, it looks almost like a short

suspensor ; hut its texture shows that it is only a con-

tinuation of the albuminous mass, there being no trace

of anything analogous to the suspensor described by
Gaudichaud and Griffiths in Gnetum;" and after-

wards, " I have again examined carefully the suspensor

in Ephedra, and can discover no trace of those embryo-
sac-bearing filaments which are found in Gnetum and
Welwitschia." Ija.stly, the points in which the seed

does correspond with that of Ephedra are shared by
numerous other families of plants, such as StjTaceae,

Olacacesc, Helianthemum, &o. A. M.

OXALISES FOR WINTER BLOOMING.
Many of the species of Oxalis are plants of a very

ornamental character. Some of them are well

adapted for winter blooming ; indeed by a very little

attention they may be had in bloom for a long time
during the depth of winter. I venture, therefore, to

offer a few suggestions respecting their treatment.

The latter part of August is a suitable time for

getting a quantity of them potted. They should not
be deferred later, as the plants will be weaker, and,

consequently, will not bloom so well. The compost
that suits the strong-growing kinds consists of three

parts sandy loam, and one part coarse sand and charcoal.

The weaker kinds are benefited by using, in addition,

a quantity of peat and leaf-soil, in a rough state. After

the bulbs" are potted, they should be placed in a cold
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nTPlStnivater must be applied rather sparingly

until they begin to grow freely ; after which a goodS ng of manure water occasional y will, much

improve the foliage, giving it a healthy, vigorous

Saranoe, and w(ll also prolong the flowering

Sn to a considerable extent When the plarits

begin to show bloom, they should be placed in the

Rreeahouse, either on a shelf near the glass, or near the

front of the house. They are much benefited by the

hBat of Ui.- sl.ivr, as it assists them to open their

blossoms nil. u.'vr l.nl.lness The pots which for

size,al" u."s> Hi.t:,l.l,- for them, are the 48's and 32's-

I have iiad, in' the middle of January, blooming in

the stove, two pots full of Oxalis versicolor, on one of

which 9; 1)looms were expanded at onetime, and on the

other 81. Ou one plant of Oxalis Boweana there were

over 100 blooms. Nothing could possibly have had a

more charming appearance than they presented, ilie

following kinds will be found very desirable lor the

purpose of winter blooming :—Oxalis Boweana U.

Iiirtella, O. pulohella, O. rubro-flava, O. geniculata,

O. lepida, O. versicolor, and 0. purpurea. B. G.

rOne seldom sees these beautiful plants in cultivation

now They are well worth looking up again. hcs.J

TIIK GARDl'KEIlS' CiniUNICI.E AKI) AGRlCUi,TURAl

HAE.D SOIL FOK FRUIT TREES.

CULTIVATOBS generally ought to be obliged to your

selves and Mr. Rivers for drawing special attention to

this subject (see pp. 703, 706). Doubtless there is some

secret connection between i-cm-I n.- -n-r 1 to lue

extension of roots, and afruiiiM i - ,. -.na tuu

simple fact, established by in-.y .><
-. iH.ju oui

knowledge does not seem U> , i.iM "ir 01 ine

likeliest means of solvniL-l he m\-irri.-liii, .1.11 "-in-iiui

this fact, would be the luuli i|ili.:;li'in "l (:uvlull,\ - iHf

and well authenticated .mhs. I'.i'i' ul ihy AvMv.t

value, however, more mu^t uot be i"li;"cd Irum lUem

than the facts themselves warrant. Mr. luvcri case, lor

instance, docs not demonstrate that the fruitluluess ot

the Apricot trees originated or was caused by the hard

soil, ^he trees, s.ys Mr. lliv.rs, " w.vo n.rS'Vt en, and

had no water nniT;,iv nil ih- IVmt u:,, sri, ll-u.v, u

course, they c,n\"-'l H'- .".-uh'Ii a.r|i iviir.v.il ..i nld

roots and soil pivvmus l<i ;i iirw .In-ssniu, p\yrUiva

for the others-a deprivation, m the opinion ol many,

sulUcient to throw off the whole crop They had no

water nor care till the fruit was set. Probably, then,

an excess of water, and certainly an excess ol ciu'e,

often causes Apricots to drop. The negation ot

these things may have had more to do—I think they

had—with the crop of fruit, than the hard earth.

The standard trees cited by Mr. Rivers, seeni to

afford a better proof of the benefit of hard soil. But

one would require to see them before accepting their

undoubted health and fruitfulness as proying anythmg

of the kind. For, first, they were standards, the natural

form of the tree; secondly, were they not freely and

loosely Town, another condition of health and tertiiity ^

and thii.ll} , were they not sheltered from heavy rams

and frwsi- Inliii-' iiiirth-fia.sters, and an excess ol cold

and wit al liirir i.iots? And are not all these so many
gnarauUrs r..r Iruitl'ulness independently of the well-

beaten path beneath which their roots grew? The

latter may have something, much, or everything to do

with the fruitfulness, but it is, to say the least, unplu-

losophical to generalise so rapidly without further

Mr Rivers, however, offers further proof. He pro

ceeds' to cite the extraordinary fertility of the Apricot

trees on cottage gable ends in Oxfordshire and else-

where whose roots are often under paved yards or the

common footpath of the family, as a clincher to his own

oases in favour of hard soil. Now it is easy to show

that these trees prove other things besides Uiis, :ind

that probably they do not prove this at all. \-"r ln-i

of all, such trees are frequently met with l;!", in . ni

constantly dug and deeply stirred soil. 1 havr hial

for some years a monster tree ot this kind, covering the

end of a stable, under my own care. The produce was

astounding, but it was constantly dug and cropped

right up to till- sl.m. Their fertility is rhiftly if not

altogellR.r nwin. (n the ;.l... nr. .A' i;umng and

tramin:.., ThHnvs hrmuH', ;.> il uwv.hall standants,

and shfUered by llie hcut ol llir -alih^ uid, further

warmed by the chimney, and otten also by a lew-

boughs thrust among the branches, a crop is almo.st

certain. But it would be well-nigh as logical to attri-

bute this fruitfulness to the vibratory motion of the

wind aiiiiiiis till' lii-anches, as to the hard solid earth in

whuli tli.\ lrr.|iicntly grow. In fact, as the former

condiimii 1- niiisiaiit, while the latter is inconstant, it

would \n- iiiiuli ra-iierto prove that the fertility arose

from lla In,. .,u(vp of the yielding air than from the

resistaiM .. ailnnlrd bvthe hard earth. Bo that a-s it may,

in all 1 lir I'a.si's .atrd'the verdict must he " not proven."

And perhaps there is no living ruUivatnr sn rinmrully

qualified to prove such a )H>n.i a- is Mr. Uimi- I

trust therefore that he and .iilirrs may Ik- ukIu I t"

collect fresh facts, and make more deliiiitc c.xiii.iimi.uts,

to clear up beyond all controversy the point, whether or

not hard soil is an aid to fertility ? Perhaps at the

present time few things cnuld be ot more importance to

the science "r>''^'i:'ba' |.ln .a-l.-y and the practice of

horticultur.' 1 :.
' ' I

"us iirnbl,.m.

la'Teewiin^l I: . r ,1 M.miis.Mliilr llnnking

his dataillsii:li' ,. ,r !...-::,!-:: a iIm m. llrlna. i.aitl.V,

my amxiety for inure firts. M\ fw- 11n- 1., ;,..i

confirmtheopinionyouexpressthatlla III '

the roots running about too much, n 1

|

have a contrary tendency. It dor- aa 1
u u

extend the a rea of feeding ground. I ;
1 1

1
1 1 . 1

1

n u
1

1 1
1

r

character of the feeders, and probabl.\ aNn lb- .|ii:ilily

of the food conveyed; especially llir s|„,iiuiiilrs nr

mouths of the roots are changed. Instead ul ilu- Ursliv,

flabby extremities that they often have m loose earth,

they "perforce by their mechanical compression become

in hard soils a fine net-work of minute thread

Especially do they devclope this tendency if they come

into contact with stone, bricks, bones, or other lujpene-

trable substances. They will often encase such things

in a fine lace-liko net-work of fibres, and hold it so

tight that it cannot be extricated. It is in this minute

subdivision of roots that I believe the germs of Iruit-

fulness is laid. The food is sifted of its grossness, in

the process of imbibition—and these finer saiuptes

when they reach the leaves are speedily elaborated into

the delicate germs of fruit and flowers.

A similar transformation of root, form, and function,

is efl'ected by root pruning. Popularly the fruitful-

ness induced by this, is attributed to a mere diminution

of the extent of root. That is only temnorir.y, and is

not the chief cause of the fruitfulness. Probably there

may soon bo a larger surface of roots than belore, but

their character is" diflferent. Instead of a few large

tubes, Ave have a multitude of small fibres. Conse-

quently the amount of food conveyed may be as great

or greater than before, but its quahty is changed, and

it IS collected nearer home. Instead of a few large

tube-formed roots roaming forth to a distance inquest

of crude food, that would be invariably expended m the

development of wood only, the whole soil becomes hUed

with a fine network of feeders, which search out such

food as is fitted for the production of fruit chiefly.

This fruitfulness has its cause not in a reduction ot

volume, but in the improved quality of the sap, and the

efl"ect which that improvement cannot fail, to exert on

all the secretions of plants. This change in the roots

runs through the entire plant. The stem, branches,

leaves, and bark even, become modified in term, habit,

size, and function by the power of compression, or

ob-struction rather, and the mutilation of roots.

I advance another thought upon tins snh,..,-t Tiitii

great diffidence. It is this; that a lini .
.• ,; as -si-it

root medium may enable the sap to 1 ,- 1 .
,.ir

force or momentum by the mere nifil. n
:

l;i;'-~'ii;'^

which it exerts upon their cellular tulx-s this is

something altogether distinct and dilerent from the

common energy of the vital prinniile that may be held

to force or drain up the sap in ordinary cases, vv nat 1

mean here is something analogous to the augmented

power that the wheel ofa railway carriage obtains as it

bites the solid iron rail below. So perhaps may the

hard earth bite or squeeze the cellular structm-e ot

the roots, afi'ording the sap a mechanical leverage to

force it powerfully to the extremities of the system.

Prom much careful observation I arrive at ttie

conclusion that a full and comriaralivul.x .shiL-,i;isU

current of sap is that most favourable t" (hr l.uiaaii.ni

of wood. And it is iust also during tlir I ii l.v pi. 1 Ii'ji ic

state induced by such a supply of sajj that flo\virs are

most liable to drop off without sefjting. ihis large

watery stream seems to flow past, lacking either the

will or power to fix and strengthen them. The con-

dition of the plant is altogether too loose and flabby to

firmly fix the fruit in its place. The whole system

needs bracing up. That brace may be given as braces

generally at the base. By heavy compression or

obstruction the supply of .sap in the root is diminished,

its quality refined, and its circulating force so much
augmented, that it bounds forward into every flower,

cements their union to the tree, and insures a crop.

As I have ventured to criticise Mr. Rivers facts he

will probably revenge himself by laughing at rny theory

of fertility ; still it has more to recommend it than at

first sight appears. In stone fruits, for instance, such

as Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots, the communica-

tion between the flower and .the tree is very shght.

:^.,^. +n +1,0 ftvnnii'iinn of the flOWCr. ill

THE CHINESE PRIMROSE.

The Chinese Primrose (Primula sinen.sis) is a plant

of groat beauty, and its value for decorative purposes lu

the conservatory or drawing-room, during the wintjer

months, cannot be too highly estimated. Ot the

numerous varieties we now have, the single ones may

bi. iinMii-ali il b\ s.rds ; a,nd the double ones by cuttings

i.r 'illsbnni- Mill! Il latter require to be kept rather dry

until ihn li'av.i liink root. The fine double varieties

which have ai.iH.and uithin the la.st few years, are

^^X^^S/i:^';:;:;:::^:'-n!:^'||?;s^^^^^^
varieties are perhaps tin- lu'.st ii-rlnl. in m ci 10

obtain a succession of plants tor tnis 1
III!

I

'

four sowings should be made from tii
.

n
1 -

1.

July to the end of September. A.s ^| "ij

lings have formed a pair of leaves, the.v m.aj "
1;

' '

in Small thumbs, and af;terwards l'™.-'''^''i!™^'^''i'^';!

till they are in pots of ^e required sue those of from

lion ueuweeu luc uuwci ^^x^ n-.^^ "—- -- .—
..

n?i:„
previous to the expansion of the flower ilie

channel ot conveyance between the flower and branch,

especially in the case of Apricots, is very minute.

This alone might account for the greater dilhculty of

srI ting Apricots than Peaches. In fact, previous to

-rttiug the flowers may be said to have had a season s

iiidrpendent existence on thestem. They were ma,nu-

lartured andpacked up for use last year, andonly a slight

hold kept of them by the branch through the winter

They expand chiefly in virtue of their self-contained

supplies of organisable matter. So far it matters little

what the plant provides. But the crisis h^ now

arrived The change from an all but independent, to

a thoroughly and entirely dependent existence, has

come As 1;Iie floral envelope .begins to wither, the

sti,,ii,.i
. ,,,; ,.\ II V a,-,i-t 111- .-nTipnrtcd by the branch or

fjif/
r ,

'

I

,, a
1 the food provided.

g^,',, ,1 ; :
I lien it may be unable

to iiiai I
lie la. s ,,, la i;r Ml II, ; or It luay coinc

against them ivilh sucli fon-c as to drive them right

off; or it may not have energy enough to reach so ;m .

In all these cases there would be no fruit. But, on t be

other hand, the finely divided roots would coiiyoy

them sap, that can pierce the smallest nilrvsla a s ,,| ttie

most delicate organs—it would flow m ii li l'in->' iiaiUgh

to reach every blossom, and its diimii.slird v.liirae

wdiiM lavviiil il I illi.'V passing cleau past Itie bloom.s,

,,,. Il,,
I,, :,: iliiaii off with an ugly rush.

\,, I
.iiiiiiiimication established between

il„, ,, i',, i
,11, 1 ibr branch, and a suitable supply

of iinii.ii' sii, ., . aii-iil, lliautbf crop is safe. Neither

would it be an\tbnie sn ven marvellous if the cro))

was seeiireil naVlh bv iiieeliauieal agency. For it is

well-known tliat the wci.ght of the fruit itself speedily

becomes a strong lever to draw the sap towards it.

And if supplies of food can thus be drawn out ot a

livin" plant at one extremity by a mere weight, il

,,,,1,'ini' ,,,111 ivilhin the ranae of probability that

,, ,

i

I

. it up and on at the other extremity

1 i.i'i il llioughts before your readers ns mi

l,n,,, .1 liiibiltaiii 1,1 IbeeluelilaUi.ll ef n liilliell!

.jichai-d-tiouse eull.ure, iir. 'I'lieni,.- Ki -i "It""'

I desire specially to thank tor his valuable and most

instructive paper. JO. T. Fish.

till they are in pots of the requirea size, iuo»» e, w^
.1 to 6 inches in diameter being generally found large

enough. The soil for pniliiii; slmuld cnnsis nt n e-

half sandy loam, and onedialll.:il--iil. '":.";'',';,.,'

peat. The seeds may be raised .11 a
;.'-''',, j,'i

where the plants may reman, until the> an- .,-''" .;»'^'

in their first separate pots ; they must then i"i" ino tr

hardening be removed to a cold frame, open "ay .mu

night, and covered with glass only during violent

rahi. On the approach of frost they may bf,™^°™
to a cool, airy part of the greenhouse, ivhere l-liej mus

be kept as neir as possible to the gla,ss a-s, without

abundance of light and air, the flower-stems will bo

drawn, and the colours will be dull.

They require at all times plenty of water and on

this account the nets should be well drained to ensure

its ready percolafiion, for few plants are more impatieni

of stagnant water about their roots tlian 1^ 1
m i ninese

Primrose. Some growers recommeml 1
m's,

placed a Uttle deeper in the pot at en - nu

that is a bad practice generally speaking, lieui^ hh-ii-

lated to cause them to damp ofliat the uecli.
.

By this treatment a succession of flovvering planis

may be maintained from November to May. Those

wilja the largest flowers ami iim 1
lee'irs >

-linui||

he reserved for seed, tile eili.i . -',;" '
"

. ^,''5,1

as their beauty is past. Tli"- '
a- iii'-; "i

' ,,',',.,,

beplacedin adrieratmuspiiereaii I
In^ei 1

leaii"

than the greenhouse affords.
.

.
,

For the production of large specimens, either ol the

single or double varieties, healthy young plants in toiu-

iuch pots, with their roots iust appcari le-- al 1 li" "in sme

of the hall, should he selected m lb 1

i'"
-^

"

August. They may ^^t o"oe be tran-' n
;

1

-^ ''

foot in diameter, prepared inthemosi eae in n;;"'"'''

that is to say, they should have not ''''%";'',',
bwer of

large crocks in the bottom, and then a thin layei ol

fine pieces, which should be covered with the f bies ol

turf or peat. The soil may be the same mixtuie as

before recommended, but theloani slmnld be in 1,11, c

turfy pieces, and mixed with a third paii '",'';"; ^;- ''"^

pieces of charcoal; the whole should be earel.ill.\ pi. ecu

in the pots, and mixed with pure Inil \''i;7' J;'
''f

'P

such a manner that veins of it ma,y run ns'j'' ''A.'f'^^P^

the mass; the soil ought not to be pressed into the

pots, but gently consolidated by shaking the P< ts, and

lightly striking it down on the potting bench. Iho

plants sliould have been well watered a short time

previous to potting, and will not require a furthei

supply for some days. They may. be placed

on a gentle hotbed until they .begin to grow,

but must not he allowed to remain longer tlian a

week \\ hen tlicv must be removed to a cold frame,

anil ell ,: i "lien inverted pots until their leaves aro

edges of the frame. Air must be

for a few days; afterwards the

h'dit»mi,\ 111 l I ken off for two or three hours, luoniing

and evening, and during the middle ,.1 ilie diy- >;>;"

at night, tilted upon the side opposi 1 '''
'I'

1

""','" /'^

whence the wind blows. A sliglil sbe«i
1

m me
morning or evening will be of benefit to lliem, bin noj

more tfian will suffice to wet the leaves; nor must

heavy rain be allowed to fall upon. them. During

bright weather, slight syringings mornmg and ev?uing

may be given immediately before putting on tte l^hts.

They should not be too frequently watered .hut, when

water is given, it should be in such quantity as will

thoroughly penetrate the soil, and run out at the

bottom of tie pots. The soil in the ,.nis M '
d^e

maintained in a condition to adniit a ti., ,
inni.iiiou

both of air and water, so that, when eab a e, - i;'''

"

nieblv ilisimiear ffiim (lie sinl anil make Its

1,1b t le I I
1" I a. '1. '

' I II the frames
1"

V it I V 1
I

'• ''"' iii-™l"5n they

ll,',' ,.,'.„„, veil tn tb- -III n I la ei.iuscrvatory.

W. E.

RADISHES.

RiPHiNTJS CATJDATUS, file linl-l nil";! ^';;.'''|'-,,"^

in my early days known as tbe i-e- bab-b 'n •IJ-™.

It was specifically distingui-bei le iirmli 'm - .
lioa

of greater length than the "bole |ilaiii I n-, I not

strictly true, is at least an nVI'-"^"!'-" ',"",'" '1'
,;,ir„n

The plant found its way te l-",^'^""' ;!'';"'
.h^ofthelingwarinlM5orlstl^al,dlre,nllll.lt lie the

,,resent little has been heard ot it. ili. Lull again

liriiiedit it under the notice of the trade, while, the

liitennlional Exhibition .served to make it vnrtety

kno«u to the public. The plants there exhibited were

of the true kind. Seeds were presented to me by

"entlemen connected with India, as -vvell as from

puhhc societies. These I have carefuhy cultivated

in pots in imitation of those so successlully grown

bv Mr Bull. From an early period there seemed
, ditference in habit, and soon a few began to

innn flower stems, whilst the greater number

of them showed only radical leaves. After a

little while, those without a tendenc.v to Howcr
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At this time I planted many of them out in a ivell-

prepared bed, and waited the result. Those that first

showed sii;ns for blossoming proved the correct sort

;

whereas the remaininR assumed the forms of Turnips,
some like the variety known as Tankard, being forced
into the air like a Mangel Wurzel, assuming a red
colour around the neck or collar, and being pure white
below, both white and red being above the surface.
These roots are fusiform. Some of the plants produced
roots white and green, and of an irregular ovoid form,
more like a Turnip than a Radish, but the root was
tender and gently pungent to the palate, and one root
was more than sufficient for a whole party. It is a
good adjunct to a salad, but not better than a well-
grown Turnip Radish.
As regards the true Rat-tail, as there are no edible

roots, we must resort to the pods, which if plucked wheu
about half grown are really very palatable indeed. In
this stage the pods are juicy and succulent, and the
liquor that is piessed out is particularly agreeable.
The originals ofour Radishes seem to have come from

China at an early date, for they were known in Queen
Elizabeth's time, and are described by Gerarde, but
evidently had been grown in other parts of Europe at
a much earlier period. The Greeks, according to Theo-
phrastus, Dioscorides, and Galen, highly esteemed them,
so much so, that the votaries of Apollo offered a dish of
Badishesofbeaten gold ; whereas Turnips were imitated
and presented in lead, and Beet-root in silver.

Whilst speaking of the ancients I must not omit to
state the superiority of their culture over us modems;
for Tragus tells of Radishes of 40 lb. weight, Amatus
had seen some 60 lb., and Matthiolus assures us that he
had seen them 100 lb. each ! Thus a single root would
be enough for the requirement of a whole army ; but I
believe that oui- modern gourmands would much prefer
to tickle theirappetites withour quickly grown Radishes,
though of puny dimensions, and in weight not exceed-
ing one quarter to half an ounce, than with a slice of
such monsters ! To return to Gerarde, who, speaking of
the virtues of the Radish, says, " They are eaten raw
with bread instead of other foode ; but lieing eaten after
that maner, they yeeld verie little nourishment, and
that faultie and ill ; but for the most part they are used
as a sawce with meate to procure appetite, aiid in that
sort engender blood less faultie than eaten alone
with bread only ; but seeing that they be harder
of digestion than meates, they ' are also many
times troublesome to the stomacke ; neverthele.sse
they serve to distribute and disperse the nourish-
ment, especially being taken after meat ; and
taken before meat they cause belchings aud
overthrowe of the stomacke." Gerarde mentions
and figures four kinds of Radish. The first is

evidently the stock from which our fusiform sorts
have been obtained. The second tliat he calls
the small garden Radish, is so very like a variety
of white Turnip Radish that by its leaves as well
as its root one would believe that the same kind
has been in our gardens for nearly three centuries.
The third is a Turnip-rooted kind of a larger
character, but not quite identical with any now grown

;

whereas the fourth sort is undoubtedly our black
Spanish Radish of tl>e present time. It is from
variation of this latter that those from India undoubt-
edly have sprung; and here I may say, that from
whatever source the R. sativus sprang, they and many
others are clearly traceable to the same stock, whilst sis

certainly as any distinction is made between species
and varieties, the R. caudatus is one and distinct, and
in no way specifically connected with those in ordinary
cultivation.

Before leaving the subject, I may be pardoned for
introducing these Radishes as subjects for the fine arts.
The reader may smile ; but take my word for it, 1
have seen a picture by Fitte, in which a bunch of these
self-same white-skinned Black Radishes were intro-
duced with marvellous efl'ect to light up the left-hand
corner of the picture, just as in another picture by the
same artist the white belly of a duck is shown at the
same place, and for a similar puqiose, and with a
similar intent. William Masters, Canlerbliri/.

Home Correspondence.
Ber/r/ars in blonde.—I am a curate, receiving as the

harvest of an expensive education, and as the reward
of hard work and study, the magnificent income of 80/.
per annum. Happily, I have some private means,
and with a tiny house and corresponding establish-
ment, I can aflbrd to gratify my floral taste, to renovate
my mind, and to refresh my weariness, in a very pretty
garden. Reading most of the publications on norti-
culture, occasionally attending flower-shows, and
visiting nurseries whenever I have the opportunity, I
have made some progress in the gentle art, and am
ahead of my less earnest neighbours in the possession
of novelties, and in improved methods of cultivation.
Indeed, I know that I laave acquired the reputation of
being (in the elegant diction of the day) "an awful
swell at flowers;" and I find that acquirement, like all

other mundane privileges, decidedly of a mixed
character. I should say of it as Mrs. Nickleby said of
the behaviour of one of her admirers, who would carve
her name on the side of his pew diu-ing divine service,
that it was "gratifying but embarrassing." The
admiration is marked and flattering, but the modus
operandi is open to objection. For example : I enjoy
the hospitality of several large country mansions near
fco me ; I go to dine at the Castle ; Lady B. " would
like to see my garden ;" and I, genially dis-
po.sed by the old peer's claret, and anxious to make
such a recognition of kindnesses as my feeble resources
will permit, invite all the ladies to luncheon. They
accept, applaudingly,and the little scheme is pronounced
to be charming, except by my excellent but morose

housekeeper, who hears it on my return with about the
same amount of cheerfulness as a close-fisted father
would one's request for money. " Of course I am aware
that Thomas' livery is not comed home, that the earner
forgot to bring the lamb, and that butter is two and
three." I awake on the morrow, anxious; but the
garden is beautiful. 'White-robed chickens, a pigeon
pie with a paste which shines like a Horse-chestnut,
jellies, and fruits and flowers appear on my small table,

and two equipages, each about the size of my dining-
room, appear on my gravel drive. The coachmen
survey my residence with an expression of pleased
surprise and curiosity, as a doll-house or model of some
merit, and a footman seems as though he should never
tire of assuring himself of the practicability of my
knocker, and the loud reality of my bell. He stops at
last to inspect my Thomas, who, of course, has caught
the doormat with his foot, and comes through the open
door and portico as if he proposed to take a header into
the barouche. I breathe more freely when we are set

down to lunch, and so does Thomas, audibly, standing
upon Lady Caroline's lace flounces, with his dirtiest

thumb two inches deep in trifle. At last the feast is

over in Branksome Tower ; sounds as of persons
chaffing Thomas blend unpleasantly with our
conversation ; I ^ny something about " Come into
the garden, Maud," forgetting that the haughtiest
and least accessible of my guests has the name
in question, and we go forth. In vain I remark
that the little greenhouse is really too narrow to admit
ladies. They must look at those Lilies," and at the
first comer three pots ofmymostprecious pets succumb
to Lady Isabel's crinoline. Of course " it is of no con-
sequence," and I am only too delighted to reply in the
affirmative, when asked for a duplicate of that delicious
Fern," and a cutting of that ''exquisite Geranium," for
which I gave a guinea. Hence to the garden. My
guests are charmed. They gaze so admiringly on my
best Roses that I feel constrained to cut them. They
compliment my taste ; they take down the names of
everything which is most beautiful. They leave me
pleased, on the whole, with the day's proceeding, with
them, with my garden, and myself. They leave in sun-
shine, but they come again in shade, shady ; they come
again in the form of gardeners, and in the form of
letters, asking for buds and cuttings. The names which
I gave so ivillingly, thinking that large orders were in
store for my friends the nurserymen, are sent back
with a request for the realities. To save a few shillings,
people with large incomes will have a poor florist cut
down his only plant to a stick. The rich man, with
a thousand sheep, must have his neighbour's little ewe-
lamb, and Ahab sighs for the few 'Vines of Naboth.
Pray, Mr. Editor, Chronicle our grievance, and help us,

by shaming into a less covetous mood these elegant
brigands, lhe.se charming beggars. A Countnj Cm-ate.
Saphamis caudatus.— I grew several plants of this

in the past spring, and, like James Stewart (see p. "56),

lost some through the attacks of a white maggot at the
root. Mine were all in pots, some under gla.ss aud
some plunged in an open garden. In a few cases I got
i-id of the maggots by immersing the pots in water for
several hours, which drowned the maggots and did no
harm to the plants. It is no doubt the larva of some
dipterous insect. I have eaten the pod of this Radish
in all stages of growth, and I consider it worthless, and
I would not expend a farthing's worth of fuel in
cooking it ; I feel confident so leathery and tasteless a
thing would never pay for cooking. Shirlei/ Hihberd.

In the Gardeners^ Chronicle (p. 757), I see a
statement that some one has cooked pods of Raphanus
caudatus and found them stringy. Herewith I send
you two or three to try. They should be cooked and
served on toast similar to Seakale. W. Bull. ['These
pods were about half grown ; they boiled perfectly
tender, and had a mild agreeable flavour. Eds.]
Mrs, Pollock, a Seedlini.i.—Allow me to thank your

correspondent Mr. Fish for his courteous remarks at
p. 756 in reference to this subject, and to confirm his
assertion, if that is necessarj', that the Pelargonium
Mrs. Pollock is a seedling and not a sport. I may
further add, that although I have raised many variegated
Pelargoniums, I am not aware that I have ever raised
one from a sport. All were from seeds ; and I believe
the golden tricolor varieties may all claim Golden
Chain as their atcestor, from whom they derive their
golden-coloured margins ; their scarlet, crimson, or
bronze zones being obtained from other sources. The
silver-margined race, on the other hand, is descended
from the variety called Flower of the Day ; and it

might now he interesting to know the origin of these
two varieties, viz.. Golden Chain and Flower of the
Day, about both of which po.ssibIy some of your readers
may be able to fumish information. The variety sent
out by the Messrs. Henderson under the name of
Stella variegata was also a seedling, and, although it

may seem strange, it was in no way connected with the
well-knon-n vanety named Stella, although it resembled
very much the sports that have been obtained from
that variety. Still it will be observed that the
colour of the flower is quite distinct from
them. I have long succeeded in producing
varieties of Pelargoniums haWng golden tricolor
foliage bearing bloom of all shades, from dark scarlet
down to light pink ; and I have looked to the produc-
tion of a pure white, or Madame Vaucher truss, of
bloom upon golden tricolor foliage as a " consummation
devoutly to be wished for," and that I can now say
has been accomplished, although it has been secured at
the expense of a large amount of constitutional vigour,
but that I believe can be rectified in the course of
another generation or two. Botanists, I have heard,
dread the operations of the hybridiser because they
tend to create confusion, &c. Still, Nature seems to
assist him in producing variety, and it may not be
generally known to all of your readers that the bloom
of a Geranium or Pelargonium, or in fact that of most
hermaphrodite flowers, is seldom if ever fertilised by

its omi pollen, this being ripe and in most instances
dispersed by the action of the atmosphere, or by the
agency of insects, long before the stigma is sufliciently
developed to recover its influence ; consequently, when
fertilisation does take place, it is effected by pollen from
another flower. May not this therefore be considered to
be a provision ofNature to induce the production of
varieties? My idea as to how the " coloured Pelargo-
niums" ought to be classified is similar to that of
Mr. Chater (see p. 756), and may possibly have the
advantage of simplicity. Let us call them all varie-
gated Pelargoniums, but divide them into four
sections, viz.. Golden tricolors (Mrs. Pollock as type,
or if Mr. Chater like it better, Senior Wranffler;
Silver tricolors, Italia Unita as type ; Golden-margiried,
type Golden Chain ; Silver-margined, type Flower of
the Day. The yellow " selfs," of which Golden Fleece
may be taken as the type, can hardly be said to be
variegated, and I should leave the tenn " zonal " to the
green-leaved horse-shoe varieties. P. Grieve, Culford.

Beaton's T'ariegated Nosegay Pelarf/oniitm.—Allow
me to inf9nn Mr. Fish (see p. 756) that Mr. Beaton
was the raiser of at least one variegated Pelargonium
which is known as Beaton's "\''ariegated Nosegay, a
variety very attractive in colour, which is distinct from
that of any other kind, and owing to this, as well as
on account of the plant being stiff and compact in
habit, it is a great favourite here. Edwd. Bennett, Gr.,
Osberton, Worksop. [The leaves of this variety are
edged with white; the flowers are bright rosy crimson.]
Bed Spider.—Mr. Rivers (see p. 754) tells us that

neither red spider nor any form of disease ever disturbs
him ; and he adds, never for some 16 years has red
spider given him any trouble. Therefore I am sure
Mr. R. would greatly oblige many by giving his remedy
for this pest. An Improver.

Mi,stleto on the Oak.—At Hackwood Piirk, near
Basingstoke, there is a very fine Oak tree, on the
thick branches of which is a considerable quantity of
this parasite. In that neighbourhood the tree in
question is called the '' Druid's Oak." Williant
Denning, Bolton Sail, near Bedale.
Rain Gauges.—In replying to the communication on

this subject (see p. 755), I regret that I have not the
volume for 1853 to refer to ; but as far as my memory
serves me, the two gauges with which observations
were made in the Pembroke Dockyard were not side by
side. The recent number which provoked my
strictures is also unfortunately mislaid ; but I proceed
to remark :— 1. That the selection of 4-iQch spaces
between the drops involves a material fallacy, as may
be seen at once if you make the spaces 1 inch, and
suppose a series of gauges rising '2 inches in diameter at
each step. 2, Notmthstanding the concession "that
rain drops fall too promiscuously for occupying positions
so geometrically uniform as is represented in the
diagram," it seems that the whole argument proceeds
on the fajqiothesis that they do so. l?or it is only on
such an hypothesis that in a shower of any duration
an unfair proportion would fall outside a small gauge
and inside one a size larger. Nor can I doubt that this
(erroneous) idea has taken possession of the writer, on
reading the last paragraph in his answer (p. 775.) 3. I
do not refer to any such action of the wind as thati

illustrated by the writer on p. 755 ; nor do I call in
question the accuracy of Mr. Lawes' ob-:ervations, or
any others in which large gauges have received a larger
proportion, area for area, than small. Only with the
fact impressed on my memory that with a 3-inch glass

funnel in a steady rain I have registered as
much, area for area, as with a 10-inch gauge, I
cannot accept at present any statement as conclusive,
that a larger gauge enables us to approximate more
truly to the amount of rainfall per acre, for this is of
course what we all have in view. 4. The mode in
which I conceive the wind to have a bearing on the
question is not its regular but its irregular action.
Every one must have noticed the volleys of rain drops
which occasionally salute you in the neighbourhood of
obstacles to the wind ; this arises from the wind being
turned against the main current, and carrying with it

drops which coalesce into heavier and more numerous
drops than in the normal shower. The action of the
wind, then, that I spoke of is that arising from its

meeting the mouth of the receiver. I cannot think it

can be wholly without effect, and the question I would
ask is this—Does it increase or diminish the quantity
of water received ? and is this effect greater in a large

or a small gauge ? J. S., Streatley Vicarage, Aug. 13.

Iresine Herbstii.—I wish that I were speaking to
" 1. E., Herts " (see p. 757), instead of writing at him.
After giving him that heartiest of all welcomes, a
gardener's, Ishould ask him to look out of my window,
and he would .say, I am sure, not only that he saw a
very pretty garden, but that Iresine Herbstii was a
chief contributor to its prettine.ss. Planted alternately
with Mangles' Pelargonium, the rose-veined bronzy
leaves contrasting admirably with the silvery foliage of
its neighbour, it makes one of the most effective

edgings which I have seen this season. It is also very
attractive in] a similar alternation ivith Cloth of Gold
Pelargonium, and rings of it between Centaurea and
Bijou Pelargonium have a charming appearance. I
was inclined last year to "J. E.'s" condemnation, but
determined, after seeing it in beauty elsewhere, to give
it a further trial; and, by planting in rich soil,

with a trowel-full of manure at the roots, I
enjoy this season the reward of my patience.

These plants of striking foliage are so very valuable in
" bedding out," being effective from first to last, beau-
tiful in sunshine, shower, and shade, and so easily and
quickly multiplied, that I feel sure we ought to welcome
Miss Iresine with admiring courtesy to our gardens

;

and that if " J. E." will entertain her with careful

attention and a liberal diet, he will no longer upbraid
her as " a poor dingy affair," but will cherish and
honour her as a favourite guest. S. S. H. Perhaps
there never has been a bedding plant brought into
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notice about wliich so much diversity of opinion has

been expressed as about this. " And who is to decide

when doctors differ so muchy" I'or my own parti
consider it to be one of the most ii-. liil |il:iiii> tliat has

been introdui'cd into our gardens oi hiir \.,n-s. It is

more liurdy than eitherthe Auiantnl lai- iii.laueholicus

ruber or the Coleus VerschaD'eltii ; and it is quite as

ornamental as either of them, and in some
respects has the advantage of them, as it bears

stopping, &c., with impunity. P. Grieve, Culford.

like many other things, Iresine Herbstii is good under
favourable circumstances, and vice versa. On a border
ofstronc: heavy soil, with a west and north aspect, I

have a ribbon border
which I have tried all tin

with which I have met

.

rantlius, &c. ; but for tlii

11.1 t

I'.rrt,

Pl

found out for the Muscat Hamburgh,
distinctive than its new one of Alii

s much more
T. II.

f
reference to Iresine—every uue ivho sees it admires it.

n hot, dry situations, or in light, gravelly, burning
soils I find that it does not succeed ; but in good strong

soil, in such situations as that I have indicated, it is

found to be very satisfactory. A. Dawson, Hood Ashton,
Trowbridge.
Artemisia vulgaris.—Are the merits of this plant

as a cure for epilepsy sufficiently known ? Has its

curative power been fully tested ? Having read of its

wonderful efficacy in this respect some years ago,

I ventured to recommend it to several people_ who
were suffering from this dreadful malady, and in all

cases with complete success. This I can vouch for.

The mode of preparation is very simple. A handful,

say half a pound, of the leaves and stems is put into a
quart of beer—this is boiled down to a pint, and a
wineglassful is taken night and morning ; a dose is also

taken when & lit is felt to be coming on. The plant is

very abundant about the ditches in this country, and
I suppose it is equally plentiful in England. As it is

now in full flower, those who wish to tiy it should

lose no time in gathering and drying a portion of it for

the winter. For the informn tiou of those who are not
acquainted with this Artemisia, I may add that the
leaf is extremely like that of the garden Chrysan-
themum. Care should be taken to distinguish it from
Wormwood, to whichit is closely allied, and from which
it differs in the upper side of the leaf being green, the
smell not nearly so strong, nor the taste so bitter ; in

other respects the two plants, especially when young
and in flower, bear considerable resemblance to each
other. J. Douglas, Kilkea Castle, Kildare. ["We
suspect that the Artemisia is as good a cure for

epilepsy as any other drug. Eds. J

Orchard-house Trees in Pots.—As the controversy
about these has opened again, would it not be well if

some of the advocates of this system would exhibit

fruit thus produced at the forthcoming Crystal Palace
or other large Shows, so as to put the merits or other-

wise of this mode of fruit-growing to open test, against

produce obtained in the ordinary way? The late

International Exhibition, however rich in other
departments, was certainly deficient in regard to the
classes set apart for orchard-house fruits, of which
there were only two or perhaps three entries; and
though exhibitions of potted trees were good, their

paucity in point of numbers would lead us to infer that

but few fruit trees are cultivated in that way, or, if

they are, few arrive at a condition fit for exhibition.

This is unfortunate, for many who might be tempted to

try this mode of fruit-growing, naturally look to

some public proof of its merits. "T. E." says (see

p. 754) that he pots 15,000 or 20,000 trees every year, that

they never drop their fruit, and also that his largest

Peaches are grown on trees in pots. On the other
hand, " D." (see p. 733) seems to think that fruit so

grown is very liable to drop. Who is right ? The
opinion of some unbiassed grower would do much to

settle the question, while the forthcoming fruit exhi-
bition at Sydenham might settle all doubts as to the
quality of Iruit grown in that way. I have for some
years grown fruit in orchard-houses both on trees in

pots and on bushes planted in the border ; to the latter

I have no hesitation in giving the preference, but I must
say that my potted trees have not been pinched in so

exactly as " T. E." recommends, otherwise, however,
they have had pretty good treatment and, yet they drop
the greatest part oftheir fruit, and that which does ripen
contrasts unfavourably with that from trees planted-
out ; at p. 757, too, I see mention made of a similar
result. In short, I cannot find anything said any-
where in praise of trees in pots except at a nursery, a
fact surely anything but flattering to the system ; and
unli-ss we have some more public proof of it/S merits
t li:iii the mere praise of one or two enthusiasts, it will
111 unable to hold its ground. Being only a small
grower myself, I cannot give so decisive an opinion in
regard to it as I could wish, but I hope to see the
dispute as to the respective qualities of fruit from trees
in pots and that from trees in the open ground set at
rest by a test which will put opinion out of the
qiiestion ; and ifthat from potted trees should win, then
all honour to the pot system say I, but if not, let it take
its place in accordance with the decision. E.
Black Tohay Grape, alias Alicante {Meredith).—

About two years since I received from a lady, then
residing near Torquay, a few berries of a large purple
Grape, a sort which she said had been cultivated in
the garden of a Devonshire friend for two or three
generations under the above name, and which had the
reputation of being the best late Grape known. I at
once confessed my ignorance of its name, and requested
a few cuttings, so that I might cultivate it. I have
now several Vines in fruit, and find the sort to be
identical with the Alicante, a name not very dis-

tinctive, as there ;ircMi iiiiiii\ .Aliriintc- ("imiiL'S, 1 have
four sorts uiiiliT tliiil i;:iinr A^ till- I '.link Tokay has
arobust habit, uml V:,\. - iimi.1i hi.,' tli.' Wliite Tokay,
it is just possible tliiit thij 1iii\l' il cumiuuii Hungarian
origin and th.at they were introduced at the same

Fruit Trees for the X,,rlh. .U 1 iiiti n.l to plmit mi
orchard of Pears and Cli.i-iir~ llii- niilniiin, 1 sli.ml.l

feel greatly obliged to mi) ..nr mIi.i.hu irll m. rr.nii

experience the names of thus.' Mirii'ti. > \\lii.'li iirclninly

ni.iu.-'li t.. sill.reed in our northern climate. The place
1- -iiiiiir.l 111 the south of Scotland, 40 miles inland.
mill .;..ii 11 ri iiliuve sea level. The soil is a heavy loam,
H itli a rotten rock subsoil. I should like especially to

kuow if the Belle Agathe Cherry will ripen its fruit so

far north. I have tried maiiy of the finer kinds of

Pears in mv garden on the Quince stock, but with
MTV

1
r sii.ve.ss T liiive iilmited llieiu shallow on

puiliii-,. 1.. k.ep 111. Ill iiiil .it the liml subsoil, and I
i.nril.iil.' niv tmlmv iiimv I.. 111.- .Inii.ss iliim to the
,iililii...s ..r'llie .liiiiiite, lis attei- lii'ing piirched by
drought in summer they burst their buds when
the ground gets soaked with rain in autumn. B.
[It is most difficult to point out with accuracy the
kinds of fruit likely to succeed in any particular
locality, without some experience of its climate gained
by observation. The following kinds of Pears and
Cherries are however likely to succeed in the part of

Scotland indicated. With regard to the Belle Agathe
Cherry, which at Sawbridgeworth is just commencing
to colour, and will not probably ripen till the beginning
of October, it is difficult to judge if it will ever ripen
so far north ; it is however very hardy, and as the trees

do not appear to be expensive, it is worthy of a trial.

The following kinds -of Cherries are hardy and of

excellent quality, viz.. Early Red Bigarreau, Werdei-'s
Early Black, Knight's Early Black, Ludwig's
Bigarreau, Governor Wood, May Duke, Bohemian
Black Bigarreau, Early Black Bigarreau, Elton,

Black Hawk, Brant, Oceola, and Pontiac. Of
Pears, the most suitable would be perhaps Summer
Doyenne, Peach Pear, *BetU're d'Amanlis, Williams'
Bon Chretien, *Beurre Superfin, Autumn Nelis,

•Beurre Hardy, *Louise Bonne, *Marie Louise
d'Uccle, *Conseiller a la Cour, "Jersey Gratioli,

*Doyenn^ du Comice, Huyshe's Victoria, Beurr^
Bachelier, Josephine de Malines, *Berga.mot Esperen.
Most of the above succeed well on the Quince stock ;

some should be tried on that stock and others on the
Pear. Those marked thus * should be tried on the
Quince.]
Hybrid Ferns.—I have just seen Mr. Berkeley's

ount of the supposed hybrid Peril, Asplenium

is in the border, which is well drained, and consists of
about two-thirds loam and one-tiiird rotten manure
imil rotten ',,'arili'ii rel'iise, n few sii.'ks ol' .-har.'oal, and
lib., lit .'.ewt. lit li.Hi.^ \\. iviil ,M, .1. Tl,.- l„,iies were
iiiwmi.l in a lemfiill.v sliiikiiiL. -iiii. 1, ir, as full as

]
ilil.' .itinaL'-iils liMiiiiiit ailnliiii.' I lie lailures to

aii\ihiiie hill tothese. Aral right or wrong? And is

11 III.' li 11. Il from the bones which has polluted the
-.,il ..rliin. the maggots attacked theroots? What
had 1 best du ? A. B.

Cerasus lusitanica azorica.—

1

var. azorica, advertised by Mess
C. lusitanica Hixa, mentioneil ii

vol. ii. p. 714, anrl vol.

satisfy ourselves that tli

C. lusitanica llixa ..I' I

II- lusitanica
'I'' same as
Viboretum,
We cannot

lasus in question is the
In some respects

answers to the .lesi liiiti.m, but one of its leading

characters, that is, " the lowest teeth of the leaves

glanded," does not appear to be developed more than
we find occasionally in the common variety. In any
case it is a very fine thing. Eds.]
The Ladu Strawlerry.—'iXas has been grown here

under every advantage as regards flavour, and the result

was disappointment. Sir Hariy, growing within
10 yards of it, was more than once tried against it, and
the general opinion was that it did not excel that
variety. Among new Strawberries tried here this

season none surpassed in flavour Alice Nicholson,
which fiUly bears out the character given of it by your
correspondent Mr. Dean. John Richardson, Southend
Gardens, Darlington.

period. At any rate, the old name, like that recently

ebenoides, in the Journal of the Eoyal Horticultural

Society, and although I have never made any experi-

ments on the hybridisation of Perns, I may be allowed

to doubt very much whether the plant in question is

really a hybrid as supposed. Nor, indeed, do I see any
such close resemblance to Camptosorus as might be
expected in a hybrid. In Lowe's Perns, vol. v., tab. 12 a,

is an account of what I take to be the same Pern,
under the name of Asplenium Hendersoni. Daniel C.

Eaton, Yale College. [We believe this Asplenium was
not proliferous like the American A. ebenioides. Eds.]

Chanicebatia foliolosa.—Will you tell me how to grow
Chamsebatia ? My plant is many years old, and never
increases—rather grows less, and distresses me, as it is

such a very pretty plant, if it would but grow well.

Hafodinos. [See p. 652 of our volume for 1859.

Probably your plant is being killed with kindness.

We learn from Messrs. Veitch & Sons, by whom it was
introduced, that they grow it in very sandy loam in an
exposed situation, and occasionally give it a little water
overhead. It is, they observe, one of those plants

which make but few fibres, and therefore will not bear

to be often disturbed.]

Orchard-house Culture.—I am more than content
with the result of my criticism. It has given us nearly

two columns more of valuable matter from Mr. Rivers.

Now, however any of us may differ from him, we all

honour him for his enthusiasm, and acknowledge that he
can and does speak with authority. And it is just for

this verj' reason that so many of us so eagerly read and
so jealously watch his utterances, and should these ever

prove wrong, or mistaken, of course their power of

doing harm would be just in proportion to the weight
of his authority. My object is fuller information, not
criticism, else there are some parts of Mr. Rivers' letter

rather tempting. I hope he will be pleased to learn

that I perfectly agree with his ramming system, as now
propounded ; which is, however, a totally different aft'au"

to that which I animadverted upon in his Congress
paper. Pirm potting with a blunt stick is an excellent

thing both- for fruit trees and most other things ; but
ramming' a "wet border in which voungtrees had only
be.ai iilanleil a week Willi a riiiimier about half the
weiiilit lit di.is.' used li.v tlie [jini.leii paviors," as recom-
mended at the Cougres's, is barbarity in culture, and with
a vengeance, and not only might but must rupture the
roots, and is, I repeat, on proper soils wholly unneces-
sary and retrograde practice. D.

Putrid Bones versus Vines.—I am in trouble
respecting a new Vinery which I first planted in

March, 1855. The Vines employed then failed. I

planted again the same year in August, and that
attempt to furnish my V inery also failed ; I planted
again this year the first week in May, and the Vines
then employed have not made 2 feet of wood all the
season, and are looking miserable. The plants used on
the first two occasions were purchased of a respectable

nurseryman. Those planted in May last I struck from
eyesmyselfin March, 1855: they were therefore one-
year-old plants cut down ; they had made 3 or 4 feet of

wood before I planted them, and they were then in a

vigorous state of growth. After planting they looked

well for about three weeks ; they then ceased to grow,
and they have not done any good since. Two jjlants

of the same batch were left in pots after planting

;

these I have grown on in pots, in the same house, and
they have done altogether as well as those planted out

have done badly. They have made good strong fruiting

canes. This leads me to think that the cause of failure

Foreign Correspondence.
The Peach in New Zealand.— " We {Lytlelton

Times, Peb. 3) have received from Mr. Swale, of the
Avonside Botanical Gardens, Canterbury, a dozen
Peaches grown by him. They are of a very large size

and weight, and fully equal to any grown in England.
They are of the sort known as the Royal George. These
specimens show what can be done here for the culti-

vation of the Peach. The soil and climate of New
Zealand are admirably adapted for this purpose, and it

is a subject of regret that gardeners do not pay more
attention than they have hitherto done to the culture of

thisfruit. Thebrightsunshineweenjoyhereiseminently
favourable to its growth. The gardeners and amateurs,

in too many instances, are satisfied with Peaches, the

ordinary production of the ground. Now, the climate

is almost similar to that of their natural habitat,

Persia, and with a little care and attention it is possible

to raise Peaches equal to those gi-owu on walls in

England. The chief requisites are to thin out the crop,

and by judicious pruning to admit a free circulation of

light among the trees. By this means the fruit

becomes larger and better flavoured." Mr. Swale adds

that one dozen of these Eoyal George Peaches weighed
i\ lb. good weight, and that the average . ir.iiinr. r. iice

of the fruit was 8J inches. He more.iv. r siai. - ii,;,! a,

Windsor Pear tree, about six years ohl, in an nniaM. ar-

able season for Pears, produced a crop weighing within

4 lb. of 2 cwt. of good-sized fruit, a register having been
kept of the weight each time any were picked for sale.

The crop of the Windsor Pear does not ripen in New
Zealand all at one time, and the fruit sells readily at \s.

per pound.

Horticultural Exhibition in New Zealand.—The
Canterbury Horticultural Society held its final exhibition for

tlie season on Febmary 28. It was, I am sorry to siy, not
patronised by the public to the extent it merited on tiiis occa-

sion. The display of liowera far exceeded that of fruit and
vegetables. This exhibition certainly sul-passed its prede-

cessors as regards the number, variety, and growth of the

articles contributed.
Pot plants were shown in great profusion. Fuchsias were

really magnificent ; some of the plants being 5 feet high and
as much through. They consisted of Sir Colin Campbell,
Souvenir de Chiswick, Rose of CastiUe, Guiding Star, and
some others ; these formed the most attractive part of the
show of flowers, and indeed there was little else in this

department to arrest the attention of thosenr-^.i^lfn..^.^ t. .'ood

flower shows. It may be added that the^. I .
i -i - . .. tlie

finest'ever seen in the province, and full ,
1 - v.jr

exhibited at Chiswick in years gut.^ ', .
iiis,

Achimenes, Gesnera zebrina, and Cleroden.h. .
n ..^i .i. .'-^ro

shown on this occasion for the first time ;
tliey were beau-

tifully in flower and well cultivated. Humea elegans and
Periila i

nankinensis were not shown on this occasion ; but

stove plants seem to be crcciiiug hi to fill up their place, and I

• •• ' ' .11, 1,1 I ,ii.i..iijfBt US at no very
:

; 1 i.ckseombs were well
I

, I
'1.1- plantsat ourexhilji-

1 1 ,1. I
,-. ijiiiilfdat Chiswick about

Will. CocL^
.
plants which no doubt

ry of many of your readers. We
up to him yet in growing Pelargo-

as he did, nor do I think we ever

are gi-owii much smaller, and are

1 are not behind, however, in the

looking forw.ard
distant period. Marble. 1 I

represented, and are bet. I
..

tiona. They reminded 111.

the year 1840 by the late Mr.

will be fresh in the memo
have not been able to come
niums to such a large size i

shall. Our Pclarg. '

Of native Ferns I noticed only one collection, which accord-

ing to the schedule should have been 12 in number. Amongst
them were Lomaria elongata, L. nigra, L. discolor, Asplenium

bulbiferum, Cyathea dealbata, Dicksonia squarrosa, Phyma-
todes BUlardieri, Cheilanthes tenuifolia, Leptopteris hymeno-
phylloides. and several others. They richly deserved the

small prize (7s. 6ii.) which was awarded them. This was the

first collection of native Ferns, named, that has been exhibited

in Christchurch. I was sorr.v not to find in the collec-

tion Asplenium Hookerianuni, for it is pretty plentiful in our

bushes. I noticed at this exhibition, in the shape of dried

plants, a handsome species of Gleichenia, brought from our

west-coast gold field. The taste for indigenous Ferns here is as

yet quite in the bud state. While speaking of pot plants I

must not forget to mention our Double Petunias, which,

mixed with Fuchsias, had a pleasing effect. We have them of

all shades and colours, with flowers like those of a double

Dahlia or Hollyhock, an.i equal in size to a good Rose. We
can grow bedding plants here well, and florists' flowers are not

forgotten amongst us. Wo have progressed wonderfully in

this way. Seeds of choice Verbenas, Petunias, &c., keep
arriving every mail by post. Thanks to friends at home for

sending them.
Owing to Ijad weather our Dahlia flowers were not so fine aa

usual ; a good many were nevertheless exhibited. Roses, aa

is tisual at this late season, were inferior in quality : what werq
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shown were of the Bom-bon section. I never recollect having
seen so poor a show of the "Queen of Flowers." Pansies were
not good ; I expected to have seen them not only shown
better, but better grown. Some spikes of veiy fine varieties

of ijladiolus attracted much attention ; some of the new
varieties of this gay flower arrive here every year ab it

Dutch bulb season. Marigolds, both French and Afncai

were shown somewhat meagrely; one or two blooms of the

former only were worth notice. One hand bouquet exhibited

was, to ray thinkmg, faultless- Bouquets, both for table and
hand, are improving with us. A collection of Helichrysums was
exhibited for the first time, and was beautifully arranged

Some of the hiiits exhibited were fine and large, but little

was said by the j\idges as to their flavour. Bunches of Black

Hamburgh Grapes were a decided improvement on those of

other years : they were larger, and of course heavier than their

predecessors. They were, however, deficient in colour,

having been cut too soon. We grow very good Grapes out-of-

doors here in sheltered places, as well as Figs, which we could

not do seven years ago. Peaches were well represented in the

shape of the Royal George and other sorts. Apples were a great

deal better represented than Pears ; some of the Apples were

of vei-y large size. Three Water-Melons were exhibited for

the first time ; they had been grown in the open air, and were

of a good average size.

Exhibitors here as well fts at home have an eye to profit as well

as fame. At present fruitand vegetablesform the bsick-bone of our

exhibitions, and if our committee would offer prizes of

sterling worth, it would soon find that a great improvement in

the productions would take place. The show of vegetables,

which was highly creditable, bore evidence of the suitability

of the soil and cUmate of Canterbury to produce not only

our common esculents, but likevTise those that are regarded
as delicacies of the table.

I may mention that, in addition to the prizes awarded by
the judges, a gold medal, manufactured of Canterbury gold,

was exhibited during the day by one of the managing
committee ; this medal is to be presented as a prize to the

giirdener who shall have obtained the greatest number of

prizes at three exhibitions of the Society. William Sicale,

Avonsiile Botanic Garden, Christ Church, Canterbury,

Maixh 14, 1666.

Calamites—but it is only a similarity in the airangemeut of

the parts without any true affinity, for the stems differ as

much as Lepidodendron does from Cycas. The woody cyluider

formed constrictions_at regular intervals round the pith,

Articari
whoilR of whir-h

The fruit of Calamites was a strobil i

1 1

altematelv birren and fertile The
ng the futile
fo-ii obovate

BoTANTOAL OF EDINBURGH: Jv.ly 12.—Dr. Dickson in the

chaii-. The following communicationB were read :—1. On the

Staminal Arrangements in some Species of Potentilla awl t7i

Nultallia cerasi/iyinniit. By the Chairman. The author gave
the results of his examination of the staminal arrangements
in about 29 species of Potentilla. He finds that these arrange-

ments may be reduced under three heads or types—1st, Where
there are 20 stamens—one superposed to each sepal, one to

each petal, and 10 what may be termed parapetalous stamens,
arranged one on either side of each petal. This is, apparently,
by far the commonest arrangement in this genus, as indeed in

the whole family Rosaceie. 2d, Where there are 30 stamens,
dififering from the last by having three stamens instead of one
in front of each sepal. This occurs in Potentilla hirta and
aUies. 3d, Where there are 25 stamens, these being arranged
in five festoons extending from petal to petal, differing fr.Di

the second type chiefly in the absence of oppositipetalous
stamens. This occurs in P. fruticosa, P. rupestris, and
probably also in P. glabra, P. arguta, &c. Dr. Dickson
explained that although these types represented the average
number of stamens in the species falling under them, yet the
numbers were, to a certain extent, liable to vary in individual
flowers, and more in some species than in others. He had
accordingly prepared tables showing the manner of variation

in those species where a tendency to vary was most marked.
Dr. D. also called attention to the andrrecium of Nuttallia
cerasifonnis, which, as is known, consists of only 15 stamens ;

pointing out that with the above-mentioned types this may be
interestingly contrasted ; thus, in Nuttallia there are no
oppositisepalous stamens, while in type No. 1 there are both
oppo-sitisepalous and oppositipetalous stamens. 2. On the

Structure and Affinities of Lepidodendron and Catartiites. By
W. CiUTuthers, Esq., British Museum. After referring to the
fragmentary condition in which the remains of fossU plants
generally occur, the author noticed the causes which interfered
with the satisfactory preservation of tlie coal plants, and the
difficulty of identifyuig the different fragments of the same
species. Consequently the various portions of the same
organism not in actual contact, which exhibited different
appearances, had been referred to different genera. Root,
stem, branches, leaves, and finit, were each placed in a
dlEEerent genus. As the result of continued observation, and
the occ;isional discovei-y of more perfect specimens, this
unavoidable multiphcation of generic names is being reduced,
and the scattered fi-agments united to form the complete
plant. Lepidodendron and Calamites were shown to be
striking examples of this, and both genura were described in
detaU. Lepidodendron was restored as a tree Uke a huge
Lycopodium cemuum. The trunk consisted of a large cellular
pith, surrounded by a cylinder of wood of thickness varying
according to the age of the plant. This was surrounded by a
cylinder of cellular snl.-t:iiifj, ti:i

bundles, which pass.-. i uii^x.n-l- -.

ing a second woody ryHinii.i. tei

leaves which were iniiiiL'ili,tti.-ly 1j

ment had been detenuhii^d by M.
of beautifully prepared specimens. The author showed that
the arrangement of parts was similar in the trunks of some
Cycadeacese, which presented a further resemblance in having
the outer surface composed of the bases of the leaves, and so
marked by a similar series of stigmata as those occurring in
Lepidodendron. An examination of the minute tissue, how-
ever, showed that while this general resemblance existed
between the two stems, there was no real affinity between the

of stem and
I tl 1 yet both

1 1 etc s -t^ th the V ic H Ciyptogams,
1 i more highly organised stems thin exist

1 1 ers of that class 3 Acco t of a
J Fo te otandl e ajPetIs? By
fth 1 r i ftssor Balfour stated that Dr J E Cray
notices, in a recent number of the Journal of Botany, Phyllac-

tidium pulchellum as a freshwater Alga new to the English
flora. This is not really the case. It may be new to England,

but it was certainly found 13 years ago in Scotland. Mr.

Lawson (at that time his assistant, and now Professor of

Botany in Dalhousio College, Halifax, Nova Scotia) collected it

in the water of a vase at the Royal Botanic Garden in June
1853, and Professor Balfour exhibited under the microscope
specimens put up at that time by Mr. Lawson. Mr. M'Nab
exhibited a number of seedlings raised from spores of the

Athyiium Filix-fcemina var. Victoria. Very few of the plants

raised presented the peculiar form of the parent variety, most
of them assuming more or less the appeai^ance of the ordinary

crested variety. Many of them also approached the specific

form. In connection also with this subject he gave a state-

ment of the proportions of crested forms procured from
spores of the following varieties :—Asplftininii Tri.'bomanes

cristata, 100 per cent, time; Lastrc^t lih; mi-. i iMuta.SS ;

Athyrium FiUx-foemina [cristatum. :-
,

*
>

> Hlix-

foemina Frizellife, 50; Athyiium li i
. \ i- tori;i.%

25; Blechnum boreale cristatum, 75; I'.l I
I
n.i i. > ,ir crassi-

caule, "5. Mr. M'NabexhibitedaspecinieD nf the wild Straw-

berry (Fragaria vesca), which was picked in flower six weeks
ago by Miss Gibson-Craig of Hermiston for the purpose of

making a drawing. The specimen was placed in a glass of

water at a north window when only one bloom was expanded.
It has recently produced a ripe StrawbeiTy, and others are

rapidly coming forward. Mr. G. Lowe exhibited under the
microscope some concretions taken from the intestines of a

boy 13 years of age. They seemed to be formed of fine hairs,

which surround the grains of Indian Com on which the boy
had been subsisting. Sir W. Jardine, Bart., sent Hving
specimens of Orobanche major, collected near Jardine Hall,

Dumfriesshire, growing on the Broom. S. Hutchison, Esq.,

Manthorpe Lodge, Grantham, sent a large living plant of Inida

Helenium. Dr. Grierson presented a large section of the

stem of a Larch, cut from a tree grown at Shaws, in the parish

of Closebum, Dumfiiesshire. It was understood to be one of

the fii-st planted Larches in the district. The section was
taken at 13 feet from the gi'ound, and has about 120 annual
rings of growth. Dr. Grierson also presented a specimen of

Luzula nivea, collected near Thomhill,

Kotites of JSoofes.

rsed by niimerous vascular
i outwards, and, penetrat-
nated in tlie bases of the

. und. This singular arranee-
. Binney from a ]arg'

plants, forthough
their wood was iiii i

laid on in separaW'
medullary rays; T\hii u

made up of scalaiii^tnn l

ray, or a true exogeu<
examination of the stenj

gamous, but having

plest form of Coniferfe,
r ii 1 ^i-aring vascular tissue, was

I
. ; > I rs, and was traversed by

I
1

I L. iH ndronthe wood was entirely
<suf, without any trace of medullary
lis an-angement. The histological
showed the fossil plant to be crypto-
stem with a structure more highly

organised and more nearly approaching to that of ph;
gamous plants than any laiown Cryptogam. This opinion was
confirmed by an examination of the organs of fructification,

which were shown to be strobili, bearing a single sporangium
on the upper sm-face of each scale, as in Lepidostrobus, or
several as iu Flemingites. The sporangia contained both large
and small spores, and are consequently more nearly allied to
Rhizocarpeae than to Lycopodiacese, The stem of Calamites
was composed of a cylinder of scalariform tissue surrounding
a large cellular pith. The author had been shown by Mr.
Binney a beautifully preserved specimen showing the relation
of the parts. The vascular tissue was developed from a series
of equidistant parts around the pith, and grew outwards, and
laterally, until they xmiled in a continuous cylinder, fluted on
the inner surface, and with the flutings filled with the cellular
tissue of the pith. The early vascular bimdles in the young
shoots of exogenous plants have a similar structure, but they
speedily unite to form a woody cylinder, with a clearly defined
and smooth inner surface towards the pith. This early condi-
tion is, however, permanent in the stem of some arborescent
species of Cactus—which in this respect closely resembles

Fifth Annual Seport of the Aijri-Borticultural Society

of OiiJh. Lucknow. 18GC.

There are several matters of interest in tlie little

pamphlet issue.d under the auspices of the above
Society, by Dr. Bonavia, and some which will hardly

be very satisfactory to our English seed growers ; for,

says the reporter, the seeds, whether of flowers or

vegetables, imported from England are by no means so

satisfactory as those procured from America, in con-
sequence of which he now derives his supplies from
the latter country entirely. No explanation is

vouchsafed as to the reasons for this, wnich we the
more regret, as it is of importance to know to which of

several possible causes the result is due, and it is hardly

fair to English merchants to state the fact without
comment.
Among the plants now "acclimatised" and producing

their seeds year by year are specially mentioned Celery,

Lettuce, Poppies, Hollyhocks, Verbenas, Indian Pinks,

Clarkias, &c. Of these, many produce seedling varieties,

double flowers, and the like. As to the degeneration

of European plants in India, the wi-iter denies such a

process in toto, attributing. the apparent cases of this

kind to the variation by seed. It is impossible for all

the seeds produced by one flower to develope
plants exactly alike, says Dr. Bonavia, and the reasons

he assigns are derived from the fact that " no two seeds

can occupy the same place in the seed vessel, no two
seed vessels the same place on the plant, consequently
no two seeds can be exactly under the same conditions

of nourishment, &c., during their development on the
same plant. Again, it is next to impossible to place

these seeds when sown under exactly similar conditions

of soil, nourishment, moisture, air, heat, light, &c.'''

Plants being thus so subject to variation from seed.

the marvel is that the principle of inheritance is sc

strong as it is, in spite of these disturbances.-

Degeneration, says the reporter, is not a fault of

the seed, nor of the climate, but of the gardener, who
by want of sufficient care and attention in cultivating

and selecting seeds, or by insufticient prevention of

undesirable cross fertilisation, allows ofthe perpetuation
of degenerate varieties, and so brings discredit upon
the plants or the climate, in oblivion that he is th(

principal defaulter himself. There are many inte-

resting details which our space does not allow us to

give, but some general remarks on the desirability of

establishing gardens at the cantonments in India
apply equally well to our own country. "Very few
people," says the writer, " have yet gi-asped the idea of

the immense influence of these little pleasures on the
health of men. If men * * * * would only learn the
relation of mind to the other forces of the universe, they
would not fail to see at once what influence beautiful

trees, beautiful flowers, and the delight ensuing from
the mere impression of such objects on the brain,

have on health. There is no doubt that the higher
classes of Europeans in this country keep their health

better than the lower classes from having the means of

procuring for themselves, in spite of their hard work, a
proportion of little pleasures which keep their nervous
system in a healthy state. * * * Food alone is not
sufficient to keep the organs in a healthy state ; and an
hour's daily varied pleasure is cheaply bought at the
sum requisite to keei) a garden in a cheerful condition."

These words were written with special reference to the

English in India, but they will apply almost equally

well to their countrymen at home.

The Botanical Magazine for the present month
contains figures of the following plants ;

—

Kleinia

fulgens, a glaucous succulent suffruticose plant, having

branched stems. 2 to 3 feet high, obovate-ohlong leaves,

and small heads of vermilion-orange flowers ; it has

been introduced from Natal by W. Wilson Saunders,

Esq.— JVemo»<ta californica, a beautiful hardy Cali-

fomian shrub, formerly introduced by the Horti-

cultural Society, and lost, but now re-introduced by
Messrs. Veitcb& Sons. It isadeciduous shrub, attaining

about 10 feet in height, with something the aspect of a

Fig tree, having lobate cordate leaves, but also bearing

a profusion ot large golden yellow flowers, which
render it very ornamental. Its affinities are not very

clearly settled. " It was referred," observes Dr. Hooker,
" to a new section of Bombacesc (Fremontiese) by its

founder, and correctly placed along with the famous
Hand-plant, Cheirostemon, and the stamens were
described as five, with two-celled anthers. On the

other hand certain considerations of affinity and
structure induced Mr. Bentham and myself, following

Dr. Torrey, to regard the apparently two-celled anthers

of this plant and Cheirostemon as consisting of two con-

fluent single-celled anthers—whence we referred both
to the order Malvaceae instead of Sterculiacese. I must
confess, however, that after examining living specimens

of Fremontia, I am inclined to refer the Fremontise

back to Sterculiacese, placing it next to the

tribe Sterculiefc." The golden - coloured flowers,

two inches and a half in diameter, consist of the

broadly campanulate five-lobed calyx. — Fernandesia
robusta, a Guatemalan Orchid, with upright stems,

distichous keeled acute closely imbricated leaves, and
yellow flowers protruded singly from the axils of the

upper \em&s.—Sempervivmn Faivm, a Canary Island

shrubby succulent plant, with spathulate leaves, and
panicles of green flowers. It is dedicated to the

BarSo de Castello de Paiva, an unwearied patron of

science.

—

Sanchezia nohilii, a beautiful Aeanthaceous

plant introduced from Ecuador by Messrs. Veitch

& Sons, and flowered by' them iu June last. It is an

erect plant, with obtusely tetragonous stems, large

oblong-obovate leaves, and an erect terminal inflores-

cence, consisting " of numerous opposite bracteate

fascicles of flowers, forming together a dense panicle

most brilliantly coloured, the branches deep pufple,

the bracts quite red, and the corollas yellow." The
bracts are large ovate obtuse; the corollas two
inches long and cylindrical, slightly curved and
contracted at the mouth. Dr. Hooker observes

that the aflinity of this plant with Ancylogyne is

so close and obvious, that there can be little

doubt the name Ancylogyne must be suppressed.—

Saccolahiuyn ampullaceum, an Indian Orchid, with
erect racemes of bright rose-coloured flowers, than
which nothing can be more charming.

Seemnnn's Journal of Sotany for August has two
plates of Foliicolous Sphctria, belonging to the genera

Venturia and Sphierella Among the papers in this

number occur some sensible remarks on Fern classifi-

cation by Dr. Hance.
The Floral Magazine gives figures of the following

:

—Pelargonimns —Lord Lyon and Favourite, two fine

varieties of Mr. Hoyle's breeding ; Rose, Margaret
Dombrain, a large globular rosy-pink flower, obtained

from La Reine, and one of the best and most distinct

varieties of the present season; AzaUas— C/;arm«- and
Vivid, the first a purple, the latter a bright red, both
raised in Belgium, and now in the hands of Mr. Bull.

The Florist and Pomologist figures the fine creeper

Tacsonia Van-Volxemii, of which we gave a represent-

ation some months since {p. 171).

With the present nuinher of the Technologist a new
series is commenced, printed in large type and on
better iiaper. Other changes are made, so as to make
the periodical a "Record of Science, its progress,

literature, and practical applications." The number
before us contains among its articles papers on the

Needle Gun, the Atlantic Telegraph, the Laryngoscope,

the Australian Wine Crop, and an abstract of Mr.
Howard's communication to the Botanical Congress

on the Cinchona barks.

iPIordstst' rf?loti)erg.

What is a Flokists' Flowee?—I observe that

you cannot altogether accept the definition that I have

given of a florists' flower, as you see no reason for

excluding plants of a shrubby habit or greenhouse
plants from the category of florists' flowers. I must,

therefore, endeavour to state my reason for excluding

these plants. Although the question at issue is or

little practical imjiortance, and the Rose would smell

as sweet and retain her diadem as the Queen of Flowers

whether called a " florists' flower" or a " select shrub,"

nevertheless, if, for the sake of convenience, flowers are

to be arranged in sections, it is desirable that the limits

of each section should be clearly defined.

Now, my reason for excluding shrubby and green-

house plants from the section of florists' flowers is,

that this section may be kept distinct from all others,

and for the better effecting this object, that the hmits

assigned to it bv the early floriculturists, who confined

them to herbaceous plants, should not be departed

from. Modem floriculturists have, however, extended

these limits, by treating as florists' flowers shrubby

and greenhouse plants, and have so removed the land-

marks of the section, that its boundaries are now lost;

insomuch that your correspondents have become so

puzzled that they cry out in their perplexity

''What is a florists' flower ? " A writer in the Gar-

deners' Magazine" in 1843 says, "Florists' flowers

differ from wild flowers and border flowers in being so

entirely changed by culture as no longer to resemble
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tlieir orisinal type." He further says, The

early floriculturists considered as florists flowers,

changed herbaceous plants only, but florists ol the

pre-eut day admit not only sufi'ruticose plants, as

Pelarooniums and some Calceolarias, but also shrubs,

as Roses and Camellias." But if any shrub and green-

house plants are admitted, why, it may be asked, not

admit all shrubs and greenhouse plants, that have

received careful culture for the sake of their flowers f

and if these are admitted, why not all cultivated

flowering plants, from the humble Daisy to the majestic

Victoria regia, and from the lowliest Heath to the

" giant's nosegay," the magnificent Horse-chestnut.

Florists' flowers used to bo regarded as flowers adapted

for cultivation by the peasant and the artisan during

their hours of recreation, and not as the aristocratic

denizens of the conservatory.

The Auricula to which you refer, although it has

been so petted by the florist as to be sometimes pro-

tected by glass, cannot certainly be called a greenhouse

plant, for it is one of the hardiest of plants, being a

native of Alpine regions, and is a border flower as well

as a florists' flower, and is indeed the very type ol a

florists' flower, agreeing in every particular with my
definition, being "an herbaceous flower, capable ol

being grown in the open ground, that has received

better cultivation than an ordinary border flower,

and to estimate the qualities of which certain criteria

or canons have been agreed upon by florists. A. 1.

FThe Auricula as a " border-flower " is, we maintain,

not a " florists' flower
; " and in the latter form cannot

be grown successfully without the aid of glass.]

^e ^piarp.

care and bv rotiiniint; swarms to the stocks, I have

succccdcil ill ..bliiiiiiii:-' l;ir'-'..T supers of honey tliaii

ever previously rewarded my endeavours ; iny largest

supers having been invariably taken from hives with

more or less of Ligurian blood. Still I am free to

confess that I have seen and heard of even larger

harvests from the ordinary bees in other localities.

6. The difliculty of keeping the Ligurians pure is

very great ; in fact, the results of careful manipulation

are frequently so disheartening, even to the advanced

and ellUlll^i;l"^li^ ;i|.iurian, as to almost induce them to

throw (liciii iij. in ilismist. To the less persevering I

can oiilvsiiv Hull it would be a waste of time and money
to attempt 'to cstubli.sh them.

.

On the whole, then, I have come to the conclusion

that, like many things which first excite attention and

are cried up to the skies, the Ligurians are not equal

to all that has been said in favour of them ; but I also

believe that the sum of comparative merit does he m
their favour. My apiary has been more productive

and remunerative since I obtained them. Even with

their tendency to throw off swarms, on the whole more

honey has been secured. Swarms, though often un-

desu-ed, are by no means unmitigated evils, and I

generally accept them as benefits when they do come.

To those apiarians who are willing to devote consider-

able attention and patience to their cultivation, and to

sacrifice for a time the resources of the apiary, I can

say obtain Ligurians by all means ; but to those who
may be unable or unwilling to do this, and who may
imagine that they will succeed in establishing a pure

race without this amount of trouble and care, I can

only say that I fear both time and expense would be

thrown away. Apis.

Garden Memoranda.
Messes Cuni-ii.v Cn's Sim-d linouNDS, Dedhaji

AND St. OsYTii, l';ssKX.-.V visit to these grounds is

now looked forward to by the lovers of gay flowers

as an annual floral treat, and the arrival of the day on

which an in.spection of them is to be made is frequently

regarded with feelings something analogous to those

of the pent-up urchins of our district parish schools

when the morning dawns on which they are to

have their yeariy ''^run" into the country. Equally

joyous with our young friends, though less

clamorous, a small party of us st.arted the other

day from Shoreditch to Manningtree, to view

the contents of these charming grounds, which, how-

ever we were sorry to find a little past their best. Our
visit had been delayed too long. Dedham, nevertheless,

looked down upon from the high ground which

surrounds it, and especially from Jupe's Hill, a new
seed farm, has still the appearance of a gigantic patch-

work counterpane set in a border of bright green and

gold, so fresh and beautiful are still many of the

compartments in which its rich floral treasures reside,

while acres of Thyme, Marjoram, Hyssop, and other

herbs, together with a 10-acre piece of Mignonette in

full bloom in a field adjoining, cast over the whole a

fragrance elsewhere unequalled.

African Marigolds, lemon and rich deep orange.

The LionsiAN Bee.—Since the first introduction

of the Liguri.ins into England I have had considerable

e.xperience with them, not only from having them in

my own possession, but with unusual facilities for

observing them in the apiaries ofadjoining bee-keepers.

I have endeavoured impartially to come to a definite

conclusion as to their superiority or otherwise to the

ordinary British species, known a? Apis melliflca, or

the brown bee of Europe. No one can have any doubt

as to the superior claims to beauty of appearance which

the Ligurians possess over their darker relatives. If

this were their only claim to notice, I should still be

inclined to keep them in preference, but this would

hardly be a sufficient recommendation to the

majority of bee-keepers, or an inducement to

incur the considerable expense and trouble

necessary to their establishment. The question will

still arise—Are the Ligurians in any way superior to

the common bees ? In the first place we must dismiss

the idea that they are of a different species ; the first

English apiarians are, I believe, agreed upon that

point. They are merely a variety of the species. In

what, then, can lie their supposed superiority ? We all

are aware of the difi'erence m breeds of horses, cattle,

&c., in which they are respectively only varieties of the

species : yet some of these different varieties may and

do exhibit many qualifications not possessed by others, African Marigoms, lemon ana ncu ueep orauK^,

which recommend them to notice. Some apiarians large and showy, are grown here extensively, and for

believe the Ligurians to be of a purer breed, and as far shrubbery borders and similar places it would be

superior to the ordinary known bees as a thorough- difficult to find more showy subjects of decoration,

v-.j A,„i,;„„ i. t„„ ,.„„„„nr, TSnrnnon.Ti na.cV-borsfi. or whilfi the miniature dwarf French kinds are so com-
bred Arabian is to a common European pack-horse, or

as prize Short-horn or Devon cattle compared to the

common herds of the Highland moors. After an

experience of several years I am unable to endorse the

views of these too enthusiastic admirers ; but I am
fully convinced that, taking everything into consideraj-

tion, the Ligurians do bear the jpalm of excellence. I

will sura up their qualities in a few words.

1. The queens are possessed of extraordinary

fecundity. Their powers of breeding are immense, and

if hives were kept only for their multiplication by

swarms, there would be no doubt as to the superiority

of the Ligurians.
, . , , <.

3. These bees seem to be endued with the power of

recovering from a state of great weakness or paucity of

numbers under circumstances in which ordinary bees

would succumb, or scarcely attain to average strength

and prosperity by the close of summer. I have

frequently had hives which in March and April were

tenanted by such very small populations as would, in

the case of black bees, have ensured their speedy

breaking up and junction with other colonies, but with

the Ligurians, by the middle of May these hives

have been in a state of the utmost prosperity, with

teeming numbers, sending out large swarms, or rapidly

filling supers.

3. I believe these bees to be more active, having often

remarked, where both varieties are kept in the same
apiary, that the Ligurians are out at work an hour
before and after the others, and frequently in weather

which will induce the others to stay at home.
4. I have no doubt that pure-bred Ligurians are, as

a rule, capable of being handled with greater ease. I

have found a great difl'erence in this respect in mani-

pulating ivith frame hives for scientific purposes. On
the contrary, hybridised bees seem frequently to be
more viciously disposed when disturbed.

6. I am not prepared to say that Ligurians possess

any superiority as honey gatherers. Probably, during

any one season, taking one stock with another, more
honey would he collected by them, but the require-

ments of the brood being greater, less honey might be

stored. There is also this tendency to throw off

swanns, which often causes disappointment in the

attempt to obtain supers. This last season has proved

an unfortunate one with me in this respect; the

majority of my Ligurian super-working stocks having

swarmed. "V\fhen my bees consisted wholly of the

ordinary variety, I was seldom troubled with swarms
from well-managed depriving hives, but since having

obtained the Ligurians, this undesired occurrence has

frequently annoyed me. Nevertheless, by dint of extra

ulIuCUll to iiim mure ^uovYv »itujci_.u.-^ wi y^^^^^^^-^^^,

while the miniature dwarf French kinds are so com-

pact and altogether such little gems as to entitle them
to greater prominence. Plants of the latter, not more
than 6 inches in height, literally represent bouquets of

gaily-striped brown and golden yellow flowers. Mixed
Petunias could not well be beaten in point of excellence

or variety, while among selected kinds are some

charming selfs and striped sorts in the way of Mrs.

Ferguson. Of German Stocks 11 out of every 12 are

perfectly double ; they were however past their best,

but sufiicient remained to show what they had been.

Different varietici of the lovely Lobelia Erinus in large

patches made a charming display, as did also the pretty

pink and white varieties of Silene pendula. Nemesia
versicolor, one of the finest of all annuals for pot culture,

was in beautiful condition, each little compact tuft

being in itself quite a bouquet of blossoms. The
dark purple and white Sweet Scabious seemed to

be special favourites with bees, and for that pur-

pose, as well as for the use which may be made of

them in bouquets, they deserve extensive culti-

vation in shrubbery borders. Of CEnotheras, espe-

cially of the stately free-flowering (E. Lamarckiana,

and of the dwarf, large, yellow-blossomed CB. macro-

carpa, we noticed many fine examples, as well as of the

profuse-flowering blue and white varieties of Cam-
panula carpatica. Coreopsis of different kinds were

jast in perfection, and no one who has not seen them
in quantity, as they may be found here, can have any

adequate idea of their beauty. Of Antirrhinums there

are not only bright crimson-scarlet kinds of great

beauty, but also crimson and white and pure yellows

intermixed, from which good varieties may be expected.

The various masses, each nearly an acre in e.xtent, of

Tom Thumb Nasturtiums, of themselves amply repay a

journey of many miles to see. The great demand
for them necessitates their being grown extensively,

and the display which they make is one "of the most

brilliant description, equalling even that of the Scarlet

Zonal Pelargonium itself, while for the price of one

plant of the latter as many as 50 of the former may be

purchased. To persons, therefore, as we have said on

former occasions, who, having no means of wintering

Pelargoniums, desire to possess a showy flower bed at a

cheap rate, these Nasturtiums are a real boon. They

may now be had of all shades of colour, from creamy

white and bright golden yeUow, pure or spotted in

every petal with red, to rose and glowing scarlet, and

some even are nearly black. Of high-coloured kinds

one of the most attractive is King of Tom Thumbs, a

new kind, with very dark foliage and intenselybright

scarlet blossoms. Of Tropaeolum aduncum (the Canary

C'rfoper), both climbing on sticks and trailing on the

'ill mud, there are large plantations.

TIlo compact dwarf-crowing Saponaria calabrioa

m:ii'-:iiint;i, ivith little pmk blossoms narrowly-edged

wilh whiti', anil a |iure white kind, occupy a consider-

alili' anioiiiit nl space, as do also the various kinds of

Goilolias, twiMittlie best of which are Liudle.vana and

the comparatively new light-coloured sort called The
Bride There is also a double variety, which is quite

new and beautiful. Among Lupines, of which there

are a great many, one of the prettiest is h.

albo-coccineus, one half of the flower spike ot

which is puriilish lilac, the other white. Ot

Viscarias by far the best is V. oculata nana coccinea,

a variety into wliich has been infused so large an

amount of bright colour as to make it a rival for the

Scariet Linum itself The beauty of the last was

unfortunately over, but what remained ot it- a large

plantation— showed that it had not only produced

flowers in the greatest profusion, but that every seed

of it had grown, although they had been subjected to

no steeping or other process, at one time considered

necessary to induce germination. Eucharidium con-

cinnum forms pretty bright rose-coloured clumps.

Among Annual Chrysanthemums are some beautitul

double yellows and whites, and at the head of the

single kinds still stands the lovely C. tricolor Burndge-

anum Of Sweet Peas, the best as regards brightness ot

colour is Brown's Invincible, which is a great improve-

ment in that respect on the old Scariet Sweet Pea. We
also noticed a striped kind.

At nightfall the Cuban Datura ceratooaulon attords

a glorious treat. During the day time its huge white

blossoms are shut up, but on the approach of darkness

they expand and yield a most agreeable odour. Each

of the blooms measures quite 6 inches in diameter;

even at night, therefore, they are not hkely to be over-

looked, and we feel sure that all who have grown this

interesting plant once will not fail to do so again.

Anthemis purpurea, golden yellow, with purple on

the under sides of the petals, is one of the most

effective of mid-season Annuals, and to Clarkias, which

are everybody's favourites, some beautiful additions

have lately been made, espeoially to the integripetala

section. Double-flowered Clarkias are now nearly as

plentiful as single kinds. Of the beautiful Swan Eiyer

Daisy (Brachycome iberidifolia) there are charming

masses now in perfection, both of the blue and white

sorts, and also of the two mixed together, a form m
which they appear to most advantage. Of all dwart

annuals these are unquestionably the best, and there-

fore cannot be grown too extensively. 1 heir seeds

require to be sown in heat, and to be pricked out after

all danger of frost is over.
, ^, ,, , f of i.

At St Osyth are grown both the dwarf btocK-

flowered and dwarf Eocket Larkspurs, which have been

very pretty this season, but their beauty is now oyer.

Of these there are 10 distinct colours, all of which

seemed uncommonly true to their kinds. A planta-

tion of mixed varieties of Convolvulus major also

formed an interesting sight, as did also a batch ol

Calandrinia discolor, covered with rosy blossoms each

as large as those of the Japan Anemone. This is truly

a showy Annual, with which few, we imagine, can be

disappointed. Of the Convolvuluses one of the best is

C tricolor monstrosus, the flowers of which measure

2 ins. across; in colour they are of an intensely deep blue,

with a bold whiteeyestriped with orange yeUow. W e also

noticed a double variety of Convolvulus minor, the

Larkspurs above alluded to are dmded from each

other by plantations of Asters, which are just coming

beautifully into flower. Dunnett's extra fine dark

crimson Candytuft occupies a space little less t,han two

acres, indicating plainly enough in what kind of esti-

mation this fine variety stands with the pub lo.

Nemophila (now in " cocks," like hay) has fonned blue

ribbons of, it may be said, miles in lengtn. The dark-

eyed bright orange-blossomed Sanvitalia procumbens

occupies about half an acre of ground ;
and nearly a

similar amount of space is devoted to the new double-

blossomed vanety of this pretty creeping plant, which

to rock gardens must be a real acquisition. Auricula-

eved Sweet Williams have been in beautiful condition,

as have also been Gladioli, more especially those of the

Gandavensis section, among which the most brilliant is

still the well-known Brenchleyensis. With the beauhr

of the little Clintonia pulchella everybody is acquainted,

and also with that of the noble autumn-flovpering

Tritoma Uvaria grandiflora,which in these groundsis at

present in great beauty. The Japanese Maize is like-

wise an "object of interest," as is also the beautiful

orange-blossomed Tagetes pumila, m praise of which

Mr. Bennett, of Osberton, has written so enthu-

siastically. Nycterinia selaginoides, a white and lilao-

flowered dwarf plant, will prove useful where low-

growing subjects are an acqiusition; and of Whitlavia

grandiflora we noticed both white and blue vaneliies.

Selgian Pansiesare grown here m abundance and in

great variety, as are also mixed Carnations of great

beauty. The old Centaurea involucrata, with bright

yellow flowers, might be added to border plants with

advantage, as might also the Kitaibelia, and a

sulphur-coloured Sunflower, all of which we saw here

in perfection. Everiastings, channmg plants for

winter bouquets, are also cultivated m great variety

;

the utility of these for the purpose just indicated is now
beginning to be pretty generally recognised.

^

The Vegetable department is even more extensive

than that allotted to flowers, a fact which will be

apparent when we state that of Celery alone some

10 acres are under that crop this year. The Peas called

Beck's and M'Lean's Gem occupy between them

iO acres Ten acres are devoted to Veitch's Perfection,

and while speaking of Peas, we may mention that the

Messrs. Carter have succeeded in raising a very dwarf

variety from the sort known as Omar Pasha. It is

one of the Fan Peas, does not reach more than from a

foot to 18 inches in height, and is very proUfic. It
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will, therefore, be extremely useful in smiiH niinl.iis.

M'iean's "Wonderful is also a good Pea. The nn rits

of Carter's First Crop and other early vari.ii.- Iiivi

already been fully discussed in our culi I "

acres are set apart for Dwarf Drumhead (':ii i'

to Enfield Market and to other varieties. iir"i"ii ipm ii'

space is devoted. Carter's Early Fkiuh- I'uha..

makes a good associate for the Pea .iust adverted

to, for it has little or no top, and is very prolific.

A new variety of Potato, stated to be a hyljrid between

the Ashleaf and the Fluke, and ciillr.l "tlir A-lil(;il

Fluke,"was growing in large quantitir-,;iinl «r ».!. in-

formed that it is a second early kind i .f ;-' n :h
i
u .

i.
I i i,i i \

!-

ness and good flavour. AmongBroci uIrs air Siinw's,

which is well known to beoneofthebest of early winter

varieties, Winter Imperial, Dalmeny, Maule's Late

White, and Cartei-'s Late Summer, which comes in in

June. These are all fine kinds, ivhirli (urn in in .'suc-

cession. Pine-apple, Carter'- SI 1 1-\ tli,:iii'l oilier Heets

are largely cultivated, as are al-"l>iiiiiirii - 1 iuml lirown

Cos, "Wheeler's Tom Thumb Ciililiai;.-, llai.lj llaiiimer-

smith and Nonsuch Cabbage Lettuces, and Moore's

Cream, and Custard Vegetable Marrows. Scarlet

Runners are mixed with Parsley, of which Dunnett's

Garnishing is a beautifully curled variety. Leeks

consist of Musselburgh, Henry's Prize, and Ayton
Castle, all good kinds. To the growth of an Olive-

shaped scarlet Eadish five acres are devoted.

Miscellaneous.
African Economic Plants.—\ai\fiO, about 3 or 4 ft.

high, grows in great luxuriance in the streets of Tette,

and so does the Senna plant. The leaves are undis-

tinguishable from those imported into England. We
set the Makololo to collect specimens, but the natives

objected to their doing so, though they themselves

never make use of them. A small amount of first-rate

Cotton is cultivated by the native population for the

manufacture of a coarse cloth. In former times the

Portuguese collected it at a cheap rate, and made use

of it instead of the calico now imported to exchange for

the Manica gold dust. A neighbouring tribe raises the

Sugar-cane, and makes a liflle -n-ai'; tail Ma) use

most primitive wooden rolh i i a i: a,;
.

i - i.iU in

mixing lime with the extrar I. i la i, i i. :i i is of

course of very inferior Qualnj /a ;a a ,, /'.Kulitsi.

Scientific Severence—There is a sciculilic reverence

—a reverence of courage—which is surely one of the

highest forms of reverence. That, namely, which so

reveres every fact, that it dare not overlook or falsify

it, seem it never so minute ; which feels that because it

is a fact, it cannot be minute, cannot be unimportant

;

that it must be a fact of God; a message from God ; a

voice of God, as Bacon has it, revealed in things ; and
which, therefore, just because it stands in solemn awe
of such paltry facts as the scolopax feather in a snipe's

pinion, or the jagged leaves which appear capriciously

in certain Honeysuckles, believes that there is like1,v to

be some deep and wide secret underlying them, which
is worth years of thought to solve. That is reverence.

A reverence which is growing, thank God, more and
more common; which will produce, as it grows more
common still, fruit which generations yet unborn shall

bless. Sev. C. Kingsley, in Fraser's Magazine.
Forming a Peach Tree.—In forming a tree it is an

eiTor to trust to shortening back the branches at the

winter pruning. A better mode would be, during the

period of growth, to incline a too strong branch to a
horizontal direction, and to tie up vertically a too

weak branch. Of all the plans adopted for this purpose
this is the simplest and the most efficacious. The
weaker branch should also be allowed a greater

freedom, so that the sun and air may have free access

all around it. Any shoots on the weaker branch which
are to be ultimately removed, should be allowed to

remain on it as long as possible, to attract the sap to it.

The more leaves thus left the more strength does the

branch gain. The contrary practice, of course, should

be applied to the too vigorous branch of the other

wing. Fruits exhaust the branch, as they require much
eap to nourish them ; therefore, we should not leave

too many on a weak branch, where, however, they
generally soonest appear. By a combination of these

simple means the equilibrium of the vegetation of the

tree may be restored during the season of growth,
leaving comparatively little to be done at the winter

pruning. Considerable amputations always iniure

trees, however well performed. The modern school

especially recognises this principle, which is so much
aided by the summer-stopping of the shoots, that little

or no shortening of the leading branches is ever

required. We require all the growth a tree can make

;

and the object proposed by shortening-in the branches,

often by fiilly one-third of their length, so as to make
the lower eyes break, can and ought to be obtained by
more natural means. If we take care of the fruitful

shools tlic'se w ill soon master the branch. The only
ii.sr oi tia lail : is to Carry the former, and these should
bi- 1

I

' ! 1 adedto. If we wish to obtain fruitful

sill"; I I a-s must be left as long as possible. A
ci.iiia la 11, la produces only excessively vigorous

.shoots, 'which are unfruitful. Trees only produce
flower-buds when, after having acquired a certain

develonment, the sap circulates more slowly. The
forms which trained trees are made to assume, very

much contribute to favour the production of flower-

buds, by distributing the current of the sap into

diverging lines, and avoiding all vertical lines. Mrehaufs
Modern Peach Primer.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing wee^.)

Few autumn-blooming plants are more attractive

than Ihe difl'erent varieties of Lilium lancifolium.

They come into bloom at a time when the beauty of

New Holland plants is over, and when an actual

scarcity offlowering plants exists, wherewith to decorate
"ur conservatories and greenhouses. They produce a
ai.iL'amis dispbiv either in-doors or out; and as they
' ima liijl. ilii-y may even be liberally planted in

' a
,

: . in no establishment, therefore, can
la', i. a... ,a. iiiiiul. The cultivation of them in pots

in lj,\ liu mcaus dillicult. Immediately when the bulbs
go to rest is the proper time to repot them. If large
specimens for particular display are required, large pots
may be employed, and half a dozen flowering bulbs
placed in each pot. Hough peat, intermixed with a
liltle loam and silver sand, is the best kind of soil for
lliem. The pots should be well drained, and the crown
of the bulb should be just covered with the soil. When
potted they should be placed in a cold pit or frame,
and where room under glass is an object in winter,
they may even be plunged in the open air in coal
ashes, in a manner similar to potted Hyacinths.

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLANT HOUSES.
Little shading may now be used ; for plants ripening

their growth have need of not only all the daylight
they can get, but even moderate sunshine.

CiNEEAEiAS.—These will iiow want a cool shady
situation ; if mildew makes its appearance sulphur
should be at once applied. The first-struck cuttings
may requu'e re-potting ; also the first-sown seedlings
for early bloom.
Hollyhocks. — In many places these are not

blooming satisfactorily this season. Fine varieties of
them may be propagated by means of eyes taken from
the strong parts of this year's wood. In selecting them,
care shoiud be taken to choose those which have an
incipient leaf-bud at the base of the leaf, .and to reject
those which are developing flower-buds only. The
cuttings should be prepared by splitting and cutting
the stems up into lengths, leaving about 2 inches
below the bud, and paring away the pithy part ; they
should then be planted about 1 inch deep in a frame of
very sandy soil, and carefully shaded ; if they can have
the advantage ofalittle bottom-heat, somuch the better.
Oechids.—Kinds which have already made their

growth and ripened it should be removed forthwith to
a cool house. Careshould 1" (ilea I I o excite such
plants into new growth al il a. 1 1 is much too
late to get it properly mat 11 i: i . unseasonable
draught upon the stored em I _ a i

i i h. [[anlswill mate-
rially interfere with the next iiroducliou of flowers.

Pansies.— Make beds for the reception of young
plants. In doing this it is absolutely necessary that
wireworms should be caught, therefore the compost
should have repeated turnings ; for these pests are very
destructive to young Pansies.

Pelahgoniums.—The propagation of all the best
bedding varieties should now have a due share of atten-
tion. Ordinary kinds may be cut down according to the
usual practice, and cuttings selected from the shoots so
cut ofi'; but with the fancy varieties a difl'erent course
must be pursued; most of these produce such a pro-
fusion of flowers, that, if left to their ordinary course,

it is almost impossible to obtain any proper shoots for

cuttings. By picking off the flowers as they appear,
and encouraging the growth of the plants by ricn soil

and liquid manure, the extreme points will make
cuttings, and the young side shoots will produce them
in abundance.
Hoses.—Cuttings of China and some other kinds

may now be taken and planted in a close cold frame in

a north aspect for three weeks or a month, until they
are cicatrised at the base ; they should then be taken
carefully up, potted in thumb pots, and plunged in a'

close warm frame with a gentle bottom-heat. So
treated they will make nice plants in a short time, and
if kept under slight protection during winter will fill

their pots with roots, and be ready for planting out in
April or May.
White Lilies.—These should be taken up and

replanted once in two years, an operation which should
be done as soon as the old stems are decayed. Beds for

these plants should be made of rich loamy soil, con-
taining a good portion of sand or burned clay, and
charred refuse. In planting, a Uttle sand should be
laid above and below the bulbs.

FORCING GARDEN.
Chekeies.—Endeavour by all means to keep the

foliage healthy and clean as long as possible.

Melons.—Attend well to plants swelling late fruit.

Avoid frequent waterings of the soil by giving good
soakings.

Pines.—Maintain a high moist temperature, with
abundance of ventilation, to plants which are swelling
fruits; and a rather drier atmosphere around those
which are in flower. In all the stages except that last

mentioned use the syringe freely in line weather ; but,

on dull days, depend almost entirely upon the evapo-
rating troughs, and be careful to admit air, to prevent
too great a condensation of moisture. If the syringe
is used in excess during this month, it is liable to render
the soil too wet for the healthy development of the
plants. Take care that the bottom-heat does not get

too strong for plants which have been recently potted
or planted.
Stkawbereies.—Pot off layers, and place them

where they will receive partial shade. Shift established

plants into fruiting pots at once, and place them on
coal ashes fully exposed to the sun, supplying them
liberally with water. Early in October plunge the
pots to the rims in frames or pits. Give them full

exposure in mild weather, but protect both from heavy
rams and severe frosts. 'The beginning of January is

as early as forcing can be started with safety.

Vines.—Houses in which the Grapes are just begin-

ning to ripen should be gradually inured to a free

admission of air ; and if it be desired to keep for any
length of time those which are quite ripe, they should

still have the advantage of a slight shading should the

weather become bright.

hardy fruit and kitchen garden.
Continue to gather all kinds of fruit as it becomes ripe.

Celeet.—This may still be planted. Some prefer
what is called the Scotch plan, viz., beds of from 4 to

6 feet in width. These beds, which often succeed crops
of Peas, are trenched two spits deep. The bottom spit

receives plenty of raw manure or half-rotten leaves,

and the top one old manure. The principal secret in
growing very tender and crisp Celery, irrespective of
size, is to grow it very quickly by means of plenty
of manure and moisture, \\lii llicrin rows or beds, the
young plants will not succcaii willimil i ilenty of water.

Endive.—Transplant wliila I In; w aai liar is favourable
for operations of that kind.
Lettuces.—Still sow for succession, and transplant

the produce of previous sowings.
Onions.—Lift crops of these when ripe, and care-

fully dry and store them.
Potatos.—Let early kinds be got up as soon as the

tops are ripe ; let the produce be sorted, and if of an
approved kind let all the small and moderate-sized
tubers be carefully preserved in dry sand or charcoal
dust. Be at a little trouble also to test the different

varieties, and do not allow your number of sorts to

exceed half-a-dozen, selecting those only which are
most liked at table, free croppers, e.arly in coming to

perfection, and least liable to be affected with disease.

As soon as the Potatos are off plant Winter Greens on
the same ground.
Spinach.—Sow some for late use in good rich ground,

deeply trenched ; if in rows they should stand about
16 inches apart, to allow a free passage between them
for forking, cleaning, and gathering the crop. At the
finst gathering every other plant should be drawn out
entirely, thus giving additional space to those which
are to produce late supplies.

STATE OF THE "U'EATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON.
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chalk, they were dusty, with only the marks of
large drops on them. Some miles beyond the
latter place, -we found the road, on sandy loam,
watered by a shower going before us. The
further boundary of this .shower was Dunstable.
On the calcareous downs, leaving Dunstable, no
rain appeared to have fallen, the dust flying

ft'eely ; but at the foot of the hiU, whore the
new road is cixt, we found the soil (a sandy
loam) again well watered, precisely to the
boundary between it and the chalk. An'iving
at Woburn, we learned that showers had fallen

there, on the sand, in the coui-se of the after-

noon, attended with hail. Thus the rain of the
day had been clearly detennined to the sand and
clay, Iea\-ing the chalk dry."

This is a veiy ciu'ious observation, and possibly

it may have some relation to a general law
throughout the mineral kingdom, by which each
kind of "rock" or stiatum attracts or repels

moistui'e. But what degi-ee of ti-uth there may
be in the idea must be left to be determined by
Ml'. Symons and his thousand rain gauges widely
spread over the country. Meanwhile the rain-

fall bids fair once more to excite agricultural

interest by its excess, as during the past few
years it has more generally done by its deficiency,

and the relation of the soil to temperature in

lands that are water-logged and in those that are

drained, becomes a subject of first-rate agricul-
tural importance,
Some four years ago the Marquis ofTweeddale

offered a premium of 80/. for the best sets of obser-
vations on the difference of the temperature of

di'ained and imdi'ained land, at different depths
below the surface, compared with the temperature
of the air, at four feet above the surface, in the

same locality. The object of the observations was
to inquire whether di-ainage raises the temperature
of the soil, and improves the climate, and if so,

to what extent the produce of the land has
thereby been increased.

The conditions of the experiments were calcu-

lated thoroughly to test the question. Competi-
tors for the premium were instructed to see that

the soil of the drained and undi'ained land was as

nearly as possible the same in natm-e and
quality; and it was stipulated, in order to

secui'e results comparable with each other,

that the cultivated fields experimented on
should be rmder the same crop, and have
received the same tillage. On mountain pastures,

the thermometers were to be placed at

the depth of 10 inches, and in cultivated land
10, 20, and 80 inches below the surface. These
thermometers were to be respectively 16, 26,

and 36 inches long, projecting 6 inches above
the surface ; so that the bulbs were at the

reqmred depths, care being taken to keep the

bulbs clear of the drains, so as to give the true

tomperatui'e of the soil affected by the drain.

The thermometers for indicating the temperature
of the air were to bo placed, as before stated,

4 feet above tho surface of tho ground, and pro-

tected from sunshine and radiation in such a

manner as to allow at the same time of free

ventilation. The instruments were to be observed

and registered dailj' at 9 A.M. All who may
wish to institute similar inquiries cannot do
better than follow this method.
We will now proceed to state tho leading

results of this important investigation.

Effect of Dnioi' " T.mperatnre of Arable
Land.—The follow i 1

1 .
' us were made on alight

Bandy soil under ;i I; :i i p. in a field sloping to

the "west, about 1 (^ i m in mid about half a mile
distant from the east shore (if Loch Fyne. The drains

were 24 feet deep.
First, at tlie Depth of 10 inches.—It must be

rememljered that changes of temperature are much
more marked at this than at greater depths.

Effect of a Sudden Fall in the Temperature of the

Air.— On the 20th October the temperature of the
drained land was 46.°8, and of the undrained 46'.2 ; the

difference being only 0°.6. But on the following night
the air fell to 27°, being 11° lower than on the previous

night; and next morning the temperature of the
drained land fell to 44'.8, and the undrained to 42'.2

;

the drained laud being thus 2°.6 warmer than the
undrained.
In summer, on the 29th of June, the temperature of

the drained land was 61°.5, and of the undrained land
59°.9. On the following night the air fell to 48°.0,

being G .0 lower than on the previous night ; and the
next morning the temperature of the drained land fell

to 59'.5, and the undrained to 56 '.9. Thus, a fall of B'.O

in the temperature of the air was followed by a fall of
2'.0 in drained land, and 3'.0 in the undrained land.

Effect of a Continued Fall in the Temperature of the

^ir.—During the time the observations were carried

on there occurred eight well-marked depressions in the
temperature of the air; and in every case but one the
temperature of the undrained land fell to a greater

extent than that of the drained land, but even m this

instance the drained land was still warmer than the
undrained by 0'.3,

In a Protracted Frost of three weeks the want of
drainage, reduced the temperature of tho soil, at the
depth of 10 inches, nearly half a degree.
In a Sudden Sise of the Temperature of the Air, the

drained land rose I'.O, and the undrained V.B, but then,
before the warmth set in, the undrained land was
2°.4 colder than the drained. Moreover, on the follow-
ing day the air rose to 72', and next morning the
drained land had risen to 61'.5, while the undrained
land had fallen to 58°.4, being now 3M colder than the
drained land. No rain fell on these days.
In a Continued Sise of Temperature of the Air—

leaving out the cases when a copious rainfall raised the
temperature of the undrained land—the mean tempera-
ture of the drained land was invariably higher than
that of the undrained land. The mean excess was on
one occasion 1°.4, and on three others about 0'.7, which
are considerable amounts when spread over six days, as

in the observation. In long-continued dry, warm
weather the drained land was often 2", sometimes 2'.5, or
even 3\0 (though rarely) above the undrained land.

As may be expected, the drained land is not so much
affected by rain as the undrained, especially in ivinter.

On almost all occasions when rain falls during this
season its temperature is higher than that of theland. In
the case of the drained land, the drains quickly convey
it away ; but in undrained land it remains in the soil,

and the temperature of the undrained land is by this

means raised above that of the drained land. In one
instance, within 24 [hours after 1.35 inch of rain fell,

the undrained land rose to 41'.9, whilst the drained
land reached only 44'.0.

There are, of course, warm and cold rains, and their
effect tells differently on drained and undrained soils.

On the 27th of July 1.75 inch of rain fell, and the
next morning the drained land had fallen 0\8, the
undrained 1°.0. This rain was probably colder than
the soil, and thus we see the advantage of draining.

Three days after, 0.63 in. of rain fell, and next morning
the drained laud had risen 0'.3, and the undrained land
I'.S. This was probably a warm rain, and the
undrained land had the advantage, but it signifies very
little, when we remember the prevalence of cold rains

during the early growing season. On the other hand,
these diflerent effects might have been caused by the
time the rain fell, for if it fell during the day, when the
surface of the soil is warm, it would carry part of the
heat with it down into the soil ; and if it fell during
the night, when the surface is cold, an opposite result

would follow. The effect of sleet, however, showed the
, _^,

uperior condition of the drained land, the effect of
J

tbi

those periods fell from one to two days later ; except in
April, when it occurred four days later, owing to the
rapidity with which the temperature rose to the mean
in that month, longer time being thus required to raise
the temperature of the lower depths.
The coldest month was January, 34''.2

: and the
warmest July 68'.8. In the drained land, the coldest
winter and the warmest summer temperatures at the
different depths were respectively 34°.0 and 59°.9

;

35='.4 and 59°.l ; and 36°.0 and 57°.4; and in the undrained
land, 33°.9 and 58°.9; 35°.l and 59°.2; and35°.0and 37°.0.

Thus, the difference between the mean temperature
of the coldest and warmest months was, in the air
24°.6

; in the drained land, 25°.9, 23°.7, and 2r.4
; and

in the undrained land, 25°.0, 24.'1, and 21°.9. And
hence the annual fluctuation of the mean monthly
temperature was greater at 10 inches, about equal at
20 inches, and less at 30 inches, than that of the air.
The chief points in connection with the extreme

monthly temperatures are—(1), while in several of the
months the highest temperatures of the drained land
were considerably in excess of the undrained land, in
nearly half of the months the undrained land either
equalled or slightly exceeded the drained Land ; but
(2) the lowest temperatures of the undrained land were
in every month lower than those of the drained land
at 10 and .30 inches, and nearly in every month at
20 inches. Hence, the advantage of drainage consists
more in keeping up the temperature of the land
during periods of cold weather, than in favouring its

increase during warm weather, when, indeed, it is not
absolutely required.

Mr. AiBERT Pell, of Haselbeach, North-
ampton, who was mainly instrumental in
organising the public meeting in St. James's
Hall last February, to which the legislation

which has acted so efficiently in accordance with
the report of the Commission on the Cattle
Plague was principally due, has published a
letter on Chameees of AGRiciTLTtm.E. He is

the Chairman of the recently established Central
Chamber of Agriculture, and thus discusses the
work that there is for such an institution to
accomplish :

—

" Never was the need of such an institution as our Central
Chamber of Agriculture more apparent than in the case of the
cattle plague last autumn and winter. With an admirable
Report in our hands from the Cattle Plague Commissioneri, it

seemed at one time that it was to be for us nothing better
, ,

thjm waste paper. I turned to the Roy.al Agricultural Society
sleet showers having lowered the temperature of the i to lead, but found that the laws contained in their Charter,

drained land only 2''.0, but that of the undrained land
[ "'^'^'i '^J" „* "* an;? time^be altered^ or departed from, pre-

4'.0. Of course by remaining longer in the undrained
land they cooled it more.
During a thaw the temperature of the drained

land continued higher than that of the undrained-^for
the reason above stated, and it was only after a copious

rainfall that the undrained land showed a higher tem-
perature—doubtless owing to the warmth of the rain,

as before suggested.

At Depths of 20 ami 30 inches.—At these deptlis

the great advantage of draining becomes strikingly

evident. During the prevalence of frosty weather in

February for three weeks, the mean temperature of the
drained land at 20 inches was 35'.2, and the undrained
34°.7; and at 30 inches, 36'.0 and 3t°.7. Hence the

effect of drainage at the lower depth was to keep the
"1 1'.3 warmer during a protracted frost—an immense

benefit to vegetation. Moreover, whilst at 10 inches

the rain raised the temperature of the undrained more
than that of the drained land, it is just the reverse at

20 inches, at which the drained land had the advantage.

It was the same with snow, the effect of which was to

prove that the cold resulting from a covering of snow
IS more quickly transmitted through undrained than
through drained land.

The mean annual temperature at each of the three

depths was greater in the drained than in the un-
drained land, the amount being at 10 inches, 0\S ; at

20 inches, 0'.4; and at 30 inches, 0''.7. The annual
mean temperature at 9 a.m. is greater at 20 inches than
at 10 or 30 inches ; from which we may infer that the

daily wave of maximum temperature has at 9 in the

morning passed 10 inches, and penetrated to about
20 inches, but has not yet arrived at a depth of 30 inches.

Hourly observations of the underground thermometers,
conducted from time to time unier different states of

the weather, would be of great service in determining

the march of the daily wave of temperature through
different soils. Since changes of temperature are more
readily transmitted through undrained than through
drained land, it follows, from the .small excess of the

drained land at 20 inches, that at 9 A.M. the daily

maximum had penetrated to about 20 inches in the

undrained land, but that in the drained land it was
still some distance from that depth.

The difference between the temperature of the

drained and undrained land varied greatly in different

months and at different depths. At 10 inches, the

excess is much greater during the warm months, from

May to October, being I'.l, as compared with 0'.4 during

the other six months. But at 20 and 30 inches, the

greatest excess occurs during the cold half of the year

from October to March, being at 30 inches, .9, as

compared with 0'.4 during the summer months ; and

at 20 inches, 0°.fi, as compared with 0°.2. It may be

remarked, that when the excess is greatest at 10 inches,

and least at 30 inches, the heat is increasing from the

surface downwards; but when the excess is least at

10 inches, and greatest at 30 inches, the upper layers

being coldest, heat is pa.ssing from below upwards.

The temperature at 10 inches reached the maximum
on the 23th July, and fell to the minimum about the

21st February; and the mean temperature occurred

about the 21st March and 21st October. At 30 inches,

eluded the Society from taking part iu any questions of i

political tendency, or h<aving reference to measures pending,
or to be brought before Parliament.

" Had Chambers of Agriculture been established Last summer
in England, with their Central Organisation in London, I

cannot but think that remedial measures would have been
taken by the Government sooner, that we should have had no
killing without compensation, and that the coiu-se the plague
was nuining would have received an earlier check.
"The Chambers of Agriculture have still other work to do

let them deal with the malt tax, and the tax that presses
with imdue severity on the out.of.doors labourer, to whom
good and cheap beer is as much a necessary as meat. The
farmer has all the material at hand for producing this. Barley
he grows : Hops arc English produce ; water, fuel, cellarage,

and space for the manufacture exist on most farms ; but he
cannot turn these to the best advantage, owing to a duty th.at

is almost prohibitory. Home-brewed ale and clean small
beer belong, for the poor at least, to village tales and romances
"Then the destruction of human food, arising from tho

stocking cultivated land with groimd g.ame, is a fair question
for examination : and if it can be shown that the preservation
of hares and rabbits is incompatible with good husbandry,
representations to th.at effect might be urged with the view
of removing them from the game list. Certainly, the pre-

servation of them, out of the woodlands, for letting or selling,

or for keeper's perquisites, is a pi'actice productive of ill-will,

poor crops, inferior tenant-fanners, and poaching labourers.

To my mind recent legislation on this head has pf>inted in the
wrong direction. The old laws prohibiting the sale of game,
and limiting the pursuit of it to qualified persons only, placed
the cultivator of the soil in a better position than he now linds

himself in.

"Again, there is another subject which falls well within the
province of Chambers of Agriculture—I mean the employment
of children full time in the fields. I beheve that the greatest

benefit might accrue from legislation on this head : so that

either in the morning or afternoon time should be secured to

the child from his hours of field labour for schooling. Might
not the labour of children be suspended during half or one-

third of the time now devoted to it withoutundulydisairanging

the course of farm work ? And if that time were spent in

education, should we not have the promise of a race of

labourers superior in body and mind to those who now till the

soil ? The price of labour would doubtless be higher, but the

quality would be propoi-tionably improved, and tho character

of our rural population sensibly raised.
" I would say a word upon an objection that has been made

to Chambers of Agriculture—that they are likely to sow
dissension between landlord and tenant ; that poUtics and
legislation are for the owners of the soil and the labourer;

.ind that the farmer, being a middleman, must leave the

ultimate results to be adjusted in rent.
" As to Ul-will, the interest of owners and occupiers are

identical at so many points, that I have no fear of their

becoming like a house divided against itself ; and. with

reference to the farmer having no politics of his own, I would

reply, that he seems to have suffered from this a-ssumed want
of class feeling, seeing that though he owns a capital equiva-

lent to a sixth or a seventh of the value of the soil he rents, it

is admitted that of all investments his brings the poorest

return ; and of .all capitals his is the most imperfectly repre-

sented in the House of Commons. He has hitherto been

beaten, in detail, on most points advanced by him for legisla-

tive amendment. There is a Board of Tr.ade, but no Board of

Agriculture, and the opiate of an occasional commission is

considered a specific for all his ailments.
• We trust that this year will see a new system inaugmrated,

and that in the establishment of local Chambers of Agriculture

in correspondence and connection with the central one {for

without focussing in London I believe little good will be

done) opportunity will be given for the expression with some
weight and influence of the feelings of many good and intelli-

gent men upon points where they have hitherto been silent.
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ii^^Ts^'i^h from want of conviction, as from the hopelessness :
parts quite superseded the old

attending isolation, and the want of institutions whose
|

thresh the com in less time than \

ON HARVESTING CORN.
I
The following is the rest of Mr. Love's essay, partly pub-

lished last week.]

Coming next to the carting, I have always had this done at

a halfpenny per hundred sheaves for each hand they pass

through until finally laid on the stack ; this provides
_
for

pitching, loading, unloading, handing to stacker, and stacking,

besides a man who sees that the stack is going up all right,

and gets on the platform to repitch when the stack gets too

high for the man on cart or waggon to reach the top ; this

gives 3rf. a hundred sheaves as the expense of manual labour

in carting and stacking ; the cost of horses and drivers depends

on the distance of the stack from the field. A horse will go

and return a quarter of a mile in 10 minutes (at the rate of

three miles an hour) ; and two loaders and two pitchers will

load 240 sheaves in the same time ; therefore for every quarter

of a mile between the field and stack, an extra horse, cart,

and boy will be required : of course intermediate distances

must be met, either by more horses going more slowly, or

fewer going faster. Inasmuch aa expedition (when the crop

fit) is of the utmost importance, and three horses and carts

waggons are the smallest number that
" ^'

*
'

1 against loss of time,—the
--"—

"

3 the harvest-

1 cost for horse-labour

with t&e drivers will be about 2<l. per hundred sheaves, and
for every additional quarter of a mile in distance two-thirds of

a penny.
A considerable saving of cartage will obviously be effected if

for the central faim-steading, which may be called the Scotch

plan, there be substituted that of having several field bams.
This system has been introduced into England, together with

the moveable steam-threshing machines, which have'

thatching is another point for consideration,

item "of expenditure becomes more costly as the bidk of

the straw is increased by the use of other implements than

the sickle, as the size of the stacks is diminished, as the slope

of the top or roof is increased, and as the stacks are allowed to

increase in size as they go upwards, which shape also involves

an increase of labour, \)ecau8e a greater portion of the sheaves

have then to be thrown up above the level of the carts.

The stacks, therefore, should be made of as large a size as

circumstancas will permit, and this size will be rujed by the

number of sheaves which can be threshed in a day, which will

r the produce of about 10 acres, yielding
,1

, at all events the size of the stacks
I til at one, two, three, or more, should

li iliit of building my stacks on staddles
ci-l, wide, the ends being circular. Com-
Idle, the first outside sheaves are allowed

to project 6 inches over the frame, and the next two course;

overlap to the same extent, which brings the width to 15 feet

the walls or sides are then carried up so nearly vertical that

when 12 feet high the width has only increased by 18 inches ;

the head or roof is then put on at an angle of 45% which settles

down to about 40° ; these stacks hold about 6000 sheaves,

reaped low. They require nine squares of thatching, costing

Is. per square, which comes to l^d. per 100 sheaves. If the

crop has been baeged, the cost of thatching is about lid. ; if

mown, IJrf. ; if high-reaped, \d. ; if machine-reaped, 1^/. :
if

machine-mown, IJrf. per 100 sheaves. The threshing 1 have

found to cost per 100 sheaves an average of IQd. for high-reaped

sheaves, Is. for low-reaped, Is. 2d. bagged, Is. ^d. mown.
Is. Id. mactine-reaped, and Is. 2d. machine-mown.

I have put together "these various costs in the following

many ' Table :

—

commonly
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umk'r heavy iienalliv

each above three year

e of
ives

k a little

ol' Xcnnaridy. It is rcroivlt.d of Kiiii; ,I<.!iii tliat lie

impni-leil 10(1 clinire slalli,,ii.s IVoiji I'laiid.-rs, which
at that time must have bccu an important stuj) iu the
way of improvement, aud emiueutly calculated to
raise the agricultural horses to a standard of power and
vigour for field labour and for draught theu before
unknown. Edward II. in his reign gave a commission
for 20 war horses and 13 draught stallions to be
purchased in Lombardy, requiring all his loving
subjects to assist in carrying the commission into
effect, which bears strong testimony for his zeal for
their improvement. Henry VIII. enacted a law that
every brood mare should be at least 14 hands high, and
prohibited all parties from breeding with inferior
descriptions of horses, or with diseased and infected
ones, which raised the general character of the horses
in the country, and I'r.aight in a race of large and
servi' ill'.' iiiii'il. iMii,.,- Acts of Parliament were
pa- '

'' '' K i
, !; :: >i .rnment, all with an evident

1 large and powerful breed,
hop and duke was obliged,
keep seven entire horses,
old, and not less than

11 hands high. The plain reason for enjoining entire
horses to be so kept was for the promotion of breeding
and improving the stock of horses ; and with a con-
sideration that was worthy of a king, the rich and noble

i

were alone compelled to keep stallions, because of their
i

keep being so much more expensive, while the other
(dasses might keep such mares and geldings as they
thought proper. No man who has the improvementof
that noble animal, the horse, at heart, can d»ubt but that
these prohibitions aud regulations areas sound as they
are politic. The English cart-horse, as bred chiefly in
the Midland counties, Yorkshire, Lincolnshire,
Cambridgeshire, and Northamptonshire, is a pniverful
animal. The whole form isso consli- '

; ,, >.. i.n-^ess

great power; and the gentle, williui: "
the animal renders him one of the n:

of man. His head is finely formed;
arched ; the shoulder thick ; the breast very deep,
broad, and capacious; the shoulders but slightly
slanting; the legs, especially the fore ones, very
muscular ; broad hocks ; broad short back, with
great rotundity of form and well ribbed home;
sliort fetlocks and round hoofs complete the picture
of one of the most noble and massive animals, com-
bining with amazing strength the gentleness and
docility of a pet. One of these fine animals bred in
Northamptonshire, appropriately styled the Mammoth
Horse, was 20 hands (G feet 8 inches) at the withers

;

his weight, 25 cwt. (a ton and a quarter). This horse
was not clumsy, but on the contrary he was a grand,
graceful, aud noble-looking creature, quite free from
vice, and as playful as a lamb. He is said to have been
produced by a cross between the English and Flanders
stock.

Of these two breeds we derive this fact from their
history, that the origin of the Clydesdale and the
English cart-horse is substantially from the same root
on the male side, viz., the Flemish stallion, with this
difference, that the present breed of English draught-
horse has had far more attention paid to his improve-
ment by the frequent introduction of new aud fresh
blood from different sources, and that greater care has
been taken to guard against the introduction and spread
of all diseases that have a hereditaiy tendency ; and it

surely wiU not be disputed by any one acquainted with
the subject that the original native English mare was
equal, if not superior, to the original small breed in the
vale of Clyde previous to the introduction of the
Flemish stallion into that district.

I may be allowed a few words on the points and
qualifications of a good horse for breeding. A sound
constitution stands at the head of the list. He should
possess this quality not only himself but all his progeni-
tors ; and likewise a wide chest as a first desideratum,
and as being the most strictly indicative of this pecu-
liarity—not only wide in the front, however, but
continuing the width behind the forearms, further
indicated by fulness behind the elbows. A masculine
appearance is also another of the indications of con-
stitutional power. Large well-developed muscles are
also an indispensable qu.ality. He must have muscular
forearms, strong flat legs, broad hocks, elbows not too
close to the chest, deep and broad chest, straight short
back, round ribs and ribbed home, with a round body
and broad loins, long quarters, full and muscular, the
neck rather thick and a little arched, and the tail
set on in a line with the hack, head not too acute,
with good broad hoofs. And as polygamy is the
lule that is followed in the breeding of horses,
the stallion has by far the greatest influence
on the horses of a country ; therefore it is within
the power of breeders, 'by a judicious selection, to
insure a good offspring with few exceptions. Few
things are more certain than horse breeding, for the
rule " like produces like," in most cases holds good
from generation to generation, and nothing is so un.
satisfactory, or so likely to turn out an unprofitable
speculation, as breeding with a stallion affected with
hereditary disease, such as roaring, spavin in all its

midtifarious forms, boggy hocks, with tneir distressing
and weakening effect on that important part, thorough-
pin, ringbone, side bones, splents, shivering or diseased
nerves, with their deteriorating consequences, aud
many others which the horse is peculiarly liable to

;

and there is scarcely a malady to which the horse is

subject that is not hereditary, and increases with every
new generation, slowly, but surely, in their virulence,
until the progeny becomes utterly useless. Therefore
the first symptom of any kind of disease of that nature
should be enough to condemn the stallion as a breeding
horse with all who wi.sh to maintain and improve the
breed of our much prized horses.
Having endeavoured to draw an outline of the rise

and progress of the Scotch and English draught horse,
I leave the reader to draw from what has been written

anotlKhis own eonehisions. But there is

nnportanl ar^um.Mit in favour of the jjreat l)enefi't
which arises to the farmer from cn's.-iii',; liis hiveding
marcs with a stallion of pure blood, Hliich the loilowing
facts go far to establish: that at all lie -Imn- ni horses
that have taken place around Glas'4ci\i ili]~ >rar— at
Killbride, which is open to all Scotland; at liishop-
briggs, and at Kirkintilloch, wherein these districts
the very cream ofthe Clydesdale is said to be bred—that
at every one of these shows the 1st prize year-old is the
foal of areal English stallion horse directfrom Cambridge-
shire ; and in several instances 100?. sterling has been
offered for year-old colts and fillies of his stock bred iu
thefameddistrict ofClydesdale,aud been refused by their
owners, which speaks volumes in favour of the English
breed for crossing with ; and I am not aware of it, if
such be on record, that any of the Glasgow Clydesdale
prize stallions have produced stock of the same age for
which any such sums of money were offered. Corre-
spondent of the Dumfries Courier.

THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
The following Returns were issued ou August 10 :—
This Return gives the number of cases occurring in

Great Britain which have been officially reported to
this Department. The divisions of England are those
of the Census. Column 1 only records the cases
reported as having commenced during the weeks
indicated by the headings. All "back cases" are
included in Column 2.

Metrop.
S. Eastern
S. Midlund
E.i3teni Co.
S. We,stc-ni

W. Midland.
N. MiiUaud.
N. Wci.stcni

.

YoiksLiie .[

NorthernCo.
Monmouth.

|

(t Wales .

Scotland .

.

6,451

10,974
20,319 35,040

18,359

4,931 2,013

221 252,753] 84,212,124,25; 33,28?

Jlr, Charles Barton, at \01. Ws.U. each. Last year
llie average was W. 7s. '2d.

ilugust 2, at Northleach, Mr. Villar had the honour
to preside upon what ten years' ex-perience has shown
to be the crack tup sale of the Cotswolds. The
company assembled at Mr. lA'illiam Hewer's was one
of the most numerous and business-like we have ever
seen, and whilst there was an absence of extravagant
competition for a few sheep, the general trade was so
spirited, that a grand average was obtained of 20?, ISs. 8d
for 50 sheep. The average last year was 211. 19s yd
iaking the statistics which we have published for

in the ten years
it an average of

^^/. Us. 7d. His
ili'

'

I

t "d has been Mr.
Ici- Lluu 1,7. 1j, for 545 sheep.

. Handy, at Sierford, 50 sheep,
's. 7d: Last year's average.

10,995

Back Cases reported in the week ending August 4 :— North
Midland Counties, 2 ; Nortli-Western Counties, 1212,*

The Return shows that 221 attacks were reported to have
occiuTed during the week ended August 4, being au increase
of 13 on the previous week.

Correcting the total by addmg an estimated average of
attacks commencing during the week, but which may be
subsequently included undv-r the heading "b<ick cases," the
number for the week will be 243.

Fresh outbreaks took place in 40 farms or places where
cattle are kept ; the number of such outbreaks in the previous
week being 46.

Three Inspectors who reported cases last week have not
reported in time for this return—viz.,. for the county of
Lmcoln. 1 ; Norfolk, 1 : and Stafford, 1. These inspectors
reported 3 cases last week.

RECENT SHEEP S.tLES.

COTSWOLD Rams.— July 21, at Minster Lovel,
Messrs. Lyne & Son sold, for Mr. John Gillett]
56 sheep, at an averase of 81. 16s. 3^. Liist year's
average, 10/. 3s. Sd.

July 25, Mr. Acock sold, at Coin Rogers, for Mr,
Charles Barton, 45 sheep, which averaged 10?. 2s. Ud.
Last year's average, 12?. lis. 9d.

On the same day Mr. ^Y. Tayler sold, at Badminton,
40 shearhogs, for Mr. Francis Frankcom, which made
an average of 10?. 13s. 6<?.

July 26, Messrs. Lyne & Son sold, for Mr. W. Lane,
at Broadfield, 54 sheep, and attained the extraordinary
average of 26?. 18s. 9d. Four of the sheep realised
upwards of 100/. each, namely, one purchased by Mr.
John King Tombs, 210 guineas ; another, by Mr.
Fletcher, 122 guineas; a third, by Mr. T. Porter,
126 guineas ; and a fourth, by Mr. R. Game, at
100 guineas. There was a splendid company, and the
sheep were generally considered to be the best ever
exhibited by Mr. Lane. The average last year was
17?. 9s. 9d.

July 27, at Aldsworth, Messrs. Lyne & .Son sold
51 sheep for Mr. Robert Game, which made an
average of 17?. ISs. lOrf. Mr. Brown, of Norfolk, gave
120 guineas for one sheep, and Mr. Charles Barton
70 guineas for another. Last year Mr. Game's average
was 13?, 18s. 6d.

July28, at Bibury, Messrs. Lyne sold 41 sheep, for
Mr. William Smith, which made an average of
13?. 7s. Crf, The sheep exhibited were unusually good,
and we heard a remark that had they been sold
with either flock a day or two previoush' a much
higher sum would have been realised. Last year's
average, 10?. 7s. lOd.

July 31, Mr. Villar sold for Mr. Fletcher, at Shiptou,
Andoversford, 50 sheep, which produced an average of
15?. _5s. 4(/. The highest price was 53 guineas, and as
an instance of the uniformity of the rams, we may
mention the fact that whilst the lowest price was
10 guineas, no less than 15 were knocked down at that
sum. The average last year was 13?. 5s. 2d.

August 1, Mr. Acock, at Fyfield, sold 46 rams for

many years, we find that M
last past has sold by aucti.
18?. lis. ; the total prod
nearest competitor for il

W. Lane, whose average 1

Total produce, '.i-2:i\/.
1

Mr, Villai-snld r..r A
at an avera-i. of t,V,

13?, 5s. 2</, ini/.i .s/a,.

Mr Lanes Hale at Broadleld, NortUeach, drew
together one of the largest companies ever .seen
on the hills. His sheep averaged 26?. 18s. 9(?. each
one sheep being knocked down at 210 guineas, to
the bidding of Mr. John King Tombs. Jlr. Fletcher
bought a sheep at 122 guineas. It is now certain that
*!''• ij- ..Lane, of the Cottage Farm, and his brother,
Mr. William Lane, have carried off the palm for the
highest averages for Cotswold sheep on record Mr
R. Lane's sheep in 1861 averaged 34?. 10s. 8<?. each.
Marham Sail Farm.—The annual show and lettin"

of long-wooUed rams by Mr. T. Brorni, of Marham Hall
Farm, took place last week. ,The first ten lambs
let for 82?. 5s,, an average of 8?. -Is. 6f?. The first 20
let for 138?. 10s,, an average of 6/. 16s. 6(?, The 15 lots
of two lambs in each lot let for 191?, 10s,, or 6?. 7s Sd
each animal ; the 50 lambs thus let for 330?,, an average
of very nearly 6/, 12s. each. The first 10 shearlings
let for 89/. 9s,, an average of 8?, 18s. lOSrf. each;
the first lot put up being the winner of a 1st prize at
the Suffolk Agricultural Show at Bury St. Edmund's,
and being hired by Mr. Bird, of Shouldham Abbey,
at 11?. 5s.

Mr. G. M. Sexton's, Wherstead i7"«??.—The average
price made by two-shear rams i\a- nynards of 8?. T5e
shearling rams realised hi'4li "i

iming from 6? to
,^^°11^-. and the average was :,

,
,, —of 8/. After

2361 ™e rams for sale came the- i. r i. ii lu the ram-lambs
'lig being first offered. Here the avera^'e was 5?. 18s. The

shearling rams were next ottered \ the highest price
299 was given by Mr. Constable, 15/. The average was

1,803
, about 8/.

Mr. Joseph Giblin's, Great Hardfield, Essex—
Thu-ty-six Cotswold rams made 328/. ; the hi.'hest
price being 15?. ; average price per head being 9?. 2s." 1d.\
the same last year being 71. 4s. Id. Sixteen Oxford
Down rams (including four old sheep) made 130/, ; the
highest price being 18/., purchased by Mr. Oflin, of
Hutton ; average price per head. 8/. 2s. M. ; the same
last year was 6?. 3s. 6(?.

August 4, at Northleach, Mr. Acock sold 40 rams for
Mr. JamesWalker,which made an average of 10?. lis. id.
Last year, 16?. 10s. M.
August 6, at Baunton, after the sheep fair at Ciren-

cester, Mr. Villar sold 50 rams for Mr. Thomas Porter,
the average obtained being 7?. 19s. Last year, 17?. 5s.
August 7, Messrs, Moore & Hill sold 40 sheep, at

Ewen, for Mr, John Howell ; the average was 10?. 19s. 5<?.

Last year, U?. 19.?.

August 8, at Coates, Messrs. Moore k Hill sold 40
sheep for Mr. Henry Howell, at an average of 10?. 14s.
Last year, 9?. 10s.

Cirencester Great jTfarie?.—Last week the largest
collection of Cotswold rams probably ever known took
place at Cirencester great market; about 500 head
were penned, and purchasers were in attendance from
all parts. Mr. Villar disposed by auction of about 200
from the flocks of some of the most eminent breeders
of the neighbourhood. The highest average was
13?. Is. lid., made by 18 rams, the property of Mr.
T. Herbert, of Lechlade. The following averages were
also obtained :—T. B. Browne, Esq., of Salperton Park,
20 rams, 11?. 15s. 2d. ; Mr. Ratcliffe, Sapperton, Ciren-
cester, 16 rams, 11?. 15s. 2d. ; Mr. H. Cole, Ashbrook,
Cirencester, 28, 11?. 6s. G(?. ; Mr. James Kearsey,
Tarlton, 21, 9?. 18s. ; Mr. B. Fowler, Avening, 18,
9/. 8s. hd. and Mr. J. Lane, Barton Mills, 6, 8/. As. Cif.

12 Oxford Downs, the property of Mr. C. Hobbs, of
Maiseyhampton, made an average price of 9?. 7s. 3d.
Messrs. Moore and Hill sold a number of rams from
well-known Cotswold breeders. Mr. J. Barton's, of
Kemble, made an average of 6/. 6s. Mr. Clark's, of
Frampton Mansell, averaged 8?, 8s. Mr. John Tombs,
of Hatherop, obtained an average of 9?. 9s. Mr. Charles
Barton's, ol South Cerney, averaged 5?. 15s. 6(?. And
15 ram lambs, the property of Thomas Dunn, Esq., of
Combend, made an average of 4?. 4*. Mr. Arthur
Acock sold many sheep from some of the first-class
breeders. Mr. Robert Lane, of the Cottage Farm, made
the extraordinary average of 23/. 9s. 4(?. for ten sheep.
Mr. T. Taylor, of Turk Dean, made an average of
12/. Is, fit?, Messrs. Lyne & Son sold 40 sheen for Mr.
J. Gillett, of Oaklands, which made an average of
12?. 2s. Mr. Thomas Gillett, of Kilkenny Farm, Bamp-
ton, averaged 15?. 5s. M. for 12 sheep.

Mr. Cother's (35th Annual Sale).— Several sheep
were let at 15 to 33 guineas, and M lots were sold. The
average price realised was 12?. 17s. od. (including the
lettings) but many bidders went above 15 guineas.
The Aiiyust Ham Sales at Oj-/o)-<?,~Messi-s. I'axton

& Castle disposed of 26 Cotswold shea li ,;, - cd!; ..| Mr.
R, Lord's, of Stanton Haroourt, mI , li t d an
average price of 11/. Os. 6(?., the li:^i,!

,
;.. lieiug

15/. 15s. Their next sale was of 2u l.uc Cui,,u.,;d ram
lambs, of Mr. W. Gillett, of Southleigh. The highest
price reaUsed by these was 8?. ; averse, 5?. 19s. 9d.
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Mi: C. BrmU'ieUI, BaUngley HaU, on the Friiice of
Tfales's i's^a^e.—Several of the rams were retained m
their wool, and clipped in the presence of the public,

and yielded 21 lb., 201b., 175 lb., and 16V Irrespectively.

The following is the average of the prices realised :—
». d.

First 10 8 14

the

8 19 First 50
8 18

„ 30 .. .. 8 18

„ 40 .. .. 8 15

Three two-ycar-old sheep realised 18?.

total of the sale 62.}?.

Messrs. T.^G. West,of lilptchimjdon.—6\GTeenh\\\
Cotswold ram lambs averaged 71. \is. \d., the highest
fetchina \?>l.

The Illustrated Jjondon News of last week says;
"•The br.ilirly-,->iid-Wiitcr week' on tljo r,.t«w,.l.l iiillo lins

been once mure .1 great success. Thesamc\Mi; I n .^ n iiill t n.-(

were to be seen, wittia strong spriiikiinti m1 il ..
: in i

:.
i

- ir. .in

the Chipping-Norton and Bunliiiry -side, w I li. iil Mp..ii

njaiiit.iining the 'top-knot title' against tin: lir. -it ...li..

(uini> up to Banbury; the O.vford Do\vn. who Ij. !i- lii,

1
I tics of liis native county as far as Charlbury, ur 1 ;;,.

^Iii [>, who presses them hard on the Evesliam and II. .11. \

t'i'unK side. Norfolk sent her great Longwool rivals. Mr
Tiim Browne and Mr. Hugh Aylmer ; and a coachload of
canny .Scots, who had taken up their quarters over night at
Nuit bleach, did a good stroke of business privately, with a
vitw, no doubt, to increasing the 'Border Leicesters" size
s,,Tii,' rams v.tc bought on c.nimission to cross with the

tlms went to Bed ordshii-e for
lla

led off with a good lot of his
well kiinwn 'big, rougb stiLciv' u liichaveragedabout9^ Tuesday
was l.aken up by Mr. Charles Barton, of Colne Rogers, whose
tli.ck is noted for its heavy coat; and his average was about
1:'. \Vedncsd.ay was a blank "day, for ' breathing time ' and
niaking up accounts before the great ticId-Hay at ISroa'iticld,

whereone of the two N.irf.H. . i. .h,|.i s: . ;,., p, i„,^.s

were watched with much inl' ' I: ; ^h.
Aylmer fought hard for .N-

! r 1
: i. II

to the nod of Mr. Field., r , - . , v. 1,. ,,
1 „, r,, ;.,,,,, ,„.

mission to bring home hi» l.t

topped the sale at 210 guiue;
were well in up to 209 giuneas, when Mn Lane announced that
he would * give all one minute to consider of it.' and Jlr. King
Tombs, who had 'never left' the ram, cried 'Time,' and
secured him. He is a very grand, upstanding sheep, with
size and substance eriough for a two-shear. Fourteen out of
the 54 {which averaged 27 guineas each) were by the
shearling for which Mr. Lane gave 230 guineas two years since
at Mr. John Hewer's sale, and two out of the four, which
averaged 120 gvuneas, were by him. The attendance was
enormous, and its great test, the line of gigs and other vehicles,
extended from the old f^heephraise ' across the manure pit

'

right into the 200-acre home paddock, an an-.iy not within the
memory of the oldest shepherds, who came, as usual, in
strongforce, with their Lads, and kept up their 'bits of hill
sangs' and Cotswold tu;ists and choruses well into the night.
Mr. Robert Game's sale was, as usual, on the Friday. The
highest price given was 110 guineas (Jlr. Tom Browne), and
the average for the 50 was 17 giriiieas. The old house may
have gone, but the sale ground, which is near the .luondaiii 1 T' ...V "

1
i 1

"1
.

Bibury Club racecourse, was the s.imc as nf yore, wilh lb.:
''"'^ ''.'" '""' :i'''"llil'li>l]'il t

conventional auctioneer's stand - a bo.ard on the top of a Kheep ---- nulfs) ill 11 >\.irklllg

r.ack. Mr. William Smith's 'Cotswold greys' were bi-.»ught travelling on an average luor

WiLTSHiKE Downs : Mr. Edmund Oldlwi, Satjlii
Farm, near Amrs/,„n, — Tli,. sto.-k consisted of 122 ram
lambs and raijis,..r « lii.li Mm imih limbs and nine rams
were to bo si.l.l, .nnl lu I. :.,!.- :iii.l three rams were for
letting. The bii.-tn.s, ...tiiinctic.'.l with the letting of
10 ram lambs; Xo. 1, If./. S*. t;d.; No. 5, 171. 17s.;

No. 8, 2i)l. 9s. ad. ; No. 10, 13?. 13s. No. 7 was let for
23J guineas, but this was afterwards increased to 30?.,

in consitleration of an extension of the time of hiring.
The prices realised for single ram lambs were ;—
17?.6s.Grf. ; 16?. 15,v. 6d. ; 12?. 12s. ; 11?. lis. ; 10?. IGs.Gd.;
51. 5s. The prices for a pair were;—26?. 15s. 6d.;
16?. 5s. 6rf. ; 15?. 4s. 6d. ; 15/. 15s. A two-teeth ram
was let for 25?. 14s. Gd., and another for 17?. 6s. Gd.

The average of the rams and ram lambs let and .sold

was 8?. 7s. 8d. each.
The Bulhridtje Ram Sale.—Mr. James llawlence's

annual sale and letting of rams and ram
lambs took place last week, at Eulbridgc
Farm, and drew together a large number of flock-
tiii-tors, sheep-breeders, and agriculturists from
\\ tits, Hants, and Dorset, and from distant parts of
l^ii^ilaud. The business of the sale, which was con-
ikicted by Mr. Ewe, commenced with the letting of
IS lambs, and the highest sum reached was 32 guineas,
which was bid by the agent of Mr. Morrison, of Font-
hill. The other prices were 21 guineas, 23i guineas,
23 guineas, 22 guineas,21 guineas, 17guiueas, 15 guineas,
12 guineas,' 11 guineas, lOi guineas, 10 guineas, and
9 guineas. The highest prices realised were

—

23 guineas, 2U guineas, 20 guineas, 19 guineas,

17 guineas, 16 guineas, and 14 guineas. The letting of
the two-teeth rams followed, the highest prices being
20 guineas, 16 guineas, and 15 guineas. For the two-
teeth rams sold the highest sums were 15 guineas,
14 guineas, and 10 guineas. There were four four-

teeth rams to be let, one of which realised 21 guineas,
and another lOV guineas. There were three four-teeth
rams for sale, one of which realised 9 guineas, and
another 8 guineas. The amount realised by the sale

was 1424?. 6s. Gd. ; the whole average of the sale and
letting per head was 10?. Zs. Gd. ; and the average of the
lamb letting 16?. Os. 9<?. per head.

Home Correspondence.
Self-moring Eiir/iiies for Farm Use.—AVe think the

following facts will be interesting to some of your
readers. Being desirous of exhibiting our new lO-horse
power self-moving engine at the ^
Society's Meeting, held at York .1

week, we determined that it slti.til.l t

Clover on either side. It appears to be greatly
relished by all kinds of stock, and the aftermath is

good, but not so rapid in its growth as the Broad Clover.
From my limited experience of its growth I cannot
pretend to advise resjiecting its adoption, or describe
its culture, but I am decidedly of opinion that it may
be made a valuable substitute for Broad Clover in
alternate husbandry. It does not grow so rapidly in
the spring, but it ultimately thickens and grows so
steadily that it exceeds in bulk the Broad Clover, both
for mowing as green fodder, or for hay. My horses
could not consume a corresponding quantity to Broad
Clover, but they did equally well, in fact better, as the
latter when fresh cut is apt to cause looseness or scour.
In oases of Clover sickness on land too frequently
under Clover it would be well to substitute the Kidney
Tare. It need not be soivn so thickly as Broad Clover.
The seeds are much larger and kidney-.shaped—hence
the name. Its tillering propensities will cause the
filling up of plants. The height to which it grows
varies of course according to the richness of the soil,

but upon the average it does not quite equal the Broad
Clover in length or height. It appears to be perennial,
but of this 1 have no experience or knowledge. I
should strongly recommend its being extensively
tested, and in very many districts, in order to prove ite

utility. A small plot would suffice to test its growth
and worth. My experiment was upon a good loam,
upon which I report it as answering exceedingly well.

My impression is that it will answer well upon any
soil of tolerable consistency. The root appears to
require a firm hold of the soil to prosper. I fear it

would not tiller upon light sands or gravels, but it

would be well worth trying even upon these soils. The
seed can be obtained in limited quantity from any
respectable seedsman. Try it first, don't sow whole
fields. I believe it h,as not been so cultivated in
England yet. It will be. O. F.

bin'A'.'iioiiltiinil

strad .

out on the Saturday, and lost no gr-ormd, as the highly,
was 34 guineas, and the average about 12 guineas. They are a
most convenient sheep to the breeder and the butcher, as the
lock of grey wool which the latter so^scrupulously leaves on the
shanks of the legs and shoulders transmutes them at once into
the coveted half-bred.

Leicesters ; Mr. Stamper, of niijhfteld Souse,
North Riding.—The competition wii.s brisk, only one
Leicester shearling being returned unlet by the
auctioneers. Shearling No. 2 was rapidly bid up, and
eventually went to the Ktiapton dock at 12?. 5s
No. 5 let for 19?. to Mr. Hall, of Thirsk ; and at 13?.
Mr. "Walker, of Goldsborouuli, took the own brother to
one of the highly commended Plymouth sheep. The
average price of the whole was about 8?. 4s.

Mr. James Hall, of .Scariro'.—The average price was
10?. lOs.

LlNCOLNSHIKES; North A'ewJa???.—The annual sale
of pure-bred Lincolnshire rams took place at Bushby
Hill on Thursday of last week. After much spirited
competition, the 62 shearlings were sold by Mr. C.
Tateson, at an average of 9?. 17s. each ; seven aged
sheep, some of which had been used by Mr. Stephenson
himself, fetching an average of 15?. 3s.

Oxfordshire Downs.—The anuutil x-i\i- of Oxfonl-

H"d.

The total load of the engine an. litiii. It It
I

about 13 tons, and without any iissi-stiiit.:., Imi,'i I:..i .
-

it ascended all the hills on the road, some of ^\ III. 1 1 m.'
very steep. The engine was driven by a farm l;il...iir. r

accustomed to drive portable engines ; it wa,^ st.. r. .i

all the way by a lad under 15 years nf n'.-.^, niid wis n.it

fitted with any special applianns fur rf.ln.iii:.; tit.. -

sumption of coal. No accident i...iiit..i t..,itn ]., r..,ii.

or horses meeting it on the roail 'riii-tniiil .|n:ititii\ ..f

coal consumed was 5 tou.s 1:1 i.-u I,. ..r mital t.i .".r, 11,, ..f

coal per mile. The saiii.' i'n'.:iii.' ami tti.t.'liitK' « liit t.i,

and returned from tlir. StiH.iik Shmv :it liiiry ,st.

Edmund's, July 6th, with a consumjitiou of 175 lb. of
coal per mile—the difference is explained by the better

j

a good slrin;

quality of the road and more skilful driving. The cost. '
"'"

^octettes.
Yorkshire Ageicclturai.—In taking up our

remarks of last week under this heading, we may
confirm the intimation we gave of the great pecuniary
success of this Show by giving the Secretary's returns.
On Wednesday the entries, in addition to members,
were 1454, at 2s. Gd. each; Thursday, 7869, at Is. each

;

Friday, 13,018, also at Is, Thus, nearly 1220?. have
been added to the members' subscriptions for future
oiiliniiry expenses, and for awarding prizes for
itt;iihinery and live stock. Much of this success is

itti.!..ubtedly due to Mr. Parrington's (the Secretary's)
;iiliiiirablo generalship in organising his .stafT, and the
( III. i. til iititiuer in which every matter of detail was

'1'.. t. tiiiit til ilic remaining classes of Hor,se.s, for
\^lii.'li j.ii/f.s \M'f.' :i\Minl.>.l (111 Tlnirsda.y, we may say
llrit .1 tall' .1. .111.11. HI i.r llintt would be almost a
...iiliint..iis -If. .Hit ill' pi:ii-.v T.tkiiig them altogether,
ti \\:i- lif 111.. Iir^l >lii.u ...I' linrsc-s ^ve ever saw together,

w on Yorkshire ground at Leeds even
The most defective class as regards

the old carriage horses to be
I"' Mr. Pease's bays were

I ! Macks were rare workers to
1

.
i-mend " character which

I i. iiiitt'er of lasting to be equal
laiH-fs. As, however, there were
ii|irting in this class, the judges
warded the 2d to the blacks. But

li tliu l-yc;ii-old coachers were short, there was
a, feuuu siring of 24 entries of 3-year-old geldings and
nine fillies, the 1st in the former being a big banging

includingthewages, board nnil lodging, of two men and
1
animal, and the 2d prize filly, a splendid bay of the

shire Downs, the property of il
place last week. Sixty she;
from 70s. to 81s. Average 76.«. a-
rams fetched; the lowest price 1;

19 guineas. The average price 1

1

Mr. Fred. Pratt, of Little JL,
These sheep were much admired f

('. llowtir.l, t.juk

r;itt..;.-d

sltcarliitg

• highest

thc'r tr

,i Farm.-
Oxford-

one lad, also coals, oil

averaged 2s. 3<?. per mil' i. ii\ ih

would have cost if sent I
1

. . < n t

tolls were id. per nnl. 1.. i\iiie tin

speak for them.selves, and Ihankiiig you fo

tion of this letter. Ransomes ^ Sims, Or
Aainist '.).

The Kidney Tare.—In the month of M
received from Mr. B. Gibbs a small bag ol I

seed, which I puiqjosed testing beside tii\

crop in the ensuing summer of 1.S6G. ll \

sown in April :it lite s;ittic liiiie ;is tlir K.sl

and preriscly iitnlrr tin- sam.. .nviiin-l.,

sown upon wiiil. i- Wln-al allir tli.' Iimimi

harrowed in

, f.-.lls. kr

the insor
>eU Works

shire Down character, combined with strong bone and i
? Booi plant, but in the district f'-om whence I write it

substance. 20 shearUng rams and 25 ram lamb:
averaged 9?. 3s. 6<?. and 8?! 7s. Gd. each.

Forty shearling Oxfordshire Down rams of Mr
Joseph Roberts, of Caswell, near AVitney. The highest
price fetched by these was 14?. Us. ; average, 9?. 17s.
Forty Oxfordshire Down shearling rams, the pro-

perty of Mr. C. Gillett, of Cote House, Bampton
Thirty-eight were sold, at an average price of 10?. 7s St?
The highest fetched 31 guineas.
Mr. Wallis, of Old Shifford, near Bampton

Twelve shearhngs averaged 12?. Gs. 2d. ; highest price
22i guineas.

'

Shropshires ; Mr. Sorleys Sale, The Fosse, near
Zeainington.—Ot the shearling rams that were sold the
highest price was 22?. Is., given by Mr. Brown. The
highest price for a pen of five first-class young stock
ewes was 23?. 15s. The 28 lots of shearling rams sold
for a total of 339?. 5s., which was an average of
12?. 2s. Sid. each. The 18 lots of stock ewes fetched
319?. 12s., or an average of 17?. 15.?. 2d.
.Mr. C. S. Keeling's Annual Sale.—M.T. Eandell

hired one at 20 guineas, and the same gentleman also
bought No. 4, at 43 guineas. Others followed at 30,
25, 24, 22, down to 9 guineas—the whole number, 31,
reaching within a few pence of 16?. per head.
Mr. WiUoughby Wood, Holly .Ba»i-.—The prices

i-anged from 18 guineas down to G ; - the average
being 9?.

is frequently done. Both the Clover and Tare seeds
took pretty well, and a fair crop resulted. Throughout
the autumn and winter the Kidney Tare did not
appear to progress satisfactorily, and I felt asstu'ed it

was no match for the old and popular Broad or Red
Clover. However, it kept a good plant, stood the
winter admirably, and as the spring put in it com-
menced spreading or tillering, very much to my satis-
faction, so that I soon began to think it would, not-
withstanding my fears, fully equal, if not overstep the
Red Clover. The Clover did not stand the winter very
well ; many plants died off, and the crop of Clover hay
can only just be called a fair one. The Kidney Tare
continued to progress, and it thickened surjirisingly.
It took the lead of the Clover, was earlier in flowering,
and kept throwing out more and more flowers up to
the time when the Clover was ready for the scythe, i.e.,

when about one half of the flowers are faded." It was
cut down at the same time. It withered slowly iu the
proce.ss of haymaking, chiefly in consequence of its

great bulk, but partly owing to its strength of pl.ant, or
as some of our scientili.' tiieit w..itl.l m.v, il~ hi....1v

fibre. The steins are lull ..I' |.illi; lit.- lin.ad ( 'l.l\,V

stems arc hollow—of r.iltl.sr llll al.itti- U..11M a... .1111;

for its withering slowly ;! however it did uither, tiiid

that very satisfactorily, and proved to be as fine a
sample of hay as ever was seen, and nearly three times
in bulk heavier than the adjoining lands of Broad

st quality, and as near perfection in form as one of
.' animals may be expected to appear. In the
s of brood mares for breeding coachers there were
the 1st prize of Mr. Robinson's being an extra-

ordinary good mare, her che.st being broad, her back
and loin muscular and truly made forstrength, while her
plate was well wp, and preceded by a fair neck and
head, all of which were supported by admirably
formed and clean, legs. Mr. Tate's 2d was al.so a good
one, and would have received considerable attention
had not Mr. Robinson's been there. This is one of the
.'..< lili'.iial .as..s wli.Ti' the groom might say, "We
I'

I I .1. al ..I '11 a-Hltii;un,"andbe beaten in an
. tills Hit III. lit iliscredit or disappointed

.11'
I . -iimai Hill nr vainly. We omitted to say that

the Ul prize lilly in these elii.sses, although of fine appear-
ance, was out of her place, from being too light and
slender for a coacher, and more adapted for a light

dog-cart.

It was in the Hunter, Hackney, and Roadster classes,

however, that the Y'orkshiremen more particularly, and
ivith commendable pride, excelled on their own ground.
Mr. Brown's hunter-breeding mare h<ad immense
power, and a corresponding foal was at her foot ; but
Mr. Clark's 2d prize was too light for perjietuating

stout hunters to a thoroughbred horse. The ro.adster-

breeding mares were not first-rate, with the exception
of the 1st and 2d prize animals, and a fine old mare of

20 years with her 13th foal by her side.

The Breeding Agricultural Mares with Foals sucking
were only three in number, a singular fact in connec-
tion with the long list of stallions of this character.

The Fillies and Geldings of the latter sort were also

few, but Mr. Carr's 1st was a very "clever" active

bay ; and Mr. Parker's 2d was a good ditto. The
pair of Agricultural Horses we must not omit to
mention, as they were a fine class, Mr. Carr's, of Hes-
linet.iii. Viirk, lieitt;.; broad-chested, active, short and
,1. aii-li --.si lila.ks. and Mr. Jewitt's as fine a pair of
l,l.,rl,- a.s.'i.a- HlllL.d,

The 3 ye:ir-old Hunter Geldings were a grand show
of 25, Mr. Clark's 1st being an excellent one, that, in
addition to his fine form, had a straight kindly head,
well carried. Mr. Holme's 2d, a " black brown, was a
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smaxt wiry gelding, but with his thin logs ho is only

equal to carrying a lady or a li';:ht weii^ht.

The 4 year-old Hunter Geldings were :i7. -.md their

excellent character as a whole produced another grand

display as they moved in succession, or stnnrl. or were

walked and cantered singly before the judges. Sir.

Loe's 1st prize was a beauty as well as clever in his

paces, while his style, whether of standing or moving,

was as staid as that of one which had been through the

excitement of the field and chase for years.

In the 4-Tear-old Hunting Fillies. Mr. Irelands 1st

was an elegant bay, but Mr. Brown's 2d was the most

unlikely looking animal for taking a prize of any

among the officially honoured.
The two classes of Gentlemen's Hackneys numbered

r,l animals. The first class were " up to 1 1 stone," and
the second class "to 12 stone." These were generally

so good that it would be almost invidious to make any

selection or remarks beyond referring to the prize list

;

but we may say Mr. Percy's Crafty wa.s a grand

hacknev, Jfr. Beart's Princess a perfect little mare,

while Mr. Lowish's White Stockings was a very

lieautiful dappled brown 4-year-old. with extraordinary

action. There were a few Ladies' Hackneys, but
nothing among them worthy of comment. The ponies

were not numerous ; the form and quality of most of

them were, however, very choice.

The Hounds, the entries of which were
^
lOS, as

compared with 47 last year, and no entries in 1864,

were kennelled opposite the Royal Stand, as we have
described, and, together with the classes of horses for

following them, these seemed to—in fact, did—form the

centre of attraction for a greater part—when the Royal
jiarty was not present—of the last day (Friday).

From this it was inferred that the implement
exhibitors suffered considerably in sales and orders.

It is to be hoped this is not a correct view, and
that the agricultural implement makers have
not begun to feel the chronic depression which has

seized many other branches of the national business.

Certain, however, it is, that with the exception
^
of

such .special articles as reaping maohines, for supplying

the place of labourers who have fled from agricultural

districts, and horse rakes, for gathering expeditiously

I he corn and the hay, the trade in this character of
i 5[

machinery was in a very dull state. The high rate of t

cut in a way that caused great satisfaction among the
few practical visitors. For tlieir «elf-arting reapin;

greater tha > denuuid.

. ; l.rable

! ; , ^ , I

- i l.^• one
lilt uwrk ihey
gr«iter fall in

interest, Avith the falling off in the farmer's returns in
)
excellent manner, cuttiiv.'

conserinence of the rinderpest, and the low and
middling prices of grain, are acting in a two-fold

manner in restricting the trade in a^icultural machi-
nery. And when to these current difficulties we take

into consideration the fact that a large number of

small men have rushed into this business, and agents

h^' all the leading makers are now ajipointed at easy

distances from every farmer's door, no surprise need
1)0 expressed at competition being smart, from the

machine, clearing 8 feet tlii'i-iii i
^ul, they received

the offered prize of 20?. 1"
i

, :1 i of 10/. there
was no competition. Allli' ;. rlcy Company
worked under the greni h. i 1. mi i.i , for a large

machine oflowering to out short lengths, and backwards
and forwards irrespective of the " lay " of the corn,

the speed with which they cleared a space, and the
manner in which the work was done, were amply
sufhcieut to convince spectators of the value of these
machines in the present state of the labour market, and
particularly so now that the modern systems of agri-

culture cause Wheat, Oats, and Barley to be fit to cut
at about the same time.
For Combined Reaping and Mowing Machines the

prizes were awarded, Istto Mr. Bamlett and 2d to Mr.
Kearsey. In this trial the judges were taken by
surprise at the light draught, as tested by the dynamo-
meter, of Mr. Kearsey's small machine. AVhile Mr.
Bamlett's produced a comparative register of 33.1

"units of power to cut a square foot," and Mr.
Cuthbert's 31.4 ditto, Mr. Kearsey's marked only 14.2

!

Mr. Bamlett's heavy draught was attributable to mis-
fitting, or too close fitting, cogs in the particular

machine worked. But the gi-eat difference here was
something very important, a.s evidenced by the horses at

the end of the week. Mr. Kearsey's attempt to lay a
swathe with a " putting-off-board " on the machine side,

as a pair to the "swathe-board," and this with a
view to enable the horses and machine to travel at once
for the next cut, was anything but successful. Mr.
Bamlett's "swathe-board," the material of which is

sheet-iron was too much the shape of a deep-ploughing
mould-bo.'ird, as its broad surface caused some of the
corn to ride with the heads to the standing corn,

instead of falling on the platform. This can be easily

remedied, and it is very desirable that the credit of the

other parts of the machine should not be compromised
by this self-evident fault.

The competitors in the final trials for the prizes for

the small occupation machines were Mr. Kearsey, who
was].!:ic.d 1.4. the draught of the machine being again

ition ; Mr. Cuthbert being 2d, while
honoured with a " high commenda-

>Ir. Cuthbert did his work in a most

riGS NOT EXCEEDING 12 MONTHS OLD.
Bofl"s of a L.arge Breed.

—

V., U. E. Duckerlug.
Sows of a L-arge Breed.—3i., U. E. Dvickering.

Boars of a Small Breed.— 3(., W. Sagar, Salbuve, Bradfoid.

Sows of a Small Breed.—3?., W. HoIqios, Groves, Voi-k.

Extra Stock.

First Modal, R. E. Duckorhig, for Pon of White Pigs.

Secoud Medal, M. Walton, Halifax, for middle brood, (jilt.

DAIRY PRODUCE.
Judges —T. P. Dickinson, Stockton-on-Tees ; W. Wilson,

York.
Cheese (not less than 1 cwt. in quantity, made since

October 1st, 186.5. the produce of one dairy).—5(., H. SaviUe,

Ruftord Abbey, OUerton. Butter (fresh, 6 lb. in single lus.)—

3/., J. Nightingale, Guisbi-o' ; 21., G. Daniel, Ellington

;

II., Harriet Fletcher, Tadcaster.

WOOL.
Judge.—T. Clayton, Stainlcy House, Ripley.

Five hogg fleeces (long wool).—1st, Si., T. Manis, Ulccby ;

2d, M., Wm. Blackburn, Stokesley. Five hogg fleeces (short

wool). -1st. .5(., T. Mansell, Shrewsbury; 2d, 3(., T. Mairis.

Highly Commended : D. R. Davies. Commended : Lord
Wenlock.

Special prize for the heaviest and best fleeco of long woul.^
J. Barker, Scoresby, Kexby.

HOUNDS.
Judges.—The E.arl of Macclesfield, the Earl of Portsmouth,.

Lord I'oltimore, Lord D,<icrc, Sir Watkin W. Wynn, Mr. J. A.

Thomson.
Two couples of entered Hounds, dogs (no hound being older

than a seven-season hunter).-1st, 20i., Lord Yarborough ; ii^

10/., Lord Poltimore.
Two couples of entered Bitches.—1st, 50/., 6. Lane Fox ; 2d^

UK., Duke of Buaufort.
In. !i! 1 I II 111 Is, dogs (pupped since December 1, 18e4).-n

I.-. ,

.'
I Hope, Bart.; 2d, 5/.,

'

s.—1st, 10/., 2d, 5/.^

low and clean,

and placing his sheaves st i i . : i

•
- I

,
, n

.

Afterthese trials horsc-i, ' :
i ,.>!, Mr. Sawney,

of Beverle.v, asthepepre.--tat.ai.i. ui .\U:.-.-.i'.s. Page &Co.,
of Bedford, being awarded the 1st prize, and Mr.
iUlcock, of Ratcliffe-on-Trent, the 2d.

We add to our last week's>eport the following Prize
List in the Sheep and Pig Classes :

—

PRIZE LIST.

SHEEP.—LEICESTERS.
Judges (for Lcicestcrs and other Longwonls).—W. Bar-

tholomew. WaddUigton Heath, Lincoln ; J. Painter, Mount
Vcmer Villa, Nottingham ; W. Sanday, Holme IMerrcpoint,

one
! Nottingham.

'

Shearling Rams.—1st, 15/., R. W. Ci-cswcll, llavcnstone,

Ashby-dc-la-Zonch ; 2d, lu/., J. Borton, Barton House, M.aIton
;

3d, .5/., J. Borton.
Aged R.ams.— 1st, 10/ , J. Borton ; 2d, 5/., J. Borton.
Pens of Five Ewes.—1st, 10/., R. Lovel, Knapton, M;Jton:

2d. 5/., G. Wright, Droughton, Malton.
Pens of Five Gimmers.- 1st, 15/., J. Borton ; 2d, 10/., W.

Brown, HoImo-on-Spalding-Moor ; 3d, 51., J. Borton.

LINCOLN OR OTHER LONG-WOOLS.
(Not quali6ed to competQ .is Leiceaters.)

Shearling R,ams.— 1st., 15/., J. W. Richiird.son, Willotlghton,

Kirton Lindsey ; 2d, 10/., C. Williams, Carlton-le-moor-land,
Newark ; 3d. 51., J. K. Tombs, Langford, Lechlade.
Rams of any other Age.— l.st, 10/.., W. Abraham. Bametby-

le-Wold, Ulceby ; 2d, SI., T. B. Miirsh.all, Uranston, Lincoln.
Commended :

1'. B. Marshall

.stallion Hounds (not less than three-season hunters, an^.

certified to be the sires of livingpuppies).—10/., Lord Poltimore.

Brood Bitches (having reai-cd Utters since Decembor 1, 1805).,

—10/., Lord Middloton.

At the General
resolved to hold tl

Thirsk, and t^ir

President for the iii

held on Thursday it was
l\< meeting next year at'

Wombwell was elected.

supply of articles bein
Oue instance of the cniim-' ni'

we may mention. It is u"! I .

drop was made in the priri >
, i '

; ,

,

linn of middling standing a^ i\.i.>

turned off. This was followed liy
^.

prices by a leading firm in these particular articles.

These reductions have now been followed up by a
further fall in the price of portable engines ; for Messrs.

Fo\\liT & Co., of Leeds, exhibited here an 8-horse

engine, in every way excellent for work, the price

being 190/., or about 10 per cent, lower than these

articles have hitherto been supplied by English
manufacturers. This is the first portable engine Messrs.

Fowle- have exhibited for sale at a show, and they are

prepared to supply any quantity at this reduced price.

On the other ha'nd Messrs. Ransomes & Sims have
started in making "self-moving" engines, the_ first

specimen of which worked its way from lp,swiohto. ii,„„,.u„ . r-,-,„.„™. i»» m w »i i

y'-ork, drawing after it a truck and appointments, at -
-''<'>- "1 l'."£. »¥»'".?« Gnumcrs.-lst, l./_, W._Abr.ah.am

;

the rate, including stoppages, of 30 miles a day
of 10 hours each. The price of this engine is

3/0/., and it is written, by its makers, in its praise

that it scaled some of the heaviest hills across York-
shire without the slightest extraneous assistance. It

is only in the special articles, however, which the
altered position of the British farmer needs, that any
liriskness of trade was observable. The third class

thus brought out consists in grist mills. Of these

Messrs. Richards & Watts had a large show of their

American steel mills, and they did a good trade ; while
Messrs. Amies & Barford, who now manufacture these

iron and steel mills, with improvements for various

sizes, and the work required of them, also attracted a

considerable company by their large stand of machines
in motion, and they did a good trade in them. On this

stand there was also a neat novelty in the form of an
open-air seat for the .sea^-side or lawn. It is simply

composed of a double chair back, pinned together at

the top, so that it will expand to the form of an
inverted V for use, to the front part of which is

attached about 2 feet in length of impervious material,

such as oil-cloth or dressed leather, to sit upon. This
article was so striking for its comfort and convenience
in carrying about, that treble the number would have
been hoinrht and carried off in the hands of visitors had
an lulcmuitc supply been on the stand.

The trials of reapers, which wore postponed in

consequence of the latency of I'l-^ li h-m^I. i-:ano off on
Tuesday and Wednesdm li '

i !i ' i n, nlioiit two
miles from York. Theiii - ' .lim ( 'pieman,

of Escrick, York, and .M: i;.' ri K n , "I Forcett

Valley, Darlington. The well-known Mr. H. B. Cald-

well was nominated, but he was not present.

In the absence of Messrs. Hornsby, Mr. Woods,
Messrs. Samuelson, and Messrs. Burgess & Key,
there was not much excitement, and, consequently, but
a small company present.

It is not necessary for us to go into lengthened
particulars of these trials, but we may say the Beverley
Waggon Company worked two of their well-known
machines, and the swathe was laid and the stubble

2d, 10/., J. K. Tombs : 3d, 5/., W. Chapl:

SHORT-WOOLS.
JcDOEs.—n. F,iokc«. Wliitehutoh,

Chadbuvy. 1. -.
. .

W. I;: ' •:.][

Thetford ; J i i
.

>'

Highly CoiuMiii. 1 I Mn..,.i. .

Cummoiidcd

Blai

, T.athweU, Louth.

iltord ; 0. Randall,

^^11. Morton Hall,
,

I .rdWalsingh.am.
liiill. Shrewsburv.

y other Age.—1st, 10/., Lord Walsingham ; 2d,

.5/.. J. Waters. Motcombe, Eastbourne.
Pens of Five ShcarUng Gimmers.— 1st. 13/., Lord Wenlock,

Escrick Park : 2d, 10/., D. R. Davies, Mere Old Hall, Knutsford
;

3d, 5/., Lord Wenlock.

MOUNTAIN OR BLACK-PACED.
Shearling Rams.—10/., W. Rudsd.ale, Danby, Grosmont.
R.ims of .any other age.—5/., C. Smith, Br3.adgatc, Wester-

dale.
Pens of Five Ewes certified to have reared Lambs in 1866.

—

5/.. C. Smith.
EXTRA STOCK.

Medal to T. B. Marshall (for two-shear Lincoln Wether)

;

and Mod.al to J. and E. Tindall, Knapton Hall, M.alton (for one
two-shear ewe and one five-shear ewo).

PIGS.

Judges (for L.arge Breed).—W. Bartholomew, J. Painter,

W. Sandav.
Judges (for Small Breed).—H. Fookes, C. R.andall, W.

Rigdon.
Boars of a Large Breed.—lat, 5/., J. Dyson, Leeds ; 2d, 21.,

R. E. Dnckering, Northorpe. Ivirton Lindsey.
Sows of a Large Breed, in Pig or Milk.-1st, 6/., J. L.atcl.and,

Retford ; 2d, 2/., R. B. Duckering.
Boars of a Sm.aU Breed. -1st, 5/., J. Crablrec, Shipley,

Leeds ; 2d, 21., W. Haddons, Addingham. Leeds.

Sows of a Small Breed, iu Pig or Milk.—1st, 5i., H. Abel,

Jan., Wigginton, York; 2d, 2/., W. Linton, Sheriff Hutton,
York.
Boars of any Breed not qualified to compete in the previous

Classes.—1st." 5/., W. Clark, (flusbum. Cross Hills, Leeds ; 2d,

2'.., R. E. Duckering.
Sows of any Breed, in Pig or Milk, not qn.alified to compete

iu the previous Classes.— 1st, 5/., R. Bari*ett, Sutton Mills. Cross
Hills, Leeds ; 2d. 21., B. Calvert, Bingley, Snadford. Highly
commended : J. Gledhill. Noruianton ; J. Dyson, and W. Sag.ar.

Three Store Pigs of .anv Breed and of-the same Litter, fi-om

4 to 9 Months Old.—1st. "s/.. Sir George O. Wombwell, Bart.,

Newbnrgh P.irk ; 2d, 21., R. E. Duckering.

Farmers' Clubs.
BALLTM.iHON : Frieiuh and Foes of Ai/r!fii!Jiire.—

[AVe now give the former part of Mr. Kingstone's

paper on this subject—a portion was given at p. 71'J.J

It is of great importance to the farmer to make himself
haliils of 111! those

the
the

thoroughly acqu
animals that arc ~iiu].i>-<ii ti> in' ><> iii.i

crops, and to stud.\ lliLir iii-liiHt^ ;i1 all

year.^ This knoHlcdgc ciKiblcs him I" rlnTk their

injurious practices, and to encourage tlh n lunriiruil

ones. The weasel destroys the eggs and .\ : i n .: i m 1
- nf

the poultry-yard, but it also overcomes iti i
ii^ inid

mice, whether in the granary or stock, and iliesr .!. no

good at all to the farmer. The ronk ;ind hedge liiids

devour grain at the ripening of the ereps, bul in tlie

season of rearing their young e.siieeiall,\ the.\ destroy

myriads of the insect tribe. All insects are not injurious

to the farmer; on the contrary, many are positively

beneficial. The ladybird destroys multitudes of the

aphides which injure many useful plants and trees,

while the ladybird itself does no injury at any time.

The song birds cheer our hearts in spring ; they also

devour large numbers of insects and snails ; and when
in autumn they dehght to feed on i-ipe fruit, we can
protect it from their depredations by the use of simple

safeguards. Among the quadrupeds of injurious habits

are the wild cat, the fox, the weasel, the stoat, the

marten, and the pole-oat ; some of these are well known
tons; others are scarce, and perhaps not known in

this country, though more abundant in our sister

island. The stoat and the weasel are sometimes con-

founded with each other, but the stoat may be distin-

guished by its having a black tip to the extremity of

its tail; it is a somewhat larger animal than the

weasel. The stoat in colder climates becomes white,

and is then called the ermine, but the tip of its tail

remains black. The weasel has a short tail, tho

extremity of which is never black ; it may bo taken

with spring traps.

JJaJJjfc—Although there is but one acknowledged

species of British rabbit, there are four varieties of the

animal which can be distinguished by the practised eye,

namely," warreners," which always remain in and about

the warrens — the fur of this variety is the most

valuable ; " parkers," which leave the warrens and take

up their abode in the open grounds ;
" gipsies," called

also " hedgehogs," which nave no fixed abode, but travel

tinker-like from place to place, and are, like those

wandering smiths, usually but ill-clad; "sweethearts"

are the ordinary tame rabbits—their fur is of little

value. Whether these varieties be the result of

successive generations indulging in similar habits, or

whether they may be merely eccentricities of conduct

in certain individuals, is rather doubtful; tho fact,

however, exists.

The r.abbit, when left to its own unrestrained dcWccs. is, of

the four-footed animals, one of the \^ ( - ' - i.'iirnlliire,

but one which, nevertheless, mjiy, ^v i
'

:
i i i m ._. m. iit,

be rendered a very considerable .s i

.
i.

,
iinud

thlLS may be transferred into tho lain, ..l in in n.l ..i i-)i-

culture. There is not in all the cla.^f> ol .tiiitni! ,'i.,i ...iino

one which does half of the harm to the f.iini i:
>

i ,, i,v

the rabbit. The hare will oat her track, 1 i
in is

always nipping a little com hero and thcif, m it

coming to maturity for acres together. Gra«s I
,., i i iiml i,ly

eaten, trampled, and injured by numerous p.ath8 Tti Swede

Turnips and Carrots, to Wheat .and Barley, to seed fields they

.amount of damage for which the farff
- '

compensated,
are the source of

to the eating ol

grain crops of th'

3 scarcely e

Thev breed also with such rapidity that the;



Attgttst 13, ism.]

Mrden. they do wry mncli raiachicf in a few hours .
thoy cat

Sray the yountr .and tender rlants. vegetables and
''""f1

nibble nff the t.'p^ and now shoots of shrabs. and m default of

hotter food or evuii in sheer wantonness, will bito away the

Wk from the fruit trtes, and leave it lying in flakes upon the

CTOund In the nurs,jrv and young pLantations they eat the

tonmost shooti and hark of young trees ; but mice, rabbits,

^.1 V ,- .^„fr„at ti,,. =Tiif>Il and taste of tobaeco, therefore it

. Mix strong tobaeco-water (i. e.,

at and coarsest tobacco has been

THE n.\rj)ENERS' rrmoMCLE akt) agpjcuetui^ae gazette. ?9t

r-dun to make it

aid lime : stir the
.cr-hangers' paste.

. >iark, worldn-r it

),rno f..pf from thr

may be used a'^ a vr
water in which thi

I
boiled) with cliy, c

, . , ,

j
thick .and adhesive : some i.:

1
mixture till it is about the t

'
i

I
and with a brush apply it jii. nui. ;. in

• well into the crevices all roun.l in« liou t...i

ground: or use common coal-tar—ga.s-tar—Wit 1
1

.
m-l i. ui n<

'

of cow^iung and lime (but with veryyouim i

. branches the coal-tar may do injury) ; or ini il.-

, till it becomes like thick paint, and apply^i ''
' '','','

1 dry day : or try lime-wash ; some of these may be useful to

prevent horses, deer, or even goats from injiirmg the bark of

A.sh and other smooth-bark trees. Small branches of Thorn

dinned in gas-tar and pushed into rabbit hoL

will have the

t: I ration may have t-

1, M old he stopped wi
t'l. I iried bushhas been 1

the net. the pit-fall, and
again-st the

rabbits;
,

., ' .'itb of the
,

'
' :iidy after

111, I M. •.•nil 111'- f.'i-ret, and
r-r traps are u^.^fiil preventives

of rabbits. But " if you would

Sve raiibits. and only profit, without suffering frem their

natural pro],ensities, keep them in inclosures, and provide

them with well-sheltered huts : the hutches should stand on

dry ground .and be well ventilated ; it sloping so much the

better, as this .allows the wet to run, and let there be tanks

placed ill front to receive it : when mixed with straw it is

Taluable as manure. There were two very extensive breeders

some years ago in Endand ; one of them kept a stock of

botwoon three and four hundred, sending three dozen weekly

to the London market. The manure produced was one load

per week, and two loads wore sufficient to manure an acre.

This manure was sold .at the rate of fjii. to Sd. a bushel. I am
not certain how inanv bushels go to a load, but I think 30.

Valuing the raljbits sent to market at 9rf. each, we have a

result of 11. V.f. (or them and II. for dung, besides the manure
made by the urine mixed with straw, which was valuable for

homo consumption. When wanted for sale the dung must not

be mixed with litter, but kept pure. This gentleman did not

include in his calculation such rabbits as he used at home for

the table." See Richardson. In such cases wc may count the

rabbits among friends.

The Hare is one of the foes of agriculture ; when
allowed and encouraged, it multiplies to an exces.sive

degree and commits serious injury. In the neighbour

hood of larse preserves, as many as 300 hares have been

seen feedin:; one morning upon a fifld of Wheat

;

where thev are not numerous some of the preventives

may be used that were mentioned in reference to the

rabbit
;
paintinK gate-pcits and pailings a white colour, Loudi

handful of the following m.ash on every second course up to

the casing, when building the stacks :—dissolve 1 lb. nitre and

1 lb. alum In 2 quarts of spring water, put 2 pints of thi.s

liquid into a mash of about a bushel of bran, and mix. It is

said th.at putting garlic in the bottoms of stacks will protect

the stacks from vermin. Sir H. Davy is said to have recom-

mended carbonate of barytos 2 ounces, nii^^d with frcaso

1 stone : it produces great thirst, and deatli i i • 1

1

1 1

'

' •
i

'

i
i

drinking. Carbonate of baryte.s, or ai-SLiii n. I

'"

chopped rabbit flesh, or with a salt herring, I

riil ,.f amber or o.x gall in equal parts, .addnd : i l.m ' i ii hm' li

11, I I ,111 -III! i-i.nt to foi-m a pa-ste : divide it into little balls.

II (luddle of the apartment infested; lay several

I .1 close by; mix intimately 1 atone plaster of

Piii- iiiiii- ni^lackedstate) with 1 stone oatmeal ;
pLace it

ach of rats and mice : the moi-sturc in their stomachs

e the plaster to set, .and speedily produce death ;

giving pure oatmeal : mix 2 ounces of dried oatmeal

th 12'drop3 oU of aniseed ;
give this one night; the next

night. 1 ounce dry oatmeal, 1 ounce linseed meal, 1

bre.ad crumbs, J ounce moist sugar (don't touch it with your

hands) ; stir all together with a wooden spoon ;
when this i

put together dry, add 2 ounces quick-lim- — —
it together ;

put this on slates in the pl-accs

and at a short distance place several flat ves,«

a pint of sweetened water : powdered squill

mcUing cheese, 8 ' ""
'
~'

'

wUl
begin

.and well

ditches, and thus impeding the drainage ; also by making
holes in banks, .'is well as gnawing away sluices, to tho ruin of

vast .are.aa of property when flood time arrives.

Of that well-known very destructive little animal tho

mouse, there are several virieties, including the common
house 'mouse or domestic mouao, the long-tailed fiel-i mouse,

tho short-tailed field mouse, or more corroetly eaUod the field

vole, and the little harvest mouse. This last is the smallest of

British quadrupeds, two of them not weighing much more

than a halfpenny. This kind makes a beautiful nest, as roamd

as a cricket ball, and about that size. The long-tailed field

mouse is in many points like the domestic mou.so, and by its

much longer tail, sharper nose, and longer eai

distinguished from the field vole.
^^ _

The field vole, or short-tailed

ngth is a

butr"uke'itrh^"vei7"smSi'"ears7bM-ely showing their tips

above the fur. The field vole con readuy be disljnguished by

the chestnut-red upper part of the body, the blunt^ muzzle,

the very short t.ail, which i '

body, very scantily '

presenting a great (

's, mjiy be readily

small ; its total

liafelv. Waterto:acts
thefoUiiv^iuj . ,p'..li.

dipped lii 'ill

the hole- ••l-mt lli • !

time. Also coal-tar

where such an
they frequent.

: and place
when on 1

raight 1 rat in a box-trap, ;tud

then let him off; the

! ,v. A singed rat let go into

, 1- ill to have a similar effect for a

ncared about the mouth of their holes,

emedy can be adopted. A hou.se where
_ jom, should be carefully shut up, and

it a plate of oatmeal, or even flour, fi

^ barely a quarter the length of the

crad \\dth hair, .and blunt at the tip,

trast to the long, graceful, and jwinted

taU of the domestic mouse. The body below is ashen giay

;

the feet and taU are brown, without much red in them Ihe

field vole does not rightly belong to tho mice, but is allied to

the beavers, forming, together with the water
^

bank vole,

animals.

nd the

r bank oa'mpagnol, the only relies of that group of

DEnnTSHITiE: Breeding and Form o/S'focJ.—This

was the subject of an elaborate paper lately read by

Dr. Hitchraan, of Derby, before the members of the

Derbyshire Agricultural Society, of which he is Presi-

kept still- lay in it a plate of oatmeal, or even Hour, lor i dent. He commenced by noticing the increasing

several days addtog as it becomes nearly finished ; when well
! demand formeat on the one hand, and our diminishing

habituated to be fed on this, sprinkle arsenic over it ; the rats
: resources on the other, and gave a few mtcresting

will unsuspectingly eat it, and die, which they would not do
.jntistics showing the enormous demand for London

if it waa given at first. In"— « «.t.r,mv. nrnmises where I . .' ,, " ._ *: „ i,..;li;.,„t

rats have increased to vast r

been constructed for the purpose

them. Such a building was erected

RusseU : it is described by Richardson ; .«....- -t—-v --.---
, lu.^^, o«jjh.^.^."p ....—.. ---— --.^ -

-
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SOd have been killed at one clearing. In the lofts where I coming along the Great North Road, and the Sheep on
-emi-sea. the rats became very *, „ -Tir^„*--.„ T)..„,l „+. fli^ Qonio tiinp—and he himselt

[n some extensive premises where ; gentleman WTote some time ago a brilliant

"iS^sf'5S;™ri'fidi^ilUngHartMe innhe "Quarterly Eeview." entitled "The

*^^cted to uSen"k\rMr. Johl London Commissariat." He made a careful calculation
- - -00 that, supposing all the oxen required for a year to be

or o.,.t u.v>.- o„.., ^.^.. «. -..^ » '^ coming along the Great North Road, and the sheep on

straw was kept, on the s.ame premises, the rats became very
, „ ^VVe-stem Road at the same tirac—and he himselt

. . . , _, -. ^._ ,-» =,.„ ..,„rf „,.„„.
^.^^^ ^^ ^^^^ Park-at 10 abreast, the last1, being fond of straw, cuttmg it toto short pieces

'^riVthefr teJthr and" rendering it u,seless ^^ 'he pun»se it on a p.^p. ^^
^^ ^^.j^^ ^

S?rZSl'gJi-d'r?hTo7tr^n'd*?oufd?L1h'^^^^^^^
quaSittes ofThc rats, the foi looking fat, contented, .and beyond Peterborough. And of the sheep at 10 abreast,

happy with its new occupation, that three or more foxes were ^^ {[jg "vrestem Road, he says. The shepherd at the

procured to garrison the place, mstead of one. The Late

ingenious Robert Paul of Starston, m Norfolk, the mventor

the turnip-fly trap and other curious modes of destroying

vermin, constructed on his f.arm a buUding that he called a

rattery By this contrivance he effectually cleared his own
premises, and also largely benefited his nei.^-hbours. Figures

,d descriptions of it and of tho Turnip-fly trap »™ ""vnn m

at intervals, will in some degree scare them
iiai!.!.—Of all four-footed vermin, rats and mice, with

their varieties, are the greatest foes to the agricul-

turist, and to man generally.

There are three kinds commonly known as a nuisance to the

farmer and the merchant—the indigenous black rat, the

common brown rat or Norway rat, .and the water rat
;
but the

last is seldom a true rat, for what is usually known as w.ater

rat is not a rat at all, but an .animal of a kindred genus,

properly t, I ••- l--!^-•-^ - -• ^- - n --,-ater vole. The most furmid.able

is the bV ,
• -It h- mc from Norway, and since

then tri li . • !.•
•

I • !• '
I III,; black r<at. W.aterton says

thebruwiii.l 1.
,

I,, .111, and calls it the Hanoverian

rat ; other.- ..i.', .he br . .vn r-it i- as imported toto Britain from
Persia and the East Indies, .about the year IT30, and has since

spread over the whole of Europe and America. The albino, or

white rat. Is rare, .and merely an .accidental variety of the
brown. They are all equally mischievous, and resemble each

other to their habits, so that the same m.. !• f 1 -tii .ti.n

will answer fur all ; for this purpose traps ail 1
I

' i.

both equally good under certain circum-st u 1 • li

there are en-^lle-ss varieties. There were ckui 1.1 I .i i
,

in

London .about 200 different ktods of vennin Liap^, 1 lielieve

they .arc still to be seen in the gardens of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society ;tt S.juth Kensington ; they were there in .June.

186-5. Steel spring traps, when used with skill, and occa-sion-

ally, not constantly, are very effective. Stephens relates a feat

of rat-kiUtog performed by a Yorkshire man, John Fether-

stouc. who, wdth 21 small spring traps, kept by him very clean

and bright, in one day killed 38a rats ; he bargained for a penny
a rat and his own food : he occupied two days in preparations,

BO that in three days he earned in money 1/. 12.*. \d. In .settmg

traps the operator should disguise the natural odour of his

person by rubbing between his hands each time a little malt,

impregn.ated slightly with a mixture of equal parts of oil of

rhodium and oil of caraway ; one part of the mixed oila to

5000 parts of malt. This is one of the most attractive baits for

rats, and may be used either to baiting traps
_
or as a vehicle

for ustog poison. An effectual poison for rats is the pho.spho-

rated lard, the formula for which was communicated by the
well-known chemist Dr. Ure to the Royal Agricultural Society
0' England. Take one pound of lard m a large wide-
mouthed bottle or jar, plunge it to a vessel filled with water
heated to about 150 degrees Fahrenheit, wait till it is

thoroughly melted, then pour to one ptot of proof spirit or
whisky, and 1 ounce of phosphorus (some say i ounce) ; cork
the bottle firmly, take it out of the water and shake it until

the whole mass becomes of a milky white colour, and quite
fluid, without any knots or streaks to it ; if the ingredients
should not mix properly, place the bottle in the hot water
again, and repeat the process till the operation is satisfactorily

completed. Lay the bottle aside to cool, and the pliosphonated
lard will form itself into a hard white mass, while the spirit

lies clear on the surface, and can be poured off for use on
another occasion. When required take out a portion of this
compound, mix it with flour, addtog some sugar, and flavour-

ing it with oil of rhodium, oil of aniseed, or such attractive
odour ; make this dough toto pellets, and lay them for the rats
in their holes and runs. Some persons do not use lard,or drip-

ptog, but use iiLsteadof it starch, the phosphorus betog added
just when the starch is formed toto a jelly with hot water

;

then stirring it up with a wooden spoon or a flat stick.

Paosphorus is a dangerous substance to handle ; it should
never be touched with the fingers, nor cut to the open air ; it

should be kept to water, and cut imdcr water ; the safest plan
for one not accustomed to handle phosphorus is to get the
druggist to weigh it. Rat poison should bo laid in the
evening, before tfusk, after the poultry have retired to roost,

and any portion not eaten during the night time should be
taken up at earliest dawn. Instead of flour and sugar betog
used with the above compound of lard and phosphorus, some
use fresh malt, and add the following as an allurement to the
rats : —oil of rhodium 1 scniple, oil of caraway 1 drachm, oil of
lavender 5 drops, oil of aniseed 10 drops, tincture of musk
2 drops : this to be added to the compost in 1 h

1
i ij. tin uf

10 drops to the ounce. If kept to a well sf.]; nla
bit of bladder tied over the stopper, it will i- th

for a length of time. To keep rats from em n 1 1
i;- -n ii:e a
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ets, kept on tho farm-yard pre

three

banish rats. The ferret should be well fed, othei-wise he will

not return when he has driven out the enemy. Weasels are

destructive of rats ; but wiU also kill fowls and steal eggs. Cats

should be encouraged to frequent the bams, out-houses, i'C.

They should be regularly fed ; then the eat hunts best, because

then it hunts [or sport, and not being pressed by hunger will

watch at the same spot for hours. Being in stout condition,

from its daily wholesome food, it feels itself strong enough to

encounter any vermto, and wiU desti-oy numbers m the course

of a day A starved cat, on the other hand, which hunts for

food, eats the first prey it catches, and gorging itself, hes

down to rest, in accordance with the natural habits of tho

feUne race to which it belongs. The great use of a cat is to

kill or scare away, not to devour vcrnito. A good means of

preventing the lodgment and breedmg of vermin about farm

offices is to build up the tops of all w,alls of stables, cow-

houses, hammels, and other houses, beam filling between the

let's of the couples with stone and mortar, keeptog the mortar

from contact with the timber. The walls of tho old, as weU as

the new houses should be thus treated ; tho waUs of bams,

granaries, fcc, should bo plastered smoothly and whitened,

especially at tho comers, from floor to roof. These precautions,

act as htadranoes agatost rats and mice running up to escape ;

a smooth triangular board or slate placed across each comer

near the top of the wall is sometimes useful. Rats are thirsty

beings, and if a stack bo built on well-made staddles, and a

colony of rats should contrive to get tato it by means of a stick

or a tool loft carelessly leantog against it, formmg a bridge

over which the rats can run, even under these circumstances

they may be dislodged by drought, either by waiting for fine

weather or by phlctog a rick cloth over the stack. Tho rats

would speedily die of thirst to such a locality, and are obUgod to

jump to tho ground in search of water, when, of course, they

are unable to make good their admission afresh. Mice, how-

over, cannot be disloged to this simple manner, as they find

sufficient stipply of water in the dew that collects upon the

thatch, and may be seen in the early morning poking their

little red heads out of their holes, and licking up the dew
drops that hang gUttortog upon the straws. On board a man-

of-war rats have been known to consume a hundred weight of

biscuits d.aily, and when, to destroy them, the ship has been

amoked between decks, sLx hampers a day have for some time

been filled with carcases. The Isle of France was once aban-

doned on .account of their immense swarms. In Pans r.ats are

very abundant to the sewers near the markets and sUughter-

houses. Some years ago, at tho slaughtering establishment of

Montfaucon, the carcases of tho horses killed during the day,

sometimes amounttog to 35, were seen to the evening covered

with these vermin, and were found next momtog picked bare

to the bono. The proprietor of one of the slaughterhouses

decoyed the rats into an toclosod part of the establishment,

where, after one night's slauijhter, the dead amounted to 2650 ;

the result of four hunts was 9101 ; and by repeattog the experi-

ment at totcrvals of a few days, he and his men killed wlthm
a month 16,050 rats. Their ferocity as well as voracity surpass

anythmg that can be imagined, to prove which the following

fact was stated : -Mens. Magendie havtog gone himself to

procure 12 rats, upon which to make experiments, had them put

together to a box. On his return home ho opened the box,

and found but three rats, the others having been devoured by

the survivors, and nothtog rcmaintog of them but their tails

and ibones. The fact .appears incredible : but tlie reporters

declare they had it from Mens. M.agendie's own lips. No doubt

this fact is correct ; but cannot we Irish match the French fact

by our story of the Kilkenny cats, which fought with each

other till nothing was loft but their heads and taite I

The water rat, or, more properly, water vole, has a short tail

and small round ears. It does not frequent the farm-stead, but

lives on the borders of rivers .and ditches that have water to

them constantly, and of canals, miU dnms. and ponds, under-

mintog their banks and fences wit-h its long, crooked burrows,

which, like those of the beaver, usually have opentogs under

water, and frequently end with a sort 'of room, or magaztao,

in which it stores its provisions for the winter. The store-

room is generally placed so as to be above the reach of ordinary

floods. Tho water vole is a vegetable feeder, living chiefly on

aquatic vegetables and roots, but is most injurious by under-

mming fences, letting down land by the sides of rivers and

•"?l end'afthe''flo'c'k,and'tiiedog'tiiat is worrying the last

L_ sheep, would be just leaving the environs of Bristol,

121 miles away, as the first 10 would pass him at Hyde
Park Comer." „ ^ , ,

,-.,
This is the requirement of London alone, with its

population of three miUions, while there .stiU remains

IG 'J95,00U i>ersons in other parts of England and Wales

to be supplied by the British farmer, or his rival m
other lands.

, , ^ •
j. , 1 .

1

Dr Hitchman then proceeded to point out, by the

aid of drawings, the strange changes brought about in

breeding in the colour, form, and habits ol tlie rock

dove the almond tumbler, the earner pigeon, the

pouter, the fantail, and adduced them a,s interesting

facts showing how an arbitrary and artificial standartl

had been resolved upon and realised and maintained.

Again, aided by drawings, the lecturer graphically

pointed out the great contrast between the heads ol

Bakewell's Longhorns and M'Combie s Polled or horn-

less cow, the mountain ram and the Leicester sheep,

the Irish pig and the English sow, and other specimens,

and stated that the tendency is ever to revert, to go

back to the original forms.

How h.ave breeds been founded ? Why has Ch.arles CoUing's

Hnbback (the grandsiio of the bull Comet), picked up in a

lane or the Godolphin Arabian (tho maternal giandsure of

Eclipse) purchased from a water-cart, become the fountain-

head to which cattle-breeders and horsemen desire to tr.ace up

the pedigrees of their stock? Why were they selected, but

because they possessed, in a marked degree, most of the very

best quaUtios which were desired in ox or hor.se, .and because

the purchasers behoved and .acted upon the idea that like

begets like ;
" and if " like begeta Ukc " to good quabties why

not m the bad! "Like begets like" in the bad equally, if

not indeed, more surely than in tho good. Malformation in a

vigorous animal is often handed down to his progeny for gene-

rations oven if none of his known ancestors po.ss6sscd the

fault : but it rolls on with fearful power if the defect be an

hereditary one.
. ... , v-

If tho todividual animal possess great vital energy, his

characteristic form will be stamped on his progeny^ Thus m
the "Philosophical Transactions" of 1813, and in "Thomsons

Annals of Philosophy," vol. il, there is a description of a new

variety of sheep, asfoUow8:-"Soth Wright, who possessed a

small farm on the Charies River, about 16 miles from Boston

had a small flock, oonsisttag of 15 ewes 'and 1 ram. One of

these ewes in 1T91 produced a singular-shaped male Lamb.

Wright was advised to kill his former ram, and keep this new

one to phice of it. The consequence was, the formation ot a

new breed of sheep, which gradually spread over a consider-

able part of New England ; but the totroduction of the Menno

has nearly destroyed them agato . This new variety was called

the Otter, or Ankon brood. They .are remarkable for tho

shortness of their legs and the

like an elbow. They "

ookedness of their fore-

„io a.. <...^ —J — - D>uch more feeble and

much smaUor than the common sheep, and less able to

break over low fences; and this w.a3 the rrason ot

their betog continued and propagated. This fact proves

that an iSdividual animal starttog a defect may propa-

gate this defect, although descended from a race without such

Seeuliaritv. Where, then, is the wisdom of seleetmg mi

.?nimal which posse-ssesfewof thequ.aUties we.desire, butwhich

comes before us with the magic of a name, and surrounded by

the .artificial h,'dn of a pedigree!
, , ^ , . . . „„

As regards tho form of the head, I attach great importance

to a large wide f.)rehe.ad, and a somewhat short face, m .oU

cattle inti^ndedfor grazing purposes. There was a very fine

specimen of a head to the ycariing bul Cushne 2d^red by

Mr Leek, and sold for 40 gutocas at Mr. Cox s sale.
_
The head

of th.at young animal was a model and, as I wa.s gomg to add,

alone worth the sum for which the fine feUow was sold

Animals with the forehead wide between the eyes and

expandtog weU out also m the upper portion of the skuU, are

more intelligent, and therefore more manageable, than

animals having narrow or convex heads. It is tic index to

coarseness everywhere, and often the index, too, of a bad con-

stitution-what we should term ricket or scrofulous in the

human subject. Size and strength are not identical in hving

tUsues and stractures ; the smaU bones of the gazeUe and the

chamois, supporttog them to dashing leaps from crag to crag,

are natural illustrations of how strength m.ay be condensed in

the smaU bone. The large bones are fuU of cells-are porous,
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80 to speak—,ind bear about the same relation to small
|

bones as the branch of the pithy Alder tree does to the
dense and compact stem of the Oak. It is pleasant to find

very atrongr testimony on this point by one of the most
successful graziers and cattle dealers that England has ever
known. Mr. Culley, who realised a very large fortune by the
purchase and sale of feeding stock, writes thus:—"For I

aver that no large-boned animal will feed so quickly, or cover
flo readily and thickly with fat flesh, as one with a small bone.

if well formed. This is the criterion, this is the main principle

that we found our judgment upon, respecting all auimids
which are to be fatted for the support of mankind ; :uid we
can justly say that this judgment is confirmed by nearly 40

years' experience."
Well, having for the moat part dealt thus far with evil

points, what may be considered good ones ? In the bull, the
head should be well set upon a broad, deep, muscular neck

;

the horns short, and not too bright ; the ears long, and
situated near to the head, the inside skin having an orange
tint. The forehead should be broad at tills point, with
somewhat concave appearance between the eyes—the eyes
themselves large, mild, lustrous, and prominent. The butcher
knows if he finds the eye of the calf protuberant, and by
elevating the eyelids sees fat underneath, that the pro-

tuberance is caused by fat in the socket ; and if it be found in

quantity here, it is a fair criterion that it is well diffused in

more important points. A fine fiesh-coloured muzzle, with
nostrils well dilated ; the neck, as said before, broad, deep,
and muscular ; the shoulder-blades well set towards the rib

behind, and yet stretching up finely towards the "crop,"
leaving no deep hollow between it and the ribs ; chest deep ;

ribs well rounded, and stretching backwards to the hookbone,
80 as to leave no very wide space there. The breadth between
the " hook-bones " should be proportionate to the length from
them to the point of the fleshy rump, and the tail well set on ;

the fore-legs should be broad and muscular, from this point
upwards ; the thighs well developed, and touching each
other inwardly to near the hock ; the skin covered with thick,
Boft, somewhat curly hair, and should be to the touch,
when the animal is in a store condition, soft, elastic, and
pleasant ; but when the animal is fully fat (however soft the
hair) the skin itself should be very firm, resistent to the
pressure, like to the feel of a strained, well-distended air

cushion. The bones should be as small as is compatible with
the full steady support of the animal. In the cow we every-
where expect greater roundness of form, a softer touch, mder
hips, and a more delicate outline. In both a graceful caniage
and lively air are desirable. Such I conceive to be the perfect
animal. Some one has said, " The perfect monster the world
never saw; "but to this we aspire at our shows, and the
"prize-taker" is, or ought to be, the one which possesses the
above points in the greatest perfection. However, practically,
if thfire be a deep chest, a round rib, a broad loin, a mellow
skin, and small bones, you have a beast which will repay your
care, whatever faults may be found by the conuoisstur in
other parts of the animal's structure.

|

The lecturer then proceeded to consider what are the best

;

principles of management—in other words, how we were to
proceed to obtain animals of good colour, good form, prolific

j

character, and sound constitutions ; and condemned the system
of breeding from young animals. And aft«r a very interesting

]

referentc to the best colour of cattle, he said—i am as positive '

as I am of my own existence that a uniformity of colour, as
:

unvaried as any other class of animals, could be secured in
process of time, if breeders were unanimous in determining
upon one of three—namely, red and white, ptirc wbitc, or
red. So long as roan, which is a compound colour, is

detcrmtncd upon, so long will it be a matter of the greatest
possible uncertainty what the actu;il colour of the progeny
may be. Certainly roan is a very beautiful colour, and the
variety which it leads to makes a herd of Short-boms a most
picturesque object in the parks or meadows of a nobleman ;

but still this variety detracts from its dignity as a tribe, and
'

lessens its effect when viewed as a herd in the stalls or
grouped for sale in the market. This uniformity may bo

]

effected, because even now there is a kind of xmity amid all I

this variety ; for, if we cannot determine what the colour of
I

the future calf will be, we can at all events predicate what it ,

will not be. We know it will not be entirely black, or have
any patch of that^colour. Black, or anything approaching

I

black, would taint the fair fame of the Shorthorn as
|

assuredly as would a woolly scalp, a flat nose, a protuberant i

lip, and a dark skin in her progeny sully the honour of a
Virginian lady.
Perhaps there have been more good Short-homs of a white

than of any other colour, although it is now very unpopular^ '

unpopular, because it betrays dirt, and it is difficult to keep
unsullied ; and erroneously unpopular, as implying weakness i

of constitution. It is as hardy as any colour. Stick to facts '

and not to fancies. In what colour does Nature robe the
i

animals which spend their lives amid the regions of eternal
snow? What is the predominant colour in the Arctic hare, '

the Esquimaux dog, and the Polar bear ? Of what colour are
the body ends of nearly all feathers, especially the feathers of all

water-fowl occupying cold latitudes? Whatcolour hasinstinct
and experience alike sanctioned as the proper one to husband
and preserve the heat of the human body ? Let no man
condemn white colour in his ox as a sign of " nesh." A white

i

cow may be "nesh," but the same cow would have been as
" nesh," or " ncsher," if she had been of any other colour,

|

After noticing the peculiar predominance of the charac-
teristics of the male sex, he said th.at, coupled with another
great truth, viz., the dominance cf faculties impressed upon
and handed down through several generations, it will be
found to be true in the main that in crosses it is better to seek
the " constitution " from the dam. and the quahty and form
from the sire, than the opposite. Referring to the custom of
close breeding, which the lecturer thought had produced the
best animals he had seen, the lecturer explained diawings of
such animals and recounted the high value set upon them by
eminent agriculturists. In forcible and eloquent terms Dr.
Hitchman enforced a proposition that the Royal Society should
furnish its members with accurate portraits of winners of the
Gold Medals of the Society, and passed on to point out that
the great thing to be avoided is breeding from a diseased,
deformed, or defective animal ; a hereditary taint becomes by
close breeding frightfully confirmed and difficult to eradioite.

The lecturer concluded by further enforcing the following pro-
positions :

—

1. That man has been endowed with the means of controlling
and modifying the forms of all animals.

'2. That such modified forms can be handed down to the
progeny ; but, being departures from the primitive or natural
type, the form can only be maintained by assiduous attention
on the part of the breeder.

3. That not only because the qualities of the male can be
immediately brought to bear upon larger numbers, but also
because of his own special endowments, it is best to seek for
improvement of form and quality through him.

4. That qualities both of the'lorm and also of the character
become hereditary in proportion to the frequency of the
repetition in past generations, but that it is dangerous to
breed from any animal with important defects, however high
its pedigree.

5. That healthful well-formed animals, without hereditaiy
taint, even if closely related, may be safely permitted to
propagate their kind, provided the practice be not continued
through many generations.

6. That young animals for their first impregnalion should be

placed to the best of their own kind, in order to avoid the
reappearance of stain in any future progeny.

7. That science has not revealed any trustworthy arrange-
ment by which the proportion of the sexes can be determined
upon and secured.

3£lebictu0«
A Diciionanr of Science, Literninre, and Art, com-

vrising Definitions, Sfc. Edited by the Ute W. T.
Brande, D.C.L., and the Rev. G. W. Cox, M.A.
(Longmans.)

This extremely complete and elaborate work is approach-
inR the completion of a fourth edition. Originally
published 24 years ago, it has been rewritten and
extended wherever the sidyance of knowledge rendered
such extension necessary. The agi-ioultural articles,

like those descriptive of many other branches of know-
ledge, have required both alterations and additions, and
though no attempt is made to present a systematic
treatise on the subject, yet the salient points both of the
theory and practice of farming are made the subject of
descriptive paragraphs, ,so that agriculture is fairly

represented among trie various arts and sciences about
which the reader mil consult these volumes. "We
extract some of the paragraphs relating to farm practice
included within Ea—Eii, which are the limits of the
current number.

" Minderpest.—'ni& Report of the Cattle Plague Com-
mission (May 1866) renders it necessary to make a few
remarks in addition to those already made in the article

Murrain. Although no unfailing specific has been
discovered, some facts have been ascertained which
throw considerable light on the pathology of this dis-

order. It appears that within 48 hours of the time
when the animal has imbibed the disease, the tempera-
tiire of the body rises from 2' to 3J° of the thermometer.
The period of incubation is thus shown to be shorter
than was generally supposed, and this rise of tempera-
ture is especially valuable as furnishing a means of
separating sick from healthy cattle, and shortening the
time of quarantine. The whole course of the disease
is seven days ; but hitherto it has been erroneously
treated as beginning when it has already existed for

four days, and obtained a fatal hold on its victim. It
is confined almost entirely to ruminating animals,
although it may exist in the sheep and goat. The'
Commissioners xmanimously report that it is propa-

]

gated only by contagion, and that it consists in a poison
generated in the blood and capable of being conveyed
by inoculation, the increase of the poisonous matter i

when the disease is once established being marvellously
rapid. For the purjiose of disinfection they recom-
mend chlorine and the acids obtained from tar and
sulphur. Inoculation and vaccination with the matter :

of the cow-pox have been tried as apreventivc without
success. All strong medicines, it is asserted, heighten
the mortality ; and the only remedies suggested are
cleanliness, ventilation, disinfection, and careful feed-

ing. If these conclusions accord with the facts, the
necessity of a strict quarantine becomes imperative for

all cattle arriving from foreign ports.
" In their' third and final Report, issued June 1866,

the Commissioners adhere to their former conclusions
as supported by microscopic and other experiments.
Having used the highest magnifying powers, Dr. Beale
considers that 'with regard to the nature of the con-
tagion itself, evidence has been adduced to show that
it consists of very minute particles of matter in a living

state, each capable of growing and multiplying rapidly
when placed under favourable conditions ; that the rate

of growth and multiplication of these minute particles

far exceeds that at which the normal germinal matter
of the blood and tissues multiplies, and that they appro-
priate the pabulum of the tissues, and even grow at

their expense.'
" The most efficient disinfectant agents, sulphurous

and carbolic acids, are supposed to act by destroying
the vitality of the poisonous particles emanating from
animals in a state of disease. On the whole the Com-
missioners are convinced of the necessity of treating
the disease as strictly contagious, and of the importance
of marking the rise of the natural temperature of the
animal as the first and surest symptom that the disorder
has begun.

" Eot (A.-Sax. Irotian, to rot).—A terra applied
to a well-known disease peculiar to sheep ; also

termed cothe, but more generally known by the
teiTU rot. Many causes have been assigned for it,

as the Fasciola hepatica or fluke worm, or some
particular plants taken as food ; but as most of the
supposed deleterious herbs have been tried by way
of experiment, and have failed to produce the
disease, it must be attributed to some other cause.
It is believed that the germs from which the fluke is

derived, are taken into the system with the Grasses
and other green food grown in marshy ground. Bake-
well, when his sheep were past service, used to rot
them purposely by feeding them on wet land, that they
might not pass into other hands. This he always
readily did by overflowing his pastures. It is said that
land on which water flows, but does not stagnate,

will not rot, however moist ; but this is contradicted
by the experience of Bakewell, who used merely to

flood his lands a few times only to rot his sheep. It is

also said that they are sale from rot on Irish bogs, salt

marshes, and spring-flooded meadows, a statement
apparently verified by experience. "R'hen salt marshes
are found injurious, it is only in years when the rain

has saturated, or rather super-saturated such marshes.
The assertion ^that putrid exhalations unaccompanied
with moisture can occasion rot, needs confinnation

;

for these commonly go together, and it is difficult to

separate their effects. It is not the quantity of water
immediately received by land, but the capacity of that

land to retain the moisture, which makes it good
breeding ground for the germs of the disease, and thus
makes tne land itself of a rotting quality.

" The signs of rottenness are sufficiently familiar tr

persons about sheep. They first lose flesh, and what
remains is flabby and pale ; they also lose their vivacity.
The naked parts, as the li])s, tongue, &c.. look livid, and
are alternately hot and cold in the advanced stages.

The eyes look sad and glassy, the breath is fetid, the
urine small in quantity and high-coloured ; and the
bowels are at one time costive, and at another affected
with a black purging. The wool will come off on the
slightest pull in almost all cases. The disea.se has difler-

ent degrees of rapidity, but is always fatal at last. This
difference in degree occasions some rotted sheep to
thrive well under its progress to a certain stage, when
they suddeiily fall off, and the disease pursues the same
course as with the rest. Some graziers know this crisis

of declension, as it has been called, and kill their sheep
for market in the immediate nick of time with no loss.

In these cases, no signs of the disease are to be traced
by ordinary inspectors ; but the existence of the flukes,

and still more a certain state of liver and of its secretions,

are characteristic marks to the wary and experienced.
" The treatment of rot is seldom successful unless

when it is early commenced, or wiien the disease is of a
mild nature. A total change of food is the first indi-
cation, and of that to a dry wholesome kind ; all the
farina; are good, as the meals of Wheat, Barley, Oats,
Peas, Beans, &c. Oilcake is good also. Carrots have
done good, mixed with these : Broom, Burnet, Elder,
and Melilot, as diuretics, have also been recommended :

but it is necessary to remark, that there is seldom any
ventral effusion but in the latter stages of the com-
plaint. As long as tho liver is not disorganised, a cure
may be looked for by a simple removal of the cause,

aided by such remedies as assist the action of the biliary

system. Salt acts in this way, and thus salt mashes
are good ; salt may also be given in the trough, to be
licked at will by the sheep.

" Rotation of Crops.—In Ag riculture and Gardening
it is found that the same annual crop cannot be advan-
tageously cultivated on the same soil for more than
one or two years ; and hence one kind of crop is made
to succeed another. The number of cultivated crops
being limited, when the whole coui'se has been gone
through once, the series is again repeated ; and hence
the use of the word ' rotation.' As the same kinds of
crops are not, however, always grown in regular suc-
cession, a change being frequently made according to
general principles, the term used in that case is

' succession of crops.' The principle on which the
succession of crops is founded is, that every kind of
plant extracts nourishment from the soil, and leaves it

deficient of that which .shniild jirovc nutritious to

another species. As a general prim-iiile of guidance in

determining the succession of crops, it is considered
advantageous that a crop c iiltiv.ilnl fur its leaves or
roots should succeed oiif c uliixainl fur its ripened
seeds; that the cereal Cini--- -IhiuIiI \»- succeeded by
leguminous plants ; tap-rooi.^l i-laul.-. (n- jilants bearing
tubers, by fibrous-rooted plan is; plants which form a
compact covering on the surface, such as corn and
legumes sown broadcast, by plants which only partially

cover the surface, such as crops grown in rows suffi-

ciently wide to admit of cultivatioa between; and
plants which may be said by their abundant leaf to feed

the soil with what they take from the air,by plants which
are almost wholly dependent upon the stores of food for

them contained in tlie soil and subsoil. It may also be
adopted as a rule, that where land is to be subjected to
a crop of the same plants for a number of years, as in

permanent pasture, the plants composing the crop
should be of several different kinds, seeking a different

kind of aliment. Hence the propriety of sowing Clover,

Ribwort, and other tap-rooted dicotyledonous herbage
plants among pasture Grasses."
AYe add that SeiU and Soads are articles well

deserving perusal by agriculturists ; and that the com-
pleteness of the work up to the date of issue is illus-

trated by the fact that under Reform the history of

the late debate and its issue are described.

On the Application of Disinfectants in Arresting the

Spread of the Cattle Phr/ue. Report to Her
Majesty's Commissioners. Bv W. Crookes, F.ES.
J. H. Button, 1, Wine Office Court, Fleet Street.

Mr. Crookes' exhaustive and most valuable report on
the subject which was remitted to him and to Dr.
Angus Smith for examination by the Commissioners on
the Cattle Plague, is reprinted in a pamphlet of 02 small

Eages. We strongly recommend all stock-owners, who
ave latterly become so lamentably interested in the

subject of infection, to purchase it and study it.

The Shootei^s Diarij for the Season of 1856.

By J. C. B. C. Field Oflioe, 346, Strand, AV.C.

This is a well-designed and compendious literary

memorandum book, with a sufficient number of
" pigeon holes " allotted for all .sorts of records of your
own, and with others well stored with abundant and
most serviceable information regarding outfit and sport

in all parts of the world.

Miscellaneous.
The late Mr. S. Taylor. — On Sunday, the 29th of

July, in great peace, died Mr. Samuel Taylor, of
Wotton Parade, Gloucester, aged 80 years. The
deceased gentleman was the eldest son of Mr. Samuel
Taylor, formerly of Banham, and afterwards of New
Buckenham, in Norfolk, and a great grandson of

Dr. John Taylor, of Ivorwich, the author of the
" Hebrew Concordance," a very learned and distin-

guished Presbyterian minister of the last century. In
the decease of this venerable man, his friends have
sustained a severe loss ; for though age had impaired
his bodily frame, it had not destroyed his genial

humour and open-heartedness. In his social inter-

course and correspondence there remained, until a
short time previous to his death, a mirth and freshness

ahuost amounting to juvenility, which made it diflicult
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to believe that his earthly career was so nearly termi-

nated. Mr. Taylor in early life followed Agriculture

as his pursuit, and was one of the earliest and most

extensive contributors of practical articles
_
to the

Agricultural periodicals. [We cordially join with

our correspondent in this expression of his regret.

Mr. Taylor was a frequent correspondent of the Agri-

cultural Gazette, and wit, intelligence, and candour
combined to make his contributions to our columns
mo.st valuable.]

The Reaping Machine Trial at Peterborough,—
Shortly before .'i o'clock the judges, Messrs. Watts,
Orlingbury, frruiford of Uukden, Hunts, and Derry
ofGcchicy, Wisbech, again repaired to the field. The
machines selected were Burgess & Key's, Hornsby's,
Samuelson's, and Crosskill's (from the Beverley Iron

Works). The crop was a piece of rather light "W'heat,

and each machine had an acre to reap, viz., 12 chain.?

long and three-quarters of a chain wide. All started

together at 20 minutes pa-st 3. The average time taken

for each cut was two minutes. Burgess & Key's
machine had completed its work at 4h. 4m. 30s.

o'clock; Unni^bv's, Ih. 5m. 5s.; Samuelson's, Ih.Sm.SOs.;

Crosskill's 1 1 he lirvei-ley Company), 4h. 11m. 20s. ; so

that the li>tij;ist tune taken to reap an acre of corn was
484 minutes, and the shortest J4J minutes. Much interest

appeared to be taken in the work of Crosskill's, it being

alarger machine than the rest, and consequently taking

a wider swathe, being propelled instead of drawn by
three horses. The loss of time in turning occasioned

by this arrangement, and the machinery getting out of

gear, appeared to counterbalance the advantage of size,

as will be seen by the above result. The work of each
machine was good, but the laying of the swathe w,as

decidedly best by Burgess & Key's machine. Of the
smaller manual machines three were selected, viz.,

Cuthbert's, Bamlett's, and Hornsby's. The latter was
objected to as not being strictly a manual machine, but

rather to be called semi-manual, there being chains

attached to it; it having, however, been allowed to

compete at the Boyal Agricultural Show at Plymouth,
the stewards over-ruled the objection. The two other

makers not being satisfied declined to compete, and
Hornsby's therefore went in alone. Notwithstanding
the unfavourable state of the weather, the work done
both with Wheat and Barley was very creditable, and
on its completion the company retired to the tent,

when the Chairman made known the awards, viz., for

the best self-delivering reaping machine a cup value

10/., by the Agricultural Society, to Messrs. Burgess &
Key ; and for the best manual machine a cup value

10/., by Messrs. Amies & Co, to Messrs. Hornsby.
With regard to the work of the small machines at the
preliminary trial, it may be stated that Cuthbert's and
Bamlett's were, irresiwctive ofHornsby's, the favourites.

The work of the former was much admired from the
evenness with which the sheaves were laid ready for

tying. This, however, was attributed to the experience
of the layer extending over 14 or 15 years. The cutting

of Bamlett's was considered as good, but the laying

deficient, owing to the comparative inefficiency with
which the rake was used. Peterborough Advertiser.

Morncasile [Lincolnshire) Horse Fair.—This cele-

brated horse fair opened on Monday morning, and
comprised a fine exhibition of horses. There w'as an
unusually large attendance of horsedealers, private

speculators, and breeders ; foreign agents eagerly

secured small thick-built horses for exporting abroad.

Business continued active throughout the day, and
the fair was resumed yesterday with an equally brisk

trade. Large studs of horses were sold at the following

figures :—Young horses suitable for town carts, public

carriers, van and omnibus purposes, 40 to 55 guineas

;

and small thick-set ditto adaptable for artillery and
other military work, 35 to 45 guineas. Heavy cart-

horses, for brewers' and merchants' work and road
teams, 50 to 70 guineas; and seasoned ditto for

farmers' work, 20 to 28 guineas; and cart colts, 25

to 45 guineas. Handsome well-bred young horses,

of high class and fashion, broken to double and
single harness, suitable for brougham and other

private carriage purposes, 73 to 90 guineas; and
well-matched pairs of ditto, 200 to 250 guineas

;

young promising horses of this class and unbroken,
60 to 70 guineas. Horses suitable for ladies' riding

chargers, and other saddle purposes, fetched prices

varying from CO to 130 guineas, and horses of high
blood and pedigree for the hunting field produced from
80 to 150 guineas, and hunters of celebrity and accus-

tomed to hounds, 200 to 300 guineas ; neat steady cobs

and cover hacks, 25 to 40 guineas; roadsters, hacks, and
single harness horses, 25 to 35 guineas ; trotting horses,

50 to 100 guineas ; and brood mares, foals, and year-

lings sold freely to breeders. The fair lasts six days for

horses, Saturday being exclusively for heavy cart

animals, and the great sheep fair will be held on
Monday next.

Kotices to Correspondents.
Busby CaiiTS : W E Q., die, Mr. Busby's .iddresa is BctLiIe,

Yorkshire.
GORSE-CausHlNG Machine: (i C. Apjjly to Mr. Waleb, Bal-

briggan, Ireland.
Insects : Sussex. Tlie earwig certainly feeds on vegetables, and

for want of other food would attack Turnips, but yi.u may
satisfy yourself easily if they be the real depredators ili your
case by examining the fields after dark with a lanthom.

Land Agenc\' : The Editor of the Aprieultural Gazette would
be glad to know of a situation where Agricultural experience
and good judgment in the management of land, whether as

Farm Baiiifi or Estate Agent, would be serviceable. A most
competent and trustworthy man can be confidently recom-
mended for such a place.

Poultry Management near London : C. Dietrich. There is

a great Poultry establishment at Bickley, near Bromley,
Kent, but nothing is known here of such an establishment
as you describe, " wherein laying hens in large numbers are

kept and fed upon horseflesh principally, and where the
profits of the industry are derived from the eggs, the sale

of grease obtained from the horses, and from artificial

manure made off the offal."

PRIZE MEDALS AWARDED to GREEN'S PATENT
LAWN MOWERS.

INTEUNATIUNAL EXI11HIT10N, LONDON, 1862.

INTERN ATIU.VAL EXHIKITION, LUBLIN, ISfifi.

The above Lawn Mowers have provad to bo tlie best, and have
carried off every Prize that hna been given io all coses of Com-

.Sold by nil respectable Ironmongers, Seedsmen, 4c., In the
Kingdom. Illustrated Price Liat.H free on application.

AGRICULTURAL and HORTICULTURAL
IMPLEMENTS and MACHINES of every description.

IMPROVED IRON STABLE FITTINGS.
HURDLES ond CONTINUODS IRON and WIRE FENCINO.

Palisading Entrance and Field Gi\tes. Plain and Galvanised
Wire Netting.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS and GARDEN ROLLERS.
Garden Engines, Syringes. Water Barrows. Omamentjil Garden

Scats, Cliairs. Tables, Iron Fountains, Vases, Ac.

IRON and BRASS BEDSTEADS, in great variety.

Washing, Wiunging, and Mangling Machines.

IMPROVED SAUSAGE MACHINES and FILLERS.
Separate Illustrated Price Lists free on application.

Tuouas Gref.1* & Soy, Smithfield Iron Works. Leeds.

Show Rooms opposite the Smithfield Cattle Market, North Street,

Leeds; 54 and 65, Blackfriars Road, London, '' - --'' "^ ^'*-—

tfuav. Dublin.

nd 10, Eden

G^

Diameter, 30 inches ; Length 32 Inches. £7 10

Prices for Rollers fitted with Snafta auitable for Pouy or Horse
application,

iaifo paid t

Thomas Qbeen 4 Sow, Smithfield Iron Works, Leeds ; 64 ai

Biackfiiiirs il.iad, London, S. ; and 1», Eden Quay, Dublin.

N.B. All Orders executed on the day they are received.

Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for

S.\YNOR AND COOKE'S WARUANTKl) PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, aco that you ^et them.

Ohserve the mark Savnor, also the corporate mark Odtaim
WARnANTEP, without which none are genuine.

S. & C. reeret having to caution Gardeners and others, but are
compelled to do so, in consequence of an imitation, of commoik
quality, having been sold for the genuine one, and which lias causcci
many complaints to be made to them of Knives whicL were not ot
their make, all of which are warranted both by Sellers and Makem.

S. k C.'s Pruning and Budding Knives aie the dcsl and the
cheapest in the market.

Faxton Works, Shefilold. Established upwards of 125 years.

J. B. BROWN & CO.'S NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWER.
PATENTEES AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS,

J. B. BEOWN & CO.,
148, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.

GUARANTEED TO GIVE PERFECT SATISFACTION,

AND, IF NOT APPKOVED OF,

MAY BE AT OXCE RETURNED.

Thi.^ Ni •^v Piitf lit Lawn Mower combines all the latest improvementa in Lnwn MowiDg Machines, being sinipfsr

in constiuctioii, very light, silent in movement, easily worked, ami so strong and durable as to be literally uubreuk-

able—an all-important feature in Ifachines of this class ; the ordinary Cast-iron being entirely done away with, xn/^

Malleable Iron substituted in all breakable parts, and every part being numbered and accurately made lo standard

gauges. The workmanship and finish are also of a superior character j the entire Machine being quite eqnal to a revolu-

tion so to spe.-ik, in Lawn Mowers. The Machines are all guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction in every respect.

TESTIMOKIAL from Thoi*. Ingram, Esq., Soyal Gardens, Windsor, Atigust 11, 1866.

" Gentlemen,—I have much pleasure in slating that yonr New Patent B B Lawn Mowing Jlachine has bad «

good trial, and has proved quite satisfactory. The work done is of the first order, lea\ing the Lawn tike a piece of

velvet. " I "11, Gentlemen, yours faithfully,

"Messrs. J. B. BnowN & Co." "Tuos. Ingkam."

PlilCES-

Patent B B Hand Machine.

ncluding Carriage to any Railway Station or Shijipiug Port in England.

10-inch Machine ..£3 10 )

12-inch Machine .. 4 10 o\ Easily worked bij a. Soy.
14-inch Machine .. 5 10 )

16-inch Machine . . 6 10 Ditto by a Man.

18-inch Machine ..£7 10 Eusibj worked by a Mart

20-inch Machiue ..800) [and Boy
22-inch Machine . . 8 10

J
Ditto by Two Mm.

24-inch Machine *. . 9 )

Patent B B Horse Machine.
PRICES—Complete, without extras, including Carriage

to any Railway Station or Shipping Port in England.

S'*'"'i;M'"l!i"' ^fAl l\ Drawn h„ a Horse
36-inch Machine 24 10 )

'

30-inch Machine 21 10 By a Horse or Strong Pony

New Improved Horse, Pony, and Donkey Boots, wholly of Leather,

Boots, 2\s. ; Donkey Boots, 16s. per set.

J. B. BROWN AND CO.,

WAREHOUSE and MANUFACTORY, 148, UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C.

Opposite the City of London Brewery, and close to the London Bridge Steam Boat Piers.

Patent B B Pony and Donkey Machine.
PRICES—Complete, without extras, including Carriage-

to any Railway Station or Shipping Port in England.

^^t^USSe:: V.'lZDl^rawnbyaPony
25-inch Machine .. .. 14 10 Drawn by a Donkey

follows :—Horse Boots, 24s.; Pony

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Class IX., No. 2119.

Mk. gray begs to call the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, Nurserymen, Gardeners, Sec, to his

NEW OVAL XUBTJLAB BOILER,
Acknowledged by practical judges to be a great improvement on every form of Tubular Boiler yet introduced

It has proved itself superior to all other Boilers for quickness of action and economy of Fuel, doing its work wUh-

one-third less the amount required by any other.

Extract from Report in Gardeners' Chronicle of International Exhibition, May 24, 1862, page 476.

" Tbe upright form of EoUer Is usually made on a circular plaii,"| rather than a squars. It sooms feasible that the Bpileraon the OTal

but the oval form given to Mr. Ghai'. variety of it is said to be plan .bould bring the tubes more completely mthm range of the

preferable in consequence of Its bringing the tubes in closer contact burning fuel ; and tbia being f

with the fire. The uaual form of a fUmace beUig a parallelogram |
'""''* "" i'"™"v»'"""t5 doubt an Unprovement."

I, the change, thoiigh a Blight c

g3" They are made of all sizes, which, with prices, may be had on application.

JAMES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
DANVERS STREET, PAULTON'S SQUAJRE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.
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OTHOUSES for the MILLION
Invented bv the l.ito

SIR JOSEPH 'PAXTON.
Manufactories: London, Newton In Cartmel

'

;r, Coventry, Abcrdeoi

lllu-straied l^irculars, with revised List of

i, will be sent on prepaid application to

Messrs. Hereman & Morton, Head Office,

Pall Mail Eaat, London.

H
Hc

OT WATEU PIPKS and FITTINGS of the best

description supplied by

Si Pollard, 17. New Park Street, Southwark, London. S.E.

BURY AND POLLARD'S CONICAL BOILERS for

HEATING by HOT WATER fixed at Seats of Duke of

Newcastle. Lord JSelper. &c,, at Viscount Sydney'
being L>0 years in crjnsian'

17, New Park

Ilf-WATER APPARAXb'S, of eve
fixed complete in any part of the country,

viz., Boilers, Pipes, ic..

replaced, after

k, London, S.E.

Heating by Hot Water.

WJ. HOLLANDS, Iron Merchant,
• 31, Banl side. London. S.E.

HOT WATER PIPES, fium Stock, per yard :—2-inch, Is. 2d ;

3-inch, Is. JO(i. ; and 4-inch, 2s. id. BENDS, from Stock, Is.iid., Us. 6d.,

and 3^. each. THROTTLE VALVES, los., I3s., and 14a-, each. Other
Conne-Kions at oi^ually low prices, and all goods of first-clas.s manu-
facture. Estimates given, and orders by post punctually attended to

H
Heating by Hot Water.

OT-WATER PIPES, at Wholesale Prices, with
Elbows, Syphons, Tee Pipes, and every other connection

;

vithbut brickwork, 60s. each. Valves from 10s. dd. each. Patent
Valves, Improved Furnace Doors, Furnace Bars, Supply Cisterns,

1 Castings of every description in

JAMES AVATTS and CO., Hothouse Builders and
noT-WAT!:RAiTAnATusMANDFAcrcuERS,353,OIdKent Road, S.E.

Onn CUCUMBER ana MELON BOXES and LIGHTS,
/C/yjyj and from Hw to i,'.i) LIGHT.S fnr PITS of all SIZES kept in

I . 1 cady for immediate use.STOCK. Glazed
Packed and sent to
Buildings. Warehou.*

nomicat i the Nobility, Gentr>', and

^^

all re.idv fur fixiii;:. of :niv size, at Is-, --i'l. per fnot snp^r. Also
that ho lias ready lor use ii> GREENHOUSB LIGHTS, 'J tt. 10 in.

long by i ft. 81 in, wide, 21-oz. glass, price 271. Also severaJ lots of
sniailer size ; and a large stock of 1, 2, 3, and 4 Light GARDEN

(^:iREENHOUSES, 42 feet by 13 wide, £50; 21 fet-t by
VT 13 wide, £2S ; 12i feet bv I

a handsome OONSEHV.\Tf >[-

any branch in the liiiv y.: ^

H . FaELMAS's Works. 1,

" SOLUTau ni,

a first-rate cunmiiur
, Gentlem.an ; also about

grown a

;.E, Established 20 years.

rro BE i

X andiof
ll.\l:l' HOUSE, nearly new,
si/.u 7-> loot by 20 feet, tho property

I OKCHARD-HOUSE TREES, well

Apply to E. CooLiNO, Mile Aah Nur;

H^ND MACHINE
the oiilj Lawn Mowers that will wo|^ for years without

ly Lawn Mowers that will Mow properly wUon the

- in ALL the Royal
Gardens.
Every Machine warranted, and if not approved of can bo at onco

returned. Illustrated Price Lists sent free on application.
8 & Son,pens Iron Works, Arbroath ; and 27, Leadcu-

1 London where intending

_ARDEN BORDER EDGING TILES, in great
nety of x''itterns and material, the plainer sorts being

especiallv suited for JUTCHJiN GAltDENS, as
they harbour no Slugs and Insects, take up littl'

quently being much cheaper.
GARIfKV VASK-S FOUNTAINS, &c., In

Ait-iiM I ii si.>ii.', ..I i^pjat dtirabiltty, and in 'groat

West,
M^r,;,iDdRoad, Kingsland, N.E.

Sole London Agents for FoXLEVS I'ATENT GARDEN WALL
BRICKS. Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Ti-ade supplied

ORNAMENTAL PAYING TILES for Conservatories,
Halts, Corridoi-s. Balconies, Ac, as cheap and durable as

red, and buff colours, and capable of forming

enriched designs

of designs,
Also TESSELATED PAVEMENTS of

than tho above.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for l,inlng Walls of Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen llanKes, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving
Bncks of great dumbility, Dutch and Adamantine Clmkers, Wal
Copings, Bed and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, fee.

To be obtained of F. & G. Rosheb, at their Premises aa above.

SILVER SAND (REIGATE, best quality), at the above
addresses—148. per Ton, or U. 3d. per Bushel ; 28. per Ton extra

fttr delivery within three miles, and to any London Railwav or Wharf.
Quantities of 4 Tons, Is. per Ton less.
FLINTS, BRICK BURRS or CLINKERS, for Rockeries or Grotto

Work. F, & G. Kosher.—Addresses see above.
N.B. Orders promptly executed by Railway.

GUMMING & EDMONDS
Take this opijorlunity of returning tlieir grateful thanks for the very gieat support they have received since

their commencement in Business, and beg to state that at their New and extensive Wurks, ULLIE BRIDGE,
RICHMOND ROAD, FULHAM, they have erected STEAM-POWER &IACHINERY, and have every convenience
for executing Work with the greatest superiority, cheapness, and despatch.

C. AND E. beg to invite special attention to their superior DESIGNS for CONSERVATORIES, and every class

of HORTICULTURAL WORK, and to state that they prepare and supply Designs and Estimates free of all expcnise.

The great success of GUMMING and EDMONDS'S

PATENT TUBULAR ARCHED SADDLE BOILERS,
the gener.il satisfaction they have given wlierc lixed, and the high terms in which persons wlio have the management
of them express iheraselvea, enable C. and E. with confidence to strongly recommend the Boiler to particular notice.

HOT-WATEK MPES, CONNECTIONS, &c., for every description of HEATIKG APPARATUS, .sir|)|diod at
the lowest prices, with or witliout fixing, accompanied by a Working Plan for the Fixing of the Appuratu.-.

Pt-oapedus ami Trices on applicaiion.

1^ Several good SECOND-HAND BOILEPvS, of different descriptions, for SALE.

GUMMING AND EDMONDS,
CON.SERVATOBY AllCUITECTS, UuRTICULTURAL liUlLDERS, and noT-W.lTEU AITAH.VTUS ENGINEERS,

LILLIE BRIDGE, PaCHMOND ROAD, FULHAJVI, LONDON, S.W.

BEARD'S PATENT.

GREAT INTERNATIONAL noRTICULTURAL EXHIBITION ,1: BOTANICAL CONGRESS.

MESSES. SANDERS, FEEWEB, & CO.,
VICTORIA WORKS, RURY ST. EDMUNDS,

roE TUEiu MODEL of

BEARD'S PATENT METALLIC NON-CONDUCTING GLASS HOUSES,
Showing the Patent System of perfect Ventilation anil Patent Method of Glazing, whereby breakage from

expansion and contraetion is prevented, and facility given for immediate reparation by any ordinary labourer.

Messes. SiVNDEKS, FKEWEE, aud CO. beg to call special attention to the high value of these sreat improvements
in the VENTILATION, &c. , of HOfiXICULTUaAL EHECTIONS, which are also applicable to all WOODEN HOUS E?,
as well as to CHURCHES, RAILWAY STATIONS, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, M^VNUFACTOKIES, &c. ; aud have
received the highest recommendation from many of the first Horticulturists and practical men of the United Eingdom

The system is invaluable also for AGRICULTURAL BUILDINGS, .as by it abundant Light and Air can be
obtained, and the Veutilattion regulated to the utmost nicety in the Tops and Roofs of all Structures, where, as is yidO.
known, Impure Air constantly accumulates, and where the oidinary system of Ventilation is impracticable.

Full particulars and descriptions may be obtained on application to

MESSRS. SANDERS, PREWER, and CO.,

VICTORIA HORTICULTURAL AND ENGINEERING WORKS, BURY ST. EIJ.MUNDS.
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TAMES PHILLIPS and CO.
fj beg to submit their Reduced Pujces as follows ;

—

GLASS for ORCHARD HOUHES,
As supplied by them to Mr. Rivers, to the Royal Horticultural Society,

and to most of the Nobility, Clergy, and Gentlemen of the United
Kingdom.
Each Box contains 100 feet. The prices only apply to the siZ08 stated.

Squares 20 by 12, 20 by 13, 20 by 14, 20 by 16.

10 oz. to tbe foot. 21 oz.

Fourth quality . . . . 14*. Oil 18s. M.
Third ditto ICs. Od Zls.fkl.

Seconds IXs. 6d. ibs.Od.
English 19». 0(i iOs.Od.

Stock sizes, Iti-oz., In 100 feet boxes, boxes Included.

These prices only apply to the sizes stated.

14 by 9

I

11 by 9
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THE AERIAL CHAIR.

WONDERFUL APPLICATION OF THE PRINCIPLE OF OSCILLATION.
FOR THE GARDEN, CONSERVATORY, AND NURSERY.

Entirety " Self-acting," the operator requiring no assistance whatever, and so easy of motion that a Child can propel itself to any desired altitude without the slightest

danger of accident. It has been pronounced a marvel of ingenious mechanism, and cannot fail to become a necessary adjunct to every well-appointed Garden and Nursery,

while for Invalids it will be hailed as a means of recreation .and hygienic exercise never before offered them. They are very easily fitted up in any ordinary-sized room, and con

be attached to the ceiling by means of a few common iron bolts. The only instructions necessary for the use of this invention are, that the person upon being seated simply

presses the feet against the footboard, which will at once set the Chair in motion.

For Gardens or Lawns the "AERIAL CHAIR" can be secured to the branch of a tree or to the framework of an ordinary Swing.

Manufactured of Wrought Iron, in three different sizes, to wit :

—

Size No. 1, suitable for Children price £2 2s. | Size No. 2, suitable for Youtlis

No. 3, suitable for Adults £3 3s.

£2 lOs.

These prices inelude packing, but not carnage. The suspending rods are about 8 feet in length. E.vtra rods can be obtained, if required, at 2*. 6d, per foot. The Seat to

the *' AERIAL CHAIR " is of wood, and moveable. Iron Seats, in imitation of Cane, can be had at 15s. each.

Attached to the bead-board of the " AERIAL CHAIR " is a brass label, with the following words ;-^" Aekial ChaJr, sectked by Rotal Letters Patent. Manufac-
tured BY Peyton & Peyton, Metallic Bed3te.id Manuf.ycturers, Bibminoham. Charles Pomeroy Button, Pbopkietor, Nos. 142 and 143, Cheafside, London."

TRADE MARK-

'

AERIAL CHAIR.'-TERMS CASH.

All Orders must he accompanud with a City Jtefcrencc or Ranittance to

CHARLES POMEROY BUTTON, Nos. 142 & 143, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.G.

Editorial Commualcations should be addressed to"
PriDted by Juies MATTMSwa, at the

Office, No. 41, Wellingtou Street, Parish c

t the Offlfc of Messrs, Br^i
B Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters

e said County.—SjkTDBDAT, August 18, 1866.
: of whitefriars, City of I

tthe Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden. London. W.C,
of Middlesex, and Published by the said Jambs Matth
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I

Hyaclntlis, £sc.

WM. PAUL'S SELECT LIST of HYACINTHS,
EARLY TULIPS, and otber SPRING-FLOWERING

IIULUS and PLANTS, is now ready Jiud will Uo forwiirded post Iruu
oil apiilication.
I'al'i.'s Nurseries and Si;ed WHrehouse. Waltham Cross. London, N,

Hyacinths and other Flower Roots.
rOHN Fli.\M-:K l.r:;,iMiiiliin:il.'th:il ].H (.' ATA I.( M i UE
' ol lIVAriNTllS. NAUriSSl, Ti:i,irs, ,tc , is i.nw iHiblu-sho.l,

id UKiy bu Imd on f.piiUc;Ukiii. A DK^SC'llllTl VK Ll.sT uf tlio best
uds of STRAWBEIilllES ia also ready lor distribution.

The Nurseries, Lea Bridge Road. London, N.E.

H
Dutch Flower Roots.

UGH LOW AND CO.'S CATALOGUE of the .ibove
eady fnr diritribiitioii, an.i wiM bo forwarded post paid

application. Olai'tun Nursery, N K.

Dutch Flower Roots.

BS. WILLL'VMa- NEW and DESCRIPTIVE
• CATALOGUE of the above Is now Koady, and can be bad

post free on application.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, IIolloH-ny, Loudon. N.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, &c.
BUTLER, McCULLOCH, and CO. have the pleasure

to announce that their CATALOGUE of the above and other
SPRING FLOWERING and CAPE BULBS will be ready tha flrat

week In September. Sent free and post paid to all parts of the world.
Covent Gardeu Market (Strand bido), London, W.C.

BOSTON FLORAL and HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
(1800)—The FIRST GREAT AUTUMN SHOW of FLOWERS.

FRUITS, and VEGETABLES will be held in MAJOR HOPKINS'
PARK, on THURSDAY, Aujrust 30. Extra Prizes of £5 and £3
(subject to the Judges' discretion}, will be given for the Best and
Second Best Collections of 12 Stove and Foliage Plants.

The Boston Artillery Band will attend.
For Schedules, &c., apply to the Hon. Sees., Mr. W. H. Bailes,

Solicitor, Boston ; and Mr. Jon. Cocts, West Skirbeck Nursery, Boston.
Tickets of Admission, at 1 o'clock 2s,, at 3 o'clock Is., may be

obtained of Mr. R. M. Dikqwall. Market Place, Boston.
N.B. It is particularly requested tliat Intending Exhibitors give

the notice required by Rule 4 with regard to Entries, for the Hon.
Secretary's

Just Published,
BULBS and their CULTURE." See Original Article

in AUTUMN SUPPLEMENT to CARTER'S GARDENERS'
and FARMERS' VADE MECUM.

James C*kteb & Co.. -^37, 238, and 261. High Holborn, W.C.
Post free, 12 stamps; gratis to Customers.

Hyacinths, and other Dutch Bulbs,

AE. BARNAART, Vogelensang, Haarlem, begs to
. announce that his CATALOGUE of FLOWER ROOTS for

ISOO has just appei*rod, and can be had post free on application.
N.B. Postage to Holland, 3d.

R^

DUTCH BULBS, unusually fine; a choice Collection
of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, Wardian Cases, Fern

Shades. Gold Fish Aquariums, Sic.

R. GftEEN, 154, Kingsland Road, N.E. ; and the Bedford Conser-
vatories, Covent Garden Market, W.C.

'

Rulei
1 the 6th and 6th of September next. Prize Lists and
lad post free on application to
ar. YoDxo. 33, South Bridge. Edinburgh. '

"ORKSOP FLORAL and HORTICULTURAL'
SOCIETY.—The NINTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION of the

above Society will belield on THURSDAY. September 6.

In addition to otber Prizes the following will be offered for com-
gatition, open to all England :—
oUection of Fruit, 8 dishes, C varieties, Ist, £6 55. ; 2d, £3 3j. :

3d, £1 10s. ; 4th, £1 U.
Six Bunches of Grapes, 6 varieties.—1st, £2 2j. ; 2d, £1. la. ; 3d, lOs. fid.

Two Bunches Black and 2 Bunches White Grapes.—ist, 'lis. ; 2d,
IOj. ; 3d, 5.1. ^^

Six Peaches and Nectarines —Ist, 21ji. ; 2d, 10«. ; 3d, 6«. I

Best Pine, any Variety.—1st, 21a. ; 2d, lo.t.

Twelve Dissimilar Blooms of Dahliiis - l , l:1- ; 2 i, i<i7 I'-J
; 3d, 5.^

Twelve Hollyhocks, Distinct Variotit-s
,

. i- , _ i, i " -„/. ; 3d, &s.

SCOTT'S PRICED CATALOGUE of HYACINTHS
• and other FLOWER ROOTS is now ready.

s wishing for Bulbs of very best quality at lowest prices

COLLINSIA VERNA, 6d. ;

J. Scott, Men
per packet.

:, and Yeovil, Somerset.

New CatalOCTie of Plants, Dutch Bulbs, &c.
ROBliRT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW

CATALOGUE, containing Select Descriptive and Priced Lists
of New, Rare, and beautiful Greenhouse, Hardy and Stove Plants,
Hardy Ferns, Fruit Trees, Grape Vines, Roses, Rhododendrons,
Sweet Violets, ic, Amaryllis. Crocuses, Cyclamens, Gladioli,
HyaointhB, Liliuras, Narcissus, Tulips, and otber Bulbs, Is now
published and will be forwarded to applicants.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.

Schedules of Pnzi
Gk.

BRIGHTON and SUSSEX l-i.uivKJULi URAL and
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETl'.

The THIRTEENTH ANNUAL SUMMER EXHIBITION will be
held, by permission of the Town Council, on the Eastern Lawn, and
In the entire suite of splendid decomted rooms of the Royal Pavilion,
on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY. 12th and 13th September, and
the AUTUMN SHOW, 12th and 13th September, on the some grand

|

scale as in former years.

See Barr & Sugden's Bulb Advertisement, page 799.

BARR'S PRIZE CALCEOLARIA. 2s. Gd. per packet.
The above beautiful strain of Calceolaria was saved by Mr.

James, of Isleworth, from the plants which wore awarded the
1st jtrize at the International Horticultural and Botanical Congress.

SUTTON'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE, now in the
Press, will be shortly published, and forwarded gratia and post

free on application.
Royal Berkshire Seed Establlehniont, Reading.

St. James's
Exhibitions,
August '2y

or E. Si-AitT, General Superintendent (

New Verbenas of 1866.

WM. KNIGHT has selected from the various raider
30 distinct varieties of VERBENAS, which ho now offers i

good Plants for l&a., package includud. Terms cash.
Floral Nursery, Hallshnm, Sussex.

New General Plant Catalogue.

BS. WILLIAMS' NEW PLANT CATALOGUE,
• containing many reallvgood Novelties, and carefully selected

LISTS of STOVE, GREENHOU.se. and HARDY PLANTS, is

now ready and will be forwarded post free to all applicants.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Holloway, London, N.

M. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to say that tlioFr

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of CHOICE HYACINTHS,
TULIPS, CROCUSES. &c., is now ready, and can bo had pout free

on application.
Hlghgate Nurseries. London, N.

D
Botanic NuTseries, Biggleswade, Beds.

ODBLE SCARLET GERAIflUlIS of Sorts, 2». 6d.
each, 24*. per doz. VARIEGATED CHRYSANTIIEMUM, a 60

Notice.
PAGE CATALOGUE of NEW PLANTS of 1866

now ready, free for one stamp

A
W

Botanic Nurseries. Biggleswade, Beds.
LL the NEW ZONALE GKKANIUMS, 1865, 1866.

Four dozeQ, 20*.

—

Edward SnENTo[f.

ANTED, CUTTINGS of MRS. POLLOCK, BIJOU,
STELLA, and ono or two others of the best Bedding

CHOICE YARIEGATE,D PELARGONIUMS.
Mrs. Benyon I Italia Unita
Mrs. Pollock Rainbow
Clara Picturata I Princess AJoxaudra
Yellow Belt | Fontainebleau | Burning Bush

in strong plants, for21»., package included. Terms, cash.

F
Railway Planting.

IVE MILLION Transplmitod QUICKS, of superior

FINE SPECIMEN and HALF-SPECIMEN HAllD-
WOODED and ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGE STOVE and

GREENHOUSE PLANTS.—Exhibitors and gontlemen furnishing

""'T.' * Sl Sox, Nursery, Kingaton, Surrey.

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.JAMES C A 11 T E U AND CO.,
SisD Farkos, Mercoams. and Nr MeuvuiiK,

237 1 238, nigh Holborn, London, W.C.

Dorking 'Nursery.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM Ciin now send, post free for six postage

stamps, Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
hicluding prices of Hardv Exotic Ferns) of his NEW and PRICED
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE ofBRlTISH and EXOTIC FERNS
No. 7.

%* Part II. (Exotic Fonis) wiU be issued as early aa possible.
Foot's Cray Nursery, S.E.

Just PubUsliedl
" UPRING FLOWERS and SPRING GARDENING."O See Original Article in AUTUMN SUPPLEMENT to
CARTER'S GARDENERS' and FARMERS' VADE MECUM.

James Carter & Co., 237, 238, & 2G1, High Holborn, W.C.
Post free, 12 stamps ; gratis to Customers.

OrcUs maculata superba.
OSBOEN AND SONS are now taking orders for tMs

beautiful hardy TERRESTRIAL ORCHID, for which a First-

class Certificate was awarded on the 19th of June by the Floral
Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society. It is of vigorous
habit, H to 2 feet high, has leaves transveraely marked with very
dark stripes, and a dense spike of spotted rose-coloured flowera
6 Inches long. Prico Lg, each, to be delivered in autujnn.

Fulbam Nursery, London, S.W.

)AUL AND SON'S POSIN

Londou. N.E.

11 FLOWKl:
Tlio Nuniur
eachedbyTri o Lea Uridgo Station.

Shoreditch to Wa

Roses In Bloom,
HOSE
pectful
AM Stati

vitcj. Tniins almost hourly from

Waltham Cross, N.

New Tea Rose.
AMPPOTSK VKIiS('H'M''l''l';l,T, Wi

SPRUN I, I , :,

Rose Nurseries, Tunbrldge Wells.
EDWIN IIOLLAMBY respectfiillv bejs to nnnounee

that his Stock of ROSES
rooted plants. This majpiihcei
variety worthy of cultivation. E:irly orders are solicited.

Roses In Bloom.
JAMES MITCHELL has the honour of informinj his

kind patrons that his magniacent COLLECTION la NOW in
FINE BLOOM. Pilt Down Nurseries, Marcsfleld, Susses.
The London, Brighton, and South-coast Railway. Two and a-half

miles from the Ucktleld btation.

J AS. PACKrtOUSE AND SON regret to say that they
will be unable, from unexpected causes, to send out Plants of

LOBELIA CORONOPIFOLIA this season. Oi-ders I'occived will be
ioa as possible.

York Nurseries, August 18.

Botanic Nursery, Biggleswade, Beds.
)ANSIES, all the finest Show varieties, 2Us. per 100.

PAUL AND SON'S HOLLYHOCK SEED,
6s. packets of 12 variot.cs, sljnukl bo sown at once.

The Oidrii, .),,;,, Nui , !;,,s,N.

B. iiK.c* that he has a
.. - i Ki-iiiting CANES of all

.y liL' li;id on application,
, Holloway, London, N.

/"CASTLE KENNEDY FIG.—Plants of the above may
V_V now be had at 10s. 6d. and 2l8. each ; the usual discount to the
Trade. Fetek Lawsos & Son. Edinburgh and London.

pHARLES TDRNEH can sui,i)lv'aU the Icjuline; kinds,

To Nurserymen.
WANTED. 10,000 stout sr.VNlSH CHESTNUT

PLANTS, f. feet liicM,, .',.-!. 'v. rot-1 in London.
. Mr-

Fruit Trees.
Ill intending PUmlera
viiioli occupy upwards of

A Quarter of a iMii

rpHOMAS wakm:i; i-

-

X and the Tnide, tb:a his s ...
70 acres, contain the above, in addition to a most extensive stock
Everyreena, Ornamental Trees, Roses, ic. All in a high state of
cultivation. An inspection is respectfully invited.

CATALOGUES, Wholesale and Retail, ready in October.
The Nuraerios, Leicester Abbey, Ij mile from the Midland Railway

Station.

Fancy Tulips.

FOR SALE, a splendid UoUcction of FANCY TULIPS,
consisting of above 800 Bulbs, in 22(t varieties, all correctly

named. Price £20. For particulars apply to
A. Van Gkekt, Nurser>TnaD, Ghent, Belgium.

eady and iu tirst-rate couiUtion for
i.> co'ming season.—A large stock of all kinds
,4 the GIANT, NEAPOLITAN, CRIMEA,

I

-. on receipt of stamp for postage.
L liiower, Thornton Heath, Surrey, N.W.

V-
lOLETS,

JAMLS FAIKUI'JAO AND SON, Seed Ohuwers and
MERcnANTS, 7, Borough Market, London, S.E.

New and Genuine AGRICULTURAL, GARDEN, and FLOWER
SEEDS. Special prices and advantageous oQ'ers on application.

"CrAyNBrKIJi'CATDECOtT, UAWTREE, DOWLING,
X\i

Coa
89,1

AND COMPANy, Limited,

3, Mancrk. and Oilcake Mekchants,
1 Market, Mark Lane, E.C.; or Basl^rjgstoke.

for Wheat; ISO'.', for " Excellent} iJE";

PETEU DHUMMOND aa-d CO. (late J. Scott),
Preston Ruad Nursery, Yeovil, Somerset, have still on hand a

urplus stock of BEDDING I'l,.\
.-.-.-- ,..Ti,,.t. ...

great variety; GERANIUM^

S^
KL.NU \ -Vli.Nti t

snOOLD NOW DE ti<JWN.
8 to 121b. required per acre.

Price lOd. per lb., or cbenpor by the cwt._

Sutton & Sons, Royal JBerkshiro Seed Establishment, Reading.

Grass Seeds for Autumn Sowing.
SUTTON'S PERMANENT GKASS SEEDS

FOR ALL SOILS.
Prices (according to quantity lo.iiiiEod iiud soils for which they aro

mtended), mav be had on npi^'i- m-
Sdtton&Sons. Royiil lic:l. ,1,1. lishment.RoadinK.

I
Sc

II \I.I.\N KYE-GKASS,

d. ui Luu above at Gs. per bu^ihel,

August an'S .September are the best months for Sowing.

SUTTON'S IMPKn\
the Best and Ml >ST

Sdttom & Sons can supply ^
or cheaper m large quautitiea

» & Sons. Royal fierkuhire Seed Establishment, Heading.
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HOT WATER PIPES and FITTINGS of the best
description supplied by

Bdry & Pollard, 17, Kew Poi'k Stieet, Southwark, London, S.E,

B^

H^

- Sydney's rei^iaced, aftei

^rk, Loudon, S.E.

Heating toy Hot Water.

WJ. HOLLANDS, Iron Merchant,
• 31. Banl side, London, S.E.

HOT WATER PIPES, fiwm Stock, per yard :—2-lnch, Is. 2d
;

11

^\

Heat ng by Hot Water
at Whole ale P e wi

pes and every o he c nnect c

" '^ Cy nde Tobol,
p o ed Bo

b Va Tes f o

n Ds k b

1 Wha Uppei

s and I on Stands to
1 103 6 eh Patent
3a 8 Supp y Cistern"

i- \i E
E mi sg

of the kingdoi

and ^ a ge sto k of 1 2 3 and

HIS Ott. 10 in.

L e e al lots of
: L gh GARDEN

t Wate n any part

rAMES WATTS axd CO., Hothouse Builders
and Hot-Watek Ai-paratus Ma>ufa(.tcrers,

353, Old Kent Road, London. S.E.

C^
REENHOUSES, 42 feet by 13 wide, £50 ; 21 feet by

X 13 Wide, £28 f 12* feet by 10 wide, £15. Glazed, ready for fixing ;

a handsome CuNSERVATORy, 36 teet by 11), *120. Eatimates for
any branch in the line in Iron or Wood.
H. FRtE!JAN"sW.jrka, Triangle, Haokney.N.E. Established 20)e.ir3.

Seeds for Present Sowing.

Fig. 62;

CONVOLVULUS,
WIRE BASKET

with BALL
Oins.,10s. 6d.;12ins.,

%S.Gd. ' lis. I 173.6(/.;14iij3.,18a.Cd

Conneotinp Screws to all the above Jets, Ix. Gd. e.Ktru.

Branch Pipe fur raising up Juts 1 foot high, 5.H. Gd.
s required to be fixed in the Pipe to regulate the supply

London. E.C

, Culuihea-J 'House, Blagdon Hit!, Taunton.

b the Dublin Exhibition, 1865 ; also a Finit-class Certificate by
the Royal Horticultural Society.

T. G.' Mkssengeh. Patentee of many impoi-tant improvements in

Buildings and Implements connected with Horticulture, and which
iiie«t with unqualified approbation, is prepared to give reference to
hutidieds of works entrusted to him and pre-eminently answering
tliQ purpose for which they wore constiucted.
Any House Glazed single or double, with or without putty.
The mode adopted by T. G. Messekger for Heating and Ventilating

Forcing HuUbCs is particularly successful.
lluust-s ;ini construuted by his Patented Ventilating principle to

open the whole of roof and sides as though the glass were Entirely
removed, at once placiiig the plants in the external atmosphere.

T. G. Mtssc^oLK's Boiler pLsse-eses all the advaDt.iges of the
Tubular and Saddle combined, has hollow furnace bai-s, requires but
a shallow stokehole, and exposes as much surlaco to the direct action
of the fii-e as can possibly bts obtained, the whole of which can be
easily cleaned ; and it is an impoitant fact that out of upwards of
600 now at work made upon the improved principle not one has

T. G MESSh^cL^

Designs and Estimatei. suvplied'for all kinds of Horticultuml
Workh, and guaiaiilci,d to answer the purpose fur which they may

pOCOA-NUT REFUSE
^^ is becoming scarce, the

old reserves mil soon bo gone,

Now sold in bags, 1 for 2s., 10 fur

lOx,, 20 for 30s., 60 for GGs., Km
far £G.

Fourpcnce allowed for each

bag returned carriage-paid,

A Railway Truck-load (not in

b!»SH), ^s.

Postage Stamps or Post-offlce

Order, payable to J. Barshau k

Co.. KiDgstou-on-Thaiiies, S-W.

/ i ISHURST COM-
VT POUND, whether Uised

a^aiiist Insects and Mildew, on

of foli.ige. A strength of from
I to 2 oz. to the gallon of water
is recommended fur growing
Plants ; one from 4 to 10 oz for
Trees at rest.

d»., and 10s, 6d. each.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

Destroy your Insect Pesis.
PRESERVE yoUR PLANTS and TREES.
You «A» Easilv Dehtrov all Plant Pssts,

Red Spii
Me Bva Fly
Thbi
Without injury to the most delicate Plant or Tree, by using

FOWLER'S GARDENERS' INSECTICIDE,
pronounced by all who have used it to be far superior to any

other remedy. Ooc trial will prove its efficacy. Testimonials
forwarded on application. Price Is. 6d., 3s,, 55. Cd., and IQs. per Tin,

Geo. & Thomas FoirLER, IS orth Street, Brighton; and of Hooper
& Co., Covent Garden Market, W.C,

TAMES CARTER an'd CO. ire nn\\ ofl.iui- Nt
fJ beed of the undermentioned, the quality of nhich cinnot
aurpa sed the seed being saved from pUnts which have taken Pns
at all the principal London Flower Shows.

CARTERS PRIZE FRINGED CHINESE PRIMULA, 2s. Ccf.

per packet.
The above forwarded on receipt of postage stamps.

James Carter & Co.. 237, 238, and 201, High Holborn, W.C.

Seeds for Present Sowing.

LOOK \^ TOUR GRASS LANDS. The months of
Au^ui.t ind Soi-tember are the best in which to renovate Old,

01 Lay Down Ntw Pastures.

James Carter & Co. offer their celebrated

RENOVATING MIXTURE at lOd. per lb. (sow 10 to 12 lb. per acre)

Also FINEST MIXED PERMANENT GltiVSSES and CLOVERS
(free from weeds), mixed to suit all soils, at 3G.s-. per acre.

ITALIAN RYE-GRA8S (clean) |
TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM

STUBBLE TURNIP (new seed).

All of best quality. Price on application.

J*UE» Cai ter & Co , 2S7, 236, & 201. High nolborn, W C

Chief Comi
Works and other Goveriiment
Departments, the Royal Gardener
Kow, &c„ fi[c., &c.

Seedsmen to II I M tht: Ki
lerorof the French, tlio Ciysl
?;iluce Coiiipiiiiy, the Aj^ri-Iit

.iculturqj Society of IiuTu, in

Offices

London, W C
riie beed Farm,

Jnst published,
" TARTER'S GARDENER'S

i^taining complete Lists of
Stove. Grceuho'

BABE & SUGDEN.

Xow Heady, and can be had fi'ct uiui I'ost Paul,

THE AUTUMNAL GUIDE
TO

WINTER AND SPRING GARDENING.
IT CONTAINS LISTS OF THE BEST BULBS FOR EXHIBITION PURPOSES, AND FOR THE

DECORATION OP THE CONSERVATORY, SITTING ROOM, AND FLOWER GARDEN.

For the benefit of Amateurs llie "GUIDE" contains directions for furnishing a series of Beds and
Borders with Early-flowering Bulbs and Plants; some of which may bo had in full bloom from tlje opening

of Spring till Julie, the general effect and beauty of which will Bear favourable comparison with the Plants

that flower dui-ing the Summer and Autumn months.

Gem riant Case.

BARR AND SUGDEN,

12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.
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New Seeds for Autumn Sowing.

pETEK LAWSON and SON,

The Qceen'3 Seebbmei.,

London and Edinburgb,

Can supply NEW SEEDS of all kinda for

AUTUMN SOWING, which have been selected

and saved with the greatest care.

AND SON,

28, King Street, Ghoapside, B.U.

NATURAL GRASS SEEDS of all sorts, for

Laying Dowii Permanent Pasture.
ITAtrAN RYE-GRASS.

., WINTKR TARES. RVE, OATS, and BARLEY,
O/ TRIFOLIUM INL'ARNATUM — EARLY

LATE-
JKEEN ROUND, GLOBE, and SIX WEEKS'

ROBINSON'S CHAMPION CABBAGE.
Also tho NEW FORAGE PLANTS, KIDNEY VETCH

SCHRADERS BR(JME GRASS.

60,000 Azalea Indica. and 100,000 EhododendrouB,

The |"orwardest Turnip known is

mjTTO>"S SEORT-TOr

SIX WEEKS.

Cheaper bj the Buatiel.

This escellent Turnip if so>

jw will produce a heavy crop, to

»mo off in time for Wheat Kowing.

& Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Readinc;.

Ga Plan

JOSEPH BAUMANN, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,
begs lo offer the following, free to the Custom House, Loudon:—

100 AZALEA INDICA, with flower bude, £4 to £6.

100 „ , stronger plants, £0 to £8.

(They are all dwarf bushy heads and the best kinds.)

100 RHODODENDRONS, 1 year grafted, £i
100 „ a-to 3 years, giaftcd, £8.

100 „ stronger plants, £10.
100 „ with flower buds, £8.

100 ,, with Sower buds, larger plants, £12 to £1S.

(They are all the best English and Belgian hardy aorts.)

All my finest Hardy Ghent Azaleas are already ordered for England,

CATALOGUE on application.

For Present Sowing,
TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM, ItahD

Crimson Clover
NEW LATE RED TRIFOLIUM

UTTON AND SONS are now
^ haivesting, for delivery in a few days.

it Seed of the above. Prices are

to, and may be had post free on

_ . ith Italian Ky
grass 8lb. per acre ia aufBcient.

Also MUSTARD and RAPE, new seed.

All Goods carriage free, except very small
parcels

SoTTON & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading,

Brighton and Sussex Seed Warehouse.
EDWAllD CARPENTER'S MIXTURES

of PERMANENT -GRASS and CLOVER SEEDS — Best
quality, 36s, per acre (2 bushels light seeds, and 12 lb. Clovers
small seeds pr " " ' " .--...---

Edward Ca
Old Pastures.

PRICED CATALOGUES of KITCHEN GARDEN, FLOWER,
and FARM SEEDS now ready.

Edward Carpenter, Seed Merchant and Grower, 96, St. James a

Street, Brighton.

B
New Bulb Catalogue.

S. "WILLIAMS' ANXr.M, 1 1ST of DUTCH and
» other ROOTS, &c., will V.c !f>i wiud.;<i t'^ ;ill previouB Customers
ew days. Can be had po^t Ireo on application.

±J • Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Holloway, London, N.
CHOICE SEEDS,

PRIMULA (Williams's superb Strain).—The most noted strain of

Primula in existence ; same as bupplied to nearly all tho largeit

Gardens In England. In scaled packets, at 5a.,3g. Gd.,nmi'U.Qd.

each. None genuine without B. S. Williams's name and address on

CALCEOLARIA (Jamei
CINERARIA (Weathe

known Covent Garden st

packets bearing B. S. Wii
3s. 6d. per packet.

s Strain).—6s. and Zs. Qd. per packet.

SI
This well-
in sealod

rice 6s. and

Paul's Nurseries. Waltham Cross, London, N.rsenes, waiLuaiu i^ruau, aju.

^EEDS FOR PRESENT SOWING.
M PAUL t;an conticlently recoinnieud the following

, . fiiflt-class Seeds :-PRIMULA, CINERARIA, CALCEO-
LARIA, and HOLLYHOCK, from flnoat strains, U. Gd. to 2s. 6d.
w
LARIA, and HOLLYHOCK, from fliioat straiiis, 1«- (W. to 28. lid.

per paclcet ; VIOLA CORN CTTA ; POLYANTHUS, splendid mixed,

^'^^^TKu^s IMPROVED TELEGRAPH CUCUMBER, WAL-
THAM GREEN CURLED ENDIVE, BROCKET HALL LET-
TUCE, U per packet. All other Seeds of best quality at moderate
prices. CATALOGUE on application.

Down

I Seedlii;

WILLIAM BULL, F.L.S.,
BEOS TO INVITE

AN INSPECTION of his WINTER GARDEN,
TO VIEW ONE OF THE MOST REM-iRKABLE SIGHTS EVER WITNESSED IN GRAPE-GROWING.

The VINES, which are festooned over the entire building, covering an area of upwards of 20,000 superficial feet,

spjinniug 60, with the height of 26, are principally gro^^^l for the purpose of partially shading Specimen Plants
from the dii*ect rays of the sun.

These VINES are now loaded witli Thousands and Thousands of Bunches, hanging almost in perfect rotation in
every part of the house, which, with the magnilicent Specimens beneath, present a coup d'ceilj and a combiuation cf
use and ornament, which Mr, W. B. ventures to think is unsurpassed in this country, or indeed in Europe,

ESTABLISHMENT for NEW and RARE PLANTS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS,
ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, S.W.,

DEO TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEY HAVE llECEIVED THEIR

ANNUAL SUPPLY OF BULBOUS ROOTS FROM HOLLAND,
AND ARE I'LEASED TO SAT THAT THEY AUE IN EXCELLENT CONDITION,

CATALOGUES am now ready, and will be forwarded post free on application.

J. V. AND SONS desire to impress upon those wto patronise tliem the great advantage of giving them their orders
early, as the successful Cultivation of Bulbs depends in a great measure upon their being planted early iu the season.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT, Ghent, Belgium,
BEGS TO

OFFER TO THE TRADE THE UNDERMENTIONED PLANTS
AT THE FOLLOWING LOW PRICES, VIZ. ;-

Amaryllis.
TAMES GARAWAY \mp rv)

,

O Nurseries, Bristol, olfM , ,

'

i

above-named favourite flow- i
i

and othera that haveblooriiL-'l >
'' ' a .i liL>t seasons,

atfis., 7jj. 6ti,, and lOs. Crf. o;k:1i. -I ..'I
, "- ,

-imI li>.,,s. pli- ilozon.

James Garaway & Co.'s GEMUIAL IJULU CATALOGUE for

the coming season ia in the Press, and wheu r«:uiy will be torwardeu

post free on application. „ .

James Garaway & Co., Durdham Down Nurseries, Bnstol.

100,000 CamelliaB.
JOSEPH BAUMANN, Nurbekyxlvn, Ghent, Belgium,

begs to offer—
100 CAMELLIAS, with flower buds, best sorts, £5.

100 „ „ „ £6.

100 „ » » stronger, £g.

The following free to the Custom House, London :—
100 CAMELLIAS, without flower buds, 1 year's grafted, £4.

CAMELLIA STOCKS, £1 10s.

stronger, £1 15s.

THE GOLDEN VARIEGATED "WELLINGTON!A.—
The Parent Tree, though stripiie.l nf snuio tlioumnds of its

shoots la.st winter, is now 12 feet \u\^\>. -
i Mity. It has

mide a splendid pure Golden Leadi'i

,

tho Tree is

finely marked with the same, pres^i ^ iiul appear-

Rrc , The Lough ^ -Aug. 21.

NEW HARDY RHODODENDRON,
MICHAEL WATERER.—TliiB Rhododendron has hitherto

been exhibited under the name of ANNIHI LATOR, but it wilt be ,seiit

out under the above name. It is undoubtedly the most bnUiauL-
coloured late hardy free-blooming Rhododendron yet offered.

Orders are now being taken forPlants to be sent out in the Autumn
at 31s. G((. oaob. The usual discount to the Trade.

John Waterer, American Nursovy. Itit^shot, Huirey.

;in

.

ni; in

the Royal Botanic
Fruit Committee of tho i

was exhibited in C, Tumi.i
Strawberries, and alsij in li

i^UTHILL'N M i; \\\ r.i \:\:\ I

KJ fine for beaniu ,

..: !- - 'i ' !
lasted 00 days—truiu .fui.v* -. in. U.i.dl^:,

could depend on a crop until ho lind i

PRINCESS ROYAL, RICHARD II.,

€i\t (BarUener^'Cfirotttcle*
SATURDAY, AUGUST 25, 1866.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
ii^^* ./Royal Horticultural ("Weekly Show), at

,
bepi. 1^ South Kenshigton 2 p.»i

tAMELLlAS.-^\ttb flower buds, very fine atuff, choice named CITRUS SINENSIS (CtTAHElTE ORANGES). —Covered
varieties, fer lOO, £0. young fruit. JPer doz,, £I4;J.

., Stronger. Per 100, £8, £10, £15, and upwards.

„ Specimen and half-specimen plants. Prices according to slzo

„ Stocks for immediate use. Per 100, 28s. [and variety.

•^ALEA INDICA.—Nice stuffy choice named sorts, for winter
blooming. Per 100, £4, £^, £6, £10, and upwards'.

Stocks at for immediate use. Per 100, £1.

JASMINTJM GRANDIFLORUM—Very fine strong plants, all
gratted. Per doz., £1.

CYCLAMEN.—Extra fine Seedling Tarieties, in pots, strong plants.
Per dgz., 18».

be Jufjfit n^^^^?-
"^ ^^^^^^ LANCIFOLIUM EUBEUM, ALBUM, and PUNCTATUM, may be ordered Ibe seat at the proper time. Price on application, according to the quantity wanted.

All Ordcia to bo sent directly to

JEAN VEESCHAFFELT, 43, RUE DE LA CAVERNE, GHENT, BELGIUM.
N.S.—Gwd refermct or cash required from unhwwn CorrespmidenU,

We can hardly imagine anything more likely

to conduce to the advance of HoRTiCTiLTirEE in

the Provinces than the well-plauned co-opera-

tion of the local societies with the executive of

such central and general associations a.s the

assembly of savants now at Nottingham, or of

that meeting which it is proposed shall be hold

at Bury St. Edmund's in the ensuing year under
the joint ausijices of the Royal Horticultural

and Agricultui-al Societies. Harmonious co-

operation is all that is required, each society

retaining its own independence, but lending to

the other the support and strength which well-

dii'eoted association always aflbrds. For the sake

of Horticultui'O we are particularly pleased at

the results of the Nottingham Show, as necessa-

rily very briefly recorded in another column.

As the British Association is the representative

assembly of British science and British skill,

cortamly Horticultiu'e ought to be well repre-

sented at its meetings ; but so far as we are

aware, but little has been hitherto done to

advance the claims of Horticulture, or to show
its capabilities at these gatherings. For some
reason or other, which we cannot fathom, oven
Botany has not been well represented at the

yearly meetings of the Association. This year

wiU, we trust, inaugurate a new era. Among tho
specialities of the present meeting are included

a lecture by Dr. Hooker, on a subject on which
no one is so competent as himself to speak, and a
floral exhibition to which he lends his name as
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President, and which seems to be worthy of that

honour. The British Association, though foster-

ing many purely scientific and abstract

questions, has always had a leaning towards what
is, or may become practically useful, and there-

fore we are the more surprised that Horticulture

has not sooner vindicated its claims to be repre-

sented at the Parliament of Science. The different

towns in which the Association meets in the east,

west, south, north, or midland districts of our

islands, as the ease may be, surely afford excellent

opportunities for illustrating the horticultural

practice of the different provinces and for demon-

strating the effects of variations in climate, soil,

and other local conditions. Abready two or thi-ee

subsidiary societies hold theii- meetings at the

time and place appointed for the assembly of the

British Association. If it is a good thing for the

phai-maceutists to hold a conference on these

occasions, it must, one would think, be a good

thing for the horticulturists to hold a similar

Congress for the purpose of discussing subjects

of interest to them, and specially desirable to

hold as now in Nottingham, a floral exhibition

designed so as to exemplify the skill and capa-

bilities of the local gardeners and the peculiarities

of the local climate and soils.

Again, in the discus.sion of such general ques-

tions as those connected with the origin of

species, and the extent and inducing causes of

variation, surely few men would bo more com-
petent to offer an opinion in their own speciality

than practical horticulturists. A Grove, a

Hooker, a Darwin, a Ltbll, may by their

knowledge and their powers of generalisation be

able to do more towards the advaucemeat of

general science than a horticulturist, but they

must have facts to build with, and for these they

must depend to a very great extent upon the

practical workers in each department ; at the

same time the latter may derive many a useful

hint fi'om the inferences and deductions drawn by
the men of science from a range of observation

and experiment greater than their own can

possibly be.

The selection of soils for the cultivation of the

Pike-apple is one of the most difficult questions

which the general gardener has to contend with,

some localities producing them of excellent

quality, while in others it is difficult to obtain

soil in which the Pine wiU grow moderately well.

In point of suitability, the soil in which we have

found the plants to root most profusely is what
in the neighbom-hood of London was, 20 years

back, called Norwood loam, a strong marly loam,

in wliich the plants produced a quantity of roots,

but stiU made but very moderate growth,

generally having the pale green or yellow tinge

upon them when grown in it in its natural state.

The fact is, it was poor, comparatively destitute

of fertilising quality ; and hence, until enriched

by some extraneous substances, as soot, bone, or

fenneuted manure, was not sufficiently rich to

produce luxiuiant growth.
At the present time this soil is not much used

by Pine growers, others of superior quality

having been discovered. Mj\ Barnes, of Bicton,

who about the time above alluded to, created

quite a " sensation " by his Pine growing, said,

" take the top spit from an old common, Purze
and Grass, altogether; use it rough, in pieces

half as large as a brick, and you will have no
trouble in Piue growing,"—or words to that

effect. An equally successful cultivator, the

then gardener at Mendon, worked in an ontu-ely

different dii'ection, using the rich vegetable earth

peculiar to the neighboui'hood of Paris, that is to

say peat or leaf-mould, perfectly light and soft,

and with scai'cely any adhe.siveness about it. In
this, placed over a bed of fermenting horse-

manm-e, the Pines at Moudon grew with remark-
able compactness and health, not being so

notable for size of plant or vigour of foliage,

as for the results of the matured growth
m the production of fruit very much larger

thaB that obtained fi'om plants of the same
size in other soils.

The Meudon system had many disciples in this

country, among which the South-Wallian growers
were not the least successful. Barron, of

Singleton, near Swansea, produced some excel-

lent Pines in peat sod, and the same may be said

of Jones, gai-dener to Sir John Guest, Bart., at

Merthyr Tydfil ; but, judged plant for plant,

they did not obtain a result corresponding to that
achieved by their French preceptor : that is, the
superiority in the size of the plant was not con-
summated by an equal superiority in the fniit

produced. At Merthyr, the plants were grown '

in pits heated by steam and fermenting dung
conjointly, the atmosphere in the growing season
reeking with the stench of ammonia. At Single-

ton hot water was used for bottom heat, the pipes
passing through the mass of soil used for growmg
the plants, and it was singular to see the
tenacity with which the roots of the plants
entwined themselves around the pipes. Mi-.

Barron suppUed the ammonia in the form of

manui'e water, with which the plants were
syringed, and in the evaporating troughs upon the
hot-wator pipes. Indeed, these two growers
imitated the Meudon system of cultivation as

closely as they could under the varj-ing cii'cum-

stances ; they secured superb growth as to size

and vigour of plants, the fruit was excellent, but
still, as compared with that produced at Meudon,
not correspondingly so.

Now, tracing effects to their causes, we should
attribute this want of complete, or we might say
superlative success, to the immaturity of the

growth of the plants consequent upon the murky
and ever-weeping Welsh atmosphere, especially

in the neighboui'hood of the mines, as compared
with tho pure and brilliant atmosphere of Pai'is

at the same season ; and, consequently,

though there was great size and vigour in the

plants, there was not the matured growth and
deposit of organisable matter in the plant

necessary to a superior result. Take an Erica, a

Pelargonium, or a Balsam, grow them vigorously

on, by the force of manure and a warm moist

temperature, and j'ou got plentj' of foliage but
no flowers. Moderate the treatment, restrain

tho roots by smaller pots, give little or no manure
water at the time the flower-buds are forming-

in fact, mature the growth and you obtain a

profusion of flower-buds ; then give a stimulant

in the form of manure water, and a moist, grow-
ing atmosphere, and you get a profusion of fine

flowers. Just the same rule appertains to the

cultivation of the Pine-apple. In this murky
atmosphere of oui's we have not sufficient sun-
light to ensui'o the complete maturation of very
luxm-iant growth, and hence Mr. D. Thomson,
whose book we have referred to before, has been
fortunate in hitting upon the happy medium by
which he secures moderate growth, perfect

maturation of the plants, and larger fruit than
are generally obtained fi'om plants much larger

in size. Mi'. Thomson seems to eschew the vapour
bath system and tho excessive forcing of the

growth, but rather trusts to stead}', sturdy growth,

by which he secui'es perfect matui'ity of the

plant at a given time, and largo fruit upon small

plants, instead of small fruit upon largo plants,

as is comparatively the general rule.

With regard to soil, wo consider a firm fibrous

loam, stored in thin slices for six months before

using, the best for white Pines ; but tho black

varieties, being more delicate rooters, are benefited

by an admixture of one-fourth or even one-third

of rich fibrous peat. For stimulants, bono dust in

half-inch pieces, mixed in the soil with some
soot, is the best ; and a top-dressing of two-
years-old pigeons' dung half and half with

loam is not bad after the fruit has shown. Deer
or sheep and pigeons' dung with soot, clarified

with a piece of lime, conti'ibute to make excellent

manure-water, either for sprinkling the paths or

watering the plants.

AVo should recommend the study of Mr.
Thomson's book, in conjunction with tho remarks
wo have made upon it, to the particular attention

of young gardeners. They wiU find a fund of

iuform.ation founded upon principles which they

may utilise -with advantage to themselves and
theii' employers.

We last -week alluded to the probability that
the BOTAL HOHTICULTURiL SOCIETY would next
year liokl a Countey Show in connection with that
of the Royal Agricultural Society, which is to be held
at Biuy St. Edmund's. One of the local papers, the
JSiiri/ Post, aUudes to this probabiUty in the foUowing
terms :

—

" Bury is to entertain two ' Royal ' Societies next
year, and the visit of the Royal Agricultural Society is

to be rendered especially attractive by an unprece-
dented addition to the display in the show-yard. The
Royal Horticultural Society has resolved to follow the
example of the sister association, and instead of con-
fining its shows to Chiswick and Kensington, to

bring its exhibitors once a year to some town in the
provmces. This step will be an experiment to be
justified or condemned by the results—which mil be
Icuown 12 months hence ; but it is one which, some-
what singularly, was stron.'ly ursed by our neighbour,
Mr. Fish, in the '. -

'- chronicle four months
ago (p. 196), as in likely to promote the
prosperity of the s i..> interests of gardening.
Moreover, the first lui^iatinu i.- to be made in company
with the Royal Agricultural Society, and a Committee
specially appointed by the Council of the latter body,

having conferred with the Horticultural Society on
the subject, the decision at which they arrived has
been transmitted to the Mayor of this town in the
following terms;—

" ' The map of the Show-yard at Bury St. Edmund's
was examined, and the Committee see no objection to

the Royal Horticultural Society holding a Flower and
Fruit Showadjoiniugand communicating with the Show-
yard of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, on
such a portion of the land as may be found available

for the purpose, with the consent of the authorities at

Bury St. Edmund's.'
" The Agricultural Society was represented in the

conference by Earl Powis and Mr. Cauteeli,, and the
Horticultural Society by Lieut.-Colonel Scott and Jlr.

Bkandketh Gibbs, Col. Challonee presiding ; and
from Colonel ScOTT, as the representative of the latter

body, we may shortly expect some further information
respecting the course which will be adopted in carrying
out the resolution of the Conference Committee. It
is, however, as we think, evident from the terms of the
resolution that a portion of the ground already placed
at the disposal of the Agricultural Society will be
occupied by the National Flower Show."
We heartily trust that uo unforeseen obstacle may

hinder this design from being carried out. Our corre-
spondent Mr. Fish, appeals, we observe, to the local

societies within 50 or CO miles of Bury, to unite their
efforts with those of the Royal Horticultural Society,
in making such a meeting as the one proposed, ''a

powerful stimulus to Horticulture throughout the whole
of East Anglia." He observes :

—
" It is not likely tliat

any difficulty about space will occur, therefore the for-

mation of a Fiower Show under tile auspices of the
Royal Horticultural Society may be anticipated with
certainty. Under these auspicious circumstances it

would be well for all the officers of the local Horti-
cultural Societies in towns and counties to place them- '

selves in communication with the Royal, to aflbrd

information, and offer assistance. Few, it any of them,
it is to be hoped, would think of holding a summer fete

next year. The whole energv of the county should be
put forth to render the Royal show at Bury a decided
success. No local jealousies, nor financial prospects,

however bright, should be permitted for a moment to

divert the attention of local societies from the attain-

ment of the objects for which they are formed. These
objects may be held to be the advancement of horti-

culture ; the enjoyment of the public ; and the reward
of merit ; and all three can be infinitely better pro-
moted through the Royal, than by any number of

local societies."

M. Luizet, of Ecully, near Lyons, records, in a
recent number of the Seviie Rorticole, a curious case

wherein a Peach-Almond grafted on a Peach, and
which in 1S63 and 1864 produced Almonds only,

in 1865 bore six Peaches and no _
Almonds.

^
M.

CareiIiee, in commenting on this instance, cites a
similiir one in which a double-flowered Almond which
bore for several years Almonds, suddenly bore for two
years in succession spherical fleshy Peach-like fruits,

and in 1865 reverted to the Ahnond habit and produced
very large Almonds.

M. RrvifiRE, the head-gardener at the Luxem-
bourg, records a method of procuring Cuttings of the

Fig in the open air. Small branches are cut off at the
beginning of winter, and laid horizontally in the ground
at a depth of about 18 inches. In the following spring

(May) the branches are dug up, cut into pieces about
6 or 8 inches in length, which are then inserted per-

pendicularly in the ground, so th.at their tips are about
an inch below the surface. A slight watering is then
given, and in a few months the cuttings make a growth
of from 18 inches to nearly 3 feet, and even bear small

fruits, which, however, do not ripen.

The late Goosebeeey Show at Sherwood, open
to aU England, was an exhibition of first-class

character ; the fruit generally was very fine. The prize

for the heaviest berry of any colour was awarded to

Mr. Mills' Stockwell, which weighed 25 dwts. 3 grs.

The 1st prize berries in the difl'erent classes weighed :

—

Med : Mr. BuEGESS' Loudon, 21 dwts. Yellow : Mr.
Ball's Scarborough, 20 dwts. 17 grs. Ghreen : Mr. AsH's
Stockwell, 22 dwts. 19 grs. IFhite : Mr. SoAEs' King of

Trumps, 19 dwts. 18 grs. Other damaged berries from
Mr. Mills weighed :—Antagonistj 25 dwts. 20 grs.;

Stockwell, 24 dwts. 2 grs. ; Antagonist, 25 dwts. 12 grs.

—- We beg leave to call special attention to an
Advertisement which appeared in this Journal on the

18th inst., intimating that Mr. H. W. Eavenel would
be happy to prepare Collections of PHiNOGAMic
and Cryptogamic Plants, or to collect seeds of trees

and hardy shi'ubs for the trade. Mr. Ravenel was well

known before the late troubles in the Southern States,

by which in common with so many he has been a

severe sufferer, as a skilful horticulturist and botanist

;

and the beautiful collection of dried Fungi of the

United States, consisting of 500 accurately-named
specimens in five large quarto volumes, is a sufficient

guarantee for the (juafity and interest of the collection

which he wiU offer for sale. The botany of South Caro-

lina is extremely interesting ; many of the Fungi, as we
can speak from personal knowledge, are very beautiful,

and the phajnogamic vegetation is varied and freciuently

striking. It is not too late, if orders are transmitted at

once to Mr. Ravenel, at Aiken, South Carolina, to

get seeds of the various Oaks and other beautiful trees

characteristic of the district, and there is great chance

of most of the seeds vegetating if sown immediately on

their arrival. 'The acorns at least will not keep till the

spring,but ifpacked in earth andtransmitted thisautumn
there need be no fear of their succeeding. M. J. S.

A new Part of De Candolle's " Prodromus "

(vol. XV. sect. 2, fasc. 2) has just been issued, and
which completes the monograph of the large and
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important family of tlie Euphorbiaceso, a group ivliirh

seems to have special attractions, if we may judge from
the number of botanists at work on it.

On Monday next, August 27, tlio Gardens of

the Royal Hokticitltural Society at South
Kensington will, we have been informed, bo opened
to the public free, in commemoration of the birthday
of the late Prince Consort. The fountains and
cascades will play throughout the day, and various
military bands will perform both during morning and
afternoon.

CHERRY CULTURE UNDER GLASS.
I HAVE derived so much pleasure this season from

my Cherry-house that I feel it almost a duty to say
something about it. In the first place I must describe

it. It is 60 feet long and 14 feet wide. I find from
experience that a house of this width is to be preferred,
as that terrible black aphis is more easily destroyed by
fumigation than when the trees are in larger houses

—

It should be G feet high at the sides, and 13 feet in the
centre—mine is not quite so lofty. A shutter, 1 foot

wide, opening downwards — this downward opening
must be attended to—and IJ foot from the ground,
extends along each side of the house ; no other venti-
lating power exists, except a triangular opening at
each end under the gables, to let off the heated air.

As soon as the fruit commences to colour, the
shutters are opened, and suffered to remain so till all

the fruit has ripened. On the outside, over the aper-
ture, closed by the shutters in winter and spring, is a
strip of galvanised iron netting, the meshes one inch in

diameter ; this is to keep out birds, and the hands of
boys, always so active when Cherries are within reach.
Some hexagonal netting should be placed over the wire
outside to keep out wasps.
In as few words as possible this is a description of

my Cherry-house, a house that gives me more pleasure
than the grandest of Pineries, Graperies, and Peacheries
would do. The trees are all cultivated in pots iVom
1.3 to 15 inches in diameter, and as the roots of Cherry
trees are not benefited by the warm air of the house, or
at least do not seem to require it, they are plunged to
their rims in the borders of the house, nliat will

your experienced correspondent "D."' say to this
obstinate adherence to that mode of culture which he
has discontinued ?

The trees are all pyramids, and kept in health and
fertility by surface dressings and pinching in their
shoots. Next to my pyramidal Apricot trees in pots
these Cherry trees have excited my admiration, for

nothing in fruit-tree culture can ranch exceed in
beauty a pyramidal Cherry tree covered from " tip to
toe," with its large fruit thoroughly ripened, a stat« in
which no Cherry tree is ever seen in this bird-haunted
country, for as soon as Cherries commence to change
colour in June most of them are taken.

I commenced to gather ripe Cherries towards the end
of May, and it may be of some little interest to your
readers if I describe a few of the most eligible varieties
in the order of their ripening.
The earliest of all is the Guigne Tres Precoce ; this

is a sort with fruit not quite so large as the Black-
heart, with very short stalks ; its colour is a deep
purplish black. It is very sweet, in this respect
differing much from that earliest of our old kinds, the
Early May or Cerise InduUe, which is very small and
acid. The variety that immediately succeeded is that
magnificent Cherry the Early Purple Guigne, a kind
that was sent from France to the Horticultural Society
more than .30 years since. It seems now unknown to
Prench cultivators. It has been successfully grown
against walls— the tree is too tender for open-air
culture in Englandj unless in very warm sites and soils.

It commenced to ripen this season on the 1st of June,
and continued in fine perfection till the end of the
month. Its large deep purple fruit, hanging by long
slender stalks, furnished a sightalmost as enjoyable as the
eating of them after breakl'a.st, the time of all others to
pluck and eat fruit. Ripening almcst simultaneously
with the above, the Early Lyons Heart (Guigne
Hitive de Lyon) a newly-introduced sort, was if

possible larger and more attractive, its very large dark
red fruit were very rich and juicy.

Closely following these sorts was thai " '"
^

ii'v iil

tender-fleshed Cherry falsely called a l!i- ' i

Guigne—Bigarreau jabouIay,anewly-iii '
i

1' n 1,

remarkably sweet and rich: this excrllrir, ii nj i ns
fully a fortnight before the May Duke. OuroM favourite,
the Belle d'Orlcans Cherry, which gives pale red fruit,

rather small, and most remarkably sweet, ripened as
nearly as ])Ossible with the preceding. Then came the
Early Red Guigne, a pale red Cherry, which shrivels
and tastes like a confection; and Werder's Early
Black, a good Black-heart kind. Next Empress
Eugfeie, an early sort of May Duke, giving large imit,
with the brisk subacid flavour peculiar to the race, so
entirely difi'erentto the Guigne or Heart Cherries and
the Bigarreaus, which are all sweet and rich. The
May I>nke and Knight's Early Black succeeded
those above-mentioned, and then came the Early
Black Bigarreau, the Early Red Bigarreau, and the
Early Stra.ssen, the first one of those large early black
Cherries which are so rich and sweet (this sort is on
the whole a better Cherry than Werder's and Knight's)

;

the second is a remarkably nice sort, with rich firm
flesh ; the third is a variety quite unique, it is large as

the May Duke, its colour bright red, but its fle.sh is so

delicate, melting, and sweet as to differ from all other
kinds. It was sent here, purporting to come from the
Crimea, to which like Burchell in the " Vicar of
Wakefield," I say "fudge." To the sorts above
described, I must add that very remarkable Cherry,
perhaps the most abundant bearer of any kind known,
whether as a Standard or Pyramid in the open air, or
as a wall or Cherrj'-house tree; this was raised in
Ohio by Dr. Kirtland, and is known as Governor

Woiid ; its fruit are full-sized, of a pale yellow and red,

and of excellent flavour.

The sorts I have named carried us on from the
middle of'June till the middle of Julj;, and then came
a host of fine large black Cherries, looking very rich and
imposing on the trees. Among these the Bohemian
BlackBigarreauwasconspicuousfor itssize, andremark-
able for its flavour: also the large Black Bigarreau
(not the Tradescant) about which a few words may be
s.aid. In the south of France there are several kinds
of Cherries cultivated under the names of " Bigarreau
it Fruit Noir," and "Bigarreau ii gros Fruit Noir."
These were introduced, and have all borne fruit here

;

one of the varieties under the latter name, which gave
large fruit and is of a vigorous habit, has been named
Large Black Bigarreau, a name it well deserves. The
Black Tartarian, a noble Cherry under glass, and
those dark-fruited sorts from Ohio, Brant, Pontiac
(the finest of the race). Black Hawk, and
Osceola, were all ripe in July, closely followed by
Reine Hortense, a most refreshing sort ; and the
Bigarreau and Elton, the Tomato or Love Apple, and
the Transparent, which, like Reine Hortense, are full

of cool refreshing juice, also ripened in July. The
Napoleon Bigarreau, a very large, firm-fleshed sort,

ripened towards the end of the month ; and then in

August the Late Purjile Guigne gladdened one's eyes

with its very large dark purple fruit suspended from
the tree by its long slender stalks, so firm, so rich, and
hanging ,a long while after being fully ripe ; this is

without doubt one of our finest late Cherries. Towards
the end of August, the Rival, a Cherry received from
Lyons, ripens; it is now (August 20) ripe; this is not
large, but is remarkable for its bearing qualities, and
its sweet black fruit are grateful when the larger sorts

have passed. In September, the Late Duke, which
like all of that race, gives fruit full of cool subacid

refreshing juice, is in perfection ; and then, to fill up
the month and to go even into October, we have that

remarkable sort tlie Autumn Bigarreau, or Belle

Agathe, which, with the usual exaggeration attending
any new production, was at first named Belle Agathe
do Novembre; it is however a sort worthy of

cultivation, ripening fully in the Cherry house
in September, and in the open air hanging on the tree

till the middle of October. The fruit on trees in the
open air are now commencing to colour, and the trees

have the appearance of Cherry trees in June. In size

it is below the Black-heart, and when ripe is of a bright

red ; its flesh is firm, like that of the Florence Cherry,
and very sweet. There is one curious fact attending
this variety, which at present is a mystery. I have two
fine standard trees about 10 years old ; they are growing
near a Florence Cherry tree of the same age. The birds

eagerly devour every fruit of the Florence as soon as

they are ripe, but never touch a fruit of the Belle

Agathe. Now, when I see them taking off Mountain
Ash berries in October, which, a.s is well known, are

bitter and unsavoury to our palates, I am, as they say

here, " put out" at theirleaving nice sweet red Cherries

untou'^hed ; the fact does not seem to tell well for the
reasoning powers of blackbirds and thrushes.

I must bring this " Cherry Ripe " narrative to a con-
clusion. In giving an account of my successful culture

of the trees in pots, I fear I shall disturb the digestion

of " D.," " E.," and " les horticulteurs de I'ancien

rdgimo," which, being interpreted, means old-fashioned
gardeners; but it may quiet their minds at being
told that as usual there "is nothing new under the
sun." My old friend (as good a gardener as he is a man)
Mr. Ingram has cultivated Cherry trees in pots at

Frogmore for many, many years ; it was there that I

first saw old Cherry trees in a healthy state in

pots, and from the experience I have gained I fully

believe that pyramidal Cherry trees with their shoots

regularly pinched in summer, and managed as other
orchard-house trees are, will flouri.sh for many years.

When this mode of culture becomes known it will be
much enjoyed, and a Cherry house will be a mine of

pleasure to the amateur. A house of the dimensions I
have given, with a path in the centre, and the trees

arranged nicely in each border, is, when^they are covered
with their beautiful fruit of many colours, equal in

interest to a house full of flowers ; above all it will give
ripe Cherries for four months, a very pleasant fact.

This mode of cultivating Cherries will of course meet
with opponents— all newmethods of culturedo—witness
the thin and thick sower, the shallow and deep plougher.
Tliere appears indeed to be a powerful instinct,

implanted by Providence in all cultivators of the soil,

to resist innovation, and evidently for a wise purpo.se.

This instinct may bo traced back for many ages to the
time when com was neither imported nor exported,
but cverj' cultivator grew his own, for his own ; in those
times innovation, which might bring on tribulation, was
dreaded. Let us imagine an innovator to make his

appearance in a like community, and by some new
mode of digging or ploughing put the crop—without
which would come starvation—in jeopardy, ending in

failure ; he would of course be mobbed and driven from
the district, and good old practices be resumed with
firmness.

It is just possible that some grave and good old

farmer may look at Mr. Prout's steam fann, described
in p. 713 , and feel some tribulation, for have not he
and his ancestors for several generations ploughed their
land -t inches deep, and had good crops ? " Why then
should this steam thing be brought in to plough four
times 4 inches?"

This is undoubtedly the original instinct of the
husbandman, and it is still very active in some parts of

the country, and for which I have a great respect, for I

feel to have traced it back to the earliest stages of

earth culture; as it is therefore so very, very old, let

us, as usual with all old things in this country,

continue to treat it kindly. I was amused the other
day by a pa.ssage in Tristram Shandy, which seems
apposite: "It is a singular blessing that Nature has

formed the mind of man with the same happy back-
wardness and renitency agaiii>l runviriinn nl'iirli is

obf5erved in old dogs," who will imi I'-ww mw incks.

There is not the least doubl bin ih:,! nil Ihn,,. ui o
oppose new modes of culture liivc tliai Luiriuiit tuin
of mind I have alluded to,—they are men of instinct.

T.X.

RED SPIDER.
This little " nibbler " has been rightly called by Mr.

Rivers the " grand enemy " of wall-truit trees. Never,
Ibelieve, have wall-fruit trees (Peaches and Nectarines),
so dropped their blossoms and fruit as they have done
this season, both under and outside of glass. It cannot
be said that they have dropped their blossoms and fruit

from immaturity of wood, which is one cause; for

never was wood, well attended to, better ripened than
that of last year. As the falling of blossoms and fruit, I

believe, has' been general, we must look for some general

reason ; I believe the cause to be " red spider," which
abounded last year, more so than I have ever known it

to do. Wall trees, Strawberry plants, and even Rose
trees were much infested by it in the previous year. As
soon as I perceived them on my wall trees I ordered
my trees to be syringed twice a day, and I got rid of

them, and " landed " 503 Peaches from three trees, and
so kept my trees with foliage but little impaired.

I have read of dilTerent kinds of remedies for red
spider—sulphur, composts, lotions of different kinds,

but I have never used anything but lots of cold water,

which is a thing they do not like. Cold water is not
only a good remedy for "red spiders " which abound
in hot seasons and dry situations, but it is good for the
bark and foliage of trees. It cleanses the leaves and
keeps the stomata open, and also washes off the spores
of Fungi, and the yarious broods of " the prince of the
power of the air." It cannot be denied that in
England, for lack of cleansing, our wall trees suffer in

their foliage (lungs), and hence in their health. I

should be sorry to liave as much filth on my skin, and in

the air-cells of my lungs, as I see on wall-fruit trees both
under and outside ot glass. The foliage, roots, and
health of these trees have a close connection. If by
any cause the foliage is injured, the other two must
suffer. 5Ir. Brehaut, of Guernsey, has just ivritten to

me complaining of the havoc of red spider ; I have
sent him a fair specimen of my foliage, which is so

beautiful, that when my old friend Archdeacon
Huxtable was here a few days ago, he said, " I never saw
such foliage, I wi.sh you would tell me the ' secret.'

I told him what the secret was—" lots of cold water."

I saw his trees last year, and the foliage was auburn,
or jaune canari. This year, of course, I could not find

either outside of or under glass, a single specimen of
fruit; they had all fallen ofl". There are doubtle-ss

some people who syringe, and arc surprised to Und that

it does not answer ; bul. liny d" unt do it jiropcrly or

constantly. lamthankliil to Mr. Lra.-li, Mr. l'LiMi\,:nKl

Mr. Norris, the head gardcncis of Lord l'nrliii:iii, Jlr.

Farquharson, and Baron Hambro, who came to dine
with me last year, and to eat some Peaches, for showing
me the proper way. It is of no use to stand in front

of the trees, you must put the syringe close to the wall,

sideways, and then, having syringed, you must "reverse
the engine." Do this twice a day, and you will soon
get rid of myriads of almost invisible ' nibblers." I

have built since here 217 feet of wall, and put up two
pumps, and I am not afraid of red spider. I have

Slanted 10 Peach and Nectarine trees, which are very
ealthy, and which, being pinched and repiuched, will

bear fruit well next year. I shall plant 13 more Peach
and Nectarine trees at the fall. The walls are built

according to Mr. Rivers' suggestion, single brick, with
9-inch piers at intervals.

Once more, keep your foliage perfectly clean. Begin
syringing as soon as the leaves unfold themselves and
the fruit is set, but do not water the blossoms. W. F.

Sadcliffe, Okeford FUzpaine.

ON RAISING GLOXINIAS.
The Gloxinia takes a prominent place among stove

plants on account of its great beauty and elegance, and
there can be no doubt but that many excellent vaneties

may yet be obtained by the careful intcrcnissing of the

varieties wc now possess, and I'\" tlie iuliisiiui ol now
blood amongst the ganlm loiaiis now i.'rnun. f.ir ivliicli

latter purpose one or livo of Mr. Weir's iil;iiits appear

promising.
In order to obtain seed of good quality, the plants

ndiich produce the finest flowers should be carefully

operated on, and after the blo.s.soms have decayed they

.should be removed to a moder,ately dry part of the

house, where however, they must be supplied with water

as freely as when thev were in flower, but the sced-

d. as Ull liable to

bo
, llieslalks
Is of ]

in per
parate cross should be

pods should not be
instead of progrossiii:-' len

seed is nearly ripe, th:ii i-. i

should be cut off and laei e

to dry, but the produce of ei
,

kept separate. It will be dry in a few days. if the

weather is warm, and it should then be put away for

The'best time for sowing is about tho end of

February, when a number of flat pans should be well

drained with pieces of broken pots and rough peat.

The soil used should be a mixture of well-decayed leaf-

mould and sandy peat, three parts of the former to one

of the latter ; and the whole must be passed through a
moderately fine sieve, after being properly mixed
together by the hands. The pans should be filled to

within half an inch of the rim, and the soil made firm

and level, when the seeds should be soivn regularly and
somewhat thinly over the surface, and ver.\' slightly

covered by passing a little soil through the sieve over

them.
The pans should be plunged in gentle bottom-heat
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either in a stove or in a frame, and carefully covered

with hand glasses. As soon as the j'oung plants

appear, the glasses must be taken off, and the pans

placed on a shelf in the stove as near the light as

possible "without being at the same time too much
exposed to the sun. 15ut the ill effects of strong sun-

heat may be prevented by means of sheets of thin paper

liid over the pans.
The young plants must not be carelessly syringed or

exposed to the dripping of water from the roof, and

great care is necessary m supplying them with water.

The safest method is to apply the water through a

small sponge, pressing it gently out over the dry parts

of the soil. In about 10 days after they appear on the

surface, the young plants will be strong enough to

admit of being pricked out into boxes or pans, and m
soil similarly mixed to that in which they were raised,

but it is not necessary to have it so fine at this stage.

They will soon grow strong in their new position, and

when they have made their third set of leaves, they

may be potted singly in 2-inch pots, well drained with

crocks and half-rotted leaves, then placed on a shelf in

the stove. Here they must have plenty of air,

but not be exposed to direct sunshine. In a

short time they mil require to be shifted

into .S-inch pots and placed in a frame, about

6 inches from the glass, the pots resting on
gravel, ashes, or light dry soil. They may remain
in the frame three or four weeks, or till they
show their flower buds and are well root«d, when they
should be again shifted into 5 or G-inch pots ; and after

being kept somewhat close for the first four or five

days^ they may be exposed to more air and light

according' to the weather, and watered carefuUy as

occasion requires.

Treated in this way they will make fine healthy
plants with a number of side .shoots, all strong enough
to produce flowers as freely as old plants, and alter

having made their growth, will have formed good
bulbs. About the end of June seedlings so raised may
be expected to produce from six to ten flowers, and

jilants are more numerous
titiintained in pots, some of
i 11 a low frame in light soil,

^' strong sunshine. Varieties

1 be kept sep.arate from the

plenty of

than can bi

them may
and kept w
of great excellen

Tf III.

sli..uld

others for the plumose of crossing. P. F. K.

LIME FOB PEACHES AND NECTARINES.
Perhaps nothing has placed a heavier drag on the

improvement of practice and the advancement of

suence th,an hasty generiilisations from imperfect or

insufficient data. Such a mode of procedure is like

building a house on sand, or without a foundation at

all. It may rise all the faster in the air, for want of

the necessary excavations, and building up of materia!

under the surface, but we all know the end of it is a

mass of niin. It has nothing to stand upon, and con-
sequently it must fall. It is very much the same with
much of our practice. One man succeeds well in

cultivating a certain race of plants. Some peculiarity

of soil, climate, culture, or training is observed, and
forthwith_, often without (li. -i!jiii<-i 'nvcstigation of

all the circum.stnnces of tl - 'I: mIioIc of his

success is put doini to Iha). Itn .i is may occa-

sionally be right, but the pmliiil'iliiy i- that they are

oftener wrong ; and when they are wrong, the results

are often most disastrous.

A case which may prove one of this description has
just occurred. It is well known to every one that

Mr. Rivers is a most successful grower of fruit trees in

general, and of Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots in

particular. It also so happens that the soil at Saw-
bridgeworth is largely mixed with chalk. Under these
circumstances it was perhaps only natural that Mr.
Rivers should attribute part of his success to this fact,

and perhaps he is right ; but I have not seen any facts

strong enough to prove that the chalk has much if

anything to do with his success. I know that the soil at

Berkhampstead is first-rate for Peaches, independently
of the chalk it contains, and I should be inclined to

attribute Mr. Rivers' undoubted success rather to his

great skill, and to other causes, than to the chalk in his

soil. I know as a matter of fact that Peaches can be
gi'own pretty successfully -ndthout chalk.

The extract given at page 736, from Brehaut's
" Modern Peach Pruner," professes to prove that chalk
is of the highest necessity in Peach culture. The
proof consists of a statement that the water at

Sawbridgeworth is so strongly impregnated vrith carbo-

nate of lime that a thick deposit of lime was found
adhering to the drainage ; that the roots were finely

developed, while vigorous and healthy growth was
visible everywhere. I accept the latter fact, and
deny that either of the others had anything to do
with it. A deposit of lime on the drainage would not,

could not, cause the roots to be finely developed, what-
ever that may mean, nor produce vigorous growth.

The fact is. Peaches and Nectarines in pots will root

freely and produce a network of fibres when potted in

almost any soil ; never moro freely than in black

garden earth, full of humus, and without an atom of

chalk. Therefore I am as much justified in asserting

that the chalk had nothing to do with it, as others

have in saying that it had. It must ba obvious
to every practical cultivator that a deposit of lime
adhering to the drainage would be very likely to block
it up. How far this would conduce to hralthy growth
I leave your readers to judge. But M. Brehaut offers

stronger proof. He says the absence of lime is at

once perceived by the falling of the fruit at the period
of stoning, because carbonate of lime constitutes a con-
sider.ible portion of the stone."
Here is basty generalisation with a vengeance !

Would that M. Brehaut were riglit. No more fruit

dropping after this—only give the tree lime enough
(chalk), and it is impossible. The whole science

of successful cultivation also becomes as simple as

ABC. It is reduced to a mere matter of chemical
analysis and mechanical admixture. "V\Tien Peaches
are growing at first give them prussic acidj when
stoning give them chalk and flint; when ripening
supply them with sugar. The fallacy of such rea,son-

ing could not perhaps be better exposed than in

the answer given to a correspondent on the same
page, who writes, " Pray be so kind as to

inform me whether by giving Red Currant leaves

as food to silkworms you can produce red silk.

I have heard it, but cannot credit it." The answer is—" We should think not ; as v\'ell might you expect to

get blue silk from feeding them on Blue-bells." The
same answer is equally applicable to M. Brehaut,
only substituting chalk Peaches for blue silk, and chalk

for Blue-bells. No^ living plants are something more
than mere conducting tubes ; they are exquisite manu-
facturers of all they need to build up their fabric and
perfect their produce ; and as such they deal in the
raw material of primitive elements, and not in the
finished product of chalk or any other substance.

Peaches cannot absorb either prussic acid, chalk, or

sugar, as such, and therefore their application to them
is at least of doubtful utility. If chalk is to be given

for the reason assigned, so must the other two, and
many other things as well. Before, however, such
things can be of the slightest use, the whole of the pro-

cesses of assimilation, elaboration, and secretion

must be altered. Believing that for the present tliis is

not likely to happen, I consider the reasons assigned

for the use of chalk as an aid to the successful gron-th

of Peaches, &c., to be unphilosophical and whoUy
insufficient. J^xcehior.

P.S.—Since writing the foregoing Ihave carefullyread
" T. R.'s " answer to " D." I do not consider that he has
much strengthened the claim of chalk as a fructifying

agent. In fact there is some discrepancy between the
statements. It seems somewhat doubtful now if the
Sawbridgeworth water is so very chalky, for " T. R."
says that it is from the " gravel drift." He also informs
us that Dr. Toelcker's analysis shows the parish of

Sawbridgeworth to possess a practically inexhaustible

fund of fertihty." T. R." proceeds, " this I impute to

its calcareous nature." Does Dr. Voelcker endorse
this ? If not, I would advise cultivators to exercise

some of the sound gardening sense which " T. R." so

much commends in others and makes so great use of

himself, before giving much chalk to their stone fruits,

else their hasty practice may lead to failure.

PARISIAN GARDENING.
[The following interesting .iccount is condensed from an article

recently published in La Bdfjiqux ITorticok.]

The marvellous establishment which supplies the
gardens of Paris, is placed under the direction of

M. Barillet-Deschamps, and is situated in the Avenue
d'Bylau, near the Bois de Boulogne. All lovers of
horticulture who visit Paris should see this garden,
which comprises a collection of about 6000 species, some
ofthem well represented : the H<emanthus, lor example,
by 18,000 individuals, the Erythrinas by 20,000, the
Cannas by 300,000, and the Hibiscuses, the Musas, the
Ficuses, the Caladiums in proportion. It is some-
times called the Jardin de la Muette. Besides providing
a portion of the plants for the public squares, it is

devoted to experimentalising on the new species or

varieties likely to be of service to horticulture.

The gardening of Paris is placed under the control

of M. Alphand, surveyor in chief; M. Barillet-

Deschamps is director-general ; M. Troupcau is principal

gardener of the town squares ; and M. Andre of those

of the suburbs.

gives a brief account of those exotic plants with large
toliage and gigantic growth, which may be employed
singly or in groups for the decoration of parks and
gardens during the summer season :—

Aralia papifrifera.—An ornament.!! plant of vigorous h.lbit,

adapted for planting singly or in groups on grass plots.

Aralia l>:ptophyUa.—A splendid species, diiTering from its

congeners by it« palmate leaves. It should be planted singly
in peat eartli.

Aytocarpiis : ,:<,..,— A j.Lintof very fine effect, planted

oployed to decorate the

with liquid lu.Lnun... i

mentid garden ijlants.

Ariuulo Sontix.—This plant may be e

edges of rivers and pieces of water.
Am.ndty Do)yjx folUs varugatiit.—Very ornamental, but of

slow growth. It prefers a mixed soil with peat.
Ai-i'udo nuturihi iiica.—A very vigorous .and hardy species.
Ai^trapo^" WoUicJiii.—Should be planted in a mixed soil, rich

in humus, and watered copiously with liquid manure during
its growth.
Balaniiicm antarcticum.—An arborescent Fern ; planted in a

shady situation in peat earth it will attain quickly a lurg&
growth. In eiaiil-.ying thisplantforthedecoration of gardens,
a rfiii.trk tM. .IT. . t wiS be obtained.

/? .- —To be planted singly on grass-plots.
w!i ;. r . .; I f.ili.age and luxuriant growth will make it

duc.i iW.. 11. .Hi .(.ling to autumn.
i'u....... .tt .;.i;'...;..a.—A gigantic Urtieaceous pLant, to be

planted in shady places ; uie large foliage is spotted with
white, and has a fine effect.

Sombax CHba.—A superb exotic tree, which should bo
planted singly on grass-plots, in peat earth, and w.atered with
liquid manure.

Uractnjfflottis repanda (Cineraria, repanda).—A plant witb
Large foliage, si^ery beneath ; placed singly in a mi.xed aofl

cont-uning peat, it will produce in the open air the best effect

during all the fine season.
Caiuw miiSfpfoUa fjjffantca.—This variety gives the largest

leaves met with in' the genus ; they reach sometimes to
upwards of a yard in length,

C'anna jtigricans.^'LnTgG deep purple foliage ; its floweiH

resemble those of Gladiolus. In a mixed fertile soil and
w.atered with liquid manui'c, this plimt will attaia 3 yards

Ci/afliea at'strali^.^An .arborescent Fern of Large growth,
which has perfectly succeeded in the open air during the

Coci-oloba cxcoriata,—Suitable to plant singly in the open air

during the fine season, in a mixed soil, rich in humus.
Colocasia albo-violana.—^A fine and ciuious species, having

the petioles streaked with white and green ; it is onLamcntal^
and of a fine growth in the open air.

Colocasia bafariensis.—The finest and most gigantic of all

the Colocisias ; its leaves have violaceous petioles, .and nttfllii

upwards of 1 yard in length : the habit is fine.

ColocaMa mHatlica (Caladiian nutallicwn.y—A. very fine

species with large met.alUc-coloured leaves ; very omamontnl.
Colocasia odorata.—A Large arborescent species of a very fine

effect, suitable for placing in the open air, singly or in groups.

ts rich foliage.

C^anop]ii/tlnni maf/nijtc]

watered above, violet be
the open iiir .Ipiu..' -u

month of ,lui,. i
i : i

and shelterr.. i
; . i .

.'

C)/perus /'.', .. - 1 hi-

groups,

im.—A fine plant with large foliage,

ucath. To obtain a fine gi-owth in
liner, it will be necessary in the

1
1 1 leat soil on a hotbed, half-shaded

hiii^t bo placed in a rich soil, singly
1 .lao plots or .at the edge of rivers or
St be watered with liquid ipieces .of w.ator, and :

during its gl-owth.
DilUnia upeciom.—Should be planted in a mixture of peat

and ordinary earth on a drained subsoil, and watered with
liqxdd manure during its growth.
Dracmia, Btoao,—One of the finest and most hardy of the

Dracainas for the open air during the summ er. In a few
years the trunk attains from 1 y.ard to 2 y.ards in height,
crowned by a head formed of numorous leaves upw.ards of a
yard in length. It should bo pLanted in peat c.arth, added t<*

some free loamy earth.

Bracwia indivi^a.—One of the most ornamental species a

In the experimental garden may be seen Solanum single plant; it shouIdbepLanted in heath-mould, and w.atered

height ; a veritable trunk supporting an ample
, ,5^1 j^ ^ ^^^ ^O-. and watered copiously with liquid

head. Around it are Solanum comutum, Phytolacca
! n,,in^.

dioica, Nicotiana wigandioides, Montagnsea hera-
I .Sncnf'ypdisfl'oii'iM.—An Australian plant, acquiring large

cleifolia, which rival it in development. The collec- size in our climate (5i yards high in a year). The foliage is of

tion of Bananas is perfect, forming a mass in the open
I

a glaucous green, and sometimes tinted with rose
;
it produces

air. Certain borders are heated by gas, which produces i"fl°'=.<^'''"'t™&"™'=°f
,r...r.„„, „n„„, ...„^•„M,.,™^ a„

marvellous effects. Otacantlius coeruleus is jjarticularly exoticComposite^attamiigtoalVeV large size, the shoota some-
suitable for the borders m autumn. A striped Gyne- ' times growing over 5 yards in height during the season, and
rium, and anotber Gi^ass, Cinna arundinacea, produce the leaves attaining nearly 20 inches in breadth. To obtain the

a very fine effect, while a tuft of Saccharum perenne
rivals these in elegance. Then come those majestic
plants which give our modem gardens quite a new
character. They are plants to place singly, under
the best jiossible conditions of development. Such
are Senecio Gbiesbreghtii ; Montanoa mollissimaj

j

best effect, it should be planted singly on a grass-plot in a rich

soil, and watered frequently with liquid manure. Tbc Paris

establishment possesses a two-yeai--old plant, which measures
upwards of 6 yards in height, with a head 5^ yards in breadth.

Fourcrofia (figantea.—Placed singly on declivities this plant
will give the effect of an American Agave.

_ _ _ . .^ , , Gaxtonia digitata.—A splendid AraUaceous plant with large

a very florlferous Composite ; Solanum betaceum^ !

palmate foUage borne on long petioles. It should be planted

with red fruit ; Terdinanda eminens, which in two or

three years attains vast dimensions ; Bocconia ffutes-

cens ; "Uhdea bipinnata ; and a Ficus resembling elastica,

but a new
Tbr.'.r.l.ii

shaaed

ies more suitable for open-air culture.
'^'s a collection of 112 species of Ficus.

> <, of which there are several for

ivlargoniums, for Aroideic, for Sola-
ris, for ornamental foliage plants, &c.,

pring by applying to the glass the
following preparation :—l-5th of green powder, 4-5ths

of whiting, 100 quarts of paste; no water. The
Camellias in tubs, which occupy one greenhouse, are

used principally for the fetes of the Hntel de Ville.

These are grouped in the rooms, and then, on the
morning'of the fdte, as many flowers as may be required
are cut from another house in which the Camellias are

planted out, and these are attached to the foliage of

the moveable plants. In this way the flowers are fresher,

and the eftects which it is mshed to produce are easily

obtained. In this vast Orangery are three Camellias,

which are souvenirs of the Empress Josephine ; she
herself bought them and transported them in her
carriage to the Palace, where she cultivated them.
They are Camellia pomponia rosea, pomponia mutabilis,

and alba plena variegata. They now form great shrubs.

: will pro-

mixed soO containing peat.

Gomphia Theophrasta.—Vlsxited singly in peat i

warm situation, its young shoots of a fine rose colon

duce a good effect.

GreviUea robusta.—A vigorous species, of a very ornamental
character. It should be placed near the borders of grass plots
in a mixed soil, and watered frequently with liquid manure
dmTiig the fine season.

Gunrea hrachiistacJoia.—X splendid Mcliaceous plant whose
pinnate leaves attain upwards of a yard in length.

H-rrmni'fia .'^o)lorrt.—This plant, whose foliage has alively fed
centre, is very effective among other plants. It may be cul-

tirated in the open air during the fine season, in a mixture
containing peat earth, and should be watered lightly with
liquid manure. In this way a fine ornamental effect will be
obtained fi'om this superb plant.

H(i-iscns/ti-OJC.—To obtain in the open air all tho onianicutal
effect of which this plant is susceptible it is nccessaiy to plant
it in a partially shaded bed, and to protect it artificially from the
sun. When planted in a mixture of peat and loam, its le&veS
will attain 16 inches in diameter.
Jambusa mngnijiCO.—Should be planted singly in peat, and

watered with liquid manure, the plant being nipped to make it

branch.

LaporUa crenulata,—The finest of the UHicaceous plants

;

planted singly in a hot and rather shady situation, in mixed
earth, rich in humus, and watered frequently with Uquid
manure, its leaves will attain more than a yard in length.

Laportea gigantfa.—This only differs from the preceding by
The following extract from the Catalogue G^n^ral

i
its round and pulverulent foliage.
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Mai}i>a foffi'nfia (IfomalftnfJiv*).—One of tlie mnst splendid

plants recently introduced. Planted singly in a mixtiiro of

peat and loam, it soon acqiiii-os a largo development. The
large red stains of its stems and petioles jilacc it in tUo first

rink among ornamental plantfl

MfJfinofdinum ffcHpten* —An Urabellifer of very large

groTTth whMc leives attain over a j ard in length It should

be planted sm^dv in light soil

Jl/ haiilJ I Tjor — V Zygophyll icoovis plant of tho Orangery
long ^mti. tl III 1 ned cultivitcd in the optn ui it now
proves vciT ii i i t il it < tliucous foliage h iving an agn.o

able effect ni
, I

*

Mo in TI majestic shape and luge
folia^ f tl I ndi^f ensal lo for the pleasure

garden an 1 i i \ irds m height
Monf<in <t — V to iip i-jlte with \\ > tl ^ rs it

forms verj tint, tufts on glab pi jts dunni,
Knot / jr /<7»rfici(fc*—One of them

attaining frrm 4 to G yards m height It

n very rich soil and watered copiously w iH I

Pel /} 1 I trotoi —This Compositt. ]il u t will ii n vorv

nch soil form 111 the autumn tufts which \vill be 3 yards in

diameter and as much in height
PI, I I nili riof thtsouthofltalj)—Onoof

m f 1 lence of Its rapid vegetvtlon

an 1 t 1 the trunk attains it i^ not
rare cnce at the end of the first

yeai i \ c in a greenhouse
P(l — 1 u I singly m a soil nch in humus,

this pUnt will 1 . the lutumii form tufts 2 rr o yards m
diameter, and will be covered lunng two months with numerous
yellow flowers It is recommended for the ornament of large

parks
7*((rroj!;)Pmium rtc^'ifii?i«)>i.—Plantedsinglyin heath mould, in

a hot situation, this species will produce tufts of more than
3 yards in height. Ite large leaves, white below, pl.ace it in

the first rank of ornamental plants,
Rhojjata cnirnvatl'it.<ig.—A superb plant, with Large fuli.agc,

green above .and ferru^nous beneath. It should be planted
in well-drained peat, and prefers a partially shaded situation.

R/tnpata fjJancophiiUa.—'VhiR differs from the preceding by
its hardiness, aiul its pubescent whitish foliage.

Sinclnirm inMacfa (dixolOf).—A plant with the foliage silvery-

white beneath. PLanted in peat in groups of 5 or C plants, it is

very omamcut.al.
S<ntr(titja oitsamira.—A sub-shrubby plant of large growth,

haidng the foliage silvery beneath. It is veiy oi-ndmenUal, and
requires to be planted in a mixed soil containing peat, and to

be watered during the course of its growth with liquid

Saurauja moUi^.—A sub-shmbby pl.ant, with veiy Large

loaves of a fine green colour. Tliig plant attained a height of

6 orS feet in a siiiirlc growth.
SftKraiLJa mirtiiii'/in'ii-^t.',.—A new species, with large wi-hiklcd

foliage, tinted with violet. It should be planted singly, on a
hotbed if possible.

ikiiuloplu/Utim pulchrn.n (Ai-alia pulchra). — One of the
finest and most hardy of the Ar.aliaceous plant.';, for the open
air during the fine season. Planted either in groups, or in

masses, in peat earth, it will be sure to succeed. A mass of

this plant, growing in the Monccaux Park in 1865, was very
mnch admired.
Snlnnnm auyicutatum.—A very large species without spines,

the .stems sub-shrubby, with Large oval oblong woolly leaves,

small violet flowers in coi-ymbs, and globular yellowish
berries. It is .an om.ament.al plant, remarkable for its fine

growth.
Srtlcmim b€fnccnm.~A superb species, attaining 9 or 10 feet

in height. The stems are fnitcscent, straight, green spotted
with grey, and herbaceousat the top ; the leaves heart-shaped,
a foot and more in length, thick, shining above ; the flowers

whitish, the berries Large, .at first yellowish green, afterwards
red. It is a very ornamental species, and produces a very fine

effect, either singly or grouped.
Solont'Vi hfiinrntTtf purpvrevw is ,a variety of the preceding

Witb T^urp!.- U-:iv,-s.

Holu, .,;.. —A very fine spiny I
i. i. .,, i;i, -:i'ius,

petioi. , I
. I'.thed with a violet i

' -i"'

cially i: " '
: itics; tho leaves ai-, '. 'r irt

shapcH, villi I
M . teeth, almost gaiiffdr.i i.l M'i'iy

bolow than above: the calyx is violet, not .*!piny. the Mower's

violet : it is a fine ornamental plant, attaining a yard or more
in height.
Solrtnam f.i-inUi'm.—A superb GuLona pLint with frutesccnt,

hairy, .and spiny stelos, the spines violet at the base and pale-

colonrcd at the top ; the leaves very large, thick, rugose, green,
darker above than t>elow, .and with violaceous venation above;
the young leaves are very hairy, of .1 palo green, and the
flowers large while.

Siilanuiii (tteutloniuin.—A larga species with green downy
stems, purplish in some p.arts, and clothed with large scattered
spines ; the leaves are Large, softly pubescent, sinuously
laciniate-ikiitatc ('.* teeth), the tops clothed with a rusty down.
It sboulil r. |,l mill -iiigly in a mixed soil rich in humus, and
w.atcr. I t

I

I : .. iih liquid manure.
Sn!" '.

—

A sub-shrubby spiny, tomentose,
whiti~li ] I

- i*ii l.irge lancc'ilate leaves, aeeompaniod by
smaller Allies (,'i-..\\ing in their ri'-. ^

. in i -yuib^.

numerous, small, purplish-violi 1 l' ' '
' t ie.s

produce a fine effect for the dee. .r i- 1.
: , i i ' ,, i i. us.

SolftHneii liirhiiafinn-.—A Lu-t.'e s|„,i, . ^M i ,, m--. ui.nl not
spiny stems, sulisbrubby at the u.i.se, the k-.nes i.iuii.itilid,

with Unear Lanceolate lobes, some of thorn entire, luiear
lanceoLite ; the flowers large, blue, and the berries sub-
globular, yellowish. It is a very fine ornamental plant,

remarkable for its luxuriant vegetation, and should be planted
singly in good earth.

Sotanum inaerantftum.—A very large species, producing in
the season shoots of IG or 12 feet in height. Its ample foliage,

with large divisions, m.akes it one of the most omameiital
species for the smumer giirden. It should be planted singly
in mixed soil rich in humus, and watered often with liquid

deserves to bo placed in tho first rank among ornamental
pt.ants for tho open air in summer.

S()rirmrinnMo/,.|Va lid.—Avery old plant, frequently cultivated
in pots or boxes, where it produced but little effect. ^

PLanted
during tho summer in tho open air, in a good mixed soil,

with abuu lant wateiings cf hquid manure, it forms a very
ornamental plant during all the fine season.
Spathnifa tjtjjantfa —A vigorous plant, with largo foliage ;

it sh">uld bo planted in poat earth, in groups of three, about

nd has imamental foliage and dcsei-vcs to take a place
niong the finest plants for ornamenting g.ardens during Iho

It should be planted m pure heath mould.
ri mi y r1ni^ — V vcrv fine tree of North Africa, which
I'l t 1 in 1 n iiiuld, in which it grows very

I „e render it a fine om,amental

f very large growth, and
1 [,e on horizxmtal branches

;

\xi ire ( f peat and other light soil.

(Ctiratettii) —One of the finest plants
in the open air. Planted in mixed
will lurmg the fine season, develop

( I

th
i.i).—A hardy pLant,. . re-
planted in a rich soli, it

has ght of 3 y.ards and as much in
broallli

irli a I I >cu —ri uited m groups or in masses in a p,artially

shaded situitlon this will produce a good effect.

Vabenina nlntli —Placed smgly m a rich soil, this plant
forms very strong tufts which flower in the autumn.
Verbmna ffifrnnfea.^Of very large growth, and producing

targe foliage. Planted singly, this plant will attain, during
the coui;se of a fine season,, from 5 to feet in height, and
will prove very effective.

V^rbe-^ma Sartonf (phjnndjida). — This recommendable
species forms very strong bushes of a couple of yards in

height. It should be planted in rich earth, and watered
abundantly during the fine season.

Wifinndia rarur.atavu.—A fine subject to plant singly or in

groups of three, in a very rich soil.

Wigaiydia uyenn has the foliage more rounded thjm in the
precedinfr.

\r,;,,7,„,j,, ri.n.-,;-! — \ [.ie^intir species .acTuired in the
e,stabli-lu I -.1 l;u-.n \iu-. uf Ni,'. II i- a fine orna-

mentul i
I uj', i i

' i.
i - i i

' '
i .Ml and strong

growl il III'.' ". I :i i 'III. i
i'l u,.|j, ,| ,,u iMss plots.

.V>/..;''. .'u .'u!.UUu,--\ .,.1-v lUiu T.U
]

i] 1-1 I UueOOU-S pLuit,

which .sbuuM be pLuitcd singly in peat earth, and care should
be tiken t^ nip the extremity of the shoots frequently in

order to make them br?ineh.

Xnloplnilla monfmm.~A more ffraceful pl.ant than the pre-

ceding. It may be employed for open-air decoration in

and for rooms in winter.

Solannm mfirftinafuni,—A Shrub growing upwards of fl feet
in height, spiny, the upper liraucbes tomentose and covered
with white powder; the leaves are spiny, ilniust cuiilifurm,

sinuatelv loliate, toinerituse. vvl.ile wbeii vuuin;, tlieii -reeiiish

with a whitish burder .il.ne; llie lluwe,. ,,iu lu^.. leliite,

with a little purple star in the ecntru
;

ml tiu- Lurries

globular, yellow, and pendent. Its st.ui In -liveiy

foliage produce an admirable effect in tbu l , , . , n

Solam'm robnition.—A very fine spiny ^

]

i u, ;. nds
in height, the stem clothed with a wliiti li ui I hi i. iuwn,
winged by the decunencc of the leaves, wliieh arc very Luge.
velvety, and clothed, especially in their youth, with a bri^dit

i^d down ; the flowers are small, of a yellowish white. It is a
very ornamental plant, and is to be recommended for its

llardiness.

Solcmuu Sei^linffii.—A large sub-shrubby species, attaining
10 or la feet in height, the stems green, wrinkled, clothed
with a rough down, and provided with spines ; the leaves very
largo, eui-.tifu,...,, lul.ate, softly tomentose, a little tough, and
afTTi"("'ii, ,,,,. -uines. This Sol.amim is remark.ablc for its

fine LI '
u inagiiificent effect which it produces,

pLieel uyis, or singly on OrasB-plots.
,s,./,u ;eo<j!<«.—A new species with veiy large

foliage. This fine piaut is very distinct from the other species
on account of its Large size ; its fine leaves .are silvery beneath,
.and attain from 2 to 3 feet In length, and 2 feet in breadth. It

Home Correspondence.
Snovijrops on Laiin.'.—I w.is plenseil to see (p. 73.?)

that you are adroeating the planting of Snowiirops oti

lawns, and as this has been one of my hobbies, I will

.just add a few words for the encouragement of others.

My plan does not quite coincide with Mr. McNab's, as

I usually plant them in open spaces on the turl\

forming the outline of such a clump as may best suit

the place, and the effect in winter is quite cheering.

I have also used them for flfiures or letters to note the

time of planting, &c. ; but in this case the letters or

figures require to be large, otherwise, after the Snow-
drops have been up for some time the foliage falls a.side

and causes confusion, whereas, if done well and planted
clo=ely, thoy look very pretty. Any ingenious amateur
niiclit invent many ways of using them which would
iifford much amusement to him.solf. I am plea,sed to

find tliaf for once I am not behind everybody else.

Jasper Slnndstill.

Adiantum farlevpHse.—l see in your imprnssion of

the -Ith inst. an article about this Fern, copied from tho

Journal ofthe Royal Horticultural .Society. That article

certainly contains some truth, but not the whole
truth, "it is true that Thos. Hill, Esq., received the

package in Lnndnn, and that he forwarded it to his

uncle; but it is also true that the Fern was resuscitated,

propagated, and sent out from here. I cannot help

thinking that Mr. Green must have known llic plant

Mr. Hin took from here, for Colonel Miles lia.l not

come direct from the West Indies. A. Bray, Gf. /o

7y;o.v. Tinniel, Esq., Stoodleiflh, Seron,
Maphaiins cnuiinliis.—ln April I purchased a packet

of seed of this new vegetable, which nas succeeded with
me beyond my expectations, and is delicious. One
plant has grown 5 1 feet high, and has on it 26 pods,

some 4 inches in thickness, and 2J feet long. The pods

appear almost ripe; the leaves have withered, and
some are dead. Waller SrvllJwrpe, Hampstead.

Abies Piiixnpo.—'We have a handsome tree of this

Fir, bearing cones for the first time. Can you tell me
whether or not it ha.s borne cones elsewhere in this

country? O. A., Finer/on Hnll, Jlinits. [A small

tree in Mes-srs. Jackman's Nursery at Woking has one
or two cones on it. No cones have been as yet pro-

duced bv this Fir at Bicton ; but Mr. Barnes states

that Abies cephalonica, of which trees exist there from
50 to 60 feet in height, are covered with blue cones,

which have a very ornamental appearance.]

Sporf from Pelarqontum Mrs. Po71oe!c.--l inclose a

leaf of a sport produced by this Pelargonium here in

March last. It appears to be quite distinct from that

mentioned by Jlr. Fish (see p. 750). I would add that

the sport has a much more vigorous habit than its

parent. WHliam TTilkin, Gnrclever, Eaijtiham li^iU

Ttovriham, Norfollc. [The leaf sent measured il inclir-

in dianictor. It was green in colour, broadly zoiiud

with warm reddish brown, outside of whirh was n

irroen border, fully half an inch in width, mottled ivjili

bright red.]

Oenista raiulicans.—'She Cytisns of which I enclose

flowers, foliage, and seed, flowers generally in spring or

early summer ; but, as you will observe, it frequently

blooms again in the autumn—in fact a few blooms may
be found upon it in most months throughout the year.

It is of free growth, ea.sily propagated, makes nice little

standards when pruned to one stem, and being per-

fectly hardy (at lea.st here), it deserves, T think, to be

more exteti'sively cultivated, inasmuch as I find that

hares and rabbits will leave untouched all other trees

and shrubs, 'while a supply of this C.vtisus is afforded
them ; and if for no other reason, this should recom-
mend it to those cultivators who have charge of game-
preserves or plantations

^
where hares and rabbits are

numerous. Johannes Senilis, The Nurseries, Ringjieldf

near Li/niin(jton.

Chinese Apple.—I thank you for inserting my
description of the Chinese Apple, but ;is no one ha« yet
said anything about it, and as the jilaiits ant growing
nicely, I enclose a leaf, which is all I i nn s,.|id at

present, in the hope that you may be nMu I'l lull what
it is. As regards the Aspleuium Tiiul: mu-. I had
always considered that a British pliiiil, ainirding to

Loudon. Am I wrong, or is il natural to both
countries? I thought a plant natural to Italy could

not live here in the open air, any better than the

Oranges which grow with it. Will you kindly explain

it? Jane. [The leaf is, we think, that of a young
seedling Loquat. Asplenium Trichomanes, besides

being a native of Britain, occurs in all parts of

Europe, in North and South Africa, in Siberia, in

India, in the Pacific Isles, in the United States, Mexico,

and various parts of South America, in the West
Indies, and in Au.stralia. Eds.]
The Cartle Kennedy J";!?.—This now famous kind of

Fig will, I apprehend, be found identical willi a, sort

sent to me from France under the name of " Urosse

Marseilles" and also as "Marseilles." A tree under
the latter name has borne one or two fruits here, in an
unheated house, of exactly the same character as the
Castle Kennedy ; its leaves are of the fingered-leaved

race, like the Bninswick, and other large Y'\is. It is

probably a variety peculiar to the neighbourhood of

Marseilles, and was perhaps introduced to Scotland in

the "good old times" when French wines and other
French " notions " were so popular in " theland

o' cakes." T. R.
Gardeners^ Moi/al Benevolent Institution.—It has

often been regretted that gardeners do not more gene-
rally support this Institution, inasmuch as it Was
inaugurated entirely for their benefit and support in

old age ; and when we look at the comparatively short

list of names of those have enrolled themselves ok

members, we are bound to confess that from some
cause or other the Institution does not get that support
from gardeners which one would consider it to be fairly

entitled to. I have heiird it remarked as a reason for

not subscribing, tliat thosewhohavenot subscribed often

act elected over the heads of those who have subscribed

for vears. This, upon the face of it. seems unfair ; and

I ain of opinion that if it could be so altered as to

leave no cause for complaint in that direction, the

credentials ofthe Institution would be more presentable

to the great majority of gardeners than at pi;esent. I

would beg leave to suggest for the consideration of the

committee of management some such scheme as the

following. One of the ntles of the Institution pro-

vides that any members who have subscribed for

15 years to the charity shall be entitled to its full

benefit on a vacancy occurring without going through
the form of an election. Now what I want to suggest

is, that any member of the Institution, upon soliciting

its aid, should be entitled to a prorata benefit; in

other words, should have added to his number of votes as

many fifteenths ofthe highest total as he has subscribed

numbers of years. This would be giving him a decided

advantage over the non-subscribing candidate, and one
I think to which he is fairly entitled. I cannot but feel

I hat such an arrangement would induce many gardeners

to become subscribers, as they would secure, in ca^e of

need, an immediate benefit thereby; and it nuist be

confessed that 15 years is a vista of almost hopeless

length to look through, esperi;illy when iiprsoiis have

been late in life before commencing their subscriptions.

I think in common fairness, if it is right that a person

should have the full benefit of his subscription at the

end of 15 years, he should also have a comparative

benefit for every year of his subscription. I triist the

Committee will consider this suggestion, and if they

approve of it, that they will not hesitate to adopt it.

I don't think it can do harm ; it might do a great deal

of good. -B.

Pelargonium^.—AWovi me to thank Mr. Bush, of the

North West of England Seed Warehouse, and Baton
Road Nurseries, Chester, for the cuttings of Beaton's

Silver Nosegay and the Stella sport so kindly

forwarded. The latter seems identical with sorue of

mv own sports, and the former is probably the m-igin of

the variegation in Stella—presuming that it preceded

it and was raised by Beaton. As Mv. Rtisli says their

Silver Nosegay was obtained from tin- ( lapton

Nurseries, perhaps the Messrs. Lou ma.y fayniir us

with their opinion on this point. I shall he jiloasett to

receive the leaves promised by Mr. Rush as well as

some cuttings of Mr. Bennett's, of Osberton, Variegated

Nosegay, to prove their identity or otherwise with

Beaton's Silver Nosegay. Permit me also to lufontt

those who have written for "ray Catalogue that I

am not a nurseryman, and that the expression, after

trying 'every Nosegay' in my last note, should

have been rendered 'riiany Nosegays.' I may also

state for tho information of other inquirers

thit next in order of merit to Stella I place

I'lhi'^lcr Sprnad EaLde, and Pink Pearl; Baron

i;iu:i..,li Kiitizzi. Kiilini-cinctum, Miss Parfitt, Rival

\.i,u un' (iiiiiiiiKilinn Improved, and Lord Palmerston,

il-M iiiaku Lui.iil l.ud- Siiread Eagle is unapproachable

for linlliant small beds, and was Mr. Beaton's first

step towards one of his latest efforts, a yellow

Pelargonium. And doubtless he would have succeeded

in giving us this if he had lived. He was the first to

demand a "white scarlet," and led the way to it.

Singularly enough some 20 years ago I had the pleasure

of scndittg him the first white I believe ever raised,

with flowers about the size of a Chickweed, which he

turned to good account as a breeder. D. T. Fish.

Labimmm Spatis.—'Rere we have a tree #hich j)ro-
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(lu.v. fniir sciU „f (Irnvfi-s, tile iirinripal part lilar
C.vti.-u>, i.mk, ;in.l l^luf(^ uilli :i frw hraiidirs nf tlir
comiiioH yolli»\ Jjahuniiiiii. This year I have been
asked repeatedly the cause of this freak of Nature,
some believing we have either grafted or budded it.

Can this sort be increased by grafting with the same
result, or by budding, and if so, how could it be done ?
Eohert Craig, Leven's Hall.

Feaclies and Nectarines on the same Tree.—AhoxA
50 years ago I first saw Peaches and Nectarines
growing on the same tree without buds or grafts
having been inserted. I have seen the same thing
since, and old Abercromby, I think, mentions other
cases of the same kind ; therefore Messrs. Darwin and
Rivers may rest assured that Nature's progressive
change in her forms is not left to the agencies of man
and of the busy bee. Veriltj. [We have seen one
instance of the kind you mention, and a similar cir-
cumstance has been frequently put on record. Eds.]
Mendicants in Fine JJnen.—lS .sympathy can console

" A Country Curate " (see p. 780), and a great writer
has told us that the tart small-beer of sorrow becomes
less distasteful, when poured from one jug into another,
he may feel f|uitc sure that his complaint is echoed
again and again, like the bugles at Killamey, not only
by rose-growers, but by the Roses themselves. My
name is Marechal Niel, and I have been this season
the " Swell " in the beau monde of Roses. Many of
your readers have seen me in the Park (Regent's), and
in the Palace (Crystal): and, though I may have been
arm-in-arm with the handsomest of Roses, as, for
e.xample, vrith my dear friends Chas. Lefebvre or Due
de Rohan, they have always given me the larger share
of their most welcome admiration. I should be a
hypocrite indeed were I to pretend ignorance of those
personal charms which have been so generally and
audibly acknowledged. Modesty and reticence dissolve
and lose all consistency, like an ice-pudding in a hot
dining-room, m an atmosphere of fervent praise.
Ihousands of pretty women have called me
darling, and one of the prettiest almo.st spoiledmy complexion for ever, and changed me into

ablush Rose, by saying " she should hke to kiss me !

"

Whereupon Madame Boll tried to conceal herself

P w",. T
^"^ fol'!>Be, and C(^line Porestier exclaimed

Well, I never ! " Who would not be proud of such
adulation ? I gloried m it ; and now, alas, am punished
for my vanity. My pride has had a grievous fall. I, the
most magnifacent, am now the meanest of Roses I
have gone up like the rocket, and come down like the
stick—very like the stick indeed. Adversity has
stripped me of my honours, and left mo, like Wolsey
naked to mine enemies." Hear my history ! Soon

alter my blooms had been cut for exhibition my
owner came, with a knife in his hand, and remarking
to his gardener ' that he grieved to touch such beautiful
wood, but that of course the Rose of the season must
be multiplied as much as possible, " he severed in halfmy two longest shoots. I bore this patiently, nay con-
tentedly, out of the love which I have for my dear
master who has tended me affectionately ever since I
was a bud; and after drying up my tears (of sap) Imade up my mind to repair the damage as soon as
possible by taking extra pains with my laterals These
grew vigorously, and I was beginning to feel quite
happy and complacent, when, one day, a lar"6
company of visitors came, laughing and talking
into our budding-ground. They had evidently
enjoyed a satisfactory luncheon, and I should say

T II u "^"^'P^Sne had not been very "still"
1 could hear the host's merry voice, saying, " Oh by
all means, and " as many as you like;" audi could
see him cutting and slashing, as freely as a schoolboy
with a new knife. Presently two ladies, no longer
(if ever) beautiful came and examined me; and one
01 them, regardless of grammar, exclaimed ' that'smm, and might she have one tinv snip ? " My few
leaves quivered with terror, but the master was in
conversation with a blue bonnet, and did not seem to
hear 'Then, woe is me, that blue bonnet came overmy border, and from the sweetest face came the
sweetest voice-- that, of course, I shall not dream of
asking for. And I had hardly time to admire her
ab.stinenoe, when, to my intense surorise and distrustmy master seized me with a resoluti grasp, and iwav
went two of my laterals. Twice since then has thesame sacrifice been performed, and Flora has been
.plted lor Venu.s, I am become a mere stock, and
worse still, a laughing-stock. That great coarse
Charles Lawson fiourishes his long arms in my face—
the donkey kicking at the sick lion. It is too bad that
V onus should thus abuse her power. " When maidens
sue, men give hke gods " but maidens ought not to sue
over much, especially from men whose income is not
proportioned to their impulse. I would not for the
world exclude these Buddhists with a Brahmah lock
Ironi the garden, but I would ask them to spare the
weak, to apply to nurserymen and not to amateurs for
their devoted admirer Marechal Mel
Sed Spider (see p. 780).—Ventilation and sninging

are the preventives here: when he is in pi.sses^ion
there is no cure, although the latter operation maymake him unlia|,i,v anil stationary. Por span-roofed
houses, 1-1 leet i,i,l,., a ,<hiiltor 1 foot wide should be

t'i ,f™? f'*
r"''.i ^ ;"' '"'"'^" "f "le same descrip-

tion, 20 feet wide the shutter on each side should be
IS inches wide. Por houses 2-1 feet wide it should be
20 inches wide; these widths may be exceeded by
2 or 3 inches, but never lessened. The shutters should
be on hinges and open downwards, so that no obstruc-
tion exists to the ingress of cool air. The lower edge

li ?nnL"T'"'"';u''""''l ^ ''^ ^^<' -'^me level, and

Thi, ?^.t,
?'" '^? 5"*^^^ "f "^e eround outside.

fn=i,L,? w °J
.y^t'lation. may not be the mode with

fashionable builders, but it is the best ever invented.

7 and R'^nVri ^^''^Sfd in the morning between/ana 8 clock, and the sliiitt,or<! .i™ ti,„„ j

.<liul(crs closfil. For Icau-to housestho same principle
of l.iw vciilihifioii sliciuld be carried out. Red spider
does not like this treatment, and migrates to more
favoured localities, where they coddle him with a
warm, dry, close atmosphere. T. S.

Oolden Tricolor-leaved Pelarffoni,ums.—Mr. Jabez
,T. Chater has certainly throvra out some good sugges-
tions in reference to the future classification of the
numerous family of Pelargoniums. I have many that
might be justly called versicolors. Some of Mr. Chater's
remarkslshall reply toatafuture time,mypresent object
IS to show that there are other Pelargoniums possessing
qualities quite as good as those of Senior Wrangler.

^f^ ^"^ leaves from two of my sports—Lottie Wills
and Northern Star. I have been told by a person who
has seen both Lottie Wills and Senior Wrangler that
Lottie Wills is by far the best of the two ; and from
what I saw of the Seniorj at the International
Exhibition I am inclined to think the same.
Northern Star I consider better than Lucy Grieve.
The person already referred to as having seen both
benior Wrangler and Lottie Wills, told me that Mrs.
Pollock was not originated by Mr. Grieve ; that Mr.
Grieve procured it from a person in the Eastern
Counties; and that it was produced in the first
instance by sport, and not direct from seed. I trust
Mr. D. T. Fish or Mr. Grieve will clear up this matter,
so that the truth may be known about Mrs. Pollock—
whether she was obtained direct from seed or not
J. Wills. [See Mr. Grieve's remarks (p. 780) published
coincidently with the receipt of Mr. Wills' letter as to
the origin of Mrs. Pollock. The leaves sent by Mr.
Wills vvere very beautiful, and by the kindness of
Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son we have been enabled to
compare them withsome of the best,named sorts. Lottie
n ills IS the most distinct. It has more yellow than
most of the varieties of its class, and the red zone is
narrower, but very bright, and zigzag in its disposition.
Judging from memory, we think it is distinct from
Senior T\ rangier, though in its breadth and lobed
character it has a certain resemblance to that variety.
Northern Star comes nearest to Lady CuUum, indeed
the detached leaves are undistinguishable. This which
we regard as one of the very best yet produced, is
remarkable for its obscurely lobed leaves, and its broad
even zone of bnght colour, less clouded than in Lucy
Grieve, by the running outward towards the edge of the
green colour from the centre of the leaf hl.ade. Eds.]
Peach Orotrinf/.—There has been no new discovery

in the art of Peach growing during the last 50 years
save that of a north countryman who set forth hi.s
discovery of the cause of gum in the Peach tree,
which article appeared, I believe, in the " Quarteriy
Journal of Asricultlire." As to Ireeninff Ani*T>cooV, +,./,«

ductor, and the finger. The experiment quite answered
my expectations, as the subjoined letter from my friend
Dr. Divers will testify. The plant. I should state, was
in flower, and at this period it is probably more sensi-
tive than at other times. On the 12th inst. I experi-
mented three or four times ; and on the 19th inst. I
again repeated these trials with a similar result, so
that the gardener spontaneously remarked upon the
difference in the effects produced. They were these-
on touching gently and even lightly pressing the folioles
with glass they remained as they were ; on touching
them with steel held in the fingers, or (in other
instances) with the finger alone they made their usual
movement. Before I applied these tests, a gentleman
asked me to explain how it happened that the plant
moved more readily when touched by any of his
children than by himself. He had seen this take place
several times, and could not account for it. I have
since had reason to believe that, with the same indi-
vidual, the action will be more evident when he is in
a tonic state (if I may use the expression) than when
he IS exhausted or weary. Although what I have
shown goes to prove that the passage of electricity
between the points in contact will account for the
movement of the leaflets in such instances ; I do not
mean to say that whenever a foliole moves there
must be contact with a conductor, for I consider it
possible that the plant may be capable of developing
within itself, sufficient of such force to close its folioles
(a seemingly protective movement) if roughly handled.
From what I had observed with regard to the Sensitive
Plant, it appeared to me probable that the fly-trap
movement of the processes of the Diontca muscipula
was due to the .same cause. Having gently touched
these exteriorly. I was disappointed to find no result
produced. Laying the tip of the little finger softly
within the open processes, in two cases I found them
close, whereupon I withdrew it at once, that there
might be no possibility of injury to the plant. I
thought the fact almost valueless, as there was no
opportunity of testing what would he the action

nnH K „„r 1
"'""soil »" mu momiug Detwcer

Tb^?l?-
''"^''' ^°''.*^'^ shutters are then opened.This syringing is repeated between 5 and 6 p.m., and the

^-...^ c^. v....^ ctj-i-caicu, X ucHBve, ill uuo v^uartcriy
Journal of Agriculture." As to keeping our Peach tree
roots drj', out of doors in winter, it is simply impossible
by ordinary means ; my Peach tree roots, or at least the
strong soil they grow in, stands about at saturation
from Nov. to March, and yet they " turn off" more than
2000 fruits annually. This year is rather an exception
to that rule, inasmuch as though the blossoms did not
suffer by frost, yet they suffered from excessive rain
trom the south while in bloom; thev did not "set

\^ "I" ^^^ resting season keep the plants dry,"
says Mr. Rivers

;
yet this advice is against the law of

Mature, in this country at least. I as.sert, keep your
I each trees dry m winter if you can, and whatever the
rainfall may be on the border in the resting season
you will succeed satisfactorily, everything else being
the same. When rearing young trees out of doors, I
place old sashes against them to keep off the rain in
the winter, which, combined with severe frost, would
otherwise seriously injure my luxuriant young trees •

and, if you are to cover a 12 or 14-feet wall, and 40 feet
diameter, your young trees must be A 1 in stamina for
the first 10 years of life. It is singular how we realise
accidentally the firmness of border so insisted on by
Mr. Rivers. Our walls being " fired," the constant
trampling during the spring and down to the present
time, August 10, as well as from the attention the trees
otherwise receive, and lastly, which is no trifling affair
the treading down of the earth by Ladies and gentlemen
when picking the fruit. Thus have practice and science
met by accident. Mr. Rivers' philosophy and practical
attainments in the culture of Peaches in pots, reminds
nneof T. A. Knight's accomplishments in the culture
of the Pine-apple without tan, &c. Both Rivers and
Knight make all the necessary appliances in their
respective arts very smooth, so to speak : yet a Kni<»ht
and a Rivers appear to he required to apply them
before success can be attained in either art. rerilt/
Bees and Fruit Setting.—In your Paper of the llth

inst., one of your correspondents advocates the employ-
ment of bees for the purpose of fertilising the blossoms
ol Peach and Nectarine trees in early houses. Con-
vinced that, in such hoases, bees do much more harm
than good, I carefully shut them out as much as
possible. In the month of March, when the trees are
in blossom, there is not a single flower out of doors
which will yield them a mouthful of food ; and it is
extraordinary how, in a fine day, they will discover
where Peaches are in flower under glass, and how they
will gam admission. When they appear, ,xs they fre-
quently do in numbers, it will be found that they eat
up the pollen as fast as it is set free, and that so com-
pletely that httle or none will be found upon the
stigmas. All the good they could do would be to
scatter the pollen, a benefit which is much more
effectually and safely secured by the ".stout stick"
recommended by Jlr. Rivers. An Amateur and
Microscopist, Clapham.
Movement of the Sensitive Plant—Some months ago

it occurred to me that the motion of the folioles of the
Sensitive Plant, on being touched by the finger, might
be due to the transmission or interchange of electricity
between the two points in contact. Impressed with
this idea, I took the opportunity a few days ago of
putting the matter to the test, by using for the purpose
of touching the folioles a non-conductor, a steel con-

.Jt^jj^jivuiiiv) \ji ^c^uiug tviiau nunm ue me action
with a non-conductor. However, but a few moments
had ela.psed when my attention was draivn
to a distinctly painful sensation in the ulnar
nerve at the right elbow, it being the little
finger of the right hand which I had used.
This sensation persisted for some time, and then
imperceptibly passed away. I admit that the subject
IS capable of many more tests and much more develop-
ment than I can give it in this letter or at this time.
It is my intention, however, to pursue the investiga-
tion, confident that it will he recognised as one of
considerable importance. Now, when the rigid limit
draivn by old naturalists between the animal and
vegetable kingdoms has been found untenable, there
will be many, I presume, to admit that, a priori, there
IS no absolute reason why individuals of the former
kingdom should he endowed with power of generating
electricity, essentially denied to all members of the
latter. Few, also, I believe, will assert the antecedent
impossibility of any of those plant-organs, termed
vessels " and " ribs," subserving in a very restricted

sense, it may be, the purpose of nerves. George
Sigerson, M.D. The following is a copy of the letter
referred to above :—" At your request I am very glad
to be able to acknowledge witnessing the interesting
fact you showed me at Kew on tlie I2th of the present
month, concerning the Sensitive Plant. The fact was
this: that while the leaves of the plant proved highly
sensitive to the slight contact of your finger or of a
piece of steel held in your hand, they were not sensi-
tive to the similar contact of glass. This fact was new
to me at the time. Edward Divers. M.D., Charing
Cross Hospital." [We have tried the experiments
with steel and glass respectively, but without witnessing
the difference in the action of the leaves alluded to by
our correspondent. The leaves in our trials were fully
as sensitive to the contact of glass as of any other
material. We have not yet tried the Dionsea with glass,
but with steel the effect was the same as with the
finger. Moreover, we experienced no such sensation
in the ulnar nerve as our correspondent describes.
Eds.]
Hard Borders and ' Orchard-house Trees.—'With.

regard to " D.," the doubter (see p. 781), if he knew me
he would be well aware that I have never recommended
any mode of practice till I have tried it. If he stir his
borders, as I did, 20 inches deep, and if the soil require
it, mix some manure with it, he may ram the surface
a week after planting with no " absurd " effect—the
trees will flourish and hear fine fruit as mine do, and
moreover he will feel surprised to find to how small a
depth the earth is compressed. I acknowledge that I
ought to have weighed a paviour's rammer before
naming that instrument as suitable; that used for
my border was the kind used in beating down turf or
in ramniing a post hole. The soil operated upon here
is a stiff calcareous clay; if there is much iron in the
soil, some gardening sense must be exercised. The
border in which my trees are flourishing— no red
spider, no mildew on them, only a little too much
vigour—is so hard that a pointed stick used with much
force will not enter deeper than one inch, and that only
when the surface has been watered. As to criticism,
every man that writes half a dozen lines without
correcting "proof" opens a wide door to it. If how-
ever truth and long experience guide the writer's hand,
he can afford to smde at critics, and think of the stop-
watch scene. The " absurd " method of giving Pe,ach
trees solid soil to grow in, is an old, old idea. Some 30
or 10 years since I always noticed the trained Peach
trees to be in more vigorous health when growing near
a well-trodden path than those away from it, where the
ground, trenched 2 feet deep, was loose and seemingly
in a state more favourable to their well-doing. I
have been very slow in acting on this hint.
Is it good to be " slow and sure ? " This
reference to old times reminds me that it is now
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some 20 yc.irs since tliat I happened to pay a visit to a

friend at St. Alban's. In liis garden I saw rows of

Apricot bushes covered with their golden fruit, and
between the rows were Melons ripening. The scene

haunted me ever afterwards, and I could not rest satis-

fied till I had created a climate equally or more
favourable. Thus arose the orchard-house idea, and I

have now tlie satisfaction of possessing Apricot trees in

pots from 10 to 15 years old that are models of perfec-

tion in health and fertilitj'. "With regard to your
correspondent "E.", I am^ mclined to think he must
move in the regions of busine.^s, and is possessed with
the idea that every man who recommends bacon for

breakfast, must par consequence be a bacon seller.

It is not a lofty turn of thought. He may read the
following letter, one of many, and go to Ely, to Iver,

to Culford Hall, near Bury, Suffolk—to many other
places, or, best of all, come here and make himself
known as an unbeliever in the honour of men of
business. I may add that orchard-house trees cannot
be exhibited when in perfection and covered with
ripe fruit. I have never attempted to show them.
"If you should be coming this way I should like you to

see Mr. Harlock's orchard house, which is 100 feet

long and 25 feet wide ; it now contains about 230 trees

—

Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots. They are growing
in 18-inch pots, standing on a hard bottom. They have
the most magnificent crop of fruit I ever saw ; many of

the Peaches and Nectarines have more than 100
fine fruit, each now ripening, and the trees are in

the most perfect health. The Pears and Plums were
removed from the house soon after the fruit set,

to make room for the Peaches and Nectarines; they
have a fine crop on them. Mr. Grix, the gardener, tells

me that he has taken 24 dozen of fine fruit from two
trees of the Williams' Bon Chretien Pear, and I noticed
this morning (August 20) a fine tree of the Glou
Morceau Pear, on which there cannot be less than
100 fine fruit. A Diamond Plum has such a load
of large fruit that we failed in counting them

;

in fact, there is but one tree that has failed in

giving a good crop of fruit. They are pictures of
health, and worth a trip to see. Apricots, of which
they have gathered the last three days Ik bushels, are
over, and the Peaches and Nectarines are now
ripening very fast, and when I reached the garden this

morning the gardener had just gathered about
30 dozen, equal to any I ever saw on the open walls. I

think I told you that several Peach and Nectarine
trees were producing 8 dozen fruit—and these not
small things in clusters, but fine fruit, placed as

regularly over the trees as though a rule had been
used. The trees set such a crop that some thinning
was necessary. There were, in some instances, as

many as 20 or 30, and from one or two of the trees as

many as 40 dozen removed when they were about the
size of Hazel nuts. The house has a firm floor of
concrete, so that a root cannot enter. H. Dehron"
I hope " E." (see p. 781) will now be satisfied.

If his instinct of unbelief requires more, I will

give him an introduction. As to the letter of Mr.
Fish (see p. 779), he rnust come here and look at the
trees, and then we will reason together. Some years
since I knew Bury St. Edmund's as intimately as my
native village, and I perfectly well remember seeing in
the town gardens numerous Apricot trees flourishing
against the walls and bearing fine fruit. As far as I can
recollect, they grew and Ijore fruit equally well in
ground dug and undug ; but what surprised me was
the fact that Peach and Nectarine trees would not
grow ; the trees planted against the same walls as the
Apricot trees were always in an unhealthy or dying state.

Now, as I knew that these trees were budded on the
same kind of Plum stock as the Apricot, I could not
then, and cannot now, understand why this should be.

Mr. Fish could perhaps assist me in the rationale of
this and the effect of hard borders, and then, when
settled, it could be given to the world. In the cultiva-
tion of trees for many years—in closely observing,
among other things too numerous to mention, the
effect of the stock on the graft, and the graft on the
stock in thousands of instances, I have met with many
phenomena which have baffled the researches of physio-
logists. I am therefore in my old age more than
ever inclined to bow to "a Great First Cause," and
humbly acknowledge that in many things we must
continue to " see through a glass darkly." T. S.

KoYAL Horticultural : Aug. 21 {ScientiAc Meeting).—Q, F.
"WUson, Esq., P.R.S., in the chair. Afterthe election of new
members and the affiliation of the Glamorganshire and
Middlesborough Horticultural Societies, the usual announce-
ment of awards was made, and the Rev. M, J. Berkeley
offered a few remarks on the difiereut subjects exhibited.
Attention was first directed to a variety of Bramble which was
shown at the last meeting by Mr. Bateman. It is nearly
allied to our common Raspberry (Rubus Idseus), and ia clearly
a form of Rubus strigosus. R. occidcntalis, and cuneifolius
are the other nearly allied species, which have leaves white on
the underside. Fruit of the Lawton Blackberry was shown
by the Rev, A. Rawson, of Bromley. It is large and fine-
looking, and would probably be valuable for culinary purposes.
In Canada and the United States, the summer of which is
hotter than that of England, it is held in high repute, as are
also other kinds of BlackbeiTy, which find little favour with
us as far as their fruit is concerned. It was stated that
Mr. Rivers had been making some experiments with
the view of improving the fruit of our Blackberries, and
that from some of his plants, procured by judicious cross-
breedingr, and now in the Garden of the Society, it was hoped a
di-iih of fruit would be shown at the Society's next meeting.
Blackberry Jt-lly. it was said, was wont to bo prescribed by a
physician in Northamptonshire for gout, and it was stated
that what remedial power it possessed doubtless depended on
the small quantity of citrate of potash which the beiriea
contain, and which is well known to be one of the medicines
usually given for the cure of that disease. Rubus Gircondiantis,
raised from seeds stated to have been imported from
the Amoor River, Mr. Berkeley pronounced to be R. reflexua
of Ker, a gpeciea figured ia the "Botanical Register" as far

back as 18'20, and which Is there said to corae from China.
Caution in the adoption of mere trade names was therefore
recommended, Mr. Berkeley stated that Abies Pinsapo had
produced male catkins at Orton Longueville, the seat of the
Marquis of Huntly. and it will be seen (seep. 803) that this
Fir has borne cones at Finedon Hall, in Northamptonshire.
As regards Orchids, Mr. Anderson, gr. to T. Dawson, Esq.,
Meadow Bank, near Glasgow, furnished a magnificently
flowered branch of an unnamed Oncidium ; also
O. cruentum, two small plants of which were likewise shown
by Messrs. Low. Mr. Anderson, moreover, furnished a portion of
a spike of Oncidium leucochilum, on which there were said to
be no fewer than 242 blossoms. Laalia Wallisii was next
adverted to, as was also Arliantum velutinum from Mr.
Bull, a full account of which was given last week (see
p. 777). To Podophyllum Emodi, a plant bearing large
red fruit, having somewhat the appearance of a purple
Auber^e, attention was next directed. The fruit of this,

on being cut, proved tasteless, a fact somewhat sur-
prising when it is considered that this species is closeh
related to P. peltatum, the American May App!' .

which, probably on account of its acidity, has also receiv.. I

the name of Wild Lemon. Among economic plants cxbi
bited was Maranta arundinacea, from the grated tubers of
which the AiTowToot of commerce is washed. Various other
plants, however, yield a starch to which the name of arrow-
root is applied. Fur instance, what ia called Portland Arrow-
root is prepared from tlie root of our common Arum, which
is poisonous ; but which by repeated washings becomes
innocuous. Abouttheyear lS23,whena scarcity of food existed
in the West of Scotland, fecula washed from the roots of Typha
latifolia likewise furnished a kind of food, though that could
hardly be called Arrowroot. The Rice-plant was shown by
Mr. BuU, a list of whose economic plants was given in a
former number (see p. 566). Dionrea mu.gcipula, or Venus's
Flytrap, in flower, next came under notice, and the peculiar
action of its leaves was commented on, as was also that of

the stamens of Apocynum androssemifolium, the Flytrap of

North America, which ia cultivated in gardens in this country
as an object of curiosity.

The Dahlia called Fanny Sturt was exhibited in three
forms : one the normal condition, in which the petals are
tipped with white ; a second tipped with half white and half

crimson ; and the third wholly crimson, indicating the facility

with which one (lower sports into another,
Aug. 21 (Floral Coiamiitee).—From Mr. Standish, of Ascot,

came a collection of cut spikes of beautiful Gladioli, to two
among which, viz,, Dr. Hogg, \dvid crimson scarlet shaded in
the throat with a peculiarly pleasing violet hue ; and Basil, a
delicate salmon sort with large flowers mottled and striped
with carmine. First-class Certificates were awarded. One or
two spikes of Gladioli also came from Mr. Tillery, gr. to the
Duke of Portland, at Welbeck ; and Mr. Stevens, gr. to F. E.

Williams, Esq., Malvern Jlalh Among those from the latter

was one named Exhibitor, vi'vid crimson scarlet with white
in the under petals, to which a Second-class Certificate was
awarded, Mr. Noble, Bagsho'b, f\imished a fruiting plant of

Momordica Balsamiua. Blooms of three varieties of Dahlias
were exhibited by Mr. Hopkins, of Brentford. From Mr.
Keynes, Salisbury, came Daldias Clara Simons, Butterfly, and
others, to one or two of which First-class Certificates were
awarded. Mr. Rawlings receiTed a Second-class Certificate

for a very dark mulberry-coloured medium-sized Dahlia
named John Sladden. From Mr. Green, gi-, to W. Wilson
Saunders, Esq., came an interesting collection of Peperomias,
a class of plants which differ from each other considerably,
both in habit and general appearance. Some of them are
small fleshy Creepers, which g^ow on trunks of trees, or on
damp rocks ; others are erect, of a more or less

shrubby character, and are terrestrial in their habits. Their
leaves also vary much as regard!* size and beauty, some
being very small, while others are large and of a deep glossy
gi-een, not unfrequently ornamented with silvery markings.
For these a SpeciiU Certificate was awarded. From Mr. Cripps,
Tunbridge Wells, came some handsome blooms of Clematis, to
two of which, viz., C, lanuginosa tunbridgensis, reddish
purple, shaded in the centre of each petal with a fine metallic
blue colour, and to Lady Caroline Neville, delicate bluish
white, ornamented in the cen'tre of each petal with purplish lilac,

First-class Certificates were awarded. The last mentioned also

belonged to the lanuginosa class. A First-class Certificate was
also awarded to Pteris serrulata polydactyla, an interesting

Fern from the same exhibitor, who also showed cut flowers

of one or two kinds of Eveilaating Pea, a beautifully creamy
white variegated-leaved variety of Forsythia viridissima, to

which a First-class Certificate was awarded, and a variety of

Hydrangea japonica named elegantissima, to which a Second-
class Certificate was awarded. The loaves of this are freely

variegated with pale yellow. Mr. Cripps also furaished a
handsomely spotted-leaved Aucuba, named A. foemina
grandidentata. From Messrs, E. G. Henderson came various
double-flowered Petunias, a variegated-leaved Petunia named
Joseph Handrechy, a pretty Verbena called Blue Shade, Coleus
aureus marginatMS with deep velvety-brown and yellow
leaves ; pink Nosegay Pelargonium Christine, a purple and
white camation-stnped Verbena named Harlequin ; a double-
flowered Fuchsia with white Cdrlli, m.I n.- mi- two other
plants. Mr. Wm. Paul receivi i "

;
: i (

. itificate for
beautiful examples of Nosegay I

:
i n, The same

exhibitor also showed an intci. .:;i. .i:. ; i -u of hardy
variegated and other shrubs : a duu 1. :! .'.^i^i Uuinerocallis,

with white striped leaves of considcral.^lij beauty ; the golden-
coloured variety of Retinospora pisifera ; and finely fruited

plants of Rat-tailed Radish. From Mr. Keeler, gr. to T, Todd,
Esq., Woodhousc, Dulwich, came a scarlet zonal Pelargonium
namedSambo.bearingmagoificenttrusses ofwell-formed flowers

over which was thrown a soft velvety shade. For this a First-

class Certificate was awarded. A similar mark of distinction
was also conferred on Cattleya Manglesii, a hybrid raised
between C. Harrisonise and C. Mossise. In colour it is violet

shaded lilac, with a small amount of pale yellow in the lip.

From Mr. Todman, gr. to R. Hudson, Esq., Clapham, came,
a crimson scarlet Verbena named King of the Bedders, which
is evidently a free flowerer, and it was stated that it is not
liable to bum ; it received a Second-cLass Certificate.

Mr. Bull furnished Vallota purpurea eximia, and V.
purpurea, in order to show how superior in all

respects the former is to the latter, which it certainly

must, on comparison, be admitted to be ; also Dioscorea
discolor vittata, a climbing plant, with clouded richly-coloiu-ed

foliage ; and Adiantum velutinum, adverted to by Mr.
Berkeley. For both of these First-class Certificates were
awarded, and a Second-claas Certificate was given to the same
exhibitor for a Pentstemon named Sceptre, of a bright reddish-
brown colour. To Yucca hystrix, also from Mr. Bull, a First-

class Certificate was awarded. Mr. Eckford, ColeshiH, showed
cut Verbenas, to two among which, viz., Lord Radnor,
scarlet, and Lady Folkestone, rose. Second-class Certificates
were awarded. We also noticed some cut blooms of Salpi-

g'.ossis and double Zinnias. Mr. Bartleman, Leyboume
range, showed a pretty rosy pink Pelargonium called

Emmeline.
August 21 (Fruit Comviittee) —Mr. Bell, gr. to the Duke of

Wellington, at Strathfieldsaye, exhibited Anson's Pine-apple,
which has considerable resemblance to a Providence ; also a
fine fruit of Charlotte Rothschild Pine-apple, which, on
being cut, proved excellent in flavour. For the last a Special

Certificate was awarded. Prom Mr. Holliday, gr. to H. B.

I

Wahualey, Esq. , The Elms, Acton, came a crownless example

of Ripley Queen Pino, weighing 6 lb. 6 oz. Some seedling
Grapes were shown, but not in sufficiently good condition to
make it expedient to offer any opinion as to their merits.
Other fruits consisted of Prickly Pears imported from
Lisbon ; fruit of Pudophyllum Emodi, alluded to above, from
Messrs. Osboni, who had also fruit of Gaultheria Shallon, which
in North America is sometimes pressed into edible cakes.

Nottingham Floral F£tb.—This fate opened on Thursday,
and closes this evening. It was, as wo have previously-
intimated it was expected to be, a thorough success, looking
at it from a horticultural point of view ; and judging from the
fashionable company thronging the exhibition ground at the
moment we write, it should be no less successful financially.
The Show, which is held in the valley of the Park, is within a
few minutes' walk of the Castle gates, and is distributed through
a series of tenta, after the usual fashion of a country show,
these tents being filled to overflowing with a very varied
t->(-in>.l;i -I- nf plants and flowers, some of which are excoed-
M. i

•-.II iiwii, and the generality of which are fully up to
!i . : : ill merit. We regret that the exigencies of the

11. 'ill i

!
M leave us only time to prepare a very general

I.' I' 1
1

i.f 1 1lls interesting g.athcring.
The show may be specially called a Fern Show, for never

before, we suppose, were so many Ferns exhibited at one time.
Two long marquees, connected so as to form a continuous prome-
nade, were entirely filled with them in all their several phases
of Hardy and Tender, British and Exotic, and besides these
another by no means small tent was filled exclusively by a
collection of the varieties of British Ferns, brought from
Plymouth by the Rev. C. Padley, and another was nearly filled
with the overflowings of the general collections. In point of
fact there were too many shown, and as they were set up by
themselves the effect was wearying and monotonous, notwitb-
staudii'g the interest the assemblage possessed for the many
admirers of this beautiful tribe of plants. The most interesting
to us, after Mr. Padley's group, because of their superior culti-
vation, were some plants from the garden of Lord Belper ; an
Adiantum cardiochlicna, which took the 1st prize as a specimen
in one of the classes, was exceedingly fine, and an Adiantum
tenerum in apii. :...,t-.! i-ur plants from the same garden
was no less n^-t. \ iicr fine Adiantum, a plant of
cuneatum, in ^p! ,

i. : j, i lu .md about 4 feet in breadth,
was sent by tin' 1

1
i

.-..., ^

, i
>

, .Mr. E. J. Lowe. Mr. Williams,
of HoUoway, iu a ii...i.[u ^i^-ay, ut" exotic spc.-ies, had the finest
plant we have ever been uf Nothochhena siunata, a spreading
arching mass, "with fronds fully 2 feet long. Among novelties
a multtfid Blechuum from Mr. Cooling was remarkable ; and
amona the groups of British varieties, Messrs. Edwards & Son'
Nuthall, had very creditable collections uf Sci^lopeudriums and
Polystichums, with which, as also -with a general collection
of British species and varieties, they took 1st prizes.
The next most extensive feature <.>f the Show consi.stcd of

the Stove and Greenhouse collerti.-n-, i;i.ii;,ii., . mii- i..liiL,'cd

plants. Among them we notied -) i, , , , i, ,~',if

Croton angu.stifoliuin and varief^-.i! .r ., \ . .,. .ii; , .a\'h:-

fatA, Alocasia macrorhiza varief^Mii, >
. r i. ll , ,. ::

i ;iii-

cum, and Anthurium magnificum. tii^ i . i-
i ihe

garden of Lord Middleton, who also hail i nmu
of Caladium Chantini, which took the 1 ;

'
1 ss.

Mr. Williams was first among Palms with I 1 . ,.ii.i ,,. msi,
among Heaths with Erica Marnockiana, an i .lui'ju^ Lr^i-pers
with Cissus discolor, all plants of mark. Ouc of the two
great circular tents was devoted to plants of this
class. The other was filled by Mr. Barron, of Elvaa-
ton, with some of his noble Conifers and Hardy Ever-
greens, an exhibition of great interest, but which we cannot
particularise. We may mention, however, that slung in one
of Mr. Barron's transplanting machines was a huge golden
Variegated Holly, some 10 or 12 feet in height, and of faultless
symmetry—a wonderfully fine specimen of its class. In the
same collection we saw the extremely elegant Quercus
filicifolia. Another large tent was filled with Evergreens,
sent by Mr. Prettingham, of Stapleford Nurseries, near
Nottingham. Among these were many beautiful bushes of
Variegated Hollies, some 5 or 6 feet high, and well-shaped
plants, which, intermixed -with choice Conifers of larger size,
made up a very interesting group.
Orchids were not numerous nor specially good, though

creditable to the exhibitoi-s. The contest lay, and it was a
very close one, between Mr. Williams, of HoUoway, and A.
Tiu-ner, Esq., of Leicester, and the former was victorious on
account of the more even merit of the plants exhibited in his
collection, which contained a fine Miltonia spectabilis, a good
Phalaenopsis rosea, Laelia elegans in fine bloom, a very band
some Odontoglossum grande, and good plants of Aerides,
Saccolabium, and Vanda. Mr, Turner had one remarkably
fine specimen of Cattleya crispa, but there was a falling off in
other parts of the collection, which moreover contained
too many examples of Cattleya crispa, handsome and to
some extent varied as are its forms. In the subsidiai-y
Orcliid Classes Mr. Williams was the only exhibitor. Balsams
were not so well nor so extensively represented as we had
expected, though some fairly grown and well-bloomed plants
came, from Lord Middleton's garden. FHichsias were
numerous ; these, again, were scarcely so good as we had
expected to find them, for Fuchsias at countiy shows often
beat those which make their ai^pearanco at the metropolitan
exhibitions. The best in the collections of 8 plants were sent by
Mr. Beard, and the best iii the collections of 4 plants by
Mr. Farmer. They were generally tall plants, 5 or 6 feet high,
and too narrowly pyramidal in outUne, but in the case of the
best lots pretty freely and regularly bloomed.
A group of Japanese plants from Mr. Barron contained a

fine bush of Torreya nucifera, 6 ft. high, and like a huge hush of
Yew ; a very fine specimen of Sciadopitys, 3 feet high, with a
vigorous leader; a good Thujopsis dolabrata variegata ; aud
well-furnished bushes of Retinospora pisifera and obtusa,
3 feet high, the former evidently the better grower of the two.
Among hardy plants, we may also notice a dwarf Aucuba
from Mr. Laxton, literally laden with berries, though,
unfortunately for the exhibition, they were only in the green

' Cut flo\^rs were very well represented in the shape of

Hollyhocks. Dahlias, Gladioli, ttc. ; and there was a fair

display of PVuit. but this department of the Show w.as not
nearly so full as we expected it would have been, occurring, as
it did, in the neighbourhood of the " Dukeries." This, wo
understood, was owing to the limited encouragement held out
in the shape of priz^s^

Entomological: August 6.—Professor Westwood, V.P., in

the chair. Mr. Samuel Stevens exhibited portions of two col-

lections of insects recently received from Mr. Edwin Reed,
collected at Bahia. amongst which were some interesting

CicindelidaJ and Carabidie. and from Mr. Gerrard at Mada-
gascar, including three species of the rare tfonus Pos?ouostunia

(Psilocera, Gory), and a new Cetonia from >i-rri ],. i.v , Mr.

MacLachlan exhibited a case of melanism ". r i i-\ ' »ia
pusaria, with the wings quite slaty-coL^

Mr. D'UrvilJc ; als.> a su ' ' -
'

'*

of Trirh..pt.MM, '\^.\\y :

Adk

ture of .Sl>>.a i'.illl iJatu.iy lielu^;lulaia...-> uL i;:i.atc. Mr.
Bond exhibited Eudurea ba.sistrigalis, a new iijiccics recently
described by Dr. linaggs ; and Sericoris Euphorbiana and
Catoptria microgrammana, taken at Folkestone by Mr. Meek,
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Jlr. Jaiisen exhibited various rare Beetles collected in the
Mew Forest by Mr. C. Turner, including Veileiua dilatatus
foLuid ill the Ijiutows of the larvffi of the Goat Moth. Pro-
fes.si ir Westwood stated that it had been obtained by the late

Professor Winslow from hornets' nests. He also made some
remarks on the structure of the blind Ant-beetle Eltrephes of

PasGoe, from Australia, and on the rearing of the new Chinese
Silkworm, Bombyx Cynthia. A communication was also read
respecting the recent plague of locusts in Algeria,

United Horticultural: August 13.—This, the ordinary
monthly meetbig. was held at the Green Dragon Hotel,

Bishopsgate Street. Amongst the subjects exhibited the

most prominent were some varieties of Trojiseolum compactum,
produced by Mr. George ; ono especially was selected as being
very distinct, the colour is a dark maroon, and flowers pro-

fusely. This waa awarded a First-class Certificate. T. com-
pactum and its varieties will supersede the varieties of

T. elegans (Crystal Palace) and T. mmus, or Tom Thumb, as

they have a much dwarfer habit than Tom Thumb, and the
blossoms are the size of T. elegans. Mr. George has already

introduced three colours—scarlet, yellow with spots, and dark
chocolate or maroon. If he can succeed in raising a pure
yellow variety, the colour of yellow Tom Thumb, nothing will

be more effective for ribbon borders or beds of the colour. The
flowers ai-e produced in such profusion that the foliage is

Bdmost hidden. Mr. Jo3ming, of Enfield, exhibited a stand of

seedling Hollyhocks, several of these promise to be acquisitions.

Mr. Wilson, gr. to William Marshall, Esq., of Enfield, staged a
box of about 50 vai-ieties of Zonal Pelargoniums, new varieties

of the last two seasons ; they were cut from the open ground,
and in good condition, taking into consideration the baa
weather of the last fortnight. Mr. Cannell, of Woolwich, had a
veiynice brace of white-spined Cucumbers, named Pride of
Kent. White spines seem to predominate, although for
exhibition they are not so handsome as black spines, the latter
can-ying a much finer bloom than the former. We do not see
staged at the present day such Cucumbers asWeedon's Victory
of Bath. &LC. There were also exhibited some very interesting
vaiieties of striped Verbenas of French extraction ; several of
them were very handsome, especially Madame Herman,
Stenger, M. Wood, M. Lensezeur Jeune, Oreglia, Orango, Fra
Diavolo, Ac. Ar^riii?- (Cooling) was, however, the most distinctly

Clay Cross Horticultural : July 31.—Clay Cross may
with justice boast of possessing one of the most useful Societies
in England ; for while it gives in the course of the season nearly
70/. for the promotion of purely cottage gardening, it at the same
time gives such liberal prizes for plants, fruits, and flowers,

that some of the fii-st growers in England are induced to enter
the lists. Upwards of 3501. was offered on this occasion, and
this by a small town containing only about 5000 inhabitants.
The Show is the principal one in Derbyshire, and usually
attracts a large concourse of people, but on this occasion, for
the first time in nine years, the day was wet. Early in the
morning, fortunately before any plants were unloaded, the
large tent in which they were to be shown blew down.
The Committee, therefore, promptly decided to divide
the Show, placing the cottagers' produce in the public
Hall, and the other classes in the two remaining tents,
and by this arrangement a very effective display was made,
particularly of stove and greenhouse plants, stove and hardy
Ferns, orchard-house fruit trees, and fijie-foliaged plants.
As regards subjects of exhibitionjthis was by far the best show
that has been held at Clay Cross, and some of the
professional gardeners present said it was one of the
best shows of the season, but the continual down-pour of rain
allowed but few people to inspect it, and thus the supporters of
the Society and the public generally lost a treat. For the list

of prizes awarded on the occasion we have unfortunately no

ISToticw of iSoofeg.
VAmateur des Jardiiis. Tome 2. Par

Messrs. J. Decaisne et C. Naudin. Paris, 1866, 8vo,

pp. viii. and 824. Ouvrage accompagn^ de figures
dessinefe par H. Eiocreux, gravies par P. Leblauc.

[First Notice,]

The present volume treats of the cultivation of orna-
mental plants, both under glass and in the open air, in
different climates of France, and as the temperature
and other climatic conditions are very different in the
north and south of France, or indeed in the east and
west, the work commences with a treatise on the
climate, founded on the " Patria " of Mons. Martins,
accompanied by an illustrative map. Of this interest-
ing chapter the following is a brief abstract.
France is divisible into five different regions, in

which, mailing allowance for differences arismg from
increased altitude and pro.ximity to the sea, the climate
is tolerably equable. In particular spots and districts
special causes modify the climatic conditions, but
such cases are to be regarded as exceptional.

1. The first is the Vosges, or north-eastern
mountainous district, in which tlie cold is severe in
winter and the heat great in summer. The rainfall is

about 26i inches, the rain in summer being the
greatest. The climate is favourable for the growth of
the ordinary objects of cultivation in the north of
France, but from the severity of winter unfavourable
to the naturalisation of exotic trees. Those with
deciduous leaves from similar climates succeed the
best, and ripen their seeds; but the trees of milder
climates, as Magnolia Tulan, Hibiscus syriacus, Cissus
orientalis, Euonymus japonicus, and a host of others,
which are patient of frost, but which require a long
dry hot summer, do not bring their fruit to perfection.
Those on the contrary, as the common Laurel,
Laurustinus, JPig, Myrtle,; &o., require the protection
of a conservatory in winter, though they succeed well
on the coast, and some of them as far north as Paris.
Melons, Cucumbers, Tomatos, &c., require artificial
heat of some kind to bring them to perfection, as also
many half-hardy plants.

2. The second is the region of the Seine (Sequanian)
or north-west, which is as essentially marine as the
first is continental. The first is the climate of Central
Germany, the second that of England or the Nether-
lands, with a slight accession of heat. The heat of
summer is moderate, the winters not severe. As it is

of considerable extent the climate is less homogeneous
than that of the Tosgesian district, while on the south
it blends insensibly with the distnct of Gironde. The
more we approach the ocean, the more distinctly
marked are the peculiar characters of the region. The
winters are milder than those ni the more central and

strictly continental parts, but on the other hand the
summer is cooler. The rainfall varies extremely in
different districts. It is about 20 inches in the central
parts, and gradually attains its maximum in Brittany,
where it varies from 31 to 37 inches.
The distinctive mark is the lowdegree of illumination

m consequence of a clouded atmosphere during the
season of active growth, from May to August. Besides
the number of rainy days, there are many in which
the sky is obscure. It is this deficiency of hght as well
as heat which prevents the fructification and some-
times even the flowering of plants which are in other
respects tolerably hardy. Either there are only leaves,
the pollen is not perfected, or the seeds are abortive if

the fruit swells. These chmatic conditions are, how-
ever, very favourable to the production of perfect lawns
or evergreens. They are the conditions which produce
the beautiful green Grass-plots of England, which can
be imitated even at Paris only by frequent watering,
and then they are after all imperfect.
In the Sequanian region many trees arrive at great

perfection. Amongst these many of the American
Oaks and Walnuts, and even plants of more southern
climes, succeed admirably, but at Paris, and in the
whole of the eastern portion of this region, the common
Laurel, the Portugal Laurel, the PhiUyrea, and other
plants which do admirably in the western part, are
often injured by frost, and la,st only a few years. At
Angers and Nantes, and indeed on the coast generally,
a great number of southern plants which cannot be
cultivated at Paris, unless they be protected in winter,
as Myrtles, Camellias, New Zealand Flax, or even some
species of Chameerops. Chamajrops Fortunei succeeds
at Osborne without any protection, and flowers every
year. It is above all other regions the land of gardens,
social conditions combining with those of climate to
favour their number, extent, and perfection of
cultivation.

3. The climate of Gironde, or the south-west region
comprises the vast district between the Loire and
Cher on the north, the Pyrenees on the south, and the
basin of the Rhone on the east. A small portion of
the Provencjale region intervenes between it and the
sea on the south-east. The climate is more equable
than in the region of the Seine, and though bordering
on the sea it has a more continental character, being
removed from the influence of the Gulf Stream. The
sky is less clouded, and though the winter is tolerably
cold, -the summers are very warm. The mean tempe-
rature of summer and winter is however only one
degree Centigrade above it. At Bochelle, Poitiers, and
Bordeaux the rainfall is about 22i inches, but the
figures increase towards the Pyrenees. The greatest
quantity of rain falls in autumn, amounting to nearly
8 inches, and as ;the number of rainy days in the year
does not exceed 130, it follows that the rain is heavier
and more abundant while the sky is clearer. The whole
of the northern half is exposed to south-east winds,
but in the other half, and especially as we approach the
Pyrenees, the west and north-west winds are predomi-
nant

; at Toulouse the north-west and south-east are
most prevalent, and at Pau the north and north-west.
On the whole the climate is the most beautiful in
France. It is cooler than that of the Mediterranean,
and is not, like that, subject to excessive and prolonged
droughts. The fertility of the soil is favourable to every
kind of cultivation, and amongst other objects to
Maize, Vines, Figs, &c., the quality of the Figs being
almost eaual to that of those of Languedoc and
Provence. Magnolias, Araucarias, Conifers American
Oaks, &c., attain a size which is scarcely equalled
anywhere, and their seeds ripen every year. It is
perhaps the most promising spot in France for
horticulturists.*

4 Fourthly we have the region of the Rhone, or
south-east. It comprises all the, valley of the Saone
and Rhone, from Dijon to Viviers, where the southern
region commences. Its western limit is determined by
the Cevennes mountains, running up to those of the
Vosges. It presents no marked characters of tempera-
ture. The differences between winter and summer are
as decided as in the Vosgesian region. The winters
are milder than those of the north-east, but the
summers are much hotter. The climate has all the
extreme character of a continental cUmate, but it is a
continental climate which is temperate as compared
with that of the north-east.
The rainfall, however, is greater than that of any

other part of Prance, with the exception perhaps of the
two north-western peninsulas, and the neighbourhood
of the Pyrenees. The mean rainfall is above 3" inches.
The number of rainy days in the basin of the Saone is

from 120 to 130; along the Rhone, from Lyons to
Viviers, from 100 to 115. The rains, therefore, individu-
ally, are more abundant, and sometimes extreme. On
the 9th of October, 1827, in 22 hours the rainfall at
Joyeuse, near the Rhone, amounted to the enormous
quantity of 31 inche.s,t or IJ times as much as falls at
Paris in a year. It is the south-east winds which
bring the rain. The cold of winter, the heat of summer,
and the amount of light cause a marked character in
the culture. The pastures of the Sequanian region are
replaced by vineyards, which exceed the corn fields.
The Maize, which does not ripen generally in the
north-west, succeeds perfectly ; but while the fruit, in
general, is excellent, the Fig, for the most part, does
not succeed, on account of the comparative severity of
the winter. Exotic Evergreens do not become natu-
ralised, as in the Gironde, but the deciduous trees have
more chance of success. Many of the characteristic
trees of the Sou1;h, as the Bay, Myrtle, Pistacio, &c.,
will not thrive in the open air. In some respects,
therefore, the climate is inferior to that of the Seine,

the arborescent vegetation less varied, and the verdure
less vivid. On the contrary, its long warm summers
adapt it to the cultivation of a great many Exotic
annuals, or plants treated as annuals, which require a
good deal of light during four or five months in the
year.

8. Finally we have the region of the South or
Mediterranean, which is of aU the most decidedly
marked in its character, and more hke that of Italy
than the rest of France. It comprises RoussiUon,
the maritime nations of Languedoc, Provence, Corsica,
and Nice. The mean temperature is above that
of the Gironde, though the difierence between the
winter and the summer is the same, since the heat
of summer is not lowered by the Mediterranean, and
the barrier of the Alps or Cevennes, arresting the
north wind in the whole of the district which does not
belong to the Valley of the Rhone, keeps the tempera-
ture of winter at a comparatively high figure. The
annual rainfall is about 25i inches, distributed in
winter, spring, summer, and autumn, in the rates of
25, 23, 11, and 41 per cent. The sky for the greater
part of the year is unclouded, and the rain being
nearly the same as in the Gironde, and the rainy days
much less numerous, the rains are much heavier, and
in this respect resemble those of the district of the
Rhone. Provence is however subject to the north-west
wind known as the mistral, which is the scourge of
Marseilles, Toulon, &c. The littoral zone is especially
that of Oranges, and the Palms there attract the
admiration of strangers from their beauty. In some
parts the Olive flourishes, but the cultivation is

limited. The region has a vegetation of its own, charac-
terised by many evergreen trees, as the Cork tree, the
Vallota, the Pistacio, the Jujube, the Pomegranate,
the Dwarf Palm, &c. The Fig flourishes everywhere,
yielding generallj; two crops a year. The Japan
Medlar perfects its fruit every year. The gardens
abound in tender exotics, the Indian Fig becomes a
tree, as does the Castor-oil plant, and a multitude of
plants of New Holland and the Cape are quite domes-
ticated. Indeed some decidedly tropical trees flourish
in some sheltered spots, though unable to endure an
abnormally severe winter.
There are of course exceptional localities in each

region, but as a general rule the five regions are
tolerably well characterised.

« The nursery gromids of Monsieui- Ivoy at Geneste, ne.ir
Bordeaux, are especially worthy of notice.

t The quantity in the original is 792 millimetres, and
exceeds what has been observed in the region of the Hiraah^yas,
north of Calcutta, to fall within 24 hours.

Sur V Odorat et les Odeurs, par M. Fee. Perfumes and
tho Se)iM of Smell, ^-c. (BuUelin de la Socie'te
Sot/ale de Botanique de Belgique. Bruxelles, 1865.)

From the earliest times perfumes have been among the
luxuries of princes. Frankincense and mjTrh are
mentioned as of equal value to gold in the offering of
the Magi. No doubt among the costly gifts brought
to Solomon by the Queen of Sheba, scents of delicious
fragrance were included. The patriarch Isaac in his
blindness was deceived by the scents which Jacob had
used in imitation of his brother ; and in the Roman
and Grecian temples the buraing of sweet-smelhng
incense formed part of the customary worship. Many
attempts, more or less successful, in later times have
been made to classify odours. Of those useful as
perfumes, M. Rimmel offers to the public a variety of
eighteen kinds, of which he gives the following as
types :—Rose, Jasmine, Orange-flower, Tuberose,Violet,
Balsam, Spice, Clove, Camphor, Sandal-wood, Citrine,
Lavender, Mint, Aniseed, Almond, Musk, Amber, and
Fruit-flavour. Many of these scents are obtained from
animal substances, such as musk, civet, and ambergris

;

and many are derived from the combination of elements
obtained from various sources. The oil of Pine-apples
is obtained from a product of the action of putrid
cheese on sugar. The artificial oil of Bitter Almonds,
now so largely employed in perfuming soap and for
fiavouring confectionery, is prepared by the action of
nitric acid on several organic substances. But by far
the greater portion of perfumes are extracted from
flowers; and M. Rimmel states that in the south of
France there are no less than 100 firms engaged in
obtaining pomades and essential oils from flowers to
the value of 68,000^. per annum, and that the value
of rose-water, &c., prepared from these is nearly
300000Z.
M. F& has executed a very difficult task with great

pains and care. He has defined 27 types of odours, but
our readers will doubtless think he might have carried
his classification still further when we mention that
notwithstanding this great number of types, the Violet,
Wallflower, and Mignonette are all included under one.
Some odours appear to classify themselves together
naturally, as for instance, the scent of Hawthorn and
of Meadow-sweet, and who ever smells either without
being reminded of the taste ofAlmonds ?

Flowers may be compared to birds, many of which
owe all their charm to the brilliancy of their colour.
The gay paroquet has no sweet song, and the Dahlia no
sweet scent ; whilst the thrush, and the blackbird, and
the nightingale in their sober plumage gladden us with
their joyous music, singing year by year as if " life were
a new thing to them," and violet and Mignonette and
Lavender, the Cinderellas of the vegetable kingdom,
are among those things that every morrow are wreathing
" a fairy chain to bind us to the earth."
The celebrated Swiss botanist Haller divided scents

into three kinds ; Linnsus into seven, viz., ambrosial,
fragrant, aromatic, alliaceous, fusty, poisonous, and
nauseous. De Saussure recognises besides these five

others, piquant, muriatic, balsamic, hydrosulphuric,
and camphorated. "Many of these classes," says
M. F^e, " appear arbitrary. What is indeed a fi'agrant,
piquant, or nauseous odour ? AVe have gone further
and perhaps with no better success." Of this our
readers may judge for themselves.
M. Fee divides odours into two great divisions he

caUs " odoraiits" and " iiwdorants," which we, for
want of better equivalents, will render by "fragrant

"

and " non-fragrant." These he again divides into
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scents of a superlative and those of a positive degree of

intensity, as follows :

—

1. Fragrant Odours.

1. Odours duo to volatile oils having almost alvvajs

a s|i(ri;il Mat, and mostly easy to obtain by
siml-lrdl-lillaliou,

A. O/./. ,/'/'"/'" >'- orc'urrin^ in the camphor of Lau-
racea'. ]\Iiiii-. :iinl o(!icrLabiatEe,Cai-damoms, the fruits

of Pipera('(>:i>, and the rhizome of Acorus Calamus.
B. Ciffunf, OL'i'urrin^' in the fruit of Orange and

other spCL'ics of Citron, the flowers of Gardenia florida,

Melissa officinalis, and CEnothera biennis, &c.

C. Mt/rfoid, occurring in the flowers and fruit of
Myrtaceoc, the bark of Drymis "Winteri, the root of

Geum urbanum, ttc.

D. Aiii.iu'id, occurring in various TJmbellifera;, as

Fennel, Anise, ^Ivrrhis odorata, and Sassafras.

E. Eln,d„„l. nccnirinjj in the Rose.
F. Aiil!if,iiui(l, ncciu-ring in Chamomile.

3. Odours a&sociated with a principle of a resinous
nature with Cinnamomic or benzoic acids.

Ct. Balsamoid, occurring in Balm of Peru, &c.

S. Odours due to an aroma of unknown nature,
although distinctly marked.

H. Nardosmoid, occurring in Nardosmia fragrans,

Angrajcum fragrans, Heliotrope, and dark or sad-
coloured plants of various families, as Cruciferac, Gera-
niacea;, Iridacefe.

I. Amhrosoid, occurring in Ambrosia maritima,
Chenopodium ambrosioides, &c.

J. Moschoid, occurring in Mimulus mosohatus,
Malva moschata, Adoxa moschatellina, Hsemanthus
moschatus, &c.
K. Melilofoid, occurring in Melilotus, Tonquin-bean,

dried Woodruff, &c.
L. Narcissoid, occurring in Narcissus poeticus.

Jonquil, Tuberose, and many other Liliacese and Ama-
ryllidaeese.

M. losmoid occurring in Violet, Wallflower, Migno-
nette, Nymphaja ccerulea, Asclepias syriaca, Hoya
carnosa, Paulownia, &c.

B. Siib-fragra-iiL

N. Meliosmoid, occurring in Galium verum. Lime-
tree flowers, Viburnum, Lantan.a, Spirffia, ic.
0. Jasminoid, occurring in Jasmin, Privet, and

Lilac.

P. Aiiii/ijdaloid, occurring in the Almond and other
bony-fruited Rosacea:, Prunus laurocerasus, and An-
thoxanthum.
Q. Ctjamoid, occurring in flowers of the Bean and

other Leguminifera;.
R. Maloid, occurring in Apples and the flowers of

Calycanthus prsecox.

S. Tannoid, occurring in the bark of Oak and
Cinchona.

2. Non-fra'jrani Scents.

1. Odours due to volatile oils holding resins in

solution, which are easily separable by distilla-

tion.

A. Terebinfhold, occurring in the Coniferse yielding
the substances used as resin, turpentine, mastic, &c.

2. Odours due to volatile oils not associated with
resins.

B. Peganoid, occurring in Fraxinella, Rue, Ac.

3. Odours due to the presence of a sulphurous
essence, which it is sometimes possible to

C. Allioid, occurring in Garlic, Onion, Chives,
Erysimum Alliaria, &c.

4. Odours due to various slightly knovni principles.

D. Fetoroid, occurring in Tobacco and other
Solanacea;.

E. Meconoid, occuiring in Opium.
F. Cicntoi-d, occurring in Hemlock.
G. Sircoid, occurring in Ononis hircina. Orchis

hircina. and goat-like smelling plants.

H. Cimi-noidj occurring in Coriander, Orchis corio-
phora, &c.

I. Pterismoid, occurring in Ferns.
We do not see the advantage of the intermediate or

sub-fragrant division, and should certainly have been
disposed to put "Tannoid," and perhaps also
" Anthemoid," amongst the non-fragrants ; but " tot

homines tot nasi .'"

been highly recommended to me. Is John Kejnios
large, full cupped, and a vigorous grower? Mr.
Heale condemns Dr. Andry. It is curious to see
the difl'erent opinion.s of different persons about
the same flower. I have but one plant of Dr.
Andry, it is on the Manetti stock, and is exceedingly
robust in habit: it has produced me some
beautiful blooms, large, full cupped, and of great
substance, and though not choice in colour I have put
it down as a most desirable Rose for show purposes.
AVith regard to Xavier Olibo, I remember that a
gentleman some time ago, either in your Paper or in
the columns of a contemporary, expressed a fear that
it would open badly, that is in a lop-sided sort of way.
I have had four blooms of it on a plant on the Briar

;

the first was rather rough on the edges, like Eugene
Appert, but all four opened well, and the three hist

were splendid. I think this will prove to be a beau-
tiful addition to the dark section. Charles Wood has
been described as an improved Louis XIV. Can Mr.
Heale tell us whether it is so, and whether it is robust?
Louis XIV. grows most vigorously with me, but opens
badly. I am very much surprised to find that Souvenir
de William Wood does not bum. Surely there must
be some mistake, for no other dark Rose that I know
of is free from that failing, which I believe is caused by
that absorption of the sun's rays which we know
anything black induces.
Mr. Cant tells me that Souvenir de William Wood

is not only no improvement on, but is in his opinion
inferior to Prince Camille de Rohan. Of another
Rose of 1865 I hear very good reports, viz., Comtesse
de Paris. I saw a bloom of it a week or two
ago which certainly was the very brightest Rose
that I ever saw ; it was hke the richest scarlet

velvet. I believe it is not very full, but it is mag-
nificent in colour, and I think good in growth and
habit. I saw a white or very light Rose at the Crystal
Palace Show marked M. Boiss^, or some such name

;

do any of your readers know it ? It looked to me to

be a very promising flower. Mr. Rivers some time
since stated that in his opinion fruits had seasons in

which the.y did better than others. It must be so with
Roses, for it is remarkable how badly Senateur Vaisse
has done with me this year. I have 20 plants at least

of it on Briar and Manetti stocks, and yet I really have
not had a single bloom that could be called first-rate

;

whereas I have had scarcely a, flower on my C.

Lefebvre plants—some dozen or so in all—which has not
been splendid.

Let those who find Le Rhone and F. Lacharme not
to succeed well on the Briar try the Manetti, and I

think they \vill not complain. Marechal Vaillant, too,

is magnificent on the Manetti Stock. P.

iFIoiiists' dFlotocrsi,
Roses, New .\.\ii Oi.h.— I was glad to see Mr.

Heale's communiratMiii (sec jj. 710) upon new and old
Roses, for it is by comparing notes in this way that
amateurs who cannot afford to test all the new Roses
themselves, and have not the opportunity of attending
shows or inspecting the Rose gardens of great growers,
can obtain informatiou about those new kinds which
are most worthy of being added to a select collection.

Mr. Heale mentions, amongst other of this year's
flowers, Alfred Colomb, which is, I beUeve, admitted
on all hands to be the best Rose of the year. He also
.speaks of Exposition de Brie, which he says is bright
scai'let, full, and of fine form. Will he please say
what style it is in, and whether it is a good grower ?

for that point is in my opinion of the first importance
when selecting new' varieties. Prince de Porcia he
also speaks of as tlrst-class. Is this a good grower?
And what can be said of William RoUisson ?

The following kinds not mentioned by Mr. Heale
have been recommended to me by a first-class Rose
grower as verj' good, viz., Fisher Holmes and Madame
FiUion.
Mr. Heale describes President Mas as globular and

flat. How can that be ? I quite agree with him as to
Duchesse de Caylus, Xavier Olibo, and Marie Baumann
being A 1, but is not Marguerite de St. Amand a fir.st-

class flower too, and very distinct ? I do not know
John Keynes uorM. Boncenue; the last has, however.

Stewaeton Hives.—Can it be the case that the
amount of honey gathered by bees in single days in

Scotland, so that the hives increase in weight **' upon
an average 7 or 8 lb. each day," as told us by Mr.
Thomson at p. (>10 of your current volume, makes it

proper in that country to employ a different kind of
hive or mode of managing hives, from what are suitable

where the honey is gathered more by degrees, and in a
more prolonged space of time ?

My reason for asking is the following incident in my
own practice here in South Wales. In the spring of
last year I hived a good swarm in a Stewai'ton 6-inch
body-box, with a honey-box J, inches deep on the top,

as part of the stock hive. This gave exactly 9| inches
in depth for the stock hive, which in boxes 1-i inches
in diameter is suflicient. I am aware that, according to

the usual practice with these hives, two 6-inch boxes
should have been used for the stock, which would have
given 2 inches more in depth ; but as single Stewarton
boxes, 9 inches in depth, for the stock hive, are now
come into use, and the space mentioned as having been
given was ample, that difference cannot have been
material. This hive did well during the summer, and
was quite full in the autumn, weighing with the boxes,

&c., nearly 50 lb. In the spring of this year I gave it

a honey-box, followed by a body-box when they
had taken to the first, according to the Scotch
plan; by the end of June the honey-box was
quite full of comb, and the body-box given with
it about three quarters full. Some honey appeared in
those combs of the honey box which could be seen
from the back window, filhng them one-third or one-
half full ; but none of the cells were sealed. How it

was in front I could not tell, as the construction of the
house I then u.5ed did not allow of my examining the
hive in front. I fully expected to see this box finished off

in a week or 10 days ; but it did not happen so. On
the contrary, the box remained in the state I have
mentioned all July, with at first some bees in it, and
then, say from the middle of the month, with a number
of drones by themselves, clustering on the combs, and
ofcourse eating the honey in the unsealed cells. By this

time the body-box given with the honey-box had become
quite filled with comb, which, though not sealed at the
back window, evidently contained much honey.

I let the honey-box remain on, hoping that when the
massacre of the di'oues took place that it would be
finished ; but the drones disappearing wholly at the
end of July, a few bees only appearing straggling over
the combs, and the cells of the stock boxes beneath
the honey-box becoming quite sealed up, I took
the box ofl' on the 4th of August. It held 14-J lb.

of honey, very pure and good, but all the cells of

the three centre, or largest combs were unsealed,

and only partially filled up to about the middle of

the box ; the only combs perfectly sealed being 1;he

two extreme side ones. Finding that the hive

was still enormously weighty, I then took off the
upper body-box of the stock hive, which, as has been
staled, was 4 inches deep (the same as the honey-box

just taken ofl^. This was perfectly full, and contained
181 lb. of very fair honey, equal to what is usually
obtained from the upper part of the combs of an
ordinary straw hive of the previous year, and making
•33 lb. in all, A few only of the cells in the bottom of
the combs of the hist box had pollen in them.
The bees are now in the lower box of the original

stock (which box is now the upper one), and in the
body-box, which was added beneath when the honey-
box was put on. These must contain upwards of 40 lb.,

exclusive of board, if I may judge from the effort

required to raise them.
1 should state here, that as the bees began to cluster

out thickly the middle of July, on the 16th of that
month I gave them a second under body-box to prevent
swarming. This I did, instead of supplying additional

room above, for two reasons, viz., that they were
obstinately refusing to finish the honey-box already

on, and that I wished to take oS the top compartment
of the stock hive, as it was not of the usual depth, and
it appeared to me that giving another honey-box at

that late period might possibly prevent that. In this

body-box, which must oe presently taken away, only
some small empty combs have been made.
Now, the question is. Why was not the comb in the

honey-box fuled ? From the quantity of honey that
has been put in the lower boxes it appears that the
bees could have easily done that had they liked ; but
they preferred filling the body-box given with it in

preference, and even, instead, to make some comb in

the second body-box given.
It occurs to me as possible that when a nadir was

given with the honey-box, too much surface working
space was given to the bees in proportion to the
gradual gathering of honey which takes place here,

compared to that which we are informed is the case in

Scotland. When honey " comes in with such a rush "

as it does in the latter country, so as to make an
increase in the hives of 7 or 8 lb. per day an average
one, the space available for working at once in a super
or honey-box of the usual diameter may be insufiicient,

and additional room may be required to prevent pre-

parations for swarming ; for this reason nadirs may be
necessary. Giving a nadir soon after the honey-box is

on, and taken to by the bees, is much the same as

giving a honey-box of double the surface space.

I am the more inclined to the above solution of the

question by what you tell us occurred in your own
apiary last season. You say you had hitherto believed

that suflicient super accommodation was in general

sufficient to prevent swarming, but that last season

proved that this was not the case, so much so that you
intend in future to be provided with shallow ekes in

affdition. Did not last summer's honey season in

England approximate more to that of Scotland than is

usually the case ? for there, after the bad weather of

the first part had passed away, honey was gathered in

unusual quantities.

I have had copious information from Scotland about
Stewartons, and believe that my practice was in every

material particular correct throughout; but if it

appears to you, or to any of your well-iuformed

correspondents living in that country, that it was not
so, I should be obliged by a correction.

I am prepared to try again with four strong stocks

in Stewartons, one of them being the new-fashioned
9-inch deep Ijox, to be nadired with another of the
same depth. Novice.

Miscellaneous.
The Trees of Windsor _Fores<.—The vegetable

patriarchs of Windsor Park and Forest, in the shape of

picturesque Oaks and Beeches, must have been mere
saplings when, by the merging of the Saxon heptarchy
into a more solid body-politic, a lasting foundation was
laid for England's power and greatness. A pollard Oak
at the Forest Gate, 800 years old, is, at 6 feet from the

ground, 26 feet in circumference ; and a pollard Beech
at the Ascot Gate, 30 feet in circumference, is supposed

to be of the same age ; and there are whole groups of

veterans of the Forest the youngest of which has seen

500 summers. Such trees are more remarkable than

the giants of the virgin f" ests of tropical Asia and
America; for, while the tropical trees owe their

existence to the mere chance of not having been
required for timber by lawless savages, ours owe
it to the protection which the law has for more
than one thousand years thrown around them.

The " Parish Boundary Oak " near Ascot Gate, 70 feet

high, is 16 feet 9 inches in circumference at 5 feet

from the ground. Though esthnated to be only 350

years old, its uppermost branches are already beginning

to die off—after the manner of Oaks. Shakespeare,

who had as sound a knowledge of the nature of trees as

he had of most other subjects that have ever engaged

man's attention, alludes to this feature in "As You
Like It "—" And high-top bald with dry antiquity."

" high-top bald " is singularly characteristic.The
When a Beech begins to decay. Fungi appear either at

the roots or on the forks ; the leaves begin to curl up,

as if scorched ; and the tree dries gradually all over.

In an Elm a great limb dries off at once from the

point right into the trunk, while all the rest keeps

green; then another limb goes; and so on, until the

whole tree is dead. The trees belonging to the Pine
tribe die all over gradually; but the Oak alone,

especially if a maiden

—

i. c, an unlopped tree—decays

first at the points of the highest branches, while all the

rest is green and healthy ; and, while the other trees

mentioned almost die within a few years after the first

symptoms of decline, and never recover when they

once begin to show them, the Oak will live on for

centuries in this condition. Reader.
The Mm.—The common Elm, the plant of our

parks and roadsides, is not particular as to soil, and is

of rapid and vigorous growth, producing in a short

time timber of great value for building purposes,
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During the process of seasoning it liuwewr hiscs much
of its bulk and weight, when it beooui'jt, little iitlbctcd

by wet ; and for this reason it has been invariably

selected for damp situations. Its generally very

straight stem rendered it fitting for the old water-pipes,

for which it was much used. Keels and the submerged

farts of vessels were at one time invariably made of it.

t is generally selected for use in the piles for bridges

and similar structures, for coflSns, and for numberless

other purposes where endurance in a wet situation is

required, and where the wood of other trees, if as good

for the purpose as Elm, is not as readily and cheaply

procured. The variety or species known as VVych

Elm is believed to be truly indigenous to this

country ; its general character is different to the

common Ehn; the central upright stem being lost

in this species, and the branches are inclined to

droop, the leaves are much larger, and the timber it

produces is sound and tough, but said to be inferior to

the common form. The gnarled and knotted excres-

cences are much used by cabinet-makers for fancy

work. The Elm is somewhat deficient in direct

historical associations and classical allusions ; although

many references are made to the tree by poets and

liistorians, ancient and modem, the statement that the

tree was introduced to this country by the Crusaders

appears to be wholly without foundation ; other

unimportant associations of the tree we will pass over.

The peculiarities of its branching and leafage are

readily caught by the artist, and for this reason it may
be said to occur in nearly all landscape compositions.

The Elm tree is pressed into service by artists of every

gi-ade ; and when pictures of fetes and sporting views

are given in the illustrated papers, the trees figured

are invariably Elms ; the mannerism of one artist is so

repeatedly copied by another, and his by a third, that

the poor Elm tree, as pictorially represented, often

becomes quite a conventional object. Builder.

Fruit Sfioics in Nova Scotia.—The Fruit Growers'
Association has determined to hold monthly exhibi-

tions of summer and autumn fruits during the present

year^ and also to have an exhibition of winter fruits in

April, 18G7. The object of this arrangement is to

encourage the cultivation and growth of the smaller

and earlier fruits, as well as those which have hitherto

received most attention, and to test the comparative
merits of the different sorts of later keeping Apples as

gromi by different producers, and in the different parts

of the province. The premiums to be awarded are to

be in the form of certificates of merit of the first,

second, and third class ; and the medal of the Royal
Horticultural Society of London granted to this

Association in 1864, and still in possession of the
council, is to be comfieted for by members of the
Association as follows, viz. :—The person obtaining the
largest number of first-class certificates during the
year shall be declared winner of the medal ; ana any
person winning it three years, not necessarily con-
secutive, shall be declared owner of it. Two second-
class, or four third-class certificates, are to count as

one of the first-class. The person gaining the second
or third highest number of first-class certificates is to

receive a handsome diploma. Journal of Agriculture.
Weight of Lettuces.—At a recent Lettuce show held

at New Badford, the following are the weights of some
of the pairs of Lettuces exhibited :—3 lb. 3 oz., 4 lb. 6 oz.,

2 lb. 11 oz., 2 lb. 7 oz., 2 lb. 2 oz., 2 lb. 5 oz., 2 lb. 7 oz.,

2 lb. 9 oz. The competitors showed for quality and
weight.
'"r/ce.—A word on the commerce of ice may prove
interesting. This trade began in Boston (U.S.) in

180.5 ; 74,000 tons of ice were shipped there in 1847,

in 353 vessels, for Havannah, Calcutta, England, &c.

In 1854, the capital engaged in that industry in

North America amounted to seven millions of

dollars; 10,000 persons were employed in it. An
American newspaper of this month (May, 1866) says,
" The various ice companies in the neighbourhood of
New York have on hand now, and ready for sale, one
million or a million and a half tons of ice." Ice is also

exported sometimes from Norway. In Paris the use
of ice is universal in the summer months ; the quanti ty
consumed is said to amount to 12,000 or 15,000 tons
a-year ; in 1822 it was sold there as high as 300fr. per
50 kilogrammes ; but generally it is much cheaper. A
new supply of ice has been afforded for some years to

Paris from a glacier in Switzerland. The landlord at

the "Eagle Hotel," at Grindelwald, in the Bernese
Oberland, exploits the lower glacier near his estates

;

from Grindelwald it is transported to the lake of Thun,
and thence on the Central Railway, which conveys it

to Mayence, to Paris, itc. ; a great quantity of that ice

is consumed in Paris. At the lake of Thun it costs

about 28*. per ton. Bernardin, Melle, near Ghent, in
" Science Gossip."

Cellular Tissue.—We have lately seen a curious
Japanese novelty which illustrates well the power of

rapid absorption of water, possessed by cellular tissue.

Some small dry fragments looking more like fine

splinters of wood than any thing else are put into a
saucer, boiling water is then poured on them, when
instantly the splinters swell out and assume the form
of fish, stars, or other objects, having each a coloured
edge, blue, green, or red, as the case may be. It would
seem as if small fragments of the pith of some plant
(Rice Paper plant?) were cut into the desired forms,
then dried and rolled up after the manner of tea-leaves;

this however is mere surmise.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

Stove plants which flower upon young wood may now
receive a shift. Those, on the contrary, which nowcr
upon the ripened wood, must be gradually encouraged
to go to rest. Poinseitias, which do not flower until

ate in the season, may be repotted now, and freely

supplied Avith liiiuid manure ; under this kind of

uumu^^cmcut the iiural leaves will be double the size

that they would be if less liberally treated. Before the

season is further advanced, every gardener should calcu-

late, as nearly as he can, whether the extent of his

framing conveniences will be suflicicnt to afi'ord shelter

during wiuter to his stock of established half-hardy

plants, as well as those he is now propagating. If his

room is deficient, he must cither restrict autumnal propa-

gation within certain limits, or prepare additional pits

without further loss of time. Brick pits are of course

the most durable, and although expensive in the first

outlay they are cheapest in the end. A common make-
shift pit, however, might be built of tiuwcs ; it will last

several seasons, and prove very warm.

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLANT HOUSES.

Bedding plants should now receive every attention in

the way of keeping them as gay and dressy as possible.

Weeds must be kept in check. Grass cut short, and

walks kept clean and neatly rolled. If wet weather

should set in, choice specimens of greenhouse plants now
in the open air had perhaps better be placed under cover.

Bedding Plants.—These may now be propagated,

and in doing so see that cuttings of a proper description

are selected for the purpose, and that they are put into

well-drained pots that will occupy little room durmg
winter. See that the cuttings are not allowed to fla".

When potted, place them in a cold frame, and shade

them from bright sunshine until they have become a

httle estabUshed. The chief pomt is to get them as

hardy as possible before winter. On no account allow

them to get weakly and drawn. The greater part of

out-door stock should be wintered in store-pots, the

plants in which will yield good materials for propagation

in spring.

Carnations and Piootees.—Pot-off rooted plants

and place them on ashes in a shaded and sheltered place,

covering with frame-Ughts, so as to prevent excessive

rain from soddening the soil, or if a cold frame is at

liberty they may be placed in that ; regular attention as

to watering, &c., must be given them.

FORCING GARDEN.

CccuMBEKS.—In bright weather dew the plants over-

head once or twice a week, observing always to use a

fine rose, as a heavy stream breaks down the leaves.

Peaches.—Wood in most eases will now be ripe

but where any is still immature, means must be taken to

forward it, as next year's success will very much depend

upon ripening being properly effected. Keep the foliage

clean and free from insects.

Pines.—Afford plants lately potted a liberal tempe-

rature, but let it be accompanied by sufficient ventila-

tion to prevent undue elongation of the leaves, and to

mature their tissue while sunlight is powerful enough

for that purpose. A less humid atmosphere shoidd be

supplied generally, and especially to plants intended for

fi'uiting early next spring, as it is very important that

they should acquire a strong sturdy habit, and that the

accumulation and elaboration of sap should be en-

couraged, rather than the increase of the size of the

plant. Assist the swelling fruit with liquid manure,

but admit abundance of air, for the sake of the tlavour,

and to prevent the crowns growing too luxuriantly.

Vines.—Preserve ripe Grapes from the effects of

damp, by avoiding the spilling of water about the

houses, and by admitting a free current of air during

favourable weather, accompanied by a little fire-heat

during rain or fogs. Late Vineries should now, if

possible, be freed entirely from plants in pots, or if any

are allowed to remain they should be of kinds requiring

little or no water, such as bulbs and other stove plants,

which like a dry cool treatment to induce them to rest.

From this time the points of all growing shoots should

be stopped, as leaves produced after this time appro-

priate stored-up energy, without ripening sulficiently

early to benefit the Vines in return. Care, however,

must be taken not to stop too closely the lateral shoots

of Vines which are still growing vigorously, as they are

liable in such cases to burst the buds too near the base

of the shoots.

HARDT FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.

Shorten the breastwood of wall trees, and at the same

time divest them of superfluous shoots : gather all kinds

of outdoor fruit as it becomes ripe and fit for storing.

Cauliflowers, Broccoli, &c.—Seed of these may
stiU be sown ; and vegetables may still he planted out

for winter and spring use whenever ground is at liberty

for that purpose.

Celery.—Take advantage of dry days to earth the

rows up, sprinkling a good dusting of quicklime or soot

about the plants in the lines, and over the surface of

the ground for some distance on each side, to desti-oy

slugs, which generally do considerable damage to

Celery, especially in wet seasons. The soot or lime

should be appUed two or tlu'ce times before earthing up

the plants, at intervals of a few days, and early in the

morning, before the pests have retired to their hiding-

places.

PoTATos.—As in some places these are becoming

badly diseased, get aU that are fit for lifting out of the

ground as soon as possible ; before storing them let them

be well dried, but not gi-eened, and separate the diseased

tubers from those that are sound.

Strawrerries.—Let young plantations of these be

well attended to by stin-ing the soil between the plants,

and suppljdng them with plenty of liquid manure, that

they may continue to progress at the root, and fully

employ their leaves in the elaboration of sap. Promote
by every means vigorous growth now, and fine fruit

nest year "will be the reward. Alpine Strawberries

should be looked to, as they will now or soon be found

useful in supplj-ing a desirable addition to the dessert.

If they are in a state to receive water, supply it in the

shape of hquid manure. Plant a few beds of young
runucrs on a north wall for another year ; let the soil be

a sandy loam, moderately enriched.

la
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LAAVES' MANURES.
Tbe Manures manufactured by J. B. Laweb for tbe present

BCRSon of 1866 are now ready for delivery at his Factories, at the
following prices, per ton :—
LAWES' PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE £ s. d.

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME 6 6

LAWES' SUPERPHOSPHATE of LTME from BURNT
BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES 5 fi

LAWES- WHEAT, BARLEV, GRASS, and MANGEL
MANURES 8

CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.. ..12
These Maniirea can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through the

E.C. ; and 22, Eden Quay, Dublin.

r\^ il E LONDON MANURE COMPANY

SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED QUA SO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA,
ex Dock Warehouse; SULPHATE of AMMOMA, FISHERY
SALT, &c. E. PoBafiu, Secretarj.

ofllcua, UG, Fenchurch Street. E.C.

LAND DRAINAGE, FARM BUTLUINGS, ami
LABOURERS' COTTAGES.—These several works can be

executed, and the cost borrowed and charged on landed property.
Landowners can have Plans and Speciflcations of the best and
cheapest character prepared to meet the specialities of each case,
and in conformity wilU the Act of Parliament, so that they can. If

xecute the work by their oim Agents.—Apply to Mr.
r Dentom, 22, Whitehall Place, Westminator, S.W.B

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

To LANDowNEiia, THE Clerot, Estate Aqents, SDnVBYORS, &a, m
England and Wales, and in Scotland.

The Company adTiinces money, unlimited in amount, for the
following works of Agiicultural Improvement, the whole outlay and
expenses m all cases being liquidated by a rent-charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrig.ation, and Warping. Embanking, Inclosing,
Cleanng, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial purpose,
""

7- Machinery for Drainage or Irr' '

.
Tramways and Railroads for aKri

purposes.

of and additions to Farm Houses and other bmldings for
Farm purpoies.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of Parliament,
Royal Charter, or Commission In respect of any public or general
works of Drainage or other improvements, may burrow their pro-
portionate share of the cost, and charge the same with the expenses
on the lands improved.
The Company will also negotiate the Rent-charges ODcatned by

Landowners under the Improvement of Land Act, 186i, in [ espcct ol
their Subscription of Shares in a Railway oi Cauai Company.

!stigation ol title is required,'ana the Company being of

Loudon, S.W.

SATURDAY, AUGUST To, 1866.

Their advantiges iie—PortaHiitv not Fixtures removable at

pleasure, no Woodwork or P irliti jiis to impede Ventilation ur breed
Vermin, Hay Rack dispensed with as unnocess.iry, increased width
and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to

infection, being all of iron. Price of Fittings per Cow. ^bs,

Prospectuses free of Cottam & Co., Iron Works, 2, Winsley Street
(opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W., where the

„=._..__, ._^... :^.. . .— _..^» Improvements

Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.

COTTAM'S HURDLES are made in the beat manner
of superior Wrought If"

*

ft*:?^^

Illustrated Price List
application.

ENTRANCE GATES, RAILING,
and IRON WORK of every descrip-
tion. Designs and Estimates free ol

CoTTAM & Co.,

No. 2, Wmsley Street

(opposite the Pantheon),
Oxford Street. London, W.

SWING "WATER
BARROW.—This is the

best and cheapestarticleyet
introduced for ' '" " "

Tub tilted and poured

the ground, and the Frame
detached. To hold about

. gallons, prici

Carriage paid i

1 Great Eastern Line.

POWERFUL GARDEN ENGINE, suitable for the above, price Khs.

IMPROVED WATERand LIQUID MANURE CARTS.
Catalogues on application.

Manufactured by W. S. BocLToN.Rose Lane Iron Works.jJorwich.

GALVANISED IRON WATER CISTERNS.
Cheap, light, and durable, will not rust or corrode, and

keep water perfectly sweet.

To hold
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the observations in spring. During the 24. days begin-
ning with the 2d February, the temperature of the air

fell almost every night below freezing—the mean of the
nights for the period being 30M. During this protracted
frost, the drained land was 37°. 1, and the undrained
36'.7 ; the drained land being thus nearly half a degree
warmer.
On the 31st July, the temperature of the air rose

about 8' higher than it had been for some time ; and
on the 1st August the drained had risen from o0°.6 to

5r.5, and the undrained land from 60°.l to 51'.3—the

drained having thus risen I'.O, and the undrained 1'.3.

Similarly on other occasions, when the temperature
rose, the undrained land generally rose a little more
than the drained land ; the drained land, however,
generally continued higher, though in several cases the

temperature came to an equality m both soils.^

The mean .annual temperature of the drained land

was H'.a, and of the imdrained 43'.9—the drained

being thus O'.l warmer. Here, again, as in arable

laud, the year may be divided into two periods—the

one from June to November, when the e.tcess was
large, being nearly 0°.7 ; and the other from December
toJfi., ii'i. :i i II 'r\cess was stuall, being scarcely 0°. 2.

Till- I i: I rrspond in time with the similar
peihii I

'

: 1 11-1 at the same depth, but the excess

of tlir 1 .1111 I'll!! HIV iif the drained pastures was not so

large as in the arable land. The difference between
the highest monthly extremes was generally less than
the difference between the lowest monthly extremes

—

a peculiarity which was apparent also in the case of

arable land.

Bearing in mind that the observations refer

only to arable land of light sandy soil, under a

Kye-grass crop, and in the case of hill pasture,

to clay soils mixed with decayed moss, the

conclusions regarding the effect of ch'ainage on the

temperatm-e of the soil appear to be as follows :—
1

.

The temperatui-e of hill pastures and arable

land is raised by drainage, the contrary result

being doubtless caused by the cooling effect of the

lai-ger ovaporatiou from the undr.ained wetland.

2. The temperature of hill pastures was not
raised by drainage to the same extent as that of

the arable land. But, as suggested by Mr.
D.wiD M. Home, the difference possibly arose

from the nature of the soil in the two cases.

The hill pastiu-e on which the observations were
made, was a clay soil, whilst the arable land
consisted of Ught sandy soil. Such being the
case, the question is—Was the clay soil as

thoroughly drained as the light sandy soil ? If

it was not, it is then not difficult to understand
wliy the effect of di-ainage, in raising the tempe-
rature, should have been less manifested in the
hill pastures. In clay soils drains will not draw
water as far as in light sandy soils ; therefore,

if in both cases the drains were at equal depths
and distances, more water would be left in the

clay soils than in the sandy soils, and more
evaporation—with consequent loss of heat

—

would take place in the former.

3. During sudden falls of temperature, and
during protracted cold periods, as when the soil

is under a covering of snow, the cold finds its

way sooner and more completely thi'ough

undi'alned than through drained land. For
undrained land, having the interstices between
its particles charged with water to a greater
extent than drained land, is less porous, and
therefore a better conductor of heat to the outer

air ; and hence its temperature falls more quickly
when the temperatui-e of the air has fallen

below it.

4. When the temperature of the ail- is higher
than that of the soil, di-ained land receives more
benefit from the higher temperature than
undrained land. The reason probably is, that

the cb'ained land—especially if in a state of

cultivation—is more easily permeated by the air.

5. When rain or sleet has fallen, the super-

fluous moisture soon flows away from drained

land. Hence, in such circumstances, drained

land possesses the great advantage of a com-
pai-ativelj' equable temperature ; whereas the

temperatiu'e of undi'aiued laud is liable to con-

siderable fluctuation ; for, when soaked with
wai-m rain-water, it is temporarily raised, and
when soaked with melted snow it is temporarily

lowered.

6. Since, from the above causes, the tempera-
ture of drained land is in summer occasionally

raised above undi'ained land, to the extent of

3°.0, often 2''.0, and still more frequently l^.o, it

follows that the advantage derived from di'ainage

is in many cases the same as if the land had
been actually transported 100 or 150 miles south-
wards, and thus drainage must have the effect of

alteriug the climate of a locality—and generally
improving the climate of a country by raising
the temperature of the land.

By raising the temperature of the land, the
temperature of the air, as it flows over the land,

will be raised by contact with the soil. This

seems to be a sufficient explanation of this most
important result.

The observations on the temperature of drained
soil when under Tivrnips, and of rmtlrained soil

when under old Grass, brought out the some-
what unexpected result of the temperatui'e of the

drained land being less than that of the un-
drained. To understand this result, as observed
by Mr. Home, it would be necessary to have
explanations on various ])oints. Were both soils

in the same locality ? Were both soils of the

same nature ? If both soils were in the same
locality, and of the same nature, then the land

under the crop of Turnips was very differently

circumstanced from the laud covered by old

pasture. Evaporation will take place much more
rapidly from soil that is bare or partially so,

than from soil which is well clothed with Grass.

Heat radiates more rapidly from soil when
covered only by Tm'nips—especially if the leaves

have decayed—than when covered by old Grass.

Snow melts more rapidly on a fallow or a Turnip
field, than on a Grass field.

Mr. Home made some interestmg experiments
in illustration of these principles. He took two
zinc boxes, 2 feet square and 1 foot deep, filling

one of the boxes with sandy loam, and the other

with strong clay. Each was suspended at the

end of a balance, and the quantity of soil in each
was so adjusted that the one box was exactly

equal in weight to the other. He then poui-ed

an equal quantity of water into each box, and
placed a thermometer into the centre of each,

immersed 6 inches into the soil.

Mr. Home found that the thermometer was
almost always lowest in the sandy loam, and
that before a week had elapsed, the sandy loam
box rose above the level of the other box, in

consequence, as ho inferred, of more water
evaporating from it than from the clay soil.

Probably in the former the water was more
uniformly diffused through the soil, so that there

were more sui'faces or points for evaporation than
from the clay soU. In the clay box the water
would be less interspersed or more accumulated.
The benefit of drainage to crops arises perhaps

not so much from the higher temperature caused
—although this is of vital importance to their

safety in winter and spring—as from the improve-
ment of the soil—by making it more friable, and
by drawing the air to the roots ofplants.

We beg to direct the attention of our
readers to the interesting report of Berwickshii'e

and East Lothian Agriculture, for which wo are

indebted to Professor J. Wkigiitson, of the

Eoyal Agricultui-al College. It will be found in

another page, under the heading '

' Earm
Memoranda."

WHAT IS THE RENT OF LAND?-No. I.

In considering this subject I propose to myself to

discuss the somewhat difficult relation between land-
lord and tenant; to inquire into the causes that govern
the price of land and the rise of it, and to elucidate, as

far as may be, the mutual dependence as well as the
mutual advantage, both to owner and occupier, arising

from the increased value of the products of the soil

;

and the result I hope to arrive at is to show that what-
ever changes tend to benefit one party must also in the
end benefit the other.

I shall not have to enter on the ground so debated
by the pohtical economists in the beginning of this

century as to the definition of rent—whether the rent
of the landlord is, according to Dr. A. Smith, " the
recompense of the work of Nature, remaining after all

that part of the product is deducted which can be
regarded as the recompense of the work of man ;" or, as

Mr. Ricardo taught, it is " the difference in the quan-
tity of produce obtained by equal capitals from lands of

different degrees of fertility;" or whether rent is the
fixed sum which one man will agree to take in order to

be relieved of the anxiety and uncertainty of culti-

vating his own land, and the other wiU agree to give

him, in the hope of realising a living profit from its

cultiv,ation, is not now necessary to determine, though
we shall see that each of these ingredients enters into

the composition of modern rents. It will be more
profitable perhaps to look back to the origin of rents

and trace the different circumstances that have had the
greatest influence upon rents in past times. There
must have been a considerable period after the first

occupation of this island by its original inhabitants
when land was worth nothing. The savage is every-

where content to live off the natural produce of the

ground, to kill and eat the wild animals, and adapt
their skins for his clothing. In process of time, as

population increased, our fathers settled in hamlets and
cultivated patches of corn. AVe may still discern in

the elongated shape of many of our parishes, how our
Saxon ancestors included mth the field they culti-

vated a tract of marsh land for the summer feeding of

their cattle, and of hill or woodland for the ftitting of

hogs on acorns and beech-mast. The ownership of the

soil appears at this period to be in the parishioners or

tything men in common. Their system of alternate
farming, or infield and outfield, may still be traced in
the few remaining unenclo.-el common lands still

farmed on that system. The Saxons (like ourselves) too
were fond of country life. The Normans, on the con-
trary, preferred the towns and encouraged manufactures.
As a consequence, corn, meal, and wool rose in value,
and were in constant demand. And from this time we
hear of the payment of annual rents, at first as a com-
position for feudal service due to the baron proprietor;
soon after as a fixed payment in its broader acceptation.
What the amount of rent might be during the middle

ages it is now impossible to determine with any
accuracy. During our protracted civil wars the inse-
curity of property was such that no man could make
certain of reaping what he had sowed, unless in the
immediate vicinity of a town, or under the protection
of his lord's castle. The roads, too, being impracticable
for any carriage, the surplus of one district could not
replenish the wants of another, so that plenty and
famine were frequently near neighbours, added to which
the constantly decreasing value of the coinage makes all
comparison of prices inaccurate ; but we have reason
to suppose that a practice, still prevalent in some parts
of Russia and in Italy, was usual in this country, and
that the crops of com were divided into equal shares,
one-half to the landlord as rent, the other to the tenant
for his labour. We have also grounds for assuming
that lands cultivated on the infield and outfield
system would not produce more than two quarters
of Wheat to the acre the years they were sown with
corn, i. e. every second or third year, which would
bring the landlord's share of the produce to about
three bushels per acre per annum, i. e. one quarter
every two or three years, equal to about 15s. per
annum of our currency, and this for the best lands
which would naturaUy be enclosed first. The price of
corn seems at all times to have governed the value of
rents, andthe encouragement of arable land inpreference
to pasture to have been the great aim of economists
and legislators throughout our history. At the
Reformation tithes and rates were assessed chiefly on
the arable, and the price of meat, which was fed
principally on the commons, and was killed and salted
in autumn for winter food, was restricted by an Act of
Henry VI ri ! ' '

i

, r II). As Wheat was at this
periodabiiiii I i, '

,
i l.meatmusthavebeenascheap

again in pmi i
i i^ now; there could have been

noprofit ill 1
iiiiii,-; ii

i imarket. Up to the year 1770 we
find that England was more or less an exporting country.
After that date it became gradually more and more an
importing country and it may be important to mention
that the price of Wheat varied then from 40.s. to 50s.
the quarter, which may be considered the natural price,
as there were no laws then to influence it. From" this
period, during a succession of wars and restrictive
duties, it rapidly rose, until at the beginning of the
jirescat century it reached 80s. to 100s., and rents rose
in proiiortion. At the same time a great spur was
given to cultivation. Large tracts of commons were
enclosed ; the Norfolk system took the place of the old
infield and outfield rotation, and the introduction of
Turnips enabled the farmer to keep fatting animals
during winter; his crops greatly increased, and the
prospects of agriculture were very bright—indeed, too
bright to last. With the peace prices fell, and the
repeal of the import duties finally reduced the value of
Wheat back to its natural price, and great was the fall

in tenants' and landlords' incomes. And though large
sums have been expended in draining and other perma-
nent improvements, and though machinery and drill
husbandry have very much cheapened production,
and artificial manures increased it, yet the corn
crops have been charged with the expense of
the fallow crops, and the average rent of land not
exceeded 1/. per acre.

From this rapid sketch of farming experiences
we may, I think, fairly deduce two conclusions ; first,

that the land-owner is not overpaid. There may be
great security in possessing landed property—there
may be great pleasure in country amusements. We
inherit Irom our Saxon ancestors a love of rural
sports, and the prestige which accompanies the
performance of county offiees and magisterial duties

;

but the purchaser of land certainly gets no pecuniary
return commensurate with his outlay. A bare 3 per
cent, is continually reduced by repairs and other
drawbacks, whereas a third of his outlay, say 10^, to
12i. anacre, representing the cost of buildings, fencing,
drainage, and other perishable improvements, would
pay 7 or 8 per cent, in any other investment, thus
leaving little or nothing for the original value of the
soil. Under these circumstances we can neither
wonder at nor blame the landlord if he takes any
opportuuity that may fairly occur of raising his rents
more nearly to the usual standard of interest.
The other conclusion we may safely arrive at is that

the rental of land must needs rise in proportion to,
1st, the demand for farms, which, being limited in
extent, while population increases will become scarcer
and therefore dearer ; 2d, the economy of manufacture
of farming produce, including the introduction of
machinery and manures ; 3d, the price at which the
produce may be expected to seU on an average of years.
If I can show that these three ingredients are now
co-operating together to raise the rents of land to a con-
siderable degree, I shall doubtless have the ear of the
landowmer, I)ut I hope to show in your next Number
that the well-being of the tenant goes hand in hand
with that of his landlord^ and that the prosperity ot
the one will eventually coincide with the prosperity ol

the other.

We have just seen how rents have varied with the
price of corn ; we shall now have to consider the price of
meat. If, as seems probable from the general prosperity
of the middle and labouring classes, their power of con-
suming meat is likely to continue, and the importation
of the article, both ahve and dead, is restricted by the
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expense of moving as well as by its pcrishahle nature,

it will follow that this will be a great ingredient in the

rents of the future, to what extent will be considered

in your next Number. J. B. M.

THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
The following Returns were issued on August 17 :

—

This Keturn gives the number of cases occurring in

Great Britain which have been officially reported to

this Department. The divisions of England are those

of the Census. Column 1 only records the cases

reported a*
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ag:iiiist their collars with a force which would lift 6cwt.,
they will not turn the furrow, which requires a force of
6i cwt. to move it. In such a case as this, the horses
are exerting themselves almost as much, and will he as
much fatigued with their exertions as if they pulled
with an additional force of 56 lb., and turned over the
furrow. From this it appears that a team may move
sluggishly along, and yet be no less fatigued than if
they were to move at a brisk pace, drawing the plough
after them at the rate of two and a half or three miles
in the hour.

(To be CmtimiKl.)

BAM SALES.
Mr. Sugh Atjlmer's Leflimj ofLoiiij-xmoUed Hams.—

The .'.bbey Farm, ^Tcst Dereham, Norfolk, lies about
live miles S.E. of Downham Market, on the Ely and
Lj nil IJailway, and it is reached through a pretty and
^\rll-^;lnned country, composed principally of light and
iiii.xed soil, the crops on which this year are of fair
weight and promising yield, but much discoloured from
tlic succession of showers which have fallen since the
time has airived for white straw crops to mature. As
the Abbey Farm is approached there are in all direc-
tions self-evident signs ul' a long course of care, industry,
and well-practised juil:.;iiicnt; fences are well trimmed,
ditches have been scoured and cleared ofweeds before their
seeds ripened, and corn and pastures are free from these
natural enemies to cultivated crops, and offensive
objects to well-trained eyes.

In addition to the specimens of the woolly tribe which
were announced for sale on Thursday, numerous and
line .specimens of pure Short-horns were herded in the
enclosures by the entrance to the Abbey Farm, and in
pastures near at hand; but the character of these
animals and the great interest which is centred in
them, from special permission from the Privy Council
having been obtained to experiment on them while
under Rinderpest, we can only refer to at the late
hour of the week when this despatch must be posted.
We may however say the latter question was canvassed
and spiritedly discussed by Mr. Bagge, M.P. for West
Norfolk, and Mr. Clare Sewell Bead, M.P. for East
Norfolk, during the speechifying which followed the
luncheon. These views we must defer till next week.
The company present at the luncheon and sale was

very numerous, and composed of the more active
gentlemeu and clergy and the leading practical farmers
of the neighboui-hood, with some breeders from distant
counties.

The sale itself passed off in a highly spirited manner
throughout. The sheep were in excellent condition,
and they had been so fed as to be full of meat, and yet
wore fat enough to have a good appearance, while their
ilcuces were suitable to the fashion and times, viz.,
full and fine in the hand, and heavy. The lambs
were first offered, the first single one letting at Wl. to
Mr. Leeds, of Texham; another was hired by Mr.
John Overman, at 13Z. ; another at 11?. 10.«. by Mr.
Mathe.vs; another at Wl. by Mr. Delf, and No. 13,
at 1.3/. by Mr. Cudden. Among the pairs of lambs the
1st was taken by Mr. Burgess at 18/. 10s. Mr. Farrow
also took a pair at the same figure, while Mr. Durrani
took a pair at 18/. The sum realised for 100 lambs
from this flock was 668/. Vis., the average being
nearly 0/. Xas. each. Considering these are only let,

and will be returned to Mr. Aylmer for re-letting or
using next year, this is a great price.
The Shearling Bams made similar prices. No. 1

was hired at 13/. by Mr. Leeds ; No. 3 at 30/. by Mr.
Lane (Cirencester), Mr. Mumford Sexton running
him hard up to 29/. Mr. Carter took one at 12/., and
Mr. Lane another at 17/., while Mr. Blyth, ofHingham,
h red Nos. 35 and 36 at 20/. each ; Mr. Sewell, of
Pickenham, taking two at 13/. and 14/. respectively.
The average of these was 9/. 16s. Id. each.
The 2-shear were only 10 in number, and they

averaged 7/. Os.

When it is considered that Mr. Aj'lmer makes no
pretensions to be a breeder of ram-breeders' sheep,
except it be with a few of his more choice ewes, it will
be allowed that the above prices are highly satisfactory
and creditable to the manager of the Abbey Farm flock.

The hearty enthusiasm which was displayed by the
company when the health and success of Mr. Aylmer
was given, sufficiently testified to the respect in which
he, as a man of business and a friend, is held by his
neighbours. This feeling was more than usually
excited by the delicate and feeling manner in which
the proposer of this toast touched on the great labour
and losses which had, since the last meeting of this
kind, befallen Mr. Aylmer through the cattle plague,
to which insidious disease several of his high-pnoed
Short-horns—including a hired Booth's bull at
200 guineas—in a short time succumbed. The points
here, however, which are of public interest we will
return to next week.

AGEICULTUBAL STATISTICS.
[
The following is a portion of the inaugural addi'ess read on
Thursday last by Professor Rogers, President of the Section
oi Economic Science, British Association, Nottingham.]

The value of agricultural statistics does not lie

simply in the aid which they may afford in indicating
the probable course of the market, and in saving it

Irom needless fluctuations, but in suggesting what is

the probable annual deficiency in supply. Many years
have passed since this country grew enough food for
its inhabitants. That its prosperity may be uninter-
rupted it will be necessary that it should rely increas-
ingly on foreign produce. That its people should be
well fed it is necessary that every facility should be given
lor the growth and importation of live stock and meat.
The table of statistics giving information of the amount
of cattle, sheep, and pigs on the 5th ofMarch, 1866, on the
presumption that the returns are accurate, is singularly
instructive. Indramnganyinference on this subject,we

should treat Great Britain separately from Iroluud, as
the importation of cattle from this part of the United
Kingdom is more dithcult than it would be from
Belgium or France, and nearly as difficult as from
Denmark and the Elbe. In round numbers the popu-
lation of Great Britain is about 24,000,000. In one
particular only, that of sheep, is Great Britain on a
general level with other countries. There is nearly a
sheep to every head of population. But of horned
cattle there is only one to about every five : of pigs
only one to every nine. Were the amount of horned
cattle in France proportionate only to that of Great
Britain, France would have a little more than 6,000,000

;

m fact it has rather more than 14,000,000. The same
Diay be said of Austria. In many of the German States
the proportion is higher still. In Denmark the cattle
are not very much less numerous than the population.
In the United States there is rather more than one
head to every two of population. With pigs, as I
have stated, Great Britain is very scantily provided.
In France and Prussia pigs are one to seven ; in
Austria one to four-and-a-half. Taking the whole of
Europe, the proportion is one to six. In the TTnited
States there are more pigs than population. Had the
returns suppHed us with information as to poultry, the
deficiency would have been still more striking. In the
year 1865 this country Imported more than 400,000,000 of
eggs, ifthe hundreds of eggs be taken, as it has been from
the earliest time, at 120. I need hardly inform ray
hearers of the fundamental canon of prices—that when
the supply of any necessary of life falls short of the
demand, the price rises ;in a proportion which I may
perhaps venture on calling geometrical ; that is, the
quantity available for sale is worth increasingly
more, according to the deficiency, than the normal
or natural supply would be. The statistics of the
cattle returns supply the key towards interpreting
the high price of meat, and we may be sure that
the price of meat would be higher than it actually ia

were it not for those improvements in stock-keeping
by which cattle become more available for consumption
at earlier dates— improvements which are yearly
developed. This deficiency is not greatly supplemented
by importation. Small as the stock of cattle is, the
annual importations do not amount to more than one-
twentieth of the ordinary stock, while that of sheep is,

as a rule, but one-fiftieth. During the present year
even these quantities must have undergone a serious
diminution. Nor is the import of meat large. The
most important item is that of bacon. But even here
the largest estimate will not give more than the
equivalent of 300,000 pigs. The beef seems to be
about equal to the supply of 50,000 oxen. It is matter
of regret that no facts liavs been collected by which we
might compare the present and past supply of live
stock in Great Britain. It is of coui-se always
dangerous to trust to impressions or to memory, but I
cannot but be convinced that there has been a general
and considerable diminution in the amount of live stock
in Great Britain for some years past. It is now com-
paratively seldom that agricultural labourers are able to
keep pigs ; it is still more rare that they breed poultry.
The enormous importation of eggs suggests that the
fowls kept in Great Britain are comparatively scanty.
But it is probable th.at the maintenance of insect-
eating birds is an important provision in agricultural
economy, and that when we find fault with the
destruction of small birds we forget that our practice
is dispensing with a still more important means for
checking the ravages of insects, as well as for supply-
ing that great deficiency in live stock which seems to
characterise our domestic economy. It is possible,
too, that the abandonment of much pasture in the
northern part of the island to deer forests and grouse
moors has considerably lessened stocks of lean cattle
and mountain sheep.

Home Correspondence.
British Capital and Agriculture.—Ai<ierma.n Mechi

(p. 740) laments that British capital is loaned out to
foreign countries instead of being invested in the
improvement of our land. Capitalists are quite .alive

to their own interests. The profits on a foreign loan
are liable to income-tax. The profits arising from an
increased produce of land are liable, not only to
income-tax, but to heavy local rates. An improve-
ment, which would yield 5 per cent, net, is reduced by
these rates to 4 per cent., or less. As to the com-
parative expense of the transfer of land beyond the
transfer of stock, the Alderman must not forget that
the stamp duty is i per cent., and that the Govern-
ment, by exempting stock from duty, have made a
profit by the higher price at which they have been
thereby enabled to dispose of their issues. As to the
law expenses of translers, they chiefly arise from the
complicated and varied trusts which landed proprietors
create. Nor can they be materially reduced until the
law declares that the parties in whom the legal estate
vests shall have absolute power of sale, and that no
purchaser need inquire whether trustees have or have
not fulfilled their trusts. Persons who are beneficially
interested in the trust might protect themselves by
having the deed which conveyed the legal estate to the
trustees deposited in the hands of third parties. They
would also have their remedy against the trustees for
breach of trust. If, then, the examination of title

were reduced to a simple deduction of the legal estate,
it would be comparatively a short affair, and in order
to make it still more easy I would enact, that in case
of the death of the owner, the legal estate should pass,
not as at present to the heirs, but to the executors,
who, bya short deed, should assign it to the heirs. A
purchaser, therefore, instead of hunting up old
pedigrees, would be satisfied with probate to A. B., and
the assignment from A. B. to C. D. The plan above
proposed involves no mapping, no registration, and no
disagreeable publicity. O, S.

Farmers' Clubs.
CiRENCESTEK: Rearing of Calves.—At the late

monthly meeting of this Club this subject was intro-
duced by Mr. Henry Buck in the followin:; valuable
paper. He said:—The cattle plirji' 'iiir;, Ims cost
the country a great loss of co\, .1 iliereby
calves, demands the attention n!

! n.^ man
whowillendeavourtofiUupthisdolii I. iji \ ihii'iiv light
throivn on the subject is worthy of consideration. It
IS not to be supposed that this country will do without
beef, so I expect the subject of ' rearing of calves ' will
be discussed for many geuerations. The few remarks
I mean to make will be the result of my own
observation, so I hope you will not criticise my state-
ments too acutelj', as no doubt many here will differ
in some paints, but we shall hope to have their opinions
so as to gain information, which is the object of this
Club. I have been very successful in weaning calves.
This year I had 55, but have lost three from bad
management ; 54 last year, and did not.loso one ; and
50 the year before, and all alive, Some would say, how
hicky, but there is a great deal in management.
When I first began, it was my opinion, and I think the
generality of farmers still think, that calves cannot be
weaned without a considerable quantity of milk. I
remember an instance at that time. My brother gave
his cowman Is. per head extra, to encourage him to
wean as many calves as he could with three cows ; he
reared 30, but I am now convinced that any number
can be weaned with but little milk, and the observations
I make will, I hope, prove that the old system of
rearing calves with milk, and that alone, was not such
as will return to the farmer the greatest profits, or flU
our country with a large supply of cattle stock, so to use
sorne of our roots and straw with the inferior Barleys,
which are so heavily taxed that they cannot come
into competition with the better samples, bui must be
consumed by cattle, sheep, or pigs, to be brought to
market in the shape of meat on their own legs, instead
of on our waggon wheels. From the high price of
butter and cheese, we see how eager the dairymen are
to dispose of the calf at about eight or ten days old. The
reason is they can turn their produce into money at
once, or if the calf be fatted it is soon brought for sale

;

not so with the weaned calf; it must be kept for two,
three, or more years before the first cost is received.
I am surprised the public are so unwise as to
purchase veal at the same price as good fatted ox beef.
Before a person begins to wean, he ought to have some
object to carry out—knowing to what purpose the cattle
will afterwards be turned, whether for the dairy, or for
fattening. If for the last purpose, I am sure the better
you do the stock at all times, the sooner you bring
them fat to market, the cpiicker the return, and the
greater the profit. Now the first point of importance
is the calf—there must be a calf. Now, whether you
have a well-bred, ^ood colour, one likely to grow into a
good one, or one with bad colour, black eyes, black nose,
crooked back, and hkely to be always a mean beast, the
expense of rearing one or the other is the same, so I
should recommend that we should begin with calves
from good cows, got by superior bulls ; the difference
in expense is very trifling, considering the number of
calves one bull gets, and the offspring will prove the
most promising animal, and will well repay the owner
for a little trouble in cnoosing the right sort, and his
attention and perseverance in looking to them when
young, I do not recommend such very high-bred
cattle for general stock, but really useful beasts. It is

peculiar that the highest breeds sometimes bring the
smallest calves. I should always like to purchase calves
where the cows are kept in good condition ; they
generally go on better than when dropped from cows iu
a low state.

ON THE DIFFERENT MODES OF WEANING.
The first I shall mention is allowing the calves to

suck one cow for 8 or 10 weeks (perhaps our worthy
Chairman allows his more than theu- share, each having
the benefit of two), until the calf eats, which it is not
inclined to do so long as it can have plenty of milk.
But this is very expensive, and does not require much
science. Sometimes two calves are put to one cow for

a month or five weeks ; then take those from her again
and put two more for the same time ; in this plan some-
times a fifth is added, but the objection to this system
is, the cow must be grazed afterwards, as she will not
take the bull whilst the calves are with her ; but the
general way with dairymen is to give the calves
6 or 8 qrts. of milk daily from the pail, for 6, 8, or 10
weeks, with old Beans, cake, &c., the herdsman slipping
a Bean now and then in their mouths to teach the
calves to eat them. We also hear of yearling heifers
being put to the bull late, say in July, the bull running
with a lot for about a month ; those that prove in caU'

are allowed the following spring to wean their own,
the heifer is then let dry, and comes into the dairy at
the usual time of three years old. But, gentlemen,
there is no great difficulty with the above plans, and
what we farmers, having a quantity of inferior pasture,
which is not suited for a dairy, hut for keeping young
stock, want to find out is how to wean without milk,
and keep a greater quantity of profitable cattle. The
plan I have adopted, having only four cows, has been
the following : I take all the calves, after about the
beginning of March, from a large dairy near my farm.
Every Wednesday I send for what are above 10 days
old, as before that time they ought to have their own
mother's milk, nor ought the milk up till then to be
used in the dairy. The price I pay is 30s. each. They
have for the first three or four days 2 or 3 qrts. of milk
at a meal ; then gradually add some food in the shape
of gruel with their milk, and bj; degrees water, having
so small a supply. Mixing the oilcake with gruel is the
secret of success. I use half oilcake—the best I can
buy. Take a large bucket, say 6 gals., and as the
number of calves increase of course more ; put into
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each 2pals. n( scaldiiiK water ; then aiUl 7 Hw- T/msco.l

cako, primnd tine, ^\hich is done by savin;i what 'lti>t,

falls throiv^ih the screen of cake-crusher, and passing il

throuiih one of Turner's mills (I object to Linsceil

itself) ; stir the oilrakc with water ; add thereto i ?als.

of hay tea to each bucket. Tlie hay tea is made every

morning by filling a small tub with ^•ond hay, ]"iuriim

on scalding water ; use this hi llic .vniin-r, :uM -uni<i. nl

scalding water, and cover dnwu I'mf III.' iir\t iii.u-iimu'.

I wish to draw your attcutiou tu llie hay tea ; it is very

sweet, and dark colour, and I think the extract from
the different herbs assists digestion. Again we stir up,

and put 7 lbs. of mi.xed flour, consisting of one-fourth
^'heat, one-fourth Barley, one-fourth Oats, and one-

fourlh Beans ; add sufficient cold water to fill the
bucket, and well mix together, which makes a pail of

capital gruel, 2qrts. of which, with 2qrts. of cold

water, will be about the rislit neat, and sufficient for

one calf at a meal. The fond should be given at resular

hours, say in the morning and fi at night. Each
bucket of gruel will be enough for 12 or l.S calves, and
costs .about 1.5. M., or 3rf. per day for each calf. We
always mea.sure the food with a 2-qrt. cup, and never
over-load the stomach of young calves. After about
the first 15 days, when the calf chews the cud, some of

the difficulty and danger is passed ; and when the calf

eats well, we gradually diminish the gruel. I have never
tried bread in the early stage, but must think it proper,

and more digesti)>lc than flour, until the calf cbews the
cud. Perhaps ^Mr. Ilobbs will give us his opinion ; if

there is not a proper mastication, the heat of the
body is not kept up. The calves we always tie up
night and mornin;^ when served, and I prefer their

sucking their food always by the old-fashioned plan
with the fingers, as there is sometimes a difliculty in

gettina; them to drink, and if they miss one meal, scour
is likely to follow. A (,'ood supply of buckets is essential

for a large number. I always keep some mixed crushed
corn witli cake before them ; hay, Vetche.s as soon a-s

there are any, and a suppl.v of jiangel Wurzel ; they
will soon take to them, and consume a quantity. The
later in the year y<iu can keep some the better. Some
crushed Oats shoulil always he given when young, and
I endeavour to keep them dry, clean, warm, and quiet,

and never allow the manure to heat under them, as

preventives from disea-ses. Water fresh every day.

Each Wednesday I pa.ss on the same number rccci\cd

of the oldest and best doing ones to anollirr h'l. iinii!

they make a pen of 12, which is quilr ^nnicinii

together, and with those we gradually diminish llicir

night's and morning's gruel until they manage for

themselves ; it generally takes about six weeks to wean
them. AlthouRh successful hitherto, I look forward
next year to adopt a plan of weaning without any
cows, by purchasing milk for a week or two, which
costs about 8rf. or Orf. per gallon, and have all the calves
to come in as near together as I can, instead of weekly,
and although I know it greatly depends upon the
details being carried out, I am sanguine of success, as I
find the early calves are much stronger before winter,
and turn out better the following spring. I do not see
why weaning of calves should not be the business of
any one, so as not to allow them to be .sent to our large
towns at about 10 days old for slaughtering, at 20.v.

each, and if the system of weaning can be carried out
without milk, one might soon wean a Inrue nnuibr-r.

which would return a good profit. ShnuM a qnantily
be attempted, a long shed divided with hurdles, with a
little open space, is much better than being too confined.
Kespecting

CALTE3 IN TAEDS

the first summer, I think it will repay the expense of
carting food, especially if you can have a regular
supply of green, but if not I think some extra allow-
ance of cake should always be had. I give my calves
quite a pound of cake, with a little corn daily, when
out at Grass, and I .am sure that cake pays double
given at that ase than at any other ; it keeps the body
in such a healthy state that whatever food is consumed
its properties are taken up by the animals. It is a bad
plan to allow the calf to lose its glossy coat. The old
saying, from the fine weather, will this j^ear be true

—

" no calves' hay," as it used to be the idea of giving
the calves the spoilt hay. How absurd to think th.at

the young stock and those that require the best of
everything, should have been for so many years
neglected ! The objections to turning out are several
—one, the annoyance of fly, which I have lately seen
so great that calves run until quite exhausted, and
instead of increasing in flesh they are losing; again
their standing in water, which ought not to be. 1

should never allow them to stay at Gra-ss late in the
autumn, especially in frosty nights; it will repay to
give a little hay, and a few loads of Turnips, or JIangel,
with Gra.ss, during September and October. At the
latter part of this month they should come into yards

;

when so done the weak and youngest should be divided,
to do those better, and turn out the foil. .win- ^i.riii'.; a
regular herd of one .size. It is a mistake 1.. ].iit y..iin;,'

stock on too good Grassland; the foo.l mil s.iiii.iinics

run through them in wet seasons from its beiuK too
rich. I should prefer more acres of the same value,
although the quality of herbage is not so good.

THE SELECTION OF STOCK.

When the farm is mostlj; arable, I should prefer having
steer calves, but if a dairy farm, should keep all cow
calves, and those from the best milkers, as no doubt
the milking properties follow from the dam. I should
then select those I like, and dispose of the remainder,
and so keep up a good dairy. There is no doubt but
stock bred on a fann do better than those purchased

:

but if a farmer purchases stock, I should recommend
buying bone, I mean strong poor stock, and add the
flesh

; it takes a considerable quantity of food to grow
bone. I might here mention that calves will do parti-
cularly well the first summer on Sainfoin. During the
first winter I have kept my calves with cut straw.

pulped Manuel, one pound of oil-.'ake, an.l^two pounds
of crushed Harlev t.i ea.-h, witli a small quantity of

hav; and I think Ih.-- i.I.-a thiit st...-k cannot be kept
wilhnuthav will -,.. .n i.a^, l.v. .\^ a -iil.-t ii ute for good
hav, I shouM i.ni :, .nil ..r -i i:iw-.li:,il- ai :.v , 10 cwt. of

pulpe.l Mau'-'cl- ;.! :.-
, 1 .m, ,:,1.,. m |.i,

. :.n.l t cwt. of

mixed-crush. '.I ' i-. :
" i.: r. .. ! i > I:. :.i a lil'le.

Vou have a I., i .
.

i.
' - . ,., i i. i L 1..-I liay

(but for all st... i ;',
. ! !

'

!

:' l.i.ii..|i.'iall,

an.] again w.- .H'- .-..n nuiin;.' ..n -t:,i\\ :i.ii| .'orn.

thereby improving our arable lauil, aud wc maiulain
our stock in a steady but constant growth an.l iniiir..\ -

ing condition, on wdiich point the success of brc.'din.:

depends, for whenever an animal receives a check there
must be a loss, aud it costs more to bring it again into

a proper state than it would have done to have kept it

going on. Our animals should daily become more
valuable, for it will never pay the farmer to let them
continue in the same state : a change of food is often
required, and I question if some of our large pasture
fields were divided with flakes for that purpose, it would
repay, for when you see your cattle with a skin soft

and mellow, its frame covered ^vith flesh, with a healthy
appearance, you may rest satisfied; but if otherwise,

the hair starinji, skin tight, unhealthy about the
eye, be sure your stock requires immediate attention,

I have found that 1 cwt. of straw-chaff and three or
four of pulped Mangel, will keep store stock in an
improving state without com or cake.

THE DISEASES OF CALVES

are many, but as I -think prevention is better than
cure, I shall only mention four : murrain, husk, scour,

and lice. Bespecting lice, they are easily detected by
the calves scratchin;;tliemselves, generally on the neck

;

a little staveacre boiled with water and applied will

soon do for them. Scour I attribute to too sudden
change of food, or by taking calves from all dry food to

such as contains considerable moisture, or giving sour
food, but as it is a stomach complaint, it is ;;enerally

for want of .attention ; as a preventive 1 shoul.l st i.k to

my oilcake, but as a cure some mediiine is r.'.inired.

Husk is from a living insect, something like a laruo

white thread, which clings to the windpipe ; it is,I think,

often caused from calves being put on lattermath, and
there taking up some egg that breeds them, but they
ou'jht always to be kept on land that has been fed in
t 11.. spring ; there are several modes o( treatment, such
IS inlialing certain ga,ses, a spoonful of turpentine,
i\ith a little poured down the nostril, but as lam no
veterinary, I had better not dwell on these. Murrain
is a stoppage in the circulation of blood, and is

easily known from the peouli.ar crackling when you draw
your hand across the infected parts ; it is generally
brought on when calves are improvin;; too quickly, or

by the changeable atmosphere. I think there is no
cure ; some people put a seton in the dewlap as a pre-
ventive, but the best plan is to keep your stock in a
continually thriving condition. It behoves the rearer
of calves to " look sharp," for if disease does attack his

herd they quickly drop off, and the death of two or
three in a year, or the absence of thriving, would
swallow up a considerable amount of profit. The
castration of calves should be performed at about a
month old, and as at that time you can form an
opinion, from the growth of lln- .all. "Ii it kind of

beast it is hkely to make, it mj.^lii !. |ir..iii:ilile to save
a few for bulls. Calves will - tun. < suck the
navel of others, hut a little tar applie.f will prevent
their so doing, ^^'hat do we re.ar cattle for but to con-
sume the food ?rown on lands we occupy, so as to turn
the produce into money, and how is that best done ?

not bv buvim; a calf at .m?., w.-i: m... ii r ...ii--!,.- .Me
cost, then allowin',- it t..d..l.:..' i

:
'

' : it

as a heifer aud c;ill' ratlier o\<t i
i . .r -I i .; ii..m

117. to l.j/. I find, after deduclm,^ lie lu.-t ..lUla.i. ,\.jn

have about Is. G^., yes, the largo amount of 1.?. 0;^. per
week, per he.ad, to provide food, shelter, and risk.

There can be no profit in that, but then what would
you do ? I know the d.airy is the most profitable, but
those are not in fa,sliion now-a-days, so we must try on,

.and look for some small encour.agcment to gain a
remuneration for our labour in

EEAHING OF C.VTTLE.

I think the plan to he adopted must be to buy a good
calf at 30s. Do him well from the time of his birth to
the earliest period you can sell him as beef, which
would be before Christmas, so not to be three years old

;

and although it would require a quantity of artificial

fond, it is consumed bv vnnni:: stock, which, as I before
slat.'.l, will niak.' in..r.' m.^a't for the food conMun.il
Ihaii al aiu ..111. i- au.v S.. tho point I arrive al i^--

keep all thi' y.iunu' sl.i.'k \ .'U can. The same lan<l will

jirovide food for a greater quantity than older ones, and
make a quicker return. It also makes room for next
year's graziers. I might here mention Jlr. Campbell's
plan of giving a liberal allowance of corn with Gra-ss

;

it must be good management. There is one drawback
to increa,sing our cattle stock, that is buildings, which
at present are very expensive, as we often see six or
eight beasts occupying a stall all the winter. The
repairs and interest must reduce the profit. Some Rood
open pens built with mortar walls, 9 feet high, with a
feeding gangway down the middle, can be made for

about 300/., and that would provide good shelter and
the most approved feeding arrangement for 100 store
cattle- But, after all, do cattle make as great a return
as sheep ? I must say no ; for I know from experience
that sheep are the mainstay of agriculture.

CONCLUSION.

I fear I have now exhausted your patience, and am
afraid that no new light has been thrown on the sub-
ject, and 1 have, perhaps, only stated what you knew
before. In conclusion I shall mention that the success
of *' rearing of calves" depends on their being regularly
served, the food well mixed, not too warm, time given
for each to take its proper quantity, not too sudden

cliamxe of foo.l liut gradual, kept clean, dry, warm, and
qniel, a lilicral all.nvau.'eof oil-.akc. aud if convenient
in .\-ards the lirsl summer ; and if the rearer of calves
studies his business he may look for a fair share of
profit in his undertaking, but if he allows his stock to
take their chance, he must not expect anyremuneration.

DiscTjssioy.

Tho Chairman said he had listened with a ^cat deal of
pleasure in the remarks of Mr. Ruck, and he h.ad he.ard much
lint lie flil n ,t l-n..".- before. He w.as not aware that calves
. :' I

1 .
I I 1 .- 'I'.pcrwcek, and he should certainly go

1 i 1.. .

I

I I

I

I : .k a.s a £rener.al rule, but he wa
tli.y ..

I I
It in .saying that it was of great

imp..rt,.i : li: p. i 1 1
1

' 'iiic one should keep purc-brod
.animal i r;'. i

. i '. i lie believed that many people
who Irel i.-i i.i. I

I

I... a liulls were hardly aw.are of the
effect tbcy ha-i iip..ii stock-. Xotwithstanding what Jlr. Ruck
had said .about sra.a!l calves, he knew that his were got by
pure-blood animals. For his own part be w.as not at all

anxious for big calves, as some of the sm.aUest calves he ever
had turned out the large.st stock. The hay tea mentioned by
Mr. Ruck w.as somewhat of a novelty to him, and he should
like him to repeat how he made it.

Mr. H. RiTK said he ret^arded tho making and use of hay
tea a ..f tiK Thev lilh

with c

they l,,i. ,

., :. . II -i V, . ,.
.

• III'. . - .
]

:ii.
.

.11. .1-0

Hew.i- -.II,. .1,,; •! ,. ..'. ..| 1, ,y I. , 1.1 U... 1-I.1..U- ..t .-.Ivcs

woiUd be attendc'l by great beiatit.

Mr. Smith asked whiit was done with the h.ay .after the tta

Jlr. Ruck said it was of very little value.
Mr. Smith : Don't you think, if the calves wero to eat the

h,ay, that it would do them .as much good as the tea ?

Mr. Ruck : I think it would if they could eat it ; but the tea
is given to calves when they .are unable to eat hay.
Mr. SMvrH asked if good milk would not be much better?

For his own part he should prefer a little good milk for calves
to all the hay tea they could give them.
Mr. Ruck : You were not here when I commenced my

remarks. If you h.ad been, you would h.ave heard that I w.a3
simply suggesting what I considered to bo tho best mode of
rearing Ciilves without milk.
Mr. Smith : I don't approve of hay tea .at .all. 1 have knotvn

people who have used it, .and the calves that h.ave been fed
with it have had bigger bellies than backs, which I don't like

to see. Now, do you really think that this hay tea is very
much better than water?
ih: Rr.-K : P. ci.ledly it is.

Mr. S^iri \ 1i"t- t.e't r, ven think. Well, what qu.antity

milk would l.c

TheCiiMiiM

thro

two g.allons a-day.
1 worth the trouble of making,
. young anim.als tho bctti

M ' --.iitth w.as not present when tho
1 ' .il.i just mention, as a proof of

1.m of rearing calves, that in
1 1. man weaned 50 calves, which

r h. w-c.ined 54, all of which were
IL- ba.l weaned 55, hut h.ad lost three

I
I liithc had wcanedealves without milk,

but h.j I. . i II . I ii- 1 hay tea. He preferred good thick gruel
to that. 11.J I'.a. ..-.1 that good gruel m.adc of Cats and Wheat,
or all Wheat, if they liked, could be used with .advantage.

Mr. J. H. Brvan stated th.at he had inspected Mr. Ruck's
calves, and he never saw any th<at looked more healthy than
they did. He shoidd think his yearlings were worth this year
1(1^ a-piece.

In answer to Mr. Smith,
Jlr. Ruck said ho gave his calves both Beans .and Bean flour.

Mr. Smtth : 1 will back that against h.ay tea. The Beans
counteract the tea.

Tho Chairman stated that considering tho want of anim.al
food in this eountiy, and lookin.; at the m.any calves tliat

were saerifieed at a few shillings a-piece, it was really a question
of n.ational importance how those calves could be best brought
to maturity. They were therefore deeply indebted to Jlr. Ruck
for bringing the subject forward.
Mr. Charles Hobds stated that a year or two since ho used

about 4 lbs. bread and 1 qrt. of new milk for his calves, which
kept the ilesli up very well, but he thought the diet was too

retaxing, and ho had discontinued it this year. He w.as of

opinion th.at there was nothing like new milk for calves, but
he thought that they might be .succe.<>fully reared on only a
portion of milk, with mixtures of I... t ., 1 in- -i gnicl. and
other preparations referred to by ^1 i n II ...Iscenthit
gentlem.an's calves, and they wci. .'

.
'

i ill,' vcr.v weU.
The Chairman' observed that .i.. i ii.e i

.

ea important
things in rearing calves was to keep them clean. llo had
known them t.i l.ave the scour from their being kept in a
filthy state, i.ii.l .liit being .allowed to accumulate imder them.
It was als.. ii.!).. .it lilt that too manv shoiiM not he kept
together. He ".- -... tli.w all f.-lt l;o-.--atlv iii.I.-l.t.'.l l.i Mr.

Henry Ruck f..r li- '. l- i.a .i i...i li. I. .a i.M.ili..in,

and he had no a. ,
' , . Iiiil-

ith f..i

Calves required the l)est food they coiUd give them, and they

should be kept always grooving, constantly improving, and
every day paying.

— Wilts Standard.

LOGIE AND Lkceopt : Application, of Machinenj to

Farm Labour.—Mr. Finlay-son, of I'endreich, read a

paper on this subject at the last meeting of this Club,

.Sir J. E. Alexander in the chair, which included a
number of practical suggestions well worth con-

sideration :

—

Threshing Machines.

In regard to the threshing machines, whether plain beater,

spike or betting drum, revolving or clank shaker, or whatever
plan, small pinions ,and bevel wheels should be avoided as

much as po.ssible. Ktch chains are a very easy method of

driving the rollers and shakers, but the first aud most
important thing to be looked at is a good large horse shed.

First, give the horses a good lever power, and the rest liecomes

easy. JIake the horses strong, .and you gain the additional

advantage of a large outer wheel and pinion, large spur
wheel and pinion, large second power and drum jiinion,

and you thus make four horses do the work of six with every-

thing the other way. It may bo laid down as a general rule

that small pinions are ill to'tura, and a great drawback to
threshing machines ; but the only way to remedy this evil in
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many cases, find keep up the required speed, is to begin at the

beginning, and give the horaes a good leverage. Nut u few
or our mill abccis are juat as they were when the flail wa.i first

hung over the couples as a thing of no use, and was succeeded
by the tbreshinj^ mill, and it is no wonder they should be a
little autiqu;itf.!d Some of them in the diatrict, where there
iF. ,1 ; . I .li il ..i tlirc-shing to do, are not 23 feet within walls,

w li il I be no shed less than 33 feet. I have had
al ' :

t 1 1, and the large one, in my experience, has
;ill t ir; -I'l 'ii* I

- I ascribe to it.

Fannees.

There is room for improvement, too, I apprehend, in the

way and manner of cleaning oar grain. Not a few of

our fanners in the district, with little alterations in detail,

are the same as when this "terrible de'il's wind '

was first found out. The prerailmg principle of the

old fanners is long blades, about 3 feet, some of them more.

Tbe invention of fanners was no doubt a great affair, however

light we may think of itnow—a great improvement on the old

plan of cleaninc: the grain between two bam doors, or going up
to the top of a hUl, to catch the passing breeze, and perhaps

catch the passing sh'>wer instead. But we could not expect

these men, geniuses though they must have been, to jump to

the best construction of fanners at once, and I find, as anyone
clsemayfindliv standing behindthem,thatin those long-bladed
fanners every blade has its own blast. There is a lull and a

puff as every blade comes round, and they are of necessity

heavy to drive. The most modem fanners again, which we see

taking prizes at shows, are not so long in the blades—some-
where about 2 feet, and not very heavy to drive ; but in their

haste to attain perfection, a.-! T sapposfi, in .-loanincr tlie grain,

they have tilled the whole inside with ril il' (h r( lln: wind
has nest to no chance at all in doing il :

^
i

'
i n^ ^ way

of acting upon the grain but through ;iii i
ii rMiles,

which is far from right. Grain, yiu , ,- iv. u.', r,;,unlybe
discriminately cleaned when it is falling. U'lt when it is

striking against or resting on anything : and hence the al>sur-

dity of blnckingup the whole interior of fanners with riddles.

Riddles I would have, and riddles I wonder we have not had
in aU our mills, and hand fanners, long ago. 73ut then they
shfiuld be so placed as not to interfere on any account with the
winnowing of the grain. There should only be a slight part, of

the blast allowed to play upon them, and a foot or more clear

below for the wind to act on the grain as it falls from the
riddles. I find that wire riddles are apt to get clogged up with
com coats hanging about them, and that pierced iron or zinc

is preferable. But to approach perfection in the winnowing of

our grain, I would recommend that our fanners be short in the
blades and double blasted—that is, that they should have two
pair of blades or fans, the one going out "when the other is

coining in, or working half-stroke to each other, to prevent
that lulling and pnffint; that is in all fanners, and to make a
icgular an-l ^ • liit M .',-. Three riddles, when properly
applied. Ill !

i
t . iil nothing to the weight of driving,

:iud such .1 < : I
A

I >uld give plenty of room below for

the wind 1m i> t ,.i, i ih .run; when it is resting on anything, as
is too often dnnc. is like 'striking a man when he is down ; it

gives him no chance of bis li^. The strong man is weak
then, and so is the strong grain. It is an expensive affair

riddling grain by hand, and not every one of our best men
can do it. But there is no use for it when it can be done other-
wise. For I hold that we are much more able to riddle our
grain by machinery than the miller is to sift his meal—and
how perfectly he does it, though the one is a much nicer
operation than the other.

Ploughs an-d Grubbers.

We ought to leave nothing to manual labour that can be
done by machinery. T aui only spcakin:^ in reference to our
own district, for many r,iT- 1..- i'-,,i r.r.ir- nr. I know, far in
advance of us in tbi^-- ! i' ' ^\'

- ir -i . m be introduced
into our farm implo'M. i^ place of wood;
iron can be used with . . 1 . .. , >.n the great pro-
portion of land. On ?,u:.:l lulit . il-, pijiLi.ip.. and hilly farms,
they can scarcely be made light enough t" stand the obstacles
they have to meet with. The old Scotch wooden plough is

still in use in flome parts of the district, biit wooden ploughs,
in whatever form, are never thrifty. The "Scotch Rational"
can be made in its native form, and as light and strong in iron
as in wood. It would then neither cling with summer's
drought nor swell and rot with vrintcr'a wet—would last

generutinns in pl.ice of a few aeaaona. But two .sets of
jiloiighs arc expensive and unnecessary, ns one improved iron
plough, with a plain broad level si^ick and a straight coulter,

will do winter ploughing cquallv as well, if not better,

than the other, and be as easily drawn. Very short, convex,
sharp-turned, hollow-brca.stcd mould-boards are better lor
scooping loo.sc land than ploughing it ; while a medium
length and twist will do fair work on all soils, and prove more
generally useful Wheels when nghtly attached make a

1 1 ugh very easy to guide Vnd though a good man at a
ploughmg match may make better work without them i very
inferior ploughman will with a diyoi twos practice make
superiDrwork with them and it would be i great "'aving of
-.nrjl 1 It on 1 n s wci \hppl i i i 1 tl m tl y ire
Vr] 1 f und

t I udi«(
f 1 ught

t u it will

h i\L i_n 1 ibber

turn the s il cr tl i M^ t th mf! i i cts f tht atmo
sj litre which influences although we have them for nothing
are often more enriching to the soil than the best and most
costly manures we can applv

Water-power may be said to be the cheapest of all known
powers, when conveniently got ; but xmfortunately, where
niritf- -i-^in i- -i-oTni, -ivl most needed, it is most difficvilt to
-it \ii.i it

I

]. ,'~
I .

')'' questionable whether it would be
]ii I

.
1

1 ngiue for threshing alone, for these
r . it we often can'tgeton our land for
IV.

,
i^ ;, ,'

i|,
r, iM 1 ill - 1. li seasons it is an advantage for our

hnrses t'l have threshing to do ; and with a good going machine
much of our threshing can be overtaken in such seasons.
Besides, we have Mr. Raines' portable engine and threshing
machine to apply to in a strait, which <t(ics all the depai-tmcnts
I if tin' \'. 't 1 '.Mil, Kvi I- 11..^ i.'ii ' id tii M iiij .1 slap in the bam-
\ M ;

I
J. r ; ;

I ! : . I
',- ! many other dis-

l)'i- I '! M iiliout the engine

the liuid they are on the ruad. Other phiee.^. from their proxi-
mity to coals, or the dry texture of their land, that can be
wrought on at any time, may account fnr the difference ; but
in the vales of Monteith and Stirling thf straw i^ g-cnerally

made into dung on the f.ai-m—coalsari' -t'^-tv. mi rlieland
stiff—so tenacious much of it is, tli : - ik on it

when not in trim would tell on it f-jr i > in
has done much for the world, but coiiin (in

in the cultivation of the soil. Till r-.TOiitly, we used to see
cotton factories andraills of all sorts in out-of-the-way places—
beside bums, and streams, and rivers : but taking advjuatagre
of steam power, we now sec the manufactm-cr bining at his

I power

mill—without anv such restraint, anywhere and everywhere

—

in the mi i=;t f 1 ii„ ' itK s on the quays and banks of navi-

gable ri\' 1 I m be imported and exported to and
from all ]

I ' -and we farmers can only say we
wish we - ' \^ av. We hope we will yet get the
same ad\ u t i t t

'
i i mt power. The difficulty of apply-

ing steam to agnculture is too manifest, from the time
it has taken to introduce it. Could it have been done .ai

easily, and with the same advantage as in the other case,
the steam engine would have been stiortin j on every
far v^ T^ I

'--r- }n ? been no such indefatigable energy nr
ill' ' ' I ^h-^'uld say philanthropy, shown in introduc-
i'l " '

I

I '"ries as to farms, for the fact is, it was not
III Ii, j!j LHufacturer, as I have hinted, has only to
fn_i i.i- A..ij_. -:{ down his engine in the place and position
required, an 1 away it goes, saying to itself, we may suppose,
' This is the place for me.' It is no doubt difficult to estimate
the benefit manufacturer and mechanics have derived from
the perfection to which they have brought their machinery,
but no one thing in our day, I am persuaded, has done more to
advance their interests than steam power. It is like the root from
which other improvements have sprung —the trunk on which
they glow and flourish; arid we. as landlords and tenants,
wLms. iiitort.--t^ arc s.. linl-;.. I t. I'-i.ther, ought to strain every
ncrv. til li ir-^ tli!=-- wiM \-i.ii!-!;'- li.ir'ie broken into our service.
Must ],r.,,,ir like :. VMun-biir^.' ti> »-: bold and forward a little

in till.- l>r<.akin^' ill. 'I'iii. y s.tv thtTO is something in him ; if

this holds true, then yuu may dcpeud there is something in
steam, and we ought not to be frightened for any pranks and
cantrips that may take place at first, and we should be
encouraged to persevere from the advance already made
in our own, and from the success that has attended
the steps of this bold horse— this noble power — in
every other department of industry. It has not yet
been established, it is true, that cultivation by steam
is cheaper than by horse power, but such a com-
parison is premature. It is certainly not reasonable that a
power that came into existence yesterday should already cope
with another that has been in existence since the time when
Adam was a young man, or soon after. It is not so long since
we )^ot quit of the gadman for cleaning the plough and
guiding the horses ; some here may have used him in their
younger days ; so give this youthful power time—I would not
say four or five thousand years, but four or five years—and we
vnll get the gadman paid off here too, and many other seeming
mountains that stand in the way of progress. There have
been great improvements made since this young wild horse
was yoked in our district which should be noticed, but I must
pass on. It may be observed here that this fiery horse cats
coal, not com, and eats and drinks only when he is working,
decent fcUow that he is ; while our other horses oat and drink,
and must be attended to, work or no work, lazy fellows that
they arc -are they not ? Xi > doul it the; i>rcsent exten.nve form
of application of ate nn

i
' i

i ,!;' n.ach of the great
body of farmers, an 1

' r-, ' ..
\ -.ine ,and grieved

others; but it wa.^ li. i . i i r farmers and the
more spirited lanilluM^ iliii \ ...i. ii,, |. ,.i ui the movement,
and it was such form.^ iL^,,, iciinu^i, ,utd n.. one need be con-
cerned, as it can be brought down to .any size or form. I only
wish I saw it brought out in a form suitable to a farm of

100 acres or so ; all then would be able to judge of its capabi-
lities and cost of application in their own case. But I must
say that I don't like the idea of the engine toiling so far from
its work, shorn of half its power ; for recollect that an engine
of 12-horse power, so far as I have seen, only drags two or
three ploughs, the work of four or six houses. It is of course
easier far to find fault than find a remedy. But allow me to

for the sake of argument, would it not do to have the
engine, instead of standing at the end expending half its

power doing nothing, traversing our fields, .short angled
^rs, and fields of all forms, with n .-"Ui--if'r --miewhat

of the principle of aelod-cnisheror Niif i -'i > t. travel

'nplaceof the hind wheels. Tin i 'i ' ;:uiding

the engine would be the only compri.- ; _ , ;: i tiicsoil.

and would do less damage than the ] k. iih^ .c, 1 .j. >bling of

the horses' feet. Supposing there were three cultivators, the
one going deeper than the other as they came back. The
depth could be regulated by wheels. It would be like tooth
and pinion for taking the engine over a height ; the wheels
would not skip round and leave the engine standing helpless,

and those who had knolls on their farms would not need to

consider themselves excluded from a share of the advantages
of their more favoured brethren in the plains. But without
joking, if a principle somewhat like that described would
do, then the gadman-viz., the wire rope, porters, anchor,
attendants, the laying and lifting of this gear—would be dis-

pensed with, and this magnificent power brought within the
i-each of everyone. I see many difficulties to the plan, but a
great many advantages if it would do. At all events, it is by
stating our views and discussing such topics that we can
endeavour to help on improvements that so much interest
ourselves and the community.

Reaping Machines.

Some of the other members will give us the advantage of

their experience of the reaping machine, as your p.atience

must be already over-taxed. Allow me to observe, however,
that though the reaper has much to contend with in our
variable climate, it is gratifying to see the headway it has
made against obstacles, seemingly insurmoimtable, since it

came into use. Those only who began vrith it can estimate
the advances that have been made. The real improvements,
or labour of effecting them, cannot be appreciated by a casual
observer. Many thought at one time, that when we got the
length of a " manu.al back delivery," we could get no farther.

Some machines at first, when the knife got the least blunt,
would come to a dead lock for want of power, although
driving nothing but the knife ; but now, from the knife being
made lighter, of better stuff, kept sharper, and other parti

made more perfect, we find there is power not only to drive
the knife, but a lai'ge side-delivery reel into the bargain. Heavy
cumbrous machines cannot be expected to be handy or profit

able in average circumstances, as, from the laid state of oui
crop?i j,'enerallv, they can only be cut one way, and such
machincfi are aliour as diibfult to take back empty as others
are to l>i-in!r f<irwanl full. I am not aware whether our last

year's exliiliititm lias brmight nut any new machine, but if it

wero tlic iiican.=; of pcrfocting thnsc already out, and bringing
them into notice, which no doubt it has, from the number of

self side-deliveries ordered in the district, our labour has not
been altogetherthrown away. The perfection of the reaper is

becoming more and more important for the efficient and
profitable li u > -tiii . f .nr crops, and calls for more attention

than it i.i J
! i u rs" clubs. It is not like an imple-

ment thd 1 ,a- round, that can be repaired or

improved ii n , , ; II' non:'. It would require to come into

the field liko a .--.i. li^.i .inued to the teeth—without a weak
point or a flaw in its uquipment. The soldier may find out
the defects of his armour in the battle-field, but that is neither

the time nor place for repairing his loss. So is it with the
reaping machine. The harvest-field, and throng of harvest,

is neither the time nor place for inefficient machines, nor for

repairing their defects. Stoppages are a great loss and
annoyance, but this evil is lessened, you will observe, ]>y the

side delivery, as it can be wrmight any distance ahead of the

binders, which the back delivery cannot. Neither is there any
time lost by the binders going backwards or forwards, as each

has tds crwil row to bifld from end to end, consequeiitly more
work can be done. But the ad^antages of the side-delivery

come most prominently out in the Beau-field- where the liftera

are dispensed with altogether. Self side-delivery is the great
point of perfection we have long striven to attain, and it is
most gratifyingto see it brought out so completely in so many
different ways, each throwing a lustre on man's pow6r* of
ingenuity and perseverance.

llebicbjs.
Land Tenure in Ireland: a Plea for the Celtic Sace.

Mr, Isaac Butt, Q.C., formerly Professor of Political
Economy in the tlniversity of I)ublin, and M.P. for ail

Irish constituency, has very recently puhlished a
pamphlet on the above-named subject. His high
intellectual endowments and especial opportunities of
fathoming the political and social feelings of those
whose leading counsel he has been during the ably
contested State trials, attach more than ordinary im-
portance to the publication before us.

As the Irish land question is still in abeyance, but
likely to be resumed with practical results in the neit
session of Parliament, we would offer some remarks on
the matter and scope of the pamphlet, without following
exactly the order of the subjects discussed.
The still continuing exodus of the pea.santry is a

leading consideration. "Why are the whole jieople

flying from their native land ? " Mr. Butt distinctly

attributes the emigration which he eloquently bewails
to what he terms the state of " serfdom " in which the
occujiiers of the soil are generally held, " vvithout any
security either for their tenure or the fruits of their

industry. They are dependent for the very means of!

their exist€nce on the will of their landlord ; while tha
amount of that which is called rent is regulated, not
by any economic law, but by the disposition of th»
landlord to extort, and their ability to pay."

Now this bold assertion cannot, we think, be
supported by facts. We speak from personal knowledfw
of tile circumstances of various large estates the land*

lords of which have granted and continue to grant
leases of three lives or 31 years to the occupiers, if th^
desire to have them (many tenants are so certain of

their fixity that they would not incur the trilling

cost of a lease), and we are so well informed of the
liberalities to tenants of many of the largest landowners
in a list inclusive of some of the highest of the nobility

of the United Kingdom, and of proprietors of all

grades of property, that we emphatically deny the
justice of the imputation. No doubt the practice of

giving leases had from the peculiar condition of the
country greatly diminished before the Irish Franchise
Bill passed in 1850, but that "at the present time a
tenant holding a lease is rarely met with, and the vast

majority of the occupiers of the land in Ireland are at

this moment liable to be turned out at the pleasure of

their landlords," we deny. An Englishman or foreigner

judging from such representations and other parts of

the pamphlet, would conclude that the landlords of

Ireland are heartless tyrants, without independent and
thriving tenantry. From generation to generation

many families, whether with or without leases, have
held their farms satisfactorily to themselves, and
without danger of removal—unless from absolute

insolvency and mismanagement—and many popu-
larly reputed evictions have been mere formal
notices for removal, to establish disputed rights. Mr.
Butt cites some cases illustrative of landlord cruelties.

The purchaser of an estate prevailed upon the vendor
in preliminary arrangements to clear it of 13 familieSi

who had paid their rents in full—happily there was
some legal blunder on the part of the offender which
entailed retributive punishment :

" the landlord

adopted a course which enabled a jurj' to strain the
law and award the.se poor tenants ample compensation,

an accidental error in the process put it in the power
of a jury of landlords by the damages they awarded
to mark their sense of the moral character of the Act."

This surely was but an exceptional case of gross in-

humanity, and landlord
^
sympathy Avith the sufferers

was proved by the unanimity of a landlord jury. Mr.
Butt adds, " In a country circirmstanced like Ireland,

to give the power of doing such things is to insure that

they mil be done."—Not so :—no doubt they man be

done, but where they are done is the exception. From
our knowledge of the characters of the principal land-,

lords of the sea-coast estates from Arklow to Cork, and
after inquiry into their modes of dealing with their

tenantr}' we can assert that the tenants generally feel

sure of their tenure, and have leases. There are gene-
'

rally liberal and indulgent landlords ; and tenants are

not dispossessed from caprice, avarice, intolerance, or

any causes except such as even the greatest democrats

would deny to be just and reasonable. If we pursued

the analysis of landlord character, especially among the

magnate's of property, whether noblemen or gentry

throughout the kingdom, we should learn that the

number who do not grant leases and have not pros-

perous and contented tenants is, comparatively, small.

We would strenuously advocate the general expediency

of giving leases to tenants. vSecurity of occupancy is

indfspensable to satisfy the cultivator of land who
intends to improve it by the outlay of his money,

capital, or the application of his labour. This cannot be

too .strongly insisted on in Ireland, where usually the

building of farm houses and offices, and the drainage of

land, are executed by the tenants. When they expend

capital they should be secure of repayment in some

form for their unexhausted or permanent improve-

ments. That principle of tenant-right which cu-^tom

has established in some parts of Ulster is strongly

recommended by Mr. Butt as causative not only of

"security but fixity of tenure." After addm-ing

Tuscany ns a model, "with her 88.O1111 Iniidid pro-

prietors of estates varying in annual valii'' I'rnni Si/, to

Zl. fts, 8rf. ! andaclass of 310,000 whose posso-inns vary

between Zl. I!.?. 8rf. and 11!/. iSs. id." he concludes with

a desire to apply the same principle to Ireland ;
and

he adduces iti confirmation or his opinion some
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analogous rcasoniii',' of Mr. AVhiteside, the new Chief

Justice of tlie Qu. iiiV IJeiich. This distinguished

lawyer and sfiiai"r lla^ -lai'd in his late review of the

circumstanoes ui Nmih.m llaly, that "it is not credit-

able to the ciiliiTlivr \vi.,dc.ni of England to attempt

nothing on a bold and comprehensive scale for the

social improvement of Ireland. And as the evils under
which she groans, or many of them, spring from the

mode in which land is held and miserably cultivated,

the attention of the Legislature should be directed to

the means calculated to remove and abate these

deplorable evils. II' the existence of what is called

tenant right be productive of good in Ulster, the

principle should be fearlessly applied to the other

provinces."
Mr. Butt would fearlessly apply that principle.

^
We

are not about to discuss the question of "tenant-right"

as defined by those who would deprive landlords

altogether of their controlling power over their tenants.

No British Parliament would pass laws to give not
merely security, which is equitable and needful,

but absolute perpetuity of tenure. To the denial of

Ulster tenant-ri^'ht by some landlords in the north,

our writer attributes those agrarian outrages and
party conflicts, ending in cruel homicides, which,
with more proliability, have arisen there from passions

e.xcited by political and religious causes, and not from
the " land question." But in fairness we admit that

very stong testimony from competent and impartial

witnesses has been quoted by Mr. Butt in favmir of

his view. Not to recognise tenant-right where it has
prevailed more than two centuries would be now
impolitic and dangerous. Where the "right" exists

its effects are thus described ;—" In these districts we
meet with a manliness, a boldness, and

_
a si^urdy

independence of character, which we seek in vain in

the naturally finer population of the south. The
northern yeoman, for such is almost his position,

can call hisfarm his own, his farmhouse his castle, and
the fruits of his industry he can claim for himself. He
does not live in constant expectation of the visit

of the bailiir with his notice to quit, or fear to

show any sign of superior comfort, Ie.st it may be
an invitation to the agent to raise the rent.

Ho has all the conscious dignity which belongs to the
sense of proprietorship in the soil." What is the con-
cluding sentence here but mere assertion ? Other differ-

ences have theirshare in stamping character. "Itis from
men trained from childhood in tnis sen.se of indepen-
dence, that we would expect the habits of energy, and
enterprise, and self-reliance. Exactly in the districts in

which tenant-right has impressed independence upon
the people, we find all those qualities exerted with a
result of commercial and manufacturing progress and
prosperity as great as has been achieved by any English
community. The marvellous advance of Belfast is the
best testimony to the value of fixity of tenure. In
natural qualities, in intellectual and physical power, the
race that have created it are certainly not superior to
the races that inhabit the plains of Munster. In
climate, in soil, in all natural advantages of position,
Belfast is far behind Limerick and Cork. We are told
that religious dissensions are the ruin of Irish pros-
perity ; Limerick and Cork are free from them." Is
the latter part of the sentence true ? Mr. Butt has
sketched the frame of a statute (for the enfranchise-
ment of the .serfs of Ireland, as he chooses to denomi-
nate the tenants} with these proposed provisions, which
seem to be just and reasonable, buf> would they satisfy

the advocates of tenant right ?

"Every person in actual occupation of an agricul-
tural tenement in Ireland, under any tenure, should
be at liberty tro serve a notice on his landlord that he
elected to hold under the statute.
" Upon service of this notice the rent to be paid

should bo fixed at a fair valuation.
" This declaration should be equivalent to a lease for

60 years at the specified rent, and subject to the
foUowing covenants ;—To pay the rent ; to cultivate
the Iand9_ in a proper manner ; to maintain and keep
the premises in good order and condition ; and not to
sublet without the consent of the landlord.

" To these might be added a condition that within a
given number of jrears the lands demised should be put
into good cultivation.
"The breach of any of these covenants to be

attended by forfeiture ol the interest ; and in ejectment
for non-payment of rent the forfeiture to be absolute,
and the right of redemption taken away.

" All future lettings of land to be made in the same
manner, and subject to the same conditions."
This seems reasonable and just, but we fear it would

not satisfy the advocates of tenant right.
Upon this portion of his copious and important

subject, the learned gentleman is not to be criticised
unfavourably. And, indeed, we can point out other
hast and truthful arguments, such as those epitomised.
Where the tenant right system prevails, the land-
lords receive as high rents as in any other parts of
Ireland, relatively with the intrinsic value of the
soil. ' If the interest transferred as tenant right
is a property created by his own industry under the
assurance that it would be his own, it would
be a legnliscii lobbory in the landlord to take it to
himself; iiucld- tlir s\^l.m the landlord has the
benefit of all llml |irM|..ii\ as a security for his rent."
The reas.)iini- ...n.lud.s lliiis: " Of what rights or
rather power would the measure I propose deprive the
landlord ? 1. It would deprive him of the power of
arbitrary eviction ; 2. Of the power of exacting an
exorbitant rent; and 3. Of the power of appropriating
to his own use improvements effected by the industry
of the tenant." "W hat honestly-disposed landlord will
deny the force of these remarks ?

One of the large landowners in an eastern county,
where tenant right is unknown, has dealt with his
tenantry during several years on the spirit and principle
of the established custom of tenant-right in three of

the northern counties. This geiilleuiaii has not, during
more thau 30 years of our own knowledge, evicted a

tenant, even for nonpayment of rent. Iii the rarely

occurring ca.ses of tenants unable or unwilling to retain

their holdings, he gives them permission to sell their

good-will to any nominee of fair character who is

prepared to pay up arrears of rent. Indeed, bad as the
system undoubtedly is, he does not even refuse a lease of

three years or 31 years to any tenant desirous of il, and
many of his tenants do not think it laii --loy in lake
the security of a lease, unless to facilii!! niinia-'.-s

and family settlements. This landlord Im- r\ii raairrd

a collateral advantage from his ii-idul'iiaii ~\-i-ai Snn\i'

small holdings have bcaai cunM.li.lalr.l In i iv < \.|i ih.t

or transference of fields alhl alln-al h.n ,.( Inanalarir,

effected by the volunlarj ariaii-.aiaails (ii l^iiaiil,-

among themscl\r. a- ; .
i i ,\ dealings.

Mr. Butt's Si li I

i

. ! I ends protection to land-
lords, whom oilaii, ,- aiiuld render powerless to

exercise their la l.uai,, i...i.itiug rights, by giving them
the power of calling for revision of rent according to

the prices of agricultural produce, or in cases of " nuo-
tnations in money, or in the real and intrinsic value of

land generally," but his plan would not afford recipro-

cal power upon the tenant, who, " in return for the
boon of fixity of tenure, might fairly be held to the rent
originally fixed." We question the soundness of this

reasoning : if the tenure be a fixed right, it should
stand upon its own justice, and not be a set-off against

any other right; if the landlord may raise rent
(subject though it would be to appeal) when prices rise

or the market value of land increases, the tenant ought
to have a reduction when prices and the value of land
descend. S.

Farm Memoranda.
BERWiCKsniKE AND THE LoTHiANS. — Anyone

travelling by rail from London to Edinburgh for the
first time must have been struck by the gradual

change for the worse in the appearance of the
country through which he passes. The beautiful

meadows and fertile lands around London, and extend-
ing to Hitchin, gradually give way to less interesting

scenery. Ho travels on through a uniformly un-
interesting country to York, and from thence to

Darlington. Matters now become worse, and the
e^-e is wearied with the sight of constantly-recur-

nng pit heaps, coke ovens, and colliery railways,

while the intervening land is occupied by scanty crops
of corn.

Passing Newcastle, he finds things somewhat
improved, and is refreshed by the sight of the
picturesque old town of Morpetia and the beauties of

Warkworth. Still the traveller can hardly restrain the
impression that he approaches an ultima Thtile. On
the one side he views a tract of uninviting clay soil, and
on the other roars the ocean at the foot of precipices

along the edge of which he rushes with perilous speed.

The great Cheviot rises before him and he prepares
himself for the " shaggy woods " and mountains of
Scotland. He is gradually exchanging the fertile

plains and the comparatively sunny climate of

England for moss and muir, and for a climate in

which the monotony of constant rain is only relieved

by the fact that it " whiles snaws."
Thus meditates or might meditate the traveller as

the train slackens its speed into Berwick. Thus
doubtless would also the present writer had he not
known better.

If we still further imagine our friend continuing his

journey to Edinburgh, we may picture his surprise

at what meets his eye. The gradually increasing
barrenness of soil—the vegetation which had sympa-
thised more and more with the nearer approach of the
North Pole, experiences a change.
He finds him.self in a garden of beauty—level tracts

of fertile land stretch from him on either hand. Large
field, neat hedges, handsome farmhouses, substantial
homesteads, and magnificent crops show him that he
has entered a fine agricultural district, while beautiful
scenery and fine timber call to his mind the sunniest
parts of the south of England. He passes on to Edin-
burgh charmed with the scene, or, if he seeks the more
magnificent views of the Highlands, sighing for more
stirring scenery.

Such are the first impressions of a traveller from
London to Edinburgh, if the journey be undertaken
in the summer. It is my intention, however, to pause
between Berwick and Edinburgh, in order to examine
more closely the agriculture of Berwickshire and the
Lothians. I had heard much of the agriculture of the
Lowlands of Scotland, and left Newcastle on the
morning of July 11th in order to spend a few days with
some of the best farmers of that district.

In the south of England we w-ere blessed with
abundance of rain at a time when it wa.s most precious
—namely, during the principal Swede-sowing season,
and consequently the plants brairded quickly, and there
is at present a good prospect for roots. In the north of
England, and especially in Scotland, they have been less

fortunate, the season having been extremely dry so
that at the present time the Turnip crop is looked
upon, with corlain oxcpjitions, as a failure. The
pastures are dri> I 11)', ami tlie sheep and cattle aro
living on "ronsi im ii." I'olatos aro the only green
crop which really lonk \\c\\. The grain crops are good,
although they fall -Imrt ol Iho usual high average of
Lothian farmin'-'. and lh.> IJarley was fast changing
colour on July i'-'A "U ila ll^liter soils.

The cononrreiil tislimouy of both Berwickshire and
East Lothian is that the country has not looked so
badly for years as it does at the present time. Notwith-
standing the unfortunate nature of the season the state

of cultivation of this district, and the magnificent show
of crops ( with the exception of Turnips) must strike an
Englishman as superior to what, except in a few
districts, can be witnessed in England,

Berwickshire cultivation is excellent, but cannot be
looked upon as exhibiting a system of high farming.
We liud neither the large quantities of manure used
lliat are applied in the Lothians, nor yet the highly
artilicial nielhod of feeding cattle which is practised in

Norfolk, [t is jilain, u'ood, and we doubt not profitable

farming. So iiiiii li Inr Laiicral impressions, and the
time of our sla.\ iva- -rai a|\ l.jug enough to really gain

an insight into 1 1 a.' iui;iut,i;e of management. A largo

proportion of the county is, and will perhaps always
continue to be, in hill pasture.

A magnificent view may be obtained from or near
If anions, alionf three miles north-west of Dunse, from
Ihc Miiiiiiiil of a spur of the Lammermuirs. To the
ii.irlh, nnrlli-(M>l, .and iioiili-we.st little is to be seen

liui slircp walks, .Vlioiu two-thirds of the county
appear to bo in this roinlil ion, and the remaining third

stretches as a i-ich cnltivatnl district, known as the

"Merse," to the south and south-east, where it is

bounded by the Tweed, and includes the districts around
Kelso, Coldstream, Swinton, Togo, Edrom, Dunse,
Hutton, and Berwick.
The Merse of Berwickshire is composed for the most

part of a clayey soil, resting upon the lower members of

the coal measures, and not naturally of first-rate

quality. In the parishes of Chirnside and Foulden we
find the presence of the old red sandstone giving a

richer character to the soil. We had the opportunity

of examining some farming in the centre of this

district, which may be considered as representative of

the usages generally followed.

Mr. Thomson, of Mongoswalls, farms 500 acres of land
about two miles south of Dunse, on the banks of the
Blackadder water. The soil is for the most part of a

clayey character, and rented at 50s. per acre. Of this,

490 acres are arable, and only 10 acres old pasture, and
in this paucity of old Grass it resembles the rest of the
district.

The quality of the land may be best realised from
the fact that about 30 bushels per acre is the amount
of Wheat which is aimed at, although the average
frequently falls beneath this quantity. The rotation

generally followed is the five-course, viz. Turnips,
Wheat or Barley, seeds, 2d year seeds, Oats.

The Oat stubble is broken up immediately after

harvest, and is either once or twice ploughed in the
spring according to the strength of the land and its

state with regard to weeds ; the pulverisation is

completed by means of gnibbers and harrows.

The cultivator is not in high favour here as a substi-

tute for spring ploughing, the general impression ln/ing

that it is apt to render the land stiff in the bottom, and
to encourage " twitch," Thistles and Coltsfoot.

The roots are all sown on the ridge, as is the
universal practice in the north of England and Scotland.

Mr. Thomson manures as follows :—For Swedes,
20 single horse-loads of farm-yard manure, 2 cwt.

Peruvian guano, 3 to -1 cwt. bone-superphosphate.
When the crop has to be fed off with sheep, one-third

less is used. For Turnips : 12 to 15 single horse-loads

of farm-yard manure, 3 cwt. bone superphosphate,
or 5 or 6 cwt. bone superphosphate alone when folded

with sheep. In practice, three teams are found suffi-

cient to raiso and split 7} acres of drills per day. To
lift tho ilinri niio llir rarN three men will be required,

oral flh' rai.' Ill' IS liiai|~ |iiT acre tliree men will lift

1.35 load-, i-r i:. rarli ni Ihc day.

The siiiulni^' of I he crop is done by women, and we
areassniiil ihil t n i > women will frequently single one
acre in Ih-' day of Hi hours.

We cannot luliaiu here from insisting on the great

advantage of making the workers work in company
rather than in the isolated manner so common in the
south of England. A band of women, accompanied by
a trustworthy steward, will do more and better work
than can be done by any other arrangement.

It is not customary to top-dress corn crops except
in the case of Oats upon light lands, where a dressing

of nitrate of soda and supeniliosphate is applied.

Grass seeds are top-drassed with li to 3 cwt. of

nitrate of soda or dissolved guano, or occasionally with
a mixture of the two.
Mr. Thompson grows about 90 acres of Turnips

every year, and maintains a flock of 200 Leicester ewes
of very superior quality. The ram lambs are not
castrated, and a lar^'n mniiber of them are sold for

rams after ha\ hi -• In i n nmr sheared, and when about
16 months old. 'I'lio-r h--- not required either for the
flock or for rams air si id olf fat. 100 half-bred lambs
are also bought at Boswell's Fair, done well upon
Turnips, and finished off' upon Grass. About -10 bul-

locks are annually fatted in yards.

The cattle feeding is a simple operation. The
animals are placed in yards which are provided with
sheds and trough.s. Here they are supplied with
abundance of litter, and fodder in the form of Oat-
straw as delivered from the thre.shing-machine. The
Turnips are generally supplied whole, and are after-

wards broken into four divisions while lying in the
trough, by an imiilement resembling a spade, only

furnished with tno hiadrs |,l,i,ir.l at ni-dit angles to

each other +. In i:.a«iik hnv iiuliiinuMliair-ciitting,

and cooking arr r.,ni|iaraii\rl\ iiiiknnnii, or are looked

upon as rilhrr f iliil or c,\pensi\c mut.hod.s.

Mr, \^ ihiiii - king apparatus at Ediugton Mains
has iioi In 'II iiiil hir the last year or two, and a

general imin -I'li -mns to exist that the old method
of Turiii|i Hid -I law, supplemented with from 5 to

71b, (a^a iiiiM ml of cake or com is after all the

most sm 1
1
did id.iii. The great object of feeding cattle

is to cnnli d"" n straw, and in order to accelerate this

end, it is extremely common in good homesteads to

find the yards unspouted, so that the rain-water may
do its part in turning straw into manure.
The wages are high in Berwickshire, and as much

has been of late written on this subject, it may be
interesting to state the rate for men and women:—
Women receive 1.5. per day for three-quarters of the
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year, and inrf. for the reraaininf: quarter; 3.5. and bread
and heer during harvest, and besides thi.s V. per
annum in money if they pay house-rent, but they do
not receive this if they have cottages rent-free. The
men are paid partly in money and partly in kind.
The following is a statement of wace "for the present

year, with the supposed money value of each item
affixed :—

GO bushels of Oats, at is.

18 „ B.wlcy, at fc Srf. .

.

6 ,, Beans, at .1*. 6rf, .

.

Cow's Grass .and Turnips
Potatos, 1800 lineal y.ards of row
House .and garden
Coals carried
Harvest extr,as, bread .and beer
Money

tl9
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i)uke is not exactly what pure Bites bulls usually are.

He displays, in fact—at least so it seems to us—a good

deal more of the highest Booth type than the Booth
quantity in his compositiou \v(iuld seem to warrant.

At all events, he is a veiy graiiJ :nid valuable bull, nor

h;is the country many bulls of the same age so good.

His colour is a deep but cheerful red—dappled all

over, now that his winter coat is ca^t, with spots or

roses of darker hue. He has a fine head, and a pair of

noble yellow horns, large and long, betokening vigorous

constitution. His alleged portrait in the 16th volume

of the " Herd Book " is absurdly unlike him. It is the

picture of a fabulous animal, with spindle legs, and
eyes III il -tiil :ni>I lilaze out with stran'.'o amazement.
Bulili' !• ' - ..inn ,,f Triilli Puk.^'s face is quiet,

(;,,„ /',
, ,

. .i.i-lniporhnil lu /'.icwo-.s.—Patrick

Carnegie, teuaut and farmer of Mains and Law of

Newton, near Laurencekirk, was summoned recently

to appear before the Justices Court at Stone-

haven. Present—Major Inues of Cowie, &c., and

J. B. Nicholson, Esq., of Glenbervie. Charged with

trespass in pursuit of game on his own farm^atthe
instance of Prancis Edmond, factor for Lord Kintore.

The charge was found not proven. The facts of the

case, as we are informed, are these :—Mr. Carnegie pays

above 880?. of yearly rent. The game on the farm is let

by Mr. Edmond to the Eev. George Stewart Burns,

late First Minister of Montrose, now of Glasgow, who
has a gamekeeper on the farm, and the game and
rabbits^have of late increased to a great extent. Mr.
Carnegie comijlained to the rev. gentleman and his

keeper of the great damage done to his crops, but
without getting any redress, in consequence of which
the tenant, both by himselfand his servants, have begun
to kill the rabbits ; and one evening his collie dog took

a young hare, but without his knowledge or sanction.

Thus has this improving and industrious tenant been
brought up and annoyed because he seeks to protect

his crops ! but it cannot be too generally known that

every tenant who is not bound to protect rabbits in his

lease is by law entitled to kill rabbits; and it is probable

that after such treatment as Mr. Carnegie has received

he will make clean work of them. At the same Court,

on the same day, one of Mr. Carnegie's servants, who
had fired at a rabbit on Dyke-lands, was fined 10«., and
48s. \d. expenses—in all, 2/. 18s. Id. A tenant can only,

of course, allow his servants to kill on his own farm

;

and it came out in evidence that Mr. Carnegie gave
strict orders not to go beyond the bounds of his own
farm, and to kill only rabbits. The farm consists of

nearly 600 acres, and is now sadly overrun with game.
North Brituh Agriculturist.

Seaping Machine.— %mo& the International Exhi-
bition of 1851, the American reaping machine, then
first shown in this country, has gradually won its way
in English agriculture, and there are now many
counties in which much the larger portion of our corn
crops are cut by it. The American reapers by Hussey
and M'Cormick, and others, are, however, no doubt of

English or Scottish origin, being essentially the same
as the reaper invented long ago by the Rev. Mr. Bell of

Porfarshire, and used ever since upon the farm of his

brother. The cutting apparatus is an oscillating hori-

zontal knife, having an edge either serrated, or if smooth
presenting deep almost finger-shaped cutters. It oscil-

lates through slots in a number of fixed horizontal

fingers, which, as the machine is drawn or pushed
forwards, hold the straw of the standing corn amidst
which they project while the oscillating knife is con-
tinually cutting it. The corn as it is cut falls upon a
platform extending backwards from the cutting appa-
ratus, and thence it is either raked in sheaves by a man
who rides upon the machine, or it is there received
upon a revolving web by which it is carried to one side

ami let fall in a swathe upon the stubble. The use of

the reaping machine is a welcome economy in harvest
time, when hand-labour is costly, and when rapidity as

well as efficiency of work is of the utmost consequence.
Dictionary of Science.

Calendar of Operations.
AUQUST.

—

TrifoKmn incarnatum, sown now, fur-

nishes a supply of most useful fodder, especially for

the stable early in May. The cultivation of the crop
is also particularly easy. If the stubble be clean, all

that is needed is to sow 20 lb. of the seed per acre as
soon as practicable after harvest—in August, if possible.

The seed is sown broadcast over the stubble, and simply
harrowed in. If the land be ploughed and cultivated
and manured, the plant is not likely to come so well as
when it is simply scattered over the hardened surface
of the field, and brushed or harrowed in after the first

shower that falls. The crop then comes thickly, and if

it escapes the slug, it will yield on laud in ordinary
condition a heavy cutting of most useful fodder for the
stall and stable early in the following month of May.
The only fault of the crop is that it remains at its best
for so very short a time. Between the period when it

is coming into bloom, and that in which the seed is

forming, and the leaf has fallen, and the stems have
become hard and unpalatable, there is barely a fortnight
or three weeks when it is at its best. A comparatively
small extent is thus all that is needed on the largest
farms, It makes coarse hay, and thus is useful only as
a forage crop. The shortness of the time during which
it is available for this pun^ose is thus a serious draw-
back on its value, and one \yhich cannot be successfully
met by any attempt by various seed-times through the
autumn to obtain a succession of crops.

Messrs. Vilmorin, of Paris, have, however, introduced
three varieties of the Trifolium, differing in the period
of flowering, although sown together. Their trijle

itwarnat ordinaire corresponds to our ordinary
Trifolium incarnatum, of which an acre mil generally
provide during May all the produce wanted as forage
on farms of ordinary size while it remains good, Their

trejle incarnal tardlf, sown the same day as the other,
attains its fit state a fortnight later, so that another
acre sown with it comes into use immediately on the
exhaustion of the other; and their white-flowered
Tr^e incarnat iardif is a still later sort. The value
of the crop for forage purposes is thus in efleot tripled.
If sown in all these three kiuils, which any of our large
sctdMiK 11 now supply, three liiucs tin- nn'lmary extent
iipnii the whole, may becuUivated with the certainty
that it will all come into use successively, and thus
continue good during thrice the usual length of time.
Blanks already apparent in the young Clover among
the Barley stubble may be filled up by scattering some
Trifolium seed over them, and harrowing the ground.
Semff is pulled in the month of August. The

leaves turning yellow, and the stalks white, are signs of
its maturity; the male and female Hemp are pulled
together.
When it is all taken up and bound in small bundles,

with bands at each end, to such a bigness as you can
grasp with both hands, it is conveyed to a pond of
standing water (if a clay-pit the better), where it is

laid bundle upon bundle, direct and across. This is

termed a bed of Hemp, and after it is piled to such a
thickness as to answer the depth of the water, it is

loaded with blocks and logs of wood until all of it is

totally immersed ; after remaining in this state four or
five days, as the westher shall direct, it is taken out,
and carried to a field of aftermath, or of any other
Grass that is clean and free from cattle. Tne bundles
being untied, it is spread out thin, stalk by stalk ; in
this state it must be-tnrned every other daj', especially
in moist weather, lest the worms should injure it.

Thus it remains for six weeks or more ; then it is

gathered together, tied in large bundles, and kept dry,
either in a house, or thatched, till January. Hemp,
when left for seed, is seldom water-retted, from the
additional trouble and expense ; but it would be better
if so done. It is generally stacked and covered during
the mnter, and is spread upon meadow land in
January or February. If the season suit (particularly
when covered with snow) it will come to a good colour,
and make strong coarse cloths. It is much inferior to
Hemp pulled in proper time and water-retted.

Notices to Correspondents.
DE Halt of 1866 : R.—

Quantities Imported.

Animals Hving—Oxen, Bulla, and
Cowa

Calves
Sheep and Lambs
Swine and Hogs

Bones, burnt or not, or as .animal
charcoal tons

Flax ewts.

Guano . . tons
Gum shellac cwts.

Hops
Oil seed cakes . . .. .. tons
Potitos . . cwts.
Provisions—Bacon and Hams

Beef, salt

Pork, salt

Butter
Cheeio
Eggs .. ..

Cubic Nitre
Seeds—Clover tons
Flaxseed and Linseed

Wool
Alpaca and the Llama tribe

Com —Wheat—From Russia cwts.
Prussia
Denmark
Schleswig, Holstein, and Lauen-
hurg

Mecklenljurg
Ila

l-'r;uice

Turkey .ind Wallachia and Mol

Egypt .' ;: ;! ::

United States
Bi-itish North America .

.

Other countries

Oats !! !'.
'.'

'.'. '.'.

Beans . . . .

Indian Corn, or Maize
WheatmealandFlour—FromHauso

74,802

18,785
250,212

38,r06

23,505
439,656
106,243

55,538
411,306
104,753
524,048

Indi

To
Prance
United Ht.ates

Britisli North America
Other countries .

.

Com Meal

1,072,221
2,693,820

2,260,322

233,665

134,040
260,768
245,822

3,081,900
218,008
430,033

2,076,918

129,294
1,231,380
108,094
14,136

76,871
4,105

72,812

9,122
411,729
29,873

35,859
463,377
72,352
15,525

280,912
21,911

54,667
216,210
451,744
131,621
123,179
464,645
190,409

249,290,280

193,293
85,667

529,475
174,648
401,083

101,948,949

1,420,040
3,649,398

1,603,193
148,015

73,507
302,225
315,701

2,083,389

315,160
8,789

2,045,714

3,954,929
3,490,490
542,637
244,376

0,151,931

130,352
2,713,040
164,735

6,142

120,209
8,376

THE CELEBRATED

AMEEICAN HOESE POWER.

rARTICULARLY AD.VPTED TO

ALL KINDS OF FARM WORK.

IT WILL THRESH GRAIN,

GRIND OR CUT FEED FOR CATTLE,)

SAW WOOD,

DO H E A \' Y C 11 U U N I N U
,

Or auy kind of work a Horse Powt-r cuii be used for.

One Horse only would he sufficient for most of thei^

operations.

L question :

Name of Plant; TF. The Plant—not Grass _
the TrifoUum fragariaatrvim—Strawberry-headed Trefoil.
Its name is derived from the head of enlarged calyces (whicli
are sometimes beautifully coloured) simulating a Strawberry
fruit. In this respect it differs from White Dutch Clover.
It is usually indicative of what is termed sour land, poor
clays, or damp situations.

Peas : Young Grazur. Of the two, wo should prefer Peas for
sheep, and the heaviest yuu can get for the money, whatever
the colour may be.

Top-DREa^iNo FOR WHEAT : Top-dresshig. Two cwts. of a
dressing made up of oue of sulphate of ammonia, and two of
cummou salt, is a good dressing for Wheat—or 1 cwt. of
nitrate of soda, and 2 of common salt per acre. Apply either
in early spring, in wet weather.

TuBN-sicK, Giddiness: A 2. The sheep is dull and moping,
unsteady in his motions, and moves round in a circle. If
any soft place can be felt on the surface of the skull, the
hydatid may sometimes be penetrated by means o
awl ; the operation of trephining has been had
with success. Unless a soft place can be felt on the surface,
when the awl or trephine maybe used, it is better to confine
the sheep and latteu it.

A few poliitg of Superiority over all other Horse

Powers, as practically proved, to wit—

Jt is Lc'bs Heavy and CumboriOuio,

Nob at all Liable to bo Racked or lnjurcJ by MoFiiig,

la vory Quickly aud Easily aot up for Wort,

No Joints Loosened by Settiog Up or Taking Dowu,

Will Cost Le33 for Oil, Lird, or Tallow, to Run it.

Will Cost Less for Ktjpaiia aud Last Longer,

N ot Liable to serious Breakage from Great or Suddejn Slraiua',.

Homo Blacksmitlilng or Ciirpeubi-y will sufflco fc« a^lniost any'

Cirelossues^j,

No Danger of Long Suspensions of Work from Breakdowns,

Has no Bridge, Rod, or Belt, or any other part of the MachiuB^foir

the Horses to Step over every Turn they make (a great aUvantago)^,

Will do nearly Double the Work of other .Swoop Powers with he

Is the Lowest Priced of auy Power In tho Market,

Capable of doing either an Equiil Variety or on Eiiu;il Auiouutf

Of Work.

Kspocially adapted for the Colonics.

A sample of the above modt adimiiraUfe and \iseful'

HORSE rOWER, ui complete WOTkiug ordrr, with

Drag Saw attachmeut, Saw-bands, &c., &(:., just

received from. New York.

This Machine can be worked with oue, three, or'

six horses, as may be required, and will give almost

auy desu'ed speed for the various kinds of work to-

which it may be applied.

It has received a host of American Tcstiinonials ami

Medals from Agricultural Societies.

Price only £30, complete as above.

Chakles Pomekoy Button,

142 and U3, Cheapside, Loudon, E.G.
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FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH and
CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK ia every Agricultural

County in England.
For porticulara apply to John Fowler & Co., 28, Comliill, London,

E.G. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—Steam Engines,
Threshing and Drc^sinp Mnchinr";. Waggons and Carts, Culti-

Plou^hs, _Harn->w^, i h^.tT < 'i,ih.,,«^ Grinding Mills, Lawn
.._ ilorticultmal Tools
ic. Chums, Forks, &c.

, London, E.C.

Important Reduction iu the PriceB of Portable
Engines for 1866.

CLAYTON, SHUTTLEWOUTIl and CO., Engitveers,
Manufacturer.s of Portable and FiXE;»i Steam Engines, Machinei7

for Pumping, Hoisting, Grindmg, Sawing, &c. ; Engines for Steam
Cultivation, Self-moving Engines tor Common Roads and Agricultural

Purposes generally.
Stamp End Works, Lincoln ; and 78, Lombard Street, London

;

also at Lowengasso No. 44, Landatrasao, Vienna ; and Gegenuber
dem Bahnhof, Pesth.

Descriptive, Illustrated, and Priced Catalogues Free per Post.

Special Drawings when required. The best Steam Threshing
Machinery made.

Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for

SAYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE
PRaNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that you get them.

Observe the mark Say nor, also the corporate mark Obtain
Warranted, without which none are genuine.

S. & C. recret having to caution Gardeners and others, but are
compelled to do so, in consequence of an imitation, of common
quality, having been sold for the genuine one, and which has caused
many complaints to be made to them of Knives which were not of

their make, all of which are warranted both by Sellers and Makers.
S. & C.'s Pruning and Budding Knives are tDe Dest and the

cheapest in the market.
Paxton Works, Sheffield. Establiahod upwards of 125 years.

Oil Faint no longer Necessary.

^j/v'W^M^V«'^»:^^-<3r;

HILL AND SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VARNISH
for preserving Iron Work, Wond. or Stone. This Vamiah is

hundreds of the nobility and gentry, fVom whom the most flattering
testimonials have been received, which Hill & Smith will forward on
application.

From Major Rt. Bell, Sandhoe, No-rthuwberlantL
" 1 have much pleasure in saying I have known your Black Varnish

to be used for some time by friends of mine, and they all speak
highly of it, which has induced mo to get the quantity 1 havo IVom
you. That I have used looks remarkably well."
Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at Is. 6d. per gallon, at the

Manufactory, or Is. Sd. por gallon paid to any Station in tho kingdom.
Apply to Hill & Smith. Brierly Uill Iron Works, near Dudley, and

22, Cannon Street West, E.C., firoaa whom only it can be obtained.

T BEE and PLANT LABELS.—10,000 Cloth punched
assorted Labels for 36e. ; delivered free m London on receipt of

jr. Address.
FoiiN FisoEii & Co., West Road Works, BostoD, Lincolnshire.

s
J. Shaw & Co.. 29, Oxford Street, Maochester.

CHAWS TIFFANY, from 8s. per piece; GARDEN
t-J NETTING, 2 yards wide, 3d. per y.ird tun: WIRE NETTING,
2 feet wide, 4id. per yard. WIRE FLOWEK STANDS, Galvanized

Asphalte Roofing Felt,
ONE PENNY per Square I'oot.

/"lEOGGON AND CO., MANUFACTUaEKS,
\J ! 63, New Earl Street, 1 , ^.^nn p r

1 34, Bread Street, /
"ndOD, E.C.

5», George Square, Glasgow.
2, Goree Piazzas, Liverpool.

THE IMPROVED LEATHER DRIVING STRAPS
for MACHINERY are stronger, more durable, diive better,

and cost less than other kinds of Driving Belts. SPECIAL
STRAPS for PORTABLE ENGINES. PriceXists free by post.

Turner's Patent Strap and Hose Company,
JUiuufactory : Armit Works, Greenfield, neai- Manchester.

Warehouse: 81, Maik Lane, London, E.C.^ Mr. H. Fekhauee, Agent.

Croquet, Cricket, and Garden Tents.
BENJAMIN EDGINGTON'S ILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUE of MARQUEES and TENTS for CROQUET,
CRICKET, ARCHERV, &c., forwarded post tree on application.
^Temporary Rooms on flire for F^tes, Balls, Dinners, &c.

Be particular to address Benjamin Edoinqton (only), 2, Duke
Street, Loudon Bridge, S.E. No other Establishment.

JOHN WAENEK & SONS, London, Manufacturers.
T W A R N E K

AND SONS

Have much improved the

construction of their

GAEDEN

ENGINES
in some important par-

ticulars for this Season.

They may be obtained

of the Trade generally

throughout the Kingdom

at the following prices —
No. 547. WARNER'S

best ENGINES, in Wood

Tubs, and fitted with

Warner's Registered

Spreaders

—

24 Gallons, £6 10

14 „ 5 10

No. 547a. WARNER'S
strong ENGINES, in Gal-

vanised Iron Tubs, wtU

painted

—

10 Gallons, £i 19

16 „ 3 14

24 4 19

28
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Glass for Garden Purposes.
AMES PHILLIPS AND

Ijog to aubmit tln^ii- i>nce3 as foUowa ;—

PROPAGATING,

BEE GLASSES, with Conical or

Each—8. d.
j

1 aiamuter ..009 iucbca ii

Made to any length.

.. 8 6 24 , 12 C

1 Gkued with Id-oz. Sheet Glass.
1 PLATE GLASS, SLATES

BRITISH PLATE. PATENT PLATE, ROLLED PLATE, CROWN,
SHEET, HORTICULTURAL, ORNAMENTAL, COLOtlRED, and
every description of GLASS, of the best Manufacture, at' the lowest
terms. Lists of prices and estimates forwarded on application to

James Phillips iCo., 180, Biahopsgate Street Without, E.C.

E.
uraberland for Syon House, His Grace tbo l)uke of Devonshire for
Chiswick Gardens, Professor Lindley for the Horticultural Society,

Sir Joseph P:ix ton for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, &c.

PROTECTION from the SCORCHING RATS of the SUN.
"FRIGl DOMO," a Canvas made of Patent prepared Hair and

Wool, a perfect Non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping, wherever
it is a^'ptieJ. 1 fixed temperature. It is adapted for all HorticuUuial
and Floricultural purposes, for Preserving Fruits and Flowers from
the Scorching Rays of the Sun, fiom Wind, from Attacks of Insects,
and from Morning Frosts. To be bad in any required lengths.

Two yards wide U. 9t/. per yard run.

An unproved make, 3 yards wide . . 2s. 8d. per yai'd run. Also

"PRIGI DOMO" NETTING^ 2 yards wide, Is. Gd. per yard run.
Elisua Thom.19 AnciiER, Whole and Sole Manufectur^r, 7, Great

Trinity Lane, Cannon Street, City, E.G., aad of all Nurserymen and
Seedsineo throughout the Kingdom.

" It is much cheaper than Mats as a covering,"

G^
SEBdo., MILK PANS, SHEET 'oLAS.S, riARTLEY'S PATENT
BOCGH PLATE GLASS, GLAS.S TILES and SLATES, and evary
description of Glass. Prices by post.
N.B.—100 feet sup. of SHEET GLASS, 7 inches by 6 inches, for

10s., box included.
Ronr. P. Till, 31, Holborn Hill, London, W.C.

AUSTIN'S ARTIFICIAL STONE, Inve.nted 1826.
The entire Stock of this Manufactory comprises

130 dififerent MODELS of VASES.
70 different MODELS of TAZZAS.
About 200 different FOUNTAINS.
71 STATUES from the Antique, and by Modem Artists, and

SMALL FIGURES of CHILDREN.
22 SUN-DIAL PEDESTALS.
GARDEN SEATS.
15 BASKETS, from 12«. to Seven Guineas.

SHELLS, suitable either for WATER or ROCK PLANTS,
Iioni 1« inches to 12 feet diameter.

JAEDINlfiBES, or large BOWLS for MASSES of FLOWER-S.
« FIGURES of ANIMALS and BIRDS.
ORNAMENTAL RIM.S to WATER BASINS.
2i BAPTISMAL FONTS.
CRESTS and other ORNAMENTS for GATE PIERS.
liAI.U.STKADlNG, in nnoaa styles.

TRIPOD, and other ANTIQUE PEDESTALS.
Manufactured by .Ilstin, Secley, & Co., at Nus. 369 to 37d, Euston

Road, Regent's Park, N.W.

riAUTION to FARMERS.—In consideration of MeBOT.
Vy RANSOMES and SIMS, of Ipswich, having agreed not to
File a Bill against rne in Clianccry to obtain an Injunction to
restrain me from using their Name or Trade Mark on Plough Shares,
I, the Undersltned, EDWARD GIBSON, of Great Driffleld, Iron-
founder, hereby PUBLlCLi' APOLOGISE to them for having used

Name and Marks, and I hereby promise never to offend again in
Dated this ISth day of August, 181

Edwabd GlBsoir.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

, Praed Street, W.

DINNEFORD'S FLUID MAGNESIA.—The Uedical
profession for 30 years have approved of this pure solution of

Magnesia a^ the best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Headache,
Heartburn, Gout, and Indigestion : and as a mild aperient It Is

especially adapted for ladies and children. Prepared byJDissEPoBD
i Co., Chemists, ic, 172, New Bond Street, London, W., and sold
throughout the world by lUl respectable chemists. Cautios.—See
that " Din i Co." i ich bottle and red label over the cork.

.ARDEN BORDER EDGING TILES, in great
variety of patterns and material, the plainer sorts being

!

especially smted for KITCHEN GARDENS, as
]aT.r??T7«^ they haroour no Slugs and Insects, take up little
i

room, and once put down incur no further labour
and expense, as do "grown" Edgings, conse- i

quently being much cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, 4c., in i

Artificial Stone, of great durability, and in great
variety of design.

F. & G. Rusher, Manufactur rs. Upper Ground
Street, Blackfriars, S. ; Queen's Hoad West, '

Chelsea, S.W. ; Ktngsland Hoad, Kingsland, N.E.

Sole London Agents for FOXLEVS PATENT GARDEN WALL
BRICKS. Ulustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade suppbed

Nursexy Business.
10 BE DISPOSED OF, a WTLL-STOCKED
. l.KNKKAI. NTHSERV of Two Acres of eicelknt Land,
iLi' I in, and less than half a mile from a First

I iiuat Northern Railway, within an hi ur and
i;i There is a good As-tortment of Fruit Trees.

taking the Stock, Ho'
Valuation. Appiv, by letter only, to

X. Z, Gardener '
" "

Icl'- Office, London, W.C.

AeUburiUiam Park Nursery, King's Road, Clielsea.

TT'OK SALE, this valuable BUSINESS, and the
I ' hf npfici-il mtAri>st'. of thft Lcnf^a at 2fi Te.irs. nearlv Two Acres of

J Road, 271) feet.

Appl
20, tPei

ORNAMENTAL PAYING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., as cheap and durable as

Stone^ in blue, red, and buff colours, and capable of forming a variety
of designs.
Also TESSELATED PAVEMENTS of more enriched designs

than the above.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for laning Walls of Lairiea, Lardt-rs,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving
Bricks of gieat durability, Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, Wal
Copings, Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, &c.

To be obtained of F. & G. Rosber, at their Premises as above.

BERKSHIRE PIGS for SALE.— Pure-bred young
BOARS and SOWS, also a few older SOWS that have had

Litters. ThesePigs have obtained Prizes at the Royal, Birmingham
and most of the principal Shows throughout England,

G. M. AxLENnEB, Aylesbury.

SILVER SAND (REIGATE, best quality), at the above
addresses—U3. per Ton, or 1«. 3d. per Bushel ; 2s. per Ton estra

for delivery within three miles, and to any London Railway or Wharf.
Quantitiee of 4 Tons, U. per Ton less.

FLINTS, BRICK BURIIS or CLINKERS, for Rockeries or Grotto

SaltiEf 6jD auction.

Greenhouse and Hardy Plants, Dutch Bulbs,
Rustic Seats, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great R-ooma, 38, King Street. Covent Garden, W.C. on

SATURDAY. September 1, athali-tast l2o'Clock precisely, several

cases of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCDSES, ahd other Bulbs,

just amved from Holland ; a variety of Foliage and Choice Orna-
mental Greenhouse Plants, Orchids, Rustic Seats, Vases, Stools,

Chairs, &c.
On view the Morning of Sale, and Catalogues hag.

MR. J. C. STEVLNS will SKLL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms, 38, Kiug Street, Covent Garden. W.C, on
TTTKSDAY, September 4, at half^ast 12 o'clock precisely, THREE
WARDIAN CASES of the MALE AUCUBA^nd other Plants from
Japan; TWO WARDIAN CASES of a NEW DWARF BLAND-
FORDIA from Sydney; SIXIT fine TREE FERNS from Mel-

bourne; SEVERAL CA5ES of ORCHIDS from Mexico, and a
variety of other Pl.ints.

Onv V the Homing of Sale, and Catalogues had.

GUMMING & EDMONDS
Take this opportunity of rt-turiiing Iheir gratd'ul tbui.ks for Ihe very great Bujjjoit ti.ey have received since

their commencement in Business, and beg to state that at their New and extensive \Vorks, EILLIE BRIDGE,
RICHMOND KOAD, FULHA.M, they have erected STEAM-POWEK MACHINERY, and have every convenienee
for executing Work with the greatest superiority, cheapness, and despatch.

C. AND E. beg to invite special attention to their superior DESIGNS for C0NSEEVAT0EIE8, and every class

of IIOKTIC ULTUKAL "WOKK, and to state that they prepare and supply Designs and Estimates free of all expense.

The great success of GUMMING AMD EDMONDS'S

PATENT TUBULAR ARCHED SADDLE BOILERS,
the general satisfaction they have given where fixed, and the high terras in which persons who have the management
of them express themselves, enable C. and E. with confidence to strongly recommend the Boiler to particular notice.

HOT-WATER PIPES, CONNECTIONS, &c., for every description of HEATI^G APPARATUS, sup pUed a

the lowest prices, with or without fixing, accompanied by a Working Plan for the Fixing of the Apparatus.

Frospectus and Fricea on applicatiQn.

1^ Several good SECOND-HAND BOILERS, of different descriptions, for SALE.

GUMMING AND EDMONDS,
CONSERVATORY ARCUITECTS, HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, and HUT-WATER APPARATUS ENGINEERS,

LILLIE BRIDGE, RICHMOND ROAD, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.

Coleshill, Faringdon, Berks.
IMPORTANT SALE OF SHORT-HORNED CATTLE.

"11 /I R. STRAFFORD is favoured with instructions to

IVI announce for SALE by AUCTION, without vesi^rve. on
THURSOAY, September 13, a chmce selection of about 60 HEAD
of SHORT-HORNED BULLS, COWS, and HEIFEKS, from tho
Coleshtll Herd, the procerty of the Right Hon. the Earl of Radnor,
which has been carefully bred during the last 20 years from Herds 01

great rei"'^'^ Manv of the . . _ ^. . .-i_.___^-j n..,i

.

. J sold In !_.._

fSt^ck i
' ilt-ifers are mostly in Calf to Second Baron

WuLi.^-i... ,..,-;-,,- .~^u of Captau Gunter's Seventh Duke of York

(Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had on application to Mr,
STBAryoiiD, 13, Euston Square, London, N.W. ; or of Mr. Moork,
at Cotcehill. near Hlgbworth , wiltg.

Yardley, near Birmingham.
IMPORTANT SALE OF SHORT -HORNED CATTLE.

MR. STRAFFORD betrs to inform Breeders and
Admireia "f Short-lioniud Cattle that he Is instructed by

Geome GmbaiJi K- 1 1
"1

1 v (ui consequence of his chai
•*-

• - ir, — :
i .SUCTION, fl '

_ ber 19, his

HEKIJ of Fir

.\ UCTION, without any r

and vei7 select

'llNS, numbering 30 Head i.f BulU,
. n bred witb great care and nicety

from" the far-fttuied Herds of Pawsley, HoJmepierrepont, Kirk-

Icriiigton, MUcote. Ac.
C&taloguus. with Pedigrees,

SiHAFfoSD, 13, EubtoD SijUure,

near UirmmghaDi.

r be had < appli

of Mr. Grauam, at Yardley,

M'

PollEington. Sussex.
UEK, FLOCKM4eT».K8 ARO OtUEftS. ImPORTAST SaI.K 09 A

UK Fl.n< K UK Sim TIJI.uW.V J^JILKP AND LaMO.^ SwINT, &C.

.rirrilEinii-N i- I-i.^nirt.-d by H. S. H.ayward,

Sheep Wattles, Coops, and froughs.

^S " " '"" ^"—
' .rcba^lDg ooutnaow

ed biood from the flocks ofVhe mofct e

uL.^;«^-nl..3l.vlo *.w ^^ at various times exhibited Sheep at me
All England Paris, and other Shows, where they have been gieatly

admired and awarded Prizes and Commendations by the Judges.

Mr Hayward's White Breed of Pigs are too well known to require

ai.y coninieiit, and are by Boars bred by the late Prince Albert, the

Luke of Beaufort, and Colonel Pennai t.

Ntitlier tlie Rams or Ewea have been liittened up. for sale, but are

in good breeding condition.

flock-r

i WliJ I t all the Up and Down Trair.s that a

PoleK^te Station, South Coast R-ailway, between the hours of and

I'' 30 to convey purchasers to the p'ace of Sale, and also cofiViy

thorn back to Polegate to meet the evening Trains.

Luncheon will be provided on the Premises at half-past

11 o'clock, and kept on the Uble until 1 o'clock, at which tmae tha

Sale will commence. ^ ^, j p .- 1 >.

Catalogues may be had, seven days previous to the day of Sale, at
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COMBINE

SIMPLICITV,

CHEAPNESS,

DUKAIULITY.

/ ife. ' 1 S B 2 --^

INVENTED AND PATENTED BY THE LATE SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, ,(^ -^or^y^J^"

HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION,
AWARDED A PRIZE MEDAL, 1862.

MANUFACTOllIES ;
LONDON; NEWTON in CAKTMEL, LANCASHIRE;

:
GLOUCESTEE; COVENTRY; PAISLEY; and ABERDEEN.

REQUIREMENTS

i HORTICULTURE.

•* Without any pretence to liigh finish oi- elaborate workmanship, which in such structures represent a mere waste of money, they are perfectly well made. Their

arrangement is as simple as ingenuity can render them. No rafters obscure the light and make them cumbrous. No s.ashes have to be pushed up or let down by ever-breaking

lines .and weights, or by expensive mechanical contrivances; and yet all the ventilation requisite in such buildings is as perfectly secured."

—

Dr. Liuilhii in "The
Chronicle," July 29,th, 1860.

' Notliing can be more asy than to build thcni, nothing more simple than to remove the

,'hat other way so much interesting amusement, pleasant exerc" AVo do not kno

calculated to aflbrd."—.Be^'i IFee/di/ Messenger, Aiiffusl 23, 1862.

.."—Bailij News, M,u/ 22, 1862.

iC, and luxurious prolit, can be obtained as tht ' Ilotliouses for the Jlillion' are

" The Marquis of Westminster writes, iu reply to Mr. llereman'a note, to s,iy tliat he has much

Ijlcisure in informing him tliat tlie Glass Houses for Peaches, &c., which he constructed for him in

Dorset. ISCO, have folly answered their purpose, and prove very satisfactory."

SELECTED TESTIMONIALS,
Uouse, May 19, ISC3.

" Killamoy Gardens, robniary 1, 1SG6.

"Gentlemen,— I bave pleasure in gh'ing you uiy report in favour of your oxcelleut Hottiouses.

" 111 the range erected January, 1S65, I bad floo Peaches and Nectarinea last August, and my trees

have every appearance of an abundant crop this year. With the new saahes you lately supplied, the

range is now 2'S'2 feet in length, aud I consider it a most useful addition to these gardens. Your Houses

have many advantages ; they are light in appearance, and effectually exclude wet with the small slips

;

the ventilation is oxcellont, and rcaJily opened with the machinory. They are easily erected and vory

cheap, and have given perfect satisfaction. I shall feel a pleasure in recommending them.—I am, &c.,

" Moasra. Hkbkjiak Sc Morton." " Geohos Bkekze [Gardener to Viscount CastlerossoJ."

*' Invorar)' Gardens, May 21, J803.

•' Dear Sir.—1 have much pleasure in bearing testimony to the efficiency of the Lean-to aiasa

Houses which you erected hero for covering in Peach and Pig trees. Although our wall is 17 feet high,

the fruit sets regularly over the whole surlace, and, with the coiumand of ventilation these houses have,

fruit can be forwarded or retarded at pleasure.—I remain, ic,

" Mr. S. Hebeuan." *' Jens Ciiu [Gardener to His Grace the Duke of Ai-gyll.J**

** Kingfiuld House, Carlisle, January 1:7, 18C0.

"Gentlemen,—To the Lean-to Vin6i7 supplied by you in October, lilCl, Mr. Ewart wishes to add

three raoro sashes and ventilatora. As wo commence to force about the middle of February, you will

much oblige by having them furwardcd without delay. I nm glad to say the Vinery gives great satis-

faction, has been very successful, and gave extraordinary good crops for the last three seasons, and each

of tho last two crops I am sure would pay for the house. 1 must .ilso add that the quality of wood and

workmanship was far above my expectations.— 1 am, &c.,

"Messrs, Hereman iCo." "Mautin Sutuerlaxi* [Gardener to J. Ewart, Esq.]."'

View of Uidgc-aud-Furrow-ruofcd Conservatory, 30 feet by 15, and 15 feet high, attached to a i'liim Mu

1^^ JPlans prepared to suit different styles of Mansions^ and to special di^nensions.

ILLUSTRATED CIRCTJLAUS with LISTS of PRICES of the PATENT ROOFS, also ESTIMATES for HEATIXG APrARATUS, ORNAMENTAL CONSERVATORIES,
GREENHOUSES, &c., to Special Designs, can be had on application to

MESSRS. HEREMAN and MORTON, 7, PALL MALL EAST, LONDON, S.W.

The SECOND EDITION of A HANDBOOK of VINE and PRUIT TREE CULTIVATION, as adapted to the above Patent Hothouses, containing Illustrations,

Hints for Heating Houses, aud General Directions for Cultivation, &c., may be had of Mr. Here>la.n, price \s.
;

post free, Is. \d.

'* The portion of the Book devoted especially to the Cultivation of Fi*uits will be found particulai-ly valuable to Amateurs, and there are few Gardeners, however practical

they may be, but may gain some hints from it which may be of infinite service."

—

Floral World^ August^ 1863.

Offlff, No. II, WalUngton Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—SAiniiDAi, August 25, 1866.
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Seeds for Present Sowing. New Seeds for Autumn Sowing.

ETER LAWSON and SON,

London and EdiDburgb,

Can supply NEW SEEDS of all kinds for

AUTUMN SOWING, which liavo been selected

surpEissed, the seed being saved from plants which ha>e taken Prues
at all tne principal London Flower Shows.

CARTER'S PRIZE CALCEOLARIA, 2s. Gd. per packet..„,. , _.
pacL-et,

PRIMULA, 2*. Cd.

Seeds for Present Sowing.

LOOK to YOUR GRASS LANDS. TI
August and September are the best in which

or Lay Down New Pastures.

James Carter & Co. offer their celebrated

RENOVATING MIXTURE at lOd. per lb. (sow 10 to 12 lb. per acre)

Also FINEST MIXED PERMANENT GRASSES and CLOVERS
(free from weeds), mixed to suit all soils, at 30*-. per acre.

[ITALIAN RYE-GRASS (clean)
!
TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM

STUBBLE TURNIP (new seed).

All of best quality. Price on application.

James Carter & Co., 237. 238, &. 261, High Holborn, W.C.

Chief Conn
Works and other Government
Departments, the Royal Gardens,
Kew, &c., &.C., &c.

Society ot Eogland &c ). Seed Mercbants and N _ __ __
and Seed Warehouses, 237, 238, b 261, High Holborn, London, W.C.
Seed Farms . East House Farm, Dedham, Essex : The Seed Fami,

St. Osyth, Essex ; and Jupea Hill Farm, Dedham, Essex.
Nursery ; Crystal Palace Nursery, Forest Hill, Sydenham, S.

*,• It is particularly requested that all letters he addressed to
the Holborn Establishment to avoid delay.

Just published,

The AUTUMN SUPPLEMENT of CARTER'S GARDENER'S
and FARMER'S VADE MECUM, containing complete Lists of
New and Choice Dutch and Cape Bulbs, Store, Greenhouse, and
Hardy Plants, Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Fruit Trees and Roses,
all for Autumn Planting ; to which is added Original and Instructive
Articles on Bulbs and their Culture, and Spring Flowers and Spring
Gardening. Price Is., post free ; gratis to Customers.

ETER LAWSON and SON,
TuE Queen's Seehsmes
London and Edinburgh.

GREEN ROUND. GLOBE, and SIX WEEKS'
TURNIP.

NATURAL GRASS SEEDS of all sorts, for
Laying Down Permanent Pasture.

ITALIAN RYE-GRASS.
WINTER TARES, RYE, OATS, and BARLEY.
TRIFOLIUM INCARNATGM — EARLY and

LATE.
LARGE DRUMHEAD SAVOY.
LARGE DRUMHEAD CABBAGE.
ROBINSON'S CHAMPION CABBAGE.

Also the NEW FORAGE PLANTS, KIDNEY VETCH and

100,000 Camellias.
JOSEPH BAUMANN, Nurseryjlvn, Ghent, Belgium,
^J begs to offer

—

100 CAMELLIAS, with flywer buds, best sorts, £5.

100 CAMELLIAS, without flower bads, 1 year's grafted, £4.
100 „ „ 2 to 3 years' grafted, £6.

stronger plants, £C.

50,000 Azalea Indlca, and 100,000 Rhododendrons,

to £5.

, )£S.
;They are all dwarf bushy heaus and the best kinds.)

.00 RHODODENDRONS. 1 year grafted, £4.
„ 2 to 3 years, grafted, £8.
„ stronger plants, £10.

„ with flower buds, £8.
., with flower buds, larger plants, £12 to £19.

liuey are all the best English and Belgian hardy sorts.)

All my finest Hardy Ghent Azaleas are already ordered for England
CATALOGUE on application.

r Boat in Liverpool. x\
il in Bristol. XuV

£7 12s. delivered to Rail in London. \ t /
In Bags containmg 2 cwt. each, branded \.Lv^

"This valuable Meal, containing above 20 per cent, of \/
fatty matter, is recommended as an economical food to mix with
home-grown produce." (See Dr. Voolcker, R. A. S. E. Journal,
Vol. I.. 2d Series, page 176).

For further parciculars and Analysis apply to Messrs. Smitd, or
their Agents, Messrs. Hpmpubies & Co., Bnstol.

JouN Coleman, Escrick, York.
London Agency i 160, Leadenhall Street, E.C.

I HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 1840),

Have now ready for delivery in dry fine condition,
CORN MANURE.forSpringU.se
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME

1 PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA,

, 116, Fenchurch Street. E.C.

L AWES' MANURES.
The Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawes for the present

season of 18G6 are now ready for delivery at his Factories, at the
following prices, per ton :—

LAWES' PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE £ s dSUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME 6
LA¥fES' SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME from BURNT
BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES .... 5 5

LAWES' WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
MANURES .. .. 800

CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.. ..12
These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through the

appointed Agents in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices

Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemicaf Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address, Joes Bennet Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridse
E.C. ; and 22, Eden guay, Dublin.

pOCOA-NUT REFUSE
^-^ is becoming scarce, the
old reserves (nil soon be gone.

Now sold in bags, 1 for 2s., 10 for

105., 20 for 303., 60 for OOs., 100

for £ J.

Fourpence allowed for each

bag returned carriage-paid.

A Railway Truck-load (not In

bags). lOs.

Postage Stamps or Post-offlcs

Order, payable to J. BARsnAuft
Co., Kingston-on-Thames, S.W.

GISHURST COM-
POUND, whether used

against Insects and Mildew, on
Growing Plants, or as Winter
Dressing

'

strength of from
the gallon of water

recommended for growing

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT, Ghent, Belgium,
liEGS TO

OFFER TO THE TRADE THE UNDERMENTIONED PLANTS
AT THE FOLLOWING LOW PRICES, VIZ. :—

-AMELLIAS.—With flower buds, very One stufl", choice named CITRUS SINENSIS (OTAHEITE ORANGES). — Covered with

Tdrieties. Per 100, £C.
'" " "— -— - •-

„ Stronger. Per 100, £8, £10, £16, and upwards.

„ Specimen and half-specimen plants. Prices according to size

.. Stocks for immediate uae. Per 100, 28^. tand variety,

AZALEA INDICA.—Nice stuff, choice named sorts, for winter
blooming. Per 100, £4, £6, £(3, £10, and upwards.

„ Stocks at for immediate use. Per 100, £1.

young fruit. Per doz., £1 Is.

JASMINUM GRANDIFLORUM.—Very fine strong plants, all

grafted. Per doz., £1.

ARUNDO DONAX VARIEGATA.—Fine plants, grown In pots,

strong. Per doz., £1 Is.

CYCLAMEN.—Extra fine Seedling varieties, in pots, strong planli.

Per doz., 18^.

Splendid BULBS of LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM RUBRUM, ALBUM, and PUNCTATUM, may be ordered to

be sent at the proper time. Price on application, according to the quantity wanted.

All Orders to be sent directly to

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT, 43, RUE DE LA CAYERNE, GHENT, BELGIUM.

N.£.—Oood reference or cash required from unknoion Correspondents.

BARB & SUGDEN.
Kow Kcadii, and can be had Free and Post Paul,

THE AUTUMNAL GUIDE
TO

WINTER AND SPRING GARDENING.
IT CONTAINS LISTS OF THE BEST BULBS FOR EXHIBITION PURPOSES, AND FOR THE

DECORATION OF THE CONSERVATORY, SITTING ROOM, AND FLOWER GARDEN.

For the benefit of Amateurs the *' GUIDE" contains a Treatise on Spring Gardening, -with directions

for furnishing a series of Beds and Borders with Early-flowering Bulbs and Plants ; one or other of which
may be had in full bloom from the opening of Spring till June, and the general effect and beauty will bear
very favourable comparison with the brilHaiit display produced by the Summer and Autumn ilowering Plants.

The Charming GUERNSEY and BELLA-DONNA LILIES are now ready,
&s, 6d. per doz., and should be ordered at once.

1 plant Case.

BARR AND SUGDEN,
12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C,
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Destroy your Insect Pests.
PRESERVE YOUR I'LANTS and TREES.
Yo0 MAT Easily Dzstrot all Plant PrsTa,

Red Spider I Green as» Black I Asrs
Mealy Bco Flt Scale
TuRip

I
American Blioht | Mildew,

Without injury to the most delicate Plant or Tree, by using

OWLER'S GARDENERS' INSECTICIDE,
pronounced by all who have used it to bo far superior to any

ft Co., Covtfnt Garden Market. W.C.
1 Street, Brighton ; and of Hoopi

further labour
and expense, as do "grown" Edgings, conse-
quently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., In

Artificial Stone, of great durability, and in great
variety of design.

F. & G. RosHEB, Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street, Blackfriara, S.

;
Queen's Road West,

Chelsea, S.W. ; Kingsland Road, Kingsland, N.E.
Sole London Agents for FOXLEyS PATENT GARDEN WALL

BRICKS. Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Ti-ade supplied

ORNAJIENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Hall^^, Corridors, Balconies, &c., as che-ip and durable aa

Stone, in blue, red, and buff colours, and capable of forming a variety
of designs.
Also TESSELATED PAVEMENTS of more enriched designs

than the above.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Batha, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving
Bricks of great durability, Dutch and Adaiaantioe Clinkers, W-tl
Copings, Red and Stoneware Di-ain Pipes, Slates, Cements, &c.

To be obtained of F. & G. Rosber, at their Premises as above.

SILVER SAND (REIGATE, best quality), at the above
addresses

—

lis. per Ton, or Is. 3rf. per Baabel ; 2s. per Ton extra
for delivery within three miles, and to any London Railway or Wharf.
Quantities of 4 Tons. Is. per Ton less.

FLINTS, BRICK BURRS or CLINKERS, for Rockeries or Grotto
Work. F. & G. RosHKR.—Addresses see above.

N.B. Orders promptly executed by Railway.
I

JAMES PHILLIPS and CO.
beg to submit thoir Redcced Prices as follows:—

GLASS for ORCHARD HOUSES,
As supplied by them to Mr. Rivers, to the Royal Horticultural Society,
and to most of the Nobility, Clergy, and Gentlemeu of the United

Each Box contains 100 feet. The prices only apply to the sizes stated.
Squares 20 by 12, 20 by 13, 20 by 14, 20 by 16.

^ _,. ,.
10 oz. to the foot. 21 oz.

J^P!"I''!pallty .. .. 14s. Oi ISa.dd.
Third ditto 16s. OS 21s. Orf.
Seconds Irs. Orf 26». Oii.
English 19s. Od 26s. Oil.

Stock sizes. 16-oz., in 100 feet boxes, boxes Included.
These prices only apply to the sizes stated.

-IEEE and PLANT LABELS.-IO.OOO Cloth punched
.

MBortBd, Labels for 3(.». ; delivered free in London on recoiptof
Order. Addro'ss,

s
u & Co.. West Road Works, Boston, Lincolnshire.

W ' S T~^ F F A N Y.
For samples and prices apply to. w. luiu^ius auu prices Hppiy 10

J. SnAw & Co., 29. Oxford Street, Mancb ester.

12 by 9 13 by
I
14 by

15 „ 12
19 „ 12
17 „ 13
20 „ 13

i

17 „ 14

15 „ 11 10 „ 11
10 „ 12 17 „ 12
20 „ 12 21 „ 14
18 „ 13
21 ,. 13

4th-s.

14

3rds.

16 17

10 to 17 oz. to the foot.
20 „ 14

The above prices include the Boxes, which are not returnable.
SMALL SHEET SQUARES.

In 100 feet Boxes.
Gby4 6Jby4) r by 5 7J by 61

1

,„ ..
S by 6 8! by Gj 9 by 7 9) by 7) ; • • l-"' "<'

10 by 8 lOibySJ .. 13«. 6eJ.

Boxes 2s. each, returnable at full price.

SHEET and ROUGH PLATE GLAS.S, SLATES of all sizes,BRITISH PLATE, PATENT PLATE, ROLLED PLATE CROWN
SHEET, HORTIcbLTURAL, ORNAMENTAL, COLOURED, anti

of GLASS, of the best Manufacture, at the lowestcry desci-ipti _. ^
ternis. Lists of prices and estimates forwarded on applicati

& Co.^ 180, Bishopsgate Street Without, E.G.

Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for
QAYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZEO PRUNING and BODDI.VG KNITLS, see that you »et them
Observe the mark Swnor, also the corponite mark Obtain
Warranted, without which none are penuine.

S. & C. rceret having to caution Gardeners and others, but are
compelled to do so, in consequence of an imitation, of common
quality, h.aviDg been sold for the genuine one, and which has caused
many complaints to be made to thera of Knives which were not of
their make, all of which are warranted both by Sellers and Makers
S. & C.'s Pruning and Buddmg Knives aro the best and the

cheapest in the market.
Paxton Works, Sheffield. Established upwards of 125 years.

;HAWS tiffany, from 8s. per piece; GAEDEN
[J^'^'^^^^J^^A?^^^^ ^'*1^1 3d^per yard runj WIRE NETTING,UB, ou. per yaro

ird. Forks, Flo

WASPS.—The W \-l-
prices. Tcstliii

HEXAGON and CHl.sH l^ iv

These Nets are used for Shading,
Flies, Birds, S

rots, in great variety
;

' "arden, W.C.

I I \ (
; .
— Kedueed

, IIAYTHORK'S
Li'.^, iree by post.
;ct Fruit from WaspB,

Address, Mr. HAYrnony, Nottingham.'^

AUSTIN'S ARTIFICIAL STONE, Invented 1826.
The entire Stock of this Manufactoi-v comprises

180 different MODELS of VASES.
70 different MODELS of TA2ZA.S.
About 200 different FOUNTAINS.
74 STATUES from the Antique, and by Modern Artists, and

SMALL FIGURES of CHILDREN.
22 SUN-DIAL PEDESTALS.
GARDEN SEATS.
15 BASKETS, from 12s. to Seven Guineas.
SHELLS, suitable either for WATER or ROCK PLANTS,

Irom 18 inches to 12 feet diameter.
JARDINlfiRES, or large BOWLS for BLASSES of FLOWERS.
63 FlGURESof ANIMALS and BIRDS.
ORNAMENTAL RIMS to WATER BASINS.
34 BAPTISMAL FONTS.
CRESTS and other ORNAMENTS for GATE PIERS
BALUSTRADING, in various styles.

TRIPOD, and other ANTIQUE PEDESTALS.
Manufactured by AosiiN^ Seelev, i Co., at Nos. 309 to 375, Euston

Road, Regent s Park, N.W.

G LASS for GAEDEN PURPOSES, &c.—
PROPAGATING GLASSES, BEE do., FERN do., CUCUM-BER do., MILK PANS, SHEET GLASS, liARlLEY'S PATENTROUGH PLATE GLASS, GLASS TILES and SLATES, and every

description of Glass. Prices by post.
iN.B.—100 feet sup. of SHEET GLASS, 7 inches by 6 inches, for

10s., box included.
Rout. P. Tate, 31, Holbom Hill, London, W.C.

BY HER MAJESTY'S

OEMSON^S

.EOYAL LETTERS PATENT.

NEW PATENT WEOUGHT IRON MULTITUBULAR HOT-WATER BOILER.

THE GREAT ADVANTAGES OP THIS

BOILER ARE :—

1st. Being entirely of Wroucht-Iron,

its safety from leakiige and cracks (from

expansion or contraction), a danger to

which all Cast-iron Boilers are more or

less liable.

2d. An immensely increased surface

exposed to the direct action of the fire,

which passes through the tubes, thereby

giving a wonderfully increased amount

of power.

3d. A gi-eat saving in the consumption

of fuel. Its facility for banking up the

fire. Its peculiarly well-adapted cf>ii

struction for slow combustion, :ii'

burning many hours without attentin

at a trifling expense.

4tli. Its extraordinary power :ti

safety for carrying out the One BuiN

System, and small 8p.ice and deptli

for setting.

UNDERSIDE OF BOILER AND PLAN OF TUBES.

One of these BOILERS Heated the

GREAT OECHID TENT, 560 feet long,

and 40 feet wide, at the INTER-

NATIONAL nOETICULTUEAL

EXHIBITION, with a remarkably small

quantity of fuel, and gave the greatest

s.atisfaction. Was highly approved of

by many Scientific Iten and Practical

Horticulturists.

The great Power, Economy, and

Safe 'SN'orkiug of these BOILEES has

been thoroughly tested for the last

12 months at the Horticultural Gardens,

Cliiswick, where they may be seen in

action, and also at other places in

various parts of the country.

TIZEY ASE MALE OF VARIOUS SIZES. PEICES ON API'LICATION.

HENRY ORMSON, F.S.A.,

HORTICULTUEAL BUILDER TO HEE MAJESTY, AND HOT-WATEK APPARATUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF HER MAJESTY'S
EOYAL PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS, AND TO THE EOYAL HOETICULTURAL SOCIETY,

STANLEY BRIDGE, laNG'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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NEW STRAWBERRY, DR. HOGG (Bradley).—
Resembling British Qu60ii, but very larco, aud a better grower

than the Queen ; one of the sweetest Strawberries grown, and, like" ' " -'

-

'" ' - "' — -— _^.. . favourite,
cate from

distinction by the

Sir J. Paxton and Oscar, by the same raiser, will becoi

and be generally grown. It received a First-class Certificate from
the Royal Botanic Society in 1805, and the same distinctic

Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society thi:

was exhibited in C. Turner's successful collection of four vaneLicH oi

Strawberries, and also in his Collection of Fruit at the July Exhibi
tion of the Royal Botanic Society

Chv sTu ;, The Roval Xi

getting

"Radclifife-on-Trent, Aug. 8, 1866.
Dear Mr. Underbill,

CORRESPONDENCE is

rear. The pressure of duties at

,w..„^.:. ^.>^ sin lareely In this respect
;
pray excuse.

"I met, according to appointment, 'The Lndy' at the Station.

Her blushes on our first introduction bewitched me at once ; it was
literally and emphatically a case of 'love at first sight. In accord-

M
M.«va with your wish. I submitted — ._ „ .

tion. I found her all you had described her to be ; her abiUties and
qualiflcations are of the highest order. She has sweetness in a large

_^
a becomes a Lady, is of the most chaste

i pleasing kind ; 'and her iivelinesa of disposition will lead capt'—
all persons of discriminating *"*- " ...f.,*.-.. *= ^„..,v..

degree ; her delicacy of

Her constitution is pecmiarly

that'^of a Lady of high brth :it is healthy and vigorous, yet refined to

a degree In a word, ' The Lady ' does her parents and her guardian

the highest credit ; and I predict for her an infinity of conquests over

the hearts of all who make her acquaintance, for to see her and to

know her, is for her to be loved and cherished. 1 wish her ' great

luck.' and remain ever yours, most truly.

i^HOICE VARliiGATE.D PELARGONIUMS.
Mrs. Eenyo Italia Unita I Sunset
Mrs. Pollock

I

Rainbow GoldenTom Thumb
Clara Picturata Princess Alexandra
Yellow Belt | Fontainebleau | Burnin" Bush

strong plants, for 21s., package included. Terms, cash,
lired from imknown coireapendents. Address,

enes, Chatteris. Cambridgeshire,i^:^

CO., Dii

f & Co,, Durdham Down Nurscri

Do

rriHE GOLDEN VARIEGATED AVELLINGTONIA.—
.
1 The Parent Tree, though stripped of some thousands of its

shoots last winter, is unw 12 fi-ct liigh, and in great beauty. It has
made a splendid pi: , and tvery part of the Tree i

resenting a most beautiful appe.ii

in Coniferte, and coming to tbi

li.servingof a visit.

UL,'h Nurseries, Cork.—Sept. 1.

application.
i prciiUUt S

^ Iri^s to inform the Nobility
v^rv SELECT atd DESCRIPTIVE

M li.->, TULIPS, NARCISSUS, CROCUS,
in now ready, and may be had post free on

Any Ladies or Gentlemen requiring HITACINTHS, &c., for

competition, c\n be supplied with (specially selected) Bulbs suitable
lor that purpose at moderate prices.

G. D. having received his first importations of Hyacinths, &c.,
has much pleasure in stating that they are unusually fine this
season, and begs to assure those who may favour him with their com-
inands, none but first quality of Bulbs will be ^cut. Equal if not
""'"^" o any bouse in the Trade

much plei

It he obtal
18" Collecti

last, in coniDetition with Messrs, W;,. • nn.n-:< .\ -.,•, for jElO; als

the Bronze Medal at the Ruyal BoUinic ^ucii.ty, ijindon.
My Friend Mr. Cutbush having vauutmgly Challenged me la;

vear. I now venture to Challenge him to Exhibit 24 Hyacinths *

St. George's Hall, Liverpool, next March, for £5.

Green Lane N\irseiies. Old Swan, near Liverpool.

OUTTON'S UNRIVALLED^ COLLECTIONS of DUTCH FLOWER
ROOTS, carriage free.

Hyaclntlis for ExMbition.

UTTON AND SONS heg

100 very choice sorts £4 4

12 extra fine choice do. 12
12 choice sorts ..000
12 good sorts.. ..000

All goods carriage fteo, except small parcels.

ScTTo.v 2e Soxs,

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment,

Reading.

For Present Sowing.
TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM, Italian

Cnmson Clover.
TRIFOL. INCARNAT. TARDIF. Late Red
TRIFOL. INCARNAT. TARDIt'.LateWhite
SUTTON'S IMPROVED ITALIAN RYE-

GRASS.
QUTTON AND SONS have ready
k^ ?ery excellent Seed of the above.
Prices are very moderate, and may be bad
post free on application.
The quantity of Trifolium Incamatum

(alone) usually so^TO per acre is28ib., or with
Italian Rye-grass 81b. per acre is sufficient.

The Late Red and Late White should he
sown more thickly than the Incamatum, as
they do not grow so quickly, or produce so
large a quantity of food.

Also MUSTARD and RAPE, new seed.
All Goods carriage free, except very small p.\raels.
ON & Sons. Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

BrigHton and Sussex Seed Warehouse.
EDWARD CARPENTER'S MIXTURES

of PERMANENT GRASS and CLOVER SEEDS. — Best
quality, 36s. per acre (2 bushels light seeds, and 12 lb. Clovers and
small seeds per acre).—See testimonials in Catalogue.
Edward CARPtsriia's RENOVATING MIXTURES for Improving

ladv.

Seed Merchant and Grower, 96, St. James s

WILLIAM BULL, F.L.S.,
]!E09 TO INVITE

AN INSPECTION of his WINTER GARDEN,
TO ilEW OKE OF THE MOST EEJUKKjVBLE SIGHTS EVER WITNESSED IN GEAPE-GKOWING.

The VINES, which .are festooned over the entire building, covering an area of upwards of 20,000 superficial feet,

spanning 60, with the height of 26, are principally gro\vTi for the purpose of partially shading Specimen Plants

from the du'ect rays of the sun.

These VINES are now loaded with Thousands and Thousands of Bunches, hanging almost in perfect rotation in

every part of the house, which, with the magnificent Specimens beneath, present a coup d'mil, and a combination of

use and ornament, which Mr. W. B. ventures to think is unsurpassed in this country, or indeed in Europe.

ESTABLISHMENT for NEW and RARE PLAJSITS, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

FRESH IMPORTED DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

SUTTON & SONS
Have received in good condition their ANNU.IL SUPPLY of

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.
Tlie prices are very moderate, as see SUTTON'S DESCRIPTIVE

AUTUMN CATALOGUE for 1866, which is now ready, and will be for-

warded gratis and post free on application.

SUTTON AND SONS, ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS,
KOYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, S.W.,

EEO TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEY IIA.VE RECEIVED THEIR

ANNUAL SUPPLY OF BULBOUS ROOTS FROM HOLLAND,
AND ARE PLEASED TO SAY THAT THEY AHE IN EXCELLENT CONDITION.

CATALOGUES are now ready, and will be forwarded post free on application.

J. V. AND SONS desire to impress upon those who patronise them the great advantage of giving them their orders

early, as the successful Cultivation of Bulbs depends in a gi*eat measure upon their being planted early in the season.

HYACINTHS AND OTHER BULBS.

WILLIAM PAUL,
Son and Succe.ssor to tlio late A. Paul,

BEGS TO announce THAT HE HAS NOW READY lOU DELIVERY

HIS USUAL SUPPLY OF HYACINTHS AND OTHER BULBS,

"Which he has selected from the stock of the first growers in Holland, and which he believes will be found

equal to any Bulbs this year imported, and give the same satisfaction to the respective purchasers as those imported

and supplied b}' him in previous years.

, 50s. per 100

'is., 12s., aod lbs, per doz.

•12s. per doz,

:o 3is. per lOO

[
'rULtPS, early, in great variety, Is. to 45. per doz., Ca. to 243. per 100

i'OLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, by name, U.ioGs. per doz., 25s. to

„ for bedding, 18«. to 3is. per 100 I CROCUS, of sorts, 2s. to 5s. per 100.

All other Bulbs and Bpriyig-Jiowering Tlanis and ^Sh>t(bs for Forcing equally reasonable in price.

His friends and the public generally are respectfully reminded that his Collections of these Plants obtained no

less than 29 Pirst Prizes last spring in the space of one week, from the Royal Horticultural and Eoyal Botanic

Societies of London.

NOTICES OF THE PEESS.

arid the colours art

remarkable for their solidity and cl^p.mes8."—Gardeners* Chionicle.

" There was an air of nobility about the spikes that it r.

difficult to describe, but which was most stiiking."—Voimtai o^

HvrticuUure.

Mr. W. raul's wonderful group of 24 Hyacinth;

I

"A Collection that were as near absolute perfection as in the present
state of our knowledge we can imagine."

—

Oardeiia-a' Jklayatine.

" The Hyacinths were particularly flno and very numerous, the

I

planta and flowers large and well-grown."'—T/te Tirrus.

" The Hyacinths are of giant size, the colours having a metallic

I

lustre and anintensity which weneversawequalled."

—

Morning Post.

' The Hyacinths and Roses of Mr. "Wm. Paul proved the gi-eatest

EARLY OUBERS ARE SOLICITED.

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.
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B S. WILLIAMS,
Victoria and Parfidiao Nurseries, HuUoway, London, X.

CHOICE SEEDS.
PRIMULA (Williams's Guporb Strain).—The most notod strain of

Pi-iraula in existence; Rarao as supplied to nearly all tho largest
Gardens in England. In .'^ealcd packets, at 53., 3s. C,d., and 2s. Qd.

ench. None genuine witbout B. S. Williams's name and address on
the packet.

CALCEOLARL\ (James's Strain).—5s. and 35. Gd. per packet.

CINERARIA (WEATnERiLL's extra choice strain).-Tlii3 well-
known Covent Garden strain to be bad genuine only in sealed
packets bearini* B. S. Williams's name and address. Price 5s. and
3s. Gd. per packet.

NEW HARDY RHODODENDRON.
MICHAEL WATERRR—Tliis Rhododendron has hitherto

been exhibited under the naino of ANNIHILATOR. but it will be sent
r.ubtedly the most brtlli;

Giirden Superintendent, Mr. George Etles, that he shall
j" " >ws of tho Society hia ADVICE ' '

"" '— '

ns-oiu, and Management of their G
lea per Visit, with Travelling exp6Di.__

Mr. Etles begs to infonn the Fellows of tho Royal Horticultural
Society and the Public generally, that having made the above

worth and Svdenham for 12 years, and carried out all the Gardei.
arrangements of the Interior of the Crystal Palace under his direc-
tion ; and ho was subsequently intrusted with the Laying out of the
New Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society at South Ken-
sington from Plans prepared by Mr. Nesfield.

tEfit (SarlieneriS'€ftt(intcle.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 1, 1866.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
f Royal Horticultural (Floral and FruitCom-

TtTESD4T. Sept. i\ mittcps], at South KensiriRtoii .. .. U a.m.
(Ditto (Scientific Discussion) 3 p.m.

TuonsDvV^' — (5
(Crystal Palace Horticultural Exhibition,. Noon

K.TttBi...' efRoyal Horticultural (Weekly Show), atSaturoai. - 8{ South Keu.ington .. .. .. .. J p.m.

While tho animal phj'siologists havo had
recourso to the cold-blooded, slow-going frog for

the prosecution of numberless experiments on
the nervous sj-stem, vegetable physiologists have
been no less actively employed in questioning
tho SE>fsiTrvE Pl.ynt, with a view to discover
the why and wherefore of the movements exhi-
bited bj' this elegant, and, so to speak, lively plant.
It has been subjected to rude blows, to gentle taps,
with the finger, with glass, with metal, with gutta
percha, with amber, with conductors and non-
conductors of all descriptions ; it has been subjected
to the action of acids, of caustics, of anaesthetics,

such as chloroform ; of sedatives, such as opium

;

it has been shut up in a dark room, or exposed
to candle-light only ; it has been turned ghastly
pale beneath the blue rays of the specti'um, anil

has blushed rosily under the red ray ; it has
been exposed to the rough jolting of a caiTiage
till it got used to the motion and lost its sensi-
bility accordingly. With all this it cannot be
said that wo have arrived at any thoroughly
satisfactory conclusions as to the cause of the
movement. Electricity and endosmose of course
have been considered to have an influence on this,

as they have been pressed into the service to
account for many other of the phenomena of
vegetable life, and often without sufficiently justi-
ficatory reasons. With reference to electricity

it has been obseiwcd, says M. DucnARTEE, in
his recently published "Elements of Botany,"
that the electric spark serves as an irritant to
the plant, causing it to fold its leaves, while a
continuous current has no eff'ect.

Some experiments of Dutrochet's, alluded to
by DuCHAETRE, prove pretty conclusively that
the fibrous portions of the leaf-stalk and its sub-
divisions are the channels thi-ough which tho
irritation is conveyed, as when they are left intact,
while the investing cellular tissue is cut awaj',
the plant stUl manifests sensibility, while under
the reverse conditions no action takes place ; but
while it seems clear that the irritation is pro-
pagated along the fibro-vascular cords, it seems
equally clear that they are mere conductors,

—

telegraph wires, as it were,—and that the
batteries in which the force is generated are to
be sought in those little swellings or tumours
which exist at tho base of the main leaf-stalk, as
well a.s at the base of each of its subdivisions.
These little swelUngs have a distinct and peculiar
anatomical structm-e, and in their outer cells act
as springs in raising or lowering the leaf-stalk

;

for if the cells are detached in strips from the
central fibres, these strips are found to elongate

;

and hence all the while they are attached to the
central cord, they are in the same condition as a
spring that is prevented from uncoiling, and act
on tho median framework in the same manner

—

the cells on the upper side having a tendency
to uncoil in ono direction, those on the lower
in the opposite, tho antagonism of the two

serving to keep the leaf horizontal. But if

the equilibrium be destroyed from any cause,
then a movement of tho leaf .takes place ; thus,

when the leaf falls, tho lower set of springs loses

for an instant its power, in eonsequcnco of which
the upper set, being left free to act, presses the
leaf (io-n-n. When tho relaxation of the lower
spring ceases, and its force is restored, tho leaf

returns to its normal position. What causes the
momentary lo.ss of power in the lower spring is

not as yet determined, though it is supposed to

depend upon a sudden emptying of the liquid
contents of tho cells of the lower spring. Knowing
how very contractile tho contents of the cells are
in some instances, e. g., in the Selaginella

rautabilis, we can hardly avoid hazarding the
surmise, that in that tissue specially will be found
the seat of the contraction and expansion.

This year's bloom of Ehododendeons
suggests a few remarks which may be of interest

to some of our readers. It is now rather a long
lookback to tho flowering season of this favourite

shrub ; but as what we have got to say respects
its planting and protection, our hints cannot
be deemed out of date. We may premise that the
display of blossoms, particularly in later situa-

tions, was extremely fine. In many places,

however, a considerable portion of tho flower-

buds of tho early varieties was destroyed, or

materially injured, by the lingering frosts of

April and May. It unfortunately happens, that

a few degi-ees of frost prove injurious to the

flowers of Ehododendrons, not only when they
are fully developed, but almost as soon as the

flower buds begin to expand.

Why should not the early varieties be protected

from frost Y A florist does not grudge the
expense of a frame for his Auriculas, or a canvas
awning for his Tulips. In most catalogues, it is

time, certain early Ehododendrons are set down
as specially adapted for conservatories—an
excellent hint for those who possess such struc-

tures, and havo room in them for such plants
;

but with the exception perhaps of E. arboreum,
wo seldom see Ehododendrons planted out in the
soil which forms the floor of a conservatory.
Ordinary hybrids are grown in pots or tubs ; and
they are not often well grown, for as soon as

they have flowered, they are hurried away
to the back of a wall, or some shady
place, where a minimum of watering is

required, and whore accordingly they do not
form fine foliage or strong flower buds. Early
Ehododendrons, if cultivated at all, must gene-
rally be grown in tho open air. Mr. John
Wateeee, indeed, who is a great authority on
this subject, is of opinion that they should not
be so cultivated, and he strongly '

' advises gentle-
men on no account to introduce into their clumps
tender or early blooming kinds." Of coui'se the
late bloomers are to be preferred for the general
collection, and it is a happy thing that wo have
so many brilliant varieties of that character. But
we should hesitate to lop off a whole month from
the beginning of the Ehododendron season, and
that at the very time that thej' aro most wanted.
We should bo sorry to miss the bright scarlet or

crimson blossoms of Kobleanum, or of other vernal
sorts, fi'om our spring bouquets. It is true that

we sometimes see the brilliant trusses of these
varieties encrusted with snow, and still moro
frequently we find their half-opened buds blighted
by the black frosts of March and April. Well,
let it bo so, if it must bo .so ; but they not un-
frequently escape, like tho charming B. dauri-
cum atrovirons, which sometimes blooms as early
as Christmas, and takes any opportunity of fresh
weather to put in its appearance, and which,
though often destroyed, is about the last shrub
we should spare from our gardens. Early Eho-
dodendrons, however, need not be destroyed by

'

frosts. They may be effectually protected by
light airy tents of tiffany or canvas. Suppose a
well-selected group of these sorts to be planted
in a sunny, sheltered corner of the flower garden
—in a figure, let us say, of an elongated
hexagonal or octagonal shape

; posts, some 6 feet

high, might be erected at the angles, with a few
taller ones in the centre ; and on these a roof and
side curtains might be suspended, the latter to

be drawn aside in fair weather ind sunshine.
A clever gardener would have no difficulty in

reaHsing this suggestion. The posts might be
covered by creeping plants in summer, and with
a little ingenuity these out-of-doors, extem-
porised conservatories, might easily be made to

harmonise with tho permanent glazed structures
set apart for the culture of plants.

This suggestion implies the grouping of the
various sorts of Ehododendrons according to
theii- periods of flowering. It would be a waste
of .space to put under canvas any that do not
require protection. Tho principle of grouping
we are disposed to advocate for another reason,
which is well understood in the autumnal flower
garden. The only means of securing a comjiact
array of blos.soms is to plant together the varieties

which bloom about the same time. Tho effect of

a mass is greatly marred by the presence of
plants, some of which havo done flowering, while
others have not expanded their flower-buds. It

would be easy, by noting the dates of the
flowering of tho most desirable sorts—as is

partially done in Mr. Standisii's excellent

Catalogue—to throw them into three, four, or
five groups, according to the convenience of tho
place, or the magnitude of the collection. Tho
following attempt at grouping will Ulustrate our
meaning ; only we beg that it may not be taken
as exhaustive, many fine sorts being omitted, nor
as professedly accurate, for wo write chiefly from
memory, aided by the above-mentioned Cata-
logue, which does not include all the sorts named.
In passing, we may express a wish that the
Ehododendron nurserymen would follow Mr.
STANDiSH'tS example in giving the dates of
flowering, and that they would imitate tho
catholicity of the Eose-growers, who enumerate
all good varieties whether raised or introduced
by themselves or not.

Eiirhj Group.— Altaclerense, EussoUianum,
Nobleaniim several varieties, Gloire de Gand,
Cinnamomum Cunninghamii, 'Sun of Austerlitz,

Limbatum, Sir Walter Scott, Broughtoni, Prince
Camille de Eohan, &c.

Medium Group.— Alarm, Album elegans, Atro-
sanguineum, Barclayanum, Blandyanum, Bray-
anum, Bylsianum, Coriaceum, Countess of
Wilton, Currieanum, Delicatissimum (particu-

larly Veitcli's), Everestianum, Fastuosum, Gem,
Genseric, lago, Lady Eleanor Catheart, Lady
Godiva, Ingramii, Mooreanum, Mrs. Loudon,
Nelsoni, Nero, Paxtoni, Perspiouum, Schiller,

Victoria, Zuleika, &c.

Lriic Group. — Butlerianum, Candidissimum.
Celebrandum, Chianoides, Colonel, Comtesse do
Morella, Concessum, La VivandiSre, Maculatum,
Nigrum superbum. Marguerite, Minnie, Ma-
cranthiim, Mr. John Waterer, Mrs. John
Waterer, Mrs. Standish, Standish's Perfection,

Star of England, Leopardi, &o.

The above may be recommended as a selection

for a beginner. It contains few or none of tho
fine new liigh-priced varieties. Of course one
fairly inspired with the love of Ehododendrons
will not content himself with these ; and he will

speedily discover that the second and third groups
may be greatly increased. The white or light -

coloured varieties in the late group are so exqui-
sitely fine, that it is difficult to speak of thenr

with moderation. They will match tho finest

Camellias any day. We may add that in the
second week of last Julj', we saw some fino trusses

of Maculatum nigrum superbum, in a cool shaded
situation, and that circumstance, supposing that

Nobleanum flowered about 1st of April, as it no
doubt did in many parts of the country, marks
off a period of 3i months for the Ehodo(iendron
season of 1866.

Our observations this year have convinced us
of the great superiority of soil largely composed
of peat earth for the growth of Ehododendrons.
It is usual for nurserymen to affirm that this

shrub will grow well enough in any light soil of

a loose or sandy texture. Mo.st of their nurseries

are of this description ; and it is natural for them
to maintain that what is sufficient for propaga-
tion is good for growth. It is true that Ehodo-
dendrons will grow, in a way, in any li.ght soil

containing abundance of vegetable matter as one
of its elements. There is, however, all the

difference in the world between plants that barely

live after a stunted precarious fashion, and plants

that grow like WiUows, .and are covered annually
with immense showers of blossom. Amateurs
who can procure peat earth are strongly recom-
mended to avail themselves of it. If they reside

near a railway, they will probably have little

difficulty in obtaining say five or six truck-loads

of it, which may be equal to 20 or 25 cart-loads.

Let them chop it small, or break it well with a
coarse rake, but not screen it. Let them add an
equal quantity of well-rotted leaf-mould, free

from sticks, with a sufficiency of sharp sand.

That will give from 60 to 70 cart-loads of compost
to begin with. If the original soil of the garden
is clayey or chalky it should be excavated to the
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depth of 12, 15, or 18 inches, ai3 the grower can

afford it, and a layer of the compost put in its

place. It is often injurious to mix up any of the old

soil. After the Ehododendi-ous have been planted

they will he benefited by a strong mulching from

a decayed hotbed ; and the process may be

repeated with good effects for sever.al years.

M. Herincq, in a recent number of the " Hor-

ticulteur Francjais," states that he has succeeded in

obtaining several plants of Ikesine Herbstii witb

perfectly Green Foliage. The plants so obtained

have little or nothing of an ornamental character.

They seem to have originated as sports from the

ordinary-leaved plant ; and they lead M. Hehincij to

the conclusion that cuttings do not always e.xactly

reproduce the typical form of the plant from which

they sprang, any more than seeds do, but they tend

to increase and perpetuate the slightest variation. Hence
the necessity for carefully selecting the cuttings, and for

taking those which are the most true to the typical or

required form ; but if, on the other hand, it is desired

to obtain a new variety, then those branches should be

selected to supply cuttings which vary most from the

specific type.

It is with the deepest regret that we have to

record the death of Dr. George Mettenius, of

Leipsig, one of the most able and accurate of modern
pteridologists. Dr. Mettenitts, who was Professor of

Botany in the Leipsig University, died of cholera, on
the 18th of August, in'the 4.3d year of his age, and will

be greatly regretted by all who knew him, no less for

his personal qualities than for his scientific attain-

ments. "We have also to record with much concern the

death of another German Botanist of repute, Dr.

KOTSCHT, whose splendid work on the Oaks is known
to many of our readers.

A simple method of Preserving Frfit from
Insect E.iVAGES would be a great boon to Horticul-

ture, for the quantity of fruit destroyed by insects

depositing their eggs in fruit blossoms is enormous.
These creatures are said to have a great antipathy to

vinegar, the mere odour of which is enough to drive

them away, and in some cases to destroy them, and
nothing more is required than to sprinkle the branches
with a mixture of vinegar and water at the moment the

blossoms begin to appear. The plan is recommendotl
for adoption by the Society of Practical Horticulture

of the Rhone. The mi.xture recommended consists of

one part of vinegar to nine parts of water, but as French
vinegar is very strong, perhaps the amount of water

should be less when English vinegar is used. AVhen
the liquids are well mixed, the solution is to be
sprinkled over the flower-buds, by means of a garden-

engine or syringe, or even with a watering-pot with a

fine rose. Mr. Denis, the director of the School of

Arboriculture at Lyons, reports that fruit trees so

treated were covered with fruit, while those to which
the acidulated water was not applied bore scarcely any.

We have formerly invited attention to Messrs.

Jacksian's fine hybrid varieties of Clematis (see

1864, p. 823), the great merit of which, and that by
which they far surpass the ordinary varieties of C.

lanuginosa, is their quality of continuous flowering.

Through the month of August they present masses of

magnificent blossoms, and they continue branching

and blooming on freely till arrested by the ungenial

weather or frosts of autumn. Shades of blue-puri'le

and of reddish-purple in considerable variety predomi-

nate in the original batch of seedlings, but there are

some very desirable forms of a paler or lilac tint, and
paler tints of lavender and lilac have been also obtained

in a second batch of seedlings which we have seen

blooming this season. The size and profusion of the

flowers in the older established plants is astonishing, and
the sight of them would well repay a visit to AVoking.

Messrs. SoTTOX & Sons, of Beading, have
addressed to us a letter repudiating Dr. Bonavia's
imputations as to the Inferiority of English
Seeds as compared with those derived from America,
and quoting several letters in eulogy of the seeds sent

to India bv that firm. Dr. Bonavia, it should be
remembered, neither says how nor why the English

seeds are inferior, nor does he state from whom he
procured them.

We hear that on Monday last, the anniversary

of the birthday of the l.ate Prince Consort, no fewer

than 180,000 persons visited the Gardens of the Royal
Horticultural Society at South Kensington.

We are also authorised to state that, to enable the

public to inspect the flowers and plants with grsater

quiet thau is practicable on this holiday, the Council

hiive determined to open the Gardens free on every

Wednesday during the months of September and
October.

—— We understand that at the meeting of the Floral

Committee, at South Kensington on Tuesday the 4th

inst., Mr. Bull will exhibit a plant of Amaryllis
Josephinje with upwards of 50 flowers.

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF VENTLLATION.
No. XL

{Continued /m,:i p. ^OS).

Sufficient has been aheady advanced to prove the

necessity of air as food for plants. From thence they

derive the great bulk of their substance. Most of what
is consumable by fire has been obtained from the atmo-
sphere. Besides these, plants contain certain saline

and earthy matters which reveal their earthy origin.

But as food, the air which they eat as well as breathe

is of more importance than the soil in which the roots

are fixed. Hence a fresh supply of air may bring more
and better sustenance for plants than loads of manure

applied to the ground. Doubtless a portion ofpl:ui) fooil i,-

absorbed by their roots; but Ibelieve comparatively little

carbonic acid gas or ammonia enters into plants

through these channels. Where roots absorb their

thousands of grains of food, I believe the leaves absorb

their tens of thousands, and mainly for the simple
reason that the leaves present such an infinitely wider
area of feeding surface than the roots. The ramifica-

tions of roots are doubtless extensive, but few of them
absorb food unless at their extremities, and these are

not only very small, but comparatively few in number.
Roots more frequently resemble pipes for the con-

veyance of fluids than congeries of mouths for the
collection and absorption of food ; they are as much,
or more, mere mechanical ties to fix plants to the earth,

as food collectors. The chief function of leaves, on the
contrary, is to sift out and elaborate food ; their whole
surface is permeable to gases and fluids. The extent of

surface they present to the atmosphere is almost incal-

culable and incredible; their waving motion is ever

bringing them into contact with new feeding ground.

Or if they cease to move, fresh supplies of food are

brought to them by the ever moving air. To plants in

their normal condition that supply is inexhaustible.

They collect it from the whole world ; they draw it in

out of the earth, lap it up from the water, inhale it

from the air. It is the boast of our commerce that

its cargoes float upon every sea; but the vegetable

kingdom takes a loftier flight, and while it presses alike

the solid earth and the ocean of waters into its service,

it makes the heavens themselves the chief agency for

the transportation of its food. The air is ever freighted

with its burden, and rests not day nor night in carrying

plant food from where it is not wanted to where it is.

The entire process is based on the soundest commercial
principles: production, conveyance, and consumption
exactly match and balance each other.

_
There is

never a glut of food in the atmospheric market,
nor lack of force to convey it, nor difficulty of

finding a brisk demand. The great manufacturers
— combustion, respiration, and decomposition —
maintain the supply of food. Heat and the buoyant
air distribute it, and plants with their myriad leaves,

Sorous stems, and open-mouthed roots consume it.

ly these processes plants live and grow and are per-

fected; the air itself is renewed, and its purity

maintained. The food of plants is manufactured at the

expense of the atmosphere; its oxygen imparts the

motive-power to the whole machinery of production.

No fire, no breathing, no decay without that. The quan-
tity consumed in these operations is enormous. The
whole volume of the atmosphere would speedily be im-
poverished androbbed of its vital life-sustaining powers;

but plants seize upon the products of the oxygen, decom-
pose them, retain the carbon as food, and breathe

forth the oxygen once more into the air. So, in the

eloquent words of the late Professor Henfrey, in the
" Magazine of Botany," " the carbonic acid gas we are

exhalma, in a few short hours will be travelling along to

the north and south of us, endeavouring to traverse

the world. The Cedars of Lebanon, the Araucarias of

the Andes, and the beautiful Pines of the Himalayas
will take of it to increase their size ; the Date trees of

the valley of the Nile will drink it in by their leaves;

the Cocoa-nuts of Tahiti, the Mangoes of the Amboyna
Islands will ripen upon it; the Ericas of the Cape, the

Cacti of the New World, and the Orchidaceous plants

of the Indian Archipela;go ivill change it into flowers.

The oxygen we are inhaling has been but Lately

distiUed for us by the Magnolias of the Susquehanna
and the Passifloras of Texas. The huge Rhododen-
drons of the Himalayas, the Cinnamon trees of Ceylon,

and the Roses of Cashmere, with forests older than the

Flood, buried deep in the heart of Africa, have con-

tributed to it. The rain we see falling around us was
thawed from the mountainous icebergs of the polar

seas; and aquatic plants have sucked up from the

Nile, the Mississippi, and the Tigris, and exhaled as

vapours the mighty snow-fields of the Andes, the

Atla.s, and the .'Ups."

And thus the matchless constitution of the atmo-

sphere is preserved; man finds a constant supply of

oxygen, and plants of carbonic acid gas, ammonia, &c.,

but it will be observed that they have the range of

the whole atmosphere to find it in. It should also be

borne in mind that those gigantic modes of circulation

already adverted to are as necessary for the distri-

bution of plant food as for equalising the world's heat

:

the air of our world never moves but it carries a load

of food with it.

But how verj' diflerent from all this are the artificial

atmosidieres shut up in our plant-houses. The air in

these is often kept as nearly stationary as possible ; or if

it moves at all it moves in a treadmill round from pipe

to glass and back to pipe again. Great care is taken

to prevent the addition of fresh air to it. Every time
it comes into contact with attenuated leaf or lanky

stem they nibble away at the meagre food it bears to

them, until none is left. Still while a disparity of tem-
perature prevails in diflerent parts of the house the air

must make its dreary round. Under such circum-

stances not only does the air convey no food to the

plants, but it actually abstracts elements from them.

It is well known that plants during darkness, evolve or

give out carbonic gas, and consume oxygen. It is

quite possible that during dull weather, and in an
unchanged atmosphere, they do the same. Hence they

are "drawn," or become thin, not so much from the

absence of Ught, and a sheer lack of food in the

air, as by the oxygen robbing them of still more of their

solid substance or carbon. Instead of feeding upon the

carbonic acid gas and ammonia which they ought to

find in the air, they are perforce obliged to eat

piireoxygen. Nosoonerdoes this gas enter into plants

than it begins to destroy, instead of build up ; it causes

an entire reversal and derangement of function. A
similar thing happens to men in close atmospheres,

only the position of the gases is reversed. No sooner

is all the available oxygen used up in a given atmo-
sphere than they are compelled to breathe in again the
carbonic acid gas which has just been expelled. The
result is immediate derangement, speedy suflering, and
ultimately death. In the case of men however the
symptoms of distress are felt, and loudly expressed,
and a remedy is found.

Plants may feel these as much or more, exhibit every
symptom of visible distress up to actual death, but can
make no audible complaint. Were they endowed with
speech, in hundreds of plant houses we should be
deafened with their urgent calls for air, air,

air ! more and fresher air I And they must have it,

for air to them is not only something to breathe, but
almost everything to eat.

Startling as it may appear to many, plants in glass

houses now receive less air than formerly. Most of our
improvements in hothouse building have tended to
reduce the amount of air admitted. I do not mean
that less provision has been made for ventilation ; more
and better has doubtless been provided. But this does
not compensate for that formerly admitted accidentally.

And roofs now are hermetically sealed in many cases

—

in all they are nearly air-tight. The old roofs, with
their innumerable laps, cracks, and imperfections of
movement and fitting, were as much or more huge
ventilating screens, as protecting air excluders. Innu-
merable currents of air flowed freely through
them in all weathers; there were no means
of keeping it out unless the snow did it

occasionally. Hence, whatever danger there w.is then
of the plants being starved with cold, they could never
be pinched with hunger for lack of food in the air. In
securing them, as we have now done, against the first,

we seem to have run the risk of exposing them to the
second danger.
This has chiefly arisen from unden'ating the im-

portance of a continuous supply of air as plant food,

and under-estimating the quantity admitted through
the old-fashioned roofs. It is impossible to measure
the exact quantity. Could we do so, its amount would
startle the most profuse aerators of the present day.

Over the whole surface of the roof, air was passing out
and coming in ; at all points throughout its entire

volume the atmosphere of the old hothouses was being
constantly changed. This constancy constituted the
merit of what may be termed the accidental mode
of ventilation. As far as the renewal of the air

was concerned, such ventilation was perfect.

Of course it had serious di-,awba.cks. The loss of heat
and of moisture was enormous ; the volume of cold

air rushing into immediate and direct contaet with
tender growth chilled and withered up its life. Our
improved roofs and new modes of glazing, enable us to

economise heat and exclude the air at pleasure, and
these are manifestly steps in the right direction. It

would be the extreme of folly, fur the sake of securing
fresh air as plant food, to go back to the old semi-open
roofs, but the great lesson they taught us should not
be lost ; that lesson was that a constant supply of fresh

air is essential to the well-being, to the healthy growth
and very life of plants. It was because of this that our
predecessors, amid all other drawbacks, achieved their

measure of cultural success. They took no trouble about
it. The air was admitted then by circumstances over
which they had no control; but it came in constantly and
freely all the same. We have the power of excluding
it ; therefore we must exorcise the wisdom of admitting
it : not fitfully, when the sun shines, or the air is genial

only—not merely by day, but by night as well, and, in
fact, at all times and in nearly all weathers. And we
must also see to it that the whole volume of the atmo-
sphere is changed. To this end there must not only be
inlets but outlets for air. It will not sutUce to have a
few pipes coming in from the front to be carefully

heated before admission into the house ; there ought
iilso to be outlets for air to escape, or the air will not
flow in. Disparities of temperature must also obtain
between the inflowing and outpouring currents, or there
will be little or no motion. If the house is already
full of air it is obvious that more cannot flow

into it under ordinary pressure ; and if it is of one
uniform temperature it will lack the ability to move.
Now, as plants in our hothouses seldom enjoy wind
enough to bring their leaves and stems into new and
unexplored strata of the atmosphere, from which the
food has not been abstracted, it is of the greater

importance that their aerial food should be constantly
conveyed to them by the moving air. In fact, change
of air is not only the breath but the bread of life to

plants. Let this fact but be deeply ingrained in the
minds of gardeners, and a stuBy stagnant atmosphere
will become as rare in our hothouses as it is in Nature.

Doubtless, in very severe weather, something may
be done to keep up the sujmly of plant food in our
hothouse atmospheres by artificial means. By various
contrivances—such as evaporating pans charged with
water more or less impregnated ^vith carbonic acid gas

and ammonia, and the good old system of introducmg
sweet fermenting horse droppings or stable litter

—

the air may be re-stocked with the food of

plants. The best fruit I have ever grown were
largely assisted in this manner. It is the more neces-

sary to resort to such expedients when the houses are

crowded with plants. The more and healthier they
are, the sooner the stock of food is exhausted. Bulk for

bulk our internal atmosphere has many more ;mouths
to feed than the same volume of the external air

;

therefore it is the more necessary to kem up its

nutritious qualities by artificial expedients. Especially

is this requisite when the external source of supply is

shut out. And even when and where a constant

stream of fresh air is admitted, the quantity and
activity of the semi-tropical life developed in our hot-

houses, may require more carbonic acid gas and
ammonia than our temperate climate aflbrds. And as

a slight excess of either of these elements in the atmo-
sphere will do no harm, and may be of the highest
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service, it is good aud safe practice to generate a

supply, during all stages of growth short of the final or

ripening one. In small houses much may be done to

feed the plants by sending several people to work
among them in dull cold weather, wnen the outside

air is excluded. The quantity of carbon breathed forth

by them will be very considerable, and will be greedily

and at once consumed by the plants as food.

I by no means recommend any of these or other

artificial modes of charging the air with food, to the

exclusion of the natural one which is constantly at

ha*id—that of renewing the air by changing it. But
when the latter from extreme cold outside or paucity

of heat within becomes impracticable, or at least

difficult, then the former may be used with advantage

;

and the two combined would enable us to command
the plant-feeding properties of a tropical atmosphere
throughout our glass houses, erected for the perfecting

of tropical produce. D. T. Fish.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION.
[The following is a condensed abstract of such portions

of Mr. Groves' address to the British Association at

Nottingham, as relate to Natural History.]

One word will ^ve you the key to what I am about to

discourse on; that word is eontinv.iiii,~no new word, and
used iu no new sense, but perhaps applied more generally

than it has hitherto been. We shall see. unless I am much
mistaken, that the development of observational, experi-

mental, and even deductive knowledge is either attained by
steps so extremely small as to form really a continuous

ascent, or, when distinct results apparently separate from any
co-ordinate phenomena have been attained, that then, by the

subsequent progress of science, intermediate links have been
discovered uniting the apparently segregated instances with
other more familiar phenomena. It seems strange that the
referring past changes to similar causes to those which are

now in operation should have remained uninvestigated until

the present centixry ; but with this, as with other branches of

knowli/.d^rt, til.! inu^t siiiijile is frequently tho latest view
whicli 1 >ri'i 1

1' ^ 1 . Ill- I M i 1
1

'
1 . It is much more easy to

invuiii .1 /'.
.

' . :i III tu trace out the influcnccof slow
contiiii' I

'
I : ! "f the marvellous is so much raoro

attnirfivr ill III 1
'.' ] ii i'lii iiivi;stigation of tiuth, that we find

it to h.-Lvo prevailed almost universally in the early stages of

In astronomy wc had crystal sphcBes, cycles, and epicycles ;

in churui.sti-y tliu iiIiIIosoiiIllt'.s stuno, the elixir vitfe, the
arcli.i H "I ';'' ii i\I ]-'!i' .:;i-ti>n : in electricity the
noti'-n il' '.!' ' ' nid that a mysterious
flui-I , ii I ,

,
I

'I L,'e'jlogy a deluge or a

voUmii- .'.
1 - i|.!m,. .. , 111 ]. >. -.< new race was created

wheiit,vci LLoMij iL^uui,! iL . lio.'. .- u.h new races began the
theorist did nut stup to inquire.

A curious sjieculator might say to a palseontologlst of even
recent date, in the words of Lucretius,

—

Nam neque de coelo cecidisse animalia possunt
Kec terrestria de salsLs exisse lacunis.

greasive and more highly developed forms are, as far as the

most enlarged experience shows, generated by reproduction.

The groat difficulty which is met with at the threshold of

inquiry into tho origin of species, is the definition of species ;

in fact, species can hardly bo defined without begging the

question in dispuLo.
Thus, if a species be said to be a perseverance of typo incapable

of blending itself vath other types, or, which comes nearly to

the same thing, incapable of producing by union with other

types offspring of an intermediate character which can again

catc of continuity b1i

deemed separate sjil'

separate species by i

dcfiuition of specicH,

The line of dcmai

at this result, that whenever tho advo-
>\\ . , M. 11 ;i:i f what had been hitherto
i. i!

I
I i--, they were considered

li I . . imt now come under the

E nihilo a

(Turn) fierent juvenes subito ex infantibus parvis,

E terraque cxorta repente arbusta salirent

;

Quorum nihil fieri manifestum est, omnia quando
Paulatim crescunt, ut par est, seminc certo,

Crescentesque genus servant,

—which may be thus freely paraphrased :
" You have

abandoned tho behef in one primaeval creation at one point of

time ; you cannot assert that an elephant existed when the
first saurians roamed over earth and water. Without, then, in

any way limiting Almighty power, if an elephant were created

without progenitors, the first elephant must, in some way or

other, have physically an-ived on this earth. Whence did he
come? did he fall from the sky {i. e. from the interplanetary

space) ? did he rise moulded out of a mass of amorphous earth

or rock ? did he appear out of the cleft of a tree ? If he had no
antecedent progenitors, some such beginning must be assigned
to him." I know of no scientific writer who has, since the
discoveries of geology have become familiar, ventured to

present in intelligible terms any definite notion of how such
an event could have occurred. Those who do not adopt some
view of continuity arc content to say—God willed it ; but
would it not be more reverent and more philosophical to
inquire by observation and experiment, and to reason from
induction aud analogy, as to the probabilities of such frequent
miraculous interventions ?

As we detect no such phenomenon as the creation or spon-

taneous generation of vegetables and animals which arc large

enough for the eye to see without instrumental assistance, as

we have long ceased to expect to find a Plesiosaunis spon-

taneously generated in our fish-pond, or a Pterodactyle in our
pheasant-cover, the field of this class of research has become
identified with the field of the microscope, and at each new
phase tlie investigation has passed from a larger to a smaller
class of organisms. The question whether among the smallest
and apparently the mo.st elementary forms of organic life the
phenomenon of spontaneous generation obtains, has recently
formed the subject of careful experiment and animated dis-

cussion in Prance. If it could be found that organisms of a
comjilex character were generated without progenitors out of
amorphous matter, it might reasonably be argued that a
similar mode of creation might obtain in regard to la.rger

organisms. Although we see no such phenomenon as tho
formation of an animal such as an elephant, or a tree such as
an Oak, excepting from a parent which resembles it, yet if

the microscope revealed to us organisms, smaller but equally
complex, so formed without having been reproduced, it would
render it not improbable that such might have been the case
with larger organic beings. The controversy between
M. Pasteur and M. Pouchet has led to a very close investiga-
tion of this subject; and the general opinion is", that when
such precautions are taken as exclude from the substance
submitted to experiment all possibility of germs from the
atmosphere being introduced, as by passing the air which is

to support the life of the animalculse through tubes heated to
redness a:id other precautions, no formation of organisms
takes place. Some experiments of Dr. Child's, communicated
to the Royal Society during the last year, again throw doubt
on the negative results obtained by M. Pasteur ; so that the
question may bo not finally determined, but the balance of
experiment and opinion is against spontaneous generation.
One argument presented by M. Pasteur is well worthy of

remark, viz., that in proportion as our means of scrutiny
become more sc;irching, heterogeny, or the development of

organisms without generation from parents of similar organism,
has been gTiuluHlly driven from higher to lower forms of life,

so that if S('iri. ii M It. i,t .M-rptious still exist they are of the
lowest and ^in I

' iiid thesoexceptionsmay probably
bo removed, ,

I
^^ I ll.^idors he has removed them, by

If it be otiiii \si.-.L, 11 lji..uii-i)icny obtains at all, all will now
.admit that at jirtaoiit the result of the nioet careful experi-
ments shows it to be confined to the most simple organic
structures, such as vibrions and bacteria, and tliat all the pro-

1.-. lUuo.,. A.'/^jo(/icsi removed a step
further, and thus, unless the advucato of continuity can, on
his side, prove tho whole question iu dispute, by showing that

all can directly or by intermediate varieties reproduce, he is

defeated by the definition itself of species.

On the other hand, if this, or something in fact amounting
to it, be not the definition of species—if it be admitted that

distinct species can, under certain favourable conditions, pro-

duce intermediate offspring capable of reproduction, then
continuity in some mode or other is admitted.
The question then takes this form:—Are there species or

are there not? Is the word to be used as signifying a real,

natural distinction, or as a mere convenient designation

applied to subdivisions having a permanence which will pro-

bably outlive man's discussions on the subject, but not an
absolute fixity ? The same question, in a wider sense, and
taking into considenation a much longer time, would be
applicable to genera and families.

Actual experiment has done little to elucidate the question,

nor unless we can suppose the experiments continued through
countless generations, is it likely to contribute much to its

solution. We must, therefore, have recourse to the enlarged

experience or induction from the facts of geology, paleon-

tology and physiology, aided by analogy from the laws of

action which Nature evidences in other departments.

The doctrine of gradual succession is hardly yet formularised

;

and though there are some high authorities for certain

modifications of such view, the preponderance of authority

would necessarily be on the other side. Geology and Palseon-

tology are recent sciences, aud wo cannot tell what the older

authors would hayo thought or written had the more recently

discovered facts been presented to their view. Authority,

therefore, does not much help us on this question.

Geological discoveries seemed, in the early period of the

science, to show complete extinction of certain species and tho

appearance of new ones, ^eat gaps existing between

tho characteristics of the extinct and the new species,

science advanced, these were more or less filled up ; tho

apparent difficulty of admitting unlimited modification

species would seem to have arisen from the comparison of 1

extreme ends of the scale, where the intermediate links

some of them were wanting.
To suppose a Zoophyte tbc progenitor of a Mammal, or

suppose at some ijarticular period of time a highly developed

animal to have come out of nothing, or suddenly grovr[\ out of

inorganic matter, would appear at first sii,'ht equally extrava-

gant hyiwthcses. As an effort of Almighty creative power
neither of these alternatives presents more difficulty than the

other ; but as we have no means of ascertaining how creative

power worked but by an examination and study of the works
themselves, we are not likely to get either side proved to

ocidar demonstration. A single phase in the progress of

transmutation would probably require a term far transcending

all that embraced by historical records ; and, on the other

hand, it might be said, sudden creations, though taking place

frequently, if viewed with reference to the immensity of time
involved in geological periods, may be so rare with reference

to our experience, and so difficult of clear authentication, that

the non-observation of such instances cannot be regarded as

absolute disproof of their possible occurrence.

The more the gaps between species are filled up by the

discovery of intermediate varieties, the stronger becomes the
argument for transmutation and the weaker that for successive

creations, because the former view then becomes more and
more consistent with experience, the latter more discordant

from it. As luidoubted cases of variation, more or less per-

manent, from given characteristics, are produced by the

effects of climate, food, domestication, &e., the more species

are increased by intercalation, the more the distinctions slide

down towards those which are vrithin the limits of such
observed deviations ; while, on the other hand, to suppose tho
more and more frequent recurrence of fresh creations out of

amorphous matter, is a multiplication of miracles or special

interventions, not in accordance with what we see of the

uniform and gi-adual progress of natiu-e, either in the organic

or inorganic world. If we were entitled to conclude that the
progress of discovery would continue in the same course, and
that species would become indefinitely multiplied, the dis-

tinctions would become infinitely minute, and all lines of

demarcation would cease, the polygon would become a circle,

the succession of points a line. Certain it is that the more we
observe, the more we increase the subdivision of species, and
consequently the number of these supposed creations ; so that

new creations become innumerable, and yet of these we have
no one well-authenticated instance, and in no other observed
operation of Nature have we seen this want of continuity,

these frequent per salt Hhi deviations from uniformity, each of

which is a miracle.

Tho difficulty of producing intermediate offspring from what
are termed distinct species and the infecundity in many
instances of hybrids arc used as strong arguments against

continuity of succession. On tho other hand, it may be said

long-contmuod variation through countlcsM generations has
given rise to such differences of physical character, that repro-

duction is difficult in some cases and in others impossible.

Suppose, for instance, M to represent a parent race whose
offspring by successive changes through eons of time have
divaricated, and produced on the one hand a species A, and on
tho other a species Z, tho changes here have been so great that
we should never expect directly to reproduce an intermediate
between A and Z. A and B on the one hand, and Y and Z on
the other, might reproduce ; but to regain the original type
M, we must not only retrocede through all the intermediates,

but must have similai- circumstances recalled in an inverse

order at each phase of retrogression, conditions which it is

obviously impossible to fulfil. But though among the higher
forms of organic structure we cannot retrace the effects of

time and reproduce intermediate types, yet among some of

the lower forms we find it difficult to assign any line of specific

demarcation ; thus, as one result of the very elaborate and
careful investigations of Dr. Carpenter on Foraminifera, he
states, " It has been shown that avery wide range of variation

exists among Orbttolites, not merely as regards external form,
but also as to plan of development and not merely as to the
shape ind aspect of the entire organism but also with respect

to the size a U nti^,uiJti n tf its coi r ncntrut^^ It would
have been 1 1 f types

from amen f 1 ivi,

eximmcl 1 h tlf

of these t But
aft I havii 1. 1 1 Luge 1

around tU o t\it. i Uij,u ri*-! '-»lt">i ^^o U >et

have remaim^d tithei piebentm„ characters mtermediate
between those of two or more of them, or actually combining

thoso characters in different parts of their fabric ; thus showing
that no lines of demarcation can be drawn across any part of
tho series that shall definitely separate it into any number of
groups, each characterised by features entirely peculiar to

Mr. H. Bates, when investigating *'the Lepidoptera of the
Amazon Valley," iii;iy almnst ha said to have witnessed the
origin of SMim— I i'-^ f liuii'

,
ri' s. sn close have been his

observation-- i i! 'i ' i' '

' iiiiinals that have led to
their variati n < ' '

^ i ly do the results follow
his observation , i n.i -' :i d i- 1 1,, impossibility of otherwise

In tho numeruUM luealitics of the Amazon region certain

grcgariou.s species of buttertly (Heliconidfe) swarm in incredible

numliers, almost outnumbering all the other butterflies in the
neighbourhood ; the species in tho different localities being
different, though often to bo distinguished by a very slight

shade.
In these swarms are to be found, in small numbers, other

species of butterflies belonging to as many as 10 different

genera, and even some moths ; and these intruders, though
they structuraUy differ in toto from the swarms they mingle
with, and from one another, mimic the Heliconideas so closely

in colours, habits, mode of flight, &c., that it is almost im-
possible to distinguish the intruders from those they mingle
with. The obvious benefit of this mimicry is safety, the
intruders hence escaping detection by predatory animals.

Mr. Bates has extended his observations to the habits of

life, food, variations, and geographical range of the species

concerned in these mimetic phenomena, and finds in every
case corroborative evidence of every variety and species being
derivative, the species being modified from place to place to

suit the peculiar form of Heliconidea stationed there.

Mr. Wallace has done similar service to the derivative

theory by his observations and writings on the Butterflies and
Birds of the Malay Archipelago, adducing instances of mimetic
resemblances strictly analogous to the above ; and adding in

further illustration a beautiful series of instances where the
form of the wing of the same butterfly is so modified in various
islets, as to produce changes in their mode of flight that tend
to the conservation of the variety by aiding its escape when
chased by birds or predacious insects.

He has also adduced a multitude of examples of geo^a-
phical and representative species, races, and vai-ieties, forming
so graduated a series as to render it obvious that they have
had a common origin.

Tho effects of food in the formation and segregation of races

and of certain groups of iosocts lias been admirably demon-
strated by Mr. B. D. Walsh, of North America.
Mr. M'Donncll has been led to the discovery of a new organ

iu electric fishes from the application of the theory of descent,
and Dr. Fritz Miiller has published numerous observations
showing that organs of very different structure m.ay, through
the operation of natural selection, acquire very similar and
even identical functions. Sir John Lubbock's diving

hymenopterous insect affords a remarkable illustration of

analogous phenomena; it dives by the aid of its wings, and is

the only insect of the vast order it belongs to, that is at all

Tlic discovery of the Eozoon is of the highest importance in
refercni-e to the derivative hypothesis, occurring as it does in
strata that were formed at a period inconceivably antecedent
to the presupposed introduction of life upon the globe, and
disjilaeing the argument derived from the sujiposition that at

tho da^vu of life a multitude of beings of high organisation
were simultaneously developed (in the Silurian and Cambrian
strata).

Prof. A. de CandoUe, one of the most distinguished con-

tinental botanists, has to some extent abandoned the tenets

held in his " Gfiographie Botanique," and fayoiirs the deriva-

tive hypothesis in his paper on the variation of Oaks ;

following up a paper by Dr. Hooker, on the Oaks of Palestine,

showing that some 16 of them are derivative, he avows his

belief that two-thirds of the 30(J species of this genus, which
he him '<'lf rlescribcR, arc provisional only.

Or llnnk.r, whn bad only partially accepted the derivative
hyiiiiil.i

I
[ it pi uiidcd before the publication of "The Origin

nt -
I !l Natural Selection," at the same time

di ' li I
'

I iiine of special creation, has since then
C'lii,:! I

i. [t. I the former, and illustrated its pi-inciples by
applying them tn the solution of various botanical questions :

first, in reference to the Flora of AustraUa, the anomalies of

which he appears to explain satisfactorily by the application
of these principles ; and, latterly, in reference to the Arctic
Flora.

In the case of the Arctic Flora, be believes that originally

Scandinavian types were spread over the high northern
latitudes, that these were driven southwards during the
glacial period, when many of them changed their forms in the
struggle that ensued witii the displaced temperate plants

;

that on the returning warmth the Scandinavian plants,

whether changed or not, were driven again northwards and up
to the mountains of the temperate latitudes, followed, in

both c;ises, by series of pre-existing plants of the temperate
Alps. The result is the present mixed Arctic Flora, con-
sisting of a basis of more or less changed and unchanged
ScantSuavian plants, associated in each longitude with repre-

sentatives of the mountain Flora of the more temperate
regions to the south of them.
The publication of a previously totally unknown Flora, that

of the Alps of tropical Africi, by Dr. Hooker, has afforded a
multitude >>f f M t tli it 111 T '.i' n :!pplied in confirmation of

the dcrivatr '
;

'' !'' t'lura is found to have
relationshii' :

I'l' .i ; .i.it.e Europe and North
Africa, of tl, I

., .
I

'
: I I I'l .

.aid of the mountains of

tr<i]-.ir,-ii M , i , ,1 .Liui Ai.^j^^.uii.L. tliat can be accounted for

on I ['r' . i-Hieyis, Out that there has been ancient
lUii.i II. and some coincident or subsequent slight

ell III >-)iaracter.

'M,. .|.. iiin. .i I'uvier, every day more and more borne out

by otiMcrvation. that e^ich organ bears a definite relation to

the whole of the individual, seems to support the view of

indefinite variation. If an animal seeks its food or safety by
climbing trees, its claws will become more prehensile, the

muscles which act upon those claws must become more
developed, the body will become agile by the very exercise

which is necessary to it, and each portion of the frame will

mould itself to the wants of the animal by the effect on it of

the habits of the animal.
Another series of facts which present an argument in favour

of gradual succession are tho phases of resemblance to inferior

orders which the embryo passes through in its development,

and the relations shown in what is tei-med the metamorphosis
of plants: facts difficult to account for on the theory of

frequent sepai-ate creations, but almost inevitable on that of

gradual succession. So, also, the existence of rudimentary

and effete organs, which must either be referred to a Ufsvs

naiurof, or to some mode of continuous succession.

The doctrine of typical nuclei seems only a mode of evading

the difficulty ; experience does not give us the types of

theory, and, after all, what are these types? It must be
admitted there are none such in n-ilii-v: Imw are we led to

the theoiy of them? simply 1 IV >
|.i.i i .il^siraction from

classified existences. Havin ;
;

I
..

, natural simili-

tudes certain natural forms in) !. I 11 fUeassemblage

of such attributes a typo >>i M,. .I.. .
-rlret attributes

common to each member of the cla.^ .. This process gives us

an abstract idea, and we then transfer this idea to the Creator,

and make Him start with that which our own imperfect
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generalisation has derived. It seems to me that the doctrine

of types is, in fact, a concession to the theory of continuity or

indefinite variability : for the admission that large groups
have common characters shows, necessarily, a blending of

forms within the scope of the group, which supports the view
of each member being derived from some other member of it

:

can it be asserted that the assiigned limits of such gi-oups have
a definite line of demarcation?
The condition of the earth's surface, or, at least, of large

portions of it, has for long periods remained substantially the

same ; this would involve a gieater degree of fixity in the

organisms which have existed during such periods of little

change than in those which have come into being during

periods of more rapid transition ; for though rejecting catas-

trophes as the genenU 7nodus agfndi of Nature, I am far from
saying that the march of physical changes has been always

perfectly uniform.
There have been doubtless what may be termed secular

seasons, and there have been local changes of varying degrees

of extent and permanence ; from such causes organised beings

would be more concentrated in certain directions than in

others, the fixity of character being in the ratio of the fixity

of condition. This would throw natural forms into certain

groups which would be more prominent than others, like the

colours of the i-ainbow, which present certain predominant
tints, though they merge into each other by insensible

gradations.
While the evidence seems daily becoming stronger in favour

of a derivative hypothesis as applied to the succession of

organic beings, we are far removed from anything like a suffi-

cient number of facts to show that, at all events within the
existing geological periods capable of being investigated, there

has been any great progression from a simpler or more embry-
onic to a more complex type.

Prof. Huxley, though inclined to the derivative hypothesis,
shows, in the concluding portion of his address to the Geolo-
gical Society, 1862, a great number of cases in which, though
there is abimdant erideuce of variation, there is none of pro-

The records of life on the globe may have been destroy ed by
the fusion of the rocks, which would otherwise have preserved
them, or by crystallisation aft«r hydrothermal action. The
earlier forms may have existed at a period when this planet
was in coui-se of formation, or being segregated or detached
from other worlds or systems. We have nut evidence enough
to speculate on the subject, but by time and patience we may

Were all the forms which have existed embalmed in ro^k,
the question would be solved : but what a small proportion of

extinct forms is so preserved, and must be, if we consider the
circumstances necessary to fossilise organic remains. On the
dry land, unwashed by rivers and seas, when an animal or
plant dies, it undergoes chemical decomposition which
changes its form ; it is consumed by insects, its skeleton is

o-xidised and crumbles into dust. Of the myriads of animals
and vegetables which annually perish, we find hardly an
instance of a relic so preserved as to be likely to become a per-
manent fossil. So, again, in the deeper parts of the oceans, or
of the larger lakes, the few fish there are perish and their
remains sink to the bottom, and are there frequently consumed
by other marine or lacustrine organisms, or are chemically
decomposed. As a general rule, it is only when the remains
are silted up by marine fluviatile or lacustrine sediments
that the remains are preserved. Geology, therefore, might be
expected to keep for us such organic remains only as were
likely to inhabit deltas or the margins of seas, lakes, or rivers

:

here and there .in exception may occur, but the mass of
preserved relics would be those of creatures so situated : and
80 we find it, the bulk of fossil remains consists of fish and
amphibia, shell-fish form the major part of the geological

museum, limestone and chalk rocks frequently consisting of
little else than a congeries of fossil shells. Plants of reed or
rush-like character, fish which are capable of inhabiting
shallow waters, and saiuian animals form another large portion

of geological remains.
Compare the shell-fish and amphibia of existing organisms

with the other forms, and what a small proportion they
suijply : compare the shell-fish and amphibia of Paleontology
with the other forms, and what an overwhelming majority
they yield !

There is nothing, as Prof. Huxley has remarked, like an
extinct order of Biids or Mammals, only a few isolated

instances. It may be said, the ancient world possessed a
larger proportion of fish and amphibia, and was more suited
to their existence. I see no reason for believing this, at least

to anything like the extent contended for ; the Fauna and
IHoni now in course of being piesei-ved for future ages would
jfive the same idea to oiu- successors.
Crowded as Eui'ope is with cattle, birds, insects, ^c.how

few are geologically preserved ! while the muddy or sandy
margins of the ocean, the estuaries, and deltas are yearly
accumulating numerous Crustacea and mollusca, with s

fishes and reptiles, for the study of future palaiontologists,

If this position be richt, then, notwithstanding the
"

number of preserved fossils, there must have lived an
immeasurably larger number of unpreserved organic beings,

so that the chance of fiUing up the missing links, except in
occasional instances, is very shght. Yet where circumstances
have remained suitable for their preservation, many closely-

connected species are presei-ved— in other words, while the
intermediate types in certain cases are lost, in others they
exist. The opponents; of continuity lay all stress on the lost,

and none on the existing links.

But there is another difficxdty in the way of tracing a given
orgiinism to its parent form, which, from our conventional
mode of tracing genealogies, is never looked upon in its

proper light.

Where are we to look for the remote ancestor of a given
form ? Each of us, supposing none of our progenitors to have
intermaiTied with relatives, would have had at or about the
period of the Norman Conquest upwards of a hundred million
dh-ect ancestors of that generation, and if we add the inter-

mediate ancestors, double that number. As each individual

has a male and female parent, we have only to multiply \>j

two for each .30 years, the average duration of a generation,

and it will give the above result.

Let any one assume that one of his ancestors at the time of

the Norman Conquest was a Sloor, another a Celt, and a third

a Laplander, and that these three were preserved while all the
others were lost, he would never recognise cither of them as

his ancestor ; he would only have the one hundi-ed millionth
of the blood of each of them, and as far as they were concerned
there would be no perceptible sign of identity of race.

But the problem is more complex than that which I have
stated. At the time of the Conquest there were hardly a
hundred million people in Europe ; it follows that a great
number of the ancestoi-s of the pi-opositus must have inter-

married with relations, and then the pedigree, going back to
the time of the Conquest, instead of being represented by
diverging lines, would form a network so tangled that no
skill could imravel it ; the law of probabilities would indicate

that any two people in the s.imc country, taken at hazard,
would not have many generations to go back before they
would find a common ancestor, who probably, could they have
seen him or her in the life, had no traceable resemblance to
either of them. Thus two animals of a very different form,
and of what would be termed very different species, might
have a common geological ancestor, and yet the skill of no
comparative anatomist couid trace the descent.

From the long-continued conventional habit of tracing

pedigrees through the male ancestor, we forget in talking of

progenitors that each individual has a mother as well as a

father, and there is no reason to siippose that he has in him
less of the blood of the one than of the other.

The recent discoveries in paleontology show us that Man
existed on this planet at an epoch far anterior to that com-
monly assigned to him. The instruments connected with
human remains, and indisputably the work of hximan hands,
show that to these remote periods the term civilisation could
hardly be applied—chipped flints of the rudest construction,
probably, in the earlier cases, fabricated by holding an amor-
phous flint in the hand, and chipping off portions of it by
striking it against a larger stone or rock; then, as time
suggested improvements, it would be more carefully shaped,
and another stone used as a tool ; then (at what interval we
can hardly guess) it would be ground, then roughly polished,

and so on,— subsequently bronze weapons, and, nearly the last

before we come to historical periods, iron. Such an apparently
simple invention as a wheel must, in all probability, have been
far subsequent to the rude himting tools or weapons of war to

which I have alluded.
A little step-by-step reasoning will convince the unprejudiced

that what we call civilisation must have been a gradual
process ; can it be supposed that the inhabitants of Central
America or of Egypt suddenly and what is called instinctively

built their cities, carved and ornamented their monuments?
if not, if they must have learnt to construct such erections,

did it not take time to acquire such learning, to invent tools

as occasion required, contrivances to raise weights, rules

or laws by which men acted in concert to effect the
design ? Did not all this require time ? and if, as the evidence
of h&torical times shows, invention marches with a geometrical
progression, how slow must have been the earlier steps ! If

even now habit, and prejudice resulting therefrom, vested
interests, ifec, retard for some time the general application of a
new invention, what must have been the degree of retardation
among the comparatively uneducated beings which then
existed ? The fair question is, Does the newly proposed view
remove more difiSculties, require fewer assumptions, and
present more consistency ivith observed facts than that which
it seeks to supersede ? if so, the philosopher will adopt it, and
the world will follow the philosopher—luter many days.

It must be borne in mind that even if we are satisfied from
a perseveiing and impartial inquiry that organic forms have
varied indefinitely in time, the causa caiisajis of these changes
is not explained by our researches ; if it be admitted that we
find no evidence of amorphous matter suddenly changed into

complex structiu-e, still why matter should be endowed with
the plasticity by which it slowly acquires modified structure

is unexplained. If we assume that natural selection, or the
struggle for existence, coupled with the tendency of like to

reproduce like, gives rise to various organic changes, still our
researches are at present uninstructive as to why like should
produce like, why acquired characteristics in the parent should
be reproduced in the offspring. Reproduction itself is still an
enigma, and this great question may involve deeper thoughts
than it would be suitable to enter upon now.

Perhaps the most convincing argument in favour nf con-

tinuity which could be presented to a doubting mind would
be the difficulty it would feel in representing to itself any per
sattiun act of Nature. Who would not be astonished at behold-

ing an Oak tree spring up in a day, and not from seed or

shoot ? We are forced by experience, though often uncon-
sciously, to believe in continuity as to all effects now taking
place : if any one of them beanomalous, we endeavour, by trachig

its history and concomitant circumstances, to find its cause.

i.e. to relate it to antecedent phenomena ; arc we then to

reject similar inquiries as to the past ? is it laudable to seek
an explanation of present changes by observation, experiment,
and analogy, and yet reprehensible to apply the same mode of

investigation to the past history of the earth and of the
organic remains embalmed in it ?

If we disbelieve in sudden creations of matter or force, in

the sudden formations of complex organisms now, if wc now
assign to the heat of the sun an action enablincr vegetables to

live by assimilating gases and amorphous earths into growing
structures, why shoiSd such effects not have .taken place in

earher periods of the world's history, when the sun shone as

now, and when the same materials existed for his rays to fall

upon?
If wc are satisfied that continuity is a law of Natvire, the

true expression of the action of .Umighty power, then, though
we may humbly confess our inability to explain why matter
is impressed with this gradual tendency to structural forma-
tion, we should cease to look for special interventions of

creative power in changes which are difficult to understand,

because, being removed from us in time, their concomita:its

are lost ; we Siould endeavour from the relics to evoke their

history, and when we find a gap not try to bridge it over
with a miracle.

It it be true that continuity pervades all physical pheno-
mena, the doctrine applied by Cuvier to the relations of the
different i>arts of an animal to each other might be capable of

great extension. AU the phenomena of inorganic and
organised matter might be expected to be so inter-related that

the study of an isolated phenomenon would lead to a know-
ledge of numerous other phenomena with which it is connected.
As the antiquary deduces from a monolith the t^ols, the arts,

the habits, and epoch of those by whom it is wrought, so the
student of science may deduce from a spark of electricity or a
ray of light the source whence it is generated ; and by similar

processes of reasoning other phenomena hitherto unknown
may be deduced from their probable relation with the known.
But, as with heat, light, magnetism, and electricity, though
we may study the phenomena to which these names have been
given, and their mutual relations, we know nothing of what
they aie ; so, whether we adopt the view of natural selection,

of effort, of plasticity, &c., we know not why organisms
should have this nisui formatirits, or why the acquired habit

or exceptional quality of the indiridual should reappear in the
offspring.
Philosophy ought to have no likes or dislikes ; truth is her

only aim ; but if a glow of admiration be permitted to a
physical inquirer, to my mind a far more exquisite sense of

the beautiful is conveyed by the orderly development, by the

necessary inter-relation and inter-action of each element of the

Cosmos, and by the conviction that a bullet falling to the

grotmd changes the dynamical conditions of the universe,

than can be conveyed by mysteries, by convulsions, or by
cataclysms.
The sense of understanding is to the educated more gratify-

ing than the love of the marvellous, though the latter need
never be wanting to the nature-seeker.

for months or years, often prove the existence of

parental blood by going right back to one or other of

their progenitors. One of the best means of deter-
mining this important point would be for every raiser

of new Pelargoniums or other plants to keep a pedigree
book, and for every purchaser of such plants to publish
extracts from such pedigreewhen the plants wereofTered
to the public. Thus Lucy Grieve—say. Defiance by Mrs.
Pollock; Stella variegata—sport of Stella, &c. "We
should then know at least wliether the varieties were
sports or seedlings, and from this basis of fact the
sporting powers of each mode of production could be
tested by careful and extended series of observations.

Let us take by way of illustration the two varieties

named by Mr. Grieve as parents of classes,—Flower of
the Day and Golden Chain. "Were they sports or
seedlings ? I have always understood that Flower of
the Day was a sport originating with Mr. Kinghorn.
Who knows anything about the origin of Golden Chain ?

Well, then, shall we presume it was a seedling ? If so,

let us compare the sportiug power of these two
varieties. Has any one ever seen a sport in Golden
Chain? I have grown it l)y thousands for years,

and have never noticed it to swerve a hair's-breadth
from its original tj-pe. Flower of the Day sports, but
only back to a green. I have never seen it vary in any
other way, and I have grown it from the very first, and
grow it by the thousand still. So far. presuming that
these two varieties are as I have represented them, the
seedling clearly has the advantage in the matter of

permanency ol character. But suppose Golden Chain
is shown to be a sport. AVhat then ? Why the whole
theory in favour of the greater permanency of seed-
lings falls to the ground.
And even if Golden Chain is proved to be a seedling,

too much must not be inferred from the fact of its

constancy. F'or do not other seedlings sport? If there
is one seedling that I know better than another from
its babyhood till now, it is Mrs. Pollock. And if it is

more distinguished for one thing than another beyond
its great beauty, in this neighbourhood, it is its per-

manency of character. So much is this the case, that
I thought my green branch quite unique. Within
these few days, however, I have heard from the North
of England that it does not only sport back to a green,

but also to a silver ; and that so frequently does it

sport that until the appearance of my note in the
Chronicle, it was generally believed to be itself a sport
on account of its changeable nature.

This opens up not only the intricate question of

blood, but the wider one of the influence of soil and
climate upon the permanency of colour. And yel from
the sunny south to the sunless north, over the ^ridest

geographical range, and on every variety of geological

formation, Golden Chain remains the same. Whence,
then, the difference between it and Mrs. Pollock ?

We know that Mrs. Pollock is a seedling, and Golden
Chain must either be a seedling or a sport. That one-
coloured varieties, such as Tom Thumb, should continue
constant is what might be expected, but that hi- or tri-

coloured hybrids like these, should the one be constant

and the other not. is, to say the least of it, mysterious,
and, I fear, well nigh inexplicable. But just as a
certain class of philosophers solve all difficulties by
attributing every knotty point to electricity, I will try-

to cut this one by hintmg at the difference of the age
of the two plants. May not time impart permanency
to character in the vegetable as it does in the moral
world? Are your readers content to wait till Mrs.
Pollock, Lady Ciillum, &c., are as old as Golden Chain
before pronouncing an opinion ? I hope not. It would
not only be most instructive, but of great practical

importance, to hear the opinion of our best hybridisers

on these points. Meanwhile those who entertain a
prejudice against sports may consider them as valuable,

and probably as permanent, as seedlings. While upon
this subject, may I inquire if any one knows the origin

of the peculiar white flower stems of Cerise Unique
Pelargonium. Was this a new manifestation, or is it

hereditary ? And is Cerise Unique a sport or a seedling ?

A further increase of white-stemmed varieties would
furnish some valuable acquisitions. D. T. Fish.

P.S. Since writing the above I have observed the
following in the Agricultural Gazette of last week.
It is written in connection with a forthcoming sale of

true Southdown sheep. Inferring to nurity of blood,

the Editor remarks :
" This power of a nerd or flock to

hand down unimpaired the qualities it possesses is

proportioned to the number of generations through
which they have been inherited

;

" and after stating

from what sources they were obtained two years

a^o, he continues :
" That these sheep represent the

pure bred Sussex Down, in the home where untold
generations of the same blood have long since perma-
nently formed its character."

What say our plant breeders to this ? WTien writing

the above I was not awai'e that time and place were
so thoroughly recognised by animal breeders as import-
ant elements in securing stability and permanence of

character. Doubtless they are of as much or more
moment in the vegetable as in the animal kingdom.
And hence probably, Golden Chain, with its burden of

50 years or more, remains steady, while Mrs. Pollock,

Lucy Grieve, Lady CuUuni, and other seedlings of

yesterday, sport, change, or flirt as becomes their giddy
youthfulness and beauty. X). T. F.

SPORTING OF PELARGONIUMS.
A VERY wide-spread and general opinion prevails

that sporting is more common among varieties

originating in sports than in those raised from seed. It

seems reasonable to suppose that this would be the
case, but it is by no means certain that it is so. For if

once a branch has decidedly varied from its parent
stem, it often seems as if no trace of the original

colour or character remained. Seedlings, on the other
hand, after remaining true to their specific character

Home Correspondence.
sports or Seedlings {see pp. 75G, 780).—The subject of

variegation in flowers, as produced by seeds or sports, is

one of groat interest to physiologists as well as florists,

and I am glad to see it discussed in the leading journals

on gardening. Mr. Grieve does not mention whether
Mrs. Pollock was raised from known parents, or

whether it was a chance seedling. It would be satis-

factory to know this. Mrs. Pollock, whether used as

the seed-bearing, or as the pollen parent, seems to
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produce a large per-centage of the curious bronzy
yellow selfs now cultivated. Golden Fleece, or a

similar form, was raised by ilr. John Goodc, a vei-y

intelligent young gardener, at the Bishop of Win-
chester's, soon after he left ray garden, where he
probably, with the rest of my men, became infected

with the fascination of getting a cross. Golden Chain
is said to be a very old variety, and a sport from the
wild inquinans. A gold margined sort was known to

Miller. This is said still to exist in the form of a
narrower marginedsortcultivatedinourgardensbeforeit
was eclipsed by Golden Chain. I have always saved the
green sport from Golden Chain, in hopes of procuring
the true inquinans for comparison, but have not yet
happened to meet with it. Seedlings fromGolden Chain
all came green when used as seed-parent, and not arti-

fioially fertilised. In spite of the circumstance men-
tioned by Mr. Grieve I am inclined to think that many
Geranium blossoms are fertilised with their own pollen.

E.Tperiments are much wanted to show the effect of

raising seedlings from florists' flowers and cultivated
vegetables in a state of isolation from the influence of
strange pollen, and especially when continued for

several jienerations. One ofmy men raised an extremely
interesting seedling from Christine by Golden Chain.
Some of the shoots were gold variegated, the rest of

the plant had the pale green blotch on a darker ground,
as in Queen of Summer, but the blossoms retained

the colour of Christine. I have the plant still, as it is

handsome in its way, and ha.s some good properties. I
lost the plants derived from the gilded portion, and
thej^ w^ere not of sufficient floristical value to be
retained at Chiswick. Flower of the Day is .said to

have originated at Messrs. Lee's establishment. It pro-
duced many variegated seedlings with me. Stella gave
me a pale, golden-variegated sport last year, passing
into white as the leaf matured. It was slow in growth,
but has improved this year ; I know not how it has
behaved at Chiswick. Mr. Grieve's clas.siflcation of
Variegated Geraniums is excellent, and should be
adopted. I cannot conclude without remarking that
the modern physiological botanists by no means desire

to diseonraiie the labours of the hybridists, but look

upon thorn, if accurately conducted, and accurately
reported, as a valuable help to the determination of
species. It would be well ifhybrid and cross-bred plants,

of authentic parentage, accompanied by their parents
on both sides, were to appear, and were encouraged
to appear, at ournowreallj^ scientific Tuesday meetings
at 6outh Kensington. R. T. C. -Will Mr. Grieve
(see p. 780) kindly inform me if Mrs. Pollock, when a
seedling, was green in the first instance, and afterwards
became variegated ? I a^k this question because I have
been under the impression that all variegated Pelar-
goniums are sports fronigreen plants, and lately while
visiting Mr. Wills, at Huntroyde, my attention was
called to a greenish sport from Mrs. Pollock, which I
have no doubt was a true form of the well-known
Cerise Unique, a fact which would indicate that plant
to be the parent of Mrs. Pollock, whether in the shape
of a sport or from seed. I have always found white
or much variegated .seedlings from variegated plants to

die off as soon as the seed leaves were formed, and
much more rapidly in strong light.than in shade ; the
same thing occurs with seedlings of variegated Hollies,

Ivies, &c. Lately, while visiting the nurseries of

Messrs. Backhouse and E. G. Henderson, I was shown
a quantity of seedling Pelargoniums from Mrs. Pollock
and others of that strain. Among these in many
cases, I observed several distinct varieties on one plant,

and as far as I could see on plants having a green
origin. A batch of seedlings with me this season from
Mrs. Pollock, has furnished about one-half variegated,

all of which are dead ; the remainder have green leaves

and are growing freely. An inspection of Mr. Wills'
extensive and beautiful collection certainly confirmed
my previous experience with regard to variegated

Pelargoniums. One of Mr. Wills' most beautiful varie-

ties this season has been obtained from a plant which
waswholly green last year. And any one not in the secret

"would be at a loss to understand and appreciate his

long lines of sturdy luxuriant plants, which look more
like Cabbages than ordinary Pelargoniums. Tet it is

from these Jlr. 'Wills expects to add to the fine things
he ha.> ah-nuiy in-niluced. On closely inspecting these
young Trc'f .Mallnw looking plants I noticed quite at

the bn.M' (iflhoslom iumanycasesa group of beautifully

variegated young leaves, and in clo.se proximity to

them several headless trunks were showing only the
beautiful leaves at their bases. J. Tyerman, Sotanic

Sawbridgeworth (sec p. 80.")), and hope to be able to go
before the orchard-house fruit arc all gathered. I

will go as a learner, and c.tpect to enjoy the rich feast

of facts provided by Mr. Rivers. I trust, also, that he
will be induced to publish his numerous and valuable
observations upon fruit-culture, referred to in his last

letter, as facts, more facts are the great want of
gardening science, practice, and literature at the present
time. D. T. Fish.

LiUum avralum.—I beg to forward you my yearly
account of the progress of this Lily with us here, which
from letters I receive, not only from remote parts of
Britain, but also from the continent, would appear to
be of more than usual public interest. The bulb now
in a 15 -inch pot has produced three stems, two of

which are each 9 feet G inches in height from the
surface of the soil, one has \i flowers, the other 13 ; the
smaller stem is only 2 feet in height, and has one
flower, making a total of 28. The largest of the blooms
is about 1 foot in diameter, which is not so large, in pro-
portion to the strength of the plant, as the flowers have
been in previous years. This, however, is perhaps
owiu" to the fact that I was anxious to get the plant
into flower, and subjected it to the temperature of the
East Indian Orchid house from the time the flower
buds were half matured, until several of them were
expanded. When in this stage the forcing qualities of
this fine Lily are excellent, as I had it in flower in less

than half the time I should have had it in an ordinary
greenhouse. The girth of the largest stem near the
bottom -is .31 inches, that of the other is 3| inches.
Robert BuHen, Gardener io A. Turner, Esq., Bow
Bridge, Leicester. 1 have just now a beautiful
Liliura auratum, with four expanded blooms, three
of which present the appearance of semi - double
flowers, from the long filaments having each a perfect

half flower-leafspringing from one side along their entire

length, and densely spotted with crimson points. The
flowers are all extra-sized, and this, to me novel, sport,

adds greatly to their beauty. I had a plant last year
from Mr. Bull, which yielded only one flower, the
bulb being small ; but this flower far exceeded in size

and colour any I have since seen. It was a yellow
throughout, and expanded smoothly and regularly. I
think it measured nearly 12 inches across, and had
somewhat larger crimson spots than some, and the
green foliage was much broader. This bulb from
neglect was lost, as well as two young oSsets. None at

the late Great International Exhibition approached it

in beauty. Thomas Ingle, M.D., The Villetta, Ems-
teorth, Hants.
Strawberry Culture.—I hope that others may find

the following as profitable a mode of cultivation as I
have done; it is no hasty theory at which I have
arrived, but the honest practice of at least eight years.

My system is simply as follows :—As soon as the fruit

is gathered, I layer what runners are required in 60-

sized pots, filling the pots without crocks with any
common soil. I then put the nmner on the surface,

and a stone on it to keep it down. In a week, or, at

most, a fortnight, the runners will be rooted. If there
is ground ready to receive them, they may be planted
as soon as they are separated from the parent, but I

have to wait until ground can be cleared of early Peas,

Potatos, or something of that sort ; owing, however, to

the runners being in small pots, they can be put in any
out-of-the-way corner till the ground is ready for

them, which I prepare as follows :—I trench deeply and
dung (of which they cannot have too much) as well a.s

can be aflbrded. I then tread down firmly and roll

the ground till it is quite hard. It cannot be made too
hard. I then plant the runners, which may now be
called plants, at angles 3 feet apart in groups of

three, thus— I give water if the weather is

On r.nt.

I ni;m Seeds in India.—The nursery
"iti-ii..: I ;i I

j rannofliveathoraeatease" till they
asr( 1 1

MM til :' iiill> tlie value of Dr. Bonavia's assertion
(.see ]). ,>ij

J iliat .Vmerican seeds are preferable toEnglish.
If the learned Doctor's assertions are not better founded
thanhis Theory ofVariation byseed, hisdenialofthe fact

of defeneration, and his use of that wretched word,
" acclimatisation," they will not be accepted in

England. Both plants and animals do degenerate in

India. He can no more teach such to live and
increase permacently in India than he can a Leicester
sheep, a dog, or a baby from temperate Europe. Let
us see him acclimatise an English Oak, and we will

acknowledge the word, particularly when we have got
a Kidney Bean to stand the winter and early spring.
As to the acclimatisation of the Poppy and Hollyhock,
we suspect the Poppy and Hollyhock will say " thank
you for nothing." We are aware that a year or two
since some parcels of seeds for India, sent by an
eminent firm, failed to grow. This, however, was
remedied when the firm sent their own seeds in their
own way as to route and shipment. After all, perhaps,
we must forgive the Doctor, on account of his kindly
and benevolent remarks quoted at the end of your
critique. Oens Hortulana.
Sard Soil for Fruit Trees.—I am exceedingly

obliged to Mr. Eivers for his courteous invitation to

dry, cut ofl' what runners they make during autumn,
and keep clean ; and when the flower stems appear the
following spring, I lay some clean straw between the
plants. I find by this system that they require little

or no artificial watering. The ground being fresh and
so recently filled with roots, thej; will bear a heavy
crop without showing signs of flagging. I like to plant

in August if I can, but I have made plantations with
equal success in the second week of September. At
present all my 18C.5 plantations are on the dunghill

except a few Itiflemen and Frogmore late Pines
on a north border, and these will follow as soon as

the fruit is gathered, and the runners are secured.

I have kept plants a second year to see the

difference between them and young plants, but the
difference is so much in favour of young plants that

1 have for years given up keeping any variety after it

has once fruited. I do not even like to plant out
forced plants. It is said that a few fruits may be got

off them in autumn, which is true, but they are so

very few that I do not think that they repay the

trouble of planting. I have frequently gathered off

young plants, single fruit, 3 oz. weight, and hundreds
2 oz. in weight—m fact, the fruit from young plants

is all fine, both as regards size and flavour. This year

we have gathered ofl' a piece of ground, 77 feet in length

and 65 in breadth, over 700 lb. of fine fruit, and in

former years I have obtained equally good results. I

generally plant Broccoli after the Strawberries. In
clearing the latter, I merely cut them off with a spade

under the collar. I then make holes with an iron bar

on the hard ground, and if the weather is dry fill the
holes with water. I then puddle the Broccoli in with

a dibble. When the ground is all planted, I give

another watering. They require no more even if it

should not rain for a month or six weeks. Just
before the Broccoli plants meet in the rows I fork the

ground up between them, pushing the soil toward the

Elant, which require no more attention until they are

lid down for the winter. I find all the Cabbage tribe

planted in summer do best on solid ground, in which

it does not club. J. G. Temnle, BacTcington Gardens,
Corriilrij.

H'hile-teared Roiinla.—A novelty has sprung up in
our shrubberies, in the shape of the common Acacia,
or Robinia, perfectly white. The plant is from 2 to 3
feet high, with several stems. I dare not disturb it
yet to ascertain whether it is a seedling or a sucker.
Do you think it is likely it can live and retain its

present character ? I do not perceive a particle of
green leaf on the whole plant. Jasper Standstill.

[Probably it is a sucker, that is thus affected; at any
rate the chlorosis is so complete that there is little

chance of perpetuating the plant in its present con-
dition.—Eds.]

Spurless Linaria.—A few days ago I found a some-
what curious specimen, of which I inclose you an
imperfect sketch. It was, as you see, a sprig of Linaria,
some flowers of which had however all the characters of
Antirrhinums. I found two or three sprigs with the
same peculiarity at the same spot. Gilbert W. Child,

Exeter College, Oxford.
Glands of Beaches and Mildetr.— In Mr. Rivers'

deeply interesting paper read at the late Botanical
Congress (reported at p. 706), the following sentence
occurs :

—
" The Early Ti ork Peach, from which a great

number of seedling trees were raised, reproduced itself

with but little variation, with one exception, which is

a tree with round glands, consequently not liable to
mildew." I should be exceedingly grateful to

Mr. Rivers if he would tell us on what this inference
is based. I am aware that Mr. Thompson, of the
Royal Horticultural Society, and for many years
chief manager of the fruit department at Chiswick.
one of the ablest pomologists in Europe, attributed
gi-eat importance to the flowers and glands as a means
of classification, but I do not think he ever inferred
that any particular form of gland indicated a power of
warding ofl' disease. It will, however, be an
invaluable addition to the knowledge of fruit

growers if it can be satisfactorily shoivn that
peculiarities in the forms of glands possess such
powers. It will also afford an additional argument in
favour of uniting science with practice, for many fruit

growers scarcely know what a gland is. Further, it

will do much to foster exact observation, the basis alike

of true science and successful practice, if it can be
shown that such great results as the immunity of par-
ticular varieties from mildew, depend upon such small
causes as the form of a gland. Queirus. -

Iresine Herbstii.—I can fully endorse what is said
by "S. R. H." (see p. 780) respecting this valuable
bedding iilant, which to be seen to fall advantage
requires proper associates ; here we have a bed
planted with it, but instead of using Centaurea candi-
dissima as an edging for it, we have Cineraria maritima
(true), which in my opinion has a far more gracel'al

appearance. By using spring-struck cuttings^ together
with a little attention to pinching and pegging downi,
it may be kept as dwarf as may be desired, and it

heightens as it were the brilliancy of the charming
rose-veined foliage of the Iresine, which, as seen here
now, is in grand perfection, while in a similar situation
the Amaranthus melancholicus ruber cuts but a
sorry figure, which is doubtless owing in some degree
to the dull wet weather which we have had in the
north for these last three weeks. The Iresine is also

used here for ribbon-work in a border which we have
of some extent, but it is not on a north border ; its

position, on the contrary, with us is due south, and
.associated as it is with Bijou Pelargonium on one side,

and Cineraria maritima on the other. It is in my
opinion all that can be desired in its way. W. Mttir,

Gardener to Sir Bhilip De 31. G. Egerlon, Bart. M.B.,
Oultoti Bark. 1 quite agree with Mr. Bennett, of
Osberton (see p. 612), that no plant should be too
hastily condemned forthefollowingreasons—1, 1 believe
that soil has a great influence on all finc-foliaged

plants ; 2, the amount of water with which the plants
IS supplied ; 3, their condition when put into summer
quarters. As none of your correspondents in answer-
ing the inquiries of " Amai'anthus " (see p. 684)
mentions any of the above conditions, I think it would
be only fair for the benefit of those who have not yet
tried the Iresine for themselves, if they would state

what sort of soil their plants are growing in^ &c.
Intending planters would then be better able to judgo
if the plant would bo likely to succeed with them.
I did not cmiilc.y it very extensively myself this seasou,

as I wasrallin- il.ailil iiil about it, but I bedded-out
some 250 gond ir. ni iilnits of it in different positions,

for experinjiiil, a^ an edging, in a good sandy loam
resting ou clay. H h:Ls done moderately well, but not
equal to the Amaranthus or Colous, which are both
beautiful, in the same soil not many feet away from it.

In a heavy loam, on a north border, the Iresine is

superior to the Coleus, being a little shaded. In both
these positions it has been well supplied with water
when necessary. In another position, in heavy loam,
where it has not bucn watered so much, and is rather

more exposed to the sun, it has rather a rusty coat,

but not so bad as that of my neighbours. My plants

are not so rich in colour as the Coleus and Amaranthus

;

still they make a variety, and by using light, rich earth

for this Iresine, I think it will come out much better

even than it has yet done with me, therefore I shall

give it another tri.al before passing sentence of death
upon it. With respect to two varieties, I must say

that I cannot disUnguish any difference between
Achyranthes Vcrschaffeltii supplied from a nursery-

man, and Iresine Herbstii supplied to my employer
from the Royal Horticultural Society's garden.

j. M. I'., ITants. If your correspondents who
cannot grow Iresine well would give it rich compost,
with plenty of manure added when planting out, it

would, I am sure, cause them to have a different

opinion of it. I saw lately in th e neighbourhood a row
of plants of Iresine, and they were 1 foot broad by
9 inches high, and having got manure when being
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planted, the result is that the colour of the foliage is

perfectly dazzling, most of the leaves being of a pure
carmine, with no crimson marking. Where it has not
done well, if liquid manure is applied at once it will

effect a rapid improvement before the end of the
season. A. C, jun., DuhUn.
Florence Cherry.—It is strange that one so seldom

meets with this remarkably fine fruit, for long after all

our other dessert Cherries are gone this fine kind comes
into use. It is large, handsome, and ofgood flaTour. I

have this day, August 17, gathered a dish of it, a fact

which speaks for itself, and indicates the desirability of

cultivating it, adding as it does another dish to the
dessert. J. Rust, JSridge Castle, Tnnbridge Wells.

Peaches and Nectarines.—The nations of the world
and the nation of gardeners seem of late to have
forgotten that "they shall beat their swords into

ploughshares and their spears into pruning-hooks

;

neither shall they learn war any more." The halcyon
seraphic period, it is to be hoped, will soon set in. I

have read the remarks advanced by some of your cor-

respondents in reference to " T. E.'s " observations on
chalk, lime, and pressure for wall-fruit trees. Lime
and chalk, I believe, to be chiefly alteratives. Still

they may be useful for stoning purposes. Poultry
feeders give their chickens lime for shell purposes.

I believe that Peach and Nectarine trees drop their
flowers and fruits from several causes, such as imma-
turity of wood, the non-stopping of wood, too little

water at stoning time, bad dramage, spring frosts

injuring the axils of the blossoms, and from ill health
arising from in.iury to the leaves. If the blossoms are
kept dry (and dry they must be kept) they will often
fall, and refuse to " set," unless the trees are watered at

the stump. I remember two years'.back that I thought
my Peach trees would never set their blossoms

;

I then gave them an abundant watering, and
they set their fruit with the quickness of en-
chantment. I was obliged to disfruit the clusters

with nail scissors. I have of late years found the
benefit of thinning the blossoms. Peaches and
Nectarines may also fall from insufliciency of manure.
People are afraid of getting their wood too gross, and
seek to starve the tree into fruitfulness. Young fresh-

planted trees are best without manure^ but old worked

,

trees require some stimulant: for it is an axiom both
in gardening and farming, that what you take out you
must put back again, unless the land contains a
redundancy. Before I went to Eushton I farmed,
and found that as I could not put back the silica I
could not advantageously grow straw after straw.
With regard to pressure, I believe the theory to he
this, that the growth is slower, and hence the wood is

more matured. I never broke my chalky Peach-tree
ground at Rushton. I walked over it most days in
the year, and for years together. I have trodden the
ground round my fresh-planted trees here, and put half
a wheel-barrow full of lime refuse in a radius round
the roots. No trees can look better. I believe
Mr. Rivers to be right in all respects both as to
lime or chalk, and pressure. If the laud is chalky,
then there is no need to add chalk or lime; but
if it is sandy, or clayey, then lime and chalk are capital

alteratives. My brother's wall-trees are in sandy
land, and though young they do not maintain their
health. I advised him to get clay ; and if he could not
get that, to prociu'e chalk or lime and chopped clots of
as strong a nature as he could procure, and to dress
the land with them. " Facts are stubborn things,"
but we often attribute effects to wrong causation.

W. F. Rndchjffe, Okeford, FUzpnliie.

ClimUnii Eoses.—What are the best hardy and fa.«t-

growing climbing Eoses for a house fronting south-
west, but very open and bleak ?—No 1. Two for front,

a full pink or crimson and a white one. No. 2. Two
for the back, the same colours if suitable. No. 3. The
best cover for an outhouse at the back. No. 4. The
best time for planting climbing Eoses. An Amateur,
Worsleij, near Manchester. [No. 1. may consist of
Fulgens, crimson ; and PelicitiS perpetu^, white. No. 2.

Amadis, crimson ; and Euga, pale flesh. No. 3. Large-
leaved varieties of Ivy. No. 4. End of October or early
in November].

Artichokes.—What is the reason that the Artichoke
leaves such a dark mark upon steel knives ? Old Sub-
scriber. [Probably the presence of tannic acid. Eds.]
Kentish Fruit O-rowers.—K the inhabitants of our

great metropolis are indebted to any one in particular
tor their luxurie.s, it is to these enterprising men, who
labour early and late to provide that which suits the
most delicate palate, though it must be admitted that
the growers would soon be involved in difliculties if

Londoners rejected their produce. Fruit-selling is a
fluctuating trade, in which the grower is more at the
mercy of the public than any other vendor with which
I am acquainted. The farmer, for instance, can take his
sample of grain in his pocket, and if he cannot get what
he demands for the stock, he can retain it without its

ciuality being impaired. The fruit-grower is also sub-
jected to vicissitudes of weather. An excess of either
rain or drought often causes great loss, especially in the
case of berries, or what is called soft fruit, which we
all know has only a limited season, even under the
most favourable circumstances. This season has been
all that could be desired as regards weather ; the fault

has been with the public—the complaint of " no
demand" being prevalent during the past two or three
weeks, or perhaps, more properly speaking, the demand
has not been equal to the supply, the latter being
unusually large. At the time when I made a few
remarks on Strawberry growing in Kent (see p. 657),
Strawberries were fetching 8s. per dozen baskets. The
following week they were rediiced to 2s. 6d. and 3s.

And the difference between some of the corresponding
weeks of this year and last has been as much as 7s. or
8s. per dozen. The general complaint therefore has
been that they have barely paid for gathering. The
deficiency of demand has doubtless been caused in some

degree by slackness of trade, owing to the late monetary
crisis, and perhaps also to the appearance of cholera,

fruit being said to foster that disease. Whether it does
so or not I am not going to decide, but it appears to me
that the disease commences amongst a class of persons
who seldom taste fruit. Some fruit growers experience
considerable loss from want of persons to gather their
fruit, causing men to be chiefly employed in that opera-
tion. This want is created by a deficiency of accommo-
dation in the neighbourhood for the working classes.

One grower informed me that he had 2 tons of Easp-
berries spoiled for want of hands to pick tliem. Strange
as it may appear, it is an indisputable fact that an
abundant season is not the most profitable. It will be
seen from what I have stated that it is essential for

the grower to realise large jirofits some seasons in
order to make up for all the deflciencies just adverted
to. _Eents are always the same, perhaps too much on
the increase, and it is to be regretted that ground under
fruit is not leasehold. The labour market is also high,
be the season good or batl. I am surprised that large

growers do not take advantage of the " no demand

"

seasons and convert their produce into jam ; or that
some person of capital has not erected a manufactory
for the purpose. For if it pays to do so after their
conveyance to London, why not in the immediate
neighbourhood ? Several tons of fruit would be saved
in this way. W. P. S. Solwood, Bromleii.

Orchard-house Trees in Pots.—If " T. R." (see

p. 781) had read my letter rightly he would have seen
that I did not expect to see trees in pots with ripe fruit

on them at the forthcoming show at the Crystal Palace.
What I desired to see was fruit from such trees com-
peting with that produced by other means. I am
aware that trees ladeu with a crop approaching
maturity or perfectly ripe could not travel, but I
cannot see wliat barm such trees would have
encountered at the time of the late Great International
Show (the 20th May), when the crop was only a little

way advanced ; six prizes were offered for such trees,

but only two collections competed for them. My trees,

w^hich are really in pots, as I stated before, are far from
satisfactory; most of the fruit drops off, and what
remains on is very small. Other trees I have as good
as need be, but they have rooted through the bottom of

the pots into the ground. I have therefore spread
earth over the surface some 6 inches deep around each
pot,. These trees I call planted out, and I maintain
that fruit gathered from trees managed in this way
ought not to be entered as fruit from trees in pots.

Now, with these examples before me, I am naturally
enough anxious to know whether or not any private
grower has succeeded better than myself. In my own
neighbourhood I am acquainted with several orchard
houses which have done much worse than mine, and
that have been in some cases converted into other
purposes ; but I am anxious to see mine succeed, and
have no reason to find fault with the results of trees

planted out. as mine must be admitted to be. Wliat
however 1 want to know is, where really good fruit is

grown in pots of a rea.sonable size that can be moved
from place to place ; for I do not hesitate to say that
mine on trees inpotsisafailure. I again repeat that I hope
to see some examples of fruit that has been grown in pots
at the forthcommg Crystal Palace Show, and my
opinion as to its merits will be guided in a great
measure by what is there exhibited. Ely and Bury St.

Edmuuds are too far off for my going to see. Can
nobody mention a private garden or two within
40 miles of London, and not more than two miles from
a railway station, where such doubters as myself could
be set at rest by what may be seen in the way of
Peaches, Apricots, Plums, and Pears in pots, in the true
sense in which this term ought to be applied ? E.
I have had the management of an orcnard house for

seven years, all the trees in which are grown in pots
with unvarjing success. The house I allude to is only
25 feet in length and 20 feet in width, and it has pro-
duced from 70 to 100 dozen of fine well-ripened fruit

each year. I have just weighed three Peaches, taken
off a tree about 6 feet high, and find their collective

weight to be 17 oz. ; one of them weighed 6| oz. As
to the fruit dropping, I have never found that to be
the case, but I am obliged yearly to take off large

quantities, even as many as 200 off a tree. I have some
Nectarine trees in 15-inch pots, now carrying over
80 fruit. As regards the advantages of pot culture, a
greater variety of fruit may be had than by any other
means ; while every leaf is under theeye, and ifproperly
managed the result will be an abundant crop. H. Kar-
rison, gr. to W. S. Penrose, Esq., Dewhain, Fssex.
I must confess that, as far as my limited experience
goes, I am no great advocate for the culture of orchard-
house trees in pots, but that they can be groivn
successfidly in that way I can bear testimony from a
sight I saw not two hours before penning this. Hap-
pening to go into the garden of G. Langley, Esq., of
Spear Hall, near here, the gardener (Mr. Gardiner)
took me into his orcnard house, which is a small
lean-to structure, formerly used as a greenhouse, and
built in the old style, with heavy woodwork and sliding

lights. The length of the house I should say is about
20 feet, and along the front stood some seven or eight
Peaches and Nectarines in pots, standards, with about
from 3 to 4 feet of clean stem. These trees had borne
each from two to three dozen fruit. One Nectarine
tree had the whole crop on it ; some of the rest had
been gathered, but enough remained to show what they
had been—and such fruit ! large and well coloured—in
fact, finer fruit I never saw. The trees are, I believe,

in 14-inch pots, and have never been repotted since put
in as maidens in the autumn of 1864. They are
annually top-dre.ssed,and certainlythe healthy, vigorous
foliage and shcrt-jointed wood give promise of prolonged
fruitfulness. In the same house were other trees in

pots, dwarf bushes and pyramids, which had vrith one
or two exceptions borne heavy crops. I very much
question whether an equal quantity of fruit could

have been grown in this house on trees planted out,
as, in addition to the trees in pots, the back wall and
sides are covered with trees. Mr. Gardiner is a great
advocate for standards, it being so easy to well syringe
the under side of the foliage, where of course red
spider, &c., is most troublesome. I can assure "E."
that these trees have very imnh raised the pot culture
of fruit trees in my estimalinii. (('/«. ]l'i,idebank, Jun.,
Bevois Valley Nursery. Sonlhniiij'iuii.

Violets.—Mx. Wills) Huutioj Jr Park, has not said
(see p. 147) one word too much in praise of Viola
comuta, for when properly managed, it is one of the
most beautiful things that ever graced a flower garden.
This with Viola lutea var. and Viola montana var.

would_ make a charming display alone in all weathers
and situations. John Tyerman, Botanic Gardens,
Liverpool. Has Viola comuta given siitisfaction to
those who have cultivated it ? The few plants I have
seem to be deficient of flower, and the colour is not by
any means prepossessing. The habit, however, is good,
and in a continuous line I have no doubt this Violet
looks well ; but, accustomed as we are to look on lines
of Lobelia, Nierembergia, and other plants of that kind,
we doubtless become fastidious. B.

Snowdrops.—Tour excellent remarks (see p. 753) in
reference to Mr. McNab's suggestion regarding the
flanting of Snowdrops have very much pleased me.
may add, however, that the plan of planting on

Grass is by no means new. The grassy orchard has
long been one of the favourite haunts of the Snowdrop.
I have planted it in various situations, but by far the
most effective have been woodland glades, by the sides

of walks and drives, among grassy hollows and crevices,

among natural and artificial clifls and rockwork, and
especially in cemeteriestand private burying grounds.
I never felt satisfied with its effects on purely dressed
lawns, where the Grass has been kept constantly close

cut, and where the keen edge of the scythe or mowing
machine has too often cut away its life knot ; although
it has appeared once or twice, its vital powers became
exhausted, and in such places its years too often become
numbered. The Snowdrop is one of Nature's children,
and must be treated as such if it is to be seen in perfec-

tion. At Kiell House, Cantire, the property of J. N.
Fleming, Esq., there is a precipitous range of cliffs

immediately in the rear of the mansion, partially

covered with wood and intersected with serpentine
walks. The entire face of those cliffs and edges of the
walkshave, at someearlyperiod,been planted with Snow-
drops, which have now become as completely established

as if they were indigenous to the spot ; in January and
February these cliffs look as if covered with wreaths
of snow, and at a short distance have a charming effect.

The Snowdrop should be planted in Grass, and after-

wards left undisturbed. Cottage frontages, school
grounds, churchyards, city squares, and parks are
appropriate places for Snowdrops. J. Lothian, CambeU
toion, Argyle.
Apricots and Melons.—In your last week's issue,

p. 805, for " St. Alban's," read Le Mans, a town in
Prance. Mr. Debrou's letter should have been dated
Ely, August 20. T. R.
Lime for Peaches and Nectarines.— On reading the

first paragraph of the article on this subject (see

p. 802), I concluded the writer ("Excelsior") to be one of
those anxious old gentlemen that one meets with iu
society who are always fearing—without any ground-
work for their fear— something " most disastrous."

Ou reading " Excelsior's" postscript, which happened to
catch my eye, before I had finished the article, I saw
that he must be young and unobservant, for in the
article by " T. E.," alluded to, it is distinctly stated
that the gravel, sand, clay, and loam, of Sawbridge-
worth, are all full of comminuted chalk. Where then
is there any " discrepancy." " Excelsior " seems to

have seen little, and to have thought less, of fruit tree

culture. In Holland and parts of Belgium, Peach
trees grow with enormous vigour in loose peaty soil.

In the irony loams of Sussex they also make vigorous
growth, and doubtless iu other places where there is

but a small admixture of lime in the soil they may
flourish to a certain extent, but in no soil or site do they
make such healthy fertile trees as in soils in which lime
largely predominates. At Montreuil, which supplies
Paris with the flnest of Peaches, the soil is highly calca-

reous ; the loam in the Eoyal Horticultural Society's

gardens at Chiswick, iu which is that fine wall which
for some 40 years has always been covered with
healthy Peach trees, is well charged with lime, as

is the water. Some years since a most beneficial

act was carried out by the Horticultural Society,

with a view, I presume, of ascertaining the nature
of some soils known to bo highly favourable to

the cidture of certain fruits—the soil at Chiswick was
analysed by Mr. Solly, and also some procured from
Thomery, near Fontainebleau, so famous for its Grapes.
Both, and more particularly the latter, were found
highly calcareous. Every schoolboy knows that to
the calcareous hills of France we owe our finest wines

;

every French fruit cultivator looks out for " la terre

calcaireuse " for his orchard orlhis vineyard. This has
been tlie custom for ages, and iu the present day every
educated and observant horticulturist knows that cal-

careous earth is the basis of sound fruit-tree culture.

As to the deposit of carbonate of lime " obstructing
draini^e in pots"—after watering a Vine in a pot
daily for six months with water highly charged with it,

I found the deposit on the iron on which the pot
stood to be only naif a line in thickness. So much for

thethcoreticspeculatiou. Tourcorrespondent'sattempts
at philosophical wit are very weak, " unphilosophical,

and wholly insufficient" to convince even the most inex-
perienced cultivators. Before he writes further about
" a.ssimilation, elaboration, and secretion," he should
consult the " Theory of Horticulture," and paraphrase
some of its contents. Facile Princeps.

Syhrid J^CT'iis.—This is a term which I fear is too

generally applied to what are known as accidental
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varieties or sports, and I shall bo glad to be furnished

with information as to any authentic varieties that may
have been produced by the crossinf; of two distinct

species. That the hybridisation of Ferns is possible I

io not doubt; but in a state of nature I believe it

rarely or never occurs. And I am very doubtful if

even in our crowded Peruerie.s, where so many species

are intermingled, hybrids are often produced. Tiiey

certainly do not occur so frequently as is generally

supposed. That Perns will sport abundantly we have
ample proof in the great numbers of beautiful forms
that now exist of our British species; and that sports

come true to the parent forms from seeds is now well
known to all who grow the different vai'ieties of

Athyrium, Lastrea, Scolopendrium, &c. ; a certain pro-
portion of which may always be depended upon to

perpetuate the variety, particularly in the case of
Lastrea Filix-mas cristata and angusta, and some others,

which in general remain true to the form they assume'in
the first instance, though some ofthe normal forms will

make their appearance. Athyrium Pilbt-foemina vars.

Frizellia! and Fieldijc can never be depended upon;
in some cases but few of the true varieties will be
reproduced, and these are always liable to vary, or as it

is termed, run out. For example, a very interesting
variety from A. F.-f. FrizelUse was presented to the

fardens here by Mr. Glover, of Cheetham Hill, near
lanchester; this has the contracted and rounded

pinnules of the parent, with the addition of a large

tuft or tassel at the end of each frond ; this plant has
continued to produce fronds, all like one another, during
these past three years ; but about three weeks ago it

produced from the centre of the crown a luxuriant
frond totally different from the other-s, and exactly
resembling the variety named multifidum. We
also cultivate a varietj; of Gymuogramma, which I have
named " lauata hybrida ;" it is intermediate in form
between G. lauata and G. Merteusii, but I have no
reason to believe it to be anything else than a sport
from the former, as the Gymnogrammas have nearly
as great a tendency to vary as the Athyriiuns, &c.
J. Tyerman, Botanic Oardeiia, Liverpool.

Societies.
RovAL IIoRTicuLTLUiAL : Aug. 23 (Weekly SJioic).—Vrizes

were offered on this occasion for the best exhibition of Vege-
tables. Mr. W, Earluy, Digawell, received a 1st prize for a
collection consisting of some 27 varietiea. Conspicuous
amongst these were good examples of what was called London
Cauliflower, large red Tomatos, and Brussels Sprouts, which
considering the time of year were remarkably good. Associated
with these were a large fiue-looki7ig Kidney Potato named
Hard Cash, Salsafy, and Scorzonera ; a useful variely of
Vegetablo Ularrow, called Digswell Prolific, which is stated to
have the merit of producing two fruit at one joint ; Telegraph
and Munro's Rabley Cucumbers ; fine examples of Blood-red
and White Spanish Onion.s, the former a remarkably firm,
whitc-fteshcd variety ; Uewar's Beet, a fine-shaped early
variety, though as shown, somewhat deficient in colour ; some
large Shallots, and a fine dish of the Abergavenny Slarrow Pea,
of which we have on former occasions spoken in terms of
praise. Mr. Hill, Highgate, also received a 1st prize for a veiy
good collection of vegetables, am"iiL;^t v^ Im h \'.

. re examples of
Dwarf Beans,FrenchCauliaower.-:, '

,i'
. ! i 'uieexcellent

Pea.s, Potatos, Carrots, &c ; these . i :: . interspersed
with varieties of Lerb.'^. Mr. >t .m i m j I ;i l..cautifid

collection of eut i".i "ii. :l ; .uri . M i
! . i : rl.i-.,-
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Lilies ; and a s. ..:,.: 1
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1 1 1 ,1 lAuAi.
Mr. Earley leecr, . 1 m .iii|.u.. i..i .ii.^-. -i mi ili.wers

and remarkably Luk'.- --^[HKe^ ui IjiLuuiii auicit, meitauring
from 4 feet to 4^ feet high ; aLio au w."Cti';4 prizu for six dishes
of the newer varieties of Potatos, among which Napoleon and
Giant King had finely-formed tubers. A Fiist-class Certificate
was also awarded to the same exhibitor for a pleasingly-
arranged bouquet, consisting of Pelargoniums Christine,
Punch, and Madam Vaucher, lightly interspersed with green
and edged with Fern fronds. Mr. Bartlett, of Hammersmith,
showed some fine-flowered plants of r.iliuTn aui-atum, and
others.

Manchester Botanical and HonTicoLTuaAL : Aug. 24
and 25.—The third and last show of the season, which took
place in the gardens at Old Trafford, was in every respect a
success. At this season of the year, fruit and vegetables
always form a very important feature, and florists' cut flowers,
as Dahliafl, Gladioli. Alters, &c.. make gorgeous banks of
colour ..f r.li!v-t --v.-rv -b:.'!'' Th- pl'irit- -h-v.'n nn this occa-
sion ill t lie -..,,,-,, I

,!
, ,-...,,,. in ii, iiii.<n. Orchids

in fine
1

I'
. ,1,, . \] ,; \

I
. e

; I
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, i in each case
thel.-il I'M i-il e, \h I ,if:i. i^ rrl :',. J 1 ;.. It. .Vinsworth.
In the first Ci-illectiMns were healtliy, Wgi.rous, and finely
bloomed plants of Aerides quiuquevulnera, bearing three
spikes of lovely flowers ; Saccolabium Blumei majus, with one
wonderfully fine spike ; and fine plants of Oncidium Lancea-
num and Phajus albus. The same exhibitor staged several pots
of Disa grandiflora, just expanding their lovely flowers ; also a
plant of Houllcttia stapeliaeflora finely in bloom. The plants
which took the 2d prize were not quite so large, but nice
healthy young plants well bloomed, and included a very fine
plant of Odontoglossum hastilabium ; and a good specimen
of Mr, Day's variety of Saccolabium Blumei. Mrs. Cole
& Sons, of Withington, showed a mixed collection of stove and
greenhouse plants, to whicli an extra prize was awarded. It
contained good specimen 1 i liil t im l amabilis, very deep in
colour; the new Allu,, , i li

, ui, with wonderfully
Urge blooms, and a fill' 1, ;

i. 1
j

luienof Alocasiamacror-
hiza. Ten iiii.^eellaiie.. 1 |.i .,

:i ::i:.<vm, and in every
wayde..er'/ni,'fl,eM ],; .,.-,',i.i !..
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Mr. Sri,;..
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I I \i.: e,
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. .':.. i.L, and Yucca
aluif..li, ...!,._ l:l. In i. .'..le - . . ,i._.;. ,-, .A FuchsLas,
larye i.laui^, au.i ^u Ui.i^d ^viLu l.ie.uu. Luat Lhey made a fine
display

; the 1st prize was taken by Mr. P. Capdeville. Mr.
S. Stafford, of Hyde, showed a very extensive collection of new
and rareplants, forwhich he received an extra piize. The plants
were not Uirge, but consisted of many good and valuable
(- li.jects, choice Orchids, and fine-foliage species, as well as
i! 'vuriug plants. A collection of Tricolor-leaved Pelargoniums
V. i^ .shown by Messrs. F, <fc A. Smith, Dulwich, some of them
i. iiitifully marked and richly shaded; and a box of fine
lUIsam flowers was also shown by the same firm.

' 'ut flowers were very plentiful. Gladioli were exhibited in
'"llectlons of twelve, eighteen, and six, and in each case the
I -I prize was given to Mr. S. Yates. Dahlias were remarkably
fine, and were shown in collections of thirty-six, twenty-four,
wid twelve. Mr. C. Rylance took the Ist prize in each class.
Hollyhocks, Asters, and VerbenorS were also shown in great

variety ; and in each case Mr. C. Rylance was the successful
competitor.
Fndt was very plentiful and good ; the Grapes loping

particularly fine. The lat prize for Black Grapes was given to
Mr. Capdeville, for fine examples of Black Hamburg; and
the 1st prize fe-r White to Mr. S. Ashton, for aplendid bunches
of Buckland Sweetwater. There were two remarkably fine
bunches of Canon Hall Muscat, shown by Mr. T. Stattcr, of
Prcstwieh, which, however, were not quite ripe. Messrs.
Lane & Sons, of Berkhampstead, showed two largo pots with
Vines well covered with fruit. Peaches were very tine ; the
1st prize was given to Mr. J. W. Peat i. li, pne for

Nectaiinea was given to Mr. A . P. Payne ; ;

,

1
. , Sir

C. W. Shakerley, Bart. ; for dark Plums 111 , : for
light Plums to Mr. H. Nixson ; for Apples I . . *i \ 1 i i.nefor
dessert, andto Mr. C. Rylance for culinary v.uielies. Mi: Cap-
deville won the prize for a Melon, and Mr. A. 1-'. I'ayuefor Pears.
Mr. C. Rylance was successful with the collection of vegetables.
The flower garden and grounds of the Horticultural Society

were in fine condition, the large beds being filled with splendid
s of bedding pLonts of the moat choice description

;

while in the houses ttie Victoria regia \ I flower.

Notfccs of 33oofeg.
Manuel de la Flore de Behjique. Manual of the Belgian

Flora. 2d edition. By F. Crepin. Brussels, 1866.
Svo. Pp. 381.

During the last few years there has been a great
revival of the study of botany amongst the Belgians.
In 1827 Dumortier published his " Florula Belgica,"
which was intended only as the prodromus of a com-
plete description of all the flowering plants and Ferns
of the country ; but'politics attracted him from botany

;

he became a Minister of State, and never carried out his
plan. For a generation the few local observers were
content to use the French and German handbooks. In
1859 M. Crepin, of Rochefort, who has since been
chosen Professor of Botany at the State School of Agri-
culture at Ghent, published his first fascicle of
"Critical Notes upon Belgian Plants," and this has
since been followed by four others, all containing
valuable observations on critical species, and the report
of experiments on cultivation which bear upon the
question of how far many of the supposed species
which have been made out of the dismemberment of
old specific types are really permanent in their
characters. In 1860 he published the first edition of
the book now before us, which was intended as a con-
venient handbook for genersl^irculation at a low price,

but at the same time including—sit the genera and
species that grow in the country, so that they could be
clearly recognised, and giving a general outline of the
distribution of each. Since that date a Royal Society
ofBotany has been founded, which has organised excur-
sions to explore the less known regions, and has
published four annual bulletins containing a large
amount of valuable critical matter. There have been
issued several local floras and two rival series of dried
specimens of critical plants, which have been Largely
subscribed for in England. And now M. Crepin has
published a second edition of his Manual, nearly
doubled in size, and bringing the information up to
the present time.
A Belgian book is specially interesting to a British

botanist, because there is so great a similarity between
the plants of the two countries. The total number of
species is rather less in Belgium than in Britain. They
have about 1300 against 1-150 for Great Britain and
Ireland. They will have about 50 species which we do
not possess, plants of Central Europe which do not
reach us. But, on the other hand, we are more northern
in position and have higher mountains, and have about
200 mountain and other plants which are not found in
Belgium.
The area of Belgium is only 11,000 square miles, one-

fifth of that of England and Wales, not twice that of
Yorkshire. AVithm this compass we may define four
tracts, different in geology and physical geography.
The first is a region of limestone, not more than 300
square miles in area, which occupies the south east of
the province of LiLxembourg, and is somewhat similar
in its flora to the hills of the north of England. The
second is the mountainous tract of Belgium, the
Ardennes, the termination in a western direction of
the range which bounds the great Germanic plain on
the south, which begins with the Carpathians and
extends from east to west by way of the Sudetes, the
Reisengeberge, the Erzgeberge, the Thuringerwald, the
Taunus, and the Eifel. In Belgium it is a tract of
hills of Silurian slate, the highe-st of which does not
exceed 2200 feet, which lies between the Mouse and
the Moselle, and occupies the south-west of the
country. The third is a comparatively flat central
region, in the southern half calcareous, and in the
northern half argillo-arenaraceous, which includes the
whole of Hainault and Namur, most of Brabant and
Li6ge, the southern half of "West, and the southern
third of East Flanders. Brussels and Touraine are in
the midst of the northern tract. Then comes a parti-
cularly fiat northern region, which in the west is called
the Campine, a region of moor and bog and marsh,
with wide tracts of sandy heath, covered with brown
and stunted Fir, which fills the province of Limburg
and a considerable part of that of Antwerp. And in
the east from the city of Antwerp, stretching eastward,
by way of Ghent and Bruges to Ostend, .are the Polders,
a rich cultivated district, principally reclaimed from
the sea by Flemish ingenuity and jjerseverance, with a
coast-line bordered by low sand-hills, bound together
by Triticum and Ammophila.
M. Crepin employs to a great extent, to distinguish

species and genera, the dichotomous or analytical plan,
first applied to botanical puriroses by Lamarck, since
used m France by Boreau, and now becoming daily
more popular in England from the example of Mr.
Bentham. The danger of the method lies in the fact,

that if, in using the analytical couplets, the student
once gets thrown off the right way, he is involved at

once in a maze, from which there is no hope of extri-

cation. And it specially behoves all who employ this
plan to be very careful in correcting their printer's
proofs. In his analysis of the Dog Roses, for instance,
M. Crepin (or his printer for him) has transposed the
index letters of the two alternatives of the very first

couplet, a confusion which will we fear sadly puzzle
the young Belgian amateurs who are attracted to this
thorny (in a scientific as well as in a literal sense)
genus.
Again, we are sorry to see names that have been

completely forgotten and superseded, brought out from
old books and substituted in place of those which have
been accepted universally, as for instance Ranunculus
sardous for hirsutus. Nasturtium fontauum for N,
officinale, Barbarea lyrata for B. vulgaris. Where one
name has been given and employed by authors of
repute in one country, and another has obtained wide
acceptance somewhere else, it is quite right that the
law of priority should be scrupulously adhered to, but
to do as MM. Ascherson and Crepin are doing is to
ride an idea to death, and to make'confusion instead of
helping to prevent it.

In spite of these minor drawbacks, our readers will

find that the book contains a full, clear, and complete
account of Belgian plants and their distribution, in a
cheap and portable form, and as such we recommend it

cordially to their notice.

dFlorists' dFlotocrg.
What is a Florists' Floweb ?—You still object

to exclude greenhouse plants from the category of
florists' flowers, giving as a reason for doing so that the
Auricula, an acknowledged florists' flower, cannot be
successfully grown as such without the aid of glass,

implying that this flower, although a florists' flower,

must be considered as a greenhouse plant. Bra you
maintain that the Auricula as a " border flower" is

not a " florists' flower," implying that it may be grown
in the open ground also ; thus bringing it within my
definition, which excludes true greenhouse plants ; for

no such plants can be grown in the open ground. The
question is not, can the florists' varieties of the Auricula
be successfully grown without the aid of glass ? but,
can the genus Auricula, from which these varieties

have been derived, be grown in the open ground ? It
undoubtedly can. Therefore the Auricula is not a
greenhouse plant. A. T. [Of course not : we did not
say it was; but it is a half-hardy frame plant, and the
difference between a frame and a greenhouse is only one
of degree, which does not appear to us to affect the
question of what is a florists' flower. Nor has "A. T."
yet given any reason why shrubby plants should not
be included in the category.

—

Eds.]

In reply to "A Determined One" (see p. 711), I beg
to say that, with some courage and a little patience
along with determination, he will I doubt not soon
become master of bees, and then he will find the
Stewarton hives easily mastered. He asks, "Under
what circumstances could the box added be the fifth?"
I thought I had already, in my former letters, made
that plain enough, but in case not, I will give it a little

more in detail ; at the same time recommending him
to| the perusal of the second edition of Mr. Neigh-
bour's Apiary, or Bees, Bee-hives, and Bee-culture."
I will then begin with the management of these hives
the year after stocking in what is termed here raised
hives. He must bear in mind that, although four
boxes comprise what is commonly termed a set, this
number is by no means sufficient to insure success.

After a stock has been wintered, which may have been
in two or three boxes, the latter being often the case, it

is the duty of the apiarian to examine his stock to see
whether it has sutlicient food, or, as it may happen, too
much ; to determine the number of bees and the
existence of a queen, and to notice whether there be
any internal damp. Should there be any of the latter,

the liive must be well wiped and made as dry as
possible ; but if it has been rightly ventilated, which
may be easily done by drawing all the slides and inter-

posing some clean straw between it and the outside
cover, there need be no apprehension. If all is right,

attend to feeding in small quantities every nighty or on
alternate nights, until safe. If too heavy, and in two
boxes only, give a third box with comb, which will

afford the queen plenty of room for the deposition of
her full complement of eggs. In about a month, a
fourth box may have to be added, and, if the weather
is then fine and likely to continue, a fifth one will soon
be required, which will be a nadir if the honey season
has not made its appearance, but a honey box if it

has. When first-class supers are desired, I do not
even draw one slide wholly. Sometimes, when honey
is abundant, and all danger of the queen
ascending is past, or when the combs are well
extended, I draw many of the slides. When
in two boxes, the plan is similar; nadiring to keep
up the breeding till the honey season sets in, and
supering and nadiring then to obtain comb, and,
if possible, to prevent swarming. Sometimes I am
very fortunate with supers, without nadiring at all;

but no reliance can be placed on the plan. Nor am I
sure of getting them well finished. The supers have
generally to be taken off before being finished, or
swarming would be the result. This is when working
them in three boxes only.

" A Novice, but a Determined One " asks an expla-
nation of the latter part of that sentence which says
the queen does not venture on the outside of the combs
so much as at the ends. He must be aware that, aj a
rule, in a strong hive, the middle of the central comb
is the first place in which they commence breeding,
and by degrees they extend their brood towards the
end and to the adjoining combs, .so that the queen has
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to pass from one to anotlier, gradimlly filling up cmptj
space, so that her route is commonlj' round the ends of

the combs. She occasionally requires a little rest.

Watch how cautiously she leaves the throng followed

by a retinue of a few workers, and retires to a quiet

place at the ends of the combs. How easy then would
it be for her to ascend to the super were the openings
immediately above, whereas, being at the sides (and
often the outside combs are either filled with honey or

much enlarged), she is not so likely to venture on them.
Sometimes I put on a super above the one already given.

He asks my opinion on the 9-inch deep Stewarton hive.

I consider it but an imperfect bar-hive, the proper

working of which is difficult. Tour correspondent, in

his last sentence, asks advice when additional room
should be added. After the eke has been removed (if

it has been employed), the hive ought to be attended

to with cautious feedmg, to get the stock hive as soon

as possible well foi-ward and tilled, which will depend
on sea.son and locality. A box with comb, or supplied

mth wax sheets, may then be added. The stock will,

in a short time, be ready for another box, either nadir

or super.
But judgment will bo called into requisition at this

time, knowing the state of both hive and weather. If

the bee-master considers the honey season not quite at

hand, and thinks that a full-sized box may be more
than they can fill until it really sets in, a shallow eke
with bars may be put under. After this is quite full

the honey-box may be added, at the same time with
drawing the eke. To induce the bees to work up he
must not forget guide combs. At first a number of

slides must be drawn, after a while shutting them all

in but one or two outside ones. I do not think it

worth while to occupy space in exposing the blunders
that many have fallen into, and will only say that if

"A Novice" wishes to be successful with these hives he
must follow the directions given as near as possible,

using his own judgment and knowledge for what
deviations he may have to make respecting the course
of management. I would advise him not to ventilate
the honey-box, to take care that the eke is never
placed between two boxes, to allow one entrance only,

and that at the bottom. Above all, to succeed with
bees, remember that it is bees only that m.ake honey
and although hives are made so as to render them
suitable for deprivation aud encouraging storin_.

without an abundant population a fancy hive has
nothing whatever to do with abundant supplies of
honey. JFm. Thomson, Blatifijre.

Miscellaneous.
Drying Plants.—Twenty years ago, when botany was

my hobby, I adopted a plan for drying my specimens
which was both rapid and very effectual in preserving
colours. I borrowed a tin dripping-pan from the cook,
which was just the size of my sheets of blotting-paper.
In this I laid the produce of the day's excursion
between sheets of blotting-paper in the usual way, and
when the pile was complete I covered it over with a
layer of common scouring sand half an inch thick, so
that the tin dish appeared to be simply full of sand. I
then placed it on the kitchen fender, or on the hob, or
in the oven if it were not too hot, and in three or four
hours the whole batch of specimens was perfectly
dried. It required a little care to take them out at
the right moment, when they were baked just enough,
and not too much; but this care being given, ihe
success of the plan was perfect. Many specimens still

in my herbarium bear witness to the superiority of
such rapid drying over the old method. F. T. M.,
Loughborough, in '" Science Gossip."

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing weeA'.)

The heavy rains which \vc have had recently have
uafortiin,atcly greatly impaired the beauty of beddcd-
out plants, and even v.iluable specimen plants placed
temporarily out of doors will soon be better under cover,

should the weather continue stormy and wet. Before

housing such plants, however, see that the drainage is

in a state of efficiency, and that the pots are well washed.

A little top-dressing will also give the whole an addi-

tional appearance of neatness. A few late cuttings of

choice bedding plants may still be put in, and among
these do not overlook the different varieties of Nosegay
Pelargoniums, which are not only effcetiTe in beds and
vases, but also make valuable pot plants.

FLOWER G.VRDEN AND PL.V>'T nOUSES.
Importations of Hyacinths and other Dutch bulbs are

now ^being made ; those, therefore, who wish to have
them early, may now procure thera. Orange trees

intended for forcing for the decoration of the conservatory

or greenhouse should now receive attention. These and
Daphnes are invaluable for winter blooming, and should

be largely grown for that purpose. Look carefully after

red spider. It is easily got rid of by laying the alfected

plant on its side, aud well washing the under sides of the

leaves with the engine, appljing the water with as much
force as the foUage will bear.

AsTEKS.—These will now be beautifully in flower in

open borders. Truffaut's White Perfection is an ex-

tremely showy usefiJ sort, as arc also Victoria, rosy
pink, and the different kinds belonging to the Giant
Emperor class.

Az.u.E.\s.—Get these now tied into form. In doing
this, however, avoid too much formality. Also attend
to the staking and training of specimen plants of other

hard-wooded kinds as leisure time cau be found for that

purpose.

B.vLsAMS.—Keep these in beauty as long as possible.

Do not let them suffer &om want of water, remove

all dead blooms, and he careful to keep the foliage clean

and healthy.

D-iiiLi.is.—Exhibitions of these will now be held
plentifully all over the country, and to procure fine

blooms for thera will test the skill and patience of

many an amateur. Early flowers, from which it may
be desirable to save seed, should have attention, and as

they wither, the decaying florets should be extracted.

Seedlings, especially weak, late-blooming ones, that
give any evidence of merit, though they may not be
quite up to the mark in every respect, should be taken
care of, to be tried again, as high cultivation another
season may induce a more favom'able development of

their good qualities.

He.\ths.
—'When watering these, do it thoroughly, so

as to moisten the whole of the ball; also look shar_"_

after mildew on comparatively soft-wooded varieties,

and dust with sulphur directly the enemy is perceived
Hollyhocks.—Save seed from the best kinds. Some

adopt the plan of removing the upper part of the

spike, leaving sis or eight of the early blooms. When
the plant throws up four or five stems, and propagation
of the variety is an object, one or more of the spikes of
Howers may be sacrificed; the stem may be split, cut

in lengths, with a bud in each, and placed unde
hand-glass, taking care that the small portion of shoot
retained is covered with soil, leaving the point of the

bud exposed. Sti'ong young plants may often be raised

in this way.
FORCING GARDEN.

CucTJMBERS.—Where a supply is required during
winter, vigorous young plants should be secured at once
from seed, as plants that have been bearing through the
autumn, however promising they may look, seldom
answer well for winter fruiting.

Pines.—Be careful not to over-water fruit that is

ripening. Endeavour to afford growing stock a steady
bottom-heat of about 70°, and keep it well supplied with
manure-water at the rout, but avoid getting the soil

too wet. As fire-heat will soon be necessary to a con-
siderably larger extent than h.as been the case during
summer, care must be exercised to secure a properly

moist st.ate of the atmosphere, keeping the ev.iporating

pans or troughs regularly supplied with water, and
moistening the floors, tScc, frequently, as any sudden
change from a moist to a dry state of the atmosphere
would be injurious to growing stock, and also to plants

swelling their fruit. Be as sparing of fire-heat, how-
ever, as circumstances will permit, and shut up early.

Where young stock is grown in dung-pifs care must be
exercised after this season not to get the plants we.akly

through keeping them too close and warm ; air should

be admitted freely on every favourable opportunity,

and sulMcient command of warmth should be secured

from the linings, to allow an opportunity of giving a
little air at night and on warui cloudy days.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Look over gathered fruit frequently, in order to see

that nothing is going wrong with it. Keep it as thin

as possible on the shelves on which it is placed.

Caiuiage.—A sowing may now bo made for spring

use. Plant out those sown last month for Coleworts.

Celery.—Earth up plants of this in an advanced
state of growth, choosing a di-y day for the purpose.

Lettuce.—Sow Brown Cos and Hardy Cabbage for

spring use, and plant out those sown last month in a

warm situation, where they will be useful late in the

season.

Si'ixACH.—Make a sowing for the winter aud spring

supply.

TiKxrps.—A sowing may soon be made of early

Dutch for spring use.

WiNTEu Geeexs.—Plant out these on Potato ground
as soon as the crop is up, and provide against the

supply being less than the demand.
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lOWLER'S PATENT STIi^AM PLOUGH and
CULTIVATOll may be SEEN at WOHK io every Agricultural

rparticul^ii . Vi ;! '.' '. n .
1" >\\r.En & Co., 28, CornUill, Louiion,

G^KICUI.TI i; \l. 1^ l,in[ENTS.—steam Engines,
_ _ uliines, WagKoua and Carts, Culti"

^tors' PUiuphs. Harrows, vnail Cutters, Grinding Mills, Lawn
Mowers, Garden Rollers, Water Barrows, and Horticultural Tools

of every description; Com Bins, Wire Netting. Churus, Forks, 4c.

>Bdboe33 t Ket, 05, Newgate Street, London, E.C.

Works, Brentwood, Essex,

cAUTION to EAKSIER8.—In consideration of Messr
EANSOBIES AKD SIMS, of Ipswich, having agreed not

a Bill against me in Chancery to obtain an Inji

I the Undersigned. EDWARD GIBSON, of Great DrifHeld, I

founder, hereby PUBLICLY" APOLOGISE to them for having used

their Name and Marks, and I hereby promise never to olTeud agam in

like manner. Dated this 18th day of August, IS60.

Witness : G. S. Sheffield, Clerk to Edwahd Gidsow.

Mr. John BIythe Kobinson, Solicitor, Beverley.

TfiHEXLIiERT VETERINARY COLLEGE (Limited),
I Queen's Road, Bayswater, London, W,

" < " - • 1 c :_^ lMU[(-_,.

precisely.

. of Newcastle.
late Principal of tho New

Authorised under Royal Sign Manual.—Session
INAUGURAL ADDRESS on MONDAY, Oct. 1,

~' "

President—His Grace the Du
Principal—Professor Jo;

Professor of Veterinary Physiology—\Villiam Duguid, M.R.C.V.S.
Superintendent of Pharmacy and Lecturer on Veterinary Materia

Medica—Alexander Uome, M.R.C.V.S.
Professor of Chemistry—William J. Russell, Ph.D., F.C.S.

Inflrmaiy Superintendent and Professor of the Art of Farriery-
Joseph Ganigee, Sen.

Professor of Veterinary Medicine and Surgery—John Gamgee.
Free Stldentsuip.-As an inducement to make good progress

the essential
Students entering

of Anatomy, Chemistry, and Physiol

Albert Veterinary College not later than

October 1, 1860, wDl be afforded an opportunity to compete for a Free

Studentship in April, 18ii7.

Fees.—Perpetual Ticket for Winter Sessions, £2G 5s.; Single-

class Ticket, £5 58. R. B. Pcxnett. Secretary.

U"M I THF^IELD ClUB SHOW.
O AGRICULTURAL HALL, ISLINGTON, DECEMBER 10 to U.

IMPLEMENT DEPARTMENT.
Tho LAST DAI' for receiving Applications for Space for Imple-

ments and Machinery. Ac, is OCTOBER I.

Printed Forms of Application, with Rules and Regulations, may
bo obtained of Mr. David Pcllen, As.sistant Secretary, at the Office

of the Honorary Secretary, Corner of Half Moou Street, Piccaddly,

London, W.

PIGS

ULUIJ EAT CAIII,
SHOW of FAT CA i

'h^ AGRICULTURAL ;

.:i, December lu, and 1 .: ,

o are requested to apply i-i

CATTLE.—Form A. For an OX o

For a COW t

For a BEAST in E-Ura Stock.
For a PEN of 3 WETHERS (in any Claj

For a SINGLE PIG m Extra Stock.

ENTRIES for LIVE STOCK CLOSE NOVEMBER 1.

Prize Lists, Fomia of Certificates, and all infomiation may b?
obtained on application to Mr. David Pcllen, AMispant Secretary,

: Half-Moon Stre

words " Smithfield Show."

Eixt Agricultural (Bajette.
SATURDAY, SEfrKMBER 1, 1806.

It is with eincoro regret that wo have
to announce the death of JoiiN IIall
M-VXWELL, C.B., late Secretary of the

Highland and Agricultural Society. The
record of his most useful and distinguished

agricultural career was given in our columns
only a few months ago, on his resignation

of an office which ho had mado fruitful of

good service to tho agriculture of his

country beyond all foi-mer experience of tho

great Society in connection with which it

was held. We refer our readers to the

fuUer biographical notice which we have
given in another page from the columns of

tho E'U)ihnrijli Ereninij Conrant,

Mr. Maxwell will bo greatly missed and
lamented by Scottish agriculturists. Never
have greater powers been more earnestly or
moro successfully devoted to their service
than those which ho displayed d\iring his
long connection with their National Society.

The accounts given at tho West Dereham
Eam-letting last week of Mr. Aylmek's experi-
ence in chloroform as a cure for tho cattle-

plague forms another curious chapter in the
histoi-y of alleged remedies for that fatal disorder.

It appears that Mr. Aylmek's herd consisted
in the spring of 106 Shorthorns. Now they are
reduced to S bulls, 11 cows, 2 two-year-olds,
12 heifer calves, and 12 yearling heifers in calf;
in all 4.5. It is a great satisfaction that so many
have been saved. Tho proportion of recoveries,
assuming that the whole herd was attacked, is

very much larger than has been generally
experienced ; and Mi-. Aylmer states that if his
herd had been all common cows, and not in the
high condition in which the pedigree cattlo will
keep themselves, ho would have saved nine
tenths of them.

This, of com-se, is a matter of mere judgment,

and must bo taken for what it is worth.

Certainly the earlier experience of the remedy
was encoui-aging. Tho first animal struck, a

cow, was killed after 12 days. Then followed

eight 2-year-old heifers, all of which rocovored

after eight inhalations of chloroform having been
administered each day. Then six young bulls

were attacked, tho fever in those cases entering

into a new phase, which was not understood till

some had died, and the others wore too far gone
to be curable. This phase was inflammation of

tho kidneys, bladder, and urinal canal. Specific

treatment with reference to these altered

symptoms appear to have been successful in

only two or three other instances. A number of

examples are described, in some of which tho

inhalation of chloroform appears to havo been
successful, and in others it has failed. Thus :

—

General Hope, a Booth bull, hired at

200 guineas, was attacked and soon succumbed.
Ho had a single inhalation tho 1st day, two the

2d, three the 3d, and was thou given up as

hopeless, and killed on the 4th day.

Thorndale Duke, a young bull, was taken on
the same day as tho above. Ho had eight single

inhalations, six twice a da}', then a single one,

then two twice, followed by six moro single

ones, when he was cured, and he has since reco-

vered so rapidly that he is doing duty among
the cows in open pastures.

But the main and leading fact on which any
hopes can be built of treatment by chloroform

being effectual, is that out of a herd of upwards
of 100, nearly 50 are survivors. This is suffi-

ciently encouraging to make one " desii'o a fuU
and detailed report of his experience, and this

we hope that Mr. Aylmer will be induced to give.

It makes one doubtful of the alleged remedy
when we hear that it matters not whether the

ounce, which is tho prescribed quantity, be
inhaled or swallowed ! but something liko that

is told us in the report. A brother farmer mistook

the instructions that wero given him, and "an
ounce was given to each animal internally ! Tho
effect, however, was—the cows wore cured."

On tho whole, however, tho history is suf-

ficiently interesting and encouraging to mako us

desire it in full detail.

The Short-horn Sales last week suffered, no
doubt, from tho unfortunate weather. Mr.
Sharpe's sale (at Gourtlands) of 49 head,

averaged 32?. 17s. ; Mr. Smyth's sale (at Wad-
hurst) of 66 head averaged 23?. 14s. 9(Z. ; and
Mr. HolLjVXd's (at Dumbleton) of 54 head of all

ages averaged 23/. 4s. Wo see that other three

sales are announced by Mr. Strafford during
the next fortnight : Mr. Hetherington's at

Middle Farm, Brampton, Cumberland, on Sept. 6

;

Lord R.iDJTOu'g, at Coleshill, Berkshire, on
Sept. 13 ; and Mr. Graham's, at Yardley,
Binningham, on September 19.

Visitors to Coleshill will seo capital manage-
ment, one of the very best homesteads we know,
and an excellent herd of pure-bred Short-hoi-ns,

from which a selection of 56 head is to be sold,

owing to excess of stock. The herd has won
many distinctions of late years, and in particular

received tho prizes at the Agricultiu-al Hall
last December awarded to tho best cow or heifer

in the yard.

The affection to which Turnips aro liable,

known as Anbury, is so interesting, that any
facts tending to elucidate its history can hardly
fail to bo of interest to tho agriculturist.

By Anbury we hero mean that malformation
of tho root which results in warty excrescences,

tumours, and putridity, as distinct from tho mere
branching or forking of roots, the former, indeed
being diseased, and the latter degenerate roots.

It fortunately happens that all farmers arc not
acquainted with Anbury, as it only occurs with
those who havo tho management and cultivation
of sandy soils ; and so decided is this line of
demarcation that, in tho largo and widely-
extended district in the centre of England, known
as the Cotteswold hills. Anbury is almost un
known, and in truth so it is in any extensive sandy
deposit ; but as we leave those hills and get on to

liigher dejjosits, as they dip towards the south,
we meet with some rounded eminences or mounds
at the base of the Oxford clay, capped with tho
sands belonging to the Kelloway rock deposit,

and here, in these isolated spots and merely as
far as the sands extend, Anbury is too prevalent.
Wo examined an instance of this kind some
years since in a crop of Swedes at Aston Keynes,
and so shai^p was the line of demarcation, that

where the sand rested on the cornbrash only a

field or two of Turnips wero liable to Anbury, but
in the limestone brash it was never seen ; and
further, as an evidence that tho absence of lima
as well as the presence of sand has to do with
tho matter, wo were shown a portion of a field

of Turnips on the sand quite free from Anbury,
because lime had been used as a top-dressing.

Now, bearing these facts inremcmbranco, with
other well-known observations upon this curious

subject, wo wero not a little interested in

observing the growth of roots in Dorsetshire, and
more particularly on that thick deposit by which
the inferior oolito of that county is underlaid in

the fine light-land farming district between
Yeovil and Sherborne. Here tho sands which
crop up to the surface over hundreds of acres are

liable to Anbury, but only where tho sands aro,

so to speak, most sandy, as where they are inter-

calated with seams of lime, the remains of

decayed moUusca, as is not unfrequont, or where
they aro visited by tho oolitic brash. Anbury does

not occur, or if its causo be there, as wo shall

presently notice, the effects are by no means so

palpable.

Wo havo hitherto viewed Anbuiy as confined

to Turnips and Swedes, crops grown for their

roots ; but a few days since we were led by a
neighbour into a field of Bape, a largo portion

of which, instead of presenting tho fine green
colour and vigorous growth indicative of health,

was stunted, and tho tops had the purple hue
of collapse. On taking these up the roots were
found to bo malformed to as great an extent as

ever we saw in root crops.

The field in which these occurred was on a
very gradual slope, and tho higher half of it was
almost, if not quite, free from Anbury, and pre-

sented a fine healthy plant at the period of our
visit, the first week in August. How' is this

difference accounted for ? Simply by tho fact

that the upper part of tho .slope consisted of lime-

stone brash, tho lower being the pure sands.

Having pointed out tho situation in which
Anbury occurs—and it is wonderful how uni-

formly it keeps to sands—wo now proceed to

examine the manner in which tho injury com-
mences and is carried on.

On examining the injured roots of all Bras-

sicacero grown in these sands, wo find the early

stage marked by brown erosions, in tho upper
parts of the tap-root in which aro found
ensconced small whito maggots : these are tho

larva3 of a species of Tipula, gnat, which are

thus described by Curtis :

—

" These larvce are slender, cylindrical, shining, and palo
yellow : they taper gradually to the head, which is very
pointed, with two black lines on the crown and two horny
spines or jaws at the mouth ; the body is composed of about
VI segments, thickening towai'ds the tail, which is blunt .and

rounded, with two brown spots, being the tips of two tuber-
cles ; they .are about five lines, or not quite half .an inch long."

He states in another place " that the maggot
lives in small families in the putrid or moist

portions of tho bulb." Here it seems he had
very bad cases before him, but not the beginning
of tho malady, or he would have referred to them
in tho erosions just mentioned ; and so, with
such cases before him, ho ascribes tho diseased

condition to the following cause. He says :

—

" I think it is pretty clear that certain condi-

tions of tho soil, induced prob.ably by the

repetition of certain crops, and not insects, are

the causo of Anbury ; the ordargemont of tho

lateral roots, which become woody, stops tho

flow of sap to the bulb : it consequently ceases

to draw nourishment from the soil, when it dies

and rots in the earth, and becomes a fit nidus

for a variety of insects."

Here, then, we seo that this careful observer

deems tho insects to be tho result of the malady

;

but as a proof that tho larv.io of dipterous insects,

perhaps of moro than one kind, will attack

young and uudecayed roots, it will be sufficient

to state that we havo found them at the roots of

Swedish aud common Turnips only two or three

weeks old, and we feel quite sure that it is tho

injury that they do tho young, unformed bulb,

thus stunting and checking the flow of the sap

upwards through the roots to the bulb, that

causes the malformations wo so often observe in

tho positions indicated ; in fact, the remarks
from Curtis sufficiently explain what such
insect attacks in young plants, whether of

Turniijs or Cabbage, might do, and such galls

and excrescences are analogous to the extra-

ordinary malformations seen in Eoses and
other plants as the result of habitation by insect

larvae.

But then comes the question. Why do not all

Turnip crops suffer from this cause ? Surely, it

may be romarkod, flies have little regard for the
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nature of the soil ? To this wo might reply, that
Carrots and Parsnips in sands are attacked by a
fly whose larvto live in the body of the root—the
Psihi Rosce—the CaiTot fly ; and Turnips on the
ooUtes are attacked by galls on their sides called
" Tm-nip warbles," from which they are mostly
free on the sands, and thousands of instances may
be quoted of insects preferring certain soils.

There surely can bo no wonder in this when
plants with which they are connected do the same

;

for example, in all districts wherever we have
seen Anburj' we have found some or all of the

following weeds to prevail :

—

1. Sperrjuhi arvciisis, Spurrey.
2. Sr!,:ni„fliiis,iii,niiis, Knowel.
3. r.qnnrr ]lli,ri,s, Red Poppy.
4. Chri/siiiithiiiiiiiii, siyetum, Yellow Chrysan-

themum.
5. Silene miglica, English Catchfly.

6. Ilordeum miirale, Wall Barley.

7. llolcus mollis. Soft Grass.
And as regards this last, it is curious to note

that in the Wiltshire instance the plants 1, 2,

and o were found on that isolated sand bank,
when they are not found for miles around, and
certainly not on any stiff clays or calcareous
soils. They are always indicative of sand.

Now, as regards these weeds, it is ipiite certain

and vigour, and with splendid success, he had just
retired, amidst the thanks and plaudits of the whole
agricultural community. He had withdrawn into
private life to enjoy, it was hoped, lon{; years of well-
earned leisure, broken only by the duties he was still

invited to discharge as one of the extraordinary
directors ofthat society which in a more active capacity
he had so faithfully seiTed. It has pleased Providence
to close his life almost simultaneously with his public
career, and to call him to a deeper repose than his
friends had contemplated for him.
One of the reasons of Mr. HaU Maxwell's resigna-

tion was the sense he entertained that, though he had
scarcely passed the meridian of life, his constitutional
vigour had become affected by his active life. Since
his resignation, insidious disease had stolen still more
rapidly upon him than before, and for some months it

was known that his health had given way. About the
middle of June, in -writing to a friend, he said his
worst .symptoms w-ere fainting fits. In July he had
had two most dangerous attacks, but at the end of the
month there was some prospect of improvement. At
the beginning of August, however, he became worse,
and incajiable of attending to any business. It is sup-
p'is( (1 lliiil i!i~(.;ise of the heart was the cause of death;
liiil -"iiir dill, iince of opinion w.xs entertained by his
nil, li, ill ,i,l\ 1-, IS here and in the west as to the precise
niitim' i,lthedisease which was undenning his oonsti-

i attended while in Edinburgh by the
I, and latterly by Dr. Robertson, Albany

tution. He
late Dr. Dub
Street.

The late John Hall Maxwell, Esq., of Dargavel, in
the county of Renfrew, Companion of the Bath,

None but those, however, who have been assooiated with Mr
Maxwell in the conduct of the Society's affairs can fully appre-
ciate the gi-eat earnestness with winch he uniformly applied
his admirable business talents to the discharge of the multi-
farious duties of his office.

" ' The directors further resolve that, .as a suitable and
pei mauent memorial of the general approv.il by the Society of
Mr. Hall Maxwell's services, he should be requested to consent
to have his portrait executed, at the Society's expense, by an
eminent artist, .and that the picture when completed should

ithcf icty'ahall.'

t,jd to the general meeting
ry 1S66, was, on the motion

, ordially .and unanimously
i, ly. It is highly honour-
11 it -, similar expression
1^ I '11,1 to the feelings

, iculturists.
, , i[. hiy official capacity

.\ J
.
,.i.ibcr, in reference to

At that meeting it ^

that a heavy di-essing of lime to the soil where '
Deputy-Lieutenant of Renfrewshire, and Justice of

they are found to grow will keep them in check. I
''•',• ^'V"''' '\T ]

",' ^'??' ''"'/m,™'"'™ w-n •

^^^
i,r-,

J. u 1. .1 i V '
''''

'
^"'1' \t i!-'iu'et, ilau;;liter of Thomas Williams,Wo know not how it is that lime—a necessary

|,;,
: ,: iraudluirrssuf AdmiralSirThomas

ingredient, by'the way, in good soils—keeps these
i \\ , , , i; , ,,r'l!iir\v.i,«l House, Surrey; and has

insects in check, but thero seems reason to i>-ii,; W lUiiin, l"im 1,'sir ; lleleu,Anne,Edward,Mary,
believe that in the best root soils—and these purer ^ud Egidia. Jlr. Hall Maxwell represented the

sands are not such—if the insect attacks the '

?"S'''™1 1'°'=, ^^ *f, H"'.?*^!^'^
family of Maxwell of

^nni ^^ „,„„„ ,.„„j,-i„ , „„„. ).i,„;„- „ i,„f ,

Newark, a cadet of that of Poloc so early as A.D. 1101.
root It more readily gets over tbo mjury, but m j^ jj^^ '^^^^ u^^ ^^ ,^^ ^^^ ^^i^f „f (l^^ ^^^^ ^^^
the sands they arc so weak that they ultimately family of Hall in Scotland.
succumb, and decay is commenced, and tho family

i The deceased gentleman was in 1833 called to the
of flies are all fond of decaying elements, and Scottish bar. He had, however, given himself more to

seem indeed thus destined to act as scavengers of JJie Pui-suits of a country gentleman than to those of

natui'e,-and certes, tho bad smeU of these I

^'^'^ ^°"°'l™•'l'' f^^^'f '?,° °|/¥, 'T« "^ /"
^,'^a''

¥

J- , , . . , \ ,, . ,,
I

was chosen secretary of the Highland Society of Scot-
diseased roots IS intolerable ; any specimen taken , ]^^a ^ae of the highest distiuctTons to which a Scottish
home to be sketched is a nmsanco to tho whole gentleman can aspire, as a man of business and affairs,

house while sitting for its protrait.
I
The first show which he conducted was at Inverness

AVe thus can quite believe that those decaying ;

'Q the autumn of that year, and even at that early

elements are necessary to tho well-being of the Period ho won golden opinions for his excellent and
%,! 1 i J • 1.-1 successful management 01 the show. It was at Inver-

,
they thus become propagated m such ..oils as ^^.g ^^ ^3,35 tlf^t ^le eventually laid down the oflice

would aidmputrefaction, and are ready to attack, which he had filled during a loni; series of highly
such i^lants as cau bo made to produce the desii-ed

|

successful shows. Shortly afterwards a successor was
food ; and thus, without sajaus: that these laiTtio ' appointed to him in the person of Mr. Macduff of

do not attack Turnips in other than sandy soils, ^"rK^^'i^;
'^"* i* ^^''^^ be remembered that no sooner

TTP nvfi miitA iiroTiavPfl in ^fifp +b'if tbo4 rln «n had that ccntlemau accepted the position than he wasWL aie quite p opaiccl to state that they do so
stricken down bv a malady from which he never

abundantly in the sands, and wo have traced tho
, recovered, and which resulted in his death in March

injury in all its stages, from the first gallery
' last. During Mr. Macduff's illness, Mr. Maxwell

mined by a maggot, before the bulb has begun continued to discharge the duties of secretary, and it

to form, until mallbi-matiou and putrefaction have \va.s not till the appointment of Mr. Flet^jher Menzies

fully set in; and wo would now make a few "I
^^^^ ^'V^^\f ''7-'

^'''^"*'*''*V^ a?f^^-'
1 ' .1 j-J . \ -,. Z Maxwells la^t attendance was on the 9th of May, and

remarks upon the different conclusions which he never returned to the office of the society.
CUUTIS and others have arrived at on the subject.

! During Mr. Hall Maxwell's period of office, the
It would api>ear that they have had but few, if , Highland Society had made a prodigious advance in

any, opportunities of examining the beginnings ^^^ matters affecting its usefulness and welfare, mainly

of tho attack. NaturaUy, fine samples of the due to tlie untiring vigour with which the secretary

^(f-^^L^j „ t^ 1, 1 *. -t-r. a :
promoted its work. It increased in membership from

affected roots have been sent them. So on
;

^^oq to 4200, and its capital had increased from 3i,000^.
looking at the tumoui-s, as no maggots were

; to about 50 000/. The j^ricultural chemistry depart-
found in them, it was hastily concluded that ' ment, and the agricultural education department had
they had nothing to do with tho evil ; thus, I

been organised under his management, the general

CuilTis says : !

shows were greatly extended in their scope, and the
'* Or, oiiVf.'^r* r.-n.^T. i'krt +,i™^,i,-o T (•^.^•^A +1,^^, distHct shows were also placed on a better footing. InOn cutting open the tumoui-s I found them I

^^^-^j^^ ^ ^^^ ^^^^^ 4 ^^ ^^-^^^ ^^^ rf.^^^,
solid, and with the excepUon of a few small holes actions of the Society ; and it will be remembered that
eaten here and there, which were liko the from 1851 to 185" he conducted the Agricultural
erosions of tho wii'O-worm, of which I detected Statistics of Scotland for the Board of Trade, a work
one, they did not exhibit the slightest signs of '

^vhich it is much to be regretted was npt continued

any insects inhabiting them, even in an embryo " "" " "" """^ ."«"' - « " ^» ,^,«r, -r^vn

state ; the centre of tho tumours was discoloured;

and the texture perfectly fibrous or woody."
Tho truth is, then, at the timo when the

tumoui'S are formed, tho larva^ which have formed

after the last-mentioned date. On retiring from the
office of secretary^ Mr. Hall Maxwell was presented
with a testimonial, for which the contributions
amounted to the handsome sum of 1(150/. The pre-
sentation was made on ITth January last by the Duke
of Bucclcuch, in the form of a ma.ssive piece of plate

thoni have hatched] and cannot then bo traced ; \

?".? ^> P"^^ of lOOp sovereigns. In adaition to this

„, 1 „ . <.! 1 xi i. i. J.U- 4. « ^+1 ^ 4i; ,! tribute from individual members of the Society, Mr.and we quite think that at this stage other files
jj^j^ Maxwell received a more official recognition of his

step m and live in the decajing bulb ; and
hence it has been hastily concluded that Hies are

not tho cause"of the malformation, but a result

;

and cultivation, manures, and various extraneous
matters, have been wrongly blamed.

It is, however, quite true, that good cultiva-

tion, wliicli includes manuiing with all the
elements which Turnips requii'o lor their growth,
will carry thorn thi'oiigh the attacks of those as

of other files. B.

THE LATE JOHN HALL M^IXWELL, C.B.

TTe deeply regret to announce the death of Mr. Hall
Maxwell of Dargavel, which took place on Saturday, at
Torr Hall, Bridge of AVeir, Renfrewshire. The inti-

mation will be received with sorrowful interest by all

classes of the community, and especially by those
engaged in agricultural pursuits, with whom he was
brought so much into contact as Secretary of the High-
land and Agricultural Society of Scotland. From that
office, which he filled for twenty years with great zeal

services, in being requested by the directors to sit for

his portrait to be hung up in the Society's hall. The
execution of the portrait was entrusted to Mr. Gourlay
Steell, to whom Mr. Maxwell gave sittings for the
purpose.
The following record appeared at the time in the

Transactions of the Highland Society relative to Mr.
Maxwell's resignation :—

"Tlic principal event which has occurred during the past
year in the internal managcuiont of the Society has been the
resijirnation of Jtr. Hall Maxwell, who for 20 years has dis-

charged the duties of secretary. The high sense whieh the
Society entertain of the vahie of that gentleman's services

cannot be better illw.strated than by transferring to these

pages the following extract from the minutes of the dii-ectors,

dated 20th September, 1SG5 :

—

" 'The directors cannot accept Mr. HaU Maxwell's resigna-

tion without recording in their minutes the deep sense which
they, in common with the members of the Society at large,

entertain of the zeal, energy, and ability with which that

gentleman has for 20 years discharged the duties of secretary.

The progress which the Society has made, both financially and
numerically, since Sir. Maxwell's appointment, and the
increasing success which has attended the Society's annual
Shows under his administration, afford the best proofs of the

efficient manner in which the office of secretary has been filled,
i

w;i.sbi.M ,it Ab^T.kun on IUl
the show to be held there ii_ .„ „.„
moved from the chair by the Eari of Kintore, seconded by
William M'Combie, Esq., Tillyfom-, and unanimously resolved—

"_
'
That this meeting, representing the various agricultural

societies of the coimties of Aberdeen. Banff, and Kincardine,
as well as the members of the Highland and Agricultural
Society of this district, welcome among them the presence of
Mr, Hall Maxwell—gratefully record their deep sense of the
valuable services which, in the const;mt and faithful perform-
ance of his multifarious and often arduous and anxious duties,
assecretary ofthe Highlandand Agricultural Society of Scotland,
he has in that capacity, for a period of over 20 years, rendered
to tho pn lunsM and interest of agriculture—avail themselves of
till I I liij ' 'ii' rtunity of expressing then* special acknowledg-
'"' ' 'li Mixwell's great kindness .lud urbanity, and of
111

'
ii!i irompt, and generous aid in furthering the

"'i '
t iini It pcrity of the associations—and their sincere

trust that, ill now retiring from his hitherto active .and
responsible duties in the ciuse of agricultural advancement,
Mr. Maxwell may for many years enjoy every comfort and
happiness."

" It may also he mentioned that, in giateful appreciation of
the zeal, energy, ability, and success which he has discharged
the duties of secretary, Mr. Hall Maxwell has been presented
by no fewer than 830 members of the Society, with several
valuable articles of plate and a purse of 1000 sovereigns."

Many other farmei"s' clubs throughout Scotland fol-
lowed the example of Aberdeen in sending to Mr. Hall
Maxwell these expressions of their gratitude and
regard.
The following notice of Mr. Hall Maxwell, taken

from the "Farmers' Magazine" of September, 1858,
will be read with regretful interest, now that the
subject of it has his name recorded in the obituary
column :

—

" John Hall Maxwell of Dargavel comes of an old Scotch
family, that—we gather from ' The Statistical History of
ScotUnd'—has been settled in the county of Renfrew for
nearly GOO years. Mr. Maxwell was himself bora there in
1S12, and h.aving adopted the law as a profession, was called to
the Scottish bar in 1835. The characteristic energy of the man
never allowed him to occupy the ranks of the briefless. He
enjoyed, indeed, at one time considei-able practice, more par^
ticularly in such business from Scotland as came before com-
mittees of the House of Commons. In the year 1845, however.
Sir Charles Gordon, the then Secretary to the HiffbLiud Society,
died ; and Mr. Maxwell being a member of the board of
direction, as well as with a predilection for agricultural pur-
suits, became a candidate for the appointment. He was
elected to it in the Januai-y of the fo]loT\Tng yeai-; and at onca
abandoning all further employment at the bar, he has since
devoted himself entu'cly to tie interests of the Society. It
is not too much to say that he has done so with the most
signal success. Mr. Maxwell gives a high reading to tho
office of Secretary, and his influence and example
are something remarkable. The best patrons of the
association at once put themselves under his direction,
and it is amusing at times to see how dutifully a noble Duka
or a lofty chieftain receives his orders as to where he is to bo
at such an hour ' to-morrow morning." They all, proverbiaUy,
work well together, and none more zealously than their secre-
tary himself. The effect of this has so far been most signifi,-

cant and encom-aging. During the last 10 or 12 years tho
Highland Society has progressed and prospered exceedingly.
The funds have accumulated, its power has extended, and ita

constituency greatly increased. The Association now numbers
nearly 3500 members, having added much new blood to that
original support it traces back to. Still the Highland Society-
has been in active opei-ation for the best part of a century,
while it has embraced within its legitimate sphere of action
many features which the common run of agricultural associa-
tions have carefiUly kept clear of. So far, for instance, from
interfering with any question before Parliament, it has pro-
moted and been the chief agent in the adoption of many
measures. One of the more recent and marked of its pro-
ceedings has been the recognition by the Society of the collect

titm of agricultural statistics—a question that has brought Mr,.

Hall Maxwell prominently before the general public. Nothing;
perhaps, could speak better to the appreciation with which the
institution and its chief officer were held by the farmers of
Scotland than the readiness with which they answered to the
call made upon them, and the goodwill with which they
assisted in carrying out the expeiiment. The machinery,
organised and worked by Mr, Maxwell, consisted of a Volunteer
Committee of somewhere about 12,000 practic.il men, repre-
senting every parish in ScotLind. The result of their com-
bined exertions was that, almost from the first year, very
complete returns continued to be made, and at an expense far
below what was expected by tho Government. The annual
cost was originally estimated at 6000^, and such a limit
allowed Mr. Maxwell to deal with. For the four years he had
the conduct of the inquiry, the information was obtained at
something about 3500/. a year. We have already said this was
of the highest and most satisfactory description. All the good
men in Scotland were more or less directly engaged in render-
ing it perfect, and certainly no ' innovation ' was ever intro-
duced or familiarised to a people under more encouraging
auspices. It was just such a precedent and an example as a
Minister would wish for. It is, however, an old story by this,

how routine stepped in, and insisted on Mr. Maxwell explain-
ing why he spent SOOOf. a year when it was calculated he
would reqxiii-e twice that sum. But something more than
an explanation was needed. Indeed, the vouchers
and receipts regularly furnished were such as to amply
satisfy the most scrupulous. In fact, as a man of
honour, Mr. Maxwell himself would be content with nothing
less. There was, however, an attempt at petty interfurenco

and minute dictation that, equally as a man respecting him-
self and those associated with him, the
hind Society coiUd not submit to. He 1

to relinquish his charge. When, n;

withdrew from the collection, the wbi
with him, and the agricultural st.i

mystery and mere guess-work. It is

able that whenever the subject is no'

out of Parliament, some of the first :
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land are certain to speak to the integrity and usefulness of

Mr. Hnll Jlaxwell.

183(i 1.' <
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tinctions ; l^ul : r

his best rew.u.i :

i i

luciiilicrt! uf tlif II i:^!il m; > Kty."

TIio followiug acoouut of the family is taken from

the " Statistical Account of Scotland :

"—
" Mr. Maxwell of Dargavel is tho representative of two very

aucieiit familiea in Renfrewshire, the Maxwells of Dai-gavel

and the Hulls of Fulbar. The family of Uall obtained posaes-

Eion of Fulbar by charter from Jjimcs, High Steward of

Scotland, the grandfather of King Robert H., which was con-

firmed by a corroborative charter from Robert II. in 1370 ;

and one of its descendants followed James IV. to the ill-fated

battle of Flodden, and fell there. The family of Maxwell was

a cadet, but now represents the house of Newark. The
eldest son of Patrick Maxwell, of Newark, by his

second wife, obtained a charter of the lands of Dargavel, along

with those of Rashiclec and Haltonridge, in the neighbouring

parishes of Inchinnan and Kilmalcolm, from his father in

161G. One of his descendants was slain in the desxjarato con-

flict which took place at Lockerby, between the rival clans of

Maxwell and Johustone. John Maxwell, the proprietor of

Dargavel, at the beginning of last ccntuiy, entailed that

estate, but, as both he and his brother, William Maxwell of

Freeland, died without issue, the next heir of entaU, John
Hall, second son of Robert Hall, of Fulbar, and Margaret

Maxwell, his wife, the sister of the entailer, succeeded luider

the title of Maxwell of Dargavel, and eventually he became,

by the death of his eldest brother, the proprietor and male
representative of the house of Fulbar. The present proprietor

married the eldest daughter of John Campbell, Esq., of

Possil, Dumbartonshire, by whom he has a numerous family.

THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
The following Returns were issued on Aug. 24 & 30 :—
This Return gives the number of cases occurring in

Great Britain which have been otiicially reported to

this Department. The divisions of England are those

of the Census. Column 1 only records the cases

reported as having commenced during the weeks
indicated by the headings. All "back cases" are

included in Column 2.

more etiuil;ibly

a lawyer, who c:

nUUKIL^O

Metrop.
S. Eastern .

8. Midland .

Eastern Co,

S. Western .

W. Midland

.

N. Midland,
N. Western

,

Yorkshire ,

KorthcniCo,
Monmouth.
& Wales .

Scotland

11,531
1,845
15,061

19,034

3,714
2.544
10,072
4,860
828

6,096
6.271

35,043

156 127 148 253,211 84,020 124,283 33,314 10,994

* The five " attacks " reported during- the week ended the
llth of August from Thirdpart, West Kilbride, Ayrshire, have
since been ascertained with certainty not to have been eases

of cattle plague.
Back Cases reported in the week ending August 18 :—South

Midbind Counties, 2. August 25 :—South Eastern Counties, 8

;

North Midland Counties, 4.

The Ketum shows that 127 attacks were reported to have
occurred during the week ended August 18, being a decrease
of 34 on the previous week.

Fresh outbreaks during tho week ending August 18, took
place in 20 farms or places where cattle are kept ; the
number of such outbreaks in the previous week being 33.

Two Inspectors who reported cases in the previous week had
not reported in time for that return—viz., for the county of

Ralop, 1 ; and Leicester, 1. These inspectors reported
3 cases the previous week.
Last week's return shows that 148 attacks were reported to

have occurred during the week ended August 25, being an
increase of 21 on the previous week.
Fresh outbreaks took place in 17 farms or jjlaces where

cattle are kept ; the number of such outbreaks in the previous
week being 20.

The number of "back cases" of attacks reported lately
being now inconsiderable, no estimate in anticipation of
eucli cases is made in tho present return.

WHAT IS THE RENT OF LAND—No. II.

In approaching this question from the tenant-
farmer's point of view, we must first disembarrass it

from some ve.\ed points whicli have very much
perijlexecl it, and especially the subjects of Tenant-
right and Game-laws. There can be no doubt that a
tenant on quitting a farm has a right to reimburse
himself with the capital he has expended upon it

during his tenancy, provided he can do so without
deteriorating his landlord's property, and leaving it in
worse condition than when he took to it, provided also

that a sulhcierit consideration has not already been
granted him by means of a reduced rent. It is I
apprehend for the purpose of carrying out these
provisoes that long leases are granted, and the covenants
introduced into them by lawj;ers are framed. Unfortu-
nately these legal meshes will include some cases and let

slip others contrary to the intention of the contracting
parties, and have given rise to so much ill-feeling that
it is questionable whether a generous reUance on one
another's good feeling and general sense of justice has
not been found, when practicable, to be preferable in
the end. I am of opinion that a referee on the spot
could generally settle all matters of difference arismg
between an outgoing tenant and his landlord muoK

all. I futi,-l';»'l"i-il,v 1,1 both jiartiesthan

;ni br but liltlr .mncrsaiit with country
it . Til,:' I'fidin;; , )f game f. .r the landowner's
lie considered as a part of the rent. If both

liiirl I, aic aware of the damage and annoyance caused
li\ iav-,i\iiig, and have entered into an agreement
with lull notice of such drawbacks to the tenant's

interest, there can be no reasonable cause for after

disagreement. Each party to the bargain ought to be
able to calculate and assess the deduction to be made
on this head, and to settle the rent accordingly. I

propose to discuss the amount of rent irrespective of

these extraneous considerations, and irrespective of any
capital sunk in penuanciit works, such as buildings or

drainage, ^^lli,h IhIou'^ to the landlord. We will

suppose our li naul lainar then to have ahead upon
his shoulders, » illi miIIIc unt knowledge of his business

and sufficient cuumiaiul of capital to farm profitably,

—What ought he to give for his farm ?

During the time of great agricultural depression in

1821, when a large body of evidence was taken by a

Conunittee of the House of Commons on agricultural

prospects, the foUowing propositions seem to have been
unanimously acceded to,—that the average produce of

English farms was 3 quarters of Wheat and 4 of Barley
every alternate year ; that the corn crop had to pay all

the expenses of the fallow crop ; that Turnips and
cattle did not pay their expenses ; and that the lowest

price at which Wheat could be grown on such average

lands was Cos., or a gross produce of 10?. per acre,

the inferior lands, which grew less than 3 quarters,

being profitless under 80s.

It was also agreed that the gross produce ought to

equal five rents. Hence a gross produce of 10?. would
leave 21. for the two years' rent, or 11. per acre per
annum., and the labourite produce these crops was then
reckoned at from 3/. to 3?. 10s. per acre per annum.
Now, since the introduction of new and improved
implements, I think it may be taken that the expense
of growing, marketing, and consuming the modern
crops of roots and the increased produce of corn is

not greater than was thus experienced in the alternate

fallow crop of our fathers : and the tendency of rents

has been to rise ; so that although prices of Wheat
seem to have settled down to about two-thirds of what
was considered the minimum in 1821, there is no great

present distress, and the condition of the tenant farmer
has certainly not deteriorated.

On the other hand, let us look at his advantages.

Though Wheat has fallen in price, other crops have
maintained their highest value ; Barley at 40s., Oats at

25s., Beans at 50s., are as valuable as a crop of Wheat

;

and roots, instead of being a losing crop, are become
very profitable. Meat, which used to be -id. the lb.,

now sells readily at 8d., and has for some time. There
can be little doubt that a crop of 20 tons to the acre

pulpedj and mixed with straw chaff and cake or grain,

will bnng in a net return of 10?., equal to the original

Wheat crop. Neither can it be doubted that the
manure resulting from thus feeding cattle wiU increase

the corn crop at least 1 quarter per acre, equal to

another 2?., so that every crop instead of every other

one will now produce 10?. at the least. Taking still the
same ratio of l-5th as the fair rent, tliis will he
at once doubled, or 2?. per acre instead of 1?.

Therefore any valuer in assessing the rent of land will

now have to consider not only what corn the land is

calculated to produce in alternate years, but what
quantity it may be made to produce when all the
manure that can he made by the economical con-
sumption of the straw and green crops has been added
to it, to which he may add (as long as meat fetches 8d.

the lb., or anything near it) such a proportion of the
profit on rearing and feeding animals as in his judgment
may remain after allowing the tenant full remunera^
tion for the extra capital employed, for insurance against

disease, aud for the additional skill required in buying
and selling stock.

It has been generally stated that 150 lb. of roots

will make 1 lb. of meat; consequently a ton will

at 8d. produce 9s. It has also been asserted,

and I beheve with truth, that the manure from
the consumption of 25 tons of roots, with 1 ton of cake
or corn, will produce two additional quarters to the
acre in the succeeding com crop. It is equally ascer-

tained that a bushel of Barley will produce 8 lb. of pig-

meat, at present prices equal to 40s. the quarter, with-

out extra winnowing and marketing expenses, beside;

the manure for nothing. Upon these data not only
will every crop a farmer grows produce 10?. an acre,

but it will pay him better to sell most of his produce to

his stock than to take it to the corn-market, and the
only limit to his .stock-feeding will be want of accomo-
dation, or his land getting too rich for growing com.
This latter difficulty has already been experienced in

some districts ; and has been met by growing Barley
after Wheat, in succession, to prevent the latter being
spoilt by over luxuriance. But I am not writing a
treatise on high farming ; I merely adduce this as an
example to show that I have not overrated the value of

land, to encourage tenant farmers to make the most of

the existing prices while they last, and to prove to

them that though their farms may be high rented in

comparison with old times, yet they can afford to give
their landlord a better return for his capital, and them-
selves make a better investment than they oould when
meat was at -Id., and Wheat at 80s.

That farming should ever be a very profitable concern
is not in the nature of things ; it is too agreeable an
occupation. Many are content with a small return in

consideration of its enjojinent, and many landlords
would prefer farming their own land with a bailill' il'

they thought they should so make their rent ; and I

would advise the tenant fanners not to drive them to

this alternative. They might find it more advanta^
geous than they had been led to expect. Neither can
it be expected that the production of meat can for any
length of time pay more than the average profit of other

trades. If itdid, butchers wouldbeginfatteningforthem-
selves ; but for some time to come the fear of disease^ if

not disease itself, will prevent many from embarking
in a new business, and make the present perhaps a
more favourable opportunity than may again occur of
entering on a farm—for sure I am, that in a short time
the reasons I have given must operate, that the price
of meat instead of the price of corn will be the measure
of rent, and that on all farms adapted for rearing or
fattening animals, t'ne latter will be doubled. Commons
are nearly everywhere enclosed. Villas and railways

are encroaching seriously on the existing arable land.

More people aud with larger capital are daily looking

out fur investments. Above all, every part of England
r)\v w ilbin ,.asy access by rail or road to some good

markcl ..r si alimi, therefore all situationsaregettingmore
favouralik', and larming is daily more approximating to

garden cultivation, and what gardener could afford to

grow Wheat ? These circumstances must produce a
revolution in the rotation of crops. A corn crop

should not be taken unless' the land is rich enough
to insure 5 quarters to the

_
acre ; it must be

improved by root crops until it will. And thus

a general improvement in our system of farming mil
tend to raise rents, and a rise of rents will react on our
present system. And should the Educational Com-
mittee of our Royal Agricultural Society succeed In

improving the race of cultivators, they will soon see

that every advance in farming is a benefit to both
oivner and occupier, increases the certainty of their

returns, and consequently their security; they will

learn that by intensifying their capital on a smaller
area they will increase their produce, their profit, and
their rent on a smaller comparative outlay and with
less anxiety ; that the highest fanned lands are most
independent of seasons ; and that any spare capital is

better expended in bettering what they now have than
in grasping at a wider range. Another illustration of

the old doctrine that " what is worth doing at all will

pay to do well." J. B. M.

INSTRUCTIONS EOR THE PLOUGHMAN.
(ConcUded from :p. 911.)

4. Having got our team harnessed and working
briskly, let us inquire what means the ploughman has
of regulating the depth and breadth he wishes to plough,
and how he should use these means.
The plough may be made to go deeper by any of the

following methods :—By shifting the back band nearer
the shoulder, by lengthening the draught chain, or rais-

ing the muzzle of the plough ; all these act by rendering
the line of draught more horizontal, thus diminishing
the uplifting force, which if increased would lift the
plough out of the ground. The plough should be so

regulated as to require no exertion on the part of the
ploughman to put it in its proper course. The harness
and the parts of the implement connected with tho
bridle or muzzle should be placed so as to make the
plough " swing fair." All these plans being to enable
it to go deeper, the reverse of these must be had
recourse to when we wish to plough shallow.

The breadth of the furrow is regulated by altering

the position of the ring to which the draught tree is

attached on the bridle of the plough, thus causing the
coulter to move to the left or right. When, however,
this mode is adopted, it causes the plough to heel over
in some measure like a boat when the rudder is used
to keep her on her course against the effects of a side

wind, and therefore this plan is faulty. The proper
and best way of increasing the breadth of the furrow
is to lengthen the reins or rod which connect the two
horses together, so as to allow the left-hand horse to

walk further from the one in the furrow. By increasing

the distance between the two horses we increase the
breadth of the furrow slice ; by diminishing it we are

enabled to cut a narrower furrow.
5. We now come to the consideration of how Ian d

should be ploughed. The object to be aimed at is to

loosen the soil and put it in such a position as will

expose the greatest surface of the newly turned up
sod to the influence of the atmosphere. This is

accomplished when the furrow slice is rectangular and
laid at an .angle of 45" ; but this can only be done when
the-breadth of the furrow slice bears to its depth the
proportion of 10 to 7. A field ploughed 7 inches deep,

the furrow being 10 inches wide, will expose a greater

surface of new soil than if it were ploughed the same
width with any other depth. This is most particu-

larly the case in ploughing lea or Grass land. In
ploughing fallow, the greater the depth of the furrow
m proportion to its breadth, the more effective is the

work; in that case the earth turned up is crushed
and crumbles down on being moved by the plough.

Well-ploughed land has all the furrows perfectly

straight, of the same depth and width, and all of them
laid over at the same angle. If the regulation of the

plough has been properly attended to, then the excel-

lence of the work depends on the ability of the plough-

man and the docility of his horses. When the plough

is once arranged to " swing fau-," the man has only to

hold the plough upright and see that the horses move
in a straigMt line, and the furrow will be straight and
of uniform breadth and depth.

When a field is to be ploughed, the first thing to be
done is to draw two furrows at the distance of one
perch from both ends of the field, turning the slice out
from the field ; this forms the two headlands on which
the horses are to turn. The object of these furrows is,

tliat tliu |)lough may be entered at once at the proper
(lr|illi ami width, aud on coming to the other end the
jiliaigh may be lifted out at once, and not be allowed to

scratch a i'urrow on the headland in turning; when
turning on the headland the horses should walk straight

out to the boundary of the field, and then turn at right

angles till the plough comes opposite that part of the
headland at which it is again to be entered, and the
plough is at once entered at the proper width and
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depth, and procceils with aiioiher furrow. It looks
well to see the lirrulland without being scratched or
furrowed by the plou^'h in turning.

6. The best Mode of ToUna a Horse to the Cart —
In the construction of the cart, care should be taken
to give such a width between the shafts as will enalile
Ihc horse to draw it even on the roughest road without
ruliliiii'.' his sides again.st them, The common widlli

in th« (jloucestershire farm cart is 22 inches; in the
one-horse Scotch cart it is 33 inches, which is found
to be the best distance.
In these carts the horse draws from staples placed in

the shafts as far back as the horse's loins. In loading
the cart the horse is made to bear a considerable weight
upon his back, and thus only a portion of the load is

left to be sustained by the wheels. It is this portion
of the load alone (the friction occasioned by the iveight

on the wheels) which he has to overcome when he is

hauling on a horizontal road. . It is, however, in

hauling up hill that the greatest advantage of this mode
of loading the cart is more especially felt, for then the
horse has not only to overcome the friction, but he has
to exert an additional force dependent on the weight of

the load and the angle of the ascent. If, then, we
diminish the load on the wheels by placing part of it

on his back, we enable him to exert his strength in two
ways—not only by leaning against his collar, but also

by exerting an uplifting or carrying power.
There is another mode of economising strength

which is very much disregarded, and nowhere so much
as in this county—the yoking of two or more horses
in a line instead of abreast. In carts where this rule
cannot be followed, it is best to make each horse trust
to his own strength, by having one-horse carts. Three
single-horse carts have been found to draw as heavy a
load the same distance as a waggon with six horses in
a row.
In the collieries in Durham it has been found that

the strength of one horse in four, when drawing in a
line, is lost, and that a single horse, working in a cart
12 hours a-da.v, will haul a ton of coals 26 miles each
day in the week. J. M.
A Table showing the Lesoth travelled et the Horse in
ploucning, horse-noeing, cultivating, harrowing, or
Rolling an Acre ; alsi

IN A Day at the Rate
8i Hours

Brcadtli of
Wort;.
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be oxidised and nontralised to make them digcslililo

food, or assimilaljle food for Swedes. The same mistalic

has been made wheu the steam-plough has been used

for Wheat. Farmers have been lavish, used the great

motive power as a toy ; forgetting all their former
experienc-'e in fivonr of a 4 or 5-inch furrow, ploughed

9 or W iiicdif's deep, and, from the same causes, either

lost tlii'ir plant of Wlicat, or it did not begin to Krow
till it \va.s loo late for an ordinary or fair crop. Deep
cultivation must be practised in advance of sowing
any crop.

Another feature in Messrs. Salter's practice is sowing
Beans for feeding off on the land. This is done in the
place of seeds for mowing and feeding, and instead of

pulse for a crop. No manure is used, but two bushels

per acre are simply dibbled in (they would do .i-s well

drilled), 21 inches apart in two narrow rows. This is

done in March or beginning of April, and after the
last hoeing—a month or so ago—a row of Rape was
drilled in between each row of Beans. This crop
will soon be begun with the breeding ewes, and the
stamina that is tlius imported is said to make the flock

equal to almost any hardship as regards weather
through the winter. This manure is saved for the
root crops, and a crop of excellent food is obtained at

a cost of 10s. per acre, exclusive of the little labour
expended; while the value of the food is said to be
from ol. to 6/. per acre, and it is reckoned this is the
best preparation—without any additional manure

—

that can be made on this land for AVheat. The present
crop is certainly an admirable one, and the land thus
treated is thoroughly rested for the next crop of Clover.

A very business-like company attended the sale on
Monday last, and a very agreeable meeting over an
excellent luncheon preceded the sale. The prices were
quite satisfactory, and the many buyers who were there
last year proved in the clearest possible way that this

class of sheep gives satisfaction in the ea.stern counties,

for the purposes explained. Buyers, however, were
not confined to the county. Mr. Webb, brother to the
late Jonas Webb, a Cambridgeshire man, bought five

at from S^. 10s. to 10 guineas each. These were for

purely crossing purposes for stores. Mr. Lock, of
Carbrook, bouglit one at 201. 10s. ; Mr. Jaiy, of Westley,
Cambridgeshire, bought another at 18(. lO.s. ; Mr. :

Turner, of Ickworth,'!Bury St. Edmunds, bought a

food sheep for the Marquis of Bristol at 18/. ; Mr. 1

iiddle, Werstead Park, bought one at 15/. ; Mr. I

Thomas Gayford, of Haigham, one at 15?. ; Mr. Limmer,

!

of Rondham, bought three for stores at 11/., 9/. 10s., and
13/. 15s. each. Mr. Lock's, the highest price shearling,
weighed above 20 stone, of 1 Ub., live weight. The lambs
were let and ranged from 71. 5s. down to 3/. 10/. each.
Messrs. Salter have a fine quality of wool and a compact
form of sheep, and although some of their friends spoke
in favour of more length, and a general appearance of
greater size, we have no hesitation in saying that the
character of this flock had better bo preserved and
perfected than an attempt made to follow some other
breeders we know of in attempting to produce
impossibilities.

BisoATHOEPE has long been renewed for its cele-

brated rams, and particularly for the splendid style in
which its present occupier, Mr. Thomas Kirkham, has
received and entertained his friends on his ram-letting
days. On Thursday last there were offered 80 shearlings,
26 two-shear, and 41 three-shear, in all 150 rams. The
company gathered to compete for these sheep numbered
upwards of 300.

A feeling of regret pervaded the whole company when
they were informed that it was anticipated that this
was the last meeting of the kind that would be
organised at Biscathorpe. This arises from the fact

that the farm, which has been in the hands of trustees,

soon comes into the full possession of George Whitlam,
Esq., the heir. It is feared that its proprietor will
desire, or rather decide, to come to reside at Bisca-
thorpe House.
The 80 shearlings made 13.57/., or averaged a trifle

over 16/. 14s. each. When it is considered these sheep
are all let, and come back to Mr. Kirkham for re-

letting, it must be allowed this is a great success. The
highest figure was for No. 8, which made 90/,, to
Mr. Caldwell, in Boston ; Mr. Richardson, of
Willoughton, took No. 6, at 31/. ; Mr. Langdale, of
Beverley, No. 9, at 40/. ; Mr. Isles, No. 26, at 28/.

;

Mr. R. C. Howard, Temple Bower, took No. 27, at 30/.;

Mr. Sowerby, of Aylesbury, took No. 30, at 26/.;
Mr. Brice, of Risby, took No. 44, at 44/. ; Mr. E.
Paddison, near Lincoln, took No. 49 at 40/. ; Jlr.
Richardson took another, No. 76, at 26/. ; and Mr.
Salter, Attleborough, Norfolk, took four, Nos. 11,

14, 46, 56, at the respective prices of 20/., 24/., 21/.,

and 22/.

The 26 two-shear sheep made 376/., or 14/. 9.?. odd,
each. The lot was taken by Mr. Needham, of Huttoft,
at 20/. ; another at 18/., by Mr. Norfolk, of Louth

;

another at 26/., by Mr. Grime, of Halton : another at
22/., by Mr. Gilliat, of Martin; another by Mr.
Rippon, at 20/., and another by Mr. George Nelson, of
Limber, at 22/.

At this meeting there is always a spirited competi-
tion for some of the aged sheep. This is from the
character of their issue being known. The first sheep
offered In this class was secured for a second time by
Mr. Aveling, a nephew of Captain Cattling, for the use
of the latter gentleman. As a shearling this sheep was
let at 160/. to Captain Cattling, of Needham Hall,
Wisbeach ; as a two-shear at 135/, ; and now at
105/. The.se figures amount to the goodly sum of
390/., not a bad test of the character of
the flock from which he came, independent
of what the sheep him.«elf is, 'J'he next was let to Mr,
J. Kirkham at 50/, ; the next to Mr, Davy, of Owers-
bery, at 70/, ; the next to Mr. Munilbrd, of Credenhill,
Hereford, at 35/. Another was taken at 20/. by Mr.
Mariot ; another at 22/. by Mr. P. Brown, of Glent-
worth ; another to Mr. J. Kirkham at 20/. ; No. 119 to

.Air. Isles at 50/. ; No. 122 to Mr. Williams, of Carlton-
Ic-Moorlands, at 30/. ; No. 120 to Mr. Chatterton, of

Hallington, at 52/. 10s. ; No. 127 to Mr. E. Davy at 23/.

These a sheep made the great sum of 1284/.

Home Correspondence.
Water Siippli/.—On'wg to the existence of cholera

attention is now being recalled to the great question of
our general water supply. Much time has been
devoted by the Rivers' Commission to the pollution of
the Thames, resulting in a valuable report on its

prcsciil rniiflil'rui nivl til- iif i)v of purilirat inn, and
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walci' to drink and for use in boiling, which shall ho
free from that inseparable sewage which will find its

way into our rivers, let us do what we may. Nor is it

as important as the local utilisation of the water nature
has placed at our command, whereby it would become
unnecessary to rob other valleys of what belongs to
them. I lay great stress on this latter point, for the
present summer has shown, in the cases of North
Wales and those places specially known to have a large

rainfall, that they are sub.ject to remarkable vicissi-

tudes and diminution, and with the extraordinary

demands for water likely to follow the increasing trade

and population of the north-western counties this

consideration cannot be overrated. All these questions,

however, are evidence of the magnitude of the subject

and show the necessity of a full and speedy compre-
hension of it in all its bearings. Why, I ask, is the
inquiry into the purification of our rivers to precede

the more important obiect, our national water supply ?

J. Bnileti Denton, 22, WliitehoU Place, Aug. 25.

'ri,i,i-x,,;linrt at Tiptree J"nn)i,—Having seen Mr.
Ml- In - iiilvertiseraent, or his statements in his pub-

s, that his farm consists of 170 acres, and

drainage or liic desireil puriliration of tin

Nevertheless, in spite of all this consideration, the
primary object—the supply of pure water—if not
altogether ignored, has been made subservient to that
of drainage and its consequences, and the true action
and service of all main rivers have not been recognised
The water contributed to a river from its various , , __

, , ,

at^tt.
-

sources is only pui-e and fit for drinking use so long as it- thai he seeds a part of it with one peck of Wheat an

is uncontaminated by drainage. As soon a

stream has obtained a place in the valley sufliciently

low to become the drain of the watershed, the water
ceases to be unobjectionable for such a purpose, as it

then becomes a vehicle for the transport of floating

and soluble matter washed or discharged from the
whole watershed, and which, in the case of sewage,
taints the stream in such a manner that no arresting

process of precipitation, filtration, deodorisation, or
even in'igation can altogether remove it. The aboriginal
character of the river is lost. This is the plain English
of the case. No purification of a river, when once it

has become a drain, can make its water fit to drink ; it

may be made more agreeable to the eye and more_
pleasant to the nose, but as luiinan drink it i

the question, if purity is a sine '/ini nun, and tl

acre only, will you allow me to a.sk him through the
medium of the Agricultural Oazelte how many out of

the shove number of acres he on an average puts in

out of one peck an acre ? and whether he sows the peck
broadcast, or puts it in with the drill, or with any kind
of hand dibbler ? and, if with the drill or dibbles of any
kind, I wish him to inform me also how wide the rows
are asunder, and how thick the seeds are in the rows ?

If Mr, Mechi will be so kind as to fairly answer these
questions he will greatly oblige me and some friends

;

and, should the answers be satisfactory, and he shows
further that his thin-seeded_ crops have been on an
average of years equal to his thick-seeded ones in
quality and quantity, I will this autumn ask him to put

t of in 50 acres, which I will place at his disposal, in the
mie way he usually adopts, or in any other way he

of the river remaining undcliled arc within ivmli. And inny choose, only that the 50 acres are to be seeded

why should it not be generally recognised that the with 50 pecks of seed only, or 12J Winchester bushels

important service of a river as the drain of its water- !
only. I will just add that 1 am the more anxious that

shed is not to be changed by the work of man ? Rivers ' these questions should be answered, because some years

are essential as scavengers, though they should be
j

hack I procured two of Dr. Newington's patented

made as unobjectionable in that character as possible ; dibbles, and which I have used to a small extent every

hut they are even more important as a means of water year since ; and yet, though my rows are never more
supply, the only point necessary to be understood and I

than 12 inches asunder, and the seeds are not more
acted upon being that the ,~ame water cannot be used '

than 4 inches asunder in the rows, yet I have never

for both duties. Tonl.i mi \ ii r inr domestic use we been able to seed an acre in this way with so small a

musttakeitasnatui, I. . iiippliesit. Instead quantity as 1 peck of seed ; and on this account I am
of trying to divert the , , I ure, by attempting the more anxious to obtain the infnrniation I require

an extent of purificatiuu uu 1,1111101 achieve, we must from Mr. Mechi. And, Mr, Editor, .shall I ask .your

a,scendto the sources and springs of our rivers, or when readers if any of them can inform me what is become
they are beyond our reach appropriate the water of of Parson Wilkins ? I hope he is still inthelandof
under drainage, which closely assimilates to them in the living ; he used to be a strenuous advocate of thin-

purity, for the supply of ouv cities, towns, and villages, seeding, but not so much so as his disciple, Mr. Mechi.

To do this with impunity we must provide compensa- But still I nsed, 20 years back, to be much amused,
tion by collecting in reservoirs the excess of floods and and I will add also interested, in what he wrote in

the spare water of our springs and underdrainage when favour of thorough cultivation and thin-seeding ; but,

the river and outfalls are discharging their ma.ximitm if I recollect, the smallest quantity he advocated was
flow. It can be readily demonstrated that the minimum double that of his disciple. I hope we shall hear from
supply furnished to our main rivers for the mainte- him again. T. B.
nance of their flow will much more than satisfy the !

The Kidney TWcA.—Seeing in your paper of Satur-

population within their several watersheds, let the day, August 18, a letter from a correspondent signed

population be what it may. In the ciise of the Thames ',
" O. F." bringing to notice the Kidney Tare or Vetch,

this is well known to be so, even though the metropolis Anthyllis Vulneraria, I take the liberty of remarking
and the various towns within its watershed should that the writer is under a mistake in supposing it has

treble their populations. To go, therefore, for all that not been cultivated to the extent of a whole field in

is wanted to the fountain head of the Thames and its England. As you are aware, I collected and cultivated

tributaries—as Myddelton did when he created the the plant first in 1858, having advertised and sold much
New River, and repay the abstracted supply by an equal seed since. Many gentlemen are now growing it.

quantity of stored water, which Myddelton did not do, "O. F." fully bears out my experience of the value of

is not only very possible, but it is the most just and the Kidney Vetch. The last three or four years have
economical thing to do. At any rate, it is extremely heen too dry and scorching to bring out a new forage

wrong that the water companies should continue to ' plant, therefore I have kept quiet, feeling sure that

take their supplies from the Thames and the Lea, after time would do more to introduce to the agricultural

they have become irretrievably tainted—and, perhaps, ' world so valuable a plant than all I could say or write.

it is eiimiUv wrong to snlisl it utc supplies from other I differ from "O. F."in thinking it requires a long

watcrshi lis \iliirh at Mime Inlnre lime may suffer from time to ivither or make, as I carry mine very green,

the l(i^s, Xmtli A^iile< iind the hike district of Cum- retaining all its colour and sweetness; I put itin heaps

herlauil have each their ailvoeates among metropolitan or cocks about the second day after the scythe, letting

authorities, but with Liverpool, Birkenhead, Chester, it remain according to circumstances. I think you
and, in fact, all the manufacturing districts—from cannot stack it fairly too green, provided it is dry.

Preston in Lancashire, to Birmingham, in Warwick- Stock of all kinds are very fond of it, particularly sheep,

shire—in a state of alarm as to their supplies, it would as herbage, thriving very fast upon it. I crop my land

appear most unjust to give them the "go-by" as long
]

alternately with Kidney Vetch, Trefoil and Whito
as the resources of the Thames watershed remain ' Clover, Sainfoin, Bed Clover; therefore it will be 16

untried. The quantity of water now pumped up at years before each plant conies on the same land a second

nm the Thames to be time. I grow from 40 to 50 acres yearly, and drill 10

-iiiii, niiileriated. The , lb. of seed to the acre. "O. P." fears it would not

1:11 1\ :i,iiiiii,noO gallons, ' tiller on light sand or gravel; I have 18 acres this year

IIS I'liuiiitity inflltrates on a light sand with gravel subsoil on a very high hill

;

I liiough the substrata 1 it is a two years' lea : I left it for seed, and have just

ill more than 1,000,000 carried two and a-half large waggon loads per acre off

liopolitan river. Let it. It grows from 18 to 24 inches long. I could

„ „ jted water of this one mention several gentlemen who have grown it on the

spring were applied to domestic purposes instead of lightest of land. One person has upwards of 100 acres

feeding the profitless Thames and Severn Canal, from
|

laid down with it, has been growing it five or six

Thames-head and withdrawn
thrown into the Severn is, I en

quantity pumped up daily is

and although n propnrliun of 1

from the caiml min 1 1., . n ili :iu

hack to the 'I i M . m m
gallons is ali~i 1 n 1. il

1 Im n

this be as it uin

50,000 to 100,000 persons might be served, and had it

been substituted for the "sew'age water" of the Lea
(sewage water becau.se it is taken from the Lea after it

has become a drain), which the East London Waaler
Company supply to their customers, it is more than
probable that many hundred lives might have heen
savedinthependingvisitation of cholera. This incidental
reference to the East London supply leads me to ask
why the EiverLeaCommissioners should not co-operate
with the East London Water Company, as, I believe,

was at one time proposed, and, by the aid of compen-
sating storage reservoirs and Mr. Homersham's system
of pumping water from the subterranean supply of the
Loiidiin liiisin. gain a sufllcient and innoxious supply ?

Jliieh li:i> been made of the saving of soap in washing
Mhieh "oiild be gained by the use of water derived
from certain geological formations, and, doubtless, in

the general question of our water economy this is an
important point ; but it is not so important as securing

years, and has not broken uj) any of it from the first.

Another, having some on a piece of Blackheath land,

which he considered for any other crop almost useless

;

on a two-year-old lea, having taken a crop of seed last

year, has this season two and a-half loads per acre. My
Wheat is always best where the Kidney Vetch has

grown. It is most kind on chalk, and I have also seen

a very good crop on clay bottom land. You will

greatly oblige by inserting the above in j'our valuable

journal. S. Stebhing, Stow Bedon Sail, Attlelormgh,
Norfolk.
Summer Cattle Food.—I continue to use green Beans

—stalks, pod.s, and all—cut up through the chaff-

cutter, and mixed with pulped or cut Cabbage. This
makes a most appropriate food for growing and fatten-

ing cattle, aided by a little Malt comb.s, Br,an, and
cake. We cease to use the Beans when the leaves drop
or dry. It is a useful and paying process. The Cab-
bages were planted in March. J. J. Mechi, Aug. 22.
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Lkshk : Piv^trsi of .Jj/i-iVn/^hiy,—At a l:ito mooting
of this Society, llr. William MCoiubio. of 'riUj four.

Slid : AVo must l>x>l; up to.oioli jirvnnisinv; .vouug men as

atv hero to-uight for the a(l\":«\oemeiit ami pri^!;re.<s of

furlher iiinir\>vememii iu Aln^rvUvushiro. It is.<uivl.v the

dul.v of the oil! to Unut them a helpi'is: hand iu .*uoh a

wmmeiulablo umlertakiiii;. >[.v .vouug iViends. I eon-

gRttulato you on the foruuitiou of this Six-iety. and 1

caimot express the i>lo;>suro it atlorvls me to Ih> here to

Bivev3um,vsuiiiH->rt. Oneofourlvst inv]irielors.;Colonel

tiorvW, of I'vvie. at a dinner I had the honour to

nwive -sinue vears ajo. in the Musie ll;Ul of Abervleen,^

w^is i>le;isi\l "to do iustioe to the tenant-farmei-s ol

Alwrvleonshiro. lie" siattnl that "(he sreat improve-

meuts of the wnuilry had Khm> elVeeted l\v the teuant-

aentlemen. 1 not onl

Init tliotentuit gottOKUl.v pa}*s tho whole iH>r-«»tttaso. cxp<K'ti»^

tho profit Ukotj* to aooruu from ti»o impiwonumt to Ih» wortii

more. This c-uHUit l>o doXoitdod ou |yinoiv*lo, Invauso it i»

takiiv,c tho jveiUo's mono.v at tho lowt>st into v^f intorcst to im-
provo" tho sv>il. and ill retum making thoiii pay tho hi^host
markot priw for tho pnHiuco i^ tho iniprvvtHl sou. It c.umot
oithor tw o;illCvi lK>liUo.-Ul,v just to i\>llo>-t molioy from tho
wholo >v>pulatioli» and lend it to a class at tho niiuiiiumi mto
of iiitoiwsl. whilst the puhlic are paying twv\ three, ."uul ovcu
four tiuios that rAto for iiiouoy iHsforo thoy can cithor c.arrj* on
Imsinos.* or .^xniro tho necossarios of life.

Mr. Mn\niKi.i.. jmi., Auno^thol, Koi^, 8p<^ko on tho pro-

(Ov^s x4 ii^riouUur.U improv«nionts sinoo tho booming of tho
ooutury. Uo cxpL-unod tho imiirovoiuouta wuioli ho Cvm»i-

doiwl onjil'KHi tho Ituid to yield a greater prvnluco witliout mi
oipiid iiicriN«.-e in cv\st of Uoour : and those which dimiiilshovi

tho amount and cost of labour, but did not diminisli tho ciiat

of tho pi\xluco. KefeiTiug to the iunKirtanco of tlie agricul-

tural cvnuniunity, ho said it was voiy stiiuiKO that out ol their

own number, with one oxooptiwi, thoy had uo reproaeutativo

in tho llouiw a! Comuiuus. Sur\>l,v auionin-t tho two thousiuid
(.•uuiti.irmersin Abordeenshiro one could bo got who would

grievances and oiiinious iu tho House of Ot-unmons.
farmers" , I am sutv. ,.

sivak my own fivliu'.-s, but the feolinss of tins «t.i;.- thoirgrieTancosandoranious
*...^»;..,«..! >f tb^i%.V.n>t t^.vln.^r.: i^f \ l^.^r,l>v.luslup.^ ' ilo .ti.i not expo.'t that tho landowners m l^irliaincnt
lueetuis!. and ol the

<<^>'-"'V;,f V?" ',"
"l; ^^ 'V.'

'

Ji; l».ueiit the twiantrv. especially when it was to l« done at a
when I s:i:- that «e Kar the hishe.-t a-spivt to oui isHxl

, ^^^,j ^^, thems^Jvos. Ho should rvHiouimend, thenrfoio, that at
landlorxis : and uo one de.serves that respe<.-t mor<> than

,1,0 m,xt election, which uiisht not bo vorj- fcu- disfeint, the
Colonel Gor\lon. of Fy vie. It is wiih eontideueo that 1 , tenant -farmers of Abci-deonshii-o should return a nionilxir who
allinu that it is to the indomitable eueniy, skill.

I

wrseveraniv, and sobriety of the tenaut-fa

(hat Aberdeenshire has attaiiuvl the liighest .

'^'^^-''J^^^*^
yasitiou !»s the .gr.;atost^ «'<.tl<^-»>rf«->l;"S «nd

,;,i,i^«f "the far
feodmg TOUnty m Bnlaiu. Atost important subjects

must come under the i-onsiden>tion of this asstx-iatiou.

I shall only glance at a few of them. The biwilin;

njaring. ami
It is by our
ne have attaiuetl our fame. Aberdeen.shiro. owing to

axrcoio of thomsselveis. If this

tiiko a iww start, ami tho reeirictioiis

> romovod.
ottowu, Loslio. pn>oo(HlotJ to remark on tho

jxvation of tho farmer, which ho made out to Iw a very ikhv
Olio, Tho propriotors had tho advaut;^^ of tho tunaiits' wUor-
luiso and iraprovemonts ; while tho tcwiuits" rc«t and diuly

xj^onsos had boon increasing simultjxnetHisly. Thoro h;id

ul focsiiUil of cattle is tho most importulU, Wn a inxvit rise in the farm-»ervants* v.-«^nv^ He did not

... .«itl^« ^ T.A- ^ ,^n..ct..«.» rt».1 ilir.«i.Tl, fhpm complaiu of tho mou tafcittir all tho.v covild ffot for thoir latKHir.
ir calt owe t jKo oiir.^tand. And tlmnigU tUeiu ^^^^^ ^_^^^j^ ^^^ RrumWoat siviugthem more, provided they

uld jret the to jwy them with withheld fi\i

that a Kill had been iutrxxluoevi to Parlian\ent, althoiurh
" " He tn^ste^l the
aeoorvtanco with tho >vislios of

ado to a member

friend

iti cUiUiito, must over nMuaiu a oattle-brtHHliiij; ami prwiiriotors. With referonw to the Qauio U»w9, he was glad

fiWin'- count V. It can uevor come iuto wmixHitiou toloaru that a Kill had been iutrxxluoed*"-'* * -».^ .-»-

with the morv favoumi climato of tlie south, aud some he thousht it scarcely \v-orth^- of the

^xnmtie.^ iu the north, a.^ a sheop-lVviliug cinuU,v. You J]»ll
^^-"i^* »i^t P'^ *iu »* ^^ >» ^'-'^'^

will have to stml,v the host metUoils of nusiUi! our Vv!" mVpfter said : Allusion had
Turnip and Cirass crops, jvs without gOi-Hl 1 uruips anil

^jj ParUamont boiug gv^t from amoi« tho ;wriculturul

Gniss our iiittle would he worthless- You will also jmdheshouldsaj-^athosOiouldbcdoli^hted toseohis

stmCv thoditrorout varieties of tho Turnip plant host (Mr. M*Coraltte)withthehtmaioof M.P.WMndhisniune.

adapttxl to vour soils, oxinv^mw climate, .^c. the proper .
Mr. Bucck. Johnston. s»ivl the Game

J-:..\-^

were not so

CM>\,W».. »«;.>.. 1>;.^ .l.ir^tsAnt v^.i-i.>ti.>^ ib.^ir trtviT iniquitous as tho contracts that tho tenant farmers voUmtanlj-
.s-a>ou tor ^o«UJl; the d tleront \.uiel»i\s lUeir treat- ^^^^ ,^j^ ^^^ ^^ Isuidloni. The tcumt.s bound them-
n\enl dunn;; their i;rvnvth, and the storm:^. a> lav a> ui ^^,1^^ j^ ^^^^ 1^^^^ j^, prv.teot the k-amo. and then nuswi a
your power, when ripo. The seUvtion of your di-ass cr>* about tho Game Li»ws. Ho thouirhi the time had arrivo^l

and C'lovor-stViis w ill also me^^t vour attention ; and as when thov shoxild have a Boiml vi ^Vgriculturo. U they had

much of our land is Clover - .sick, and iv^ises to such a Kxmi. the c^mntry would not have suffenxl

prow the KihU and oven White Clover, you maj- try

e\v>eriments-i on the subject. An increase of Clover,

with lessof Kyo-grass. might iK-ourtOxiicriment. I hav

riniierpest, the supi>ression of whicli w;w* hsuidwl o
jxirUi.'s who know nothing alvut it. Mid who Ininglcd it.

The CuAiRMAjc gave :tshis oiuuion that the Giuno Lawi

leg;U. and mui$t cud in this—that a law i

It would bo Advls.ihlo to brood coach horso*. That maj* l>o

douo with adv;uitj^;v ; iu faet, it i9 verv iiue&tlouaUo whether
ai\j- kind of half-bnhl horse pa^'s so well for hervllitg as a coach
borso. Thoy arw readv for sutlo at aii ojirlj- tu^>, Iwluc gciiendl^'

sold at from thrtto to toxir yean old to the Loudon aoalorii i\nd

job-mastors, who buy tliom nnbn^kon, lUid break them in
when thoy wAut thorn. In brooiliug ooaoh hones, oare must
bo taken, as tho coiieh home now is of a very different class to
what it \N'as licforo the times of nUlways. Then \%'ero iu
fashion largo lumlKtrlng carriages', and thoro woro lv\d rotxds

at\d lon^ stages. The Clevorltmd honto >vas then in favour.
Now. with light CArrit>gea and short stages, a gvH>d clean-
logS^nl hidf-bixHi miu-u is nH\uirwd, with good action, to put to
tuo thoivu^h-bi-e<.t horse, in ordtur to produco the quick-
stopping, la^KKi-UHtking, N-aluablo carriage horse of tho lux^sent
diij-. But you insij* ss^y, It is very goi>d talking about the gvwd
uiaiva. but how jiro wo to got thorn ? I might roplj' to nuui\*,

I>o you over try ? I am sum If you did, you might vory easily
got bettor bn>«xl mares than you have now. Ou tho contrtiry,

tho custom with many is to soil tho good mtu'«s to the
foreigner, and {Hirhaivs kc«t> one that no one will buy to bi-eod

from tlieinselves— peunj" wise tmd pound fo«.)Iish. 1 am afi-aid

it would take some <me (tw uku-o i^toi-sutisivo than I am to
induce some jwoplo to keep their best mares, though I am
happy to say in many tustaucos there is more inclination to
dit so than there wivs. In brooding hiuitors tliere Is even mora
difilcuUv in tending suitable marvs than for brooding coAoh
horses, for. with tho impn>vomont« in agriculture, tho fl«lds

Kniig made Uirser, hounds tu» bi>xl for luoru sitood, iuid of
course huutors liavo to follow suit, so that now, in order to
brewl a valuable h\mter, you requiro a maro witJ^ two or thrao

of bUxxl. This, combine*! with strength, is difficult to

adoptorl tlie plan with Cv>usideniblesua*Oss. The rolling jy^vcut luiy pn.^priotor having it in his iwwor to bind his

of the laud, and a tine mould. :uv absolutely ue»N.>ss:\ry ton -.nt^ t ^ pn>;tx-t^ cinu'. The Isw of hn*«tbec he lH?licvcd to

belorv the soeiis are sown. "Wheat :uul Man^'ol Wurzel '^ '
" ' ' ' '

'^^^^ '" '" '" '^ ; '' '-

,"^' J";"l™.fS

3 not under that hiw.

brood, thoro aro a few points that should not bo lost sight of.

via., gowi action. gvKKl legs, feet, and fi>»ihua from all natunU
unsoundness, for, without these, however good-Kwking tho
horso may be, ho is compar.itivoly wv>rthloss. Before putting
a lUiU^ to the horse, every m:ui should tlrDt ask himself what
kind of a horso c;u» I roa».>nably expect to l>reed fnun such
piironts. If. on consideration, you cmmot justlj* hxtk for a
good auimtU of any class, say either draiijftbt horso, hiu-noss

horso, or huutor, by all uitKUis give up tho idea, or it c;ui only

end in disiippoiutmont and loss. How often do you see a man
that has just a modcnito half-bred mare put her to a mongrel
bred horso, whoso solo rocommondatiou is perhaps that ho
ci,>mos to the placo and his fee is small (and 1 am sorry to say
thoro iu^ such horses kept for RtttUiims) I What e^m he o.xpeot

to breed but something ot littlo use to himself, and i<t Uttlc

v;Uue to sell ? wheroiis, had ho put the sjuno m:u^ to a good
thorough-brod horse, ho would not have bred a worse, mid in

all probability a mucli bettor tutimal. Since, thon, it Is cvidont

tliat we now rcqxiirv a thoi-ough-bi-od hoi-se in oi-der to produo)

luinters and carriage horses, luid 1 might also s;ij' really- good
hacks, tho selection of a WolmI stiUlion is of ffroat impm-taace,

juid this is not so much luider tho ciUitnA ol the farmer as in

the cnse of msuxs. as he is rcidly obliged to select his stUUon
from such as ani in his immctlide locUity. Can this Society.

or the meml>ors of it, do anything to ensure for the district

such a desiraWo accomnuxlationr U^r though, through tlie

enterprise of somo individuals, to whom our thanks luro duo,

wxj i^orhaps have been as well accv^.mmodated, or bettor than
othei- ports of the country, still we hax-o no guarantee for tho
futxire : and, besides this, the prv^ent system has a gre;it dis-

advantage, and this is, that as the risk and expense of travell-

ing a horso through a largo district arc very great, ho is

for their I oUieed to servo a groat number of mares in order to make it

to jiay if they prvifitablo. Tho consequence is. thoro aw generally man^

11 farmers

lie believwvl

barren m.-uvs, a source of groiU annoyance to the bivodor : and
ho am wonder, when for a horse to make a successful season
1^ ouiiht to have not less than his 100 m:u>)S, and in many
SOS tiicv ovigbt to have far more? Onl.v this week I asked

belorv tlie soeiis are sown. >Vheat :uul ilan^*
canuot Ix^ growii with ad\-;»utage '.^nlen\ll,v iu AlH-rvleeu-

shiro. AVe must loiive their culu\-;itiou to our friends

iu the south and the favouroti cHnmlies iu tho north;
but the nuUiv:\liou of Oats and Rirley will moot your
attention. Their ditlerout \''arieties, and tho coHectiou

of their s^xls» will prvvo a most iuterestiu;; aud v-iluable

stuil,v. We have much to U\»ru as to the soKvtion of

Oats adaple<l for ditleivnt soil, exvosurv*, climate, ^^c.

While the Potatvv^vu may prvwe tlie most vzUuable of

all ou one f;irm. where the soil is gvxxl aud woll-

sheltervxi,* ou a high-lying expostxl district it ma.v be
the uuKsi uusuitablo, Ou other wirly thin si.nLs the Vv^^rre'-^-uTli^so^thVt wlebrify for good hor»s it ha^ i p;r,;;h;i^"a wilrfi of "horwi^-^^thorox'iS^ bl«d and dmuiffht
Kildrumm,v raaj* be suilablo. On lato nirms, tuey hitherto euioyed. Though wo have tho great difficulty to stallion—and keop them in a central place, .and also entrust

boixuuo uusuitablo. owing to their lateness; while ou contend with that our good maros .are eagcrli- iwught after to
(|j,mj (^ j^ ^^rt^i^ number of mai-«s? This has boon thought

motiiuiu land, the Sa>ts birlie Oats mav pnxluco tho go abroad, stiUIfecl convinced that U f:ir">oi^w^«J.'i*>"ty of bv some of us before, but wjis not ciu-rietl out. I am awwo
l>est n.>turu by the aero. On thin land, after Turniivs l^^^ **»« **»»1 ***«5*5'^_ *fll I'i^!!"* ,VV..th'^ .^^"i^--!^^ I

there .ire dimcultit^s in the w;i.v. yet

, st^Ulion what kind of s

BoRorGTTERiDOK : The Sorse.—At the quarterly _

mooting of this Agricultural Asso.iiation, Mr. Jacob
,
the o __

Smith, of Hamburtou, r«ad a p;»por on this subject, :

He replied, very good : his horso had served ISO n»««s
!

Tbi-

t',^. ! wbi.d. th.^ t-.^llnuin.' U -m Avtnipl— I
o^» i^i^ht bo checked by charging a Lu^ror fee

;
but I don t

troin w UicU the toUonmg l^ .m extraci

.

^^^^^ j^.^ j^^ ^^^ j^^^^^ ^^ ^.^^^^ ^^^ j^ ^^ countr>- .Ustrict,

Vuless we oxert ourselves more than wo have done <a late,
j ^;;.y^_ then, a few mtrmt>ers and friends join together and

) which I think might
; would onl^v

„ lid judgment to the breeding '>f
j th«t) a*v m«»v«.«»-

t]»o <;«»n.lwi.'h' iiviv «nwP th.^ lx><i • but thov r^iuire'to
"^''^'' '^ ^* disiJayed in the breeding of «»ltle and sheep. „^t bo cisily overcome. I intKxtuco the subject hero because

tll0MuattK-Ulu.V pnne tlio DO^I, out im\ ne<iuire to
Yorkshire would stiU stand pre^uuinent as .i h rso tivc.Ui.K*

i think it is a favourable oi
Ih> thick-sown. The Luglish birlie Oats are perhaps ^.^ninty. There is no doubt that for a Ion • ' ' .

lumtw ^
,

tho earliest variety, excopl the Augus Oats; but tho required much more care than has boon i^

Angus £onorall,v grows less striw than tho Scotch or Even so long ago as iS3l, I find one of our ui

Euglish^irlie. You will likewise have to consider the veterin;mans ssvyinr, -^Then- rvist be soi.;

advautasK* of a chauco of seetl, and whether Bore or
J^'"? w^finVi^-

--• '

^T^i^Shii^
Barley is best ada^tted for your soil. I have uo doubt

JJj-\^ jj;^^\viif' ir .t piirix^^
you will also take into your i\>nsidoruiou the condition whether for hui.: <. or hi ^

of our fanu-ser%Tints, labourers, tradesmen, aud croftoi^:. difficulty of mik: Ui>n for either of tin

aud consider what JTJU would propose for their punxvtes is the siimo. TIk n.- u;.iy be thousands in tho mwkot,

elc\'ation.

Mr Webster, Newlauds, Fintray, rcail a short

essa>* ou '' The Eflecl* of Legislation ou Agriculture."

I the sh^i-H;

5 iutend<ra,

or heavy draughtwtho

He touched briefly upon tho effect prodi

by ihe com laws ; the law of hypothec : an
Letter subject, brought out by .i . . li>o . : i

lords h.ive in tho meantime :

tieii of their greuud. To ^'

[;i\v the Liudlord power ovl

tion of the law is aetrimen; ..

iden?d the law of pri;

but "hew few in the eyes of a judee iivill bo ovou p.assable for

any purp^>se ! Good horses have been becoming scarce in our

f.iirs for the last 30 years, and we find that in uiy .f wh.tt

were considered our niv«t useful sorts have :

:

appealed. The lawd is quite extinct,"

from a writer of tho present diiy,

- niii.; :\n.: l.iiui writt,:! ",*» years agv>. Ana how have w^" :v-.

^ " .•.{. if thewriterof the ex'-- • • .-^iv

,e of our fairs now. he w. .> thuro

iiiiv many, as ho says, not • it-pose ;

aot one to l)elieve uiat the 1 -much
L.ii I... . 1 wi..... ..,,.:. ;..;i,-d as some supiKkSO. 1 K-lk . ..^robiid

i^v-o .4ad .i i^'Wti- horses bred than there were : but I K-licvo theiv .ire some
power jmd that quite as good or better, .and. as ftur as our raco-horsos tire con-

laws, the dr^umwe act> the 'law'of hypothec, ;uid tho cemed, I should say thoy ,ire imraroved. Wk at such a stud

game laws, give them power to dr^iw frem the comimmity. c\s Lord Glasgow's, where a sentloinan of 14 stones weight

through the farmer, the hirgest iv^ssible ,amount ivf money could find horsos fit to carry him to hoimds, and ^illableto

under the name of ** laud rtait." The effect of that is. thcU iu hold their own on a racecourse. But, it m;iy bo asked, is the

the m«mtimo fc«ners arx) in sieneral aff^»nUng ,and managing
;
brce^iing of hordes profitablo? I should &iy decidedly so to a

their capilsl to the owners of thesoU for food and clotlung,
,

certiun extent, provided the farm be at all ad.-u)ted to that

and the Ubourers, if married, can do nothing monj than ,
purpose, more especially now when the granng of citUe is so

secure these indispensable necessaries. Roferrmgto the Osune
;

mu^i mox* hazardous, and good horses are of f>H»^,<-J^,^'r<«f

Law BiU recently intiwiuccd into Parii.^ment, he said: •• A I value than thoy were a few years ago.
.J"^«f J

°^*y ^ay

BiU is before Piirtiamait meantime for the c.^nfessod object of they have ueariy doubled then- value mthe last 20 ve.ai>, t

healing the discontentment and fiUing up the breach which am aw;ire th.'it the subjects h^ disctiswd are intended to bo

iMsihreke out, imd is widening so fast, between the pos-
i

solely ;igncxUtural, I shaU contino myself to a few remarks on

eassors and the cultiTatois of the soU. This Bill professes to the bree^Ung of suchhorses as we K^JJ^^,}^ ^^'?^^^
give tho farmcts what they want, and it v.ill do this if the farmer. I therefore b^in with the

Jf*"^^*
*i«^>

i„!^.
landlords .acquiesce. But if the UuiUonis do not think preper some of us must breed, whether pJwfitaUo or not. In the

t.^ »U-w the temmts to protect their creiv^ frem the ravages of breeding of draught horses I would strengly recommend

wii i Iv ists. then the KU wiU pn>ve a swirve of weakness to ! breeding only frem large, stout, powerful «»^ selecting an

the uu.mt. It will leave him in a single-handed comtttt with
j

euUre horse of ^tho^^SAme kmd, but tatmg

his pi\>prietor. and that, too, in the midst of a fierce conflict "' '""

^...v... *._*».* J Tha t.''naHt"s chances to hold L...

. .^.„„ .V .^ ^— opportimity of hearing the opinions

.>f many ivirties interested. 1 have said nothing as to the

iv.aring, management, .-md breaking of young horses, as to go
: ally into the subject woiUd. I am airiid, take up too much of

vour time. 1 would onl,v adviso every one to keep their young
horses well, more particuUrly thoir foids, as by so doing they

certainly s.ave a yc-u-. :md if they wont pa^- for Kvx»d keeping,

1 am quite satisfied thov will not for hungering. In conclusion.

1 beg of you all who breed horses to breed only from the best

animals you can cot, remembering that you must expect

"like to produco like." imd thit a gvxxi horso costs no more
keeping than a moderate one, and, when reaily for sale, is

worth three times tho money.
During the discussion which ensued, Mr. Gacnt said that he

iKid l>eeu at MsUton. with the intention of procuringa thorough-

bred horso, but he had not succeeded in obtaining the animal

lie w-.mtod. He vf-.is determined to look out for a short-IoeBWl

thorvnigh-bred horse, too slow for racing purposes, and when
ho had obtiuuod an animal of this class he sho\Ud not keep
him iis an entire horse to travel about tho country, but hAve

him for the use of the farmers aroimd, and they could send
their mares to him and bo charged a reasonable price. The
Cleveliuid euriage niiuv wiis not exactly tho kind of animal

for brooding carriage horses, unless by putting it to the entire

thoreugh-brwl horse of the kind he had boon speaking ; and

lio was of opinion that bv using a horso and mare of those

kinds thov would succeed in procuring the exact sort of

mimal they wished as a wirriage horse for the present day.

A thoroughbred horse was tho best to breed from for the

hackney class, as that class gwieraUy required improving in

breed. Thev were inferior animals and short of blood, and
whon ridden'20 miles on tho roiid, or less than that distance,

they were quite exhausted.

hiivcth^

active .ilso. and for this reason ; then you will produce a ho

cWpetitiou for the ground, The'tenaiits'chan'ces'to'hold his I
which if you do not Uke to keep

^f"*"
.™^*^^ "?*.' ^^^^

*? ... »*.. . .- , . .-_.i..3. ._a *v;- i>,-ii .,i«T,LT-c s^ tor a good price to go to wort m the towns.
* portion of^^this kind ;uv pover indeed ; and this Bill

seems to have be«n brought forwar\3 for the ostoisiblo purwse
of having the question settlevi 'x :•> con :l;o ' .nx-.l.ms .md their

tenantry, and not to have f .:i Act of

PSurliament at ^>nce settiu-: iiid the
tenant's privil^^es. in a i^io the

intoi\ksts of tho peasant ;r. , to the

drainage loan, he said the *jvi .:il,i..il ;..v^-- .,.. j.. juUtion,

and lends the money to tho laa^v.wuvi ;o a:.uii ih<: .^'U. The
capital and interest of those loans h;ive to bo reuud by instU-

ments in 22 years. The landlord is security for the p^iyment

;

think everv farmer ought to ci>ntnve to have a j-oung h<

two, according to the sire of his farm, coming into work every

yciu-, and so be able to dispose of his horses hdoiv thoy ctvw
old. Bv so doing, if the animals bo tolerable hacks, he will K»

able to Keep up his team without any outhiy, and often have

a nice balance in lumd. To th^*s« persons who fiUTu light soils,

and do not Uke to work strong horses, I s;iy d*

draught horses at all, as I feel quite

not breed

Farmers' Clubs.
BiLtYMAHOy : Propi^r MitHa^jement of FlaJF.—

We have l>om this Club, which has lately given us a

number of most valuable jvapers, an interesting one
ou " The Proper Management of the Flax Crop/*^firom

which we make tho following extracts :

—

Tho soil aud climate of Ireland are peouliariy well

adapted to the growth of tliis crop; and if it be
managed wiili knowledge aud energ.v, it will not fail to

remunerate the employeil and the employer. Every
si>ecies of soil except bog will product^ F1:l\. and even

Xwi witha gootl day bottom: but that whicli produces

the heavietst orojvs is the deep lo:uu or tho heavy clay.

The land in cultivation l»est suited for it is the first

crop at^er ie:i Oats, \Vheat, or f:Ulow ; but piX)r soils

iiiht^ton:hc«^-« with profit, this'kind of horses being always UOt proviously growiugit. >vhere P^^.^l^ *^|f«^^^^w cheaper bought thaabred. Instead of breeding such horses weeds, may produce good crops. We do not b> an}
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ineaD^ nscomnwrnd lea eronnd in tbw C/antry for Flax, htukr .u.^ „and will not zive the price. Th'- proper time dowmrarli Ui the rvA tsA of it .pall 2 uicfa», nutead
i^f 'TOP fhans£<* frciBi a zreen to i of<>; thAO keep it ^Dotber ni^fat in th* water, aod

•alki l>a?ink>ftripofft&eiri«aTe9 repeat the -ame pr'x»s tte n*xt day until e incbeaof

; root, and the seed tunu from a the wo'/i coai*-. away freeiy
;
".ef. uite :'. out of the

'lrai£!(hoakl
ir<t with a tinze of brown. If p^md at once. In tjil^.r,./ it .,;, :-,r^, s.-.i -;

1 the weather wet, it mart be not t* ';.«:'i, f'.r 'h'; i,ore t-. t.r;/;fi ei..i,y learmg the

It from injury. aLo, if it fire«, wv/;
ruift on the stalk*—or, a« they Krri'.

UUter, if it ticks—it mart be cart-

Wti * here •asHa can be done, npjp&ui.
1 the Flax will aor

i.Ty)^"?" th"! bo!l« ar^^

iier should iea'

'pje ii tied in

. ':rti.:.ty. Th^f: I- ar, ',r,iny,ri
,

•

: many that Flax i.i a acounnn? crop ;
r.

ler-tand the nature of Flax know fror:.

it -uch an opinion bi erroneout. A me .

jb in the neit'hb'.urhvxi of Ballymore ^..Afe.!,
,
---. r— , j .u -m.- 'n

arii ago, an acre of rxx;r fallow : he ha/1 K 'twines and if that u proi^riy manaijed the Fta will no

.,Te; liowed it in lira** and Clover along with surtam any in;

t ; took two good crop^ of meadow, and this* very Taluab.-

; a capital crop of Oatf. ail without manure, feeding. Far

,-t iti^eak." for it-*lf. The land should be very much '

A deep in autumn, and kept dry daring the Talnable for

If it be not well draine'l. surface drainji shouU oil which ha.-

[% that the top water may easily get away: the pullers ry.

criKS ploughed in the end of February or the handful^

n; of Slarch, so that weeds may not get time to cart,an/ia^^ ; -i4/:e !or • .

before sowing. When the time of sowing wheels to sin.

•.he land should be well harrowed, and the the npplers

made very S:,(r, ffre of -'' ••«^1- ir. 1 !^r-f: m^n ^n-i' •

iraw it Ihrouj .

turn the faaL

.

.' pple, and thn> :

'Lrf.'r- '.li -.% Sal, and a woid.-.

. . tins way the rippiers procee-:
-. so as to keep near the pnOer
r carrying the Flax from a er'*;

: be taken when polliiig to ke<;

.isaf a» even aa abmA: 8ar t.-.

• -ttH »en the better, ae toece w:
: VlinsproccsE. I

lis uiooldbe h-
'izaedtopref::'
-irge quantity '

tij'. tununatbem, a..

det,-,

has V

into
•

the r.

drain
have
Boile';

not r

be bf. .

.

earth
ing ii.:l

gecond [..'.i^'..

five in';he-. *

ierred f'..-
•".-•

thew: •

rende-

iiutrument used tiien will do it a
over, wIko the Fbx ki pat in the

. the (pnad, md when the cait«

s or men (faoold sot be allowed
^'lax, and etond op<m it, with nailii

r the delicate fibre from the wood.
the cart (hoold iitand in fnnt,
-'.<- hr.r-t-. ir.'i i.:'t t.'.e f.-:'avei!.

If

wneo it

<ne on a
.';t get the

ik'j ;t out of the
r'jf/t end*, the one
Sij< freely Uuongii

"ir-.- ontU it >
: to spread
iy mown
.'gra« i«

-oe Flax
.e spread

. one row
.^ wind

winter snr&f;e may be pre-

.•:.'a-.e. .'i.i tne
tbejmnd taan at
ter M alwayi the

hr,. that It mnr
. d^s win
^xttiftiie

Eidi
than
manure

is mnch bet-
•

r.';ach more fl ..

^^•••:r&!l in the latter taan . n -.r.^ :',nr:

The proper tune far sowing is the month or Apr
and as euly as possible in that month, weather beir.

faToanUe. It is not wise to sow in frosts, and sn.':

must be evaded, if possible, especially if the land be

t:;-.-..'., a r.'..'i.': -n'jPii'i r/e ketj- - , . .. . ,

„ ,„,.- in the cfturse of three or four daye they will be fit to

r^^r. ,.r rcfro'ivA to a ktft where an much aira^poesible sbo'j
.'.'-.- v^....!,.-.,,^. ., :,„f,^,,.^r.i-fnrT'''.-.' If tfafi weathsT T. .

• rji kiln and dried catci. '.cj^ :.

:^z ma7 not be a be sufficiet

In tbij way toe ufatinaU^
:,^ arf -'J"l '-. -•• '..•.'; :, !:!.v.oe -n'r •.:;'* oatonbehaiA, if properly -•>...... - . -.. - >—-r:-^-

A to the and a good feeding matenai prepared for cattle, wet or showery wealoer tuan m <ify. w lieoit omm
iji anv although not so good aa if they had been dried in to [*rip and leave the woody part it k tune to takeit

,- .' themn!^
"

np, hot care shooM be taken not to hft fcio soon, a« rtie

The Flax, after being ripi)le<t5faoald be taken to the fiwe win not be » wdl refinaL Great kim mpnee
steep ; it should not be permitted to rtaod looker in and quantity has been mstaned Emm unpofect water-

^:^-.~^. i-.-.:i -joicUy m

„. iiil^ Hid baiij, |i.i MiiiDi . iiid lli< inrinr r Thtt irritnn tb

.^ fcr ahandooed the bettor, because it ahrayg brmsi d»-

-^> .,^._» .T - eoone,m amraintment to the growers. When it is ready to be

r-xai ol watering and aasiog win it be Iiflel. it dioald be taken up at occe, witbrat wxrtiK

sune lEfinement. The beet steeps are for dir weather. If the weather is wet, tt shoold be

rjod day bottom, made from 8to 13 feet ' tied near the top. and placed on its end, with the ranjto

'«•••!-! 'bin the seotmd day at farthest, aod in no
"^i it be polled and stocked to

fibre becomes too tife

not very dry. If "the seedTcan'be smm immediately wide in an open place,, tiat th^ may catefa aU the widdy aeparated, that the wmd ^^.bloir aem
before rain it will ensnre an even crop, which the sm- The water 1

bnaa will find to be mnch to his advantaee in the being the ^ifu-iT- Tn
retom he will have from the milL .\n after-srowth three week.-

son. The water should be soft raiii or river water, tfaro<^ and foor or five bondk* skonJd be piae^
~

=teeT> should be filled some beside each other and kept m thai war nntfl it B

ecop is always unprofitable, but that which makes a stagnant ^'

iB^hr progress from the time that it appears above '^-^ «o?^eT;:r.ir

the groond is the one that always remnnerates th.
grower. Eariy minne, whiUt it requires a littie mor
seed, is ready to catch the early rains of spring, and ^-

Flax is fond of water, a greater crop, with a bett^ fibr

may be expected.

to expose the water in~ ^*i-^ — -~« — perfactly dir. When weU driei it sfaooU be mm^
. of the atauepbere and , diately stacked, if not taken to the miQ, in nond^m
esnn. The water in the stacks, and in patting np these the heart should alwMi

-; ; .'J , I'n. ueep, and when the Fbx Kibe kejii weQ filled, with the root ends of tbe Hax
,ad no firesii water should be admitted, |

indiinng downwane, so as to torn off the rain. If let

' :on be prevented. Flax shoold not be 1 stand in stack fiir two or three months it uuicova
. rxiganka th^e be a good day bottom,! modi in quality- The stacks Aoold be nmn^iitfriy

mere be snch it may be stuped wiA safety. aatciied,and ifstmr or win radtes cannot be ofatamed

Crr^ ore shoold be taken in the Mkrtion of seed. 1 The Flax riioald be laid in with tfie taM 19, in 'a i it nay be tiutched wBh itself withoirt^ury. We
and tximen should always porcfaase from the best '

ilanting_ pontiop, with the ^ofot one Atat^ at tte
' *[^«*2?'5.'?.^5?!'Si^i?i^ja^^''^L^

hoasfs, and sectire brands that have been well tested.

Biga seed i.^ bett^ adapted u> light and loamy soils

;

while I)uteh may be sown with greater advantage on
heavy clay yjiU. "Hie best Biia brands are Schroder's
and -Jacjb'-, with many others of good lepotation ; and
the most i^/j/ul-ir I>utcii brands are toe M. B. IL's —..— .>_»>— , ^_- _ __. -.

—

^, - _. i.

orC. andJI. \\'<; vi^oold always recommend, althooeh 'the weidit shoold ank the Flax to the bottom. The antramed hands, no matter how good ttiej

it may be a little hi.'her, the extra picked oifthe Eia 1
pond sbooid contain a good many dams, and eadi be. Always, tor some years to com^sete* tin* mU

and liie .\I. B M. - of the Putdi: but growers wiD dam filled with Flax at the same time tor anre- tint is under the manapoM^ of tnnieA hands ftom

soon leam V, kn'jvf the best seed. That which is dear nience ha bringing it out^ Wliai caieAiIiy placed in Ulster, until the men m this amaUj bMnae wen

root-eod " of the other. It ' dioald not be laid 1 colour. "Hiick ^Ktadi^ will make diflerent coMis,
too thick, as that would prevent it rising in which buyers do no* Bke. Some gruwets tmn tt on
the pond daring fermentation, and it is always the Grass; but smoe taboor is so scarce and

h

^ we
well to tee it rise daring that process, when some do not o/osider thatprooeas iK^taiiij^. if thinly spread
jAiitlnMl weights should be placed oa it, and at first. Tte lint DnUs shoold be obtaineiL and noweo
afterwards removed when fenneotatian eeases, lest in this coontiy dwuld not expose their F^ Jo

in the colour. piumr.T and fofl-is the best: but what-' the pond, it shoald be covered with sods, or iDund
.
tiaineiL A famer may '«"^e » 6""^ ^¥^ maityd

' -
' *

les, but in no i«»«t<m^ duuVl shan> . f^t *od Td. tfaroogh imsfcillm bboar ra ilfMiwg,
wnon 'A, as they cnt the fibre: neither have it torn to pieces and redoced to tow Tlie^i
dstooesbe mixel, lor where the stones may he saHy add, by sending rt to any rf fte r^peet-

: the son will penoate more bedy, ai^ aUe cummission houses m BeUist, and toe con at

: t^xi vui water more qoiddy than iriieie the sods sending will not be more than 3(/. per stoite.

ever i- darit or greeniih in coloar, without phunpOL
or fulness, b bad, and wiH disappoiiit the grow--
Engliiih seed has been sown to a considerable extent :

-

many ports of Clster, and has been Cgond to do wen
if obtnned from the fir^ crop after importation from
Sassia,bntitisnot so certains the Biga; and Itatdi are. It should be all so(b or all stones, but not a

mixture. Some growen have adopted long poles
attached to each aid of the dam, and piaoed a little

[

under the water. From 8 to 30 days is generally the
time - -

the water
soft and the weather hot, from 8 to 10 days is about the

home-saved seed has ieea found in many insboces to
grow wdl, but we would not recommend Curmen to
try the experiment, unless a verv snperior sample
could be obtained, and snch samples are very rare in
oonseqaence of the diffictilty of saving it with our
humid climate ; and whilst it may grow as well as the
imported seed, it wiU not give as good a fibre.

Tiie quantity of seed which is generally pot to the
It~! :i acre is one Biea band, or 14 pecks, and the same

.-tion of Dutch or English. The more dippery
A- in the hand the bdter, as it is a s^ ttat it is

oil; and when HtB sower compHams that he
~. hold it in his hand, the better prospect, the

~£^ .a being bvomable, of a good crop. The seed, if
sown too win, will grow cause, strong and brancfay,
which is sure to be cnt away in the mill in the
branching ports : and if sowntoo thii^ wiU grow short
and fine, with a very delicate fibre.

Wlien the Fbx enip appears above groand it should
be hoed if any weeds rise, and by the time that it is

6or Sinefaeskngitshouldbeleftperfeetfydeaa. The
boys and gids saiiiald weed with bore bk, and tfaea-

&ce~ turned towards the wind, tint the trodden down
Flax m^ be blown op as soon as poeibte again.
As the crop takes about three montis in the ground,

care should be taken not to pull it too soon, as the
fibre, aUhaugfa a Bttle finer, wiU be delkate, more
diffirnh to manage properiy. so as to keep strength, and , .

will ;Bi> to waste in ttie mill ; while, 00 the contrary, { out fredy without any of the fibre
if it IS pftmitttd to be too ripe, it will be coarse azid i

tryiog it in this way the woody part

r the water From 8toao days »,8™™;WJ^^84«p Farmta « -y-rfof, a-i PU» af EmiTntiom.
t»kea m the steep, aecordmg to the softneas of

1

""^
ji Threadiic^Ie Street. E.C

rater and the hS of the^Sk Iffliewaterbe „^ ^^T^^^^ vI^Ll T.»wl -«l
^^..Jidthe weather hot, from 8 to 10 days is aboot the (The above h the addras of the >atd landand
average time, but if the weather be oold, the nigfats Colonization Cp^any. We 'ffej^™**^"?^
long, and the water haid, it wiU iBonire from ISto* the interests of ttas partiCTbr <^'^«°Pyr' °°* »f^
dan to water it pnweriy. AncSer advaiifai@! from mfomatioo Mefiil fo^endmg f"^^ 'SS j3l
eaHy sowing is tbrtt^ nigfats are mnch diorter, and natl«?e fixed ufoa the colooy to whidi fli^ daU
diere is a greater length of op-san npon the steepethan < proceed,

when the season is furtiig adsaueed and the weather '
For tt^

ecMa. The more qieedily Flax waten, the stronger Cdqnyof >atal.

and better the fibre. Flax dioold get a snflitynryof
water, as it is this process in the day sle^ with soft

water that turns out the silk7 fibre, provl&d it has
been pulled in fte proper time.
When fermentation ceases, the Flax win dnkinthe

pood, andtoo mnch watdifuiDeas cannot be exercised,

lest It mi^ be ovadone;, vhidi would eaise a great
loss at the min, aiwl weaken the fiire. «««^.» »«»• ——. >——- -— —— -*-. . , .

- ^

Whilst-eadvo«eajoffide«ToCw.t^,.«a«m»t «^™L= *1?^5^^'»SSSS^15^^^^
betaken to keep the fibre dcane,as a ddieate fibre

would not stand the hackle.
The Fbx is properly watered when OD a duafbeiTC

taken firam the middle of file pond, and a dalk
extracted out of the heart of it—when broken about
6 inches apart—about the centre the woo^ parts poll

- - . _ - . j^jj_ j^
bepuDed

&ey i

"^^tiiem we exfaact Ibe tdOomias aeamat tt the

It'k situated on tlK south-east oast of Africa,

between the srtfa and 3Ut_paalleis of coaOh latit^
and flie 28th and ffldporands of east loiMitodc. The
length of eoKt is about 150 aiilea, and Oe estar
varKsm doith from ISO to 150 mile& In size, >atal

mw be eomsoied with Sootfand. It has an area «f

anise square odleE. or 12^M» aaet. The land

rses from the eoast in a soMS of piat^nx ot tenaeez.

boniMfacy of the eolaqr, aa denoioa of S^A to

SSSOitet.
''The belt ef bud along Ae eoost is, tor the mat

sort, of an aBand tomatioB. wiHk a dsk-odoncd
koB, which is exreedimrly rich and eaoly waked.
The second or lowland tenaee, risine em fe^ aboceOe
iea,foniis ««>«Jlcnt partimfr- The thim or aidbad
teaace, wfaidt is at* toet above the sea lesd, is wdl
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adapted to the growth of cereals and fruit trees. The
fourth or upland terrace, which is between 3000 and
4000 feet above the level of the sea, .also grows com to
perfection ; while on the three last-named terraces,

horses, sheep, and oxen thrive as in England. The
surface of the country is undulating thrnuL'brait, is

everywhere abundantly watered, and is io\.ii<l i\ tli

Gras.s. The country is intersected by 2.3 nn i-. hIh 'li

reach the sea, and by numerous tributaries; tn this

circum-stance, and t" llif variety of its soil, may be
a.scribed the reniarlialilr salnlnily of the country, and
its capiicity for yitMiiiu' an extensive range of both
temperate and sub-tropical products."
We also quote the following report of his e.xperienoe

as a colonist given by Mr. R. Hamilton, of Bluebell
Farm, Colenso County, Weenen, Natal :

—

" I came here ill 1861. I bought my present farm from a
Putchniau ; it is situated on the River Tugela, some .six miles
.iliove the village of Colenso, in the eounty of Weenen, and a
portion of a Government gr.ant ; I now farm 5000 acres, about
;ll} of which are under cultivation. I commenced to grow
Wbejlt, Oat forage, Mealies, Tobacco, and PoLatos. I have
grown, in four years, off 20 acres of land, .500 muids or
1500 bushels of beautiful Wheat, which w.as sold at 30.^. .and
325. per muid of 3 bushels. The average quantity of Wheat
grown per acre dm-ing the last three years was, 9 muids or
27 bushels The crop just sold gave 11 muids or 33 bushels
per acre. The quantity of Oats sold off 10 acres of land during
the last four years w.i3, 370 muids (1121b.to the muid), sold:it225.
and 25.^ per muid. I find my average produce of Oats per
acre about Z2 muids. Barley. Turnips, Beet, .and Potatos.
yield per acre, quite .as much as .at home. In 1862 I dug
60 cwt. of Potiitos, of a blue variety, off an acre. Tob.acco
yielded me 1 COO lb. to the acre : sold at 8d. per lb. The soil in
most parts of the Colony is ericeedingly rich, .and wiU give
seven crops of Jlealies and Cats without .any manure. It only
requii-es industrious, steady men out here, with a moderate
capital, say SOOf.to lOOO;. : such men would do well here, .and
be very soon independent. My stock, which nm on my farm
winter .and summer (having a sufficiency of Grass all tlirougti
the year), and which I do not consider h.alf stocked, con.sists of
121 head of cattle, 500 sheep, and 2 horses. I commenced with
50 milch cows. In three years my increase was 20 head ; in
fact, I only lost 3 calves during the whole time. I have made
and sold during that time, 2500 lb. of butter, sold at lOd. and
1.!. per lb., from these cows, besides supplying my establish-
ment, and I have drafted out 20 head of old cows, so m.any a
year from the herd. I milk at present 30 cows, and expect to
sell this ye.ar 1000 }h. of butter, besides rearing calves, feeding
pigs, and keepmg the house. 1 inoculated my whole troop of
130 head in 1864, as a preventive against lung sickness, only
losing 9 head previously, .and 6 head from inoculation. I
inoculate every year when my calves are a year old. I consider
my cows pay me 60 per cent, per annum. The Merino sheep
do well in the Colony after they are acclimatised ; the first
three years I was here, the few I had paid me 75 per cent, .at

least, of course you .are liable to a bad year, perhaps once in

"I breed no horses, but they do remark.ably well on the high
Lands. I would double my stock and cultivation departments
on the s.ame acreage, were it not for want of capital, so must
get on by degrees ; as it is, I knock about 500?. a year out of
them together. 1 like the climate very weU, it is iiot too hot
or cold. The thermometer averiiges in the shade up country
in summer 71°, in the wiiiter months about 55*. With regard
to laljour, I h<ave about 30 .able-bodied KaflBrs living on the
farm, who can do all the work necessary on a farm of this
description, at very low w.ages. I p.ay to my daily Kaffirs 3d.
per day, and monthly Kaffirs receive, men 5s., and boy 3s. per
month ; nearly all the farms bought and for sale here have a
certain number of Kaffirs located thereon, so th.at labour would
not be .any drawUaek to up country farming.

" 1 think Natal cannot be well known at home. I hear of
people flocking to Australia, New Zealand, and other Colonies,
and for the life of me, 1 cannot tell why such a fine countiy as
Natal docs not get her share.

" There are himdreds of farming men at home struggling
hard to get a bare living, who, if out here with a few hundred
pounds at their command would do well, and soon be indepen-
dent, but it must be clearly understood, they must have a
certain amount of stubborn industry and energy. I hope, if

spared for a few years longer, to be able to return to England
in comfortable circumstances. I have done very well since I

here, I only hope others who are working hard here may
have the same luck I ha- ! had.'

Farm Memoranda.
FENTOSB.\r,NS. — "We extracted some weeks ago

from the Sligo Independent the account given of this
farm in that journal, which has been discussing lately
the contrasts of Scottish and Irish agriculture. We
now give the fuller report of the same farm given in
the Iforth BritUh Agriculturist

:

—
Fentonbarns consists of 070 acres. This includes the

space occupied by buildings, gardens, fences, and roads.
The farm is held under a lease of 21 years, nearly two-
thirds of which has expired. The farm was occupied
by the father and grandfather of the present tenant,
and has been in possession of the family for upwards of
80 years. The farm is well knorni in the annals of
British agricnltui'e in connection with the name of
the present tenant, Mr. George Hope, and his father,

Mr. Robert Hope. The visitor can form only an
imperfect idea of the original state and condition of
the knds previous to the reclamation of a considerable
portion, the completion of the drainage by the insertion
of parallel drains, and the adoption of a system of high
farming. The elevation is from 30 to 100 feet above
the high-water mark. The farm^ is generally level.

About one-third of the farm consists of a fertile loam
on interjected greenstone ; another third a heavy or
clay loam of medium fertility, lying on boulder clay and
interbedded felstone ; and the remaining third is a
yellow moorish sand on alluvial clay of great depth, and
which comes to the surface at various parts. The fields

areall divided by Thorn hedges, the whole of which were
planted by the father and grandfather of the present
tenant. The latter has placed large tiles in almost the
whole of the ditches which formerly surrounded every
field, and thus added to the arable land. He has also,

by removing fences, increased the size of some fields,

and rendered others more square in shape.
The lands being frequently difficult to reduce,

involving a great amount of horse labour, one of
Howard's cultivating apparatus with engine was

10-horse power. The price of the whole was 650/. The
length of wire rope originally obtained was 1000 yards

;

since that time 400 yards additional have been
procured. The increased length of rope has tended to
expedite the cultivation of the laud, particularly where
the fields are large. The additional length of rope has
proved so decided an advantage that Mr. Hope recom-
mends that not less than 2000 yards should be obtained
at first by those purchasing one of Howard's steam
cultivators. The cost of repairs of tackle has been
almost nothing, the breakage having been so insignifi-
cant that 5Z. will cover the whole outlay. This expense
for repairs, taking into account the number of landfast
boulder-stones, and the extent of land gone over, is a
remarkable example of the successful application of
steam-power to the stirring of the soil. We were shown
a heap of stones weighing not less than 100 tons, which
had all been taken from one field. These stones had
been under the common plough-furrow, and it was
only when the steam-cultivator was used that their
presence was discovered, and their consequent extrac-
tion from the subsoil efl'ected. The landfast stones are
marked as they are touched by the points of the culti-

vator, and labourers afterwards remove them by means
of spade, pick, crowbar, and f^ec^uently by the use of
gunpowder. Where the obstructing rooks reach the
surface they have in two or three fields been quarried,
and earth carted on to form a soil. The fields,

numbering 27, are generally large. The fences are
usually straight—a condition favourable for the appli-
cation of steam-power, even when the engine is

stationary, as in this case. The time required to lift,

convey, and lay down the cultivating-apparatus takes
from three to four and a half hours. The extent culti-

vated or grubbed is about 7 acres daily; extent
harrowed about 10 acres. The depth the grubber enters
the soil is from 8 to 12 inches. The harrow moved by
the steam-engine is found to be a great acquisition to
the other cultivating implements.
During the autumn of 1865 the extent cultivated for

Wheat, upon the removal of the Potato and Beau
crops, was 103 acres; 27 acres of the Bean land were
gone over twice by the grubber ; 94 acres of stubble
land were also grubbed. This spring there were
grubbed 114 acres, from which a Turnip crop had
been removed, one-third to one-half of the crop being
eaten by sheep folded on the land. The sheep having
received cake, com, and hay, in addition to theTumips,
the -land was as much compressed as if the whole
Turnip crop had been eaten by the sheep folded.

Thirteen acres had to be grabbed twice to enter deep
enough into the soil, and to reduce it suflScieutly.

Betwixt 140 and 150 acres were grubbed in preparation
for the Potato and Turnip crops, and 105 acres were
harrowed by means of the stearn-harrow.
The steam-engine and cultivating apparatus have

proved, during the springs of 1865 and 1866, of great
utility in the preparation of land intended for Turnips
—expeditious and deep stirring being of advantage in
the seeding of the land ; on FentonlDarns the Turnip
crop, since steam-power was applied, has been got in
early and been superior.

For several years none of the ordinary rotations have
been followed. In future the six-course rotation is to

be observed, to bring the farm into the state required
at the expiry of the lease. The extent of the various
crops of the present year is as subjoined :— Potatos,
82 acres ; Beans and Vetches, 33 acres—grown in rows
16 inches apart ; Turnips, 88 acres—the extent of
Swedes, Yellow, and White Turnips being about one-
third of each, the greater proportion, however, being
Swedes; Wheat, 126 acres; Barley, 83 acres; Oats,

54 acres ; mixed Rye-grass and Clover for cutting,

21 acres ;
pasture, 85 acres of young Grass depastured

;

extent ofsecond year's pasture, 50 acres ; in permanent
pasture, 3 acres ; Turnip seed, 15 acres, the variety

being East Lothian Purple-top Swede.
In addition to the farm of Feutonbarns, Mr. Hope

occupies another farm on the Darleton Estate. This
farm lies close to the estuary of the Firth of Forth
betwixt Dirleton and the sea, and contains on the
north the links or duns raised at one time by the
drifted sands of the sea-shore, and now retained by the
roots of the bent Grasses and other coarse herbage
plants. Dirleton farm amounts to 220 acres arable, and
about 500 acres of " links " and permanent pasture. A
part of the links is waste, there being almost no vege-

tation of any kind, " bent Grass " excepted. The
improvement of the sandy and calcareous soils of this

farm by claying is a most remarkable e.xample of what
can be effected by a liberal application of clay to such
light soil, having so little cohesion that, when broken
up by the plough and reduced, the strong breezes blow
aw.ay the soil and tender crops. The claying has been
carried out by employing horses in single carts to

remove the clay dug in various parts of the farm to

those portions where the soil is a fine sand with broken
sea-shells interspersed. Sand is there taken to fill up
the spaces from where the clay has been removed. As
the ' claying " proceeds at the rate of about 200 cart-

loads per acre, the texture and fertility of the land is

changed. Previous to " claying," the stunted crops

rendered it questionable management to attempt to

cultivate such apparently worthless land; now the
whole appearance of the crop when growing is

changed, their productiveness is more than doubled
and in some instances it has been quadrupled.

About 100 acres have been clayed, at the rate of

200 tons per acre, the clay being found on the farm

;

the expense of cartage is not great, as the work has
been done generally when the horses could not be
otherwise employed on the farm. This change in the

productiveness of the soil has not been due to the clay

alone. A liberal appUcation of auxiliary fertilisers has
advanced the manurial condition of the land, and the

two acting in combination have rendered the crops

obtained in the autumn of 1854. The engine, manu- greatly superior to any previously grown on the land,

factured by Messrs. Clayton, Shuttleworth, & Co., is of ' and, indeed, fully equal to those raised upon the

naturally good soils in the parish of Dirleton—a parish
justly celebrated for the productive crops grown by the
enterprising and skilful occupiers of the soil.

The foUoTving is the extent of land under the various
kinds of crops growing at present :—Potatos, 31 acres

;

Turnips, 60 acres, nearly all sown (10th June) ; Barley,

38 acres ; Wheat, 9 acres ; Oats, 34 acres ; Eye, 6 acres.

The remainder of the arable portion is in pasture, the
land being usually grazed for three years. The Potato
break was pa.stured for three years, the land being
ploughed out of Grass for the Potato crop. Mr. Hope
finds it advisable to take Potatos immediately after the
Grass this season. Fifty acres of the Potato break on
the farm of Fenton were depastured the last three
years. The Grass land is ploughed with a furrow fr( nii

12 to 14 inches deep. A two-horse plough turns dim ii

the surface sward, and a second plough follows, wliirU

turns up the soil left by the first plough. Themminrc
used consists of a mixture of Peruvian guano and
superphosphate, 4 cwt of each substance being iisc4 to

the acre. The drills arc :!S iurlies ajiart; distance

between the sets, 10 im h, s Mr. Hope does not
approve of wide-apart sctt!ii^,'li!- cxiirnoiice being that
when sets are placed wide apart the tubers are very
unequal in size, a portion being too large for the
English market, while many of the large Potatos are

hollow in the centre—due, some believe, to their rapid
growth.
The weight of produce is considerably above the

averi^e grown on similar soils, even with the appli-

cation of farmyard manure, when succeeding a grain

crop. The Potatos are more imiformly good in

appearance, and when cooked are found to be generally

of a superior quality. By this method of growing
Potatos farmyard manure is not requisite to ensure

full crops ; but to ensure this, the grazing stock are

liberally supplied with Linseed cake and corn. Mr.
Hope usually plants a part of his Potato crop after a

Turnip crop, eaten on the land with sheep, or an

equivalent amount of cake and corn consumed in heu
of a portion of the Turnip crop carted off for cattle.

Large crops ofPotatos have been raised by this method,
and the succeeding AVheat crop is generally luxuriant

and prolific, and the Clover and Grass which follow are

invariably well planted.
The crops of corn, Potatos, and Turnips raised are

generally superior, being usually more productive than
their appearance when growing would indicate. The
Wheat ("Fenton") produces an abundant return;

Barley (Chevalier) yields well ; the Oat (Potato) gives

a large produce of fine plump grain. The Beans and
Tares, grown as a mixture, also produce abundantly.

We know of no farm where the yield of grain per acre

e-xceeds that usually gro-nm at Fentonbiirns. The
average produce has been greatly raised during the last

20 years : the beneficial effects of the system of parallel

drains, deeper stirring the soil, and the liberal applica-

tion of manures continued for years have acted and
reacted on the fertility of the land, and consequently

upon its productive capabilities. Hence has resulted

the doubling of the marketable produce alike of com,
beef, mutton, and wool, since the time of Mr. Hope's
management. The fine crops grown at Fentonbarns
are by many considered to be due more to the natural

fertility of the land than to the application of the

principles of successful cultivation, labour judiciously

and skilfully directed, and manures liberally used to

maintain and advance the exhaustive process of grow-

ing large crops for sale.

The expenses connected with the labour of the farm

are higher than the average of the district. On Fentori-

baras the number of servants engaged by the year is

19 ; including one steward, one shepherd, and one rnan

who acts as gardener and attends the thrashing-engine,

makes gas, &c. At Dirleton there is one shepherd,

three ploughmen, and two orra-men. Upon both

farms there are a number of men employed by the

day. Besides these there are betwixt 30 and 40 women
and boys engaged on the farm cleaning the crops,

harvesting, and preparing the crops for market. The
annual e.xpenditure upon labour is not less than 18502.

for the two farms, being at the rate of 40s. for each acre

cultivated.
Thirteen pair of horses are still kept. The reduction

in the number required since the steam-engine with

tackle was acquired has been only two pair ; the saving

in the keep and tear and wear of four horses is small.

The explanation is that the improvements at Dirleton

which have been proceeded with during the last two
years have involved a great deal of horse work in the

carting of clay, stones, &c. ; the carting of the farm

manure and the large ]?otato crops likewise involve a

great amount of work to be done by carts. It is

necessary to keep in view that the horses are now less

severely taxed in the stirring of the land; they are,

consequently kept in better condition ; the field laboiu"

is always well advanced ; the various operations of the

farm are executed at those seasons the best adapted to

ensure efficient and perfect cultivation ; and there is

less anxiety felt for the delays arising from the occur-

rence of a tract of wet or unseasonable weather. The
stock kept is as follows :

—

Ca«ie.—One short-hom bull; five cows kept for

the rearing of calves, &c. ; 12 cows belong-

ing to the farm servants ; 80 cattle are fatteiied

annually in courts, receiving Turnips, and straw with

cake. The calves reared number from eight to 10;

this year there are 18 or 20 ; these are fattened and sold

at the age of from 20 to 24 months; the price this

winter averaged 23/. ; cattle purchased, and sold fat

;

when three years old, realised from 20/. to 31/. 10s.
j

Sheep.—A Hock of Leicester sheep is kept, the,

number of ewes being 110. Three crops of lambs are]

taken, when the ewes are sold fat. The ram lambs,:;

numbering about 60, are kept and sold as shearlings.

The best of the ewe lambs are retained for keeping up
the flock; the drafts are sold. From ISO to 200

Cheviot ewes are annually brought to Fentonbarns
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and Diiloton i'tom the shccii farm Glencotho, the

m'oporty of Mr. llope. These ewes produce one crop

of half-bred lambs. The lambs are reared and sold fat

as hoggets. This spring there were 210 hoggets fattened,

and upwards of 300 Cheviot 2-year-old wethers; the

latter, sold in March, averaged 65s. On Dirleton farm

there are also 112 half-bred ewes—Leicester Cheviots-

kept for producing three-parts-bred Iambs, and 300

Cheviot hoggets wintered. These form part of the hill

stock of Cilencotho.
^ ^ , .

Feeding substances used annually consist ot about

100 tuns of corn and cake, principally Linseed cakes,

but about 200 qrs. of grain are eaten by the stock.

Jfanures: This season there were purchased 5G tons

Peruvian guano, 7 tons nitrate of soda, and 70 tons of

suiici iihosphates. Formerly broken bones were largely

purcliascd, seldom less than 200 qrs. being used in

spring. The amount of gu.ano purchased was also

greater in previous years. The superphosphate and

nitrate of soda are being substituted for the more
expensive fertilisers, Peruvian guano and broken bones.

Police manure is also obtained from Edinburgh. The

valuable root is ^ivalrr tli;in it has been for many
ye;irs Over the wlml, unliv I am persuaded we
shall have more than :mn\lns'no\^. Mangels are ver.v

good, and I cannot help thinking our farmers would

find it profitable to have more of this root than they

have lately grown. It can be grown when Turnips are

very uncertain, and when he land is well cultivated,

and the seed well put in, the return on much ground

is far heavier, and the root quite as valuable for dairy

or fattening purposes as Turnips. The Potato crop is

very promising, but very little of the general field

crop for winter use has been taken up yet. Thus far

very little disease has appeared. The hay hai-vest has

been a lingering one. Crops were generally good, and

when the Grass was cut cailj- the hay "as easily made,

and secured in e.xcellent colli III ion; \\licii lliriirass was

cut late, much of it has be, ii s, riously iiijiiic-l Pastures

are everywhere good, and there is much Grass in them.

A saddening fear, however^ comes over one when look-

ing at some of those beautiful green fields in Cheshire,

that part of the lu.xuriance of this Gra,ss may arise

from the land being too lightly stocked, in consequence

carriagebytherailwayislrf. pertonpermile; priceoflof the ravages of the justly dreaded rinderpest,

the manure put on the railway, from 2s. Sd. to '2s. Gd. In a year like this, wet and badly farmed lands

per ton. The outbreak of the cattle plague in the
[

show themselves very conspicuoiisly by lateness

Edinburgh town dairies put an almost entire stop to
'"" *" * " ""

"

the use of police manure in the country, and for the

last 12 months none has been brought to Fentonbarns.

Lime in the form of compost is now being applied,

from 50 to CO tons of lime being annusilly brought to

the farm to be mixed with the collected weeds, road-

scrapings, and other substances.

The amount of produce per acre, alike of Corn,

Potatos, beef, mutton, and wool, greatly exceeds the

avei-age of the county of Haddington. This is the

result of high farming. The expenses of cultivation

are necessarily above the average, while the annual

outlay for feeding purposes and for manures averages

about il. per acre. During the last 30 years the

expenditure for manures has seldom been under 2?. per

acre for each acre under cultivation.

Miscellaneous.
Strange Effect of the Rinderpest.— It is hard to

know that we are geographically in England, and yet

to find that we are practically, or rather agricultur.ally,

in exile. We are separated, alas, not by water, but by

Devon, from the rest of England. We are very poor

up here in the north-east comer of Cornwall. We
have no ports on our coasts, no trade. We breed a

number of hardy Devon steers, and a greater number
of half-bred useful sheep, and these we expect to sell,

at this time of year, for about a penny a pound below

the market price, although we know that our animals

fetch the top price iu the London market after they

leave our hands. We have had no cattle plague within

20 miles. There has been no cattle plague in the

county for more than two months. The alarm of a

new case at St. Erme, iu the west, a fortnight since,

has proved false. Yet Devon shuts the door upon us.

in ripening the crops, and by the appearance of

docks, thistles, and other weeds above the grain, where

they are allowed first to perfect and then to shed their

seeds. Farmers, as a body, and old farmers especially,

do not move readily out of the beaten course pursued

by their forefathers ; but one clings to the hope that

when good' and successful examples of cultivation and

cropping are brought directly under their eyes they

will in time be led to imitate them. In many districts

landowners have introduced improved implements, and

have shown by their use, combined with a liberal appli-

cation of imported manures, that heavy crops can be

grown on what had previously been deemed very

moderate land. As I write, I have in my mind's ej

.

several such instances. In one parish in particular 1

have seen for several years the rector cultivating his

glebe farm in the best manner, and showing that

excellent crops of all kinds of roots could be grown
when such crops had never been attempted before ; and

in the same parish one of the lauded proprietors—a man
of high birth—has recently devoted his time, talents,

and money to the same laudable purpose, and to my
certain knowledge there may now be seen on his farm

of moderate land, in a cold part of this country, and
1000 feet above the level of th? sea, crops of corn and
roots which fully equal the crops on many of our best

farms in the midland and southern counties. K. J.

Turner, Richmond, Yorkshire, Aug. 24."

Aviaries, WindowGuards,
kc

Aviaries, VVindow Guards,

4^0 4 .0 £1 D 6

3f 3i!0 31 4ilO 4i US 51

31 41 4J 6i:o 5 10 0} Hi

41 6JI0 6t'0 OilO OJ - -

S 10 9i 1 Oljl \\l 4

11 1 I) 1 l)Il 4 14
I

I
!

1 7 [1 lO'l 10 2 |2

Quantities of 100 Yards or upwards delivered free at all Railway

., E.G.

ALY.iNISED WIRE C.\BLE STRAND FENCING,
for F.iRM.S, PARKS, aud G.VKDENS.

Tlie ORIGINAL INVKNTURS and MANUFACTURERS.

-r:
—fr— . 8i^—„r-.Me,ip.?j»J__

the rest of England would be puzzled to find us on the

map. Our grass must come to an end ; our cattle are

fit for sale ; but there are no bu3ers. Unless some
Wise Men from the East will come and bring our sheep

and oxen through this ICdoiu of the AVest, we must let

them starve through the winter, or set to work and
pickle them at once. A Cornish Victim, in Ihe " Times,"

August 2".

The Crops of 1806.-The subjoined letter appeared in

the Times of Monday last :— Again the season has

returned to us when our agricultural crops have to be

reaped and gathered in, and when we can estimate with

tolerable accuracy how far those crops are likely to

meet a nation's wants. I have been recently travelling

through various parts of the kingdom, 'and in the

exercise of my professional engagements have myself

inspected a wide extent of land, and have been brought

in contact with many intelligent agriculturists in

various and distant localities, with whom I have com-
pared notes respecting agricultural crops; and, with

your permission, will report the result of my inquiries

and observations for the use of those who may not have

had the same advantages. The weather during this

BUiumer has been generally dull, and all grain crops

show a want of sunshine, especially in the midland
and northern counties, by the absence of brightness in

the straw and by the slowuess with which the corn

ripens. Great progress has been made in harvest

work in the southern counties, where a large

portion of the erop of white corn has been

safely carried. In the midland counties much of the

erop has been cut, and a good deal carried, while in

the northern counties reaping has commenced in

the earlier districts, none has been carried, and a great

deal of grain will not be ripe for one or two weeks yet.

It will thus be seen that we are to have a lingering

harvest, and I think throughout the whole kingdom it

will be a fortnight later than was the harvest last year.

The crop of Wheat on good land is heavy ; on mode-
rate, uodrained, and badly farmed land the crop is light,

and in many places much broken down by the heavy
winds prevailing early in this month. Over the whole
country I think the Wheat crop is nearly but not quite

an average one. What has been carried up to this time

is perfectly sound, but much of it is not dry enough to

grind yet. The Oat crop varies very greatly, and is, I

think scarcely an average one. Barley is an excellent crop

—above an average—and iu many of the best malting

districts the crop has been carried in fair condition. I

expect the sample will prove very good. Beans and
Peas an average crop. The prospect for Turnips varies

considerably. In some parts of Northumberland they

have grown badly, while in Cumberland and in York-
shire the promise of an abundant crop of this most

The CHKAl'ES„.„ „„. .IGE.ST, and NEATEST FENCING in USE
THOUSANDS of MILES of this FENCING h.ave been SUPPLIED

.at liome aud abroad. It su.staios no iujury by beinK

Five lines 01 Cable Strr
HURDLES, HURDLl
CONTlNTdUS IRON-

IS, HURDLK-, I '
,

'
,

I

:

FENCING. C, \ \'tr ,,: ,,,1 l.i, 1,,

.o I'lLLARS, 4c.
. NETTING for POULTRY, 4o.

,', WATER BARROWS.
. WATER CISTERNS.
, rUMPS.

L.WVN JlilWKR.S, GARDEN ROLLERS.
AJSPIIALTE ROOFING FELT, Id. per square foot.

MoTLET k Green.
Illustrated Catalogues and Estimates free on application.

i;j. Great George Street, Leeds.

GAU
GALi
GAI.N

Calendar of Operations.
Septemheh : Gleaning.—The custom of gleaning is

universal, and verj^ ancient ; in this country, however,

the poor have no right to glean but by the permission

of the fiirmer ; but the custom is so old aud common— , - that it is scarcely ever broken through. It much
Neither sheep nor cattle from Cornwall are to pass Ugij^^es the farmer in some places where it is carried
through her coasts except by rail right through. Ihe

(,^ j,, g^^ggj to ^^^^^ j.ulgg ('q^ the gleaners, aud not
Cevon menJiU now have bought our catt^le and sheep

;
] ^^ff^^ tj^g^ ^^ y,^ broken under any pretence whatever.

'The abuse of gleaning in many places is so great as

deservedly to be ranked among the farmer's evils ; the

poor glean among the sheaves, and too often from
them, in so notorious a manner, that complaints of it

are innumerable. Make it therefore a law, that no
gleaner shall enter a Wheat field until it is cleared of

the crop ; this is the practice in many places, and great

advantages are found from it. But, upon this plan,

always desist from turning any cattle into the field

until the poor have gleaned it ; for if a use is made of

keeping them out while sheaves are there, merely for

an opportunity of turning hogs and other cattle in, it

is double-dealing and unpardonable meanness.
A concluding word may be allowed iu praise of the

good old English custom of harvest-home. As was
well said by the Rural Dean on a late occasion of this

kind, in the parish of Symondsbury, near Bridport :—
It has been a reproach to Old England that in these

merry-makings we are too apt to disgrace ourselves by
intemperance, rioting, and an unseemly way of

rejoicing; he thought the reason of it has been that

the gentry, the clergy, the farmer, and those whom the
more humble are apt to look up to as leaders, have
deserted these meetings, and the consequence is that

they are left to those who are disposed to riotous and
disorderly conduct. He was quite sure the way to

prevent that state of things would be for the gentry,

the clergy, and all others who have an interest in their

fellow-creatures to join in such gatherings. It would
tend to do away with that distrust which is likely to

arise between class and class, and to show that we are

all bound together in one common interest—that we
all have need one of another, that the farmer cannot
do without the labourer, nor the labourer without the
farmer ; that the rich cannot do without the poor, nor
the poor without the rich, and that the more we
recognise the ties which bind society together, the
happier shall we be as a nation.

When a day's enjoyment of this kind begins with a

service of thanksgiving to Almighty God for his

bountiful goodness, it is not likely to degenerate in the
way thus hinted at.

COT
of superior Wrought I

Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.

OTTAM'S HURDLES are made in tlie best manner
,. SHEEP HURDLES, from 4«. ;

CATTLE HURDLES, from 4s. llti.

each ; CONTINUOUS FENCE, fl-om

Sd. per foot ; FIELD GATES, from
2Cs. each. Illustrated Price List ou
application.

ENTRANCE GATES, RAILING,
and IRON WOP.K of every descrip-

esigns and Estimates fl^ee ol

CoTT»M S Co.,

No. 2, Winslcy Street

(opposite the P.atithcon),

Oxford Street. London, W.

C^

Notices to Correspondents.
Form of Lease: A Subsicriber aaya, I have a smsU farm in tbo
Alidland Counties, which has got into a bad state. I am
desirou3 to let it to a tenant to improve, and therefore on
lease. Can any of your readers recommend me to a good
form of lease.

Straw: AB. Ita nutritivenesa depends ou its state of ripeness.

Under similar circumstances the best straw for fodder is

that of the Oat. Barley is, however, generally pi'eferred,

because Clover is grown generally in it, and some of it thus

liarvcsted along with it.

^yi^t^^

i^^^^^UUl

Sliver Medal and Cup 1863 awarded for

: r\-'.
. .MAXUUE CAKT, wlii'h has

I I ...vlitted up to answer for LIQUID
I

I AM PLOUGH, for WATERING
STKKI.i'^, : 1 ' ' f I i-l' I.N'

.
I
.'>!; Nearly 300 already sold.

Washing.
The last grent iraproveraent m Washing Machines is in Jamess

new Patent PRIZE WASHING. WRINGING, and MANGLING
MACHINES, awarded several FIKST PRIZES. Will Wash 20 Shirts

In 20 Minutes, with much less injury than with the hand. More thaa

300 Sold.
Addi-osa I. James, Tivoll Works, Choltonham.
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HOT-"SVATER APPARATUS, of evory description,
fixed complete in nnv part of the country, or the raaterials,

viz.. iJoilers, Pipes, &c.. dolivcred to any Station.
Estimates on application.

J- Jones & Sons, (i, Bankslde, Southwark, London, S.E.

G^

ill others, Tbey
-, frtt t 1 V 1\ ri the axis, affording
greater ticilities for turning, and the outer edges aie lounded off or
turned inwards, thus avoiding the unsightly uiaika left by other
Rollers.

Diameter, 30 inches; Length 32 inches, £7 10

,> 24 „ „ 26 „ 4 10

„ 20 „ „ 22 „ 3 10

,. IC ,, J, 17 „ 2 15

Prices for Kollers fitted with Shafts suitable for Pony or Horse
Power, free on application.

i»elivered carnage paid to all the principal Railway Stations and
Shipping Ports in En;:land.

Thomas Grees & Son, Smitbfield Iron Works, Leeds ; 54 and 55
Blackfiiars Raad, London, S. ; and 19, Eden Quay, Dublin.

N.B. All Orders 1 the day they ji

13H1ZE MEDALS AWARDED to GREEN'S PATENTX LAWN MOWERS.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, LONDON, 1802.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, DUBLIN, 1865.

The above Lawn Mowers have provad to be the best, and have
caiTied off every Prize that has been given in all cases of Cora-
petition.

Sold by all respectable Irnnmongcrs, Seedsmen, &c., in the
Eingdom. Illustrated Price Lists free on application.

AS
IMPROVED IRON STABLE FITTING;

HURDLES and CONTINUOUS IRON and WIRE FENCING.
Palisiidmg Entrance and_Field Gates. Plain and Galvanised

J Netting.
snlG,

, Vases, 4 c.

v^^-., «,.« ^i.*^^.v ^^^^ ^ ^^^^.^j ^^ ^eut vsiriQty.

Washing, Wringing, and Mangling Machines.
IMPROVED SAUSAGE MACHINES and FILLERS.

Separate Illustrated Price Lists free on applicition.

TaOMAs Green & Son, Smithfield Iron Works. Leeds.
Show Rooms opposite the Smithfield Cattle Market, North Street,

Leeds ; 64 and 65, Blackfriars Road, London, S, ; and 19, Eden
Quay. Dublin.

OhAMv^' PATENT LAWN MOWKKS for 1866.—
C^ i' !

I . ;, ; .
; , . Mcca.sions during the Season of 1864

by II
I nnce by his Majesty the King ot

S.t\. "casions daring the Season of iSCfl

I >y His Majesty the King of Holland

;

g of Prussia.

HAND MACUINE
71tc3e are the only Lawn Mowers that will v

equiring repair.

Grass is Wet.
3 the only Lawn Mowers that will Mow properly when the
et.

a the only Lawn Mowers that are in use in all the Royal

il. Illustrated Price' Lista
. SiiANRs & Son, Dens Iron Works, Arbroath ; and ^7, Leaden-
ec;t, London, EC.

7, Leadenhall Street is the only place In London where intending

J-j/vw^-r*^Mrt-^^Sgr<::2E?

HILL AND SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VARNISH
for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. I'his Varnish is an

excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-door work, and is fully

two-thirds cheaper. It may be applied by an ordinary labourer,

requires no mixing or thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the
grounds at Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many
hundreds of the nobility and gentry, from whom the most flattering

testimonials have been received, which Hill & SMirn will forward on
application.

From the Right Hon. Lord Greenock, Wood End, TJiirsk
" Lord Greenock has seen the Patent Black Varnish made by

a, applied with success, and has heard it highly

, at the
1 the kingdom.

Apply to Mill a Smith. Brierly'HUl Iron'Works. near Dudley, and
!2, Camion Street West, E.G., from whom only it can be obtained.

OTHOtrSES for the MILLION,
Invented by the late

(Lancashire), Gloucester, Covoutrv, Aberdeen,
and Paisley only.
Illustrated Circulars, with revised List of

Prices, \rill be sent on prepaid applicition to
Messrs. Heheman & Morton, Head Office,

7, Pall Mall East. London. S.W.

Great International Horticultural Exliibitiou^l866.

BEARD'S PATENT METALLIC NON-
CONDUCTING GLASS HOUSES.

Perfect System of Ventilatiou and Glazing.

Manufactured by Messrs. Sanders, Frewer, & Co., Victoria Horti-

yjiicle of June 23, 1860,

WM. SMITH, Hothouse Builder, Turnham Green,
late of Hammersmith, begs to inform the Public that he will

be glad to make GREENHOOSES or HOTHOUSES, of good Yellow
Deal, Glazed with 21-oz. Glass. Painted three times, Fitted together
all ready for fixing, of any size, at Is. 3d. per foot super. Ajso
that he has ready for use IG GREENHOUSE LIGHTS, 9 it. 10 in.

long by 4 ft. SJ in. wide, 21-oz. glass, price 27/. Also several lots of
smaller size ; and a large stock of 1, 2, 3, and 4 Light GARDEN
FRAMES, made portable, kept in stock.

Estimates given for efficiently Heating by Hot Water in any part

GREENHOUSES, 42 feet by 13 wide, £50 ; 21 feet by
13 wide, £28 : 12J feet by 10 wide, £15, Glazed, ready for fixing ;

a handsome CONSERVATORY, 30 feet by 19, £120. Estimates for

any branch in the line in Iron or Wood.
H. Fbkeman's Works, Triangle, Hackney, N. E, Established 20 years.

HOT WATER PIPES and FITTINGS of tte best
description supplied by

Bury & Pollard, 17, New Park Street, Southwark, London, S.E.

BURY AND POLLARiyS~CONICAL BOILERsHw
HEATING by HOT WATER fixed at Seats of Duke of

Newcastle, Lord Belper, &c., at Viscount Sydney's replaced, after
being 20 years in constant use. Apply at

17, New Park Street, Southwark, London, S.E.

D CO., Hothouse Builders and
Mani! factcrers, 353, Old Kent Road, S E

Onn CUCUMBER and MELON BOXES and LIGHTS
/i/\J\J and from 400 to 500 LIGHTS for PITS of all SIZES kept in
STOCK. Glazed and Painted complete, ready for Immediate use
Packed and sent to all parts of the kingdom. Public and Private
Buildings, Warehouses, Ac, Heated on the most approved scientific

"cal principles. References to the Nobility, Gentry, and
Trade i t of the Counties in England.

Heating by Hot Water,WJ. HOLLANDS, Iron Merchant,
• 31, Banl side, London, S.E.

HOT WATER PIPES, horn StocK, per yard :—2-inch Is 2d
3-mch, l8. lOd. ;and4-incb, 2^. 4rf. BENDS, from Stock. Is.o'd 2s Qd'
-

' 3». each. THROTTLE VALVES, 10s., 13s., and 1
' "

Heating liy Hot Water.
HOT-WATER PIPES, at Wholesale Prices, with

Elbows, Syphons, Tee Pipes, and eveir other connection;
Wrought and Cast-iron Boilers, Saddle, Conical, Cylinder, Tobdlab,
and Elliptic, from 2\s. each, improved Boilers and Iron Stands to
use without brickwork, 60s. each. Valves from 10s, Gd. each. Patent
Valves, Improved Furnace Doors, Furnace Bars, Supply Cisterns,
and Castings of every description in stock, at

Mr. LYNCH WHITE'S Iron Wharf, Upper Ground Street, Black-
friars Bridge, London, S. Price List on application.

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Class IX., No. 2119.

Mh. gray begs to call tie attention of the Nobillt)', Gcnti-j-, Nurserymen, Gardeners, &c., to his

NEW OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
Acknowledged by praetical judges to be a great improvement on every form of Tubular Boiler j'ct introduced.

It has proved itself superior to all other Boilers for quickness of action and economy of Fuel, doing its work with

one-thu-d less the amount required by any other.

Gardeners' Ciironiole of Iniernatitmal Exhibitions May 24, 1862, page 476.

, tbo change, though a slight (

Extract from Jlepo

"The upright form of Botler is usually made on a circular plan, 1 rather than a square, it aeeras feasible that the Boilers on the ovjil

Imt the oval form given to Mr. Gbav's variety of It is saM to be plan should brings the tubes more completely within range of the
preferable in consequence of its bringing the tubes in closor contact " ' ->'' _..... ., .

.

witli the lire. The usual form of a furnace being a paralUlDgram
1

^g" Tluij are made of all iucs, which, with prices, may be hai on application.

JAMES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
DANVERS STREET, PAULTON'S SQUARE, KING'S ROAP, CHELSEA, S.W.

GUMMING EDMUNL'b
Take this opportunity of returning their grateful thanks for the very great support they have received smce

their roramencement in Business, and beg to state that at their New and extensive Works, LILLIE BEIDGE,
KICHMOND ROAD, FULHAM, they have erected STEAM-POWER SIACHINERY, and have every convenience

lor executing Work with the greatest superiority, cheapness, and despatch.

C. AND E. be^ to invite special .attention to their superior DESIGNS for CONSERVATORIES, and every class

of HORTICULTURAL WORK, and to state that they prepare and supply Designs and Estimates free of all expense.

The great success of CUMMING and EDMONDS'S

PATENT TUBULAR ARCHED SADDLE BOILERS,
the general satisfaction they have given where fixed, and the high terms in which persons who have the management

of them express themselves, enable C. AND E. -n-ith confidence to strongly recommend the Boiler to p.articular notice.

UOT-WATEE PIPES, CONNECTIONS, &e., for everj description of HEATING APPARATUS, supplied at

the lowest prices, with or without fixing, accompanied by a 'ft orking Plan for the Fixing of the Apparatus.

Prospectus and Prices on application.

1^ Several good SECOND-HAND BOILERS, of different descriptions, for SALE.

GUMMING AND EDMONDS,
COKSEEVATORY ARCHITECTS, HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, and HOT-WATER APPARATUS ENGINEERS,

LILLIE BRIDGE, RICHMOND ROAD, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.
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THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

To Landowners, the Clergt, Estate Agents, Surveyors, &o., in

Knoland and Wales, and in Scotland.
The Company adv^inces money, unlimited In amount, for the

following works of Agricultural Improvement, the whole outlay and
expenaes m all cases being liquidated by a rent-charga for 26 years.

1, Drainage, Itrigatlon, and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,

dealing. Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial purpose,

purposes.
3. Jetliea or Landing places on the sea-coast or on the banks (

navigable rivers or lakes.

JO Erection
Buildingav-^ -j—r . 1

of and additions to Farm Houses and other buildings for

Farm purposes.
Landowners assessed under theprovisions of any Act of Parli-ament,

Roval Charter, or Commission in respect of any public or general

works of Drainage or other improvements, may borrow their pro-

portionate share of the cost, and charge the same with the expenses

on the lands improved.
The Company will also negotiate the Rent-charges obtained by

Landowners under the Improvement of L.and Act, 18tj4, in i espect of

their Subscription of Shares in a Railway oi Canal Company.
No investi^tion ot title is required, ana the Company being of a

ttrictly financial character, do not interfere with the plans and
execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the Govern-

ment Enclosure Commissioners.
Apply to Francis B. Madle, Esq., Secretary, 3, Parliament Street,

London. S.W.

T HE GENERAL LAND UKAINAGE and
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY. Offices, 22, Whitehall Place.

Under this Comp;»ny'8 Act Tenants forLife, T

Trustees, ic, may effect the following Land Improvements, and
charge the outlay and expenses on the e.state improved, by way of

rentcharge, to be paid bo half-yearly instalments, viz. :—
1. All works of Drainage, Irrigation, Warping, and Embankment.
2. The Erection of Farmhouses, Cottages for Agricultural

Labourers, and all kinds of Farm Buildings.

3. The Construction of Roads.
4. T - . ~. .

Fenci-^, ^--
The owners of Estates, not entailed, who may be desirous to avoid

the expense or Inconvenience of a Legal Mortgage, may also charge
their Estates with an Outlay in Improvements under the simple and
inexpensive process of the Company's Act.

J , _,) Legal Expenses are incurred
The Arrangements for Effecting Improvements are threefold —
No. 1. The Works may be Designed and Executed entirely by the

Landowner's Agent, and the Company employed only to supply the
Loan and conduct the matter through all the official Forms for

Charging the Outlay on the Estate.
No. 2. The Company will supply Plans, Specifications, and Esti-

mates for any Improvements to be executed by the Landowner^

No. 3. The Company will undertake the entire responsibility of the
Improvements, prepare the Plans, execute the Works, and Qnally
charge on the Estate the actual amount expended, with their Com-
mission thereon, approved by the Enclosure Commissioners.
Landowners may thus obtain what assistance they require from

the Company, and no more, in effecting the objects in view.

Works of Drainage and other Iraprovemenis are aiso executed on
Commission for Landowners, who merely require the skill and
experience of the Company's Officers and a Staff in constant practice.
Applications to be addressed to William Clifford, the Secretary,

at the Office of the Company, 22, Whitehall Place, London. S.W

Steam Cultivation.

FACTS of INTEREST to the FARMERS. By John
Fowler & Co. : Revised and Amended by William Smith, of

Woolston, Bletchley Station, Bucks. With an Appendix showing the
present aspect of Steam Cultivation.

3 had of Mr. Sm 14 postape stamps.

Price Tlireepence, of any Bookseller.

CONTENTS of the NUMBER for SATUR1>AY LAST,
AUGUST 25, of

THE ATHEN/EUM.
JOURNAL of ENGLISH and FOREIGN LITERATURE,

SCIENCE, and the FINE ARTS.
Thirty-two lar^e Quarto Pages.

Reviews of, with Exm^fTTs FROM—
Memoirs of Charlotte Corday, The CompiDy and the Crown. By
founded

...*i.— i:- n,. rr m T n ,. m,_ . ,_._

_.__ Charrotte Corday,
&c., par M. Adolphe Huard.]

South Australia: its Progress
and Prosperity. By Anthony
Forster.

A Plea for a New Translation of

the Scriptures, with a Transla-

tion of St. Paul's

^]>- )n Ml-' l;:r..int.(ii)que In
p..Tiaie. and itio Archives d
Ro>autne do France, itc. B
Martha Walker Freer.

S'ew Novels :—Aunt Margaret'
Troubles. By "A New Writ

Pellico. From the Original by
Lady Geoi-glanaFullerton.

With Shorter N
Biographies and Portraits of I

G
some Celebrated People. By

|
G

Alphonse de Lamartine—

Pauvre Musicien (1770-1793).
Par X. Marmier.]

Routledge's Popular Guide I Par Edmond About.
London "and its Suburbs. By

Weekly Gossip.—Commemoration of the Birthday of the late

Association for the Promotion of Social Science—The Cenotaph

Mr. Joseph Barclay, In Reply to Mr. Mill—The Irish Natioi
Picture Gallery—The Derivation of "Salad"—The Report
the Commissioners of Patents— The Paris Academy of Sciences
—Captain Burton's Explorations—TheTransactionaand Proceed-
ings of the Royal Society of VictoriSr—Sale of the Library of the
Rev. J. M. Grcsley.

Fine Art Gossip.—Restoration of the Porti-ait of Richard the
Second—^The National Portrait Exhibition—Discovery by Work-
men in Westminster Abbey—Crayon Portrait of the Duke of
Edinburgh—The Buxton Memnrial—The Drinking Fouiitain in
the Marylebone Road—The National Statue to President Lincoln
—Exhibition of Pictures at Lille—The Opening of the Nave of
Leominster Priory Church.

The British Association for the Advancement of Science.
—Report of the Council—The Treasurer's Report—Report of the
Kew Committee—Report of the Parliamentary Committee—
The President's Address.

Original Papers.—Literary Research In Spain: Letter from
Mr. J. R.Chorley.

Music and the Drama.— Sadler's Wells, and the Alexandra
Theatrea.

Musical and Dramatic Gossip.—Mr. Meiion-s Concerts—
Concerts at the Crystal Palace—Music in Westminster Abbey

—

Music in Wales—Gluck's Operas—Signer Verdi's ' Don Carlos'—
The French Theatres—New Music School at Copenhagen-
Narrow Escape of English Artists from Shipwreck—Continental
Musical Arrangements.

Miscellanea,-John Bunyan—Mechanical ImpresaiODB of Light on

The Athenaeum may be ordered of any Bookseller.

A
Plans of Gla.sshoiLse8, Hints for

tieaiing, «c., uy
S. DERKMAy, 7. Palt Mall East, London, S.W^

This day is published, 8vo, cloth, price 10s. C(/.,

pONTRIliUTIONS towards a CYBELE HIllERNICA,
V7 intended also as a Botanist's Guide to the Flowering Plants
glowing spontaneously in Ireland. By D. Moore, Ph.D., F.L.S., and

Grafton Street. London : J. Van

Dr. Limdley's Theory of Horticulture.

In 8vo, with 08 Woodcuts, price Sis. cloth.

"IHE THEOEY and PRACTICE of HaiTTICULTURE ;

explain the chief Operations of Gardening
rnysioiogicai grou"^* ^-:-- ^. - ^. .

^^...- .. .^

3rT of Horticulture,'
F.R.S

" The First Edition of this valuable work was issued in 1840, since
which time it has had, an extensive circulation, and has been trans-
lated into the German, Dutch, and even Russian languages. Being
more particularly restricted to principles, however, the author at
length resolved to render the work more generally interestiiip and
useful by a more frequent reference to practical operations. He has
thus greatly extended the matter by supporting the physiological
doctrines with an appeal to facts familiar to cultivators, or wuich
ought to be ; and the result is a still more interesting and populai

npendium of the principles and practice, or the s

every chapter, while many passages in the first edition have been
wholly struck" out, it may be proper to say that the greatest changes
are those which relate to vitality, climate, domestication, ventilation,
propagation, pruning, resting, and soils and manures ; such being the
subjects in which practical rnen are most interested. The whole
work has, indeed, assumed such a form as to make it evident that
the great object of the author has been, not to produce a work suited
to men of science, but one which every well-mformed person may
understand and apply. As the volume concludes with a very copious
'ndex of matter, there is no difficulty in finding where any given

Asphalte Roofing Felt,
ONE PENNY per Square Foot.

CRO GGON AND CO., MANrFACT-UUERS,
f 63, New Eari Street, ) ,„„,,„„ c-

„

i 34; Bread Street, /
I^ontlon, E.C,

59, GEORGE SQ., GLASGOW; 2, GOREE PIAZZAS, LIVERPOOL,

ET. ARCHER'S "FRIGI D M 0."
• Patronised by Her Majesty The Queen, the Duke of North-

umberland for Syon House, His Grace the Duke of Devonshire for
Chiswick Gardens, Professor Lindley for the Horticultural Society,
Sir Joseph P-axton for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, 4c.

PROTECTION from the SCORCHING RATS of the SUN.
" FRIGl DOMO," a Canvas made of Patent precarod Hair and

Wool, a perfect Non-conductor of Heat ana Cold, ke'ering, wherever
it is ^plied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted lor all Horticultural
and Floricultural purposes, for Preserving Fruits and Flowers from
the Scorching Rays of the Sun, from Wind, from Attacks of Insects,
and from Mommg Frosts. To be had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide l.<. 9rf. per yard run.
Four yards wide 33. 6<(. per yard.
An improved make, 2 yards wide , . Ls. M. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide . , 2s. 8d. per yard run. Also

"FRIGI DOMO" NETTING, 2 yards wide, Is. M. per yard

THE IMPROVED LEATHER DRIVING STRAPS
for MACHINERY ore stronger, more durable, drive better,

and cost less than other kinds of Driving Belts. SPECIAL
STRAPS for PORTABLE ENGINES. Price Lists free by post.

Turneb's Patent Strap and Hose Company,
Manufactory ; Armit Works, Greenfield, near Mancbestoi'.

Warehouse: 81, Mark Lane, London, E.C.
Mr. H. Fkrrabee. Agent,

introduced for use in Gar-
den.s. Farm Yards. &c. The
Water may be dipped out, or
the Tub tilted and poured—

* T by merely raisingtho

detached. To hold about
3tJ or 3C gallons, price 42s.

Carriage paid to any
: I'^^tei'n Line.

POWERFUL GARDEN KNGINE. suitable for theabove, price 45«

IMPROVED WATER and LIQUID MANURE CARTS.

THE" SAUCE (DR. SOUTHWOOD SMITH'S
DIGESTIVE).—Delicious with every dish. Wholesale and

export, by A. S. Stocker, G9, Lamb's Conduit Street, W.C. ; Barclay
& Sons, Batty & Co.. London ; and Gkoroe Eojionds, Crown
Chambers, Liverpool. Retailed everywhere. Ask for " The " Sauce.

Sauce.-Lea & Penrms'
WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE.—

This delicious Condiment, pronounced by Connoisseurs
"THE ONLY GOOD SAUCE," Is prepared solely by Lea & Perbikb.
mi Li:

J respectfully cautioned against worthless imitations,

«• Sold Wholesale and for 1

Messrs, Crosse & Blackwell; Messrs. ]

and by Grocer3 and Oilmen universally.

the Proprietors, Worcester
Iarclat & Sons, London, Ac.

THE SMOKER'S BONBON immediately and effec-

tually REMOVES the TA.STE and SMELL of TOBACCO from
the Mouth and Breath, and renders Smoking agreeableand safe. It

is Very pleasant and wholesome. Prepared by a patent process,
from the recipe of an eminent physician, by Scdoolino & Co.,

Wholesale and Export Confectioners, Bethnal Green, London, N.E.
Is. per box post free, 14 stamps.-Sold by Chemists, Tobacconists, &c.

DINNEEORD'S ELUID MAGNESIA.—The Medicnl
for 30 years have approved of this pure solution ol

"

C for Acidjty of the Stomach, Headache,Magnesia as the best r

Heartburn, Gout, and ludigeatio lild aperient it i

ROWLANDS' MACASSAR OIL.—TMs eleg
fragrant Oil is universally in high repute for its un

._ .:

—

^ijq growth, restoring, presen'ing, i

and beautifying the fiuman Hair. It is patronised
the Aristocracy of Europe, whilst its introducti
of Royalty, and those of the Upper CIubsc^, i^ :i 1

erits. Price 3«. G<L, Is., lUs,

PAINS in the BACK, KIDNI-.^^. \.
,

Debility and ExhavLstion of the SystuTu,
Kidneys, produced by impurity of the blood, have
CuredbytheuseofPARR'S LIFE PILLS. Maybeh

by Royalty and
' 1 the Nursery
nt proof of its

), and 21s. per

-lilting from
and Disordered
leen relieved and
dofanyChemlst,

WANTED, on LEASE, from TWO to FIVE ACRES
of LAND, within 12 Miles of London, with a Cottage, for

chase, at a valuation bj' a compctt.'nt person to bo agreed on
iveen himself and the Tenant, the Growing Crops, if any, and
I the Stock of Plants, Greenhouses, and Forcing and Pottlng-

":i the Premises, being allowed to removo the latter at tho

I conditions
c to be Let may be seen), on or before Oct'iber 1 n
cantime the Tenant will show the Pr.n;K^ <: r-- iprv

The Setter bhall not be requiicl i- t !!,< r,:

Argus Insurance Office, I'lvm i... - !

I
> l;l I I ANY COWS.

X^ Tliu L.nly bi-uud of Cattle
that have escaped tho Rinderpest.
The nobility, gentry, and others

rospoctfully informed that

:uiira[,'e

importer, ^ ^„_
Cow into the coimtry, has induced him to extend his (

abroad, by appointing experienced Agents throughout Brittany, and
he IS now enabled to oflFer the public a constant supply of the
choicest stock that can be obtained, at orices which defy all competi-
tion. The low cost, together with the nigh milkiue qualities of this
Breed, render them of gi-eat value to the cottager, as well aa the
fancy stock-keeper and dairyman.
YOUNG BULLS always o
ALDERNEY and GUEB

to descnption, as to age, colour, and time of calsi

Apply to the Agents of the Exporter Messrs. Roqertson & Co,
38, Crutched Friars, London, E.C.

Lincolnshire Long-woolled Rams.
MR, JOHN CLARKE, of Long Sutton, Lincolnshire,

will be happy to show his RAMS for SALE or LETTING,
on WEDNESDAY, September 12, or any subsequent day during the
season. Every facility will be given to deliver the Sheep safely to
those Gentlemen who may favour him with their patronage.
Mr. C. will be pleased to supply Gentlemen resident in any part of

the kingdom with SHEARLING RAMS at moderate piiccf.

SaUiS 6b ^Uftton.

Five Wardlan Cases from Japan and Sydney.
Tnntl. Laiioe Cases of Trie Ftiivs rnou MEt.iuvn>E.

laruuTED OncniDs from Mexjco, 4c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, iit

his Great Rooms, 38, Kinf Street, Covent Cirden, W.C, on
TUESDAY, September 4, at hilf-iiast 12 o'Cloek precisely, TURKU
WARDIAN CA.'jES of the MALE AUCUH A, and other Plants from
Japan ; TWO WARDIAN CASES of a NEW DWARF BLANU-
FORDIA from Sydney ; SIXTY fino TREE FERNS from Mel-
bourne ; SEVERAL CASES of ORCHID.S from Mexico, and a
variety of other Plants.

On view tho Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Sbepberd's Bush.
Preliuikart Notice of an Important Clearance Sale of Gheek-

HOCSE AND OTOEa PLANTS. GnEENnoiSES, PlTS, &C.

MESSES. PEOTHEROE and MORRIS have received
instructions from Mr. F. Hopgood, Sen., who is retiring irom

the Business, to prepare for UNRESERVED SALE by AUCTION,
eariy in OCTOBER NEXT, unless previously disposed of privately
(the remaining LEASE also), the whole of his valuable COLLEC-
TION of HARD and SOFT-WOODED GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
including about 10,000 choice Ericas, sorts, mostly setting with
flower; 5000 fine Azalea Indica, embracing all the loading varieties
to the present day : 1000 Double Caraelliay, 1 to 5 feet ; 3000 Hybrid,
Perpetual, and other Roses in pots, COOO Cytisus ra-iemosa, 2500
Acacia Armata, and many thonsands of other thriving young Plants
too numerous to specify in this advertisement Also the erection of
21 Greenhouses, ranges of Pita, Boxes; about 5000 feet of Hot-water
Piping, mostly of Riddell's Patent, put together with screws, bolts,
and India-rubber collars ; 15 capital Boilers ; 200,000 Bricks or there-
abouts ; thousands of feet of capital York Paving and Slate Staging,
Seed Shops, Sheds, Stables, and otlior erections, of which full

particulars will appear in Qardaiern\Chroni<:le oi Wvolbfh inst.

N.E.

Shropsliire Sheep.
GRENDON, 3 miles from Atherstone, 5 from Tamworth, and l\ from

Folesworth Stations, on the Loudon and North-Wcstern and
Midland R.ailw.iy3.

MR, JOHN B. LYTHALL (Secretary to tie
Birmingham Cattle Show), will SELL by AUCTION, on

WEDNESDAY. September 5, at 2 o'clock, Thirty-five SHEARLING
and Older RAMS, and 100 BREEDING and SHEARLING EWES,
the property ol Mrs, Baker.

In calling attention to Mrs. Baker's Flock, the Auctioneer hag no
hesitation in stating that these are the best lot of Rams and Ewes
ever offered at Grendon, the introduction of tho mngnificont New-
castle R.A.S. Ham "The Model." from Mr. BjTd's, having consider-
ably improved the size and wool-bearing proDcrties of tho Sheep

;

whilst they retain the trueness of form, excellence of quality, good
backs and necks, and heavy legs of mutton, for which characteristics
the Flock ha.s so long been pre-eminent, and which have obtained
for it the highest honours that could be conferred at numerous
Local and Royal Meetings.
No Flockmaster has had a more successful career as an exhibitor,

aa the records of the R. A. S. and other Societies, and a reference to
the Catalogue will show, and no pains or money have been spared to

V the great desideratiii ) rent-paying class

Mrs. Baker's Shepherd has this year, and on many previous occa-
sions, received the county premiums for rearing the greatest number
of Lambs, the most convincing proof of the prolificness of the Ewes."

'"lock. Conveyances will meet Trains at Polos-

B Offices, 3^A, New Street, Birmingham.

Shropshire Sheep.
THE LEESE FARM, STAFFORD.

A/TR. JOHN B. LYTHALL (Secretai-y to the
iVX Birmingham Cattle Show), will SELL by AlJCTION, on
FRIDAY, September 7 next, at 2 o'Cloek, Forty superior SHEAR-
LING RAMS, Two Older RAMS, and a number of RAM LAMBS,
of the celebrated "Patentee" blood, bred by and the property of
Mr. S. Byrd, who feels oatisfled that his Sheep will be found par-

ticulariy suited to meet the requirements of the present day, viz., by
furnishing an opportunity of obtaining Sires combining groat strength

I, strong muscular development, natural aptitude to
fatten, without the expensive use of artificial food (as evidenced by
the unequalled weights attained by specimens from this Flock), and
carrying a heavy money-making Fleece of the finest staple.

tural Show at Plymouth,

convey parties to and from the Sale.
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CONSERVATOEIES, GREEIHOUSES, FRAMES.

THE ONLY PAINT THAT SUCCESSFULLY STANDS UPON THE ABOVE TKYINB 'VVOIIK IS

CAESONS' ORIGINAL ANTI--CORROSION PAINT,
TRADE MARK. AND IS CONSEQUENTLY LARGELY USED BY THE NOBILITY AND GENTRY, ALSO THE LEADING HORTICULTUKISTS.

IT IS EQUALLY ADAPTED FOR ALL DESCRIPTIONS OF EXTERNAL WORK.

3 cit:t. I'rcc to any Station in England and JFalcs, and most Ports of England, Ireland, and Scotland.

TRADE MARK.

PATTEBNS, PRICES, and TESTIMONIALS on application to

WALTER CARSON and SONS, Removed to LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON,
Three doors East of London, Chatham, and Dover Eailw.Ty new Viaduct.

CATJTION.—All Casks bear the Trade Mark, or are not Genuine,

JOHN WAENER & SONS, London, Manufacturers.
T W A E N E K

AND SONS

Have much improved the

construction of their

GAEDEN

ENGINES
in some important par-

ticulars for this Season.

They may he ohtained

of the Trade generally

throughout the Kingdom

at the following prices :

—

No. 547. WARNEE'iS

best ENGINES, in Wood

Tubs, and fitted with

Warner's Registered

Spreaders

—

2i Gallons, £6 10

14 „ 5 10

No. 547a. WARNER'S
strong ENGINES, in Gal-

vanised Iron Tubs, well

painted

—

10 Gallons, £2 19

16 „ 3 14

24 „ 4 10

28 „ 5 10

No. 579^. WARNER'S
WATER BARROWS,
lhoro\ighly Galvanised

and well painted

—

20 Gallons, £2 2

30 13

38 „ 3 17

50 „ 5 12

The 50-GalIon Barrow

ia made extra sti'ong

throughout, and fitted

with handle for two men.

No. 56Si, AMERICAN
ENGINE, is now well

known and appreciated.

It thi'ows a continuous

stream, and is complete in

itself. £2 2s.

SYRINGES in gr-eat

variety, from 7*. ^d. to

18s. (,d.

The DISC SYRINQE,

No. 557a, will recommend

itself by the ease with

which it is filled, and

non-liability to get out of

order. Price 9s,

T^ A R N E E ' S

AQUAJECT
Is recommended to the

notice of Horticulturists as

possessing the following

advantages :—It is simple

in construction, portable,

and easily worked. It

throws a continuous

stream, and is low in

price.

The Aquaject, 30s.

Ditto small size, 18s.

WARNER'S 6-Gallon

GARDEN ENGINE, of

Galvanised Iron and well

painted, fitted with Brass

jVii--vesseI, Branch Pipe,

and Wakneu's Registered

Spreader, 50s. Light,

portable, and easily worked

by a lady or child.

No. 35. WARNER'S
IRON PTOtPS for Wells,

upt G.xcecding 25 feet in

depth — 21-in., 28s. 6d.;

3-in., 41s.; 3J-in., 46s.;

short barrel do., 21s.

No. 36. IRON FORCE
PUMPS for raising water

above their level, or

Watering Yards, Gardens,

&c., through hose— 2J-in.,

69s. ; 3-in., 65s. ; SJ-in.

,

77s. ; 4-in., 89s.

No. 36J. FOECE
PUMP on BARROW, re-

( mmended for its great

portability and simplicity

of construction. £5 10s.

No. 42. WARNER'S
PORTABLE PUMPS on

Folding Legs, are of a

superior construction.

Price 65s. ; Rubber

Suction, 2s. lid. per ft.

No. 597a. branch
PIPES with Cocks and

Roses—2-in., 3s.; f-in.,

4s.
;

|-in., 55.

No. 599. TAPER
BRANCH PIPES—i-in.,

4s. ^d.; l-in., 5s. Zd.;

3-in., 6s. ; l-in., 7s.

RUBBER HOSE in all

sizes.

FOUNTAIN JETS in

great jvarietv, from 3s. Qd,

to 25s.

Editorial Commun
Printpd by 3i

Office, No. 11, W«

AdTcrtiscmentsand Eiisinc™ Letters to •• Tlie PuWisher." at the Office. 41, WelUagtou Street, Coycnt Gardeii, London. W^C-
VArrnEws at the

_ ,
rETAKS.Jt co..Loml)ard street. Precinct of Wliitetriars.City of London, in the Co. of Mtddlesei, and Pnbbshcd by the said Jiais .MjiinEWS at ine

igto'n Street, Parisii of SX Paiil'sjCovent Garden," in the said County.— SATeaDii, September 1, 1866.
. at the Office of Messrs, Ba



THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

No. 36.—1866.]

A Newspaper of Rural Economy and General News.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 8.
(Price Fivepence,
(Stamped Edition, G./,

Aarifultiirr, Chamber of .

INDEX.
*62 fl Gnnura
J62 ft Graft hybrids .

Cattle troughs.
— plague ,

Chcpse truckle
plague Si9 b

Crj-stnl I'alacc show fi>j

Estates 8.58

Farmers' Club« Wa
Farming, East Lothian Wi2
Pat,60uice«of («o

rerti hybrids Bia

Fruit, nameB of W9
Pruit crop... 848 6—851

HtndE' nages ....

Mniiure.Leith"."."
Nectarine setting

Onions ..!!!!.'.".'.

Peach !

Pelargoniums. Mrs. PoUoclc.,

Plants, sub-tropieal
Steding. thick

Shorthorns 858c

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT and
PROVIDENT SOCIETY.

L to all Gardenerfl throu^liout the United Kingdt

w*
Hyacinths and other Dutch Bulbs.
CUTiiUftU ANU SuN bfg to acquaint thciv

- thoy have received thei

Higligate Nu

Hyacinths, &c.

WM. PAUL'S SliLECT LIST of HYACINTHS,
EARLY TULIPS, Mid other SFRING-FLOWERISG

BULBS and PLASTS, is uow ready and will be forwarded post free

Paul's Ni.rseriefl and Seed Wnrelinuse, Wnltham Cross, London. X.

s ^
The Best Twelve Hyacinths Imported by

T T N SONS,
T & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

foK Twelve Shillings.

MIXED HTACINTHS, for Beds or Open Borders,
nil colours, of various shades.

•2U. per 100 (.

Tho
Aloxiinder G. Fmlii
iniormiitlon may ho

certified l)y John Tidd Pratt, Esq.. and
Esq. (Actuary), Copies of Rules and any

.inod of William Heale. Sec. pro tem.
Qok street. Upper Clapton, N.E.

JAMES CARTER and CO.'S First Importation of
DUTCH and CAPE BULBS has arrived in fine condition,

tbo Butba are much floer than usual.
James Carter & Co., 2$7, 238, and 261, Hlfih Holbom, W.C.

Strawberries.
I^HARLES TURNElt can supply all the leading kinds,

pUTHILL'S
earli

per W).
ind Ifttcsur tirs

MUSHROoai SPAW

Dutch Bulbs.
A U L A N I

have recolTed their annual importatic

Sorts of SIKAWBERRIES at ordere*^
See all AuRUst Advertisementi. They aro the

The Royal H, Slough.

, Kingsland Road, N.E. ; and tho Bedford Conser-
;, Covent Garden Markei

SON
s In good condition, and
espectfully solicit early

Pamphleta, Ac.

n, ha.^

New Perpetual Fine-apple Strawberry.

A VAN GKKUr. NuKSEKYMAN, Ghent, Helgiu
• much pleasure in offering this very extraordinarv 1

whloh Is a Tsry free bearer, with a delicious fragrant fruit. Plants
will be sent out in October at isj, per dozen, or £5 per 100, free
to London.

N.B.—Early Orders aro solicited, as tho stock is not large.

ASTlH. KENNEDY FIG.—Plants of ttie above may
now bo bad at 10«. 6cf. and 2l3. each ; the usual discount to tho

Trade. Pbter Lawson & Sos. Edinburgh and London.
'

Grape Vines.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to announce that he has a
• splendid stock of Strone Planting and Fruiting CANES of all

the best varieties. PRICED LIST may be had on application.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Holloway, London, N.

Sale, in ail sizes,

, Pak'e Green. Tottenham, N.

B.,
post fri-'

Dutch Flower Roots.
WILLIAMS' Nl'.W and DESCRIPTIVE

I
I " . 1 1 f t he aboyo Is now Ready, and can bo had

. i:i I 1 ! I li * Nurseries. Holloway, London. N.

Dutch and Cape Bulbs.

Bases in Bloom.

WM. PAUL'S EO^ES are KOW in PULL BLOOU,
Inspection

Shoreditch to Wa
pectfVilly inyitcd. Trains almost hourly from

Waltham Cross. N.

Rose Nurseries, Tunbrldge Wells.

EDWIN UOLLAMHY respectfully hexs to

that his Stock of ROSES are as usual beautiful healthy good-
rooted plant;. This inagnilli;Ont Collection contains nearly every
vanoty worthy of cultivutiim. Early orders are solicited.

Roses in Bloom.
TAMES MITCHELL has the honour of informing- his
t9 kind patroni, t*i;it his magnificent COLLECTION is NOW in

FINE BLOOM. Pilt Down Nurseries, Maresfield, Sussex.
The London, Brighton, and South-coast Railway. Two and a-half

miles from the UckBeld Station.

AMBEOISE VERSCKAFFrtLT, Nurseryman, Ghent,
Belgium, begs now to offer his ncwflne TEA ROSE, ISABELLB

SPRUNT, figured in ttie July Number of tho *' Illustration Hoiti-
" " " ijlants. 8s. each.

1 applications above.

Lea Bridge Road Nurseries, London, N.E.

JOHN FKASlill rosuecttuUy mvites an inspection of
his Collection of ROSES, which he begs to annomico aro NOW

,ehed by Train o eOr, t Eiistotn Railway, to L. a Bridges

New Seeds for Autumn Sowing.
SUTTON'S ALILM.N CA I' vLuGUK of GARDEN

and FLOWER .SKEIJS for AUTUMN SOWING Is now ready,
and may be had gratis ,uid post frcu on ajjplicati.tn to

Sutton & Sons, Royal Borsshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

Stamps. Gratis t

Notice.
fiA-PAGE CATALOOUK of NEW PLANTS of 186G
yj yj now ready, free for one stamp

Wm. DiLLisTONE. Jlunro Nursei-y, Sible Hedingham, Esses.

New General Plant Catalogue.
S. WILLIAMS' NEW PL.\NT CATALOGUE,

I
JL-' • containing many reallv good Novelties, and carefully selected

I
LISTS of STOVK. GREKN^OUSE. and HARDV PLANTS, la

ady and will be forwarded post free to all applifianta.

Victoria and Firadise Nurseries, Holloway, Lon Ion, N.

B,

t Garden, London, W C.

Dutch Bulbs and other Flower Roots.
CHARLES TUICNLK'S UESCRIPTIVL

CATALOGUE of the above is now ready, and may be had
on application.

I

The Roots are fine this season, and early Orders aro respectfully
solicited to ensure strong Bulbs.

The Royal Nursei-ies. .Slough.

IVERY AND ao.v
ready to send out, v

DESCRIPnVE CATALOGUES
a FERNi
Dorking Nursery.

I, Market Gardene

Succession Pine Plants for Sale.

Louis 'Van Houtte's Nursery, Ghent, Belgium.
LOUIS VAN HOUTl'fi begs to intimate that his

BULB CATALOGUES are now ready, and will be forwarded
post Creo on application to his London Agents, Messrs. K. Silberkad
k Son, 5. Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, E.G.

ONF HllNimKI) StirrPSSioN RIPlH'V OnFFN T SCOTl'S PRICID CATaLOGLE of HYACINTHSNE MUJNimLU bUOLLSblOiN RIJ-LKY QULEN J. and other FLOWER ROOTS Is now ready.

A „„J}^E:.Kt??}W/%l^HV.^. '^°.??.iS;"t Purchaser, wishing for Bulbs of very best quality at'lowest prloes

s
tt Son, OldCheshuntN

MOOTH CAYENNE and QUEEN P
A few -lozens to be Sold Cheap.

Apply to E. Cooling, M,le Ash Nurseries. Derby.

should send for a Copy.
DAVIS'S NT'"
. per packet.

The

Fruit Trees. Conlfera, and Trees and Shrubs.PAUL A
COLLECTION of the abovi

Pyramid Pniit Trees for Sale ai _„, __, „
Trees and Shrubs will be found in fine coniition. Autumn Roses,
Hollyhocks, and Gladlola are still in good Bloom.

" Old" Cheshunt Nurseries, Cheshunt, N.

New Catalogue of Plants, Dutch Bulbs, &c.

worthy of i

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM i;an now send, post free for six postage

' stamps. Part I. {Bntish Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages-
Including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his NEW and PRICED
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS,
No. 7.

\* Part II. (Exotic Ferns) will be issued as early as pos.slbIe.

Foot's Cray Nursery, S.E.

T^HE~CZAErV]0LEfl7NG\V in BLOOM, and will
continue so throunh the winter, even during frost and under

snow, until May. The flowers are twice as large as the Old Rusaian,

and sweeter ; on very long stout stalks. Aw.-trded several FirsCr-cliisa

Certificates and Prizes. Strong blooming plants may be had, 10«.

per dozen, prepaid, uf Mr. John Ukauau, Cianford, Hounalow, W.
The usual allowance to the Trade.

Amaryllis, Crocuses, Cyclamens, Gladioli,
|

'

Tulip.1. and other Bulbs, la

Late Show Tulips.

CHARLES TURNt:R has tor Sale one of the finest

Collections of LATE TULIPS, the purest strains ofShow Flowers
Oollectiona of 50 or 100 varieties, oi beds arranged ready for plant-

ing, of any length, from 25 to lOii rows, of choice kinds, wdl be bUp-

PlVnts! Pned at most reason ble prices, w:
•

—

The Royal Nu
I apphc

A Quarter of a Mlllioa of Fruit Trees.
THOMAS WARNER be^s to inform intending Plant _.^__

and the Trade, that his Nurseries, which occupy upwards of See Ban* ft Sugdeu'S BUlb Advertlsemeut, page 846
™:'f, extensive stock of i>AKR'S I'Rl/.K UALCEO. ARIA. 2.s. 6d. per packet.

mted ^^ '^^^ ^^°^^ beautiful strain of Calceolaria was saved by Mr.

CATALOGUES, Wholesale and Retail, ready In October. ?'^"'^' oflsiewuTlh. from the plants which were awarded the

_
The Nureeries, Leicester Abbey, li mile from the Midland Railway ^iLP"^« "^ the International Horticultural and Botanical Congre-is.

An inspection is respectOilly invited.

Railway Planting.
FIVE MILLION Transplanted UU:CKS, of superior

growth Samples and price.-t on application to
JouN Hemslet, HiRh Fields, Melbourne, ne^r Derby.

Finest Dutch Crocuses and Early Tulips.
SUTTON'S bJvSCKlPllVl'J LIST is now ready, and

will be forwarded cratis and post free on application.
ScTToK & S<>nn, itoval Berkshire Seed EMUiblwlinieut, Roadtmr.

Orchis maculata superba.
taking- orders for this

beautiful hardy TERRESTRIAL ORCHID, for which a First-

ciass Cerlificato was awarded on the IStth of June by the Floral
Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society. It is of vigorous
habit, li to 2 feet high, has leaves transversely marked with very
dark stripes, and a dense spike of spotted rose-coloured flowers

Cinches long. Price 6s. each, *" ""

"

"' '

'

j^ilham Nursery, London, S.W.

' WO

__„_ I

Guernsey and Bella Donna Lilies.

d UALF-SPECliVIEN HARD- ' QUTTON and SUNS have just i-«ceived a good supply of
""

" d kH the above beautiful LILIES, and can offer them at 65. per dozen.
Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

SPECIMEN
WOODED and ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGE STOVE and

GREENHOUSE PLANTS,--Exhibltor8 and gentlemen fUmlshlng

. Nursery, Kingston, Surrey.

Important to Nurserymen.
JOHN BLAKE and SONS, Nuk9kky>

Now Ready,
GUERNSEY and BELLA DONNA LILIES.

Very fine Bulbs, 5s. 6d. per dozen.
Jamks Carter & Co,, '-'aT, 238. & 261, High Holbom, W.C.

PLANTS in pots, *c.

Formation of
..z Surplus Stock of the

ofCOLEUS VERSCHAFFELTII and CEN-
~

3 Cheap, apply to
iHill.

"
, Florist, &c., Buckhurst I

/CAMELLIA STOCKS, in single pots, fit for immediate
\J work'.ng, 303. per 100 ; selected, extra strong, 4ii«. per 100.

W. H. RooERs, Red Lodge Nursery, Southampton.

EW HTR U Y R U ODO DEN D RON,
MICHAEL WATERER.—Thia Rhododendron has hitherto

been exhibited under the name of ANN I H 1 LATOR, but It will be sent
out under the above name. It is undoubtedly the most brilliant-
coloured late hardy froe-blooming Rhododendron yet offered.
Oruers are now being taken for Plants to bo sent out in the Autumn

at 3l8. 6ti. each. Tho usual discount to the Trado.
Jwus Wathbbb, Auftriotu Nurnerj, Bai^shot, Surrey,

New Verbenas, 1866.
PHILIP LADUS ia S'-nding out strong Plants, in

thumb pots, in 40 varieties, for 10s., package included.
Nursery, Beiley Heath, Kent, S.E.

Flcus Chauvieril.

A VAN GEERT, NuitsF.KYMAN, Ghent, Belg
• to offer this new fine Plant, with

far superior in beauty than the old known
Good yoiinti platits, l&s each, free

it Tree, though stripped of some thousands of its

shoots ItLst winter, is now 12 feet high, and In great beauty. It has
m ide a splendid pure Golden Leader, and every part of the Tree is

finely marked with the same, presenting a most beautiful appear-
ance ; and Tourists interested in Coniferee, and coming to this
neighbourhood, will find It well deserving of a visit.

RicnABD Hahtlawd, The Lough Nurseries, Cork.—Sept. S.

Cupressus Lawsoniana argentea.
MESSRS. WATEUER and UoDFRblY propose aend-

iiiE out this plant in October next.
Good stout Plants. U foot high and bushy, at 21s. each,

it has been awarded Three Firht-class Certificates by tbo Royal
Horticultural Society of London, Royal Botanic Society of London,
and at the distal Palace; and may be justly represented as a dis-

tinct and very beautiful plant, and one that will become a general
fiiTOurit*. Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

TAMES FAIKHE~AD and SUN, Sked Gkowers and

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.
AMES CARTER and C 0.,

Seed Farmers, Merchants, and Ndrsebymen,
^37 & 238, High Holb"rn, London. W.C.

RAYMlilKD, CALUECUTT, BAWTREE, UOWLING,
AND COMPAN Y, Limited,

Seed, Mandre. and Oiloa&e MeBcqaNtb,
Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.G. ; or B,i3ing8toke.

aiid 'Prices Post free on application. Prize Medals, 1861

for Wheat ; 1862, for " Excellent Seed Com and Seeds.

FIRST EARLY PEA.
_ improved stock now re

, Sible Hedinnham, Esse

DICKINSON'S ITALIAN RYE-GRASS SEED,
grown by him and sold to Agriculturists for present payment

at 41s, per quarter ; 6 quarters at ios.

New Park, Lymiugton, Hants.

S^
KKNOVATING

r cheaper by the cwt.
1 Establishment , Reading.

Grass Seeds for Autumn Sowing
Q UTTON S 1' E R M A N E N T GRASS SEEDS
^^ FOR ALL SUILS,
Prices (according to quantity required and soils for which they are

intended), inav bo had on application.

Sutton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishuient.ReadiDg.

UFrUN S IMPROVKD ITALIAN RYE-GttASS",
the Best and Most Proddotive In Cdltivation.

KoTTON &. Sons can supiily New Seed of tho above at 6s. per buahel,

cheaper in large quautltiei

s
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NEW STRAWBERRY, DR. HOGG (Bradley).—
Resembling British Queen, but very large, and a bettor grower

than tlie Queen ; one o( the sweetest Strawberries grown, and, like

Sir J. Paxloo and Oscar, by the same raiser, will become a favourite,

aud be pen-.-rally grown. It received a First-class Certificate from
the Royal Botanic Society in 1865, and the same distinction by the
Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society this season;

was exhibited in C. Turner's successful coUection of four varieties of

Strawberr.es, and also in his Collection of Fruit at the July Exhibi-

tion of the Royal Bntanic Society. Price 21«- per 100.

Ch\rles Turner, The Hoyal Niu-series, Slough.

Fruit Trees, Roses, Evergreens, &c.W KNIGHT begs to iDfoJin intending Planters
• that he has many Thousands of the above, with every other

ORNAMENTAL TREE and SHRDB, in tho finest possible

condition, at reasonable prices. An Inspection is respectlxUly

invited. DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES free.

The Nursery is within two minutes' walk of the Hailsham Station

(South Coast Railwav).
Floral Nursery. Haihbani. Sussex.

^

Northampton Nurserle

JOHN PERKINS, Sentok, beL-^ •

ofNoblemeTi, Geotlenien, mid others .

Large Stock of the following:—2,000.' .\

Covert Plaiitintr, H to li, J* to .'! teet ;
2,00n.(j. I,.

4 to 6 feet ; LOOiXOOO SPRUCE FIRS, U to L'.

2,000,000 V^'HITE THORN QUICK, 2

Also large qurnitities of

Scotch Firs, 2 to 3 feet

Piiius Austnaca, 2 to 3

Berberis Acquefolia, li

Ditto Dulcis, 2 to 3

Green Box, li to 2 feet
3 feet

Portugal Laurels, H to 2 feet

Ditto ditto. 2 to 3 feet
Evergreen Piivets, 2 to 3 feet

Birch, 3 to 4 feet

, 3 Years' Transplanted.

Hornbeam, Z to 4 feet

Oaks. English, 3 to 4 feet

Ditto. Turkey, 4 to 6 f«et

El Das, English, to 8. 8 to 10 ft.

Do., Huntinedon,6to8, StolOft.
Chestnuts, Spanish, 1! to 2 feot
Ditto Horse, 4 to 6, 6 to 8 ft.

1 to 52, Market Square, Xorthampton.

New Seeds for Autumn Sowing.

pETEK LAWSON and SON,

The Queen's Sekdbmf.n,

London and Edinburgh,

Can supply NEW SEEDS of all kinds for

AUTUMN SOWING, which have been selected

and Raved with the prcatest care.

)ETER LAWSON and SON,

Lundou imd Edinburgh.

TRIFOLIDM INCARNATUM — EARLV and
LATE.

LARGE DRUMHRAD SAVOY.
LARGE DRUMHEAD CABBAGE.

100,000 Camellias.
TOSEPH BAUMANN, Nuhseryman, Ghent, Belgium,^ begs to offer—

lOO camellias, witu a„wer buds, best sorts, iC,.

Xno CAMELLIAS, without flower buds, 1 yuar's gmfied, £4.
100 „ „ 2 to 3 years' gralted, £5.

stronger plants, £6.

SO.DOO A2alea Indlca, and 100,000 Ebododendrons,
Grafted Plants.

TOSErH BAUMANN, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,
*J begs 10 offer the fotlowing.free to the Custom House. London:—

100 AZALEA INDICA, with flower buds, £4 to £6.
100 „ „ stronger plants, £0 to £8.
ITIiey are all dwnrl bushy heaus Jind the best kinds.)
100 RHODODENDRONS. 1 year jtrafted, £4.
luO „ 2 to 3 years, graft d, £8.
100 „ stronger plai.ts, £10.
100 „ with flower buds, £8.
100 „ with flower buds, larger plants, £12 to £18.

(They are all the best English and Belgian hardy sorts.)
All my finest Hardy Ghent Azaleas are already ordered for England.

CATALOGUE on application.

AzuaryUls.
JAMES GARAWAV asi^ CO., Durdham Down

Nurseries, Bristol, offer, from their unequalled stock of the
above-named favourite flower, strong Btilba o( unnamed Seedlings
and others that have bloomed with them during tho two last seasons,
at 5s., "j;. 6d., and 10*. Off. each, or 60.?., 80b., and I06s. per dozen.
James Gabaw*y & Co.'s GENERAL BULB CATALOGUE for

the coming season is in the Press, and when ready will be forwarded

Advertisement.
"PNGLISH SEEDS versus AMERICAN SEEDS.
-*—

^

To the Editor of the Gardeners'' ChronicU.
" Reading, August 2S, 18CG.

" Dear Sib,—Observing the remarks made by Dr. Bonavia in the
above report as to the relative merits of English and American Seeds
AS referred to at page 782 of the Gardeners' Chronicle, we shall be
obliged by the opportunity of stating, that whereas we are con-
tinually sending Seeds to India as well as other Foreign parts, wo
rartly (if ever) hear of failures; on the contrary, our mode of packing
is so effectual that we almost invariably receive the most gratifying
reports, and from among them we would quote the following from
Customers in the same locality as that from which Dr. Bonavia
writes, besides ether parts of India.

From Mr. G. Mobbison. Superintendent to the Government and
Oud€ A.-H. Society's Gardens, Luckitow.

' I received some Vegetable Seeds and Flower Seeds from your
Firm some 18 months ago, and they turned out first-rate.'

Froia W- J. Halset, Esq., Secretary, Seiiares AgrictiUural Society.
'With regard to the Vegetables you sent, I have the pleasure to

inform you that the result was very satisfactory (with two exceptions
only) ; and this applies to the See Js sown by the Members, as well as
those s-jwn in the Society's Gardens.'

From Sir R. Mo.stgomebt, Lieutenant-Governor, Ptuijaub, India.
' The Seeds you sent me last year answered verv well, and cirried

off the First Prizes both for Vegetables and Flowers, as you will see
by an extract from the Lahore Chronicle, which I enclose,'

From T. W. Sheppard, Esq., Secretary, Aziiiffurh Public Gardens,
Azixgurh, A'. Ti',P., India.

'The Vegetable Seeds which you supplied last year turned out
very well ; the quality of the Vegetables was very good.'

From Major J. Michael, Son. Sec, Ooveriiment Farm, Madras.
' You sent out some Seedjs to my predecessor Major Shaw Stewart,

which have given great satiBfa,ction.'

From A. A. Black, Esq., Superintendeibt, Mysore Government
Gardens, Bangalore.

* The Seeds received from you last season were very satisfactory.'
1

From Mr. J. Dbacon, Sub'Enffineer, Pcshaicur.
' The Seeds arrived in good condition on the 20th June, and I am

quite pleased with them.'

From Robert F. Graham, Esji.. Manager, Tnkvar Tea Estatt;
Dayeeking, India.

' Your last Seeds gave great satisfaction, and proved very true and
good."

From Captain McNair, E-reciHive Enffineer. Singapore, India.
• I duly received the case of Seeds, and am much pleased with yom-

selection. Many of them I planted at once, and with few exceptions
tney have all come up.'

"Apologising for occupying so much of your space, which we
should not have done had we not thought the statements of Dr.
Bonavia to require some comment.—We are. dear Sir, yours very

'SUTTON AND SONS

Brighton and Sussex Seed Warehouse.
EDWARD CARPENTER'S MIXTURES

of PERMANENT GRASS and CLOVER SEEDS- — Best
quality, 36*. per acre (2 bushels light seeds, and 12 lb. Clovers and
small seeds per acre).—See testimonials in Catalogue.
Edward Carpenter's RENOVATING MIXTURES for Improving

Old Pastures.
PRICED CATALOGUES of KITCHEN GARDEN, FLOWER,

and FARM SEEDS now re^dy.
Edward Cabpestib, Seed Merchant and Grower, 96. St. James's

M
Horticultural Agent and Valuer.

R. A. CHANDLER (of the late Firm of Chandler
& Soss, Nurserymen, Vauxhal!) continues to LET NUR-

SERIES and make all kinds of VALUATIONS connected with
Horticulture.
Orders taken for DUTCH BULBS, VEGETABLE and FLOWER

SEEDS in Collections.
N.B. Gentlemen favouring Mr. A. C. with orders for any of the

above, may depend on having them of the best kinds and qiialiby.

Address, 1, DevonsUire Terrace, Fulham Road, S. W.

FIBROUS PEAT of superior quality for Orchids,
American Plants, and all Potting pur loses, may be obtained

from Famingham Road Station on London. Cha ham, and Dover
Railway, in Trucks of 16 yards, dbliverable at some of the London
Stations and on the Great Northern. Great Western, and Midland
Railways.

Apply to Thos. Jessop, Famingham Wood, Faraingham, Kent.

/^OCOA-NUT REFUSE

Now sold in bogs, 1 for 2»., 10 for I

\&s., SO for 30«., 60 for 66*., lOO I

for £C.

^ Foiirpence allowed for each
j

t^^ bag returned carriage-paid.
j

Postage Stamps or Post-oflice

Order, payable to J. Barsram &
Co., Kingston-on-Thames, S W

Destroy your Insect Pests.
PRESERVE YOUR PLANTS and TREES.
Yoc MAT Easily Destkot all Plast Pests,

I Spider I Gbben and Black. I Ants

Without injurj- to the most delicate Plant or Tree, bv using

FOWLER'S GARDENERS' INSECTICIDE,
pronounced by all who have used it to be far sup?ricr to any

other remedy. One trial will prove its efHcacy. Testimonials
forwarded on application. Pnce Is. 6d., 3s., &s. 6d., and 10s. per Tin.
Geo. & TnniiAs Fowler. Worth Street, Brighton; and of Hooper

& Co., Covent G.arden Market. W.C.

GARDEN SEATS and TABLES, GARDEN ROLLERS,
HAND BARROWS. FERN CASES, FLOWER STANDS

GARDEN ARCHES, NETTING, &c.

The Garden Repository, 32, James Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for

SAYNOR AND COOKE'S WARHANTiUJ PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNTVLS, see that you get them.

Observe the mark Savxor, also the corponito mark Obtain
Wabbanted, without which none are genuine.

S. & C. regret having to caution Gardeners .ind others, but are
compelled to do so, in consequence of an imitation, of common
quality, having been sold for the genuine one, and which has caused
many complaints to be made to them of Knives which were not of

.ARDEN BORDER EDGING TILES, in groat
" patterns and material, tho plainer sorts being

especially smted for KITCHEN GARDENS, as
they harbour no Slugs and Insects, take up little

room, and once put down incur no (\irther labour
and expense, as -*o "grown" Edgings, conse-
quently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, Ac, in

Artificial Stone, of great durability, and in great
variety of design.

F. & G. RosfiER, Manufacturrrs, Upper Groimd
Street, Bl.ickfriars, S. ; Queen's Road West,
Chelsea, S.W. ; Klngsland Road, Kingslaud, N.E.

Sole London Agents for FOXLEY'S PATENT GARDEN WALL
BRICKS. IIlu - -

" -. ~ .
1 Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

0RNA:MENTAL paving tiles for Conservatories,
Halls. Corridors. Balconies. Ac, as cheap and durable as

Stone, in blue, red, and buff colours, and capable of forming a variety
of designs.
Also TESSELATED PAVEMENTS of more enriched designs

than the above.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for IJning Walls of Dairies, Lardera,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, Ac Grooved and other Stable Paving
Bricks of great durability, Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, Wall
Copings, P.ed and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, Ac

To be obtained of F. A G. Rosber, at their Premises as above.

SILVER SAND (KEIGATE, best quality), at the above
addresses—H». per Ton, or Is. 3d. per Bushel ; 2a. per Ton extra

for delivery within three miles, and to any London Railwav or Wharf.
Quantities of 4 Tons. is. per Ton less.

FLINTS, BRICK BURRS or CLINKERS, for Rockeries or Grotto
Work. F. A G. K OSHEB.—Addresses see above.

N B Orders promptly executed by Riilwiiy.

/"iLAUDET, IIOUGHTON,

and SON,

Fern Case Manufacturers, and

Horticultural Glass Depot,

80, High Holborn, W.C.

Price Lists free on application.

BAEE & SUGDEN.
Xoic Rmdij, and ran lie had Free and I'usl Paid,

THE AUTUMNAL GUIDE
TO

WINTER AND SPRING GARDENING.
IT CONTAINS LISTS OF THE BEST BULBS FOR EXHIBITION PURPOSES, AND FOR THE

DECORATION OF THE CONSERVATORY, SITTING ROOM, A^^D FLOWER GARDEN.

For the benefit of Amateurs ihe " GUIDE " contains a Treatise on Spring Gardening, with directions

lor furnishing a series of Beds and Borders with Early-flowering Bulbs ana Plants ; one or other of which
may be had in full bloom fi-om the opening of Spring till June, and the general eliect and beauty will bear

yery favourable comparison with the brilliant display produced by the Summer and Autumn flowering Plants.

The Charming GUERNSEY and BELLA-DONNA LILIES are now ready,

OS. 6(1. per doz., and should be ordered at once.

G«m Plant Cw.

BARR AND SUGDEN,

12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.
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CUMMING & EDMONDS
Take this opportunity of returning their grateful thanks for the very great support they have received since

their commencement in Business, and beg to state that at their New and extensive VVorks, LILLIE BHIDGE,
KICHMUND EOAD, FULHAM, they have erected STEAM-POWER IIACHINEKT, and have every convenience
for executing Work with the greatest superiority, cheapness, and despatch.

C, AND E. beg to invite special attention to their superior DESIGNS for CONSERVATORIES, and every class

of HORTICULTURAL WORK, and to state that they prepare and supply Designs and Estimates free of all expense.

The great suocena of CUMMING and EDMONDS'S

PATENT TUBULAR ARCHED SADDLE BOILERS,
the general satisfaction they have given where fixed, and the high terms in which persons who have the managemt-nt
of them express themselves, enable C. and E. with confidence to strongly recommend the Boiler to particular notice.

HOT-WATER PIPES, CONNECTIONS, &c., for every description of HEATI^G APPARATUS, supplied at

the lowest prices, with or without fixing, accompanied by a Working Plan for the Fixing of the Apparatus.

Frospectm and Prices on application.

(^ Several good SECOND-HAND ROILERS, of different descriptions, for SALE.

CUMMING AND EDMONDS,
CONSERVATORY ARCHITECTS, HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, and HOT-WATER APPARATUS ENGINEERS,

LILLIE BRIDGE, RICHMOND ROAD, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.

OTHOUSES for the MILLION,
Invented by the late

(Lancashire), GlouceBter, Coveutry, Aberdeen,
and Paisley only.

Illustrated Circulars, with revised List ot
Prices, willj)e sent on prepaid appUoitton to" ^ead Office,

HOT WATEK PIPES and FITTINGS of the best
description supplied by

Bdrt & Pollard, 17, New Park Street. Southwark, London, S.E.

BHRT AND POLLARD'S CONICAL BOILERS for
HEATING by HOT WATER fixed at Seats of Duke of

Newcastle, Lord Belper, &c., at Viscount Sydney's replaced, after
being 20 years in constant use. Apply at

_ 17, New Park Street, Southwark, London, S.E.

HOT-WATER APPAEATUS, of every description,
fixed complete in any part of the country, or the materials,

. Boilers, Pipes, &c.. delivered to any Station.
Estimates on application.

J. JoSES & Sons, C, Bankside, Southwark, London, S.E.

lERCHAlTT,W Heating by Hot Water.
J. HOLLANDS, Ikon ]

• 31, Baul aide, London, S.E.
HOT WATER PIPES, Irum Stock, per yard :-2-lnch, 1«. M.

.

3-inch, 1». 10(4.
; and .l-inoh, 2s. id. BENDS, from Stock, U.6(i.,2». M ,

3s. each. THROTTLE VALVES, 10s., 13.»,, and 14s. each. Other
at^equaHy low prices, and all goods of first-class mant-

' '"
'

by post punctually attended to

Com
facture. Estimates given, and o

„ Heating by Hot Water.
OT-WATEK l^IPES, at Whole-ale Prices, with
Elbows, Syphons, Tee Pipes, and every other connection •

j°¥SS'.'^°'*
Caat-lron Boilers, Saddle, Conical, CyUnder, TuBULia.

and Elliptic, from 24s. each. Improved Boilers and Iron Stands to
iise without brickwork, 60s. each. Valves from lOs. 6d. each. Patent
Valves, Improved Furnace Doors, Furnace Bars, Supply Ctetems.
and Castings of every description in stock, at

,
.'"'

J;^'^}"^^
WHITE'S iron Wharf, Cpper Oround Street, Black-

fnars Bridge, London. S. Price List on application.

[AMES WATTS and CO.. Hothouse Bbilders
and Hot-Water Apparatus Mandpacto

353, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

C ounties in England

EXTRAORDINARY ACHIEVEMENTS OF

WEEKS'S ONE-BOILEE SYSTEM.
THE DISTINGUISHED CAPABILITIES OF THIS LONG-TRIED SYSTEM THROUGHOUT GREAT BRITAIN AND THE CONTINENT, ENABLES IT

NOW TO STAND FORWARD AS THE CHAMPION AND MOST SUCCESSFUL OF ALL SYSTEMS OF HEATING BY HOT-WATER.

THE FOLLOWINO INTERESTIKG STATISTICS ARE CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE THAT

WEEKS'S IMPROVED UPRIGHT TUBULAR BOILERS
ARE PERFORMING THE MOST GIGANTIC OPERATIONS ON RECORD, AND BANISH ALL DOUBTS AS TO WHOSE IS

THE MOST POWERFUL BOILER EXTANT.

No other Boiler can have any pretensions to auch an exposition of achievements as the following :

—

Upwards of FOUR MILES of PIPING, fixed on WEEKS'S ONE-BOILER SYSTEM, is employed to HEAT the various COMPARTMENTS of th»

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S GARDENS, KENSINGTON.

TOTAL LENGTH OF PIPING IN MILES AND FEET;-

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY
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Dutcli Bulbs and Plants.

YAMES carter and CO. (Fellows of tte Royal

Seedsmen to H I M the Em
eror f the F e cl the Crjstil
' lace Co [ I \ the Agri Hoi

Royal Gardens, I
t cult lal society of Ina a i,c

lesty

The Only Pnze Medal for Seeds and Flowers,
INTERN VTI IWL EXHIBITIOV 1M32 (J <' Jlrob "—

JiiBt published,

The AUTUMN SUPPLEMENT of CARTER'S GARDENER'S
nnd FARMER'S VADE MECUM, containing complete Lists of
New and Choice Dutch and Cape Bulbs, Stove, Grienhouse, and
Hardy Flautt., Ornamental Trees and Shrubs. Fruit Trees and Roses,
all for Autumn Planting ; to which is added Original and Instructive
Articles on Bulbs and their Culture, and Spring Flowers and Spring
Gardening. Price Is., post free ; gi'atis to Customers.

Seeds for Present Sowing

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

JOHN & CHARLES LEE,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN",

HAVE EECEIVED THEIR

USUAL IMPORTATION OF DUTCH BULBS,
FOR WHICH THEl- ARE SOW EXECOTING ORDERS,

CATALOGUES post free on application.

ROYAL VINEYARD NURSERY and SEED ESTABLISHMENT, HAMMERSMITH,
LONDON, AV.

SUTTON'S
UNRIVALLED COLLECTIONS OP

BULBOUS FLOWER ROOTS,
FOR BLOOMING DURING THE WINTEE AKD SPRING.

JAMES CARTER and CO. aie now orlerii g New
Seed of Ihe undermentioned, the qualitj of which cmnot be

fiurpaased, the seed buiog saved from plants which have taken Prizes
at all tue principal London Flower Shows.

CARTER'S PRIZE FRINQED CHINESE PRIMULA, 28. 6d.
per packet.

The above forwarded on receipt of postage stamps.

JiKEB CiHTER 4 Co.. 237, 238, and 261, High Holbom, W.C.

Seeds for Present Sowing.

New Pastures.

James Carter & Co. offer their celebrated

RENOVATING MIXTDRE at lOd. per lb. (sow 10 to 12 lb. per acre)

Also FINEST MIXED PERMANENT GRASSES and CLOVERS
(free from weeds), mixed to suit all soiLs, at 3Cs. per acre.

ITALIAN RYE-GRASS (clean! I TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM
STDBBLE TURNIP (new seed).

AH of best qiLality. Price on application.

James Carter S Co., 237, 238, & 261. High Holbom, W.C.

s

TRIFULIUM INCARNATUM TARDIFLORUM. L,ate Bed.
TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM TARDIKLORUM. Late White.
SUTTON'S lillPROVltD ITALIAN RYs-GRASS.
UTiO.N AND SONS have ready very excellent Seed

r the above. Prices are very moderate, aiid may be had post
applic

Also MUSTARD and RAPE, new seed.
All Goods I'Arri^'ge free, except very s'nal! paroela,

Sutton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

G^^

Any Ladies or Gentlemen requiring HrACINTH9, &c., for
competition, cm be supplied with (specially selected) Bulbs siiltable
for that PUT' ose at moderate prices.
G. D. having received his first Import-ations of Hyacinths, &c.,

has much pleasure in stating that they are unusually fine this
season, and begs to assure those who may favour him with their com-
manos, none but first quality of Bulbs will be sent. Equal if not
auperior tu any hou.e in the Trade.

G. D has much pleasure m informing his Friends and the Public
generally, that he obtained the First Prize for the best 24 Hyaclnt

These are every year becoming more popularly cultivated, and the

HYACINTHS, ANfiiiONES, TULIPS, &c., which we imported last

season from the celebrated Dutch Florists, Messrs. de Room, Veen, Byvoet,

and others, having been so generally admired, we have imported from tlw '

same parties, and still more extetisively. As many of these sorts are at present unknown to English cultivators, we

have comidered it advisable to make up Collections ai the sorts wUch, after careful observation, wo have found to be

the best worthy of cultivation, being the most showy and most certain to thkia-e well under any ordinary

treatment, and for which any good Garden soil (not particularly heavjO will be suitable.

SDTTON'S COLLECTION of HARDY FLOWER ROOTS for OPEN GROUND.
s'c 1 A large and Choice Collection of ANEMONES, HYACINTHS, CROCUSES, TULIPS, £ s d

RANUNCULI, NARCISSI, SNOWDROPS, IHISES, GLADIOLI, &c fin
Ditto ditto, consisting of all the same kinds, in Reduced Quantities

n in fi

A Small and Choice ditto
U lu o

SORTS for FLOWER POTS and GLASSES.
A splendid Collection of HYACINTHS, JONQUILS, NARCISSI, EARLY TULIPS, New large

CROCUSES, &c
T T

No 5 The same in Reduced Quantities ninfi
No fa A Small and Choice Assortment u lu o

N B. A complete LIST of the above may be had post free, and any article specified, if not required, will be omitted, and additional

quantities ombOT^indoded^^
^^ie for the above Choice CoUeotions of Flower Roots will, it Is believed, insure a continually increasing

Early Orders are requested before the more scarce kinds are all sold.

SUTTON'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE,
Containing Descriptive Lists of the best v.arieties of HYACINTHS, GLADIOLI, ANEMONES CROCUSES, and

other Bulbous Roots, and Choice STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, FERN&\ AMERICAN PLANTS, ROSES,

CARNATIONS, and other Florists' Flowers, FRUIT TREES, New GARDEN SEEDS, &c., is now ready and may

be had gratis and post free on application.

All Goods sent Carriage Free except sMall parcels, and 5 per cent, allowedfor cash payments.

SUTTON AND SONS, ROYAL BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

NEW HARDY CLEMATISES.

Clematis rubeUa. 1
Clematis Prince of Wales.

Very rich velvety claret ; the deepest coloured Clematis yet Large flowere, of a rich deep violet purple, with red bai-a down the

offered. Very distinct, and having the advantage of flowering 60 to
pg^^re of each sepal. A decided improvement on C. mbro.Tlolacea.

70 per cent, of blooms, with five and six sepals. First Certificate,
| ^^^ usrtiflcato, Royal Horticultural Society.

Royal Horticultural Society.

MESSRS. GEOEGE JACKMAN & SON

Sct'^a't^"ltrc=r?ern^7t£L^l^hSJ°SirSVt;^S^^^
Ornaments for Walls, Trellis Work," &c.

.

Early orders will secure the strongest Plants, which will be sent out strictly in rotation first week m October.

The "Floral Magazine," in the October Number, wUl insert C. RUBELLA and C. LANUGINOSA CANDIDA.

Strong Plants, with bine, 1^ to 2| feet, 21s. each.

The miial allowance to the Trade.

Coloui'ed Drawings, by Andrews, for Twenty-four Stamps.

WOKING NURSERY, SURREY.

JEAN VEESCHAFFELT, Ghent, Belgium,
BEGS TO

OFFER TO THE TRADE THE UNDERMENTIONED
AT THE FOLLOWING LOW PRICES, VIZ

CAMELLLAS.—With flower buds, very fine stuff, choice named

PLANTS

Perl00,£6,

„ Stronger. Per 100, £8, £10, £16, and upwards.

Specimen and half-specimen plants. Prices according to sizi

:; stocks for immediate use. Per 100, 28..
[an^'anety

AZAIiEA INDICA.—Nice stuff, choice named sorts, for wintei

blooming. Per 100, £i, £6, £i>, £10, and upwards.

„ Stocks fit for Immediate vise. Per 100, £l.

CITRUS SINENSIS (OTAHEITE ORANGES). -Covered with

young frmt. Per doz.. JEI 4s.

JASMINUM GRANDIFLORUM.-Very fine strong plants, all

graltedi Per doz.. £1.

ARUNDO DOXAX VARIEGATA.-Fiii6 plants, grown In pots,

strong. Per doz., £1 4s.

CTCLAMEN.-Extra fine Seedling rarleties, In pots, strong plants.

Per doz.> 18s.

Splendid BULBS of LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM RUBRCM, ALBUM, and PUNCTATUM, maybe ordered to

be sent at the proper time. Price on application, accordmg to the quantity wanted.

All Orders to be sent directly to

JEAN VERSCHAEFELT, 43, RUE DE LA CAVERNE, GHENT, BELGIUM.

N.B,~Good reference or cash required from unknown Correspondmis.
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Hyacinths for Exhibition.

UTTON ANT> SONS beg

100 very choice sorts £4 4 C

All goods carriago Treo, except small paicols.

SuTTOx & Sons,

Royal Berkshire Seed Eatablishmeut,

Reading.

"W I 1 M
_D • Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, HoUoway, London, N.

CHOICE SEEDS.
PRIMULA OViLMAMs's superb Strain).—The most noted sttFim of

Primula in existence ; same as bupplied to nearly all the largest

Gardens in England. In sealed packets, at 53., Ss. 6d., and 2s. Gd.

each. None genuine without B. S. Williams's name and address on
the packet.

CALCEOLARIA (Ja

CINERARIA (We.

3s. Od. per packet

be had genuine only ii

. name and address. Pcict

pHOICE VARIEGATE.D TEL ARGONIUMS.
Mrs. Benyon 1 Italia Unita I

Mrs. Pollock Rainbow
Clara Picturata
Yellow Belt

|
Fontiiinebleau |

The above. In stronR plants, fur 21s., package

mediato form, called G. Stolziieriana, we are led average almost everywhere, while Walnuts and Filberts

Tory much to doubt its hybrid origin. He mixed, are more abundant than they have been for many years.

J iu T> Hi- f i.u A™^(-^,.,in™ The crop oi I'hims, Apricots, and wall-iruit has upen
as wo read m the Bulletm of tho Amsterdam

^^^j^, 'su:,^.h.,vus and bush fruit have yielded full
Botanical Congress, the spores of the two species

gj^j,^ ]„ n,,, i;,,,,,,,.,! Counties generally we learn
above named, thoroughly together on a piece of that llir <i"p "I Applos is partial, much fruit being

white paper, and then sowed them, and amongst , destmjcd lij iii:L^;yols, as is also the case with Pears,

the seedlings there sprang up a good proportion
j

The^co

of plants of G. .Stelzneriana. In a similar way
ho mentions having procured numerous crosses

between G. gracilis, G. pulverulenta, and several

other species of the same genus, though he has
not been successful in the case of other genera.

It is of course possible that a cross may have
been produced in this way from the juxta-

position of tho pro-embryo of two species, and the

passage of tho Fern-polleu, if we may be allowed

the term , from one to tho other ; and it is borne
out by tho fact that in some cases, though not in

aU, the intermediate forms, though cultivated for

some time, did not produce any spores. Still,

even assuming the correctness of M. Stelzxee's
conclusions, the method of arriving at them is of

j

the happy-go-lucky order, and is not likely to I

throw much light upon the phenomenon, nor i \
does it hold out much promise of success. '

" '''

;terly winds in May seem to have done
great mischief all over the country. A letter on the

suhject of fruit crops, from a correspondent in York-
shire, will be foun(r in another column.

The value of the proposal to which we hnve

more than once alluded, of giving Latin N.imes to the

varieties of kitchen garden plarits, may be fairly

(•^tillJ;it<•lI bv the way in which some of the names of

thr IViiil< rxliibited at the Crystal Palace were spelt.

F..r iii-liiiKv, Dongerlan for D'Anaouleme, Serleanner

for Cellini, Carrey Pippin for Kerry iPippin,

Ashmead's Colonel for Ashmeads Kernel. Let us

hope 'hat in future this matter may receive better

attention. If such be the mistakes in names that

should be familiar to gardeners, what would happen if

Latin were to be employed for all these garden

varieties ?

, Chatteris. Ciiinbrids^^

All the Year Round
DOIiSOM AXD SONS sunplv tliiir iiKi'^nifiocnt Strain

of PRIZE FLOWER SEEDS, viz. ;_

CALCEOLARIA, cealed packets. Is. C((., -J*. 6ii., 3jf. Orf., &s.

CINKRARIA, Is., 2s. 6d., 5s.

PRrMULA, oxtra flno, Is., 2s. Oi, 6«.

PELARGONIUMS, 2s. Sd., 5s,

D. A Sons have been awarded Prizes for their Collections at the

International and Botanical Congress, Royal Horticultural. Royal

Bot.anic, and Crystal Palace Flower Shows. The Seed may be relied

upon as belnir unequalled by any other strain.

Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth, London, W.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER S, 1866.

ON HYBRIDS OBTAINED BY GEAFTING.
I TAKE the liberty of directing attention to a very

iscurc vilienomcnnn in vegetable life, which is of such
a nature llial piarticul gardeners, whose occupation is

We have lately, received from Durham speci- '

*^,™';: Inv;';'.!!,:!: bettei- opportaniti'e's ^flfeng
mens of Agaricus grammopodius with the Hgjjt up„„ it tban botanists.

information that it is greedily eaten by cows. A It is this ; the capability of procuring by grafting

second species was also sent, which is clearly crosses of two species or varieties similar though not

A. coUinus of Scopoli, an Agaric new 1o our exactly identical with those produced by sexual

Flora, which our co'rresponde| suspects is also Zr^^Zu^^^lT^^ntZ^^^l^f^^uX
eaten by the same animals. We have not heard ^^ ^^^^^ „ijg„ ^ favourable opportunity offers. If it

of this before, but we believe that sheep often could be readily experimentalised upon I should not

eat Marasmius Oreades and other species of fleshy consider myself .iustified in speaking of it before

or subcoriaceous Fungi, as A. gambosus, and it having obtained by proof complete clearness and

is certain that other four-footed animals are ^fH"*^ "l^*^'f''^»o\•'nV?t n.li%^s"™T,™tLTs
, 1 o 1 £ 4.1, „ Ti • <„ „„„™,,i„ therefore obliged to speak ot It more as an n> poinesis

extremely fond of them. It is, toi example
^^.^j^,^ j entertain through subjective conviction than

difficult, where squu'rels abound, to get good ^g .^ Q^gg f^^ all demonstrable matter of fact ; but I do

specimens of Boletus edulis, the stems of which not refrain from expressing an opinion, on account of

resemble nuts in flavour and somewhat in the importance of the subject, and the desirability that

texture. They are, however, not very nice in it should be, through repeated observations, either

theii- tastes. They attack several of the Russule,. ^Try little in general is known of tlieiollueii.c ofllie

whether acnd or mild, and even the J uiceless form ^^.^^^ ^^ ^jjg gt^gj^^ ani vice vend, Vm\ i \n-l I'riclri.h

iof Lactarius vellereus does not come amiss, von Gartner in his excellent work on I li- inM^jhi inn

Eo/a. LrtTcuitnoi (Weeky Show, at Eabbitsalso Occasionally eat Fungi, and the of "Hybrids" (Stuttgart, 1849, p.

s.r„a».,.sept.i5{Ks;«S37„'Son 'T"'.
"""" '".'•.

r... I fough and ultimately almost woody Polyporus together, with the utmost possible coinpletencss, the

, .

--•
, , ,

•f,^y'>eusisoftengiiwedbythem.Lnyoun. Ph^.^^^^^^^^^^^^

There is a certain class oi people who can . though they never seem to go tleeper than the
^1^^

^^i^^^^^ j^^' p^ly ^^^ j.^^g]y {,een remarked, so that

never let well alone. Give them an inch, they
: outer and more tender coat which has just been tijg i^„s on which this appearance depends cannot be

want an ell; give them something new, they
[ developed. It is curious that these animals fully explained. Certain cases of this most remarkable

produce single flowers, they watch and coax it appetite, animal food is eagerly sought for.
_ i

ttie"subject7Viiiy arrived at the personal conviction of

tUl it fonns double flowers. If its leaves are It is notorious that most of the fleshy Fungi, ! the occurrence of this strange phenomenon in tho

of a plain standard green, they are not content especially Eussulaj and Boleti, are the favourite summer of 1881, through an opportunity I had of

till they get a sport with striped or variegated food of slugs. But these creatures are not only observing a case of the kind, between a white Moss

foliage.^ If one flower is a shy bloomer, it .is omnivoroul, and w.m thrive and fatten when fed Ko^^?^-d^_^(^o|^^^^^^^

exclusively on animal food, but some ot the
^f p-^^^ ^^.^^ t,;^ ^^^^^ j^ publish detailed, and for the

Helices wiU devour their weaker brethi-en if they
, time, exact observations on a case of hybridism of this

have not access to other nourishment. 1 Icind in the Aurantiacea;.

We should like very much to ascertain how
|

In the year 1G71^ he ^published a book at Florence

crossed by another that is less reticent as to its

flowers, and so forth. Even Orchids have had
to conform to this tendency, and although

Calanthes or Cattleyas are fair enough by them-
selves, yet they are not so much so as to stay

the cunning hand of the skilful hybridiser. And,
as to Ferns, why a steady-going old-fashioned

plant, that keeps itself to itself, stands but low

in the esteem of the " fancy " in comparison with

one that breaks out into a score of sports, each

with an appellation that reoals the ante-Linnoan

days, when sentences, not words, stood for the

names of plants.

So great, however, is the physiological interest

attaching to these horticultural freaks, so im-
portant the lessons that may bo derived from
them, that we should be sorry, indeed, if the

spirit of curiosity, or the desire to "improve"
the subjects that fall under their care, were to die

out among gardeners.

Take, for instance, the ca.se of IIyurid Ferns.
Although Ferns are beautiful enough to look on,

yet there are so many points in their life historj'

to be cleared up, that we do earnestly hope that

Fern-lovers will set systematically to work to

produce hybrid Ferns. How they may best

succeed is told in the last Number of the

"Jom-nal of the Hoi ticultural Society." And
there is the more need for this, as not one of the

so-called hybrid Ferns has as yet proved its

claims to be so considered. Professor E.ATON
(see p. 78), who is better acquainted with

American Ferns than any other botanist, has
grave doubts as to whether the Fern figured in

the Society's Journal, to which we have just

alluded, is a hybrid at all. So also we find

Fern-growers, as a rule, disposed to doubt the

existence of Fern hybrids. M. Stelzner says

he has produced a hybrid Gymnogramma by
crossing G. chrysophylla and G. lanata, but when

manv insects Uve exchisivelv on Fun^i A verv "»''':' ^^^<^ title De Malo Limonia citrata-aurautia,
many insects uve exciusn eiy on j- uu„i. a verj

-p, y^, ^^^ ^^ Bizzarria." This book is now
curious laiTa accompanied the specimens ot

g^t,.g,j,piy rare°Pritzel having seen only one copy in

A. grammopodius, which we have never seen jussieu's library, and which after his death was pur-

before, which spins for itself a most delicate chased for the Royal Library at Berlin, where I saw it.

white cocoon, about tho size of a large Melon In this work Nati describes an Orange tree which

seed (halfan inch long), in the centre of which ;;rS'"^''=<i,fr,^''®''''
"^

to""*
*^

^^^L^'lJi'^^^^^^^
,1 } • 1 . 1 -i 1 I, J. A ii,- 1 £ i.\ Torre detrl Auh, near Florence, the property ol tue
the straight white g^'ub about two-thirds of tte

^^^^j^^ ffily^'lf 'Panciatici, bearing here and there,

length, with a shining black head, is visible. Wo ^itimut order, leaves as well a.s fruits of a threefold form,

are endeavouring to obtain tho perfect insect, ]. The Bitter Orange, Citrus Bigaradia.Ris.so. Nati

but meanwhile should be glad to receive any called the plant Aurantia, the fruit Aurantium.

conjectare as to tho genus to which it belongs.

|

gigj|i^^^£H™s^m|dica, Ri^^^ plan^t^ .s

We have to-day the mournful task of recording
'

S. A mingling or blending of toth in all Possible

the death of John Jackson Blandy, Esq., for many proportions, as plant, L.moniaoitrata-aurantia ot JNat

vears an active supporter of the Itoyal Horticultural
,

as fruit, Limon ?'t™tf-™™t"'?A „„fg it annew
Society, and lately the deputy-chairman of the London :

describes the fruit in such a way ^ to make t =;PPear

International Horticultural Exhibition, of which he ;

that two forms occurred. In the firs pace it pro. ucea

was -.indeed one of the few original promoters, and to
|

fruits, which as in the case ol se''"^ll.; -;'' "' " '

.';'^;

which he rendered many useful services in his official ! showed the nature of both species so iiuii,i..l. l> uiiiiui

capacity. Mr. Blandy died at his residence. High i

that in none of its parts was »"«
^'J^!:

''.l' JV,, A"'

Gr';ve, Reading, after a, severe Ulness, on the 2nd of
i

*-^^--,throu^ghout^^the^^^^^^^^^^

more mechanical admixture, some of the carpels having

ciuite the nature of Citrus Bigaradia and others that

of Citrus medica, Risso, in the same fruit.

Concerning the origin of this wonderful plant.

Giirtner, who was the first to investigate it after JN ati,

says " that it was owing to no gi-afting of other species

on it, that it was through no artifice m sowing,

nor through any cleverly produced cross, but that

hereceived the tree as a spontaneous natural produc-

tion " (p 17). Nati, however, was of the opinion that

it originated from the grafting of the Citron (Citrus

niodica. Rissn). on the Bitter Orange (Citrus

Bigaradia, Risso), whereby an intermediate form

partaking of the nature of both was originated in one

shoot, which sprung either from the place where

a well united scion of the Citron was grafted on the

Bitter Orange, and met the sap of both, and grew up,

or it made its appeai-ance where a grafted eye, the

lowest of three or fotu-, had not shot forth, but

September, at the good old age of

The Seeds of Gleditschia do not generally

germinate till the second year after they are sown, or

even till a still later period ; but this year, says M.
CaREIEEE, a number of the seeds of various species

sown together on the same plot, and under the same
circumstances as in former years, sprouted in from 15

to 18 days. M. Caeriijbe does not offer any explana-

tion ofthis peculiarity.

From information that has been kindly fur-

nished lis by several correspondents in Herefordshire

and Gloucestershire, we learn that the Apple Crop
in the former county is, as a rule, beloTv the average

;

while in the latter county the crop is spoken nf by all

our correspondents as above the average, though the

fruits are small, but improving in consequence of the

late rains, so that if fine weather ensue the crop will

„ . . . . ripen early, and an average yield of Cider of good

wo learn from him how he procm-ed the inter- quaUty be obtained. Pears are spoken of as beloft the
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remained inactive, mthout however (iying. Nati dis-

misses two other views on the origin of the " Bizan-in,"
•without further argument, but which in later

times have been frequently repeated. According to the
first, two seeds, one of the Citron and the other of

the Bitter Orange, were sown together, and the
plumules of the seedlings closely bound to one another,
as in a graft, ("tenerrimis caudioibus arete insitionis

lege coUigentis.") According to the second, branches
of both species were cut longitudinally and grafted

together. On the origin, therefore, of this wonderful
plant nothing historically certain can be given.

The knowledge of this Bizarria, first made known in

Cential Italy, has continued up to the latest times.

Tanara, Volkammer, the Philosophical Transactions.

Van Steerbeck, Zucagni, Gallesio, Poiteau,and Turpin,

Michel, Eisso, Calvel, and others, mention and figure

numerous forms of them. But during the last 30 years

it appears to have become lost sight of, and no descrip-

tion answering to our present botanical requirements
exists. Hitherto I have seen no Bizarria, although I

have made numerous inquiries for it in Germany,
FraucB, and England.
In 18J1 we were very imperfectly made acquainted

by some Englishmen, with another differently composed
Bizarria, which was met with m the East, and at all

events from a different source to that from Central
Italy, which remained unknown to the English
repoitsrs. Lindley gives in the Gardeners' Chronicle,

1841, pp. 365, 379, 471, 613; 1854, 583; 1855, 627.

and in his "Theory and Practice of Horticulture,"
information of a Bizarria found by St. John in the
garden of a certain Boghos Bey, at Alexandria,
whose fruit was said to be a combination of three
species, viz., the Lemon, Citrus Limonum, Risso

;

the Sweet Orange, Citrus Aurantium ; and the Citron,
Citrus medica. And G. C. Eenouard reports in

Oardeners' Chronicle, 1841, p. 396, that as early as

1812 he saw in the village of Hajilar, near Smyrna, a
fruit in which only two species were united — the
Lemon and Sweet Orange.
Renouard expresses the opinion that the fruit seen

by St. John near Alexandria, was probably from
Smyrna, and identical with the one investigated by
himself, which he, however, describes as a combination
of two species. On the origin of the Alexandrian
Bizarria the tradition of St. John is repeated with
credence—that three seeds are taken, of the Citron,
Orange, and Lemon, one of which is cut dowa both
sides, and the others on one only ; the first being
placed between thel itter, and bound together with thin
grass, and sunk in the earth. This procedure to

obtain Oranges combining three species, is supposed
to have been acquired by Jussuf Bey in Smyrna, where
it has been practised from time immemorial. I am
persuaded that the statement of St. John, that tlu-ee

species of Citrus were united in the Bizarria

of Alexandria is erroneous, and that it consists of

only two species, the Citron and Sweet Orange.
What St. John, and Lindley after him, took
for a third species, is, according to my opinion,
not a third species, but, from the analogy of other
more certain graft-crosses, only a blending of the
Citron and Sweet Orange.
Much more generally known and accessible is the

graft-hybrid of two Papilionacese of the genus Cytisus,
C. Adami, Poiteau (not Poiret), which originated
from the grafting of C. purpureus and C. Labur-
num, The first account of Cytisus Adami was
given by Prevost filius, niu'seryman at Rouen, in

1830 (Annal. Soc. d'Hortic. de Paris, vii., 1830, 93)

;

but as the plant is so well known, it appears super-
fluous to give a more detailed description. In
its smooth, rather deep green leaves, which are
larger than those of C. purpureus and smaller than
those of C. Laburnum — and in its long, loose,

drooping, dirty carmine-red or yellowish racemes
of flowers, it is intermediate between C. purpureus
and C. Laburnum, so that one might take it to be
a sexually-produced hybrid between the two. But the
statement of the nurseryman Jean Louis Adam, at
Vitry, near Paris (in whose garden it was raised), on
the origin of this remarkable plant, is entirely at
variance with this opinion.
To Poiteau we are indebted for the communication

concerning it (Annal. Soc. d'Hortic. de Paris, 1. c),
who also gave it the name of C. Adami.
Adam's report runs thus :

—
" In 1825 I shield-grafted

a number of C. purpureus on C. Laburnum ; one of the
shields remained inactive for a year, which frequently
happens, and the bud increased considerably, which is

also no unusual occurrence. In the following year all

the eyes on this shield grew, and I noticed, among the
branches it produced, one which differed from the
others in its more robust development, perpendicular
direction, and much larger leaves which resembled
very nearly those of C. Laburnum. I then propagated
this branch by grafting, hoping it would fumisli an
interesting variety ; but as I invariably sold the trees

after propagating them, I never saw the flower."

Adam's report on the origin of Cytisus Adami con-
tained such an anomalous account of the behaviour of
scions from that otherwise universally known as the
safest manner of propagating and retaining varieties,

that it found no credit. Even Poiteau, who made
Adam's report known, did not agree with him, but
declared it to be an accidental production {iin dereloppe-
ment aecidentel) of C. Laburnum, just as the Bizarria
in Oranges. What made Cytisus Adami so highly
remarkable, would doubtless soon have been forgotten
but for the new and extraordinary phenomena it

showed, and which drew the attention of very numerous
observers to it. Everywhere it was planted and
flourished, and after some years threw out branches,
which partly in foliage, flowers, and fruit, represented
pure C. Laburnum, and partly pure C. purpureus.

Thisexti-aordinary appearance wasremarked,andmore
or less minutely described, by Rivers. Loudon, H^non.

Seringe, Herbert, Dillwyn, Noack, Schnittspahn.
ivirscnleger, Reisseck, A. Braun, Steetz, Lindley, Le
Jolis, Sinning, Treviranus, Kurr, myself, and others.

As Adam's statement was not believed by the majority
of the observers, several other hypotheses of its origin

were put forward. Many held it to be a hybrid of

sexual origin; others had different explanations, to
which I cannot now allude. Formerly I had an
opportunity of examining it in different places in the
Rhine provinces, and have groivn it for the last five

years in the unfavourable climate of Konigsberg,
although in the latter place I have not succeeded in

obtaiumg branches of C. purpureus and Laburnum,
lu this hybrid we have a complete amalgamation
(C. Adami), a mechanical admixture, and an entire
separation of the two species composing it.

In foliage and flowers C, Adami shows the fol-

lowing branches :— 1. Those wherein the nature of
C. Laburnum and C. purpureus is intimately com
bined, as in sexually-produced hybrids, so that the
characters of neither species predominate; these
represent the pure C. Adami of Poiteau. The flowers
have been sterile in all places, they therefore resembl
in this particular true sexually-formed hybrids
From this I expected that the pollen would be
imperfectly developed ; but I was astonished to
find on examination that the grains were not only
numerous but perfect in form and contents. They
formed tubes on the stigma, and also when scattered
on sugar water. The pollen was consequently quite
at variance with that produced by sexual h.ybrids.

Even this was the case in the greater number of
the ovules. In sexually-formed hybrids the female
part, or the pistil, and especially the ovules, are
generally well developed; in Cytisus Adami this

is not the case, the ovules being generally monstrous,
few of them exhibiting the normal form. On
this I shall enlarge more fully in another place,

2. There are numerous flowers which appear to consist
of a mechanical mixture of C. Laburnum and C. pur-
pureus. H. Braun (Verjiingung, 1851, p. 340) has
fully described them. 'These also bear no fruits.

3. Branches and flowers of perfectly developed C.
Laburnum; and 4, perfect C. purpureus; both bear
fruit whose seeds germinate. From seeds of C.

Laburnum, on C. Adami, I raised plants (of C. Labur-
num) which, unfortunately, in the rough climate of
Konigsberg only survived a few years, and succumbed
during . the hard winter of 1863-64. Hofgiirtner
Schmidt (Verhandlungen des Gartenbauvereins zu
Dessau, 1859 and, 60, p. 46), raised from seeds produced
by C. purpureus, on C. Adami, C. purpureus. It is

evidently of great importance to obtain sexually-formed
hybrids between C. Laburnum and C. purpureus for

the purpose of comparison with C. Adarni.* This
task I particularly recommend to those whose homes
are favoured with a milder climate than Konigsberg.

It appears to be dilficult to obtain the sexual hybrid
between the two plants. Twelve flowers of Cytisus
Laburnum which I dusted with the pollen of C. pur-
pureus in the Botanical Garden at Konigsberg did
not set a fruit. Dr. Reisseck, in Vienna, has also tried

in vain two years running to fructify C. Laburnum
with C. purpureus, and rice versa, as he communicated
to me by letter.

I have made observations on a Rose,whose historywas
clearly ascertained, and which are of a nature to induce
me to give credence to Nati's view of the origin of the
Bizarria and Adam's report of that of C. Adami, and
which appear to me to decide the question—are there
:raft-hybrids or not ?

On the 31st July, 1864, Mr. A. E. Lorek, house and
garden proprietor in Konigsberg, Alte Gasse No. 23,

brought me a branch of a wliite Moss Rose, with two
shoots ; one of them bore a white Moss Rose (probably
" Quatre Saisons"), the other, two common, worth-
less, mossless, red centifolia Roses. That it was not
worked on was perfectly certain. At once the analogy
with the Bizarria and (Cytisus Adami occurred to me.
The plant from which this branch was cut was purchased
by Mr. Lorek six years previously from C. L. Kasemir,
nurseryman, of Konigsberg, as a white Moss Rose, and
planted out in his garden. The plant had hitherto
borne only white Moss Roses, had suffered much from
frost, by which its shoots were cut off close totheground
but it had always made shoots from below the earth
Mr, Lorek observed that it bore two kinds of Roses
for the first time in 1864, and fortunately this was so
strange to him that he handed one to me. On examin-
ing the plant myself in Mr. Lorek's garden on the
following day I found six erect shoots, 3 to 3i feet high,
growing out of the soil.

One of these was a red centifolia Rose, entirely
destitute of moss, with thorns 5 to 5i lines long ; the
remaining five were white moss Roses. The branch
which, ivith the white moss Rose, bore the red
centifolia, sprang from a horizontal stem, half hidden
in the soil, and had produced a branch bearing centi-

folia throughout. The branch bearing the two kinds
of Roses appeared to be only two years old, was 6 lines

in diameter at the base, and possessed no thorns on the
old wood, but merely on this yearns growth. On a closer

examination of the Moss Roses of the remaining four
shoots, another phenomenon presented itself, namely,

' Aug. Nap. Baumann, nurserym.'in at Bollwiller (Haut
Rhiii) announced in his Catalogue for 1847 Cytisus purpureo-
elongatus as " une nouvelle hybride au|.erbe." The following
was received by Prof. A. Braun, in answer to an inquiry as to

the origin and constancy of this plant :
—" My Cytisus

purpureo-elongatus is from my own sowing, but not through
artificial impregnai-ion. The mother of this plant is C.

elongatus, from which I gathered the seeds ; near this stood a
plant of C, purpureus, wiiose pollen was probably carried by
insects to the others, and thus the hybrid was produced. 1

have never observed any variation in this plant, and I believe

I am able to say with cei-tainty that this does not , take place,

.IS in C. Adami." The last statement of Baumann is not in

favour of C. Adami being a sexually-produced hybrid. I have
had no opportunity of seeing Cytisu.<i pui-pureo-elongatus.

white Moss Roses, in which single petals showed a
mechanical mixture of red and white. Either one-
half of a petal was red and the other white, or the red
part was larger than the white, or the white larger than
the red ; in the latter cases the different coloured parts
often formed a wedge between similarly coloured side-
pieces. The subterranean part of the stem admitted
of no further examination. It was very propitious
that the history of the stock and the mode of
grafting could be ascertained. Mr. Kasemir told
me that he sold Mr, Lorek a white Moss Rose, like all

others at that time worked by him, grafted on the root
of the centifolia. For this purpose he had raised
from cuttings the mossless red centifolia, of which,
when well rooted, the principal branches were cut
down, the underground side branches cut off, and then
the scion of the white Moss Rose was grafted on the
place where the principal branch was taken out. He
preferred this mode of grafting to stem grafting, for in
the former case he always succeeded, but in the latter
he had often failed. The white Moss Rose used by him
for grafting had the peculiarity that in the bud the petals
were tipped with red, and only became comp'let«Iy
white after opening.
As it often happens that flowers of different colours,

or of different size and colouring, occur on the same
plant, as for example in Viola tricolor, V. lutea (V.
calaminaria, Lej.), as I have observed at Moresnet,
Aix-la-Chapelle, in Dahlias, Phlox, Rosa Eglanteria,
Mirabilis jalapa, &c., so, of course, we may suppose
that the Rose just mentioned, instead of being a graft-
hybrid, may be accounted for by a similar process of-
variation, but it is highly improbable that this should be
the case, and even, on closer consideration, it appeared
to me to be impossible, as not only was the colour of
the Roses altered, but also their covering, in the
highest degree; for the one had long, glandular,
crowded appendages, called moss, and no thorns, the
other no moss, but scattered, lone thorns. As no other
example of so great an extent of variation in morpho-
logical appearances in one plant is known to me, this
did not appear to me to be probable, and nothing else

remained but the supposition that this was one of those
rare examples in which, through grafting, a mixture
of the nature of two plants, this time of two varieties,
and not species, as in the Bizarria and Cytisus Adami,
was produced.
In the graft-blending of Rosa centifolia, L., fl. roseo,

and R, centifolia ^ muscosa, Lindl, flore albo, just
described, I observed, moreover, that a real, intimate
amalgamation of both varieties did not exist, but either
an already complete separation of both, or the beginning
of the separation, in the almost mechanical mixture of
the two flowers. A mixture after the manner of
sexually-formed blendlings would here have been
exhibited, had Mr. Lorek'.s Rose borne also white moss-
less Roses, and red mo.ssy Roses, but I saw neither.
Hovvever, my observations can in no way he
considered as complete. Mr. Burdach informs me
that in his garden, some 15 years since, he
had three buds of a white Moss Rose worked high up
on the stem of a red mossless Provence Rose, which
frew well, and for several years produced Moss Roses,
lowever, after some years, one of these buds had

white Moss Roses, which also possessed red petals, so
that some of them were half red ; and in the following
year the Roses on the same branch were quite red and
mossy. The foliage also of this red Moss Rose was of a
deeper green, and that of the white was and remained
lighter. This observation of the intimate mingling of
two varieties of Rose completes mine.
In the Gardeners' C/ironicle ( 1860, p, 672) is a case in

question. In this graft blending of Rosa Banksiie and
Devonieusis, according to the report, the mixture
certainly, but not the separation of the two con-
stituents is reached.

If anybody were inclined to take these eases reported
1 Roses, where different varieties of flowers were

produced on the same branch, simply as instances of
variation, this consideration stands in the way—which
appears to make such an idea inadmissible—that the
extent of variation falls entirely within the properties of
the scion and stock. How is it, then, that tne variation
shows no characteristics different from those possessed
by either? It is at once a wonder that in all these
cases the variation is confined to the properties of the
scion and stock, and I think that no other explanation
of so striking a fact can be given than that the stock
and scion have commingled. G raft-crosses,the analogues
of sexually-formed crosses, (which I designate hybrids
when they have originated from species, blendings
when from varieties), divide themselves into graft-

hybrids {PfropfmischUnge), and graft-blendings
{Pfropjblendlinge), and have, according to 'the little

which appears to me trustworthy observation, this in
common with sexually-produced crosses, that they
exhibit a form which shows a complete amalga-
mation of those from which they have originated.
This form is, as in most sexually-produced hybrids, and
also in the graft-hybrids, sterile (Bizarria of Nati and
Cytisus Adami) ; however, in the case of C. Adami, the
anomalous projierty of perfecting the pollen, and pro-
ducing imperlect ovules, and thus inducing sterility,

appears. Again, the graft-crosses distinguish them-
selves in one peculiarity from sexually originated
crosses, that on one stem of the cross a separation,
and of the characters of its parents, is present;
some branches form foliage, leaves, and partially fruit,

which show the nature of both parents, mechanically
placed side by side. I call this appearance of incom-
plete separation "mengform" (mixed form), and
besides these "mengforms" other branches show the
extreme of separation, in the complete development of
both parents in foliagCj flowers, and fruit which even
cuutam seeds capable ol germination. 'VV''hether some
observations of two kinds of fruit on the same stem of
cultivated plants,of other species than those enumerated
by me, as for example — Nectarines and Peach*:'?
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(Gardeners' Chronicle, 1855, p. 124ft.) ooncernmg

which Decaisne once wrote to me; of red and

vellow Gooseberries (Gardeners' Chronicle, 18a5,

m 59(1 and 612); of different Pears (Bureau de la

Malle ill Compt. Eend., li., 1855, p. 805); Apples

(fiaudichaud. in Compt. Eend. xxxiv., 1852, P^ /46;

Treviranus, SitzunasbericUte der Niederrhem. Gesell-

sohaft, in Bonn, 1858, p. cvii.) and by other.s, are also to

be explained as crosses by grafting, cannot be safely

said for the history of those stems, that is to say,

what wa.s stock and what scion, is not given. It

appears to me. however, very probable, that Gaudi-

chaud's case of an Apple tree bearing two form.s ot

fruit and a third, which was a blending of the two

others, belongs to this category. For the future let

other, more exact, observations of similar cases

'

The hidden conditions under which a completed

gmft forms a araft cross, and those under which a scion

without mingling its nature with the stock, may

perhaps then be explained. Translated from the

origin-al article hy Prof. Caspar;/ in " Sullettn du

Co'ngris International de Botanique et d'SorticiMure,

Am-iterdam, 1866."
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OTJR FRUIT CROPS.

It is no easy matter to get fine crops of superior fruit

year after vear in a climate so changeable as ours, and

the difficulty is increased when the soil and locality

are of an unfavourable character. Notwithstanding

these drawbacks, however, my own opinion is, after

many years' observations, thought, and practice, that,

if a proper system of management was adopted by our

orchardists, more regular crops of fruit would be

annually obtained than are now furnished under the

unsystematic management that prevails, when fruit

crops fail the variableness of our climate is in general

blamed, for the mishaps of rain, snow and frost, when
fruit trees are in bloom, are very in.iurious to the

delicate flowers, and doubtless sometimes destroy some

of our crops. But if the matter is inquired into, I am
convinced the failure might be traced very often to a

different cau^e. If we examine the state of orchards

throughout the country, we shall find in general that

they receive little or no attention. Apple trees. Pear.s,

Plums, and Cherries are planted often with very

little or no preparation of the ground ; they are gene-

rally planted too close together, and are allowed to

make all the wood they can. In a few years they

naturally become overcrowded. When they get into a

full bearing state and the season is favourable, the

crop is so heavy that the branches are bent to

the ground with its weight; under these circum-

stances the fruit is generally small, and when sent

to market it only brings a low price. The evil does

not, however, rest here. The trees, owing to the

heavT crop they have borne, become so exhausted that

they require a year's rest in order to store up matter

for another crop, and this goes on, the one year a heavy

crop, the following season a failing one, and people m
general attribute the failure when it occurs to the

coldness of our springs, while in nine seasons out of

ten it arises from no other cause than allowing the tree

to carry too heavy a crop, thereby exhausting it of the

matter"nece.ssary for a crop the following year.

If we look into our best gardens where a proper

system of management is adopted, we find very different

results. If we examine trees on walls we find at this

season of the vear that not a single shoot more than is

required is retained, and that the fruit has been so

thinned that the trees can bring what is left to the

highest degree ot perfection without their being

exhausted of the matter necessary for a crop the follow-

ing season. If we look at the Espaliers, the Dwarfs,

the Pyramids, and Standard trees, we also find that the

same care and attention has been bestowed on them
as to the jiroper thinning of the shoots, spurs, buds, and

fruit, so that the produce which the trees are allowed

to carry should be fine, without the trees being ex-

hausted of the matter required for a crop the follow-

ing year. In gardens then where a proper system of

management of this kind is followed—when soil and

situation are of a favourable character—we do not find

a failing crop every second year, nor every third year

:

indeed a total failure of the crops rarely occur.s in such

gardens once in hal f a dozen years. Of course, in places

where the soil is bad and the situation unfavourable,

good crops are not so certain, even under the best

management.
In this part of Yorkshire, which for fine timber, good

fruit, good corn, and good Grass land is not surpassed

by any other locality in the kingdom, the fruit crops,

with two or three exceptions, are good. The excep-

tional cases are Strawberries, Peaches, and I think I

may add Plums. Plums in gardens are a tolerable

crop, a little below an average. Here the Orleans is

good on walls and on standards; also the Victoria,

Kirke's, Mitchelson's, and Golden Drop. Wine Sour is

thin ; IJamsons are thin on some trees, on others they

are a fair crop ; Washington and Jefferson are thin

;

Green Gages are a fair crop on some trees, and the

fruit is very fine. Last year Plums were a most
abundant crop in all parts of this county, and this

accounts for the failure of them in orchards this

season ; but the crop this year being a failure, and the

summer favourable for ripening the wood, the prospects

of a crop next year are satisfactory.

The Strawberry plants suffered much last season

from the long-continued dry weather, especially on

light soil. About Knaresborough great quantities of

Strawberries are grown for Ilarrowgate, Leeds, Bradford,

and other markets. The situation is favourable in

ordinary seasons; but being a sloping b.ank above the

river Nidd, and very open, the plants suffered from

want ofmoisture, and this year the crop in consequence

has been light. In some gardens, where the ground is

-'- ' and deeper nature, and sloped" to the north

the crops have been good. In tlic neighbourhood nl

York, where the ground is level and of a deep

loamy character, the jilants withstood the drought

better, and the crops this season were good. And so in

other parts, where the soil was light the crop also was

light, and where the soil was good the crops also were

good, though in some places the frosts in May killed

much of the blossom.

Peaches on open walls are a very light crop this

season, indeed in many places they are a total failure.

At the beginning of September last year myriads of

aphides settled on the trees, covering every part of the

leaves, buds, and wood ; the foliage soon all fell off, and

the wood, in consequence, never got properly ripened.

The trees were very full of bloom last spring, but owing

to the greater part of it being imperfect, it fell off'

without setting. The trees that made the weakest

wood last summer, and which, in consequence, were

the ripest when attacked by the aphides, have this

season most fruit on them. The trees that made the

strongest wood, have little or no fruit, though they

showed abundance of flowers, last spring. There are two

trees here that made rather weakly wood, the one is a

Royal George the other a Barrington ; a greater quan-

tity of fruit set on these trees than all the others put

together, so that I have had to thinthe fruit considerably.

I have noticedthe same thing in other gardens. Some few

gardens here and there were fortunate enough to escape

the attack of aphides. In these Peaches are abundant.

Apricots are a fair crop in general and very fine in

quality ; here thev are a very good crop, but I protected

the trees all the time they were in flower. They came

very early into bloom owing to the very great mildness

of the winter. They could scarcely have more

unfavourable weather than occurred the whole time

they were in flower ; there was not one fine sunny day

while they were in that condition. The trees were vei7

full of blossom, which was very fine and perfect, owing

to the heat and dryness of last summer; and it set well,

where it w^as not injured by frost or snow.

Apples are a very abundant crop this season, and will

naturally be a Ught one next year. Owing to the late-

ness of the season and the heavy crop, the fruit is small,

but it is very clean and free from spots.

Pears are a moderate crop, indeed rather below- the

average Trees that bore abundantly last year have

very little fruit this season, and trees that were light

last season have good crops this ; on the whole, I think

the crop a moderate one. Cherries have been very

plentiful and fine this season. Raspberries, Goose-

berries, and Currants have been very abundant, and

very fine. Filberts are a very good crop. Walnuts are

plentiful, and will be fine. ,. „ j
On the whole,'we have every reason to be satisfied

with our fruit crops. The dryness of the present

season will ripen the wood and buds for next year, so

that, as far as gardens are concerned, we can look with

some certainty for fair crops of fruit next year ; but in

orchards the Apple crop next year cannot but be very

light, owing to the great quantity of fruit on the trees

this year. M. Saul, Stourton, Yorkshire.

NOTES ON CONIFERS.-No. VIII.

Welwitschia mirahiUs (concluded from p. 778.)—

The points of resemblance with Ephedra, so far as we
have gone, appear to us few and trifling as compared

with the discrepancies. But the

testimony against affinity with
Ephedra or Gnetum is much
more formidable than any we
liave yet touched on. In fact

we are only coming to the

strong point, that is the other

half of the inflorescence, viz.,

the hermaphrodite flowers of

Welwitschia ; these occur in

strobili smaller in size than

those we have described as

female, and contain male sta-

mens, and not only so, but
extraordinary to relate, also a

stigma and ovary, and still more
extraordinary, a stigma and
ovary constructed on a different

plan from that in the female

strobilus. Fig. 8 shows this hermaphrodite strobilus,

and Fig. a magnified flower taken from the base of

of a hea\

Fit'. 0.

one of its scales, showing the stamens surrounding

the pistil. The structure and form of the stamens in

these hermaphrodite flowers is one of the points ot

accordance with Ephedra which Dr. Hooker cites Ut

this the reader can judge for himself. The resemblance

eeems to us remote. „ , ,, i, i^i.,

Ar.tothe pistil nndovaTy,Dr. Hooker allows'thatlhej

oily iiionialom. Uiil nllhuujli they are present, it

ipi ,-s tjiat tlipy are alway.^ sirril'-, at least so they

liave always been found in tim specimens hitherto

xamined. On this point Dr. Hooker makes the

(oUowing interesting remarks, "The mo.st analogous

case known to me of an .apparently highly perfected

stigmatic organ being absolutely functionless is that

of the curious genus Cardiopteris, which abounds

in the eastern provinces of India, and which I have

examined in a living state. In this plant the ovarv is

unilocular, and has two stigmata—one large, globular,

and papillose, borne on a flexuous style;, the other a

low inamiUa, in no respect resembling a stigma in out-

ward appearance. Mr. Brown has shown that this fully

foi-med stigma is in all probabihty functionless, and

withers away without sphace ation, but that impregna-

tion takes place through the mamiUa which, after

performing itsfunction,becomes remarkablydeveloped

And afterwards his train of tbought leads him to the

following speculation:-" It is difficult to regard this

remarkable ovule without speculating on the possibility

of its being the only known representative ot an

existing or an e-xtinct race of plants, in which, such a

stigma-like organ was really capable-ofpertorming the

function of a stigma ; and when we see this organ

occurring in a hermaphrodite flower, it is easy to

suppose that we have in Welwitschia a transition

in function as well as in structure between the gymno-

spermous and angiospermous Dicotyledons, and that the

ideal race consisted of hermaphrodite-flowered plants

in which the office of the stigma of the carpellary leaf

was performed by a stigmatic dilatation of the ovular

coat itself. Nor is it difficult to trace the successive

variations from this imaginary type which in the

course of many generations would result on the one

hand in the obliteration in the embryo sac and sus-

pension of the functions of the ovule lu the flowers ot

certain individuals, and on the other in the oblitjera-

tion of the stamens and stigmatic apex ol the ovule in

the flowers of other individuals—the once bisexual

plants thus becoming unisexual. Singularty enough

Ephedra presents one step in advance of \V elvvitschia,

in the total disappearance of, the ovule in its male

flower, and is one step behind it in the retention of a

functionless stigmatiform disc in its perfect ovule.

The ingenuity of this speculation must not make,

us overlook the instability of its foundations. Wc
must remember that there is a good deal of assumption

in it It assumes that there is a functional diflerence

in structure between angiospermous aad gymno-

spermous Dicot.yledons. It; assuuies the permanent

obliteration of the embryo sac, and the suspensionof

the functions of the ovule in the hermaphrodite

flowers of Welwitschia. It assumes that the stigmatic

apex is absent in its female flowers, and as to Ephedra

it assumes that the stigmatiform disc is functionless

in the perfect ovule, all points which are at least open

to argument. , j. j-

But there is something much more extraordinary

in the thing than the point on waich Dr. Hooker

remarks. His observations apply to the assuraed

functionless character of the ovary in the hermaphrodite

flower; but in our eyes a much more wqndertul fact is

there being two different kinds of ovaries of different

types, and situated at different places in the same plant.

In Cardiopteris it is only one .of .the stigmas ot the

same ovary which is abnormal m its development. It

would have been a thingvery remarkable, and far beyond

the case of Cardiopteris.had ovaries ofthe same type and

identical in appearance and structure, existed without

male flowers on one part of the tree and with male

flowers on another; and still more remarkable il they

were always sterile when associated with the stamens

and fertilewhen away from them.. Buthow far beyond all

such cases is the present, where, m addition to the other

peculiarities, the ovaries at the different parts are

different in appearance and differently placed.

Moreover we do not think we have as yet sufhcient

knowledge of the plant to allow us to assume as, a

matter of course that the ovary m the hermaphrodite

flower of Welwitschia is functionless. In the speci-

mens examined hitherto they were always found

sterile, but in other specimens or in other years, or

under other and more favourable conditions, they may

be fertile. There is nothing in their appearance to

denote functional disability, and if at times they do

prove fertile, then, seeing that the appara-tus is so

different, it is surely not illogical to infer that the seed

produced may be different, and that in all probability

the plants raised from the seeds may be different too.

In fact we should then have a case of alternate genera-

tion in plants, and in a plant of a hiS^ /.rder of

organisation, tio, still more extraordmary than.those

which have been observed in some of the lower animals.

But even although absolute functionless sterility were

the true and permanent condition of tihe ovaries m
these hermaphredite flowers the fact as H then wou^d

stand is scarcely less extraordinary.. We still have two

wholly distinct and dissimilar ovaries on different parts

of the same plant, and although one of these is func-

tionless, that phase is a mere matter of.
development

The ex stence of two forms of ovaries, is a matter of

original organisation, which of course is necessarily of

much higher import than any mere question of com-

pleted or arrested powers to use the or^an.

A plant possessed of this most amazing property, or

the possibility of exercising it, ought surel.y not to be

placed in any natural order which is without it. It ought

to stand by 'itself,
" solely singular m its singleness.

We imagine that we need dwell no longer upon the

differences between it and Ephedra V,e do not pretend

that we have proved that it is not allied to Ephedra.

We are not so Quixotic as to attempt to prove a

negative. But we do think that we have shown that

Dr Hooker has not proved the affirmative, and the-

07«« sroJawrfi lays upon him.

Epkedfa and GjteftiKt.—Havmg- cleared, away Wel-

witsfhia from our psth. we shall nowvery briefly iwjuire-
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whether ihr^r I u.>. ;iltlinuLih unr.-latcd to Wclw itM-!ii;i,

may not still Imvc somolhinj,' to Ju with ihc (.'.miiV'iN.

On this point the hmits of our inquiry are very
narrow. The only ^jrouuds on which these plants have
maintained their place for so long as next door neigh-
bours are the belief that they are all gymnosper-
niatous, that their timber shows the coniferous
discs, which are considered characteristic of Conifers,
and of Conifers alone, and that the development of the
endosperm and corpuscula is in all by a process
analogous to the formation of the prothallia and
archeKonia of the vascular Cryptogams, and which is

entirely wanting in the Phaenogams. Dr. Hofmeister's
valuable work on the higher Ci-yptogams gives the cell

formation inside the pollen grain as an additional
point of distinction between Conifers and what are
called angiospermatous plants ; but we must omit this

test as too difficult of ascertainment—of doubtful and
admittedly inferior value, and as a point on which
materials are wanting for all but the true Conifers.
"We thus need not extend our inquiry beyond the

three chief points above indicated :— 1, whether
corpuscules occur in the ovules ; 2. whether the seeds
are gymnospermatous ; and 3, whether the structure of
the timber is that of Conifers. If any have none of
these characters^ we shall take the liberty to disallow
their relationship, satisfied that the total dissimilarity
of their appearance will prevent any one urging their
claim to kindred upon other grounds.

1. The corpuscules in the ovules. We have already
pointed out m our examination of Welwitschia, that
the corpuscules do not occur in it or in Gnetum ; and
that although our information was insufficient as
regarded Ephedra, the fact of its having only two
cotyledons {if we were right in that fact) was a strong
presumption, if not absolute proof, of its having no
secondary embryo sacs or corpuscules in its ovule.
So far as the corpuscules go, then, there seems no

reason for placing the Gnetacese with the Conifers.
2. We shall now take the gymnospermatous cliaracter

of the seeds into consideration a little more in detail
than we have yet done. We have already pointed out
that under the expression gymnospermatous, two
different and unconnected matters have come to be
mixed up together, each of which require to be taken
separately- the supposed nakedness of the seed and
the supposed nakedness of the ovule.
As to the supposed nakedness of the seeds dependent

on the absence of a pericarp and ovai-y, we have, in the
first place, to observe thi.t the nakedness is not actual

;

itjs only theoretical. If we take the cone of a Scotch
Fir^ not a seed is to be seen or got at until the cone has
arrived at maturity, when it opens and allows the seeds
to drop out as the pericarps of other plants do; and the
hypothetical nakedness consists in this—that when the
cones do so open, they are seen not to be enclosed all

round by something like the pericarp of other plants.
It is hence assumed that the pericarp is absent.
Now, according to our view, in Conifers all the parts

are present in exactly the same relations to each other as
in angiospermatous plants in general. In these plants
the following is the concentric an*angement of parts
when all are present i—Ontside is the flower or floral
envelope, within that the stamens, within them the
disk, next the pericai-p of the ovary, within that again
the seed, enclosing the ovule, surrounded by its various
envelopes. Now, it so happens that a different character
of structure is usually present in these different parts

;

the petals have a cellular structure, called petaloid, the
disk is variable, of a scaly, waxy, or woody texture, as
the case may be : and the pericarp is often woody or
corticaceous. The same relation of parts occurs in
Conifers. The bract is the petal, the flower being
female the stamens are of course absent, the scale is the
disk, the wing and testa of the seed is the pericarp, and
the parts of the seed within the testa or nut succeed
each other in the same order as in angiospermatous
plants; and it is not unimportant to observe that
the structuresof these different parts correspond with
the position and function we assign them. The margins
of the bract show that its structure is petaloid, and
so corresponds with the idea that it is the petal. The
semi-woody structure of the scale accords with its being
disk, and the nut-like covering of the seed corresponds
with its being the pericarp. In fact, the fruit of the
Conifer is a spiral aggregation of one-sided nuts, or
rather hips, like those of the Rose, whose shell, instead
of enclosing it all round, lies, like the petal, only on one
side ; and the reason is plain — Nature sets us all

an example of economy. If the gable of another house
would serve for one of the walls of one she was about
to build, she would never repeat a second wall parallel
to it, but would nse the old gable to save space and
expense. She has done so in the Conifers—she has
built her wall of disk leaning ou the back of the next,
and because she has not built another superfluous wall
alongside its back, the gymnospermatists would have
it that she has built no house for the seed at all.

There is an alternative view of the homologies of the
parts of the cone, for which we think there is a good
deal to be said, although on a comparative view of the
relations of the bract in all its different forms, we
prefer that above stated. It is that the bract is equiva-
lent to the calyx, and that the scale consists both of the
petal nnd the disk, thn petal hoing represented by the
prickle or umbo of tlir niH.jiliysis. and the disk beinu
thp inner half of lln> --jI'. A very few words will
suffice to point out tlm ivsin-rtive merits of both these
views. A. M.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION.
From the admirable address of Professor Humphry,

President of the Sub-section Physiology, we make
the following extracts, bearing on the phenomena of
animal and vegetable life:—
The animal framo stands at the summit of the ^reat phy-

sical cone, with man at tho apex, in whom tho material 'is

worked up to the point of contact with, and made subsers-itnt

1m thr purposes of the spiritual. So complex is the animal
nr r iiii'^i/i. so intricate and varied are the questions in phy-
HiMlM;,;y, that it is apt to pass out of the range of science, and
become too much a matter of speculation and an object of
mystery; ao that there is some danger of its being degraded
by the very difficulties and features which should really place
it in the highest position among sciences. Finding, as we do,
that the jmimal machine is the resultant of all the properties
or forces of matter, combined and harmonised by that moat
mysterious of them which we call the " vital force," we claim
as feUow-labourers the workers in every <'ivi8ion of science,
aad watch with interest each discovery, knowing that in what-
ever direction it Is, it has a bearing, more or loss direct, upon
our own study.
The discovery of development by cells, is, perhaps, second

only to that of gravitation, evincing, as it does, a simple,
uniform law, underlyi'ij .imi A.-il.iiig out the vastly diverse
forms and structure- .'

i. ,ii.i animallife. Surely the
knowledjfe that thr i

, ,
^ .

, ,,! uik, tho blade of Grass, the
lion's claw, the conti- i.-'nr mu-.i. , ;uid the thinking brain all

emanate from simple ii.irjiif> uhich, su far as wc can tell, are
perfectly alike ; and, further, that the entire plant or animal
also emanates from a single form or cell which is undistiu-
guishable from the rudiments of its several paris, is as full
of interest, and as suggestive of high thought as any one of
the fragments of knowledge which man has worked out for
himself in tho whole range of physical science.
The microscope haa lately been to physiology much what

the steam engine has been to manufacture and transit. It
has opened up new regions for observation, and given an
entirely new direction to our thoughts. The structure of the
several tissues and organs has probably been made out as far
as the present means permit, and we are occupied now in
investigating their ml. f f iiitiiin and connection witli
one another. Thcr.' ; i .ison to think that they
are more closely reliLi i , : mnuus, than we have been
in the habit of regiir 1l ;i i n 1 i^iu is now little doubt of
the continuity of the ii>_i>y hiju.-.-. -wiJ the nerve vesicles ; and
it is not improbable that the other parts of the nerves are
continuous with the several tissues among which they
ramify.
We perhaps scarcely realise and appreciate the bearings of

the fact, that all the various tissues are formed from a
primitive homogeneous and continuous plexus, by the forma-
tion and separation from one another of "portions," "centres,"
"masses," "cells," or whatever we please to call them, and
their development into structure; attention has been directed
almost exclusively to the formation and development of these
masses .and too litrlc to their separation ; though the latter is

a process little, if at all, less important than the former, and
must be effected by something analogous to what we call

abruption. Indeed, the work of disruption, or hollowing out,
during the embryonic state is little less active than that of
secretion or building up.
What wo call Cheraistrj', with its attendants, heat and

electricity, plays a most important part in the animal machine

;

and, probably, more information as to tho nature of the organic
processes is to be ex|jected from their chemical study than in
any other way. We have found out that there is a very close
relation between a complete atomic formula and tho vital
processes, the amount of chemical tension which is expressed
by the former being commensurate with the character of the
latter, and the amount of chemical change which takes place
in the textures being commensurate with the activity of the
vital processes. There seems good reason to believe that a
muscular fibre Is the container of a given amount of chemical
force compressed by the medium of a high chemicalformula, and
existing, therefore, in a high state of tension, that during its

construction the compressed forte is set free by the decompo-
sition of its structure - that is, by the resolution of its com-
ponent elements, chiefly by a process of oxidation, to a lower
formula or a state of lower tension, at the same time that heat
is evolved and electrical changes take place ; though the
Litter are not yet distinctly defined. It is impossible, there-
fore, to avoid the application here of the doctrine of contrac-
tile force, which is being so clcirly worked out in the organic
world, and which seems to bo the greatest advance that has
for some time been made in our knowledge of the laws of
matter. We can scarcely doubt that tho chemical force which
is set free diuing the decomposition attendant upon muscular
action is the equivalent of the contractile force that is evinced
and of the heat that is evolved. In other words, a muscle may
be regarded as the medium by which force is accumulated,
rendered latent, or condensed in a condition of high chemical
tension, and is, from time to time, as occasion may require,
set free and converted into muscular or contractile force
and heat.
But c.in any combination of the ordinary forces of matter

ever lead to the phenomena of life ? If they are proved to be
correlative with the vital force it might seem that some show of
probability would be given to such a view. But we must
remember that for the manifestation of vital force a living
being is, as far as our observation at present goes, absolutely
necessary ; that is. life has never been known v.'ithout a living
being, without a form, without a medium, for the exercise of
the vita.1 force, just as there is no manifestation of attraction,
orhc;ir, without the medium—matter through which theyact.
Till ".. i:

.
iiMj. ilr ij upon the horns of the dilemma—life is not

nil !'
:

.;' it a living being or medium, andtho medium
ciii 11. lit life—a dilemma from which our know-
K'l-'

[
i.j i'tM|„. ities of matter is unequal to rescue us ; and

oui- ..ul_\ uiu^u In in the admission of a creative power to which
tho medium and properties of life, in the same way as the
medium and ordinary properties of matter, owe their simul-
taneous existence. Further observation may supply other
bases for our reflection, and widen the area of our thoughts
by showing that matter is endowed with properties which
enable it to aggregate into living forms ; but no sufficient
ground for such an assumption has yet been given.
A subject for investigation nearly akin to that last mentioned,

and which may, perhaps, some day tend to throw some light
upon it, is the transition from life to death, a change which
under ordinary circumstances takes place in the most delicate,
insensible manner ; so that it is impossible to say when and
how life ends and death begins. Witness the mode in which
the parts of the ultimate tissue of the body become changed
and cease to exist, a process so fine as to elude observation and
to prove that the boundary line between life and death is hard
to define. One is inclined to ask, if the passage from the living
to the unliving condition be of this insidious inappreciable
nature, nniy there not be a converse of a like kind, an insensible
origination of, or conversion into, life and life's forms, going
on somewhere in the far recesses of Nature's womb?

_
Granted, therefore, for the present, that the medium, the

living form, was (^iven or created with the vital propeii:y,
does it i-emaiu the same in kind through all succeeding genera-
tions ? or is it capable of undergoing changes, slowly and
gradually, or, perhaps, if needs be, more rapidly, so as to
adapt it to various circumstances and conditions, so as. in

short, to evoke, in time, the diverse forms whichlife is known
to assume ; or must each of those forms have been the result
of a special creation similar to those which we suppose in the
first instance? One might have judged this to bo a question
which a careful examination and comparison of the different
species, and the circumstances under which they are found,
would have enabled us to decide with tolerable ease and
certainty. But it was found not to bo so. On the ono band
wQ see changes in each individiial, whereby the complete being
is evolved from the simple germ, changes that arc f'uggcsti^''e

of a corresponding evolution of the varied forms from ono
humble beginning. We find all the different animals emana-
ting from the same point as its centre, the simple germ which
presents precisely the same features in them all. We find them
all carried along the same high road of development
and diverging to acquire their respective peculiarities

;

so that certain structiu-al types are largely traceable
among them, binding them together and suggestive
of a common origin. Wo can arrange them in gradatlonal
series, not ono series, but several, of which one emanates In
man. We find O'Ch so suited to its position, and so surely
disappearing when the conditions cease to be favourable to it,
and as a necessary consequence of the alteration of those con-
ditions, as to suggest that it was modified from a common
standard not merely for but bi/ the conditions which surround
it. Tho records of tho earth's history prove this adaptation to
have been the case in former times as well as now, the faunas
varying in correspondence with the variations in the siu^ace
and climate and temperature of our planet ; and we can clearly
prove certain modifications in species to be caused by changes
in the external conditions in which they have been placed.
Moreover, by attention to external circumstances and selection
in breeding, we can induce deviations in the offspring, and so
imitate, it has been suggested, the process that goes on in
Nature.
These, with some other considerations, coincide with our

scientific yearning to unfold the plan of tho universe and trace
in Its growth .and the development of its parts the operation of
natural law. But much observation must be made and much
evidence accumulated before we can see oar w-iy to a theory of
transmutation of species. The only valid, but it is a cardinal
objection, to such a theory, is the want of evidence that a change
of the kind inferred really takes place, and that so little proof of
it is forthcoming in spite of the ittention which has for many
years been ii xio isly directed to the s ibject The nearly allied
species tantaUbo us by 3. certain flevibility of type and by their
near approicl t n tl r 1 t they seem rigidly to abstain
from th I I 11 atinus that take place
seem to I t in approximation to
those h r of accommodation to
e^t r 1 the 1 reservation of tho
species \\ Ism the human species.
We do not I Ij j t k w ho to connect even these with
one another or with a common ongm Some of these are
more some less allied to the monkey but between the lowest
of the human and the highest of the monkey there is a gap,
the width of which will be differently estimated by different
persons, but so wide that there has never yet been any doubt
to which side any specimen should be referred. Now, if the
one has been transmuted from the other, how comes it that
the series has been broken and the connecting links ceased to
exist. The conditions are still favourable to the existence
of the man and the e-Kistence of the monkey ; why are they
not still favourable to existence of the species that have
connected the one with the other. We may wonder, not only
that the traces of species in past time are not forthcoming, but
that the sjiecies are not now living. Moreover, we do not know
that any conceivable conditions, operating through any
number of years, will bring the gorilla or chimpanzee one
whit nearer to man, would give them a foot more capable of
bearing the body erect, a brain more capable of conceiving
ideas, or a larynx more capable of communicating them. Very
little direct assistance has been given by tho theory of natural
selection based upon tho struggle for existenco, ably pro-
pounded and ably defended asit has been. It has dispersed some
of the fallacies and false objections which beset the idea of trans-
mutation of species, and has so placed tho question in a fairer
position for discussion ; butitrcminds us forcibly ofsome of the
real diflicultles .ind objections. Though artificial selection may
do much to modify species, it is rather by pruducing varieties
than by dniwing away very far from the original stock.
To the former there seems no limit ; but the latter is stopped
by the increasiug unproductiveness and unhealthiness of the
individuals, l;y the susceptibility to disease, and the tendency
to revert to the original type. So that increasing departuro
requires greatly increasing care ; aud we do not know that any
amount of care and time would be sufiiclent to produce what
might fairly bo called a new species. The bringing about any
marked change by Nature's selection is shown to be very hard
of proof, and has opposed to its probability tho fact that tho
members of a species which aro most unlike have the gi-eatest
tendency to pair and are the most fertile. This law is more
striking from its contrast with the bar that exists to tho
pairing of different species and the infertility of hybrids.
Within a given range, dissimilarity promotes fertility ; beyond
that range, it is incompatible with it.

These and other considerations have always Inclined me to
the opinion that modifications of typo, occurring in nature,
arc more likely to be the result of exterujil influences operat-
ing upon successive generations, influencing their develop-
ment, their growth, and their maturity, than of " natural
selection " and tho " struggle for existence."
The slight variability of animal types through long periods,

the clear manner in which many of them are worked out
from one another, and which increasing investigation seems to
render more and more apparent, make the prospect of proving
that they are oduccd from one another by any uf the hitherto
supposed processes, grow more and more distant, and tho
feeling arises that there must be some other law at work
which has escaped our detection.
Whatever be the law aud forces which effect and regulate

the evolution erf species, they aro probably of tho same kind as
those which are operating in the inorganic world. "The orderly
and definite manner in which f-^rms and features and specific
characters are given and preserved in the one instance may bo
assumed to be of tho same nature as in the other ; and we
must probably refer the fixed animal and vegetable types to
influences identical with, or similar to, those by which the
forms are assigned to crystals, and the stratification is given
to rocks, by which the geological epochs have been deter-
mined, and the boundaries of our planetary and solar systems
have been set. One cannot but think that it may be within
the power of man to work out and to comprehend, in some
degree at least, tho principles by which these breaks in the
organic and inorganic works, constituting as they clearly do an
important feature in tho plan of creation, are brought about
and regulated.
Let us not shrink from the free, bold, fair discussion

of these and other kindred subjects, under an apprehension
that they are calculated to lower the religious elements and
shake our faith. That which is inevitable must be accepted.
It would show a want of faith to resist it. We must work
patiently on, not pressing hastily to conclusions which our
aspirations seem to point to, but relying on careful observation
and honest reasoning to give us a solution of some of the great
problems which life presents.

Home Correspondence*
Uahitnts of Schizfeas.—I forward you fronds of two

or three forms of a genus of Ferns (Schizoea) which, I
believe, lias never yet been very successfully cultivated •

and as all the species of the genus are curious, ana
some of them, including S. flabellum, one of those
I send, are very beautiful, a few remarks on the
habitats of this species may not be uninteresting to
loVers of Ferns. I ftMnd it gi'owing plentifully in the
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hot dense forests on the River Magdalena, and again

repeatedly in forests at varions altitudes up to quite

6000 feet above the sea. It invariably grew in a thick

layer of pure vegetable mould, consisting of the fallen

leaves of the trees, the accumulation of ages. This
mould was often so loose near the surface that the hand
could easily be plunged into it quite underneath the

roots of the plants, which could thus be easily taken

up—at considerable risk, however, for scorpions,

monster centipedes, and spiders abound in such situa-

tions. I do not think the species would be very

difficult to cultivate, provided good growing plants of

it could be got into the country. The only way to do

this would, I think, be to have pots or boxes on the

spot in which to put the plants immediately they were
taken up, and in which they ought to be thoroughly
established and growing before they are exported. Of
a quantity sent home by me some got home alive, but
they all perished soon after they arrived in England.
These, however, had been packed up in a close box for

quite three weeks before being planted in the cases in

which they came home. The plants of this species

growing at these different altitudes do not vary in any
remarkable degree, the segments of the fronds of those

in the higher regions being only a little narrower than
they are in those growing in the lower and hotter

localities. [This narrower form is exactly S. elegans.]

One of the fronds inclosed is from a low, and the other

from a high elevation. The latter was gathered just

within the mountain forest, at a point where it

abruptly ends and the open savannah begins ; and just

outside the forest, from amongst sparse wiry Grass and
stunted herbage, was gathered the second species

enclosed [S. dichotoma]. The two forms were growing
plentifully within three or four dozen yards of each
other, the one in the rich vegetable mould and moist

shade of the forest, and the other from the hard, poor,

sun-baked soil of the savannah. Am I wrong in

thinking it probable that both have had a common
origin, and that each^ or at least one of them, has been
changed from its original to its present state by the
circumstances under which it has been placed ? J. W.

Selling of Peaches and Neclannes.—The Eev. "W. F.

Eadclyfl'e states (see p. S3U), " that if the blossoms of

these are kept dry (and dry they must be kept) they
will often fall and refuse to set, unless the trees are

watered at the stumps." Doubtless, if the trees are dry,

watering at the root while they are in flower is a good
and safe practice ; but I very much doubt the necessity

of keeping the blossoms dry. No doubt a dry atmos-
phere is favourable to the ripening and dispersion

of pollen. But this is of secondary importance to

the vigour and health of the pistil. The former is

too often secured at the expense of the latter, and
the crop is sacrificed in consequence. This catastrophe

vegetable life ; but a dry atmosphere licks or dries uji

this natural provision for insuring perfect fructification

;

all which are additional reasons against keeping blossoms
dry, as a means of setting fruit. Neither is it

quite certain that Mr. BadclyfTe's crop was insured
altogether by the root-watering. It is possible that

the trees were helped to set by the evaporation of the
water from the earth into the air. They had been
kept very dry, be it observed, without setting: therefore

dryness alone will not set fruit. They were watered
abundantly, and they set " as if by enchantment."
Now, unless the trees were in pots they could hardly
be dry at the root, for there is scarcely any drain upon
the trees until after the fruit is set. Hence it is quite
possible that a large portion ofthe abundant water which
found its way into the air, was, perhaps sensibly as dew,
or insensibly as vapour, deposited on the organs con-
cerned in fructification, and thus by virtual overhead
watering insured a crop. Be that as it may, I con-
fidently advise frequent dustings of water over all stone
fruits in blossom, as I have prescribed, as one of the
likeliest means of insuring a thoroughly good crop. I

have done it for years, and have never failed but once,

and that season it was not done, as not a gleam of

sunshine gladdened the trees during the whole six

weeks they remained in blossom, and w'atering was out
of the question. Censor.

Mrs. Pollock Pelargonium.—I have much pleasure

in complying with the request of your correspondent,
Mr. J. Tyerman (p. 829). The Pelargonium Mrs.
Pollock was not green in the first instance, but came
variegated from the cotyledons, and has always
remained so. I may further state that such has been
the case with regard to all the best of the variegated

Pelargoniums that I have raised, including Mrs.
Benyon, Ijady CuUum, Sunset, Lucy Grieve, &c. But
I have also secured many variegated varieties in the
manner described by Mr. Tyerman as being practised

by Mr. AVills ; and to reconcile this statement with
my former assertion, that I had never raised a

variegated Pelargonium from a sport, I may as well

exjjlam that I do not consider any form obtained

from a seedling under one year old, as a sport. I

consider the term " sport " to apply only to deviations

in form, colour, or liabit, either in foliage or flower,

from the well-known and recognised habit or form, &c.,

of established varieties. Very possibly difference of

opinion may exist as to the acceptation of this term,

and it is certainly desirable that uniformity as to its

exact signification should be established. Mr.
Tyerman is not quite correct in supposing
that the well-known variety Cerise Unique was
one of the immediate parents of Mrs. Pollock,

although if the latter-named variety was endowed
with the power of speech, and if also inspired with

md I
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is as often as not the result of excessive drought, something like pride of birth, she might with justice

Looking at the delicacy of the organs concerned in
attaching the embryo fruit to the tree, it is obvious
that a genial, and occasionally a moist atmosphere would
bo much more likely to strengthen them than a dry
one. And if the whole attention of the cultivator

is given to secure the most favourable conditions for

the development of pollen, is it any wonder that the
other sex droops and dies in consequence ? That they
do so is a matter that I have proved over and over
again by actual observation. Out of doors I have long
observed that stone-fruit sets best in genial showery
weather. It is chiefly in those seasons when the dry
winds of March intrude so far into April as to last

through most of the blooming period, that failures

occur. These failures often happen when there has
been no cold severe enough to 'njure the blossoms.
The stamens are perfectly niatured, pollen is dispersed
in showers, but the stigma is withered with excessive
drought, and a crop becomes impossible. It was such
facts that made me sceptical of the use of a dry
atmosphere for setting stone-fruits. It then occurred
to me that such dryness was unnatural. In no
country are the blossoms of trees kept dry during
the ticklish process of setting. Supposing the
Peach, for instance, to be a native of the genial
climate of Persia, and that no rain might
fall when it was in bloom, what about the
semi-tropical dews ? Certainly this, that as a
Scotch mist is reported "to wet an Englishman to
the skin," so a tropical dew is equal to an April shower.
Presuming that Nature's method at home and abroad
could not be far wrong, and observing moreover that
she was eminently successful, I began many years ago
copying her example in this matter. Hence, instead of
the dry I adopted a moderately moist regimen, with the
best possible results. During a continuance of dull
weather little or no moisture will be required for
Peaches, &c., in bloom ; but on every other evening of
bright days send a shower of diamond dust from a skil-
fully used syringe right over and on to all your trees,
blossoms and all, and they will show their appreciation
of your skill by setting all the surer in consequence. I
do not recommend ordinary .syringing; that might be
too heavy, and would batter the pistils, perhaps injure
the stamens, and at least too rudely disperse the pollen

;

but with one finger or thumb over the single opening of
thesyringeagentleshower, aslikedewas possible, is easily
produced. And such a shower strengthens every part
of the pistil, and is highly favourable to that develop-
ment and fixing of ovary which we, for want of a better
name, call " setting." Neither does it at all injure the
stamens, nor hinder the maturation of the pollen.
Even the check which the presence of the moisture in
the air places upon the diffusion of the pollen seems
useful, for it is not always the most volatile pollen that
is the most effective. That most readily dispersed to
a distance often fails in performing its legitimate
functions at home. Frequently whole showers of dry
pollen may fall from the trees, and the stigmas remain
untouched. A certain amount of moisture seems
needful to enable the stigma to retain the pollen.
This is generated and deposited by the action of

pared with the sorts usually cultivated against
s, such as the Elton, Bl;u;k Tartarian, &c. I ask
(juostion because such as I have seen of those

"'ricau ( 'lierries are decidedly inferior to our own;
lid like the question to be answered by unpre-
rdenerswho haveagentleman'stabletosupply.

T. R." is evidently displeased with the birds because
they turn up their beaks at one of his pets, the Belle

Agathe. Now, when a hungry bird refuses to eat a
Cherry, I think we may therefrom form a pretty accu-

rate estimate of its merits as a fruit. I have myself
tasted the Belle Agathe, and must acknowledge that I

am much disposed to agree with the birds. Instinct.

Sports of Oolden Chain Pelargonium.—Yrom what
Mr. Fish says on sporting of Pelargoniums (p. 828), it

appears to be something rather unusual for Golden
Chain to sport. It has, however, done so twice hero

with me. In 1861 it produced a variety with a con-

siderably larger leaf, and only a very narrow margin of

gold. This is a much stronger grower, as might natu-

rally be expected, from there baing more green in the leaf

than in the parent plants, and it strikes more freely

from cuttings in the autumn than the old variety does.

The other is the produce of this season, and has a
plain green leaf. I took it off ten days ago, in order to

endeavour, as far as I possibly could, to propagate it.

P. Bomie, The Gardens, ChilUngham Castle, Sept. 3.

[A leaf of each, sent by Mr. Bowie, was exactly as

described above.—Eds.]

claim descent from that well-known and celebrated

yariety ; but I am rather inclined to think that the
beautiful Mrs. Pollock would prefer to stand or fall by
her own merits, and would be more likely to say in the
words of the poet laureate, that '' she was too proud to

care from whence she came." However, for the infor-

mation of Mr. Tyerman, and also of your correspondent
"

II. T. C." (who I am very pleased to see approves of

my proposed classification of Variegated Pelargoniums),
I will give as briefly as possible, and so far as I know,
the pedigree of Mrs. Pollock. The seed-bearing parent
was a variety called Emperor of the French, and the
pollen parent was Gold Pheasant. The seed parent of

Gold Pheasant was also Emperor of the French, and
the pollen parent Golden Tom Thumb. The seed

parent of Golden Tom Thumb was Cottage Maid, and
the pollen parent Golden Chain. The seed parent of

the Emperor of the French was Cerise Unique, and
the pollen parent a silver variegated variety named
Attraction (introduced by the Messrs. Lee). The
result of this latter cross was the production of three
distinct varieties on one plant, viz.. Emperor of the
French, Empress of the French, and Rainbow. The
first of these is a strong grower, and a good bedder, and
was much in favour in this locality until superseded
by Mr. Beaton's famous Stella ; the Empress is

of dwarfer habit than the Emperor, having the
stems and leaf-stalk striped, as in Cerise Unique;
and Rainbow is a silver tricolor of considerable

merit. Which of these three varieties should have
been considered as sports, and which as seed-

lings? It has been stated that somewhere in the
north of England Mrs, Pollock has produced a silver-

variegated sport ; but this requires confirmation. If

correct it is a very interesting fact, and well worthy
the consideration of physiological botanists, as it would
appear to show a tendency to revert to the peculiarities

of a rather remote ancestor. I enclose for your inspec-

tion a leaf of a golden tricolor of the present season,

which I consider an advance on anything that I have
yet seen. It is about 18 inches high, and has never
produced a green leaf, nor one in any way differing

from that sent. P. Grieve, Culford. Sept. 4, [It is the
finest of its class which we have yet seen, Eds.]
Annuals for late Summer Beds.—Will some of your

readers be kind enough to say what, or whether any,
annuals may be planted in beds late in spring, ana
bear transplanting in autumn to beds which earlier

kinds have occupied? I tried, last month, at mere
hazard, some French Marigolds, which scarcely flagged

an hour after they were moved. G". H.
Mangos.—It may interest some of your readers to

know that there is a very fine crop of Mangos at Chats-
worth this season, but from the cold, dull weather, the
fruits are not ripening so early as last year. A.
American Cherries.—An article on the cultivation of

Cherry trees in pots, at p. 801, induces me to ask a

question concerning the American varieties of Cherry,
introduced, I believe, and highly praised by Mr. Rivers

some few years since. If any gardener has fruited any
of those "Cherries, he will render a service to his

brethren by giving his opinion of their merits as

! added the follow-
I globosa, Solanum
1, ic. To Me8sr.=.

id for maf^ifieeiit
liety in tlie way of

Hartl.and, Lough

Socfetfes.
Royal Hobticultdral : Sept. 4 (Floral Committee).—

A

candidate for fellowship was elected on this occasion, and one
Society was affiliated. Perhaps the most remarkable plant
exhibited was the Amaryllis Josephinse, from Mr. Bull,

alluded to last week (see p. 826). From, the crown of the bulb
had risen a stout thick stem, about 2^ feet in height
surmounted by a noble candelabrum-like head of not very
showy flowers. The general appearance of the plant was, how-
ever, so artistic and altogether so striking, as to render it well

worth cultivation. Associated with it were two smaller
plants, which also excited considerable interest. Mr. Hull

likewise exhibited Caladium Annihilator, with leaves

prettily marbled with red and white ; Philodendron crinipea

with sini-ularly-sbaped shining green foliage ; and the charming
Uioscorea, shown at the last meeting under the wrong name of

D. vittata, its correct name being D. discolor vaikgata ; tbe

variety has rounder, broader, and altogether h iii.U.iii i I ,im a

than those ofthe true D. discolor vittata Fi.: i
M I' mo

Laird & Laing came an interesting collect! ;, .i ...a

plants, conspicuous among which wfire \Vi_' nn i . !.> , uii.

Solanum auriculatum, S. robustum, S. verli^iftLiiulimu. ui d
Polymnia gi-andis, all stately large-leaved plants. Along with
these were also Ferula nodiflora, with much-divided Fennel-

like foliage ; Solanum pyracantha and decurrens, both
haudsome-foliaged planta, ornamented with orange-colound
spines ; S. Fontanesianum, a crumpled, comparatively small-

leaved sort, with yellow blossoms; a very spiny dark-

coloured Solanum, called amazonicum atropurpureum

;

Uhdea bipinnatifida, a Mexican undershrub, with bold
deeply-cleft hairy foliage ; the white-striped Japanese
Maize, and the little bright orange-red-leaved Altemanthera
spatbulata, which promises to be a useful plant i

distinct colours. To thi_-.se, morco'
ilvery-leavi.''! i^l n,: , \ i

,
T'

marginatum ;ir •
i

Osbom was awn i
i i

i

specimens of M.ui.-.- ici-in, i

Holfordii, but aci:(.ut oil...uix..i.

Nurseries, Cork, came a small plant and cut twig:

the yellow variegated variety of Wellingtonia gigantea,

for which a First-clasa Certificate was awarded. Mr.
Parker, of Tooling, showed a dark-coloured variety of

Laelia elegans, and Mr. Ferguson, of Whitton, seedling zonal

Pelargoniums. To Mr. Mann, Brentwood, was awarded a
First-class Certificate for a tricolor-leaved Pelargonium called

Melona ; and to Mimas, a zonal Pelargonium with goud
trusses of large bright searlet flowers, a Second-class Certificate

awarded. Mr. Standish, Ascot, furnished a collection of

spikes of beautiful Gladioli, which will keep flowering

from this time until cut off by frost. Mr. Smith, gr. to 3. H,
Norris, Esq., Altrincham, near Manchester, showed a spike of

Reuanthera coccinea cut from a plant which was in full flower

in the spring of last year, and which bids fair to blossom again

in 1867. So much for the freedom with which, under skilful

treatment, this plant may be made to produce its handsome
florescence. Mr. Eckford, Coleshill, received a Second-class

Certificate for a rosy-tipped light Dahlia named Lady Jane
Ellice ; the same exhibitor also had cut flowers of Verbenas,

one of which, named Coleshill, a large orange-scarlet, gained

a First-class Certificate. From Messrs. Stuart & Mein came
various Hollyhock blooms, which were, however, union unately,
not in good condition. Messrs. Veitch contributed thehandsome
Maranta Lindeni, and another variety named M. roseo-picta,

a variegated Abutilon, Ananassa Porteana, Coleus Gibsoni,

Hen-ania palmata, Euonymus macrophyllus (with handsome
glossy green leaves), a Thibaudia, Dieffenbachia Weii-ii, and
examples of the charming Retiuospora obtusa aurea. Two
seedhng Fuchsias were exhibited by Mr. Cannell, of Woolwich.

To Mr. George, Stamford Hill, was awarded a First-class

Certificate for a variety of Tropajolum compactum called King
of Scarlets; he had also an orange-yellow kind spotted

on all the petals with crimson. Mr. Keynes, of Salis-

bury, was awarded a First-class Certificate for

a Dahlia named Paradise Williams, a medium-sized finely-

formed deep maroon crimson. To the same exhibitor were also

awarded Second-class Certificates for Gazelle, a larye violet

shaded bronzy salmon ; for Vice-Pi-esident, a golden yellow, or

rather amber-coloured kind ; and for Harriet Tetterell, a light

ground variety heavily tipped and flushed with purplish

crimson. From Messrs. Carter & Co. came various showy
Lobelias of tho ful«ens section, and examples of the same
class of Lobelia were also furnished by Mr. Kinghorn, of Rich-

mond, to whom Second-class Certificates were awarded for

Rose Queen and Crimson King, names which suificiently

denote their respective colours. A lilac Verbena, called Lady
Leigh, was shown by Mr. Thomas, of Coventry ; and a crim-

son\ariety of Verbena, with a white eye, called Constance,

came from Mr. Woodford, of Ashford. Messrs. Veitch con-

tributed interesting illustrations of the different sections of

Asters, both in the shape of plants and cut blooms. Among
them were Giant or Emperor, tall showy kinds ; Chryaan-
themum-fiowered, large-blossomed sorts, very suitable for pot

culture ; Hedgehog, slightly quilled, tall-growing kinds ;

Dwarf Pyramid, each plant of which forms quite a bouquet of

flowers in itself ; Truffaut's Pseony Perfection, varieties, with
the merits of which most cultivators of Asters are familiar

;

the original China Aster, a tall stragglin^f kind, which few
now would care to grow ; the Victoria, which, like the dwarf
Chrysanthemum-flowered, is one of the best sorts either for

out-door display or for pot culture ; Ranunculus-flowered, with

compact, hard, fiat, button-1 blossoms, each about the size
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TJNIEKTAINTIES OP BEE KEEPIHC —I have tttO

apiaut^ bLpaiated from each othur by a distance ot

nbiiut thict miles All my hives aie managed upon the

:\ ] iiMii ivtem, natural snarmmg being "iystemati-

1 !i" iiii iged When an ncrca=ie oi btocks is

nil I n uuise li hid to the formation of aitiflcial

II ni 111 the maunci dtsuibcd in former numbers of

th( (runteiwii Chiouide
In one ipiin cimsitin^ of eleven hives the

miioiity of tlie supei woikiUo stocks sn armed oi per-

sisted in Ihitatemno to s«aim, havm„ pieviously

made considerable piogie^s in comb building Al'so

alter tht I etui n of the swarms to the parent stocks

and m some cases notwithstanding the raietul e\cision

ot the ro\al cells the queens again departed at the

head of their subjects. In one instance this occurred

exactly 21 days alter the return of the first issue and

the excision of the royal cells, proving that the bees

must have commenced the construction of new cells

almost immediately. From this apiary, in consequence

of these untoward events, only about 50 lb. of honey m
supers has been obtained.

The second apiary consists of seven hives, out of
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which two only threw off swarms. One of these was
allowed to stand ; and the hive having been partly
furnished with empty combs in frames, the bees went
a-head right merrily. It is usually my custom under
such circumstances to remove the deserted super from
the necessarily weakened stock-hive, and give it to

some other colony to finish. In this case the super,

about half-filled with combs, was at once placed on the
sivarm, which, as before stated, was supplied with
some ready-made combs, giving the queen abundant
space for the deposit of her eggs. In due time a
beautiful super, of 20 lb. weight, Avas taken off.

The other hive at the time of sending out its swarm
had two-thirds filled a large octagonal glass bo.'c.

Removing this with its adapter, all the frames of the

stock-hive were carefully examined, a considerable

number of royal cells being destroyed. Two large

drone combs full of larva; were also removed, for which
were substituted two empty worker-celled combs. As
the rest of the interior was crammed with brood and
eggs, no doubt the queen was delighted on her return

to her old domicile, to find such a wide field for her
ovipositing operation, and possibly this may have con-
tributed to my ultimate success. The bees of the
swarm were then shaken out on the tops of the frames.

So enormous were the numbers thus summarily dis-

lodged, that the fop and sides of the hive were com-
pletely covered with thick masses of them. About two
uours elapsed before they had entered the hive suffi-

ciently to enable me to replace the super and its

adapter. From this time all went merry as a marriage-
bell ; no further attempt at swarming was made ; the
bees worked at an astoiiLshing rate, and in one month
after, I had the satisfaction of seeing completed a glass

super of 80 lb., the handsomest and neaviest top-box it

has ever been my fortune to possess in my own apiary.

Two other hives out of the seven comprising this

liarticular apiary were weak in the spring, and did not
T^covev their populations sufficiently early to take
a Ivantage of the honey harvest, nor did thoy throw off

Buanus. They are now very heavy, and strong in bees.

Therefore, it will be seen that the hives which afforded
me any honey harvest were reduced to five in number.
The sura total amounted to 212 lb., an average of rather
more than 121b. per hive. These results, though
s :eming to speak much more favourably for one apiary
t i;ni the other, do not exactly exhibit the real state of
t II- i;i-e. The apiary from which the smallest harvest
his been obtained possesses now a certain number of

n.'W stocks, well stored and vigorous for the next cam-
liiiimi; while the parent hives have, of course, young
queeus, which ought to be in their prime. It is

grobaijie that this apiary may next summer be in a
.tter condition to reap the full benefit of an abundant

supply of honey, should we be again so highly favoured
as we have been for the last four seasons.

My object in writing the foregoing outline of my
doings is to show how easily we may be misled by
appearances. Had I been the possessor of but the one
uuremunerative apiary, I should have been disposed to
give a very bad character to the season as a honey year.

The success which attended my manipulations in the
o'.her apiary will go far towards proving the contrary.
For a short period honey was stored more rapidly than
I ever before remember. S. Beran Fox.

Supers.—Please advise me under the following cir-

cumstances. I have a Woodbury hive, into which I
put a very fine swarm in April last. The bees did very
well, and were rapidly filling a super,when they swarmed
a,'ain, leaving the super half full of comb, but with very
little honey. Since that the bees left have not of course
besn able to do much good, but they have rapidly

increased in numbers, and have added some comb and a
little honey. The super is now two-thirds full of beau-
tiful comb, containing perhaps 21b. of honey. Of
course I shall not take this ; but the question now is,

whether I ought or ought not to remove the super, and
lay it by for next year, when the comb will be very
valuable. My difficulty is that the super (which is a
large square one), as well as the stock hive, appears
always full of bees, and I fear if I remove it there may
not be room in the stock hive for all. Will you kindly
advise me what to do ? G.
[You need be under no apprehension of any danger

of the bees being unable to find accommodation in the
lower hive when the super is taken off. This should
be done without much delay, the adapter also being
removed, the top put on, and all made snug for the
winter. The combs in the super will be very valuable

next season, and will almost ensure your becoming
possessed of a fine box of honey. But, sometimes,
when guide combs are scarce, we find it more to our
advantage to make use of such combs (provided they
are suitable worker-celled combs) by dividing them
among several supers. Help and inducement to work
is afforded to a larger number of hives, and more hon^
may be the result. If the box is to be kept as it is,

take some means to remove the honey, otherwise it

may ferment or become crystallised during the winter,

spoiling the combs. Open-air robbery, particularly at

this season, is not to be encouraged ; or, by exposing

the super for a few hours, the desired result would be

easily obtained. Having drawn a string underneath
the box, to detach any comb which may be connected
with the adapter, raise the super an inch or two on
four wedges ; cover all up, and leave till the following

morning, when probably the bees will be found to have
descended into the lower hive, and taken the honey
with them.] ^^^____^_^^^_^

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing iveek.)

Those who contemplate making new orchards, re-

moving large fruit trees, or replacing unhealthy young
ones this year, should now or very soon commence
operations of a preparatory character. In the first

place secure if pcssible abundance of good loam ; and if

this can be obtained with some rough turf in it, so

much the better. The loam being provided and
stacked in a high and sharp ridge, in order to throw off

rain, the next things is to thoroughly drain, if not
already done, the site intended to be planted ; without
this all subsequent operations mil end in disappoint-
ment. Perfect drainage being secured, stations may
be formed for the trees, which need not be planted
sooner than November. In the meantime, however,
we would advise a trench to be thrown out without
delay around any large trees that are intended for
removal. This will check late growth, and induce a
disposition in the roots to throw out new fibres or
small rootlets.

FLOWEH GARDEN AND PLANT HOUSES.
Alterations of grounds and planting of evergreens

may now be commenced and carried on with dispatch.

Evergreens may he moved with greatei; safety now
than at any other season. Before planting, see that
the ground which they are to occupy is well di;ained,

and otherwise properly prepared for their reception.
Hollyhocks.—Continue to increase these both by

means of cuttings and seed. The latter should be sown
as soon as it is ripe.

Pansies.—Plant out beds for early spring blooming.
Seedlings, as soon as large enough, should be planted
out for blooming. Late-saved seed may be sown.
Cuttings may also be put in.

Pinks.—Prepare beds for planting out at the end of
the month for blooming. The beds should be a little

raised in the cenire, to throw off the wet; plant about
six inches apart. Rotten manure and common road
sand should be mixed with the soil rather plentifully.

Pot up a part of the stock for wintering under glstss, or
to be sheltered, like Carnations during the winter.
These, if planted out in well-prepared beds about the
1st of March, bloom both early and fine.

S.iLViAS.—See to having plenty of the showy scarlet

kind called splendens, which is extremely useful for

mixing among Chrysanthemums. It is a good practice

to place the largest specimens of this in a shady situa-

tion out of doors for a few weeks in autumn
;
plants so

treated will be found to bloom more strongly, and last

longer in beauty than others drawn up in a warm
house.
Tkee Violets.—Keep these clear of red spider by a

liberal use of the syringe, and by giving them plenty pf

manure water, which will assist in keeping them in

vigorous health.

Tuli rs.—Bulbs of Van Thol and others of that class

used for forcing may be potted. Place them on coal

ashes, cover them as Hyacinths are usually done, and
early in November they may be placed in heat.

FOnCING GARDEN.
CucTTMBEES.—Where a supply is required during

winter, vigorous young plants should be secured at

once from seed, as plants that have been bearing
through the autumn, however promising they may
look, seldom answer well for winter fruiting.

Figs.—Where any are ripe keep the atmosphere as

dry as can conveniently be done, and also let the trees

be on the side of dryness at the root, but avoid such a
degree of drought as would be likely to injure the
foliage or the bearing wood for next crop. Keep the
shoots thin, so as to e.xpose the trees fairly to light and
air, but avoid stopping at this season. Keep the
atmosphere moist where fruit is swelling, washing the
foliage well with the syringe frequently to prevent red
spider, and give plants in pots or tubs a liberal supply
of manure-water.
Pines.— Any necessary re-arrangement of plants

growing in open beds should now be effected. En-
courage plants expected to show fruit next January to

make vigorous growth, for these should be sufficiently

advanced by the beginning of November to allow of

keeping them rather cool and dry, so as to check and
thoroughly ripen their growth. Plants which have
been prepared for fruiting, and which it is desired to

get up at once, should, be encouraged with a moist warm
atmosphere, keeping the soil about their roots in a

healthy state as to moisture. If artificial treatment
must be resorted to in order to get the plants to fruit

at the desired time, there is no method so certain or so

little injurious as keeping them cool and dry for a
month, and then affording them a moist warm temper-
ature and a brisk bottom-heat, giving sufficient water
at the root to properly moisten the soil. Take off and
pot, or plant out suckers at short intervals as they can
be obtained of sufficient strength for that purpose.
Vines.—Give air freely whenever the weather is dry

in houses where the ripening of the wood is an object,

and if a little fire-heat is used with the air, this will be
much more efficacious now than later. Except, how-
ever, in the case of young Vines with a very gross

habit it will hardly be necessary to use fire-heat if the
weather is dry. It will now be advisable to cover the
borders of houses in which it is intended to keep ripe

Grapes for any length of time, so as to prevent the

soil from getting saturated by heavy rains. Look
over ripe Grapes frequently, particularly in damp
weather, cutting out any taintied berries immediately
they are perceived, and keep the atmosphere a,s dry
as possible, using gentle fires when necessary, with a

free circulation of air; but a warm temperature is

nearly as injurious as damp, therefore use no more
fire-heat than may be absolutely necessary.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.

Pay every attention to getting the wood of Peaches
and Apricots well ripened, by exposure, shortening, &c.

Apples and Pears.—Most kinds of Apples may be

gathered during this and next month. Pears should,

however, be left on the trees as long as the weather
continues favourable for their ripening.

POTATOS.—No opportunity should now be lost for

getting Potatos that are ripe out of the ground, and
J

stored in a dry condition. They may either be kept in
narrow pits, with a little dry earth sprinkled among
them, or in airy dark sheds. Before storing, however,
take care to separate the bad ones, unfortunately rather
plentiful this season, from those that are sound.
Salading.—Plant out Lettuces and Endive for

spring use. If planted on the sloping sides of wide
ridges they will stand better, damp being quite as
destructive to them as frost.

STATE OF
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IHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY

DISSOLVED BONES, for Dro.^sing Posturo Lands
SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUANO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Offices, lie, Fenchurch Street. E.G.

L
r ready for delivery nt hia Factories,

following prices, per ton :—
LAWES' PATENT TURNIP MANORE, and BONE £ i

MANURES 800
CONCENTRATED CORN" and GRAf5S MANURE.. ,.12
These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawks, or through the

appointed Agents in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices
varying iiccording to co5t or carriage.

E.C. ; and 22, Eden Quay, Dublin

LAND DRAINAGE, FARM BUILDINGS, and
LABOURERS* COTTAGES.—These several works can be

executed, and the cost borrowed and charged on landed property.
Landowners can have Plans and Sptciflcations of the best and
cheapest character prepared to meet the specialities of each case,
and in confoniiity with the Act of ParliatneDt, so that they Cin, if

desirable, execute the work by their own Agents.—Apply to Mr.
Bailky DtNTON. 2-2, Whitehall Place, Westminster, S.W.

T HE LANDS liMl^KUVEMENT COMPANY.
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

To Landownkrs, the Clergt, Estate Agents, Sckvevobs, 4o., m

lutlay and
Ni; liquidated by a rent-charRe for 25 years.

. and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
I'l^m, Planting, for any beneficial purpose,
li'ry for Drainage or Irrigation.

.i>s .and Railroads for agricultural or farming

i' Cottages, and otherhe Erection of Farm Houses, Labom-
Buildings required for Furm purposes, and the
of and additions to Farm Houses and other buildings for

iowucrs assessed under the provisions of any Act of Parliament,
Ch.utcr, or Ci.iiiniii8sion in respect of any imblic or general
"" " " - - 'iiprovements, may borrow their pro-

>, and charge the s

Works, wl
ment Enclosure Commi'^sioi
Apply to Fkancis B. Mau

;h are controlled only by the Govern-

, Esq., Secretary, 3, Parliament Street,

AGKiUULlUKAL IMPLEMENTS.—Steam Engines,
Threshing and Dre.ssing Machines, Waggons and Carts, Culti-
- Ploughs, Jlarrows^_ Chaff Cutters, Grinding Mills, Lawn

of every dc'^cripti
Rollers, Water Barrows, and Horticultural Tools
m ; Corn Bins, Wire Netting, Churns, Forks, &c.

& Key, 95, Newgate Street, London, E.C.

C-lUTXAM'S PAIE.NT I'DKTABLJi UNITED

pleasure, no W n Iwork r 1 iirlitM'iis tn iiiipodo Viiilil.itnj[i or bree
Vermm, Hay Rack dispensed with as unnecessary, increased widt
and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Dro
Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious t
«„f„„,!„„ K„; 11 „f r.^„ Pi-i^Q ^,f Fittings per Cow. 45.s-.

Oil Faint no longer Necessary.

^^v^^tV-v^^^^^l^j

HILL AND SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VARNISH
for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish is an

excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-door work, and is fully
two-thirds cheaper. It may be applied by au ordinary Inbourer,

: : ^..: ;_. _ , .^ ^^^^ ^^j^ j^ j^ xi.fe6. lu the

IIIR NATIONAL EXHIBITION of SPORTING
SKVKNTn t!Rp:AT \L exhi-

llTlUN HALL,
N KSDAY, and

thofc

\ I Ml-: and POULTRY
;; ['.AT ANNUAL EXHl-

I ^.^., I lOMESTIC POULTRY,

THE RIRMINGIi \

SHOW, isno.—Thu i;ii.

BITION of FAT OATTLi,, -

CORN, ROOTS, and IMiL
HALL, on SATURDAY, M.,.,^..., ....o^.^i, „ ^^.,i,.;,i^«.»,
and THURSDAY, December 1st, 3d, 4th, 5th, and 0th, when Prizes
to the amount of £2050 will be awarded.

Prize Lists, Certificates of Entry, and every infonnation may be

1 Chambers, New Street, Birmltighai

M IT H FIELD CLUB SHOW.
' AGRICULTURAL HALL, ISLINGTON, DECEMBER 10 to 14.

IMPLEMENT DEPARTMENT,
'ho LAST DAY for receiving Applicntions for Space for Implc

Rules and Regulations, may
01 mr. UAVID rOLLEN, J\i~' ' ^ - • ^ ..

.-arv Secretary. Corner of
London, W.

application.
From J. A, Tatlor, Eaq., Strensham Court.

> your inquiries, 1 beg to inlorm you I find your Black
:Dllcut substitute for oil paint upon iron and wood

found the iron Barrow with apparatus
inea of fencing. I can strongly

lie Bhiuk Varnish for all out-door work as superior to
anything I have yet used for the purpose, and it can be applied with

Varnish an ct
out of doors,
essential in applying the V.-ii

great economy
Sola m cabks of about 30 gallons each, at la. 6d. per gallon, at the

Manufactoi7. or Is. Sd. per gallon paid to any Station in the kinedom.
Apply to Hills Smith. Brierly Hill Iron Worksi. near Dudley, and

22, Cannon Street West, E,C., fi-om whom only It can be obtained.

SMITHFIELD CLUB FAT CATTLE SHOW.—
The ANNUAL SHOW of FAT CATTLE, SHEEP, and

PIGS, will be held at the AGRICULTURAL HALL, ISLINGTON,
on MONDAY afternoon. December 10, and Four following Days.
Intending Exhibitors are requested to apply for Certificate Forms

For an OX or STEER (in any Class).

. „ B. For a COW or HEIFER (in any Class).

„ C. For a BEAST in Extra Stock.
JHEEP. „ D. For a PEN of3 WETHERS (in any Claas).

„ E. For a SINGLE SHEEP in Extra Stock.
'IGS. „ F. For a PEN of 3 PIGS {in any Class).

„ O. For a SINGLE PIG in Extra Stock.

ENTRIES for LIVE STOCK CLOSE NOVEMBER 1.

Prize Lists, Fonns of Certificates, and all information may be

Piccadilly, Lond.
N.B. All communications respecting the Show must be :iddressed

to the As,sistant Secretai-y, as above, and should bear outside the
words " Snuthfield Show."

Eiu Agricultural ©alette.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, ISGG.

The period of WTieat soTying, which ap-
proaches, and which, in the case of extremely
thin seeded Wheats, is indeed already here,

brings under our notice a recently published
report of experiments with different sorts. In
1863 the Highland and Agricultural Society
offered a premium of 201. " for an approved report
of experiments conducted for the purpose of de-
termining the relative productivenes.s in corn and
straw of Hunter's, Hopetoun, Fenton, and any
other variety of white Wheat," the conditions of
competition being as follows:—" The experiment
must embrace crops of 18G4 and 1865. Intention
to compete must be intimated to the Secretary
not later than 1st January, 1864. The soil shall

be uniform in quality and condition. One acre

must be allowed for each kind of Wheat, and the
lots must bo separated by .spaces not less than
two feet wide. Care must be taken to select

true samples of seed for crop 1864, the produce
of which shall be used as seed in 1865. Samples
of the original seed, and of each yt^ar's crop,

to be lodged with the Secretary. The Wheats
to be sown, by drill or broad-cast, not later than
November, and the crops shall be inspected by a
committee in May and July following. The whole
produce shall be weighed and measured ; and
care must bo taken thoroughly to clean the
thrashing machine before testing each variety.

The report shall further specify the quantity of
each variety of seed sown—where it was
obtained—the dates of sowing, brairding, earing,

ripening—the properties and appearances of the
crops when growing—and the produce each year
in corn and straw. Eeports to be lodged by
1st November, 1865."

Three report.s were received, and these were
considered so equal in value that it was resolved
to award a premium of 15?. to each, instead of

awarding 20?. to only one of them. Messrs.
EicHARDSON, of Brylawhill ; and P. Tdrnbull,
of Little Pinkerton, in East Lothian ; and Mr.
Thomson, of Grange, Kilmarnock, are the
gentlemen to whom we are indebted for

this comparison of approved sorts of Wheat,
to the results of which we now direct the atten-
tion of our readers. The soUs on which the sorts

were tried were fair Wheat soils—a heavy loam
with retentive subsoil, a dark brown clay loam
over yellow clay, and a gravelly loam of uniform
quality. The sorts were in all cases Hunter's,
the old standard Scotch white Wheat, Hopetoun,
also an estabhshed favourite, and Fenton, a
comparatively recent sort, introduced by Mr.
Hope, of Fenton Barns. It is a short and
uneven-sfrawed white Wheat, now well known
in most parts of the country.

In addition to these, there were in one case
" Mungoswells," one of many excellent sorts of

Wheat introduced by Mi-. Patrick Shirreff ; in

another, "Woolly-ear," which is, wo presume,
tho short-strawed white Wheat, well-known in

our own home counties as a productive and
excellent variety ; and in the third case Shirreff's

Bearded White, a variety for which wo are
more recently indebted to Mr. Shirreff. The
following are tho results on the two years as

regards the grain produce per acre :

—

Mr. Richard- ( 1804 34
son .. _ (1865'37 19

Mr. Thomson. {JSM'M

Mr.Tum„uU.{J^^J5»M

(a

34 61 36 61
1 38

35 34 3!) 30,33

33 |35i 1 .

60 66i .

32i 39 ..

37 '40 I

5^

?4

This table is not, however, suiEciently insti-uc-

tive by itself, as the weight and value per bushel

varied very much. Thus the three sorts.

Hunter's, Hopetoun, and Fenton, of the crop

1864, were valued at 37s., 39s., 36s., and 39s. 6f7.,

42s., 41s. 3(/., and 30s., 38,?., 37s., in the three

several cases, whUe Mungoswells, Woolly-oar,
and Shirreff's the same year, grown by the three
different reporters, were valued at 36.s., 39s., and
41s. It is almost impossible, however, thus to

epitomise the statements given in the reports,

and we therefore condense the results of crop
1864 as follows:—
Mr. Richardson's Report.— 1. Crop 1864.—Soilaheavylu.iui,

with a retentive subsoil. Previous crop Potatos, manured on
the stubble with farmyard dung and a mixture of guano .and

bones in drill ; no additional manure given to the Wheat.
The varieties sown were (1) Mungoswell's, (2) Hojiotoun, (3)

Hunter's, (4) Fenton. The seed had been exhibited at the
Haddington Show of seed Wheat. The seeds were .all hand-
eowed on the 20th of October, at the rate of 2 bushels 3 pecks
per imperial acre, having been previously dressed with sul-

phate of copper. One imperial acre, where the soil was of

uniform quality, was allotted to each v.ariety.

All the varieties appeared above ground on the 17tb of

November, came into ear about the loth of June, and were
reaped on the 21st and 22d of Auftust. The summer was w.arm
•and dry ; all the varieties remained erect, with the exception
of Hunter's, which was slightly lodged.
On the 17th of February. 1865, samples of the produce were

submitted to competent judges, who valued the different

v.arietie3 as follows : Mungoswells, 368. : Hopetoun, 39j. :

Hunter's, 37a. ; Fenton, 36s.—.all per imperial qufirter.

The results were a
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3 2i and the Fenton c

Vll thi. v^rietit^s V

lu

. „. cit,ht m the fati i-i this ciri, u ibUi ^l leu j,

asenbed by Mi Turnbill to its having 1 een sown tlaidccr

thin the other varieties ther»,by rendeimg the stiaw softei

and hijht r ,, ,

The sei^on on the whfle waa fiv arable to the nrowth I

Who it ml the fjurvirieties were leaped on the 19th and 23d

of An u t ciiuei on the Id andSdcf&eptembur.and thrashed

on tl tl I 11 tl f N el I 1

11
I

II —
] i

1 els 2 pecks, weighing

C [
hels weight, ijlilb.

J ^ chaff 24 stones.

ii I t L, I 1,1 II 4 1 ll'^ I umbels Ipeck; weight,

e^i lb ]Li bushel Li„ht briui 4Lushels 1 peck ; weight,

6U lb Straw 01 stones chaff, 23 stones

Shirrtfl "i K o 1 grain 4 quarteis 5 bushels 2 pecks ; weight,

f!} lb per 111 hcl Light grain 4 bushels, weight, 624 lb.

Straw 1 U st ncs chaff 31 stones

rent 11 !^ 1 1 gram 4 quaiters 7 bushels Ipeck; weight,

fll lb I Li 1 ishel Litht gram 6 bushels , weight, COJ lb.

fetiaw ! 3 stanes chiff 2"" stones

The \alUL f the produce per imperial me rf the different

vaneticMs St itel bj Mi Tubnbiil to h-i\c 1-een as follows :—
Hunttrs gi-ol giain at J6 icr quirtLi C! 175. 3d.; light

do at H pel quarter 1( 0< ~ rf stiiw it 4d. per stone,

4( 12 i,l chatf atljd per stone 3j—tiUl 121. 13s. 2Jrf.

Hopetoun gni grain at 3G« per quarter 71 5s. lid. : light

di ato3! 1"» liiJ straw, 5( 2j 8rf , chaff, 2s. 101rf.—tot.al,

13/ Ri > d
hhirreffs, pood gram, at 41! per qr 9/ 12< SjiZ. , light do.,

at 38.<., 19s.; straw, St. IVs. 2i(. ; chaff, 3s. lOJrf.— total,

16'(. 12,<. 2jd.
Fenton, good gi-ain, at 3U. per qr., 8/. 6.^. 9|tZ. : light do.,

at 32.!., It. ; straw, 51. Vs. Srf. ; chaff, 3s. 4J(;.
— t..tal,

11(. 17s. lO^ii.

On the wtole it will be seen that the Fenton
variety is one which deserves extended trial, or

we may rather say adoption, seeing that it has

now been fried for many years.

"We may refer once more to the sale on

Thur.sday next of a portion of Lord E.vdnor's

Short-honi lierd at ColesUill,* which vnll probably
,

represent by its results what the ])resent market i

value is of well-bred Short-horns where there has :

not boon any special affectation of one or other of

the fashionable strains. Mr.M;ooRE,LordRAD:NOE's
agent, bought the first cows of this herd at Mr.
Beasley's sale in 1842. His nest purchases

were at Mr. Stickxand's, Oct. 1848, and at Lord
Sherborne's sale, Oct. 1848 (some valuable

cows were secured at the latter sale especially) ;

then at Mr. Be.vsley's final salo of Short-horns,

and at Mr. Hittton's, of Gate Burton, Lincoln-

shire. He has used bulls bred by Mr. Beasley,
Sir G. Knightly, Earl Spencer, and Mr.
Tanquekat ; also Mr. Booxn's Majestic, and
Mr. Sandy's Eaieleigh. There has been no
attempt to preserve any particular line either of

Bates or Booth, but rather useful animals of

whatever sti-ain of pure-bred Short-honis have
been selected. Most of the cows mUk well, and
every animal in the sale but one was bred on the

premises. Those whose names begin with O are

of the same blood as Odavia, that took the first

prize in her class at Smithfield last Chi-istmas,

and also the Gold Medal and 40;. cuj as the best

female of all breeds. Olivia, Lot 1 in the sale,

has bred nine calves, and Olytvpiu, her dam, also

bred nine, and died of milk fever with the last

;

every animal of age is a regular breeder. About
half the herd have been selected for the sale ; the

stock being overdone in number.-j.

Messrs. D.VY have published a capital

chromo-lithograph of the celebrated Norliiamp-
tonshiro Sliort-hom ox, bred and icd by Mr.
Wood, of (.'lapton, Thrapstone, which carried

awa5' all the prizes which one animal could

receive at the last Midland Counties Show at

Bii-minghara. The pictiu'e is good, both as a

porti'ait and for artistic execution, though one
feels the need of some figure beside the animal

to servo as a standai-d by which to judge of its

magnificent size and proportions.

ran "ij, high as 40 guineas, and, altogether, the sale must
have bpen most s itisfactory, both to Mr. Rigden and
t 1 Mr Bushby, of Eustington, by whom it was con-

I I I I li his usual care and indefatigable attention

I 1 sts of his clients. The wetness of the day
I I

I
r I vent a lar„'e party from assembling together

u Ml hidden s homestead, which has now, as aback-
ground, and that only a field off, the magnilicent

mansions in Pahneira vSquare, which claim Sir F.

Goldsmid as their founder.

The sheep n ere then put round the ring. Mr. E.

Stennmg, of Godstone, bought the first lot of ewes at

3J guineas. The second, third, and fourth, after a good

deal of competition, particularly for the second, fell to

Capt. Thurlow (Bayuards), at 5 guineas. Si guineas,

and 5 guineas. No. 5 was bought by Mr. HaUett,
Manor Farm, SI 17s. 6rf. Lots (5 and 7 fell to Capt.

Thurlow, at Si. 12.i. 6d. and SI. 2s. 6d. Mr. E. Stennmg
bought lots 8 and 9, at 41. 2s. 6d. and SI. 7s. 6d. Lot 10

fell to Mr. Cooke for 3?., and lot 11 to Capt. Thurlow,
at SI. 2,1. 6d. : and lots 12, 13, and 14 to Mr. Hallett, for

3(. each. Lot 15 was carried off by M. de Stafford

O'Brien for 21. 17s. Gd.

^Xe now come to the rams for letting. We append
the result, which must have been very gratifying to

the breeder :

—

2 Two years old, by the Gold Guineas.

Medal Battersea sheep .

.

3 Two ditto, by Webb's
No. 21, a purebred Webb
sheep

4 Two ditto, by Webb's 39,

5 Two ditto, by ditto

6 One year old, by second
prize ram at Battersea .

.

7 One ditto, by ditto.

.

8 One ditto, by Webb's 39 .

.

9 One ditto, by ditto

10 One ditto, by ditto.

.

11 One ditto, by ditto .. Rev. J. Goring .. 12i
12 One ditto, by ditto .. Mr. Selby .. -.13
13 One ditto, by ditto.. .. Mr. S. A. Leigh .. lOJ

15 One ditto, by ditto, pure
bred Webb . . . . i*ir. naiiett . . . . lo

16 One ditto, by ditto .. Rev. J. Goring . .. II

There was a very spirited competition for No. 3, and
it being bought for Goodwood shows that the Duke
intends, if possible, to maintain the r-h:iracter of his

valuable Hock. We now come to th- r i
",

:
I'm- ile. the

prices of which usually just turiu'l i' : ,
<t on

them, but one, by a pure bred AVrM' .
•

i
i ulibett

Park, Worth, at 14i guineas. We :i|'; ' nl tU' ii-l :—

1 Three ye.ars old, by a son of tiiiineas.

Windsor Castle .. .. Mr. Heasman.. .. lOJ

18 One year old, by Webb's 39 Mr. O'Brien

Earl of Radnor

Duke of Richmond

Mr. Smith
Rev. — Parkes
Mr. Gorringe .

.

Mr. Woodhouse
Mr. Majoribanks
Rev. J. Goring
Mr. Selby
Mr. S. A. Leigh

Mr. Lawrence

Mi

SHEEP S/VLES.

J : Mr. Miiiden's Safe—The very high
Ur Rigdon of Hove, as a breeder of

givaiBto ins annual sale a degree of

1 far beyond the 111

I id 111 «lnch tbi

cssaiy to say on
1 skiU and sucLe
ii d by our enti 1

1

f a flock posse i

The pens of ew

111 ofSu In
iihtes

i\eot
ipifd'

hi I II

th 1 I Ii

bill I

emit 1

f,t h 1 li » li n mil h \ ilu 1 III Ii I 1 1 1 W 1 1

bio I f h 1 111 I 111 nil t ulii h » 1 1 I 111 III

Ml W III lin I 1 11/ h 1 InlK Im 1 m Hi

admiiitiun g nei ilij expie sed bv tin lii^ iii] ii\

present The ewes reoJised AMI or an wci i i ol

nearly Is/ lOs ]itr pen of five ihe lani f a littin„

* Coleshill IS { ur mdos frjin rxniiglon f ui nid li m
Shiivenham, and eight miles from Swindon, all stations on
the Great Western Railway, and at Swindon every train stops.

19 Ditto, by ditto

21 Ditto, by ditto, pure bred
Webb Mr. Smith

22 Ditto, by ditto . . . . Mr. Newland
25 Ditto, by second prize Bat-

tersea sheep . . . . Mr. S. A. Lelg
27 Ditto, by Webb's 39.. .. Mr. A gate
28 Ditto, by second prize Bat-

tersea sheep . . . . Mr. Lawrenco
30 Ditto, by ditto .. .. Mr. Selby

LiNCOLNS : Talhwell.—V\ni sale took place on the

farm of W. Chaplin, Esq., of Tathwell, on Tuesday.

There appeared to be but one opinion in reference to

the 40 shearlings penned for sale ; Tathwell had never

produced so good a lot. The principal sheep breeders

of the neighbourhood were present, and their estimate

in the character and quality of the sheep will be seen

in the following list of prices. The net average of the

40 was lol. 16s., and wita the commission 16/. 4s.

LoNGl-WOOLS; The Ouiershtj (Market Rosen) Letting.

—The high price of wool and mutton, when compared
with the price of corn during the last few years, has

caused great activity among the more enterprising and
energetic Lincolnshire men in producing the largest

possible number of male sheep suitable to the current

wants of the bulk of fanners, that is, for those who
only keep their flocks for the ordinary purpose

of consuming their Turnips and "seeds," and
then clear out according as their feed and the

season may suit them. Mr. John Davy is one

of the moil who have bit off tlie domnnds of farmers in

I/nir .'li.iiir.' :iii 1 \.irl:.ii- i.lliri t'rs. Five ycars

a- I
,

:
:

II .-' of this kind,

111 -
I i \, ill" i iibout as many

(ii-i.i!;r I

- !.-'-i'l>. ih i-:iil r- ii'l I'l.iiids, attended

his luncheon ami sale^ Tliis year his card of lots

was composed of 75 shearlings, 37 two-shear, and
23 three-shear, and older sheep, in all 135. This is a

great accomplishment in so short a time, but Mr
Davy had a good flock to start with, a fine fiirm

of upwards of a thousand acres to go to work upon,

and he has spared no expense in procuring sheep from

the oldest and best selected flocks of the county. The
increase of customers and admiring visitors has been

in greater proportion, for although plates were set for

300 in a marquee on the lawn, a considerable number
had to find accommodation for refreshing themselves

bj adjourning to tl e house
In regard to the sheep and the prices they made,

both were huhh satisfactoi y, considering the large

number otfered as the pioduction of the comparatively

young Owersby flock The 135 sheep realised 1684i., or

ibuut in average of 12? 9s &d. each ; the shearlings

1 1 1 trifle o\ei 13? the two-shear a little under

1 the older sheep a little over 11 guineas. Mr.
\ of Torrington hiied several. No. 54 being

ii is? 10s Jlr J Brown, of Owersby, took

\j lu at 2j? Ml Haseltme, of Barton, took the next

it 19? No 17 was tiken by Mr. P. Eichardscm, of

llorkstow at 20/ Mi W. CoUingwood, of West
Kasen, took No 10 at 18?. 10s.; No. 20 was

taken by Mr T Cartn right, of Dunstone, at

1? Mr Daintree took the ne.vt at 39?.; No. 30

made 20?, to Mr Glow of Mai'ket Baseu; Mr.
Wilson, of Leedford, took the next, at 10?. IDs. ;

Mr.

Dickenson, of Holm Hill, No, 42, at 19?. 10s. ; Mr.

Simmonds, No. 44, at 21?. ; and Mr. Bowine, of Kelsey,
took N 0. 71, at 23?. Among the two-shear sheep, Mr.
Walker, of Summerley, took one at 17?. ; Mr. Game, of

Herts, one at 15?. : and Mr. Benjamin Wass, of

Worlaby, one at 22?. Of the older sheep. No. 120 was
let to Mr. Rouston, of Grayingham. at 17?. 10s. ; No. 128
to Mr. Spafford, at 23?. ; and No. 123 to Mr. Game,
at 22?.

The base of this flock is well laid for size, and the
production of a great weight of wool. Mr. Davy, how-
ever, is becoming careful in iKit iv'in^ carried too far

away by the bad judgment ojiiriny ^|.l^'- breeders, who
think everything almost ilcii-iui' ini '-Tivit size of indi-

vidual sheep and the weii:hl "1 \i""l ilinped. No cal-

culation seems to be made by lliosr mni 1 hid so much
mutton and wool is .so much Turniii>, rmii, mil hay in
another form. As will have been -'I'li \\\ mir JJisca-

thorpe report last week,]Mr. Davy hircl a >1ili p at 70?.

This animal does Mr. Davy great credit for his judg-
ment in selecting him, for he will be a safeguard
against this flock becoming what some other flocks

have come to, viz., bad in form from attempting to get

unattainable size and weight of wool per each indivi-

dual sheep.

The Panton Sale and Letting.—The Messrs. Dudding,
who are well known as breeders of shorthorns as well

as of long-wooUed rams, possess descendants of one of

the oldest established flocks in Lincolnshire. The
character of these sheep is one which, if adhered to for

a short time longer, will become better appreciated

than it was on Tuesday last. The notions previously

referred to must soon wear themselves out, since they

are based on passing or expedient advantages without
any principle to guide breeders safely into the future.

"The Messrs. Dudding have done themselves credit for

sticking to their text. As it was said at the luncheon,
although the active part of the management of the

Panton flock and herd has fallen into the hands of

another generation, an experienced pilot, in the form
of Mr Dudding, sen., still directs the helm. In our
opinion this piloting has been well done. In the

Panton sheep that form which a few years ago was
the first consideration has not been lost, while
enoir.'Ii wiml i, carried on their backs, and this sufl[i

ciriitli lii-ii'iii- lo command the highest yirice given

por liiiiii 1 I"!- this class of production. The notion

thai shrrii Mould be the most profitable which were
likely to beget high upstanding lambs and sheep, has

of late years prevailed, but the farmers who feed, and
' " Lincolnshire or

i< liolow the
1. Hid they
:ni backed

r- i 11:111 one

and body.

have to go to breeders, whether
elsendiere, have found out that 1

hocks and knees do not tell much in -

havealsodiscoveredthatitisbettori 1 I: ;\

sheep with wide ribs; and thick -inn

that is merely conspicuous for its ihmv

greyhound-like proportions of neck, lej,
,

That part of the public who may be termed the better

judges, are also reasoning out the above data in regard

to an acre of turnips, and the mutton and wool that

can come from it. Hence it is that some of the

Messrs. Dudding's sheep made good prices to the

breeders of the best rams, while others were well sold

to breeders for stores, who are wise enough to prefer

close-made, compact lambs, that can walk well, to

longer limbs and legs, which are often instrumental in

causing them to be dragged at a tender age to death.

A purchase made by Mr. Thomas Kirkham is a

practical illustration of this argument and reasoning.

No. 9 is long enough to produce ample weight, and his

back and legs are true enough for any one. His bluish

face and thin ears spotted with black are attractive

points to a ram-breeder, or he might not have been

thought so highly of, for there were two or three other

sheep of similar form, but in our opinion this was far

the best sheep of the day, in confirmation of which

we may say he was the only sheep that we put

an extra cross to, after a brief inspection before

the sale. His price was 55?., and the probability is

some other ram-breeders will regret when they see him
tbat they were not present to attempt to secure hiin.

Mr. AVingate, of Ludford, bought No. 1 at 20?. ; Mr.
Turner, of Ulceby, bought another at the same price,

as did Mr. Kemp. Mr. Robson, of Tupham, hired one

(No 11) for 20?.; and Mr. Simpson, of Reepham, did

the like with No. 12, at 19?. Mr. Walker, of Girsby,

bought No. 25 at 19?. ; and Mr. Borman, of Swallow,

bought one at 15?. A number of others varied from a

similar price to 12?.; and a few of llio siiialln- sheep

were sold at from 7?. to 10?., for n^m.- "n -inr -iinedmg

ewes. The day was very wet and .h rn n m.-, as well

as calculated to keep folks at a di-laio.' iV.mii rnmmg,

or probably the want of competition at the latter end

would not have happened.

FILTRATION FOR CATTLE TROUGHS.
Something very much out of date manifests itself

in the common practice of watering cattle. There may
be exceptions to this rale—but a visit to the old ponds

or the mudriii Hatrriir.- troughs at this season proves

that such r\rr|iia,ii- are few and far between in most

of our Elllilldl rnmilK-S.
_

From the important part which water plays in the

animal economy, a dirty thick Uquid, green, bromi,

and blue, from being literally in life by swarms of

insects, with a luxuriant crop of Cryptogamous

vegetation, is, to speak in the mildest possible terms,

the opposite of what it should be. That water is of

more value than oilcake in the dietary of cattle cannot

be doubted, and yet how diS'erently does it appear to

be estimated, judg'ing'from practical data, for through-

out the length and breadth of the land the adulteration

of the latter forms the universal complaint, whereas the

adulteration of the former is passed over as one of the

shortcomings of a daily necessity. We have even heard

it argued that the stinking pool was better for cattle

than the clear crystal fountain !
.

True, .many 01 our clear crystal straems contain an
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tbut r.;'lurvs il .•iluu f..

n watr
amount of suliiir

cattle, often renderin'4 it worse than the

the ponds, although the latter may be lilei;i

with insect life;but the objection to I lie fi

the ground as null and void in a pra. n

water should be purified of its objeetiunal

matter as well as of deeoniposing animal u
,

matter, with the countless brood of insects invariably

present in the warm weather of summer. Altosether,

from begiiniinir to end, the subject evidently demands a

thorouLih investigation.

The 'common practice of purifying water for large

towns is by fdtration. The process is generally very

imperfectly performed by waior comiiaiiies while the

allowing of the water to remain in Im-' ^i" n pnlilic

reservoirs and in uncovered hau.se ei-: iH i .>:irJs

makes it often nearly as impure as in til. .
i

: \\ hen

the re^ri\..irs ami lislerus are r..\ i.
I ,: .illy

i-lable

reta
111

altentiou in this

ive that, judging
it ponds, ni which
the wii.hinus of
ulalr and piiliifv.

11^ Ji^jease,

(he stomach
doubt also the vast

even
the wairr is seldom lit for drinknm imiil li.i.iva a

second time.

The principles which experience has taught to be

necessary relative to the health of towns in procuring

a proper supply of pure water furnish the farmer with

an instructive lessson as to how he should snii]ily lii<

cattle in order to preserve their health. .In-I ii"",

when cholera is making its appearance here and ilien-

as if in search of an inviting field or predis]iosnig

ground, our civic authorities are alive to the dangerous
character of impure drinking water, stagnant sewage
matter, and such like choleraic-producing substances

;

and although our agricultural societies have not

yet begun corresponding chemical, microscopic, and
other scientific investigations relative to the cause of

the growing mortality anuingst cattle, and how much
of this is due to the di'inking of impure water—water
that would inevitably })roduoe cholera in any of our
large towns at the presLiit time—yet the visitation of

rinderpest is ulivimisly liini

direction. .Viid thr rridti'w :1

from thepaiallrl.a-ri.t't.iivii-.-

the urine and Uvn-:. nf caill

Grass lands, &c., are allowed to

thereby polluting the atmosp
neighbourhood of these pond
sphere may be as instrumental

as it is taken into the circulatii

There is no donbt a ditferen

of a man and that of an o.x, an
majority of the agricultural body may as yet conclude
tliat the organs of cattle may have the power of defecat-

ing ingested and inhaled matters of all impurities which
the former has not. Though, however, this were
granted, yet every species of the animal creation has
its weak points, the o.x not excepted, so that wdien

certain morbid substances are taken into his circula-

tion they mav prove fatal. aUhouu'h they nii--'ht prove
hanulr-V 111 {]lo .iivulatlcill nf man, tllr hm-.,., n,- jiiL',

Natll^an,^ !lic .irL-aii,nr sm.dl and ta-le in ratll,. are

more smsitive tban are tlin.-e nf man, owiiil' jierliaps to

the omnivorous and depraved h.abits of the laller.

It will no doubt be said that our cattle, strictly

speaking, are now in an artificial state and not in a
natural one, and that their habits by long use are about
as omnivorf'ii- an 1 d,| ia\irlas are those of man.
The objc'jiaai ilm : u d, liowever, may not inaptly

be said practa ;,1, . :> i, .nn- itself, for by training our
cattle, or perliaj.-i ue .-dould rather say by starving

them into the necessity of eating many things wliiidi

they would refuse in a natural state, and of driiikin-'

water of a still more abnormal character, we are under-
mining 11k ir iinriiial health, thereby predisposing them
to all tin- niiitajinns maladies now so rife and ruinous
jnom- llnrks and li.aals.

From these 1.1,vtrvations it follows that farmers ouL'ht

to study closely the natural wants of their caltlc, and
one of these wants, more especially at thisseasin ni ili,

year, is an ample supply of pure water. If wabr lorms
83 per cent, of the whole constituent elements of I lie

body, and there is also a large consumption daily in

alimentation and excretion, how essentially necessary
is it that this large supply should be free from contami-
nations of every kind injurious to health !

The grand mistake into which farmers are liable to

fall ill this case, is to overlook or underestimate its

practical dimeusious. In our climate water is such a
couunon-place commodity, putting summer and winter
together, that few ever think of setting a pecuniary
value upou it for their cattle. If the supply is plentiful

and the quality good at all seasons of the year, the
blessing is a natural one, and accepted accordiigly.
If the quality is bad it is considered a natural mis-
fortune to which the locality is subject—one that

ral sp

little

id to

or fn;

.till

.ii|j|ily of pure water fr

ells and piiiii

11 had pi

1 loke
washing out of the watering

1 tile supplying of them with water. A
snllieieiuv should Ijc put iuto the trough to supply the
daily wants of thecattle, with the addition of what may
be required to wash out the trough, after which it should
bo rinsed out with a pailful of ncwl}-dra\Mi \vater, so

as eflectually to clean it of the seeds and '_'eriiis of

animal and yeget.ible life, which may have been
deposited during the day. Ignorant cowherds wlm
throw in fresh water upon the stale, actuall.^* eiilti\aie

the growth of these microscopic broods of little Imdiev

and vegetables that give to the water its green or brown
colour. In the warm weather of summer the alnne
sphere is often literally thick with the germs of sneh
life, and cattle when they drink, whether in the house
or in the field, invariably leave less or more of the lend

they are eating or ruminating upon in the water, wliieli

attracts and feeds such organisms, thereby iiursim;

them into maturity.
From the large quantities of artificial manures now

used, the drainage of arable lands ought not to be
collected in ]>onds or reservoirs for watering cattle, if a
jiiipply ean "llierwise be obtained. Miieh spring-water
\i liieli rise^ in arable land, and is reiimved in eemmou
iiiiderL-reiiiid drains, is also rendered unlit I'nr llie use of

cattle, from its being adulterated with the manure thus
washed out of the land.* In all cases, therefore,

where such spring-water is intended to be used for

cattle, it should be conveyed in close pipes either to

wells or direetly to the watering troughs lor use. AVliero

spring-water dnes not exist, and where the depn iidenei,

isexelnsividy iiimn rain-water, this should be e.iUeite.l

if possible from waste lands, orGrass lands not r.'ieiitly

manured, or from arable lands where the niauure has

been exhausted by cropping, so as to have it as free as

possible from foreign soluble matter, which cannot be
removed by filtration.

The seeds of small plants, spores of fungi, and eggs of

insects, lic , washed from waste and Grass lands into

surface or subsoil drains, and by these conveyed into

ponds, may be got rid of by filtration. .Sometimes these

latter impurities are removed by natural filtration, the
water having passed through a porous sandy subsoil

into the pond. The best ponds are those which are

deep, and into which the water is thus filtered, for in

the first place the water is comparatively pure, while
in the second place a deep narrow pond presents a
minimum area of contaminating surface to the atmo-
sjihere, and also a nidus of less attractive power to

insects, from the water being of alow temperature. It

is otherwise with broad shallow ponds at a higher
temperature, into which the rain-water flows in open
furrows, for animal and vegetable life both luxuriate

in such examples.
Open ponds, however deep, are nevertheless objec-

tionable, even when the water is filtered into them.
The experience of towns on this head is practically

conclusive, and therefore our open ponds, surrounded
as they generally are with growing wood of some kind,
as if purposely to attract insects, nmst be converted,

into deep covered wells, into which the rain-water
should be filtered by artificial means in the absence of

natural tUtration, and from which it maybe pumped
into the watering troughs as required. If the well is

deep and the water of a low temperature, a second
liltrafion may be unnecessary ; but when the contrary
eniiditii.iis are present, and the first iiltration not well
j.eiinrinid, a, second filtration may be the more econo-
mieal and jirofilable practice.

As to water from rivers and their tributaries, numer-
ous examples of this kind are in the summer time
literally a series of putrid pools, in whieli mi.d.rii lals

but as II
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day. As, however, this was not found to keep the
virulence of the disease in sub,ieotion, the two inhala-
tions were returned to, and continued for 21 da.vs in

succession, ivhen a favourable turn again occurred,
and after eight more single applications per day, she
recovered, and is now sleek and rapidly regaining flesh.

The first remedy to this animal was applied on the I'Jth

April ; and after more than six weeks of this suffering

and treatment, her attack subsided, and, being put on
tonic drinks, her appetite returned, and she is saved, so

far, to perform her valuable services to Mr. Aylmer,
and in increasing the stock of the country. This was
one of the animals that Professor Simonds entered as

one of those under inspection ; and on the 31st of May
he said of her, " She is so dilapidated that she must
die." After her recovery, the Professor acknowledged
that the true marks of rinderpest, from the virulence

of the lymph which the attendant fever generates, were
still in her mouth. Here we may ask. How far are

these results consistent with the assumed theory and
declared opinion of the Professor—that a real case of

rinderpest cannot by any possibility be cured ? There
is no mistake about the character of these cases, any
more than there is about the declarations by the pro-
fessors in respect to them. This heifer, in particular,

was a perfect bovine lunatic for several days during her
E -vere sutfering, as was indicated by her groping about
her box, running backwards as if attempting to with-
draw from the pain in her poll and forehead, rooting

her nose into her litter, eating her own dung, and
demonstrating other indications of madness.

Criia va fell down and was killed, after five single and
three double inhalations per day. This cow and one of

tae above were apparently cured, when Mr. Aylmer
was advised to turn them out, on the ground that free

air v^ more conducive to their restoration. This may
be all well enough when animals have not been taken
up ; and it may be better, as we believe it is, not to

c )nfine them if they be kept dry and sheltered ; but it

is a very different thing when they have been nursed
i 1 close boxes, as indeed was proved by these animals
suddenly relapsing into an incurable condition under
such treatment. Daffy Qwijnne Fifth was the next
c ise, and a very remarkable one. From April 20th she
Had four single inhalations of chloroform a-day, then
two a-day for 17 days, followed by one a-day for five

days, being finished off with two other single adminis-
trations every other day;. This heifer lived entirely on
gruel and linseed tea, with the above-named stimulant
of spirit and chloroform, a wme-glass full having been
g' von three or four times a day. She is now alive,looking
h.^diliy in every way, and about six weeks gone in calf. \

I'hillis the Fifth now fell down, and was treated i

s'milarly to Bosa Lee ; she, too, is now looking and I

doing well. The next two were heifers also, and after

e'ght and nine inhalations respectively they recovered.

A three-year-old heifer was next treated, and after one
]

siagle and three double inhalations her symptoms
t irned to an aggi-avated character, and she was killed.

A steer fell next, and after five single inhalations he
appeared to be cured, but after a fortnight a threatening
relapse ensued. This was followed by a prolonged
attack, during which he had 33 single and double
inhalations as his symptoms varied. This latter treat-

ment occurred between the 14th of May and the 15th
of June. After all this he struggled through, and is

n')w looking well. Hose of Dereham, a three-year-old
h;ifer, was next down ; she had just calved, and as she
was besides in high condition, the fever became of a
virulent order, and she was killed the day after being
attacked. The above were at off jards, one of which
was situated within about 100 yards of cowhouses of

two small farmers, one of whom had six and the other
live cows, not one of which was attacked, although the
adjacent pastures adjoined Mr. Aylmer's, and they
mid reach over the lence, and, as they did, smell each

other's noses and breath.

We now come to the Home Farm, where the more
choice cows and bulls of the herd were located. On
the 25th of June a bull was taken, and the next day
12 cows, all of which were killed at the end of from
five days to a fortnight. Phillis, a very fine cow, then
forward in calf, came down next; she had a single
inhalation a day for three days, and one after seven
days, when she had no more signs of the disease, and
has since thriven to beautiful condition. Qlauca,
twin sister to Guava, had 1" single inhalations during
2 i (lays, and recovered. The next two were cows, and
were killed after 7 and 15 days' treatment, according to

appearances. The next four were cows, and recovered
under similar treatment during a period of from one to

three weeks.
Here beg:in the beginning of the end of General

Hope—Mr. Booth's bull already referred to. Bulls, it

appears, are more sensitive under this disease than
cows, as their kidneys and urinal passages become
inflamed, when the chances are their game is

over. By proper precautions this may probably be
averted, which in fact wasdone in some subsequent cases.

The General had a single inhalation the first day, two
the second, three the third, when his prostration and
burning mouth indicated that his case was hopeless,

and on the fourth day he was killed. Golden Gem
recovered after two single, 14 double, and eight other
single inhalations between May 2d and 24th. She is

now blooming, and otherwise looking well. A young
ball was next attacked, and was killed at the end of
Bsven days. A white bull-calf had four single,

11 double, and eight single inhalations, when he was
cured, and now has no appearances of having been
attacked.
The next lot was a young bull and two yearling

heifers—one of the latter being what is called " half-

bred," from having come from a cow with no pedigree.

The latter had single and double inhalations per day
between May 5 and June 13, when she recovered. The
others were cured in half the time.
The next lot of five had to be killed ; they were four

bulls and one heifer-calf "With this lot an interesting
incident occurred. Master Jolly, a yearling bull,

fell down on May 6. In this case the disease was
modified, but it resulted in his end merely being put
off a few days. He had first eight single inhalations,
then two a day for six days, next day one, when two a
day were returned to for 16 days ; but he then
suddenly collapsed, and he was killed. This animal
Professor Simonds saw on two or three occasions ; and,
as late as May 31, the Professor said, " He had not the
rinderpest, or, if he had, it was only in a very mild
form."^ Mr. Aylmer's practised, and, as it appears,
better-instructed eye, told him diflerently, for what
had been kept under could not be driven out, and he
was killed on the 6th of June. In a former case, it

will be remembered, where the Professor gave a
decisive opinion, he said, " The animal must die," but
it did not. In this other case liesaid it was not
diseased, while the animal was so full of it, as Mr.
Aylmer knew, that the slightest unfavourable change
must end in its destruction. This reverse came, and
the bull of course collapsed at once. Thobndale
Duke was taken on the same day as the last lot. His
inhalations were eight single, six double, one single,

two double, and six more single ones, when he lost all

symptoms of the disease, and he is now in perfect
health in the pasture with the cows, and doing efficient

work. Prince of Wales, a big and fat yearling, died
after a fortnight's treatment, having for the last week
four inhalations a day ! From his high condition and
fatty nature, however, the attack was so violent that
no effectual counter-impression could be made on his

system. The last case was a yearling heifer, and it

occurred on the 21st of Ma.v. After 20 inhalations,

between then and the 13th of June, she began to mend,
and has since perfectly recovered, and is in good
condition.

After these lengthened details of the progress of this

—Bartou-on-IIumber, 6 : G.iiusborough, 2 ; Homcdstle, 1 ;

Lincoln Lindsey, 1 ; WiUshcroft, 1. Derby.—Appletree, 1.

Cheshire.—Broxton, 1 ; Daresbury, 1 ; East Ducklow, 1 ;

Edesbury or Eddisbury, 1 ; Macclesfield, 3 ; Nantwich, 18 ;

Northwich, 4. Lancashire.—Amoundemess, 1 ; Garstang,
18 ; Kirkham, 4. York, East Riding.—Middle Holdemess,
4 ; South Holdemess, 1. York, North Riding.—Whitby
Strand, 1.

Since the commencement of the disease 253,324 cattle have
been reported as .attacked.

2u6 sheep are reported during the week to have been
attacked, making the total to the date of this return 6831.
Note.—Three In-spectors who reported eases last week have

not reported in time for this return—viz., for the county of
Cambridge, 1 : Salop, 1 ; .lud York (West Riding), 1. These
Inspectors reported 3 cases last week.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION.
[The following Papers were read before the British Association

at Nottingham, Aug. 27 ]

ON THE ACCUMULATION OF THE NITROOEN OF
MANURE IN THE SOIL.

By J. B. Lawes, F.RS., F.C.S., .and Dr. J. H. Gilbert,
F.R.S., F.C S.

The authors had been engaged for many years in
experiments, in the course of which they had grown
Wheat year after year on the same land for more than
20 years, on some portions without any manure, and
on others with farmyard manure, or with various
descriptions of manure. They had published the
results obtained in the field during the first 20 years of
these experiments, and they were now engaged in
investigating the composition of the produce grown
under the different conditions, and also the comparative
composition of the soils of the different plots as affected

by the various treatment. The point to which they
chiefly confined attention on the present occasion was
the accumulation and the loss of the nitrogen which
had been supplied in the manure and not recovered in

dire disease through Mr. Aylmer's herd, we cannot
j

the increase of crop. After discussing the difliculties

enter into any minute individual particulars of the
|
of sampling, preparing for analysis, and analysing soils

character of the animals themselves. These will be
;

in such manner as to yield results applicable to the
worthyof a column on some future occasion. But this purposes of their inquiry, and describing the methods
much we may say—the 44 animals left are, as a whole, I they had adopted, they called atttention to the results

a very capital lot. There are no small, weedy animals,
|
obtained, which were exhibited in several tables hung

but they are chiefly as well-grown and as upstanding
as such animals ought to be when they are spoken of

as the noble Short-horns ; and it is a great satisfaction

to see nearly 50 per cent, saved.

There are a few more points which we must not
omit to mention. One common cow—a polled red
Suflblk—was in the midst of the whole of the disease,

and acted as a sort of scavenger to the rest in cleaning
up the food left by the disea.sed animals. This cow has
never shown any signs of this disease. On the other

up in the room. The percentages of nitrogen deter-

minable by burning with soda-lime were given for the
soil of the first, of the second, and the third 9 inches,

of 11 differently-manured plots, showing the amounts
therefore to the depth of 27 inches in all. In some
cases the accumulation from the residue of manuring
was very considerable, but even with the same amount
supplied, it varied both in total amount and in

distribution according to circumstances, the depth to

which the unused supply had penetrated being
hand, five other common cows—all of the same sort—

j

apparently influenced by the character and amount of

were unmistakeably attacked, and cured without diffi-
j

the associated manurial constituents. The general

culty. From this evidence, and our previous observa- 1 result was, that altliough a considerable amount of the
tions, we believe that, if Mr. Aylmer's herd of upwards ' nitrogen of the supplied manure which had not been
of a hundred had not been high-bred and full-con- i recovered as increase of crop was shown to remain in

ditioned animals, he would have saved at least nine of the soil, a still larger amount was as yet unaccounted
them out of ten. ' for. Initiative results indicated that some existed as

In conclusion, we cannot but say Mr. Aylmer was
\
nitric acid in the soil, but it was believed that the

naturally much affected at the kindness of his friends
|

amount so existing would prove to be but small. In
d neighbours throughout this great trial, and parti-

1 fact, it was concluded that a considerably larger portion

cularly for the services rendered by his neighbour Mr.
Robert Overman, who attended to one lot from 5 a.m,

to 11 p.m., throughout the whole time.
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proportion of the fat of the herbivora fattened for

liunian food must be derived from other substances

than fat in the fond. 2. That when fed on the most
appropriate fattenins; food, much of the stored-up fat

must be produced from the carbo-hydrates. 3. That
the nitrogenous constituents may also serve as a soui'Cp

of fat, more especially in defect of a liberal supply of

the non-nitrofjenous ones.

A TEAR OF RINDERPEST IN SCOTLAND.
It may not be amiss to take the occasion, while it is

yet with us, of Scotland's recovered freedom from the
cattle plasue, to glance at the leading facts and figures

in the history of the visitation. The first cases

from Scotland were reported in the week ending
July, 1SI55, when there were 15 attacks, all in Aber-
deenshire ; the last, in the week ending July 21, 1866,

when there was one attack in Stirlingshire. For several

weeks preceding this, the number of attacks had not
exceeded two or three ; but, reckoning every week
during which any cases were reported, the disease has
remained among us for precisely a year. During that
year 46,861 cattle were attacked, out of a total estimated
stock, taking the figures of the returns of 6th March
last, of 967,975 —the proportion of attacks being almost
exactly 5 per cent, or one head in 20. The di.sease

visited 3700 farms, sheds, and other places where cattle

were kept, to the number of 79,359. 13,444 of those
animals were slaughtered healthy, to anticipate the
plague ; 46,861, as we have said, were attacked ; so that,

on the spots which it actually visited, only one out of

every four head remained alive and healthy. Of the
animals attacked, 6263, or about 14 per cent, were
killed—the proportion under the same head in England,
owing in great part to the energy with which the
killing-cure was at the outset employed in the London
dairies, being 40 per cent. ; 28,088, or 62 per cent., died,

against 48 per cent, in England ; and 10,707, or nearly
24 per cent, recovered, against Hi per cent, in England.
1803 cases remained, in the latest returns, " unaccounted
for;" and, as a considerable number of these cases

must have resulted in recovery, the proportion of
cures in Scotland to those in England may be stated at

five to two. This favourable difference is to be
ascribed to several co-operating causes—to the free use
of the stamping-out process at the outbreak of the
plague in the London dairies ; to the milder type in
which the disease reached Scotland ; and also, we do
not incline to doubt, to the more successful treatment
of the disease by the northern farmers, who were able
to bring to the conflict with a mitigated form of the
malady the dear-bought experience of those who lost

fii'st, if not worst, by the visitation.

The incidence of loss by the disease in Scotland

—

which, as we pointed out some time ago, was a good
deal heavier over the counties that were more than
nominally afflicted by the disease than in England

—

of course varied very much in various counties. The
attacks, we have seen, averaged 5 per cent, of the
entire stock of cattle in, the 32 counties. But in
10 counties not a case occurred and not a head was
lost in Argyle, Banff, Bute, Caithness, Elgin, Nairn,
Orkney and Shetland, Ross and Cromarty, Sutherland,
and Wigtown ; those counties containing 275,000 out
of the estimated ordinaiy stock of 967,975 head of
cattle in Scotland. In Inverness, with 45,000 head,
there was only a single case, which occurred on the
very borders of the county, and more properly belonged,
if we remember aright, to Perthshire. In other eight
counties, with 329,000 head of cattle—Aberdeen, Ayr,
Berwick, Dumfries, Kirkcudbright, Peebles, Rox-
burgh, and Selkirk— the loss of animals actually
attacked by the disease was under 2 per cent, of the
estimated stock; being 2190, or, on the average, three-
fourths of 1 per cent. Almost the entire loss by the
plague, therefore, has fallen upon the remaining
13 counties, possessing an ordinary estimated stock of
319,000 cattle. Clackmannan lost by or because of the
actual disease (the " unaccounted for" not being here
taken into account) 279 out of 2361, or 12 percent.;
Dumbarton, 746 out of 11,287, or 6| percent.; Edin-
burgh. 1067 out of 14,083, or 7f per cent. ; Fife, 4229
out of 30,776, or 14 per cent.; Forfar, 9165 out of
87,601, or not far from 25 per cent. ; Haddington, 546
out of 10,170, or 55 per cent. ; Kincardine, 1719 out of
22,734, or 7| per cent. ; Kinross, 750 out of 4596, or
16J per cent. ; Lanark, 4246 out of 60,539, or 7 per cent.;
Linlithgow, 690 out of 8704, or 8 per cent. ; Perth,
4669 out of 69,944, or nearly 7 per cent. ; Renfrew,
552 out of 21,968, or 2i per cent. ; and Stirling, 3502 out
of 33,891, or 14^ per cent. The average loss in the
Scotch counties wnere the cattle plague took anything
like a hold, therefore, was fully 10 per cent. ; or some-
where about 2 per cent, more than in the English
counties where the disease was felt in more than the
lightest degree. Forfarshire still remains the highest
sufferer, next to Cheshire—where 56,000 out of an
estimated ordinary stock of 125,192, or 45 per cent.,
have fallen victims to the plague.
During the year of cattle plague, 159 sheep were

"reported" from Scotland as suffering from the
malady—111 in Fifeshire, 1 in Perthshire, and 44 in
Forfarshire ; of which 1.38 died, and 21 recovered or
remain " unaccounted for." It will be remembered
that opinions varied extremely as to the nature of
the disease under which these sheep suffered

; but
that the balance of scientific and practical opinion
was decidedly against the notion that that disease
was rinderpest. In England, outbreaks of rinderpest
in sheep are still reported ; and there has been in
that country a total loss of 5300 sheep, by slaughter
or death, through this alleged cause. There appears,
therefore, to be reason for regret that more extended
and careful examination was not made in the south,
and that some authoritative statement as to the
liability of sheep to the Russian pest was not
officially published. No alarm, however, is happily

1,1 b'l not

now felt on this score among those at once most
experienced and most intei-ested ; and in Scotland at

least very general and very jusllli;ililf ilissatisfaction

will be felt if, in view of the huIiiim

movement of sheep within or <iiil nl

nermitted. It is too soon to he loull Iml lint tlie

rinderpest has finally quitted lis; aiiii llic n'.'iil il miis
enforcing imniediale slaughter of cull iiiinrkr^l by
the disease, and strictly proiiibiting iiii|iutl nl :iiiim;ils

from England and other infected cuuul.ius, must be
maintained in all their rigour. We have now at last a
idear field on which to battle with the disease should it

return ; and no relaxation need be made that will

render possible the carrying of disease across, or to
and fro within the borders. ISut, now that there is no
disease within the borders to caiTy aboufi, and that the
sources of iiossible couta.gion have presumably been
thorou'Jii !'i'' '! 1. Iliere is no reason why a crowd of

local vc i'. ,,, mi prohibitions, which vcxa.tiously

ando.\[ ..! licre with the general convenience,
should 111. I. I.c 111 ..a led, and the internal cattle trade
be allowed to resume its natural course. Vigilauce at
the frontier, and freedom everywhere else during the
absence of the disease, ought now to be the order of
the day, for only by inconceivable mismanagement can
the deadly inlection be a second time allowed to run
its destructive course from the Tweed to tlie Spey.
Scotsman.

Home Correspondence.
Ulnds^ Wages.—It -is stated in the Agricultural

Qazeite of Aug. 25, that hinds' wages in Berwickshire,
are 40/. 4?. 6f/. The following is a list of the prices
(average market prices) struck at Jedburgh on the
20th of February last :—Wheat, \l. 15s. Id. per boll of
6 bushels; Peas, IZ. lOi-. 9(f

.
; Beans, IZ. 12s. 9rf.; Barley,

\l. 3s. Id. ; Oats, 18s. Id.^ all the yearly average prices
for the boll of 6 bushels ; Oatmeal, \l. 15s. 8rf. per load
of 280 lbs. I send part of my article in the Scottish
Farmer of May 6, ISCiS, which gives a synoptical view
of the diUerent modes of payment and the money value
to farmers, which makes higher rates of na-rs llian Ihe
Scotch yearly average prices of grain I'or 1 1

m ; . ,i
,

., .-

month preceding February. I based 1 1 1
.

i' n'
"i,-

on the London averages as given in " JLh ..e , .jmi rs'

The following is pan ol uiy article

farmers in its crude, undeveloped state, and the market
value to hinds of the produce of a good cow, by
8 or 10 lbs. of butter, at Is. to Is. 2rf. per lb. during the
summer months. A cow, whose produce of milk and
butter only serves the hind's household, is worth the
money-substitute to the hind—5Z. to 7Z., which farmers
give those hinds who cannot purchase cows. The
produce of a good cow is regarded by some as equal to
lU. a year—8Z. and Wl. more than what farmers pay
as money-substitute for cows. The food of hinds'
cows on many farms is a bare Grass field in summer,
and straw and 4 cwt. of oil-cake in winter. Again, I
know of several hinds, each of whom realised M. for

pigs they sold last winter. A farmer, who read my
letter in the Agricultural Gazette of July 28, told me
at St. James's Fair that one of his yearly servants sold
40 imperial stones of pork last winter. In short, were
I a liind, I would not take less than 50Z. for the
resources of the yearly wages in cash and kind on some
farms ; but it does not necessarily follow that farmer.?
can make out that they part with 40Z. of cash for the
services of a first-class, able-bodied ploughman for a
year. For example, the man who succeeded my late
father as steward, after reading my letter in the
Agriculhirnl G.i-.rll,- IVir l.siJO (April), remarked that
I have dcnii -J I hiisliiU nf Iturley, and 71. for the cow's
keep ; ;nHl staled Ihai ciirh nf two hinds was paid only
18 bushels ol' liarlej-, lUU imperial stones of oatmeal,
6 bushels of Peas, 5/. as a substitute for the cow's keep,
5Z. of sheep-money, and the other items named. I
know of one farmer who refused to give his hinds more
than Srf. for a score of lineal yards of a Potato drill.

In my letter of July 7, I put il. 15s. against the hinds
for the 1500 yards of Potato drills— Is. a score. Again,
the harvest-beer is supplied wholesale to farmers at
9d a gallon, which is six dinners with six 18-oz. loaves
at 2W., which amounts to 2s. for six dinners of bread
and beer. The 24 breakfasts of porridge and milk
do not cost the farmers more than \{d. a meal— 1<Z. for
oatmeal, and \d. for milk. It is the general rule for
the farmers to give each hind one firlot (6 pecks) of
Barley as a substitute for 24 suppers of porridge and
milk ; hence ray grounds for setting down 16s. against
the hind for the 24 days' food during the harvest month.
So many being anxious to abolish the cow part of pay-
ment, I deem it judicious to point out that a cow's

I Weeks
form ;

—

No. 2,

—

Minimum Rate of Wages for ti

ENDING THE 20TH MaY, 1S63.

Five loads (100 imperial stones) of Oat-
meal, equal to from 50 to 60 bushels
of Oats, at 3». Id. £9 5

18 bushels of Barley, at 4ji. VM. .

.

4 2 loi
G bushels of Peas, at 5* 1 10 ll"

Sheep money . . . . . . .

.

5
Substitute for a cow's keep . . .

.

5
Substitute for 1500 lineal yards of drills 5
Substitute for a month's food in harvest 10
Money paid to hind for his bondagcr

contract :
-

S.iy 12 days at 3s. and board .. £i 10
For board when reaping corn . . 10
301 days at lOri. (for those who work

full time) I'J 10 10

EaniiiiKS of bondacer to tho hind .. £14 16 10 14 10 10
Gross total paid to hind for his own
wages and fur his bondager contr 'Ct

Deduct the cost to the hind of thu
boudager contract -.-^

From 12/. to 13/. per annum for

US 11

ix and

'"Z'&oWis/ffa,'«i''fof Maf6"\t63'Vn''t^^^^^^^
I

^^ ^""^^^ hind's^familj much '"eieeSs "'the m^n^;
Vaiibcottisliia, mer ot }.lay b, 1863, in the tabular

gy^igtitm^ p^j;^ ,„ ^-^^^^ j^j^^j^ ^^^„ have not cows of
their own, nor " put on " by their farmer-employers.
The bondanger •} stem is totally abolished from the
majoiitj of farms but Mr Skirving's statements iu
1860 rcpccting the bondager system in East Lothian.
as^ucninth 1; , /iZ^oaZ ©aiette for 1860, March 31,

p 20s
j 1

i|
I

111 ible to too many farmers in the
count I

ll md Berwick. If I may refer to
pieM I hlteis all that I need say about
this u J t L 1 It p 810 and 826 for 1857; p. 4'26

i
for 18oS uid p 81 for 18o9 T. W. RutJierford, Forest
Field Kelso, NB
The Peck of Wheat per Acre.—We have threshed

the two half acres and the result is as follows :

—

The peck per acre . . . . 4i qrs. and i peck per acre
The 4^ pecks per acre . . 5 ;irs. and 1 peck per aero.

Showing an advantage to the thicker sown of fully

4 bushels per acre. This is the third year of the
experiment under like circumstances as to land and

^ !
crop. In 1864 and 1865 the yield from the peck of
an acre was over 7 qrs. per acre, and the best on the
field. This year we expected it also to be the best, and
so it was on the lower part of the stitches, but they

:
passed through some veins of light soil in the upper

j

portion of the field, and there was both a deficiency of
I plant and branching, proving what we already knew,

_ that Wheat branches or tellers less on light "than on
SJ I

heavy land, and is more subject to attacks by birds or
SJA, and insects. The timeofsowing has also much to do with the

success or failure of thin sowing. For instance, iu both
the previous years the corn was sown in October, the
proper time with us. In the present case the sowing
was early in November, owing to the very wet October,
and it 'is really surprising, looking to the lateness of
the time of sowing and the miserably unfavourable
season, that so large a crop as 36 bushels per acre should
have been yielded from 1 peck, an increase in fact of
144 for 1, while the average increase of the country is

only (according to Mr. Caird) 9 for 1. Climate as well

as soil has much to do with the proper quantity of
seed. Each man ought to experiment and judge for

.618 11 loj himself. Poor, half-starved farming does not pro-
"" ~ " mote tillering, while high fanning stimulates it greatl.y.

I am more and more convinced that the losses bolih

in quality and quantity by excessive seeding are
enormous, especially with Barley, after a large crop of
Turnips fed off with cake. To sow 4 bushels per
acre under such circumstances is a sad mistake as

regards profit. [Who sows 4 bushels? Ed.] The crop
gets laid early, the weeds and gi-owing clover shoot
through it and draw it to the earth. The quantity of

seed and period of sowing that would be proper in our
south country, with its early harvest and high and dry
temperature, would be egregiously wrong in the
northern moister, colder, and later districts. As in

the former trials the Wheat, both thick and thin, were
put in the same day on a Clover lea which had been
mowed for hay and afterwards folded with sheep.

The land in good forcing condition. J, J. Mechi,
Tigtree Rail, Sept. 5.

Crops in Kent.—The frequent showers we have had
has delayed the completion of harvest, but it may now
be said finished in this localit.v, and no serious injury
has been done by the weather. The Wheat crop will

prove a good average, weight and colour good. Barley
is very inferior in many places ; some persons will

scarcely have a sample tit for malting, whilst I have
seen in some instances good crops of good quality.

Oats are above an average crop, quality good, the same
may be said of Beans and Peas. I think the harvest
hero may be considered above an ayerage, Barley being

Balance to the hind . . . .
j

The mhiimnm rate of wages consists of £17 12s,

perquisites of house and garden free, the cartage
seven cartloads of coals, and the liberty to keep a pig.

No. 3.—General Rate op Wages.
61. instead of 5i. for the cow's keep
makes No. 3 .account cqu.al to . . .

.

£:;

Maximum rate p.aid to hind for the
bondager contract :

-
Say 12 days at 3s., and board .. £1 16
For board when reapmg . . . . 10
223 days at l.< 11 3

78daysatl0[( 3 5

Earnings of the bondager for the hind £10 14 li

lOi

£9

No. 4.

—

The Maximum Rate of Wages f
ENDING 26th May. 1863,

Five loads of oatmeal, and 60 bushels of
Oats on some farms, the latter of

which is in some seasons equal to 120
imperial stones of Oatmeal

24 bushels of Barley, at 48. 7id. ..

6 bushels of Peas, at 5s. .

.

Sheep money
Substitute for a cow's keep
Substitute for the land for Potatos
Substitute for a month's food in harvest

Market value of what is paid to hind,
exclusive of the . erquisites . . . . i

Money paid to hind for his bondager
contract

£31 19

£.'3 17,
lo hind

and the perqijisites named in No. 2.

This is the most elaborate statement of facts I ever
made in behalf of those hinds wh'-se mode of payment
it describes. I beg my opponents to draw a line of
demarcation between what is the market value to
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the only exception. The Potato disease is inerea.sinj;

daily, the haulm is prematurely dead, and many of
the tubei-s rotten. Swedes, Turnips, Mangel, and all

green crops are very good, and keep of all kinds
abundant. JVm. Manser, Dumpfon, Samsgate, Sept. 1.

The Central Chamber of Agriculture.—There appears
to be a growing interest in the recently formed
Chamber of Agriculture, of which Mr. A. Pell, North-
ampton, is the Chairman, and Mr. Clay, of Walton, the
Honorary and Provisional Secretary. There, perhaps,
never was a time when such a Chamber was more
needed to watch over the interests of British agricul-

ture. Its watchfulness and guardianship is imperatively
required at the present crisis, when we are, I trust,

about " to stamp out " the cattle plague. The good it

might have accomplished had it been in proper orga-
nisation before the introduction of the rinderpest

cannot be estimated. It would have been its province
to have taken the initiative at once—to have collected

every available information, and have had it diffused

through the length and breadth of the land, so that
every effort might have been made to stop its progress.

Instead of this, what ignorance existed, what errors
were committed, and what losses were the consequence ?

And although this destructive! pest is apparently sub-
siding the danger is by no means over. The return of
cold weather, or some unforeseen, or unknown cause,
may bring a fresh visitation as virulent and bad as ever.

I presume it to be the duty of a Chamber of Agricul-
ture to watch over every department connected with
the progress or welfare of agriculture ; and surely
nothing can be more legitimate and worthy their best
attention than the healthy condition of its flocks and
herds. It behoves this very Chamber of Agriculture
to take up the question without a moment's delay, and
endeavour to aid, to influence, and to guide the
Government in such a course as may be best for the
country, and the most likely to annihilate the disease.
To their office might be sent very many particulars as
to the spread or subsidence of the disease, and the
annoying and injurious restrictions put upon districts
or counties. Here they might, by acting upon such
intelligence, and in communication with the Govern-
ment, cause to be modified or removed altogether, as
required. The Chamber would become the standard
authority before whom all grievances might be laid, and

j

all remedies sought. Through the Chamber of Agri-
;

culture the country might appeal to the Government
at all times, and upon all occasions in which Govern-
mental interference is necessary. In the present crisis
it ought to be well up in all matters relative to the
importation of foreign stock, or whatever might con-

1

duce to spread again this fatal or any other disease.
The whole subject should be taken up, and be fully
ventilated through their agency, i.e., importation of fat

and store stock, their inspection, quarantine, and I

slaughtering at port of debarcation, &c. It is to no
purpose that a Chamber of Agriculture is established
if it is, through lack of support, unable to do anything.
This may arise from want of energy and daring on the

!

part of the p)-iinioters. They deserve every aid. and
Mould undoiililcdly receive it upon taking up the most
important ai^iicultural questions of the time, morel
liarticulaily j list now that of rinderpest and its preven-

|

tion. The whole agricultural community is m great
difficulty and perplexity about sales and" removal of
stock at the present time, and they want some central
office through which their complaints can be made to I

the proper authorities. Let the Chamber assemble and I

take up this at once, depend upon it they will meet

'

with support. In all other subjects as they arise con-

;

nected with agriculture in any political pha,se, i.e.,

the malt-tax, agricultural statistics, tithe averages,
weights and measures, transfer of land, importations of
manures or fertilisers, cattle food, &c. ; in fact, all ques-
tions requiring legislative or governmental action or

|

interference, this Chamber of Agriculture would be a
body ever ready to obtain every information, and to
move the country districts to proper and simultaneous
effort to uphold their own interests, should they in any
way bo infringed. It cannot be expected that men
who are immersed in business can give much of their
valuable time to aid their order in the direction of such
a society. A good working staff ought to be appointed,
to be aided by a first-class man as paid secretary, to
whom all communications should be sent, and from
whom all information might be obtained. The office

should be in the metropolis, and the country or
district boards ought to put themselves into early
intercouree and connection with it. It will soon be
time to arouse the counti-y districts relative to the
malt-tax question. We have a new Ministry who
must do something with it. The substitution of a beer-
tax is making way with the farming public. O. F.
The Produce of the Sarvesf is by no means equal to

the estimate. So far as can be ascertained from the
thatohers and travelling threshing machine owners,
the yield is woefully short of the expectations formed,
both on light and heavy land, but particularly the
latter. There are yields both of Barley and Wheat of
only 2 to 2j quarters per acre. The thatchers say that
their earnings will only be about half as much as last

year. We hear of a good deal of straw and very little

com. My own crop will be much less than that of
last year, which was a " bumper," for I had 40 acres of
Wheat that averaged 7 quarters per acre. A good deal
of cut Barley and Oats and Clover are being injured
by the frequent and heavy rains. Turnips, Mangel,
and pastures are rapidly improving, J. J. Mechi,
Tiptree Hall. Sept. 5, 1866.

they would this year, with a little fine weather, secure
a fair average corn crop in the county of Norfolk.
Having said thus much, it seemed impossible for him
not to revert to the events of the past year, and to
remark how deeply he had felt for, and how much he
commiserated, the agricultural interest, especially that
of Norfolk. Last year they harvested the very worst
crop they ever grew, and sold most of it at an
unremunerative price. And then came down the
10 per cent, of which, if they did not feel the effects
now, he had no doubt they would when the bank book
was made up. In addition to this, they were aware of
the ravages of the cattle plague ; in speaking of which
he could not help protesting against the way in which
certain gentlemen estimated the loss they, as farmers,
had sustained. They took up the weekly returns, and
said, ' Oh, there are only 353,000 deaths from the cattle
plague in the whole kingdom! What is that?'
Why,' he would repeat, 'what is it?' In itself it was
an immense loss. Taking the 6600 cases of plague in
Norfolk, putting each animal down at 15/. each, the
total amount would be £100,000 out of the pockets of
the farmers. But that was not the way to look at the
question ; that was not the loss they had sustained

;

for how many cattle had been made away with that not
a word had been said about ? How came it to pass
that at Trowse, during the Latter six months of last

year, the supply of store cattle was short by 25,000
head ? Had they not lost quite as much from the want
of cattle as they had from the deaths ; had they not had
their root crops rotting while the cattle in some
counties had been starving upon the hills ; and was it

not the fact, at that time, when they had a good
quantity of hay, the prospect of a good root ci'op, and a
large supply of Grass, that Ireland and other places
were overstocked with cattle, and yet they could not,
or dare not buy them ? He believed all this had very
much deranged their system of agriculture. When he
looked round a few weeks ago and saw all those beggarly
patches of scarlet Peas, which bedizened the country,
or the stolen crops of Oats and Barley, instead of what
should be their mainstay and anchor, the root crop,
they showed to him that there was poverty among the
farmers, which he deeply deplored, and which never
existed so greatly as at the present time. When a man
was thoroughly ill, the doctor troubled him very little

about what he should cat, drink, or avoid, or how he
should conduct himself ; but no sooner \yas he approach-
ing convalescence, than the doctor said to him, ' You
must be very careful noyp as to what you take ; you
must not by any i>ossibility over-exert yourself Then
it was that the patient became irritable and fractious.

And so it was with the agricultural interest. It was
now becoming very irritable and fractious under the
remaining restrictions of the cattle plague ; but he
recommended them to cheerfully bear what he might
call legitimate restrictions; at the same time, when
they came to the restrictions imposed upon sheep, they
were most vexatious and unnecessary. He could truly
say that he had worked during the last 10 days with
all his heart tjaA soul, to get those restrictions modified
or entirely removed."

Farmers' Clubs.
AttLEBOEOTjGH : Aiirirnlt i&f hi Nurfoll. —VXxf!

following remarks on this suljject l^cro made by
Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., at the meeting here the other
day :—

" He had to congratulate them on the rather
impro\-ed appearance in the crops, and he thought

Political, Agricnltitral, and Commercial Fallacies, or
the Prospects of the Nation after 20 vear^ Free-
trade. By W. Waller Good. E. Stanford, 6,

Charing Cross, S.W.
This work, inspired apparently by an indignant sense
of the unfairness with which agriculturists have been
treated by Government and public men, is an angry
display of personal criticism and controversy through-
out. Mr. Mechi who, whether rightly or wTongly, has
always honestly spoken his mind on agricultural sub-
jects during the past 20 years, and whose perpetual
agitation of agricultural topics before societies and
through the press has been simply the exuberant
efflorescence of an enthusiast, is iu particular made
the target of every shaft.

It is a great pity that all the industry and
earnestness which Mr. Good has exhibited, and by
which he might have piled up an effective argument
for agriculture being made the subject of a special
Governmental department, have been here marred by
extreme and offensive personality. It is this, and not
the public good, which any cursory reader of the work
will caiTy away with him as its chief object. Mr.
Alderman Mechi, one of the heartiest and most good-
natured of men, had many years ago amassed, we
believe, a considerable fortune, and was able at length
to gratify his life-long preference for country life. The
publicity which he has subsequently achieved as an
agriculturist was inevitable. A man of his
temperament and ability could not help doing
what he has done ; and in all his talking, writing,
criticising, publishing, which, ever since he" purchased
Tiptree, have been constant, in and out of season,
we firmly believe that he has had no personal aim
whatever. He has been merely pouring forth his
soul. His teaching and learning have mdeed been
carried on very much together, and therefore he
has often made mistakes, and he has accordingly
been made the butt of much agricultural criticism

;

but it has generally been good-natured, like the man
attacked, and he deserves no other. Nay more,
he deserves, and will receive, a public recognition
of his services. They have been beneficial to landlord,
tenant, laboin-er. It has not been the imagination
which has foretold large profits, or even declared them
in high fanning, that has raised the rent upon his neigh-
bour. Konts have been raised by competition amongst
fiirmevs themselves. On the other hand, his pcrijctiial

iteration of certain necessary items in the high farming
scheme—the removal of hedgerows, the need of good
buildings, of roads and drains and; proper fences -has
had a sensible influence on the management of estates;

and so far the thanks of tenant farmers are due to
Mr. Mechi. He has now retired to a certain extent
from public life, retired however, we are glad to know,
rather as a citizen than as a countryman. And we
gladly take the opportunity which Mr. Good's book
affords us, of declaring that the rancour of his treat-
ment in its pages is offensive to many others as well as
(probably, indeed, much more than) to himself.
What Mr. Good's opinions are of the present con-

dition of English agriculturists, and of the way in
which they have got into their present plight, may be
gathered from the following passages.

" As agriculture must be governed by and conducted
underthesame principlesofeconomy as trade,commerce,
and manufactures are, when successful, and as the legist
lative^ enactments have been, during the period in
question, designedly in favour of the direct business-
interests of merchants, manufacturers, and townspeople*
generally, and as designedly dead against the country
or agriculturist interest, there has been an illegitimate
withdrawal of capital from agriculture. By this we
simply inean that the bulk of farmers, while they have
had their fixed expenses increased, have had their
returns greatly lessened ; and therefore, instead of
growing richer in stock and capital as the nation has
increased in wealth and importance, they have grown*
poorer and poorer both in money and means. This is
the most natural and the commonest result of our past
revolutionary and one-sided financial policy. The
money in the hands of British farmers was never so
inadequate to the nation's wants as it is at the present
time. It naturally follows that a scarcity and deameas'
ofevery article of agricultural produce, always excepting
Wheat and some other sorts of grain of foreign growth^
must now exist.

" We have not overlooked the fact that, in a few
isolated and favoured cases, where farms are large an4'
their soils are well adapted for breeding, rearing, and"
feeding animals, and this combined system has been
pursued, and an excess of capital has been at the
command of the occupiers, the past state of things has
not been so injurious. But we refer to the effect which*
this one-sided policy has had on the bulk of farmers.
And it is especially to small farmers that we allude,
for it is this class of men who have mainly reared
cattle for supplying the pastures of the midland
counties in summer, and the yards of the eastern
counties in winter. But what do we find now ? That
these men have become so crippled through the
uncertainty and lowness in the prices of com that they
are glad to take advantage of the high prices of butter
and cheese ; the former they take to market weekly to*

pay current expenses, and draw on the other from some
factor, who takes the cheese when fit to move, and, of*

course, nearly at his own price. For this reason,
remembering that farming is governed by the principles
of political economy, the calves which used to come
south from the dairying counties for rearing are now
largely sacrificed at times at a week and ten days old in
the shambles of Birmingham, Manchester, Liverpool,
and other large neighbouring towns. If, however,
malt had been free from duty, not only would farmers
have made more profit, and therefore been able to keep
their stock till it got older and heavier, but it would
have been substituted for milk for rearing by men who
did not keep cows, and thus the present alarming
scarcity of young cattle which has befallen tho nation
would have been largely averted. What these little

men now say, in reply to recommendations to rear, is,

' We know very well it would pay to rear on milk,
but it would first require us to put our hands in our
purse, which we cannot do, and then we should have
to wait a long time for a return, instead of getting it at
once by dairying.'

As with every other class, it is a question of capital
and profit with farmers, and if they have the first

'thdrawn from them, as it has been done in many
years of late, or if their capital be prevented from
returning to them to an extent equal to their pro-
portion of the expenses of the State, how is it possible
that they can increase their labours and manures for
cultivating and fertilising their fields and pastures, and
thereby add to their own profits, while they increase
the food of the community ? If money goes to farmers
in a fair and legitimate way, they invest it to get more,
as other business people do. One would, suppose,
however, from the lines of argument which we have
heard of late years, that English farmers used to eat all

the money they had to spare aft;er paying their fixed

ex-penses, and that thereby it was lost to the world for
ever ; while foreigners ot all countries merely took it'

with one hand and handed it back vvith interestat
once with the other, accompanying it besides with
every mark of respect and form of compliment for

being allowed to have such a flattering honour from
Mr. Bull

!

"

Farm Memoranda.

East Lothian : East .Bar»s.—-Leaving Berwick-
shire, we soon found ourselves at Dunbar, and
a walk of 2i miles brought us to East Barns.
Here we were most kindly received by Mr. James
Murray, who farms 500 acres of the best land in

East Lothian. It is derived entirely from the old
red sandstone, a formation which generally yields-

soils of first-rate quality. It may be described
as free working, and of a rich red colour, with
sufficient body (clay) to enable it to grow first-

rate crops of Wheat. It is specially adapted for the
cultivation of Potatos, which crop the di.-icase seldom
attacks in this locality. The rent is high, being ilOOZ.

for Mr. Murray's farm; and that of a neighbouring
small farm recently taken of 160 acres amounts to 800?
With this large rental Mr. Murray has full liberty to
sell hay and straw, and to grow Potatos to a larger
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extent ; but he never uses this Uberty with regard to

either the liiiy or straw, as he has quite sufficient use

fbr both nt home.
First, then, with regard to the general appearance of

the farm. When we had the pleasure of inspecting it

it was suffering from the effects of a droughty season.

The pastures were bare, and the Barley in many places

prematurely changing colour. The corn was said to

bo light, although we could not but admire the glorious

crops of Wheat and Barley. Potatos were looking

very well—in fact, could not have been better ; and
Turnips were beautifully regular, and in process of

being thinned. Some Swedes were ready for the
second hoeing.
One of the most striking points which attracted our

attention was the e.xceedingly neat way in which the
hedges were kept. Usually we see even in well-farmed
districts in this country the hedge bottoms infested

with weeds; in fact, the little green banks on which
Primroses, Geraniums, and Violets appear earliest in

the spring are familiar to all, and seem to be in their

rifflit place when under the lea of a protecting hedge.
Mr. Murray, however, does not agree with this pretty

idea, and his hedges are thoroughly clean up to the
very roots of the " quicks." Not a sod nor a blade of

Grass, but the hedge stands reduced to the least

possible bulk, and as thoroughly hoed as the row of
Swedes which stands next to it. Mr. Murray attributes

his comparative freedom from attacks of the turnip-fly

partially at least to this precaution. To do this and
other work of a similar kind three spade hinds are
always employed on the farm. Every department
manifests the same care and liberahty of manage-
ment as is illustrated in the last example.
Turnips singled regularly and every weed cut, and

the women and boys working like a regiment of
soldiers, closely superintended by the under steward,
who, without taking a row himself, marches from end
to end of the array, finding fault with the careless, and
helping forward the weaker members.
The rotation pursued on East Bams is somewhat

peculiar, and differs from the usual East Lothian
course, which, as will be easily remembered, is as
follows :—Turnips, Wheat or Barley, seeds, Oats,
Potatos, Wheat.
Mr. Murray's rotation is for seven years :—

1, TuniiiM
2, Barley and some Wheat

li, Turnips

By this rotation—1st, a larger proportion of land is

kept in Grass, and the labour bill is diminished, as well
as the grazing land increased ; 2d, a larger proportion of
Turnip land, and a somewhat smaller proportion of
Potatos is obtained; and 3d, the proportion under
white crop is lessened. It is therefore essentially less
scourging than the ordinary East Lothian rotation.
Commencingwith the Turnip crop, we find that part

of it follows Wheat and part follows Turnips. Mr.
Murray does not advocate the use of the grubber in
the spring, for the reason before stated, that it en-
courages the growth of deep-rooted weeds, such as
Thistles and Coltsfoot. The land for Turnips is

ploughed once before winter, and then lies untouched
until the beginning of May. It is then harrowed down
and rolled. Several teams are set to work at 1 p.m.,
and as muDh land is ploughed by night as will serve
for half a day's raising and splitting into drills.

The teams commence to raise drills at 5 a.m. the
following morning, and the dung is put in the ridges,
split, and the seed sown before 10 o'clock a.m. The
people now rest through the hottest part of the
daj', and the teams, after 1 o'clock, plough in prepara-
tion for to-morrow's sowing, or "making," as it is

termed. Thus enough is ploughed every afternoon for
the next morning's sowing, and by this plan the
moisture is preserved as much as possible. The
method of sowing is also worthy of notice. Two
machines are sowing, one of them being in advance of
the other. Every ridge is sown by both machines, in
fact, twice over, the coulter of the first machine being
set 1 inch deeper than that of the second, so that there
are two lots of seed sown ; and instances have been
known in which when the fly went with one lot, the
other and deepest sown Swedes coming up a few days
later eflectually filled up the gaps, and thus a regular
crop was obtained.
We were induced to thus inquire particularly as to

the method of cultivation for Turnips by the perfect
manner in which Mr. Murray's land was occupied by
plants, while all around was blanky and even failing in
Turnips; and the pains taken is ample explanation
for more than ordinary success. Both winter and
spring furrows are 11 inches deep, and this is always
done by two horses. This is a fact somewhat puz-
zling to south country farmers, but much of the
secret doubtless lies in the manner of feeding. In
the first place we find a very "useful" stamp of
horse in Lothian, either Clydesdale, or something near
akin to that famous breed. Here, and generally in
Scotland, we found that Oats and hay were given
almost ad libitum in busy seasons; Si bushels of Oats
per week and as much hay as they could eat was quite
an ordinary allowance. In summer, when little work
is required, they receive cut green food and often no
corn. It may here be observed, that the system of cul-
tivation iust described could only be possible upon
t!ioroughly clean land, aid nothing more clearly shows
the order into which Mr. Murray has brought East
Barns than that he is able to follow it. The Turnips
receive farm-yard manure whether tlic.\ succeed Wheat
or Potatos. The following is the proportion of manures
ipplied :—Farm-yard manure, 10 to 12 tons; dls-olved

bones, 5 cwt. ; or dissolved bone.s, 10 cwt, and no farm-
yard manure.
Here, as in Berwickshire, we found superphosphate

preferred to guano for the Turnip crop. We found it,

liowever, very difficult to establish any rale with regard
to these two great classes of portable manures, some
farmers preferring one and some the other, while we
failed to see that difference in the auality of the land
that might give a rational explanation for such a pre-
ference. The most iiilrrcsliiiv' iiart of the question
refers to quantity. Arc lln^r I,olhian farmers right
in applying i ton of MipiTiilin-plKite or 7 cwt. of
guano to one crop ? All \\a can say is, that they sil

under enormous rents, such as would frighten most of
their English brethren, that they grow enormous crops,
and live in a style which is perhaps one of the most
striking features of Lothian farming.
An East Lothian farmer, judging from his house, his

furniture, his gardens, his servants, his tout ememble
is living in better style than we should expect the
owner of a similar estate to keep up in this country.
This may seem a somewhat odd way of solving the
question as to the amount of guano or bones which
should be applied to a Turnip crop ; but when a man of
the professional standing of Mr. Hope, of Fentonbams,
assures us that the tendency is to farm higher and
higher, we have an evidence in favour of heavj' ma-
nuring, which in some respects is superior to the
deductions of isolated experimenters or agricultural
chemists. Turnips which have followed Wheat are
eaten off' o"n the land or hauled home, and the land is

sown with Barle.v, which receives no top-dressing. The
variety is usually Chevalier, and the average crop is

from .56 to 60 bushels per acre. The Barley is sown
with mixed Clover and Grass seeds, half of which
is mown and half grazed the following year. The
second year the whole is grazed.

When we were at East Barns the hay was being
carted, and since Mr. Murray weighs all into the stack
we were enabled to know the exact weight of the crop
which had just been cut. This averaged 2 tons S cwt.
per acre, and the land had also furnished some keep in
early spring. The second year's Grass is broken up, and
divided into two equal parts, half being planted with
Potatos, and half sown with Oats. In neither case is

any manure applied, and nothing shows more strongly
than this the high condition and natural good quality
of the land. We find next year the Potatos followed
by Turnips treated as before described, and the Oat
land prepared for Potatos. These Potatos receive
12 tons farmyard manure, 4 cwt. Peruvian guano, and
about the same weight of superphosphate. The usual
crop is from 40 to 60 bolls of 4 cwt. each, or from
8 to 12 tons per acre (variety. Regents). After the
Potatos and Turnips, into which the previous share
had been divided, we find the whole sown with Wheat,
which brings us to the end of the rotation. This crop
is top-dressed with 4 cwt. per acre of equal parts of
nitrate of soda and guano. The varieties grown all

belong to the finer kinds of White Wheat, and most
of the Wheat fields this season were bearing crops of
Essex rough chaff'.

One of the most interesti

at East Barns was the gr

between the master and 1

1

is furnished with a l'""'!

three bedrooms, a good kit

and entrance lobby, and

ig points which we noticed
1(1 fooling which subsisted
.rrvaiils Kil,-h .-nttn^rr

.lurlliir.;-li,,u,M. c.iilaiiiin-

lini, a, pantry, niilk-lions,.,

h hind (or married plough-

much light com. Most people have made a beginning
these two or three days (being just 14 days later than
last year), although there is no ripe corn, for com is

cut much greener now than formerly. Wheat is un-
equal, owing to deficiency of plant in places, and small
of head. Barley was early beaten down where cake
was used last winter, and is now much discoloured.

Standing crops were broken badly by a gale in the end
of July, and altogether it is very bad to harvest. Oats
sulTor loss (Vom the weather. The crop is better than
last yoai-. oxoept on clay and moory soils, where it is

|Hi(ir inclood. Beans are poorly podded. Turiiii's are

uieudiug this week, at last, but Swedes on good land

are a failure. J. T.

Miscellaneous.
On. the Breeding of Slieep.—As the season of the

year brings us again to this point of business which
ought to command our attention in order to make it

the more profitable, .allow me to give my humble
opinion as to the sorts I think the most profitable. Let
us begin by considering the description of sheep best

suited for this county, the best mode of establishing a
flock, and the sort that will give the greatest return per
acre. Doubtless there will be various opinions among
different breeders, but on one point I think we must
all agree—that the breed which will give the greatest

return will be that of which he can keep the greatest

number in proportion to the food consumed, and which
in his annual sales return the greatest amount of profit.

Assuming this proposition to be generally assented to,

it next becomes necessary to inquire for what purpose
the flock is required, whether for stocking or grazing,
as on this the decision as to the most eligible breed must
mainly depend. As grazing sheep, the Lincoln, the old
improved Leicester, Devon, and the now improved
Cotswolds have been kept with various degrees of

success; but during the last seven years, when quantity
and length of wool have been great considerations, the
latter breed has been grazed to the gi'eatest advantage.
In this, however, as well as in the others mentioned,
there is a slight objection—that the mutton is too large

for the present taste of the Enghsh people, and the
coarser parts are obliged to be disposed of at a low rate.

This is the material objection to the larger breeds; but
at the same time it must be acknowledged that these
sheep, from their quiet disposition and fattening
propensities, will acquire more weight on a given
quantity of food in a limited time than the more
restless and prowling breeds, such as the Norfolks. As
to Sussex and Hampshire Downs, the mutton may be
more preferable, owing to its finer quality and shorter

joints, but they are objected to as not bearing sufficient

wool, or not coming to maturity until a year or two
after the larger breeds. What then appears to me the
more profitable breed for grazing is the produce of a
Hampshire Down Ewe and a Cotswold tup. This is

the first cross ; and in it you have a union of the good
qualities of each breed, with the ob,jecti*)n as to size

and coarseness much lessened ; an animal between the
two extremes more saleable in the market, and
sufficiently large to arrive at maturity early. But as
some require a flock for folding, and one which
"c'oasionally has to feed and work hard, I should then
say lot tlio second cross be preferred—such as the
< 'xtorilsliiro Downs or Shropshire sheep. I will state

my reasons why I consider tne last breed of sheep the
man) keeps a cow and a pig;. An excellent parish school most preferable—reasons which have been suggested
is provided in close proximity to the farm, which we

i

after several years' strict and impartial trial of the
had the opportunity of inspecting, where the children

i

Hampshire Down ewe and a Cotswold tup, under all

receive the elements of a good education. But Mr.
|

circumstances of good and bad keep. 1st, I have proved
Murray does not stop here ; he engages the services of ' that the second cross of sheep is equal to all the
Mr. Lowe, the dancing-master to the Eoyal family,

|

travelling to fold which is required of the Down.
to teach all his lads and lasses to dance, and he has 2d, That tlio snmo number can be kept. 3d, That from
them also taught singing. In order to give them scope its inlot liin- ili kindly qualities of the Cotswold it

for the exercise of these new powers he periodically has
:

willtliiiv. murl] liotter—that the deeper breast, wide
his large barn papered, and decorated, and lighted up

; \

shouldors. liim.-d ribs, wide loins, and long projecting

and there in white dresses and dress boots the lasses, and ' rump, constitute a frame which, while to a superficial

in their Sunday clothes the lads, are treated to a ball. I
observer it does not present a much larger appearance,

" Ah ! " Mr. Murray said to us, " you would enjoy seeing I
gives the animal a decided advantage in weight when

them dance ; the Prince of Wales himself would not
j

fat over the true-bred Down or Norfolk sheep, in which
object to dance with them, they look so well, and behave ' these points are notoriously deficient. 4th, That
so properly. Everything is conducted, we understand^
with the most perfect propriety, and, as Mr. Murray
said, you would think they were ladies and gentlemen,
they act in so self-possessed a manner. Such an enter-
tainment had just been held before our visit, and the
barn still showed traces of the decorations and nume-
rous small candlesticks were still hanging around the
walls.

Mr. Murray maintains that they work better, and are
much more cheerful after these little relaxations from
the monotony of daily life.

" You should see," said he, "how thosewho are dancers
skip about the barn when the threshing machine is

going. They go as lightly again as those who don't
dance. This somewhat eccentric conduct of Mr.
Murray is looked at from two points of view, some
condemning and others commending it ; but whether
it is the best way of giving the people recreation or not,
it is certainly well meant. " Send the Editor of the
Telegraph to me," said Mr. Murray, "and I'll show
him how I behave to my people. I'll let him see that
they are not ' thin-legged and big-beUied, ivith strong
loins, and weak brain-pans.' " This was in allusion to
a villanous leading article that appeared in the Duilif
Telegraph this last spring upon the state of the agri-

cultural labourer.

Mekse of Berwickshiee, Sept. 1.—-As usual, after

a dry summer, August has been wet and unfavourable
to the white crops. The downfall of five weeks amounts
to near sovei:

vel. Ha
and v.r;, .

corn is '

the exteul

id we have the i)romise of more

the quality ofmutton thus twice crossed, and possessing
two degrees of Down, loses the objection of coarseness

and great size. 5th, That tlio olour of the face and
legs will come dark in tlio iirnia.itiuii of 90 to 100, and
unobjectionable. 6th, Fmiii tlio tliirl<ness and quantity
of the wool they have a docidod advantage through the
winter, are thereby rendered hardier, the fleece, when
of a good description, being impervious to incessant

rain beyond the depth of 2 in., the wool of tegs or

hoggets varying from 6 to 8 in. in length. Lastly, The
quantity of wool will exceed by 2 lb. per fleece that

grown on the average by Downs or Norfolks, and of a
description the most valuable for combing, which a

glance at our position in respect to the yearly

increasing importations of short wool, and the fact that

but little of the foreign long wool will bear a comparison

with the English, owing mainly to the judgment in

the cross-breeding, will appear to be a consideration

beyond all the others important. These are the

conclusions I have arrived at. They comprise but an
individual opinion, and I am ever open to conviction

;

but as the results of a strict and impartial trial must of

necessity prove of greater force than the best of

argument to all interested in the particulars here set

forth, the purport of which is to prove that the sheep

which will return most profit to the breeder and
feeder is the one most to be recommended ; and which
I hold to be a selection of the above-named first and
second crossing of Cotswolds and Downs, differing in

the degree of cross according to the purpose for which
they are wanted, and the nature of the soil and treat-

ment ol^ the animal required. Chelmsford Chrouicle.

Town Manure of ii?8</j.—Some 4000 tons of " police

dunjj" have aocum.ulated in a great heap close by
Leitti, owing to th^refusal ofthe neiighbouring farmers
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to take it, from fear of rinderpest ; and, as it might
become a serious source of miscliief and disease if not

disinfected, the process was lately carried out by Mr.
Councillor Lundy, as described iu the following para-

graph from the Leith Burghs Pilot

:

—
" Tho great difficulty was to procure water, the frequent

passage of trains on the railway preventing the hose being
laid across the rails at any reasonable hour. Two of the town
water carts were filled with water to supply the small fire

engine, kindly lent for the occasion by Messrs. A. B. Fleming
& Co, , Salamander Street. The water was mixed with Condy's

red liuid (permanganate of soda), and pumped on to the heap,

whilst hypochlorous acid was liberated by a mixture of hydro-

chloric acid with the fluid. That portion which was so treated

was found to be much improved : but in practico it was found

inconvenient, as there w.as no means to use effectually suffi-

cient hydrochloric or s\Upburic acid to so great a mass. The
acids alone were intended by Mr. Lundy to fix the ammonia,

or, in conjunction with the penuanganated fluid of Mr. Condy,

to liberate hypochlorous acid from the hydrochloric acid, or,

by the use of sulphuric acid, added to Condy's fluid and
large quantities of water, to liberate ozone ("Nature's

disinfectant). It was finally arranged to cover the heap
with gypsum, as the cheapest, safest, and best means
of .absorbing the ammonia, and aftei-wards to pump with the

town's fire-engines a mixture of Condy's patent green fluid

(manganate of soda and water). On Saturday last, under Mr.

Lundy's direction, the heap ^v;l~ .
..•

i •! ii-litly with gypsum
(about 4 tons being used), mi >

'
•' inull was much

.abated, and all parties pr<.-. !i ,
it it was a great

improvement. However, as tin- -'\' - -mly taken for the

deodorisation and absorption ot the auiinonia. and arrange-

ments could not be completed fur the use of the fire engine,

.and procuring suflicient water imtil Monday evening,

the further disinfection and deodorisation was deferred till

then, when Mr. Lundy, assisted by Superintendent "rant iiud

part of the fire brigade, operated upon the heap by pumping
water for an hour from one of the town fire engines, into the
well of which was being constantly poured small quantities of

Condy's green manganate of sodca, until at the finish some
12 gallons of the fluid had been consumed. During this time
the whole heap of above 3000 tons of putrefying vegetable

and anim.al refuse was deodorised, and in addition, eiome

25 to 30 tons of putrefying slaughter-house refuse, which was
in another heap, was deodorised also. At the beginning of the

operation the air was tested by exposure of the fluid in

watch glasses, and found tobe much purer on the windward than
on the lee side of the heap, and at the end of the hour when it

was completed it was found that the smell was completely
abated. No experiment of the kind has, we believe, ever been
attempted on so stupendous a scale before with any disin-

fectant, or deodorisation attempted upon so large a mass,

which had accumulated only from the fiirmers refusing to buy
it from the Leith authorities, simply because Leith was a place

for importing foreign cattle, .and from a dread that the

slaughter-house refuse might be mixed with it, which, how-
ever, the authorities have been careful to avoid, as also pre-

venting the sale of the cowfeeders' manure except to market
gardeners and nurserymen. Indeed, the Public Health Com-
mittee have been as particularly watchful in their ende.avours

to prevent tho spread of Rinderpest as they appear to be now
anxious to avoid cholera getting any footing iu the country
through any neglect of precaution iu Leith. It will be satis-

factory to hear that as soon as these precautions were knovni
to the farmers, all the manure was sold in a fo.v days, and is

being sent into the country as fast as carts and tiucks can be
procured, and that about four weeks will see it all removed."

Haymaking.— (1). In your Journal of May 2-1, a
correspondent (living in Ohio, where much hay is

produced)^ says :
" Cut and cure two acres of Grass,

same quality, one late and the other early ;
place the

hay where it can be reached freely, and in the following

winter turn horses or calves coming one year old to

them (and they are delicate eaters, always selecting the

best when the opportunity is afforded) : he will find the
late-cut hay gone, while the other is but slightly

disturbed ; and he will discover also, that they will

thrive much better on the late than on the early mown
Grass. I write thus confidently from testing the

matter myself, and knowing others to have done the

same." The experience of farmers in East Tennessee
has, I believe, led them to the conclusion above stated

;

for they generally mow their meadows of Timothy and
Ued-top when the seed is older and riper than that of

Wheat and Rye when harvested. Without farther

citations, which might be extended to any length, I

raise the question ;—At what time in the development
of common meadow Grass do the plants possess the

largest amount of assimilable nutritive matter ? It is

easy to answer this question by an honest guess ; but
such answer has no more value than a guess at the

time when the next eclipse of the sun will take place,

without any knowledge of astronomy. All will admit
that true science alone can give, iu the first instance,

a true answer to the astronomical question ; and I wish

all to see, if possible, that true science alone can tell, iu

the first mstance, when Grass, Clover, and corn plants

contain the maximum of available nutritive matter, as

food for farm stock. Is the maximum reached not

until the seed is fully matured, or, if before that time,

how long before? Professor Way, when chemist to the

Eoyal Agricultural Society of England, made many
analyses of Gtrasses when in blossom, or at that stage of

development when usually cut, for making hay, in

Great Britain and on the continent. Orchard Grass

was analysed, also, when the seed was ripe. I do not

regard his researches as settling this important inquiry,

yet they throw much light on the obscure parts of the

subject. He found that orchard Grass had ten arid

eleven-hundredths per cent, of woody fibre when in

blossom ; and twenty and fifty-four-hundredths per

cent, when the seed was rijie. If it were not for this

sudden increase of wood in Grass and grain plants,

during the growth of their seeds, equal to 100 per cent.,

and often more, no one could doubt the gain of

assimilable food during the last days of their active

vital functions. Bvit when sugar, or its equivalent, is

changed rather more into wood, to make straw, as in

Wheat or Rye plants, than into starch to form seeds,

when the process of seed-forming is in progress, why
should not all this sugar be saved—making Wheat,
Rye, com, or Timothy into hay ? If seed is made not

directly from carbonic acid, ammonia water, and agri-

cultural salts, but from elements already organised in

the leaves and stems of plants, nothing is gained by
their new position in the heads of Grass or grain.

What the ear or head gains the body loses. Hence,

com blades or leaves are nearly worthless for fodder

after the seed is fully ripe on the ear. If the soil and
atmosphere supply the elements that form seeds after

the plants are m blossom, it is diflScult to see how corn
or any grain can materially improve in the shock. It

is to avoid the formation of worthless wood in Grass,

corn and Rye, if wanted for forage, that these plants

are cut just before the seed is ripe or formed, when
used as hay. If it can be shown that plants gain in

weight of organised assimilable substances, after they
blossom, as much as they gain in woody fibre, then no
loss results by waiting for Grass fully to mature before

it is harvested ; but has any one proved such a fact ?

The analyses of Professor Way favour this important
conclusion, as the following statements seem almost to

demonstrate :—He found in 100 parts of orchard Grass,

cut when in blossom, 70 of water and .SO of dry organised
matter, containing 4.06 per cent, of albuminous or

flesh-forming principles. The same Grass, cut when
the seed was ripe, contained 52.57 per cent, of water,

and 47.43 per cent, of dry solids, in which there was
10.93 per cent, of albuminous principles. If there is

neither loss nor gain in these flesh-forming elements
from the flowering to the full maturity of the plant,

then, if 30 pounds of dry Grass cut when in blossom
contain 4.06 pounds of albuminous principles, 47.43

pounds of dry Grass, cut when the seed is ripe should
give about 6.43 pounds of the same principles. Subtract
6.43 from 10.93, and there remains 4.50 pounds of

albuminous matter whose formation is unexplained.

I wish to fix in the reader's mind the fact that the
flesh-forming substances in orchard Grass are doubled
in quantity during that most interesting and short

period of plant life and growth which intervenes

between the flowering and maturity of the seed. The
problem can be solved in two ways only—either flesh-

forming principles are largely and rapidly organised

from ammonia, water, carbonic acid, and agricultural

salts, at the time when the numerous offsprmg of the

parent plant require albuminous alirnent in the greatest

abundance, or this aliment exists in a nascent state

when blossoms appear, so as not to respond to the

re-agents of the chemist. The former is probably the

more rational conclusion, although the latter solution

may be the true one. The female parent in the

mammalia elaborates much blood and milk for the

benefit of her otfspring, to ensm'e the perpetuation of

the species during its foetal and infant state ; and may
not the vital functions of plants, when most actively

reproducing and perpetuating the species, elaborate

the food of needy germs with peculiar force ? A single

Timothy seed will send up many culms, and each
support a rachis that contains 1000 or more seeds.

and the quantity of water the Clover may contain, but
a point should be made of not having the leaves

destroyed by too much drying in the sun. In favour-

able weather, a few hours' wilting is sufficient before

putting it into small cocks, which, after standing a day,

may be thrown open and taken at once to the mow.
But the process of curing demands especially the eye

of the master, and no advice can be implicitly followed.

It must be matter for the exercise of his own good

judgment. Value of Clover Hay: While every one
knows, and is quite famiUar with the fattening qualities

of a Clover pasture for stock of every description.

Clover hay is poorly appreciated. There is no doubt
that this is because it is generally so badly cured and
imperfectly preserved. It is harder to cure than the
common hay (brasses ; is fit to cut when there is much,
more liability to rains than later in the season ; and it

cannot be properly preserved in stacks or ricks out of

doors. A large portion inevitably rots, and the

remainder is more or less damaged. Baltimore. Sun.

Calendar of Operations.
Seetembeh: The Dairy— TruMe Cheese.—This

is a good time for making loaf or truckle cheeses,

which are made from 6 to 9 inches deep, and
about 9 inches across. It being rather difficult to

fill vats of this description, it has been found more
convenient to have vats made of small staves in

the same manner as a pail or bucket, with white

hoops round them, and without bottom. A piece

of board, rather larger than the vat, is provided

to place at the bottom when the cheeses are beine;

made, and it is kept underneath until they are turned

out. These cheeses, if not made with great care, are

very apt to bulge in the sides, and thereby lose their

beauty ; and not only is their appearance affected, but

the quality also is inferior when the cheeses do not

retain the proper shape of straightness at the sides and

flatness on the top. The shape consequently marks

the quality. Sometimes broad bandages are kept

round these cheeses for a time, when first placed on.

the shelves, to prevent their getting out of shape.

Wlien the vat is about half full, a small table-spoonful

of fine salt should be put into the middle of the cheese,

and well rubbed into the curd, taking care that it does

not spread to the outside, which would cause it to

separate, and be of injury to the cheese. In making

truckle cheeses the curd should be quite sweet,

thoroughly crumbled, and made as dry as possible

before filling the vats, and it should be pressed very

firmly in with the hands, and allowed to remain in the

press four or five days, turning them every day, and

salting them three times. Truckle cheeses after beingHow does Nature provide food for so numerous a o...„...„«..v.*. ....,.>. ^..-.-~.
, " i, i,v;„„

progeny ? Is she likely, in the face of these obvious kept 13 months are fit for use. They always bring

and inexorable wants, to suspend suddenly the organisa- i

higher price than other cheeses, and are recommended

tion of germinal nourishment? On the contrary,

should not the primary formation of food for gi-owing

leeds at this time be peculiarly active and efficient ?_ If

JO, why cut meadow Grass prematurely, and at a time
when it is transforming atmospheric elements most
rapidly and cheaply into flesh-forming principles ?

jD. Lee, Gap Creek, Knox Co., Tennessee.— Country
Gentleman. (2). We have for some years past

advocated the cutting of Clover for hay at an earlier

stage of its progress than is'common in this country.

The usual indication of fitness for the scythe is the

browning of the blossoms to the extent of one-half or

two-thirds; but it is by no means uncommon to leave

it. under press of other work, much beyond those points.

The consequence is, too great hardening of the woody
stems, and a great and incurable damage done the

quality of the hay by the rotting of the lower leaves.

These fill the hay with that impalpable dust so distress-

ing to horses, .and, highly nutritious and valuable as

otherwise it would be, makes it unfit food for them.

We have urged, therefore, the harvesting of the crop

when it has come pretty well into flower, without
further delay. That this is the proper period for cutting,

we may take a hint from the bees and other insects.

When they begin to operate on the Clover blossoms it

is a sign that sugar has been elaborated. If the Clover

be not then cut, the sugar goes to perfect the seed, and
is lost to the hay. An experiment made some years

ago by Professor Horsford seems decisive as to the

point that it is to be cut neither before nor after the

period of full development of bloom. He found that

Clover cut at the surface of the soil, when the heads

just began to appear, produced only 0.80 per cent, of

sugar. Clover cut when the heads were fully developed,

produced 1.15 per cent, of sugar, very near 50 per cent,

more than that cut first. An important incidental

advantage of the earlier cutting is that we get a week
or more of time in which we may take advantage of the

jood weather, and so secure the crop with less risk of

exposure to rains—a very desirable point. Hay cured

thus early is more nutritious, more delicate, more apt

to be well cured, and sooner out of the way of damage
from exposure. It favours very much, too, the second

or seed crop, by giving it the opportunity of getting

well started before the excessive heats of summer.
Curing the hay : Green Clover contains, when first cut,

from 75 to 83 per cent, of water. It contains also a

certain amount of sugar, which is easily fermented.

Therefore, if cut and placed in a bara or stack, should

fermentation be produced, it will destroy the sugar

and other nutritious qualities, and vinegar or

acid will be produced, rendering the hay sour and

unfit for food. If sufficiently dried, the sugar will

remain with the fibre, and the hay will be nutritious,

wholesome food for stock, and supply the animals with

not only food, but an element (carbon) which will

generate animal heat. It will, from this view, be seen

how important is a proper curing of the hay. No rule

can be given as to the length of time which Clover

should be allowed to dry in the sun and air before it is

put up, because much will depend upon the previous

condition of the •weather, the dryness of the ground.

..„ the most convenient size for the table ; and when
the top is carefully cut off in one piece it can be used

as a cover to the cheese, which will keep it from

becomingdryduring the timeof consumption. Exposure

to the air invariably deprives all cheese of its original

freshness of flavour. This form of cheese is in some

dairies made throughout the whole season, and in

others none but the.se truckle cheeses are ever made.

There is, however, a risk, under ordinary management,

of their bulging and heaving during the extreme heat

of the summer, owing to fermentation, and tms
difficulty does therefore in most dairies confine tho

making of this sort of cheese to the autumn months,

when less heat interferes with the ripening it.

Of Vetches we give the following account, extracted

from the somewhat enthusiastic essay on their cultiva-

tion given in the first edition of Arthur Young^s
" Farmer's Calendar " :— , .

.

The author of this essay feels both pleasure and pride

in having been the first person who raised them on a

large scale, and publicly recommended them to the

notice of agriculturists. In 1821, after 30 years

experience of their utility, it is diflicult for him to say

more in their favour than they desen'e. But he takes

leave to observe that they may be made one of the

principal means of enabling the arable farmer to support

as much live stock as the grazier. For during the time

thev occupy the ground they produce as much green

food, of the best quality, per acre, as the richest grazing

land : and the ground may be cleared of them in such

"nod time (in June) as to admit of raising a clean crop

of either Turnips, Cole, or Cabbages on the same soil

in the same year; or in lieu of any of these

plants, if the soil be infested with Couch, that may be

eradicated, and the land sown with Wheat in October;

or even after the crop of either Turnips, Cole, or

Cabbages have been cultivated and removed, the same

soil may be prepared and sown -with either Wheat,

Barley, Oats, or Pulse. By this an'angement three

valuable crops may in any place be obtained every two

y^'"'^-
. „ , 1

Vetches, if not cut too green or given fresh, are good

food for horses, and they will fatten sheep and bullocks

;

they are excellent for promoting the secretion of milk

in cows, ewes, and mares; they suit every situation,

and flourish on almost every variety of soil ; they do

not depend on any particular market ; and, above all,

if folded on the land with sheep, they manure the land

fit for the immediate production of Turnips or Cole,

whereby a succession of green crops can be kept up,

that will fatten an increased quantity of live stock, and

be the means of adding to the manure of the farm. A
rotation of Vetches, Turnips, Cole Cabbages, and other

green crops may with perfect ease be made the means

of rendering all arable land as rich as can be desired.

Vetches are good food alone, but they are particularly

useful as following Swedish Turnips or Cole in fatten-

ing ewes and their lambs; by which the latter may be

sold to the butcher in the month of May or June, and

the ewes in September. In this manner the whole

flock may be fattened and cleared off within the year,

and thus make room for a fresh stock of store ewes to
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be fed, as well as their lambs reared, and both fattened

annually.
, ,. .,

"Winter Vetches cannot be sown too early after the

com harvest is finished, though they are generally

sown at anv time during the latter half of August, the

whole month of September, or the first half of October,

and in a mild season they will bear sowing even a

fortnight later. If the soil be poor, or the situation

elevated and exposed, sow in August ; and upon every

farm it is advisable to sow some of them early and

others late, in order to have a succession of green food

the ensuing summer.
Spring Vetches produce rather a lighter crop than

the winter sort, and are subject to more risk from a

dry summer. There is no difierence in their use or

value per ton ; but the spring sort coming to maturity

two or three weeks later, m.akes it convenient and

advisable to grow some of each, in order to have a

succession of them for green food all the summer.
They may be sown all the spring and summer from

February till the middle of July, but the success of late

sowing will depend on a showery season.

Immediately after corn is carried from a field, or

even part of a field, in August, or early in September,

scarify and cleanse whatever of them, having no Clover

or other seeds among them, may be intended for

Vetches. Cart on it such manure as can be spared, up
to 10 or 15 tons of well-rotted dung per acre, and spread

it, sowing the Vetches upon it ; these (the seeds and
manure) should then be immediately covered by the

thin and narrow slices of a very small plough. Or
what is generally better, plough in the dung, give the

land a slight harrowing, and then drill the Vetches in

rows 6 or 8 inches apart. If ploughed and pressed, and
then sown broadcast, a very light harrow, or, if the soil

be friable, even a bush harrow may close the seams.

These operations will cost about 10»-. per acre. But
where no manure is used the seeds may be harrowed

or scuffled in without ploughing, at so small a charge

as Is. per acre.

A proper quantity of seed is three bushels of Winter
Tares alone, or two bushels and a-half of Tares mixed
with half as much Winter Barley or Rye per acre.

After the seed is covered, cleanse the water-furrows,

in order to render the land dry during the winter.

THE CELEBRATED

AMEEICAN HOESE POWER.

PAllTICULARLY ADAPTED TO

ALL KINDS OF FARM WORK.

IT WILL THRESH GRAIN,

GRIND OR CUT FEED FOR CATTLE,

SAW WOOD,

DO HEAVY CHURNING,

Or auy kind of work a Horse Poiver can be used for.

One Horse onhj would he sufficient for most of these

o]}erations.

Notices to Correspondents.
Imports : 7 months, 18G6. R.

Animals Living — Oxen, Bulls, and
Cows No.

Calves ,}

Sheep and Lambs . . . „
Swire and Hoga .. .. ,,

Agbes, Pearl and Pot . . . . cwts.

Bark, for Tanners' or Dyers' use ,,

Peruvian .. .. . . -. ,,

Bones (bin'nt or not, or as Animal
Charcoal) tons

Flax cwts.
Guano, from West Coast of Africa tons
United States „

Bolivia ,

British and West India Islands „
Other countries . . . . ,,

Hemp . . . . . . . . cwta.

China Grass ,,

Jute and substances of the nature of

Hemp . . .

.

. . cwts.

Hops- „
OU Seed Cakes tons

Potatos ,,

Provisions—Bacon and Hams . . cwts.

Beef, salt ,,

Pork, salt „
Butter „
Cheese .,

Eggs No.
Lard . . cwta.

Saltpotre . . „
Cubic Nitre „

Seeds -Cotton tons

Clover cwts.

Flaxseed and Linseed . . qrs.

Rape „
Wool — Sheep and Lambs' : from

Europe lbs.

British Possessions in SouthAfrica 7,

British India ,,

Australia ,,

Other Countries
,

Alpaca and the Llama Tribe „
Yeast, dried cwts.

Corn—Wheat from Russia . . ,,

Prussia ,,

Denmark ,,

Schleswig, Holstein, & Laucnburg „
Mecklenburg „
Banse Towns „
France ,,

Turkey «St Wallachia & Moldavia ,,

Egypt „
United States „
British North America . . ,,

Other Countries . . . . ,,

Bariey
Oats .. .. ,

Indian Com or Maize . . . . ,,

Wheatmeal and Flour—From Hansc
Towns cwts,

France »
United States „
British North America . . „
Other Countries .. .. ,,

Indian Com Meal „

1 Importations.
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WM. SiAIITH, HoTHorsE Builder, Turnham Green,
late of HanimeTFmith. beers to iiifnnn the Public that he will

be glad to make GREENHOUSES or HOTHOUSES, of Kood Yellow
Dea:, Glazed with 21-oz. Glass, Painted three times. Fitted together
all ready for flxing, of any size, at is'Zd. per foot super. Also
that he has ready for use 16 GREENHOUSE LIGHTS. 9 It. 10 in.

long by 4 ft. SJ in. wide, 21-oz. glass, pnce 27?. Also several Iota of
smaller size ; and a large stock of 1, 2, 3, and 4 Light GARDEN
FRAMES, made portable, kept in stock.
Estimates given for eCQciently Heating by Hot Water in any part

FOR SALE, a WEEKS' Large TUBULAR BOILER,
sufficient to Heat from 100 to 1000 feet of Piping. To be

Sold Cheap.
Apply to Mr. Weare. Post Office, Nursling, Southampton.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

TO BE SOLD, Cheap, a handsome GOTHIC HOUSE,
made of the best Yellow Deal, 7 feet square ; the Sills are of

Oak, 6 inches square ; and a Room at the rear suitable for a Cloak
Room. The Structure is suitable for a Porter's Lodge, or a quiet
retreat on an Estate as a handsome House.
Drawings and particulars to be had ofMr. J. Steel,77, Praed St., W.

Croquet. Cricket, and Garden Tents.
BENJAMIN EDGlNGTOiN'S ILLUSTRATED

CATALOntTE of MARQUEES and TENTS for CROQUET.
CRICKET, AKCHHRY, i-c, forwr^rded post free on appli *

Tempi'i-rv Rooms on Hire for Fetes, Balls. Dii

Be particiilni' to address BESJ-iMis Edgisoti
Street, Lnn.ion Hndije, S.E. No other Estahlishi

of Driving Belts. SPECIAL
STRAP.s for PORTABLE ENGINES. Price Lists free by post.

Turner's Patent Strap and Hose Company.
Manufactory : Armit Works. GreenQeld, near Mancbaster.

Important Reduction In the Prices of Portable
Engines for 1866.

CLAYTON, SHUTTLEWORTH and CO., ExGiNEEi
Manufacturers of Portableand Fixed Ste.am Engines , Machinery

for Pumping, Hoisting, Grindmg, Sawing. &c. ; Engines for Steam
Cultivation, Self-moving Engines for Common Roads and Agricultural
Purposes generally.
Starap_ End Works, Lincoln ; and 78, Lombard Street, London

;

~
No. 44, Landatrasse, VienDa ; and Gegenuberalso at Loweni

dem Bahnhof, 1

Descriptive. Illustrated, and Priced Catalogues Free pi Post.

AUSTIN'S ARTIFICIAL STONE, Invented 1826.
The entire Stock of this Manufactory comprises

180 different MODELS of VASES.
70 different MODELS of TAZZAS.
About 200 different FOUNTAINS.
74 STATUES from the Antique, and by Modem Artists, and

SMALL FIGURES of CHILDREN.
22 SUN-DIAL PEDESTALS.
GARDEN SEATS.
15 BASKETS, from 12j*. to Seven Guineas.

SHELLS, suitable either for WATER or ROCK PLANTS,
from 18 inches to 12 feet diameter.

JARDINIERES, or large BOWLS for MASSES of FLOWERS
53 FIGURES of ANIMALS and BIRDS.
ORNAMENTAL RIMS to WATER BASINS.
54 BAPTISMAL FONTS.
CRESTS and other ORNAMENTS for GATE PIERS.
BALUSTRADING, in various styles.

TRIPOD, and other ANTIQUE PEDESTALS.
Manufactured by Austin-, Seeley, & Co., at Nog. 369 to 375, Euston

Koad, Regent's Park, N.W.

FOWLFR'S PATENT STEAM PLOtTGH and
CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK In every A«Ticultui»l

County __.^
For particulars apply to Joan Fowle

E.C. : and Steam Plough Works, Leeds,
& Co., 2S, ComhilJ, London,

Steam Cultivation.
WANTED (Second hand), SMITH'S WINDLASS,

ANCHOR, PORTERS, and STEEL ROPE, if not much
worn : also TVTU-KCRROW PLOUGH.

Address A. B., Mr. Iiem;m's, Seedsman, Covent Garlen, W.C.

Asphalte Roofing Felt,
ONE PENNY per Square Foot.pEOGGON AND CO., Manupactueers,

\J r 63, New Earl Street, l,„„rt„„ ir r.
1 34; Bre.ad Street, }

London, E.C.

69, GEORGE SQ.,OLASGOW; 2,G0REE PIAZZAS, LIVERPOOL.

E.
Sir Joseph Paston for the Crj-stal Palace. Royal Zoological Society, Ac'

PROTECTION fVom the SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN
" FRIGl DOMO," a Canvas made of Patent preoared Hnir and.

Wool, a perfect Non-conductor of Heat and Cold, ke'eomg, wherever
it 13 applied, a fi.\ed temperature. It is adapted lor all Horticultural
and FloriciUtural purposes, for Preserving Fruits and Flowers from
the Scorching Rays of the Sun, fl-om Wind, Irom Atticka of Insects,
and from Mommg Frosts. To be had in any required lengths.
Two yards wide Is.Sd. per yard run.
Four yards wide 3a. Gd. per vard.
An improved make, 2 yards wide . . Is. 9d. per yard.
An miproved make, 3 yards wide . . 2e. Sd.per yard run. Aiao

' FRIGI DOMO" NETTING,.2 yards wide, Is. 6d. per yard

JOHN WAKNEE & SONS, London, Manufacturers.
T "WARNER

AND SONS

Hare much improved the

construction of their

GAEDEN

ENGINES
in Bonie important par-

ticulars for this Season.

They may be obtained

of the Trade generally

throughout the Kingdom

at the following prices :

—

No. 547. WARNER'S
beat ENGINES, in Wood

Tubs, and fitted with

Warner's Registered

Spreaders

—

2-t Gallons, £6 10

14 „ 5 10

No. 547a. WARNER'S
strong ENGINES, in Gal-

vanised Iron Tubs, well

painted

—

10 Gallons, £2 19

16 „ 3 14

4 19

5 10

WARNER'S
BARROWS,
Galvanised

No. 579S

WATER
thoroughly

and well painted

—

20 Gallons, £2 2

.30 „ 2 13

38 „ 3 17

50 „ 5 12

The 50-Gallon Barrow

is made extra strong

throughout, and fitted

with handle for two men.

No. 5684, AMERICAN
ENGINE, is now well

kaown and appreciated.

It throws a continuous

stream, and is complete in

itself. £2 2s.

SYRINGES in great

variety, from 7*. Gd. to

I8j. 6d.

The DISC SYRINGE,
No. 657a, will recommend

itself by the ease with

which it is filled, and

non-liabiljty to get out of

order. Price 9j.

DESCRIPTIVE Plviti', LioJo lorwarded on appUcaticn.

^Y A R N E R ' S

AQUAJECT
Is recommended to the

notice of Horticulturists as

possessing the following

advantages :—It is simple

in construction, portable

and easUy worked. It

throws a continuous

stream, and is low in

price.

The Aquajeot, 30s.
Ditto small size, 18*.

WARNER'S 0-Gallon

i-iARDEN ENGINE, of

'i:ilvanised Iron and well
painted, fitted with Brass

Aii--vessel, Branch Pipe,

and Warker's Registered

Spreader, 60s. Light,

portable, and easily worked
by a lady or child.

No. 35. WARNER'S
IRON PUIIPS for Wells,

not exceeding 25 feet in

depth — 2i-in., 28s. Gd.;

3-in., 41s.; 3i-in., 46s.;

short barrel do., 21s.

No. 36. IRON FORCE
PUMPS for raising water

above their level, or

Watering Yards, Gardens,

&c., through hose—2J-in.,
59s.; 3-iii., 65s.; 3}-in.,

77s. ; 4-in., 89s.

No. 361. FORCE
PUMP on BARROW, re-

commended for its great

portability and simplicity

of construction. £5 10s.

No. 42. WARNER'S
PORTABLE PUMPS on

Folding Legs, are of a

superior construction.

Price 55s. ; Rubber

Suction, 2s. lid. per ft.

No. 597a. branch
PIPES with Cocks and

Roses—J-in., 3j. ; |-in.,

4s.
; |-in., 5s.

No. 599. TAPER
BRANCH PIPES—i-in.,

4s. 9d.
; i-in., .5s. 3d.

;

:}-ui., 6s. ; 1-in., 7s.

RUBBER HOSE
sizes.

FOUNTAIN JETS in

great varietv, from 3«, Gd,

to 26s.

all
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S. OWENS & CO.,
(Late CLINTON and OWENS),

MANUFACTURERS OP

PUMPS AND HYDRAULIC MACHINERY,
WHITEFRIVKs sntlEl, FLEEi STREET, LONDON

rpUL LANDSCAPE SKETCH sbow^ in itliptition of TBE IMPROVED H\DR4ljUCX RAM for Forcing Water t considerable Heights and Distances to supply Mansions Farnia &c where i

tew feet fall can be obtained FuD particulars of this useful Sell acting Macuine can be had on apphcition

No. 4. Useful TAKD, OARDEN, anS COXrA&E PUMPS, from £1 .5s. each.

No. 3S. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, with Flexible Suction Pipe.

No. iSa. DOUBLE-ACTION PORTABLE FORCE PUMPS and FIRE ENGINES foi-

WATER or LIQUID MANURE.

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES of all sizes.

No. 49c. INDIA RUBBER HOSE and FITTINGS for WATERING GARDENS.
I^° Fiirt/ier particulars, Estimates, and Ilbislrated Price Lists on application.

Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.

COTTAM'S HUKDLliS are made in the best manner
of superior Wrought Iron. SHEEP HURDLES, from 4». ;

CATTLE HURDLES, from 4s. lid.

2i,s. "each. Illustrated Price List

upplicatiOQ.

ENTRANCE GATES, RAILING,
autl IRON WORK of evei-y descrip-

tion. Designs and Estimates free ol

COTTAM t Co.,

No. 2, Wlnsley Street

{opposite the Pantheon),

Oxford Street. London, W.

1

j

"^

SWING WATER
BARROW.—Thi.s is the

best at,d cheapest articleyet

by merely i-aismg the
natidle it can be placed on
the grouud, and the

Market Garden Ground.

TO BE LET, 36 AOKI'.S of excellent LAND, at
Barnes, within 5 miles of Covent G.arden. Possession at

Michaelrn.as.
Apply to Messrs. STtLiS!.>i» t Neate, Solicitors, 10, Southampton

Street, Bloonisbiiry Square, W.O.

Farm Poultry!
GRET DOEKINu lUWLS, of purest breed, in any

numbers.
Imported TODLOnSE GEESE, the largest and most productive

T B. B H VV N AND C 0. ' S
'} . NBIW IMPROVED PREMIUM WIRE NETTING.
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BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

OEMSON'S
NEW PATENT WROUGHT IRON MULTITUBULAR HOT-WATER BOILER.

THE GREAT ADVANTAGES OF THIS

BOILER ARE :—

1st. Being entirely of "Wrought-Irox,

its safety from leakage and cracks (from

expansion or contraction), a danger to

which all Cast-iron Boilers are more or

less liable.

2d. An immensely increased surface

exposed to the direct action of the fircj

which passes through the tubes, thereby

giving a wonderfully increased amount

of power.

3d. A great saving in the consumption

of fuel. Its facility for banking up the

fire. Its peculiarly well-adapted con-

struction for slow combustion, and

burning many hours without attention,

at a trifling expense.

4Lh. Its extraordinary power and

safety for carrying out the One Boiler

System, anil small space and depth

for setting.

"^B-^

One of these BOILERS Heated the

GREAT ORCHID TENT, 560 feet long,

and 40 feet wide, at the INTEH-

NATIOXAL HORTICULTURAL

EXHIBITION, with a remarkably Bmall

quantity of fuel, and gave the greatest

satisfaction. "Was highly approved of

by many Scientific Men and Practical

Horticulturiet«.

The great Power, Economy, and

Safe Working of these BOILERS has

been thoroughly tested for the last

12 months at the Horticultural Gardens,

Chis'svick, where they may be seen in

action, and also at other places in

various parts of the country.

UNDERSIDE OF BOILER AND PLAN OF TUBES.

TBET ARE MADE OF VARIOUS SIZES. PRICES OX APPLICATION.

HENKY ORMSON,
Tbuly grateful for the very liberal and kind pati-onage bestowed on him, begs most respectfully to inform the NobUity, Gentry, &o., that it is his determination

to spare no pains to merit a continuance of their favours
; and, that he may be enabled to e.tecute his extensive and increasing orders punctually, and at the lowest

possible cost (agreeably with the best materials and workmanship), he has erected a most complete set of Steam-Power Machines, peculiarly adapted for the purposes

of his Trade.

H. 0. begs to call attention to his superior manner of Erecting every description of Horticultural Building, and trusts—by unremitting personal attention to the

details of his business, by using only the very best materials, by employing the most skilful and efficient workmen, and by the most moderate possible charges, to

merit a continuance of the patronage so kindly and Uberally bestowed on him for many years past.

In the BtriLDIWG DEPARTMENT liis object will be (having a practical knowledge of Horticultural Science), to adapt all Erections to the particular

purposes for which they are required. He will devote equal attention to the plain, inexpensive, practical Erections of Pits, Orchard Houses, Green-houses, Vineries, &c.,

lis to the more elaborate and architectural erections of Conservatories, Winter Gardens, &c., either in Wood or Iron.

The HEATING DEPARTMENT always engages his especial personal attention, and he feels justified in saying that in simplicity, safety, durability, and
economy of fuel, combined with thorough effectiveness, his system cannot be surpassed.

Knowing the absolute necessity for well regulated and properly arranged Ventilation, he makes it a matter of first consideration.

H. 0. having competent Draughtsmen and an efficient Office Staff, is prepared and will be happy to forward Plans, Estimates, and Specifications by post or

otherwise, and to wait personally on any Ladies or Gentlemen who may desire to see him on their Grounds.

H. 0. is also in the habit of furnishing Estimates, and building from Drawings prepared by Architects, and is kindly permitted to refer to many of the most
eminent in the profession. He has also much pleasure in stating that he can refer to many of the Seats of the Nobility and Gentry in all parti of the kingdom,

where ho has been employed to build some of the finest and best arranged Glass structures known at the present time.

HENRY ORMSON, F.S.A.,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDER TO HER MAJESTt, AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OP HER MAJESTY'S
ROYAL PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS, AND TO THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

'

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Omce.No.ll, Wflliiigton S

lould be addressed to ' The Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters to'- The PtiMisher." at the OtHce. 41, Wellineton Street. Covent Garden. London. W
i^arishfif Sf*''T>° i; r^"* ''«'"'!i''^'•^^^''^'*

(^0., Lombard street, Precinct of w liitefi-iars, City of London, in tlie Co. of Middlesex, and FnWiilied by th
:. Paul's, CoTcnt Garden, in the said County.—Satu , September s, 1866.

tb« said Jjulsa Mi'
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON.

1 TUESDAY NEXT, tliu 18ta i

A GRIUULTURAL HALL, ISLINGTON.— On
-Li. MONDAY. Sept. 24. and two following days, an EXHIBITION
of MISCELLANEOOS PLANTS .ind CUT BLOOMS will ba hold In
cooneotion with the Woricraaii's Exhibition, now open
Gardsnoi-s and Nurserymen willing to assist Working Men In this

Rose Nurseries, Tunbridge Wells.
EDWIN HOLLAMBY vespectfally begs tn annouuce

that his Stock of ROSES are as usual beautiful healthy good-
rooted plants This ma^ilicent Collection contains nearly every
variety worthy of cultivation. Early orders are solicited

Roses in Bloom.
JAMES MITCHELL has the honour of informin"- his

kind patrons that his magnificent COLLECTION is NOW inFINE BLOOM. Pilt Down Nurseries, Maresfield Sussex
The London. Brighton and South-coast Railway. Two and a-balf

miles from the Uckfleld Station.

w-
Roses in Bloom.

M. PAUL'S KOSES are NOW in FULL BLOOM.
Inspection respectfully invited. Trains almost hourly from

Shoreditch to Wii
Faul'3 Nurseries. Waltham Cross, N.

A MBROISE VERSCHAFFELTrNi'RSERmuv, Ghent '

£h ,?S!S"'i?''
""=1'

?'"!w'° "r^".' ^i?
'"=" ano TEA ROSE. ISABELLE

SPRUWr. figured In tho July Number of the "Illustration Horti-
cole." Pine strong plants. 8s. each.

N.B. A Coloured Drawing may be obtained on application as above.

^^ - , Gladioli, Roses, and Peonies.
UGENE VERDIER, J-ils Aine, Ndrseryman,
3, Rue Dunols, Paris, has the honour to inform his numerous

Pi'iends and Patrons that ho is now publisUiufi his TRADE CATA-LOGUE of NEW GLADIOLI, ROSfe, and P.E0N1ES, obtainable
;direct of him, or of his Agents, Messrs. Betham & BLAcaixn, Cox's '

Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C., upon pro-paid application,
i

GladiouT
riHAELES VERDIER (late Victor Verdier and I

V-^ Cii. VianiKRl, 12, Rue DumSrll (lato Rue du MarchS aux
''r 7?!',^, ?^'' ^''"'' '=" Jh" published his CATALOGUE ofGL/ipiOLI, comprising the novefties of the season, and which may
be obtained either from M. ViaDiEn, or from R. SiLBaaaio * So»a,
6, Harp Lane, Great Tower Sf— -^ /^_j.- ^^ >

Hyacinths, &c.

WM. PAUL'S SELECT LIST of HYACINTHS,
EARLY TULIPS, and other SPRING-PLOWERINQ

BULBS and PLANTS, is now ready and will be forwarded post Iroo
on application.
PiUL- - s and Seed Warehouse, Waltham Cross, London. N.

Butch and Cape Bulbs,
HOOPER AND CO.'S CATALOGUE (Illusti-ated) of

the above is now published, and may be had post free for Six
Stamps. Gratis to Customers.

Hooptn & Co.. Covent Garden. London, W C.

B
Dutch Flower Roots.

S. WILLIAMS' NEW and DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE of the above Is now Ready, and can be had

pUTHILL'S Six Sorts of STRAWBERRIES at
Vy 6s. per 100. See all August Advertisements. They are the
earliest and latest in this country.

MUSHROOM SPAWN, 6s. 0(J. per bushel. Paniphleta, fie.

James Cuthill, Camberwell, London, S.

Strawberries.
CHARLES TURNEU can supply all the leading kinds,

in good Piaots.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE may bo had on application.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

A

TAMES CARTER „.._O DUTCH and CAPE BULBS has arrived
the Bulbs are much finer than usual.

James CtnTaa & Co., 237, 23S, and 261, High Holbom, W.C.

Dutch Bulbs.
TA/'M. WOOD AND SON'S lirat Importation of the

V V above have arrived in splendid condition.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES on application.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, Uckfleld, Sussex.

New Perpetual Pine-apple Str-wbcrrt'.
VAN GEERT, Nukseryman, Gli- i> ';

I

much pleasure in offering this very iM . i

pASTLE KENNEDY FIG.—Plants of the above may
be had at 10s. 6(1. and 21s. each ; the usual discount to th'e

SON & Son, Edinburgli and London.Trade. PetEn Law

JSCOl 1 has received large Consignments of DUTCH
• FLOWER ROOTS, which be is oflering at extremely low

prices. A PRICED CATALOGUE, full of Notes on the Eosv
Culture of Bulbs, and other Information sent free on application to

'
i Pyramid Fruit T

.^^ Grape Vines.
T> S. WILLIAMS begs to announce that he has a
-IL-> • splendid stock of Strong Planting and Fruiting C.\NES ot all
the best varieties. PRICED LIST may bo had on application.

Victoria aod Par.adise Nurseries, Hollow.ay. Loudon. N.

The Best Twelve Hyacinths Imported by
U T T N AND SONS,

for Twelve Shillings.
SuTTOK & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

MIXED HYACINTHS, for Beds or Open Borders,
all colours, of various shades.

2I«. per 100 (carnage free), or 3s. per dozen.
Sorrow & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

Dutch Flower KootsT
THE PROPRIETORS of ST. JOHN'S NURSERY

beg to intimate that their CATALOGUE is now .ready, and

T. Wakefield.

Hyacinths and other Dutcli Bulbs.

WM. CUTllUSH AND SON beg to acquaint then-
numerous Patrons that they have received their usual Con-

signment of Choice HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUSES. Sc.TRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE post flee on application
Highgate Nurseries. London. N.

Fruit Trees, Conlfera, and Trees and Shrubs.PAUL AND SON'S
COLLECTION of the above are now worthy of a visit. The
lid Fruit Trees for S.ale are in full bearing, and the various
and Shrubs will be found in lino condition. Autumn Roses

Hollyhocks, .and Gladiola are still in good Bloom.
" Old" Cheshunt Nurseries, Clieshunt, N.

ALL-TRAINED TREES of BEARING SIZli.—Dui-
Wall-Tiained Fruit Trees this season are vorv fine lui.l

iucludaPEACHES, NECTARINES, APRICOTS, and Ftus. suited
tor planting in houses for immediate Fruiting. An mspccL;on is

respectfully invited.
T. Jackson & Son, Nurseries. Kingston, Surrey.

Railway Planting.
FIVE MILLION Transplanted tiUICKS, of superior

growth. Samples and prices on application to
JoBN Hemslet, High Fmlds. Melbourne, near Derby.

c
Dutcli Bulbs and other flower Roots.HAKLKS T UK NEK'S i>ESCKl?TIVE

CATALOGUE of the abore ie now ready, and may be had

To Railway Contractors & Gentlemen about to Plant.
BWHlTHAiVl begs to submit to the notice ot ilie

• above, that he has the largest and best Stock of Transplanted
QDICKW in England. Prices and sample.s on application at tho

I

Nurseries. Reddish Road, near Stocltport.

I To Gentlemen about to Plant.

A LOT of YOUJN(i FOKEST TKE-liS, of every variety,
m full vigour and of largo size, all Transplanted witliia the last

)e SOLD, either in One Lot or in Lots of lOUO, to be

The Roots are fine this aeasc
aolicitod to ensure Etrong Bulbs.

The Roya l Nurseries, Slough.

and early Orders are respectfully

D

en, or irom it.

;, London, E.G.

A.
^ Ficus Chauvierii.
TAN GEEKT, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium, begs
tn offer this new fine Plant, with s^ilendid largo leaves, and

far Bupenor in beauty than tho old 'known Ficus elastic'a
Good young plants, 15«. each, free to London

A MBKOISK VEKSCHAFFELT, Nurseryman, Glient,rX Belgium, begs to announce that hia NEW GENERAL CATA-LOGUE, No. 79, IS just out. and can be obtained Gratis at his

sgetLSn.-E'^.''"-""'"' ^ ^°'' '' ""^P Lane, Groat Tower

S„
New Seeds for Autumn Sowlne.

UTTON'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE of GARDEN
and FLOWER SEEDS for AUTUMN SOWING Is now readyand may be had gratia and post free on application to

boTTOw & Sons. Royal Berkshire Seed Eatablislinient. Reading
TTARDY i'LOWER SEEDS for AUTUMN^SUWING
n A pTlv°'lS??l-Tf"I""," '"''ee Packets of the most showy sorts of

I , ,,i
ANNUALS, including tho splendid new Scarlet Sweet Pea

Invincible, S». the 12 sorts; or the Scarlet Invincible Sweet Pea
alone, Od. and Is. pei; packet (post

Sutton & Sons, Reading, Berks.

60
„ . „ Notice.
PAGE CATALOGUE of NEW PLANTS of 1

now ready, free for one stamp.
Wm. DiLLisTONs, Munro Nursery. Sible H edlngham, EssoJt.

B=
„, New General Plant Catalogue.

S. WILLIAMS' NEW PLANT CATALOGUE,
LISTS si"T'S';r??^sy?ii;&ii'''a»i'i='firi?^nt'i5^r°i
now reiuly and will be forwarded post free to all applicants.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Holloway, London, N.

R
Britisli Fern Catalogue.

~
OBERT SIM can now send, post free for six postai'e
stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties 36 nairm

te«r'!p°FDPn'?,°,'S "J
^"''' J^^o"" ''<"™) "f his NEW anii PRICEDDESCRlP'riVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS.

*,* Part II. (Exotic Ferns) will be Issued as early as possible.
Foot's Cray Nursery, S.E.

WTTTT,., Hybrid Rliododendrons.
ILLIAM FLETCHER begs to inform the Trade

,..=„„ ""!5 '•? ^^1 a Splendid Stock of the above to offer thisseason, well sot with Bloom Buds, with ft-om to 12 Buds on eachplant suitable for forcing. CATALOGUES sent free on applleatlou
Uttorshaw Nurseries, Cheitsey, Surrey.

Hyacintlis and other Flower Roots.
JOHN FltASKR begs to intimate that his CATALOGUE

of HVACINTHS, NARCISSI, TULIPS. So., is now published
and uiay bo had on application. A DESCRIPTIVE LIST of the
best kinds of STRAWBERRIES is also ready for distribution

The Nurseries. Lea Bridge Road, London, N.E.

UTCH BULBS, unusually fine ; a choice Collection
of (BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, Wardian Cases, Fern

Doades, Gold Fish, Aquariums, ic.
R. Gkekn, 164, Kingsland Road, N.E. : and the Bedford Conser-

Tatories. CoTent Garden Mark et, W.C.

B„
Hyacinths, Tulips, &c.

UTLER, McCULLOCH, and CO. have the pleasure

T,rTi I,'"

''"'"'•'" "' '' 'I'™ h»hal supply of DUTCH and CAPE
BUI. 11^ I

I

I
'

' tioestnossible condition.
BRIi

1 ;
i :: I

I '. i: CATALOGUES free __
applic:,t, I

.
'. nil.ju Market, London, W.C.

pply of DUTCH and CAPE

d post paid on

Finest, Dutch Crocuses and Early Tulipil
OUTTUiNS DESCRIPTIVE LIST is now ready, and
K-J will be forwarded gratis and post free on application.

ScTToN & Sons. Royal Berkshire Seed Estaliiiahiueut. Reading.

Guernsey anil Bellal)onna Lilies.
QUTTON AND SONS have just rsceived a good supply of
yj} the above beautiful LILIES. and can offer them at Os per dozen

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

Important to Nurserymen.
JOHN BLAKli and SONS, Nurserymen, Summer-

hill. County Meath. has a large quantity of the following I and
2-year SEEULINGStootfer:—LARCH. SCO'fCH SPRUCE. .\L,UHRTHORN QUICK. SILVER FIR, BEECH. Si'CAMORE. A.SH
OAK, ic. WHOLESALE PRICED LIST on application.

rriu COUNTRY GENTLEMEN.—Private Parties
J- wishing to DISPOSE OF Collections of good HARD-WOODED
and other Choice GREENHOUSE PLANTS, sliould aniiiy toJAMES EWING, FLoaisx. Pembridge Conservatory. Wcstoourno
Grove. Netting Hill, W.. st.-iting tho character aad quantity of their
assortment, with price for cash. J. E. la at all times open to purciiase.

To Cultivators of Succulent Plants, &c.

T COOPER, Helmsdale Road, Reigate, Surrey, has
• large Collection of SUCCULENT PLANT.S, &c., includin^

about 40(1 varieties of CACTII, also ALOES, HAWORTHIAS'
AGAVK", rr-Trr>P,'.\RIxV ELEPHANTIPES, 4c. ; alsoagreaf
many N' r

:
l;iiii African Seeds, many of which are very

mterc.sh] ' ' ii:illv attended to

pEli.iM > I, I VMCA^i \/(UICi—Hants of
V^ tins very SU|,L r r ty of P tlljwo
and hardiness), to 1 oh a F rst ol d b t c
Royal Horticultural Sec et> on 11

distribution the ensuing Autun n
OsBoRN & Sons 1 N

Now Ready,
C4.UERNSET and BELLA DONNA LILIES.V^ Very Hue Bulbs. 6s. 6d. per dozen.

J'MCs CAaTEa&C o.. 237, 238. i 261, High Holbom, W.C.
See Barr & Sugden's Bulb Advertisement, page 870jJARR'S PRIZE CALCEOLARIA, 2s. M. pfr packet
J-* The above beautiful strain of Calceolaria was iavodby Mr
James, of Isleworth, from the plants which wore awarded the
1st prize at the International Horticultural and Botanical Congre

c AMELLIA STOCKS, in single pots, fit for immediate
working, 30s. per lOO ; selected, extra strong, 4(ls. per 100

W. H. Rogers, Red Lodge Nursery, Souihampton.

To the Trade.
WINTER and SPRIJ^Q FLOWERING PLANTS —

., V.
Ourrtock of Soft-wooded ERICAS. EPACRIS, AZALEAS,and New Holland Plants is extra line this year, and being much

greiiter than wo can liou.ie. wo are selling at unusually low prices.

St 't"^^"!* S w""'
^^""'''*^'^' rvingston, Surrey (adjoining the,Raii-

„ Late Show Tulips.
nHARLES TURNKR has for Sale one of the finest
V^ColiectionsorT, \TKTri,! I ^,tliopureststralns ofShow Flowers
Collections 01 ^ ,.,:,,,„ ^ais arranged ready for plant-

Ing, ofanylengUi, h i". of choice kinds, will be sup-
plied at most reuv-

,
. ,

-l. may bo obtained on applica-" till . .- ^^ Slough

rpHE GOLDEN V.UlLliGATED WELLINGTONIA.—
J- The Parent Tree, though stripped of some thousands of Its
shoots last winter, is now 12 foot high, and in great beauty. It has
made a splendid pure Golden Leader, and every part of the Tree is
finely marked with the same, presenting a most beautiful appear-
ance; and Tourists Interested in Conifcras. and coming to this
neighbourhood, will find it well deserving of a visit

RicnaiiD UAiiTi..i.-,n, The Lough Nurseries, Cork.—Sept. IS.

rPHE CZAR \I01 I

Tha uaual allowance to the Trade.
Uou

f IVEUY AND SON having a few NOVELTIES now
ti « ready to send out, will be pleased to for-vard their PRICED
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES of AZALEA INDICA, and
No. 10 HARDl' BRITISH FERNS, which contain full particulars.^ Dorking Nursery.

Intermediate Stocl£s.

THOS. S. WARE can supply PLANTS of INTER-
MEDIATE STOCKS (good strain) at 10s. per 1000 in stores.

Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, Middlesex, N.

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.AMES CARTER and CO.,

T AMES FAIRHEAD and SON, Seed GRO^vliRS and
Cj Merchants. 7. Borough Market. London, S.E.
Now and Genuine AGRICULTURAL. GARDEN, and FLOWER

SEEDS. Special prices and advantageous offers on application.

ITJILLISTONE'S PTRS'I' K .A 1) L YT>£a7
Wm , Sible 1

DICKINSON'S ITALIAN i:.i,i.;
gi-own by him and sold to Agricu.;u..„L.. i..

at 44s. per quarter ; 6 quarters at 4us.
New Park, Lyrnhigton, Hants.

SEED,

ISTOW READY for PLANTING.—
Xy ROBINSON'S CHAMPION DRUMHEAD CABBAGE
PLANTS (liave been grown the extraordinary weight of 80 lbs. eacli)

plied 111 any quantity at 2s. (i</, per 1000. A remittance or
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J.
,, „ Amaryllis.

AMES GARAWAY and CO., Durdham Down
Nurseries, Bristol, offer, from their imequallod stock of tlie

aboTB-naTued favourite flower, strong Bulbs of unnamed Seedlinga
and others that have bloomed with them during the two last seasons,
at 5s., 7s. 6d., and 10.f. 6d. each, or 50s., SOs., and lOSs. per dozen.
James GAnAw^y & Co.'s GENERAL BULB CATALOGUE for
coming season is In the Press, and when ready will be forwarded

__ New and Rare Perennials.
T\r THOMPSON, Sekdsm.«<, Tavern Street, Ipswich,
VV • begs to offer the following CHOICE NEW, or RARE,
HARDY PEHENNIALS, to the notice of Amateurs and the Trade :

ARABfS BLKPHAROPHVLLA (IIooKtK),~Fron) California, with
fine rosv-iutT'lo fl..wers, blooms early. Price Is. Ct/. to 2s. Bd. each.

AL' I'lM 1 ,1 I ,\ 1,1: i';(.'A (GiiiKsiucHl.—Kesembles A. purpurea, but
iisiderably larger and deeper in colour; splendid

'

' ' I'nce l.f. each.
AUll' Si,y._\ i <»i;iDIFOL[UM (D.C.).—A charminglittle border

"I" '''I:
I'l 111', M.iin Lebanon, with rnsy-lilac flowers. Price 2s. each.

ECIIIN'ACKA ANGL'STIFOLIA (D. C.).—Resembles E. purpurea,
but blooms m'>re freely and has narrower foliage. Price Is. 6d.

ERIOGONUM UMBELLATUM.—Avery pretty and free blooming
'"" —"''- yellow flowers, from Rocky Mountains. Price

)OFERn (A. Gbay).—Ve
Rocky Mountains, flowers orange yell<

;r).—A .showT and free blooming
o^-vv-i-ia .w.u ^jv..4, with greyish foliage ana large white flowers.

PENTSTEMoN Ci.iB<£A (Nottall).—This is warr.-mted to be the
true spi.Tio-^, '(iiite distmct from the continental plant, which is
P. IiiKitih>

; tliie plants. Price 2j). 6d. each.
PEN'l\STEi\K>N FENDLEKl (Benth).— Very pretty, distinct and

early, flowers light purple, foliage glaucous, habit dwarf. Prlco

PENTSTEMOli GLABER (pL-Bsn)._A very desirable dwarf bluo-
tlL>wered species, blooms in June, very hardy. Price Is. 6d. each.

PENTSTEMON SPECIOSUS (Douglas).- The finest, of the blue-
flowered species, and perfectly easy of cultivation. Should be in
every carden. Price 2s. each.

AQUILEGIA CCERULEA JTorret).— This splendid species can
now be supplied in good flower. ''---- -' "- " ' - •

On.
included.

NEW STRAWBERRY, DR. HOGG (Bradley).—
Resembling British Queen, but very large, and a better grower

than the Queen ; one o( the sweetest Strawberries grown, and, like
Sir J. Paston and Oscar, by the same raiser, will became a favourite,
aud be generally grown. It received a First-class Certificate from
the Ro^al Botanic Society in 1365, and the same distinction by the
Fruit C( of the Royal HwticuJtural Society this t

1 C 'V

W Fruit Tr<;cs, Roses, Evergreens, &c.
JvM(_t]1T bf^;^ to inform inteQdin,s: Planters

• that he has many Thousands of the above, with every otherORNAMENTAL TREE and SURUB, in tho finest possible
condition, at reasonable prices. An mspection is respectfully
mvited. DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES free
The Nursery iswithin two minutes' walk of the Hailsham Station

Northampton Nurseries.
TOHN PERKINS, Sknior, begs to call the attontLon
fJ of Noblemen, Gentlemen, and others engaged in Planting, to his
Large Stock of the following:—2,000,000 BLACK THORNS, for
Covert Planting, Ij to 2, lij to :i feet ; 2.000,000 LARCH FIKS. 3 to 4,
4 to C feet : 1.000,000 SPRUCE FIRS, li to 2. 2* to .3, 3 to 4 feet
2,000,000 WHITE THOR:;} QUICK, 2 and 3 Years* Transplanted:
Also lar^e quantities of
Scotch Firs, 2 to 3 feet

1 Hombeam, 3 to 4 feet
Pinus austnaca, 2 to 3 feet Oaks, English, 3 to 4 feet
Berberis Aciutfolium. H to 2 feet ; Ditto, Turkey, 4 to 6 feet
Ditto dulcis, 2 to 3 feet

[ Elms, English, 6 to s, 8 to 10 ft.
Green Box, li to 2 feet ' Do., Hxmtingdoi *'

SEEDS CARRIAGE FREE.
Grass Seeds for Permanent Pasture.

WM. "WOOD AND SON are now supplvine; tbe finest
MIXTURES or NATURAL GRASS SEEDS (2 bushels of

^^?^!?.^"®' •''"'* ^- "'• '^'" Clnvers per acre), best qunlitv, 36s. per acreRENOVATING MIXTURE, at lOti. per lb. (10 to 121b. per acre).
The best ITALIAN Ri'E-ORASS, at 6s. per bushel, or cheaper

by the quarter. ^

TRIFULIUM INCARNATUM, 12s. to 13i. per bushel.
Woodlands Seed Warehouse, Maresfleld, Uckfield, Sussex.

,
Chestnuts, Spanish, 1) t

Laurels, 2
Portugal Laurels, 11 to 2 feet
Ditto ditto. 2 to 3 feet

Evergreen Privets, 2 to 3 feet
Birch, 3 to 4 feet , ^.„^a.^, ^ .^ „, ,

J. P.'s stock of all kinds of Fruit, Forest, Ornamental Trc
is very extensive, and this season remarkably fine, and in excellent
condition for removal, having been frequently transplanted.

J. P. having such an immense quantity of Biack Thorns, Larch,
and SiHTice Firs, will be pleased to make a special offer where largeo,.,«.iM..-..™.,..„^ A„.„ „.. .__.

.spectfjllya required. An inspectiou of the above i

Tbe usual discount to the Trade. 1 to 32, Market Square, Northampton,
t post free on appli

NEW HARDY CLEMATISES.
Clematis rubella.

VB17 rich velvety claret; the deepest coloured Clematis yet
offered. Very distinct, and having the advantage of flowering 60 to
70 per cent, of blooms, vritU five aud sis sepals. First Cenifioate,
Royal Horticultural Society.

Clematis Prince of Wales.
Large flowers, of a rich deep violet purple, with red bars down the

centre of each sepal. A decided improvement ou C. fubro-violacea.

FijEt Certificate, Royal Horticultural Society.

MESSRS. GEORGE JACKMAN & SON
Have much pleasure in announcing that they are in a position to send out the above CLEMATISES, that are
clistinct, and can with confidence recommend them " amongst the best of hardy Climbers, if not the very best
Ornaments for Walls, Trellis Work," &c.

^ > J

Early orders will secure the strong-est Plants, which will be sent out strictly in rotation first week in October.
The "Floral Magazine," in the October Number, will insert C. RUBELLA and C. LANUGINOSA CANDIDA.

Strong Plants, with bine, li to 2J feet, 21s. each.

Th^ usual allowance to the Trade,

Coloured Drawings, by Andrews, for Twenty-four Stamps.

WOKING NUBSERY, SURREY.

JEAN VERSCHAFEELT, Ghent, Belgium,
BEGS TO

OFFER TO THE TRADE THE UNDERMENTIONED PLANTS
AT THE FOLLO^V^ING LOW PRICES, VIZ. :—

CAMELLIAS.—\\"Lth flower buds, very fine stuff, choioo named , CITRCS SINENSLS (OTAHErTE ORAXGES).— Covered with
vitrieties. Fer 100, £0.

j

young fruit. Per doz.. £1 is.

„ Stronger. Per 1(K), £8, £10, £15, and upwards.

„ Specimen and b.ilf-gpccimen plants. Prices according: to size
[

graued. Per doz..

„ Stocks for immediate use. Per 100, 28^. [and variety.

AZALEA INDICA.~Nice stuff, choice named sorts, for winter! strong. Per doz., £1^«"

CYCLAMEN.—Extra fine Seedling varieties, in pots, strong plants.

For Present Sowing.
TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUai, Italian

Crimson Clover.
TRIFOLIUM INCARXATUM TARDI-

GRASS.
UTTOjST and SOKS have ready
very excellent Seed of the above. Prices
veiT moderate, and may be had pobt free

i application.
The quantity of Trifoiium Incamatum

(alone) usually sown per acre is 28 ib., or vpith
Italian Rye-gras.s 8 lb. per a

3 quickly, or produce so large a quantity of food.

Also MUSTARD and RAPE, new seed.

AU Goods carriage free, except very small pareela.
Sptton & Soke, Royal Berkabire Seed Establishment. Reading.

New Gladioli.
CHARLES VERDIEK, Fils (late Victoil Verdier &

CuARLES Verdieh), Ndbservmaw, 12, Rue DumOril, formerly
Rue du Marche aux Chevaux, 32, Paris, begs to offer the followintr
NEW SEEDLING GLADIOLI (Squcext's) :—

Adolph Bronquiarb

Apollon Rev. M. J. Berkeley
Sir W. Hooker
Thonixa Moore
Joseph Paxton

The CATALOGUE containing the descriptions and the prices may

A LEXIS DALLIERE, Faubourg de Bruselles, G:md,
-ii- (Ghent), offers-.—

;AZALEA INDICA, with flower buds, various sorts, medium mzed *,

plants, £3 ISs. St/. i,er luO ; strong plants, £4 3s. id. per 100. '

CAMELLIAS, showing for bloom, £5 4s. 2d. per 100; suigle varietits
for graftiiiK, I6s. Sd. per 100.

CITRUS SINENSIS, in fniit, 12s. Gtl. per dozen; without fruit,

7s. GiL per dozen.
BORONIA POLFGALTFOLI \, showing for bloom, Cs. Sd. per doz.
DIOSMA AMHIGUA. !>liowiLL' tor IjIhoih. 6s. Sd. per doz.
Pri.T]-;N.KA M'iMi r\, ...i;,_i I hloom, 6s. 8d. pcrdoz.

100.000 Camellias.

JOSEPH BAUilANN, Nuusehtm.vn, Ghent, Belg
begs to offer

—

100 CAMELLIAS, with fl.jwer buds, best sorts,
100 £0.

stronger, £S.

The following fVee to tho Custom House, London :

—

100 CAMELLIAS, without flower bads, 1 year's grafted, £(.

100 .. „ 2 to 3 years' graacd, £!>.

stronger plants, £6.

50,000 Azalea Indlca. and 100,000 Rliododendrons,
Grafted Plants.

JOSEPH RAUMANN, Nurseryman-, Ghent, Bel-ium,
KJ begs to offer tbe following, free to the Custom House, London:

—

100 AZALEA INDICA, with flower buds, £4 to £5.

100 „ ,, stronger plants, £6 to £8.

(They are all dwart bushy heads and the best kinds.)

100 RHODODENDRONS, 1 year grarted, £4.

100 „ 2 to 3 years, giafted, £8.

100 „ stronger plants, £10.
100 „ with flower buds, £8.
100 „ with flower buds, larger plants, £12 to £18.

(They are all the best English and Belgian hardy sorts.)

AJI my finest Hardy Ghent Azaleas are already ordered for England.

CATALOGUE on application.

JASMINUM GRANDIFLORUM^Very fine strong plants, all
graued. Per doz.. £1.

ARUNDO DONAX VARIEGATA.-Fine plants, grown in pots,

blooming. Per lUO, £4, £5, £6, £10, and upwards.
Stocks flb for immediate use. Per 100, £1. Per doz., 18s.

h. o ^f^fll^
^^^^?- "'' "J-nJ^ LANCIFOLIUM EUBRUM, ALBUM, and PUNCTATCM, may be ordered to

be sent at the proper time. Price on application, according to the quantity wanted.

All Orders to be sent directly to

JEAN VERSCHAPFELT, 43, EUE DE LA CAVERNE, GHENT, BELGIUM.
N-S.—Good reference or cash required from unknown Correapondaits.

riOCOA-NUT EKFUSE
^^ is becoming scAitce, tho

old reserves wdl soon be gone.

Now sold in bags, 1 for 2»., 10 for

\6s., 20 for 30*., fiO for 66ff., 100

for £6.

Fourpcnce allowed for each

bag returned carriage-paid.

A Railway Truck-load {not in

bags), 40s.

Postage Stamps or Post-office

Order, payable to J. Barsham &

Co., Kingston-on-Thames, S.W.

BAER & SUGDEN.
Sow Iteady, and can he had Free and Post Paid,

THE AUTUMNAL GUIDE
TO

WINTER AND SPRING GARDENING.
IT CONTAINS LISTS OP THE BEST BULBS FOR EXHIBITION PURPOSES, ICSD FOR THE

DECORATION OF THE CONSERVATORY, SITTING ROOM, AND FLOWER GARDEN.

For the benefit of Amateurs ihc "GUIDE" contains a Treatise on Spring Gardening, with directions
for furnishing a series of Beds and Borders witli Early-flowering Bulbs and Plants ; one or other of which
may be had in full bloom from the opening of Spring till June, and the general effect and beauty will bear
very faTourable comparison with the brilliant display produced by the Summer and Autumn flowering Plants.

Tlie Charming GUERNSEY and BELLA-DONNA LILIES are now ready,
6s. 6rf. per doz., and should be ordered at once.

BARR AND SLTGDEN,

12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.
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NEW PLANTS FOE 1866.

MESSES. E. G. HENDEESON & SON
1 crklling the^ I of Amateur Cult

-

, others to tho followiiig N'OVELTIES possessing great

merits, and which will prove as valuable acquisitions for cultivation

as many others they havo previously sent out.

The NEW BULB CATALOGUE forwarded tree on application.

Plants for distribution will be ready in October.

FOA TRITIALIS AUGENTEA ELEGANS (Silver-leaved Meadow
Grafs) —This plant is commended as one of the most useful and
beautiful varieties of hardy Grasses with silvery white-margined

leavt'S yet introduced to cardens. It is strictly a perennial in habit,

forming a reniarUabh
fVom the base. ami. I>;

upon the under .'•1 '

nd compact many-branched growth

1 it
suitable lor

surface with
6legaiit'-y-v:i;

dd-
neadow, whilst its

effect upon a much
icr-leaved Grass.
nd suspended basket

I m its tribe.

;M).ipted for small flower-

j^owth when placed in a

of the finer ramose Lycopods
the silver-IenvLvl Mfndnw Grass will form an exquisite

in or outer belt, or a group of the latter, margined with the

r the still more graceful Isolepis gracilis, would be very

... a £rrowth,readyincrease,and uniformlypicturesque
f'enihelli'Jbment of illuminated drawing and ball-rooms,
.:i'rd in IniL'o trroups, render it one of the mosfvalunble

, md the first example of a long wished for

: I'ctly adapted, by greenhouse culture, for

'1 liiplit throughout the winter months.
. .

I., iss differs from the variegated forma of
!! L . 1 >re dense and luxuriant growth, the former

iicriiiis sriinll rootlets upon the under stems: the latter

generally restricted to solitary tufts of growth, without
such roots, and thereby admit of but slow increase.

Plant, 2,«. Gd. 12 Plants, 15s. 50 Plants, SOs.

Plants, 9.?. 26 Plants, 25s. 100 Plants, 75s.

effect in t

ofplaT,!

Dactyl! '

having n
F^pecies

PHrst-class Certificate of M erit by the Floral Committee of the Royal
Horticultiirn 1 Society, m March, 1SG5. Jts style of growth approaches
near to the original tvpe or species ; of a neat outline, and free-

flowering hnbit. The bloom is produced in numerous trusses, the
Individual Howers are large, of a clear white, well striped with light

rose, and forming & picturesque eflect by the largo yellow eye or

centre in each blossom. As the first and finest variety with tmiformly

and early spring months. 3s. 6d.

NEW PERPETUAL PINK MOST WELCOME.—A beautiful
variety, producing flowers in the style of the finest florist kinds,
with pure white ground colour, and dark rich crimson centre,

the white middle space of each petal being elegantly laced or
margined with red crimson. The growth is free and vigorous,
yielding a profusion of bloom dming the summer and autumn
months, and from a succession of plants grown in rich soil, continues
to profiuce its finely-formed blossoms up to winter.

equal to the best competition varieties. It is a valuable plant by its

delicate fragrance for furnishing flower vases and ^bouquets, con-
tinuing to bloom into the winter months when the ordinary varieties

of garden Pinks are out of season : besides this desirable feature of
bloomintr like the TreeC.irnations, it is a valuable plant for the flower
garden, i:'i|u;illinK :

' " '

theopii!, .1
. fp 'I,

grouTps. i
I ,>;. Bd, each.

I VIOLET KING OF VIOLETS, i

ON & Sow having purchased the t

stock ui Lin, ;iii..it>, nhpectfullv'ofl'er the .._ „ ^

beautiful and iiublo fi.'rm of Violet. Its stylo and constancy of
growth ha.s been proved as a seedling by

lally striped with white. The growth is dwarf and
-compact ; not liable to exuberant leaf-growth as in the single-
flowered forms of its tribe. In colour it approaches the rich indigo
blue of the well-known Tree Violet, but its individual blossoms are
double the average size of that variety, and it sarpasses all other

each fl '1'^ •
\
\

< -I resemblance
will Cii: I

.
r -I place in the class of flowers to which it

belonj- I
1 :ir3 to be indigo, with a violet shade."—

The Uunl , , n ../ .1 M'i'jasinc.

Th.: P.UV, MARSHALL WlTnERSFIF.t
" The double-flowered blue Violet that y(

given by its raiser) is a most wonderful flower ; I have never before
seen anything to equal it amongst Violets. The name is well suited
to it, and it certainly will be a great acquisition."

John Pubris, Esq., Stnrmer Hall, Esxex.
" I am much pleased with your new Violet, it is verv sweet, ajid

the lirgest I have ever seon ; the blooms you sent me measure indi-
vidually U inches over. I considei- it a great novelty, the flowers not
only being so Lirge and sweet, but prettily striped. It is in my
opinion a gyeat acquisition."

A plate of the above, with the Queen of Violets (white), iu one
group ia published.

NEW CAMELLLAS.
The following now varieties of Camellia are raised by one of the

Europe, and are offered as-'- " -gforconaer-valuable additions t

flower largo, imbricated with fine circular outline, and large
margined rose-hke petals, of a pure cream white tint, elegantly
marked with rose-coloured bavs and streaks; an effective flower, of
fine proportions. 21s. and 42s. each,

GENERAL CIALDINl.—Bright shaded carmine, with casual red
bars, finely imbricated, and full to the centre; petals of good
substance, smooth, even-margined, and rose-like, outer series roimd,
and gradually srnaiti.r to tho disc ; a very attractive flower, of
beautitul symmetry, '

' " '

SJORAIDE
red bars and flakes, outer petals large, rovmded,
a flower of gre;

1 pure colour. 21^. and 42s. each,

\NZI.— Blush white, with very picturesque rosy

Ltre, and very effective.
-I*, and 4ij,s. each ; f>2s, tid. and His. the set,

A Plate of the above varieties m one group is published.

CLIANTHUS DAMPIERI (in varietie8).~E. G. Hendersom & Soi«
have much pleasure in offering seed of this splendid plant in its
remark.'ible varieties of colour. Per packet. Is. and 2s. Od.

VIOLA CORNDTA.—Seed, 6d., Is., and 2s. 6d. per packet-
Plants, Os. per dozen.

AUBRIETIA CAMPBELL!.—A moat beautiful and brilliant
dwarf Alpine plant, with rich violet-purple blossoms. Price Is
U. Qd., and 2s. 6c(, each ; 10s., 14s., and Uls. per dozen.

Welliugton Boat], St* John's Wood, Londoo, N.W.

CUMMING & EDMUNDS
Take this opportunity of returning their grateful thanks for the very great support they have received since

their commencement iu Business, and beg to state that at their New and extensive \Vorks, LILLIE BRIDGE,
KICHMOND ROAD, FULHAM, they have erected STEAM-POWER MACHINERY, and have every convenience

for executing Work with the greatest superiority, cheapness, and despatch.

C. AND E. beg to invite special attention to their superior DESIGNS for CONSERVATORIES, and every class

of HORTICULTURAL WORK, and to state that they prepare and supply Designs and Estimates free of all expense.

The gi-eat success of CUMMING and EDMONDS'S

PATENT TUBULAR ARCHED SADDLE BOILERS,'
the general satisfaction they have given where fixed, and tlie high tenns iu which persons who have the management
of them express themselves, enable C. and E. with conlidence to strongly recommend the Boiler to particular notice.

HOT-WATER PIPES, CONNECTIONS, &c., for every description of HEATING APPARATUS, sup{)Ued at

the lowest prices, with or without fixing, accompanied by a AVorking Plan for the Fixing of the Apparatus.

Prospectus and Frices on ajipliaition.

1^ Several good SECOND-HAND BOILERS, of different descriptions, for SALE.

GUMMING AND EDMONDS,
CONSERVATORY ARCHITECTS, HORIICULTUEAL BUILDERS, and HOT-WATER APP-VEATUS ENGINEERS,

LILLIE BRIDGE, RICHMOND ROAD, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.

BEARD'S PATENT.

GREAT INTERNATTONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION & BOTANICAL CONGRESS.

The FIRST and ONLY PRIZE given at the above EXHIBITION for the BEST METHOD of VENTILATION
for PLANT STRUCTURES, was awarded to

MESSES. SANDEES, FEEWEE, & CO.,
VICTORIA WORKS, BURY ST. EDMUNDS,

FOK THEIK MODEL OF

BEARD'S PATENT METALLIC NONCONDUCTING GLASS HOUSES,
Showing the Patent System of perfect Ventilation and Patent Method of Glazing, whereby breakage from

expansion and contraction is prevented, and facility given for immediate reparation by any ordinary labourer.

ME83R8. S^INDERS, EKEWER, and CO. beg to call special attention to the high value of these great uuprovements
in the VENTILATION, &c., of HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS, which are also applicable to all WOODEN HOUSES,
as well as to CHURCHES, RAILWAY STATIONS, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, MjVNHFACTORIES, &c. ; and have
received the highest recommendation from many of the first Horticulturists and practical men of the United Kingdom.

The system is invaluable also for AGRICULTURAL BUILDINGS, as by it abundant Light and Air can be
obtained, and the Ventilattion regulated to the utmost nicety in the Tops and Roofs of all Structures, where, as is well
known, Impure Air constantly accumulates, and where the ordinary system of Ventilation is impracticable.

Full particulars and descriptions may be obtained on application to

MESSRS. SANDERS, FREWER, and CO.,

VICTORIA HORTICULTURAL AND ENGINEERING WORKS, BURY ST. EDMUNDS,
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New Seeds for Autumn Sowing.

pETEE LAWSON and SON,

TuE Qoeen's Seedsmes,

London and Kdinburght

Cm supply NEW SEEDS or all kinds for

AUTUMN SOWING, sdoctod with tlio gioitcst

care and h!»r\*e9ted in flno condition.

AXD SON,

London and Ediuburgll.

SEEns FOR Adtumn Sowing.
GRASS SEEDS of

"AKES. KYE, 0.4.TS, and BAP-LEY.
Uii.i:. ullDMHE.A-D FIELD CABBAGE.
JBINSON'S LAEGE CHAMPION FIELD
C.iBBAGE.

Als.0 Iho NEW FOIt.AGE PLANTS, KIDNEY VETCH and
SCUR.U)ER'S UKOME GRASS.

:iS. tiiiiji Suoct, Cticapside. E.C

Brighton and Sussex Seed Warehouse.
EDWARD CARPENTEli'S MIXTURES

of PERMANENT GRASS and CLOVER SEEDS- — Best
quality, 3Gs. per aero (2 bushels light seeds, and 12 lb. Clovers and
small seeds per acre).—See testimonials in Catalog^ie.

» CiapiNTta's RENOVATING MLXIURES for Improving

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS,
ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, S.W.,

BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEY HAVE EECEIVED TUEIR

ANNUAL SUPPLY OF BULBOUS ROOTS FROM HOLLAND,
PLEASED TO SAY THAT THEY ARE IN EXCELLENT CONDITIO

CATALOGUES are ready, and will be forwarded post free on aiJidicatioii.

J. V. AND SONS desire to impress iipoa those who patronise them the great advantage of giving them their orders
rly, as tlie successful Cultivation of Bulbs depends in a great measure upon their being planted early in the season.

1 i'ARM SEEDS I

ARD Carpus
, Bi-ighton.

tDdy.

Seed Merchant and Grower, 00, St. James's

Dutch Bulbs and Plants.
T.ntES C.IRTER and CO. (Fellows of the Royal
f} Horticultuml Society of London, auU the Koyal Ajjilc'.iltural

tjocioLy of Eueland, ic.)

SUTTON'S
UNRIVALLED COLLECTIONS OF

BULBOUS FLOWER ROOTS,
rOR BLOOMING DURING THE "WINTER AND SPRING.

Tlu^e are every ycai- bccomiiij; more popularly cultivated, and the
HYACINTHS, ANEMONES, TULIPS, &c., wMch we imported last

season fiom the celebrated Dutch Florists, Messrs. de Boom, Yeeu, Byvoet, '-iW/c

and othus, ha\T.ug been so generally admired, we have imported from the
'

d ttdt inoie ei'tensively. As many of these sorts are at present unknown to Enghsh cuitivaiors, we
f ad ihh to make up Collections of the sorts which, after careful observation, we have found to be
i ulti\ ition, being the most suo"W'y and most certain to thrtve well under any ordiuaiy
1 \\ 111 h my good Garden soil (not particularly heavy) will bo suitable.

SUTTOj^f'S COLLECTION of HARDY FLOWER ROOTS for OPEN GROUND.
No. 1. A lar-o and Choice Collection of ANE^rONES, HYACINTHS, CROCUSES, TULIPS £ s. d

RANUNCULI, NARCISSI, SNOWDROPS, IRISES, GLADIOLI, &c 2 li C

j

No. 2- Ditto ditto, consisting of all the same kinds, in Reduced Quantities .. .. IIC
No. ;i; A Small and Choice ditto 10 £

Seedsmen
Chief Commissior
Works and othc:
Departments, the Royal Garde:

Majesty's \
Seedsmen to H.I.M. the Eni-
eror of the Fren
'alace Company, the Agri'

SORTS for FLOWER POTS and GLASSES.
tion

CROCUSES, &c,

Sfic
I

peror of the Frencb. the Crgui >t^_
4^ A splendid CoUection of HYACINTHS, JONQUILS, NARCISSI, EARLY TULIPS, New large

The same in Reduced Quantities

A Small and Choice Assortment

f be had post free, and any article epeclfled. If not required, will be u

..110

.. 10 6

tted, and additionalN.B. A complete LIST of the above
quantities of others mcluded.

The very low charges now made for the above Choice Collections of Flower Roots will, it is believed, insure a couUnually increasing

Earl'j Orders arc requested before the , rcc kinds arc all sold.

Just published,
TbO AUTDMN SUPPLEMENT of CARTER'S GARDENER'S

and FARMER'S VADE MECUM, containing complete Lists of

SUTTON'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE,
Cuutidning Descriptive List= of the best varietic^s of HYACINTHS, GLADIOLI, ANEMONES, CROCUSES, and
other Bulbous Roots, and Choice tsTOVE and GRIiiENHOUSE PLANTS, FERNS, AMERICAN PLANTS, ROSES,
CARNATIONS, and other Florists' Flowers, FRUIT TREES, New GARDEN SEEDS, &c., is now ready and may
he had gratis and post free on application.

All Goods sent Carriage Free except small parcels^ and 5 per cent, allowedfor cash payments.

I Dutch and Cape Bulbs, Stove, Grtonhouse,New and Cho
Hardy Plants. Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Fruit Trees and Roses,

,

i_Plantjng; to which is added Original and Instructive
|" '

' "pring Flowers and Spring
|

SUTTON AND SONS, ROYAL BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

. Offices and Seed Warehouses,
. High Holborn, London, W.C.

Seeds for Present Sowing.

[AMES CARTER and CO
Seed of the undermentioned, the quality

ill!; New
cinnot be

plants which have taken Prizesd, the seed being saved ft

It all the principal London Flower Shows.
CARTERS PRIZE CALCEOLARIA, 2s. C(i. per pactet.

9 above forwarded on receipt of postage stamps.

CAnTEB U Co.. 237, 238. and 201, High Holborn, W.C.

Seeds for Present Sowing.

LOOK to TOrni GRASS LANDS.—The month of
beptemltcr IS the best in which to renovate Old, or Lay Down

Ni-w Pastures

James Cahter & Co. offer their celebrated
RENOVATING MIXTURE at Mil. per lb. (sow 10 to 12 lb. per acre)
Also FINEST MIXED PERMANISNT GRASSES and CLOVERS

(free from weeds), mixed to suit all soils, at 3Cj. per acre.
ITALIAN RYE-GRASS (clean)

|
TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM

STUBBLE TURNIP (new seed).

All of best quality. Price on application.

J AMIS Cakter S Co., 237, 23S, S 2C1, High Holborn, W.C.

HYACINTHS AND OTHER BULBS.

WILLIAM PAUL,
Son and Successok to the late A. Paul,

HEGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT HE JIAS NOW READY TOR liELIVERY

HIS USUAL SUPPLY OF HYACINTHS AND OTHER BULBS,

Whicli he has selected from the stock of the first growers in Holland, r.nd which lie believes will be found

equal to iiny Bulbs this year imported, and give the same satisfaction to the respective purchasers as those imported

and supplied by him in previous years.

HYACINTHS, good named sorts, 60*. per ICO

,, choice Bt'lection, 9s., I2s., and 15s. per doK.

„ new sorts, 18s. to 42.1. per doz.

,, for bedditig, 18s. to 31s. per 100

ITlTLlPS,
barly, In great variety, \s. to 4s. per doz., Cs. to 24s. per 100

POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, by name, 45. to Gs. per doz., 25s to

42». per 100

CROCUS, of sorts, 2s. to 6fi. per lOo.

All other Bulbs and Spring-fhxcering Plants and Shrubs for Forcing equally reasonable in price.

Hib friends and the public generally are respectfully reminded that his Collections of these Plants obtalued no

lebb than 29 First Prjzes last spring in the space of one week, from the Eoyal Horticultural and Royal Botanic

So( leties of London.

NOTICES Oi' THE TBESS.

" The breadth and length of spike of many of these Hyacinths art
much greater thsm wo have ever before seen, and the colours art

lemarkable for their solidity and clearness."

—

Gardeiiera' Chrcmicle.

•• There was an air of
difficult to describe, but
HorticuUurc.

• It is due to Mr. W. Paul's wonderful group of 24 Hyacinths t

obility about the spikes
lich was most strikmg."—

I "A Collection that were as near absolute perfection as in the preaout

state of our knowledge we can imagine."—tJarde7^ers' Magazine.

'• The Hyacinths were particularly fine and very numerous, the
plants and Sowers largo and well-grown."

—

The Times,

" The Hyacinths are of giant size, the colours having a metallic

lustro and anintensitywhicb we never saw equalled."—iUwrfti«ti' Post.

I
" The Hyacinths and Roses of Mr. Wm. Paul proved the greatest

I

attraction at the exhibition, the varieties being good and the plants

' well-grown."

—

Daily TtUgraph.

EARLY OSDERU ARE SOLICITED.

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.
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B S. WILLIAMS,
Victoria and Parndiso Nurserloa, Holloway, London, N.

CHOICE SEEDS.
PRIMULA (Williams's superb Strain).—The most notod strain of

Primula in existence ; same as buppUed to nearly all tho largest

Gardens in Ensland, In sealed packets, at 6s., 3s. Crf., and Ss. Art.

each. None genuine without B. S. Williams's name and address on
the packet.

CALCEOLARIA (James's Strain).—63. and 33. Gd. per pv;kot.

CINERARIA (Weatuerill's extra clioico strain).—This woll-

Icnoffu Covent Garden strain to;bo had genuine only in scaled

packets bearin-r B. S. Williams's name and address. Price 5s. and
3s. Gd. per packet.

/CHOICE VAIUEGATE.1> PE L AUGONIUMS.

Clara Plcturata
Yellow Belt | Fontainebleau

Tlio above, in strong plants, for 21s., package ii

Hyacinths for Exhibition.

UTTON AMP SONS bej^ to

offer—

lf>0 very choico sorts £4 4

12 extra line choioo do. 12
12 choice sorts ..090
12 goud sorts .. ..000

All goods carriage free, except small paicols.

N-

Silene Fendula.
THOS. S. WARE can still supply stron<r SEEDLING

PLANTS as under, at lO.-i. per 1000, 6000 for 40.'.-. :—Al;
saxatile, Lychnis (sc:irl.jt), Lnpinus '

-" -- '^--

anthus. Anterrhiii:;! '" : '

Cautoibnry Bell-. .

'

Dunnettii, Dimt '

i

A Quai-Lt'i- of a Million ot Fruii, Trees.

THOMAS \VAK.\i';i; l.ri;s tn inlnni, liiini.lin-Plnnters
and the Tni'l-, tl,v. li;« Vnr.s.Ti^'s, wliirli niiiipv upwar-fisof

70 acres, contain ilu- ;Jii.\i>. ui n-MiU-u tu ;i m.-it, f^U'iisivo stock of

Evcrtjrecns, OrnniiiL'iitnl Vrr.jK, K^si.-s, ,l-o. All iii a liij^h state of

cultivation. An inspection is respectfully invited.

CATALOGUES. Wholesale and Retail, ready in October.
The Nurseries, Leicester Abbey, 11 mile from the Midland Railway

Station.

M Cupressus Lawsonlana argentea.
ESSKS. AVATEKER and GODFREY propose send-

int; out this plant in October next.
ijonn stnnt Phnt^. U foot hi^'h and bushy, at 2l8. each.

It h:is been :.iv;inln,| Tin-.-.. Ii'irst. class Certificates by the Royal
Horti'-ultiir:i[ >- - ;

".
I 1. :!. ii, il'ival Botanic Society of London,

and .'it tl]'> Ci', -' : I'l
I

:; iv be justly represented
tinct lui'l VLTv 1. -. .. ..(uneC -"
favouritt). Kr..|.il;. i

•, Wrikii

New Catalogue ol rknns, Dutch ruHj-. Cc-.

.

ROBKRT PAHKEK -. '
M'W

I CATALOGUE, conr ,
: i i -t.-,

of New, Rare, and beaut ii' ,
.^ >

'-«.

Hardy Ferns, Fruit True:-, u; ^, , :-:..-., ii . . , 1;. ..i' ""is,

Sweet Violets, &c., Amurylhs, Crocuses, CvcUniun.s, Gladioli,

Hyaoinths, Litmms, Narcissus, Tulips, and other Bulbs, is now
published and will be forwarded to npplicants.

Exotic Nursery. Tooting, Surrey, S.

1.E0RGE DAVIES begs to inform the Nobility
that his very SELECT ard DESCRIPTIVE

importations of Hyacinths, Ac,
li;tt they arc unusually fine this
lu riiay favour him with their coin-

Hulbs will bo sent. Equal if not

Dutcli Flower Roots.
,\ RCHIBALD HENDERSON begs to onnounoe that

j^V he has received from HoUand a large Consi^ment of
BULBOUS ROOTS in lino c«hh!iIj< n.

DESCRIPTIVE an.l PRiryT' r \T vTorxTJES nro now ready,
containice practical direct I'.: r r n- -i - ful cultivation of cacti

BOCtionofBulba, in Pots. CI ;i w.rGardcn.
AlsoaDESCRIPTIVK 11. '

;
'i

:
i ,11 tlie best Grape Vines

in cultivation. Catalogs.', m i . i. . i '. ilis and post free upon
applicition.

C^
New Caladlmns.

VEHMrKK flute VICTOR Verdier and
I ., ..

I M 1 I ,N, 13, Ruo DumSril (late Ruo du
,
i'H

, "Ults fur Sale the following mag-
I

'
.

' \ I. \ !
i|

' M'-^, raised by M. Bleu;—
'

'

i I r-M ! Ill Moreaux | Raulinii

I

Isiil-iro [..eroy

A CATALOGUIO conta
obtained from JM. Vk.iuhi.u

;

Great Towtr Street, Lundoi
k Son, 5, Harp Lane,

the above h;ft to J. J. H.
CATALOGUES will be f

stamp. A liberal allowanc
Post Office Orders payable

ifillv fine htronc well rooted
"h niieqiiallo'l Collection of

ii > iiiuty, 50s. per 100 pairs
;

' \ ^illi^E SHOW GOOSE-
.. .. N, urSOs. per 100.

1' ri:(\l'',s grown. Black, per

,
I'ur dozen, 39. Selections of

M, Middleton, Lancashire.

H^
' taken Prizes at all the principal London
:iiid two Second at the International Exhi-
leidlng Shows in the West of England.

The Preston Eoad Nurseries, Yeovil. Somerset.
"Havinc DISPOSRD of the above NURSERIES to MR. THOS.

SAMPSON, 1 have now to thank the Public for the liberal patronage
bestowed upon mo, and solicit for the present Proprietor a con-
tinuance of the same. " (Signed) Peter Drummond."
" Sept. 12, 1806."

T SAMPSON beirs to infnrra the Public that he
has PURCHASED the STOCK in TRADE of the above

NURSERIES, and h'-ipes to merit a continuance of thnt liberal
support formerly bestowed on Dkcmmoxd & Co., guaranteeing a con-

of the same advantriges, by offering good articles at the
possible prices, having arrimged the Management with

Mr. Peter Dru:
attend to all Orders
All Business Letter

1 every instance
3 and attention.

1^ > a' hand. Intending purchasers are
L.M[, ( tbe Seleci' Stock tlio Nuri^eries contfiin,

V.MKNTAL CONIFEROUS TREES. FRUIT
i;i;KS. roses, flowers of ovcit description,
>r t he Farm and Garden.

All the Year Round
DOBSON ANP SONS supply their masnificent Strain

of PRIZE FLOWER SEEDS, viz. :—
CALCEOLARIA. se:ik-il p^tckets. Is. Gd., 2s. Gd., 38. 6(f.. 6«.

CINKRARIA, I ,
:• ;

,

PRIMULA. .
, . r„?.,6a.

PELARGOMi •/
/

D.iSoNshavi : . I'nzes for their Collections at the
International un-I I; i , . .1 <

i ress. Royal Horticultural, Royal
Botanic, and Crystiil Falici- Flr-wer Shows. The Seed may be relied

upon as beinsr unequalled by any other strain.
Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth, London, W.

Dutch Rower Roots.

^...^

JOHN AND CHARLES LEE, Seedsmex to the Queen,
have received their usual Importation of DUTCH BULBS, for

which they are now executing orders. CATALOGUES post free on
appl'

-

SATURDAY, SEPTEMISER 10, 1866.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING "WEEK.
f Royal Horticultural (Floral and FruilCom-

Sept. 18{ mitteesl.at Soutli KensiiiKton ., .,!

South Kensington

Professor Caspary's communication on
GeaI'T-iiybrids to tho Amsterdam Congress, a
translation of which was given last week (see

p. 849), revives a question which has very fre-

quently been discussed both in our own columns
and elsewhere ; and indeed the interest is so great,

that no surprise can be felt that the subject should

be so often reverted to. Every summer brings

with it records of the flowering of the now well-

known Cytisus Adami, and inquiries as to how it

is that this extraordinary plant produces at the

same time yellow or lilac flowers, or others inter-

mediate in colour between the tn'o wo have
mentioned,
Tho history of this protean plant is given in

brief in Prof. Caspary's paper, and is probably
known to most of oui' readers; and from it we see

that tho question in a great degree turns upon
tho veracity of y\j)AM, the nurseryman, in whose
grounds the plant originated. Now although,

so far as wo know, no one has over attempted to

show that Adam's statement was a designedlj-

false one, and there exists no evidence of any
motive for falsehood on his part, yet it is clear

that as a rule both practical horticulturists

and physiological students have discredited, and
do discredit, his statements, not considering him
perhaps to have been guilty of any intentional

deception, but simply to have been himself

mistaken. But Professor Caspajiy, relying upon
an apparently similar instance, wherein a Eose
branch bore both white moss Eoses and mossless

red Eoses, gives his adhesion to the theory of

the possibility of producing crosses by grafting,

pretty much in the same way as they are

obtained by hybridisation ; and, indeed, the

history of this Eose, as given by the exact and
minutely-observing Konigsberg Professor, will

hardlj' bear anj^ other interpretation. But if

this be 90, if intermediate forms can be produced
by grafting in this way, how is it that the cases

of this kiud are not more numerous ? In orchards

one stock will bear numerous different grafts,

and yet tho cases, which would^bo considered by
Professor Caspary as graft-hybrids, are so few
(hat they might be counted on the fingers. Con-
sidered abstractedly, we can see no reason why
tho scion should not have an influence ou tho stock,
an influence, aetcris paribus, as great as that of
the stock upon the scion. It cannot be over-
looked th.at the hybridisation theory seems to
account for some of these cases, and more
especially so sinco the researches of Naudin and
others have shown how frequently, in the case of
true hybrids, there is a divergence of form, a
reversion to one or other parent

;
yet, on the

other hand, it must not forgotten, that in some of
these cases, e. rj., tho variegated Jasmine and
others that we might mention, there is not the
faintest evidence of hybridisation. Neither do
we see that the phenomenon of dimorphism, to

which Mr. Darwin has drawn attention, can be
fairly considered to liave much to do with tho
matter. That this subject, at least so far as
regards the Cytisus Adami, should still have to

be treated as an open question, is not very credit-

able to the managers of our botanic gardens,
wherein the matter might be put to the test by
crossing Cytisus Labui'num or C. alpinus with
C. purpureus, and vice versa, as well as by
grafting. A few well-planned and well- executed
experiments would in the course of a few years
tend to settle this point, which clearly is no
mere scientific ctu'iosity, but one which opens up
much practical utility, and might materially
modify horticultural practice.

In another column (p. 877) will be found some
noteworthy remarks by a correspondent on
Soils suitable for Ehododendrons. We
gladly welcome any addition to our knowledge in

this matter. It is our conviction that these

fine shrubs are not yet sufficiently appreciated.

Notwithstanding tho annual shows in the metro-
polis, the practical knowledge of Ehododendrons
is, in tho main, confined to certain nurserymen
who make them their specialty, and to amateurs
who delight in their culture. Whatever improves
our methods of growing the plant will tend to

diffiise a taste for this most ornamental shrub.

Tho conditions essential to the successful

growing of Ehododendrons are, a soil of loose

texture and largely composed of vegetable
matter in which the small rootlets may spread

out freely, moderato moisture but not .stagnant

water, and a temperature sufficient to ensui-e the

vigorous growth of the annual shoots, and to

ripen tho flower buds. In Britain, fine Ehodo-
dendrons must bo grown in the sun ; and in that

view, a soil largely composed of peat is the best

representative of the loose spongy vegetable

earth which they affect in their native habitats.

Not that the plant has any natural predilection

for crude peat. There is no peat in the midtUe
states of America, which are the original homes
of E. maximum, and catawbiense, nor so far as

we know on tho Sierra Morena, in the south-west

of Spain, or in northern Asia Minor, where
E. ponticum grows wild. Some of tho Himalayan
species are found growing as epiphytes, a fact

which implies a considerable amount of shade

and moisture. When we cannot reproduce

exactly the native circumstances of plants, we
should endeavour to come as near to them as

possible. This suggests the study of their

"local habitations and wants," a .subject which,

sinco the time of tho late sagacious Dean
Hf.rbert, has perhaps not received from botanist-

cultivators the attention it deserves.

Adverting to the remarks of our Correspondent,

wo may say that tho soil on heathy commons

—

moor soil as it is sometimes called—only approxi-

mates to peat ; but it is very suitable for

Ehododendrons when it contains abundance of

sand and vegetable matter. It is the staple

material of some of tho Surrey nursery grounds,

and it is fortunate when it is to be had in

sufficient quantity, for when Ehododendrons are

to he grown by dozens or scores of acres, the

formation of artificial soils is out of the question.

Another variety of this, more nearly approaching

to peat, is found on the slopes of hills that are

covered with the common Heath or Ling, and
sometimes at the bottom of declivities whither it

has been washed by rain. This, when it contains

a due proportion of siliceous matter, is the

favourite soil for Cape Heaths and hard-wooded
Australian plants. It may be used at once, but

it is generally piled up for a year or two to rot

out the Heaths, Tormentillas, and creeping

Grasses which it contains. It is perhaps at

times a little too dry lor Ehododendrons, and in
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that case it may be improved by an addi-

tion of rotted leaves. Peat, pure and
simple, is to be obtained from morasses
or peat-hags in a great variety of situations. Its

mechanical texture is extremely diversified,

sometimes being not unlike gruel, as in the

moving Irish bogs, and sometimes almost as hard

and horny as lignite, when it has been lon^

drained and subjected to compression. Its best

form is found in the top layer of a common peat

bog, where fuel is cut, and which has been

partially dried. As it hold5 in suspension a con-

siderable portion of tannin, and sometimes shows
traces of iron, it is useful to expose it for a time

to the action of the atmosphere, and it should be

largely diluted (if we may use the expression)

with sharp sand and well-rotted leaf mould. A
third of each, in bulk, may be used, and this has
the advantage of increasing the amount of the

material. It should be carefully chopped or

broken in the compost yard, and duly mixed
with the other materials before it is placed in the

beds where it is to remain. Peat that has been
drained, and that remains in situ (the sub-
species 2 of our coiTespondent) is much benefited

by the addition of sand and vegetable mould re-

commended above. It requires careful manipu-
lation. The adjacent soil is often clayey, and
should not be mixed up with it. We have seen

a fine bed of natural peat completely ruined in

this way. The drainage should be made as com-
plete as possible, and the peaty material, while
kept free from loam, should be largely treated

with sand.

AVe are informed by a distinguished Scottish

amateur in Ehododendrons—a man possessed of

both eyes and hands—that there are great

differences in sand, in respect to the growth of

this plant. In some sorts Ehododendrons will

scarcely put out a fibre in 12 months ; in others

they will be suiTOunded with a matting of roots,

like a wig, in half that time. He has found
clean sharp pit sand to be the best. We have
frequently used, with good effect, pulverised

white or grey sand-stone. Yellow sand-stone
we found injui-ious, probably from the iron it

contained. Calcareous sand, whether from rock
or pit, should, if possible, be avoided.

As we are convinced that nothing but a more
general and accurate knowledge of Ehododen-
drons is required to secure for these most beau-
tiful shrubs their proper place in the flower-

garden, we invite communications from all

persons who may have anything to say on the

subject, even though they may not agree with
the opinions we have expressed. A man writing

from experience is apt to stick to his own point

of view, and so to give utterance to half-truths.

It is always beneficial that a subject shoidd be
well ventilated and discussed. '^Tierefore, to use
the words of a Latin poet,

'

' If you know any^

thing better than we do, let us have the benefit

of it ; if not, avail yourselves of our suggestions.

The Eules of the Uktied Horticulttikai,
Benefit axd Provident Society have just
received the sanction of the Picgistrar of Friendly
Societies, and from an early copy, for which we
are indebted to the Secretary, we learn some-
thing of the scope and objects of this new Bene-
volent Institution, of which Mr. W. Heale, of

Clapton, is Secretary.

As to its objects, in so far as they are set forth

in the Eules before us, they are, to render assist-

ance to gardeners in time of sickness, calamity,

and old age, by allowing sick-pay until the
member reaches his 70th birthday, and by
assistance from the Benevolent Fund, after he
has attained 70 years of age, iu time of sick-

ness or in seasons of distress. As to its scope, the

members are to consist of persons following the
calling of gardeners, to be admitted while not
under 18, nor over 45 years of age, and to have
worked not less than three years in a garden

;

and these are entitled to the benefits of the

Institution after having been members for 12

calendar months.
It seems that there are two rates of contri-

butions payable by members. For instance,

they may pay 2s. monthly- to a Sick and
Deposit Fund, and 2s. annually to a Benevo
lent Fund ; and in this case they receive 10s. 6d.

as a weekly allowance in time of sickness

;

or they may pay 3s. monthly to the Sick and
Deposit Fund, and 3s. annually to the Bene-
volent Fund, and receive when sick 16s. weekly.
The payment to the Management Fund is 2s. 6d,

annually in either case. After receipt of full

ack pay for 26 weeks, the sick member is put
on half-allowance for 26 weeks more, and after

opinion being entertained that there is room for
both. We cannot, however, resist the conviction
that a division of interests must weaken the
action of both ; and we can but deplore the
existence of feeUugs of dissatisfaction and dis-
ti-ust amongst the brotherhood of gardeners,
which has long been smouldering, and to which it

cannot be doubted the establishment of a second
Gardeners' Benevolent Institution is mainly due.

Apropos of Peovincial Exhibitions, we are
glad to learn from the local papers that the recent
Floral Fete at Nottingham has been so far a success
that it is expected there will remain, after paying all

expenses, a good surplus to form the nucleus of a new
Society that shall worthily repre.sent the Horti-
culture of the Midland Counties. It is, however,
significantly

.
observed, that "the promoters of

the new Society must agree to sink personal and
poUtical bias," and the providers of the feast—that
is, gardeners—" must be fuUy represented in the
management." We are informed on good authority
that the arrangements for the Manchester National
Show of next year, in the shape of a guarantee fimd,
are progressing very satisfactorily. The promoters
seem to have prudently taken care that this show,
which is fixed for the first week in June, shall not
clash as to time with that of the Boyal Horticul-
tural Society to be held at Bury. With respect to this
last, we learn that at a meetiug of the Town Com-
mittee,the proposed plan of holding the two shows(Agri-
cultural and Horticultural) coincidently, met with a
qualified approval. It was concluded that the -10 acres
placed at the disposal of the Koyal Agricultui-al Society
would afford sufficient accommodation for both meet-
ings, but if not, additional space could be found at a
moderate rental. A correspondent of the Burn Free
Press observes, iu reference to this movement :

—
" The

Royal is anxious to become in fact, what it has long
been looked upon in name, a National, and not chiefly
a Metropolitan Society. It will come into the pro-
vinces, if it comes at all, to promote the advancement

.__„^ ,
of horticulture. Its members are found everywhere

the opinion of the Committee unatle to i throughout the three kingdoms, and it is only equitable

the^'books : he'' -^U^uot ™se hS I

^nd should the application for a free" site render a grant
of money from the borough necessary, my mite will be
forthcoming towards securing the number of acres
needed. It becomes everyone, and especially the
members and officers of the Burj' Horticultural Society,
to do all in their power to ensure the success of the first

provincial show of the Royal Horticultural."

that, should the necessity continue, he is trans-

ferred to the Benevolent Fund, from which he
receives such assistance as the Committee
deem fit.

The more important of the Eules are the
following :

—

Rri,E 14.—The contributions to be paid by every deposit
member shall be 25. in each month, also, annually, the amount
of one month's contribution to the Benevolent Fund, and 2«. Gd.
towards the fund for the necessary expenses of management,
of which a separate account shall be kept.
The amount of sick-pay to which a member is entitled is to

be ]?. 6'1. per day. with the privilege of increasing this allow-
ance to 16s. per week of seven d.ay6 upon payment of I.«. per
month extra ; these payments once fixed may not be altered
without the consent of the Committee,
Whilst a member is in receipt of sick- pay, no larger amoimt

than two days' sick-p.ay monthly may be received from him,
but at !ill other times he may pay in any sum he can afford to
lay by, .and the same will be carried to his accouut as stated
in Rule 16.

As all members pay the s,arae contributions, and no entrance
fees are required, a member's deposit, while he is in receipt of
sick-pay, shall be liable to the foUowing deduction, for the
benefit of the Benevolent Fxind, viz. : — For every Is. he
receives, a deduction of ^rf., if be was imder 2-5 years of age
when .admitted ; Id., if between 25 and 35 ; lid., if between
35 and 45.

The payments in case of sickness to be made in full from
the Sick Fund for 26 successive weeks, half the amount for the
next 26 weeks, providing the member's deposit can supply the
above deductions ; if not, .and his sickness continues, he shall
he considered as permanently disabled, and transfeiTed to the
Benevolent Fund, and he will not again have a claim for sick-
pay from the Sick Fund until he has been free from illness for
six months.
Being a recipient from the Benevolent Fund will not inter-

fere with his deposit.
During his illness the Secretary will be responsible that

his payments are kept up, acting under instructions from the
Committee.
No fines will be levied for non-payment of subscription, but

any member who allows his payments to be seven mouths in
arrear will be suspended from receiving sick-pay, and all

monies due from him to the Sick Fund will be taken from his
deposit account to supply the deficiency; and before being
reinstated will have to produce a certificate from a properly
qualified medical practitioner as to the state of his health
before he can be allowed to receive the sick benefits, unless
he should, by long sickness or family affiiction, be
poverished as to be In the opinion of the Committee ur
continue his payments; in this case he shall be eUgible to

j

and right that its patronage and its stimulating
receive relief from the Benevolent Fund. ^^„„ ^, . presence should be felt throughout the whole coimtry.

Je'S ^^^^\^S'^lo'riS^n?^^:&^i^y':'ta\l 1 1 tn^- t¥t. it -ill secure a hearty welcome to Bu.7,

account will be
deposit—it will not, howevei-, be paid to him, but be retained
by the Society until he attains the age of 60 years ; or should
he die before that age, be paid to the person nominated by
him ; the amount paid will Ite the sum total that stood in his

at the time of hia allowing his subscription to fall in

; all interests on such amounts after this peiiod will be
banded to the Benevolent Fund.

.lid the amount of sickness during any one year be
than the subscriptions of members will defniy, the
:ncy to be deduct^ed from each member's deposit in equal

propartions.
yments will be received from any member on account

of the Sick Fund after he reaches the age of 70 years, and he
ceases at that age to have any claim on it in case of illness,

being provided for by the Benevolent Fund, vkick see.

The contributions to be paid to the Secretary, who will
attend at the monthly meetings at the Green Dragon Hotel, or
be forwarded to his residence by Post-oflBce Order or other-
wise ; he must on no account allow a larger sum than lOt. to
remain in his possession, but pay to the Treasurer any surplus
above that amount.
The Secretary will be required to provide one surety,

pursuant to 18 and 10 Victoria, cap. C3, sec. 21, to the amount
of 20/.

llri.E 16.—The contributions of members shall be paid into
a fund, out of which shall be paid the current expenses of

sick-pay, the annual charge for tiie Benevolent Fund, and also

the share towards the Mana^'ement Fvmd, as stated in Rule 14.

In February every year the accouut of the 12 months ending
the preceding year shall be made up, and a balance sheet
prepared, showing the receipts and expenditure under each
separate heading or fund. The surplus of receipts of the
12 months, after deducting the expenses above-mentioned,
shall be appropriated to individual members in proportion to
the amount of contribution paid by each ; the sum standing
iu the name of each member shall be called his deposit, and
shall belong to such member.
The balance of depos.it of each member, with such increase

as m:iy be made to it year by year, shall be carried to the
credit of the member in the books of the Society until he
reaches the age of TO, with interest on all amounts of 20s.

and upwards.
Rule 18.—The Benevolent Fund shall consist of all moneys

handed over bv the United Horticultural Society in conformity
with their rules ; also the annual contributions of members, as
statL-d in Rule 14, and the donations of patrons and contribu-
tions of honorary members specially given for this purpose.
Honorary members' subscriptions to be one guinea per annum,
or ten guineas paid in one sum.
The sum so raised year by year shall be applied towards

rendering assistance to members who have passed their VOth
birthday, to such an amount as the state of the funds will

admit and the Committee deem advisable, consideration being
given to those who have used the best exertions to lay by a
pro'vision in old asc by keeping a good deposit balance.
Every member also who has the misfortune to be ill for a

longer period than 52 weeks will be eligible to receive relief

from this fimd, the Committee to determine the amount to be
allowed. Subscribers of 21s. and upwards per annum, being
professional gardeners, shall also be eligible as recipients from
this fund, should they be at any time placed in such a position
as to require assistance.
Should any member or subscriber, "being a gardener, die in

straitened circumstances, leaving a widow or widow and
children, the Committe shall, on the case being brought before
them, investigate it, and afford such temporary relief as they
n*ay deem requisite and necessary.
Should any member receiving sick-pay from the Sick Fund

meet with any accident, such as a broken limb or dislocation,

the Committee shall have power to pay such sum towards his
surgeon's account as they may deem expedient from this fund.
The Committee of Management to havepower to relieve mem-

bers of this Society from this fimd as they may deem advisable.

Such are the main features of the plan upon
which this Benevolent Society of Gardeners is

proposed to be worked. It is founded, we are

told, without anythini^ like antagonism to exist-

institutions having a similar object, the

BEDDING-OUT.
"YAErCTM et mutabile semper femina;" and, "we

are the sons of women, Master Page," inheriting largely

the unstable mind, and nowhere, perhaps, exhibiting
it more conspicuously than on the scene of its tirst

transgression—a garden. Faithful and affectionate in

the main, we florists, we have our hckle moods. I
remember an old Oxford friend, who assured me that,

staying one vacation in the home of two lovely sisters,

he loved them both with such an equal fervour, that
when the last day of his visit came, he registered a
solemn vow, while shaving, to propose to her whom he
saw the first ; that he met Agnes on the landing, and
was refused by her in the conservatory after breakfast,

an incident which he ahva3's attributed to the
inclemency of the weather, and to Destiny, which had
decreed that he should marry Edith, who accepted him
that very evening, and whom, so he immediately
discovered, he had always loved the most. So we
gardeners are not always quite sure which of Flora's

daughters is our Queen of Hearts. In winter and
spring it is the elder damsel, the old system of

gardening, with its mixed beds of shrubs and flowers,

having something to charm us in every season, and
distributing its bright colours and sweet perfumes
over the 12 months of the year. In summer and
autumn, it is the younger sister, on whom we gaze so

earnestly, and woo so tenderly ; it is the modem
system of " Bedding-out," with its gloiving splendours,

its strikingly effective contrasts, its harmonious combi-
nations, and artistic gradations of light and shade.

Some few weeks ago I wa-s conversing with a lady whose
refined and graceful taste yearly realises the garden
par excellence of our county, and one of the most
beautiful in England. I almost tremble now to

remember our dialogue, our declamations against
" Bedding-out." It was wrong, it was unworthy of a
true gardener, to endure nine months of dreariness

and desert for three of uncertain grandeur. It was the
discontented spirit of the age, which would not
be satisfied with the provisions of Nature, but fretted

for sensational effects. The days of bedding-out were
numbered. We should return to the arrangement and
to the culture of those wiser days, when, as our
Laureate sings

—

" The daughters of the year,

One after one, through that still garden passed.

Each, garlanded witli her peculiar flower.

Danced into light, and died into the shade ;

And each in passing touched with some new grace "

that pleasant and peaceful spot.

Such were our resolutions ; but what was the result ?

The judge has put his black cap in his pocket, and is

complimenting the prisoner on the extreme beauty of

his personal appearance, and the peculiar excellence of

his moral character. The lady writes to me, that she
is deUghtfully occupied in designing her arrangements
for next year's Bedding-out ; and I, mth all the tender-

ness of a forgiven boy to his mother, and all the ardour
of a lover, who has just discovered the absurdity of

quarreUing with his "own, own darling/' am never
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weary of admiriug my heart's desire—too happy in the

present to be penitent for the past, too sure of future

faithfulness to be distressed by any former failings.

But will not the old yaciUatious recur ? When the

garden is " deformed by sullen rains," or, at all events,

when it is denuded by frosts, will no change come over

the spirit of our dream? Will November gales be
powerless to move the weathercock of our affections ?

Will our motto be
—

" Vestigia nulla reirorsum" and
.shall we abide by it as stedfastly as those who translated

it,
" we don't mean to go back ? " We cannot hope for

such complete devotion. There will be murmuriugs,
doubtless, and obliquities of faith during the winter of

our discontent, but I am quite sure that the former
will be less audible, and the latter less frequent every

year among us. And the reliable ground of my
anticipation is this—that the Bedding-out system has

not only attained to such a phase of beauty astojustify

a great sacrifice, but that the sacrifice required becomes
yearly less. The introduction of plants of distinct and
variegated foliage, such as the Coleus, Amaranthus,
Iresine, Perilla, Centaurea, Cerastium, the Tricoloured
Golden and Silver-leaved Pelargoniums, has not only
enhanced but greatly prolonged our enjoyment. A
few years ago and we had six weeks to wait after

planting for the fruition of our Bedding-out. It has
charms for us now from first to last. Rams and winds
damaged and decapitated our Tom Thumbs, Calceo-
larias and Verbenas; they only refresh and beautify

Mrs. Pollock and Miss Iresine. We may depend now
upon an effective, charming display during the four

months of June, July, August, and September; and
surely we may endure a brief fallow season for such a

glorious harvest. Suppose that some skilled and
earnest gardener, who died before the establishment of

the modern system, could revisit his garden, and see it

in its summer glory, would he not say that such a

consummation of lovehness was ample reward for any
labour, and largely repaid any past privation ?

But these privations are, I repeat, gradually de-

creasing. The former and the latter dreariness and
diaginess, which disfigured our beds in the first years

of the new method, are gone ; and the objection, that

from November to June our bedding-out department
was a howling wilderness is no longer valid. Large
plants of Centaurea remained in the centre of several

beds here throughout the winter, and with a few dwarf
evergreen shrubs, kept in pots for the purpose, had a
pleasing cheerful appearance. Edgings of Cera.stium,

still more hardy, relieved the monotony of the borders.

And in the spring, although we may not emulate the
exquisite beauty of Cliveden or of Belvoir *, the poorest
may make his garden glow, with Hyacinths at I85.. early

Tulips at Cs., and Crocuses at Is. 6d. per hundred.
Here I must pause for the present. On a future

occasion, and in the hope of eliciting information and
instruction from some ofyour more experienced readers,

I will venture to describe a few combmations of plants,

which have been admired in my garden. In this

season of propagation, and preparation for another
summer, mutual advice from practical teachers will be
welcome to many of the floral brotherhood, and grate-

fully appreciated by jS. R. S.

plant, well suited for growing either as a pyramid or a

round bush; dense habit; beautiful foliage; a prolific

setter of bloom buds, and the flowers large, pure white,

imbricated to the centre; and when well grown of

great depth of petal.

Fimbriata.—A plant evidently of a more delicate

constitution than the former, less viftorous in habit, and

more liable to succumb to injudicious management;
bearing noble flowers of a size almost equal to the Old

White, with more numerous petals, and therefore

CAMELLIA CULTURE.—No. II. ^
In order to meet the wishes of "A Nineteen Tears'

Subscriber," and others similarly situated, I have
diverged from the original method in contemplation
in treating upon this subject, and will at once proceed
to nominate my special favourites—sorts that have stood

the test of popular criticism for a lengthened period,

and which are eminently fitted to take a position in the
best conservatories and in the choicest collections of this

or any other countr.v. The experienced cultivator must.
in compiling a catalogue, mercilessly weed out many
sorts bearing high-sounding names, and occasionally

introduced with a " flourish of trumpets," while there
are others which may not have come under his

criticism and control that may be well worthy of a
place in the front rank. Among the many hundreds
that have been sent out, justice compels the remark
that a very small minority indeed merit distinction as

acquisitions in the various classes of colour, while in

point of form and substance or texture they cannot be
tolerated. Trustworthy information as to the relative

merits of a batch of novelties is of the utmost import-

ance to growers generally ; for if you buy upon credit

and the majority of your choice selection turn out
worthless, mere weeds, you cannot be blamed if you do
not quite repress your indignation, and say hard words
upon "commercial immorality," and append certain

adjectives to your epithets which cannot be reproduced
here. The writer has got his " fingers burnt " several

times in this way. The price of the article is bad
enough, but it is a mere bagatelle, relatively speaking.
When one gets a good thing, or thinks he has got
it, it not only gets the best position, but the little twig
is grafted or inarched a,s the ease may be upon a strong
stock, and the tiny shootlet rapidly assumes more
gigantic proportions. Under the most favourable
circumstances it may take two or three or more years
to prove its character, and if it turn out worthless
recount the labour in vain, and you after your toil,

patience, and perseverance have nothing but a stock
after all : for so far as my experience goes " double
wrought " Camellias have no special virtue in them.
My plan then will be to lump together the new and

old sorts that merit a front rank distinction ; then
classify a few which are remarkable for decorative
purposes, and lastly have a look at the more important
novelties undergoing their probationary trial. I shall

not hold to the alphabetical line of arrangement, neither

may the '' placintt "' of sorts be altogether considered as

an index of relative merit.
Alia plena { Old imte).—Avery handsome and useful

when in good 1 limarli'r presenting greater depth; each

flower fiuelv liiiiliiiiiril mi (lie edges; one of the very

first favourites ni i!ie ladies, and eagerly pounced upon
for "hair" and oilier piuposos of decoration. These two,

as "whites," stand "wiring" better than any other of

the same colour in cultivation, and are invaluable for

all those who have to lay their account for evening

parties and such other demonstrations, where cut

flowers are in request. To those who do not know we
may also intimate that the blooms stand much longer,

and resist " wear and tear " far more successfully under

this neat little process of wiring, than if attached to the

shoot in the natural ivay.

Flareacens {Ladtj Hume's Slush).—This is also one

of the original sorts introduced into the country. It

is rather of a straggling or wayward habit, blooming

freely, but seldom, if ever, making a handsome plant.

Its flowers difler in this respect from the purely normal

type in having the petals arranged in a hexagonal form,

a position almost, although not altogether, peculiar to

this variety, for it is to be observed occasionally in

other flowers, although not with that precise regularity

which the sort in question characteristically assumes.

The fine shade of blush that pervades this flower, and
the conspicuous texture of its petals, rank it as a

special favourite. It is one of the few that will fall to

pieces if attempted to be wired.

Imbrioata.—A crimson flower of exquisite form, with

occasional blotches of white, which contribute much to

its decorative appearance. Blotching or flower varie-

gation in this and several other " sporting" varieties is

induced by a course of treatment which will be more
particularly referred to when " cultivation " is under

discussion. Under ordinary circumstances the self

colour prevails which is not quite so attractive. When
fully expanded, this flower shows several undeveloped

petals in the centre, which is a decided mark of

deterioration in the eye of the florist, destroying its

formal geometrical build. When about half expanded

it is quite a gem, being sufficiently large for general

punioses, and the outline all that could he desired.

Placing it side by side with all the best novelties

of the same cast of colour, at that particular stage, I

do not know a single one that will surpa,ss it. As
a plant it can be distinguished at any time by

its foliage and habit of growth. Redundancy of bloom
and a fine suffruticose habit, vnth the leaves having a

slight tendency to curl inwards towards the edges, are its

distinguishing characteristics; so that those who are

familiar with the tribe could, in a large miscellaneous

group of sorts, pick out every imbricata faster than a

man could gather them together.

Saccoi nova.—A splendid growing plant, with large

lustrous leaves, not the least disposed to be shy either

in bud-setting or in flower expansion—a wajTvardness

Very often attached to some of the choicest of our

novelties. Flowers of a rosy pink with prominent flesh-

coloured venation ; constant, large, and imbricated to

the centre. With proper treatment the flowers some-

times attain a superb degree of excellence, and although

making large buds expand to the very centre, showing

a depth of bloom and an outline positively charming

;

although each petal is not quite so perfect as if turned

out of~a mould like a Ranunculus, or some of the

more advanced of our Pinks.

Henri Jarre.—This is a vigorous-growing plant, but

shorter in the intemodes, smaller in the foliage, and

therefore of a denser habit than the preceding variety.

It is not at all shy, and is capable of withstanding more
fatigue, by a violation of cultural rules, than most other

sorts. It is an abundant bloomer, and the flowers

more perfect in outline than any of the above, some-

times assuming the hexagonal form, and it is a sort that

prominently attracts general attention. It is a deep

shade of rose, almost inclining to a ruby. It is, how-
ever, one of those sorts that fall to pieces if attempted

to be wired, and is a shorter lived variety than most of

its associates. This little depreciation is due to the

flower being almost entirely without a calyx, which

in the others forms a capital socket for holding the

petals together.

Sarah Frost.—Tbh is an American introduction, and

one that can unhesitatindy be placed in the front rank.

It has a good habit, with leaves narrow in proportion to

their length, and rather small wooded than othervrise.

]?lowers very large, of a rosy shade of crimson, imbri-

cated to the centre, and possessing great depth of good

petals ; a splendid late bloomer, and not at all fickle in

its floriferous character; occasionally, however, show-

ing a disposition akin, or similar to fasciation by

having a double-centred flower.

Conte.wa Zaviiiia Mamji.—Thh is unquestionably

one of the best novelties that has ever been introduced.

It is not only a most superb flower, but it is a plant of

noble habit, with such foliage of broadly-ovate lustrous

character as eminently distinguishes it. An acquisition

of such a character as this is far better worth a 51. note

than 24 of an indifl'erent character. When well grown
each flower is imbricated to the centre, although we
have seen plants producing blooms something like the

imbricata type only a little faulty ; but the plant is

capable of producing blooms that completely rival all

the carnation stripes, and we have seen it in such

character that nothing, new or old, could stand against

The flowers, in the first instance, are finely cupped

* I hope next sprin?, with my friend Mr. Ingram's consent,
to describe the .attractions of the latter.

crimson so nicely flaked that an enthusiast could

stand and admire it for an hour.
Tfilderi.—Tlm is a dwarf pigmy-habited variety,

with a little larger foliage than the old Myrtifolia.

The flowers are as nearly as possible what the dogmas of

the florist imperatively demand. It requires a little

coaxing in the way of attention to its physiological

character to keep up first-rate appcairiiiei^ in llie way
of general health. If this be attained h il.\\er, iVeily,

and the flowers can be produced ab(ne a merlimu size.

It is a deep shade of rose, sometliiiig l.ilHeeu the

colour of Saccoi nova and Henri I'avre, and has a

general finish about it which neither of the two can

boast of, being imbricated to the very centre, each

flower looking as if it had been turned out of a mould.

Heine des Fleurs. — lhh is a vigorous grower,

partiking somewhat of the habit and general mode of

growth of Donkelaarii, but of a totally different

character of flower. The foliage is comparatively

small, but the flowers are ver>- large, some of them
quite approaching in size to Mathotiana, but of a far less

exceptional build than that variety, and a much finer-

formed petal. It also is one of those that can be

thoroughly depended upon if obtained true to name
(I have seen spurious varieties under the name), and
I may state that I have had branches of this sort with

great flowers at the extremity, looking more like a

Hollyhock spike, such were the glow and mass of

colour, than what it actually was. The flowers are of an

intense velvety crimson, with petals of great substance,

and forming, when in condition, nearly three-fourths

of a ball in outline.

Feasiii.—This is one of the largest of the white and
pink striped varieties; and if grown too strong, or

attempted to be forced in any way too early into

bloom, will not unfold its immense ball of petals to the

centre. It possesses a beautiful habit, and can be

depended upon under wise treatment ; but if the tyro

adds this to his collection, and gets disappointed, it

will be entirely owing to a want of knowledge of its

cultural requirements. Flowers often white, but

when in real character having decided and irregular

pencillings of pink ;
petals not particularly well-formed,

but the flower as a whole, from its great size and depth,

and its perfectly imbricated form, is one of the most

attractive of the section, and well worthy of a place in

the front rank.
Cup of Beauty.—A. plant of vigorous growth, rather

inclining to be straggling as otherwise, and requiring

the knife more freely than some others. It blossoms,

however, freely, and yields very good-formed flowers of

average size, although not possessing the same depth of

petal as some others named above. It is inclined to

be "cupped" before fully expanded. It afterwards

reflexes a little, and shows a very good outline. It is

of pure white colour, stained and pencilled with rose.

La Matstosa.—This plant possesses a dense bushy-

habit, and has all the characteristics of a first-class

flower. It is of the same general character as

Valtevaredo. which I once looked upon as the best of

its class, but the variety in question is fully a beat

upon it. The sorts are not precisely similar, but,

adopting the canon of the florist. Valtevaredo, must
give way. It is one of the sporting varieties of the

imbricata cast ; although the prevailing colour in this

instance is a soft pinky rose, it can be produced so

sufl'uscd with white blotches as almost to change its

character. Its outline is as nearly perfect as may be,

and the flower is imbricated to the centre. WTien
large plants of this are grown it will be exceedingly

tclfing. and I have not the slightest doubt that we may
look to it as one of the standard varieties for many
years hence.

Comte de J'/rtHrfres.—Strangely andsineularly enough
the merits of this variety have been underrated. It has

quite exceeded the most favourable anticipations of

the raiser, and no one need hesitate for a moment in

adding this to his collection. If it has a fault, it will

be more in the way of a lanky habit, which can be

endured when we look to its splendid blossoms. It is

of cupped formation like the Charles Lefebvre Rose,

and if we had such a colour in a Camellia as that

magnificent rose it would cause a sensation. The
prevailing and ground colour is white with carnation

stripes and an occasional da.sh of flame pervading the

surface, with fine massive shell-like petals exquisitely

formed, and making up a perfect flower imbricated to

the centre.

Storyi possesses a vigorous habit with splendid

foliage, and is one that can always be depended upon
to come good towards the end of the blooming season.

It is rather a dull shade of crimson, but its finely formed

petals and flowers point it out as one worthy of being

placed among the select few.

Caiididissima is by far the best of the late blooming

whites, and for that, if for no other purpose, it merits a

first place. It is pure white, and fully imbricated ; the

petals, however, are small, and sometimes malformed

towards the centre. It is not particularly vigorous in

habit, but "sets" and blooms freely.

Juhilee is a vigorous grower, making a beautiful

bush. It requires to be in very good health, and its

flower-buds developed in time, to produce flowers of the

fii-st order ; but, when so managed, the produce well

repays the cultivator. It is a large flatfish flower, with

an immense petal,flnely formed,the ground colours pink

and white suffused with pink mottling, spotting, and

staining. It is apt sometimes to produce ' monstrous "

flowers, and at best, when fully expanded, the centre

petals assume a little irregularity ; but, like imbricata,

in the act of expanding it is a beautiful object.

Mrs. Ahby W'ilder is a good grower, having fine

foliage of a paler green tint than common. The flowers,

when in perfect condition, are most beautiful, as regards

their form, colour, and substance, but they are not

at all constant, sometimes coming with a confused ,

andmadeupof'shell-likepetalsof great substance and arrangement of petals The ground colour is apale/

beautiful formation, with the white, the red, and the I shade of blush, like Lady Humes, with prominent pink >
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and salmon stripes. Its texture is of tlie first quality,
and but for its naywardness it might be held up ns a

model variety. So great is its .-^porting capacity that
flowers sometimes come salmon-coloured with pro-
minent fleshy venation, .ind I am certain that Queen
of Beauties is a sport of this variety, as I have had
flowers precisely similar off Mrs. Abby "Wilder, and
when both sorts become more generally known they
will be found occasionally to revert to the original.

Duchess of Orleans has been a considerable time in
Camellia collections, and although a flower of generally
acknowledgetl excellence, is not often seen in good
character. The plant is a little shy, and very impatient
of checks of any kind ; but if the buds be early
matured, and the plant kept moderately cool and airy
during a sp.ison of rest, it will yield very finely-formed
fully imbricated flowers. It is a combination of white
and fle.<h grcimd colour, with distinct prominent bands
of carmine down the centre of the petals, which iu'.turn

are of good formation and of lar.ge size.

Co!»!fewo/Dcr5y is an Englishseedlingofunquestion-
able merit, free in growth and blooming properties. It
is also one of the striped varieties that find so much
favour—a good white ground broadly marked with rosy
stripes and stains, having a bold petal and a good
outline.

Princess Frederick William.—ThXs is a considerable
improvement on Tricolor flore pleno, of very much the
same character, being striped and flaked with carnation
colours. The flowers are not quite perfect, in a florist's
point of view, towards the centre, but the petals are of
good formation, and the te.xture altogether desirable.
The plant has a good constitution, and is adorned with
broad massive foliage,

Bothwelliana.—This is a Scotch seedling, raised by
Mr. Turnbull, of Bothwell Castle, who has had'

a

numerous progeny, but this one far eclipses all his batch.
It is of- much the same character as the Duchess of
Buccleugh, in fact they are all but identical. As, how-
ever, the name Bothwelliana was first in existence,
adhering to acknowledged botanical precedent, it must
remain. As a late flower it is an unquestionable
gam, and it is one too that is constant under any
cu-cumstances short of bad management. It is a dark
ruby-red, a colour not predominating among Camellias
and selfs, by the way, of sufficient merit are a scarce
commodity. In depth and general outline of flower
tins IS a capital fellow to the chaste white Feastii.
There are an enormous number of petals to the bud,
which follow the law of the order of expansion to the
vci-y centre, albeit they are not so roundly formed at
the extremity as the florist's law would demand.

Princess SacciocU. — This makes a dense
suflruticose bush, and is one that can thoroughly be
depended upon. It is, moreover, one of the best of a
colour approaching to scarlet, and po.ssesses finely
imbricated flowers of good substance, but having petals
a little pointed. It is also a thin, flatfish flower, but
notwithstanding these drawbacks ought, from its
distinctness, to be in every collection.
Montironi has a good habit, and produces flowers

freely, sometimes having a tendency not fully to
expand. When in good condition it is very attractive,
from its broadly ovate petals and its cupped form;
colour pure white, very slightly stained with rose
pencillings.

These 24 sorts, take them " for better or for worse,"
w_illi the drawbacks and e.\cellences attached to each
of their characters, may fairly be said, all things con-
sidered, to be the best group of Camellias in the market,
and such as are sure to give unqualified satisfiiction to
all who grow them well. A.

(To be Codliiiverl.)

THE CEDAES OF LEBANON.
The Rev. Mr. Tristram, F.L.S., informs me of a

most interesting discovery lately made in the Lebanon,
viz., of several extensive groves of Cedar trees, by
Mr. Jessup, an American missionary, a friend of his
own, to whom he pointed out the probable localities in
the Ulterior. Of these there are five, three of great
extent, east of 'Ain Zahalteh, in the Southern Lebanon.
This grove lately contained 10,000 trees, and had been
purchased by a barbarous Sheikh from the more bar-
barous Turkish Government, for thepurpose of trying to
.extract pitch from the wood: the experiment of course
failed, and the Sheikh was ruined, but several thousand
trees were destroyed in the attempt. One of the trees
measured 15 feet in diameter, and the forest is full of
young trees springing up with great vigour.
He also found two small groves on the eastern slope of

Lebanon.overlooking the Buka'a, above El Medefik; and
two other large groves, containing many thousand trees,
one above El Bartik and another near Ma'asiv, where
the trees are very large and equal to any others : all are
being destroyed for firewood. Still another grove has
been discovered near Dflma. in the western slope of
Lebanon,' near to the one discovered by Mr. Tristram
himself. This gives 10 distinct localities in the Lebanon
to the south of the originally discovered one, and
including it. Ehrenberg had already discovered one to
the north of that locality, and thence northwards the
chain is unexplored by voyager or naturalist. J. D.
JlooJcer.

Home Correspondence.
Origin of Floicer of the Dai/ and other Pelar-

goniums.—1 have read with much interest the several
articles that have appeared of late respecting the origin
of the numerous varieties of our fine bedding Pelar-
goniums ; at the same timel have been much amused
.at the rather strong assertions and hazardous con-
.iectiires of some of the writers. Has it never oocuiTed
to them that 20 years ago there were not many
varieties to get sports from ? It is now very different,
on account of the mixed character of Scarlet Pelar-

giiniums, including zonals, tricolors, silver and goMcn
variegates, and Nosegays (which I have lately [•rovcl
can all be raised from one seed-bearing p.areni), and W
have no doubt, therefore, but that some of our fine

v.arieties of late years may be sports, but I have not
been fortunate in that way, and must say I prefer the
seedlings. As the Flower of the Day is generally
admitted to have been the first really good variegated
Pelargonium, I will state in a lew plain words
how I obtained it, and some others of my seedlings.
Ihave longtaken agreatinfrn ,: ;,i i-iing nlants from
seed, as my once celebratcil i :ind my stiU-

admiredEpacrisesandAziili I i' \ i . r trying show
Pelargoniums, with which 1 h il miihl success, I was
delighted to find that Messrs. J. k. C. Lee possessed a
real silver variegated, bright scarlet Pelargonium, but
such a difficult plant was it to increase, that some of
the best gardeners failed with it. Messrs. Lee had
a very limited stock of it, but I managed to procure
a plant. I wanted it only to bloom, and was successful
in growing it on nicely. The only name I ever heard
for this variety was Lee's A^ariegatcd Scarlet ; this is a
proof of its rarity. I cannot state how many years the
Messrs. Lee held this plant, but it was obtained by
them from the gardens at Littlecot, near Hungerford,
as a pretty plant with which nothing could be done.
Its origin 1 have not been able to ascertain. As soon
as I got my small plant into bloom, I lost no time
in fertilising the Globe compactum with its pollen,
and was rewarded by getting Cerise Unique and Flower
of the Day. The former.bloomed the next autumn ; the
latter stood over till the following season, when I
exhibited a large plant in full bloom at the South
London Show, where it was one of the lions, and
shortly afterwards it was purchased by the Messrs.
Lee. The late Mr. Thomas Gaines, of Battersea, had
previously purchased Cerise Unique; and by him it

was sent out. I may here state that Flower of the Day
was a variegated plant from the seed leaf, and that the
original plant never sported. Cerise Unique has main-
tained its character true until now, with|the exception
of a silvery leaf occasionally. In the next generation
I obtained Attraction, the first of the zonal tricolors,

and this was variegated from the day it appeared above
ground, and bore the largest trusses of any that I have
seen. This also was sent out \>y the Messrs. Lee.
Then followed Silver King, Annie, and Countess of
Warwick in the variegated class, and Richmond Gem,
General Pelissier, and Sheen Eival in the marbled
class. The appearance of this marbled character in the
first instance in Cerise Unique, I cannot well
account for, excepting that Lee's Variegated Scarlet
was more inclined to show green and white portions in
all its parts in faint stripes up to the very calyx, than
any other sort I have noticed. About the same time
my friend and neighbour, Mr. Pennycuik, raised
Commander-in-Chief and others, which passed into the
hands of Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son. Then I
succeeded in raising Christine and Rose Queen. The
male parent of Christine, I believe, was an old rose-
coloured Xosegay, and that of Rose Queen, Ingram's
Prii ' - K'Mil. F. S. Kinghorn, Sheen Aiirseri/,

.'/ _' —In the notice which accompanies
the I'l.di t-,'.i'Ji of this plant in " Sowcrby's English
Botany," published May 1, 1837, I find it stated that
the bulbs of this and other species of Lily are cultivated
in some parts of the Continent as the Potato is with
us, and that they furnish a nutritious .and agreeable
article of vegetable diet. Can .any of your correspon-
dents favour me with the best mode of propagating
this Lily, so as to produce it in quantities amongst
Underwood and copses ? Also the best mode of cook-
ing ? And the names of any other species of Lilies
which will serve both for ornament and food ? Diss.

Viola cornvta.—I had an impression that this
beautiful Violet was identical with V. calcarata ; but
this I find is not the case. A few days ago I visited
Huntroyde Park, where I saw the true V. cornuta, and
I have no hesitation in saying that it is one of the
most useful as well as beautiful plants used for flower
garden decoration. Previous to my visit, there had
been days of drenching rain, but the plants of this

Violet were bright and striking, and loaded with lovely
flowers, which are to all intents and punioses " water-
proof" Mr. Wills deserves the united thanks of
gardeners, particularly of us northern ones, for bringing
this plant so prominently before us. Bruce Findla;/,

Satanic Gardens, Manchester. Viola cornuta de-
serves more praise than I can find words to express. I
have tried it for masses and also for edgings, und I
have never before seen any plant equal to It. It has a
pleasing elTect as an edging associated with yellow
Calceolarias, and as regards masses it looks well near
scarlet or pink Pelargoniums, its mauve coloured
flowers, which are produced in profusion, being very
effective. I may also add that in beds no plant which
I have ever cultivated bears up so well as this Violet
against the extreme changes of weather, which we
have experienced this season. High winds and pelting
rains have no ill eS'ect on it; indeed very shortly
alter the weather has cleared up Viola cornuta
may be seen again in all its beauty. For my own
part, therefore, I must tender my thanks to Mr.
Wilis for having introduced so very desirable
an old plant to public notice. It is well worthy
of the admiration of all true lovers of flowers.

It is hardy and easily cultivated, and in the case of
amateurs whose glass structures in which to winter
plants are limited, this Violet will prove a real acqui-
sition. A dozen of good plants of it taken up in
autumn and stowed away in a cold frame during
winter, will furnish a good supply of cuttings early .in

January. Owing to the success which has attended
the plants which I raised early last spring, it is my
intention to adopt a similar course in future ; for I
consider that young plants are likely to produce a
greater profusion of flowers, and of a better colour, than

those wiiich are longer established. Seeds of this
Violet sown in pans, and placed in lieat during the two
first months of the year, will furnish a good supply of
plants in time for putting out in May. Jas. Drewelt,
Denbies, Dorking.

Currant Sports.—In your Paper of August 25 (p.804),
is an article headed "Peaches and Nectarines on the
same Tree." Some years ago (see p. 646, 1855) there
appeared in your columns a notice of a Currant bush
having three varieties of fruit upou it., viz., red, white,
and champagne or pale red. 'This bush is still alive
and in good health, and this season, the ihree varieties
of fruit have been very distinct, although they have
not been eveiy year alike. P. Mackenzie.

Cherries.—In looking over "' T. R.'s " list of Cheriy
trees under glass (see p. 801) I think I have one some-
what different from any noticed by him. It is a May-
duke, and has for upwards of 20 years produced two
crops of fruit, an early crop and a late one. The lower
part of the tree furnishes the early crop, part of which
was gathered this season about the middle of June

;

while the upper portion, although neither grafted nor
budded, produces the late fruit which was gathered at
the end of August. The fruit has the appearance of
that of the Mayduke, but the taste is diflerent from
that of the kind just named. P. Mackenzie.

Orchard-house Trees in Pots.—An article on orchard-
houses, signed " E." (p. 830), appears to me to be so
direct a challenge as to the merits of that most
delightful amusement, the growth of fruit trees under
glass, that I cannot resist the temptation of saying a
word or two on the subject. I will commence by
stating that about five years ago I was equally sceptical

with " E." as to the probability of success attending
my efforts. My house, built on Mr. Rivers' plan,
100 feet long and 25 feet wide, presented .an appearance
anything but creditable to a gardener. Trees stunted
in growth, eaten up with red spider, and all other pests
that vegetation is heir to, really suggested to me that I
had better give up that system of culture as a bad job,

and row in the same boat of incredulity as your corres-
pondent. Not so however. I did not at all like to

be beaten, so I tried the plan of planting out some
trees in a border in the orchard-house. As time passed,
this altered system gave me as much hope of ultimate
success as the pot system, inasmuch as the trees, instead
of doing badly would not do at all. Now for the cause
of failure. It was doubtless thought that when once
under glass the trees could take care of themselves;
top-dressing periodically during the fruit-swelling

season, watering and syringing to get rid of red spider,

Ac, were not systematically attended to, consequently
stunted growth and its attendant evils reigned pre-
eminently in my orchard-house. Nothing daunted, I
determined to try one more season, the third, when
by dint of following out those useful and plain
instructions, except as to pinching-in, given in Mr.
Rivers' valuable little work on "Orchard-house
Culture," I succeeded in producing a fair crop. "The

fourth year was as much superior in point of produce
and general fertility to the third as it wa.s to the second.

I felt now that the novel and deliL'httul |il;ui (rf thus
producing fruits was most certainly mi iirknoulnlged

fact, and from it received fresh stiiiiiiln> tn j.o mi and
conquer. This season my house prtstiUs such au
appearance of luxuriousnessand productiveness, as my
numerous friends, some professional, tell me, cannot be
surpassed by any one. It is occupied by about 240
trees till after the spring frosts are over and the fruit

(Pear and Plums) sulhciently forward to be turned
out; the house is then devoted to the remaining
Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots, in all about 150;
those in bushel pots will average as follows ; Peaches,

5 doz., and Nectarines 6 doz. each tree ; size very good,

and quality, as attested by many, equal to any outdoor
production. I may add, that the fruit never drops off

prematurely, and that my success is not limited to a
tree or two ; on the contrary, every individual speci-

men is loaded with handsome fruit. I trust that this

communication mil not be considered as the mere
praise of an enthusiast, but as a st.atement of facts to be
verified by the ocular demonstration of any one inte-

rested in the matter. A word more, although fearing

tautology, to the lovers of gardening, whether on a
large or a small scale, the greatest enjoyment may be
derived from an orchard-house, a style of gardening
not expensive, as no heating apparatus or skilled labour
is required, a simple and steady adherence to a few
rules being certain to reward one for time and trouble

bestowed. One thing has just struck me, that the
keeping of bees wonderfully assists in the certainty of

a crop; as soon as a blossom appears, my house is

swarming with them, and they keep possession till their

supply of food is stopped by the setting of the fruit to

which they have contributed so mucn. The perfect

flower-show exhibited by the trees when in blossom

—

Pears, Peaches, Plums, Nectarines, and Apricots, all

interspersed judiciously with regard to colour and effect

—is not the least attractive of the numerous pleasing
phases of a well-cared-for orchard-house. Ehenezer
IVm. Sarlock) Brewer;/, Fly, Cambridgeshire.

If your correspondent "E." waits till fruits from trees

in pots compete successfully with those from trees

planted out, I do not think that there is much pro-
bability of his becoming a convert to the pot system.
In my opinion there is no comparison between the
two in point of flavour, for no fruits require more
exposure to the influence of sun and air at the time of

ripening than Peaches and Nectarines. Moreover, the
constant slopping of water at the root verjf much
impairs the flavour of the fruit, and the crop is more
uncertain. Gentlemen who go to see the system, only
see the successes which attend it, but none of the
failures of setting a crop ; let them inspect the hospital

for sick patients. As to getting more variety, wh.v,

there are not more than five or six sorts of Peaches,

Nectarines, and Plums that are really desirable, and
it is very easy to bud two or three Peaches on one
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tree, so as to get a siic.'cs^iDU— <iiv, l!i'llL"_';ir(li> aod
Walburton Admirabl.- nn R.iyul (; -.• nr x,,l,l,..:sc,

and late Nectarines on ElriiKO :inil Violi't Hfitivo ; ;iiiii

in a small house this would much prolong the season.
In a house here, (U feet long and 11 feet G inches wide,
I have planted as follows :

— Front trellis : Royal
George, Noblesse, Stirling Castle Peaches; Violet
Hitive and Elruge Nectarines. Back wall: Belle'.;arde,

'iarringtoUjandWalburton Admirable Peaches: Pitmas-
t in Orange and Dowuton Nectarines. I anticipate these
M'ill give us an abundant supply of iirst-class fruit till we
get it on the open walls, and this at not one tithe of
the labour and first cost of trees and pots. Trees in
pots may be all very well for purposes of amusement,
but they will not do for a gardener who has to supply
an employer's table with fruit of first-rate quality.
J. Skeppard, gr. to J. Serners, Esq., Wolverstone
Park.
Strawberry Culture.—yf\ig.t has our friend Mr. Rad-

clyffe to say respecting the system of Strawberry
. cultivation recommended by one of your corres-
pondents (see p. 829) ? And further, what have our
successful market gardeners to say regarding the advice
to plani Broccoli in ground comparatively speaking as
hard as a rock, for if it were not so an iron bar would
not be required wherewith to make a hole for the
reception of the plant ? Such practice I have never
seen carried out, much less recommended, and I
imagine that I have seen gardening carried out in
perfection in all departments. J. E., Herts.

Belle Agathe Cherri/.—Tbe fruit of this " pet " (see

p. 853) are this season larger than usual, and although
not ripe they are sweet and juicy. The blackbirds and
thrushes|have, as usual, not touched them, but myriads
of wasps—not bad judges of fruit—have within these
few days attacked them, and have left branches covered
with the stones stripped of their flesh. The American
Cherries tare faithfiUly described in Dr. Hogg's third
edition of the "Fruit Manual :

" those that ripen earlier

and later than such sorts as the Elton and others are
worthy of cultivation. As a rule, they are hardy and
remarkably prolific. T. S.
Passion Flowers.— In your report of the last Edin-

burgh Flower Show (see p. 854). you state that there
were e.vhibited from here artificial flowers of Passiflora
quadrangularis. I beg to inform you that the flowers
were not artificial, but real ; and that real flowers of
P. macrooarpa and P. edulis were also exhibited.
Alex. M'Millan, Jardine Hall.

Setting of Peaches and Nectarines (see p. 853).—

I

have read the censure of " Censor." It puts me in
miud of the words,—

" Applaudit corvos vex.at censura columbas."

Mr. Rivers and myself seem of late to have imper-
sonated the Columba:. I am obliged to " Censor" for
the hint on " diamond-dusting," which in certain
climates and under certain circumstances is perhaps a
good plan ; but I do not think in England, Scotland,
or Ireland it will find much favour with out-of-doors
Peach and Nectarine growers, at least in hoar-frosty
valleys. A gentle shower and semi-tropical dews, I
have no doubt, would do good, provided always that
they were not to be followed by hoar-frost, which is

frozen dew. The hill-tops are not so subject to hoar-
frost as the valleys. My trees were in a valley close to
a rivulet, and with nothing but a high thorn hedge to
the west between them and the stream. Before I took
to sheet-covering I never had enough fruit to fill my
Jiands; the frosts, following heavy dews and rains,
ilestroyed the blossoms, and in some cases the set fruit.

After I took to keeping the blossoms dry, I gained in
nine years 45G3 beautiful Peaches from my three trees,
which are now in fine condition. The three trees
are nearly in united ages 150 years old.
Two of them are as fine trees as any in
Europe. The other is in as good condition as it

could be made to be. I left on the trees .377 fruit this
year, but, owing to my bavin" removed, and there
being no one there to stop the shoots, and water them
during stoning, I believe many fell during that trying
process. "Censor" illustrates by Persia, and asks,
" what about the semi-tropical dews?" I must illustrate
by Dorsetshire, and ask, " What about the hoar-frosts,"
which last ofl' and on from March till the 14th of May?
I have known a severe hoar-frost to occur on the 1st of
June. It is not only of advantage to keep the blossoms
dry, but it is beneficial also to keep the foliage, which,
in its infant state is more tender than the blossoms,
dry also, and protected from the frost and cutting winds,
which disorganise the leaves and produce blisters. I
have not had in the last three years three dozen
blistered leaves. The foliage of ten trees here, and also
of the three trees spoken of, is beautiful. In valleys the
atmosphere is fraught with moisture, sufficient for the
blossoms and pistils, though covered with sheets at
night, without the aid of " diamond-dusting." I never
remember seeing the blossoms and pistils " flag." It
would have been of advantage to the public if "Censor"
had said whether he was a Persian or a Frenchman,
and whether his garden was on a hill or in a
valley ; also, whether he is speaking of fruit grown out
of doors or under glass. Who can be sure in England
of ' a genial and moderately moist atmosphere," free from
"hoar-frosts?" TF.F. Eadclyffe, OhefordFitzpaine.
I have seen partial success attend many anomalous and
empirical practices in horticulture, and am therefore
not surprised at " Censor's " thinking that the stigmas
of the blossoms of fruit trees are benefited by moisture.
If the secretion on the summit of each stigma were
water, his idea might be entertained. " In certain
cases," says Dr. Lindley, in " Theory of Horticulture,"
" it may be thought necessary to apply some fluid to
the stigma for the better retention and development of
the pollen grains. Water is generally unfavourable."
This accords exactly with my experience. It is simply
absurd to suppose that the blossoms on fruit trees
growing in the open air in England, and blossoming in
April, when the earth is full of water from the rains of

winter, ,-nn ,.v,t suin-r from drou-lit-il is impi.^ihlft ;

if Ill'-.V I'Ih" '-! in .lulv Ihr id.';, lui-llt lie tcMi:il>ll.. I

hiivp kept :i wcath.T j.,unial f.r sumr 30 odd years, and
I find that sunny springs with dry cold winds, the
thermometer not registering lower than 28', have been
followed by fruitful summers. The rustics think that
" showery weathery is good, for it sets the fruit" II i-

a rustic idea. To illustrate what I have said rc-p. I in-'

the favourable nature of dry springs to fruit blus,..iiH

I now give a few abridged extracts from mv ]ouni;il,
" 1862 : April from the 12th to the 24th cold, sunny,
and dry. Plums blossoming abundantly; August, Plums
a heavy crop. 1883 : the whole of April very dry and
bright, frosts at commencement severe, thermometer
registering20°; towards the end frosts lesssevere, register
at 30'; blossoms of fruit trees remarkably healthy;
stigmas as in 18B2 glistening with their secretions.
August: Plums a good crop; Pearsand Apples abundant.
1884 : April the whole month dry and warm (a third
dry April) ; blossoms of fruit trees remarkably vigorous
and healthy. August: Apples and Pears a most
abundant crop. Plums a good but not a heavy crop.
1805 : April warm and dry throughout (a fourth dry
April), wind mostly from the east ; blossoms of fruit
treesmost abundant and healthy. August: Applesagood
crop, the fruit large and handsome ; Pears and Plums
the heaviest crop ever known. 18oG : April mild, with
much rain. August : Apples abundant, but small and
worthless ; Pears but very few ; Plums none." With
regard to my orchard house, I commence to water the
roots as, soon as the blossom-buds swell, and give
them water in moderation during the blossoming
]ieriod. Not a syringe is permitted to be used till the
Iruit has set. " For years " I have had abundant crops
of Apricots, Peaches, and Nectarines ; and it is singular
that last April more Peach blossoms dropped without
setting their fruit than I ever remember, although
enough escaped to give a fair, and, on some trees, a
heavy crop ; the air was close, and full of moisture.
In vesfigator.

Peat for Rhododendrons.^There are two very
distinct kinds of soil to which in common parlance the
term peat is applied. Which is it that you recom-
mend for the cultivation of Rhododendrons ? One
kind (A) is that found on every Heathy common,
consisting chiefly of rather coarse sand with a largo
intermixture of vegetable fibre. The other kind (B)
is that which is often used for fuel, is found in swamps,
and which maybe divided into two sub-species: (1),

that which is found in spots still swampy, which is

compact and solid ; (2), that which is found in spots
once swampy but now dry, which is friable. Both sorts

(viz. 1 and 2) burn away usually with little ash.

I think the Rhododendron nursery grounds of
Messrs. Waterer and Godfrey, near "VVoking. are on
the soil (No. 2) ; and the nursery grounds of Mr. John
Waterer, at Bagshot, are on soil (A). P. P. C. [Strictly

speaking, only the materials marked (1 ) and (2) are to

be called peat. There are however many varieties of
that substance, according to the amount of water held
in suspension by it ; the progress of decay in the com-
ponent parts ; and the foreign matters, such as earth or
sand, introduced into it. It was the rough fibrous
sorts that we had in view in recommending peat earth
for Rhododendrons at p. 825. More detailed remarks
on this subject will be found in another column. Eds.]
The Early Pea Confroeersy.—It must be a matter

for rejiret to many that the trial of Peas at Chiswick
should have been a failure. In a contested matter
involving the interest of rival seed merchants, the free

unfettered decision of a public body is of great
importance. It is not so much the question as to
which is the earliest Pea that is important, as the
aSixing to the same Pea at least four diff'erent names.
If this be done wilfully it is a very " dirty trick of the
trade;" if in ignorance, the public still suB"ers, by
having to pay an exorbitant price for an old Pea with
a UQW name. Hereabouts the general opinion is that
Carter's, Dickson's, DiUistone's, and Sutton's Early
Peas are undoubtedly the same thing under different
names. W. E., Cheshire.

Lilium atiratum.—l added to my collection of Lilies

10 very large bulbs, purchased at Stevens' in February
last. Of these nine have produced one, two, and three
blooms ; the plant, which has not yet flowered, has seven
blossom buds on it. This, I should fancy, is the only
instance of an imported bulb producing so many
flowers the first year. Oeo. Cooper, Alpha House,
Coburg Road, Old Kent Road.
Seedling Roses.—Mr. Davis, of the Bath Kensington

Nursery, sowed on the 1st of March last some Rose
seed, and to-day (Sept. 7) one of the plants has two
flower-buds on it showing colour. I have measured
the plant itself, and I find that it is not more than
3 inches in height. Thomas Parker, Ball Brook, Bath.

Pelargoniums.— I wish to thank Mr. Rush, of
Chester, for the promised leaves of Pelargoniums. I
consider Bertha Chivas quite equal, perhaps superior
to, and distinct from Mrs, Pollock. The centre green
disc is about half the size, the zone is wider and darker,
and the band is of greater width, and a deeper orange-
yellow, like Golden Chain. The spaces between the
veins are also slightly puckered up, and the leaf is so
placed on the stalk as to assume a convex form. This
would be a considerable advantage in wet summers like

the present, enabling the leaf to dry so much sooner,
and thus probably preserving its colour. Altogether
this is a very fine variety, and I inclose the leaf for

your inspection. Several of the others are very pretty,

and as Mr. Rush keeps a pedigree book, one is able to

tell which parent predominates. Most of them are
good hybrids, showing traces of both parents, whereas
some are very like only one of their progenitors.

Nos. 7 and 9 resemble Golden Chain, but difi'er

from that variety in the width and colour of the
golden edge and the size of the green disc. No. 8 is a
(jolden Chain one inch across, and if the specimen
sent is fully grown it will be invaluable for edgings.

.No, 1-.; IS ;i tmy lliirsi'-siioi:' ol' a pcmiliar colour, about
the simi' siz.'. II, i^ a .'HISS bftufcu Golden Circle and
Stella, No. 3, Slellii, by Cloth of Gold, is a fine variety,
with a duller yellow margin than Golden Chain, and a
bronzy tinge over the green centre. No. 2, Stella, by
Golden Fleece, is a very peculiar colour. No. 10,
Miidame Vaucher, by Golden Fleece, is a uuicolor of
til ' yellowish-green class, of a similar colour to Golden
,\ I r,'get. If the flowers and habits of these prove as good
a^ tlie leaves, they will be useful additions to the flower
garden. I also wish to thank Mr. Ross, of The Gardens,
Welford Park, Newbury, for a sport of Golden Chain.
It is a very peculiar variety. The centre is yellowish
green, like the green disc of Cerise Unique, but it has
no horse-shoe zone like that variety. The yellowish
green runs through nearly to the edge, which
IS hght green, like Cerise Unique. The leaf

also has the whitish stem of that variety, from
which I infer that Golden Chain was probably
one of the parents of Cerise Unique. The entire
reversal of colour in this sport is extraordinary. The
green centre is changed into a yellowish hue, and the
golden edge to a light green. This sport, Mr. Boss
informs me, is two years old, and has continued quite
true since 1834. Two sports, exactly alike, were
obtained from two distinct plants that year; they are
much stronger and more vigorous in habit than
Golden Chain. I enclose a leaf, and a part of
the whitish stem. I am also obliged to Mr.
Bowie, of Chillingham, for information of the sport-
ing of Golden Chain. I still believe that it

very rarely sports ; but should be glad of further
information concerning its constancy and origin.
Perhaps my correspondent in Yorkshire will also be
good enough to forward to the editors of the Gardener^
CAroKjcfc leaves of his silver sport of Mrs. Pollock.
Can any of your readers explain why fruit and flowers
are so much more constant to their true character
than leaves, and why when the former sport the
latter seldom or ever sport with them? I desire to
thauk Mr. Judd for his valuable inform'ition just
received about Golden Chain. It seems it also
sports with him, and that the late Donald
Beaton thought Golden Chain 150 years old,

and that it had descended from inquinans, as already
stated. There is no doubt but that Mrs. Pollock came
with variegated cotyledons, as stated by Mr. Grieve
last week, and that all seedlings that come with white
cotyledons die. I hope this statement will satisfy

those numerous correspondents who seem to have
doubts on these points. D. T. Fish. [The variety
called Bertha Chivas is, we think, superior to
Mrs. Pollock, having a smaller centre of green, and
a broader golden margin, this golden tint being the
deepest and richest we have yet seen. The red zone too
is somewhat brighter, but in this respect the variety
does not equal Lady CuUum. The sport from Golden
Chain is one of the marbled series, with a green margin,
yellow-green centre, and striated petiole. Eds.]
Allamanda Hendersoni.—Will some of your cor-

respondents who have flowered this inform me
whether or not they see any difference between it

and A. Schottii ? I bought a plant of it, which
has made vigorous growth, and is now in
bloom, and I can discover no difference whatever
between it and Schottii. Mr. Bull, from whom! had
my plant, told me where I could see it in perfection. I
did not go; but the gardener at the place named kindly
sent me a bloom, which dilfers in no way from those of
Schottii, except in its being an inch less in diameter
than one with which I matched it, and which was
gathered off a plant that had been in flower three
months, and which had travelled to several exhibitions.
John Stevens, Gardener, Malvern Hall, Solihull. [It

is said to be a more continuous bloomer than other
kinds. Eds.]
Wrens.—These give us a song most days in the year,

and are great favourites of mine. The robin sings and
twitters m many months, so do the song thrush, the
missel thrush, the hedge sparrow, and the beautiful
wood lark ; the lovely warble of the latter by night or
day I delight to hear; and here, where we are not
favoured with the company of the sweet nightingale,

the wood lark is a charmin" substitute. I must say,

however, that I have concluded for years that the
little jolly jovial Jenny Wren is the bird that gives us
a hearty song on more days in the year than any
other of our native birds. In a plantation here behind
the hothouses,potting shed, &c., I erected a sort of home-
built shed with posts, having forks at their summits for

laying poles in to support the rafters and roof, no nails

being u.sed, the fixing being done with withes. These
sheds are first covered with branches of evergreens or

other leafy plantation pruuings, which also clothe the
sides and ends. A light thatching of straw is then
given to keep all water-tight. Convenient stores are thus

formed fitted up with bins, where required, made with
rough slabs, poles, &c. In these I keep all sizes of flower-

pots, pans, charcoal, lime, sand, soils of all kinds,

stakes, pegs, lights, coverings for frames, and a host of

other materials, which are come-at-able at all

times and seasons. These sheds form the shelter-

ing harbours of the jolly little Jenny AVrens.

In these they build their nests and hatch their young
without molestation. They roost all the year amongst
the warm leafy branches, among which they forage for

spiders, gnats, eggs, and larvae ; they sally forth at early

morning, singing heartily and joyfully almost every

day in the year. No matter how cold, or whether it

be frost or snow, their song is sure to be heard.

They make their appearance, and rummage about under
the leaves of shrubs, and keep picking away at what in

many cases cannot be discovered by the naked eye.

They search all through our beds of Violets, through
all the houses that are ventilated, breaking out into a
hearty song occasionally when they appear to have
good luck in finding their favourite food. I was very
sorry one day on observing one of those dear little
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birds caught and dead in a large Erica Massonii,
covered with glutinous flowers—a plant which was
also loaded with dead flies and gnats in great variety,

humble bees, wasps,- &c., in thousands. Here one ol' my
poor Jenny Wrens was fixed by its wings and tail, and
quite stretched out by its flutter in trying to escape.

James Barnes, Bictou.

octettes.
Glasgow ANt> Wfisr of Scotland Horticultural : Sept. 12.

—The last great Show of the i

every resiiect, as can well be i

fewer than 1200 entries were
groups were exhibited. The <

in this respect above any oth^i

an indication, of the most unju
spread influence which hort
amongst the wealthy, but t

which form the thew and £

1 we state that no
upwards of 1200
lijs been famous
- centre. This is

iiter,of the wide-
. I oiling not only

ong^t the more humble classes
iw of the greatness of any com-

mercial district. It was as unlike the great Edinburgh Show
as possible iri many of its details, inasmuch as it not only
represented the gardens of the aristocracy, but in a very large

measure those gardens and plots of the toiling artisan who
devotes a portion of his evenings to flower cultivation.

As a plant show it was not unattractive, owing- to the
groups furnished by various exhibitoi-3. As usual Vr >Tit''1:---H.

gr. to the Duke of Hamilton, Hamilton Palace, tl >
i i

nently among the prize takers in the plant d' p
new plants in particular being a source of geiiut .i .;

, .:

Among them we noted Agave schidigera, a veij li mi ' oiv

Agave, ornamented with long ribbon-like white lilaii-ieots

hanging gracefully from its green foliage ; the very handsome
Pem-like Cocos Weddeliana ; the TMef-Palm Phcenicoplio-
rium sechellarum, and a few other dwarf ornamental Palms;
also very handsome plants of Pandanus omatus, Maranta
roaeo-picta, and Verschaffeltia splendida, Mr. Clark, Royal
Botanic Gardens, sent a large and most interesting assortment
of fine plants, including the handsome tree Fern, Alsophila
escelsa ; one of tiie best examples to be seen of the grand
and noble-looking Dracaena Braco, with its lanceolate foliage

reaching near to the dome of the famous City Hall ; a Miltonia
spectabHis with 300 blooms, a very wonderful plant

!

Oncidium Lanceanum ; a most lovely new Huntleya, with
yellowish white sepals and petals, and a splendid broad lip

with the white ground colour heavily suffused with violet.

Messrs. J. & R. Thyue had also a nice miscellaneous assort-

ment, including several pretty variegated specimens of
Alocasia macrorbiza, Verschaffeltia splendida, Anthurium
magnificum, with Marantas and Crotons of sorts, inter-

spersed with finely flowered half specimens of Ixoras of

different kinds, making a very nice arrangement.
One of the most novel and probably generally interesting

features that commanded at once respect and attention, was a
collection of variegated Pelargoniums, &c., from Mr. William
Campbell, gr. to Wm. Stirling Crawfurd, Esq., Castlemilk,
arranged in front of the orchestra on sloping terraced shelves.

They were chiefly grown as pyramidal plants, and the effect

was as imposing as it was undoubtedly chaste. Among the
aUver variegations the following were remarkably pretty
plants ;—Flower of Spring, Bijou, Mrs, Lenox, Lizzie, Glow-
wonn, and Kenilworth. Among the more fiery-aoned varieties

stood out the following— Mrs. Benyon, Mrs. Pollock, The
Countess, Lucy Grieve, a conspicuous and beautiful acquisition
to the class, Countess of Tyrconnel, Itaha Unita, and Sunset.
^Tiat enhanced the effect of these was the introduction of

several nice pyramidal plants of Coleus of sorts, with Ferns
as a back ground.

* plant as.^nrtment Mr. Mitchell had nice
h ' I, \l u :i l;i lua, and AitoniauaTum-

In the I

plants of Erica ampu
bullii, along with a ]p| i

spikes, a Coi-al plant,

David Tod, Esq.. ul

good Odontoglossum g
In the Heath 'classes

View Park, Buthwell.
i of the most lo'

riths

! . -le. Mr. Murray, gr. to
lu L , ; , I .i nice I^pageria rosea, a
luc. '_'. leiiei.ichilum, and some others.
. Nt;!! Glass, gr. to R. Addie, Esq.,

3 first with a splendid Marnockiana,
nd effective of all autumu-blouming

Heaths ; a very fine Jackaoni, and some others. Mr. Boyd,
gr. to T. D. Finlay, Esq., Easterhill.bad a good retorta major,
Aitoniana, and others. In the smaller collection cLosses, Mr.
Fleming, gi-. to J. 0. Wakefield, Esq. ; Mr. A. Walker, gr. to
S. Hill, Esq., Merrylees, Cathcart ; and Mr. Jas. Forbes, gr. to
Geo. Buchanan, Esq., Beechwood, took prizes. In these
groups were splendid examples of Statice Holfordi, Pleroma
elegans, finely bloomed ; Oncidium flesuosum. Ericas of
sorts, some nice plants of Lilium auratum, and other Lilies.

Some eight competitors tried their strength in this class. In
Fine Foliage plants, Mr, Mitchell and Mr. Murray, Ironbank,
were successful; the former exhibitor having a splendid
Cordyline indivisa. Dasylirion glaucum, Croton variegatum,
and Pandanus elegantissimus. Mr. Murray bad a fine

Theopbrasta imper^iis, a Croton angustifolium, and Cordy-
line indivisa.

In the Zonal Pelargonium class there was a spirited compe-
tition. Mr. Neil Campbell, gr., Cathcart, having much the
finest lot, comprising Ameliiia Grisau, Lucius, Virgo Maria,
Excellent, Herald of Spring, &c. Mr. Angus Drummond, gr.,

Meadow Park, had also a lot similar in kind to those men-
tioned above. Fuchsias were not a large exhibition, and they
comprised some of the older sorts, which yet find much
favour, such as Catherine Hayes, Silver Swan, Wiltshire Lass,
Marginata, Princess of Prussia, and such like. Mr. M'Bride, gr.

to R. Goodwin, Esq., Hazlewood, and Mr. Alex. Walker, were
the most successful. Liliums were a large and a very pro-
minent group, including the several varieties of lancifolium,
which are in general demand, such as punctatum, cruentum,
album, iSiC. Those from Mr. James Forbes, gr., Beechwood.
Mr. Angus M'lntyre. gr. to S. W. M'Culloch, Esq., Partick

;

and some from an exhibitor, which were disqualified by the
judges from not being distinct enough, formed a remarkably
fine lot.

Floral devices and table and hand bouquets were quite an
exhibition of themselves, and most of them were of a praise-

worthy character. If exception might be taken to any of them,
it was to the devices, which instead of being done up with
flowers, pu r et simple, were bespattered with Mossand sand, and
some of the colours were made up with the florets and corollas

of some of the many flowers which decorate the border and the
greenhouse. The small bouquets, however, were woi'thy of all

praise for their want of the stiffness and general monotony
which characterise these things, being relieved by hand-
some fronds of Ferns, and other "lively green." Mr. A.
M'Parlane, gr. to A. Dennistown, Esq., Golf Hill, and Mr. A.
M'Cullum, Ardchapel, obtained the premiums for devices.

Mr. James Forbes, gr. to George Buch:man, Esq., Partick
;

Mr. Francis Smith, gr. to A. Arthur, Esq., Laurel Bank, and
Mr. Coulbourn, Redrew, were the premier prize-takers for

table bouquets ; while among 40 hand bouquets, those from
Mr. Campbell, Maxildslie Castle, Mr. Ramsay, Helensburgh,
and Mr. M'Bride, Hazlewood, excelled, and were placed in the
order in which they are named.
Austin and M'Aslan exhibited a mi'scellaneous lot suitable

for indoor decoration, inserted within handsome ornamental
painted pots and guards. Peter M'Kenzie, Gordon Street, had
a lot of similar character, with some cut flowers. Dreghom
and Aitken, Kilmarnock, exhibited a collection of herbaceous
plants, Ferns, both hardy and exotic, and several nice things,

not the least beautiful of which was Rochea falcata, having a
fine umbellate head of scarlet flowers.
Orchids were only exhibited by Mr. Murray, who had a nice

plant and a good variety of the charming Laelia elegans.
together with Cypripedium Lowii and superbiens, and Onci-
dium barbatum.

In Florists", Flowers 'the first thing demanding attention is

the Dahlias, which were both shown largely and well. The
chief prize for 36 varieties fell to Joseph Garshore, Nursery-
man, Falkirk, who had the following sorts in very good style -
Lord Palmerstou, Leah, Miss Henshaw. Blushing 15 (a very
good thing). Chairman, Criterion, Yellow Triumph, Jeannie
Austin, Miss Roberts, Charlotte Dorliug, Willie Austin, Lady
Maude Herbert, Bob Ridley, Lotty Atkins, Lilac Perfec-
tion, Peri, Baron Taunton, Delica'ta, Juno, Stella Colas,
Princess Alice, Anna Keyiies, Donald Beaton, Fanny Purchase,
LUac Queen, Hugh Miller, Princess of Prussia. Belloni,
Marquis of Winchester, John Downie, Andrew Dodds, Count
Cavour, Favourite, Golden Dror* and one or two others. Mr.
Geo. Wliite, Nurseryman, Paisley, was a good 2d, with sorts
similar to the above. In the Class for 24, Mr. Jas. Gibson, gr.,
Fairhill, Hamilton, had a very fine stand, comprising Criterion,
Belloni, Beauty of Slough, Willie Austin, Lilac Queen, Miss
Henshaw, Baron Taunton, Lord Palmer^ton, Gulden Drop,
Delicata, Garibaldi, Donald Beaton, CI. ;! ii. T.

i I T>erby,
iinuaKeynes, Mauve Queen, Beauty of Kill ,

> ,.
, I'.rown,

Nonsuch, Golden Admiration, Bird of IVi '1:1
J ilherry,
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I miifermline, had each '

1 -LluiU.
-Mr. T. Uuchan, TuUiallan : Mr. W. HUson, Cathcart, aud Mr.
AIg^. Eadie, had the best stands among amateurs.

In Hollyhock spikes Downie, Laird & Laing had,' besides
those named as spikes at the Edinburgh Show, Consul Beda,
an immense crimson flower ; Wm. Young, a fine rosy salmon

;

Lelia, a good salmon-peach ; along with James Anderson, in
good condition as to spike and individual flower. Mr. D.
M'Farlane, gr., King'sMeadows, was successfulamonggardeners
with the following : - General Beda, Orange Perfection, Charles
Eyre, Glory, Lord Rokeby, Countess of Craven, Earl of Breadal-
bane, one of the very best crimson ; Glory, Mrs. Downie, and
Invincible. Mr. Niel Glass, gr. to R. Addie, Esq., View jpark,
Bothwell, was a good second.
In Pansies Mr. Matthew Tadd was most successful with the

following flowers :—Rev. H. Dombrain, Lavinia, Prince Im-
perial, Lord^Clyde, Lady Hastings, J. B. Downie, W. B. Speirs,
Miss Grieve' Cherub, Cupid, Lady Belhaven, Emperor, Perfec-
tion, Othello, Annie Lisle, Hugh Campbell, Chancellor, Lady
L. Dundas, Wm. Dean, Miss H. Newton, and some seedlings.
In the other lot were good blooms of Francis Low, Mrs. Laird,
Chenili, Miss E. Cuchiune, cSic.

C.] 1 li M , ; I i_'ely represented, Mr. James Henderson, gr.,
(lit

I 1: line spikes of Madame Basseville, Janire,
Mil ! I .

,
Ninon de I'Enclos, Comte de Momy, Im-

peiiiii , I 11.'.
. ( .ilypso, Penelope, Madame Binder, Brench

leytu.sw, ;iud iSeptuue. Mr. R. Munro, gr. to H. Long, E.^sq.,

Largu, and Mr. John M'Gregor, gr. to Wm. Henshaw, Esq.,
had good stands, the more prominent of which were Le
Poussin, Madame Adele Souchet, Rubens, Achille, Princess
Clotilde, Mathilde de Landevoisin, and James Veitch.
Robert Allen, Nurseryman, Bridge of Allan, had several finely

grown plants of Leptopteris superba. Stuart iSrMein, Kelso,
had several spikes of seedling Hollyhocks. A splendid speci-
men of Lastrea Filix-mas cristata was shown by Mr. Hugh
Highgate, Port Glasgow.
Fruit was by no means a small exliibition, many of the

articles shown being very meritorious. The very best for
effect was the collection shown by Mr. John Colquhoun,
Fruiterer, Glasgow, on a long tablo standing across the prin-
cipal hall. It was a splendidly got up lot of fruit, and the
arrangementwas such that the visitors unequivocally expressed
their admiration, both as to the samples and the mode of
arrangement. It comprised seven Pines of sorts ; several of the
bunchts of Grapes that obtained premier awards at Edin-
burgh the week previous ; some very fine Peaches, Nectarines,
and Apricots ; quantities of Plums, Walnuts, and lots of small
fruit, with some very showy and beautiful Pear=. Appk-o -nv)

Shaddocks, set in baskets lined \vith blue in. > 11 1-
whole group arranged in a dessert service of I'l

Baskets of fruit were exhibited by Mr. Mitcln :
\\- .|.

bell, Mauldslie Castle, and Mr. Gilbert M'Meekin, j- ,
1 i: it

Kerr, Esq., Crookston Hall, comprising Pines, Grapes, Peaches,
Melons, &c., the exhibitors being placed in the order in which
they are named. An extra prize was awarded to Mr. John
Baniwell, gr. to J. Nicol Fleming, Esq., Kilkerran, for a very
nice box, comprising such sorts as has been named above.

In the White Muscat class, Mr. M'Connachie again took
Ist position, and Mr. Mitchell 2d, both growers having good
samples. In the Black Hamburgh classes, Mr. Jas. Cassels,
gr. toJ. Deans, Esq., Kirkstyle, Kilmarnock, was first with
a nice lot, a little rubbed in transit. Mr. Mitchell, and Mr.
David Smilie, gr. to the Duchesse de Coina, Burgeny, were
equal 2d. Mr. Mitchell was placed 1st with a collection of
Hamburgbs ; and Mr. Smith, gr. to Sir R. Napier, Milliken
Hall, was 1st for the heaviest bunch in a condition fit for
table, with Black Hamburgh. Pines were shown same as in
Assembly Rooms by Mr. Fowlis, gr., Fordell House, and by
Mr. James Peacock, Castledykes. Peaches were neither a
large nor a very fine lot, a good dish of Barrington being fur-
nished by Mr. Peacock, and Late Admirable by Mr. Campbell.
Plums were not particularly good, and Melons were not at all

remarkable for quantity or quality. A pjirticularly fine
sample of Apples was fimiished by Mr. Ramsey, gr. to the
Marquis of Bute, Rothsay, comprising Echinvale, Wellington,
and Lord Suffield. A very promising seedling Apple, named
Princess of Wales, was furnished by Downie &, Co., and which
we understand is a very heavy cropper.
Miss Emma Peckham, Brighton, exhibited a fine assortment

of artificial flowers in wax, good representations of Orchids of
sorts, Kalmia latifolia, Heaths, Ferns, &c. Fuwler & Co. had
a case of seeds, nicely arranged. Amateurs had a large and
imposing display, which to particularise would occupy too
much space, but, considering the circumstances under which
they had been grown, were of a highly satisfactory character.
The Hall and adjacent rooms were fiUed from morning till

10 o'clock at night, and the receipts were larger than on any
former

Notices of iSooltg.
Conlrihxcthns towards a dihele Hihernica, heing Out-

lines of the Geographical Distriltution of Plants in

Ireland. By I). Moore, I'n. 1)., and A. G. More.
F.L.S. Dublin : Hodges, Smith & Co. ; London

:

Van Voorst, 1866. 8vo. Pp. 399 ; with a map.
Dr. David Moore, for the last quarter of a century
director of the Botanic Garden at Glasnevin, needs no
introduction to the readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle.
Trained originally as a liotanist under Dr. Mackay, and
attached for many years as naturalist to the Irish
Ordnance Survey, his practical knowledge of the plants
of the island and their localities is well known to be
unsurpassed by that ofany other person. JVIr. A. G. More

is a younger man, who has published but little hitherto,
but who also is well known amongst those interested in
British botany as having thorough, critical knowledge
of our indigenous flora. In the present work they have
united their forces in an attempt to fill a blank in
botanical literature. This is the first endeavour which
has been made to trace out systematically the distribu-
tion of Irish plants. For Britain proper we have
had two " Botanists' Guides ;" one of them going back
nearly to the beginning of the century, and about 30
separate books for counties aud other tracts, and more
recently a very elaborate work in four volumes, the
" Cybele Britannica " of Mr. H. C. Watson, in which the
horizontal and vertical range of each plant is very
carefully sketched out in detail, and the introduced
species and those reported upon as doubtful or on
unconfirmed authority are sifted out from the others.
The author of this work had proposed that the title of
" Cybele " should be employed for books of this kind, in
the same way as that of her sister goddess " Flora " is

used for works where the plants of a particular tract
are distinguished from one another. Hence the title
" Contributions towards a Cybele Hihernica." It has
not been found possible'as yet towi'ite nearly so complete
an account of tlie distribution of the plants of Ireland
:is of those of Britain proper. The latest special flora

"f .Ireland (the "Flora Hihernica" of Dr. Mackay)
is now 30 years old, and perhaps we should add not
very trustworthy, and certainly very meagre in its

geographical details. For detached portions of the
island there are only two separate recent local lists, the
" Botanists Guide for the County of Cork," by Dr.
Power, published in 18-15 ; and an e.^cellent " Flora of
Ulster and Botanists' Guide through the North of

Ireland," published two years ago by Professor Dickie.
These, with several older lists, and various scattered
notices in the " Phytologist " and other periodicals,

were the previously published material for information
on the subject ; but the authors have of course incorpo-
rated this and thoroughly sifted it, and have added and
classified a large amount of unpublished information
from their own resources, and the contributions of
correspondents in various parts of the island.

By Mr. Watson Britain proper was divided into 13
botanical provinces. Following out the same plan our
authors divide Ireland into 12, the limits of which they
illustrate by a coloured map. Under each plant they
give first a line of figures denoting the provinces in

which it has been ascertained to grow, and then, for

most of those that are at all rare, a list of particular

localities, so that the work will serve both as a list for

reference to the general botanist in his study, and as

a field guide to let the travelling or resident collector

know what species have been ascertained to grow in

any particular part of the island, and where to look for

the rarities. The following, for instance, is tlie way in

which they notice the Killamey Arbutus :

—

"A. Unedo (Linn.), Strawberry tree.
" District 1 -----------
"Lat. 51°—53'. South-west of Ireland— Kerry and

Cork.
" Hibernian type ; not native in G;peat Britain.

"Boggy woods and rocky places; very local. Fl.,

Sept.-0ct.
Plentiful in the woods at Mucruss, and in all the

islands in the lakes at Killarney, as well as at

Glengariff, near Bantry; Flor. Mib. At GlengarifT,

nnd about most of the mountains and lakes in the
linrony of Bere ; Drummond. By the lakes in the
iiarony of Bere; Ballyrizzard, Crookhaveu;
I'lor. Cork. An old tree on the western declivity of
Hungry Hill : Island in Loch Inchiquin, on the south
side of Kenmare Bay; /. Carroll. Islands at the
head of the Kenmare River ; Smith's Kerry.

" Parkinson notices the Arbutus as " of late dayes
(1680) found in the west part of Ireland,

—

Theatr. Bot.,

pp. 1489, 1490."

The average annual temperature of the Kerry coast
is about equal to that of Helston and Ventnor, 52°;

whilst that of Ulster equals that of the north of
England. At Dublin the rainfall is not much greater

than that of York or London, but towards Cork and
the south-west the annual fall rises to from 40 to

60 inches. The hill-country is so distributed through-
out the island that there is not one of the 13 provinces
where, in some parts, the surface does not rise above
2000 feet. The highest mountain about equals

Snowdon and Scawfell, fallingbelow the highest Scottish

peaks by nearly 1000 feet. The most striking circum-
stance brought out, when we compare the Irish ivith

the British flora, is the large number of plants common
to Britain and the Continent which do not reach
Ireland. Out of 1425 British plants our authors admit
as clearly ascertained for Ireland only 950, just two out
of three. Mr. Watson has carefully classified the
British plants into " types of distribution," according
as they are spread over the whole island, or are

restricted to particular parts of it. Of the 530 species

diffused throughout Britain, Ireland has nearly all.

Of the 70 " Atlantic " or south-western species she has
41; of the 127 "Germanic" or south-eastern species she
has only 18 ; of the 458 " English " and " local " species,

principally plants which grow in England and are

absent from or very local m Scotland, or, at any rate,

fall short of the Highland provinces, she has 250;
whilst of the 238 plants of the north, the species

restricted in Britain to the hill-country, she has
only 106.

There are about 20 plants which grow in Ireland but
not in Britain, and from a geographical point of view
these are very interesting. Two of them, Neottia

genimipara and SisjTinchium anceps, are common to

Ireland and America, but not known anywhere upon
the European Continent. A third species, Eriocaulou

septangulare, is common to America, the west of

Ireland, and tlie Island of Skye, but is not known
elsewhere in Europe. Most of the other species which
are Irish but not British, as, for instance, the Arbutu-s
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two or three SaxifraRas of the London Pride group,

two Heaths, and a recently-discovered Orchis
(Neotinea intacta) are plants of Spain and the south-
west of France. These facts serve as a foundation for

more than one hypothesis ; indeed, there is greater

need, it appears to us, for fresh facts than for new
hypotheses—a need which the present volume, hence-
forth essential to all who occupy themselves with
Irish plants and their distribution, goes far to supply.

Books Recei^'ED.—HandbooJc for Travellers in

Westmoreland and Cumberland. Another of Mr.
Murray's useful handbooks, containing an account of

the physical I'm lures anil l'< 'ology of the district, as well
as an accovuit ni [ho " iinuuers and cu.stoms of the
natives," and tlh' u-ual iiil'a'niation for travellers.

Nature and Art. ludor this title Messrs. Day & Sons
are issuing a monthly periodical, the coloured
illustrations of which render it an acceptable addition
to the already copious list of serials. In the number
for the present month are coloured plates representing
a mummy case, the . sand grouse, some Parisian
trinkets, and one in illustration of an article of Mr.
Penley's on Sketching from Nature. There are in

addition several well-executed woodcuts. The text
comprises articles on archaeology, natural history, fine

arts, music, travels, etc., so that an excellent shilling's

worth of agreable reading in addition to attractive
illustrations is here provided. In former numbers we
notice, among other things, coloured plates and
descriptions of the Welwitschia and of the Rat-tailed
Radish.—We observe that a third edition of Mr.
William Paul's Observations on the Cutivation of Hoses
in Pots (Kent & Co.) has lately been issued. The
success which has attended Mr. Paul's productions at

the metropolitan, shows affords sufficient evidence that
those who h.ive hitherto been aided by his instruction
have been taught by a master of the art of growing pot
Roses ; and that those who wish to excel in the future
cannot do better than put themselves under hi:

guidance.

Catalogues Received.—The return of the Bulb-
planting season is evidenced by the appearance of the
Priced Lists of Dutch Bulbs. Of these there are
before us the excellent lists of the great champions at
our London Spring Shows, Mr W. Paul, and Mr.
Cutbush—iiRUielv, jr. Paul's (AValtham Cross) Select
List of Hi/acinths, ^'cr, and W. Cntbvsh iSc Son's
(Highgate) Bulb Catalogue for 1S66. We have also

the Fourth Part of J. Carter Sc Co.'s, (Holborn) Vade
Mecum, devoted to Dutch and Cape Bulbs, Sec. ; Barr
<^ Sugden's (Covent Garden) Choice Bulbs; Sutton S:

Sons' (Reading) Catalogue of Bulbous Flower Boots

;

E. G. Henderson S( Son's Catalogue of Bulbs ; and F.
S( A. Dickson 4" Sons' (Chester) Dutch Flower Boots, all

comprehensive in character. Hamilton S( Wright's
(Thornton Heath) Bulb Catalogue is more limited, as
is C. Turner's (Slough) Bulbous Floicer Roots : B. S.
Williams's (HoUoway) General Bulb Catalogue;
J. Scott's (Yeovil) Catalogue of Flower Soots ; W.
Bull's Betail List of New, Beautiful, and Bare
Plants, comprising among other novelties several
introduced by Dr. Welwitsch and Dr. Seemann ; and B.
Parker's (Tooting) Catalogue, which latter combines
bulbs with a general selection of plants. Of foreign
bulb lists we have Vilmorin Andrieux tf" Cie's Cata-
logue des Ognonsa Fleurs et des Fraisiers ; and Groene-
wegen 4' Co.'s (Amsterdam) Bidb List.—O! general
plant lists we have, Aug. Tan Geert's (Ghent) Extract
of General Catalogue; W. Dillistone's (Sible Heding-
ham) New Plants of 1866, the latter chiefly consisting
of Soft-wooded subjects; H. Cannell's (Woolwich)
Autumn Catalogue of Fuclisias, S^c, which should be
consulted by those interested in thisflower; B.Fdwards
4" \Son's (Nuthall) Catalogue of Ferns, a very
respectable list, chiefly of British kinds.—From the
Antipodes we have G. Maiihew's (Dunedin) Garden
Calendar, with list of Seeds, a brief resume of garden
operations adapted to the climate and seasons of New
Zealand; and T. Lang <^ Co.'s (Ballarat) Coniferous
Trees ; Flowering Bulbs and Tubers, and Soft-wooded
Plants. , Others still before us we hope to notice soon.

iPIorigts' i?lototrs.
The New Verbenas of 1866.—The last few seasons

have been very adverse to the cultivation of this useful
and really beautiful tribe of plants. What with black
and green fly, thrips, and red spider, the cultivator has
had enough to do to keep many of the old and good
varieties. I was therefore much pleased early in the
spring to notice amongst Messrs. Low's novelties a
quantity of Verbenas, raised by Mr. Boucharlat, the
fine foliage and healthy growth of which formed a
striking contrast to our English varieties ; they
seemed to be a fresh strain, so different were
they in appearance ; and I was more surorised to
find that many of these were striped varieties, as
the striped kinds before introduced were of weak
and sickly habit. I watched them carefully through
the summer, and was very much gratified to find that
they continued to grow in the same vigorous manner.
Amongst them are some very nice additions. The
striped varieties will not indeed be efi'ective for Ijedding,
but for exhibition they will be very interesting, forming
a most pleasing contrast to the varieties with self-
coloured flowers.

I find on reference to my notes, that the following are
very distinct and good :—Madame Hermann Stenger
and Madame Rougier Chauviere, both white, striped
and Baked with scarlet. Madame Petiu and Madame
Thihaut, both white, striped, and flaked with purple.
M. Lansezeur jeune, white with crimson stripes; fine
habit. Fra Diavolo, white, curiously splashed with
crimson and purple. Marquis de Chateauneuf, white,
striped with purple. Mr. Wood, white, striped and
flaked with purplish lilac ; extra fine. Orango, white.

with deep purple stripes. Oreglia, while, with erimson
and purple stripes. Rovelli freres, white, with bright

scarlet stripes; fine habit. Miriam, a variety of
American origin, white, distinctly and evenly striped
with pink. This last and Annie (Cooling) are the two
best and most distinctly striped, being without flakes
in the white ground.
Amongst self varieties. Attraction, deep chocolate

flushed with crimson; Lord Houghton, deep purplish
lilac with dark eye; and Miranda, blush, with deep
purple eye, have been very fine. They were sent out
by Messrs. Low in the spring, Mr. Nichols being the
raiser. Attraction will make a splendid bedder, and
the flower and truss are both of good size. Next in
order for useful bedding purposes is Crimson King
(Methven); and as a scarlet "Fire Brigade," sent out
by Mr. Kirtland, of Stoke Newington, will I think
take a first rank, being dwarf in habit, a free bloomer,
of fine colour, with medium truss, and stands wet and
drought well. Some other varieties from the Conti
nent are also useful additions from their fine habit and
distinct colours ; namely—Ninon, crimson with lemon
eye, very efiective; Renaudet, deep velvety crimson,
with dark eye, fine ; Madame Comtet Aine, white, with
rosy pink eye, very beautiful; Arlequin, variegated
foliage, cerise, good truss, the best variegated variety

;

Azurea superba, deep bluish purple, white eye, fine

;

Reine des Roses, deep rose, beautiful foliage aiid a fine

bedder.
With tjie varieties sent out by the English raisers I

am somewhat di-sappainted, especially with those recom-
mended in such grandiloquent terms and with so much
verbosity as to puzzle ordinary readers—one in par-
ticular taking a whole catalogue page to describe its

wonderful properties, in which case I suppose the
writer so mystified himself that he quite forgot to
mention the colour. Surely such descriptions are not
required by a simple flower like the Verbena. The
varieties of Maonetti sent out by Messrs. E. G, Hen-
derson & Son may be interesting, but at present can
scarcely be called useful additions to our gardens.
Beauty of England, sent out by them, is a nice blush
white variety; Rosy Circle, a rosy purple with lemon
eye, is a fine bedder ; Painted Lady, blush, with deep
crimson eye, is very attractive ; Mrs. General Lee,
crimson purple, is a fine bedder ; and Junius, a novel
colour, deep orange scarlet, are all worth a pLace in any
garden. Neither their Celestial Blue nor Mr. Bull's
Really Blue will, I am afraid, be so useful as our old
Purple King. We have nothing among light blues
yet to be compared with old Blue Bonnet, which I have
seen at Broxbourne this season very good.
The Carnation stripes, sent out by Mr. Bull this

season, are eclipsed by the Continental varieties, the
raisers of which have stolen a march upon us in this
class.

Out of 100 " new " varieties of this year the above are
all I could find that would pass muster; although some
are no doubt deserving of further trial. I have not
seen the varieties raised by Mr. Eckford, and sent out
by Mr. Keynes, therefore I am unable to say anything
respecting them, but no doubt some of your readers,
who may be able to give us their experience with the
new varieties, will tell us something about them.
Amongst old varieties Melindres .has especially at-

tracted my attention, and is still worth growing for

vases, edging, &c. The Moor (Smith), a deep maroon
crimson, with dark eye, is good; and Startler (IJull),

cerise, with large lemon eye and a splendid habit, seems
to be a great improvement on that old favourite, Lord
Raglan. William Heale, Upper Clapton.
Caenations.—Seeing in a recent Gardeners' Chro-

nicle (p. 803) a notice of a curiously-coloured Carnation,
I send you specimens of some, among which I think
you will find the same variety which Mr. Marshall sent.
They were raised from seed I got two years ago .at

Clermont, in the south of France, and produced last
year many which were remarkable novelties to me,
especially in point of colour, of which I should have
sent you specimens, had I not presumed that they
must be known in the south of England. Unfortu-
nately many of my plants perished last winter, so that
I have not so many varieties, nor are they so fine, as
last season. W. C Trerelyan, Wallington, Neiocastle-
on-Tyne. [Some of the flowers sent were identical
with those previously noticed ; and the whole were of
the same character, though varying in their colours.
Eds.]

Pailuee and Disappointment.—Many months
ago I wrote to you for advice respecting some frame-
hives in which the bees had chosen to build their combs
right across the frames. In accordance with your
advice, which, to any one more experienced in the
manipulation of bees under such circumstances than I
am, was very good, I proceeded, early in May, to
examine into the state of these particular hives, with a
view to carrying out your directions, llemoving the
crown-board of one, I found the bees very strong, and
the combs well supplied with honey. This was one of
my artificial swarms, reared a twelvemonth previously.
As anticipated, I found the combs to be all con.structed
crossways ; but acting on your hint, I commenced
cutting the connecting combs, and succeeded pretty
well in taking out the first or outside frame. I then
began to dissever the second from its neighbour, but
found considerable difliculty in passing the knife down
between, and on attempting to lift it out, a large piece
of brood-comb, filled at the top with honey, and below
with grubs, gave way and fell into the hive. I now
became alarmed, and feared to go on with the attempt
to set matters ridit. I took away the piece of comb
that had fallen r!- n, i-i'i red the frames and crown-
board, inwarll; I ' | noceed no further, but to
let the hive tak I :

- ii .
i I'liis resolution I have kept,

and feel no inellii:, Si iT^.ik through. It isagreat

disappointment to me, as I had hoped, when procuring
these much extolled Woodbury hives, to have begun a
newerainniy bee-keeping experiences. But the truth is,

I am too old to commence any new-fangled methods
of manipulating my bees with any chance of seeing
my attempts successful. When a person is bordering
on 60 years of age, he should be content to take things
pretty much as he may find them ; and I think I w: 8

rash and presumptuous in beginning (to me) a novel
system of bee-keeping. The most I shall hereafttr

attempt with lihese hives will be to use the supers and
endeavour to obtain honey, leaving the manipulation
of frames to such excellent bee-masters as your cor-

respondent Mr. S. Bevan Fox, who, with their use,

appears to have no difliculty in compelling his bees to

do pretty much as he pleases. I often wish that I
could have the opportunity of seeing him perform
some of the operations, which, to me, appear to be so

very difficult. I doubt not that more could be learned

in an hour or two with him, than.can be gained from
almost any amount of reading.

I intend to keep the number of my stocks to about
11, by returning swarms to their parent hives, or by
uniting two or more together.

There is another disadvantage under which I labour.

My bees are so spiteful, that they will not allow me to

perform the slightest operation among them without
having on a bee dress ; and often, when I am at work
in a part of my garden at a considerable distance from
their stands, they attack me most persistently, and drive
me to seek refuge in the nearest busli. It is the same
as regards my gardener; and my wife and children,

owing to the bees being so vicious, can scarcely attempt
to gather a few flowers. This spitefulness is always
much increased after I have been doing anything to

trouble their equanimity. If this sort of treatment
continue, the bees will have to be removed from my
garden, and placed under the charge of some neighbour.
I am more disappointed in this than I like to confess,

and feel deprived of an anticipated pleasure. I am also

disappointed in having to write in such a desponding
manner, after having, on other occasions, reaped con-
siderable advantage from the advice given by your cor-

spondents, which has usually been acted on with
perfect success. But the vindictive character of my
bees, and mypos.sessing some peculiarity that apparently
excites their anger, combine to warn me against htiving

much to do with them for the future. My feelings

towards them are most friendly and affectionate, and
I would do, and give much, to gain the like feelings

towards myself from them. My brother, who happens
to be a smoker, can do almost anything among bees,

without protection to face or hands.

From some cause the bees in this neighbourhood
never increase the weight of their hives during the
time the Heather is in bloom. I have some hundreds
of acres of it within 2\ miles of my house, and two
large commons east and west of me, almost adjoining

my garden, yet the bees seem to take no advantage or

them. This, I find, is the opinion of all the bee-
keepers in the locality. I therefore am convinced that

it is best to remove all supers very early in the

autumn.
When I read of the success which attends the efl"orts

of other apiarians, I am almost moved to envy. I am
sorry to write of my want of success, and of my
despondent feelings in consequence, but I could not do
otherwise without suppressing what I feel to be my
difliciUties. I do not see that others meet with the
.same drawbacks to success. I try to imitate, and fail.

Mismanagement is, I doubt not, the cause of failure

;

and this I fear can only be remedied by experience
extending over a somewhat long series of years. How-
ever, notwithstanding their ill-temper, I do not see

why my bees should not be remunerative, if I confine

myself to the working of supers, and otherwise letting

them alone. I feel that I shall never succeed in the

more advanced methods of management. T. D.

Miscellaneous.
Flowers in the Pari*.-Stern sticklers for the unities

in landscape gardening contend that a park is no place

for floral prettinesses, but should be sacred to turf and
trees. The theory holds good, no doubt, where a park
surrounds the mansion, and the mansion has its terraces

and flower garden, all properly disposed. But with the

public pleasure-grounds tlie case is different. Flowers

are wanted in the peoples' parks just because the

peoples' houses have no gardens, and nine-tenths of

those who frequent the parks have no opportunity of

seeing growing flowers anywhere else. Lord John
Manners will not, we hope, reverse the policy

of his predecessor. The oppotitiou which was
r.aised to the first introduction of flowers by Mr.
Cowper has now given place to a general feeling

that it has done much to improve the beauty of

the parks and to increase the enjoyment of them
by all classes, but especially by the poor. When
Mr. Cowper took oflice, the London parks were large

prairies, fairly wooded, and pleasant enough at

all seasons of the year. They are pleasant still, but

a little artistic landscape gardening has given them a

new character without robbing them of o le of their old

charms. Between the Marble Arch and the Hamilton
Gardens you can enjoy a feast of colour, and the beds

of Ivies and Periwinkle dotted among the trees, and
the pretty blending of fine foliage and bedding plants,

are a great attraction. But the great show-place for

flowers is the geometrical garden in the Regent's Park,

designed by Mr. Markham Nesfield. On entering it,

one has an impression of formality and stifi'ness; but
the nature of the ground is said to be unfavourable to

an English garden, and the contrast which is now
supplied to the park scenery around is certainly bolder

and more striking than would be possible by adhering
to " natural" gardening. At first the flowers did not
look so well as in more open spaces, for the trees spread
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)>< Holly and Ivy, the varieKaled .Mmt, and ihi- m 1

choly Amaranthus. The tropical I'oliage of lH

rubber and Castor-oil plants, of Ferdinanda^ .
1

Caladiums, and the floral friezes, the bands and 11 k I,

of colour, and the other combinations in which lands-

cape gardeners now delight, make the avenue, or broad

walk, of the Regent's Park very attractive ; and on a

fine Sunday when the band plays you may count the

people by the ten thousand. At Battersea, again, with-

out trenching much upon the recreation ground, Mr.
ribsou,

funous
and

the superintendent, has made the park
for its growth of fine foliage plants,

his " sub-tropical ^'arden," during the

summer months, many strange plants, used to

Drighter skies and a warmer sun than Battersea

enjoys, still grow and thrive out of doors, showing
that, after all, the London atmosphere is not so

black as it has been painted. In Victoria Park,

the beauties of ivhich are known to few except
East Londoner.s, the flowers are as choice and as

lieautiful as in any of the West End parks, and
they are quite as much enjoyed by the tecTuing popu-
lition in this part of London. Even Keunington
Common, which now also aspires to the name of Park,
has its bordering of flowers, as bright as the smoke and
vapour from an adjoining vitriol factory will let them
be. Most persons will think that in all these instances

Mr. Co«T)er has ministered successfully to an innocent
and healthy taste, and that no portion of the public
money voted for the parks has, in fact, been better

spent than that which has been given to flower culti-

vation. A good many works of utility or of ornament
remain, however, to he done before our parks can be
regarded as perfect ; and to these in the recess the new
Commissioner of Works may usefully apply himself.

Thus, in the Regent's Park, the soil from some
of the excavations of the Metropolitan Railway
has been turned into artificial .slopes and
undulations, which it is proposed to plant as informal
shrubberies. A communication between the avenue
gardens and Portland Place has often been talked of.

and would worthily commemorate the aidileshiji nl'

Lord John Manners. This central avenue is the 1 liirf

artery of the park, and, now that it is radiant wilh
flowers, constitutes the chief attraction there. Itmi:,dit

be continued without difficulty, and with very little

interference with vested rights, across Park Square and
Crescent and to the end of Portland Place. Whether
this improvement is carried out or not, handsome
gates might at all events be placed at the entrance of
the avenue gardiiis; and the L'ates at the crossing of
tlic Cii, Irr i;..iu :,ir mn-l: I ,,rr..H I'lr I'l.' Sunday
iToi- .i ' I
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of an extensive character have been, we believe, in
contemplation. At present the general effect of this

park is poor and dreary, and something is needed to

make it worthy of its position in the centre of London.
Then the garden by Piccadilly is by no means what it

should be, and might he made. The Thames Embank-
ment Act provides that the Metropolitan Board of

Works may appropriate, " for squares, gardens, or open
places," any part of the land reclaimed which may not
be required for the purposes of the Act. There is no
reason why. in front of the long line of houses and
shops which w^iU spring up on the northern side of this
great thoroughfare, the eye should not be rejoiced by
the sight of trees and turf, with here and there some
flowers. The new river bank will in itself be a great
ornament to the town, and its effect will be much
increased if the monotony of brick and stone can be
broken by tho formation of a public garden between
the roadway and the houses. The two Temples will

gain considerably in territory when the embankment
is completed, for the Act strictly provides that all the
land reclaimed in front of the Middle and Inner
Temple which may not be required for the purposes of
the embankment shall be handed over to the benchers.
V\'^e hope we may assume that they will dedicate it to
the uses of the present garden, and will encroach upim
no portion of their new or old domain by bricks and
mortar. Pall-Mall Oazetle.
The Truffle-plots of T't7«c/«se. — The principal

TrulUe inarkcls of the department are at Carpentras
and Apt ; 111 tlio first the annual sale realises from one
million and a-hall'to two million francs ; in the second
from 5i>u,uuu to GilO,000 francs, making in all from two
millions to two million and a-half francs, without
counting the local consumption and the secondary
markets. The Truffle may generally be found in woods
of Oak and Holm Oak, at a moderate height, exposed
to the south, and having a limy or clay-limy soil,

sufficiently stocked and divided. The Truffles are
generally found near the roots, to which they some-
times adhere. These diverse observations have caused
the formation of artificial Truffle-plots, consisting in
the formations of plantations of Oak, according to the
appropriate conditions of soil, exposure, and altitude.

The results obtained have attracted the attention of
the Minist«r of Agriculture, Commerce, and Public
AVorks, who has recently charged a commission to visit

the Truffle-plots created in the environs of Carpentras
by M. Rousseau, one of the principal inventors of this
new work. His pro]5erty, situated near the pretty toivn
of Carpentras, comprises about seven hectares [1 hectare
equal to 2J acres, nearly], there being four planta-
tions of trees of 18 and 12 years respectively, and three
plantations of seven, five, or three years. The substances

ale llio Holm Oak, some Oaks of the hardiest kind, and
a small numli.T of the Aleiipo Pine. The trees have
1„. u m; II Ml -1 iMi'jiil IImmI: li„,.^ ,,r I'lMin 5 to C metres,

M I .

I ,M
, , II . - ;iMm each other.

I , ,
. , , I i M ., is ploughed

. .1 ,;.
_

i M i'
I

In ]-, ij ,,•„. I, ..-ii-i's only. The
i-M.iM, M liiMj 1 .,inorl.v pri>di.iced only a meagre harvest
M I: .M M I

'|M \ due of 90 francs the hectare, yields now,
1.1 i!iM ruin iiion of Truffles, an annual revenue of

! Ml tliuusand francs a hectare. The example of
il

i i-seau has besides been already followed by a
M I iber of private men as well as villagers, whose

in s have been also visited by the Commission.
Tu enty-six villagers farm the harvest of the Truffles in

their woods at 20,800 francs ; this produce being double
what it has been in 10 years. The actual number is

still very small, but the impetus is given, and the
villagers as well as the private individuals appreciate

now the value of the treasures which their ground
conceals, and which will yield a large profit to the pro-

prietor and be a great advantage to the public fortune.

The Commission solicited a gold medal for M. Rousseau.
Annates Forestieres.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing weel-.)

If the weather should continue as wet as it has been
lately, no time should be lost in getting tender plants

under protection, a kind of work the omission of which
may peril the welfare of valuable stock that cannot be
readily replaced. In addition to making the indoor
department as gay as possible at this season, attention

to cleanliness and order should be rigorously enforced,

as the time is drawing near when glass structures will

be looked to as a principal means of affording gratifica-

tion and enjoyment, in lieu of that which must soon
be lost in the open garden ; and when attention is

concentrated more exclusively upon the plant-houses,

anything which is untidy or out of order, will the
sooner attract notice. Some nice good-shaped plants

of hardy Rhododendrons. Azaleas, and Kalini.as, which
are well supplied with blossom-buds, should now be
taken up. potted, and plunged in a bed of ashes, from
whence they can be brought forward in succession as

they are required.

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLANT HOUSES.

Alterations of grounds and planting of Evergreens
slnmld now be carried on wherever the soil is not too
\iit loi- the practice of these operations. Drainage of

K. 1 liiiids .should also now receive attention.

As ii:iis.—These are still in beautiful condition in

most places, and should receive careful attention, in

order that their beauty may be maintained for as long

a period as possible. The dwarf Chrysanthemum-
flowered varieties produce blossoms in great profusion,

and in small beds, or in the shape of edgings, look

remarkably pretty.

Azaleas.—Keep these in an even condition with
regard to water at the root. Stake or tie out if

necessary, and do all that can be done to keep the
plants clean, and to maintain them in good health.

Bedding Plants.—CuttingsofCalceolariasandzonal
Pelargoniums may still be put in where stock of such
things is deficient. Cuttings of Calceolarias taken from
plants in the open ground are, however, liable to damp
off in heat ; but they will be found to do very well in

a close pit or frame, where there is the means of

applying a little warmth when necessary to dispel

damp. See to securing as many cuttings as possible of

anj^ scarce plants which it may be desirable to increase

while there is a fair chance for rooting them ; and also

be prepared to protect choice Pelargoniums and other

things which it may be intended to take up and winter.

CAMELLI.4.S.—Thin the blossom buds if too thick,

and give the plants plenty of air.

CiNEUAEiiS.— Cuttings of these may now be put in,

or young plants may be raised from seeds. The last

will prove useful late in the season. Plants struck
early may now requir& a shift.

Cliubeus.—These, at least some ofthe most rambling
of them, will now want a smart dressing where they
obstruct light in any material degree. Such as flower
on the young wood, and which are now in a ripening
condition, or approaching a state of rest, may be
pruned in pretty closely. Others, such as the late-

blooming Passifloras, Combretums, Echites, Ipomceas,
Stephanotis, Thunbergias, and Mandevillas, which are

still thriving, must be regulated with a more gentle

hand, cutting away merely barren shoots, and drawing
the remainder into somewhat closer festoons, in order
to throw sunlight into the interior of the house.

Heaths.—These should be kept as much as possible

apart from other planfSj especially such as are of a

herbaceous character; indeed, where circumstances
admit of it, they should wholly occupy a house or pit

by themselves. They seldom succeed well if associated

with soft-wooded plants.

FOKOING GARDEN.
CrcUMBEKS.—Plants in bearing will ',now or soon

require fire heat, at least at night. They will also enjoy

a moist growing atmosphere.
Pines.—Do not subject plants in a fruiting state to

a very low temperature, which should be kept at from
60° to 65° by means of fire-heat, for although they will

bear a considerable amount of cold without apparent
injury, those not subjected to any unnecessary ex-

tremes will produce the finest fruit ; and a short period

of comparatively dry treatment will ripen the growth
and just as effectually induce a tendency to show fruit

as checking the energies of the plant by an unnaturally

low temperature, and without any of the ill efl'ects of

the latter method. Little dependence can be placed on
the weather at this i)eriod of the setison, thorelbre see

that plants in pits with insufficient means of heating

are well protected by means of covering at night ; and

maintain the command of a rather high temperature
by frequently renewing the linings, so as to be prepared
for any sudden decrease of heat. Avoid anythiuR
approaching excess of atmospheric moisture among
young stock,' whether in pits heated by linings, or in
better arranged structures ; it only tends to promote a
too free growth for the amount of light.

Vines.—Admit a free circulation of air through
Vineries in which there are no crops, and attend
vigorouslj to the destruction of insects, if any. Keep
the atmosphere as cool as possible, where the wood is

ripe, or nearly so ; and in all cases stop the growth of
laterals, even where a warm temperature is of necessity
krpt up, j"mi- the purpose of ripening late crops; as
lii\

I

h; I during this month cannot possibly
alt I ii :;

I
I ii't development sufficiently early to repay

tliM amniint of stored up sap, which they have con-
sumed in their formation. Where the fruit is not yet
fully ripe, a brisk temperature must be maintained, as

the keeping properties of the fruit depends on its being
matured before the end of this month.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Look over fruit stores frequently to see that all is

keeping well, and remove any fruit that may show
symptoms of decay, so as to prevent the mischief from
spreading; attend to gathering fruit as it becomes ripe.

Cauli FLOwees.—Plants heading must be frequently
examined; those not wanted for immediate use should
be taken up, and stored till wanted.
PoTATOS.—As recommended last week, get these

out of the ground as soon as they are fit for lifting, and
frequently inspect them after they are stored, in order

to separate any that may be bad from the good.

"C ^ BiROMBTCE.
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h MANURES

LAWE.-^' r^UPERl'lluSPHATE of LTME from BURNT
BONE or MINERS. PHOSPHATES 6 6

LAWEy WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
MANURES

CONCENTKATED CORX i

These Mamirr'^ •m !>.* oi

appointed Ari-'ii' i;, .1 :

viiryingiiccor.i;:.

t GRASS MANURE.. ..12
"('il of Mr. Lawes, ov tUrouglj the
- "I" tlie Uuited Kingdom, at prices

I irom the Importera. Nitrate ol
1 "ilier Chemical Manurea.

. market prices.

, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge,

T HK LONl^ON MANURE COMPANY
(Established 18«).

Hnve now reaily for delivery in dry flno condition,
CORN MANURE, for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUAVO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA.

Ufflcc!.. 116, Fenchuroh Street. E.C.

) A L M - N U T MEAL, Manufactured by
Alkxawdkb M. Suitb Sc Co.. Kent Street Milla, Liverpool.

£7 a Ton free to Rail or Boat in Liverpool. /v
£7 10s. delivered to Rail in Bristol. / \
£7 1Z<. deliverud to Rail m London. /AM SX

In Ba<s containing 2 cwt. each, branded \ L/
"This valuable Meal, containing above 20 per cent, of

B-grott

i Serie.s, page 176).
For further^particulars and Analji

, Bristol.

, Escrick, Tork,

1 to mix with
}. E. JoiUTial,

apply to Messrs. Smitq. or

London Agency 160 Leadenhall street E C

C^

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH and
CULTIVATOR may bo SEEN at WORK ta overv At'ricultural

County in England.
P'or particularH ai.plv to .ImiN Fowi.er fit Co., 23, CorDbill, London,

'•I1HK"IM
JL for MAi;

htrap and Homo Company,
Mauixfactory : Armit Works, Greenfield,

Asphalte Roofing Felt,
ONE PENNY per S<niare Foot.

/^ RO GGON Axn C 0., Manufactureks,

60, GEORGE SQ. GLASGOW; 2.GOREE PIAZZAS, LIVERPOOL.
'pHK aLUKHT VkTKKINAHY COLbKaE (Limited),
-L Queen'.s Road, Bavswater, London, W.

Authorised under T • ' " --

INAUGURAL ADDREt^
President—His Grace the Duk.b of Ne

Principal—Profc-snr .Tniix O kmcyv.. late Principal of the Now

Professor of Vetcrinm

I the Art of Farriery

—

urRory—John
lo make good prof^rosa In

nistry, and Physiology, all

StudentshPp in April, 1S07.

Fei:s.—Perpetual Ttckot for Winterj Sessions, £26 6a. ; Single-
class Ticket, £3 5*. R. B. Punsett, Secretary.

HIGHLAND "and^^GRTCULTURAL " SOCIETY.
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.

The EXAMINATIONS for the SOCIETY'S CERTIFICATE and
DIPLOMA will be held at the CLOSE of the WINTER SESSION of
the EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY.
Candidates for the Certificate must be 18 years of age ; those for

the Diploma must be 21.

Candidates for tho Certificate must be acquainted with Farm
Accounts. Mensuration, and Surveying, and must possess a good
knowledge of Practical Agriculture, and a general acquaintance with

Certificate, a

and Practice
Physiology and Trtatment of Domesticated jVniraals ; and of tho
appUcationa of Botany, Chumistry, and Natural History to
Agriculture.

BOARD of EXAMINERS.
Science and Practice of f ^''"^^'"^ff' ^"L'"" °Lt^r%^Z°A ??'"«

Ai.ii.>nlMirp Mftfh-i J Univ. Georok Hope, Fontonbams

;

nici i cSTuction i
^^""^""^ Russell, Pilnmir; and Jousnic^ a, construction ^ Wilson. Edmgton Mams.

2otany .
f ^^' Balpouk, Professor of Botany, Edin.

Chemistry Dr. An , Prof, of Chemistry, Glasgo'

Their advantages aie—Iortahllity not J-ixtures removable at
ploaaure no Woodworl^ r Pirt ticns to impede Ventilation or breed
VtrmiD Hay Rack ii nense 1 with as unnecessary increased width
and depth of Fteling lY ut,hs Uate-- Cistern and Patent Drop
fovei to prevent over K it,int, (. leinly durable and impervious to
lufection being 1.11 t ir i 1 iili. f fittioL, pti Cow 55a
Prospectuses free f Cottam A. Co lior Works 2 Wmslev Street

(opposite tho Pinthe n) U\t i I Street London W where the
ab ive are exhibited t feether w th seveial Important Improvementa
in stable Fittings just secured by Pitcnt

Natural History

Veterinary Surgory

Field Engineering and f ^^fjM^p

I

Sur,ey,'„g .." ..-^ JSmvfrsSv'i
I
Book-keeping and Ac- / Kennkth Mackenzie. C.A., and Archibald

I

counts X Paterson, Meadowiield.
Further information in reference to the Examinations to be had on

1
application to the Secretary of the Society, at No. 3. George IV.

;

Bridge, Edinburgh. F. N. Mkwzies.

WING WATER
BAP ROW —This 13 the

d cheapest article yet

the Tub tilted and poured
ft.>t ,,- by merely raismgthe

Carriage paid t_ ....^

t Eastern Line,

POWERFUL GARDEN ENGINE, suitable for the above, pric9 46».

IMPROVED WATERandLK^UID MANURE CARTS.
Catalogues on application.

Manufactured by W. S. Boulton, Roae Lane Iron Works, Norwich.

GALVANISED IRON WATER CISTERNS.
Cheap, light, and durable, will noc rust or corrode,. and

keep water perfectly sweet.

30 gallons
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not more than 1-I5th of its original weight in

the following 48 hom-s. And if wo take the
material as it exists at the immetliato commence-
ment of every 24 hours, we find from these
results that frosh Clover wiU lose one-half its

weight the first daj' of the cutting—Clover after

one day's di-yiug vnll lose barely ono-third of its

weight in 24 hour's rmder a similar drying influ-

ence—and Clover after two days drjang will not
lose more than one-fifth its weight during the

subsequent 48 houi-s. A crop of 10 tons becomes
5, 3i, 2J (probably), and 2i, after the 1st, 2d,

3d, and 4th da5-s respectivefy of a good harvest

season.

Of course no artificial method can compete
with the natural plan when that is carried on
under favourable circumstances. But when the
weather is unpropitious, and when in addition to

the real cost of the process we have the gradual
and ultimately the rapid deterioration which
ensues in bad weather, it is probable that we may
secure a better salvage artificially. The natural
method it appears becomes less and less efficient

and productive of result towards the end of the
process. And it is then, therefore, that we are

(22,051, see " Coates'a Herd Book," vol. 16,1 Without reproducing here the considerations which
p. 142) is in service. He, with TotrcnsTONE, are serve to recommend the German laws which bear upon
Lots 1 and 2 of bulls. The older cows are by the S**/!?^*'?? "^ s™*" 1''°'^' "<= shall merely remark
Bates' bulls Duke or Cambridge (12,742), ,*„f'i'K ^\™ ?°

'"<='^f°'^'«<='"^
,

*v±±^.jij j^i.-,!^.-;, not modifv the laws of suncftssion • t.hnSeventh Dtjke of York (17,754), and Second
Duke of Thoend.vle (17,748) ; one of the
FtyriafJinrpes is sired by Second Duke of Bolton
(12,739), and SiE James (16,980), of Mi-. R.
Booth's blood, is sire of Christine, Lot 5, from
the Fillet tribe.

It is rarely that such a combination of good
blood is offered in one herd, and the animals
themselves, which are in nice healthy condition,
will fully bear out the high character of their

pedigrees. The sale takes place solely in con-
sequence of Ml-. Graham's change of residence,
and will be conducted without any reserve.

We are glad to learn that at the annual
meeting of the Kingscote (Gloucestershire)
Farmers' Club, some progress was made towards
the institution of a county examination of agri-
cultural students and agricultural apprentices in
all matters relating to their professional know-
ledge. Possibly we may yet have to congratu-

most likely to emulate or excel it. If a good P„=^*".

'^S^culturists on the National Agricultural

..-op of Clo^ver has only one good day's drying.
| f°^Z'Z ^J .fel!!^!'?' V'lLttl^. !?.!clryii ^

there then remains not more than 50 cwt. of
water to drive out of it per acre to convert it into
hay. And an apparatus capable of driving off

50 cwt. of water per hour, )'. e. of bui-ning from
to 8 cwt. of coal per hom-, and applying all

the heat which is thus produced to the conversion
of water into vapour, would be a most useful and
profitable agent on a farm,

What the quantity of water may be that there
is in an acre of a half-won good croj) of Wheat
we do not know, but it cannot be anything like
so much as there is in a half-won crop of Clover
and .such an apparatus, therefore, would be
even more useful and desirable in August and
September than during June and July.

Notwithstanding the protests of the
Highland and Agricultural Society, and of the
Edinburgh Chamber of Agriculture, the recent
Orders in Council relating to the movement of
Cattle in Scotland have been aUowed to take their
coiu-se, and the great September Tryst at Falkirk
has accordingly been held during the past week,
contrary to the expressed -wishes of the represen-
tatives of Scottish agriculturists. The attendance
of buyers has been unusually limited, and prices
of sheep are reported to have fallen 3.s-. or 4s.

a head below those of the corresponding market
last year.

The sale of Mr. Hetherinoton's herd
by Mr. Strafford was well attended on the
6th inst. Among the best tribes were the
Gwi/nucs. Polly Owi/nne, lot 1, and her six
descendants, made 300 guineas, the highest
prices being 60 guineas for Duchess (xwynne,
bought, with five other animals, by Mr. J. P.
Foster, of KiUhow. Chrisimas Gioynne,
55 guineas (R. Jefferson). Christmas Owyinie
2d (40 guineas), and 2d Duke of Cumber-
land (a splendid buU calf), 62 guineas, both
bought by Mr. H. Sharpe for the Earl of
Aylesford. The 34 cows made 920/. 6s. 6cl.,

or just over 27/. each. The 13 bulls averaged
24/. 17s. Gc/., and the total for the 47 head was
1243/. 14s. 6(/., being an average of 26/. 10s.

On Wednesday, the 19th inst., Mr. Strafford
-win seU a small but very first-rate herd of Short-
horns at Yardley, near Birmingham, belonging to
George Grailam, Esq. This stock, which has
been collected diu-ing the last seven years, is of
very pure and favourite blood, combining the
most fashionable sti-ains of the day. It consists

of 24 cows and heifers and 6 bulls, that are
divided into six families or tribes, all of which
are descended from some excellent animals. The
well-known Sylph tribe of Mi-. J. C. AdKINS has
seven representatives ; the Foyyathnrpes, at one
time in the posses.sion of Mr. Bates at Eii-k-

levington, also has seven members ; whilst the
Fillets, perhaps the purest and most favourite of
all Sir Cha.s. Knightley's good blood, consists
of four animals. There is like-wise one member
of the Wild Eyes family, and four others
descended from cows bred by the Messrs. Bell
at Kirklevington. The remaining strain is from
the Earl of Carlisle's stock at Castle Howard,
called the Bracelets, -with the 1000-guinea Grand
Duke and Second Duke of Bolton crosses.
These tribes have been crossed by Mr.

GrahjIM -with bulls of Sir Cha.s. Knightley's
blood, viz.. Barleycorn (17,348), Touchstone
(20,986) , and now the celebrated bull JiNiGHiLEY

scheme of this description. It may yet see that
it ought to '

' promote the education of those who
are dependent on the cultivation of the land for
theii- support " by rewards to agricultural
students for proficiency and excellence in agri-
cultural knowledge. At any rate, it is hard to

believe that any county will meet with a refusal

when it shall come forward -with sufficient annual
funds for the promotion of agricultural educa-
tion in this way, and seek the assistance of the
Society's examiners in administering them. The
object of the movement in Gloucestershire is the
organisation of a scheme for an annual examina-
tion, by which the attainments and knowledge
in practical agriculture of young men resident
in, or belonging to, the county of Gloucester
may be determined.
To this end it is in the mean time proposed

that candidates be over 18 years of ago, and
that they satisfy the examiners in a prelimi-
nary examination in reading, speUing, dicta-

tion, and arithmetic, including book-keeping.
It is proposed that the examination in prac-
tical agi-iculture take place annually in Easter
week, and embrace the folio-wing subjects.

Labour, Implements, Cultivation, Crops and
Stock; to be conducted on the farm rivei race.

And thereupon the competitor securing the
greatest number of marks in the practical

examination wiU receive 40/. a year for two
years in succession, to aid him in the prosecu-
tion of his studies at an Agricultural Institution.

That is the proposal on which an influential

committee intend to seek for the assistance of
lando-wners and farmers -within their county

—

ha-ving obtained which, we presume that they will
claim the assistance of the N ational Society ; and
thus, we hope, at length succeed in arousing
that slowly mo-ving body to some effort for the
promotion of professional agricultural education.

ON THE DIVISION (MOSCJELLEMEXT) 0¥
ESTATES.

[TransU-ited from tho " Journal d'Agricillture Pratique."]

The Agricultural Society of Drome, in response to an
appeal from the Central and Imperial Society of Agri-
culture, is investigating the question oi morcellement.
"Extreme division ofland; necessity of legal measures

which shall have the effect of arresting the abuse by
fixing a limit to the parcelling out : to create facilities

for laying together the small plots"—such are the
assertions and views expressed by the Drome Society.
M. Marcef Marre, Member of the Chamber of Agri-
culture of this Department, does not coincide in this
advice. He has set forth his opinions in an article
communicated to the "Journald'Agriculture Pratique."
According to him, unlimited division entails neither
abuse nor loss; he merely admits the propriety of
returning to the law of 1824, which freed exchanges from
duty, thus recognising that the scattering of fields is

the cause of !os,s; but in regard to the principal
question, his opinion may be briefly summed up by
the motto, " Let alone."
Any person acquainted with the methods of correc-

tion employed with success in countries -n-here the
division of farms had entailed consequences simitar to
those complained of in many parts of Prance, might
have expected that a negative sentence would not have
been pronounced in so absolute a manner on a subject
of so much importance. We recommend to those who
wish to understand the subject, the study of the terri-

torial reforms which our neighbours over the Rhine
have established for half a century. These measures,
followed by a success which has made them popular,
have extended at the present day over three-fourths of
the German dominions. They were explained in an
article inserted last year in the " Journal d'Agriculture
Pratique."

not modify the laws of succession ; that they do not
fix a minimum extent in the di-vision of lands ; and
that their efficaciousness consists in the accomplish-
ment of simultaneous transfers, which they promote in
every communal territory. Far from being compulsory,
this measure only takes effect when the majoritv of
the proprietors desire it. The important end attained
is to_ remedy the excessive division of small fields that
are in the hands of little farmers. In the case of this
the dominant class in many parts of Germany and
in a great part of France, the scattering of their fields
is the cause of very great loss of time, as well as of a
costly method of cultivation, arising from the employ-
ment of too many draught animals.
This is the adverse position in which a considerable

number of our farmers are placed, and which is a
position in which they are likely to remain unless the
question of morcellement is taken up, and its evila
resolutely attacked.
M. Marcel Marre would not, we think, have treated

the subject with so much disdain if he had studied it
in all its relations; he would have learnt that the
throwing together of plots by exchange, only affects
the tillage land and the pasture ; and that it does not
extend to gardens, or orchards, or vineyards, because
cultivation of this kind is carried on principally by hand,
and may succeed though the fields are considerably
divided and scattered. We cannot believe that the
little silk worm nurseries would be in danger of being
proscribed, since the transfers would not affect the
Mulberry plantations.
He w-ill learn that nothing will hinder those whom

he calls the humbler rural classes from acquiring
small plots of laud as the reward of their labour and
economy, because there will always be plenty on sale.
Finally, he will not fear the destruction of the hand-
some villas, or the modest country houses, which are the
ornament of suburban districts, and which do not at
ail compromise the agricultural prosperity of the
country.
The erroneous notions which we controvert are

adopted, we are aware_, by many minds who believe
that a reform in land division is too radical a measure,
and one which presents insurmountable difficulties.
In those countries where the abuse of division is

greatest, and where the scattering of fields is excessive,
the majority of cultivators consider this state of things
as irremediable. It is of consequence to enlighten
them. The repugnance with which the question of
orcellement is generally received, proceeds less from

the fear of seeing territorial property disturbed, than
from ignorance of measures which might be beneficial.
The adversary whom we are answering, calls this an
important subject ; we shall not contradict him on
that point. In fact morcellement is not one of
those passing evils which time removes, as it intro-
duced them ; nor is it one of those disasters which are
the consequence of commercial vicissitudes. It is a
constant evil, which increases irresistibly, the rapid pro-
gress of which is established by undeniable evidence.

TENANT EIGHT.
[in .answer to a correspondent, who inquires about the pi-opor

tion of expenditure on cattle food and manures probably
chargeable on the following years, we extract tho following
re^ami! of this subject from Morton's Farmers' Calendar :•—

]

There are large districts in this country where no
leases are prevalent— where the security of the tenant's
residence on the estate (the permanency of his home)
depends on the custom, and the character of the owner
—and where the security of the tenant's capital is

provided for by the observance of what are called
" Tenant's rights." In Lincolnshire, where this system
chiefly obtains, it has resulted in a high degree of
fertility over the districts thus affected.

When the tenant leaves the farm, he is allowed a
certain proportion of the sums spent by him in past
years in various acts of cultivation or improvement,
varying in amount according to the number of years
which have elapsed since the expenditure. It is plain
that when the proportion thus allowed is liberal, there
is every encouragement to a tenant to proceed with
liberal farming, whether he is under notice to quit the
farm or not.

Mr. Williams, agent to the Earl of Tarborough, thus
described the custom of tenant right prevalent in iN orth
Lincolnshire, in the " Journal of the Agricultural
Society of England

: "

—

" The usual allowances in the north of Lincolnshire
to outgoing tenants for unexhausted improvements are
as follows :—
"Bone-dust.—This is considered to Ia.st foi- three

years, and a tenant quitting in the spring of 1861
receives therefore two-thirds of the cost of what he put
on in 1860 (one-third being supposed to be exhausted
by his Turnip crop), and one-third of what he put on
in 1859, of which he has had the benefit of the other
two-thirds in the crops of that year and of 1860.

_

" Precisely the same principle is adopted in the
following improvements, the only difference being the
number of years which each is assumed to last, and
which are as follows :

—

"' Marl or chalk, seven years.
" Lime, five years.
" Clay, put on sandy laud, four years, and on some

estates seven years, which is probably a fairer allow-

ance.
" Draining -with tiles or stone, when the tenant pays

the whole cost, seven years. This is, however, now a
rare case, the usual practice being for the landlord to

find the tiles. In this case the tenant has generally no

Wame & Co., Bedford Street, Covent
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allowance for putting them in if he has had a crop off

the laud, though he certainly ought to have a propor-

tion of the cost, as it must often happen that tbe first

crop will not pay for the laboiu- of draining. It would
be probably right to put this on the same footing as

bones.
" Drainiiig with sods or thorns, four years. This

allowance, Ibelieve, is not always made. Indeed this

mode of draining is now not much practised.
" The tenant is also paid the cost price of the seeds

sown the spring previous to quitting, and for the labour
of sowing, &c., provided they are not stocked after the
1st of November, and have not been unfairly stocked
before.

' When seeds are ploughed up for Wheat the
autumn previous to quitting, he is allowed for herbage
until the end of the term ; but it is not usual to allow
anything on ploughing up Clover stubble for Wheat,
that being considered the crop which ought to follow

Clover as a matter of course.
" For naked fallow, on strong land, he i.? allowed for

ploughing and all the labour performed, but not for

rent or ta-xes, unless he paid for them on entry. The
cost of seed and labour on corn sown for the incoming
tenant is of course always paid by the latter." " On
some estates buildings are allowed for, hke other
improvements, on a term of 20 years." " In addition to

these allowances, a fresh one for oilcake given to stock

has been established on Lord Yarborough's estate. The
allowance is based on the assumption that the manure
is improved to the extent of one-half the value of the
oilcake consumed ; but to get a fair average as to both
quantity and price, it is made to extend over the last

two years, and the allowance is two-sixths of the cake
used in the last year, and one-sixth of that used in the
previous one, making together half a year's consump-
tion."

To this I add another Table of allowances, adopted
on some estates on the recommendation of Mr. Huau-
berston, of Chester :

—

1. Fine ground
bone and half-

inch bonea

2. Bone dust
and half-inch
bones

tn drained oi

naturally dry till-

lage land

On dry or well
drained pasture oi

meadow land, the
8.ame not being

6. Draining-
landlord find
ing tiles

7. Draini] _
tenant finding

8. New build-
ings or walls-
landlord find-

ing materials

11. New fences
of Hawthorn-
landlord find
ing posts and

12. Clover and

Provided the drains
are not less than
3 feet deep at regu
lar dista:

cut nder the
superintendence of

the landlord <

agents, and .n

perfect ordcrat the
expii-ation
tenancy

Same proviso
above

Provided the f

are done underthe
direction and ap-
proved of by the
landlord or
agent, according to
plan and specifii

tion previously
agreed upon
ime proviso
above

.above, tenant
keeping .and de
Uvering up in good
repair

Provided they have
been properly pro-

tected and cleaned

properProvided
seeds have been
sown in a husband-
like and proper
manner, and have
not been depas-
tured or trod by

Two-thirds of the cost of
what has been used in
the last year of ten.ancy,

and one-third of that
used in the year pre-
ceding.

Seven-eighths of the cost
of that used in the last

year of tenancy, and
diminishing one-
eighth every previous
year subsequent to
the application.

One-fourth of the cost of

that used in the last

year ot tenancy for
Turnips and Rape.

Three-fourths of the cost
of that used in the last

year of tenancy, and
one-fourth of that used
in the preceding year,
hree-fourths of Uie cost
of that used in the last

year of tenancy. The
manure beingcarefully
preserved in the fold-

yiird.

Four-fifths of the expense
of cutting, laying, and
filling in the drains
made during the last
year of tenancy, and
diminishing one-fifth
for every crop grown
on the land since it

was drained.

Six-sevenths of the cost
of those made in tho
lost year of the
tenancy, and decreas-
ing one-3eventh for
every crop grown since
it was drained.

Nine-tenths of the cost
of those erected in the
last year of the
teujincy, -and decreas-
ing one-tenth for each
year's occupation after
erection.

.Vine-tenths of tho cost
of those made or filled

up in the last year of

the tenancy, and de-
creasing one-tenth for

each year'.s occupation
after completion.

Xineteen-twenticths of

the cost of those made
in the last year of
tenancy, and decreas-
ing one-twentieth for
each year's occupation

ulo : the
last year of tenancy,
and decreasing one-
tenth for each year's
occupation after com-
pletion.

The invoice cost of seeds
sown in the Last year
of tenancy.

It is plain that there is nothing in the two systems

of lease and tenant right to make them ;iiit:i^'Mni-tic;

they should be combined in order t" iliclirvi i-,.iili.

The amount of rent oifered for the ii-r nl I;mmI will

depend upon the security, freedom, and advantages
granted to the tenant. The best right which he can
demand and secure for himself, when arranging the
terras of his occupation, is that of peaceable possession
of the land for a terra of years. And, as regards the
owner, obviously the best policy he can adopt is that
which shall secure the permanence of the tenant-made
fertility which he may then expect.
The advantages of the lease to the farmer appear

self-evident. The certainty of a home which it confers
upon him, and the certainty of all the investments he
can make under it, are essential to the satisfactory
prosecution of his business. He who, apart from the
nature of the bargain, and merely on the ground of its

permanence, should refuse a lease of the land he
occupies, must surely either be without capital to
invest, or without the spirit necessary to make it

useful. The question lies between a 21 years' or a six
months' notice to quit. A landowner may object to the
former, but that a tenant aiming at the profitable
employment of farm capital should prefer the latter, is

beyond comprehension. And I believe that, properly
arranged, the longer term is the better for both parties

;

that the more, within certain limits, that their'respec-
tive positions are assimilated, the more will self-interest
lead each to act well for the other; that, in fact, the
longer the interest of the tenant in the land, the more
earnestly will he aim at that permanence of fertility

which is for the benefit of the landlord as well.

There are, however, two aspects in which the lease
may be considered relatively to tenancy at will ; for the
certainty of its termination is no less influential on the
farmer than the certainty of its duration. The tenant,
if it be not his interest to do otherwise, will certainly
endeavour, as the known period of his lease approaches,
to recover as much of his outlay as the short-sighted
policy which alone it is then his interest to adopt
enables. Restrictive clauses are powerless against the
ingenuity of a wilful opponent : self-interest and the
sense of a just claim will hinder the e.xpensive
appliances by which the fertility must have hitherto
been maintained, and which, though profitable in the
case of a three or four years' occupation. wUl never be
made by a tenant under short notice to quit. And the
consequence is, that in many districts the_ productive-
ness of the land is intermittent ; the cultivator enters
upon it after it has been impoverished by his predeces-
sor ; the first five years thereafter are a period of outlay
and gradual recovery ; the next eight or nine years may
be considered one of entire convalescence, during which
the land is at its maximum fertility ; while during the
rest of the term it suffers a gradual and ultimately an
entire relapse.

The only remedy for this state of things—that by
which the owner of land may expect to maintain a
tenant-made fertility throughout the lease—is the
acknowledgment on his part of a liberal tenant right at
the close of it. It must be made as much the farmer's
interest to cultivate " highly " during the last ;l^ iliiriii-4

any preceding year of his occupation. The If 1 1 ^ 1 1 1 r n r( I

tenancy will have insured to the owner of the I mmI tin-

advantages which drainage and other pcniiiiiirni

improvements can confer, and the " tenant right

"

acknowledged at the close of it will hinder the
diminution of the current fertility which, as it is the
only obvious indication of the value of land, has the
greatest influence on the rental offered for it. It is as
much for the incoming tenant's interest to make the
payment for this high current fertility of the land at
once as it would be to spread it over half a dozen years
—indeed, it is far more his interest to do this, for a
longer period will remain during which he reaps the
fruit of his outlay—and the rental therefore cannot
siifl'er on this account. Let the tenant be able to say

—

" I hold land for a term of years on terms which render
it my interest to cultivate it highly till the last. These
terms are simply the acknowledgment of my right,

when the lease terminates, to the full value of all the
produce of that cultivation, and to so much also of its

cost as shall then remain unexhausted on the land.

-And the guide to the valuation is the document which
specifies the similar valuation on behalf of my pre-
decessor on the commencement of our tenancy. Leav-
ing at Lady-day, I ara thus insured the payment of
3*. Gd. per cubic yard for all made farm-yard manure

—

will not this induce abundant growth of straw in the
previous year ?—and there is no better test of fertility

than the growth of bulky grain crops. I am also
insured the expenses hitherto of the young Wheat crop,
my entry having besn at spring time, and with this,

half the cost of manure and cultivation spent on the
preceding root crop is to be repaid me. I am to be
paid the market value of all unused straw, without
liberty to move it ; and I have permission to consume
my roots in the buildings up to a sufficiently late

period of the year." If there be any difference, the
tenant, under such circumstances, has a greater
inducement to cultivate well during the last than
during any previous year of his lease. His successor
will find his otherwise five-years' outlay satisfactorily

condensed into a single payment on entry, and the
whole period of his lease will thus be one of uniformly
profitable cultivation. His landlord will find that a
high actual fertility is most influenaal on the offers of
rent he receives. His labourers enjoy constant work
till the close of his occupation. And the country, of
course, benefits by the uniform productiveness of his

land. I believe that the lease, as the encouragement of
works for the permanent benefit to the land, with a
" tenant right " at the close of it in reference to those
acts of cultivation on which its current fertility

depends, is the bond of relationship between landlord

and tenant which the most effectually serves the
interests of all parties.

The conditions of a lease form, of course, an altogether

to which your

-So obvious are the advan-

cotintry.

Tenant-right Legislatii _ ._
tages to all of any system which encourages the outlay
of a tenant's capital on the land, that attempts have
been made to secure for him by law a right to his
unexhausted improvements at the end of his tenancy

;

but the subject seems fitter for private agreement than
for interference by legislation.

In order to define what is due to an outgoing tenant,
it would be nece.ssary, according to the report on this

subject, in 1848, to the Law Amendment Society, to
determine not only "

( 1) the annual value of the land
at the commencement of the tenancy, which might,
perhaps, be obtained by reference to the rent, and the
poor-rate assessment; (2) not only the annual value of
the land at the end of the tenancy, which would require
a special valuation

; (3) not only proof of the fact that
the improvements were made ; (4) but also proof of tho
extent to which the improvements alone, as distin-
guished from other co-operiiting circumstances, have
afl'ected the value. Now, without taking into con-
sideration the three former requisites, this last proof
alone it would be almost impossible to give." Clearly
the tenant has no right to the whole diflerence in the
value of his farra at the commencement and close of his
occupation. That may have arisen from the increase
of population or of prices, from the improved condition
of the people, from the neighbourhood of a lately con-
structed railroad, or from the settlement of a manufac-
ture in its neighbourhood. From these causes in which
the tenant has had no part, as well as from the fact
that at such a date so much was spent in draining,
liming, or manuring the land, has its increased value
arisen ; and who is to eliminate that portion of the
result due to this, which is only one of its causes ?

Indeed, a great apparent increase in the intrinsic
value of an estate may often arise from a comparatively
inexpensive act on the part of its cultivator. Draining,
liming, or subsoiling will sometimes increase the value
of land far beyond the cost of the operation ; but not-
withstanding this, no claim can justly be made for
more than this cost : its effect has been so great, not
because it has added to the soil anything for which the
tenant paid, but because it developed and brought into
action that which though dormant there, liad a pre-
existence as the property of the landowner.
The most fertile soil, if blocked up with water, loses

its fertility; the roots of plants growing on it wUl
exhaust their respective localities of the food proper
for them, and then linger and die ; but break up this
stagnation, allow the water to circulate, as by drainage
you may, and every successive shower will prepare
fresh food, and, as it passes these roots, furnish them
with fresh supplies of nourishment—of nourishment,
observe, not added by the tenant, but existing in the
land before he came to it. The increased fertility

cannot be claimed as the tenant's own—the warehouse
was full of food before his occupancy—he was only at
(Iir expense of the key. Here, then, is a new difficulty.

^\ lio is to determine what portion of the increased
\ iliie of the land is due to its cultivator as the
aildition of real material at his cost, and what portion
of it is a mere alteration of character, due no doubt to
him as the instrument, but which he could not have
effected had not the very basis of that character already
existed—the landlora's property—in the soil ?

The case against tenant-right legislation, then, is

simply this:—It is impossible. It is the voluntary
establishment of tenant-right that must be urged. The
only period at which it can be successfully enforced
occurs in the case of every farmer just before he enters
his farm. It is a subject proper for private agreement,
not for public enactment. But what an absurdity it

seems to be, speaking of enforcing this matter as
against landlords, when, of all the parties to the
occupation of land, they would benefit the most by an
agreement which should leave it in an improved
condition. Who has any interest in a system which
induces the investment of capital in cultivation, if the
landlord has none ? He of all should be the loudest in
condemning unprotected tenancy at will.

RECENT SHEEP SALES.
Leicesters : Aijhsbi/.—Mr. William Torr, who

is knoivn by every one connected with agricultural

societies, held his private letting on Wednesday last.

As this business is done under certain established con-
ditions—one of which is that a hirer of a sheep last year
may claim the offer of him before 12 o'clock in the day
—and as the bargaining then takes between JMr. Torr
and his customer, we have no chance of getting at the
prices made. This, however, we may say, these sheep
are of the finest possible white-faced quality, and of

the best possible form, particularly in regard to the
stiffness and straightness of their legs. As we have
repeatedly argued, and been more than once laughed at

by breeders for so doing, that many Lincolnshire flook-

raa.sters would have to fall back on such sheep as Mr.
Torr's to get their own long-wooUed or "improved
Lincolnshire's " into shape. We were much gratified

to hear Mr. Torr say publicly on Wednesday, that he
last year let tups to 13 breeders of Lincolnshire rams.
The better part of this meeting, however, to visitors

and hirers of sheep when they have relieved their

mind in getting what they want, is the combination of

conviviality and discussion which takes place over the
dinner-table and dessert. According to the above stand-
ing rule Mr. Torr has to begin early, and he does all his

business beforehand — by 2 or 3 o'clock—when the
dinner is announced, and no impatient auctioneer
moves in and out and about with impressive looks to
disturb the digestion and intellectual harmony and
instruction of the company. Mr. Torr's exuberant
cordiaUty, as we may terra it, and his genuine hospi-
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tality add greatly to the enjoyment of this slifcp-

letting anniversaiy on the first Wednesday in Srp-
tember, which is also a standing fixture. In the cimum'
of the evening, Mr. Torr expressly said to the effect

that the farmers who were now grumbling about the
present stringent orders in regard to the removal of
.<heep from districts infected with rinderpest, and in
respect to assembling sheep for sale in public fairs, are
now complaining because the Government is doing
w hat the late Government was blamed for not doing at

this time last year. " We don't want fairs," said Mr.
Torr. " Jobbers want fairs. Farmers don't want
either fairs or jobbers. Parmers can do better by

other, .ind learning to do
! u" !'i!i '" .lu>l liefore

buying and selling wi
again with fewer y'

dinner Mr. Torr 1: i'

walked up to tho
stead, and also his In

and admiration of both

.'
'

' l'\ I ill' liome-
'flir ili-ciis^inn over

highly intere.sting and
gratifying. During these remarks, Mr. Torr said, "We
may, I think, challenge all the world to show 100 Short-
horns and 500 breeding ewes." So far as our experience
goes, we should not like to back any other man's for

much against them.
Oivendale.—Mr. J. B. Singleton, of Great Given-

dale, near Pocklington, Yorkshire, held his annual
show of Leicester rams on Friday, the 17th ult. The
shearlings, 25 in number, averaged 10/. 13s. Highest
price, 20/, 5s.

Reiss.—The sale of Sir George Dunbar's Leicester
Tups took place at the farm of Reiss on Wednesday.
The following are some of the purchasers and prices

:

Major Home, Stirkoke, 21/. ; Mr. Leith, Stanstill

(prize tup), 25/.; Mr. Smith, Olrig, 14/. 15s. ; Sir G.
Dunbar, Bart., 50/. ; Mr. Thos. Eae, Borlum, 23/. 15s.

( 'iiistor, the head of the former firm. The former sale
11 a, held on Saturday the 8th at their farm at Carring-
liiii, ahciul eight miles towards the coast from Boston.
In consequence of the unfavourable weather, and the
cross-country route to be taken to reach this place,
it was feared the company would be "scarce," but
the character of the Kirkham flock told well,

and by the time the auctioneer ascended the waggon
a large and thoroughly business-looking assembly
was present. There were only 48 sheep at Carrington.
The shearlings from this flock had hitherto
been sold at Peterborough fair, where customers
from all directions could meet. So satisfied, however,
were the Messrs. Kirkham with the company, that, be
the cattle-plague among us another year or not. they
have determined to make this meeting an annual one.
The 48 sheep averaged 700/. 10s., or nearly 14 guineas
each. To take a few of the higher prices as they come

:

No. 6 made 36i., to Mr. Charles Byron, of Tathwell

;

No. 7, 21/,, to Mr. Bramley. Mr. Tomlinson, from near
Derby, bought two, one at 14/., and the other at
16/. 10s. No. 8 made 38/., to Mr. Cauldwell ; No. 12
made 16/., to Mr. Wolray. This sheep weighed
2B stone live weight, but his great size did not, and
very properly, carry him so much into favour as the
finer quality and more compact form of some sheep
which were a third lighter. Mr. Byron bought another
sheep at 22/., and Mr. Stanton, another at 23/.

The leading prices at Andelby were. No. 4, to Mr.
Brice, of Risby, near Market Rasen. This breeder has
a clear appreciation of the present character of the
Lincolnshire flocks, and he has displayed great judg-
ment in the purchases he has made both here and at
Biscathorpe. The sheep he bought here was straight in
the back, had wide ribs, was firm in the hand, and his

Mr. Henderson, Bilbster, 26/. 5s. ; Sir John Sinclair, ' coat was heavy. His price was the low one of 23/.

Bart., 15/. 5s. ; Mr. Glvne, Reaster, IB/. ; and Mr.
,
No. 6 was bought for Sir Montague Cholmondlev, of

Smith, Olrig, 23s. 10s.—Total, 605/. 17s. 6d. This gives Easton Hall, near Stamford, at 50/. ; No. 13, at 30«. by
an aver ige of about 10/. 2s. per tup. I J. Kirkham, of Cadeby ; No. 14, at 38L, by Mr.
LiNCOLNSHIEES : Mr. C. Clarke, of Ashbij-de-hi- Prankish ; and No. 15, at 42/., by Mr. Isles, Wold

iaKn(/e.—The sale was held at the Lodge Farm, Newton. This good beginning it is to be hoped will

1 1 miles from Lincoln, on the Sleaford Road, where
j
increase in importance and be long-continued. The

there is the best-arranged homestead that we have ever I average of the shearlings was 10/. 8s. 2^rf., and of the
seen upon an off-hand business. The extent of land ' two-shears 12/. 16s. id.

in Mr. Clarke's occupation is upwards of 1200 acres,
j

Mr. Thomas Cassiuell, of Pohiion.—52 shearling-
and the ewes lambed down last year numbered upwards rams were sold at home on September 5, by Messrs.

COO.

The shearlings only were offered, their number being
100. The sum total realised was 1293/. 17s. Orf., or close

iiu 13/. per head average.^ The first sheep of any great
attraction was No. 5, which was straight in his back,
w ide in the right places, and well covered with wool

:

he was bought by Mr. Winter, of Normanton, for

31 gs. ; No. 9 was bought by Mr. Eudkin, of Willoughby,
I'or 2di gs., at which price No. 12 was taken by Mr.
Fowler. Mr. Toynbee took No, 15 at 21 gs. ; Mr.
Grummitt, the next at 23 gs. ; Mr. Lister, of Coleby,
No. 20 at 40 gs. ; Mr. Robinson, No. 22, at 22 gs. The

Mason & Son : they realised an average of 16/. 16s. Cd.

each. Mr. J. H. Casswcll linimiii N , i. 2 1 at 105/,, for

which sheep Mr. Charles Claik In 1 Hi.' sumoflOO/.;
No. 33 Mr. Clark bought :il 1.,/, ; .Mr. D.an, of Dowsby,
bought No. 10 at 36/., and No. 25 at ;i.j/.

SoUTHDOWNS : Mmham Sail.—Mdinris. F. and E.
Beck, instructed by Lord Sondes, submitted to auction
on Thursday, at Elmham, 400 Southdown sheep, and
20 red-polled Norfolk (or SulT,.lki <-.\H]<' also for hire,

30 Southdown rams. Althoii-h this was Ins 1. rdship's

first public auction, the well-knnw n higliiliaracli.-rof his
flock, and the prizes they have eainod at agricultural

averaging 15/. 19s. Mr. H. Smith's were very neat,
met well, and carried capital legs of mutton, and were
quickly disposed of at 10/. 16s. per head. The best
sheep on the ground was a two-shear, in Mr. Horton's
lot, by " Duke of Kent," and after keen competition
between Mr. Bradburne (vvho was in at 50) aud other
ram breeders, made 51 guineas for the season, to Mr.
Dennis. A good yearling in this lot let at 26 guineas to
Lady Willoughby de Broke, and the 12 averaged
16/. 14s. Mr. Meire's small lot made 9/. 16s. each, and
Mr. Sheldon's 101. 10s. exactly, one of the latter, a very
complete two-shear, letting at 21 guineas.

CATTLE PLAGUE RETURNS.
The following Returns were issued on Sept. 13 :

—

This Eeturn gives the number of cases occurring in
Great Britain which have been officiaUy reported to
this Department. Column 1 only records the cases
reported as having commenced during the weeks
indicated by the headings. All " back cases " are
included in column 2.

sheep of the day was No. 25, and he was secured, after
j

.shows, have given him a high position as a sheep
some exciting competition, at 55 gs. ; by Mr. Spallbrd, i breeder, and had the effect of bringing together a large

of Boothby House, a name and address well known in
i
gathering of agriculturists. The following was the
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tions. Yet Wheat is 10*. a quiirter more than it was
last year at this time ; and tliough even tlie crops of

last year proved to be considerably below the avirn-i

the iirospect before us is at least serious. The -m' i v^ ~i

foct is that which any one ma.y see forhirascli" wlm
has occasion ti travel any distance by rnihohl

An immense quantity of Wheat and Barley is still

in the fields, cut though not carried, while the state

of the ground below and of the sky above
makes it too probable that the grain will be exposed
still longer to the warm summer showers. A most
perishable property is at the mercy of the elements,
and lies like a wreck before the helpless proprietor.
Indeed, it is in this last stage, when the whole crop is

at stake, that the farmer seems most helpless. His
harvest is being drowned, and he cannot save it.

As far as the country is concerned, we are told by
good authorities, and everybody's observation must
bear it out, that the crops are generally heavy and the
yield apparently good, notwithstanding the wet winter
and tlie b.ickward sin-ing.^ The produce that has been
housed in tolerable condition is probably enough to
make up to the country at large for a good deal.

But there must be much private loss. In the north of
England, we are assured, appearances are even worse.
Aliirmi proportion of the harvest has not been cut.

Ill I lie midst of all this we are told of purchases on
Fvfuch account; we are told that Germany will not
give us her usual assistance this year; and America is

evidently not to be depended on. So here is matter at
least for apprehension.
Wo forbear from calculations, if only because the

calculations made by professional authorities at this
time last year, and trusted by the public, were not
borne out by the result. All we can do is to point to
the rapidly rising quotations at all the country
markets. The inferior and intermediate qualities
appear to be rising still more than the best, and if this
were really a food question we had before us. But
the speculators are in the field, and it is not our busi-
ness either to warn the public against them or to drive
it into their nets. We cannot, however, help giving
vent to the reflection that has often occurred to us at
the sight of one of these stranded or rather drowned
crops.

^
Science, skill, and capital have done wonders

for agriculture. There has been a universal improve-
ment in draining and manuring, in the choice and
rotation of crops, in implements and machines; but the
art of man seems to fail at the critical juncture,
when the crop is t be got in. One has heard
of such things in a newly-settled country, where
the unfortunate farmer has overplanted and
over-sown, upon a miscalculation of the hands
to be obtained at harvest time, and the relative price
of labour and produce. But in England we may
venture to ask whether it is really unavoidable, under
ordinary circumstances, that a crop should be left

standing long after it is ready to be cut, or left lying
for weeks after it is ready to be carried. A great deal,
of course, must depend on the judgment and the
means of the farmer; but can nothing be done for the
rescue of crops actually in this peri.shing condition ?

We venture to ask the question the more boldly
because the spectacle seems really to suggest nothing
but despair. After a year's contiiiual labour and
anxiety the farmer all at once becomes helpless, and
sees nothing to be done but to wait for the fine day that
will not come, or that only comes just to set the grain
sprouting, and then give way to a run of bad weather.
In the north of Europe it is well known they proceed
to extremities with their corn, and actually dj'y it in
kilns, as being better than losing it altogether. That
is a method that necessity alone could excuse. Can
we do nothing better ?

Our Irish neighbours make up their minds to expect
rain, and take measures accordingly. Indeed, the
Norman and Breton peasants do much the same. They
collect their crops in small ricks all over the field, and
thus escape a greater injury by the certain amount of
loss there must be in this process. The Englishman is

a more fair-weather farmer. After his cost and pains,
he thinks he has a right to expect a few fine days in
summer. Of course he has heard of rainy summers,
but he is surprised by such an August as wo have just
had, and such a September as we seem likely to have.
We have had lately a cycle of dry years aiid at one
time the clouds owed us a good deal. But they were
sure to pay it, and we have had daily instalments
sufficient for a whole month. However, it does not
appear that actual rain has been the farmer's enemy
this summer so much as mere clouds. "Not one
cloudless day in August," we read in one of these
records. Indeed, we cannot remember to have seen
much of the sun this summer. But we have heard of
such summers before, and they must enter into agri-
cultural calculations. British agriculture has, in fact,
adapted itself to the realities of the British climate
much more than it did when the Legislature kindly
undertook to give the farmer extra compensation for
an indifferent harvest. Ho has made a great start
since he was left to himself, and he has it in him to
improve still more. The Times.

the disease. But on examining other crops of my own
;md my neighbours, I found the wounds on the plants
very general. Yet these crops did not go off wif.li

\nliury; nor would anyone have observed tlioy hal
I he (lisoase at all. Still the opinion remains. Ilmi

tUf<c maggots and wounds are the cause of thr
disease, though why one crop Innilil "fi off, and
anothershouldnot, I cannot .sec. I rnicii I ilii'wounds
were lower down on the roots of lln.r ili:ii dnl not go
off ()'. e. more on tlm roof :uul I.-- nn i h.^ l,iill.). and so

the smaller rootlrl-- nii-lii -lill h i-r iDiiml Imv h-iillliy

growth of the hii'l. I In; iln. i litilr ithH^- 1 Imn ;i l-ii--^.

My fields were iit.t in l.;rl .-MnMit imi. Wlu-n in 'I'urinp

some years before no Anbury was o!)serveil. They were
well manured with dung and five cwt. of bones per
acre, and in spite of the pretence of a folding the

wretched remnants of the crop gave, they grew excellent

Oats the next year, and the Clover and Grass on the

loam have now for two years been surprising, and have
grazed capitally. Of course I am trying lime, which,

as far as I have r ';i to answer, though not per-

fectly, many r>' i 'I affected. Many small

fields were thn IV ' > i ,;. make one of the present

fields \\^horcvri' ili re iv thr site of an old fence we
ini'l. L-.ti mill l:itc ill the season, Ihc .nm .."is oft' with
\" ,

. I ifthe restof the iirl,l I , ..iiiii.l. A good
,; 1,! [. I l.L'cu 17 or 18 yeav^ i;i I 'i:'--^ « IS not long

.,un,r i.;.iu,^;wd. There was a \ury licivy crop of

Swedes ia it to the eye, but as the winter advanced
round patches, a few yards across, went off with

Anbury, and in the rest of the field, where
no Ai'iliiiiv >

I

"'-- r. 'i, llie roots rotted much.
It has -11 i I mind that the rotting of

Turniii- III \'
•

III' 1 li-om the same cause, and

are pv"lji'i,\ I'l" - "'< i'- isc, just as Anbury and
finger-and-toc arc one. The wounds by the maggot
may be the first cause. Under different conditions the

wounds may produce difl'erent effects. Where soil and
season and manure is favourable the crop may grow
well, and no mischief be observed, in spite of the

wounds and maggots. Where one or other of soil,

season, or manure, is less favour.able, rot late in the

season may appear ; or Anbury late in the season, as

in my sites of old fences. Where lime or some food of a

plant is decidedly deficient, or has been exhausted by

previous crops of the same sort, or on sandy land, or

such poor clay as my reclaimed land. Anbury may set

in early in the season ; or where the deficiency is less,

fingev-and-toe may alone be caused. Lime, from its

)vi im- iif 1 ' ouiposing other substances and making
ii I I

':]: as plant food, may perhaps have a
,11 Of course I only throw out these views

:-, Ii- II ,n. Any one who is subject to Anbury
will be interested even in guesses. I have also some-

times thought that the wounds were made by a fly or

some other insect for the purpose of laying its egg.

Those that hatched a maggot, with its help, caused

Anbury ; whilst the rest only suffered from rot at the

end of the season as the ordinary effect of a wound.
if. B. J., Co. Cork.

Scottish Chamber of Ai, h ! ii ri;i:. — At a

recent meeting of the Chami' i
>

, -i i iilture, a

deputation was appointed to n i

.
nn n i'" Northern

Counties, who should state to Uij Iiuiuli; of those

counties the objects of the Society, with a view to the

extension of its membership. The following very

interesting report of the proceedings of the doputa-

l.iiiid..

Home Correspondence.
Anbury.—Your con'espondent "B." is mistaken if

he means to say that Anbury is confined to sandy soils.

I have had it here very badly in as sound a Turnip
loam as anybody could wish. Also in reclaimed land,
where much poor clay subsoil had been brought up by
deep ploughing with three horses. Also on a lightish
upland black soil, with a heavy subsoil. No doubt
none of those soils are calcareous. I agree, however,
with many of "B.'s" observation.s. Before thinning,
on pulling up haudfuls of young plants, all, or nearly
all, had the wound on the side, and some had the
maggot ill the wound, so as to cause a very stron.g

opinion that the wound by the maggot was the cause of

:\lid-l

President and Secretary, and a number of Fife

members, at Mr. Bobert Russell's, Pilmuir, Leven.
Mr. Russell kindly drove the deputation through that

fertile district by Anstruther, Ijjing along the coast,

and showed them everything in it interesting to

farmers. In the evening the deputation met a number
of friends in his house at dinner. All present not

previously members sought the fllniv^liip of tln'

Chamber. On Tuesday the I'llh tin- ,l. imijihiii

attended Cupar market, at whuli tin' i,,iiti.| ., , ml
members, by whom they were kindl.v iiilrmlii tiI \-<

the leading agriculturists of the neighbourhood, of

whom about 20 most eligible agriculturists allowed
themselves to be enrolled in the membership. Same
evening the deputation, Mr. Russell having joinel it,

proceeded to Bolshan ; and the following morning Mr.
Goodlet drove the members through the Howe of

Kinnaird—a rich district of Strathmore adjoining the
basin of Montrose—and were shoivn the home farm
and grounds of Kinnaird Castle (Earl of Southesk's),

on which a new steading has recently been erected,

combining in its ample dimensions the most complete
and, perhaps, perfect arrangement of farm offices in the
nation. The deputation spent the evening with Mr.
Goodlet and his friends, and added a few more names
to those already recorded of leading farmers who sought
membership.
On Thursday the 26th, the deputation proceeded to

Tillyfour. Mr. M'Combie met the deputation at the
Alford Station, and drove the members to see his farms
and fine herds, and showing them all that was moct
interesting to farmers in his neighbourhood. The
deputation afterwards visited his fine breeding stock of

pure Angus cows and heifers—many of which had
carried off the highest prizes both at national and
inteniational shows (the display of medals in his

diniii:.;-icinm i^ vmi'i going a day's journey to see)—
anil iMlniiM ! \\u- pi

i
in-t symmetry of these animals in

all sla'. c -^ .ii .r..u 111, Inim the suckling calf to the fully

grown and liiieiied dam. So struck were the south
country members with what they saw of Mr.
M'Combie's herd, that they urged the owner to throw
open his byres for general inspection by the agri-

cultural world, when his animals were hou.sed for the
winter, so that all who felt interested might see for
111 III I\ - I'l udiat perfection this excellent breed of

III' lii'ought in the hands ofaman who knows
||i I .' II i of the breed, and how to develop these
Ml 111 n I

I iiiM perfection. The lo.ss of An-us rvitlle

ir In

lllr III

places ill ii'iiil.ir.lHii I, .am: !i,-, u ,,i;T,r I iiir 1.1 il. ,\ll

the mort.- 1.., it iiiietr.-..-ai,y' to lo.^Lfr iiliat reia.iiii.^ , ami
it ought to be a matter for national thankfulness that
that terrible disease has never reached the valuable
herd at Tillyfour. The duputation think it not
improbable that Mr. M'Combie may comply with the
request to open his byres for exhibition to all who may
visit them during the ensuing winter.

Having enjoyed Mr. M'CJombio's hospitality, the
deputation, on the following (Friday) morning, started

for Elgin, and attended the weekly market held there
on that day. Here the members were introduced to

the leadincT nrricullurirts of Morayshire, where tho
depulatinii al I. 111! I Mr. Geddes, Orblislou, lliiough
who.se kmiliia... llav v.'ere greatly iudeliled fnrilieir

success 111 I lial I'oiiiiiy. In the course of thoday almut
20 leading agriculturists sought the fellowship of tho
Chamber, 'rhe deputation proceeded in the evening
to Orbliston and Westerton (Mr. Brown's), where they
spent the night, and next day were driven by Mr.
(Seddes to many excellent and highly cultivated farms
in his county, and were shown everything that was
interesting to agriculturists on the way. including the
prime stock of cattle and -I i n nl' '''Ir Ilani.- al Karn-
hill, andofSirAlexaii.il I

i i.
I

•'
' niir.. al Allvre.

The deputation enjo) 1
1 1

i
: mi ..r.Mi'. W'alk.T,

the factor and mana'-i .- p yi'.r- .iml ri'lniainl to

Orbliston that (Saturday) evening. The day, the drive,
and friendly intercourse, were all alike delightful ; and
the rain having set in on the Sabbath morning, did not
detract from the delight the deputation experienced
from their kind and hospitable reception in Morayshire.
On the Monday morning the deputation inspected

Mr. Geddes' farm and .select stock of short-horns.
The members from London, Mid-Lothian, and
Haddington had then to return— the member for Fife
having left before. The deimtation, in smaller force
but with undiminished ardour, proceeded direct to
Ross-shire (not stopping at Inverness, it not being
market-day there), and arrived at Tain same evening.
On Tuesday morning they were kindly received by
Mr. Kenneth Murray, who invited them to wait over
the evening and meet his friends ; but as they were
anxious to get on to Huntly market the following day,

they explained their views to 5Ir. Murray, and left him
to promote tli.

and to secure
which the d.p
hands tliaii in i

Thel'irsi.lnii

Tuesdai ..v. ipp

thefell.ei-lin.i

there, an 1
' n

'

Chamber in that locality,

"f eligible members—all

! could not be in better

lul

11 I'll. a there on that day.

In the I :: n i ih.iiit 1 1) gentlemen g.avo

in their n "n - ii h in; nil'
1 a^ in. 'in hers, all of them

leading fanners in their ilistrict, and most eligible

members. Tho deputation returned to Aberdeen in

the evening, and reached Bolshan next forenoon,
having been engaged In all nine days on this most
agreeable and successful tour — agreeable in many
respects besides personal, for it not only enabled the
deputation to form the most Irieudly relations with
members in the norl

influential names to 111.

33 gentlemen whose ni'

.secretary by the vice [.i.

his county before starting

eld r,j

i.Mili-.n (..Ihc!

but to explain the principles

and practice of the Chamber in greater detail thai

could have been done by correspondence. The deputa
tion found in some instances opinions enlerlaini'i

adverse to the interest: .,(' ili,- ('liaiiil..'r. wlii.li thr;

hoped they were successful in r.'iii..vin'j ; Imi ni l),v fa

the majorily of ca.ses lli.'V f<..iii'i ..pi.ii.Hi. all lavimr

tliLMj-:.!..,:. '.! :;!.'d. .i.laLl'm, 1- lin.' I bi ii'.'U'.'ial lor tlic

future of tho Chamber. Some of these eUiicts may be

shortly stated :

—

1. It tended to diHabu.?c the minds
(some of whom were a little tender on thr

was or could be any antagonism what.'.

Chamber, compo.sed asit is chiefly of pracli.

and our landlords .as a class. What pr.a.ii

I* nortlicrn friends

culture must of

interests of the!:...'

of this, and s- i

deliberations ..f la

benefit. The obj.

and protect tb.

ateh
:3 of those practically engaged in

agriculture, and to promote, by discussion and soci.al inter-

course, practical agi-iculture in all its bearings, whether as

affecting landlord or tenant ; but such objects are not siucly

incompatible with the maintenance of friendly rehations

between landlords and tenants, where the rights of both are

mutu<ally respected and honestly m.aintained, as this Chamber
in all its actings has strictly endeavoured to observe.

2. It further disabused the minds of our northern friends

that there was or could be any rivalry between the Highland
and ,Agricultur.al Society of Scotland and this Chamber ; and
satisfied them that the one was in fact a substantial aid to the

other. The Highland Society is limited in its constitution ;

but the Chamber's scope is only limited by what does not

belong to practical agriculture. Politics are not admissible in

the Highland Society ; but .although in our Chamber political

questions of wh.atevephue or te.xture are open for discussion

wherever the interests of practical agriculture are concerned,

yet party politics, so called, are entirely excluded. The party

in Parliament that promotes our views, be it Liberal or Con-
servative, is for the time the party wo support. Ours is not a
political club in any sense, but. like Chambers of Commerce,
is instituted solely to promote the interests of our craft.

'i. It brought an accession of membership to the Chamber of

64 leading agriculturists in the northern counties, where our
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numliers were somewhat limited ; wliicli, with the 33 sent up

from Abordeensliire by om- vice-president, Mr. M'Combie,

makes Tip onr membei-ship at this time to Gjl. These gentle-

men, all influential, residing over the length and breadth of

the land, give the Chamber facilities of readily bringmg

practical and able men together to consult in matters of eam-

mon interest, and to bring their views upon questions affeotmg

their interests under the noUce of Palliament, and of influenc-

ing its decision upon them. ,

4. The distance of residence from the metropolis of many ot

our members led our northern friends to suggest that it naight

advance the interests of the Chamber, and certainly would be

a cenvenience to them were the May general meetmg t,o be

held aTmuallv at the place whure and tin e when the Highland
- •

' ""
1 1 t t on lo ked n the sug-

isly agreed to reconi-

n of the acting com-
i-uIls t~t give effect to

yn ir consideration in

o 1 friends.

J J
f the chamber

{ 1^ I thcniitUni t il tamed

The deputation have only to remark further that

the lourney was a mo'st agreeable one Ihey were

entpi tamed with everj kindne'!<i and cordiality wher-

ever they went. They believe they did much to pro-

mote a knowledge of the objects of the association

they represented, to remove misimpressions entertained

in reference to it, and to advance its interests. The
deputation has a strong opinion that it would be mse
to send a deputation of our nortliem members, with

the Chairman, on a similar mission to the south and

west in another year, and they commend that sugges-

tion to the favourable consideration of the Acting

Committee.

Farmers' Clubs.
KiNGSCOTE: Sept. 4—At the annual meeting of

this enterprising I'armers' Club, Mr. Holland, M.P.,

who presided, contrasted the present farmers'

clubs with those which he remembered in early life,

and complimented the Kingscote Society on the value

of their discussions, and particularly on the benefits

derived from the scientific class instructed by Mr.

Church. This could not but give them a thirst for

additional knowledge, and even if they might not

become scientific men themselves they would have a

love for science, which would lead them to make
further advances, and so manage to expend their

capital upon the land as that it should be an economical

expenditure, and yet produce the greatest profit. In

the old days, and too often now, a farmer followed the

ways of his father because his father had those ways.

No doubt in the long run many of those ways were

right and profitable, because people who lived and

farmed in the same part of the country generation after

generation did get, from the knowledge of the soil and
weather, to know the right time for putting in their

crops and other farming operations ; but though they

were right, they did not know why they were right,

nd that was the only thing the farmer wanted to put

..„Joultural institution. If that were approved,

subscriptions for the pui-pose would be sought

throughout the county. There was no difficulty iu the

plan of examination which had already been pursued

at the Agricultural College at Cirencester. Perfect

strangers were requested to act as examiners, who took

tiae young men about upon the farm where they liked,

and kept them as long as they hked, and then made
their report ; and no difficulty had ever arisen. He
proposed the following gentlemen as a committee to

carry out the scheme ;—Colonel Kingscote, Mr. Bolt,

Mr. Holland, Mr. E. Drew, two Messrs. Holborow,

Mr. Harrison, and Mr. Eich. If all joined together in

promotion of the scheme, he had no doubt of its success.

He proposed, " Success to the Kingscote Agricultural

Association."
Mr. Burnett replied to the toast, testifying to the

value of the chemi-stry class, and in respect to the

proposed scheme, asked whether it was intended to

take the youths off the farm and place them in an

institution, or to assist their education on the farm ?

He expressed his belief that if it was intended to take

the candidates away from the farms the scheme would

fail. Practical education required that they should

remain at home, and if not he was sure the farmers

would not enter into it, as they would object to their

sons going from home.
The Rev. Mr. Constable, Principal of the^ Royal

Agricultural College, highly approved the examination

scheme, and observed that the committee must impose

some conditions, or a youth might spend his 40«. m
buying books or buying a hunter. If he bought books,

they were useless without instruction. The man with

the most books in his library might have least in his

head, and he pointed out the immense advantage of

having competent instructors at hand to give scientific

and practical instruction. He also pointed out that

the instruction given at his college—the best agri-

cultural establishment in the kingdom—was practical,

and therefore not open to Mr. Burnett's objection of

taking young men away from practical instruction.

Tke Journal of Agriculture. No. 3.

l,-)0, Pleet Street, E.C.

The present number of this monthly periodical is

especially interesting for the memoir, illustrated by a

very recognisable portrait, of the late Richard Gan-ett

of Leiston—the biography of a laborious and successful

man, a painstaking and practical philanthropist. T\e

extract a passage illustrative of the large-hearted

energetic man to whom it refers :—
" The Agricultural Benevolent Institution, again,

was fostered by his influence almost more than by his

munificent gifts. He would not only subscribe hand-

somely, but press it upon all his friends without any

false reserve. The little country post-office had no

holiday work when such a scheme was being promoted

;

and often, in the interest of some brother farmer who
less fortunate than himself, he has paid the votes

him in the same position as any other branch of
| (,f ma^y neighbours that votes might not be wanting,

industry. The manufacturer made his dye knowing
j

rjij^g j^jjot Asylum at Colchester also owed much to

exactly how to emplov and mix the diflerent compo- - . .
.o. ... i. ,.. .._i,,ij u,.

sitions so that none should be wasted. Did a farmer

feed his animals in the same way ? Did he know to a

certainty what and how much manure to use ? « as

there not, to a certain extent, guess work ? A know-
ledge of science would lead the farmer to use all his

materials with profit. Ten or 12 years ago he attended

a meeting at Cirencester, where there were some

learned men talking very much of oxygen, hydrogen,

and nitrogen. This raised the ire of an old gentleman,

him. Such an institution was either to be upheld by

every means, or else left alone; mere guinea sub-

scriptio:ooiiMu..,..., were not his nature. AVhen the cattle

plague broke out, at the cost of immense toil and

research, Mr. Garrett was among those who endea.-

Toured to put on a satisfactory footing the Mutual

Assurance Association. To his sincere regret it did

not take root ; the men who were most interested

in it failed to see its necessity, but this did not prevent

him from starting subscriptions for the earlier

who exclaimed, "Cuss your gins! None of your
| g^ffgrgrs -ivho had no opportunity of insuring ; and as

cockney gins forme, but give us some muck!" Hewas|ti)e ^ses were happily rare, through the effective

right, because in " muck " were all these elements of
: Pleasures which were taken, a large part of the losses

success, and it contained what the plant wanted ; but

the knowledge of how to apply these things was another

question. He held iu his hand a paper read at the

annual meeting last year, in which it was proposed to

organise a scheme of examination by which the know-
ledge and proficiency of young farmers resident in the

county should be ascertained. It took a long time to

get agriculturists to move in any new scheme, and thus

another year had come round, but he found the feeling

was still in existence, and it was now time to originate

this scheme for improving the education of young
farmers, and lead them to make themselves masters of

agricultural science. In different parts of the country

there was a growing wish for soui^ -H' 'i - !;
,
which

was first mooted here. Por a'.;ri. h
:

'
'

i ifion to

be worth anything it must havi i -

!

it basis

In the first instance there must li<;i ; .n 1 -.mhl general

education, on which the structure of a special agri-

cultural education must be based. He had before him
some suggestions which, if adapted by this Society,

and by the rest of the county, would give the young

men of Gloucestershire an opportunity of educating

themselves in a way which had not been adopted before

in connection with agriculture. He repeated that

there must be a basis of general education, previously

obtained to receiving the special education. The
object was the organisation of a scheme for an annual

examination, by which the attainments and knowledge

in practical agriculture of young men resident m or

helonging to the county of Gloucester may be deter-

mined. The candidates must be over 18 years of age,

and must satisfy the examiners in a preliminary

examination in reading, speUing, dictation, and

arithmetic, including book-keeping. Examinations in

practical agriculture to take place annually in Easter

week, and to embrace the following subjects—labour,

implements, cultivation, crops, .and stock ; to be con-

ducted on the farm viva voce. The competitor securing

the greatest number of marks in the practical exami-

nation to have 40?. a-year, for two years in succession,

to aid him iu the prosecution of his studies at an

This alteration in the rule has since been adopted.

in that neighbourhood was made up. His own large

farm was happily spared the infliction, though it raged

all round; this was owing, under Providence, to his

characteristic energy and decision. The worthy

veterinarian who attended his stock was appointed

cattle-plague inspector through no fault of his own.

He was promptly informed that his salary as veterinary

surgeon to the estate would be continued, but on the

express condition that he did nothing for it, and never

entered the park or farm. The results were most

happy. The cattle-plague inspector kept away, and the

cattle plague too.
. .

" The crowning effort of all was m connection with

the Albert Middle-class College at Pramlingham. On
the death of the Prince Consort in 1881 a county

memorial was contemplated. Sir Edward Kerrison,

one of the wisest and most public-spirited men m Bast

Anglia, was desirous of seeing a good central college

or school established to provide for the middle classes

an education specially fitted for their requirements in

life, and at a small cost. The Earl of Stradbroke,

Lord-Lieutenant of the county, suggested that the

memorial might be amalgamated with the proposed

college. There was a hope also that certain large

charity funds, part of which were designed for educa-

tional purposes, might be legitimately applied to the

undertaking. This was the state of affairs when Mr.

Garrett became honorary secretary, and the wheels

began to revolve very quickly. Three thousand letters

were despatched in two days ; a requisition, signed by

almost every nobleman, squire, and yeoman in Suffolk,

begged the Lord-Lieutenant to call a county meetmg
at Ipswich. It took place in March 1862, and was as

crowded in numbers and as powerful in influence as

could be desired. The noble Lord in the chair might

well congratulate himself on the progress of the county

in the last .30 years, when for an educational purpose

no less than 6000i. was subscribed on the spot ; it rose

afterwards to neariy 20,000?. Several noblemen com-

peted for the honour of giving a site, but the gift of

some trust land on the part of Pembroke College,

Cambridge, rendered it unnecessary. Sir Pitzroy

Kelly gave the neoes.sary legal assistance connected

with the charity trusts, besides a donation of 500?.

SirEdward Kerrison conducted throughParliament the

bill conferring the title to theland, and gave, with almost

unexampled munificence, 2500?. to the funds. Almost
every nobleman in the county was represented by a

donation of 500?., besides many gentlemen, some of

whom did not even reside in Suffolk, being only con-

nected with it by ties of birth. Mr. Thomas Lucas, of

the eminent building firm, gave, in addition to that

sum, a bronze statue of the Prince by Durham, ca.st by

Messrs. Elkiugton; Mr. Goldsmith, of London, 700?.

for scholarships ; Mr. Mantle, of London, 500? ; and the

Honorary Secretary, never behind, a first gift of 500?., a

second of a handsome and commodious poitrv'.< lodge,

and a third (on the part of Mrs. Garrett) m' ;i (Jothic

chapel for the use of the Institution, all dcM'-ined and

carried out by the architect of the main buildmg, Mr.

Peck, to whom reference has been made before. Then
a great number of personal friends were appealed to,

and the list of large donors constantly supplemented.

There were difficulties from time to time, including

some upon the religious question, but they were all

surmounted ; and when the noble building opposite

the picturesque castle and town of Pramlingham was

opened free of debt, and supplied with everything that

modern education demands, 300 boj's, selected from a

larger number of applicants, all nominated by sub-

scribers, filled the school immediately."

Mr. Garrett's biography is followed in this number
of the Journal bv an interesting paper from the pen of

Mr. Andrew Murray, P.L.S., giving a comparison with

other countries in order to answer the question :
Has

enough planting been done m Britain ? The following

is the conclusion at which he arrives :— , ,

.

"No doubt Britain is entitled to the lowest place (i.e.,

is more entitled to dispense with timber than any

other country). It is more independent of wood for

Fuel than any other European country, in consequence

of its large fields of coal ; and it is more independent

of it as a conservative and climatal influence, in conse-

quence of its insular position and latitude, which

secure a larger supply of atmospheric moisture than

countries less favoura.bly situated possess ; and because

the general inclination of its surface saves it from any

great exposure to denudation by torrents.
^

"But although it may be entitled to the lowest

place, it does not follow that it, in common with att

those which come near it, does not occupy a place

greatly too low. Certainly, looking solely at climatal

and conservative considerations, there seems no reasoa

why it should only require the fifth or fourth of what

is required by Germany. It is not five times more

rainy, or rather we should say there is no peculiarity

in climate in which there is a dift'erence of five times

between Germany and England. If 20 per cent.—that

is, a fifth of the whole land—is the proper thing for

Germany, there is surely no reason why 2i per

cent., or a fortieth, should be enough in Bntam.

But there is a special element in Britain which on

other grounds calls for an additional supply of plantar

tion—and that is, that the country, by its system of

high farming, has been so thoroughly drained that the

water rushes off with undue rapidity, and a minor

imitation of some of the evils of the torrents in the

south of France sometimes takes place. In Scotland,

especially, the character of our streams has been

gi-eatly changed of late years, and this most in the

counties, sm-h as East Lothian, which have been

highest farmed. They have dwindled m size, and

have become subject to sudden spates, greater and

more destructive than any we remember m our

younger days. We occasionally hear men now saying

that they fear that they have undrained their land. I he

remedy for that is not in allowing their land to tall

back more or less into or towariK tlMMHir folil state

from which it has been redeem'"M>N' i' miugnear

it. What they require is a iv- i
>' \,:iIit con-

stantly at hand, constantly givin:-. "hi a liiilr moisture,

and not too much, and retaining a supply lor a long

time when a drought comes. In fact, they want a

gigantic sponge placed at the higher points of their

farm ; such a sponge as they require they will find la a

plantation.
, , .,

" In looking to our own affairs, then, wo have three

things to attend to. 1st, the amount of planting

necessary or desirable to be done on eaoh man s

possession. That is a matter to be determined by his

own judgment and private consideration; extraneous

circumstances, such as deficiency of means, may here

intrude to prevent his adoption of the be,st possible

course ; but as his interest concui-s with that course,

we need not fear that as soon as the right proportion

of wood for each spot can be ascertained, it will before

very long be sure to be executed. 2d, I In nmount ot

planting necessary or desirable for ihv-cui _•. iicral

conservancy and climatal objects ; and 3d, Icr inosiic't ive

purposes of fuel. The regulation of this is beyond the

scope of action of single individuals, and yet can only

be done by them ; but there are ways of persuading

or compelling private individuals to do what is neces-

sary for the common good. We do not say that the

Legislature ought actually to interfere for these objects,

but we have a very decided conviction that it is a

case where it ought not to sit silently by and make

no sign. • i. J
" A Parliamentary Commission has been appomtett

to inquire into the supply of coal in the country. It

is feared that the supply will not last beyond 100 years.

We presume the inquiry is not being made for purposes

of idle curiosity. If it turn out that the Commission

considers the fear well founded, we may take it tor i

granted that action of some kind will be taken. It is

not merely to learn our fate and acquiesce m it that

we have applied to the oracle. If we find that, like aU

oracles, it doubtfully pronounces a questionable dooni,

we may be sure that some means of averting, post-

poning, or mitigating it will be sought for. If no better
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plan can l)e suggested, one means is sure to be to see

that we plant sufficient timber to provide a stock of

wood for fuel for tbe future : and will it not tben be

necessaiy for Government to inquire into the state and
extent of the plantations in this country ?

"

Farm Memoranda.
[We now give the rcm.iindcr of Professor Wriglitson's report.]

East Lothian.—The railway from Dunbar to Leitb
runs between Linton and Long-niddry, exactly between
two geological formations, the coal measures and tln'

trap, and upon both we find good farming. The qualily

of the soil is evidently inferior to that ofwhich we have
just been speaking, although the country is still very
beautiful. The soil may be described as a stiflish clay,
well adapted for_ growing corn, and for the most part

. in high cultivation, but when neglected, as it is in

some places between Haddington and Pencaitland, it

bears verj' poor crops. We had the opportunity of
i visiting several farmers in this locality, among which
( we may mention Mr. Stodart, of Winton Hill;' Mr.
Foreman, ofDuncra Hill : Mr. Belfrage, of Samuelston

;

and Mr. Hope, of Fentonbams, to all of whom we are
indebted for the courteous and hospitable way in which
we were received. We are also much indebted to the
kindness of the Eev. W. Riach, the minister of Pen
caitland, for giving us an insight into the cultivation

J
of this part of Haddington.

Tlie East Lothian rotation is generallythus followed

—

1st, Turnips: 2d, Barley or Wheat; 3d, seeds; 4th,

Oats; 5th, Potatos; 6th, Wheat. In some cases, as

in Mr. Foreman's, the seeds are allowed to remain
down two years, and the area of Potatos is diminished.
The farmers here are heavy raanurers, the purchased
manure account often exceeding 21. per acre over the
whole farm.
Mr. Stodart farms 425 acres (imperial) of clayey soil

rented at about 44-5. per acre. He follows the East
Lothian rotation, and has his land in high condition.
Here we found a champion for the cultivator a,s a
means of obtaining a good tilth in the spring of the
year upon land which, if^ ploughed up, would present a
i-aw tough surface, difficult to reduce to a fine state.

Potatos and Turnips are both liberally treated, the
former receiving 32 loads of farm-yard manure, 4 cwt.
of guano, and the latter 24 loads of farmyard manure,
and 3i cwt. guano per acre. This land is too stiff for

bearing sheep in winter, so tliat all roots must be
carted to the buildings for cattle. The Wheat and
Barley, succeeding the Potatos and Turnips, are both
top-dressed with 2 cwt. guano, 2 cwt. nitrate ofsoda; and
Mr, Stodart is never content unless his com is worth 12/.

piracre as an average. The varieties of Wheat grown
areTrump, Fenton, and Hunter's, and Chevalier Barley.
The manure bill amounts to 800/. per annum, nearly
the whole of which is for guano. A large quantity of
oil-cake must also be used, since the allowance for feed-
iug bullocks is 5 or 6 lb. per day. Seeds are top-dressed
with nitrate of soda, and are generally mown. Mr.
Stodart finds that seeds mown two years in succession,
aflorvvards give a better Oat crop than if the land had
been pastured for two years.

Mr. Foreman, of Duncra Hill, is another leading
farmer in the same district, whose farm w^e had the
privilege of ins|ii'cting. Tlio land is of more uneven
quality than at Winton Hill, some being let at 12.?. per
acre and some at S.'iv. It may be described a;s lighter
and inferior land to that hist spoken of. We found
Turnips looking tolerably well. The East Lothian
rotation is followed, excepting that seeds lie two years,
and that only about 20 acres of Potatos are grown, the
remainder of the Oat-stubble being sown with Turnips.
The former contains 875 acres (700 acres Scotch), and
lies somewhat wide.
Near the homestead the Swedes are heavily manured

with farmyard and other manure, and the roots are
cirted home for bullock feeding. The outlying parts
of the farm have received no farmyard manure for
about 20 years. The Turnips are raised by portable
manures, and are eaten on the land, or in some cases
one-third are drawn and the remainder are eaten on the
land by sheep with 1 lb. of oilcake per head per day.
The Swedes grown near the buildings receive farm-

yard manure, 3V cwt. Peruvian guano, 3} cwt.
Bolivian guano.
The Turnips which are eaten on the more distant

fields receive 7 cwt. of guano without farmyard
manure. The system doubtless saves labour, but Mr.
Foreman is beginning to think that the want of farm-
yard manure is telling unfavourably upon the far land.
Superphosphates are not in favour here. 'WTieat

follows the Swedes drawn off the land, and this crop is

liberally top-dressed, but not so the Barley.
The liberal way in which the Grass seeds are treated

struck us as peculiar. In the spring the Clover and
Grass seeds are top-dressed with 2J cwt. per acre of
nitrate of soda, and immediately after the first cut it

is again dressed with It cwt- of the same fertiliser.

This is at the rate of 5 cwt. per Scotch acre.
Owing to this management Mr. Foreman has good

crops of Grass this season, when most people are com-
plaining of short cuts. On inquiry I find that a
similar plan is pursued by many of the farmers of
this district, and that they consider the increase in
Grass amply repays the outlay. In order further to
show the high farming which Mr. Foreman follows, it
may be inlieresting to state the quantity of stock
supoorted on the farm :—

i'here are 196 acres of Turnips grown, and last year
13R0 sheep were fatted, and in addition to this
100 bullocks are annually fed. The sheep receive 1 lb.
of oilcake per head per day; the cattle 5 l;o 6 lb.
Twenty horses work the farm, and these are fed in
the usual liberal Scotch fashion, hay and corn ad
lihilum in busy seasons; at present they are receiving
cut Clover and no corn.

Last year Mr. Foreman was a sufferer from the

cattle plague, and the buildings now present a
melancholy appearance—thoroughly clean and white-
washed. It is still a question whether cattle will be
trusted in them during the coming winter. Although
there is nothing in Mr. Foreman's homestead which
might entitle it to a couple of pages in Mr. Baily
Denton's elaborate book of "Farm Buildings," in
which a ground plan and an isometrical view of some
of our best model buildings are given, yet it is

thoroughly comfortable, and capable of housing a harge
nunilior of bullocks. The box system of feeding
pnvails, ami altliough the boxes are not large, we
uniicrsluud that they are made to accommodate two
.ji)-.stoue cattle at the same time. We may here mention
that at Fentonbams boxes of 11 feet by 15 feel area
are also made to hold two beasts if necessary.
Before leaving East Lothian we had an opportunity

of visiting Fentonbams. An account of this farm
appeared so recently in the 2Vor//j British Agriculturist,
that it is perhaps needless to enter minutely into Mr.
Hope's mode of management. In many points it

resembles that of other farms we visited.
Mr. Hope occupies three farms — Fentonbams,

Dirleton, and Glencotho, which Last is his own property.
Fentonbams contains 670 acres of arable land, and the
nature of the soil is thus described in the North
British Agrif'uUurist of June 20th. " About one-third
part of the farm consists of a fertile loam or interjected
green-stone ; another third is composed of a heavy or
clay loam of medium fertility lying on boulder clay,

and the reniaining third is a yellow moorish sand, on
alluvial clay of great depth, and which comes to the
surface at various parts."

Mr. Hope was unable, owing to indisposition, to
accompany us in oiu- inspection, but Mr. Bertram, his
most intelligent steward, went with us, and we are
indebted to him for much information. Tiie rotation
most commonly followed at present is as follows:

—

Turnips, Barley, seeds, Grass, Grass, Potatos, Wheat.
So that five-sevenths of the land is in fodder, and two-
sevenths in com crops. In other cases the usual East
Lothian rotation is used. A large quantity of Turnips
is frequently eaten upon the seeds previous to their
being broken up for Potatos, but no farmyard manure
is ever applied to this crop when it follows pasture.
One magnificent crop which we saw had been ploughed
14 inches deep by two ploughs following each other in
the same way as subsoil ploughing is performed, and
the lactates were dressed with 4 cwt. of Peruvian guano
and 4 cwt. of supei'phosphate of lime.
We asked Mr. Hope's opinion upon the question of

pulping roots, and we were told that he had tried it and
had not found any advantage from it in feeding
bullocks, although he admitted that for young stock it

was a good means of making the Turnips go further.
The feeding cattle receive their Turnips whole, and
the Imilifl' informed us that he had tried both pulping
and slicing, and had at last come to the conclusion that
the beasts did best when they had the roots unbroken.
Meal and cut chaff are mixed and given separately.

The maximum quantity of cake and corn is 9 lb. per
day per head.
The method of feeding bullocks in Scotland struck

us as one of the crudest points of management.
This subject has met with much attention in England,
and machines for cutting chad", pulping roots, and
cooking cattle food, form an important part of the
implement departments of our shows. At the .same
time the economising of the Turnip crop has been
di.scnssed frequently by our leading farmers' clubs. In
Scotland Turnips and straw, supplemented with
moderate quantities of cake, is the whole secret of
cattle feeding. The only explanation is that Turnips
can be grown of better quality and in larger quantity
than in this country. The bailiff at i'entonbarns
talked about 25 tons per acre as a very medium crop,
and of upwards of 30 tons being frequently grown.
The accommodation for cattle also struck us as

being behind-hand, large courts generally unspouted
being the rule. We do not allude to the cattle

accommodation of Fentonbams 'when we thus .speak,

but to other homesteads which we inspected.
Besides Fentonbams, Mr. Hope occupies the farm

of Dirleton. This farm contains 220 acres of arable
land, and some unreclaimed pasture, and consists of
two distinct classes of soil, the first a tenacious clay,
almost unworkable, and the other a blowing sand. We
should, however, rather say that this was the condition
of the farm since it has been much modified. The
change from the clay to the sand is extremeiy sudden,
so that while at the entrance of one field the Turnips
had struggled in vain for life upon a retentive and
rough surface, a few yards further over they were
revelling in a loose sandy soil. Advantage of this close

Eroximity of two important constituents of every soil

as been taken, and in one place especially (now
occupied by a blooming crop of Potatos), we were
informed that the entire top soil was removed and
carted on to the sandy .soil in the immediate neigh-
bourhood, and spread at the rate of about 200 yards
per acre. Sand was, on the other hand, carted back to
mitigate the clay. Immense advantage must have
followed this treatment, as is evident from the crops
now growing; but it is interesting to observe how
completely the lean kine, if these be for a moment
allowed to personate the sand, have swallowed up the
fat kine in the shape of clay, of which there is not
much visible trace in the light sandy soil now bearin

Give me plenty cf guano, said he, and I'll warrant that
the Couch won't live long. And he further declared
that he never troubled to get it off the land, but that
good heavy crops and liberal manuring was the only
way to keep it down. He referred of course to this
particular class of laud which would suffer materially
if much worked, by losing moisture. Eye forms an
important crop in the cultivation of this light land.
The last farm we had the pleasure of visiting was

that of Niddrie-Maius, about 2 miles west of Edin-
burgh. This excellent farm is occupied by Mr. Mylne,
and is certainly a pattern place. The peculiarity in

management observable here springs from the proximity
of Edinburgh, and consequent upon this we find a
large amount of produce sent into the town. Mr.
Mylne can sell everything except the land and build-

ing :—Straw, roots, Potato.s, grain, and flesh, are sent
to market, and in return immense quantities of town-
manure are brought on to the farm.
Niddrie-Mainsis an exceedingly compact farm of 62.^

statute acres, all arable land of good quality. lu
general, the most perfect neatness is observed, and the
farm is in the very highest state of cultivation. The
same cleaning of the hedges up to the very roots before
spoken of is observable here, and it is a treat to inspect

the magnificent crops which abound in every field.

The rotation followed is somewhat complex, but the
following is as nearly as possible the plan pursued :

—

1st general rotation :—

1, PotiitoB I 5, Turnips
2, Wheat 6, Barley
3, Grass T, Grass

4, Oats
I S, Oats

Each field in its turn is allowed to remain down two
years in Grass, and afterwards bears Barley after

Wheat.
Potatos are a very principal crop, and receive especial

attention. The Dalmahoy is the favourite early variety,

and this is manured with 30 tons of farmyard
(Edinburgh) manure, 6 cwt. o( equal parts of guano
and bones. Upwards of 14 tons per acre of Dahuahoy
Potatos were thus grown on one occasion.

We found Turnips manured very liberally, most of

these being sold off the premises, and we understood
that only about IG to 20 acres were reserved for home
consumption. On referring to the book containing
sales of Turnips, we found that about 700/. worth are

annually sold.

M'hen all are to be carted off, the manure per
imperial acre is '21 tons of well-rotted dung (horse and
cow mixed), 2 cwt. Peruvian guano, 2 cwt. dissolved

bones. Where cat«n off by sheep, 2 cwt. Peruvian
guano, 2 cwt. dissolved bones, 2 cwt. superphosphates,
but when this treatment is followed the sheep usually

get oilcake also.

It is, perhaps, unnecessary to sf,ate that the com
crops which follow the Potatos and Turnips are not
top-dressed. These are Barley after the Turnips eaten

off the land. The earliest Potato land cleared is sown
with Turnips for seed, and the rest with Wheat. The
finest varieties, such as Trump, Taunton Dean, and
White Essex, are sown, and the seed is obtained every

alternate year from the South of England. When,
however, two white crops are taken in succession, as

occasionally happens, a dressing of 2 cwt. guano, 2 cwt.

superphosphate, 2 cwt. common salt is applied. The
seeds are top-dressed with 1 cwt. nitrate of soda, and
1 cwt. Peruvian guano.
The large quantity of straw and roots sent to Edin-

burgh make it necessary to bring back manure to the
farm ; and a letter which I hold from Mr. Mylne
informs mo that he carts "3000 tons per annum,
besides what is made upon the farm, the great bulk of

which goes to grow Potatos."

Even here we did not find that the usual plan of

feeding cattle was materially altered, from 5 lb. to 7\ lb.

per day being the amount of cake consumed by each
bullock.

a prettyjegular plant of Turnips.
Hope considers that the improvement to the

sand is not permanent, .but that a similar treatment
will again have to be resorted to in the course of years.
Both Wheat and Barley upon the clayey portion were
looking remarkably well, but the Oats on the sandy
parts were short and poor.

The Dirleton sandy soil is not clean, but on the con-
trary rather abounds in Couch. I pointed this out
to the bailiff, who informed me that that was a trifle. I

Miscellaneous.
Shortening TT/n/cri.—Farmers who cannot taira

their cattle to pasture until the middle of May, and
who have to begin foddering them by the middle of

November at the latest, sometimes look with envy at

the condition of those farther south, where several

weeks are gained at each end of the winter season. It

would be much better if, instead of these vain regrets,

they should determine to manufacture or modify cir-

cumstances to suit their wishes and purposes. There
are several ways in wliich this may be profitably done.

1. Several weeks are often lost early in spnng in

waiting for the soil to become dry. This is a great

waste of valuable time, at a period when every day is

of much importance. This waste can be well appre-

ciated, but there is another loss of a formidable

character, of the heat which shoiUd warm the soil, but
which goes merely to evaporate the water. The surplus

water in 1 foot in depth of soil often amounts in spring

to 3 inches—equal to more than 10,000 cubic feet per

acre. In undrained land most of this passes off by the

slow process of evaporation, carrying off a vast quan-

tity of heat which otherwise should go to warm the soil.

The amount of heat thus lost may be better appreciated

by stating that it is equal to that atforded by the

burning of 12 cords of the best seasoned wood, and
with no escape or waste of heat. Every water-soaked

ten-acre lot, therefore, must require all the heat that

could be derived from 120 cords of the best fuel—over
1200 cords fot each 100 acre farm, to evaporate its

surplus water in spring. Good and regular tile-

draining will carry off this surplus water in three days

—after which, all the heat of the sun will go towards
warming the soil. We have had occasion the past

spring to observe the difference between the condition of

a piece of well drained, but naturally heavy soil,and an
adjoining piece remaining undrained. The fii'st was i_n

fine condition for working in less than a week after it
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was thawed. It was necessary to wait nearly one
month hefore the other could be ploughed, ami even
then it was cold and clammy. It will therefore be safe

to say that at least three weeks are gained in the length
of the season by underdraining heavy soils. 2. We
scarcely need allude to the great mitigation of the

severity of winter on all domestic animals by providing

good shelter. When we have contrasted the condition

of those animals which enjoy warm stables and tight

sheds, and are prutirlrd Kv l:ill screens of evergreens

surroundingthe y.ird. i\ it h I ii"-i' which are foddered from
stacks in open fields, iir iln ii"! wonder that the owners
of the latter complain of tlic long and severe northern

winters. 3. The sime class of managers complain of the

slow growth of their pastures in spring, and find that

thev are unable to turn out their animals from the

barnyard \uitil the middle of Ma.y, or even later. They
coidd easily gain from one to two weeks by providing

'lier pastures—that i.s, by seeding doivn

heavily with
manured, or \i\

especially by pvi.

I

from the action oi

effeotedbytop-di\

I whicli has been well
Id Grass fields, and
ts which form the sod
winter. This may be

uarse manure in autumn.
by a thin and even coating of refuse straw, and
especially by not allowing the Grass to be closely

grazed on the apiiroach of ^vinter. Any one may
siili-Tv IiiMi. irmi (lit- jKi'iii l>y observing the rich and
Ih I. -ii r . :

I
I in fence corners, and in

oi'" '

ii
I

' 'II .

: "lis, while open pastures
li:i\.' -11 r 1., li-iii; :-i III! II /ifcn. 4. Belts of ever-
greens on the more eiposed lands will do much towards
lessening the efrects»of sweeping winter winds, to pro-
tect herbage, and cause it to grow later in autumn, and
come on earlier in spring. An eminent florist once
remarked that many tender plants commonly requiring
the protection of a greenhouse in winter, would survive
without injury if planted in woods, where the shelter
from winds, and the covering afforded by leaves, nearly
prevented the ground from freezing. The same effect,

although in less degree, is afforded by occasional limber
belts across farms. 5. Dairymen, who are unable to
make other than poor white butter in winter, and but
little of it, and who complain of winter as an im-
propitious season, may overcome much of the difhculty
by a good supply of Carrots, Turnips, Beets, &c., which
will enable the good manager to manufacture as rich
butter in winter as at other seasons of the year. An
observance of the foregoing five particulars, viz.,

uuderdraining, shelter, enriched pasture lands, timber
belts, and a good supply of succulent food for cows, as

well perhaps as some other points of good management,
will reduce the effects of the severity of our northern
winters, to an amount equal to at least three degi'ees of
latitude, and sometimes much more. Let them be
carefully weighed and adopted in practice. Alhani/
Coiintr'f Geiiileman.

Calendar of Operations.
Septembee ; Wheat, Sowint/.—Sowia^ and reaping

used perhaps more commonly formerly than now to be
carried on together ; and the voung Wheat had often
imlr-nl :iii|i.nivd lirfwiv WIpiI'Ii- : I u iipleted.

Tin, Mil. ilir r;,... r-, :,i!li «ii, •,,
]

. .,„ aftcr
fall.iu,;i..il v.illi WIhuI m,>,,i iiIl - ( ..., i- ml Gras.s.

Such li.>l(Is:nv ill Uif. sniillirn, inm.i u., , p hrr after a
second cutting has bccu removed, or after a hard
pasturing of the field, manured with dung from the
yards which has been lying in heaps since spring, and
is now carted on and spread broadcast at such a rate as
the quantity allows, and ploughed under with a shallow
furrow. If ploughed with a skim-coulter so as
thoroughly to bury the green surface and whatever lay
upon it, and afterwards pressed with the drill pressei',

and then suffered to lie for a month before sowing,
every condition likely to secure a crop is observed.
There is plenty of manure and of " heart " in the land,
and it receives and acquires a nood firm texture, which
the Wheat plant likes. The land lies in ribs sufficiently

abrupt to ensure that seed sown broadcast and
harrowed in shall fall int > t'l IJn, - oiiened for it and
come up in row as perl'c- i

, ii L il d.

Wheat after a bare I- . i liy the Suffollc

drill in rows from S tn i: m, 1,.
i
nt on land which

received its last ploughing some weeks before. And it

is then harrowed in and the ground left—the rougher
the better. Six pecks of Wheat, or less, is ample seed-
ing in the month of September. And that quantity is

also sufficient when sown broadcast either skilfully by
hand, or by machine, over a ribbed ploughing, and
harrov/ed in so as to come up in lines.

The following memoranda on Wheat sowing in
September are given from the original edition of
Arthur Young's Farmers' Calendar

:

—
Upon all cold, wet, and backward soils, September is

the best season for nutting in Wheat, provided the
land be not too dry ; for Wheat should never bo sown
in a very dry season, nor till rain falls in tolerable

plenty. Upon drier and warmer soils, it is far better
to postpone it till October. But in this case every
agriculturist should remember that the soil intended
for Wheat should be cleansed and prepared for it in

September, by scuffling and destroying all root weeds,
as well as ploughing the soil once into ridges, the most
suitable for keeping it dry through the following
winter. Another general observation is, that iu pro-
portion to the earliness of the sowing a small deduction
may be made from the accustomed quantity of seed, as
two bushels sown any time iu this month are equal to

tlu-ee in November.
Autumn CuHure.—There is no i>art of the skill

which the clay-land farmer needs more useful to him
in his business than that which times the operations of
tillage to the fit condition of the soil. Tillage opera-
tions which will benefit at one time will do mischief at
another, and many a man has lamented too great
activity and anxiety to get on with work upon the field

wliich had been better left undone till the weather had
improved. It is the same sort of wisdom or of folly,

only intenser of its kind, which is displayed iu the
distribution' of tillage operations through the season, as

is shown in their arrangement from day to day. There
is a great need of fitting what is done in the field to the
actual weather of the day ; but there is an even greater

need, especially ou clay soils, of fitting the great tillage

operations of the year to the average weather of the
seasons.

There seems to be an advantage on clay soils in the
deep and thorough tillage of the stubbles when dry iu

autumn, which is so remarkably greater than the
advantage of the same process at any other season as

almost to require some special explanation. I believe,

however, that the explanation is no other than that
which ordinary tillage and its influence on fertility

receive; the greater effect arising from its being done
in the dry and followed by the frost. But whatever
the rxplanaiifin lie, the fact on almost every kind of
Ml 1 iiii iii I

:' 1.;''
; and any means of cheapening

II 111! ,1 ellective a thorough autumn
III!: ir, iiii

I

I
.1. J . ing our power of carrying it out,

V. ill ije v,e!t:i)iuc iu all ulay-land farmers.
Among such means none is so valuable when turned

to proper use as a long period of dry weather after

harvest. Let the ordinary means of cultivation be put
energetically to work immediately after harvest, and
they will be better in their influence and cheaper in

their cost than all that ingenuity .and capital can devise

or furnish for the assistance of the farmer in ordinary
or in difficult times.

I am informed by a gentleman who fanns largely in

in Holland that there the first operation on the
stubbles is as deep a furrow given with the plough as

can be done with horses. Ten to 12 inches of the
alluvial soil are thus turned over; and if the weather
permits, a crfHs-idiun:hing of less depth is given before

winter, fu iii m iuMiciurhood of Edinburgh nothing
strikes i'l i

i more during a walk over the
fallow^ ill I ! 10 great depth of the ploughing
which 1i:l- !'.l.i ^i ,- . iu the land since harvest. And
in instances ucaivr home, where the practice has been
transplanted or adopted farther South, the same advan-
tage seems to follow a deep autumnal ploughing. Iu
the fen districts, a large deep-working plough has been
lately introduced by Mr. Howai'd, which seems to be
most iuflueutia! on the fertility of the land. The
bringing up a portion of the clay subsoil to be
weathered during winter, when it becomes mixed with
the vegetable mould of the surface, is found to be most
ben°ficial.

And where there are no especial reasons why adv.an-

tages may be expected from a similar practice, as on a

comparatively light soil over chalk in the county of

Surrey, yet the same advantage has followed the ,

adoption of a similar practice. And a furrow, 10 or
I

I'l inches deep, given by means of steam power, has
proved a capital preparation for the succeeding Potato
crop, and a capital preparation, indeed, for the whole
succeeding rotation. Of course, this deep furrow cannot
be given in the case of a very foul stubble ; such land
must be cleaned before it is safe to turn it over deeply,

and it is then that modem implements are most
useful.

Coleman's cultivator and Bentail's broad-share, and
other machines of that class, should be put to work for

the purpose of cutting off that thin surface of the soil

in which the roots of creeping weeds luxuriate. The
comparatively small quantity of material, in the first

place, disturbed, is thus the more easily weathered, and,

if necessary, burned. The harrows following the
scarifiers drag all the rubbish together ; and when it is

either carried off or set fire to, the whole soil may be

turned over deeplywith the plough.
Certainly the preliminarj' use of the paring plough

and cultivator is a great economy. Where ploughs and
harrows alone are iised in tillage operations, the whole
process is cumbrous in the extreme.
We add the folloiving to our notice last week ; though

it does not relate to the proceedings of this season of

the year ;—

Winter Vetches.—In the following March, when the
soil is drj', roll it just enough to smooth the surface for

more conveniently mowing the full-grown crop. If

any Docks, Thistles, or other large weeds should rise,

have them drawn by hand, and carried off the land.

The crop should be left till it begins to blossom,
which may be expected to take place about the middle
of the following May. Then the Vetches may be daily

mown and carted to sheep and cattle of all sorts in

their sheds and yards; or they are served to sheep in

cribs hurdled off, or they are folded upon the land
where the crop has grown. It is well when they are

mown and given to hor.ses to let them wither after

cutting for 'li hours before letting the horses have
them, as when very young and succulent they are

physic rather than food.

The land from which Vetches have just been taken
will be found in a good state to be immediately prepared
for, and sown with, the seed of either Turnips or Cole,

or for being set with the plants of either Cole or winter
Cabbages.

MOULE'S PATENT

EAPtTH CLOSET COMPANY
(LIMITED),

Late WHITE and CO.

OFFICE, 29, BEDFORD STREET, STRAND, W.C,
where the Closets may bo seen, .ind every ioforraation obtained.

Manager, Mr. T. M. EVANS.

MOULE'S PATENT EARTH CLOSETS.- This
ffecturtUy remedies the well-known evils aiislng
1 Cesojtnol Privies ; and is far superior to tiio

Smell consequent on tbo use of tlie Onl
Rooms, Hospita,! Wards, &c. It is foimiicd upon tho well-kn
power of Earth tis a Doodonsing A^enL The pr.icticU :ipplica!

insufficient or defective. Apart fn
System in destroyingtho Smell, the Earth

expensive

the Water
is very Econoraical,

pipes likely to burst in frosty

apply of coal and the removal

M^

which supply Water to the neighbourhood.
5ick Room, or Hospital, or Friaou, or Private House these
loKots are of the most simple and efficient construction.

y bo used as a Receptacle both of Liquid and Solid Soore.
which thosu ScL-rotions can be immediately covered with

Thus ill! Fenii"iit,ii>u is prevented, and no Exhalation <

•> Oa\ji
I may bo

MOULE'S PATENT EARTH CLOSETS.
Extraclfrom Utport on Inilia Gaols, by Dr. Mouat,

Inspeclw-Oencral o/Qaols in India.

"Tho papers printed in the Appendix show thnt the Dry Earth
System of thJ Rev. Mr. Moule luis been attended with success;
that it ha-s removed the greatest defect in tho sanitary aiTangemeuta
of Indian Prisons; that it has led to a remarkable change in the
condition of such extremely unhealthy Gaols as Monghjr and Gya,

squamted v

MOULE'S PATENT EAllTH CLOSETS may be
applied to any Closet at trilling cost.

M'OULE'S PATENT EARTH CLOSETS, the best
Night Commodes.

M^

asaDi

M^
MOULE'S PATENT EARTH CLOSETS.

From John Wilso.-j, Esq., Ediiujton Mains.
" Hitherto, wo regret to s^y, that the numerous and costly

attempts that have been made to separata tho fertilising matter
froai the water in whtcli it is contained, have proveii utter failures.

The most feasible phm for the utilisation of niglit-soiliy that brought
" " " " -age, Dorset."

contained, have
|

, the utilisation of ni^li

forward Dy the Rav. Henry Moulo, of fordingtoi

Notices to Correspondents.
: The Editor of this Journal is anxious to recommend
i-manag(er or Laud Agent to any one who seeks for

!, good judgment, trustworthiness, and education,

Chukn: Iota asks if any of our correspondents who have a

small well-appointed dairy will recommend a chuni that is

c:t.sily worked and cleaned, and not liable to be put out of

order. Ee has only four or five criws ; .and the churn must
not be over-sized, which is an evil. [See Morton's " Hand-
book of Dairy Husbandi-y." Price Is. Gd. Longmans.]

Truckle Cheeses : TIM D. Every Gloucestershire d:iiry

makes them towards the end of the season. Apply to Mr.
C. Bennett, Pulford, Berkeley.

To Det a Cow .BBC. Half milk her for several days, and
gradually cease milking.

MOULE'S PATENT EARTH CLOSETS.
From J. SMEni.KT, Esq., MatlocU Bank Hy<lropathic Ei

lislivicnf, liiber Castk, Mall'jck, and Lea Mills,
Derby, Ma>j 31. ISsJy.

"Gentlemek,—I And your Patent Earth Closet a perfect suci

It may be used in any room without the slightest effiuvmtn being
perceived. "J. Smedlki

"

MOULE'S PATENT EARTH CLOSETS.
From J. G. Talcot, Esq., New Falconhurst, Edctibridge,

Kent, May 4, iS6l».

' I havo very proat pleasure in buarlng my testimonv to the groat
Ino (if the Earth System, as carried out by Messrs. White & Co..

about tho bouse, stables, and ga
System in romovmg the great
almost inseparable from the ordinary pr greoC

nderd porlectly
Eiotlensive, makes it a matter of aurpiise that the arrangement Is

lot universally adopted. I shall have great pleasure in recom-
nending Messrs. White & Co.'s Syytem to any one who maybfl
iiilueneed by my opinion. " John G. Talbot."

MOULE'S PATENT EARTH CLOSETS.
From Oswald Foster, Esq., Hitchin.

" Hitchin, March 19, 1866.

" To Messrs. White k Co.—Your Earth Closets have been inuffl

Jor two years in the Sick Wards at the Hitchm Union House. Ai
MnHif3i Dtnr^Ar nt. thnt n<itAhli.<^)inient. I can soeak With tbe irreatMl

3th«

and evil of disgusting effluvlKtheir mtroduction, '

educated, at the introduction of anything
patent to most ; but I feel sure that any attempt to return
old Commode would create great dissatisfactionamong

MOULE'S PATENT EARTH CLOSET COMPANYI
(Limited).

29, Bedford Street, Strand, "W-C.
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Heating by Hot Water.

WJ. HOLLANDS, I it on Merchant,
• 31, Banlrslde, London, S.E.

HOT WATER PIPES, from StocK, per yard ;—2-inch, Is. M ,

S-inch.ls. lOd. : and4-mcb, 2». id. BENDS, from Stock, Is.Grf.,:;*-. o</.,

and 3s. each. THROTTLE VALVES, 10s., IS,*., and 14.i. each. OtUar
Connexions at equally low prices, and all goods of first-class manii.
fecture. Estimates given, and orders by post punctually attended to

the

H
Heating by Hot Water.

OT-WATElt I'lPJ-JS, at Wholesale Prices, with
Syphona, Tee Pipes, and every other connection

;

a^t-lron Boilers, Saddle, Conical, Cylinder, Tubular,

j
and P:niptic, fn nved Boilers and I:

Valves from 10s. (id. each. Patent
Furnace Bars, Supply Cisterns,

HOT "WATEE PIPES and FITTINGS of tlie best
description supplied by

& Pollard. 17, New Park Street, Soiithwark, London, S.E.

B UllY AND POLLARD'S CONICAL BOILERS for
HEM'INO by HOT WATER lixed at Seats of Diiko of

;tle, Lord iielper. &c., at Viscount Sydney's replaced, after

TAMES W VllS A^D f ) Hot ioO HoT-W^TEBAr ARi r,

Onn CUCUMBEl
/CXJXj andf om400t
STOCK. Glaze and P
P.acked imd sent to P b nd I t
Buildings. Warebouse i-c uo t ipp 7cd c nt tl

and economical principles. Kelerences to the Nobllltr, Gentl7, and
Trade in most of tbe Counties in England.

' BniLDFRs inA
d Font R d s E
S nlLTCHTs

S ZLSk t

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, of every description,
fixed complete in any part of tbe country, or the materials,

viz., Hollers, Pipes, &c., dehvered to any Station.

Estimates on application.

J. Jones & Sons, 6, Banksldo, Southwark, London, S.E.

w*
3 make GRLLNHOU'sl' S or HOTH

U z d th 1 Glass Pa n ed th
d X nt, s ze at 1

t a oady u o bUErNHOO
nt b ft 8i w e p o

ze and a o k o 1 3

1 1 Vfi LS made po tab e kept n stock

Estimates given for efllciently Heating by Hot Water i

of the kingdom.

CONSEEYATOEIES, GRESBHOUSES, FHAMES,
THE ONLY PAINT THAT SUCCESSFULLY STANDS UPON THE ABOVE TKYLN'G T;\"Or.lC 13

CAESONS' OEiaiNAL ANTI-COKROSION PAINT,
TRADE tuAHK AND IS CONSEQUENTLY LAP.GELT USED BY THE NOBILITY AND GENTRY, ALSO THE LEADING HORTlCULTURlS'l :,

IT IS EQUALLY ADAPTED FOR ALL DESCRIPTIONS Or EXTERNAL WORK.

3 ctft. Free to any Slalioit in England and Vales, and most I'orts of England, Ireland, and Seotland.

TRADE r»i,'.nK,

PATTERNS, PRICES, and TESTIMONIALS on application to

WALTER CARSON and SONS, Removed to LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON,
Tliree doors East of London, Chatham, and Dover Railw.iy new Viaduct.

CAXTTION.—All Casks bear the Trade Mark, or are not Genuine,

BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

^T^iW^'Q

HEW PATENT WROUGHT lECH KUITIT'J-.ULAE EOT-WATER BOILER.

THE 3REAT ADVANTAGES OF THIS

BOILER ARE :—

1st. Being' entirely of Wrought-Iron,

its safety from leakage and cracks (from

expaneion or contraction), a danger to

whicli a.U Cast-iron Boilers are more or

less liable.

2il. An immensely increased surface

exposed to the direct action of the fire,

which passes through the tubes, thereby

giving a wonderfully increased amount

of power.

Sd. A great saving in the consumption

of fuel. Its facility for hanking up the

fire. Its peculiarly weU-adapted con-

struction for slow combustion, and

burning many hours without attention,

at a trifling expense.

4th. Its extraordinary power and

safety for caiTying out the One Boiler

System, and small space and dejith

for setting.

\S

?.
'*-:

&.y

'.<# *-w"='.^©*^a

UNDERSIDE OF EOILER AND PLAN OF TUBES.

One of these BOILERS Heated the

GREAT ORCHID TENT, 560 feet long,

and 10 feet wide, at the INTER-

NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL

EXHIBITION, with a remarkaWy small

quantity of fuel, .and gave the greatest

satisfaction. "Was highly approved of

by many Scientific Men and Practical

Horticulturists.

The great Power, Economy, and

Safe Working of these BOILERS has

been thoroughly tested for the last

12 months at the Horticultural Gardens,

Chiswick, where they may he seen in

action, and also at other places in

various parts of the country.

TSET ASE MADE OF VAniOUS SIZES. PRICES ON AI'PLICATION.

HENRY ORMSON, F.S.A.,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDER TO HER MAJESTY, AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OP HER MAJESTY'S
ROYAL PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS, AND TO THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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GLASS HOUSES FOE HORTICULTUEAL PURPOSES.

MANUFACTURED in LONDON; nad at NEWTON in CAKTIIEL, LANCASHIEE; GLOUCESTER; COVENTRY; PAISLEY, and ABERDEEN,

By STEAM-POWEE MACHINERY, of BEST MATERIALS, and at LOWEST PRICES.

EViRY DESCRIPTION of STRUCTURE DESIGNED, HEATED, and VENTILATED in the MOST EFFICIENT MANNER.

View of Ridge-and-Furrow-roofed Conservator)-, 30 feet by 15, and 15 feet liigh, attached to a Plain Mansion.

Plans prepared for Vmiscrvdlorks suUahle for particular Sli/hs of .Vaiisions or Special rerjiiirements, aial Eslimatcs giren to carry out Special Vesiijns and Speei/icalions.

HEREMAN and MORTON, 7, PALL MALL EAST, LONDON, S.W„,

PROPRIETORS and MANUFACTURERS of SIR JOSEPH PAXTON'S PATENT HOTHOUSES fur liio .^^ILL[ON,

Illusti'ated Price Lista of which will be sent oa application. Also,

A HANDBOOK OF VINE AND FRUIT TREE CULTIVATION,

Contatnilig full information on tliese subjects, Views of Conservatories, &c., Hints for Heating, &c., will be sent post free for 13 Stamps.

EXTRAORDINARY ACHIEVEMENTS OF

WEEKS'S ONE-BOILER SYSTEM.
THE DISTINGUISHED C.\PABILITIES OF THIS LOJTG-TRIED SYSTEM THROUGHOUT THE UNITED KINGDOM AND THE CONTINENT, ENABLES

IT NOW TO STAND FORWARD AS THE CHAMPION AND MOST SUCCESSFUL OF ALL SYSTEMS OF HEATING BY HOT-WATER.

THE FOLLOWIJiO ISTEKESTINO STATISTICS -lUE CONCLUSIVE EVIOEKCE THAT

WEEKS'S IMPROVED UPRIGHT TUBULAR BOILERS
ARE PERFORMING THE MOST GIGANTIC OPERATIONS ON RECORD, AND BANISH .VLL DOUBTS AS TO WHOSE IS

THE MOST POWERFUL BOILER EXT.ANT.

No other Boiler can have any pretensions to such an exposition of achievements
as the following :

—

Upwards of FOUR MILES of PIPING, fi.ted on WEEKS'S ONE-BOILER SYSTEM, is employed to HEAT
(he vaiious COMPARTMENTS of the KOYAL HOKTICULTUR-U, SOClEXy'S GARDENS, KKNSINGTON.

TOTAi LENGTH OP PiriNG I.V MILES AND FEET:-

KOYAL DOTANIC SOCIETY
ROYAL HORTICBLTUBAL SOClETrS GARDENS ..
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LAWN MOWEKS for 1866.—
ns during the Season of 18G4

by his Majesty the Kiog ol

i.>i;<;asiuiis during the Season of iSfifi

by His Majesty the King of Holland

;

HAND MACHINE.
r/jftse are the only Lawn Jlowcrs that will work for years without

requiring repair.

These jire the only Lawn Mowers that will Mow properly when the

Grass is Wet. _, _ ,

I7u.se are the only Lawn Mowers that are in use m all the Royal

Dens Iron Works, Arbroatu ; and 27, Leaden-
hall Street, London, E.C.

7, Le;iLionhall Street is the only place In London where intending

purchasers of Lawn Mowers can cho use from a stock of froj^ii 150
*-

kept there, whether for Ho:

G KEEN'S IMPROVED NEW PATENT
GARDEN HOLLER.

The above Rollers

greater facilities for turning, and the

Diameter, .30 inches; Length 32 inches, £7 10

Prices for Rollers fitted with Shafts suitable for Pony or Horse
Power, free on application.

Delivered carna>:e paid to all the principal Railway Stations and
Shipping Ports in En;:Iand.

Thomas Gref.:* & Son, .Smithfleld Iron Works, Leeds ; 64 and 65,
Blackfnars Road, London, S. ; and 19, Eden Quay, Dublin.

N.B. All Orders executed on the day tbey are received.

PRIZE MEDALS AWARDED to GREEN'S PATENT
LAWN MOWERS.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, LONDON, 1S62.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, DUBLIN, 1S65.

The above Lawn Mowers have proved to be the beat, and have
carried off every Prize that has oeen givea in all cases of Com-
petition.

Croquet, Cricket, and Garden Tents.
BENJAMIN EDGINGTo^'S ILLUSTRATED

CATALOCaE of MARQUEES and TENTS for CROQUET,
CRICKET, ARCHERY, Ac, forwarded post freo on application.
Tempornrv Rooms on iiiro tor Fites, Balls, Dinners, &c
Bo particular to ad.lrcss Blnjamin EnoiNOTO^- (only), 2, Duke

Street, London Bridge, S.E. No otiior KstabLisbment.

T.
" ARcTeR' S "ITR I G I DOM 0.'^

E.

-^?^i?^ ti~~^^

AGRK 1 r |[ !;VL in<l nORTICULTURAL
IMPLEMI MS uifl M VCIIINES of e\ery description.

IMPRO\ 1-D IKON STABLE FITTINGS.
HURDLER and CO^TI^LO^S IRON and WIRE FENCING.

Palisading Entrance and field Gates Plain and Galvanised
Wire Netting

GREEN S r \ II N ) I VWV MOWERS and GARDEN ROLLERS.
Garden It ii ^ svrii ^ts. Water Barrows, Ornamental Garden

I Mangling Machii
IMPRO^ lit ^ M - \( I "il \i HINES and FILLERS.

Sep^ntu 111 1 I II ( iits fiee on application.

TiiTMAt. t.nf 1 N -- N --iiiii iificld Iron Works, Leeds.
Show Rooms i n - "<- "-hi. ^m tl lidd Cattle Market, North Street,

Leeda . 54 and 65, Blntklnars Road, London, S. ; and 19, Eden

yea .

uniberland for Syon IIou.se, His Grace the Duke of Devonshire for
Chiswick Gardens, Professor Lindley for the Horticultural Society,

andB'lurn '
: /

i
.(!

.
:

:
I'-

the Scnrrlii! .: I; >)-. ..i n^. .-.i.,i, ! .i,i

and from Mnriiiiii; Fro.sta. To be had in any requ

Choice Greenhouse Plants, Bulbs from Holland,"
LUM8 JiioM Valparaiso, lUiTic Seats, &c.

STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
:, Rooms, 3S, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

ember 15, athalf-past 12oCIock precisel;

M
A ORNAMENTAL STOVE and GFtfiEN-
from a well-known Nursery, consisting of
oice Fema, and rnre Climbing and fine FoUago
Mniq <-..m Viit'iv'^'. iru! a large importation

Bulbs from thruu \

Some Rustic Gani

An impiTived make, 2 yards wide

per yard r

3s. 6(1. per yard.
is. 9d. per yard.
2s. Sd. per yard r

FIBRULS PEAT, ol" superior quality, for Orchids.
American Plants, and all Potting purposes, may be obtained

from Faminghani Uoad Station, on London, Chatham, and Dover
Railway, in Truck-i of 16 yards, deliverable at some of the London

To Florists, &c.
PARTNER WANTED, to join the Advertiser in a

BUSINESS for the SALE of FLOWERS, FRUIT, CUT
FLOWERS, SEEDS, &c., with Jobbing attached. Situation West
End of London, in one of tbe best and most improving localities
round the Metropolis. Large and handsome Conservatory, fitted up
" every convenience. Excellent opportunity for an enterprising

w-
To Nurser3mien, Gardeners, and Florists.
ANTED, a PRACTICAL MAN to join the Adver-

the above Business, which has been established two
doing well. The Plant consists of a Propagating""

?ith Hot Water; two others, same size,

and one -.vith Flue: also Peach House.
Ill :-',

' 'iMlition ; and one Lean-to, 20 feet
1, 54 feet by 12, ready

years, am
House, 50 feet bv 12,

also fltted w

Rooi
AppI

TothllL Plymouth.—To Gardeners and Others.

TO BE LET, by Tender, for a term of 7 or U years,
from Christmas, 1866. all that MESSUAGE or DWELLING

HOUSE, GARDEN, and PREMISES, situate near Tothill, in the
Parish of Charles. Plymouth, now in the occupation of Mr. Francis
Wood. Gardener and Seedsman, as Tenant, containing by admeasure-
ment la. Ir. Op. or thereabouts. The above has been for many years
occupied as a Garden, is well suited for the purpose in all respects,
and well supplied with Spring Water. The talcer will be required to
pnrcliase, at a valuation bv a competent person to be agreed on
between himself and the "fenant, the Growing Crops, if any, and
also the Stock of Plants, Greenhouses, and Forcing and Potting-
houses on the Premises, being allowed to remove the latter at the
expiration of bis Terra.
Tl

Street, Ph'mouth (where the tei

are to be Let mny be seen), on or before October 1 next, and in tl

meantime the Tenant will show the Premises on application.
The Setter shall not be required to accept the highest Tender.

Argus Insurance OfficcPiymouth.—September 16.

Farm Poultry.

GREY DORKING EUWLS, of purest breed, in any
numbers.

Imported TOULOUSE GEESE, tho largest and most productive

Impmvod N< H^Fol^lv TMRKEYS, I.irge, hardy, and good breeders.
ATrLFSl;riM . ! i;m| i.x DUCKS,
Import''! I

'.

'
:

\
'• i: 'i K ); RABBITS, for size and early maturity.

BRAin: V I
I ^ ' Kl.VECtEUR, and LA FLECHE FOWLS,

i'ji_L'i L-.----> and Estimates on application.
John Baii,v & Sok, 11.3, Moimt Street, London, W.

/:i.ISHURST COM-
V_X POUND, whether used
against Insects and Mildew, on
Growing Plants, or as Wmter
Dressing on Trees at rest,
should be dissolved 48 hours
Defore use. This gets nd of
smell, and if tho Solution be
decanted, prevents any staining
of foliage. A strength of from
1 to 2 oz. to the gallon of water
is recommended for growing

Sold Retail by Nuraerymcn
ind Seedsmen, in boxes, Is.

Js., andlu^-i. Od. each.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

BRITTANY COWS.
The only breed of Cattle

that have escaped the Rinderpest.
The nobility, gentry, and others

are respectfully informed that
they caa be supplied with the
above beautiful and" profit.able
Little Animals (calved and down
calving), in any number, at the
shortest notice. Tho great suc-

and encouragement nhich

enabled to offer tho public a constant supply of the
choicest stock that can be obtained, at prices which defy all competi-
tion. The low cost, together with the high milkine qualities ' " '

Breed, render them of great value to the cottager, as well
fancy stock-keeper and dairyman.
YOUNG BULLS alwavs on sale. BRITTANT SHEEP. 2

ALDERNEY and GUERNSEY COWS and HEIFERS s

to description, as to age, colour, and time of calv:'

Apply to the Agents of the Exporter Messrs
38, Crutched Friars, London, E.C.

"L,

ipplied

5aU0 I)B gluitiom

Fulham, Middlesex.
To MAni.1T (iM.niSMlS. AM. (.)TiiEn3.

MR. W. T. ATW'inh I. ni'iu.!,,! by Mr. G. Baglcy
to SELL i. \: ' 1' '-, * inomises, Percy Cross.

Fulhani. ^.W..''\- i
:

.!<, and foUowmg day,
at I'J o'clock each i-lu LIVE and DEAD
STOCK andremnuiM. i !:' >!- ; , M i - ; 'hudener.
The Stock inclmlu-s :, p"«'Jrrul iJraii'jlit Horses, 4 capital built

Spring M.irket Waggons, Light Van, lu Tumbril, Dung, Market, and
other Carts, Plough by Howard . Harrows, a variety of new and other
Tools, Ware Tubs, Barrows, Fruit Ladders, large stock of Baskets,
200 .')-I^i>;lit Uijxes and Li^lits and Hand Glasses, Seeds, quantity of

I
I

: ,1 M. ilo Roots for Forcing, Rhubarb,

Consignment of 15 Cases of Bulhs,

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL
his Groat Rooms, 38, KingStn.<-i. f

WEDNESDAY, September 19, at li:il:
;

'

673 lots of BULBS 1

AUCTION, at
'' «'\rn. W.C. on

'
' k precisely.

dozens of Double and Single Hyfl^

quantity of Tulips, Crocuses, Jon
Ranuncuhist US, Anemones, iic, Uvni one of tl

renowned Farms in Holland.
On view the Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Destroy your Insect Pests.
PRESERVE YOUR PLANTS and TREES.

Y'oD MAT Easily Destrot all Plant Pests,

f Blic
SOAL

Without injury to the moat delicate Plant or Tree, bv ualnff

PROWLER'S GARDENERS' INSECTICIDE,A pronounced by all who have used it to bo far superior to any
ft,™r,T®V^®''y- ,*-*"^ ^^^'^^ "i" Pro'e Its efBcacy. Testimonials
lorwarded on application. Price U. 6.1,, 3s., 6s- (id., and 10s. per Tin.UB0.& Thomas Fowleh. Worth Street, Brighton i and of Hoopiaa Co., Covent Garden Market, W.C.

60,000 Kliododenurous. Apple Trees, & Stove Plants.
Rei : Nu 1 St.

A UCTl

MR. KERKISON begs to ai.nouace that he has
received instnictions from Mr. Whitham (who holds the

Rhododendrons in England), to SELL by
, V. September 27, at 11 o'clock precisely,
^, fltio bushy well-grown plants, 18 inches

to J leir-r ], I II nil the liest named sorts in cultivation ;

.^000 sT.\ vi' w.i> Mi I.I'. TUBES, including all the newest and
best Sort.-. i-i.L , .i.. ; i l ii icc Collection of Rare Specimen and other
Stove Plants. TIil'wIk.Io will be St.Id without reservefor want ofroom.
Tho Auctioneer begs to recommend the above to the notice of the

Public, as the Establishment is the largest in the neighbourhood of
Manchester.
The Reddish Station of the London and North-Western Railway is

situated in the centre of the grounds, and is distant from Stoekport

Shepberd's Bush.

MJ':>si:> I'I;miiikkOE AND MORRIS ore instructed
l>y Mr. F Hopgnod. Sen., who is retiring trom Business, to

SELL by AUCTluN, without reserve, on the premises, Exntic
Nursery, Shepherd's Bush, adjoining the Shepherd's Bush Statiim
on the Metropolitan Railway, on MONDAY", October I. and Ibur
following d:iyii at V2 u Clock prociselv eich d:iv, xhn icuiniiiitg
LEASK. _ >... , . I- -r. < '.l -r;,.

i , 1 ..,'m ,.. . ', v,,';, :l ,
.,,,M|.-

WILL :
. .

.
. .1 I

' .

I
: , .

: 1 i:i)

Slabs, Un]:iiiiunt;it Iruri I'auiig. li-i. I'l c i u in .- 'I.u,i., h -)ii

Rollers, Patent Force Pump, Iron and Slate W^'aterTjoks, lOiection.s

of Sheds, Stables, G nests of Seed Drawers, Shop Fittings, Barrows,
Garden Tools. 2 Vans, 1 Cait., 3 Horses, sets of Harness, Ladders and
other Effects.
May be viewed one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues had,

Gd. each (returnable to purchasers), on the Premises; and of the
Auctioneei's and Valuers, American Nurseries, Leytonatone, N.E.
N.B. All Purch.isers must pay into the bands of the Auctioneers
full deposit on the fall of the hammer ; according to the conditions

October 15 & 1

M
Yardley, near Birmingham.

IMPORTANT SALE OF SHORT-HOKNED CATTLE.
R. STRAFFORD begs to inform Breeders and
Admirers of Short-horned Cattle that he is instructed by

the far-famed Herds of Fawsley, Hoimepierrepont, Kirkleviugton,

quence of Mr. Graham's change of residence.
Catalogues, with Pedigrees, may be had on application 1

STnAFPORD, 13, Euston Square, London, N.W. ; or of Mr. Grad
Yardley, near Birmingham.

To Noblemen, Gentlemen, Flockmasters, and Others.
A Flock of Valuable Pure-bred Merino Sheep and Rams imported

from Spain. Half-bred Merino and Southdown Ditto, White
Cashmere Goats imported from St, Omer, France, and
numerons Fleeces of Wool of the highest quality.

MESSRS. DAJSIEL SMITH, SON, and OAKLEY
have received instructions from C. T. Tower, Esq., the pro-

prietor (the father of the Smithfleld Club), to SELL by AUCTION,
in the Park, close to the Mansion known as Weald Hall, near Brent-
wood, Essex, on THURSDAY, October 4, at 12 o'Clock precisely,
120 MERINO EWES and LAMBS, 10 ditto Rams and Ram Lambs,

her Majesty the Queen.
The stock from which the pure Merino Sheep now offered to the

public have descended, was imported into this country from tho
Carthusian Monastery of Paular, in Spain, about the year ISIO, by

with great care and ju
purest Snd best blood.

Romford ; the Saracen's Head, Cherlmsford ; of Mr. Burton, tho
Bailiff, at the Mansion ; and of Messrs. Daniel, Smith, Son, &
Oaklky, Land Agents and Surveyors, lu, Waterloo Place, Pall
Mall, S.W.

MESSRS. COOPER and GOULDING are favoured
with instructions from the Representatives of tbe late John

Jackson Blandy, Esq., to prepare for submitting to PUBLIC
COMPETITION, at an early date (imless previously disposed of

by Private Treaty), the very valuable and unique FREEHOIjU
ESTATE, known as HIGHGROVE. Reading.

The Property consists of a well-bvult RESIDENCE, approached
through a fine Avenue and wcll-gi-own Shi-ubberj- and having

appropriate domestic offices. Coach-nouses, Stabling, i'ards. Lodges,
G.ardens, and Ornamental Grounds.
The latter, comprising a largo area, were laid out by the late Pro-

prietor at very great cost, and with the consummate taste and judg-
ment which procured for him the distinguished position of a Vice-

President of the Royal Horticultural society, which ho held for

many years.
The House stands in an elevated position, commanding fine and

extensive views, but possesses the advantage and comfort of com-
plete privacy.
The Pleasure Grounds are beautifully diversihed with sloping

Lawns, Dutch Garden. Fountains, a variety of large and handsome
Comfers, Aviary, Fernery, unusually large and elegant Conservato-

ries, Vineries, Or '
--^ — '

'

by some lull-grow

and retirement.
The R tch(.n Garden is planted w th the choicest Fruit Trees,

\l ich arc n w in most excellent Lond f"
The whr r<cc jies -in tret of aho

moie tl I lo li I tl o Kil V

Disti

) situated rather
,nd near a new
ng Horticultural

rRw

Flon may be taken at a
V liut I

urchaser.

Desc It t t Ur w lU H r ir 1 (_ n 1 tions will shortly be
prepared It formation n ay in tho meantime be obia ned of Mr, W,
F Blakdt Solicitor or of the Auct oneers Reading
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WILLIAM S. BUETON,
GENERAL FURNISHING IROHMOHGEE,

BY APPOINTMENT TO HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCE OF WALES,

SENDS A CATALOGUE GRATIS AND POST PAID.

It contdns upwai-ds of SIX HUNDRED ILLUSTRATIONS of liis umiTalled STOCK of STERLING SILVER auJ

ELECTRO PLATE, NICKEL SILVER and BRITANNIA METAL GOODS, DISH COVERS, HOT-WATER DISHES,
STOVES, FENDERS, MARBLE CHIMNEY PIECES, KITCHEN RANGES, LAMPS, GASELIERS, TEA TRAYS, URNS
.iiid KETTLES, CLOCKS, TABLE CUTLERY, BATHS, TOILET WARE, TURNERY, IRON and BRASS BEDSTEADS,
BEDDING, BED-ROOM CABINET FURNITURE, &c., with Lista of Prices, and Phns of the

TWENTY LARGE SHOW
At 39, OXFORD STREET; 1, 1a, 2, 3, & 4, NEWMAN STREET; 4, .5, & 6, PERRY'S PLACE; ami

1, NEWMAN YARD, LONDON, W.

THE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR SILVER,
THE REAL NICKEL SILVER,

Introduced more tlian 2j rears ago by M7LLIA5[ S. BURTON, when Plated by
the Patent process of Messrs. l^Ilkingtou & Co., is beyond all comparison the very best
article next to Sterlin;^ Silver that can be employed as such, either usefully or
ornaraentally, as by no possible test can it be distinguished from real Silver.

A small useful set, guaranteed of first quality for finish and durability, as follows :

—

12 Table Forlcs

12 Table Spoons .

.

12 Dessert Forks .

.

12 Dessert Spoons .

,

12 Tea Spoons
*> Egg Spoons, gilt bowls
2 Sauce Ladles .

.

1 Gravy Spoon
2 Salt Spoons, gilt bowls.

.

1 Must.ard Spoon, gilt bowl
1 Pair of Sugar Tongs .

.

1 Pail- of Fish Carvers .

.

1 Butter Knife .

.

1 Soup Ladle
1 Sugar Sifter

Total

Fiddlo or
Old .Silver

Pattern.
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Grape Vines.

S. WILLIAMS begs to announce that he has a
splendid stock of Strong Planting and Fruiting CAN£S of all

o
Succession Pine Plants for Sale.

NE HUNDKED SUCCEsSIOX RIPLEY QUEEN
PIN'ES, perfectly clean and in /ood health.

Apply to Pail k Son, Old Cheslmnt Nurseries. N.

lUUllESSlON PIXE PLANT.S lor SALli.—
> RIPLEY QUEEN (30), perfectly clean .and in good health.

Apply to W. R., F. Allni.an, Nursery, Horsham, Sussex.

wANTED, a few good FKUITI.NU PINE PLANTS.
Addre8.s, stating price, to

Mr. Sextox Brkwer, Park Street West, Luton, Bedfordshire.

Strawberries.
/CHARLES TUENEU can supply all the leading lands,

C^

Butch and Cape Buibs.
HOOPER A.\u CO.'S CATAlOUUE (lUustratecl) of

tho above is now published, and may be had post freo Ibr Six

Stamps. Gratis to Customers.
Hoop£K & Co., COTCnt Garden, London, W C.

Dutch Bulbs.

WJI. WOOD AND SON'S first Iraportalion of the
above have arrived in splendid condition.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES on application.

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfleld, Uckllold, Sussox.

[AMES CARTER and CO.'S First Importation of
' DUTCH and CAPE BULB3 has arrived in fme condition, and
e Bulbs are much finer than usual.
JiMEs CiuriR i Co., 13-, 238, and 261, High Holbom, W.C.

The Best Twenty-six Hyacinths,
As REcoMMEXDtD BV TUE EDITOR OF THE Oartienfrs CJtronicU.

^UXTON AND SONS can supply the above for £1 U
Royal Berkshire Seed Establishmont, Reading.

Roses in Bloom.

WiL PAUL'S ROaES are NOW it

Inspection respectfully invited. Train:

SUoroditch to \Valth\m Station.
Fall's Nurseries, V.'altham Cr(

New Rose Catalogue, 1866-1867.
)AUL AND SON'S :NJ::\V DESCiUri'lVE LIST ii

r Ready, post free on applicutioii ; :i laiLLtul Guide, tUcy

Uhcshuat, N, ^^^

s
The Best Twelve Hyacintlis Imported by
U T T N AND SONS,

for Twelve Shillings.
Sutton- 4 Soxs, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

IXED HYACINTHS, for Beda or Open Borai.T
all colours, of various shades.

21s. per 100 (carnage free), or 3.t. per dozen.
Sutton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Readlne.

M
J SCOTT ha? received large Consignments of DUTCH

• FLOWER ROOT-S, which he Is offering at extremely low
prices. A PRICED CATALOGUE, full of Notes on the E»sy
Culture of Bulbs, and other information sent freo on application to

J. Scott, the Seed Stores, Teovil. S<

Hyacinths, &c.

Wir. PAUL'S SELECT LIST of HYACINTHS,
EARLY TULIPS, and other SPRING-FLOWERING

BULBS and PLANTS, is now ready and will be forwarded post free

A MBROISK VERSCHAl-'FELT, Nurseryman-, Ghent.
Jr\, Belgium, begs now to offer his new fine TEA RObE. ISABELLE
SPRUXr. figured in the July Number of the "Illustrauon Hortl-
cole." Fine strong plants, 8s. each.

N.B. A Coloured Drawing may be obtained on .ipplication as above.

Rose Ntu'serles, Tunbrldge Wells.
EDWIN HOLLAMBY respectfully be^s to announce

that his Stock of ROSES are as usuarbeautiful healthy good-
rooted plants. This magnillcent Collection contams nearly ovury
variety worthy of cultivation. Eirly orders are solicited.

Gladioli, Roses, and Psaonies.

EUGENE VEKDIER, Fils Aine, Nurseryman,
3, Rue Dunols, Paris, has the honour to inform his numerous

}-"riends and Patrons that he is now publishing his TRADE CATA-
LOGUE of NEW GLADIOLI, ROSES, and PEONIES, obtainablu
direct of him, or of his Agents, Messrs. Betuam & BLAcaiTU, Coi'a
Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, EC, upon pre-paid application.

Gladioli.

CHARLES VERDIER (late Victor Vf.hdier and
Ch. VerdikrI, 12, Kue Dumiril (late Rue du MarohS aux

Chevaus, 32), Pans, has just published his CATALOGUE of
GLADIOLI, comprising the novelties of the season, and which inav" ~ " *dSSo.\»',

PAf i Xun nd Seed W>i , Waltham Cross. London, N.
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New Catalogue of Plants, Dutch Bulbs, fcc.

ROBKKT i'AKKER begs to anDounoe that his NEW
CATAliOGUE, containing Select Descriptive and Pricc<i Lists

of New, Rare, and beautiful Greenhouse, Hardy and Stove Pliints,

Hardy Ferns, >'ruit Trees, Grape Vines, Roses, Rhododendrons,
Sweet Vi&lets, &c., Atnaryllis, Crocusea, Cyclamens, Gladioli,

Hyacinths, Lilmms, >'arcissus. Tulips, and other Bulbs, is now
published and will be forwarded to iipplicants.~

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.

Dutch Flower Roots.

TOHX AND CHARLES LEE, Seedsmen to the Qpeex,
f / liave received their usunJ Importation of DUTCH BULBS, for

which they are now executing orders. CATALOGUES post free on

appiicr.lion.

Royal Vi'ieyard Nursery and Seed Establishment, Hammersmith,

Dutch Flower Roots.

iKANClS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS liave

reci-ived. from the best Growers in H-rlland, a very large
" e tl

B the best Roots.

Flower Roots of £2 value will be delivered free of carriage at the
princip.'ilR'iilwavStati .iis and Shipping Ports throughout the country.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUE and all particulars Ireo

by post oil application.

The 01dEsb.\blished Seed Warehouse, IOC, Eastgate Street. Chestei-.

Cupressus Lawsoniana argentea.

MESSES. WATERER and GODFREY propose seml-
ing out this plant in October next.

Good stout Plants. IJ foot high and bushy, at 21*. each.

It has been awarded Three First-class Certificates by the Riyal
Horticultural Societv of London, Royal Botanic Society of London,
and at the Crvstal Palace ; and mav be justly represented as a dis-

tinct and vefv beautiful plant, and one that will become a general

favourite, ' Knap Hill Nurserv, Woking, Surrey.

Musa Ensete, &c.

AYAN GEERT, KrRSP.RTMAN, Ghent, Belgium, be^s
• to offer fine established Plants of the splendid MUSA

ENSETE, at 42s. each ; alsi strong Plants of ROEZLIA REGIA, at

7s. Gd. ; and nice young plants of ALSOPHILA EXCELSA, at

42s. per hundred.
CATALOGUES n-ay be had of his Age:.ts, Messrs. R SiLnEnaAB,

5, Harp Lane, Tower f^t^e6t, London, E.C.

New Galadlums.
/CHARLES VERDIEK (late Victor VrRDiEiL and
\y Cu. Vehdieu), Ncrserymax, 12, Rue DnmC-ril (late Rug du
Marchfi aux Chevaux, 32), Purs, offers f.^r Sale the following mag-
nificent SEEDLING CALADIUIIS, raised by M. Bleu:—

Biiron Rothschild I Edouard Morcaux I Raulinii
Rarral _ |

Isidore Leroy Rossinii

obtained from M. Ve
Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

[> & Son, 5, Haip Lane,

ALEXIS DALLIERE, Faubourg de Bruxelles, Gand,
(Ghent), offers :—

AZALEA INDICA, with flower buds, various sorts, medium sized
plants, £3 4s. Der 100 ; strong plants, £4 per lOO.

CAMELLIAS, showing for bloom, £5 per 100; single varieties, for
graftinc, 16s. per 100.

CITRUS SINENSIS, in fruit, 12s. per dozen; without fruit, 7". Gd.
per dozen.

BOKONIA POLTGALIFOLIA, showing for blo^ni. _.. . _.
,DIOSMA AMBIGUA, showing for bloom, es. Gd. per dozen.

. C'i. per doz.

PUlTen\-EA STRI^A"*showing C^.'cd.'per dozen.
ERICAS, various, £l per 60.
CHAiL-EROPS HUMILIS, 2 ycai-R old, £1 per 100.
ABIES NORDMANNI^VNA, 2 years old, £1 Ss. per 100.
EL.EAGNUS JAPONICUS VARIEGATUS, 12«. for 6.

100,000 Camellias.

JOSEPH BAUMANN, Nurser\>lvn, Ghent, Belgium,

J CAMELLIAS, with fl-r

£6.
100 „ „ „ stronger, £8.

The following free to the Custom House, London :—
100 CAMELLIAS, without flower buds, 1 year's grafted, £4.
100 „ „ 2 to 3 years' grafted, £6.

stronger plants, £G.

New Seeds for Autumn Sowing.

ER LAWSON ANT) SON,

The Qceen's Seedsues,

London and Edinburgh,

Can supply NEW SEEDS of all kinds for

AUTUMN SOWING, selected with the greatest

care and harvested in fine condition

SON,

LoDdoQ and Edinburgh

New Seeds for Actcmv Sowikg
.^ , NATURAL GRASS SEEDS of all sorts for

\0\ Laying Down Permanent Pasture Lawns
IZl Bowling', Croquet Gr.iunrls ic

ITALIAN P.YE-GRASS and IIIFOIIUII I'<

CARXATUM— Early and I it^ \ iiiiins

WINTER TAKES. RVE, 0\11 .n<i P VI LEI
LARRE DKUMHEAU FIEI I) < MiBVO,'
ROBINSOS-S LARGE CH iMHuN ilELD

CABBAGE.
Also tljo NEW FORAGE PLANTS, KIDNEY VETCH and

SCHEADER'S BROME GRASS.
2S, King Street, Cbeapside, E.C

/"4.ERMAN CANARIES, in full son*; DUTCH BUI,BS,VT unusually fine ; a choice collection of BRITISH and EXOTIC
FERNS. Wardw..n Cases, Fern Shades. Gold Pish, Aquanums, &c

R. GnE^s, the Bedford Conservatories, Covent Garden Market,
W.C. ; and 134, Kingslaud Ro^d, N.E.

pOCOA-KUT REFUSE
^-^ is becoming scarce, the

old reserves will soon be gone.

Now sold in bags, 1 for 2s,, 10 for

16.1., 20 for 30^., 50 for 6r>3,, 100

for £6.

Fourpence allowed for each

bag returned carriage-paid.

A Railway Truck-load (not in

bags), 40s.

Postage S'-ampa or Post-office

Order, payable to J. Bahsham k
Co., Kingston-on-Thames, S.W.

GENUINC TOBiCCO PAPER for Fumigating
21b and 41b packets Price per cwt., 74.s. net casli.

Address William RcsuFoRrn, 41, Vicar Lane, Leeds.

For Present Sowing.
TRIFOLTUM INCARNATUM, lUVmn Crimson Clover;

TRIFOLTUM INCARNATUM TARDIFLORUM, Late Red

;

TRIFOLIOM INCARNATUM TARDIFLORUM, Late White.
SUTTON'S IMPROVED ITALIAN RYE-GRASS.

Sutton & Sons can supply best Seed of the above at moderate prices.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

SEEDS CARRIAGE FREE.
Grass Seeds for Fermanent Pasture.

WM. ^VO'JD AND SON are now supplying the finest

MIXTURES of NATURAL GRASS SEEDS (2 bushels of
light seeds, and 12 lb. of Clovers per acre), best qualltv, 3Gs. per acre.

RENOVATING MIXTURE, at lOrf. per lb. (10 to 121b. per acre).

The best ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, at 6s. per bushel, or cheaper
by the quarter.

Dickson's "First and Best" Early Pea.

FEAKCIS A: ARTHUR DICKSON A: SONS arc
gratified to know that this PEA has again this season given

universal sat sfaction, and is pronounced by hundreds of the flr&t

Gardeners in Britain, and other competent Judges (conflrmud also

by their own repeated trials against all the best Early Peas of the
day), to be the very best First Early Pea ever offered for geueial good
qualities, viz.. earliiies.s, productiveness, and guccQ'-sion of crop.
" llrst Crop" (or " Ringleader") may, on some soils, be a day or &o

earlier, but it is altogether a very inferior Pea, as every one freely

admits. New Seed can now bo supplied from a voiy la-ge bulK,
which they have grow u to meet the great and increasing demand.
Price Is. (id. per quart. Price per bushel to the Trade onapplication.

The Old Established Seed Warehouse, 106. Eastgate Street. Chester.

Mea:

Destroy your Insect Pests.

PRESERVE YOUR PLANTS and TREES.
Yoc MAT Easily Destroy all Plant Pksts,

) Sfider
1

Green and Black. 1 Ants
Buo Flt

Blight | Mildew,
Without injury to the moat delicate Plant or Tree, bv ustng

FOWLER'S GARDENERS' INSECTICIDE,
pronounced by all who have used it to be far suparior to any

other remedy. Oue trial will prove its efficacy. Testiraotiials

forwarded on application. Przce Is. Cd., 3s., 5s. Gtl., and lOa.perTin,

Geo. & TnoMAs Fowler, JNorth Street, Brighton ; and of IIoopek
&. Co., Covent Garden Market, W.C.

BrlgHton and Sussex Seed Warehouse.
EDWARD CARPENTER'S MIXTURES

of PERMANENT GRASS and CLOVER SEEDS. — Best
quality, 3Gs. per acre (2 bushels light seeds, and 121b. Clovers

GISHURST COM-
POUND, whether used

against Insects and Mildew, ou
Growing Plants, or as Wmter
Dressing on Trees at rest,

should be dissolved 4S hoursi
Defore use. This gets nd of

of foliage. A strength of from.

Sold Retail by Niu-sorymei

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATEiiT

seeds per

:

Edward Carp
Old Pai«tures.

;re).—See testimonials in Catalogue.
STER'3 RENOVATING MIXTURES for Improving

"priced "CATALOGUES of KITCHEN GARDEN, FLOWER,
and FARM SEEDS now reidv.

Edward Carpknteb. Seed Merchant and Grower, 96, St. James's
Street. Brifihton.

Croquet. Cricket, and Garden Tents.

BENJAMIN EDGINGTON'S ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE of MARQUEES and TENTS for CROQUET,

CRICKET. ARCHERY'. &c, forw;vrded post free on aitplioatioii.

Temporary Rooms on Hire for Ftltes, Balls, Dinners. Ac.

Be particular to address Benjamin Edoikoton (only), 2, Duke
Street, London Bridge. S.E. No other Establishment.

New Gladioli.

CHARLES VEUDIEK, Fil? (late Victor Verdier &
Cbarles V*:bdier), Ncbsertman, 12, Rue Dumeril, formerly

Rue du Marche aux Chevaux, 32, Paris, begs to offer the folloiving
NEW SEEDLING GLADIOLI (Souchet's) :—

Noemie
Princess'e Marie de Cambridge
Rev M. J. Berkeley

Adolphe Brongniart

Apollon
Sir W. Hooker
Thomas Moore
Joseph Paxton

The CATALOGUE containing the descriptions and the prices may

NEW HARDY CLEMATISES.
Clematis rubella. Clematis Prince of Wales.

Very rich TOlrety claret; the deepest coloured Clematis yet Large floirers or a rich deep violet purple, with red bars down the
offered. Very distinct, and having the advantage of flowerinB 60 to

^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ j^ ^^^^^^^ Improvement on C. rubro-vlolacoa.
"0 per cent, of blooms, with Ave and six aoals. First Certificate,

Royal Horticultural Society. ' ^"^ Certificate, Royal Horticultural Society.

MESSES. GEORGE JACKMAN & SON
Have much pleasure in announcing that they are in a position to send out the above CLEMATIS KS, that are

distinct, and can with confidence recommend them " amongst the best of hardy Climbers, if nut the very beat

Oraaments for Wails, Trellis Work," &c.

Early orders will secure the strongest Plants, which will be sent out strictly in rotation first week in October.

The "Floral Magazine," in the October Number, will insert C. RUBELLA and C. LANUGINOSA CANDIDA.

Strong Plants, with bine, Ih to 2^ feet, 21s. each.

T/ic u-maJ aVowance to the Trade.

Coloui'ed Drawings, by Andrews, for Twenty-four Stamps.

WOKING NURSERY, SURREY.

BARE & SUGDEN'S
AUTUMNAL FLORAL GUIDE TO WINTER

AND SPRING GARDENING,
Contains a Trentisc on " SPRINR GARDENING," with Directions for Planting a series of Beds and Borders,

with Early flowering RULES and PLANTS, the beauty and general eftcct of which will bear comparison witli

the gayest groups of our Summer and Antumn Blooming I'lants, and may be had free by intenduig purchasers.

lOO.WtO TT'LIPS, fil. I

2110,000

lOO.OO.I

BXTLBS and PLANTS for SPKING BLOOMING.
100,000 CLIVEDEN DAIS1E.S, rink. Bed, .ind White, as, par doz.,

100,000 V.mViegA'IED .\P.AB1S, ft fine pernianeAt edgiKig, 3s. c<(.

SOO.ouM .Ar,M~ li- -, i,\ AllCA (Forget-me-not), U.Gt. per.doz.,

. Gd, per doz., is.

<K to 4s. per 100, lis. to 308. per 1000
(.!/. per 100. 21s. per 1000

'. per 100

{.per doz., 100,000 ^
> 1;

IKIS, ANEMONES, RANUNCULUS, ! POLYAJv I il L 5,

. r,\, a fine perm-inent edging, 3a. 6«I.

li,0

1 LOWER, PE.LQX, ALYSSDM, HE-

COLLECTIONS of BULBS for Blooming In-door Decoration, 10«. 6d., los. 6(f., 21s., JO;., i2s., 63s., and. 210;,

COLLECTIONS of BULBS for Out-door Decoration, 10s. 6if., 15«. 6ii., 21s., 30s., 42s., 63s., and 2lU«.

COLLECTIONS cf SPRING BLOOMI.XG PLANTS, 12.!. Gil, 25s., 50s., 100s. to20)s.

GetQ Plant Cas?.

BARR AND SUGDEN,
12, KING STREE'i', COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.
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HOT WATER PIPES and FITTINGS of the best
description supplied by

>BD, 17, Now rai-'
"

' - -'ivk Street, Southwark, London, S E

BURY AND POLLARD'S CONICAL BOILERS for
HEATING bv HOT WATER fixed at Seats of Duke of

Newcastle, Lord Belper. JEc., at Viscount Sydjiey's replaced, afte

being 20 years in constant use. Apply at

17, New Park Street. Soutliwirk, London, S.E.

Heating by Hot Water.
"

WJ. HOLLANDS, Iron Merchant,
• ni. lianl side. London, S.E.

HOT WATER PirE.S, hi.-m StocK, per yard :—2-inch, Is. 21
3-inch, Is. lOd. ; and 4-incli, ^.i, id. BENDS, fVora Stock, Is.Gd., 2s 6d
and 38. each. THROTTLE VALVES, 10«., I33.,and Us. each. Other

H
Heating by Hot Water

OT AVATER 111 IS it \\ hole ale Puces witli
E bowg Syphons T e F pe and every o her c nnect on
;1 1 and Cast Iron Bo e s b ddle C ca Cyl nder Tubular
lit f om 4 e In o ed ±> er and Iron Stands to

\ T f u u 10s G Z each Patent
r Fu ce B rs Supp y C stems

d Street Black

ifle w thout bnckw I

Valves 1 ap ed F
ana Cast j, f

Mr UN 1

G^

H OTHOrSES • the MILLION,
inventud by the late

SIR JOSKPH PAXTON.
M nuficto es: London, Newton in Cartmol

casi re) Gloucostor, Coventi'y, Aberdeen,
1 e o J

t ated C rculara, with revised List ol

sent on prepaid appUc itton
'

Head Office,

HOT WATER APPARATUS, of every description,
fixed con p ete in any part of the country, or the materials,

^o le a P pe i, deh e ed to any Station.
Estimates on application.

J. JosES & Sons, 0, Bankside, Southwark, London, S.E.

C KANSTON'S PATENT BUILDINGS
HORTICULTURE.

" Dry Glazing without Putty."
i without Laps.

Vent lat on without Moving Lights."
H gh y Comn end d by the Royal Horticultural Society, South

SUMMER HOUSE, GARDEN SEATS, &c.
^^ A variety on view.

it'^vT'"'^*'^^'*.',^""' l^P' Holloway Road, N., between Holloway ar.d
Highbui? Railway Stations, London, N.

HYACINTH ond CROCUS GLASSES, FERN CASES,
SBAW'S TIFFANY, ARCHANGEL MATS ORNA-MENTAL FLOWER POTS. WIRE BASKETS and STvVNDS, &€?

The Garden Repository. 32. James Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

HOOPER AND CO.'S ETRUSCAN HYACINTH
VASES are superior to Glassies for growing Hyacinths In

Water. CLa^te in beauty, and an oruaraent all the ye.ir round.
Retail of most Seedsmen throughout the kingdom. Wholesale

and Retail of Houper & Co., Covent Garden, London. W.C.

Glass for Garden Purposes.
AMES PHILLIPS and CO.

beg to submit their prices a.s follows :

—

propagating

W V 1 J S A H
id Hot \\ ATER AppAHAT 3 Mani

363 Old Kent Road London

2001
strong ZINT II \\
References to tlif

Counties in England.

CL A
Plans and Estimates free on application. Descriptive Book fully

illusf.rated, post free for 20 stamps, from the Author and Patentee,
James CRASaTON. Architect, Binningham.

Works: Highgate Street, Binninghara.
^ENRT J. Growtagk, Manager. I. Temple Row West, Birminghara

Asphalte Roofing Felt,
ONE PENNV per Square Foot.

C^
R G G N AND C 0., Mantjfacturers,

y (-63, New Earl street, 1,„-^^ T^„
134. Bread Street, j

I'OOdOfi. E.G.

69, GEORGE SQ.. GLASGOW; 2. GOREE PIAZZAS, LIVERPOOL.
•'I^Hb; IMPROVED LEATHKU DRIVING STRAPSX for MACHLNERV are stronger, more diu-ahle, di-ivo better
and cost less than nther kinds of Driving Belts. SPECIAL
STRAPS for PORTABLE ENGINES. Price Lists free by post

Turner's Patent Strap and Horc Company
Manufactory: Armit Works, Greenfield, near Manchester.

Warehouse : 81, Mark Lane, London, E..C.

Sir. H. Ferkabee, Agent.

12 inches diameter .. .. 2s. Gd.
Hyacinth Dishes are intended to contain a number of Roots

3edded in and covered with Moss, in5te:id of the common Hyacinth

LACTOMETERS, for Testing the Quality of Milk.
FourTubss .. .. 4s. 6d. | Six Tubes .. ., Qa. 6d.

With Stands complete.

WITH
OPEN TOPS.

12inchi

14

Eacti.—s. »

.. 9

.. 10

.. 11
8 6 1 24

Pfiiuted nnd Gl.-ued with IG-oz. Sheet Glass.
London Agents for HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT ROUGH
UXSKED OH., noimilM WIIITF, LEAD. C.insoil's PAINTS.

"- • ' .1 • l-\l„ cuLOl/RED.anU
: '- i--^ .., . : Lliij l,i.-.>L .MiuaiUcLure, at the lowest
ucs ami i.-stuiiati.-s t.irwaideil on application to
s & Co., ISO, Eishopsgato Street Without, E.G.

EXTRAORDINARY ACHIEVEMENTS OF

WEEKS'S ONE-BOILEE SYSTEM.
THE DISTINGUISHED CAPABILITIES OF THIS LONG-TRIED SYSTEM THROUGHOUT THE UNITED KINGDOM AND THE CONTINENT ENABLES

IT NOW TO STAND FORWARD AS THE CHAMPION AND MOST SUCCESSFUL OF ALL SYSTEMS OF HE.\TINlJ BY HOT-WATER.

THE FOLLOWING INTERESTING STATISTICS ARE CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE THAT

WEEKB'S IMPROVED UPRIGHT TUBUEAR BOILERS
ARE PERFORMING THE MOST GIGAJSiTIC OPERATIONS ON RECORD, AND BANISH ALL DOUBTS AS TO AVHOSE IS

THE MOST POWERFUL BOILER EXTANT.

No other Boiler can have any pretensions to such an exposition of achievements
as the following ;

—

Upwards of FOUR MILES of PIPING, tixed on WEEKS'S ONE-BOILER SYSTEM, is employed to HEAT
tlie various COMPARTMENTS of the ROYAL HOttTlCULTDK.\L bUCIETl'S GARDENS, KIiNSINGTOn!

TOTAL LENGTH OP PIPING IN MILES AND
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Cp-OYOov

___ fine condition,
DESCRIPTIVE and PRICED

CATALOGUES are now ready,
practical di

ful cultivat
Bulbs, in F

1 the Flower Garden.
Also a DESCRIPTIVE PRICED

LIST ofalltbe best GRAPE VINES
in cultivaLion. Catalogues may be
had gratis and post free upon

.Sion Nursery, Tliomton Heath,
Surrev ; and at the East .Surrey

Seed "Wnrehriuae, College GioundH,
North End, Croydon.

Hyacinths for Exliibitlon.

BUTTON AND SONS beg

in 100 very choice sorts jC4 4

12 6xti~afinechoicodo. 12
n 12 choice sorts ,.090
D 12 good sorts.. .. 6 U

:VII goods carriage free, except small parcels.

SuTTOx & Sons,

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment,

Reading.

Dutch Bulbs and Plants.
\MTb f\KJlk AND CO (Fellows of the Royal
Hort c iltu il s Ltj Of London and the Koyal Agrlcaltiiral

aU) f trfc J ^

SUTTON'S
eX^pft^ UNRIVALLED COLLECTIONS OF ^^Y /\

p

trffoiCIl BULBOUS FLOWER ROOTS, ffS^^^t
OllS/-y/ FOR BLOOMING DURING TUE WINTER AND SPRING. W^^p^OUS/j

cjv-g- SUTTON'S COLLECTION of HARDY FLOWER ROOTS
It for open ground.

No. 1. A large auJ Choke Collection of ANEMONES, HYACINTHS, CROCUSES, TULIPS £ s i!

KANUNCULl, NARCISSI, SNOWDROPS, IRISES, GLADIOLI, &c '.2 2 ()

No. 2 Ditto ditto, consisting of all the same kinds, in Reduced Quantities 110
No. 3. A Small and Choice ditto 10 6

SORTS for FLOWER POTS and GLASSES.
No. 4. A sjjlendid Collection of HYACINTHS, JONQUILS, NARCISSI, EARLY TULIPS, New large

CROCUSES, &c ' .. !. 2 2

No. -5. The same in Reduced Quantities .. ., .. ,. .. ,, ..110
No. 6. A Small and Choice Assortment 10 6

N.B. A complete LIST of the above may be had post free, and any article specified. If not required, will be omitted, and additional
quantities ol others included.

Tlic very low chai-gcs now made for the above Choice Collections of flower Roots will, it is believed, insure a contiuuallv IncrMsine
demand. • *

£arl!/ Orders are requested before the more scarce kinds are all sold.

SUTTON'S DESCRIPTIVE AUTUMN CATALOGUE
is now ready, and may be had gratis and post free on application.

All Goods sent Carriage Free except snuill parcels, and 5 per cent, allowedfor cash pai/ments.

SUTTON AND SONS, ROYAL BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

-- -jedsmen to H I M the Em
Chiel Coui[uibsiuiii.rs ol Public

i
peror of the Ircnch the Cnstil

Works and other Government Pilaco Comi.inv tUo Vgri tlor
Departments, tho Royal Gardens,

j

ticultural Society of ludu At.

The Only Prize Medal for Seeds and Flowers,
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION 1-02(1 (tJinois RtP

Just published.
The AUTUMN SUPPLEMENT of CARTER'S GARDENER'S

and FARMER'S VADE MECUM, containing complete. Lists of
New and Choice Dutch and Cape Bulbs, Stove, Greenhouse, and
Haj;dy PlautK, Ornamental Trees and Sbi-ubs. Fruit Trees and Roses,
all for Autumn Planting; to which ia added Original and Instructive
Articles on Bulbs and their Culture, and Spring Flowers and Spring
Gardening. Price Is., post free; gratis to Customers.
Seed Mlbohakts and Ndbsebtmen. Offices and Seed Warehouses.

237, 23S. & 261, High Holbom, London, W.C.

Seeds for Present Sowing

flurpobsed, the seed buing saved from plants which have taken Prizes
at all the principal London Flower Shows.
CARTER'S PRIZE CALCEOLARIA, 2s. M. per packet.
CARTER'S PRIZE CINERARIA, 2s. 6d. per packet.
CARTER'S PRIZE FRINGED CHINESE PRIMULA, 28.

per packet.
The above forwarded on receipt of postage stamps.

James Cartee & Co.. 237, 238. and 2C1, High Holbom, W.C.

Seeds for Present Sowing.

LOOK to TOUR GRASS LANDS.—The month of
September ia tbe best in which to renovate Old, or Lay Down

New Pastures.

Jaues Carter & Co. offer their celebrated
RENOVATING MIXTURE at lOd. per lb. (sow 10 to 12 lb. per acre)
Also FINEST MIXED PERMANENT GRASSES and CLOVERS

(free from weeds!, mixed to suit all soils, at 3fo. per acre.
ITALIAN RYE-GRASS (clean)

|
TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM

STUBBLE TURNIP (new seed).

All of best quality. Price on application,

James Carter & Co., 237, 23S, L 261, High Holborn, W.C.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

JAMES YEITCH & SONS,
ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, S.W.,

BEG TO .\NNOUNCE TII.\T THEY H.VVE llECEm:D THEIR

ANNUAL SUPPLY OF BULBOUS ROOTS FROM HOLLAND,
AND ARE PLEASED TO SAY THAT THEY ABE IN EXCELLENT CONDITION.

CATALOGUES are now ready, and will be forwarded post free on application.

J. V. AND SONS desire to impress upon those who patronise them the great advantage of giving thera their orders

early, as the successful Cultivation of Bulbs depends in a great measure upon their being planted early in the season.

PLANTING.

WILLIAM PAUL
(Son and Successor to the late A. Paul),

Begs to call attention to the following ARTICLES, to the CULTURE of which his NURSERIES of FIFTY
ACRES are principally devoted. The quality of the Stock is, he believes, equal to any in the Kingdom, and the
prices low as possible.

B0S£S.
STANDARDS, I5s. per doien, and upwards I CLIMBERS, 6s. per dozen, and upwards
DWARFS, 9j. „ „ I

FORCING, 24j.

Firat and Second Prizes were awarded to his Collections at the International Horticultural Exhibition, and they
have taken Pri2es wherever exhibited.

PRUIT TREES.
Standard and Half-Standard Trained PEACHES and

NECTARINES, very fine, 7s. 6rf. to 10s. &d. each.
Standard APPLES, PEARS, and PLUMS, Is. 6d. to 2s.

each.

Standard WALNUTS, very fine, 2s. 6rf. each.
PYRAMIDAL APPLES, PEARS, CHERRIES, and

PLUMS, Is. 6rf. to 2s. 6d. each.
Do. do., Fruiting Trees, 2«. 6^^. to .5s. each.

Dwarf APPLES, PEARS, CHERRIES, and PLUMS,
is. to is. bd. each.

Dwarf-trained PEACHES, NECTARINES, and APRI-
COTS, 3s. Gd. to 6s. each.

Dwarf-trained APPLES, PEARS, CHERRIES, and
PLUMS, 3s. e,d. each.

FILBERTS, of sorts, 4s. to 9s. per dozen.

GOOSEBERRIES and CURRANTS, 3s. to 4s. per dozen.

These are in fine health, .and may be relied on .as correct to name.

GRAPE VINES.
PLANTING CANES, all the best sorts, 2». 6d. each, and upwards.

FRUITING CANNES, 7s. tid. each, and upwards.

Between 1000 and KOOO splendid Plants of these are now ready for deliver}'.

HARDY PICTORIAL TREES for the Decoration of Gardens, Parks, and Pleasure Grounds.—His Collection of

these was the only one shown at the late International Horticultural Exhibition, and was universally admired.

Collections from lijs. to 425. per dozen, according to size and rarity.

EVERGREENS and HARDY FLOWERING TREES and SHRUBS.—1000 species and varieties, including the

New AUCCBAS, the best and most popular kinds, of various sizes, by the dozen, hundred, or thousand.

WEEPING TREES and CUMBING PLANTS in great variety.

ZONAL and NOSEGAY PELARGONIUMS.—The original Collection of Beaton's Hybrids, 9s. per dozen; his

New Set of last Spring, Is. 6rf. to 3s. 6d. each.

For description and details of the above, see PRICED CATALOGUES, free by post on application. Inspection

of the Stock respectfully invited.

All goods delivered free of carriage to London ; if a Ton weight of Trees be ordered at one time they will be laid

free of charge in the Trucks at any London Goods Railway Station.

PAUL'S NUESERIES, "WALTHAM CROSS, N.
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than the Queen ; one of the sweetest Strawberries grown, and, like

Sir J. Paxton and Oscar, by the same raiser, will become a farourlte,

and be generally grown. It received a First-class Certiflcite from

Friiit Trees, Roses, Evergreens, &c.
WKNtCJHT begs to inform inteiuiing Planter.^

• that he has many Thousandh of the above, with every othei
ORNAMENTAL TREE and SHKUB. in the finest possible
condition, at reasonable rrices. An Inspection ia respectfully
invited. DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES free.

The Nursery is within two minutes' walk of the IlailHham Station
(South Coast Kailway).

Floral Nursery, Hailsham, Sussex,

Northampton Nurseries.
TOHN PERKINS, Senior, begs to call the attention
fj of Noblemen, Gentlemen, and others engaged in Planting, to his
Large Stock of l''e following:—2,000,000 BLACK THORNS, for
Covert Planting, H '^ 2, 24 to 3 feet ; 2,000,000 LARCH FIRS, 3 to 4,

4 to 6 feet ; i.(KiO,0' SPRUCE FIRS, IJ to 2. 24 to 3, 3 to 4 feet

;

2,000,000 WHITE THORN t^UICK, 2 and 3 Years* Transplanted.
Also large quantities of
Scotch Firs, 2 to 3 feet : Hornbeam, 3 to 4 feet
Pinus austnaca, 2 to 3 feet Oaks, English, 3 to 4 feet
Berberis AauO'olium. 1\ to 2 feet Ditto, Turkey, 4,to 6 feet

Laurels, 2 t I Chestnuts, Spanish, U
i Ditto Horse, 4 to

I

Sycamore, 3 to 4 foot

ilOft.
8 to 10 ft.

3 2 feet

Birch, 3 to 4 feet

ConditioD for removal, having been frequently transplauted.
J. P. having such an immense quantity of Black Thorns, Larch,

and Spruce Firs, will be ple.ised to make a special offer where large
required. An inspection of the above is respectful ly

post free on appli-

solicited.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES
cation to 52, Market Square, Northampton.

OrcMs maculata superba.
OSBORN AND SONS are now taking orders for this

beautlf\il hardy TERRESTRIAL ORCHID, for which a First-
class Certificate was awarded on the 19th of June by the Floral
Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society. It is of vigorous
habit, IJ to 2 feet high, has leaves transversely marked with very
dark stripes, and a dense spike of spotted rose-coloured flowers
6 inches long. Price 5s. each, to be delivered in autumn.

Fulham Nursery, London, S.W.

been exhibited under tho name of ANNIHl LATOR, but It will he seni

out under the above name. It in undoubtedly the most brilliant

coloured late hardy free-blooming Rhododendron yet offered.

Etmg taken for Plants ti

/CHOICE VARItiGATED
Mrs. Bonyon

PELARGONIUMS.
Italia Unita I Sunset

Mrs. Pollock Rainbow Golden Tom Thumb
Clara Plcturata Princess Alexandra
Yellow Belt | Fontamebleau | Burning Bush

The above, in strong plants, for 21s., package included. Terms, cash.

THE CZAR VIOLET is NOW in BLOOM, and will
n during frost and under
large as the Old Russwn,

.."plan

, Cranford, Hounslo

B S. WILLIAMS,
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Holloway, London, N.

CHOICE SEEDS.
PRIMULA (Williams's superb Strain).—The most noted strain of

eich. None genuine v

the packet.

CALCEOLARIA (Ja:

CINERARIA (Weat

ihout D. S. \Vj 1 address (

9 Strain).—5a. and 3s. Crf. per packet.

ill's extra choice fitrain).—This woll-
knowQ CoTent Garden strain to bo had genuine only in sealed
packets bearing B, S. Williams's namo and addrass. Price &». and
3s. Od. per packet.

To the Trade.—A Good Opportunity.
JOHN J. HASLAM. Eradshaw liardens, Chadderton,

Manchester, beps to offer. In unusually floe strone well rooted
Plants, the late Mr. John Holland's unennalld Collection of
CARNATIONS an'i PICOTEKS in great variety. 50s. per 100 pairs ;YELLOW GROUND PICOTEES. 73a. per 100 pairs.
Also a choice atsortment of LANCASHIRE SHOW GOOSE-

BERRY TREES, true to name, 4a. to 6jtj)fcr dozen, or 308, per lOO.

Named sorts of the best CURRANT TREES grown. Black, per
dozen, 2s. ; Red, per dozen, 2s. ; White, per dozen, 3«, Selections of
then

in Plants for long carriage will be givi

PAUL AND SONS NEW DOUBLE THORN
CRATAEGUS OXY, COCCINEA PLENA.-Wa have much

pleasure in ortoring this Autumn this unique novelty In Hardy Treef.
It has received the highest possible Awards of Merit, viz.. First-class
Certificate International Exhibition, and the same awiird at Royal
Botanic Society's great Show. <7'>'to distinct from the old double
pink, it hn.'i the ^ame vignroue hahit and free-blooming quality.
The Gnrilniers' Chronicle, May 21, 1864, thus speaks of it :—* A

J i_ m. _„_ I.
- ir to any which we bad previously

seen, in the combinefl char:tct.or o
the blossoms were fully double,
red. , . Wo reganl the viinel

double Hawthorn with pinkish-re<
greatly superior to the old

the Autumn
3ls. Orf. each. The usual discount to the Trade,

,TouN Wateher, American Nursery. Bagshot, Surrey.

TRK QUEEN, without any exception, the best
WHITE RHODODENDRON yet raised.—Robust grower, deep

greeo foliage, late and free flowering, irucses large, full, compact,
and semicircular, footstalk short and stiff, colour white, suffused

with soft blush maure. changing to the purest white, clear alabaster
or wax-like, of unequalled shape and substance, reminding one of

tho petals of the Water Lily. It remains in bloom longer than

ivery other white Rhododendron exhibited. It is proposed that the
Queen should assume her throne in 1867. All and everybody who
wish to enjoy her regal swayshould applyatonce, as all orders will be
executed in rotation. The price will be 31«. M. each, and the Trade
will have four plants given for three ordered. It.need excite no
surprise that its sole possession by tbe Advertiser should have called

Advertts'".!

assumed ;

be informed wues, or wni
OERDROS has been seen, and

bo found. The whole undivided stock i

tiands of Charles Noble, Bagshot, Suney.

Wixt ®artrener!S'€firtintcle,
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 1866.

An article that appeared in our columns
some weeks since (seep. 681) on the subject of

Double Flowers, induced some of our cor-

respondents kindly to forward us several examples

THOJIAS SAMPSON (late Duummond & Co.), has
now to offer an unrivalled Collection of DUTCH BULBS and

other FLf)WKKlNG ROOTS, of the very best quality, at the lowest
prices, CATALOGUES of which can be obtained free on application.

- 1 for plantinK is now at hand, and intending purchaserF

have an important bearing on the question of the
inducing causes which tend to the formation of
double flowers, and which is a subject to which
we may hereafter allude.

A double Violet sent us by Major Clarke was
also the subject of prolification. Tho new flower

bud in this case was enclosed within the seed

vessel, tho seeds themselves being in some
instances perfect in their conformation.

Double Verbenas, it must be admitted, would in

a horticultural point ofview, be desirable additions

to the flower garden, and if the doubling could be
eflected without impairing the fertility of the

flower, so much the better. There is promise of

both these requisites being fulfilled ; the flowers

sent us b}' Mr. Wills (see p. 901) have two,
three, or four supplementary petals, standing up
round the eye of the flower. On examination,
these extra lobes may be seen to be not so much
new or additional formations as an exuberant
development of the already existing petals—in

truth, the lobes which are faintly indicated at the
base of some of the petals of an ordinary
Verbena are here inordinately enlarged, and
from want of space are thrust into the centre of
the flower, thus giving rise to the appearance of

a semi-double flower. These extra lobes are
thus strictly analogous with the supplementary
lobes in the calyx of the Canterbury Bell

(Campanula Medium).
Neither tho genus Pisum nor Verbena find a

place in Dr. Seeiiann's lists of double flowerf,

published in the Journal of Botany (vol. ii., 1864),

to which also may be added Godetia Lindleyana
and Convolvulus minor.

The Nu

, Forest Trees. Roses, Flowers of every de-crip-

, Preston Road, Yeovil, Somersetsh

GEORGE DAVIES bess to inform the Nobility
and Gentry that his very SELECT ar d DESCRIPTIVE

CATALOGUE of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, NARCISSUS, CROCUS,
&c., for the present season is bow ready, and may be had post free on
application.
Any Ladies or Gentlemen requiring HYACINTHS, Ac, for

competition, can be supplied with (specially selected) Bulbs suitablo
for that nun ose nt moderate prices.
G. D. naving received bis first importations of Hyacinths, Ac,

has much pleasure in stating that they are unusually flue this
season, and begs to assure those who may favour him with their com-

) but finit quality of Bulbs will be sent. Equal if not

A PAMPHLET by Signer Gaspareini on a
DISEASE in Grapes which occurred in Naples
last year has just been ti-ansmitted to us, which
requires a few words, though it contains little

novelt}'. Indeed the subject scarcely seemed
worth so much notice, had not considerable

alarm been excited by it, especially from the

circumstance of its often being attended with a
little mould, which Gasparrini supposes may
be Cladosporium herbarum, though he does not
positively state that it was identical with it. The
presence of the mould however immediately
called to mind the ravages of the Oidium, and it

was at once feared that tho vineyards were to he
ravaged by a new parasite, to destroy which
many futile attempts were made, while the

Vines in some cases suffered from the chemical
substances which were used.

Under these circumstances it was well that

the disease should be submitted to some one
who could speak authoritatively on the subject,

and the pam])hlet before us must at once drive

away every shade of fear.

The disease, which was in gi-eat measure con-
fined to Vines trained to sticks (en souche), while
those on trellises [en treillr) escaped, was charac-

terised by an exudation of viscid humour from the

surface of the Grapes, in consequence of which
they withered and dried up, and were, unlike

berries whichhadbeen merely prematurely turned

into raisins by the sun, totally unfit for the pro-

duction even of inferior wine. A mould was in

many cases developed on these berries, and the

fact of the same mould being produced in the

common honey dew which so often exudes from

of these flowers, alike interesting to the horticul- the leaves in hot weather, might at once have

turist and to the morphologist. To one or two shown that it was not, like tho Oidium, the

of these, which in some respects at least, are cause, but the consequence of tho disease,

novelties, we propose now to aUude. Mr. Doubtless tho peculiar malady was aggravated

Laxton's double Peas, as wiU be seen from his by the presence of tho mould, which on the

communication published in another column, leaves obstructs all their proper functions, and

and as we have had the opportunity of witnessing i
in the berries promotes decomposition ;

but the

for ourselves, were produced on a plant which at '
question was mainly as to the cause, and

first bore single flowers only; then rlouble blossoms this doubtless was to be found in the peculiar

were formed: these were followed by flowers, in i and long- continued drought of the late

which not only was there a substitution of petals summer.
for stamens, and an increased number of the i In our own country nothing is more common,
former organs, but also a supernumerary bud, ' both in our hothouses and in open ail' cultivation,

raised on a little stalk in the centre of the flower ' than the spreading of this pest over leaves from

superior t the Trade.
ure in informing his Friends and the Public

generally, that he obtained the First Prize for the best 24 Hyacinths
George's Hall, Liverpool, in March

G. D. has much plei

by the process of median prolification. It is not
necessary here to go into detail as to the various
modifications of structure presented by these

flowers, but we may mention among the more
curious of them the fact, that the calyx of the

which inspissated sugary matter has exuded ; and
there are other Fungi besides the Cladosporium

which are scarcely less common under similar

cu'cumstances on the Continent, as, for example,

on the Orange and Poplar. The parallel case of

additional flower was partly carpellary in its
j

exudation in Cucurbita maxima, which Gas-
nature, and bore imperfect ovules on the margins paeeixi brings forward in illustration, seems to

of its constituent segments, whose tips, more- belong to a difierent category, the exudation in

over, were drawn out into the form of the style, that case probably consisting of bassoriiie, orpas-

and wei'e in some cases even provided with a sibly of pectine ; certainly, we think, not of .any-

stigma. thing like Manna. It is a satisfaction at

The period at which these double Pea blossoms least that we can give something like a rational

were produced, and the fact of their being ; account of a mahidy which has caused some
preceded as well as followed by single flowers, alaim, but which admits of no remedy except
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such a judicious pruning or defoliation as may
not injure the quality of the Grapes, -while it

protects them from the dii'eot influence of the

sun. ,V. ./. B.

We condense the following particulai-s relating

to the ensuing Univeesal Horticultural Exhi-
bition AT Paeis, from the " Revue Hort-icole" of the

16th inst. :—
" A fourth part of the park surrounding the great

Exhibition building will be set aside for the exhibition

of horticultural products, &c. This portion will be

railed in and will communicate by four gateways with

the general Exhibition. The principal entrance will

be .at the angle of the ' Avenue de Lamotte-Piquet,'

and the ' Avenue de la Bourdonnais.' The laying-out

of this space has been entrusted to MM. Alphand
and Baeillet, and it will be converted into a garden

wherein will be represented the most beautifullocali-

ties either in France or elsewhere, and where plants of

the most varied character will be brought together.

Two streams winding amid the turf will be fed from

artificial sources, whence they vn\l escape, the one

with the impetuosity of the torrent, the other ' en

cascade,' and blending together mil form a large lake

to be peopled by fish remarkable for their size or for

their associations [!]. Among others vrill he seen a

large number of the famous carp that Francis I.

placed in the reservoirs at Fontainebleau. Thousands

of aquatic plants of all description will bedeck

the lake as well as the streams, such as the

species of Nelumbium, Thalia, Aponogeton, the

Tictoria regia, &c. The rocks from among which the

springs will be made to flow, will form the entrance to

two vast grottoes, the roofs of which, made of glass, will

support Aquaria, some devoted to fresh-water products,

others to those of salt water. The columns support-

ing these aquaria and the grottoes generally will

tousist of rocks and stalactites. Round the gardens in

the shrubberies and plantations will be erected 18 plant

hou-ses of different patterns, destined to show not only

the peculiarities of their construction, but also to pro-

tect the plants needing such shelter.
" Elegant tents, closed when necessary by cui-tams,

will be provided for such open-air plants as need pro-

tection from rain, storms, or the burning rays of the

sun. These tents are spoken of as of elegant design,

and placed as they will be here and there amid flower-

beds, and interspersed with charming 'kiosques' and
elegant ' chftlets,' ' will form an Eden where this time

the hand of man will not spoil the work of the

Creator [!].' In the midst of the garden a plant-

house of vast size, 'proportions motmmentales.' will

he erected, and which has already received the

name of the Crystal Palace. This edifice will

be 50 metres in length (about 164 feet), .37 metres

wide (about 121 feet), and 20 metres high (about

65 feet). In it will be arranged at the opening of each

of the 11 sections (see p. 730) the plants for the

.adjudication of the jury, after the award of which

body the plants will be placed in the plant-houses, or

in the beds before alluded to.

"The Crystal Palace, moreover, is destined for

the general meetings of the jviries, and also for the

meetings of the Botanical Congress. In spacious

galleries round the palace will be exhibited the smaller

implements, drawings, plans, ic. In one of the angles

of the garden a semi-circular building will be appro-

priated to a ' Botanical Diorama,' where the spectators

will see pass before them representations of the most

varied scenery of the Old and New Worlds, the native

habitation of the plants that will be seen in living

reality in the garden. Another gallery stretching

along the Avenue de la Bourdonnais will be appro-

priated to the exhibition of market-garden produce

.and fruits. ....
" The 14 sections (conconrs) of the exhibition are so

arranged as to secure the exhibition of the several classes

of plaiits at the time when they respectively 'present

the greatest interest. Some plants flower at a definite

time, even foliage plants are in better condition at one

time than another, hence it was felt to be impossible to

have one exhibition only. The Imperial Commission
has, therefore, established the 14 sections, so as to meet
the requirements of all concerned as fully as possible."

Further details are promised, which we shall lay

before our readers in due course.

BEDDING OUT.
(Cmtinued from p. S7i.)

Not many of the Christian graces are so difficult to

exhibit in a rural district as the grace of hospitahty.

It is often a very severe exercise, and always a very

perilous adventure to give a dinner-^arty. The Jobsons

have not spoken to the Dobsons since the last county

election, and must be scrupulously kept asunder. The
Browns have solemnly declined to meet the Greens

ever since that unhappy ball, at which a bright beau-

tiful Green respectfully declined connubial relations

with a very dingy Brown. The Plantagenets are too

proud, and the De Courcys too poor for the festal inter-

change of food. The Shorts are in Paris, and the

Eongs' baby has got the measles.

And when the selected guests are a,s.sembled, how
many are the dangers, and how frequent are the disap-

IKiintments. The Honourable Mrs, A., the grand lady

of the neighbourhood, whose presence, it was hoped,

would fill with envious awe the bosoms of all

meaner guests, sends at the last moment a men-
dacious plea for her absence. Host and ho.stess

feel themselves degraded by her cool indiflerence, and
her vacant place disfigures the dinina-table, a perpetual

reproach and dreariness. The Halls^ who were
invited to bring one of their sons, in the hope
that it might be the good-looking Oxonian, Louis,

produce Dick, just expelled from Woolwich. Pretty

Miss B. has an incipient sty in one of her heanx i/eux.

The new neighbours, of whom so much had been
expected, turn out to be prosaic and plain. Non-
appearance of Hon. Mrs. A. causes a complete derange-
ment of the proposed procession to the banquet, and
Mrs. C. sulks majestically, until the champagne has
been round twice, because she had not the precedence.
The Curate's Thomas drops a soup-plate, and impinges
continually against the other servants, as though
engaged in the recreation of blindman s buff. The
haunch of venison (at two guineas) is strikingly

suggestive of the ancient riddle about a stag on the top
of St. Paul's ; and the gourmand of the company, who
is a cynic also, glares at the host, who was a dandy in

his day, and mutters his dislike of "a decayedbuck."
Richard, from Woolwich, having drowned his mis-
fortunes in the floiving bowl, becomes unpleasantly
noisy at dessert, and nearly maddens his partner, a
crack player at the Portland, by his^ villanous mutila-
tions of the game of whist.
These meditations were suggested to my mind " as I

lay a-thinking" the morning after a very dreary
banquet, which had been given on the day of our
arrival for a few days' visit at the house of a friend

;

and to exchange them for thoughts of a more cheerful
tone, I arose and looked out from my bedroom window.
The garden was before me; and when I had gazed
ujjon it for some two minutes, I sat down in my ^vife's

toilette-chair, and laughed until that excellent lady,
" awaking " (like Lord Byron, Childe Harold, Canto iii.

line 5) " with a start," surveyed me with an expression,
which seemed to say, " I am the proprietress of a first-

class idiot." " What was I laughing at ? " Why I
was laughing to see our last nighfs dinner-party
strikingly and faithfully done in flowers, the banquet
repeated in the bedding-out ! The vacant place of the
honourable Mrs. A. was represented by blank patches
of earth, where plants, of a recherche character doubt-
loss were intended to appear, but didn't. The Jobsons
and the Dobsons, the Browns and the Greens, were
placed in the closest juxta-position ; crimson Salvias

with scarlet Pelargoniums, Perilla with
^
Coleus,

Ageratuin with Heliotrope, utterly destroying each
other's happiness, and marring, as sulky people do, the
appearance and contentment of the whole company.
The new neighbours, about whom so much had
been written, and from whom so much was
expected, were very accurately portrayed indeed,

by certain " noveltie.s," of recent introduction,

announced as very great acquisitions, and turning
out to be rubbish. The beautiful lady with the ocular
blemish, and the Longs' baby afflicted with measles,
might be traced in the foliage of Mrs. Pollock, starved

and disfigured by careless culture and unkindly soil, or
in the dwarf and dingy leaves of Amaranthus melancho-
licus^ exposed too soon to the unsparing cruelty of our
cutting vernal frosts. The Curate's Thomas, running
obstructively among the other servants, had his anti-

type in a rampant species of Tropseolum, which twined
itself here, there, and everywhere; and Richard from
Woolwich was recalled to mind by some Groundsel and
other weeds, which occupied the room of their betters,

and knew not that they were naught and vile. Even
the venison, which had passed its prime, was signified

by some annuals, whose bloom had faded, and whose
present phase was—seedy.

As a complete museum of incongruities, a gorgeous
collection of mistakes, and a Dutch concert of perpetual
discords, the exhibition before me was, I think, unique

;

but in how many other gardens do we find some of the
very same deformities, and a similar defiance of the
laws of taste—plants arranged with about as much
order and uniformity as the animals in a child's Noah's
ark, colours confused and hostile as those upon a
painter's palette ?

But why are we gazing over our neighbour's hedge
at tare.s, which may be found in our own com field ?

Instead of criticising his style of rowing, let us learu

to paddle our own canoe, to acknowledge and to over-

come the frequent errors in that garden ground, which,
like man's happiness, "never is, but always to be,"

perfect. Think and jylan as we may, how many are

our imperfections !
" Our failures," as Brummel's

v.alet termed the huge basket of crumpled neckerchiefs,

which the Beau at his toilette had just cast aside, are

quite sufficient to make us perfectly meek, and to

induce that sympathy for our brother florists, and that
mllingness to help our bedfellows in bedding-out,

which we so much require from others.

And so, having proved (as I hope ), first, in my former
paper on the subject, that the modem system is to be
developed and never discarded ; and, secondly, that
such a development is a very difficult undertaking,
I will venture to submit the results of my experience
for the consideration of those who have commenced
but recently, or practised hitherto unsuccessfully, the
delightful occupation of bedding-out. S. R. B.

HORTICULTURE IN HUNGARY.
Some observations from an eye-witness of the

condition of horticulture in one of the most beautiful

countries of the south-east of Europe can scarcely be
unacceptable when it is considered how very little,

comparatively, is known of a country which contains

no less than 6155 geographical square^ miles. My
residence for three years was at Szud, in the neigh-

bourhood of Schemuitz ; but I have had frequent

opportunities of visiting other parts of the country, to

which my observations equally apply.

As the vegetables more commonly in use, including

Tomatos, are supplied almost entirely by field cultiva-

tion, the kitchen garden is by no means the prominent
object which it is in England. The vineyards supply
the finer kinds of fruit—as Peaches, Nectanne.s,

Apricots, Medlars, and Figs ; while different kinds of

Gourds are planted along the boundaries, forming a
loose kind of enclosure. Some of these are cultivated

merely as food for cattle ; others are used as Vegetable
Marrows, amongst which is a very superior one known
under the name of Spargel-Kilrbiss (or Asparagus
Pumpkin), while others are a favourite food when
baked. Cucurbita melauosperma is amongst the kinds
which are cultivated ; but it does not appear that they
have; at least north of the Danube, any variety of
Cucurbita moschata, which almost supersedes the
Vegetable Marrow where the heat is sufficient.

'The commoner kinds of fruit, as Cherries, Mulberries,
Walnuts, Strawberries, and Raspberries, grow on the
mountains, on the road side, or by every ditch or waste
piece of ground; so that even in bad years the
proprietor has a constant supply without any pains,
and in good years he merely gathers the best, and lets

every one, after he is served, take what he pleases. In
fact travellers, or indeed every passer-by, help them-
selves for the most part without any let or hindrance.
The orchard is almost exclusively devoted to the
cultivation of Plums (which are grown in enormous
quantities) for drying, a process which s i^erformed on
hurdles in a low-heated oven. The varieties, however,
in cultivation are very inferior to those which yield
the better kinds of French Plums of commerce. A few
Pears and Apples are grown, but of very inferior

quality. Wall-fruit is unknown. It cannot he
expected, therefore, that much attention should be
devoted to the kitchen garden, though a few hotbeds,
as in England, are made for the rearing of Brinjals and
other plants which require to be brought forward
artificially. The better kinds of Melons and Cucumbers
are grown on the open ground in the garden, while the
large coarser kinds and Water-melons (which are of

excellent quality) are consigned to the field. Cabbages,
Carrots, the different kinds of Kidney Beans, some of

which are of very superior qualit.v, and a few other vege-

tables have garden culture. A very small kind of Pulse,

known under the name of Rice Beans, used frequently

for soup, and belonging apparently to the genus
Dolichos, with one or two other subtropical varieties,

is an object of cultivation. Fruit trees, with the

exception of a few Apricots and Plums, are for the
most part exduded ; as regards those beyond the pale,

scarcely anything is done in the way of pruning beyond
chopping off the dead or useless branches, which takes

place in April.

The flower garden is of far more importance, and is

in general large and laid out in beds of various shapes
in the midst' of a lawn, which is, however, not kept
close-shaved as in England, but is mowed three times

only in the year, as the proprietor depends on the Grass
plots for the maintenance of his cows in summer, the
meadows being devoted to the production of hay for

the winter food of the sheep. It is mowed by the
cowherds, who carry it away on a curiously-shaped

cart drawn by two donkeys ; the cart is made without
a piece of iron or a single nail. The jiaths are made of

silt, which is brought from the larger rivers, and the
beds separated from the Grasis by a very prettily-

worked edging of ivickerwork, the bark of the Osiers

having first been carefully removed. The flowers are

of much the same sorts as those cultivated in England,
though, from the severity ofthe winter, some perennials

which succeed with us do not admit of out-door

cultivation. Numerous white chairs and tables are

scattered everywhere, which, with the wickerwork of

the borders, give the ground a gay appearance.

What, however, strikes an English eye the most is

the entu-e absence in most Hungarian gardens of

anything like evergreens, for there are no Yews, no

Cedars, no Firs, no Holly trees, nor anything that is

green in winter ; in consequence of which there is a

comparative want of contrast in summer, and an
appearance of utter desolation in winter. In summer
the foliage is afforded chiefly by Acacias, Gleditschias,

Poplars, and occasionally Oaks.
The garden is cultivated by peasant girls under the

superintendence of the gardener, who are paid 2rf.

a day. They always go about without shoes or stockings,

as the only time when the Hungarian peasants wear
shoes, which are considered a luxury, is when they are

at church, or when the snow is on the ground. As was
formerly the case almost universahy in Scotland, the

boots or shoes are carried in the hand, and put on only

when they arrive at the church door.

The tools generally used in a Hungarian garden are

very large heart-shaped hoes and wooden rakes. A
spade is very seldom seen. The wheelbanw holds no
more than a bushel, and is made entirely without iron,

the wheel consisting of a disk of board, and the spindle

of a piece of Juniper or other tough wood.
The most prominent feature on entering a

Hungarian gentleman's garden is the hothouses, which,

though not as magnificent as they are frequently in

our own gardens, are on an extensive scale, adapted to

the exigencies of the climate. They are of three

different kinds: 1, the Szaporito Haz (the slip or

propagating house) ; 2, the Hajto Haz (the forcing

house) ; .3, the Hideg H.az (or cool house, answering to

our greenhouse or orangery).

The Szaporito Haz is a neat structure with four

stone walls and a sloping roof of glass, the front

wall being 1 ft. high, and the back wall 7 ft. It is

heated by means of a flue, which goes round the house
from the furnace to the chimney. The flue is enclosed

in a wall or bricks about il ft. high, in which there are

four doors for the insertion of pans of water, which are

placed on the top of the flue. Deal boards, which have
numerous holes pierced in them, are nailed to the two
walls over the flue, and on these the mould is placed—
the holes in the boards being first filled up with Moss,

so as to prevent the soil falling through, and at the

same time to admit the steam which arises from the

pans. Cuttings inserted in the mould, which are

either uncovered or protected by bell glasses, grow,

when treated in this manner, with astonishing rapidity,

and are soon ready for potting off.

The Hajto Haz is built in the .same manner as the
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Tiropasatin? liouseTbuf has simply a flue. Into this

the cuttiiiRS are removed sis soon as they are polled,

and arranged on stages. The furnace is heated wit^h

wood, of which only a small quantity is neces.sary. It

is in this house that Bose-grafting is conducted, the

stocks beiu',' got forward in it by the beginning p!

February. The top is then sawn off horizontally, a

slit made in the cut surface, and the graft inserted and

secured by a cement made of resin^ wa.i, and V euice

turpentine. When treated in this way scarcel.v a

single graft fails, and the trees bloom well in the

summer. This method is found to answer far better

than budding, which is not suited to the climate.

The Hides Haz, or Orangery, is a very large room,

heated by a flue in the soil, and glazed m front alter

the old English fashion. The chimney is composed of

a number of large quadrate pieces made of clay, each

succeeding piece fitting into that beneath, and

deoreasini; from the base upwards. The whole, whicli

is in the inside of the house, is painted green, and has not

abadeffeot. The plants are beautifully arranged,and the

whole forms a sort of winter garden. The Orange and

Lemon trees are dispersed in pleasing groups together

with the shrabs, and the flowers in variously-shaped

beds- but instead of having the wickerwork edging

which is seen out of doors, they are surrounded by

beautiful minerals from the mines, which olteu contain

a good deal of gold and silver.

The expense of course vanes according to the wealtn

of the Magyar, but, as a general rule, it may be

reckoned that it amounts to about 60(. a-year; and

many of the nobles do not think it derogatory to their

dignity, though extremely proud of their pure descent,

to'diminish the expense by the sale of the plants.*

Miles Berheleu, Esq., in tfte Koyal Horticultural

Society's Journal.

BABE OB INTEBESTTNG PL.-VNTS KOW IN
BLOOM AT KEW.

Pachira macrocarpa,C\inm. and Schlecht., figured in

the Botanical Magazine, t. 4.51'.l.—A tropical American

genus, now referred to the Malvaceffi, tribe or sub-order

iJombaceai, and very closely related to the Baobab

(Adansonia), diflering principally in having a truncate,

not lobed caly.x. The present species, a native ol

Me.\ico, is very nearly related, if not identical with I'.

aquatica of Aublet, and in the size of its flowers, is very

little inferior to P. grandiflora. It is atall tree, with large

digitate gliihrous leaves, and magnificent flowers, 9 or

10 inches in diameter ; the petals are 6 inches or more

in length, refle.ved when open, imbricate ui bud, their

inner margins and upper surface white, the outer

margins pale velvety brown; stamens numerous;

filaments monadelphous below, divided upwards into

many branches, yellow at the base, and gradually

pa.ssiii-- i
I I l.i^'^lit red. This, unhke many other

.:ncrh 1 uves and flowers at the same time.

//,,,: ,/;v, Jacq. Hort. Schoenbr. t. -18 and

10 Ku! '.17 :,s2 ;md383;Horaninow, Prodr. Mouo-
gra!ph. Scilammcaruin. p. 39. Musace;e.—A very pretty,

dwarf, glabrous species of this magnificent genus-

leaves oblong, acute at both ends; petioles long

exceeding the scape ; thyrse flexuose ; spathea 5-7,

broadly boat-shaped, subcordate at the base, manj;-

flowered, scarlet ; flowers sessile, whitish green ;
fruit

blue. Native of Guiana and Caracas.

Zonicarpa Riedelii, Schott, Prodr., p. 121.—An
interesting little Aroid, lately introduced from South

America. This genus constitutes the tribe Zonicarnese

of Schott, characterised by having a one-celled

ovary, and numerous ovules attached to its base.

An .acaule.scent herb, with palmately five-lobed leaves

;

spadix included in and partially adnate to the spathe

;

female flowers 2-1, unilateral ; male flowers forming a

ring immediately above them and the adnate part

;

staminodia none. It is figured in Schott's " Genera

Aroideanun." Only one other species, Z. Pythonicum,

Schott, is known, also a native of America.

Orias caulijlora, Sloane, Nat. Hist, of Jamaica,

t. 216.—This plant, a native of Jamaica, has been in

cultivation for some years, but up to the present

time ha.s never before produced blossoms in this

country. It may now be seen in flower in the Palm
stove. It is a tall, unbranched tree, bearing a tuft of

pendent, bright green alternili^ Ichm-, nearly a yard

long. The flowers, as thr ii;niir nii[ li< -,:ire borne on

the trunk, appearing in elu-ir; . .ii :i |.i ire white, and

are about 1* to 2 inches in diaiiicti r. 'I'lie flowering

specimen at Kew is about 10 feet high, but in its

native country it attains from 20 to 30 feet. It belongs

to the Lecythideaj, a tribe of Myrtaceic, distinguished

by having woody, fibrous, or fleshy fruits, indehiscent,

or opening at the top by an operculum as in the
" monkey pots" (Lecythis). The fleshy fruits of this

species are pickled and eaten under the name of

Anchovy Pears in Jamaica. A jjortrait of it will

shortly appear in the Botanical Ma^a/ino.

Vil'is hiipodlauca, P. Mueller, Plants of Victoria, i.

91; Cissus hypoglauca, A. Gray, Hot. American
Exploring E.\ped., i. 272 ; C. australasica, P. Mueller,

in Trans. Phil. Soc. Vict., i. 8. Ampelidea;.—A native

of Victoria and New South Wales, growing on the

banks of forest streams and rivers. A climber destitute

of tendrils, having digitate and 5-foliolate leaves of

an oval or oblong form, light green above, and

when young beautifully glaucous beneath ; flowers

small, yellow, in axillary cymes. This interesting

plant, now flowering for the first time in this country,

may be seen in the New Temperate House, where,

planted ae-iiin?! the supports, it has reached the gallery,

and is iraincil along the balustrade, freely producing its

pn ilw a!t!ini\-li minute flowers.

Uaiihin, , l.iiiiir. Br.—A very fine arborescent species

of this magnifieeiii Pru!, a 'ii genus, from the east
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triipical coast of Australia; leaves long, linear, sub-

truucate, serrate, glabrescent; flowers greyish, in large

cones or spikes, 6 to 8 inches in length. Now in flower

in the south octagon of the new Temperate House.

Impatiens latifolia, L., var. bipartiia. Hooker and

Thomson, Linn. Journ. vol. iv. ; I. bipartita, Arn.

Cornp. Bot. Mag. i. 322. Gerauiacese, tribe Balsammea;.

—A plant, on account of its straggling habit, of no

great beauty, although the individual flowers, of a pale

rose or lilac colour, are very pretty. A native ol

Ceylon, at an elevation of ,5-6000 feet, raised Irom^eeds

communicated by G. H. K. Thwaites, Esq., Direclor of

the Botanic Garden, Peradenia.

Gbiphcea grewioides. Hook. 61., Hook. Ic. PI. t. /60

;

Niger Plora, p. 237, t. 22. Grewia lateriflora, Don.

Tiliacese.—This pretty shrub was raised from seeds sent

by J.Monteiro, Esq., fromW. Tropical Africa, and is now
just coming into flower. Leaves alternate, broadly ellip-

tical, serrate, 3-nerved, bright green ; flowers yellow, m
axillary or terminal cymes. An interesting plant with

the aspect of a Grewia, but diff'ering essentially m its

fruit ; now flowering for the first time in this c.ountry.

EugemamvrtifoUa, Sims, Bot. Mag., t. 2230; Jambosa

australis, D.'C. Myrtaoefe.— A handsome evergreen,

myrtle-like shrub, 10 or 12 feet high, bearing a profu-

sion of white flowers about the size of those of Myrtus

communis, and belonging to the section Jambosa of the

genus Eugenia, as now constituted by Bentham and

Hooker in their Genera Plantarum. Native of Queens-

land and New South Wales. It may now be seen m
flower in the New Temperate House. Introduced by

Loddiges in 1820. „ , t , t
Panaxarboreum, Forst. Araliacese ; Hook. Lend. J oiu-.

Bot ii. 421, t. ii.—A small tree from New Zealand

;

leaves digitately 5 to 7 foliolate, on long petioles;

coriaceous, varying from ovate tp oblong-obovate,

serrate; flowers large for the genus, greenish white,

home in terminal umbels. Besides this species now in

flower, there are seyeral other Zealand ones in the ^ew
Temperate House, a-s P. lougissimum, Hook. 1., with

nurnle narrow-linear serrate leaves, 6 to 18 inches

long; P. Colensoi, Hook. f.,Pl.N Z. p. 31; the Ivy tree

of Otago, whose trunk is said to exude large quantities

of gum ; and P. crassifoliuni. Dene, and Planch, very

variable in its leaves, which in young plants are trifoho-

late, and simple in older ones.

* I liavc in my p'

tr.trden 6f a Magyar r

;;ue of the plants in the
with the prices attached

r.,0. R. I!. S.

BRITISH V. GERMAN HOBTICULTUBE.
[The following passages are condensed from a de-

tailed report on the late Intei-national Horticultural

Exhibition by Professor Koch, and which extends over

several numbers of his " Wochenschrift." Some of

his statements will afl'ord amusement to our readers,

and show the advantages that are to be derived from

International Congresses in dissipating erroneous

impressions.—Eds.] ,.,
-

i

Professor Koch says that he was agreeably .surprised

to find that the English, contrary to what he had

previously heard and read of them, were far ad-

vanced in civilisation, and extended the same kind

reception to him as he would have met with in most

continental countries.
„ ., ,

,

He criticises the arrangement of the show, and goes

on to say that, with the exception of four Tree-ferns,

essentially decorative plants, for the embellishment of

the whole, were not made use of. The London Exhi-

bition contained only plants of excellent growth, and

on that account he doubts whether any previous show

has equalled it. It was in fact alone in its way. Ihe

plants were almost without exception of superior

culture, but the exhibition was nevertheless mono-

tonous, however remarkable that may sound ; flowering

shrubs prevailing too exclusively, and those of a too

uniform character—the same species occurring in so

many collections. This might be said not only of

Azaleas,but also of Ericas,Adenandraspeciosa,Boronias,

Pimeleas, Dracophyllums, Eriostemons, Polygalas, &c.,

&c although every single specimen would have been

an ornament to a continental show. There was

especially a paucity of stove foliage plants, such as are

seen in the shows even of the smaller towns of the

Continent. Tree-ferns and Stove-ferns generally

were not well represented. Five kinds of plants are

specially commented on, viz., Roses, Pelargoniums

(especially the variegated ones). Heath-like plants, the

mass of Orchids, and the Grapes. In these five points

the London exhibition stood unassailable.

Although Enaland may, more than Germany, be

termed the country where everything is carried on with

theswiftnessof st«am,still the splendid Pelargoniums on

which years of careful attention have been bestowed,

show, as far as regards plant culture, a steady per-

severance unknown to the German cultivators, ihis

may be said to be the case in a still higher degree m
TC^axA. to half-hardy flowering shrubs, and may be

accounted for by the wealthy amateurs of Germany

not liking to see the same plants m their conserva-

tories year after year, aud by the fact that the English

do not change their gardeners so often, while they pay

them much better. [0 , m, ^
Pansies were plentiful and good. The Germans are

far behind the English with these plants in regard to

clearness and beauty of marking In the flowers

Tulips and Amai-j'llises were good. Stocks and

Heliotropes were poor. Herbaceous Calceolarias

showed a perfection exceptional in Germany ; the mark-

ings were altogether less motley, and the harmon.v of

the colours much better. Professor Koch says he has

seen on the Continent better Fuchsias.

Azaleas were perhaps too numerous, and being so

completely smothered with flowers would have made

a better impression had they been surrounded with

large foliage plants. They were almost, without

exception, very well cultivated ; but less value is to be

put on their size, as that depends upon the time they

have been in cultivation ; they may be seen as large

in Belgium and Berlin. The boasted perfection of

the flowers,, taking the mass, he could not see. The
flowers of an Azalea, says Professor Koch, should be

pure, and in form and colour constant, but this in many
of the specimens was not the case.

Rhododendrons were not as well represented as

Azaleas, which he could the less understand, as the

English climate is eminently suitable for their growth,

and they are much sought for in England. The beau-

tiful Himalayan and the Sunda Islands yellow-flowered

ones were scarcely to be found, the latter indeed not at

all It is to be sincerely hoped that the interest for them

on the English side of the channel has not died out, or

that the luany beautiful species introduced by Hooker,

Booth &c., have not been lost. The English appear to

be masters in the cultivation of flowering slu-ubs and

Heath-like plants.
, ., .

A very fine, and the most striking specimen m a

collection of 16 plants shown by Mr. Kemp, gr. to Earl

Percy, was Leschenaultia biloba major. 1 ranciscea con-

fertiflora in Mr. Wheeler's collection, on account of its

fulness of flower, is worthy of remark. This genus does

not meet with the reception it deserves in Germany.

In Earl Lovelace's collection was a very preljty

Melastomacea, Pleroma elegans, with large violet

flowers. Plants of the above-mentioned family, which

for a time found approbation in Germany, are

becoming rarer, but in English collections they appear

still more rare. Remarkably fine plants of Rhyncho-

spermum jasminoides were plentifiil.

S'ome of the plants, Epacris for instance, whose

branches naturally gi-ow erect, had experienced a very

peculiar treatment, the branches being bent over and

tied do^vn. This cannot be too severely deprecated.

The beautiful Australian shrub, Acrophyllum

venosum, is scarcely known at Berlin as a show plant,

though in England it was oue of the features of the

There wes a conspicuous absence of decorative

Bromeliaceae, while Pitcher-plants aud Sarraceniacese,

judging from then- culture, appear to be great

favourites. . . . i. j.

Professor Koch was rather disappointed at not

finding the immense Orchids he had read about in the

Gardeiifrs' Clironide so often, but attributed this to

the fact that many of the great Orchid growers were

not represented at the show ; he doubts, however, if so

large a collection could be brought together in Germany

For large well-grown examples, beauty, and good

culture, judging those at the show, the Germans can

compete with the English, and even surpass them

;

this relates more especially to Vandas, A-endes,

Trichopilias, Cattleyas, and, above all others, to Phalffi-

nopsis, perhaps, too, Cypripediums.
Variegat^d-leaved Orchids were very poorly repre-

sented, in comparison to the display of them at

Amsterdam and Brussels. Palms, the great ornament

of large shows, were unfortunately in small numbers.

Cvcads, on the contrary, were not wanting.

"The fine Araliacese, such as were seen at Amster-

dam, &c., were almost entirely absent.

The beautiful and numerous collections of Coniferse

proved that this class of plants receives its share of

attention ; aud the English climate is admu:ably

adapted for their growth. .

Variegated plants do not amjear to be so much in

favour as in Germany, but the English are nevertheless

ma.sters in producing charming colours and form in

flowers, as also beautifully marked leaves.

As to the vegetables and fruits, it is well known that

the English do not like vegetables [! !]; and it is, there-

fore no wonder that, with few exceptions, they were

not only sparse, but actually bad. Forced fruits, on

the contrary (in which the English are masters), were

excellent. Grapes were as plentiful as though it had

been the time of the vintage. It would be of scientific

value to investigate how it is that the English, with

less light, produce better Grapes than are generallyfound

on the Continent under more favoiurable circumstances.

Pine-apples, too, were numerous, and in a perfection

seldom or never attained ou the Continent. Melons,

Cherries, Peaches, and Strawberries were good, but the

Parisian and Hamburg forcers can equal them.

Home Correspondence.
Boots versus ieouM.—Feeling interested in Mi-.

Fish's " Theory and Practice of Ventilation, 1 must

conf&ss that I was (see p. 826) somewhat startled at

his assertion that plants received ten times as much
food through the medium of their leaves as they do

through their roots. To begin, I may as well say that

I am a doubter, and perhaps there are others ;
and as it

may be for the want of better information, perhaps Mr.

Fish would kindly answer a few questions, and explain

away some doubts, which may lead to pur better under-

vfainliiiL' About carbonic acid gas he may be right,

i,iii ill/ I . irihe chief absorbents of ammonia, why
,|,,i , , . I rly bury Peruvian guano in the ground

•I, Mi I
.... iirit the soil is not allowed to crack to

',„,.., ,1 iin . -r
I [,oof ammonia? and do not vegetables

hi general show that they appreciate the act and their

power of appropriation by root in their sturdy stems

healthy leaves, flowers and fruit ? Why are we, a,nd I

think iviselv, advised to trench the ground and put the

manure well down for such crops as Carrot, Parsnip,

Beet Salsify &c., for the reason that the tap root will

E!o down till it finds the manure, and there ramify, and

•IS I -iipiiMM. feed ? And why have Messrs. Skirving,

'vii|,,,., I,,. I .hh.rsbeen tryingfor year.itoget asmalf-

lu,,,. Vs.ir Ir. INIangel, Turnip, &o.? According to the

advaurrd llie^rv, they nave made a ini-.takc, aud ought

to turn rouud'and look after the ::ii . 1 i:.w<l article

they can find. The success of a t..;. '..
i

"i :4uano

onacropof Gi-ass depends enlii ;. . .; ii .lilmgota

sufficient quantity of rain to wa.sh ii luuj li;u ;;i-ounr

,

where I imagine the roots and not the teavcs lay hoiu

of it In a field where the wind blows over it from all

points of the compas,', and plenty of it, can the farmer
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obtain abundant cn>]iN ivitbinu ;i]iiilyiii:,' iiKumrt' to the
roots ? In a Vinery the watcbword liitlicrto bus been,
pet the roots of a Tine right and there will be both
fruit and colour, that is, providing that the tojis have
had a fair share of treatment under the present imper-
fect modes of ventilation ; but -nill even Mr. Fish
assert that with the roots in had condition, or good
roots in a poor border, he can finish a good bunch of

Grapes by supplying whatever he may consider good
feeding stuff to the leave.*? If such can be established
as a fact gardeners will have much reason tothanlc him
for the discoverj'. AVill not the canes, leaves, and fruit

of English Vineries, with all their imperfect ventilation,

bear comparison with the produce of vineyards of even
sunnier climes where ventilation is unrestricted ?

And is it not a well-known fact that the Vires, not
only of every country', but almost of every district,

differ in quality? Is this difference the result of soil or
ventilation ? Suppose a couple of Puchsias are potted
in poor soil ; let them be set out of doors, and one of
them watered with well-water, the other with manure-
water, will the plant watered with well water keep
pace with the plant treated with manure-water? Or
suppose another plant of the same genus is refused the
necessary supply of water to its roots, on the ground
that its leaves are sufficient for feeding purposes, and
if supplied with as much unvitiated air as it can
use, .and a feast of Mr. Fish's richest furaes, and watered
over-head to boot, will it thrive ? Were the plant
endowed with speech, it would be very likely to cry
out, give me water for my mouths, I can neither eat
nor drink with my breathing apparatus. I am not
sure that the organism of the Ana?ctochiU differs widely
trom that of semi-succulent or other plants, but some-
how they contrive, not only to exist hut to show
that they appreciate what must, indeed, be " stuffy and
stagnant, the atmosphere of a bell-glass ;" surely they
must " perforce " eat pure oxygen, not the best thing
in the world for them, according to theory. Now, as
regards the capability of leaves to absorb more food, on
the ground of their presenting a greater surface to the
air than the roots do to the soil. I think this must
ever remain a matter of opinion ; leaves we might
measure, but roots we never can. See the beautiful
down-like processes that surround several inches of a
young root as it passes through a space not filled with
soil. I believe these processes are considered analogous to
mouths ; they are no doubt'small ones, but they are many
in number; and are we sure that these mouths are not
produced by every fibre in its passage through the soil ?

But siipposing they are not, and that roots only absorb
at their points, how can we measure their power so as
to compare them with the feeding power of leaves ?

Practice, not theory, shows us their power is very
great ; allow a plant to become dry and flag for want of
water, and then supply it—the leaves are soon up,
tfaching us that the quantity taken up in a short time
has been considerable. Last winter in some draining
operations I saw an Elm root quite as thick as a goose's
quill, cut at exactly 50 yards from the nearest tree, and
from its thickness no doubt it went several yards
farther. Consider the multitude of roots contained
within a circumference of 100 yards, and presenting
perhaps as large a surface to the soil as the leaves do to
the air. "We are told that the great le.sson taught by
the old-fashioned roofs should not be lost, and that
lesson was, that a constant supply of fresh air is

essential to the well-being of plants. I cannot see
whafproof we have that ever this lesson was taught in
such a forcible way. "Would the plants and fruits of
the old houses bear comparison with those of the
present day ? If the present success is attributed to
superior skill, will the ablest horticulturist now say
that he could grow better things in the old houses than
he can do in the new ones ? I venture to say I think
the most important lesson gardeners have learnt from
a knowledge of the old lumbering timbers, small
panes, and puttied lap.s, is, that light is more essential
than air to the healthy development of the vegetable
kingdom. As Jlr. Fish has referred to the highe.st
organism in the animal kingdom in support of what
he advances, I beg to suggest that he tries it practically

;

let him get a good breakfast to begin with, but let
that be the last morsel of comfort his mouth is to
have for the next 21 hours; he may breathe with
all his mi^'lil IIm' imiest air he can find, never-
theless I ex]!! rl Im iniv tlic end of his term he will
he ready to :ir],nii Hint there was truth in the
proverb—" .Mm rnniioi live upon the wind." I do not
wish it to be thought that I ignore the necessity of
ventilation, or that I feel ungrateful or unthankful to
Mr. Fish for his .advocacy of the subject, but I think it

is riding a hobby over hard to say that plants derive
ten times as much food through their leaves a,s they do
through their roots. 2>. Buchanan, Di/rham Park.
[Our correspondent doubtless remembers the famous
contest " t'wixt eyes and nose," and draws his inferences
accordingly.

—

Eds.]
Jlose Stocks.—W ill any of your readers give me in-

formation on the subject of cutting back newly budded
standard Rose Stocks ? I have followed the advice of
Mr. Rivers, in his " Rose Guide," watching the newly
budded stock in early spring until the middle of May,
or the beginning of June, and then cutting off, as
closely as possible, everj-thing above the growing bud.
I took the further trouble to apply the " Forsythic
mortar" to the cut, but regretted to find, in a fortnight
after, a black line of disease running downwards, which
will surely undermine the growing bud. and destroy
the stock in another season. Any advice how to make
sure that the cut will cicatrise, or as to the safest time
of year in which to cut back the Dog Rose stock ivill

be thankfully received. Deeonien.^is.
Wood of the Cedar o/Zfirt»o«.—Much difference of

opinion appears to exist as to the durability of the
wood of this Cedar. In Dr. Stanley's " Sinai and
Palestine," chap. 14, p. 433 (2d edition), it is stated
that the ceiling of the church of Helena, at Bethlehem,

is of beams of Cedar. If these were examined it ivouM
settle the point, so far as concerns the wood when
grown and used in its native country and climate. C.
Hard Soil (see p. 877).—In 1859 I planted some

Cottager's Kale on hard clay ground, making holes
with a "gavelock" and filling them with water previous
to putting in the plants. The season was very dry.
and the plants did remarkably well without further at-
tention. A. S. L.

Unseasonable F?owering of Lahurmtm.—"\A'e have a

standard tree of Laburnum here on which there are
several bunches of blossoms out, and several more in
bud. Is it not unusual to .sec so much bloom on the
Laburnum at this season of the year ? The head of the
tree has been clipped into a spherical shape, about 3 feet

through. Perhaps this severe pruning may have
something to do with the matter ? C. E. F., Cirencester.
Sept. 17.

AUantauda Sendersoni (see p. 877).—This AUa-
manda differs from A. Schottii in several particulars.

I have grown both this season for purposes of
exhibition, and I have had an opportunity of judging
as to their comparative merits. A. Hendersoni flowers
more freely than A. Schottii, especially in a young
state, and it has a better habit. The flowers are much
larger than those of A. Schottii, of a finer form, and
when unexpanded the bud is of a dark brown colour.

The flower is equal in every respect to the plate sent
out of it by Mr. Bull. Like many more I was rather
disappointed in not seeing a fine specimen of it at the
late International Exhibition, when many who doubt
its merits would have had an opportimity of seeing and
judging for themselves. John Cole. This plant
flowers in a much younger state, and more jirofusely

than A. Schottii ; and the individual flowers have more
substance. I h»ve been using it, and Dipladenia
amahilis, carefully wired and mossed, ever since May
last for' table decoration ; and I find them stand well,

and prove verj' effective amongst other flowers. I send
you flowers of A. Hendersoni taken from a plant
struck last autumn, which commenced flowering in
May last in a 6-inch pot, and has never been without
from six to 12 flowers open fresh on the plant since.

I am now drying the plant off, as you will see from
the wood, which will account for the flowers being
smaller than usual. W. Howard, Gardener to J.
Brand, Esq.. Bedford Mill. Balham.
Rhododendron Soil.—Perceiving a notice in your

paper (see p. 873) as to the best soil for Rhododendrons,
I would call the attention of your readers to the
following facts, and would ask for a reason for them.
There are Rhododendrons in this place (on the S.E.
coast of Ireland) growing vigorously on a ,dry shingly
bank with scarcely -any soil, facing due south, and
withoiat any preparation having been made for them ;

while in the garden with a similar aspect, and in a bed
carefully prepared for them, they are sickly and puny,
and h.ave been so for some years ; those on the bank
are all the Rhododendron ponticum, those in the
garden of various description.s, including the R.
ponticum. Many of the Rhododendrons have been
removed from the garden from time to time, when
apparently almost dead, and have been planted in a
nch moist shady flat near a small river, and are now
vigorous and thriving plants, but not much more so
than those on the poor, hot, dry b,ank. C.

Viola cornttfa. and other Beddimj Plants.—Two
years ago I planted four beds in our Italian garden
with this Viola, which proved far beyond my expec-
tation, both as regards beauty and compactness of habit.
As it flowers freely, it likewise seeds freely. Having
hit upon a plant so useful, and so ea.sy of cultivation,

I determined to give it a larger trial. I therefore put
in quantities of cuttings in a close frjime, without
hottom-heat, merely inserting the cuttings in sharp
sand, in which they struck root freely. But my most
successful plan of getting it up in quantity wa.s raising
it from seed. Having g,athered a lot of good seeds at

the time I was sowing my Autumn Cabbage, I
prepared a bed 2 yards square, and put in the seed as
regularly as possible. The Viola did not come up as
soon as the Cabbage, but the seed being fresh, it was
not far behind it, and it appeared in such abundance
as to soon form a carpet over the bed. Arrangements
had been previously made where it was to flower the
following sea.son in the sliapeof ma.«se~, idjin.-* "f beds.

and ribbon borders. I therefore i'l:in1rii it mil ;ii

various times from December up to Ik dilniL'-oni lime,

and now while I write I am at a loss to .-^ay which of

the plantings flowers best. But doubtless the earlier

it is planted the earlier and stronger it will flower. In
early ribbon borders, in broad belts, it is grand. Not-
withstanding the late heavy rains, when other things
look woe-begone, it is the first upon the return of fine

weather to show an open countenance. I may there-
fore safely say that it will have its day, according to
the fashion. I think brighter days are also da^Tning
for the much-abused Achyranthes Verschaffeltii.

Having seen it last autumn at one or two places, I was
rather pleased with its colour and compact habit of
growth. As we have an extensive chain border upon
each side of abroad walk on our lower terrace. I felt

disposed to give it a trial with Golden Fleece Pelar-
gonium, link for link, matching them in pairs across
the walk. Mr. Bennett, of Osberton, kindly presented
me with a few cuttings of the Iresine from his flower
beds about the end of October, and by the month of
May I had the required quantity, viz., 1600 plants,potted
off for every alternate link of my chain border. At
Osberton Gardens I am happy to say that it still

maintains its high character as a bedding plant.

"When I was at the late International Exhibition at

South Kensington, I had a ramble round London, and
saw this plant bedded out at several places, a circum-
stance which made me shudder, seeing it wagging in

the wind at that dry season. On paying a visit to the
Royal Horticultural Gardens, at Chiswick, I got my
eye upon a nice lot hardening off. which put me in

better spirits. Upon making inquiry, I found that
they had been out about a mouth. To make sure against
a failure, I kept a second string to my bow, as a failure
on this particular chain border would have been
rather a conspicuous blunder all the season ; therefore,
as a safety valve, I had the required quantity of Perilla
nankinensis in store. About the middle of June I put
out the Iresine, laying it flat on the ground to save it

from cutting winds as much as possible. But. like
other things, during the hot weather it made little

progress; still, it maintained its position, and when
once it got proper hold of the ground it improved
amazingly, while Amaranthus melanchoUcus, at no
gi'cat distance, succumbed to its fate. Coleus
Verschaffeltii has with difficulty kept its head above
water ; last year it was all that could be desired, as one
of the stripes of a long ribbon border. The links in
the chain are surrounded with white gravel; in the
centre of each link is planted standard Pelargoniums
2 feet high, viz., Stella and the old Pink Nosegay,
which are flowering effectively above the Golden
Fleece and the Achyranthes. Mr. Veitch called here
the other day, and pronounced the display to be a
great success. The combination of colour is truly
grand when the sun is shining ; the Golden Fleece,
with its clear yellow leaves and compact habit, con-
trasting strikingly with the bright-veined foliage of
the Achyranthes ; and, surrounded as it is with wiiite

gravel, a little pinching and pegging are all that it

requires to keep it in order. If the Iresine and
Golden Fleece possess one property more than another,
it is that a wet day detracts nothing from their lustre.

J. Miller, Manor Gardens, Worksop.
Orchard-house Frees in. Pots.—I commenced culti-

vating Nectarine, Peach, and Apricot trees in pots two
years ago on a small scale, and I was so well satisfied

with Mr. Rivers' system, that last autumn I built an
orchard-house to contain 100 trees in pots. My fruit

I find never drops, unless more than 24 are left on a
tree, and then only the small ones drop. With regard
to which is the best system of growing orchard-house
trees, i. e., whether in pots or in the form of bushes
planted out in the border, I beg to ask, if they are not in
pots how are w^e to remove them to the open air, so as

to have a succession ? I remove fully 40 of mine to the
open air during June; this gives me a succession, andmy
orchard-house, which, during winter, will easily con-
tain 100 pot plants, during summer would only accom-
modate 65 or 70. I am also, by experience, so well
satisfied with Mr. Rivers' pot-culture of Grapes, that
I am now building a A^iuery solely for their growth in

pots. F. W. Fifffe, Box, near Stroud, Gloucestershire.

Crossino Papilionaceous Flou'ers.-1!\w diflSculties

referred to by Jlr. Darwin (see p. 756) as having occurred
to himself, Gartner, and others in cross-fertilising

Papilionaceous flowers, and which have led to the
adoption by Mr. Darwin of the very ingenious cups
proposed by him as artificial receptacles for the pollen

to be applied to the seed-bearing variety, have induced
me to send j-ou the results of my own experiments in
crossing the common garden Pea during the past
season. They have been obtained without the aid of

any artificial receptacles for the pollen, and by simply
emasculating the seed-bearing parent whilst the
anthers were in an immature state, ai once making a
single application to the pistil of the keel-petal of the
male parent containing mature pollen ; and as the ratio

of success obtained by me during this and several

previous years appears greater than that which fell to

the lot of G.irtner, the experiments in question may be
worth recording. Amongst 104 inter-cros.ses tried this

year between several of the popular varieties of the
common Pea, I have obtained 58 pods, which may be
designated of average fertility, and containing

from four to 10 Peas; 32 pods containing from
one to three Peas: and the remaining 14

being either abortions from the pods containing no
seeds or from the flowers not setting, and consequently
no pods being formed—giving a total of 90 pods, con-
taining 413 Peas, as the result of 104 crosses. As
similar results have in previous years followed my
operations on the Pea, I conclude that Gartner's ex-

periments failed, either from the flowers of the seed-

bearing parents being injured in the operation, from
the pollen being applied cither in an immature state

or in insr.nicieut qunutity, or from wet or damp (both
i.rwliicli ;ii(' very injurious to the fertility of pollen)

lifuetniliug 1o the organs offnictification ; and to the
latter cause of non-fertility the work of opening the

flowers for .artificial crossing renders them more readily

liable. I have conducted these operations upon the

Pea principally with a view of satisfying myself that a

change of colour sometimes takes place in the seed

obtained as the immediate result of crossing two
v,arieties of different coloured seed. That .such does

at times occur I have furnished myself with ample
evidence, but I have this year noticed some changes of

colour of such a singular nature that I may perhaps be
excused for chronicling them. The effect of crossing

the striped-seeded Sugar Pea as the seed-bearing parent
with the Purple-pod Pea (which produces a greenish-

buffcoloured seed) asthepollen-hearingvariety.has been
to produce a pod, in colour partly purple and partly

following that of the pod of the Sugar Pea, and con-

taining seven Peas, some of them being of a clear

violet purple colour, and the remainder of that colour

mottled with olive. I shall watch with interest the
produce of these seeds as springing from parents

different not only in colour of seed, but also in shape

and substance of pod ; the inner membrane of the pod
being absent in the female (a characteristic of the
Sugar or edible podded Peas) ; whilst the pod of the

male parent is of the ordinary character of Peas, the

seeds only of which are edible. In another cross

between a bright (5rass-green seeded variety as the
seed-bearing parent and the Purple Pod as the pollen

bearer, I have obtained a pod of the colour of the

female parent, containing six Peas of a bright yellow
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colour. Although I have succeeded thus far with the

Pea, the same quantum of success has not attended my
experiments amongst other genera of the Papiliona-

ceous class ; but probably to wide diversities of size

and variety may be attributed my non-success. Thomas
Laxton, Stamford.

Double-blossomed Peas.—I forward you specimens of

the double and semi-double blossoms of the garden Pea.

They were taken from a very fertile single-stemmed
seedling of upright growth, and about 5 feet in height

;

the original stems at the time of gathering were bearing

well-filled pods of nearly-ripened Peas in full quantity.

From constant daily observations of this variety I am
convinced that the early blossoms were all single. The
second growth produced chiefly double blossoms, but
where the offshoots were lengthened the upper
flowers seemed to get more semi-double towards the
point, and some of the final blossoms were entirely

single. The semi-double flowers were in some cases

forming pods appa,rently fertile. It was too late to

obtain ripe seed this season ; I have, however, marked
and saved for seed some of the semi-double blossoms
winch appeared to be setting, and will report to

you the result of their produce, if successful, ou a
future occasion. I have seen the same occurrence in

ti\o other instances. Since ^vriting the above I have
cMunined another row of the same variety in another
gulden, and there I found the same tendency to double
blossoms in the second growth. I have also examined
other varieties growing side by side under similar

circumstances,andhave observed a sol itary instanceonly

.

I am inclined to believe that the cause suggested by
Mr. iarwin—impaired fertility—has been at work
here, as the first blooms were all single and fertile, and
were all, at the time of the opening of the double
blossoms, ripening their seed. It would seem as if

after the drought of July, the succeeding rains had
started a second growth from the ripening stems,

which had already expended their fertdity, and that

the organs of fructification had become abortive, and
the flowers double from exhaustion of the plant.

Thomas Laxton, Stamford.
Semi-doiMe Verbenas.—I send you a bloom of a

peculiar seedling Verbena. The plant has produced
flowers of a similar character to the one sent, all

through the season ; some have been slightly different,

having two or three extra petals or florets surrounding
the eye. I have been fertilising most of the flowers

with their own pollen, thinking that they may perhaps
in the course of time produce a perfectly double
Verbena. J. JVills, Huntroyde Gardens, near Burnley.
Flower Beds.—Among a great variety of bedding

Pelargoniums gromi here Stella has undoubtedly
borne the palm, and I a^ree with Mr. Fish in placing
Cybister next in order of merit. Spread Eagle is only
fit for a small bed, and in this part of Ireland (West-
meath) where continual showers have been the order

of the day for a long time, it does not display itself at

all to advantage. I am glad to find that Mr. Fish
reports Lord Palmerston to be a good bloomer. For
size of truss, profusion of flower, and continuity of

bloom it is unequalled by any I have seen. One bed
here has been a sheet of colour since the week it was
planted (towards the end of May) until it was cut into
somewhat severely for cuttings a few days ago. Mrs.
Pollock has grown as vigorously as Cloth of Gold;
Christine, I think, still holds the first rank as a pink-
Mrs. Whitty is not nearly so good. A circular bed
planted with Excellent (zonal Pelargonium) in the
centre, and surrounded by a broad belt of Cerastium
tomentosum, has been very pretty up to this time,
but of late the Cerastium seems to melt away, I

suspect from the constant v/et weather. Is this usual,
or IS there any remedy for the evil ? Iresine Herbstii
is looking very gay now but it was rather dingy early
in the season; Coleus Verschaffeltii is only "so-so;"
Amaranthus, after giving a good deal of trouble, is now
very good. Alpha.

Camellia, Lady Same'sBlush (see yi. 8"5).—This may
be wired without falling to pieces by any practical hand

;

and when put up even " A." himself shall not be able
to tell whether it is wired or not. W. Homard.

Iresine Herbstii.—Mr. Bennett, of Osberton, was
one of the first to bring this really useful bedding
plant into notice, and it is now beginning to be
generally acknowledged that he spoke the truth and
nothing more as regards its suitableness for out-door
decoration. Last spring I planted several round beds
of it, edging them with Cerastium tomentosum, and
by al ittle trimming and pinching of the young shoots,
they are the most compact, and, at present, the prettiest
beds in our flower garden. Near the Iresine is a bed of
Amaranthus melancholicus, edged with Golden Chain
Pelargonium, which looks quite threadbare compared
wit h that which contains the Iresine. Isaac Watson,
gr. to Sir J. Trollope Bart., M.P., Casemick. Stamford'.

1 quite agree with your correspondent, J. M. Y."
(see p. 829), that soil has a great deal to do with the
growth of fine-foliaged plants. Here Iresine Herbstii
is looking well, and has succeeded perfectly since the
day in which it was planted out. All who have seen
it pronounce it to be the best they have seen. I gave
the ground in which it was planted a good dressing of
rotten manure from an old Melon bed ; the plant is, in
consequence, now 2 feet 6 inches in height ; some of
the leaves measure 3 inches across, and are excellent in
colour. It is edged with variegated Honeysuckle. It
did equally well last year. Coleus and Amaranthus
have succeeded very well with us, but I am of opinion
that for exposed situations the Iresine is superior to
the Amaranthus, which is sooner damaged by wind
and rain. I have a bed of Mrs. Pollock and one of
Mrs. Benyon Pelargonium, both edged with Iresine; I
allowed the latter to grow about (5 inches, and then I
pegged it down. It threw up shoots at every joint,
and makes a very pretty edging. I ought to add that
it was planted out on May 14th. With plenty of
manure and water the Iresine would doubtless grow

3 feet or more. I should be glad to show it to any one
who may call. D. Parish, ,jr. to tlie Rev. W. Seberden,
Great Boukham, Surrey.
Rhododendrons.—On my invitation you have given

me valuable information, and on your invitation

(p. S7l), I offer my experience on the subject. My
situation is on the declivity of a hifl, the aspect north-
west, onen to the setting sun ; on the south it is

bounded by hills higher than my jjrounds, and on the
east with many running three miles to the base of
Snowdon. There are ponds on the land, and a rivulet

running through. The soil on which grew my plants
was virgin soil—Heath and wild Gorse the product.

The Rhododendrons planted along the rivulet and the
banks were most prolific, as also the Portugal Laurels
and the common Laurels in every direction—the
latter most abundant, and cropped down annually, the
leaves forming an excellent under-bedding in the horse
stalls, and adding to the farmyard compost. In refer-

ence to the soil it has no energy—it gives only a
locum standi. I believe that these evergreens draw
their nourishment from the .air; and the condition
of a most suitable atmosphere, shaded, the south
wind prevailing, with the attraction of the mountain
moisture, provides the required conditions. As
to the soil itself, it will not grow a garden Turnip
without plenty of manure. The same of bog peat,

which has no energy, and is valuable only in the
powdered state for the growth of young tender roots in

cuttings of Laurels or layers of Rhododendrons. The
Irish Ivy, of which I send you a specimen leaf [very
large], grows here most luxuriantly on brick as well as

stone towers: and if the brick tower were raised

500 feet, the Ivy would reach the summit, drawing its

nourishment from a congenial atmosphere, and the
guano of sparrows clustering in it. The .soil was only

the virgin earth, suflicient to give the Ivy root, and was
afterwards covered with gravel, on account of the walk.

The Irish Yew also succeeds well. In Greek we find

the expressive words which in our language read—" Know thyself." A man succeeds only in certain

atmospheric conditions of climate. The food he takes
will not otherwise satisfy the conditions of nature.

His mouth, with that of other animals, stands

instead of the roots of the vegetable nature.

A cow is a pedestrian and a tourist, and like man
travels the fields, whether by instinct or fashion, for the
best nourishment and healthy air. The coat of an
Aldemey stares here frightfully, and craves for

emigration. B. B. C.

Adianium farleyense. — \a your paper of Aug. 2i

occurs a .etter from Mr. Bray, in which he says that the
report published by you at p. 730 concerning the above-
mentioned Fern, '^ certainly contains some truth, but
not the whole truth." The report states that the plant
exhibited at Kensington was introduced by T. D. Hill.

Esq. (from whom the particulars published were
derived), and was presented by him to Col. Miles. Mr.
Bray admits this to be truth, but adds, " It is also true
that the plant was resuscitated, propagated, and sent
out from here," a circumstance which in no way
clashes with the original report, which I consider
contains all the information that was really neces-

sary to be known, namely, by whom the Fern was
introduced, and from whence; its habit of growth,
name, &c. Mr. Bray's letter would lead one to infer

that the Fern was presented to Colonel Miles in the
condition in which it was exhibited in 1865. Such
however was not the case, for when sent here it was i

small plant in a 6-inch pot. AVhen shown at Kensing.
ton it measured 3 feet in height and 2 feet 3 inches
through ; and the same plant at the International
Exhibition measured 4 feet in height and 3 feet 9 inches
through. I have now one large specimen plant and 12

smaller ones grown from offsets. I believe this mode
of propagating it to be the most certain way of getting
them true. J. Green, Gardener to Colonel Miles,

Barton Hill, Mahne.<:bury, Wilts.

Bulbocodimn vei'num.—Is this plant, which Mr.
Robinson mentioned last year (pp. 675and 868),identical

with Trichonema Column.^', noted in your pages by
David Cameron only a short time before his death in

1848 ? And is the representation of the plant in flower

in Sowerby's " English Botany " (Plate 2549) faithful

and just ? If it be so, it does not promise much in the
way of beauty ; nor do I understand why, as I find

stated in a catalogue, it is " best known as the Red
Crocus." Di^s. [Bulbocodium is quite a different

thing from the British Trichonema Columnar, and
much more resembles a Colchicum, to which genus,
indeed, it is related. See the figure in " Botanical
Magazine." 1. 153. Eds.]
Tom Thumb Pelargonium.—Will some one of your

correspondents kindly tell us the origin of the Pelar-
gonium named Tom Thumb ? George Witters, Gon-
ville Nursery, Cambridge.

Marsh, ^r. to W. Shove, Esq., Riverdale, Lewisham.
From Mr. Standish came v.arioua Auuubaa raised from
seeds tumished by plants in this country. Their
leaves were prettily mottled, .-ind spotted with different
shades of yellow, and among them will doubtless be some
strikingly beautiful varieties. A Special Certificate was
awarded them. Mr. Mann, Brentwood, exhibited various
tricolor-leaved Pelargoniums, among which was one named
Phidias, which being nearly related to Golden Harkaway, a
very dwarf kind, may prove useful for small beds or edgings.
Conspicuous among seedling Dahlias, of which several were
shown, were Lord Lyon, purplish crimson : V.alentine, white
tipped with purple ; and Flambeau, yellow, heavily edged
with warm brownish red, to all of which Second-class Certifi-

cates were awarded. These, as well as Starlight, a promising
kind, golden yellow, tipped with reddish Ijrown, were
contributed by Mr. Turner. Mr. Bragg received a
Second-class Certificate for the Hon. Mrs. Ger.ald

Wellesley, white, heavily edged with purplish crimson ; Mrs.
Burgess (Bm-gess), violet shaded crimson, .also received a
Second-class Certificate!; and to Pope's Gem, a fancy variety,

formerly described by us, a First-class Certificate was awarded.
Mr. Collier, Bethnal Green, furnished a kind called Salmon
King. To Mr. llawlings was awarded a Second-class (Jcrti-

ficate for Aiu-oi-a, rosy lilac ; .and from the same exhibitor
also blooms of John Sladden, a very dark variety, to

which we have alluded in former reports. From Mr. Wheeler,
of Warminster, came Vanguard, maroon tinged in the centre
with violet, a variety to which a Second-class Certificate

w.as awarded. Mr. Eckford, Coleshill, also showed Seedling
Dahlias. Messrs. Stuart ife Meia contributed spikes of Holly-
hocks, to one among which, named John Dowuie. salmon
erimsnn. a Second class Certificate was awarded. These had
all snff.'r...^ M>.i'-.' or less, from travelling. From the Gardens
of til ^ .

II '
. line a collection of plants consisting of

On III :
1 III, Petunias, and various zonal Pelar-

gniiuiiii ,1
I

i^ among which were Clipper, Bonnie
IMiiilii, I 1,111-, I'lnk Beauty, and Persian. From Mr. Eck-
ford, came Saeculabium Blumei, bearing two beautiful spikes
of flowers ; and from Mr. Anderson, gr. to T. Dawson, Esq.,
Meadow Bank, Glasgow, came cut blossoms of Odontoglossum
grande, which for size and brightness of colour have seldom
or never been equalled they received a special award. The
pale yellow flowered Oncldium ci uentum wai. shown by Mr.
Ward, gr. to A Bemngton, Esq , Abergavenny

- — )—Mr T ms Ptt«.

Royal Horticultural : Sept. 18 (Floral Committee),—^.
Uucker, Esq., in the chair. The chainnan alluded in suitable
terms to the loss which the Society had sustained in the death
of Mr. Blandy, of which event notice was taken by us last week
(see p. 849). It was also stated that the dates of meetings for

the month of October, as given on the outside cover of the
Society's Almanack, were wrong; but that those in the body of
the Almanack were right—a correction to which it is well to
direct attention. As regards subjects of exhibition, Mr.
Turner, Slough, contributed a charming basketful of the new
bright orange-scarlet Nosegay Pelargonium, called Lady
Constance Grosvenor. Messrs. Barr & Sugden furnished a
variety of Altemanthera, called A. spathulata rosea, which
proved a badly-coloured form of A. paronychiodes. Cut
blooms of a beautiful lilac and white striped Verbena, called
Lady of Langleybury, was shown by Mr. Cruikshanks, gi. to
W. Jones Lloyd, Esq. This was stated to have been obtained
from Purple King, and if it prove to be equally good in habit
with that variety, it will, doubtless, be a valuable sort for

beds. It received a First-class Certificate. A Seedling Pelar-
gonium, named Miss Beatrice Shove, with bold greenish-
yellow leaves, and cinnamon zone, came from Mr.
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from Mr. Sifkin Snaresbrook Fiom the bociety's garden
came Buckland Sweetwater and diileient kinds of Hamburgh
Grapes. Some Peaches and a pur^ile Plum, of Belgian origin,
were shown by Mr. Whiting, the Ueepdene, Dorkmg.
From Messrs. Veitch came different varieties of Savoys,
among which were the Dwarf Green Curled, which is one of the
hardiest of all Savoys, and the Early Ulm, which is an excel-
lent kind for small gardens, being comparatively small in size,

and on that account requiring little room. Mr. Wrench,
London Bridge, furnished Early York Cabbages, and different
kinds of Onions, all apparently varieties of the Tripoli. From
Messrs, Cutbush came Nuneham Park and White Spanish
Onions, obtained from different localities in which they
had been grown side by side, and the difference
between the samples in point of size was very gi-eat,

the White Spanish in all cases not being half as large as the
Nuneham Park. It was stated that at next meeting Mr.
Whiting would produce good samples of White Spanish, of
which the Nuneham Park, notwithstanding the difference in
size just adverted to, is considered to be a well selected stock.

Sept. 15: {Wtekly Skoio).—Messrs. Barr & Sugden exhibited
on this occasion an interesting collection of Onions, in which
were White Spanish, Flat Trebons, and Nuneham Park
varieties, which as shown all bore so great a resemblance to
one another as to be xmdistinguishable without their labels.

There was little or no difference between them in point of
size, each measuring 1 foot in circumference ; but on weighing
them the Nuneham Park proved a little heavier than either of
the sorts just named, of which the lightest was the White
Spanish. The three sorts in question were grown side by side
in the Society's garden at Chiswick.

Brighton Horticultural: Sep^. 12 <C' 13.—This was held as
usual in the Royal Pavilion, in which the display of flowers and
fruit was both brilhant and extensive, but on the first day the
weather was most unfavourable, rain falling heavily throughout
the afternoon. Perhaps the strong point of the show was the
fi-uit, which was in abundance and exceedingly good. Pine-
apples were large, and excellent. Grapes both for size of berry
and weight of bunches were very fine, particularly black Grapes.
Peaches, Nectarines, Pears, Pluma, Apples, Figs, ifec, were
all good and in abundance, competition in some instances
being very close. The moat attractive feature in this depart-
ment, however, were the collections of 10 dishes, for which
the 1st prize was the Brighton railway cup, value lOi., the
2d prize 51., and [the 3d 3/. Mr. J. Bristow, gr. to G. Orme,
Esq.; Broadwater, Worthing, obtained the cup with a superb
collection.

In a marquee on the lawn, opposite the Pavilion were the
stove and greenhouse plants, among which was a magnificent
Pleroma elegans, covered with rich deep bluish-purple tlov,fers.

This was exhibited by Mr. Hudson, gr. to F. Barchard, Esq.,
Ilorsted Place. Amongst others shown by the same grower
were Staticc Holfordi, Ixora javanica and cocciuea, the bright
yellow Allamanda cathartica, and the pink Bougainvillsea
glabra. The collections shown by Mr. Parsons, Western Road,
Brighton, and Mr. A. WriRht, Rr. to Mr. R. Morris, ( fct.

Leonards, Hastings, WL-rt; ;tl.su ^""'1, and received deserved
attention. Fuchsias, I.ni<
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for oxliibition. A coUccLiuu ni hintly iciu.-i, «iiuwn by Mussrs.
Ivery fa Son, Dorking, was highly attractive.

Among designs for flower gardens, that exhibited by Messrs.
Geer h Son, Erskine Nursery, Hurst, was exceedingly we;l
done. Mr. linight. Nurseryman, Hailsham, furnished a large

collection of Apples and Pears. There was also a collection of
tricolor-leaved Pelargoniums, exhibited by Messrs. P. and
A. Smith, Dulwich. Among these a First-class Certificate was
awarded to three very handsome varieties, viz, L Lmpereur,
Imporatrice Eugenie, and Murillo, and uS,...ii I .

,--
i itiiicate

to Eclipse, Maria, and Defiance. Thre.. jl .: >
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exhibited by Mr. J. Meeds, Potteries, St. John's
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.i.-ted

Tree Fera, with large, graceful, drooping fronds hovei-iug

a group of most lovely ornamental plants, amongst which were
in great perfection Yucca aloifolia variegata, Croton anguati-
folinm, and two well-grown Caladiums, exhibited by Mr.
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Hudson. In Mr. Osrnan Rhodes' collection were fine plants
of Zamia Liebmauni, Billbergia zonata vittata, and Alocasia
met;aiica. Dahluis in the All England division were on a table
in t he centre of the room, and were highly attractive,both for
beauty and size of blooms. Among seedlings, the follow-
ing were the best, viz., Paradise Williams (Keynes), red,
full, and fine in form, with plenty of petals, and a good
centre ; Gem (Pope), a fancy of the finest quality, dark
maroon, tipped with white, the best of its class ; Flossy
Gill (Keynes), white ^ith crimson edge and tip, a closely
built and compact flower ; Vice-President (Keynes), large
pale buff, a useful variety. Mr. Keynes also exhibited
several promising striped Fancy varieties, about which, in

ever, there was httle no%'elty. Mrs. Burgess (Burgess) i

cm*iously marked flower, maroon in colom-, with wide stripe

of pale violet up the centre of each petal, very novel ; Hon. Mrs.

G- Wellesley (Br&gg), white, heavUy tipped and edged with
carmine-crimson, a pleasing and constant flower ; Aurora
(Rawlings), peach lilac ; John Sladden (Rawlings), very diu-k

maroon ; Vanguard (Wheeler), maroon, large, will be a useful
flower in its class ; Flambeau (Tin-ner), yellow, with a dense
edge of deep crimson, very good, and one of tie chief novel-
ties of the season ; Starlight (Turner), yellow, tipped with
red ; Lord Lyon (Fellowes), violet, a fiiiely-formed flower, of

a pleasing and new shade of colour, and the style of Lord
Derby. A tastefully-arranged (froup of ornamental plants
was exhibited by Mr. Spary, Queen's Graperies, and Western
Road, Brighton. They stood at the window fronting the
Liwn, and were not set up for competition.
The drawing-room, nest the banqueting room, was devoted

principally to flowers and fruit, Roses here were highly
attractive. The exhibitors of 48 varieties of three trusses each
were Messrs. Paul & Son, and Mr. Mitchell, Piltdown. Messrs.
Paul & Son exhibited a dozen beautiful Mar^chal Niel Roses
in exquisite perfection. Mr. Knight's 24 varieties were also
in excellent condition ; so were those shown by Mr. J.

Woulard. Cooksbridge, and Messrs. Bunyai-d & Son, Ashford.
Asters, both French and German, were in high perfection,
as were likewise the Hollyhock blooms.
In the saloon were effectively arranged spikes of Hollyhocks

and Gladioli, from Messrs. Downie Laird and Laing, Forest
Hill. Orchids, though scarcely in as good condition as usual,
were much admired, as were also the wax and paper imitation
flowers.

The great attraction was the fruit on the centre platform in
the music room. Pine Apples and i rapes were exceedingly fine,

particularly three bunches exhibited by Mr. Russell, foreman
to Mr. Bushby, Worthing, and a box of 12 lb. by Mr. Parsons.
The number of shillings taken for admission during the

second day, Thiu^day, which was dry, was 2886; members
tickets, &c,, 1303; making 41S9 admitted during the day,
independently of the exhibitors and their friends. On the first

day, Wednesday, the number admitted was 1656.
The greatest credit is due to the Committee and to all con-

cerned, for the arrangements, under the management of Mr.
Spary, were excellent; but the rain on the first day put a
damp on the success that usually attends this fashionable
gatheiing. For the list of prizes, which w
are unfortunately imable to find room.

Notices of 33oofes(.

The Geographical Dhtribution of Mammals. By
Andrew JIurray. 4to., pp. 420, and 100 Maps.
Loudon : Day i Sons.

This is a work of considerable importance, and we
sboiiid add of much merit ; its author has set to work
with a will to produce a book that shall be compre-
hensive, intelligible, and attractive, and we add mtb
pleasure that he has succeeded in his task. Mr. Murray
is well known for various valuable contributions to
entomology and other branches of zoology ; he lays

no claim to being profoundly versed in Mammalia, but
he is not, therefore, a mere compiler; his pages are full

of shrewd observations, and he knows Well how to
classify his information and methodise his matter.

Moreover, Mr. Murray is the apostle of a new hj'po-
thesis of the origin of species, and the expounder of a
new api)lication of the facts of geographical distribution
toclassification,andadisturberoftheprevalent doctrines
of British palreontologists. With all this he writes as a
reasonable man, fuUy impressed with the impoi-tance
of his subject, and of the responsibility of questioning
the opinions of his brother naturalists, and, whilst ever
anxious to do justice to their views, he treats them-
selves and their labours with generous appreciation.
Considering, therefore, the strength of his own convic-
tions, and that they pervade the whole work, colouring
every argument and some facts, this is very much to
Mr. Murray's honour.
"The Geographical Distribution of Mammals"' is the

first volume of a series, which (as we gather from
itself) the author proposes should embrace the whole
animal and vegetable kingdoms. Following Schouw,
Alphonse De Caudolle, and Van der Hoeven^ he pro-
poses to treat each kingdom under a geographical point
of view first, and then under a zoological and botanical
one respectively. This volume is devoted chiefly to the
geographical zoology of mammals, or the ranges of the
tribes, genera, and species of that order, but contains
two concluding chapters on mammalian regions. After
some lengthy preliminary discussions, the various orders
are treated m their sequence, under one or more
chapters, which teem with interesting information,
and are abundantly illustrated by excellent maps, on
Mercator's projection, in which the areas, the animals,
or groups of animals under discussion, inhabit, are
noted by colours.

It is with the preliminarj' discussions that the readers
of the Gardeners' C^roH/V/e have most concern, devoted
:is they are to the vegetable kingdom even more than to
the animal ; for, indeed, though it is not so stated, these
chapters appear to be introductory to the whole work
Mr. Murray first tre.ats of the origin of species and
of specific centres. In this he proclaims hiniself a con-
vert to Mr. Darmn's views, in all but his theory of
natural selection, which he summarily rejects, avowing
that he does not do so, only on scientific grounds, but
also from personal conviction, that this cannot be a
vera eatisa. for the doctrine of natural selection,
which requires that the changes that eventuate in
ditferent species should be very slow and cumulative
through a succession of individuals or pairs, and that
these changes appear in the main independent of con-
ditions, Mr. JIurray substitutes the lij-pnthesis that
the required changes are sudden, aud act simultaneously

in all the individuals of a species. He founds this
neitlier on facts nor observations, and owns that it is a
perfect mystery to him how such changes should be
eft'ectcd ; but he feels that it must be so, and finds in
the feehng an escape both from Mr. Darwin's fallacy

of natui-al selection, and Agassiz' heresy of multiple
centres of creations. This is no place to enter the lists

;

all we can do is to put his views before our readers, and
criticise his method. Thus Mr. Murray does not fully
appreciate Mr. Darwin's views, for he affirms that this
author put no check to variation, and that " he makes
ample provision for instability, none for stability,"
which is notoriously not the case, the very root of the
theory of the origin of species (i, e. of stable series) by
selection, consisting in the fact that though the
numerous ofl'spring that each individual or pair gives
rise to, do all differ from one another, some are so like
the parent as to take its place, and that these are the
ones that will take its place. Mr. Murray says that
"the law which secures the stability of a species is

inertia" we must confess to being no less puzzled to
understand how inertia can be a law, than amazed by
the explanatory statement that follows, viz., that " so
long as species are not meddled with they stand still

give them an impulse of any kind, and variation com
mences." How are we to reconcile this with the fact
of seeds from one pod producing difl'erent varieties,

even in a state of nature ?

Happily Mr. Murra.i.-'s views do not in any way
interfere with his treating his subject freely, much as
he would have done had he been a hearty Darwinian,
the essence of the difference between himself and Mr.
Darwin lying in this, that Mr. Murray conceives that
species are stable, and produce none but identical forms
till external conditions change, when they begin to
breed varieties suited to the changed conditions;
whilst Mr. Darwin maintains that species are unstable,
always producing forms more or less differing from the
parent, and some of which (those most like the parent)
are best suited to the parent's conditions, whilst others,
being better suited to other conditions, are thus
prepared to meet new circumstances.

. If we understand Mr. Murray aright, a plant of
Wheat transplanted from a loamy to a sandy soil will

consequently, on the changed condition, produce grains
all better suited to a sandy soil than to any other soil, the
condition afl'ecting all its progeny equally and similarly.
According to Mr. Darwin, a plant of 'W'heat, whether
grown in sandy or loamy soil, \n\\ produce seeds,

some of which are better suited to sand, others better
fitted for loam, and others to still other conditions

;

the fact of the plant having been grown iu sand or
loam having very little to do with the matter. In Mr.
Murray's case we get a yield at once better fitted to
crop a sandy soil than a loamy; in Mr. Darw-in's we
must, if we want a crop suited to sandy soils, go on
sowing in sandy soil, and choosing from each successive
crop the most producti^'e individuals to propagate
from again.
Mr. Murray's illustration of his process from Bah-

bage's analytical machine again is a pure fallacy, and
it 13 a misuse of the word law, to apply it in the same
sense to thevarying phenomena of life, and to the definite
sequences in ivhich numbers must run. It is no
doubt true, that, as Mr. Babbage told him, he could so

set the machine that it should go on producing a series

of numbers until a certain concurrence of circum-
stances should take place, and that then, though the
time of such concurrence could not be foretold by him,
a new law would come into operation ; but we fitil to

see the parallelism to anything that takes place in
N;itiu-e. If it has any parallel at all in biological science,
it'is to be found in such facts as the metamorphosis of
insects, not in the change of species, whether depen-
dent or independent of conditions.

Lastly, Mr. Murray leaves out of the question a
whole class of phenomena, that every other thinker on
the subject regards as fundamental ; viz., the adapta-
tion of species to conditions'; this, he says, " is a pheno-
menon of a different nature, and regulated by other
laws, the working and nature of which does not come
within the scope of this inquiry. I ofl'er no opinion
here upou the subject.'_' He goes on, however, to say,

that he feels sure that it is not by the process supposed
by Mr. Darwin, viz., " by Nature trying an infinity of
experiments and rejectiug them all, until she hit upon
the right one. Nature never makes chips." But Mr.
Darwin could answer that Nature does make more
chipSj as they are here called, than pmfectly adapted
individuals, and that of this the sUghtest reflection
would assure any one. "What are the yoimg hedse-
sparrows that the cuckoo turns out of the nest to die,

but Nature's chips? and a glance at Mr. Darwin's
pages on this subject will supply a multitude of far
stranger cases of unselfish Nature being at war with
herself and chipping away for the general good. If in
the apparently simple operation of securing the succes-
sion of a race or species. Nature creates a multitude for

every one that comes to maturity, and thus carries out
her ostensible objecti—what are such but chips ? or
beings unsuited to the conditions to wliich they were
born ? i. e., of arriving at matui-ity and propagating
their kind. It is no answer to say that they are created
to fulfil the general conditions of life, by affording food
to other animals, and so on ; in this sense they are not
chips, but this is not the sense in which Mr. Murray uses
the term, as a reference to the passage iu point will

show. After discussing the origin of species Mr.
Murray goes on to their dispersal, arguing in favour of
any amount of ancient continental extension to
account for the dispersal of species from islands to con-
tinents ; but so long as he thinks nothing of raising
continent and ocean,, and a great deal of the power of
such a barrier as the English Channel in stopping the
northward migration of French plants, we cannot but
regard him as in this particular, straining at gnats and
swallowing camels.
The 3d chapter is devoted to GeblogiSUl considera-

tionSj and the 4th aud 5th to the Miocene Atlantis
and tJlacial period, in which we expect the geological
readers will find a good many bones to pick ; and the
remainder of the work being purely zoological it con-
cerns us only to recommend it, and what goes before
it, heartily to the whole cultivators of that science, as
a very valuable but very paradoxical work.

Catalogfes Received.—J. Linden's (Bruxelles)
Piantes Sxotiqites ^ouvelles et Mares. This contains
descriptions of many new plants, from which
we glean the following particulars -.—Anthurium
regale (Linden), described as equal or superior
to the Anthurium magnificum, which has obtained
in this country the eiToueous name of A. cor-
difolium. Its heart-.shaped leaves are very much
acuminated, upwards of 2 feet iu length, and passing
during their development from blood-red to chestnut
olive yellow, and finally to emerald green, the surface
being satin-like and traversed by white projecting
veins. The discovery of this plant is due to M. &
"VTallis, who gathered it iu the deep ravines furrowing
the eastern declivity of the Peruvian Cordillera, riear

the banks of the Upper Maranon.

—

Aphelandra ornai^
(Anderson), introduced in 1S58 from Jacobina in
IJrazil, by M. Porte. It is a fine plant, remarkable, for

its brilliant gi'een leaves, silvery white in the centre
j

for its purple stem 6 to 8 inches in height, and its

bracts of the same colour ; and for its spike of large

flowers of a lively yellow.— Calathea {Maranta) Lin^
deniana (Wallis), classed among the most beautiful of
recent discoveries, aud held to be quite equal iu markj
ing to Maranta Veitchii, with the advantage of great^
transparency. M. Wallis, who found it in Peru, on a[

tributary of the Amazon, calls it the "jewel of thJB

forests," " the ne plus ultra" of the genus. — Dimor-
phanthiis mands/iiirictis (Ruprecht), from Mandshuria,
a noble Araliaceoas plaut, suitable for the open ground.
The multifid leaves acquire upwards of 5 feet in length,

and as much in breadth ; and are of a bright green on
the surface, and glaucous beneath. The trunk and
under part of the leaves are furnished with spines.

It is destined, M. Linden adds, to contribute greatly to

the ornamentation of our parks and gardens.

—

Oustavia
brasiliensis, ornamental, with large oval, lanceolate

leaves, and flowers 4 to 5 inches across, of a rosy-white

;

sent from the Rio Negro by M. 'Ws.Wis.— Maranta
(Phri/nium ?) roseo-picta (Linden), from the Upper
Amazon, discovered by M. 'Wallis between Iquitos and
Loreto. The medium-sized roundish-oval leaves are of
an obscure green with metallic reflections, and orna-
mented with a central band and a disc of the finest

carmine ; the under surface being an intense red.

—

Fassijtora helleborifolia (Wallis), a charming species

from the Rio Negi'O, sent by M. Wallis. It has pedate
leaves, and pale rose flowers with a violet centre.-7
Passi/lora maerocarpa (Wallis), a vigorous-growing
species with a quadrangular stem, large, oval, obtuse
leaves, and white and purple flowers. The fruits,

which are of a very delicate taste, acquire, according to
M. Wallis, a weight of 8 lb. or upwards. It is fi-om the
province ofRioNegro.—.2/ioj)o/oa«;'ea(Linden.),avery
elegant species, discovered by M. Liboh in the southern
parts of the province of St. Catherine ; its specific

name alludes to the golden-coloured hair which covers
the upper parts of the stem and petioles.

—

Xlmpala
serratifolia (Linden), a very distinct plant, of elegant
habit ; from the same habitat as the preceding.

—

Pldlo-
dendron Lindenl (Wallis), a rival to the Anthuriums
magnificum and regale, and one of those remarkable
plants for wliich a place of honour ought to be reserved
in all collections. Its heart-shaped leaves attain a
diameter of li foot ; their upper surface presenting
on a ground of soft satiny green, bars of dark
metallic green. In the young leaves, the ground is

pale very clear yellow, with the bars chestnut-coloured.
The whole plant is dazzling and indescribable. It was
found by M. WaUis in the Republic of Ecuador.—Of
new Orchids M. Linden mentions the following:

—

Catileya maxima (Lindl.), a marvellous species, and
the king of Cattleyas. M. Wallis found this noble
plant, in the epiphytal state, in the southern parts of

Ecuador, between 2000 and .3000 feet above the sea. The
appearance of this species is that of Lselia elejjans, with
this difference, that the pseudobulbs are monophyllous,
and that each stem bears from 10 to 29 flowers. M.
Linden has specimens bearing 4" flowers on three
stems,each flower having the dimensions ofthat of Lajlia

purpurata, the sepals aud petals of a very bright rose

puriJle, and the labellum gracefully fringed, of a deep
carmine, strongly veined, margined with white, and
crossed in the centre by a baud of a golden yellow.

—

Cattleya hogotensis (Linden), a fine species from the
Cordilleras at Bogota, in New Grenada. The
flower is very large, of a pure white, with
a spot of a pale yellow in the throat. —
Caltleija quadricolor (Batem.), the flowers of which,
a little smaller than those of C. bogotensis, have the
sepals of a snow white, the petals very large, lightly

tinted with rose ; the labellum rose at the base ; the
interior of the throat of a golden yellow surrounded

'

with white, and the extremity occupied by a large

triangular spot of the brightest purple. A variety

called carnea differs in the rose and purple tints of the
lip being replaced by flesh colour.— Cattleya Suckeri
(Linden) bears flowers from five to seven in number
on a stem, and having the form and size of those of C.

bogotensis ; the petals and sepals pure white, the lip

white with aU the interior of the throat of a bright

yellow colour.—Lalia Wallisii (Linden), a remark-
able species, discovered on tlie banks of the Rio
Negro by M. "VValhs. Its very large flowers are

white, and the lip yellowaiulverulent at the extremity.
— Odonloglossum Sallii (Lindl.), a splendid species witn
large yellow flowers, strongly spotted with brown, the
lip white and purple ; it comes from Chimborazd,
wliere it grows up to an elevation of 12,00u feet.

—

Odonloglossum cirrhosum (Lindl.) comes from the same
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localities : its slpius bear up to 200 flowers of a golden

yellow, dotted with <;M-m'mv.~Oilu»to<jIossiim cnstatum

(Liudl), from Peru; flowers yellow, spotted mth
purple.— Odontoglossum amjustatum (Lindl.), araagni-

flceut species from Ecuador, the stems bearing 100

flowers, of a pure white, dotted with carmine.—

Odonioglossum lufeo-purjiiireum (Lindl.), a very fine

species from New Grenada, with large flowers, 4 inches

in diameter, yellow, spotted with purple.— OKC!rfi«m

aciiiaceum (Lindl.), a charming Peruvian species. The
sepals are white, the large oboval petals violet bordered

with white, and the lip of the same colour, rayed mth
carmine. This sjiecies does not resemble auy other of the

genus — 0«f/>/;",/i c-H,'n//.(/i/m{Liinll.),abrilliantspecies,

with red lalHlliiiii, ihiltnl with black; grows tea
great elevation in the Columbian Cordillera. It was

found on Oaks near Las Vetas, in a locality where the

earth, hardened by frost, was covered with snow.—
Oneidimn Diadema (Linden), a magnificent species,

with large pseudobulbs, and a branched stem from

2 to 3 feet in height, bearing 100 flowers, of which the

petals and sepals are of a shining chocolate brown, and

the Up of a flne yellow ; the extremities of the petals,

joined together above the column, present the aspect of

a diadem. This species is from the temperate-cold

regions of the equator.— Oncidium mavranthum (Lindl.),

a splendid species with climbing stems; the flowers

more than 3 inches in diameter, with purplish brown

the inability to go among them fearlessly and unharmed.

I cannot do it myself, being a favourite niark for the

venting of their displeasure and animosity. In the

simplest operations I am compelled to wear a bee

dress. When so protected by defensive armour, I care

not how violent may be the attack of the angry

warriors. Both apiaries and single hives will diller

very much in this respect. One of my apiaries, from

being less frequently visited than the other, has much
more irascible populations than the other, which is

more under my own immediate care. Then, a^ain,

there are certain hives in either apiary which I can

single out from the rest as surpassing them in irrita-

bility. The only advice I can give, is to go about your

bees with as much frequency as possible, unprotected

by a dress except When performing operations. By
this means, not only are the chances of attack from

individual bees much lessened, but even when serious

manipulations are attempted, the bees will most pro-

bably exhibit far less resentment. This is decidedly

my own e.xperience. " Driving bees," again, possesses

wonderful charms in subduing them, and I find it a

good plan to thus dislodge the tenants of any stock

conspicuous for irritability, the eflects of which rough

treatment will bo manifest for a considerable time

afterwards.

A correspondent below advises T. D. to smoke a

Not being a smoker myself, I cannot speak ascigar. ».„. o —,— , - ^ .^„

^mk"Tellmv~npt-lls"and a Durnle lin with a white to its eflicacy, and I suspect that both T. U. and

S-'oS«»t_ (K fiij, a very fine
|

myself would i^irdly care to become occasional smokers,

Oncidium Uopardiiium (Linden), a fine species from

Peru, recalling in its pseudobulbs and flowers the

Oncidium ti'jrinnm of Mexico, but having the advantage

of bearing stems from 2 to 3 feet high, covered with

from 65 to 100 flowers.

'E\}t ^pfarp.

from the pasturage. It is my belief that they gather

more honey from it than is usually thought to be the

case. In such districts, breeding is,carried on later

and more abundantly than in ordinary localities when
the hniiPT h:irvpst is over early in July. Consequently

aniu.li l;ir"_'ir siiiiply of honey and pollen is required

for pn-sriil rnii-iiiiiption " '
''

sever

A few years since I removed
to the heather; their gain in

FAiLUEEand DisvrroiSTMENT.—Intheletterwith weight during the month of August varied from 5 lb.

the above liea<liiii, lioiu " T. D.," which appeared la.<t j^ {o, lb. ; while every hive not removed from home,
week, there ,iiv a l(\\ imhits which appear to merit i^^t luUyS lb. during the same period. To reap the

some ohserviition. and a-, the writer alludes personally fyn benefit of a visit to the heather, the hives must be

to me, I am induced to oU'er him the benefit of any '

stationed close to it, or in the very midst of it. A
little experience I may have had in some of the mattei-s (jist^nce of 2^ miles is too far to be of the slightest

to which he adverts. I am truly sorry to see one, who benefit. This I have proved by actual experiment. In

or is now about doing so, the whole of the churches in

his five parishes, and erected an entirely new church

on Cull'ord Heath for his distant parishioners, with a

munificence as princely as it is rare. He has also

built new schools at Ingham. Passing the church,

and leaving the mansion (a large building without

inii.li pn Iriisiou to architectural grandeur) to the left,

H, imii Inwards the right, pass the stable-yard, and
aii|iin:i, li tlie kitchen garden. This is of regal dimen-

si.iiis, . (Villaining 11 acres, all surrounded and inter-

sected with walls, varying in height from the lowest of

6 feet to those of 10. and li feet. It has a gentle

inclination to the south, and the soil is Ught, resting

on a gravelly bottom. It is intersected by two walls,

running east and west, and thus thrown into three, or

ratherfour compartments. The whole issurrounded with

good walks, from 6 to 12 feet from the walls, and about

10 feet wide ; a main walk also pierces through the

centre of the garden from top to bottom, and other

walks in the largest compartments intersect this at

right angles, throwing the vegetable ground into

manageable squares or parallelograms.

Entering the garden at the north door, however, it

is some time before one can get a glimpse of any of

these features. Right in front is the gardener's

cottage, and on either side of the walk is a broad

border of the current year's seedling Pelargoniums,

which present such a display of new and dazzling

beauty that they positively rivet one to the spot. I

tried many times in vain to describe say six ofthe best of

them. It was like choosing the belle out of 500 young
ladies, all characterised by many distinctive features

of loveliness. Not that all these seedlings are alike

good ; but no sooner do you fix upon one of a class as

the best, than another starts up to dispute its claim.

And that is just what they are here for, as this is Mr.

Grieve's great proving ground. Those he considers

worthless are treated just like annuals, and thrown
avvay at the end of the season ; those that are hopeful

are grown on another year ; and the decidedly good are

of course carefuUy saved and increased. One of

the chief features about them was the uncommonly
good quality of the bloom, pinks, cerises, and
whites largely predominating. Mr. Grieve hopes

yet to give us a blue. Leaves were also there in

every variety of colour, from purest white to almost

every tint of bronze, crimson, yellow, black, and green.

One had a leaf brighter if possible than Lucy Cirieve,

and about three times thesize. Another had a hoi-se-shoe

(s evidently no .small enthiisiaston tte subject of bees, concri;^ion,TiVope"''-f."i)7'~will notbe disheartened by
j

zone nearly black, I^ith a maguificent tmss^^^^^

writing under a feeling of such great dLsappomtmeut ^hat may ippear to him at present very great draw- coloured flowers; a thud had a yellow leal sDlashed

and depression, but I trust this may not prove to be bacls^^f not insuperable difficulties; but go to work deeply
"'t>'g7?;V:;"i,,Ji?/the finest ckcila/^k

permanent, and that he may yet find good cause for ^jth renewed euergv, and determination to overcome .

was a golden tricolor, with the finest ourcular puak

satisfaction in ultimate success, and reap the full ^^l^'^VsB^van Fox. flower;, a fifth had a golden margin, bright pmk zone

benefit of his past experience. At the same time 1
^^"''^ oo^^acie. i>._^ __ overiaid with dark, a most black, a green disk and pure

cannot see that -T. D." has suflicient . cause for his Spite^ Bees.-Yonr correspondent '.' T. D.", com- 1
wWte flowers ;_asi^^th,but^itis^^^

feelings of despondencv ; nor can I admit that he has
].,i'„s tliat his bees are spiteful and so vicious that he suflice it to say, that Mr Grieve h^ as much oi more

proveS himself to be ^' too old to commence any new- l'^^^„t approach them. If he will adopt the simple i

for us in the lap ol the future as we^veyet received

fangled methods of manipulation;" or that he "was rash plan of approaching them with a lighted cigar in full from him in the past, and that is saying much.

and presumptuous in beginning," to him " a novel operation he will find his difficulties disappear. X. X.
system of bee-keeping." He has undoubtedly shown i __.
that he possesses considerable aptitude in the

j

/-< j tur a
management of bees on scientific principles. His Garden Bdemorancla.
success (previously related; in the transference of stocks ' Culfoko Uali., the seat of the Rev. Edwaed
from ciHinii.iii hives into frame-hives, and in the Ru-u
i'oniiinu' "I |.ni-|j.aiiu> artificial swarms, as well as in Braii'lnn j;nail, al»mt lour miles i^.i-v.vv. oi cury ou. i

uiauem. hbuvo u, iuu.a,uro ^/^c, ^u .„.^^w ...-«, .. ^—--
other iriallri- nl .1.1 ail. picves him to be neither rash Edniiiii.U. Sullulk. It was built inJ591 by Sir Richard

|

These smah onescan be bedrawnup m^
nor presuinptnu

.... . - . .
„. .. , ,, » ,„

On the left of the door by which we entered is an

Apricot house, nearly 200 feet long. It is 12 feet high at

back and 7 in front. It was erected against a wall, covered

with Apricots, to insure a crop at once. Lights, 3 feet

wide, are permanently fixed beneath the coping, and

JN 'ma"—This' s'tan"(is" near to the
\
to a rough beam in front. Between each of these per-

'

; four miles N.N.W. of Bury St. manent lights a movable one, 16 inches wide, is placed.

luiives him to be neither rash Edniiiii.K SuHulk. It was built in 1501 by Sir Iticbara
|

Tnese smaii ones can oe ue uiiiwu up <.,uii uu..ii ao^i^s

h«, old to depart from the Bacon hall brullier of the great ChanceUor, and came ' weather aud other circumstances i-equire in the spring,

beaten track, and march with the times on the new , by marriage into the CornwaUis family. It continued
[

towards the end of May they can be taken right ott tor

road of progress. for years their principal seat in this county, and was I
the summer ; ample ventilation is thus secured without

Proceeding to the consideration of the varioas points
! rebuilt by the first Marquis after his return from his I

any labom-. The first 2, teet m height ol tne irom

raised by the letter of " T. D.," I first come to his brilliant achievements in India. The late Marquis
1
consists of weather boarding ;

above that, lights, maae

account of the attempt to rectilV the position of the CornwaUis, shortly before his death in 1823_, soldneariy in the usual way, m fact old trame sashes, are nxea m
combs in the frame-hive. In this I think he was the whole of his Sufi'olk estates; and Culford was lengthwise ; these are 6 feet long

;
between each ot tne

wrong in not having previously dislodged all the bees, ' bought by Richard Beuyon Beauvoir, Esq., of Engle-
|

lights a space of 6 feet is left unglazed. A long piece

which might have been e;i.silv accomplished by driving field House, Berkshire, the uncle of the present
|

of frigi-domo is hooked up the whole heigut, oi me
them into an emiity hive. Then the task wi

been comparatively easy. The hive being

the combs could be detached by the aid of .. ... . ., , _ __ ,

knife. There would then have been no danger of
i might be expected from its extent, is varied ; its general

theu: falling, or of portions of the comb giving way.
I character being light, resting on a subsoil of chalk and

Then each comb being laid sideways on a table or gi-avel, although some portions are heavy-;good bricks

board, could easily be adjusted to its desired position
! being made on the estate. With the exception however

in the frame. Any crookedly built combs could have oftheHeathgoodoropsare reaped from mostoftheland.

been straiglitened by being first exposed to a gentle
{
The park extends over 500 acres, and is remarkably

degree of warmth before a fire, and then laid hori- well wooded, especially to the north of the house. It

zontally on a table, a board with a weight being placed i contains some fine .specimens of Beech, Oak, Him,
above, and allowed so to remain for about 10 minutes. I Horse and Spanish Chestnut. One remarkable OaJi

After all the combs had been Utt«d into their frames,
! within sight of the carriage front looks as if it might

and arranged in position in the hive, the bees would be
,
have stood for a thousand years. The park is further

returned by knocking them out of their temporary I embellished by a fine piece of artilioial water of great

house of refuge on to tlie tops of the frames.
|

length, formed by a tributary of the river Lark. We
" T. D." in the next place seems to cast a sneer at i have heard that this water was laid out by Repton,

the (as he calls it) "much extolled" Woodbury hiv.. ami ils ^killul .li,ii..-iti.m is not unworthy of his great

1 believe that frame hives, whether made after the iiou.i^, AImhI. a iinaitii of a mile from the man.sion

Woodbury pattern or otherwise, are the greatest boons tlir »alri' i., .~|iaiiii.-il li> a hand.some iron bridge, which
to apiarians, and have been productive of wonderful was eiLclcd at a cu.,t of lii.OOO/. by the Marquis Corn-

results in facilitating manipulation, as well as in the wallis on his returu from India. The chief approach

to the mansion was then carried across this bridge, andacquisition of knowledge of the habits and instincts of

the bees. They have also proved to be hives capable of

remunerating largely. In my own practice, having
experimented with almost every known kind of hive,

I can safely .say that I have never met with any form
or description that at all equals them, whether con-
sidered in a scientific or in a remunerative capacity.

Of the capability of our friend to adopt a new system
of bee-keeping I have already spoken ; I can only add
that it would afford me much pleasure to receive a
visit from him, and show him all that I can of my
mode of carrying out my manipulations, provided he
will give me due notice of such intention.

With regard to the number of hives which can be
judiciously kept in the rather limited garden, I should
think that 12 would be suflicient, and would be likely

to prove quite as remunerative a^ a larger number.
On the savage nature of the bees, as described by

"T. I).," it is difficult to give an opinion. It is certainly

a very great drawback to the pleasure ol keeping bees.

the West Stow carriage-road still passes near to it, the

other entrance being in Culford village. Entering at

a very neat, new lodge, almost opposite to a new school

recently erected for a village library and reading room
as well as school, the carriage-road winds past

shrubs and specimens of Conifers towards the house.

There is a line of nice thriving jjlants of Pinus

austriaoa on each side of the drive, which have replaced

an avenue of (iedars of Lebanon and Deodars that

were killed here with the severe frost of 1860. Passing

on we observe four alms or endowed houses for widows,

and nearly opposite a new church of great beauty. It

is built of flint, with facings of Caen stone, and finished

with a four-cornered tower ofremarkably chaste propor-

tions. The church was of great age, and contained some
fine monuments of the Bacon family. Within a very

few years it has been eutirely rebuilt at the sole

expense of the present proprietor, who during the time

he has resided at Culford has cither rebuilt or repaired.

frosts is over it is taken quite away, and the vacant

space is left onen. Mr. Grieve informed me that it

was only let down a few tunes this season. Along the

whole front a row of very fine bush Apricots are

planted out; these, as well as the wall, are literally

smothered with fruit. This is largely attributed to

the ample ventilation. The same trees, when m pots

in the fine orchard-house close by, never bore a

full crop. It is but justice to state that the merit

of inventing this very efficient house is due to

Mr. Benyon, who is an enthusiast in orchard house

culture. On the right of this house is a Vinery,

35 feet long by 13 feet 6 inches wide, for Muscat Grapes,

laden with fruit; and a Peach house about the

same size. The trees are trained on a wire trellis, about

28 inches from the glass, have borne well, and are

making line wood. On the same wall is the earliest

Vinery, 23 feet by 9 feet, and with a sharp pitch ; it

shows rods that mean fine fruit next April. At right

angles with these houses, stretching quite across this

compartment towards the chief range of glass, at each

end, are placed a magnificent span-roofed orchard

house, 80 feet long, 20 feet wide, 12 feet high in the

centre of the span, and G feet at the sides. The outer

sides are composed of moveable glass, worked the whole

length by a bar of iron attached to the lights by elbow

joints. Each end above the doorways also opens,

and the ventilation is thus liberal and efficient. One
of these houses is heated and the other not ;

and the

ground floor of each is also arranged differently. One
has a bed in the middle, 6 feet wide, with a path of

ornamental tiles, 3 feet %vide, leaving the space at the

sides for borders ; the other has a similar but widei

path down the middle merely. The beds of soil in each

case are raised about a foot above the level of the paths.

In the first house fine pyramidal Peach and Nectarine

trees, 12 ft. high, are planted out in the centre. Between

each on each side a Cherry is also planted out. It is

the intention ultimately to devote this centre border
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entirely to the Peaches. One side border is devoted to

Plums, the other to Cherries in 20-inch pots. Tlir

Cherries were gathered, but the Plums were a very
fine crop, and the Peaches looked well. In the other
orchard house, Mr. Grieve, who prefers planted-out
trees to those in pots, has adopted a novel mode of
culture. Along each side he has planted out about
6 ft. apart, fine pyramidal Peach and Nectarine trees,

and forced them up against a wire trellis, about
IS inches from the Rlass roof. These are to be
kept stopped and spurred, almost the same as

if they were in pots, and the entire roof covered in this

way, instead of tying in the wood in the usual manner.
The appearance will be that of an amphitheatre of

Peach and Nectarine trees, reaching downwards from
1 to 3 feet from the glass, and the results doubtless
sacks of fruit. Along the sides of the paths are rows of
fruit trees in pots, one side of the house being devoted
to Pears, the other to Peaches and Nectarines. All

the best varieties of fruit in each class are grown in

these houses. Time only permits of our noticing a few
of tlie best Plums. The Early Prolific was one of the
earliest, and the following among the best :—Reine
Claude Berg, Eeine Claude Violette, Kirk's Purple
Gage, trolden Gage, Green Guge, Jefferson, AVashington,
and (Joe's Golden Drop.

Returning along the back of the chief range of glass,

where the usual sheds, storerooms, offices, young men's
rooms, &c., are situated, we observed a very fine col-

lection of superb plants of Azaleas, a quantity of

Epacrises, and other hard-wooded plants for decorative

purposes, and an immense stock of Boses in pots for

forcing. Also some fine canes of pot Vines, trained up
a wall for next year's work. This compartment of the
garden is devoted to fruit culture. Gooseberries and
Currants are planted in rows 6 feet apart, and the same
from plant to plant, and trained as rough pyramids to

stakes 10 feet high. The effect is good, and the produce
fine. This mode of training also facilitates the
gathering, and affords an easy means of protection from
birds. The nets are fixed to the top of the stakes, the

sides enclosed, and thus, while any one may enter and
i

gather the fruit with comfort, the birds are excluded,
j

By substituting fine canvas or bunting for netting,
i

even wasps may be set at defiance, and good Goose-
j

berries be had all through October. Between the
fruit bushes, one or more rows of Strawberries are

grown. On a jiiece of wall here there was a capital

crop of Muscadine Grapes. In another part, a vine
of the same variety covers 100 feet of coping, and
ripens well.

Proceeding onwards the Melon ground is entered,

and one is struck with the number of Pinks, Scented
Pelargoniums, &c., preparing for forcing. Here are

several ranges of pits, three ofthem heated, in all about
250 feet. The Cucumber house, just planted for

winter work, 21 feet by 8 ; the Melon house promising
well, 39 feet by 11 ; and the Strawberry house, 31 feet

by 17. This house holds about 600 plants, and is

furnished with a stage that brings the plants within
2 feet of the glass. For first main crop Mr. Grieve
adheres to Keens' Seedling ; 2d, Napier, an excellent

Strawberry that carries well; and the last, British

Queen, probably still the best Strawberry grown. In
all about 1300 pots are grown.

Re-entering the garden and turning to the right, we
at once come to the chief range of glass. It is about
340 feet long, and consists of live Vineries, a greenhouse,

a plant stove, and a glazed verandah in front of the

gardener's cottage, open in front, in which good
Muscadine Grapes are grown. Those spaces that were
originally left vacant between the houses have quite

recently been filled up with Beard's patent mode of

glazing. These connecting links have a light and
elegant appearance, and very much increase the
comfortable enjoyment of the range in wet weather.

The Vineries looked remarkably well, and regularly

hung with fruit, the chief sorts being Hamburghs, Lady
Downes', and West's St. Peter's—which last, however,
Mr. Grieve has just grafted with Lady Downes' and
Alicante. The Sluscat Hamburgh is in great favour,

and the Golden Hamburgh in bad repute as to

quality ; in fact, it is looked upon as worthless here.

The Grizzly Prontignan is also much esteemed,

as it must ever be, for flavour, and the White
condemned for its shanking propensities. The green-

house was prettily furnished with Celosias, zonal

Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, kc., and along the front several

of the new Clematises were flowering. In the stove

some fine Begonias, Caladiums, &c., were found, and
the roof was furnished with the elegant foliage and
the brilliant flowers of the always welcome Passiflora

kermesina. On the back wall a plant of the Euphor-
bia splendens was, as it ever does, lighting up the wall

with a few of its brilliant blossoms. In another house
a very large plant of Acacia, vestita was growing as if it

meant to cover the whole. The Stephanotis floribunda

occupied the back wall of the early Vinery. In one of

the Vineries a nice stock of winter decorative plants

were growing—Euphorbia jacquiniflora, Sericographis

Ghiesbreghtii, Centradenias, Begonia insignis, a most
useful variety, B. Saundersiana, and B. parviflora, and
Aphelandra Leopoldi. In another part of the garden
is a Paxtonian Fig-house, 130 feet long and 10 wide.

The front of the roof is raised sufficiently high to

allow of bush Figs planted out to be grown. The
trees were very healthy and laden with fruit. Before
leaving the glass structures it may be well to notice

that the water supply is excellent. Large soft water
tanks save nearly all the rainfall, and most of the
houses are furnished with storing tanks sufficient for a

day's consumption. In connection mth the outer
tanks small pumps are fixed, either outside or inside

the houses, and the first thing every morning all these

inside tanks are filled. Thus the water gets warmed
before it is used. The Vine borders are 18 feet wide,
and supported by a retaining wall 2| feet high. The
piers are each surmounted by a vase of the same height.

lillfd with Culford Rose Pelargi.nium, one ..f the best Inr

(his imri.i.sf, X,,xt th." null ;i broad hand ..I' Mi-n.mrttr
runs the uiiolc- Icni^tli of this border ; secondly, L.ihelia

,

thenrows ofsome ot the bestPelargoniums—LadyCuUum
was superb—Calceolarias, &c. A striking feature is made
on the Vine border by introducing nine oval baskets of
corrugated iron, 8 feet long and 1 foot deep, without
bottoms, and tastefully filling them with mixed plants.
Returning to the raised terrace formed by the houses
and their borders to the front of the gardener's cottage,
two of the finest characteristics of Culford present
themselves. These are the flower garden, which pierces
right down through all the compartments of the
kitchen garden, a distance of 220 yards ; and the Yew
hedges. The former unveils its rich beauty to the eye
of the beholder like an open book, with outspread
leaves of glory, the latter affords the requisite conceal-
ment to the quarters of vegetables. D.

(To he Coittinutd.)

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensiilug week.)

As has been already stated, all sorts of evergreens
should be planted as soon as the ground will bear
treading on after the large amount of rain which we
have had. Any shrubs or trees considered too tender
for our climate should be planted in as warm situations
as possible, in order that their young wood may get
well ripened. The stronger-growing Roses in very
exposed situations may be at least partially pruned, in
order to prevent winds from swaying them so as to
affect the roots. Laying turf and other ground opera-
tions may be proceeded with.

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLANT HOUSES.

All walks and drives should now, if not already done
have a thorough cleaning ; this will carry them through
till next spring. Let lawns be well rolled, and receive
a good mowing close on the heels of it, which will keep
them in repair for some time to come. Dutch bulbs
should be largely cultivated where a fine display is

required ; and where hardy shrubs are forced for the
decoration of the conservatory, they should now be put
in order for this purpose.
AtJEicUL-is.—See that frames in which these are to

be wintered have a proper pitch, and that all the glass

is sound, so that the plants may not be subjected to
drip, which would infallibly ruin them. Free circula-

tion of air should at all times be promoted. When
properly managed few flowers are more hardy than the
Auricula.
Dahlias.—Flowers from which it may be desirable

to save seed should now have attention; as they
wither, the decaying florets should be extracted.
Seedlings, especially weak late-blooming ones that
give any evidence of merit, though they may not be
quite up to the mark in every respect, should be taken
care of, to be tried again, as high cultivation another
season may induce a more favourable development of
their good qualities. Should the weather clear up,
some fine blooms may yet be expected.
Hyacinths.—These should now be procured, potted,

and placed in a cool dark place to make root. Out of
doors will do, provided they are well covered over with
cinder ashes or Cocoa-nut refuse. When well rooted
they may be started into growth in heat as required.

Tulips.—The time is approaching when all Tulip
beds of the best description ought to be properly
arranged for planting, so that the bulbs may be got

into the ground in good time.

FORCING GARDEN.
CucuMBEES.—Do not permit young plants to over-

bear themselves. It is much better to insure a constant
moderate supply by judicious management, than to

obtain over-abundance at one time, and little or nothing
at another. Maintain a temperature of about 70°, and
keep the atmosphere moist and agreeable for the
growth of the plants.

Figs.—Where any are ripening keep the atmosphere
as dry as can conveniently be done. Keep the shoots
thin and neatly tied in, so as to expose them fairly to

light and air, but avoid stopping at tnis season. Where
the fruit is swelling keep the atmosphere moist, giving
the foliage a good washing with the syringe.

Peaches.—The house which it is proposed to force

early may now or soon be got ready for work. The
surface of the borders, if exhausted by repeated water-
ings, should be carefully taken off with a fork, and re-

placed with fresh soil. Worn-out trees, if any, may
also be replaced by beiring trees from the open walls.

Pines.—If circumstances should render it necessary
to subject a portion of the stock intended for fruiting
to a brisk temperature at once to induce it to start, the
most promising plants should be very carefully selected
for the purpose, and placed in a small house or pit by
themselves. It is not, however, by any means desirable

to start more plants into fruit at this season than may
be absolutely necessary, for they will furnish finer pro-
duce later in the season. Where a separate house can-
not be commanded for those which must be subjected
to a high temperature, we would recommend the plants
selected for fruiting to be placed in the warmest part of
the house at command, filling the rest of the compart-
ment with young stock.
Vines.—Let late Grapes have every attention as to

thinning out decaying berries, and thorough ventila-
tion, with occasionally a little fire-heat if the weather
should become damp.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Continue to look overfruitand other stores frequently,

in order to see that all is sound.
Beoccoli.—Forward plants should be earthed up

as they advance in growth.
Cauliflowers.— Prepare stations for plants which

it is intended to protect with hand-glasses ; the soil for

them should be rich, and the position, if possible,
should be under a south wall ; some put nine plants
under a good-sized hand-glass, and in spring take five

or six of them away, and plant them elsewhere.
Parsley.—Endeavour, as far as circumstances will

permit, to have a good supply of this ; for there is

generally a large demand for it, and in the event of a
severe winter it is difficult to save it by the ordinary
protection of hoops and mats.
PoTATOs.—Owing to the extreme wetness of the

weather no opportunity should be lost for getting
Potatos that are ripe out of the ground, and stored in
as dry a condition as possible. Potatos may either be
kept in narrow pits, with a little dry earth sprinkled
among them, or in airy dark sheds. Before storing,
however, take care, as has been already rocommended,
to separate the bad ones from those that are sound.
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his Factories, at the
LA w E s ' ma:

The Manures manufactured by J. B.

aeMOn of 186(5 are now ready for delivery at

lollowing prices, per ton :—

I AWES' PATENT TDRNIP MANCTBE, and BONE S, s. d.

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME 6

tIiVES' superphosphate of LIME ftom BURNT
BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES 6 5

LA"'ES' WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
MANURES '

12

be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through the
larts of the United Kingdom, at prices

cost of carriage.

CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE
These Manures can be ob*"'""-^ "'" ^' ^ "

appointed Agents in all p;

varying according to cost of i

Genuine Peruvian Guano direct ft-om the Importers.

Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemir-'^*
American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address, John Bennet Lawes. 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge,

E.C. ; and 22, Eden tjuay, Dublin.

f Manures.
Nitrute of

1 H JS LUNJJUW MANUKJS CUMl'AJSK
(Established 18401.

Have now ready for delivery in dry tine condition.

CORN MANURE, for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressit

SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED QUA SO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA,
ei Dock Warehouse; SULPHATE of AMMOM^i, FISHERY
SALT, Ac. E. PoRSEH, Secretary.

Ulfices, 116, Fencburcb Street. E.G.

Wleat Sowing.

DOWX'S FARMERS' FRIEND, for preventing the

Smut in Wheat, and the Ravages of the Slug, Grub, and
Wireworm. A 9ti. packet is sufficient for Six Bushels of Seed Wheat,
which can be dressed and tit to sow in a quarter of an houi-.

Testimonials from the largest Wheat Growers m the Kingdom,
bearing testimony to its great power and efficacy, may be had of

Agents, who are appointed for every district.

Full directions for use are given with each packet.

Prepared at the Manufactory, Wobum, Beds.

Caution.—"To guard against fraudulent imitation and consequent
disappointment, see that the signature ofHenry Down is on the label.

Agents in every Town throughout England, Scotland , and Ireland.

SH A AV ^"S T T F^F A N
For samples and prices apply to

J. Shaw & Co.. 29, Oxford Street, Manchester.

Y.

FOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH nnd
CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every Agricultural

County In England.

For particulars applv to John Fowler & Co., 28, Comhill, London,
E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

Autumn Cultivation.
riLAY'S PATENT CULTIVATOR is the best Imple-

it combines the Brondahare, Cultivator, Grubber, and
_ in one frame work. See Awards of Prizes and Testl-

moni.als with particulars sent free by post.

Clat, Stennard Works, Wakefield.

Drag-Hai

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—Steam Engines,
Threshing and Dressing Machmes, Waggons and Carts, Culti-

vators, Ploughs, Harrows, ChatT Cutters, Grinding Mills, Lawn
Mowera, Garden Rollers, Water Barrows, and Horticultural Tools
of every description ; Com Bins, Wire Netting, Churns, Forks, &c.

Bdroess ti, Key, 96, Newgate Street, London, E.C.
Works. Brentwood. Essex.

IMPLEMENT DEPARTMENT.
The LAST DAY for receiving Applications for Space for Iraple-

nonts and Machinery, ic, is OCTOBER 1.

Printed Forms of Application, with Rules and Regulations.jnay

Important Reduction in the Prices of PortaDle
Engines for 1866.

/CLAYTON, SHUTTLEWORTH and CO., ENorNEEKS,
X^ Manufacturers of PortableandFlxedSteamEngine .

for Pumping, Hoisting, Grinding, Sawing, &c. ; Engines for Steam
Cultivation, Self-moving Engines for Common Roads and Agricultural

Purposes generally.
Stamp End Works, Lincoln ; and 78, Lombard Street, London ;

also at Lowengasse No. 44, Landstrasse, Vienna ; and Gegenuber
dem Babnhof, Pesth.

Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.

COTTA^['S HURDLES are made in the best manner
of superior Wrought Iron. SHEEP HURDLES, fVom 4s.

review the orders bearing upon the subject as they
stand, aud explain in common terms our notion
of the meaning of certain technical clauses.

Taking the metropolis to begin with, we
venture to state in decided terms that no cow,
or ox, or other bovine animal coming under the

denomination of cattle, can bo moved alive out of

the metropolitan district under any circumstances,
or by any legal process whatever, unless the

per.son owning such cattle shall have part of his

fai-m or premises within and part of them with-

out the metropolis, in which case he may, with a

licence from the Commissioner of Police, which
licence is to last during seven days, move from

one part of such premises in the metropolis to

another part of the same premises out of the

metropolis, any healthy animal that has been in

his possession for 28 days previous to the date of

the licence. If, therefore, an animal has been

recently purchased and placed on such premises,

the owner mu.st wait for the period of 28 days

before he can move it to any part of his farm
situated outside the metropolitan boundary. If

he should sell any animal within the metropolis

to a friend who lives out of the metropolis, his

friend must be content with occasional inspection

of his purchase, for out of the channed circle the

animals must not go, unless in the condition of

what is technically termed " dead meat."

Within the metropolis cattle may bo moved
without licence for a distance of 501) yards from
one part to another of the same farm, or to

water ; but beyond this distance a licence, which
wiU continue in force for 2-t hours, must be

obtained, and the number of the ammals and the

place of their destination must be stated ; unless

that destination be to the metropolitan market,

to which animals may bo sent without licence ;

but being there they ai-e condemned to be killed

within four days fi-om the time of their

admission, and thus prevented from doing any
*

.

injury.

By a purely legal fiction every man is pre-
j

Animals may be brought into the meti'opolis

sumed to know the laws of his country, and from any part of the country by means of

perhaps so far as those laws relate to the right licences obtained from the local authorities, so

property and the concerns of evei-j'-day
! (-hat no special difficulty exists in getting the

11 be'held at the AGRICULTURAL HALL, ISLINGTON,
oil MONDAY afternoon. December 10, and Four following Days.

Intending Exhibitors are requested to apply for Certificate Forma
by the reference letters as under.

CATTLE.—Form A. For an OX or STEER (in any Classl.

„ B. For a COW or HEIFER (in any Class).

*„ C. For a BEAST in Extra Stock.
SHEEP. „ D. For aJEN of 3 WETHERS (in any Class).

„ E. For a SINGLE SHEEP in Extra Stock.
PIGS. „ F. For a PEN of3 PIGS (in any Class).

„ G. For a SINGLE PIG in Extra Stock.

ENTRIES for LIVE STOCK CLOSE NOVEMBER 1.

Prize Lists, Forms of Certificates, and all infonratiou may be
obtained on application to Mr. David T
at the Office of the Honorary Secretary,
Piccadilly, London. W.

N. B. All communications r

1
to the Assistant Secretary,

:

i^pectlng the Show must be "ddressed
s above, and should bear outside the

iliie Agricultural (Ba^ette.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 'i'l, 1866.

NUOUSFENCE, from, .- r--r---j. —- .
—--

- - - .- ^ . luai, nu o^ju^icii .i.iu^.>^^jr ^.^^^^^ „» B-^-'b.
.

—
FIELD GATES, from lite there IS a sutfaciently protountt general

j

supply of animals either for meat or for dau-y
UStrated 1 rice List on l-Ti/^.TTrltirlrra dllVI-onf ivTOOTIOf^fix-C, Cif A I't-a nf . 1 1. p., 1,„4. ^.n.,^.^..nc> +1,.^ nTiimnla

COTTAU & Co.,

No. 2, Winsley Street

(opposite the Pantheon),

Oxford Street, London, W.

CATTLE HURDLES,
each ; CONTINUOUS FENCE, from
8(1. per foot; FIELD GATES, from _ _ __

nppSwn-'"'^'"'"''
''"°° ^'"' °° knowledge current, irrespective of Acts of

\ p^u-po^ses ; but for whatever pui-poses the animals

ENTRANCE GATES, RAILING, Parliament. The great test of the efficacy
j
are brought within the district, no licence

JPon'^si^^SidE^tSesftee'Sijof the legal institution is appUed when an pan be obtained for the pui-pose of removing
emergency arises which makes it necessai-y to . them out of the metropolis ; and the
provide that things which have by long usage

i game law applies to all cattle within the area,

become matter of right, are no louger to
[
^o matter whether they have been recently intro-

be permitted. A short time ago every owner of
; duced, or have been within the boundary for

a cow or .sheep could in the natui-al course of i years past.
events diive the animal in any direction he This one point, which is clearly stated in the
pleased, and, if so minded, send it to any Order of March 27, is one of those about which
market, and failing to realise the anticipated g^ much misconception prevails, and applications
profit, could bring it back to his homestead

! are even now constantly being made for instruc-
in peace. If while in the exercise of this privi-

1 tion as to the proper course to be adopted for the

„^^ lege it had been hinted to him that a time was 1 purpose of getting cattle out of the metropolis, a

™T'H"oTsl7i?s^k'mL°El'oftLrE?ciN^^^^^^^^^
tl^« ^f™g f^ "^ the law Would {tin's that ^annft be effected by the aid of any

re.stram the movements ot his cattle and sheep
, existing machinery so long as the Order in

along the public highway, and prevent him Council remains in force.

/ ' -VLVANISED WIRE CABLE STRAND FENCING,
V r for FARMS, PARKS, and G.ARDENS.

The ORIGINAL INVENTORS aud MANUFACTURERS.

I injury by bei

3 lines of Strand and Iron-pronged Standards, and

Five linesot'^Cable Strand and Staples
HURDLES, HURDLES, HURDLES, l.». 9d.

CONTINUOUS IRON FENCING, GATES <

PATENT STRAINING PILLARS, ic.
GALVjVNISED WIRE NETTING for POULTRY, ii

galvanisp;d swing water barrows,
galvanised iron water cisterns.
galvanised iron PUMPS.
LAWN MOWERS. GARDEN ROLLERS.
ASPHALTE RobVlNG FELT, Id. per

Small Itabbits, Hares, &c.
Smallest Rabbits .

.

Pheasantries, Small]
Birds, Jic

Aviaries, Window Guards,
4c

Aviari68,iWindow Guards,

to every 120 yards. Is. per yard. 1 sending a beast to a particular market, he would
for wooden posts. 6a. per yard . u , i^-i-i. i, i.- a i ii. i.-

3a. od. per yard, j in all probability havo estimated the suggestion
'

' ""'
as we ordinarily estimate the ravings of a lunatic.

Nevertheless at the present moment this won-
derful change has occurred, and things still go
on at the average rate. Much grumbling has
been indulged in, numerous suggestions have
emanated from those particularly who have no
reason to trouble themselves at aU about the

matter, while those most interested seem to have
rehapsed into the belief that nothing can be done,

and that we must wait and see what will happen.
Tlioy plead somewhat plaintively in some cases,

and forcibly in others, that they don't under-
stand how the matter really stands, and by way
of illustrating their difficulty take a great delight

in putting all sorts of hypothetical cases.

Setting aside, however, the problems which
are constnicted with malice aforethought in the

mind of the obj ector, there is no reason to question

the fact that, purchasers and sellers of stock are

commonly puzzled and confounded when the

question suddenly presents itself, as to what is

to be done with their beasts ; and under the

pre.sent circumstances a man could not more
completely distract his worst enemy than by
presenting him with a dozen Short-horns, on
condition that he should at once remove them to

his premises situated in another county.

In the endeavour to throw a little Ught upon
the obscurity of the whole question wo crave our
readers' indulgence if we should happen upon
the, by means remote, contingency of perpetra-

ting an egregious blunder, or even more than

one ; not being learned in legal lore, we can only

Light. |Medimu
|

Slroiig.
.t^trong.

Jap Gal 'Jap Gal :J.^p Gal J.ap Gal

rt 21 3i 3i 4fO 4 lo 6t A ,11

31 3i 3i 4iiO 4il« !>l Sj'o
31 41 410 610 5 ft 111 «i
41 51 51|0 (jj

----- -

1 all Railway

In reference to other places a somewhat
different law obtains. Cattle may be moved to or

fi-om any locality out of the metropolis under

certain restrictions;— 1, They must not have

been brought into the place by sea ; 2, They
must have been in the owner's possession for

28 days before they can be removed ; 3, A
licence must be obtained, specifying the kind of

cattle, whether fat stock or store stock, and their

destination, as well as the route by which they

are to travel ; and they must not pass within

one mile of the outward boundary of an infected

place.

Cattle brought by sea fi-om any place in the

United Kingdom are not permitted to leave any
town or place in England or Scotland alive

unless the local authority of the place shall

certify that the cattle have been examined by
proper officer, and found to be free fi-om

Toreign cattle after being landed in any place

in England or Scotland, are not allowed to leave

the town or place alive, except by sea. No fairs,

markets, auctions, or exhibitions for the sale of

cattle can be held, excepting in the case of

animals that have been in the owner's possession

for 28 days, and are free from disease, and are

not within the limits of an infected place. Such
animals may be sold on the premises, and after

being sold may be removed by licence from the

local authority. Markets for the sale of animals

intended for slaughter may be held by licence

of the Privy Council, gi-anted on condition that

no cattle shall be moved from such market until

they have been marked for slaughter in the
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manner ordinarily adopted in the market, and
that they be slaughtered within four days from

. the holding of such market, and not be taken

beyond certain limits. For instance, in the ease

of the Metropolitan Market, they cannot be

taken outside the metropolis, and from other

markets not beyond the Umits prescribed in the

licence. These restrictions apply to sheep,

lambs, pigs, and goats, which can only be ex-

posed for sale in the cattle markets on the

understanding that they are intended for im-

mediate slaughter.

Since the 8th day of August last all the regu-

lations which relate to cattle also affect sheep

in certain counties, viz., Buckingham, Cam-
bridge, Chester, Essex, Lincoln, Northampton,

Nottingham, Norfolk, Suffolk, and Somerset.

With regard to the protective effects of all these

restrictions, it is difficult to judge with any
amount of precision, but the general results have
been so far satisfactory. Individual interests have
suffered, as they always wiU. in any great and
important changes, but notwithstanding that the

orders are often evaded, and still more often

loosely interpreted, the counti-y has gamed con-

siderable advantage from their operation, and
would have gained more if it had been possible

to insui'O uniformity of sentiment and action on
the part of the local authorities.

At present there is a feeling which has been
growing in strength for some time past, that the

restrictions upon cattle traffic may to a great

extent now be removed without danger ; and so far

as commerce is concerned, it would doubtless be

very desu'able to afford all the facilities which
could be granted without incui'riug any great

risk of spreading the cattle plagne again over

the country ; but it must be admitted that the

experiment would not be unattended with hazard,

and would only be justifiable under very careful

regulations. The one important point appears

to us to be to first of aU identify animals with
their licences, and then make the document a

personal property, and let it be countersigned to

any extent by proper officers, so that it should

at once protect the animal and be a guarantee of

its soundness as well as an indicator of the route

by which it had travelled and the place in which
it had been ; in fact, it should have in some sort

the character of a passport.

To carry out all the necessary regulations

properly would involve some trouble and ex-

pense for a time ; but it must be conceded that

the subject is sufficiently momentous in its rela-

tions to justify the employment, at any reason-

able expenditure of time and money, of those

precautionary measures which are likely to pre-

vent infection, and at the same time permit some
relaxation of the existing prohibitory ordei'S.

Mr. Henley has been speaking of cottages in

country places, and in his opinion the agricul-

tural labourer does not belong to the worst
housed class—"the death-rate proves that."

But the point for owners of country cottages to

consider, as regards their tenants, is not how
much worse off are the lodgers in a crowded
narrow street ; for the condition of rural cottagers,

and the deficiency of rural cottages aro generally

bad enough, and want a remedy ; and if need
were the '

' death-rate " could be quoted in proof

of this assertion quite as confidently as Mr.
Henley quotes it to prove that another class is

even worse. Wo are at this moment unable to

get team-men on a farm, not 12 miles from the

General Post Office, although offering 16s. a week,
because there is not a cottage to be had within

two miles. Many of oui' men come thi'ee miles

to their work, and thus the tenant (and of course

the owner also of that laud shares in the disad-

vantages of his tenant) loses his men first when
there is any luiusual demand for laboui'ers in the

neighboui'hood.

Lord Leigh has lately called attention to the

interest which landowners h.ave in the pro^dsion

of adequate accommodation for labourers on their

property. In a recently published letter he says ;

" I do not believe that iu England a cottager

can be really accommodated with a house and
outbuildings which would not require constant

repair at a cost of 100/. ; but I do beUeve that

landlords who can afford it, and are anxious to

benefit theu- estates without permanent loss to

themselves (if such a thing were possible), are

.short-sighted in not laying out money iu the erec-

tion of good, comfortable, but not extravagant cot-

tages, rented, of coxrrse, below theii- money value,

and regarding the money so invested in these

buildings in tho same waj' as they would regard

fann-buildings, di'aining, or other permanent
improvements on their estates.

" Now, we every day see owners of property,

and careful men moreover, satisfied to sink

money in substantial farm-buildings and expen-
sive machinery, and also satisfied to see their

land and machinery worked by an Hi-housed
population, and I venture to think that landlords

who are considering the prudence of laying out
money in good cottages may safely do so, trust-

ing that the same course of years to which they
are content to look for a return for the money
they have laid out in bricks and mortar for the

reception of farm produce would also bring them
intei-est in the increased health and vigour of

their labourers."

They saj' that in Cornwall the adoption of the
" man-engine " adds 30 per cent, to the value of

the ore iu the deepest mines. A company will

pay 30 per cent, more for a given quantity to be
quarried out and sent up fi-om the bottom of a

deep pit, where they are thus provided with a

machinery which takes them to and from their

work, than when they are left to go to and fi'O,

climbing several hundred fathoms up and down
as part of theu' day's work. Now cottages upon
farms will be just such a "man-engine" a? the

half of English farmers need, and it is certain in

the long run to have an influence upon
the landlord's share in the proceeds of

the surface workings there of the same kind
as the owners of a Cornish mine experience.

Indeed we do not doubt that one ciiief explana-
tion of the higher rents obtained in Scotland is

to be found in the fact that the farms are mostly
well equipped with houses for then- labourers.

The labourers in towns may be worse housed
than those in country districts, as Mr. Henley
says ; but our own experience, not far from
London, points the question whether some of

even these, the lowest iu the scale, are not agri-

cultural labourers (for whose lot landowners must
be held to some extent responsible), trudging in

aU weathers miles to the farm on which they
work, with strength already half exhausted when
they reach it.

Mr. Hawkesley writes to the Times in

advocacy of the earth closet. It is hardly the

letter of a great engineer ; nor if it contemplates,

as it appears to do, the case of large towns, is it

the letter of a practical man. Great towns can
only be ivashed clean, and the disposal of their

drainage water over low-lying land in theu-

neighboiu'hood is the obvious remedy of any
possible nuisance in their case. Water is the

ly carrier which can be depended on for a

perfectly sweet and clean result where there is a

great number of houses, and a dense population,

and a considerable distance to be traversed.

It is very different in the case of villages, or even
small towns, and still more with single houses or

large institutions in the country. Although
even here we imagine nothing can equalthe clean-

liness of the water-closet, yet the earth closet

is undoubtedly perfectly wholesome, and especially

is it economical. The whole subject was well

discussed iu a late volume of the Royal Agri-
cultural Society by the inventor of the earth

system—the Eev. H. Moule, of Fordington,

Dorsetshire, whose practical interest in thewelfare

of his parishioners has led to several other useful

contrivances for domestic comfort and economy.
The earth closet provides for the farm or garden
a most useful manure. Mr. James, of Halton,
Weston TurviUe, near Tring, speaks confidently

on this point, from his experience of it on Baron
Eothschlld's estate. In the earthsheds there

excrementitious matter is to be seen on its re-

movalfrom the closets, and dry ready for the drill,

in every stage perfectly inodorous, even when
subjected to the fiercest summer heat. The deodo-

risation may be effected either by the application

of a shovelful of garden earth every day, or by
Ml'. Mottle's very effective apparatus, which is

in general use in the cottages there, and which
is declared to be cheap, self-acting, and not

liable to get out of repair. Mi-. James
even sees no reason why the system
should not be adopted by towns, " for the earth

may be taken at long intervals and stored like

coais, while the cesspools might remain un-
emptied for thi-ee, six, or 12 months, without

causingthe smallest annoyance." Mr.FAlTHORN,
medical officer of the Chesham district of the

Amersham Union, thus reports on Mr. James's
experience :

—

" I inspected the earth sheds and saw the process in

every stage. I put my nostrils into close contact with
soil whicli had been taken from the clusuts iUh morn-

ing, and I took up some which had been out no more
than a fortnight, without soiling my hands, and,
lastly, I have come away with a small parcel of the
dried soil iu my pocket, having during the whole
investigation met with nothing in thje smallest
degree disagreeable. I have no hesitation in saying
that any gentleman who follows the example of Baron
Rothschild in adapting this process to cottages will
confer the greatest possible boon upon the poor, and I
shall myself have no hesitation iu recommending not
only the process itself, but the little machine invented
by Mr. Moule, to any one seeking my advice.

" In small towns, at least it must be of easy and
inexpensive application, while the benefit to health
wUl be great indeed."

It is certainly for the interest of cultivators,

whether they be cottagers or farmers, that Mr.
Mottle's substitution for the present wasteful
neglect of house refuse in hamlets, villages, and
separate dwelling-houses be generally adopted;
and we are glad to give currency to the reports of

Mr. J.uiES and Mr. Faithorn, notwithstanding
the inapplicabilityof theplan to lai-ge towns, whose
drainage is ah-eady an accomplished fact, and
whose consequent pollution of the rivers running
through them may be remedied in another way-
one quite as much for the agricultural interest.

The sale of Mi-. Graham's Short-horns
at Yardley last Wednesday was a great success.

The following are the prices reached, both on the

whole and over the separate families of which
the herd consisted :

—

Whole Herd.
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do this from another and rather accidental account.

There resides jnst two miles from me a gentleman who
was not bred a farmer, but who is deeply read in the

witiues of Tusser and Tull, and of them both he is a

in-e.it admirer. Between this gentleman and myself,

Jnd his family and mine, a very neighbourly friendship

has for some years existed. He is a man, also, far

above the common race of farmers, havins been bred

to the bar ; but, as he often told me, he could not take

money to whitewash a blackleg, nor to ruin the

character of an honest man, and so he gave up the bar.

Then, meeting with a very evangelical clergyman of

the sect of the Simeonites, his mind was warmly and

devoutly turned towards the Church ; and at length,

contrary to the ndvice of a wealtliy maiden aunt, he

was ordained into Holy Orders, his friend the Simeonite

giving him a title, in order that he should be his

curate two years gratuitously and teach a little boy

Xatin. His sphere of action was at a fashionable

watering place, but though he was both a fine classical

and mathematical scholar, and had obtained university

honours, he made no way, he did not take, and so his

aunt took to upbraiding him for making the attempt;

and besides, being a woman of strong sense, she was no

friend to sectarianism in the Church, and so used to

talk to him thus :
" Tom, I told you you would never

succeed in the Church, having no political nor ecclesi-

astical interest, and the sad accident you met with in

the collision on the rail, by which your nose, your dear

mother's nose, was flattened to your face, and the

bridge fractured, has rendered it impassible for you to

succeed, however piously you may demeanour yourself,

and eloquent your discourses." This advice of his

observant aunt my friend having proved to be correct,

he commenced studying Tusser and Tull, and then

added to them Liebig and some others, and left the

Church, and, throwing off his black coat, changed it

for a grey one, and took a nice farm, as I have said,

just two inili^ frnm my own; and, his excellent aunt

being pli 1^' I ili:ii lin- advice had been followed, and

flatterrd ;il>" b.\ he i own sagacity, afterwards purchased

it for him; anil iliis he cultivates most dihgently and
successfully on the Tullian system. But, still being

always anxious for improvements, he attended two of

Mr. Alderman Mechi's annual gatherings, or the Olla

Podrida. as he used to call them. On the first visit my
friend was rather taken with what he saw and heard,

but since the second I have never been able to get him
to allow there was any merit in Tiptree farming. But,

on the contrary, when I spoke in its favour, warm aud
animated debates have arisen between us—I main-
taining, and which in my folly I really thought was the

case, that Mr. Mechi had really discovered that mar-
vellous crops of corn could be grown from little more
than handfuUs of seed ; and^ as the widow of Sarepta's

single handful of meal so miraculously increased in her

barrel that there was no want, so X believed that

Mr. Mechi's pecks of Wheat in his fields in the same
manner as miraculously increased, and that at least he

had 60 or 70 pecks so increasing in so many
acres of his laud, and that the result was that his barns

and stackyards and corners of fields were aU groaning

and staggering under the enormous weight of AVheat

stacked in and on them. But oh, fatal delusion!

delirious dream ! Mr. Mechi himself informs us that

all the land he had last year seeded in the same way
were two miserable half acres, and all the produce from
them my man, Samuel Dowsey, would put into a sack

and throw it on his .shoulders and trudge away to the

mill with, as his wife, old Sally, trots oU' to the market
T.'ith her basket. And so, on taking up the Ayricul-

Inral Gacette on Saturday evening last, my neighbour,

Mr. C, who had just come in from shooting a brace of

birds for Sunday, aud casting his eye upon this account

at p. 861 :—" The 1 peck of seed per acre. We have
tlire.shed the 2 half-acres, and the result is as follows—the

peck per acre, IS qrs. and 5 a peck." And to this being
underwritten—" J . J. Mechi, Tiptree Hall, Sept. 5,"—

he threw his pipe into the fire, broke it into pieces in

his fury, ordered " his old mare Meg, and better never
lifted leg," and in six minutes, as he declared, skimmed
over the two miles that lie between us, and was at my
door; and thromng the rein over Meg's neck, in

another minute was in my sanctum sanctorum, as our
Minister calls his study, and pulling out the Agricul-

tural Oazetle, and pointing to the place
—

"There,"
said he, " is your 60 or 70 acres of Wheat from a peck
of seed an acre. Why, there were only two miserable

half acres so seeded ; aud look at the product which
was to make the barns and stackyards stagger and
groan with their weights ! WTiy, look, it is only
li quarters, and just k ii peck ! and no more." And so,

on taking up the Paper, it was as Mr. Mechi himself
bad stated, it was so, and no more ; and so upon reading

it I felt abashed, humiliated, and ashamed of my
advooacy. But to make the best of it, I exclaimed,
" Neighbour, I thank you for calling in. Take the arm-
chair, and we will have a bottle of the best port in my
cellar, and we will drink desperation to all kinds of

pufling ; and so, my friend, fill a pipe, or do you prefer

a cigar ? and let us raise a cloud. T. B.
(To be Cmtinutd.)

rarely happens that the quality and sample would be
seriously deficient, if the moment the crops have

ripened they could he srcurril ainiust Ihe subswiucnt

risks of the season. A(ur ih<' |.rniwl uT ri|n-iini'.; h:i>

come, it may be asked, t" w li;it iinii'uni (il'drtrriiiiali'tii

is the crop liable? It is to lie feared that iu Scotlaud,

at least iu the present > ear, th;it amount is very serious.

It may be assumed that the quarter of Wheat in per-

fect condition is worth, at the present time (1856), 70s.

Its possible deterioration from such a harvest as we liave

lately had, may be taken at any. .sum varj'ing from Is.

to .30s. a quarter ; indeed, if the Wheat has sprouted in

the field, it is lost as the material of bread, and is sale-

able only at a low rate for other purposes.

The question is, whether at a cost which it is reason-

able to incur, the Wheat crop can be saved from the
risks of the season, aud its quality preserved at that

standard of excellence to which the season may have
matured it. It is similar to a case of insurance—

a

sum to be paid to cover a risk— uncertain in its degree,

but the insurance certain to cover the loss, whatever
it may be. My belief is, that such a system is attain-

able, and if it be, it ought to have a fair trial. It seems
to me that it might consist in the following scheme of

operations :

—

1. A field of Wheat to be cut the moment it is ripe £ .t. (/.

iiTespective of the state of the -weather, it

being immaterial, so far as the crop is concerned,

whether it rains or does not rain—to be cut by
the scythe, aud at a cost of about 8s. per acre .030

2. Efich scythe to be followed by about eight women
or young pcr-^-'Ti-. "-It.-^'- duty it shall be, by
rae.ans of a-^ti..-: I n-!. .- t]ie grain falls from
the scythe, t.

- -
.

- ,ii-s from the straw

at a cost of li. '
i

•
•: .. .. 6 S

The ears of Whual l-j 1.-- iiiiiiiu-Ji.itcly put into sacks

or carts properly fitto-l fur the purpose, and at

once carried to a drying house at the farm
buildings.

4. The drying house to be a bam or other building,

properly fitted -with an .ipp.iiifns f.-r baiting it

with cun-ents of dr\' m, "f :l t-iaporature of

about 120" or ISO". 'I'lii- t--ii.i"r iiuvo would
expel all water and ni--istur>' fruui the ears of

Wheat, in 4, 5, or (1 hours, according to circum-

st.anccs, cre-ite a condition in whiL-h the grain

would keep in the husk in the best manner, the

sample bemg the best which the season had pro-

duced. All risk is from that momentat and end.

The cost of the fuel requii-ed for this process

could in no case, it is beUeved, exceed Is. per

quarter, in many cases only 6rf., aijd labour Gil.

or 1«. more : in all per qu.arter . . . . . . 10 C

In conclusion, I may remark that the agricultural
world is at present iu pur.-^uit of the important object
of n-apiug by a inacliiiie as a siilisiilute for the sickle
and sryllir, ai.cl il -. rni- ]i.arl> 1" l.r attained. When
1 hat nl. ],'-! i> lulh ailaini'd. It wuiiM , irilv harmonise
«ilh llir riMl an.l ol)j.-(-t»rtli,;pi-(M-nt statement. The
-[|iaratii.n .irtlieears of Wheat from the straw would
hr. na'lily cUci-ted as the crop was laid on the ground
lij tlin aclnni of the reaping machine— its position
would give every facility for the operation. The sub-
stitution of machinery for manual labour would liberate

a greater number of persons for the various parts of a
new system of harvest operations. The complete
success of the reaping machine would only facilitate

the success of the drying system, which I am desirous

to bring under consideration. A Landlord, Ocloher,

1856.

Since 1856 a vast progress has been made towards
perfecting a reaping machine, indeed it may be said

that it is an established implement in farming. The
object of drying grain by heated air seems, therefore,

to have made an advance also ; can it not now make a

still further progress ? can a reaper not be found to

cut the ears off the crop without the intervention of

manual labour, leaving the straw to be aftenvards cut
by the scythe? It seems to be a most important
object to secure the highest quality of grain in all

seasons. June, 1862.

CATTLE PLAGUE RETURNS.
The following Returns were issued on Sept. 20 :

—

This Return gives the number of cases occurring in

Great Britain which have been officially reported to

this Department. Column 1 only records the cases

reported as having commenced during the weeks
indicated by the headings. All "back cases" are

included in column 2.

down of the crop in the ordinary way, say

Total extra expense for 1 acre producuig 5 qrs. of MTieat 16

Nearly 'is. 2ti.-per quarter, or 5rf. per bushel.

This sum is to be placed against the possible deteriora-

tion in the quality and consequent money value of

grain exposed to all the vicissitudes of weather. Is it

reasonable to cover a risk and secure a certainty at

tills cost ? In the case of Scotland in the present year,

the answer no doubt must be, that over a -wide extent,

the actual loss incurred far exceeds the cost of the
remedy proposed.

It may be stated that an excellent and powerful
heating apparatus may be erected for about 40Z. The
cost of separating the corn from the straw is taken at

8s. per acre (assuming five quarters of grain), the
robability is that in practice it would cost less money,
have a strong persuasion that the whole operation

would be practically accomplished for less rather than
more money than has been estimated, and the larger

the scale, the smaller must be the cost of the drying
process—at all events, something between id. and (id.

per bushel.

Another consideration arises from the successful

adoption of this scheme; the present system of

threshing out the Wheat crop would be no longer

applicable, the process of threshing would be applied to

the ears alone, the straw would no longer pass through
the threshing machine, and consequently a much
smaller machine would be required, and much less

power to work it. Inasmuch as power and labour are

the equivalents of expense, so the discontinuance of

powerful machinery and labour implies an important
economy in this respect. There would be saved a
costly machine, and a costly power of steam or horses,

that of water being more rare. The manual labour

would be much less, from the less bulky nature of the
material to be dealt with ; a very light machine would
separate the grain from the husk and clear it of the

chaff. Here, therefore, would be an important saving

to set against the assumed extra expense of 3s. i,d. per
quarter, or ^d. per bushel.

The result or object to be gained seems to be, to place

the Wheat crop, after it has ripened, in circumstances

of certainty and 'security, independent of all weather,

and to secure its quality and sample at the highest
standand to which the season may have matured it.

There would be no waiting for dry weather to com-
mence the cutting down of the crop—it would be a
matter of indifference whether it rajned or not during
harvest, except as regarded the comfort of persons

employed ; a new class of labourers would be introduced
into the operations of harvest, it would no.longer be
necessary to have the most able bodied at high wages,

the labour would be comparatively light, and could be
performed by the weaker 'and more numerous, without
fatigue and at moderate wages, although, no doubt, the
principle of contract would be introduced with advan-
tage, and good wages might and ought to be earned,

and -vigour and despatch secured.

It is to he observed that the process of drying by
currents of pure and dry and heated air can have no
injurious effect on the taste and delicacy of the flour.

It is not a process similar to drying in a kiln by which
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ness of liis plans. The present outbreak proves either

that the thousands of animals referred to never had
the disease, or that cattle can have the plague a

second time.

RECENT SHEEP SALES.
Dublin : On Wednesday of last week Messrs. Ganly

held their fifth annual ram sale, in King's Bridge Park,
when near -ioO highly-hred rams passed through
the ring.

The following is a detailed list of the prices

obtained :

—

Robert F. Franks, Esq., Jerpoint Hill, Thomastowii, Border
Leieester Shearling: Reams.

Catalogue.
I'"''''-

1 Capt. Buchanan
2 John Lloyd .

.

3 M. Kei-iii, J.P,
4 J. Simpson ..

.5 M. Kerin, J.P.
6 Capt. Roberts
7 Colonel Leslie
8 Mrs. Flood .

.

9 Henry Purdon
10 Capt. Irvine .

,

11 Geo. Fosberry
12 J. T. Riddell..
13 J. Simpson ..

U Alex. M'Olane
I."; Earl Fitzwaiiam

Guineas. Catalogue. ^'^'=^-
G,

16 Thomas Franks
17 Jas. Simpson
18 Samuel Winter
19 Edward Galway
20 Colonel Stawell
21 Samuel Winter
22 Rev. Montgomery
23 J. O. Evans .

.

24 T. Johnson ..

25 J. Mon-ow
26 J. D.Meldon..
27 Colonel Stawell
28 John Tiiaffe .

.

29 Capt. Roberts
30 Jas. Matthews

Shearling

32 J. D. Meldon .

.

33 W. Duckett ..

34 Richard W.all ..

35 J. D. Meldon .

.

36 John Madden
.37 J. C. Evans .

.

38 w. R. Trench .

.

3(1 Thos. Johnson
40 Earl Fitzwilliam

41 G. C. Harris .. .. IG\
42 Capt. Goff .. .. 14J
43 Lord Doneraile .. 15^

231 44 N, M'Don,ald .. .. 14J
45 Capt. Johnson . . 14i
46 Mrs. Longfield .. 15
47 Capt. Johnson .. 14}
48 Jas. Simpson . . . . 15

ISJ 49 A. Bolo 25

14i ' 50 — Henderson (Shrp) S

Messrs. M'Lachlan and M'CuUoch, Bellegrove, B-allybrittas,
Shearling Border Leice.ster Rama.

106 J. Simpson
107 J. Todd
11)8 Col. Leslie ,

109 Earl Caledon
110 H. Eustace
111 F. A. Leigh ..

112 — Doyne
113— M'Kenzie

W. Humphreys

127 Mr. Greene..
128 Wm. Ry.aU .

.

129 A. J. Walker
130 — Rya
131 F. Trench

117 Lord Carrisfort

118 B. Atkinson
119 J. Wilson .

.

120 F. A, Leiah .

.

121 Lord C.aledoji

122 John M'Cann
123 Mr. Tiaffe ..

124 J. Pnmty ..

125 J. Brady
126 J. Howe (2 Shear)

[
132 H. Webb
133 J. Ridgeway..
134 F. Trench .

.

135 J. Ridgeway
I 136 W. R. Trench

Thomas Robertson, Esq., Narraghmore, Athy, Shearling
Border Leicester R.ams.

137 J. WUson .

101

140 Wm. Lawler..
141 W. Orme
142 S. R. Moorehead
143 G. Low
144 Earl Fitzwilliam

199 Mr. Bushe
200 N. Barton
201 G. Low
202 — Duckett
203 — Peare
204 — Mole

145 J. Dooley ..

146 Lord Headley
147 Major Hall .

.

148 J. Sproule ..

149 — Davidson ..

150 P. Tigho
151 C. M'CuUoch
152 W. Orme

207 — Neville
208 — Hird
209 J. Wilson
210 J. Smith

Lord De Vesci, Abbeyleix ;
purely-bred Border Leicester

Shearling Rams.
293 J.Peyton .. ..11289 M'Lachlan and

M'CuUoch ..

290 F. A. Leigh .

.

291 F. A. Leigh .

.

292 J. P. V. Fitzgerald . . 12

Richard Flynn, Esq., Tulsk ; Shearling Long-

366 S. Taylor . . . . 16 | 360 O. Farrell

357 T.Roberts .. ..21 Lei _ Dixon
358 W. Ryan '« I

«>1 — """">

f^ ,

294 F. A. Leigh .

.

jia 295 Jas. Simpson

296 Jas. Hamilton

369 A. Bole

416 J. Downing .

.

417 Major Esmonde
418 J. Roe
419 J. Maher
420 Capt. Browne

Abridgedfram Dublii

30 362 — Di-xon

421 R. Smith
422 J. Downing .

.

423 W. Clarke .

.

424 T. Johnson .

.

12i 425 — Clarke

Fanners' Gazette.

degree to tbe absence of the buyers mentioned above,

and to the difficulty of removing sheep.

The sale of Lord Polwarth's rams is generally

regarded with great interest, and when their turn

came to-day the ring was surrounded by an eager and
interested assemblage. There were altogether 29 sheep
sold by this nobleman, which brought a total of

784^. 10s., being an average of 27/. Is., or less than last

year by 10/. 17s. IQ^d. His highest ram this year was
98/., last year It was 95/. As an example of the prices

commanded by the rams from this stock we may specify

a number ;—Mr. Hardie, Harrietfield, bought one at

10/. 10s. ; Mr. Torrance, Sisterpath, purchased the

highest priced one at 98/. ; Mr. Logan, Preston, Lan-
cajshire, 40/. ; Mr. Blaikie, Camieston, .34/. ; Mr. Nisbet,

Lambden, 31/. ; Duke of Richmond, 46/. ; Mr. Stark,

Mellendean, 50/. ; Sir Matthew White Ridley, M.P.,

.30/.; Mr. Fender, Rulesmains, 26/.; Mr. Dove, Eccles

Newtown, 39/. ; Lord Justice Clerk, 38/. ; Mr. Hardie,

Harrietfield, 37/. ; Mr. Bolam, Lawtree, 46/. ; Mr. Bell,

Cessford, 31/. Mr. Simpson, Courthill, had a lot, of

which Lord Pendring bought two at 16/. each; Mr.
Thorburn, Gateshaw, one at 15/. 10s. ; Mr. Allan, Billie

Mains, one at 22/. ; Mr. Riddell, Hundalee, one at 16/. 10s.

Mr. Torrance, Sisterpath, sold a lot, including the

sheep which carried ofi' the prize. One of these was
purchased by Mr. Scott, Burnside, for -17/.; one by the

Earl of Southesk for 35/. ; one by Mr. Robertson,

Harperton, for 21/. ; one by Mr. Hogarth, Ecclestoft,

for 21?. The lot of Mr. Pun'is, Lintonburnfoot, sold

well, as they always do. Mr. Bell, Linton, bought one
of his lot at" 50/. ; Mr. Simson, Blain.slie, one at 50/.;

Dr. Marshall, Challon Park, one at 50/. ; Mr. Primrose,

Turniedykes, one at 30/. ; Mr. Binnie, Eshiels, one at

35/. ; Mr. Thomson, Rutherfurd, one at 34/. ; and Mr.
Wallace, Ballgrumie, one at 21/. Mr. Hardie, Harriets-

field, sold one of his sheep at 24?., and two at 21/., and
three at 20/. Mr. Errington, Whittingham, Alnwick,

sold the highest priced ram at the sale. It was pur-

chased by Mr. Robertson, Harperton, Kelso,atl36/. IDs.,

a price never before given at this market. The rams of

Mr. Stark, Mellendean, have a great repute in this

market, and he sold one to Mr. Ford, Harden's Green,

at 80/. ; one at 72/. to Mr. Lees, Mervingston ; one to

Mr. Foster, Fall, at "2/. ; and one at 57?.

RiNO No. 1.

Auctioneers—Messrs. Donkin.

Mr. ChishoUn, Elwick, Belford
Mr. Morrison, New Bewick,
Alnwick . .

Mr. Wood, Thomborough,
Hexham .

.

:

Mr. Charters, Turvilaws, Wooler
Mr. Davison, Brandon, White

House, Alnwick .

.

Mr. WUson, Woodhom, Morpeth
Mr. Angus, Whitefield .

.

Mr. King, Wooperton, Alnwick
Rev. R. W. Bosanquet
Mr. Chisholm, Tenwick Steads,

Belford
^

13

Mr. Errington, Whittinghame,
Alnwick 136 10

Leicesteks : Sale of Sams at Kelso, September 14.—
This morning, a little after 10 o'clock, the great annual
sale of Leicester rams, under the auspices of the Border
Union Agricultural Society, commenced in the Inch
Park in Bowmont Street. The morning was dull ; but
when the sales began the sun shone out. During the
forenoon there were frequent showers though not
heavy. The assemblage was great, including proprietors
and flockmasters from the neighbouring Border
counties, and from more distant parts of England and
Scotland. This year's sale, unlike those of past years,
was not attended by buyers from Ireland, who usually
purchased large numbers. This, of course, was owing
to the Privy Council regulations. There was also an
absence of Australian buyers.
The number of rams brought forward for sale to-day

amounted to about 2000, which were sold at four diBer-
ent rings ; No. 1 ring being presided over by Messrs.
Donkin, Rywell; No. 2 by Mr. Oliver, Hawick; No. 3
by Messrs. Atkinson, Donkin, Brand, Shiels, Embleton.
and Davidson ; No. 4 by Messrs. Fairbairn and Penny,
assisted by Mr. Davidson. The biddings were not so
pirited as on last year, which is attributable in some

Mr. Brunton, East Field .

.

Trustees of the late Col. Nisbet,

of Mersington
Mr. WUson, Haymount .

.

Mr. Thomson, Ryle
Mr. Cunningham, Grahamslaw .

.

Messrs. Hubback, Sunl,awshUl .

.

iMr. Hardie, Harrietsfield .

.

Representatives of the late Mr.
Stark, MeUendean

8 10 9
8 16 4
9 3 6
7 14
8 18 9

25 15

Ring No. 3.

Auctioneers—Messis. Atkinson, Donkin, Brand, Shiels,

Embleton, and Davidson.

Mr. Marshall, HenbUl, Alnwick
Mr. Simson, BlalnsUe
Mr. Clark
Mr. Calder, KeUoe Mains .

.

Mr. Hogarth, Eccles Tofts
Messrs. Laing, ComhiU

RiNO No. 4.

14 10 10
10 10
40

Auctioneers—Messrs. Fairbairn & Penny.

Robesc

Mr. Jameson, Nottylees .

.

Right Hon. Lord Polwarth
.Mr. 8iiiisoii, CourthiU

,, SpringweUs
Linton Bumfoot

Mr. Torrance, Sisterp.ath .

.

Mr. Borthwiek, Cowbog .

.

Mr. Nisbet of Lambden .

.

Mr. BeU, Linton .

.

Mr. Roberton, Harperton..

18
I

6 16 3

50 1 10 12 7

12 4 17 1

13 5 6

THE SILSOE .ALLOTMENTS.
The allotments now referred to lie in Silsoe and the

neighbouring parishes near Amptbill, in Bedfordshire.

They are 618 in number and held by 58-t tenants.

They are 294 acres in extent, averaging as nearly as

possible half an acre to every allottee. The soil is of

various character and quality, between the e.xtremes of

very light sand and stitf calcareous clay. Lying as the

district does geologically below the chalk, where a
series of alternating clay and sand beds occur, this
extreme variety of soil is easily accounted for. With
the exception of one or two fields in the parish of
Clophill, where the soil is very light, and some portions
of an extremely stiff character in the parishes of
Gravenhurst, the land is well adapted for garfli-n

culture. Much of it is remarkably productive, owuig
this character to its fortunate geological position as
well as to good cultivation. The rents vary from Ss.

to 18s. a rood ; the poor's and other rates, and the cost
of keeping roads and hedges in repair, being borne by
the landlord. Of a rental exceeding 1500/. in allot-

ment gardens and cottages there was an arrear of only
1?. 15s. 6d. last year, and that was in the case of a
widow who, during that season, had lost her husband
by sudden death, and to whom the rent would be
forgiven. This fact is of itself sufficient to prove
the value of these gardens to the labourer, and the
safety of the system to the landowner. That there is a
special fitness belonging to it in the neighbourhood of
Silsoe, making it there more than usually advantageous
to the tenant farmer, may also be admitted ; but every-
where the tenantry are interested directly and mate-
rially in such a condition of the labourer as shall both
diminish poor's rates, and, by increasing their means,
give both labourers and children a certain facility for

the prevalence ultimately of a better education among
them.
The labouring population in the neighbourhood of

Silsoe is unusually dense for a purely agricultural
district. The wages are 9s. or 10s. a week, paid gene-
rally by tbe piece, even to men whose services are
engaged by the year. 'This piecework payment has not
proved inconsistent with that friendly and long-con-
tinued relationship between master and men, founded
on mutual good-will, which is the best guarantee of
the worth and respectability of both classes in so many
English country districts. There are as many instances
of this kind in this district of piecework payment and
allotments, both of which are supposed to create undue
independence, as there are elsewhere. The fact is

that, here as everywhere, an interest in the welfare of

the labouring man, shown by endeavours to put him
in the way of self-improvement, produces its natural

fruit in that goodwill on which social welfare depends.

Mr. Trethewy, the agent over the Earl de Grey's

estate, read a paper a year or two ago before the
Central Pai-mers' Club, on the uses and abuses of the
allotment system, and adduced the history of Lord de
Grey's allotments as his principal illustration. He
declared it as his opinion, the result of a large experience,

that the subject involved the comfort and prosperity of

the occupier quite as much as of the owner of the land
or of the labourer. " Any system having a tendency
to elevate the moral character of the labourer and
improve his condition must be worthy of encourage-
ment by the farmer." Mr. Trethewy alluded to the
special fitness of this system where labourers live in

villages, and where sufficient garden ground cannot be
obtained adjoining to the cottages. In choosing a field

near the village for the purpose of allotments, he says

:

—" The nature more than the quality of the soil should

be considered, for it is astonishing how much poor
thin land is improvable by spade husbandry, while

strong and heavy clays are wholly unfit for the purpose
of allotments, no matter how well they may be
drained."
The following are his very sensible remarks on the

importance of confining the allotments, to a manage-
able extent of mere garden ground :

—

' My experience convinces me that a rood is sufficient under
almost any circumstances ; and the greatest error that has
been committed has been the aUotting of too much land to

one individual. To dweU upou the evUs arising from such a
proceeding is scarcely necessary, as it must be obvious that
without sufficient capital the occupation of land cannot be
attended with profitable results. Some instances in con6rma-
tion of this view have come under my own observation, and I

can confidently assert that, instead of the position of such
men having improved, it has retrograded. Occupied nearly

the whole of their time upon their own land, they can no
longer be classed under the head of labourers, and they
actually injm-e regular workmen by throwing their labour

into the market at seasons of the year when the demand for it

is unusuaUy depressed. If it be argued that the restriction of

the system would have the effect of preventing a laboiner from
improving his condition, and effectuaUy debar him from rising

in the world by his own industry, I would answer that I am
not now discussing the relative advantages of large and small

farms, but am confining myself to the agricultural labourer in

the broad acceptation of the term. Every employer knows,
and every man of common sense must feel, that it is as

important to the farmer to have his reguLar men at work at

aU times, as it is to the manufacturer or tradesman, and that

the business of the farm could not be carried on without such
regularity. I regard it, then, as a fatal error for the labourer

to follow any pursuit that would at aU interfere with the

claim of his employer upon him ; for, be it remembered, that

it is upon hired Labour that the working man must chiefly

depend for his subsistence ; and any scheme that has a

tendency to interfere with this his chief capital, must very

shortly end in disappointment and distress."

The Silsoe allotments date from the enactment of

the new Poor-law, and the early promoters of the

scheme were driven to it by the pressure of the poor's

rates. The improvement in tlie condition of the

labourer there and elsewhere is, no doubt, partly

the effect of the new Poor Law, which has taught him
that his first dependence must be on his own exertions

;

but a share in that improvement around Silsoe must
certainly be allowed to the allotment system as there

established. At first the allotment tenantry were
allowed a considerable extent of land apiece—2 acres or

more. As much, indeed, as they declared their ability

to manage was allotted to each applicant. But as these

have gradually fallen in or failed, they have been sub-

divided ; and from a rood to half an acre is now the

ordinaryextent allowed. There have been no restrictions

placed iipon the cultivators of these plots, but >uch as

are also laid upon the farmers of the district. There is

no fonnal provision against Sunday labour or against
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immornlit.v, nor are there any special legal sccinilifs

taien for 'the relapse of the land to the owner in fuse

he should require it. Every security, neveilli' Ic-s.

exists as to all these particulars in the general mh-i' "I

propriety which prevails, as well as in the knoivlnl-c

that suliicient power exists in the management to

enforce it. On riding round these allotments late in

Slay this year, I saw Poppies, Turnip-seed, Onions,

Peas, and Cabbages, in some eases groivti to a large

extent; but the ordinary crops were AVheat and
Potatos for home consumption. In a few instances

the land is in the hands of market-gardeners ; but. as a

general rule, the allotments are occupied by a^'i irul-

tural anil olher labourers; and the following 'I'ulii.

extracted from Mr. Trethewy's paper, givis l Inn-

extent anil their number in the several pnii.-lii's.

together with interesting details regarding parochial

rates since the period of their establishment :

—

of Plax every year. Pre
prndure nf ihc lincst w
IlMilcM.on :il1r™:ni|,. Ill-

: were proposed for the
ml in Tlstrr the linen

lllrllH Till

rnl Ii;hI

i.wd anil linally .-tunned out the wuullen
manufacture of Ireland, which nad been greater there

than that of the other branch of industry.
The Linen Board expended several thousand pounds

eniiy in the prespnf rentury tn rr,,-r,ni-nL-f Irish mill-
ll\^n('l- 111 iiiii'iiiliii',' III" niiM-li.i .

' ,- ingyarn,
v.lii.li lii-i \iiiii.|\ IimIIiiiii 111',, r i

' r inl.andthe
iv-nlt u-;i:..lh:il 111 I.Mi;. nlmiit r.i -,

,
11- imto found

in 11 mills, of which five were in Tlster, and the others

in Leinster and Munster. Great improvements in the

SUsoe
Clophill ..

Flitton .

.

PulloxhiU
Upper Gravenhurst
Lower Gravenburat

Popula-
tion per
Census
of 18.51.

1020
1584
81)5 \

Parocliial Rates for the Yc

. 2 10 1

3 C
I

11

I conclude with Mr. Trethewy's statement of the

superiority of these clustered field-gardens over

detached cottage-gardens, and of the advantages of

encouraging rivalry by an annual judgment of culti-

vation and exhibition of produce ;

—

i
"

f1 ) Evexy man has the advantage of the experience of the

whole field, and generally benefits by it : whereas in a giirden

there are not those opportunities. (2.) How frequently does

one sec a garden overrun with weeds, overgrown with trees,

bushes, and fences, absolutely excluding sun and air, and pro-

ducing next to nothing to the cultivator ! In an open field-

allotment the sun and air are freely admitted : the land is

more easily kept clean, and the state of cultivntii.n patent to

all the neighbourhood. (3.) I believe exain)!' ii,- i n n.'

influence in promoting good and clean cnltr ! ill

classes of occupiers. With a view to encomia ,

ii r
;

1m'

allotment tenants of the district, a .^ncicty, , ill. i
1

1
-ii ,

and AmpthillLabourers' FriendSociii ; ' I . I '
- it

17 years ago. It offers several prizi- i i n

and great interest is excited arii. ii I i

society is under the p.atronage of }mii1'1i iiii
, ii i

ii
1 'l

Wenslcydale as president ; while the steward?! cnnsisrs entirely

of tenant f.armers, who thus evince their sense of its useful-

ness. The subscribers comprise the clergy and gentry of the
neighbourhood, and the exhibition is invariably fully

attended. In fact, .all classes unite to promote the object it

has in view ; and the result is an exhibition of fruits,

veget.ablcs, Ac., that would surprise anyone who had never

before witnessed it. I believe this to be a most useful institu-

tion : and, where allotments prevail to any extent, 1 would
strongly recommend the establishment of similar associations."

The almost universal testimony of experience on this

subject confirms the conclusion to which, after Mr.
Trethewy's paper, the discussion before the Central

Parmers' Club led—that the system may always be
expected to benefit both labourers and their employers,

excepting under extravagant misguidance or neglect

;

i. e., excepting (1) where the land set apart for the
purpose is altogether unsuitable in character, or (2) too
distant from the cottages of the allottees, or (.S) where
an excessive extent is permitted to the tenantry, or (-1)

an excessive rent demanded from them, or lastly (3),

where the tenantry are left entirely to themselves, and
no effort made to excite their rivalry or pride in good
cultivation.

esses of spinnius and weaving have been sniise

Illy iiili-i.iliirril (., r.ina.n- ttv- wlmlr -i -i
: i .

In II ll

ilr

iilri hi Irrlan.i l

A RECENT VLSIT TO NORTH IREL.VND.

After the lapse of 25 years I landed af Pol fa -t I'rnni

the west of Scotland. I had been an attonlivr iilis.rv.r

of the agricuhnral practices and national rnslniii;

prevalent in (he north-east of that count ij nmn-
especially, and notcil their striking .similitmle in smiii'

points to the characteristics of Ireland, with this

broad distinction, that religious and political animosi-

ties do not much disturb popular harmony in ('alnliuila.

The first striking sign of the fermenlaiinii wnrkiir,'

in the social system of Hiberuia was lu-esinlicl tunic-

on my arrival at a railway platform, where iliiii of (he

constabulary force were about to do part for (heir

respective stations after assemblage at Belfast, to pre-

vent an apprehended collision between the Orange and
the " other party," v/\xo were said to have made prepa-
rations for converting a holiday into a party fight , Hnt

I .shall eschew politics altogether, and merely achirl t.i

Belfast and the chief counties of Ulster in their c-oni-

mercial and agricultural relations, diffusing the advan-
tages of constantly accumulating wealth and industrial

discoveries to large surrounding districts where com-
merce and husbandry are hand in hand, each promot-
ing and subserving the interests of the other.

No city or town in Ireland has made such advances
in trade and manufactures as Belfast has attained
within the present century. Although more than a
century ago Belfast had high rank among the commer-
cial towns of Europe, it was not until 1785 that it

became the principal depot of the linen trade of the
north of Ireland. The Duke of Ormonde, with the
full approbation of the Earl of Strafford, had, during
the administration of that unfortunate British

minister, adopted measures for the advancement of the
Irish linen trade, and obtained legislative encourage-
ments for that purpose.* Among these were a law
that every cultivator of 30 acres should sow 3 bushels

* The Irish custom of wearing linen scarfs and hatbands at
funerals may be traced to an order i.^sucd by that friend of
Ireland, with the view of promoting the manufacture in
qucst-i'in.

connection uidi the 1

200,000, and the estimated annual value of the liueu

product was about 8,000,000(., the exports being nearly

5,000,000?.

Of the 35,000 tons of Flax, assumed to be the average
quantity annually consumed in Ireland, and in value

more than 2,000,000/., from 20 to 30 tons are produced
from the Irish soil.* The extension of Plax culture is

now greatly pressed upon the attention of Irish farmers,

and facilities for the sale and preparation of it in

scutch mills are yearly increasing.

The continuous extension of large mills with every

modera improvement in machinery, the .size and regu-

larity of the streets and new squares, the elegance and
comforts apparent in the suburban mansions and villas,

the neat la-n'ns, well-preserved pasture fields, the high-

bred cattle and good cultivation, all around evince the

commercial prosperity of Belfast. The great difficulties

of America have powerfully promoted the commercial
interests of Belfast which has a large trade intercourse

with the United States, Canada, the West Indies, the
Mediterranean, the Baltic, and latterly with the East
Indies. The towns and counties of Antrim, Down,
and Armagh have greatly benefited, during the stoppage

of supplies of American cotton, from their staple linen

trade. The manufactories for flax-spinning and linen-

weaving became greatly augmented during the fratri-

cidal war in America, to meet the increasing trade in

linens. But now, when the growth of cotton in

America is revived, it is a question whether reaction

in the branch of linen production may not occur.

Several of the Ulster manufacturers have amassed
during the last five years large fortunes ; and especially

in Holywood, a suburb of Belfast, the evidences of

wealth are conspicuous. Belfast has its botanical

gardens commensurate in improvements with the pro-

gressing wealth and importance of this great town
since their formation -40 years ago, by a spirited society

of shareholders.
Bangor, on the south side of Belfast Lough, and about

V2 miles froni the town, has become a fashionable
lialliin--; jilai-i-. iniin-nvri] (n a high degree since my first

ari|naiii1ani-i' Milli ll. man I I'l -sting in its enlargement
ami '-imi-al a-inil llh- ovrrtlowing of wealth from

1 toiilv a riuml lla^^ railway seat on one of my
f-M-iir>ii)ns in llic mirth, ami was surprised at a station

m.-n- till- rarc.a>t In nieit three of the constabulary,
uliii ni-liiil iiit'i till- carri.ago with me, and scrutinLsed

in\ aiip' aiam I \\ iili e\ident suspicion. 1 was under their
r-|iiMiia'^i- iinliiMlili illv; they knew I was a roving

slraugcr, ami 1ih,I,i-iI at oarh other si^rnifirantly, and
in thi-irliami-, .\

much pains to stimulate industrial occupation in

districts unhappily without any sources of steady and
remunerative work in manufacture of any sort for the
women and children of the peasant class. Of the
]irofits that may be made from Flax culture, very
encouraging reports are afforded, from which it appears
tliat in favourable seasons and with fit culture and
ap]iropriate soil considerable profit is derivable from
lis admission into the crop rotations. In weeding,
iiilliii'--, massing, &c., flax hu.«bandry affords desirable
ii iiliaiimi to w'omen and children; and though the

iliiim si \r .-pinning wheel has given way to mill machi-
nery, apnlication of the available labour of the un-
employed but industrially disposed families,^ which
are still numerous in the land, may become an increas-

ing channel of social good.

The steeping of flax in stagnant pools and ditches

was in process during my short iias.sage through

Ulster, and the odours exhaled were not like the sweet

perfumes of Arabia. I was surprised at perceiving

that the water used for the above purpose is not

utilised as an irrigating agent ; that it contains alimen-

tary matter is undoubted, wherever it flowed over a

patch of marginal pasture, a green and luxuriant

herbage appeared; yet it is let fo run waste. And
worse than this, it often pollutes fish streams in spite

of law and common sense. While in Belfast I was
present at the trial of a case in which an offender was
prosecuted for polluting a river and thereby destroying

fish ; but it was adjourned on account of an altercation

between the bench and the counsel for the defence,

who was turned out for contempt of court.

Excepting the beautiful town of Bray, near Dublin,

T have not seen at any marine point in Ireland siich

I '- - nice and neatness in the streets, villas, and bathing
GUILTS as at Portrush—and beauty of local scenery.

\ I lie improvements were, I believe, originated by the
ll 1 1- 1 )octor Boyd, M.P. for Coleraine. As a proof of the

prosperous and contented condition of that entire

district, , there has been but very little emigation
thence. Generally speaking, agricultiu'e is not suffi-

ciently advanced in Ulster. Small and irregular fields

and earth hanks, excepting in the vicinity of large

towns, deform much of the country, and weeds were
luxuriant there, as I found to be the case as a rule in

Ireland. Docks, Thistles, and Pag Weed were staring

me in theface.orwapsiiii; their In-adsat me as I passed

along, as if they meant to i-nnvi-y their detennination

to possess "fixity of tenure." Even on the demesne
lands of many of the gentry, and on rented farms of

great size and in the occupation of rich tenants, weeds

abound. I was struck by this, more particularly after

my sojourn for some time in Scotland, where I

had frequent opportunities of noticing farms, corres-

ponding in many particulars with those in Ireland,

and held by similar grades of cultivators. Generally

foulness of land is not seen in Scotland, even in

the most backward counties, probably because rota-

tions of crops are there usually required from tenants,

and they are prohibited from selling straw, thus

securing means of providing the best manure for green

crops sustaining the ameliorating rotations. Whereas
in Ireland exhaustion of land from want of superin-

tendence on thepartofthe landlords andtheir agents.and

the liberty afforded to tenants, who find it their interest

or convenience to run out the land by excessive and
undue cropping, produces the natural result, weeds of

various tribes, which establish themselves in the soil.

Wliatever may befal the farmers themselves, who may
have fostered and encouraged them, weeds "multiply"
and "subdue the earth" after their own fashion.

Leases as a rule are I believe usual in Scotland, and
generally for terms of years shorter than those granted

in Ireland, yet the Scotch farms are in much better

order. Stone built and slated houses are almost every-

where in Scotland, and -wire fences are now common,
instead of crumbling and wasteful banks and ditches in

Ireland. These distinctions especially occurred to me,

besides feeding troughs and stells for sheep in exposed

situations, and farms seldom less than 20 acres,

except a few crofters (in the Highlands and least cul-

tivated counties), many of whom have their holdings

at veo' low rents, at what are called improving leases

;

this, on stony or nioory land requiring reclamation,

and the encouragement of long leases, or ample security

sometimes at

:

tive fellow-tra

my amazemen
ll Inlil mod.

Iti-llast riots had been pur-
I'Msr-ly got up by (lie Liberals in order that the town
.-liMiild be put under a large constabulary force. But
\iliy? Because, said he, it was hoped that the con-
stabulary would be convertible into auxiliaries to the
Fenian conspiracy. This was too much for my credulity

to believe. My temporary companions the policemen
soon perceived, however, that I was not the conspirator

for whom they had been on the look-out ; though my
black beard, of the most hirsute and formidable
character, could not have impressed them with the
belief that I was but a quiet civilian observer of

agricultural and industrial objects.

At Coleraine, the second town of importance in the
count.v of Londonderry, Flax mills have been recently

established by the Messrs. Lawrence, relatives of the
heroic military brothers of whom Londonderry is so

justly proud. Much improvement is observable at

Coleraine. Gardens flourish, and bleach greens glitter

on the banks of the river Bann ; and town and
suburban embellishments attract pleasurable notice.

The Flax crop was looking well, although rather short

in the straw- ; this is the crop of Ulster, and efforts are

being .strenuously made to extend its culture in various

part^ of Ireland. Scutch mills and spinning mills

have been erected, and some landlords have taken
* See (he late " Irish Industrial Magazine," Vol. i., p. 0.1.

(land the one-
iniilnyi-il in Ireland
lili I'llmmh is very
a movement in the

« ith the established

-neourage preserves

-eumtry often obtain
" game tenants

"

for remuneration in some i

horse carts are better than dm i-

by ordinary farmers, and (lie Si

superior. There has been la(ti riy

h ighlands of Ireland com -s) im id 1 1
1

-j

prartice in tho.se of Srntlaml, tn

for game. Landlords in (he latter

three or four times more rent fr .

than from ordinary farmers. It is common in Scotland

for an enthusiastic sportsman to take at a high rent

during the fishing or game shooting season, the

furnished houses of gentlemen who vacate them for the

purpose of profiting bythe occasion. Judging from the

number of English tourists, -nho are this year travelling

for information in Ireland, and enjoying the sports of

salmon fishing and grouse shooting in some localities,

it may be expected that the preserve system will be

extended in the north-west and west of Ireland, and

become a source of wealth to many proprietors of lands

now almost valueless. W. R. M.

Home Correspondence.
WlKcit Experiments at Little P/«A-f//ok.—The High-

land Society having oft'ered a premium for experiments

with growing four varieties ol 'W'lif a(, two competitors

appeared in this county- Jlr. lii'-liardson, Drylawhill,

and Mr. Tumbull, Little Pinkerdm. Altlmngh the.-e

gentlemen lodged with (he Secntary, in due time, their

report, they were not published in the Transactions

;

but on Mr. Harvey bringing the omission under the

notice of a general meeting, it was resolved that an

abstract of the reports should be sent to the newspapei-s.
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Last week, the experiments appeared in the E'liiiljiiiL'h

agricultural newspapers, so arraii^i i ;iu 1
' -,1!.. i

,1-

not to be easily understood. Y. i

'

1

terested in the experiments at LI' '.

1 . 1!. ,1

led to examine narrowly Mr. Tuiii'.ui!: ,. i\ii >:i, .,:iil i

am much mistaken if some of his conLhlsiuu^ arc not

contrary to the evidence he obtained. I shall, there-,

fore, now attempt to place the results of tlie expej-iments!

more clearly before the public. The following ta,ble isj

drawn up from the data and figures contained in the

aforesaid newspapers ;

—
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the si'ythe or sickle must be used. The expense is

nearly the same in either ca.se, but iu good standini;

com I would prefer the scythe, as making the best

stubble and sheaf, and in lying corn the sickle, as being

most expeditiou.s. But should the field be tolerably

level, and the corn standing well up, employ the

machine by all means. Of the multitude of machines
whii'h have been brought out since their first invention

ivh;it can I say ? Even if I were able, time
would fail me to describe them, their peculiarities,

•their merits, and their defects—to follow the successive

improvements which have been made, and to

imagine what farther advances may still be made in

their construction. That is a subject for a booV.

The statements I am about to make can be, and doubt-
less have been, verified by those who use them. For
another thing, my results are those of last year, as

I find that I can fonuno opinion on this year's cutting,

and, besides, I have not used the sickle enough. As
for the kind of machine, from what I have seen and
heard I do not think that the one-horse variety can
be much recommended. Its only merit is the cost.

Yery few of them can be worked by one horse, and the
high speed required cannot but be injurious to the
machine. I find a two-horse manual deliverer answer
far better. I found the expense of cutting, binding,
and stooking Oats to be 7s. per acre when cut with the
sickle, and cheaply done too. Call it a 25 acre field,

and it costs SI. 15s. By machine the field is cut, and
cut easily, in, at the very most, two days and a-half,

w^itli the following strength :—Two on the machine,
five lifters, five baudsters, and two to mow corners-
total, 14 ; say on an average ISs. per week, or 'is. per
day, which gives us 'J. ."v., leaving a balance of .3?. lOj.

Ton say, wlial :;' ' iii In^rses? Well, deduct the
horses, which 1 '

'
t i i)nlyabyjob,whenthey

wouldhavebcin p - l

!
> ill tellyousome more. How

many would il i:il, i" . ni i Ins 25 acres in two days and
a-half? Just 25 persons at an acre per reaper. Here is

25 against U; which, for two days and a half, is

27* meals, which is something to set ofi' against the
horses. On the terms I have stated there is a saving of
3s. per acre or nearly. I give the sickle evei^ chance,
taking it at the cheapest, .and allowing the machine the
minimum ; but I believe it may easily be made Ss. 6d.
A machine will cut 100 acres in a season, which gives
171. 10s. Deducting interest and ivear and tear, you
have halfyour machine. I'or the self-delivery machine,
the results are much the same, but it has this advan-
tage, that one can cut com and leave it lying in the
sheaf I speak of the sheafing side-delivery machine,
all others being much inferior. It requires better
standing corn, but on the other hand the draught is

lighter. There should be, and could easily be, a fast
and slow movement of the rakes for light and heavy
com, which would improve the etticiency of the
machine ; but the great desider.itum is a fast moving
reel, with a rake under the control of the driver.
If some genius could invent this, the self-deliverer
would beat the manual. Besides the cost, the
machine, when well handled, makes cleaner stubble
than can be got by any other way, while the sheaf
is much neater and better to thresh, by havmg
a straightbottom and the heads lying one way. Whether
machine or hand-cut corn wins fastest is a question I
cannot answer. I have heard various opinions on the
matter ; but my own impression is that they are much
the same, any difference being possibly due to particular
causes. The great defect of machines, and that which
alone prevents their universal use, is that they cannot
cut when the heads of the grain are lying flat, iu a
direction oiiposite to that in which the machine is

advancing. Remove this, and they are perfect—the
greatest invention the agricultural world has ever seen,
and one step more to that state of things which some
see looming in the future. Never mind the future just
now ; the present is what concerns us ; the corn is

down—now for the
Binding and Stooking.—Even the very best hands

are apt to make the sheaves too large ; and the sins of
the Irish in this respect are vexatious in the extreme.
These large sheaves are a great nuisance—difficult to
win and unweildy to handle ; in fact, the person who
invented the com knot deserves the reprobation of
posterity. Should hard necessity compel to shear when
dampish, it should be tied into gaits. When well set
these soon dry, and the time spent in binding them up
is not lost. I find that now people after the machine
work for a rest, and that, in consequence, com is often
laid in and badly bound. This is the most unpardon-
able sin of the whole. If your bands be slack the stock
cannot stand. Besides, a .slack band is pretty sure to
yield before it gets to the mill. The stocks are a great
deal the better of being set north and south, so as to let
each side get its share of the sun, and the corn knot
outside. I think small stocks stand best—not more
than 10 sheaves— and, besides, they look better.
Always use the horse rake; the hand implement is
clumsy, slow, and in the hands of most people, useless,
The horse rake, in careful hands can do little damage
to the bottom. It is a difficult matter to get corn right
for leading ; even in the best of weather mist,akes may
be made, and patience is the best rule, for corn should
never be led till thoroughly won. After wet, the
sheaves may be opened out if there is any fear of
sprouting ; and in all eases it is very advisable to lead
com from a dark or sheltered spot to someplace n'lierc

it can get sun and wind. It is akso better, wlicrr ili'

ground is thickly covered with young Grass or diii, \n

turn up the bottoms of the sheaves to the wind liall-

an-hour or so lirfni-.. l-iliir-'; this, if carefully done,
does not injun- :'i ' ,.' in

Stacking, S,r \ i
: rj, or carting, it should be

done as quickly I iii i!i! Some people do not care
to go more than I he regular hours, but I like to employ
every available moment, and get it in as fast as I can.
There are various ways of putting it together. Some
prefer to stack in each field, or some place immediately

islnnces, such as being
md the weather being
\n< plan; but, seeing
i-'MMil, the days com-
nrk pressing, I should,
. Ihrslai'kyai-d. Some
Ili'liN in rniiseriuciice

.l'-r;ir,.,| filis part ol

1.1

adjoining. Under certain circi

at a distance from the stc^idin'j

threatening, I .should n'lnpi

that generally the rnmi^ ;i!<

paratiyely long, and im nilur
in ordinary cases, ti"y to get il

may be induced to stack in tl

of the deplorable events whic
the country last autumn; but

:

avail little, except in the face of the chance of acci

dental burning; but this sort, I believe, is rare
compared to the other. Eor the reasons I have given,
I prefer to take it home, and there build it in stiicks.

They are better so than in sheds. The risk of spon-
taneous combustion is le.ss, and should it go wrong,
the trouble of leading it out much less, too. The
st.ickyard should be high and dry, exposed to the
west wind, and near the barn door. Arrange the
stacks in rows, lying to the cardinal points, and inter-
secting each other at right angles, as I think the air

circulates better than when they are set quincunx
fashion. They should not be too large—16 feet is

plenty ; large stacks are attended with more danger,
and are less handy. People that can find it in their

hearts had better build on artificial bottoms ; we that
cannot must just build on plenty of straw. We arc

often plagued by bad stacking. I like to see a tidy

stackyard, but beauty is immaterial if some essential

points are attended to. The most important are, that
the heads of the sheaves should slope upwards, and that
the top beliept true andsteep. It is horrible to see the
ultimate condition of a stack in which these have been
neglected. Under these circumstances, I am an
advocate for kilns (ventilators) in stacks ; they cannot
but be the better of a current of air going through
them. They also, I believe, strengthen a stack con-
siderably. If posssble, have the heading ready ; do not
spare it. Have the stacks pointed—not round topped
—and tie with small ropes ; thick ones are just sponges.
Now, when the com is in and headed—if all has gone
on to your satisfaction, and you are properly thankful
that it is so, the people should have a '" kim." I s,ay

do this, as they are hard wrought iu leading time, and
a little extra favour puts them into good spirits, and
tends to keep up a proper feeling between master and
servant. Some prefer to give them the money, and let

them make of it what they will, or make up to them in

other ways ; but the best way is to give them a good
kirn. I can see no objections to it ; it gives a great de.al

of pleasure, and does no harm whatever. A few word-
more, and I have done. What we require in all farm

operations is a complete system of machinery—efScienl

to do all that we want, andcb-li
how we want. No occupati",,

auxiliary to labour as agricult 1

see it, yet I am persuaded th;il

will enjoy advantages that we 1

anticipation, just as we have facilities that our fore-

fathers never dreamed of. At some future period, the
then sage of Tiptree will not have occasion to say. as

he has just done, " We must, therefore, conclude that

as compared with the enterprise of trade, commerce,
and manufactures, agriculture is in a'stagnant and non-
progressive condition ; that it neither employs sufficient

capital nor labour ; and that in comparison with the
others, it is poor, penurious, and humble." And, again,
" Dear labour here will compel the farmer to adoptj

machinery far more extensively than at present." A
true bill ! a true prophecy ! how has the manufacturer
distanced us so far? WTiy do we, while exporting
goods, import food ? How is it that the manufacturer
and the trader override us in the legislature and
the exchange ? Such is the case. The key to the
reason and the remedy lies in the words I have quoted
—words which, when I saw them, I hailed as a God-
send, as elucidating the point which I could never have
put clearly. And, gentlemen, when all that the most
sanguine can now anticipate ha,s been accomplished,
people will still be looking forward—still progressing.

The golden year will come to them no more than to us

;

but, in the words of the Laureate

—

" Unto tim that works, and feels he woika.
This same gr.ind ye.ir is ever at the doors."

when and
lute of this

AC may not
-Iterations
possess in

The Human Bliqht and Caflle Blight ; or. An
Explanation of the Cholera and Cattle Plague.
Longmans & Co.

" From the regions of the Ea-st there settles upon our
land every now and then what «re called ' blights.'

These blights rn:
I

; 1
<,!;, n ril-nlr"

So commcH' (
1' • > i i>:niiphleteer. This

being taken Inr > ! ' "'^ ili' I'-l of the pamphlet
follows; and mv Ii:ii- i.m ili- nnruHnrtioii ofthe blight

into the stomach of the vidiiii; (*) the liatrliinL' of the

blight in the stomach of the victim ;
(f)llM' trm^l'irof

the blight from the stomach to the otlirr inip<iinrs of

the victim ; {d) the destruction by the blight of the

mucus of the victim's intestines ; (e) the attack by the
blight insects upon the intestines themselves.

" It is, however, uncertain, what is the form of the
animal blight when il ciitci's the system. The probable
conclusion is that i; i< -Uiillnucd in the form of an egg,

that the heat ol'tli,' slc.nKirl, |i:itrli,.s the egg; the grub
then pns.i,-.s I'roni I In' -innincli iiiiil jireys on the mucus,
til I ,'.'i.l "!ili n :nil iipnii coming iuto the air it

I !

i Im m I ;-rs and dies. Those eggs
ii.ii.jciii

I

<|r|.i-i:i"l hi [nnd ofniau orbeast.orin

Whether it be cholera or cattle plague, the pre-
monitory symptoms are quite such as would be
produced by insects in the intestines; foul breath and
incipent diarrhoea are the beginnings which end in

utter prostration,
—

"paralysis of the eightli pair of

ncrves,"-that is thf pbni- in rllli,.,- ,:,-,..

"The m.,d<'.ilrnrr i- uoloM I'.ii lin- 1 1 nlrstruction

of Ihr. inserts ivliilc M'l 'n Aw- ii-li niil li.-f,ire they
have luiide their way i.. ;li.- mhrr inie-iin,.s; or (2)

forcible removal of the insects fioiu the stomach by
emetics and aperients, but still before they have made
their way to the intestines."

The first mode of cure is effected by sulphurous acid,

carbonic (carbolic ?) acid, and the like. Insect poisons,

in fact, to kill the cause of eril, aperients and emetics

to remove it—tar. Onions, asafoetida— these are the

remedies. "Do not insects always avoid a new-tarred

fence?" "When," however, "the insects have been
hatched, and have pas.sed alive from the stomach to

the niueus of the intestines, which is their natural food,

the onlv irpi .!> >Alilrli iiM any chance of success is

violent liinunr' ^nli. , i.i!-(iil. But in most cases this

is useli'--. 'I' I.
!

I

•.!; , unst have its way, and prey

n]ion ilh> inuen- nil li'ili .n-e voided together, and the

-v.lein nl' ilie M.iini ilin< cleared of the destroying

,i-eiit ,111.1 the ..iri-n|.i.-! iinller. All that can be done
is to ;issi<t iKiiiir.' by M..leut purgatives. Animals
nearly always die during the process. The mucus
being destroyed but not removed in time, the intestines

themselves are preyed upon, and this is fatal."
_

If,

indeed, the mucus with the insects preying on it be
driven out together before the intestines are wounded,
then all that one need fear is " paralysis of the eighth

pair of nerves." But, supposing the patient to have
sufficient strength of constitution, " he may, after tliis

paralysis has la.sted some time, recover the use of his

eighth pair of nerves; and if he does so, then all

symptoms of the cholera arc gone, and, barring weak-
ness, h.. IS lis w.-ll 11^ If !h' lunl .i."..i- liiel the .lisease."

An.l ev.ai ii' 11.' 11..- Ill :. h ' '• ii-!h ..r.'unstitution

acure i- |i.i.-mI.I.', ile.ie..:i I: ,, i:', •, eil, Jinyon a-sk

in what cjusisLs ihi.^ ail ,- hi Uuee lliiiig.-- -1, .'hloro-

fomi ; 2, hydrocyanic acid ; 3, ice. There are, indeed,

others which it is barely possible may assist. For
example, there is the specific of Dr. AVashington

Evan.s, of Hill Hou-e, P,,. 1

'
.. Berkshire, "Three

tea.sj)Oonfuls of -icacia ' I
1 1

Ilave our readers li. I 1. ;: il. is nonsense? Dr.

Kvans sln..d up at tli '• meeting in St.

.1
...- II ,11 I ,

:!'. .
.

., iiiii harmedhis
,, .i

,

• ., ., ,..,•.
I

., •! .,'
. "I .ii ,,ni-se on the

nini':..ii h:-. \,' HTi ' h.iie ,; 1
':..!;.'; ii:a,i,ne, when a

rni'-!iii^ innn.ai ilea.'! Iiear I hear I

' awoke the

assembly to the absurdity of the allkir, and he was

laughed to his seat.

The author has not applied to his subject, a^ he

professes in his preface, "the common rules of

ob.servation and reasoning." If blights are animalcula;,

as he declares, and if cholera and cattle plague be

bhghts, he should first observe the insects on which he

reasons. But cholera and cattle plague are not pro^ierly

d&scribed as blights, and blights are not necessarily

animalculK.

1.1 111

Th.

becomes infectious after the interval of some time,

which is probably occupied by the insects assuming
wings and laying their eggs on surrounding substances,

or, as is most likely, in the nearest water."

Farm Memoranda.
West Sussex ; Sept 17.—Harvest has been got over

bore ab.mltlii-.r >MrI,- :._'.i,a.i.| 11..I any too soon, as the

w.mIIi.'i' ha- li ,1 1" I' ini- the work since,

har.lly Iw.) .h -
:

''•'
i has had the eilect

of making th.' ui' nhei- in -It I _;iccn,aud we will

have some autumn Grass, and the root crops are doing

well ; the Mangel will not be so heavy as they are some
years, they did not come on quickly at first, and_^they

do not like so much rain as we have lately had. Every

kind of corn has been got in in good order ; but \\ heat

is said to be turning out badly upon the low lands,

even worse than was expected, but the quality is good,

though not so heavy as last year ; but those who occupy

the higher lands are satisfied with their crops ; and on

the whole, perhaps, the produce and quality of all kinds

of grain together have seldom been better.

The lea ground is now in good order for ploughing,

rather too light, and ds being turned up as quickly as

possible ; there is a greater disposition to sow early

now than used to be the case, and though some

maintain that none ought to be put in before the

middle or end "of October, yet all are anxious to sow

before rather than after that time, and late sowmg
Wheat has done badly for some years past.

We hear of the Potato disease prevailing in some

places, but it does not appear to be very severe, and as

usual Bocks, the seed of which was had direct from

Scotland, are nearly free from it, and are a heavier crop

than we have had for some years.
_ „- . ,.

There has been no difficulty m getting suflicient

hands for the harvest, and as it all stood well up good

wa«es were made at 12s. to Its. per acre for tagging

Wheat and Oats, and the reaping machines

were largely used. There will not be much
autumn cleaning done this year, as tlie proper time

has been too wet for it, and now Wheat sowing

will employ all our time, and on heavy land it will not

be safe to put it ofi' very late, as the land is already

moist, and should frost set in betimes, to make it

greasy a good season may be lost al together, and the

sooner uiion such lan.l it can be i>ut in the better. The
restrii-te.ns in iii"\iii' .'..III' : re still in full force

among..^, '.lel-i n'.M "1 1.' -i, m.'n.'e, and very few

farmsli.n.' ^"i 1 li'ii' lull ' •'\'^' ' '' "' cattle, and the

prospei't III he. I
111:1', ... J i-\ii'.\ -iiiill indeed; ascountry

Imlfliei's ea.in"! a- hinn.'i'h 'i.'l a -iipply from London,

ih.'A a.-.' put i..','n'at 1 r.iuh'h' t.. 'i 1 hem in the neigh-

l„,ij,.|' .hand ar.' :ilni...-l ..lili,:;."l l.> evade the strict

letter of tiie law to get them, liut s.j long as we hear

reports of the disease existing abroad it would be far

from safe to allow imported cattle to be spread over the

country ; we fear it will be sometime before the Order
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in Council can be altogether withdrawn, and we shall

liaA'e great difficulty in getting dung made during the
wintei', artificial manures will be more extensively used
both for ^Micat and Turnip sowing. Sheep are still

very dear, ,ind can hardly he expected to be very
profitable. G. S.

Miscellaneous.
" Nice irealJier this, for ijou farmers," said a return-

ticket tourist, a.s on a fine morning he encountered an

agriculturist on one of his own foot-piiths. " And not

so bad for you excursionists," immediately returned

the other, not, perhaps, altogether quite pleased with
the patronising air of the illustrious stranger. But so

it is. At this season of the year more especially, every-

body on an " outing" has something to say about "you
farmers." Land-agents without any particular business

of their own iind themselves in the largest type of the
leading columns, on the strength of being ready to

abuse the present state of agriculture in a somewhat
northern accent, and to contradict each other with
amusing authority as to whether the AVheat-crop is

under or up to an .average. Only let a bagman sit

down to dine at the market ordinary, and not a man .at

the table knows so much a,s to the fai-ming of the county
—what it is and what it ought to be. Bring your
London lal^'yer down to shoot partridges, and he fairly

boils over with jiradical suggestions as to how you
may make more of your land and your capital. Mr.
Mechi, after all. by no means stands alone, as half his
neighbours in Regent Street would be quite a.s ready
to fall foul of the many mistakes so continually associ-

ated nith the cultivation of the soil. There would
really seem to be nothing so safe as this sort of thing,
whether you be a Radical M.P., a city merchant, or a
Fleet Street journalist out for a holiday. The whole
system is wrong from beginning to end. The landlords
are not men of business ; the tenants are not sufficiently

advanced for the time they live in; while of the
condition of the labourer it is scarcely possible to speak
too strongly. And here, more commonly, the force of
the attack centres it elf Only look to the w age the
woiking man rece \e in the rural di tnct the a nount
of intelligence he exhibit and the dw elling he ml ab t

Can his ocial or moral welfare be iroierh regal ded
under such circum tance ? More care i t iken of a
fat beast the animal i 1 etter fed and hou ed than the
father of a fimih Cont nual ne lect hi birthi ^ht
He 1 me\ \o kel a 1 1 r f 1 1 1 e ex t

ac 01 I gl a or 1 1 11 t

anlc a p 1 lat VII 1
i

1

th je ilettl in lealti k 1 ttl or noth n^ of
lie ubiect so broached Ma k Lane hxpi ess

The Ha lest IBC6—Mr Sanderson writes as follows
t the T es —

WLen m mv
ill agric Itural r

\

fl shels and
cb^irged bv scve
greatly nder est

act il re Its of the 1 a luu ud the bu t ien c

of the h t,h p ces obtained for last year s crop and the
incre.aaed importations of fore gn Corn s nee the 1 rvest of
1865. have fully conflrmed the views I It is

worthy of remark that this season f n n t

to the preceding. Last year a bnll wed
by indifferent results ; this j ear a eded
gloomy prospects. Last year the E ests
were simult.aneous ; this ye.ar the h ful y
three weeks later than in the bo
exceedingly variable, while th s y
farmed soils and undrained clajs
Reaping commenced in East Kent ad b last
week of July, and was general n the easte m and o th e tern
coimties in the second week of August. Notwithstanding
frequent heavy rainfalls throughout haiTcst, which con-
sidcr.ably impeded operations, grain sustained no damage till

the 2iHh of August, as days of bright sunshine and brisk
breezes alternated with those of rain. On the day n.amed rain
fell in ton-ents, which laid all uncut crops and thoroughly
soaked those in .shock or swathe. Since then r<aiu has fallen
evei-y day, and little progress has been m.ade in clearing the
fields. All corn, therefore, unsecured, cut or uncut, is con-
siderably discoloured, although it has as yet sustained really
little injun,', either for m,altiiig or milling purposes. With
aiii>i ii. I

1
.1

;
1,1. ii!, Ii..wever, of such weather as the present the

«' 11 i
I " very serious. In the earliest districts —

ill 1
^^

I 'i'ks, Hertford, and Oxford—fully one-fourth
"l I

:

lil i.utstiinding. while in the midland counties
till I

,'
I Im til, ''.'.' 1,1 Y,"l., W^cstmorcland,

(",
,

'.' ,,',',!
: ! ;' :,, ,ino-h,alf of the

IT,,;, ,, ,,,,,,, ;,,,, .
,•.

; 1,1 r'd secured. In
f^i', '1 ^--1 1

^,, '.11
•

' , •'
,

•
.

, |iiii-,n of the early
siiil.. '.^1,1, li 1

1,1 1'
, ,

:
rli.^st districts,

in Kuxliiii .: Ml , I
'

, .
-

,

'1, .. I„ r- about
tw.vfifths ,,! li

, 1
, ,;-issHll

in thefutn:. I
,

:

-,
i , m-com-

menced. Wl,, ii. ,,f \'. l,;,'l , j. ,t tl\ f[,,i,i l,. m^; i l, -l pi ,'|,anitory

crop for Grasses and partly from being an unfavourable crop
to Turnip cultivation, and thus not suited for stock husbandry,
there is a ^.adually diminishing area, has cut up well on .all

dly

high . iditii sd loa 1 -drained cla 1 deep chalk

eilliei i;aile> "or (>..(». ll)l"UKli"Ut .sfulkmcl. e.\LeJ .ting part
of Beiwickshire, the Lotbians, and the Carse of Stirling,

Wheat is decidedly under average. The Barley crop, which is

rapidly supplanting Wheat wherever the mixed system of
husbandry is progressing, has this season well rewiirded the
farmer's Labour. Almost equal in England in bulk and yield
to the great crop of 18C4, it will nearly b.alance the deficiency
of last year's crop. In all the Barley counties this cereal is

fully average ; the sample, however, is variable, partly from
unequal ripening and partly from a considerable area having
been beaten down by storms. A larger area of this crop is in
the fields than any of its sister cereals, and from a larger area
being allowed to lie in swathe a considerable quantity has
been carried in damp condition. The Oat crop throughout
England, with the exception of Westmoreland, Cumberland,
iuid Northumberland, has, probably, never been surpassed.
Bulky in strjiw, superior in quality, and promising a large
yield, it is, with the above exceptions, nearly doul:>le the crop
of last year. In Cheshire, where farmers were allowed, from
want of cattle, to break up rough pastures, Oat crops of extra-
ordinai-y bulk have been produced, and it is to be hoped that
such successful results will produce a change in the Cheshire

sy.strm of farming, as much of the land in that cnuiity rests

on the red .s.andstone formation, and, therefore, if ppipcrly
drained, is well suited for mixed farming. In the north of

Engband and in ScotKand the Oat crop is considerably under
average. Beans are generally close on the gi-ound. well
podded, r.ather short in straw, and an average crop. From the
failure of the Turnip crop on arid soils in the two preceding
seasons a large area intended for Turnips, especially in
Norfolk, was sown with Peas, which everywhere have turned
out a bvdky cn>p, and far .'d-nve average. The Turnip crop,
whichis th,-- l-,i--i= ,-f ,!1.ii,-.^ f,il f,iii,, bis, with trifling
exceptions i

'
i ,

,

i
, , ;; '

:, ijigland. From
the .almost . ,, , .i i, i i itly considered
essenti.al t,i I, .,,, 1 ,, ,:|,i ;. . , ,>],!, I e failure of this
crop was pruJia^a. ll..i,,,il;, 1.....,^ .li, ilsuUs have proved
otherwise, which may be ascribed to the severe droughts of
1864 and 1865, which so thoroughly baked soils of medium
tenacity th.at when ploughed dry in autumn they were reduced
to as tine a tilth .as if they had been under the action of the
severest fiost. Fiivoured, too, by co],i i,- ,

i
,

, nilv in

the south, from the brairding stage 1 1 1 1 ,
, . ; i I , . \

,

neverbeencheeked, andconsequeiitlv I
,

i
! n im, ,

.

On strong clays in the n.irth.h.jwever. ! if, ,,staii,l

its roots, from being raised ou the gianite foniiaLion, ' finger
.and toe ' has proved destructive on sever.al farms : but, on the
whole. Turnips are an average crop in the county. Mangels
are now suffering fr.,in t,.,. iou'.)i r,>io tbov :,ri. bnwever,
nearly an aver.age er, ,) ,

I',.!,:,,- ,.1 ,,, ,,t i ',, ,,,, -1 i ,i ,i,lly soil-

exhausting crops. ],i,
1

, 1: ' 1,,
1

, li.iice of
haulm, are .above all , , - i' I i

i

',
i he heavy

severe frost on the 2nth of .June consideral.ly damaged the crop
on soft .and peaty soils in low situations. Hayv on account of
the cattle plague, h.as been produced from a larger area than
usual, is above average in bulk, and has been generally well
secured. In many instances the seconl ,,ir;ii, ,t j,,, i.iow as
well as sown hay is equal to the first n ] :

'

V, ,iuig

Grasses are singularly forward and ,' e * 1 Fnan
what has .already been stated it will be ,

i

-
, i n, .i the crops

in Engl.and are superior to those in Scotland, iruiii the unusual
circumstance of there having been a greater and more regular
rainfall in England than in the north. Indeed, with the
exception of AVheat, .all the crops in England are average or
above average • while in Scotland with the exception of Barley
and PotatoB all crops are undei veroge Taking both
together I estimate the Wheat crop at per cent below
a erage Barlev above average Oats average Beans
average lit r Turn ps fully
average here past res
ar r the supply
of t re plentiful
\ 1

1
th r

f

1 1

s be g transf
s this seaso

h Border Le cest

n K e rapidly than a v I It i

wh ch s attracting the New Zealander for a eioss with his
nat ve flocks As an instance among n anv of the prolific

nature of this breed this season, I may mention that of a flock

of 840 ewes which produced all double lambs with the excep-
of 50, and there were .as many tnplits as made double

Iambs for esich ewe."

Pr -ssian Agriculture.—"Lei us look at a Prussian
estat« and village. They average perhaps 100 inha-
bitants. The houses are one-storied, highly gabled,

w th much loft room, built either of a wooden frame
filled n with clay and thatched, or, in latter times, of

br ck and tiles. They are built for two families, and
have either a common entrance and kitchen with
separate hearth, or both separate, with a dwelling-room,
a bed-room, and a store-room. They are, a.s a rule,

quite as lofty as the rooms in six or eight-roomed
London houses; walls in and outside white-washed.
Between the houses are, at a small distance, the stables,

behind them a small yard and a pretty large garden.
Man and wife sleep in the dwelling-room, the babies in

a cradle ; the children in the one bed-room : some-
times the.se labourers have a servant, who also sleeps i

with the children—never more than two in one bed.
You will find a deal or Oak table; behind it along the
wall a bench, and about the room a number of wooden
or reed chairs, all scrupulously scoured, if not ])ainlril.

You will see somewhere a huge coffer, cnnlaiiiin:/ Ini. u

and clothes; acabinetholdingfood; onthow.iU a clnek
;

and often other articles of furniture. The bed is \ cry

good, there being generally two good thick goose-
feather beds on a quantity of frequently renewed straw,
put loose into the box-like bed-steads, and shaken up
every day. A feather bed covers the sleeper, with
two good linen sheets, a fancy coverlet, and not
unfrequently there are curtains. The stables contain
a cow, one or two pigs for killing in autumn,
a goose, which will breed them ten to twelve young
ones, which are ready for killing in October, and
half a dozen to a dozen hens, furnishing eggs and
breeding chickens. The garden at the back yields

Potatos, Turnips, Carrots, and greens enough for the
summer's consumption. Cows and geese are, during
the summer, sent to graze, whilst pigs and hens are fed

at home with household waste and some ground com,
the pigs being fattened on Peas towards killing time.

The geese get fat on the ears of the field after harvest,

and a little extra Barley feeding. For the wants of the
winter there is a plot of ground given each labourer in

the field for Potatos, and a plot for Plax, as also a plot

for meadow hay for the cow, straw being furnished
from the farm as wanted. For tiring, wood and turf

are used. The latter is almost found on all estates, or
if^ the former is wanting, it must be brought from the
next forest. All carting of these tilings is done by the
landlord's waggons. The labourer is bound to work all

the year round for the landlord; his wife (or if she
cannot work, a female servant), a large number of days
in the year. They receive wages settled monthly.

under dcduntion of a certain number of days
for rout of cottages and all the benefits enume-
rated above. As for grain, the men get a per-
centage of what they thre.sn in winter in lieu of
wages. This protects them in dearth from high
prices ; they earn generally more than they want,
having some for sale, unless the families are large.

Work may be considered to last from sunrise to sun-
set—somewhat less in summer and somewhat more in
winter—with one or two hours rest for dinner. But
there are always odd hours, after finishing work in one
field, when it is not worth the landlord's while to go
to another task ; and then the labourer is left to look
after his own garden, Potatos, Flax, hay, and Hemp.
The winter evenings leave a good deal of time. Supper .

being done at 5 or 6, the women sit doivn at their
wheds. spinning their own Flax and tow wool, which
lii-l I hey have to buy, into yarn, which gradually goes
to the \ iUage weaver to be woven into linen for iinder-

cluthrs, bed, and tablecloths, sacking, and a mixture of
linen and wool, of which, being first dyed blue, coats
and frocks are made—the latter mostly at home, the
former by the village tailor ; while socks and gloves, all

wool, are knitted by the women all the j'ear round and
everywhere. The men in their winter evenings do
nothing but pay visits to each other, sitting round the
women gossiping, telling tales, or listening to one of
the children reading aloud books which the parson,
schoolmaster, or squire lends them. CornJiill Magazine
for Angnst.

Calendar of Operations.
Septemiier: On Pulping Boots.~lt is the most

recent fxiicrieuce that roots should be pulped and
luixcil Willi rhalf a day or so before being used.

A\'hrthcr or not the advantage of pulping is derived
from its inducing a larger consumption of straw first

cut and mi.xed with ilir pnlii, than when offered to

cattle uncut, it is ileenleilly .ni advantage to the arable
farmer, for a large quiLiitity nl straw is on plough-land
generally u-ed wit luUv in litter and a portion of it

will be aved foi u e a loo I nith economj and profit

The follow mg memoranda on this subject extracted
froii col trib it ons to the twentieth \olume of the
E 1 1 \ iltuial Journal aj pear to be conclusive

of C leite tei saj —
I that taking a store of bullocks together
they consume per head i ei diem three

f cliafi' mixed with just half a hundredweight
1 root excl isive of cake or com that it. to

tl t 1 1 1 I 1 aft are mixed

1 tl

1 t

J and
ke <S.c.,

1 1

lilt

J, of a
ciated,

1 dwith
uj, lood for

oflH ek- fc

I 1

right n ith 1 1 irge w ooden tub lined
ihich the cake mixed with water is

k soup. Adjoining this is a slate tank
to contain one feed for the entire lot

iug. Intn this tank is laid chaff, about
niHUi wliirh a fcw^ ladles of soup are
iliui; state; this is thoroughly mixed
I ith :i throe-pronged fork, and pressed
this iirocess is repeated until the slate

II It i- c overed down for an hour or two
uie. The soup is then found entirely

absorbed by the chaff, which ha.s become softened, and
prtpared for ready digestion.

di.uii tin

tank iv li

belure le

"Ve continue the use of Kape-cake as the most
iiliiiL' ;ill that has been said

Ml
- more or less

iiireign Rape seed.
lh(

of 21;;— llle liollilig
1

simmer a few minutes at thai t

thrown over the chaff,

born based mi the

ler by the
1 he injurious

IS adillleralinn to be
1-1 il toil leniiierature
the simp allowed to
pcratiire before it is

Inptinn of Rape-cake lia.s

lysis by Dr.
\,,, l,i,er, :i ilie iiM'ni'jr n-iih iif Ills oMimination of
-,

,
,,,:

,
:i :, - nf riieh, TheM, iilliihse, r xhlllit VOrV

In :
.i.'i, 1, , 111 the lee-liiiL- Millie nf Luisocd aud

i;.i|,e-, .iLe, lUiile Uic iinirkrL I alue of the one is usually

double that of the other. Our experience of the use of
Rape-cake, thus used, extends over a period of ten
years of feeding from 20 to 24 bullocks annually. "\Ve

iiavc nut li , 1 ,1 -iijl, ,|i atli during all that period, and
tlienniiii

'

1 remarkably free from any kind
111 iiili i;,|, iko not being so palatable to
animals :i. I, in il-eike, we do not exceed 4 lb. per
head per diem ; and we had in the trough of each
animal, with e-ach midday feed, 2 lb. of mixed meal.
"We rarely exceed this allowance, excepting in the case

of very large oxen ; we commence with 1 lb. of cake
per head, and increase this gradually up to -1 lb., when
we begin mixing the meal. We have found the cost,

on an "average, including attendance and fuel, to be 6».

per head per week, exclusive only of the cost of the
chaff-cutting. One man and a lad, at ISs. per week,
pulp the roots by a hand machine, and feed, litter,

clean, and cook the food for 23 bullocks, and cut and
steam the roots for and feed 21 fatting pigs, having the
chati'only cut to their hands. This just fully occupies
their time."
Mr. Duckham, of Baysham Court, Ross, Hereford-

shire, says

—

" The advantages of pulping roots for cattle are—1st.

Economy of food, for the roots being pulped and mixed
with the chair, either from threshing or cut hay or
straw, the whole is consumed without wa.ste, the
animals not being able to separate the chaff from the
pulped roots, as is the case wnen the roots are merely
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1 sliced by the common nutter; neither do they waste

I
the fodder as when given without being cut.

I

" 2d. The use of ordinary hay or straw. After being
I mi.xed with the pulp for about 12 hours fermentation
commences, and this soon renders the most mouldy
hay palatable, and animals eat with avidity that which
they would otherwise reject. This fermentation softens

the straw, makes it more palatable, and puts it in a state

to assimilate more readily mth the other food ; in this

respect I think the pulper of great value, particularly

upon com farms where large crops of straw are grown,
and where there is a limited acreage of pasture, as by
its use the pastures .may be grazed, the e.xpensive
process of haymaking reduced, and consequently an
increased number of cattle kept. I keep oue-third
more, giving the young stock a small ciuantity of oil-

cake, which I mix with the chaff, &c.
" 3d. Choking is utterly impossible, and I have only

had one case of hove in three years, and that occurred
when the mi.\ture had not fermented.

" 4th. There is an advantage in mi.xing the meal with
the chaff and pulped roots for fatting animals, as
thereby they cannot separate it, and the moisture from
the fennentation softens the meal and ensures its

thorough digestion, whereas, when given in a dry state

without any mixture, frequently a great portion passes
away in the manure."
On the value of the process for a grazing farm with

but a small quantity of plough-land, Mr. Corner, of
Woodlands, Holford, Bridgewater, thus speaks ;

—

"My plan is, first commencing with the graziuL'

beasts, to cut about an equal quantity of hay and straw
and mix with a sufficient quantity of roots (mostl.^

Mangel) to well moisten the chaff; and as the beasts
advance in condition I lessen the straw and increase
the hay, and in their further progre.ss I mix—in
addition to all hay, chaff, and roots—from 6 to 10 lb.

per day to each bullock of Barley and Bean-meal,
according to its size—and I have them large sometimes

;

I sold last week for the London market a lot of Devon
oxen, of very prime quality, averaging in weight
upwards of 100 stone imperial each.

' For my horses, cows, yearlings, and oxen—the latter
to be kept in a thriving condition, and turned to Grass,
and kept through the summer for Christmas, 1S60—

1

cut nearly all stiaw with a very small quantity of hay,
and this the ull'al of the rick. These also have as many
pulped roots as will moisten the chaff, except the
horses, and to them I give, along with bruised Oats,
just enough roots to keep their bowels in a proper
condition. To the two or three-year-old beasts I give
some long straw and a part chaff, and the offal (if any)
of the food of the above lots of stock.

" My farm is but a small one—under 200 acres. My
uredecessor always mowed nearly all the pa.stures for
hay, which is about half the farm, and with this scarcely
ever grazed any beasts, and kept but very few sheep.
Since my occupation I scarcely ever exceed ten acres
of meadow with one field of seeds for hay. I keep from
250 to 300 large-size Leicester sheep, and graze from 20
to 25 large^size beasts a-year, with other breeding stock
in proportion.

" I consider the pulping of roots is better for fatting
pigs than anything else. My plan is to have a large
two-hogshead vat as near the pulping machine as
possible, so as to fill it with a malt shovel as it comes
from the machine : at the same time I keep a lad
sprinkling meal (either Barley or Indian Com) with
the roots, and this is all done in 15 or 20 minutes ; it is

then ready for use to be carried to the pigs in the stalls

alongside the fatting beasts. I never could fat a pig
with profit until I used pulped roots."
On feeding horses with pulped roots, Mr. Slater, of

Weston Colville, Cambridgshire, says :—
" I give all my cart horses a bushel per day of pulped

Mangel, mixed with straw and corn-chaff. I begin in
September, and continue using them all winter and
until late in the summer, nearly, if not quite, all the
yearround,beginning, however, with smaller quantities,
about a peck, and then haff a bushel, the first week or
two, as toomany of the young growing Mangel wouldnot
suit the stock. I believe pulped Mangels, with chaff,
are the best, cheapest, and most healthy food horses
can eat. I always find my horses miss them when I
have none, late in the summer. I give them fresh
ground every day. Young store beasts, colts, &c., do
well with them ; but I do not think they could be used
with any advantage with a flock of sheep ; they are
however, useful for fattening bullocks, inducing them
to eat any food you may wish to give them."
These remarks illustrate the influence of the mode in

which food is given upon the economy of the meat
manufacture. Wherever the root crop is inferior, or
the hay crop badly harvested, the pulper, for econo-
mising the former, and for enabling the easy con-
sumption of the latter, is a great economy Steaming
food is another great assistance to the feeding Mr
Lawrence's account of the advantage of steaming food
has been already given.

THE HYDROPULT,
Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask forQAYNOR AND COOKE'S WAKR.VNTED PRIZEO PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, aee that you KOt thorn

ObaerYe the mark Satnor. also the corporate laark Outain
Warranted, without which none are ponuine.

S. & C. ragret having to caution Gardeners and others, hut are
compelled to do so, in consequence of an imitation of common
quality, having been sold for the genuine one, and which has caused
many complaints to be made to them of Knives which were not of

rianted both by Sellers and Makers

An Invention for Throwing Water by Hand Power
(SECCKEn BT Royal Letters Patent).

PRICE LIST.

Complete with Brass CTLiNDERa and £ *. d.

Japanned Stirrup I 12 6

Complete with Bkass Cylinders and
Copper Stirrup 2 2

The Price " Complete " as above, includes 21 feet Suction and 3 feet
Dolivery Hose, Galvanised Wire Strainer, Rose and Small Jot.

THE HYDROPULT
is invaluable for use in the

GARDEN for

WATERING BEDS,
SPRINKLING PLANTS^

DROWNING OUT INSECTS,
CLEANSING TREES FROM SMUTS,

DRESSING WITH LIQUID ilANURE,
&c. &c.

CAUTION.
Iuportant to tub Poblic—The extensive sale of the Hydropult

has excited the cupidity of so-called respectable, but in reality
unprincipled Manulticturors, who are now palming on the Public
worthJesa imitations of the Hydropult, and through their connec
tions are enabled to place said devices on exiubition, and for sale m
many of the prmcipal Ironmongery and Seed Establishments through
out the city and provinces. These devices resemble In many reepei-ta
the Hydropult in appearance, and are calculated to deceive the
unsuspecting. The Proprietor therefore issues this Caution, and
respectfully intimates that parties wishing to purchase the Hydropuh

I_ARDEN BORDER EDGING TILES, in great
rioty of patterns and material, the plainer aorta being

especially smted for KITCHEN GARDENS, an
they harboui- no Slugs and Insects, take up lit

quently being c

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c.. In
Artificial Stone, of great durability, and in great

Street. Black fi-ini-s,

Chelsea, S.W. ; Kingsland Road, Kingsland, N.E.
Sole London Agents for FUXLEY'S PATENT GARDEN WALL

BRICKS. Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls. Corridoi-s, Balconies, &c,, as cheap and durable as

Stono, in blue, red, and buff colours, and capable of forming a variety

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Pavine-

I

Bricks of great durability, Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, Wall
I Copings, Bed and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, &e.
' To be obtained of P. & G. Rosoer, at their Premises as above.

QILVER SAND (REIGATE, best quality), at the above
yj> addresses—Us. per Ton, or Is. 3rf. per Bushel; 2a per Ton extm.
for delivery within three miles, and to any London Railway or WUaif.
Quantities of 4 Tons. Is. per Ton less.

FLINTS, BRICK BURRS or CLINKERS, for Rockeries or Grotto

Kotices to Correspondents.
GRAsaEs : J Y S. The Grasses sent were too imperfect ani
fragmentary to be made otit with certainty They are pio
bably— I. A foreign species of Setaria ; 2, Poa nemorahs
The Clover, No. 3, is the TrifoUum fragaritstrum —Straw
berry-headed trefoil. /. B.

Laws of Partnership: ANI. Partnership m a farm is a
very rare arrangement ; but we presume that an agreunent
between two or more, whether contributing shares of capital
or skill and capital respectively, can be drawn evpUcitly
enough to insure the avoidance of dispute. As to the law of
such matters, we imagine the question for decision if ever
it arises, must hinge on the interpretation of a written agree
ment.

Weeds; £ A. In pastures weeds are discouraged by drainage,
close pasturage, and artificial top-dressings, and by per-
severance in spudding or pulling large plants at all seasons
of the year, especially in the spring and summer, and before
their seed time. If these means will not avail, the land
must be ploughed up, well fallowed, and laid down again.

Cheapside, London." Unless this label is attached, the Machme i

not the Hydropult.

FrospectuseSj ivitk Teslimonials, on application.

HYDROPULT SHOW ROOM, 142 & 143, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON

IMPEEIAL BUTTER COOLER.
SECURED BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

USEFUL, ORNAMENTAL, UNIQUE.

QWING WATERO BARROW.—This is the
best and cheapest article yet
introduced for use in Gai^
dens. Farm Yards, ic. The
M'atur may be dipped out, or
the Tub tilted and poured

T by merely i-aisingtha

Carriage paid t

N 1. 1 1 X 10, suitable for the above, price \ts

;'Li> WATtRaiiU LIQUID JiLANURE CARTS.
Catalogues on application.

Manul'actm*ed by W. S. Boultos. Rose Laue Iron Works, Norwich.

C^

Their ad\ anuses are— 1 rtit t n t ! iturt. rem vable at
pleasure n ^\ uodw rk ci 1 rt t ist i\ lo \ 1 1 lat on rbreed
Vermin liar Rack dispensed with as unnocossatv incruased width
and depth of feeding Troughs. Water Cistern and latent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanh', durable, and impervious to
infection, being all of iron. Pi'Ice of Fittings per Cow. 65a.

ProspecLuses free of Cottam & Co., Iron Works, 2, Wlnsley Street
(opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W., where the
above are exhibited, together with several important Improvements
In Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

Oil Faint no longer Necessary.

J^K^..(./iiT^^*-^^>^^;^2!;^

H

The noveltv and utility ff this Invention t-onslsts m a Revolving
Cover, so conati-uUed that by turning the knob on either aide of the
Basin It can be co\ered or uncovered instantly the liddis-itpearing

a receptacle oi f ilse bottom thus not only having the ad ready
lur instant use, but obviitiip the necessity of its removal from the
table. The Butter Cooler can be used for a Sugar Basin.

Price, in white metal, electro-plated, £2 2s.

CHARLES POMEROT BUTTON,
142 and 143, Clieapside, London, E.G.

ILL AND SMITH'S PATENT SLACK VARNISH
preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish is an

xcellent substitute for oil paint on all out-door work, and is fully

two-thirds cheaper. It may be applied by an ordinary labourer,
requires no mixmg or thinning, and is used cold. It is used In the
grounds at Windsor Castle, Kew Garden.s, and at the seats of many
hundreds of the nobility and gentry, from whom the most flattering

testimonials have been received, which Hill & Suith will forward on
application.

From Richard Hemuino, Esq., BcrrdesUy Park, Worcestershire,
"Gentlemen,— I have great pleasure in stating that I highly

approve of your Black Varnish, as a substitute for paint for farm
buildings, barn doors, gates, and especially when the wood has been
previously painted in the usual way a few years before ; in this par-
ticular case it leaves a very nice glazed surface, than which nothing
could be better. The same observation also applies to ironwork ot
every descrintion, auch as iron hurdles, &c. The Wrought-iron
Barrow with apparatus for heating gas tar has been found most
useful, and so great a convenience do I consider it that I shall beg

n Street West, E.C., Crom whom oaly it can b« obtained.
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AUSTIN'S ARTIFICIAL STONE, Invented 1826.
Tlie entire Stock of this M,aQufactoi7 comprises

180 different MODELS of VASES.
70 different MODELS of TAZZAS.
About 200 different FOUNTAINS.
74 STATUES from the Antique, iind hv Modem Artists, and

SMALL FIGURES of CHILDRES.
22 SUN-DIAL PEDESTALS.
GARDEN SEATS.
15 BASKETS, from 12s. to Seven Guineas.

SHELLS, suitable either for WATER or ROCK PLANTS.
Irom IS inches to 12 feet diameter.

JARDINIERES, or large BOWLS for MASSES ofFLOWERS
53 FIGURES of ANIMALS and BIRDS.
ORNAMENTAL RIMS to WATER BASINS.
34 BAPTISMAL FONTS.
CRESTS and other ORNAMENTS for GATE PIERS.
BALUSTRADING. in various styles.

TRIPOD,' imd other ANTIQUE PEDESTALS.
Manufactured by Austiv, S£elev, & Co.. at Nos. 369 to 375, Eustou

Road, Regent's Park, N.W.

s

HAND MAOHINK
Tiiese are the ODly Lawn Mowers that will work for years without

requiring repair.

These nro the only LnwQ Mowers that will Mow properly whep the
Grafls is Wet.

Tlie^e are the only Lawn Mowers thivt arc in ui the Royal

7 Mao>iiTie warmnted, and if not approved of
'li I lliistnitfd Price Lists sent free on application.

' •
. Dens Iron Works, Arbroath; and 27, Leaden-

i i: c.

. t is the only place In London where intending

PRIZE MEDALS AWARDED to GREEN'S TATENT
LAWN MOWERS.

INTKKNATIOXAL EXHIBITION, LONDON, 18(52.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, DDULIN, 18G5.

The above Lawn Mowers have provsd to be the best, and have
caiTied off every Pnze that ha^j been given in all caries of Com-
petition.
Sold by all respectable Ironmonger.-j, Soedsmen, &c., in the

Kingdom. Illustrated Prico Lists free on application.

AGRICULTURAL and HORTICULTURAL
IMPLEMENTS and MACHINES of everv deecription.

IMPROVED IRON STABLE FITTINGS.
HURDLES and CONTINUOUS IRON and WIRE FENCING.

Palisading Entrance and Field Gates. Plain and Galvanised
Wire Netting.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS and GARDEN ROLLERS.
Garden Eunincs, .SynnRes, Water Barrows, Omnmental Garden

Washing, Wringing, and Mangling Machines.
IMPROVED SAUSAGE MACHINES and FILLERS.

Separate Illustrated Price Lists free on application.

E. 1 \RCHER S FRIGI DOAIO
o n the D ike of North

f Devon&h re 1

tur \ Soi-iPt

c 1 Society A.

tl e SUN
n r a I

t s I it d t upuatur It

1 F ultu al purposes, for Prest
tl e -^c 1 rg Ravs ol tbc Sun ftora W
ind Iron Morning Frosts To be had li

Two \ard3 wide
vide

I (mL \
An improved make 2 yards v^ de
An 1 ni,roved make Svardswide ''a 8(^ peryaid

' FRIGI D >M N I i yards wide Is Cd. p«r jard
El sua J <^ and hole Manuficturer 7 (

TrntvL EC and of all N irs r i e

1 M its 18 a CQvennfi

Als(

ine ifiomenLOUB Question

CR T N O L I N E. — Labiks slioiild at once sec
THOMSON'S NEW STYLE, which, light, graceful, and

elegant in outline, combines comfort and economy with the very
' ' sr, fashion. Observe the name, "Thomson," apd the Trade Mark
A Crow Solde

''PHK SMOKER'S BONBON immediatelv and efiec-X tiially REMOVES the TASTE and SMELL of TOBACCO from
tlie Mouth and Breath, and renders Smoking agreeableand sale. It
if: vei-y pleasant and wholesome. Prepared by a patent process,
from the recipe of an eminent physician, by SchOolinq & Co.,
Wholesale and Export Confectioners. Bethnal Green, Loudon, N.E.
Iji. per box post Iree, 14 stamps,—Sold by Chemists, Tobacconists, &c.

DINNKFORD'S FLUID MAGNKSIA.—The Medioal
profession ft^r 3" yeai's have approved of this pure, solution ot

Magnesia !is the best remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, lieadaclie.
Heartburn, Gout and IndiKestion i and as a mild aperient it is
especially adapted for ladios and children. Prepared bypiNNEFoRD
i: Co., CheiHLsta, Ac, 172. New Bond Street, London, W., and sold
throughout the world by all respectable chemists. Cadtion.—See

CuIuMiNG EDMONDS
T:ike tills opportunit}'^ of returning their g:ratfful thanks for the very great support tliey have received since

their commencement in Business, and beg to state that at their New and exten?iive NVorks, LILLIE BRIDGK,
RICHMOND ROAD, FULHAM, they have erected STEAM-ROWER MACHINERY, and have every convenience
for executing Work \ni\i the greatest superiority, cheapness, and despatch.

0. AND E. hez to invite special attention to their superior DESIGNS for CONSERVATORIES, and every class

of HORTICULTURAL AVORK, and to state that they prepare and supply Desigiis and Kstimates free of all expense.

The great success of GUMMING and EDMONDS'S

PATENT TUBULAR ARCHED SADDLE BOILERS/
pcrs ms wlio have the management
cua the JioiltT to pai-ticular notice.

the general satisfaction they have given where ti.xed, and the high tenna in whi

of them express themselves, enable C. and E. with confidence to siruii^ly rccoi

HOT-WATER PIPES, CONNECTIONS, &c., for every description ot HEATING APPAK,
the lowest prices, with or vithput fixing, accompanied by a Working Plan for the Fixing of tlie Apparatus.

Prospectus and Trices on application,

1^ Several good SECOND-H.iND BOILEES, of different descriptions, for SALE.

GUMMING AND EDMONDS,
CONSERVATORY ARCHITECTS, HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, .-rnd HOT-WATER APPARATUS ENGINEERS,

LILLIE BRIDGE, RICHMOND ROAD, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.

FOE SALT?, this HANDSOME CONSERV.\TOKT, at present standing in the WORCESTER PLEASURE
OROUNDS. It has not been erected more than three years, and is thoroughly sound and well ventilated with

CRANSTON'S PATENT SLIDES. It is to be Disposed'of on very reasonable terms, as the Groumls luve been

Sold for Building purposes.

Apply to A. B., 14, FOREGATE STREET, WORCESTER.
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LAND DRAINAGE, FARM BUILDINGS, and
LABOURERS' COTTAGES—Tliese seveiat works can be

executed, and the cost bnrroweft and cliargetl on landed property.
"'

' '~ oifications of the best and

conformity with tin' .\.

:

desirable, execute the wm L

Dailk y Dextox, 2;J .
Whitcli ii ;

frHK LANDS l.Mi'KL

t. so that they cm, if

nts,—Apply to Mr.
'er, S.W.

\ i-3iL:
Incorporated by SfiecKi] Ac

, Estate Age; 's. Son

T!ie Company adn
Wales, and in Scotla
money, unlimited in amount, for the

I;s of Agi-icultural Improvement, the whole outlay and
!l oiisi.'s being liquidated by a rent-cbarge for 26 years.

. 1 ii|_'ation, and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
in.!, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial purpose,
!• s nr Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.
Ills, Tramways and Railroads for agricultm-al or farming

; and other buildings 1

1 the lands improved.
The Company will also negotiate the Rent-chargRs oDCained by

Landowners under the Improvement of Land Act, 1804, in i aspect
their Subscription of Shares in a " " -

.

^

No inTe&tigiition ot title is rei

a'rictly financial character, do i

execution of the Works, which '

ment Enclosure Corami-isioners.
Apply to KiiANCis B. Madle, Esq., Secretjuy, 3, Parliament Street,

London, S.W.

To Nurserymen and Seedsmen.—Notice.
rpHE GAUDKNKRS- YEAR-HOOK. ALMANACK,
A. and DIRECTORY for ISOi, by Rodhkt Horg, LL.D., F.L.S.,
will be Published on December 1. Anv alterations in the style and
Address of Firms are reqnest'.-d to be sent forthwith to the Editor, so

HOGG'S GARDENERS' YEAR-BOOK,
ALMANACK, and DIRECTORY for 18GC.

ADVERTISEMENTS intended for insertion in the forthcoming
issue, on December 1, should bo forwarded imnrediately, to prevent
disappointment.
"Journal of Horticulture" Office, 171, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

2. LAN1>
3. A r:

COT I

i Price One Guii
I WATER SUPPLY. Price 6.^.

INDEX SHEET of LABOURERS'

.;.:, W ii.t-^li.ul Place, Westminster, S.W.

Price Threepence, of any Bookseller.

CONTENTS of the NUMBER for SATURDAY LAST,
SEPTEMBER 15, of

THE ATHEN/EUM.
JOURNAL of ENGLISH and FOREIGN LITERATURE,

SCIENCE, and the FINE ARTS.
Thirty-two large Quarto Pages.

BevieWS of. with extracts from—
Reminiscences of a_ Bongnl

Reigns of Henry VIII,, Edward
VI,, Miry, and Elizabeth ; with
eome Account of its Minor
Altar and Ancient Guilds.
C' mi pilerl from Original

explained and Illustrated with

Documents.

I War,

Eastern Mails: Copy of Report
from Capt. Tyler, R.E.. to Her
Majesty's Postmaster Oeneral,

e of the Eastern Ma Is

l:. T:...hi;is North.

I "I the Amerit
I Ky Henry Stacke.

i.... i,.: !,! uf Middlesex, A Con-
iriljution to the Natural His-
tory of the County. By James
Edmund Harting.

S'--w NoveKs:—The Wild Flower
01 Ru-i:ri..w ^tIIj—The Shadows

Eagl ih H stor

asa St St le
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BY HER MAJESTY'S

OEMSON'S

ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

NEW PATENT WROUGHT IRON MULTITUBULAR HOT-WATER BOILER.

THE GREAT ADVANTAGES OF THIS

BOILER ARE :—

1st. Being entirely of Wrought-Irox,

its safety from leakage and cracks (from

expansion or contraction), a danger to

fthicli all Cast-iron Boilers are raoie or

less liable.

2d. An immensely increased surface

exposed to the direct action of the fire,

which passes through the tubes, thereby

giving a wonderfully increased amount

of power.

3d. A great saving in the consumption

of fuel. Its facility for banking up the

fire. Its peculiarly well-adapted con-

struction for slow combustion, and

burning many hours without attention,

at a trifling expense.

4th. Its extraordinary power and

safety for caiTying out the One Boiler

System, and small space and dfpth

for settiui?. ^1 W

One of these BOILERS Heated the

GKEAT ORCHID TENT, .560 feet lon»-,

and 40 feet wide, at the INTER-

NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL

EXHIBITION, with a remarkably small

quantity of fuel, and gave the greatest

satisfaction. Was highly approved of

by many Seientific Men and Praetical

Horticulturists.

The great Power, Economy, and

Safe Working of these BOILERS has

been thoroughly tested for the List

12 months at the Horticultural Gardens,

Chiswick, where they may be

action, and also at other places in

various parts of the country.

'^i^

UNDERSIDE OF BOILER AND PLAN OF TUBES.

TSEY ARE MADE OF VARIOUS SIZES. PRICES OX AITLICATIOy.

HENEY OEMSON,

nplicity, safety, durability, and

HENRY ORMSON, F.S.A.,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDER TO HER MAJESTY, AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF HER MAJESTY'S

ROYAL PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS, AND TO THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

EUitoiial Communications sllould br addrpsMd to ' Tlie Editor i
• AdvcP„„,.., k, ....„ ,

,,, ^, ,^^ g^^^ ^^ ^j^^^^ ll,.„,„'„,. Ev.»s,i Co.. Lombard .S

, PariBh of St. Pauls, Coveut Garden, in the said County.-SATD.

}aidcns.

TuuLY grateful for the very liberal and kind patronage bestowed on him, beg..* most respeitfuUy to inform the Nobility, Gentry, &o., th.it it is his determination

to spare no pains to merit a continuance of their favours ; and, that he may be enabled to execute his extensive and increasing orders punctually, and at the lowest

possible cost (agreeably with the best materials and workmanship), he has erected a most complete set of Steam-Power Machines, peculiarly adapted for the purposes

of his Trade.

H. 0. begs to call attention to his superior manner of Erecting evciy description of Horticultural Building, and trusts—by unremitting personal attention to the

details of his business, by using only the very best materials, by employing the most skilful and efficient workmen, and by the most moderate possible charges, to

merit a continuance of the patronage so kindly and liberally bestowed on him for many years past.

In the BUILDING DEPARTMENT hia object will be (having a practical knowledge of Horticultural Science), to adapt all Erections to the particular

purposes for which they are required. He wUl devote equal attention to the plain, inexpensive, practical Erections of Pits, Orchard Houses, Green-houses, Vineries, &c,,

as to the more elaborate and architectural erections of Conservatories, Winter Gardens, &c., either in Wood or Iron.

The HEATING DEPARTMENT always engages his especial personal attention, and he feels justified in saying that in

economy of fuel, combined with thorough effectiveness, his system cannot be surpassed.

Knowing the absolute necessity for well regulated and properly arranged Ventilation, he makes it a matter of first consideration.

H. 0. having competent Draughtsmen and an efiicient Office StafT, is prepared and will be happy to forward Plans, Estimates, and Specifications by post or

otherwise, and to wait personally on any Ladies or Gentlemen who may desire to see him on their Grounds.

H. 0. is also in the habit of furnishing Estimates, and building from Drawings prepared by Architects, and is kindly permitted to refer to many of the most

eminent in the profession. He has also much pleasure in stating that he can refer to many of the Seats of the Nobility and Gentry in all parte of the kingdom,

where ho has been employed to build some of the finest and best an-anged Glass structures known at the present time.

The Publisher." at the OBice. 41, Wellington Street. Coveut Garden. London.W
, September 22, 186b\

Vhitefriars, City of London Cu. of Middlesex, and Published by the said J.:
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[INDEX.
Allamandn Hendcrsonl 925 & Mistletoe o
Bedding out 9

1 nutumnaie 932 i

Crocus nuditloru3 .

Datura at Hatdwicke..

Earth closets

Fanners' Cluba

lute Intei"-

Lubour market 934 <

— lon^iflonini
IX)ndon poor, plants for .

Manure, stanuen's

Peach-leiif Rlands 921 6

Pelargoniums, sports of M4 c

Seeding at Tiptrce

I, several days'.

"Woodlicc .

NATIONAL HOKTICULTURAL EXHIIilTION, 18G7.
—The above Exhibition will OPEN at MANCHESTER on

JUNE7, andcoTitmiio till JUNE 15. Schodulea will be ready tbo
Bwcond weak in October. lly order, Bkuce Findlay.

Botanical Gardens, Manchester.

1867.

NINTH YEAR of the GRAND TORKSHIRE
GALA, YORK.—The FLORAL FETE will be held on

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY. June 11 and 12, 1867,

Schedules wilM^pablished early In January r

>n receipt of addi ij-w.

13, New Street, York. Sept. 29.

,, and forwarded

iNuri ;,J\ailti

Rose Nurseries, Tunbrldge Wells.
EDWIN UOLLAMBY nspectfuUv be?a U announce

that bl3 Stock of ROSES are as usual beautiful healthy Rood-
rooted plant'. This magniHcont Collection containa nearly every
variety worthy of cultivation. Early orders are solicited.

New Rose Catalogue, 1866-1867.

PAUL AND SON'S NEW DESClUPTlVE LIST is

now Ready, post free on application ; a faithful Guide, they
believe, for the Amateur.

"Old" Cheshunt Nurseries, Chesbunt, N.

Rose Catalogue.
P. FRANCIS AND CU.'S NE^y DESCRIPTIVE
LIST ot the above Is now ready, and will bo forwarded gratlB

upon application.
The Nurserie.f, Hertford, Herts.

E.

The Best Twenty-six Hyacinths,
MENDED HY THE Kditor uf tuk Uardciiers Chronicle.

pply the above for £1 1*.

As Ri

QUITON AND SUNS

Royal Berkshire Seed Establlshmont, Reading,

The Best Twelve Hyacinths Imported byCTTON AND SON
for Twelie SbllUnga.

Sdttom & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establisbmegt. Reading,
s
MIXED HYACINTHS, for Beds or Open Border

all colours, of various shades.
21s. per 100 (carnaRe free), or 3*. per dozen.

Sdtton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

JAMES CARTER and CO.'S First Importation of
DUTC^ and CAPE BULBS haa arrived in fine condition, and
Bulbs are much flnerthan usual.

Jamks Carter & Co.. 237, 238, and 2C1, High Holbom. W.C.

w Dutch Bulbs.
i[. WOOD AND SUN'S lirat Importation of the

above have arrived in splendid condition.
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES on application.

Woodlands Nui^sery, Maresfield, Uckflold, Sussex^

SCOTT haa reocived large Consignments of DUTCH
, FLOWER ROOTS, which he is offering at extremely low
es. A PRICED CATALOGUE, full of Notes on the Easy

Hyacinths, Sac.

WM. PAUL'S SELECT LIST of HYACINTHS,
E.\RLY TULIPS, and other SPRING-FLOWERING

BULBS and PLANTS, is now ready and will be forwarded post free

on application.
Pal-l s N urseries and Seed Warehouse, Waitham Cross, London, N.

Dutch Flower Roots.

THE PHOPRlKTOKS of ST. JOHN'S NURSERY
beg to intimate that their CATALOGUE is now ready, and

may be bad on application.
Wx, Barratt, Wakefield.

Hyacinths and other Dutch Bulbs.

WM. CUTllUSH AND SuN beg to acquaint their
numerous Patrons that they have received their usual Con-

signment of Choice HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUSES, He.
PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE post free on application

Highgate Nursenea, London, N.

Dutch Bulbs and other Flower Boots.
/CHARLES TU it NEK'S DESCRIPTIVE

CHARLES TURNER c;in supply 'all the leading kinds,
in good Plants,

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE may be had on application.
The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

STRAWBERRIES, in 32-sized pots, for Forcing.
All the beat sorts, very strong, at 75s, per 100.

The LADY, 18a. per dozon, very strong,

i9 Jons- & Charles Lee, Royal vineyard Nursery and Seed Establish-
ment, Hammersmith, London, W,

CASTLE KENNEDY FIG.—Plants of the above may
now be had at 10s, 6d. and 21s. each ; the usual discount to the

Trade. Peter Lawson & Son, Edinburgh and London.

Grape Vines.

BS. WILLIAJIS begs to announce that he has a
• splendid stock of Strong Planting and FruiUng CANES of all

the best varieties. PRICED LIST may be had on application.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Holloway, London, N.

Hothouse Grapes.
Queen's Graperies, and 170, Western Road, Brighton.

SPARY begs to announce he has a large supply of
. extra fine GRAPES to offer to his numerous Patrons and

Visitors to Brighton. Also ORNAMENTAL PLANTS for Dinner-
tables, Conservatories, »c. BOUQUETS. CUT FLOWERS t

and Importatic ». ...-^ .-
,

.

E
f DUTCH BULBS has arrived in fine condition.

Fine Plants.
rpHOS. PAPE can su|iplv PROVIDENCE, MONT-

T.JAMA'"- "••—'• . .

Undorciil

Fruit Trees, Conlferse, and Trees and Shrubs.PAUL AND SUN'S
COLLECTION of the above are now worthy ot a visit. The

Pyramid Fruit Trees for Sale are in ftill bearing, and the i

WALL-TRAINED TREES of BEARING SIZE.—Our
Wall-Ti-ained Fruit Trees this season are very fine, and

include PEACHES, NECTARINES. APRICOTS, and FIGS, suited
for planting in houaes for immediate Fruiting. An inspection Is

respectfully invited.
T. Jacksox a Soy, Nurseries, Kingston. Surrey.

CATALOGUE the aljove is now ready, and may be had

le this season, and early Orders ore respectfully
trong Bulbs.
The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

To the Trade.
PRINCi-FLOWE

Our stock of Soft-wooded EHICAS, EPACRIS, AZALEAS,
and New Holland Plants is extra fine this year, and being much
greater than we can house, we are sellmg at uausually low prices.

T. Jackbon & Son,
way Station), S.W.

, Kingston, Surrey (adjoining the Rail-

New Tea Rose.
AMBROISE VERSCHAFFELT, Nurseryman, Ghent.

Belgium, begs now to offer hi.iAiew fine TEA ROSE. ISABELLE
SPRUNT, figured in the Jnly Number of the " Illustration Horti-

Fine strong jjlantu, 8j. each.
.A Coloured Drtiwlng may be obtained on application as above.

Hyacinths and other Flower Roots.

JOHN FKASEK beg3 to intimate that hia CATALOGUE , „ - „ . .. .

of HYACINTHS. NARCISSI. TULIPS. &c.. Is now published. ^^'^^^^Sl'ZI'?^^ win"
and nmy be had on kpplicatitin. A DESCRIPTIVE LI^T of the """"r^^^^P^^^'^^I^ S^*'L
best kinds of STRAW BERRIES is also ready for dlatributioE

The Nurseries. Lea Bridge Road, London, N.E.

New Catalogues

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSES.
A CATALOGUE of ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES.
A DESCRIPTIVE C.'VTALOGUE of GRAPES.

Free per post on api>licRtion to
TaoMAS R|VERa &S'on, NurHeries, Suwbridgeworth.

GladloU, Roses, and Paonles.
EUGENE VERDIER, Fils Ame, Nurseri-man,

3, Rue Dunols. Paris, has the honour to inform hia numerous
Friends and PatrouH that he is now publishing his TRADE CATA-
LOGUE of NEW GLADIOLI. KOSES, and P4E0NIES, obtainable
direct of him, or of his ARents, Messrs. Betium & Bi.ack.ith, Cox's
Quay, Lower Thames Street, London, E.C. upon pre-paid application.

Hyacinths, Tulips, &c.
cCULLOCH, AND CO. ha^

intimate that their usual supply of DUTCH and CAPE
BULBS has arrived in the flnost possible condition.
PRICED DESCRIITIVE CATALOGUES free and post paid on

application. Covent Garden Market, London, W.C.

Apply to Messrs.

)ne lot, about
3 and thumb pots, consisting of all the

They arw stnjiig healthy plants, fit for

lako fine flowering plants next year.
IT, Nurserymen, Barnes, Surrey, S, W.

Railway Planting.

FITE MILLION Transplanted UUICKS, of superior
growth. Samples and prices on application to

JoQN Hkmsley, High Fields, Melbourne, near Derby.

B
Dutch and other Bulbs.

S. WILLIAMS is now

GladloU.
CHAELES VERDIEK (lute Victor Vp.nDren and

Cb. VEBniER), 12, Rue Dumtril (late Rue da MarcbS aus
Chevaux, 32), Paris, has just published his CATALOQUK of
GLADIOLI, comprising the Novelties of the season, and which may
be obtained either from M. Vkroibh, or from R. Silbkrbad Si Soss,
5, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London. E.C.

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.JAMES C A K T E K and CO.,
Seed FAnMtns. Me

JAMES FAIKHEAD and SUN, Seed Growers and
MERcniNTS, 7, BorouRb Marltet, London, S.E.

New and Genuine AGRICULTURAL, GARDEN, and FLOWER
SEEDS. Special prices and advantOROous offers on application.

New General Plant Catalogue.

BS. WILLIAMS' NEW PLANT CATALOGUE,
• containing many really Rood Novelties, and carefully selected

LISTS of STOVE, OREENIIOUSE. and HARD!' PLANTS, is

now ready and will be forwarded post free to all applicants.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Holloway, London, N.

Dorking Nursery.

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM can now sond, post free for sij

stamps, Part I. (British Ferna and their varieties, ju uhkos
Including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his NEW and PRICED
DESCRlP'riVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS,
No. 7.

%* Part II. (Exotic Ferns) will bo Issued as early as possible.
Foot's Cray Nursery, S.E,

AMBROISE VERSCHAFFELT, Nurseryman, Ghent,
Belgium, begs to announce that his NEW GENERAL CATA-

liOQUE, No. 79, is Just out. and can be obtained Gratis at his
Agents, Messrs. R. Silberbad &, Sox, 6, Harp Lane, Great Tower
Street, London, E.C.

growers In Holland.

Dutch, Cape, and other Flower Roots,
ROSES, JAPANESE PLANTS, &c.

ROLLISSON AND 1

above, conta
application. The Nurseries, Tooting, London,

To Cultivators of Succulent Plants, &c.

T COOPER, Holmsdale Road, Reigate, Surrey, has a
* large Collection of SUCCULENT PLANT.S, &c., including

about 160 varieties of CACTII, also ALOES, HAWORTHIAS,
'"i°i„""l"i°'.„ „I„ ,„l„„j;,I ' AGAVES, TESTUDINARIA ELEPHANTIPES, te. ; also a great
proparoa to supply splenaia „„„, ^ow Plants raised from African Seeds, many of which are very
JLlt;s, NARCIS,^(IS, cfeOCU8;

i nteresting. Orders punctually attended to.
^

A QUANTITY of GHENT AZALEAS and
CAMELLIAS. Cheap; DUTCH BULBS unusuiUy Una; a

choice collection of FERNS, Fern C^ses, Gold Fish, Aguariuma, Ke.

R. Green, the Bedford Conservatories, Covent Garden Maritet, W.C.

I from the best .

w.
i.tiL,r>Pt rLii\,i-i in, etc. '

SONS' CATALOGUE of the i fjf)'
y Novelties, will be forwarded free on

,
Mt. ready, free for n

IG=BARR'S PRIZE CALCEOLARIA, 25. Gd. per packet.
The above beautiful etrain of Calceolaria was saved by Mr.

James, of Isloworth, from the plants which were awardoa the '

1st prize at the International Horticultural and Botanical Congress.
I

Finest Dutch Crocuses and Early Tulips.

SUTTON'S DESCRIPTIVE LIST is now ready, and i

win be forwarded ttratis and post free on application.
|

Sutton tt Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed EMtabUahuient, Readlncr.
|

QUTTONWl^II^MAf^GlT^of GARDEN
i

r°^wfcat:ise..,br.. Excellent See,

O and FLOWER SEEDS for AUTUMN SOWING is now ready,
and may be had gratis and post free on apj^llcatinn to

Wholesale Catalogue of Nursery Stock.
lEOIillK JA(;KALVN and SOiN'S i'KIUED ai\d

UESCRIITIVE CATALOGUE iur iMiU and spring 1807, cfin

be had free un application, comunsing Fruit Trees, Roses, Anierioan

i
Plants, Conifers, Clematises, Evergreen and Decidious Trees and

, Stirubs, and transplanted Forest Trees, &c., &c.

!
Wolting Nursery, Surrey.

RAYNBIKL*. CALDECOTT, iiAWTREE, UO Wl^iiNU,
AND COMPAN Y, Limited,

Corn, Seed, Manohe. and Oilcake Mebchakts.
Address, 80, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.G.; or Basingstoke.

Samples and Prices Post free on application. Prize Medals, 1861

1 and Seeds.

IB, Royal BerKshiro Seed Establishment, Heading.
Price and Samples free on application to J. Die:

r. & F. Howard's Steam Cultivated Farm:. Bedford.

HARDY ANNUALS, Including tho splendid new Scarlet
Invmclblc, 5s. the 12 sorts; or the Scarlet Invincible Sweet Pea
alone, 6d. and Is. per packet (post free),

Sutton & Sons, Readlntf, Berks,

Rhododendron Stocks.—To the Trade.
>AUL AND SON h^ve to oftVr these very tine, to the

Trade, at 12s. Gd. per lUO.

Old Che.shunt Nurseries. Cheshunt, N.

Hybrid Rhododendrons.

W^,
Bloom Buds, with from 6 to 12 Buds on each

MICHAEL WATERER.—This Rhododendron has hitherto
been exhibited under the name of ANNIHILATOR. but it will be sent
out under the above name. It is undoubtedly tbe moat briUlant-

WAMOEL COtJ, NuKNERYMAN, Ludlow, ha3O quantity of stronp SEA KALE fit for forcing ; alf

50 PEACH TREES, 4 y trained, fit for bearing a
Price on application.

THE SUBSCRIBER has a surplus Stock of EAST-
LOTHIAN PURPLE-TOP SWEDE, about 50u bush.'ls, grown

from carefully selected stock. Price on application,

WiLLiAU DoDs, Seedsman to the Queen for Scotland, Haddington.

PLANTING.—
DRUMHEAD CABBAGE

.traordinary weight of 80 WPLANTS (have been grown th
3an be supplied In any quantity

reference is requested from unknown correspondents.

Fbkd. GEK,SeedMerchantand Grower, Biggleswade. Bedfordshli

A remittance c

For Present Sowing.
TRIFOLIUM INCAKNATUM, Italian Crimson Clover;

TRIFOLIUM INCARNATUM TARIUFLORUM, Late Red;
TRIFOLIUM INCAKNATUM TARDIFLORUM, Late White.

SUTTON'S IMPROVED ITALIAN RYE-QRASS.
SuTTOit & Sons can supply best Seed of the above at moderate prices.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.
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Hyaciutlis for Exhibition.

106 Very choice sorts £i 4

12in 12 oxtniBnecboicodo. 12 11

12 in 12 choice sorts .. u ('

12 m 12 good sort8 . . ..060
Afl goods fcarriage free, except small parcels.

Roj-al Berkshire Seed EatabJiahraent,

Reading.

Ct^OYOov.
Dutch Flower Roots.

A RCHIBALD HENUERSON
jtV hega to announce thiit bo has

eceived irom Tlolland a large
onsignmeut of BULBuUti ROUTS
m fine condition.
DESCRIPTIVE and PRICED

CATALOGUES are now ready,
practical directions for

iccessftil cultivation of each

Also a DESCRIPTIVE PRICED
LIST ofal! the best GRAPE VINES
in cultivation. Catalogues may be
Ijad gratis and post fi"ee upon

Dutch Bulbs and Plants.
TAMES C\RTEE, \m> CO. (FelIo%ys of tht- Royal
fJ Ilorticultiiril Society of London, and the Royal Agricultural
Sociuty ol Buy] lud, ' "

Seedsmen _
t^hief Coininissioners of Public
Works and other Government
Departments, the Royal Gardens,

^\-

\>

"~^<<^:^

Palace Company, the Agri-Ho
ticultural Society of India, kc.

The Only Prize Medal for Seeds and Flowers,
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, lb62 (Tidt: Jurors' Ulpoh

I s JYuit Trees -xnd Roies
i I I Original and Instructive

ArtKjc 11 1 nil s -xt 1 inLir oiiture \ti i Spring Flowers and Spnnfe
G udumiii, 1 liou Is , p jbL hee

, gratis to Customers
Seed Mlrcoakts and > oRSERTirEN, Offices and Seed Warehouses,

237, 238. & 201, High Hulbbm London W C

Seeds for Present Sowing

T.\>;is \i:ii;U and CO. are now offering New
fJ >:'.'!

! ,1 r I'lLTinentioned, the quality of which cannot be
surpa^sL!d, KiL' seol heuig saved fi-om plants which have taken Prizes
at all the principal London Flower Shows.
CARTERS PRIZB CALCEOLARIA, 23. 6rf. per packet.
CARTER'S rilIZE CINERARIA, 2s. (5d. per packet.
CARTER'S PRIZE FRINGED CHINESE PRIMULA, 25. Cd,

per packet.
The above forwarded on receipt of postage stamps.

James Carter & Co.. 237, 238. and 201, High Holbora, W.C.

Seeds for Present Sowing.

LOOK to TOUR GRASS LANDS —The month of
Sep>tember is the best in which to renovate Old, or Lay Down

New Pastures.

James Carter & Co. offer their celebrated
RENOVATING MIXTURE at lOri. per lb. (sow 10 to 12 lb. per acre)

Also FINEST MIXED PERMANENT GRASSES and CLOVERS
(free from weeds), mixed to suit all soils, at 'Ms. per acre.

ITALIAN RYE-GRASS (clean) 1 TRIFOLKJM INCARNAT0M
STUBBLE TURNIP (new seed).

All of best quality. Price on application.

Jamls Carter & Co., 237, 238, & 261, High Holborn, W.C.

Dutch Flower Boots.

JOHN AND CHARLES LEE, Seedsmen to the Queen,O have received their usual Importation of DUTCH BULBS for
which they are now executing orders. CATALOGUES post free on
application.

RQyal Vineyard Nursery and Seed Establishment. Hammersmith.
LoMflon, W. '

Dutch Flower Roots.
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS have

received, from the be^t Growers in Holland, a veiy large
Importation of the aboVo, and have the satisfaction to say that the
BULBS are unusually Large, sound, and well ripened, and for which
early orders are requested to ensure the best Roots.

Flower Roots of £2 value will be delivered free of carriage at the
principal Railway Station.^ and Shipping Ports throughout the countrj-.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUE and all particulars free
by post on application.

The Old Established Seed Warehouse, 108, Eastgate Street, Chester.

THOMAS SAMPSON (late Dru^imosd & Co.), has
now to offer an unrivalled Collection of DUTCH BULBS and

other FLOWERING ROOTS, 6t tbe very best qualitv, at the lowest
prices, CATALOGUES of which can be obtained free on application.

for planting is now at hand, and intending purchasers

RNew Catalogue of Plants, Dutch Bulb9. &c.OBERT PARKER begs to announce that iiis NEW
< *T

CATALOGUE, containing Select Descriptive and Priced tists
of New, Rare, and beautiful Greenhouse, Hardy and Stove Plants.Hardy Ferns, Fruit IVoes, Grape Vines, Roses, Rhododendrons.
Sweet Violets, &c., Amaryllis, Crocuses, Cyclamens, Gladioli,
riyacinths, Liliunis. Narcissus, Tulips, and other Bulbs, is now
published and will be forwarded to applicants.

Exotic Nursery. Tooting, Siurey, S.

rpHE GOLDEN VARIEGATED WELLINGTONIA.—
JL The Parent Tree, though stripped of some thousands of Its
Shoots la-rt wmter, la now 12 feet high, and in great beauty. It hasmade a splendid pure Golden Leader, and every part of the Tree is
finely marked with the same, presenting a most beautiful appear-
ance; and rourlsts mterested in Conifeno, and coming to this
neighbourhood, will find it well deserving of a visit,

The Lough Nurseries, Cork.—Sept. 22.

GUIS VAN HOUTTE, Nurseevman, Ghent,
J Belgium, begs to state that copies of his BULB CATALOGUE

_ ,114 may still be had, together with No. 115, being the AUTUiTN
CATALOGUE of STOVE PLANTS. PAl^MS. ORCHIDS, FERNS,
ACHIMENES, GLOXINIAS, Ac, amongst which wilt be found all

the latest gesneriaceous novelties.

CATALOGUE No. IIG. containing DESCRIPTIVE PRICED
LISTS of GREENHOUSE PLANTS, AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS,
PERENNIALS, GLADIOLUS, LILIES, &c.. is now in course of
publication, and will appear towards the end of the week.

The whole of Lons Van Hocttk's CATALOGUES may be had
post free either direct from the Establishment, Ghent, or on appi;

nnOICfi HAKDY FLOWERING BULBS, &c.

e5nwr>,jn..o JT"" '""n™!!. and Blgomins Roots.
bNOWDROPS, double, fine, 20s- per 1000. &. (id. ner 100COLCHIfOM ADTCTMNALE, single red, 4IIS. per 1000 6.s per 100

'V ^ .^^"^-TIFOLICMorFLOKIBUNDUM.fromtlietrimea:
each bulb bears from 1 to 12 bright lavender-coloured flowers,
very hardy and good, 12s. per doz.

CYCLAMEN COUM, Sa. per cloz.

REPANDUM, 12s. per doz
AtmiCULA.S, ALPINE, good mised, 4s. per doz fdozANEMONE NEMOROSA PLENA, ifoubiS Wood Anemone. 3s perCAMASSIA E.SCOLENTA |.9cill,i), beautiful blue -lafra rootsDODECATHEOS ALBOM, Os. per doz * per 1(SDENS CAJSIS (Red Dogstooth Violet), tis. per lOO
„ ,. „ (Yellow American do.), 15s. per 100
HEPATICA, single, blue, strong, 4s. per doz
LEUCOJUM: jESTIVOM (Summer SnowHakel, 2s per dozMCSCARl HOTRYOIDES (blue Grape Hyaci'nthi, 68. peJlOO
xTATiA'Tocnc. T.^T.Vr...^

ALBA (whito Gnipe Hyacinth). 8s. pcrlOONARCISSDS PSEODO NARCISSUS (Comiuon Daffodil). 30s p6r

NARCISSUS PSEUDO NARCISSUS ALBIDA. 16s perlOO 2s perdz
„ „ , ,, . „ .

BICOLOR, white and Jellow;
fine, 3s. per doz., 20s. per 100

NARCISSUS, largest double orange, 8s. per 100
„ MINOR, true, dwarf, Ss. per 100, Is. Gd. per doz.
„ POETICUS (single and double, Poet's Narcisaual,

Gs. per 100, Is. per doz.
SCILLA AMlENA. 4s. per doz.

„ NUTANS ALBA, fine varieliy, 10s. per 100, Is. 6rf. per 802.
„,, „ ROSEA, 10s. per 100, Is. (!f/. per doz.CHELONE SPLENDENS. good, much hardier and (noro free-

flowering than barbata, 3s. per dOz,
Early orders .are requested, Post-office orders payable at Leek, to

&EOB0E T. Fox, The Nm-series, Wetley Rocts, near Lock.
Tbe above pi ices include package.

ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OP A CENTURY.

BUTLER, McCULLOCH, & CO., •

SOUTH ROVf, COVENT GAEDEN, LONDON, W.C,

SEEDSMEN TO HER MA,JESTVS COMjnSSIONERS OF WOODS AND rOEi:STS, TO THE COMMISSIONERS FOR
THE COLONIES, TO THE nORnCTrLTUTlAL SOCIETIES OP THE PUNJAUB AND BOMBAY, ETC.

HOLDERS OF PRIZE MEDALS FKOM INTEENATIONAL EXHIBITIONS OF 1851 AND 1862.
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C"(EORGE DAVIES begs to inform tho Nobility

T ind Gentry that his very SEIECT aid DESCKIITIVl.;

CATALOGUE of HYACINTHS, TUUPS, NARCISSUS, CftOCUS.

Ac, for the present season is now ready, and may bo had post Iree on

^^, „ .oderate prici

G D. having received his first importatic

uch pleasure in statins that they r

i of Hvactntlis, &c.,

unusually fine this

aeusoii and begs to assure tbose^who may favour hiro with their com-

mands! none but first quali^ of Bulbs will be sent. Equal if not

superior to any house in the Trade. ^ ..v, u ,.,

G D has much pleasure in Informing his Friends and the rnblic

icenerally, that he obtained the First Prize for the best 24 Hyacintlia

(Nurserymen's Collections) at St. George s Hall, Liverpool, in Mai-cb

last in competition with Messis. Wm. Cutbnsh k Son, for £10 ;
also

the 'Bronze Medal at the Roval Botanic Society, London.

My friend Mr. Cutbush having vauntingly Challenged mo last

ear, 1 now venture to Challenge hira_to_ Exhibit 24 Hyacmths at

;t. George's Hall, Liverpool,

New Seeds for Autumn Sowing.

ETER LAWSON and SON,

The Qdees's Sefdsheh,

London and Edinburgh,

Can supply NEW SEEDS of aU kinds for

AUTUMN SOWING, selected with the greatest

and harvested In fine condition.

28, King Street, Cheapside, E.C.

)ETEK LAWSON and
The Qceen's SEEnsuES,
London and Edinburgh.

SON,

Nr t Autumn Sow
NATURAL GRASS KEEDS of all sorts, for

LiLylng rinwn Permanent Pasture, Lawns,
iZI Bowling, Cmnnet Grounds, &c.

CW ITALIAN KVE-GRASS and TRIFOLIUM 7N-
CARNATUM— Early and Late varieties.

WINTER TARES. RVE. OATS, and BARLEY.
Also the NEW FuRAGE PLANTS, KIDNEY

VETCH,

:

Fagrsea imperialis.

A VAN GEERT, N'tr-sfryman, Ghent. Belgium, begs
• to ofl'er this splendid New Plant, originally from Sumatra.

Certalnlv one of the finest foliaged plants known, with thick glaucona

leaves, 2 feet

First-r

Musa Ensete, &c.

A VAN GEERT, Nursery>l\n, Ghent, Belgium, begs
• to offer fine established Plants of the splendid MUSA

ENSETE, at 42». each ; also strong Plants of ROEZLIA REGIA, at

7a 6(/, ; and nice young plants of ALSOPHILA EXCELSA, at

42s per hundred. Good plants of ALSOPHILA CONTAMIN^V^S

pOCOA-NUT REFUSE
^^ is becoming scarce, the

old reserves will soon be gone.

Now sold in bags, 1 for 2s., 10 for

10s., 20 for 30a., 50 for 6G»., 100

for £.6.

Fourponce allowed for each

bug returned carriage-paid.

A Railway Truck-load (not in

bags), 405.

Postage Stamps or Fost-offlce

Order, payable to J. Bahhham &
Co., Kingston-on-Thames . S.W.

G'
ligating,

H, '44, Vicar Lane, Leeds.

Basil Dei

Soi

F

Yo
Red SpinKii I Ghkes ano Bi
Mkaly Bdo Flt
Thrip 1 American Buaer 1 miLOEW,
Without injury to the moat delicate Plant or Tree, by using

OWLER'S GARDENERS' INSECTICIDE,
pronounced by all who have used It to be far superior to any

r remedy. Co© trial will prove its efficacy. Testimonials

arded on application. Price Is. Gd., 3s., 68. 6d., and lOa.per Tin.

;o. & Thomas Fowler, Worth Street, Brighton ; and of Hoopei

GISHURST COM-
POUND, whether used

against Insects and Mildew, on
Growing Plants, or as Winter

OTHOTISES for the MILLION,
Invented bj the lute

MR JOSLPH r\XTON

Hor WATER PIPI s I I I UNG& ot the best

Bury & Pollard, 17, Ne

BURY \VT) POLL\RDS (
(

HEATING by HOT WATI I

Newcastle Lord Belper &c , at A

being 20 years in constant use Api l\ n

17, New Park Street Southw

wide, £50, 21 feet by
r1 izud, ready for flxlng.

f t by 1% £120

O G]
VN lU, 111

of foliage. A strength of from

Trees at rest.

Sold Retail by Nm'serymen
and Seedsmen, in boxes, la,

Zs., and 10a. 6d. each.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT

1 well-constructed
jnvenienco of taking

.,u-.o»o>..u....«6 .. ^^ — -^, i
teeteinches £HJ10s.;

Ditto, 20 feet by 11 test £2s Ditto 27 feet by 12 feet inches made
Ornamental £50 i SP V\ ROOF ditto 20 feet by JO leet (> ins £3o;

4 Pll LIGHTS C feet by 4teet, 24 ditto ditto, 6 feet 8 inches by

4 feet , 24 ditto ditto fi feet "i inches bj 3 feet 3 inches Ont Two,

and Three-light GARDEN FRAMES, from las. Gd. each HAND-
GLASSES from 4:*. 6rf. each. All Timbers warranted to bo of good

Yellow Deal. Apply to „ „ . „ -ii, nr
James Smith, Hothouse Builder, 205, King Street, Hanimersmith, W.

tyes^ EegisteredTHyacintli Glasses.

Sole Wholksale Depot,

/--ILAUDET, HOUGHTON,

ArtTD SON,

Fern Case Manufacturers,

Horticultural Glass Depot,

83, High Holbom, W.C.

Price Lints free on application.

1^^P ROVED NEW PATENT
GARDEN ROLLER.

j

The above Rollers possess many advantages over all others. They
! are made in two parts, and are free to revolve on the axis, affording

greater facilities for tuminir, and the outer edges are rounded off or

I

turned inwards, thus avoiding the unsightly marks left by other

TTOT-WATER APPA^ATOS of every description Roller..
^ ,, ^^ ,„ ^-LX nxed complete in any part of the country, or the matenais, '.,,

tr, 4 in o

Estimates on application.

J. Jones & Sons, 6, Bankside, Soutbwark, London, S.E.

New Caladltuns.

CHARLES VERDIER (late Yictor VERDfER and
Cti. Verdier), Ncrsertman, 12, Rue Dunu-ril (late Rue du

MarCht nux Chevaux, 32), Pans, offers for Sale the following mag-
nificent SEEDLING OALADIUMS, raised by M. BleU:—

Baron Rothschild I Edouard_Moreaus I Raulinii

Barral Isidore L'eroy Rosslnil

Charles Verdier 1 K^teleer | Siebold

A CATALOGUE containing Descriptions and Pnce*
1 M. Vei

, London, E.(
i Son, d. Harp Lane,

New GladloHi.

CHARLES VERDIER, Fils (late Victor Verdier &
Charles Verdier), Ndrsertman, 12, Rue Dum.Ml, formerly

Kue du Marche aux Chevanx, 32, Paris, begs to offer the following

NEW SEEDLING GLADIOLI (Sodcuet's) :—

Adolphe Brongniart

FClicien David
Lady Franklin

The CATALOGUE c

hffobtalned fi-om M. Vei

Rev M. J. Berkeley
Sir W. Hooker
Thomas Moore

I Joseph Paxton

ntaining the descriptions and the
.R.f

t Sons, 5, Harp Lane, Great Towor Street, London, E.C.

New GiadloU.
EUGi:NE VERDIER, FUs Aine, NunsER^^tAN,

3, Rue Dunoifl, Paris, has the honour to offer this Autumn
to his numerous Friends and Patrons the following NEW GLADIOLI
raised from seed by Mons. Souchet. Their description and prices

will be found in his Catalogue, which can be obtained of him or of hia

Agente, Me.ssra, Betoam S Blackito, Cox's Quay, Lower Thames
Street, London, E.C^ viz, :—Ad. Brongniart^ Anais, Apolli

100,000 Camellias.

JOSEPH BAUMANN, Nurskryman, Ghent, Belgium,
begs to offer

—

100 CAMELLLVS, with flower buds, beat sorts, £F>.

100 „ „ „ iE6.

100 „ „ „ stronger, £8.

The following f^eo to the CuBtom House, London :—
100 CAMELLIAS, without flower bads, 1 year's grafted, £4.
100 .. .. 2 to 3 years' grafted, £5.

stronger plants, £0.

SEEDS CARRIAGE FREE.
Grass Seeds for Permanent Pasture.

WM. WOOD ANT> SON are now supplving the fin

MIXTITRES of NATURAL GRASS SEEDS (2 bushel
light seeds, and 12 lb. of Clovers per acre), best qualltv. 30^. per a

RENOVATING MIXTURE, at lOtt. per lb. (10 to 121b. per aero
The best ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, at fls. per bushel, or cheap

by the i^n«it

Blckson's "First and Best" Early Pea.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS
gratified to know that this PEA has again this season gi

universal satisfttction, and is pronounced by hundreds of the 6
Gardeners in Brlt-iin, and other competent Judges (confirmed a
by their own repeated trials ngain&t all tho best Early Peas of h
day), to be the f^y best First Earl^ Pea ever offered for general g

Heating toy Hot Water.

WJ. HOLLANDS, Iron Merchant,
• 31. BanVaide, London, S,E.

HOT WATER PIPES, fium StocK, per yard :—2-inch, Is. 2d.,

3-inch, Is. lOd. ; and 4-inch. 2s. id. BENDS, from Stock, U.Gd., '2.i. Off.,

and 3«\ each. THROTTLE VALVES, 10s., 13s.. and 14s. each. Other
Connexions at equally low pnces, and all goods of first-class manu-
facture. Estimates given, and orders by post punctually attended to

16 „ „ 17 „ 2 16

Prices for Rollers fitted with Shafts suitable for Pony or Ho
Power, free on application.

Delivered carruige paid to all the principal Railway Stations a

Shipping Ports in England.
Thomas Green & Son, Smithfleld Iron Works, Leeds; 54 and

Blackfriars Road, London, S. ; and 19, Eden Quay, Dublin.

N.B. All Orders executed on the day they are received.

thes

Heating lay Hot Water.
HOT-WATER PIPES, at Wholesale Prices,

Elbows, Syphons, Tee Pipes, and every other conm
Wrought and Cait-lron Boilers, Saddle, Conical, Cylmder, Tubclah,
and Elliptic, from 24.s. ea^^h. Improved Boilers and Iron Stands to

use without brickwork, 608. each. Valves from 10s. Cd. each. Patent
Valves, Improved Furnace Doors, Furnace Bars, Supply Cisterns,

1 Castings of every description i~
^--'- -*

JAMES WATTS and CO., Hothouse Builders and
Hot-WatebAppabatcsManufactdbers, 363, Old Kent Road, S.E.

OnnCUCUMBERandMELON BOXES and LIGHTS,
/Cyjyj and from 400 to 600 LIGHTS for PITS of all SIZES kept in

STOCK. Glazed and Painted complete, ready for Immediate use.

Packed and sent to all parts of the kingdom. Public and Private

Buildings, Warehouses, Stc, Ileatod on the most approved scientific

and economical principles. References to the Nobility, Gentr>-, and
Trade in most of the Counties in England^ ______^_

The Only Stove without a Flue.

NASH AND JOYCE'S PATENT, for

AIRING, DRYING, and WARMING HALLS,
SHOPS, ROOMS, Ac, a new especial Stove for Con-

Greenhouses Fruit-Ripening &c to Burn
gh wm b ft ng h uel every

' ee equi ed, without

119, Newgate Street. London. E.C.

CRANSTON'S PATENT BUILDINGS for
HORTICULTURE.

" Dry Glazing without Putty."
" Glass without Laps,"

"Ventilation without Moving Lights."

Highly Commended by the Royal Horticultural Society, South

qualities, viz.. earliness, productiveness, and
"First Crop" (Or " Ringleader") may, "

earlier, but it l9 tiltogethi

of •

, be a day o
-ery c i fr

e supplied fVotn a Very l.irge b
the great and increasing demand

Price \.i.'6d. per'quart. Price per bushel to the Trade on applicat

The Old Established Seed Warehouse, 106, Eaatgate Street, Che

FIBROUS t'EAT of superior quality for Orrli d
American Plants, and all Potting purposes, may bo obta n i

from FaminKhnm Road Station on London, Chatham, and D
Railway, m Trucks of 16 yards, deliverable at some of the Lond !

Stations and on the Great Northern, Great Western, and Mid and
P.ailwayB.—Thos. JxsSop, Pamlngham Wood, Farningham, Kent

3RIZE MEDALS AWARDED to GREEN'S PATENT
LAWN MOWERS.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, LONDON, 18(12.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, DUBLIN, 1866.

The above Lawn Mowers have proved to be the best, and have
irried oflf every Prize that has been g:

petition.

Illustrated Price Lists fi-ee o

of Com-

IRTICULTURAL
IMPLI M ! N 1 s 1 -M \ ( 1 1 1 M s t e\ ti V desi^ription

IMIKO\ ^D II i>\ STABLI FITTINGS
HURDLES and CONTINUOUS IRON and WIRE FENCING.

Palisading Entrance and Field Gates. Plain and Galvanised
Wire Netting.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS and GARDEN ROLLERS.
Garden Engines, Syringes, Water Barrows, Ornamental Garden

Seats, Chairs, Tables. Iron Fountains, Vases, &c.

IRON and BRASS BEDSTEADS, m gi-eat variety.

Washing, Wringing, and Mangling Machines.

IMPROVED SAUSAGE MACHINES and FILLERS.
Separate Illustrated Price Lists free on application.

Tbomas Green 4 Son. Smithfield Iron Works. Leeds.

7 Rooms opposite the Smithfield Cattle Market, North Street,

CiHANKS' PATENT LAWN MOWERS for 1866.—
O Patronised on five separate occasions during the Sewon of 1864

by Her Majesty the Queen, and once by his Majesty the King ol

Saxony: again on four sopai-at^ o'^*^?''^'^?
'^"^,'°K.*'H?-^^''^f''S°,u h

by He M^esty the Queen ; once by H is Majesty the King of Holland

;

and nee by His Maiesty the King of Prussia.

HAND MACHINE.
T e are the only Lawn Mowers that will work for years without

r t: are the only Lawn Mowers that will M
s Wet.

e only Lawn Mowers th£

ry Machine warranted, and if m

properly when the

I in ALL the Royal

approved of can b
Illustrated Price Lists sent free on application.

& Son, Dena Iron Works, Arbroath ; and 2T, Leadeu-

3 In London where intending

3u asers of Lawn Mowers can choose from a .stock of from I"
'

Machines; all sizes kept thei , whether for Horse, Pony,
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NEW STRAWBERRY, DR. HOGG (Bradley).—
Resembling British Queen, but very larjze, and a bolter grower

than the Queen ; one of the uweeteut Strawberries grown, and, like

Sir J. Paxton and Oscar, by the same raiser, will become a favourite,

and be generally grown. It receired a First-cIass Certificate from
the Royal Botanic Society in 1865, and the same distinction by the
Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society this seawn;
was exhibited in C. Turner's successful collection of four varieties of
Strawberries, and also in h\B Collection of Fruit at the July Exhibi-
tion of the Royal Botanic Society. Price 21s. per 100.

Charles Tdrner. The Royal NurserieB, Sioueb.

A Quarter of a Mmion of Fruit Trees.

THOMAS AVARXER begs to inform intending Planters
and the Trade, that his Nurseries, which occupy upwards of

70 acres, contain the above, in addition to a moat estenslve stock of
Evergreens, Ornamental Trees, Roses, &c. All in a high state of

An inspection is respectfully invited.

Station.

Fruit Trees, Roses, Evergreens, &c.W KNIGHT begs to inform intending Planters
• that he has many Thousand-, of the above, with every other

ORN^VMENTAL TREE and SHRUB, in the finest possible
condition, at reasonable prices. An inspection ia reapectluUy
invited. DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES free.

The Nursery is within two minutes' walk of tho Hailsham Station
(South Coast Railway).

Floral Nursery, Hailsham, Sussex.

New Roses for 1866.
EUGENE VEKDIER, Fils Aiue, Nvrseryman,

3, Rue Dunois, Paris, has the honour to inform the public that
he will have ready to deliver m November next, the following
splendid ROSES obtained from Seed in his Establisliment :—
aVBRlD PEKPETUALS.—Comte Litta, Jules Calot. Madame

George Paul, Madame la Baronno Haussmann, Madame la Baronne
:Maunce des Gmviers, Mudame la Comtesse do Turenno, Made-
moiai:lle Annie Wood. Mademoiselle Eleanor Grier. Napoleon III.,
Velours pourpre. CATALOGUES may be obtained direct of E. V.,
or ot his Agent', Messrs. Betiiau & Black.ith, Cox's Quay, Lower
Thames Street, London, E.C.

pERASUS LUSITANICA var. AZORICA.—Plants of
VV this very superior variety of Portugal Laurel (in habit, flower,
and liardiness), lo which a First-class Certificate was awarded by the
Roy;d Horticultural Society on the 5th .Tune, will be ready for

c.
Tulips, Ranunculuses. &c.

TTSO, Florist, AVallingford,

RANUNCULUSES, 25 choice named s

., 26 fine named sorts, 10a.
100 mixtures. 53., 6s., and £1.

Double ANEMONES, 25 choice sorts, named, 6s. Gd

CULUS. JONQUILS, CROCUSES, SNOWDROPS. &.
Finest RANUNCULUS SEED. 2s. 6d. ; Do. ANEMONE, Is. perpkt.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE sent free for one stamp

^HOICE VARIEGATED PELARGONIUMS
1 Italia Unita

Clara I Picturata
Golden Tom Thumb The Fairy

Sunset
Mrs. Benvon
Mrs. Pollock
Vollow Belt

I
Rainbow 1 Pi-incess Alexandra

The above 12 varieties, suitable for exhibition, for 2\s.

The following at 78. per doz., package included :—
Mrs. Pollocli

I
Golden Vase

I Golden
Harkaway

, Nursenes, Chatteris, CambridgeshireAddress, Ali

P ATTT, \xi> SON'S NEW DOUBLE THORN,
< K \T I

I.I •- mxT. COCCINEA PLENA.—We have much
("' I Ins Autumn this unique novelty in Hardv Trees.
I' li :iii.:liest possible Awards of Merit, viz.. First-class
C.it ,[.. it. h t.

; ,
iiiMial Exhibition, and the same award at Royal

Botuiiic ."^ucittLya threat Show. Quite distinct from the old double
pink, it has tho same vigorous habit and free-blooming quality.
The Qard^ners' Chronicle, May 24, 1804, thus speaks of it :—" A

new double Thorn, much superior to any wbich we had previously
seen, in the combined character of depth' of colour and doubloness

;

3 fully double, and colour a bright deep carmine
""••d the variety as gr<»atly superior to the old

The Old Cheshunt Nurseries. Cheshunt, N.

To the Trade.—A Good Opportunity.
JOHN J. HASLAM, Eradshaw Gardens, Chadderton,

Manchester, begs to offer, in unusually fine strong well rooted
Plants, the late Mr. John Holland's unequalled CoUection ofCARNATIONS and PICOTEES in great variety, 50.*. per 100 pair^ -

YELLOW GROUND PICOTEES, 7^. per 100 pairs ^
'

Also a choice assortment of LANCASHIRE SHOW GOOSE-BERRY TREES, ti-ue to name, 43. to 6s. per dozen, or 30s. per 100.
Named sorts of the best CURRANT TREES giown. Black per

dozen. 2s. ; Red. per dozen, 2s. ; White, per dozen, 3.*. Selections of

HYACINTHS- AND OTHER BULBS.

WILLIAM PAUL,
Son and Successor to the late A. Paul,

BEGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT HE HAS NOW READY FOR DELIVERY

HIS USUAL SUPPLY OF HYACINTHS AND OTHER BULBS,

"Which, he has selected from the stock of

equal to any Bulbs this year imported, and

and supplied by him in previous yeara.

the first growers in Holland, and which he believes will be found

give the same satisfaction to the respective purchasers as those imported

irYACINTHS, good named aorta, 50s. per 100

„ choice selection, 9s., 12s., and 15.''. per doz.

„ new sorts, 18s. to 42s. per doz.

„ for beddmg, 18«. to 34s. per 100

I

TULIPS, early. In great variety, Is. to 4s. per doz., 6s. to 24d. per 100

POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, by name, 4s. to Cs. per doz., 26s. to

All other Bulbs and Spring-Jloiver

His friends and the public generally

less than 29 First Prizes last spring in

Societies of London.

I CROCUS, of sorts, 23. to 5s. per 100.

hig Plants and Shrubs for Forcing equally reasonable in price.

are respectfully reminded that his Collections of these Plants obtained no
the space of one week, from the Royal Horticultural and Royal Botanic

NOTICES OF THE PRESS.

remarkable for their solidity and clearness."—GardfHcrs" Chronicle.

" There was an air of nobility about the spikes that it is

difficult tn describe, but which was most striking."

—

Journal of
HoTttcuUure.

It is due to Mr. W, Paul's wonderful group of 24 Hyacinth-s to

ear absolute perfection as in the presont
imagine."—Gardmers' Magazine.

I particularly fine and very i

'* AColIectionthatwei
state of our knowledge v

" The Hyacinths wen
plants and flowers large and well-grown,"

—

The Times.

" Tho Hyacinths are of giant size, the colours having a metallto
lustre and an intensity which we never saw equalled."

—

Morning Post.

" Tho Hyacinths and Roses of Mr. Wm. Paul proved the greatest
attraction at the exhibition, the varieties being good and the plants
well-grown."

—

Daily Telegraph.

EARLY ORDERS ARE SOLICITED.

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.

SUTTON'S
eY4^2=^ UNRIVALLED COLLECTIONS OF /^^^XA^^

^^uffori(^ BULBOUS FLOWER ROOTS, M^wttot^^

\^\§)OnSy-*j' FOR BLOOMING DURING THE WINTER AND SPRING. '\»"\p)0(lS^

Gf.^'-"''^ SUTTON'S COLLECTION of HARDY FLOWER ROOTS cm^t^
br FOR OPEN GROUND. L^

No. 1. A Lirge and Choice CoUection of ANEJIONES, HYACINTHS, CROCUSES, TULIPS, £ s. d.

RANUNCULI, NARCISSI, SNOWDROPS, IRISES, GLADIOLI, &c 2 2

No. 2. Ditto ditto, consisting of all the same kinds, in Reduced Quantities 110
No. .3. A Small and Choice ditto 10 6

SORTS for FLOWER POTS and GLASSES.
No. i. A splendid Collection of HYACINTHS, JONQUILS, NARCISSI, EARLY TULIPS, New large

CROCUSES, &c 2 2

No. .5. The same in Reduced Quantities 11.0
No. 6. A Small and Choice Assortment 10 (i

N.B. A complete LIST of the above may bo had post free, and any article BpeciQed, If not required, will be omitted, and additional
quantities of others included.

The very low charges now mado for the above Choice Collections of Flower Roots will, it is believed. Insure a continually lucreaaing
demand.

Early Orders are reqiwsted before the more scarce kinds are nit sold.

SUTTON'S DESCRIPTIVE AUTUMN CATALOGUE
ifl now ready, and may he had gratis and post free on application.

Alt Goods sent Carriage Free except small parcels, and 5 per cent, allowedfor cash payments.

SUTTON AND SONS, ROYAL BERKS SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

BAER & SUGDEN'S
AUTUMNAL FLORAL GUIDE TO WINTER

km SPEING GARDENING,
Contains a Treatise on "SPRING GARDENING," with Directions for Planting a series of Beds and Bordei b,

with Early Flowering BULBS and PLANTS, the beauty and general effect of which will bear comparison with
the gayest groups of our Summer and Autumn Blooming Plants, and may be had free by intending purchasers.

BULBS and PLANTS for SPRING BLOOMING.
iSH-SSS 5T^S}?=S?A J" .^- '" ^- P" "'°^' >*» '° 21'- per lOO 100,000 CLIVEDEN DAISIES, Pink, Red, and White, 3s. per doz.,
100.000 NARCISSUS, ea. to 3». Cd. per doz., 3«. M. to 21». per 100

" - ...
.

r .

100.000 TULIPS, Sd. to 2s. 6<J. per doz., 4s. to 16s. per 100
200,000 CROCUSES. Is. M. to 4s. per 100, 14s. to 30s. per lOOO
100,000 SNOWDROPS, 2s. ed. per 100, 2Is. per lOOO
10,000 SCILLA SmiRICA and AMCENA, 2s.6rf. perdoz,, 18s. ptrrlOO

100,000 CLIVEDEN PANSIES, Blue, Purple, and Vellow, 4s. per doz
30s. per 100

WINTER ACONITES, IRIS, ANEMONES, RANUNCULUS.
SCILLAS. 4c.

COLLECTIONS of BULBS for Blooming In-door Decoration, 10s. 6cf., I5s. 6r/., 2L(., 30s., 42s., 63s., and 210s.
COLLECTIONS of BULBS for Out-door Decoration, IDs. 6rf., 15s. 6d.. 21s., 30s., I2s.. 63s and 210s.
COLLECTIONS of SPRING-BLOOMING PLANTS, 12s. 6d., 25s., 50s., 100s. to 200s.

BARR AND SUGDEN,
12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.

per doz., 2l5jer 100
200,000 MYOSOTIS STLVATICA (Forget-me-not), U. (W. per doz.,

fin© permaneut edging, 38. Gd.

.FLOWtIF
PATICAS, fie.
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THE CZAR VIOLET is NOW in BLOOM, and will
continue -so tlirounh tho wiutor, even during frost anfl under

gnow. until May. The flowers are twice as large as the Old Russian.
and sweeter ; on very lone stout stalks. Awarded several Fh-st-cluRS

CertiQcntes and Prizes. Strong blooming plants may be had. IOji.

per dozen, prepaid, of Mr. Joun Graham, Cranford, Hounalow, W.
The usual allowance to the Trade.

V^'
NEAPOLITAN, CRIMEA. TREE, Ac), aud in first-rate condi
for planting out for the winter season. The Giar.t. bearing a finer

bloom and a more beautiful perfume than any of itn kind, now in
perfection. Roots cnn bo had about 24 iucbcs in circumference, and
._ r...i 1-1 T tcn-.^ -* nnrrtcc ,^p^ of stamp for postago.

yiOLETS, WALLFLOWERS, &c.

VIOLET (Queen of Violets), 125. per doz.

,, double red, 65. per doz., 405. per 100

„ (Neapolitan), in 60-pot3, (la. per doz., 40s. per 100

., ,, in small 60-pots, 4s. per doz., 25s. per lOO

„ doable blue, 20.s. per 100
,. double white, 20s. per 100

WALLFLOWERS, double yellow, fine, in pots, 25». per 100
double dark, fine, in pots, 2.15. per mo

A PRICED LIST of the best SPRING FLOWERS free upon
application.

DiL E & Co.. Nui „ SI.U r Halstead. R-isi

Amaryllis.
JAMES GARAWAY and CO., Durdham Down

Nurseries, Bristol, ofTer, from their unequalled stock of the
above-named favourite flower, stronc; Bulbs of unnamed Seedlings
and others that hnve bloomed with them during the two last seasons,

at OS., 7s. 6rf., and lO.'!. 6rf. each, or 60fl., $0s.. and 105s. per dozen.
James Gahaw^t & Co.'s GENERAL BULB CATALOGUE for

the comiUR season is in the Press, aud when ready will bo forwarded
post free on aj^lication.

r & Co , Durdham Down Nu

M
Cupressus Lawsoniana argentea.

ESSRS. WATEREK and GODFREY propose send-

It has been .awarded Three First-class Certificates by the Royal
Horticultural Society of London, Royal Botanic Society of London,
and at the Ci^stal Palace ; and may be justly represented as a dis-

B S. WILLIAM
Victoria and Paradise Niu-series, HoIIoway, London, N.

CHOICE SEEDS.
PRIMULA (Wtlltams's superb Strain),—The most noted etrair

each. None
|

the packet.

CALCEOLARIA {Jf

CIVERARIA (Wea

thout B. S. Wii s and addre.ss c

B Strain).—55. and 3s. Gd, per packet.

ill's extra choice strain).—This well-
known Covent Garden strain to; be bad fionuine only In sealed
parrkets bearing B. S. Williams's name and address. Price 63. and
35. 6d. per packet.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1866.

MEETINGS FOR 1

r Royal r
Oct. 2^ mittc-oi, «t ^uutii

( Ditto tSciontiflc Di&
fl/Roval Horticultural (Weekly Btowi.

; ENSUENG WEEK,
il (Floral and FniitC

nittCPB), at South Kensinston ..

South KenaiDgtoa

It is a source of satisfaction to find that] the
EoYAL HoRTicuMTJE^u, SOCIETY is desirous of

proiiting by the example of tho recent Great Inter-
national Show ; and still more satisfactory is it

to know that the Society has at last become
willing to tako counsel with practical men.
These are promising signs, and they have become
evident in this way : when the Floral and Fruit
Committees last met, the opinion of the
members of those bodies was sought as to

the policy or impolicy of merging the two or
thi'ee customary summer shows into one con-
tinuous show of some few days' duration. The

j

question thus i-aised was re.served for discussion

at the meeting of the Committee, which takes
place on Tuesday next. It is a subject of some
importance to the general body of horticulturists,

and we trust, therefore, that having been
courteously consulted, rather in then- individual
than in their corporate capacities, the members of
those Committees will not only give the subject
theii' full and serious consideration, but will also

give to the Executive of the Society the benefit
of an expi'essiou of their honest convictions
thereupon.
What tho result will be, we can scarcely doubt.

AVith our experience of the tedium of shows
which under the old rei/imi; recur eveiy few
days throughout the summer season, and of
theii' general unprofitableness in a pecuniaiy
sense, on the one hand ; and on the other,
with the knowledge which was gained at the
International, that it is quite practicable to keep
many, if not all the subjects which make up our
exhibitions, without material damage, for some
four or five days at the least, there can, we
think, be but one opinion—that it would be
a wise step to adopt tho plan which is in
contemplation.

We have said that this is a question of some
importance—we might have said it is one of
paramount importance, for it most intimatelj-

affects both the principal parties concerned in the
getting up of these shows, namel}', the caterers

for the public enjoj-ment, in this instance repre-
sented by the Eoyal Horticultural Society, and
the exhibitors, who find the materials out of
which the show has to be made. The Society, it

is obvious, has a deep interest in the matter, for

it steps in and takes all pecuniary risks ; it finds

a local habitation for tho exhibition, and a
staff to carry out the necessary arrangements

;

and it finds the prize money, which on the
occasion of a groat show represents a con-
siderable sum in hard cash to be risked upon
the slender chance, in our fickle climate,
of being recouped by a single day's receipts.

The exhibitor on his part has also a great interest

in the question, for he has to provide all the
appliances of cultivation in the shape of struc-
tures, soils, fuel, ttc. ; he has to bring his

sldll—often his chief if not his only capital—to

bear on the treatment of the exhibition subjects,

and days of toil and nights of anxious watching,
of which the uninitiated know nothing, have to

be endured ; he has to provide means of transit,

and assistance in the moving from place to place
of those monster specimens, which, however we
may criticise them, are the glory of our British

flower shows ; and he risks the perils by the
way, tho perils of the tent, the perils of cold and
tho perils of heat, uncertain at the outset
whether his choicest specimens may not be
crippled or destroyed by accidents or unfavour-
able conditions ; and verily for all this he should
have his reward.
But looking at the question fi'om another point

\-iow, if, as seems too often to be tbe case, it is
]

found that exhibitions of the class under con-
sideration won't pay. the caterers will hold their

hand, and the exhibitors will lose the oppor-
[

tunity of winning both honours and rewards.
The Societies will either hold shows in which
there will be no life or spirit, just to keep up
appearances, and in which exhibitors will neces-

sarily gain but scanty remuneration ; or they
will give up their shows altogether, when the

exhibitors will lose even those slender opportu-
nities of distinguishing themselves, or of winning
remuneration for their expenditure, whether of

purse or talent. There is thus a mutual interest

in the matter, and the question which now arises

can only, as it seems to us, be satisfactorily

settled by an understanding based on a full

recognition of this fact, which, however, need
j

raise no material difficulty on either side. I

The leading propositions, then, which a con-
j

sideration of this subject suggests, are these :
—

(a.) To be sufficiently remunerative to justify

the necessary expenditm-e on the part of the pro-

moters, a flower show must be continuous over
several days.

(ft.) Such a continuity may be given to them
without serious detriment to the subjects ex-
hibited.

(c.) The amount of prize money must be in-

creased, to meet the additional costs and risk

incuri'cd by exhibitors.

What the amount of that increase should be is

a fair subject for discussion, and one on which
many members of the Committees in question,

including as they do some of the largest and
most prominent of exhibitors, will be able to give
sound advice. For oiu: own parts, it seems to us
that an advance of about one-third on the present
average rate of prize money would meet tho case,

and we venture to throw out this suggestion as a
starting point for the discussion.

Lest there should bo any mistake on the point,

wo may observe that the most weighty reason
for a several days' show is that it affords a fail-

prospect of being remunerative ; and public
bodies, no less than individuals, have to ask
themselves the vulgar question "Will it pay?"
before embarking in speculative outlay. No
amount of advertising can bring in the thousands
to witness a one day's or even a two daj's' show.
By the third, or fourth, or fifth day, advertise-
ments begin to tell upon tho pubUc, and the
visitors on the earlier days influence others to

become visitors in their tui-n. These facts are
undoubted, and they point to the conclusion that
the longer a flower-show can be kept open and
kept attractive, the better will it pay, provided
proper means are taken to make it known.

A VERY interesting communication has been
received from Mr. ErvEBS, which we copy below,
but on which unfortunately we have but very
little to say. It has been more than once
remarked by keen observers that the Gland-
BEARING Peach Trees and Nectarines are far

less subject to Mildew than those which are

without glands. W^e do not, however, think that

the glands have anything to do with the question,

except so far as they generally accompany a

more delicate foliage, and may get rid of a

certain quantity of superabundant moistui'e.

The mould which attacks the leaves and young

shoots is perfectly superficial, but it is neverthe-
less a true parasite, not merely blocking up liko
the Cladosporium herbarum tho breathing pores,
but living by moans of little suckers at the
expense of the plant. Tho grosser plant probably
contains a larger quantity of sap, aud that in a
fitter condition to nourish the parasite, while it

is clear that the same favom-able conditions do
not exist in general in the case of the gland
bearers. There cannot be anything in those
absolutely destructive to the mould, or any
chemical peculiarities which are completely
antagonistic, as under certain circumstances, pos-
sibly of greater luxuriance than usual, the mould
flouiishes even on gland-bearing leaves. The
practical nature of the question is clear, and the
subject is well worth the attention of cultivator.s,

though we do not think they will be able to

discard altogether the better glandless varieties.

Tho inferior ones may, on the contrary, be
generally dismissed, except where gi'eat variety
is wanted, for though sulphur is a pretty certain

remedy in most cases, it is well to get rid of the
trouble of applying it. We have again observed
in Wales the cui'ious black parasite which we
described and figured in this Journal in 1864, but
happily only in very small quantities, as it

rapidly decomposes the fruit down to the stone.
Mr. ElVEES shall now speak for himself, and

wo feel greatly obliged to him for calling atten-
tion to the subject :

—

" The inquii-y of 'Uuercus' (see p. 829) is so
pertinent as at once to claim attention. I there-
fore beg to submit to you some leaves of Peaches
and Nectarines, glandless and glandular, trusting
to your intimate knowledge of all the species of
mildew to put the question at rest.

'

' I have failed in my search in several horticul-
tural works as to the reason why the glandless
leaves of Peaches are more liable to mildew than
those that are glandular—the latter are not
entirely exempt, but are seldom attacked.

" If I remember correctly, the late T. A.
Knight in some of his writings attributes the
mildew which attacks such Peach trees as the
Eoyal George, Noblesse, and others, ' to a
derangement in the foliage caused by the leaves
absorbing an excess of moisture from the atmo-
sphere under certain conditions.'

" To a non-microscopic observer this seems
tenable, for the leaves of the glandless Peaches
seem coarser in their tissue than those with
glands, as 5'ou will observe in the leaves now
submitted to you, which are from the glandless
Noblesse and Eoyal George Peaches, and from
the glandular Miguonne Peach and Elruge and
other Nectarines, the latter being perfectly free

from mildew, and remarkably smooth and glossy."

M. J. B.

Professor Charles Martins, of Montpeltier,
in the Seinw Sorticole, in noting the Flowering of
Basylirion gracile in the open air at Moutpellier,
where a plant of this species has been planted out
since l^i'l wiUicul sustaining any injury, gives the
fnlliiwiiiL' iiiin.-tiiis details as to its rate of growth.
Till/ lii^i iii'li'iilinu of blossoming was noticed on
the 1th oi June last, the spike being then 85 cen-
timetres in height {about 33J inches). Prom
that time the growth was measured daily at 6 a.m.
and 6 P.M. Rapid up to the l-ltli of June, the rate of
growth diminished gradually, and no further elonga-
tion was observed after the evening of June 2.3, when
it had attained a height of 2 m. SSI (about 91 feet).

From these data, M. Martins calculates that the
growth began on the 1st of June, and that therefore

the growth was complete in 23 days, or at the rate of

125 millimetres (about IV inches) a day. But the rate

of growth was not uniform. For the first 11 days the
growth was more active (on the average nearly 8 inches)

than during the latter 12, when it averaged little more
than 2i inches in the 24 hours. The rate of growth
was also more active at night tli.iii during the day, and
between 3 and 6 a.m., and agiiin bclwi-in '.1 .-ind 12 p.m.

A similar tendency to more r:i|ii'l L'niwili liy night wa«
observed in July, 1854, by ii. JIaktins, in another

plant of the same species, grown in a tub aud placed in

an orangery in the winter. This plant flowered

again in 1832, at the end of June, when a similar

tendency to grow fastest at night was observed.

M. Martins' observations show that the excess of

nightly growth over that taking place by day, is less

for a plant grown in a tub than it is for the same
species grown in the open ground.

A plant of Phonnium tenax grown in a pot presented

similar plaenomena in regard to the excess of noctiunal
growth, over that by day. These results differ from those

observed on several plants of the Agave americana,

and which always show a greater amount of growth
by day than by night. In AmarjUis Belladonna,
similar excess of groivth by day has been observed by
M. E. Meyer. It is evident that we stand in need of

further observations on that point, and as M. Martins
says, it is desirable to study separately the slow,

regular, normal gi-owth of the branches, and also the
exceptionally rapid growth of the flower spikes, which
often attain a disproportionate height as compared
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with the rest of the plant, bear a profusion of flowers,

and often cause the death of the plant.

A writer in the Seme Horficole recommends
the use of Lees of Wine as a MiNUEE. The dis-

coverer happened to be wa.shins out some old wine
casks which were thickly crusted with deposit, when
it struck him to pour the washings of the cask round
the base of a Magnolia grandiliora wliich was growing
very slowly. Ne.xt year the effect was so marvellous
that he tried the same fertilizer on some other

Magnolias with similar results. Since then he has

been equally fortunate with the use of the same
substance in the case of Oranges, Oleanders, Pitto-

sporums, &c. The soil is described as of a dry sandy

and gravelly nature. Though we fear we shall not be

able to get Clicquot Gooseberry or Lafitte Ehubarb by
such a proceeding, we see no reason to doubt the

efficacy of the lees of wine as a manure.

We understand that specimens of the new
C.iTlLEY.i alluded to below, will be exhibited at the
meeting of the Boyal Horticultural Society on Tuesday
next.

The Gardens of the Royal Hoeticultceal
Societt at South Kensington, which have been
opened to the public free on the Wednesdays of the
month of September, have, we understand, been visited

by upwards of 21,283 persons on these days. Manjr of
the visitors however were not of the class whose enjoy-
ment was contemplated by the Pellows in granting the
boon, and we are given to understand that they will not
be thrown open again free this year. It seems the
experience at Kew afforded no fair criterion by
which to judge of the results of similar measures
at Kensington. The distance of the former gardens
from London opposes an obstacle to the visits of large
numbers of mischievous boys which does not exist at
Ken.sington, and it is thought that the enjoyment of
the flower lovers of the working classes would be better
secured by the payment of a small fee for admission,
which would exclude those who go there to play and
do mischief, and require police and the full attention
of the ofticers of the Society to keep them in order.

An intimation has just been made to the effect
that the poorer inhabitants of London are to have the
SURPLUS Bedding-out Plants in the Pabks and in
the lloYAL Gardens, Kew. If the clergy, school
committees, and others interested will make application
to the Superintendents of the parks nearest to their
respective parishes, or to the Director of the Royal
Garden.s, Kew, they will receive early intimation of
Ibe number of pla,nts that can be allotted to each
applicant, .and of the time and manner of their
distribution. It should be observed that the bedding
plants, Ac. are to be distributed to the poor of London,
nn application being made on their behalf by the
clergy, &o. ; and that persons, well able to aflbrd to pur-
eh;ise such plants from the nurserymen, are not
expected to become the recipients of what is intended
a.s a boon for their less fortunate brethren.

New Plants.
337. Cattleya Dowiana.

This magnificent plant was received last year from
Costa Rica, where it was collected by M. Arce for
G. U. Skinner, Esq. In its coloiu'ing and general
effect it is entirely unlike anything I have yet seen in
the genus, the sepals and petals being of a mellow
straw colour, while the lip is one luniform mass of the
darkest purple velvet, streaked regularly throughout
with gold threads. The expanded flowers are nearly
7 inches across, and the fringed labellum not less than
•1 inches long, the latter having protruded about an
inch beyond the point of the unexpanded buds. On
the plant that is now in bloom at Kuj^ersley, and which
I owe to the kindness of Mr. Skinner, there are only
two flowers on a scape, but the imported .specimens had
borne three times that number.
Distinct as is this superb plant for all horticultural

purposes, I could not, until I have seen other
specimens from the same country, venture to regard it

as a perfectly new species ; it may after all add another
to the raaiy varieties of the labiata tyi'c, but in the
meantime I gladly dedicate the plant to the gallant
Captain Dow (of the American Packet Service), w^ho
is always ready to render every a.ssistance in his power
to botanical collectors, and indeed to men of science
generally. The entire stock of this fine plant is in the
hands of the Messrs. Veitch. J. B.

BEDDING OUT.
(Continuedfrom i>. 898).

The first question is " Where shall it be ? " strange
as it may sound, and altogether superfluous, unto a
florist's ear. "Where?" he will reply, surprised and
indignant, " why, of course, where we may see it and
enjoy it most—in front of our homes, where, with all

its glowing colours, deepened by the dark foliage of
solemn trees around, and by the dull rain-fraught
clouds above, it may gladden the eyes continually,
cheering our hearts like a merry tune, and fiUing them
with thankful love." And yet in how many
.sorrowful instances is it otherwise. A large
'moiety of those who possess a garden seem to think
that floriculture is an exercise which, like almsgiving
or abstinence, should be done in secret, and, on no
account whatever, to be seen of men. Or rather, I am
afraid, they are ashamed of their mUd little attachment
to the goddess, and therefore visit her clandestinely,
and woo her coldly, in occult places, behind the leafy
screen. Had the mansions of England, speaking
generally, any of the attractions of art, architectural
bfeauty, grace of construction, or of exquisite carving
in wood and stone, we should be the less astonished at
this very dreary mistake ; but as a considerable portion

of the residences in question are little more, as to their

external merits, than genteel barracks and highly

civiUsed barns, requiring every adjunct whixjh might
help to break their grim uniformity, and to subdue
ilieir ostentatious ugliness, it is indeed a mystery that

their owners should reject such an easy and effective

method of adornment. It is depressing to survey the
frontage of certain country houses, not infrequent in

the laud. A broad walk of monotonous gravel, between
broad walks of monotonous Grass, bounded by massive
balustrades of stone ! And the approach, through
gloom.v groves of sad funereal Yews, under the shade
of melancholy boughs, which imperil our coachman's
hat, and suggest to our chastened spirits an impression
that we are seated in a mourning coach, and approaching
the portals of a mausoleum.^ Nothing is wanting a^ to
internal arrangement, nothing can be more complete
or tasteful than the elegant coinfort of an English
home ; but it is the immediate vicinity of these habita-

tions which so often makes them doleful, and for

which the modem system ofgardening, vulgarly known
to us as "bedding-out," is so especially adapted,

dispelling the gloom, and hghting up the scene, as the
face of some moody and careworn man brightens and
beams with a pleasant .smile, when children, joyous
and golden-haired, run shouting to the fathers knee.
The objection, ancient, and soon to be obsolete, is, that

the beds are empty for the greater part of the year,
" long, and lank, and brown," hke the Ancient Mariner

;

but the argiunent is infirm, as I have noted elsewhere.

Por the money which they give for a pointer, the
owners of these houses might purchase a grand collec-

tion of bulbs for the beautifying of the beds in spring

;

and for the price which they pay for a gun, they might
have an extensive winter garden, the latter to last for

years. I repeat, therefore, let Flora be no longer

banished to the pen.al settlement of the kitchen garden,
and to "deserts w'here no men abide," but let the
lovely exile be brought back in triumph to the throne
which is her royal right.

In the next place, and as regards design. I would
strongly recommend simplicity. The multitudinous
and intricate partitions of the geometrical draughts-
man are extremely clever, and most effective on paper,
but they add greatly to the perplexities of " beddmg-
out." ITnless they can be developed on a very exten-
sive scale (and I am not writing for very extensive
gardeners, who would justly regai'd me as a duckling,
teaching an old drake to swim), they involve a number
of small divisions, which are ever unsatisfactory. The
beds, in my opinion, should be .always of a suflicient

size to exhibit, amply and distinctly, the intended
combinations of diverse, or masses of similaj, colours.

Circles, and sections of circles, are the easiest to form
and to fill. The walks, whether of Grass or gravely

should be broad enough for a crinoline to travel with-
out trespass upon the beds. It is an extremely pretty
idea which our great poet, Tennyson, presents to us,

when he speaks of flowers which dipped, and fell, and
rose again to look at one of his heroines, making, as it

were, an obeisance to her beauty, and kissing th*
ground on which she trod; but it is an awful reality to
watch the heavy folds of some ample dress sweeping
down our lovely favourites, and scattering their petals

ruthlessly. It is an advantage, moreover, to those, at

all events, who are constrained to preserve, even in

their pleasm-e.s, Mrs. Gilpin's "frugal mind," that

these simpler designs and wider walks are much more
easily operated upon by the mowing machine, and thus
economise both work and wage.
The situation selected, and the design laid out, let

good soil be put into the beds. It is a common error to
be ilUberal in this matter, and to fkncy, because some
few of the bedding-out family are extremely vigorous,
such, for instance, as the Perilla and Centaurea, and
some of the free-growing Pelargoniums, and will thrive,

like young gipsies, upon the meanest diet, that starva-
tion is good for the whole community, and that it is

wasteful to give old Oats and Beans to horses that will

work upon a diet of hay. But these economists are
liable to disappointments. A hot day and a heavy load
bring feeble Dobbin to the ground, blemishing his

poor knees for life, and a dry summer or a damp as

surely deals decay among their flowers, as drought
fever, and frost ague, among the weakly, outcast, and
unfed. Be generous, my brothers, unto both, and their
happy smiles of gratitude will make home and
gardeji glad.

And now that our reception rooms are ready, .and

our new beds duly aired, what gueste shall we invite
to fill them ? I strongly urge upon all young beginners
to set their affections, mainly, upon plants of varie-
gated foliage. They are charming from first to last

;

charming in their babyhood, forming, as tiny plants, a
delightful edging for the conservatory stage ; charming
on their first introduction to society, as soon as they
are bedded out ; and charming thenceforth, come
storm, come sunshine, through the rest of their bright
existence. Theirs is a beauty, which, like that of
goodness and intellect iu the human face, is brightened
by the rains of adversity, and long outlives the tran-
sient prettiness of pink cheeks and glossy ringlets.

From the windows of the room iu which I write, I look
upon a garden containing all the principal varieties of
plants which are now used in bedding out ; and,
although some of the Pelargoniums, such as Lord
Palmerston, Christine, and Trentham Rose, are still

attractive, and the LobeUas, Ageratums, and some ofthe
Calceolarias, in bloom, the chief beauty of that garden
consists in its coloured leaves. All flowers have
suffered from the heavy rains, but all foliage is fresh

and gay. The former look much as I have seen people
look towards the close of the London season. Madame
Vaucher is used up completely. The splendid beauty
of Stella wanes, and her glowing complexion is (softly

be it spoken) spotty. Purple King remains erect and
handsome, but he bears, nevertlieless, a strong resem-
blance to some good-looking swell, who is sadly

wishing that he had gone to bed instead of to the
smoking |room when he left her lady.ship's ball. The
latter, on the contrary, are as full of health and vigour
as the Harrow Eleven or the Oxford Eight. Mrs.
Pollock (I apologise to the ladies for comparing them
to y««iig athletes) does not look a day older than she
did at the beginning of the season. Miss Iresine

blushes in the sunUght, wearing that untarnished
Golden Chain which adds so much to her beauty. The
new Chrysanthemum, with its bright yellow leaves,

still creates an immense Sensation, especially upon
Amarauthu.s, with whom she is " keeping company,"
and who glows ivith admiration near. Coleus Verschaf-
feltii anil Centaurea caudidissima, Perilla nankin-
ensis and Cineraria maritima, brunette and blonde,
Minna and Brenda, enhance by contrast each the other's

charms. The Pelargoniums of golden leaf, especially

the Golden Fleece, which, as an outer circle, followed
by Amaranthus, is the most effective plant in my
garden, retain their primal glory ; and those with silver

variegation, more particularly Bijou, Flower of Spring,
Manglesii, J?lag of Truce, and Beaton's Silver Nosegay,
are still singing fonjours gai. And to these I must
jidd, as constant and unfailing ornaments to a garden,
the Cerastium, the Sautoliua, the Variegated Cocksfoot,
the Ivy-leaved Geranium, and several ofthe Ivies them-
selves, the Orach, the Alyssum, the Golden Sage, and the
Arabis lucida. Would that I might include the
beautiful Alteruautheras, which Mr. Bennett, of
O-sberton, exhibited at the International,, and which I
went the other day to sfie. But the drenching rains

had marred their beauty, and, though their guar<iiai>

spoke hopefully of the future, I should have been sadly

disappointed were there not so many other attractions

in the beautiful gardens of Osberton to interest ani-
delight a florist.

Let us treasure, therefore, and endeavour to increase,

our precious store of such plants as can resist the vicis-

situdes of our fickle climate. It is a sore trial and dis-

couragement to see the most brilliant bed in a garden
ruined by a night of pouring rain ; and the thought of

such an ordeal recalls to my mind the following

truthful incident. A kdy of my acquaintance was
sitting in her drawing-room, the door of her conserva-
tory, which adjoined, being open. The gardea«, an
old Yorkshireman, with a famous brogue, was attending,

unaware of any other presence, to his plants. A short
time before the date of this history a friend had
presented to the lady a bulb of Tropjeolum tricolorum,

at that time held in estiiuiation. Suddenly she hca.rd a
start, a growl, and then, in tones of a,nger irrepressible,
" Dom the rots, tlj,ey've etten tricolorum !

" Jly friends,

we have all lost our tricolorum, aud though we have
notj I hope, used his violent language, we can think
leniently of the wrathful Yorkshireman, congratulating
ourselves that our foliage plants defy both wet and
vermin.
Li my next I propose to resume, and to conclude, my

observations upon bedding out. -S'. S. S.

RARE OR INTERESTING PLANTS NOW IN
BLOOM AT KEW.

Sleplmnia rotunda, Loureiro, Menispermacesc.^-A
very pretty climber, with large subglobose tiiberous
roots, and ovate or nearly rotundate glabrous peltate

leaves, from l|-3 in. in diameter, on long petioles

;

flowers unisexual, small, in compound umbels ; sepals

iu the male flowers six, in two rows, pale yellow
; petals

three, bright orange; stamens sessile, arranged in a.

ring at the top of a column. It diff'ers from S. hernan-
discfolia, a closely allied species, in having pedicellate

flowers. The abundance of its bright-coloured, although
small flowers, entitles it to the attention of cultivators.

Trained up one of the rafters of the succulent house it

produces a very good effect. The plant is widely distri-

buted in India, up to an altitude of 7000 feet in the
Himalayas.

Eiicaliiptus calophi/Ua, R. Brown ; E. splachnicarpa,

Hook. Bot. Mag. t. IU3(). Myrtacese, tribe Leptosper-

mcEo, subtribe Bucalypteic.—Thismaguificent tree isnow
iu full flower iu the New TemperateHouse. It is one of

the hand.somest species of the genus, is of erect growth,

and produces an abundance of dark green lanceolate

leaves (i inches or more in length. The flowers are

white, in terminal corymbose fascicles ; and the urn-
shaped fruit is large and woody, about 2 inches in

length, and 1 in diameter ; the same tree has ripened

fruits which have lately been gathered. It is confined

to Western Australia, where it is plentiful in the
neighbourhood of King George's Sound, and goes by
the name of "Red Gum" amongst the colonists,

according to Oldfield. In the Temperate House
are several other species of this genus in flower or

fruit, or both, as JE. cori/nocalyx, F. Mueller, a very

distinct South Australian species, of elegant habit,

with the flowers iu extraaxillary umbels, and long

narrow fruits.

E. ros/rafa, Sehlecht., known in New South Wales
as Flooded Gum, in South Australia as White or Red
Gum.—A very graceful tree, with long slender drooping
branches, and very small roiind fruits. This species is

said to be much used in fencing and the construction

of bridges, takes French polish well, aud is made into

beautiful furniture.

E. cordata, LabiU., PI. Nov. Holl. ii. 13, 1. 153.—

A

small tree, couflned to Tasmania; leaves opposite,

sessile, cordate, glaucous; flowers in axillary three-

flowered umbels.
E. poli/aiUhemos^ Schauer, the Bastard Box and

Lignum Vitae of N ew South Wales, and E. globulits,

Labill. Voyage, i. 153, t. 13, the Blue Gum of

I'asmania, are also deserving of notice. The fonner is

perfectly hardy at Kew. There is an old tree of it near
No. 3 House, wliich flowers every season. E. globulus

is one of the loftiest trees of the Southern Hemisphere,
attaining occasionally, it is said, a height of 300 feet or

more, and its timber is valuable for house and ship
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building. TliLs will also with.stand the ordinary
winttir.s of the south-western couaties.
lihodamnia trinefvia, Blume, Museum Botanlouui,

i. 7'.> ; Eugenia trinervia, Bot. Mag. t. 3233 ; Monoceni
rubasceos, Benth. ; Myrtus molastomoides, F. Mueller.
—A haad,some shrub or small tree, belonging to the
Myrtaeeic ; leaves opposite, ovate-oblong, 2-3J inches
long, strongly 3-nerved, as in many of the Melastoaiaceie.

The flowers are iuoon/spicuou.s, white, arranged in

small a.xillary clusters. This shrub was introduced in

1824 from New South Wales to this country by Allan
Cunningham.

Opuiilia DilUiiii, Haworth; Cactus Dillenii, Ker. in
Eot. Reg. t. 355 ; C. indicas, Ro.xb. Fl. lud. 2, p. 175.—
Tliis is the species common throughout East India,

by Roxburgh considered to be indigenous, but generally

supposed to bo an introduction from America. The
present is a divaricately-branched plant, with com-
pressed glaucous branches, studded over with tufts of
yellowish spines and bristles ; flowers yellow, about
2 to 2^ inches in diameter, pedunculate on the extre-
mities of the branches. It has been in cultivation a
long time, but does not appear to flower freely.

Metrosideros scandens. Banks it Solander; Mela-
leuca perforata, Forst. ProJr. ; 1, r|il I isiirrmum perfo-
ratum, Forst. Genera.—Dc^'nlud i^ :: lurge climbing
shrub or small tree, with spii :i'l:ir.; Iu:iiiclies; but in

cultivation it forms a ncii) little jiliuit, flowering
while still quite young. A Myrt;w;oous shrub, with
distichous, variously shaped leaves, about J an inch
long, having numerous terminal cymes of small white
flowers. On account of the profusion of its flowers

this is a very pretty object. It is a native of New
Zealand, where it is common in the forests of the
Northern and Middle Islands, and is also found iu

Lord Auckland's Group.
Ci/peUa canilea. Seubert, one of the few S. American

Iridex', and a truly noble plant.—Acaulescent ; leaves

ghibrous, equitant, 5 to feet long, 1^ inches broad,
resembling gigantic swords ; scajje foliaceous, spathe
lateral, 6 inches long, 1-flowered ; outer penanth
segments 2 to %h inches long, inner about Ij inch
long, recurved, all mottled with orange an,d brown at

the base, and blue upwards. Received from Mr.
"Williams at Bahia, and probably flowering for the first

time in this country. It may be found in House No. I'J.

Vilh Bainesii, Hook. Bot. Mag. t. 5Jf2.—It will

doubtless be a source of satisfaction to the lovers of
the curious and wonderful in tijje vegetable kingdom
to know that this remarkable plant, as well as
V. macropus. Hook. (Bot. Ma{j. t. 5479.) is stiU flourish-
ing at Kew, and is now flowermg again. The plant in
question was sent to the gardens from Nanmqua Land
about three years ago, by the well-known traveller aijd

artist, T. Baines, Esq., and the other, V. macropus,
a native of Benguela, was received shortly after-
wards from Dr. Welwitech. Both plants are from
the littoral region inhabited also by the (kmous
Wehvitschia mirabUis, and several other plants
with obese stems. As they are remarkabl,v ugly
plants, the only interest attached to them is on account
of their pecuUar form, and as representatives of the
anomalous Flora of the region they inhabit. V. Bainesii
diti'ers principally from V. macropus in having ternate,
not quinate leaves. Their fleshy stems are frum
1 to 2 feet high, and as much in circumference, throu -

ing out a few short, thick branches from their crow ns,

terminated by the inflorescence. The flowers of both
species are small and green, as iu most species of the
genus. For further injformation, and some interesting
remarks on these curious plants, see Dr. Welwitsch's
?apcr in the Journal of the Proceedings of the
iinncan Society for September, 1864, p, 77. They are

at present in No. 19 House.

NOTES ON CONIFERS, No, IX.

The facts which suggest the idea that the prickle or
umbo of the apophysis may lie tin still persistrnt
petal, are most marked in the ''yi'i-c—cs lf\\rl,,(,k :it

their male flowers, we see thai tiui .wii^i^i nl u MTir^
of scales which are obviously llic iiLi'rr rciitinuaticui .if

the leaf scales of the twig, and at their
base grow a variable number of sessile

stamens. Fig. 10 shows the single

flower in Wellingtonia gigantea viewed
sideways; fig. 11 the sanie parts iu the
uale flower of a Pine. It seems pretty
clear that here the scale represents the
petal. If wp next examine the female
IloW'ts nt WCIlliigtoniaat an early stage,

wesri thai tlic,\ also apparently consist
of a rimf imialinii of tne leaf-scales of
the twig, and it would seem to be a
legitimate inference that if the continu-
ations of the leaf-scales are the equiva-
lents of the petal in the male flower, it

should be so in the female flower also.

The only difference iu their appearance
is that the scales in them at an early
stage become elongated. By-and-by,
however, the body of the scale begins to swell, and the
shoulders encroach upon the spike until it has dwindled
away and all but sunk into the substance of the scale.

A rather confusing circumstance in the growth of this
scale is that its core is woody, and that the woody core
is double, leading on a superficial examination to the
belief that there is a woody core to both the upper, or
inner, and under, or outer, lobe of the scale. But on
following the development of the scale, andf tracing its

different parts when mature, we find that both lobes of
the woody core belong to its upper, or inner, lobe.

It also appears that the remnants of what we
for the nonce assume to be the petal turn down
behind (outside) the inferior division of the woody
core,

_
so that the apparent posterior lobe of the

.scale is merely a growth of chlorophyll, simukting in
form the upper lobe. In other word.s, the disk has

Pig. n.

grown up under the cloak of the petal, which it has
pushed before it until the spike and the surface of tlio

shoulders below it are all that remain of the original
petal, hoisted up as it were on the top of the
disk, whose growth has gradually cut it off from il.-

baso below, leaving it on the crown of the disk as the
decayed petals of tne Rose rest on the crown or margin
of its disk. It is also to be observed that the dusk of
the Rose hip has similar small woody fibres branching
through the inner layer of the soft edible fleshy part of
the hip, in the same way as the woody core goes
through that of tlie scale of the cone ; and, as in the
Conifer, these fibres in the Rose are also disposed in
double plates or layers. The hip of the Rose, if

cut longitudinally, shows two layers— one, the outer
covering, which is continuous with the calyx; tlir

other the inner membrane (the disk), to whiili
the carjiels are attached. Between them, near the
ape,x, an intermediate layer is wedged in for a short
space, on the crovni of which the petals and stamens
grow. It would be no obiectiou to the view in

question that the bract in Conifers is not attached
and applied to the disk as the caly.x in Roses,
because in Cuuninghamia sinensis it is so attached

;

and we have in that tree a nearly perfect analogy to

the hip of the Rose, the persistent petal in it being a
slightly wooUy termination to the disk which does not
reach much more than half way up the inner side of
the bract.

The reverse of this happens in the Tew, where the
disk, the petals (two, the fruit there being solitary has
the disk all rouud-and not halved as when in a cone),
and thecalyx are all disunited and distinct. Neither is it

any objection, supposing the petal to be part of the
scale, that it seems to continue to increase in growth,
pari passu, with the seeds, which no flower does. It

does not do so, but is only hoisted up by.the growtlj of

the disk beneath it.

If the Cypresses have no bracts, and the claret-

coloured crust of petaloid texture, which we have
supposed to be it in Wellingtonia, does not really

represent the bract, the view suggested would be still

more strengthened, and we should have the presence or

absence of a calyx a good specific character for distin-

guishing the Pines from the Cypresses.

The chief objection, iu our eyes, to this view of the
homologies of the scale and bract is the petaloid

texture of the bract behind the scale, and its brighter

colour in some species, as in Wellingtonia, where it is a

bright claret-coloured crust. We con;fess, however, to

having a partiality for the above view ; and although on
a careful w'eighing of the pros and cons we have very
recently elsewhere expressed our preference for the
view which regards the bract as the homologue of the
petal, we sometimes fear that we have chosen unwisely.
The fact is, that in departing from any recognised
groove, the truth only breaks in upon us partially and
by degrees, and the mind vibrates baeiwards and
forwards as objections present themselves, before finally

settling in anew direction.

Whether we regard the bract as the petal and
the scale as simply the disk ; or the bract as the
calyx and the scale a combination of disc and
petal, we have at least no hesitation in main-
taiuiiig that the sealr and the bract represent
liet\i-.iii tlifiii ilir ^li-k and the floral envelope. They
e.niiint, 111 I'arl, "ell lie anything else. The physiolo-
gical rescai'.hcs of Bailloii and others into the devlop-
luent of the seed at its earliest stages have distinctly

shown that it goes through exactly the same processes

of development as those of angiospermatous plants

;

that the testa is the pericarp, and that consequently the
seeds are not naked. But it may be that although the
family h.-is no title to be called gymnospermatous on
account of the seeds themselves being exposed, they
have a title to be 'so on the score of the ovule being at

an early stage more exposed than usual. It is more
exposed than in most plants. Instead of the common
style in the ovary, it lias at lirst a gaping aperture,
which afterwards tills np. Here iie have the reverse of
till! practical conlrailet nliieli the facts gave to

theory regarding the iiakeitiies- (it the seeds. There it

iMus plain that whether the seed? were theoretically

naked or not, practically they were thoroughly
well enclosed. Here, whether the ovules are theo-
retically naked or enclosed, practically they mast,
to a certain extent, be nakea. The ovules of all

plants must be so, in some way or other, other-
wise the pollen could never reach them, which it

must do before they can bo impregnated. There
must be a door or portal of some kind through
wliioh the pollen tubes pass. Usually it is so closely

shut by the elastic cells of the stigma that it is not
observable ; in all, however, it must exist. It is there-

fore only a question of relative proportion between the
size of this door of access in the Gymnosperms and
other plants. Now this absence of a style in the ovary,

and the more immediate impregnation of the ovule

by the entrance of poUinic tubes through the aperture
in its apex, also occurs in a very similar manner in

numerous other families where the style is hollow
for its whole length, leavhig a pervious opening into

the cell of the ovarj'. For example, in Styraceso

and ()lacace;o, in Statice, Chenopodium, and Myrica, in

the Resedace*, CLstaceai, Tamariscinea;, and in all the

Thymelaiaceaj,m Cansjera,Santalum, Osyris, and Loran-
thus, iu all the Anacardiacea;, in the iJrticace», the
Pipcracere and the Polygouaceai, one or other of all of

thesilHiiiL'Miiielied for bysuch names as Mirbel,Brown,
Selilenliii, Criilith. Endlicher, Weddel, St. Hilabe,
and .\1 K Is. And yet, as the latter remarks, no one has

ventured to designate the germs so immediately im-
pregnated in these instances as naked or gymnosper-
matous ovules. And why not? Why should the

same structm-e bear a difi'erent interpretation in one
plant from what it does in another? Simply because

other preponderating affinities sho.w that this is a

point of only secondary value.

.\sl„ ICplieilia ir.Min, the -Iriiiler iiiliular style-like
liriii\>s Mhieli till,, heeii -iip|,ii-eil III 1,1 ilie opcu passagB
l>y "llieh the pull,. II le:,e

1 ll,,- |,;,kod OVUlC Itt

llliliedra, leiN lieen ^hl.Hll hi Mr .\iiers to be the
elmrjateil tuhlllar a]ir\ ol He' -eimiial integument,
whieli has ],r.ilnid(;il thrnn-'li a-niill ajierture in the
sunnnit of the pericarji, lelt by the pei'mcablc sessile

stigma of the ovary.
Then as to Gnetura, the knowledge which we have

.acquired of the real nature of the ditfereut jiarts of the
flower in Ephedra enables us more justly to appreciates
its floral and seminal structure, for notwithstanding
that wo do not consider these two genera at all closely

allieil.'jt is undeniable that there are points of analogy
lielween llieiit. Siieh ineii as Lindley or Brown,
IliHlheheriir Uichard, Hooker or Agardh, did not place

these plants tiigether without there being somepoints
of resemblance. It was the very acuteness of their

perception of such points that led them to over-

estimate them, and brought them to adopt the theory
which we now question.
In Gnetum tne flowers are arranged in distinct

nodes, Hich node consisting of one general short, cup-
shaped involucre w hich encircles the stem, andjsupports
two clase wliorls nf mimenni.^ IIiutI.^ emuded together,

each in a siii.'le scries, the Inwei -eii< > being compo.sed
of female ll.iivl-, the iip|ier mie "f male llnrcts. In the
female series tlie iierianlh i^ reilnecd to laeerated scales

that surround each ovary ; iu the male flowers, which
have only a single stamen, each is contained within a
2-4-fid perigonium. The fruit grows to a size often as
large as a Plum, the ovary from which it originated

beini' extremely minute. Each invohicel ' of the
spikelet iu Ephedra (according to Mr. Miers),
is a verticil composed of two opposite bracteiform
leaflets, stamline in I'ninf nf eaeh i.erigoniuin, and
which are erinuati' at theirli.i-e I u, * Inotum. where
instead of t«". inure tlem :, ve.uv ,,[' ili.ivts are congre-
gated in eaeh verticil, these hivuls heeome wholly
agglutinated together by their margins into an entire

cupular and annular general involucre. The precise

homologues of such gamophyllous involucels are found
in the Nyctagiuacea;, Thymeteaoeoe, Polygonaceae, &c.
In like manner, too, the same examples of a pervious

opening existing in the ovary which we have above
cited f^r Cuuifers, equally apply to Gnetum, a,nd if

ive li r;,:! i i pially deprive it of aU claim tp the
[lie ,, ,1 ovules.

1;, ,,, . i\ hich we have already considered, the
oul.v ,.-;.ju,Mi ;.i, ekissin- Gnetum and ilviheilra with the

Couiiers 1.^ llieeharaeier eft lien- til .1 . ei ilii- point
neither Guel 11 111 I

I'lr k:pln'lri am.. .,
;

:! i Mnifefs,

nor each with the niln'r In the !, jee I

I
: .elion

they have di.sks re>einlilinL' tli, i
. . . di.sks,

althoughmuchsmallerin pniiiiiit iiiii ,! , iivded,

but iu the transverse .-eetiiiii Ihei h I -rent.

Now, what are called the ( 'nniien :i ::r. yn-eatly

relied on as an essential cliaiai terii i
' 1 mus timber;

but we really cannot see win niii, ei-bt i?hould be
given to them (that is to the > 1; la, n i ,.i i he structure

as .seen in the longitudinal ,^eeUonl than to the reticu-

lations in the transverse section.

It seems to us as unreasonable to say that the
Gnetaceffi are Coniferous, because in one direction

their timber resembles that of llie r.niifers while in

another it does nut, as it wmilil he te in-i-l iliat the

carbonate of soda in the hlne paper nr the mi rie aeid in

the white paper, are eaeh i<( tliem a Sei.lht/, imwder,

although we all know that it t:ike> hoih t,. make one.

So far as a simple evaiinnal ion III I he t null' 1^ of the

above plants goes, we >liiinl. I -a> thai lhe\ niilleale 1st,

th.at Welwitschia is neither a, Conifer, a Gaetiiiu, an
Ephedra, nor aLoranthus (Mistleto) ; 2d, that there
is no true affinity between Gnetum or Ephedra and
the Conifers ; 3d, that there is a certain appearance of

affinity between Gnetum and Ephedra ; and 4th, that

there is more between Gnetum and the Mistleto.

The presence of Coniferous disks," too, is. not a

character which is so peculiar and restricted in

its occurrence as is generally supposed. People talk as

if there were no tree whose timber showed annularly

dotted vessels on the longitudinal section, except those

placed among the Gyiniinspi riiiata. But it is not so.

Besides these they are al.-e rniinil in the Wiuteracese,

and in the Canellaeea'. .Sehi/..iielraee3e. &c.

But other most rei kahle differences occur

in their timber; for example, in (Inetinn. he-ides the

occurrence of a number of lai'ge ves-i t- th. i h .1 is dis-

posed in zoneless radial wedges, while that m Kiiliedrais

zoned as in other cxngeiinns trees ; and ilr, Jliers jioints

out lliat in Kpheilra a Iniigitiiilinal section of a new
braneh -Imw-that tile eeiitral ]iith of one internode is

not ei ml nil lens with the ]iith i if the next internode,nor

with thai lit iheiraeee-MilV liranrlllets ; fur the lignCOUS

fibresiit tile ,-eVelal 1 111 ell'li ules « ll nil el|e|o,se thc pith

and whieh eon-iiinte the w i, all e.inver-e to form a

.sort ot pleMi,s nr .^ulid diaiihragm aeiM-- eaeh node,much
after the manner of the stem of the Bamboo, <..i..Tn..

As to the actual structm-e of the wood, his descrip-

tion is instructive. The wood is hard, formed of fine

siiiii'le iinlnnifed fibrous tissue, closely compacted.

Tlie.- 1 iiijtiidinal fibres under a powerful micro-

sco|ie a|ip. ai marked by dark glands lying across them
at irreeukii- .li.-tancos, which are either transversely

linctu- nr oliloiig, thus giving them almost a scalariform

appearance, tlie walls theiuselves being pitted with
nduuteand almost invisible specks; these are crossed

by very numerous transverse medullary rays of similar

structure, which extend from the pith to the bark. In
the first two or three rows of the longitudinal fibres or

ducts next the pith, the markings are so very close

that they have much the appearance of uncoilable

trachea!
;' but be had nowhere been able to find any

true spiral vessels. Interspersed among the longitu-

dinal woody fibres are many hollow air-tubes, of

three or four times their diameter, which appear
uninten-upted throughout the entire length of

the intemode; their walls are extremely thin and
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triiiislufcut ; and it is iiijon these nul.v tli:il "c liiiil

the large circular spots (apparently feiicst rations),

which are well shown in Lindley's Intintlurtion.

plate 2, fig. 7. "It will hence be seen," says Jlr. JInis
"that there is no analogy between this stnirliuv and

that of the Coniferse where the annular disks wliich so

conspicuously mark the Gymnospermous families are

always found upon the ligneous fibres themselves, and
not upon the air-passages, as in Ephedra."

All things considered, the presumption seems strong,

that as regards Gnetum and Ephedra they are not

pymnospermatous, and are not allied either to the

Conifers, or to each other. A. M.

Home Correspondence.
Theorn and Practice of Tentilation.—l am grateful

to Mr. Buchanan for his criticism. It is by such

means that theories are perfected and practices

improved, and both may be held to be worthless

unless they can pass unscathed through this crucible.

With this grateful acknowledgment of the fifitic, I

pass on to the criticism itself. And first, mc title

seems to have led Mr. Buchanan somewhat astray

:

"Roots versus leaves" has led him to endeavour to

establish the superiority of the foi-mer over the latter,

whereas " roots and leaves " would probably have
induced him to define correctly the true functions

and relative importance of both. From the nature
of my subject I necessarily dwelt emphatically upon
the importance of leaves, and only quite incidentally on
the ollices performed by roots. That brief reference
(see p. 82G), however, I hold to be perfectly correct.

I have nothing to add to or subtract from the state-

ment there made, neither am I careful to uphold
any e-vact mathematical proportion between the
feeding power of roots and leaves. Granted that they
feed at all over the whole of their surface ; that they
eat with such constancy and power as to purify the
atmosphere of all the impurities engendered by
decomposition, combustion,and respiration, aud I think
it will be admitted that a tenfold consumptive force
over that of roots will not be considered an ejtaggerat«d
estimate. It is well known that Elm and other roots
run to a great distance, as described by Mr. Buchanan,
but what of the area embraced by the leaves, supposing
them to be laid flat side by side on the ground, and
this large area doubled for their second surface ? But
let us take some of Mr. Buchanan's cases. I think
guano rather unfortunate, for it is most efficient when
applied as a top-dressing, and the reason why it does
most good in showery weather may not be so much
that the rain washes the guano down to the roots, as
that it liberates and sets free its valuable gases for the
leaves to absorb as food. Then Carrots, Parsnips, Beet,
&c., do much better without manure at all than witli
any amount buried under them, " for their tap roots to
ramify among." Why, ramification of tap roots is

ruin to these crops, and is carefully avoided by good
cultivators. Then as to small-topped Swedes, Mangel,
and Turnips, surely Mr. Buchanan is aware that
crops are not grown solely, chiefly, or at all for the
amount of food they can consume, but for
the weight of produce they can yield. In the
case of such crops, that produce is more valuable in
the form of large bulbs than as bulky leaves—hence
the former are preferred to the latter. The same
priiicipli; linlils good in other cases. Large-eared
\\ liciit is liclicr than long-strawed, not because the
lariii'-':ii'i'd mil ronsumemore food than the other, but
bociiiise grain cumiuands a higher price and is a more
valualjle secretion than straw. The Vine illustration is

not much better than these, and equally unfortunate.
While advocating the greatest care in reference to the
roots of Vines, perhaps with no plant could a careful
top treatment neutralise to a greater extent a bad
condition of root. Crops have been, and are, con-
stantly gathered of good quality, almost entirely in
virtue of leaf and stem feeding alone. The Vine itself,

by the roots that it emits from its stems in a genial
atmosphere, constantly teaches us that it can be
and is fed by other methods than the ordinary-
root medium. It is almost equally well-known to
every cultivator of Fuchsias that much more
depends upon atmospheric treatment than on the soil
in which they grow. They will grow well in almost
any soil, if the top treatment is skilful and wise. And
I believe that there would be little diflerence in fact
between two Fuchsias, one watered with manure
w.itcr, ami IlicMirface carefully covered up immediately
with s;i.\ :; nil lies of dry cocoa-nut fibre to prevent its
esrniir iiitn ilic air; and another watered with clean
water only, but grown in an atmosphere constantly
charged with carbonic acid gas and ammonia. Plants
under bell-glasses are altogether exceptional, and their
thriving or otherwise does not materially aflfect the
argument about their feeding through their roots or
leaves. Both are present in these conditions, and
doulitless the moist genial atmosphere maintained for
such plants as AnajctochUi causes such a decomposi-
tion of the organic matter contained in the soil as
sulticiently to charge their saturated atmosphere
with the elements of growth. The modicum of carbon
contained in such confined atmosphere is doubtless
absorbed and reabsorbed a great many times, and hence
enough may readily be present for the formation of the
soft cellular watery tissues of such plants. Doubtless
the old roofs with their heavy timbers taught other
lessons than the importance of a constant stream of
fresh air, as will be shown in future papers. But this
was one of great importance in relation to the air con-
sidered as plant food : hence its prominent notice
jn Diy last letter. Finally, I beg to decline with
thanks Mr. Buchanan's starving experiment. Had
he carefully read or thought over all I have
^'''itten on ventilation, he could not have proposed
I '. The air is not in any sense food for man

;

n IS es.sentially food for plants. The purer it is

the sooner it would starve both. Charge it with
carbonic acid gas and ammonia, it will feed plants.

The self-same atmosphere would destroy human life.

Air charged with the fumes of roast beef and plum
pudding, it has been asserted, would support life, hut I

should not like to try even that experiment.
Analogies of this kind must not be carried too far.

There is, in fact, no identity or analogy between the
alimentary system of animals and these of plants.

Pure air or oxygen in both kingdoms alike is the agent
employed to destroy, decompose, or consume organic
forms. But here the analogy ends. Pure air is the
life of man—it works towards death among plants.

On the contrary, foul or impure air or gas is their life,

and our death ; hence the absurdity of asserting that,

because man " cannot live upon the wind," therefore
plants cannot ; whereas the truth is, that just because
man cannot do it, plants can. S. T. Fish. [Mr. Buchanan
is notresponsiblefortheheading above alluded to. Eds.]
Experiments with Mistleto on the Oak.—The follow-

ing memoranda, kept while endeavouring by artificial

means to establish the Mistleto on the Oak, may not
be wholly without interest :

—

Date.
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believe that this, amoug many other suggestions lliat

have been made, will be taken into consideration as
soon as the expenses contingent on the preiKiratioii of
the " Eeport " and other outstanding liabilities
shall have been discharged. Eds.]

Tritoma Uearia.—'Pa.xs is one of our noblest
autumn plants. We have now a row at the back of
a ribbon border 50 yards long, and averaging over
20 flower-stems to the yard. I name it at present, how-
ever, merely to direct attention to its value as a decoy
and a trap for wasps. Ever since it has opened its

flowers it ass swarmed with wasps, although not one
bee seems to approach it. I And every flower tube is

stored with honey of a strong flavour. The wasps, after
remaining a few minutes in these tubes, become stupi-
fied or intoxicated, and can be killed with the greatest
ease. Some of them also remain in the tubes or bells
until the flowers wither and collapse over them, like
the enclosed .specimens. I picked three of these mummy
wasps off one flower-stem. They are quite dead, and
it really seems as if the Tritoma were worth growing
for a trap. As a decoy it is most useful. Our row
is close to two Vineries of ripe Grapes, and I have
scarcely seen a wasp there since the flowers opened.
Quercus. •

Peach Setting.—I am surprised that two such clever
writers as the Bev. W. F. Radclyfle, and" Investigator,"
(see p. 877), should have thought that my remarks upon
this subject were applicable to out-of-door cultiu-e.
From the fact that Mr. Badclyffe watered his trees at
the roots as a means of setting the fruit, when, as
"Investigator" states, " the earth is full of water," I;
inferred that his trees were under glass. Certainly
our climate in April is too uncertain to water fruit-
tree blossoms out of doors ; but in houses it is altogether
different. " Diamond dusting " there is good and safe
practice—a wise imitation of Nature—and one that
has proved itself successful. I have nowhere stated
that the moisture to be found on the top of the stigma
was water. On the contrary, I said (see p. 853), that
" this moisture is generated and deposited by the action
ofvegetable life

;

" and that, moreover, excessive drought
may dry it up prematurely before perfect fructification
is ensured. I may also inform your correspondent, in
answer to his inquiry about my nationality, that I am
neither a Persian nor a Frenchman, but a canny
Scotchman, taking notes, who likes to go deep down to
the foundations of his instructors, and wliose motto
in reference to all practice is " look before you leap.'
Hence, when Mr. Radclyffe said that Peach and Nee.
tarine blooms mast be kept dry, his instinctive " ca
canny there ! a little finely distributed moisture is

gude for them under glass, where ye can shield them
frae the cauld." Censor.

Standen's Oardeners' and Amateurs' Friend Manure.
—I wish to state my experience in the u.se of the above
manure, trusting it may have an interest for many of
your readers. Last autumn I planted in a somewhat
exposed situation, on a piece of ground having a subsoil
of London clay within 18 inches of the surface, two
dozen Eoses, standards and dwarfs, putting in some
well-rotted manure about the roots. With a very few
exceptions, though the plants were strong, anil the
wood appeared to be well matured, they broke to wood
very late, and very weakly indeed. As soon as
the dry weather set in I watered freely, but with
little, if any, avail, and where I should have had
plenty of flowers there were a few attenuated
blooms, and I had to keep these picked off
iu order to infuse .strength into the wood. At this
juncture I was induced to apply Standen's manure.
To each plant some five or six applications were made
in the manner prescribed, and the result was that a
complete renovation was effected in each case, and for
a month past I have had splendid flowers, and there is

every probability of the plants continuing to bloom
should the weather hold fine. I have had during the
present month blooms, fit for an exhibition table.
£. Dean, 8, Benmarlc Villas, Ealing, W.
Lilimn auratum and longiflorum.—These fine Lilies

are now in magnificent flower in the garden of
John Russell, Esq., Mayfield, Falkirk, and are growing
out in the open border quite unprotected. They were
planted in pots in February, and only had the protec-
tion of a cold frame till the beginning of June, when
they were transferred to the mixed shrubby border.
The soil in which they gi'ow is of a friable porous
nature, incorporated with a good portion of grit, and
the position is not of so inviting a character in the way
of " snugness " as one might suppose. Still they are
growing away there in dozens, and flowering or about
to flower quite as profusely as cultivated greenhouse
specimens. The foliage is of that stout vigorous
character betokening health and the flower-stems each
carry from three to five blo.ssoms of very large size.
Notwithstanding the drenching rains which have
prevailed in Scotland for the last eight weeks, so fatal
to flowers in general, and white flowers iu particular,
the.se gigantic examples evidently escaped scot free,"
and that too within a stone's cast of hundreds of Pelar-
goniums now showing little or nothing of inflorescence
but the footstalks. Imagine such Lilies as these among
a host of the choice pigmy Conifers ! This is a sight
which can be seen any day in the locality referred to,
and which has been for some years famous for
its horticultural associations. The L. longiflorum,
which was introduced along with and sold among
the auratum batch at Stevens', is a very decided
improvement upon the old variety, being of more
gigantic growth, with much broader lanceolate leaves,
and bearing flowers nearly twice the size, with as
many as three in the short terminal spike. The
flowers are of noble appearance, not only from their
size but from their remarkable wax-Hke substance. I
think they must be of the same character as those
introduced by Dr. Seemann a few years ago, and I have
no doubt but Fortune and Veitch have introduced the
same variety among the auratums. Is it so ? and have

any of your rcMilcis grown this auratum out of doors,

Cruriis iii(<lijliirus.—The question of your corre-
sjiondent, Mr. W. Robinson, in last year's Gardeners'
Chronicle^. 916, has led me to make unsuccessfulinquiry
for this plant of several nurserymen. Can you assist me
now to find it ? that I may unearth it at the proper
season (midsummer I suppose), and endeavour to
naturalise it in the turf of the churchyard, to which I
have already brought C. vernus from a habitat close
by. Hooker, I observe, branded with five asterisks
tlie five species—vernus, minimus, aureus, sativus, and
uudiflorus. Bentham retains two species only, vernus
and nudiflorus, and notes them as naturalised in the
meadows about Nottingham. Diss. [The Nottingham
meadows are at the flowering season literaUy empurpled
with the Crocus.—Eds.]
Mushroom, Spawn.—There are various methods of

collecting and saving Mushroom spawn. Those who
are at all famiUar with its appearance may look for itm horse mill-tracks, and in dry sheds where horses are
accustomed to take shelter, or may procure it artifi-
ciaUy from the droppings of hard fed horses; and
the more Beans they have iu their food the more
abundantly will the spawn be procured. For this
purpose it is only necessary to collect the droppings
from the stable, and spread them out to become
partially dried, and when a sufficient quantity has been
got together to pile them up in anydrycorner wherethey
can remain undisturbed for two or three months, mixing
with them a portion of light dry soil. If not allowed to
become heated to a temperature exceeding 60' the heap
will become a mass of spawn. If the earth is taken
from a pa.sture where Mushrooms grow, and from
the part which immediately surrounds them when
so growing, it is probable that pure spawn may
be contained therein, and the chances are that
after being dried and mixed with the droppings, the
mass will become impregnated earlier with pure spawn
than would be the case by the spontaneous method
already hinted at. The process of making bricks for
spawning is simple enough, but requires a considerable,
amount of care and attention. Take three parts of
horse-droppings, two parts of cowdung, two parts of
decomposed tree leaves, one part of decayed vegetable
mould from the bottom of a wood stack, and one part
of sheep's dung ; mix the whole up together, adding a
sufficient quantity of the drainings from a manure heap
to make it of the consistence of stiff mortar ; it may
then be moulded in boxes, 9 inches square and 3 inches
deep, and previous to being laid out upon boards to
dry, three or four holes should be punched in each brick
with a blunt dibble. The bricks must be care-
fully turned about, and in three weeks they
ought to be quite firm, indicating that they
are dry internally, which is of great consequence.
They are then ready for spawning, which is thus
performed; -Some time previously a heap of fresh
horse-litter should be prepared, the same as for a hot-
bed ; a layer of this about 6 inches thick must be laid
out in a dry shed, and on it should be placed a course
of the bricks, holes uppermost, which holes must
then be filled up with spavm, and another course added.
The area of each course must be reduced so as to
terminate with a single brick ; and a space of at least
an inch must be left between each brick to aUow the
heat to permeate. Each layer is of course spawned as
the work proceeds ; and then the whole is to be covered
with a layer 6 inches deep of hot dung, to which after
an interval ofabout 10 days another layer mav be added,
the depth of which must be regulated by the .state of
the temperature ; 3 or ! inches will generally be enough.
At the end of a period, varying from four to six weeks,
the bricks ought to be thoroughly impregnated with
spawn. They should then belaid out for a few days to
dry, and be stored in a very dry place for use. C.
Allamanda Sendersoni.—On perusing your numbers

of September 15 and 33, 1 find opinions expressed as
regards this Allamanda, and as I have grown it since
November last year, I think I should not be doing
justice to others if I were not to point out what I
consider to be a really good plant, especially when so
many bad ones are palmed upon the public. When I
bought my Allamanda Hendersoni, from Mr. Bull, of
Chelsea, in November, 1865, eleven months ago, it had
only one stem, which measured less than 1 foot 9 in.
in length. The same plant is now on a trellis, 4 feet 3 in.
high by 3 feet 6 in. through, and it is so well covered
as to defy any one to see through it. I have exhibited
it in a collection of plants at Morley, Wakefield, and
Batley shows. It commenced to bloom in June, and
has been in fiower ever since ; and even with all the
use I have made of it, it still continues to grow and
form its clusters of bloom buds, which do not consist
of one, two, three, or five flowers, like those of Schottii,
l3ut in many cases I have had upwards of 20 blooms
issue from one point. This morning I have
counted one nearly finished stem, which has had 39
blooms upon it. If a plant under 13 months
old can do this, what must we expect from
it next season when it gets established. I find that the
blooms are much better than those of Schottii, both in
form and size, and as a grower it is much superior to
any Allamanda in cultivation. My gardener says that
it is worth all the other Allamandas put together, so
well does it ple&se him, and in carrying to and from
places of exhibition, I find it equal to any stove plant I
ever had. It does well budded on stocks of A.
cathartica, and I fancy this sy.stem of culture is much
superior to that of striking cuttings, as in 10 or 13 weeks
by this process, I can have very nice half specimen
plants in little more time than they take to strike in
summer and early autumn. I have several plants
showing bloom that have not been budded 13 weeks,
and one that has only been budded seven weeks is

showing on one point ; the former is showing on five or
six, and would have shown on many more had my
gardener not tied it down. The plants I speak about

Have only had one liuil ]Hit in each stock, as they do
ninally urll willi one buil as with a dozen. I think
it well to lueutiou this as the result of my
experience. Jno. B. Newsome, Batley, Yorkshire.
Would Messrs. A. Henderson & Co. kindly favour us
with the history of this plant, for notwithstanding
what has been TiTitteu in its favour (see p. 900), I am
of opinion that it is Schottii with a new name. 'Along
with this I forward you specimens of the strongest
blooming shoots off both. Hendersoni has shoots quite
3 feet long, and is verj' vigorous ; Schottii is a four-
year-old plant, and has this season been to several
exhibitions, consequently it is rather exhausted. I
may mention that a nurseryman at liirmingham who
has bloomed both this season, and who is anxious for
inrormation,without disputing their being twovarieties,
offers to give a prize of 3^.3*. at either the Royal Horti-
cultural or Regent's Park exhibition, next season, to
the person who exhibits the two best plants, one of
Hendersoni and one of Schottii, should the judges
decide they are two varieties. J. Stevens. [The flowers
sent differ chiefly in the calyx. The one sent as A.
Schottii has its calyx one-fourth shorter than the
other, the sepals lare ovate acute and perfectly
glabrous. Moreover, the bell-shaped end of the tube of
the corolla is shorter and less tapering than in the one
marked A. Hendersoni ; the latter, too, has a longer calyx
withlanceolate segments slightly hairyatthe base. These
differences are probablynotof speciflc importance. Eds,]

Odontoglossmn grande.—As it may interest Orchid-
growers to learn what can really be done with this
Odontoglossum under greenhouse treatment, we send
the following description of a magnificent example of
this plant, which is now in flower in our neighbour-
hood. It has no fewer than 13 flower spikes, bearing
58 blooms, all fully expanded, and perfect both in shape
and colour. It is growing in a 14-inch pot. Many of
the bulbs are 4 inches long and 3 inches broad, with
leaves from 12 to 15 inches in length, of a fine green
colour, forming a most charming contrast mth the
mass of rich, high-coloured flowers, which completely
cover the whole of the plant. Manv of the blooms
measure from 6 to 7 inches across, and are briUiant in
the extreme. This plant, which we imagine to be one
of the finest specimens in the country, is in the
possession of Joshua Saunders, Esq., of Thornton Villa,
Clifton, and has been, we understand, for the past five
years strictly under greenhouse treatment. James
Qaraway cf" Co., Burdham Down Nnrseries, Sristol.

Variegated Pelargoniums.—I have perused with
great interest the various remarks recently made upon
the Pelargonium, and have much pleasure in contri-
buting the results of my experience of the last
twelve years. Within this period I have raised many
thousands of these plants from seed annually, and have
not observed, in a single instance, a plant of the zonal,
or the plain green-leaved type, to sport into variega-
tion, unless fertilised with the pollen from a variegated
sort; nor have I known variegation to be producedJ
unless it has been perceptible in the seed leaves. For
iustance, seeds saved from Madame Vaucher, the fiowers
being crossed with pollen from Mrs. Pollock, would
probably produce tricolor-leaved plants at the rate of
10 to 30 per cent. only. I feel thoroughly convinced
that unless variegation is discernible in the cotyledons,
the plant will always remain green, and not sport.
Respecting the sports from Stella, doubtless the seed
leaves, on the parent plant, were slightly marked, which
might have been occasioned by accidental hybridisation.
I have frequently observed plants which in their first
stages were variegated, to become rapidly quite green,
and then suddenly to receive a check, caused by a sport
making its appearance. In this case both varieties
have been propagated ; the greeu-foliaged form has
grown vigorously, and has produced a sport similar
to that from the parent plant. Referring to
Mr. Chater's remarks, I quite agree that it would
be a great acquisition could we introduce copper or
metallic-leaved varieties as substitutes for Perilla. This
I have been aiming at, and have succeeded iu
raising several in that way. I enclose some leaves for
your inspection. I wish Mr. C. every success in his
endeavours to obtain a Pelargonium with yellow
flowers; but I fear such a residt will not be easily
accomplished. For my part I am aspiring to obtain
blue flowers, a result not more improbable, and the effect
would certainly be more attractive on some of our
choice tricolors. I have flowers more nearly approach-
ing to violet or blue than I have seen any tending
towards yellow. As regards the classifloation of Pelar-
goniums, Mr. Grieve's suggestion appears to be excel-
lent; its adoption would prevent much confusion,
especially in the case of plants exhibited for compe-
tition. What class would the enclosed leaves, being
red and black in the centre, with narrow yellow margin,
represent? Wm. O-room, Ipswich. [See Notices to
Correspondents, p. 904.]

Transplanting Trees.—You -were good enough to
advise me last year as to the removal of some Apple
trees of 30 years' growth, and also some Yews which
were transplanted 25 years ago. The Apple trees, save
one, have all done well, and the whole of the Yews are
flourishing. I have taken your advice as to the
removal of the Cedars, and I have this day trans-
planted them. The advice you gave me both about
the Yews and Cedars was completely against that of
the great guns of this neighbourhood, but it has
answered completely. W. E.

Royal Horticultdral : SeiA. :'.:• < ir. .
;;„ \-; > _ Pxt.-'n^r

and excellent collections oi I'oi ! i),

sion by Mr. Dean and ]\li- >i i-

Shiiley, near Southampton. Of i n
from Mr. Dean, which will bo puM; i

: Ai .,r
Young and Bartlett showed group.s nf mi'-rLJl.LiiL'nns \>\imt
among which were fine examples of Sedum Fabaria,
most useful plant for the decoitition of the greenhouse
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conservatory in autumn. Mr. Sage, gr. to Earl Brownlow at

AshridEe, furaished excellent bunches of Grapes and examples
of other fruit, among which was a fine bunch of the fruit of

Musa Cavendishii, now gradually ripening off. This was
shown early this month at the Crystal Palace in a grtecn

state, in which Bananas should be cut and alliAve.l to ripen

as this has been, as they are inallrc>i" - i. M. i
'. ni.n cut

gieen than when left on the plant uni' ' Mr,

Plester and Mr. Young also showe-l t' >
ui the

former came some cut Roses. Nuncbain 1
1 1. <iii - were

contributed by Jlr. Cutbush, and fruui .Mi. i;ui..iul Dean

came finely grown samples of Dauver's Yelluw Uiiiuu. From
the Society's Garden at Chiswick came fi-uit and plants, and

Mr. Young had fine specimens of the Enfield Market Cabbage.

Flower Show in Connection with the Workmen's Exhi-

bition NOW Open at the Agrtcultural Hall, Islington.—

This new feature in connection with London district induS'

trial exhibitions desei'ves the

1 interest

„„.._„ . sideration of all who take

tiie development of the social process and

dition of the working classes. Mea;

Broome, the promoters of the achei

proud of the success which has ;ittu

backed up as it is by such miTi 1
Mi

Messrs. Henderson, Barr fc : '

Fi-uits are shown by Mr. Y<.>ni.

Highgate : Messrs. Downio !...'.

contribute :i )it7c r-.iii,T>ti"ii -i -

gardener at \'i' '

'
I' '

' .

I !
foliage plani - ;, . , .

\I 1 ..

'

Contributii'ij- i . ... i' !

of their s

strong contrast

Gordon, and
G, have reason to be
leil the undci-taking,
Willi 1

1 (IS of Holloway,
i I r. and others.

1: r..iT-e!ay, Esq., of

{ Forest HiU,
Mr. Prestoe, the

'I 1 lection of fine-

! Mliert. Nursery.
! I

:
. I

\- to 2'i^ve a
.ii.> h [s the influence

brought thus inton.l graceful uat
fith the many stiff and inelegant defects of

,^„ ._ English designs, and the rigidity of much English

artistic workmanship, will attract the eyes of all workmen of

taste, and may furnish hints for the accomplishment of more
freedom and gracefulness in orramental details. Viewed as a

workman's recreation the cultivation of phmts can ctm-

vert \Yhat might otherwise be a mere habitation into a home.
Fresh air and cleanliness are the almost cert;tiu accompani-
ments of a few gay flowers, and a garden is antagonistic to the

Among Cut Dahlias are some capital flowers contributed by
Mr. Bent, Mr. Greenfield, Mr. Oant, Mi-. Bishop. ^''"

Matthews, and Mr. Dracey ; and Asters aro shown in 1

condition by Mr. Matthews, of Lea Bridge ; Mr. Rose, anl M <

Greenfield, of Leyton. Of Fuchsias there is one fine Stan

from Mr. Gray, of Copenhagen Street, Islington, towbidi n;

extra prize has been given, and on a Lily blossomed in

Comldll by Mr. Freestone much praise is not iinworthily

be.stowed. On some tables of fiat boards, with a little mould
and sand, Mr. Powell, of Lea Bridge ; Mr. Murray, of Leyton ;

and Mr. Sandford, of Walthamstow, have made designs of

flower-beds and gardens of very considerable taste. With
respect to foliage plants, Mr. Eickhoff and Mr. Long, of the East

Tower Hamlets, deserve creditable mention. Mr. Green, of

Greenwich, shows Balsam;'-, and Cacti and other succulents are

showu by Mr. Capping, of Tower Hamlets. Some very fair

Grapes, too, are contributed by Messrs. Koblich, of. Knights-
bridge ; Russell, of Hampstead ; and Holbert, of Stamford Hill.

Most of these are the productions of working men, and
when oue sees the crowded state of the great Hall night after

night, and week after week, one is disposed to widen the
proper bounds of criticism, and to welcome anything that can
prolong the existence or increase the usefulness of an institu-

tion so instructive in its character, and altogether so beneficial

in its results.

Entomological: Septe^tiber 3.—Sir John Lubbock, P.R.8.,

Pi-esident, in the Chair. Mr. Gregson sent foi exhibition

variuns rare luotb!^ captured in the Isle of Man, namely,
Dianthocia c;ip^L'i.hila, D. caasia, Sesia philanthiformis. and a
new species of Gelechia. Ml*. Bond exhibited some very inte-

resting specimens of the new Chinese silk-moth which feeds

on the Ailantus, reared by Dr. Wallace, of Colchester, the
largest measuring 6^ inches across the wings, and the smallest

about 3 inches. Mr. S. Stevens stated that he had recently

visited Lady Dorothy Neville's Ailantus farm, where she had
several acres thus occupied. The caterpillars were rarely

taken by birds, but it was necessary to employ a person to

pick them up and replace them on the trees when blown down
by the wind. Professor Westwood stated that several of his

caterpillars of this species had, when very small, been
devoured by wasps this season. Mr. Drnmond exhibited

.»ipecimens of the Chelifer cancroides, eight of which had been
found on a common house-fly. The President directed

attention to the remarkable internal structure of these

parasitic insects. Mr. Stainton exhibited two species of

Gelechia, of which he gave an account of tie habits, one of

them devouring the pith of the lower part of the stems of

Hypericum; also of a species of Depressu-ia wliu-lt feeds on
Rue, A remarkable drawing by Mrs Mil. h ii . niaiiiiug

representations of all the British specie- i : ,
1 . :uili-

fuUy executed, was exhibited by Mr.

of coleopterous and hemipterous inse

Mr. Gluyne was exhibited. Mr. Pasci

Fir, Pine, or Birch driven into the beds of the lakes, at

some little distance from the shore, or at other times

close to the margin of the lake. The piles were
sharpened by stone axes or by fire, and were driven in

by large stones and mallets, several of which have
been found.
To the piles was attached a platform of wood, on

which the huts were built—mere mud-walled erections,

strengthened by wattles or hurdles. Remains of fish,

and even of nets and fish-hooks, show how important
the fisheries were to these primitive people, while the
great numbers of bones prove the abundance of game,
and the ability of the natives to secure it: and the
remains of domestic animals a.t((-t vomr ronsiiler-

able knowledge of agriculture. Tin M.u! \, .1 which
remains exist, is of the two-ranked kml Mill mliivated
in the East. Flax must have been yiuun ;iihI woven
into cloth, while Crab-apples, Slues, Hazel-nuts,
Blackberries, and Raspberries seem to have been greatly

affected. It would appear, therefore, that the iuhabit-

ants of these settlements were not mere savages, but
were a pastoral and agricultural race ; and although
given tohunting and fishing, were not entirely dej^endent
on the chace, while their capabilities are siifnciently

manifested in their peculiar dwellings, which must
have cost no little thought and labour.

Antiquarians divide the period which elapsed from
the first appearance of man on the earth to the Christian

Era into four periods or epochs, according to the pre-

ponderance of stone, bronze, or iron implements. Thus,
there is the first stone age, in which, says Sir J. Lub-
bock, men used flint knives which were unpolished, and
when they made no use of pottery or of metal. Rein-
deer then roamed over southern France ; the rhino-

ceros, the mammoth, and the hippopotamus were
natives of Europe. In the second stone age polished

stone axes were in use, and continued to be so even
after the introduction of metal. Pottery was now
!:iij.1\ used. To this period some of the Swiss lake

I a \:\.\i'~ maybe referred, and in them there
1 ,

!
.. ii ihat the ox, the sheep, the goat, and the ,

w^.vv :i!io:idy domesticated, though no traces of the
comuion fowl have been yet met with. Corn-
crushers, like those described by Livingstone as still

in use by some native tribes in Africa, as well

as Flax-seeds, show that agricultiu'e had made
some process. In the succeeding, or l|ronze a^e,

though flmt instruments were still used, bronze
weapons became general, and remains of domestic
animals are more numerous than those of

the wild ones. Linen clothing seems to have
been worn, from the presence of flaxen tissues

in the remains of the huts in the Swiss
villages, while glass, amber, and gold were used
for ornament. To this period succeeded the iron age,

in which European history begins. The lines of demar-
cation between these so-called ages are not always
well defined, but the archseologists seem to have clearly

established the existence of epochs characterised in the
main by the peculiarities we have mentioned.
In the book before us the sevi.nil ];tkr dudliigs are

treated of according as they are rcpiv-i nini i\.> of the
stone, bronze, or iron a^es respecini l.\. K;i''li settle-

ment is described in detail, hotli as iL^urd^ its confor-

mation and the relics found in it, aud copious illustra-

tions are given of the latter. Considerable light is

thro^vn on the manners and customs of the inbabitants
by the habits of the native races of Africa, New
Zealand, &c., in the present day.

Tlie abstract of Professor Heer's " Treatise on the
Plants of the Lake Dwellings " is of such importance,
that we shall take an early opportunity of reverting to

the subject; in the meantime we recommend this

version of I)r. Keller's w-ork as the most complete
epitome on this most interesting subject.

Cfte ^piar|).

ou the geographical distribution of the Longicom genua 1 _,.• 1; ki ii,,

Traesistcruus. Mr. Hughes, of Stourbridge, exhibited a I

"'eign qi_ms,

remarkable variety of Cidaria fluctuat

the rhythmical
of fir.

-A thai

I Pcgxi. A notice was alsM

the army worm (or lai-va of Heliothis ei

fields of Louisiana. A paper was al>.

ou exotic Hymenoptera. It was anuu
meetings of the Society would be held at BuiliiigU

commenciug on November 5th, by permission of the Limiean
Society ; the Society's library would, however, still

the apartments in Bedford Ri
•--- -..v .,_-,... .__^__

in attendance as usual e

:}<rot(ct!5 of Uoofes.
The LaTce Dwellings of Switzerland and other Farts

of Europe. By Dr. Ferdinand Keller. Translated

by J. G. Lee, F.S.A., P.G.S. London : Longmans.
Large 8vo, pp. 418. Tab. 96.

Scarcely 10 years have elapsed since antiquarians were
startled by the discovery in certain of the Swiss lakes

of piles of stone chisels and hammers, of flint arrow-

heads, of bone needles and other objects indicating the

former presence of a race of men of whom history

scarcely makes mention, and whose existence but for

the accident of the waters of the Lake of Meilen being

lower than usual, might lo£ig have remained unsus-

pected. Subsequent researches have yielded numerous
and most interesting results, a general account of

which is given in the richly illustrated volume before

lis, and which consists of a translation and condensa-
tion of certain reports by various observers, laid before

the Antiquarian Association of Zurich. From these

rcimrts it is made manifest that tribes of hunters or

libbers, who must also have bad some knowledge of

agriculture, lived in huts built on piles of Oak, Heech,

Removal of Nadir, kc.—I am a good deal puzzled
"11

! to know what to do with a stock I have in a 0-iuch
','5*

1
deep Stewarton hive. It was tenanted the 25th of last

June, and has prospered so well that the inside contents
weigh 51 lbs. When the upper compartment was

read a pretty full 14 days after hiviug the swarm, I pave
another similar one as a nadir, and the result is as

above stated. Had I thought that so much honey
would have been made in July, I would have given a
super before the nadir, as the swarm was exceedingly
strong ; but I did not expect that. Well, the lower
compartment is two-thirds full of comb unsealed, and
there are as many bees in it as in the top one where
the combs are all full and sealed. I am debating with
myself whether I should take this lower compartment
away, according to custom, aud put an empty box or
eke instead, or leave it there for the bees tiU the follow-

ing season. The rea.son I think, of doing the last is

because Mr. Thomson states that sometimes stocks

are kept over the winter in " three boxes, the latter

being often the case." This I presume is when the
swarm is so strong that it appears inclined to occupy
three 6-inch boxes, to which my case is similar, as

two 9-inoh are the same as three 6-inch ones.

By inserting an empty box between the two I believe

I could cause the bees to ascend from the lower one
and thus they would be either all contained in the upper
box (which, however, I doubt), or bo iiartly in it, and
partly in the empty one placed bcncrith ; bui I slinuld

like to know whether it would be nchi-atili- to dn llii>.

and also what you think of the nu'lhnil 1 innpn-c I" d.i

it by. At sunset, or a little before, wlioii the lit'cs .uc

aU at home, I would put a perforated zinc slide across the
entrance, separate the two boxes with an oyster knife,

drew a ivire slowly across lest any of the combs should
have been worked down to the floor, and leave the hive

alone for an hoiu' to give the bees time to recover in nn

the disturbance. Then at dusk an assistant she mid
raise the top compartment enough to puff in a couple

of mouthfuls of smoke, then raise it altogether, when
I would insert the empty box, first putting down wedges
both beneath it and on it if many bees were in the way.
Of course the bees in the lower box would presently
ascend and join those in the upper one, when the
former could be taken away.
Another thing to be considered is, that if the comb

is left as it is,it will all be available the following season,

nhile if the box is taken, and there is some honey in

the combs. :is (hriv inolinbly is, the comb mu.st be cut
out, and "iil.\ ;i litil^' 'il' il can be fastened in again.

I ought (n li:ivr -iitird in my.last, that Mr. Thom-
.son's methiid <i( withdrawing slides by passing a hot
iron over them answers admirably. Some slides it

would be impossible to get out without it. I had a
pair of small smith's pincers, with a piece of wet leathei:

interjiosed to prevent breaking the wood, which
answered for all the short side ones, but for the centre
ones the iron w'as required as well.

In Mr. Thomson's obliging reply to me, which ap-
peared on September 1st, he has disclo.sed apparently
the principle of the extraordinary success of these
hives, which appears to be that of gettinsr up au
enormous stock of bees by nadiring (and feeding) in
spring, before the tjme for supering arrives. This is a
difi'erent style of practice altogether from that which
belongs to other depriving hives, and must have at
least as much to do mth the success of Stewarton hives
as any superiority in the yield of houey in Scotland. It
is a method of management too which requires a
considerable degree of thought and judgment if

it has to be learned by wTitten directions. One
other particular I would be glad to know from
him. He says, " Give a third box with comb, which
will afford the queen plenty of room for the deposition

of her full complement of eggs." Does he mean that
this box is to be furnished with more than mere guide
combs ? The latter it is easy enough to fix if only 1 inch
or V. nv\\ -i|n;ire Hut yiicecs larger than that I find

very linllr In luiiiltir (IciMii il'cvcr so carefully fixed.

For :iii\ lliiir^ iiHitv iliiiii iiiiiv LTuides I should, tbete-
foro. li;ivc til ilejioiid "11 lioxcs laid by with the comb in

them, which might uot Uways be to be had. In the
latter part of the letter he speaks of wax sheets as an
alternative. "What depth of sheet would Mr. Thom-
son use on the bars of a nadir given before supering for

the purpose of encouraging breeding ? Nonice.

Drone Conib in. Supers,—I have this season taken
several large supers, containing in the aggregate nearly
300 lb. of honey of superb quality and colour ; but it is

remarkable that, with the exception of a very few
pounds, the whole of this amount was.stored in drone-
celled comb. In one only of these supers has there
been any breeding, and that consisted of a few square
inches of both worker and drone brood on two or three
combs, every part of which, when removed, having
been filled with honey aud sealed. In two supers, not
included in the above category, so much brood was
deposited as to necessitate their being broken up. The
drone brood was destroyed, but liio Morlur brood,
which exceeded the other m timiniiiy, \\:i> liiven to
strengthen artificial swarms. W iih tlii> oMi|.t itjii, as I
before stated, almost the entire aiuuunt uf houcy-combs
constructed consisted of droned cells only. The bars

in the supers were supplied as far as possible with
worker-celled guide comb ; failing that, with narrow
slri|i< of tlir artificial impressed .sheets, or with bars
].i(\i"n-I\ ii-( 1, already containing the rudiments of
woil,. r-r( II, .1 r.iinb. In no case was any drone comb
attarlird a> :,;uide.

To what cause can this preponderance of drone combs
be attributed ? If used by the queens for depositing

the eggs of drones, I could account for it on the sup-
position that drone combs were rcr|iiired, but so very
small a portion was so used (in fact, ivitli the excep-
tions previously mentioned, 1 do not tliiiik thr queens
ascended into the supers at all) that I lliink wc must
look further for the solution of the proljlem. Have
any others among your correspondents had occa,sion

this season to notice the same peculiarity with regard

to the combs in supers ? Apiator.

Garden Memoranda.
C'ULFOKD Hall, the Seat of the Uev. Edward

Rkhakd Benyon, M.A. (.continued from p.^ 904).—
Perhaps nothing adds so much to the enjoyment
of a kitchen garden (always excepting a good supply
of produce, which Culford is distinguished for) as

some attempt to relieve the monotonous weight
of heavy quarters of vegetables, and level ones of

bush fruit. For this purpose various modes of plant-

ing and training are tried. One of the most eflective

is the formation of borders G feet or 7 feet wide,

to be planted with pyramidal trees or bushes all

round the central quarters. That is my favourite

method. Mr. Grieve has adopted a different one.

Oppressed at first by the dead level and large extent
of garden, and having plenty of room. Yew as an
alterative, a relief, and a blind, presented itself to his

notice. So almost everywhere around the garden,

about 4 feet from the main walks, which are 10 feet in

width, a beautiful green Tew hedge, about 4 feet •) or

4 feet 6 inches high, and 2 feet through, is found.

And where the Tew is not. Beech, Privet, or Sweet
Briar takes its place. Altogether there is, about
l.-.nn yards of these fences, 900 being Tew. They are

lililMii twice a year,iu August chiefly, and looked over
am 111 in October and November. So fond is Mr.
( : riovf of these blinds, that where it is not convenient
to have permanent screens he forms temporary ones oi

great beauty, of a mixture of Sweet Peas aud Canary
Creeper, or either by itself. In the chief parts of the
garden the space from thewalkstothe Yeworotherfence
i,< laid down in Grass, and the fruit-tree borders on the
o]i|.osite side against the walls are devoted to flowers,

ribbon borders, &c. Inside the fence are temporary
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eartli paths for cultural purposes. The hedges do not
appear to iujure the crops.

On each side of the centre walk these hedges are

thromi back 35 feet through the first and second garden

and 20 feet in the third. This space is laid down in

Grass, and occupied ivith about 130 flower-beds. It

forms in one respect three distinct gardens, and yet

one continuous whole. The walls are pierced with
large circular arches without doors, and a considerable

space on each side of the openings is densely covered

with, in one case, green, in the other variegated. Ivy.

In the centre of the walk,
about half-way down, the
finest filled bed at Cul-
ford, perhaps in the
world, is placed. It is a
raised circle, 30 feet

across, aiTanged in differ-

ent zones by the ^
aid of

bricks or tiles, which are

of course entirely hidden
by the plants. The
central crown is Lucy
Grieve Pelargonium ; 2a
zone Iresine Herbstii
(exquisitely beautiful
here) ; 3, Italia Unita
Pelargonium ; 4, Coleus
Verschaffeltii ; 5, Lady
CuUum Pelargonium ; 6,

Iresine; 7, Silver Chain
Pelargonium. The four
best beds of variegated

Pelargonium in the gar-

den are Lady Cullum,
Lucy Grieve, Mrs.
Benyon, and Mrs. Pol-
lock. These are all edged
with Verbena Puri>le
King. The next two best
Pelargoniums in this

beautiful garden are the
Nosegays Pink Pearl and
Spread Eagle. For small
beds Harry Hicover is

also a gem. Monitor was
good, as were also some
very showy beds of a
peculiar Scarlet Nosegay
seedling, with very dark
zonal foliage; and Beauty
ofGuestwick. The varie-

gated-leaved and crimson
Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums
were also in great per-
fection. Stella shone out
with its usual brilliance,

toned down by being
placed in juxta-position
with Elvedoti Pink.
Silver Chain was chaste
and soft, as usual.
Gazania splendens also

does well here, and
covered its little circular
beds with its large bright
stars of glory. A light

blue Verbena, Pelle de
ton Songe, seems a
favourite, and filled

several beds, edged with
the Cerastium Bieber-
steinii. I enclose a rough
sketch of one of the
divisions, to show the
style of the flower gar-
dens. All the beds are
small, and extremely
well filled. A very
striking eU'ect is pro-
duced by cumbers of tall

standard Pelargoniums,
about 3 feet high, trained
on small umbrella-shaped
iron trellises, being used
as centres to many of the
beds. They are all seed-
lings, and it takes several
years' growth to fit them
up for the purpose. A
little semi-tropical gar-
dening has also been at-

tempted here, by placing
out plants of jbracicua,
variegated Maize, &G., on
the turf. However, the
high winds have not. been
propitious to them, and
have torn their leaves
considerably. The bottom
of the flower garden
is finished with ribbon borders, 100 feet long and 9
feet wide. The centre is PeriUa, surrounded on each
side with Tom Thumb Scarlet Pelargonium; the
third row is Elvedon Pink, a kind here preferred to
Christine

; the whole edged with Cerastium tomen-
tosum. Near here, on one of the fruit tree borders,
against the wall running east and west, is a ribbon
border of annuals, planted thus. It is veiy efiective :—
1st row. Lobelia speciosa (true) ; 2d, Tagetes signata
piimila; 3d, mixed Antirrhinum, very fine; 4th, fine
double llelichrysums.

iVuotlier ribbon by the side of awall, 300 feet long, was
tlius planted : 1st row. Lobelia Princ(^ .Albert, hliieish

;

2d, Variegated Alyssum; .3d,Tom ThumW l'rl:irj..nium;
4th, Yellow Calceolaria (integritolin i invrnivd liere
to all others; 5th, PeriUa. On the .i|.|,n-iir -uk- of
the kitchen garden is a border devoted to lierbacuous

varnished; Ada Mann, a beautiful dwarf tricolor,

with light pink flowers; Ghost Is a pure white-
flowered, light golden tricolor. Another is a great
improvement in habit on Italia Unita and white
Lilly. Of the older sorts the following are some of the

.;-L:id\..rShi.11nl.
. M.vA

llr^.nl A\ I litest

Biebcrsteinii.

plants, one of the most extraordinary things being a
line of Dielj'tra speotabilis, 300 feet long, that must be
magnificent when in flower. Near here is also a neat
chain border formed with Verbenas Firefly and Purple
King, in alternate scrolls, the centres being all formed
of large plants of Centaurea ragusina. In other pari ini-i

' i
iii

of the gardens we observed a new double variety of 1 1 " 1 1
1

<
1

1

I
.

-

Sanvitaliaprocumbens; and another new bedderwliirli i '

is likely to be very useful, and is nothing lesstUiin Kin.i, I'u

a Violet, warranted to flower all the summer, and it of them all,

looks as if it would do it. The plants sown in the spring I The walls of the kitchen garden are well furnished
with Pear, Plum, and
Cherry trees. Peaches,
Apricots, &c., which, how-
ever, unless protected by
glass, are short-lived,

owing chiefly probably to

the lightness and chalki-
ness of the soil. On a
wall at the east side of

the garden, with a west
aspect, are the marks of

a fine Mulberry tree,

which covered 30 yards of
the wall 12 feet high. It

was killed by the winter
of 1860. Eeturning up
the centre of the flower
garden, and looking
towards the range of
glass, something seems to
be wanted to break the
flat sky-line. Much might
be done by adding orna-
mental chimnej's of con-
siderable elevation to the
furnaces. But the gi'eatest

improvement of all, both
on esthetic and sanitary
grounds, would be to add
a second story to the gar-
dener's cottage, and finish

it ofl' with an ornamental
roof. Turning to the left,

we pass out of the kitchen
garden into the shrubbery
leading to the Hall, about
400 yards distant. On the
right is a small Fernery
with water, &c., beauti-
fully furnished with Ferns,
herbaceous plants, &o. It
contains some noble
species of Pampas Grass
and double Furze ; also

some thrifty plants of
Wellingtonias and ofwhat
appear to be Juniperus
excelsa, the seeds of
which were sent from the
Crimea by Colonel New-
ton. Eeturning to the
main walk, we cross the
carriiige road, pass along
by the churchyard wall,

and enter through an iron

gate into the lawn and
pleasure ground. On the
lawn are some fine trees

of Cedars, all which, how-
ever, were injm'ed six

years ago ; Spanish Chest-
nuts, Purple Beech, and
a Lime 100 feet high.

There is also a nice Pinus
Pinsapo, planted 18 years

ago, and doing weU. It

was not touched by the
frost, although the Cedars
of Lebanon were nearly

killed. A Wellingtonia is

also growing very freely.

A singular eUect is pro-

duced in one corner of the
lawn by a lai'ge irregular

group of Irish Yews,
planted on the turf; they

have been allowed to grow
rough nithout training,

and have a grotesque

appearance.
Near the house is placed

a small well - fuimished

flower garden, with a
fountain in front, and a
conservatory behind it.

The flower garden and
fountain are formed on,

a

level piece of gravel, and
supported by a dwiirf

retaining wallsurmouuted

by very small vases. ,
The beds are edged with green

glass ti'les, which are clean and neat. The conservatory

is chiefly filled with Fuchsias and Zonal Pelargoniums

Ou the centre bed are some fine specimens ot pyramidal

Myrtles. These plants will be succeeded by Chrysan-

themums, Camellias, and Chinese Primulas, and these

again will give place to Eoses and the Azalea,s already

named. Mr. Grieve prefers the Zonal and Scarlet

Pelar"oniums to the usual greenhouse Pelargoniums tor

decorative purposes, and certainly the beauty ot many
of his plants ou this occasion seemed to justily his

preference. They also bloom so much longer, and are

much lcs< trouble. Mr. Grieve considers the following

ZoiiiiU llir lili.-l l.,r pi.l-nllluiv:-
.

i;,,i ,1 hiiii' \li,| iiiir llii'i : -Inril, Madame Leonme,

.„,„,^„ „_, „,„„,„ ^,.„j „,„,-, .^„.,..,...„„.o .. All.. in, ,
I i.ii.Vii, li,i.i,..,~ |i. ii"i», Eobert Fish, Dr.

very 'beaiiliful "tricolor,"vith "leiwes "hinrng"'"as" if
|
LiudJcy, i>r. iNovvham, Culioid ituse, Eose Perfection,

Golden-variegated Ivy-leaved Pelargoii
.Spread Eagle Pelargonium, edged with Cerastuim tomen-

tosum, C C. Crimaon Ivy-le.aved Pelargonium.
Gazania splendens.
BeUe_ de ton Songe Verbena, edged witli Cerastium

terminal circular parts ; other

I Elvodon Pink Pelargonium.

ionium Lucy Grieve, edged witli

1 1. Silver chain Pclargoniiun,

are now a dense mass of bluish lavender-coloured
flowers, with the scent of Pansies rather than Violets.
The name of this little stranger is Viola cornuta.
Near here we also noticed two pretty beds of the

white Madame Cornelissen Fuchsia. We now come
to the testing borders for vnii, -:;<, ,1 ,'iim1 ,,IIi, i IVlar-

goniums and new bedding 111; I hi \
i

i,
i the

chief thing that struck us u:i- i n , ,i,
:

i,
i :md

also one with yellow flowers; i . ni , i ilmi- n min-
pacta is a very dwarf variety of this well-known plant

;

Lady Cullum has proved herself the very best of the new
Pelargoniums; Lucy Grieve is also very beautiful;
Beauty of Guestwick, Silver Chain, and Julia are some
of the best in the way of the Flower of the Day, Julia is

almost the only one that Mr. Grieve grows that has not
been raised by himself; Harry George Henderson is a
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Slipper, Bride, Rose ReiKlatlor, Vir_'o Ahirie, ami
Excellent. Part of the bark of thp CnnsciMilnry is

sliut oil' from the house itself by sliding' :4l:iss .Inors,

Mid cuuverted into a Fernery. This is a laialil

imitation of rock, with water trieklin!; down u\Ui a

fountain liflow. ami P-rns ^rnMiir,' lii\nvi;iiitl\ "iit "I

thecrevici>. It i, 1 t nl a lii'jhrr Iriiiina inirr i liaii

the other viiri <( lli- 1
-'.

I H - dr-ivr Mnnniii IiIa

may beassuin.Ml ri..in ilir t:i.'t i li.ii -rll--.niii -,r<liiii-

Ferns are sprinsin^' up allnvcr llu' sui'lartMii iln> rocks

The effect of all this luxuriant lx:.u(y is, hnwpver,

very much marred b.i' the u:-'liia'ss of the rnnl, \vhich

is anything but in harmony with this gem "1 ruralism.

In fact the whole thing—house, conservatory, flower

garden, and their accompaniments— however beautiful

in themselves, are far too small for the regal extent of

Culford. The same remark is applicable to the lawn,

although I believe it contains about 4 acres. At present

it is arbitrarily cut in two, as it were, by a ha-ha, sur-

mounted bv a wire fence, 8 feet high, running across

about halfway between the mansion and the river.

Now, the natural and artistic boundaries of Culford

la\™ exactly coincide, and these are—the church, or,

better still, the farm at one end, beyond ; the bridge at

the other, and 50 yards beyond, the water, or, if

possible, the wood opposite the house. This would
enable the water to be ividened at this spot and thrown
into the form of an irregular lake, with well planted

islands, Ac, if required. It would also afford scope for

the formation of Piiietums, Arboretums, Ferneries,

Shrubberies, and a second flower garden if desired,

on a scale of magnificence and grandeur corresponding

with, or even excelling, those portions of this tine place,

already described. As the house is considerably
elevated above the river, either the terrace or a more
natural style might be adopted, or, better still, a com-
bination of both. Of course fine walks or drives would
be carried through in different directions, and especially

towards the water. From the present lawn a flue view
of West Stow Church is obtained ; also of the bridge,

which is however somewhat hidden by a tall tree in the
line of the arch.

liui uhairvi r maybe done to improve or extend this

part i'( I hi jionids, it is to be lioped that the fine old
kil'lirn:.::uJrn Hill remain as it is; its mixed style.forms

a conuecLiiiti link between the past and the present {all

too rare in modern gardening) ; and while its utilitarian

character has not for one moment been lost sight of,

its sombre fringes of Yews and brilliant setting of
flowers have converted it into a pleasant promenade, as

unique as it is delightful.

It is but tardy justice to add that Culford everywhere
bears the stamp of talent in the gardener, and liberality

in the proprietor, and is pre-eminently distinguished
by those three great characteristics, without which no
garden nor estate, large or small, can ever yield a full

revenue of either pleasure or proflt—order, ueatness,

and cleanliness. D.

Miscellaneous.
The Datura at n„nl,r„k,. --'I'lirough thekindnessof

Lady CuUum, who a lin il lys -nice opened her grounds
for the purpose, neai-ly lUUU persons have had the plea-
sure of seeing this magnificent plant. It is impossible
to convey any idea of its purity, perfume, or beauty by
description ; we have, therefore, the greater pleasure in
stating that photo'-;r:in1i- inul -I' r. .!-.. pir views have
been taken of it b> M i

' !•
i \\'allace. The

plant has a gnarli-i i' iii^jh, and the
leaves and flowers r,.,,! m .r ,1 lut 300 square
feet. Over this area, tier after tier of pure white^long,
bell-shaped flowers, 11 inches long and nine inches
across the lip, are suspended. " Angel's trumpets " is

the only name we have heard for them that seems at
all worthy of their character. At noon the scent of
the Datura arborea, or Brugiiiansia suaveoleus—for it

is known by both names—is nil, but it reaches its

maximum at midnight. It is a native of Peru,
and is also found in other semi-tropical clim,ates, where
from the overjwnvering character of its perfume it is

known as the Fever Plant. At Hardwicke it is grown
in a cool orangery, and in, many parts of England it is

used for centres for flower-beds in the summer months.
In such positions a dozen flowers would be thought a
good display, whereas we are told the Hardwicke plant
has over a thousand expanded blossoms. Buri/ Free
Press.

MorticxtUnral Exhibition at Sattdrinff/iam.—A horti-
cultural exhibition was held the other day in
.Sandringham Park, and was very numerously attended.
The visitors were permitted to roam through park,
gardens, and grounds, and the church w.as also inspected
with much interest, particularly the Royal pew, and
the marble monument erected by the Prince of "W"ales
to the memory of the Rev. George B. Moxon, his late

chaplain. The band of the 1st Norfolk Rifle Volunteer
Bittalion played some excellent pieces. One large
marquee, 75 feet long, contained the cottagers' products
of flowers, fruits, and vegetables, or at least as many as
it would hold, and a bench had to be rigged up outside
for the remainder. The great feature of the show was
another large tent, 75 feet long, which Mr. Carmichael
had tilled from the Royal gardens, to the general
aimiration of the visitors. A device bv the children
if the Sandringham school,! with the monogram
' A. E. A.," and a Swiss miniature garden by Mrs.
Sherringham, were much admired. The Rev. W. Luke
Onslow, M.A., the new rector of Sandringham,
presented the prizes given by their Royal Highne.sses
for the best kept cottage and garden in the iifierent
parishes. The rev. gentleman congratulated those
present upon the success which had attended the first

show. It was the wish of his Royal Highness the
Prince of Wales that all the gardens and grounds
should be open free to the public. The committee
thought it right however to ch.arge a nominal fee for
admission, the surplus of which would be devoted to

charitable institutions like the Lynn and West Norfolk
llnspital. 'I'lic Kcv. W. W. Pii^krnsnn, ;\r.A., Rector

.uUL;llt bj every pru;iue..r ..i I lie -. '...(..lie .-eel, ip -m
his Royal Highness tu himself, «;us the amelioration of

I lie moral condition of the labouring population. Fall
Mall Gazette.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuiitii week.)

Notwithstanding the unusually large amount of
wet weather which we have lately experienced, flower
gardens are still comparatively gay. Keep all in con-
nection with them therefore nee! n; 1 elean, so as to set

them offto as mueli elv nil ,j, , e ,M,.. Let weeds,
which are plentiful 1 1ll • - i-ei li '

: ii\edboth from
borders and walks on all eiMenuei" .i,j,or( unities, and
keep the latter well rolled. All jireparations for bulb
planting should now be forwarded as much as possible,

in order that active operations in reference to these
matters may be commenced as soon as frost has put an
end to the beauty of the bedding plants.

FLOWER GARDEN AUD PLANT HOUSES.

In cool conservatories and greenhouses damp or
insects soon do irreparable injury to soft-wooded plants

,

these must, therefore, receive careful attention if the
plants are to be wintered in flrst-r.ate condition.

Camellh.s and Azaleas.—If not already done
these should now be housed ; see that all decaying
leaves are removed, keeping the plants rather dry at

the root. Allow them to have plenty of air when the
weather is favourable.

CiNEUAitiAS.—Plants for late blooming must now
be kept cool and airy, and should not be allowed to

suffer from want of jiot-room. These must not be
trusted much longer in cold pits, for they cannot
endure frost without injury.

Crocuses.—These may be planted as soon as beds
are ready for their reception ; they like a deep, light,

rich sandy soil, but will thrive in an ordinary soil or
situation. In planting, the bulbs should be covered from
2 to 3 inches with flne moidd ; and if an etreetive displaj

during the first season is desired, plant iliirkl.v—not
more than 3 inches apart. For edging borders and
beds the Crocus is exceedingly useiu! : ami. \vhere

planted 'in lines along the margin olv,;ilks. or in clumps
of 3, C, 12, or more bulbs eaeh, end ellon.'l io remain
in the ground for several years, Iliei'ileia oiilie masses
of flower which they produce i.- all that can be desired

Care must be exercised, however, to protect them from
mice, which are exceedingly partial to them, especially

in winter.

Dahlias.—Save seed from choice kinds when ripe

and dry.

Hollyhocks.—Stools of choice sorts may be lifted"

and potted, to supply cuttings, which strike readily

on bottom heat; when .struck pot off in nice light

rich soil.

Hyacinths.—For blooming indoors, either iu pots

or iu any of the various contrivances that are used
instead of pots, strong biUbs should be selected and
planted iu succession; place them in any dark cool

situation for three or four weeks, to allow of their

making roots, before exciting them into growth. If

pots are used—and these are doubtless the best, if not
the most ornamental—use good rich sandy soil, and
secure perfect drainage ; for a liberal supply of water
is required during the blooming period, and if the
drainage is defective the soil is very apt to become

PELAKGONinMS.—These should be kept rather cool

and dry, giving whatever water may be necessary on
the mornings of fine days, so that all superfluous
moisture may be dried up before the evening, avoidiug
the use of fire-heat except when necessary to prevent
the temperature falling below 10', or to dispel damp
when this cannot safely be done by giving air.

Pinks.—Finish planting these out in order that they
may get well established before winter.

Roses.—In many places these are still blooming in

tolerable profusion. Examine those on pillars and
trellises, and if the weather is favoura,ble see if the soil

wants renewing or the kinds changing. For choice
sorts roomy holes should be made, capable of contain-
ing three or four barrow-loads of well-prepared soil.

Turfy loam of good quality is the chief thing ; to this

add a portion of rich rotten manure, and, if at band, a
little sandy peat or leaf-mould.
Tulips.—Prepare beds for these. Examine the

bulbs, and arrange them as deteiinined on at blooming
time.

FORCING GARDEN.
MrsHKOOMs.—The surface of beds coming into

bearing should be sprinkled "svith water a week or so

before the Mushrooms make their appearance; this

is better than watering after the Mushrooms are
through.
Pines.—Water plants in pots as little as possible at

this season. AVhere the general stock is grown in this

manner it is a good plan to cover the pots over 2 or

3 inches with the plunging material ; where the
bottom-heat will permit that to be done, it obviates
the necessity of watering so frequently.
Vines.—The earliest house of these may now be

pruned and the rods dressed. The border outside may
also be covered with Fern-leaves or straw.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.

Trench, dig, and ridge every spare inch of ground
whenever the weather will permit these operations to

be advantageously performed. This is particularly to

be observed in gardens the soil of which is of a clayey

character.

Celejrt.—Earth up as required when the weather is

dry. Leaves affected with fly should be picked off and
burned.
lomrrieie- 'Ininn mil in en,,! ]il.aces now he

I 1,. I I ,1 ,,
'

',,
I ! • end stored; a

1 r I,
I

;

:, Mil-,' he taken up;
the.i e. ill, hoi', c, .e. LiepiiLii in I ue ..round, and thus
circumstanced they may have a coat of manure spread
over them for the ne.x't crop and be trenched out as

wanted. All root crops, including Potatos, should be
taken up and stored in as dry a state as possible.

Potatos in the ground in some places are rotting. Get
them up, therefore, without delay.

STATE
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rpHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
J IKsTim-isiiEDlSJO).

Have now reoilv for delivery in dry Quo condition,

CORN MANURK, for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Piisturo Lands
SUPERPnOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED GOAN'O
MANGEL .ind POTATO MANURES

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA,
ei Dock Warcliouse; SULPHATE of AMMONIA, FISHERY
g^LT kc. E. PcRSER, Secretary.

Offlc'es. 116, Feneburch Street. E.G.

1800 r

[ollowing prk
' ready for delivery at his Factories, at tlie

VES' PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE £
SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME li

LAWES' SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME from BURNT
BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES 6

LAWES' WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
MANURES 8

CON€ENTHATi;h I'Miiv :„„i CRASS MANURE.. ..12
These Manun-^ .

' '

'

I of Mr. LaWES, or throngli the

appointed Auuir , ,
i "i the United Kingdom, at prices

?aryiiig;iccoriliii/ •

I the Impel Nitrate of

hlphate of

r and other Gakes a

, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge,

Autumn Sowing.
ODAMS'S WHEAT Mi\^URE.
ODAMS'S PREPARED PERUVIAN GUANO,

THE PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or E
MANUKE COMPANY (Limited).

Chief Offices—109, Fenchurcb Street, London, E.C.

Weateru Counties Branch—Queen Street, Esetor.

Irish Briinch—40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

Cli<' , Littlebury, Essex.
. Argyle House, Holloway.
L'.irade, Brighton.

hridgeshu

-.,, c.iiiioridRe.

y, and is under the direction

^ istaac'es that have justly earned fur it another

ubi.- ..* — ^..a Tenant Farmers' Manure Company."
Its Members are CultiTatora of upwards of 5i>,uO0 Acres of Land,

which has been for years under management with Manures of their

own JlanufiiLturo. The Consumer therefore has the best guarantee

for the genuineness and efficacy of the Manures Manufactured by

this Comp'.iny. ,. ^. * ,.1. c- *

A IToauectus will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or

miiv he had of tho Local A^jonts. C. T. MacAdam, Secretary.

Chief Offices—lu;>. Fenchurcb Street, London, E.C.
^

D
WHeat 1^^^^ Sowing.

,OWN'S FARMERS* FRIEND, for prcveutiiiK tho

WlKMt atid tho Ravages of the Slug, Grub, and
.,; |, i>':,, i -iin'i'.''kt r : -"rv Hushels of Seed Wheat,

''.,
. !

,
.

|.' ' ,.' liter of anhom-.,,/,. ,,.,uera in the Kingdom.
Ill 1. iticacy, may bo had of

) A L M - N U T MEAL, Manufactured by
Alexakder M. Smitit^Jc Co., Kent Street "Mills, Liverpool.

£7 a Ton free to Rail r Boat in Liverpool.
) Kail in Bristol.

) Rail In London.
In Bags containing 2 cwt. each, branded

' " -'
- 'lining above 20 per 1

I as an economical :

Lome-grown 'produce " (See Dr. Voelcker, K. A. S. E. Journal,
Vol. I., lid Serie; "

' '"

For t\irther i)

thuir Agents, Messrs. Huu
} Messrs. SuiTti

London Agency : 150, Leadenhall .Street, E.C.

THE IMPROVED LEATHER DRIVING STRAPS
for MACHINERY are stronger, more durable, drive hotter,

and coat less tlian other kinds of Driving Belts. SPECIAL
STRAPS for PORTABLE ENGINES. Price Lists free by post.

Tcrner's Patent Strap and Hoao Company.
Manufactory; Armit Works, Greenflold, near Manchester.

Warehouse

:

L LAND DRAINAGE and
iMPANi'. Offices. 22. Whitehall Place.

<~<-t Tenanta for Life, Tnastees, Mortgagees,

rentchargc, to be paid by half-yoarty instaln

of the Ti

No In'

-: of old Woodlands, Encloalng.

iileil, who may be desirous to avoid
. LeKal Mortgage, may also cliart^e

nprovements under tho simple and

i Annual Payment to tne circumstances

^(.ition of Title being required, and the Charge not being
CiiLiiiiit>r:tnces, no Legal Expenses are incurred
igLTiiuiits lor Eflecting Improvements are threefold —

No. 1. The WurhH may be Designed and Executed entirely by the
Landowner's Agent, and the Company employed only to supply the
Loan and conduct the matter through all the official Forms for

Charging the Outlay on tho Estate.
No. •-'. The Company will supply Plans, Speclflcations, and Esti-

mates for any Improvements to be executed by the Landowner's
Agent as under No. 1. In each of these cases the Landowner will be
solely under the control of the Enclosure Commissioners.
No. 3. The Company will undertake the entire responsibility of the

Improvements, prepare tho Plans, execute the Works, and finally

charge on tho Estate the actual amount expended, with their Com-
mission thereon, approved by the Enclosure Commissioners.
Landowners may thus obtain what assistance they require from

tho Company, and no more, in eflecting the objects in view.

Work^ nf iiramaMu ;uiil other Improvements ' '

s Officers and a Stall' i

the skill and
practice.

o, the Secretary,
i.y, 22, Whitehall Place, Loudon, S.W.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1863.

To Landowsi Its, Tin: Ci,Krti;v. I':stite Aoents, Surveyors, Slo., m
The Compai,> , ..'unlimited in amount, for the

followmgwork. - \ uiuovement, the whole outlay and
expenses m all 1 . ,, 1 1

1 .. 1 by a rent-charge for 26 years.

1. Drainage, i i:
.

. ., 1 Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, ItiTlamat i..ij, riaiiLiug, tor any beneficial purpose,
Engines or Machiu'.Ty lor Diiunage or Irrigation.

2. Fanu Roads, Tramway.s and Railroads for agricultm*al or farming
purposes.

3. Jetties or Lading places on tho sea-coast or on the banks 01
navigable rivei-s or lakes.

4. The Erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and other
Buildings required for F:um purposes, and the improvement
of and additions to Farm llousea and other bmldings for
Farm purposos-

Lanuowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of Parliament,
Royal Charter, or Commission in respect of any public or general
works of Drainage or other improvements, may borrow their pro-
portionate share of tho cost, and charge the same with the expenses

ogoti;i . oDtalned by
:ii tespect olLandowners under the Impro'

their Subscription of Shares in a
No investigation oi title is rt

strictly financial character, do
execution of the Works, which
ment Enclosm-e Commi--sioner8.

.\pply to Francis B, Madle, Esq., Secretary. 3, Parliament Street,

< MJii .my being of a
v,au LUu plana and
only by the Govom-

i.W.

THE ALBERT Virn:i;i ?; \ Kv

INAUGURAL

.

i!.i,i:.iE (LimitL-a),

r of Anatomical

Medica—Alexander Home, M.R.C.V.S.
Professor of Chemistry—William J. Russell, Ph.D., F.C.S.

Infirmary Superintendent and Professor of the Art of Farriery—

StudciiLs cnl
October 1, IhU

Studentship in April,

UMITHFIELD CLUB SHOW.O AQRICULTnRAL HALL, ISLINOTON, DECEMBER 10 to 14.

IMPLEMENT DEP.\RTMENT.
TLa LAST DAV for tticeivliig Applications for Space tor Imple-

Loudon, W.

UMITHFIELD CLUB FAT CATTLE SHOW.—O Tho ANNUAL SUOW of FAT CATTLE, .SHEEP, nod
PIG.S, willboholdat tho AGRICULTURAL HALL, ISLINGTON,
on MONDAY aftornoon. December 10, and Four following Days.
Intending Exhibitors are requested to apply for CertiUcato Forms

by tho reference letters as uuacr.

CATTLE.—Foi-m A. For an OX or STEER (in anv Classl.

„ li. For a COW or HEIi'ER (in any Class).

„ C. For a BEAST id Extra Stock.
SHEEP. „ D. For a PEN of 3 WETHERS (In any Class).

„ E. For a SINGLE SHEEP in Extra Stock.
PIGS. „ F. For a PEN of3 PIGS (in any Class).

„ G. For a SI NGLE PIG In Extra Stock.

EN'TIUES f .1 LIVE STOCK CLOSE NOVEMBER 1.

Pii/i I. ' I' III, r Certilicates, and all infonration may be

SATURDAY, SKI'TKMUEIt 29, ISGG.

We receive almost daily broadsheets announc-
ing the success of Mr. Eansome's ploughs and
ploughmen at the local matches all over the
country. The result of the da5''s competition is

telegi'aphed to Ipswich, where it arrives, whether
from Cumberland or Cornwall, probably by
four o'clock in the afternoon ; the printer at once
" sets up" the intolligeuce, and before post time
it is ready for transmission ; and early next
morning the postman delivers the news wherever
in the island it is likely to bo of tho slightest

interest. Messrs. Howard, of Bedford, are no
longer competitors at these local gatherings.
They adopt, no doubt, quite as satisfactory and a
much less ccstly method of making known the
merits of thoir manufactui'es. It is of course
solely as an advertising agency that rival manu-
facturers regard these contests ; whereas it is

solely in reference to thoir influence on the
improvement of tillage that they have any
interest for us. Do these matches possess any
agricultural importance beyond their merely
local interest ? Tho exhibition of work by a
first-rate tool in the hands of a first-rate man
may stimulate, or it may possibly overawe and
as it ^were, browbeat local skill. On the whole,
however, tho champion class, as it is called, is a

leading featiu'e in the programme of the day's
proceedings, and gives a zest to the local plough-
ing match which considerably increases tho
number of the spect.ators. So far, then, we may
suppose that tho presence of the leading plough
m.anufacturers at these matches is desii'able.

Whether, however, there is anything more than
an addition to the attractions of an agricultural

holiday we take leave to doubt.

Take the case of a recent ploughing match at

Kingscote, Gloucestershire, for example. Will

Messrs. R^uiso.me, whoso man and jjlough carried
everything before thom Uiein, tell us what was
actually accompbshed Y Huw inuuy cubic feet of
earth wore tui'ued over, in how short a time, at
what a cost of labour ? We think it probable
that the annals of that same parish can give
instances very many years ago when more was
done at smaller cost within as short a time.

In the 12th volume of the " Transactions of tho
Bath and West of England Society," there is an
account of a ploughing match at Kingscote,

which took place close on 60 years ago.

Three ploughs started for the prize. They
were all of that description called Bever-
stone. One was di'awn by two small oxen of a

mixed breed, with a driver; another by two
horses without a driver ; and the third by one
horse without a driver. They started together,

and their respective half acres were ploughed in

the following spaces of time, viz. :

—

The plough with two horses, in 2 hom-s
and 28 minutes.

That with two oxen, in 3 hoius and 14

minutes.
And that with one horse, in 3 hours and

17 minutes.
Immediately after the work was performed, the
umpires delivered in their adjudication, which was
as follows :

—

"Hunter's Hall, Kingscote, Gloucestershire,
May 10, 1808.

" We the undersigned, having been this day appointed
umpires, by a Committee of the Bath and West of England
Aericultural Society, fol" managing a trial of ploughs, to deter-
mine on tho respective merits of the following candidates,

" Mr. Dbinkwateh Havward, of Fi-ocester, a Beverstono
plough, drawn by two oxen, with a driver ; Thomas Cox,
ploughman.

" Mr. JoHff Hayward, of Beverstone, a Beverstone plough,
with one horse, no driver ; Thomas Pearce, ploughman.

" Mr. Wii.LiA-M KiRRBY, of Huntcr's Hall, a Beverstone
plough, with two horses, no driver; V/illiam Webb,
ploughman.

" Having carefully examined the work done by each, and
judgiiiij by the rules laid down by the said Society for our
direction, .ire un.inimously of opinion, that the plough drawn
by the two oxen is entitled to'the first premium offered by the
s,aid Society, and the plough drawn by two horses to the
second. Signed, ** Anthony Allen.

We give a sketch of the Beverstone plough
below. It was the invention of Mr. Tugwell,

of Beverstone, and, judging from its rapid adop-

tion and continued use over a large district in

Upper Gloucestershire, was undoubtedly a great

improvement on the then existing ploughs. A
Committee of the Societj' appointed to investigate

the circumstances of this trial reported that the

same ploughman who hero drove the one-horse

plough did, in 4 hours and .'Jo minutes, plough

4i inches deep, in a workmanlike manner,
one acre of two-year-old Clover-ley ; and that

"Mr. Tugwell, 22 years before, had with a
similar instrument performed the same feat with

a horse, which on the preceding day had been

purchased for 50s., and which, in conjunction

with another horse (in the possession of the same
family), had continued to complete their acre

with a Beverstone plough almost every day
for 10 years afterwards."

The Eoport ends with a recommendation that

the sum of 2U. be spent in a piece of plate, to be

presented to Mr. Tugwell, with an inscription

expressive of the high sense entertained of his

ingenuity in the invention of the Beverstone

plough.
We are not about to back the Beverstone against

the Ipswich plough ; but, considering that the

real test of merit in these cases is the quantity

of tillago actually accomplished in a given time

within a given cost, we have called attention to

a contest which, 00 years before the time of Mr.
Ransome's victory, did on the very same land

result in a performance which was, we imagine,

economically an even greater achievement and

The full list of the Short-horns sold last

week at Yardley by Mr. Strafford, is given in

another column. The highest average price

reached by any of tho families of which the herd
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consisted, was realised for the seven descendants
of Ml'. Adkusts' Charmer. Two young bulls were
sold for 160 guineas ; Colnmhine, a 9-year old

cow, fetclied 51; Cornelian, a 7-years old, fetched

70 ; and two yearHng heifers, Cosette and
Catalani, fetched 100 guineas each. The seven
cattle realised 82/. 13s. each. This is a very

extraordinary average price. At Mr. Abkins'
sale in 1862, 31 descendants of the same family

realised about Hdl. apiece, so that the merits of

the family, to the permanence of which he so

materially contributed, continue to be recognised.

The history of the original Charmer cow, fi-om

which the name of the family is derived, was
given in our columns at the time of the Milcote

.sale. She was a remarkable example of the

force derived fiom in-and-in-breeding in those

cases where -idgour and constitution can be
maintained. This is seen especially in her rela-

tionship to the well-known bull Favourite.
She had of coui'se two immediate parents, four

progenitors in the second generation, eight in

the third, 16 in the fourth, the number neces-

sarily doubling each step farther back. Of the

eight bulls named in the foui'th generation from
which she is descended one was Favourite. She
is one-sixteenth Favourite therefore on that

account. But the cow to which he was then put
was also descended from Favourite, and so are

each of the other 7 bulls and 7 cows which
stand on the same level of descent with the

gr.-gr.-g.-dam of Charmer. And in fact it will

be found on examination that in so far as

Charmer's pedigree is known, which it is in some
instances to the 16th generation, she is not one-
sixteenth only, but nearly nine-sixteenths of

pme Favourite blood. This arises fi-omFavourite
having been used repeatedly on cows descended
from himself.

In the pedigree of Charmer we repeatedly meet
with Comet—Comet was by Favourite, and his

dam Young Phoenix was also by Favoui-ite

with George—George was by Favourite, and his

dam Lady Grace was also by Favoimte ; with
Chilton—Chilton was by Favourite, and his dam
was also by Favourite ; with Minor—Minor was
by Favoui-ite, and his dam was also by Favou-
rite ; with Peeress—she was by Favourite, and
her dam also by Favourite ; with Bright Eyes
—she was by Favomite, and her dam also by
Favourite ; with Sti'awberry—• she was by
Favourite, and her dam by Favomite ; Dandy,
Moss Eose, among the cows, and North Star

among the bulls, are also of similar descent.

There is no difficulty, therefore, in understand-

ing how this name appears repeatedly in any
given generation of the pedigree of any given
animal of the Short-horn breed.

In the case of Chai-mer we find of her gr. gi-.

dams one was the produce of Favourite. None
of her progenitors in the immediately preceding

generation were the produce of that bull, but of

those in the next and successive generations pre-

ceding, there were so far as known 2, S, 25, 58,

101, 99, respectively got by him. Of coui-se

these are not all separate individuals. When
cousins marry, their offspring counts as great

grandmother and father the same individuals

twice ; and in such iatricate combinations as an
in-and-in bred Short-hom exhibits, the same
individuals occur repeatedly. This does not,

however, affect the result—which is, that the

blood of Favourite exists in even gi-eator quantity

in individual animals 10 and 12 generations from
him than it did in many a calf which he got

himself. Of course this tells on the permanence
of the character possessed by such animals as

Charmer, thus descended ; and to the reality of

this permanence the Yardley sale ia another

testimony.
The individual character of Charmer, apart

from that which she has thus inherited, appears

deserving of notice. Her grand-dam Sylph was
bought by Earl Si'EKOER at Sir C. KifiGnxLET's

earliest sale in 1842, and she was sold at the

Wiseton sale 17 years old, her calf Browne, by
her side, fetching 70 guineas. Charmer was
bred from Gracefal, the daughter of Sylph, by
the Hon. C. Arbuthnot, and for her milking

((ualities was taken to town with him at two
years old to supply his daily. She was bought
many years ago by Ml'. Adkins fi-om Mr.
Arbuthnot, and at his first sale some years

before, she and her produce were wisely retained

by ',hini as the foundation for a future herd

—

for which good dau-y quality combined with pure

descent was desired.

We heartily congratulate Mr. AuKlNS on the

increasing value of the Charmer family, many ! quaiifit.v'or \\

generations of which were the result of his own October, with

good judgment, and for much of whose perma-
nence of merit and of type we therefore have to

thank him.

ONE PECK OF WHEAT PER ACRE.
While attempting to stimulate agricultural pro-

gress and amendment, I have, unavoidably, occasionallj-
aroused opposition and awakened in some breasts
uncomfortable feelings. This appears to have been
the case with your correspondent T. B.," who, under
the guise of a question about the peck an acre of Wheat,
vents his spleen and pours out his ridicule. It is re-
markably cool and conciUatory to tell me that I am
looked upon as a liar in my own county, and to
endorse that idea by the tone and manner of his own
observations ; and then to tell me in the same breath
that he is extremely anxious to " vindicate my
character " (much obliged to him, but there is no
occasion for that). Even my old and worthy friend
" Parson " Wilkins cannot escape his ire.

He reminds me of a certain old-fashioned squire in
our coimty, at whose mansion some friends were
visiting. One of them said. " I shall go over to Tiptree
to-morrow to see Mechi's Farm." If you do," said
his host with indignation, " you shaU never again
return to me." This occurred many years since, but it

shows how strong, in some instances, is the attachment
to things as they are, and how violent is occasionally
the indignation against change and progress.

I never expect to be forgiven by some people for

leariug the country of old worthless pollards, destroy-
iig its landscape, and growing com mstead of wood.

A\' ith such folk, the rotten thatch and dripping eaves
are the beau ideal of rustic landscape. The question
of feeding the British people abundantly and cheaply,
is with them secondary and subservient to the gratifica-

tion of the eye-sight.
,~ " A man convinced against his will is of the same
opinion still," and I have Ton g since given up aU hope of
bringing conviction to persons of that particular tyi)e.
" I am a .3-bushel man," said one to me, " and I know
that thin sowing won't do ;" and yet he admitted soon
after that he had never tried smaller comparative
quantities, but stuck hard and fast " to the custom of
the countrj-." It took 30 years to bring the drill into
general use, and the use of that implement diminished
immensely the old-fashioned broadcast quantity of seed,

and a like period was required to persuade people that
Potatos were useful as food. After all, there .are some
advantages in strong prejudices, for they prevent the
sudden adaption of rash measures.

I fancy " T. B.'s " mind must be rather illogical and
unreasonable, for while holding me up in your columns
as a falsifier, he appeals to me for a further dose of
untruth—and I cannot for the life of me understand
what relation there can be between " his friend's dear
mother's nose flattened to his face and the bridge
crushed," and the sowing of "Ipeck of Wheat per
acre." But we all have our peculiar ways of reasoning,
and so I suppose " T. B." has his.

i

" T. B." has not told us that either he or his pay better,

enthusiastic and energetic friend had tried comparative I was
quantities of seed Wheat, and thus arrived at sound
conclusions suitable to their land, climate, &c. One
would expect that an earnest and sincere searcher after

truth would have done so, and communicated the
results for the benefit of others.

How amusing and inconsistent is his friend's indig-

nation at my not at ouoe risking a whole crop in an
experiment rather than gradually arriving at a safe

conclusion by moderate, trials ! At the risk, however,
of still having to make certain people unhappy or un-
comfortable, I shall continue the even tenor of my
agricultural way, regardless of satire or ridicule, or of
such critics as Sterne's, "who 'only looked at the stop
watch."
And now I will answer " T. B.'s" questions seriatim,

on condition that he will not comraimicate with my
unbelieving foes in Essex. If "T. B." had been an
attentive reader of the Agricultural Gazette he would
have found the information he requires in my former
papers.

The quantity of land annually experimented on is

half an acre, on a different field each year. The dibble
holes are made in the usual manner by a man using
two common dibbles walking backwards. The intervals

are somewhat irregular, varying in every way about
6 to 8 or 9 inches from hole to hole. Only one kernel
is dropped in each hole.

Surely " T. B." cannot be a practical farmer, or he
would hardly ask if we " broadcasted " one peck per
acre. Broadcasting is now one of " the lights of other
days."

The jield was in 1861, 7 qrs. 2 bushels; in 1865,

7 qrs. 1 bushel ; in 18G6, 4 qrs. 4 bushels, and some odd
measures per acre. The Wheat was club-headed Rough
Chaff White—a seUing Wheat of fine quality.

My object in trying these experiments is to satisfy

my mind as to the most profitable quantity on my
laud. Had " T. B." been guided by the same motive
he would never have written that paper in your
columns. According to Mr. Cau-d (p. 522) our seed

_rain for England alone amounts annually to
3,S0:i,156 qrs., on only ll,;i89,250 acres.

The economising or saving of one-fourth or more of

t|liat quantity is "no joke," but a serious monetary
question. The quantities of seed sown have
gradually diminished since the departure of

broadcast ; and if instead of talking about
it farmers would try comparative experiments, a
further reduction Avould .speedily take place.

it seems certainly wrong and absurd that our return
should he only about one-quarter, or less than one-
llalf of an ordiuaiy r:ir Inr each good kernel so^^^l. On
my heavy I;uhI. I li:i\.> long since reduced my general

-. I'll t(i I bu-shel per acre, ifsiiwn ill

light iucrease for later periods or

lighter soils, and am feeling my w.ay down to smaller
quantities,iflfind, on an average of .sea,sous,lliat 1 can
safely do so. One thing is certain—that results will
vary with the season^ whether you put m 1 inck nf
Wheat or (as some still absurdly do) 12 ixi-ks per acre.
I am inclined to think that Mr. Hewitt Davis's
quantity of 3 pecks of seed-Wheat was a good one,
and we certainly owe to that intelligent gentleman
many thanks for his recorilcil fxiierimeuts, which
I had more than once tlir (ilcii^iuc tn inspect on a
large scale. I at the samr tuw Miilured at .some
risk to " take stock " 111 ln^ "lil-i;ivliii>iied neighbours
(5 bushels of Oats men against, his i bushels), and the
contrast was so striking that I have never since put
in more than 2 bushels of Oats and 6 pecks of Barley
per acre.

As I see " T. B.'s " strictures are to be continued, I
reserve to myself the right of reviewing his " second
edition " if I think it necessary. Surely " T. B." has
never read the Rev. S. Smith's charming work, " a
word in season," or witnessed the results of thin
sowing on his admirably-farmed plots. J. J. Mechi,
Tiptree, Sept. 25.

A TALK WITH PROFKSSOE, VOELCKER
ON CHEE.S10-.\1AK1NG.

The following is an extract from Mr. Willard's
letter to the Utica Herald, in which he gives an
interesting account of a day spent with Professor
Voelcker, chemist of the Royal Agricultural Society of
England :—
Dr. Voelcker confesses that he does not understand

the nature of rennet, and he has proved that the
chemists before him have been wrong in their con-
clusions. In looking over the residt of his analyses of
milk, although knowing perfectly weU the percentage
of its diU'erent constituents, I was struck with the large

amount of phosphates which it contains. He showed
me the diU'erent solid constituents in a quart of milk.
In one bottle was the oils, in another the casein, in
another the phosphates, the milk sugar, &o. The
amount of phosphates in a quart of milk is no
infinitesimal quantity: but our farmers will better
understand its bulk when I say that it is " quite a
handful," and then consider for a moment the large

number of these handfuls that are taken from the soil

by our dairy farmers, and never returned.
The Doctor remarked, while showing me the bottle

containing the phosphates, that they were really the
manures upon which the finer Grasses feed, and that
the best results always follow their application upon
old dairy farms. There is an iiiiiii"ii r ivastr nf bones
inAnierica: here they are huslii;; : , d from
America and other countries, an i ^ I

i r.l. At
Utica there are tons and tons of b - ;iiiiiii:ill\ shipped
by canal Ea.^t. I supiiose some of tlieiu find their way
here. A\ li,\ will iii>t nur dairy farmers make some
arrangeiiuiii ^•\ nhuli these bones may be ground up,
and applied tu the pastures and meadows in the
immediate vicinity f 1 am sure no investment would

to find my views of old pastures being
superior for milk to newly-cultivated grounds agree
with those of Dr. Voelcker. He says the quality of
mUk is greatly influenced by the finer Grasses, and
these only are found upon the old sward. When you
commence cultivating and manuring with barn-yard
manures, you get an order of plants that may give
quantity of milk, but of very inferior quality, and he
assured me that cheese of the finest flavour could not
be made upon such Grasses. Nor would it possess the
keeping qualities of that made ui>on the finer Grasses
grown upon an old sward.

He said to me that one of the greatest faidts of
cheese-makers was in the application of heat. Many
used too high heat. The lower the temperature that
could be used, and the more uniform or even it could
he applied, the better flavour would obtain to the
cheese. Another point of importance in cheese-making,
and one not generally understood, was in relation

to the whey. It should be drawn off, got rid of, just as

soon as possible, or as soon as consistent with the neces-

sary operations. The reason he gave was, that you
could never tell what matter you had, or what you
were dealing with in the whey. It may contain taints

of the worst character. Tou cannot well determine
the degree of its acidity, and hence great risks were
run in steeping the curd for a long time in the fluid.

He would prefer to draw the whey as early as possible

from the curd, and allow the curd to undergo its proper
change and arrive at maturity, heaped up in the bottom
of the vat.

There is a general misapprehension among dairymen
in regard to the qualities of milk. Many .suppose that
because a certain specftnen of milk happens not be rich

in butter, it must necessarily be very rich in casein

—

that is, what it loses in butter is made up in an extra

amount of casein. Dr. Voelcker shows this assump-
tion to be false. The casein, in different samples of

milk, show a nearly uniform quantity, whether the
milk be rich or poor ; but the variation in butter is

very great. How important, then, it is to have pastures

that ivill add oil to the milk, rather than water

!

I said to him that I had been through Somerset,
WiUs, Gloucester, and the great dairy districts in

the south of England, and that I could easily compre-
hend why the American cheese contained more butter

than the'Enghsh. Tour analysis of cheese shows that,

and I think one reason is the fauhy manner in which
the English work or break the curds. I said, " The
Americaus have been studying for years how to retain

all the butter possible in the curd ; but here, in England,
1 see among youv best cheese-makers a ranch greater

wasir III' nilj iiartii'lcs than at our best factories." He
;uliiiiiiril ili'r i:iii, aiid remarked that there Vas far less

wa-1 III l.iiiii r li\ ii-iim a sharp-cutting instrument in

the ciud than by'brcakiug, as practised by many of the
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best cheese-makers of Cheshire and Somerset. He had
proved this by the analysis of whey ; and he said when
a sharp-cutting instrument ha<l been used carefully

and judiciously, but the merest trifle of oil could be

extracted from the whey. I explained to him our new
process of "coarse cui'ds;" but he thought better

r. -uUs could be obtained in flavour, by making the
curils fine.

Speaking of the whey, he remarked that he would
i draw it, if possible, while it was .sweet; and, at

ur lactorie;

Qgar l>v cvapri

I sMid to hi

,mpl,-o|-rhni

„t d,|.rnd n,

.ur li

uld be profitable to extract the milk-
tion as they do in Switzerland.

L,
' Prom your analysis of different

' clicese, I notice the fine quality does
n the auantity of butter it contains,

heese contained a considerable less

per-ceutage of iiutler than our American." He said

flavour and rich buttery appearance depended not only

upon a nice manufacture, but upon uniform tempera-

ture in curing. It will not do to roa.st cheese one day
and cool it do^vn the next. The process of curingmust
be so gradual that all the con.stituents may mingle
together, without detriment to either.

CATTLE PLAGUE RETURNS.
The following Returns were issued on Sept. 27 ;—
This Return gives the number of cases occurring in

Dreat Britain which have been oflicially reported to

tliis Department. Column 1 cnly records the cases

reported as having commenced during the weeks
indicated by the headings. All "back cases" are

included in column 2.
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i.r thewater than if its bed was deepened tbo lioiulil

blinks. A river in such a state, witli no mills, « cir-:, or

other impediments to obstruct its course, and with an

area sufficient to carry the highest floods witliout

breaking the banks, would be in a state of perfection as

regards drainage, but at the total sacrifice of three of

the other interests belonging to the water, viz., Ihindin'-'

the meadow land, the mill power, and the n;i\iL';iii<iii ;

and I have no hesitation that such an alteraimn mhuM
be more loss to the community than letting things

remain in their present state.

2d. After drainage, next in importance I consider

flooding and watering the meadow land for the produc-

tion of Grass and hay, conseciuently animal food for

man. I have said nothing to show the necessity of

drainage, as that is acknowledged on all hands to be

beuetiolal : hut I do not think there is that importance

attached to watering of meadow land in its various

forms as it deserves.
. , ,

. ,

Flooded, or natural meadows, is the term given to

those meadows which flood naturally, and receive their

goodness from the sediment of the water brought do^vn

from higher ground. Now a good flooded meadow
(that is, a meadow that floods well) is generally mown
for hay every year, cutting a good crop of the first

ciuality for fattening cattle, and yet stands in need of no

other assistance for manure but that derived from the

Hoods; but there is a considerable quantity of the laud

that is flooded, perhaps the largest half, that receives

very little benefit from it, and a good deal of it is con-

siderably injured; and in many cases under present

circum-s'tances it is impossible to amend it. A good

meadow is where the water flows in at its upper end,

and then spreads in a regular current over the surface,

with no stagnation at its lower end ; now much of the

land that is under water in a flood does not get a

current to run over it, but the water runs in and back

upon the low places, or fiats, and there remains

stagnant, or nearly so, until the flood is gone down,

consequently the land is starved instead of being

benefited by it. These remarks on stagnant water, of

course, apply where the water is only moderately rich in

ssiUment, for when the water is very muddy or

receives the drainage of large towns the case would he

dilferent, provided the same water do not remain on too

long.

Water or drowned meadows is the term usrd lur

those that are watered at pleasure, and not cliinndin-

on floods. These are very valuable in con.

dops tn iviite

1 will ill

I
IimIs

'llh' ;I stilt

pl'aro for these weirs, .tc, wuulil hi-, with a ,l,-srripl;i n

of the laying out and management of the meadows 1

1

we take a view of the Thames, we see in certain places

a wide extent of low, flat, meadow land, which floods,

or if not, it may be flooded with proper atlontion;

tlien again it narrows to a mere nothing, the high land

ii]iproachiug almost close on the river, then again

exjianding and contracting alternately throughout its

course. This is not the case of the Thames only, but
with all the rivers more or less. Now. this formation,

if not actually beneficial, is not at all detrimental to

flooding, and it shows plainly where the weirs and
dams should be erected for the purpose, which is a

short distance below the commencement of these wide
tracts of meadow land, so as to turn the water out on

each or either side in proportion to the quantity of

land to be flooded, and then at the tail of the meadow,
to return again to its course, only again to be thrown
out again and again as often as necessary. The bank
thrown up to help keep the water in its course in the

summer will answer the double purpose of preventing

the water entering its course again immediately after

being thrown out for flooding, and when there is not

suflieient soil thrown from the river to make the

embankments, it must be taken from the meadow side

of the banks which will form a carry, and if the laud is

higher towards the river, as is often the case, than it is

towards the middle of the meadow, it will help to lead

the water more regularly over it.

The next important step to take is to divide the

flooded from the adjoining upland. If weirs are erected

on a river, sufliciently substantial to turn the whole of

the water for flooding purposes, this division may be

carried higher up than where the floods reach at

present ; this division is to be an embanked open drain,

the bank to be placed on its lower or meadow side, to

prevent the flood water from reaching the drainage

water of the adjoining upland; the llimd

thrown'on the'meadows enclcsed bctmm l\\" inilmiik-

ments if tolerably level, mayiiot roiinin' iniuli uii.ir tn

be done to flood well, but in most ciuscs it w ill bu uece-
sary to form low banks, or wide shallow carries, in

various directions, across or athwart the meadow to

equalise the current over them, for as I have said

liclore, it is the regular flow of water over the surface.

that constitutes a good flooded meadow. My fiither

i-mbanked the Thames for about It miles, for the

qilfi-ulily by having the winter floods kept
till' meadows, thus keeping the water at

I tail lower.

(To be confliukd next jrfcX-.)

iiioducing a good crop of early Grass for Jlardi and imrijosp ot preventing summer floods, but at the

April and afterwards cutting a heavy crop ol hay, I
sacrifice of the benefit derived from the winter floods,

though not of so good a quality as the flooded meadows. 1
having little command over the river, and that little

These are watered from the Clearwater streams, and I was sold by the landowner, to quiet a somewhat trouble-

those fiowing Jrom a calcareous soil are the best,
\
some neighbour ; still it had the desired etlect

several times saving the hay crop ; once it so raised the

envy of some person whose hay was spoiled, that the

sluices were opened by night and the water let into

the meadows. I mention these things 1;o show the

utter hopelessness now, as then, of carrying out im-

provements to any extent, unless supported by the iron

arm of the law.

ui c.re. ,uc,iu,^..., ».v ..„„„...j I must now return to consider the drainage of the

fliciently by the water, but ' adjoining up or dry land. It is on the land immediately

as proved by the water meadows in Berkshire and
Wiltshire from the chalk springs, and those in Glou-

cestershire from the oolitic springs ; but from the con-

tinual penning of the water for the purpose of water-

ing, a considerable injury is done to the drainage of the

land adjoining, quite as much in some instances as

where they sutter from floods.

Now, these flooded and water meadows are not only

enriched themselves -"=-:—"- — *' '— '•••

*

their crop is carried off and consumed, to enrich 'other 1
adjoining the meadows, which lies between wind and

land; so in reality, the water manures nearly double
|

water, as it^may
''f

^t^™^?-- „M. ,i'i!,„ „\°;i"I7i,;"i^
the quantity of land that is watered, ' ' -^ -" -*-

3d. The mill power I have put
interest on the Thames and its tributarie:

not be the case on the main stream itself, fur I h'li' i In'

mill power is inconsiderable in amount, imi :in,Mliiim

like what it might be, as the water is penned up im.Ml.v

by weirs, to assist the navigation ; but some go so far

as to recommend buying up some at least of the mill

property, for the benefit of drainage. I do not mean
to say this may not be necessary in particular cases,

but I do not think it necessary as a rule; had not

steam-power become available when it did, 1 have no

I
want of well regulated drainage is done, and which

the next greatest j
under present circumstances in many cases cannot be

remedied, even by those who can see, and are willing to

do what is necessary ; at the same time I mean to say

there is a very great deal of injury being done out of

Hoods reach, which could now be easily remedied, if

those whose duty it is to do it, could see and were

willing to execute it, but it is so easy to assert (\vith a
knowing shake ofthe head) that there is " no fall, it is all

on a dead level " in their case, that it is almost usele-ss to

point out a remedy unless it can be easily enforced by

sieam-uonci ueuumc u.>w.a„^io ..ucu »» >^u, .. >.. those who suffer from their neglect, which I shall recom-

doubt we should have seen our rivers and rivulets in a I

mend being done. It is well knowii tb^t o" ihe bank:

SALE OF MB. GRAHAM'S HERD.
The following is a list of the animals sold by Sir.

Strafford at Tardley on the 19th, with the names of the
purchasers ;

—

1. Countess, roan, calved July 21, 185S; got by Duke of

Cambridge (12,742), 80 gs. Mr. F. Heney, Wateringburj',
Maidstone.

2. L.idy of the Lake, white, calved October 15, 1856
; got by

Second Duke of Bolton (12,739), 81 gs. Mr. K. E. Oliver,

Sholebrook Lodge, Towcester.
3. Columbine, roan, calved December 30, 1857 ; got by

Londonderry (13,109), 51 gs. Rev. C. Marshall, Kipley Court,

Uipley.
4. Cornelian, red, calved February 1, 1859 ; got by M.auie-

luke (13,289), 70 gs. Mr. 0. W. Lyon, SUver HiU, near BurtOL-
on-Trent.

5. Christine, red and white, calved April 7, 1861 : got by Sir
James (16,980), 41 gs. Mr. Zaccheus Walker, Handawortti,
Birmingham.

G. Gmfin Foggathorpe, roan, calved December 23, 18C1 ; got
by Sir James (16,980), 04 gs. Jlr. C. W. Lyon.

7. Bracelet 3d, white, roan ears, calved March 20, 1862 ; got
by Seventh Duke of York (17,754), 82 gs. Mr. R. E. Oliver.

8. Fantail, red and white, calved Apiil 10, 18C3: got by
B,arlcycom (17,348), 52 gs. J. P. Foster, Killhow, Wigton.

9. Camilla, roan, calved August 30, 18G3 ; got by Touch-
stone (20,986), 40 gs, Mr. 1. G. Ourtler, Uevere House,
Worcester.

10. British Belle, rich roan.icalved Februaiy IS, 1864 ; got by
Second Duke of Thomd.ale (17,748), 70 gs. Mr. J. Claydeu,
Littlebury, S.affron Walden.

11. Grafin Foggathorpe 2d, roan, calved February 21, 1864 ;

got by Touchstone (20,936), 70 gs. C. O, Eaton, Tcxover Hall,

Stamford.
12. Bracelet 3d, roan, calved May 29, 1864 ; got by Touch-

stone (20,986), 80 gs. Mr. H. B. Oliver.

13. Cosette, red, with a little white, calved March 6, 1805 ;

got In- Touchstone (20,986), 100 gs. Mr. J. Clayden.
ll.'ii ,:,]i l._ Mtltorpe 3d, red, calved March 1, 1865 : got

li, l.i,
. . 'I'lO), 42gs. Mr. J. G. Curtler.

1 ' I ; , II, I I and white, calved April 4, 1865; got by
[,.i:,ii t i-iii~ii;. 100 gs. Mr. Adcock, FamdLsh, Welling-
Ijoroii-h.

10. Lady Wild Eyes 2d, roan, calved March 30, 1865 ; got by
Touchstone (20,980), 115 gs. Mr. K. E. Oliver.

17. Florence, white, calved April 6, 1865 ; got by Touehstono
(20,980), 42 gs. Mr. R. E. OUver.

18. Fant.ail 2d, rich roan, calved April 9, 1805 ; got by Costa

(21,487), 50 gs. Mr. J. K. Fowler, Prebendal Farm, Aylesbury.
19. Countess 4th, rich roan, calved September 4, 1865 ; got

by Touchstone (20,986), 120 gs. Mr. C. W. Lyon.
20. Lorelei, white, calved April 11, 186G ; got by Touchstone

(20.986), 51 gs. Mr. C, W, Lyon.
21. Grafin Foggathorpe 4th, white, calved Slarch 18, 1866;

got by Touchstone (20,986) 32 gs. Dr. Bell Fletcher,

Birmingh.am.
22. Clotilde, white, calved M.ay 24, 1S66 ; got by Touchstone

(20,980), 70 gs. Mr. Finley Dun, Weston Park, Shipston-on-
Stour.

23. Fantail 3d, red and white, calved April 21, 1866 ; got by
Touchstone (20,986) 35 gs. Mr. J. P. Foster.

24. Beauty, white, calved April 30, 186G ; got by Knightley

(22,051), 40 gs. Mr. E, E. OUver.

BULLS.
1. Touchstone (20,986), rich roan, cUved October 19, 1861 ;

got by Sarawak (15,238), 36 gs. Mr. J. E. Winnall, Burton
House, Ross.

2. Knightley (22,051) rich roan, calved April 18, 1864 ; got
by B.arleycorn (17,348), 100 gs. Mr. P. Leney.

3. Caisai-, rich roan, calved March 28, 1806 ; got by Touch-
stone (20,980), 00 gs. Mr. H. J. Sheldon, Brailcs House,
Shipston-on-Stour.

4. Blair Athol, rich roan, calved April 18, 1865 ; got by
Touchstone (20,980), 47 gs. Mr. Thos. Burdett, Pytehley,
Kettering.

5. Bodcnbach, white, calved April 20, 1866 ; got by Touch-
stone (20,980), 50 gs. Mr. C. Barnes, Ch.arleywood, Rickmans-
worth, Herts.

0. The Baronet, rich roan, calved August 9, 1866 ;
got by

linightley (22,051) 35 gs. Rev. C. Marshall.

very different state to what they are in at the present

time, for it is more than probable that water-power

would have been made available to its utmost extent

;

for I cannot suppose Englishmen would not have made
some progress without the aid of steam, although I

admit we should not have gone the pace.

4th. .yai'/.^a/fOH.—Inland navigation by canals and

rivers was a very different interest before the railways

became general through the country to what it is now,

so I mil not make any observations respecting it before

I speak of the subject as a whole, which I wiU now do

as concisely as is possible to explain myself.

I have before said my remarks will go to show that

an arterial river may be put in that state which would

very much improve the drainage and the meadow land,

and, if thought necessary, increase the mill power, and

improve tlie navigation. I will then suppose such

river to be thoroughly cleansed, widened, deepened,

and straightened, where necessary, and embanked to

enable it to carry off the highest floods within its

banks ; this will be necessary to prevent the summer
floods from overflowing to the injury of the Grass and

hay in the meadows. This done, the next important

step would be to place weirs or mills across the stream,

in the most suitable places to turn the winter floods

over the meadows. Ou large rivers, where part of the

water could be spared for mill power, and suflieient

left for the meadows, mills could be erected to a con-

siderable extent, but on the smaller tributaries where

all the water could be beneficially employed on the

meadows, weirs would of course be preferable, so

far as the meadows are concerned, where mills are

erected, instead of weirs, it would be necessary

t) make it compulsory to erect suflieient space of

floodgates and waste weir, to pass the summer floods,

and the weirs of width and depth enough for the same
purpose.
We will now suppose the mills or weirs erected all

down the river, which would then appear something on

the same principle as a carry in a water meadow, with

of the Thames there is a great deal of low-lying land

that is very much starved and injured by the water

lying too near the surface, the pastures growing a

scanty sour herbage, and the arable land kept in a foul

Grassy state, beside being very liable to lose plant,

especially the Wheat plant, in the winter and spring

months ; the reason of this is obvious ; it is from the

present watercourses in too many cases emptying
themselves into the river at right angles, or nearly so,

instead of their following more the direction of its

course and the fall of tfie country. Now, the plan of

cutting open drains close along the edge of the flooded

land, or at high water mark, sufficiently wide to carry

off the drainage of the uplands, and taken down in the

direction of the river far enough to be etticient, regard-

less of any division of parishes, or other obstacles, will

drain the country as efficiently as though the mills and
weirs were all ahoHshed, and the existing outlets con-

tinued into the main stream. These open drains would
not require cutting particularly large, as they should

empty themselves often at the tail of the several nulls

and weirs. At the lower end of these drains, where
they empty themselves into the main stream, their

water miLst naturally come near the surface of the land,

especially when the floods are on the meadows ; this

would necessitate the commencing the succeeding

drain a few furlongs above the tail end of the preceding

one a short distance on the upper side, but having no
communication with it.

Now a river and the land adjoining, thus managed,
would I have no doubt pay w-ell for the outlay, that is,

provided it is properly laid out and economically

executed ; the loss to the mill power would be trifling

;

they would lose a small district of water, as a small

portion of what now flows into the river above their

mill would be carried down and emptied in at the tail,

but to counterbalance this their mill tail would be

much lower from the improved state of the river. They
might also sufler a little more from the summer floods

being kept strictly within the banks, but they would

Home Correspondence.
Colchicitm auiumnale_ (Meadow Saffron).—la JOUT

last year's volume vou inserted several notices of this

poisonous weed, which, by the way, I find noticed (or

rather named) only once in the 25 volumes of the first

series of the Journal ofthe Royal Agricultural Society of

England. Have any of your correspondents observed

whether it increases by seed under the present treatment

of the meadows and pastures in which it occurs ? The
accurate account of its propagation by root given by
Jussieu, needs only the information which I now ask

to complete our knowledge of the enemy's plan of

attack, and to enable us with that knowledge to plan

our defence. Diss. [We believe this plant does not
xisualbj propagate itself by seed, though seeds are

formed in abundance in the wild state.]

Earth Closets.—I see some leading observations in

the Agrkmltural Gazette of last week on the subject

of earth closets. I am afraid the opinion therein ex-

pressed, that " great towns can only be washed
clean," is a too general one. And it would be well if

the dry earth system could be brought into general

use. There is no doubt about dry e.arth being a

perfect deodoriser. I do not myself see any very

formidable reasons why the dry earth system should

not be adopted in the most densely populated districts.

Why not have the privies fixed up with the proper
apparatus, and the whole fanned, if I may use the

term, by a company for each large town, borough, &c. ?

or by'private individuals as the case may be, whose carts

would collect the deposits every morning before the

public were generally astir, the whole being conveyed

to a covered yard or yards, whence when more
thoroughly dried to he exported as a highly concen-

trated and perfectly inodorous manure ? The dry earth

system is in operation in several large estabhshments

in this county (Derby), though I am not aware that

Mr. Moule's Patent Earth Closet itself is used. The
apparatus I have seen used consists of a stout zinc pail

fitted with a handle which falls down over the side of the

pail when at-rest ; this pail is placed under the seat to
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receive the deposits, wliilst the dry earth is coiitainoil

in a long narrow zinc truuj^h. liLlod witli ;i scooji,

which is attached to one end by a chain. This trough

is fixed in a convenient position behind the seat ; every

time the privy is used a scoopful of the dry earth com-
pletes effectually the deodorising process. Thinking this

plan of the zinc trough and scoop capable of improve-
ment, I have introduced a novelty m the manner of

the application of the dry earth, which is as nearly self-

acting as possible. Wm. Hudson, Chase Ciiffe, herby,
Sept. 24.

Twitchi/ti^.—Tbe forking out of Twitch or Couch
Grass after harvest is an important and profitable

operation. A stubble was ploughed and cross-ploughed,

and with dry weather in September this and the crab
harrows would have killed all the Couch Grass. As,
jiowever, we have had such frequent rains, we must
resort to forking it out and carrying it off the laud.

This operation, carried on by men and women, will on
some portions of the field, where there were old ditches

and buildings, cost 1/. per acre. A few years ago it

cost us 5/. to fork out the Twitch from 5 acres. The
consequence was an increase of 1 quarter of Wheat per
acre beyond the produce of the rest of the field. The
forking and shakmg out of the Twitch improves the
cultivation of the soil as well as removing an enemy to

the corn. This year, owing to so much rain, the heavy
lands are unusually foul and twitchy. J. J. Mechi,
Tiptree, Sept. 24.

T/ie Cattle Plague in flbZZanA—[The following letters

have been written by Professor Gamgee.] (1.) Whilst
wo are justly congratulating ourselves on the admirable
results of the measures adopted during the past few
months for the prevention of the cattle idague in

Great Britain, we have an opportunity of witnessing

the disastrous effects in Holland of the policy we were
pursuing last year. It has been suggested by some,
and believed by not a few, that we owe the rapid

decline of the rinderpest to unknown and untangible
influences, such as the loss of power of the cattle

poison through time, and the disappearance of an
epizootic influence, which, from reasons unknown, was
at its height last April. The great difl'erence between
the methods adopted for the extermination of the
plague in Holland and this country has consisted in a
reliance on the comparative mildness and curability of
the disease in the Netherlands ; whereas after much
labour and talking here, we succeeded in securing,

early in the present year, great restrictions on the
cattle traffic, and the prompt slaughter of the sick
animals. The number of cases recorded weekly in

Great Britain is now small, though large enough to be
attended with much danger if repressive measures are
not persevered in. In South Holland and the province
of Utrecht the case is altogether different; and
although North Holland is somewhat less infected
than formerly, you will perceive from the anne.\ed
returns that, considering the progress of the plague in

the thi-ee provinces mentioned, there is ample room
for the most gloomy forebodings.

Number oi-- Cases in—

was that endmg the Hth of August, and since then the
weekly number has risen to the alarming figure of
1043. The following table speaks for itself :—

NcMDEft or Cases in

Week ending

Sept^

Utrocht.

708

Total.

1643

Week ending
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Societfeg.
ROTAL Agkicttltukal OF Ieeiand: Sept. 26.—The

second National Horse Show w.is opened to-day on the
premises of tlie Royal Dublin Society, Kildare Street.

Till' iiiaiilhT "f h.ii-r, rxlnliifi-a at the tirst show, in

isill. »,i- mil; ilir iiiiiiilirr v'sterday was only 303.

Bui ili(Miu:ilii\ cil' the :iiiin):ii. 1.^ much improved, and
this ^hcl\v is .liTid.j.lly iH'tliT llian anything of the kind

ever lield in Dublin. The total number of entries

is 303, made up as follows :—Class A, thoroughbred
stud horses, 11 ; sires calculated to get hunters, troop

horses, or hacks, 9 ; Cla.ss B, hunters, 73 ; Class C,

four-year-old colts and fillies, 41 ; three-year-old colts

and fillies, 11 ; Class D, ladies' horses and park

horses, 17 ; Class E, weight-carrying colts and
roadsters, U ; Class F, harness horses, C; Class G,

oflirers' chargers, 7 ; Class H, troop horses, 7 ; Class K,
ponies. 35 ; Class L, brood mares, 22 ; Class il,

thoroughbred colts and fillies, 9 ; Class N, agricultural

horses, 36. The general arrangements of the exhi-

bition, which are most efficient, are under the super-

intendence of Captain J. B. Thomhill, the active and
zealous secretary of the Royal Agricultural Society,

and Mr. R. W. Morgan, by whom every care has been
taken that foresight could suggest in the erection of

the stalls, &c., for the convenience of the exhibitors

and for the comfort, health, and safety of the horses.

Farmers' Clubs.
Oxford : The Agriculhtral Labour Marhet.—

[We publish a very excellent paper on this subject,

read some years ago by Mr. Mein, then agent to the
Duke of Marlborough. Its doctrine is perfectly appli-

cable to the present time.]

He said :—The harvest just past, notwithstanding
there have been so many reaping machines used, has
been one of very great loss to the farmer in shed and
damaged corn, from a want of hands to cut and carry
it soon enough. Let us therefore examine the ease, and
try to deviiC a remedy before another harvest comes
round, and in no way can we come better to our
piuiiose than by discussion, as the shoe now pinches,

and before the gap is too wide to close. Let us see,

after reviewing the late state of the agricultural labour

market, if we cannot open a door to equalise the supply
and demand. It is much better, if there are at any
time growing differences between masters and men
(which like the su"w ball, soon increase), to meet, and
by reason and by listening to their grievances, be they
supjiosed or not, and, by supposing ourselves placed in

their position, see if there is not just ground of com-
plaint, and, il' so, remove it as soon as possible.

Raise the ciu-tain ever so little and you will see the
smile of thankfulness upon the face of not only the
labourer himself, but of all his family. You may hear
of some few crowing that they have succeeded, and by
gaining their demand have beat their masters but the
maiority will tell you they are thankful for your
accessions, as it was only reasonable this time, _" on
the next they will yield to your request,"—a little

persuasion is wortli a good deal of force. It is full

time thi>

men, the dn
open, and ii

late to retai

been so lo

onsidored ; remember, gentle-

ilii iiiion. so long closed, is now wide
Ih r:i.(j is met in time it may be too

-i_i\ ii.-rs of many of those who have
badly remunerated, whose employment

has been so uncertain, and who, now they can read and
write, have less roluctance to leave home and their

relations, rillier in man tho navy, fight our battles

abroad, or n"i^l, in I'lnjiling Australia, and the finest

of all thf I'iiii. . Candida, so easily reached by the
etforlsof llnincl :iihl SicpliensoD.

I,n.ikiir.: ill i.M 11 111 iiain asagreat factory, and that
it ' ,; I

,
.11 I, i\ of different sorts oflabourers,

nan, '

; iitiin and woolspinuers,masons,
cai-iiLuiu., ija.uui.', iiijncultural labourers, &c., &c.,

wo have great distress, caused by flatness in trade, the
supply exceeding the demand ; sometimes thousands
of cotton spinners out ofemploy—mills shut up; some-
times coalheavers, too much coal on hand (not so much
the case now w ith them, owing to the consumption)

;

the I'urnaces in the iron coimtry shut—thousands of

them out of employ ; building trade bad ;
discouuts in

the money market high, causing great lailun-. aial

complete stagnation to trade, as well as grca I n i
i m -

to tlie rulers of our island. Seeing so ni:ia\ laimli^

without the means of purchasing the necessarK- ut lilo,

we have also seen all those difi'erent denominations idle

from their own discontent, although in the receipt

of 3.!., 4s., 5.'., and 6*. per day ; but of all those different

denominations I never saw the agricultural labourers
out on strike as a body. I do not deny that half-a-

dozen might leave ajob—that is a diflferent affair, but
I never saw agricultural labourei-s in large numbers
inciting one another to lay idle.

I admit that in very few classes is there that pro-

vision made for the want of work which there ought
to be ; all is spent as it comes, " hard-earned ;" if the
wages are a little better, after meeting the half-yearly

payments of rent, &c., if there is any surplus, it only
goes to clothe and feed the family a little better and a

little more respectable, all which causes more demand,
more consumption, and better prices. The more
bread, meat, and clothing consumed only comes back
to your own tillei-s. Urge upon them, teach them, as

many are doing, to lay aside a little of their earnings
for a slacknes.s in trade, sickness, old age, or setting

their family into a way of business ; and I have no
doubt that in a few years we may by perseverance find

all classes of labourers^ more prepared to meet those
inevitable stagnations in trade w'hich cause so much
distress. Now all the first-named classes have had a

different opportunity to be independent, at 3^., 4s., 55.,

and lis. per day, to the agricultural labourer, at Is. 2tf.,

l.s. id., u. 6(f., l.s. 8rf., 2s., and many of them employed
only six, eight, or ten months in the year. Now,

invariable was the rule the moment liarvest was over
to see hundreds paid ofl', notable to obtaiii one day per
week ; perhaps some a little more fortunate obtain four
or five days or a week at intervals. What was to
maintain the family ? What to keep them from
starvation? How to pay il. or 5Z. rent, allotment
rents, doctors' bills, coals, candles ?
No wonder, gentlemen, at these wages and uncertain

employment, that they brought and are bringing up
their families to other trades to be better paid. Was
it not the case, gentlemen, that the young single men
of 18 were paid 5*., 6s., and 7s., while the married men
were paid 10s. and lis. I know I have been found
fault with by farmers for paying the single able-bodied
men the same as the married. Yet I consider (and
always adopted the course) that a young man of 18 or
20 is as able for work then as he ever will be, and there-
fore always paid them men's wages, and by that means
many hundreds stayed to the harvest with me, in place
of seeking it in Lmcoln, Warwick, or Worcester. No
wonder that many emigrated and left their native land,
to take the chance of another hemisphere, being no
worse if not any better. No wonder that as summer
approaehed they left your coimties, and went elsewhere
for haymaking and harvest, and endeavoured to earn
something to liquidate the debt at the butcher^s baker's,
and village shopkeeper's. No wonder, often, that they
could not withstand the temptation of knocking over
a good cock pheasant, or carrying home a good well-
grown Swede. Very few above "the labourer know what
appetite is from hard work, or an empty belly. As to
hunger, the pleasure of a good feed after it is unknown
to them.

Before giving the remedies, I may add that there are
many other circumstances which have occurred these
few years past to make the scarcity of agricultural
labour felt so much at harvest, viz., by the high con-
dition the land generally is now kept in, whereby
heavier crops are grown, consequently the same number
of men cannot cut tuid carry it in the same time—one
man cannot cut, pitch, or load so much per day

—

therefore one reason why better prices are requisite.
Again, tho two last harvests have been unsuaJly hotj
consequently the men could not work so many hours.
I have seeii it written that this season men were in the
field from daylight to sunset—so they might—but in no
harvest have they been able to work so short hours,
and compelled to rest at so short intervals, owing to
the heat of the last two seasons. Again, seeding is

commenced so much sooner than it used to be, so much
beiug sown in February now; and we must bear m
mind that com sown at intervals of three weeks in
February and March ripens much nearer together
than if sown at the same intervals in April and May,
or, in other words, whatever interval you give it in
sowing in April .and May, it will ripen at nearly the
same distance apart. Not so in the early planting,
thereby so much of our harvest comes togetfier. Again,
there is le.ss spring Wheat sown and more winter
Beans, The earlier the harvest (in reason) the better
for the farmer, and the cheaper it is done, if we can only
get the hands to cut and carry it.

The remedies, I consider, are these— wo must
improve the condition of the agricultural labourers
generally in their dwellings, by giving them more
regular employment during the winter, and giving
them better wages, because it resolves itself into
this question, whether a fanner upon 300 or
100 acres had better spend 80t to 100?. more in labour
during the season, or lose 150?. to 200/, at harvest in
shed and damaged corn ? Able-bodied labourers have
got tired of being offered the union for the winter, and
it is well known they cannot subsist without work, and
at one time both landlords and tenants would rather
pay any amount of rates than find work for them
during the winter months. I hope the additions now
making to some unions will never be required, and
that ere many ye,ars are over oiu: heads we may see a
good long chimney added to them, converting them
mto manufactories of free labour. Landlords can
assist and improve the condition of the agricultural
labourer very much by improving their dwellings, and
giving them their houses upon the farms instead of in
the villages. This is a work of time, but wherever
houses require rebuilding they ought to be built upon
the farms. Cottage building is hot a profitable invest-
ment; still what is land without them ? The laboui-er
would then be saved his walk of three or four miles to
and from his work, and it is well known that the
labourer who walks that distance to and from his
work has no chance with the man living on the spot.
If they were living upon the farms five would do the
work of six, and I am almost inclined to think that
four would be equal to six. There is only one draw-
b.ock I am aware of if they resided upon the farms, and
that is, the children would have to walk further to
school, but I think this would improve their health.
We should give the labourers more ta.sk work, and

allow them to earn fair prices at it. If a man can earn
1 Is. in five days so much the better ; if the sixth is a
wot one he can afford to lay idle, or stay at home and
repair his children's shoes or clothes; and five days are
as many dry days ,as we can count upon in the week
during tho winter months. In using the reaping
machines, a very good method, and one adopted by
some last harvest, is to find the machine and horses,

and let the cutting, tieing, stocking, ic, of the corn
per acre, giving tliem grood prices ; because if there
are pieces of the field so much laid that the machine
will not work it, they will require to use the hook ; but
it i.s certainly discouraging to see one party of men
getting the cutting of the standing-up com by contract
by machine, and another party called in to cut the laid

com by hook—what they could not manage ; certainly
sufficient to make labourers discontented. All land-
lords employ a good deal of labour, irrespective of the
season oi the year, and of course numbers according to
the size of their e.states. But (consulting the interests

of their tenants ) they would confer a great benefit upon
them, as wvW as reduce the rates to themselves.

If they would perform as many of their improve-
ments during the ivinter months as possible—draining,
road-making, planting, grubbing, &o., and they ought
to (and might without any inconvenience to them-
selves) release every labourer they can to the Turnip-
hoeing, haymaking. &c., and stretch every point to let I

every man go to the harvest. If I were building a
|

house at that season, I would allow the masons to be
their own labourers for one month in the year.

In addition, if tenants, looking to their own
interests, give higher prices for cutting and carrying,
they will draw many additional labourers at that time
from the building and other trades. Even at hai-vest,

hitherto, the prices have not been anything to compare
to the daily wages of tradesmen—nay, not enough to
induce P.addy to join us in this district If wages
were an inducement, many would allow their improve-

i

ments to rest for a month, rather than compete with i

you, and be compelled to give much higher wages for so :

short a time ; well knowing that, the brush over, they i

might resume their operations at their former rates.

All farms ought to be training schools for the young I

labourers, and there are some branches iu which we |

are short of trained hands, such as rick-buildersiand J

thatchers; if made to put out their hand early, and
build and thatch a straw rick, they soon become useful,
and as they grow up would save much loss from ricks
standing so long uncovered iu wet weather, for w*nt of
proper hands to cover tliem.

I should not have ventured to have gone into this
matter at such length, had I not had so much expe-
rience in the agricultural labour market in this county
for so many years, having many a harvest paid 800^
a week, and during the winter months 50^., 60/-., ajul
100/. a week ; and I will pay the agricultural laboiVOIS
of this and the surrounding districts the comDlimenj
of being always wiUmg to learn improved methods.;
apt scholars, anxious to give their work, both ijk

planting and reaping, a finish which would suit tlw
tastes of the most capricious; the most passive *nd
submissive under trying ciccumstauces (ua.aiely,

starving famihes) of any other labourers. I have one
regret, which is— had I my steps of the last 12 yeajs tfs

retrace, I would spend double the money in labour. I
always found that the more I spent in labour tiw
better any farm paid me.

Mr, CiiFiFR ,.;airi, he w,aiited statistics to stiow whether
tlii .r rii, N.lin ,1 iKipulation was more ot less than jit was.
1 ' 'I the .-igi-icultm-al popuUtiou was equal to,

i. u, it must be borne tu mind that there wap
iiL< 1. i.;i iiliiii (1 machinery to mend : there were more horses
eniplnyert, as well as more hlaclcsmiths. He found his black-
smith's bill on the increase, and in hia parish, where formerly
only two blacksmiths were employed there were three now.
The carpenters and wheel-wi-ights were also better employed,
for there were more implements to repaid. With respect to
agricultural implement, they got them cheaper than if they
had them made in their own villages, antf by their own
carpenters, .and it was quite as much .as a farmer could do to
buy those necess.ary implements which were found to be most
effective, and had been tested. It was quite true that they
could not avail themselves in h<arvest time of the tiilor, the
shoemaker, and others, and the reaaon was that there was a
greater demand for what they produced, and consequently
they were better employed. One reason why they lacked
labour was that the supply from Ireland was cut off, for

famine had depopulated that country, and tens of thousands
had emigrated. Ireland was now in a much better state, aad
fewer people came over here, for those who remained at home
found ready employment, and received better wages. Anotljpr
reason for the deficiency of labour was that in certain districts

they had two harvests ripened together, on the back of ba^-.

makiii;;. and though it might not occur ag.ain, they ought to

be prep.ared for the worst. Mr. Mein recommended that the
Labourer .should be well paid, .and that the young man who ^aa
cap.able of doing as much work should be paid as much wages
as the man with a family ; that was a principle which he had
always adopted, and his rule was to pay every man according
to his deserts, .and not according to his age. He would ijpt

eulogise the rich or poor, but he was bound to say that he had
not found that gratitude on the part of those whom_ he bad
employed in winter, for in four instances, without asking for a
rise of wages, tlicy had gone away and sought employment
elsewhere. They might rest assured, that if the agricultural

labour market was not supplied as it ought to be, they would
not find a remedy for it, unless the law of settlement was
altered. Until parties were disabused of the idea that they
could always fall back on the parish, be employed when out of

work, and supported in case of sickness, there never woul.d be
tliat independence which ought to exist between the employer
.and the employed. He also thought that there ought to be
more yearly hiring of farm labourers and farm servants, and
.luitil they" did so, instead of hiring them by the week, they
would run just the same risk as they had for years past It

was true, as Mr. Mein had stated, that in some inatances_ men
who had been employed in summer were discarded in winter,

but those who did so could not find fault with their men
leaving them in the following h.arvest. With regard to the

personal comfort of the agricultin-al labourer, much was being
done, but all could not be done at once ; better homes were
being built for them, but that outlay ought to be made
judiciously, instead of incurring too much expense ; cottages

should be built for utility, .and as cheap as possible, so aa to

keep down the rent. With regard to education, they were not
on the .same footing .as in Scotland, where the agricultin^

labourers educated their children at their own ex})ense, and
valued education, and as they valued it so they instilled It

into others. It often happened that what was given

gratuitously was little thought of, compared to what it was
when gained by some effort ; and another question arose,

whether the education of the poor was on a right footing, and
whether it was not worthy of the consideration of the farmer,

as well as the clergyman and landlord. He thought that

farmers should interest themselves in the education of the

people, who should be taught its use, and not its abuse. The
young people should be taught ricking :in 1 tb.ai uiug. and
other farm operations, forit was well i.iM.vwi lli lI vuiymuch
of the m.anual labour on their farui.. v^ .- p. i h.rni ..i in a way
which it ought not to be, and that was.i ~|... .ul.v way

;
they

must iiisist that all their work should be done ueatly ; upon
sheep farms they knew from experience how hurdles and
stakes were injured for a want of knowing how to use them.
" Every mickle makes a muckle," and if these things were
duly attended to "b^ the labourer, they would find that they

were not only more skilful and better off, but were more con-

tented and made the best and most useful servants. They
must not throw aU the blame on the labourers, or deal out

hai-sh words to them, but put their .shoulders to the wheel .and
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try to improve their moral and social r iliii i, 1 , Ih,

establishment of penny banks and otl)>-i Hi-n: iii , :,i,li

have that object. With all these thin^.-. |<<ii !•.. (jr , 1 li.y

might di> great gor>d for the labourers, au'l llicy m totiiin

woiiW dn their employers good, while there would bo less

id iiiitiiurality tJian at present exist. All those
cry ijiiportajit to those who employed labour,

iitionri be bad made were the result of 30 years'

debaueber\
tbiuRs wei
and the obi

experience.

The Fresenf Sfnfr of fhe Drainage Qne-sfioii, considered
in its Saiiilani. ji)i;iineering. Econominil. and Agri-
rnlhind Axpecls. By William Monzies, Deputy-
Surveyor of Windsor Forest and Parks. ( Longman.*.)

It i> in its agrieultnral aspect that we are especially

niiicfrued with the subject of this pamphlet. Mr.
Jlenzies has tajceij hjold of the phrase

—"the rainfall

to the river, the sewiige to the land ;

" ajid this colours,

or indeed limits, all he has to say on the subject. The
maxim is, indeed, probably generally right enough. In
every instance of a low-lying town where the sewage
must be pumped, and especially in the case of those
low-lying towns which have no light and porous lands
near them on which the sewage can be used, it v.

probable that this maxim is one which ought to be
observed. The costofpumping is'measured mainly by the
need of having an apparatus which shall be able to deal

with a maximum flow ; and when the rainfall with its

irregularities is added to the comparatively uniform
supply of true house-drainage the cost is necessarily

very great—that is one gre<at point on which Mr.
Menzies insists. Another is the fact, a.s we may sup-
pose it to be, that when drains and pumps for a great
maximum flow are provided, there is a liability to
deposits forming in the culverts during the times of
minimiuu flow, and the occasional natural flushings

which a heavy rainfall gives disturb the sediment and
create a nuisance. A third point is that to dilute the
sewage at uncertain times, and especially in wet
weather, is to make it comparatively worthless for

agricultural purposes.
Now it is possible surely to hold those truths which

depend on circumstances in a modest and an impartial
way ; but this we do not think that the author of this

pamphlet has done.
Por example, he is driven by them apparently to

urge that rain is mischievous. If we mvLst reason from
first principles, let us rather insist upon it a-s our datiun
that rain-water fertilises. That is the truer doctrine
of the two, but of course in either case its influence on
the produce of the soil depends on circumstances. There
is another illu.stration of the same prejudiced, lopsided
discussion of the subject in pages .'30 and Si of this
pamphlet. We arc told, with all the impressiveness of
italic type, that if sewage will not pay for pumping
"with fixedquantitiesof dilution.it canneverdo so with
all the irregularities of the rainfall." But we imagine
very few men doubt now that it will pay for pumping
a moderate height on to suitable land wherever there
is a good market for such produce as on such land it

will yield ; and what then becomes of the inference
from the contrary idea ? We are also told :—
".An experiment h,^s been made this summer of

bringing up some sand from the piece of land on the
coast of Essex, proposed to be rrclaimrd from the sea
for irrigation by the London sou:il'p, imd iliis sand has
been spread out on a builder's y:inl, iiml li,;ilian Rye-
grass grown upon it, by watering it with the proceeds
from the drainage.
" Data founded upon such a basis could not be relied

upon. Sand xmder these conditions receiving certain
quantities of hquid is a very different thing from sand
flooded at some seasons, and water-logged to a certain
extent twice every 24 hours. It would have been quite
as much to the purpose if some of it had been put in a
greenhouse, and Grapes and Pine-apples grown from it

by liquid dressings."
Of course sand under the one set of conditions is a

diflerent thing from sand under the other set of condi-
tions

; but where is the other .set of conditions to be
found, and who wants to grow Grass from sewage so >

The experiment 'in " the builder^s yard " proves that
London sewage delivered as dilute and as irregular a.s

the rainfall has delivered it this year, will yet produce
on sheer sea-sand, 3 feet deep, 10 tons of well-grown

we ^ivad.v i.rclrl- Mr. Mcnzi<.s as ;iii exponent ic.f the
siiiil.iry a>|ierl, ,,r tins snljjivt.. His disrii.ssi.Mi .,f i(.s

.igrifultnr;.! ivlMt ions, by uUirh, :ifter all, the r:ile-

payers will, we imagine, insist on its being dealt with,
is very inadequately conducted in his pages. Let the
reader remember that the best result of sewage appli-
cation we yet know is found at Lochend and
Craigentinny, where <M)?. and more aye some-
times given per acre for the Grass it yields—
and there both the rainfall and the sewage go on to the
land— all (lip ditlirultics .-nin W\ with the former
beinu :r."4i-:i\alr.i I ly \\w si > .|i -!,,|,rs, both of the town-
land and t!ir i\ all I- HI. a. I. m, ami 1 lie rapid floods which
they ni.ajasiou. it is pussiljie that the rigid and
extravagant advocacy of a maxim, though it be
generally true in itself, may yet tend to check the
solution of the growing difficulty in which inland
towns now find themselves.

Farm Memoranda.
fThe following .iccount of agricultunj experience by Mr. ,T

Lush, of Brewham House, near Brntou, Somersct.sbire, i;

token from a former number of the Batli and West o
England Agricultur.al Society's Journal. It is just the kini

of agricultural report which is mast serviceable to agrirul
tural readers, and wo hope tb.at Mr. Lush, if he -should scu tin

reprint, will kindlygive our readers some further account i

his experience suice the period at which the present rciuii
terminates.]

beside I tried ----- ways of
l^rltin^ tins |,HTr into eidlivation ; sonic was dug with
the sj-iade, but iu cotLsequeiiue of thp Furze, Fer'n, and
Heath roots, was turned over very coarsely ; some was
mattgckod four inches deep ; and some was pared anfl
the turf moved ofl', and then mattocked and the turf
moved ba«k, and left on lli,. tup f.jr bniiiiin.'- The
whole was rather rouiihiy iMiloraiu -l.aial ulnn linished,
was sown to Oats, Wllirll uiacal a -rrat C'\|i. nsr with
harrows and hoes, rovn-i'il, and [ame nji la inarkably
well, and looked all that could be wished for teu days
or a fortnight, when they gradually became blue m
colour and stunted in growth. It was a wet feeding
season, and they rallied a little, and produced 15 bushels
per acre, which was not very encouraging. I a^
employed a double strength of horses and oxen in
cleariing the land found in cultivation, and having
previously used bones and other artificial manures on a
very small scale with great success, of course I applied
bones on this land for all root crops, which answered
well.

M^ stock consisted of a breeding ijock of Doa-n owes,
ajid in this instance I continued the custom of my
predecessors of selling my draft ewes and wether lamt^
in the autumn of each year, and of putting my ewe
limbs lail to keep for the winter. The latter part of
I'l" plan I very soon discontinued, finding it more
I
luiiiabli' to keep them on the farm, even if I had to

l-iuy food for them. My cattle were Herefords. I had
Bbutox, SoilEESETSHlBE : Fersoiial iJj'peneHce

|

been for some years previou.sly an admirer and a keeper
on a Farm.—In wTiting a report of my experience, in i

of that breed, and had a few good animals, whi(£ I
accordance with the -terms proposed by the Bath and i iiicrea.sed as fa.st as I coidd, till I had a full stock (con-
West of England Agricultural Society, I am under the sistin.^ „( dairy or breeding cows, oxen, steers, heifers,
necessity of going back to the year 11337. In llir nal laillsi. I reared all my calves, making tlje dairy
autumn of that year I rented a farm, upwards of .Mm Inisimss a secondary consideration. In IS'll I gave 50?.
acres, of the steward of the Earl of Ilchester, of the lor a bull-calf at Hereford fair, which sum was the b^sti

following description, viz. :

—

m acres of dry pasture.
G6 do. very poor do.
iJl do. dry ai-able.

a2 do. exceedingly poor and i orked out arable, in cultiva

Grass per acre in a month
The following is Mr. Menzies' leading statement on

the agricultural aspect of this question :

—

" It is constantly said, where sewage irrigation works
by gravitation, that the more dilution there is the
better. Everyone's common sense must tell him that
there must be a limit to this doctrine, or else you might
as well turn the Thames itself on a piece of land. It is

not the water which is the fertiliser, but the manure it

conveys. No one surely would turn an uncontrolled
flood upon his land in winter or early spring if he could
help it.

"Again, when the farmer could beneficially take
plenty of water with the sewage in summer, how could
the rain help the dilution when none is fahing in dry
weather? but abundant flushing will be of service to
him, and this abundant flushing of the drains is the
very thing that ought then to be done for the sanitary
benefit of the town itself.

" It must always be recollected that to make the
.s.vstem complete, the land must receive the Hquid
whether it is beneficial to the crop or not. This is a
great argument for diminishing the volume of water in
an agricultural light, especially in the winter ; all of
which benefits, as I have previously stated, affect, in
the long run, the rates in the town."
The Thames itself is turned on to a" pieceofland" very

often, and the land is generally the better for it. Ifthe
water of this " uncontrolled flood" were properly regu-
lated so as to flow systematically and uniformly over
the surface, the fertility of that surface would be
enormously increased. The water is the fertiliser as
well as merely the carrier of fertilising matter. And

60 do. poorer .arable, thrown out of cultivation several

2'il do. common, that had not been cultivated in the
memory of the oldest man then living, and some
hiid never been turned.

.5 do. coppice.
5 do. waste, by road-sides.

506

The land had Ireen occupied by one family, father

and son, for 35 years ; and ou the death of the father,

the son gave notice to quit it ; and at that time it was
in the following state of cultivation. Of the 51 acres
of best axable

—

11 acres were Wheat stubbles.
10 do. Barley stubbles.

7. do Clover stubbles.
3 do. Swedes,

20 do. fallows.

f poorer arablc-

at stubblc-i.

52
left.

ivhich had been turned nearly a ye.ar,

So that I cannot describe the farm to have been at
that time in an,v regular system of management.
The arable land out of cultivation was more or less

encumbered with Eurze, Fern, and brambles.
The pastures bore very bad crops, and many acres of

them produced an abundance of Fern.
The stock consisted of dairy cows and heifers of all

ages (reared to feed on the common) of no particular

breed ; the heifers were generally sold with their first

calves. The sheep consisted of Down ewes for breeding,
and the custom was to sell the wether lambs and draft

ewes in the autumn of each year, and to put the ewe
lambs out to keep for the winter.
The land was generally admitted to be the worst as a

farm in that part of the countr.v. It is a mixture of
gravel, clay, and sand, on a subsoil of stone. Hint, ami
clay, with a bed of green sand below; it is s-vnal
hundred feet above the level of the sea, and the innati>

bad, crops coming to harvest later than on most other
farms even in the immediate neighbourhood.
Although I was born and lived 30 years in the middle

of the fai'm, I had the opinion of two men eminent as

farmers before I took it. One of tinm Has, and still is,

a land-valuer and a]ipraiser of i li cxih imnce. Their
valuations, made at diflerent li -, una- nearly the
same — about 50/. per annum bolrtw the jiri-a^ asked for

it. They advised me not to take it, and predicted my
speedy failure if I did. They considered a considerable
quantit,v of the land entirely useless.

With this information and advice I went to the
stew'ard, and as I could not get any abatement, I agreed
to take the farm, and was promised a lease of 1-1 years.

I bought the crop of 1837 at a valuation. The Wheat
was estimated at 20 bushels per acre, the Oats at 23
bushels per acre, and the Barley at 22 bushels per acre.

In each ca,se the estimate was rather above the.quantity
realised.

I determined to begin with spirit as well as with
caution, and obtained, as often as I could, the opinions
of my farming friends ; but found that my own experi-
ence, on a few acres I had previously farmed, was
generally of the most service to me.
The fences were exceedingly bad, even the boundaries

;

the fields were very irregular in shape and size, but the
whole was tolerably level.

I commenced grubbing fences and old hedge-rows on
the best arable, and increased the available measure of
that part at least two acres ; at the same time I began
grubbing Furze, and digging a piece of about .30 acres
of the best of the common, employing every man I

could get, and expended nearly 3007. the first winter,

laid out of any money I ever exi)ended iu stock. After
I purchased him, on the s.arae day he obtained thp
1st prize at the show of bulls under 1 year old ; 2^
competed. My plan was criticised; hut, after making
many careful calcidatious, I was convinced that it was,
more profitable than letting a diiu'y. I did not fat niafly,

beasts (in that, perhaps, I erred), but sold most as

barren cows, bulls, and oxen, which I generally vvorked
two or three years. I cannot m.ake any comparison (>f

my stock with my predecessors, because I always
occupied some pasture land, in addition to the Cwm
they had.

In order to expedite the clearing of the compwu, I

oflered any person as much as lie wished to cidtivaite

and crop with Potatos, for two yea^s, gratis, upon con-
dition that, in case I chose to take i,t a.t the end pf oine

year, I was to pay 2/. per acre lat it. This plan
answered my piUTJOse well, and I had a considerable

quantity cleaned in this way. The best Oats 1 ever
grew, indeed the only crop I ever grew profitably on
the new land without lime, wa-s after one crop of

Potatos. In 1845 the rotato disease appeared, and
deprived me of this mode ..I rlraiisiug.

I continued to euiiilo.\ all llir men I could get in

each winter, and at other luues, when labour was
scarce, digging, mattockiug, and pai'ing and burning,

the common land. I found that the paring and burn-
ing was the quickest
could not use the breast

spade. I had one man
arm, who worked at ma
cession, and sometime-

cleansing. Some men
)ii;.n'/li, and sona' disliked the
III |iariiriilar. u illi only one

tn. kiiiu i(ir II: h nitvrs iu suc-

m sninuief alsn. From the

beginning to the end he never left my service, except
for a temporary puri^ose, so that I could not confine

myself to paring and burning. I did not value the
ashes much, and was apprehensive that burning would
deteriorate the land; but it did not do the harm I

expected, as subsequent experience has proved

;

besides, some of it could not be pared. Where the
strongest Furze grew, it could only be mattocked,

which was done roughly at 'id. per perch, or 2/. per

acre. The parts less encumbered with Furze were

pared with difficulty. All the laud was covered with
Fern, and much of it with Furze and Heath. Paring

and mattocking, to the depth of 3 inches, leaving tU<j

Tiu-f On the top to be burnt, cost (jrf. per perch, or U.
per acre. Burning the Turf wa;s so difficult, in conse-

iineiice of the sand in it, that I could not get the men
I" nudertike it by measure, and, strange to say, it cost

me, in some instances, as much as 41. per acre, includ-

ing throwing the ashes : the surface being very uneven,

it could not be cut thin, and, of course, the burning

was more difficult. The expenses attending the bring-

ing the worst part into a state to plough properly were

over lOtperacre. One piece, less ciHiinilinvd than

the rest, I ploughed, then rolled it, and allnHrd it, to

remain nearly a year, and theu found it luiiwssilile to

cut it across with the same implement, and was obliged

to give 1/. per acre to have it cut in pieces with sharp

mattocks. It took about two years to rot the turf

I will stat« here how I was misled by a good Wilt-

shire farmer. I had a piece pared and burnt, and an
abundance of ashes produced. 1 intended to have
spread them, and to have drilled a small quantity of

bones with the Turnip-seed, but he entreated me not

to waste the bones, as he would guarantee a first-rate

crop of Turnips with the ashes alone, if drilled with

the seed. I tried his plan on part of the field, and
bones on the other part, and found the bones, 12 bushels

per a«re, produce a very good crop ; the ashes alvae

(except where the fires were) produced nothing—
absolutely nothing. I invited some of my neighbours

to see the effect of bones, as none had been used iu the

parish at that time but by myselt^ They ridiculed the

idea that 12 bushels of bones to an acre had mtide the

diflerence, and for many years afterwards some looked

at my crops with as little belief as ever in the virtue of

bones ; but now the same parties use a little artificial

manure occasionally. Eighteen or 20 years have worked
a change.
After taking off the first crop of Oats ou the first

piece of 30 acres, I ploughed it, and found much of the
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Turf as sound as ever, and the Pern-roots so thick that

I could scarcely work the drags on it. After pickin;^

up and burning hundreds of loads of roots, principaHy
of Fern, I sowed it to Oats th" second time, and had a
better crop thau the first—21 bushels per acre. I was
now convinced that nothing could be done with it

profitably without lime or some artificial manure.
Wherever I used lime for corn and bones for roots, it

answered admirably, so that I was encouraged to hope
that it would ultimately pay. I used a London-made
manure one or two years before, and now tried it

again, but was not satisfied with it. It wa5 called
" Carbonated Humus."
As the practice adopted with the first piece was

continued with very little variation till the whole was
cleared, I will state more particularly my management
of it. After the second crop of Oats was off, I fallowed

it, and commenced by limmK one part at the rate of

30 quarters per acre: the other part I prepared for

Swedes, which I drilled with hones, about 2 quarters

per acre. They were tolerably good, and were fed on
the land, which was sown the following year {after

being well manured from the yards) with Vetches,
Eape, and Turnips. Most of the limed part was also

sown to Eape and Turnips: and in the autumn the
part that hart been limed and sown to green crops, and
had been well trodden with sheep, was sown to "Wheat,
and produced a good crop. The part limed, and noli

sown to a green crop, was very light and unfit for

Wheat ; I therefore sowed it to Rye, which answered
remarkably well, and from that time till the whole was
brought into a regular course, I have grown Eye on
part of my Wheat-field, i( found to be loose and light,

which was generally the case on the parts which had
not grown Turnips or Rape. I have always found
Rape after Swedes the best preparation for Wheat, and
in that way I have grown upwards of 40 bushels per
acre in a very good season. In the year 1854 I grew,
on 109 acres and 12 perches, 1046 sacks and 2 bushels.

The crop of 18.37, which I bought, and the two first

crops of my own growth, did not average 120 sacks a
year. The crop of 1837 had a great quantity of smut
in it, and I was told that I should always have smut in

my crops ; but for the whole 20 years I have not seen
as many smut-balls. I always dress ray seed Wheat
with 1 lb. of blue vitriol in 4 gallons of water to ' after

the handle, which was at least 4i feet long : both kinds
were suitable for the different modes of culture. In
Wiltshire, without the horse-hoe, all the land required
to be cut, and it was generally performed by our best

men ; whereas, in Scotland, all the cleaning was done
by horse-hoes, the hand-hoes, as above described, were
used by females for thinning only, standing almost
upright in their work, and the hoe was adapted for

thinning the plant by pushing from as well as by
pulling towards the person using it. I had some hoes
made of this pattern, and having, since that time,
managed many hundred acres on both plans, am of
opinion that I can grow the greatest weight of roots,

and best clean the land in all seasons, on the Scotch
system.
In 1842 I used " Daniel's patent manure," 30 bushels

per acre, in the manner directed by the patentee,
without seeing any effect from its use ; and this year I

experienced a greater advantage from the use of bones
than I had at any previous time. I prepared a piece of

the new land, as w-ell as I could, for Sw'edes, and drilled

a little more than 16 bushels ofbones per acre with the

seed; and in order to demonstrate more fully to the
unbelieving the benefit of bones, I ordered a manure-
pipe to be stopped from end to end of the piece ou
several parts of the field, and allowed only the seed to

drop, and the difl'erence was truly wonderful. "\^Tiere

no bones fell, the Swedes never attained the size of a
nut, and where the proper portion of bones was
deposited, they were generally from 16 to 21 inches in

circumference ; and even then some would not admit
the good of bones. One person, farming his own
estate of about 700 acres in Wiltshire, held me up to

ridicule in a public company for stating the above
facts, and declared that no one should ever convince
him that 16 bushels of bones on an acre of land could do
any good to a crop of Turnips. Nine years afterAvards

I saw two of that person's waggons leaving his market-
town with full loads of artificial manm-e. On inquirj',

I found that he had first used it the year previously.

{To he ConUaued.)

SSiscellaneous.
Condition of the Lat,oi<rer.—Uv. Ilenlcy and.
him. Lord Leigh, have lately been calling

4 bushels of Wheat. I invariably sow or drill my
|

attention to the very important subject of the homes of

Wheat and other corn on ridges 33 feet wide ; whereas ' the labouring cla.sses. I will not pretend to decide
my predecessor sowed on ridges 8 feet wide, by which ' whether those in town or country are the worst. But
a loss was certain of some bushels per acre. Some of , after long experience in Lanca.shire,Uristol,Gloucest«r-

my neighbours adhere to the same plan now on land i
shire, and now Devonshire, I am in a position to assert

quite as dry as mine. i that there is great room for amendment both in town
As I began to grow more straw and of better quality, ' and country, and thtit as long as the homes of the poor

a question, often before discussed, became important to ' are allowed to remain in the condition in which so

me, i. e., which was the most profitable way of using
j

m.any of them at present are, at least one-half of the
it for food. A friend of mine, a most intelligent man, i

benefit of education w ill he lost. But there is another
a large and good farmer, with whom a mutual '

almost worse &~"\ than the above ; for, in addition to

feeling of interest had long existed as to the .
tumble-down homes, without even sufficient accommo-

result of our f^irming operations, often called my ;
dation for the decencies of life, the agricultural labourer

attention to the matter, and we found that we
,

in some parts of the country, es;3ecially in some parts

could not keep our cattle in condition through the of this county of Devon, in which my lot is at

winter on straw alone: they lost in the winter the present cast, has also to contend against the abject

gain of the previous summer. My friend tried brewers' poverty entailed upon him by very low wages,

grains, mixed with cut straw ; they were very palatable partly paid on the abominable old truck system
to the cattle, but the supply was uncertain, which in grist or cider, instead of in the current coin of the
made it inconvenient. We came to the conclusion that realm. Eight shillings, and in some cases only 's. a week
Swedes would be the best thing to depend upon, if they

I

are in such places, with few exceptions, the ordinary
could be reduced to a state that, when mixed with wagesofanahle-bodiedfarmlabourer.withtheadditionof
chaff, the cattle could not separate it. An Apple mill cider,andinsomeinstancesalittlefuel,butwith the draw-
was tried, and used by my friend some time, but was back of not being able to make full time in bad weather,

found unsuitable. Surely " necessity is the mother of so that it not unfrequently happens that when the

invention." Mr. Moody, whose name is now familiar
,

fanner has deducted house rent ;and the price of the
throughout England, was one of our friends, and often grist or coarse flour which, though he could buy better

joined us in the evening; and, being of an ingenious i
or cheaper in the market, the labourer is in many cases

turn of mind, and equally interested in the cause, we forced to take at the farmer's price, the labourer carries

advised him (not being mechanical ourselves) to make home not more than 3«. 6rf. or 4*. in money for his own
something that would answer the end we had in view.

\
use and that of his wife and family. The farmers of

He in-omised tD try, and in a short time produced a this neighbourhood are many of them very angry with
cumlirons, cliiuisy machine, made principally of wood, me for taking up the cause of the agricultural

with wliirh Swedes could be crushed with difEculty, labourers; for informing them of the much higher rate

and 1hl^ hh^ the first step towards the completing of of wages in other countries, as well as in different

"Moody'> Cutlers." From time to time improvements partsofEn.gland—in Westmoreland, for instance, Berk-
were made till he produced a perfect machine for horse shire, and Kent, and many other counties, in some of

power, which I use to the present time, and which I
j

which as much as IG*. a week is given ; for advising

think is not equalled by any for crushing Swedes in them to emigrate or remove into another county, that,

order to mix them with inferior food. by making the supply of labour here less, its price may
About this time also (1839) another practice was be enhanced. But the truth i.s, I find that it is of

commenced by my neighbour, and then by mj'self, of little use either to preach or educate as long as the
mixing green crops with straw for cattle ; and we have
continued the plan to the 'present time, as occasion
required, although some gentlemen farmers in their
public speeches, mauj^ years afterwards, took the credit

to themselves of introducing the practice.

population remains at this starving point. An empty
stomach in a ruinous hovel is a material ou which it is

most difEcult to make religious or moral impression.
To emigrate or to remove would undoubtedly open the
door to a better state of things. But then the love of

In 1841 I went from the Liveniool Agricultural 1 home makes it practically very difficult to prevail upon
Meeting to Scotland, in company with two first-rate

Wiltshire farmers. We had heard much of the
excellence of the farming there, and of our own
ignorance; we determined to see for ourselves. We
were well introduced, and spent a few days with some
eminent agriculturists very agreeably. Perhaps we
ought to have remained longer ; but during our stay

we saw nothing worth our imitation, except their

Turnip-culture and the threshing by steam. We saw
some very bad manafiement, particularly in haymaking.
As to rearing and feeding store-cattle and the manage-
ment of sheep (an important matter here), they "were
certainly a long way behind us, in our opinion. The
difference in cleaning and thinning Turnips attracted
my attention. The practice in Wiltshire was to clean
principally with the hand-hoe, about 9 or 10 inches
long, made at an acute angle with the handle, which
was about 3 feet long, so that the hoer was obliged to
stoop, and was tluis enabled to throw his whole weight
and strength on the hoe to cut the soil deeply. I have
known a good farmer refuse to employ men till they
reduced the length of their hoe-handles, making it an
indispensable condition ; but in Scotland I found the
hoes about 7 inches long, forming a right angle with

their hands into one pocket to pay a few pounds a-year
more wages, they would at the same time put into
their other pocket a much larger sum—their savings
from the waste of weak, idle, dishonest, inefficient,

because badly-paid servants, and from a poor-rate
diminished in proportion to the independence of the
labourers? Can the farmers be induced to see this,

which to other people is as plain as that two and two
make four f I do not know. All I can say is that at

present, in this part of the county of Devon, the
opposition to the idea of a well-paid labourer is as blind

and as hot as it once was to the novelty of the threshing
and mowing machine, or as it still is to the steam
plough. Edumrd G-irdlestone^ Canon of Bristol and
Vicar ofSalberton, Sept. 22.

the labourer who is married and has a family to do
either the one or the other, even if the pressure of

extreme poverty did not make it financially impossible.

There is, therefore, I am persuaded, at the present
time no more fitting object for the consideration of the
philanthropist than the agricultural labourer. There
are white slaves in England as well as black slaves

elsewhere. Will not Lord Leigh in the House of

Lords, and Mr. Henley in the House of Commons, be
induced to take up this crying evil and propose a

remedy for it ? Might not all payment of wages except
in the coin of the realm he made illegal ? Could not
more facilities be contrived for the removal of agri-

cultural labourers from places where there are too

many to places where there are too few ? Can no
society be formed to emancipate the white slave ? Is

it not possible to bring public opinion to bear on this

scandalous practice of underpayment ? Combinations
are generally to be deprecated as causing had feeling

yet I would far rather see a strong agricultural

labourer's union formed than that wages should remain
as they are. But, best of all, cannot the farmers
themselves be led to see that the change would be as

beneficial to them a-K to the labourers; that if they put

Calendar of Operations.
OCTOBEE: Pickling IJlicil fur icerf.—Upon th

careful preparation of AVlu-at fur seed depends to a
considerable degree the value of the future crop.
Several diseases to which the plant is subjectare believed
or known to have their germs resident in the seed or ou
ils surface, and to remove these should always be the
object of a careful operation at seed time.
The two diseases, to avert which is the main object

of steeping and otherwise preparing seed Wheat, are
the smut and bunt or pepper-brand; in the latter,

which is the more dreaded of the two—because the
grain retains its form and appearance iu the sample

—

the parasitic fungus wdiich produces it has a peculiarly

fcctid odour ; in the Ibriuer this smell is wanting, and
the seed-vessels hurst, dispersing their sooty contents
before the general ripening of the crop. Smut is more
common iu Oats thau in any other grain crop.

It has been known long before those who adopted
the practice possessed any definite idea of the cause of

these diseases, that the best method of avoiding them
was thoroughly to cleanse the seed. Botanists have
since informed us that the success of this operation is

owing to its removing from the surface of the seed the

germs of those Fungi to which these diseases are owing
—germs of inconceivably small size—not above y^'jh of

an inch in diameter, so small, in fact, that they are

absorbed by the root of the young plant.

The following passages are extracted from Professor

Henslow's report. Referring to the hunt or pepper-
brnnd, he says :

—

"Upon simply immersing the grain in water the
infected seeds float, and on the water being poured off

nothing but the sound ones remain in the vessel. This
simple process, however, is never perfectly effective,

because in threshing the Wheat, many of the infected

grains (smut-balls) are crushed, and the spores are

dispersed in the form of a fine powder, which adheres

with considerable obstinacy to the surface of the sound
grains, by means of an oily or greasy matter found in

the Fungi. In order to detach them thoroughly, it

has been considered useful to add somealkaline ley to tho

water in which they are washed, because oil and alkali

unite and form a soapy substance, and then the spores

will no longer adhere to the surface of the grains of

Wheat. Lime, possessing alkaline qualities, has been
long employed for the purpose. Common potash, and
substances containing ammonia, as the liquid portion

of stable manure, have also been used. But as some
persons employ brine, sulphate of copper, arsenic, and
a variety of other materials which do not possess

alkaline properties, it is supposed that all these solutions

act rather by destroying the vegetative properties of

the Fungi, than as a means of removing them from the
surface of the grains. It may therefore be worth while

to institute a set of experiments to determine vyhich

supposition is really correct. Perhaps some portion of

the effect may be owing to the increased specific gravity

of the liquid ; or perhaps some portion of the solution

may be imbibed by the steeped corn, sufficient to

prevent the sporules of the Fungus from germi-

nating^ within the substance of the plant ;
.iust as

corrosive sublunate, essential oils, and Russia leather

prevent the formation of mouldiness. I may also add
that the temperature at which the solutions are applied

may be of some importance."
In the section "On the precautions to be taken

against bunt and smut," a suggestion is offered which
we think well worthy the attention of farmers.

Professor Henslow says ;

—

"From a variety of considerations, it has always

appeared to me strange that practical agriculturists are

accustomed to pay so little attention to the raising of

pure seed crops. There may be reasons which I do not

properi.y appreciate that would render it inexpedient

to cultivate a seed crop apart from the rest of the

produce raised on a farm ; but I should have thought

that it was always worth while for every farmer to set

aside some portion ofground to be more carefully tended

than the rest, for the purpose of securing good and
perfectly clean seed. Among other reasons for such a

practice, he would theu be able to weed his crop from
every plant infected with bunt or smut before the

Fungi ripened."

It is certainly the interest of the farmer either to do

this or to purchase his seed from those who pay par-

ticular attention to its cultivation.

We shall make only one more cxti-act, in which a

series of experiments are recommended with a view of

ascertaining what substances in solution are the most
eflectual preventives of these diseases. These are

published here, as being likely both to lead the

practical reader to a useful conclusion as regards his

own practice, and also to encourage the uabit of

investigation generally.

"A parcel of thoroughly bunted or smutted seed

should be divided into a number of small packets, each

of the same weight, or if very small, each containing

the same number of grains. AVhen any of these

packets are steeped or washed, the floated grains and
the Fungi which rise to the surface may be kept apart
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for separate experiments, being carefully labelled, 'F. 1,'

*F. 2,' &c., to sbow that they were obtained from the
packets of seeds, ' No. 1,'

' No. 2,' &c., by this process.

No. I. Seeds unwashed, to serve as a comparative
experiment.
No. 2. "Washed in cold water only—(2*) in scalding

water.
No. 3. "Washed in water with lime, the proportions

specified.—No. 4. "Washed in water and brine.

(a) Mixed in the proportion of 2 water to 1 satu-
rated brine.

(6) Mi.ted in the proportion of 1 water to 1

saturated brine.

(e) Mi.xed in the proportion of 1 water to 2

saturated brine.

—

{d) Saturated brine.

No. 5. "Washed in sulphate of copper.

No. 6. Sprinkled, but not washed, with lime.
" Another set of e.xperiments may be prepared with

clean corn, to be infected with the floated Fungi
obtained in washing the above.

No. 7 rubbed with—
(a) F. 2, to serve as a comparative experiment.
(4) F. 3. (c) F. 4. (rf) F. 5.

"Another set may be. prepared with clean corn,

which should first be steeped in different solutions, and
then rubbed with the Fungi obtained by simply
washing in water (No. 2).

No. 8. Steeped in lime, and rubbed with F.'2.

No. 9. Steeped in brine and do.

No. 10. Steeped in sulphate of copper and do.
" These last may be repeated by washing the seeds

clean after they have been steeped, to remove any of

the mixture that may here adhere to the surface."

In addition to brine, blue vitriol, etc., Glauber's salts,

the sulphate of soda, has been recommended to be used
just as the sulphate of copper, and then dried with
lime, which decomposes it, and leaves caustic soda on
the surface of the grain, to deal with and destroy the
life of the fungal germs which may clin^ to it.

"We may add the_ following report of experience on
this subject, which is taken from a statement made some
years ago by Mr. David to the Cardiff Farmers' Club.
"In November, 1822, 1 selected 3 bushels of "Wheat,

which I had grown that summer, and which was
exceedingly smutty, but to render it still more so, I

had a quantity of smut-ball rubbed into it, until the
whole was much blackened. The lot was then divided
into half-bushels, and ha\ing dissolved half a pound
of blue vitriol in boiling water, the "Wheat was pickled
as follows :

—

No. 1. Immersed in the vitriol water for three hours.
No. 2. "Washed and skimmed until it was clean, then

immersed in the vitriol water as above.
No. 3. No preparation.

No. 4. "Washed and skimmed well until clean.

No. 5. "Washed and skimmed as above, then sifted

quicklime over it, and mixed a quarter of a pound of
salt with it.

No. 6. Pickled in the mode usually adopted, with a
mixture of lime, salt, and water.

" The seed was sown the following day on a Clover
lea, in six separate ridges, each 112 yards long, by
4 yards wide, half a bushel to each ridge, being at the
rate of near 5 bushels per acre. (!)

Nos. 1, 2 and 5 came up thin, seemed to be at the
rate of only 2 bushels per acre.

No. 6 appeared to be at the rate of about '2i bushels
per acre.

No. 4 appeared to be at the rate of about 3 bushels
per acre.

No. 3 appeared at the rate of about 4 bushels per acre.

"Sept. 5th. 1823.—The whole was reaped, each lot

being carefully kept separate, and the result proved as

follows ;—
No. 2. Found only two smutty ears in the whole

ridge, which, notwithstanding the care taken, might
have come from an adjoining ridge.

No. 1. Had several smutty ears in it.

No. 5. From 30 to 10 black ears in the ridge.

No. 6. About a 20th part smutty ears.

No. 4. About a 5th part smutty ears.

No. 3. About one-half smutty ears.

. "From which it appeared that the blue vitriol,

coupled with washing and skimming, proved to be an
effectual cure, even to a sample of the description sown."
"We have only to add that we have found the use of

blue vitriol (sulphate of copper) to be perfectly efficient,

though at the rate of only half a pound per bushel.
But to add quicklime to the "Wheat after having steeped
it in this solution, as was done in one of the Lbove
trials, is entirely erroneous. Lime will decompose
sulphate of copper, and to add it to the "Wheat after
steeping it, as above, would, therefore, be an attempt
to neutralise the benefits which are expected from the
use of that substance for this purpose. The recipe is

as follows :—Dissolve half a pound of blue vitriol in a
gallon of warm water in an earthenware vessel, and
pour it over a sack of "Wheat on the barn floor, and
turn it over and over, so that every grain shall be
thoroughly wetted. It will be dry and ready for sowing
it two or three hours' time. Do a sack at a time, and
do not have too much done beforehand, as it is better
that it should not lie long in heaps before sowing.

Notices to Correspondents.
SpORTiSG OVER 2000 Acres : H. W., Svbncriber, asks the pro-
bable rentable value of the sporting over above 2000 acres,

above 200 acres being woodLand, the tenant to keep up the
stock of pheasants and partridges, and pay damage to the
tenant farmers for any injury sustained by them from
ground game, and for any injury from pheasants above 101.

to each tenant farmer. The property in question is about
2 or 3 miles from a railway station, and for about 2 miles
immediately adjoins the lands and coverts of one of the
gi'eatest game preserves in the kingdom. Above 2001. has
been made by rabbits and game in one year, and last season
no less than 180 head of game and rabbits are said to have
been killed in one day. The fishing consists of a good trout
stream of about two miles in length, and sundry well-

stocked fish pools, which maybe nearly 20 acres in extent.

CHEAPEST and BEST IRON HURDLES, FENCING,V^ W'iro NottInK, Chaff Cutters, Oat BralBo™, Bean Mills, Steam
fcngmos Lawn Mowers Conservatories. Greenhouses. Hot-water
Apparatus. Estimates lUrnished, and skilled workmen i

'

parts of the country.

Small Kabbt^, Hares, jcc.

Smallest Rabbits .

.

Fhe.asantrles, Small
Birds, &c

Window Guards,

Apiaries,'.Window Guards,

Quantitios of 100 Yards or upwards delivered free at all Railwav
Stations and Shipping Ports in England.

*»• Every description of Netting warranted to ?lve satisfaction,
and if not approved will be exchanged, or may be returned UDCon-
ditionally.

J. B. Brown & Co.—Offices, 00 (late 18), Cannon Street, London, E.G.
Warehouse and Manufictory, 14S, Upper Thames Street, E.G. 1

101) Yards and upwards Carriage FreeGALVANISED IRON WATfcR CISTERNS
GALVANISED CABLE STRAND FENCINGGALVANISED IKON PU.MPS
GALVANISED MM.Nii U.\TER BARROWS.
r-K;V*;V^, f,

"'"^' '-""f^ and buildings.
a I.., -^ 1m

''~^' '-AKI'lON ROLLERS.
Aslil.M.ll', KODIIN,; IKl.T, Iti, per square foot.
HLTllDLKS, IILILDLE' :IUr.DLES

Illustratea Catalogues and Estimates free on application
12, Great George Street, Leeds.

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Class IX., No. 2119.

Mr. gray begs to call the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, Nurserymen, Gardeners, &c. to his

NEW OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,

Acknowledged by practical judges to be a great improvement on every form of Tubular Boiler yet introduced.
It has proved itself superior to all other Boilers for quicKness of action lind economy of Fuel, doing its work with
one-third less the amount required by any other.

Extract from Report in Gardeners' Chronicle of International Exhibition, May 2t, 1862, page 476.

K„V T5° "'"'b';'' 'o™' °f
^""'J is usually made on a circular plan, I rather than a square, it seems feasible that the Boilers on the ovalbut the oval lorm given to Mr. Gaiv's variety of it is sa"l \o be plan should bring the tubes more completely withlD ran^e of theDreferahle in ^nnsequence of its bringing the tubes in clos.rc-intact burning fuel; and this being so, the ohange. though a slTght oneTho usual form Q being a parallslDgii 3 doubt a nprovoment.'

Ijjy They arc made of all sizes, which, with prices, may be had on application.

JAMES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
DANVERS STREET, PAULTON'S SQUARE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

FOR SALE, this HANDSOME CONSEUVATOKY, at present sUi.iJiug in tho WORCESTER PLEASURE
GROUNLS. It has not been erected more than three years, and is thoroughly sound and well ventilated with

CRANSTON'S PATENT SLIDES. It is to be Disposed of on very reasonable terms, as the Grounds have been

Sold for Building purposes.

Apply to A. B., 14, FOREGATE STREET, WORCESTER.
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BY HER MAJESTY'S UOYAL LETTERS PATENT.

OEMSON'S

NEW PATENT WROUGHT IRON MULTITUBULAR HOT-WATER BOILER.

UteE GREAT ADVANTAGES OF THIS

BOILER ARE :—

Ist. Being entirely of Wrotjgiit-Trox,

its safety from leakage and cracks (from

expansion or contraction), a danger to

which all Cast-iron Boilers are more or

less Uable.

2d. An immensely increased surface

exposed to the direct action of the fire,

which passes through the tulles, thereliy

giving a wonderfully increased amount

of power.

3d. A great saving in the consumption

of fuel. Its facility for banking up the

fire. Its peculiarly -well-adapted con-

struction for slow combustion, and

burning matiy hours without attention,

at a triflilig expense.

4th. Its extraordinary power and

safety for cariying oi\t fhe One Boiler

System, and small space and deptli

for setting.
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best and cheapest article yet
introduced for use In Gar-
dens, Farm Yards. &c. The
Water may be dipped out, or

' " ' '. poured
ising the

. be placed on
. nd the Frame

detached. To hold about
30 or 36 gallons, price 4ii.

Carriage paid to any Rtatton
^

—

on Great Eastern Lino.

POWERFUL, GARDEN ENGINE, suitable for the above, prtce 453

lairROVED WATER and LIQUID MAX0RE CARTS.
Catalogues on appltcaliJon.

Manufactmed by W. S. Boultqn. Rosa Latie Iron WorkB. Norvrich.

Iron Hurdles. Fencing, dnd Gates.

COTTAM'S HUUULEb are nirulc in tin- lust manner
of superior Wrought Iron. SHEEV HURDLES, ft'OTu 4,1. ;

CATTLE HURDLES, from i^. nd.
each ; CONTINUOUS FENCK, from
Sd. per foot: FIELD GATES, from
'iSs. ertch. Illustrated Price List on
application.

ENTRANCE GATES, RAILING,
and IRON WORK of evei? descrip-

)U. Designs and Estimates free ot

COTTAM & Co.,

No. 2, Wtnsley Street

(oppo te the P n n

Oxford St eeb L nd W

TothUl, Plymouth -To Gaideners and Others
rPO IJE LI I 1 1 f t I H \ rX from Ch n 1 h MI I \ h I'ttPtllNG
HOUSE. GARI EN and 11 PMI I- s tuato fu T tl II n the
Parish of Charle<i P vn o tl now tl e occuj at on of Mr Iranc s
Wood, Gardener and Seed an as Tenant cont n ng by admeasuio
ment la. Ir. Op or thereab its Tho abo e ha h on for mat y years
occupied as a Ga den s wol s t d ior the i a i ct'*

and well supplied mth "^pr i, W ater The t k
Eurchftse, at a Taluat or b a cnmpet nt p
etween himself and the Tenant tl o Gro

also the Stock of Plants C eenho ses an J
houses on the 1 en ses bel y alio ?ed to r o
esplration oil Tc
Tenders fort t, the ab o I tb t at the fflces

of Mr. Li-\M So r \rj. s I ffl e L rt t ay
Strcut, I'lvnn t Icotltr nacdto<j vlltey
are to bo Let av be n) r b c ct 1 er 1 no\b ana n the
meantime tho Tenant 1 h n tl o P emlscs on application

The Setter Bhall nbt be required to accept the li^hest Tender.
Argus Insurance OfBce,|Plymouth.—September 16.

BerkBhireT^ ^ ~—

—

TtiK FnEnnoLD ResiDkntial Estate ok Higiiorovb, KkadiNo.

MESSRS. COOPER and GOULDING have to
aiiiiouTice to the numerous applicants for particulars that

they have SuLD the above-named PROPERTY by Private Treaty.
and Estate Offices, Readirig, Sept. 29.

•^VLET \\ \ I Li P\ irTL P PPF ISFLl
Extensive S&,Ie of Dutch Bulbs Plants &c

. IlayP ki pe ed n th
and depth of Fee ng Troughs Wate CI t

Cover lAi pre ent o e 50 g ng CI ''- -'

infection be ng of on f

Prospecius ee of C t m & C
(opposite he Pantheon 0\f d

fee he

d Others
m rt

and Sou hdown D to ft h e
mp ed n S me France and

ofWo ofth hfehe-tqua ty

ESSKS DAMEL SMIIR SON ^nd OAKLEY
T Tow

he fa h of the
n the Park c to h !

w od t^aex on THl I

MERINOFni-Sa
13 Ha bred Mb no n
Rams and R,m L mb
f om t re a ve '^hee

to SELL by VUCTION
dHa B

n '^hee
d nto th

L Spain ab

fr fr d to he

tu< t abo t m s from 8 cntwobd '

m fo d and I7 f om London h ce q
e e m b the r eat Fa e n Rx wa
f be obta ned^a he Vh te Ha -t Hpte a

Land Agents and Surveyoi
,W.

I, Waterloo Pii Pall

HILL AND SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VARNISH
for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish Is an

excellent aubutituie for oil pamt on all out-dotrr work, and i;-^ fully
1

two-thirds cheaper. It may be applied by an ordinary (nhnnrer,

'rjitrODl wnqra tn« llinM him. mul'

testimonials have been retciTed, which Hii-i. ft Ssnrn will lunv:vnl nn
application.

From RoBT. Raikfs, Esq.. Ecuit Dak, nidr BrOiiglt, Yorkshire.
" I have used your Black Varnish for park palings and consider It

to be tho moat durable and best thing of the kind I have ever seen.
' think it might be applied with still greater advantage to iron
fencing instead of paint, and it Is my I to employ
ftiture.

*

Sold ID casks of about 30 gallons each, at Is. 6d. per gallon, at the
Manufactory, or Is. 8rf. per gallon paid to any Station in tho kingdom.
Apply to Hill Jt Smith. Brierly riiil Iron Works, near Dudley, and
, Cannou Street VVflst, E.C.» from whom Only It can be obtained.

Horticultural Agent and Valuer.

MR. A. CHANDLER (nt tlir lat.- Firm of Chandt,eti
& Sons, Nurserymen, Vauxhall) continues to LET NUR-

SERIES and make all kinds of VALUATIONS connected with
Horttcultmei.

1, Devonehlro Terrace, Fulham Road, S.W.

Farm Poultry.
/^RET DORKING FOWLS, of purest breed, in any

linported TOULOUSE GEESE, the largest and nlost productite

B^

BRAHMA-POUTRA. CREVEC(EUR,

Priced Lists and Estimates on apphcation.

John Bailt & Son, 113. Mount .Street. London, W.

Tr ITTANY COWS.
Tho only breed of Cattle

have escaped the Rmderpcst.
le nobility, gentry, and others
respactfiuly informed that
can be supplied with the
beautiful and profitablo
VuiiiialB (calved and down

Importer, in introducing tho pure breed of tbis useful and hardy
Cow into the country, has induced him to extend his connection
abroad, by appointing experienced Agents throughout Brittany, and

, togethe

supply
which doiy all competi-

with theliigh milkinc qualities of this
value to the cottager, as well as the

lancy stock-keeper and dairyman.
YOUNG BULLS always on sale. BRITTANY SHEEP, 26s. each.
ALDEKNEY and GUERNSEY COWS and HEIFERS supplied

to description, as to age, colour, and time of calving.
Apply to the Agtnt3 of the Exporter, Messrs. RoBEaisoN & Co.

38, Crutched Friars, London, E.C.

Marsh's Farm, on the Courtlodge Estates,
LAMBERHaKST, KENT.

iMroiiTANT Sale of furk Sfmht-hohnkd Cattt,p:, AvnsrrrnF Ain>
Crto's-nREO BEASTb, Sueep, Hoicses, and IwrLEMtNT

MESSRS. "W. AND J. WINCH nre dir.-Lt d b\
W. C. Morland, Esq., to announce Ws intention of DISPOSIN G

by rrBLIC AUCTION, on TUESDAY and WEl^NJ-SfAY
October and 10, at 11 o'clock, of the whole of his HERD n 11 IF
BMKTi SHOHT-HORNED STOCK, consisting of i-l C v and
Hfircrs and *J Bulls, and tho rest of hU valuable LIVE ST(_ K and
fAKMING EFFECT.S. Tho Short-homed Herd has been reared
with kTCBt care from some <.<i thv best bloo'ts, b-ing ct flj bv
Kr.yal Butterfly 5th (18,750), Don Jnttn (l.%«On), TJernard 15 4
Lin-d, AlthOTpe (14,S(X)), ilaronet {l9,-^7ii), Camllnus (15.740 &c
The pTills^r^ Raron Buttcrlly (dcscphdCd from Col. Towneleya be t

blOOri), jrot by Royal Ruttcrfly Sth (18,756), dam Lady Butterfly by
<?i^Kt Mogul (14,037); Thp Dtike Of Susfiflx. hghl roan ca ed
Mayin, 1S05, siro Baron Butterfly, ri)i^/i White Moss RoSo h\ Ja
{14,73G), grand dam Moss Rose by, /RK^^naWtirth (9,632). Tl (.

have been served by Baron Butterfly. A Herd of 33 Ajrah re
Cross-bred Beasts, C7 Fatting Sheep, 4 Cart Horses, and a
number of valuable Implements. The Short-horn Stock and II
Jlixed Breeds will be Sold the first day.
Catalogues may be had of Mr. WooKiiAsf. The Parsonage, Lamber

Wood, G m
where conveyances can be obtained.
wholly free from Cattle Plague.

The district is and has been

To Tulip Fanclerti.

MR. J. AVILLMl'Jli ix-s lu announce that he
fftvoure

Mitchain, to s

38 and .1!),

Goldham. Esq., of

o'Ci.

compn.siiig r

>.W

'iLi>ECTION Of TULIPS,

I--, and of the Auctioneer,

To Gentlemen, FloWsts, Gardeners, and Others,
Important Sale,of Rare and Choice P:)xotic and .>tlRr Phuiin, ilni-)

Carriages, Harness, Cow?, Hay, Gold and Silv r
' n 1 I 1,. , :,[

and otber out-door Ea"ect8. at Highgrovu. !; 1

MESSRS. COOPER AND GOULDIN". ,;- ,, i,!
by tliu rcpri-seiitativuHof thelate J, .1 i;:,u,c,, |-.,.,

,
m,,.

theVi.i I'l, 1. I

,r'; ];.. il Il.ii-tlcuUural i--Dcit!t\). to SKLLby

folh."

by pn

highly viLiuaiiK- Kxntu: utulit.is. of wfiich
rare speciumLM, Anlhuiiuuis, Caiadiunis, Uracionas, GluxlutA-,
Dipladenias, Begonias, Centaureas, Aphelexis (fine HLccinuii-K
Camellias, Azaleas (of which there are splendid specimen sh^^A
piantfi). Lillums, Fuchsias. Kricis (many valuable specimen plants),
Ferns (choice .spui:iniens), Lycopodiunis, Amaryllis, and Cyclamens,
of sorts, PelargoniumB, Primula-s, several thousand Bedding Plants,
lOOO Strawberry Plants in pots. Rhododendrons, Chrysanthemums,

. ,. J.,
pots, Aucubas with berries, some very fine

„- „ rJtal'Bn
e carriage, and beautifully fitted for that purp

and Implements will be Sold on the last Day of tbo Sale."
The Plants, Ac. may be viewed on the Sale Days, or can be BSen
Thursday and Fiiuay, October 11 and 12, on prortuctinn of

Notice Of Forthcoming Sales byROTH K \l II K \ Nn MORRIS.
o)BRUNS\VlCK Nl i:-Kl:'i, I ! r, i.li ,ir, --l')i,,> Evergreens,

1". 1 I
!:14./ Sale of }v,u

American PIikii-, i i .i- .i 1

American NurM3rli.-H, L,;; ti.mstnri

Shepherd's Bush.
I.E.

iMfOBTANT CLEAnXNCB, SaJ.E OK GrEKNIU.USG AND omER pLANTB •

THE EntcrroKs or 20 GREKNUouais, kxtknsive rangks of Pits
Boxes, Sheds, Thousands of Fekt of Hot-water Pipinu
Pa ino Bricks, SO Boileus, io.

MIISSRS. PKOTSeEOE and MORRIS are instructed
by Mr. F. Hdpgood, Sen., who is retiring irom Business, to

SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on tbo promises, Exotic
Nursery, Shepherd's Bush, adjoining the Shepherd's Bush Station
on the Metropolitan Railway, on MONDAY, October 1, and four
fuUowing days at 12 o'Clock precisely each day, the remaining
LEASE, 2 years from Christmas, lS()(i, unexpired, with tho GOOD-
WILL ; aL-o the whole Of the valuable COLLECTION of HARD
and SOFT-WOODED GREENHOUSE PLANTS, including about
lO.OW) Eric;i,H, of sorts, mostly setting with flower ; 1000 Double
Camellia.s, 1 to 5 feet ; about 6obO choice Azalea indica. well set with• - 3WJI) Hybrid Perpetual and other itoses iu pots. fiOOO Cytie

Flcusela.^
and French P .

thousands Scerlet and Variegated Geraniums, &c., also the Er
choice Seedling Cinem
^Geraniums, &c., alsotl

of 20 Greenhouses, thousands of feet of 2, 3, and 4 inch Hot-v
P p ng mo t y R Pa ent 19 Bo ers of a k nd
ranges of Pi and F m abo t 00 000 B cks "io k P ng S
S abg O nan n n Pa ng I on F opagat ng T nk i <

R rs I atent Fo e Pump I on and ate Va e 1 k E e 1

ds S b es, nes s o Seed D we s Shop F t ni; Barr w
n loo s van 1 tart 3 Hors s sets of Harness Laddo s ai

Tottenham Middlesex

m Nursery n nt he R. w y on 1 tenbam on tho
Eas em n THL SD VI O be 1 at 1 oC ock by

'^ T a e who it ed o make an mmed ate
no on of he Li e t La e n and To nhan
Hempstead t n Ra w y P e he a uab a

T=^R\ ST K ng (1 1< e u and
Led u Sh ub nan n n F a

t, wh

^ipr^ifsus L w
4 fee 40 P

E on^mus &
I ear Sto ks
da d D a d

May be ew d p
and of the A n

ue k Che App e an 1

Asp a us fine a^ tmen of Stan
ng R 8 Ch na and Tea

I a of ade togo he w th a
h ef

eS e C Ofcu a had on the premises

Shepherd s Bush

M

Leytonstono, N.E.

Mile ^lii KxETsery, Bow Road, E.

MESSRS. PROTHERO'E and MORRIS aro
to SELL by AUCTION „n tho Premises,

V n^ry B w Roal, Middle
the B v: R-v I ay Station on
THURSDAY Oc obT 1** a p r

STOCK nc d nf, a large qhni
L I nese 'V bo tre \ ar ogTtte i 1

a lien Box Lb ja an oi dn n

i bur n 1 M n

iniiDwai' K

iusti'ucted
Milo End
1' walk of

th London Line), on
Valuable NURSERY

n.'ihy Aucuba japonica,
Euonymus, Sweet Bays,
AUi^,. c,ifk.^^ Poplars,

f Standard

I ogues may bo had

A]
S&Ie txi Bnlhs Standard Roses, &c.

FSSRS Tl inn I \M MORRIS will SELL
acechurch Street, on FRIDAY,
first c ass collection of DUTCfl
Hyac nths. Tulips, Crocus, Nar-
d d assortment of handsome

prising the finest varieties
1 ants C '

n it c e M
Rooms as above, :

Nurseries, Lej'tonst

Wandsworth Common.

M^

gigantic and synmictrical s

a splendid
I large Collection ofOriin
Plants, Stand;ud :

Climbers, Stc, &c. Particulars of which wil

I
'ii. l/iiiU being immediately

V.yj f.rnimses), the VALUABLE
1 U Acii-s, ranging all sizeSj in
senting .an opportunity of raro
in the Nursery Busmeas, and to
if thriving young stock, as well as
s for eflective purposes, including
ccns. Conifers, and Deciduous
.mental. Forest, and Fruit Trees ;

sands of Hardy

M^

1 .1, I'l.i^. Ill 10 flalf-Standard and Dwarf Trained Peach,
10, and Apriciit ; a large quantity of Gooseberries and
i,]iiso an hnuiense number of very fine specimen CONIFERS

excelsior, and other Pines ; China Lignum, Siberian Arbor-
vitaj, from H feet to 7 feet ; Cedrus Deodarii and robusta, 4 feet to
8 feet ; Phlllyrea ; Portugal and Common Laurels, Lam ustlnus. Ber-
berries, Aucuba japonica. Hollies, Thuja Lobbii, Privut, &c. ; 1200
fine STANDARD and DWARF ROSES, ol the very bust sorts, to
name ; large Limes, Poplars, Weeping Willows, Sycamoros, Double

Single Scarlet Thorns, specimen Weepiug Ash. Ac, ; strong

and of the Auctioneer, Tottenham.
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THE AERIAL CHAIR.

WONDERFUL APPLICATION OF THE PRINCIPLE OF OSCILLATION,
FOR THE GARDEN, CONSERVATORY, AND NURSERY.

Entirely *' Self-acting," the operator requiring no assistance whatever, and ao efisy. of motion that a Child can propel itself to any desired altitude without the slightest

danger of accident. It has been pronounced a mai-vel of ingenious mechanism, and cannot fail to become a necessary adjunct to every well-appointed Garden and Nursery,

while for Invalids it will be hailed as a means of recreation and hygienic exercise never before offered them. They are very easily fitted up in any ordinary-sized room, and can

be attached to the ceiling by means of a fewcommon iron bolts. The only instructions necessary for the use of this invention are, that the person upon being seated simply

presses the feet against the footboard, which will at once set the Chair in motion.

For Gardens or Lawns the " AEKIAL CHAIR " can be secured to the branch of a tree or to the framework of an ordinary Swing.

Manufactured of "Wrought Iron, in three different sizes, to wit :

—

Size No. 1, suitable for Children price £2 i3s. | Size No. 2, suitable for Youths

No. 3, suitable for Adults £3 3s.

£2 10s.

These prices include paddng, but not carriage. The suspending rods are about 8 feet in length. Extra rods can be obtained, if required, at 2s. 6d. per foot. The Seat to

the " AEKIAL CHAIR " is of wood, and moveable. Iron Seats, in imitation of Cane, can be had at 15». each.

Attached to the head-board of the "AERIAL CHAIR" is a brass label, with the following words:

—

"Aekial Chair, secured by Eotal LeMeKs Patent. MaiTupac-
TURED BY FeyTON & PeyTON, METALLIC BEDSTEAD MANUFACTUHERfl, BlRJIINGHAM. ChARLES Po5lEBOT BUTTON, PROPRIETOR, No3. IIJ AND 143, ChEAPSIDB, LONDON."

TRADE MARK-" AERIAL CHAIR."-TERMS CASH. ^^^
All Orders must be accompanied with a City Heference or Remittance to

CHARLES POMEROY BUTTON, Nos. 143 & 143, CHEAPSIDB, LONDON, E.C.

1 Communications
'.41, Wellington Street, t Garden, Loadon, W.C.

;, Purish of St. Paul's, CoTent Garden, i

Co. of Middlesex, aod Pubiiihed by tbe eaid Sum M»tthe'
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/CHOICE YARIEGATED PELARGONIUMS.
Kj

Sunset
Mrs. Benyon
Mrs. Pollock

Luna
I

Clara
GoldenTom Thumb

Italia Unita
Picturata
The Fairy

Yellow Belt
The above 12 varieties, suitable for exhibition, for 2ls.

The following at 7s. per doz., package incladed :

—

Mrs. Pollock
j

Golden Vase I Golden
Harkawav Burning Bush Argus
Glowworm

I
Snowflake |

Fontainebleiiu

Terms, cash. Remittances requested from unknown con-espondents.

Address, Alprkd Frter. Nurseries, Chatteris, Cambi-idgeshire.

New Descriptive Rose Catalogue for Autumn of

1866 and Spring of 1867.

ED^VIN HOLLAMJiY beg.s to draw attention to hi:

superb CollectioQ of the above, containing all 1

approved old varieties in cultivation, and is happy t

surpass previous years for quality and excellence.

state that they

Early orders solicited to insure good plants.

CATALOGUES forwarded gratis and post paid on application.

Nursery and Seed EstibU.shment.Tunbndge Wells, and Groombridge.

New Roses for 1866.

EUGENE VEKUIEK, Fils Aine, Nurseryman,
3, Rue Dunois, Paris, hns the honour to inform the public that

he will have ready to deliver m November next, the followmg

splendid ROSES obtamrd from Seed in his Establisbment :—

ni'IiRID PEKFETUALS—Comte Litta, Jules Calot, Madame
George Paul, Madaiue la Baronne Haussmann, Madame la Baronne
Maurice des Graviers '^^' '- ^""-^''"" '"> i-'.--""- MoHa_

Thames Street, London, E.G.

A VAN GEERT, Ntjiwkktman, Ghent. Belgium, begs
• to offer this splendid New Plant, originally from Sumatra.

Certninlv one of the finest foliaged plants known, with thick glaucous
loaves, 2 feet long.

» 6 inches high, 16s. each. One c

etos f for exhibitio:

rfor

Musa Ensete, £cc.

ATANGEERT,i\uii.sF.Rm.\x, Glirnt. 11. l-inm. be?s
• to offer fine Cbtnhlished Plants -f "n- -d.!..!.! MUSA

ENSETE, at 42a. each ; also strong Plants -t l'."V:/A.\ \ l:KGIA, at
7fl. Crf. ; and nice young jilants of ALSOllllLA l'..\(.'i,LSA, at
42s. per hundred. Good plants of ALSOIMl l LA CoxrAMlNANS
at 10s. Gd. each. CATALOGUES n ay be had of his Agents,

Messrs. K. Silberrai»,'6, Harp Lane, Tower Street, London, E.C.

New Gladioli.

EUGENE VERDIER, Fila Aine, Nttrseryman,
3, P^ue Dunois, Paris, has the honour to offer this Autumn

to his numerous Fiiends and ratrons the following NEW GLADIOLI
niised from seed by Mons. Souciiet. Their description and prices

New Gladioli.

CHARLES YERDIEll. Ells (late Victor Vermer &
Charles VERninR), Nlrskrvuan, 12. Rue Dumeril, formerly

Rue du Marche aux Chevaox, 32, Paris, begs to offer the following
NEW SEEDLING GLADIOLI (Souchet's) :—

Adolphe Brongniart i No6mie
Anais Princesse Marie de Cambridge
Apollon Rev. M. J. Berkeley
Bemard Palissy Sir W. Hooker
FClicien David Thomis Moore
Lady Franklin I

Joseph Paston

The CATALOGUE containing the descriptions and the prices may

/CHARLES VERDIER (late Victor Verdier and
\y Cm
March.
nificent SEEDLING OALADIDMS, raised

Baron llothschild I Edouard Moreaux
Banal | Isidore Leroy

t Towti
iM Vt:

, Loudon, E C

M. Bleu

IRanlinii
Rossmu
Siebold

and Prices may be
li Son, 6, Hiirp Lane,

F
Dickson's "First and Best" Early Pea.

RV^tlb .V \KruUR DICKSON & SONS are
1

tf^ 1 nnr t^-^^ this FE\ has again this season given
t I 4 prinounced by hundreds of the fiv&t

cDmpetent Judges (conSrmud also
mit all tiie best Early Peas of the

rlj Pea ever offered for general good
tivene'**. and aucce.^sioa of crop,

1 u <-n some soils, be a day or so
I 11 t\.rn)T Pea, as every one freely

1 ei from a very large bulic,
t 1 t and mcre:isiDg demand,

i
I

1 I al I tntheTradeonapplicatioQ.
1 1, 1 i\ ucUoube 100, Eastgate Street, Chester.

To Farmers, Gardeners, and Others.
I^XCELLENl' CAiiEAGE PLANTS

-i [Stocks not to be surpassed), can be supplied in any quantity

gi-own 80 lb. each), 2s. 6d. per
DRUMHEAD, 2s. Q(t. per 1000. [lUOO
ENFIELD MARKET, a superior stock, 2s. 6d. per 1000.
RED DUTCH, a superior stock, 2s. Qd. per 1000.

Terms cash.

Freuk. Gee, Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade, Bedfordshire.~~~
New Hybrid'Wiieatr

^
"^~— -

RICHARD'S WHEAT was obtained by crossing
SHIRREFF'S BEARDED WHITE with Pollen from

TALAVERA The ear is large neither wide nor close set, with
1 coloured chaff and supported on long

seetun^ ^ sten t u k a
have been, but the bto k
quil ty
Pr ce £1 per bus e an I quant t as under half a quartet £I is. p

bushel del ve ei od the Vo th Br t sh Railway. Terms Cash.
Had net n Oc C Patriciv Suihreff.
SHIKKEFITb BLaKDED WHITE, of the Finest Quality, i

market prices.

Thkif
I

American Bliobt | Mildew,
Without injury to the most delicate Plant or Tree, b7 using

FOWLER'S GARDENERS* INSECTICIDE,
pronounced by all who have used it to be far superior to any

other remedy. One trial will prove its efficacy. Testimonials
forwarded on annlication. Price l5. Gd., 3s., 5s. Gd., and 10.^. per Tin.

1 Fowler. North Street, Brighton; and of Hooper

GENUINE TOBACCO PAPER for Fumigatins, in
21b. and 41b. packets. Price per cwt.. 7is. net cash.

Address William Rushforth, 44, Vicar Lane, Leede.

TOBACCO TISSUE, for Fumigating Grt'enhouses.—
This article is made from Tobacco rolled into Sheets, without

the addition of Paper. It will be found very superior to the article
generally used, will bum without the assistance of blowing, and not
injure tne most tender Plants, as borne out by numerous Testimonials.

Sold in 1-lb. packages and upwards, price 3s. Gd. per lb., carriage
free, by Messrs. Roberts &Sos.i, Tobacco ManufrtctuCBrs, 54, St. John
Street, Clerkenwell, E.C., and by all Seedemen and Nui-serynien.

/:< ISHURST COjML-
VJT POUND, whether used
against Insects and Mildew, on
Growing Plants, or as Wrater
Dressing on Trees at rest,
should be dissolved 48 hours
pefore use. This gets nd of

of foliage. A strength of from
1 to 2 oz. to the gallon of water
is recommended for growing
Plants ; one from 4 to IG oz. for

Sold Retail by Nui-serymen

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

HOT WATER PIPES and FITTINGS of the best
description supplied by

& PoLLARP, 17, New Park Street, Southwark. London, S.E.

BUR¥ AND POLLARD'S CONICAL BOIIi.E"RSi for
HEATING bv HOT WATER fixed at Seats or Duke-of

Newcastle, Lord Belper, ttc, at Viscoimt Sydney's replaced, after
20 ye; 1 constant i;

17, New Park Street, I

Apply
ark, London, S.E.

__ Heating hy Hot Water.
WT J. HOLLANDS, Iron BIerchant,
' > • 31, Ban! side. London. S.E.
HOT WATER PIPES, hum StocK, per yard :—2-inch, l.i. 2d

,
3-inch, Is. lOd. ; and 4-inch, 2s. 4rf. BENDS, from Stock, Is.fid., ^s. Od.,
and 3s. each. THROTTLE VALVES, 10s., 13s.- and 14«. each. Other

thes

(Ll5 En).

HOT-WATER APP.VRATQS, of every description,
fixed complete in any part of the country, or the materials,

viz.. Boilers, Pipes, &c.. delivered to any Station.
Estimates on application.

J. JoxF.3 & Sons, G, B.ankslde, Southwark, London, S.E.

GREENHOUSES, 42 feet by 13 wide. £50 ; 21 feet by
13 wide, £2S ; 121 feet bv 10 wiile. £15, glazed, ready fur flxing.

A handsome CONSERVATORY, 36 feet by 19. £120.
Estimates for any branch in the line, in Wood or Iron, at

H. Fheeua»"s Works, Triangle, Hackney, N.E.

QHANKS' PATF'O Patronised on fiv

by Her Majesty t\\>--
'

Saxony; again on fLii.;

by Her Majesty th<jM>;

and once by His Maii=sty

T I. !;S for 1866.—
Mie Season of 18G4

: I'sty the King of

„ Heating by Hot Water.
OT-WATER PIPES, at Wholesale Prices.
Elbows. Svphons, Tee Pipes, and every other conne

W'n.ii>^lit and i.'ast-lron Boilers, Saddle, Conical, Cylinder, Tl-bular,
ai^'i i r

i
ti i;. |.i jj^. each. Improved Boilers and Iron Stands to

'':- rl;, eo.^. each. Valves from 10s. Od. each. Patent
^ >

'

'

I iiniace Doors, Furnace Bars, Supply Cisterns,
i^'i

'
'

'

I
^' description in stock, at

^' I >
'

!' ^MUTE'S iron Wharf, Upper Ground Street, Black-
fritii-s Hiid-e, l.ondon. S. Price List on application.

^ Tne

CATIN
Thci_

The Only Stove without a Rue.
JOYCE'S PATENT, for

RING. DRYING, and WARMING HALLS,
I'8, ROOMS. &c.. a new especial Stove for Con-
n>rios. Greenhouses, Fruit-Ripening, &c. : to Burn
ut re-lighting all winter by filling with fuel every
urs. Tempt-rature. any degree required, without
liL-. I'rii.''.' li'Miii ^J,^. i»/. to fi guineas.

I m;K FILLING and MASTL
:. fld.

!!i^iJ*3l' Cleane
|.|!(sj 3s. (Jd. til :" .

'

'
I'l 1 ti;.s post paid.

6\P\ CHEAl'FIKES.-The Radiating Fire Balls save half
"=' *' the usual consumption of fuel. One Shilling iiacket of

Four, red hot in the fire every d^y, lasts all Winter.
ooger, 253. Os.U>t

119, Newgate Street, Loodon, E.C.
let, W.C. ; and Stove DepOt,

f
A Mills WATTS AND CO., Hothouse Builders

and Hot-Water Apparatus MANCFAcroiiBaa,
?5n, Olri Kent Rond. Lrnidcn, S.E.

HAND MACHINE.
These ai-e the only Lawn Mowers that will

equiring repaii
for years without

'hese are the only Lawn Mowers that will Mow properly when the

ALL the Royal

Every Machine warranted, and if not approved of can bo at once
returned. Illustrated Price Lists sent free on application.
Alkx. Shanks & 80s, Dens Iron Works, ArbroLth ; and 27, Leaden-

hall Street, London, B.C.
7, Leadenhall Street is the only place in London where intending

Gard

'.\'S I'ATyNT BUiLDlNGii
HORTICULTURE.

'* Dry Glazing' without Putty."
" Glass without Laps."

"Ventilation without Moving Lights."
Highly Commended by the Royal Horticultm-al Society, South

Kensington.

Hand Power.

PATENTGREEN'S IMPROVED NEW
GARDEN ROLLER,

The above Rollers possess manv advantages over all others. They
are made in two p.art8, and are free to revolve on the axis, affording
greater Jacilities for turning, and the outer edges are roxmded oiT or
^

.
1 _,- .^___ - .Qitiijig the unsightly maj-ka left by other

nchcs, £7 10

turned
Rollere.

Diameter, 30 inches ; Length
" 4 10

•^
., „ 22 „ 3 10

16 „ „ 17 „ a 15
Prices for Rollers fitted with Shafts suitable for Pony or Horse

Power, free on application.
Delivered carnage paid to all the principal Railway Stations and

Shipping Ports in Enriland.

Thomas Grees & Son, Smithfield Iron Works, Leeds; M and 65,
Blackfriars Raad, London, S. ; and 10, Eden Quay, Dublm.

N.B. Ali Orders executed on the day they are received.

PRIZE MEDALS AWARDED to GREEN'S PATENT
LAWN MOWERS.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, LONDON. 18fi2.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, DUBLIN, 1S65.

The above Lawn Mowers have proved to be the best, and have
carried off every Prize that has been given in all cases of Com-
petition.
Sold by all respectable Ironmongers, Seedsmen, &c., in the

Kingdom. Illustrated Price Lists free on application.

A(5R'' HORTICULTURAL
-TSl IMPLE:\IENTfl ;n,a T^IArHiN'ES of every description.

IMPROVED IRON STABLE FITTINGS.
HURDLES and CONTINUOUS IRON and WIRE FENCING.

Palisading Entrance and Field Gates. Plain and Galvanised
Wii tmg.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS and GARDEN ROLLERS.
Garden Engines, Syringes. Water Barrows, Omnmental Garden

Seats, Chairs, Tables, Iron Fountains, Vases, &c.

IRON and BRASS BEDSTEADS, m grent variety.
Washing, Wringing, and Mangling Machines.

IMPROVED SAUSAGE MACHINES and FILLERS.
Separate Illustrated Price Lists free on application.

i Row West, Birmingham,

' m awarded at the International Exhibition, 1863,
xhibltion, 1865 ; also a First-clabS Certificate by
.ral Society.
Patentee of many important improvements i

a shallow stokehole, and e

of the fire as can possibly
easily cleaned ; and it i

3 much surface to the direct a

a obtained, the whole of which can be
I important fact that out of upwards of

at work made upon the improved principle 1

cr.icked,
T. G. Messesoei

easy to work, and a

Designs and Estimates 1

Works, and guaranteed to
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FOR S\n tLi IIVMISOME CU ^ nl auiJii„ in the ftuK^LbJ.Lk I LEASjLRE
GPOl M)^ It 1 ao not buen ereuttd mui^ lli n tliici. jeiio, and 13 tholouglllj sound and weW ventilited witll

CRANSTON S PllI!,^T SLIDES It is to Ije Disposed of on very reasonible terms, is the Gioundb haie betE

Sold foi Emlding purpuies.

Apply to A. B., 14, FOREGATE STREET, WORCESTER.

Siu:UI Kabbitb, Hares, &.c.

SiiiaHuMt Itahblta..

AviarieSi'^Vindow Guards,

LigLt. IMedium

Jap I Gal I Jap
I

Gal

2J 3i'0 3i 44

3i 3it0 3i
"

3i0 4i!0 4i
4([0 6i 6J

S 10 91

n 1 14 1 li

Still

101) Yards or upwards delivered free at all Railway
ipping Ports in Kngland.

Y description of Netting waitantod to give satisfaction.
and if not approved will be exchanged, or may be returned
ditionally

J B Brows & Co —Offices, 90 (late 18). C^nnon Street London, E C.
Wirehou'io ind Mmufictoij, 148, Upper Thames Street, E C

Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.

sin
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CHARLES NOBLE has a large quantity to offer of the

undermeQtioDed, by the dozen. UK), 1000. or lO.OOO :—

SPANISH CHESTNUTS,
THORN', very fine, 1-year.

TURKEY OAK. verv fine, 1-

p fine, 1-year.

) Sample and

Ma'neTTI^ROSE STOCKS.'very fine. I-vear.
)

DEUTZIA CRENATA flore-pleno, very ftne, 1-ycar.

STRAWBERRIES. 2s. 6d.

British Queen I Frogmoro
Empress Eu^-Jnie L^ Constat..-

,
: ^,„,..

Sir C. Napier I Marcufrite I
Prince Arthur.

100, or 213. per 1000:—
) Pme

I

Oscar
Wonderful

I
Margufrit.

SiinninKdale > B.igshot, Surrey_

ntera
Fniit Trees, Roses^ Evergreens, &c.

WKMGHT bep3 to inform mtenam? II;

• that he has many Thousands of the above, with every oiner

ORNAMEXTAL TREE and SURUB in tho ^^^t po^^ e

condition, at reasonab e prices. An Inspection is respecuuiiy

SS DESCRIPTIVE PJRICED CATALOGUES^ft-ee.

The Nursery is within

(South Coast Railway)
} minutes' wait of the Hailsham Station

"Floral Nuraery. Hailabam. Suase:

TTiRUIT TREES and FRUIT-TREE SIOCKS-
J: L)\V\UK MAIDEN PEACHES, NECTARINES, and APRI-
r^nv ^ ,'i 1. ..lii,L- kinds new and old, wnrifinted true, strong

si',!' I l^r 100; DWARF MAIDEN ^PLUMS
ill I j

I

I

I
I r.-i. 453. per 100 " ^"'

'
"" ""' *

'

,-,fti,. , I ;
' lozeu,£9 103. I

^^'I^'^'t.-L-,^-;' 'l-'l,l;m''sTOCKS. AQs.-, crab, very clean. 32.^. 6d.

;

- — -- andCHERRT, 32s. ed. per

Chertsey, Surrey.

BROMPTON,

c Son, Nurserymen, Brox. r

To Gentlemen engaged in Planting.

TOOLE AND CO. beg to call attention to their verj-

extensive Stock of

EVERGREEN and FLOWERING SHRUBS,
HARDY URNAJUENTAL TREES,
FKUrr TREES, FORe-ST TREES, and CONIFER.E,

Urnwi] at their Nurseries, Cullenswood, Ranelagh Road, Dublin;

and WiilorL Hriiv, and respectfully invite inspection of the sfttne.

iJATALt)GUES of the above forwarded post free on application.

The usual discount to the Trade.
' Westmoreland Buildings, Dublin.

CUTTINGS —The following surplus Cutting?, from
private Garden, to bo Sold as long as they last, at the prices

otfixed. Stamps to accompany orders by post.

2s per dozen:—QUEEN of QUEENS (true), PAUL L'ABBE,
GOLDEN CHAIN, GOLDEN-EDGED IVY LEAF, ROSE REND-
ATLER, LADY PLYMOUTH.
U per aoKen:-CHRISTINE, MAD. VAUCHER. BIJOU, CLOTH

ot UtiLD, COTTAGE MAID. Address to

, Blagdcn'H Cottages. Southgat "

THE QUEEN, -without nnv exception the best

WHITE RHODODENDRON yet raised —Robust grower, deep

green foliage, late and free flowering trusses large, full, compact

and semicircular, footstalk short and stiff, colour white, suffused

with soft blush mauve, changing to the purest whit_e,_cleftr alabaster

or wax-like, of unequalled shape and "' ' "'' ""

the petals of the W^r' - ' "" '
'

ullilol.-^J ......o.-t, .^- f , advantage all Rhododendron
growers well understand. All who visited the International Exhi-

1 bloom longer than r

, peculiarity probably J

Quel
to enjoy her regal sway should a

;ecuted in rotation. The pnce '-^'
311. (Jd. each, and the Trade

will have four plants given for three ordered. It need excite no
surprise that its sole possession by the Advertiser should have called

forth the envious jealousy of certain Hokocrablb Mkk. Hence a

story mdustriously circulated in toe Trade that Thb Qcibh i3_not

„ ox has been seen, and
> be found. The whole undivided stock i

NoBLB, Bagshot, Surrey. ^^
New Seeds for Autumn Sowing.

pETER LAWSON and SON,

The Ql-eix's Secdimbs,

London and Edinburgh,

Can supply NEW SEEDS of all kinds for

AUTUMN SOWING, selected with the greatest

care, and harvested in One condition.

28, King Street, Choapslde, E.C,

pi
Dutch Flower Roots.

RANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS ham
received, from the best Growers in Holland, a very large

Importation of the above, and have the satisfaction to say that the

BUTiBS are unusually large, sound, and well ripened, and for which

earlv orders are requested to ensure the best Roots,

Flower Roots of £2 value will be delivered free of carriage at the

principal Railway Stations and Shipping Ports throughout the country.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUE and all particulars free

by post on application.

The Old EstablUhedSeed Warehouse, 106, Eastgato Street, Chester.

Dutch Flower Boots.

JOHN AND CHARLES LEE, Seedshen to the Queen,
O have received their usual Importation of DUTCH BULBS, for

which they c

application.

Royal Vin'
London, W,

CATALOGUES post 1

yard Nursery and Seed EstablUbment, HammerBraith,

"to Gentlemen, Nurserymen, Builders, and Others
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BS. WILLIAMS,
• Victoria and Paradise Nurserioa. Holloway, London, N.

CHOICE SEEDS.
__
PRIMULA (WiLirAHs's superb Straln),_Tho nio«t noted

Primula lUpplled

d address t
eacti. None genuine without B. S. Vf
the paclvet.

CALCEOLARIA (JiH.s's StraiD),-S.. and 3j. (Id. per pacliet
CINERARIA (WiATurniLi', eitra choice strainl -This wallknown Co.ent Garden strain to be had ROnuine oily in sealed

packets be.armK B. .S. WiLLnas's name and address. Price M. and
3,^. Gd. per packet.

Cupressus Lawsonlana argentea.
ESSRS. WATERER and GODFREY are now

sending out thi.^ Plant.
Good stout Plants, li foot high and bushy, at 2Is each.

It has been swarded Three First-class Certillcates by the RojalHorticultural .Society of London, Royal Botanic Society of Londonand at the Cr.vstal Palace
; and may be justly represented as a di°:tinct and rery beautiful plant, and one that will become a generalfarounte. Knap Hill Nursery, Woking. Surrey

general

M

New Plant.

-piTTONTvTRGYROXETTRA.-The h^mest NewJ. 1 lant or the season, easily cultivated in any stove, Prici
""

For full description of which, and of other New PlantMr. WiLLiAK Bull's CATALOGUE of NOVELTIE-SJiist issue
Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road, Chelsea

and m gardens is not half enough employed.
What painter ever worked only with scarlets,
blues, and yellows ? And though a garden gene-
rally has the advantage of distant sky-line, wood,
and Grass, and many other advantages in its
accompaniments, the arrangement of the flower
beds should not be neglected.

Efxt (BartreneriS'arfirontclr
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1866.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK,
8«Tu«Dit. Oct. ij/aoyal Horticultural (Weekly Show),

I bouth hensingtoa .. JPH.

A -WRITER of some authority on the theory of
colour remarks that "It is in the Flower
Gakden that the colourist may revel in the
resources of Colour, and it is much to be
regretted that our public gardens show no signs
that their cultivators are acquainted with the
laws of contrast of colour." If this is true of
public gardens, it is quite as likely to be appli-
cable to private gardening. Indeed there is no
occasion to travel far to find numerous instances.Norm this are gardeners probably behind other
people. Incongruity seems to be the natural

\result of an untutored taste. Take any person t

whose acquaintance with art study is slight, into i

a picture gallery, and he is nearly sure to admire
the worst masters. There are exceptions of
course, but this is a general rule. It is the same
sort of feehng that probably dictates the rude
arrangement of flowers that disfigures the fore-
ground of so many of our otherwise show places.
It IS this that lies at the bottom of so much
reaction in gardening, and that has caused a!
preference for the unpretending style of the
cottage border, where the flowers, if wanting in

|

general efi'oct, at all events invite attention to
their individual beauty. I

A general composition may be too much for

'

a first attempt, but hints from individual parts
may serve as hints for the whole, and once a
principle m flower bedding is admitted, there is
hope that an improvement will follow in due
course.

Now, if we are to attempt a grander style of
gardemng, with mas.sive forms and masses of
colour, It should be done well. The higher state
of education common among all classes now seems
to be making itself felt in gardening as in other
things. Beds of brilliant colour no longer please
merely on account of their brilliancy. There
must be knowledge of colour shown ; contrast
of colour and harmony, for harmony and con-
trast are synonymous. At first sight this may
seem paradoxical, but there are many pictures,
of which no one denies the harmony, wholly
made up of contrast of colour. Thus 'in nature
we seldom find any of the primarie.s—red, blue,
and yellow—m juxtaposition. In the rainbow^
red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, and lake
follow each other, with an intermediate colour
between each of the primaries. By contrasting
red with green, yellow with purple, and blue
with orange, the greater brilliancy is obtained
capable only of being heightened by white, and
far greater than could be obtained by placing red
with yellow, or blue with red. Nor is there any-
thing vulgar, as is generally supposed, in
contrast of colour. In a very celebrated picture
by Raphael in the gaUery at Bologna, the
figm-e of St. Peter is draped entirely in green
and red, the colours of the Pelargonium. We are
not advocating, however, the neglect of neutral
colour, as without it brilliancy becomes
monotonous, and loses half its brilliancy from
want of contrast of tone. In this respect a variety
of greys is invaluable, and -svithout reference to
form, which is independent of our present con-
templation, acts as a ground to the primaries.
Indeed, neutral colour is of great consequence,

It 13 well known that Prof, Gaspakkini has
tor some years had his attention drawn to the
subject of Capmfication, not so much perhaps
to the natural process which takes place from the
agency of an insect—the wild Figs which abound
with the insects being simply hung over the
trees of whose produce it is desirable to hasten
or perfect the maturity—as to the artificial
process of anointing the aperture of the recep-
tacle with oil and other substances. Two or
three years ago he pubUshed some observations

,

on the subject, and we have now before us a very
I

interestmg pamphlet giving a detailed account
of a long series of observations, and confii'min<'
his earlier notions.

°

He denied altogether that the application of
oil to the mouth of the Fig, or in other words to
the little bracts which are placed round the orifice
ot the receptacle, could operate as a ferment on
the cellular tissue

; but he was rather inclined to
regard its agency aa something like that of pollen
on the stigma, in which case the softening and
subsequent death of the stigmatic tissue, con-
sequent on the contact of the poUen, precedes
the swelling of the ovary.
He found that many substances have the same

effect on the receptacle as Olive-oil. Oil of
Almonds, train oil, oil of Walnuts, castor and
Lmseed, cod-liver oil, lard, and butter had the
same effect, hastening the maturity of the fruit
from eight to ten days. Milk of Euphorbia

J

LathjTis acted more or less in the same way.
I

Vinegar and turpentine had no efi'ect. The
above-mentioned substances gave no result when

' applied to the surface of the fruit.

t
In the second course of experiments many

other substances were tried. Oil was applied to
the leaves, without any effect on the fruit, but
the leaves themselves, probably from the block-
ing up of the stomates, died in the course of a
few days. Goat's milk and turpentine produced
no effect, and the same was the case with iodine
and solution of potash. Alcohol had no effect,

,

probably on account of its being so volatile : in
!

a second set of experiments, however, a greater
or less effect was produced. Hydrochloric acid

j

seemed to act most energetically. Figs plucked
[from the tree swelled to double the si^e in
four days.

_
Sulphuric acid, lowered with different quanti-

ties of water, had also a very marked effect, and
the fruit was more juicy than that ripened
naturally. Tartaric acid, collodion, petroleum,
benzoic acid, yeast, pepsine, gallic, acetic, and
oxalic acids, and acetate of iron hastened more
or les.s the maturity of the Figs. Strange to say,
arsenic acid caused in seven days the maturation
of two fruits out of three, and caustic ammonia
one out of the same number. Sublimated sul-
phur by itself .seemed inert, but when it was
mixed with glycerine, which is inert by itself,
after ten days, out of four Figs one was ripe
and two nearly so. In some cases, however, as
with formic acid, but more especially carbolic
acid, the fruit became brown and produced
ditierent kinds of mould. The latter of these
substances is a known antagonist to putrefac-
tion, and possibly to other chemical changes on
which the ripening of the fruit depends.
Sulphate of iron, sulphate of potash, chloride of
potassium, iodide of potassium, and a solution of
iodine acted but weakly, if at all.

In every case the primary action seemed to be
on the bracts which surround the orifice, which
soon became tender, changed their colour, and
dried up, effects which were not produced by
natural substances, and which do not take placem fruit naturally ripened. There was no change
where the substances were, applied anywhere
except at the orifice.

The result of the experiments, however inte-
resting, throws little light upon the cause. A
certam analogy exists between the effect of
pollen and the substances in question, though
the action on the Fig takes place through the
cellular tissue of the receptacle, and not through
the stigma, but the resemblance is one merely of
analogy. ^Vllen, however, we take into considera-
tion the remarkable effects produced by insects
in the formation of galls, we can scarcely be
wrong in thinking that the action of these

substances is very simUar, though it is impos-
sible to say what is the precise action which
caused the alteration in the tissues which
produces such marked changes in the production
of the gall.

In practice there is no doubt that similar
operations may be extremely useful even in this
country, especially in orchard houses. If fruit
in a proper condition is chosen, the ripening may
certainly be hastened, but though (it must be
confessed after a single experiment) we found
this to be the case in judiciously selected fruit,
no change whatever took place where the fruit
was very far from maturity. M. J. B.

' The Manchestee National Horticul-
tural Exhibition is, we learn, to open on Friday, tlie
/th ol J line, 1857, and to clo.se on Saturday, the 15th.
ihis period includes the Whitsun week; and being a
holiday season throughout the manufacturing districts
tbe population of which are great pleasure seekers
there seems to be every prospect that the show may be
hnanoially successful, the more especially as we are
told that a substantial guarantee fund has already bei n
subscribed. We recommend the promoters, if thty
wish their show to have any influence on the people ' o
go as far as they safely can in the direction nf
producing

^
some grand and imposing effect, and

not to fritter away their materials by showiuz
in separate tents, such limited displays being of
comparatively small interest to sight-seer.s, w^ho look
for something like a coujp d^mU. The recent
i\ottingham bhow, for example, was a monst-cr
meeting so far as regards the quantity of subjects
shown, but being distributed through some ten or a
dozen tents, many of them separated, and all more or
less shut off from each other, it was utterly wanting in
the feature of grandeur which the materials brought
together were capable of yielding.

We understand that the Turf used for covering
the banlis of the International Horticultural Exh -
bition of last May, is for disposal, and is in capital
condition. Amongst those who are now improving
their gardens are perhaps some who would like to
possess such a relic of the great show. Application
shoiUd be made to Mr. Gibson, of Battersea Park.—-- Our readers will have seen from an advertise-
ment -which appeared ashort time since, thattheCouncil
of the Royal Horticultural Society have made arrange-
ment by which the well-known skill and talent ofMr Etles m the Lating-out op Gardens will lie
made available to any Fellows of the Society who may
desire to have his advice respecting contemplated
alterations or improvements in their grounds Mr
Etles is so favourably known in the hnrticiiUur.ai
world, and has so successfully can-ied cut fl^. iini.nrt-
ant works that have hitherto been i'nirii,i,.d

i i irm'
and which have given him so much e\|).ririi(v in ihis
branch of gardening, that we have no dmiljl his oiiiiiion
on matters of this kind will be extensively sought
and high y appreciated. It will be a great boon
to the Fellows of the Society at least, to have within
their reach so conscientious and trustworthy a referee.

ABOUT POTATOS.
The immense number of named and unnamed sorts

of Potatos with which we are at present encumbered
renders it bevvildermg to endeavour to select, either
from trade catalogues or from other sources, such
kinds as are really worth growing. Not many
years back one could count on one's fingers
nearly all the popular and staple varieties then in
cu tivation. In this part of the kingdom at least the
bu k ot the sorts then grown consisted of the old
Ashleaf, Walnut-leaf, July, Fortyfold, Lancashire
Kidney, Jersey Blue, and a little later tlie York
Regent, together with a few others, but this was
prior to the first outbreak of the Potato disease.
Out of evil, however, has come good, for un-
questionably to the disease may be attributed the
number of good new varieties which we now possess.
Tired of bewailing their losses, growers thouglit it
wise to attempt the raising of new and improved
kinds that should possess a more he.ilthy and vigoroiH
constitution, and greater capacity to resist tlie
attacks of the disease. How far they have succeeded
in relation to the freedom from disease may
be a matter of opinion ; but with refcrencfl
to vigour, prolificacy, and quality, there can lie

no question that we have now many varieties that in all
these respects are vastly superior to those old kinds
which they have almost or entirely superseded.
There are few names probably in connection with

Potato growing that have become more famous than
that of Mr. Paterson, and although his labours in
regard to the raising and cultivation of new varieties
may not obtain a very warm appreciation in some
quarters, yet, speaking for mj;self, I do most sincerely
believe that in the course of time, when those valuable
sorts which he has sent out shaU become better known,
they will be as justly and as deservedly popular as 'any
varieties now in cultivation. Mr. Paterson is not
ideed, the only one whose name is favourably associated

.. ith the Potato, for we have Rivers' Royal Ashleaf,
Myatt's do., Dawe's Matchless, &c., all splendid varietie.^.
My object however at present is to allude to what I

have been doing for a year or two past in the way of
growing and testing some 80 kinds of Potatos, more
especially as respects the present season and its results.
I grew some 50 sorts last year, mostly in a small way

;

but having increased that quantity this year, I thought
I would give them all as fair a trial as possible. I selected
the best soil and situation in my garden for the purpose

;

and I also got a neighbour, a good practical gardener]
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with newly broken up fresh }»round, to plant all the
varieties I possessed, and others which he had obtained.

We started in our trial with about equal quantities,

and although his soil wasof a gravelly character, and
mine a deep tliough not rich loam, we obtained in

.almost every case equal results. Therefore I think it

would not he wrong to assume that, as far as this part

of the country is concerned, the description now given

of the various sorts of Potatos experimented upon, will,

"be found to be correct.
- The first batch which claims attention is the Early

Kidney, which are unque-stionably the earliest in

cultivalion. They consist of the Old Ashleaf. a fair

cropper and good; Walnut-leaf, good in quality but \-or\

uncertain ; Rivers' "Royal A.shleaf and M.^att's Vrohlir

Ashleaf. both first rate as regards produce and quality,

and ivith very little difference except in the haulm,

in which there is a trifling dissimilarity. An Improved
Ashleaf of my own selection, is in every respect

as good as the two just named, but with a more robust

haulm, and is prized by me because I can obtain from it

tile Iic.it .samples for oarlv exhibition. Then come—the
Rri \.iilr:if. in :ill ivmm.Is nn excellent Potato
a !

'

:
. < I

1 very early and a good
fi--"! III ' 1;- .1

'

' iiioen, mucli the same
liii: . . :! .ii',i'; ;

! \l'>:i' Pride, a Potato which,
if praise could help it, should stand in the first

rank of our early Potatos, but as interested praise
is not always a good recommendation, so has it

proved in the case of this variety, which is not even a
first early, being at least a week or 10 days later than
the others mentioned above ; it is also very coarse, the
larser tubers usually being hollow in the centre, and it

boils close ; it is, how'ever, a good cropper. I have found
one peculiarity about this Potato, which is, that
when the tubers push young shoots some are purple
and some green, but when they come up, and in
digging, there is not the least diflerence between them

;

the haulm is usually single-stalked, and somewhat
resembles that of the Walnut-leaf. I obtainedmy stock
of it from a nurseryman in the North, who imported
it direct from the Lsle of Man.
Thus far I have particularised only those sorts which

T have grown as first early Kidneys. I believe there
are many others sent out recently that arc very good,
but it is not my intention to say anytliiir.; a.bout what
I have not tried, with this exception, that at our local

exhibition in June a sample of the Early May Kidney
was shown ; it was very fine, and deservedly obtained
;a 1st prize.

Pirst Early Bounds with me are not plentiful, the
best being the Early Handsworth, the chief recom-
mendation of which is. that it produces a very
handsome tuber for early competition ; it has a distinct
"haulm, and is a fair cropper. Giant King is another
very early round, but it is coarse, and wholly unfit for

a gentleman's table.

Of Second Early Rounds there is a considerable
number, but none of them are probably earlier than
our old friend the Fortyfold, although much greater
producers. Of course 1 have grown the Fortyfold,
also a variety known about here as the lirown IJetty,

a rough, pi ' i

1
]^- ,' v Imt in all other respects similar

to the V": :
I i '

'
: • hoy, also in this class, is a good

croppei-aii! I

I
1 I i are likewise the mealy Early

Oxford, au ! 'Miiin Tenweek. Daintree's Seedling,
Prince Albert, and a variety grown largely about here
for market purposes, called the French White, all of
which are good croppers, are hut of medium quality

;

Ti'iilo amniicr otlirr-; of really good quality and han'd-
sn'Mi' ill till- 111) .'!. lull i.i' ni.-lium productiveness, may
bi'ila-iiil •<i!l 1 h .-:i, \l II- in's Early Globe, British
()ih\-<. ami till- o! I (:..]iliiii,lor. There are yet two
Potatos in this cl:w- of which I must make par-
ticular mention ; these are the Cheshire Pink-e.ved
and the Early Emperor, or Somerset Red. The
first of these, a white Potato, with a pink eye, is

very prolific, of first-rate table quality, and altogether
one of the best of Potatos ; the second, as its latter name
implies, is a red Potato, with a remarkably handsome,
pi'lili1\ .ii:ii.'. ni'tted skin, and veiy shallowe.ve; it is a
-•"'I lir table quality unsurpassed, and is

all ' ii I '!
! fit to set before a king. If it does

a^ I
I

i .'lie as it does about here, it must soon
bi'romc a universal fiivourite.

A batch of ivhat I have uo doubt are very good
Potatos, was sent to me by my friend Mr. R. Fenn, of
Woodstock, for trial w'ith my other varieties. They
consist of Fenn's Onwards, a seedling of his own, a
second early round, good both as to crop and quality

;

Beehive, Jlitchell's Early Albion, Shutford Seedling,
and Hogg's Coldstream, four second early round
varieties, which with me were medium croppers, and
very deficient in robustness, a quality so necessary for

ffood crops; and two others, Daintree's Kidney and
Huntingdonshire Kidney. Of these the last is a
good cropper, but lat«, which is all I can say about it

at present. With respect to Daintree's Kidney, which
is certainly a very handsome Potato, and a really good
cropper, I was much disappointed to find that its

cooking qualities were of the worst possible description,
it being both close and stringy. Mr. Fenn showed
s unples ofall these sorts at the International Exhibition
ill May la,st, and they were most deservedly admired,
both for their size and the manner in which they had
been preserved; and having seen these I was not a little

surprised to find that my own produce of the same
kinds should have been so small compared with his or
with others grown close by. I can only fancy that
there must be some peculiarity in the soil at Wood-
stock which these Potatos have missed with me, and
therefore I shall say nothing further about them until
1 have given them another trial.

I now come to what I shall call Second Early Kidneys,
a section which comprises some of the very best Po-
tatos in cultivation. The first I shall mention we call
here Haigh's Seedling, a pebble-shaped Potato, one of
the earliest of this batch ; it is very prolific, and good

in flavour, but it is rather yellow ; then comes Wimborn
Kidney, slightly netted, a good cropper and first-rate

in quality ; the White Blossom and Jackson's Kidney
being also exceedingly good in every respect. Pink
Ashleaf is a heavy cropper and good in quality ; it is

slightly marked with red. Maybush Prolific, a selec-

tion of my own, is also a lieavy cropper, and good in
flavour, but it is rather yellow in colour. Birminc:-
liam Prize-taker is a very handsome smooth-skinned
Potato, a medium cropper, but good in quality. To
this section must also be added Dawe's Matchlesi
Prince of "War-- nil 1 the King of Potatos, all as large
croppor- 11

I

i

I

, samples as any in cultivation.
Uaivi' - M ' '

- I universal favourite about here;
its qualii\ i

' iiiat.|iles.s," it is fit for any table as
soon as it is du-'. and it will keep as long as any
variety with which I am acquainted ; at our local

autumn exhibition it invariably takes the first

prize. The Prince of Wales is in some respects
a rival to the Matchless, both as regards size and
quality, hut it lacks the whitene.ss and quality of the
Matchless. The King is a smooth-skinned Potato, a
large cropper and good in flavour, but, like the Prince,
it is rather yellow in colour.
There are now a few late Kidneys, of which the

Lapstone is one of the most prominent. Of course
everyone knows it as being a good cropper, and first-

rate in quality. The Burmah Kidney is also very
2ood. "To a batch of four kinds of the Fluke—the
King, the Queen, the Pink, and the Original Fluke,
the same description will apply ; they all crop well and
cook well, but when cooked they do not possess any
appreciable difference one from another. There are
two more late Kidneys to notice, which I have not
grown, but samples of^ them have been given to me by
Mr. Cross, of Melchet, where I saw them dug up.
They are West's Whytam Seedling, a purple Kidney,
a large cropper, and a very fine sample ; and another
Kidney called Red Seedling, as fine as the other. If
the qualities of these Potatos are as good as their

V are first-rate.

te Rounds, among which there
11 M

:

i

1 Regent, which is nothing p.ar-

(i- iilar
, ill' '^ a.JL IJijLjent, an immense cropper, good

in quality, and lirst-r.ite for a main crop ; Red Regent,
a very fine Potato, a large cropper and good in quality,

but very coarse in the haulm, a great objection:
Arrowsmith's Seedling, a hollow-eyed Potato marked
with red, crop and quality good ; and three others, all

of very large .size, and great croppers, well adapted for

field or cottage culture, but totally unfit for a gentle-
table, viz.. Old Jersey Blue, Farmers Glory or

Venus, Juno, and Minerva, each looking her
best to please him. He does ndt forget his
beautiful Stella, as Swift the unfaithful forgot,
in the sunny presence of Vanessa, the Stella of nis
earlier love. Comprehensive, too, as it is constant,
is this great affisction. Whig or Tory, he admires Lord
Palmerston, who has been, and is, in the garden this
season, just what the statesman ever was in the House,
the freshest and most blooming of bis species. What-
soever his sentiments on the Papal question, he is

delighted witli lioi d'ltalie. Nosegay or zonal, he
loves them all, albeit hi- \I .^ ' '

i "- no more "bluish
purple" (as described h M, am Paul) than is

the nose of that fair Pin I

-
. ini the flower is

named. Dear to him i- In- i m "hria aurea, as to
Cinderella the Calceolaria vitrea, ivhen the Prince
gazed upon her tiny foot ; and no less dear the red-
gold glowing Gazania, despite its unsocial retiring
habits, and its strong resemblance to certain fair-

weather Christians, who only come to church in
sunshine. Purple King Verbena is precious in his
eyes, as was the hi-illiant Melindres in the eyes of his
father, when, 40 years ago, she came from Buenos
Ayres, and was tended for some time as a greenhouse
plant, too delicate for the open air. How fondly he
gazes on the bright Lobelias speciosa, azurea, Paxtoni.
But in this family, alas ! there is a mausais sujet. He
is obliged to make an exception, and he has no bene-
diction for Snovvflake. He gave half-a-crown for a
packet of seed^ and he planted 1.50 good healthy plants,
alternately with Lobelia speciosa, and, although the
latter are blooming still, the Snowflakes have dis-
appeared, every one of them, as if they had been the
real thing. Wherefore he turns himself, as his
wont, from a failure to a success, and finds
complete and speedy solace in the pretty face
of Viola cornuta. But what a name ! A Violet with
horns ! And are we to have a Primula ungulata, a
Primrose with hoofs, or a Bellis caudata, a Daisy with
a tail ?

Here I think that I may introduce appropriately
my homily to the novitiate concerning novelties. I
bid them to he c;uitioiis and circumspect, using their
eyes and their ears diligently before they make an
investment, but I urge them at the same time, and
still more earnestly, to avoid meanness. Sad and
strange it seems to a florist that so many who profess a
fondness Ibr flowers should be liberal in all other depart-
ments, in their houses, their equipages, in a general
generosity, and yet in their gardens such very miserable
screws. Inform them of something really beautifuL
ofwhich they may buy for a few shillmgs an establisheu
plant at the nurseries; and, while sipping their

man
Large Forty-fold, with very deep eyes, and Irish,, „,.,,,. . ,.«'„ •„ ' -^ i^-'
White, an immense cropper, of fan: quality, but with Lahtte at half-a-gumea a bottle, they will express then-

igainly shape. conviction that nei!.'lib»iir Smith has got it, and theirvery deep eyes and un,^

I have yet one other lot to mention, and then I have
done ; these consist of \'i varieties of Mr. Paterson's
raising, which I have grown. First among them come
Paterson's Early White Round, a second early, a good
cropper, and excellent in quality; then we have Scotch-
Blue, a second early, a medium cropper, but very
handsome in the tuber, the colour being richpuri>le;
it has a pebbly shape, and boils very white and mealy.
Here are also two Kidneys, viz.. Early Red and Bulf,
but neither possessing any distinguishing qualities.

Four late white rounds come next, viz., Victoria,
Napoleon, .Vlbert, and Regent; the.se are all good
croppers, and of first-rate table quality. Of coloured
varieties Paterson's Blue, Irish Blue, Oval Blue,
Alexandra, and Zebra, in strong soils all yield

enormously, but I believe Alexandra to bo the best of
the batch ; they are, however, more adapted for field

than for garden culture.

As I alluded to the Potato disease in the earlier part
of this paper, I expect that some of your readers will

feel disappointed because I have made no mention of

the capacity of the kinds I have grown, to withstand
that malady more or less. Well, really I have not had
a diseased tuber in all my garden this year, and in this

re.spect perhaps I have been more fortunate than
many others ; the blight certainly presented itself in

the haulm in a virulent form, but it was just at a time
when the soil w as very dry, and the flow of the sap was
very much checked, and to the.se circumstances do I
attribute my freedom from disease this year.

I should be very happy if one result of this paper
should be to evoke from growers such as Mr. Fenn and
others, some further discussion of this Potato question,
and especially if it should elicit what efl'ect difl'erences of
soil and climate have upon distinct varieties. What I

have stated has only reference to my own locality, let

others speak for theirs ; and if no other good should
result, it may at least he the means of affording useful

information as to what are generally the best kinds, and
the .soils best suited for their growth. A. D., Maybmh.

BEDDING OUT.
{Co/icludetJfrom p. 022).

While I am praising and preferring the plants
which have coloured leaves, as defying the vicissitudes

of our English climate—the drought and the rain
which, before their introduction, dried up and washed
out the beauty of a garden, extinguishing its light like

a curfew, I am not obUvious of the feet that no foliage

can compete with flowers, either for brilliancy or
variety of tint. Because of their constancy, I would
use them extensively, nay, chiefl.v, in the composition
of a garden ; hut to use them exclusively would be
simply a forfeiture of the name of florist, and a piteous
case of " colour blindness " past hope and cure. The
true gardener, to whom, as to Wordsworth,

" The me.incst flower that blows can bring
Thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears,"

could no more repel from his garden the glowing
charms of the Pelargonium, the Calceolaria, and
Verbena, than Paris could have turned his back upon

magnanimous mil niiii a uing a cutting. "Assoon
aslcanaflbrdit. - II

1
i i,i

1 - nia (and she wore a new
dre.ss of sky-blu. : i, I ivcred with costly lace)
''I mean to tixai in.v.-th lu one of those striped-
leaved Lilies of the \'alley, which I saw at the Inter-
national." Some " make it a rule never to purchase
until they are fully satisfied of real merit." They
have just come to the conolusinn ihil ^frs. Pollock
may be admitted safely, but til > i ,ihr expe-
rience of another season befoir i

i i

, ly decide
upon writing for a threepenny pn', : , .i Auiirauthus.
Surely life is too short, and loveliness too rare, for such
a dismal apathy. '"Tis better to have loved and lost
than never to have loved at all," and 'tis better to buy
and to be disappointed (you are sure to have the little

refre.shment of informing some more recent purchaser
that he has made a fool of himself) than to be always
behindhand, trailing your ancient fowiing-piece two
fields in rear of breech-loading friends, ever liable to be
called, as Cauuing callel Lord Sidmoiith, " the sort of
mau who always insists upon travelling with his own
horses." It is one of the chief pleasures of floriculture
to surprise some enthusiastic brother with a new jewel
among our garden gems, and to send him home happy
with a duplicate. Moreover, stinginess iu this case, as in
most others, is shortsighted and unprofitable. They get
little who give little, and " the liberal soul shall be made
fat." I advise, therefore, thut an experimental corner be
devoted in all gardens to those novelties which, bought
after inspection or good report, may prove a source of
much interest to their po.ssessor. and enable him to
make exchanges with his floral friends to their mutual
gain and pleasure. Here, too, among these " proba-
tionary fellows," may be placed those seedlings by
which the florist essays, in his humble way, to aid and
advance the cause of floriculture, so

" That each
May feel himself of consequence to .all.

And act as though aU saw him." '

We come now, having chosen our situation, laid out
our design, flUed our beds with good soil, and selected
our plants, to the momentous question of arrangement

;

and in this the simplicity of form, which I have before
commended, will much facilitate our plans. Avoid
by all means eccentric or intricate formation, multitu-
dinous narrow, or diminutive beds, sharp points, stars,

eels, and tadpoles.
Supposing the design to be a plain one, there are

ditEculties and perplexities enough. The tyro should
seek aid from his seniors, and learn to ivrite from a
copy, before he is an .author. Let him visit some
good garden, and take notes of what he sees ; or invite
the presence of a teacher when he first spreads out his
alphabet.

Neverthele.ss, let him begin, as soon as may be,

to compose for himself. Few processes are more
dispiriting than to go through garden after garden,
with the same eternal combinations, the .same mono-
tonous lines of colour. Instead of giving " Three
cheers for the red, white, and blue," I always feel a
much stronger inclination to emit three dismal howls.

Philip Bailey, " Pe.stus."
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heartily \vidhing these ribbon manufacturers at
Coventry, their proper home. "Wliat do you think
of that. Sir?" said a gardener tp me in a triumphani
tone, as we entered an immense Ijitchen-gardiii.
ribboned all round with the old familiar pattern
" Well," I made answer, " as nearly as I can calculate
I've seen about six miles of it this summer ; and, if you
have no particular objection, I will cool my eyes on the
Parsley."

In composing new combinations, and in making a
satisfactory di,stnbution of colours, an artist, with a
paint-box, and an outline of his garden, has a very
great advantage. Not being an artist, my own plan is

to make experiments in the summer, with flowers and
foliage variously disposed, and in the spring with small
plants in pots, which give a very sufficient idea of
effects on au extended scale.

I prefer flov/ers mixed to flowers in masses. There
is less sameness, and " two are better than one."
Colours help each other, like compar.ions in adversity
as well as in prosperity. For example, the few petals
of Madame Vaucher which now remain on my plants
would be a sorry sight by themselve.s, but

;

they do, here and thi

they have a very pica
a little distance, like
On the same prinrijil

far more benuii-il 1

1

Baskets of 1!^ i

to rest on a II'. i <:

oharmin:

fli Purple King,
i'iikii".:tlirliedlookat

'111 Mil.
I «liite Violets.

i\ 'il Hilii (A'utaurea is

I her solitude.

s of flowers which seem
tium or Lobelia have a

allowing my small boat to

The mode of raising and\listril)uting"the waters of

iilhi but
iUiitod

both valuable in their
ild scarcely have been
fort than fatal to plant
"vii Hull nil the filthy
"i I.I 1111 -: of man has
iiii'i,

I ill _'l it have been
r iiii'l nl unied to us as
But in.stead of this the

thcui all. Salt and sewage :

places, but showers of either
more destructive of human o

life. And it miL-Iif r:i;i)>- ]-,:,

pollution whirli ihi- ijiim,,

allowed for y.:ii-. i,, ji.l'ni, ,

upborne on (lir mhi-- .,i' ijn

rain by way of i-elrihution. ^,,,. ,

air drinks from the foulest sources, and returns the
water to us pure. Neither does the air simply raise up
the water and let it fall again, as might have been
f^pected, m the same place; it carries the water from
the bosom of the deep, where it is not needed, aero.ss
lofty mountains and over burning sands to where it is
required. Pnli:,,., M, ^.-roatest marvel in this fairy
series of wi.n.;. i

, means that one part of the
atniospherc li

, micating with all the other
parts. In ill" I iliM,^ iiiiin but tardily follows and
treads in the footprints of Nature. In nothing perhapi

drift in the direction of overwhelming seas, and so row
back to port.

And yet once more. Some seem to think when
plants are bedded out that no more care is necessary.
On the contraiT, not one of the goddesses resents
neglect so ^vrath fully, or repays attention so gracefully,
as the Goddess Flora. You must water and weed, yoii
must train and peg, you must remove dead flowers and
leaves, as you hope to enjoy, in its full fruition, the
happiness of "bedding out." S. S. S.

TUEORY AND PRACTICE OF VENTILATION
No. XII.

(Contimtei! from p. 827.)

The air acts as a raiser, conductor, and distributor
nf water. It is impossible to exaggerate the
importance of water in the economy of the universe
It isjiot only the drink, the health, the purifier of man
and all forms of organised lifc^ but it enters very largely
into their very substance. r«ine-tenths of the bulk of
animals consist of water only, and it forms a yet
larger per centage of vegetable matter. Evaporate all
the water out of a man 180 lb. in weight, and about 12 lb.
would remain. Do the same with a plant or a flower,
and their skeleton forms would float airily through the
air, light or lighter than a gossamer's web. Internally
water is a stream of life to plants, externally it wraps
them around as with a cool garment of beauty and
glory. Dry up the one, remove the other, and the
destruction or death of the whole vegetable kingdom
would .speedily be accomplished.
Now, as plants are not endowed with locomotive

powers, and as many of them exist in regions far
removed from water, it may be useful to inquire how
they are supplied. It is obvious that the plant cannot
walk to the sea, any more than the sea can to the plant.
It _seems_ twice a day and during great commotion:
as if it intended to do
which it can
be anything
salt would di

would do goi

togethitr in li

tides, ami Ijii

chance oltli!

watering (tt

Given to all

of a stationa
towards the
burden ofteeming lile

but its barriers are set,
t could, vegetation would
the visit ; for I fear the

1 1 the water of the ocean
.
and pools are gathered

11^ lliT'V are unmoved by
'I I'.'t -I'lnns, there is no
l"i iiiaiiently or regularly
\\y run over) the earth.
I the world the problem
is, as far as movement
»rned), covered with its

-e first and last need is water.

IS this more apparent than in the use of electricity for
signalling messages. But yesterday two continents
rejoiced at their being united by an electric cable—from
the very beginning Nature has telegraphed her wants
along the line of the atmosphere around the world.
Looking at a hard, heavy mass of ice, nothing could be

more unlikely than that it should rise up and sail like
a crystal boat through the air. Examining water
the difliculty is not much diminished—it is more than
800 times heavier than the air to begin with. In the
helplessness of despair the water looks up to the sun.
Quick as thought he flashes down his warm beams on
the atoms of water. Thus furnished with wings and
inflated to from 1200 to 1700 times its former size, the
water springs up instantly from its lowly bed, and
soars proudly with all the importance of a new mission
towards heaven. Onward or upward it flies, dressed in
sombre or adorned with the most gorgeous robes,
forming part of the azure blue of the sky, or a gem
of dazzling glory amid the inimitable scenery of
the clouds, until by sheer uprising, or driven
by some eddying current, it gets into a colder region.
The cold ruthlessly cuts its wings, and reduces it to its

original dimensions, just a,s the biting frost nips the
tender flower, and it returns to earth again as a dew or
a rain drop, a hail stone, or a snow flake. And so the
great theory and practice of watering the earth by the
ministry of the air goes on, and on, for ever. Not a
drop of water is ever lost. The same drop rises and is

secreted or deposited perhaps myriads of times. Could
the travels of a rain drop be chronicled, the most darin"
flight of fancy crmld iin' rr,n;pai-. ivitl-. Mir-I. ..i-'l .'.I'

facts. Heati^tlM'!..,!,. ,
iv.i ;.:.

• .1 ,,,''',
.

,

down water, au-l Hi
i

: \r- ^ i.

drop of water lll lakia ll..aa,M' .n-iaa. alai il,- lit:.'

drop in the air, as there is between

!"°*J?>?- J
Neither, as we have already seen, can water

be lifted up or sent down without a change of
ternperature. An immense volume of heat is expendedm Its elevation. Most of the heat is latent or hidden
heat, but none of it is lost. For if, say, 900' of heat
are expended in the conversion of water into vapour
that heat is again given back to the air, when
the va,pour is once more condensed into water, and
both its subtraction and addition create currents
throughout the air. Now these currents are not only
most important in themselves, but exert a great
influence on the elevation and distribution of water;
for it i-: I'l i\ llial (he amount of water raised up into
the an- i- iiiainh regulated by the rate of its motion
and ils I, iii|i( lalure. The pressure of the atmosphere
remaiuiug the same, the amount of evaporation will be
doubled by a stifl' breeze. On the surface of water
there may be two reasons for this—a larger surface of
the fluid is presented to the air, and the vapour already
formed is instantaneously removed. In still weather
the slowly rising water places an effective drag on the
energy of evaporation—hence, probably, the diflisrence.
That there is a great difference is conclusively proved
by the experiments of Dalton and others, as well as by
general observation. Every one knows that wind, that
IS air in motion, dries surfaces much faster than even
the sun itself. Dalton, by direct experiment, ascer-
tained the weight of water evaporated per minute from
a vessel 6 inches in diameter, in all temperatures from
20 to 212°, when the air was still and in gentle and
brisk motion. The results are valuable and striking. In
a still atmosphere at 212'^ the amount evaporated was
120 grains per minute, with a gentle motion it was 154
grains, and with a brisk motion 189 grains per minute.
Mr. Daniell, a great authority on this subject, gives

even more emphatic testimony. He says, in the
" Horticultural Transactions," vol. vi., p. .5,

" Evapo-
ration increases in a prodigiously rapid ratio with the
velocity of the wind, and anything that retards the
motion of the latter is very efficacious in diminishing
the amount of the former ; the same surface which, in
a certain state of the air, would exhale 100 ijarts of
moisture, would yield 125 in a moderate breeze .and 150
in a high wind." Tn the same purport are the valuable
tables of 5Ir. Robert Tlmmii^on, of theUoval Horticul-
tural Soriefy, publi.4ici! in iN "Transactions," and
quoted by T)r. Lindlcy in his " Theory of Horticulture."
Mr riii)mson_ not only showed that the motion of the
air increased its dryness, but pointed out the direction
from which the most drying currents proceeded. We
frequently found the hyjronieter indicating from 20° to
30° of dryness duringthe prevalence of north-ensterly
winds. And yet, as Dr. Lindley points out ("Theory
of Horticulture," p. 188), the four driest days e.-cperi-

eneed in the nine years from 1828 to 18.3 1, were accom-
I'liiicd with a south wind, and during the whole of

I
!• nine years there was only one day in which

i

'

dryness was as high as the lowest of these days, .30',

,

"ilii a north-east wind. Still the easterly winds are
Ih and a the most injurious to vegetation, not only from their

butterfly In fact, water in its normal condition may coldness but also from their dryness. For while the
be defined as water m the grub state. Vapour, on the duration of diyness with a south wind is very short
contrary, IS its highest development clothed with the

I seldom exceeding
'

' ' ' ' '

every-

and stationary unequally distributed oceans of water
at lower altitudes — how to bring the
where into gentle, l"vin'.r. CMii^tanl r.

the other—and they mmmIi ,.|iii,.- Invrai .m." rrlin-
qulshed the task a.s'imt. l , m -l, :,„,,| |||,. uiumini;
with the clamour ol r,,Mi( iiilniL- -I'lainrs ami Hie
deafening hammering dm ot erecting pumps, and
pipes, and huge watering pots, or have darkened the
.sky with multitudinous machinery, to have ended in
total failure. How different, how .simple, how efficient
was the plan adopted ! Silently the Almighty spread
another ocean over the first, and made it overflow the
dry land as well. This second ocean of air was
appointed to mediate between the waters and the dry
land of the worid

; hence it enwraps both, and enables
them to meet in peace, and mutually serve each other
It performs other functions as well, such as preserving
everything on the surface of the earth ; furnishing a
medium for the development and sustentation of life
husbandmo and dislributin^, the heat of the sun
multiph ni„ '

...
but It In I

of thi

return I H
and qui ii

wateis aiL i

whatevei O i

,

i

i

both heird an II ml li n Mi n tl

atmospheiii ruhin bitwuii tn ti mi ol hmih
laden water carriages thev flash hrc with the violrntc
of the collision the earth i-. startled with the thundei
of the crash and the broken dibits of (h trains fall
down m large fragments to the earth. But more fre-
quently the carrying department proceeds smoothly
the clouds meet, and melt into each other, and desc^nti
to the earth in gentle showers of blessin"

itm^ and inteiisif\ing his light
iins to be to lift up the waters

II i\ei the land othattbevmij
1

\n Uiith i\lntcniu) antiic
111

livery of Heaven. The quantity of water thus raised
and distributed is incomprehensible. Figures may
express, but the mind refuses to grasji the enormous
volume. A gross estimate lia- 1" n made that it

amounts to 50,000 cubical mil' ; ,
i

,
a

i
i

: n . And yet
so rapidly is it again precipitai. I . ., ' i- (he entire
atmospliere, and so generally i- it ili-irlliiiled through
it, that the mean quantity held by the air at any one time
is not thouglit to exceed li per cent. From one square
degree of ocean Mr. Wally computed that the evapora-
tion amounted to 3.3,000,000 of tons a day. Presuming
that, taking the year through,' almost as much water
may fall into the sea as upon the land, it would seem
that about 140 cubic miles of water are evaporated every
24 hours. The quantity raised and deposited varies
with the climate. The higher the temperature, the
nearer to the ocean, and the higher and larger the
mountains, the more water is both raised and
deposited, and vice versd. I ought to have stated
that electricity and magnetism, and the simple attrac-
tion of large masses of matter, have something to do
with bringing the water down as well as the cold.
The effect of temperature upon the elevation and
deposition of water is well illustrated by the tables
given in Lindley's " Theory of Horticulture," p. 190.
The enormous discharge of vapour in the form of

rain does not however represent the total quantity
raised ; for in all hot climates the air with its burden
of moisture rushes off to colder climes, and deposits
part of iU warm treasures there to the enriching of
their shivering vegetation. To the fact that cold air is
dry air we owe it that many of the colder parts of the
world are covered with \.a'.l il.Ir. and support animal
life. Werethenortlin I

.., -ii^t as they are cold,
life of any kind will il. >~ iM,.. Air conducts
heat m the exact rati" "1 ii- moisture, its speed
remainiiia i\u- iiiaa Hence the dry air of cold
ohm it hi round as with a thick great
eoat 111

I

II ( passage outwards foi the hi at
Thec\t I il II il pa.sses inward \iHi illi ill

and Ihu lilt i pri ervcd by a hu I

unlnown m nainiPi ( limates and i

loll I d.l 111 mutii too nhcn lit il
i

H 1 1 I 111 in II n ,1, I 1 til I
II In I

at most two days, and i__

variably accompanied with great heat and succeeded by
rain, the nortli-easters last for weeks, with a low tem-
perature. Professor Phillips and other investigatorswho
have recently recorded their experiments before the
British Association, bring a large amount of confirma-
tory evidence to establish the fact, that the drying powers
of the air are largely determined by its velocity. On a
stiU day, a wet-bulb thermometer was hung at rest,
then carried through the air at the rate of 2.75 miles
an hour, and finally swung across at the rate of 6.18
miles an hour. Tla Hni- nf drying, one degree in each
case, is repn - M ' i\ I'-iin-s li;, 12, 9.

The same -
i a in tr found that the cool-

ing eflects or fa; -" I a n di-lingui.shed from con-
densation and radiation, is in exact proportion to the
quantity of water removed in a given time, tempera-
ture, pressure, speed, and moisture of the surrounding
air continuing the same. In a large room, under the
ordinary^ pressure of 30 inche.^, a temperature of 53',

evaporation or wet-bulb 47.8, and consequently dew-
point 3S°.6, the time of cooling five degrees in seconds
was as follows—at the temperatures stated :

—

Timo of Coolinff,

illil

Jli tllll (III

till

lit tiibutioii ol ill till nater disturbs the equilibuu...
of the itmo iihui In a displacement of its atom and
the ab orption and dischaige of heat Subtile a
water in a state ot vapour is, it cannot ascend into the
atmosphere without a displacement of air. Hence its

ascent pushes the air out of the way ; and its descent,
whether as hail, dew, snow, or rain, leaves a vacuum
for the air to fill up. Both phenomena alike induce

It is scarcely possible to exaggerate the importance
of these facts to the whole science and practice of hor
tiridtuir a id e pi cially to the sub)i 1 1 f\mlilitim
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Home Correspondence.
aass,r,cat,on of Ffln, ,on,umi--Vllv tell Us how

our various kinds of Pelargoniums shall m future be
classified. What is the meaning of a zonal Pelargo-
nium ? Is it not one bearing a dark or coloured zone
intheleaf—suchin fact as those known as horse-slioe-
leaved ? If so. why not call all with the green leaf and
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dark zone * green-leaved zonals
' ; and thn.'^c with green

leaves cdRed with white, sulphur, or yellow, but having
a zone in the leaf of brown^ crimson, or pink, ' versi-

coloured zonals.' Then for variegated ' Pelargoniums
we should have all those with green leaves edged or
flaked with white, sulphur, and yellow, but clear from
any zone, as for example Bijou, Flower of Spring, and
Golden Chain, a distinct and invaluable class for

flower-garden decoration, and according to my idea far

snrpassmg all zone-leaved kinds for a white or yellow-

bed, the eSect being lighter, clearer, and more distinct.

The clustered flowered or nosegay section could be
divided into 'plain-leaved,' ' zonal-leaved,' and 'varie-

gated-leaved ; ' and the Tom Thumb and Christine
section into ' green-leaved scarlet,' ' green-leaved pink,'

'green-leaved white,' &c. A final decision on this

question is required for the guidance of all cultivators,

admirers, exhibitors, and the judges at exhibitions?
What shall be called a zonal and what a variegated
Pel.argonium ? A Yorkshireman.

Wellingfonia giganiea aureo-ianegafa.—The parent
plant was received .as a one-year-old .seedling, along with
two others, from Messrs. Low, in Sept. 1856, and wa.s

planted out immediately. A little marking was observed
in the following year on a small side branch, and this
markingproved to be persistent. In 1860 the variegation
appeared to spread over one side of the tree, and during
1861 and 1863 it spread over the entire tree. In 1863
and 1864 the variegation became generally diffused,
showing on every new shoot, and even those breaking
from the stem, and coursing up to the leader, where it

had not before appeared. 'The plant was removed four
times from one place to another, which has somewhat
retarded its growth. It has been in its present place,
the centre of a small pinetum, during the la.st

six years, and has since made fine growth. Last
season's shoot was 2 feet 10 inches, and this, to the
present time (Sept. 24) 2 feet 8 inches. The present
size of the tree is as follows ; height, 1.3 feet 2 inches

;

circumference of branches, 3 feet 6 inches ; circum-
ference of trunk, 2 feet 8 inches; season's shoot,
2 feet 8 inches Last November six thousand shoots
were removed for grafting and for cuttings, stripping
the tree very bare ; in fact, every sboot was cut but the
leader, and yet now. it is fully covered, and was never
so beautiful ; and from the leader, which is a rich gold
colour, down to the branches covering the ground,
there is not a shoot, small or large, to be found
without its peculiarly rich variegation. 'The little
plant exhibited at the Crystal Palace show of the
5th and 6th ult., the same which received a First-
class Certificate from the Royal Horticultural Societv,
gives no idea of the parent tree. One remarkable
peculiarity is the channel for the sap showing in lines
along the sides of the .shoots. Where the shoot is all
gold-coloured, the stem of the shoot is of the same

;

where the piece is green and gold, the stem shows the
••hannel distinctly. The parent tree has now been seen
by a number of gentlemen competent to judge, and has
by all been pronounced as the very finest of variegated
hardy evergreens. So rich is the colouring that it is
observed at a long distance, and in sunshine looks
remarkably beautiful. If planted with a dark back-
ground of Pinus insignis and nobilis it would look
charming. The colour remains pure and unchanged
during the winter season. X. Martian,!. The Lough
Nurseries, Cork. [It is very handsome. Eds.]
Mhodorlendrons.—l am glad you defend the earlv-

flowering kinds, for though they do sufler now aiid
then from frost, they are rarely so lost as not to be
great ornaments in April. There is no Ehododendron
ijl"oli for general beauty can be put before a good
Albertus

; and in addition to the fine form of the truss
and the beauty of the colour, it forms a miniature ever-
green tree of which a Mandarin might be proud, the
trunk and head being in good proportion. The same
niay be said of the variety Sir Walter Scott, whi<-h
floiyers a little later. Of the latter there is a white
variety which none of the late whites have quite
equalled. It stands a good deal of frost, and will
remain m bloom for three weeks. I agree with what
you say as to soil. Peat and sand must be had to give
a good start, but there are some kinds which when
onc,e well started, with a proper pit of peat
turf, will root into the common soil like
an Elm tree, especially if the bottom be
cool, free, and moist. A rich sour soil
kills them, or keeps them very small. Ehododen-
drons are much sinned against, both as to soils and in
transplanting. They do not die when lifted—on the
contrary, no plant lifts more easily; but whoever
wishes to see the tree as it mav be grown must avoid
moving large plants without the greatest care. The
ball ought to be very large in proportion to the size of
1 be plant, and it ought to be lifted by the outside of
tlie ball. To lift by the stem breaks many of the
roots

; and, although the plant does not die, it cannot
lor some years expand its mass of blooms, or keep
them expanded for the natural time. Old plants I
have found to move well just when the flowers are
lallmg, so that one may select good hardy seedlings in
the nursery, and get them home safely while in bloom.

A/lamanda ITeiidersotir.—TlAvi'ag flowered a plant of
t us, and also one of A. Schottii Henderson!, we confess
that at present we are unable to detect any diflerence
between them. Of the former we purchased eight
plants at a comparatively high price, one of which was
pushed forwardwith theviewofprovingits value ; but its
roots were confined to the pot, which was not plunged.W e also fresh potted a plant of the latter, which
was afterwards plunged in the cold pit of a stove. The
former (A. Hendersoni) showed correctly its charac-
teristic features of growth and bloom, but the flowers
were not so large as they have been represented to be,
probably in consequence of the roots being restricted
to the pot ; the latter, which was plunged, eventually
made luxuriant growth, on account of the roots havini

access to the plunging material (not soil), and produced
numerous flower trusses, with larger blooms than those

of A. Hendersoni ; these flowers were of great sub-
stance, fine outline, and were richly tinted with
brown previous to their opening. The inner tube or
throat of the flower is also elegantly streaked. The
same plant has now bloomed continuously for these
last four months, and we have no doubt that it would
continue in beauty double that period if it were placed
under favourable conditions as regards root tempe-
rature, which would enable it to make progressive
grovrth. It is not perhaps generally known that
Allamanda Schotti was originally sold in the shape of
two forms or vai-ieties. namely, A. Schottii of Hender-
son, and A. Schottii of Pince. Of these the former is

distinguished from the latter, and from all other
varieties of A. cathartica, by its uniformly smooth and
glossy leaf-surfaces, remarkably large and richly brown-
tinted flowers before opening, and by it^ profuse and
long-continued season of bloom. All other varieties

are more or less hairy, and by the features just indi-

cated any cultivator may readily prove the distinctness
of Henderson's variety from the inferior form of

A. Schottii issued about the same period. Ji. Gf. Sender-
son ^ Son.

Unreasonable Sloomlng of Lahurmtms (see p. 900).-—
We have had a tree here about 8 feet high, on which
there have been 12 fine bunches of flowers fully

expanded, and as late as October last year the same
tree was making young wood while in bloom, in the
same way as it usually does in spring. In the autumn
of 1864 this tree was moved, together with many others,

and I attributed the blossoming in question to the very
warm weather which we had here through the previous
September, after rainfall in August, which caused the
tree to make fresh roots, thereby inducing it to start

again into growth. The same tree is now (October 1),

together with others, stripped of its leaves by the rough
weather which we had last month; for during the
whole of this September we have not been '24 hours
without rain, and occasionally we have had verj' cold
and rough winds. J. May, Hants.
Abies cephalonica.—In your number for August 25

(p. 803) it is stated that at Bicton this Fir is bearing
cones this year. There are some trees of it at Hampton
Lodge, near Farnham, Surrey, of the same age as those
atBicton,whicharebearingconesnowforthe third time,
and young plants have been raised from seeds of them
ripened in 1864 and 1865. The seedlings are perfectly
hardy during the winter, but require a little protection
from spring frosts. C. H.

Anthi/llis rulneraria.—I fear that the insertion of
my notice of this plant in those pages of your Journal
which are devoted to the Agricultural Gazette (see

p. 910) will not procure for me seeds either of the red
or the white variety, unless the growth of the plant in

a red or a whit« clay influences the colour, as supposed
by Linna;us, in which case I may possibly hear of
large breadths of the two abnormal colours growing in
distinct localities. But if any of your horticultural
correspondents could favour me with a small quantity
of seed of either red or white, I should be much
obliged. Oeorge E. Frere, Hot/don Hall. Diss.
Anagallii caerulea.—T\x\s species, or (as Mr. Bentham

thinks) variety, which is considered rare with us,

used to grow, 30 j'ears ago, in the fields between Box
and Corshara, above the Box Tunnel on the Great
Western Railway, to the exclusion of the red variety.

Can any of your correspondents inform me whether
it still grows in that locality ? And will any inhabitant
of a similar geological position state whether the colour
of the flower is similarly affected in his neighbourhood ?

Diss.

Manuring Conifers.—'Paere seera.s to be a kind of
wilful misunderstanding upon this point. Fresh
manure from the stable and cow-house liberally

applied to the better cla.ss of Conifers is certain deatli,

and I could name the place where, whether by mistake
or not, it was applied, and the plants suffered so much
that they had to be replaced. But it is sometimes said,
" the manure should be well rotted." Aye indeed,
this is the necessary qualification, for leaf-mould is

really the life-mould of Conifers ; and I do not recol-

lect any instance of iheir doing credit to the planter
where decayed vegetable matter did not exist in the
soil. But who is to judge between the two cases,

and when is the ammonia in the manure weak
enough to allow of its being added as compost
for Conifers? Age will not do it, neither will

exposure; the no.se will detect it in dry Mush-
room spawn after a couple of years. Age and
exposure to the action of the atmosphere and moderate
fermentation mil generally reduce stable manure to
the condition of leaf-mould in the course of a year, and
then it would be invaluable as a compost for all resin-

bearing and gum-bearing trees; but although all

cultivators extol leaf-mould, we are all equally well
aware of the fact that a barrowful of wet Oak leaves

beginning to ferment, taken from a lining, would not
feed any plant, yet if we give it time, and use a little

discretion with it, it will lose its rank odour, and part
with the water it contained and become friable, falling

into decay and dust ; and in this state there are very
few plants indeed that will not readily feed upon it.

Leaf-mould is really a compost in itself: and if silver

sand were added, and a small portion of clay, we should
have the ingredients that forests have risen from. In
regard of the time to apply composts or m.anures to
Conifers, autumn has immense advantages over spring,

on account of the power that the rainy season exercises

upon all forms of mulching or other surface dressing
lightly forked in. Ground bones are so exceedingly
rich, that unless they are mixed with 3 bushels of
foreign matter to separate every bushel of bones
effectually, there is danger of over-dosing. A. F.

Tageies signata pumila and Viola cornuta.—These
delightful little common things are so attractive that
too much cannot be said in their favour. A packet of

seed of each of them would produce plants enough to
enliven with their iiiatchless colours a small flower
garden, the former with bright golden orange-coloured
blossoms, and the l.-.tter with an enlivening shade of
bluish mauve. Both withstand heavy rains withouti
their beauty being impaired ; at present, the Tagetes
is the most attractive and showy plant to look upon in
the whole garden. What a pity it is that we cannot
rely upon getting seed of the true dwarf variety. Last
season I had no fewer than three straggling bad varieties,

and this year I have it again true, and as regards
effective display in autumn I question if it has an equal.
With respect to the Viola I have little to say in
addition to what I said in its favour two or three years
ago in your columns, but as to there being three varie-
ties of Viola cornuta, two of them worthless, and one
called Wills' variety, being the true one, I would like
to know who first attached ^Ir. Wills' name to it, and
by what right it is associated with it. I believe
Mr. Wills and myself were the two first to
bring this old Viola into notice; where Mr.
Wills first found it I do not know, but I intro-
duced mine to public favour from the gardens
and woods of the Earl of Scarborough at Sandbeck,
where it may be found growing by tens of thousands,
and I have it equally plentiful at Osberton : although,
however, it is probably 100 years old, and it may be
found almost by the acre near here, that does not
detract anj'thing from its value as a bedding plant, but
fortunately brings it within the reach of every one.
For ribbon borders .it is very effective, and it is also a
beautiful plant for rockeries, &c. The flne.st beds I
have had this season (or indeed seen) have been eight
largemixedbedsofMangles'VariegatedPelargoniumand
Viola cornuta, an association which is truly lovely ; the
silver margin of the leaf of the Pelargoniums, and the
very delicate pink flowers, told admirably along with
the dark foliage of the Viola, while its flowers of light
bluish-mauve seemed to light up the whole bed.
Those who have not tried tliis combin.ation should
certainly do so. Edward Bennett. Gardener to G. S.

Foljambe, Esq., O.tberton Hall. Worksop.
Shanking of Grapes.—This evil I find is very

prevalent this season. I have a house 36 feet long and
14 feet wide, in which the Vines are 20 years old, and
there is not a shanked berry to be seen in it. The
following is a mistake into which nine out of every ten
gardeners fall, viz., beginning to force with too high
a temperature, and as soon as the days become long
and the nights warmer leaving off fires, by which a too
sudden change is induced. Why not treat Vines as

much as possible in a natural way, beginning with as

low a temperature as is reasonable ? Summer, let it be
remembered, does not come all at once ; we have
spring first. As regards pinching-iu considerable
judgment is required; do not pinch-in to the first or
second eye from the bunch, and to that confine the
growth; by so doing you rob the Vine of that which it

so much requires, viz., folia|?e, which is its lungs.
Deprive a man of his breathing apparatus, and what
becomes of him ? Think of that, young gardeners ; old

ones will of course stick to their respective plans of
treatment, and from among them few converts may be
cx]iected. A. H., Foxbro' Hall, Woodbridge.
The late Wet September.—September of last year

was remarkable for its absence of rain, for its bright
sunshine, and for its high range of temperature ; that
just closed will long be memorable for its excessive
rainfall, which here has been 11.66 inches, for its cloudy
skies, and for its diminished heat. The greatest fall of

rain in 24 hours was that on the 2d inst., when there
was 1.20 inch ; up to the middle of the month we had
storms of wind, with occasional thunder and lightning,

from which fortunately the fine old trees round here
have suffered but little damage. Excepting on the
mornings of the 12th, 15th, ISth, and 23d, rainfall

had to be registered every day of the month ; the
beauty of our September flowers has been washed
away, and among stone fruits Plums especially have
suffered, the fruit bursting open upon the trees, while
windfalls of Apples and Pears have strewed the ground,
especially of the former, of which we have good crops,

though inferior in size compared mth what they
generally are, and from absence of sunshine deficient in

quality. As regards late fruit, fine weather may, however,
exercise a favourable influence. Such a continuance of

heavy rains points to the advantage of having means at

hand wherewith to protect Vine borders from such
calamities in future ; the expense of protection would
soon be repaid by the saving of coal, and in the shape
of better preserved Grapes. The importance of

thorough drainage in every department of gardening
has also this season been forcibly impressed upon us.

AVhat effect such a September may have upon the

ripening wood for another year's crop I will not now
.stop to inquire; but I may add that we liear_ sad

accounts of damage done to farm crops around here,

more especially to Barley. T. C. Elliott, Ilelburn

House Gardens, Dorset.
Insect Economy.—Having lately met with a curious

instance of instinct or intelligence in a caterpillar,

which has this summer infested some Plum trees

which I have in pots, the case may perhaps be of

interest to some of your readers. During the summer
the creatures have spun their nests and laid their eggs

among the Plum leaves ; but now that the leaves are

about to fall, their nests are no longer to be found
among the leaves, but secured for the winter, in great

numbers, under the rim or eaves of the pots, where, in

summer, none were to be seen. An Amateur.
Guano V. Celery Grub.—I do not know whether

Celery grub is as general this season as it was last year,

but the Celery plants here were very badly attacked

with it soon after they were put out into the trenches.

Having a bag of^ fresh guano at hand, which was very

dry, I took that part of the guano which was as fine as

snuff, and dusted the plants all over with it. It

remained on them two days and nights, when we had
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sutlicient niiu In ^\:^^ll il nil'. This iivaliiinil uiipmrs
to have killfd tlic -nili, an.l it Ims :i1m, liml I! ilrri,

of keeping the pl.iiils tAc-.xn and strong ever since. I

cannot find a single grub on any of the plants tlAt
were subjected to the dusting in question, although in
the nursery bed, where there are a few plants left that
were not treated as those .just mentioned, I have picked
several grubs to-day. If I owe the cleaning of my
plants to the application of the guano, and I see no
reason why I should doubt it, salt is doubtle.ss the
ingredient in the guano which has effected the destruc-
tion of the grub, "niiile its proportion in the manure
just named is insufficient to kill the leaves, it is

sufficisnt to kill the grub, a circumstance owing
perhaps to the salt having been dissolved by the dew,
and to its having found its way through the aperture
the mapot had made on its entrance into the folds of
the leaf, thus giving it a dose of salt water sufficient to
cause death in a manner which is more effectual than
watering the plants with guano-water. Whether or
not I am correct in this conjecture, the treatment just
recorded is well worth trying by those whose Celery is

infested with this pest. Benry Mills, Eiiys, Penryn.
Passiflora quadrangularis.—Will some of your corre-

.spondents kindly inform me if Passillora quadrangu-
laris usually fruits in this country without the aid of
artificial impregnation. We have a plant here planted
in a well-prepared border in the stove; it grows
luxuriantly and flowers freely, but does not fruit,

J. J. B. [The flowers should be artificially fertilized.]

Felargoniums, Sports, and Seedlings. — I have to
acknowledge some further sports of Golden Chain,
Flower of the Day, Brilli.ant, Flower of Spring, and
Bijou Pelargoniums, from Mr. Boss, of Wellord Park,
for which I am much obliged. With these I received
two very extraordinary leaves, which I enclose. The
seedling No. 3 comes the nearest to Lady CuUum of
any I have seen, and is a fine thing. Its pedigree is

Mrs. Pollock, by Cloth of Gold. No. 10 is a seedling
from Mrs. Pollock, by Madame Vaucher, and there
seems nothing very distinct from Madame Vaucher in
the leaf. The extraordinary thing about it is, that it

has produced a sport this season of a very striking
character, and of enormous dimensions, namely, a
horse-shoe variety, with leaves 7 inches across, having
a yellowish green centre 4 inches broad, a dark bronze
tinted zone i J inch wide, and a lobate crenated edge over
an inch broad, with lobes an inch deep—altogether
it is a magnificent leaf. This sport affords great
encouragement to cross breeders. The first progeny
seemed worthless, but some of Mrs. Pollock lingered
in the strain, and attested alike its presence and its

power by this marvellous production. By crossing this

i^ain with Mrs. Pollock, Lucy Grieve, orLady CuUum,
a leaf of this size, and of equal beauty to either of them,
may be obtained. I shall confidently wait for this

novelty from Mr. Boss. JD. T. Fish, Sept. 27. [This
enormous leaf was as described above. Eds.]
The Surplus of the International H^xhihition.—Pre-

suming that the Committee of the late International
Horticultural Exhibition will before long decide as to

the surplus, said to be still unappropriated, I would
beg to throw out a suggestion, that naving given so
great a stimulus to practical horticulture, having repaid
the obligation we, as a nation, were under to our Belgian
and Dutch friends, and having thought of the neces-
sities of our less fortunate brethren, something might
now be done for the rising {generation in the way of a
scholarship fund, to be applied to the improved educa-
tion in the theory and practice of horticulture of such,
among the aspirants for future horticultural eminence,
as manifest ability and industry to be tested by preli-

minary examinations, such as those already held under
the auspices of the Society of Arts. I merely throw this

out as a suggestion ; it is the principle that I should
like to see upheld, the details I leave to abler hands
than those of one of the Original Promoters.
The Royal Horticultural a Migratory Society.—

I

have seen your remarks (see p. 800) in reference to

this Society holding annual exhibitions in connection
with the Boyai Agricultural Society. There is no
doubt abundant room for the Royal Horticultural
Society to extend its operations beyond London, but
to do so with effect it must leave off its parsimonious
habits at home, and show equal liberahty with the
Eoyal Agricultural Society. The paltry prizes of a
few shilhngs or pounds will fail to induce a good
exhibition, as people in the country, at least in York-
shire, will not bring their plants any distance for such
prizes as are at present given by the Society; and
as for Certificates they are valueless, except as

advertisements for nurserymen. Again, great stress

is laid on a several days' exhibition ; this will

not answer. Two days at most must be the extent
allowed in that direction. See what is done by
the two gala days at York, and at the small town
of Bishop Auckland, where 800/. is taken at the
gate. It must be borne in mind that exhibitors will

look after the welfare of their plants, and not study
the pecuniary liabilities of the Society ; hut if the
prizes are ample, and any other expenditure moderate,
there can be no doubt as to repaying ; at the same
time, any extension beyond two days will not succeed
—at least in the north. Yorkshire. [What about bad
weather? Eds.]

Woodlice.—l am pestered with woodlice in my
garden. In the spring they got into the Rhubarb
pots and destroyed the youug shoots. Since that they
have done much mischief in my pits, and now they
attack ray Peaches on the walls. I have tried lime,

hot water, and tar, but they seem to care very little

about any of these remedies. Can any of your readers
furnish me with a hint as to how I can destroy them ?

H. S., Dorchester.
Zonal Pelargoniums.—In a certain schedule I see a

prize offered for 24 Pelargoniums (one collection), 13 to

be zonals and 12 variegated. I am in some doubt how
to exhibit; the schedule merely says 12 zonals: it

d..,.s not say wl.cthur givuii, velluw, r,r versirol.T. My
niMuidU is tint we rmi cxliibil a mixed lot of zonals.
;il[ gn-cu or nil versicolor, or all yellow zonals, such as

Mrs. Longficld and Bicolor .splendeus ; and I think the
12 variegated must not have a versicolor or a gold
zonal amongst thein ; indeed the gold or yellow zonals
such as Mrs. Longfield or Bicolor splendeus are not, in
my opinion, variegated at all, and therefore would dis-
qualify the collection if shown as such. F. H. S.
Hard Soil.-~Wo\\\i. Mr. Rivers state how he
anages to get the water down to the roots of his

Peaches in his hard border, as I find that in a border
that was just forked up in the winter, before the
season was half over, the water would nearly all run ofl:

owing to the border getting hard. What must it be
therefore on a border that has been rammed down?
fV. K.
Quercus speciosa.—Can any one give me any informa-

tion about Quercus speciosa, a deciduous sort men-
tioned in Mr. Veitch's catalogue of last year ? An Oak
with such a fine name should be an acquisition, if hardy
and large-growing. C. P.

Selle Angevitie Pear.—A question was asked at the
late Botanical Congress as to the origin of this Pear.
No answer was given, so far as I know. Can you, or
any of your correspondents, furnish one? Pyrus.

WelUngtonias.—I have some fine plants of Welling-
tonia gigantea, and have been advised by one friend to
trench the ground round them some five or six feet

from the stem, to encourage them to grow. Another
friend advises me not to attempt such a thing, us it

will be sure to injure and perliaps kill the trees, as the
roots will have got too far away, the trees being 12 to
15 feet high. Which party is right ? W. K. [It has
long been a rule among practical men to consider that
if a tree is growing freely, find has attained a height of,

say, 20 feet, that the roots have extended 20 feet all

round. I need not say how erroneous such a calcula-
tion is—still it acts as an approximate guide to planters.

I need only instance a flame-shaped tree like the
Lombardy Poplar, and compare it with a Mushroom-
shaped tree like the Oak, to show the absurdity of the
calculation, for the Oak would have ten times the
amount of materials in its structure that the Poplar
had, when both had attained the same height. There-
fore, if the Wellingtonia has attained 1.5 feet in height,

1 should from the nature of the plant and its age
conclude that its top and its roots formed an equilateral
triangle of, say, 17 feet; so that if a peg were pl.aced at

8 feet 6 in. from the stein of the tree on each side, the
distance between the pegs would be 17 feet ; and if we
reckon this as the base line, then the apex of the
triangle, the top of the tree, would be exactly 1/ feet

from the pegs on either side. Now as regards the
digging—or r.)ther forking, for we must discard the
spade from this kind of work, and use the steel digging
fork-^there can be no risk whatever in preparing the
soil, if we begin at 9 feet from the stem of the tree

;

and when we consider the style of tree that the
Welliiigtonia gigantea is, we shall see the need of
extensive preparations. We reckon a tree that will

square a foot on the side, and run to the length of

31) feet, a good-sized tree ; now we read of a Cedar that
squared 9 feet on the side, and that ran to the length
of three 30-feet lengths, making by itself 243 good-sized
trees. The Cedar is but a small tree when compared
with the Wellingtonia, and consequently the latter wiU
need an acre of land to begin with, and that acre as

rich as it can well be made, and even this will count
only as a snack for the first hundred years, leaving out
of the calculation its probable duration of other
1900 years. Therefore give it, as the sailors would say,

a wide berth now, that it may establish itself. We
shall have to commit to the keeping of thia tree our
credit as planters, when we have all gone the way
whence we shall not return ; and Macaulay's New
Zealander, 1000 years hence, may perhaps adorn his

sketch of London Bridge and St. Paul's in niius, by
adding a Wellingtonia on the Surrey side, scathed by
lightning. A. F.']

Bulbs for Winter Gardens, tj-c.— Professor Lecoq, at

the Botanical Congress, as reported in your columns
(see p. 755), spoke of the value of bulbs of Colchicum
byzantinum for decorating rooms, winter gardens, ka.,

as it was not only beautiful as to its flowers, but required
absolutely no attention. There must be other bulbs
that would flower in the same way on a table or a
mantel-shelf. Can you give us any information there-
upon ? Bullius.

Worms.—I have been asked whether bichloride of

mercury or corrosive sublimate in the proportion of

2 drachms to the gallon, as used for destroying worms
on Grass plots, would harm any plants if it should
by _ chance get on them. Now, one of the oldest

recipes for destroying worms on lawns and Grass
plots is lime water, a.s clear as river water,
obtained by allowing the lime to precipitate,

and using only what the water holds in solution.

No doubt some of the elder brethren of the blue apron
will recollect the quack worm-doctors who made the
lime-water so weak as only to bring the worms to the
surface, and when the delighted owner of the Grass plot
had been sufficiently astonished at this exhibition of

skill, the stronger lime-water
J
was applied, and the

worms writhed their skins, having little else to writhe.

I hardly know hoxv to express the death of earthworms,
for as they are always short of breath they could have
no last gasp, and therefore the French idiom, " 7wrs de
combat, is perhaps best. As then, this form of killing

earth-worms is not attended by any risk of poisoning
either persons or plants, it is infinitely better than
corrosive sublimate, which is certainly one of the most
deadly of poisons, and one, too, which is highly con-
centrated. It is a fact well known to experienced
cultivators that where a large tree has stood in the
way of some improvement, and could not be^'ot rid of

by fair means, a little mercury applied to the trunk
in a small auger hole has been fbund sufficient to

kill a tree 100 year.s old. Of tho next prepara-
tion of mercury we have accurate definitions, and
wo know its power, and can readily tell where it
will kill and where it will cure. It is calomel,
and one to five grains or more are frequently
administered to an adult as a dose. Now, as cor-
rosive sublimate is much more poisonous than its
mercurial cousin calomel, we muy well take counsel
before trusting such a terrible drug. The two
drachms are equal to a quarter of an ounce or
120 grains, and a gallon of water is equal to 161) fluid
ounces; there will, therefore, be three-fourths of a
grain of corrosive sublimate in every fluid ounce of
water. It is clear that only such a person as a dispensing
chemist could be trusted to weigh and mix such a
highly concentrated and dangerous drug. I have no
hesitation in saying that if a little of this poisonous
fluid fell upon the leaves of an ornamental plant
it could not be harmless, but the greater danger
would be if the fluid got to the root, and the first

shower of rain could not fail to carry this medicated
water to the roots. The whole appears a needless risk,

and one would incur a serious responsibility by encour-
aging the tampering with poisons, when the safe harm-
less lime-water, above alluded to, is pqnnl to the work. I
do not pretend to further knowlcd.'p in tlir :iriinnof
bichloride of mercury upon plants iliiin wlm I have
given above. I have poisoned worms m tho throat of
ornamental poultry most effectually by calomel, and
can therefore vouch that mercurial poison will kill

worms, but I required the apothecary's scales and
weights, and the whole thing is quite out of the way of
either practical gardening, or every day life. A. F.
Bedding Plants.—It is very evident from the

remarks of your numerous correspondents, that Iresine
Herbstii is in great favour, particularly in the Midland
counties, the climate of which must be favourable to its

development. Its advocates fail, however, to give us
any idea of its colour. I am so far unfortunate as
never to have seen it in good colour when planted in
the sun, either at home or abroad. With us, in the
neighbourhood of London, it is of a dirty brown red ;

in fact it has a washed-out appearance, and gives a dull
effect to either ribbons, diamonds, or rays—tlie latter it

spoils completely. So much does the" sun aftect the
colour, that in spring, when a few thousands were
placed in rows to harden off, on the north side of a wall
here, it could be told distinctly almost to a leaf how far

the sun's rays had reached. The difference was so
obvious that visitors frequently put them down as two
varieties. In the shade the colour comes out
well; and as a house plant it is both effective

and interesting from tire rich blood-red veins
of the leaf. Although a little foreign to this subject,

I may remark that I think gardeners do not make so
much use of foliage plants for winter decoration as
they might. If such plants as that under notice, the
Coleus, the Centaureas, Mrs. Pollock Pelargonium,
&c., were propagated early, nothing could be more
effective in conservatories, when arranged .closely

behind or around specimens or designs. They are,

moreover, very pleasing in houses that are lighted up
at night. Iresine Herbstii is here one of the best for

this purpose ; and the plants, all of them, come in for

propagation in the spring when other conservatory
plants become plentiful. Of the Alternantheras more
experience is required, both as to soil and situation.

A. spathulata has a brown leathery appearance, and
requu'es some other very decided plant to bring it out;
in diamonds of Arabis lucida variegata it shows well.

A. sessile amcena is so very ' miffv ' that I fear it will

never be useful. A. paronychioides, which the Floral
Committee decided last week was not good, is with us
by far the most effective ; I wish they could have seen
it in masses by the thousand—they would then agree
with me : at the same time their judgment on the
plant as shown was correct. In small patches it would
be hopeless to make any one believe in its effectiveness.

Teleianthera versicolor will be most effective and useful

for small beds or edgings close to the eye, where a
mixture of good peat can be added to coax it into good
growth. F.
Moles.—At this place are several large manure-water

tanks near the kitchen garden ; in one of these, three
parts full of water, I found last year eight or nine of

the glossy black gentlemen drowned. This kind of

trap might therefore be tried in some of their principal

runs. Dig a hole the depth and width of a large

flower-pot, galvanised bucket, or washing pan,

glazed inside. Fill these vessels half fufl of water;
insert one in each hole, just allowing the rim to be

under the bottom of the run, and cover over with some
sticks and matting, taking care to have the trap dark.

There can be no harm in trying this experiment, and
ill rriioiliii'4 fhr result. O. D. Drttmmond, Gardener,
llintiUnil'ii' llill. Bath. -As allusion has been made
in jour roliimus to the time in which moles maybe
foiind at work, 1 may just state that myself and two
friends were standing the other day at my lodge-door

conversing together, when we saw a mole at work
about 12 feet from us. We therefore determined to

watch how often he did work, and we made up our
minds to disturb him every time we saw him in active

operation. When we first observed him it was just

half-past 12 o'clock in the day ; we then disturbed him

;

in 20 minutes afterwards he was at work again.
^ We

repeated our annoyance; he was at work again in

17 minutes, and so we kept on disturbing him every

time we saw him up to 7 o'clock in the evening, when
we dug him out. The longest intei-val was 25 minutes.

This mole was therefore at work from half-past 12 till 7,

with the exception of a few intervals of about
20 minutes at a time. F. Marcham, Drayton Lodge,
Fating.
The Pinetum at Baron Dimsdale's, Fssendon, Herts.

—Lately, whilst inspecting co.npetitive "cottagers'

allotment gardens in Hertfordshire," I had the good
fortune to witness the noble specimens contained in
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the Pinetum at this place ; and so struck was I with
| *'J^'

the size and characteristic symmetry of many of the

trees, that I think the measurement of some of the

most striking, together with the following few remarks

respecting them, will not be uninteresting. The
situation lies high, and much exposed to westerly

winds, whose devastating influence is but too plainly

shown. The grounds are planted in a most natural

manner, and do credit to those who planned them.

The shrubs originally planted for their protection,

though ostensibly left to protect their nurslings frcun

excessive winds, are not without their use, as liny

serve to enhance the general appearance of the pla.,-.

Here and there amongst them are to be seen peeping

forth varieties of Asiatic Berberis, with berries frosted

over with white. Arbutus, Juuiperus, Rhododendrons,

&c. Next to a huge specimen of Pinus insignis, some

55 feet high and 2 feet 6 inches in diameter, is a noble

example of Taxodium sempervirens, 30 feetm diameter

and 55 feet high. There is here, also, a noble specimen

of Picea nobilis, 21 feet in diameter and some 40 feet

high, crowned with no fewer than 70 huge cones,

growing five and six in a bunch— quite a queen

among Piceas. There are, moreover, P. Webbiana, 27

feet in diameter and 45 feet high ; P. Pinsapo, 20 feet

by 30 ; also nice specimens of P. cephalonioa and
Picea amabilis, the last 18 feet high. P. pectinata

pendula is remarkable as a weeping variety ; its

widest branches seldom exceed a yard in diameter, and
they grow to a great height. P. glauca alba, a pleasing

symmetrical tree, is loaded with small cones; it is

18 feet in diameter by 24 feet high. There is here,

also, a very fine example of Pinus muricata, a species

which retains its prickly cones upon its wood with
such persistency, that as the branches extend in

gi-ovvth they become partly enveloped in the
bark and even in the wood of the parent plant, which
has upon its branches many cones of 20 years of age.

It would be an interesting fact to know by what
strange provision of Nature these cones are thus
retained, and not, as is generally the case, scattered

forthwith to the ground and to the winds, ready for

reproduction. This fine specimen is 27 feet in

diameter, and 35 feet high, the two-coloured cones
when young being very conspicuous, encircling, as

they do, the stems in bunches of five or six. It has
been too generally understood that the Mexican
varieties of Pines only thrive in this country under
the partial protection of glass—a fact to a great extent
true, as the lopped recumbent forms of many of these,

and even of those of colder regions show, remnants of

the devastating winter of ISGO-fil. One, however,
which has been often classed with the least hardy, the
long-leaved Pinus Lindleyana, has withstood all the
severity to wliich it has been subjected. At present it

looks remarkably well, and it is a very fine specimen,
distinctly discernible amongst its many compeers even
at a distance. I must not leave unnoticed a fine pigmy
Pinus Laricio near the tree just named, quaint and
dumpy in form. Of Abies Ilouglasii there is a mag-
nificent tree, 45 feet in diameter and 65 feet in height.

A plant of the Himalayan Khutrow has here reached
its average native height, being at least 50 feet high,
and some 24 feet in diameter. Associated with this,

A. lloriuda has a very pleasing effect. Cedrus Deodara
may here be seen in a fruiting stage, while a plant of
Cedrus crassifolia has hardly recovered from the ever-

memorable winter mentioned above. William EarUy,
Dlgstvell.

a terrestrial Orchid, mtb prettily variegated leaves;

riegated Sauromatum ; a Jk-lastumad, with handsome

foliage ; .and a Dorstenia, with leaves possessing a fine shining:

"alhc lustre. Mr. Standish reproduced the collection of

ulias raised from English-saved seed wtich be showed at

last meeting. From Mr. Bull came Cypripedium
Schlimii. a singular and rather pretty kind, with white

blossoms mottled and flushed with rose. Mrs. Spurrell, of

Brighton, showed diied fronds of Ferns, and one or two
i other plants in a dry condition.

From Mr. Carr, gr. to P. L. Hinds,
1 .jf the fruit of C'arica Papaya, in a
.1 1 ^., ]ii I'll Mi_ iilaris, andahand-

I
; ' I

'
- -ion flower, the

,; .
I irt,ained. From

.inn \ nil': r< irs, among which
anety. with a flavour like that of

lue d'Hiver, I'lcmish Beauty, Hep-
. Than the last two there are many
but this year, when most Pears are

but indifferently flavoured, the kinds just adverted to are really

better than usual. Dimvers* Yellow Onion were again shown by
Mr. K. Dean, and Nuneham Park were also Treproduced from
various quarters; butupon theirbeing compared with well-grown
specimens of White Spanish from Mr. Whiting, of The Deep-

dene, the Committee conctm-ed in the decision previously

arrived at at Chiswick, viz., th.at the Nimcham Park and
White Spanish weic one .and the same kind. Messrs. Veitcll

showed very fine Endive of various kinds, including white and
green curled, and broad-leaved B,atavian.

. 2 (Fn

were Suflolk Thorn, a fin

Gansel's Bergamot ; Migi

worth, and Retour de Ro
bett

Kottos of JSoofesf.
Jloclcs Classified and Described

:

Lithologij. By Bemhard Von Cotta. An English

Edition by P. H. Lawrence, with EngUsh, German,
and French Synonyms. London : Longmans. 1806.

When Linnaeus laid the foundations of the modem
science of Geology in his " Systema Naturae," some-
what more than a century ago, he based his classifica-

tion of the materials of the earth's crust upon their

structure and relative position. The improvements of

Werner in Germany and of Hutton in Scotland were
confined to the nature and origin of the rock masses,

and the hot disputes between their disciples—the

Neptunists and Vulcanists—in the end of last and
beginning of the present century, went no further. It

was not till the importance of Smith's " Table of

Organic Remains " became recognised that the science

of geology was anything more than a treatise on

Soc(et(es«

lithology. But
strata could be di-

followed up by
Brongniart, Owci

.

the science, and made

that the different
'.

i \ \ heir contained fossils.

i'lc labours of Cuvier,
- gave a new direction to

eology synonymous with

evident that the author himself ' i
:

i
i i~ only a

temporaiT classification, for after ; r i n- in' great

bulk of the rocks in several morei'r Ir- nii in.il :groups,

he'combines a number of refractoiy residuaries into a

motley assembly, whose only character in common is

that they will liot fit in with any of his already formed
groups. Such rocks as schorl, coal, quartz, iron-stone,

rock-salt, are in this way associated together.

The old classification into igneous, metamorphio, and
sedimentary rocks is adopted for primary divisions.

The fact which is at the foundation of Durocher's

curious speculations, that some igneous rocks, like

granite, have so much siUca in their composition as to

form, in a free condition, a distinct iugroditut, while

in the remainder it is not suHi'ii ni in -n niate the

metallic oxid&s, as in greenstouc. -
i i

- i -livides

these rocks into a silicic and a bash ,! i Im lurther

division of each series into volcanic aud ijluluua; rocks

is less satisfactory because entirely hypothetical.

We had thought that the notion of associating any
set of rocks, because they were metamorphosed, had
been exploded. Whenev
supeiiioial sand, gravel,

morphio action. Indnrat
represent but different si

id the loose

1 , we find meta-
-'liist, and slate

tamori)hism of

1 y. a Second-class
h I lerson furnished

. sjieciosus, bluish
collection of Zonal
which they break

Royal Horticoltueal : Oct. 2 {Floral Conimittee).—G.
Wilson, Esq., F.R.S., in the Chair. Two candidates v

elected Fellows. Foremost amongst subjects exhibited
an example from Mr. Bfiteman of the magnificent Cattleya
Dowiana, of which a full accotmt was given last weelc (see

p. 922), and which fully bore out all that is there stated in
reference to its wondrous beauty. It was awarded a First-
class Certificate, wliiili ; will .y^ijived. To Messrs. Veitch
w.as awarded a S| ' i i. for a fine specimen of
Lap-ageria rosea, t ^arracenia purptuea, and
its highly colouieii n : I

I .11 variety called S. atro-
purpuiea, and a eoh..uUiia ol uuhids, among which were
various beautiful vaiieties of Cattleya, chiefly hybrids raised
hy Mr. Domiliy; and one or two well-flowered Odonto-
glossums. Prom the same firm also cjime a small plant of

the handsome Adiantum farleyense. From Mr. B.atley, of
Rugby, cameaVerbcnaandviii II- I'l 1 i •iiimnis.tooneamoner
which, n.amed Salmon Kiiit:,

Certificate was .awarded. -M i
i

Crocus nuiliflorus, violet pniili'. I'li

purple, now in flower; together with
Pelargoniums, illustrative of the way
into a variegated form ; some pretty cut blooms of miniature
D.ihlias, and two carnation-striped Phloxes. To a Lobelia
111 1 II- i'l - t. Ill, cardinalis section, named Ruby, deep velvety
fir ', from Mr. W. Bull, of Chelsea, a First-class
1-1

1 .varded. Mr. Rawlings showed cut blooms of
1 . ill

, , iiiun, in good condition; and Lilium lanci-
I0L1.1.J .illi,.;i., .vLtb faaciated stems, imd otherwise in a state
of monstrosity, came from J. T. Noakes, Esq., Brockley Hall.
Mr. Tilleiy furnished cut blooms of Gladioli, as did also
Mr. Stevens, gr. to F. E. Williams, Esq., Malvern Hall. Prom
Messrs. Francis & Co., of Hertford, came a variety of common
Jasmine, handsomely variegated with gold. This was stated
to be a seedling, which had not only variegated leaves, but .also

a variegated stem. It would in all probability have received a
Certificate ; but that some of the Committee believed they
had seen a form of the same Jasmine, similar to that
exhibited, before. Mr. Wooster, a gentleman present, also
stated that he had seen the same description 01^variegation,
20 years ago in the garden of the late Mr. J. C. Loudon at
Bayswater, and also at Naworth, the seat of the Earl of
Carlisle, in Cumberland. He stated that .at Bayswater a bud
of the variegated sort, was inserted in a common Jasmine, and
that although the bud did not take, the stock by
inocttlation of the sap afterwards broke out into the
form of variegation the bud was intended to supply.
Prom Mr. Harrison, gr. to F. Wright, Esq., came Callioarpa
purpurea, covered with dense clusters of pretty purplish-red
iruit. To Mr. Green, gr. to W. Wihion Saunders, Esq., was

" '. Certificate for a collection of plants of bota-
Among them were Physianthus albens, with

paleontology. Sothoroughly werethelaboursofthelitho.
Iogistsforgotten,that,exceptin regard to igneous rooks in

which no fossils occur, the whole subject of lithology

was ignored, and the lithological ivi-itings of Hutton and
Playrair, of Jameson and MacCulloch, were placed very

much on a level with the exploded " Theories of the
Earth " of an earlier day. Within the last few years,

however, some geologists have sprung up who take a
more enlarged and accurate view of their science, and
give both lithology and palaeontology their true position.

To this new phase of the science we owe the transla-

tion of Cotta's manual on Hocks. Mr. Lawrence
supplies a desideratum which has for some time been
much felt by English students, for with the exception
of the valuable but necessarily short section of

Professor Jukes' "Manual of Geology" devoted to

lithology, there is nothing in our language treating on
the subject since the almost forgotten writings oi^ the

Scottish geologists whom we have named. On the
Continent there have been always a few who have
attended to this subject, such as D'Archiac and
Durocher in France, and Naumann, Senft, and Cotta

in Germany.
A botanist in looking into this volume will be struck

with the serious injury that the subject of which it

treats suffers from the want of a universally received

system of nomenclature. It is often urged by the
unreflecting that the Latin names, often barbarous

and almost impronounceable, which are given alike to

the Daisies and Buttercups of our fields, and to the
exotics of our conseiTatories, are great barriers to an
acquaintance with the science. "W e would ask every

such oomplainer to look at the confusion necessarily

existing in lithology from its not having yet freed itself

from the empirical nomenclature always connected
with a young science.. Each country here adopt
name native to it for the various rocks. Thus our ti

rock is the German grunstein, and the French doler

—at least these are the synonj'ms given. But that

they are precisely the same rooks is not an easy matter
to determine, and that mistakes are made is evident, as

for example m respect to basalt (a word common to the
English, French, and German languages), which
Cotta says is unknoivn older than the tertiary strata,

yet undoubted basalts, according to the British notion
of the rock, are found associated with palaeozoic strata,

and belonging to that great period of the earth's

historj'. It matters not that Senft considers the basalt

of the Eowly Hills near Birmingham to be a melaphyr.
This only makes confusion worse coiifounded; and
until a universally accepted term is applied always and
only to the same substance, lithology can never stand

on the same platform with botany as a science.

The work before us consists of three parts, the
principal being devoted to the classification and
(iescription of the different varieties of rocks. This is

preceded by an account of their physical structure,

and of the principal elementary and mineral substances

which enter into their composition, and is followed_ by
some observations on the processes of rock formation.

Much has yet to be done before a satisfactory system
of rock-classification is established, and, while we are

compelled to take exception to many points in Cotta's

classification, and to consider the association of rooks in

some ca^es arbitrary,we nevertheless believe this tobe in

advance of previous systems, and to be a very inipor-

tant contribution towards the desired end. It is

clay, as do the various kinds of sandstone and quartz

rook of sand. To draw a line at any stage of the pro-

cess and separate the more highly altered rocks into a
special group, is an arbitrary proceeding, and cannot be

expected to bring together a natural series. We
accordingly find primary crystalline limestone, clay-

slate, and schorl—all extremely metamorphosed rocks

—excluded from the section. There are some strange

associations among the sedimentary and fragmental

rocks. Tuffs are removed from the volcanic series,

and placed as a fragmental rock with conglomerate and
sandstone ; and, imable to say when metamorphism has

gone so far as to separate a rock from others having

the same origin and the same composition, he includes

in this section many that are as truly metamorphic as

those assoi-iiited under that title.

The great value of the manual will be found in the

characters of the separate rocks ; and this is perhaps

all that can be expected in the present state of

lithology. Not until there are a large series of clearly

defined species (if we may use the word) of rocks, can

wf hnvr- inv c-Mssification of real value, and every con-

tril I 1

' :'
I I'.io present, towards that end must be

H ,
1

, 111- volume opens up a new field to the

i;iiii.ii J niii. ;.t. .and must be in the hands of every

intelligent student of the science.

Books Received.-Mc SandbooJc of tlie Stars, S,-e.

By R. A. Proctor. (Longmans.) The maps in this

little volume look pretty, but the tables are rather

alarming to the uninitiated reader; nevertheless they

constitute the most valuable feature of the book.

Among them is one by which, with a little patience

and attention, the appearances of the heavens at any

particular day and hour may be read ofi; the table in

question, showing the constellations which occupy the

different quarters of the heavens for successive hours

of every day in the year. Tlie Scientific and hiterarg

Treasury. (Longmans.) A new edition of a well-

known popular dictionary issued under the super-

intendence of Mr. J. Y. Johnson, and containing so

many alterations and additions as to render it move a

new work than a new edition of an old one. It will be

found very , useful for a reference by those to whom
more bulky or costly volumes are inaccessible. A
Sijnopsis ofUeraWrijj S;c., by C. N. Elvin (Hardwicke),

gives, as its title imphes, a general view of the science

of heraldry, together with a dictionary of terms and a

copious series of illustrations. The precision and
accuracy of expression displayed in " blazoning a coat

"

correctly according to the rules of heraldry bear favour-

able comparison with the similar qualities as manifested

by descriptive naturalists. To those interested in the

noble science, this will prove a valuable compen-
dium. The numbers of the Technologist for this

and the preceding month, among other articles wHih

which we are not immediately concerned, ha^ one on
the culture of salmon in Australia, wherein it is-

incidentally mentioned that " enclosed in the ice

hou.se with the salmon ova were two bundles of

heather and a few shrubs, as an experiment to try this

plan of sending trees. The six Apple trees and the two
Heaths, three plants of each sort, are in a most perfect

rmiilition. There is not even a decayed leaf on the

Heaths, and all the nlants are in as perfect health as if

they had only been lifted out of the nursery on the day

they were unshipped." Speaking of the Chine.se Sugar-

cane (Sorghum) in another article, Mr. J. H. Smith, of

Illinois, remarks as a curious instance of the manner in

which momentous results often depend upon the

slightest thread, that of the packages sent by-

Count Montigny to Paris in 1851, only one seed of the

Sorghum germinated at Toulon, and if by any attack of

insects or injudicious planting, cultivating, or manur-
ing, or any one of a thousand possible mischances the

plant from this one seed had been destroyed, Frauoe

and America might have been for years without know-
ledge of the Chinese Sugar-cane. The " Imphee
canes," from south-east Alrica, are spoken of as far

superior to all others for sugar making, their juice

giving seven-tenths of sugar as compared with that of

the Chinese Sorghum, which yields only two-tenths.

With reference to textile fabrics Mr. Sherwood puts a

question well worthy the attention of colonial

botanists, as to whether it is not possible to increase the

length of the down of the seeds of the Bombax, the

Asclepias, ic, as has been done with Cotton. A paper

on the introducers of exotic flowers, fruits, &c., deserves

the attention of our readers, among whom are those

best able to confinn the following expression of

opinion:—"There has been a class of men whose

patriotic affection, or whose general benevolence, have

been usually defrauded of the gratitude their country
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owes them ; these have been the introducers of new
flowers, new plants, and new roots into Europe. * *

Monuments are reared and medals struck to obm-
memorate events and names which are less deserving
our regard than those who have transplanted into the
colder gardens of the north the rich fruits, the
beautifnl flowers, and the succulent pulse and roots of

more fiivnured spots." We are at a loss, not having
Gassendi's " Life of Peiresc " at hand, to know what
are meant by Jessamines with clay-coloured, crimson,
and violet flowers ; or the red-flowered Orange maybe.

The Pharmaceutical Journal for September con-
tains a long and interesting address of Professor Bentley
on the relation of Botany to Pharmacy ; in which not
only istheimportanceof a knowledge of medicinal plants
insisted on, but also an acquaintance with the general

organisation of plants and of the circumstances that
influence the formation, purity, and intensity of medi-
cinal secretions. Part XXXVI. of the Dictionary

of Chemistrii brings the work to the word Silica. We
know of no other work wherein to find a summary of

the analyses that have been made of the chemical
constitution of plants belonging to so many and varied

natural families. For instance, in the present number,
in addition to articles on the composition of plants of
economic importance, such as Salix, SaSron, or Sago,

we find analys&« of Salsola, Salisburia, Samadera,
Salvia, Sesleria, and many others.

What is a Florists' Flowek?—This question,

asked by me some time since in yoiu' pages, has caused
divers opinions to be expressed, but no one seems to

have attempted to reply in exlenso. I noticed a few
weeks since that Mr. Glenny, in another periodical,

seemed to think that the question was simple, and
emanated from parties who ought to know better, and
gave as an answer to some correspondent of his, that a
florists' flower was any " herbaceous perennial that
had been improved by the hybridiser, and at-

tained to the rank of an exhibition flower.

"

Coming from tlie compiler of the " Properties
of Flowers," one should treat the opinion expressed
with the respect due to the writer of such an
e.xcellent manual. He has, however, overlooked the
fact, that Eoses, Fuchsias, Rhododendrons, Camellias,
Azaleas, &c., for all which he has laid down "standards of

ferfeotion," are shrubs and not herbaceous perennials,

t appears to me, if the term is to be retained, it should
be understood to include all flowers which the skill of

the hybridiser has improved to such an extent that
they become additions to the exhibition tables, whether
as cut flowers or as plants in pots, as the florist will

always welcome any plant that can be so improved as

to repay him for the skill and attention bestowed upon
it. And any fresh genus or species is doubly welcome
as increasing the varied attractions of the already long
list of plants and flowers .staged at our numerous
exhibitions.

The autumn exhibitions stand most in need of such
novelties, as they rely year after year mostly upon the
same kinds of flowers for a display, and the sameness
causes the public to look upon their beauty coolly. The
Gladiolus was a great addition to our autumn exhi-
bitions, but since the improvement of this goi^eous
flower we have only had novelties of already existing
species to offer to the gaze of the crowds who attend
every exhibition.

Much might be done by arrangement to altor the
monotonous appearance of exhibitions of cut flowers,
as year after year they still present the same straight
and formal lines of table, unbroken by any light or
elegant addition. If this were changed it would add
greatly to the interest of displays of cut flowers. Now,
were it not for the useful adjunct of fruit, I am afraid
some of our autumnal exhibitions would be thinly
attended. William Meale, Upper Clapton.

It appears that we are not yet agreed about this
momentous question. You admit that the Auri-
cula is not a greenhouse plant, but say that it

is a half-hardy frame plant, referring, of course,
as I did, to the species generally, not to any
delicate varieties that florists may have raised from
it. [No.] But I must here, in passing, notice an
error in printing my last communication. I wTote
species, not i/enn-s, as printed ; there is no such genus
us Auricula. The genus to which it belongs is, as I
need not inform you. Primula. Now with the greatest
deference to your superior floricultural knowledge, I
must demur to your statement that the Auricula is a
half-hardy frame plant, for I had only to walk into my
own garden to convince iny.self that this statement
cannot be supported, and I there had the evidence
of my own senses, that the Auricula was flourishing
among the hardiest of my hardy border flowers. ISut to
be perfectly sure that my senses had not deceived me
(as they have sometimes done), I have corroborated
their evidence by such witnesses as Paxton, Loudon,
and Lindley, none of whom call the Auricula a half-
hardy frame plant ; but on the contrary they all treat
of it as a hardy herbaceous perennial. Lindley (whose
authority you will doubtless respect), in speaking of
the genus, says with poetic feeling that it is " common
in the northern and colder parts of the globe, growing
in marshes, hedges, and groves, by fountains and rivu-
lets, and even among the snow and cloud-capped
mountains." You are no doubt quite right in calling
it a half-hardy frame plant if you look only to the
mode in which it is now cultivated by florists; but
this mode of culture by them only tends to verify one
part of my definition, showing, as it does, that
great care has been bestowed upon its culture.
It does not necessarily follow that the wild
plant which these florists have so much improved
13 a half-hardy plant. On the contrary, all the

numerous varieties they Ihave raised have had
their origin from the flower border, or from
such localities as those mentioned by Lindley. There-
fore, I still contend that the Auricula comes entirely
within the limits I have assigned to florists' flowers,
and cannot be excluded therefrom by reason of its

being either a greenhouse or a frame plant. It is

clearly a hardy herbaceous perennial that has received
careful culture.
You also state that I have " not yet given any reason

why shrubby plants should not be included in the
category." Now, if you will kindly refer to my com-
munication at p. 782 of your present volume, you
will there find my reason stated.
The ancient line of demarcation between florists' and

other flowers having been so much broken through by
modern florists, and the term " florists' flowers " con-
veying now such a hazy, shadowy idea, my endeavour has
been to render the idea conveyed by the term more sub-
stantial and intelligible by inducing modern florists to
repair the breach that has been made in the boundary,
and confine themselves and their flowers within its

former limits : and, in order to aid them in doing so, I
have ventured to define the boundary as it existed in
the time of the earlier flonculiurists. But if the
boundary I have defined had excluded the Auricula, it

would doubtless have been erroneous. I think, how-
ever, that I have shown that it is not so excluded. Ifyou
think that I am in error, as I possibly may be, I should
be quite satisfied, and consider that I have not written
in vain; if I should be the means of drawing out a better
definition of a florists' flower that shall be tangible and
conclusive. A. T.

[Our correspondent has missed the gist of our
remark, which was to the effect that Auriculas being
tender, and being rightly included amongst florists'

flowers, it w.as only a question of degree whether
Azaleas, for instance, should be included likewise.
Eos.]

Mead oe Metheolin.— A few weeks ago, a lady
in the country asked me to do her the kindness of
driving out the bees from three of her hives, as she could
not bear the idea of her industrious little favourites
being consigned to the death-dealing fumes of the
sulphur pit. On arriving at her residence for the
purpose, she informed me that her object was to obtain
sutficient honey to make a few gallons of metheglin, of
which she was very fond. The choice of the hives to
be broken up she would leave to me. Having obtained
the history of the ages and apparent present condition
of the various hives from her servant girl, who seemed
to be much better acquainted with the details than her
mistress, I turned them all up to examine the interiors,

and chose for destruction two old stocks and one swarm.
The driving of these three was accomplished with

great ease in Uttle more than half an hour ; the dis-

lodged bees were securely confined .in their temporary
houses by being wrapped up in coarse cheese-cloths,

and were stowed way in the carriage for conveyance
into town, for the purpose of being made up into
stocks. I then cut out from the now tenantless hives
all the combs containing any brood or eggs ; these also

fell to my share. During the entire foregoing pro-
ceedings I was forcibly impressed with the evidence of
the size of the hive affecting the amount both of popu-
lation and of honey. Although located in a good
neighbourhood, the united population of all three
colonies was inferior to that contained in many single

hives of my own. Nor would all the honey combined
equal in quantity that of one of my good-sized supers
or large stock hives intended to stand the winter. But
I am wandering away from the topic on which I most
desire to speak. Having completed my work, I found
the good lady prejiared with a bottle of
metheglin wine, of her own making, of which
she was evidently very ])ri>ud, and which she
was anxious that I should taste to pass my judg-
ment thereon. I have hitherto always fancied metheg-
lin to be too sweet and luscious a wine to be likely to
make it much of a favourite with myself or the
generality of wine drinkers. But I was agreeably
surprised to find that this sample was remarkably free

from that drawback. This, on inquiry, I found was
owing to the admixture of a small quantity of Hops,
though their prcsonco could not now be detected. The
wine maker -:i'i' I'l li v Ii^ii the metheglin was put into
the cask or 111 i

i , it was so extremely bitter
that she at 111 -

i - . i throwing it all away; but
this disagroi ill' Ini-ini -< entirely passed ofl' before
bottling, and the wiin; has changed into a very pleasant
and palatable beverage. The following is lier recipe
for metheglin.

" To every gallon of water add 5 lb. of honey ; boil

for three-quartei's of an hour, taking care to skim it

well. To each gallon add an ounce of Hops, and again
boil the liquid for half an hour. Allow it to stand
until the following morning, then put into tiie cask,
and to every 13 gallons add 1 quart of brandy. Have
ready bruised spice, according to taste, consisting
chiefly of ginger and cloves, which securely fasten in a
long narrow muslin bag, and hang in the fluid. Let
the cask be lightly fastened down until the fermen-
tation has ceased, and then bunged down very ctee.

" If a large quantity is made, keep it a year prior to
bottling. If only a small quantity, it may be bottled
in the following March,"
There is a diversity of opinion among wine makers

as to whether boiling the liquid is desirable. Some
also object to the addition of brandy or other spirit as

deteriorating the quality of the wine. This being the
season for making metheglin, I should feel much
obliged if any of your correspondents who have
suci'ceded in the manufacture of a really good beverage
would give some details as to the best mode of carrying
out the process. Apiator.

Gardeu Memoranda.
Hamilton Palace.—The last Duke of Hamilton

interested himself very much in his Hamiltou estate.s,

and it is to be regretted that he was called away at
a premature age before his servants were enabled to
carry through the extensive plans that were shadowed
forth, both in the farm and the garden. Very much
was accomplished, from a horticultural point of view,
in a short time; but as in similar instances, wheji
the successor is a minor, operations were put a stop to,
and things in general compelled to remain in statu guo.
The present Duke " came of age" in March, 1866,
and if he follows his father's footsteps in improving his
extensive estates, and his garden and pleasure-grounds,
it will give a stimulus to the agricultural progress of
the district, and there will be few palatial residences, or
noblemen's seats, so thoroughly complete in every
sense of the word.
The parks and pleasure-grounds contain altogether,

with Cadzow Chase and the old Oaks, somewhere about
5000 acres whicli never have been turned into arable
land. Such a surface as this, in the land of the " hill

and the flood " is, as is naturally to be expected, of a
diversified character. The Palace is built in almost the
lowest site of the estate, being within a few feet of the
level of the bed ofthe riverClyde, and inclose contiguity
to the burgh of Hamilton. Taste and fashion vary witt
the age ; for now the most secluded spots are selected
for the mansions of our aristocracy of birth and
wealth ; but in ancient times there seems to have been
a disposition to build in contiguity to villages or
burghs,and Hamilton Palace comes underthis category

;

as an instance of which, tradition informs us that an
old henwife gave her address as " next door to the
Palace." Even now the old portion of the burgh is

inconveniently close to the mansion, although
quantities of houses have been acquired and pulled
down by the family during the present century. The
north, south, and east sides of the Palace command a
most extensive range ofscenery. The modem chateau of
Chatelherault, the dukedom of which is now confirmed
by the Emperor Napoleon to the Hamilton family,

is a prominent object in the distance, being situated
on a considerable eminence, and overlooking the banks
of the Avon, and the old ruin of Cadzow Castle, on the
opposite side of the river. This was erected in 1702, and
is an exact imitation of Chatelherault in Poitou ; having
beautiful gardens with fine shrubs, and an abundance
of splendid specimen forest trees about and around it,

with a fine pasturage surface, having bold and irregular

undulations, commanding a most extensive range of

Lanarkshire, with Glasgow in the distance, and the
high peak of Ben Lomond towering above the Campsie
range, visible on a clear day. On the opposite side, and
seen from the principal front, is a spacious double
line of trees on either side of an equally spacious

avenue, reminding one of the unique avenue of

similar character receding from Windsor Castle to

the low ground, and then rising gradually until lost

in the sky line. The Hamilton avenue is scarcely so

long, but it is much broader, and nearly quite flat; with
the splendid specimen trees of Elms, Oaks, and a few
Limes that are dotted over its surface, somewhat irre-

gularity, it has even a more imposing efl'ect. Landscape
gardeners ought to study and give effect to this ; for,

unless there is breadth of somewhat gigantic propor-
tions, length is apt to become dwarfed and cease to

harmonise as the trees increase in growth.

The entrance to the Mausoleum is entirely out of
character witli tin' capiirity and purposes of that fine

building, lis imiilc iiiiipiirtions are acl'Ually lost to

the ©ye until you mu up against it, and no suitable

trees and slinib< have been introduced. Mr. Mitchell
himself is fully alive to this, but his hands are tied,

however well-intentioned his plans may be ; and there
has l)ecn so much left undone in days of yore, both in

the pleasure grounds and the garden, that everything
needful cannot be undertaken and put to rights at

once. In the park scenery aged forest trees of great

dimensions meet you at every step, the Oak and the Elm
predominating, under whose umbrageous shade great

herds of cattle browse. There is one blank, however,
strikingly apparent, which is due to the rigour of the
winter of 1861, and that is evergreen trees. All the

fine clumps of Laurels, and most of the fine specimen
Hollies, which were dotted over the landscape rather

profusely prior to that time, have fallen a prey to

extrcnir ml, I, im-ravated much more around the palace

byit-l.n'. In, il; I. mid tlie fresh-water Clyde. In some
in.st;in.r~ lliili,\ trees, quite a foot in diameter, were
partly il itniui'l, und coii.seiiuciitly became unhealthy

and died. Euglisli im I lii-l' 'i.i-. however, are now
towering above their .

i - Mows in their some-
what formal individii: ... ' . valuable on account

of their hardiness. (;i...,u Ij.v Uiu west side of the

Palace is the old gardeu, at considerably higher level.

This is now about to be doomed, and converted into

a parterre; and a little way further west on a still

higher elevation are the new gardens overlooking the

burgh of Hamilton. These gardens, with forcing-

houses and other acce.ssories, are in an advanced state

of completion, and as they are on a comprehensive
scale, and well appointed in every way, I shall attempt

to describe them fully on a future occasion. J. A.

Miscellaneous.
Architecture and Lim'hruiir Ljardeuing:—We extract

the following from a rcvirw in the Sidlder of Mr.
Hughes' book on this subject, already noticed in our
columns (see p. 639)

:—
" The alliance of architectural

forms with the earthwork, and the trees^ shrubs,
Bowers, and water, which are the chief materials in the
hands of the ' landscape gardener,' as he is generally

regarded, is not more important for his art, than in the
presence of Nature to the highest ettect of the art

which is of the profession of ' architects.' Indeed in
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no treatise, even includinj; that ivbieh is now on our

table, have we met with the precise recognition

for which we contend, of the essentiality of con-

tributions from Nature to architectural effect of what-
ever kind, and wherever it may be. Some treatmeut

of natural foreground and base, with accessories that

are architectural in detail, may indeed be deemed not

unnecessary, by the qualified designer of a house in the

country ; though, occasionally, we have seen fit to dwell

upon an importance of the elements of effect referred

to, as inadequately recognised. Not evei7 architect is

a Sir Charles Barry, perfect in the details of balustrades

and steps, and aware of what may be done by

terraces and sunk areas; whilst the necessity for space

and foreground to the buildings of towns, and for

natural forms and effects, no less than those which are

architecturally accessorial and tributary, requires still

to be urged upon those who have to deal with sites

provided, or who have to purchase the ground where-

with, along with the structure, the architect is to

produce the effect expected of his art. The truth is

that Nature is important for architecture, not merely

as the magazine out of which principles of art can be

directly taken, and forms adapted or conventionalised.

The lesson from the spreading roots of the tree, so often

adverted to by us as to be recollected in the art-treat-

ment of buildings even in the street . where ground is

valuable to the inch, represents not the only sort of

contribution that Nature should be allowed to make to

effect produced through the structural vehicle. Archi-
tectural effect, to be realised, requires the operation of

Nature in the production of shadows, and variations of

shade and tint on surfaces, and in the infinite combina-
tions of light and perspective ; and even where there
are no trees. Grass, or flowers, it feels the aid from
contrast with them, afforded by the recollection, and
from the actual presence of the sky and clouds in the
scene. Architecture in towns is not absolutely
dependent upon the presence of trees and shrubs in the
foreground ; but its effect must, indeed, other things
being equal, be directly proportionate, within certain

limits, to the area of space about the building, or rather

to the sky-background, and to the non-obscuration of

the light which produces the shades and shadows, and
to the clearness of the atmosphere through which the
work is seen. In short, the chief reason why the
appreciation of architectural art—that C[uality which
is irrespective of such attribute as quantity of work, or
of such other as the antiquity or curiosity—is so

trifling, in this country, is the existence of the smoke-
nuisance. The climate is more abused than it deserves
to be : in gardening we are so far not behind the rest

of Europe, that the jardin anglais has been adopted
from us ; and where we have not trees and flowers in

our towus, the reason is that we prevent their growth.
The state of the case is, that not only does architecture,

as regards the exteriors of buildings, require every-
where, in town or country, clear atmosphere, and some
amount of sky-background, but that it may be much
served by Grass-esplanade, and by a skilful introduction
or disposition of shrubs and flowers, where space
permits. Note the value, to the architecture that is, of

the few well-arranged flowers on a window-sill of an
ordinary London house. But, on the larger scale, note
the value of Grass-foreground, soot-blackened though
it be, as in the sunk area near the clock-tower of the
Houses of Parliament, between the end of the building
and the approach of the bridge, or the value to the
neighbouring buildings of the foliaged patch of ground
known as St. Margaret's Square ; or recollect the added
effect to any cathedral where the close has some trees

within it—not sufficient to conceal the building,

—and where the ground is kept in order. The illus-

tration, however, which is next to hand, of our precise

meaning, is the garden of Bridgewater House, since it

exhibits at once the treatment of foreground to a
building, and in itself the combination of architectural
members with such gardening as there may be in limited
space in London, and under the disadvantages of the
destructive soot. In Paris, beautiful effects of com-
bined architecture and gardening, in public places, or
seen through a porfe-cocfi^re, are not uncommon. In
London, space is often thrown away, being merely
railed in to preserve the property on the ground. The
large flagged spaces between the two lines of railing

that there are to the front of the National Gallery, and
the similar spaces in Great Russell Street, at the British

Museum, may be mentioned. Laid out as gardens, or
even as well-kept Grass-plots, the spaces at the National
GiiUery would impart value to the building, whatever
it may be now as art-work. "We shall scarcely state too
strongly the case, in saying that the competent archi-

tect will be a man of much ability in landscape-
gardening, and that the landscape-gardener who is

capable of producing the finest effects by his art will be
one possessed of an ability in architectural- detail, such
as there are many architects who do not possess. The
forms dealt with are for situations where they may be
seen from a distance, or when closely approached;
therefore, whilst the outlines should be telling, the
mouldings and ornamentation should not be calculated
to disappoint expectation. Still, if the earthworks or
walks and Grass be well managed, on plan, and by the
introduction of slight differences of level of Grass or
beds—the spaces themselves being each edged or
bordered architecturally— even the productions of the
New Road may be turned to good use."

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

Owing to the very wet weather which we have
lately experienced, the beauty of ornamental grounds
has been greatly impaired ; efforts should, therefore.
now be made while a drier period lasts, to render the
damage done to them as little conspicuous as possible,

anil with the view of accomplishing this object let

Grass lawns and gravel walks have a little extra atten-

tion in the way of high keeping. Dead blooms from
Dahlias and other plants should also be removed, and
every means taken to maintain the small amount of

gaiety left for as long a period as possible. If forcing-

houses and their heating apparatus requiring repairs

have not already been seen to, no time should now be
lost in putting them in order.

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLANT HOUSES.

At this season every effort should be employed to

keep up a good display of bloom in Conservatories and
Greenhouses. They will now be used much more than
when the weather is favourable for out-door exercise

,

their inmates, ifattractive, mil therefore be much more
valued now than earlier in the season.

Camellias.—Plants started early last spring will

soon be again in flower; therefore these and others
should be well attended to with water.

Carnations and Picotees.—In obtaining new
varieties the best plan is to have them early ; better

plants can generally be got in autumn than in spring,

and they will have time to establish themselves before

winter.

CHKYSANTHEiTCMS.—Care must be taken to keep
these in good condition. A little weak liquid manure
giveu occasicftially will assist them.

CiNEEAKiAS.—If mildew is troublesome, dust with
sulphur the moment the pest is perceived. Fonvard
plauts may require a shift, and if so, use a rich compost
for the purpose, consisting of good fibrous loam and
well-decayed leaf-mould, with a proper admixture of

silver sand. Let the plants be placed thinly on the
shelves on which they stand, and as near the glass as

possible. Fumigate occasionally to kill green fly.

Japan Lilies.—As soon as the bulbs are sufficiently

matured, which will be known by the decay of the
leaves and steins, they had better be repotted ; not that
this is of importance at present, but it will economise
space, and prevent the operation being neglected until

after they have made fresh roots. The soil in which
they have been growing ought to be entirely removed
from the bulbs, and the latter divided as may be
thought proper, for there will always be found about
the crown of the parent some small bulbs, which may
be placed in 4-inch pots. If the ripening has been
complete, the roots will not be troublesome : but if

not, there will be found a quantity of fresh roots

remaining. When such is the case, leave them to

themselves for some time longer; never pot while it is

necessary to cut or break the stronger roots, but run
your fingers through them, in order to remove those
that are decayed. The pots should be just sufliciently

large to receive the bulb and strong roots adhering to

it; give a moderate watering to settle the soil, and
place them in a greenhouse or cool pit. Thej; will

require no further attention until the season begins to

excite vegetation, when they must be regularly attended
to. Water as soon as signs of growth are visible, but
sparingly until they have made leaves, &c., to draw up
and give off moisture.

Peiahgoniums.—These should be kept rather cool

and dry, giving whatever water may be necessary on
the mornings of fine days, so that the superfluous mois-
ture may be dried up before the evening ; and .avoiding

the use of fire-heat except when necessary to dispel

damp when this cannot safely be done by giving air.

FORCING GARDEN.

CrcuMBEES.—Stop laterals, and remove even main
shoots where too much crowded. Keep up a bottom
heat of about 85°, and a moist atmosphere. Let the
top heat range from (&" to 70' by night, and from 70'

to 75° by day.
Pines.—We may now look forward to every day

dawning duller and later than its predecessor, and as

the power of the sun declines, so also must our artificial

temperatures be somewhat decreased, and in exact
accordance ivith the latter must the amount of
moisture be regulated. Take care that the latter

is not so excessive as to condense in quantity upon
the glass, &c., close up the laps, or run down into
the hearts of the plants. To prevent this, evaporating
troughs .should be more sparingly filled. In clear

favourable weather, when a greater quantity of air

can be admitted, the amount of moisture may be
slightly increased. Watering should be done with
great care, and sjTinging is only admissible on the
mornings of very fine days.
Vines.—In the anxiety to keep houses containing

fruit sufficiently dry, be careful to avoid the extreme,
even in that direction. If the houses are kept too dry
by fire-heat, the berries will shrivel, an evil nearly as

bad, with regard to some kinds, as decay, the result of
opposite management. It is easy to comprehend what
is wanted ; but to regulate the atmosphere to a nicety

requires more care and judgment than is generally to

be found. If not already done, let all spare time now
be devoted to cleaning the sashes of the different

structures, pits and frames included, from the dust

and dirt accumulated upon them during the summer.
Nothing conduces more to the health and well-being
of their occupants than the free admission of light.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Storing fruit and root crops will now require atten-

tion : Pears, we find, are anything but good this season,

and in all probability they will require more than
usual care in order to keep them sound. Trenching and
ridging will also now or very soon be the chief work
to be done here. -Alterations, if any. should also be pro-

ceeded with while the weather is at all favourable.

Cauliflowees.—Let those under hand-lights have
all the air possible. The lights should be quite closed

during severe weather only, and the tops should be

tilted in wet; but during fine mild weather they

should be lifted oft' and set on bricks, to keep them
clean. Watch closely for slugs, and check their

ravages by timely applications of soot. A little

finely-sifted clean coal-ash is an excellent thing for

covering the surface of the soil between young plauts of
any kind.

foggy at night.

ild at night,

hazy ; densely overcast.

— 3 -Foggy with heavy dew ; very fine ; densely overcast.

.Mean temperature of the week, 4 l.loth deg. above the average,

STATE OP THE WEATHEft AT CHISWlCK.
During the last 40 yeaia. for the ensuing Weeic, ending Oct. 13, 1866.

.vy dew , uniformly o
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AWES' MANURES.
Tho Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawes for the present

LAWES" SUPERPHOSPHATE of LTME from BURNT
BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES 6 6

LAWES' WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
MANURES 800

CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.. ., 12

These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through the
appoiuted Agents in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices

Nitrate of
varying according t of carriage.
Genume i'eruvian Guano direct from the Import"

Sod.1, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Ma
American and other Cakes at market pi-lci

Autumn Sowing.
ODAMS'S WHEAT MANURE.
ODAMb'S PREPARED PERUVIAN GUANO,

^HE PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY (Limited).

Chief Offices— lOS*, Fenchurch Street, Loudon, E.C.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.
Irish JJrancU— 40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

I Bull, IS, Marine Parade. Brightt
Richard Hunt, St.instead Abbot, Herts.
Thomas Knight, Edmonton, Middlesex.
Robert Leeds, West Lexham, Norfollc
George SavIU, Ingthorpe, near Stamford.
Samuel Jonas, Chrishall Grange, Essex.
Charles Dorman. 23, Essex Street. Strand.
Thomas Webb. Hildersham, Cambridgeshire.
Jonas Webb, Melton Ross, Lincolnshire.

Mananing Director—Jami^s Odams.
BantfTS-Messrs. Barnetts, Huares & Co., Lombard Street.

Soiictrors—Messrs. Kingsfonl Jt Dorman, 23. Essex Street, Strand.
Auditor—J. Carter Jonas, Cambridge.

This CiHiipnny w.in iinj;inally formed by, and is under tho direction

of Atiif'i;!.! - r :ii-t:tricesthat have justlyearnedforitanother
title, v; I

. I
' K.irmera' Manure Company."

ItH M :
I ' ' ' >.Mtars of upwards of Si.uoO Acres of Land,

whicli ill - under management with Manures of their

own M u,ii: I I! I i'^ imsumer therefore has the best guarantee
for tho t;ymiiin.-noss .-uiU elBcacy of the Manures Manufactured by
this Company.
A Prospectus will be forwarded on application to tho Secretai?, or

may be had of the Local Aeents. C. T. MacAd.vm, Secretary.

Chief Offices—109. Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

T UK I. ONUON MANURE COMPANY
(ESTABLISBEDISW).

Have now reaily^for delivei7 in dry flne condition.

SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUA?fO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

AJso Genume PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA,

Offlci . lis, Fenchurch Street. E.C.

Wlieat 7^'^^^^ Sowing.

DOWN'S FARMERS' FRIEND, for preventin.? the
Smut in Wheat, and the Ravages of the Slug, Grub, and

Wireworm. A 9d. packet is sufficient fur Six Bushels of Seed Wheat,
which can be dressed and Qt to sow in a quarter of an houi*.

Testimonials from the largest Wheat Growers in the Kingdom,
bearing testimony to its great power and efBcacy, may be bad of
Agents, who are appointed for every district.

Full directions for use are given with each packet.
Prepared at tho Manufactory, Wobum, Beds.

Cautiok.—To gu.ird agamst fraudulent imitation and cooseauent
disappomtnient, see that the signature ofHenrt Down is on the label.

Agents in every Town throughout England, Scotland, and Ireland.~
pOCOA^NUT "refuse
^-^ is becoming scarce, the

Fourpenco allowed for each

bag returned carriage-pald.

A R-iilway Truck-load (not in

bags), 405.

Postage Stamps or Post'Offlce

Order, payable to J. Barsham k
Co., Kingston-on-Thames, S.W.

''PHE IMPROVED LEATHER DRIVING STRAPS

and cost less than other kinds °of' Driving Beits. SPECIAL
for MACHINERY are stronger, moro durable, drive better,

Manufactory : Armit Works. Griienfield, near Manchester.
Warehouse: 81, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

Mr. H. Ferradbr, Agent.

Important Reduction In the Prices of Portable
Engines for 1866.

CLAYTON, SHUTTLEWORTJi and CO.. Engineers,
Manufacturers of Portabloand Fixed Steam Engines , Machinery

for Pumping, Hoisting, Grinding, Sawing, &c. ; Engines for Steam
Cultivation, Self-moving EnginesforCommonRoadsand Agricultural
Purposes generally.

Stamp End Works, Lincoln ; and 78, Lombard Street, London

;

also at Lowengasse No. 44, Landstrasse. Vienna ; and GcKenuber
dem Bahnhof. Pesth.

Descriptive, Illustrated, and Priced Catalogues Free per Feat.
Special Drawings when required. The best Steam Thrtei-ng

E. T. ARCHER'S " F R I G I D M O.'

Sir Joseph Paxton fur the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, k
PROTECTION from the SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN.

"FRIG! DOMO," a Canvas made of Patent prepared Hair and
Wool, a perfect Non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping, wherever
it IS HJjplied. a fixed terapuraturo. It is adapted lor all Horticultural
and Floncultural purposes, for Preserving Fruits and Flowers from
the Scorching Rays ol the Sun, from Wmd, Irom Attacks of Insects,
and from Morning Frosts. To be had in any required lengths.
Two yards wide 1«. 9d. per yard run.
Four yards wide 3«. Cri. per yard.
An improved make, 2 yards wide . . Is. iirf. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide . . 2^. 8d. per yard nm. Also

• FRIGI DOMO" NETTING, 2 yards wide. Is. 6d. per yard run.
Elisha Thomas Archer, Wholo and Sole Manufacturer, 7. Great

Trinity Lane, Cannon Street, City, E.C, and of aU Nurserymen and
Seedsmen throughout the Kingdom.

" It in much cheaper than Mats aa a corering."

TTlOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH and
Xj CULTIVATOR may bo SEEN at WORK In every Agricultural
County m England.

T AND DRAINAGE, FARM BUILDINGS, and
. _

.J ^^^.j.^ ^^^ ^^
landed property.

..V, 22, Whitehall Place, Westminster, S.W.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

To Landowkebs, tbe Clergy, Estate Agents, SunvEvoRs, &c., in
England and Wales, and in Scotland.

The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for the
following works of Agricultural Improvement, the whole outlay and
expenses in all cases being liquidated by a rent-charge for 23 years.

I. Drainage, Irrigation, and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial purpose,
Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

S. Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultm'al or farming
purposes.

3. Jetties or Landing places on the sea-coast or on the banks oi
navigable rivers or lakes,

4. The Erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and other
Buildings i-equired for Farm purposes, and tbe improvement
of and additions to Farm Houses and other buildings for
Farm pm-posus.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of Parliament,
Royal Charter, or Commission in respect of any public or general
works of Drainage or other improvements, may burrow their pro-
portionate share of the cost, and charge the same with the expenses
on the lands improved.
The Company will also negotiate the Rent-charges oDtalned by

Landowners under the Improvement of Land Act, ISO-l, in t aspect ot

their Subscription of Shares in a Railway oi Canal Company.
No investigation ot title is required, ana the Company being of
-'-"- Inancial chanictf ~ > -

-

1 of the Works,

. S.W.

HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTUR.A.L SOCIETY
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.

The EXAMINATIONS for tho SOCIETY'S CERTIFICATE and
DIPLOMA will be held at the CLOSE of the WINTER SESSION of
the EDINBURGH UNIVERSlTi'
Candidates for the Certificate must be 18 years of age ; those for

the Diploma must be 2L
Candidates for tho Certificate must be acquainted with Farm

Accounts, Mensuration, and Surveying, and must possess a good
knowledge oCPnictittil /
the Elements of Botany

Candidates for the Diploma nmst have previously obtainftd the
Certificate, and must possess a thorough knowledge of the Theory
and Practice of AETiculture; of Mechanics and Mensuration ; ofthe
Physiology and Treatment of Domesticated Animals ; and of tho
applications of Botany, Chemistry, and Natural History
Agriculture.

BOARD of EXAMINERS.
Prof, of Agriculture, Edinb.

Fentonbarus
Pilmuir; and Joh

Dr. Balfodb, Professor of Botany, Edln.

leral acquaintance with
1 Natural Hiscory.

s it Construction

f r Jonx Wilson, Prof, of Aj
M Univ.; George Hop
'\ Robert Russell, PUt
( Wilson, Edmgton Man

Botany .

.

Chemistry

Natural Histoiy

/ Dr.. , Pi'of. of Chemistry. Glasgow

f Dr. Allmax, Prof, of Natural History,
••

t Edin. Oniv.
Veterinary Surgery .

.

v\^\A Tr„™;T,o»..;„™ ^-^a ( ^- J- MActjDoRN Rankine, LL-D., Prof, of

^ ?rJ.Ti^ ^ -" Ci"l Engineering. Glasgow University

;

Surveying ,. ..
^ ^^^ ^^^^^ Stevenson, C.E.

Book-keeping and Ac- r Kenneth Mackenzie, C.A.,and AscnioALD
counts 1, Patehson, Meadowfield.

Further information in reference to the Examinations to be had on
application to the Secretary of tho Society, at No. 3, George IV.
Bridge, Edinburgh. F. N. Menzies.

.VGRICOLTURAL HALL, ISLINGTON,
on -"H' I

.

. I'tcomber 10, and Four following Days,
IiitrTi I 1. IM t

'
r , ;Lrt) requested to apply for Certificate Forma

by the rtfcrenco loiters us unaer.

CATTLE.—Form A. For an OX or STEER (in anv Class).

„ B. For a COW or HEIFER (in any Class).

C. For a BEAST in Extra. Stock.
SHEEP. „ D. For a PEN of 3 WETHERS (in any Class).

„ E. For a SINGLE SHEEP in Extra Stock.
PIGS. „ F. For a PEN of3 PIGS (in any Class).

„ G. For a SINGLE PIG in Extra Stock.

ENTRIES for LIVE STOCK CLOSE NOVEMBER 1.

Prize Lists, Fonns of Certificates, and all information may be
obtained on application to Mr. Datid Pl-llkn, Assistant Secretary,
at tho Office ol the Honorary Secretary, corner of Half-Moon Street,
Piccadilly, London. W.
N.B, All communications respecting tbe Show must be addressed

to the Assistant Secretary, as above, and should bear outside the
words *' Smithfiold Show."

Wixt Agricultural Saiette.
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Theue can be no doubt that the present
restrictions ou the foreign cattle trade, whatever
useful purpose they may servo, are doing English
agriculturo a groat deal of harm. Store stock,

which is what mu' farmers want to buy, is at an
outrageously high price, and the enormous
imports of fat meat from abroad are completely
revolutionisiug the trade in fat beasts, which is

what they have to sell. The value of that which the
English farmers want to sell is thus artificially

depreciated, and tho price of what they want to

buy is artificially exaggerated. The carcase
trade and fat meat trade with foreign ports is

swamping Smithfield Market, and there has
hardly ever been .so largo a quantity of cattle

held over unsold from one market to another, as

we have lately witnessed. And yet if a man
wants to buy a niilk-cow or a lot of beasts to feed,

he has to pay a price which he can hardly hope to

make a profit off. If the store stock of other

countrieswero available for ourfarmers as their fat

stock is for our butchers, wo should retain a fair

portion of that artificial premium which our

Orders in Council are now putting into the pockets
of foreign feeders. As the matter now stands, tho
EngUsh feeder is placed at a very great disad-
vantage.

Take the cattle ti-adewith Denmark for example.
The cattle produce of Denmark is largely in excess
of her requirements—a large number is exported
each year.

The present condition of the farming there is

not suited to feeding stock, consequently they
export them in a store or lean condition.

Last year they exported ;i8,934 beasts, 639
calves, 29,851 sheep, and 3905 hogs, of which
5300 beasts, 60 calves, 16,800 sheep, and 800
hogs, were shipped to this country fat and ready
for slaughtering. The remaining number were
sold to Hamburg and Holstein, &c., where they
are fed, and thence find their way to our markets.
Owing to the restrictions at present in force in

regard to imported stock, lean orstore cattle cannot
be imported here at all, while it is clearly more to

our interest to import lean cattle and feeding
stirffs, than to force the foreigner to consume his

produce at home, and send us over his stock in

a fat condition. Denmark is and has been quite
free from Cattle Plague, her geographical
position enabling her to adopt precautionary
measures against its chance introduction. The
regulations are of the most stringent character,

and its Government is willing to adopt any mode
of supervision that may be thought desirable to

give additional secnrity.

The Eeport of the House of Commons Com-
mittee of last session contains good evidence on
this point (see questions 5379, 80, 82, 88).

We understand that Denmark could at once
export from 40,000 to 50,000 store beasts per
annum, witli a probable increase of 10,000 each
year, and it could also send us large quantities

of food materials, as oilcakes, &c., to aid us in

fattening these animals on their arrival.

Denmark would also bo a good customer to us
for bulls, rams, &c., to improve tho present breeds
of that country.

There can be no risk whatever in admitting
cattle from Danish ports, certainly less than tho

chances of contagion by allowing the Falkirk
Trysts to be held in opposition to the opinion

and wishes of the Highland Society and of the

Chamber of Agriculture of Scotland.

Whatever is done should be done quickly.

Farmers require store stock, and shippers are

equally interested in getting them safely into

port before winter sets in.

Mr. Moeland, of Courtlodge, Lamber-
hurst, is about to dispose of a portion of his

Short-horn herd, owing to a diminished extent of

occupation. The sale will take place at Marshe's
Farm, Lamberhurst, * on Tuesday, Oct. 9, at

I P.M. There are several families of excellent

pedigree represented in the portion of the herd
for sale. Caroline and her daughter. Lots 5 and
17, are of first-rate descent—bred from BooTu's
Isabella. Agnes, Lot 1, is of Hakvey Combes'
breed, and has six descendants in the Catalogue.

The herds of Mr. Cl.uiidge, Sir J. Lubbock,
Colonel Cator, Mi-. CoLVUf, Mr. Booth, Mr.
H.\.RVEY Combes, Mr. M^vjoribaxks, and Mr.
Betts are all represented in the selection

here offered for sale. The cows and heifers are

served by Barox Butterfly, a Towxeley bull,

which is also in the catalogue. There is much
in this little sale of two dozen animals to desei"ve

the attention of breeders.

The electors by whom the Conservators

of the Eivor Thames are to be appointed are

registered during tho month of October, and
before the 7th of December elections must be
held of four Conservators to be added to the

existing body of IS. The recent Act confers

large powers on this body, and it is important

that no one be appointed a member who has not

knowledge and experience to guarantee that no
one idea or interest connectud with the Thames
shall have undue preference at the expense of

any other. Mr. Bailey Denton's letter in

another page discusses very elaborately one

leading aspect of the subject; and we pubbsh
to-day the remainder of a veiy useful paper by
Mr. T. jVrkell, of Penhill Farm, near Swindon,
from which the reader will gather how many
and how varied are the other interests con-

cerned in this subject, and how great the import-

ance attached by an experienced and piuctical

Marshes Farm, Lamberhurst, is sevou miles from Tun-
brijgo Wella and five from Frant, where conveyances can be
obtained.
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man to the appointment of suitaUo commis-

sioners for the du'oction of whatever works are

needed.

AGEICULTrEAL STATISTICS, IRELAND, 1866

[Tlie followlBg is Mr. Donnelly's recent report to His

Excellency the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland.]

I H\D the honour of submitting on the 18th ult. a

Return of the acreage under Flax in 1865 and 1866, b.v

counties and provinces. I now beg to submit Oreneral

Abstracts which sive for the same years the area under

each description of crop; also the number oi horses,

cattle, sheep, and pigs. The emigration from Ireland,

during the first seven months of 1865 and 18bb, is also

^' The collection of the statistics commenced on the 1st

of June and occupied about eight weeks. It was, as in

former years, entrusted to the Constabulary and

Metropolitan Police, who, to the number of nearly

4000 acted as enumerators with their usual efficiency.

They visited about 600,000 separate holdings

during the progress of the inquiry, and obtained

from the occupiers, or some person m their

employment, the acreage under each crop, the number

of live stock, and other particulars stated m the

Returns. ., , „ . ,

Tlir Ali-tr;i' t- are compued from summaries made
by llir c mniH liiinrs for their respective districts, and

n'la.i dill, r >li--iiilv from the revised figures hereafter to

bo publifhed \ 1 do not, however, apprehend that any

change likely to affect their value for general purposes

will be necessary.

The total acreage under all Crops this yearwas 5,519,6r8 acres.

The ditto ditto 1865 was (re-

vised numbers) 5,648,403 „

Showing a decrease in the extent under Crops

inl866of 128,725 „

The crops which diminished in area this year are—

Barley .

.

Berc and Rye
Beans and Peas .

Meadow and Clover

26,664 I

99 1

2,118 }

There has been this year a small increase in the

acreage under Wheat in almost every county, amount-

ing to 33,485 acres ; and that of the " cereals " and
" green crops." Oats and Potatos are still, as formerly,

the most extensively grown,—occupying respectively

1,697,(>48 and 1,050,419 acres.

The extent under crops. Grass, fallow, woods and
plantations, and bog and waste unoccupied, in 1865 and
1866, are shown by provinces in the following Table :

—

the ' hay famine ' in 1859, by which, and the excessive

rains of the three following years, the number of slock

and the agricultural prosperity of Ireland in general

were so injuriously affected;" it is now very satisfactory

to find that the estimated value this year amounts to

35,178,040/. ; and I beg to say there is at present great

cause for thankfulness to a merciful Providence that

Ireland has hitherto been almost entirely free from tlie

distressing ravages of the cattle plague, l^ which

Provinces.
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else, so that at the present time the tiooding is caused
more I),v tlie foul state of the river than anything
erected for the purpose, and as a natural consequence,
the meadows are not considered so good as thej-
formerly were.

It only remains now to show how these advantages
. are to be arrived at, and who shall pay for them. To
expect its being done voluntarily is quite out of the
question, for the envious nature of some, with the
obstinate ignorance of others, connected with the
general subdivision of land by parishes and different
owners, is a complete bar to that; consequently I
should recommend an application to be made to Parlia-
ment for a General lliver Act, somewhat like the
General Enclosure Act, that on application by parties
interested, any river and its tributaries, including all

rivulets, open drains, water-courses, and open ditclies,

shall be put under the authoritv of Commissioners for
the purposes before mentioned ; such Commissioners
(to be chosen by the several interests on that particular
river district, for which they are appointed, according
to a valuation previously made for rating purposes), to
carry it into effect, so that they should represent the
drainage, flooding, navigation, &c., thereon. Being
thus chosen, their first step should be to appoint an
engineer, or engineers, to make plans, take levels, &c.,
to lay before the Commissioners at their meetings, and
take instructions for carrying out the work. The
Commissioners should be rather numerous, and
selected from the different localities to he surveyed ; as,

unlike an Enclosure Commission, tiieir labour would
not cease at the completion of the plans to be laid out
and executed, for they should continue to act as
arbiters in disputes, or in case of neglect to keep the
works in order as allotted. Their labour would also
include making orders (or giving evidence as to the
necessity of making orders) for persons to keep open
their several ditches and water-courses, for the proper
drainage of the country.

I should consider it much better to have com-
missioners appointed independent of engineering
qualifications, than to have the two combined in one
as for enclosures, for there are men well qualified from
their practical experience and strict sense of justice
(most essential qualifications for a commissioner), who
may not be clever at mapping and levelling, and on
the other hand a clever engineer may not make a good
commissioner, as he may lack the general knowledge
and bearing of the several interests to be adjudicatJed
upon. I am thus particular in this, the most essential
business, the appointment of proper parties to carry it
into effect, as on this depends whether it will answer
for the expense incurred or not, for a plan ever so good
may be worse than useless from bad management ; and
having seen the waste of money expended under
Goveniment draining inspectors, makes one feel rather
chary in recommending Government commissioners,
for fear i mpi-o] ., r p:i it ics should be appointed to the office
and in^l ;i 1 i>i ;i li">iii it should turn out a job. There
are Tlimi^ - (' missioners, I believe, in existence
who.sc iliity is iniiicipally, if not solely, confined to
the navigation, and no doubt but there are some
officials connected with most of the principal rivers,
so that there is the ground-work of the plan in
existence, it being only necessary to increase their
numbers and enlarge their powers to .start the
tiling; besides, if a Permissive Act was passed, and
the scheme tried in only a few cases, it would
soon be seen if it answered the expectations I liave
formed of it. If so, I shall never regret the little

trouble I have taken in bringing it before the public,
as I wish to raise my voice against sacrificing, to the
sole object of drainage, the good that is now derived,
and much more that may be derived, under an improved
management of our rivers. For to see at one season a
mine of wealth flowing by unheeded and uncared for,
and at another doing an immense damage, is, to say
the least of it, discreditable to the age we live in, and
ought ere now to have lieen remedied. I will not deny
but that our rivers would be in a much more efficient
state for drainage if those whose duty it is to cleanse
them were even only moderately to do so. From my
own knowledge, I could say some very hard things on
individual cases connected with the Thames, but as I
am battling for an improved system, that would remove
all sorts of injustice and negligence, I will not do so,
as there may be (unknown to me) even greater hard-
ships than I could mention, and a feeling of unfairness
might be charged against me.
On the other hand, I gladly mention two cases

where there has lately been considerable expense
incurred by cutting a new drain and cleansing

tributary to the Thames, although from the
state of the
fectiou. One i-: in II]

where an inrln-mv h
Bryau Wood, iil (iiipi
has.been cut in the directio

have not reached per-
ish of Bampton, Oxford,
ken place under Mr. W.
Ill, where an inside drain
of the river and carried

down to a lower level; and the other is in the parish of
Xiovvn Ampney, by Mr. Braveuder, steward to the Earl
of 8t. Germans, where some water meadows and a mill
have been sacrificed for the benefit of drainage and
tillage, and being on a very porous, gravelly subsoil, it

may be judicious to have done so.

With reference to the geology of the district to be
drained, I cannot exactly guess at what you require
respecting it ; and as to " the more rapid accumulation
of water from the increase of underdraining," I rather
diubt if such is the case. Where much draining has
been done, the ditches and water-courses are kept in
batter order than previously, and carry off the water
quicker, but in cousequence of the draining much of
the water is made to percolate through the soil that
before flowed over it, therefore is longer in passing off.

To make this appear clear, take the case of two differ-
ent geological formations, nearly adjoining each other,
in the neighbourhood of Thames Head, the great and
inferior oolites and the Oxford clay. The C'olne is the

princiiml river in (he former district, and it is si;:u-..-eIy

ever knouii t.> 11 1, exri'iaou :i suddfu ihau of miow,
or from thunder rain. The rca.son is obvious ; from the
porous nature and great depth of the oohtic rock,
the rain passes through it^ and issues at the different
springs in its course, which form the river; conse-
quently there is a more regular flow of water for a
length of time th:in if the rain flowed off the surface
and caused a flood. The Oxford clay district, being a
very close tenacious clay soil and subsoil, and a con-
siderable quantity of it not drained, after getting once
saturated, the rain will pass off the surface nearly as
fast as it falls, and in heavy rains immediately causes a
flood : now I consider under-draining will tend to
make the water flow less rapid, but for a greater length
of time, acting more hke springs.

It is possible to get the area of the catchment basin
of the Thames, and dividing the porous soils, from
which the water flows through springs, from the clo.se

clayey ones, from which it flows mostly from the
surface, to give some estimate of the quantity of water
to be discharged, and the size of the river, weirs,
sluices, &a., necessary for the purpose ; but I question
if it could be so easily and correctly known as from
those living on its banks, who have noticed its floods
and passage through the several flood-gates, weirs, and
sluices for many years past.

There is one point which I think I have not suf-
ficiently urged on your notice, that is the necessity of
straightening the rivers, especially in those parts where
they have the least fall, and the floods in consequence
remain out too long ; nothing would remedy this evil
equal to shortening the di.stance for the water to run,
as it is not only the shorter distance, but there is a
greater fall in that distance, thereby accelerating the
discharge considerably.

I may not have been sufficiently explicit for those
who are unacquainted with the subject of watering
meadows, but those who are at all familiar with it will
I think be able to understand my meaning, as in this
paper, being destitute of any maps or plans referring to
the subject, I wish rather to draw attention to my
views, and cause the subject to he canvassed over, than
to lay down the details of a plan that may be at once
acted on.

MAISEMOEE COURT, NEAR GLOUCESTER.
Abovt 600 acres, somewhat scattered, are here

farmed by Mr. Morris, a well-known breeder of Short-
horns. The herd and the homestead are the most note-
worthy features of the occupation. The homestead has
been erected within the last few years mainly from sug-
gestions by the tenant, worked out by Messrs. Clutton.
It is on the now common trident arrangement of build-
ings— three parallel lines ofbuilding being connected at
one end by a cross building at right angles to them,
and the intervening spaces being occupied as cattle-
yards. The centre line is a double row of feeding
houses and fatting boxes, and where it joins the cross
line of buildings, there is a root-house below, and a chaff-
cutting room in an upper floor. Food of both kinds is

thus carriedalongthedoublecentral feeding house,which
has a central gangway for the purpose, and along either
side also, thus serving the cattle sheds and boxes at the
ends of the yards, and thence down those cattle sheds
which constitute one of the outer parallel lines of the
farmstead ; the other outer parallel line is occupied by
barn and granary and cart-horse stable. The piggeries
are in a detached building. There is accommodation
in all for 12 horses, 30 fattmg beasts, and 50 or GO store
beasts, besides calves.

We quote the following particulars from Mr. Bailey
Denton's " Farm Homesteads of England," where plans
and isometrical perspectire of the buildings are
given :

—

" This homestead, which does not comprise the
whole of the buildings on the farm, was erected during
the summer of 1800, from the design of Messrs.
Clutton, of Whitehall Place. It is built of brick and
slate, and cost, inclusive of works for water supply, the
sum of IGOo;. In addition to the new homestead,
there are two sets of old outlying steadings, each con-
sisting of a bam and shelter sheds. These it has been
considered desirable to retain, as they are well placed
for manuring the land lying at a distance from the new
buildings.
" There is stable accommodation for 12 horses,

fatting boxes for 30 beasts, and open shed and yard
accommodation for 50 or 55 store beasts. It should be
home in mind by all who insjiect the plan of this
homestead, that it was designed to accommodate dairy
stock ; but that, the present tenant being almost; exclu-
sively a breeder, he has adapted the arrangements of
the homestead to his need as such. Should any future
tenant choose to adopt the characteristic farming of the
district, he can do so, and obtain the necessary accom-
modation for cows by turning every range of boxes into
stalls. As the box-system now prevails, manure-tanks
have not been made, the litter being allowed to absorb
all the liquid manure.

" A spring mainly supplies the buildings with water,
which is forced by a pump into the troughs in the
stables, boxes, and yards. The rain-water from the
roofs is conducted to a tank, and form the reserve
supply.

" Ventilation is secured by raising the ridge tiles,

and by circular openings filled with ' louvre ' boarding,
as shown in the view.
"The Tumip-cutt«r in the root-house, and the

chafi-cutter on the floor above it, are both driven by
horse-power.

" The floors of the stables, root-house, piggeries, and
bullock -houses, are of stone ; that of the barn is of
Pitch Pine, while the head-walks of the piggery, and
the flooring of the calves-pen, are paved with bricks
on edge.

" Description of the Farm,—The farm consists of

588 acres, of which 30y are orchard, meadow and
pasture land, 250 acres are arable, and 2'J woodland.
The four-course system of cropping is that wliich is
generally adopted.

" The root crops are carried to the buildings and
consumed with chaff by the herd in tlie winter ; and,
in addilinii to tlir iiieadowand pasture laud, the tenant
pos^t-M , ill, n-lit to feed 69 beasts on Maisemore
CoiiiiiiMi], Kiio\.ii as" The Ham," a tract of exceedingly
good l.iiril, bill subject to be flooded in wet seasons by
the waters of the Severn.

" The Maisemore Estate is situated principally on
the has formation, with a blue clay substratum, but
the soil throughout varies from a strong Wheat land
to a loose sand and gravel. As a whole, this affords a
good specimen of a dairy or breeding farm ; the land
though varying in character is of excellent quality,
agreeing well in its general characteristics with that of
the neighbourhood. Mr. Bravender s.a,ys in his report
of the Fanning of Gloucestershire, ' Tliere are several
dairies in the vales of Gloucester and Evesham, but
the principal portion of the Grass land is applied to
rearing and grazing in connection with them. This is

in some measure to be attributed to the inferior qualitjr

of the cheeiie and the dillirult.v "f mukliig it. This
apjiears singular, because iniiiii ^r ilir land is excel-
lent feeding laud. The eslal.li-lnih nl ..r a Steam
Plough Company in this inuiir.liali> i|i-l n.l has proved
of great advantage to the tenant, since, by availing
himself of the steam-driven machinery, he is enabled
to cultivate the stubborn clay with better effect and at
less expense than he could do with horses. The great
advantage of this improved mode of cultivation is

already apparent.
"Mr. Morris has by his own endeavours suc-

ceeded in raising a herd of first-rate quality, and
as he holds his farm under a long lease, he is

enabled to invest his capital with advantage to
himself and his landlord."
It is two or three years since we had the pleasure of

walking over Mr. Morris's land, and seeing his herd.
The quality of it had just then become very widely and
favourably known through his success at the Chel-
tenham meeting of the Gloucestershire Agricultural
Society. A magnificent class of large-framed dairy
cows, combining value as milkers with all the advan-
tages of pure Shorthorn descent, was then exhibited by
Mr. Morris. Purchasers for herds in Sweden, where
dairy quality is especially desired, have since found
out the Maisemore herd, and six cows purchased
shortly after that show, have maintained its reputation
thoroughly well in that country.
The herd is descended mainly from cows purchased

many years ago from Mr. Strickland, who was himself
a purchaser at CoUing's sales. We well remember
oxen of that herd 30 years ago as winners at the Bath
Society's meetings. In the hands of Mr. Morris and
his father the same stock—well-selected bulls of
Lord Duoie's and Mr. Tanqueray's breeding having
been employed—has maintained all the original quality'
of Mr. Strickland's particular strain of the breed, and
considei-ably added to its merit for dairy quality. The
great desideratum in any herd is that combination of
meat with milk production which one sometimes sees
in the best London dairy cows, and in whicli, as a whole,
Mr. Morris's herd at Maisemore is iirolialily unoxiclled.
Good service has been done in the (ilnucfstrrsliire

dairy districts by the use of young IjuIIs from Maise-
more; and, as before said, there has been a demand
from other countries also which has proved profitable
to both buyer and seller.

and other

cuiupu lur the scarcity of

WATER SUPPLY.
It requires some coura^'e to recur again to the water

question in the face of continued rain, which is leading
all good agriculturists to think rather of land drainage
than water supply. But the excess of rain under
which we are now suffering has a veiy pertinent
bearing on the question, for the rainfall and atmo-
sphsric condition of August being such as to replenish
tnesoilandreplaceevaporation,averylargepro]iortiniiof
thehcavy rain which has fallen within the pnsrnt nmnth
has pas.sed away in floods to the sea, aii' I an anatnit ut

supply quite equal to three months' flm. ni ila nvcrs
in a dry summer has been lost. Ami i In lia^ t^i' lui-cd

while we are still discais-iiiL' lam wr may am\ a
sufficiency of pure Ha
large towns, as if to \n-> i

one season will amply
another.

I should have ventured before this to have met the
remarks of those who would set aside all inquiry into

local capabilities of sujiidy in favour of bringing water
from distant and moic lavnniial plaia's by a Ivu li^urcs

which I think must laann 1 attuntmn irstudiial, had
not the question of caitli-clnsets been raised inci-

dentally iu the columns of your contemporaries. I
was in hopes that some fresh information would have
resulted from the correspondence that has appeared,

and that a profitable means of dealing with sewage and
other nauseous refuse in a solid rather than a liquid

state would at last have been found, whereby the
pollution of rivers might really be " prevented." No
new feature, lanvi-vrr. lia.^ been brought to light, and
the general use nf. aiili- liMts seems as far off as ever.

'Those who ha\r c \aiiini( d .Mr. Moule's invention care-

fully, with a viriv Iu its application where possible, are

convinced that it is an excellent contrivance for sick

rooms or infirmaries, and for country houses, where
servants are under strict control ; but as to its general
adoption in towns, or even villages, the manipulation
necessary to maintain health and cleanliness, acts,

and, I am afraid, must ever act, practically as a veto.

Where a person, desirous, of utilising the sewage
of his house, will attend to its preservation himself,

the invention may he carried into effect very
favourably, but earth-closets for general use are open
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to more objection than the French application of lime
as a deodoriser and vehicle of transport. I refer to a
plan adopted in France in connection with water-
closete. Two pipes are used, one of which takes away
the water, which has been retained in the closet pan,
direct into the drain, while the other conveys to a
movable receptacle (into which lime is intcoduced) the
fajces and urine, and just sufficient water to lubricate
the conducting pipe. This plan is patented by M.
Mosselman, but I do not hear that it gains ground even
in France, where water-closets arestill scarce, and may
be made to suit the invention, where the manufacture
of poudrette is understood and carried out, and where
therefore solidified sewage is much more likely to be
acceptable than in England. But when referring to
the use of solidified sewage, allow me a^ain to repeat
that neither such a system, nor the irrigation of land
by sewage in a liquid state, can prevent the pollution of

rivers occupying their natural position as drains ; for

we must iiot forget that ultimately some proportion of
the objectionable matter must be washed mto the river
from the surface to which it is applied, or will find its

way there in an objectionable though modified
condition. This is already found to be the case where
liquid sewage is directly utilised by irrigation ; and
though towns may be compelled, as they ought to be,

to turn their sewage to profit and to acquire land for
that purpose, we know, practically, that the land
cannot always be in a condition to receive the sewage,
nor to absorb it wholly if applied. Hence some portion
of the surface washings will find its way by its natural
course to the lowest point in spite of all human calcula-
tions, and as rivers occupy the lowest position in
valley.s, and very little fa;cal matter from cholera
patients will suffice to poison a stream, we may find
our " purified " rivers still foul, though clear, scentless,
a[iil tasteless.

With your permission I will supply a few figures
whicli I hope will satisfy those who would only deal
with schemes of simple grandeur, that we have in the
Thames and its tributaries a means of water supply as
imposing as any that has yet been brought before the
public.

The total area of the Thames watershed is 3,303,680
acres. The average annual rainfall of the whole water-
shed may be taken at 25 or 26 inches. The Thames, as
it flows over Teddington Weir, drains surfaces, which,
in the whole, make up 2,352,610 acres, and the quantity
of water annually discharged over the Weir is equal to
about 3 inches of rain over the whole of the contri-
buting surfaces. Thus there remains a depth of 22 or
23 inches of water, which passes away as vapour from
the surface into the air, or as floods by the valleys into
the sea, or as soakage into the outt:ropping pervious
strata.

The remaining 951,010 acres, comprising the water-
shed, are made up of districts drained by the Yedding,
Brent, Lea, lloding, and other small streams on the

.north, and the Waudle and Ilavensboume on the
south. These streams join the Thames eastward of
Teddington, and their perennial flow forms a larger
proportion of the rainfall than the tributaries of the
western side, although the rainfall is appreciably less.

They flow out of the chalk, and are shown by Mr.
Beardmore to vary from 34 inches to nearly 10 mches
discharge. Thus we see within the Thames water-
shed in certain instances, where Nature by affording
an impermeable channel has assisted the deliveryjof
the water rising to the surface, that the proportion of
the rainfall, which has become serviceable, is double
t.ha.t which has been gained where the channel of
delivery has been less favourable. Without attempt-
ing to reconcile these differences in detail, I am con-
tent to state generally that I know from personal
observation that the upper tributaries of the Thames
are much reduced in their passage over the oolitic
outcrop from which they take their rise, and that they
are capable, if seized before they are reduced by
soakage, and before the streams they form have become
polluted, of a much more extensive use than at present.
The Churn, for instance, is known to lose as much as
three millions of gallons per diem before it joins the
Thames at Cricklade, and this is only one of some
30 or 40 tributaries, of one sort and another, which
tike their rise in the oolite. But if it were shown that
the water thus lost could be intercepted, and conveyed
to London by pipes, or other water-tight conduits, it

would not be in itself sufficient to satisfy the growing
demands of the Metropolis for pure water. It would be
necessary that we should also have full command ofthe
several sources which at present feed the system ; and
as the main river could not aflbrd to lose from
its volume the springs which now maintain its

tributaries, it would have to be shown that any required
quantity may be taken from the sources in their primi.
tive purity, and repaid by means of storage to be
served as the pure water is taken away. Tliis might
be done by conserving at high levels the surplus of the
tributaries after a gauged quantity sufficient to main-
tain them in their full uses has been secured. Eeser-
voirs in the shape of ornamental waters, such as was
proposed by Randal for the Lea, and widened channels
of the streams themselves where the soil was imper-
vious, in which the suqdus might be preserved at a
given height by weirs placed so as not to interfere with
the proper drainage of the valleys, would be all that
would be required; and when we remember that
H inches of water draivn from a reservoir of 600 acres
ia e.ttent is sufficient to supply the Metropolis with the
quantity it now uses, I cannot think that there will be
any doubt on the point, particularly as the supply
dependent upon the western tributaries of the Thames
is not more than half the quantity used.
But we are now only thinking of London, while

I contend it is equally necessary to consider the
requirements of all to^vns and villages, for in the case
of the former it is not a question of quantity so much
as quality, whereas in many parts of the country the

real question is, how the poor are to have any water at
all in dry summers.
To place tangibly before your readers the value of

the wasted sources of the Upper Thames, let me again
recur to the " Thames head spring," which furnishes
the Thames and Severn canal with water. Twenty
millions of gallons per week are known to be raised at
Cirencester, and practically lost to the water con-
sumers of the Thames basin. This quantity is suffi-

cient to supply a mixed population of at least
150,000 people. The whole population of O.xfordshire,
according to the Census of 1861, is only 1"0,944; so
that were it possible, physically, to supply the whole
of that county from this one spring, it would be very
nearly sufficient for the purpose. Is it just, that while
we thus allow so much water to be lost, we should
seek to withdraw from the mountainous districts of the
north-west that water which seems to have been placed
there in anticipation of the immense growth of trade
and population which distinguishes that part of the
kingdom? Lancashire, in 1811, numbered 828,499
people; the Census of 1861 gives to that county
2,429,440 people. Thus, then, the population has
increased to treble the number it was 50 years ago ; and
can it be supposed for a moment that we shall be
allowed, without making an effort to recover the
water we suSer to go to waste in our own watershed,
to rob Lancashire and the adjoining counties of their
rightful supply, when there is no reason to doubt that
in another 50 years the population will be trebled
again.

It is curious to observe that while evei-ybody is

complaining of the condition of the water in the
eastern districts of London, and thinking of going to
Wales and Cumberland for a supply, an advertisement
from the Essex Pure Water Company should appear
in the daily papers, offering to sell several millions
of gallons per diem of the purest water. I think
this alone would prove that an inquiry into the
whole subject is due to the country at large. J. Bailey
Denton, 22, Whitehall Place.

CATTLE PLAGUE RETURNS.
The following Returns were issued on Oct. 4 :

—

This Return gives the number of cases occurring in
Great Britain which have been officially reported to
this Department. Column 1 only records the cases
reported as having commenced during the weeks
indicated by the headings. All " back cases " are
included in column 2.
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, 480 at 3». id. is 90(. ; Date, 8 acres, 40 bushels, in all 3:

at 25., 32^ The following to be consumed on the farm :—
11 acres hay, 15 acres pasture, and R acres root crop. These
will produce four bullocks, with 241. profit ; four cows, 24i.

:

other stock, such as sheep, pigs, and young stock, 241.—in .ill,

36!*/. It must be remembered that In this Ciise a surplus of

600/, remains in hand, which, ii invested at 51. per cent., will
add 30'. more to the net i

The contra will be thus :— Bent.
21. iOi. : labour, at 1(. ri-'' ^t" •vhi-)!

the average). 7.") ^ ; for i.-T^ind c!.!.

tradesmen's bills, 1,^/.— in lil - '

.
i

of the farm of 140(., or, ui'
,

:: i i
.

I said before, my figures (. \. i ]>; iln

h.ave taken from Col. Strickliind) .ire

writers that I have been able to consiUt,

The foUuwiiicj is the balance sheet :^

. 10.«.
: rates (or taxes),

I believe is more than
I ui.e and skill, 100(.

;

1
! u' a balance in favour

^ -t on 600!., 1701. As
I'lii-c of grain, which I

the avei-age of all the

:0 acres Wheat—
640 bushels . . £175

,2 acres Barley—
480 bushels . . 90

Other stock

Rent
T,axcs

labour
Attendance
BiUs
Balance

Total . . £369 Total . . £309
Now, sir, if I am anywhere near the mark, this is vastly

superior to anything that can be done by English f.arming.
I will now proceed to the second pLan of renting to the

extent of capital of 800^ We have but to add three more
farms ; but, as this would be sailing too near the wind for

s.afety, we will suppose a farm of 300 acres, which will, on the
above estimate, leave the farmer a bjilance of 420!. besides the
300!. for personal attendance, which sum is too much : but
more labour will have to be employed, as the farmer cannot do
more work himself on 300 than on a 100-aere farm. I now
proceed to consider the last plan, viz., of purchasing .and

farming his own estate. The mean price of 100 acres with
75 acres cleared, with medium buildings, is 6/. per acre, or
600!. for the farm ; and 200!., as usual, to stock it makes one
standard sum of 800!. Here the rent has to be deducted from
the outgoings of the above balance-sheet and an increase in
the v.alue of the property, which may be safely put down at
20!. per year. This gives a clear yearly income of 190!. and
the gi-atification uf li\'ing upon your own estate.
Thus far 1 have been dealing with the subject entirely in the

light of pounds, shillings and pence ; but there remains one
subject more that is of equal, if not greater importance to a
family man, and that is the health and comfort of each and .all

who belong to him.
One great drawback to Englishmen ag.ainst Canada is the

climate, and this, in fact, is a real bugbear. It is quite an
established beUef amongst three-fourths of Englishmen and
Americans as well, that Canada is somewhere in the Arctic
regions, or a very near neighbour thereof. With mnny, the
very mention of a Canadian winter creates a shudder,
accompanied by a sens-ation of misery : yet the Canadians
themselves tell us to a mjin that the reverse is the case, and
that this season is hailed as one of enhanced pleasure.

In winter the frost is vmdoubtedly severe, but, at the same
time, it is clear and bracing. There are no "cold thaws,"
"raw" nor foggy nights, and Englishmen, as wc all know,
need never fear a climate in which will grow all European
fruits. Apples especially grow in .abimdance, and, indeed, all

our crops ripen to perfection— Tobacco and Pumpkins, Wheat
.and Indian Com, .are also cultivated, and Flax and Grapes
grow wild. Toronto, the capital of Western Can.ada, lies in
the same latitude as the south of France ; whilst the summer
temperature is about the same as that of Paris : and our
cousins in the American States have but to look on their m.aps
to find that Canad.a, .and especially the western province, does
not lie quite so much to the north as they would fain have us
believe ; they \vill find that Upper Can.ada lies as f.ar south as
one-thii'd of their great republic, .and one-half of the whole in
which .an Englishmau can live with .any degi-ee of comfort.
With the exception of a very small portion, the States of New
York, Michigan, and Massachusetts lie in the same Latitude
exactly, while Upper Canada is decidedly further south than
the States of Vermont, New Hampshire, Maine, ami Wisconsin,
not to mention a Large portion of Illinois, half of Iowa, and
the western tcrritones of Minnesota, Oregon, Wjishington, &c.
These facts are, I fear, too often overlooked in America ; and
I do not doubt that were a person to make such an a.ssertion
he would be thought to be suffering under some mental dis-
order. But to return to the climate as suitable to English
constitutions. I don't think all the arguments that can be
used will speak with more convincing power th.an the
statistical returns of mortality made by various Governments
of the proportion of deaths in an aver-age of years. In England
one in every 46 dies annually ; in France one in 42 ; in the
United States one in 74; while in Upper Canjida only one
death occurs in 102 inhabitants. Thirty or forty years ago it

was a rough and a tough job no fW'^A *" ---riTiv-n^'' farr-uug,
when the land h.ad to be cleared nf I F .. - .,1 ' i.-i ...re

no roads over which to carry (r \. re

there m<any markets at which a iu .
.

,
,!

i
. il ;,: \nu.^^.

Yet with all these disadvantages MM I fmiiN i,im [u -_.:iij way
managed to become prosperous. But. now towns arc almost
.as plentiful as in England, and in many places the roads as
good. Now they have railways .and steamboats all through
the country. There are good schools in every village, well
conducted and .at very moderate charges. The laws are the
laws of England modified so .aa to suit a young country. Their
Parliament is conducted upon the s.ame plan as our own,
while their municiiKil institutions are aliiiirat^ly uiLiptL-d to
the prosperit.v "f t'l I'ri.-.-iii.-- .iivl t . !);. i.t. . ..fT'i'N 'mirii.
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of men above all others more likely to do well and to become a
blcssiug .08 well to their families as to their .adopted countrj-.

Home Correspondence.
T/ie Sewaije nf Dublin.— I ran say of my own know-

le(l(;e that there i.s no desiTiiition of land in
Ireland within the range of my acquaintance,
which is by no means limited, to which the .sewage of
tomis as a source of great fertility cannot be profitably
applied, and for growth of every de-scription of ordinary
Earden as well as farm crop with advantageous results,
fully as great, comparatively speaking, as for the
growth of Italian Eye or any other kind of Grass,
provided always that the proper conditions be observed
in such application. In proof of this I could cite you
many notable examples of the successful application of
such liquid manuring on every description of land in
Ireland, from the heavy lands of the Macamores, in the
cottnty of We.xford, Magheramore, in the county
Wicklow, to the light peaty soils on the sides of

Mangertoii Mountains in Kerry, and of :\Ii)\nit Naphiii
in Mayo, fimli being a fact, why, it may lie iiskod,

were objections raised to the utilisation of the sewage
9f Dublin ? The objections raised against this design,
important though it was and is, not alone in a national
but also in an imperial point of view, were raised
on the groundless supposition that the land about to be
reclaimed and sewaged, if so treated, would be injurious
to the health of parties resident in each respective
locality in which the sewage would be .applied ; and
injurious also to the owners of land in such vicinities,

as deterrerit to speculators in building suburban or
marine residences ; and the second objection was that
the sewage as a fertiliser would cost too much in
its distribution to be a profitable paying concern to
those who would invest their capital in the company as
shareholders. Now, sir, all these and such objections
have been so often raised, and as often practically con-
troverted from well-ascertained facts in your pages, it

would be a waste of both your space and my own
limited time for writing were I to attempt to go over
such well-beaten ground. A few facts, ascertained on
well-grounded experience, may suffice for my present
purpose ; and here let me, en passanl, remark that in

this important matter I have no more personal inte-
rest, present or in prospective, pecuniarily or profes-
sionally greater than if 1 were a native of one of the
Feejee Islands, or a Maori at the Antipodes. I can
tell you, firstly, from experience variedly acquired,
that land so sewaged on the sea coast is far less

injurious to the health of man and the lower animals
than such would be when the tide is out on such
beaches ; and secondly, that if there could be any fear
entertained regarding ofTensiveness from such sewage
that any company established for such purposes
can have laid on the spot, the best possible deodo-
riser at a nominal expense, a deodoriser such as would
not only extinguish such supposed or real offensiveness,

but also effect the greatest possible improvements on
such soils both chemically and mechanically, whether
combined with or apart from such sewage, but in the
former case more especially. Cost of distribution.—
If Prof. Cameron has erred in his estimate of this, he
certainly erred on the safe side, as I know from prac-
tical experience also, that there is not a gallon of the
sewage of Dublin that could not be sent over the lands
which the company alluded to sought to get powers to

reclaim that could not be sent over them by simple
gravitation, did such company know the sources from
which such power could be derived. And I have
every reason to believe that Me.ssrs. Barrington &
Jeffers are in full possession of the secret, if such it

can be called, when known to three persons at least.

Sdivard Carroll, Albert Training Institution, Glas-
nevin, Dublin.

Woriing Men^s Cottages.—T\ie subject of providing
suitable and respectable cottage accommodation for our
labouring population has happily of late been much
discussed and commented upon, and consequently
received considerable attention from many benevolent
persons, landed proprietors, and others. Yet we cannot
travel about our rural districts without being forced to
the conviction that the good work is only beginning,
and that much has yet to be done— for it seems not at
present to be understood by gentlemen and architects
that space, real height andbreadth,that isroom to move,
room to breathe, and room to sejiar.ate the sexes, or the
sick from the hale, as well as lightness and smartness,
are required in a poor man's dwelling ; to say nothing
of accommodation in the shape of necessary offices,

(some cases of shameful neglect in this have of late been
brought before the public); the charm of a garden is

also necessary to make a man and his family really

happy, industrious, and respectable. It is too often the
case, that where the spirit of improvement is mani-
fested, the cottages are treated as mere ornatnents to

the estate, convenient accommodation for their inhabit-

ants being utterly ignored. For this the architect is very
much to be blamed ; for, in fact, many of the ornamental
cottages that are built, if not built for a race of Lilli-

putians, are expressly intended for *' servants without
incumbrance." " Without incumbrance ! "—nothing in

my opinion can indicate so forcibly as this, and the
building of small and inconvenient dwellings for their

dependants, the possession of a mean and sordid dis-

position in those to whom God has given abundantly
of the things of this life. If such persons think that
those who immediately minister to their wants and
their pleasures are unworthy of the degree of care they
bestow upon their favourite animals, or less likely to

serve them faithfully and carefully, when blessed with
the choicest gift of Providence— a healthy family, I
believe they take a false view of mankind, and still have
their mental vision blinded by the dark cloud of preju-
dice that envelopes their whole soul. If there should
be any reader of this who is possessed of badly con-
structed cottages, or about to build new ones, let me
beg his attention to the following extract from a speech
by the Rev. AV. Elwin, before the members of the
Eynsford Association on the occasion of their annual
dinner at Reepham in )855, and I think he will find

the argument in favour of good cottage accommodation
so fairly and forcibly put that it will require a clear

argument to confute what he says :

—

".Mere precautions fromtheweather,however, arenot enough
for civilised m.an, who h.as other perceptions besides those of

wet and dry, warmth and cold. He must have the accommo-
dation, the convenience, and the neatness which appeal to his

better tastes, and which can alone satisfy the cravings of even
the plainest, simplest, and humblest of mankind. Gentlemen,
the common answer to such a .statement is that good cottages
will not pay. Certainly the bare rent will not afford an
adequate interest for the outlay, and therefore cottages will

not pay the proprietor who invests in cottages and nothing
else, but it by no means follows that they will not pay the

landowner, who may gain in one direction what he may lose

in another, and m.ay recover more from the land than ho sinks

in the house. Experience has taught us that mind—which
ought to domin.ate over matter - is often subdued by it. and

that tlio eharsel t.ako

only

I tiiiptnic h,
liv

Ph>- eal Cle

1 lu del.thisdispr
1 the defileiuent, .and when he inhabits a

and poverty-stricken tcuemeiit, his disposition becomes
debased, like his tenement, .and gets out of repair. It
is notorious th.at wretched dwellings have a tendency
to produce recklessness, intemperance, and improvidence.
Now, the work which the labourer performs depends
upon his zeal, which is .a question of idleness or industry, and
upon his power, which is a question of bodily vigour. His
demoralisation impairs both power and zeal, and his strength
is dimini-shed because ho is under-fed. and his care to do his
best is equally enfeebled because his sense of duty is destroyed.
No one who considers theso things can doubt for an instant
that in the long run it pays the landlord better to have good
cotttigcs and good labourers than to have bad houses and bad
men. Let it be granted, for it is undeniable, that land has
been given us for far higher purposes than to make money
at the expense of moral, mental, and bodily welf.are. If good
cottages would not pay as an investment, they would pay as
an act of beneficence. They would pay in the delight which
the Landlord must receive from having a more prosperous and
more elevated peasantry. The late Duke of Bedford, who had
built hundreds upon hundreds of first-rato cottages, told mo
tow.ards the close of his life th.at the proudest and most
delicious moment which he ever experienced was when ho
chanced to vifit a distant estate where his person was unknown,
.and heard a woman invoke a blessing upon his head for the
cheap and comfortable cottages which he h.ad provided for the

But with respect to cottages not paying, there has
been a good deal of cant made use of on this point by
those who think it their interest to make it appear
that such is the case. If a man build cottages as a
speculative investment, it is well seen what they may
become when we look at the long rows of barrack-like
erections in many large villages, to which the labouring
population have been driven from lack of sufficient

accommodation being provided on the large estates

where their labour is required. Bui il' the,)' are to pay
they should be substantially buill, yit devoid of

unnecessary ornament, though mil absniulcly ugly. But
surely gentlemen who choose to lavish muney on mere
ornament will not seek to make the labourer pay a
per-centage upon such expenditure. If the rents will pay
a fair interest upon judicious outlay, surely that is all

that can be expected or required. That good cottages

do pay where proper supervision is exercised over pro-
viding the materials, and the workmen employed in

building, can undoubtedly be proved, otherwise there

wotild not be so many built with borrowed capital,

which has first to pay interest upon the money, and
then a profit to the nominal owner. I send you plans

of cottages built with a view to afford the inhabitants

what was considered necessary accommodation, and at

the same time " built to pay." They are not what
would bQ designed as ornamental cottages, yet they
present a much superior appearance to any others iu

the neighbourhood, and such as no gentleman need be

ashamed of. The rent may be considered high when I

say that with a garden of about 30 perches they bring

5/. per annum each ; yet they are readily taken by the •

most respectable labourers, who evidently by their

industry in cultivating their gardens look to recover a

large portion of the rent from thence. This is in a
locality where there is a possibility of selling the

surplus produce ; but in localities where no such
market exists, it might be advisable to restrict the

gardens to what the labourer would require for the use

of his own family, and reduce the rent accordingly.

1 Yet I woukl strongly urge the necessity of giving to

the cottager some ground, in order that he may, when
so disposed, find something about his home on which

I

to beguile what leisure nours fall to his lot. The
walls are 1-1 inches thick up to the bedroom floors, with
18-inch piers at the corners, and 14-incli ones towards

the centre from bottom to top. Above the bedroom
fioor some portions of the walls are reduced to 9 inches

in thickness ; this economises bricks, and gives more
room where it is required. In the ceiling of each room
is a ventilator capable of being opened or closed at

pleasure. The windows are sashes made to open ; these

are far more comfortable than cast-iron frames or leaded

windows, as the latter are rarely wind or water-tight.

Another matter deserves far more attention than is

' usually given to it, as affecting very seriously both tho

health and comfort of the cottager, namely, the floors.

If the soil on which they are built be not thoroughly

drained and of a n.ature to part freely with water, the

floor of the living room should be laid hollow, so as to

be perfectly dry, for from neglect of this, doubtless,

chronic diseases are often contr.acted. which render the

labourer's family a burden and expense to the parish.

It is not alone as a humane measure, but also as one of

policy this is urged. The roof is made to project over

the gables, and by having cantilever eaves all the walls

are rendered dry. Finally, my apology for having

the chimneys in two stacks at the ends nf the building

rather than in one stack in the ccnlro, wliirh would

perhaps be the cheaper plan, is that .nmiilaints are

continually being made by the inhabitants of cott.ages

where the latter plan is adopted, that they are annoyed

by each other's smoke beating down the flues

A. nowMt.

Societies.

B.ixn AND West of Engl.vnd.—At the late

monthly meeting of Council, iu the absence of the

President, John Tremayne, Esq., the chair was taken

by Mr. Acland, M.P. The list of Officers for tho

ensuing year, including all Committees and Stewards

of Departments, was confirmed. The folbwing aro

permanent appointments:— Official Superintendent,

Mr. H. Spackman, Bath; Consulting Chemist,

Dr. A. Voelcker, P.C.S., 11, Salisbury Square, iiondon

;

Veterinary Inspector, Professor Brown, M.R.C.V.S.,

New Cavendish Street, London, W. ; Secretary, Mr.
Josiah Goodwin, Bath.

Salisburg Meeting, 1867.—A long and important

discussion was originated by Mr. Neville Grenville, M.P.,
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in reference to llie proposed meeting at Salisbury in

1867 ; the question in debate being wlietlier tlie Society

was pledged under nil circumstances to hold
_
the

meeting, iind whether the Salisbury Local Committee
would be satisfied with the best exhibition attainable

under any special circumstances existing at the time of

the meeting. The debate was brought to a close by

Mr. Neville Grenfille, M.P., withdrawing the motion

of which he bad sivin notice, and it was unanimously
resolved- '"nif ;li fmmcil, after full deliberatiou,

sees no IV i ihe determination to hold an

e.\hibition i,
•

i m 188?."

Tlie vari"n> ( ..muriti-ps to whom is entrusted the

preparation of the Trize Sheets and Regulation Papers,

were appointed to meet on Monday, the 29th of

October, with the understanding that the Stock

Prizes, so far as the circumstances of the year will

permit, shall be on the same scale as originally

arranged for the meeting in June last, and the

Secretary was directed to communicate witli the Hon.
Local Secretary at Salisbury, with a view of obtaining

information as to any local prizes the Committee may
be disposed to offer.

A Deputation, consisting of the Stewards of Plant
and the Stewards of Implements, attended by the

Oiiicial Superintendent and the Secretar,v, was then
appointed to visit SaUsbury, in order to make all

necessary arrangements with the Local Committee.

Glo'stee Chambee of Ageicuituee.—Mr. Hol-
land, MP., presided lately at a meeting of this newly
formed Society, for the purpose of taking further steps
towards securing the complete formation of the
Chamber ; the backward harvest had hitherto pre-
vented their doing anything. After certain alterations

had been made in the rules, 3Ir. Curtis Hayward
introduced the very important question of
Turnpike Tolls.—At the last Quarter Sessions, he

said, Sir George Jenkinson proposed that a memorial
should be presented to the Secretary of Stale asking
that the maintenance of turnpike roads should be
thrown upon the county. The subject was so im-
portant that its consideration was adjourned till next
Sessions. Since then, he (Mr. Hayward) had looked
into the matter, and had been greatly astonished at
what he had discovered. In this county, the repair of
turnpike roads, irrespective of the road repair by the
parishes, cost, last year, 22,697?. The tolls let- for

39,537/. There were besides 285 toll-houses and 322
gates to maintain. Each gate, on an average,
must cost 25;. a year ; that was upwards of 7000t a
year. Putting the toll-keepers' profit at (L or 7 per
rent.. Iliat would account for another 3000?. a year.
Thcrefcire. speaking roughly, the amount paid annually
in tolls by the people of this county was 50,000?.
AT hat he wanted to ascertain was how far the
burden of that payment fell upon the agricultural
interest. Formerly much of the amount was paid
by through traffic. But the chief part of that had
ceased, and a large proportion must bo paid by the
farmers. He did not know whether any farmers kept
sufficiently accurate accounts to do so, l)ut he should
be obliged to any farmer who, before the next session,

would give him a return of the proportion to his
rating of the amount he paid in tolls. This was a
national matter, and a committee of the House of
Commons had reported upon it : but he foresaw that
unless the country moved the action upon the report
would be very remote. The debts of the trasts were
being paid off so rapidly that before many years the
roads in most districts must come into the hands of
the parishes. In the Fairford district, for instance,
they had paid oil' their debt, and all the toll-bars were
taken down a short time since; he believed this had
also been done in the Bristol district. He did not
think it was at all fair because a turnpike road—made
in days long p.ast for the convenience of traffic now
ceased—happened to pass through a parish which liad
its own roads, that the narish should be burdened with
the cost of that road. There was now in the countv a
debt of 130,000?.— paying from five to no per cent.
Of that 20,000?. was due to the Crown ; this could
doubtless be got rid of, seeing that it referred to
roads in the forest made for the improvement of
Crown property. Jlr. Hayward repeated his statistics,

showing that while the repairs cost 22,(;00?., the
tolls were let for 39,537?. ; and he again strongly
urged the fai-mers to send him the returns before the
Sessions.

5Ir. MoiTis observed tllat under a new arrangement, where
lie now paid 10/. or lU. a year in tolls, he should have to p;ij

V0^ or 80?. — Mr. H.ayward answered that might be an
exceptional case ; there must be some alteration.—Mr. Long :

Do you propose to put it upon the county rate ?—Mr. Hayward

:

No. Oh, no.—Mr. Long: If you did we should pay twice,
because we now keep our own ro.ads in repiir.— Mr. Hayward

:

I think the best way would be to throw all turnpike roads
upon the highway districts. I think it is quite unfair that the
burden of a turnpike road should fall upon the p.arish through
which it happens to run, while there .are parishes on each side,
which use it equally. If we have consolidated the poor-rates,
there is ten times more reason to consolidate in this matter.

—

Mr. Holland : If you throw the roads upon the county,
what ,an enormous staff and expenditure will result. You
;ilready have the staff in the highway districts.—Mr. Monis
was glad this matter had been brought forward. He had been
quivering aboxit it for the last two years.—Mr. Uayward re-

marked, " I think under a different system the roads would be
repaired, in some cases, at three-fourths the present cost

;

because, m.-my districts are spending as much money as thej'

can in order not to appear to have a surplus."—Mr. Friday
mentioned thiit he p.iid .about 8s. a week at the Over Gate.

—

In answer to Captain de Winton, Mr. Hayward said he had no
doubt if the roads were managed by the highway districts, a
county rate of 4rf. in the pound would suffice.-^Captiiin de
Winton ; Well, I wotild gladly compound to-morrow for that
rate,—Mr. Hayward said some of the debts were as rotten
a pear. He knew one case in which 1931. was accepted in
payment of 1283;. At least 80,0001. of debts had been written
off in this coimty within the last seven or eight years.—Mr.
Wheeler promised to send a circular asking farmers for the
returns Mr. Hayward w.anted, and the meeting wa-s then

Mr. Holland subsequently presided at a dinner
given in honour of Sir. Wheeler, of Gloucester, when
a handsome testimonial was presented, along with the
heartiest expressions of goodwill, to that gentleman for

his services m connection with the late County Cattle
Insurance Society.

Farmers' Clubs.
Gal.ishiels.— At the late annual meeting of this

Club, Mr. Adam Thompson read a paper on "The
Profitable Application of Farm-yard Manure." He
said :

—

Fifli/ Years Ago.—It may not be uninteresting to
take a rapid retrospect of farming for the last 30 or
40 years, and endeavour to discover if we have arrived
at that point in agricultural perfection beyond which
no improvements can be made. The old system of
clinging to the past has been injurious to the agri-
cultural interest. It was remarkably prominent 40 or
50 years ago. Farmers then had little notion of pro-
gress. From the want of generiil information, they
were spell-bound by the unbroken chain of the dull
routine of the past. Although Adam Smith had pro-
duced " The Wealth of Nations," and James Watt had
established the utility and power of the steam-engine
more than 50 years before, yet scientific knowledge of
any kind was almost unknown in rural districts. Farm
implements were few, and of the roughest and rudest
description The country joiner could make a woodeu
plough, with verj' short stilts and a long beam, a cart,

and a wheel-barrow ; and a country blacksmith could
shoe a horse, make and sharp the plough irons; but
there the scientific acquirements of both ended. The
farmer then neither read nor studied scientific works.
To the great majority of country people, science was
only scion r.'. Til, ^ -,, , iT- 1, 11 1 mi 1-:i(diing received
made nun ''1' i ;' '

- !,new of it the
better. 'I' 11 ''•' '• m - -iitinns of the
people ol' ^'"'':t||.| ii.ti, , ;],,

] '.'jinlices of the
people of Spain and Ireland now. did much to retard
the progress of agriculture. Farmers then never
thought of attributing anything to their own want of

skill or want of improvement. If they had a good or
a superabundant crop, it was attributed to Divine
Providence : and if they, from want of manuring or
proper cultivation, had a bad or stinted crop, it was
attributed to the same cause. The light of science,

however, has now broken in upon the farmer. The
progress that has been made in agricultui'e during the
last 50 years has become immense. Fifty yeai's ago,

progress wa.s the exception, not the i-nle. Then,
nothing horrified the mind of the farmer so much as

the idea of breaking up new laud. They boldly and
resolutely set themselves against all innovations in the
breaking up and reclaiming line. They firmly main-
tained that it was impossible for sheep and cattle to
live without old pasture, however bare and stinted it

might be. Fifty years ago, if any one had proposed to
plough the hill sides that are now under cultivation,

99 farmers out of every 100 would have pronounced it

a thing impossible, a-s they were so steep that sheep
could scarcely feed there. Talk, then, of reclaim-
ing meadow land, however rich and verdant
and you would have been told that it was so soft and
wet that an ox could not browse there. Talk of re-

claiming a barren moor, and you would have been told

that ruin would be the result, as it would not feed a
.sheep to the acre. But the ploughman with his team
has successfully scaled the hill side, the stone and tile

drains have successfully dried the m&adow, and a
liberal application of hot lime has so pulverised the
barren moor that upon one and all of them may be seen
in the autumn crops of golden grain. Fifty years ago,

we had no uniform system of draining, neither regal-d-

ing depth of drains nor width apart. Drains then were
dug in the most crooked and serpentine forms imagi-
nable. No one thought of drying the subsoil by a

uniform system of drainage running parallel with the
rigs. Tile drains were then unknown, and drains,

where stones could not readily be had, were not unfre-
quently filled with hard turf and branches of trees,

which practically undid the work of the drainer. The
sciences of geology and chemistry have thrown such a
flood of liglit upon the path of the farmer that he no
longer needs grojie his way in the dark. Geology will

teach him the nature of the soil, the subsoil, and the
foundation upon which these rest ; chemistry, that
most useful of all the sciences, which reduces every-

thing to its natural element, and teaches the farmer
the component parts of every plant he grows

—

thereby enabling him, with mathematical precision, to

apply these elements to the soils th.at tend to the
greatest degree in bringing to maturity the cereal or

vegetables desired. Farming, as far as the action of

the farmer is concerned, may be conducted upon
scientific principles as finely and timely as any other
branch of industry in the country.

, Frospeets of the Future.—Ara we to rest satisfied

with the attainments of the past, instead of developing
them into progress for the future ? Is our scientific

progress so complete that we cannot make two blades

of Grass to grow where only one grows at present, or

rear, feed, and bring to the market foui- sheep instead

of three? Chemistry has done much; but it has not
done all. It has treated largely and well upon solid

manures, both of the farm and artificial manures; and
if farmers are honestljy treated by manure dealers,

according to the analysis given, the intelligent farmer
wlio sows his crops with these might calculate upon
them coming up to his expectations. But I am firmly

convinced that chemistry will yet do as much for the
farmer in treating of liquid manures as it has already

done in treating of solids. I believe that the time will

soon come when the chemist will prove to demon-
stration that every ton of liquid manure from a farm-

yard (and who can calculate the millions of tons thus
lost per annum ?) without being applied to the soil, is

a clear loss of so many cwts. of vegetable produce to the
country. . The application of liquid manure to the soil is

nothing new, but its application has never been general.
It is too often the case that we pass by that which is inex-
pensiveandwithin our reach, in search ofsomething that
is expensive, and, which is often worse, useless. There
are but three great sources of wealth in the world—tho
sea, the soil, and the mine ; and, although the products
of these may be wrought into a thousand forms, and
made the channels of wealth, yet we cannot increase
the source from which they come. The treasure of the
mine, we are told, as far as coal is concerned, will soon
be exhausted ; and it is of the last importance that we
do not exhaust the productiveness of the soil. Tou
cannot possibly put into the soil more than what comes
out of it, or, at all events, no mineral manure can
successfully replace vegetable. As the depots of our
best guano fields get worn out, more care and more
thought ought to be expended in preserving and
applying to the soil those vegetable and liquid manures
that flow from all our large towns and cities, polluting
our silver streams and pellucid rivers, making their
waters unfit for the use either of man or beast. The
application of solid and liquid manures to the soil is

very different. Solid manures require a considerable
time and a combination of circumstances to develop
them before they can become productive, and act as
food for plants. Solid manures lie where they are laid,

and it is only by chance or accident that the roots of
cereals find them. On the other hand, Uquid manure,
as soon as applied, permeates the whole.
Liquid Manure.—It seeks the plant as readily as the

plant seeks it. It is cereal food ready prepa. ed, so that
it can at once be taken into the system and be digested.

It is difficult to tell what amount of food the plant
receives from the atmosphere, what from rain, and
what from the soU. Some plants feed largely from the
leaves and stems, while others appear to be supplied
mostly by the roots. Some people imagine that tho
strong roots of plants are capable of imbibing solids

;

and they conclude that the more dung or the more
guano they apply the more abundant will be their

crop. The productiveness of a large application of

either manure is entirely circumstantial. If the season

is moist and humid, the crop will be large and pro-
ductive; if very di-y, their efl'ect will scarcely be
appreciable.

-i^ I have already said, plants cannot imbibe
solids ; and although you should sow your seeds or set

your plants on a dunghill, or in abag of guano, without
water they would never come to perfection. Solid

manures can only become available for feeding plants

when their constituent pai'ts become so liquified that
they can be easily imbibed by these small tissues, and
converted into food for the plant. What gives dung
from the cattle shed a superiority over, and a greater

money value than, dung from the stable yard ? Their
constituent elements are the same or nearly so.

But there is evidently a difference in the process

of mastication and digestion. The one is light and
porous, the other solid and heavy. The superiority

of cattle shed dung consists not only in its

power of absorbing moisture, but in its power of re-

taining it. It gives off the liquid it contains slowly

and gradually, so that the plant in contact with it is

fed from day to day; and, even in a very dry season,

plants planted with the one kind will .arow and come
to maturity, while with the other they will languish and
die, which," in my estimation, proves to a demonstra-
tion that the nearer we can assimilate the food of

plants to their hourly wants the more certain will we
be of an abundant crop. This is one of the problems

that chemistry has yet to solve—how we can produce the
greatestamount ofhumanfood with the smallest amount
of manure, and how that manure can be applied with

the smallest amount of waste or loss to the fanner.

i?armers and landlords are to a great extent responsible

for the food of the people. The greater the amount of

food produced in the country, the greater will be the

amount of our prosperity ; and the greater our pro-

sperit.v, the more happiness ; and the more happiness,

the greater will be the security of life and property.

Therefore, whatever tends to diminish tlic peoples
food, tends to national disaster—hence the pro-

priety of allowing no productive matter to run to waste

—and yet it is a melancholy fact, that while our
farmers are paying hundreds of thousands of pounds
per annum for guano and other artificial manures,
they aj-e allowing hundreds of thousands of pounds
worth of liquid manure to run to waste. For top-

dressing, there is nothing equal to liquid manure, and
it may be applied with propriety, and certainly

both to old and young Grasses. The extreme price of

cattle and sheep that has existed for some time past

ought to induce the farmer to do all that lies in his

power to increase the productiveness of the soil ; and,

.OS liquid manuring is the best thing calculated to pro-

duce an eariy and abundant supply of young Grass, it

ought not to be neglected. Every market gardener

and gentleman's gardener knows the value of liquid

manures; and if the application of liquid manures
produce early vegetables for our m-arkets, why not pro-

duce early Grass for our ewes and lambs ? Early Grass

is one of the great desiderata in stock breeding, and I

think that by a liberal application of Uquid manure
that desideratum will be supplied. One of the great, or

perhaps the greatest, advantages of liquid manuring is

that you may apply dung any season of the year. From
the beainning of October till the end of April, there is

a considerable amount of liquid manures about all

farmyards ; and if there were large waterproof tanks

erected in connection with these, a supply might be

had for seven months in the year. On old pasture

land, where there is often more fog than (Jrass, it would
be a great advantage to commence watering in the end

of autumn, and repeat it as often as possible up till the
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lining of sprinft. Thfi action of the liquid would, 1,1 »uy of tie favms in this .listriot by throwing it on the dung!

.il 'I'l

, 1 Iwl cuuUdullt Hi:

believe, teud to relieve tlief im ;iiid prnil

Grass. But I am furtlirr rM„vin'-l tii:il n iii:i> I'- I'l

fitabljf applied to the ^'i.un-j

dressing Grass. By appl> i im

during the winter or early in
,

the result will be equal to the best guano. • In fact, I

think the results of guano more imaginative than real.

It is frequently applied to new land, where no manure
is required, and is no test of its capability for pro-

ducing a crop. I am confirmed in this opinion trom

the experiment made by Mr. Haldane, Faimilee, when
there were only about 15 cwt. more of Turnips which
had been sown with the best guauo, than on the same
acreage sown with no guano at all, a difference in

money value of from 5*. to 's. 6d. per acre. A square

acre of land, allowing 2 feet ajjart for the drills and
C inches apart for the plants, will produce somewhere
about 13,500 Turnips. Now, if we allow 5 cwt. of

guano as a fair average to the acre, that gives about
two-thirds of a quarter of an ounce to the Turnip, a

quantity so infinitely small, that no one can expect it

to produce a crop, even admitting that it was all pro-

ductive matter. But we must deduct at least a

quarter of an ounce for sand and other non-productive

matter, which would reduce the quantity to about one-

third of a quarter of an ounce of guano to the Turnip,

a quantity less than an ordinary snuffer would take at

a time of a pinch of snuff, and this is the quantity

farmers imagine raises a crop of Turnips. As far as my
own experience goes, which is confined to pot plants and
garden culture, and as far as the experience of practical

gardeners goes, I am convinced that liquid manure,
undiluted from the cattle shed, contains as much real

productive matter, weight for weight, as most guanos,

and infinitely more than many of the so-called artificial

manures in "the market. Perhaps, in a country like

ours, where we have more acres than men, we can

afford to be careless about productive matter ; but in

some other countries, China for instance, where they

have a large population living on water as well as land

to support, they require to be more careful. In China,

travellers inform us that every drop of liquid manure
is carefully preserved and applied to the soil. There,

farmers, who have lands adjoining the highways, are in

the habit of placing casks or jars at intervals along the

roads for the use of travellers, the contents of wnich
are taken away and carefully applied to the land.

Farmers nowhere spend their labour uselessly if they

can help it ; and the lact of the Chinese farmer being so

careful in preserving it, is the best proof that can begiven
of the utility of its application. Should you ask me
for further proof of the profitable application of liquid

manure to the soil. I might point you to the Craigen-

tinny meadows at Edinburgh and the Meadow Lands at

Carlisle. Of course you may say there is no compari-

son between the capabilities of a farmyard and the

sewage of a city. I admit it, but it is the principle,

not the quality, I am contending for. If the Craigen-

tinny meadows can be made to produce four crops in

the year, bringing from 40/. to 50/. per acre, may not

the lands on the banks of the Gala be made to produce
two? The superiority of liquid manure from the
farmyard is so great over city sewage, where there is so

much dilution with water, that I would suppose that

1 ton of the former is equal to 20 tons of the latter. I
have not time in this address to enter into the subject

of collection and distribution, but I am so impressed
with the utility of the matter, and the profitable

results that would accrue to the farmer, and the benefits

it would confer upon society, that I think it is

worth the serious consideration of both landlords and
tenants.

Mr. W.M. Riddle, Rluk, though .igreeing with the views
stated regarding the fertilismg properties of liquid ma
doubted very ranch whether its distribution on the fan

this district would pay for expense. Mr. Thompsi
in dcprueiatifin of guano were uiifuMi.dod-the

rlv '^'I

the.

remarks
L- , -f that
,, :. I liy

only l,i,,iiillj ll,uil„ja. h.j =..w ll.,i;. lln; i-^lui.i mu tu.i. arill

would be too" small to pay the Ubuur, while all the other drills

done \ip with guano were looking very well. Mr. Hatdane's
experiment was not a case in Jjoint. The field had been
ahready manured to excess, and the guano had no chance of

making its power seen. He had no doubt that the use of

guano mcreased the Tlmiip cl'ops tenfold.

Mr. Gibson, Windydoors, thought there was no doubt that
on the general principle of the fertility of liquid fann manure
Mr. Thompson was quite right, }mt tiie expense of its distri-

bution by the suggested plan would absorb its value, and leave

nothing in the shape of pro6t. It had been tried very care-

fully in Ayrshire, .and it was found that horse labour employed
in its distribution eo.st more than could be taken from the
products grown by it. It was unsuitable for Grass meant for

sheep or lambs, and would injure them.
Mr. SMiiL, Galashiels Mill, said if 1 m

engines to throw the liquid maiiin
that it could be led by pipes t<^ 1

1

would be the best means of utili

present farmers had no profit i*

son. He had several times .-.

Glasgow, where immense crops (

iag liquid manure to a high !- '

hose and pipes over fields. TL.
ture or cutting, and the Grass wi-
understood that farm paid very well.

Mr. Elliot, HoUybusb, said—Wherever liquid manure could
be applied by gravitation to Grass it would pay well ; but the
quantity made on a farm was much less than many people
thought. He had tried the experiment for one year of using a
water cart to throw it over young Grass meant for the sheep
and lambs, but it did not pay him. lie found that the horses'

feet and the wheels did more damage than the manure did
good, and the result was that he had to cut the Grass ac last.

On hill slopes it would be found totally impracticable to use
water carts without a great expenditure of horse power. It
would not do to apply it to the land during winter, he thought

:

and that implied immense tanks to keep it until it was
needed. The Edinburgh sewage went over the meadows in
thousands of tons per acre—a very different thing from going
out with a water cart and sprinklinc it over rough hills,

did not think it impracticable to utilise the liquid

ould put up
1 ground, so
doubt that

:iare, but at
_: it to the

i by pump-
r.-ring it by

' Iier for pas-

oable, it will not pay to employ any of the other modes of

direct application hitherto in use, all of which involve con-

siderable expense."

'' ' A large number >

other cases as disiufee

these necessary cond
manganese.

QuarleHi/ Journal of Science. No. XII.
Churchill & Sons.

The sanitary condition of our towns continues to

occupy attention in this serial ; and this number is

also full of interesting information derived from the

meeting of the British Association. The Coal Supply
is discussed in an elaborate and reassuring manner.
" A New Era in Illumination " and " Adams' Recent
Astronomical Discovery," are the subjects of two other

articles. The chronicles of various departments of

science are as interesting as ever ; we give the short

agricultural history of the past quarter, quoting it

from this section of the book :

—

" The Cattle Plague—which at the beginning of the

past quarter was rapidly declining, still however
attacking several hundred fresh cases every week-
has at length dwindled to very insignificant propor-

tions ; and, excepting for its extreme infectiousness, it

is no doubt of less account at ^present than many other

fatal disorders to which the live stock of the farm are

ordinarily liable. The returns for the weeks ending

September 1 and 8 recorded only 99 and 09 attacks

respectively in all Great Britain. Upwards of a

quarter of a million cases had occurred during the

52 preceding weeks, of which nearly one-half had died

and one-third had been slaughtered, leaving, with a

certain number unaccounted for, less than one-sixth as

the ijroportion of recoveries. The third and final report

of Her Majesty's Commissioners was published in the

month of June, and with the accompanying dis-

cussions of all the aspects and relations which the

subject presents, it constitutes a perfectly exhaustive

treatise on the disastrous experience of the past tivelve-

month, which all stookowners should study. In par-

ticular, the question of disinfection, which it examines,

possesses a permanent interest. This bus been most
elaborately investigated by Mr. Crookes and Br. Angus
Smith, who.se researches are given in full detail. The
following is the result of their inquiry as stated by the

Commis.-ioners r

—

" ' r* i I

i 1 liM'i it the poison ought to be destroyed at the

verv I
'

I .Itition or discharge. The disinfectant

j,n,"st ; 1 1 ,,nly be both fixed and volatile, but so

cUl i|> ,1 ,-n. ir ' i as to be continually in action, audit

, ] i 1 1
, h can be used in many

i

ir itside, as not meeting
,, Ills of iron, zinc, lead,

_ li:,i, ,
,1 L'harcoal powder, and

many other substances, want the volatUo disinfecting power

;

iodine, bromine, nitrous acid, and some other bodies are too

dear, or are entirely volatile, or are injurious to the cattle.

" ' On full consideration, it appeal's that the choice must lie

between chlorine, ozone, sulphur, and the tar acids (carbolic

and eresylic). Two of these bodies, viz. chlorine, in the shape
of chloride of lime and the tar acids, have the great advantage
of being both liquid and aeriform ; they can be at once added
to discharges, and constantly diffused in the air.

" ' All these four substances—chlorine, ozone, sulphurous

acid, and the tir acids—have been practically tested, either in

England or on the Continent, and there is considerable

evidence that they all actually do destroy the cattle plague

poison. Their precise mode of action is still uncert,ain.

Olilorine and ozone act, no doubt, as powerful oxidisers, con-

verting animal poisons into simple and innocuous substances.

Sulphurous acid probably destroys the virus by its strung

antiseptic powers. The tar aeids, according tu tl, -.i :i

raents of Mr. Crookes, neither interrupt nor acci-l : i

tion, but they act most powerfully in arrestin- ii
! ,

i i

fermentative .and putrefactive changes, and aui:il:i! i , )lh

the greatest certainty all the lowi r f.im- ..riif,\

"' After a full considcr.atioii i i: i l,:i locrits of the

four disinfectants, and after soui.
;

I
' m lU, .Mr. Crookes

arrived at the conclusion that 11.. in [.- .' ilal, and at the

same time most simple, process ul .U,>iii1\^i;Lluii wuuld be to use

the tar acids as constant liquid and aeriform disinfectants, and
sulphur in the form of sulphurous acid as an additional and
occ.asion.al agency.

" ' For the reason stated in Mr. Crookes's report, it appears

that chloride of lime is inferior to the combined use of carbolic

.and sulphurous aeids. But there is no doubt of the efficacy of

this agent, and in certain circumstances, as for the washing of

railway trucks, it may be employed in addition to boiiing

water or steam.
" ' It is very desirable that the use of carbolic acid should

become general throughout the country in uninfected as well

as in infected districts. There is little doubt that even were
there no danger from the cattle plague, the great piuifying

effect of this substance on the air of cattle sheds would con-

tribute greatly to the health of the animals.'

"We presume that a very long experience of the ase

of carbohc acid is necessary before its permanent
efficiency can be determined ; but in the mean time its

cheapness, easy applicability, and power of at once
arresting all kinds of putreiactive change, doubtless

justify all that the Commissioners say in its favour.

"In connection with this subject we have to add
that all attempts, arising out of this national calamity,

to establish a National InsiKmr Sf,r-,ty and Fund
have failed. Dr. Farr,P.E.S :

i

:

' ' nadapaper
last June before a meeting ni I ,1:, : \'.;ricultural

Society, advocating a plan wli' ' li- h il iiawn up, by
which the whole live stock of t lie i;oiuitry might have

been insured by Government upon the voluntary

principle ; but no action followed upon it. To esta-

blish such a society, the first thing necessary was that

noblemen and gentlemen interested in agriculture

should subscribe to a guarantee fund, on the plan

adopted at the Great Exhibition, and it was proposed

that Govenimeut should subscribe an equivalent

amount, engaging to advance money for preliminary

expenses at a moderate rate of interest. The guarantee

fund was intended only to make advances or loans, and

the subscriptions were to bo called for by instalment
only in ciuses of nceeisily. An appeal should b

:rM'i-cssed by the SI iii
: :1 ii t. nlment of tho Privy

I icil to all thi! |,i ,1 :i,il I k owners of the
! iii-rdom, requestiii'- ^i , .i ni-ence. Tho con-
(:;u'rent stock owner •\'<-a\\ j h b,> requested to

scud in classified lists of their sto^jk and its value.

The premium to be demanded would have to be suf-

ficiently high to cover the risk, and it was believed

that Is. per month would insure 10/. on a healthy beast

exposed to ordinary risks under good arrangements.

No boast worth le.ss than 5/. should be insured. The
policy might be transferred on the sale of cattle being

registered. Horses and sheep iiii'„'ht be insured upon
terms to be a-reed iipr.u. Payment of premiums
might be made Uirougli llie pMsi-,,llie.e. All payments

on policies might be made on the authority of a

specially-appointed olUcer in every county, acting

under the inspection of the committee. The accounts

should be duly audited and published annually, with a

digest of tlie returns and report made by the actuary,

to be appointed by the Home Olfice. All cattle

imported diseased sh"ould pay adequate premiums, and

if healthy, receive polii-ies covering a term of one month
or more; the preniiuni in sieli cases to be collected

by the oflicers of her \i:i|i-i) s ( 'ustoms, and paid by
them on account ul' i le S n e i y into the Bank of

England. No person having euUle uninsured should

under any circumstances receive compensation from

any public rate. Landlords, for their own protection,

might insist upon the insurance of stock, and clauses

might be inserted to that effect in the leases or

covenants. Under these encouragements it was

probable that half the live stock in the kingdom
would be insured. This would give an amount of

•2,000,000/. or 3,000,000/., which would be sufficient to

cover all losses and expenses, and whatever profits

might accrue should be divided among the insured

upon the mutual principle.
" These were the main features of the plan ; but we

fear, with Mr. Torr, who followed Dr. Farr at the

meeting in question, that nothing of a purely voluntary

character has any chance of being taken up by tho

farmers of the country on a sullioiently large ssale to

ensure its success. The occurrence of a great calamity

of this kind is so new, and has been so rare, that the

lesson of self-preservation which, were it to bo of

frequent recurrence, it must ultima.tely teach cannot

be expected to be learnt at once.
" To turn to the vegetable world, we have in the

first place to report "the marked success of the

Metropolis Sewage Company in growing great crops

of Italian Bye-gi-a.ss upon sheer sea-sand. About
1000 cubic yards of the sand below Shoeburynesa,

which is to be the ultimate outfall of the North London
sewage culvert, has been spread over an acre of land

near Barking. The surface was sown with Italian

llye-grass in February last, and the sewage water

allowed to trickle over it. Since then several heavy

crops have been cut, one of which, grown in a month's

time, weighed about 10 tons per acre. The efficiency

of town sewage, as a feeder of luxuriant vegetable

growth, is bein'g tested at other places near the present

North London culvert. Mr. Westwood and Mi-.

Adams, at East Ham, have 10-acre plots which are

yielding enormous growths of Italian llye-grass ; and

!tt Lodge Farm, near Barking, the Sewage Company
are laying down a large extent of land for surface

irrigation, so that in a year or two we may hope to see

all South Essex convinced of the enormous fertilizing

power which is about to be distributed through that

district.
" The weather of the past summer has been more

favourable for succulent growth, such as that of Itali.an

i;ve-grass, than for the ripening of seeds, and thus we
\v:\i- to report unfavourably of the harvest. A large

jiinportion of recently published reports of the AVheat

ei"p declare it to below an average, and tho extremely

wet weather of September has much injured grain

crops in the later districts.

" One other matter of some agricultural interest may
be feferred to in this ciirMniel.. 'V\v Notlnnal Agri-

cultural Societies, li- i
•

y-.-^'".\ ei,| •>,•
,

-i.!-!. are

trying by means of ;
>

'

'
•

'.'•'- i , with

accuracy the expenen,', , i: ,
n . mtira-

tion. As the sum ot I '
:

'
'""t lor the

purpose by the English Sue, •
i

,
1

1
.ne soon to

have a full report of the cost- :
i -advantages

and returns, which have be n !,i:li ii' -:.i>eriencedm

connection with the various methuds by which steam

power has ot late been applied to the cultivation of

the land."

Farm Memoranda.
BrUTON, SoMEKSETSHinE : Personal Experience on

a Farm—(Continued from pat/e 936).—Up to 1811, I

had not made rent or taxe.s, having expended all in

improvements ; but this year I had a great breadth of

corn, the summer was fine, and the crops yielded

well. I had previously limed upwards of 100 acres, at

30 qrs. per acre, besides using a great quantity on the

pastures, which I generally mixed with road-scrapings,

of all which I now found the advantage. I had

used lime from 11 different kilns, which was burnt

from almost as many different kinds of stone, but

could not discover much difference in the results. My
plan of liming the arable land has always been to put

it on fallow after it has been once harrowed, and gene-

rally at the rate of 30 qr.s. per acre. If applied when
the fallow is rough, a portion, more or less, according

to its state, will be lost. "When properly slacked, 1

spread it evenly, and immediately harrow it two or

three ways, so that it may be thoroughly incorporated

with the soil. It is an expensive dressing, and should

not be carelessly applied.

I tried carbonate of soda for Wheat, with bad
results. It increased the bulk of straw, but retarded
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its ripeninc and the corn was blighted, although it was
in the middle of a field otherwise free from blight.

I tried subsoiling on some of my best laud previously
to sowing it with spring Beans, but it was useles3 ; and
I have never since been able to discover any difference

in any crop that I have grown on it. I had previously
tried Beans, without ever getting anything like a good
crop.

I have grown winter Beans with rather better success.

Peas of several different kinds I have tried, and
given up as unsuitable for the land and climate.

I cannot grow Barley to any advantage. I may
obtain a bulk of straw, but the grain is always of very
bad quality.

I dislike thin crops of corn, therefore have never
tried thin sowing, but have witnessed the results. A
gentleman came to an estate near me from a much
better climate and land, and condemned very much
my practice of thick sowing. He tried the opposite

system by dibbling a small piece to Wheat at the rate

of 1 bushel per acre, and also by sowing three pieces of

the same size to Oats ;— 1st, i bushels per acre ; 2d,

6 bushels ; 3d (much against his will), 8 bushels per
acre. The result was no WTieat, the exact yield of

Oats I never ascertained ; but the bailitf told me the
piece sowTi with 8 bushels per acre produced about as

much as both the other two pieces, which, from my
o^vn frequent observation, I believe was near the truth.

There is another evil attending thin sowing on my
land ; for I have always found that, unless I take full

possession of the land with the crop I want, I am sure
to have an abundance of things that 1 do not want.
When corn is drilled, of course, the hoe may prevent
the intrusion, but only to a certain extent ; for the
hoeing cannot be continued long enough to do so

entirely. I have proved many times that I can grow-
more corn jier acre (particularly of Wheat) by sowing
than by drilling.

My improvements went on rather slowly for two or
three years, as I could not obtain the promised lease.

The steward of whom I took the farm died, and soon
afterwards his successor followed, so that I did not feel

.justified in going so far as a yearly tenant as I other-
wise should have done ; but fortunately, my noble
landlord called on me, rode over the farm, and was so
well pleased that he told me at once that I should not
be any longer disappointed of a lease. I then with
fresh spirit took out all the remaining fences that I I

could on the arable land, and reclaimed the wlaolo,
j

making a total of 40.3 acres arable. I have one piece ;

of 280 acres, without a fence, cultivated in three equal
portions. All the land, as it came into a ploughable
state, was managed on a five-field course, .as follows :

—

Wheat, Swedes, groivn with artificial manure ; Oats,
Clover, Vetches, Rape, and Turnips. All my yard-

1

manure was applied, after the Clover was mown, for
Vetches, Rape, and Turnips, on the field intended to

I

be sown the following autumn to Wheat. This system
I found inconvenient in one respect, which was that it

was not economical to get my Swedes fed otf suffi-

ciently early to sow Oats in proper season, and Barley
did not pay me. I tried white Oats, but they were
always of a bad colour. In 1850, 1 altered my system
to another five-field course, namely—Wheat, Oats,
Clover, Vetches, and Swedes; Vetches, Rape, and
Turnips. I have now changed to a four-field course,

—

taking Wheat, Oats, half sown to Grass ; Clover and
Swedes ; Vetches, Rape, and Turnips. By this plan, I
sow Clover but once in eight years, by which I hope to
secure a better crop. I have tried Italian Rye-grass
several times, first as long ago as 1843, but I have never
had a thick good crop. I do not much like it (perhaps
I have not sown a good and clean sample), but have
found a little very useful as early feed on several occa-
sions. Hitherto (1852) I had hired a steam-engine for
threshing for some years, having been the first to intro-
duce one in the parish ; but now I have bought one,
and a boulting machine, of Mr. Cambridge, which
answered well ; and although it was a portable engine,
I built a high chimney and a house for it, which I
consider a great advantage, as I can use it lor any
purpose in any weather, without any risk, and with
less fuel. In about four years, the boulter was much
the worse for wear, but the engine (which was of
5-horse power) was as good as ever; and, to keep pace
wilh the times, I e.vchanged with Mr. Cambridge for a
I'ombined thresher and an 8-horse power engine, which
I think, taking it in all its points, is as good as anything
of the kind I have seen.
Most, I sujipose, know that where lime answers well,

chalk or mahn will also do good ; but few persons, I
think, have witnessed such extraordinary results as I
am ;ibaut to relate from the use of the Latter. In 1841,
I wished to try malm on a piece of land of 2i; acres,
which was covered with very short heath and Feni, with
a little Grass of the very coarsest kind. I agreed with
a neighbouring farmer to allow me to dig some on his
farm .at 3rf. per load (I have nothing of the kind on my
Land). I had .about a mile to haul it, and I put about
35 loads per acre, at a cost of about 5/. .Ifter I covered
about acres of the worst part of the field, a circum-
stance occurred that prevented my continuing it ; the
next year it began to alter the appearance of the land,
and in two or three years after, if a flock of sheep were
turned into the opposite end of the field, in a few
minutes three-fourths of them would be on the C-acre
maimed. In 184", being six years after it was done, I
decided on digging the whole piece, and I began with
the maimed part, which turned out mellow and nice ;

but when the men, .about 20, came on to dig on the
other iiart, it was of quite a different colour, and such
a sour and most unpleasant smell arose from it, that I
could perceive it a quarter of a mile oH'. In fact, a
gentleman walking with me at about that distance
could not imagine from whence the smell came, and
had to be convinced by going to the spot. The digging
was t<aken at 2W. per lug, but, when the mahned part
was finished, I was obliged to advance the price to 3d.

per lug. Some weeks after the whole field was turned,
the maimed piece, and 3 acres adjoining it, was sown to

Onts, the other part of the field was drilled to Swedes
with dissolved bones. At harvest the Oats on the malm
part were 5 feet high, and produced 63 bushels per acre

;

and on the adjoining 3 acres, Ij feet high, producing
15 bushels per acre. The Swedes were not very good";

I fed them on the same, and then ploughed the whole
field, and found the turf but little rotted on the part
not maimed. At spring I sowed it all to Oats, and the
result was 59 bushels on the malm parts, and 25 bushels
per acre on the remainder of the field ; every drill of
bones used the previous season for seeds could be
easily seen by the difference in the Oats. I then
folded the whole field equally over with 2000 sheep per
acre, and sowed Oats again—this was the third time on
9 acres, and the second time on the other part ; this

crop produced G7 bushels per acre on the maimed,
and" 41 bushels on the other parts, showing the extra-
ordinary difference in the average of three crops of

63 bushels against 2" bushels per acre ; so that, if I had
continued the malm over the whole field at first, I
should have had on the three crops 1324 bushels of Oats
more than I had, which, at 2.?. M. per bushel, would
be 155?. 10.?. I then considered the field deserved
better treatment ; so I fallowed it, and limed the part
not maimed with upwards of 30 qrs. per acre, brought
it into a regular course with my other laud, and have
had good crops of all kinds on it since. Tor at least

seven years after it was dug a person walking across it

blindfolded could tell the malm part by the difference

of feeling to his feet.

I have tried salt with lime, which answered well

;

and also salt alone on some occasions has been very
beneficial, principally in preserving Vetches from the
slugs. I have tried it for preventing fingers

and toes in Turnips (which my land is very subject
to), but I have found lime the best preventive for that
disease.

I have found genuine guano very good for a top-
dressing for corn, and Proctor's Wheat manure good for

AVheat ; but prefer doing all that is necessary to secure
or to expect a crop of Wheat in the summer previous
to sowing it. I have found soot, the genuine article,

exceedingly useful where the wireworm or hares and
rabbits have injured my Wheat. AVith regard to soot,

I have been sadly imposed upon—in the country by
adulteration, and in the largo towns by short
measure.

I have tried a great many sorts of Turnip manure
with various results, and have dissolved bones with
vitriol on the premises for several years, which proved
economical ; but now prefer using bones alone chiefly,

and some dissolved without vitriol. I have also used
the liquid manure drill with great advantage, and was
one of the first that used it.

I have Saintfoin many times in small patches
in my Lent com , but never saw any come to the scythe.

I have scarcely ever grown any good winter Vetches
when sown in the autumn ; but have grown them very
good when sown in February, and spriug ones as good
as I have ever seen anywhere.
From the commencement in 183" to 1853 I con-

tinued the system of breeding cattle, regarding quality
rather than milk, but not to the extent of the Hereford
breeders. I merely kept my calves on milk as long as
was necessary (not the whole summer), and made cheese
.afterwards; but in 1853 circumstances induced me to

let my cows, which I have continued to the present
time ; and although my present dairyman makes cheese
of the very best quality, .and can. I presume, make the
most of the milk, I do not consider it so profitable, on
the whole, as my former system. W^hen I reared all

my calves, I could keep a greater number of cattle

;

and through the winter I invariably fed them on
ground Swedes and chaff, except when Swedes were
short, then cake was used instead, and sometimes
boiled Peas were substituted, which are an excellent
food to mix with chafl". My stock were all of good
quality, and my worked oxen, barren cow.«, and bulls
always commanded good prices.

With regard to my Grass land, I mow it and feed it

alternately, and put on it as much compost as I can
from time to time get together.
None of my land requires draining.
I have no orchard. I cannot grow Apple trees in

my garden by any means that have yet been tried.

I cannot say much of the manufacture of dung,
and I think the less that is done in that way in the
yards the better. I endeavour to mix the different
qualities as well as I ran, and get it into the soil with
a.s_ little delay as possible. From the time I finish
Wheat sowing, which is in November, to the time I
begin sowing in the following October, I take every
opportunity of clearing the yards, and conveying it to
the fields for Clover, Vetches, Rape, and Turnips as a
preparation for Alheat, and I particularly desire that
not an atom or drop of the excrements of any animal
be allowed to drop in the yards or houses, without
straw being under them to receive and absorb it.

As to the treatment of labourers, I think I stand
tolerably well with them, as I seldom change. I act on
the commercial principle of buying in the cheapest
market, but do not consider the lowest price always
the cheapest. I hire mostly by the week, but my
reaping, mowing, hedging, and hoeing is done by
measure, and some other work also, as occasion
requires. I have for upwards of 25 years paid my
labourers weekly on Friday evening, in cash separately,

so that none should have an excuse to go to the ale-

house or shop for change; and although the whole
time I bad business transactions with the landlord of

the inn in the village, and received large sums in each
year from him, I never sent a labourer there for wages.
During the whole time of my improvements, I super-
intended nearly always on foot, and assisted in every
operation that took place on the farm, and measured
the whole of my piece-work (with very few exceptions)

myself, and verj' seldom had a complaint of any
mistake ; in fact, the men generally preferred my
measuring their work, as they then saved their moiety
of the expense ; and although I have had as many, on
one or two occasions, as 100 persons in my employ at

one time, I have never had a magistrate's summons
for any one in my service, nor was I ever summoned by
one of them on any matter whatever.

If it ever happened that I did not pay my labourers

on the Friday, or that I had not change to pay every
one separately, it was an exceptional case, by no means
of frequent occurrence. When they are thus treated,

I consider them entitled, on many occasions, to my
sympathy and assistance.

Some of my labourers take Wheat, but it is at their

own request ; they were never asked to buy it, nor
anything else, the produce of the farm.

Aly wages have been generally, even from the first

year, about 400/. a year more than my predecessors.

As I stated at the beginning, the average of tho
different crops at the time I entered on the farm in
183"—I place it again here in juxtaposition with the
state in which it was in 185".

Slalt i.i Octobn; 18.5".

93 acres Wheat stubbles
108 ,, Oat and Barley

stubbles

, -^ ( 50 acres Clover stubbles
"™

1 60 „ Swedes
102 acres Vetcb stubble, Tur-

nips, Rape and fallows

Slate m Octobrr, 1837.
t acres Wheat stubbles
I ,, Oat and Barley

stubbles
,, Clover stubbles

'

,, Swedes
,, Vetch stubbles

I ,, f.allows

The weather in summer is seldom too dr.v^ for my
land, and the difference in the yield of corn in a dry

season and a wet one is often much more than the

value of the rent of the farm. Although I had an

excellent crop, as before stated, in 1854, in the very

next year I only grew 560 sacks 3 bushels, on 7/ acres,

3 roods, 16 poles.

The difference also in my losses of sheep stock (which

are generally great) in a hard winter and a mild one, is

very observable. My stock is about 470 ewes and 220

tegs, with a few odd ones to make 700, and in the

summer a few over 400 lambs. I have always found it

a great advantage to dip my sheep in a solution of

arsenic, black soap, &c., which is done in the autumn
of each year. I keep them continually on the arable

land, except at the lambing season, when the ewes are

brought into a yard by night. My loss has varied, of

full-grown sheep, from 4 to 10 per cent.

Below I have shown the eflects of the various

seasons in ripening corn and harvesting for the last 20

years. In one instance, 1846, I began cutting com as

early as July 27th. and in the year previous, Sept. 1st,

showing a difference of one month and eight days ; and
finished harvest, in the first case, August 25th, and, in

the other case, October 15th, showing a difference of one
month and 23 days.

[We repeat that if Mr. Lush would give us his

experience of the last few years by way of supplement,

it would be read with great interest.]

Calendar of Operations.
October : TaUie of Oilcal-es.—'Dr: Voelcker, in one

of his reports to the English Agricultural Society,

makes the following remarks on the condition in which
various cakes are offered in the market :

—

We often forget that animals have appetites as we
have, and that they like food in a good condition better

than food in a bad one. The composition of two
samples of the same food may not vary much, yet the

practical eH'ect produced by them may vary exceed-

ingly. Animals never do well on very old cakes. In
examining, therefore, the different cakes, we ought to

examine particularly their condition. I allude

especially to the examination of Cotton-cake ; the

colour affords an excellent criterion as to its freshness.

'The freshest Cotton-cake is as yellow as Mustard. As
it gets old it gets brown ; but the interior is bright

yellow—very different from the part that has been
exposed to the air. The deeper the brown colour has

penetrated, the older the cake, and the more it has

suSered by bad keeping. If it is kept in a damp place

its colour and condition are rapidly deteriorated. The
best Rape-cake is green German Rape. I believe it is

as good as Linseed-cake for store cattle. The difference

in their composition is very trifling. The proportion

of oil is nearly the same. Some foreign cake, especially

Indian cake, is often made of seed which is full of

Mustard. Several cases of poisoning have occurred

from its use. It is a safeguard against Mustard-seed

in cake to steam it before use. Of the specimens which
passed through the hands of Dr. Voelcker, the chemical

officer of the English .Igricultural Society, last year

(18C0), he reported—
At least three-quarters of all the Linseed-cakes

examined by me during the past season were either

grossly adulterated, or were cakes of quite inferior

quaUty. The practice of recmshing oilcakes and
mixing the powder with a certain amount of bran

before replacing it into the presses appears to be

faining ground. Good decorticated Cotton-cake has

ecome much dearer, and is bought up as soon as it
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arrives in this country, and is consequently rather
difficult to obtain of first-rate quality. One of the
most useful oilcakes is green German Rape-cake.
Several excellent samples were sent for analysis, and
also some samples of common and of Indian llapc-

cake. The examination of these cakes has strengthened
my conviction that whilst green German Rape-cake
may be used with perfect safety, it is dangerous to give
t(t cattle other kinds of Rape-cake, inasmuch as they
firc(iiently contain Mustard in iiijurious proportions.

Kecently attention has been directed to the probable
importation of Egyptian Dates in years of plenty. Of
the same kind is the Locust, or Carob pod, an impor-
tation from the Mediterranean, containing a good deal

of sweetening matter, and useful as a fattening food.

The advantage and the profit of these additions to

the ordinary green food, straw and hay, of the farmer
depend a good deal, first, on the quality of the home-
grown food, and next, on the quality of the cattle bred
or purchased to consume it. The Turnip crop of some
districts is a great deal more nutritious than it is as

grown elsewhere. The experience of Scottish feeders

and Turnip-growers is thus never realised in England.
Mr. McCombie, of Tillyfour, in Aberdeenshire,

says:

—

I fat from 300 to 400 beasts annually ; my average
price for them in London this season lias been 33/.

a-head ; I never exceed -1 lb. oili':ikc and 2 lb. bruised
Oats a beast per day ; they have what Turnips they
can consume, and Oat straw ad libilum. lil. per acre

is my average profit in feeding on Aberdeen yellow and
Swedish Turnips. I sometimes realise less, often more.
This cannot be paralleled in the South, where we often

hear that feeding cattle are a necessary evil—necessary
for the manure made during the feeding process, but
an evil for the loss consequent upon it.

Even on the most nutritious of home-grown food,

however, and perhaps then more especiallj', it is profit-

able in the case of well-bred cattle to add from 4 lb. to

8 lb. of meal and cake to the daily ration of pulped
roots and chafi". But on the quality of the cattle to

which this food is given more than any other thing
depends the profitableness of the process.

A correspondent on this subject once called our
attention to his mode of cattle feeding. He had a lot

of small cattle (some of them sold fat at 42 stones each)
fed on half a cwt. of pulped Turnips and 2 lb. of Rape-
cake, and 20 lb. of cut Wheat straAV daily. " They are
always full, and seldom on their feet, except at feeding
time." The account he gave indicated that they were
doing very well ; and he asked

—
" Do you think the

cattle could assimilate a greater portion of nourish-
ment ? I have no wish to have my food pass through
them unappropriated by the system."
Now this was a question which we were unable to

answer, for the reason just referred to. The elements
of the case were not before us. It was not sufficient to
SAy that the food in question contains daily Ij lb. of
nitrogen, 11 lb. of starch, and J lb. of fat—that the
proportion of the nitrogenous to the non-nitrogenous
elements is as one to eight—nor even, taking the more
practical aspect of the question, that the daily cost of

|
uona'are enabled ., ^ .^ -„..„„, „.. =»,..„,.,„„ .„„ .„. »,,„

the food is about 5rf., while the animals which in
|
manyoftbepnncipaTironmongeiTaiidSeMlEsU^^^

January were in " a very lean state," were expected to
I

??'• '•i," S-'^ "!"' pro\-inces. Tbess devices resemble in many respoetj
• '-fat by the end of May." The fitness of food

""' •""''•"™"' - -"-•"'"" -

An Invention for Throwing Wa.ter by Hand Power
(StCUHED BV UuViL LmEBS Paum).

Complete with
Japanned Stihrvp

Complete with Biiass
CoPPEtl STIltRUP .

.

PI'.ICE LIST.

BitAss Cylinders

Cylinders and

THE HYDEOPULT
is invaluable for use in tbe

GARDEN for

WATERING BEDS,
SPRINKLING PLANTS,

DROWNING ODT INSECTS,
CLEANSING TREES FROM SMUTS,

DRESSING WITH LIQUID MANTJRE.
&c. &c.

CAUTION.
—The extensive sale of the Hydropult

upidity of so-called respectable, but In reality
palming on the Publ

JOHN WARNER and SONS,
t^ 8, Crescent, Cripplegftte. London, E.C.,

BELL and BRASS FUUNDERS to HER MAJESTY.

Metal Bucket and Valve
cannot clog in BCtion for Wella
not excaedmg 5 feet

Diam neit,ht £ s d
^i III bhoit 1 ft 7 in 110
2i m long 3 ft J m 18
3 in long Jft C I 2 10
Z\ m lonK 3 It 6 in 2 I

4 in loi g 3 ft C in -HO
2} ID shoit With 15 feet

of lead p pe attacbed

Ko. 42.

IMPROVED LIQUID
MANURE or QENEKAL
PORTABLE P U M P.—These
Pumps lire fitted with J. W. &
Sons* Patent Bucket and Valve t

and cinnot clog in action. Tho
Barrel la mad© of Galvanised
Iron, not likely to corrode, and
can bo raised or lowered at plea-
sure on the stand, the legs of
which fold together, and It may

byo

_^PiiC9 of 4) inch Liquid Manure Pump, with lega, £2 1

WARNERS' rORTABLE FIUE or GARDE.V ENGINE.

worthless

appearance.

depends, not on the general consideration of animal
nutrition, but on the character of the animals in
question, and of that we had no sufficient account.
Well-bred Short-horn catth would make the full use of
a much richer diet than the one here specified, while
ill-bred mongrel starvelings would waste it.

We had then before us an instance illustrative of
this : a flock of mountain sheep from Lancashire had
been introduced into one of the southern counties,
where, on pastures richer than where they had been
bred—on Swedish Turnips, too, given to them there-
it was expected that their progress would be pro-
portionably faster. This, however, had not been the
case. When fed on richer food they became liable to
disease, and even when the quality of the feeding was
reduced so as to suit their health, the rate of improve-
ment was not so much the quicker as to pay for the
greater cost of food beyond what they would have had
in Lancashire. The Grass and Swedes and hay that
they had would have made more mutton on the body
of a Down or Leicestershire sheep, and have yielded a
larger money return.

The same holds true in other breeds and animals.
The feeding which we hear of as given to well-bred
Short-horn steers in the feeding yards of Yorkshire.
Lincolnshire, and Norfolk may be profitable there, and
wasteful under other circumstances. Shelter, warmth,
and quiet are profitable everywhere, and nutritive food,
of course, must make more mutton, beef, or pork than
what is innutritions ; but here, as in every other branch
of agriculture, general rules must be accommodated to
circumstances. The degree of e\ery particular st\le of
treatment must be accommodated to the individual
character of the animal and the f,eneral charat ter of
the breed to which it belongs. The most prohtable
management of a well-bred animal involves outi 13 of
shelter, food, and attendance that would be thrown
away upon a Kyloe.

Notices to Correspondents
GBASSEa : Abingdon. Tour Grass is the H 1

Grass, a name sometimes erroneuuslj
laiiatQs, a woolly soft Grass. It is distii

latter by its smoother and awned fiortt—creeping—growth, which makes it i g \ t 1 tl 111

pasture and arable ground. Its usual habitat is light sandy
80U. B.

a J

Leases : W E 0. We don't recollect any question on this
subject, unless it were one reLating to tbe valuation of
tenants' property on the land, and in answer to that wc ^^nve
a fortnight ago a long extract from Morton's " Farnnjrs'
Calendar," which related the experience of Lincoln.shir.j and
Cheshire on tbe subject. If you have any further inquiry,
we shall be happy to procure what information may be
obtainable.

the Hydropult
unsuspecting. The Vroprieti _

respectfully intimates that parties wiahing
_i ij ^,_ .

. g otfered foi
, _._ __ ..

the following words :—" Tho Hydropult,
-"

- ly by Griffithb & Browit
:s roMEROT BuTToK, Proprietor. 142 and 1'

Unless this label ia attached, the Machine

should
attached thereto a label.

Patent, manufiictured

calculated to deceive the
therefore issues this Ciution, and

iirchase tho HydropuU

Birrainghai
Cheapside, London,
not the Hydropult.

Trospectu ah, on application.

HYDROPULT SHOW ROOM, 142 & 143, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON.

IMPEEIAL BUTTER COOLER.
SECURED BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

USEFUL, OltNAMENTAL, UNIQUE.

For use by one Person price £2 2a.

_
No. 547u. ditto ditto, on Wheels „ £2 IOj.

The above are complete in themselves, and may be always kept
filled with water, and re.idy for use.

Lena- to The Times. July 23, 180(3, /rowt Eai-I Essbx.
A Real Fire Extinquisber.

To the Editor of The Times,

you will kindly allot a small space in the Tiviti
through which 1 would urge

"Sib,—Heel
to these few lin

jvery householder who dreads fir

re small Garden or other Engi
a of fin

;ht, just as I was going to bed, I v

1 cries, ' Fire, fire t ' 1 aoon learned t

!FO-windowed unoccupied bedroom. How caused la t
mystery. It is my cuatom to keep one of these aniall
each floor. In two minutss I was in the room with one
t was like a furnace. The curtains, shutters, casements,
of both windows ware burning and cracking from floor

1 quite alone nto ceiling.

arrived (inost of the servants ha
subdued the fire of one window without exhausting tho Engiiii
when assistance and more water did arrive, we very soon exttnguishod
the other.

and the casements
" I will only ada.

n or stq n 1 Revolving
knob on either aide of the

instantly; the liddiBappearing
9 not only having the fid ready

tantuse, but obviatmg the necessity of its removal from the
The Butter Cooler can be used for a Sugar Basin.

Price, in white metal, electro-plated, £2 2s,

CHARLES POMEROT BUTTON,
142 and 143, Cheapside, London, E.G.

excellent substitute for oil paint (

two-thirds cheaper. It may be applied by 1

requires no mixing 0"'" ' " ' " '" "used cold. It 1

Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the i

Hundreds of the nobility and gentry, from 1

ordinary labourer,

which Hill & Smith will forward otestimonials have been r

application.

From Major Rt. Brll, Sandhot, Northumberland.
" 1 havo much pleasure in saying I have known your Hlack Varniih

to be used for some time by friends of mine, and they all speak
highly of it, which has induced me to get the quantity I havo from
you. That I have used looks remarkably well."

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at U. 6d. per gallon, at the
Manufactory, or la. %d. per gallon paid to any Station In the kingdom.
Apply to Hill i Smith. Brierly Hill Iron Works, near Dudley, and

22, Cannon Street Went, E.C., from whom only It can b« obtamecL
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SHAW'S TIFF A NT
For samples and prices apply to

.1. Shaw & Co.. l'9, Oxford StTtiet. Manchester.

QnATT' s "
I T 1 rV\ y"

: s ,ind 8s. per piece (20 yards) foi

O I'l ' , . .\:i|| TrcBS in slightly exposed sltui

tiun^
i

I- ird.s), Jbr exposed situfittons.
'111.' i< I., r

.., .1
,

,._, ,1 Loies Street, Covent Garden, \\ C
" Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for
CAYNOK AND CnuKK'S WAKRANTKO PKT7CO PRUNING ind BUDDING KNU LS, ace thit you set tluin

Ohsene the mi-iV S\i\ n nlso ihe cnrponte maik. Obtain
Wk

I others, 1

5^1 1 111 int, ml 1 lUUJt, kiiuea aic tlii. Debt and l

Pnx^fnWorki Sheffield F^tq-hhshed upwards of 126 yeirs

WATJ'hO BAPvUOW —Thit. IS the
best ind cheipeatarticloTet
introduced for use in C ir

dons, Fami Yards. &c. The
\Vatei mav be dipped out or

the Tub tiltt-d and pouit^d

out, or by merelv i-aismgthe
Handle it can bo placed on
the grouud, and the Fj-ame

Ciimage paid to am station

1 Great Eastei n Urn

POWERFUL GARDEN ENGINE. suitablel:>r the abo\c, price IS-!

IMPF.OVED WATER and LIQUID MANURE CAUrS.
Catalogues on application.

Manufactured by W. S. BouL . Roae Lane Iron Works, Norwich

GALVANISEU IRON WATEK GISTEaNS
Chenw Ugbl. and durable, will nol rust or corrode, and

keep water jierfectly s

To hold Bach.

30 gallons, 20s. Od.

60 ijallons, 24s. Od.

80 galloiw, 32s. OS.

100 gallons, 3Ss. Cd.

12.'> gallons, 45s. Orf.

150 gallons, 49s. Od,

2(10 gallons, C5s. Od.

250 gallons, 73s. Od.

300 gallons, 84s. 0</.

With Lid and

Brass Tap.

GALVANISED WIRE STRAUD CABLE FE^XINO.

HURDLES. HURDLES, HURDLES, Is. 'Jd. to 33. 9c(. per ya
PATENT STRAINl.NIl PILLARS, *c.
GALVANISED IRliN I'UJU'S.
GALVANISED SWISci W.ITER BARROW.S.
LAWN MOWERS, GAItUEN HOLLERS.
ASPHALTE HOOFING EELT, Id. per square foot.

MOTLKT & GllEEK.
lllUotratod Catalogues and Estimates free on application.

12, Gi-eat Georjie Street. Leeds.

Silver Medal and Cup, 1863, awarded for

fAMliS's iXlthl FKIZEMANUKECAIU', «huhh

STREETS r for a FlRE ENGINE. Nearly 300 already sold.

WasUng.

Tyes Registered Hyaclntli Glasses.

/-ILAUDET, HOUGHTON,

AKD SON,

Fern Case Mamifacturevs,

Horticultm-al Glass Depot,

SO, HighHolborn, W.C.

Lists free on application.

rrooPER AND co.'s

ETRUSCAN
HYACINTH VA.SES

are superior to Glasses'for

growing Hyacinths in

Water. Chaste in beauty,

and .an ornament all the

Retail of most Seedsmen

throxighout tho kingdom.

Wholes.alo and Retail of

HoiiPER & Co., Covent

Garden, London, W.C.

AUSTIN'S AETIFICIAL STONE, Invented 1826.
The entire Stock of this Manufactory comprises

180 diETerent MODELS of VASES,
70 different MODELS of TAZZAS.
About 200 different FOUNTAINS.
74 STATUES from the Antique, and hv Modern Artists, and

SMALL FIGURES of CHILDREN.
22 SUN-DIAL PEDESTALS.
G.\RDEN SEATS.
15 BASKETS, from 12s. to Seven Guineas.

SHELLS, suitible either for WATER or ROCK PLANTS,
from 18 inches to 12 feet diameter,

JARDINlSlRES, or largo BOWLS for MASSES of FLOWEPvS
63 FIGURES of ANIMALS and BIKDS.
ORNAMENTAL RIMS to WATER BASINS,
34 BiVPTISMAL FONTS.
CHESTS and other ORNAMENTS for GATE PIERS.
BALUSTRADING, in v.arious styles.

TRIPOD, and other ANTIQUE PEDESTALS.
M-inufactured by Austin, Seelet, St Co., at Nos. 3G0 to 375, Eustoiv

Iload, Regent's Park, N.W.

Glass for Garden Purposes.

JIES PHILLIPS A
beg to submit their prices as follows :-

PROPAGATING

G^

'. Inches hi diameter

HYACINTn and FLOWER DISHES.

G inches dianitter . . . . !.«. Od,
|
a inches diamelei- . . . . 1 C

12 inches diameter .. .. 'Is. Gd.

Hyacinth Dishes are intended to contain a number of Roots
Bedded in and covered with Moss, insto;id of the common Hyacinth
Glass.

LACTOMETERS, for Testing the Quality of Milk.

Four Tubes . . . . 4s. Gd. | Six Tubes . . . . C.i. Gd,

With Stands complete.

WITH
OPEN TOPS.

Painted and Glazed with IG-oz. Sheet Glass.

London Agents for HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT ItQUGH
PLATE.
LINSEED OIL, Genuine WHITE LEAD, CAKSOK'a PAINTS,

PAINTS of various colours, ground ready for use.

SHEET and ROUGH PLATE GLASS, SI^TES of all sizfs

BRITISH PLATE, PATENT PLATE, ROLLED PLATE. CROWN,
SHEET, HORTICULTURAL, ORNAMENTAL, COLOURED, and
every description of GLASS, of the best Manufacture, a*" the lowest
terms. Lists of prices and estimatee forwarded on application to

James Puillips &Co., 180, Bishopsgate Street Without. E.G.

queiitly ln.uig limch cin;iiper.

GARDEN ViVSES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in
Artificial Stone, of great durability, and in great

Street, Blackfriara, S. ; Queen's Road West,
Chelsea, S.W, ; Kingsland Road, Kingsland, N.E.

Sole London Agents for FOXLEY'S PATENT GARDEN WALL
BRICKS. Illustrated Price Lists ireo by post. The Trade supplied.

OKNAAIENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
flails. Corridoi-fl, Balconies, &c., as cheap and durable as

Stone, in blue, red, and buff colours, and capable of forming a variety

of designs,—,^ .„, .™^^ ^ .,,^,.-x— ,„^ _, enriched designs

„ dnrability, Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, Walt
Copings, Rod and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, &c.

To be obtained of F. & G. Rosqer, at their Premises as above.

SILVER SAND (REIG-ATE, best quality), at the above
addresses—14s. per Ton. or Is. 3d. per Bushel ; 2.s. per Ton extra

for delivery within three miles, and to any London Railway or Wharf.
Quantities of 4 Tons. l.'. per Ton less.

FUNTS, BRICK BURRS or CLINKERS, for Rockeries or Grotto
Work. F. & G. KosiitR.—AUdiofsos see above.

N.B. Orders promptly executed by Railway.

TO I^E SOLD, the FRAME-WORK of three PINE
PITS, and the HOT-WATER PIPES relating to the savie, with

15 GLASS LIGHTS, in a perfectly sound state, and a large quan-
tity of PINE PLANTS.

Application to be made to Mr. Antnv, Stationer, Chelmsford.

ABphalte Roofing Felt,
ONE PENNY per Square Foot.

(^ R G G N AND C O., Manufacturer?,
J r 63, New Earl Street, 1 . ^„ . _„ ^ p

{ 34! Bread Street. I
I^on^o"' E.C.

5!),GE0RGE SQ.,GLASGOW; S.GOREF, PIAZZAS, LIVERPOOL.

i^AROEN TARPAULIN <

VT stout, with brass cyelet-h'
proportion. Fift.y Seoond-haml "^

1 feet 6 inches,
. II ; other sizes in

per Tun. u, iimmtitie.-, u .t It-ss than hiitl ;i 'Ion.

R. RicHARDsos. 99, Euston Road, London, N.W.

N.B. Tho Wire Rope can be imstranded to any thickness required,

The last creat Improvement in Washing Machines la in James's
new Patent PRIZE WASHING, WRINGING, and MANGLING
MACHINES, awarded several FIRST PRIZES. Will Wash 20 Shirts

In 20 Minutes, with much less injury than with tho hand. More than
300 Sold.

Address I. James. Tivoli Works, Cheltenham.

C^

r-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious
infection* being all of iron. Pi-ice of Fittinfp per Cow. 555.

Prospectuses free of Cottam & Co., Iron Works, 3, Winslev Street
(opposite tho Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W., where the

HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION.
AWARDED A PRIZE MEDAL, 1862.

INVENTED AND PATENTED BV THE L.ATE

SIR JOSEPH PAXTON.
.MANUPACTORIES:-LONDON; NEWTON IN CARTjMEL, LANCASHIRE

GLOUCESTER, COVENTRY, ^UiERDEEN, and PAISLEY.
• Nothing can be more easy tlian to build them, nothing more simple th.an to remove them."—Daily N'etrs, May

DUILVElLlTr

KEUUIP.EMCNIS

HORTICULTURE.

lUu-sU-ated Price Lists will be sent on piTpiiid applicatiou. Jistlm.ites given for Omanifutal Consen-atories, &c.,

to special sizes ami designs ; also for Heating Apparatus, fixed complete.

HEREM.4N and MORTON, 7, PALL MALL EAST, LONDON, S.W.

A HANDBOOK of TINE .ind FRUIT TREE CULTIVATION, as ad,ipted to the above Patent Hothouses, may
be had of Mr. Hereman. Second Edition, price Is,

;
post free, Is. hi.

"Tho instructions given for tho Citltivatio
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To Nurserymen and Seedsmen.—Notice.

HE itAKlil'.M-.RS- YK.UMiOuK. AL.\lAX.\f:K,
1 MUKI'TdUV r..r IV.:, Iiy 1:.,iii;i,t H ;. LLI'. F L s,,

that til'' '
'

'
'

I

'J
•

• -iMii.

XTuu(j't> I. A li ii E .\ i; li .'J
'

li Ai;-i^o u iv,

JLL almanack, and IlIKECTORV fur 1367.

jVDVERTISEMENTS intended for insertion in the fbrthcoming

issue, on December 1, eliouid bo forff.irded imnjodiately, to prevent

'''^.r.m'i'L"''^'' ,
in. Fleet street, London, E.C.

ii i: I; 1, Y K J5 V I Ji W.—
iertion in tlio FottllconiinK
be forwarded to the Publisher

c
Price Tlireepence, of any Bookseller.

ONTKNTS of the NUAHJLIR for SATURDAY LAST,
.SErTEMHEU IJ'J, of

THE ATHEN/EUM.
JOURNAL of ENGLISH and FORKIGN LITERATURE,

SCIENCE, and tbe FINE ARTS.
Thirty-two large Quarto Pjigiis.

Reviews op, with Extracts from—

nistorr nf Englaiifl from the Fall
|

Life of Licut.-Gen. Thomna J.

of WolBoy to the Death of
I

^—'— '^" " '—'—

'

Hv James AiithOUT i

Vol. 11,

English Churcli Furniture, Orna-
ments and Decorations at the
I'erind of the Reformation, us
exhibited in a List of the
G'oods destroyed

Fronde, M.A. Reign of Eli

beth, Vuls. III. and IV.

Beligio Animso ; and other Poems,

By Alfred Ji. Ricli.\rds.

Historv ofthe AtlanticTolegi-aph.

By Tlonry M. Field, D.D.

The Law of the Rubric ; and the

Transitio " '
" " ' "" ''the Church

J Iiy the Rev. W,
\i, LL.D.

.,U J;ii;kson. A Military

Biography. By John Esten

H. Pill

Cook.

the World ;

Keir.

"With SnoRTKa Noxict

New Novels:—Dr. Austin'sGuests,
By William Gilbert—Tlie Co-
Heiress. By the Author of
•Charley Nugent'—Thi

I Story. By Enuia

A Shilling Book of Old Testa-
|

luent Historv for National and
Elementary SchoolB. By tne
Rev. G F. M iclcnr, M.A.-The
Student's Jtanual ol" Modem

I

History. co.,i;iiiiing the Rise i

f the Colonies founded by
Europeans. By W. Cooko
Taylor, LL.D.—A Synopsis of
Heraldry ; or, a Short and Easy
Method of Acquiring the Art

" Blazon. Bv t

id for the Ce'es
CiHuk Fitz-Crank, &c.

ji:,' of the British Asso-
ii'.;e—The Amenities of
- vial Story—Tne" Shil-

• Weather Prophecy—
^j'lng Books—Alexander

:

'
M-'—The Reglstrai-'ieneral's

uTi.ases in Ireland—The Well of
Foucault's Astronomical Dia-
us—Re-commencement of the

-Mr. Foley's Statue of the late John Fielden-
s Jlilton's ' Paradise Lost '—The Marble' in's Photograpbs~Re-pl8cme of

D
Works on Botany, by Dr. LIndley.

E.SCliII'TIV

Instruction »ii<l [

THE VE( ; I

Cl.ASSIKJ. M,
Natural SystLin.
wards of 500 lllu it

It, The Structure,
Illustrated upon the

li, price 3Cs., with up-

am contains, among a largo quantity ol
nee to man, various usoful speci cs employed

ji iu tho many branches of domestic ii:cononiy.
if those which can bo brought by tca<;hcr3 in
lotico of students, or which, from thoir great
Lo ho among the oaiUest subjects of study, are
llowing^ pages, whore they are arranged iu the
Mil? 'X, ,;, rAJiLi; Kingdom' of the author, with
'r 'i'l'-n 1 1.| rroni in a few instances, wlton it was
"

' I ^"imgor students would bo consulted
I i-i 1

1

II I
. tliat this selection will bo IVmnd to

' 1
1

.L v\,i\ I iifii all teachers who possess reasonably
illiLilniLiii!; their lectures, and all Botanic
tho larger part of the species which

have been madi.
extensive men
Gardens, may f

tioned. A small selection ^-4..^,^^....^.,.., ...o^.j, ^.^^.^.^^ «
work would have been beyond the reach of the majority of

and secondly, because experience shows us that those

indispensable : firstly, because

purchasers
,

who have to study
concentrate their attuiition,
number of objects."

Lately Published,

MEDICAL ami (ECONOJIICAL BOTANY; or An
Account of the Principal Plants employed in Medicine or

Domestic CEconoiny. In 1 vol. 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price
•is. G.i.

'
^

Lately Published,

rpiIE ELK^rENTS of BOTANY, Structural andX PHV9ioL<...irAi.. With a Glossarj- of Technical Terms, and
:>uy.. IL'..;. cloth.
10 scii-'s of Elementary Botanical Works by
)f which "School Botany," and "The Vegetable
3 other parts.

and other Students who have
Author's "School Botany."

N.B. Tho Glossary may be had separately, price 5s.

London : Bradbcby & Evans, 11. Bouverie Streer, E.G.

Pr Notice of Forihcomlng Sales by
' " " " " '

N D M O R R I S.

, Ornamental JYuit and

~:s Wright. Important

T li E U I

BRUNSWICI^
Couireno, :i

Forest Try.
IHENDON.-
J Salo of I

American 1

2 to 4 feet ; 400 Portugal Do., 1 i
•

Euonymus, 6lc. ; 30,000 Manetii
Pear Stocks, f.OflO 3-yoar Asi^^ii

dard, Dwarf, and Climbing R..."
orthy the attent

and of tho Auctiooei

t.- u'lect,; 200
iiiiion Laurels,
Hid Variegated

1 1 V, Apple, and
iiimnt of Stan-
, China and Tea
, together with a

iiade themselves acquainted with the

Shepherd's Bush.
Impohtast Clearance Sale of UrnsERY Stock.

MESSRS. PROTHEHOK .^nh MORRIS will SELL bv
AUCTION- >• 1)..- r'.v,„i.,.^, l--v,,f„. \„,>^pr7 sj.^j.i.^rd's

Bush, adjoiiii' i. i, - :. <.,, - .^ .Ml-, i.^lii-an
Itailwa", on .M' > \ ,

i
i ,

I
I 11 for

12 o'clock pi. irT of
Mr. F. Hopt;'"- . ,,. ,M.in u,..-.u-,)i. -, .1. .vi.-.ioor
the valuable M. ., ;.,. i ..Iij'^k. mUu-i.iit, i,;.g Lvi^i^.c^u and
Coniferaj Sliruhs, i )ru:iJii-.iit U imd Ki-rust TrctR, several thousands ot

1
hne Fruit Trees; n large quantity of Standard, Half Standard, and

I

Dwarf Roses, consisting of the best varieties in cultivation, quantity
of Compost, &.C.

May bo viewed prior to the Sale. Catalogues may bo had on the

Silver Plate.
GOLDSMITHS' ALIAANCK LIMITED Log to c:iU

attention to the prif.M nt which thfty aro now xellins the best
Wrought London-ma-fe SI LVER SPOONS and FORKS, and SILVER
TEA and COFFEE SERVICES.
The Pamphlet, Illustrated by Dramngs, and containing the

Weights and PriccR of articles required in family use. may be had on
application, or will bo sent post free to any pai-t of Great Britain.

Goldsmiths' Alliance Limited, 11 & 12, Comhill, London, E.C.

rpilE SMOKKR'S BONBON" immediately and eticc
J. tuallv REMOVES tho TASTE at,d SIMELL of TORACCO fion
the Mr,- f •

.1 V.rr-f':. .-' r-T '.-.- ^nv Vh _- n.-r. .^ih'.-i.. I -v. I

M^fo^si
Nursery, Bn

PrL-

Mile End Nursery, Eow Road, E.

* NewCathearalatlnv

iihoduction to the Study of the
liiil Ireland. By E. F. Staveley—
Entomological Society.

men's Exhibition at Islington—
the East—The Lee Penny—Literary Announce-

Music and the Drama.—Drury Lane, Olympic, and Sadler's

Musical and Dramatic Gossip.—Mr. Meiion's concerts—The
Glasgow Choral Union—Ballad Concerts at the Crystal Palace—

: Dniry Lane—Mr. Mapleson's Italian Operas—M. Oflen-

W

The Athenaeum i { be ordered of any Bookseller.

A,

-pecially adapted for ladies ^ _ „
at Co., Chemists, 4c., 17'2, New Bond Street, London, vV., and sold
throughout the world by all respectable chemists. Caution.-See
that " DiNNEFORD & Co " is on each bottle and red label o '

"T3A1NS in the BACK, KIDNEYS, &c., resulting f

JL debility and exhaustion of tlie system, and disordered Kidneys,
Droduced by impurity "f the blood, have been relieved and cured by
tho use of PARli'S LIFE PILLS. May bo had of any Cbcmist.

To Market Gardeners, Nurserymen, and Others.

TO liE LET, nan- Sunbury Station, a PIECE of
ARA BLE LAND, containing nearly 10 Aeres.

For particulars apply to JMr. H. Mkykhs. Park Lodge, Brentfoi'd, W
Barnes, Surrey.

To M»nKt:T a»Hnii»iiis »»i) Otdehs.
^0 BE LET, on LEASh; for Seven Yeai-sfrom iHiehaol-
_ mas last, abmit ;i(i ACllK.S of valuable and rich M.AaKET

Steam Cultivation.

FACTS of INTEliEST to tlie FARMERS. By Joh>
Fowler & Co. ; Revised and Amended by William ^mitii, of

Woolston, BletcUley station, Buciis. With an Appendix showing the
present aspect of Steam Cultivation.

May be had of Mr. Smith, post free, for 14 postape stamps.

AGRICULTURAL Ilil P K V E M Ji N X S.
WORKS BY MK. BAILEY DENTON.

1. A DIGK.ST of PRINCIPLES RECOGNISED in the CON-
STRUCTION of the best FARM B0ILD1N6S. Imperial
4to, nrofusely illustrated. Price One Guinea.

2. LAND DRAINAGE and WATER SUPPLY. Price M.
I'HurOGRAPHED INDEX SHEET of LABOURERS'

New Work by tlie Author ot " Talpa."
On Thursday next, in post 8vo, pr'co 56. 6d. cloth,

OCCASIONAL ESSAYS, viz., 1. The Invisible
World ; 2. Address to tho Warwickshire Nat. Hist, and

Archieol. Soc. ; 3. Agrit;ulture ; 4. Landlord; fi. The Bittle-Llne of
History. By CuAiinos Warn Hosxv.vs, Author of "Talpa, or tho

"40.

IS, Gil ; Co., P/itemoater Row, E.C.

Mr. Menzles on Drainage and Sewage.
Just I'lilih^li."!, t.i •'vo. price One Shilling,

T'HE Piii; K\i svvn: or the drainage
i-iL'E.STIi.iN, .

I .1 I I,, lis S,an'tai7, Engineering, Econo.

Surve or'Iifw'inT' I

'.'
'-

''

i k'*'
^''"'""' Menzies, Deputy

By the same Author, in imp. 8vo, with Plates, 12s. 6ti.,

A TRKATISE on the SANITARY MANAUEiilENT
and UTILIZATION of SEWAGE.

Loi\doni Longmans, Greeh, & Co., Paternoster Row, E.C.

Handy Books of the Law (Tegg's Editions).
Fcap. clou,, price 1... each,

LAW (Tlie) RELAllVE to the SALE and PURCHASE
of HORSES: comprising Notices of the Chief Statutes and

Decisions ttioreon, and the Leading Cases on Warranties ; witll a
Copious Index, and Table of the AutDorities cited, and Observations
on Letting, Hiring, and Driving iloiScs, 4c. By Cuables Egan,
Esq., Barristor-at-Law.

Just Ready.
LAW (Tho) RELATING to FRIENDLY SOCIETIES. By H. P.

Gibbons, Eslj., Barristor-at-Law.
LAW gho) RELATING to BENEFIT BUILDING SOCIETIES

By CuARLES EoAN, EBq., Bairiiter-at-Law.
CHURCH (The) DISCIPLINE ACT. By Chables Eoa», Esq..

B.arri8ter.at-Laff.

London; William Tkoo, Pancras Lane, Cheapaide, E.C.

T'
PONTEFRACT NURSERY. contaiiiinK aboiit 12 Acres Nu

, Nurseryman and Seudi

High Grove, Reading, Berks,
WltnDKAWAL OF TUB VALOAntE PlASTS FttOM SaLE.

MESSllS. COOPER AND GOULDIMli have t(

announce tb.at tho Choice Collection of STOVE, GREEN
HOUSE, and other PLANTS having been DISPOSED OF to thi
Purchaser of tho Estate, tho Auction S.ale advertised WILL NOT

M
^alES bjD Auction.

Alteration of Date.
E. WARB'S SALE at HALE FARM NURSERY
TOTTENHAM, formerly announced for the 19th inst. wll

take place on the l ith.

For tm-ther iiarticulars, see Advertisement this Day.

M

M^

Dutch Bulbs.
R. J. C. STEVKNfS will aJiLL bv AUCTION, jit

his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covenl G.irden, tV.C. on
n, ;it half-pasc 12 o'clock ureciBelv,
s iioi,! woU-knownFaniiSiuHullana.

' -i;'
,

i.i '.'aaiofiues had.

1-. t'.'i.,! vvcliids.
:

^' 1,1- by ATJCTIOi^, at
. <\.\-eut Garden, W.C. on

,
' ' '"i!k precisely, a valuable

I

I
'

I I'. -Mr. Linden, of Bnissels.

WEDNESDAY, October
SOU LotsofCHOICIC BULl

On view tho Mori ;

Burlingtonia H;iI'.m;i:iiii, i ii-' n i -t ..i iii.' -..mius.

Cattleya maxima vxki, t,,L,.o;i=Uca uud iu llowcr.
Odontoglo&sutn corouanuiu.

„ crocatuin, new and fine.

,, pardinun].
Oncidium Pha'wDopsls, In five distinct varieties. This most lovely

species is the worthy pendant ol Odontoglossura Phalsenopsis.
Oncidium holocbrysuni. '

'^--^----

„ macrauthuin hastiferu

Houlletia Brocklehurstiana. .

Also several extra large Bulbs of the blue t.

Empress of the Brazils.

On view the Morning ot Salo ; and Catalogues had.

{

Sale of Bulbs. Standard Ro&es, &c,

MESSRS. PROTHEKOI?: and MURRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, a'. 3s .uul JH. Gr .cochurcb Street, on FRIDAY.

I October la, at 1 M-(_i.i,k I, .
i., in,- ri i,-i collection of iJUTCU

(
BULBS, mclu^liii-; rii ;. : , ill ;.rii^, Tulips, Crocus, Nnr-

t cissus, Snowir'p-;,
;

. . is-;urtnient of handsumo
(
STANDARD .-uiii I'W.m: I ..i. i-

, ni'iising tbe finest varieties
in cultivation ; IlniilN ,\ ni . . ii r, m; , inn tiers, &c.

On view the Morniii',' oi Ka
Rooms as above, and of the
Nurseries, Leytoustouo, N.E.

Vi^

M
Wandswortli Common.

Important anb Extbhsive Sale op Nuhsehv Stoik.

KSSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS bave rt'ceivcd
instructions from Mr. R. Neal to SELL by AUCTION, on

\V;i

lildlng purposes), the VALUABLE
I'Hding over 17 Acres, ranging all sizes, in
tiou

;
presenting an opportunity of rare

May be viewed uiilil

able to purchasers) on
had {l8. each, return-

"f the Auctioneers and

M^ivi,;,.'"
Mitcham. tOMil-^i

38 and 3'J, Gr;ir,r

comprising many gems of the fi

TYTK- A. iurriAi

best sort,-, i : i
.
i'- u-, ^',..4.111^ Willows,

Sycamores, Dt.i\it.li 1 1

-...: I., m ,
:[..men Weeping

Ash ; many th"u,- ! " ;

,
1 ,

i
.

< Hii'-.T^ In pots, &c.

;

also about IChj ^
!..,. 1, 1,..,. |.; ,,,1 ,

.
, w .....v,.,,-, N,.,.ininB HOliyE-

SHOE. which is Uit-i l.t^.^. l.c-ii.lur ^;lu^u,, aud aMIU^. POLLOCK;
Pompons, Veronica Aadersoiii, ic.

May bo viewed till the Sale. Catalogues on the Premises, and ol

tbe Auctioneer, Tottenham, N,
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ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OF A CENTURY

BUTLER,
McCULLOCH, & CO.,

SOUTH KOW, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON,

Seedsmen to Her Majesty's Commissioners of Woods and Forests,

To the Comraissioners for the Colonies,

To the Horticultural Societies of the Puujaub and Bombay, &c.

HOLDERS OF PRIZE MEDALS FROM INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITIONS OF 1S51 AND 186;

CHOICE COLLECTIONS of BULBS, aU of the FIRST SIZE and aXTALITY.
For Conseuvatory Decoratiov. I For Flower Garden Decoration.

No. 1. No. 2. No. ,3. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6. No. 7. No. 8. No. 9. No. 10. No. 11. No. 12.

£5. £2 10*. £15». £1 1». 15j. . \0s. 6il. \ £5. £3. £2. £1 os. £1 U. 10s. 6J.

For Cokservatory and Flower Gardem Cosuiised.

No. 13, £o 5s. No. 14, £2 12*. 6d. No. 15, £2 2j. No. 16, £1 Is. No. 17, 15s. No. 18, 10s. Gd.

Ail Orders amouniiug to £1 Is. and upwards sent carriage paid.

ILLUSTRATED PRICED CATALOGUE, containing full details of these coUectious, post free on application.

TAXUS HIBERNICA FASTIGIATA VARIEGATA
(THE GOLDEN lUISH TEW).

It is

attia.tiv

FISHEE
Have much pli

le fxuot type of the Irish Tew,
nd really beautiful plant.

HOLMES & CO.
in offering for the first tinre the above really beautiful NEW YEW.

ith foliage of the same colour as the Old Golden Yew, .and fun

It was exhibited at the Ro^al Horticul'ural Society's Exhibition in June, 1S63, where it obtained

CerliKciite (see Gardeners' Ct
'" '"" "' -

.

J icle,

First-i:lass

again exhibited at the International Horticultural

CeniBcate.
:, n. OSU, tSba) ;

Exhibition last May, where it was awarded another Fir

Price 21b. each ; Six Plants for £5 5s. ; a few Extra Specimens at 31s. 6d. each.

1^ I'rice to the Trade on application.

HANDSWORTH NURSERIES, SHEFFIELD.—Oct. C.

NEW HARDY CLEMATISES.

Clematis rubella.
Very rich TeWety claret; tUe deepest coloured Cleoiatla yet

offerod. Very distinct, and having the advatitaKO of lloworing CO to

70 por cent, of blooms, with flfo and six sepals. First Certificate,

Royal Horticultornl Society.

Clematis Prince of Wales.
Largo Dowers, of a rich deep violet purple, with red bars down tho

cOQtro of each BC[ml. A decided iiiiproiomoQt on C. rubro-violaCMt.

First Certificate, Royal Hoiticultural Society.

I &C..&C.

\HTER'S GUINEA BOX of DUTCH FLOWER
ROOTS coutiitis— 12 choice named Hyacinths fiir pots or

lixed Hyacinths for borders, * " "

Tulips,

- , 12 Pheasant's-eve Narcissus. 12 double white ;

IS, 100 Cloth of "Gold Crocus, 50 blue and
12 choice mixed double Tulips, 13

3t-t«oeutod

le striped
ed single

xed Crown' imperials. 50 Snowdrops. 2fi finest mixed
Aneiuonos, 25 finest mixed Ranunculus. 12 single Due van Thol
Tulips. 12 double Daffodils, 12 Campernel Jonquihi

.

Box and packing included.

The above forwarded on receipt ol post-offl CO order for 21s.; half

the above for post-office order lor 10*. 6d.

PRICE LISTS Kratis and post free.

James CAnxEn & Co., 23" and 23S. High Halbotn, Loudon, WuCL

Just published,

OPIUNG FLOWERS and SPRING GXRDRNIXG.
O See Original Article in AUrUMN SUPPLEMKST to

CARTER'S GARDENER'S and FARMER'S VADE MECUM.

Jahes Carter i Co.. 237 and 23S, High Holbom, London, W'.C.

1 t iri-e U stamps pratis to Customers

MESSRS. GEORGE JACKMAN & SON i

Have much pleasure in announcinR that they are in a position to send out the above CLEJIATISKS, that are

distinct, and can with confidence recommend them " amongst the best of hardy Climbers, if not the very best

Ornaments for Walls, Trellis Work," &c.

Early orders will secure the strongest Plants, which will be sent out strictly in rotation first week in October.

The "Floral Magazine," in the October Number, wiU insert C. RUBELLA and C. LANUGINOSA C.UJDIDA.

Strong Plants, with bine, Ih to 2| feet, 21s. each.

The usual allowance to the Trade.

Coloured Drawings, by Andrews, for Twenty-four Stamps.

WOKING NURSERY, SURREY.

B
Just published,

ULBS and THEIR CULTURE. See Oririnal

jlJ Vrlicla m AUTUMN SOPPLEME.ST to CARTERS
GARDENER'S »Dd FARMER'S VADE MECUM.

James Carter & Co., 237 and 238, High Holborn, Loudon, W.C.

Post free. 1'.: stamps ; gratis to Customer).

Every Gardon Requisite kept In stock at Cibteb's New Seed

Warehouses, 237 and 233, High Holborn, London, W.C.

BABE & SUGDEN'S
AUTUMNAL FLORAL GUIDE TO WINTER

AND SPRING GARDENING,
Contains a Treatise on "SPRING GARDENING," with Directions for Planting a series of Beds and Borders,

with Early Flowering BULBS and PLANTS, the beauty and general effect of which will bear comparison with
the gayest groups of our Summer and Autumn Blooming Plants, and may be had free by intending purchasers.

BULBS and PLANTS for SPRING BLOOMING.
I CLIVEDEN DAISIES. Pin

SCILLAS, Ic

slES, Blue, Pmple.and Yellow, 4a. per doz.

IRIS, ANEMONES, RANUNCULUS,

Red, and WUit.c, 3«. per doz.,

ino permanent edging, 3s. Gd.100,000 VARIEGATED ARABIS.
per doz.. 211. per 100

200,000 MYOSOTiS SYLVATICA (Forget-me-not), 1«, 0,1. per doz.,

lOjt. 6d. per 100
100,000 STACHYS LANATA, a fine permanent edging, 3.^. tki.

per doz., 21<i. per loo

POLYAHTHUS, WALLFLOWER, PHLOX, ALYSSUM, HE-
PATICAS, Sc.

COLLECTIONS of BULBS for Blooming In-door Decor.-ition, IOj. ed., 15s. 6d., 21s., 30s., 42j., 63s., and 210s.

COLLECTIONS of BULBS for Out-door Decoration, 10s. Gd., 15s. 6d., 21s., 30s., 42s., G3s., and 210s.

COLLECTIONS of SPRING-BLOOMING PLANTS, 12s. Crf., 25s., 50s., 100s. to 200s.

BARR AND SUGDEN,
12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.

Editorial Comni H should be addrcseed to" The Editor;" Advertisements and BusLness Letter* i

E>vB, at tUe ufflci- of Messrs. LiiiDBiiaY. £tans.<& Co., Lombard Str«et. JTrt;
;«t, ParMh of St. Paul'n, Coveat Garden, in ttis said County.—SiiraDAT, Ottol

nl Oarden, London,
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 13.
(Price Pivepence.
(Stamped Edition, (

Abici Duu^lnsii .

Calyciinthiis fruit
,

Clover Dodder .

,

DEX.
Gardeners' Royal Bci

, plants in bloom a

Enrth closets
Estate imprOTCmciit
Earm.Keythorpe— Lord Gi-aavillca
Farmera' Clubf

Poteiitlllas. duuble 973

iL'iety, L'nited Horticultural t

ophylla and bees .

R^ . HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON.

A MEETING or tti,. FRUIT and FLORAL COM-" ••- held on TUESDAY NEXT, October 10, at

NOTICE.
MITTJEES
11 o'clock ; LECTURE « 3 o'clock

GKANi) I'LORAL fete; yokK,
Alteration o? n.Ti,

This FETE will tako pl»
June 10 and 20, 1S07, and NOT

Committee Room, 13, New Street. York —Oct!

WEDNESDAY and THORSDAY,

E ^ Rose Cataloffue.
P. FRANCIS AND CU.'S Ni<:>V DESCRIPTIVE
LIST ot the ribovo is now ready, and will be forwarded gratis

The Nurscrie.'i, Hertford, Herts.

upOD applicatio:

w Roses.
M. PAUL'S PRICED DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE ofROSES Is nowroadj-, post free onapplication

Paol's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.

E^,,,,-,^''^^

Nurseries, Tunbridge Wells.
DWIN HOLLAMBY respectfully be^s tn
that his Stock of KOSES are as usual 'beautiful healthy Hood-

rooted plant!. This magniOcont Collection contams nearly every
variety worthy of cultiYation ._j;Arjyj.irders are solicited .

A
New Tea Rose!

JIBROISE VERSCHAFFELT, Nuksertman, Ghent,
<ioD n S!S"'i"'

''"»,' ,"'"!.''' ","''!' liis ne" "no TEA RO.SE, ISABELLE
?M?" il-.'..!l*'.'™f_,°. .° ^"'^ ^."''1''" of the " Illustration Horti-

B^tained on application a.s above.

HyaolntliB, Tulips, &o.
cCULLOCH, AND CO. ha

intimate that their usual supply of DDTCH and CAPE

t Garden Market, London, W.t

Dutch and other Bulbs.
S. WILLIAAIS is now iirepared to supply aplentlitl
roots of HYACINTHS, TULll-S, NARCIsSfcs, CltOCDS,

kc, &;c. All the roots are selected with great care from the best

' A PRICEIJ and DESCRIPTIVE LIST sent post free onapplication.

B,

.nd i*aradho Nuraen
, Holloway, Loudon, N.

ULEt
1 applic

Hyacinths, JEc.

:., PAUL'S SELECT LIST of HYACINTHS,
EARI.V Tril.TPS onH nfhai- CPTJTXTl^Ti'r |-l\Wt> D TXrn

3 and Seed ^Ya^ehouse, Wnltham Crosg, London, N.

The Best Twenty-six Hyaclntlia,
As RccoMMENDtD bv tho EoiTOB ofthe Gttrdtntrs' Vhrontcle, seep. 88.UUTTON AND SONS can supply the above for £1 Is.,

Jloyal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Kendins.

The Best Twelve Hyacinths Imported bySUTTON AND S N 1

for Twelve Shillings.
SuTTOw & Sons. Royal Berkshire Seed Establlahment, Reading.

MIXED HYACINTHS, for Beds or Open Borders,
all colours, of various shades.

21s. per 100 (carnage free), or 3». per dozen.
StTTTOiT & Soss. Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Readlnff.

Grape Vines.
S. TVTTJJAMR Iv- I., announce that he has a
Bplenilii m:,!^' Mt. I'll ;,.• md Fruiting CANES of all
it v;ui ' :i 1 '

' 1 , , . . had on applicatiOQ.
Moua i.i .(. i r.ir I . .'.I . ' -,

I I'liiuway, London, W.

To the Trade!
I^RAPE VINES.— Slrun- wull-ripened Fruiting andG

VV

T

To 'Vine Growers.
ANTEU, a quantitv of extra strong- BLACK
HAHIiUEGH VINES to' Fruit In pols. None but well-ripened

L.^= Jt for niHiicdiate forcing will suit. Apply, stating iirice, to
Messra. Vijitch a Soss, Royal Exotic Nuisery, Chelsea, a.Vy.

)INES (QUEENS), vei'y line, in all sizes, from a Stock
that never had Scale. To be Sold Cheap

^pplyj.0 M. RocHFORD, Page Green, Tottenham, N.

BE SOLD, Two STANDARD PE.ACH TRtES,
pots, and one NECTARINE. Bore heavy crops, and aie now

c
Apply W. R. H., Tho Elms. Acton, Middlesex, W.

*^ASTLt: KENNEDY flG~-

, Edinburgh and London.

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FRUITS, by
Tuos. RivEas, just ! iMi 1, i, fi [.cr post for six stamps.

.JUl'TON'S GUINEA COLLECTION of BULBOUSD FLOWER ROOTS for In-door or Out-door Cultivation.
213., Carriage free per Rail.

SuTToit & SoKg, Royal Berkshire Seed Estaollshmont, Reading.

Hyacinths and other Dutch Bulbs.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to acquaint their
numerous Patrons that they h.aye received their usual Con*

sipnnient of Choice HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUSES, Sc.
PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE post free on application

Higbgate Nursenes, London, N.

F

"SCOTT has received large Consignments of DUTCH
. FLOWER ROOTS, which be_ is offering at extremely low

Dutch Flower Roots.
THE PROPRIETORS of ST. JOHN'S NURSERY

beg to intimate that their CATALOGUE is now ready, and
may be had on applic

WALL-TK.«NKIi i i:i,

Wall-Trained Fru t !,
include PEACHES, NECT.\K1N
fur planting in houses for imracdiue bruiting. An inspection la
respectfully invited.

T. Jacksom & Sow, Nurseries, Kingston, Surrey.

Railway Planting.
lYE MILLION Transplanted QUICKS, of superior

growth. Samples and prices on application to
Jonw Hkmslet, High Fields, filelbourne, near Derby.

SEEDLING WELLINGTONIAS.—Wanted, oOOO or
6000 2-year Plants for grafting. Please quote quantity and prico

per 1000 to Ricn. HAaiLAND, The Loug h Nurseries. Cork.

FORTY THOUSAND COMMON LAURELS,
all sizes fnira 1 to 4 feet.

Wm. Wood A Soy, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfleld, Uckfleld, Sussex.

THIRTY THOUSAND Dwarf-trained FRUIT TREES
-i- in the finest health and vig:our.

\Vm. Wood & Sos, Maresfleld, Ucklield, Susses.

rPEN THOUSAND L A U R U S T I N U S,X well-grown, handsome and bushy.
W.i. BAnRATT. -Wukeflold.

n
New Rose and Fruit tree Oataloeue.HARLES TURNER'S AUTUMN CATALOCCATALOGUE is

riptive List of ROSES, including

term: i^RggsrsHRDBsrie.'-
"'' "" "" """"« ''''^'^' ''°^''-

_^ The Royal Nulaeries, Slough.
j

^ New Catalogues
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSES. IA CATALOGUE of ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES :

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of GRAPES
Free per post on application to

fnoMAS RivcKS It Sow, Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth.

EW CHRYSANTHEMUMS 18CS. —TiFthe new
' " of present year now ready, well established in pots.

. >r 35a. Der 100.

Dutch, Cape, and other Flower Roots,
ROSES. JAPANESE PLANTS, Sc.

WROLLISSON AND SONS' CATALOGUE of the
• above, containing many Novelties, will be forwarded free on

application. The Nurseries, Tooting. London, S.

SEE HARR AND SUGDEN'S ADVERTISEMEN'I\
p. 986.

BULBS and CLIVEDEN PLANTS for Spring Bloomlnt.
I

EVERAL ACRES of extra large Avell-'-rown
' ORNAMENTAL TREES for p.ark planting and iminediate
let. Wm. \yooD li SoM, jVIaroslield, Ucklield, susses.

S'
TANDAUD, HALF-STANDAKD and DWARF

HOSES, by the 100. 1000, and dozen.
Wm. Wood & Soy, Maresliold, near Ucklield, Sussex.

MANY ACRESofSTANDAl!!), Jl A l,F-STANDARD,
DWARF, PYRAMIDAL, .n i ilMINfl^ IRUIT TREES,

consisting of Apples, Pears, Phiui amos, Apricots

A

N
at ^9

B .„„_
hltlierto charged. CAT.Al6gijes

EowABD Sano a s„ns. Sl..... ,..„,.

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seedi

RITISH FERNS.—Upwards of '240 species and*---
- Sale at prices considerably lower than those

-ALOGUES on application.

Sunn Fa
C A R T 1-: R C c,

237 i 238, High Holborn, Lon

1 AMES FAIRHEAD and SON, Seed GKo^yl!Ks lii^d
KT

MiBoiiAiirs, 7, Borough Market, London. S.E.

a^^^J^°i Genuine AGRICULTURAL, GARDEN, and FLOWERMEfaPS. Special pnces and advantageous offers on application.

Gt?nill^X9'®???,®,.9?'*?^°Suel)f Nursery StocksEORGE JACKMAN and SON'S PRICED and
b.h.n'?'^^'''"".''^?

'^^^-'^I'°»UE for 1806 and spring 1807, can
pu„. 0?° °; iPPli.catlon, comprismg Fruit Trees. Roses, American
a^S.^l <'°'."f°"'

yematlsos. Evergreen and Deoidious Trees andShrubs, and transplanted Forest Trees, &c,, 4c.
Woking Nur8ery,'8uri

B
New General Plant Catalogue.

S. WILLIAMS' NEW PLAOT CATALOGUE,
LISTS orsT'nv5-'°?!Si°,?llH?f,'^.?°'°"'™,' "'"' carefully selectedLists of srOVt, GREENHOUSE, and HARDY PLANTS isnow ready and will be forwarded post free to all applicants

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, HoUoway; London! N.

„.„„ Notice.
~

PAGE CATALOGUE of NEW PL.ANTS of I8C6
-ow^ready, [ree for one stamp60

J_Nur«ery, Sible Hedingbam, Essex.

M .„ ..Male Aucubas, with Flower Buds.AS MACULATA, MAS PYGM^A.MAS BICOLOE
lOs. 6(2., 153., and 21«. each

large collection of Female varieties. Prices on application toiHnuAs i.rt.pBo ^urseryman, Tunbridge Well,-

SnxTnv
"^

°'^??,\T!®i^^
'•" Exportation.UTTON AND hONS have received their suddIv of

o../,^'" °f^,? SEEDS of the present season's growtK finecondition, and will he happv to f.rward lowest piico per ton or cwton .pphcatlon. CATALOGUES gratis and post free
" "t i-i".

acTTo.v t So»i, Royal iMkshire Seed Establnhment, Reading

Finest Dutch Crocuses and Early Tulips.
;;UTTON'S DESCRIPTIVE LIST is now reldy, andJ will be forwarded gratis and post free on application
SoTTOx & SOKS, Royal Berkshire Seed Estahlishiiient. Reading.

QEVERAL ACRES of wcll^iu.iu L\ UilGREEN .andO DECIDUOCS SHRUBS, jUUERlCAN PLANTS. CONIFER^E,
and ORNAMENTAL TREES. For CATALOGUES apply to
Wu. Wood i Sow, Woodlands Nursery, Marcshold, near Uckfield,

^ Llllum lanclfolium.
OUTTON AND SONS have received several varieties of
k.^ the above splendid LILY in fine condition.
For descriptions and prices of each see SUTTON'S AUTUMN

CATALUUIJE, which may be had gratis and post free on application.
ScTTux & Sows. Royol Berkahire Seed Establishinent.lieadine.

MESSRS. HENRY CLARKE and SOJNS have on
hand a lame stock of YELLOW CROCUS, SINGLE andDOUBLE SNOWDROPS, and other BULBS, which they are pre-

c
New Pelargonlums-

H.UILES TURNER is now prepared to execute orde

KOSES. —NEW CATALOGUE just pubUshed and
sent post free on application to

_^ Wm. Wood Jt Sop<, Maresfleld, Ucktleld, Sussex.

Catalogues.HLANE AND SON, The Nurseries, Great
• 13orkhanipstead, Herts, have published tho following

CATALOGUES, which may be had upon application :—
1. ROSE CATALOGUE. 1 3. FRUIT CATALOGUE.
2. TRUE and SHHUB do.

|
4. AZALEAS (Indian) do

Winter Flowers.
RHODODENDRON FR.ECOX, the best of all 'Winter-

blooming Plants, can now be supplied ; Compact Bushes, with
from 20 to lOO bloom buds, nt 3«. Oil. to 7s. Gd. each, with usual
discount to the Trade, by the Raiser,

Isaac Davis. Larkfleld Nursery, Wavertree. near Liverpool.

Hybrid Rhododendrons^
WILLIAM FLETCH1?;R begs to inform the Trade

that he has a Splendid Stock of tho above to offer this
season, well set with Bloom Buds, with from 6 to 12 Buds on each
plant suitable for forcing. CArALOQUES sent free on application.

Ottershaw Nurseries, Chertsey, Surrey.

Araucaria Imbricata,HLANE AND SON, The Nurseries, Great
• Berkharapstead, Herts, h.ive the finest stock In the world,

from 1 to 14 feet high, suit^iblo fur Avenues or P.irk Planting,
The different CATALOGUES may bo had upon applicacioo.

A QUANTITY of LiilENT AZALEAS and
CAMELLIAS. Cheap; DUTCH BULBS, unusu:>lly fine; h

choice collection of FERNS, Fern Cases. Gold Fish, Aquariuuii, Ate.

R. Green, the Bedtord Conservatories, Covent Garden Market, W.C.

^0 BE SOLD, Cheap, 100 ARBOR-VIT^E, from 6 to
, 6 feet.—A fair proportion Specimen Plants, and tho greater

A MBROISE VERSCHAFFELT, Nurseryman, Ghent,
fX Belgium, begs to announce that his NEW GENERAL CATA-LOGUE, No. 79, is Just out. and can be obtained Gratis at his
Agents, Messrs. R. SiLBEaaAD It Son, 6, Harp Lane, Great Tower

Fagraea Imperialls.
A VAN GEERT, Ni;k.skkyman, Ghent, Belgium,
-cX • to offer this splendid New Plant, originally from Sm
Certainly one of the flnest foliaged plants known, with thick gla
leaves, 2 feet long.
Fine Seedling Plants. 6 to inches high, 16fi. each. One ov

every three taken. First-rate to grow for exhibition.

TNGLEWOOD FOREST.—The fine Timber in

begs

WANTED, a large quantity of LAUREL WOOD.—
state price per 100 Bavins, delivered to nearest Railway

Station. Also a quantity of HOLLY BERRIES.
Thos. 'rnoastoN, Heathcrside, Bagshot, Surrey.

Autumn Planting.
PETER LAWSON and SON, at the present most

suitable time for Transplanting CONIFEROUS and EVER-
GREEN TREES and SHRUBS, have to .state th.at their stock of
those IS very large and In healthy condition.

Special offers for large quantities will be made on application.
Edinburgh and Loudon.

FOREST TREES, &c., at the Huiserflir the late
David A. Reid, Park Attwood, Bewdley, Worcestershire :^

LARCH, li to 2 feet, 10s. M. per 1000 ; 2 to 3 feet, 13s. 6<f. per 1

iRinn , Park Attwood.

To Nurserymen, Contractors, and Others.
WANTfeD, TENDERS for PLANTING FIFTY

ACRES of LARCH, upon Lands lately enclosed from
Llanstephan Common, Radnorshire, about 2* miles from a Railway

~. „.-...
..J,

. . ...

r^Herefbrd.—0*01. 13.'
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M
Cupressus Lawsomana argentea.

ESSKS. WAi'EKEH and GuU FRET are now
sending out tiiijf Plant.

Good stout Plants, IJ foot high and bualiy, at 21s, each.

_'stal Palace; ftnd may be justly repreaented
tinct and very benutiful plant, and one that will become a general
favouritt). Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

The New Establisliment. Ghent, Belgium.
' " " intimate tbat h

his New Horticultural
Establisliment, 134. Faubourg de Bruxelles, and begs his Bumerous
correspondent! to address all letters intended [c^t him to

Jean Verschaffelt, Nurseryman, ISJ, Faubourg de Bruxelles,

AP & Son, 5, Harp Line, Great Tower Street, London. E.G.

New Gladioli.

EUGENE VERDIER, Fils Aine, Nttrsekyman,
3, Riio Dunois, Paris, has the honour to offer this Autumn

to bis numerous Friends and Patrons the following NEW GLADIOLI
raised from seed bv Mons. Souchet. Their description and prices

will tie loiind in his Catalogue, which can be obtained of him or oChia
A^entK, Mctisrs. Betiiam & Blaceitu, Cox's Quay, Lower Thames
Street, London, E.C,, viz. :—Ad. Brongniart, Anals, Apollon, Bernard
Paliasy, Brillant, Eiuilie, Ffilicien David, Flavia, G-""'" ^-'t"

Franklin, Le Titien, Meteor, MirablliSj NellVj No^m

s u R p L tr STOCK
STANDARD :

RED CDRRANTS.
BLACK NAPLES CURRANT.S,
Best LANCASHIRE SHOW GOOSEIiERElES, 15s. per 100.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES may bo had of
. Wii uaii, The Nu , Reddish, near Stockport.

ters

Fruit Trees, Eoses, Evergreens, &c.W KNIGHT begs to inform intending PI;
. that he has many ThousandN of the above, wltn ever' .. .

ORNAMENTAL TREE and SHRUB, in the finest possibl
.- -*-' - -' able prices. An inspection is respectfult;

FRiriT TREES and FRUIT-TREE STOCKS.—
DWARF MAIDEN PEACHES, NECTARINES, and APRI-

COTS, of all leadine kinds, new and old, warranted true, stronc
stout Tioos. y.s. per 100; DWARF MAIDEN PLUMS and
CIIEI!l:li I. I ;(.i, 45s. per 100; e.«ra fine DWARF-TRAINED
ofth.' i:

>
I

:
: l..zen, £9 10s. perlOO. CATALOGUES free on

BRUM I
Ion,

pERASUS LUSITANICA var. AZORICA.—Plants of
Vy this very superior varif ty of Portusjal Laurel (in habit, flower,
and hardiness), to which a First-claaa Certificate was awarded by the

ulturai Society on the 6th June, will be ready for

CHAKLE8 NOBLE ha,^ a large quantity to offer of the
undermentioned, by the dozen, 100, 1000, or 10,000 :—

Dwarf ROSES of all the finest kinds, l-nrge bushes, 2 to 3 feet high,
and nearly as far through.

SPANISH CHESTNUTS, verv fine, l-year.
THORN, very fine, l-\ear.
TDRKKY OAK, very fine, 1-vear.
MANETTI ROSE STOCKS,"very fine, I-vca
DEUTZIA CRENATA flore-pleno, very fine

STRAWBERRIES, 2^. 6d. per 100, or 21s. per 1

British Queen I Frognioro Late Tine I Oscai
Empre-s Eugenie L^ Constante Wonc
Sir C. Napier

| Marguferite
|

Princ
Sunningdale Nuraery. Bagshot, Surrey

f

Sample f

requin

w To Gentlemen about to Plant.
ILL!AM BAKKUN betrs to offer the following

lurplUBluablo TREES and SHRUBS, of which he has

AJ3IES UOUGLAsil, IS

stock,_at_
^ _ _

. to2ft.,perl00,755.
„ :iu to 3 ft., per 100. 100s.

J, „ i ft. to 6 ft., each, 2s. Qd.
CRTPTOMERIA JAPONICA, 1 ft. to aft., per 100, 20s.

". to 18 in., per 100, 20s,

10 in. to 2 ft., per 100, iOs.

2 ft. to 3 ft., per 100, 60«.
4 ft., per dozen, i2s;

CUPRKSSUS LAWSONIANA, 12 i

PICEA kOBILIS, 8 in. to 12 ii

J. ,. 2 ft. to 2i ft., each, lOs. 6d. to 15s.
THUJA MENZIESII or LOBBIl, 18 in. to 2 ft., per 100, 40s.

„ „ 2 ft. to 4 ft., per 100. 100s.

„ „ 4 ft. to 6 ft., per dozen, 36s.

„ PTRAMIDALIS, 2 ft. to 3 ft., per 100. 42s.
„ SIBIRICA, 18 in. to 2 ft., per 100, 263.

WELLINQTONIA GIGAIflTEA, 4 m. to fl In., per 100, 60s.

,1 „ in. to 12. in., per doz., 12s.

., „ 18 in. to 2 ft., per doz., 24s.
" " to3ft.,perdo2., 42*.

,
per 1000, 40s.

to 12 in., per 100, 20s.

„ 2 ft, to 3 ft., per 100, 60s.
DEUTZIA CRENATA FLORE PLENO, Oin. to 12 in, p. 100, 40s.

Special Prices to the Trade on application.
Elvaston Nurseries, Borrowaah, near Derby.

To Gentlemen, Nurserymen. Builders, and Others
engaged in Planting, &;c.

ROBERT PAKKKi: beus to offer the following HARDY
SHRUBS and PLANTS;

Arborvitx, American

„ Darwinii
„ fiisciculariB hybrida

Bo£, Green and Variegated

LaurustiDUs, set for fiower i

Plants of the whole of the above c

quantities, and of various sizes, from 1

1

Pinus austriaca

Privet, Evergreen

i formed, well rooted plants, and suitable for putting <

Exotic Nu 38, Tooting, Surrey, S.

Northampton Nurseries.

JOHN PERKINS, Senioh, begs to call the attention
of Noblemen, Gentlemen, and others engaged in Planting, to his

Large Stock of the follow-ng;—2,000.000 BLACK THORNS, for
Covert Planting. IJ to 2, 2i to 3 feet ; 2,000*000 LARCH FIRS. 3 to 4,

3 ofAlso large quantitie

Scotch Firs, 2 to 3 feet
j

Pinus austnaca, 2 to 3 feet i

Berberis Aquifoliiun, li to 2 feetAquiloh
iulci-s, -2

Portugal Laurels, U to 2 feet
Ditto ditto. 2 to 3 feet

Evergreen Piivets, 2 to 3 feet
Birch, 3 to 4 feet ; Deodar,!, 5 to 6, 6 to 8 ft.

To the Trade,
WINTER and SPKIN<.-FI,i)\VERTNG PLANTS.—

Our stock of Soft-wooded F:K1CA3, EPACRIS, AZALEAS,
and New Holland Plants is extra line tins year, and being much
greater than we cao house, wo ar j selling at uousually low prices.

T. Jackson & Son, Nui-serits, Kingston, Surrey (adjoining the Rail-
way Station). S.W.

To Farmers, Gardeners, and Others.
EXCELLENT C A lUi A G E PLANTS

(Stocka not to be surpassed), can be supplied in any quantity
as follows :

—

ROBINSON'S CHAMPION (have been grown 80 lb. each), 2s. Gd. per
DRUMHEAD, 2s. 6d. per 1000. [luOO
ENFIELD MARKET, a superior stock, 2s. 6d. per 1000.
RED DUTCH, a superior stock, 5s. per 1000,
TRUE DWARF NONPAREIL CABBAGE PLAN IS, 2s. 6<f . per

1000. Terms cash.
Fredk. Gee, Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade, Bedfordshire.

PURE BROWICK SEED WHEAT, gr
clay soil, after the Steam Cultiv.itor. The crop

before August 25, and is in prime condition.
Price and Samples free on application to J. Dici

J. & F. Howard's Steam Cultivated Farms. Bedford.
Manager,

for removal, having been frequently transplanted.
J. P. having such an immense quantity of Black Thorns, Larch,

and Spruce Firs, will be pleased to make a special offer where large
quantities are required. An inspection of the above is respectfjlly
solicited.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES sent post free on appli-

cation to 52, Market Square, Northampton.

To the Trade.
ELIZA ABRAHAM, Fort Pro^p^rt "Nursery, Limerick,

s:!' '

'

'
I

.

'

! !t., well rooted.
],.\ i

I
.

(
-

I I ."s I ,-,
1

1

. I

I

,
.1.1., tine and well

1 aiid^'V-^wr sVed^nL'1':N'tiL^Su'VAk,^lI hi"^

l-year TURKEY OAK, in lines, strong.
The above will be Sold Dor the lowest possible prices for cash, or in

exchange for other goods. ^^
To Gentlemen engaged in Planting.

TOOLE AND CO. be? to call attention to their very
extensive .^tock of

EVERGREEN and FLOWERl.'^G SHRUBS,
HARDY ORNAMENTAL TRKK-S.
FRUIT TREES, FuR ST TRKES. and CONIFER.'E.

Grown at their Nurseries, CiiilunswouJ, Rmelagh Road. Dublin;
and Wiilort Bmy, and rtispeiztfullv iuvito inspection of the same.
CATALOGUES of the abavo foiwitrdt-d post free on apphcition.

The usual discount to the Trade.
Westmoreland Buildings, Dublin.

New Hybrid Wheat.
RICHARD'S WHEAT was obtained by crossing

SHIRREFFS BEARDED WHITE with f-ollen from
TALAVEBA. Toe ear is large, neither wide nor close set, with
beardless cream-coloured chaff, and supported on long scout ^traw.
The Grain, in size, form, and colour, resembles Talavera, and in
qualitv surpasses both pireuts. Tins Hvbnd couibints the fruitful-
ness and straw of the coarse Rjd Wheats with the graiu ofthe fiueat
white varieties. Tne plant is hardy, congeniil to tiie British climate,
and is an important addition to the breid stuffs of the farm.

The crop of the present season h.aving been grown on the thin-
seeding system, the grain is a little coarser than it otherwise would
have been, but the Stock is sound, clean, dry, and of good growing
quality.

Price £1 per bushel, and quantities under half a quartpr £1 Is. per
bushel, delivered on the North British Railwav. Terms Cash.
HaddingtMn, Oct. fl.

' Patrick Shirreff.
SHLRREFF'S BEARDED WHITE, of the Finest Quality, at

market prices.

New Variety of Wheat.
DUNCAN'S WIND KEBISTER.—A Bearded White

Variety, which appears to possess the invaluable property of

nOD-liability to shedding during high winds, and has been propagated
by the Subscriber from a single ear accidentally discovered m 18li0,

in afield of Spring-sown Wheat, his attention having been arrested
by it from tlio fact of its remaining perfectly entire after hiving

throughout Scutland, without any

eminent grain i

3usly pr
crop having i

unanimously pronouii

flrat time offered : . .

delivery about the middle of uctober.

Messrs. Alex. Bowie, Mains (of Kelly, Arbroath), and Jamea Swan
(Inverpeffer, Carnoustie) ea :h grew a sraill qtnntity of it this

season, and also inspected the Crop now 'iffered for sale, immediately
before being cut, reference to either of whom is kindly permitted.

The quantity tor disposal being limited, eirly application is

rcquestud. Prices, including bacs 10"s. per quarter
;

quantities

under 4 bushels, ISs. per bushel, " ..-_-- - --.-

parties by Post-ofBce Order on Ca
pany order.
James Doncas, Panlathie Mill, Carnoustie, Forfarshire.—Oct. S.

ROSES, FRUIT TREES, EVERGREENS, &c.

PAUL & SON,
THE OLD CHESHUNT NURSERIES, CHESHUNT, N.,

HAVE NOW READY THEIR

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LISTS OF
EOSES, FEIJIT TREES, BRIEF LIST of EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS SHRUBS and TREES, BULBS, &c.

Also to the Trade, SPECIAL WHOLESALE LIST for 1866.

ROSES, VINES, FRUIT TREES (Standards, Pyramide, and Trained), LAURELS and CONIFERiE,

in special quantities. Orders are solicited for

PAUL'S NEW DOUBLE THORN, C. OX. COCCINEA PLENA.

Awards.—First-class Certificates Royal Botanic Society and Inti-rnatioual Exhibition.

"Deep carmine red, double and vigorous, far surpas.iing old Double I'iuk."—See Editorial, Giirdenera'

Chronicle, May 24, 1866.

Standards or Pyramids, lOs. 6d. eacli.

1^" Vsiinl discount to the Trade when three are taken.

BARR & SUGDEN'S
AUTUMNAL FLORAL GUIDE TO WINTER

AND SPRING GARDENING
May be bad on application.

NEW VIOLA CORNDTA SEED, the best variety.—Respecting the
j
BARK'S PRIZE CALCEOLARIA.—Saved by Mr. James from his

value and importance of this plant, see notices in the dardenera' prize flowers, 2s. 6d. per packet.

a'Snt!'' bl'erf i^n'^iy%^iXu^er'-JSS'iS: I

UNBLOOMED SEEDLING AMARYLLIS. Hybrid, of the finest

Is and 23 6d per packet varieties cultivated, and expected to produce flowers of great

new' LAPAGERTA rosea seed, Is. Grf. and 2s. 6d. per packet beauty, 4s. eacb, 425. per dozen.
wT.,, . .^Ej,;!,^ jjj ^^ 1, pgj packet. VALLOTA PURrUREA, 18s. per dozen.

BULBS and PLANTS for SPRING BLOOMING.
100,000 CLIVEDEN DAISIES, Pink, Red, and White, 3s. per <loz,,

2ls. per 100

100.000 VARIEGATED ARABIS, a fine permanent edging. 35. ad.

per doz., 21s. per 100
200,000 MYOSOTIS SYLVATICA (Forget-me-LOt), Is. Orf. per doz.,

NEW COLLINSLA VERNA SEED, 6rf. and 1

A( INTHS, 2».

I.' ISMTS, 6<J.

I
11-^. ^'1. to 2s. 6d. per doz.

" I >l.;s. Is. 6d. to 45. per 100, 14s. to 30s. per
\v

I 'l:uPfi 2s. ea. per 1(10. 21s. per 1000
..ed.i !. per 100

LANATA, a fine permanent edging, 3«. 6d.

COLLECTIOKS of BULBS for Blooming In-door Decoration, 10«. 6d., 15s. 6d., 2I«., 30s., 42s., 63i., and 210s.

COLLECTIONS of BULBS for Out-door Decoration, 10s. 6rf., 15s. 6rf., 21s., 30s., 42s., 63s., and 210s.

COLLECTIONS of SPRING-BLOOMING PLANTS, 12s. 6rf., 25s., 50s., lOOs. to 200s.

BARR AND SUGDEN,
12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.
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RATNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE, BOWLING
AND COMPAN r. Limited,

CoBV, SrED, Manure, and Oilcake MeRrHANTB,
Address, 8y. 8ee,l Market, Mark Lane, E.G. ; or Biisiiigstoke.

Samples aod Prices Post free OD application. Prize Medals, 1861

torWU ; 1862, for" Excellf .je:;;

The Earliest Pea Grown Is

CARPENTER'S EXPRESS, gatheieil on the 7th May.
(see- Testimonials), the earliest date om record, prica 3.s. per

quart. The usun! discount to the Trade*
Edward Cahpesteu, S ed Marchait and Grower, Brightod and

Sussex Seed Wi\rebouse. 9il, St. James's Street, Bnghtop.—Oct C.

D cbson's "First and Best" Early Pea.

FR.^NCIS & ARTHUR DICKSOaV ^: SONS are
gratified to know tliat this PEA baa agiiin this sea-son given

universal s.it sfaction, and is pronounced by hUQdreds vf the first

Gardeners ia Bntnin, and other competent Judges (confirm«d also

by tbeir own repeated trinls ngninst nil ttie best Early Peas of the
day), to be the very best Fust Early Pea ever offereii for general good
qualities, viz.. e:irliiifss, productiveness, and suceesBion of crop.

"First Crop" (or " Ringleader") may, on some soils, be a day or so

earlier, but it is aUogetlier a very inferior Pea, as every oae iVeely

admits. New Seed can now bo supplied from a very laige bulK,
which tbey have grown to meet the great and increasing dtfmand.
Price la. 6<i. per quart. Price per bushel to the Trade on application.

The Old Est:ibliihe'l Seed Warehouse, IOC, Eastgate Street, Chester.

New Seeds for Autumn Sowing.

pETER LAWSON axd SON,

TbK QdEEn's SEEDSMErf,

London and Edinburgh,

Can supply NEW SEEDS of all tlnds for

AUTUMN SOWING, selected with tlie greatest

care, and harvested in fine condition.

28, King Street, Cheapside, E.C.

ETER LAWSON and SON,
The Queen's Seedsmen,
London and Edinburgh.

HTACTNTH GLASSES, HYACINTH GLASSES;
WIRE WORK, TURNIP CUTTERS. WEIGHING MA-

CHINES, tsEA-KAlL, RHUBARB, and FLOWER PUTS.
The Garden Ro|ioMtniy. 32, James Sireot, Covent Garden, W.C.

This Shape, 28. and 3s. each.

"TJTOOPERandCO.'S
^^ ETRUSCAN
UYACINTH VASES

are superior to Glasses for

growing Hyacinths in

Water. Chaste in beauty,

and an ornament all the

Retail of most Seedsmen

throughout tho kingdom.

Wholesale and Retail of

Covent

Garden, London, W.C.

^LAUDET,

Tyes' Registered Hyacintli Glasses.

HOUGHTON,

) SON,

Fern Case Manufacturers,

Horticultural Glass Depot,

80, High Holboro, W.C.

Price Lists free on application.

IT.VLIAN KVE-GRASS and TRIFOLIUM IN-
( M'.NATITM—Earlrand Late varieties.

\ RVE. O.ATS, and BARLEY.
NEW FOKAOE PLANTS, KIDNET

s aw's tiffany.
For samples and prices apply to

J. Shaw & Co., 20, Oxford Street, Manotiester.

GARDEN BORDER EDGING TILES, in ffreat
variety of patterns and nrntortal, the plainer sorts lietng

esp^^ciallv Euited lor KITCHkN GARDENS, as
they harbour uu Slugs and Insects, take up little

room, and once put down incur no further labour
and expense, aa r'o "grown" Edgmgs, oonae-
quently being much cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, ftc. In
Artificial Stone, of great durabihty, and in great
variety of design.

F. & G. RoBHUR, Manufacturrrs. Upper Ground
Street, Blacklriars, S.

;
Queen's Koad West,

Chelsea, S.W. ; Kingaland Road, Kingsland, N.E.

Sole London Agents for FOXLEY'S PATENT GARDEN WALL
BRICKS. Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

OuiNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls. Corridors, Balconies, Ac, as cheap and durable aa

Stone, in blue, red, and buff colours, and capable of forming a variety

Also TESSELATED PAVEMENTS of i

than the above.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for l,iT.ni>r Wal

Kitchen Rauyes, Baths, &c. <,;]- -... i .wi-

Bricks of great durabihty, Dutch i i \ i i

" >ings, lied andStotieware Dr;iiii I'l

Tobeobtainedof F. & G. R.-i.M., ,i in.h

SILVER SAM I

addres,'^i> .

for deliverj" " .

I enriched defiigna

I''.' ainke\ WaR

3 any London Railway o

1 ULINKERS, for Rockeries o

/lOCOA-NUT REFUSE
^^ is becoming scarce, tho

old reserves *ill soon be gone.

Now suld in bags, 1 for 23., 10 for

16.1., 20 for 308., 50 for 068., 100

for £6.

Fourpenca allowed foi* each

bag returned carriage-paid.

A Railway Truck-load (not ib

bags), 405.

Postage Stamps or Post-offlce

Order, payable to J. Barsham it

Co., KingBton-on-Thaines, S.W.

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.

INTEKNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Class IX., No. 2119.

Mr. gray begs to call the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, Nurserymen, Gardeners, &c., to his

NEW OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
Acknowledged by practical judges to be_a_ great improvement on every form of Tubul;

It has proved itself superior to all other Boilers for quickness of actiou and economy of Fi

one-third less the amount required by any other.

Boiler yet introduced'.

1, doing its work with

Extract from Report in Gardeners* Chronicle of International Exhibition, Maij 24, 1862, page 476.

" The upright form cf Boiler is usually made on a circular plan,
[
rather than a square, it seems feasible that the Boilers on the oval

with the flr& The usual form of a furnace being a par*lN

I

I should brihj; the tubes more completely within range of the
I burning fuel ; and this being so, the change, though a sligut one
1 IS no doubt an improvemont."

(-JiENUlNE TORACCO PAPER, in 4-lb. pai^ketaJVJ Price on application to

TOBACCO TISSUE, for Fumigating Greenhouse*.-
Thia article is made from Tobacco rolled into Sheets, without

the addition of Paper, It will be found very superior to tbe article
generally used, will bum without the assistance of blowing, and not
injure tne most tender Plants, as borne out by numerous Testimonials.
^Sold in_ I-Ib. ^ckages^and upwards, price Zs. Crf. per lb,, carriage

^^ Thiy are made of all sizes, xvhich^ with prices, may be had on application.

JAMES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL "WORKS,
DANVERS STREET, PAULTON'S SQUARE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

BEARD'S PATENT.

GREAT INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION ^ BOTANICAL CONGRESS.

Destroy your Insect Pests.
PRESERVE YOUR PLANTS and TREES.
Ton MAT Easily Destroy all Plant Pests,

Red Spider I Ghees and Black | Ants

F
Without Injury to the most delicate Plant or Tree, bv usinR

OWLER'S GARDENERS' INSECTICIDE,
pronounced by all who have used it to be far superior

forwarded
Geo. & TuosiAS Fowler, North Street, Brigntou

& Co., Covent Garden Market. W.C.

POUND, whether used
against Insects and Mildew, on
Growing Plants, or as Winter
Dressing on Trees at rest,
should be dissolved 48 hours

This gets

recommended for growing

., and 10«. Qd. each.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

(Ln

AUSTIN'S ARTIFICIAL STONE, Invented 1S26.
^^~ The entire Stock of this Manufactoiy coraprisea

180 different MOE)ELS of VASES.
VO different MODELS of TAZZ A3.
About 200 different FOUNTAINS.
MSTArtTESfiom the Antiqne.and h» Modem Artists, andSMALL FIGURES of CBiLdRES.
22 SUN-DIAL PEDESTALS.
GARDEN SEATS.
IS BASKETS, from 12«. to Seven Guineas.

SHELLS, siiitible either for WATER or EOCK PLANTS,
Irnm 18 inches to 12 feet diameter.

JARDINlSlRES, or large BOWLS for MASSES ofFLOWERS
63 FiOURES of ANIMALS and BIRDS.
ORNAMENTAL RIMS to WATER BASINS.
34 BAPTISMAL FONTS.
CRESTSand other ORNAMENTS for GATE PIERS.
BALUSTRADING, in Tanous stjles.

TRIPOD, and other ANTIQUE PEDESTALS.
Mani^actured by Aostis^ Seelbt, t Co., at No». 3S0 to 376, fiiaton

Road, Regent 8 Park, N.W.

The FIR.ST anil (INLY PEIZE given at the above EXHIBITION for the BEST METHOD of TENTILA.TION
for PLANT STRUCTURES, was awarded to

MESSES. SANDERS, FEEWER, & CO.,
VICTORIA WORKS, BURY ST. EDMUNDS,

roK THEiii MODEL of

BEARD'S PATENT METALLIC NON-CONDUCTING GLASS HOUSES,
Showing the I'atent System of perfect Ventilation and Patent Method of Glazing, whereby breakage from

expansion and contraction is prevented, and facility given for immediate reparation by any ordinary "labourer.

Messrs. S.tNDERS, FRE WER, and CO. beg to call.special attention to tho high value of these great improvementa
in the VENTILATION, &c.,of HOK ITuULTURAL ERIiCTlONS, which are also applicable to all WOODEN HOUSES,
as well as to CHURCHES, RAILWAY STATIONS, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, MANUFACTORIES, &c. ; and have
received the highest recommendation from many of the first Horticulturists and practical men of the United Kingdom.

The system is invaluable also for AGRICIXTURAL BUILDINGS, as by it abundant Light and Air can be
obtained, and the Ventilattion regulated to the utmost nicety in the Tops and Roofs of all Structures, where, as is well
known, Impure Air constantly accumulates, and where the ordinary system of Ventilation is impracticable.

Full particulare-and descriptions may be obtained on application to

MESSRS. SANDERS, FREWER, and CO.,

VICTORIA HORTICULTURAL AND ENGINEERING WORKS, BURY ST, EDMUNDS.
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Carter's DutcU Bulbs.

Works and other GoTei.....«uu , - — r.--^- ---
, .' ,

Departments, the Royal Gardens, ticultural Society of India, &c.,

Kewr, &c., &c., &c ' Ac., &c.

i^ARTER'S GUINEA BOX of DUTCH FLOWER
\J ROOTS'contnlns— 12 choice named Hyacinth3 f.>r pots or

glasses, 11' mixed Hyaciutha for horders. 4 vanetiea of PolyanthT"

1% 12 Pheasant' " " '
'"

'

:Nai-cisj

Tiiiips',

_ . 3 Narcissus, lii double wli

,. 'Gold Crocus, 50 blue and
)ixe-l double Tulips. 12 choice :

xcd Crown Imperials. 60 Snowdrops,
"

'

100 Cloth

I finest mixed
,

v> finest mixed" Rammculus, Vi single Due van Thol
Tulips, 12 double Daffodils, 12 Campernel Jonquda.

Box and packing included.

The nbove forwarrled on receipt nl post-office order for 2Is. ; half

the above for post-office order for 10s. firf.

PKICE LIMTS gratis and post free.

James Cartkk & Co., 237 and 238, High Holbom, London, W.C.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS,
KOYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA, S.W.,

DESIRE TO REMIND INTENDING CULTIVATORS OF THE ABOVE

BEAUTIFUL CLASS OF PLANTS FOR SPRING DECORATION,
THAT THE BDLES SHOULD NOW BE PLANTED WITHOUT DELAY.

J. V. AND SONS' Koots are in Excellent Condition and of the very Finest Quality.

CATALOGUES wUl be forwarded Post Free on application.

Jiist publ!9tied,

UPRING FLOWERS and SPRING GARDENING.O See Original Article in AUrUMX SUPPLEMKNT to
CARTER'S GARDENER'S and FARMER'S VADE MECUM.

James Cabter & Co.. 237 and 233, High Holbom, London. W.C.
Post free. 12 stamps ; gratis to Customers.

Jiuit publisiied,

lULBS .and THEIR CULTURE. See Origin
In AUTDMS SUPPLEMENT to CARTER

GARDEXliR'S and FARMER'S VADE MECUM.
James Carter & Co., 237 and 238, High Holbom, London, W.C.

Post free. 12 stamps ; gratis to Customers.

B^

Dutch Flower Koots.

JOHN AND CHARLES LEE, Seedsmen to the Queen,
fJ have received their usual Importation of DUTCH BULBS, for
which they are now executing orders. CATALOGUES post free on

ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OP A CENTURY.

BUTLEE,
McCULLOCH, & CO.,

SOUTH ROW, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON,

Seedsmen to Her Majesty's Cominisaioners of Woods and Forests,

To the Commissioners for the Colonies,

To the Horticultural Societies of the Punjaub and Bombay, &c.

HOLDERS OF PEIZE MEDALS FROM INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITIONS OF 1S.5I AND 1862.

CHOICE COLLECTIONS of BULBS, aU of the FIRST SIZE and aUALITY.
Foil COSSEKTATOKY DECORATION. I FoR FlOWER GaRDEN DeCOR.VTION.

No. 1. No. -2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6. No. 7. No. 8. No. 9. No. 10. No. 11. No. 12.
£o. £2 10s. £1 5s. £1 Is. Us. 10s. 6A | £.5. £3. £2. £1 bs. £1 Is. 10s. &i.

FoK Conservatory and Flower Garden Combined.
No. 13, £.5 5s. No U, £2 12s. 6i. No. 15, £2 2«. No. 16, £1 Is. No. 17, 15s. No. 18, lOs. 6rf.

All Orders amottniing to £1 Is. and upwards sent carriage paid,

ILLUSTKATED PRICED CATjVLOGUE, containing full details of these collections, post free ou appUcation.

HYACINTHS AND OTHER BULBS.

AVILLIAM PAUL,
Son and Successor to the late A. Paul,

BEOS TO ANNOUNCE THAT HE HAS NOW READY FOR. DELIVERY

HIS USUAL SUPPLY OF HYACINTHS AND OTHER BULBS,
Which he has selected from the stock of the 6r3t growers in HoUtind, and which he believes will be found

equal to any Bulbs this yeai- imported, and give the same eatisfactiou to the respective purchasers as those imported

and supplied by him in previous years.

SUTTON'S unrivaUed COLLECTIONS of BULBOUS
FLOWER ROOTS, for Blooming during the Winter and Spring.

These are every year bccomme more popularly cultivated, and the
HYACINTHS, ANEMONES. TULIPS. Ac, which we Imported last
season from the celebrated Dutch Florists, Messrs. de Boom, Vuen,
Byvoet, and others, having been so Kcuerally admired, we havo
Imported from the same parties, and etlll more extensively.

SUTTON'S COLLECTIONS of HARDY FLOWER ROOTS for
OPEN GROUND.

No. 1. A hirge and Choice Collection of ANEMONES.
HiACINTHS, CROCUSES, TULIPS, RA-
NUNCULI, NARCISSI. SNOWDROP.^. £ s d
IRISES. GLADIOLI, &c .220

No. 2. Ditio ditto, consisting of all the same kinds, In
Reduced Qitantltiea .. .. ' 110

No. 3. A Small and Choice ditto 10

SORTS for FLOWER POTS and GLASSES.
No. 4. A SLiIenaid Collection of HYACINTHS, JON-

QUILS, NARCISbl, EARLY TULIPS, New
large CROCUSES, Ac. 2 2

No. 0. The same in Reduced Quantities 110
No. 0. A Small and Choice Assortment 10 C

SUTTON'S DESCRIPTIVE AU^-UMN CATALOGUE is now
ready, and may be nad gratia and post free on application.

All Goods sent Carriage Free except small parcels, and 6 per cent.
allowed for Cash Payments.

SCTTQ.V & Sows, Royal Series Seed Establishment, Reading.

Dutch Flower Roots.
FRANCIS & AKTHUK DICKSOX & SONS have

received, from the best Growers in Holland, a very large
Importation of the above, and have the s.iti9faction to say that the
BULBS are unusually large, sound, and well ripened, and for which
early orders are reiiuested to ensure the best Roots.
Flower Roots of £2 value will be delivered Jree of carriage at the

pnncipal Railway Stations and Shipping Ports throughout the country
DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUE and all particulars free

by post on application.

The Old Established Seed Warehouso, 106, Eaatgate Street. Chester.

HOJIAS SAMPSON (late DnumioND & Co.), has
now to offer an unrivalled Collection of DUTCH BULBS and

other FLOWERING ROOTS, of the very best qualitv. at the lowest
prices. CATALOGUES of which can be obtained freeon application.
Ihc season for planting is now at hand, and intending purchasers
are Invited to an inspection of the select Stoct the Nursenes contain
conaistmg of Ornamental Coniferous Trees. Fruit Trees. Evergreenand Deciduous Trees, Forest Trees Roses, Flowers of every deTcrip-
tlon and every requisite for the Farm and Garden. All Business
Letter* to be addressed to Mr. Peter DReMUoND, Manager.

The Nursenes, Preston F.oad, Yeovil, SomerBetehlre.

HYACINTHS, good named sorts, 60«. per 100

„ ohoice selection, ^s., \2s., and \bs, per doz.

„ new sorts. 18s. to 42j. per doz.

,, for bedding, 18s. to 31s. per 100

All othei

I TULIPS, early, in great variety, \t. to is. per doz.,

POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, by name, 4s. to 68.

6s. to 2U. per 100

per doz., Sfis. to

I

vzs. per 100

I
CROCUS, of sorts, 2s. to 6*. per 100.

and Spring-Jloiverinrf Plants and Shrubs for Forcing equally reasonable in price.

His friends and the public generally are respectfully reminded that his Collections of these Plants obtained no
less than 29 First Prizes last spring in the space of one week, from the Royal Horticultural and Royal Botanic

Societies of London.

NOTICES OF THE PRESS.
" The breadth and length of spike of many of these Hyacinths are

;

"A Collection that wer
much greater than we have ever before seen, and the colours are atate of our knowledge v

remarkable for theU: solidity and clearness. "—GardtfucT-*" Chronicle. •• Tijg Hyacinths weri

"There was an air of nobility about the spikes that it is >
plants and flowers large and well-grown."—TAe TiTnes.

difficult to describe, but whicli was most striking."—Journal of \
<• xhe Hyacinths are of giant size, the colours having a metallic

HorlicuUure. i .- . - .. .
• .,-.,.

'• It is due to Mr. W. Paul's ffonderful group of 24 Hyacinths
which was awarded the First Prize, that a tribute should bo bor
here to their Incomparable quality."—r/it Florist.

lear absolute perfection as In the present
1 imagine."—Garde«ers' Maffazine.

I particularly flne and very i

3 varieties being good and the plants

EARLY ORDERS ARE SOLICITED.

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE, WALTHAM CROSS, LONDON, N.

TAXUS HIBERNICA FASTIGIATA VARIEGATA
(THE GOLDEN IRISH YEW).

FISHER, HOLMES & CO.
HaTe much pleasure in offering for the first time the above really beautiful NEW YEW.

It is the exact type of the Irish Tew, with foliage of the same colour as the Old Golden Yew, and forms a most

attractive and really beautiful plant.

It was exhibited at the Eoyal Horticultural Society's Exhibition in June, 1863, where it obtained a First-class

Certificate (see Bardeners' Chronicle, p. oSO, 1863) ; it was again exhibited at the International HorUcultural

Exhibition last May, where it was awarded another First-class Certificate.

Price 2l8. each ; Six Plants for £5 53. ; a few Extra Specimens at 31s. 6d. each.

^g" Price to the Trade on application.

HANDSWORTH NURSERIES, SHEFFIELD.—Oct. 13.
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New Catalogue of Plants, Dutcb Bulbs. &c.

ROBKRT I'AKKEK begs to aniiounco that his NEW
CATAXiOGUE, contnining Select DescriptlTO and Prlcoi) Lists

of New, Rare, and beautiful Greenhouse, Hardy and Stovo Plants.

Hardy Ferna, Fruit Trees, Grape Vinos, Roses, Rhododendrons
Swoet Violets, &c., Amaryllis, Crocuses, Cvclamona, Gladioli,

Hyaoinths, Liliums, Narcissus, Tulips, and other Bulbs, is now
published and will be forwarded to applicants,

Exotic Nu , Tootins, Surrey, S.

Dutch Flower Roots.

AKCHIBALl) HENDERSON
begs to announce that he has

received ft-om Holland a larce

Conslguraent of BULBOUS ROOTS
in fine condition.
DESCRIPTIVE and PRICED

CATALOGUES are now ready,

containing pi-actlcal di

ho successful cultivt*^

ection of Bulbs, in
,nd the Flower Garden,

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED

Nursery, Thornton Heath.
Surrov ; find at the East Surrey
Seed Warehouse, College Grounds,
North End, Croydo

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE, Ntirsehyman, Ghent,
Belgium, bees to state that Copies of his BULB CATALOGUE,

Ko. 114. may etiil be had, together with No. 115, being the Autumnal
Catalogue of Stove Plants, Palms, Orchids, Ferns, Gesnerlaceous
Plants (Acbimenes, Gloxinias, &c.). and also the CATALOGUE.
No. lie, containing Descriptive Prlr^ed Lists of Greenhouse Plants,

Azalea indica, Camellias, Perennials of overj' description. Gladiolus,

Great Tower Street, London, KC.

1 heights and pri

Nursery,
Sniith-Western Railway,

NEW HARDY RHODODENDRON,
MICHAEL WATERER.—This Rhododendron has hitherto

beonexhibitodunderthonameof ANNIHILATOR, butitwillbesont
out under tho above name. It is undoubtedly the most brilliant-

coloured late h^rdy free-blooming Rhododendron yet offered.

Orders are now bomg taken for Plants to be sent out in the Autumn
at31«. 6d. each. The usual discount to the Trado.

Jon^ Waterer, American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

Notice.

TO BE SOLD, Cheap, a great Bargain, 500O RHODO-
DENDRON PONTICUM, 2 feet, fine bushy heilthy stuff, many

of them with buds, well worthy the attention of Gentlemen and the
Trado. Special prices and samples on application to

Y. Str*chaw, Wholesale and Ratail Seed Merchant and Nursery-
man, 4, High Street, Wrexham. North Wales. ^^^
THE Q IJ E E N, without any exception the best

WHITE RHODODENDRON yet raised.—Robust grower, deep
green foliage, Uto and free flowering, trusses largo, full, compact,
and semicircul.ir, footstalk short and stiff, colour white, suffused
with soft blu'sh nnuve, changing to the purest white, clear alabister
or wax-liko, of unequalled shape and substance, reminding one of

the petals of the Water Lily. It remains in bloom longer than most
other RhoilndGnirnns. a peculiarity probably accounted for by its

hitherto refusing to produce seed, an advantage all Rhododendron
growers well understind. All who visited the International Eshl-
bliion will remember the transcendent suparionty of The Queen o»er
every other white Rhododendron exhibited. It is proposed that The
Queen should assume her throne in 1867. All and everybody who

enjoy her regiil sway should apply at

r should have called
forth the envious jealouny of certain Honodradle Mkk. Hencaa
story uidustriousty circulated in tlie Trade that Tub Queen is not
a now one but an old kind, shown under an assume! name. The
Advorti&or would be glad to be informed when, or where, and
UNDER WHAT NAME THIS RnoDODENDRos has been seen, and in whose

> be found. The whole undivided stock Is la the
, Bigshot, Surrey.

pHOICE VARI
Sunset
Mrs. Benyou
Mtb. Pollock
Yellow Bolt

The above 12 va
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class of plants ; we hope to deal with the subject

more extensively at some futui-e day—to select the

most worthy of ciiltui-e of the many kinds known
toEui'opean gardens, and point out those modes ot

arrangement which will best display their beauty

and best meet the wants of our popular system

of gardening.

At present we call attention to the subject

because the time is at hand when Lilies and

miscellaneous bulbs generally arrive from Hol-

land, and the shorter period they are left to shrivel

with the seedsman the better.

Stove Plants.

4 classes for Foliage Plants. I 3 classes for Selafiiuellas and
1 class for Orchids. Lycopodiums.

10 classes for Cactuses.
|

OREENHetTSB PLANTS.

A classes for Agaves.
e ,, xUoes.

2 , , DasyIll-ion and, Bona-

1 class for Yuccas.

classes for Rhododendrons i:

flower.

,, Epacrls in flower,

,, Ericas in flower.

„ Cinerarias in flower.

Hahdt Plants.

E class-'s for Perennial Plants. | 3 clisses for Wallflowers
2 „ Deciduous Magnoliis.Hyacinths (out-dooi-).

G , , Pansies.

i class for Primula veris.

2 classes for vi

„ Standard Roses in bloom
,, Dwarf Roses in bloom.

New Plants.

1 class for Melons.
1 ,, Strawberries.
1 ,, Asparagus.

Forced Pla2JT.s.

I

1 class for Cucumbers.
2 classes for Miscellaneous

I
Vegetables,

—— Among the laudable institutions to be often met
with in country places, especially iu the mauufacturiug

districts, may be mentioned such Special Exhibi-
tions as Gooseberry Shows, Celery Shows, Leek Shows,

&c. They stimulate horticulture as represented in the

person of the artizau cultivator, and in this way confer

substantial benefit on those classes of the population

among which they are held, besides promoting a feeling

of cordiality and good fellowship. Reports of numerous
Celery and Leek Shows which have recently been held

in the neighbourhood of Nottingham, have reached
us, and at these, we observe, the weights of the leading

samples ofCelery ranged over 10 lb. per pair— lOlb.Goz.,

10 lb. 4^ oz., 10 lb. 1 oz., 10 lb. 8 oz. being examples;
while the best samples of Leeks reached 5 lb. 4 oz. the
pair. The low temperature of the present season has
been unfavourable to the cultivation of the Leek, and
consequently the specimens produced have not been
nearly so fine as in years gone by. The same may be
said of Celery, for though a dripping season is con-
sidered favourable to this "denizen of the ditch,"

moisture without warmth does not force the plant so

much as moisture with a high atmospheric and
terrestrial temperature.

,

At Radford a new Celery, which is highly spoken of, 1
The Fourth Section will open on the 15th of May, and

was shown by Mr. John Cos. It is described as a
|

^ih comprise :—
red or pink variety, with long, broad, thick, cjisp, il classes for Palms,

solid, and brittle leaf-stalks, almost mthout any waste.
,

^ " Cycads.

It is of dwnrf habit, the leaf-stalks of the specimens I
" Orchids in bloom,

exhibited being 3 feet Ion- and averaLriug 4 inches
: J

" aS indi^^S' blooi
in girth at the point where the leaflets branch oflT. 4 |' CalceoiarLas in bloom
This will form a fair test and criterion of the 1 class for Flowers grown f

excellence of the variety as to size and form, while <
ttie markets,

the cleanness of the general surface, and the smooth 1 1 >• Himalayan Rhododeu

skin, show thnt when thoroughly blanched it will'

The Third Section Tvill open on the 1st of May, and
will comprise :

—

1 class for Hanging Baskets
filled with Plants with
pendent branches.

X „ for Pansies in bloom.
1 ,, Auriculas in bloom,
1 „ Stucks in bloom.
1 , , Mignonette.
1 „ Dwai-f Gladioli in flower
2 classes for MiscellaneouaNew

Plants.
1 class for Asparagus.
1 „ Mushrooms.
1 „ Jliscellaneous Ve^ta-
1 „ Melons. [bles.

2 classes for Miscellaneous
Vegetables (forced).

4 „ Fruit Treea and Pi-uit

(forced).

3 „ Pino apples (forced).

B classes for Azalea inuica in
bloom. [um.

8 „ Rhododendron arbore-
i ,, New Plants of auy kinds
6 „ -flowering Plants of any

2 ,, Stove Orchids in bloom.
2 ,, Plants specially fitted

for the decoration of
apartments.

2 „ Ixias and Spai-axis in
bloom.

4 „ Tree Preonies in bloom.
2 , , Herbaceous Paeonies in

bloom.
2 „ Standard Rosesinbloom
2 ,, Dwarf Roses in bloom.
2 ,, Clematis in bloom.
3 classes for Tulips in bloom.

^he Eighth Section will open on the 15th of July, and
will comprise :

—

^ Qlasaes for Pinks, Carnations, Picotees, &c. fN.B.—Xha
French classifi.cation of these flowers is differwit from
01 u- own),

f classes for Camatjons, &o. (Perpetuals).
6 classes for Stove Plants.
E ,, exotic Fruit trees.

P ,, Gloxinias in bloom.
A „ Lantacas „
4 „ Petunias „
a class for Hardy Perennials

bloom.
2 classes for Hardy Annuals

bloom.
P „ Phlox i^ bloom.
fJ „ PentstcmouB ,.

P „ Cannas ,,

B „ Hollyhocks „
3 classes for Miscellaneous Vegetables.

The Ninth Section will open on the 1st of August, and
'U comprise:

—

3 classes for Gladioli in bloom.-
; 2 ,, Delphinium ,,

I

3 .. Phlox Drummondii in

I

bloom.
, 1 class for AlstrSmerias in
I bloom.

I

3 classes for Hydrangeas and
I Hortensias.
! 2 ,, Misc. New Plants.

4 „ Stone-fi-uit trees.

I 3 „ Berry-bearing Fruit

6 classes for Fuchsias in bloom.
A ,, Gladiolus.
iJ ,, Exotic, Trailing, or

Climbing Plants.

S „ Passiouflowersinbloom.
4 ,, Heliotropes in bloom.
1 class for PhyHca ericoides in

bloom.
^ classes for Dahlias in bloom.
1 class for Perennial Plants.

P classes for Annual Plants in
bloom.

3 „ Pinks (various) in
bloom,

f „ Hollyhocks in bloom.
3 ,, Phlox decussata.

2 classes for Lilies.

2 ,, Double Zinnias.
3 ,, Lobelias.

2 „ Tropseolums.
3 ,, Hydrangeas and Hor-

NewMiscellaneous
Plants.

3 „ for "fruits i pepin,"
Apples, Pears, itc.

4 „ Stone Fruits.

3 „ Berry Fruits.
2 „ Early Grapes.
1 class for Peaches.
3 classes for Miscellaneous

Vegetable!

Zouai Pelargoniums iu
,

hanging
,

bard-wooded Plants.
Perennials in bloom.
Annuals in blnom.
Herbaceous Paeonies ir

bloom. [bloi

prove to be excellent iu quality.

1 class for Tree Paeonies iu

1 ,, Ranunculus in bloom.
1
1 ,, Anemones.

[Plants.

drons in bloom.
1 ,, Auriculas in bloom.

j
7 classes for hardy Rhododen-

j

1 ,,

• M. CABRifeRE gives an illustration of a Spoht ~ h^rd'vlSleis'S'ko m ' Lvi
of a YiNE which is interesting, as showing how variable

[

2 " Kalmias in bloom.
" '

'

plants are. A Black Hamburgh (Frankeuthal) was 2 " Clematis in bloom,
cut down, when it produced three suckers, one of 1 class for Standard Roses

which was layered, and after a time produced much ' bloom. Dies.

smaller berries, ripening at least a fortnight sooner
, The Fifth Section wiU open on the 1st of June, and

than the others. This phenomenon occurs every year. 1 y^-[\\ comprise:—
Of the remaining two suckers from the same stock, one

^ classes for Orchids
gives every year fine Grapes, while the other, although

1 3
it sets abundance of fruit, only ripens a few, and these .>

of inferior quality. From these circumstances M.

for Miscellaneous N.

1 class for forced Fi'uita.

2 classes for Grapes (forced).

3 ,, Miscellaneous Vegeta- ' Z
bles.

t

'

1*

CabriiDue insists on the necessity for exercising great

ciutiou in taking cuttings.

We extract the following particulars with
reference to the Universal Exhibition of Horti-
cuLTCKK at Paris ne.xt year, from the current number
of the " Revue Horticole." As already stated, there
\\ ill be foiU'teen distinct but mutually related exhibi-
bitions. pach la^-ting fifteen days. No details are given
of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Sections, nor any
particulars specially relating to British exhibitors.

The First Section will open on the 1st of April and
is to comprise :

—

1 1 classes for Camellias in flower.

4 „ Newly-introduced Stove Plants.

2 „ Seedling Stove Plants obtained on the Continent.
3 „ Newly-introduced Greenhouse Plants.

4 „ Seedling Greenhouse Plants obtained on tho
Continent.

Stove Plants.

1 classes for Fe

I
Ferns.)

,, Fancy Pelargoi

,, Miscellaneous
Plants.

,, Foliage Plants.

,, Bidbous Caladiums,
class for ' Miscellaneous

Greenhouse Phints.

3 classes for Calceolarias
bloom.

4 ,, Verbenas in bloom.
'2 „ Annuals in bloom.
2 „ Perennials in bloom.
3 ,, Chinese Peonies

bloom.

Iclass for Pinks in bloom.

Hardy Plasts.

2 classes for Hard -wooded
Plants.

1 class for American Plants

" "
" idro

bloom,
classes for iVnnual Plants i

bloom.

4 cbsses ftir Dwarf Roses in 1 cliLss for Balsams.

The Tenth Section will open on the 15th of August, and
will comprise :

—

13 classes for various Arads. , 3 classes for double Ziunias in
i class for .St..ve Orchids. bloom.
8 l1 I- - f I 1;. -I,, rirfinbloom \

-2 „ Miscellaneous Annuals
8 \

'.:''
iti bloom. | in bloomr

i *'l I I ,1 .> Ill bluo m.
'i

1 class for Liliums in bloom.
4l'1.i -1 i:n I, IS in bloom. 4 classes for Gl-idioU in Mooln

1 class for Native (French)
Heaths.

2 classes for Exotic Aquatic
PLmts.

1 claijs for Indigenous (Freach)
Aquatic Plants.

2 classes for Miscellaneous
New Plants,

3 ,, Miscellaneous Vegata-
1 class for Melons. [bles.

3 cliisses for Pippin Fruits.
S „ Stone Fruits.

3 ,, Peaches.
2 „ Grapes.

3 ,, BaL>ams in bloom.
\ I class for Figs.

The Eleventh Section will open on the 1st ofSeptember,
and will comprise :

—

classes for Dahlias in bloom.
„ Dracjena and Cordyline.
,, Crotous.

2 „ Allamandas.
2 „ Fuchsias in bloom.
3 „ Veronicas in bloom.
2 „ Zonal Pelargoniums in

bloom.
1 class for Perennial Plants in

bloom.
1 „ Dianthus

Heddewigii, &c.,

bloom,

t „ Pluuta for

baskets, ikc.

2 :, Perennial Plants in
bloom.

2 ,, Dahlias in bloom.
i „ Hollyhocks in bloom.
3 „ Pentstemons in bloom.
1 class for Phloxes in bloom.
J classes for Pinks, &c.

( Perpetuals).

classes for Roses (cut
flo !rs).

bloom.

1 class for Tea Roses.
1 ,, Gladiolus.
2 classes for Miscellaneous

New Plants. [bles.

3 ,, Miscellaneous Vegeta-
3 „ Pippin Fruit.

Pineapples.
Deciduous Fore.-'t Trees,
for Shrubs or Under-
shrubsfittedforalupea
or bare places.

Greenhouse Plants.

6 classes for Ericas in flower

2 ,, Acacias and Mimosas.
3 „ Ferns (not Tree Fenis).

4 ., Amaryllis in bloom.
2 ,, Cinerarias in bloom.
4 „ Fi-imula sinensis in

bloom.

2 classesfor Daphnes in blf

3 ,, Cyclamens in Moon
1 class for Wallflowers

bloom.
5 classes for Misc. Greenhouse

Plants.

Habdv Plauts.

classes for Hollies. I 1 class for Ivies.

„ Magnolia grandiflora. 4 classes for Miscellaneous
,, Yuccas.

I
Hard-wooded Plants.

Forced Plants.

2 classes for Pine-apples
4 „ Fruit-trees and Fruits.
1 class for Melons.
1 „ Strawberries.
1 „ Cucumbers.
1 ,, Misc. Vegetables.
1 ,, " Fruits Conserve."

1 class for Early Tulips
flower.

1 ,, Crocuses in flower.

1 ,, Lilacs in flower.

3 classes for Misc. Flowei-ing
Shrubs.

2 ,, Various New Plants,

Train » Trees.

2 classes for Apricots.
1 class f-^r Miscellaneous Fruit-

trees or Shriibs.
1 . ., for Standard Fruit-trees

i^ltcis a tige).

2 classes for Pears.

2 ,, Peaches.
2 ,, Cherries.
1 class for V nes.
2 classes for Plums.

The Second Section will open on the loth of April, and
will comprise :—

Conifers.

12 classes for Ornamental
[
2 classes for Forest Conifers.

Conifers.

ing Roses.
5 classes for Roses(cvit flowers).
2 ,, Miscellaneous Kew

PUnts.
1 class for Melons.
3 classes for various Vegetables.
3 „ Forced Fruits.

The Sixth Section will open on the loth of June, and
will comprise :

—

4 classes for Standard Roses in
bloom.

5 ,, Dwarf Roses in bloom.
1 class for Trailing or Climbing

Roses in bloom.
4 classes for Roses (cut flowers)
4 „ Pandanads.
4 „ Pelargoniums.
3 „ fancy Pelargoniums.
3 „ Zonal Pelargoniums in

bloom.
4 „ Stove Orchids in bloom.
3 , , Theophrasta and Clavija
5 „ Marantas, Calatheas,

and Phryniums.
3 ,, Musas.
3 „ Begonias (types).
3 ,, Begonias (vaiieties).

2 „ Oranges. (Xtrons, &c.
4 „ Verbenas in bloom.
1 class forCalceolaria in bloom.

1 class for traiUng and oUmb- The Twelfth Section will open on the 15th of September,
and will comprise
4 classes for Misc. Araliads.
2 „ Large-leaved Stove
4 „ Cannas. [Plants.
4 „ Solanums.
4 ,, Figs and Artocarpeae.
2 , , Hibiscus sinensis in
2 ,, Musas. [bloom.
2 ,, Fuchsias. [in bloom.

I

1 class for Zonal Pelargonium
1 class for Perennial Plants in 1 ., Perennial Plants

bloom. fbloom.
!

1 ,, Annual Plants
2 classes for Delphinium

Iris in bloom, [bloi

:: „ Stocks in bloom.
1 class for Native (French)

Orchids.
2 classes for Alpine and Sub-

j

Alpine Plants.
!

2 ,, Miscellaneous New
j

Plants.
3 ,, Herbaceous Pajonies in I

bloom.
I

1 class for Tree Pwonies in '

bloom.
j

3 classes for l^Iiscellaneous
|

Vegetables.
I

1 class for Bananas.
j

2 classes for Cherries.
4 ,, Strawberries.

bloom.
,, Ornamental Grasses,
classes for Dahlias (cut

flowers.)

1 class for Early Chrysanthe-
1 „ Asters, [mums.
3 classes for Gladiolus.
1 class for Roses (cut flowers.)
*2 classes for Miscellaneous

Bamboos.
1 class for Annual Plants in

bloom.
2 classes for Miscellaneoua

New Plants.
3 „ Misc

The Seventh Section will open on the 1st of July, and
will comprise :

—

classes for Zonal Pelargo-
niums in bloom.

, ,
ZonalPelargonium s with

variegated fuli;igc.

,, Pelargoniums (types).

,, Tree Ferns.

„ Economic Tropical

2 „ Stove Orchids in bloom.

Hardy Plants.

1 class for Perennial Plants in 1 2 classi

bloom.
I

1 „ Annual Plants in bloom.
1 „ Perennial Plants with

varicLjated leaves.

4 classes for Herbaceous Ferns.
2 „ Delphiniums in bloom. 1

I cLias for Mignonette „
I

2 classes for Nepenthes.
4 „ Gloxinias in bloom.
2 „ Bulbous Caladiums.
4 ,, Petunias iu bloom.
1 class for Rochea ,,

1 „ Crassida ,,

1 „ Sarracenia ,,

1, „ Amai-yllis „
1 „ Lilium auratum.

2 classes for Hollyhocks (Host

tr^inieyi-).

4 „ Roses (cut flowers).

2 „ Misc. New Plants.
3 „ Misc. Vegetables,
I class for Mushrooms.
3 classes for Cherries.
3 ,, Strawberries.

NEW GAEDEN FERN.
PtEBIS SEEKULATi var. POLTDACTYLA.

Apices of the fronds, pianse and pinnules multifidly-forked and
plane, so as to become many-fingered.

This very elegant novelty, which will be a most
welcome acquisition to the list of small half-hardy
evergreen Ferns suitable for small greenhouses, plant-
cases, or window culture, has been obtained by Mr.
Cripps, of Tunbridge Wells, probably as a sport from P.
serrulata var. cristata, described at p. 1180 of our volume
for 1863. It differs from that variety in its tassels

being longer fingered, lying in one plane, and not being
like it dense and crispy. The long ribbon-like
divisions of the frond are instead divided at the end
in a repeatedly forked or multifid manner, and are
pendent from the weight of their apical tufts. The
variety was exhibited recently at South Kensington,
where it had many admirers. M.

NOTES ON CONIFERS.-No. X.

Sequoia sempebvieens.
Having explained the points on which we differ

from the received vieivs held of the character and
affinities of Conifers, we shall now set ourselves to
improve our acquaintance with some of its members,
and we propose to take the connection of the present
vegetation with that of former geological epochs as

our starting point. There are no Conifers which come
nearer to the fossil species which have been found in
past geological formations than the Sequoias; and in
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deference to their antiquity and gigantic size we
shall give them the precedence, although probably the
genera Podocarpus and Dacrydium, with Arthrotaxis

and its allies, can trace their origin to an elder branch
of the same family.

We have already incidentally mentioned the
similarity of the Red-wood of California (Sequoia
sempervirens) to the remains of Sequoia Langs-
dorfii, found in the Miocene beds of Europe and
North America. They are indeed so similar that

it is perfectly possible that they may be the same,

and tnat our S. sempervirens may actually itself

have lived in the Miocene epoch. There are other

species, however, besides Langsdorfii figured by Heer
in his " Tertiary Flora of Switzerland," to which it is

also near. Whether in the Miocene iige these trees were
as gigantic as the S. sempervirens, or as the Welling-
tonia is now, we have no means of knowing, for the
fossil remains hitherto foundhave been onlytwigs, leaves

and flowers, and fruit. At the present day, however, they
bear the palm away from all the rest of the Conifers in

height and magnitude. It would not be true to say

that they are the tallest trees in the world, for some of

the Gum trees in Australia and Tasmania e.xceed in

height any specimen recorded of the Sequoias, or that

they are the thickest trees in the world, for the Adan-
sonia digitata is thicker, but then it is only about 60 feet

in height, audsoiieof the'Brazilian Leguminossc are

perhaps as thick, but they too fall far short of it in

height ; but, taking height and thickness together there

is little doubt that they are the;laig3Stjtrees.in the

world— that they contain
more cubic feet of vege-
table matter than any
other.

The S. sempervirens
grows to almost as great
size as the Wellingtonia,
and it has often been con-
founded with it. Douglas's
account of the S. semper-
virens has been referred

ti Wellingtonia and the
first account of the age of

that tree, which n )s pub
lished (that wheiem it was
calculated by Professor
Asa Gray at 3000 year^

)

was deduced by mistake
from a section of this tree

The error, by which it was
made more than double its

real age. arose from a larire

part of the interior of the
trunk having been burned
out, and the Professoi

reckoning the absent pai t

as of equal growth to the
outer part which was pre
served ; while m point of

fact the earlier growth is

much more rapid and rt

course a greater diametei
is attained in fewer 'veais

Mr. Gordon (Pinetuin)
says that there is at St

Petersburg a horizontal

slab of wood of this tree, received by the late Dr. Fischer
from the north-west coast uf America, which measures
15 feet in diameter, and bears 1008 annual rings.

The burning of portions of the older trees seems to

have been very common in the Californian forests. In
an unpublished account of a trip from San Francisco to

Santa Clara, which we have received from one corre-

spondent, the following remark occurs on the subject

:

" The Red-woods are immense trees, but as a general

thing the old ones are not very handsome, a great

many, I believe the majority, having been injured by
fire. Some have had the whole of their branches killed

by it, and look like this" (the this being a rude sketch
of an immense straight pole, with a few dead branches
sticking out from it, and the pole itself feathered with
a short close new growth, like the pruned Elm trees in

many of our English hedge-rows). " There are a few,

however, which are magnificent, and the younger ones
are universally handsome."
Dr. Newberry (Pacific Railroa<l Reports) says that of

all the Red-woods which he saw, there was probably
none greater than 15 feet in diameter and 300 feet in

height, but he was told that in the vicinity of

Humboldt Bay individuals existed which were over
20 feet in diameter.
The reader may judge of the normal ai^pearance of

this tree from the accompanying sketch, which is a copy
of one we have received from another correspondent. Of
the fidelity of the character of the trees in this sketch
any one may satisfy himself by comparing them with
the largest specimens which are to be found in this

country. At Highnam Court there are several large

specimens, and at Dropmore a good-sized example
grows near the piece of water, all of which have already
assumed the character of the giants above represented.

Its great size qualifies it to figure as a representative

of the Wellingtonia. It did so in the case above
referred to ; and when the Wellingtonia was first dis-

covered, and before the bark of the specimen which is

now housed in the Crystal Palace, was secured for that
establishment, it was a question whether asectionofthe
Red-wood should not have first represented the
Sequoias there. It occurred to Sir Joseph Paxton that
it would be an interesting attraction to have a section of
the Wellingtonia exhibited in the Palace, and he, know-
ing that Mr. Charles Lawson of Edinburgh (late Lord
Provost) had at that time relations with California,

applied to him to see if a section could not be procured,
and 300?. or 400^ *a8 offered for the purpose. The
distance of the Calaveros Grove from the sea-ooa^t

rendered it impassible to get a section fiirsuch a price.

even although it had been possible to get it shipped for

home, but it was possible to manage it with a cross cut
out of the middle of a stem of Red-wood of almost as

great size. That tree is in many places to be found
growing almost to the water's edge, and had the
alternative been adopted, the cross cut out of a section
would have been sent. Such a section however would
have given us a very feeble idea of the magnitude of the
tree compared with that which we derive from the
inspection of the bark set up, as at Sydenham.
The Wellingtonia seems to have been a-s much

subject to injury from fire as the Red-wood, if not more
so ; but the fire would appear in it to have burned
further up the core of the tree, the bark being not
nearly so combustible as the timber. Many of the
fallen and even of the standing Wellingtonias have
their stems reduced to an empty tunnel extending many
yards. That such lofty trees should have been often
struck by lightning during the immense space of time
for which they have faced the storm is only what
we should expect, and we are more disposed to refer

the frequent traces of fire which are seen upon them to
that cause than to the carelessness or intentional
damage done by Indians. The Indians admire these
trees as much as the white man, and even add a sort of
superstitious reverence to the natural awe which all

feel in their presence.
One very remarkable difference between the Red-

wood and the Wellingtonia is their timber; that of the
Wellingtonia is worthless, or, we should rather say,

has properties for which no use has yet been found

;

it is soft, light, and brittle. Perhaps some of our
readers may remember the walking sticks of its wood,
which Iwere sold by the exhibitors of the bark skeleton

of the tree now at Sydenham, when it was first brought
to England—with all the appearance of solidity and
strength they were as light as a feather, and if they had
been tried, vastly more fragile. The timber is so

brittle, indeed, that we read of orie tree which on being
cut down broke into three pieces before, or at any rate

by the time it reached the ground.
The timber of the Red-wood, on the other hand, is

first-rate. A friend in San Francisco writes us about it

in these terms :—" Why is it that the Taxodium sem-
pervirens meets with so little favour in England ? It

is the best timber in the country, and I heard a car-

penter the other day assert that the Red-wood from
Bolinas Bay is equal to the best Eastern lumber."

Jlr. Brown, the collector of the British Columbia
Botanical Association, reports that one of its qualities

is that " it will not contract, let it be ever so wet,"
which, we presume, means that it does not warp. This
is said by others to be one of its distinctive properties.

Dr. Newberry (Pacific Railroad Reports^ vi., 1857)

says that though only the second in size it is the iirst

in importance of all the trees of California, though not
far surpassing the Sugar Pino. Its value, however,
to the people of California is not dependent on its size

but on the excellence of its timber and the proximity
of forests of it to the ocean. The wood, as its name
implies, is dark red in colour, and like that of the red
Cedar, Juniperus virginiana. It splits with great

facility, and is frequently converted into planks and
boards without the aid of a saw. Not that the saw is

habitually dispensed with ; so far from that being the
case, there is a tradition that gold was first discovered

in California by some workmen while digging a saw pit

to cut up a large tree ot this species. It is also said

to be very durable, and though somewhat wanting in

tenacity, is of the greatest value to the inhabitants.

We have seen it .stated that in this country the

timber is soft and inferior, but that is riot our own
experience—we have found it rather hard and tough.

Not long since we cut down a young tree about i inches

in diameter at the roots, and were struck with the

contrast which it presented to the qualities of the

timber of the old trees of Wellingtonia.
That there is such a great difference between the

timber of the two Sequoias is the more remarkable
that in all other respects they are as close to each

other as can well be.

The reader must remember the vehement disputes

which took place as to the generic distinctness of
AVellingtonia. That tree was erected into a sfparate
genus by Dr. Lindley, but the materials which he had
to guide him were very imperfect compared with those
which we now have. Had he possessed them we may
be sure that ho would have acquiesced in the opinion,
now universally held by botanists, that it not only \i of
the same genus as the Red-wood, but also a very closely
allied species. We have now (this last year) got the
male flower of Wellingtonia, and find it absolutely
identical with that of the Red-wood. We know that
the cone and seeds differ in nothing but in size, and
even in this the diflerence is not so great as the speci-

mens of English-grown cones would lead us to suppose.
In California the cones of the Red-wood are often
2 inches in length. Moreover, a larger collection of
specimens of the foliage convinces us that the apparent
diirerence in it is also without value. The marked
distinction between the two is that the leaves of
Wellingtonia are imbricated scales, while those of the
Red-wood arc distichously disposed as in the Tew.
But the Red-wood at different ages dispenses with this

character, and ha« its foliage exactly the same 3a

Wellingtonia, in this respect exhibiting the tendency
to dimorphism which is common among its allies

the Junipers and Cypresses. The foliage is dimor-
phous on young trees, the leaves in them being
distichous, like those of the Yew, while in the
older trees they are imbricated and closely

adpressed. In the British Museum Herbarium
there.is a specimen sent by Bridges, the Californian

collector, from an old tree^

and any one looking at its

foliage would say that it

was a branchlet of Wel-
lingtonia. It is however
undoubtedly of the Red-
wood, and bears small
cones. It is long since
this dimorphism of the
foliage of the Red-wood
was known. Decaisne
pointed it out when he
first challenged the sound-
ness of Dr. Lindley^s cha-
racters of Wellingtonia as
a genus.

Thisspeciesexteudsfrom
the line of 42' N. latitude
to the northern limit of
Mexico, but is nowhere
found at any considerable
distance from the sea. The
Wellingtonia takes its

place on the mountaii.s
more inland. It is com-
mon in the district around
San Francisco, and giganto
specimens are to be met
with at no great distance
from that city. We copy
the following account of
it on Mount Diablo from
a SanFrancisco newspaper
scrap (without date) sent
us by a friend some years
since :—

" The peak of Mount Diablo, which rises boldly towards the
clouds, high above all the neighbouring hills, forms one of
the most prominent features of San Francisco scenery.
" A party of our citizens, composed of five gentlemen and

two ladies, lured by the gi-eeu sides of the mountain, which are
pljiinly seen from onr dusty and heated streets, determined
upon a visit of discovery to its summit.
"Providing themselves with the necessary tents and pro-

visions, they crossed the bay by the ferry boat, and procuriuer a
competent guide, penetrated boldly into the mysteries of the
Contra Costii Hill range.

" We cannot stop to give a minute account of their travel,

as it has been described to us. The beautiful crop of wild
Oats, growing luxuriantly and covering thickly plain and
mountain-side, first excited wonder, and then admiration.
The forest of Arbor-vitse, or Red-wood, next attracted atten-
tion. Among other giants of the forest, was one that measured
1.3 feet in diameter at the butt. Here they found men engaged
in felling their largo trunks, and sawing them into lumber, or
.splitting out shingles. A man who bad sawed out an immense
block for the latter purpose, was astonished to find, almost in
its centre, a round hoi; which had evidently been years ago
hoUowe I out bv the beak of some bird, and afterwards grown
over by the wood. In this hole, on ex.amination, were found
20 acorns, in a perfect state of preserv.ition. The rings counted
in the block, outside this crevice, showed that these acorns
bad been thus inclosed in the heart of the tree for 120 years !

The block and acorns were purchased by one of the party and
brought to this city, and the latter undoubtedly afford a fine

specimen of 'nuts tor the curious.'
"

This at first sight seems rather an incredible story,

but it is only so until it is explained, which shall be
done in our next. A. M.

{To he Coutinual.)

RARE AND INTERESTING PLANTS NOW
IN BLOOM AT KEW.

Boioiea vobiUlis. Harvey MSS.—A remarkable and
distinct new genus of Liliacese (AnthericcEe), introduced

from S. Africa by Mr. Cooper. A bulhous plant,

throwing out long, intricately-twining,glabrous,slender,

annual stems; leaves multifid.thelobes divaricate, fleshy,

linear-terete, quite glabrous and shining ; flowers few,

remote, pedicellate, in long terminal naked racemes;
perianth G-partite, persistent, the segments similar,

green, lanceolate, acute, J inch long, at length reflexed

:

anthers minute; fruit capsular. A very curious and
interesting little plant, resembling in habit the Aus-
tralian 'Thysanotus Manglesianus, Kunth, but differing

in its multifid leaves (which are almost unknown
among Monocotyledons), and other characters from
that and all other Liliacese. The Bowiea of Haworth haa
been reduced to A1"l'. It m;iy be seen in the Succulent
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House, where il floivcred last year for the first time iu

this countr.v.

77^^ cirrhosa. Thunherj;, Flora Capensis, p. 212;
Cissus cirrhosa, Persoon.— Introduced by Mr. Cooper
from South Africa, and presented to the Ileyal Gardens
hv W. Saunders, Esq, A stvncding glabrePoent or

pilose plant, with ln;r.-, ivrnl.-, iM-iitl^, 'flr=liy --Irais.

furnished with Innv I::'.! i i-i ' ' \i ' _ i.iirly

3-5 or 7 foliolate ; h .

' '
i < I H' !-i:Ht.

remotely denlate-^.'i i.,lr. .mi.' l'I; linn is m < 1111:1:1 ikhi ;

flowers minute, i:rerii, in dense eynics. In w ooiis and by
rivers amonc: bushes. Uitenhage and Albany, frequent.

In the Succulent House, trained >ip one of the rafters.

Myrtus ieiwifoUa, Sw., var. lalifolia.—An elegant

little evergreen shrub, 1 i to 2 feet high. The leaves in

this fariety are lanceolate, entire, mucronate, shining

above, silky pubescent beneath ; flowers numerous,
solitary, a.xillar.v, pedunculate, white, tinged with pink.

A native of Queensland and New South "Wales.

Flowering in the New Temperate House.
Areca "snpirla. Solander.—The only Palm found in

New Zealand, and the most southern representative

of the family, extending 38' 22' S. Lat. The celebrated

Betel Nut belongs to the same genus. A compara-
tively small tree, whose trunk is from S-10 feet high,

with a diameter of 6—8 inches, and to the top of the
pinnate leaves about 15 feet. By the aborigines it is

called " Nikau," and is used by them for vai-ious pur-
poses. The colonists have given it the name of
Cabbage Palm" {which name is also borne by several

other Palms in different parts of the world), on account
of the young leaves and inflorescence being eaten.
This is also in flower in the New Temperate House,
where the New Zealand flora is well represented, and
attention is directed to it, not on account of its rarity,

for it has long been iu our gardens, and flowers annually,
but on account of the great interest attached to it. It

is nearly related to the Norfolk Island species,

A. Baueri, now flowering iu the Palm stove.

Dammara australU, Lambert, the " Kauri " or
" Kaudi Pine " of New Zealand.— It may interest some
readers to know that a specimen of tliis magnificent
and important tree is now bearing cones in the New
Temperate House. It has now been introduced some
years, and flowered and produced cones as long ago as
1854 in the Jardin des Plantes, at Paris. A tinted
plate of it appeared in the first volume of the second
series of the " Flore des Serres," together with an inte-
resting article by M. Naudin. This noble tree attains
a height of 100-160 feet or more, with a corresponding
diameter, and its light compact timber (a specimen of
which may be seen in the Timber Museum), is much
used for masts in the navy, &c. It produces, too, a
valuable gum-resin in enonnous quantities which is

principally exuded finni the roots; but larger lumps
have been dug U]!, il is saiil, in the Northern I.sland, to
which it is noiv coullned, than it now produces. Resin
supposed to belong to this tree has also been found in
the Middle Island.

Clavija sp.—This South American genus belongs to
the small order Theophrastea^, which should perhaps
be united with the M.\rsinc3c. The present is a fine

species, with entire, spathulate, shortly petiolate leaves,

about 2 feet long and 4 inches broad. The flowers
spring from the simple trunk, as in all the other
species of the genus, in short, stout, fleshy racemes, of
a dull red colour. It differs from its ally C. ornata in
having entire not serrate leaves, and in the shorter
stouter racemes of dull-coloured flowers. It may
be seen in No. 15 House, at the back of the " Old
Museum." A figure of it will shortly appear in the
" Botanical Magazine."

Olenria Forsieri, Hook. fil. Handbook of the New
Zealand Flora ; EurybiaForsteri, Flora NovseZelandia;.
Compositce.—A handsome shrub or small tree, with
alternate, oblong, obtuse, entire, undulate, petiolate
leaves, often oblique at the base, from 2—3 inches long,
lower surfnf-e clothed with a dense, short, white to-
mentum. Flowers white in axillarj'coi^mbose panicles,
exhaling a faint but agreeable odour; I'.eads sessile,

generally with one floret only. From the Northern
and Middle New Zealand Islands. Near the western
entrance in the New Temperate House.

Home Correspondence.
Tenfilrjiioyi.—Admmn^, as I do, Mr. Fish's useful

series of papers on this subject, I am sorry that any
flaw .should exist in his arguments. In No. XII.,
p. 'J47. column b, towards the foot, he says, "Hence the
dry air of cold climates enwraps life round as with a
thick great-coat, and refuses a free passage outwards for
the heat." This is a statement which, I think, he will
find to be directly contrary to fact. I believe that he
will convince himself of it by consulting Professor
Tyndall's " .Lectures on Heat," * where he will see that
a stratum of aqueous vapour is an excellent screen
against the transmission of heat. Common observa-
tion teaches us that cloudy days are cool by keeping
back the E\m's rays, and cloudy nights warm by the
retention of the earth's acquired heat, and observation
of a little more recondile character will further tell us
that radiation is great just in proportion as the air is

discharged of its vapour. J. &'., Streath;/ Vicarage.
Tilia heterophylta and Humble Sees—\ have been

interested by the remarks of your correspondent
" Quercus " (see p. 925), in reference to Tritoma Uvaria
bemg a decoy and a trap for wasps, from the fact of
my having frequently observed here that below an
American Lime tree (Tilia heterophylla) the lawn
has been strewed with dead humble bees ; but I never
saw a wasp amongst them, nor yet a common bee,
though the latter belongs to the honey-collecting divi-

' See No. XL, fi-om whicli this single sentence may be
quoted:—"The romoviil, f.ir a single summer night, of the
aqueous vapimr from the iitmospherc which covers England,

siou of the same family. In Lindley's " Vegetable
Kingdom "' I find it .stated that if the bracts and fruit

arc mixed with the flowers of the Tilia, the infusion

becomes astringent and confines the bowels. Be that

as it may, however, there are many fine trees of great

size here of the common Lime (Tilia europaja), which
when in flower are quite alive with bees, &c., evidentl.^

iivolling in enjoyment ; and I have not observed that
lliey suffer from it. It would therefore be interesting
to know something of the nature of the fatal attrac-
tion to the humble bee in the case just mentioned.
T. a E., Melbury.
Pampas GS*(Z55.—Some few years ago your corre-

spondents mentioned iu your columns how many
spikes their plants of Pampas Grass had. Mine this
year has 133 spikes in full flower. Is this considered
a large number? C. W. Wilkinson, Snndfield Tun-
bridge Wells. [Certainly ; but a plant at Messrs. Ivory's
Dorking Nursery produced in 18G3 (see p. 943 of that
year) 150 spikes. Eds. J

Wine Lees as a Manurefor Tines.—Three years ago
I planted seven Vines in an orchnrd house, .and in pre-
paring a border for them I put bones iiith fresh earth
of oolitic strata (principally lime and clay), and pre-
suming that the lees of wiuc which I had could not be
disagreeable to the Vine, I mixed iu with the earth
a pipe of lees (115 gallons). I do not say that I have
reaped the fruits of this manure, but this spring the
strong Vine rods, the laterals of which had been cut-in
close in the autumn, pu.shed buds so full of Grapes
that I counted about 35 bunches to each Vine,
equalling 245 bunches on seven Vines. Of course I did
not allow all of them to remain, but on each Vine I left

from seven to ten bunches, which are very large.

Thos. C. Jirown, Cirencester.
Woodlice (see p. 949).—In 1863 I was very much

troubled with woodlice in a Viucry of which I then
had charge ; they used to eat the leaves of the Vines
as fast as they opened. I tried many plans for their
destruction, the best of which was to get some pieces
of bark, and to lay the hollow side of it on the surface
of the border ; in the morning it used to be full. I then
knocked them out into a bucket of hot water. I have
also found Potatos hollowed out to answer very well as
traps, but not equal in that respect to the bark. S. W.,
Wimbornf, Dorset.
Abies Doiiglasii.—Jn the grounds here we have a

well-furnished plant of this Fir; its height is 82 feet,

the circumference of the stem at 3 feet from the
ground is 8 feet 5 inches, and the spread of the
branches at the surface of the ground is 123 feet. Has
any of your readers a larger specimen of this Fir ? H. J.

Clar/ton, Hachwood Park, Basingstoke.
Figs.—I have read your remarks on the application

of oil for ripening Figs (see p. 945) with interest. I
have eight Fig trees (out of doors), and have had a
very fair crop of fruit. At a certain stage of its gi-owth
I selected four of the trees, and with a penknife cut
a cross on the sides of the fruit. I then dropped (one
drop only) sweet oil on the incision, and those thus
operated on ripened quite a week before the fruit on
the other four trees that were not touched. My
employer told me that he could not perceive iiny difl^er-

ence in the taste of one over that of another. S. W.,
Wimborne, Dorset.
The jVwf Mijosotis.Imperatrice Flizabe/h.—lohsarvo

that some of our nurserjmen describe this as a hybrid
obtained from M. azorica and M. alpestris, and are
sending it out as a new plant. It is also described as

of more " erect and elegant habit than the former," and
more compact than the latter, with other absurdi-
ties which must have been evolved from^ the depths
of the writer's moral consciousness. It is simply an
inferior variety of Myosotis azorica, which occurs
pretty often among the normal form, a.s may have been
experienced by others who, like myself, have raised and
flowered much of that plant from seed. I may add
that this same M. azorica is one of the loveliest of all

plants when raised iu gentle heat, either iu late autumn
or early spring, and planted out in a somewhat shaded
and sheltered place in light moist soil. Nothing can be
more charming than health.y tufts of it covered \vith its

densely produced aud beautiful flowers. Stet.

Lilium tigrinum Forluni.
—"When one has [studied

and grown a noble famify like that of the Lily,
suHlciently long to think he knows all the "really
good things " in it, the pleasure of unexpectedly finding
one as good or better than the best of his old acquaint-
ances is great indeed. Such I enioyed at the Eoyal
Nurseries, Ascot, a few weeks ago. AVhat seems to be
a very noble, hirsute, tall, and most vigorous Tiger
Lily w,Ts there planted along one of the drives, among
handsome young Conifers, and in the distance it

looked like a new species, so bold and much
branched was the inflorescence of each shoot. The
plants grow 6 and " feet high, and the lower flower stems
run out far and free from the .stem, so as to give
the inflorescence a pyramidal outline. A great
number of flowers was borne on each stem, and
as they are larger and even more finely marked
than those of tigrinum, it may be readily imagined
what a fine thing this is for autumn decoration.
Placed here and there among choice shrubs its efi'ect

would be magnificent, but there is even a better
use for it than that, 1. e. to take the central
position in a bed of the best Lilies, which I

presume to think ought to be in every garden. The
bulbils are freely prodiiced and large, so that there can
be little difficulty in increasing it to any amount.
Mr. Staudish calls it L.'tigi-inum Fortunei ; it was sent
home for or among roots of Lilium auratum, than
which it is a mote valuable plant for the "hardy
garden," if I mar use the term. I'vrfnmnns.

Viola corniila.—Thin is one of the finest of bedding
plants; it has flowered with us IVc.ni .June until this

time, and is still in full fiuwo- ; it is hardy and easily

raised from seed, and if sown now will make fine strong
plants for planting out in spring. There is also a

solden-yellow variety of the Viola cornuta, which is of
first-class merit. I have another Violet th,at has
tlowered remarkably well this season ; it is a little

taller than cornuta, and is called by some Viola mon-
tana-. I have found Ajuga reptans rubrifolia of great
service ; also Dactylis glomerata variegata, J. G. [The
Viola referred to appears to be montaua. Eds.]

A'/ianking of Grapes (see p. 948).—I have this year
a house of Grapes in which there are numbers of
shanked berries. For these last 10 years I have not
had a berry aflected in the same way, and I attribute
the cause of the disaster to the excessive rains that have
poured down, with very little intermission, upon the
\Vest Riding of Yorkshire during the last two months.
The temperature has moreover been about 10' lower
than that of last September. It will, therefore, be
seen that we north-country gardeners have had a trying
time of it, and where no artificial means is provided to
protect our Vine borders from excessive wet, we must
put up with the ill-efl'ects consequent upon the neglect
of such precautions. Gardeners are, however, often
blamed by employers for ill-results in Grape growing,
which by means of a small outlay might have been
averted. Badly coloured or ill-kept Grapes set upon
the table are, to say the least of it, not satisfactory; but
if needful appliances are refu,«ed, who is to blame?
There can be no doubt, however, that the cause of a
great quantity of the ill-conditioned Grapes one sees
may be traced to the want of skill iu their cultivation
or to want of experience. Young gardeners, there-
fore, would do well to let all innovation in Grape
growing alone until they have put into practice the
well-known rules laid down by more experienced
practitioners. J. Thomson, Wortlej/.

Gardeners^ Eoyal Benevolent Institution.— With
your permission I am desirous of making a few obser-
vations as to the past and present condition of this insti-

tution, which benefits at this moment 61 pensioners; of
these, the ages of at least 20 would average over the
fourscore years when man's strength is but labour
aud sorrow, and nearly all the others are either past or
close upon the threescore years and ten. They have
" divided among them "8442. this year. In 1845 there
were only 21 pensioners on the list ; in 1855, 38 ; this

year 61. By no means an unsatisfactory rate of pro-
gress. From the commencement of the labours of
this Institution, 159 aged persons have been placed on
its books, 12,899/. has been paid to them, which
is an average of about 81?. to each; and
speaking from personal knowledge of some of
these good people, I feel assured that no similar

amount of mouey ever gave a larger amount of solace

or comfort to its possessors than this has done. Of
these pensioners 20 were 15-year subscribers, and were
placed on the list without election; 50 were subscribers

during shorter periods, 20 were widows, and 64 non-
subscribers. And now as to the resources of the
Institution. Let us look at them, first^ as regards the
stock of money in the funds. In 1845 it had 1400/. : iu

1855, 3r00/. It has now 7000/.—figures on which I
need make no comment. The annual subscriptions
amounted in 1815 to 415/. ; in 1855, to 547/. ; in 1865, to

621/.; of this last sum about 300/. is subscribed by
gardeners, 200/. by nurserymen, seedsmen, and others
connected with the trade, and the remainder by
generous private friends. Every candid mind must,
1 am sure, admit, that taking these statements together,

the progress made by this Institution during 20 years is

highly satisfactory. I am far from saying all is done
that might be done ; but looking at the past, surely

there is good hope for the future. A solid foundation
has been laid for coming good, and if the present
subscribers ask others to join them, the request is the
very reverse of selfish ; they can say witii confidence,
" Help in the day of j-our prosperity the aged and
afflicted of your brethren, and then, if ever you need it

(which we trust you never may), the like succour
shall be freely given to you." I will only add one
word in respect to the rules of tlie Institu-

tion. I believe that the committee are most
anxious to give patient attention to any sug-

gestions that may be made with a view to any
improvements. No doubt after the lapse of 20 years,

and the experience gained during that period, some
alterations may be desir.able ; one or two have already

been discussed. It should always be borne in mind
that the government of the Institution is in the
hands of a majority of its members. Every subscriber

has a perfect right to make any proposal which he
thinks proper; and if any one who does not subscribe

wishes to give reasons for objecting to join, I am
sure that he will be heard with respectful attention.

W. A., Monterton.
Hard SoiL—AWow me to thank Mr. W. Windebank,

of Bevois Mount Nursery, Southampton, for his

valuable communication (see p. 924) on this subject.

His case is most useful, not only for the fact which it

confirms, but for the minute manner in which it is

stated. Since writing upon this subject I have had my
former impressions iu favour of hard borders
strengthened by a visit to Sawbridgeworth, an account
of which will be found in another column (p. 975).

There can be no doubt whatever that trees will thrive

and fruit well in hard soil. The only question is,

whether the hardness is the cause of the fertility.

Unfortunately Mr. Windebank's case, exact and
decisive as it may seem, hardly assists us in the settle-

ment of this question. Had the trees all been planted

iu the same soil, and one part been covered with pits,

walks, etc., as described, and the other not, the success

of one portion and the failure of the other might
have been conclusive evidence iu favour of hard
or against soft borders. But one lot of trees,

and those that succeeded, were planted in maiden
earth -hazel loam and calcareous matter—just such as

Mr. Rivers would choose; and the other trees that

failed, were put in old garden soil that had always been
cultivated. This circumstance alone is enough to
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account for success in the one case, and failure in tlie

otlier. Why tlie Nectarine should have succeeded in

the old soil, when the Peaches failed, is one of those
teasers that we are constantly meeting with, which
baffle our skill, and are therefore classed as exceptional
phenomena. The pits in both cases were of the same
width (4 feet), in front of this there was 3 feet of walk
in the one case, and 5 feet in the other. The one set

of trees had, therefore, a hard border of 7 feet, and the
other of 9 feet ; either of which widths are considered
sufficient for fruit trees on walls in many gardens.
Beyond this, the one had a loose border, 15 feet wide,
to run in if they chose; the other 17feet of foundations,
floor of house, and gravel walk. It would be interesting

to learn whether and to what extent the roots have
run beyond the pit and the adjoining walks in each
instance. Few things could be more favourable to
fruitfulness than the pits over the roots as described by
Mr. Windebank. And as all the trees had this covering
alike, I am inclined to attribute the difference in their
fertility to the dissimilarity of the soil in vvliirh they
were growing, rather than to the varied hardness of tlii'

ground at distances of 7 and 9 feet from the trunks cil'

the trees. Peaches generally make strong growth in

old garden soil, but such growth, as I have already
stated, is unfavourable to fertility. Difference of

season might also account for the fact that one year
the trees were fruitful and the other not. And with
such a spring as we had this season, the plethoric
blossoms on spongy wood would be injured and drop
otf, when those on more firmly consolidated branches
would remain. Hence possibly the loss and gain of a
crop on the two sets of trees this season. J). T. Fish.

Glandular and Olandless Peaches.—I wish to thank
Mr. Elvers and " M. J. B." for their courteous answers
to my query about mildew. I believe texture has a
great deal to do with it, and if the glandular Peaches
have finer texture, as a rule, than those without glands,

this is most probably the reason of their exemption.
To facilitate further observation, perhaps Mr. Rivers
would give an extended list of Peaches and Nectarines
with and without glands, so that a large circle of
readers who are not very conversant with structure
may observe and report upon the sorts in different

localities, in relation to the effects of mildew upon
them. In this way important facts would be esta-

blished of the highest practical import, and a most
troublesome disease, mildew, probably got rid of by
growing only glandular varieties. I have long noticed
that in most localities the Noblesse is the Peach of all

others most subject to mildew. I have had this pest
on it again and again when the Royal George has not
been in the least affected, although both are glandless.

In confirmation of the fine-textured leaves having
the power probably of throwing off the germs of
mildew, I have also observed that Swedes aie not
nearly so subject to it as White Turnins, nor Melons
as Cucumbers. I should be glad of the opinion of Mr.
Elvers or of "M.J. B." upon the influence of bloom
on leaves as a resister of mildew ; also for a scientific

explanation of what bloom on leaves and fruit is ; and
whether the one differs from the other, and how both are
produced ? Also the supposed uses of bloom on leaves,

such as that on Cabbages and the Swedes. Quercus.
General Tom Thuntb Pelargonium.—In one of your

recent numbers (see p. 901) a correspondent at
Cambridge asks for the origin and history of this

popular favourite. It was raised at DuUingham, near
Newmarket, the seat of R. Pigott, Esq., by thejierson
who had then the charge of the estate, Mr. B. Wilson,
now agent to the Earl of Zetland, at Richmond, York-
shire. The General was one of a batch of seedlings
raised from seed gathered from plants of the old
Frogmore Scarlet, growing in a basket edged by the
white Ivj'-leaved variety, and hence it is fair to infer

Tom gained his prostrate habit and peculiar smooth
leafage from a cross from that variety. Like other
Generals, Tom was the little one of the family, and in
his early years of very delicate constitution. However,
upon the call of duty, Tom was marched to the field,

or rather garden, and here an incident occurred that
forms one link in the chain of his history. A bed had
to be filled in the Rock Garden, and Tom and his
associates marshalled in due order, when a little boy,
the present occupant of the estate, fell in love with
and begged so earnestly for the " tiny plant," that Mr.
Wilson was obliged to yield to his importunities.
Transferred to the nursery window, Tom's troubles
began. Sometimes he was deluged with water, at
others he lacked the necessary supply, and his leaves
might be seen for days together hanging over
the pot. Of course such alternations of treatment
soon rendered him anythmg but " a duck of a plant

;

"

and the natm'al consequences followed ; the bloom of
youth having faded, the General shared the fate of
other beauties, and was thrust aside, and down to the
dust he went. One morning, as Mr. AVilson was
passing into the house to breakfast, he saw the tiny
plant laying among the ashes in the dust-bin ; and
rescuing him from a fate so ignominious, he was
nursed into health again, and became the starting
point from which more thousands, I might say millions,
of plants have been propagated and sold, than of any
other plant that was ever raised. Mr. Wilson, so
soon as he got a stock of the plant, gave some to his
friends. Plants were sent to me, then residing at
Blackheath, and through those plants Tom was intro-
duced to London society. Grown into specimens
they were shown at the Royal Botanic, Chiswick,
and other London exhibitions, until the demand
became so great that I was obliged to appease
it by letting poor Conway, of Brompton, then
the great Scarlet Pelargonium man, have a few
hundreds for public distribution. I recollect perfectly
the day Mr. Conway went to see the General in the
open ground. It was a brilliant August day, just one
of those with breeze sufficient to ripple the water but
scarcely disturb a leaf, and with a cloudless sky;

compact, the result of which is

whicli :ilsi, iippear earlier in the
i"|' I"" I'iwiiig plants. Arthur

'. Marigold.—It
;it I saw a plant of

naturally dwarf and
profusion of flowers,

season than tho.se of nmi

,

Henderson ^ Co.. J'ni.

Unseasonable Blun.,^ ,

may be worth recording t

Marsh Marigold (Caltha palustris) in full bloom the
other day on the banks of the Thames, near Kew.
Caltha.

Tine Borders.—I have imder my care some Vines,
the roots of which have got to the bottom of the border.
Can any of your readers suggest a plan to entice them
nearer the surface ? The border was made and the
Vines planted five years ago. The soil, a rather poor
loam, the top spit of a common, was collected in a wet
season ; mixed with it was a fair proportion of crushed
bones, and lime rubble. The Vines show no sign of

weakness, and the wood has always ripened well. The
bunches are however loose, with a few shanked berries,

but, on the whole, they are well coloured. I may add
that they have always had a tendency to mildew, this

season more than usual, its first appearance being
during the very hot weather in July last. The sorts

are Muscats and Hamburghs; they are allowed to

burst their buds naturally, and are subsequently
assisted with fires when necessary. Some are planted
inside, some outside—they can root either way—those
planted outside are the least satisfactory. Subscriber.

Unseasonable Blooming of Laburnums (see pp. 900
and 9-18).—Two trees here are now (Oct. 9) in full bloom.
Both have been planted seven or eight years, and have
never been pruned. S. S., Babraham Gardens, Cam-
bridge.

Dotihle Potenlillas. — The specimens of double
Potentilla which I sent you the other day were found
growing along a high wall, having a south-west aspect,

m a dry, slightly-raised border close to a beaten path.

A field adjoining supplies gravel and stones for the
repair of the roads. On the high road, which runs
parallel to the same locality, on the dry raised bank
beneath the hedge having the same aspect, the same
kind of Potentilla was growing freely, some of the
flowers being single and others double. From its

elevation and exposure to the sun I should call this

bank a particularly dry one. T. S., York.

everything in nature seemed so quiet and ethereal as

almost to give one a foretaste of Paradise. I took Mr.
Conway, who was in very delicate health at the time,
quietly round the exquisitely kept garden, until,
emerging from a dai-k Laurel-covered walk, we carae
suddenly upon a long sloping border containing
upwards of 1000 plants of the General in full dress,
a ''blaze of bloom" that I have never seen sur-
passed up to the present time. At the time we
were some two hundred yards from the plants,
when Mr. Conway, gazing intently, exclaimed
" Is that the General ? "— " It is," was my laconic
reply. " Then I'll go home, I want to see no more,"
and back he went to my house. During the afternoon
he sat in full view of the glorious sight, and looked and
talked, and talked and loolced again, until he made me
promise to let him have all the plants I could spare.
This I did to the extent of several hundreds, but if I

could have converted them into thousands they would
have been sold, so great was the demand. One more
link and the chain of Tom's early history will be com-
plete ; his adventures throughout Europe since would
i'nrni a volume—the name. 1 was standing discussing
« ith some friends the propriety of some names that
had been suggested, principally botanical ones, such
as lucidum, from its shining leaf, prostratum, denoting
its peculiar habit, and pumilum, its dwarfness ; when
stooping to gather a flower, a small card, one of
General Tom Thumb's, then exhibiting for the first

time in England at the Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly,

fell from my pocket upon a leaf. The coincidence was
so singular that all at once admitted a more appropriate
name could not be. given, and hence the origin of the
name. The General, like many other Generals who
have seen the same amount of service, is now voted by
some a little passe for bedding work, but still for vases
and baskets we have nothing equal to him. Well
grown, as it used to be in the gardens of the late John
Angerstein, Esq., and the Countess of Buckingham-
shire, near Blackheath, Tom is one of the finest

specimen plants in existence. There I have seen him
6 feet through, and perfectly hemispherical, the
branches hanging over the sides of the tubs quite to

the ground, and a ball of scarlet. Thus managed, Tom
is still a sight worth looking at. W. P. Ai/res,

Guardian Office, Nottingham.
About Potatos. —Your Maybush correspondent's

very interesting remarks relative to Potatos (see

p. 943), induce me to respond to his request and to

report " what effect differences of soil and climate
have with me upon distinct varieties." My soil is

strong, rather close loam, over chalk on a south down
sloping north. The Bread-fruit is one-half diseased

;

Forty-fold (seed from Sussex), three-fourths diseased

;

Jersey Blues in a similar condition ; Forty-folds
(Hampshire seed), one-lialf diseased; Pink Kidneys,
two-thirds diseased. This closes my seed report, the
proportion of diseased being greater than I ever before
experienced, whilst the culture might have left a

reasonable hope that the result would have been
a success, having carefully ridged up the earth
last autumn, which broke down into a good tilth in the
spring, when the sets were dug iu without dung or

strong manure of any description. If your Maybush
correspondent wishes to still further prove what
differences soil and climate have upon Potatos, I will

have much pleasure in giving him 1 bushel of 40 folds,

Jersey blues and pink kidney, and I will plant a
similar quantity, the results to be respectively reported
next year. I shall also have much satisfaction in buy-
ing 1 bushel of each of three, four, or five sorts that
your correspondent may recommend for good quality.

The effect of changing seed might thus be advan-
tageously indicated; be that as it may, however, the
question of soil and climate would be brought directly

under notice. Moreover, if your correspondent has
any special method of planting, perhaps lie will com-
municate it, in order that I may arrange my beds iu a
similar manner. H. S.

Allamanda Scholtii and Hendersoni.—The history of

these two plants, both of which we had the honour of

bringing before the public, is as follows :—The first we
sent out ourselves, the second the public had through
Mr. Bull, of Chelsea, who purchased the entire stock
of it from us. Allamanda Schottii we had from a
private establishment at Southampton about 16 years
ago, and as it was distributed extensively all over the
country, it was to be found in most collections ; after a
few years, however, owing to its strong and rampant
growth, and the paucity of flowers which it produced,
it got very nearly out of cultivation. About four years
ago Allamanda Hendersoni came under our observa- At the September meeting Mr. Hibberd mentioned that

tion, and this we also purchased from a private be had purposely kept some Tuberoses until March befoj-e

„ ' ,. .... * p 4. f A •*- Dottinc the bulbs, and then pLice>l them in a cool house to
collection. After growing it .for tvvo yeare we found it

]
P°™°8^,;fJ^^ j^^^ i^t^. in the se,ison when flowera

Foreign Correspondence.
Cotton in Egijpt.—Cotton crops here have made

great progress of late. Our first picking at Shoubra
commenced on Aug. 30, and it proves as usual to be a
fair market sample. I regret to state, however, that

the cotton grub has again made its appearance in many
plantations in this locality. I hear also of its appear-

ance iu the neighbourhood of Calatub and Mansura,
both large Cotton districts. Should this pest continue
to spread, the results will be serious to all Cotton
growers, and to none more disastrous than to small

landholders, who trust more to their Cotton produce
than to anything else.

The Nile has risen rapidly during these last few
days. Excitement is therefore great, native sentinels

being placed at distances of a hundred yards apart to

watch its progress. It is only 6 inches below high-

water mark, that is, it is only 6 inches below the height

to which it rose iu 1863, when it overflowed, and did
so much damage to crops and property. William
Chapman, Palace Gardens, Shoubra, near Cairo,

Egypt, Sept. 24.

Soctctfts.
United Horticultural : Oct, 8.—Mr. Wilson, gr. to W,

Marshall, Esq., of Enfield, exhibited a very fine variety of

Odontoglosaum Cervautesil, in which the petals instead of

being white, as usually seen, were of a bright rose, presenting a
charming appearance ; it was called O. Cervantesii roseum to

distinguish it from the species ; he had also a speciea of

Tricho[.ilia, with white flowers having a yellow Hp, and a very

fin(.' -.iii. 1 \- ..f 1
1 l..nt.ii,'los3um grande.

M( [|i .

' ' M.l a magnificent specimen of the fine old

Stjiir iiiewbere about 3 feet in diameter, the
fuli.ij' iiL.i ;_;;;, 1 1 ^ ht mctalHc hufl peculiar to this pUint, ftud

iiiL ^i cvi.i> .^huot havini." -t

'

hanging gracefully, forim i

foliage ; it was altogether a \v
:

i

also exhibited samples of Dew;ii

Pine-apple, Lindley'sand Wheel (

piece of ground. Dewar's was thi

Pine-apple would probably be found the best when dressed.

Mr. Ward, of the Ipswich Rosery, exhibited drawings of

Mrs. John Bemers and Mrs. Ward, two new Boses to be sent

out shortly, and which, if at all like the di'uwings, will be fine

the jj^

n on the same
<.-st root, but the

to possess all the good properties of A. Schottii without
any of its bad qualities; its blooms were superior
to those of that kind, both in form and substance,
and in colour they were clear and attractive. The
plant, moreover, was dwarf in habit, possessing in that
respect a great superiority over A. Schottii. In short
it can be exhibited in a comparatively small state

covered with splendid flowers, which A. Schottii, even
under the best cultivation, never could be. The result

of all this is that A. Schottii will doubtless cease to be
cultivated, while its beautiful dwarf-habited and
abundant-flowering associate will be in every collec-

tion. The two Allamandas just alluded to remind
us of Stephanotis floribunda, of which it may
not be generally known there are two varieties; one is

short-jointed, showing bunches of bloom at every leaf

in great profusion, and flowering in the fonn of young
plants, while the other is straggling and rambhng in

habit, producing scarcely any flowers, and these ill-

shaped and small, through being borne on the extreme
ends of terminal shoots. As a rule climbers should be
pruned back to the main stems every year ; but with
such plants as Allamanda Hendersoni, much of this

heavy pruning is obviated, the habit ol' the plant is

he also produced specimens throwing up their

flower stems. It was now stated that they were just beginning

to open their blossoms in a greenhouse without fire-heat, and
appeared as if they would keep in flower for a length of time,

as nothing could present a more healthyappearance. Purchasers

were however, cautioned to buy only the largest roots, termed
extra selected, as the smaller roots do not blossom, or very

rarely, and most of the complaints respecting Tuberoses not

blooming doubtless arise f lall roots being potted.

Notices of aSoofts.
British Bees. rf-c. By W. E, Shuckard. Eeeve & Co.

18B6. Crown 8vo, pp. 371, tab. color. 16.

The work before us is a highly interesting introduc-

tion to the study of the natural history of those bees

which are indigenous to the British Islands. It is

written by an entomologist, who has paid as great

attention to the habits of these insects in their wild

state, as he has to their minute anatomy, without which
latter study it would be vain to attempt to understand
their classiflcation. The accounts which he gives of

the mode of life of the difierent genera bear evidence

of long continued and close observation, and remind
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US frequently of Kirby and Spence's Introduction to

Entomology, ^rhich may safely be pronounced to be

tbe mo5t interesting work upon Ihi. imliiriil history of

insects which has ever appwii-i' 1 in mi 1 m-uage.

The two prominent chanii!' i :iik'iug to bees

are, the possession of stiiiL;- u 1
.l,i

i

-^ n-i- of making
honey. It is this power whicli sep-irales tlie bees from

all other allied stinging insects, of which the atit, the

sandwasp, and the hornet may he instanced as

examples ; the three groups, which these examples

represent, also difl'er from the bees in livina chiefly

upon animal matter, while the . bees derive their

nourishment wholly from the pollen and nectar ol

flowers. There is, therefore, but little difficulty m
determining what is, and what is not, a bee, when its

habits can be observed, but it is not always so easy to

separate one bee from another.

Soilir ., ,rl-.f 11 ^ w.vrlr iv-!I nfrr,-! 'r-.o^l fr- flloclKsloU

t,nvn,,--' •
-' ; '- '

• ; :'•;•*»
g]_^^,;i.,

•

'

i
. . 1

. 1 •:.:. \| , -.Mii'lvard

assigii- ih- ! ""! l^'-'i' - •''! '•" •<''-^' '"P'-"I'0se

the forms of the dilfereiit parts ot the mouth as the

basis of classification. To Eev. W. Kirby and to

M. Latreille, the former in England, the latter in

France, he gives the credit of being the first to apply

this basis, each having worked in ignorance of the

other's labours, and both having brought out their

books in the year 1802. He regards the arrangements
proposed by Stephens and by Curtis as being too

arbitrary to' be worthy of criticism. To the classifica-

tion of Westwood he demurs, on the ground that he
groups together genera, the parts of whose mouths are

not alike ; while to the more recent arrangement of

Prederic Smith he takes objection on the score of other

structural dissimilarities in some of the genera which
are placed near to each other. After all this criticism

it will not be surprising to learn that Mr. Shuckard
has a classification of the British MellicoUigeric

Aculeate Hymenoptera (which last three words mean
simply "bees") which he considers far better than
anything yet invented. It would occupy too much of

our space' to examine this in detail, and we must
therefore refer those interested in it to the book.

Having given an elaborate description of each genus
(of which he makes 27), it is somewhat disappointing

to find nothing more than a list of tbe names of the
species, appended to each. It would doubtless he
unreasonable to have e.tpected a detailed account of

every species ; but it would not have occupied a dozen
more pages to have introduced short analytical tables

of the species, sufficient to give the leading differential

characters, with a note of the habitat of each. These
would have added so materially to the value and use-

fulness of the book, that we exceedingly regret having
to complain of their absence.

The plates certainly to some extent make up for this

deficiency. Of these there are 16, each containing six

coloured illustrations of bees, executed in a manner
that reflects great credit upon all enga.ged in producing
them.
i" We regret having to notice certain grammatical
eccentricities which " crop out " in places. After
speaking of the destruction of bees by frost, and by
the rapacity of birds, he says, " Connected with this

last circumstance I have a personal exjierience to

record, and which its repetition would indicate as

teing one of Nature's proinpfing acts." Again, in

describing the two sections into which the genus
Anthophora is divided, he tells us that one section " is

subject to the parasitism of the genus Melecta, whose
incursions are very repugnant to them, and which
they exhibit in very fierce pugnacity." Again, we
read that " The wasp boots us nothing, but is a

marauder upon the hive, whose inhabitants it destroys

and consumes their produce." Should another edition

be called for, we may hope to see such grammatical
errors corrected; and that these passages are excep-
tional, and might have been avoided by the exercise of

more care and less haste. Will be the opinion of all who
peruse the following extracts ;

—

" Wherever we investigate wonderful Nature, we
observe the most beautiful adaptations and arrange-
ments—everywhere the correlations of structure with
function ; in confirmation of which I may notice that
the bees are divided into two large groups, the short-

tongued and the long-tongued, and it is the short-

tongued which are first abroad—the corolla of the first

flowers being shallow, and the nectar depositories

obvious, an arrangement which facilitates their

obtaining the honey already at hand. These bees are

also amply furnished in the clothing of their posterior

legs or otherwise with the means to convey home the
pollen which they vigorously collect, and which, being
borne from flower to flower, impregnates and makes
fruitful those plants which require external agents to

accomphsh their fertility. Thus Nature duly provides^

by an interchange of offices, for the general good, ana
by simple though sometimes obscure means gives

motion and persistency to the wheel within wheel
which so exquisitely fulfil her designs, and roll forward
unremittingly her stupendous fabric."

The chapter upon the parasites of bees, which is an
exceedingly interesting part of their natural history,

begins as follows:
—
''Nature seems to have imposed

a restraint upon the undue increase of all its creatures
by creating others that prey upon them. It thus
enlarges the sphere of its activity by making life

accessory to life, and promoting thereby a more
extended enjoyment of all its pleasures. Other forms
are brought into existence, and other terms given to

duration than those which the laws of life attach to

specific organisation. No abatement is thei'eby made
upon the quantity of contemporaneous vitality, for

what subsides in one rises in another, and the undula-
tion of the waves is perpetual."
We must content ourselves with one more extract,

taken from the chapter upon the principles of scien-
tific arrangements. " The problem naturalists have to

solve is,
' What is the natural system ?

' We can

clearly see that the systems adopted are not Nature's,

that they are essentially imperfect, and that the science,

even with all the force of tlie iutelligeuce that has been

applied to it, is far from having attained perfection. It

still awaits the master mind that shall cope with its

difficulties, determine its intricacies, and, threading the
labyrinth, guide his enthusiastic disciples into the

ad.vtum of the temple."
Such expressions as these could only emanate from a

thoughtful and philosophical mind, and stamp the

author as a man of science of no mean abilities.

The China Aster ( Callistephus hortensis) is a well-

known flower of our gardens, and in some country
districts is very popular in a dwarf fonn, very much
unlike the original as introduced from China in

1731. Since that time a ^reat improvement in the
flower has taken place, niamly, if not entirely, on the
Continent, the soil and climate of some parts of

Germany being highly favourable to its culture and
the ripening of its seed ; in faet, it is from this part of

Europe that supplies of seed are grown for the English
market. Still, within the last 20 years at least,

English growers who have turned their attention to the
improvement of this flower, have ripened their own
seed of it, and this has been found to produce flowers

as fine as can be obtained from seed saved from the
best strains on the Continent.

_A very fine type of what is supposed to be the
original character of the China Aster was shown by
Messrs. Veitch & Sons at a recent meeting of the
Floral Committee at South Kensington. It grew from
IS to 24 inches in height, the habit was loose and
straggling, and the flower-heads were composed of bluish

crimson-purple thread-like florets, and had more of the
character of the single than of the double flower.

It would appear that the first improvement in the
China Aster was made in the direction of the quilled

flowers, the centres of the blooms being filled up with
a number of tubular-formed florets, the outer edging of

long thread-like florets becoming flattened and widened
as the march of improvement went on. The quilled

flowers are generally termed German Asters, to distin-

guish them from the flat-petalled or tasselled kin.ls,

which are popularly termed French Asters, the
improvement m the last-named having been very
successfully promoted in France. These designations,

which can scarcely be considered • as strictly correct,

and are used in the trade for convenience sake only,

have come to be regarded as indicating an appropriate
classification of the two sections. Some 10 or 12 years

ago Mr. B. H. Betteridge, of Abingdon, took in hand
some of the quilled sorts, and effected a ^reat improve-
ment in them, so much so th.at '' Betteridge's Asters "

were much sought for by exhibitors and others. Mr.
Betteridge has also become a very successful grower
and exhibitor of the flat-petalled kinds as well. The
following varieties, so-called, comprise those best known
to English cultivators :

—

Victoria, a first-class strain, having broad flat-

petalled flowers well refiexed, none of them being
incurved, or only in very exceptional cases. The
flower-heads are of great size, very double, and of

distinct colours ; of free-blooming compact habit, and
growing from 12 to IS inches in height. One of the
best kinds for exhibition purposes.

Victoria Snow-white, style of the dwarf Chrysan-
themum-flowered, but growing rather taller ; average
height 12 inches ; large and full flower-heads.

Giant JSmperor, a tall and very strong-growing
variety ; height 18 to 24 inches, producing large flat-

petalled flower-heads in three or four distinct colours.

A fine variety for exhibition, as the incurved blooms,
of which there are generally about one-half, are
remarkably fine.

Truffaut's Pasony-flowered Perfection is one of the
flnest and most striking of the French improvements
of this flower. It grows from 12 to 18 inches in height,

the flower-heads are large, very double ; they afford a
good variety of distinct colours, and are produced both
in the incurved and reflexed forms. It is also a fine

exhibition variety.

Dwarf Pyramidal is very much like the forego
but is perhaps a little taller, and has rather smaller
flower-heads. It will be found of great service where
plenty ofout flowers are required, as it blooms very freely.

Tall Chrysanthemum -flowered is a tall-growing
kind, averaging about 24 inches ; the flower-heads are

all reflexed, and very fine. A first-class exhibition kind.
Dwarf Chrysanthemum-flowered has a very dwarf

and close habit, and is one of the latest in blooming.
It grows from 6 to 9 inches^ and flowers remarkably
free ; and like the tall variety the flower-heads are
reflexed. It makes a very effective bed when fine

weather prevails, and it is one of the very best for pot
culture. There is also a good variety of colours.

Paiony-flowered Globe appears lio be the same as

Trufl'aut's, excepting that the flower-heads should all

be incurved, and the growth is a little taller.

Imbrique Pompone ; habit, growth, and flowers of

the Victoria; the petals appear a little broader, but it is

not distinct enough to be considered a variety.

New Large-flowered Eobust Dwarf, grows about
9 inches high, and bears flat-petalled flower-heads ; it

is verj' free blooming, but is of indifferent quality, not
nearly so good as the Chrj'santhemura-flowered.
Newest Improved Rose, a splendid large flat-petalled

variety, growing about 18 inches, and producing
flower-heads of very fine quality, and of good distinct

colours ; fine for exhibition.
Double Dwarf is a small reflexed kind, growing from

12 to 18 inches ; flowers very freely, and is very useful

for cut flowers.

Cocordeau, or Crown-flowered, have all white centres.

The flower-heads are large and very handsome, and in

good variety, and judging from the habit and height
(18 inches) -it appears to be a selection from Trufl'aut's

Pseony-flowered. It very often betrays a great

tendency to sport to other types ; but in its best state

is one of the handsomest forms yet produced.
Ranunculus-flowered is a very tall-growing kind,

averaging about 2t feet in height, and has a loose and
straggling habit. The flower-heads are very close and
compact, the centres quilled, the outer ring of petals

flat. This is a very distinct, but by no means desirable

sort.

Globe-flowered German, a tall-growing quilled

variety; height about 2 feet, habit somewhat straggling,

but producing good flowers.

Reid's Quilled has a very straggling habit, producing
small flower-heads ; height about 2 feet.

German Quilled is one of the best of the quilled

kinds. It grows from 12 to IS inches, and has much
larger flower-heads than the preceding. A fine exhibi-
tion variety.

Dwarf Pyramidal Bouquet is a very free-blooming
quilled sort, growing about 12 inches, and producing
small flower-heads.
Double Dwarf Bouquet is about 9 inches in height

;

the flower-heads are very double, the centres being
slightly quilled.

Globe-flowered Dwarf Imbrique Pompone is a
quiUed variety, growing from 9 to 12 inches, and
blooniing very freely, and in a good variety of colours;

a capital sort for cutting from.
Newest Pompon-flowered Globe, though regarded as

a distinct variety, is really identical with the foregoing.

Boltze's new Bouquet Double is the very best of the
dwarf Asters. It is veiy dwarf, growing about 6 inches

;

the flowers are all bi-coloured and yield great variety

of colours ; small flat-petalled blooms, and very free. It

is exceedingly pretty, and would make very attractive

beds, and is suitable also for pot culture.

As a general rule, the French Asters, as they are

termed, are hardier intheir constitution than the quilled

kinds ; the former will also produce good flower-heads

in comparatively poor soil, while the quilled sorts fail

almost entirely. Some remarkably flne blooms of the
Victoria Aster have been produced this season from a

poor and exposed piece of ground ; the quilled kinds,

gro\m from seed saved from the finest strains, and
planted by the side of the tasselled flowers, were worth-
less. Asters require a rich soil to bring them to per-

fection. Some exhibitors grow their plants in trenches
like Celery, and water liberally with liquid manure.
Especially must this be applied to the quilled flowers,

in order to bring out the full and symmetrical blooms
that are exhibited. When the plants are intended to

bo grown for exhibition purposes, say at the
end of August or in September, late-sowing

should be adopted; it is the invariable prae-
tice of Mr. Betteridge to sow in the last week
in April, and the two firet weeks in May. His plan
is to sow the seed in drills iu a cold frame under
glass ; the drills should be about 6 inches apart, and the

seed be used very sparingly. The plants come up in a
few days, when they must have plenty of air, and as

soon as the plants are about an inch high the glass

should be entirely removed for three or four days, and
the plants then pricked out about .3 or 4 inches apart

in a slight hotbed, and here they will take root in a
day or two without glass or shade. Growers usually
transplant to the blooming quarters before the planfa

begin to run up in the stem, planting-out in rows
about a foot apart, the plants about the same distance

apart in the rows. In dry weather the plants should
be watered, and early in August top-dressed with
rotten dung from an old hotbed, and a good soaking of

water should be administered if the soil is dry. The
plants should be tied to small stakes, and as soon as it

can be seen which buds are likely to produce good
blossoms, they should be thinned out to three or four

on a plant. The centre shoot is very often removed by
growers; and all superfluous side shoots should be
removed as soon as they make growth. Protection
from rain will be required ; it is much more necessary

than protection from sun, still shading should be
applied in very hot weather.
For general decorative purposes the seed can be

sown about the end of March ; the plants will then be
quite strong when transplanted. If they are placed in

a rich soil, and well watered when necessary, they will

produce plenty of flne flowers. The Chrysanthemum-
flowered kinds should be pushed on as much as

possible, as they generally flower late. This variety

will make very effective beds, if a little attention be
bestowed on the plants. If used as an edging to a centre

of Trufl'aut's Pteony-flowered, pegged down, the effect

will be very pleasing. Where a system of spring

flower-gardening is observed. Asters will be found very
serviceable for summer and autumn flowering.

Some of the French growers recommend that Asters
and Stocks both should be twice transplanted, and the
tap-root be pinched off at the first removal, so as to

cause them to throw plenty of side shoots. A free

circulation of air among the plants is highly desirable.

When it is intended to save seed, early sowing
.should be adopted, and if the plants can be encouraged
to grow on by potting them, so much the better. Quo.

Mead oe Metheglin.—Your correspondent
"Apiator" (see p. 9.51) asks for further information
respecting the best methods of making this once much-
prized beverage. Mead. For his benefit, and that of

any othei's who may be interested in the subject, I
subjoin the following extracts from the pages of some
of our ancient and modern writers on apiarian matters,

out of which I hope he may be able to select the recipe

best suited to his taste and capabihties.

Though by no means the oldest writer who treats on
the subject, I will flrst quote from Isaac's " General
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Aiiiarian," iniblished in the yenr 1803. He commences
his observations by saying, ''We are now to consider

tlic mode of milking- tlial li(|uor•^^l.i.ll ums the b.'vciM-c

of our iincvsf.ii-s, tbci.rai.M'Mif Mliirli, ii.TniiiiniuicI hv
tliclvrr, irsnnii.lcl tl.vnimh Ihf -iK.n.Hi. lialU nnli'c

priiicesof Bnlaiu. Butperliaiis it is not at |irc-eut known
Ml what manner it was made. The use of spirituous
li(|Uors and foreign wines, which has proved the death of

t housands, has brought into neglect that beverage which
tlie God of Nature designed for the use of Britons."

He then goes on to give directions for making a
[leverage fit for common drink. "The must or wash
of the combs," after draining, " and vessels in which
combs ( r honey may have been, may be boiled with a
little pounded spice in a linen b3.g over a gentle fire

for about 1.5 minutes, and scununed just as the boiling

ceases. I think long Ijoiliug prevents a proper
fermentation. Let it stand to cool, and pour the fine

part of it into a vessel ; then filtrate the thick part, and
add to the former the finer part, which you get by
filtration. After fermentation takes place, which will

be in a few days, bung it closely, and in a few weeks it

will be fit to be used as common drink.
" To the above must, before it is boiled, some add as

much honey as will make the liquid support an egg
I)artly above the surface, and thereby have a liquor
called Metheglin, which will keep many years, 'ihey
boil and manage it as above.

" But; tlie best liquor of this kind I ever tasted had
been made in the following manner:—In every quart
of water was boiled 1 lb. of fine honey; it was
scummed as above, after which it was made to boil

again, with an ounce of fine Hops to every 4 gallons

for about 10 minutes, and put aside to cool. It was
then tuimed, and three weeks after bunged down.
When 12 months old it was bottled, and when I drank
of it, it had been in bottles four years, was almost as pale

as gin, had something of the taste of good sherry, and
was a strong and pleasant wine called mead. It was
made of water, honey, and hop, without any other
ingredient."

Dr. Joseph Warder, the author of "The True
Amazons," published in 1713, informs us, "How to
make English Canary no w^ay inferior to the best of
Spanish wines."

" One hundred and twenty pounds will make a barrel

of very good mead ; but if you make it of clear honey,
then your best way is to allow -1 lb. to every gallon of

water. Let your quantity be much or little, which
you ought to govern yourself by either considering
the bigness of your cask, or the quantity of honey you
have to make up into mead, mix it in your copper and
then boil it an hour and scum it well, which scum you
may strain through Hippocrates' sleeve, or a taper
bag made of swanskin, with a hoop at the broad end,
letting the narrow end come to a point. This bag will

make it as fine as the other, through which you may
put it. When your mead is almost cold, tun it up,

clay it down, and let it stand until it is fine, and old
enough to drink, which sometimes will be sooner than
other according to the time of the year, and weather
that comes upon it after making. This liquor is one of

the choicest of wines, as well as the most wholesome
of all the vinous liquors in the world, and ought to be
drank and made use of in possets, &c., as Canary

;

and thus used, it is impossible to know whether the
posset was made of your own mead or Canary."
In the niakingof the commoner drink from the wash-

ings of combs, or the breaking up of combs and all, we
are told to " dissolve it in warm water, till an egg will

swim in the mead the breadth ofa shilling. But here you
must be very careful, that before you break your combs
into the sieve or strainer, you separate all the young
bees, which you may easily know from the honey, and
also the sandrack or bee-bread, which is a yellow
substance, with which some of the cells are filled,

which otherwise will give your mead an ill taste, and
then proceed to boil, scum and tun as before. It is best
if it be kept till it is a year old, and if you make it well,

as before, it will keep as long as you please. I have
some now by me of almost nine years old."

Tn Tlioiley's "Female Monarchy," 1M4, is the
follnulh- -li..ii r.vri),!:-

// ' jy- wr/ not inferior (o the best of
/''/ 'i i'lit .lib. of the finest honey to

1 i:-i,ln '! I, il.r, two Lemon-peels to each gallon;
boil it half an hour (well scummed), then put in while
boiling, Leiuon-peel. Work it with yeast, then put it

in your vessel with the peel to stand five or six months,
and bottle it off for your use.

" N.IJ. If you chuse to keep it several years, put
t 11). to a gallon."

It will be seen that in all these recipes there is not
any addition of brandy or other spirit recommended, I
should therefore suppose such addition to be not at all

necessary. I propose next week to continue tlie

suhjcct, and give further extracts from various writers.
Hudromet.

Garden Memoranda.
Me. Rivers' Nubseries, Sawbridgewohth.—

I

/^ spent five hours at the Sawbridgeworth Nurseries on
tlie 10th of September last : one would have required
five days to do them justice. 100 acres of ground under
fruit trees in every variety of shape, size, and
species, and 40,000 feet of glass devoted to the
same object, almost bewildered a hurried visitor.

My first pleasing duty is to thank Mr. Rivers
and his sons for their hospitable reception ; my
next to confess that Mr. Rivers has strengthened,
if not finally established, all his points in favour of
chalk hard soil, and pot-culture. First, in reference to
the chalk. There can be no doubt of its presence,
although there is less of it than I expected to find.
Neither does its presence strike one at first sight.
The soil is not in fact what a cursory observer would
designate calcareous. In the language of Mr. Rivers,

no other conveying the right idea, the chalk is " finely

conimiimted." It is so fiiip, and so tliorou^rhly iiicor-

porat.il Willi the soil, as I1..I io lir \,rs uppainil, I'r

an cxauiiliali f tlir mi1i-,,i1 nl' |.a,'l ..I llir ,iiir,-rM il

i^ohvi.HIS Ihatthf Hliol,. ,lrl.n-ll 1m IV I- m ••
I I 1,1^ , I ;m'1

Water lias worn down the ninicial -ul..-laiirt.s, bumc
them onwards with soil and surface debris, and pre-
cipitated them here in a finely mixed stratum. Such
alluvial deposits are always everywhere distinguished
by great fertility. It may still be a matter of opinion
how much their productiveness is influenced by the
chalk, but of the great fertility of the soil there can be
no doubt whatever. The whole produce of the nursery
gives an emphatic testimony on lliis puint ; and as this

luxuriance at least coinridr- hhIi iIic dialk, .Mr.

Rivers is entitled to the )ir..-iiiii].iu,. rvidcncc that, it

may be caused by it. The clialk, however, in Mr.
Rivets' case is very fine. I wish to emphasise the
adjective, as I believe that much chalk in a rough state,

and the chalk formation generally, are unfavourable to
Peaches, Nectarines, and Plums.

Secondly, in reference to the hard soil. Mr. Rivers'
fruit-tree borders in his orchard houses are very
hard ; so much so, that it is almost impossible
to thrust a walking stick into them. They are walked
and trampled on in .all directions to gather the fruit,

pinch-in the trees, &c., until they seem as firm as a
gravel walk. Mr. Rivers had kindly scraped off the
dry loose surface, so that I could thoroughly examine
the state of the borders. It seemed almost impossible
that they could be harder; the pots were almost
equally so. It may therefore be accepted as an
axiom that Peaches, &c., can be and are grown to
the highest perfection in the hardest possible borders
on such soils as Mr. Rivers'. To prevent any
misconception, I may as well remark that I should
hesitate to adopt the same regimen on stiff clays.

As Mr. Rivers somewhere states, in all such
matters much gardening and perhaps more common
sense is needed. From what I saw at Saw'bridgeworth,
I confidently affirm that it is almost impossible to
consolidate friable loams or peaty soils too much for

the successful culture of Peaches, Apricots, Necta-
rines, Plums, Cherries, and Pears. It would also

be much better for such trees to have a hard border,
say 3 or 4 feet wide, undug, unforked, unworried
by cropping, than one 10 or 13 feet wide, subjected
to all the vicissitudes of surface-cultivation and
cropping. In nothing is the proverb " out of sight

out of mind" so often verified as in the treatment of
the roots of our trees in general, and wall trees in

particular, the temptation is so strong to have a crop
of early Peas, Potatoes, &c., or other vegetables. Our
borders are so valuable for early vegetables, and
manuring and deep-digging are so useful to these,

that the spade is too often thrust in regardless of
the roots. It is only by devoting a certain width
to the roots, and looking upon that portion as already
occupied with our most valuable crop, that our
trees can have anything like justice. A belief in the
necessity for hard soil would facilitate the adop-
tion of this improved practice. It would be
almost impossible profitably to surface-crop hard
borders; hence they would be more likely to be
entirely devoted to the roots. The increase of .artificial

south borders by the elevation of raised mounds or
bank.s, protected by hurdles, and the devotion of
ground Vineries and orchard-nouses to the culture of
early vegetables, would enable us to dispense with wall-
tree borders for these objects, .and to maintain them in
the best possible condition for the trees alone.

Thirdly, Mr. Rivers proves beyond all controversy,
that fruit trees can be, and are by the thousand, grown
to the highest perfection of health and fruitfulness in

pots. There is no doubt vyhatever upon this point. A
visit to Sawbridgeworth is conclusive. Trees in any
number, in the most robust health, laden with the
finest fruit, remove the matter beyond the region of
controverey into that of clearly demonstrated, palpa-
ble, tasteable fact. I presume, however, that no one
denies that the thing can be done. The controversy
generally turns upon the comparative merits of the
two systems—planted out or in pots? At Sawbridgeworth
both modes seem best. The planted-out trees are
as good as can be, and the trees in pots leave
nothing to be desired. I also believe that this
is the only rational vpay of looking at the matter.
It is seldom necessary to pit the one mode against the
other. Excellent ft-uit may be produced by both
methods. Whether the trees are to be planted out or
grown in pots may safely be left to be determined li\

those responsible for the ultimate object of bi'iii

systems—the maintenance of a good supply of pcrlrci

fruit. There are special advantages incidental to each
of the two modes. Less water and care, pruning and
stopping, provided the trees are allowed to grow
well, and, consequently, less labour, are requisite for
planted-out trees. As a rule, too, the fruit will be
equally fine, or finer, and if trained on a flat trellis

within 18 inches or 2 feet of the glass will be higher
flavoured. There is also less risk of losing a crop, and
it costs less to furnish a house with trees. That,
however, depends much on the mode of training
adopted. It will require nearly as many standard,
Iiyraniidal, or cordon trees to furnish a planted-out;
house as one devoted to pot cultivation.

Per contra in favour of pots, the first great advan-
tage of this mode of culture is their moveability. The
trees can be moved out or in, and the fruit hastened or

retarded at pleasure. In this way a crop of several

distinct sets of trees in the same house can be insured
in one season. Plums, Pears, and in warm situations

even Peaches, Nectarines, and' Apricots, may be placed
thickly in a house until set, and then placed out of

doors to ripen their fruit. Or early crops may be
pushed forward, and late trees or Vines afterwards

grown in the same house. Or a few pots can be placed

m a warmer house or plant stove to hasten the

ripening. In fact the advantages of the moveability of
a crop ill any stage of its growth are endless. I was
vriy iiiiirh impressed with the importance of this at
Sawluiiiii wiiiih. Immense quantities of small
|iii:iiiiidal r.ars and Apples were swelling off their
liiiil nii|..,f-doors. I understood Mr. Rivers that
most of them had stood closely together in
a shed, until their fruit were safely set. They
were then placed where I found them. Know-
ing something of the difficulty of setting a fine
collection of pyramidal Pears in the biting north-
easters that distinguish the Suffolk spring, I wished
them in pots, so that they might be safely carried
through that critical stage, and then pli cl cmi ii, ripen.

Ill firi, there can be no doubt thai flir iiai\.iliility con-
Icn-ed by pot culture marvellously aiiL-nh niv I In- power
of the cultivator^ and multiplies his i liaiires of success.
• This portability also recommends fruit trees in
pots to yearly tenants and short leaseholders, and
enables any one at a trifling expense to carry their
fruit garden with them, with as much or more ease as

they can their furniture or wine. It is hardly possible

to over-estimate the importance of this boon. The
same quality is valuable in an artistic point of view.
Few objects are more ornamental than fruit trees in
pots. As house or dinner table decorations, whether
in flower or fruit, they are most useful, and
the charms of many a garden would be very
much enhanced by an occasional change of
position and arrangement of its fruit trees. Pot
culture has other merits, such as the greater quantity
that can be grown in a limited space, the larger variety,

the increased fruitfulness of many kinds, &c., but I am
content to rest its claims for general adoption mainly
on their moveability. The chief elements of success in
pot-culture are careful watering, judicious feeding,

fearless thinning, brilliant light, and abundant venti-
lation. An excess or a paucity of water is of course
more likely to throw the fruit off in pots, than off a
planted-out tree. Its root area is more limited, and
therefore extremes are felt with greater force. For
the same reason feeding and thinning become of more
consequence. Mr. Rivers prefers feeding with solids

to liquids, and he has a novel way of applying cocoa-
nut fibre, malt-dust, or other such dressing to his trees.

Every one knows that a flower-pot, hovrever large, is

speedily filled ; but many of the pots at Sawbridge-
worth are small, only from 9 to 12 inches wide. No
sooner are they filled quite full than small slips

of slate, from 1 to 2 inches wide, and from 6 to

10 inches long, are forced in round the rims vertically,

not quite touching each other, and the additional
space thus secured partly filled up with the top-dressing.

Thr,csi.a<vs will la4 s.^vrral vravs. as part of the old
soil i- .aivriillv rrninM.,1 l.rlniv ilir iirw is applied, and
the rn„\< liiialh inii lip and nrriipv the whole of the
exti-a layn-s wiiii a cMiiiplrtf iirl work of fibres. Thus
the capacity of the pots is almost doubled, and the
luxuriance of the trees maintained. A second layer of
slates might even be added, if necessary. Light and
ventilation are also most important elements of success.

I believe it is through a deficiency of these that pot
culture has often been condemned by practical men.
Nice little trees in pots have been thrust into lofty

houses, with their lumbering timbers, dark roofs, and
imperfect ventilation. The filossonis have dropped off,

or the fruit has dwindled, or been flavourless—and the
gardeners, or the system, or both, been condemned

—

when the fault was entirely in the structures. The
houses at Sawbridgeworth are perfectly adapted for the
object in view. Every possible ray of light is secured,

and the ventilation is ample and efficient. D. T. F.

{To be continued.)

Miscellaneous.
T!ie late Mr. CooJiug.—0{ those who have passed

away from among us during the last week, the memory
of an old retainer and faithful friend claims a record

of gr.atefnl acknowledgment. Abriiham Cooling
entered the service of the late John Fellows, Esq., of

Beeston, Notts., in the year 1807, as head gardener, with
whom and his late son and present grandson he has
continued to live for the period of almost 60 years.

Characterised by great excellence in his capacity,

upright honesty and sterling worth, with a wide
general knowledge, he combined perfect contentment.

His garden was his world, and from his duties he was
never absent. He died at Beeston, on Sunday, the

.10th of September, in the 89th year of his age—a loss

l-i i1m> pii M lit -a link to the past—respected by many,
bill ..iirriilli bv those to whom he has proved so true.

Nis,l.l(si snii IS the present proprietor of the Mile-Ash
Nurseries. Derby Reporter, Oct. 5.

Spring Sulbs for Lawn Culture.—Many spring-

flowering bulbs may be mentioned as suitable for lawn
culture, but none of those yet experimented on have

come up to the common single Snowdrop for modesty
and gracefulness, most others being more or less

inclined to the gay. Those which have been tried are

—the Crimean Snowdrop (Galanthus plicatus) ; the

two-leaved Squills (Scilla bifolia), blue, white, and
pink; the Saughton Squill (Scilla bifolia major), which
i.s, perhaps, the gayest of all jilants for lawn purposes,

ha\iir,.' larL'e hra.i- '{' biijb' blue flowers, 6 inches in

hiiubl ; Ilic \' I
i' iLeucojum vernum),

tlir .Spi iir^brll iSi , .
, 'I ,

I iiidiflorum), purple and
white; the Grape lljainiib ( \1 iiscaribotryoides), blue,

white, and pale varieties; also the little Puschkinia
scilloides, with its pendent white blossoms striped with
blue. Crocuses can be used for this purpose, particu-

larly in Grass not kept in fine laivn condition. In
well-kept lawns they are rather objectionable, from
retaining the leaves during April and May, which
continue elongating till thoroughly matured. . This,

however, is not the case with the Cloth of Gold Crocus
(Crocus susiauus), the leaves and flowers of which
being prod uced early, soon decay. The varieties of the
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Dos's-tni.th Vic.li-t ( Krv(lir.)lliiiin (lens calii^) ;iiv ;i.l-

mirabl.v;ulai.tr.lfor(;iassrulturL'; they pniv,- f\.vll. ait

successors to the above-incutioucd bulbs, and, when in

flower, assume a fine lively butterfly appearance, par-
ticularly when planted in single roots on Grass. After
the flowering is matured, the foliage very soon decays,

and is completely ripened and gone before the first

cutting of the Grass. The Yellow Star of Bethlehem
(Gagea lutea) also succeeds well, besides numerous
other interesting spring bulbs. In all cases preference

should be given to those kinds whose foliage is not rank

and_ early, over kinds which are free bulbins,- .and i>io-

ducing but few flowers, a.s is the case "witli^ llio wild

Tulip (Tulipa sylvestris) and the common AVhite Star

of Bethlehem (Ornithogalum umbellatiim), when in-

serted in Grass lawns, J. M'Nab, in Farmer.

Moioifahi Silk- of North C/iinn—Mr. Consul Mea-
dows, whose consular district includes Mandchuria and
Eastern Mongolia, reports that mountain silk remains

as yet the one article which the district is likely to

furnish to England. There are two crops of the moun-
tain cocoon, a spring and an autumn ; the autumn
much the largest, but the spring greatly superior in

quality. In the autumn the cocoons intended for the

spring crop are placed in baskets which are hung up in

Chinese dwelling-rooms facing the south, but still

having a temperature in the greater part of the winter
considerably below freezing point. The natural heat of

spring suflfices to bring the chrysalis out of the cocoon

in the butterfly state. The butterflies then couple,

eggs are produced in four or five days, and are laid on
paper spread upon mats and tables. In a few days

each egg produces a very small black worm wliicli is

nourished by .young Oak-leaves that are gatlnavd and
scattered over the paper. After some days lln houii-

are transferred to the Oak bushes on the hill .slopes.

After its first sleep or torpor of a couple of days, the

worm becomes green in colour, and larger in size. For
its fifth sleep it prepares by spinning itself into a
cocoon in which it assumes the chrysalis shape, AVhen
the worm begins to make its cocoon, it selects two or

more Oak-leaves, more or less facing each other, and
joins them together by a network of the silk thread
which keeps issuing from its mouth as it moves its

head from the one leaf to the other, holding on by its

back claws to the twig from which the leaves grow.
When the leaves are suSiciently joined to form a sort

of cup or basket under the twig, the worm drops into

the receptacle it has thus formed, iirst quite surrounds
itself with the loose, flossy-like silk which forms the

outer portion of the cocoons as they come to market,
and then proceeds to thicken the inner surface by
further thread-.spinning, till its bulk is sufliciently

decreased for its turning into the chrysalis shape. The
best silk is produced by nourishing the worm on the
leaves, not of the oak, but of the " Tseen-tso-tsze,"

which exists, however, only in small quantities. The
chrysalids which are not kept for breeding are used by
the Chinese as an article of food. Not a tenth of the
hill-sides suitable for the • Oak-bushes are at present

planted with them. But considering the quantity of

silk already produced, it may be taken that the trade

could be developed into one of appreciable importance
even for our great manufacturing interests, unlass

exactions and jealousies of the local mandarins inter-

posed to repress it.

Fallen S/iowers.—These are of annual occurrence in

NovaSootia,NewBrunswick,Canada, and, in fact, inall

countries where there are Pine or Spruce forests of

any great extent. When the trees are in bloom the

pollen fills the air, and falls down in an invisible shower,
coating the surfaces of the lakes and ponds, and quiet

bays of the sea, collecting between the laps of green-
houses and other glazed roofs, and finding its way from
the roofs of houses down through the water-spouts into

cisterns and casks. A portion of the powder placed
under the microscope will be seen to have the peculiar

grain-form of Fir pollen, constricted by a central band.
The idea of its being sulphur is an error. Nora Scotia

Journal of Agriculture.

Calendar of Operations.
(^For the ensuing week.)

Unqenial weather may soon be expected to succeed
the bright sunny days which we are now happily

experiencing, and labourers will be driven in-doors,

where a stock of work should be provided for them.
The tying of new mats, cutting and picking of shreds

for the walls, cleaning old nails, drawing bast for the
coming season, arrangement of herbs, examining
stores, making flower-sticks, labels, &c., washing ana
putting away all spare striking or other glasses, making
straw or reed mats and protectors for tender plants, as

well as making a stock of brooms and baskets for the
ensuing year, are matters of considerable importance,
and should be got forward whenever opportunity ofiers.

All superfluous or dead thin.gs in pots should be
emptied out, and the dirty pots from every part placed
in a corner of the shed, ready for washing. Plenty of

broken pots should also be housed in a shed corner to

be broken and sorted; they may be fairly reckoned
amongst the most important things connected with
the potting shed. Any one having old half-worn
sashes without glass, may readily make a most useful

straw cover of them, well adapted for covering Endive
and other salads, Parsley, &c. ; as also for placing over
early crops of Potatos, Radishes, Carrots, &c. When
covered equally, tiiree or four long sticks or laths

should be jjlaced on them in a line with the sash bars,

and bound down to the latter in a few places by tar
twine. If housed when out of use they will last a
couple of years.

FLOWEU GARDEN AND PLANT HOUSES.

The flower garden is now so far robbed of its beauties,
that if not already done, steps should be taken to

secure a desirable arrangement for the next year. Let

all iili-crvations as to impro|)('r lifights or misarrange-

iJl'Lii.s.—.Uteulion should now be paid to bulbs

grown in the open air, as they ought to form a con-
spicuous part of every garden. This is the time for

laying in a stock and planting; the latter operation,

indeed, should not be much longer delayed, for it is

desirable that evei'y bulb should be well rooted before

winter. Bulbs are in general planted too far apart, and
there are too few of them to make a good display.

Crocuses should be put in by thousands, and Tulips
and Hyacinths by hundreds. Remember they all

increase very readily, and with care the outlay will in

time be repaid. Crocuses and Tulips multiply without
much trouble. If borders are preferred to separate
bed.s, the following plan will be found advantageous.
Let the outer row be CrocuseSj the next Hyacinths,
and the third, or inner row. Tulips. Do not be afraid of

planting too thickly, but let there be 2 or 3 inches
space between each kind of bulb. The Crocuses will be
out of bloom by the time the Hyacinths are in their

prime, and the foliage of the former will make a pretty

fringed border for the latter. Oval or round beds have
a fine effect when planted in this way ; the beauty is

prolonged, and the whole may be cleared away in time
for the spring bedding. In planting, dig a trench
about -i inches deep around the bed, and as wide as

required. Let the bottom be well loosened, and then
place the bulbs in order upon it. Cover with about
half an inch of rotten leaf-mould and sand. During
winter be careful to guard against the ravages of mice,

for they often devour thousands of Crocuses and Tulips
licfore they are observed. The Crocuses may be mixed,
i'i|ilanted in alternate rows of various colours. The
-aiiie plan may be pursued with Hyacinths. For plant-

ing in the open air, purchase mixed sorts, single and
double white, red, and blue. These mixtures generally

contain many flue sorts. Snowdrops, Crown Imperials,
Narcissus, &c., may also now be placed in clumps.
Cheysanthemums. — These will soon be coming

into bloom, and care must be taken to see that they do
not suffer from want of water. A little weak liquid

manure given occasionally will assist them in making a
better display than they otherwise might do.

FORCING GARDEN.

CucTJMBEBS.—These must be well attended to, in
order to ensure success. A temperature of about 70^

ihould still be maintained, which will allow a little air

to be given on comparatively cool and dull days. Stop
progressing shoots at every second joint, and pinch off

all tendrils and young fruit that are not wanted to

swell as soon as they appear.
Peaches and Nectarines.—Prune and otherwise

prepare the trees in the earlier houses for forcing.

Pines.—Stock expected to fumish fruit next
summer and autumn should not be too much checked,
indeed it may be kept growing slowly all the winter,
which is perhaps the most certain method of prevent-
ing its starting too early in spring. Where the plants

likely to fruit without making further growth are

con.sidered insuflieient to meet the demand until next
autumn, the stronger plants of those for late fruiting

should be encouraged to make growth as early as can
be done without weakening the foliage, with the view
of preparing them for starting in April.

VINES.—Houses which it is intended to commence
forcing early should now or soon have some fermenting
materials placed on the borders so as to encourage the
roots a little before the Vines are excited ; this will be
of great service towards gettingthe buds to push strongly

and without loss of time.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.

Apple stores should be often examined, picking out
all that show symptoms of decay. Any of the more
choice varieties of Pears that do not ripen properly,

should be removed to a warm dry room for a few days,

which will be found to greatly improve them. Keep
all fruit as cool and dry as possible. If frost is excluded
from the house it can scarcely be too cool, where the
object is to preserve fruit plump and sound as long as

possible.

Beet.—This may now be taken up and housed. In
lifting great care should be exercised not to break off

the end of the root or to wound the skin, for when this

happens the colouring matter escapes in the process of

boiling. Trim off the larger leaves and store the roots

in dry mould or sand, like Carrots.

Cabbages.—These may still be planted. Where
they have been well looked after they will be good-
sized plants, and if carefully transplanted they will be
as forward next spring as if they had been put in

earlier. Earth up Coleworts.
Celery.—Take advantage of the present dry fine

weather, in order to give a general earthing-up.

Endive.—Let this be blanched, by placing flower-

pots inverted over it when it is dry.

Lettuces.—Plant Cabbage kinds in frames for

winter use. Hardy Cos varieties may also still be planted

on warm sheltered borders, to come into use in spring.

ToMATOs.—Unripe fruit, if any, should now be
gathered, and hung up in a warm place, where they

will ripen sufficiently to be of service.
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Autumn Sowing.
ODAMS'S WHEAT MANL'KK.
ODAM.S'S PREPARED PERUVIAN GUANO,

Ma

THE PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY (Limited).

Chief Offices—10!1, Fenchurch Street, LoDdon, E.G.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exetev.
IriHh liniiicli— 4(1, Wohtinoieiand Street, Dublin.

CIhj inn •III—J <-<hn nrtvleu, Littlebury, Essex.
T>,pn!'/.< liainiiiiii—J-.thii Ci>lliiis, Argyie House, HoIIoway.

'KUwunl Bell, 4«, Marine Parade, Brighton.
Hicuard Hunt, btunstead Abbot, Herts,
Thomoa Knight, Edmonton Middlesex
Robert Leeds, West Le\ham, Norfolk
George Siwill Ingthorpe, near Stimford
suiniel Toms Chnshall Gr1n^'e. Fsse\
( hirles I) mniiii _J Lvslv stiett Strand
III inrtsWeVb Iliilcrshuii L ii bndge'.biie
r-iii.sWblb Melt 11 K sin jliishiie

M I > I [' t -Uu ^oiirns
/irtn/'js—"Mt I I n 'I ombird Street.

SoltcUoJa—Mt^-si I
I h se\ Street, Strand.

.1 ridge

This Compiny « i -. under the direction

of Agncalturifits t \ earned lor it another
title, VIZ —"The Ki nit 1 unar M u nr company'

Its Monibtri iiro L ultLV.it..id 1 1 ui w uds ut Ji,OOU \cre3 of Land,
which has been lur \tai& under luinigement with Manures of their

own M-\nuficture TheCnnsumei theiefore has the best guarantee
for the genuineness and tfQcic> of tlie Manures Manufactured by
this Lorapanj.
A Prospectus will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or

may be had of the Local Agents. C. T. MacAdam, Secretary.

Chief Offices—109. Fenchurch Street, London, EC.

iTk LONDO N manure CO&lPANy
(ESTABLISOEDISW).

Ha^e now ready for delivery in dry fine condition,

CORN MANURE, for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPEIIPIIOSHHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUAN'O
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA,
ex Dock Warehouse; SULPHATE of AMMOMA, FISHERY
SALT, &C. E. Pdbsek, SecreLary.

Gtfloos, 116, Fenchurch Street. E.C.

A W E S ' M A N K~ti S~.
The Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawes for the present

season of 18(5(1 are now ready for delivery at his Factories, at the
lollowing prices, per ton :—
LAWES' PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE £ s. d.

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME 6

LAWES' SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME from BURNT
BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATRS 5 5

LAWES* WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
MANURES 8

CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.. ..12

These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through the
appointed Agents in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices
varying according to cost of carriage.

Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from the Importers. Nitrate of

Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address, John Bennet La.wes, I, Adelaide Place, London Bridge,

E.C.; and 22, Eden Quay, Dublin.

Wlieat Sowing.

DOWN'S FARMERS' yillEND, for prerentin? the
Smut in Whe;it, and the Rivages of the Slug, Grub, and

Wireworm. A S>d. packet is sufficient f-.-r Six Bushels ol Seed Wheat,
which can be dressed and fit to sow in a quarter of an hour.
Testimonials from the largest Wheat Growers in tbe Kingdom,

bearing testimony to its great power and efficacy, may be had of

Agents, who are appointed for every district.

Full directions for use are given with each packet.
Prepared at the Manufactoi?, Wobum, Beds.

Caution.—To guard agamat fraudulent imitation and consequent
disappointment, see that the signature ofHen av Down is on the label.

Agents in every Town throughout England, Scotland, and Ireland,

F^0WLKR>>~PAT"ENT STKAM~PLOUirH""and
CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every Agricultural

County in England.
For particuliirs jvpniv in .ii.nv Kowi.er & Co., 71. Cornhill, London,

Farm Poultry.

GREY DORKINO 1-OWLS, of purest breed, in any
numbers.

Imported TOULOUSE GEESE, the largest and most productive

BRAHMA-POUTRA, CREVECtEUR, and LA FLECHE FOWLS,
for constant layers.

Priced Lists and Estimates on application.
JouN Baily & Son, ll.^, Mount Street, London, W.

lancy stock keeper and dairyman.

nhich
have attended the efforts of the

cing the pure broed of this useftil and hardy

constant supply of I

be btained, at prices which defy all comp*
together w ith the high milkine qualities of t

value to the cottager, as well as I

age, colour, and time of calving.
... „ ;nts of the Ex " "

38, Crutched Friars, London, E.C.
I Agents of the Exporter Messrs. Rode:

E.C

AGKIUULI 1 l: '^i.

Threshing .'i;. i ;

vators, Plougii^, ll .m.
. „ .

Mowers, Garden Pi..jlk-is, W;iti.T il.irrows, and Horticultural Tools
of every description; Corn Bins, Wire Netting, Chums, ForkE

BoBOESS & Key, 95, Newgate Street, London, E.C.

..MKNTS.—Steam Engines,
I. i:i6s. Waggons and Carts, Culti-

' ndlng Mills, Lawn

Works. Brentwood, Essei

rpHfc; IMPROVEU LEATHER URIVINU STRAPS
niNERY are stronger, more durable, drive better,

than other kinds of Driving Belts. SPECIAL
for MACHINERY

STRAPS for PORTABLE ENGINES. Price Lists free by post.

Tciinee's Patent Strap and Hose Company.
Manufactory : Armit Works, Greenfield, near Manchester.

Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for
iATNUR AND CUOKK'S W AKRANTEU PRIZE
? PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that you get thom.
laerve the mark Satnor, also the corporate mark Obtain

compelled t

quality, having been sold i

many cmplaints t '

* and others, but t

.iid which has cans
lis which were not
Sellers and Makers

c
Asphalte Eooflng Felt,

ONE PENNY per Square Foot.

ROGGON AND CO., Manupactueeus,
f 03, New Earl Street, 1 y „„j„„ ^^ ^
1 34: Bread Street, j

London, E.C.

OEOKGE SQ.,GLASGOW; 2, GOREE PIAZZAS, LIVERPOOL.

E. T. ARCHER'S " F R I G I D M O."

Sir Joseph Paxtou for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, &'<

PROTECTION from the SCORCHING RATS of the SUN.
" FKIGl DuMO," a Canvas made of Patent prepared Hair and

Wool, a perfect Non-conductor of Heat ana Cold, keeping, wherever
it 18 applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted tor all Horticultural
andFloncultunil purposes, for Preserving Fruits and Flowers from
the Scorching Rays ol the Sun, from Wind, from Attacks of Insects,
and from Muming Frosts. To be had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide Is. 9d. per yard run.
Four yards wide Ss. 6d. per yard.
An Improved make, 2 yards wide . . Is. 9rf. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide .. 2s. 8d. per yard run. Also

• FRIGI DOMO" NETTING. 2 yards wide. Is. 6d. per yard run.

Elisha Thomas AacnLR, Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7, Great
Trinity Lane, Cimnon Street, City, E.C, and of all Nurserymen and
Seedsmen throtighout the Kingdom.

" U La much cheaper than Mats as a covering."

rriHE BIRMINGII.iSl C.\TTLE and POULTRY
J- SHOW isr.0.—The EIGHTEENTH GREAT ANNUAL EXHl.
BITION otFAT CAITLE, SUEEP, PIGS, DOMESTIC POULTRY,
ROOTS, COiRN, and IMPLEMENTS, will be held in HINGLEY
HALL, on SATURDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY', WEDNESDAY,
•and rHURSDAY, December 1st, 3d, 4tll, oth, and 6th, when Prizes
to the amount of £2100 will be awarded in the following Divisions ;—

FAT CATTLE, SHEEP, and PIGS .. f 1221' 10
BKEEIiING PIGS 7T 2
ROOTS and CORN 71 8
POULTRY and PIGEONS 730

Prize Lists, Certificates of Entry, and every information may be
obtained from the Secretary.

The ENTRIES CLOSE on THURSDAY, November 1.

John B. Lvthall, Secretary.
OGBces—Stephenaon Chambers, New Street, Birmingham.

QMITHFIELD CLUB FAT CATTLE SHOW.—O The ANNUAL SHOW of FAT CATTLE, SHEEP, and
PIGS, will be held at the AGRICULTURAL HALL, ISLINGTON,
on MONDAY afternoon. December 10, and Four following Days.
Intending Exhibitors are requested to apply for Certificate Forms

„ B. For a COW or HEIFER |in any Class|.

„ G. For a SINGLE PIG in E.xtra Stock.
ENTRIES for LIVE STOCK CLOSE NOVEMBER 1.

Prize Lists, Forms of Certificates, and all infonnation ni.ay bo
obtained on application to Mr. D*vid Pcllen, Assistant Secretary,
at the Office of the Honorary Secretary, corner of Half-Moon Street,
Piccadilly, London. W.
N.B. All communications reipecting the Show must be addressed

to the Assistant Secretary, as above, and should bear outside the
words " Suiithfield .Show."

Eixt Esricttltural (Sairtte*
SATURDAY, OCTOBERS, 1866.

Professor Sisionds declares in the very
instructive address of which an abridgement is

given in another page, that badl\'-gi'Own food
will poison animals—which is in aU probability
true enough, taken by itself. But, thereupon
ensues an outcry among other writers against
the rank Grass of sewaged meadows, which is

not borne out by experience. Half-ripened Grass
full of half-gi-own lianunculus leaf, the poorest
sort of forage one can easily imagine, is eagerly
eaten all through early spring and summer in

the Edinburgh cowhouses, and it costs the cow-
keeper probably 14s. to 18s. a ton upon the
average throughout the year.

There is no food grown in EngUsh fields that
wo have ever seen at all approaching what is

cut off the Craigentinny sewaged meadows for

the soft succulency and washy unripeness, or
shall we say, in accordance with Professor
SiMONDs' .assertion, the " poisonousness " of its

character; and yet 35?. to 40?. an acre are paid
for the season's produce of this food. The fact

we suppose to be, that this Grass is poisonous to

animalsjust as a good meat diet by itself would be
poisonous to man. "We must give other material
along with it, and the whole then becomes a

perfect food.

Because the Grass of an ordinaiy water meadow,
and still more—for its growth is still more rapid
—that of a sewaged meadow, might pass through
an animal, rather weakening it than feeding it

when given by itself, that is no reason why we
should pronounce it poisonous. Given with a
due proportion of hay, with grains and meal, it

will pay for these additions, and produce more
than 20s. worth ofmilk for every ton. \{e are now
giving sewaged Grass at the rate of about 80 or

90 lb. a da}' apiece to cows, along with grains

and hay and bran, and they are doing this ; and
the long experience of Edinburgh is conclusive

on the subject.

What the value of the ton of sewage m.ay be, as

ascertained in this way, depends on other circum-
.stances besides the nutritiv^ness of its produce.

Its cost depends a good deal on the quantity of the

liquid needed to produce a ton of this succulent
gi'owth, and that depends on soil and
management. It is probable that well and eco-
nomically .applied, 100 tons of sewage will pro-
duce a ton of Grass, and if so there can
be little doubt of its being capable of pro-
fitable application to the land. For this ton
of Grass is an addition to the produce of the
district, and the gross value into which it can
be converted, is thus nearly all free gain. In
ordinary circumstances the net profit and the
gross return made from a ton of Grass are of
course very different things, and either of them
is extremely vanablo, depending not only upon
the position of the farm, but on the condition of the
plant grown on it when it is consumed, and on the
quality of the animals by which it is consumed.
A London dairyman paj's 20s. to 30s. per ton

for Grass delivered at his cowhouse. In Edin-
burgh cowkeepers pay 12s. to 15s. a ton forGrass
on fields one to three miles away, cut it themselves,
and cart it homo, A Gloucestershire dairy
farmer makes 10.s. a ton of his Grass (gross), and
perhaps not more than 3s. a ton (net). Then as
to the plant itself. A ton of Grass or of Turnips
may have very different feeding (intrinsic)
values. Turnips grown in Essex are not nearly
so nutritive as Turnips grown in Aberdeenshire.
Well-grown Italian Kye-grass is full of food and
abundantly productive both of milk in the cow
and of flesh upon the ox ; while young, half-ripe,
rapidly-grown, succulent Grass, though good
enough for cows, might never put a pound of
flesh upon a full-grown feeding beast, unless
given along with much cbier and more nourish-
ing food. The profit obtained depends also upon
selecting animals adapted to the food there is for
them ; if this is not attended to, the food may
result in a loss instead of gain.

It is, however, generally understood that tho
consuming value of Grass upon the farm is from
83. to 10s. a ton, and of Tiu-nips from 6s,

to 8s. a ton. Thus we pay -id. to M. a week
for a sheep, 3s. to 5s. a week for a cow, when put
out to " tack " upon another man's farm. Now
a sheep will eat 1 to 1 j cwt. of green food in a
week, and a cow from 8 to 12 cwts. in the same
time—whence these values per ton are derived.

—

A sheep under good management will put 1 lb.

of meat on for every 1^ cwt, of Turnips con-
sumed, equal to 12 to 15 lb. ofmutton (worth 8«.

to 10s.) for every ton.—Hay is generally valued
at 'il. per ton to consume on the farm. It takes
5 tons of Grass to make 1 ton of hay, and as the
hay costs about 1 Os. a ton to make it, we have 50s,

against 5 tons of Grass, or lOs. a ton as before.

All these are examples of gross returns, from
which rent, labour, interest of capital, and various
risks have to be deducted before the net value
per ton of the Grass he grows is actually put in
the fanner's pocket.

Of comse both the gross and net value of
Grass grown near London, where it can be con-
verted into milk, is much higher than what the
ordinary farmer obtains.

Lord Gk.vna'ILLE holds 300 acres, of which
260 are pascure in the parish of Hendon. He
sells off this farm ever}' year in milk and hay
and arable produce probably more than 20?.

an acre altogether, and his net profits, after all

his payments, are probably equal to at least Ss.

a ton of all the Grass ho grows. This is the net
value of the Grass in his ca.se—that of a milk
farmer near London. And more than this no
doubt would be got upon a seimy.d farm, as near
London as Hendon is, for to take the one item of

rent alone. Lord GR/UfVlLLE's rent is probably
OS. a ton upon his Grass, which may not be
more than 10 or 12 tons per acre, whereas upon
a fai-m watered with sewage, with its 40 to

50 tons per acre, there wUl not be more than
Is. M. to 2s. per ton to deduct on the score of

rent from the gross returns of the Grass.

H 40 tons of Grass (over and above the ordi-

naiy natural produce of Grass land) can be got
from the use of 4000 tons of sewage, then if

only Lord Gr.vnville's experience of the value
of tho Grass be obtained, there will be Is.

obtained for every 10 tons of sewage to be
divided between the owners of the sewage and
the tenants of the land.

And if we take tho case of an ordinary Essex
arable farmer depending almost wholly on
Wheat and Beans for his returns, and sending
his straw to London and bringing dung back
(because under the dry climate of Essex it is of
no use to try and grow roots and Grass for cattle),

it can hardly fail that he should be a better
customer for sewage than almost any other man.
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Laying down 10 acres of his fallow (on which he

ab-eady pays his rent, and expends much labom-)

so as to receive 40,000 tons of sewage in the

year, we imagine that he will get 400 tons of

produce, worth at least 200/. to him, as

affording not only the ordinary meat or milk

produce per ton from its consumption, but a

cheaper means than any he now knows of

providing dming that consumption a manure
heap for the rest of his land.

Those who have examined the experience of

sewage elsewhere know that 40 and 50 tons of

Grass per acre is not at all an excessive produce.

This, though surprising enough to the ordinary

fai-mer, is not likely to be disputed; and the

only point in the discussion of the subject which

is open for doubt or denial, is the possibility of

growing a ton of Grass fiom every 100 tons of

the sewage applied regularly all round the year.

At a time when we have such terrible

accounts from our Indian possessions^ of poverty

and famine, consequent upon the failure of the

Eice crops, and when our own good harvest

has been injured in many districts by con-

tinued bad weather, we could well dispense with

the gloomy accounts of the continental harvests

which reach us fi:om those countries which have

been so recently devastated with war. From
Austria we learn that "the unusually varying

temperature of the spring of this year, and the

severe cold which occurred so suddenly at the

end of May, and reached in many parts i° of

Eeaumue, "have brought upon Austria the dire

calamity of an almost universal failul'e of the

principal produce of the soil.

"Wheat, Eye, Barley, and, indeed, every kind

of grain, have suffered seriously ; and although

later accounts, and the effects of some wann
rains which immediately followed on the short-

lived fi-ost, have partially raised the depressed

spirits of the agriculturist, yet many portions of

the empire are still threatened with scarcity, if

not famine."
With this sad intelligence it is satisfactory to

know that the most considerable and laudable

efforts have been made by the Imperial Govern-
ment to alleviate the general suffering, and large

quantities of seed were freely distributed at the

earlier part of the year to the poorer peasantry,

especially of Hungary, in the hopes of a more
fortunate second ci'op being in some instances

realised. J. B. J.

Having for many years lived in the

valley of the Thames, and seen mills and land

and navigation all doing one another mischief

—

floods ^created artiticially, damaging the laud

—

weirs and locks for mills and navigation

hindering the agricultiual use of water—and
damage of all kinds inflicted by the imsuperin-

tended muddle in which everything connected

vrith the Eiver seems latterly to have lain—we
hail with satisfaction the recent creation by Act
of Parliament of both authority and power for

the better conservancy of the Thames in future.

Mr. Akkell, of Swindon, lately pointed out

in our columns, by reference to the many inte-

rests concerned, what need there is of choosing

disinterested, energetic, intelligent, and capable

men for the office of Conservator, which is now
to be made efficient. We understand that our

frequent correspondent, the Eev. J. C. Cluttee-
BUCK, of Long Wittenham, is a candidate for

this office, and we can imagine no one better

fitted for the discharge of its duties. Long
a student of the whole subject of water distri-

bution, and possessed of a life-long acquaintance

with the Thames thi-oughout its course, especially

interested also, both as a practical geologist and

as a resident, in the relations of the Eiver to both

town and country, he is at the same time well

known in the agricultm-al world. As President

of the Oxford Farmers' Club he is the trusted

representative of one great class of interests

which mismanagement of the water compromises

;

and wherever rival interests clash, and
impartiality as well as intelligence is needed for

a just decision, there is no one in the whole

Thames valley whose arbitration will command
more confidence.

The East Lothian Agricultui-al Society

passed a formal vote of thanks the other day to

the Eev. Patrick Bell, of Carmylie, Forfar-

shire, the inventor of the reaping machine, who
has never received any benefit from his invention,

since nearly 40 years ago he received the prize of

50/. on account of it from the Highland Society.

How great the benefit which his invention has

conferred on British and American agrioultuiists

can hardly be exaggerated. There never was a

more fitting occasion for a suitable testimonial of

gratitude ; and we hope that the vote of thanks

is only preliminary to some more substantial

expression of them.

CATTLE PLAGUE EETURNS.
The following Returns were issued on Oct. 11 :—

This Return gives the number of cases occurring in

Great Britain which have been officially reported to

this JDepartment. Column 1 only records the cases

reported as having commenced during the weeks
indicated by the headings. All " back cases " are

included in column 2.
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in Mr. Brown's amval
dyinff. Eight others

theon the next farm, and
anim.ll was found to be „ ,.

on the farm, which were immediately killed and buried.

No more cases occurred. Ko cause could be assigned for the

outbreak in either of theao instances, the poison, as in the

coTuity of Down, having been introduced m sumcmysteriou-^

mmTier. The an-angements for nieetmg the emergency wci i_

l„-.,-f.>,-t r.irdnns were di*awn round infected distrints, ani.1

styi tl ,
1 . It I.V the constabulary. All diseased animals were

iMi .1 '
I i-illed and buried, and also everyone that had

1 . , 1 , ,: , I it with them. All persons going near the place

Ml' h-mf - tid by the constabulary, and no horses uor

vohii.les wore allowed to he taken out of infected boundaries.

The entire number of animals exposed to the infection was

50, and out of these 20 were attacked, and either died or

were killed, and 21 were slaughtered healthy. Nothing can

show more clearly the propriety of the "stamping-out pmccs^"

than this result. In it we have a parallel with vrlmt f.i..V;

place in France, where only 43 animals, healthy anii .Um ,l i.),

were sacrificed to the poleaxe, and the country freed )'imi,i ihc

plague. It may here be remarked that the pr_K_c.---s of

destroying the germ nf the disease wherever it may appear has

proved equally successful in Belgium. This country, after

enjoying an immunity from the pest for a period of .50 years, at

which time the disease followed the track of the Russian and
Austrian armies, received the malady from Holland in Augugt of

lastyear. Theiinportsfrom Holland wereatthetime larger than

ordinary, and it isknown that some diseased beasts, supposed to

have come from Rotterdam market, entered Belgium on Aug. 16.

The affection gained a footing in no less than sis different

provinces, notwithstanding which, the energy displayed by
the Government, as soon as it had coiTcct mforraation on the

subject, quickly succeeded in exterminating the pest with a

loss of only 455 animals. The closure of the frontier against

the importation of cattle and sheep, with hides, &c., from
Holland, and of the ports against English cdttle, have since

then preserved Belgium free from the disease. Contrast with

these facts the vacillating policy of Holland, and the desire to

treat the diseased cattle, and you have a result which may be

rightly termed deplorable. In South Holland, and Utrecht in

particular, the disease still prevails to an alarming extent, and

not only has no diminution taken place in the number of

weekly attacks, but a positive and alarming increase, since

about the middle of the summer. The last official reports

which we have seen give the total weekly attacks from June 30

as follows :

—

June 30
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per h'-r^c per day. Two horses littered for 7 days, 1 tnias of

Wheat stniw per day, 30 lb. per tniss.

From 252 lb. of straw and tho above food and ct. qr. lb,

water.—Weight of manure in its raw state at the
endofthewtek .' 12 2 3

Monday, 5th of August.—Weighed the muck made
from the green Tares after lying in a dry stable
six weeks, stirred over four times, four pails of
water (that is, 16 gallons) thrown upon it, as the
dry muck required it every time to prevent its

moulding. It was not very rotten ; it was removed
with a fork, no shovel used : weighed this day . . 5 I 10

N.B.— The stable was a sound old brick floor, with a gutter
in it ; a 10-gallon copper was placed at the fall of the gutter,

and cemented carefuUy. No urine could escape. Only 21 qts.

of ui-ine iu the 7 days drained into the reservoir.

7. Clovfr ifai*.— Two cart-horses (not the same as before,

mentioned, but of the same size and condition) were kept
in the same stable upon dry food, and not removed for

seven days. ct. qr. lb.

-I cwt. of excellent Clover hay consumed in the 7 days 3 7
1 peck of Oats per day per horse 110
Also chaff 024

Two horses consumed i 4 3 11

Ore horse consumed in weight in 7 days . . 2 1 19

That is, .S9 lb. per day for one horse upon dry food. Drank
1 2 gallons of water per day per horse.

Weight of manure in its raw state, from 252 lb. of ct. qr. lb.

straw, and food and water 10 1 2

The same, after being kept in the stable 6 weeks,
stirred over 4 times, 4 pails of water each time
(great difficulty in preventing its getting mouldy)

;

It weighed C02
Decrease in weight 4 10

Only 13 quarts of urine drained from the dry food.

Observe, manure made from green food, when in a ct. qr. lb.

proper state to be carted upon the land .. ,, 5 1 10

Difference in weight in favour of green food 1 10

Notwithstanding this increase of weight in the ereen food, it

is presumed the manure made from the dry food is of the
most value.

8. The following are the modes of feeding, as well as the
cost of the system practised by several farmers on light and
heavy soils :—l. Soil with Clover in the early part of the
summer. Grass the latter part. In winter long hay, miller's
ofF;d corn, or baked Potatos, uccording to prices. 2. Soil at
summer when practicable, or send out to Grass. In winter,
chaff, cut hay, Oats with Carrots, at the rate of 6 bushels of
Oats and 7 bushels of Carrots for four horses during the
week. 3. Five bushels of Pollard with 1 cwt. of hay, half cut
and half long, per horse. 4. Bruised Barley and bran, with
cut hay, and a small quantity of long in the racks at night.

On Light Land Occl'pations,
No. 5. >. d.

1 bushel of Oats 3 3
2 stones of Bean meal 2 4

i cwt. of cut hay 2
Chaff 10

Per horse 8 7
No. 6.

6 bushels of Oats 18
2 ditto of Beans 10
4 cwt. of hay 16
Com, chaff, and cutting 12

Divided by six horses .. . . )56

Per horse . . .

.

..94
Extra aUow:inc

which to me has been a very great saving. In an Oat-crop of
about 40 stooks per acre, which might yield near CO bushels,
the feed of a draught horse averages 2 sheaves per day, or
14 sheaves per week, which woidd be about a bushel and
3 pecks per week, if they had been threshed out, which is a
saving of a peck of Oats per week each horse, from what I

formerly g.ave them ; besides, I save the bushel of bran per
week, and the Clover-hay, which was a very considerable
item ; for draught horses, you are aware, gentlemen, when
they get three feeds of clean Oats in a day, when at work, they
will eat a great quantity of Clover-hay besides. Now, when 1

first changed my mode of feeding from com and hay to cut
sheaf, the horses improved in condition wonderfully, thus
showing that it suits them well. In very busy seasons, when
they are very hard worked, I allow them haJi a peck of Oats
at dinner-time besides the cut sheaf. Last winter I had only
18 acres of Oats ; those kept 12 draught horses, besides four
young horses occasionally. This quantity of Oats would not have
served me through the year, had I not purstied this system of
feeding. The mode I have adopted of preparing the cut sheaf
is this : I have my straw-cutter to work from the horse-wheel
of my threshing-machine, and I generally have as much cut in
one day as will serve 12 draught horses for near a month.
One man attends to and feeds the cutter with the Oat-sheaves,
whilst another man carries the cut sheaf into the granary
ready for use, when it is taken to the stable in bags as required.
Mt. Trotter of Durham.

\\ bushels of bniised Oats . . .'J 3
2 pecks of bruised Beans . . ..27
I3 cwt. of hay GO

13 weeks—on 2.^ bushels of pollard

,, 2 pecks of bruised Beans

,, 701ba. of Tumips .

.

, 2^ bushels of pollard
2 pecks of bruised Beans
IJcwt. of hay

13 weeks—on 2 bushels of brau
,, 1 peck of Beans
,, Cut Clover, Tares, and Pastnro

,

, 1\ bushels of Oats
1 peck of Beans
1 cwt. of hay .

.

13 weeks—on 2 bushels of Oats 7

„ 1 peck of Beans .

.

.

.

. . 1

,, 1 cwt. of hay . . . . .. ..4

ney

10 4

fi stones of corn (various) G
75 lbs. of long hav .

.

. .

.

.

,

2
Chaff .. . 2

Per horse 10
i. —
1 bushel of gi-ound Beans 6
4 cwt. of hay, cut for six horses, equal
each horse to . . . . . , .

.

2
Com, chaff, and a few Swedes . . .

.

1

each horse about .

On Heav^- Land OccnPATioNS.

5 bushels of Oats 16 10*
2 ditto of Beans 10 o'
6 cwt. of hay 17 6
8 bushels of bran 6 8
Cutting 2 6

Divided by five horses . . . . >';3 6J

Per horse 10 8*
10, ,

.•J bushels of Oats 16 lOi
1 ditto of Beans 5
6 cwt. of hay 210
8 bushels of bran G S
Cutting, (Sic 2 6

Divided by five horses .)52 Oi

Per horse 10 43
No. 11.

2 bushels of Oats G G
i cwt. of bay , . . . . . . :J 6
I coomb of cut hay lOj

Per horse 10 lOi

No. 12. I mow for them in the summer, feeding them in the
stables and yard with green meat. In November leed them on
Swedish Tumips, giving each horse 6 stones or J J bushel daily.
About 8 acres will carry my horses (16) thi'ough the winter
months (about 28 weeks), till the end of May. Upon this, vrith
\ bushel of com per week each horse, they will do well and

but a small quantity of hay. Bacon's Agriculture of

9. Winter Keep.~My method formerly was to allow my
draught horses each 2 bvishels of Oats per week, together with
1 bushel of Beans and as much hay as they could eat, generally
Clover-hay ; but for the last three winters I have fed them
almost entirely on cut Oat-sheaf, cut into half-inch chaff,

6

11. From the middle of Octobertilltheendof May my horses
get one feed of steamed food, and two feeds of Oats daUy, with
the best Oat or Wheat-stniw for fodder. I never give Bean-
straw, having often seen the bad effects of it—partly owing, I

think, to its long exposure to the weather, and from the
quantity of sand which adheres to it ; I use it generally for
litter. The steamed food used is well-washed Swedish Turnips
and Potatos, in equal proportions, mixed with sifted Wheat-
chaff. In those years when we had a total loss of Potatos,
Swedish Tumips alone were used, but not with the .saine ]^Mud
effects as when mixed with Potatos. This year, h 1 m i^ n-

of diseased Potatos in a firm state, Igaveal;u. 11
1

-
1

of Potatos than Tumips, and never upon any - .1 1

Oat-husks, commonly called meal seeds, haviiiL: n^ u - n

their injiuious effects. At 5 o'clock in the niuniuig each
horse gets 6 lb. of bruised Oats ; at noon the samo quantity of

Oats ; and at half-past V p.m. 47 lb of steamed food, I find
that it takes 62 lb. of unsteamed Potatos and Tumips to
produce 47 lb. steamed ; to each feed of steamed food 4 oz. of
common salt is added, and mixed up with one fourth part of a
bushel of Wheat-chaff, weighing about Ij lb. A greater
quantity of Wheat-chaff than this has generally too laxative
an effect. Each horse eats from 14 lb. to 18 lb. of fodder
during the 24 hours, besides what ia required for litter.

Daring the spring months I sometimes give a mixture of
bruised Beans and Oats, instead of Oats alone. From June to
the middle of October, those horses that are required for the
working of the green crop, driving manure, and harvest work,
are fed with cut Grass and Tares in the house, and about 7 lb.

of Oats each day, given at twice, increasing or decreasing this
quantity according to the work they have to do, I turn out
to pasture those horses only that are not required until the
busy season. I disapprove of horses that are regularly worked
being turned out to Grass, and exposed to all the changes of
our variable climate. I believe it is the origin of many
diseases. The expense of this mode of feeding, at present
prices, in the district, for each horse per aimum, is as follows

;

12 lb. of Oats per day for

30 weeks, is 7i qrs. of 42 lb. per bushel
7 lb. of do. for 22 weeks, is 34 ditto ditto

£. s. d.

log qrs. at 17«. ..907
145 stones straw consumed, at 4(?. per stone of 22 lb. 2 8 4
Each horse consumes 5 tons 16 cwt, of Tumips and

Potatos in 30 weeks.
58 cwt. of Potatos at Is. 6c/ 4 7

58 cwt. of Tumips, at Oti. 2 3 6
5.11b. salt. Is. 8(/., 52 bushels Wheat-chaff, 4s. 4t7. ..060
22 weeks on cut (jraSs and Tares, at yrf. per day . . 5 15 6

£24 11

For the 30 weeks the keep of each horse per day is 7rf. for

Oats, 7id. for steamed food, and 2Jd. for fodder ; for the 22
weeks the keep is— Grass 9(/,, Oats 4rf., or Is. \d. per day.
The expense of preparing the steamed food, including coals,

ia jrf. per day (or each horse. Two hundred and sixty atones
of straw will be required for litter for each horse dining the
year ; for this no charge is made, as it is left in manure. By
this mode of feeding the horses are in fine sleek condition, and

able for their work. I have acted upon this system for the
last 15 years, have always had from 16 to 20 horses, and during
that period I have only lost seven horses, three of them being
from accidental causes ; and 1 attribute this, in a great
measure, to the mode of feeding, and in particular to the
steamed food. Mr. Gibson, 0/ Woobnet.

12. As soon as there is a sufficient bite (which is not
usually the case till the middle or end of May), the horses
are turned out to Grass at nights, and receive their usual
allowance of com—three feeds of a gallon each", and
perhaps a little hay during the day. This management
continues till the Clover is ready for cutting, a bunch of
which is substituted for the mid-day feed of com. When
the Tumips are all sown, and the hard work conse-
quently over, most farmers reduce the allowance of Oats, and
give Clover instead ; and in the early part of harvest, when
horses are generally quite idle, they often get no com, when
the leading-in of the crop commences they are again put upon
com : and, as the Clover is then generally all consumed, they
receive Tares instead as their mid-day meal, and when these
are finished, com or hay. During all this time the horses
have been constantly tumed out at nights ; but about the
middle of October, or whenever the weather becomes chilly or
unsettled, they are kept in the house, and they now receive full
fcriin:, ,

,
Hn .e feeds of corn per diem, and hay fu7 /(/j/Jkjh,

Till I Ml I ;it is continued throughout the winter; but
'II iiin^< the short days, give Oat or Wheat-straw
ill-- I I 1 i ' I 1 two or three months, generally those of
NuvoiuijL.1, i)^,.ctnber and January, Throughout the winter,
too, must farmers give boiled or steamed Barley at nights
twice or thrice a week : of this each horse gets about 2 gaUons.
To such horses as will eat them one or two Swedish Tumipa
are also given once a day, which tends greatly to keep them in
condition. When Whit-sunday again comes round, the horses
are put out to Grass. A. J., Roxburghshire.

THICK AND THIN SEEDING AT TIPTEEE
HALL FARM.-No. 3.

Before I proceed further in my comments on the
Tiptree Hall farming, I must inform my readers that
neither I myself, nor generous and worthy C—, is

an enemy, but the reverse exactly, to agricultural
experiments and improvements ; and we believe, for I
have heard my friend so state many times, that if the
same amount of skill and science were applied to the
cultivation of the soil as to manufactures and other
haudy-craft works, that less than half the seed for all

kinds of grain generally saved would be used on given
quantities of land, and that the crops would be far
superior to what they now are, probably one-half
more at the lea.st ; but we deprecate such published
statements as are made about the before unheard-of
and marvellous crops that are produced at Tiptree
Hall, Essex, and from mere homoeopathic quantities
of seed. Such statements we do most unhesitatingly
condemn as calculated to do much injury to the cause
we have at heart, and especially as no one believes
them ; and they are, besides, unwise in Mr. Mechi, as
for the sake of his reputation I wished him publicly
to acknowledge that liis proverbially erratic pen had
gotten the complete mastery over him and written
7 quarters and 2 bushels, instead of (?) quarters and
2 bushels from his single peck of seed. Most
certainly it is the glory of a man to acknowledge
his fault. But here in this last letter of his in the
Agricultural Gazette of Sept. 29, at p. 930, he even
goes beyond his former statement, which was that
he had '* over 7 quarters an acre from his peck
of seed ;" but now it is that he had in one year, 18&4,

7 quarters and 2 bushels ; and iu another, 7 quarters
and 1 bushel from his peck of seed. Mr. Mechi
charges me with making him *' to be looked upon " as
what I will ni'i n-jH at. in his "own county." I
nharged liiiii \Mtlin(ii lnUigbelievedat either Romford
Market ur al ( In Im-iord iu these marvellous state-
ments he itubh.--ht_\s about his crops; and does
Mr. Mechi himself believe them ? and has he
not from the ebullition of the over confident
and sanguine temperament of his mind, published
(xaggerated statements, but has not the manly forti-

I ude to acknowledge his error, and retract them ?

Let us examine this question. Mr. Mechi has a
farm, and chiefly arable, of 170 acres, and on it in one
year he had from one peck of seed 232 pecks off one
single acre, and the next year a fraction only less. Now
is it not clear, had this been the case, that Mr. Mechi
would have had, on the following year at least, 40 or 60
acres out of his 170 seeded in the same way ? But no, how
much had he so done?—two miserable half acres only.
And why was this ? Suppose he had feared that his
crops would have been so large his barns and stack-
yards would not have held them, could he not have
raised his ricks iu the corners of his fields ? Or was
Mr. Mechi afraid that from such enormous quantities
of corn he would have so much lowered the price of it

that henceforward it would not pay for cumbering his
land with it ?

But, again, as to Mr. Mechi's disbelief in his own
prescription, which we will examine a little more
closely. Let us suppose his "Wheat were worth the
market price of 6s. 3rf. a bushel ; in that case his peck
of seed would be worth only \s. 6fd, and that for the
acre of land, which produced 232 pecks, worth at the
foregoing price of l*. 6^rf., just \%l. 2s. Gd. Now, can
any reasonable man believe he could produce 18/, 2*. 6d,

from an acre of ground, at the cost of Is. G§rf. worth of
seed only? If he had any faith at all in his teaching,
would he not, as I have stated, have had 40 or 50 acres so

done, and thus have had 729/. 12s. 6d. in money from
an expenditure or 3/, 10s. 3|rf. in seed only ? If Mr.
Mechi can demonstratively prove to me, next harvest,

that he has performed the same exploits over again, I
will, as I have said before, put 50 acres of land, equal
to his in every respect, into his hands, and he shall

have all the produce above 48 bushels an acre, which
would amount to 500, and 50/. besides, if he will enter
into a deposited money guaranty that his 50 acres shall

average 43 bushels an acre, or 2400 bushels only instead

of 2900.

As Mr, Mechi is also a voluntary professor of agri-

culture, I will ask him to be so kind as to explain for
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the benefit nf myself and other farmers, how on the

5th of Soptenilier, before I iiresunie his AVbe.it crojis

were cut, or certainly not threshed and measured, he
arriverl at the knowledgetbat they yielded 5 quarters and
exactly 1 peck an acre ? I can clearly understand why
his two miserable half acres produced conjointly from

1 peck of seed 45 quarters, and half a peck only of

produce might be very easily cut, carted, threshed,

^linnowed, and measured ; all this I can understand,

but ray faith would have been stronger had Mr. Mechi
not pretended to precision over all bis area.

But Mr. Slechi astonishes me the most where he
informs us that these 1 peck an acre seedings have
been done by him by way of experiment ! ! ! But
what e.'^periment ? From 1712 to the present day there

have been much thinner seeders than is Mr. Mechi,
and all have proved that a peck of Wheat equally sown
over an acre of ground may produce an excellent crop

;

but not r quarters and 2 bushels an aor^, nor anything
near it, nor, as I have shown, does Mr. Mechi himself
believe it, or he would have at least his 50 acres so

seeded. But what exjieriment can there be in doing
what probably hundreds have done before ?—but that

scores have I am prepared to prove. Now, I am about
to go to London by the rail, and what would people

say of me, were I to say that I am about to do this by
way of experiment ? since scores, and even hundreds
have done the same before me ; and the same it is with
Mr. Mechi in reference to his experiments on seeding
his hand, since scores, if not hundreds, in his own and
other counties, as well as others, have by practice done
the same as lie boasts of having done. Thus the
Rev. George AVilkins, whom I addressed before, has
published I may say 50 times or more that he hath
seeded land with a peck of seed only an acre; and a
Mr. Piper, a most intelligent man, and not far from
Mr. Mechi's, seeded his land with a peck of seed
only an acre ; and, again, a Mr. Hardy, also in Essex,

did the same ; and a gentleman in Sussex did the same,
and others whom I could mention, and all had fine

crops, but not 7 quarters and 2 bushels an acre. No,
no, no ! though they farmed much better than ever
Mr. Mechi has done in every respect. But, again,

Tull was a thin-seeder, and many others about his

time, or at and about 1712 ; and about 17-10-50, and 60,

there were very many thin seeders, and at the beginning
ofthiscenturythin-seeding was again revived by Cobbett,
and others about the year 1813, and then and from
1820 and later there were many other clever and
scientific men, really followers of Tull, who cultivated
thoroughly, and even seeded with their 1 pecks, and I
know one very old gentleman now alive, who farmed
near 2000 acres of land, and chiefly arable, and he
never exceeded 1 bushel an acre, and did much with
1 peck only. For Jlr. Mechi, therefore, to talk about
his experiments on a peck of seed-AVheat an acre is

worse than absurd, since the result of such seeding has
been proved over and over again. And what are the
results? AVhy, that no wise farmer who farms for his

living will seed his lands with such absurdly small
quantities of seed. Why then does Mr. Jlechi write
so much of what he does in this way ? I know not
unless to have something to write about, he being too
wise himself to practise what he recommends. T, B.

(T„ he Cunlinvtd.)

The produce without nuiiuu-e, and that by farm-jard
manure, are between 3 and 1 bushels, and that by each
description of artilicial manure is more still below the
average of the U years. Indeed, so far as the quantity
of grain is concerned, the past season has been par-
ticularly unfavourable for the action of the artificial

manures, and in this respect it presents a striking
contrast to the three preceding years, but more espe-
cially to 18G3, when exactly the same descriptions and
amounts of artificial manure gave about 23 bushels
more grain per acre than in the season just past. From
the progressive decline in the produce from year to
year since 1863, it will, perhaps, be supposed that the
result is in great measure connected with a gradually
declining condition of the land, and therefore not
mainly the efiTect and the indication of variation in the
productive character of the seasons. That the results
are not due to the changing condition of the land, but
to the chancing character of the seasons, is, however,
evident from the fact that several times during the last

14 years the crops on these same plots have been as bad
as, or worse than, in the present season. Thus, in

1852, they were worse, in 1853 much worse, and in 1860
very nearly equal, as the following figures will show.
The respective plots gave :

—

BUSHEL.S rKR Acre.

1852. 1S53. 1660. 1860.

271 ;!3J

Home Correspondence.
The Wheat Crop of 18G6,—There can be no doubt

that, owing to the long continuance of very unfavour-
able harvest weather, the Wheat crop has suffered con-
siderable damage, and that a very moderate produce
has been harvested, both in bad condition and at a
heavy cost to the farmer. In a letter published in The
Times about a year ago I stated that, although upon
many light soils the crop of 1805 had suBered both from
the frosts of the winter and from the heat and drought
of the summer, I still considered that, though very
inferior to the crop of either 1864 or 1863, it would
prove to be upon the whole little, if any, below an
average ; and 1 showed that, upon my own farm, both
the experimental and the ordinary crops (though below
either 1864 or 1803) were considerably above the average
of the previous 13 years. The following are the results
obtained this year on some of the most important plots
of the experimental field. The selection is the same as
in former years, and this is the 23d AYheat crop in suc-
cession on the same land. For comparison there is also
given the produce of the three preceding years, as well
as the average over the last 14 years, during the whole
of which pcrioil (and in some cases longer) the same
descrijitioii and quantity of manure have been applied
year after year on the same plot :

—

Bushels of Dressed Corn per Acre.

Hots.
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pennyless. Therefore we would entreat farmers to
study their own benefit and cultivate early. I can
give the experience of 60 years, 20 of my own and 10 of
my father's, and, without an exception, we never found
the autumn ploughing to fail in the desired results.

Another advantage accruing to the tenant from early
culture is bringing the land to the proper tilth. The
experienced agriculturist in spring knows the good of
having the land in such a state that it can be properly
pulverised. The exposure of the clay to the winter
frosts and rains reduces it to such a consistency that
you may easily prepare it for the most delicate crop.

We have seen many farmers in the spring, when dry
weather sets in, turning a strong force to the fields to

break the clods, that neither harrow nor roller would
break ; whereas if the same land had been early tilled,

the frosts and atmosphere, with the heavy r,ains, would
have been the best clod-breakers, and have the
work effectually. We have read in some of the papers
of the fable of the Lemon and Soda. " I could soon
destroy you," says the Lemon to the Soda. " I could soon
take the juice out of you," says the Soda. "Let us
have at it," s.ays the Lemon. Fiz, fiz, goes the Lemon,
and fiz, fiz, goes the Soda ; and the result is, nothing is

left behind but, apparently, a little dirty, soft material.
So with the frosts and rains ; fiz, fiz, goes the fVost and
the rain, and so carry on their battle upon the newly
upturned earth, and the result is proper pulverisation.
How could the land be brought to such a state were it

not early ploughed ? It would be impossible for the
hand of men to leave it in as good a tilth as the elements

;

and therefore, if we are wise for ourselves, wise for
those whom we are necessarily training by our example,
and wise for the dependants upon good fanning, we
will adopt the system of early culture.
No matter what the crop may be which you are to

sow in the following spring, the great advantage is to
have the land brought to a good tilth for it, and, there-
fore, you are not afraid of it, so far as human precaution
goes, being a failure. Plough early, and money will
be saved in the otherwise expensive preparation of the
land, and a conscientious satisfaction will cheer you
amidst the gloom of your neighbours, that if heaven
has designed a bad crop, it will not be for the punish-
ment of your neglect. Another advantage is that the
land is ready for the early seed. I have often grieved,
for their own sakes, to see farmers send out the plough
to make a beginning of their work at the very time
they should be sowing, as seed time is promised ; but
many farmers are not ready to avail themselves of it

when it comes, and you hear nothing but the wail of
complaints, and see their frowning countenances falling
at the weather; whereas it is themselves they ought to
blame. But to find fault with one's self is not a common
or a pleasant practice. The laws of Nature work most
orderly and harmoniously, and when men come into
collision with them they are sure to be injured. The
farmer should see that he does not come into collision
with these laws, else misery and loss will be the con-
sequence. We have seen such men, by not being
ready to do their work in the seed time, lose much of
their crop. In a well-regulated farm all the work is

done in the proper time and place ; and as we know
there is a time for everything, so should everything be
done in its time. It is an old proverb, and a true one,
that the early bird catches the early worm, and the
early ploughing enables the farmer to catch the proper
season for everything. You will always know when
there is late ploughing, late sowing, and late crops that
the farmer is both lazy and indolent. Correct farming,
in its details, is like a chain, one link depending upon
another, thus making a beautiful whole. If ploughing,
for example, is done in February and March, when
the seed should be sown : if Potatos are sown in the
month of May, and an early disease comes on, they are
not worth taking out of the soil ; if Turnips be sown
in July, thinned and wed about harvest; if the turf-
cutting occupies the month of June, or a part of July,
when they should be ready to be drawn home; if there
is not time, from a collision of things, to embrace the
early good weather for hay-making, the result will be
calamitous; ploughing takes the place of sowing.
Potato planting takes the place of Turnijis; turf-cutting
takes the place of hay-making and Turnip hoeing ; and
hay-making takes the place of harvest. The Oats being
often left so long uncut that the straw is scarcelv worth
reaping, and the crop materially injured. " Whence
arises this collision of things ? " We answer, from late
ploughing. Let there be autumn ploughing, and the
farmer beginning at the proper place will 6e enabled
to do all things early, and will also be in a position to
avail himself of good weather, when it comes, for the
saving of his hay and grain crops. In a machine one
break may cause many in the complicated machinery

;

so in farming. One break from the proper order may
make rnany,and thus cause complete confusion during
the entire season, with heavy loss. But a machine must
be so nicely constructed that there will be little friction

;

if there be much friction, arising from a bad mathema-
tical adjustment, it will lead to the breaking down of
the whole machinery. So we saj;, all things ought to
be done in farming that there will be as little friction
of one work pressing upon another as possible, lest dis-
organisation be the result. Early ploughing will be
the first and most important step in the year's farming—obviatinpand preventing all the confusion and loss to
which we have reierred ; hence its advantage. Another
mo.st important advantage arising from it is the amount
of manure received from the ammonia of the atmos-
phere and the rain. It is a well-known fact- that the
plants which the farmer cultivates receive theii- nutri-
ment from three sources—the soil, the atmosphere, and
the rain. The opinion that the atmosphere contained
only the two gases, oxygen and nitrogen, is superseded,
and agricultural chemists have found that it contains a
slight portion of ammonia and carbonic acid. The
ammonia, containing nitrogen and hydrogen, is of the
greate')t importance, and may be regarded as pre-

eminently required for the nourishment of plants. The
early ploughing leaves the land in a fit state freely to
imbibe the gases of the atmosphere ; and as ammonia
readily dissolves in water, the rain dissolves this gas,
and the soil retains it for the nutriment of the follow-
ing crop. Liebig, the celebrated chemist, made an
experiment upon rain water, and found it to contain a
small portion of ammonia, and he estimated that if

1 lb. of rain water contained } of a grain of ammonia,
a field 26,910 square feet would receive annually
upwards of 80 lb. of this gas, so that a statute acre
would each year receive in tbe rain that falls upon its
surface about 129 lb. of ammonia. When sxich has
been proved by this eminent chemist to be the probable
amount of this pre-eminently nutritious element
imparted to an acre surface from rain water, is it not of
the greatest importance that land designed for crop-
ping should be as early as possible turned up, that it

may easily imbibe and retain that which is to be the
great support and life of the future plant? The
Supreme Being has made a provision in the atmo-
sphere for manuring our fields, and thus in the silent
night, as well as the busy day, it is carrying on its
fertilising influence. But many prevent it from doing
this work to a greater advantage by their late plough-
ing. Who that has ever fallowed his land has not
found the immense advantage to it; and what has
produced that change from comparative barrenness to
great fertility ? Does it arise from the frequent
ploughing or the destruction of the weeds ?—partly

;

but chiefly from being turned up the whole year to
receive the ammonia of tbe atmosphere. Therefore
the advantage of early ploughing, which admits ofearly
cross-plou,^hing, so that the soil may catch the greatest
amount of this most beneficial gas. The system of
early tillage ensures a greater return from the crops,
whether they may be Oats, Barley, Flax, Potatos,
Turnips, or any other green crop, this has been the
experience of the best farmers^ and will be the expe-
rience of all who try the experiment.
Larger and earlier crops will be the result of early

ploughing—the good harvest, when early will be
embraced, and the diS'erent works on the' farm not
retarded. If the farmers of the country want good
green crops ; if they want large returns of Oats and
other such crops ; if they want to be comfortable upon
their farms, then let them take the first step to such
comforts, and to the obtaining of such crops—
namely, plough early. Much lias been said and
written upon the proper management of the Turnip
crop,- and many have endeavoured to find an
antidote to the destructive little animal that eats
up the Turnip, known as the Turnip-fly. Some have
proposed one cure and some another; many of the
remedies have turned out mere fancies and failures.
We give a preventive, which during the course of a
long experience, both of my father and myself, we
never found to fail—plough early, and in so doing the
land will be in such a state by the fertilising influences
of the atmosphere, and the pulverising power of the
frosts and thaws of winter, that it can be reduced to
the finest state of tillage, which is the safest and best
antidote against the ravages of this insect. The land
ntended for Turnips cannot be too well tilled, and the
precursor to that is early ploughing. It lies at the
foundation of the farmer's success, as we have shown of
:reen crops, which, when largely and carefully grown
in the farm, makes the healthi'ul young stock. Setter
not to rear young stock if they are not properly fed
and cared. On the farm where green crops are not
produced, unless there be very rich pa.sture. you will
see poor, and, consequently unremunerative stock.

A number of very excellent papers have been read
since the beginning of this Club, but the success as the
first step in carrying out their recommendations and
arriving at some degree of excellence depends upon
early ploughing. As we have endeavoured to show, it

is the origin of the good green crop, which was the
subject of the Society's first paper, and whatever makes
green crops plenty affords much feeding to all of the
farming stock ; it is the best preventive to the destruc-
tion of the Turnii)-fly ; the true friend to agriculture

;

the extirpator of its enemies the weeds ; it is the
remote and secondary cause of the luxuriant Flax crop,
the guarantee of other things favourable—of the fields

wavjng with early and yellow grain; it enables the
tenant to pay his rent, and fills the landlord's pockets
at May and November with his just due ; it imparts
happiness to the farmer looking at his summer and
autumn crops. We might, had not this paper exceeded
the proper bounds, have contrasted the advantages of
autumn ploughing with the disadvantages of late

ploughing ; but we will leave the farmer to do that for

himself, and we would strongly recommend those who
are fond of late tillage to a little mental exercise upon
such a contrast, and they will surely be convinced of
the loss sustained by late ploughing. It is a trite

poetic proverb that—

which might be applied with all its force to early
ploughing. Finally, we say, in the words of the poet,
in his agricultural stanza

—

Early to plough is early to reap.
Makes the land fertile, and the Oats cheap ;

Destroys the bad weeds, and the Turnip-fly kills

;

Produces large green crops, and the granary fills

;

Causes the stall-feds to moan and to sigh,

Because their big beUies are raised far too high ;

Brings the fine young stock to leap and to jump,
As by much good feeding they are fat at the rump ;

iStrengthens the ewe in her delicate state
With Turnips as good as ever were ate.

The ducks, hens, and geese .are all brought together,

To eat up the Oats that were saved in good weather.
The farmer looks on, and is Imppy to see
That all in the yard are in such a high glee

;

He thinks of the rent, that has come by less trouble.
And .says, early ploughing has made me reap double.

The Journal of the Koyal Agricultural Society of
England. Second Series. Vol. 11., Part 2. (J.

Murray.)

The number just published contains a number of
descriptive and very instructive papers. Mr. Moscrop
describes the agriculture of Leicestershire, Mr. J. A.
Clarke discusses the policy of increasing our stock of
poultry, as he has already done in our coluuius. Mr.
Dixon gives a history of our mountain breeds of sheep.
The general subjects of agricultural statistics and
cattle insurance are presented in very excellent papers
by Mr. Lewis and Dr. Parr.
Experiments on Clovers are the subject of the more

strictly scientific contributions to this number. There
is a good account by Mr. Little of the improvement of
waste lands connected with mines. And, perhaps the
best of the whole contents of a very excellent number,
there is a definite and instructive account of estate
improvement in the case of Mr. Ruck's property at
Baydon, Wilts. Prom this we make the following
extracts :

—

such, evil boders, Mr. Ruck went to work with characteristic
energy, and has attamed a large measure of success ; his
experience is most instructive, and very encouraging for those
who have to deal with land that, like 'the Baydon pastures,
may have been condemned as hopelessly barren.
An examination of the soil in several of Mr. Ruck's fields

has shown us that the Grass roots penetrate bnt a short
distance into the stiff clay subsoil, which appears to go down
a great depth. The layer of mould on the sin-face does not
generally extend beyond 4 or 5 inches. Natiu-;illy, the srdl

was either like a soapy cheese or a brickbat.
The sterility of the pasture land at Eaydun appears to be

due m;iinly to two causes, ii.iui' 1,
,
1-!, 1.- ^v.mt i»f drainage;

2d, to the poverty of the ] r < '' !.ni\ture of a largo
proportion of fine and all bill <

'
i ; 'ms sand with the

clay prnpcr. It may be funi.' i
..:-., ,. I ihat in this soil

lofa I the
^:^i.l,, I indication of

4C not only removes the evil of stagnant
IV

. J
ii i: IS air into the soil, as is evidenced by the

.ili-.'i iii.'M fi-ii thoduU yellowish colour which distinguishes
ill-dr.tineii t.-l'-y, to the bright red, or light brown colour,

which is characteristic of well-drained and properly aerated

The most .siiporflciitl uLiscrver, w.-ilkint; on the .spongy wet
ji-i-i !(. '.'.

I ; i\ .|.>:i, \'.>'ul' I r. ''_'.; ! ' i'i.'ut drainage as one
..f I""

;" ''iv''.'' '' !. li
1 .:, (1. notwithstanding

tli. :

;'.| I' p "I i"
*

'
.

. I
.-! examination of

tli.- -il r
.

. il' I
Til.' I [ ' M. .; r

!'(. .
! !! ilrptb uf surface-

moulii, [tiuti a ni>t irniterviuus t.-l.i> - ' '"il'-nt by the
occafjiuual stains of peroxide of iron. i ! l ..i^ found
generally a really stiff clay, imiforiN : : .i r water-
apparently impenetrable. The tbi.i-: i

i.i.i
, ;aic with

incredulity, yet such is tbe fact, fur v.>, L.t.v i>:i \i-d it ; and
this is one of the lessons we learnt at Braydun, and a lesson

that some of our engineers might con over with advantage—
that there are soils so impervious that the water-table, if one
existed, would be on, or only a few inches beneath, the sur-

face. We agree, however, with those who believe that there
is no soil so absolutely impervious but that by proper methods
of cultivation it may become an absorbent. At Braydon it

was quite evident tiiat the only water-table on the undralned
laud was close to the surface. Consequently every shower of

rain nrade the land very wet ; and the surface lying flat, in.

many instances, water remains on during vnnter, destroying

every good Grass, and leaving the weeds we have noticed
masters of the field,

Drainaije was, of course, the first step towards improvement
—there vvas abundance of pipe-clay on the spot, and draining
materials miu'ht have been made for a comparatively trifling

cost; but our enterprising friend determined to drain by
steam and discard pipes altogether, trustini? to the permanency
of the opening made by the mole of the plough.
Some 10 or 11 years betore this time, and soon after the

Exhibition of 1851, when Mr. Fowler's invention was first

exhibited, a drainage-plough had found its way into Baydon,
aud one occupier more intelligent than his neighbours had a
good deal done vnth manifest advanfcige, inasmuch as the
drains being placed at short intervals well dried the land, and
most, if not all, were in good working order at the time when
Mr. Ruck entered nn his occupation. We much question the
wisdom of this proceeding. It is true that the cost was smalL
not exceeding XL an acre, and that where the fall is sharp and
the outfall frequent, the land appears fairly dry, perhaps
sufficiently so for pasture ; but, inasmuch as Baydon subsoils

contain a good deal of sand mixed with the clay, it follows that

there will always be aiisk of sand being washed in and choking
up the drains. In flat land the mole-plough would not do at

aU, as it would be impossible to secure a regular fall. The
drains must have a long draxight ; aud if from this cause the

drains thus made are not doing their work in a satisfactory

manner, it will often be found beneficial to cut them in half

by taking a main across the middle of the field, and thus

giving an easier and more rapid vent to the upper half of a
field, liiese mains should be carefully dug aud provided with
pipes of a good size, so laid in that each mole-drain is properly

let into the main.
Messrs. Eddington, of Chelmsford, the present proprietors

of the Steam Drainage Plough, have kindly sent us plans of

thoii- iiiachincrT. and wc can readily believe that in a homo-
^, T: i; f1 ;'i i r>n <";risg land where great depth is not
,j ;

I
I ni_,' machine will prove of great

.,
1 ,

,.,
j

.
I |. lable saving over manual labour.

1 1
i

I
; , ; , ; . I

1 1 . I ! iL use of the mole-draining apparatus
I.' ii 1 : i:j iL'_ .(I'll rt i7id opening of the soil for a consider-

ililf >iMrc on either side of the drain— the water is thus
cn.ilikd to penetrate more readily into the drains ; the greatest

dL-pth that is practicable is about 3 feet, more often 30 inches:

tbi.^ may be enough for Grass, provided the drains are suffi-

ciently near.
Mr. Ruck made use of his old 12-horse engine to drive the

windlass, the distance between the drains being about 3 yards,

and the depth varying from 30 inches to 3 feet. In this way
from 4 to 5 acres were got over in a day, at a cost, including

interest of money, of not more than 20s. an acre. We have
before noticed that the surface of the land is the water-table

at Baydon ; and it ia the fact that after the autumn rains the

streams which receive the water are strongly coloured by the

manure washed off the surface.

The effect of draining Grass-land is often less satisfactory

than was expected. Many people imagine that it is only

necessary to remove the stagnant water in order to convert a

half-stain-ed pasture into a rich nutritious herbage. Nothing

can be more erroneous—for a time, at least, the effect of

draining is to render land less productive than before. The
Water Grasses, which have hitherto given bulk, disappear

;

the mineral riches of the soil are still locked up, requiring the

action of the air to set them free, and there is often a decided

falling off, or at any rate no visible improvement. Mr. Ruck
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^ __, took a more sensible view; he determined to

stimulate the growtli of the better Grasses by the application

of artificial manures, in small quantities often repeated. The
soil was deficient, as our analyses show, in lime and
phosphates. Bones would have produced a permanent
altoriti.-'n ; but bones arc costly and slow of action, a mixture

pf r •--nn -nnntH superphosphate of lime was therefore

,,
- *

I iTi the proportion of 1.1 cwt. of the

,

.1
' 1 1 1 ter, appeared a suitable mixture to

,1 II I
1 i II it. This wtis applied in April, 186-2,

I. I
, listributed through 600 gallons of

V II. h it was conveyed more immediately

I
I

t
I

' ^, The cost of this dressing was 26s.

T, I I
,

II . I .; [extraordinary. No hay was cut in

I

I
I iliilinl \\ i~ L razed with sheep and cattle eating a

,1 , ,
. i)f artificial food—that given to the sheep cost

1
I; ad per week, and gave a return of Is. Sri. This was

' Llnient for the first year. A main artery to receive the

ai ill I

..I of the whole property was cut, .and the ditches dug
out ami deepened. The soil derived from these operations

was carefully thrown up into he.aps, mixed freely .and

thoroughly incorporated with iiiicklinie, and .allowed to lie

for some time, a portion of farmyard manure was afterwards

worked in. and tiius a capital compost prepared for application

in 1863. The Grasses, though improved, were still very coarse,

and the Devil's .Scabious and Cammock, though much
weakened, were still visible here and there. In 1863 a similar

dressing of artificials was applied in the same manner, the

crop was mown and fed : some 25 cwt. of hay per acre was the

result, and a heavy after-feed. In the autumn a dressing of

10 loads of the compost described .above was applied. The
drainage was now completed, and the mowing and feeding

had tended to fine down the Gi-asses. The change of colour,

from a dull brown to a lively green, was most remarkable.

The live stock looked healthy and thriving, and altogether the

face of the country was altered.

In 1864 the same artificials were again used ; and it was
intended to feed, and not mow. The Grass, however, grew
with such rapidity that it was found impo.ssible to eat it

down, therefore h.ay was m.ade. and so excellent was the

quality, th,at a cubic yard weighed, when cut out of the stack,

340 lb.

In ISe.?, the last year included in our report, the same
.artificials were vised, .and more compost applied ; the quality

of the produce is now thoroughly good, and the value of the

land to rent immensely increased.

Elaborate analyses are given of both soil and produce,

and a detailed account of the composition of the

pa.stures is also given, and the essay concludes as

follovrs :

—

However interesting tho .above facts may be in a scientific

point of view, the practical landlord and the enterprising

tenant will require to know whether all these improvements
were profitable, whether a good interest was secured for the

outlaj in works nf .a permanent nature, and affair profit m.ade

on the tena'it's capital. Unfortunately for the public, Mr.

Ruck has not kept any exact and separate account of

expenditure and income "for this f.arra ; we have to 'all back
upon a few p.articulars, from which, however, much may be
gathered. Here is one. The last tenant paid l'2j. an acre

rent. After three years in Mr. Buck's hands, and, as far as

we can judge, without a very extravagant outlay, the Grass

land has beco'ne worth fully 30s. an acre.

The volume maintains the character of the serial as

the best collection of original agricultural essays iu

the language.

MandbooJc of Dainj Bushandri/. By J. C. Morton.
(Longmans.)

. A second edition of this little Handbook permits us

to call attention to it a,s a closely packed record of

e.xperieuce, giving a very large quantity of information
on dairy statistics ; on the food, choice, and treatment
oftliecow; on milk, butter, cheese, and general dairy

management; also a monthly calendar and an appendix
of several useful particulars omitted from the text.

"VVe take one extract—relating to various daily rations

of cow food, and another to the crops cultivated

for dairy use :—
" 1. TJie Food of the Cow in the common practice of

our dairy districts is (1) pa,sturage in summer, and hay
and straw with, in some cases, a few Turnips and
Mnn-^'cl "Wurzel in winter. She will consume in
deiia^turing probably 1| cwt. of Grass daily, varying of
niirsi' according to age and size, or during seven

iiioiitlis of grazing as much as IG tons of green food.

Pa.stures which would by July have growth enough on
them to make from 20 to 40 cwt. of hay, and which
will when that is cut grow probably three-fifths as

much Grass after July 1 as they had grown before,

will, if their growth be eaten down from week to week
throughout the season, have produced from 7 to 1-1 tons
of green food per acre. From IJ acre of the best Grass
lands to as much as 2i of the poorer class will thus be
wanted for the summer maintenance of the cow. One
acre of whole Grass and the aftermath of another acre
mown for winter hay will in the former case be suf-

ficient for a cow ; and double that extent will be needed
in the latter case. The cow will thus receive fully

i of a cwt. of hay dail.y during the five winter months.
In Gloucestershire this is generally given it in the
field ; the cattle being foddered morning and evening
unsheltered; and 2i tons of hay a head are considered
an ample winter's allowance. (2.) In Cheshire the
dairy cows are more generally received into yards and
stalls during winter; 2-J or 3 acres of Grass land per
cow are the general allowance in order to supply suf-

ficient summer pasturage and winter provender ; but
the dairy farms in that county generally have a larger
proportion of arable land attached to them, and it is

common to give the cows Turnips, Mangel Wurzel.
and straw, as well as hay. The Tarporley Farmers'
Club in that county resolved, regarding the winter
feeding of their cows after cheesemaking had ceased,
' That straw and Turnips are the best and cheapest for

the early part of the winter ; and as the season pro-
P'esses, half the quantity of Turnips with hay and a
little corn ; and iu a season of scarcity, or after a bad
harvest, ordinary fodder (hiy and straw), with steaming
and cutting is recommended.' Mr. Palin, of Tarvin,
near Chester, states that his cows being gradually
brought into yards towards winter, as the yield of milk
ceases, are fed in stalls, first on Mangfl Wurzel leaves,

then on Turnip-tops, and then successively on Turnips,
Swedes, and Mangel Wurzel, along with cut straw and
hay-chaff (3.) Mr. M'Adam, of Silverdale, near New-

castle, Staflbrdshire, gives his cows ' as much pasture

as they can eat in summer, and as many roots as will

maintain them in good condition during winter.' If

there is ample supply of good Wheat-straw for fodder,

60 lb. of Turnips daily apiece, given morning and
afternoon, will suffice, but if the supply of fodder is

bare, 8-1 lb. are given daily to each cow. (4.) The
feeding of dairy cows in Wigtoushire, from which
county Mr. M'Adam comes, includes I'J acre of

pasture during summer, 4 tons of Turnips during
winter, and 2 bushels of Beans given as Bean-meal at

spring time of the year. (5.) In Fifeshire, Mr. Haxton,
a farmer of that county, puts the annual feeding of the
dairy cow at 2^ acres of Grass, 9-5 tons of Turnips, and
30 cwt. of Oat-straw as fodder, together with 1 ton of

Wheat-straw as litter. (6.) Mr. Young, who keeps a

large dairy for milk in that county, feeds his cows^ in

Clover fields (2 acres per cow) during summer, giving

them in addition a little dreg (spent liquor of the dis-

tillery), in tubs in the field. In hot weather they are

fed on cut Clover and Vetches in yards, about one-
si.xth of an acre being required for this purpose to

each cow. In autumu they receive one-third of a

bushel of grains apiece daily in addition. During
vvinter they have four meals daily each, followed by
Oat-straw ; the first at 8 a.m., consisting of a boiled

mess of 30 lb. of Swedes, Ij lb. of Linseed-meal, and
2 lb. of Bean-meal mixed with a quantity of chaff and
light grain; the second at 10 a.m., 601b. of Yellow
Turnips ; the third at 2 P.M., one-sixth of a bushel of

grains apiece, and the last at 5 p.m., 60 lb. of Yellow
Turnips as' before. That house feeding of cows, of

which this is a very liberal example, is well adapted
for the production of milk alone, the experience of

London dairies testifies, and when it is combined with
daily exercise for two or three hours in a pasture-field,

it is admirable for all purposes. But an exclusive

house feeding of dairy .stock is not generally found to

produce good butter or cheese. A correspondent of the
Aiiririiltiirn/ Gazette, writing from Waterhouse, near
Bath, says;—'Dr. Playfair in his lecture (Agricul-

tural Society's Journal, vol. iv.) states that to the

effectual forming of caseine in milk, exercise is neces-

sary to the cow. My experience has shown me the

same results, having had at one time, and for several

years, as many as 20 cows house-fed, or soiled, as it is

termed. And it amounts to this ;—That if cows are

properlymanaged, 8. e.,kept clean in an airy house, curry-

combed and brushed often, with good fresh water at

their command, plenty of food cut green and fresh as

long as available, and hay and Carrots, Parsnips, aud

Mangel Wurzel, &c., at other periods, with salt strewed

over it, they can be kept all though the year quite as

well as if they were iu a meadow, aud that for milk

only this system is superior to any other. But for

butter or cheese I cannot recommend it ; the former,

although as good as much which is sold in cit.es.

seldom had as fine a flavour as that from a cow grazing

in a meadow. It was winter butter at all seasons. And
as to cheese, it resembled the Dutch in flavour—in fact

was always of an inferior kind, and sold accordingly.'

(7.) When, however, the object is to obtain the largest

possible supply of milk, as in the town dairies, house

feeding is the best system. Here, the great reliance is

placed on grains, of which a bushel a day per cow or

even more is given, together with 10 or 12 lb. of hay,

and li cwt, of roots, chiefiy Mangel Wurzel, or in place

of the tun last, rilmndance of cut green food. Clover,

Vetches, ,Vi' . iiu iir,' summer. This with ample supply of

waterfonii-ili'''l:iilv food of the large Yorkshire cows to

be found iu Lnnd'ui dairies. (8.) Where this rich house

feeding is combined with daily exercise, though on very

poor pasture, successful dairies both of milk and
butter have been established. Mr. Smith, of Chipstead

in Surrey, has established a dairy of 30 cows with

remarkable success* upon a poor dry chalk hill-farm of

210 acres, with only 5 acres of permanent pasture,

maintained in Grass for the convenience of possessing

a turn out. and not for any merit as Grass hand. Here
the cows for eight months in the year are fed upon cut

straw, bran, Turnips, and Mangel Wurzel, having no

other assistance than the food they pick up in fine

weather ; the other four mouths they are principally

dependent on cut Tares and other artificially raised

green food ; and yet, upon this keep the butter produced

is of the finest quality, and readily finds purchasers all

the year round from neighbouring occupiers and

owners of farms, at the prices of 14d. and 16d. per lb.

according to the time of year ; and so successful is the

result, in a pecuniary view, that Mr. Smith is increas-

ing the extent of his dairy as fast as the increasing

fertility of the land gives him the means to keep more
cows. (9.) This is indeed the system which was
adopted by Mr. Cramp, in the feeding of his extra-

ordinary cow already quoted. She consumed 8 bushels

of grains, and 4 bushels of bran weekly during winter,

together with half a cwt. of hay, and a few Carrots

;

and in summer she consumed 3i- bushels of grains, and
li bushel of bran weekly, together with the green food

grown on 54 perches of Clover and Eye-grass, 12J

perches of Lucerne, and 2i perches of Carrots. She
had 18 perches of land, on which to walk about.

(10.) A more common method however is to pasture

the cows in summer, giving them cut green food

towards autumn and in early sumn?er in addition, and
feeding in stalls or yards on roots, grains, and hay, and

steamed messes during winter. And of this one or

two additional instances may be given. Mr. Pigott of

Stoke, Norfolk, speaks in the Agricultural Gazette of

his small dairy of cows, pastured wholly during five

months of summer, and receiving during winter

1 bushel of grains, 1! bushel of cut Turnips, and

1 bushel of ilangel Wurzel, together with 2 bushels of

cut hay and straw chafl', mixed and steamed, besides

which they go out to a Grass field for an hour or two
during mid-day. (11.) Another correspondent of the

* Mr. Hewitt Davis, in the Agricultural Gazette,

same paper, speaking of the winter feeding of his two
cows, says;

—
*I have a boiler containing about

40 gallons, and into it I put about 50 lb. of Turnips, a
considerable quantity of water, and about 1;^, lb. of

straw cut into chaff, and this is boiled for about two
hours, when it becomes a dark nasty looking mess;
one-half of this is taken out into two tubs, and whilst

warm IJ lb, of Bean or Pea-meal is stirred into each,

and then given to each cow at about 110' of heat.

That wliirh is loft in the boiler remains till morning,

and if well ciivrr.il up is still warm enough for u.se; it

is then iiiiN'-l wiili I ho I'ea or Bean-meal, as before, and
given to Mil' r.ius at break of day; this, with hay
quantum rmff., constitutes their daily diet; and I get

about G'( lb. of butter weekly from each cow. The
butter produced iu this way has no taste of Turnips,

and the avidity with which the cows eat this boiled

mess is a good criterion of its value. When given to

the cows it should be thin and sloppy.' (12.) For small

Ayrshire cows, the following has been foundasuQicient

winter dietary on which to keep them in full milk :—

30 lb. to 40 lb. of boiled Turnips, with 6 lb. of cut

straw, and 3 lb. of Beanmeal mashed up in them;
straw ad lib. being supplied in addition. (13.) Mr.

Horsfall's winter feeding is remarkably liberal, but he

receives his return for it in the fattening of his cows at

the time they are giving milk. The following is the

report to tlie English Agricultural Society of his

management :—He had for four years given his dairy

cows Rape-cake, of the kind termed ' green ' cake, which
imparted to the butter a finer flavour than any other kind

of cake ; and in order to induce them to eat it, he blended

it with one quarter the quantity of malt-dust, one quarter

bran, and twice the quantity of a mixture in equal

proportions of Bean straw. Oat straw, and Oat shells

;

all well mixed up together, moistened, and steamed for

one hour. This steamed food had a very fragrant

odour, and was much relished by the cattle : it was

given warm three times a day, at the rate of about

7 lb. to each cow (or 21 lb. daily). Bean-meal was also

scattered dry over the steamed food, cows in full milk

getting 2 lb. per day, the others but little. He had
found this suhstance to be an uiirailin'4 moans of keep-

ing up the condition of cows wliilr -uin.' milk. When
the animals had eaten up this sU inttnl IomiI and Bean-

meal, they were each supplied daily uilli is to 33 lb. of

Cabbages from October to December, of Kohl Rabi

till February, or of Mangels till Grass time ; each cow

having given to her, afte'r each of the three feedings,

4 lb. of meadow hay (or 12 lb. daily). The roots were

not cut but given whole. The animals were twice a

day allowed to drink as much water as they desired.—

Since the date of this report, Mr. Horsfall has discon-

tinued the use of Bean-meal owing to its comparative

price, and has given in its place, along with .about

5 lb. of Rape-cake, an additional allowance of malt

combes, and 2 or 3 lb. of Indian Corn-meal per cow.

On this food, in instances actually observed, his cows

have given 14 quarts of milk a day, and gained flesh at

the rate of about one quarter of a c\vt. per month.
" As regards the summer feeding of these cattle, Mr.

Horsfall says :—' During May, my cows are turned out

on a rich pasture near the homestead ; towards evening

they are again housed for the night, when they are

supplied with a mess of the steamed mixture and a

little hay each morning and evening. During June,

when the Grasses are better grown, mown Grass is

given to thrill instead of hay, and they are also allowed

two feeds nl' ,teamed mixture. This treatment is con-

tinued till < )il"li( T, when they are again wholly housed.

In January. is:, I, 1 romiiienced weighing my miloh

COWS' and I liiv uiliuiied this practice once a month
almost withoiil nHn.-imi 1 liiel Unit cows in full milk

yielding 12 to liMinirt- :e li i«i- day vary but little in

weight, some lo.-uig, .jtliers ^ranuua, slightly. It is

common for a cow to continue from six to eight

months before she gives below 12 quarts per day, at

which time she has usually, if not invariably, gained

weight. Tho cows giving less than 12 quarts, and

down to 5 quarts per day, are found when free from

ailment to gain without exception. This gain, with an

average yield of nearly 8 quarts per day, is at the rate

of 7 to' 8 lb. per week each.' This, of course, is only in

the case of cows not in calf, and intended to be dried

and sold fat. _

Farm Memoranda.
KeTTHOHPE: Tlir NpsiiUs of Drainage. -The

improvements etreeled liy the .Iramage ol the land,

both on Grass and aial.le land, have been very great. In

some instances, nil iheilia,- land, where it has been

followedupbvtnp-di'essin-, ami the eniisumptionof cake

and other artilicial food by the animals depastured

thereon, the annual value of second-rate pastures has

been nearly doubled. .... p^t tt n
A field of this description in the vicinity of the Hall,

in extent 16 acres, carried and fattened during the latfl

summer 20 bullocks and 22 sheep, the artificial food

given in addition being 1 lb. of Rape-cake and 1 lb. of

steamed mixture per head per diem.

The amelioration of the arable is not less marked.

The condition of a farm situated near "Robin-a-

Tiptoes " which Lord Berners purchased and took in

hand a few years ago, may be surmised, when we

instance a field of Oats purchased from the outgoing

tenant one-half of which was so bad as not to be worth

threshing, the other half produced 2i qrs. of very

inferior grain per acre.
, ., , j • tr.

This field was drained and subsoiled, and- in the

following year, by the aid ofartificial manure, produced

a very fine crop of Swedes and Norfolk Bell Turnips

which were consumed on the land by sheep, a crop of

Oats following, which averaged IU qrs. per acre.
^

The pastures on this farm (Tilton) were m quite as

deplorable a condition as the arable, many of them

nearly covered with ant-hills, and so wet and soft that

the hunters could scarce gallop across them. These
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likewise were tliorouglily drained, tlie ant-hills cut,

carted into heaps, and burnt, a portion of the ashes
being taken to the yards, and at last used as litter,

making an excellent portable manure to drill for root

crops, the remainder being carted and spread over the
field. This, followed by judicious grazing with stock

eating cake, &o., effected an extraordinary change in

the character of the herbage ; weedy worthless plants

disappearing, and their places being filled up with a

variety of good nutritious Grasses. From poor store

land it acquired a useful fattening quality, audits value

to rent increased 80 per cent. These are facts which
need no comment.
Lord Berners' present occupation comprises 850 acres,

450 acres being in Grass, the remainder arable. His
usual rotation is a four-course one. Autumn cultiva-

tion he has practised for 40 years, and on this heavy
soil considers it most important, as essentially con-

tributing to the general success of the farming, as well

as to the immediate growth of superior root crops.

Steam cultivation, which was adopted in 18G1, has
afforded increased facilities for this. Fowler's self-

moving engine and anchor were first tried, but owing
to the hilly character of many of the fields other tackle

has since been purchased, in orderto work the stationary

engine. Howard's cultivator has also been added, to

which, by a cross iron bar, is attached Ashby's rotating

harrows, which are most efficient in cleaning the land,

or preparing it at one operation for a seed bed.

To supply the engine the drainage water is utilised,

wells being made in the comers of the fields or other
points where it is likely to stand.

Owing to numerous breakages, the first year's trial

of steam cultivation was not encouraging, but
experience and a better class of duplicates soon met
the difficulty, and the advantages arising from the use
of steam in the cultivation of these stiff soils are very
great. Economy, as compared with horse labour, better
drainage, better and deeper comminution of the soil,

facility for cultivating a large acreage iu a limited
time, better crops, are all attendant results.

Improved modern implements of all descriptions are
in use on the farm. The com is all drilled with
Garret's drill and hoed with his horse-hoe. Reaping
machines have been used since 1852, and found to
economise labour very much, besides gaining time, an
important consideration in harvest and hay seasons.

The cost of machine reaping, wear and tear, and
interest inclusive, is about 7s. 6d. per acre, the prices
paid for mowing and tying by hand averaging 10s.

per acre.

Mowing and hay-making machines are in use, as is

also the hay-cocking machine, invented by Sir John
Tyrrel, of Boreham, Essex ; the latter is especially
serviceable in showerj' weather, for drawing the hay
together into large cocks with great rapidity.
Some considerable portions of Grass land of a

second-rate quality have of late years been converted
to tillage. The practice is to pare and burn the turf

:

the first crop being Rape and White Turnips, which
are consumed by sheep on the ground ; the second
crop, also roots (Swedes and Mangels), are again partly
consumed on the ground. A stock of fertility is thus
laid in, which subsequent judicious management
retains, and from which full crops of all descriptions
are obtained.
Lord Beraers considers this to have been very advan-

tageous to his occupation, as it provides roots and
straw for the winter feeding, and accommodation for

an increased number of cattle ; besides, he finds when
he wishes to let the land, that it commands a higher
price, being before second or third-rate pasture land,
whereas it is now, and with judicious farming may he
maintained as fertile arable.

(To be ConliniK-.l.)

loss in quality on the whole crop over a very large

extent of country. In a former letter I stated niy
lielief that the "Wheat crop was a little below an average
one. That opinion was of course formed under the
hope and expectation that the crop would be secured
sound. Unfortunately that hope has only been partially
fulfilled, and we are now to try to get some general
idea of our present position. I consider that the grain
over one-half of the kingdom has been exposed to the
heavy rains of the last month, and according to tlie

best evidence I have been able with much diligence to
obtain, and from extended and close personal observa-
tion in various counties, I think one-fifth of the crop
so exposed has been rendered useless for human food.
If I am right in these data it follows that one-tenth of
the Wheat crop over the entire kingdom has been lost.

This is a serious deficiency. It is right, however, for
us to remember that it was quite a fortnight later than
usual before any of this year's crop could he brought
into use, and should next year's harvest be at the
ordinary period, we shall have only 50 instead of 52
weeks to provide for with this yeai"'s produce. Barley
and Oats have suffered much in colour and in quality,
and have been, and are being, stacked in very soft con-
dition ; hut, owing to the cold nights and high winds,
actual sprouting is not so general as might, from so
much rain, have been expected. The root crops gene-
rally are good, but the humid season is in some districts

producing a great deal of disease among Potatos. IT. J.

Turner, Land Agent, Richmond, Yorkshire, Sept. 28.

(Times).
The Cattle Fair at BaUinashe was well supplied,

and there was a good demand. The prices ranged from
15s. to 20s. below the prices of la.st year, the reduction
being greatest in bullocks. Heifers brought from 15^.

to 20i. a head. The following statistics of the cattle

fair Have been recorded :

—

1850
1851
1852
1853
1854
1855
1858
1857
1858
1859
1800
186!

186i
1863
1864
1865

Sold. Unsold.

3398
1720
2718
2140
'I94»

1456

Total.

Times.
The Bacon Manvfacture.—'yic gave some years ago

an account of Messrs. Hillier's bacon factory near
Stroud. We learn from the Grocer that last .vear the
Hillier Company slaughtered 21,871 pigs, and sent out
44,540 sides of bacon, part of which belonged to the
previous year's stock. 115 tons of lard were refined and
sent out, besides 215,000 pounds of sausages and about
7168 pounds of saveloys. 360 tons of salt were used in

the curing of f;he bacon, and 700 pounds of pepper and
other pungent spices in the sausage-meat. The Com-
pany paid away in round figures 111,170?. during the
year for pigs and salt alone.

Miscellaneous.
The Crops of 1866.—The imjiortance of this subject,

and the unusual weather which we have experienced
during the last two months, will, I trust, be deemed a
sufficient excuse for my troubling you with another
letter. Up to last May I thought I never remembered
a year when there appeared to be so little difference
between the southern and northern counties in the
forwardness of our grain crops, but after that time and
throughout summer we have had very little sunshine
in the north, and under the general coldness of our
climate crops progressed very slowly, and, as had long
been foreseen, a very late harvest over all the country
north of Derby has been the consequence. Even the
more southern counties have had a lingering harvest,
and at this very time many fields of grain, especially of
Barley and Oats, may be seen standing out in most of
them. I have by me samples of AYheat which I have
got myself, or have had sent to me by kind friends,

from most of our best counties, and all those secured
early are excellent in quality and in good condition.
The best specimen I have is a White Wheat from
Cambridgeshire—the grains in it are rather small, but
they are even, plump, and with skins so fine you can
see the flour through them. The continued rains
during the last month especially— even where the
grain has not sprouted—have deprived the Wheat of
the northern counties of the quality and condition
above described, and there is, unquestionably, much of
our Wheat that is more or less unsound, while a con-
siderable part of that which has been carried into the
stackyard will certainly not be fit to grind before next
spring. Tour readers have, doubtless, heard much
about crops of grain which have been flooded, and it is

painful to see, as I did yesterday, AVheat standing,
some cut and some uncut, iu what might justly be
described as a great lake. But although such floods
have been disastrous to individuals, the area of land so
affected is comparatively small, and the effect upon the
general question of our food supply would scarcely have
been perceptible had it not been joined with the great

Notices to Correspondents.
Atmospheric Churk: T T. Has .iiiy one any experience to

give us of this new chum ?

Caebolic Acid : S S. Carbolic acid checks ferment.ition, and
does, we think, to some extent, therefore diminish the
immediate efficacy of numure.

Clover Dodder : h'etcbunj. We are asked if a solution of

sulphate of iron has been found to he a remedy for Dodder
in Clover, by destroying the Dodder .and not injuring the
Clover ? Also whether the disease termed Clover sickness is

the same as Dodder ? [Wc are not aware of any experience
of the kind referred to, jind do not in the least imagine that
there is any chance of getting rid of Dodder tlius. Clover
Dodder is a parasite wliich acts by robbing and strangling
all the Clover plants it cau reach. Clover sickness is a
constitutional malady of either plant or soil, arising from

—

no one knows what.l
Ga-s Lime : William W. You will find .all about gas lime in

Johnston's " Agricultural Chemistry," or in Morton's
" C.vclop!edia of Agriculture." Limo takes up sulphur. Arc,

from the gas, and after long process of oxid-ation by exiJosure

to the air, it becomes to tljat extent an inferior gypsum.
You should Lay it up in heaps, and turning it frequently in
composts it will improve by exposure, ajd may be used
with safety and benefit to the land. Or it m.ay be spread
broadcast (3 or 4 tons per acre) over the stubbles.

McDodgall's Disinfecting Powder : // S. We are told that
this is used in the stables, and Dr. Bui-ney's chloride of

lime in the house ; the whole runs into a liquid manure tjmk.
which liquid is sometimes used in the kitchen parden, at
other times over the meadow ; and wo are asked whether
the use of the above liquid manure is likely to affect cither

the veeet.ables or the Grass in a way that might make them
iujurious either to man or cattle ? [The answer is, No. The
effect of too strong a dose may, however, be injurious to

plants, though they are not spoilt as food for animals. The
formeringredieut, when present too strongly, does, webelieve,

tend to check the putrefaction of manure sufficiently to

hinder the provision of that food for plants which it is the
province of manure to supply.^

Sheep Salve: J Frt/er, speakmg of an article on "Sheep
Breeding," by Mr. William Davidson. Blandsfort. read at a
meeting of *the Atby Farmers' Club, Kildare, says—"A
mixture to pour sheep with is recommended of Tobacco
water, soft soap, sulphur, and Castor oil, but the quantities

of each ingredient are not stated." Will Mr. Davidson be
good enough to tell us them, or communicate with us on
the subject ?

TRiroLllTJl INC.UINATUM ; T F. It should have been sown
immediately after bai-vest, and we fear it is now too late.

We would, however, rather sow now than in early sprius.

There are many better fodder plants to be sown then for the
crop of 1867 ; and if you want to sow among your com crop
then, common Red or mixed Clover will answer your
purpose better.

Wood A^-D Charcoal : A B. asks for the price of fire-wood per
cord and charcoal per ten in London. We thus advertise

for him.

OHN (VAKNER and SO
8, Crescent, Cripplexate, London, E.G.,

BELL and BRASS FOUNDERS to HER MAJESTY.

Metal Bucket and Valve,

I in. short .

I
in. long . 3 ft.:

.3ft. Sin. ..2
in. long ., 3ft. Gill. .. 2
in. long . . 3 ft. 6 in. . . 2
in. short, with 15 feet
of lead pipe attached,
ready for fixing

in. Ion: ' '

IMPROVED LIQUID
MANURE or GENERAL
PORTABLE P U M P.—Those
Pumps are fitted with J. W. &
Soss' Patent Bucket and Valve,
aad cannot clog in action. The
Barrel is made of Galvanised
Iron, not liliely to corrode,
can bo raised or lowered at p
sure on the stand, the legs of
which fold together, and it may
be carried wHli ease b.v one 1

to tank or poad.

Pamp. with legs, £2 16s. : 2-inch
luu Pipe. 23. \\d. per foot. The

WARNERS' PORTABLE FIEE or GARDEN ENGINE.

For use by one Person price £2 2s.

No. 547n, ditto ditto, on Wheels £2 1U8.

The above are complete in themselves, and may be always kept
led with water, and ready for use.

Lttlcr to The Times, July 23, 1860,/roni Earl Essr.^.

A Real Fire Extikgdisher.
To the Editor of The Times.

" Sir,—I feel sure you will kindly allot a small space In the Times
o these few lines, as the best medium through which I would urge

fearfid of .al I cries, ' Fire, Ore 1

In a lar.ie two-windowed unoccupied bedroom. How caused is t

all a groat mystery. It is my custom to keep one of these smalt
Engines on each floor. In two minutas I was in the room with one
of them. It was like a furnace. The curtains, shutters, casamenta,
and cornices of both windows were burning and cracking from floor

to ceiling. I was quite alone at the moment, yet before assistance
arrived (most of the servants haviug gone to bed), I liad completely
subdued the fire of one window M'lthout exhausting the Ennliie, and
when assistance and more water didarrive, we very soon entinguished
the other.
" So fierce w.os the fire that the lead of the casements was melted,

and the casements themselves were burnt off their hinges.
" I will only ada, that by God's mercy, the house was saved by this

small Eneino. Had it not been at band and In order, most assuredly
Crtssioburv would be now a heap of ruins,—Yours faitniuily.
" Cassiobury. Watford, July 20. " Essex.

Ei.gine. even when full, runs so light on the floor, that any
igut draw it. and also work it."

Oil Paint no longer Necessary.

.^j^'wAit'.^^^'fW-^K^.^W-jSD

HILL A.NT) SMITH'S P.4TENT BLACK VAltNI.SH
for preserving Iron Work. Wood, or Stone. This Vamisb is an

excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-door work, and is fully

two-thirds cheaper. It may be applied by an ordinary [«brn

retjuires no mixing or thinning,

;

_. .
._ used cold. It is used In

, indsor Co'stle, Ke'w Gardens, and at the seats of many
hundreds of the nobility and gentrv, from wh
grounds a

_ flattering

testimonials have been recclTed, which Hill & Skith will forward on
application.

From the Right Hon. Lord Greekock, TTood End, Thirsk

"Lord Greenock has seen the Patent Black Vaniish mndo by
Messrs. Hill & Smith, applied with success, and has heard it highly

recommended by friends who have tested it extensively.

'

Sold in casks of about 30 g.allons each, at Is. 6rt. per gallon, at the

Manufactory, or Is. 8</. por gallon paid to any Station in tho kingdom.

Apply to Hill & Smitd. Brierly ijill Iron Works, near Dudley, and
22, Cannon Street West, E.C., tlom whom only It can be ohtamed.
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OT WATER PIPES and FITTINGS of the best
deficriptlon supplied by

IT A FoLLARP, 17. New farK Stroot, Southwark, London, S.E.

BURY AND POLLAKD'S CONICAL BOILERS for
HEATING by HOT WATER fixed at Seats of Duko of

Newcastle, Lord Bulper, sc, at Viscoimt Sydney's leplaced, after
being 20 years in constant use. AppJy at

17, New Park Street, SoutUwurk, London, S.E.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, of every description,
fixed complete in any part of the country, or the materials,

, JJoDers, Pipes, Ac. delivered to any Station.
Estimates on application.

J. Jones A Sons, 6, Bankside, Southwark, London, S.E,

Heating by Hot Water.

WJ. HOLLANDS, Iron Merchant,
• 31, Banl Side, London, S.E.

HOT WATER PIPES, frum StocK, per yard :—2-inch, Is 2d ,

3-inch, Is. \od. ; and 4-inch. 2s. 4<f. BENDS, from Stock, Is t>d , 2<t 6d
,

. and 3s. each. THROTTLE VALVES, 10s., 13s., and 14s. each Othoi
Connexions at equally low pnces, and all goods of first cla*s manu
ftieture. Estimatua given, and orders by post punctually attended to

I
the sjuiie d.ty.

Heating by Hot Water.
HOT-WATER PIPES, at Wholesale Prices, with

Elbows, Syphons, Tee Pipes, and every other connt-ction

,

Wrought and Cast-Iron Boilera, Saddle, Conical, Cylinder, Ioullar,
and Elliptic, from 24t(. each. Improved Boilers and Iron Stands to

use without brickwork, 60s, each. Valves from 10s. 6d. each Patent
Valves, Improved Furnace Doors, Furnace Bars, Supply Cistem»,

I Castings of every de;

JAMES WATTS and CO., Hothousr Builders in

H0T-WATERAPPARAT0sMANCFACTDREBS,3o3,OIdKentR0ad s I

onA CUCUMBER and MELON BOXES and LIGHl -

/C\'yj and from 400 to 500 LIGHTS for PITS of all SIZES kept i

sTi_'CK. Glazed and Painted complete, ready for immediate u^<

GREENHOUSES, 42 feet by 13 wide, .£50 ; 21 feet by
13 wide, £28 ; 12\ feet by 10 wide. £15, glazed, ready for fixing.

A handsome CONSERVATORY. 30 ftet by 19, £120. _
|

Eatimatoa for any bmnch in the line, in Wood c

OTHOUSES for the MILLION,
Invontiid by the late

SIR JOSEPH PAXTON.
Manufactories: London, Nowton in Cartmel

(Lancashire), Gloucester, Coventi7, Aberdeen,
"id Paisley only.

Illustrated Circulars, with revised List ol
ices, will be sent on prepaid apphcatlon to
Messrs. Herksian A MoRTopf, Head Office,

7, Pall Mall East, London. S.W.

C EiNSTON'S PATENT BUILDINGS
HORTICULTURE.

" Dry Glazing wilhoiit I'citty."

~^

3 Works, Triangle, Uackuey, N.E.

Plans and Estimates free on application. Descriptive Book fully
illustrated, jjosl free for 20 stamps, from the Author and Patentee,
James Cranston, Architect, Birmingham.

Works: Hlghgate Street, Birmingham.
Henry J. Growtage, Manager, 1, Temple Row West, Birmingham.

NThe Only Stove without a Hue.
Abll \Mj lultL^ 1 VlhNr, for
AlklNi, DK-i INC. iuM\ VKMINU HALLS,

sllol^, ki) )M^ At , a now tspuui il stove fur Con-
•-

^ II "-I*'!' all usos^ iruit RipDiilHo',

i^ cw

' Qd

Mt K < Lh

//^f^ CHEAI* FIRES —The Radiating 1; ito Uxlla sive half
'^ ^ tho usual consumption of fUel. One tihilhug packet of

Four, red hot in tho fire evoiy day, lasts all Winter.
S. Nabu, Ironmonger, 253, Oxford Street, W.C. ; and Stove DopOt,

111), Newgate Street. Loiidon, K.C.

West's Calorific Plant Preserver.
1HE PATENT UAS RAUlATOR lor Warming

sntrtl! 'ireeiihouscs supply a want often inquived for. By its
' tin III' st dtiiicatu plants cannot be iiijureU by the noxious

I '^i-.the small cons'imption of which is iti groit recom-
A L idy can manage it and be quite independent of the

I' .;ii.-,i ol yervants. Price Three, Four, and Five Gumoaa.
r Country ; and Wholesale only

i&. Bv LI, Southwark Bridge Road, Loudon, S.K.

pHEAPEST and BEST IRON HURDLES, FENCING,
v_y Wire Netting, Chaff Cutters, Oat Bruisers, Bean Mills, Jiteam
Engines, Lawn Mowers, Conservatories, Greeuhouseii, Hot-water
Apparatus. Estimates turnishod, and skilled workmen sout to all
purta of the country,

JouN BoTD & Co., 48. Cannon Street, E.C.

c
Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.

OTTAM'S HURDLES are made in the best manner
of superior Wrought lion. SHEEP HURDLES, from 4». :

A CAITLE HURDLES, from 4s, lid.
each ; CONTINUOUS FENCE, from
Hd. per loot; FIELD GATEfci, f^om
26s. each, llluatiatod Price List on
application.

ENTRANCE GATES, RAILING,
and IRON WORK of every descrip-
tion. Designs and Estimates free of

COTTAU & Co.,

No. 2, Winsley Street
(opposite the Pantheon),

Oxford Street. London, W.

BY HER MAJESTY'S m ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

OEMSON'S

NEW PATENT WROUGHT IRON MULTITUBULAR EOT-WATER BOILER.

THE GREAT ADVAN'fAGES OF THIS

BOILER ARE :—

1st. Being entirely of Wrought-Irox,

its safety from leakage and cr.icks (from

e-vpanslou or contraction), a danger to

which all Cast-iron Boilers are moie or

less liable,

2d. An immensely increased surfitce

exposed to the direct action of the fire,

which passes through the tubes, thereby

giving a wonderfully increased amount

of power.

3d. A great saving in the consumption

of fuel. Its facility for banking up the

fire. Its peculiarly weU-adapted con-

struction for slow combustion, and

burning many hours without attention,

at a trifling expense.

4th. Its extraordinary power and

safety for carrying out the One BoUcr

System, and small space and depth

for setting.

One of these B0ILKR3 Heated the

GEE.VT ORCHID TENT, 560 feet long,

and 40 feet wide, at the INTER-

NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL

EXHIBITION, with a remarkably small

quantity of fuel, and gave the greatest

satisfaction. "Was highly approved of

by many Scientilic Men and Practical

Horticulturists,

The great Power, Economy, and

Safe Working of these BOILERS has

been thoroughly tested for the last

12 months at the Horticultural Gardens,

Chiswick, where they may be seen in

action, and also at other places in

various parts of the country.

UNDERSIDE OF BOILER AND PLAN OF TUBES.

TM£Y ARE MADE OF VARIOUS SIZES. PRICES ON APPLICATION.

HENRY ORMSON, P.S.A.,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDER TO HER MAJESTY, AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF HER MAJESTY'S
ROYAL PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS, AND TO THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCLETY,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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Glass for Garden Purposes.AMES PHILLI1'.S AMD
beg to submit tbeir pnces as follows :—

PROPAGATING

Each.—

s
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L VI. On
VII. CEr
VIII. E»

' Mo .Y, Albemarle Street, W.
Fourth Thousiiud, pnce is. ; post free, 13 Stamps,

A HANDBOOK of VINE oml FEUIT TREE
CULTIVATION under GLASS, with carefully prepared LiBta

of Fruits aurt Vegetables, and Plans of Glasshouses, Hints for

Heating, &c., by
S. Beremav, 7. Pall Mall East, London. S.W.

Steam Cultivation.

TT'ACTS of TNTEKKST to the FARMiDRS. Ily John

Ma ,
post free, for 14 postage stamps.

THE KLKMKNTS ot liOTANY, Structural and Phys
logical, With a Glossary of Technical Terms. In One Volui

TO, cloth, with numepous Illustrations, price 12*'.

gS" The Glossary may be had separately, price 5a-. cloth

BRADBrRT & Evans, 11, Bouvene Street. E.G.

PROFESSOR LINBLEY'S INTRODUCTION to
BOTANY, 4th Edition, with Corrections and Additions, in Two

Vols. Svo, with Six Copper Plates and numerous Wood Engravings,

rice 24s. cloth.

Loudon: LoxoMASs, Green & Co., Paternoster Row, E.G.

M
In Icp., price 10». tici. clotti, or Hs. bound in calf,

AUNDEK'S SCIENTIFIC and LITERARY
TKEASURr. New Edition, thoroughly revised and in great

, with upwards of One Thousand New Articles, by
i; Ji.HN

Lond
Now Ready,

WEIGHTS aud MKASURES of ALL NATIONS,
with their English Equivalents.

Six Copies sent free by post on receipt of two penny stamps.

Address, T. Roberts k Co . 8, Crane Court, Fleet Street, London. E.C-

Horticultural Agent and Valuer.

MR. A. CHANDLEli (ot the l.itt- Finn of Chandler
& SoKS, Nurservinen, Vauxhall) continues to LET NUR-

SERIES »nd make ail kinds of VALUATIONS connected with
Horticultme.

1, Devonshire Terrace, Fulham Road, S.W.

Barnes. Surrey.
To Markit (Jardeners and Others.

TO RE LET, on LEASE for Seven Years from Michael-
ma'? last, about 3'i ACRES of valuable and rich MARKET

OAROKN GR'tUN'L). situate in the rear of Castlenau Villas, near
u^pension Hrdge.

liars as to Rent,itc., apply to Messrs. Stilema;
, Southampton Street, Bloomsbury, W.C. : or
.5. Surveyors. Kc, Kilbiu-n. M iddlesex, N.W.

li E LET, with Imraediatt- P'v-,---

resent Propnutoi- h' ;i I'-

FONTEFRACT NURSERY, containing about i: >

Grounil, well stocked with Shrub, Fruit, and F>>(< I

&Nr.

T*^,-,,

1 Seedsman, Pontefra
I made to ilr. Ju:

To Marnet (hardeners and Nurserymen.
"^0 RE LET, with immediate entry, a very compact
- FARM of FORTY ACRES, part of which is stocked and used
L Market Garden and Nursery Ground. The Land is in a good

thw Landlord or his Agent.
Apply to TnosiAS Uillett, Land Agent and Valuer, Prior's Court

Farm, Chieveley, near Nc-wbury, Berks.

TotMU, Plymouth.—To Gardeners and Others.

TO BE LET. by Tendt-r, fur a term of 7 or U years,
from Christmas, 18GG, all that MESSUAGE or DWELLING

HOUSE, GARDEN, and PREMISES, situate nearTothill, in the
Parish of Charles, Flynjouth, now in the occupation of Mr. Francis
Wood, Gardener and Seedsman, aa Tenant, containinj]: by admeasure-
ment la. Ir. Op. or thereabouts. The abuve has been for many years
occupied as a Garden, is wi.'il ii''>l ! r ti,.' i-uhjuso in all rt-'spects,

and well supplied with Spnm \\
. Ti ' '

. i will be required to
purchase, at a valuation by h > :

r ,,,, ^q ^e agried on
between himself and the 'ii'U r.

,
(.; ' rops, if any, and

also the Stock of Plants, Gn< i Ij' :
.:.'• I icmg and Potting-

houses on the Premises, bemg allijived to reniove the latter at the
expiration of his Term.
Tenders for taking the above Premises must be left at the OfBccs

of Mr. Lu-xsiooRE, Solicitor, Argus Insurtince Office, Courtenay

Argus Insurance Offlce.lPlyraouth.—September 15.

Stn\t^ 6g auction^

Soutliampton. Winchester Road, Shirley.

MESSRS. I'liKlCreS AND feUiNS will SLIJ,
AUCriO.V, on WED.NESDAV, October 21. at : fnr .

by ordL-r of .Mr. Eninnon. tlie LaDd being reiiiitred f.i I

Purposes, -Jti.im LAUBKLS, from onu to four joars' ^i •.

1 SUKUES.
iiG previous to the Sale. Auction Offlcas,

WEDNI.
12o'Cl..ii
GROU.M
being re. I

oomprisii

4000 flue specitnt.-ns oi Conifer-s 3u0 Thuja aurea and gigantea, 2 to 4

feet ; Cedrua Ueodara, 6 to 14 feet ; Cuprestiiu Lawiioniaua, 2i to 4
feet ; 1 bujopsis boreiUis, 2^ to 4 feet ; Jled Cedars, 4 to 6 feet

;

Wellmgtoiiia gigantea, 2 to Ij feet ; Abies Douglasii, 2 to 6 leet

;

Chinese Arbor-viras, 3 to & feet; Pinna insignis and excelsa, 2 to 3 feet

;

300 Arbor-vitjes, and 700 small ditto.
May be viewed the Saturday and Monday previous to the Sale.

Lee. b.£. ; ami.RuBhey 6rcei^ Lowlaham, S.&.

"S,|T-N*I!'^ ''''"''''•''''

Shepherd's Bush.

Mill;!; IS will SFT.T, ^^

Dwai-tH"-- , <. it:,.. /-,,!, 1 ,,;. li, , u', , uliivaiiou, iiua'ntity
of Compost, aic.

May be viewed prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had on the™„,.... . .-J...... .....: aand Valuers, Amarlean Nurseries,

Mile End Nursery, Bow Road, E
MESSES. PKOTHEROE and IIOKKIS nri' instructed

to SELL by AUCTION, on the rrciiiisos. MUe End
Nursery, Bow Road, Middlesex (within five minutes' walk of
the Bow Railway Station on the North London Line), on
THUR.SD.iV, October 18. a portion of the Valuable NURSERY
STOCK, iiuiiuiliiig a large quantity of bushy Aucuba japoniea,
Chinese Arl'oi-vitie. Varieg.ated and Greiin Euonymus. .Sweet Biivs,
Green Box, Thuja aurea, Cedrus Deodara, Abies Smithii, Poplars,
Laburnums^ Mespilus canadensis; a choice .assortment ot Standard
and Dwarf Roses : also some large Double Camellias, 8 to 10 feet
high ; with a FERN CASE. 30 inches by 22 inches, and 12 capital

Premises ; and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, American Nurserioi
Leytonstone, Essex, N.E.

Sale of very fine Dutch Bulbs and Standard Roses.
To TAKE PLACli AT 12 o'ClocK PRECISELY, iSSTEAD OF 1 o'ClOCK.

MESSRS. PEOTHEKOE and MORRIS will SELL by
AUCTION, at 38 and 3D, Gracechurch Street, City, EC. on

SATURU.W, October 20 (instead of Friday, .as previously announced),
at 12 o'clock precisely, a first-class Collection of DUTCH BULR.S.
including choice-named HVACLNTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES,
NARCISSUS, -SNOWDROPS, kc. and a splendid Assortment ol
STANDARD, DWARB', and CLIMBING ROSES, comprising the
finest varieties in cultivation; HARDY AMERICAN PLANTS,
CLIMBERS, Sc.

On view Moraing of Sale. Catalogues had at the Rooms as above

;

and of the Auctioneers. American Nurseries, Leytonstone, N.E.

Wandsworth Common.

MESSRS. PROTHEEOEand .Mitl;l:i:

instructions from Mr. R. Neal t ,
- t : I

the Premises, Wandsworth Nursery, W
ou MONDAY', October 22, and eight l,ii .

precisely each day (it

M
Periodical Sale of Poultry and Pigeons.

E. J. C. SlKVIiiNS will SLI.L hy AlCTION, at

J POULTRY and PIGEi;S'N!
12 o'clock precisely, 261) PJ^.NS

Breederb and

On view the Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Bulbs and Plants.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL liv AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38. Kiitit stieel, Cveiit flarrtpn, W.C, on

WEDNESDAY', Oetober i;, ,,::;
i

i. ,,, ecisel- , an
assortment of First-class I r, '.

-
i

i
,

It
i

|.
, IL'jCUSES,

LILIUMs, NARCISSUS. l:.\'-i
.

,

several Farms in Haarlei
ARBOR,VlT^, Pyrami

On view the Mo

•iU'riELS

M
Establislied OrcMds.

R. J. C. STEVKNS will SELL by AUCTION, at
' Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Gdrden, W.C, on

" ' "" * --"- -* li o'clock precisely, " "

IDS, part the prope , _. _
their culture, including fine specimens of theGentlenan giving

lollowing rare varieties :—
Anguloa Ruckeri
Cypripedium villosum

„ caudatum
Cvmbidium ebuineum
Full particulars ol which t; II be found in the Catalogue.

f the Moriting of Sale, and Catalogues hud.

Roses, Foliaged Plants, Dutch Bulbs, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL U .\ i > I m
his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covci.' '

SATURD.W, October 20, at half-past 12 o, 1.

well-known gr>^ i,

L selection of DuUl;i,i. .u:a bi

r the Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

To Gextlemes. Nc

:\r
K, A- MlrHAlM'^ 1;

I the Nuiseiy Busincs

1 1. !; i,vr purposes.
and Deciduous

'!- ^
'' I- Ml, .. 1,1,1 ...-. -t. .,; .1 Fruit Trees. VIZ., 3i)0J WeepMig

.lud .iL.iivi VWi;....^f., ,ii"."i Av^iCMa, 'M\tO Ailtintus glanaulosa, remark-
ably flae ; 4uuiJ ropl;trb, 5U0 Laburuuujs, lOOO Weeping and Common
Ash, 2000 Sycamore, Acer Negimdo, and other Maples, Limes, &c

;

2000 Standard and Dwai-f-traioed Plums, 2U00 ditto fears, 600 ditto
Apples, 300O Dwarf-trained Peach, Nectarines, and Apricots; many
thousands of Hardy Climbers in pots, etiibra,cing Lonicera aureo-
reticulata, tlexuosa, and brachypoda ; Wistai-ia stneoEis, Iviea,
Passiflora, &c. ; with a beautiful" collection of Stand.trd and Dwarf
Roses. iStc. ; also 12 New Lawn Mowers (Royd's patent).

May be viewed until the Sale. Catalosues had (Is. each, return-
able to purchasers) on the Premises; and of the
Valuers, American Nurseriod, Leytonstone. N.E.

Preliminary Notice of a very Important Sale at
Hendon, Middlesex.

MESSRS. PEOTHEKOE and MORKIS will SELL
by AUCTION, on the Premises, Hendon Park Nursery.

Hendon, Middlesex, on MON DAY, November 12, and foUowmg d:iys.
at 11 o'clock eac& day, by order of the Kxecutors of the late ilr,
James Wright, to balance the Partnership Accounts, the First
Portion of the Valuible NURSERY 6T0CK, including an
unlimited variety of Evergreen Coniferse and Deciduous Shrubs,
Standard Rests, 12,000 Oruatn entaj and Forest Trees, Fruit Trees, &c.

,

particulars of which will shortly appear.
American Nurseries, Leytonstone, N.E.

M*;^-''

Tottenham.

I'K'M II I
liiil-.

drons, .

Lawsoni.

;i.<.t; 300 Thi^opsU borealis, it-, . i i i;.

I ' " i/uniperug sorts, Abies Di>ii^: i i ,,,

-1, rnvet, Ribes, Lilacs, .Syringa, ^in.i- l. liiii.i.I

1 urenulata, 500 Veronica Henderbonii. r>t luaard, DvvaiT,
uiy Hoses, Clematis, Ivies, Jasmines, liuo Fuiry Rosea lu
selected Fruit Trees, including Standard and Dwarf

ears. Plums. Cherries, ic. ; Acacias, Weeping Willows,

Plants, incluaiuK ;

armata, COO Cjui.i:

most healthy appu ii .

and public, generally
May be viewed pri

Staffordshire -Brereton,
Near Rugely, about 2 miles fi i.ni ttie Rudely and Armitago Statloi

c
.Mus, Ge:

I*ip..nTAN

GII.I.\!M>

' Nu
itiiliy to intimate that lie has
i,-th.i,s from Mr. Wbltehwuse to

I : Ju.iblw NURSERY STOCK, tn
iior^iton Nurseries, on MONDAY
ii 'I'ho stock upon this occasion will

Evergreen and Flowering
. . _,odendr'jns. Gold and Silvor

nd Silver Yews, including many Que specimens rarely

; Oak and other Forest Trees, three and four-year-old
strong Quicks, &c. The whole splendidly rooted, and having been
recently removed will transplant with unfailing success.

Catalogues may be had from the Auctioneer, Lichfield ; Mr. H-
Gillard, Auctioneer, Stafibrd ; and at the place of Sale.
Auction Office, Lichfield, Oct. 13.

SHOE, which is the best bedder grown, and MRS. POLLOCK;
Pompons, Veronica Andersoni, &c.

May be viewed till the Sale. Catalogues on the Premises, and of
tba Auctioneer, Tottenham, N.

Stowmarket.
Important Sale at tub Dask Croft NrnsEnrES,

MR. GEORGE TURNER is instructed to SELL by
AUCTION, on WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, and FRIDAV,

October 24, 25, and 2G, at 11 o'clock eacb day, quite Unreservedly,
upon the Premises as above, in consequence of the place being about
to be cleared and discontinued as a Nursery, all the Valuible Sttck
of TREEb <ind SHPUBS for Plinting and Ornamenial purpose^,
comprising fine 3pei.imi.ns of Wtllingt ma tit,ante i, I uea Pmsapo,
Cupressud Lawwrnana Araui. ina iinbriciti lush lews, P nus
insignis, Pinus excelsa Ihnn].hiR bmeilit, Lr\vtomena jap nic i,

Tbuja
"

' - . -
Cedrus

and Git
high

lu« c IkUi u ol Dihliis and
,t P sls Gt'i iniuras Verbenas,
mJ GiL iihoui*e Plants, the

Erections ot Gicenliouscs, Propii,itint, Luusea and i its. Boarded and
Slitea Barn and 'itabliug Kc
Catalogues may be obta ncd on the Promises, and at the

Auctioneers OlHces, IS, Museum Strett, Ipswn.,h.

Paddock Wood, Kent,
Within two minutes' walk of this important Junction Station, on the

South-Eastern Railway.—Plots of FreeholU Land, with a
registered and indefeasible title.

MESSRS. DE13ENHAM, TEWSON, and FARMER
will SELL, at Parker's Rose and Crown Hotel, Tunbriuge

Town, on TUESDAY, November 0. at 4 o'clock, in Lots, varying
ircm 1 Acre to 10 Acres each, about 47 Acres of FREEHOLD
LAND (Land-Tax redeemed), within two minutes* w<ilk of the
Paddock Wood Station. Several of the Lots have important
Building Frontages to the High Road trora Breochtey to Mauistone,
and the restof tha Land is well adapted (or Market or Fruit Gard'^ns,
or for Accommodation purposes. Every Lot will bu- .Sold with a
Registered Title under ttie niiw Act, affording a clear, r- inple, and
indisputable Title, at an almoHt nominal cost. Tvvo-thira.s ot the
Purchase-money can remain on Mortg;ige at 5 per cent., and be paid

80, Cbeapside, E.C.

Kent.
Inexpensive Freehold L'tnd. suitable for Hop or Fruit Gardens, c

M'^

Fruit Gardens,

AND FARMER

^ee UlustixUed LotuIoji A'eiori

attention of gentlemen who desue to erect houses in an attract
district, within a nioderate distance of London, and are yet unwilling
to pay the high prices demanded for land in many localities. Posses-
sion will be given on completion of the purchase.

Particulars "at the Hotel; also of Messrs. Hawkiks," Bloxam,
Patkhson, and Poweh, Solicitors, Now Boswall Court, Lincolu'ali.n

;

and of the Auctioneers, 80, Cheapiida, £.C,
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Alliimamia Hrndcrson
Apples ou chalk
Azores
Bee-atochs, umlin^'

.

Beetsuiiar

Calj'canthud fruit . ..

Carica papnva
Cattle plat'Ui- returns

Dogshow
Ducka
Earth closets
Farm, Uerwickshiie 3— Keythorpe

Floweri, white
Florists' flowers
Fungi, study of

Heat, co'iidiictYo'ii of '

!

Hobbs, Mr. Fisher . .

.

Holliea.tohpad down
Iresine Herbstii

Mangels at WhitHt'ld.

Orange trees
Paiis Exhibition
Passiliora (iuadran;;ul

Passiflora laurlfolia

iithfleld Club
, RoTal Hort. 994 c

r Horticultural 994 r

Table decoratious

B borders, heated .

ither prognostics .

r^ RAXD FLOWER and FRUIT SHOW -and BAZAAR
VT in fti.l nf tho EEXEVOLKNT FUND of tho UNITED
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, iitid the FUNDS of tho ALBERT
ORPHAN ASYLUM, on NOVEMBER 13th, 14th, and 15th, in the
Guildhall of tho City of London, by permission of the Corporation.
Schedules and all particulars mav be obtiiined of William Heale,

14, George Tornice. Brook Street, Upper Clapton, N.E.
Schedules may also be obtained at tho Office, 98, Cheapside. E-C.

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.JAMES C A J: T E U a n i> CO.,
Seed FARMERa, Meu. iiants, and Nursertmks,

237 & 238, High Holborn. London. W.C.

The Best Twenty-six Hyacinths,
Ah Recomjiesded by tho Editor of tho UartUners' Chronicle, seep. 88.

SUTTON AND SONS ci.n sui^ply tlie above for XI 1,?.,

carriaRe free.

Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, He.iding.

s
The Best Twelve Hyacintlis Imported by
U T T i\ AND SON!

for Twelve ShUlink'S.
JTTOM & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

MIXED HYACINTHS, for Beds or Open Borders,
all colours, of various shades.

21s. per luO (carriage free), or 3s, per dozen.
Slftton & Sons, Rnyal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Readlne.

SUTTON'S GUINEA COLLECTION of BULBOUS
FLOWER ROOTS for In-door or Out-door Cultivation.

2U,, Carriage free per Rail.
ScTToN & SoKs, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

c ARTER'S DUTCH BULBS.
Every Garden Requisite Icept in Gtocli at

er's New Seed W.irel.onses, 237 and 23S, High Holborn, London.

pply splondid
SU.S, CROCUS,

Dutch and other Bulbs.

BS. WILLIAMS is now prepared to sup]
. roots of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, NARCISSII.S, CROCUS,

&c., &c. All the roots are selected with great care from tl

growers in Holland.
A PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE LISTsent post free onappli

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Holloway, London, N.

Hyacinths, &c.

WM. PAUL'S SELECT LIST of HYACINTHS,
EARLY TULIPS, and other SPRING-FLOWERINQ

BULBS and PLANTS, is now ready and will be forwarded post free
appi:

Paul's Nur 3 and Seed Warehouse, Walthara Cross, Londoi

JAMES FAIKHEAD and SON, Seed Grotveks and
Mbrcuants, 7, Borough Market, London, S.E.

New and Genuine AGRICULTURAL, GARDEN, and FLOWER
SEEDS. Special prices and advantageous offers on application.

Notice.
PAGE CATALOGUE of NE^V PLANTS of 1866

free for one stamp60

Hyacinths and other Dutch Bulbs.

WM. CUThUSH AND SUN beg to acquaint their
numerous Pdtrons that they have received their usual Con-

signment of Choice HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUSES, &c.
PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE post free on application

Highgate Nursenes, London, N.

J SCOTT has received large Consignments of DUTCH
• FLOWER ROOTS, which he is offering at extremely low

prices. A PRICED CATALOGUE, full of Notes on the E<sy
Culture of Bulbs, and other information, sent free on application to

J. Scott, the Seed Stores, 1 eovil, Somerset.

Wm. DiLLiBTONE, Muuro Nursei7, Slljle Hedinghara, Essex.

New General Plant Catalogue.

BS. WILLIAMS' NEW PLANT CATALOGUE, '

«">? ""o """l <"> application,

• containing many really good Novelties, and carefully selected
LISTS of STOVE, GREENHOUSE, and HARDY PLANTS, is

V ready and will be forwarded post free to all applicants.

Dutch Flower Roots.
rriflE PROPRIETORS of ST. JOHN'S NURSERY

that their CATALOGUE is now ready, and

Wii , Wakefield.

Victoria and Paradise Nu
Wholesale Catalogue of Nursery Stock.

GEORGE JACKMAN and SON'S PRICED and
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for 1868 and spring 1867, can

bo had free on application, comprising Fruit Trees, Roses, American
Plants, Conifers, Clematises, Evergreen and Decidious Trees and
Shrubs, and transplanted p'orest Trees, ic, Ac,

Woking Nursery, Surrey.

EW CHRYSANTHEMUMS 1866. — All the new
of present year now ready, well established In pots.

Dutch, Cape, and other Flower Roots,
ROSES, JAPANESE PLANTS, Ic.

WROLLISSON AND SONS' CATALOGUE of the
• above, containing many Novelties, will bo forwarded free on

application. The Nurseries, Tooting, London, S.

N

Hyacinths, Tulips, &c.
BUTLER, Mcculloch, and CO. have the pleasure

to intimate that their usual supply of DUTCH and CAPE
BULBS has arrived in tho finest possible condition.
PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES free and post paid on

application. Covent Garden Market, London, W.C.

s
BRITISH FERNS.—Upwards of 240 species and i

varieties on Sale at prices considerably lower than ' those
hitherto charged. CATALOGUES on application.

'

I

Edward Sang & Sons, Nurserymen, Kirkcaldy.

EE BARR AND SUGDEN'S ADVERTISEMENT
p. 992.

BULBS and CLIVEDEN PLANTS for Spring Blooming.

New Pelargoniums.
CHARLES TURNER is now prepared to execute orders

for HOYLE'S and FOSTER'S beautiful SEEDLINGS. The
DESCRIPTIVE CAT.ALOQUE which is now ready also contains

finest ZONAL PELARGONIUMS in each class, CROCUS to be Sold'a groat bar

TO FLORISTS and SEEDSMEN.—HenleyBrothehs,
General Merchants, High Street, Holboach, havo still on hand

SNOWDROPS and I'ELLOW CROCUSES, which they beg to oner.
Samples and price sent on application. Also a quantity of SEED
"' ^"" ' . .- '

-'
Holbeach, Lincolnshire.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

Hybrid Rhododendrons.
WILLIAM FLETCHER begs to inform the Trade

that he has a Splendid Stock of the above to offer this
season, well set with Bloom Buds, with from 6 to 12 Buds on each
plant suitable for forcing. CATALOGUES sent free on application.

Finest Dutch Crocuses and Early Tulips.
BUTTON'S DESCRIPTIVE LIST is now ready, ar
V will be forwarded gratis and post free on application.
SoTTON k Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed E.stabll8hmont. Reading.

Ottershaw Nursenes, Chertsey, Surrey.

M Male Aucubas. with Flower Buds.
AS MACULATA, MAS PYGM.EA,MAS I3IC0L0R,

'"- ' " and 21;

Also a large collection of Feraal
Tho; sCrii , Nurseryman. Tunbridgo Welli

Prices on application to

Autumn Planting.
PETER LAWSON and SON, at the present most

suitable time for Tranaplanting CONIFEROUS and EVER-
GREEN TREES and SHRUBS, have to state that their stock of
those 19 very large and in healthy condition.

Special offers for large quantities will be made on application.
Edinburgh and London.

F^"
OR SALE, for Cash, BOX EDGING, several Hundred

Yards. For price, &c,, apply to
J. D. & II. CiinisTiE. Nuiseriea, Leatberhead. Surrey.

New Grass Seeds for Exportatioir
SUTTON AND SONS have received their supply of

NEW GRASS SEEDS of the present season's growth in fine
condition, and will be happy to forward lowest price per ton or cwt
on application. CATALOGUES gratis and post free.

SfTTox k Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establisbment, Reading.

K"IRKLEES HALL C'UCU MB¥R.—L^g and
handsome

; for winter forcing, flavour, and productivenes-s,
this Cucumber has no eaual. To be had in packota. Is. Qd. each

John Cattell. Westerham. Kent.

STRONG 2 years' ASPARAGUS PLANTS, 1*. 6f/.

I>er 100, 12s. Gd. per lOoo ; I year do.. Is. per 100, Is. 6d. per 1000.
Special offers lor large quantities, and Trade price on application.

Lilium lanclfollum.
SUTTON AND SONS hiive received several varieties of

tho above splendid LILY in lino condition.
For descriptions and pricei of each see SUTTON'S AUTUMN

CATALOGUE, which may be had gratia and post free on application.
Sdttoh & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establ)iihment,ReadinK.

Potato Onions.
FOWLER AND CO., GluRgow, specially offer to the

Trade extra fine POTATO ONIONS, SHALLOTS, GRASS
SEED, and other Scotch produce at lowest price.

FowLEB tt Co., Seedsmen and Nurserymen, Glasgow,

SUPERB LILIES, in 70 finest varieties.
BULB CATALOGUE sent free.

SxEPnEN Brown, Seed and Nursery Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

GLADIOLI In 200 new and splendid varieties, in
four sections of Early and Late kinds.

BULB CATALOGUE sent free.

Stepuex Browk, Seed and Nursery Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

CHOICE NAMED POLYANTHUS, new and splendid.
See Stephen Brown's CATALOGUE.

Seed and Nursery Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

established in pots.

, Mile Ash Nurseries, Derby.

G*^

10 BE SOLD, from 3000 to 7000 strong CUTTINGS
. of (SCARLETI TOM THUMB GERANIUM, at Ss, per H»J.

Apply to RicnABD Webb. Calcot Gardens, Reading.

TUST ARRIVED, GERMAN CANARIES, GOLD-
O FINCHES, and ABERDEVINES ; DUTCH BULBS. unusuMlj
line : a choice collection of FERNS, Fern Cases, Gold Fish, Aqua-
rium!, 4c.

R, GaEEK, the Bedford Conservatories, Covent Garden Market, W.C.

Winter Flowers.
RHODODENDRON FR.ECOX, the beat of all "Winter

bloomin^: Plants, can now be supplied ; Compact Bushes, with
"

' " 6d. to 73. (it/, each, with usual

pASTLE KENNEDY FIG.—Plants of the abov
V^ now be had at 10s. Od. and 2\s. each ; tho usual discount
Trade. Petek Lawbon & Son, Edinburgh and London.

Grape Vines.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to announce that he has a
• splendid stock of Strong Planting and Fruiting CANES of all

the best varieties. PRICED LIST may be had on application.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Holloway, London, N.

DAMASCENE PLUMS, transplanted stuff ; TURKhlY
OAKS. 2 years seedling.? ; EVERGREEN OAKS, 2 yeard

'
' " " "o be Sold cheap.—Apply to

R, Nurseryman, Taunton.

FRUITS," b.V
stamp?.

r H. PoY,

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
Taoa. Rivers, just publwhed, free per post fo;

js, Sawbridgeworth.

TDYRAMIDAL APPLES and PEARS. — Extra
II bed, and of handsf

QTRONG " STANDAiaJ ;nid UWARF TRAINED

Cha
application.

, The Nurseries, London Road, Cheltenham,

WALL-TRAlNKU TREl^iS of BEARING SIZK.—Ou
Wall-Trained Fruit Trees this season are very fine, am

include PEACHES, NECTARINES, APRICOTS, and FIQS, saitd
for planting in houses for immediate Fruiting. An inspection i

respectfully invited.
T. Jackson k Sox, Nurseries, Kingston. Surrey.

A MERICAN ALOE.—A very fine Specimen Plant of
iTV American Aloe, in large tub. to be Sold Che:ip.—Apply to
T. SUB1I.A.N, Lavender Hill Nursery, Wandsworth Road. S.W.

s roots. For prices and r

UNDERWf
SPANIMi

Sale. Surplus •{

apply to Mr

quantity of

A LARGE UUANIITY of VIKijTM
IVIES, RHODODENDRONS, LAlin

AUCU BA J APON ICA, AURICULAS (ALPl N I

to be Sold verj' cheap in one or separate lots t" i

ground havin^.; to bo cleared immediately.
Apply on tho Premises, next Bancroft's Hospital

ipoREsT TREES, &c., at the Nui-sery of the late
David A. Reid, Park Attwood, Bewdley, Worcestershire ;—

LARCH, li to 2 I'eot, 10s. 6rf. per 1000 ; 2 to 3 feet, 13s. Gd. per 1000 :

"-
- ""*- '"^

, 17s. 6ti. per 1000. Ly" " '

)ly, with reference or r
ward. Park Attwood.

F
EaUway Planting.

IVE MILLION Transplanted tiUICKS, of superior
growth. Samples and prices on application to

Jon.v HsMSLEY, High Fields. Melbourne, near Derby.

Ij^ORTY THOUSAND COMJION LAUUELS,X all si- .> I i.'fl,

Wm. Wooo A Sox, WoodI I!. :
,~'

i ^liold, Uckfleld, Sussex.

Ill' Ifkuit treesTHIRTY TH0US.\M> h
in the II ! li

Wm. Woon* SOS, Mar. d, Ucklield, Sussex.

rPEN THOUSAND LAURUSTIiNUS,
-L well-grown, handsome and bushy.

Wm. Wooo & Son, MaresQeld, Ucklield, Sussex.

UEVERAL ACRES Of extra large well-grownO ORNAMENTAL TREES for park planting and immediate
cJIocL Wu. Wood 4 .SoM, Maroslleld, Uckfleld, Susses.

H\I,F-ST,\N1)\I!I

M^

W'c

-NEW CATALOGUE just published and
sent post free on application to

Wood ic Son, Mareslield, U ckfield. Su.ssex.

Roses.

Rose Nurseries, Tunbridge Wells.
EDWIN llOLLAMliV nspectfuUy begs tu announce

that his Stock of ROSES are as usual beautiful healthy good-
rooted plant', Tbia ma^niUcent Collection contains nearly every
variety worthy of cultivation. Early orders are solicited.

Rose Catalogue.

In P. FRANCIS AND CO.'S H^"^ DESCRIPTIVE
J • LLST ot the above is now ready, and will be forwarded gratis

upon application.
The Nm-series, Hertford, Herts.

New Rose and Fruit Tree Catalogue.
pHARLES TURNER'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE is

Vy now ready, containing full Descriptive List of ROSES, including
Select LISTS of all the leading FRUIT, CONl

A
Isaac Davis, Larklield Nursery, Wa

New Catalogues
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSES.

A CATALOGUE of ORCHARD-HonSE TREES.
A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of GRAPES.

Free perfost on application to
TnoM i Rivras 4 i , Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth,
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New Rose, Marecbal Nlel.

TOHN HARKI^OX bo^s to inform his "Friends that he
O hti3 a fine stock of this splendid NEW YELLOW ROSE, in

rots, at 2s 6rf, each ; £7 10s. per 100 to tho Trade. J. H.'s stock of

:ill the New aaii best Roses are exceedingly strong and fine this

sea-^on. The Tr.ide supplied by the 100 ur 1000 on the most liberal

terms. CATALOGUES for the season will be ready in a few dajs.

North of England Rose NurseiT, D.'irHnRton^_

New Descriptive Rose Catalogue for Autumn of

1866 and Spring of 1867.

EDWIN ]IOJ,I>AJIliY b«><:s to .haw iittcntion to his

superb Collection of tho above, coutiming all the new and
approved old varieties in cultivation, and is h-ippy to state that tuey

surpass previous yeare for quallf.y and excellence.

Early orders solicited to insure good plants.

CATALOGUES forwarded gratis and post paid on apphcation.

Nursery and Seed Est iblishmcnt.Tunbridge Wells, and Groombridge.

New Roses for 1866.

EUGKNE VEKDIEK, Fils Aiue, Nurseryman,
3 Rue Dunoia, Paris, h;\s the honour to inform tho public that

he will have ready to deliver m November next, ttie following

splendid ROSES ol>tamtd from Seed in his Establishment :—

HYBRID PKitPETUALS.—Comte Litta, Jules Calot, Madame
GeorL'e Paul Midnine la Baroune Haussmann, Madame la Baronne
Maurice 'h'^ (Inviei'^ Mi'laiiie la Comtesse de Turenno, Made-
iii,'-,i_, I

,. \'
I

. \\ ,,
I M ,,|,' i^elle Eleanor Gricr. Nnpoleon III.,

W], , I ',' I \ 1 ", r E'^ may bo obtained direct of E. v.,

1. 1 , ^.iI & Blackitct, Cox's Quay, Lower
Till:

fruit Trees, iloses, Evergreens, &c.

TT/" KMUUT begs to inform intending Plantere
VV • tliat. he has nmny^Thousanda ofthe above, with every other

ORNAMhNTAL TREE and SHRUB, in the finest possible

condition, at reasonable prices. An Inspection is respectfully

invited. DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES tree.

The Nursei-y is within two minutes' walk of tho Hailsham Station

(South Coast Railway).
Floral Nursery, Hailsham, Sussex,

U R P L U S STOCK
BLACK NAPLES CURRANTS. 8s. per 100.

Best LANCASHIRE SHOW GOOSEBERRIES, \f>s. per

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES may be had of

B. WniTUAsi, The Nurseries, Reddish, near Stockport

A Quarter of n. Million of Fnrlt Trees.
rpUOMAS WAKM I:

I

_ I'

X and tho Trade, tin ! ^

70 acres, contain the aim
Evergreens, Oraameutai I; -, K- , \ i ii;;;:-!

cultivation. An mspcclion is re

CAT.VLOGUES, Wholesale
application.

' '•-- — TiUe and a half from the

insects, iiicaly-buff, or chlnrosis, with which
:ries on c:ilc ireous soils are affected. Trees from such should
jided, as when ourc attacked they can never be cured.

T,
any .

^!' J- " 'I'T L^Mod Plants of this most
I l.st size. vt.ry choice. 8 to 12 inches, £6 as ;

. i;<ilies, £a3s. Received Ist class Certificate
.

' n I al Society ; and for History of Parent Tree,
..:rii- ot October G, page 94S.
a

; i;APns by Messrs. Day & ;

The Lough Nuraones, Cork.

CHARLES NOBLE hfis a large quantity to ofter of the
undermentioned, by the dozen, 100, 1000, or 10,000 :—

Dwarf ROSES of all tho finest kinds, large bushes, 2 to 3 fcot high,
ixuty as far through.

SPANISH (

TUORiN
TURKEY OAK.
MAN'ETTI ROSE STOCKS, very fine, 1-v

CHESTNUTS,
' "3ry fine, 1-year.

) Sample and
y price if

I requU'ed.

British Queen I Frogmore Late Pine I

Empress Eugenie La Constante Wonderful
Sir C. Napier

|
Marguerite

| Prince Arthur.
Sunningdale Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey

New Weeping Elms.
ULMUSSUBEROSA I'F.NDULA, 7< iJ each

ULMUS SUBEROSA PEN Hi; I. A MR RoPH^ LLA, 7* Ci/

WM. WOOD AND auN uuuM pnti.ul.ilv b.

solicit attention to the two ii i i

Weeping Elms, being varieties of Ulmus
raised from seed in their Nurseries, and h i

The gracefully weeping branches of tlic-^ I

covered with a cork-like excrescence, pit-^Li-i-. i^ i •.i . lu

and novel appearance, entirely distinct fioiii dt other vintl

Woodlands Nurserv, Maresfleld, near Uckfield, Sussex.

Q PONSFORD AND SON are prepared to offer the
O- following well-grown NURSERY STOCK :—Frmt Trees in all

forms ; Standard anu Dwarf Roses , Chme^e Arborvilses, l to 6 feet

;

[ Vucuhis, Laurels, Variegated Hollies (fine), Ligiistrum ovalifolium,
"Mf'T 1 T'l lUES (above 2nn0 well-giown of all sizes, special oflfera to

I
1 \zaleas aLd Camellias, weP set with bloom ; Hyacinths,

I uses, tc CATALOGUES free.

t 1 I'lant Department Brixton Place ; Nm-series ; Louijh-
1 I I irk, Brixton, J-uriey, S __^_^_

r F ii K TO THE TRADE.

To the Trade.
WINTER and Si i;l\w-l l.oWERTNG PLANTS.—

Ourstockofsi \s, EPACRIS, AZALEAS,
and New Holland PLu, iiis year, and being much
greater than we can It.m-', ^'--^ n -: .n , :it unusually low prices.

T. Jackson & Son, Nvii^.;ii^i, l>-a.,sol.>.t, .Surrey (adjoining the Rail-

Special Offer to Gentlemen and Others about to Plant.

C^
EORGE CLARKE be^s to otfer, if the sck^ction is left

T to himself, choice EVERGREENii in treat varietv, CONI-
FERS, RHODODENDRONS in all oolom-s, DECIDUOUS TREES,
&c., at £2 IDs., £5, and £10 per 100.

Geo. Clabke has for the past 20 years been extensively engaged in

Landscape Gardeninp an' PlaiitltiK by contract; he finds that
supplying plant? on tli.' :ii v- >-" ni i.r.^ves very advantageous to

the purchaser, as he tii'
;

'

;
'

-^ ^^ select those only which
are adapted to the si' ; i '

i md under cultivation lor

Shmbs, &c., amounts ' i \ .
- ,hd consists of rich loam,

enabling all plants to h : i i > -i, . ^.r.llent balls, ensuring th'

O
MARMORATUM, per dozen 7». 6d.

NOBILE ET QUADRlCOLORIFOLIUM,mixed,perd02. fl«.

NEAPOLITANUM, per 100 roots 26s.

ODORATUM, per dozen 7 "
*

„ REPANPCM, per
FRITILHin \ r,u r,

„ TRISI 1-
[
.1 i...i

LEONTln 1 1
- , i-i

SCILLA Mill!
FnKDKIU. 1. \
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British Fern Catalogue.
>OBERT SIM oan now send, pu.sL free for six postage
i st.imp3. Piirt I. (British Ferns .-tnU Llieir varieties, 3G p.iges,
1 '.Imtr prices of Hardy Kxntic Forns) of Iiis NKW and TRICED
-I KIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BKITISII and EXOTIC FERNS,

MIOICE VARIIiGATED PELARGONIUMS.

Mrs. Pollock
Yellow Bolt

The abovo 12 vox:

Thofollo\7inKii
Mrs. Pollock

IHarkaway

Terms, cash. Roiuittanc
Address, Alfred Fry

Clara
Golden Tom Thumb

Italia Unita
Picturata
The Fairy

Snowflak©
I

FontaiaebleMi
IS requested from unknown coiTcspondeui
:r. Nurseries, Chatteris. Cambridgeshiro.

OrcMs maculata superba.
OSBORN AND SONS are now takin- orders for this

beautiful hardy TERRESTRIAL ORCHID, for which a First-
class Certificate was awarded on the 19th of June by the Floral
Comniitteo of the Royal Horticultural Society. It is of vigorous
habit, 14 to 2 feet high, has leaves transversely niiirked with very
dark stripes, and n dense spike of spotted rose-coloured flowers
6 inches long. Pnce .'>«. each, to be delivered in autumn.

Fulham Nursery, London, S.W.

The Earliest Pea Grown is

pATlPENTER'S EXPRESS, s-ithercd on theTth 5[;i\

,

Vy (see Testimonials), THE EARLtFST date on Rr.ctmD, price 3.>t. \>i.v

quart. The usual discount to the Trade.
Edward Carpentee, S ed Mercha'it and Grower. Hrighton and

Sussex .Seed W.irehouse, 06, St. James's Street, Brighton.—Oct 20.

Dickson's "First and Best" Early Pea.
FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS are

giatified.to know that this PEA has again this sea.son gi'en

qualities, viz.. earliness, productiveness, and
"First Crop" |or " Ringleader") may, on some toils, be a day or so
earlier, but it is altogether a very inferior Pea, as every one fieely
admits. New Seed can now be supplied from a very laige bulic,
which they have grown to meet the great .and increasing dem.and.
Price Is. 6d. per quart. Price per bushel to the Trade on application.

The Old Established Seed Warehouse, 106, Eastgate Street, Chester.

D
New Variety of Wheat.

rxr'W^ 'MVD RESISTER.—A Bearded White
s to possess the invaluable property of
ling high winds, and has been prop.igated
iji^la ear accidentally discovered m IStiO,

i-'at, his attention h.^vlng been arrested
emaming perfectly entire after having

1 October of that year ; and again
the 5th, 8th. and 9th September,

which caused so much da'nasc throughout Scotland, without any
loss, although grown in a fully exposed situation, and within
three da^s of pei-fect ripeness. It has been cultivated all along as
an Autumn variety, and every possible care taken to preserve it
pure,—ripens early, is of vigorous constitution, tillers well, and gives
a good yield per acre of a beautifully white plump grain, of good
weight per bushel (last year upwards of 64 lb.), produces long, stiff,
_, . -^ ^p^ jQ lodge: has t

— - ^ s. . -

ncrchants and railli

op having been secured In fim
This

ition, it is n ow for the
peeled, bo ready for

unanimously p

first tiiuu 'ifToved for sale, and will
delivery about the middle of October.

Messrs. Alex. Bowie, Mains (of Kelly, Arbroath), and James Swan
(Inverpeffer, Carnoustie) ea;h grew a smiU quantity of it this
season, and also inspected the Crop now offered for sale, immediately
before being cut, reference to either of whom ia kindly permitted.
The quantity lor disposal being limited, early application is

requested. Prices, including bags, lOOs. per quarter
;

quantities
under 4 bushels, I5s. per bushel. Remittances from unknown
parties by Post-oflBce Order on Carnoustie or Arbroath to accom-
pany order.
James DuxcAy, Panlathie Mill, Carnoustie, Forfarshire.—Oct. 8.

;ILVEK SAM), Peat, Lo.ra, Mould, Rotted Manure,
? Guano. Cocoa Nut Fibre, Grotto Material, Gravel, Turf, Edging
les, Pots, Sticks, Stakes, Gishurst Compound. Tobacco Paper, and

riOCOA-NUT REFUSE
^-^ is becoming scaroe, the

Now sold in bags, 1 for 2s., 10 for

16«., 20 for 30s., 60 for 66a., 100

for £6.

Fourpence allowed for each

bag returned carriage-paid.

A Railway Truck-load (not in

bags), 40s.

Postage Stamps or Post-offlce

Order, payable to J. Baesham 4
Co., Kingston-on-Thames, S.W.

Fumigate your Greenhouse with
B A C T I S S U

Will Destroy all the Insects and not Injuro+he Plants.
;e 3s. Cfl. per lb,, carriage free, to '

' "

13, Tobacco ManufHCturers, 64, St
E.G., and of all Seedsmenand Nurserjn

Destroy your Insect Pests.
PRESERVE YOUR PLANTS and TREES.
Yoc MAT Easily Destroy all Plaitt Pests,

Red Spider
| Green and Black. I Ants

MtJALY Bco Fly Scale

Without injury to the most delicate Plant or Tree, by using

FOWLER'S GARDENERS' INSECTICIDE,
pronounced by Ml who have used It to be far superior to any

other remedy. Oue trial will prove its efficacy. Testimonials
forwarded on application. Pnce Is. dd., 3s., be. Gd., and 10s. per Tin
Geo. h Thomas Fowler, i\orth Street, Brighton; and of Hooper

& Co., Covont Garden Market. W.C.

/4.ISHURST COM-
VJ POUND, whether used
against Insects and Mildew, on
Growing Plants, or as Wmter

should be dissolved 48 hours
Deforo use. This gets rid of
smell, and If the Solution be
decanted, prevents anv staining

lended for growmg

^>^r

from 4 to 16 oz. for

Is.
and 105. ad. each.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPANY

(Limited),

Tyes' Registered Hyacinth Glasses.

Sole Wholesale Depot,

HOUGHTON,pLAUDET,
3 SON,

Fern Case Manufacturei-s,

Horticultural Glass Depot,

S9, High Holbom, W.C.

Price Listg free on application.

pJOOPERANDCO.'S
ETRUSCAN

HYACINTH VASES
are superior to Glasses for

growing Hyacinths i n

Water. Chaste in beauty,

.ind an ornament all the

year round.

Retail of most Seedsmen

throughout tho kingdom.

Wholesale and Retail of

Hooper & Co., Covent

Garden, London, W.C.

HOOPIkS ElRLSCiN HYACINTH VASES,
Superi j^to Glisses for^rowing Hyacinths in Water.

^ pruicipally Seedsmen, fiomLIST of" AGENTS
whom ihev mav be obtained
Bath, Mr.E. Cooling

, Messrs. Little & Ballan-

Chester, Messrs. Chivas& Weaver
Mr. McHattio

Messrs. Hamilton & Wright

Edinburgh, Messis. Drumraond
Bros.

Exeter, Mit T. Charmea
Mr. R. T. Veitch
Mr. _T. H. Hawkins

Wnrehonse)

1 Liverpool, Mr. H. Brown
M.iH.'^ti.iie, Mr. T. Fi-'.&t

Mf.T-lo-'-t-. \\v <' 11. Dicl;.S(

Mr. W. Pearson
Mr. P. Gill

Preston, Mr. W. Troughton
Reading, Messrs. Sutton &, Sons
„ Messrs. Chapman & Son

(China Warehouse)
Rochester. Mr. Fairbairn
Shacklewell, Mr. C. E. Allen
Sudbury. Mr. S. Bro'

Torquay, Messrs. J, Prust &. Co.
„ Messrs. Morgan & Sons

WarrlDgtoo, Mr, Pierpoint

L'-'Ods, Mr. S. May
„ Messrs. J. Kearslev&Sons

Liverpool, Mr. K. p. Kei
"

HooPEn & Co., Covent Gardei , Loudon, W.C.

A USTIN'S ARTIFICIAL STONE, Inve.nted 1S26.
Xi. The entire Stock of this Manufactoiy comprises

ISO different MODELS of VASES.
70 difierent MODELS of TAZZAS.
About 200 different FOUNTAINS.
74 STATUES from the Antique, and by Modern Artlits, and

SMALL FIGURES of CHILDREN.
22 SUN-DIAL PEDESTALS.
GARDEN SEATS.
15 BASKETS, from 12*. to Seven Guinea.').

SHELLS, suitible either for WATER or ROCK PLANTS,
from 18 Inches to 12 feet diameter.

JARDINIERES, or large BOWLS for MASSES of FLOWER.S
63 FIGURES ofANIMALS and BIRDS.
ORNAMENTAL RIMS to WATER BASINS.
34 BAPTISMAL FONTS.
CRESTS and other ORNAMENTS for GATE PIERS.
BALUSTRADING, in various styles.

TRIPOD, and other ANTIQUE PEDESTALS.
Manufactured by Adstij^ Seklet, A Co., at Nog. 369 to 375, Euston

Road, Regent's Paik, N.W.

Glass for Garden Purposes.AMES PHILLIPS and CO.
heg to submit their pricos as follows :—

PROPAGATING

inches diami
12 Inches diamoter

Hyacinth Dishes are Intended

12 Inches m diameter

IIYACINTn and FLOWER DISHES.
nches diameter . . .,10

. . 2r. M.
contain a number of Root
e,id of tho common HyacmthBedded in and covered with Moss,

LACTOMETERS, for Testing the Quality of Milk.

.ARDEN BORDER EDGING TILES, in great
variety of pRttems and material, the plainer sorts being

especially suited for KITCHEN GARDENS, as
they harbour no Slugs and Insects, take up little
room, and once cut d ~ "

and expense,
quently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, __

Artificial Stone, of great diu-ability, and in great

Street, Blackfrlars, S. ; Qul -.

Chelsea, S.W. ; Kingsland Road, Kingsland, N.E.
Sole London Agents for FOXLEY'S PATENT GARDEN WjVLL

BRICKS. Illustrated Price Lists fi-oe by post. The Trade supplied.

oRNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
HullH, Corridors, Balconies, ic, as cheap and durable as

stone, in blue, red, and buff colours, and capable of forming a variety
of designs.
Also TESSELATED PAVEMENTS of more enriched designs

than the above.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Linhjg Walls of Dairies. Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving
Bricks of great durability, Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, Wall
Copings, Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, &c.

To be obtained of F. i G. Rosueb, at their Premises as above.

SILVER SAND (REIGATE, best quality), at the above
addresses—14s. per Ton, or Is. 3d. per Bushel ; 2s. per Ton extra

for delivery within three miles, and to any London Railway or Wharf.
Quantities of 4 Tons, Is. per Ton less.

FLINTS, BRICK BURRS or CLINKERS, for Rockeries or Grotto
F. & G. Kosher.-Addresses see above.

N.B. Orders promptly executed by Railway.

Work.

Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for
SAYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE

PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that you got them.
Observe the mark Saynor, also the corporate mark Obtain
Warranted, without which none are genuine,

S. & C. regret having to caution Gardeners and others, but are
comjpelled to do so, in consequence of an imitation, of common
quafity, having been sold for the genuine one, and which has caused
many complaints to be made to them of Knives which were not ol
their make, all of which are warranted both by Sellers and Makers.

S. & C's Pruning and Budding Knives are the oest and the
cheapest in tho market.

Paiton Works, Sheffield. Established upwards of 125 yeara.

and Glazed with 10-oz. Sheet Glass.

PLAl'F^
Agents for HARTLE'i''S IMPROVED PATENT ROUGH

LIXSi'
PAIN I

Sin I

BRl'M-li
1 I, \ I r i \ I , ^ I

!
\

SHEET, lU'lLllLTLU i; V L wi:
every description of GLASS. U' 11.

terms. Lists of prices and estimati
James Phil lips & Co., 180, Bisli.

QHANKS* PA rK>rr~rA\\O r:i1|..l,i ,.! ,„, lu.. .,, ,1,, . .

hy II. 'I ! . |. , ,.
, , ,

.Saxi.i.v,

by n. 1

Jlifse arc the only Lawn Mowers that are in use in all tho Royal

Every Machine warranted, and If not approved of can be at once
returned Illustrated Price Lists sent free on application.
Alj.x. Suanks & Son, Dens Iron Works. Arbroath ; and 27, Leaden-

hall Street, London, EC.
r,„J'J'®*'*^°^^T"

^'''??* *^ *i^® ''^'^ I'l^'^o •" London where intending

Si^A ^^m"*®'?
°^ ^V^ Mowers can choose from a stock of from 150 tS

-00 Machmes
; all sizes kept there, whether for Horse, Pony, orHand Power. ' "

kekTts improved new patent
GARDEN ROLLER.

The above Rollers possess many advantages over all others. They
made in two parts, and ai-e free to revolve on the axis, affording

greater facilities for turning, and tho outer edges are rounded off or
tiirned inwards, thus avoiding the unsightly marks left by other
Rollers.

Diameter, 30 inches; Length 32 inches, £7 lO
.. 24 „ „ 26 „ 4 10

20 „ „ 22 „ 3 10
M 16 I. ., 17 „ a 16

Pnces for Rollers fitted with Shafts suitable for Pony or Horse
)wer, free on application.
Delivered carnage paid t

Shipping Ports In England.
TuoMAB Green & Son, Smithfield Iron Works, Leeds: 54 and 66,

Blackfrlars Road, London, S. ; and 19, Eden Quay, Dublin.
N.B. All Orders executed on the day they are received.

PRIZE MEDALS AWARDED to GREEN'S PATENT
LAWN MOWERS.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, LONDON. 18fi2
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, DUBLIN, 1866.

The above Lawn Mowers have proved to be the best, and have
carried off every Prize that has been given in all cases of Com-
petition.
Sold by all respectable Ironmongers, Seedsmen, &c.. In tho

Kingdom, Illustrated Price Lists free on application.

-ti

AGRICUL1UR\L I 1 llOKriCULTURAL
IMPLEMENTS and MACHINES of every description.

IMPROVED IRON STABLE FITTINGS.
HURDLES and CONTINUOUS IRON and WIRE FENCING.

Palisading Entrance and Field Gates. Plain and Galvanised
Wire Netting.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS and GARDEN ROLLERS.
Gaiden Engines, Syringes. Water Barrowe, Ornamental Garden

Seats, Chairf, Tables, Iron Fountains, Vases, &c.

IRON and BRASS BEDSTEADS, m gre.it variety.
Washing, Wringing, and Mangling Machines.

IMPROVED SAUSAGE MACHINES and FILLERS.
Separate Illustrated Price Lists free on application.

TuoMAs Green k Sorf, Smithfield Iron Works. Leeds.
Show Rooms opposite the Smithfield Cattle Market, North Street,

Leeds; 54 and 66, Blackfriars Road, London, S. ; and 19, Eden
Quay, bublln.
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Rhododendrons
TOHN WATEREU'S JiEscKlPTIVE CATALOGUE
^h,'"h°/''?^,f'i*P^'^ »""' "'*'" HHOnoDEiDRols^ is now
?J, S^l^° f";l'

^ '>""""''='' on application. It faitlifully describes
the coloiirs of the new varieties esbibited hv him at the Royal

CnNIPFRS JSf- h
''^^°.°' * /"''• •*" AbfW'eotl List of popular™ , _ % With heights and prices, is likewise eomblned,

"hV"'''''^"^* •^"'''''>'''"""'^""°'°edaloStalion,
The An

South.We

,„„„ - KHODODENDRUN,
MICHAEL WATERER.—This Rhododendron has hitherto

of ANNIHILATOB, but it will be sent
undoubtedly the most brilliant-

xhibited under the
ndor the above na „„„„„„..„,,

late hardy free-blooming Rhododendron
Orders

at 31s. Gd. each,
JouM Wate;

being taken for Plan .,

The usual discount to the Trade.
American Nursery, fiiigshot. Surrey.

1

Notice.
10 BE SOLD, Cheap, a great Ba
DENDRON POXTICUM, 2 feet, line 1

Y. Ste,
4. High Street, i

of Gentlemen and

lant and Nui-sery-

_ AllKTii;iu Plants, &c.
TX7"ATERER .vM. (.iiiitKLVS PRICED and
T r DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of KHODODENDRONS

and other American Plants for Ibis Autumn, will be sent on appli-
cation. Tiio Catalogue also gives a summary of their General
A ursery Stock, probably the moat extensive in tho kingdom,

ivnap Hill Xursery, Woking, Surrey.

THE QULEN, without any exception the hestWHITE RHODODENDRO.V yet raised.-Eobust grower, deep
green foliage, late and free flowering, trusses large, full, compactand seijicircular, footstalk short and stiff, colour white, suffused
with soft blush mauve, changing to the purest white, clear alabister
or wax-hko, of unequalled shape and substance, reminding one of

^?JJ"Si? fi^'J"" ^'"- ," '^""""'^ 'n "o™ lohssr "lan mostother Rhododendrons, a peculiarity probably accounted for by itshitheito refusing to produce seed, an advantage all Rhododendron
growers well understand. All who visited the International Eshi-biuon will remember the transcendent superiority of The Queen over

fl'ifJJ„'',h'„^,M'°
Rhododendron exhibited. It is proposed that TheIJueen should assume her throne in ISOr. All aSd evei-vbody who

rvf-^f^STLtt^ "^' ^T"''
'^"'^'^ apply at once, as all oraeiii iiU be

tn k. ? rotation. The pnce will be 31s. 6<J. each, and the Ti-.adewill have four plants given for three ordered. It ieed excite no
?;?,''.'!. .t' ''' '"'-^ possession by the Advertiser should have calledforth the envious jealou.sy of certain Honocbable Mkn Hence a
story industriously circulated in the Trade that The QiiE» is nota new one but an old kind, shown under an assumed name TheAdvertiser would bo glad to be informed when, or w»"be. lincsnER WHATXAiiETBis RiiODODEN-nRo..( has been ,

The Whole undivided stock
and in whose

Tj^OR SALE, TEN STANDARD RHODODENDRONS
r:..,, " 7''^^""' ^ ^'^^ Eleanor Cathcart, 2 Mammoth,
bS. n'iV°V K,'^"™^':?'"" Purpureum, 1 pietum, with handsomeheads, full of bloom buds. Also 16 PYRAiflD PEARS, moved last

ni™; M„,i°
'^''''arins, Marie Louise, Bon Chrttien, Briwn Beurrf,UlouMorceau, Qanseis Bei-gamot &c

Apply to the G.ardener, B. Cbane, 4,' Lily Terrace, Kensington, W.

HOLDERS OF

ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OP A CENTURY.

BUTLEE,
McCULLOCH, & CO.,

SOUTH ROW, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON,
Seeilsnien to Her Majesty's Commissioners of Woods and Forests,

To the Conimissionei-s for the Colonies,

To the Horticultural Societies of the Punjaub and Bombay, &c,

PRIZE MEDALS FROM INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITIONS OF 18.31 AND 1S62.

No. 1,

£5.

CHOICE COLLECTIONS of BULBS, aU of the FIRST SIZE and aXJALITY.
For Co.N-SEKVAToRY Decoration-.

|

For Flower Garden Decor.vtion.

f")";,?' ^,\- ?,'',*• ^,".- '• ^°- •'• ^°- T- ^'»- 8- No. 9. No. 10. No. 11. No. 1:2.
11 Ws. £15s. £1 Is. \os. \0s.6il.

\ £.3. £3. £2, £1 ,5». £1 l,s. 10s. 6rf.

For Conservatory and Flower Garden Combined.
No. 1.3, £.5 OS. No U, £2 12s. Gfif. No. 15, £2 2s. No. 16, £1 Is. No. 17, I5s. No. 18, 10s. 6rf.

All Orders amounting to £1 Is. and upwards sent carriage paid.

ILLDSIRATED PRICED C.VTALOGUE, containing full details of these collections, post free < 1 application.

M Cupressus Laweoniana areentea.
ESSRS. WATERER and GODFRET are row

sending out this Plant.

,. "r.l ™i i""i',il'
foot high and bushy, at 21s. each.,_j n„ ^ Certificates by tho Royaln„,.i „ J aw.arded Three First-cli™ ^„.„,.,^»„e, u, iu„ „„j„

Uoiticultural Society of London, Royal Botanic Society of London,and at the Crystal Palace ; and may be justly represented as a dis-
tinct and very beautiful plant, and one that will become a general
favourite. Knap HlII Nursery, 'Wiiking, Surrey

TDAYNBIUD, C.\ I. in I ITT, l; VWTREE, DOWLING,

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS,
ROYAL EXOTIC NUR.SERY, CHELSEA, S.W.,

DESIRE TO REMIND INTENDING CULTIV.iTORS OP THE ABOVE

BEAUTIFUL CLASS OF PLANTS FOR SPRING DECORATION,
THAT THE BULBS SHOULD NOW BE PLANTED WITHOUT DELAY.

J. V. AND SONS' Roots are in Excellent Condition and of the very Finest Quality.

CATALOGUES will be forwarded Post Free on application.

and Prices lv>

;
ISC2, for"Ks

: Basingstoke,

1 and Seeds.
Prize Modals, 1861

'VIOLETS.-The GIANT, bearing a finer flower and
1 a more li8.autiful perfume than any of its kind, now In full

V ?':,,"'"',"''" continue blooming till April. Plants can be had
about 21 luohes m circumference, at 125. per dozen.

VA ?"i?'''?
^^°y^r of the above, and PRICE LI.ST of all sorts ofViolet Plants now in bloom, sent on receipt of stamp for postage.

_^^en»^i!MAK^Violet Grower^ Thornton Heath, Surrey, S,

]^EW HARDY CLE-MATISlTs".
CLEMATIS RUBELLA.-Very rich velvety claret; the deepest 1

coloured Clematis yet offered. Very distinct, and having the
advantage of flowering 60 to 70 per cent, of blooms, with live and

sepals^^Firs^^ertiflcate.Jlojal Horticultural Society.^" -'-'"'•'••'•- -
^ P,(.l, (jggp

TAXUS HIBERNICA FASTIGIATA VARIEGATA
(THE GOLDEN IRISH YEW).

FISHER, HOLMES & CO.
Have much pie; I uffering for the first time the above really beautiful NEW YEW.

CLEMATIS PRINCE of WALES—Large flowei
violet piirplo. with red bars down the centre v.. u«i.„ oc
'*4*^!.'^1'U*"^P'*^^®°^^"*' °^ ^- rubro-vlolacea. First Certii

violet piirplo. with
lecided improvement on c.
Royal Hoiticultural Society.

MESSP8. GEORGE JACKMAN *nd SON have much pleasure in
inroiinciDg that they are in a poeltlon to send out the above
Jematises that are distinct, and can with coiilideLce rtcommend
.hem "amongst the best of bardy Climbers, if not the very best
imnments.for walls, treUif.work,*'ic.
Early orders will secure the strongeBt plants, which will be sent

>iit strictly in rotation first week in October.

'Z'?';?',^^^^'"''"^'" ^^ ^^^ October Number, will insert C.

Wtking Nursery, Surrey.

It is the es;ict type of the Irish Yew, with foliage of the same colour as the Old Golden Yew, and forms a most
attractive and really beautiful plant.

It was exhibited at the Royal Horticultural Society's Exhibition in June, 1863, where it obtained a First-clasa

Certificate (see Gardeners' Chronicle^ p. 580, 1863) ; it was again exhibited at the luteruational Horticultural

Exhibition last May, where it was awarded another Fitst-class Certificate.

Price 21s. each; Six Plants for £5 5s.; a few Extra Specimens at 31s. 6d. each.

1^^ Price to the Trade on appHcatioti.

F., H. AND CO.'S TRADE LIST for Season of 1866-67 is now ready, and they will be glad to forsv.ird a copy
post free on application.

HANDSWORTH NURSERIES, SHEFFIELD.—Oct. 20.

BARE & SUGDEN'S
AUTUMNAL FLORAL GUIDE TO WINTER

AND SPRlIvG GARDENING
May be bad on application.

NEW VIOLA CORSn^TA SEED, the best varioty—Respecting the
j

BARR"S PRIZE CALCEOLARIA—Saved by Mr. Jante b from his
value ^' 'i '?!'•''-'!' 'tm-.> nf this plant, see notices in the Gardaiera* prize flowers, 23, 6d. per packet.

and'
". '

^

I

' '

' l'nX,%r^l'M'&'T\iaSXla UNBLOOMED SEEDLING AMARTLLIS.-Hjbrid, of the finest
?"" •

' Muaiay. UreweM, junior, ana iiannett,
,.,,rf.tl.= m,lf.,r«loH nnrt nvn-^toH tn r,rnrtnro flnw.™ of orratvarieties cultivated, and expected to produce flowers of great

-\ i
' '~ I .A SEED, Is. C<i, and 2«. ed. per packet.

\ Li:.\A SEED, Oii. and 1«. per packet.

BTTLBS and PLANTS for SPRING BLOOMING.
100,000 HYACINTHS, 2s. M. to 3s. pe
100,000 NARCISSUS, Gd. to 3s. Gd. pel
100,000 TULIPS, 8d. to 2s. Gd. per doz.
200,000 CROCUSESj^ Is. Gd. to 4s. per 100,

)15s.
Is. per 100
JO

30s. per 1000— ,— SNOWDROte, 2s. Gd. per 100, 21s. per 1000
10,000 SCILLA SIBIRICA and AiI(ENA,2s.6<i.perdoz.,18s.pcrlC0

100,000 CLIVEDEN PANSIES, Blue, Purple, and Yellow 4s. per doz.,
30s. per 100

WINTER ACONITES, IRIS, ANEMONES, RANUNCULUS,
SCILLAS, Sc.

lOO.lWO CLIVEDEN DAISIES, Pink, Red, and White, is. I>er doz ,

I

21s. per 100
100,000 VARIEGATED ARABIS, a fine permanent edging, 2s. OJ

?er doz., 21s. per 100
OSOTIS SIXVATICA (Forget-me-not), Is. 6rf. per doz ,

103. Gd. per 100
100,000 STACHYS LANATA, a fine permanent edging, 3s. Otl.

per doz., 21s. per 100
POLYANTHUS, WALLFLOWER, PHLOX, ALVSSUM, UE-

PATICAS, 4c.

Gem Plant Case.

COLLECTIONS of BULBS for Blooming In-door Decoration, 10s. 6d., 15». 6d., 21s., 30s., 42s., 63s., and 210s.

COLLECTIONS of BULBS for Out-door Decor.ation, 10s. 6rf., 15«. 6d., 21s., 30s., 42s., 63s., and 210s.
COLLECTIONS of SPHLNG-BLOOMING TL.iNTS, 12s. 6d., 25s., 60s., 100s. to 200s.

BARR AND SUGDEN,
12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.
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Dutcli Flower Roots.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS have
received, from tho best Growers in Hollnnd, a very large

Importition of the above, and have the aatisfactlon to say that the

BULBS are unusually larRe. Gound, and well ripened, and for which
earlv orders are requested to ensure tho best Roots.

Flower Roots of £2 value will be delivered free of carriage at the

principal Railway Stations and Shipping Ports throughout the country.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUK ftnd all particulars free

by post on application.

Tho Old E.^tabIishod Seed Warehouse, 106, F-astgato Street, Chester.

New Catalogue of Plants, Dutcli Bulbs, &c.

ROBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW
CATALOGUE, containing Select Descriptive and Priced Lists

of New, Rare, and beautiful Greenhouse, Hardy and Stove Plants.

Hardy Ferns, Fruit Trees, Grape Vines, Roses, Rhododendrons,
Sweet Violets, &c., Amaryllis, Crocuses, Cyclamens, Gladioli,

Hvacmths, Liliums, Narcissus, Tulips, and other Bulbs, ia now
published and will be forwarded to applicants.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.

THOMAS SAMPSON (late Drummond & Co.), has
now to offer an unrivalled Collection of DUTCH BULBS and

other FLOWERING ROOTS, of the very best quality, at the lowest

prices, CATALOGUES of which can be obtained free on application,

for planting is now at band, and intending purchasers
linspection of the select Stock the Ni ' *~'-

• "-"—lus Trees. Fruit T

, Roses, Flowers of every dercrip-

are invited t ,.--
consistinc of Ornamental Coniferous Trees. Fruit Trees, Evergreei

tion anrl every requisite for the Fami and Garden. All Business

Letter, to be oddreeaed to Mr. Petkr Duimmond, Manager.

Tho Nurseries, Preston Road, Vtnvii, Somersetshire.

Carter's Dutch Bulbs.

Majesty's Seedsmen to H.I.M. the Em-
Chief Commissioners of Public peror of the French, the Crystal

Works and other Government Piilace Company, the Agri-Hor-

Departments, the Royal Gardens, ticultural Society of India, &c
,

Kew, &c., &c., &c. I &c., Ac.

CARTER'S GUINEA BOX of DUTCH FLOWER
ROOTS contains— 12 choice named Hyacinths f.ir pots or

glasses, 12 mixed Ilvacinths for borders, 4 varieties of Polyanthus
Narcissus, 12 Pheasant's-eve Narcissus, 12 double white sweet-scented

Narcissus, 100 yellow Crocus, 60 blue Crocus, 12 choice mixed double
Tulips. 12 choice Snowdrops,

, 12 double
xed single Tulips, 4 white Lilies,

26 finest mixed Anemones, 25 finest mixed Rannnc
Due van Thol Tulips, 12 double Daffodils, 4 Tiger Lilies.

The above forwarded on receipt of post-ofBce order for 21,«. ; half

tho above for post-offlce order for lOs. 6rf.

PRICE LISTS gratis and post free.

James Carter & Co., 257 and 238, High Holbom, London, W C

Carter's Dutcli Bulbs.

Just published,

BULBS and THEIR CULTURE. See Oritrinnl
Article in AUTUMN SUPPLEMENT to CARTER'S

GARDENER'S and FARMER'S VADE MECUM.
James Carter & Co.. 237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

Post free. 12 stamps ; p-atis to Customers.

Carter's Dutch Bulbs.

BUTTON'S unrivaUod COLLECTIONS of BULBOUSO FLOWER ROOTS, for Blooming during the Winter and Suring.
These arc 'vcrv M'xr Ikcmhhiil- rnoro popularly cultivated, and the

HVACINTn--;. \M'M()-. i ^ rr 1.1 PS. &c., which wo imported last
season IV ,.

. ,

i,-' ,, ,,
. i n... ,.

i ',,nsti, Mes^-s. de Boom, Veen,
Byvoci, II I

. ,, generally admired, wo havo
import -1 '

I
I ,t,ill more extensively.

SUTTiiN ^ ( Mill , i|.>.^,,) II.XKDV FLOWER ROOTS for
ul'KN tiliOUND.

No. 1. A large and Choice Collection of ANEMONES,

Reduced Quantltie

No. 5. Thesanic 1.; i: i
i

,
i ,t jo.i 110

No. 6. ASraall ;ui.l ' ii.
I ,\ ..ini>o[.t 10 G

SUTTON'S DE.slKUIIVK AUTUMN CATALOGUE w now
ready, and may be had grotib ;iim poyt free on application.
All Goods sent CaiTiage Free except anmll parcels, and 5 per cent,

allowed for Cash Payments.

SuTToy & Soys. Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

Roses.
>ATJL AND SON'S DESCRIPTIVE PRICED

CATALOGUE, frco on application.

Just published,

orillNG FLOWERS and SPRING GARp-RNING.O Soo Original Article In AOrOMN SUPPLEMENT to
CARTER'.S GARDENER'S una FARMER'S VADE MECCM.

J*siES Carter & Co.. 237 and -m. High Holborn, London, W.C.
Post free, 12 stamps

;
gratis to Customers.

Dutch Flower Roots.

ARCHIBALD HENDERSON
begs to annonnco that he haj

received from Holland a larce
Consignment of BULBOUS ROOTS
in line condition.
DESCRIPTIVE and PRICED

CAT.iLOGUES are now ready,
ing practical directions
eeseful cultl'

of Bulbs, In

Flower Gardi
Also a DESCRIPTIVE PRICED

LIST of all tho best G RAPE VINES
in cultivnLion. Catalogues may be
had gratis and post free upon
appr ' -

CHEAP and GOOD HYACINTHS.—The Advertiser
having obtained a large quantity of tho above from Holland

at a reduced rate, can supply good ecund mixed Bulbs of all colours
at Is. Od. a dozen. Tliese will make a splendid show in the open
border at a very small cost. Now is the best time for plan"
Stamps to accompany orders by post.

Address, Mr. Stanton, Gardener, Blagden's Cottages, Southgate,
near London, N.

The Finest New Hardy Plants of the Year.
>AUL'S NEW DOUBLE SCARLET THORN.

aw.irdcd First-claea Certificate Royal Botanic Society and

prLji rnr'iiiiii.:-red, double and vigorous, far surpassing the old
iM.' I'liii: - Ftlitorial oj Gardeners' Chronicle, May 24, 18G4.
lAN!'.\i;ns andPYRAMiDS, lOs. fiti. each. See Paul & Son's
TAh<"irK,

Old Chosbunt Nurseries. N.

XTEW ZONAL PELARGONIUMS.
LUSTRE.—Fine deep rich scarlet, of exccllout form and good

fine large flowers, good shape and

PEERESS.—Siinion blush, flowors finely formed, large, and of great

shaded veith pink, petals large and

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1S66.

MEETING FOR

Oct --fHoyal Hoi
\ South Kensington

So great and so varied aro the changes -which

the cTiltivator effects in tho form and appearance
of certain plants that it becomes exceedingly
desirable, not only that a record should be
kept, to enable one to ascertain the Parentage
and Pemcree of our principal garden flowers,

but also that here and there at least, the original

species, from which all the cultivated vai'ieties

have sprung, should be grown as far as possible

in their unmodified form. Mr. Hoyle, who
exhibited some Pelargonium flowers of 60 years

since at the International Show, in oi'der that

tho contrast between the flowers of that time
and the present might bo readily seen, did good
service in this way ; and .such plant lovers and
cultivators as Mr. Wilson Saunders, who retain

in their houses plants long since discarded by
tho florists, or grown only in a much modified
guise, aro deserving of the cordial thanks of

the gai'dener and of tho physiologist. This is

one of the iimctions which a botanic garden,
might properly fulfil. In such an establishment
the original species, or if that term be objected
to, the type, from which by cross fertilisation, by
selection of seedlings, by sports, or by other

means, the multitudinous garden fonns have
originated, .should bo cultivated side by side with
varieties selected to illustrate the chief and more
important of the variations just alluded to. And
as the manufacture, so to speak, of these garden
varieties is going on with an ardour that is not
likely to be abated just yet, we vonttire to

impress upon all those who ai'e engaged in this

most interesting and profitable department of

horticulture the desirability of recording for

present, or if that be undesirable, for future
publication, the method and results of their

exjieriments. The breeder of horses or of stock

knows full well the value of a pedigree—the Herd
Book is to such a one a volume of the greatest

importance. A similar record would in its

degree be of great value to the horticulturist.

If successes and failures were registered with
impartial regularitj-, what a guide for futiu'e

trials would soon be formed. Instead of a scries

of comparatively hap-hazard experiments, the

chief guiding agency in which is the mere desire

to obtain a partic^ilar form, but whose pro-

duction IS too often a matter of uncertainty, we
should in process of time be able to attain
desired results with a degree of certainty and
accuracy similar to that possessed by tho
painstaking stock breeder. As Professor
Huxley told the naturalists at Nottingham, tho
methods by which to advance natural science in

all its branches aro comprised in observution,
registration, and classification. Horticulturists

must needs practise the] former, from the time
when they are set to wash pots, to the time when
their career closes ; classification, too, they
necessarily practise, but registration of the

phenomena they observe, is comparatively rare.

That practical results must .sooner or later accrae
from the combined use of the means just alluded

to need not be insi.stcd upon ; the results already

attained aro startling enough. How much more
so they might bo made if in all departments of

garden or field culture the methods now in use
for "improving" old varieties, or getting new
ones, were carried on in a more systematic
manner.
Nor is it necessary to do more than allude to

the vast importance of such practical experiments,
carried out on a large scale, to the physiologist.

How many of the problems connected with the
existence and inducing causes of variation in

plants, the existence or non-existence of species,

their fixity or their transition to other forms,

their restricted or limited areas of distribution,

their presence in one region, or their absence from
another apparently equally well fitted for their

presence, might be more or less fuUy resolved in

coui'se of time bj' a well-ordered system of ex-
periment and registration. It cannot be said in

this case that these are matters remote from the

interests of practical cultivati n's ; on the contrary

,

their interests in the future are bound up in

them. Norwin they be disposed to undervalue such
experiments when they reflect that from what
appeared to some to be trifling and unimportant
experiments, have originated the steam-engine
and that electric link that binds an old and new
world together ; while in their own more special

department they have effected such changes in

the conformation of plants that our gardens toem
with flowersof every hue and form, that thousands

are enabled to Uve where hundreds formerly could

scarcely subsist, and that millions are clothed

that but for the labour and skill of the cultivator

would eke out existence in little else but the gaib

with which Nature had furnished them.

There is at present in the magnificent

Tropical Fruit-house of P. L. Hind.s, Esq.,

of Byfleet Lodge, near AVeybridgo, a plant of

Passiflora quadraugularis (the GranadiUa of the

"West Indies), bearing 22 of its largo fruit, and in

addition to these, 32 ripe fruit have been taken

from it already this season, one of which was
exhibited at tho meeting of the Fniit Com-
mittee of the Eoyal Horticultural Society held

at South Kensington on the 2d of October.

Mr. Hinds has had a trellis erected over the

central path for tho purpose of training the

plant upon it, and the effect produced on entering

the house is excellent. On this treUis, rising

from the .side walls of the pit to the height of

about 8 feet, about o feet broad, and 20 feet

in length, tho plant is trained, completely cover-

ing it with its fine healthy green foliage, while

the under surface is studded with its numerous
beautiful fruits. A branch of this plant is also

trained in a horizontal direction across the house,

and on this several fruits, in addition to those just

mentioned, are suspended on branches about

2 feet long, the weight of the fruit keeping them
perfectly straiglit ; and these, associated -with

J3ananas, Sugar-canes, and tropical fruits of

many and varied kinds, give the scene quite a

tropical character.

Mr. Hinds has also succeeded in fruiting the

Passiflora laurifolia or Water Lemon. The fruit,

which is about the size and foi-m of a hen's egg,

is borne on short laterals, which hang from the

roof, and each carry three or more fruit. The

plant is very ornamental, being trained

horizontally to the rafters, and allowed to hang
down, forniing a leafy screen, studded over with

its beautiful fruit, which are of a bright reddish

orange colour, and contrast finely with the dark

shining green leaves. It appears somewhat
doubtful whether this plant has ever before been

fruited in England, but whether oi not, the

merit of bringing it to its fullest perfection is due

to the generous proprietor of Byfleet Lodge.

In the same house, planted out in the hot

border, is a grand plant of the Papaw (Carica

Papaya), about 20 feet high, a most perfect
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This plant has been bearing fruit

neaiiy the whole of the summer ; eight dozen

have ali-eady been taken from it, while it has

now two dozen fr-uit of different sizes remaining.

As a proof of its prolific properties, two young

shoots from near the bottom of the stem are

bearing fruit fi-eely. These interesting plants

bear testimony to the care and attention bestowed

on them by Mr. Cakk.

^Ve have been requested to state that the next

meeting of the Rotal Horticultueai Societt

wiU take place on the 6th of November ;
and that

there will be no meeting on Tuesday next, tlie iM
inst., as stated by mistake on the cover of the pocket

almanacks distributed by the Society. It may prevent

some inconvenience if om- readers wiU bear these

dates in mind.
r]i]^g United HoKficuLTUEAL Society has

obtained a grant of the Guildhall for a Flower and

Fruit Show, to be held sunultaueously with a Bazaar

for the Albert OiThan Asylum, the two Societies

havins for the time amalgamated in order to help each

other, philanthropy being their common object ihe

days fixed for the exhibition are the. 13th, 14th, and

15th of November.

"We learn from the report of the Glasgow and
"West of Scotland Hoeticultueal Society that

that Institution, which was foremost amongst all the

Horticultural bodies in the United Kingdom in the

support given to the International Horticultural

Exhibition, is in a highly prosperous state. Contrast-

ing the present position of the Society with its

prospects six years since, it is observed, " Then lOOi.

in debt with an income of about lOOl. a year, and an

outlay of about 1602., and only SOL of prize money

;

now with an income of upwards of 1100/., distributing

about 6002. of prize money, and possessing an accumu-

lated fund of upwards of 600/., at the same time possess-

ing a name and influence, inferior to no kindred

Society in the country." As horticulturists, however,

it is observed, the members ought not to absorb too

much time in counting their ca5h, but should rather

study the interests of horticulture in every department,

and seek out the best method of ensuring the greatest

good over the widest and most extended field of opera-

tions. Hitherto, it is continued, " we have accom-

plished this in so far as competitions are concerned.

The exhibitions of the past season have been most

interesting, and it is the opinion of florists in general

that never before have four such exhibitions tajsen

place in one season under the auspices of any Society

in Scotland. I'or the last exhibition 1300 entries were

received. During the year neariy all the prizes ofl'ered

have been competed for, while superior productions for

which no prizes were ofl'ered have often received special

awards. In many instances no fewer than 20 compe-

titors have entered for one prize, in a good few more

25 to SO, whUe for one prize 45 competitors entered the

list." This is proof enough that the Society's aflairs

are carried on with spirit.

It is not often that the Feuit of Cixtcanthus
occidentalis is seen in this country. Several fruits

however are ripening on a specimen of this shrub

growing against a wall in the Eoyal Gardens, Kew.

TABLE DECORATIONS.
"While it is a matter for regret that the late Inter-

national Horticultural Exhibition ofl'ered no arrange-

ments of flowers for rooms which call for any especial

notice, there were other parts of that memorable Show
from which some lessons may be obtained, which will

prove of much value in grouping cut flowers. Though
captious critics were ready enough with explanations

of how they would have done it all, if the arrangement

had been left to them, it is very doubtful indeed if any

of their plans would have resulted in such a charming
tout ensemble as that which all so much eujoyed last

May. But why was this exhibition so much enjoyed ?

"Why were people unanimous in saying that they

derived more pleasure there than at any previous Flower

Show ? Many answers at once suggest themselves

:

it was larger, there was more room to walk about, the

arrangement was less formal than is usual, and there

were so many extraordinarily large plants. All these

circumstances doubtless combined to give pleasure, but

the greatest charm of all has yet to be alluded to. The
feature which essentially distinguished that great

Show from anj; previous one, was the preponderance of

foliage over inflorescence, of leaves over flowers.

"Whichever way you turned, you were always able to

find relief for your eyes, after looking long at some
highly coloured blossoms, in the close proximity of

foSage of one kind or another. In most cases there

was a background of evergreens, while all the plants

were arranged upon grassy banks. Who has not seen

the blazing terraces of Pelargoniums and Calceolarias

at the Regent's Park Shows, while at the point where

the finest view of these was to be obtained, the

foliage-plants were all behind you, and for any efl'ective

purpose might as well not have been there at all ! Far

otherwise was it at the International Show.
On looking over the catalogue, it will be observed

that tliis preponderance of foliage was owing to the

presence of plants that are rarely seen except at Kew,
and in the largest nursery grounds. Thus (exclusive of

what were in the numerous collections of miscellaneous

plants), there were shown 51 Pahns, 29 Cycads and
Pandanads, 30 Tree Ferns, 90 Yuccas and Dracsenas,

122Agaves,96hardy evergreens,and 60 deciduous shrubs,

64 standard evergreens, 180 Hohies, and 194 Conifers

and Tasads ; in short, there were about 1000 of these

foliage plants, which, partly by their presence, but still

more by their judicious arrangement, gave a character

to the Show, and afl'orded a chai-mmg relief to the

flowering plants, and the gay dresses of the ladies.

Another strongly-marked feature in this Show was

the absence of any crowding, each plant being placed

at a little distance from its neighbour—that distance

being greater in proportion to the size of the plants,

where it was desirable that each plant should be seen

separately. By this means those who wished to

examine and compare individual plants were enabled

to do so with greater faoiUty, and mth much less

fatigue to the eyes ; while the general effect was thereby

enhanced, and the harsh outlines, which so often

accompany large masses of colour, were avoided.

The chief lessons to be learnt as regards table

decorations from the International Flower Show of

1866 seem then to be, that flowers should never be

crowded, and that there should always he a preponder-

ance of foliage over blooms.

Of all the various mistakes which are made by
persons in arranging flowers, the commonest is that of

putting too many into a vase ; and next to that is

the mistake of putting too great a variety of

colours into one bouquet. Every flower in a

group should be clearly distinguishable and deter-

minable, without pulling the nosegay to pieces ; the

calyx of a Clove Pink should never be hid by being

plunged into a head of White Phlox, however well the

two colours may look together. Sweet Peas never look
so well in the hand as they do on the boughs over

which they climb, because they cannot be carried

without crowding them ; but put them lightly into a

vase with an equal number of pieces of Mignonette, or

rather, ornament a vase half full of Mignonette with
a few blooms of Sweet Peas, and you get a charming
effect, because you follow the natural arrangement by
avoiding crowding of the blooms, and putting them
with the green foliage which they want to set them off

Pew people are aware, until they try it, how exceed-

ingly easy it is to spoil such a pleasing combination as

this ; a piece of Calceolaria, Scarlet Geranium, or blue
Salvia would ruin it effectually. Such decided colours

as these require to be grouped in another vase, and
should not even be placed on the same table with the
Sweet Peas ; they a&o require a much larger prepon-
derance of foliage to show them off to advantage than
is wanted by flowers ofmore delicate colours.

It is unquestionably difficult to resist the tempta-
tion of "just putting m" this or that flower, because
" it is such a beauty ;" a beauty it may be, and so may
be an Apricot, but it would be out of place in a basin

I

of green pea soup ! There is at least one proper place

for every flower ; and let every flower be in its place.

Some flowers grow in a stiff, erect, formal manner

,

others in a lax, drooping, graceful way ; and it is a very
common thing to find persons attempting to group the
two kinds together. In order to efl'ect this we see

Fuchsias with the open ends of their corollas sticking

bolt upright, wedged in between erect tubes of

Stephanotus and Abutilon, by which unnatural
arrangement all the grace and elegance of these

dependent blooms is lost. The more closely we, in

gi-ouping flowers, imitate the natural manner in

which tliey grow, the more pleasing wiU be the
combination produced. Men of science are well

able to exjilain the laws which regulate the harmonies
and contrasts of colours, and to dilate upon those

"passing discords" which, amongst colours, are as

much admired by the eye as amongst sounds they
are by the ear. To expatiate here upon " tertiaries

"

and " complementaries " is unnecessary, and would
probably be provocative of a .somewhat uncompli-
mentary yawn. A better guide than any code of laws

is the book of Nature, which is always open to us
whenever we choose to exercise our powers of observa-

tion. There we never find blooms of Dahlias growing
in a pyramid without leaves ; nor do we meet with
bunches of Grapes growing upwards. In arranging
fruit as well as flowers, the same rule must be attended
to ; Nature must be followed, if it is wished to produce
the most pleasing effect. Dahlias should be grouped
without crowding them, and with plenty of their

own leaves, or with some other foliage ofa similar dark
green colour. Grapes should always be produced
hanging, and not be laid down in a dish, or mixed with
other fruit ; and some of their o^vn leaves, when
practicable, should be hung over or between the
bunches. There is doubtless much difficulty in

inducing either Dahlia or Vine leaves to live long in

water without flagging and becoming faded ; and it is in

meeting such difficulties as these that the ingenuity of

the table decorator is put to the trial. Fine wires are

introduced to assist the foliage in supporting itself;

or better still, because more lasting, the foliage of some
other plant is substituted, which will live a long time
in water. In making this substitution, the colour of

the leaves is of more importance than the form ; thus
the silvery grey leaves of a Pine-apple would not look

well as a garnish for Strawberries, nor would the leaves

of a Vine be appropriate for Medlars. Every flower

and every fruit looks best with its own foliage, where
that can be used; and where it cannot, then much
judgment must be exercised in choosing a substitute.

There is no kind of foliage so generally "useful for all

purposes of decoration as that of Ferns ; and next to

these must be ranked the smaller kinds of the Fir-

tribe, such as Arbor-vitae, Yew, Cypress, and Juniper.

In the selection of these for use amongst flowers, there

is great scope for taste and judgment. The stiff-grow-

ing ]?ems, such as Blechnum and Osmunda, and the

branches of Thuja and Taxus, go best vrith spikes of

tall flowers. More delicate flowers are better set off by
elegant and finely-divided species of Pteris and Davallia,

and by pieces of Juniper and Cypress ; while the

climbing Ferus and Selaginellas come in where scarcely

anytliiug else can be used, and give a charming and
tasty finish.''- So mucKfor the form of the fohage ; but
more needs to be said about the colour of the foliage,

because upon the proper choice of the shade of green

depends, more than upon anything else, the good effect

of the grouping. There is the dark, almost black, green

of the Y'ew, the silvery green of the Juniper, the

bright decided green of the Arbor-vita; and others

might be referred to, if gardeners did not object to

having their branches cut.

Fern-fronds may be removed with greater impunity,

and it is amongst these that we find the greatest variety

in the shades of green. If a pale green is wanted we
get it in the graceful Pteris serrulata, the elegant

Adiantum assimile, the tall arching Pteris tremula ; if

a yellow green is required we find it in the Royal

Osmunda, or the pigmy Oak Fern ; if a bright, glossy,

cheerful green is needed, Polystichum lobatum
supplies it; for a mealy grey green we look to the

Beech Fern, and Polypodiijm calcareum ; for a blue

green we may take Polypodium aureum ; and for a

black green we should go to the Blechnums. Between
these there is almost every conceivable shade of green

and those who have access to a good fernery need
never be at a loss for appropriate foliage for their

flower vases, for among the choicer species the variety

in form of frond and shade of colour is endless.

Some of the Blechnums give us shades of red on their

young fronds, and have consequently a pleasing appear-

ance in a fernery; but as young fronds of all Ferns

are useless for decorative purposes when removed from

the plant, because they so soon droop and flag, we need

say no more about them here. The variegated forms

which some Ferns take under cultivation come m
usefully now and then when mixed with flowers, but

their places could generally be well supplied by the non-

variegated variety of the same Fern.

Next to the delicate kind of Ferns, there is probably

no plant whose foliage (when it can be had) is more

elegant and useful than that of the Asparagus--the

more so now that a climbing ..]» 1 1* ..r it lias been

introduced,;which ought to vie ^M 1 1
1

1
!

1
1

.
i -r.mdens.

Aplant in the half-hardy Foni-1)' I
• i

.

i.
.
labelled

CaUixene radicans, looks likely i" '" ;'\.nhajle for

a similar use.

Much more might be said upon these matters, and

the same rules applied to the grouping of plants in con-

servatories as to the arrangement of flowers in a vase.

For the present I content myself with the expression

of an earnest hope that those who amuse themselves

with floral decoration in its various details will not

forget that the pleasing effect produced by the great

International Flower Show of 1866 was mainly owing

to the preponderance of foliage over blooms, and to the

absence of crowding in the arrangements. JT. T.

This rather suggestive

yellow brick-gravel of tl

first became acquainted \

Staffordshire. We u;

GROG.
r.lis

Slall'

une given to the
re Potteries. I
vol when I lived

t Altnii Towers, for its

fine yellow colour, in filling in the pattern for pieces of

box embroidery; and although the colour and durability

were all that could be desired, yet it made the path so

rough you could scarcely walk upon it. Indeed, this is

the great evil of coloured paths ; they are usually made
of materials so shai-p-cornered that they are miniature

cart-roads of cracked stones. In some instances

broken gla.ss has even been used to give the desired

tint of colour, regardless of the consequences. These

things usually right themselves aiter a time, and all

weU-informed plant-growers will devise a living

subject to give the desired colour to the pattern, and

leave the path subordinate to the main features; for the

work of the path is to lead to the parterre, and
not to usuq) the place of its betters by making
a display of inert materials, which in a garden, on a

nearer view, disappoints the beholder, just as the stone

lion gives way before the live lion, with fang and talon

and with eye of fire. But this is not the place to enter

upon such a field.

Grog is made of fine clay, and if an ordinary Stour-

bridge brick were pounded and passed through a sieve

of one-fourth of an inch mesh it would be Grog ; but

the article, whichhas nowbecome one of commercial im-

portance, IS generally obtained from what is technically

termed saggers," that is to say, from the fine clay

ovens in which the china and stoneware of the potteries

are baked. These saggers wear out in time, and their

pieces are passed through a pounding mill, which

crushes them to the size of peas, in which state they

are sent off, either by boat or rail, from Stoke-upon-

Trent to their destination.

In aU suburban residences where the well-dressed

flag-stone is too expensive for the front garden walks,

we generally find the paths asphalted, and to make
things agreeable, the asphalt is usually peppered with

white Derbyshire spar. The effect of this mixture of

white and black is to isolate the path, and set it at

variance -svith everything around it ; neither is it in

union with itself, for the contrast of the white on the

black ground is just like a shower of hailstones on one's

coal heap. There is no harmony of colour ; nothing to

give or take. Moreover, the spar is the very worst

form of stone that could be used, for it is so soft as _to

be easily cut with a knife ; while as a companion Ito

green Grass and the green leaves of trees and shrubs,

it is clearly unsuitable; for as blue and yellow

when mixed together make gi-een, so neither blue

nor yellow will ever be found in violent contrast where

green (preponderates. I had a fine example of these

contrasts the other day at a new church near Wigan,

where the walks around the church were made of

asphalt, and dotted white with spar, according to what

appears to be the standard recipe. The walks were

edged with blue tiles, and the blue seemed to escape

observation, as the preponderating colour was green,

the churchyard being neatly turfed. Had the paths

been yellow, all would have been in harmony, for the

goodly edifice was of the colour of Bath stone.

The Grog in this case would have made all the
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difference; its bardaess aud durability paftitiil;irly

recoinmeud it; its sliarp edges and rouijli ('rai-tiirc arc

just wliat tlie asphalt requires; and its tini.' yell'iu \n\v

Deius? only one remove from green would liave har-

monised well not only with the blue tile editing, but
also with the green sward, and would have been quite

in keeping with the stone colour of the church. Now,
asasphalt is becoming much used for garden walks, town
pavements, and the like, it is of the greatest importance
to get it with a good wearing surface, for the spar

wears soapy, and soon decays altogether, whilst the

Grog is quite imperishable. The Muniev tliis asplull

bu.sinessis got into good working order, tin' liiller.

I find that there is the greatest misuuderstandiu.K

about the way that mineral pitch and common gas-tar

may bo \^ed. Leaving out all the patents and the
cunning workers in gas-tar, let us compare notes witli

the common-.sense men of our time, and from their

failings and their successes we may learn wisdom. One
of the most important lessons of the whole is contained
in this sentence :

*' Gas-tar is not soluble in water."
Hence the vast importance of this article, formerly
counted a dirty wa^ste—though the blackness of its dark-
ness does not yet recommend it to the eye, neither is its

smoky odour agreeable when heated. Bones may be
said to consist of lime aud ghiten, at all events for this

argument we maytake these to formthe buUt of the bone.
Now, if we take gas-tar and lime and concoct them
neatly together, as a soap-boiler would say, we shall

have a compound of a bony hardness, and one of great

durability. With this we may roof buildings, make
floors, walk.s, roads, tanks, &c. ; but before we .iump at

this bait, we must first learn another practical lesson

in this " chemistry," as our Yankee neighbours would
term it. When lime comes from the lime-kiln ready
for use it is u.sually slacked, and witii a little care it

will be all in fine powder like flour, when if one were
asked if tliere appeared to be any water in it the answer
would be that it was dry as dust. This verdict, however,
will not do, for as we had seen gallons of water poured
into the lime it were u.seless to deny that water was
there—only when we see water in a dry state we have
some difficulty in recognising it. When lime is to be
mi.\ed with gas-tar it mast not be slacked with water

;

that is to say, water whether wet or dry \rill not do,

for " gas-tar is not soluble in water." Therefore the
lime must be pounded to powder by force and sifted,

and the gas-tar must have the wat«r that may be in it

evaporated by boilin.g the tar, and when these two
lessons in tho chemLstry of the matter have been
got through, the practical part is easy enough, for

it may be laid on like paint on a paper or canvas
roof, or it may be mixed with haril materials for a
floor, path, pavement, &e., the road making part being
always the same. No gardener need be told how to do
this, but the important item is the finishing off with
Grog, in.stead of other materials.

I am not now speaking of the slovenly st.yle of

working gas-tar and cinder ashes, and calling that road-
making. A gentleman showed me his factory roof done
with materials as here described, and done weW ; aud
with a very little practice any gardener may do walks,

&c., beautifully, and unless it is fair to see, it is of no
service to him. One thing must ever be kept in view,
and that is, to shun wet—wet days, wet materials ; water
in any form under the name of moisture, damp, or
even as above stated, as flour of lime, must be avoided.

Once well done it will be done for years, sweet and
clean, the cheapest road-material tknown. Gutters
and steep paths liable to be washed away can be
settled in this manner at little outlay, and without
infringing upon any one's patent right. Alex. Forsijlh.

THE AUSTEALIAX TREE FERNS.
Two species of Tree Fern from Australia have long

been known in our gardens ; three others have been
imported lately in a living state, and four more, which
have very lately been discovered in the sub-tropical

parts of the island, will no doubt soon follow. As, of

the second three, one has already been published in

three diflerent places under dift'erent names, and the
other two, both of which have had new names given
them, are evidently identical with plants known else-

where, there seems a prospect of a considerable amount
of confusion arising respecting them, and in order to

do what I can to prevent this, I propose to give a
description of each of them, and bring together the
synonyms of the same species.

First, as to their genera : about this there need be
no ambiguity. Two of them belong to tho genus
Cyathea, which is characterised by having the sori

included in a distinct cup ; four belong to Alsophila,

which has no cup, but only a round naked dot of
fructification apparent, upon dissecting which a raised

point will be found in the centre, which is the recep-
tacle ; and the other two belong to Dicksonia, which
has a distinctly two-valved involucre, the fruit-dot

being placed upon the edge of the frond, and the outer
valve of the cup being formed from the reflexed margin.
For a long time the genus Cyathea, represented in

New Zealand by C. meduUaris, Cunninghamii, and
dealbata, was supposed to be absent from Australia.

I believe the discovery of the first species is to be
ascribed to Mr. Walter Hill, of the Botanic Garden at

Brisbane, who gathered it at Mount Lindsay, in
Queensland. This was found to be new, and was
named by Sir William Hooker (Synopsis Filicum,
p. 25) Cyathea Lindsayana. The trunk is stated to be
10 or 12 feet in height and a foot in circumference.
The main and .secondary rachides are quite unarmed,
being slightly downy, and between straw-coloured and
brown in colour. In the specimens I have seen, the
primary pinna; measure nearly 2 feet long by 8 inches
broad. There are from 20 to 80 closely placed, lanceo-
late pinnules on each side, the largest of which measure
4 inches long by | to J of an inch broad, and are cut
down throughout into linear-oblong falcate aegmenti

whieli ai-e ljliirill.\' loljcd half-way down to the midrib,
riie texture is linn, almost coriaceous, both surfaces

lein.;; green and d'slitute of hairs, except a few upon the
uidrib of the pinna; and pinnules. In most of the
^obes of the segments the veins are once forked.

The sori are placed in two rows contiguous to the mid-
rib, usually one to each lobe, hiding where its vein
forks, and in the most fully developed segments are
10 to 12 in number. The other species of Cyathea is

still obscure. Dr. F, Mueller, in his recently published
leiiiunt of the Australian Forus (Fragm., Part V.,
'1. 1 Kil, says that he has seen only a portion of a pinna,
mil that is all that is contained in the Kew collection.

Sir W. Hooker has referred it to C afflnis of Swartz, a
plant which has been nnllnred in many of the Foly-
nesian Islands, but wlieilnr tins is clearly distinct

from the New Zealand ('. mrdullaris is very doubtful.
Upon viewing the scraji relerred to, I do not see any-
thing to separate the Australian plant from C. medul-
laris. The rachis of the pinnse is rough, w ith raised

points ; the largest pinnules are 8 inciies long, by

f of an inch broad at the base ; the segments are

much narrower and more distinctly separated than in

C. Lindsayana, being not more than one line broad,
cut down nearly to the rachis into blunt lobes, the base
of each of which, except the uppermost, is filled by the
distinct cup of the fruit-dot ; the texture is not so firm
as in the last, and the rachis of the pinnules is clothed
with small scales. It has been proposed to name this

C. Wilsoni, but my own impression is as just indicated,

that it will be fouud to be identical with the New
Zealand species. It was gathered by Mr. Wilkinson at

Cape Otway Ranges, in the colony of Victoria, and is

said to have a trunk 50 feet in height.

Alsophila australis of Robert Brown, has long been
well known in books and gardens. It has a wide
climatic range, extending from Van Diemen's Land
northwards along the east side of Australia to within
the tropic. The truuks attain an elevation of from
25 to 30 feet in Van Diemen's Land, and are sornetimes
as stout as a man's body, and in South Australia they
are said to reach a height of from 40 to CO feet. The
crown is clothed with the base of the old leaves as
" rough as the stems of R;ispberries, closely piled over
each other, and pointing forward." The prickliness of

the stems varies very much, and there is a variet.y with
the rachides nearly or quite smooth, to which the
aborigines are said to apply a distinct name. The
fronds vary from 8 to 1.3 feet in length, so that the
diameter of a crest may reach 9 or 10 yards. The
stems are straw-coloured, very copiously clothed at

the base with the long bright brown Conferva^like

scales, similar to those of other species used for stuffing

pillows and mattresses in the Canaries and Poly-
nesian Islands. The lower pinnao are often half a

yard long, 6 to 10 inches broad, the pinnules being

3 or 4 inches long by half to three-quarters of an inch
broad ; their linear-oblong, bluntish or sub-acute, entire

segments often scarcely reaching down to the rachis in

the lower part. The texture is similar to that of

Cyathea Lindsayana, the upper surface being deep
green, the lower pale, sometimes slightly glaucous, and
both naked. The two rows of fruit dots, with often

six in each, fill nearly the whole breadth of the

segments. This is said to grow in more open places

than Dicksonia antarctica, even flourishing where the
land has been cleared and is quite open to the sun.

The next species is the Alsophila Leichhardtiana
of P. Mueller (Fragm. Austr. v. 68), the A. Moorei of

J. Smith (Ferns, British and Foreign, p. 245), the A.
Macarthurii of Hooker (Syn. Fil, p. 4fl), all three

different names for the same plant, of which Dr.

Mueller's being the e;iilicst, vvill have to take prece-

dence. The plant i\:i- liist indicated as distinct by Sir

William Maeartlmr. nf Sydney, and was sent by him
to the Paris Exhilntion of 1854; it was received in a

living state, both from him aud Mr. C. Moore, at Kew
the same year. The former writes, in a letter to Sir

WiUiam "Hooker :—" This has very slender elongated

stems, with a most elegant crown of foliage. The
tallest I saw measured 22 feet long, with a crown of

fronds 10 to 11 feet long. Jlr, Moore assures me that

on the sides of Mount Tomah, about 40 miles inland

from Sydney, this, the A, australis, and D. antarctica

are from 50 to 70 feet high, and in great luxuriance of

foliage, this being always found the highest up, as at

Illawarra. There it is always in deep .shade." This
plant ranges from Sydney northward to Queensland,
and is known as ' Whip-stick Fern ' by the colonists.

The stems are as prickly as in A. australis, and their

bases are persistent on the crown of the trunk in a

.similar manner, but here the main stem and the
rachides are a beautiful deep red-brown, the latter

clothed copiously with small grey scurfy scales; the
texture is more coriaceous, the segments being longer,

narrower, and more distinctly separated, and the under
surface more decidedly glaucous. The edge of the
segments is often rather sharply but not deeply toothed,

the number of sori in the lower ones often reaching 12.

There does not seem to be any ground for considering

the Australian Alsophila grown in gardens under the
name of Cooperi as distinct from the Norfolk Island A.
excelsa, with which SirWm. Hooker and Mr. J. Smith
have in their latest works both identified it. In
Norfolk Island this is said to attain a height of from
60 to 70 feet. Of the Austrahan plant Dr. Mueller
writes :

—
" The stem is from 12 to 15 feet high, the

circumference being about a yard, the trunk marked
with scars. The fronds are not numerous, but they
continue a long time, and when they fall leave smooth,
oval, pale scars, by which the trunk may be known at

a great distance from these of the others. In A.
australis and Leichhardtiana, on the contrarj-, the

base of the stipes is persistent." Here also the stem
and main racnides are prickly, both being straw-

coloured. 'The pinnse are 15 to 18 inches long by often

more than 1 inch broad, the linear-oblong segments
being often two lines broad, out down quite to the

ruchis, and slightly inciso-crenate. The texture is

thinner t lian in A. australis, both surfaces liein ; green.
The young IVnnds arc covered with a soft, iiubcscciice,
so that they appear almost mealy. The fruit dots often
exceed 12, and are very villose. This aiii)ears to
be confined to the northern part of New Soutli Wales,
and the soulliern v'vl "C Oiieensland.

.
Alsophila K '

' Mueller (Frag. I'hyt. Aust.
V. 53) is a ver\

1 -.and a very interesting
addition to tile \u- i u list. The trunk attains a
height of 8 feel, and may be seen in the Museum at
Kew. The fronds are bipinnate, not lri|iiiuiaie. as in
all the other species. The lower pinn.e m-a 12 to
15 inches long, 4 to 5 inches broad. 'I'liere are from
20 to 30 pinnules on each side, the lower ones being
distinctly stalked, 2 to 3 inches long, three-eighths of an
inch broad, acuminate at the apex, the upper part
deeply and the lower less deeply inciso-crenate. The
rachides are bright chestnut-brown, clothed with
fibrillffi and small scurfy scales. The texture of the
frond, is subooriaceous, the lower surface scattered over
\\ith similar scurfy scales, which occasionally are
placed under the fruit dots so as to look like a rudi-
mentary involucre. The veins are pinnated in groups
of four or five, the sori being placed principally in two
regular rows midway between the midrib and edge.
This has been gathered in Queensland by Messrs.
Dallachy and Hill. It is nearest the Chinese A. podo-
phylla, but this has the veins more copiously pinnated,
and the sori scattered more irregulany, and wants the
membranaceous scurfy scales of the under surface.
A. Robertsiana, P. Muell. (Frag. Ph.it. Austr. v, 53),

is another new species gathered in the .wv^ l> i;i!ii\ as

the last by the same collectors. Tin >'\\< a
height of C feet. Tho pinnse are fmei \ : ! - I

s mm lies

long, 4 to C inches broad, with a reddi.h-l/rj-.M copi-
ously tomentose rachis, aud numerous pinnules from
2 to 3 inches long, b,v three-quarters of an inch broad,
cut down to a distinctly winged rachis into linear-
oblong segments one-quarter to three-eighths of an
inch long by one-eighth of an inch broad, which are
again out down throughout nearly to the midrib.
Both surfaces are green and hairy, especially the lower
one, which is clothed with a very distinct coating of
short spreading grey hairs. The sori are small, placed
one each at the base of the lower segments. This is

related to the New Zealand A. Colensoi. In both the
segments are about equal in size, but in Colensoi they
are entire, in this deeply pinnatifid, there are no scales

on the rachis of the pinnaj and pinnules, and the
whole plant is very much more hairy.

Of Dicksonia antarctica I need say very little, as it

is so well known, and not likely to be confused with any-
thing else. It ranges round the coast from the mouth of
the Glenelg river near the western border of New
South Wales up northward nearly to the tropic. " It is

often very plentiful," writes Dr. Mueller, " in Australia
Felix and New South Wales, especially in what are
called the Fern-tree gullies, where it occupies more low-
lying positions than Alsophila australis. It ascends to
a height of 4500 feet, and is the most western of all

our Tree Ferns. The Australian plant which bus been
called D. Youugia; is evidently not safely separable
from the New Zealand D. squarrosa. "The stem is

slender," writes Mr. C.Moore, "nevermore tlian 1 inches
in diameter, and from 10 to 12 feet li It I.cil by
portions of old stipes remaining ai! i ilie

fronds have fallen oir. The base of tlic i , , rough
from raised points which are not hone, ci' .leu p. The
outer fronds are always barren." Here the stem and
rachis are usually a rich bright brown, and densely
fibriUose, the lower pinnse 12 to 15 inches long, the
lower pinnules 2 to_3 inches long hy ttur iprulcrs to
seven-eighths of an inch broad, the lie '

'

:
^ g-

ments deeply pinnatifid, those of il:
'

n leis

being nearly filled up with the large iw.i v ili, ,1 -uri,

whicn are quite aUnebroad. The texture is coriaceous,

and both surfaces are very nearly naked. This was
found on the banks of the Richmond River, New
South Wales, in 1861, and was proposed to be named
in compliment to Lady Y'oung, the wife of the Governor
of the colony. J. O. B.

Home Correspondence.
The Oranrte Treea at Hulhnul Uunse.-^'e all know

what poor attenuated scraggy things Ora.nge trees are

in English gardens generally, and therefore I think it

can hardly be too well known that they may be kept
in good health by a simpler process than we usually

adopt. I refer to the fact that Orange trees, which are

allowed to make all their growth in the open air, and
are kept in a cool and comparatively dark place in

winter, do very much better than those grown in tubs

in the conservatory. If any person doubt this, the

£resent condition of the Orange trees under Mr.
lixon's care, on the terrace at Holland House,

Kensington, will convince him immediately, for their

heads are as dense as those of clipped English ever-

greens, and they have a tint of fresh lucid green about
them not surpassed by the healthiest of Laurels near our
mild southern shores. I really do not wonder that

Continental people have a fancy for placing them on
promenades and terraces, since seeing these specimens,

and some at Arundel and a few other places, grown in

like manner. Their green is so fresh and inviting, that

your pleasant correspondent, " S. R. H.," might have
preferred it to the Parsley for cooling his eyes upon,

after gazing upon that soul-satisfying product of the

British gardener—the splendaoious ribbon-border. I

have been to Gunnersbury and some other places

where I ^vas led to expect there were. good Orange
trees, and found specimens big enough for any purpose,

but no better than the scaffolding, so to speak, on
which a good plant would exhibit its dense leafage.

They were like some of those gigantic birds at the
Zoological Gardens which have evidently not made up
their minds whether they shall wear feathers or not.
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and just wear a few on the posterior protuberance

—

to ascertain how they would look over long legs, or

pei'haps to see how the wind blows. A specimen of

branches with a few sickly leaves. And many of these

have been brought from the Continent at great expense.

By being placed in the open air in May, they make all

their growth in the free air, and are thu,s, it would
seem, inured to any vicissitude they may experience in

our climate. Take them in in October and house
in a place just impervious to frost, and cool and airy at

aU times. At Arundel they are housed in the pleasure

grounds, in a structui'e which affords only a side light,

and it is practically the same at Holland House, as

they are there preserved in winter in what used to be

a great arched stable, and which has now its opaque

roof; but as there are lean-to houses thrown against its

sides, the trees receive just the requisite amount of

light to keep them in a quiescent state during the

wuiter, and success of the mo.st satisfactory kind is the
result. IF.

Ventllalion : CoudiicfionofSeat.—WhiledLeterminei
to vinilicalein every case to the utmost of my abihty the

truth which mypapers may contain—notbecausel have
written it, but because it is true—no one can be more
ready to admit a mistake or mis-statement, supposing
such to be found. Neither would it be at iill surprisiug

if in laying down so many general principles, and
striving to elucidate the workmg of so many natural
laws, mistakes should occur ; for, in my anxiety to

popularise this .subject, I have made but sparse use of
authorities. The subject has been thought, not
copied out. For this reason I regret not having
Tyndall (see p. 9"2), nor, indeed, any other authority
upon heat by me. In No. 12 of my papers I st.ated
" that the dry air of cold climates enwraps life

around as with a thick great-coat, and refuses" a free

passage outwards for the heat." Tyndall says, " the
removal for a single summer night of the aqueous
vapour from the atmosphere which covers England,
would be attended by the destruction of every plant
which a freezing t5mperature would kill." The
purport of " J. S.'s " note at the page referred to, is to
show that these two statements contradict each other

;

that I am wrong and Tyndall right ; and to prove that
such is the case by the influence of clouds in checking
the radiation of heat. I accept Tyndall's statement, and
still adhere to my own. The two do not contradict each
other ; they refer to different things. There is also a
wide distinction between the intervention of a screen
of clouds as a mechanical barrier to the dispersion of
heat, and the conduction or radiation of heat through
a clear atmosphere laden with moisture. To gain a
clear nnderstauding of this matter it may be necessary
to point out how neat is removed from one body or
place to another. There are at least four modes by
which a change in the relative position of caloric to
surrounding bodies is eflected. These are con-
vection, radiation, conduction, and evaporation.
Convection may be defined as the ebullition of fluids

or gases from a centre to the circumference and back
to the centre again in search of an equilibrium of
temperature; for its operation demands a heating
centre, cooling extremities, and a free circulating
medium. It has little or no direct influence on the
point in dispute, and as it has been illustrated before,
need not be further dwelt on here. Eadiation, on the
contrary, is the point that has led to the divergence of
opinion between "J. S." and myself. It may be
defined as the removal or bounding off of heat from
all bodies, in straight lines, from their centre into open
space. It involves a direct loss of heat, without any
compensating jirinciple or circulating medium to bring
any of it back again. The heat thus abstracted may
be said to be, as far as the bodies from which it has
been removed are concerned, absolutely lost. The
energy with which radiation works is controlled by the
rarity or clearness of the medium, and the diflerence
of temperature between the body from which the
heat is radiated and the surrounding air. If the
temperature of the two are alike, radiation of
heat ceases, however clear the air may be ; there-
fore its power is weak or nil in Arctic climes.
The scant vegetation there is frozen through,
independent of the resistance of the warmth
of vegetable life, and hence the living and dead
surfaces assume about equal temperatures, and (he
chilling power of radiation is broken. The outer
surfaces of the clothing of men and animals are
subjected to similar laws, and even radiation itself

can drive offbut little heat from the surface of white
fm>, lliil nrvrrllirl. - il

':-
. I ill t 111. that the clearer

llir :iii' llh 'j|-.:i! i"
I

.

'

,1 I'l.idid r/rf versa, \)YQ-

vidr.j ;ih\:i\ ^ J li'' >, ' - -nirr 111 the air remains
the .~:iiii.', mid ili:ii )lh -inii..- i ijienit.-d uj)on arc of a
higher temperature than the surrounding air. I think,
however, that " J. S." ha.s made a mistake in this
matter. There is no question at all that water, when
it assumes the forms of thick vapour or cloud,
oflers an eflective resistance to the removal of heat.
The clouds form as it were mechanical barriers on the
radiating lines, which the heat is unable to pass. It
is in fact arrested by them, and thrown back or
down again upon the earth. Hence the warmth
induced or husbanded by the agency of clouds is

intelligible enough. But to prove my statement
wrong it will be necessary to show that in a clear
sky—that is, without either fogs, clouds, or visible
vapours, the loss of heat by radiation is less in a
saturated atmosphere than in a dry one. Meanwhile
I think a reference to the removal of heat by conduc-
tion will establish and confinn the correctness of my
views. Conduction almost explains itself. It means,
to lead, show, or form the way for anything to travel on.
One end of a bar of iron being thrust into a fire, the
heat is conducted along its whole length. The iron
becomes a medium or the line of conveyance. This
is conduction. It presupposes always a medium, or
line to move on. And, further, the rate of speed is

regulated by the character of the medium, mo-tly.
Every article has a diflferent rate of conv.j
ance for heat; and even the same article in

different conditions, as rough or smooth, coloured
or uncoloured, polished or unpolished, foul or clean,
wet or dry, has its special rate of speed. Taking
air as an example, and as being the kernel of our
subject, its conductive powers vary in proportion to
the compactness of its mass, and the amount of its

moisture, other conditions being alike. Heat passes
rapidly through moist, slowly through dry air. This is a
fact daily confirmed by our personal experience and
observation. On a dull November day, with the ther-
mometer only at .30°, we not only feel,'but are actually,
colder often than on a bright day in January with 20°

of frost. The reason is obvious. In November the
moist air conducts the heat rapidly from the surface of
our bodies; in J.anuary, the "dry air, though so
very much colder, has less power of conduction,
and does not actually remove so much heat. Hence
we are warmer often during the sharpest frosts than in
a drizzling fog with scarcely any frost at all. In fact,

so well known are the non-conductive powers of dry
air, that a stratum of it offers the best possible
resistance to the inroads of cold. It is upon tuis fact
that the philosophy of double-glazing, and covering of
frames, nouses, &c., and even the true theory of
clothing is founded. We are kept warm not so much
by the thickness of our clothing as by the stratum of
air which it encloses around us ; and this air equally,
perhaps more than the clothes themselves, checks the
conduction of heat outwards, and thus keeps us warm.
As the atmosphere entirely surrounds and envelopes
the whole surface of plants exposed to it, it is easy to
see that whatever checks or breaks its power of
conducting heat from them must necessarily tend to
keep them warm, and as dryness does this, the
propriety of comparing dry air to a great-coat, whose
enwrapping folds "' refuse a free passage outwards for
the heat," becomes at once apparent. White is also

the worst possible conductor of heat, and thus the
colour of the under clothing of plants in cold climes,
and the character of their outer covering of air, both
favour to the utmost extent the husbanding of their
heat. But an enormous amount of heat is also removed
by evaporation. Evaporation may be defined as the
absorption and virtual extinction of heat at the point
where it takes place, by the conversion of water from
a liquid into a vapour. By this process, sensible heat
that could be felt on living surfaces, is converted into
latent heat which cannot be felt. Worse than this,

during the process, heat is exchanged for its opposite,
cold—if 1 may allowed to speak of cold as an
entity. No other mode of removing heat acts
with such potency and violence as evapora-
tion. It works with such energy that a
man may be frozen to de.ath in the middle
of summer by persistently sprinkling him with
ether. As a rule the force of evaporation may be
measured by the volatility of the fluid raised or dis-

Eersed, the temperature of the air, its degree of
umidity, and the amount of accessible moisture. The

faster the process proceeds the more intense the cold.
In cold climates there is everything to check its speed.
The only available fluid exists in the form of masses of
ice and hard frozen snow. The temperature, of the air

is so low as utterly to quench its appetite for water.
Its frozen tongue is incapable of lickins up fluids.

Thus the air continues dry, and ntilil ;irMii-, .1 finm it-

dead torpor by an accession of iimi
I I

'
.

I

1 ;
.

adding to its cold by the evaiini-, i
.

water, and so it comes to pass iliii lii 11 mi' n-

tinues dry air. It is probable that this dryness modi-
fies the force of radiation; it is certain that it breaks
the power of conduction, and well nigh arrests the pro-
gress of evaporation. Thus of the three common modes
by which solid bodies are cooled, drj' air hinders, checks,
almost stops two of them, and hence the justification
of my a-ssertion that the dry air of cold climates
enwraps life around as with a thick great-coat, and
refuses a free pa-ssago outwards for the heat. D. T. Fi.tli,

Oct. 16.

The Douhle liose- Campion.—It may interest some of
your readers to know that this pretty and good old
double flower is not yet lost, as I was fortunate enough
to meet with it this summer in Messrs. Paul & .Son's
Nurseries, Cheshunt. The flowers last longer in bloom
than the single one, and it looks a much greater
improvement on the normal form than most duplex
flowers are. Having gone to see Hoses and trees and
shrubs and fruit trees, I ivas unprepared for meeting
with a really good collection of well-selected herbaceous
plants. I have seen larger and more varied collections,
but never better beds of the really good herbaceous
things. There were long beds of golden-variegated
Lily of the Vallc.y, of the double whito Achillea
Ptarmica flore pleno, which they were cutting freely
for wedding bouquets; of the fine autumn-flowering
Statice latifolia, and other good species ; of the best
Anemones, and the best Asters. Planted out in good
soil, and allowed to become fully developed, as they are
here, these plants are far more valuable in every way
to the purchaser than the tiny sickly bits of plants
sold in pots by some nurserymen, and which too often
make him believe that such things are not to be
grown. I was particularly pleased with Lathyrus
rotundifolius, a fine bright-flowered Everlasting Pea

;

with Rudbeckia Neumanni, one of the finest of all

autumn-flowering plants; with the masses of some of
the better Hellebores, and not a few otherjplants, which
I shall not occupy your valuable space in describing,

but which will be found enumerated in Messrs. Paul's
catalogue issued along with their catalogue of trees,

shrubs. Conifers, &c. ji.

Japan Privet.—The beauty of this shrub is insuffi-

ciently known, though it is extensively planted by the
judicious landscape gardener and planter. Large in

leaf almost as a goodly Orange, and producing flowers

:iliiinst as large as the white Lilac, and very sweet,
it iio.^sosses first-class attractions as an ornamental
shrub, but it is to its value as a London plant that I
wish to call the attention of the town-gardening portion
of your readers. We all know how difficult it is to get
any sort of an evergi-eeu to grow well in towns ; those
with the best character for good behaviour within the
vile influences of smoke are too apt to become hope-
lessly deciduous. Well, this Japan Privet may be
tried with safety in a back garden, far into what
Cobbett called the great " wen." Having the advantage
of flowering so sweetly and freely, in addition to being
a shrub with comely leaves and good habit, I am sure
such of your readers as so plant it, will not be dis-

appointed. Stet.

Hard Soil and Heated Tine Borders.—Referring
to the correspondence in your Paper relative to the
hard ramming of soil round the roots of fruit trees in

and out of pots, there remains an important question as
to how far the same practice is applicable to Vines, and
it will, I am sure, afford many of your readers satisfac-

tion to have opinions upon that point. With reference
to the theory of hard ramming, it would seem not
unnatural that when soil is brought into closer con-
tact with small fibrous roots—for even with the hardest
ramming the contact must be imperfectly fulfilled—
the roots should more readily absorb that nourishment
which is favourable to fruit-growing. Now that I
mention the subject of Vines, I would recall a point
occasionally alluded to, but never fully discussed
in your Paper, viz., whether to produce early

Grapes it is well to heat the border underneath.
I erected a Vinery this spring with the border
upon flagstones, heated by hot-water pipes. The
result so far has been satisfactory. Vines planted
in April, after being cut down once to 12 feet, attained
about 2.3 feet in their second growth, with a girth
throughout of from about 2 to 2j inches. At the end
of Sefitember the wood was thoroughly ripened.

There is an aperture in the house from the space under
the border in which I keep a thermometer ; the bottom
heat I can regulate by a stop-cock, and as a further
precaution I have a bottom-heat thermometer in the
soil. With these arrangements, and with very moderate
attention, I cannot see how any evil results can arise

from bottom-heat so applied, and that much good must
ensue from being able to make the heat of the soil

correspond with that of the atmosphere above, there
can be no doubt. To complete the arrangement I
intend covering the outside border, .30 feet by 12, with
glass lights, to slide up and down in frames, in order
to obviate the necessity of covering it with materials

which more or less exclude light and air. Edward
Chance, Lawnside, Malvern.
Glandular and Glandless Peaclics.—I never remem-

ber seeing mildew on my Peach trees. I believe, as

with Roses so with Peaches, that immunity turns on
two things—ou the compact nature of the leaves, and
also on the functions of the' glands. In moist summers
mildew does not prevail. It is called the "daughter of
drought." By this we are not to understand that
drought creates the Fungus, but it prepares the tree for

it. Fungi may proceed through the circulation, but it

is oftener from without. The spores float about and
pitch on the leaves. After long drought the juices of
the plant become viscous and sticky, and the spores
falling on the leaves adhere till the time of developinent
hns arrived. A glandular tree casts off the viscid
-rrrrii..ii Ii> tlir ^Iniiils, biitllio glaudlcss tree casts it

i 1 ii' I' '.'- Ill nhirli llio spores adhere, and if the
'-' ti-\liiii'l tliry tnkeroot. Theleaves

• ii ^ Mill. I/. K'.M- :iif very close textured. Though
on a south wall, where other sorts mildew, I
never remember seeing a single mildewed leaf of
Solfaterre in 14 yeare. I have seen the Geant
des Batailles as white as snow with mildew beneath
ite branches. I believe, unless better instructed, that
immunity from mildew proceeds from one or both the
causes just alluded to. Certain it is that if people
kept their trees well watered at the root, and well

syringed, they would escape many miseries of which
they now complain. As regards Roses, mildew and
.aphides vanish after a thunder.storm. The healthiest

Rose foliage is that which is glazed. W. F. &adclyffe,
Okeford Fitzpaine.

Cla!!si,fication of Pelarr/oniums.—To clear up the
doubts of " P. H. S." (see p. 919), I beg to offer him my
ideas on this matter. The word " zonal," used in con-
tradistinction to " variegated," should mean a simple
colour with a one-coloured zone ; that is to say, a green
leaf with a brown zone, be it lightly or heavily marked,
or a yellow or even a white leaf with a bronze, brown,
pink, or scarlet zone definitely marked. Such a plant
as Madame Vaucher represents the first, and Mrs.
Milford, Luna, Bicolor splendens, &c., represent the
second. These latter are not variegated ; or if they are,

then all the horse-shoe-leaved varieties must be con-
sidered variegated. It will lead to confusion to connect
the word zonal with variegated ; let it rather be under-
stood as applying to one class, which may be subdivided
as green zonal, yellow zonal, white zonal, purple zonal,

&c. As to variegated sorts. Golden Chain, Mrs.
Pollock, and Burning Bush are certrainly all varie-

gated ; but this grouping is not definite enough,
although sufficient for exhioition purposes. I would
suggest the following classification :— 1. Zonal Pelar-
goniums, to include all having a zone on the leaf, of

whatever colour, which colour can be named as a
secondary division. Adonis Madame Vaucher, Fair
Rosamond, &c., would be heavy zonals ; and Beautd
des Suresnes, Feu de Joie, and Gloire de Nancy, light

zonals. 2. Unicolor Pelargoniums, to comprise those
in which the foliage presents apparently but one
colour., viz., green, as in Tom Thumb or Christine

;

yellow, as Tellow Sovereign. Ingot, &c.
;
purple or

white. 3. Bicolor Pelargoniums, to include those

whose foliage presents two colours (not zoned), dis-

tinct, but in contact with each other on the surface or
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margin of the leaf, as iu Golden Chain, green margined
with yellow ; Albion Cliffs, Rreen margined with wliite

;

Vanilj'ke. inirple brown margined with green, &c

can be more suitable forlines. Jlr. Wclsli, tlie Lii.r.lrner

there, has two borders to the ri;;lit and lett ol' a walk
running down the eentre ol' the garden, planted iu

the following manner, both borders being exactly

Tlie Isl line, next the walk, consists ofalike.

Pelavs.

Tricolor i'elar:.!oniunis, to include those whose foliage

presents Ihrei; colcjiu-s, viz., margin of white or yellow,

zone of brown nr imrple, and centre light green or

veil"". Fcir iiisl.inre, Attraction and Countess of

NV;ii\\i'k Miiiild ]u' silver tricolors; Golden Tom
Thuinli, ;i iclinu iricolor; aud Empress of the French, I I' I

(
.

ilmlileiii, i''iaiiibi;iu. Talisman, &c., green _
tricolors, lurl.i .! n;

5. Versicolor Pelargoulums, to include those with is nut ton

indefinite-coloured foliage, varying on the same plant, borders is beautifully grown. The dark fi

presenting a crimson, rose, brown, and purple zone, a Iresine contrasts admirably with the ever h

k ; 2d, Iresine llerbstii

;

of Si.nn-; lib. A'.

,.1 Uii

iii, with shoots C feet Ioul'

1 llower or signs of one vet, a

Ic'by side Tbcl'lant'.,r A

uh to say that every plant in tin -'li

centre, a yellow or white m
Ml.: iiiToi'fiiir.- to circumstances, such as Ah-

I'. I. s..iii"r W iMi^'ler, Sunset, George A\ill.i..

\i iii.li wiiild 111' iT.]i;'clively yellowor gold versiroldi-
.

and Sirs. J. .1. Cliater, Italia Unita Miiinir C.ii ii.ii.

Pictnratum, Burning Bush, &o., which nuiild br ^iIm i-

versicolors. 6. Nosegay Pelargoniums, a ^-njiip iLji.-iiil-

ing on the flower not the foliage, a defiuit iuu of wliich

can be added to form sub-divisions, as unicolor,

bicolor, tricolor, or versicolor Nosegays. J. J.

C/iat€t\ Oonvilte Nurseries, Cambridge. Now
that the class of Pelargoniums which used to be
known as the " scarlet " or ' horse-shoe " varieties

have been so much improved; and have deservedly

come into general favour, a difficulty has presented
itself as to the name or term by w hicli they should be
distinguished. The term "scarlet" is certainly a

misnomer, as the flowers are obviously of various shades

of colour; and the terms "zonal," or "horse-shoe,"

are also objectionable, as in some of the varieties,

such as Tom Thumb and Christine, no zone is

to be seen, while in others it is very indistinct.

Now we have among Pelargoniums what are

recognised as the Show Class, the Fancy Class,

and the French class ; and as the foliage of the so-

called zonal varieties certainly approaches nearer in

form to the circlf than Uiat of any ol' the other sections

just named, minlil hc U"! term llnnn Round-leaved
Pelargoniums, iii-lrad or/,oii;il, llni--c-shoe, or Scarlet?

This term would include the sorts which have no zone,

and also those sorts whose lluwers are not scarlet, but
which it would not be desirable to separate. And if

the yellow-leaved varieties, in the way of Golden
Fleece, Mrs. Longfield, &c., are considered to be of

sufficient importance to constitute a class, we might
have green round-leaved and yellow round-leaved
varieties, ^yith regard to the variegated varieties, I

would still be inclined to call them all variegated Pelar-

goniums, as I fear the public will be slow to adopt, or

appreciate, the terms versicolor, tricolor, and bicolor.

I would, therefore, simply recommend them to be
divided into two classes or sections, viz.. Golden

Pelargoniums and Silver-variegated

ATrs. l'..ll<..-k,
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Sludtj of Fungi : need of an JSJemenlary BooJc.—
Your columns have for several years iiast afforded

much information on the subject of Fungi, and it has
often been deplored that while wo have a goodly
number of pliiienogamic botanists throughout the
country, very few indeed of them venture into the
obscure paths which concern our cnijtogamic plants,

especially the Fungi. Now as the chief pleasure which
the indigenous botanist derives from his pursuit of the
science, is in making himself acquainted with the
variety of forms which the vegetable kingdom presents
to his admiring gaze, -and then in ascertaining their

names, properties, structure, and relations, it is obvious
that there must be some reason why he should deprive
himself of the happiness of keeping up his examination
of Nature's treasury of varieties, just at the, to him,
dull time of the year, when his favourites have " faded
and gone," and a new creation (so to speak) rises from
every field, every tree, and every wall to beckon him
onward in the enticing pursuit. The only reason that

I know of why the botanist should thus cease from his

labour of love, with the departure of the Phsenogams
until the ensuing spring, and not carry them on
through the round of the year amongst the Fungi
(and I speak from my own personal experience), is

nothing but the difficulty which belongs to their

identification, and the want of a book to help him on
his way. Much, it is true, has been done by our
" facile princeps" of Fungologists in his " Outlines,"

and M. C. Cooke is a capital worker in the same
field ; but I hope they will both allow me to sug-

gest as a student that what I want, and what I

feel must be the want of all others who seek to climb

the hill, is a series of steps cut in the hill-side by those
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Pelargoniums. Lut pray let us have your editorial i who have been up before us and are familiar with the

opinion as an authority in the matter, for I am appre- way. Any one who has made himself acquainted with

hensive that much confusion and misunderstanding is the fact that we have in England some 300 or

likely to arise on the subject. And as this is about 400 species of Agarici alone, and observe how like they

the time when Secretaries of Horticultural Societies are to each other, cannot help feeling the difficulty

engage in the task of forming Schedules for the ensuing there must be in grouping and classifying such a

season's exhibitions, it is yery desirable that a number of forms, so nearly resetnbling one another

;

unifoi-mity of classification should if possible be arrived

at. P. (?. [We shall have something to say on this

subject shortly. Meanwhile the greatest difficulty of

all is to find characteristic and acceptable terms for the
main groups themselves, for in truth the designations

show, fancy, and spotted, as applied to various classes,

are as indefinite and unmeaning or contradictory as

those of scarlet or zonal to the class more immediately
under discussion. Eds.]

Iresine Herhslii.—So much has been written lately

respecting this beautiful plant that I need not now
dwell upon its merits"; suffice it to say that I have 5600
plants of it bedded out here, and that it fully bears out
the high character I have previously given it. It is

indeed a most effective plant. It is not quite so highly
coloured with me this year as last, but we have had
such a sea-son to contend with as we never have had
before. Frosts have occurred every month of the year,

and there has been a continuance of wet the whole
season. Indeed I may say that it has been a season

of disappointment to all lovers of flower gardens,

and had it not been for such plants as the Iresine,

Cineraria maritima, the [Golden Fleece, and other
coloured-leaved Pelargoniums, even our parterres

would have been desolate indeed. Your correspondent
" F." (see p. 919), in speakingof the Iresine, states that

its advocates fail to give us any idea of its colour, and
"I am," he says, "so far unfortunate as neverto have seen

it iu good colour, when planted in the sun, either at

home or abroad." I have, therefore, sent a boxfuU for

your inspection. I could say more respecting this useful

plant, but as I have had so many hard battles to fight

iu its behalf, I leave its merits and demerits in the
hands of those who wish to prolong the contest. The
battle itself is virtually over, and Miss Iresine is

wearing the crown of Laurels. I may just add that in

this neighbourhood she is fully equal to all I have said

in her favour, and I feel that I have reason to be proud
of my having conducted so carefully the steps of
Miss Iresine, from her first introduction to the public
and the Bower garden, to such high honours as most
people admit she has won. Edward Bennett, &r.,

Osberton Halt, Worksop. [The sample sent—a whole
boxful—was very well coloured, but the colour is

difficult to describe, and like all the reds in foliage

plants requires good light to bring it out. It is a kind of

bronzy-red, traversed by magenta-coloured veins.

Mr. Bennett's sample is much better coloured than
most of the examples we haveseenabout London, where
it is apt to get a pale dirty coppeiT hue, and to lose

the more vivid red tints. Eds.] Having on a recent
occasion seen this plant in great perfection at the
beautiful seat of the Earl Pembroke at Dublin, I am
happy to be able to speak of it in terms of unquali-
fl.'d praise. Grown as it is at Mount Merrion, nothing

and yet this must be done before the " common herd
can be expected to foUow. Fortunately, what to

ordinary eyes present points of resemblance only,

to the skilled vision of a botanical genius present also

points of difference, by means of which latter, aided

by the intuition which belongs to genius, he is enabled

to place them according to their affinities, wlii.li \\.'

can see only after they.have been pointed out. Thi-la^k

has been, I suppose, more or less ably acconi]ilish.il

by Fries and others, and what now remains a

desideratum is the publication of a small illustrated

Handbook which might be called "Genera Fungo-
rum," in which a typical Fungus of each genus should

be nicely figured, and the distinguishing characters

pointed out. "When this is done, and it has thereby

become possible, with reasonable facility, to refer any
given Fungus to its genus, we should find, 1 think, not an
" ugly rush," but a decided tendency on the part of

ordinary botanists to enter the "fields and pastures

new" of cryptogamic botany, the effect of which would
be, by the interest it would excite and the new species

and new phenomena it would bring to light, to add
greatly to our knowledge of what is confessedly at

present an obscure and little worked branch of natural

science. W. Marshall, Bly. [Our correspondent will

find much of what he wants in Greville's " Scottish

Cryptogamic Flora." There is a series of papers in the
" Intellectual Observer " intended to facilitate the study

of the vast genus Agaricus. A work illustrating a

.species of each genus, accompanied by dissections,

would be one of considerable size, as it would be neces-

sary to give figures not only of the very numerous
genera, but of all the subgenera, or even of the prin-

cipal divisions to make it really useful. If the figures

were original and carcfull.\' selected, which could only

be done by one tlioinniibly acquainted with the subject,

and not by a b('.;iiiiirr, llic rxpense would be so great as

not to repay the .'"sl of publication. A mere compila-

tion would be of little comparative use. Corda's

"Einleitung" maybe mentioned as a valuable book,

but the definitions of the genera are too loose to make
it suflicient without other treatises. A series of papers

was formerly commenced in this Journal, with excel-

lent woodcuts, but many of the readers complained of

it as irrelevant, and it was accordingly discontinued

M. J. 5.]
Walnut Stains.

—
"Will some one be good enough to

inform me whether there is any known chemical

preparation calculated to destroy the stains of the

husks ol W iiliiuts upon the hands. I lately gathered

some ill 111. 11 .^iriu state, and cannot get rid of the

.stains. 7
'

/.' // .v

Allauiuiuhi yy< «<fa-soiii.—This fine plant will tell its

own tale as compared with A. Schottii. I have a

couple of plants of Schottii struck at the same time as

pared ';wilb .\. .S.'li.iUii, it is more compact in liabit

than that kind, and much freer flowering, especially lu

a young slate. The Ibnvors individually are laigi.r, of

greater substance, smoother in texture, and inore

evenly formed. My first acquaintance with A. lien-

dersoni w;is when it was exhibited by Messrs. Arthur
Henderson & Co., of Pine-apple Place, before the

Floral Commill...- of (lie T.oyal Horticultural So.-iity,

when it receiv..! a I'n-l-. lass Certificate, the hii.'hcst

award that a ii. iv i.laiil nui obtain, Mr. Barui?s, of

Camberwell, bciui; i.r.senl at the meeting in question.

I mention his name, because it must be admitted that

there is no better judge than Mr. Barnes of the

qualities of an Allamanda. His remark to me at the

time was, " There's no mistake about that being a good

new plant." As I am always on the look-ont for

novelties of first-class quality, I went over to Messrs,

Arthur Henderson & Co.'s to try and purchase (ho

stock of it; I found that they considered it a (irs(-

rate thing, and had no wish to part with it, intend-

ing to send it out themselves; however, I eventually

bought the entire stock of it. I will just call atten-

tion to the fact, that the principals of this well-known
firm thought it a plant worthy of naming after them-
selves : they sent out the best variety of A. Schottii,

and must know well the qualities of the sorts

in question, more particularly as they grow the

different kinds of Allamanda, not merely in the

form of small plants, but in the shape of fine specimens

for exhibition. A. Schottii is not now introduced to the

Sublic for the first time, it is a well-known plant that

as been cultivated for years pa.st by all plant growers,

but not as A. Schottii Hendersoni; the last name has

been added since ray introduction oi the true A. Hen-
dersoni. A gentleman (J. D. Newsome, Esq.), writing

about them in your columns (see p. 925 ), gives a very cor-

rect description of the difference between the two sorts.

Besides the authorities I have already quoted, does the

opinion of Mr. Cole (see p. 900) stand for nothing ?

Some may ask (but not our principal plant-growers),

"\Vhy his? My answer is, that he has grown AUa-
mandas, and similar plants, as huge specimens for

years in such a style as is seldom seen anywhere else iu

the country. "What I would ask, then, is, "Whose
opinion can be accepted if not that of some of our most
experienced men, and best plant cultivators? Beferring

again to Mr. Barnes, whom I met at a late

meeting of the Floral Committee of the Royal
ll.iiii.'ullural S...-iel>, ill (he course of conversation I

.

r,- i-k...l,
•

II. nv (h'.'v ari' (rying to write down Alla-

maii.la llemliTs..ni
1"

'(., which he replied, "Ah! they

may write ; that is a plant which will hold its head
up." I am sure he will forgive me for using this

quotation, for his is an opinion, than which there can

be none better; but putting aside opinions, the stamp of

a First-class Certificate by the Floral Committee
should be a suflieient guarantee of the merits of this

Allamanda, for it could have scarcely received such an

award undeservedly, a fact which I have no doubt will

eventually be admitted by every one, for somehow or

other plants which get that distinction, do, sooner or

later, manage to assert their right in public estimation.

William Bull.

White Flowers and Thornless Roses.—In certain old

traditions we are told that there were more white

flowers iu the world when it was younger, than there

are at the present day. For instance, it is stated that

there were no red Roses in Eden until man sinned.

Milton tells us that the Rose was without thorns in

Paradise. And it is so still, if we make a distinction

between prickles and thorns. But for a good Rose we
must go somewhere else, for Tom Moore asks the

question

—

" Who has not heard of the Vule of Cishmore,

With its Rosea the brightest that earth ever gave ?"

Archaeology may some day throw light on the Botany

of the Antediluvian "\^'..il.l. nli.n once the books of

Seth are discovered ; Im, a.. ..i.liir-- (ooldHigden, the

books were inclosed nillnn in., pillars, and the pillars

which were of stone, es.a|..-.l (lie r'lood.

" That one was made of tyles bavde y bake
Fro touche of 6re to save the scripture ;

Of hard marble they another did make,
Against water strongly to endure,

To save of letters the pryut and the figure.

For their cunnyng afore gan so provide

Agayne fire and water perpetually abyde."

For some time past I have met both in the garden and
field with white flowers on plants that commonly pro-

duce blossoms of a colour difierent from white, a circum-

stance which has led me to wonder whether the floral

world is returning to its primeval purity, or whether

the symptoms of old age are showing themselves. The
Marsh Speedwell ("Veronica scutellata) has commonly
flesh-coloured flowers.with darker bluish veins ;but I have
met with a patch of it this season, with white flowers.

The common meadow Lady's Smock (Cardamine
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pratensis) occurs iu marshy places with white
double flowers; and it is somewhat remarkable that

the double blue Anemone hepatica will produce
double blue Bovvers in sprin", and sometimes double
white blossoms in autumn. It cannot therefore be on
account of the want of sunlight that white flowers

are produced in autumn. I found a double-flowered

Anemone neraoro-^a in a wild state, with flowers of_ a

purer white than the single-flowered kind. This list

might be extended but it may be thought too trifling

a subject to dwell longer upon. P. Machemie.
Polemonlum ccerideum variegatiim.—AiteT a fan-

share of experience in flower gardening, I can fully

endorse what ''S. R. ll." '' — <i ' :
>' y ''C' :•= 1"

the wi.sdom of using fine- 1 - :
i

'
'• /'•-': "'"

"bedding out." Andlj^n ', i.niii '. i

subtropicals can be risked ..ni .-I iN"'r, l^r n Ii^ :ii •

time, a sharp look-out is kept lor more hardy plants.

Among the latter I know of none that excels for

grace and beauty the plant named above. For
several years it has been largely employed here and
greatly admired. The non-gardening public generally

exclaim when they first see it, " Oh ! what a pretty

variegated Fern." I can as strongly recommend it as

I did Centaurea ragusina some years ago, after having

tried it largely, and that is saying a great deal for

it. D. Thomson, Arclierfieli Gardem.

Foreign Correspondence.
French Mode of Managing Cohimnea eri/fhrophlcFa.
— This pretty little flowering stove plant should
find a place iu every collection. j?lowering as

it does at a season of the year when bloom of

any kind is welcome, it becomes doubly valuable.

Last spring, from the beginning of February to the
mjddle of March my stove was, thanks to our little

plant, quite a blaze of bloom. The long tubular-
shaped flowers of a bright vermilion red, inserted upon
a ouriously-formed 6-sepaled calyx, which almost
equals the blossom itself in brightness, produced in
profusion the whole length of the branches, have a
charming effect, which is considerably heightened by
the dark green glossy foliage, showing out to perfection
the brilliancy of the flowers. I remember early in

spring, when Father Frost held Dame Nature in his

light embrace, having decorated the table for a grand
dejeitner with foliage and flowering plants. 1 had
bulbs of various kinds. Cinerarias, &c.—in fact, a good
display of flowers; but my grand success on that
particular, and, as it happened, important occasion,
was a group of Ferns and our Columnea intermingled

;

it was pronounced to be <!7*a»v«a»< ; and asfhe company
included a great many ladies (and the French ladies

are, I believe, generally supposed to have good taste in

such matters), I was glad to feel that the esteem which
I already possessed for my little favourite was not
diminished. Whether it is that its value as a flowering
plant is not generally known, or whether proper
attention ha,s not been paid to its cultivation, I cannot
say, but certainly a good compactly-grown plant well
covered with flowers is, as far as my experience goes,

a rara avis. The generality of the plants that one
sees, witli two or three long branches and several
isolated flowers upon them, give but a very meagre
idea of what the plant really is when well cared lor.

AU my plants are at this moment covered with
blossom ; small plants in 4S-sized pots have between
30 and 40 flowers on them. The treatment I pursue
Ts this : in April I shift them, using a compost of sandy
peat ; a slight shift suffices, as owing to the plant being
of rather a succulent character, too much pot room
causes rank growth. My plants are then well pinched
back and are given a warm place in the stove, for unless
an impetus is given they break shyly. In July, when
their growth is made, I remove them into a temperate
house, where they ripen their wood. This is necessary
for the formation of the flowers, as unless a check is

given, they continue growing, and do not blossom. Too
much heat and want of light cause the flowers to fall

before they are developed ; they should therefore
occupy whilst in bud a light exposed place, either in a
temperate house or in a cooler corner of the stove. By
the month of October they will be in full bloom, and
will continue in that condition during five or six weeks,
thus furnishing us with gaiety during spring and
autumn. When out of flower they are put back into
the stove, where they blossom the ensuing spring.

J. Conikitl, gr, at Madame Cheiinevi^re's, lElheitfj

Seine Inferieure, France.

Royal HortiCUltueal : Oct. 18 (Scientltie Meeting).—The
Rev. George Cheero in the chair. After the eleotion of new
Members, and the affiliation of the Eyrewash Valley Floral and
Horticultural Society^ Rlr. Wooster (vie the Rev, M. J.

Berkeley), made a few rematks, chiefly relative to the vaiie-

gated form of the common Jasmine, which was shown at the
last Meeting by Messrs. Fi-anciSj under the supposition that it

was new. On that occasion Mr. Wooster stated that lie had
seen the same variety of Jasmine upwards of '20 years ago in
the garden of the late Mr. Loudon, at Bayswater. He
did not at that time know whether or not the
plant now existed there ; but on this occasion he was
able to say that it was still there, and in i-i-uni m il i. iii of the
fact produced specimens cut from i'. M, it i,.-' mj, which
sei-ved to prove that the variegate-l I'l:,. r .; .-.jiine in
queRtiou is by no ineans new. As tu it- |iMii.; ij d .liuoss he
stated that some account would be fuuu-l ia tiiij. " u.trdcners'
Magazine" for 1839, p. 60. A beautifully crested and vivi-

parous form of the^ common Hart's-tongue Fern next came
under notice, as dad also several other plants which were
exhibited; and in refer ence to the fruit of Passiflora quad-
rangularis. shown at the last Meeting, it was stated that
served up in a silver tankard, with sherry wine and a little

sugar, it formed a very agreeable drink.
Oct. 16 {Floral Committee).—Fvovi the Garden of the Society

at Chiswick came a fine collection of zonal Pelargoniums,
whose showy blossoms even at this season make a small
iii-e^nhouse in that establishment quite brilliant. Fittonia

(Eranthemum) argyroneura, with leoves beautifully veined with
white, was shown by Mr. Bull, who had also one or twn
Pandanads, a pale yellow-flowered Gesnera called G. chroma-
tella, one or two Orchids and other plants, among which was
Tillandsia argentea, an interesting new Bromeliad, with long
awl-shaped leaves, covered so thickly ovqc with short white
hairs as to have the appearance of being coated with hoar
frost. For this a First-cliss Certificate was awarded.
From Mr. ' William Paul came a promising bright scarlet

seedling zonal Pelargonium caUed Ossian, which is

remark.ablo i,ot only for its compactness of growth, but
nl-.-. f-.r til.- ,-i,,-'v,,-. ,-.f i^---1-.-,^-.,-,f 1.!, ,rr,, Mr. Morris, of

til' ' !> I'. ;.it '
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form of a wheel, all over the surface of the pot in which the plant
LTowing. From Mr. Leach, of Claph;

beautiful c lies of Neriue, one of the most showy of which
iii.ijiir, '1 nige scarlet, a robust-growing kind.
iii]iiili~ 1-iaring flowers of different shades of

. .l-.,ivtty.
I Mf,,).—Mr. Tumei*, Royal Nursery,

i.m.vt beautiful specimens of British Queen
.

-: Orange Pippin Apple, both in their way
> s came from Mr. William Paul, Messrs.
ii- of Margate, and Mr. Reynolds of Oxford;
ii.n of the Society came a collection of Pears,
liimished examples of Mill Hill and t)utch
-. Mr. Jones, of Petworth, had some Cran-

' arr, gi'. to P. L. Hinds, Esq., sent fruit of
lia, or Water Lemon.

Kottcts of 3300&S.
Catalogus Plantarum in Algeria sponte nasceilfiuni.

{Catalogue of Plants gromiig wild in Algiers, c'^c.)

Auctore G. Munby. Londini: Taylor et Francis,
1866, Svo, pp. 12.

In the Sherardian herbarium at O.tford are now pre-
served some 660 plants collected in Barbaryby I)r. Shaw.
Great pains were evidently taken with them, as they
are mounted on thick paper with ornamental borders,

and enclosed in covers edged with gilt. Dillenius, it is

said, named these specimens, an account of which is

given in the reverend Doctor's " Travels in Barbary,"
published in 1738. Desfontaines, in his " Flora
Atlantica" (3 vols. 4to), raised the number of species to

1600 and figured a considerable number. The author
of the Catalogue before us, in his " Flore d'Algerie,"
published in 1817, enumerated 1800 species, arranged
according to the Linnean system, and some of which
were figured by the author's sister. In the first

edition of the present Catalogue, issued at Oran in
1819, 2600 species were cited, while in the edition now
before us no less than 2964 are given. These figures

will give some idea of the pains and scrutiny that have
been bestowed on the Flora of this district. Our
present knowledge of the botany of Algiers is due in no
slight degree to the exertions of Mr. Munby, who
settled as a colonist in Algeria in 1838, and remained
there for several years. He is the only botanist who
has published a complete specific work on the Flora
of this country, having had great opportunities
of studying its pecnliarities, and having been
entrusted by the French Government with the
duty of making a tour in the province of Oran, in
order to investig.ate and develop its resources, espe-
cially as regards its capabilities for the growth of
forage plants. The French naturalists also have not
neglected the botanical riches of their colony, as the
numerous papers of Durieu de Maisonneuve, of Cosson,
and others, in the Annales des Science.s, and in the
Bulletin of the Botanical Society of France, amply
testify.

Algiers seems to have a closer relationship to
central Spain as to its Flora than to other countries,
though in the absence of a complete Flora of Spain, it is

difficult to make any accurate computation. In
Wilkomm and Lange's " Prodomus Flora Hispanise," an
excellent work, which we trust will be not allowed to
remain uncompleted, we find some data given
respecting the number of the species of certain
natural orders, but as the figures apply to the whole of
the Peninsula, they cannot usefully be compared with
the corresponding statistics in the case of Algiers,
In the list before us we find 2929 flowering plants

enumerated, and on further counting some of the
largest groups we find

—

C'omiiosita? 391, or about 13 per cent.
Legumlnosaj 342 „ 13 „
Gramineie 244 „ 8 „
Cmcifera: iy2 „ 6 „
Umbelliferse 129 „ 4 ,,

Labiata3 ,. 122 „ 4 ,,

Caryophyllea? 104 ,, 4 ,,

It is interesting to compare these figures with those
from other parts of Africa as given in Alph. de Cau-
dolle's " Geographie Botanique," pp. 1190, etseq. Thus,
taking the Compositse, we find about the same per-
centage in Egypt, in Abyssinia, in Natal ; while at the
Cape the proportion of Composites is higher (17 per
cent.) ; but in tropical Africa, Nubia, Sierra Leone,
Congo, &c., the percentage of Composites to other
flowering plants is only 4. Leguminosa; on the
other hand have a higher percentage (17) in tropical
Africa, and a lower one in the south {7i) than in the
north.

Grasses seem very unevenly distributed—12 per
cent, in Egypt and Abyssinia, 8 in Congo, Sierra
Leone, 10 in Natal, and 3 per cent, only at the Cape.
Cruciiers, TJmbellifers, and Labiates again are well
represented in the north, sparingly so in Abyssinia,
still less abundantly in intertropical Africa ; while in
the south they are again found, though not so abun-
dantly as in the north.
Of Malvaceffi, Mr. Munby enumerates 28 species in

Algiers, Harvey and Sonder mention 59 in southern

Africa, of which 23 are species of Hibiscus. Our own
rough computations for the whole of tropical Africa
give about 90 siicrics of JIallnws, 32 or 33 of which
belong to Hibisi-ii-, i MlmliiiL- Paritium. The Algerian
MalvaceEB are alun.-l all ni' the Mediterranean type,
only two extend iuln tmiiical Africa, viz., Malva
parviflora, L., and Hiliisrus 'irionum, both widely dis-
tributed plants. By the way, we are glad to see that
Mr. Munby does not raise to specific rank the many
varieties of Hibiscus Trionum. Of some of the
near allies of the Malvaceae, and which are well repre-
sented in tropical Africa and also iu southern Africa,
such as the Sterculiacefe, Bombace.T, and Byttneriace^,
not a simple example occurs in the nurtl" in laovince.?.
These few details, given by way of illii-fi:iii"ii. support
the opinion expressed by our aulhor. I.y ('n<.<on,and
others, that the bulk of the Algerian I'l. n-a is European
or Mc'litcn

:
in :,ii III ! \iic', haviug also special relations

withlhr I I
.., I ;ir:d Spain.

Lookiii. 1 '.,;a of Algiers in a commercial
aspect, UiLiv 1.- j,i\:al jL;ison to regret the destruction by
fire by the Arabs, of so much of the forests. Even now,
with all the vigilance that the French authorities
exercise, fires break out, and in 1865 a fire occurred
which destroyed valuable trees over a space of 400,000
acres. Cork trees, the Atlas Cedars, and two or three
kinds of Pine are found in these forests, but which
are for the most part so inaccessible as^to be of little

advantage to the colonists, though tui-peutine and other
resinous products do find their way to the coast in small
quantities.

The Algerian Thuja (Callitris quadrivalvis) furnishes,
as is well known, a very beautiful wood for cabinet-
work, which was appreciated by the Romans, as Cicero
is said to have had a table of this wood, worth about
9000?. of our money, and Horace proposed to enshrine
a bust of Venus in a temple of the same material. In
our times the wood has served to deck the boudoir of
the Empress Eugenie, but it is for the most part used
for small articles, dressing cases, boxes, &o. The
choicest samples are derived from the roots or
knaurs, but these are too often burnt as firewood by the
Kabyles.
To revert to the Catalogue before us, we need not

direct the attention of botanists to it, but to those less
familiar with the literature of the subject, to visitors or
rfsidniis in Aliiiiv^, lliis lisi will be found valuable for
ils rnin|il,t(nr--. ll- ihci niir) , lis mention of localities
111' 111!' lanT |ilaiii-, iiihI ll- uiilication of the compara-
ti^u rarity or abundaucu uf the indigenous plants.

CatalooueS B.ECEn'ED,—The following trade lists

of various kinds now lying before us may be advan-
tageously consulted by those who are seeking the class
of information they contain:— JK EolUsson c'f Son.i'
(Tooting) Catalogue of Hyacinths, &c., including Vines,
Roses, Ac; W. Wood cf- Son's (Maresfield) Dutch
Flo^ver Roots ; also General Catalogue of Ornamental
Trees and Sliruhs, undDescriplire Catalogue of Roses ;

E. a. Henderson 4' Sons Catalogue of Bulbs, with
cu'fiiral roinarks; W. Hooper's (^'andsworth) List of
II „ „;.. /• /,V.9,ic.; Fdmomtson Brothers' (DlMm)
< • /hn,cinflls. ic; J. Carter c(- C'o.'s (Holbom)
( I/..

- Part ir. Dutch and Cape Bulbs, con-
laiiiiii:.; L-Mi.\,sun bulb culture; G. Jackman 4" Son's
(Woking) Wholesale Catalogue of Plants, devoted to
fruit trees and ornamental trees and shrubs;
a Turners (Slough) Catalogue of Poses, Fruit Trees,
&c., containing the Pitmaston Duchesse d'AngoulSme,
a new Pear described in our former volumes; also
Select List of Pelargoniums; T. Warner's (Leicester)
Catalogue of Fruit Trees, Roses, &c., a descriptive list;

and Trade List of the same; J. Jefferies S( Son's
(Cirencester) Catalogue of Nursery Stock, comprising
ornamental and forest trees and shrubs, fruit trees, &c.

;

B. Wilham's (Stockport) Catalogue of Forest, Fruit,
and Ornamental Trees ; W. Paul's (Waltham Cross)
Rose Catalogue ; also Hardy Pictorial Trees, a very
interesting list; New Hybrid Nosegay and Zonal
Pelargoniums ; and Special Catalogue of Trees
and Shrubs ; Paul 4' Sons (Cheshunt) Rose Catalogue,

^Florists' HFlobJCig.
What are Floeist-s' Flowers ?—As a complete

definition of this question has not yet been given, I
propose the following :

—

Florists' flowers are those, which by means of seeds,
sports, and hybridisation, have attained the rank of
collection flowers. They are flowers which are the
produce of the industry of florists, and of which
special collections exist or can be made. It is quite
indiflisrent whether they are shrubby or not, or whether
they are greenhouse, stove, border, or frame plants.
For example, the following are all florists' flowers,
namely. Azalea, Achimenes, Amaryllis, Aster, Auricula,
Begonia, Chrysanthemum, Camellia.. Dianthus, Dahlia,
Fuchsia, Gloxinia, Gladiolus, Hyacinth, Pansy,
Phlox, Pelargonium, Rhododendron, Rose, Tulip,
Verbena, and others.

If my definition is thought worth notice, it will give
me much pleasure to find it occupy a place in your
valued paper. «. W. F. H., Haarhm, Oct. 12.

€fic glptarjo.
Mead ok Metheglin.—In resuming this subject,

I do not profess to give the recipes of all the autuors
of bee-books who have written respecting it. In the
second edition of Wildman's " Treatise on 1 he Manage-
ment of Bees," published 1770, X find a short chapter
on mead-makmg, from which the following extracts
are taken :

—

" All the writers who have hitherto treated on this

subject have fallen into a capital error with regard to
the strength of this liquor, by directing too great a
proportion of honey to be dissolved in the water. The
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usual iiractice of making it so strong as to bear au egg,

is very m-oug. The liquid is thereby rendered a mere

stum, and this bad quaUty is still increased by the long

boiling generally iiractised."

He "seems to think that the only reason vvhy

the liquor should be boiled, is to remove the

impurities, " bee bread, wax, or other substance, which

cannot be perfectly separated from it without being

subjected to this treatment. But he directs that

the boiling should be of very short duration and

that the object mav be more easily and perfectly

attained bv the addition of the iVhites of some eggs,

mixed previously. " The longer the boiling has been

continued, the less will the liquor be disposed to ferment

kindly. It is perhaps owing to our too long boiling

only, that mead, highly esteeihed by most of the

northern nations, has long lain under discredit in this

country, a discredit from which it tnight probably be

retrieved, if due care were taken to prepare it rightly.

The ctlect of too long boiling is to prevent sufficient

fermentation taking place, so as to remove the too

luscious sweetness. If properly fermented the mead

Will " acquire a fine racy flavour." Wildman does not

give any definite directions as to the process to be

carried out, but says, that " some notable housewives

have added Hops to their mead. This helps to take off its

sweetness, and as the bitterness of the Hop goes ofl-

gives it a pleasant flavour." When fermented the liquor
^

is racked, fined, &c., in the same manner as other

white wines."
„ , , ii

Keys who published a most useful work on tlie

Management of Bees, in an addition published in 1811,

has a long chapter on the subject of Mead. His direc-

tions are—" To every gallon of water add three pounds

and a half of honey. Boil it as loug as any scum

arises, which skim off. If it boils longer the fermen-

tation will not succeed so well, nor will the liquor

prove so fine. Pour it into a cooler ; at a proper degree

of heat, put in a piece of bread toasted hard on both

sides, covered with fresh yeast, and with it a little

Lemon-peel, or any other pleasant-tasted substance,

set it in a warm place, and cover it from the cold au-.

When it has fermented two or three days, tun it up

and slightly cover the bunghole ; taste it every day, till

it is found to have a vinous taste and smell. Bung it

slightly ; and when it appears to have entirely done

fermenting, stop it quite down."
!

If fine, it may be bottled in six months ; if other-

wise, " draw it off the lees, drain them out without

rinsing the ca.sk, and return the liquor into it. Then
take a long 2-ounce phial, put therein a quarter part

of chalk in small bits, and to it a quarter of water;

then tying round the neck a piece of thread, let it

down into the cask till its top is on a level with the

bunghole ; then pour in about a quarter part of the

measure of the phial of weak spirit of vitriol, and

instantly let it down far enough for the bung to go in

;

but not so low as for any of the liquor to pass into the

phial." " The fixed air generated from the phial will

gradually pass into the liquor, and not only fine,

but tend greatly to preserve it from acidity, and give it

the sparkling quality of champagiif, tnliiiiL' oil the

disagreeable lusciousness so commnu in nirid. It

will be fit to bottle in from four to six mouths alter the

foregoing manipulation.
" Mead may be flavoured by Ba-spberries, Currants,

&c., by a proper quantity of such articles that have

been preserved with honey or sugar being infused into

the liquor When set to ferment.
" The juice of Elderberries will communicate a fine

claret colour and taste. An agreeable roughness may
be also given by the juice of ripe Sloes." Mtjdromel.

quickly and quietly as possible ; and if sufficiently fine

and warm, the afternoon would be the best tune ol

the day.

The probable result will he a more prosperous colony

to commence the following season -, earlier and more
abundant breeding ; and superior capability of taking

advantage of the early honey harvest.]

Garden Memoranda.

Uniting Stocks.—I have aWoodbury hive, contain-

ing a strong stock of bees, provided with at least 30 lb. of

honey, and a common straw shilling hive, containing a

rather weak stock, with about 7 or 8 lb., not sufficient

of course to last them through the winter. I wish to

reduce my number of stocks by driving the bees

from the common hive into the Woodbury, which
contains suflicient honey for both. Please answer

the following questions ;— 1, Is it advisable to drive

the bees as I propose? 2, AVhat is the best way

of doing it, taking into consideration the different

shapes of the two hives ? 3, What will be the probable

result? O.
„ . ,

[If you desire to reduce the number of your stocks,

it woiild bo advisable to unite the bees of the weaker

one to those in the Woodbury hive. There is no
certain method of effecting compulsory unions so as at

all times to ensure perfect freedom from fighting. The
most successful plan we ate acquainted with is to

drive out the bees of both stocks.

If the preservation of one particular queen is desired,

of course the other must be captured prior to uniting

the bees ; if not, the queens themselves, or the bees,

will settle the matter of the sovereignty between them.

Choose a warm day ; first drive out the bees from the

straw-hive into an empty one; then remove the top

board of the frame-hive, place the common hive with

the just driven bees above the frame, and drum away
till all the bees have ascended. Or you may reverse

the order of proceedings, and drive the box-hive first.

If you are well protected you need not use any precau-

tion in the way of preventing the bees escaping while

performiug the operation. A few puffs of smoke may
be used with good effect prior to quite removing the

cover.

By driving the bees together into the same receptacle

there is little probability of much fighting taken place.

After a short time, the united bees may be knocked
out on the t<ii)s of the frames, when they will very

quickly disappear among the combs. The top board

may lie gradually slid on from one of the sides, which
will help to hasten the ingress of the stragglers.

Eemove all traces of the broken up stock and its stand.

At this time of the year there is a great disposition

among bees to rot, therefore get through the afikir as

Mn. RiVEBS' NUBSEBIES, Sawbbidoewokth
(ronlinued from p. 975).—The roof sashes of all Mr.
Rivers' houses are fi.xtures. This fact is the chief

novelty in his mode of ventilation. The next is that

the air is admitted near the base of the house ;
and the

last, that it must make its escape at each end in the

centre of the span over the doors. This arrangement

secures a rapid circulation, and a constant change of

air. In walking through the houses you are met with,

or urged along by, a stiff breeze. In fact, in almast

every house you necessarily find both^ for from the

centre the currents flow in opposite directions. The
rapidity of the circulation insures thoroughness of

ventilation, and the arrangement of fixed lights saves

the expense of ventilating machinery for the roof, and

all the wear and tear of moving roof sashes. The
movable side lights or shutters vary in size with the

size of the houses themselves, as recently explained in

the Chronicle by Mr. Rivers. I have already stated

i about the gross quantity of glass at Sawbridgeworth

;

let me now note the number, sizes, and character of

[

most of the glass structures, and the purposes for which

; they are used.

The first I entered were three noble span-roofed

houses, 100 feet long, 24 feet wide, 12 feet high in the

centre, and 5i at the sides ; ventilator lights or shutters

on each side 18 inches deep, and a triangular opening

of about 9 inches in the centre of the span. Next I

passed through 15 span-roofed houses, varying in length

from 60 to 95 feet each, and from 14 to 20 feet wide

;

the ventilators to 20-feet houses being 15 inches, to

14-feet houses 12 inches deep. Then followed about

16 lean-to houses, varying from 60 to 70 feet long by

12 wide, ventilated by shding shutters in front and

back walls 3 feet long and 1 foot wide, the

front shutters being placed near to the ground,

i and the back ones right under the top-lights, to let the
' hot air pass freely out. Next, the hedge houses were

visited. It seems these were not, as is generally sup-

posed, the parents of what may justly be termed the

more perfect orchard houses, but were an afterthmight,

and wete adopted as a means of prolonging the fruiting

season a fortnight or a month beyond the time of

ripening on walls or in orchard houses of a closer

character. There are six or eight of these houses

;

they consist of a glass roof merely, the back and front

walls being fomied of a Beech hedge, from 6 inches to

a foot thick. Of course this ensures constant and

sufficient ventilation. Four of the hedge houses are

lean-tos, about 9 feet high at back and 4 m front;

and there are also some span-roofed hedge houses. Yew
or Arbor-vitaj hedges are also good for such purposes,

as they bear the drip of the roofs well.

The finest orchard house at Sawbridgeworth, ot any

where else, remains to be noticed. It is 430 feet long,

14 wide, 10 high at back, and 5 in front, and is thus

formed : -Hollow iron sockets, 5 inches by 4 inches,

and 2 feet long, formed with a base about 10 inches

by 8, are placed in the ground li feet deep,

at intervals of 6 feet Into these the rafters

1
that form the basis of the front and support the

roof are placed, an elbow of the wood being left

projecting over the iron socket. Thus, a sohd, cheap,

and safe foundation is secured, these iron rests or

sockets only costing about is. each. One great merit

of this mode of building is, that such houses are not

' fixtures. They are, therefore, worthy of the serious

attention of all who have occasion to erect sheds, work-

shops, stables, or any kind of structure upon the

property of others; these sockets would also form

e.xcellent foundations for metallic glass-houses, such as

Beard's. The back wall of this house is formed of

5-inch board painted white. The front at present is

merely five or six thicknesses of netting. Ultimately

it is to be filled in with a mixture of glass and

wire netting, in such projiortions as to give the

requisite amount of air at all times without any movable

ventilators. The roof rafters are 4i inches by IJ inch,

and 2 feet apart ; the glass used 21 oz. to the foot,

which is considered the best weight for all horticul-

tural purposes. The back wall of this magnificent

house is devoted to the training of diagonal and

standard Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, &c., and the

roomy floor to the same varieties in pots. Thus any

one who wishes for the most perfectly ripened

and consequently fruitful trained trees for walls

may secure them from this house at a slight

additional cost. Nothing could look better than

these trees. About a dozen houses are devoted

to the growth of C-trape Vines in the usual form

of rods, and the more uncommon one of bushes. The
quantity of Grapes yielded by bush Vines is astonish-

ing, and they have a novel appearance. Most of the

other houses are occupied with Peaches, Nectarines.

Apricots, Figs, Plums, or Cherries, .some planted

out, but mostly in pots. It is impossible by
o«Tr /locnfinfinn in rnnvpv an idea of their numbers.

Peaches and Nectarines, studded all over with their

luscious burdens.
Again, we enter a house devoted to rigs; the

next moment we are pushing through some thou-

sands of Orange trees in a very long hothouse specially

devoted to them. Presently we ate engaged, knife in

hand, tasting scores of seedling Peaches and Nectarines:

the next moment we enter an iron Vineyard, 20 feet

long, 1 J feet wide, and 10 feet high, filled with Vines,

trained up to stakes like Raspberry canes on the

French method. There are three rows of Vines on each

side of the centre walk of this house, Sfeet apart. Leaving

this little iron house, we are peering under 200 feet

of ground Vineties, in lengths of from 7 to 10 feet, at a

Vine of Trentham Black, 45 feet long, with 70 tine

bunches of Grapes. Others were almost as good.

Another 80 feet of these Vineries, which are about

3 feet wide at the base, and generally about the same

height, in lengths of 7 feet, was devoted to a double

cordon of Peaches, Nectarines, and Apriuots trained

on a wire, about 9 inches from the ground. The Iruit

was fine, ind the young trees promising remarkably

well. About 100 feet more of groundVinery was pertect-

ing some very fine cordon-trained Pears in the same

manner, under a wall. Nothing can exceed in fruittul-

ness, nor perhaps in beauty, this mode of training.

Peaches, Plums, Apricots, Apples, Pears, Vines, and

indeed all trees can be grown and fruited well m this

form—becoming literally ropes, knotted from top to

bottom with luscious fruit. The ropes of trees can

also be fixed in any form, at any curve or angle, on

walls, to stakes or wires, or laid on the top of bricks,

tiles, or shingle, or on the ground, or at a distance of

say 1 foot or 18 inches from it. This is a favourite mode
with Mr. Rivers, and in this way all the walks and

quarters of a kitchen garden could be edged with highly

ornamental living cords of fruit. Another plan that

struck me on the spot is this : Plant the cordon trees,

say 8 or 4 feet apart, on walls, and tram two sets ol

them in opposite directions, diamond fashion. This

Would be quite a refreshing change in the form of

fruit trees, and would give a new charm to many a

garden. Any kind of curve, angle, or square, might also

be described ; and geometry, as a science, be illustrated

on our walls as well as in our flower gardens. With
taste and careful painstaking even a theory of colour

grouping might be exhibited on our walls with otir

fruit rivalling in beauty the combinations formed with

our tiowers. But enough to sho* my enthusiasm for

cordons—and in fact the capabilities of this method

of training are illimitable. All that is necessary to

ensure the desired number of the right sort of knots

on these cords, is the mode of incessant summer
pinching with which Mr. Rivers has made us all

familiar. Whenever the cord is prevented from extendj^

ing it has its revenge by twisting itself into a series of

any description to convey an idea of their numbers

health, and fertility. They must be seen to be appre-

ciated. This will be at once obvious when it is stated

that over 20,000 fruit trees are growing in pots in these

houses. Here they are to be found in all forms and

sizes, from pyramids of surprising size, symmetry, and

beaiitv, through every variety of tall, medium, and dwart

standards, down to cordons, knotted all over with

fruit a foot or more in height. There is a house 100 teet

long, filled with pyramidal Apricots closely pinched m,

which have just parted with their golden ofiering;

then another of the same height full of standard

mg. It nas us leveugc u^ i.vyi;?i/iu5 ilv^^w .v.v- ^-. .--

minute convolutions, which are simply buds, or rather

fruit in swaddling bands. One great advantage of

cordon training, especially for Apricots, which have

such a tendency to die off suddenly, is the multiplica-

tion of independent trees. Where any tree is confined

to a branch the loss of one would be but a trifling

calamity, and the blank could readily be refilled.

It is very different with large wall trees; and it

is seldom that the whole wall of any large garden

remains always covered. Cordon training would

furnish it much quicker, and with, I believe, just

as much again fruit of a better quality Let

every one, then, who has a blank space fall it with

cordons. Let edgings be formed, fruit-tree borders

wired and covered, and ground Vineries and orchard

houses filled with them, until the tables of all are

plentifully furnished with the finest fruit, and the

denizehs of both kitchen and pariour cry out. Hold

!

it is more than enough." But even then the mission

of cordons would be far from complete. Every cottage

garden must be stocked, every cottage child comforted,

with cordons. Our mechanics and mill hands and

shopmen should grow them in their windows and m
their yards ; they must go into the dens of crime and

the garrets of poverty, softening the one and cheering

the other, and bettering and instructing all by their

transformation of the filth and impurities of both into

the most luscious and beautifid fruit. Every one who

can command a yard of space and a gaUon of earth

may grow one or more of these cordon trees, and,

moreover, ought to do it. D. T. F.

{Tobc Conlifiiieil.)

Miscellaneous.

The Asores Ishauh.—The following interesting

remarks are extracted from Consul Vine's report on

these islands.
" They are," he says, altogether nine

in number, divisible into three groups or sections, the

whole occupying an area of 263 square leagues. St.

Michiel's is the most populous of the islands, it com-

I'ri,r-' in in' 1 "f <'•<' '-imrc len'irues, being 17 leagues in

Lii .;, ,,
i

I

,
' 1. M ! . m width. It supports

.' '

i' ,
,

,! .; , 1
1 , mill souls, and contains

'.Ij^ t..-Mi- "I I'iii'li l'"ii' < I'li-'ada, with a population

ofl-'iiiiosouls, is the principal, and forms the chief

shipping port and seat of commerce and government.

With the exception of St.Michael's, Terceira, and Fayal

(and occasionally St. George's), these islands cannot be

said to be engaged in foreign commerce, being rarely

visited by foreign-bound shipping, except for fresh

provisions, either in case of emergency or in the

leisurely career of some whaler proceeding from north

to south, or vice vers4. Since the origin of the fruit

trade (about a century ago), St. Michael s, Terceira,

and Fayal had gradually asserted a supremacy for their

produce in the British and North European marts,

and until lately controlled the market. During the

infancy of their colonial and mercantile existence (say

in the first part of the century), the Azores had yielded

chiefly dye and cabinet woods, besides a small propor-

tion of agricultural produce for exportation. Favour-
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abletothecultivutiiiii nlFhix they alUrwards bt-eame

the seat of some ol' (liat rude and pniiiilivr linen

manufacture whioh i.s still to be met with in IV.iiiiL'al

and its dependencies, and furnished ueaily hihiiihi

yards of this fabric annually for the exp.Ti iiil.

chiefly to Brazil. "With the advance of mainiia. luia-

in England, the Netherlands, Germany, and i'rauee,

this trade nearly died out and gave place to that in

gi-ain which formed the great feature ol Azorian export

trade in the middle of the last century, whilst the com-

merce in dye-woods was extinguished by the

ascendancy of Indian indigo. It was at this period

that the first shipments of fruit took place,

and as the Azorians came to be rapidly outstripped

in the cereal trade by the greater energy of pro-

duction in other countries, they sought and secured

a sort of compensation in their then undisputed

advantages for the supply of Oranges and Lemons.

In this branch of commerce, again, in consequence ol

a kind of constitutional inertness, aggravated in its

results by the oppressive effect of the destructive

Orange tree plagues which have ravaged these islands

of late years, as well as by the comparative isolation m
which they have hitherto stood, they are being rapidly

supplanted by Spain, where the development of rail-

ways has become conveniently favourable to a branch

of commerce, to which rapidity of transit is essential,

and where the prospects of cultivation are as good.

Thus it is that whilst the production of Oranges in

the Azores has been grievously prejudiced by the

visitation of the Coccus hesperidum, and the Lagrima,

and whilst some portion of the actual harvest has been

detained to rot in the store houses, or at sea during

the past unprecedentedly tempestuous season (in the

course of which vessels have been unable to load in, or

even to hold on in the roadstead of Ponta Delgada,

whil.iit some have been 30 days, instead of nine days,

in reaching England when laden), the people

of Southern Spain have been rapidly pouring
their produce into the British markets, and
thus at once testing their advantages and asserting

their successful rivalry. Another bran"h of agricul-

tural industry, namely, the production of wine, which
was one of the traditional resources of Azorians, has
meanwhile also become extinct under the destructive

influence of the Oidium ; and although the nurture of

the silk-worm would seem to be one of the most
appropriate and promising of enterprises, to fill up the
void created by these reiterated cala.mities ; and,

albeit, an enlightened ])rovincial administration does

not fail to cautiou tlir ]ir(.|jlr that they casl aliMUtin

time for new souires ot wciilili, ilic "pi'iMlinnly for

developing the produciiMiMit -ilk -l-.r-ndi M-nn in have
made the Impression tlail iiiijht La\e bueu anticipated;

whereas the obvious fitness of the climate and soil for

the cultivation of the Holcus saccharatus (with its

incidental results of fine dye, and cheap distillation,

and food for superior breeds of cattle, and draft or pack
animals, now in such increasing demand everywhere)
does not appear to have occurred to anyone. The
Oidium broke out in these islands coevally with its

ravages on the continent of Europe, that is notably in

1S54. Formerly the wine production of St. Michael's
amounted to about 20,000 pipes a year, which quantity
was chiefly consumed on the island, whilst the more
delicate wines of Fayal and Pico found their way to
America, England, and Eussia. And as the wine
plague has gradually moderated during the last two
or three seasons, strong hopes are entertained of an
ultimately perfect recovery of the Vines. In so far as

cereals are concerned, although it should be accepted
as a rule that the Azores can amply supply the wants
of their inhabitants, it is obvious that they should not,

henceforward, look to the exportation of grain as a
staple resource for external commerce. There has,

indeed, been the brief exceptional period of 1859, when
these islands had actually to derive their staple food
from abroad, owing to the destruction of their ovm
grain by the tempest in 185". Latterly, however, the
supply has recovered its equilibrium, and the cost of
suslienance has not been oppressive or even unusual."

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing weeTc.)

The heavy rains which we have experienced have had
the effect of thoroughly softening the ground to a con-
siderable depth, a circumstance which will enable all

operations in the way of planting to be pushed forward
under advantageous circumstances. Root pruning
may also soon be proceeded with. The principle upon
which it rests, diminishing the supplies, is unquestion-
ably correct, but the manner of applying it is in some
instances as unscientific as pruning Gooseberry trees
with hedge-shears. A trench is commonly dug
out within a short distance of the stem, and
the whole of the roots—good, bad, and indifferent
—are cut off without distinction : the effects

of this rude mutilation are often very unsatis-
factory. The same principle, however, carried
out in a more elficient way, is productive of the
very best results. In the case of wall trees, taking
U)) and replanting generally gives them sufficient
check. The strong downward-gromng and ill-placed
roots can then be removed in proportion to the vigour
of the trees, while those retained can be spread out in
a proper position, that is, nearly horizontal. By this
method (which also affords greater facilities for
trenching, raising, or draining the border) a tree
suffers less, and is yet sufficiently checked to alter its

habit ; the roots being likewise brought to the surface
and properly spread out, are less liable to penetrate too
deeply in the ground, which always tends to promote
luxuriant growth and consequent barrenness. Old
wall trees which, from their size, it is impracticable
to transplant, we would root-prune; not, however,
in the way alluded to above, but by undermining

the roots and cutting o8' the lower and stronger ones

only.
FLOWER GARDEN AND PLANT HOUSES.

AMiile the weather is favourable keep all neat and
rlrau both in-doors and out; push forward bulb
planting.

Climbees.—Particular attention should be paid to

securing as much light as possible in all structures

containing plants ; and where the rafters or roofs are

used as trellises for climbers, the latter should be
reduced within convenient bounds, as the growth of

nearly all is or ought now to be completed. Late
autumn-flowering sorts as yet unpruned, such as

Mandevillas and Ipoinuns. will now be sufficiently

ripened for the pur]n'-e, bui litllr more should be done
after removing the e]i:iii-', >1 I. ivcs than to prune the

weakest shoots; their linal inuiiing should be deferred

till March or April. If larger and stronger shoots are

cut now, they are apt to commence gi'owing, in spite of

the moderate temperature, and thus expend the
strength which ought to be reserved till spring. The
shoots of Maurandyas should be considerably reduced
in bulk, as they are affected by the slightest damp
during winter. If any of the late-growing Passion-

flowers or other creepers impede the ingress of light,

they should be reduced ; deferring, however, their final

pruning until they are about to commence their new
growth in .spring.

Pel.iegoniums.—Give air whenever the weather
will admit of it; but avoid cold draughts, and keep out
frost. On the other hand, be careful not to use too

much fire-heat. Training and shifting must now or

soon receive attention.

FORCrNG GARDEN.

CucrjiBEHS.—A temperature of about "0° should
still be maintained. This will allow of a little air being
given on comparatively cool and dull days. Stop pro-

gressing shoots, and pinch off tendrils.

Peaches and Nectarines. — Cover the outside

border of the early house with leaves or litter, for the
purpose of excluding frost. Tie in the trees, and get

all ready for starting when required.

Pines.—Where the plants likely to fruit without
making further growth are considered insufficient to

meet the demand until next autumn, the stronger
plants of those for late fruiting should be encouraged
to make growth as early as can be done without
weakening the foliage, with the view of preparing them
for starting in April.

Vines.—Houses which it is intended to commence
forcing next mouth, should, if not already done, now
have some fermenting materials placed on the borders

so as to encourage the roots a little before the Vines
are excited. This will be of service towards getting

the buds to push strongly and without loss of time.

HARDY FROIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.

Storing fruit and root crops, and clearing up for

winter, vrill now be the chief work to be done here.

All alterations required should also be proceeded with
without delay while the weather is favourable.

Celery and Endive.—Earth up the former, and tie

up the latter on dry days.

Peas.—It is a common custom to sow Peas on a
warm south border; but they are subject to so many
casualties during winter, that it is much more econo-
mical to wait till spring, sow in boxes under glass, and
transplant when cold weather is over. Those, hovv-

ever, who have not the necessary means to follow this

method, may sow soon in the open ground. Spring
sowings under the same circumstances will, however,
come in very little later if any than those sown at

this season.

"Wall Trees.—"Where new borders are required for

these, they should now be pushed forward with expe-
dition. Where the subsoil is cold and wet it ought to

be thoroughly drained, and some means should be used
to prevent the roots from going too deep.

Winter Greens. — Destroy weeds, which are
abundant this season, among these, and stir the ground
or earth up as may be deemed necessary.

Notices to Correspondents.
Asparagus: y S. Anoble speciuion-.f a twisled an
stem. Canyon give us any furtlierinfinniitlMii n-

Apple Trees on Dry Chalky Soil : si. .

Plains. You state that notwitbslm in

amount of wet which we have cxpeii'-n. i, iii

19th of September, a foot below the suif.iLx. ;Vl30

state of the weather at CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON,
Forthe WeeiendingOct 17,18«6,asoI)sorTedat theHortioultural Gardens.
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HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(RsTAnLisiir.o IS«).

Il^ive iinw rcuW li.r ilolivurv in drj fluo condition,
roKS MANTlfi;, |..rS,„Mr4Uso
I II ^^' il,\' l:h ill -N

I ^, :
: I iiiis-iing Pasture Lands

116, Fenchurch Street. E.G.

L AWES' MANUKES.
The Manures maniifactm'od by J. B. Lawes for the present

sca,soD of leoy are now ready for delivery at his Factoriea, at tbo
lull j*>'iug prices, per ton :

—

LAWKS' PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE £ s. rf.

SUPERPIIOSPHATK of LIME G
LAWES- SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME from BURNT
BONE 01- MINERAL PHOSPHATES 6 5

LAWES' WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
MANURES 8

CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.. . . la

Those Manxiros caa be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through the
appointed Agents in all parts of the United Kingdom, at I nces

Amcricin and other Cakes at market pri(

Autumn Sowing.
ODAMS'S WHEAT MANURE.
ODAMb'S PREPARED PERUVIAN GUANO,

THE PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or B
MANURE COMPANY (Limited).

Chief Offices—lO'J, Fenchurch Street, Loodon, E.C.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.
Irish Branch— 40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

Edward Bell, 4S, Marine Paraae, Brigbtoi
Hictiard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot, Herts.
Thomas Knight, Edmonton, Middlesex.
Robert Leeds, West Lexham, Norfolk,
George Savill, Ingthorpe, near Stamford.
Siiniuel Jouas, Chrishall Grange, Essex.
Charles Dorman. "J^. Essex Street, Strand.
Thoni'R W.=l>l>. HiHl.r>hrim, Cambridgeshii'o.
Jou;i:s Wl'M., m.' I,.-, i:..s.s, Lincolnshire.

.1/ /

'

'—James Odams.
iJa7(te)-s—TH '- i: I' II ires t Co., Lombard Street.

So()t-i/uja—M-SM- K i 1-1 I.. I >'tiiian, 23, Essex Street, Strand.
Attdi!:'!—I. CiiUi J unas, Cambridge.

This Company was orijiiniiHy K'liued by, and is under the direction

3f AgricuUun&ts, circumstances tlint have justly earned fur It another
title, viz. :~"The Tenant Farmers' Manure Company."

Ita Member:* are Cultivators of upwards of So.rjQO Acres of Land,
iTliich has been for years uodor management with Matturcs of their
awn Manufacture. The Consumer therefore has the best guarantee
tor the genuineness and efficacy of the Manures Manufactured by
;hi9 Company.
A Prospectus will be forwarded on application to the Secretaiy, or

mav be had of the Local Agents. C. T. MacAdam. Secretary.

Chief Otlicei—ioa, Fenchurch l^treet. London, E C^

Wheat Sowing.

DOWN'S FARMERS' FRIEND, for preyenting the
Smut in Wheat, and the Ravages of the Slug, Grub, and

Wireworm. A M. packet is sufficient fur Six Bushels of Seed Wheat,
which can be dressed and fit to sow in a quarter of an hour.
Testimonials from the largest Wheat Growers in the Kingdom.

beariUK tistimony to its great power and efficacy, may be Kad of
Agents, wtio are appointed for every district.

Full diieotions for use are given with each packet.
Prepai'cd at the Manufactoi?. Woburn, Beds.

Caution.—To gu<ird against fraudulent imitation and consequent
disappoinimeut, see that the signature ofHenry Down is on the label.

Agents in every Town throughout Enirlaod, Scutlainl, and Ireland.

H IS IM PIKOVEi)~LETl' H I : I :
hriNlN-; -IIMI'S

for MACHINERY are stronf.i, i
'
r.

and cost less tliao other kinds 'I I i lAL
STRAPS for PORTABLE ENGINE- i i... I

i ii :... it
Tcrneb's Patent Strap and ITiko Cuinpany.

Manufactory : Armit Works, Greenfield, near Alancbester.
Warehouse: 81, Mai-k Lane, London, E.C.

Mr. H. Fekbadee, Agent.

Important Reduction In tlie Prices of Portaljle
Engines for 1866.

CLAYTON, SHUTTLEWORTH and CO., Engineers,
Manufacturers of Portnbleand Fixed Steam Engines, Machinery

for Pumping, Hoisting, Grindmg, Sawing, &c. ; Engines for Steam
Cultivation, Self-moving Enginesior Common Roads and Agricultural
Purposes generally.

Stamp End Works, Lincoln ; and 78, Lombard Street, London

;

also at Lowengasse No. 44, Landstrasse, Vienna ; and Gegenuber
dem Bahnhof, Pesth.

Descriptive, Illustrated, and Priced Catalogues Free per Post,
Special Drawings when required. The best Steam Threshing
Machli

HILL AND SMITH'S PATENT CLACK VARNISB
for preserviiifj Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish is an

eiccllont substitute for oil paint on ail out-door work, and is full)

two-tbirda cheaper. It may be applied by an ordinary labourer,
requires no mixing or thinning, and is used cold. It Is used la the
grounds at Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many
liuudredsof the uobility and gentrj-, from whom the most flattering
testimonials have been received, which Hill & Smith will forward on
application.

i^uTji r. A. Tavlor, Esq., Strensham Court.
" In answer to your inquries. 1 bee to inlorm you I find your Black

Varniso an excellent substitute for oil paint upon iron and wood
out of doors, and have Ibund the iron. Barrow with apparatus
essential in applviuR tne Varnish tu lines of fencing. I can strongly

"^Jl'l

Mauufacloiy, or Is. 8.i. per gallon paid to any Station in the kingdom.
Apply to Hill & Smitu. Briorly Hill Iron Works, near Dudley, &n<*

22, Cannon Street Weat. E.C, I'rum whom only it can be obtained.

TJ^OWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH nnd
X' CULTIVATOR may bo SKKN at WORIC In every Agricultural
County in England,
For particuliLi-3 n|.plv to Aaus Finvi.i:ii & Co., ;i, Coinhill, London,

C^

|«w«e^}^B^

Fencing, and Gates.

i;.v
I i I

'

, hom 4». lid.
i-i. I, ,

.11 I
: IKNCIi, from

H.'. |.ri I...'
, I 111.11 i;.\TES, from

^.1.;. iiui.li. l,l...,i,i.tLua i'nce List on
api.hcatlou.

ENTRANCE GATES, RAILING,
anU IRON WORK of every descrip-
tiou. Cesigus and Estimates free of

COTTAM & Co.,

No. 2, Winsloy Street

(opposite the Pantheon),

Oxford Street. London, W.

'iALVANISED NETTING.

PRICES of NETTING. 24 !..
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The following are the leading points in

Ml'. Essington's paper :-^

1. Zom Wages.—That there is any saving in pnying
a man whom one employs less than enough to keep up
his strength, no one in these days will venture to

assert, liut does the present rate of wages meet the
requirements of a man, making aU allowance for cottage

lowly rented, for allotments, for piece-work, for

harvest-work, and even for doles—the most wretched
supplement for wages? Are 10*., or Hi., or 13s.

a-week sufficient to keep a human frame in vigour
and to find food for a family too young to work ?

"Would 16». or even 18s. a-week be too much, with
meat at its present price ? But there are two ways of

replying to this argument, the first being that it is

essentially unsound, and contrary to all commercial
principles, to give more for anything including labour,

than yon are obliged to give; the second, that men not
only do live on 10s. a week, but also find money for the
public-house out of it, and that if more were given the
surplus would find its way there, and nowhere else.

He admitted that the first of these reasons looked
plausible, but it was open to wide exceptions, and
no one would tliink it ivise to refuse com to a horse
bocause buy A\itbont corn would do, whilst the horse
which \\a.« stinted, not knowing that its master stinted

it, acquired no ill Will towards him on that account;
but the labourer did know that it was his master
who kept down his wages, and was likely—acting on the
same principle of givmg as little as one is obliged— to

give as little of his labour as he could for his wages.
Again as to drink, was it not possible that poor food,

especially the substitution of bacon for fresh meat,
drove a man to drink ?

2. On Cottages.—Jth. EssiNOTON observed that the
house accommodation of the ordinary workman,
whether in town or country, was simply shocking.
" The low thatched cottage in some romantic lane
smiles pleasantly no doubt on the passer-by, especially
if he be an artist. The Honeysuckle in front smells
delightfully, no doubt; but just turn to the back door,
and snifl' the mixen which is close to it. The little

window lying half-hid in the roof looks charmingly
picturesque ; but only go into that low angular
chamber, which it does not light, and then say what
you think of it. A man who has a house of this sort,

with the ground floor, as the old song says, and a
cross wife (for such dwellings are very aggravating to

temper), and half-a-dozen children, and no beer of his

own brewing—thanks to the abominable Malt Tax,

—

and nothing but salt meat, of course ought not to be
tempted into the nearest public-house ; but, nevertbe-
le.'^s, he is very likely to be so tempted, and I need not
say that his visits there will not tend to make him a
better workman, nor to raise the rate of profit which
his master may wish to get out of him." Bad cottages
tend to bad habits, and these to the pothouse, and that
to the poorhouse and the gaol, which cost landlords and
tenants far more than good cottages would.

•3. Schools:—The lecturer acknowledged that there
was truth in the statement that education tended to
raise the price of labour and to diminish the supply

;

for a lad who could read and write, and had heard of

Birmingham, and even perhaps of America, and knew
how to get to these places, would be less likely to stick

to his parish than one brought up in negro-like
ignorance, which, however, had its disadvantages. But
schools existed, and could not be put down, even if any
one thought it desirable ; and he expressed regret that
the farmers did not take an interest in their manage-
ment, did not see that they were sensibly conducted,
and did not endeavour to make them the means of
supplying their wants in the shape of servants and
labourers.

4. Treatmetd of Servants.—The rev. gentleman
touched with much force on the use of bad language
to servants, and said he believed that this was often
the determining cause of labourers leaving the country

;

for, as he said, a man, in spite of geography in the
abstract, and railways or steamers, which are its

concrete exponents, clings to the .spot where he was
reared, to the school where he learnt his book, the
church where he worshipped his God, the lane in

which he first hunted for birds' nests and afterwards
loitered with his sweetheart ; so, although he hears of

broader lauds beyond the Atlantic sea, the pastures of

Ohio, and the corn-fields of Erie, he turns a deaf ear to

the charmer, for he thinks of sea-sickness, or possibly

of the sea-serpent^—he finds that " there are fevers and
wild beasts in them 'ere furrin parts, and that no beer
worth bavin' is to be got," so he concludes to stay at

home ; but then, just as he has made up his mind to

adopt this course, the angry oath of some unreasonable
employer, or, still worse, oi his bailifl", sends him off to

the uttermost ends of the earth. "I believe," said

Mr. EssiNOTON, "that no one, except a very raw
recruit in the Yeomanry, or a merchant seaman, or a
man who will ride into the hounds, gets so frequently
sworn at as a farm labourer."

The paper went on to censure the practice of

those who, whilst they never allowed their

laboui'ers to forget that they have a master on
earth, appeared not to remember that they them-
selves have a Master in Heaven. In the discus-

sion which followoj, there was a general dis-

claimer of the practice of swearing being common
amongst farmers, and a very general agreement
with those who denounced beerhouses as the

great curse of the rural districts.

Whilst little or nothing can be done to
oVviato the effects of the late rains, there are
certain suggestions to be derived from thorn,

•Srhich may perhaps be turned to account by the

practical fanner. If the problem of particular

wet and dry years be stUl unsolved, still a few
facts have been established respecting the predo-
minance of wet or dry years (luring the decades
of the last 50 years, and it seems possible to

reason Out a sort of guidance for our future
expectations from the considerations in question.

It is a curious coincidence that the summer of
1766 was similar to the last; the Earl of Ches-
terfield, in one of his letters, says " there has
been no summer as wet as this within the
memory of man ; since March wo have not had
one day without rain, until August 1st, 1766."
The proper exposition of the inquiry seems to

require the preliminary consideration of the
sources of oui' rain and their causes.

Drought and sunshine iu one part of Europe
may be as necessary to the production of a wet
season in another, as they are found to be on the

gi'eat scale of the continents of Africa and South
America, where the plains, during one-half of

the year, are burnt up to feed the springs of the
mountains, which, in their turn, contribute to

inundate the fertile valleys, and prepare them
for a luxuriant vegetation. During the wet
summer of 1816 in England, the middle of

Europe was subjected to excessive rains, at the
same time that the north, or the parts east of the
Baltic, about Dantzic and Riga, were suffering

from drought, and in all probability fui-nishing

the water.

In the spring and summer, as Ltjke Howakd
observed, both the direction of the winds and the
relative state of temperature seem to forbid our
receiving much rain from the Atlantic. It is the
S.E. wind which is so intimately connected with
electrical manifestations, with haU, rain, and
thunder. Now, vapour brought to us by such a
wind must have been generated iu countries
lying to the south and east of our island. It is

therefore probably in the extensive valleys

watered by the Mouse, the Moselle, and the

Ehine, if not from the more distant Elbe, the
Oder, and the AVeser, that the water rises, in the

midst of sunshine, which is soon afterwards to

form our clouds, and poiu' down in our thunder-
showers. England probably does the same
office for Ireland—nay, the eastern for the
western counties of South Britain.

It is otherwise in winter. During winter,

when the surface of the ocean is giving out heat
to the air, it may be supposed also to give out
vapoui- in gi'cater quantities than the temperature
of the air is prepared to retain. Hence, the
Atlantic, during the winter months, or rather the
interval between the autumnal equinox and the
winter solstice, is probably the great source of

our rains. The impetuous gales which, at this

season, move over its sui'face and impinge upon
our western shores, may possibly bring us much
vapour from the superior atmosphere "of the
tropics in which they originate.

Such seems to be the theory of our rains

:

the vapour generated in oui- own latitudes is

decomposed into rain by the S.W. winds, which
are aioler fi'om blowing over the ocean in

summer, and during the winter the same winds
come to us charged with vapour from the warmer
ocean, to be decomposed by a lower temperature;
the entire theory of rain being the mixture or

brushing of different currents of air saturated

with moisture of different temperatures.

Now, let us examine the general results of this

state of things with respect to the wet years

during the last 50 years, namely, from 1815 to

1864, by means of the Table drawn up by Mr.
Symons.
Anything like absolute periodicity it is impos-

sible to perceive ; but, in the absence of this, we
find something Hke a substitute for it in the
progi'ession of wet years throughout the entii-e

period, from what may be taken as a maximum
in the first decade, down to a minimum in the last.

In the first ten years (1816-1824) the rainfall

of seven years was above the average ; in the

next t«n (1825-1834) six; in the next (1835-

1844) five; in the next (1S45-1854) four; in

the last (1855-1804) three.

This regular progression is remarkable, and
has all the appearance of a law ; and as three wet
years must be considered the smallest number
possible or probable in a decade, possibly we
may conclude that the last decade concluded
a period of minima—characterised by excessive

drought—.and that we are now commencing a

decade which will ultimately exhibit a maximum,
or, as it may be, an increasing progression in the

number of wet years towards the maximum of

the first decade of the previous period.

Another fact is apparent from this record : out
of the first 25 years of the 50 years' period,
16 were above the average, aiid iii the next
25 years, 16 were below it.

There is also an ominous 10-year period, or
something very like it, corresponding with full,

heavy, or excessive rainfall in Great Britain.
Thus, in 1825, the rainfall was 26.57 inches; in
18.36, 33.49 inches; in 1846, 29.57 inches. In
the year 1866, it was a full average after two
years below tho average ; but now, in 1866, it is

a maximum which is likely to equal the highest.
We need scarcely state that all years of

excessive rainfall have been followed by bad
harvests. Thus, in 1836 (rainfall 33.49) there
was a bad harvest followed by three bad harvests
in succession ; in 1846 (when the Corn Laws were
repealed) the rainfall was 29.57, and there was a
bad harvest, followed by another very bad
hiirvest.

Finally, it appears that Wet years follow each
other in succession ; they rarely occilr singly

;

thus, beginning in 1827, they lasted to 1831, or
rather to 1833, just seven years, more or less in
excess of rainfall.

We now come to the important part of the
inquiry relating to the distribtition of rainfall

over the country—the regions of excess or
deficiency.

During the last period of ten years (1855-1864)
there was a decrease of rainfall averaging 4 per
cent, over the entire British Isles, but unequally
distributed, the decrease being exchanged for an
increase in parts of Ireland and the South of
Scotland. In England the amount of decrease
varied up to 18 per cent,, and was never below
2 per cent.

Although at first the figures seemed very
discordant, yet on drawing lines on a map of the
country, some order seems to become evident,
namely, that the maximum deficiency existed
along a line running nearly south-west towards
north-east—from Cornwall to the Wash— along
which line the present year's rainfall is already
greatly in excess. This is, therefore, a compen-
sation which may always; accordingly, be sooner
or later expected in districts visited by continuous
drought or deficiency of rainfall.

Proceeding north-westward the deficiency

became less, until the parallel line running
through the centre of Ireland and passing into
the North Sea at Edinburgh, marked a district

in which no deficiency existed, but, on the con-
trary, an excess of nearly 10 per cent. This is

the "main line of the country's rainfall—one
part of it, Seathwaite, being the wettest spot in
aU Europe,'' having an annual rainfall of 1.J8.46

inches, and having received during the last

September an excess of 8.14 inches above its

enormous average.

The next districts follow nearer to each other,
and seem to involve the eventual adoption of
W.—E. instead of S.W.—N.E.

;
possibly this is

not really the the case, as we suspect, but dae to

errors of observation at the lighthouses, whence
most of the values assigned for Scotland are
derived, or it may arise from the modifying
influence of Ii'eland not being felt in those higher
latitudes.

As a general proposition the full, average, or
excessive rainfall seems to be intimately con-
nected with the nature of the countiy on the line,

as to tall vegetation, ti'ees, and elevated points

—

in a word, a region where man has not as yet
shown himself as the uncompromising leveller iu
creation. On the other hand, the deficiency seems
in some degi'ee connected with the large drainage
operations in the Midland and Eastern Counties
of England.
These facts should he turned to account bj- all

who are engaged in agricultural pursuits. It is

evident that they may guide us in the cultivation

of the soil, in the selection of localities for
farming—in the choice of crops, and genetally in
adopting localities with reference to their adapta-
tion to the requii'ements of health or the human
constitution.

Finally, if, as it appears, a progression of wet
years characterises successive decades, it seems
that we should turn our attention to the green

crops by way of compensation in such decades as
that in which we appear to be, rather than trust
to the chance of a bad harvest—especially with
the fact that bread will never again be dear, and
meat will never be cheap. A. S.

—— On Monday evening, Nov. 5, the winter
session of the London Farmers' Club will

bo opened by Mr. James Howahd, of Bedford,
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who has been recently travelling in the States, I power. Numerous trials are to be org; se.l, for tlic

with a paper descriptive of what he has scon in

the agrictjltural world of North America. Mr.
J. A. Clarke, who was to have read a paper on
Steam Cultivation on that occasion, is hindered

from doing so by his official connection with the

Steam Cidtivation Inquiry of the Eoyal Agricul-

tural Society of England,

CATTLE PLAGUE EETTJENS.
The following Returns were issued ou Oct. 18 :

—

This Bcturn gives the number of cases occurring in

Great Britain which have been officially reported to

this Department. Column 1 only records the cases

reported as having commenced during the weeks
indicated by the headings. All "back cases" are

included in column 2.
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:ind in llii i.r liis ti'in till' tf-nant lUrmcr
It«;,,>l;Ltcdiu1lie lir-t arli.'li. ;ilmv,. ivI.'iTMi t.. lliiil

the tenant ivus entitled tu sueh lixily of tenure us w..nld

secure to liim a safe return of his eapital expended.

The landowner is equally entitled to receive bacTc his

property at the expiration of the tenancy in a good

a-id efficient state of repair and cnltivatinn. To recon-

cile and enforce their respi'rlur li-lil Ihe covenants

usually inserted into leases linr li-n drawn. Many
of these are inconsistent with ihr nr tlmd of high-

farming I am advocating. A man ol iiil.lli-cnce and

education, who has both the will and du' pmver to

farm well and profitably, ought not to be tud du\yn to

any particular course of cropping. 11' oir-lii iml '" "^

restricted from selling straw. On ili' -
''

'

I " '
the

Imdlord ought not to have the ri«lii '
i - ''<"' iQ

the middle of a Ions lease mthou
hllrll ..lililll,

'.."- li II- I'ifiVeil a

'ih fa

Dl' till
ill 1

>: 1. 1 t;ood

a security

r slips out
risk their

has been to

inted above,
icy with two
11 force only

apital under lliem. Thus lluir

lower rents considerably. !' rlia

the best arrangement is a cuiii im

years' notice, tlie .stringent claik .

during these last two years; and any dispute being

.submitted to an umpire on the spot. This would give

the farmer the utmost liberty, and put him, as far as

may be, in the place of his landlord ; combined with

the necessary safeguard that he should do him no

injury at last, but give up his land in good heart.

Above all .should the tenant farmer himself be a man of

spirit, of education, and of capital. As long as landlords

or their agents are content to put little men into the

farms, whose only object is to get a bare livelihood

with the least expenditure of trouble, labour, and

money ; as long as they entrust a man with 500 acres,

M-hose capital can only properly stock and cultiva.te

100 ; as long as they seek for an obsequious politician,

however slovenly he" may be, or an amiable dispo-

s'tion which will not give trouble with the game-

keepers; so long will agriculture be debarred all

improvements, discouraged, and rents remain as they

are. On the other hand, when a demand arises for a

better article, the supply is sure to follow. There is

plenty of capital seeking employment, plenty of energy

and talent now forced to emigrate to our colonies for

want of opportunity at home. Give to these due

security and encouragement, teach it through the

(ountry that good farming is paying, and will pay, and

the result will soon be realised that no cultivated crop

ivill be worth less than 10/. per acre, the iifth part of

which will be returned as rent to the owner of the soil.

J. S. M.
.

LONDON SEWAGE.
Who is Mr. Bose, CK.'i This question is the

result of the perusal of a somewhat peculiar letter to

the Times of the 10th inst., in which certain doctrines

arc promulgated of a startling nature.

The sewage question is a grave one, and one m which

it i i important that the public should be instructed by

men who have shown themselves able to cope with it.

It is therefore vexatious to see facts questioned which

have long since been fully proved, and statements made
which are utterly opposed to the results of recent

investigations.

The fact questioned by Mr. Rose is the deodor

power of ordinary mould when brought iiit" rm

with decaying animal or vegetable matter, a I n I n

lies at the foundation of Mr. Moule's syslnii nt i

closets, and Dr. Hawkesley's plan for at oma

IklMUMltii 1h. anii.n:; llir Im.-t ililli-aill larl- that the

a'-rirullui'al rhnni-l ha- t-, ixiilaui, Air lln-r, luiw-

inliiM-s the ilei.d.iriMii- pn«.-r of .soil- n iili the

diti'erent property of removing certain organic and
inorganic substances from solution. It would be

tedious here to thoroughly explain the very peculiar

changes which occur where solutions containing such
materials are filtered through soil. The solution may
be partially robbed of its soluble matter, or it may give

up certain substances, as potash or phosphoric acid, to

the soil, and at the same time wasli out an equal or

greater quantity of lime. It is therefore false to

attempt to prove the inert nature of soil from the
fact that half the quantity of inorganic matter is

found in the drain water from the Croj'don sevvaged

land that is found in the sewage itself.

Mr. Bose does not seem to have taken into account
that most probably the percentage of salts composing
the inorganic matter of the two waters have under-
gone a complete change, and that the potash and
phosphoric acid will most probably have been removed
by the soil, while a certain proportion of lime will

have taken their place. But apart from this considera-

tion, the objection founded upon the condition of the

drainage water is most frivolous.

If water impregnated with certain salts be filtered

through soil, those salts will be partially removed from
solution, but on the other hand if pure (distilled)

water be allowei to percolate through soil, a certain

proportion of saline matter will be washed out by the

water : hence the change from soft or rain-water to

hard or spring-water. This is the natural condition

of water after having been in contact with earth, and
no one dreams that such matters are removed by the

physical attraction of soils under consideration. In
otlier words the soil cannot completely remove the

soluble matters held by solutions filtered through it,

but the water '.always retains a variable proportion of

such matters whioh are necessary constituents of

wholesome water. Such soluble matters exist in the

proportion of from 20 to 25 gr. per gallon, or as nearly

as possible the quantity found in the drainage water
from the sewaged lands of Croydon.
As for Mr. Rose's theory that it is not the soil, but

the vegetation on the surface of the soil, which
deodorizes the sewage, we can only say that it is

unfounded, and that if further proof is requisite, it

can be easily supplied. John WriaMson, Professor of
AijricuUure, Soyal Agricultural College, Cirencester,

Oct. 12.

days as an average in October, in spite of a wet October
once in seven years.

T. B. imagines that my Wheat was cut in September.
We began Wheat cutting the latter part of July.

• The following is the letter of Mr. Mechi
correspondent :

—

By Kinross, Oct. 5, 186G.
" Dear Sh-,—I hope you will excuse the liljerty I have no^

of inclosing a sample of Barley of a particular Itind

do this on account of
of in the ^'olth £.
improvement in agi
have r.iised the inct i

my Barley four year.-

rather a poor sandy .'

laud, and the pli

I would try what it

6 to inches apart

:

froi nohns

I

utly taken notice
all advocate for
iiiitj system. I

I t.amd amongst
11 ! )r L' n-'len, which is

t. However I thought
lUted each grain aljout
^'cll, and hranclicd out
ri^a a capital crop. I

\i' a . I - . ha ' I .1- iiintbcr year, but
1 h-iii.' I .1 1 . il' nil on returning
i-r :ill .

ii
. h uji , rlj ji II rnws ; I .saved a

ptil it ill will! I . .iii-i I rial a better part
et to cover it. and when aljout ready, a

the garden wall and almost threshed
the whole out ; the remnant I s.aved.

drills in a field, and had a good crop. This year 1 IiaJ as much
as to sow an acre fully. So much for tlii lii i.n \ . f ll.. i a- of

Barley, but what I wish to di-aw ymi , i : i- tbo
dippUng system recommended by you. I i i r.ints

of the first ear's sowing to a number . i ni n i-
,
i.. l.ugest

h.ad 82 branches, average of each 30 giian..,, m ^-Kja hum oue.
I had a few friends from America lately, who covet the large
root to surprise Jon.athan when they go home. I had several
others with 45 branches, the largest I have left have
40 or 1200 fold. If you have any curiosity for one, I can enclo.se

it by post, and bulD for the trouble and expense of dippliug, it

would produce a large crop with little seed. I do not know if

any other kind of Barley would produce aa well ; I have not
tried, but do not think it, but have proof of this. In the field

this season it was sown broad-cast .alongside of the common
Barley ; it was a much better crop ; the straw clean and
sti-ong. and not apt to lodge with wet weather ; it looks well
in the sample in good weatlier. but this season has been much
against it, being very wet. Shoidd any part of the above meet
your views, I will be glad to hear from you, and if you can
ascertain the name of the Barley, I will be glad to hear it

;

otherwise I will have to give it a new name. It may make it

sell at a high price, being a r.arc kind, and I really think a
most prolific kind, especially with the dibljliug system,
producing 24G0 fold."

THIN SOWING,
Some folks wonder at my peck of Wheat per acre

producing an increase of 2.S3-pecks, but what will they

say to one Barley-corn producing 2400 ! more than 10

times my increase. I know of other such instances,

and all this proves that our present over-seeding is a

great mistake where land is well farmed, for we only

get an increase of about nine for one.

I sendyou the original letter that I have just received

from a perfect stranger, but not having his permission

to give them I must request you to suppress his name
and address. " T. B." seems surprised at my crop of

7 quarters of Wheat per acre ; but la.st year, and also

in ISM, I had .several fields yielding that fpiantif y. In

18R5 my two best fields yielded iii Ihi-'hI- ami lil

bushels; the first Red Wheat, thcsi i I; \.ii -. iKr

latter succeeding a crop of fine ^^ lull Wliiai i.i sr\iii

quarters per acre, or 15 qiiaiti rs nt \\ heat Irom the

.^alne field in two years. Ifil ui i. ni< is^iry orrequisite,

my bailifl' and labourers could ti -id) t" llie accuracy of

the facts related by me i iiial as to the

misin" valuable fertilising matters and purifying the produce of the peck of seed ^\ heat per acre in 1801,

Thames. Without espousing the cause of these la.st- 1865, and 1866 ; but the question is not a personal one,

named gentlemen, I cannot refrain from answering the but one of considerable national importance, and as

objections raised to what they propose. In the first ' ' -----'--'-»->-:"- - ,i„ „,..,.. .,t „
place, Mr. Bose states that Mr. Bateman, C.E., has

proved that " 400 acres of land to the depth of 6 feet

"

would be required to deodorise the night-soil produced

in London alone. Now, this has already been shown

by Dr. Hawkesley to be quite erroneous ; first, because

the estimate, owing to an error of calculation, was just

double of what it was intended to be ; and, secondly,

because in Mr. Moule's system of earth closets the -same

earth is used several times over with the most perfect

Mr. Rose proceeds as follows ;—" It has been so often

affirmed of late that the earth possesses the power to

deodorise sewage, that the opinion must soon be looked

upon as a 'popular error.' From numerous experi-

ments recently madel amin apositionto state positively

that the earth doesnot deodorise sewage." All this shows

a profound ignorance of the laborious investigations

which have been undertaken with reference to this

most important subject. This is no simple on dit, or

poiiular idea now to be thrown aside by advanced

thinkers like Mr. Rose, but it is an old idea which

has recently attracted much attention, and been sub-

jected to the test of experiment. Mr. Way, the well-

Huown agricultural chemist, after giving the details of

an experiment in which "highly offensive stinking

tmk water" was rendered "quite clear and free from

smell or taste " after percolating through 18 inches of

soil, speaks as follows
:—" These e.xperiments sufficiently

c arroborate Mr. Huxtable's observations of the action

o!'a sail upon the colouring matters and substances pro-

d icins smell of putrid urine. They have been repeated

with many different soils and under every possible com-
bination of circumstances, but with the same effect.

It would be tedious and useless to relate all these

experiments in detail, and it may be sufficient to state

that similar results were obtained by acting upon
putrid human urine, upon the stinking waters in

which Flax had beenjsteeped, and upon the water of a

London sewer." So far from the soil being an inert

mass in this particular^ as Mr. Bose suspects it to be,

its property of removing odour, colour, and certain

organic and inorganic substances from solution, are

such must not be trifled with, or made subservient to

mere personalities.

People living in an Hi-farmed district can hardly

ealise in their minds the effects and advantage.? of

drainage, deep cultivation, and unwashed rich

manure. After all said and done, sea.sons have

a most marked influence on the yield of our crops.

This year my average of Wheat crop will probably be

under or about 36 bushels per acre ; last year it was, on

all the heavy land (40 acres), nearly 56 bushels per acre.

If my experiments and facts were snugly concealed

and known only to myself and labourers, doubt might
be cast upon them ; but when they have been thrown
open to public inspection at every stage of the growth

of the crop, it is rather too bad to cast a doubt upon
them, especially as there is nothing so wonderful or

extraordinary in them ; for any one can make a like

trial under similar circumstances, and arrive at his

own conclusion.

I am, however, rather surprised at the Kinross

result, because it is so far north, with a late harvest

;

and I have always said and thought that thin sowing
a]i]iiar- 1" -1 alaptedtogoodfarmingand early harvests

ami Hi ,, Many of us have seen the great multipli-

rai Ill' the case of Mr. Hallett's valuable

exp rniii III- I Ihighton. I cannot recollect the exact

increase, but I know it was very considerable, owing

to the great number of stems from each kernel.

A personal inspection of a peck of seed per acre

testifies to its own truth when it first makes its

appearance, for each kernel sends forth only one shoot, as

stout as a pin, so that one could count the kernels on

each square foot or yard, and at all the later stages of

growth it is easy to test the number of branches or

shoots from the single kernel.

I think that owing to the very wet autumn, winter,

and spring, many of the Wheat roots rotted, and thus

the plant lost its power of spring tillering or branchin

J. J. Mechi, Oct. 15.

P.S.—This fine weather is a real boon to heavy-land

farmers. My 50 acres, coming for Wheat,have been all

ploughed, the twitch taken ofl", and the land clean and
dry. I have noticed for many years that we get 21 fine

MEMORANDA ON BEET-SUGAR.
1. Mr. Caird.—"The manufacturers of Beet-root sugarare the

great employers of labour, the capitalist farmers of this part of

Germany. We have not in England .any sik-Ii Iiul'c capitalists

engaged in agriculture, for they uniti Ih. Iii-m. ..f the
farmer and cattle feeder on the lar i;. i i

;
,

1 1
1

,
.se of

sugar boiling and sugJir refining. The -n i
i

i a. very
extensive and costly in construction iinl lailnn i\, and are
managed with great economy and skill. The bui-incss has been
established hereonlyatwut 15 years [30 years], but itis constant-
ly extending under the encouragement of increasing profits,

caused partly by a higher price, and partly by a greater yield

of sugar under improved processes, 'i he yield, which some
years .ago was as one to 16, has now been increased to one in

12. The molasses, after the sugar is extracted, are made into

spirits, and the refuse, if not used on the premises for

fattening cattle, finds a ready sale as food for milk cows
at about 20j!. a ton. The growth and manufacture of the
crop furnishes a continuous soui-ce of employment to a
large body of labourers nearly all the year round. The sugar
is said to h,av6 last year yielded a clear profit to the mam:-
I irlia. 1 i.f 151, a ton, and as a duty equal to lOn. a ton is

I i
1 \ ilie Government on the raw Beet when it goes into

11. 1. ary, it woidd be difficult indeed to name an
crop so beneficial to all concerned with it as Sugar
.u only be produced to advantage, however, on .a

rich friable loam of the best quality ; but, as under favourable
cumstances the raw Beet will weigh 20 tons an acre, the
jss v.alue of this crop far exceeds that of any other
ricultur.al crop th.it can be grown in this northern climate.

a source of revenue to the Government, none of our
cis.ablc crops can approach it, for at the rate already stated
nuist yield a duty of nearly lOl. an acre to the Pi-ussiau

ivemmcnt. The rate of duty h.as been doubled within the
last two years, without in any w<ay diminishing the progress
of this remunerative trade. The great landowners have
factories for the conversion of their Sugar Beet, but the bauerr,

proprietors, generally let their laud to the sugar
mixkers .at high rents for this special crop."

2. All Irisktnan.—I find that 15 tons of roots are sufficient to

maice 1 ton of sugar. I find that the actual cost of mjinu-
facture per ton of sugar amounts to from 71. to 81. The
question as regards the manufacturer will therefore stand
thus, assuming the price to be paid for the roots to be 15*\

per ton.
15 tous of roots at LI.' 11 5

Cost of manufacture, s-ry .. .. 7 10

Cost of producing 1 ton of sugar . . £18 15

It therefore appears that Beet-root sugar could be produced at
18/. 15.1. per ton, and this is without taking into account the
molasses, or the refuse of the manufacture. When the duty
is added to this there stiU remains a h.andsome margin for

profit to the manufacturer. The manufacture of sugar from
Beetroot having attriieted considerable .attention in Ireland
during the past two years, the growth of the Sugar Beet has
been tried on a small scale by many persons, under a great

variety of circumstances, .and the result has been generally
favourable. With good management, therefoife, we calculate

on 25 tons to the statute acre, a return which good tillage will

far exceed ; but even at 25 tons the return from an acre of

Sugar Beet would, at 15« per ton, amount to 18/ 15b , exclusive

of the leaves, which are of great valup

3. Riold lion. T. F Kr ' 11 it i i II t a i lo-t

l)cnefici.al trade may be i l

Mangel ; and it is no visi i i

the last few years the
IS ijeen earned on t i i ^

r-apidly extending at this ni imi-Ut

recommendation of a spint made fi

be produced fr

rh ic IS, l,e-ides, the
Mangel, that it would

matenal not applied to the food of

, _ . that, in times of high prices in gram, the pnce of

the bread of the people would not he interfered with by
distillation. There are many authorities, and among them
Dr. Ure, in his "Dictionary of Arts and Manufactures," by
whom it is laid down that 100 lb. of field Beet or Mangel will

yield 10 or 12 lb. of proof spirit (let it be taken at the sinaUer

qu.antity of 101b.), and 101b. of proof spirit is equal to about
Ct quarts (let it be taken at 6 quarts). Thus 2000 Pi., or, still

niore, 2240 lb. (a ton), of Mangel will yield 120 quarts or bottles

of proof spirit. The produce of 1 acre will thus yield of proof

spirit, if the crop be .30 tons, 3600 quarts : if 25 tons. 300J

quarts or bottles. Let the Excise duty be for the present
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placed c w, and lot the value of tbo spiiit, free of duty

,„ in liond, be adverted to, and the crop taken at 2.1 tons:

:ini^u quarts at C(/. is 7.^/. ; at tW.. U2/. \0s.
;
at I.*., 150/., and

1 1 „ !

I, v(^ ita value as meie alcohol would bo nearer the latlci"

I,, the former sum. To pursue the subject a littlr

1 1 let a farmer dispose of his Mangel to a neighbouriii);'

,ii nllrr at 1?. per ton, 2-V. or SQL per acre, as the case

ni.iv bo Such a sum would amply remunerate the farmer;

and if ho were to raise 30 acres of Mangel, and dispose

of the crop at 30(. per acre, he would receive a net siun

nf 900/. in hard cash for the raw produce of 30 acres of

his farm ; and bow many of the farmers of Camek could

readily grow annually such nn amount of crop, and cart it

1 2, or 3 miles to the distiller. It will be seen that the

probable result seems to be equallv favourable to the distiller

Lthe purchaser from tbo f:irmov. Ilo would pay 251. "- "^fi'

for the raw material, wliii

these sums, a manufacfui
much as 150/., as the casi

or 120;. as tbo value of hi^

price of its raw material

ProduL-i

aller of

,
11-2/. 10s., or as

im A51., 72L10S.,

le, free from the

--

-

^^ would have

"each 25 tons of Mangel purchased for his capital, risk,

machinery, and expenditure of all kind.s-a vast marpiu being

afforded in these sums for any shortcoming which
place. If, instead of either of these larger

;jbt be carried c

J realised, as the value of the spirit contained i

Mangel {after deducting the 26(. paid for the

how good a trade, it would sr— -~=~-^-'- '

add, as an additi-n-'l i^^m

tissue of the M " ' "' >
'

been extracted, i

the manufactur- i

i

;

thehighest autli"!"!!:!
,

''"i I

would yield about 1 t'm (tjut

fibre produced, I

igbt taki

only 2.-;/.

25 tons of

material),

the dry fibre and
HI harine matter has

I

1 'U as a material for

I li ive ascertained on
ili.it 30 tons of Mangel

^ ._ p.jint, of the quantity of

^ , ,. certain), thereby adding 10/. to be

divided between the farmer and the manufacturer for each 30

tons of Mangel distilled,

4. Jprindtural Gazette (18J1).—The cultivation of Beet-root,

for sugar making, is not quite ao hopeless as that of Tobacco,

and that is nearly all that can be said in its favour. Those

who desiie'information respecting it should consult the work
of Sir R. Kane, on the "Industrial Resources of Ireland."

While including it among the resources of his country, he
includes it with some hesitation, and it must be confessed that

he has not placed it in a very inviting point of view. He has

reduced to Eiipli 1

collected by Dnin
Beet-root sug;ir

such as would ti mj

Estimated profit

The name Estimate applied to Essex

00,000 tons of Beet at 19b. the ton

Cost of manufacture, at Ps. the ton of Beet

Estimated profit only

.

M. Paid Jlamoir's Estimate for Fmiici

61, COT tons of Beet at 12«. 11'/. the ton .

.

Cost of manufacture, nearly 133. the ton of Beet

Produce, 4

Estimated profit for Fiance .

.

Tlie same Estimate applied to Ireland.

61,607 tons of Beet at 15s. 6c/. the ton

Cost of manufacture, nearly 13a. the ton of Beet

of tbo sugar. The greater the weight of a Bcet-hulh is. so

much smaller, generally, is the amount of sugar it contains.

Accordingly, Beetroots of the same crop have been found to

give the following results :
—

Beet-root weighing a quarter uf alb. contained 13 per ct. sugar

„ half a lb. ,, U to 12

two lb. „ 8 to 10
",

„ three lb. „ to 7

9. BovMdnyaidt. — In France it is estimated that the

average amount of white sugar obtained from the Beet is only

about 4i per cent., while tb,. mmiinsitiun of thatroot shows .so

much larger a proportion ! i
iiifinr matter. This con-

siderable loss is ehieflv i m - i
'

i ntion of the salts of

potash contained in tbo i
m

i

!

'

i
•

i.s well as in that of

the sugar-cane, salts thai ip • m, i I m large proportion

in the molasses obtained from oaL-h uf those juices. To this

undoubted cause of tho alteration of the sugar during boiling,

must be added another, more powerful perhaps, and of which
the effects are manifest in tho juice Immeduitely after its

extraction by the press. This destructive action proceeds

from the cireurastance of the albuminous matter modifying
itself in contact vidth tho air into a real fermentative substance

which renders the sugar uncrystalli.sablc.

Estimated loss for Ireland

The same Estimate applied to E:f.*ej:

61,607 tons of Beet at 19s. the ton

Cost of manufacture, nearly 13s. the ton of Beet

the information
rli Government respecting the
nice ; and the results are not
irk either in the manufacture
tijv sale to the manufacturer.

Even in Fi-anccrwbciL; lUe Llimate ia more favourable than
that of Britain to the production of sugar, the manufacture
has been fostered by peculiar circumstances ; it is felt to bo
disadvantageous to the community ; and were there not a

native sugar interest already established, it would not be

deemed desirable now to introduce it. It appears that the

crop most productive of sugar does not exceed 12 tons to the

acre. Thirty or 40 tons may be forced by high cultivation,

but in that case the carbon goes to the formation of woody
fibre, not sugar ; so that the smaller crop is idtimately the
more profitable. For these 12 tons the manufacturer could

not afford to pay more than 16s. Bd. the ton. At that i-ate.

the prime cost of the sugar, coals costing 12fl. the ton, would
be 265. 8d. the cwt. ; and that after giWng the process credit

for the refuse pnlp, l-40th part of the whole, at 6.5. 3(7. the

cwt., as cattle food—for the skimmings of the boiler, as

manure, at 6s. the cwt.—and for the treacle at 1m. 8f/. the cwt.

At the time these calculations were made, the average price of

colonial sugar, exclusive of duty, did not exceed 3U. the cwt.;

and amidst the subsequent alterations of duty, and the various

regulations for the admission of foreign to competition with
colonial sugar, it is certain that the price has not advanced.
With Beet-root and cane sugar, therefore, subject to the same
du^. it is evident that there is no very great inducement to

embark capital in the manufacture ; and as to the cultivation,

we should, for'ourselVe^, prefer a crop of 30 tons of Mangel
Wurzel. consumed by cattle on the land, to a sugar crop of 12

tons yielding only 10/. an acre, delivered at the works—a crop
requiring, moreover, much labour and some manure, and
making no return of the latter to the land, except such
would be purchased out of the gross returns. The pm-chaseof
this manure, whether consisting of the refuse of the manu-
facture, or of 3 cwt. of guano, would make a reduction of 303.

the acre from the 10/. The cviltivation of the Beet-root and
the manufacture of the sugar have been treated as if carried

on by different parties, not only for the sake of clearness, but
because the sugar would be produced more economically under
that division of labour than by the incongruous combination
of the trades of farmer and sugar-maker in the same hands.
It must bo borne in mind that in these calculations coals are

only charged at 12j. the ton, or about half their price in the
southern* counties, where conditions of climate prevail more
favourable to the production of sugar than in the northern
counties, in which the principal collieries arc situated, and
where coal Is about 1 2s. the ton at a few miles from the pit.

5. Agricultural Gazette (1851).— In the Industrial Exhibition,

among tho produce ot the Grand Duchy ^f ST\ony, I'rM-^'^^i ni

Saxony, Brunswick, AnhanU, and Thvirii^'i '
i' ' '

' 'i "

is exhibited, with a notice that an aoM' ill
i

*
\

Beet, producing 5^ cwt. of sugar. Ncitht v . i
:

'

i !

is very encouraging to the would-be grow* r mi' TmI !i h.m
,

and, at the recent meeting of tho British A
Advancement of Science, a paper was read
section, by Prof. Hancock, "On the Prospects of the Beet-
sugar Manufacture in the United Kingdom," which was
equally discouraging to the intending manufacturer. He
commenced by stating that, sonic little time ago, the manu-
facture liad been attempted at Maid' in liy a private company,
but that the attempt speedily failed. More recently a manu-
factory had been established at Chelmsford, and contrart-^

entered into with the fanners for a supply of Beet. W'l <'

were the prospects of success to this undertaking and tir

Sugar-Beet Company of Ireland ? The answer to tin

questions depended on the answers to three otbti

questions :— I, What will be the probable price of Beet for

a series of years? 2, What will the price of Beet sugar be
after 1854, when the differential duty on foreign sugar, which
will diminish each year, will cease entirely? and 3, With those
prices of the raw materials and the manufactured article, will

the manufacture be profitable ? With respect to the price of

Beet, it appears that it varies from 133. lid. the ton, in the
north-east of France, to IS--. 5''. the tr.n. in the north-west

;

the average for the wb"!. .-.f Tr in.-.- V.rin
,

; ^-. i ''. In T^.-l.ind

the Sugar Beet Compair- ' .'
i i 'i . i.t;-^ 1 with

the growers at 15?. 6'/ ii'. li .i
,

i i '."ore

at 18*. to 20«. the ton. I
;.- |.|. i.'iii. :

li. ;.,. ii,.tii-ial

were, therefore, higher Ua lixLu:i iLJuu tli>_ a. i-ia^i. '.t I'lance,

and higher for England than the avc

districts of France. The future pric(

Hancock thinks will not exceed 2.S.^. the cwt., and he
.anticipates even lower prices from the diminished coat of pro-

the duties, from the removal of the absurd restrictions now
imposed upon sugar refiners, and lastly from the competition
between cane sugar and Beet-root sugar, should the latter be
manufactured to any extent. With respect to the third
question, whether it would be profitable to make sugar at the

Estimated loss ,

£16,907

There are several errors in the above figures, which must bo

obvious to those who will take the trouble of working them
;

but as the con-ection of them would strengthen the Professor's

argument, wo give them as we find them reported, leaving it

to the reader to correct them for himself.

6. Mr. W. R. Sullivan.—Is Professor Hancock aware of the

fact that 5 to 6^ per cent, of refined sugar ean.be obtained at

present from the Beet, not by any new untried processes, but

by prrv'i-s'j'-; in f'lll i^peration in many continental establish

menl-i — i^ . ' i i'l i ance, in the establishments of Messrs.

gen<t, il ;
i' .i ^ne, and Co., who supplied the com

paraii\' '' ' upon by the Professor, 7 per cent, of

r^w snj :: . >,::; iL nt t n nt least .'^i
per cent, of refined suear,

iii'inufactory of Gotha,
tur. Herr Matthai, the

:, (l.S, 7.4 per cent. In
1, lino of the best con-

1 statements, the

is obtained. In tbo ]'<> t i-.'

according to the stateniin; ..i :

produce for the years l'^ i^'

the Baden establishmcnl t \\

ducted in Europe, accordinj,' t«'

produce has been 8 per cent, of

Home Correspondence.
Buds.—Can you or any nf your correspondents

inform me why I am .so unsuccessful with my young
ducks. They hatch pretty well, but half of them
{this year two-thirds) die before they are two months
old. I will tell you how they are managed in order

that you may point out any faults. As soon as the

mother (sometimes a hen) has hatched, she is put
under a coop in an outhouse if wet, and in a garden if

fine. For the first three weeks they are fed five times a

day on soaked bread ; this year I tried Barley-meal,

mixed up with milk, but made very dry; as they get

older they begin to pick up the tail corn on which the

mother is fed. For the first few days they have very

little water, but afterwards a large pan, which is kept

well supplied. When they are a few days old they

begin to look thin, miserable, and draggled, with long

legs and long beaks ; about half drop off one by one

before they are a month old, and this year some of

those remaining died quite suddenly at eight or nine

weeks old. I should add that we have no pond for the

old ducks, only troughs where they drink. If you can

tell me why my ducks die, I shall be extremely oblijjed.

Campagna. [Your ducklings require more nourish-

ment from the first. Instead of feeding wholly on

bread at first, give them some curd with bread crumbs

,
and Onion tops chopped fine. If they appear weakly,

I

mix a little black pepper with the food. As they get

^ -'^^'-^ N°^,^^^* "^^7 older, withdraw the curd, and substitute Barley or
the Doctor's calculation, substituting a p^^^ ^i^h milk or pot liquor, SO much
instead of 4i. and we shall have as follow..-

I the better. The tail corn is not adapted to them
The pnee of 61 GO, tons of Beet, at lo...6</. per ton £40.080

J
i

^^.^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ we think you would find it answer
Cost of manufacture 39,000 «

i

j^, ^very way to have it ground. Chopped Cabbage is

good for the ducks at all times ; or a whole one

fastened to the ground, so that they can pick it off

bit by bit, will always be acceptable to them. If

possible the breeding birds should have a swim, if

only for half an hour three or four times a week.]
" T. jB." and Mr. Mecki. —Although I am not

Kilteen tons OI roois yieia one ton (HMUg;tri uuu upun uuivu i . , . , „:il,«,. 1\T^ IVTooi.: r.i. irrtnr nnrro
suppo8itionthofoUowtegestimatowouldrepresenttheprofit:acquamted with either Mr. Mechi 01 your corre-

.
6 .,' „

I spondent T. B.," I cannot see how T. B." 's letters
To 15 tons of roots, at 15.. per ton .

. „ . .

£1J
5

, 1^^ ^^ ^^ interest to many of your readers, as ther
! 'appear tome to be chiefly a personal attack on Mr.

£20 -I
I Alderman Mechi. I trust that " T. B." 's classical

t friend adds to his other accomplishments a know-
. per cwt. 28

I |g^j„^, of medical science, as I feel confident that any

ordmary mortal would require a strong tonic after

reading such an account of himself as was given in
" T. B." 's letter of the 30th ult. WorJcsoj}.

5,980Making a fatal outlay of

Tho produce would, at 28o. per cwt., short.prico,

sell for 108,488

Giving a balance in favour of the
manufacturer of £22,508

Cost of manufacture, say at f>?. per ton

Giving a balance of profit of .

.

In this estimate I have not included tho pulp

1 the statistical

£7 15

molasses,

ed the cost of production per ton at the very
highest sum paid in any manufactory in Europe, and yet

there remains the vciy handsome profit of 7'. i5s. per ton !

C:^ y.i '.'.. —it is remarkable that the amount of s\igar

il, ti . I'
' ill liiates, .according to tho composition of

lure of the manure applied, great varia-

:, ,, ..,, ., ,,, i; 1 culture particular regard should be had.

Wi; lull 1,1..:. .'li-; 111; not adapted for the cultivation of the
Beet, when the object is to obtain the largest amount of

saccharine matter : the bulbs in such soil become watery and
yield but little sugar. Moderate clay soils, containing 50 per
cent, of sand, were found by Hermbstaedt the best siuted for

this crop. Richly manured soils give a great produce per

acre, but the roots in this case contain but little sugar. Beet
strongly manured with horse or sheep dung often yields bulbs
wliicli dii not contain a trace of sugar; but whose juice, on
tli. . -nf Mv, is strongly impregnated with nitre. Moderate
1

1 I il h vegetable compost, and piirticularly with cow-
I II ii-cs Beet-roots containing the largest amount of

,..iiiiii,' iii;itter; these yield, under favourable cireiim-

>[.i.t,<.:-.^, iioiii .') to 6 per cent, of crystallised sugar, besides

syrup ; at the sugar manufactorj' at Althaltensleben, the
general average produce of sugar was found to be 5.58 per

cent. Not less remarkable is it, that the saccharine properties

of the Beet-root become considerably diminished when it is

kept [too long in store. The same bulbs which in October,

November, and December gave a rich yield of crystallised

sugar, when worked rip in January were found to contain 30

per cent, less of sugar, in February ."JO per cent, less, and in

March scarcely a single remaining trace of that substance : an

obvious proof that during the period of development in

advancing spring a change goes on in their elementarj' consti-

tution. The rapidity, too, with which the juice is worked up
has likewise an influence on the amount of sugar it will fur-

nish ; for if the Beet pulp remain only two hours without

being put into the press, thoueh it may produce much syrup,

it wul yield very little crystalUsable sugar.

g. Sdimidt.—The discovery was first made by Marggraf,

at Berlin, in 1V47, that the 8.ime sugar as that furnished by

the sugar cane was contained in the juice of the Beet-root, and
could be c xtraeted from it in a pure state. This discovery soon

obtained the notice of parties engaged in the industrial arts ;

but it was not until the year 1812 that it received from France

a wider diffusion, and a knowledge of it became more generally

Socfctfcsf.

Smithfield Club.—At a Meeting of the Council

of the Smithfield Club, held Oct. 16, 1885, present

Chas. Barnett, Esq., Trustee, in the Chair, Messrs J.

Buckley, J. Clayden, Joseph Druce, Jno. Giblctt,

Brandreth Gibbs (Hon. Secretary), Chas. Howard, K.

Leeds, B. Milward, R. Overman Josh. Shuttleworth,

Richard Stratton, Thos. Twitchell

:

1. The minutes of the last Council Meeting wore read and

confimied. »

2. A. communication from tbo Covmcil of the Birmingham

Cattle Sliow was road.
, ,, » .^ r. •.

I'll,, l],, I, s, ,-i-,'i i.
', \'.

I
i'.,,u. t. •! 1.M r)-,lv tlint the Council

„f II,,
, ,,,

I

I
:

,:,
,'

I I ,
i:, II : I,

'
' in;; any active

stci... I

'

'
the existing

oril.T , h: '
! " I'" I'- ' ''' I'- '' -I' liK'Oting of the

3 The CouncU proceeded to consider the precautionary

measures to be taken at the ensuing Show in reference to the

Cattle Plague.
. „ ^ ^^. ,. ,

It was resolved that there shall not this year be any rule on

the Club's part to exclude from its Show animals which may
have been exhibited elsewhere within a month previously.

CS B Provided this shall at the time be legal.)

resolved that the following of last year'

be .again adopted

regulatif

1. That each exhibitor be required to produce a certificate

from a qualified veterinary surgeon, showing that each animal

is free from the rinderpest, and has not been on the same farm

where infected animals have been within 21 days previously.

2 That a committee he appointed to make an-angementa

respecting disinfected conveyances, in which animals for tho

Show m.ay be carted from the railway termini, London. The
committee to consist ot the Stewards, the Hon. Secretary,

Professor Siraonds, and the Chairman of the Agiicultural

Hall Company. , . .

N.B.—The particulars ot these arrangements, and instruc-

tions to exhibitors respecting the manner in which animals

must be conveyed, will be communicated to exhibitors as soon

as finally determined.
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That every animal shall undergo an inspection on Its arrival

at tUe Hall, and that the Royal Veterinary College be requested

to make arrangements for the constant attendance of vete-

rinary inspectors.

The following were elected members of the Club : -The
Rii^ht Hon. Lord Cheshara, of Latimer Obesham, Bucks

;

Alfred Hall, of Westbury Villa, Westbuiy, Wilts.

The thanks of the meeting were voted to the Chainnaii.

Great Braxted.—At the second anniversary of the
Labourers' Friend Society held the other day, under
the presidency of Lieut. -Col. Brise, Mr. Da Cane, M.P.,
Mr. Jlechi, and others addressed the meeting. The
folio wing are passages from their speeches :

—

The Chairman said he had hoped that he should

have been able to congratulate them in this district on

the fair harvest that tney had lately gathered into their

barns ; but he had heard since he had been at Braxted
one or two indifferent reports as to the yield in this

neighbourhood. However that might be, other parts

of Essex were more highly favoured ; and although
perhaps there was not an abundant harvest, take Essex
throughout he believed they had a very fair—an

average harvest. (No, no.) Well, at any rate far

beyond other counties in the kingdom, for in the
northern and western counties the matter had been
very serious indeed. One of the greatest obstacles in

the way of the farmers this year had been the
scarcity of labour, particularly during the hay season

;

but this, however, wa-s only temporary, owing to the
large acreage of Grass throughout the country generally.

Tlie scarcity of labour, too was increased by the absence
of theusiial influxfrom Ireland ; but thatalso was tempo-
rary ; and for the harvest he believed they had had as

much assistance as they could require. With regard
to the labourer himself, they, as employers and land-
lords, had to perform a duty towards him, and if at all

times he did not please them in the duties he had to
perform, they must recollect their different positions

—

the advantages they had themselves, and treat them
with kindness and forbearance. The labourer, too, on
his part, must recollect that the labour market on a
firm was not guided by the law ofsupply and demand.
He (the Chairman) knew of many employers who
retained their old men after they were nearly worn out,

simply for the sake of old friendships, and because
they had worked on the farm many years. In like

i

manner he knew of many boys and lads employed on
farms, though perhaps not wanted, simply because
their parents were employed on the same occupation.
Some people contended that education had done an
injury to the labouring population, and put the blame
upon education for the independent spirit that had
been shown by the labourers in this and other
counties; but let them not be deceived by that
idea, for depend upon it that was erroneous. An
educated labourer was better than an iineducated
one ; and they might depend upon this—that if

they got discontent into a parish, and if it should so

happen that a demagogue came there, the educated
would be less Ukely to be led away by the demagogue's
eloquence than the other, who would probably believe
every word that was told him in order to set him at
variance with his master. They must recollect, too,

that if they wanted the labourer to be imder an obliga-
tion to them they must go further and do more than
this. They must remember him in sickness—give him
the kind word and sympathising look when in distress

—aud although, perhaps, he might not show his grati-

tude—were tliey themselves grateful at all times for the
mercies they received ? What was wanted was more
reverence. Mr. Carlyle, the philosopher, once said that
reverence was wanted in three ways—reverence for

what was above, reverence for our equals, and most of
all reverence for those who are beneath us—reverence
from the wealthy to those who were in poverty, sick-

ness, aud distress. Some maintained that the adminis-
tration of our laws in this country was not beneficial to

the labouring classes ; but let them examine the stigma
and see whether it was correct or not. He believed,
when they looked to the legislation of past years, they
would see that it li;id been carried out to benefit the
labouring aud operative classes, and they would findthat
little more remained that the Government could do
for them. In this coimtry, at any rate, the laws of
the country were administered the same for the poor
as the rich. We in this country did what was done
in no other country : we maintained at the expense
of the public the old and infirm. Again, we had no
conscription—every man was free, co-operative asso-

ciations were encouraged- in every way, no taxes were
paid by the poor man that were not trebly paid by the
rich man, and it was in the power of any man to
obtain land. Therefore those who said the Government
were in fault in not improving the condition of the
labouring classes were stopping the only road to

improvement. There were tliree things that were
wanted for the improvement of the labouring class,

and they, in his opinion, were economy, industry,

and prudence. It was said also that our agricultural

labourers v.'ere not the same stamp of men, and did
not take so much interest in the welfare of the
country as the labourers in the manufacturing dis-

tricts; but was this true? If they looked into
statistics of savings' banks, they would find that in

the counties of Dorset and Wiltshire, purelj" agricul-

tural counties, there were far more depositors than
in the manufacturing county of Lancashire. Again,
in the West Biding of Yorkshire it would be found
tliat the operatives put far less into the savings' bank
than in the rural districts. This was a strong argument
for them to persevere in endeavouring to improve the
condition of the labourers, for on them the stability

and glory of this country must depend.
-\Ir. Du Caxe said : We have gone through a very

disasi rous year, as regards some agricultural districts
in this coimtry. But next to that fearful visitation,
the Rinderpest, I think the most remarkable feature
of the past year has been the gradually-failing supply

of agricultural labour. No doubt the numerical falling

oU' of agricultural labour maybe a very good thing to

those labourers who remain, as it will inevitably assure
to them higher wages and the certainty of employment
at all times and seasons. But, on the other hand, if

the supply of agricultural labour should continue to
diminish in the present proportion, the farmers of this
kingdom must lay their heads together to meet in some
other way that deficiency ; and I think that during
the next few years we shall witness a large develop-
ment of inventive power as regards new machineiy,
and a more thorough development and perfection of
the machinery we already have in practical use. I
think, too, we shall witness a much greater develop-
ment of the powers of steam as applied to the culti-
vation of the soil—and I think, although it may sound
rather chimerical to some of us—yet,when we have lately
seeii England and America, thousands of miles apart,
united by a single wire, we cannot questionthe possibility
of seeing parishes and districts combining together, and
companies being formed, to obtain and aflbrd the
command of that machinery which the small farmer
would he unable to avail himself of by purchase. And
if this be the case, I really begin to think we shall find
it essential to be still more earnest in our efforts as
landlords, farmers, and employers of labour, to
develope the skill and improve the moral habits of our
labourers, in order to enable them to deal with such
machinery, not only skilfully as regards its use, but
with safety to those employed about them. Colonel
Brise, in his address from the waggon, has given the
labourers some excellent advice upon the virtue of
sobriety ; and I think that rirtue in connection with
the increased use of machinery is a very serious
question indeed. I remember reading in the " Journal
of the S jciety of Arts " an article with the ominous
title, " Accidents by Machinery," and dilating, as the
writer did, upon the prevalence of accidents since the
introduction of machinery, he declared his conviction
that the causes of three-fourths of them were compre-
hended in the single monosyllable ' beer ' : and if in

my experience as a Lord of the Admiralty I have
learnt nothing else, I have certainly found this

—that among the sentences of courts-martial there
is no offence which is punished more severely,

in comparison with other similar offences, than
the drunkenness of an engineer in command of
an engine. Now, if this be so, surely wc who
are working already with the common object of
increasing the skill and improving the social and moral
conditi.on of the labourer, may well congratulate our-
selves upon the success which seems to attend the
present efforts of the Society.
Mr. Mechi, in proposing the health of " Mr. C. Hall

and the Judges," said he knew they expected he would
say something about agriculture. He was often sur-
Iirised, and as^ften regretted, that at many agricultural

meetings agriculture seemed to be almost forgotten in

the complimentary speeches to different individuals;
not bringing to bear the real question of the progress
and condition of British agriculture. He hi.ghly

approved of llh -.• S..,l,.|;,.s, which, he belii-vcd, were
doing a '^r. :i' ^ ,! .

.
<> 1. „„d he niint .•.niLT.UihUe

Mr. Du ii' .Mi^hiim tliis. uliidi uii-ht be
regarded a< I • -'i-^ ii i mi, nl'tlKit whirh fonni'rlyexi.slpd

at A^'ithani, and he g:\ve great credit to Mr. Du Cane for

his judgment and foresight in making that recognition.

He wished it every success; he believed it would be
successful, and he believed that all agricultural meetings
of this kind, having for their object the improvement
of the labourer, and the general improvement of the
condition of agriculture, would be successful, provided
they discarded from them political animosity and per-
sonal invective, which had been the ruin of many
societies. Now let them look for a moment to the
present condition of British agriculture. It certainly
was somewhat anomalous that we had a population of
nearly 30 millions, and that they were unable to pro-
duce sufficient food with which to feed themselves—
although neither for want of land nor capital. Large
imports every day poured into our country simply with
grain, poultry, and eggs, and was it right that with an
abundance of land we should be in this position ? The
acreage of the United Kingdom was 77 millions, 61 of

which were available for the production of food for

man and beast ; and an iucrease in the matter of pro-

duction of Is. per acre would represent three millions
sterling. Surely they could improve production to that
extent ; and how was all this to be done ? The first

way to do that, he believed, would be to eradicate a
number of old prejudices ; secondly, to increase the
education not only of the labourer, but also of the
agriculturist himself; and in the third place landlords
should be taught, if they did not know it already,

that their interest was concurrent with that of the
farmer, and that if we were to produce more food it

must be by the introduction of more capital, more
intelligence, and more liberalit.y, both on the part of

landlord and tenant. In speaking thus he referred to

no one particular parish, but he took the great map of

England, and looked to its present position and its

powers of production ; and if he felt humiliated at

the position he had described, it was not because of

what was doing in any particular parish, or through a

petty feeling towards any individual farmers. English-
men were proud of their country. We stood high
among the nations of the world. We could send our
ships into every port ; we could wrap the whole world
in calico, and undersell every nation in the world with
the manufactures produced by our skill, our intelli-

gence, and the investment of our capital; but in

agriculture he was sorry to say that from many
impeding causes we were not in the same honourable
position. He would not go into the subject in detail,

for it was a very large one ; but perhaps the cause of

ail this was the little prejudices of landlords and
tenants. Landlords often liked to have plenty of

trees and fences, and they sometimes likea to have

plenty of game, and did not like to part with the
power over their land ; while, on the other hand, the
tenant fancied he was paying too much rent when he
was not over-rented at all, and was perhaps also afraidlto
invest sufficient capital in his land. If we would
produce a larger amount of food in this country we
must invest a larger amount of capital. The capital
exists in this country, and all that is wanted is the
application to agriculture of liberal business-like views.
He would put himself as an instance. He had lately
parted with premises in the city upon which he had
laid out a good deal of money ; but he had a lease on
those premises which he sold for 5200?. Supposing his
landlord had not granted him that lease, with the right
of transfer, he should have been a loser to that large
extent. W'lien landlords were prepared, as he believed
they would be, to give up some small privileges, and to
grant leases on liberal covenants, they would get better
men as tenants, more capital would be invested in agri-
culture, and, as a necessary consequence, there would
be a larger prbduction. He came next to the tenants,
and he knew there were finth'i- imv-. m1 who did not
believe in the drainage ol- 1

i It Ii:h1ii(i hesita-
tion in sa.ving that that « ', il wliicli mo.st
required drainage; and iu In- rv] m.lull ivith his own
land he could say that through drainage and deep cul-
tivation its present state was such as hecould never have
dreamt of when he first came to Tiptree, 22 years ago.

He regretted therefore that there still remained a
conviction that it was no use draining stiff clays,

because water would not go through them. The
absurdity of that argument was foften shown in the
erection of houses. jHe knew of one case where a
builder erected a house on a stiff clay, and forgot to
drain the land 4 or 5 feet. The consequence was that
heat contracted, while wet expanded the foundation
and threw the house out of form. Then again there
was the question of the improvement and increase
of machinery. It was 20 years since ho put up
his first steam-engine, and at that time he was
very much laughed at, but since then he was
glad to say some of his practical friends had
altered theu- opinion, for, with the attractions of
better wages, labour was departing from agriculture
and going to the manufacturing districts. This, it

was evident, would cause a great demand for machinery,
and this was the real history of the cleverue.ss of the
Americans in this respect. The fact was that human
labour was there so high that they availed themselves
of every opportunity to replace it by machinery, even
to Apple and Potato peeling, to avoid it. There could
be no excuse for our not doing the same here ; coal was
cheap, and iron was cheap, and he should recommend
his friends at once to adopt it ; and above all to keep
plenty of stock, for they must recollect that the man
who kept twice as much stock made twice as much
manure, and would consequently have double the crop.

Mr. Hall, in returning thanks for 111' ,Tit_i^, ~ li 1, as a
farmer of between 500 and 600 acres, .'

i 1 I i \ I nid, he
differed from Mr. Mechi as to the dr.ii i iilt liMciuus
loaras. He had himself drained 200 ut i.-;.- nun Jj feet

tu 3 foot, but the fact was that the»e 1m,,i„o Ltld a certain

quantity of water, and would hold uo more; and even with
tlii^ wet Mumruer he would defy Mr. Mechi to have told the
diilLTL.ii c between the drained and undl-ained parts.

}>\r. MixHL—Has not your neighbour, 5Ir. Blyth, dons a
great deal of draining ?

Mr. Hall.—His was a white loam with a dl*aught in it ; in
e tenacious loama he (Mr. Hall) spoke of there was no

dr.augbt.

The Rev. F. Watson proposed " The health of the Com-
mittee,"coupliugwith the toast the name of the secretary, Mr.
Caj-ter.

Mr. Carter, in returning thanks, congratulated the
members on the increasing prosperity of the Society : tbair

numbers had doubled, and they had been enabled to-day to

distribute between 30(. and 40^ in prizes, which, though not a
large amount of money, represented a large amount of moral
good,for some of it perhaps would go into the savings' bank,
and become the nucleus of a fund that might enable its owner
to raise himself to a higher rank in life. The question of tho
decrease of agricultural labour was becoming a vei-y seiioua

one ; it sometimes occurred to him that farmers were
altogether wi-ong in their system of paying wages. Whatever
differences there might be in the skill and usefulness of their

men, the wages paid were uniform, 108., lis., and 12«. a-week.

That was not the practice of the tradesman, with whom, at

the sime counter or in the same war, t .
,

i,i m would
get his 50^ a-year, and another, ] li

i

1

The present -system of agricultural \> i

IMitii,- him in

^. . . Ucnlilk-dhim.
He confes.sed be had not found out the remedy for this ; it

was not met altogether by piece work : but it was a .question

which must bo met, and the sooner it was met the better it

would be for agriculture. As to the question of draining stiff

clays, he must say he agreed with Mr. Mechi that they
required draining as much as light land, as he knew from
recent experience. Mr. Davis, the able inspector of the
Government, contended that they could not keep water in

stiff clays if they gave it an outlet; and he (Mr. Carter)

thought'that where Mr. Hall was wrong was in not going deep
enough, so as to prevent the ci-acks reaching the drains. To
drain heavy land it must be drained skilfully, but there

seemed to be a propensity on the part of some drainers to try

to make water nm up-hill, which, he must be allowed to tell

them, they would never succeed in doin^.

The Chairman, returning thanks for the toast of his health,

said he should like to make one or two remarks in reply to

those which Mr. Mechi bad so kindly laid before them that

evening. He understood him to say that there was ample
land in this country, plenty of capital, and plenty of labourers

to cultivate the soil, and yet they could not produce sufficient

com to feed the people. (Mr. Mechi. "Hear, bear.") And he
thought he further .understood bini to say that was in some
measure owing to the want of capital embarked in agricultural

enterprise ; but according to his (the Chairman's) idea, there

were other things and other objects for which Enghshmen
have a great affection besides the mere commercial object of

making money. There were farmei-s and yeomen who had
a great love for old associations, and there were many, himself

among the number, who thought that old associatioDS

and old friendships were not to be lightly thrown away-
that they were more valuable, and went further to

influence our every day life and conduct than by
solely making large fortunes. Many farmers and their

forefathers before them, had occupied ther farms for centuries.

Should we like to see these old agriculturists driven out of
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the country—should wo like '

do'Ani with a greater amoi:

possessed and buy rip the far

tho Maiicheste
.f cai-iital than
Tbcv liiiftbt. pr

think that the

;ry? Where would be all iIm ,,1, a-aie. of

shooting and fox-hunting, so delightful tn Kiijli-I.:.i' n « ith

regard to the question of drainage, he \\'.'d i i. n in
, Mr.

Meehi that drainage had been introduced uit" I-- •, icira

before that gentleman came into the county. \Nhrlo he

agreed with much th.at Mr. Mechi had said as to the dramago

of stifl clays, he could have shown him this year crops not

inferior to those grown at Tiptree Hall vipon land djaiued on

theold svstem-SOinohesdeepandarodapitl nh Mi. iii :

You are "quite right.] This .showed that '
pth

of drainage was not practicable .throughout II '''*,',•

Onoword tohisfriend, Mr. Hall, if he wmii! i
i

•

.

dl

himso. Here was an experience! r^iii li ,.
.

. .if

heavy land, and he told them he C" i- ' i' '''":

drained or the undrained part, li i
i

. - hi. I

heard a pr.actical mall get up and .
,

' i. '

''''*

he had understood th.at that opiiu. 11 . i- . mi i inn. i 'i ...iue

experienced faa-mers, and probably -Mr. ll.all uiight get many
converts to his system yet. One word as to the payment of

the skilled and unskilled labourer. Mr. Carter's observation

on that point recalled to his mind the practice of a very old

tenant of his own, who had now been dead ^-in. I'.n-. ^'i* |n

his time was as good a farmer .as any ll. / i
'

I in

Essex. He paid all his men 10.^. a week cii.l: i '
Hie

rate happened to be, but those who were rail 111 i iil. ilor

w.jrked harder were invariably paid 2». or -Za. uu'., oi noon thing

like that, more than the others. He did not ^ive them this

when he paid their wages, but slipped it quietly into their

hands at other times, so that the other men should not know
anything about it. ... rr
Mr. Mechi wished to offer one word of explanation. lie

had always held up Esse,x and Suffolk

in the kingdom, but he and the Chain
different soils. The class of soil to wl

the collapsing stiff loan i m i
:

1
1

1
1 '

'

'
'

into Essex nobody heli' 1

1

i

be drained, because, lUii
:

straw were immediately ,.ii ill-iii
i I'l

of pipes, which could i

;re tidking of two

alte 1 the

Mr. Dd (....... ™-.., a landlord he had done a great deal of

di-aiiiing ill that very neighbourhood, and he had come to the

conclusion that no one average depth would do throughout the

county. Some time since he had drained Mv. Carter'

under the Government loan principle

pleased to hear that his tenant wi
another tenant, Mr. Good

nd he was
wdth it ; but
offered to do

the san
(Mr. Ill

- Mr. I

landliir

> tbii old In itod"

dupth they thi.iiyht pnipt

Tn Journal of Agriculture, No. 4, New Series.

Oct. IStiG. 150, Fleet Street.

The most interestini; paper in the current Number
of the Journal is the memoir of the late John Hall
Maxwell, C.B. It is accompanied by a portrait, in

which however we do not recognise Mr. Maxwell, biit

the memoir itself is a better picture of the man. It is

the account of a most laborious, energetic, useful life.

Mr. Ewart continues his discussion of the influence

on agriculture of modes of letting land. Sketches of

foreign agriculture—our foreign supplies of food,

acclimatisation *ud arboriculture provide the otlier

contents of the Number.

to advantage, prnlitalil.- labour, viz., thrashing under

cover, can al\\a\> iio I'luiiid here.

The dung Injiii llu- >i.ilil<-s, cowhouse, and piggeries

is thrown into a coveied shed, on which we saw a

number of pigs luxiu-iating, and no doubt turning to

good account any stray grain or non-assimilated tood

that might have escaped the cattle or horses.

The manure from this shed is found extremely

valuable, and is carted direct to the land, without

being turned over, and if not ploughed it at once, is

immediately covered over with earth.*

The sawmill is conveniently situated, and the feed-

ing appliances are novel, simple, and efficient.

Another extremely valuable contrivance is the

utilisation of the waste steam from the engine to heat

a floor on which is di'ied damp corn, green wood, &c.

The first cost of this was trifling, and the expense of

heating almost nil ; it is universally tipiilicablc wher-

ever there is a steam engine, andwimM
|

n.i" n . .n!

boon to any farmer who grows corn 1
1

- i

Separated from the main building- i
i'

hospital for sick animals, and fuLiiiiol" n-. "'''

sparred floors, for sheep; to which ha.s been lately

added an implement-shed and granary, also a mill

house, and shed for a portable steam engine, which
drives two pairs of stones and a flour-dressing appa-

ratus, to manufacture the flour for family use, for the

labourers, and such of the tenants as choose.

The premises are lighted with gas manufactured

thereon—a great convenience and economy ; and very

interesting it is to see, in the dusk of a winter's

evening, the buildings lighted up, and the works pro-

gressing as vigorously as in daylight, which but for the

gas must have been stopped.

Sheep—A. breeding flock of 200 ewes of the pure

Leicester breed is kept, one-fourth of which are

annually put to a Cotswold, Down, or Lincoln ram,

and the produce fed ofi' for the butcher as shearhngs.

The other ewes are put to rams of pure breed,
' theaves " from the produce being selected to keep ixp

the flock, and the remainder fatted and sold as before,

together with the draft ewes and upwards of 100 half-

hred shearhogs, which ;ire bought in.

Till'- llm-k is an e\i'ellcnt specimen of the Bakewell
ll], ,1 'ill, aii'l Willi symmetrical form combines

'i'.y l.iHH-tir wciliirs iiave for some years been
sncoessl'it! as prize-takers at the Smithfleld Club and
provincial shows, and the animals for exhibition this

year possess great merit, one extraordinary fine sheep

of our lowland crop is quite as much .

in the " wet harvests " of 1858 and 1857. Many there

are, of course, who by quick reaping and slow carrying

have their crop in good order ; and yet last week one

heard of heating and turning stacks from all quarters.

This damaged corn is as yet the staple of our markets,

but even sound grain is much inferior to last year's,

and prices conseq,uently are steadily rising.

The straw on rich land may bulk a little more than

last year, and on poor decidedly less. As compared

with former years, it may be said to vary from three-

fourths down to one-half of a good crop. Wheat will be

unequal and poorly filled, but it is not our time for

threshing it yet, and on many places none is now
I'l-own. Barley gives well, but is very high-coloured,

even where perfectly sweet. Oats were mostly cut

very green, and there are some fair samples, but

muisuallv light in the bushel. There are very few

r.: ,11 1,,' Iho district, and the price for feeding is mqn-
II 111. market will not be overstocked with

I

I spring, for there can be none saved now.

11. I'uialo disease is rapidly spreading lu a good

crop. J. T.

Miscellaneous.

Mr. Fisher -ffoSi.s.—"\^'e ^;rcatl.^ rr-i

the death of this distingiiishrd :i|{iir

nth inst., at Boxted Lodge, E.^.se-'

Until within the last few

Farm Memoranda.
KsYrB.ORl'E. — (Continued from p. 9S4).— At about

the centre of the arable, iield-barns are erected (we
saw three) for the accommodation of a certain number
of cattle, with a cottage of' a superior description

attaclieil to each; keeping in view the possibihty of

those pifix's lirin- lot nil' :is farm.s, he has so arranged
thecutiaurs iliiit -niii.. ^Jmlit additions would convert
them iiitiMlwrlluiL'-lii.ii- - suitable for small occupiers.

The yards fur tiiu fiiUle are covered, being a series

of parallel sheds ; the mode of management is pecuUar,
ana, as will be seen, good.

The shed roofs are high, and afford storage room for

about 50 acres of corn, which in harvest is stacked
or stored under them. A fixed threshing machine
occupies one corner, power being communicated by a
portable engine. "When the cattle require to be
brought into the sheds, a section of the corn is

threshed, the straw being stacked up outside, and this

affords room for a given number, and as threshing
proceeds, additional room for more cattle, if wanted,
IS provi'lod , il'iMii, it is used for storing the straw.
Noalioinpt is uiiide, bythe usual mode of post and

rail, tu .^iibdivi'lL- the shed internally, but the feeding
racks are constructed so as to serve the purpose of
both racks and division fences.

The Home Farm buildings are plain and sub-
stantial, and with no pretence to show, additions
having been made from time to time as circumstances
required, but on the whole the arrangement is very
convenient.
A fixed steam engine supplies power for threshing,

grinding, sawmill, chalf-cutter, pulper, cake-crusher,
oat-bruiser, grindstone, &c. The straw is cut into
chaff and steamed for food ; the chaffcutter being
placed directly over the steaming tubs, the chaff when
cut falls into them.
The mixing room is conveniently placed, the pulped

roots are delivered into it, the meal store opens into
it, the chaff is steamed in it, while it o^iens into a
passage from which the cattle are fed. Feeding
arrangements such as these could scarcely be improved
on, v,'ere the buildings ever so costly or elaborate
in style.

Some large parallel sheds adjoin the threshing barn,
capable of storing 150 acres of corn. From these the
corn is pitched direct to the threshing draw, which
greatly economises labour. Again, in harvest, the
corn, when once in, is quite safe from the serious risk
of losses from getting wet before it is thatched, and the
00 it of thatching is saved.
In wet weather, when outdoor work cannot be done

I- till

Tilcs

fif 15 cows is kept, their produce
addition to about 80 Hereford and
and heifers, and also 30 Kerry

lugether with the sheep and pigs, are

announce
t on the
his 57th

years, when

declining health compelled him to relinquish an

active and laborious life, Mr. Fisher Hobbs was one ot

the most prominent agrieultni i-f- v\ |-,ir-'lana.

d largely

1-e with
iiuilfrs of

.ue sueyp aiiu pit*, '^^^

chiefly disposed " of in two auction sales, held in

December and April. The cattle are fed on pulped

roots and steamed chaff, and a cake of home manufac-

ture, composed of Indian Corn meal. Bean meal, and
other compounds, in proportions varying according to

their relative cheapness or dearness, as fat or flesh

formers.
The mixture is first well boiled, and then turned

into a mould to stiffen, and given when a few days old.

Horses.—His. well-bred brood mares are kept, and

their produce reared for the hunting field and the road.

25 cart-horses, chiefly Suflblk breed, and 2 hacks for

the bailiff, are kept at the farm. On an average, 8 of

these are employed for estate work.

By the adoption of steam cultivation the farm 'was

enabled to dispense with 15 horses.

Figs.—l'a these days of low-priced grain, pigs are an

important feature of the Keythorpe farming. At the

time of our visit a stock of 250 was on hand. Breed,

the isuffolk and Yorkshire, and crosses froni them,—

a

very profitable sort. Combining fecundity, early

maturity, and a gi-eat aptitude to fatten.

From the excellent arrangement of the machinery

and buildings, the food is prepared and given at a mini-

mum expense, and keeping in view the relative prices

of grain and meat, it is extremely probable that this is

a good paying branch of the farm. Journal of the

Agricultural Socielij.

Merse of Beewickshike : Oct. 13.—It is now a

fortnight since we thought to have reported the close

of harvest here, but that unlucky Friday's rain—

a

common occurrence during the month, but from time

to time mended by drying breezes—was followed by
the steadiest growing weather ever seen at this season.

Day after day of thick wetting mist, warm, and scarce

a breath of air, and the barometer above 30 inches,

where it had not been for months—such has been our
weather, with the exception of a lighter day or two
this week ; and it promises no better yet, although the

barometer is down. In many instances near half the

crop is still a-field, but in many more the two
days would have sufficed to secure all. We must,

however, face the fact, that a considerable portion

was a highly successful brei

and well; and combined
practical experience. He
the Royal Agricultural Sorii I

i i- im iii.iuy

years he had been'one of Hi '

'^'JJ
there were few of its more inn,

J

iiiicn

were not indebted to his labont .i,.i Ll.li pj-ivi'soi

investigation. And his promptitude and energy

were on several occasions of great service to tne

Society, and through it to English agriculture

generally. In the smaller sphere of his own

county Mr. Hobbs was equally active and useUil.

Every county agricultural society formed dunng tne

last .30 vears ivas more or less indebted to his assistance

in its "formation and management ; anti ot the less

pretentious labourers' friend societies he -was the

founder of those at Coggeshall and Earls Golue, and

the promoter of several others. The auti malt-ta^

movement also loses one of its most earnest ana

persevering advocates. He was never married and ftaa

apparently a strong constitution ; but the rupture ot a

blood-vessel brought on increasing debility, followed

by partial debility of mind. ________

SV ,'
" r.,,,„nr,^ul<:lon. - Air. ll-iiloy tells us

:„
,

.'.
. M-l 111' S, iileiiili.T. I'^'l'''. tli:d " '*

eo ,::^ ' .11 i';;-lh'l„vn„,',i (thi'Mo l.l"U3li)

hadii-u .i.iM,. imti. II .'iTlimi iminl ami lli'TC stood

still, goiug neither backwards nor forwards. '
I^can

support his statement, for I have sold only two sens of

tackle this year. Why this steam plough progress, or

rather stand still, should thus stand I cannot under-

stand, for the evidence on my farm is opposed to suon

sluggishness. To support this I will,.with your per-

mission, give my eleventh year's practice. On batui-

dav, the 29th of September, I begari working my
tackle, and to-day, at 9 a.m., I finished the whole ot my
work for the year. Here is the sum total ol it :—

Heavy Land.-Field, No. 2, eight acres of Bean

stubble; field No. 3, 12 acres of Beim stubble. Light

Land.-Field, No. 1, 12 acres l^fea stubble; field

No 2 13 acres of Bean stubble. Total, 4o acres. These

45ncrr.^liiivii ni-donly been cultivnted. but have been

cros.-.iiHiviliil ind seeded with AVln'iit,
'i .-=>""

anil -lid 111- I ill Mil:; been done at oin' "rii

within I-' ilii.v.- I have worked '.m ' i'

.seeding into tlie bargain, and havi; i Im-

tage of the last fine fortnight. Hi- '

coal has been five tons nine cwt., ai i
.

am I at the end of this wet season i' n i

part of my Wheat seeding done, and the
:.,.- .— ,..^u 'Piio TAst of mv year s

i
• to complete it they have to

.rplanll acres of Clover hay

I

. ..|i ;i,.|.,.i ,,!' \'i"lioiil slubble

\.'..\'-\'<.,rU uDi-k will lir done,
from

^ Lord Berners puts great stress on covering up the

when laid in small heaps on the land, and cites an instance

where the labourers were overtaken by a thunderstorm while

manuring for roots, the ridges being opened and the dung
carted on and laid in small heaps. A portion was covered

with soil previous to the storm, and the remainder left for a

few days exposed, the manure and treatment being in every

other respect the same, but the difference in the crops was
most astonishing ; where the manure was covered the produce
was nearly double, nor did the difference end with the root

crop, for the Barley succeeding was also very much better on
the covered manure. This scarcely accords with the scientific

conclusions of Professor Voelcker, who docs not anticipate

harm from exposing manure if spread on the ground. Lord
Bemeis, however, is far too practical and acute an observer to

allow us to have the slightest doubt as to his accuracy, and
this is one of the instances where the teachings of science and
the facts of p,ractice cannot be easily reconciled.

t The above was written in November, and at the Smith-

held Show these sheep carried oH all the first prizes in their
- '1 the Show

1 111
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which, piled G ft. high, raightcover a space of about 12 ft.

by 10, or say 1-1 square yards. 100,000 houses burning
as much would spread their coal over a space .iust short
of 300 acres, and if so costly a mineral can be got at
this rate, surely " dirt " ought to be cheaper ? 2. Lord
Robert apparently forgets that the whole 400 acres
would go back to the country plus another 30 acres or
so of valuable matter, instead of being employed, like
coal smoke, in the manufacture of London fog.' But,—
3. I think I may safely affirm that, bulk for bulk, and
weight for weight, the consumption of coal in the
kitchen fire alone is equal any day (alas!) to the
consumption of earth in the closet. I believe that
many practical difficulties stand in the way of the
earth-closet system, as e. g., the inability of discharging
into such a receptacle the contents of the slop-pail

;

but among all possible objections I am disposed to rate
the 400-acre difficulty very lightly. A Country Clergy-
man, in the Titnes.

Agriculture is the only trade which is fashionable.
As soon as a merchant becomes rich—a.s soon as he
attains a position in society—he must needs become a
farmer. No one thinks of becoming a tanner or a
tallowchandler for his amusement. But everyone tries
to get a farm, and then swears that he loves the smell
of a dungheap more than the scent of his wife's flowers.
Perhaps he obtains three or four farms and throws
them into one. This naturally increases the competition
for farms, and raises their price. But the price of your
produce is not proportionately raised. It is true that
the wages of artisans are much increased, and that
many of them eat beef twice a day, which they did not
do before. This, however, does not enhance the farmer's
prices so much, as it draws imports from abroad. Then,
again, you are sub.ject to losses by weather. If it be
dry, alas for your Turnips. If it be wet, your corn is
damaged_. There are also losses of cattle by disease.
Besides,;sheep and oxen cannot be laid by until there
IS a demand for them in the market. An o.^ soon eats
up his price without adding to his value. He must,
therefore, be at once forced upon the market. These
are all great drawbacks. What, then, is to be done?
That which the manufacturer has to do in his race
with other manufacturers—lose no chance of improving
production by new machinery, and increasing the
fertility of your laud by new manures. Lord S.
Moniaqu,

The contr.iot was for 29 acres of Mangel at 6.*

per acre g r
Ditto, ditto, 11 acres of Swedes at 5s. 6rf 30

Total £{^
The ,r„!,f.< earned bi/ ih<- cantrnrtm-g, and peiid by litem to

hand^ then emillet'i, £ a.

42 days of a man at 2s. a day .
.*

. . ..44
70 days of a woman at lOrf. per day . . . . 2 18
(i;i d.iys of boys and girls at 9(^ per day . . ..27

Total £i)
Loaving about 21. to be divided amongst the contr

more than their daily wages of 2s.

Horse irovk in hemlivy the roots to the store
No. 6, 3 days of 3 horses=9 days, S06 tons from 11
No. 20, IJ day of 5 horses =74 days. 242 tons from 10
No. 2, IJ day of 5 horses =74 days, 190 tons from 8
No. 22, 24, 2 d.ays of 6 horses=i 12 days, 192 tons from 11

:is 9.30

9:^0 loads or tons carted by 30 days of 1 hor
horse per day.

The expense vfeeirtiny 930 tons ofl' 40 acres of MantjeU

3G days of a horse and cart, at 3s. per day
7 days of a man to back and tip the carts ii

stores at 2s

1 7i days of a boy leading carts at 8((

Or at the rate of 3s. id. per acre .

.

The expense CD' storing the loads and thatch

3 men 7 d.ays, 21 days of a man at-2s. per day
2 boys and 2 women, 7 days each, 28 days, .at 10.f.

Or Is. 7Ji?. per acre i;3 5 4

So that the total expense of harvesting the root crop of 40
acres was—for pulling, »tc., 12f. &s., or 6s. 3d. per
carting 930 tons home, C(. 13s. M., or 3s. 4d. per
stoiing them, 3!. 5s. 4d., or Is. 7irf. per acre.

expense of harvesting 40 acres of roots, 22/,
lis. 2W. per a

Calendar of Operations.
OCTOBEE: Ilarrrslinrj Mangel lVnr:ftx.—1he cud

of October is the proper time in which to liarvest tlji-

crop. If left till later there is great risk of its brii,
destroyed by frost. This was. in fact, the fate of ,1

large portion of the crop in 1859, owing to its having
been left in the field during two or three da.ys of severe
weather in the latter end of this month.
In illustration of the method of harvesting this and

other root crop.s, I will describe the plan adopted on
Whitfield Parm,near Berkeley, Gloucestershire, where
it has been the custom to grow about 40 or 50 acres
annually of Swedes and Slangel Wurzel. Less than
one-half of this has been Swedes, 20 acres or more
Mancjel Wurzels, and 10 acres, or thereabouts, of
Belgian Carrots. The whole of these crops were pulled
and carted home for consumption in stables, yards, and
cattle bo.xes during winter. It was the custom to let
the whole work to live or si.i; men, who undertook to
pull and top and fill the bulbs into carts for about 7s.
per acre for Swedes, 8s. or 9s. for Mangel Wurzels, and
20s. for Carrots. The last-named crop needed to be
half dug when being pulled, but with reference to the
others, which were grown in rows about 26 inches
apart, five men would undertake the pulling, each man
taking two rows, and placing the roots pulled, so that
the whole eight rows lay together ; eight or ten bovs
and women topped and tailed the roots as they lay
upon the ground, cutting the head an inch or so from
the crown of the root, so that the leaves fall separate

;

and eight or nine boys and women, with a man. filled
the carts as they came up. Three carts were sufficient
to keep a continual succession ready to be filled, when
the distance to the store did not e.\ceed 800 or 1000
yards ; and the work was accomplished at the rate of
about five acres of the Turnips daily.
The pulling is easily done m the'case of a good crop.

The larger the roots the easier it is to pull them out of
the ground. It is in the case of stunted, ill-grown
roots, with fangs and forked growth, that any dilhcultv
arises. To meet a case of this kind, it may in some
cases be advisable to undercut plants as tliey stand in
the rows by a horse-drawn tool fashioned for the
purpose ; but this is more frequently needed for the
Turnip crop, and will be named hereafter.
The following is an actual record of one year's

experience on Wliitfield Farm, when some 40 acres of
each work had to be done. It includes nn account of
the hands employed by the contractors in lifting 40
acres of Mangels and Swedes, and the time they took
to do the work, and the tons of roots placed m the
store.

Women
Alen audboys

pulling, cutting
roots.

FiU
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Heating by Hot Water.
HOT-WATEK i'll'ES, at Wliuk^iile Prices, with

Elbows, Syplioiia,

THOUSES tin

SIR JUSKI'II TAXTON.
Mjinufactoiios ; London, Newton In Cartmol

(L:incjuibire), Gloucester, Coventry, Aberdeen,
and I'aisley only.

Illustrated Circulars, with revised List ot
Prices, will be sent on prepaid anplicitlon to

Messre. Henoi.r. 4 " ' '
—

Heating by Hot Water.
HOLLANDS, In on Meuchant,

31, iJanlvBldo, London, S.E.

HOT WATER PIPES, from StocK, per yard :-2-tach, 1». 2d .

3-lncli, U. lud. ; and 4-inch. 2«. id. BENDS, from Stock, la.dd., Vb. fid .

and 3». each. THROTTLE VALVES, lo»., 13a., and 14s, each. Other

w.

EXTRAORDINARY ACHIEVEMENTS OF

WEEKS'S ONE-BOILER SYSTEM.
THE DISTINGUISHED CAPABILITIES OF THIS LONG-TRIED SYSTEM THROUGHOUT THE UNITED KINGDOlf AND THE CONTINENT, ENABLE

IT NOW TO STAND FORWARD AS THE CHAMPION AND MOST SUCCESSFUL OF ALL SYSTEMS OF HEATING BY HOT-WATER.

THE FOLLOWINQ INTERESTING STATISTICS ARE CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE THAT

WEEKS'S IMPROVED UPRIGHT TUBULAR BOILERS
ARE PERFORMING THE MOST GIGANTIC OPERATIONS ON RECORD, AND BANISH ALL DOUBTS AS TO WHOSE IS

THE MOST POWERFUL BOILER EXTANT.

No other Boiler can have any jjretensions to such an exposition of achievements
as the following :

—

Upwards.of FOUR MILES of PIPING, fixed on WEEKS'S ONE-BOILER SYSTEM, are oraployed (o HE.AT
COMPARTMENTS of the ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S GARDENS, KENSINGTON.

TOTAL LENGTH OP PIPING IN MILEH AND FEET:—

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S GARDENS ..
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HOT W.\TER PIPES and FITTINGS of tlie besf

descriptii^n supplied by

vRD, 1", New Fai-k Street, Southwavk. London. S.E.

BtTRY AND POLLARD'S CONICAL BOILEKS foi

HEATING by HOT "WATKR fixed at Seats of Duke ol

NewMstle, Lord Belper. fie, at Viscount Sydney's replaced, aftei

being 20 years in constant use. Apply at

17, New Park Street, Southward, London, S.E^

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, of every dcscripUon,

fixed complete in any part of the country, or the matenals.

oilers, Pipes, Ac, delivered to any Station.

OT-WATER APPARATUS
(port.fible) for Heating Greenhouses, Pits,

"
, Cluirchts, Chapels, Schools,

pedition and econumy, from

London. S.W.

rAMES WATTS and CO., Hothouse Builders
and Hot-Water Appahatds Manofact

353, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

200^
; ZINC HAND GLASSES, all sizes.

iiices to tlio Nobility, Gentry, and Trade in most of the

C KANSTON'S PATENT BUILDINGS for

HORTICULTURE.
" Dry Glazing witlout Putty."

Contract Planting.—To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
f 1H.\KLES SH.\HPE.\ND (;0..;:Vu]:m'iivmi N, Slr;it..i-.l.

\j Lincolnshire, lire preriart-.l to tiirmsh KSTIMATES for ttic

Formation ot NEW PL \^ i \ I Imn-. i,v i.,:intrriCt, including Plants

Pliiniing, andFiUinj: o>

MKLON LIG Hi-
ll thick, (Jngl:!-. -

Finsbliry Steal '

JREENHOUiSE.l. K.VFILBS, .SASII HAK.S, &c.

rpc

Dr:

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

ho .stnn-tnro is suit.-

an Est.ate as a h.anci)

8 and particulars to bo bad
Ho

I'HIG HOUSE.
T tOL't square ; the Sills are ol

It the rear suitable for a Cloak
Porter's Lodge, or a quiet

I" Mr. J. Steet.,77, Praed St., W,

TO BE SOLD, the FKAME-WORK of Three PINL
PITS, and the HOT-WATER PIPES relating to the sa-sie, with

15 GLASS LIGHTS, in a perfectly sound state, and a large quan-
tity of PINE PLANTS.

Application to be made to Mi-. AaTuY, Stationoi-, Chelmsford.

S K W
For samples and prices apply to

J. Shatt & Co., 29, Oxford Street, Manchester.

JS

CROCUS GLASSES, RHUBARB, SEAKAILe, and ILOWER-
POTS, Sc.
The Garden Repository, 22. James Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

c
Asplialte Roofing Felt,

ONE PENNY per Square Foot.

fEOGGON AND CO., JlANrFACTUKF.Il

(&2!"?K'..Sr°=''ll.ohdon,E.C.

OHN WAKNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Cripplegate, London, E.G.,

BELL and BRASS FOUNDERS to IIEK MAJESTY.

ATENT
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Ddtou ScnooL of Criti

VH. CembalAsia.
Vin. England and her Ixstitlt.ovs.

Junn MoiiRAT, Albemarle Stroot. W.

B
Mlsa Braddon's New Illustrated Magazine.

On Oct. 24, Trice Ono SljillinK.ELGRAVIA
A London Magazine, Conducted by M. E. Braddom.

Chap. I. The IImi«

F1RKS11.F. STOitv : Told by tlie Pokei.
IX. Markkt Street, M\NruE-sTKn. By Geoige Augxistua Sala.

X. Feast of St. Parihidoe at Pabc Halu
XI. .Slaik at Sadowa. By Rev. Bloniflild Jackson, M.A.

XII. The Iron Casket. A Tale of tile Travaux Forces. Jfart th
First. Illustrated by F. .1. Skill.

XIII. Love in Novemuer. By Mortimer Collins.

Office : Warwick House, Paternoster Row, London.

To Kurserrmen and Seedsmen.— Notice.

THE HARDENERS- YEAR-liOUK, .\I.MAN"ArK
.and DIRECTORY for 1807, by Rodert II I.I. h .

I I.

will be PublLslied on December 1. Any alti-rat

Address of Firms are requestud to bo sont fori h. :

that the necessary corrections may be made in tli 1
' ( > i i. ! i

'

"Journal of Horticultui-e " Office, 171, Fleet street, London, L L.

OGG'S GARDENERS' yYaR-B6o~K,
ALMASACK, and DIRECTORT for 1807.

ADVERTISEMENTS intended for insertion in the forthcoming
Issue, on December 1, should be forwarded inuxediately, to prevent
disappointment.

"5o^ nal of Horticulture" OfBc. 171. YW t Street, London, E.G.

" Ouvrage Couronne "

Of the Imperial Society of Horticulture of France.

FRUIT TREES: their Scientific and Profital-lc

Culture. With 191 Engravings- From the French oi

M. Dc Bbecjl. Adapted for English Cultivators. Price Qs. M ,

bound in clotb.
J'rom the Field:—'* WUl unf)uestionably teach how to prune and

train friiit trees to perfection,"

From the Jovrnal of Horticu'.ture .—" Has the rare merit of

always keeping to the point. «nd the rare c'.iarm of lucidity. The

Steam Cultivation.

FACTS of IN'lMM'tKST t^ the FARMERS. Ey Joh>
F0WI.EB & ' ! 'I Amended by Wflliam Smitb, ol

Woolstoii, Btettiili '
' f With an Appeudis showing tht

prcBOtit aspect ni - 1
'

May bo h.i<i 1 ; M --
1 1 1 n

, ;
1 Tree, fi r 14 postage stamps.

AGRICULTURAL. 1 M P R U V K M E N i' S.
WORKS BY MR. BAILEY DENTON.

1. A DIQKST of PRINCIPLES KECOGNISED in the COX-
STKUCilON of tlie best FARM BUILDINGS. Imperial
4to, profusely illustrated. Pn« One Guinea.

2. LAND DRAINAGE and WATER SUPPLY. Price R(i.

3. A PHOTOGRAPHED INDEX SHEET of LABOURERS'

WANTED, a SMALL NURSERY, in or within a few
miles of London. Apply by letter to

Robert Bullen, Gardener. Bow Bridge, Leicester.

_ _ rroprletor being bedfast, the
PONTEFRACT NURSERY, contaiuing about 12 Acres Nursery
Ground, well stocked with Shrub, Fiuii. and Forest Trees, in good
saleable condition. In the Forest Trees will be lound from 200,000 to
300,000 Larch, from 2 to 4 feet.

For further parliculwrs application to be made to JVIr. John
ScBOLLt-, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Pontefract,

To Marlcet Gardeners and Nurserymen.

TO BE LET, with immediate entry, a \ery compact
FARM of FORTY ACRES, part of which is stocked and used

as a Market Garden and Nursery Ground. The Land is in a good
stfite of Cultivation and mostly Drained, and the Rent and Hate-s

are very low. The House is pleasantly situate, and the Buildings
are good. It is near to good Roads, and is within four miles of a
fiiat-tlass Town and two Railway Stations. The Nursoiy Stock, which
is exceedingly healthy, together with the Crop, Stock, Cultivations,

and Scedings to be taken by valuation by the person approved by
the Landlord or his Agent.
Apply to TuoMAS GiLLETT, Land Agent and Valuer, Prior's Court

Farm, Chievoley, near Newbury, Berks.

TO BE LET, a FARM of 560 ACRES in Northamplon-
shire.—Deep loam soil, well drained, and suitable for Steam

Cultivation. Near Railway. Kent, 363. ^er Acre, Tithe f ee W 11

carry 1000 Sheep.
Apply to the Agents, Messrs. BellA Rodebtsos, Land Mo tgage

and Ecclesiastical Agency Offices, Trinity Place, 5, Cha nj, C oss

London, W.C.

Land, Mortgage, and Ecclesiastical Agency Offices, Trimt Pa

Boston Lane, near Turnpike, Hanwell, Middlesex
Tu MiRRtT UaiM.IM.ks ^M. OniKllS.

To BE SOLD, the v.ilual.lr |,i; ASK of a^omfo t blc
DWELLING HOUSK. M.^ds M;il,k.. Vinerv, G een u-

and about H Acres of rich .^nflhi-hlyriil[iv,il.-ilMARRET GVIDEN
GROUND, well stocked with the choicest Apple, Pc r P urn
Cherry, Walnut, wall and other fruit trees ; Gooseberry and Cu at
BiMhes. Strawberry Plants, Ac. The whole held on Lease f
21 years from September 29, 1805, at the very low Rent i

For farther particulars, cards to view, &c., applv to Me
Bakeu & Sons, Surveyors, &c , Kilburn, Middlesex, >rw.

Salcg 6jo aucttott.

M^.^,itli:'
il SKLL by AUCI10\ n

' 11, N , *on THURSDA
' -ck, by or<:i.;r of A h

11 1 i;KI-,S, uf all fkscr
._u., .thJ bhrubs, 1000 Standard nd II
rc-st Treus. ic.
1 next week's Qardenerit' Cliron le

i\r

BL ana SINGLb
"iSUS an e

d DWARF FRU 1

TVfH \UCTIO\
t Ga den C
k p e y a »

MK J C SIJ

CUSES NAPCISSO
fANDARD ROSES m

SHRUBS LAURELS io
On y ew tho M i

N 11 TDLi
nUrcH BULB
E wo FKU T TR

ing

Greenhouse Plants and H
TyrK r c biLxi-Ns

hArURDA h
n &KLhNb E

00 S nd R T
Hya n h lu

M
On

So th m W n hestP R d S 1p

MR. GEORGE TURNER is instructed to SELL by
AUCTKlX. un WEI iXF.SDA Y, TJIUUSDAY. ;ind FRIDAY,

Asparagus, Seik . -:

Gladioli; ft very iai^-o nssnituiOTit nf

and other Bedding Plants ; atovo a
Erections of Greenhouses, Propagating-houses ani

SIfttea Barn and Stabling, &c.

Catalogues may be obtamcd on the Prei
' Offices, 18, Museum Street, Ipswich,

Sale of Valva : Nu
Lewisham.

iERv Stock, Cla k's Nc

M^

comprising 1200 Dwarf and Stiindurd Tr.ilned Peaches, Nectarines,

feet ; Cedrus D^- i .'
, it: Ciipressus Lawsoniana, 2} to 4

feet; Thujopsis 1
1 ittt; Bod Cedars, 4 to 6 feet;

Wellingtonia gitru, .. : i .
i. i. t.t

; Abies Douglasii, 2 to 5 Icet

;

Chinese Arbor-viu., j t. ;. wc-, liiiuainsignis andescelsa, 2to 3 feet

;

300 Arbor-vitais, ami "uo small ditto.

May be viewed the Saturday and Monday previous to the Snle.
Catalogues had on the Premises, and of Mr. Charles Atkins,
Auctioneer, 2, Bank Buildings. Blackheath, S.E. ; 4, Belmont Hill,
Lee, S.E. ; and Rusbey Groen. Lewi-sham, S.E,

Wandsworth Common.
Vert IsiPonTANT Asn E.-tTENSivE Sale of Nunsmy Stock

MESSRS. i^ROTHEROE AND MORRIS hiM r .md
instructions from Mr. R. Neal to SELL by At i II

the Premises. Wandsworth Nurseiy, Wandsworth C i

on MONDAY, October 22, 'and eight following days
precisely each day (m consequence of the Londbeug
required to be cleared for Building purposes) tt

iNDRSERY STOCK, c-stending over 17 Acres, ranging all s o^ n
a high state of cultivation; presenting an opportunity ol rare
oc u rence to any one emba k ng n the Nu y Bu n ss anI to
o he 8 equinng a ge quant t es h g you g s k as we as
gig nt c and s mmet cal spe m ns o efle t e pu p ud ug
a. sp end d assortment of Eve g eens C n nd D d
Sh ubs comp s ng 4 00 Aucnba apon ca 6 H
000 a eg ed to, 000 Eng sh lews 60 La
6000 A b tuB 3000 Be be s so t 3 B P
C mmon Laure s 10 000

3000 Sp e r 3 1000

00 S nd d and Dw ra ned P un s JUOO d t o Pea 600 d o
App 3 Dwarf and Peach Necta nes ind An o s n ny

I dC b np e angLnceaaueo
b d as nen a I es

nd d and Dwa

d ea h e urn
e Auct onee s and

M
Sale of Bulbs Standard Rosee &c

ESSKS PROTHEROE and MORRIS dl SELLNa38d3G Ln
at o C ock fi n

I S d K Tu p
nowd ops &c of ba

D and DWARF he finest

j

on II dyA k

m a and of the Au on and A ne n
Nurseries Leytoustone \ E

Post]
Mile End Nursery. Bow Road, E.

)stpononient of S;do to TliursH.iy, fM,t,\,fv vi^ III cor.spquence of
the unpmpiti.ms w.ather, with th« u„armnmi« desire of thofio
proHont Inat Ihursday.

MLSSi:S. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will SELL
Ml . n

^^ A VV^^*^.^' ?f ''^^ I'lemtses. Mile End Nursery. Bow Road,
Middlesex (close to the Bow Ratlway Station), on TIIURSD \YOctober 26, at 11 o'Clock. a imrtioi, of l\u^ Vnl.ui ,i,^ VlTi sh liV
STOCK, including a larr- .|i,,i.ti ^ ,,i i,,, i... ,,,,,, I,;- . inii'Vo
Arbor-vitfo. Euonymus, Nu..' I:. i,,,

. i:. i, ,
, ,

'

, , .j,',,^

Doodura, Abies SniitblaiKi. i
.i !

.
\,. ,.(,..; .,|.ns

L iburnums ; a choice a^- i mi j i i ,,
i ,i i ,| .

i
, , ,, i i

*

,.,^
'-

magnlflcont specimen CiiTiiiii;i ., - -. ;., i. . i i,. i ij mi . r.t,'iiuo
Fruit Trees, including laruo Fniitiiit,' Slandai'l aii'l 'pyram'dnl
(Matthews) Eliza Pear; a Fern Case, with 12 new capital Patent
Laivn Mowers.
Now on view, and Catalogues had on the Premises ; and of the

Auetioneers and Valuers, American Nvirserlos, Leytonstone, Essex.

Sale of very fine Dutch Bulbs and Standard Roses.
MI'ISSKS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS will SELL by

An Tlu.v, ,t,t ?.S and 39, Gracechurch St.r.-jct, (Jitw K.C., ou
- ^'I'l

'

i: 1

'
L 'i

,
M,

( ,i,ri- L'7, at 1 o'clock, a lii !
.

i '.....
i i..ii ,,(

I '' 1'' 'M Ki I. -. .!, M.iiiiii Choice-named II V .
i . i 1 1 i

i i,i I's.

SNOWDROPS.
' ..I -1 V.MlVRI

PLANTS," ULIMBEKS
On view Moniing of Sale. Catalogues had at the Rooma as abovi

and of the Auctioneers, American Nurseries, Leytonstone, N.lfi.

Hornsey, Middlesex, N.

M^

Roses, a larg... v
Fi-uit Tree.s i.ii

Noctarmes, Lilm ..

May be viewea
i

To Of.n

Acton Green, Middlesex.
, JI.

M-ESSRS. PROTlll l,"l I. .:'; I i 'iivereceivMl
structions to sui.in

\
> ^ .: Ky AUCTION,

tho Prnni-sos, Adanjs^ .mm- i v, \
,

i ii, i ..
.

, n, \* .. opposite the
hh.,iif ^.h^'o!. and witliiu iii i.llmuic.V ii,-,k ..i Llio Acton Station
Ml.' \ I'll London Linu, on 1''I!1DAY, Nuv. 2, at 12 o'clock

11 i;ioimd being required to bo cleared for Building
\\ hole of the Valuable Coltortion of FRUIT TREES,

1. n(, 15,000 Standard Pyramidal and Maiden Apples,
' i.os, lOOD do. Pears, 10,000 do. Phims, 2000 do. Pcachi-s

I
. '

jt -, &c. ; with a few Evergreen Couiferse and other
- Vines, &c.

M'

Wareana, and
600 Araucaiia :

Pmsapo, 1 to G

nospora sorts, i

i.'limbing Roses, Ciei

. dc.i selected Fim
ii.s. Pears, Plums, i

' strong Strawberries i

Edging,

public, generally lotted to suit great and small c

May be viewed prior to the Sale. C&>alogues to be had on tie
Premises, and of the Auctioneers, American Nurseries, Leyton-

Very Important Cl
Leytonstone, Essex.

MESSRS PKOTULRO] \mi MOI RIS «iU SELL by
U C 110\ n tl 1 r I t to NuiE i/

Il\I I sto e M fl LouRj lou

II

I

or o t tho L 1 1 (

atLl renuired to be clear<-(

MjRbER^ bTUCR, consst
CoDiforse and Deciduous bhrubs including 10 000 Lommon
Portuga Lau e 8 3 to G feet JO H os 2 o 1 f et 2000 p i

eyb to 8

9 Koses &.C

a e oppo t ty to gent n en equ ng a ge
m n Con e 9 and E gr en f n 4 12 e ,

I wli cti h g b en en y ansp antej w I

n Esse N E

Preliminary Notice of a veiy Important Sale at
Hendon M daiesex

ME'^SKS PROTil 1 RH-? w II SELL
At T ON d n P k Nu e y

B te Mr
he F t

ud g an

Le on tone N £
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WILLIAM S. BUETON,
GENERAL FURNISHING IRONMONGER,

BY APPOINTMENT TO HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCE OF WALES,

SENDS A CATALOGUE GRATIS AND POST PAID.

It contains upwards of SIX HTINDRED ILLUSTRATIONS of Ms unrivaUed STOCK of STEELING SILVER and
ELECTRO PLATE, NICKEL SILVER and BRITANNIA METAL GOODS, DISH COVERS, HOT-WATER DISHES,
STOVES, FENDERS, ITARBLE CHIMNEY PIECES, KITCHEN RANGES, LAMPS, GASELIERS, TEA TRAYS, URNS
a.ul KETTLES, CLOCKS, TABLE CUTLERY, BATHS, TOILET WARE, TURNERY, IRON and BRASS BEDSTEADS,
BEDDING, BED-ROOM CABINET FURNITURE, &c., with Lists of Prices, and Plans of the

TWENTY LARGE SHOW ROOMS,
At 39, OXFORD STREET; 1, 1a, 2, 3, & 4, NEWMAN STREET; 4, 5, & 6, PERRY'S PLACE; and

1, NEWMAN YARD, LONDON, W.

THE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR SILVER,
THE REAL NICKEL SILVER,

Introduced more than 2.5 years ago by WILLIAM S. BURTON, when Plated by
the Patent process of Messrs. Elkington & Co., is beyond all comparison the rery best

article next to Sterling Silver that can be employed as such, either usefully or

ornamentally, as by no possible test can it be distinguished from real Silver.

A small useful set, guaranteed of first quality for 6nish and durability, as follows :

—

12 Table Forks
12 Table Spoons .

.

12 Dessert Forks .

.

12 Dessert Spoons .

.

12 Tea Spoons
6 Egg Spoons, gilt bowls
2 Sauce Ladles
1 Gravy Spoon
2 Salt Spoons, gilt bowls.

.

1 Mustard Spoon, gilt bowl
1 Pair of Sugar Tongs .

.

1 Pair of Fish Carvers .

.

1 Butter Knife
1 Soup Ladle
1 Sugar Sifter .

.

Total

Fiddlo or
Old surer
Pattern.

1 13 Oi 2
1 13 2

1 4
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A Newspaper of Rural Bconomy and General News.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 27.
(Price Fivepence,
(Stamped Edition, M,

Annmnndan.,.. 1030 fc ftcephalonlca 1020

s Havcnsci'oftlBQa
,

<lu\-:itithfinum Sensation
ihiir. liynrd plants
I'oii'iM sk'andcns vari[!gata ..

I." >lU'>;c, Agricultui'al

Crops, ridge
Cacumben, large
Sofiy cowB, American— farming, Leicester
Flowers, drying
Forests, effect of destroying .

Har»est, the late !;"!;!!.'.".'.

Heat, radiation of
Hobbs, the late Mr. F
Horse feeding
Ircsine Herbstii ,,.

Latjoiu'era.ajsritultnral.ioae t

MiignoliA granditlora
Manure, liquid
Mcttenius, the late Professor
Oi\W eallB
FelartconJums, clas£iflca-

. t^ , l:-vr»IHort., 1018 (i-lu21 .

Joi-v.'v'Hort 102:^ <

lielfak Chemical 1039 i

Soldiers' gardens .

,

Tele i.tntheras ...,

Tomato pickle .,

Trees for India,,

Turnpikes .

Variiitions, p
ventilation ,

,

I?XKTER CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW, November 9.
^ PRIZES for CUT BLOOMS, Open to i\\\ England,
For Schedulo apply to T. W. Ghat, Esq , Honorary Secretary,

Queen Street Chaiubera, Exeter.

GRAND FLOWER and FRUIT SHOW and UAZA.AR
in aid of the BENEVOLENT FUND of the UNITED

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, and the FUNDS of tho ALBERT
ORPHAN ASYLUM, on NOVEMBER 13th, Hth, and 15t!i, In the
Guildhall of the City of London, by permission of the Corporation.
Schedules and all particulars may be obtmned of Williau Heale,

14, George Terrace, Brook Street, Upper Clapton, N.E.
Schedules may also bo obtained at the Office, 98, Cheapatdc, E.G.

w Roses,
M. PAUL'S PRICED DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOOaE ofROSKS ig now ready, post free on application.

Datcli and otber Bulbs.

BS, 'WILLIA.MS is nuw iiiepaied to supply splendid
• tools of HYACINTHS. TULIPS, NARCISSUS, CROCUS,

&c., &c. All the roots ave selocteil witli great care from the boit
growers in Holland.
A PUICED and DESCRIPTIVE LIST sent post tree on application.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, HoUoway, London, N.

Hyaclntlis. &c.

WM. PAUL'S SELECT LIST of HYACINTHS,
KARLY TULIPS, and other SPRING-FLOWERINQ

BULBS and PLANTS, Is now ready and will be forwarded post free
on application.
Paul's Nnrser cU Wnrelir , Waltham Cross, London, N.

Hyacinths and other Sutch Bulbs.

WM. CUTKL'SII AND SUN beg to acquaint their
numerous P;itroiis that thev have received their U8u,il Con-

signment of Choice HYACINTHS, "TULIPS. CROCUSES. 4c.
PRICED DESCRIPTIV-E CATALOGUE post free on application

IIiKbgate Nurseries, London, N.

Dutch, Cape, 3.iid other Flower Boots,
ROSES, JAPANESE PLANTS, 4c.

WROLLISSON AND SONS' CATALOGUE of the
• above, containing many Novelties, will bo forwarded free on

a-pplication. The Nurseries, Tooting, London, S.

J SCOTT has received large Consignmenta of BUTCH
• FLOWER ROOTS, which ho ia offering at extremely low

prices. A PRICED CATALOGUE, full of Notes on the E'sy
Culture of Bulbs, and other information, sent free on application to

J. Scott, the Seed Stores, Yeovil, Somerset,

CARTER'S DUTCH BULBS.
Every Garden Hcqu'site kept in stock nt

Cakter's New Seed Warehoiues, t^i and 'is^. High Holborn, London.

S'UTTON'S GUINEA ( < )|,i,i;i iloN of "BULBOUS
FLOWER ROOTS f i I . . .r Cultivation.

21«..

SuTTOK & Soxs, Royal iti.i ishment, Reading.

MIXED HYACINTHS, Inr Btd< or Open Borders,
nil colours, of various shades.

21s. per 100 (carriage free), or 3i*, per dozen.
SoKS, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Readins.

Pai- , Waltham Cross, N.

w Planting.
M. PAUL begs to refer intending Planter of
ROSES, FRUIT TREES, SHRUBS, ftc, to Ills Advertise-

t of last week. p. 990.

PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES on application.

The Best Twenty-six Hyacinths,
As RrcoMMENDtD by the Editor of the tfartieiifM' Ciryjitcte, seep. 88.

QUTTON AND SONS can supply the above for £1 Is.,

Roy.il. Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

P»o iNu . Waltham Cross. N.

Kew Rose and Fruit Tree Catalogue.
CHARLES TURNER'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE is

now ready, containing full Descriptive List of ROSES, including
Select LISTS of all the loading FRUIT, CONI-

To the Trade.—Dwarf Eoses.
HUSSET AND SON beg to otier fine Plants of the

above, all Hybrid Perpetuals. on the Manetti Stook, at
35s. per 190; also DAPHNE CNEORUM. nice plants, at £2 per 100 :

and a few MANETTI STOCKS, at 3o», per lOOO.
MlleEnd Nursery. Eaton. Norwich.

JEE BARR AND SUGDEN'S ADVERTISEMENT,
? p. 992 of OardLtners' Chronicle, October 20.

BULB,S and CLIVEDEN PLANTS for Spring Blooming,

A
New Catalogues

DESCRIPTIVK CATALOGUE of ROSES.
A CATALOGUE of ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES.
A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of GRAPES.

Free per post on application t

TnouAS Riv
, Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth.

Grape Vines.

BS. "WILLIAMS begs to announce that he has a
• splendid stock of Stronc Planting and Fniiting CANES of all

the best varieties. PRICED LIST may bo had on application.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, HoUoway. London, N.

To the Trade.—Grape Vines.

TJ. BOOTH can supply extra strong Phmting and
• Fruiting CANES in variety. Prices on application.

Rainhill Nursery, Kamhill. Lancashire.

G

TWO HUNDRED and FIFTY strong short-jointed
well-ripened Fruiting GRAPE VINES, in 11-inch pots,

price 53. each ; also 300 tn Q-mcb pots, price 35. 6d. each.
Apply to E, Morse, Original Nursery, Epsom.

/~1ASTLE KENNEDY FIG.—Plants of the above may
\J now be had at lOs. 6d. and 2U. each ; the usual discount to the
Trade. Peter Lawsoh & Sov, Edinburgh and London.

G
Fine Black Mulberries,

EO. PHILPOr has good STANDARD TREES of
the above to offer from 24,«. to 00s. per dozen.

Nursery, Lower Mitchani, S.

fNTERNATIONAL PRIZE CALCEOLARIA.—Good
Plants of this extra flno strain now ready at Gs. per dozen ; well

establishdd In pots.

Ash Nurseries, Derby,

60

G

Notice.
PAGE CATALOGUE of NEW PLANTS of

now ready, free for one stamp,
j^uaro Nursery, Sible Hedingbam, Essex,

ENEKAL NURSERY STuCK of large extent,
beauty, and health, and at prices to meet all purchasers.

CATALOGUES on apDllc*tion to
J, Scott, The Nurseries, Merriott, Somerset.

JAMES FAIRHEAD and SON, Seed Growers and
Merchants, 7. Borough Market, London. S.E.

New nnd Genuine AGRICULTURAL, GARDEN, ana FLOWER
SEEDS. Special prices and advantageous offers on application.

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.AMES CARTER and CO.,

New General Plant Catalogue.

BS. WILLLVMS" NEW PLANT CATALOGUE,
containing many really Rood Novelties, and carefully selected

LISTS of STOVE, GREENHOUSE, and HARDY PLAJJT.S, is
now ready and will be forwarded post free to all applicants.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, HoUoway, London, N,

BRITISH FERNS.—Upwards of 240 species and
varieties on Sale at prices considerably lower than those

hitherto charged. CATALOGUES on application.

N
5̂9. per doz,. or 3!>». per
William Holmes, Frnmpton Psrk Nursery, Hackney, N.E.

''O DE SOLD, from 3000 to 7000 strong CUTTINGS
. of (SCARLET) TOM THUMB GERANIUM, at 89. per 100.

Apply to Ricu&BO Webb. Calcot Qardens. Reading.

New Pelargoniums.
CHARLES TURNER is now prepared to execute orders

for HOYLE'S and FOSTER'S beautiful SEEDLINGS. The
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE which is now ready also coatalns

ZONAL PELARGONIUMS in each class,LISTS of tho fin.

PINKS, AURICULAS. CINERARL1
The Royal Nurserlefl. Slough.

New and Choice Cinerarias and Pelargoniums.
JOHN DoBSON and SONS can supply strong healthy

Plants of the above at reasonable prices,!
CATALOGUES post free.

Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth, London, W.

OBELIA MISS MURPHY (First-class Certilicate).—
J strong stock Plants, in S-inch pots.

The Trade supplied liberally.

DoBsos & So.ss. Isleworth. London, W.

UT TON'S RINGLEADER PEA.
I THE EARLIEST IN CULTIVATION.

2*. per quart.

KIRKLEES HALL CUCUMBER.—Long and
handsome ; for winter forcing, flavour, and productireness,

this Cucumber has no equal. To be had in paclcots. Ij. Od. each.
Jons Cattell, Westerham, Kent.

ASPARAGUS PLANTS, in beds, U yards by 4 feet,

3, Ti, and 7 years old, for Forcing. For price per bed apply to
Framl Warwicr , Plant and Seed Merchant, Sleaford.

~ Potato Onions.
FOWLER AND CO., Glasgow, specially offer to the

Trade extra flue POTATO ONIONS. SHALLOTS, GRASS
KEED, and other Scotch produce at lowest price.

Fowler & Co., Seedsmen and Nurserymen, Glasgow.

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FRUITS, by
Tuos. Rivers, Just published, froo per post for six stamp?.

B'-owth
Alv. ti,, .;i M.I'

STtl-.l».>- liiou .. -
.

YY^.M.I.-i i: \i

llichirlo I'li-lil 111,--,

resptc u
^'1^^'^^^^

i;i'IT CATALOGUE.
iKiunt, Sudbury, SuUblic

: \ lilNG SIZliT^OuT
1 1(1 are very fine, and

I
< 'T.S, and FIGS, suited

.;iiig. An inspection is

I k Son, Nurseries, Kingston, Sarrey.

bfOR SALE, FOUlt magniticent ORANGE TREES.
Pi icu from £.'0 to £25 each.

Lddrt'vH .\ , M ; HI 1 - l.ii.iiry, Chapel Street, Belgrave Square. S.W.

u CI.ANTING. — A large quantity of
1 NUT PLANTS, 3 feet and upwards, for

' "r private use. For samples and price
, Eastbourne, Midbursb, Sussex.

CORNS (ENGLISH), fine sound Seed.
L ASII. line. 3 to 6 foet. | COMMON LAUREL, Tory One.

Prices upon application.
Wm. D1L116TOVK. Monro Nursery. Sible Hedlngham, Essex.

To the Trade.
TWO-YEAR SEEDLING OAKS, 3s. Gil. per 1000.

l-yoar Seedling liERISEllIS AQUIFOLIUM, 3s. per 1000.
CRUCU.S. YELLOW ENGLISH, lis. per 1000.
FiiANK Wakwics, North Road Nursery, Sleaford, Lincoln.

G
To the Trade.

EO. R. DAVIDSON oilers Two Million 1-year-oltl
THORNS. to 15 inches. Free fiom mildew, and healthy.

F
Railway Planting.

IVE MILLION Transplanted UUICKS, of superior

InORTY THOUSAND COMMON LAURELS,
'

all sizes from 1 to 4 feet.

Wm. Wood & Sow. Woodlands Nursery. Marcsliold, Ucklield, SuBse.'c.

rpi

Wm. Wood 4 Son. MarcsOeld. UekOeld, Sussex.

rPEN THOUSAND LAURUSTINUS,
JL well-grown, handsome and biLshy.

Finest Dutch Crocuses and Early Tulips.
SUTTON'S DESCRIPTIVE LIST is now ready, and

will be forwarded gratis and post tree on application.
SuTTOK 4 Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed E.stahlishment, ReadlncF.

j

FLORISTS and SEEUSMEN.—HenleyBrotheks,
|

General Merchants, High Street. Holbeach, have still on band
SNOWDROPS and YELL-OW CROCUSES, which they beg to oiler.

Samples and price sent on application. Also a quantity of email
CROCUS to be Sold a Bargain.— Holbeach. Llacolnshire.

QUPERB LILIES, in 70 tinest varieties.O BULB CATALOGUE sent free.

Stephen Bkows, Seed and Nursery Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

CHOICE NAMED POLYANTHUS, new and spleDdid.
See Sri-PUEN Brown's CATALOGUE.

Seed and Nursery Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk. '

LAD 10 LI in 200 new and splendTrvarieties, in i

four sections of Early and Late kinds.

Wm. Wood & Sow, Maresfleld, Uckfleld,

MANY ACRES of STANDARD, HALF-STANDARD,
DWARF, PYRAMIDAL, and TRAINED FRUIT TREES,

consisting of Apples, Pears, Plums, Peaches, Nectarmea, Apricots
Cherries, 4c. Wm. Wood & Sox, Maresfleld, Sussex.

QKVERAL ACRKS of weU-grown EVERGREEN andO DECIDUOUS SHRUBS, AMERICAN PLANTS. CONIFER.E,
and ORNAMENTAL TREES. For CATALOGUES apply to
Wu. Wood & So.f, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfleld, near Uckfleld,

Sussex.

OSES. —NEW CATALUGUE just published and
sent post free on application to

_ Wm. Wood It Son, Mureslleld. Uckfleld. Susse.\.
__

Autumn Planting.
ws""

XT suitable tin ,. „
GREEN TREES and SHRUfeS. have to state that their stock of
those 18 very large and In healthy condition.

Special offers for large quantities will be made on application.
Edinburgh and London.~

To tne Trade.
JOHN BLAKE and SONS, The Nurseries, Dangan,

Sumnerbtll, County Me-ith, beg to offer 6000 or 7000 CHINESE
ARBOR-VIT.1E. from to 18 inches, and 7000 or 8000 HORSE
CHESTNUT, ft-oni 6 to 18 inches.

Special offers for the above quantity on application.

LILIUM LANCIFOLICM.—Fine large Flowering
Bulbs of SPECIOSUM, RUBRUM, and PUNCTATUM

ROSEUMfat Us. per dozen.
JooN Mann, The Nuraeries, Brentwood, Essex.

LUium lancifolium.

SUTTON AND SONS have received several varieties of
tbe above splendid LILY in fine condition.

For descriptions and prices of each see SUTTON'S AUTUMN

C^UPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, from 3 feet to 4 feet,

J fine healthy plants, four times transplanted, and move flrst

rate. 24.*, per dozen, or if not less than 100, £0. Also very fine

LAURUSTIN US, 12s. per dozen, or £4 per 100.

Charles Southut, Nurseryman, Clapham, S.

TKITOMA UVARIA, verv strong roots ; also a larg
quantity of GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS.

Lowest price per 100 or 1000 on application to

Edward Tavlob, Nurseryman, Maiton, Yorkshire.

CEDRUS DEODARA.—Fine Plants for immediate
effect, from 6 to fl. 7, and 10 feet high, safe to transplant, at

Is. per foot. Some extra-sized specimens, 16 to 20 feet, at 2s. per
foot. Moat of the plants offered are in Large Pots, making their

removal certain beyond a doubt.
Maule & Sons, The Nurseries. Bristol.

CERASUS LUSITANICA var. AZORICA.—Plants of
this very superior variety of Portugal Laurel (in habit, flower,

and hardines-s), to which a First-class Certiflcate was awarded by tha
Royal Horticultural Society on the 6th June, will be ready for
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New Catalogue of Plants, Dutcli Bulbs, Soa.

ROlii.RT FAIlKi;;; lirj. (,, rmimunce tliat kis NEW
CATALOGUE, CO.,

I

' I '. niptive and Priced Lists

of Nevp, Rare, and be'in! i
' II irdy and Stove Plants,

Hardy Ferns, Fruit 'li

.

Hoses, Riiododendr(

;ry, Tuijting, Smrey, S.

100,000 Hyacinths, Tulips, JonqnUs. Narcissus,
and Crocus.

HKNRY STHIIUll, Xik-iumvs, Ori-on Lanus,
-I >lf \\«iii"l"ii \ III 'I i" Holland tlie

•ihovc .in, 'h",.
"-..'- :n;,r„:.« .:' i: .

lloas for fl,

Backii-o ,,„lna,d -'•• in .\rl\ I il-, I lu's; 150 cioloo
t ._!.- NT' [ 1 li^- . . t M.i ,.,, . .1 I IT II I ^1 ~ III Splendid varie-

,. and I LILIDM
above for 10s. Od.
ALBUM, Cs. per

The New Establishment, Ghent, Belgium.
TEAN VEKSCHAFFJiLT begs to iutimate that lie Ms
fj TKVSSFERRED bis BUSINESS to his New Hortionltural

Establisbmoiit, 134, Faubourg de BnixeUes, and begs ms
correspondi

'" .....

Ghent, Belgii;

s ME'

AD & SoN,"6, iJarp'LVne, Great Tower Street, London, E.G.

N^ HAEDY CLEMATISES.
CLEMATIS RUBELLA.—Very rich velvety claret; the deepest

coloured Clematis yet offered. Very distinct, and having the

advantage or floweriug CO to 70 per cent, of blooms, with five and

]\l, ;
<

I
. !,

I
I \i r. >; \.S' AND SON have much pleasure

aiii,..: , ;t position to send out the above
Cl.iu 1 til ii ; ! i[ii.l can with confidence recommend
tbeiii - ;uiiuHt^.-.L Liiu I'L-^L ..I liardy Climbers, if not the very best

omaraciiL.s fur walls, trolUs-\vyrk,"&c.

Early orders will secure the strongest plants, which will be sent

out strictly in rotation first week in October.
The "Floral Magazine," in the October Number, will insert C.

rubella and C lanugirosa Candida.
Strong Plants, with bine, li to 2i feet, 2l8. each.

The usual allowance to the Trade.
Colom'ed Drawings, by Andrews, for 24 stamps

Woking Nursery, Surrey.

The Finest New Hardy Plant of the Year.
XKW DOUliLti bUARLKT TUORN,
i.i-rl.i'^s Certificate Royal Botanic S.jciety and

pAVl.^'S

I I I'lIlAMlDS, 10s. 6d.

OM Cheshunt Nurseries, N.

See PACL & Sos's

To the Trade.
PKING-FLOWE

Our stock of Soft-wooded ERICAS, EPACR13. AZALEAS,
and New Holland Plants is extra fine this year, and being much
greater than we can house, we ar^ selling at unusually low p

To Gentlemen and Others ahout to Plant.

THOMAS SAMPSON begs to call attention lo his

extensive stock of EVERGREENS and SHRUBS, ORNA-
MENTAL TREES, FRUIT and FOREST TREES of every descrip-

tion, ROSES, FLOWERS, &c. CHRYSANTHEMQU.S in loo

varieties ; CEDRUS DEODARA from 3 to 16 feet ; THUJA AUREA
in tine specimens. All the i.bove are offered at very low prices.

New Weeping Elms.
ULMU3SUBET10.3A PEXDULA, ".^. tW. each.
ULMUSSUBEROSA PENUULA MICROPHYLLA, 7s. Gd. each.

WM. ^yOOD AND SON would particularly bej; to
solicit attention to the two above-named magnificent

Weeping Elms, being varieties of Ulnms suberosa, which have been
raised from seed m tlieir Nurseries, and hive been greatly admired.
The gracefully weeping branches of these new Elms are thickly

covered with a cork-like excrescence, presenting a very interesting
and novel appearance, entirely distinct from all other varieties in

r Uckfield, Sussex.

The N I, Preston Road, Yeovil. Somersetshire.

To the Trade.

lowest possible price.

To Gentlemen Planting.

G FROST begs to offer large quantities of fine Ti-ans-

• planted LARCH, 1 to 3 feet ; SPRUCE, 1 to 2 feet ; SCOTCH,
1 to 2 feet; SYCAMORE. 1 to 3 feet; LAUREL, 1 to 4 feet, and
600,000 BEECH for Hedges: also an immense stock of I and 2-yoai-

ENGLISH OAK, 1-vear TURKEY do.. 1-year EVERGREEN do.,

1-vear SPANISH CHESTNUT. 1-year HORSE CHESTNUT, 1-year

QUICK, 2-year SCOTCH SPRUCK, BEECH, and APPLES.

Keele Hall Beurre Pear.

icnoGa \n uaraeners vnrontcu- oi uecwiuuer k, i

„jcb he has procured direct from Mr. Hill, Garde:
Strong Plants, 6s, 6rf. each ; second size, 38. Gtt. each.

Knutsford Niu-series.

s U E P L U S STOCK.
DLACK NAPLES CURRANTS. 8s. 1

w.

Peaches and Necta-

Ctiestnut (Spanish)
Hornbeam

Larch and Scotch Fir Privet
Oak (English) Roses, &c.

Samples and Prices can be had on application a

The Nursery, Wonersh, near Guildford, Surrey.

Withy
Quick (strong trans-
planted)

rNO. S. XKNWAY, of Batheaston, near Bath, being
about to give up his Garden Ground, offers for Sale the following

rts of STRAWBERRY RUNNERS of the past Summei-'s growth,
2s. per 100 ;—

Cuoo Kitley's Goliath
|

1600 T^olIope^s Victoria

Al,s(

APPLE TREES, which c 2 in the Garden, u

Roses, Fruit Trees, Conifers, Forest Trees, &c.

JOHN CRANSTON bejs to direct attention to a large
and superior Stock of ROSES, FRUIT TREES, CONIFERS,

FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES, Ac.
His Nurseries extend over upwards of 60 Acres, 'situated in the

B of the county of Hereford (which is acknowledged to possess
aest soil ai ' '

'
' " • - - ' - " " "

y other co
iry desoriptic

advantageous Prices will be j;iven.

Planting undertiken by Contract or otherwise.
Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford

EW CATALOGUES
for the SEASON of 1866 and 1867.

ROSES.—A Select List of all the best varietlos in cultivation,

fully and faithfully described.*""""" .A Descriptive Lisfc of all the choicest

N
No. 1.

No. 2. FRUITTrREES,
varieties of Fruits.

No. 3. CONIFERS, ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS.

-

Contains all varieties worthy of cultivation, with interest'

ing notes of description, height, size, native country, &c.

No 4. TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.—Plants for cover and
underwood, &c.

6. GARDEN and AGRICULTURAL SEED and ROOT
CATALOG DE

No. 6. GENERAL PLANT CATALOGUE.
The above will be forwarded fi'ee on application

JouN Cranston, King's Acre Nurseries, Hereford.

Fruit Trees, Roses, Evergreens. &c.W KNIGHT begs to inform intending Planters
• that he has many Thousands of the above, with every othei

ORNAMENTAL TREE and SHRUB, in the finest possible
condition, at reasonable prices. An inspection is respectfully
invited. DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES free.

The Nursery is within two minutes' walk of the Hailsham Station
(South Coast Railway),

FIoimI Nmseiy, Hailsham, Sussex.

be avoided, ;l.s ivulu nii

A 92-page C.\TALu(
gratis, on application t

tinest collecti

ifftjcted. Tree;

a in En
ling, and i

t mil of information

A Quarter of a Million of Fruit Trees.
THOMAS WARN11.R beg^ to remind intending Planters

and the Trade, that his Nurseries, which occupy upwards of
"" 'a the above, m addition t '

' ' -

lamental Trees,
.. i inspection is r<

CATj\i,OGUES, Wholesale or Retail, may be had free
appUcation.
The Nurseries, Leicester Abbey, one mile and a half from the

Midland Railway Station.

To Gentlemen engaged in Planting.

TOOLE AND CO. beg to call attention to their
extensive Stock of

EVERGREEN and FLOWERING SHRUBS,
HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES,
FKUIT TREES, FORl-ST TREES, and CONIFER.E.

Westmoreland Buildings, Dublin.

PONSFORD AND SON are prepai-ed to offer the
following well-grown NURSERY STOCK :—Fruit Trees in all

s ; Standard and Dwarf Roses ; Chine-e Arborvitios, 1 to 6 feet

;

ibas. Laurels, Variegated Hollies (fine). Ligustrum ovalifolium,

MULBERRIES (above 2000 well-grown of all sizes, special offers to

the Trade), Azaleas aod Camellias, well set with bloom ; Hyacmths,
Tulip?, Crocuses, 4c. CATALOGUES free.

Seed and Plant Department: Brixton Place; Nurseries: Lough-
borough Park, Brixton, Surrey, S.

Contract Planting.—To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
CHARLES SHARPEand CO.. Nvrseuymkn, Sleaford,

Lincolnshire, are prepared to furnish ESTIMATES f.-r the
Formation of NEW PLANTATIONS by Contract, including Plants

Planting, and Filling up for two years. ^_^_^
To Gentlemen about to Plant.

WILLlAit B.\RUON bees to offer the following
valuable TREES and SHRUBS, of which ho has a surplus

stock, at very reduced rates, viz. t—
ABIES DOUGLASIl, 18 in. to 2 ft., per 100, 75«.

2 ft to 3 ft., per 100, 100s.

4 ft. to6ft.,each, 2s. 6(i.

CRYPTOMEBIA JAPON ICA, 1 ft. to 3 ft., per 100, 20s.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 12 in. to 18 m., per 100, 208.

„ 18 in. to 2 ft., per 100, 40s.

„ „ 2 ft. to 3 ft., per 100, 60s.

„ 4 ft., per dozen, 12s.

PICEA NOBILIS, 8 in. to 12 in., per dozen, 18^.

„ „ 2 ft. to 21 ft , each, 105. fit/, to l^.

THUJA MENZIESII or LOBBIl. IS in. to 2 ft., per 100, i(U.

„ „ 2 ft. to 4 ft., per 100. lOO,*.

4 ft. to 5 ft,, per dozen, 3tJ.'*.

PYRAMIDALIS, 2 ft. to 3 ft., per 100, 42s.

SIBIRICA, 18 in. to 2 ft., per 100, 26s.

WELLINGTONLA GIGANTEA, 4 m..to in., per 100, 60s.

„ 9 in. to 12. in., per doz., 128.

„ 18 m. to 2 ft., per doz., 24«.

„ 2 ft. to 3 ft., per doz., 42*.

BERBERIS DARWINII, 6 in. to 9 in., per 1000, 40«.

COTONEASTER SIMMONDSII. 9 in. to 12 in., per 100, 20^.

,. 2 ft. to3ft., perlOO, 6U«.

DEUT2IA CRENATA FLORE PLENO, 9 in. to 12 in, p. 100, 40^.

Special Prices to ihe Trade on application.

Elvaston Nurseries, Borrowash, near Derby.

Berried Aucubas for Winter Decoration.
MAULE and SONS offer nice bushy Plants, well set

with from 40 to 50 Berries, at 21jt. each, and upwards, according
to the quantity of Fruit.

S^ The Berries sown in the Spring will f\imisb a large proportion
of Males for Fertilising.

The Nurseries, Bristol.

CHARLES NOBLE has a large quantity to offer of the
undermentioned, by the dozen, 100, 1000, or 10,000 :—

Dwarf ROSES of all the finest kinds, large bxishes, 2 to 3 feet high,

and nearly as far through.
SPANISH CHESTNUTS, verv fine, 1-year. -.

THORN, very fine, 1-vear. /Sample and
TURKEY OAK. very fine, 1-year. > price if

MANETTI ROSE STOCKS, very fine, 1-year. \ required.

DEUTZIA CRENATA flore-pleno, very fine, 1-year. '

STRAWBERRIES. 2s. Gd. per 100, or 2ls. per 1000 :—
British Queen ! Frogmore Late Pine I Oscar
Empress Eugc-me La Conatante Wonderful
Sir C. Napier 1 MarguOrite ]

Prince Arthur.

Sunningdale Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

North Road Nursery, Sleaford, Lincoln.

FRANK WARWICK begs to call tlie attention of

Noblemen, Gentlemen, and others to his Stock of the following.

Prices on application.

LARCH, li to 2, 2 to 3, 4 to 6 feet I BERBERIS AQUIFOLIUM,
SPRUCE, I to U, 2 to 2i feet 1 to li. IJ

SCOTCH li to 2, 2i to 3 feet "" " "BEECH
BLACK THORN, 2 to 2i feet 1 PRIVET, li

iLISTS of other NURSERY STOCK on application.

2i,2ito3ft.

Northampton Nurseries.

JOHN PERKINS, Senior, begs to call the attention

of Noblemen, Gentlemen, and others engaged in Planting, to his

Large Stock of the following:—2,000,000 BLACK THORNS, for

Covert Planting, li to 2, 2i to 3 feet ; 2,000,000 LARCH FIRS. 3 to 4,

4 to 6 feet ; l,000,0(tO SPRUCE FIRS, H to 2. 2i
'~ " " *" ' '--* "

2,000,000 WHITE THORN QUICK, 2 and " "

Also large quantities of

t Z. it l,U O. O tU * iOCL i

Years' Transplanted.

I feet
,

, Huntingdon, C to 8.1

Boech, 3 to 4 f<set

Cednis Deodara, 5 to 6, C to 8 ft-

condition for removal having been frequently transplanted.

J P. having such an immense quantity of Black Thorns, Larch,

and Spruce Firs, vrill be pleased to make a special offer where large

quantities are required. An inspection of the above is reapectfjlly

To Cultivators of Succulent Plants, &c.
("'I "MM-" !'-'•- ' ' \: ). Utlgate, Surrej', has a

I PLANTS, &c., including
M.OES, HAWORTHIAS,

I • TIPES, &c. ; also a great
\i

I
I Is, many of which are very

FOREST TREES, &c., at the Nursery of the late
David A. Reid, Park Attwood, Bewdley, Worcestershire :—

LARCH, li to 2 feet, 10s. Qd. per 1000 ; 2 to 3 feet, 13s. 6rf. per 1000 ;

2i to 3i feet, 15s. per 1000; 3to4rt..lV8. 6d. per lOOO LISTSof other
TREES sent on application. Apply, with reference or remittance, to

J.1MES RiDDELL, Steward, Park Attwood.

J\

Wellingtonia aurea variegata.
TT\irn,\NI) begs to offer good Plants of this most

'
' e 1st Size, very choice, 8 to 12 inches, £6 53,

;

7 inches, £3 3s. Received 1st class Certificate
fiii; I !i It lu-al Society ; and for History of Parent Tree,
sui.' <' I

' "d€ of October 6, page 948.

Oil Ri jMi )LrrHOGRAPHS by Messrs. Day i Son, free by post for
25 stamps. The Lough Nurseries, Cork.

To the Trade.
ELIZA ABRAHAM, Fort Prospect Nursery, Limerick,

begs to offer unusually fine strong bushy Transplanted surplus
stock of EVERGREEN OAK. 1 to 3 feet, 3 to 5 feet, and 6 to 7 feet.

Also COMMON LAURELS, from Cuttings. 4 vears, extra strong,
selected, 3 to 4 ft. ; Do., 3 vears, from Cuttings, :; to 4 ft,, well rooted.

LAURUSTINUS, from Cuttings. 4 years, 2 to 3 feet, fine and well

rooted ; Ditto, 3 years, from Cuttings, li to 3 feet, very fine.

1 aud 2-year Seedling ENGLISH OAK, m lines, very flue.

1-year TURKEY OAK, in lines, strong.
The above will be Sold for the lowest possible prices for cash, or in

exchange for other goods. ^
Stove Plants.

10 BE SOLD, a Collection of about 150 STOVE
- PLANTS, many good Specimens amongst them. Aa the pre-

To Nurserymen and Others.
WANTED, from 1000 to 2000 FOREST TREES, in

Lots of 50 and 100, of the following sorts :—Sycamore, Maplo,
Horse Chestnut, Ash, Elms, Worked and Plain Oaks, and Ever-
green Oaks, Planes, Scotcli Firs, Larch, &c.. to be delivered il-ee

of carnage to the Broadstairs Station on tne London, Chatham,
and Dover Railway. Cash payment. Address

R. Richardson's Office, St. Paul's Road, Camden New Town, N.W.

Special Offer to Gentlemen and Others about to Plant.

GEORGE CLARKE begs to offer, if the selection is left

to himself, choice EVERGREENS in great variety. CONI-
FERiE. RHODODENDRONS In all colours. DECIDUOUS TREES,
&c., at £2 10s., £5, and £10 Dor 100.

Geo. CLAitnK has for the past 20 years been extensively engaged in

Landscape Gardening ami Planting by contract ; he finds that
supplying plant's on the above system proves very advantageous to

the purchaser, as he takes especial pains to select those only which
are adapted to the situation. The Ground under cultivation for

Shrubs, Ac., amounts to over 40 Acres, and consists of rich loam,
enabling all plants to be lifted with excellent balls, ensuring their

and Mottiogham, Kent, S.E.

solicited.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES sent poat U&
cation to 62, Market Square, Northampton.

appli

A^

Hill, S. ; Leigham Court Road, Streatham ;

NDREW G. DALY, Newry, Ireland, will Sell
Cheaply to the Tracle :—

[) strong Bedded and Transplanted LAURELS
a strong 3-years' ditto ditto
It strong Transplanted MAIIONIA AQUIFOLIA
strong 1-year Bedded ditto ditto

[I good well-grown 1-years" Seedling ditto

u 3 to 4 feet SCOTCH FIR (seed from Scotland), removed
last year

D.OOO strong 1-year MANETTf STOCKS
;J,000 strong RHODODENDRON STOCKS, 6 years old

O.UOC
" "' " >--'-- mTT^nXT flTTTr-TJ-O

1,000.0

00

20,000 small ifelSH YEWS, oj" different ages and heights

600 5 to (1 feet WELLINGTONIAS, hardy, 3 to 4 ft. through,
grown on debris of gramte.

The Nurseries are filled with large well-furnished Saleable Stock

of AMERICAN PLANTS, CONIFERS, SHRUBS, and FOREST
TREEm, and his Six Greenhouses are replete with all the London
and Continental Novelties in Greenhouse Plants, ic.

The above will be offered at low prices to the Trade on application,

and, if agreed on, delivered free In Liverpool or Glasgow.

The Earliest Pea Grown Is

CARPENTER'S EXPRESS, gathered on the 7th May,
(see Testimonials), THE EARLIEST date ok record, price 3s. per

quart. The usual discount to the Trade.

Edward Carpenter, S?6d Merchant and Grower, Brighton and
Sussex Seed Warehouse, 96, St. James's Street, Brighton.—Oct 20.

Dickson's "First and Best" Early Pea.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS are

gratified to know that this PEA has again this season given

universal sat-sfaction, and is pronounced by hundreds of the first

Gardeners in Britain, and other competent Judges (confirmed also

by their own repeated trials against all the best Early Peas of the

d.t.\ ), to be the very best First Early Pea ever offered for general good

qualities, viz.. earliness, productiveness, and succession of crop.
' Fiat Crop" (or " Ringleader ") may, on some soils, be a day or so

earlier, but it is altogether a very inferior Pea, as every one ireely

admits. New Seed can now be supplied from a very laige bulK,

which they have grown to meet the great and mcreaamg demand.

To Farmers, Gardeners, and Others.
, ^^ ^ ^EXCELLENl- CAUBAGE PLANTS

(Stocks not to be surpassed) can be supplied in any quautitiee

as follows :—
ROBIN^ON'.S CHAMPION (.in extmordmary laigo sort), 2*. 6d per

DKUMIIEAU (finest selected), 2s. Gd. per 1000. [1000

EN FIELD MARKET (finest selected), 2s. ed. per 1000.

TRUE DWARF NONPAREIL (earliest and best). 2«. 6d. per 1000.

RED DUTCH for Pickling, 6s. per 1000.

Special prices given for large quantities.
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SILVER SAND, Peat, Lo.im, Mould, Rotted Manure,
Gunno. Cocoa Nut Fibre, Grotto Material, Gravel. Turf, Edging

Tiles, Pots, Sticks. Stakes, Gishurst Compound, Tobacco Paper, and
other Garden requisites in any qxiautity at moderate prices, at

J. Frter'b, Clarendon Nurseries, Camberwell New Road, S.

pOCOA-NUT KEFUSE
^^ is becoming scarce, the

old reserves will soon be gone.

Now sold in bags, 1 for 2s., 10 for

Ws., 20 for 303., 60 for 66s., 100

for £6.

Fourpence allowed for each

bag returned carriage-paid.

A Railway Truck-load (not in

bags), 40s.

Postage Stamps or Foat-office

Order, payable to J. Barsham &
Co., Kingston-on-Thames, S.W.

Fximigate your Greenliouse witliTOBACCO TISSUE.
Will Destroy all the lusects and not Injure the Plants.

Price 3^. Gd. per lb., carriage free, to be hail of Messrs. Roberts
& SoKs. Tobacco Miinui.tcturers, 64, St, John Street, Clerkenwell,
E.C., and of all Seed-snien and Nurserjmen.

Destroy your Insect Pests.
PRESERVE YOUR PLANTS and TREES.
You MAY Easily Destroy all Plant Pests,

. Spider I Greek asd Blac
Bco

AllE Bliqi Mildew
Without iniury to the most delicate Plant or Tree, by using

FOWLER'S GARDENERS' INSECTICIDE,
pronoiuiced by all who have used it to be far superior to any

other remedy. One trial will prove its efficacy. Testimonials
forwarded on anpUcation. Price Is. 6rf., 5s., 5*. Gd., and 10s. per Tin,

Geo. & Thomas Fowlee, Worth Street, Brighton; and of Hooper
& Co., Covent Garden Market, W.C.

Winter

GISHURST COM-
POUND, whether usee

against Insects and Mildew,
Growing Plants, ' -

>"

Dressing on 'fri

should be dissolved 4S hours
Before use. This gets nd of
smell, and if the Solution be
decanted, prevents any staining
of foliage. A strength of from

JAMES PHILLIPS and CO.
beg to flubmtt their prices aa follows :—
GLASS for ORCHARD HOUSES.

As supplied by them to Mr. Rivers, to the Royal Horticultural Society,
and to moat of the Nobility, Clorgy, and Gentlemen of the Dnitea
Kingdom.
Each Box contains 100 feet. The prices only apply to the sizes stated.

Squares 20 by 12, 20 by 13, 20 by 14, 20 by 16.

10 oz. to the foot. 21 oz.

16s. Od lOs. 6d.
Third ditto 17a. Od.
Seconds iSa. 6d 26s. Od.
Knglish 20s, Od 27ii. Od.

s include the boxes, which are not returnable.

11 by
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THE EARLIEST PEA IN CULTIVATION.

Works and other Government I
tnlace Company, the Agri-llor-

Departments, the Royal Gardens, ticulturat Society of India, Ac,

Kow, &c.,&c.,&c;. ' &c.,&c.

r^\][\-\-\:'< i;riNEA BOX of BUTCri FLOWER
^' i;,, ,|- I.. — 12 choice named Hyacinths f^r pot

gt;iT,:., 1. ,
1. n.'inths for

Nai " '
"

Till i I VJ, <jho:

of Polyanthus
luuble white sweet-scented
IS. 12 choice mixed double

Lilies, 60 Snowdrops,
t Rammculus, 12 doubli
Tiger Lilies.

flee order for 21*t. ; half

/& finest nii\ed Aneiiii'!.' i:

Due van Thol Tulips. 1 -' -
1

i
'

The aboi'o forwarded en i-'^'-.^l

the above for post-office onler lor hk uk,

FRIGE LISTS gratis and po.st free.

James Carter & Co., 23" and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

Carter's Dutcli Bulbs.

Just published,

BULBS and THEIR CULTURE. See Orisiii.il

Article in AUTUMN SUPPLEMENT to CARTER'.^
GARDENER'S and FARMER'S VAUE MECUM.

James Carter & Co., 237 .ind 23S, High Holborn. London, W.C.

Post free, 12 atamps ; gratis to Customers.

Carter's Dutcli Bulbs.

Jiist published,

SPRING FLOWERS and SPRING 0.\RDENING.
Sea Original Articlo In AOrUMN SUPPLEMENT to

CARTER'S GARDENER'S and FARMER'S VADE MECUM.
Jaues Carter & Co.. 237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

Post free, 12 staoips ;
gratis to Customers.

Dutch Flower Koota.

C»^OVDov A KCHIBALD HE.NliERSON

practical directions for

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED
LlSTof all tlie best GRAPE VINES
in cultivation. Catalogues may be
had gratis and post free upon

SUTTON'S RINGLEADER.

SUTTON & SONS
Have again tho pUasuie of offering this unrivriUed EARLY PEA,

which still retains its position as the forwardest and best Early carifty //it

introduced. The various trials made both in Public and Private Gaulens
fully confirm the confidence Messrs. SUTTON expressed of its superiority

over every other Early Fea. One of its merits is that the pods come mio
all at the same time, so that the haulm can be cleared avpay and the ground planted with anolln

nearh/aprtnight before other Early Feas are ready.

Retail price, 2s. per quart.

t^^ Lowest price to the Trade may he had on ap2^licaiion.

SUTTON AND SONS, ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

VIOLA CORNUTA.-NEW SEEDS of the BEST VARIETY.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
HAVK MUCH PLEASURE IN OFFERING NEWLY-HARVESTED SEED OP THIS VERY

STRIKING PLANT FOR FLOWER GARDEN DECORATION.

Full descriptions having so recently appeared in the Gardening Papers, Messrs. V. and SONS do not think it

ui essaiy to again refer to them, bnt they contidently recommend the Plant as one of the most useful ever grown
fui Flower Gardening.

There being more than one vai iety in cultivation, the Seed offered is saved from tho very best only.

Price per packet, 6d., Is., and 2s. 6d. each.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OF A CENTURY.

BUTLER,
McCULLOCH, & CO.,

SOUTH ROW, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON,

Seedsmen to Her Majesty's Commissioners of Woods and Forests,

To the Commissioners for the Colonies,

To the Horticultural Societies of the Punjaub and Bombny, &c.

HOLDERS OF PRIZE MED.VLS FROM INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITIONS OF 1S.51 AND 138'2.

No. 1

i'o.

CHOICE COLLECTIONS of BULBS, all of the FIRST SIZE and aUALITY.
For Conservatory Becoratio-v. I For Flower Garden Decoration.
No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6. No. 7. No. 8. No. 9. No. 10. No. 11. No. 1

£2 IOjj. £1 5s. £1 1«. los. 10s. 6d. £.5. £3. £'2. £1 5s. £1 Is 10s. 6d.

For Conservatory and Flower Garden Combined.

No. 13, £5 5s. No. 14, £2 12s. Gd. No. 15, £2 2s. No. 16, £1 Is. No. 1", 15s. No. 18, 10s. 6(/.

All Orders amounting to £1 Is. and upwards sent carriage paid.

ILLOSTR.iTED PRICED CATALOGUE, containing full details of these Collections, post free on application.

QUTTON'S unrivalled COLLECTIONS of BULBOUSO FLOWER ROOTS, for Blooming duringthe Winter and Spring.

These aro every year becoming more popularly cultivated, and the
HYACINTHS, ANEMONES, TOLIPS, ic, uhlch we imported last

season from the celebrated Dutch Florists, Messrs. de Boom, Veen,
Byvoet, and others, having been so generally admired, we have
Imported from the same parties, and still more extensively.

SUTTON'S COLLECTIONS of HARDY FLOWER ROOTS for

OPEN GROUND.
No. 1. A larso and Choice Collection of ANEMONES,

III MIS ill-. lUOCUSES, TULIPS. RA-
NI . .

I
\ .UlCISSI, SNOWDROPS, £ «. <!.

II: !
••: l"l.l. kc 2 2

No. 2. Diti. ; .; of all the same kinds, hi

llr : . . , .; .•. : r^ 110
No. 3. AMr.i:,,l ,ui.l 1 li.. .u.mto 10

."iuurs i.ir Kl.oWKR POTS and GLASSES.
No 4. A si.l.ii.u.l ('..llfttion of HYACINTH.S, JON-

IJI'ILS, N.MU'ISSI, EARLY TULIPS, New
large CROCUSES, &c 2 2

No. 5. The same ill Reduced Quantities 110
No. 6. A Small and Choice Aiisortment 10 6

SUTTON'S DESCRIPTIVE AUTUMN CATALOGUE is now
ready, and may be had gratis and post free on application.

All Goods sent Carriage Free except small parcels, and 6 per cent,

allowed for Cash Payments.

Sdtton & Sons, Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

Dutch newer Roots.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS have
received, from the best Growers in Holland, a very large

Importation of the above, and have the satisfaction to say that the
BLTLBS are unusually large, sound, and well ripened, and for which
early orders are requested to ensure the best Roots.

Flower Roots of £2 value will be delivered free of carriage at the
principal Railway Stations and ShippingPorts throughout the country.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUE and all particulars free

by post on application.

The Old Established Seed Warehouse, 100, Eastgate Street, Cheater.

PAUL & SON'S ROSES, EVERGREENS, ERUIT TREES, &c.

Amongst EIGHTY PRIZES gained by their COLLECTIONS this year are the PREMIER PRIZES for CUT
ROSES at the INTERN.VTIONAL, N.VTIONAL, BIRMINGHAM, ROYAL BOT.VNIC, and BRIGHTON SHOWS.

AND EVERY PRIZE FOR NEW ROSES AT THE SUMMER SHOWS.

PAUL & SON,
OLD CHESHUNT NURSERIES, CHESHUNT, N.,

Beg to solicit orders for ROSES and other PLANTS :

still stand unrivalled in the culture of the Rose, Ihe numert
w ready for delivery. That the Old Cheshunt Nuracrica

) Awards of the vear attest. General Prices as under.

—

ROSES, from our Stock of over 100,000 Saleable Plants.

Older kinds, SUindards, 2 to 4 feet, 18s. per dozen ; Dwarf Standards, \ to 1 foot, 12s. ; Dwarfs, 9s. to 12s.

Newer kinds, Standards, 24s. to 30s. per dozen; Dwarf Standards, J to 1 foot, 18s. ; Dwarfs, 18s. to 24».

NEW ROSES of 186fi, 36s. to 42s. per dozen ; 3s. 6d. to 5s. each.

NOISETTE MARECHAL NIEL, Standards, 5s. ; Dwarfs, 3s. 6</.

APPLES.—Fine Standards, ISs. per dozen; Pyramids, 18s.

to 24s. per dozen ; Dwarf-trained, 30s. to 42s. per doz.

PEARS, PLUMS, and CHERRLES.- Standards, 24s. per

doz. ; Pyramids, fruiting, 24s. to 42s. per doz. ; Dwarf-
trained, 4'2s. per dozen

.

PEACHES, NECTARINES, and APRICOTS.—Standard-
trained, 7s. Qd. to 10s. Gd. each ; Pyramids, in pots,

5s. each ; Dwarf-trained, 60s. per dozen.

FRUITS, all healthy -ttrell-formed Trees.

QUINCES, WALNUTS, MEDLARS, CRABS, SERVICE
TREES.—Standards, 2s. to 2s. 6rf. each.

FIGS, in pots, 3». 6rf. to 5s. each.

VINES, ex. size. Fruiting, 7s. Sif. to 10s. 6(f. each ; Plant-

ing, very fine, 60s. per dozen.

GOOSEBERRIES and CURRANTS, 4s. per dosen.

RASPBERRIES.—Summer, 16s. p. 100 ; Autumn, 30s. do.

STRAWBERRIES, 3». U. to 5s. per 100.

CONIFER^.—Our selection of 100 varieties, 1 to 3 feet, £10. PRICED LIST on application. For extent of our

Collection see Catalogue of International Horticultural Exhibition.

DECIDUOUS and ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGED TREES and EVERGREENS, for Town and Country Planting.

RHODODENDRONS and AMERICAN PLANTS at PAUL'S American Nursery, High Beech, Loughton.

1^- PRICED DESCRIPTIVE LISTS of the above now ready.

PAUL AND SON would invite an inspection of their Nurseries, extending over Sixty Acres, one mile from

Cheshunt Station, Great Eastern Railway. Omnibus from Waltham Station to Hursery Gates meet^ certain Trains.
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American Plants, &c.WATERER AND GODFREY'S PRICED and
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of RHODODENDRONS

and other American Plants for this Autumn, will be sent on appli-
cation. Tlio Catalogue also gives a Bumroary of their General
Nursery Stock, probably the most extensive in the kingdom.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking. Surrey.

Hardy Scarlet and other Rhododendrons.WH. ROGERS, Red Lodge Nursery, Southampton,
• can ofTer aplendid named varieties of the above, strong

bushy Plants, well set with blooming huds, at £10 per 100. or selected
30«. per dozen; also a general NURSERY STOCK of FRUIT
FOREST, and ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS, extending
nvflr fin ArrPR TlAtnn<.H r 4T a I naTTi?c .^a ^very loformatlon

Rhododendrons.
JOHN CATERER'S DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

of HARDY SCARLET and other RHODODENDRONS 1g now
published and will be lorwarded on application. It faithfully describes
the colours of the new varieties exhibited bv him at the Royal
Botnnic Gnrdens, Regent's Park. An Abridged List of popular
CONIFERS, with heiglits and prices. Is likewise combined.

r.
'^^^ American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey, near Sunniogdale Station,

Soiith-Western Railway. ,

NEW HARDY RHODODENDRON,
MICHAEL WATERER.—This Rhododendron has hitherto

been exhibited under the name of ANNIHILATOR. but it will be sent
out under the above name. It is undoubtedly the most brilliant-
coloured late hardy free-blooming Rhododendron yet offered.
Orders are now being taken for Plants to be sent out in the Autumn

nt 31s. Gd. each. The usual discount to the Trade.
Jonx Waterer, American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

T
Notice.

RE SOLD, Cheap, a great Bargain. 5000 RHODO-
DENDRON PONTICUM, 2 feet, fine bushy healthy stuff, many

of them with buds, well worthy the attention of Gentlemen and the
Trade, Special prices and samples on application to
Y. Stbachan, Wholesale and Ratail Seed Merchant and Nursery-

man. 4, High Street. Wrexham. North Wales.

New Grass Seeds for Exportation.
QUTTON AND SONS have received their supply ofiO NEW GRASS SEEDS of the present season's growth in fine
condition, and will be happv to forward lowest price per ton or cwt.
on npplicfltion. CATALOGUES gratis and post free.

SuTTon & SoKB, Royai Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

Chrysanthemums.
A DAM FORSYTH hegs to inform his Friends and th.

r^nw V"^*'^'^'^
'''^ extensive Collection of CHRYSANTHEMUMS

ti -*; -1-
'I'O" ER, and maybe seen every day (Sundays excepted).

His facilities for housing thom have been greatly increased, and those
interested in the cultivation of this favounte flower will find this a
good opportunity for seeing the various modes In which it may be
grownforthe decoration of Greenhouseor Conservatory at this season.
Brunswick Nursery (opposite West Hackney Church), Stoke

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM can now send, post free for six postage

' stamps, Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties Sfi pairefi
IncUidinR price.s of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his NEW and PRICEDDESCRlPtlVE CATALOGUE of Bltl'/lSH and EXOTIC FERNS,

^r^°.Z^'^
*^"^ Nursery, S.E., a mile from Sidcup Station of New

North Kent Line of Snuth Eastern Railway.

THE QUEEN, without any exception tlie best
WHITE RHODODENDRON vet raised,—Robust grower, deep

green foliage, late and free flowering, trusses large, full, compact,
and semicircular, footstalk short and stiff, colour white, suffused
with soft blush mauve, changing to the purest white, clear alab.ister
or wax-like, of unequalled shape and substance, reminding one of
the petals of the Water Lily. It remains in bloom longer than most
other Rhododendrons, a peculiarity probably accounted for by its
hitherto refusing to produce seed, an advantage all Rhododendron
growers well understand. All who visited the International Exhi-
bition will remember the transcendent superiority of The Queen over
every other white Rhododendron exhibited. It is proposed that The
<^ueen should assume her throne in 1867- All and evei-vbody who
wish to enjoy her regal sway should apply at once, as all orders will bo
executed in rotation. The price will be 3l5. flrf. each, and the Trade
will have four plants given for three ordered. It need excite no
surprise that its sole possession by the Advertiser should have called
forth the envioiis jealousy of certain Honourable Mek Hence a
story industriously circulated in the Trade that The Qc

I but I I old kind, shown under an assumed
: The

pHOICE VARIEGATED PELARGONIUMS.
Luna

I
Italia Unita

Clara Picturata
Golden Tom Thumb The Fairy
Rainbow

| Princess Alexandra
suitable for exhibition, for 21s.

7s. per diz,, package included :—
Golden Vase

| Golden
Burning Btish Argus

, - Snowflako
I Fontaineblenu

Terms, cash. Remittances requested from unknown correspondents.
*
" " " ""

, Chatteris. Cambridgeshire.

Mrs. Pollock
Tellow Belt

The above 12

The follow!

Address, Alfred Fry

LARGE TELLOW DUTCH CROCUS, U.6d. per 100,
12.<t. 6d. per 1000.

LARGE BLUE DUTCH CROCUS. Is. Gd. per 100, 12s. Gd. per 1000DOUBLE SNOWDROPS, 2.t. per 100, IC*. por 1000.
DOUBLE YELLOW ROSE TULIPS, Is. per dozen, 7s. per 100DOUBLE VAN THOL TULIPS. 6d. per dozen. 38. per 100
CHOICE NAMED HYACINTHS. 43.. Gs., and Ss. per dozen
TAYLOR'S 20«. and 10s. COLLECTIONS of FLOWER ROOTS

ii*or full particulars of them see CATALOGUE, to be had gratis on

) Tatlor. Nur

Q F F E R TO
CYCLAMEV EUROPIUM, per

and Seedsman, Malton, Yorkshirt

THE TRADE.
L.A.mii.\ t:vii.ijfJE.\jm, per lOO roots lO,*. ed.

„ HEDFR^FOLIUM, per dozen 63.

„ MARMORATUM, per dozen 7«. 6rf.

„ NOBILE ET QUADRICOLORIFOLIUM, mixed, per doz. 0«.

„ NEAPOLITANUM. per 100 roots 26«.

„ ODORATUM, per dozen 7s. Gd.
„ REPANDUM, per 100 roots 265.

FRITILLARIA GR.^CA. per 100 roots 7a. Gd.
„ TRISTIS, per 100 roots 7s, Gd.

LEONTICE LEONTOPETALUM, per dozen 125.
SCILLA NIVALIS, per 100 roots 7s. Gd.^ ' Hus Haagk, Jun.. Erfur t, Prussia . —Oct. 27.

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE, DOWLING,
AND COMPAN Y, Limited,

Corn, Seed, Masdre. and Oilcake MencnAHTS,
Address, 80, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C. ; or Basingstoke.

Samples and Prices Post free on application. Pnze Medals, 1851
for Wheat ; 1862. for " Excellent Seed Com and Seeds.

Plcea Nordmanniana.
JOHN GRIER be-s to inform admirers of Conifera^ that
fJ he is Commissioned to DISPOSE of a very HANDSOME
SPECIMEN of the above. It is 17 feet high, perfectly shapely and
symmetrical, and was planted in its present position throe years ago

;

consequently is in a condition to remove with perfect safety. Price
and other particulars raay be obiained tipon application.

The Nurseries, Ambleside.—Oct, 27.

New Descriptive Rose Catalogue for Autumn of
1866 and Spring of 1867.

EDWIN HOLLAMBY begs to draw attention to his
superb Collection of the above, containing all the new and

approved old varieties in cultivation, and is happy to state that they
surpass previous years for quality and excellence.

Early orders solicited to insure good plants
CATALOGUES forwarded gratis and post paid on application

Nursery and Seed Establish ment.Tunbndge Wells, and GroombridRe.

M
Cupressus Lawsonlana argentea.

ESSKS. WATERER and GODFREY are now
sending out this Plant.

Good "stout Plants, li foot high and bushy, at 21s. each
awarded Three First-class Certificates by the Royal

Horticultural Society of London, Royal Botanic Society of London«„^ n* fK^ri^^..^! tl„1 __J v.-
-justly rgprf

^ -

that will bi

and at the Crystal Palace ; and may be justly represented i

D
Orchis maculata superba.REGHORN AND A IT KEN, Nurserymen,

Kilmarnock, N.B., can supply fine strong flowering Roots of
this very beautiful hardy ORCHIS, at 38. 6rf. each ; extra sirong, 5s.

p. k A. possess the largest stock in the Tiade of thia splendid
Plant, and were the first to introduce it to the Public. Theyreceived
a First-class Certificate for spikes exhibited by them at ths GlasRow
and West cf Scotland Horticultural Society's Show in July lasl The
Roots now offered have been grown in the soil where it is indigenous.

_ Amaryllis.
TAMES CARAWAY and CO., Durdham Down
fJ Nurseries, Bristol, offer, from their unequalled stock of the
aboTo-nanied favourite flower, strong Bulbs of unnamed Seedlings
and others that have bloomed with them during the two last seasons
at 68., 7s. Gd., and 10«. Gd. each, or 60s., 80s., and 106s. per dozen.
James Gahaw*t & Co.'s GENERAL BULB CATALOGUE for

the coming season Is in the Press, and when ready will be forwarded
post free on application.

I AMPS Garaway & Co., Durdham Down Nurseries, Bristol.

^ New Double-flowered Amaryllis.XT LAURENTIUS, Leipzig, bejrs to call attention to
-LX.- his New AMARYLLIS ALBERTL double-flowered, fine
and well shaped, bright scarlet and crimson -tinted, of which repre-
sentations mav be seen in the "Illustration Hortlcole," and the
"Garten Mnpaziij." Strong-flowered Bulbs, 12ii.

His AUTUMN CATALOGUE (No. 35) Is just out, and contains
" '-'' '• -ription of the above, together with PRICE LISTS of

Wholesale Catalogue of Nursery Stock.
GEORGE JACKMAN and SON'S PRICED and

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for I86C and spring 1867, can
he had free on application, comprising Fruit Trees, Roses, American
Plants. Conifers, Clematises, Evergreen and Decldioits Trees and

DORSON'S SUPERIOR SELECTED SEEDS.
CALCEOLARIA. Is. Gd., 2s. Gd., Ss. Gd., &(.

CINERARIA, Is., 2s. Gd., Be.
PRIMULA, Is., 2,t. Gd., 5s.

DoBsos & SoN5, Seedsmen, Isleworth, London, W

Efit (BatHener^'Cfitontcle.
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MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
SiTDIOiT, Nov. 3.f ^2;?.'.A°!"5,'i'S'™'

OVeeUy Show),
I South Kensingtol

I conditions. The gardener may turn such know-
ledge as this to good account in his choico of
plants to occupy particular sites—for instance,
practical men tell us to select for planting in a
very dry soil such Apple trees aa have compara-
tively small foliage, so that the amount of exha-
lation from tho leaves may bo comparatively
small, and tho amount of moisture supplied to
tho roots proportionately less. Now this is just
such an inference as might fairly be drawn from
the consideration of the kinds of plants found
growing naturally in dry places—plants with no
superabundant foliage, with dry leathoi-y leaves,
often protected by a thick rind or with a dense
coating of hair, or with other means of resisting
too large an amount of evaporation. It may or
may not be possible for the gardener to succeed
in making a plant adapt itself to a particular
sort of soil ; that depends upon a gi-eat variety of
circumstances, and his success, if he succeed,
would furnish valuable lessons to the physiolo-
gist; but practically speaking, it would be a
saving of time and trouble if he had the know-
ledge and power to enable him to select at once
the right plant for the right place.

If it were always possible to do this, we
should not hear so much of this Conifer not
doing well at this place, or of something else
being a failure elsewhere. The kind of know-
ledge required to obviate this must always to a
very great extent be derived from actual expe-
rience, but still it is equally certain that if the
same amount of patient skill and exact observa-
tion that have been expended on determining the
forms of so-caUed critical plants had been directed
towards the investigation of the circumstances
bringing about these variations, that vegetable
physiology would have profited more than
systematic botany is Hkely to do, and that the
horticulturist would have had a welcome addi-
tion to his store of general principles.

It has been suggested, and we think the
suggestion a good one, that those keen observers
whose practised eyes note apparently the most
trifling variations among plants should turn their
attention towards the inducing CAUSES of such
Variations. It is undoubtedly desirable that
every variation, gi-eat or small, should bo
chi-onicled, but also it is specially desirable that
no more than its proper importance be given to
each form so registered. Thus M. Jordan sees
in what most botanists would consider to be one
species, Draba verna, nearly a hundi-ed distinct
varieties or sub-species. Our concern at present
does not lie with the question as to whether it is

advantageous or not to specify so many minor
variations, but with the desirability of ascertain-
ing, if possible, the why and wherefore of such
differences.

Ifwe compare wild plants with cultivated ones
of the same tribe, we generally find in the
foi-mer a compactness of habit, a firmness of
texture, a harmony of proportion between the
several organs, which in the case of the cultivated
plants are replaced by a looser habit, greater
luxuriance of foliage, an increased development
of some organ at the expense of others, and in
general a less hardy constitution.

In these instances the causes of the differences
between the two sets of plants are not difficult

to understand, but very often it is next to
impossible to ascertain the reason for the
variations exhibited among plants. Why,
for instance, should two Mallows growing
side by side under apparently similar
conditions, the one have contracted leaves
of a yellowish hue, the other broad deep green
leaves ? Why .should one plant of Anthriscus
vulgaris be of a pure green in all its parts, when
its next neighbour is of a rich purple ? We have
chosen these illustrations from common wild
plants, pui-posely, because we believe that from
them the young gardener, if he turn his atten-
tion to them, may learn many a lesson in prac-
tical horticulture.

There is frequently a peculiar appeai-ance or
habit belonging to plants grown on one descrip-
tion of soil which is entirely different from that
possessed by the same plant grown under other

We have just received from one of our corre-
spondents (W. P. E.) specimens of Mould on
Peach Eoots, from some trees of uniisual luxu-
riance, the condition of which was discovered
only when they were lifted for root-pruning. In
the first instance it is very possible that the
fungous spawn may act as a stimulant, as it does
in many cases in which plants are attacked by
really parasitic fungi ; in the end, however, there
is great fear that it may prove destructive. We
have no information as to the fact whether the
young trees succeeded others ; it cannot, how-
ever, be too frequently repeated that such a
practice is almost certain death, a circumstance
which was well-known to our forefathers, though
it was attributed to a wrong cause, it being
imagined that two trees of the same kind could
not succeed each other in consequence of the
exhaustion of the soil.

We have at this moment a striking instance
of the length of time in which the old roots may
prove dangerous. A Greengage tree died, and
was succeeded by a Peach tree, which grew with
the utmost luxuriance, but at once withered
from the contact of tho old roots. The ground
was then most carefully trenched, but appa-
rently not far enough, as a scarlet-flowered
Chestnut, which was planted within their reach,
and which for two years flowered well, though it

was only a seedUng of four or five years old, after

flowering this year, to our great surprise died
suddenly. Tlie roots, even the mere.st fibres, on
examination were found covered with spawn,
which had run between the bark and wood, and
formed a white film, exactly as in a Cupressus
macrocarpa, which perished from the same
cause. The specimen was thought to be so

instructive that it was laid on the table at the
meeting of the Committee of the Horticultui-al

Society on tho 16th inst. It is very probable that

the enemy is thespawn of Polyporus igneus, which
is white, and not, as might be supposed, ferru-

ginous. We have, however, very rarely an
opportunity of ascertaining to what species the
destructive mvcelium in these eases belongs.

M. J. B. "_

PUNICA Geanatum, the fraits of which may be
seen in early winter in our fruit shops under the
name of PoMEGR-tN"ATES, is a small tree, native
of Persia, where it is found covering large areas
of ground. It is successfully grown and fruited

in the southern parts of France and Spain, and
in Andalusia it is said to be cultivated extensively
for its fruit. It will gi-ow and even set its fniit

occasionally in the north of France and in the
warmer parts of England, but we have never
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heard of an instance in which the fi-uit has in

these districts come to perfection.

The Pomegi-anate is cultivated laj'gely in some

parts of France for the flower-market, and plants

of 3 feet high wiU sometimes be seen bearing from

20 to .'iO blossoms. The single red-flowered

variety is prefen-ed for pot cultui-e, on account of

its flowering much more freely and with greater

certainty than that which produces double blos-

soms. The single-flowered Pomegranate, which is

veiT ornamental, we have seen in large numbers m
the flower market at Rouen, literally covered with

blossoms. The plants are kept in very smaU

pots to render them more portable, and also to

induce them to bloom the more readily, ihe

flowers are borne on the young wood, and prm-

cipaUy on very short spui-s ; and the flowering

period is towards the end of the summer.

The French also cultivate the Pomegranate m
tubs to associate with Orange trees, and some

trees may be seen at Versailles ofa very great age.

These, it may be observed, are kept in very

small tubs, doubtle.ss with a view to get theni to

flower freely, which they do in hot seasons, but

sparingly when the summers are wet and cold.

The best soil for the Pomegranate is a good

rich turfy loam. When planted out, in England,

they should be placed against a south wall

in the kind of soil just described. The

knife mu.st bo used very sparingly, or not

at all, unless the young wood gets too thick,

in which case it must be thinned out, the

shoots that are left not being deprived [of

the lateral branches, as on these, as well as

on short spurs from the old wood, the

flowers are borne.

The Pomegranate cannot be said to

flower abundantly every year when planted

out in our climate, but in some seasons it

will flower well. When the plant becomes

old, and consequently less vigorous, it

flowers more freely than when in a young

and robust condition. Young plants grow-

ing fi-eely might doubtless be induced to

yield blossoms by a judicious shortening of

the roots, or by confining the roots within

a given limited space. This last method

may be safely recommended for all shy-

flowering plants, as they can be assisted

during the growing season with stimulants,

which should be withheld as the flowering

period approaches. There is a tree of the

double -blossomed Pomegranate growing

against a south wall in the Boyal Horticul-

tural .Society's Garden at Chiswick, which,

to all appearance, may have been planted

30 years or more. The branches of this

tree were formerly trained to the waU, but

were cut back close to the stem a few

years ago, and since then the tree has

not been strictly trained, but allowed to

grow out in the form of a bush. In this

state it has produced a goodly number of

flowers; but, as before observed, the double-

blossomed Pomegranate cannot be regarded as a

free-flowering plant.

Wb are sorry to leani that the proposed Country

Show of the Royal Horticultubal Society at

Bury St. Edmund's has been abandoned, in conse-

quence of the unsuitableness of the only site that could

be allotted to it, in the neighbourhood of the Koyal

Agricultural Society's Show-yard. "We trust, how-

ever, that the idea which has thus sprung mto life

may not be suffered to die away without result, but

that the question may in future years receive earlier

consideration, before the plans and arrangements of

the Roy.al Agricultural Society—for it is probable that

the two Societies may work more successfully iu com-

pany than separated—have been finally settled.

We are glad to learn, on the authority of the

Uniled Seri'ice Qazeiie, that the authorities at Alder-

shot are doing everything in their power to encourage

the practice of Camp Gahdenins. Aheady pnzes

for the best gardens have been given each season to

non-commissioned officers and men i and now it is

announced that officers and others who may wish to

enclose the gardens round their huts may have

materials for that purpose by applying to the mditary

authorities. Doubtless therefore cultivation will be

carried on to a considerable extent, while the various

plantations which the engineers have been for some

time planting around the camp, and on other parts of

the mauceuvring grounds, will soon add their beauties

to those of the various gardens.

The effect of the Destkuotion of Forests
upon navigable rivers within their range, no less than

that upon climate, is without question extremely power-

ful, even the mighty Mississippi being unable to with-

stand it, for doubtless those persons are right in their

conclusions who explain the shrinking volume of that

noble stream, of which we have lately read, as being

occasioned by the wholesale destruction of forests in

North America. If this be so, and we see no reason

to doubt it, the hint may be useful to our Australian

colonists, who by extensive planting may perhaps

ultimately improve the condition of their river naviga-

tion, as well as beautify their country.

We regret to have to announce the Death
of Dr. Schlechtendal, Professor of Botany and
Director of the Botanic Garden at Halle, and who
was so well and so favourably known to botanists

through his editorial labours in connection with the
Linntea and the Botanisehes Zeitmig.

New Plants.
.538. QUEEC0S Kavensceoftiana.

Leaves thick, leathery, and woolly beneath ; oblong-
elliptical, about 2 inches iu length ; sessile, disposed

alternately on each side of the twig ;
margins entire, or

very slightly sinuated, slightly curved, one side of the

leal often a little larger than the other, the lateral

nerves branching off from the mid-rib nearly at right

angles, appearing as depressions on the upper side of

the leaf ; they are short, and usually continue without
divarication to the edge of the leaf, but sometimes they
break into two. At the base of each leaf, where it

springs from the stem, is a bud. The buds are all minute.
The twig purplish broiro, somewhat tomentose towards
the apex. Flower and fruit not known.
This is a very remarkable species, and, although our

materials are so imperfect, we make it known for more
than one reason. In the first place, it has generally

been supposed that no Oaks occur in South America.

Botany at the University of Heidelberg, where his

public lectures were well attended. In the spring of
1851 he was called as Professor Extraordinary, in the
place of Professsor Alex. Braun, who had removed to

Giessen, to the University of Freiburg, in Baden.
There he remained only a year and 'a half. In the
autumn of 1852 he was appointed Professor in

Ordinary and Director of the Botanic Garden of

Leipzig, where the chair of Botany had become vacant
by the death of Prof&ssor Kuuze. He married on
June 14, 1859, Cecilia, the second daughter of Professor
Alexander Braun [Professor Caspary himself having
married the elder daughter of the same accomplished
botanist on the same day].
At Leipzig Mettenius worked and studied up to the

time of his death, which took place on August 18,

1866, from cholera. His last illness began at

10 o'clock in the morning. Being himself a physician,

he .soon felt that recovery was impossible, in spite of

the exertions of two of the most eminent physicians of
Leipzig. His mind, however, was clear enough to

allow him to communicate to his wife his most import-
ant wishes as regarded his affairs. He died at 6 o'clock

in the evening of the same day.

Mettenius was a very tall, athletic man, of great
bodily strength. He led the most regular life passible.

At o'clock he began the work of the day, and finished

it punctually at 10 in the evening. His whole mind
was turned towards the study of plants, and
especially of Ferns, of which he found a very good
bring and dried collection in the garden at Leipzig,

and which had been brought together by Kunze. This
he increased so greatly, thai the Ferns of Leipzig

are scarcely rivalled anywhere. Few directors of

botanic gardens ever spent so much time and
trouble in arranging the garden as Mettenius, for

the inspector of the garden, Mr. Bemhardi, was
in infirm health, so that Mettenius himself very
generally took the whole management of the
garden upon himself, being out by_ 6 o'clock in the
morning and directing the operations of each of

the labourers. He had a most intimate acquaint-

ance with botanical literature, having great

powers of reading, and he bad formed an excellent

library. His manners were retired and modest

;

he was devoted to his wife, and faithfully attached

to his friends. He was one of those few persons

upon whose word and deed entire reliance

might be placed. He disliked public display.

His candid way of thinking, combined with his

keen and penetrating judgment, may have caused

him to appear, perhaps, sometimes stern and too

severe, in the eyes of those of whom he had reason

not to hold so favourable an opinion as others

may have done. It is much to be regretted that

the comprehensive work to which all his labours

tended, viz., a "Species FiUcum," studies for

which he had made at nearly all the principal

herbaria, as well as at Paris and Kew, has been
left unfinished. Doubtless he had the most inti-

mate knowledge of Ferns of any one in our time.

It is much to be wished that his excellent col-

lection of dried Ferns may be added to that of

Kunze for public use at the University of Leipzig.

Mettenius left the botanic garden in Leipzig in

such an excellent state, that it may serve as a
pattern to any other.

There are plenty in Mexico, but hitherto, so far as we
know, none have been described from the southern

continent. It is, therefore, an important contri-

bution to the geographical distribution of the Oak.

In the next place, it is peculiar in its appearance and

texture, and is said to be ornamental in appearance.

We do not yet know whether it will prove hardy

or not.

It has been named after Mr. Eavenscroft, of Messrs.

Lawson & Son's establishment, whose long-continued

labours for the advancement of practical arboriculture

and agriculture do not the less deserve acknowledg-

ment that thev have been quiet and unobtrusive.

A. Miirraij. [Can this really be an Oak ? Eds.]

THE LATE PROPESSOE METTENIUS.
[We fire indebted to the kindness of Professor Caspary, of

KSuiKsberg, for the following memoir of this eminent

botanist, whose Lamented decease was noticed by us,

p. 826. Eds.]

GEOEGEHElNRicHMETTEUrtTswasbomonthe 24th

of November, 1823, at Frankfort-on-the-Maine, where

his father was a merchant. He attended the model

school, and afterwards the school of Director Stellway,

both at Frankfort, and subsequently became a pupil

of the gymnasium of the same city, which he

attended until 1841. In the spring of l.Wl he went to

the University of Heidelberg, devoting himself to the

study of medicine. At Heidelberg he took in July. 1845,

the degree of Doctor of Medicine, his inaugural disser-

tation being i)e 5'a?»i»;(« {Frameofmti orf Jf:,1845,4to,).

In the spring of the year (1846) he became a physician,

but he never practised. In the autumn of 1816 be

went to Helisroland. where he studied marine Algne

;

the winter of 1846-4" was spent at Berlin ;
the summer

of 1849 at "Vienna, where he attended some of the

medical lectures and the clinical cla.sses of the hospi-

tals, but specially devoted himself to botanical studies.

In the autumn of 1847 he went to Dalmatia, and

studied particularly the marine Algre at Fiume. In

the spring of 1848 he settled as " Privatdocent " of

THE FLORA OF THE ALPS (1866).

I HAVE several times traversed the mountains
and v.alleys of which I am about to speak, but I

have never seen their "flora" nearly so rich as

it has been this year, a circumstance probably

owing to the abundant rains which fell in the

Alps early in the summer, and the moderately

warm weather which succeeded them. I may pre-

mise that I am onlj; going to give you notes of

travel, always very hastily, and perhaps not very accu-

rately made, and that I write not for the scientific

botanist, but for that section of English travellers

who do not go abroad merely " to do Switzerland," but

to have their hearts warmed and minds refreshed

by gazing on the wonderful works of Nature, both

small and great.

As, then, on a briaht cheerful day we dragged our

as yet untrained legs ifrom the "Valley of Lauterbrunnen

up" the side of the Wengern Alp, a little boy held out

for sale a small bunch of flowers ; they were of a deep

chocolate colour, very ovate and taper-pointed (acu-

minate) in form, and had a strong smell, resembling

"Vanilla, I afterwards found several specimens of this

plant, which proved to be Orchis nigritella alpina,

especially I think on the *ggischom. This is well

worth looking for.

To mention another flower, whichneeds no looking for

but can scarcely fail to be frequently looked at with great

pleasure, I may come to the Semperrivum montanum,
the Mountain Sedum: both this and arachnoideum are

very common but never intrusive. Everywhere, under

all circumstances, on high mountains, in lowly valley_a,

or in moist shady nooks (where, as we often said, it

looked as if it had been bedded out,) or again on
the dry rugged solitary rock, liberally affording one

feature of gaiety to the surrounding desolation,

this bright cheerful flower is to be seen, and will

be welcomed. One observable matter about it is the

variation of its colour from a bright red to pink and

lilac, according to its position or circumstances.

Another very ordinary but very interesting flower

on the Alps is the Campanula. I cannot pretend to

give you a catalogue of the species there found, but

may mention one or two which will strike most eyes.

First, then, the large Campanida barbata, the corolla

of which is densely bearded, and the colour a pahsh

blue. This is a welcome watcher by many a mountain

path. Another, not so obtrusive, and on some accounts

perhaps a more interesting flower, of a deeper blue
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showing a wiry stem which carries only one flower, is

Campanula excisa. This, I think, will only be found
in very high places, e. g., the .'Eggischorn, Biffel, and
sucli like, and there modestly hiding among the rocks.

The leaves of this plant are linear.

But without detracting from the merits of the two
Campanulas above mentioned, I must own that in the
united judgment of my companions and myself the
beUe of the mountains was a lovely little flower of this

family, the Phyteuma. I am afraid to give its specific

name, as three or four are mentioned by Weber as

found on the Alps, and on referring to my notes I find

I have trusted too much to my memory. I, however,
believe it to be pauciflorum. The leaves are linear,

and the flower deep blue ; another of the same colour

has lanceolate leaves, deeply serrated.

A very pretty deep blue Veronica—bellidioides, is

found in very high places, and should be looked for on
the ^Eggischorn and the Gornergratt. The flowers will

be found clustering together on an erect stem.
To change our colour, we may now speak of the

Potentilla, a small but by no means insignificant item
in this Alpine floral carpet. Weber mentions three

kinds— grandiflora, caulescens, and Clusiana. The
first is a very pretty bright yellow flower, found where-
ever pastures occur in very high places. It has an
ascending stem, with about five flowers. This may be
seen in the higher parts of the valley of Zermatt, and
is very striking. The second has numerous flowers,

the leaflets nearly sessile with silky hairs, and finds

snug little habitations for itself among the rocks.

a" very striking handsome flower of a yellow colour,

not in its general aspect unlike the EnglLsh Dandelion,
we found to be Arnica glacialis.

A brilliant change of colour was produced in many
places by the Dianthus : this continually occurred in

the Rhone valley, where its colour was remarkably
brilliant. I believe this to be barbatus; its flowers, of

a deep pink, were in clusters. There is another,

alpinus, one-flowered, and exceedingly pretty.

Two little plants belonging to the natural order
Primulaceic deserve to be especially mentioned;

—

1. The Soldanella, a lovely pale blue flower, with
deeply cloven corolla, and leaves somewhat reniform,
which rears a most elegant and modest head on a very
slender stem, by numerous pathways in the Alps.

2. Androsace helvetica, a flower that must be sought
for to be found, but those that walk with open eyes and
not wholly occupied with the great and the grand
around them, may find on very high rocks, peeping up
from a thick bed of leaves, this very lovely but tiny
unpretentious looking flower, and will not regret their

search.

The Gentians are very beautiful, their coloiu' being
of the deepest, brightest blue ; three or four kinds occur,
all funnel-shaped in the flower, but differing in the
shape and disposition of the leaves—imbricata,

puniila, brachyphylla. One of these (as we afterwards
found it to be) puzzled us much at the time of dis-

covery ; we found it at the base of the Jilggischorn as

we entered the viUage of Brieg. In this place (the only
one in which we saw it) it was very abundant, but its

pale blue colour and different form gave us little idea
of what it was, viz., G. campestris. J. T. P.

LIQUID MANURE FOR POT PLANTS.
The extensive cultivator of pot plants, and especially

of soft-wooded pot plants, usually finds a continuous
supply ofmild liguid manure of the utmost service ; and
rightly applied, it is a great aid. Many plants fill their

pots with roots, and exhaust their stock of nutriment
just about the time of flowering, and when it is unwise
or perhaps impossible to supply them with more solid

food. In such cases the application of gentle doses of
clear liquid manure acts with the highest benefit.

Indeed, its use is not generally desirable before that
time. The good Pelargonium grower keeps his plants
well in hand during the winter—dry, firm, and stubby,
making regular and cautious growth, but .without
luxuriance, and thus in spring the shoots are set with
abundant flowers ; and when once that stage is arrived
at, the mild dose of liquid manure supplies food and
glistening health and vigour just when it is wanted.
The well-grown young specimen Fuchsia that begins
to flower in early summer, does not continue to do so for

a very long time, unless it is supplied with the liquid;

while Chrysanthemum and Strawberry, Calceolaria and
pot Vine, Cineraria and Cucumber, as well as numerous
other inmates of the garden, are equally well affected

by the virtues of properly diluted liquid manure.
Most gardeners have made some preparation for a

supply of it^a sunk barrel or cemented tank, or such
like, into which the manure is put, and then the
reservoir filled up with water. This is an inconvenient
and a bad way, as most people should know by this time.
The cakes of sHme which we too often see on pots, to
which liquid manure has been applied, are one bad
result—alike nasty and disagreeable to the eye, sug-
gestive in fact of baked cowdung. But that is not all,

for the supply gets low, and the dregs are fished
up, and then the supply is perhaps altogether
stopped to allow of the tank being cleared, and a day
or so is required for the mixture to settle ; the result
of all which is, that the liquid manure-tank in many
gardens, like the patent fumigators and other
garden inventions which one may see hung up in sheds,
but never used, becomes a neglected and half-forgotten

receptacle- But all this may be easily remedied by
having a properly constructed liquid manure-tank
made as follows :

—

The best material is slate, and of that an oblong
tank should be made, proportioned in size to the
wants of the garden. About 5 feet by 3 is a fit size

for a pretty full plant collection, and it may be 4 feet

deep or more. This should be sunk half way in the
ground, placed against a wall in some convenient
spot in the frame ground, or near the houses where

its contents are most required. It should be divided
by a partition of slate across the centre. The lower
part of this partition, say the lower foot, slinnid be
perforated with holes about half an inch in dinmrii r,

or a little less, and then, in one side should i)r iIim .d
about 15 inches of rough gravel, with a few iimIi. >

of fine gravel on the top of it. On that, wlialever
manure is preferred, is to be placed, and then the
water poured in. Of course the other side will
contain nicely filtered liquid-manure at all times,
and there need be no cessation at any time, but a
constant supply of nutriment in the best form. Always
ready, there will be no hesitation or irregularity in
using it.

Generally ga,rdeners prefer sheep-droppings for liquid
manure, and it is probably the best material that can
be used, and the safest and most agreeable to plants
generally. It need hardly be added that it should
be well diluted, and applied in a clear and weak state.

Strong undiluted liquid-manure, -especially stable or
dunghill liquid-manure, is death to many plants. W.

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF VENTILATION.
No. XIII.

(CodfinttciZ/i-om J). 947.)

The moving air will do other things as well, but the
chief thing it will do will be to dry up all the moisture
in an incredibly short space of time. By moving the
air we actually increase one half or double its drinking
powers. This may become a disastrous evil or a great
good, just in proportion to our knowledge or ignorance
of what is happening. For the water is removed not
only from dead but also perhaps most readily from living

surfaces. In a properly constituted medium, under
wisely ordained conditions, perhaps nothing quickens
growth more than this rapid evaporation of the sap
from living surfaces. On the contrary if either the
medium or conditions are faulty, the quicker the
motion of the air, the more fiital it becomes to health
and growth. Hence liberal ventilation demands a
liberal provision for providing the air with moisture.
Four considerations will help us to determine the right

quantity. These are—the temperature of the air, its

velocity, the amount of water it already contains, and
the requirements of the plantj, to which it is given.

I have already hinted at the importance of the two
former : I will now briefly allude to the latter.

Before adding to the moisture of the air, it is very
desirable to know how much it contains. For this

purpose various instruments for measuring the
moisture of the air have been invented. Among
these Daniell's hygrometer is one of the simplest and
the best.

The range of this, like all other hygrometers, extends

from saturation on the one hand to the most perfect

dryness on the other. Calling saturation 1000, the

changes of moisture in this country range from that

to 389 or even as low as 120 under a south wall, occa-

sioning a state of dryness which can hardly be exceeded
on a burning sandy desert in any part of the world.

The mean degree of moisture in the air of London has

been found by Mr. Thomson on an average of 10 years

to be 897, while the mean temperature is 50°.62. In
other parts of the world it is of course very different.

And it is important to bear in mind, in the lan-

guage of Mr. Daniell, that the inhabitants of our hot-

nouses are mostly natives of the torrid zone ; and the

climate of this region is not only distinguished by an

unvarying high degree of heat, but also by a very
vaporous atmosphere. Captain Sabine, in his meteoro-
logical researches between the tropics, rarely found at

the hottest period of the day, so great a difference of

the degrees between the temperature of the air and the
dew-point, as is frequently found in this country. His
observations indicated a difference of 3° to 10

' ; whereas
here, under a south wall, or in a dry atmosphere, a

difference of 20° may sometimes be found between the
temperature of the air and the dew-point.

Some idea may be fonned of the prodigiouslj; in-

creased drain upon the functions of a plant arising

from an increase of dryness in the air from the follow-

ing consideration. If we suppose the amount of its

perspiration in a given time to be 57 grains, the tempe-
rature of the air being 75°, and the dew-point 70', or

the saturation of the air being 849, the amount would
be increased to 120 grains in the same time if the dew-
point were to remain stationary, and the temperature
were to rise to 80° ; or in other words, if the saturation

of the air were to fall to 726. Such facts demonstrate
the necessity of regulating, measuring, and controlling

the amount of moisture in our artificial atmospheres
by some correct standard. For practical use iu gar-

dening a more simple and equally as efficient instrument
to Mr. Daniell's hygrometer has been provided. This
is Mason's or Glaisher's dry and wet-bulb ther-

mometer, procurable at any instrument makers.
Mr. Glaisher gives a table of factors which seems
almost identical with that given by Mason, by which
to find from the data given by the instrument the
dew-point at all temperatures, from 10° to 100°. As
this table is indispensable to all who use the wet and
dry-bulb thermometer as a hygrometer, Mr. Glaisher

will excuse its transference to your columns. It ought to

be printed as a card by thousands, and hung up in every

seed room, potting shed, and gardener's room in the
kingdom. The numbers have been found by numerous
simultaneous observations and comparisons with
Daniell's hygrometer at the Royal Observatory at

Greenwich, in the climates of India and Cjinada. The
results at the same temperatures were found alike at

these different places, and therefore the figures may
be received as of general application.

The following is a table of factors, by which it is

necessary to multiply the excess of the reading of the

dry-bulb thermometer over that of the wet, to give

the excess of the temperature of the air over that of

the dew-point, or saturation, for every degree of air

temperature from 10' to 100'. It is by the numbers in
this table that the temperatures of iho dew-point in
Mr. (ilaisher's general tables have been calculated, and

I vriy means has been taken to render them correct.
I'liincigh all Mr. Glaisher'a tables saturation is stated
1^ 100, and not a thousand as in Daniell's and others.

.
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Colchi<-um aiiliimiialo in the Subtrnpical ! Yes.

and if we wnit \''>v annlher year or two we sliall find

Battersea Park embellislied with many beaulifnl hardy
plants (whose only drawback is that they do not require

tire-heat or artificial treatment of any kind, so to speak,

and consequently, not having to be taken up every year,

may be neglected with impunity) that will teach a

lesson infinitely more valuable than the subtropical

gardening has done. English gardening will never

afford the pleasure of which it is capable till we
cultivate abundantly the best of the hardy bulbs,

herbaceous plants, alpines, dwarf early-flowering

shrubs, &c. Moreover, I have no doubt of living

to see all this. People about the country are

beginning to inquire where the best of these are

to be bought, and there are thousands of alpine and
herbaceous plants accumulated within the past

yearor so in Mr. Gibson's great store-yard. A some-

what precipitous bank of stuff has been levelled into a

slope there, and covered with long neat beds of many
kinds of Saxifrages and Sedums, while hundreds of

batches of good herbaceous things are about here and
there, and more coming in every day, all with a view-

to ext«nsive rockwork embellishment, herbaceous
planting, and bedding out. As I intend to attempt a

selection of the best hardy plants of all kinds now in the
country, with suggestions towards the best way of

arranging them, this part ofthe subject is perhaps better

deferred for the present.
One of the first things seen in the Subtropical,

going to the right, is an edging of the hardy Semper-
vivum califomicum, A 1 in all respects, and with it a
band of Echeveria secunda, equally good, but of course
not hardy. An edge of the variegated Thyme round
Castor-oils looked very pretty. Funkia subcordata in a
partially shaded position, edged with Lobelia, had been
much admired ; also Amaranthus tricolor, which is

very effective and easily raised from seed. It is

needless to dilate upon ' the grace of the Ferns
and the dignified verdure of the fine-foliaged
plants, particularly as I have so minutely
described the general features of the scene before, but
Colea Commersoni, a plant with noble pinnated leaves,

looked remarkably well suited to this kind of work,
while Aralia papyrifera and the Castor-oils were as
good as ever. Hedychium Gardnerianum was in fine

free flower under the shade of a tree, and the Abutilons
showed to greater advantage than I have ever seen
them before, either indoors or out. Planted out thus,
the rapidity of growth which makes them rather
objectionable indoors becomes a gain, and then, when
the strong free shoots suspend abundantly their finely-

marked blossoms, we see the plants to full advantage
for the first time. Selaginella denticulata does
very well out of doors, running about freely at the base
of the " .subtropicals." Tradescautia discolor is used
with good effect as an elevated edging ; some side
views of it are vivid and striking, though closely
examined it would not appear to grow freely, but in
any case it forms a fine edging. Dahlia imperialis is

good, and the Erythrinas, especially ruberrima, which
is a very fine thing, flowering abundantly. The
charming Vitis heteropnylla variegata, edged with gold-
veined Lonicera, deserves all that has been said of it.

A mixture of the elegantly cut Fern-like Sonchus
laciniatus looked quite graceful among and around
Wigandia and Polymnia. Some delightful mixtures
have been tried with success this year ; one little bed,
for instance, had a small plant of Rhus glabra laciniata
in the centre, beneath it a groundwork of variegated
Aubrietia, and then a dense pretty margin of Sedum
hispanicum—the whole bed would fit on a tray. Near
it a truly graceful bed, with a neat healthy
C.vcas revoluta in the centre; then two rows
of red Uracrona, with the variegated Cocksfoot for
a groundwork, then a row of the Colons, and finally
Salvia argentea, to the value of which of Mr. Gibson is

quite alive. Such beds are bouquets of beauty and
grace. As for the Cannas they have never done better,
limbata, amoena, and peruviana having attained the
height of from 8 to 9 feet, the latter covered
with scarlet flowers, not much inferior to a Gladiolus.
The Cannas are improving every year. The " indica
breed " are being got rid of as quickly as possible. The
continental people are directing much attention to the
improvement of the flower and leaf of this noble class
of plants, and already thej^ have had much success.
Among the very finest of their hybrids and varieties are
Van Houttei, limbata hybrida grandiflora. and
Triomphe de Nantes. As regards improvement of the
colour of the foliage, atro-nigricans is remarkable, its

leaves being nearly black.

Coleus, the finest of all dark-leaved plants where it

does well, has as usual been perfect here this year.
Ferdinanda has grown about 8 feet high, a little Ie.ss

than usual, as might have been expected; Wigandia
5 to 6 feet, and Polymnia 3 feet. Ficus elastica and
other species have done very satisfactorily. Solanums
havehadasomewhat bad year of it, earwigs having done
them much damage : S. robustum has been very fine.

Erythrina laurifolia and ruberrima have been fullest

of blossoms ; Draca?nas, even the tender ones, have
done satisfactorily. As for the Iresine you might as

well look for a whale in the Serpentine ; it is not grown
at Batt«rsea. Coleus Gib.soni is considered a success
and a useful addition for variety's sake. Among new
plants Mr. Bull's variegated Chrysanthemum Sensation
proves to be one of the best things that have been sent
out for some time. It has improved every day since
being sent out, and has regular markings of a mellow
golden colour ; a useful addition to the resources of the
bedder. Amongst the Pelargoniums, Lucius sent out
by Mr. Bull, "VValtham Seedling by Mr. W. Paul, and
Luna, by Saltmarsh & Sons, have proved of distinct
and useful merit. The new Altemantheras have been
fairly tried, A. paronychioides promising to make a
most useful dwarf edging plant of a distinct tone of
colour and certainty of effect, unlike the Iresine.

Chamapeuce diacautha, which I have recommended
in your columns as a thing of most striking habit,

is a great favourite here, and will be more exten-
sively used in future j^ears.

So much for details : the season now past may be
characterised as being as bad as any we are likely to have
before the setting in of another glacial epoch. Every-
thing that the flood-gates of the clouds or the winds of

heaven could let loose against the subtropical move-
ment had full opportunity to do its worst, and there-
fore there could not be a better time to inquire how it

has stood the test, and bow far these tender plants have
stood in competition with bedding stuff, which is, in
fact, but a few degrees, so to speak, '' hardier" than the
.subtropicals. Since the movement was originated at

Battersea the seasons have been more or less favour-
able to it, and doubtless many may have thought that
this season would extinguish it in toto. No such thing !

Palms might be thouglit to have suffered, but they
have stood well and made good growths without the
least injury, and therefore their capability in connection
with the subtropical garden is established beyond
doubt. The same remarks apply to such things as

Pothos acaulis, Monstera deliciosa, Dicksonia antarc-
tica, and many other plants. Here the structure of

the beds at Battersea comes into play ; they are cal-

culated to have as good an effect or better on the
plants during a wet as a dry season.

So much for the successes of the movement ; but
there is another element to be taken into consideration
—the failures. Well, multitudinousas are the things they
have tried at Battersea, I cannot enumerate so many
failures as occurred to Beau Brummel during a single

attempt at cravatting. They chiefly occur among the
silvery-leaved plants of course, in consequence of the
w,Tshing off or discolouring of the tomentum by the
heavy rains. Salvia argentea, some Centaureas, and a
few other things suffered in this way, but not so much
as to discourage Mr. Gibson from using them as

freely as ever. Another word—Centaurea gymnocarpa
is not at all suSiciently recognised as an edging for large

and handsome beds ; it is, I think, quite as useful to the
extensive bedder as ragusina, hanging over the edges of

raised beds with much grace, and, indeed, looking a
noble plant in any position. William Sobinson.

Home Correspondence.
AUamanda.i.—I ha%-e road willi inti'n>t the different

articles which have lately a|iiirind in your columns
respecting AUamanda Schottii and A. Schottii Hender-
soni. Messrs. E. G. Henderson (see p. 948) say, " It is not,

perhaps, generally known that Schottii was originally

sold in the shape of two forms or varieties, namely, A.
Schottii of Henderson, and A. Schottii of Pince." Now
as none of your correspondents have referred to this

Utter variety, I will give a short account of its history.

Some years ago I was superintendent of the hothouse
department in Mr. Pince's Nursery at Exeter. In
December, 181",anewClerodendronwasin flower, which
Mr. Pince was anxious to send to the late SirW. Hooker,
in order that a drawing might be made of it for the
"Botanical Magazine." It was arranged that the flower
should be sent by mail train at night, but very severe
frosts setting in at the time, and fearing that there
might be some delay as regards transmission from
Paddington to Kew, it was agreed between Mr.
Pince and the late Sir W. Hooker that the best
plan was for me to take it by the morning express
train, provided I could be at Kew not later than
12 o'clock, as it was on a Saturday, and Mr. Fitch, the
artist, was generally absent some part of that day.

I arrived at Kew at the time specified, and in Sir

William's studio I saw a beautiful bunch of an
AUamanda in a jug of wat«r, and Mr. Fitch was busily
engaged making a drawing of it. After my business
respecting the Clerodendron was over, I asked Sir
W. Hooker if the AUamanda in question was new,
when he took me into the studio, and gave me every
information I wanted respecting it. It came from Mr.
J. Stanton, gardener to R. W. Boston, Esq., Spring-
wood, Mancliester. On my return to Exeter, and
before I could finish telling Mr. Pince about the Clero-
dendron, 1 commenced talking about the AUamanda
in such extravagant terms, that at last Mr. Pince
exclaimed, "Why, you are AUamanda mad." Be
that as it may, however, I shall never forget

that beautiful bunch of AUamanda. Mr. Pince
immediately put himself in correspondence with Jlr.

Boston and his gardener respecting it, and eventually
bought the whole stock of the plant, which is figured in

the 74th volume ofthe " Botanical Magazine," tab. 4351.

After giving the usual botanical description of it. Sir
W. Hooker goes on to say:—"A. cathartica alone, so

far as I know, had been introduced to our collections

till September, 1847, when I had the pleasure of
receiving splendid specimens of a perfectly upright-
growing species from Springwood. They were
raised from seeds sent by Mr. Graham from
Brazil to Miss Boston. Besides the size, beauty, and
copiousness of the blossoms, this species has the merit
of flowering when little more than two feet high, and
in 8-inch pots. 1 think I am right in referring it to

AUamanda Schottii, Pohl, though the contracted
portion of the tube of the corolla being longer than in

that species, it seems better to constitute a variety of

it." I wish here to direct the particular attention of
writers on Allamanda to the quotation just made, in

which it is stated that Allamanda Schottii of

Pince will flower in 8-inch pots. Will Allamanda
Hendersonf, of Bull, flower in equally small pots ? if it

will I shall feel convinced, and in fact I h.ave not the
least hesitation in stating that both are one and the
same plant under different names. In sa.ving this,

however, I ought to add that I have no desire to cry

down Mr. Bull's plant. I have only told " a plain

unvarnished tale " respecting these AUamandas. Are
any of your readers acquainted with Allamanda

Auhletii, which was also raised from seeds sent
from Brazil, purch.ased by Mr. Pince, and figured
in the " Botanical Magazine," tab. 4911 ? Notwith-
standing, however, all that has been written pro
and con. about A. Schottii, grandiflora is the best
of all the AUamandas. I may nere mention that the
Clerodendron flower which I took with me to Kew
was received from Sierra Leone by Mr. Pince,
through Mr. Whitfield, and was named C. capitatum
by Sir W. Hooker ; it is spoken highly of in the
" Botanical Magazine," in which it is figured in the
74th volume, tab. 4355. W. £. Willcocl-s, Or. to J. M.
Aynslet/, J^sq., Underdottm, Ledhury, Herefordshire.
Churchyards and Spring Flowers.—Mr. M'Nab's

communication to the " Farmer," inserted at j). 975 of
your Journal, and your own observations, p. 969, give
me some information on the subject on whicli I

addressed you last year (see p. 388). But I fear some
of the plants named by Mr. M'Nab could not be pro-
cured in quantitie.s, and at prices such as would justify

an experiment in a churchyard. I cannot find Galan-
thus plicatus, Sisyrinchium grandiflorum, Puschkinia
scilloides, or Gagea lutea offered in any list, except at
high prices ; nor do I find the Saughton Squill offered

by any grower at any price. I shall experiment this

year, with the aid of such further information as Mr.
M'Nab has given to me; and hope that in the course
of years the above more choice bulbs will be brought
by cultivation within the means of A Parish Clerk.

Wahud Stains.—My housekeeper says a quarter of
an ounce of oxalic acid dissolved in a. wineglassful of
boiling wat*r will take out Walnut stains. If the
hands are badly stained, or the stains are of long
standing, several applications may be nece.ssary. The
hands must be soaked in the liquid, and then rubbed
together. It is a virulent poison, and must not be left

about. W. F. Sadcliffe, Okeford Fitzpaine. A little

common salt and raw Apple juice will effectually

remove the stains left by green Walnuts on the hands.

A medical friend of mine told my little boy to try the
application last week ; he did so, and it was successful.

Helen fl. Watnfy, Hambledon, Hants.
Ventilation and Radiation of Heat.—I ought perhaps

to apologise for meddling with a subject to which I
have not time to dojustice; but I mustjust be allowed to

say, in reply to Mr. Fish's remarks (see p. 996), that
clouds do not present any greater mechanical obstruc-
tion to the upward passage of heat than the same
vapour in an invisible condition, and a very few
observations of a radiation-thermometer, in connection
with an hygrometer, will convince any one that the
effect of radiation in abstracting heat, is in proportion
to the absence of vapour in the atmosphere— greatest,

that is to say, when there is least vapour. I wonder,
also, that it did not strike Mr. Fish that if, in those
Arctic climes, the temperature of soil and vegetation

is so equalised with that of the surrounding atmos-
phere that radiation is not called into play, then there
can be no need of the great-coat. Moreover the temper-
ature of the living human body is about the same under
all circumstances, and therefore the question of feeling

must be quit« separated, depending as it does on the
store of fuel in the body and the ease with which the
vital force supplies itself therefrom to contend with the
abstraction of heat from its surface. Granted that in

both cases the air is not in motion, much more heat
will be abstracted from a body in the shade, with dry
air at 20', than in a November fog at 30', the question

is between dry and wet air at the same temperature,
and both in repose. Our clothes, it is true, keep us
warm not altogether by their thickness, but by their

being of a non-conducting material, and part of their

non-conducting power arises from the stratum of air

they enclose ; but then it so happens that this stratum
consists of air either absolutely or very nearly at the
point of saturation with moisture. J. S.

Iresine Herbstii and Teleianthera Jicoidea versicolor.

—Mr. Bennett, of Osberton, is entitled to the thanks of

the whole blue-apron fraternity for bringing the beau-
tiful Iresine Herbstii under public notice. There can
be ijo doubt as to its value as a bedding plant, for

notwithstanding the unfavourable bedding season
which we have experienced this year, it stands unim-
paired. Here it is the observed of aU observers, and
could it speak for itself it would indignantly repudiate

the aspersions which were so unmercifully cast

upon it last autumn. It is equaUy valuable with
the Amaranthus, for it is a fact, that during the
past month the latter has been unsightly, while the
Iresine has been more than ever beautiful. It

is true the Amaranthus has the advantage early

in the season, making an immediate display,

but this surely does Inot detract from the value of

Iresine. An early display is certainly essential, and is

aimed at by all, but brilliancy late in the season is

of equal importance, and this the Iresine furnishes in

perfection. It is of a much brighter red than that of

the Amaranthus, and where slugs abound it withstands
their ravages better than that favourite, which is not
an unimportant consideration. The Teleianthera
ficoidea versicolor will, I anticipate, ere long also

occupy a prominent position in the flower garden,
especially where variety is a desideratum. It may
consistently be placed in the first, second, or third row,
as it can be pegged down flat, or otherwise, according
to taste. I gave it a place as an edging. Would some
of your correspondents in the West and North of

England kindly record their experience of it ? Thos.

Simpson, ffr. to the Sev. T. Mills, Stvttoii. Ipswich.

Picea cephalonica.—In answer to " C. M.," of

Hampton Lodge, I beg to state that Picea cephalonica

has not only coned here, many years ago (as might have
been observed by collections exhibited in London
from this place), but seeds have been saved and sown,
and plants have been raised, some of which are now
20 feet high, and have also borne cones for several

years—long, sturdy cones full of seed, which has also

been sovm and yielded plants. Thus we have here
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many grandchildren from the original tree of this

most beautifnl and distinct Conifer. I maj' observe
that it grows here with the greatest luxuriance. The
first seedlings raised from lionie-grown seed, many
years since, are exceedingly robust, fa.st-growing trees,

making leaders from 3 to 3 feet, or even more, in a
season. They are as free and robust as a strong-
crowing Spruce, beautifully furnished and branched
from the base to the summit. Jloreover, they do
not commence their spring growth so early as to

be caught by the spring frosts, and thereby crippled
in the way the original plants were, rendering them
both disfigured and scrubby. I am satisfied that
when this beautiful Picea gets planted with- a little

more judgment in aspects exposed to the afternoon
and evening sun, and away from the first glimpses of

the morning sun, it may be established as a beautiful
ornament to the landscape, and valuable as a resinous,
tough kind of timber, more particularly when raiseo

from home-produced seed. Here we have the Picea
cephalonica 60 feet high, with long leaders of this
season's g;rowth. Gordon says that this fine tree grows
60 feet high, but from the progress it makes here, it is

likely to become double that height in a few years.

Senilis says, whoever may have Picea Pinsapo requires
not Picea cephalonica—which is evidently a mistake,
as they are both splendid trees, and quite distinct. P.
Pinsapo, a beautiful-habited tree, is not, in my opinion,
likely to make progress and become a valuable timber
ornamental tree, at all equal to P. cephalonica, in double
the time. Doctors differ sometimes, no doubt, for lack of

ocular demonstration of what there really is within the
United Kingdom. In tree-culture there are many and
various circumstances, such as situation, climate, and
attention to various matters, which exercise consider-

able influence over the result. It is not likely, indeed,
that any young author could produce the same amount
of valuable information on such matters as an old

practical observant planter of many years standing. If

any one would inform me where there is to be seen in

this country a Picea cephalonica from 60 to 80 feet

high, a perfect pyramid from base to summit, with a
crop of fine cones on it, I should hasten to see it. I

am aware that at first the great drawback against this

splendid tree was its habit of making early growth,
liable to be cut off by spring frosts ; this was also the
case with P. Webbiana, and some others ; but by
planting them on high ground, or in situations shaded
from the first rays of the morning sun, these morning
frosts do not injure them, while every j^ear they get

more inured to our climate. This is, however,
more particularly the case with seedlings raised from
home-saved seed. James Barnes, Bicion.
AUenianthera paronychioides.—I send a small box

of Alternanthera paronychioides that you may see how
high the colour in the leaf becomes. As a dwarf bed-
ding or edging plant it is most useful and beautiful.

J. F. [Very pretty indeed, and exceedingly well
adapted for the purpose indicated. Eds.]

Magnolia grandijiora.—What is the best treatment
for the large white-flowering Magnolia ? I have one
growing up a south wall, where it has been recently
planted. S. L. [The " large white-flowered "Magnolia,
if an evergreen, must be Magnolia grandiflora, the
Exmouth variety of which is that which flowers the
most freely. This plant, although it will succeed in any
good soil, delights in a compost of rich turfy loam and
peat, in about equal proportions ; if the loam is

sandy so much the better ; if not, it will be preferable

to mix a little sand with it, say an eighth, and about
the same quantity of good rotten manure will be
beneficial. If the plant has been grown in a pot, which
is generally the case, the ball should be reduced so
as to uncoil and lay out all the best and largest of
its roots. This is indispensable for the after success of
the plant. A hole should be dug out about 4 feet in
diameter, and a foot and a half deep, and filled up with
the compost recommended. This will be sufficient,

providing the surrounding soil be tolerably good. If
not, trench up, and mix a third of the compost with
the soil 2 feet wider, which will make the diameter
8 feet. This will be sufficient for a plant 6 or 8 feet

high. If it be planted against a wall lay out the roots
in the form of a half circle, and in layers, keeping the
top roots near the surface of the soil. When planted
give a copious supply of water, and if in summer, cover
the surface to the extent of the roots with Cocoa-nut
refuse, about 2 irches thick ; other kinds of mulching
will do as well as this fibre, but do not look so neat.

Supposing the Magnolia to be planted as above
described, the after management is very easy. Fix it

to the wall, and if the weather be very dry after the
growth has commenced, give it copious waterings
occasionally during the first season. Plants of the
Exmouth variety of M. grandiflora will flower from
2 feet high and upwards. The period of flowering is from
the latter end of July through the month of August.
The flowers are borne at the end of the branches, and
are very large, of a creamy-white colour, and emit a
very powerful and agreeable odour. £.]
Polemonium cceruleum variegatum.—I am pleased to

confirm all that Mr. D. Thomson says about the beauty
of this plant. Nothing can exceed it in elegance, and
the comparison to a variegated Fern (see p. 998) is the
only one that can do it anything like justice. It
would confer a great favour on your readers if Mr.
Thomson would give his mode of increasing and
growing this lovely gem. In ordinary hands it is

somewhat difficult to increase ; it also looks best when
flanled rather thinly and confined to a single crown,
t would answer the purpose of any nurseryman who

has a stock to advertise in your columns. If known to
your readers, 100,000 might be sold between this and
next May. I believe it is quite hardy, even in
Scotland; but Mr. Thomson's opinion on this point
and the others indicated would be received as a personal
favour by many as well as by A Practical Hand.

Trees for India : Black Italian Poplar.—Can the

Black Italian Poplar (P. monilifera) be raised pretty
easily from seed ? Prom its reputed rapid growth I

am anxious to introduce it upon some hills in India,
about 7000 feet above the sea, where fire-wood is yearly
becoming more .scarce. Or could you recommend any
other trees of quick growth for such a purpose which
I could send to India in the .shape of seed. F.R.HS.
[The Black Italian Poplar propagat.es so freely from
cuttings that the seed is not usually saved. It could
however doubtless be obtained if an order were given
to any leading nurseryman in France or England not
later than the month of April, as the seeds ripen in
May. If you procure fertile seeds the process of raising
them is easy. For other trees of quick growth try the
Acacia (Robinia Pseud-Acacia), the Lime (Tilia
europaja), the Plane (Platanus orientalis and acerifolia),
the Norway Maple (Acerplatanoides), and the Sycamore
(AcerPseudo-Platanus). Eds.]

Double-Jlowered Pomegranate. — How should I
manage a plant of this which I have growing against a
south wall ? It has been planted for some'years, but it

blossoms shyly, and is very uncertain, .S. L. [See some
remarks in another column. If the tree is growing
very vigorously, open a trench about a foot and a half
from the stem, and cut oS' the roots, and place some
slates or flat stones to prevent the roots from spreading.
This wiU facilitate its flowering. The Pomegranat«,
however, flowers much more readily after its luxuriant
growth is checked by age, i. e., old trees flower more
freely than younger ones. IS.]

The Royal Horticultural Society.—In a leading
article at p. 921, reference is made to the Royal Horti-
cultural Society " being at last willing to take counsel
with practical men." This suggests the inquiry—why
it is that so few practical gardeners are members of it?

and how did it come to pass that the guinea subscrip-
tion for gardeners was abolished? At one period, I
believe, there were a considerable number of guinea
subscribers ; there were also, if I mistake not, corre-
sponding members, which included some, if not many,
fardeners. I understand that the late Sir Joseph
'axton continued a guinea subscriber till his death, as

well as Mr. Donald Beaton, and others. I would
suggest to the authorities that the guinea membership
for practical gardeners, and a corresponding member-
ship—as a reward of and an encouragement to the
development of talent,— be at once restored.

I believe many gardeners would subscribe one
guinea who cannot afford two or four, the present
rat«s of subscription. They would do this all the more
readily if a Genera! Registry Otfice for gardeners were
established in connection with the Society, as already
recommended in your columns. Neither are practical

men so unreasonable as to expect as much from the
Society for their one guinea as other classes receive for

four. Fellows paying two guineas a year, or 20 guineas
for life, have about half of the advantages of those who
pay four or 40 ; therefore Fellows subscribing 1 guinea
a year, or 10 guineas for life, might reasonably claim a
fourth part of them. But as several of these—such
as a share of the fruit, plants, &.G., would be of
no advantage to gardeners, others, such as a system
of registration, might be substituted for them.
Free admission to one or more of the great shows
might also be given in lieu of so many orders.

It would, however, be desirable to have several orders
to allow their friends, and young men under gardeners,
to visit both Chiswick and Kensington ^vhen they
wished. The right of voting at all meetings must also

be preserved to the guinea subscribers. This would
infuse new blood, and popularise the Society. If the
thousands of practical gardeners throughout the
country would become members, its prosperity would
be ensured. The accession of such members would not
cause a loss of those of higher rank, for nothing would
tend more to the advancement of the interests of the
upper classes than that their gardeners should become
part and parcel of the Royal Horticultural Society,

which ought to be the highest exponent and embodi-
ment of British gardening. D. T. F.

Arentie Trees.—Can any of your correspondents
inform me what sort of a tree the Pterocarya caucasica
would make for an avenue? I recently saw what
appeared to me a capital specimen in the Arboretum of
the Cambridge Botanic Gardens, quite green with leaf,

while the other trees were brown with autumn. AVhat
is the experience of your readers in respect to this tree?
7r. M. F.
The Scillas. — For the embellishment of the select

spring garden. Squills are gems of the purest water.
Hardy and easily grown as the Crocus, indeed often
much more so, they are capable of producing an
astonishing amount of beauty in the flower garden,
the shrubbery or rockwork, or the mixed border.
What can equal wide and well-established tufts of
S. sibirica, looking as if it had derived its colour not
from the root or the earth, but from the brightest and
bluest of skies ? Nothing in the way of a sprini
flower touches it, except its unaccountably neglectet-
brother S. biiolia, whicli when seen in bloom in some
quantity, is one of the very best of aU beautiful hardy
bulbs. It is much freer to grow and flower than
sibirica, and propagates with rapidity. Then there is

the diminutive starry-looking S. priecox, both white
and blue, too scarce however for general adoption ; the
pretty little S. rosea which mu.st prove eflective when
used in quantity ; the rather loose-looking S. amcena,
though fine ; and as good as any, the several varieties of
S. campanulata, the white being a charming plant, and
also the major variety. S. hyacinthoides, too, is a good
free and strong kind in the way of campanulata ; and
patula is good in the same direction, as are the several

varieties of the common Blue bell, pink and white.
Of course there are many other kinds, and doubtless
some of them of great merit ; but they are too scarce

to be talked of yet. Mr. R. Farmer "has a surprising

I
number of species, or so-called species, in his garden at

Horusey, to which they have been gathered from all

sources, both British and roiil ni('iii:il : ;nii| 1 ;iin not
without hope of having to rc'con I ilml Mnim dl llH-c:iro
well worthy of culture, but :il ].i(s,.|ii nurlncil kinds
u-e comparatively few. However.cven tlioseonnmerated,
ind notably S. bifolia, are often diflicult to obtain, because
nurserymen do not grow them. Even soraeof the Dutch
,'rovvers do not keep bifolia, for I remember once having
4ivcn Mr. Byvoet a handful of it, he never h.aving
li.ard of ils merits. Therefore it may he useful to
-laic (liiit Mr. J. B. Mackay, of Totteridge, Herts has
1 large stock of this plant, and also of others of the
Squills named. Beginning originallj; with a few bulbs
')f each, and being fond of the family, he has given
lliom room to grow as they liked, and the result is

that every spring a considerable portion of his garden
is sheeted with various shades of blue, and also with
white and pink from the vars. of nutans and cam-
panulata. He has so large a stock of some {many
large beds of bifolia, for instance), that ho is ready to
exchange them for other plants. Scilla.

Classification of Bedding Pelargoniums.—It is very
requisite, now that so many new varieties of bedding
Pelargoniums are being introduced, that a proper
system of classification should be adopted, but the more
plain and simple the terms used the better. There are
many gardeners, who although exceedingly intelligent
as horticulturists, would be much confused if the
suggestions of your correspondent (see p. 995) were
carried out. Allow me to contriljute ray humble ideas
on the subject. I should propose that the plain-
foliaged section, whether green or sulphur-coloured,
should be classed as Plain-leaved, or Selfs; in this would
be admitted Christine, Lady Middleton, Tom Thumb,
&c. All kinds with green or sulphur leaves having
zones should be called Zonal ; this would include
Madame Vaucher, Dr. Lindley, Luna, Mrs. Milford,
&c. The type generally recognised as Golden Tricolor
might be styled Golden Variegated Zonal, incli ding
Mrs. Pollock, Sunset, Lucy Grieve, kc. ; and the
Silver Tricolors might be called Silver-variegated
Zonal, these including Italia Unita, Burning Bush, &c.
These terms would doubtless be better understood, as
the so-called tricolors really contain more than
three colours, for wherever the yellow or white
radiates, and comes in contact with the zone, there
red becomes apparent, making four distinct colours.
The term " bicolor " cannot be used as proposed, for I
possess in myown collection of seedhngs not less than six

kinds ofvarieties, quite distinct in colour and markings,
to which it would apply. I should recommend those
containing two or more colours, without a zone, taking
Golden Chain, Golden Fleece, &c., as examples, to be
still called Golden-variegated ; and the class represented
by Silver Chain, Alma, Bijou, &o., to retain its title of
Silver-variegated. The last to be named is the metallic-
leaved, not generally known to the floricultural public.
In this group the leaf is almost wholly black, with a
narrow margin of green, or red and black in the centre,
with narrow yeUow margin. A suitable term for these
would be Bronze-leaved. Should any other new
features be produced, they would be provided for, in

the various classes I have named ; for instance, we may
expect to see, ere long, varieties marked entirely contrary
to Mrs. Pollock, namely yellow disk, red and chocolate
zone, and green edge—such might be included in the
golden-variegated zonal group. Wm. Groom, Ipswichi
Antennaria tomentosa.—The best of all dwarf silvery-

leaved plants. It is very dwarf and spreading, scarcely
rises above the ground in fact, but forms a dense
carpet of little flat spreading silvery leaves, and will

prove a gem for those who wish for novelty and refine-
ment in bedding-out. Of course it will not do for

immediate association with strong-growing stuff, such
as Verbenas, Pelargoniums, &c., but we are not for the
future to be confined to such as these, and nothing will

be found better for margining such exquisite arrange-
ments as may have been seen at Battersea during the
past season. This applies in a nearly equal degree to all

those exquisite little Alpine plants which offer such a
mine of beauty to the judicious planter. Many of us
have seen how well Sempervivum califomicum looked
at Battersea, and not a few of the glaucous Sedums and
Saxifrages are capable of producing equal or better
effects when tried. This Antennaria requires to be
cut off from the coarser stuff at all events, say by a line

of a strongish Sempervivum or some other plant of

moderate size, or by a space, and to be planted in a
somewhat wide belt, as it was at the Wellington Nur-
sery during the past summer. But if regularly planted
it very soon forms that of itself It is somewhat like our
own little mountain Antennarias in size and aspect, but
whiter. I had it from Mr. Niven, of Hull, about four

years ago, and have found it easy of propagation. It

died, however, on wet ground in winter, and though it

may survive on more favourable soil, the best way will

Srobably be to keep it during winter in small pots in

ry cold frames or pits, and in light soil. For the
following note with respect to its origin I am indebted

to Mr. N iven :

—
" It is a native of the Rocky Mountains,

from which it was sent along with another very pretlj'

silvery-leaved species—even dwarfer, if that be possible

—about the year 1848. We never had a specific name
for either of them, and I find on referring to my notes

that I could not identify either species with any
described in De Candolle. So I was obliged to christen

it myself ; it very rarely flowers—indeed, it has not done
so with us at all, though it did very sparingly at Kew
one season. I should like^ much to get hold of the
other species, but fear it is lost; it was like a very
broad-leaved form of A. alpina." A choicer or a better

edging plant has not been brought out for years. Thi.^
with Alternanthera paronychioides, and Chrysanthe-
mum Sensation are the three best and most distinct

bedding plants of the past season. IF. S.
Chrysanthemum Sensation.—Having bedded out this

Chrysanthemum extensively, both this season and last,

I may venture to ofl'er an opinion as to its merits.

I think it will prove to be one of the most distinct and
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useful plants for the ornameutatioQ of the flower

garden that has been introduced for some time. In
constitution it does not differ from other kinds of

Pompons. As regards height it averages from 12 to

13 inches, and by keeping it topped down, which it will

hear to any extent, it soon assumes the shape of nice

sturdy plants, the leaves of which are beautifully varie-

gated, and look well even when the plants are out of

flower. This variety is also easily managed. Plants

of it taken up in autnmn and potted will be found

valuable for the decoration of the greenhouse or con-

servatory. It has been greatly admiVed here, and has,

in short, become quite a favourite in this part of the

country. James Tegg, The Gardens, Clumber.

Large Cucumbers—Ihree very large Cucumbers
have been grown byMr. Joseph Hamilton, of Botcherby.

Thev measured respectively 33, 34, and 3;» inches m
length, and weighed 5 lb., 6 lb., and /"J lb. They are of

the varieties called British Volunteer and Invincible.

The latter took the two head prizes at the great Horti-

cultural International Exhibition at South Kensington

in May last. James Armstrong, Carlisle, Oct. 24.

Northern LimU of Trees in Britain.—ULy eminent

friend. Professor Heer, of Zurich, being desirous of

ascertaining the precise northern limits in Great

Britain of the following trees, I should feel very

much obliged if j;our readers in the North would help

me to answer h^im. Our west-coast climate difiersso

much from the east, that I should be glad of informa-

tion, through your pages, from both sides of the island

and from Ireland. It would be further interesting to

add, whether the plants in question fruit, or thrive

without fruiting, or merely exist ; and whether they

require winter protection. Sequoia sempervirens, S.

gigantea(Wellingtonia), Salisburia biloba, Ficus Carica,

Diospyros Lotus, Primus lusitanica, ftlyptostrobus

heterophyllus. J. D. Hooker, Kew. [Some interesting

details on these points, with special reierence to Ireland,

were given in the paper on the climate, etc., of Ireland

by Dr. Moore and Mr. A. G. More, read at the
Botanical Congress. The paper will shortly be published

in the forthcoming Report.—Eds.]
Cobcea scandens variegata.—Few plants are better

suited for covering rafters or trellis work in the con-
servatory than this. It grows ama2ingl.y fast, and
when properly attended to as regards training, it is not
long in running over as much of the house fis may be
required. In spring I procured a plant of it about
18 inches high, the stem of which was no thicker

than an ordinary straw. I had a compost made up of

peat, leaf-mould, loam, old mortar (sifted), and a
sprinkling of silver sand, all well mixed together, and
in good working order ready to plant in. The conser-

vatory here is built partly of wood, partly of iron,

with girders about 10 or 12 feet apart lor supporting the
roof, which is 30 feet high. In the passage, perpendicular
to each girder, places are cut out in the stone pave-
ment for the introduction of climbers. I had all the

old soil taken out of one of these, to the depth of

2 feet, a layer of G inches of brickbats put over the
bottom, and over the brickbats a layer of rough peat.

The compost just named was then rammed in as

tightly as possible, and made altogether as hard as

its soft character would allow. A hole was then cut

out with the trowel, the ball was broken and the roots

spread out as far as they would go, covering all over,

pressing the soil down firmly with the hands, and
finishing off with a slight watering to settle

the mould about the roots. Thus situated the

plant was not long in making fresh roots in its

new quarters, and before a month was over it

had grown 6 feet, indicating, at the same time,

by its robustness and beautifully variegated leaves, that

the compost was just to its liking. At the time I write

(Oct. 22d) it has covered one of the girders 50 feet in

length, and part of two others, besides having dozens of

shoots hanging do\vn in graceful festoons all over its

entire length. Moreover it has blossomed freely, but
the flowers are nothing compared with the fine effect

produced by its leaves. I find no trouble in keeping it

olean and free from insect pests, to which most
climbers are subject. It wants only to be better

known to find a place in every conservatoiy where
climbers are grown. A. Peitigrexo, Richings Park.

3 at either the torceau, which rarely

e accustomed tu get.

Apples were plentiful, but there was nothing rem
among them ; as a rule they were far behind those g'

shown ill England, both in size and quality, and i

instances they were wrongly named.
Among plants were some good Ferns from the

..... ... Q. Sauuders, and an interesting collection of Zonal and
varicjated Pelargoniums from Mr. Pond, including sever.al

specimens of a seedling called Grandraa.ster. closely resembling
Mrs. Pollock, but a much stronger grower, and no doubt
calculated to make fine pot specimens ; it is also an abundant
bloomer. The exhibitors of plants might gain consider-able

information by a visit to some of our great Horticultural

Shows.

Jersey Horticultural : Oct. 24.—The annual exhibition of

this Society was held in the Vegetable Market at St. Helier's,

n building very well adapted fur the purpose, being light and
well ventilated, though a little attention to decoration would
have much improved its appearance, and given visitors an idea
of its adaptability to other purposes than that of a market.
The frequenters of flower shows in England would have a very

sarry notion of a Channel Island show on enteiing this

scantily filled building, scarcely anything besides the Pears
being shown worthy of notice. In. the classes for these superb
fiuits. for which the Island is so justly celebrated, some
wonderful specimens were produced. Among the 50 varieties

shown by Mr. Thomas, of St. Heher's, which took the
1st prize, were remarkable examples of Qrosae Calabasse,

Beurr^ Bosc, Glou Morceau, Savarin, Belle de Jersey, Chau-
niontel, Catillac, Duchesse d'Angoulgme, General Todleben,
Colmar, Van Mons L^on le Clerc, Crassane, Doyenne du
Cornice, and Spanish Bon Chretien. In the 2d prize collec-

Uun, which fell to the lot of Mr. Pluck, of St. Helier's,

wei-e extraordinary specimens of Belle de Jersey, weighing
upwards of 2 J lb. ; also good exaroples of Duchesse d'Angou-
l&me, Chaumontel, Marie Louise, Beurr^ Diel, Napoleon, and
others ; but perhaps the most remarkable Pears were some
finely-formed well-coloured specimens of Beurr^ Clairtreau,

shown by Mi*. J*ond. of the Vineries, St. Aubin's, and weighing
over li lb. each. This variety is not sufficiently known

'

Eughmd ; it ought to be planted in every garden where Pears
are i;rown, being a most abundant beiiier. even in its yi

state, and the fruit good in all situ ui' ij. ^T; Trind

exhibited some good Muscat and Gri'> ' '
•':•

Although nearly all the varieties <>i i . ^ n ir

Channel Islands to a much larger si>:' ;;.,.;i ... _. inmlly see
in England, yet certain kinds appear Lu .hiivc l^uLtLjr in, the
Midland Coimties of England than in Jersey. Among these
kinds may be mentioned Marie Louise, Napoleon, and Glou

5<rottces of Uoofes,
1. The Birds of Middlescv : a Contribution to the

Natural History of the Countij. By J. E. Harting,

FZ.S. London: 1866. Svo, pp. 2Si.

2. A Dictionary of British Birds: reprinted from
Moyitagn's Ornithological Dictionary. Compiled
and edited by Edward Newman, P.L.S. London:
1866. Crown 8vo, pp. 400.

Readers accustomed to look on Middlesex as a mere
suburb of London, and not conversant with birds

unless it be with the grubby little sparrows who are as

thoroughly at home in the great metropolis as they are

everywhere else, will be rather surprised to find

enumerated in the book before us no fewer than 225

feathered bipeds. In spite of the encroachments of

bricks and mortar, in spite of railways and factories, in

spite of the army of ragged vagabonds who infest the

fields in the neighbourhood of London, plying their

wretched trade and ensnaring nightingales, linnets,

larks, and goldfinches, by the score, and wdio, as if in

mockery, are generally busier on the Sunday than on
any other day—in spite of all these hostile circum-

stances, there are still enough left for a very pleasant

book to be written about them. Among their enemies

we might fairly have enumerated the naturalists, who
on catching sight,of a rare bird know no peace till it

is shot. It is, we fear, quite impossible wholly to

prevent this destruction, but if there is one means
more than another, it must be by the perusal of such a

work as that before us, wherein it may be seen—though
even our author is too fond of villainous powder—how
infinitely greater is the pleasure to be derived, how
much more valuable the knowledge to be obtained,

from the study of the habits of birds than from the

possession of a glass-eyed mummy in the semblance of

a bird. Prom what we have said it will be seen that

Mr. Harting's is no mere catalogue of names, but a

valuable and very interesting account of the manners
and customs of the birds found in the metropolitan

county, an account founded for the most part on the

personal observation of the author, whose task has

evidently been a labour of love. As an illustration of

the author's style we extract the following account of

a gull (Larus marinus), which he kept in captivity :—
" Nothing seems to come amiss to him,—meat, both

raw and cooked, fish, mice, small birds, snails, worms,

and flies, are all consumed in turns, as opportunity

off^irs. If a live mouse is turned down on the lawn

before him, he at once gives chase, and, coursing

rapidly in pursuit of it, like a wagtail after a fly, seizes

it witli unerring aim behind ti.e head, and after a sharp

pinch or two, which crushes the skull and larger bones,

the unfortunate mouse is swallowed whole. Sparrows

and other small birds are treated in the same way,

being invariably first crushed, and then swallowed,

head first, whole. In this way I have seen him take

five sparrows in rapid succession.
" A curious fact with regard to this gull is that he

catches sparrows for himself very dexterously, and the

way in which he does it is this :—About the time that

the fowls are being fed, he makes his way to the

poultry-yard, and, mingling with the hens, walks very

slowly about with head drawn in, so as to make his neck

look very short, and as if, in fact, he were trying to look

as much like a fowl as possible. As soon as the general

rush for the grain is over, the sparrows drop down one

by one, and then it is that the gull, drawing gradually

w'ithin reach, suddenly darts out his long neck and
seizes an unfortunate sparrow by the head. So rapidly

is this done that escape for the unsuspecting sparrow is

hopeless, and in another second he is crushed and
devoured.

" As I have said, this gull has swallowed as_ many as

five sparrows at a meal, and his capacity in this respect

is very wonderful. On one occasion a cat brought two

of her kittens out upon the lawn to enjoy the sun, but

while engaged in bringing the second, the first was

unceremoniously carried off by the gull, who thought,

no doubt, he had secured a good meal. Instead of

tearing it up piecemeal, however, as a hawk would have

done, he vainly endeavoured to swallow it whole, and

while thus engaged he was discovered by a horrified

member of the family with the kitten's head down his

throat, while he was making frantic efforts to get the

rest of the body to follow. Of course the poor kitten

was rescued and restored to its anxious mother, and the

gull was left to testify his disappointment by the most

discordant cries.
" A Uttle white terrier is extremely jealous of the

gull, and whenever the latter appears at the window to

be fed, the dog rushes forward, barking furiously, but

always contriving to keep just out of reach of the for-

midable bill. One day the dog was observed in the

garden, trotting slowly towards the house, while his

enemy the gull was standing unseen by him behind a

Laurustinus, as if watching for an opportunity to be

revenged. No sooner had the dog passed the shrub

than he was seized by the back, violently shaken, and

carried, howling, across (he lawp, without offering the

least retaliation. He was then released, and probably

never ran so fast in his life before as he then did, to

escape. Ever since he has kept at a most respectful

distance, and, whenever he is obliged to pass by the
gull, his walk quickens to a trot, and the trot to a
gallop, as if his ribs still smarted with the sharp digs he
had received.

" In the garden this gull is very useful, feeding upon
snails, worms, and beetles, and I have several times

seen him running like a wagtail in pursuit of flies and
moths.

" He is now so tame that he comes up to the house
to be fed, and will take a sparrow from my hand.
When he feels hungry he usually makes his presence

known by a loud trumpeting or braying, which often

has the desired effect ; but occasionally, when I have
passed him without taking any notice, I have received

a reminder in the shape of a sharp pinch in the calf

of the leg."

We have given precedence to the newer volume, as

there is no need of an introduction for so well known
and highly-esteemed a work as Montagu's " Ornitho-
logical Dictionary." By means of a close type and a

double column, Mr. Newman, the present editor, has

been enabled to retain the whole of the original

text and the supplement ; and to incorjjorate from the
Zoologist and other publications the copious additional

information which has accumulated since the publica-

tion of the author's supplement. We are by no means
sure whether the editor would not have done
better to have acted on his own convictions, and
eliminated a great number of species " which have

been erroneously recorded as native, but which h,ave

not the slightest claim to the title of British birds."

If, as he says he believes, "the utmost injury has

resulted to science from the desire to multiply the

number of our species," it would have been better to

have omitted the intruders altogether, for by
admitting them, even with the necessary qualifications,

he to a certain extent fosters the silly vanity or the

disingenuous greed that he so properly condemns.
Nevertheless the thanks of British naturalists are

well-earned by Mr. Newman for bringing this standard

work of reference up to the present time, and preseiit-

ing it to the working naturalist in a cheap and readily

accessible form. We ought to add that the value of the

book is enhanced by a reference to the figure of each

bird in the third edition of Yarrell's " History of

British Birds," and to its egg as depicted in Hewitson's
" Oology."

(Stuttgart;The first Part of Nestel's Rosengarten

E. Schweizerbart'sche Verlagshandlung und Druckerei

1866,) has just been issued. It is a quarto publication

devoted to Roses, and the Part before us contains

plates very well executed in chromolithography, and
accompanied by descriptions of the following varieties,

namely. Baron Gonella, Senateur Vaisse, Fortune's

Double Yellow, and Madame Charles Wood. The
illustrations are ofthe " artistic" class, with more depth
than is usually seen in flower portraits executed by
this process, though in some cases the colours are too

harshly contrasted. It is rather a book for the drawing-

room table, than for the garden library.

Mr. Hartland, of the Lough Nurseries, Cork, has

published a coloured lithograph, showing well the

appearance of his golden-variegated variety of the

Wellingtonia (p. 948). Messrs. E. G. Henderson
and Son have issued a coloured plate in illus-

tration of their double Violets—King of Violets,

purple, with a whitish centre ; and Queen of Violets,

wholly white. The flowers are not only double,

but wholly regular in form. Prom the same firm

we have also a coloured plate of Camellias :

—
1, Elvira Bianchini, pale flesh-coloured, the petals

rounded, incurved at the margin, and irregularly

striped with pink ; 2, Generd Cialdini, flowers

pink, petals pointed, striped with red; 3, Zonaide

Vanzi, petals roundish, or somewhat pointed, striped

with red. Of Tricolor and other Pelargoniums,

isilessrs. E. G. Henderson figure leaves of Sophia Duma-
resque, green centre, yellow edge, intermediate zone,

irregular in outline, black, edged with red, and with

radiating green spots ; Canary Bird, Neatuuss. and
Mrs. Longfield, have each a yellow ground, ivith a

ruddy or bronze zone ; Edwin Pitzpatrick, ground
yellow, centre imperfectly green, zone irregular-

black, green, and red irregularly mixed ; Silver Star,

green centre, whitish edge, zone irregular—crimson

and black ; Italian Beauty, green centre, white edge,

intermediate zone irregular—black, crimson, and green.

r.vT\LOGUEs Received. -Of Poroign lists we have:
^ ;< r-,. ,,/,((, Nos. 115 and

1
1 , ,i ,

i
, , , .

. ,: :

'
' 'illi-otion of stove

,,
,

,, ,:. >,
,

'
. ilia-i, &c. ; Amb.

]', ',
, , i.ii.hi' /'.;. <''

' 'm'. 70, a general

cataloghc of'plauts;' J. n-nv/,-;.' " ((iliciiti. Prix

Courant, No. 10, also a general r.ii -hi m ,il pl:iiils rich

in Azaleas and Camellias ; A. Li'm:, (.Viimi.-I, .Supple-

ment au Catalogue, embraces IVuit and oniaiuoiital

trees, and announc«6 a " Dictionuaire de Pomologie,"

in five octavo volumes; Eughie Verdier flls ainS

(Paris), Rosiers Noureaux pour 1836-7.

inovms' dFloluers.
The use of Eaely-flowebing Tulips in the

planting of out-door spring gardens has been con-

tended for in more than one instance, on the grounds

that they are " easily accessible, highly attractive, and

deeply interesting." They are easily accessible, inas-

much as many of the most useful are what are generally

denominated the cheap kinds, and can be purchased in

quantity at a moderate price; they are highly

attractive, comprising as they do, many colours of nch
hue and depth, as well as combinations of colours in

the form of edged and striped flowers, quite gorgeous in

appearance, and very striking to the eye, and they more-

over remain generally in bloom for a long period when
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grown in masses ; they are deeply interesting because
of blooming at a season of the year when out-door
flowers are by no means plentiful, and because there is

always about them a novelty and freshness imparted
by the rare combination of colours they possess, aud
a charm which they never seem to lose for every one.

like the Rose, the Tulip is petted by men of high
and low degree alike, gracing the parterre of the mag-
nificent terrace garden of a palatial mansion, and
gilding the humble flower bed of the cottager.

From a set of about 60 varieties of early single Tulips
grown by me last season, for the purpose of proving
their fitness for bedding purposes, I have selected some
30 kinds, and with the names ni' llii'se I shall give, what
I think will be generally ijicciiiable. soroe idea of

the height to which eaeli kind •^mw <, and the order of
succession in their flowering. The collection referred to

was grown in a rich soil, composed mainly of loam,
rotted manure, and a liberal admi.\ture of common
road sand, but the plot of ground occupied a cold

fiosition, which no doubt to some extent made them a
ittle backward, as they were, besides which I was a

little late in planting them.
I have thought it best to form them into groups

;

the first representing divisions of colour, as a guide to

planters; the second representing the average height
to which each flower attains; thelast representing the
order of flowering that I have invariably observed.

Of scarlet and crimson Self flowers there are Ver-
milion Brillant; Van Vondel, a magnificent silken

rosy-crimson variety; Sunbeam, very bright; Gari-
baldi, Fireball, Feu Rouge, Scarlet Van Thol, and
Couleur Cardinal. These are all distinct in colour,

or in size and build, and can be selected from at

pleasure. E.xcepting Van Vondel and Vermilion
Brillant, they are not high-priced kinds. Self flowers

of rose aud lilac shades occur in Proserpine, Van der
Neer, one of the darkest, and also of fine quality

;

Florida, and Moliere. The two last will sometimes
come slightly flaked with white, but they are

in reality selfs. Self yellows ai'e Yellow Pottebakker,
which in rich soil will often come fiaked with
red; Golden or Yellow Prince, one of the best

yellows ; and Golden Eagle, bright canary, very
distinct, but somewhat late in blooming. I

cannot recommend the yellow Van Thol, it is too
flimsy to stand much exposure to rough weather. Of
butf-coloured Self flowers there are Thomas Moore
and Due d'Orange, the latter perhaps more properly
an edged flower, but it can be classed with the Selfs, as

the two colours of which it is composed bear a
similarity the one to the other. Whites consist of
White Pottebakker, the best white flower grown

;

White Eagle, a creamy white ; and Rosa Mundi, white
faintly sullused with rose. Queen Victoria is said to be
a larger form of the last, but I have not yet found a
tangible difierence.

Edged, or tipped flowers, form a more select list.

Those having a base of crimson, edged with gold or
yellow, are Keizer's Kroon; Commandant, crimson,
slightly edged with gold, a large flower ; and Duchesse
do Parma ; the former one of the finest early single

Tulips grown ; Superintendent, violet purple, edged
with whit« ; Rose Grisdeline, a very pleasing shade of
silken lilac rose, edged with white ; Wapen van Leyden,
white, heavily tipped with bright rose; and Belle
Lisette, white, tipped and flaked with rosy carmine,
very pretty.

The striped flowers include Bruid Van Haarlem and
Royal Standard, somewhat of the same character;
Couleur Ponceau, rosy crimson, with a flame of white
along each petal ; Clarimond, striped with white

;

Fabiola, rosy purple with white stripes, very fine;

Mathilde, rosy scarlet, flaked with violet and feathered
with white ; Cerise de France, white^ striped with rosy
carmine, very pretty ; Globe de Rigaud, pale violet

faintly streaked with white, though some of the flowers
will come selfs; and Marquis de Wessenrode, gold,

slightly striped with red, a large, very distinct, and
showy flower.

The average height of grovrth of the foregoing may
be stated as follows. From 6 to 9 inches: Scarlet
Van Thol, Vermilion Brillant, Ceri.se de France, Belle
Lisette, White Pottebakker, Superintendent, Florida,
Sunbeam, Fireball, Golden Prince, Fabiola, and Com-
mandant. Of these I found the two first to be slightly

thedwarfest. From 9to 12 inches: Proseniine, Keiner's
Kroon, Van der Neer, Clarimond, Van V'ondel, Gari-
baldi, Rosa Mundi, Rose Grisdeline, Royal Standard,
Bruid van Haarlem, Moliere, White Eagle, Mathilde,
and Globe de Rigaud. From 12 to 15 inches : Yellow
Pottebakker, Couleur Ponceau, Feu Rouge, Couleur
Cardinal, Thomas Moore, and Marquis de Wessenrode.
From 15 to 18 inches ; Due d'Orange, and Wapen
Van Leyden.

I found that the above-named sorts bloomed in the
following order:—Scarlet Van Thol, Keizer's Kroon,
White Pottebakker, Proserpine, Yellow Pottebakker,
White Eagle, Yellow Van Thol, Vermilion Brillant,

Clarimond, Van Vondel, Moliere, Golden Prince, Duo
d'Orange, Feu Rouge, - Royal Standard, Garibaldi,
Marquis de Wessenrode, Rosa Mundi, Florida, Fireball
Commandant, Sunbeam, Rose Grisdeline, Wapen Van
Leyden, Mathilde, Fabiola, Cerise de Prance, Belle
Lisette, Couleur Cardinal, Van der Neer, Super-
iiitendent, Duchesse de Parma, Globe de Rigaud, and
Golden Eagle. The opening of this batch of flowers
may be roughly stated as extending over a fortnight.

The results here set down must not, however, be
taken as arbitrary or final. Generally I believe it will

be found to be correct, but there will be certain
exceptions to it under another trial. Soil and situation

both must have much to do with the matter, and a rule
must not be framed from one trial.

I found one mo.'it indispensable condition of succe,ss

in blooming to consist in the application of plenty of

water in dry weather. We often get very dry weather
during the blooming season ; and as the roots of the

Tulips do not descend far into the soil, on no account
must the soil about the surface be allowed to get dry.

Water can easily be administered without its coming
into contact with the flowers, though, judging from my
own experience, I take the precaution to be of small
importance. Invariably I watered over-head with a
rose wateriog-not.
When the nowering season is over, and the bulbs

are to be removed to make room for the bedding
stulf, a dry day should be selected for the purpose.
The bulbs should be removed with a little soil

adhering to the roots, and after being allowed to dry
for a very short time in the sun, can be put away into
paper bags, aud placed on some dry shelf till the plant-
ing season comes round again. By this method but,

little trouble is incun'ed ; there will be a good increase
of roots each year ; and with the occasional addition of

a few more varieties, a very interesting collection can
always be retained—there will be "enough and to

spare." Quo.

Cf)e flpiaiT).
HrvE3 AND Supers.—I intend to have made some

of those flat-topped straw hives (which are described
at p. 343), to supersede, next spring, the common
straw hives with which I have been working this year;

and before having them made, I should be glad if you
could tell me what was the result of the experiment
tried by another of your correspondents (C. W. Strick-

land), who adopted a different size and shape ( I think
wider and shallower than those recommended by you),
to see which would produce most honey.
Do you think if the flat top of the hive could also be

of straw that it might lessen the chance of internal

damp? What is the object of having the super of an
octagon shape ? and also what are the advantages of

their being furnished with bars?
If you have not forgctten my questions about putting

on supers in July, to which you kindly replied on the
7th of that month, you will perhaps be interested in

hearing the result of my supers which were put on
before your answer came, as I found that the bees

clustering outside had also begun to build combs there.

I allowed the supers to remain on four weeks, and on
removing them found them to contain 5 lb. each of

honey and wax. I noticed that the super from the
stock hive had a good deal of pollen, while that from
the swarm had only one or two cells of it ; can you tell

me the reason ?

Only a little of the honey was sealed, and none of it

was of the pure light colour which I always thought to

be the property of good honey ; but I was too proud of

showing any harvest at all from my bees, to leave it for

thera to consume, which I suppose you would have
advised. A Young Apiarian, Warwick.
[We do not know the result of Mr. Strickland's experi-

ments with flat-topped hives of larger dimensions
than those recommended and described at page 343.

Perhaps he would kindly give the desired information.

Unless your district is a very good one for bees, we
should not think a larger hive than the one described,

to be advisable.

The top being made of straw, would certainly tend
to lessen the chance of moisture condensing within the
hive. The chief disadvantages are, the difficulty of

preventing the top sinking in with the weight of

combs; aud the diminished facilities for working
supers. We have had these hives in use for many
years, and have never had cause to complain of injury

from internal moisture. If preferred, during winter
the three holes for communication may be left open,
and a mat of straw, or some woollen material, may be

laid lightly over. This plan is conducive to the
presers'ation of the hives from condensed moisture, to

freedom from dysentery, and to the general health of

the bees.

There is no particular object in having octagonal-

shaped supers, except their being more handy for

round hives than square supers would be. On the
whole, however, we have had greater success with
octagonal glass-box supers than with those of any other
kind or shape.
You delayed much too long in giving room to your

over-crowded bees ; the best of the honey season was
thus sacrificed. Had you afl'orded access to suitable-

sized supers at the proper time, your honey harvest
would in all probability have been very much larger.

It is not easy to give the reason why more pollen

should have been stored in one super than another.
In supers of from 40 to 80 lb., which we have been
fortunate enough to obtain this season, we have had
not a cell of pollen.

We hope you may have a better result to relate

next year. Keep the empty comb, if worker-celled, for

the purpose of inducing the bees to commence opera-

tions in the supers.]

Garden Memoranda.
Mb. Rivebs' Nubseries, Sawbridgewoeth

^continued fro>n p. 999).—Closely allied to the cordons
in utility,^ cheapness, and universality should be
Ground Vineries— not necessarily, as their name
would import, for the culture of the Grape only,

but for the growth of any fruit trained horizontally
near the surface, or as cordons. These may be
defined as miniature span-roofed houses, about 3 feet

high and 4 feet wide, made in from 7 to 10 feet

lengths ; they can, in fact, be made to any size, 2 inches

by 2 or 2 by 3, and in any length to suit the pur-

chaser. The above is a convenient size, and would
cost from 6s. to 7s. per length made with good deal, well

painted, and glazed with 16-oz. sheet glass. They are

complete in themselves ; but like other houses with
this character, may advantageously be placed on bricks

;

six or twelve bricks to a length will, however, suffice,

according as the houses are raised one or two or more

bricks from the surface of the ground. The spaces
between the bricks and the ground are the ventilators.

At Sawbridgeworth the Vine rods were carried along
about a foot from the ground^ or on the ground itself,

it being covered with slates in some of them and not
covered at all in others ; the Vineries were then placed
on, and,except for thinning and stopping,never removed
all summer. No border was made for the Vines, neither
had they been watered, and yet their luxuriance was
great, and their nroduce extraordinary. Night and
day the air swept tlirough them freely, not only without
injury but apparently with positive benefit. Most of

them, however, stood in more or less sheltered

positions, and in colder situations it might be better to

block up the bleakest side, leaving only the warmest
open for ventilation. None of them, however, were so

blocked here. Cordon trees were, as already stated,

grown in some of these with great success. Thus any
one who can invest say 10s. in a ground Vinery, and a
Grape Vine plant or tree, may, ifnot sit under his own
Vine, at least gather and eat his own Grapes with
great delight. On wet soils and in ungenial localities

a modification of ground Vineries would be invaluable

on fruit-tree and Vine borders ; they might be made wide
enough to protect the whole, and the entire surface

be covered with cordon Vines and other trees. Such
practice would not only be the likeliest to ensure a crop
on the walls or houses, but would certainly produce one
from the surface of the border, and might be as profit-

able as a glass wall, and cheaper than an orchard-
house. Ground Vineries, while opening up new
sources of pleasure or profit to most cultivators, ought
to prove a great boon to the poor, and I believe they
will do more than anything that has yet been intro-

duced to brin" our best fruits within tasting reach of

our toiling millions.

Before leaving the glass for the outside, I must
notice an iron house constructed by Dennis, devoted to

fruiting Orange trees and Vines. It is 60 feet by 12,

heated with eight 4-inch pipes, two on each side underthe
border, and two on each side for surface heat. Mr. Rivers
devotes his attention to good edible Oranges, as it is

well known that Oranges well ripened in this country
are much finer and higher flavoured than any that can
be imported. The fruit looked remarkably well. The
Tangierine, which generally ripens in October and
November, just coming in, and the Maltese and
St. Michael's swelling off to succeed these in December
and January. I understood on the spot that

Mr. Rivers is hardly ever without a supply of excellent

Oranges from this house. A brisk heat is necessary to

give a high flavour ; for although the trees themselves
will live and even thrive if merely protected from
frost, the perfecting of the luscious fruit demands
a degree of warmth, though we cannot command the

light, somewhat approximating to that yielded by the
sunny skies of the south of France, Spain, or Italy.

Another remarkable feature in this house was the

pot Vines growing on the top of the surface pipes.

By beginning in December, three sets of Vines
have been, or will be, ripened in this house this

season. The plants are dressed with a rich compost
composed of horse-droppings and malt-dust soaked
in liquid manure. This compost is heaped up over the
top of the pots, and retained by pieces of slate, as

already described. The roots run freely into it, and
the Grapes swell and finish well. With a plentiful

stock of plants not only an abundance, but a regular

succession of good Grapes may thus be obtained from
a single house throughout the season : a striking illustra-

tion of the advantages of the moveability of crops.

Everyone knows that Mr. Rivers is a distinguished

raiser of new varieties of fruit. It is necessary, how-
ever, to visit Sawbridgeworth to comprehend the mag-
nitude and success of his operations in this direction.

It is literally impossible to say how many seedlings

there are. Thousands of Pears, Plums, Peaches, Nec-
tarines, Apricots and Cherries are raised. There are

not many seedling Apples, as all the host sorts of

American Apples are imported, and many of

them are so good that th^ seem nearly perfect.

The seedlings that have been raised are hybrids

from the best American sorts. Of Pears an im-
mense quantity has been raised. Many of them
are fine, noble-looking fruit, but few distinct or good

enough to be sent out. In Peaches, Nectarines,

Plums, and Apricots, Mr. Rivers has been most suc-

cessful, and raised many of the finest sorts in cultiva-

tion, and many more with entirely distinct and new
characteristics. In Cherries his great aim has been

not so much to improve their quality—for that is

already very excellent—as to extend the season of this

fruit by introducing earlier and later varieties than those

we now possess. The Belle Agathe is likely yet to give

us a first-rate late Cherry. Mr. Rivers has acted upon
two distinct and opposite principles in the raising of

seedlings. The one may be defined as breeding in ; the

other as breeding out, or cross-breeding. By the first

mode the flowers are fertihsed with their oivn pollen

through several generations ; by the second they are

of course crossed with the pollen from other and widely

dissimilar varieties. The results in both cases have

been different from what might have been expected,

deeply interesting and often highly satisfactory.

Neither have the crosses been confined to the same
species. Peaches have been crossed with Nectarines,

Nectarines with Plums, and Plums with Apricots,

Apricots with Nectarines, &c. In this way new
flavours, qualities, constitutions, and endless combina-

tions of colour, and characteristics peculiar to each,

have been imparted. What is even more mysterious,

without any crossing at all, but by sirhple breeding

in and in, the wall of separation between Peaches and
Nectarines has well nigh disappeared. Nectarine

stones have often produced Peaches, and vice eers/i.

I believe I am correct in stating that most of the

yellow-fleshed Peaches have been raised from Pairchild's

Early, and the Pitmaston Orange Nectarines. Some o
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the sorts that have come true through several genera-
tions, have at last broken into new forms.
The interest and value of all these seedlings in a

scientific point of view is immensely enhanced^ by the
fact that Mr. Kivers keeps a pedigree book of all his

new stock. It was not a little gratifying to find that

the course that I have lately recommended to the
raisers of Pelargoniums and other flowers, has long

been the daily practice of the greatest originator of new
fruits. Mr. Rivers can tell in a moment the pedigree of

all his seedlings. For instance, 33 x 90, means that

the splendid-looking stewing Pear, Uvedale]s St.

Germain, ha.s been crossed with the Marie Louise, in

the hope of getting the size and beauty of the former
combined with the melting and luscious excellencies of

the latter. The numbers denote their names in the

Nursery Catalogue. And so in all other cases. Every
operation in this way is succeeded by the insertion of

two figures in the' pedigree book, and the informa-

tion so easily acquired is invaluable. Some men
succeed as it were by accident. Mr. Rivers

leaves nothing to chance. His pre-eminence as a

pomologist is the result of a life of studious

toil, minute observation, plodding perseverance,

skilful experiment, and profound investigation, hence
his successes are no mere chapters of accidents,

but an onward series of philosophic sequences, resting

upon his special knowledge of some of the mysterious
relationships and hidden mysteries of plant life. It

follows that his theories of budding, grafting, &c., are

not more valuable for what they have given us in the
way of improved culture of old, and the introduction
of new varieties of fruit, than in the profound lessons

they teach of the value of theory as the twin sister of
practice, and of the superlative importance of indo-
mitable perseverance and careful painstaking as the
ultimate expounder and establisher of both.

Such were the thoughts that were borne in upon
my mind as I stood among Mr. Rivers' seedling
Peaches and Nectarines, and admired the alacrity

with which his knife ran through the fruit, and
his keen eyes scanned _

his well-thumbed pedigree
book. I was also much impressed with the high tone
and extreme fastidiousness of his taste. Many seedlings

that I was ready to pronounce excellent were
ignominiously dismissed with an ominous shake
of head. Even he however had to admit that
many of them were good. Most of the new
Peaches and Nectarines were large, many of the
former had also a Nectarine flavour. All that are

first-rate will come to the public in due time, not how-
ever until they have been thoroughly tested andpa-ssed
the ordeal of their raiser's high censorship. He who
has given us such Peaches as the Victoria and Albert,
Prince and Princess of Wales, and Lord Palmerston,
and such Nectarines as the Victoria, White, Rivers'
Orange, Pine-apple, &o., may safely be trusted for the
future. Neither shall we have long to wait for another
batch of both. The seeds of all fruit trees are here
sown as soon as gathered. The pots are stood out of

doors in summer, and the surface covered with a per-
forated tile of the same size as the pot, about an inch
down from the rim. liy this simple contrivance mice
and birds are set at defiance and a crop secured. When
the seeds fairly vegetate the tiles are of course removed.
I have never met with this simple expedient before ; it

is invaluable to the raiser of seeds. The quality of

seeds often receive the blame of failure when they have
been carried oQ" bodily, and eaten by mice, rats, or
birds. Near the seeds I observed a quantity of upright
cordon Pears in pots, bearing full crops. They are
on the Quince stock, and very closely pinched in.

Cherries on the Mahaleb stock do well as cordons, and
when planted out of doors they can readily be pro-
tected from birds by having a bag net slipped over
them and tied at the bottom.

Pears on Quinces were also growing on a sloping
trellis, about C inches from the ground in front
and 3 feet at the back, according to the plan of
Mr. Bollenden Ker. They were covered with glass till

July, and were trained within 1 foot of the glass. The
fruits were fine, and the trees in excellent health,

only a little too crowded from being planted rather
close, 3 feet apart. Cordon Apples for edgings were
also growing and bearing freely, trained along about
9 inches from the ground.
Pyramidal Apples and Pears in pots stood in all

directions, most of them bearing fine fruit or bristling

with fruit-buds. Quantities of miniature fruit trees

in pots for table-decoration, from 9 to 18 inches high,

were seen carrying their tiny loads of fruit. D. T. F.
(To be CiMllnued.)

Miscellaneous.
Oalc-galU,— I can bear testimony to the rapid in-

crease of the gall insect in this country, and also to the
mischief it has done, and is doing, to the young Oak
trees. Some )5 years since I first saw the galls in

quantity on a scrub Oak hedge at Dawlish, Devon. At
that time they had not got so far as Gloucestershire,
but three or four years after I met with a few in

Oakley Park, Cirencester, the seat of Colonel Bathurst.
These had increased in about three years to such an
extent that bushels might have been gathered in a
short space of time. Subsequently, on going to a
plantation on which I used to find large quantities of

galls, the usual trees were almost bare of them, and the
few that remained were pierced to the centre with a
rough triangular hole, and the maggot was gone, and
beneath the trees I found hundreds of galls that had
been rifled in like manner. On close observation I was
much interested to find that the common tomtit had
at length discovered that a dainty fat maggot was con-
tained in these galls, and so in eating them had doue
much good, as the pest has certainly been less in that
district ever since. In Dorsetshire, where I at present
reside, it is no uncommon to see young trees with

hundreds of galls upon them. I last year made a
drawing of a little twig on which were 62 "alls. The
tomtit Is scarce here, and perhaps even tne few we
have have not yet found out the fact of an enclosed
maggot. Gathering the galls before the insects have
left them certainly mitigates this serious ey\\, a.s, from
having collected a couple of sacks in ISM on a farm of
300 acres, I have not seen them in anything like the
same quantity since. They would, I think, pay for

collecting, as I have made excellent ink from them

;

and though they do not contain the amount of gallic

acid of the nut-gall of commerce, they may be obtained
for the mere expense of colle<:ting. J. Buclcman, in the
" Times"

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

Peotection from frost will doubtless soon demand
attention in every department, and particularly in
regard to pits and frames. These usually contain some
of the most useful plants for both indoor and out-door
decoration, as well as the choicer and more tender
kinds of vegetables. Protecting these structures
eS'ectually and economically, therefore, is of the first

importance, and everything in connection with them
should be rendered as dry as possible. This indicates
the superiorit.v of wooden shutters over mats or
any other textile material which is not impervious
to moisture. Another advantage is in their not
lying too close to the glass, as a cavity is thus
secured, which, in conjunction witli the non-
conducting properties of the wood, tends to prevent
the escape of heat. To this we may add that they
are more easily put on or removed, and prevent
the breakage of glass, which is scarcely avoidable in
handling frozen mats. They are a_ little expensive in
the first outlay, but their durability, combined with
the advantages just enumerated, is sufficient to obviate
any objection upou that head. Where mats are used,
they should be hung or spread in the most convenient
place for drying them during the day, as they are by
this attention rendered much more serviceable in
excluding frost. During severe weather it is a good
practice to place a layer of hay or straw between the
mats and the glass.

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLANT HOUSES.

As soon as any of the flowering plants in the con-
servatory become shabby, they should be removed to
make room for Chrysanthemums and others which
are coming into flower. In arranging these, let the
situation of each be suited as much as possible to the
nature of the plant. With regard to temperature,
also, some require to be placed in the warmest parts
of the conservatory, while others will be satisfled with
a simple protection from frost.

AcHiMENEs.—A batch of these may soon be started

in heat for stove and warm conservatory decoration.
They may either be grown in pans or pots, according
to the taste and requirements of the cultivator.

AUKICUL.1S. — Give these air on all favourable
occasions ; remove dead leaves, and keep the surface of

the soil free from Moss. Water sparingly.

AZALE.is.—These should now be placed in their
j

winter quarters ; but any that are not in-doors should
be put under cover without delay. Belore housing,
however, let the drainage of the pots be examined, and,
if out of condition, put in order. Let the pots them-
selves also be washed, the surface soil loosened, and a
little fresh compost added. Thrips, if any, should
likewise be killed by means of two or three successive

fumigations of tobacco smoke.
j

CAMELLIAS.—Any now coming into blossom should
\

be liberally supplied with water. Air must also be
given whenever the weather is favourable.

Chinese Peimulas.—Forward plants must be well
attended to with water, and carefully kept out of the
way of cold currents of air.

Okchids.—These will now for the most part be at

rest ; but keep such as are in bloom in a dry place, in

order to secure their beauty as long as possible. East
Indian species always like a somewhat moist atmo-
sphere.

Pelahgoniums.—These should be placed as near
the gla.ss as possible. Let the night temperature be
about 40", and see that none of the plants sufier from
want of water.
Violets.—These will be coming into flower. Their

beauty and fragrance will be increased by letting them
have plenty of air whenever the weather is suflicieutly

mild for that purpose.

FORCING GARDEN.
CucuMBEES.—Do not push these too much at this

dull season ; but keep down thrips and red spider in

houses heated with hot water by maintaining a moist
healthy atmosphere.
Pines.—Plants intended for fniiting during the

summer must now have careful attention. Lot them
have a steady bottom-heat, and a top-heat of about 65"

at night, allowing the thermometer to rise 10° or 15'

higher during the day time.
VINES.—Let any fermenting material upon borders

of the early house be examined, to see that it does not
get either too hot or too cold ; the former will render it

necessary to open it out or remove a portion of it ; but
in the latter case it should be turned over and a fresh

portion be mixed up along with it. Avoid a high tem-
perature at night, and admit air freely in flne weather,
using the side ventilators only when it is showery.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Pruning may soon be pushed forward should the

weather be favourable. Also let trenching of vacant
ground be done with all convenient despatch.
Cauliflowehs.—These, together with Endive and

Lettuces in frames, must be frequently examined, and
divested of decaying foliage. A little lime and soot

sprinkled upon the ground will also be beneficial in
keeping them free from the ravages of slugs.

STATE OF THE WEATH
Forthe Weekending Oct 24. 1«
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L AWES' MANURES.
The Manures manxifactured by J. B. Lawe3 for the present

season of 1806 are now ready for dolivei-y at his Factories, at the
lollowing prices, per t

LAWES" PATENT
SUPERPHOSPHA . .

LA\\ES' SUPRRPHOSPHATK of LTME from BURNT
BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES 6 6

LAWE8' WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
MANURES 800

CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.. ..12

These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through the
appointed Agents in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices

varTiiig nccording to cost oi carriage.

Genuine feruvian Guano direct from the Importers. Nitrate of

Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
Americitn and other Cakes at market prices.

Address, Joun Benket Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge,

E.C. ; and 22, Kden Quay, Dublin.

T

Autumn Sowing.
ODAMS'S WHEAT MANURK.
ODAMb'S PREPARED PERUVIAN GUANO,

HE PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY (Limited).

Chief Offices— 109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.
Wijstern Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.
Irish Branch— 40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

Directors.

Cliairman—John Ciayden, Littlebury, Essex.
Dtjmti/-C'hainnan~John Collins. Argyle House, HoUoway.

Edw.ird Bell, 48, Marine Parade, Brighton.
Ricbard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot, Herts.
Thomas Knight, Edmonton. Middlesex.
Robert Leeds, West Lexham. Norfolk.

George Savill, Ingthorpo, near Stamford,
Samuel Jonas, Chrishall Grange, Essex.
Charles Dorman, 23, Essex Street, Strand.
Thomiis Webb. Hildersham, Cambridgeshiie.
Jonas Webb, Melton Ross, Lincolnshire.

Managing Direcf'tr—James Odams,
Ban fc#ra—Messrs. Barnetts, Hoares t Co., Lombard .Street.

.Solicitors-Messrs, Kingsford & Dorman, 23, Essex Street, Strand.
Auditor—J. Carter Jonac. Cambridge.

This Company was originally formed by, and is under the direction

of Agriculturists, circumstances th^t h.ive justly earned foi^ ^ „ . tanoth

v..,.^ ..^^'IT-'The Tenant Farmers' Manure Company,
Its' Members are Cultivators of upwards of 5ii,U0O Acres of Land,

which has been for years under management I Manures of thel

w it'Manufacture. 'The Consumer therefore has the^ best guarai

for the genuineness and efBcaoy of f ) Manures Manufactured by

A Prospectus will be lorwarded on application to the Secretary, c

mav be had of tbe Local Aaents. C. T. MacAdam. Secretary.

Chief Offices—109, Fenchurch Street, Lnndon, E.C.

T
Have now ready for delivery in dry fine condition,

CORN MANURE, for Spring Us.
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPERPHOSfHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUANO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Also Genume PERUVIAN GUANu, and NITRATE of SODA,
ei Dock Warehouse; SULPHATE of AMMO.MA, FISHERY
SALT, &c. E. Pdrser, Socremry.
Offlees, llfl, Fenchurch Street. E.C.

DOWN'S FARMERS' FRIEND, for preventing the
Smut in Wheat, and the Ravages of the Slug, Grub, and

Wirewonn. A Qd. packet is sufficient for Six Bushels ol Seed Wheat,
which can be dressed _ "

.

,

'

Testimonials from the largest Wheat Gn
bearing . '

,

Agents, who are appointed for every district.

Full directions for use are given with each packet.
Prepared at the Manufactory, Woburn, Beds.

Cadtion.—To gu.trd against fraudule
disappoi

a Gro
power and cfBcacy, may be had of

J.

SWING WATER
BARROW.—This is the

best and cheapestarticleyet
introduced for use in Gar-
dons, Farm Yards. &c. The
Water mav be dipped out, or
the Tub tilted and poured
out, or by merely raising the

1 be placed <

detached.

Carriage paid to any station
='^ on Great Eastern Line.

POWKUITL li \i;l»l-,\ KN'iilNE. suitable for the above, price 45»

IMllLUVLD WATbUaiid LIQUID MANURE CARTS.
Catalogues on application. ,„ . -, , .

Manufactured by W. S. Boolton. Rojo Lane Iron Works. Norwich.

GALVANISED IRON WATER CISTERNS.
Cheap, light, and durable, will not rust or corrode, and

keep water perfectly sweet.

PATENT STRAINING PILLARS, &.c.

GALVANISED IRON PUMPS.
GALVANISED SWING WATER BARROWS.
LAWN MOWERS, GARDEN ROLLER.S.
ASPHALTE ROOFING FELT, l.(. jitr sauare

Poultry
Small fubbits. Hares, &c.
Smallest Rabbits .

.

Pheasantries, Small
Birds, &c

Aviaries, Window Guards,
Ac

Aviaries,^Window Guards,
&c. .. "

Aviaries, Ac. ..

Jap Gal Jap Gal Jap

31 4i!0 4i 6i;0 6

6t 6

6J fil

6i 01
4j 5i 6i;o ei'o OiJO 8 '

'

S 10 Di 1 Oi'l \i

,0 nil li:l IJil 4 14
1 I i [

2 2
!2 3

'

2 6 2 8 1

Every description of Netting warranted to give satisfaction,

and il not approved wdl be exchanged, or may be returned uncon-
ditionally

THE NATIONAL DOQ SUOW.—The SEVENTH
GREAT ANNUAL EXHIBITION will 1)0 hold in CURZON

HALL, BIRMINGHAM, on MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNES-
DAY, and THURSDAY, the 3d,

i'rizo Lists and Regulations nui
Ir O Rekcii, 41, Temple Row, Bin
[1 NOVEMBER 1. ThoPRlZKS

niRMINGHAM

tiLh December n

.Secretary,
-« I'r.rtvtf.

'r\

nirr.sDAV. D.

KAT CATTLK.

lATri.K, SIlKKl', I'h
.111.1 imi'i.kmion'is,

iti:ki>av, .monuav. t

DRKEUl.NO PIG.S
RUOT.S nnd CORN 71 8

I'UULTRV and PIGEONS 730

Prize Lists. Certificates of Entry, and every iuformatiun m.ay ba
obtained from tbe Secretary.

The ENTRIES CLOSE on TnURSDAY, November 1.

J'lUN B, LvTUALL, Secretary.

OfBces—.Stephenson Chambers, New Street. Birmingham.

QMITHFIELD CLUB KAT CATTLE SHOW.—O The ANNUAL SHOW of FAT CATTLE, SHEEP, and
PIGS, will bo held at the AGRICULTUllAL HALL, ISLINGTON,
oil MONDAV afternoon. December 10, and Four following Days.
Intending Exhibitors are requested to apply for Certificate Forma

by the reference letters as under.
CATTLE.—Form A. For

For a SINGLE PIO in Extra Stock.

Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.

COTTAM'S HURDLES are m.ide in the beat manner
of superior Wrought Iron. SHEEP HURDLES, from it.;

CAITLE HURDLES, from 4s. lid.

each ; CONTINUOUS FENCE, ft-om
Sti. per foot; FIELD GATES, from
'J5.V. each. Illustrated Price List on
application.

u. Designs and Estimates free of

COTTAM & Co.,

No. 2, Wmsley Street

(opposite the Pantheon),
Oxford Street, London, W.
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point on whic'li such, conferences as that at

Leamington must tiu'n.

We have this week cut plots of Italian Eye-
grass sown 11 or 12 weeks ago, which have since

been watered (part of 30 or 40 acres similarly

laid down) with 400 or 500 tons per acre of North
London sewage. They yielded at the rate of

10 tons per acre of first-rate succulent cow food.

Unless we should have a very severe November
we cannot doubt that they will yield another
10 tons per acre before the winter after another

similar dressing. At Worthing we hear of a single

cut of 20 tons having been obtained from Ej'e-

grass similarly treated. Near Barking they have
cut in places 20 tons per acre at a single cutting

;

and from the surface of sheer sea-sand, dressed

with the water from the North London outfall,

they have cut 10 to 12 tons per acre of Grass at a

single mowing as the result of foiir or five weeks'
growth.

All these are conti-ibutions to the discussion of

the subject which is occupying attention at

Leamington, and they well deserve the attentive

consideration of all who are seeking a way out of

the difficulties which, between pure water supply
and efficient drainage, are now besetting sanitary

reformers.

Two addresses have been given at recent

ploughing matches, to which attention should
be du-ected.—Sir W. Bovill, M.P., lately dis-

coursed on the social advantages of these rm-al

holidays before a Society in Surrey. Every-
thing (except, by the way, the ploughing) seems
to have been satisfactory at Worplesdon. The
clergy, gentlemen, and farmers, employers and
employed, had combined for the time in a
common interest ; and the wholesome influence

of this occasional minglmg of too widely-sepa-
rated classes was certain to be felt throughout
the year. All this is no doubt true enough, and
so is the alleged praiseworthiness of every instance

to be quoted ofmutual confidence and friendship;

as between a master and his servant or a laud-

owner and his tenant. Happy the parish where
the laboui'ers remain so long in one service, and
where the tenantry retain their places for so

many years, notwithstanding that their relation

to the owner of the laud is the subject of no legal

instrument whatever, but rests solely on that

unwritten mutual understanding which is itself

the fiuit of friendly feeling.

Such was the burden of the speech. It was
uttered eloquently, and heartily received. And
no doubt it was intended kindly ; but good as

may have been its aim, we dare to say that it

utterly failed of hitting any useful mark what-
ever. What good purpose is served by praising

up tho existing state of things among farm
labourers, or trying to teach them that long

servitude with one master is always their best

lot, as if contentment and subordination were
the chief end of man ? Everybody who looks

below the smfaco knows that in counti-y villages

there is generally more dnrnkenness and
bastardy, more misery of every kind arising

from gross and stupid vice, than is to be found
elsewhere. Worplesdon may be a specially for-

tunate exception ; though the examples quoted

to us of great personal worth among all classes

there do not in the least prove it to be so. The
quasi-feudal system which prevails where land-

lords pretend to be the Fathers of their tenantry,

and employers combine to give money prizes for

petting personal worth among their men, can no
doubt show many model tenants and many model
labourers, but how does it stand when we take

account of its failures as well as of its successes ?

We shall find moral excellence as high and
mutual fi'iendship commoner among all classes,

and intelligence and work and Ufe more vigorous

and energetic, and instances of utter failiu'e

rarer, where contentment and subordination are

arrived at incidentally, and not inculcated as

first duties— where leases of land encourage

independent self-reliance as well as the employ-

ment of capital and iutelligence— where men
are urged by piece-work payment to industry,

and by rivalry under an appreciative eye to

skill—and where estate management is under-
stood to include among its earliest duties the

provision of adequate accommodation at pro-

fitable rents for the laboui'ers by whom its culti-

vation is to be conducted.

We greatly prefer tho speech of Su' L. Palk
at a recent ploughing match in Devonshii-e.

Ho had been in the North of England, whither

he had noticed working men are being rapidly

attracted, and he addressed his common sense to

the difficulties of keeping labom-ers in the South.

They are to be retained only by sufficient wages,

good cottages, and advantages of all kinds for

their children.

Let us admit that in many places (see what
Canon GiRDLESTONB is telling us*) the state of

things for labourers in agricultural districts is as

bad as it can be. And instead of salving over
shortcomings and theii' lamentable results, or

confining ourselves to congi'atulating the two or

three in a whole country side who may come
forward for the honorary distinctions to which
20 or 30 yeai'S of service with one master
may have entitled them, let us rather, with Sir-

Lawkence Palk, endeavoui- to find out some
remedy for the horrible drunkenness and misery
of which in every country side there are much
more than a corresponding two or three examples
at the other end of the scale.

THE LATE ME. FISHEE HOBBS.
We take the following from the columns of the

Mark Lane lExpi es9 —
iticc^bly enough w.as within a few
birth jt White Colne, the will of
111 the Jie ence of a number of

1 1 t tended the funeral on Thursday
1 I 1 property goes to his cousin,
M II I near Hythe, with reversion of
tl r cousin Mr. Henry Hobbs, a
1 1 I 1 bs and also a native of Kent.
\i I sibteis and the housekeeper of

th les to distant relatives and god-
cbil 1 II JUS Messrs J. T. Hallum .and

H li th ^ \ h „n (i( tath 1 1 the Royal Agricultural
Bencv kut In tituti n thi, sun t jl«l(. ; to the Colchester
Hrspital low anl to the Is <.\ Iliot Asylum, 100(. To
Messrs HaU D ire Bi ludruth Gil bs ui i Henry Corbet, as tho
nffiLiil leprcscntitivcs of the thue nitioiial Agricultural
Instituti )ns he directs the piynient f legacies of 100^ each

;

and tl anjther fiieni M de Trehjnii us he leaves the selection
of iny works from his agi icultural hi rary. Mr. Hobbs, it

ni.ay be added, had neither brother nor nephew.

The following is from a biographical sketch in- the
" Eevue Agricole," published some years since :^
At the age of 22 years, Mr. Hobbs' friends consider-

ing him qualified to conduct a business for himself,

took for him the farm of Marks Hall, in the parish of
Coggeshall, in Essex, containing nearly 500 acres, chiefly

grazing land, which afTorded him ample scope for the
exercise of the knowledge he had acquired. At the first

meeting of the Eoyal Agricultural Society, at Oxford,
Mr. Hobbs took the first prize for cereals, and after

that time the grain raised on his farm was always in

request, as well for seed with the farmers, as with the
miller and merchant. His success at Oxford encour-
aged him to persevere in the improvement of all kinds
of grain and roots cultivated in the district ; for which
purpose he offered a bonus of Is. to his harvestmen for

every ear of Wheat containing at least 100 grains. On
one occasion a workman brought him six ears contain-

ing an average of 107 grains each. These he sowed
separately, and found that not only were the best ears

the most prolific and produced the largest ears, but that

the largest grains and the best formed also yielded the
strongest and best products. In 1855 Mr. Hobbs was
uomiuated adelegatefrom the EoyalAgricultural Society
to the Universal Exhibition at Paris. The following

year he formed part of the jury at the Great Exhibition
of the Palace ot Industry ; and in 1857 of that of the
famous International Show at Poissy. Mr. Hobbs was
honoured with the friendship and respect of men of

the lirst rank in society ; among others that of Lord
Western, one of the contemporaries of Coke and the
Duke of Bedford, and one of the most skilful agricul-

turists of that school. It was through the former
nobleman's means that he was enabled to raise that
remarkable breed of pigs for which he and the county
of Essex are so famous. In a journey in Italy, Lord
Western was struck with the cubic conformation and
smallness of bone of the porcine race in the neigh-
bourhood of Naples. Carefully selecting the finest

boar he could find, he brought it with him to England.
This he crossed with the black sows of Essex, which
fully answered the expectation of Lord Western, the
product possessing the same smallness of bone and
great aptitude to fatten. Unfortunately, the improve-
ment was confined to the male progeny of the cross, the
series of organs constituted by the females, especially

the digestive arrangements, still remaining defective in

the production of flesh ; so that, for want of assimi-

lating power sufficient to counterbalance this aptitude
to lay on fat, which they inherited from the male
parent, they turned all into lard and formed no flesh.

This defect Mr. Hobbs undertook to correct in the
following manner. Instead of crossing the Neapolitan
boar with the narrow-chested sows oftheEssex breed, he
selected his females from the Essex-Berkshire sub-race

—that is to say, a breed produced by a cross of an
Essex boar with a Berkshire sow. The infliience of

the Essex boar had prevailed as to colour, which still

remained black ; but the Berkshire element was
manifested in the amplitude of the pectoral cavity, and
consequently in the development of the viscera it con-
tained. The large lungs, the deep and easy breathing
of the animals of this cross, caused naturally a greater

combustion of carbon, and thus a smaller assimilation

of the adipose parts of the food. On the other hand,
their digestive organs being more powerful, allowed

them to assimilate the azoteous portions in a more
complete manner ; so that these animals produced
more flesh than fat. It was by coupling these two
elements, viz., the Naples-Essex cross, so remarkable
for ita fineness of bone and aptitude to fatten, with the

Essex-Berkshire which Mr. Fisher Hobbs found in

two neighbouring piggeries, that he eventually and
permanently established, in a new breed that bears his

* See page 1032.

name, the union of these two valuable qualities, the
fortunate combination of which has rendered this

breed so estimable with the breeders.

In 1844 Mr. Fisher Hobbs' uncle died. It was
unfortunate that, on the same day, Mr. Hobbs had
invited a large party of agriculturists to dine at Marks
Hall, to do honour to Mr. Smith, of Deanston, who
had engaged to come and explain his system of drainage.

In the midst of the dinner a messenger arrived,

covered with dust and perspiration, to announce to
Mr. Hobbs that Mr. Fisher was at the point of death,
and wished to see him before he died. Excusing
himself to his guests, he arrived in time to close the
eyes of his benefactor. He left Marks Hall a simple
farmer, and a few days afii r returned a rich man, his

uncle having named him his heir and only legatee.

The new position of Mr. Holibs made no diH'erenoe

in the predilections and pursuits of his life. In
becoming a rich landowner, he remained a farmer;
and the estate of Boxted Lodge is still one of the best
cultivated in the country, nothing being neglected, even
to the hedges, which are kept neatly clipped and cleared
from parasitic plants, giving the inclosures the appear-
ance of gardens. It was in the transformation of this

property that Mr. Hobbs displayed his deep science as

a practical farmer. Up to the period of his taking it

in hand, it had been neglected and unnroductive. The
light land wanted consistence; the heavy lauds were
soddened with water ; the bottoms of the ravines were
turf-bogs impervious to man or horse. The estate was
divided into innumerable inclosures by high hedges,

and a ditch on each side to carry off the water ; whilst

thickets occupied a large space that should have been
devoted to the plough. AH the farm-buildings were in

ruins ; and disorder and sterility prevailed throughout.
Soon everything was changed. The peat-bogs were
converted into fertile meadows, the old hedges disap-

peared, the ditches were filled up and the land drained,

the springs opened and utilised, the sandy soils solidi-

fied, excellent farm-buildings erected where the old

ones stood, the small inclosures converted into large

rectangular fields, the mansion, the gardens, the home-
stead—all have been transformed; and the Boxted
estate is now one of the best-managed properties of its

size in the kingdom.
We close this sketch of the life of FisherHobbs with

the following trait, which exhibits at once his benevo-
lence and his discernment. At the time of the repeal

of the com laws, all his neighbours were struck with
stupor under the apprehension of certain ruin. They
dismissed their house-servants and labourers, who,
having no employment, went in crowds to the union-
houses, to the great increase of the parish biu-thens.

What course did Fisher Hobbs pursue ? He assembled
those unfortunate labourers destitute of bread or work,
whom the senseless inhumanity of the farmers had
abandoned to starvation, and set them to work to clear

and cut down a large wood on his estate. His neigh-

bours thought him mad, for they were all reducing,

rather than increasing, the area of their arable land.

Scarcely had he finished his undertaking, when they
recovered from their panic, and again took on their

labourers. The field cleared by these unfortunate men
is called to this day " The Free-trade Close," and is

one of the most productive in the country. Mr. Hobbs
sowed it with Wheat every second year, and always

obtained large crops. In other respects, he generally

practised a biennial course at Bcxted—the reverse of

the Norfolk husbandry.

THICK AND THIN SEEDING AT TIPTEEE
HALL FAEM.

Those farmers who take an interest in the discus-

sion I have now with Mr. Mechi, of Tiptree Hall,

Essex, will remember that he has published several

times, that on his farm as a farmer, and not as a
;ardener, he from single pecks of seed-Wheat has
jrown 7 quarters and 2 bushels an acre, and 7 quarters
and 1 bushel an acre ; and it will be recollected, also,

that many have doubted the truth of these statements.

Not that we doubt but in proper hands, and on good
and well cultivated land, a peck of seed, either of
Wheat, or Barley, or Oats, may be spread over an acre

of land, and of course produce a crop qf some kind,

because many highly respectable men, who have farmed
much better than Mr. Mechi ever did, have sown,
some for the sake of experiment, and some for their

general practice on a small scale, their single pecks on
single acres of land; but as for their ever having
an increase from minimum quantities of seed, such
as Mr. Mechi believes that he has had, and for years

following, they never, being rational men, expected
such miracles, nor do they, nor can they believe, that

he, being only a mortal man like themselves, has been
so highly favoured above other mortal men. And if he
has not been so highly favoured and endowed, and
rewarded above all others, they do not believe that ho
has ever accomplished in the production of corn what
no other men ever expected to accomplish. It is true
that Mr. Mechi has always been said to have two
farms, one in Essex, and another in a country called

Nubibus, and that it is of the crops of the latter

he writes ; but as for his producing them in these lower
regions among the fogs and mists, and blasts, and
snovvs, and sleets, and frosts of Essex, no one
except the bains' and labourers of . his estate in

Nubibus, to whom Mr. Mechi refers, believes one word
of it ; but still, if he will perform the same feats down
here in this lower world which he professes to achieve

among the clouds above, a monument sh,all be erected

for him as the greatest benefactor to his race that lias

yet appeared upon earth. But he must again produ' e

his 7 quarters and 2 bushels an acre from his sing e

peck of seed, or the sun of his farming renown w 11

descend and set in a mist, to rise no more. But is it

not surprising that, if Mr. Mechi has been able to

UccompUsli these farming marvels, he should not;
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reflect that, as there are other men in the world who
have sown their single pecks also, and on better land

than his, and far better cultivated, would they not have
accomplished the same if such wonders were to bo
done? Fifty-eight bushels an acre, indeed, from a

single peck per acre each ! When was such a feat

performed ? I offer him 50 acres to practise upon, and
all the crop he should produce above 48 bushels an
acre, and' which, according to his own showing, would
be 500 bushels, of the value of about 1701. ; and beyond
this, I have authority from my neighbour and friend to

say that he will also on the same terms add 75 of his

acres to my 50, and put thern in the best possible

condition he can, the terms being that this autumn,
before a jury of witnesses, Mr. Mechi shall seed all his

Wheat laud with a peck of seed only an acre, and next
harvest shall reap, cart, and measure an average of

4S bushels only an acre, being 10 bushels an acre less

than he proclaims aloud he can grow and has grown.
Surely he cannot say but these are flattering terms
—here being a small fortune ofl'ered' to him nearly
gratuitously ; but will he accept it ? No reasonable
man can believe that Mr. Mechi would refuse his own
medicine in such a case, except he was mortally
afraid of it.

" Some folks," he writes, " wonder at his pecks
producing 232 pecks, but what will they say to one
Barley-corn producing 2-lGO!" "What can they say

but that a single Barley-corn has been known to

produce upwards of 4000 ! and this Mr. Mechi, a
teacher of agriculture, ought to have known.

13ut again " T. B.", he continues, seems surprised at

my crop of 7 quarters an acre ;—but whenever did " T. B."
express such a surprise ? Never ! What " T. B." had
no faith in, and so expressed himself, was that he did
not believe that Mr. Mechi ever on his farm produced
7 quarters and 2 bushels an acre from a single peck of

seed, and this is "T. B.'s" opinion now; and if Mr.
Mechi had had any better opinion than " T. B." of the
authority on which the statement is made, would he
not long since have seeded all his land at the same
reduced rate?
On the 5th ult. Mr. Mechi divided his seeding for

his last crops into two quantities, namely two half-acres

at 1 peck an acre, and the rest at 4i pecks an acre, and
on that day, Sept. 5, he wrote, his 44 pecks produced
5 qu.arters and 1 peck an acre. Now, as these two
divisions included all Mr. Mechi's Wheat crops, I

asked him, as a professor of agriculture, to be
so good as to inform me and others how on
that day, before his crops were carted, threshed, and
measured, he ascertained that his yields were exactly

6 quarters and 1 peck an acre; and what is his answer?
What? listen attentively—it is this. "We began
Wheat-cutting the latter end of July." But what
answer is this to my question ? Mr. Mechi being an
agi'icultural professor, I asked him to inform me for

my own and others' benelit how before his Wheat was
carted, threshed, and measured he came to the know-
ledge that the bulk of his Wheat crops were exactly

5 quarters and one peck an acre ; and he replies, we
beganW hcat-cuttin g the latter part ofJ uly ! But what
was that to Wheat-threshing and measuring ? I myself
begun rather early, but all my Wheat was in the field

on September 5, and was not Mr. Mechi's the same, or
the greater part of it ? T. B.

,

As your correspondent " T. B." has twice referred to

me by name, and as the concluding part of his last

article appears to be aimed at me, as well as at my
friend Mr. Mechi and other advocates of thin seeding,

with your permission, though I have attempted the
samemanytimes before througli your own and some pro-
vincial journals, I will make the attempt again to put
him and others right. It haa been thought by many
that because I have so often advocated very much
thinner seeding than farmers in general adopt, I

consider thin seeding to be a panacea for farming of all

kinds, even the very worst; but no such thing, as I
have repeatedly explained. In fact, to successfully

seed land with very small quantities of seed, it must be
naturally good corn-bearing land, must be thoroughly
cultivated, deeply and thoroughly comminuted, and
kept in good heart, and scrupulously free from weeds;
and further, the seed must be most accurately put into
the ground, whether by dibbles of any kind or by the
drill ; but if by hand-dibbling, the farmer must either
drop the seeds into the holes himself, or never leave the
droppers whilst the operation of dropping is going on,
or three, four, and more seeds will b3 smuggled in than
the thin seeder designed should be. Thus, last spring
I saw some Wheat which the worthy owner of it

maintained to me was done with one peck of seed only
an acre, though I pulled up tussuck after tussuck that
had sprung from three, four, and even six seeds, all

dropped into one hole, and the whole plot was four or
five times thicker than I knew, from 60 years'
experience, and from accurate and I may say mathe-
matical calculation, a peck only would admit of.

Indeed, so diflicult is it to get single seeds dropped
into holes, that I gave the attempt up in despair, and
set to and invented my drill, which acting by
machinery, forces the seeds through holes in metal
slidesjust large enough to admit one seed only through
them at a time, unless I, by changing the slides, wish
them to admit more. And further, I never put Wheat
into the ground without first ascertaining how many
grains a given measure of it contains, whether a peck, a
bushel, or a coomb, or any greater or less quantity, and
this I can do in five minutes.

Jjo any of my readers doubt this ? If they do, I a.sk

them to go to any workhouse school and take with
them an unmeasured quantity of Wheat, and the
pauper boys there will tell them in less than 10 minutes
how many seeds of that Wheat or any given quantity
of it will put into any given quantity of land, say a
square foot, a yard, or an acre. Nor is there any
novelty in this, as I have advertised it many times

;

and I should be ashamed to write or even talk about
farmini,', if I could not accomplisli siicli a trifle as this.

But it is upwards of 50 ycins siiic'i- I iiiysclf and
several others, and among tficiii u:n ,Mr. C'oliljcll, niid

the elderly gentleman, my Incud, uli.nii ycm. ,\li

Editor, saw at the Eoyal A''.;riruiiiM:il (\,llrur ulicii I

delivered my l.-.imv l''icir,'Mli,iii,.(l .mi- iin,- uiilj :i

single peck of , .
! I: n,.] mn ,rl\( . flin t|\ -i^.-l-l m-'

in the dropim, - .
.^ .., iIm- i,<,l, - li\ (iiir ••y

dropping thi/iii «li-.i -n .\\.-, :ii].| ..m' mii^v-.-
were beyond our i\|. 'i: ..n- I.Mih mnn; and my
friend's peck produiiii- l''

i

I ..i ili:ii immberfold;
and since that timet in> c ,i h,,., ii.hd very many
pecks with the same qu:niiii \ , I »iili ^un-oss, but I

never exceeded the I'.iii-l.iM, cr i, i|n:irUT- My fDnul,
also, who WaS0nane>l:itr nl' uciu- L'IIIIII :inv;,,;ni''lclllrllv

arable, continued his tliiu M-cdm;.! uulil liis rrfircuuiil
into more private life ; but he never exceeded one
Winchester bushel an acre.

And for upwards of 29 years I have every year had
an acre or more or less done by a peck in my parish, or
at the rate of a peck an acre, and always with success;
but still "T. B." does me great injustice if his censure
applies to me as being one who recommends such small
modicums of seed to farmers for their general practice

;

as I do no such thing, but the reverse exactly. Though
I myself and some others—the late Mr. Piper, for

example, of Colne Engaine, Essex, and another friend
who does not permit me to publish his name—most
successfully seeded our acres with a peck of seed each
only, and I had the same down to this last year ; and
though we had splendid yields, reaching to near
6 quarters an acre, and in the case of Mr. Piper and my
other friend reaching to quite that quantity annually,
yet I should strenuously warn a young farmer against
adopting such a system, or even the seeding of a single

j

acre with his peck, unless for amusement only. But
still, as I have said, I have every year had land so
seeded ; and why so, if I would not adopt it as a general
practice ? I have published the replies to this many
times, but I will here give them again, as I wish to be
clearly understood, whether I be right or wrong. The

j
chief reason has been this. I have been experimenting
on Wheat growing in general—not however whether a

i

peck of it in proper hands spread over an acre of
ground will produce a good yield ; but my objects have
been these : first, by repeated trials to ascertain how
many years vitality by the art of man can be retained
in Wheat, so that it may germinate when sown in the
earth. This led me to a long and warm controversy
with an M.D. of this neighbourhood, who professed to

be able, to use his own words, " to make Wheat live

for thousands of years ;" and to this he added, he could
so act upon it that " for it to die would be impos,sible."

This controversy was carried on in the Essex mid Col-
chester Gazette newspaper. But the longest time I
have been able to keep vitality in Wheat has not
reached seven years. Of course no man endowed with
natural sense believes that Wheat was ever deposited
in a mummy, unless by some modern quack lor the
sake of imposing upon the ignorant. The next trials I
made were with all the different kinds of Wheat I
could procure, to ascertain which of them germinated
the most freely, and I entered into this in consequence
of a worthy gentleman having published a table
showing that on an average of all the quantities and
kinds of Wheat sown, not more than one-half had the

Sower of germination. To refute this error, for so I
ave proved it to be, I have sown annually small

quantities of all the different kinds of Wheat I could
procure, and the result has been that not 5 per cent, of
the whole has failed to grow.
Other trials I have made to ascertain the tillering

properties of different kinds of Wheat, and of these
the Egyptian, known by the sobriquet of Mummy
Wheat, lias tillered so much that I nave from single
seeds grown from 4000 to 5000-fold without doing more
than keeping the plots perfectly clean after the seeds
were sown. Should any be sceptical of this I inform
them that I invited all I could to come and see the
crops before they were cut, and take up roots and count
the seeds in the several ears, some of which ears being
from 50 to 60 from a root, and 80, 90 and 100 seeds
in them.
My readers will perceive, that to carry out these

experiments satisfactorily it was necessary that the
seeds should be singly put into the ground, and very
widely apart. But for general agricultural purposes I
inform " T. B." that he is sadly in error, and I hope he
will acknowledge so much if he believes that I ever
advocated so small a quantity of seed per acre as one
single peck only ; but that he may not fall into the
opposite extreme, I inform him that I am still a
strenuous advocate of thin-seeding, and that the finest

crop of Wheat I ever grew was from 2 pecks exactly,
the yield being over 6^ quarters of as fine Wheat as
I ever saw.

Should you, Mr. Editor, think this explanatory

faper deserving a column in the Agricultural Oazette,
will send you another, showing the grounds upon

which I object to both large and very small quantiliies
of seed for general agricultural purposes. I wish, also,

that writei-s such as " T. B." would make themselves
acquainted with what I really have advocated before
he or they introduce my name in any of their contro-
versial writings. Oeorye Wilkins, Wix Parsonaye,
October IG.
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" Might not all payment of wageS except

in (ho coin of the realm be made illegal ?
"
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THE PAYMENT OF WAGES IN CASH AND
KIND.

The Rev. Canon Girdlestone states, in the Agri-
cultural Oazette of September 29th, "There are white
slaves in England as well as black slaves elsewhere.
Will not Lord Leigh in the House of Lords, and Mr.
Henley in the House of Commons, be induced to take
up this crying evil, and propose a remedy for it ? " The
Eev. Canon ought to have stopped here ; hut he pro-

only by some such way that they can be Irjaiiod to
conduct themselves, and to manage their resources to
the best advantage. Bodies of men cannot be thus
trained by any expedient, however stringent and good,
from without themselves ; they must have sufhcient
accidents and incidents arising from within, their own
establishment, to call out and to foster the very same
provident habits and social feelings as must be culti-
vated in their employers before even they, upon infi-

nitely larger means, can prosper. And what is it but
the numerous contingencies, for better or for worse,
that come 111 inil\ ii|n,ii ilir farmer from earth and sky,
that make lin. n i

i > iierally a man of few words,
yet one of il n

;
'i\iclent, cautious managers

known,—tunihi- ij ilit li,.>l account all the 'littles' of
a concern, and so very shrewd withal, that he cannot be
got to the windward of, even ' in a horse-market.' **

This excellent address is published by Blackwood and
Sons.
Although I approve of paying yearly servants part of

their wages in kind, I feel justified in ridiculing gentle-
men farmers for paying their labourers with such
crude materials as unground Beans, Peas, Barley, and
Oats ! Fancy farmers in East Lothian giving each
married ploughman only 1^. in the twelvemonth in
exchange for labour ! I am aware that some farmers
give their hinds the yearly average prices for the grain
which the hinds do not require, but too many farmers
will not give a cash equivalent to the yearly averages.
Hence the confusion.

In the belief that grievances for which no remedies
can be devised ought to be submitted to as " necessary
evils," I repeat that a house and garden free of rent,

the cartage of fuel, a cow's keep, the liberty to feed a
pig or pigs, and food in harvest, are the only items of
payment of wages in kind which farmers in this
locality ought to ^ive in exchange for labour. A pay-
ment in "kind" did very well so long as itaecordedwith
farm labourers' tastes and habits. For example, my
late motiaer, the blacksmith's wife, and a hind's wife,

were the only three women on a large farm called
Fairnington, in the parish of Roxburgh, who acknow-
ledged that they made use of tea. My late father
in 1839 went to that farm, which he left in 1842.

When the former and present modes of living
were incidentally referred to, I remember my mother
stating that she had great difficulty in inducing
my father to make tea the evening meal only 40 years
years ago; but now coffee or tea is the supper, and
often the dinner in a great many working men's house-
holds in town and country. I had a letter ready under
the heading " Farmers' Logic," but Canon Girdle-
stone's efl'usion prompted me to re-write it. For
example, Mr. Monro, of Fairnington, described
Roxburghshire in the North British Agriculturist of
July 13, 1864, where he stated that " a hind's gains
may be valued at 35?. per annum." I reduce Mr.
Munro's wages to cash to show Canon Girdlestone the
impropriety of his suggesting a Parliamentary
prohibition ;—

. 6 13
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requires- a healthy, industrious wife to realise more
than 10/. from the cow's produce and the feeding of
pigs, to make up 351. a, year.
Although the Rev. Canon Girdlestone deserves credit

for his humane efforts in hehalf nf l;ili"iu'(i-s in (lie

West of England, Ibegto protest.!'.; nn^l lii^ ^iiL-L-c-liii-'

that " all pa.vment of wages exri'|ii m ihc c- [' ilic

realm be made illegal." I venture the stak'uient (linl

a good many Roxburghshire hinds are as comfortable
on the wages in kind, which do not cost the farmers
more than 261. of cash in the 12 months, as what
the hinds in South Northumberland are with
their big money wages without a cow. Of course,

the comparatively more comfortable condition on
Tvveedside is found only on those farms where the
farmers are possessed of sufficient principle to feed

the cows in summer and winter, so that they
can produce more to the hinds than their cost to the

farmers in the twelvemonth, 5/. and 61. Since too many
hinds' cows are halfstarvedin summer,and keptonstraw.
Cotton-cake, and water in winter, putting even 51. to the
credit of farmers for a cow's keep is doing ninds an act of

injustice. It would be much more in accordance with
the professional duties of clergymen than contenting
themselves with tranquil industry if they would try to

qualify labourers educationally to reason themselves
through the press with farmers. It was the power ofthe
press that gave the bondager system in Northumberland
and the south of Scotland its death blow. The late Eev.
Dr. Gilby, of Norham, although dead, "yet speaketh"
tlirough his printed appeals in behalf of Northumber-
land hinds. T. W. Rutherford, 22, Forest Field, Kelso,
N.B.

June, and finish by the 25th, if I can. Anolln
is cut tlio I:lst

crop in .Sciitr.ml

f August, and in some pi

r. 'I'liis makes hay tin

riicu my stable is dm

shut

CATTLE PLAGUE RETURNS.
The following Returns were issued on Oct. 25 :

—

This Return gives the number of cases occurring in

Great Britain which have been officially reported to

this Department. Column 1 only records the cases

reported as having commenced during the weeks
indicated by the headings. All " back cases " are
included in column 2.
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interosl ii|i"ii any outlay for cottage accommoilatimi.
Taking this liomc-ly ami I'ommou-sciife yic« ami
Buuimary of the quostion. 1 see no reason why laiiiir-is

should croak and grumble and desiioud. The thiBt>

will right itself in no very long time. If they should

pay higher wages they will, as I have shown, receive in

return enhanced prices. It is so now ; w a?f s are

higher—so is agricultural produce. The tvan^itinn

state is in a great degree over. Labourers will lia\.

better homes, and they pay for them. In the ilisdirt

from whence I write this is decidedly the case ; many
old cottages are destroyed, and new ones built. All new
cottages are far more comfortable. The old confined

ones are alone tenanted by the very scum of the
district—no respectable labourer will occupy them, and
this will ere long be general. There is always a class of

builders in every district who are ever ready to build

cottages, provided the requisite interest on the outlay

is forthcoming, and it will no doubt spread in others.

I have long been a farmer—my payments for labour at

the present time amount to about 25/. weekly—but not-

withstanding I rejoice at the labourfi'- |i,<i-|i(c I- I

rejoice in promoting his comforts, his IV :

.' ''':'. lii-;

contentment. It costs me much, bui I
;;. m mkI

my Potato, my corn, and my green-l""il <in[-, imII, I

trust, pay all. The heavier and better the crup, tlie

greater the cost in labour. The sum and substance of

all is in judicious culture, and a liberal order of manage-
ment throughout the length and breadth of the laud.

British agriculture demands it. O. F.
The RainfaU of October—In the last Agricultural

Gazette Mr. Mechi states that there is on the average

21 fine days in October, and he speaks of this month
as being usually dry, whereas in this county ive find on
au average of many years past that it is tlie wettest

month in the year. In 18S5 we had no less than
8 inches of rain, and in many parts more during this

month. And although in the dry year 1864, October
was with one exception the driest month in the year,

yet in the previous year we had no less than 4.25, or

nearly double the monthly average ; and in 1862, with
the rainfall of the year 28 inches, we had no less than
6.75 of this in the month of October. Again, in this

neighbourhood, during the eleven years from 1848 to

1858 inclusive, the average monthly fall was 2.19, or

26.28 for the year ; that of October during this period
averaged .3.65, which exceeded that of the average
of monthly fall during the wettest years of the eleven.

On referrmg to the tables kept at Chiswick, I find

that in the 20 years' from 1S41 to 1860, whilst the
average monthly fall was barely 2 inches, that for

October was more than 3 inches during this period.

These facts I am aware are contrary to the general idea
eitertained, and although there are exceptions,
ai in the present year, when September, with its 6 inches
of rain, will probably prove the wettest month of the
year instead of the driest, all but three, these exceptions
occur when the equinoctial gales set in unusually early.

As the rain, when it comes in October, is generally

very heavy, the average rainfall of the montu is not
inconsistent with the fact that w'e have a fair number
of fine days, although hardly so many in these parts as

the 21 stated by Mr. Mechi. Whilst mentioning this

gentleman's name, in calling attention to a matter
of interest, we may add that we do not think
he has been fairly dealt with in some recent
criticism which has appeared in your Paper. We
know him to be rather enthusiastic or poetical when
advocating important principles, and we may fairly

make an allowance accordingly, but few readers
imagined that he advocated for universal adoption the
employment of so small a quantity as a peck of seed per
acre, and he showed by experiment that this, under
favourable circumstances, would produce a good crop,

whilst on land like his own 1 bushel per acre, or one halt

the usual 'quantity, was amply sufficient to produce great

results. And it is no small matter to prove this by
trial year after year for 20 years and more. A
man must be unusually wise, or more pro-
bably a very great fool, who after a lon.g

course of years has no_ failures to acknowledge,
no errors to recant. We know from experience
that the majority of experiments, whether in agri-

culture or otherwise, end in failures, but these
failures are redeemed by the fact that they are often

as suggestive and almost as useful as successes. And
we doubt not that if Mr. Mechi were candidly to give

the agricultural world the benefit of au account of
some of his principal failures in agricultural experi-
ments (ere "the sere and yellow leaf is succeeded by
the frosts of winter,") he would not only extract the
poison from the fang of criticism, but would hand
down some important facts as true metal free from
the dross of error. W. C. Spooner, JElhf/, Souihawpion.

.-, l.m11"iis of lioil.Nl Tiiniii.s iH-r liciul \h-v rlay. During
111.' Iliirvl ]ir|-i..il Ih.v u.iv luni.d oiil In L-razf dunni:
Ui(Mii'--hl. Ill llirciav time, whilst in tli<! stable, each

animal is alloH cd aliout 50 lb. of cut Clover, and about
121b. of crushed Oats and Beans per day. The feeding
is all under the charge of one person. He uses his own
(iisrreti.in in rrrdin;,' the animals, though he is not
allMnnl tc. iNcrr.l ihc quautitics namcd. The horses

the same on which the experi

rl \»

'\ two >Ta rl horses,

s.ri.i,

Societies,
AGEIfULTrEAL C'HEMISTKY ASSOCIATION, BEL-

FAST ; Horse-feeding.—Mr. Robertson, of Clandeboye,
was to have been present to read a paper on this

subject. In the meantime he forwarded notes of the
result of his mode of feeding, of which the following is

the principal part ;

—

Last year I had the pleasure of laying before the
members of the Chemico-Agricultural Society the
results which had attended the introduction of a new
system of horse management at Clandeboye. Having
had another year's experience of the system, and feeling

that the subject is one of considerable importance, I
would, with your permission, briefly record the general
results. But first let me glance at the system pursued.
The year we divide into three periods—October,
November to May inclusive, June to September
inclusive. During the fir.st period, the horses get
about 18 lb. of chaff and 12 lb. of crushed Oats and
Beans; '' lOj Oats and li Beans" per head per day.

During the second period they get about 15 lb. of hay
chaff, 12 lb. of crushed Oats and Beans, and about

was as follows :

—

Gate, 14 tons, at 10.1. per cwt .€112

Beans, 2 tons, at 18*'. per cwt. .. .. 18
Itay, 13 tons, .it 30s. per ton 19 10

Green Clover 1.5 (I

Twniijis .loo
Niglir grazing .. .. .. .. .. 1800
Enninc, cnttuig cli.ilT, erusbing Oats, &c. .

.

7 4
Attendance .

.

26
Blacksmitli 12
Saddler 12

Cirpenter .. .. .. .. .. 10
Five per cent, interest on value, .£110 .

.

5 10
Depreciation in valvic 10 per cent 11

£271 4

Deduct cost of riding horse . . 3J

i230 4

33/. lis. 10</. per head ; if we suppose the available

working .days to be 300, allowing 13 for wet days,

holidays, &c., the daily cost will be '2s. 2\d. ; to this if

we add \s. 8d. the wages of the driver, we shall have a
total of 3s. low. as the cost of a horse, cart, and driver

per day. I would only add, in conclusion, that the
horses are kept in good working condition ; and, as a

proof of their good health under this system, I may
state that during the past two years we have not had
occasion to require the services of a veterinary surgeon.

Gloucester Chamber of Aoeiculttjee : Turn-
pike Trusts.—At last week's meeting of this Chamber,
Mr. Holland, M.P., presided ; and there was a good
attendance. Mr. A. C. Wheeler (the Secretary)

presented returns from 20 farmers in the county-all,

with the exception of Mr. Hewitt, of Westerleigh,

near Bristol, living near Gloucester—showing that the

total rateable value of their farms was 10,726/., and that

the total annual amount paid by theiii in tolls was
159/. 9s. Taking these 20 as a fair average, a rate of

3Jrf. in the pound would be required to pay the present

cost of maintaining turnpike roads.

Sir Geokge Jenkinson then propounded a plan

for getting rid of the existing turnpike trust debts.

The total amount of debt is 130,000/. He would sell

the houses and the toll gates for 15,000/. ; 20,000/. of

the debt belonged to the Crown, in the forest; that

might very well be remitted. That would reduce the

debt to 95,000/. Then the debts could not be reckoned

at par, and he would take off 10 per cent, on that

account—reducing the amount further to 85,000/,

;

5 per cent, on that sum would be 4500/. He thouslit

the Consolidated Pund should take its share in paying

off the debt. Suppose it bore one-half, that would be

2250/. for the Government and 2250/. for the county.

Taking the maintenance of the roads at 22,697/. a

year, and adding the annual sum of 2500/. in respect of

the debts, there would be required 25,000/. a year to

maintain roads which now co.st 50,000/. a j'ear.

•Two county road surveyors might be employed. A
id. rate would realise 30,000/. In 20 years the debts

would be paid oil'; and then a 3rf. rate would suUice.

jir. CuETis Hatwaed saw great difficulty in

making districts free from debt bear the burthen of

less fortunate districts.

Sir G. Jenkinson said the Sodbury Trust, which
had been put in the schedule as free from debt, were
going to 3oin with the Cirencester, an insolvent com-
pany. If, therefore, Sodbury was willing to pay for

Cirencester, and Cirencester for Sodburj-, why should

not that principle be applied to the whole county ?

Mr. Cadle said the debt was originally incurred to

improve the through roads in order to give facilities

to the Government ; why then should not Government
be asked for the whole of the debt ?

Capt. De Winton thought the Government ought
to do so ; but he did not think there was the slightest

chance of their doing it.

Jlr. LoNO said, suppose they did not, then there
would bo only a rate of about Id. in the pound to pay.

Captain Be Winton said those districts which
were out of debt would ask

—
" Why should we pay

for those which are in debt?"
The Chairman said no new tnists were formed, and

all were decaying by degrees. He questioned how
they were to avoid injustice when they had trusts

which were in debt and others which were free. He
added that he should be glad to hear that the highway
districts furnished the machinery by which the roads

could be maintained, and gave an instance of this in

the Winchcomb district.

Sir G. Jenkinson said liis object was to extend the
area of payment. He was satisfied the principle was a

right one, and he hoped the farmers would support the
magistrates, and petition for a Bill to carry out what
he had hastily sketched. If the Government refused,

our county members might bring in one. He (Sir

George) would do so if he had but one supporter, being

satisfied that all the county roads should be maintained

by a county rate. By this means a large sum would

be saved ; and instead of exceeding their expenditure

they would probably reduce it by better management.
Stock from Demnark.—lhe ChaiemaN said a letter

from the Boyal Society of Denmark drew attention to

the large quantity of stock in that country which they

should be happy to dispose of to English farmers, and

at the next nioctiu- ho >li.Mild ho ]iroparcd with details

I.I show li.iiv this si. ..I; .-..nl.l li., obtained without any
ri-k bciii;.; incurred IVoiii I ho transaction.

WOEPLESDON : rioiiiihituj Match,Sfc.—At the annual
gathering of this I'ldii'.'hinK Association near Guild-
ford, Sir W'. Bovill. .Ml'. Ithe President) occupied the
chair; and said \\r ii:t.l .mi former occasions called

attention to flic t"'.'-''.- Hiat had been made in the
parish during' tin lim. li- liad been a re.sident, and he
had ^vilnoss..i Willi |:l. :; iiro the exertions that had
111, 11 hiad.' an.l III.' \:ii s improvements which had
l,.i II oiir.i.'il till. jii'^li. all I ho parish. Several years ago
it Mas MiL".;r~l.'il lliai IIiiii,l;s were in that condition

when a lilllr Cinili.'i' |ir.i^;n'ss was desirable, and that

the A^olpl^slllll] ri.iiiL'liing Association should bo

e.stablishcil in i.rdi r llial some improvement might be
effect, il in till- i-oii.rili. rthe agricultural labourers,

and tlial 1
. all. ill I. .11 should be turned to the dis-

cussi.iii of aLTi.iili iiiiil iilijocts. At first the number
of moiiil.' f- iMi- II, ill an.l many persons held aloof

beoan. ili.\ iln.ir-'lit ii would not be possible to form

and sii|.|M:ri all iii.lopondent association. Many of

the far r- l..-,li.| 1.11 with a considerable degree of

distriisl ; liiil as tiiiio went on they all became satisfied

of the advantages which would he conferred by the

society both on the employers and the employed, and
an opportunity was afforded of giving prizes to the

agricultural labourers. Por his own part he had
watched with much interest the mode in which the

labourers had received the prizes, the interest with
which they had looked forward to the annual meetings

of the society, and the anxiety they had manifested to

bring their wives and children together on such
occasions. He knew of no institution which had
produced greater good among the vast body of the

farmers and labourers throughout the parish. He
believed that every society which associated the clergy,

the gentry, and all the inhabitants of a parish, and
brought them into communication with the labourers,

did good not only for one day, but throughout the

whole period of the year. The farmers, he was happy
to say, had liberally come forward on the present

occasion. There were certainly some who stiU .stood

aloof, hut he hoped the example which had been set

them, and the large gathering which had taken

place, would show them that the Ploughing

Association at Worplesdon was highly appreciated

by the farmers and the neighbourhood at large,

and that thev would assist it by increased

contributions. "There were few landowners in

the parish, and the great proprietors in the

district were generally unable to be present. He
believed that the landed proprietors who could attend

were glad to meet those persons who stood in a different

position, and were always willing to discuss and con-

sider the position of the landlords and tenant farmers

i.sspniblinK together.
It,.

I

..urof 111

which .11 a 1,1

install.. -. if

was another
for 16 years.

hether in that or any other

s. .ine attention to the reports of

and the various matters which
. r\cdthat some of the farmers

-„ leases, while others preferred

mcies. But he believed there was nothing

led more to promote the interests of the

ronnection with the labourer than an inter-

iif IVi'lini; between the two—that feeling

il.-il :i mater to keep a man for 37 years, two
.Il had (iceurredin the parish; a.nd there

in Mliiili a man had lived in his place

,„. ,,. ^ He believed that such circumstances

could occur only from there being a deep sympathy
existing between the employers and the employed, that

best bond of all good feeling and fellowship, which he

hoped would continue to extend throughout the parish,

producing many competitors for the prizes for length

of service at every meeting of the association. Such
feelings reflected as much credit on the employers as

on the men, and if they could all boast of retaining

servants for long periods of years, Worplesdon would

be one of the happiest parishes in England. There were

hoys of 16 who had lived with their masters for

periods varying from six to four years, setting a good

example to others. There was another important

matter deserving of notice, and that was the friendship

which existed among all classes. He had read leases

and covenants and deeds by which a man was made
dependent on his landlord, but he believed there ought

to both.- same i.leiilil\ ..f leeling between landlord and

tenant an, I I..II.I' lliaii the security of leases was the

feeling, ilial ..a.'li ....iil.! ivlv on the other. He believed

that even huidloid in Ui'c county would be glad to

have sucii tenants as Mr. Burt, two of whose servants

had carried off prizes for length of service-a tenant

on whoso honour and position a landlord might safely

rely wiMi.'iil a l.a-o or document of any kind. This

wa's a i.rl el' i.'iiiire wdiich he should like to see

previil, an.l lo' «as not sure whether for the last

50 years Mr liin 1 and those who preceded him had not

gone on without a single scrap of paper as a security.

He believed that the interests of both landlords and

tenants would be best promoted by cultivating the

good feeling which existed on the part of Mr. Burt and

his landlord, and then they would be able to perfonn

their relative duties without a lease as well as with

one. He was glad to see such a large gathering, and if

the association went on increasing as it had hitherto

done, he believed that it would be necessary to erect a

large tent for the accommodation of the visitors. The
success of the association was complete, and he invited

all present to pledge themselves by drinking " Success

to the Worplesdon Association."

Al'bant State Pair : Dair// Farming.—At this

annual gathering in the Sf.ates, a discussion took place

on this subject, which we condense as follows :—

,S. S. Whitman, of Little Palls, said there w^ere two
principal interests involved in dairy farming. The
first, the money-making interest on the part of the
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m.anufacturers, and the second, the interest of the
consumers, in procuring the best cheese and butter for

their own consumption. He spoke with severity on
the want of cleanliness in many dairies. Milk, in all

its manipulations, requires more care than any other
article of food. Those who are old enough to be
acquainted with Webster's old spelling book, will

remember the allusion to the "churn as white as

ivory," and to the''butter as yellow as pure gold ;" and
he thought that some dairymen at the present day
deserved the compliment. Their dairies were spacious

and well ventilated, were kept perfectly clean, sprinkled
with sawdust, and with platforms for the attendants to

walk upon. The cows were allowed clean bedding or

ground to lie npon, and if the udder accidentally

became soiled, it was washed with water, and wiped
with a towel before milking commenced. The same
care was observed with the hands of the milker. When
consumers witnessed such care as this, they need ask

no further questions as to the quality of the cheese and
butter they were about to purchase. In contrast with
this perfect management, he spoke of the dirty and
muddy yards too often seen, where no care could keep
the milk clean—when it rained the water ran down
the animals' backs into the pail— the milkers' hands
being dirty and wet, added to the difficulty, and the
chee.se needed no annate when there was plenty of this

kind of colouring. He did not think cheese factories

would remedy these difficulties, because the processes of
milking and making cheese are removed far from each
other, and beyond the reach of the eye of supervision.
Clean managers do not like to send their milk to be
mixed up with poorer stuff. The remark does not
apply so much to butter-making, as the cream rises and
the dirt settles.

Mr. M'Gkaw, of Tompkins Co., said a good article

of cheese or butter could never be made, unless the
milk is taken care of in the best manner. He deemed
it a subject of the greatest importance. He had in
former years bought much cheese and butter, and had
never lost anything on his purchases from the
managers of clean dairies. The reverse had always
been the case, where cleanliness had not been attended
to. The hands of the milkers should always be
previously washed and wiped with a towel, and the
same care observed with the cow's udder. In addition
to thisj the dairy-yard should be far removed from all

the offensive odours of manure heaps, pigstyes, &c.

He was also satisfied that the most perfect cheese and
butter could not be made where the country did not
abound with soft water.
Mr. Faxton, of Oneida Co., did not agree with the

last speaker in relation to the neces,sity of soft water.
He had for more than 20 years purchased his butter of
a farmer who lived on limestone laud, aud whose farm
fences were limestone walls, and he had never found a
better article. Since he had ceased to obtain his

supplies from this limestone farm, he had not been
enabled to prociu'e so good an article.

Sir. M'Graw rejoined by stating that city pur-
chasers of fine butter always made the inquiry where
the butter came from ; if from a soft water region, they
were willing to pay a high price for it; if from the land
of limestone, they did not want it.

L. F. Allen, of Erie Co., corroborated this .state-

ment. He admitted that excellent butter could be
made on limestone soils, but that it would not keep
long ; it became rancid in less than three months. He
had no doubt that Mr. Faxton had found his limestone
butter excellent, because it was eaten soon. In the
Western States, where limestone prevailed, a groat de,al

of the butter when sent East, has been sold under the
denomination of "grease." He cited several instances
of failures where large dairies had been commenced on
low limestone lands, instead of hills. He thought the
dairy region of the United Stales veiy small, being
confined to the hilly soft-water regions, the boundaries
of which he pointed out in part.

George Geddes replied by mentioning the well-
known fact that Cortland county, admitted to be an
excellent dairy region, abounded with hard water, and
all its valleys were covered with limestone boulders.

He said this subject was thoroughly discassed several

years ago and not settled, and he thought it would not
be now. He ridiculed the idea of purchasers asking
about the soil where the butter was made, and asked
how would it do to apply the same questioning to the
purchasing of wool, and instead of inspecting it, to ask
whether it was grown in this county or that. He
thought that butter purchasers would do best to

examine the taste and odour of the packages of butter
presented to them, instead of asking where it was made.
Mr. Thomas, of Herkimer Co., thought there were

other causes of poor butter and bad cheese. Much
depended on the diseased or healthy condition of the
cows—whether the udder was kept healthy by always
milking clean, and on pure air and pure water, fie
thought a part of the difficulty in making perfect

butter arose from the use of Eed Clover pasture, which
does not answer so well as Grass and White Clover.

Another difficulty arose from mixing second and third
milkings together. The milk should always be fresh

for cheese.
Mr. Hawley, of Onondaga Co., agreed with nearly

all that had been said in relation to cleanliuess. It was
also important that no vegetables should be kept in the
dairy cellar; butter in the same room with Onions
would soon become tainted with their odour. Firkins
should be air-ti^ht, or their contents would become
rancid. Conveying it oare'essly to market, and placing
it in the hot sun, often injured or spoiled it. He said

that A. B. Dickinson had taken butter to Central
America with the firkins put in barrels, aud surrounded
with salt ; some had been thus kept three years and
found perfectly good. Farmers were too careless in
selecting the salt they used.
Mr. Thomas, of Herkimer Co., said the best way to

prepare firkins for receiving butter was to soak them

two days in sour milk, and then scald them ; the butter
would come out freely and nice. The top of the
firkins should be covered with half an inch of salt,

and enough water added to wet it. Care should be
taken not to remove this covering to show the butter,
until needed for use. He added that cheese factories

are proving unsatisfactory; that some contributors had
practised fraud, by dissolving salt in the milk, to give
it greater weight ; that honest men did not like to be
placed along with them ; and the factories, he thought,
were destined to go down. Cheese could be made
cheaper at home, and the owners see that everything
was managed right. The demand for very large cheeses
had passed away, and those from 40 to 60 lb. sold best.

As good cows will make from 2 to 3 lb. of cheese per
day, the farmer who has 20 cows can make cheeses
large enough. Factories may do for those that have
but five or six cows.
Mr. M'Geaw advocated the advantages of pheese

factories, by stating that while single farmers might
find it difficult to obtain first-rate dairymen, one head
man in a factory would do for many. He said that
three pounds of cheese could be made to every pound
of butter. Cheese had sold for 19 cents per pound,
which was rather more profitable than butter-making.

Farm Memoranda.
Daiey Faemixg in Leicesteeshiee.— Dairy

farming is the great feature of this division of the
county. From 20 to 30 cows constitute a fair-sized
dairy, although in exceptional instances these numbers
are doubled.
To illustrate the management adopted on these farms

we give the practice of an occupier near Market
Bosworth, in the centre of the dairy district.

In extent this farm is 2-30 acres, 80 arable, the
remainder permanent Grass. 32 dairy cows are kept,
the breed a coarse variety of Short-horn ; and here, as
in the district generally, the quality has of late years
been considerably improved by the use of well-bred
Short-horn bulls.

From May to December the cows are depastured in
the fields. About the beginning of the latter month they
are taken up at night, and turned out to the pasture
during the day, their stall-food being a mixture of
straw-chaff and pulped roots, seasoned with a little

meal; hay or hay-chaff being substituted as they
approach the calving season, about the end of
February.
Although the failure of the root-crop did much to

popularise chaff-cutting and pulping, the practice is

yet by no means general, and in this matter this fanu
may be somewhat exceptional.
The cows calve chiefly in March and April, aud are

milked up to the second week of December, being dry
on an average about three months.
Such calves only are reared as are required to fill the

vacancies occasioned by drafting the old or otherwise
unsuitable cows, one calf per year for every four cows
kept being the usual proportion, the others being sold
for veal, aud to the grazing farms to rear.

The heifer calves reared have new milk until 14 days
old, aud are then introduced to porridge of Oatmeal or
Linseed, but some give sweet whey, and others keep to
new milk until weaning time. About the beginning of
May, if the weather is dry, warm, and otherwise
favourable, they are turned to Grass ; being brought
up daily for the space of a month or six weeks for their
porridge or other pail food.

On the approach of winter they have a little cake or

meal, with hay and straw chaff, given in a shed in the
corner of a well-sheltered Grass field, to which they
have free run ; and thi.s, which in some instances is

varied with cut or pulped Swedes and straw, con-
stitutes theu- first year's keep.
During the second summer they are grazed on the

store land, and the second winter " done hard." having
the run of the pastures, and in the case of a snow-
storm a little straw, and if Turnips are plentiful a few
are given, but this is not the rule.

In July and August of their third summer they are
put to the bull. They then receive during the winter
the same food as the cows, and have their first calf

about the beginning of May, being then a little over
three years old.

The co\ys are drafted according to their suitableness
for the dairy, some going out after their first calf, while
really good milkers are kept to 10 or 12 years of age.

They are usually sold to the grazier.

Punctuality in the time of milking is considered an
essential point, 5 o'clock a.m. and 5 o'clock p.m. being
the usual hours. It is good policy to have a strong
staff of milkers ; on this farm one man to six cows is

allowed.
The staple product of the dairy is whole-milk cheese,

two being made per day, both in the morning, the
previous evening's milk being added to that of the
morning. Some prefer all new milk, and make one
cheese in the morning and another at night. A very
successful exhibitor at the cheese shows, who follows

the former mode, takes great pains to prevent the
cream from rising on the evening's milk, and attri-

butes much of his success in the production of a
superior article to his care in this respect.

The produce of cheese per cow depends much on the
quantity and quality of the food, and varies from 3 to

4J cwt., 4 cwt. being a rather high average.

From i lb. to 1 lb. of whey butter per week per cow
is also made, the quantity varying according to the
care exercised in making the cheese. By overheating

the milk, or careless manipulation of the tender curd,

an excessive quantity of butter passes into the nhey

;

and its paucity is a good criterion of careful cheese-

making.
The whey is consumed by pigs (though some give it

to calves). This, with the butter, is valued at from
.30*. to .50.*. per cow per annum.

Pig breeding and fattening forms an important
branch of dairy farming. The breeds are various, the
Tamworth being a favourite. When pork is the object,
meal is given along with the whey, and the pigs fatted
and sold at five months old, weighing about 6 score lbs.

Those designed for bacon are, for the first three
months after weaning, carried on as stores, their prin-
cipal food being whey ; and they are then fattened off,

making from 10 to 14 score lbs.

On the farm referred to, about 24 porkers, averaging
7 score, are bred and fattened per annum.
Sheep are not a leading feature of these dairy dis-

tricts, but on every farm a small number, chiefly as
adjuncts to the cows, are kept; usually a breeding
flock. In some instances the ewes are bought annually
and put to the ram in September. During the winter
they have the run of the dairy pastures, a little hay
being given in the case of a fall of snow. The most
forward of the lambs are sold fat, and the remainder as
stores ; the ewes also being fattened and sold towards
the autumn.
Others maintain a permanent flock, selling the

wether, and keeping the ewe lambs to fill up vacancies.
Sometimes the practice is varied by wintering the
lambs, and selling fat as shearlings in the September
and October following. On farms where the lambs are
sold fat, about 30 ewes to 25 cows is the number kept.
The 80 acres of land on the above farm are cropped

on a five-course rotation, viz., roots, Barlej;, seeds, Oats,
and Wheat. The soil being very strong, six horses are
required. The Swedes and Mangels are sown on the
ridge, and White Turnips drilled on the flat ; for the
former the dressing being farmyard and also artificial

manure, for the latter one or the other, but seldom both.
The grain crops are all drilled, and either horse or

hand-hoed.
The reaping-machine is used, and found of much

service, economising both time and money.
The Oat stubble is broadshared immediately after

harvest, and lime at the rate of 2 tons per acre applied
and ploughed in for the succeeding crop of Wheat.
The Clover is mown for hay, as are also some watered

meadows ; the latter have been annually mown for the
last 50 years without any appreciable deterioration, the
only restorative applied being the water, which is

turned on in November, or sometimes later, if at that
time the Grass is not eaten close down.
In this and various other districts of the county

there is a considerable extent of water-meadow, but
they present nothing new or peculiar in their manage-
ment.
In spring the dunj of the animals depastured during

the summer and winter is knocked about, but the
collection of the fresh dung from the pastures is rarely
practised. Mr. Moserop in the Journal of tJie Ev;/I!sh
Agricultural Society,

Chatteeis, Isle of Ely, Cambs. : October 22.—
The time has now arrived when we can give ^vith

greater correctness a report of the produce of the late
harvest. Just prior to the commencement of reaping
we formed an opinion, which subsequent facts have
proved to have been too sanguine. We then thought
that the AVheat crop bid fair to afford something more
than an average. But no sooner was that opinion
expressed than adverse and ungenial weather set in,

which continued for more than eight weeks. The
heavy crops were laid sadly too much by the repeated
storms, and were seriously affected by both blight and
mildew, and are consequently yielding from one to two
sacks per acre less than had previously been expected.
On the gravelly Fen lands, where the crop was
thick, and not much laid, the yield is fully

as good as we expected ; but as these form
the exception and not the rule, we must
pronounce the crop in this immediate neigh-
bourhood below an average. Some of the earlier

stacked Wheats are going to market in verj' good con-
dition, and the demand for them is active ; but there
are many stacks which must stand until we get good
drying winds ere they can be brought out for grinding.

We heard a farmer remark the other day he had
threshed and sold all his dry Wheats, and what were
left must stand, and await suitable weather, ere they
could be touched. There is therefore a strong proba-
bility that good dry sound Wheats will be very
sparingly supplied for some weeks to come, and we
shall not be surprised to see them selling at consider-
ably enhanced prices before the end of the year.

Ave have threshed but little spring com at present,

and cannot, therefore, speak with very great accuracy
as to the yield; but the little experience we have
gained tends to re-assure us, and we see no reasoii to
alter our previously expressed opinions, but still think
Oats, Barley, Beans, and Peas are quite up to, if they
do not exceed, an average.
The harvest was one long to be remembered. Eight

weeks and one day we were engaged in harvest work
every available hour when weather permitted. There
was necessarily much anxiety felt, and much labour
involved in such a long tedious h,arvest, and the cost of

it was excessive. In this neighbourhood there was
much less real loss experienced than might reasonably
have been expected. During the first half of the time
the weather was showery and the interruptions were
frequent ; but the rains were not heavy, aud the com
was soon dry again, and was stacked in very fair con-
dition. The weather was more hindering than hurtful,

but subsequently the rains feU heavier, and sprouting
became general, and would have been very serious had
it not been for the cool drying winds which continued
almost daily. On one day we had more than a good
wind, it blew a perfect gale, and the ripe Wheats
suftered severely ; m some instances we believe from
one to two sacks per acre were blown out.

'The long continued rains making the strong lands
wet and tenaeious, and the late completion of the
harvest, compelled us to abandon all attempts at
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autumnal steam cultivation. Wo were tlicrefnip

unable to show (lie committee from the Royal AL-ii.ul-

tural Society ihe ajiparatus at "ink when tliey visited

us last month. We regret our inability to perform our

usual steam work, as the benefits we have derived from
it in the past few years we conceive have been very

considerable. A fine dry spring may enable us

perhajis to accomplish to some extent what we have
failed in doing this autumn.
Immediately the hai-vest was over we commenced

preparing our Fen lands for Wheat. We find it an
advantage to get these lands sown rather early, so that

the plant gets a good strong root-bold before the frosts

of winter. My iTig our imdivided attention to this

I'd in L'elling all our Fen Wheats
(221*1 acres) sowu by (he 20th inst., and with a con-

tinuance of the present warm weather they will not be

long ere they are up green.

Grass keeping has been, and still is plentiful, and all

stock, except lambs, are thriving; these on some
farms have suflered from scouring. We have been
singularly favoured. We bred 152, and from April 6

to October 11 (from Lady-day to Michaelmas) did not
lose one, and up to this date have lost but one, and that a

delicate andsickly animal. Wehavethemupon Cole-seed

now, and give them Oats, Pea husks (sometimes called

Pca-cha(l', but properly Pea-bran ), and cake made from
malt. We liave also 2:!(J fci-diiiL' sheep upon Cole-seed,

and these as well as llie liiiiibs all t;o into yards of a night
and eat str:iu uiili Uiiii- r nke and corn. We have
about I'.INI slirc|. iiltii.'i iliri-. which we shall use this

winter as UKninic 111:1111111. inrers. AVe still think in

these Feu dislriits tlml slieep can be used for this

pui'iioso with greater advantage than any other

animals. Where we have no roots we are buyingafew
Scots and yearling cart colts to tread straw down.
Manure must bo made even if at a loss, but we much
prefer when we can do it at a profit, hence we like

sheep better than cattle for the purpose. A. S. R.

Calendar of Operations.

Shirroff's Bearded Wheat. Pringle'-s Bearded Wheat. April Wheat. nalletfs Pedigree Wheat. ShuTeffs Red Wheat.

October : Selection of Seed Wheat.—The following

figures are taken from Morton's Farmer's Calendar,*
and are reproduced here . with the accompanying
descriptions in connection with the question of
choosing seed Wheat which is now occupying attention.

It may be well to read these notices along with
the report given in our columns the other day of trials

of seed Wheat, taken from the Transactions of the
Highland Society :—
No. 1 is an ear of Mr. Patrick Shirreff'snew Bearded

White Wheat, for which he has received the Highland
Society's medal. It is one of several new Wheats,
some of which are named farther on, for which we are
indebted to Mr. Shirretf's patience in selection and
perseverance in cultivation up from single ears, until
a stock- of sufficient quantity and of well-ascertained
quality has been obtained. No. 1 resembles very much
Pringle's White LJearded Wheat, represented at No. 3.

It is ditticult to distinguish the ears of the two sorts,

but there is }io dilliculty in distinguishing their seeds.
The graiu of Sliirrelf's is short andrather small, white,
transparent, and pearly looking. The grain of Pringle's
is a little larger and longer than Shirreff's, shining and
white with a rich creamy tinge. Both are new sorts of
sufficiently well-ascertained merit to deserve represen-
tation here, but without a long-established character
such as other sorts possess.

No. 2 is the Talavera White Wheat, easily recognised
by the distance between the sets of florets on the racbis

Wamo & Co., Bedford Stroot, W.t

of the ear. Col. le Contour's Bellevue Talavera Wheat
is one of our best sorts for spring sowing. It is a
White Wheat of good quality, and sufficiently prolific.

The straw, though short, is brittle ; but it is stifl", and
well adapted for cultivation on rich land.

No. 4 is another spring Wheat, a Bearded Bed
Wheat, commonly called April Wheat, from the time
up to which it may be sown. It is a very produc-
tive sort, of fair quality ; and justice is not done to it

in the specimen selected for representation. It is

referred to above as coming into more general adoption.
This is especially the case on the chalky land of some
of the southern counties.
No. 5 is Hallett's Pedigree Wheat, to which full

reference has been already given in past volumes.
No. (3 is Shirreff's Bearded Red, another sort due to

Mr. Patrick Shirrell', of Haddington, who selected it

about five years ago, and thus describes it. " It is an
autumn variety, ripening early, tillering freely, not apt
to lodge, and characterised by a long beard. This
appendage seems to have been attached to the chaff of
the original AYheat plant, as a great majority of the
varieties over the globe are found to have beards. The
strength and elasticity of the beard of this Wheat pre-
vents the wind shedding the grains at the apex of the
ear, and by admitting air into the sheaf, the sprouting
of the grains is checked in wet seasons, and the
hardening of them promoted in fine weather. Under
no circumstances is the beard found to be injurious,

and in the fickle climate of Britain it is highly
a<lvantageous."

In the figure containing these three sorts. No. 4

suft'ers by its neighbourhood to the fine ears of

Hallett's and Shirrett"s Wheats in Nos. 5 and 6. It is

unquestionably inferior to either of them, for of

Hallett's sort we have seen ears 8 inches long, and cou-

tainiim 120 grains. The April Wheat shown on this

figure "appears to us, however, of less vigorous growth,

not so bold, nor of such breadth of ear as it generally

exhibits. „ , ., tit, ^ ii

No. 7 is the common Red Lammas Wheat, the

original of a great many other sorts, most of which are

barely distinguishable from it. Mr. Lawson describes

it as having been originally from France. It yields

grain of good quality and fair productiveness, and is

probably at this moment more largely cultivated as a

Bed Wheat than any other sort. Many sorts are

hardly distinguishable from the Red Lammas except

by name and local reputation. And as resembling it

we may here name the so-called Nursery Wheat, a

commonly cultivated sort of good quality.

No. 8 is the White Essex Wheat, of a white colour,

transparent, and thin skinned ; much approved by the

miller ; resembling many other kinds, as Uxbridge and
Mungoswells (another of Mr. Shirrefif's Wheats) in

the form of its ear ; somewhat long in straw, and not

so early in ripening as some other kinds. These cha-

racteristics are taken from Lawson's account of it.

No. 9 is the Spalding Red Wheat, a coarse produc-

tive sort, strong and stiff strawed, and the original of a

number of well-known sorts, among which we name
Browick Bed Wheat as one of the best. These are all
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tall, stiff-strawed Wheats, well adapted to the rich,
fenny districts where they originated, of vigorous
frowth and productive. Spalding "Wheat is said by
Ir. Haxton to have often yielded 8 quarters per acre

in Fifeshire.

No. 10, Chiddam "White "Wheat, though represented
in the drawing as almost equal
in length and strength to the
car of Spalding, is rarely so
long and fine. It is remark-
able for the quality of its
graih, which is white and
starchy, round and heavy. It
is well adapted to the lighter
class of soils in the southern
English counties, and is much
cultivated on the chalk lands
of Surrey.

their employer. A shepherd near me broke his ribs in his
master's service. Owing to his being shepherd, he had his
house rent-free, in addition to bis 83. wages. But during
bis illness his rent w.a8 stopped out of his son's wages. You
will see, then, that by mentioning the bare amount of w,ai»es
only, wntbout the addition of such particulars as I have now
supplied, I have rather understated than overstated the

OU Patnt no longer Necessary.

Miscellaneous.
Oil Crops grown in Ridges.

—I had observed that formerly
in my part of the country it

Av-ts the custom to ridge up
land that had been neglectfully
cultivated, in order to bring it

back to its former good con-
dition. This custom had almost
become obsolete, and I fre-
quently wondered why it did
not become general, as it im-
proves the soil and rids it of
weeds. The dearness and rarity
of manual labour caused me to
reflect upon introducing on
my own farm cultivation in
widely set ridges. I had the
hope of thus growing larger
crops at less cost; meanwhile, I
wanted a combined implement
to enable me to do the work
well. A large size of Howard's
double - breasted ploughs
enabled me to attain the pur-
l)ose, with a drill which I had
modified for sowing Beetroot,
Turnips, and Colza. This
mode of cultivation is at once
advantageous and economical,
and suits all soils. In stiff

land it sweetens and fertilises

the soil by exposing a maxi-
mum of surface to the action
of the atmosphere. It suits
also light soils with a thin layer
of humus, for in heaping up
the land to form the ridge
the cropping depth is in
some sort doubled. All my
ridges are set .32 inches apart.
Ridges cause the soil to mix,
and fermentation to take place
rapidly, because all the atmospheric principles play a
double part. The time of sowing is accelerated ; it can
be done even in wet weather, and as well before winter
as when the frosts are over. The apparatus used, and
a specimen of the cultivation, will be exhibited during
'T,J.','P<'

"f *li<^ Pi"''s Exhibition of 1867 on the Island
ol Uilliincourt. The only way to appreciate this mode
ot cultivation, and to know the result of it is to
examine it with one's own eyes. It would take a great
deal of writing to enumerate all the advantages of
groiying crops in ridges ; those who personally examine
it will understand them. One of its advantages I have
omitted, "\yhen we have h&my rains after sowing Beet
on the flat the earth becomes glazed—a crust is formed
which prevents the Beets from shooting up ; the plant
IS then like a cork-screw in a corked bottle. This
inconvenience is avoided by planting in ridges. M.
Decrombecqrie. of Lens, near Arras, Pas (te Calais, in
the Journal d'Agriculture Pratique.

Labourers' Wage.t.—'Mr. Herman Biddell, of Ipswich,
having doubted the statement of the Rev. Canon
Girdlestone that wages in his agricultural district were
only &. a week, has received the following letter on
the subject :

—

" Canons' House, Bristol, Oct. 22.
S'r.—Ihave justre.ad your letter in the riiiiK of to-day.

I .-im not at all surprised that my statements almost surpass
your power of belief. Nevertheless these statements are of facts
which have passed daily before my eyes during the four years
I h.avc been Vicar of Halbei-ton. That pariah contains nearly
6000 acres, and there are in it, more or less, about 60 farmers.
With very few e>:i.cpti..ns S..., and in some cases only 7».
a week, :u-o t'l v.

_ Iv.ntoan able-bodied agricultur.U
o ,.„.v.„. I .

^i^j^, scale of wages, or nearly so,
' ' .nunty of Devon, but I will only

1
know. In one family, for which

i-c. 11 better berth in prospect, ttie

„. udustrious fellow—has Sn. a week
wages if the weather bo line, from which 1«. lli?. is deducted
for rent

;
so that he brings home never more than 6«. Id.

for food, clothing, and fuel for his family, consisting of a
wife, three young children, .and a fourth on the way. This
IS not by any means an uncommon case. In many in.stanccs
deduction js made not only for rent but for gi-ist at the
farmers prices, so that the hibourer sometimes does not
carry home more than 3«. erf. a week in coin. I know of two
strong lads m one family, aged respectively 10 and 14, who
receive from the farmer who employs them, the one 3s. M., the
other 2.«. 6rf. a week

; and the farmer, reckoning these
miserable earnings of the two lads together with the f.atber's
wages, stated in a public paper that he gave his labourers
Us. a week. In some cases the labourers are not allowed to
keep pigs, lest they should steal fond for them from their

VK'^^«/;^T>W^»»^~<2E?

. ordinary labourer,

L & Smith will forward
application.

Fi-om CuAS. E. B. She
" 1 hnve much pleasure in

best ntateri.al for preser^'ing iron fencing, gates, and other wood
o.Kposed to tlieair ; and I can with safety recommohd it as tlie
ind cheapest article that ia yet out. Wishing you everv Buccesa."

' s of about 30 gallons each, at la. 6(t. per gatl'oi

-T^Hi-
nnnii Street West. E.G.. from ?

SONS,
UELI, and BRASS FOU.NDERS to HER MAJE-STV.

PATENT CAST-IRON
PUMP, fitted with J. W. i So»s'
Metal Bucket and Valve, whiv.h
cannot clog in action, for Wells
not exceeding 2.'i feet.

Di.am. Height. £ s. d.

2i in. short . . 1 ft. 7 in. . . l 1

2i in. long . . 3 ft. 3 in. . . 1 s B

3) in. long

prevails in l

vouch for \v

I am thaukfi
n— .a young, sti

while it moiv ,., ,,,-iaIh I, ,,,[„ ,,.. tint i

to themselves, their club, if they have
me. It is seldom that they can get e

1. r. ;li. ,„ >vholly

, the poor-rate, and
a pint of milk from

I send'you a copy of
3 ft. I . 2 14m address I latelv cli-culated among my 21 in. short, with IS ieet

u niav see the sort of way in which a ' of lead pipe attached,

•.'.Ii.f.irmers have in the enlightened , ,"f'''j/°rt''„''5'„°S --J,» J
M.pt to improve the condition of ".°*'?. I'V- ^Al

! 1
.."ay, however, that the work of m -u^ °4't";°°'' ^J''.S"' '"'"i"

' i";;'to"^othL'^?l%'"'°""--r
""''"

i Ba'r^-ns&i^ScheTl^g:
iii.-ititf,' to otuer places wnte me word '

iducc them to return to H.ilberton. I
' WARNERS' PORTABLE FIRE

IMPROVED LIQUID
MANURE or GENERAL
PORTABLE P U M P.-Thesa
Pumps are fitted with J. W. &
Sorts' Patent Bucket and Vtilve,
and cinnot clog in action. The
Barrel is made of Galvanised
Iron, not likely to corrode, and
can be raised or lowered at plea-
sure on the stand, the legs of
which fold together, and it may

year ISRfl r.- -
'

]

the labourM i

cniigT-atioTi i- ^. n.

have 8uec<;cdcii in

that nothing would
have also already received 51. in answer to my appeal i
last letter in the Times for a small fund to defr
the removal of lalMurers. I hope I may yet ,^v^..i, ^.lu.t

at Canons' House, Bristol, where my duties
)blige me at present to reside. Your obedient

vant, Bthrard Girdlestone, Canon of Sristol, and Ficnr of

be carried with (

to tank or pond.

T., ., «-• Pump, with legs, £2 1wt. ; 2-inoh
Flexible Rubber and Canvas Suction Pipe, 2a. lid. per foot. The

.St of .

Ihl'x

Notices to Correspondents
Kor/oU-. This siTi.iim evil i^ ..

cows feeding on ciM |.i-' , .
i

\\],\r

Htonishavenot I'f-T'i i .
, .mi

Remove the cattl. -,
i

.

t
,

•If hay has' been ^iv.-ii, , ,
, i. r f..r^r

FGparite immediately thL' animals xh
tbicatened to do so.

"

Power of SF.w.\r.E : / ir.

produced by the
I'' old Rye-grass
I '"utains Ergot.
nu'h as possible,
ind oil-cake, and
ave aborted, oi

The letter on this
3ur last week's
t, not in that

subject referred to by Professor 'Wrigbt:
paper, appeared in the Thnett of the 11th
of the lOtb, as stated.

Earth Closets : Cor. Apply to the Earth Closet Company
Bedford Sti-eet, Covent Garden ; or to the Rev. H. Moule,
Fordington, Dorchester.

Gas-Lime
: Farma: It is a mixture of caustic lime and

carbonate of lime, with lime containing combined with it
sulpburetted hydrogen. <tc., which has been taken by it out
of the coal gas which is passed over it for purification. In
80 fii as it is combined with this sulphuretted hydrogen,
it will, by exposui-e to air, become gypsnm. A waggon
load, or as much sometimes as two waggon loads per acre,
is used. They generally make it into a compost with earth,
and turn it over several times before putting it over the land.
It is more commonly applied to clay land than light soil.
Coal ashes may be useful to put on coarse Grass land where
there is no Clovei".

L'ExTiscTEUit asks for the .iddress of the London, Manchester,
Carli-le agent for L'E.et incteur, a French invention for

"th water charged with carbonic

Salt; Sv.Ik ^Four cwt. per acre will not kill weeds on light
land, You must get the weeds up by scarifying, h.arrowing,
gathcriug, and burning. Earlier in the year you might have
done a good deal to it by mere sunshine.

Steam Cultivation on Lord Berners' Farm : WHO. We
arc informed that the paragraph beginning "Steam Culti-
T.ation," in the first column of page 9S4, is likely to cause an
crrDneous impression, and requires some explanation. The
facts are that his Lordship had the identical ¥\rst Prize set
of Fowler's small taekle from Leeds, which turned out a
faihire ; that Mes.srs. Howard afterwards supplied bis Lord-
ship with an engine, and one of theii- steam-cultivators;
.and that the breakage referred to happened to Fowler's, not
to Howard's apparatus.

GARDEN ENGINE.

>'o. 647n. di

The above a
fllied with wate

ne Person price jE 2 2,<.

to ditto, on Wheels „ £2 10s.

1 complete in themselves, and may be always kept
and ready for u

The Times, July 23, nm,from Earl Ebskx.
A Reai. Fire ExTiNouisnER.

To the Editor of The Times.
" SiR,~I feel sure you will kindly allot a small space jn the Times

to these few lines, as the best medium tluougb which I would urge
every householder who dreads fire to have on each floor of his houao
one or more !:mall Garden or other Engines on wheels, always charged

fearful of all

in a larje tu

nil a grent i

arrived (most of the s

1 bed. I V

ed bedroom. How caused is t
ustom to keep one of these small
iiutas I was in the room with one
The curtains, shutters, casements,
e burning and crackmg from floor
the moment, yet before assistance
;itg gone to bed), I had completely

*' So fierce was the fire that the lead of the casements was melted,
and the casements themselves were burat off their hinges.

" I will only ada. that by God's mercy, the house was saved by this
Had it r

esiobury would be now a heap o
"Cassiobury, Watford, July 20.

-Yours fftithfuliy,

"ES8E.1.
ight on the floor, that any
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PORTABLE FIRE ENGINES.

E. BEAD,
SOLE INVENTOR OF THE DOMESTIC EIRE ENGINE,

Begs to infoiiu Noblemen, Gentlemen, and the Public generallj-, that he hag made considerable Improvements in
their construction. They are noto fitted with DOUBLE DISCHARGE TUBES, 15 feet long. Tlicsc Enginea liave
been extensively ordered by the Commissioners of H.M.'s Worlcs, &c. An inspection ia solicited.

Manufiietured only by the Patentee,

RICHd. READ, 35, REGENT CIRCUS, LONDON, W.

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Class IX., No. 2119.

Mr. GKAT begs to call the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, Nurserymen, Gardeners, &0., to his

NEW OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
Acknowledged by practical judges to be a great improvement on every fonn of Tubular Boiler yet introduced.

It has proved itself superior to all otlier Boilers for quickness of action and economy of Fuel, doing its worlc wilh

one-third less the amount required by any other.

Extract from Report in G.VHDENEas' Chronicle of Internatmial Exhibition, Mmj 2i, 18G2, page 476.

"The uprlgbt form of BoUer is usually made on a circular plan, I rather than a square, it seemg feasible that the Boilers on the oval

but the oval form given to Mr. Gbav'h variety of it Is said to be plan should bring the tubes more completely within range of the
preferable in consequence of its bringing the tubes in closer contact burning fuel; and this being so, the change, though a slight one
with the Are. The usual form of a furnace being a parallelogram 1 is no doubt an improvement."

1^ Thiy are of all sizes, which, with prices, may be had on application.

JAMES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
DANVERS STREET, PAULTON'S SQUARE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

S AW'S TIFFA
For samples and prices apply to

J. Shaw & Co., 20, Oxford Stroet, Manchester.

c
Asphalte Rooflng Felt,

ONE TEXNY per .Square Foot
R G G N AND CO., Manupactueers.

r03, New Earl Street,) , , „„
^^n^w-i^us,

134. Uread Stroet, ' jl^on^lon, K.C.

QEORQE SQ., GLASGOW; 2,GOHKE PIAZZAS, LIVERPOOL.

George Hall, late Manager to the late Saynor'a Firm
\\f. U ^3 liiR 30 YeaIIS in THEIIt EmPLOT.

(^:j.EO. JIALL AND SON'S Celebrated I'KUNING iindV^ BUDDINtf KMVE8. &c., may bo obtamod from the moat
respectable NurBurymori and Seed Mercliants in the kiuKdoin ahu
Ariioiica, Franco, Germany, Ilolland, Prussia, Russia Slc

'

N.B. We only make one quality, the best that cau' be manu-
factured, regardless of expense, the same as the lato Sayuoru always
made during their lifetime, with all the latest improvementH.

Horticultural Cutlery Works. Shefllotd.

A GRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.—Steam Engjnea.
-TX Threshing and Dressing Machineji, WagKons and Carts, Culti-
vators, Ploughs, Harrows, Chaff Cutters, Grinding Mills, Lawn
Mowers, Garden Rollers, Water Barrows, and Horticultural Toola
of every description ; Corn Bins, Wire Netting, Chui-ns, Forks, &c.

BuRGEBS & Kev, D5, Newgate Street. London, E.C.
Works. Brentwood. Essex.

TP T. ARCHER'S "FRIGI D M 0.";
,^*i''S'"*'.'*

'^1 f'^' Majesty The (jucon, the Diilie of North,
ninberland for Syon House, His Grace the Duke of Devonshire for
ChisOTCk Gardens, Professor Lindley for the Horticultural Society
.Sir Joseph Paxton for the Crystal Palace. Royal Zoological Society, Sc!

..?§VrTf¥S.9S.I''°°' "^^ SCORCHING RAYS of the SUN.
w„„i . „; f °. }?• " '^"'".'''

"A'',''
°'' I'"''"" prepared Hair andWool, a perfect Non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keoc.ing, nhorevor

it IS applied a fijod temperature. It is adapted lor all Horticultural
and Floricultural purposes, for Preserving Pruita and Flowers from
the Scorching Rays or the Sun, from Wind, trom Attacks of Insects,
and from Morning Frosts. To be had In any required lengths
Two yards wide i,. o^. per yjr^ ^un.
Four yards wide 3». eti. Jer yard.An improved make, 2 yards wide . . Is, 9rf per yardAn improved make, 3 yards wide . , 2s. Sd. per yard run Also
FBIGI DOMO" NETTING, 2 yards wide, 1». M. per yard run
Enisni TaoKAS Aboheb, Whole and Solo Manufacturer, 7, Great

Trinity Lane, Cannon Street, City, E.C, and of all Nurserymen andSeedsmen throuBhout tlifl KimrHon,
^ooijuiouuuu

Seedsmen throughout the Kingdo'm,
" It is much cheaper than Mats a 'erlDg."

BY HER MA.TESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

OEMSON'S
NEW PATENT WROUGHT IRON MULTITUBULAR HOT-WATER BOILER.

THE GREAT ADVANTAGES OF THIS

BOILER ARE :—

1st. Being entirely of Wkought-Iuov,

its safety from leakage and cracks (from

expansion or contraction), a danger to

which all Cast-iron Boilers are moie or

less liable.

2d. Au immensely increased surface

exposed to the direct action of the 6re,

which passes through the tubes, thereby

giying a wonderfully increased amount

of power.

3J. A great saving in the consumption

of fuel. Its facility for banking up the

Ere. Ita peculiarly well-adapted con-

struction for slow combustion, and

burning many hours without attention,

at a trifling expense.

4th. Its extraordinary power and

safety for carrying out the One Boiler

System, and small space and deptli

for setting.

One of these BOILERS Heated Iho

GRE.VT ORCHID TENT, 560 feet long,

and 40 feet wide, at the INTER-

NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL

EXHIBITION, with a remarkably small

quantity of fuel, and gave the gi-catest

s.itisfuction. Was highly approved of

by many Scientiflo Men and Practical

Horticulturists.

The great Power, Economy, and

Safe Working of these BOILERS has

been thoroughly tested for the last

12 months at the Horticultural Gardens,

Chiswick, where they may be seen in

action, and also at other places in

various parts of the country.

UNDERSIDE OF BOILER AND PLAN OF TUBES.

TREY AMB MADE OF VARIOUS SIZES. PRICES ON APrLWATIOH.

HENRY ORMSON, F.S.A.,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDER TO HER MAJESTY, AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF HER MAJESTVS
KOYAl PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS, AND TO THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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HOT-WATER APPARATUS, of every description,

fixed complete in any part of the country, " ^^ " "'"

Boilers, Pipes, &c.. delivered to any Station.
tbe materials.

Estimates on appli

& Sons, (J, iJankside, Soutbwark, London, S.E.

Heating by Hot Water.

WJ. HOLLANUS, Ikon Merchant,
• 31. Banlside, London. S.E.

HOT WATER PIPES, fl om StoCK, per yard ;—2-inoh, U 2<i ,

3-iilch, Is. lOd. ; and 4-iiicli. 2s. M. BENDS, from Stock, UM., 2». oa.,

and 3». each. THROTTLE VALVES, 10s., 13s., and 14a. eacli. Other

Connexions at equally low prices, and all goods of flrst-class manu-

facturo. Estimates given, and orders by post punctually attended to

Heating by Hot Water.
OT-WATER I'lI'ES, at Wholesale Prices, with

Elbows, Syphons, Tee Pipes^ and every other^ connection;

WrouBht"and'c2tTro'n''Bo'ileis' Saddle, Conical', Cyiinder, Toi

and Sliptic, from 24.. ei^._Jn,proved Boilers

B Without brickwork.

- Ground Street, Black-

' Hot-Wati
W \TI S

sMa

onA CUCUMBER aiiH "M I P
/C\J\J and from 400 to 500 LlCi 1

1
i

STOCK. Glazed and Painted c-'U>\'.

Packed and sent to all parts of tlie

Buildings. Warehouses, tec, IIe;itud o

and economical principler

Builders and
^IKviitRoad.S.E.

;ii(l LIGHTS,
.SIZES kept in

Cheap Greenhouse Stoves.

DEANE AND CO.'S Patent VENTILATING and
SUSPENSION STOVES are simple, cheap, and efficient ; have

been largelv adupted and approved ; will burn many hours without

attention, and at a small cost for fuel. Prices of SuKpenslon Stoves,

20s., 30,*., 3S«., and upwards. Ventilating Stoves, 60s., 60s., 703., 90s.

IIOT-WATEK APPARATUS for Conservatories, Greenhouses,

llothouses. Forcing Pits, &c., erected and fitted up complete.

Deane & Co., 40, King William Street, London Bridge, B.C.

Established a.d. 1700. ^
The Only Stove without a Flue

NASH AND JOYCi: b P\1LN 1

Al I \

'^^ P
"U VPMING HALLS,

(.HFVl II 1- The Kad t T Ba ssivehalf
the u uil consumpl o of fuel One hU ug pa ket of

red hot mtleti eydy asts all ^ nter

&. IsAsn, Ironn onger,
lift, Newtji 3 Stre

CKAISSTOW'S I'ATENT BUILDINGS lor

HORTICULTURE.
" Cry GlazinR without Putty."

'• Gl iss wi hout Laps
"Ventilation without Moving Lights

Highly Commended by the Royal HorticxUturil Socn-ty 'south

Kensington.

GREENHOUSES, Span or Lean-to, Ornamental or

Plain, always in Stock, Glazed with 21-oz., and Painted ready

for Fixing. To be seen erected.

Span-roof, plain, 20 feet 9 itches long, by 13 feet wide. . £31

A ditto of same size, ornamental 35

A ditto 33 feet long by 13 feet wide, plain 47

A ditto same size, ornamental -. -^ ..

Also, a Lean-to 19 feet lonti by 10 feet 9 inches wide

,
kept in sfock, and a large Stock of i

" •
^"' "'ES, made portable, of d

: to order, Glazed with 21-q

W. S. uses only the best Yellow Timber for Horticultural Work.
Estimates given lor effectually Heating by Hot Watur.
''£^ Note the Address—Wm, Smith, Hothouse Builder, Tumhai

Oi-een, W.

Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for

SAYNOR AND COOKE'S "WARRANTEU PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that you get them.

Observe the mark Saykor, also ihe corporate mark Obtain
Warranted, without which none are genuine.

S. & C. reeret having to caution Gardeners and others, but are

compelled to do so, in consequence of an imitation, of common
quality, having been sold for the genuine one, and which has caused

many cimplatnts to be made to them of Knives which were not of

their make, all of which are warranted both by Sellers and Makers.

S. & C.'s Pruning and Budding Knives are the Desc and the
cheapest in the

fas 1 Works, Sheffield. Established upwards of 125 y

GREEN'S IMPROVED NEW PATENT
GARDEN ROLLER.

The above Rollers possess many advantages over all others. They
are made in two jiaits, and are free to revolve on the axis, affording

greater facilities for turning, and the outer edges m-e rounded off or

turned inwards, thus avoiding the unsightly mai-ks left by other
Rollers.

Diameter, 30 inches j Length 32 mches, £7 10
4 10

Prices for Rollers fitted with Shafts suitable for Pony or Horse
Power, free on application.
Delivered carnage paid to all the principal Fvailway Stations and

Shipping Ports in Eniland.

Thomas Greex & Son, Smithfield Iron Works, Leeds ; 54 and 65

Blackfriars Road, London, S. ; and 19, Eden Quay, Dublin.

N.B. All Orders executed on the day they are received.

PRIZE MEDAXS AWARDED to GREEN'S PATENT
LAWN MOWERS.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, LONDON, 1802.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, DUBLIN, 18C5.

The above Lawn MowerB have proved to be the best, and have
caiTied off every Prize that has been given in all cases of Com-
petition.

(;i;n If Ti- i;.V I, .ind HORTICULTURAL
IMPLEMKNT.S an<i MACHINES of everv description.

IMPROVED IRON STABLE FITTINOS.
URDLES and CONTINUOUS IRON and WIRE FENCING.
s:iding Entrance and Field Gates. Plain and Galvanised

Wire Netting.

•;EN'S PATENT lawn MOWERS and GARDEN ROLLERS.
;irden Engines, Syrinees, Water Barrows, Ornamental Garden

Seats, Chairs, Tables. Iron Fountains, Vases, ftc.

IRON and BRASS BEDSTEADS, m great variety.
Washing, Wringing, and Mangling Machines.

IMPROVED SAUSAGE MACHINES and FILLERS.
Separate Illustrated Price Lists free on appltcatw
TiroMAS Greew & Sow, Smithfield Iron Works, Leeds.
t: ui-i opposite the Smithfield Cattle Market, North Street,

' ni.l 66, Blackfriars Road, London, S, and 19, Eden

He

s C^A^&TON, Aichitect, lilnumgham

Works : Highgate Street, Bmningham.
r J. Growtage, Manager, 1, Temple Row West, Birmingham.

G:i RliENHOUSES. 42 feet by 13 wide, £50 ; 21 ft-ct by
13 wide, £28 ; 12^ feet bv 10 wide, £16, glazed, ready for fixing.

A handsome CONSERVATORY, 36 feet by 19, £120.

Estimates for any branch in the line, in Wood or Iron, at
H, FRtEMAN'h W.iiks, Triangle, Hackney, N.E.

G. MESSENGER, Midland Steam Power
• Ilorticultui-al Works, Loughborough, Hot-Water Apparatus
Valvo Manufacturer.
onouiable Mention awarded at the International Exhibition, 1802,

>. the Dublin Exhibition, 1805 ; also a Fir.'it-claas Certificate by

. ME!
ngsa

hundreds of i

the purpose fi^r wiiich they wore c(

Any Hon^e Gl -zed sni«lo uy .Iom
The mnde adopts! bvT. (!. Mis-

Forcmg Houses i

Houses are coi

open the whole c

cuiarH

npoitant improTements i

iiinently answering

^^alul.

Uteuted Ventilating principle to
a though the glass were entirely

i Saddle

placing the plant:
er's Boiler pussi . __ _... ^,_

bmed, has hollow furnace bars, requires but
all the advantages of theT. O. M

Tubular an
a shallow stokehole, and exposes as much surface to the direct
of the fire as can possibly bo obtained, the whole of which c

1 important fact that out of upwards of

i Valve {single or double) is effective, simple,
>rk, and as durable as the pipe to which it is attacked.

^Designs and Estimates supplied for all kinds of Horticultural
• the purpose for which they mayWorks, and guaranteed to a

by Her Majesty the Q' . .

Saxony: again on four separate occasions' during the Season of 18C5
by Her Maje^ty thoQueeo: once by HiaMajestytho King of Holland

Gardi
Every Machine warranted, and If not approved of can be at once

returned. Illustrated Price Lists sent free on application.
k hoN, Dens Iron Works, Arbroath ; and 27, Leaden-

Albemarle Street, Oct., 1866.

MR. MUEEAY'S
LIST OF FORTHCOMING WORKS.

TTING GEORGE III"i'' CORRESPONDENCE wu
-**- LORD NORTH on the AMERICAN WAR, 1760-8

THE" S.\UCE (DR. SOUTHWOOD SMITH'S
DIQESTIVEl.—Delioions with every dish. Wholesale and

expoit by A. S. Stoceeb, 69, Lamb's Conduit Street, W.C. ; Barclay
& Sons, Hatty Sc Co.. London ; and Georoe Edhonos, Crown
Chambers, LiYerpool. Retailed everywhere. Ask for " The " Sauce.

w Sauce.-Lea & Perrlns'
ORCESTERS HIRE SAUCE.—
This delicious Condiment, pronounced by Connoisseurs

*' THE ONLY GOOD SAUCE," is prepared solely by Lea & Perriss.
The public are respectfully cautioned against worthless imitations,

and should see that Lea & Fekri[»&' Names are on Wrapper, Ijabel,
Bottle, and Stopper. Ask for Lea 4 Perriss' Sadcb.

Sold Wholesale and for Export, by the Proprietors, Worcester
Messrs. Barclay s Sons, London, kc,
-ersally.

KING WILLIAM IV'^'s CORRESPONDENCE with
EARL GREY on tho FIRST REFORM BILL, 1830-32.

2 vols. 8vo.

SIR CHARLES LTELL'S PRINCIPLES of
GEOLOGY. lOtb Edition. 2 vols, with Illustrations Vol.1. 8vo.

MR. MOTLEY'S COMPLETION of the HISTORY of

the UNITED NETHERLANDS. Vols. III. and IV. 8vo.

SIR RODERICK MURCHISON'S SILURIA.
4th Edition. Illustrations. 8vo.

M. GUIZOT on the PRESENT STATE of
CHRISTIANITY. Post 8vo.

MR. DARWIN on the ORIGIN of SPECIES.
4th Edition. Illustrations. Post 8vo.

ME. FERGnSSON'S COMPLETION of his HISTORY
of ARCHITECTURE. With 640 lUustratioos. Vol.11. 8yo.

SIR EDWARD SULLIVAN'S CONQUERORS,
WARRIORS, and STATESMEN of INDIA. 8vo.

MR. FORSYTH'S LIFE and TIMES of CICERO.
2d Edition, lllustratious. 8vo.

REV. CANON ROBERTSON'S CONTINUATION ol

hia CHURCH HISTORY : 4.D. 1122-1303. 8yo.

MR. GROTE'S PLATO. 2d Edition. 3 vols. 8vo.

SIR EDWARD COST'S COMPLETION of the CIVIL
WARS of FRANCE and ENGLAND, Vols, HI, and IV.

Post 8yo.

DEAN MILMAN'S HISTORICAL WORKS. A New
Revised and Popular Edition. To bo published monthly.

SIR CHARLES BARRY'S LIFE. By His Son.
Illustrations. Sto.

ARAB LIFE in the SYRIAN DESERT. 2ml Edition.

Post 8vo.

PROFESSOR RANKE'S POPES of ROME.
(Mrs. Austin's Translation). 4th Edition. 3 vols. pvo.

DEAN STANLEY'S MEMORIALS of -WESTMINSTER
ABBEY. 8vo.

The Pearl

ASHANGO

LORD BYRON'S POETICAL WORKS.
Edition. Crown Svo.

MR. DU CHAILLU'S JOURNEY to

LAND. Illustrations. Svo.

P.EV. C. W. KING on the ORIGIN, USES, and
VALUE of ANTIQUE GEMS. 2nd Edition. Illustrations. Svo

DR. CHAPLIN CHILD'S BENEDICITE ; or, Song of

the Three Children. 2 vols. Fcap. 8to.

SIR FRANCIS HEAD'S BUBBLES from the

BRUNNEN, Cth Edition. Illustrations. Post Svc.

REV. G. B. JOHN'S ACCOUNT of BLIND PEOPLE :

their Works and Ways. Post Svo.

MR. GLADSTONE'S REFORM SPEECHES in 1S66.

PostSvo. Os.

THE CHILDREN of the LAKE. A Poem. Fc.ip. Svo.

REV. ^y. ELLIS'S MADAGASCAR REVISITED
under a NEW REIGN. Illustrations. 8vo.

PROFESSOR SYBEL'S HISTORY of the FRENCH
REVOLUTION, 1780-1795. Svo.

THE BISHOP of OXFORD'S POPULAR LIFE of

WILLIAM WILBERFORCE. Post Svo.

THE STUDENT'S MANUAL of NEW TESTAMENT
HISTORY. Maps and Wooicuts. Post Svo.

REV. GEORGE RAWLINSON'S HISTORY of MEDIA
and PERSIA, Illustrations. Svo.

BUTTM.WS CATALOGUE of IRREGULAR GREEK
VERBS. 3d Edition. Post 8yo.

THE STUDENT'S MANUAL of MORAL
PHILOSOPHY. Post Svo.

DR. WM. SMITH'S SMALLER ANCIENT
MYTHOLOGY for YOUNS PERSONS. Illustrations. Wmo.

John Murray, Albemarle Street, W.
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with rich ormolu oniamonts, from £3
from £1 Ss. to £100 ; Fire-irons, from 3s. 3tl. the Set to £4 4s. The
BURTOX:.nd all other PATENT STOVES, with Radiating Ileiuth
Plates.

CLOCKS, CANDELABRA, BRONZES, and LAMPS.
—William S Hirtcn invites inspoction of his Stock of these,

displayed In tw > l.'iri;'-' Show Rooios. Each article is of Kimmnteed
aualit'y, ana soiik' aio uti|ccts of pure Vertu, the productions of tho
rst mauulUctiiror.i uf Pans, from whom WiLtrAM S. Burton imports

them direct.
Clocks from
Candelabra from

18s. to £10 103.
(Is. to £U.

Wali

VL FURNISHING
n R,n. the Prince of

I. It contains upwards
'listening Silver and
I Motal Goods, Dish
I u'ble Chunney-j)i

of COO liluhtr.Ti- I . I

.
I

Electro Piate, Ni. :
i !

Covers, Hot-w:it.. I i* , i _,

Kitchen lianges, 1. .
. I .

i ..^, Urns, and Kettles,
Clocks, Table Cuti' ;.- i. I

:
•, I i

i Wi..-, Iiituery. Iron and Brass
Bedsteads, Bedduj;,, i;^vli.,i.:ii l'.lIj ::,<_ L ! uiiuLure, &c., with Lists of
Pnces, J.nd Plans of tlic Twenty largo Hliow Booms, at 39, Oxford
Street, W.; 1, 1a, 2, 3, and 4, Newman Street;
Place ; ana 1, Newman Yard. London. W.

rpHE SMOKER'S BONUON immediately and effec-
J- tually REMOVES the TASTE and SMELL of TOBACCO from
the Mouth and Breath, and renders Smoking agreeableand safe. It

ie verj' pleasant and wholesome. Prepared by a piitent process,
from the recipe of an eminent phya'cian, by Scuooling & Co.,
Wholesale and Export Confectioners, Bothoal ISreen, London, N.E.
Is. per box post free, 14 stamps.—Sold by Chemists, Tobacconiats, tc.

DINNEEORD'S ELUID MAGNESIA.—Tht- W-dical
profession for 30 years bave approved of this pm-e solution ot

Magnesia as the beat remedy for Acidity of the Stomaol., headache.
Heartburn, Gout, and Indigestion: and as a mild aperient it is

especiallv adapted for ladies and children. Prepared bv Dl^!NEFL^RD
& Co., Cheniibts, &c., 172, New Bond Street, Loudon, W. and sold

throughout the world by all respectable chemists. Caution.—See
that "DiNNEKoRD A Co." is on each bottle and red label over the cork.

M \\A. I'ARM iu Surrey.— It <:rm-
'i'l 'i comfortable Reskienr^o, ana i^

'iiriiul country, close toa Cliuidi
' ! M ii;...t Town, and only tivulv>j limI.*-

IS Steward of an Estate of whicK the Farm i

be made to Messrs. Vioehs, Lan

Salcsf fij? auction.

SALE Tins DAY AT HALF-PAST TWELVE O'CLOCK.
Greenhouse Plants and Hardy Bulbs, Roses, &c.

Sale of Bulbs and Plants on October 29.

ME. J. C. STJiVENS will SELL l,y AtlClION, at

MONTiAV n.l.l.,, M
,1 ! ,

; ;,, 1,120-ciock vroclsely, 000 Lots of
"'9'-;";; '

' ''
1 >.i'iNTite,TULifs,uaocusES,

Sale of very fine Dutch Bulbs and Standard Roses.

'\]
'\1^'n;,

'''"'''''"'•"'"'''"'"" •^liil;HI^'">ll MOM. by

Oil viuw A!orulii(; of Sale. Catalogi
aiitlof the Auotiouoors. Aniericin Ni

Hornsey, Middlesex, N.

M^

s and Catalogues had.

Orchids.
R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at

Titijo^'f ^'''^''.' Itooms, 38, King .street. Coveut Galden, W.C. onTUESDAY, Octob.M- 3u. at hnlf.past 12 o'clock precisely, i quantity

M^

M
Splendid Specimen Shrubs,

FisE TaAinED Fauir TnEES. SuNDAnD akd \yi;Episo Roses
RnoDODKSunovs, ami. Bi-lbs from Hollasd.

R. .T c. STF.VFVS ,vill SELL hv AUCTION, at

SILVER PHEASANTS for SALE. — Two Pens of
young Birds, price i'js. per Pen of Tlireo : also 3 Pairs of tlie

GIGANTIC MALAY or INDIAN GAME I'OWLS (uom Prize
Birds), price 25s. per pai

, iilewbury, Wallingford. Berks.

G
Farm Poultry.

RET DORKING EOWLS, of purest breed, in any

BRAnMA-POUTRA. CREVECtEUR, and LA FLECHE FOWLS,
for constant layers.

Priced Lists and Estimates on application.

Joaw Bailt & Son, 113. Mount Streot, London, W.

BRITTANY COWS.
The only breed of Cattle

that have escaped the Rinderpest.
The nobility, gentry, and others

are respectfully iDlbrmed that
they can be supplied with the

beautiftif and profitablt

fiincy stock-kei'jM
YOUNG liUIJ
ALDERNEY ;

to description, sl-s

utched Friars, Loudtjn, K.C.

have attended the efforts of the

iiRITTANY SHEEP, 263. eacO.
<(>\VS and HEIFERS EuppUed

I time of calving.

I * Co.,

Holhes ; Autiubas
;

'iVrtu!^
'.'

and Weei'ing Roses ; liu'

Holland of Double and ^
tatiou from
s, Narcissus,
ite buyers.

Langbedge Nursery, Edmonton.
To GENTLnUEN, NuBSEHYMEW, MaRRET GARDENERS, BdILDERS AND

OrnERS.—IsiroRTANT Sale of Valuable Ndrsert Stock.

MR. A. RICHARDS has received instnutimis f,r,m Mr
Wr.olven to SELL by AUCTION r.-i ", y--,.-- r r- .•,

Road, Upper Edmonton (10 minutes' wii n , \ ,
i

Oreat Eastern Railway), ou i i i
i

.

November 1 and 2, at 12 o'clock uach .

Roses, a Jari

Fruit Troe-x,

Nectarines, L
1 vniif, vuoriiua, riuuiw, ireacoeb,
ivot

[ a quantity of Box fi'lging, Ac.

i. Catalogues may be had on the
6 and Valuers, Leytonst:jno, N.E.

M
Acton Green, Middlesex.

Oentlemen, NLiRSKnY.yEN, Market Gardeners and Others
Clearance Sale of about 40,000 Fruit Trees.

ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have received
instructiona to submit for unreserved SALE by AUCTION,

-ry. Ad
, W., opposite the

of the ActOTi Station

for Building

: prior to the Sale. Catalogues may bo had
f the Auctioneera and Valuers, American

Clearance :

lyr ESSRS.

bushv ,\: "MtU'. 1'
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THE AERIAL CHAIE.

WONDERFUL APPLICATION OF THE PRINCIPLE OF OSCILLATION.
FOR THE GARDEN, CONSERVATORY, AND NURSERY.

Entii-ely " Self-acting," the operator requiring tlo assistance whatever, and so easy of motion that a Child can propel itself to any desired altitude without the slightest

danger of accident. It has been pronounced a marrel of ingenious mechanism, and cannot fail to become a necessary adjunct to every well-appointed Garden and Nursery,

while for Invalids it ^vill be hailed as a means of recreation and hygienic exercise never before offered them. They are very easily fitted up in any ordinary-sized room, and can

be attached to the ceiling by means of a few common iron bolts. The only instructions necessary for the use of this invention are, that the person upon being seated simply

presses the feet against the footboard, which will at once set the Chair in motion.

For Gardens or Lawns the " AERIAL CHAIR " can be secured to the branch of a tree or to the framework of an ordinary Swing.

Manufactured of 'Wrought Iron, in three different sizes, to wit :

—

Size No. 1, suitable for Children , price £2 2s. | Size No. 2, suitable for Youtlis £2 lOs.

No. 3, suitable for Adults £3 3s.

These prices include packing, but not carriage. The suspending rods are about 8 feet in length. Extra rods can be obtained, if required, at 2s. 6rf. per foot. The Seat to

the " AERIAL CHAIR " is of wood, and moveable. Iron Seats, in imitation of Cane, can be had at 1.5«. e,ach.

Attached to the head-board of the " AERIAL CHAIE " is a brass label, with the following words :—" Aerial Chair, secured by Royal Letteiis Patent. Manufac-
TURED BY PeYTOX & PeYTON, METALLIC BEDSTEAD MANUFACTURERS, BlRMINGlLVM. ClIARLES PoMEROY BUTTOS, PROPRIETOR, NOS. 142 AND 143, ChEAPSIDE, LONDON."

TRADE MARK-" AERIAL CHAI R."-TERMS CASH.

AH Orders tnitst be accompanied with a City Jteference or Remittance to

CHARLES POMEROY BUTTON, Nos. 142 & 143, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.G.

Editorial Communications should be addrt and EuaJness Letters t

Office, No. 41, Wellington Street,

:

aADui'iiT, Evans, & Co., Lombard !;

t Garden, in tbe said County.—Satbh:

e Publisber." at the Office. 41. Wellington Street, Covent Garden. London. W.C.
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 3.
/Price Fivepence,
(Stamped Edition, 6^.

AUamandas 1

Apple of Scripture 1

Apricots at Damascus 1

Aucubaa 1

Itercb, Fern-leaved 1

Beer 1

Blackberries 1

Bonks noticud I

Cattlcplttgue 1

— — remedies for 1

— show, Bii'Diinghnm.... I

Conifers 1

Cutoneaster berries 1

Cutanda, death of Don V. ,. 1

Dairy crops 1

Europe. Flora of 1

Fjroi, Professor Buckman's . 1— Wester Ross 1

Farmere" Clubs 1

Panning, Irish 1

Fences 1

Ferns, Australian 1

. Gardening, Parisian 1

Gerrard, the late Mr 1

Gladiolus.tbe 1

Grapes, Mr. Kay's 1

— Messrs. Lane's 1

Omy, Dr. Aaa 1

Int(^>rnational Eihibition
phutofe'raplis I

Palestine, plants of 1044 I

Palms 1(H5 1

Pa.<isil1ora quadrangulai

Seeding, thin 1050 6

Sen-HfTP, Leamineton, 1049 a—10o3 a

Soeietv, Iloyal Hort.,

iVaterford Agn 1031 c

Tobacco, horticultural..

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON.

NOTICE.—A MEETING of the FRUIT and FLORAL COM-
MITTEES will be held on TUESDAY NEXT, November 6, at
11 o'CloL-k ; LECTURE at 3 o'CIoct.

Open to All England.
THE STOKE NEWINGTON CHRYSANTHEMUM

SOCIETY (President. SiiiiiLLT-HrBiiEiin. Esq., F.R.H.S.). will
hold its TWENTIETH ANNUAL EXHIBITION on THURSD.\Y
and FRIDAY. Novoniber 8 and 9 at the British School Rooms,
opposite Abney Parle Cemeterv, Stoke Newington. Admission, first
dav, 1*. ; after p.m., lid. Second day, 6d. W. T. Howk,
Down's Park Road, Shacklewell. N.E. Hon. Sec.

EXETER CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW, November 9.
PRIZES for CUT BLOOMS. Open to all England.

For Schedule apply to T. W. Gbav, Esq., Honorary Secretary,
Queen Street Chambers, Exeter.

HAND FLOWER and FRUIT SHOW and BAZAAR
in aid of the BENEVOLENT FUND of the UNITED

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETV, and the FUNDS of the ALBERT
ORPHAN ASYLUM, on NOVEMBER 13th, 14th, and 15th, in the
Guildhall of the City of London, by permission of the Corporation.
Schedules and all particulars may be obtiimed of Williih Hjcalk,

14. George Terrace, Brook Street, Upper Clapton, N.E.
Schedules may also be obtained at the Office, 98, Cheapslde, E.C,
All Exhibitors must Stage their Plants on Monday, November 12,

and Cut Blooms and Fniit by 10 o'clock on Tuesday, November 13.

R.\ND FLOWERTnd FRUIT^SHOW^d'EAZAAR
at GUILDHALL. By Subscription.

Piece of Plato will be awarded to the best Nine Plants of Large-

BS. WILLIAMS hegs to announce that he has a
• splendid stock of Strong Planting and Fruiting CANES of all

the best varieties. PRICED LIST may be had on application.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Holloway, London, N.

To the Trade.—Grape Vines.
J. BOOTH can supply extra strong Planting and

• Fruiting CANES in variety. Prices on application.
HainhiU Niu"sery, Kainhill, Lancashire.

TWO HUNDRED and FIFTY strong short-jointed
well-ripened Fruiting GRAPE VINES, in 11-inch pots,

price 5s. eacli ; also 300 in 9-mch pots, price 38. 6d. each.
Apply to E. MoitSE, Original Nursery, Epsom.

CASTLE KENNEDY FIG.—Plants of the aljovc may
now be had at 10s. 6d. and 2ls. each ; the usual discount to the

Trade. Pkter Lawson & So.s. Edinburgh and London.

W^
Mr. Webii, Calcot Gardens, Reading.

Orchard House Trees Fruiting in Pots.
>EACHKS, NECTARINES, .'\FR1C0TS, CHtlRRIES,

PLUMS. PEARS. APPLES. VINES, and FIGS.
RiciiAHD Smith. Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

)YRAMID APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS, CHERRIES.
Beautiful Trees for Garden or Orchard Houses.

Richard Smitu, Nurser>'man .ind Seed Merchant, Worcester.

FRUIT TREES, for Walls and EspaUers.—Upwards of
60,000 to select from, carefully trained, and in the healthiest

condition for planting.
RunAHD Smith, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

MAGNIFICENT TRAINED CHERRIES, PLUMS,
PEARS, APPLES. PEACHES, NECTARINES, APRICOTS,

&c. Special prices on application.
John Cranstox, Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

FOR SALE, FOUR magnificent ORANGE TREES.
Price from £'20 to £25 each.

Address A., Miland's Library, Chapel Street, Belgrave Square, S. W.

A DESCRU'TIVE C.iTALOQUE of FRUITS, by
ished, free per po;
Sawbridgeworth.

G

Exhibition of Chrysanthemums.
JOHN SALTER'S magnificent COLLECTION of

CHRYSANTHEMUMS is NOW in BLOOM. The Winter
Garden is open every daj- except Sunday. Admittance free.

Versailles Nursery, William Street, Vale Place, Hammersmith, W.
(near Kensington Railway Bridge.)

PYRAMIDAL APPLES and PEARS. — Extra size
Trees fur Fruiting, stout, well bi'anched, and of handsome

growth. Names and pnces on iy)plicati.?n.

Also the GENERAL DESCRIPTIVE FRUIT CATALOGUE.
Stkpbkn Brown, Seed and Nurser)' Establishment, Sudbury, Suflolk.

STRONG STANDARD ^
and~ DWARF TRAINED

APPLES and PEARS ; fine Transplanted LARCH FIR, from
li to 6 feet ; a choice collection of CONIFERS and EVERGREENS
and a General Nursery Stock. Prices on application.

CuARLzs Bckqkss, The Nurseries, London Road, Cheltenham.

F
Railway Planting.

rVE MILLION Transplanted QUICKS, of super:
growth. Samples and prices on application to

John Hemslet, High Fields, Melbourne, near Derby.

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS 1866. — AU the new
^•arietlcB of present year now ready, well established in pota,

Hyaclntlis, &c.

WM. PAUL'S SELECT LIST of HYACINTHS,
EARLY TCLIPS. and other SPRING-FLOWEKINO

a and Seed Warehouse, Waltham Crosg, London. N.

c
Carter's New Seed Warehouses, 2.S7 and 238, High Holbom, London.

JAMES CRAWFORD begs to announce that he has
received his DCTCH ROOTS ; they are healthy and ?ory flue.

Early Orders are respectfully aoUcited.
High Ueech.

J SCOTT, Importer of Dutch Bulbs, has still a choice
. Collection of every kind, including HYACINTHS, TDLIPS.

CROCUS, SNOWDROPS. LILIUMS, ic, ic. which he is offering
at extremely low prices.

J. Scott, the Seed Stores. Yeovil, Somerset.

To Nurserymen, Seedsmen, &;c.

JAMES FAIRHEAD and SON, Seed Merchants,
7. BoroUEh Marliet. .S.E.. have on hand Double and Sinfile

varieties of MIXED HYACINTHS for Borders, of fine quality ; also
ENGLISH YELLOW CROCU.S, and Large Double SNOWDROPS.

Prices on application.

MIXED HYACINTHS, for Beds or Open Borders,
all colours, of various shades.

2I». per 100 (carriage free), or 3s.

, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

Finest Dutch Crocuses and Early Tulips.
;;UTTON'S DESCRIPTIVE LIST is now ready, and
3 will be forwarded gratis and post free on application.
SuTTOx A SoMS, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment. Reading.

TO FLORISTS and SEEDSMEN.—Henley Brothers,
General Merchants, High Street. Holbeach, have still oil hand

fine samples of DOUBLE SNOWDROPS and YELLOW CROCUSES,
which they beg to ofler. Samples and price on application. Also a
quantity of small CROCUS, a great Bargain.—Holbeach. Lincolnshire.

A
New Catalogues.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSES.
A CATALOGUE of ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES.
A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of GRAPES.

Free per post on application to
Thouas Rivcas ti Son, Nurseries, Sawbridgewortb.

A *

of fibrous roota. For prices and particulars apply t
" '^

,T, Nurseryman, Claph" - "

Prices upon application,
:, Munro Nursery, Sible Hedingham, Essex.

To tbe Trade.
SEEDLING LARCH, NATIVE SCOTCH and

SPRUCE FIB, Ac. An Imnieose stock at moderate prices.
R. MoanisoK, Elgin, N. B.

SEEDLING UAIC, ASH, ELM, BEECH, BIRCH,
SYCAMORE. FRUIT-TREE STOCKS, PORTUGAL LAUREL,

QUICK, &c. A very large and fine stock very cheap.
R. MoBRnoM, Elgin. N.B.

Strong Quick.HAND F. SHARPE have for Sale a fine Lot of 3-yr.
. Tnuisplanted QUICK, 3 to 4 feetjhigh.and well-rooted. Price

very moderate.
Nursery and Seed Establishmeiit, Wisbech.

Transplanted Larch.
JOHN CRANSTON oilers splendid stout well-grown

LARCH, 3, 4, .^1, and feet high. Price (which Is very low) will
"" sent on application, also samples if desired.

Nurseries. King's Acre, near Hereford.

Tie best Evergreen Fence or Screen,
PnODi so Isi ; Effi

JOHN CRANSTON can supply several Thousand
AMERICAN ARBOR.VIT.1i:, 6, 0, to 8 feet in height, most

desirable whorean immediate Fence is required. Price on application.
Nurseries. King's Acre, near Hereford.

To tbe Trade.
{^0. R. DAVIDSON offers Two MilUon 1-year-oId
VTtHORNS, 9 to 16 inches. Free ft-om mildew, and healthy.

Samples on application.
Newry Nurseries, Newry, Ireland.

To the Trade.
TWO-TEAR SEEDLING OAKS, 3s. 6rf. per 1000.

l-year Seedling BERBERIS AQUIFOLIUM, 3s. per 1000.
CBOCn.S, YELLOW ENGLISH, lis. per lOOO.

Frank Warwick, North Road Nursery, Sleaford, Lincoln.

WANTED, in December, 20,000 to 30,000 EVER-
GREEN PRIVET, Tmnsplanted. State size and price to

Woon & In-orau, Tbe Nurseries, Huntingdon.

WANTED, strong Transplanted SCOTCH FIKS,
PINUS AUSTRIACA, ENGLISH OAKS, BEECH, HORN-

BEAM, and SILVER FIRS, from 2 to 3 feet.

Address, stating lowest price and quantity, to Wsi. Wooo & Son,
Woodlands Nursery. Maresrield. near Uckfield. Sussex.

WANTED, strong Transplanted ENGLISH OAKS,
BEECH, and HORN BEAM, from 3 to 6 feet; also Common

SWEET BRIARS, Irom 2! to 3 feet.

Address, with price, to Wu. Wood & Son, Woodlands Nursery,

I

MaresUeld, near Uckfield, Sussex.

New Rose and Fruit Tree Catalogue.
CHARLES TURNER'S AUTCilN CATALOGUE in

now ready, containing full Descriptive Li^t of ROSES, including
'" " LISTS of all the leadiii- FRUIT, CONI-

w Roses.
M. PAUL'S PRICED DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE ofROSES is now ready, post free on application.

Paul's Narseries, Waltham Ci-o.'is. N.

TAMES CRAWFORD, High IBeecli, be-s to ofter over
fJ 6000 ROSES in pots, on their own Roots ; strong, he.ilthy
Plants, now m first-rate condition for immediate Plantmg, they
having nearly all Bloomed this Summer.

Dwarf Tea Roses in pots.
WILLI.AM BARNES has now to olfer a very ftiio

Collection of the best TEA ROSES, all fine strong healthy
Plants. LIST ol sorts and prices can be obtained on application.

Camden Nursery, Camberwell, S.

AMBROISE VERSCHAFl'ELT, Nurseryman, Ghent,
Belgium, begs now to otfer his New fine TEA ROSE,

ISABELLE SPRUNT. figured in the July Number of the ** Illus-
tration Hortlcnle." 1^'iiio st^oll^; plantf^, (-\. e:\c\i.

Tl/'ANTEIi.i i,l\|i;IM, l:--i,-., i,

BO.SESandCI,!'. M,>. I!.. ii,\m\m 1 -, i;.,,t

Address, witli iin.^o .-11111 all ii.inu-iii;ir , to
Woodlands Nurserv. ilarontieM, near Uclilieitl,

c
Just published, the Second Edition of

ULTURAL DIRECTIONS for the ROSE.
By Jouv Cranston, King's Acre Nurseries, near Hereford.

Free by post from tho Author for :dO stamps.

pHOICE >

70 finest varieties.

Ill uont. Sudbur}', Suffol k

i S, new and splendid.

LILIUJ[ LANCIFULIUM.—1-me Urge Flowerin-
Bulbs of bPECIOSUM, RUBRUM, and PUNCTATUM

ROSEUMJat 12s. per dozen.
John Mann, The Nm-series, Brentwood, Essex.

G^

Gladiolus.
JOHN STANDISH'S unrivalled Collection ia now

for sending out, from is. to 60s. per duz.

s
Gladioli.

DTTON'S LIST, containing the sorts most worthy of

•i & Sons. Royal Berks Seed Establisbn

Botanic Nurseries, Biggleswade, Beds.
~

THE DOUliLli SCARLET GLKANIUMS, 12s.pordoz.
Three-year ASPARAGUS ROOTS, 2s. m. per 100; 20s. per 1000.

Botanic Ntirseries, Biggleswade, Beds.
)ANS1ES, all the finest named sorts, 20s. per 100.

24 NEW GERANIUMS. lOs.

60-
Hedingham, Essex.

G'

BRITISH FERNS.—Upwards of 240 species and
Tarieties on Sale at prices considerably lower than those

hitherto charged. CATALOGUES on application.

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.AMES CARTER and CO.,
Seeo Farmeiis. Merchants, and Nurseuvmen,

237 & i;38, lligh Holborn, London. W.C.

SUTTCJN'S RINGLEADER PEA
THE EARLIEST IN CULTIVATION.

'.is. per quart.

SPARAGUS^rLANtS, in beds, 14 yards by i feet,

3. 6, and 7 years old, for Forcing. For price per bed apply to
Fbanr Warwick, Plant and Seed Merchant, Sleaford.

w Nonsucti Lettuce.
IVERY begs to inform the Trade that he can now

» supply tho above in sealed packets, with initials. Price on
tioii. Hanover Nursery, Peckbam. S.E.

To Winter Cucumber Growers.
UTRONG PLANTS of TELEGRAPH, the best 'Winter

K'l
this Cucumber has no equal. To be had in packets. Is. &(. each.

John Cattell, Westerham, Kent.

;<EA KALE.—For Sale, a few hundred good strong
5 Plants ready for forcing.—Apply to

Mr. S. Gregory, Jun., Whittlesey. Isle of Ely.

A
To the Seed Trade.

FEW QUARTERS of HARDY GREEN-TOP
.SWEDE, a very superior stock, may be had from
Wm. Drummond & Sons, Seedsmen, Stirling.
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PELARGOXIUMS, 15s. and 21s, oicb,
UHer PELARGnVir.MS. !,*,. 1^

New CIXEH \r' ^ ' l"
Oldor CINKi: \'

'
' i

,
'

-

New WHi'J I.I -

DOBSON'S n ^ > \ I
.

; ..I

kl., S.S-. 0(/.. and 5<.

^., 2s. Gil. , 3s. C(i.,

, and On
Address, 89, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.C.

;

Samples and Prices Post free on application,

or Wheat : 1862, for " Excellent Seed Coi

CEDRUS DEODARA.—Fine Plants i

ellect, from 5 to G, 7, and 10 feet high, safe

1.1. per foot. Some extra-sized specimens, 1.'
'

the plants offered
lin lioyond a doubt.

r immediate
3 transplant, at
feet, at 2s. per

Large Pots, making their

Ma & Sons, The Nureeries, BriRtol.

Wellingtonla aurea varlegata.

RHARTLAND begs to otfer good Plants of this most
• beautiful Tree. Ist size, very choice, .s to 12 inches, £5'Ss.

;

2d .size goorl, 5 to T inches, £3 3s. Received 1st class Certificate

from Roful Hoiticultural Society ; and for History of Parent Tree,

see Gariiencrs' Pln-onick of October 6, page 918.

cnROMOLITHOGRAPHS by Messrs. Day & Son. free by post for

25 stamps. The Lough Nurseries, Cork.

To Cultivators of Succulent Plants, &c.

T COOPER, Holrasdale Koad, Reigate, Suirey, has a
« large Collection of SUCCULENT PLANTS, &c., including

about 4oO varieties of CACTI, also ALOES, HAWORTHIAS,
AGAVES, TESTUDINARIA ELEPHANTIPES, &c. ; also a gre.U
many New Plants raised from African Seeds, many of which are very
interesting. Orders punctually attended to.

To the Trade.
WINTER and SPRING-ELOWERING PLANTS.—

Our stock of Soft-wooded ERICAS, EPACRIS. AZALEAS,
and New Holland Plants is extra fine this year, and being much
greater than we can house, we ars selling at unusually low prices.

T. Jacksox & Son, Niu-series, Kingston, Surrey (adjoining the Rail-
way Station), S.W.

friRITO-AIA UVARIA.—A few dozens of this beautiful
J. showy and hardy perennial, of the true kiod, fine plants that
have bloomed tliis season, 12s. per doz.

The usual allowance to the Trade. Package included.
.Tamts KiTLET, Lynconibe Vale Nursery, Bath.

Contract Planting.—To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
/^HAHLRS SHARPEand CO.,NrR.SERYMEN, Sleaford,
V^ Liiicolnsliire, are prep-ived to lurnish ESTIMATES for the
F'jrniation ot NEW PLANTATION.S by Contract, Including Plants
Plantin g,-, and Fiilinp; up for two years.

M
Berried Aucubas for Winter Decoration.

)XS otter nice bushy Plants, well set
'' Berries, at 21s. each, and upwards, according

n in the Spring will furnish a large proportion

To tbe Trade.

BEECH, SYCAMORE.
QUICK, AUSTRIAN ""

lowest possible price.

les, Dangnn,
.'It Bne surplus
\],DER, ELM,
IR, THORN,
'c Sold at the
"II application.

Special Offer of Larch and Scotch Fir Plants.
"IQ HE DISPOSED OF, about 200,000 LARCH and

SCOTCH FIR, planted as 1-year Seedlings in the Spring of
13, hove not since been removed, and are now from 2 to 4 " '

tve cround, of very good qualitv. Fur particulars apply to
Mr. Jons Woods, Forester, Rufford, near Ollerlon, Notts.

Planting Season.
LARCH (Native and Tyrolese), SCOTCH FIR (True

Native), SPRUCE, OAK, ASH, ALBER, BEECH, PRIVET,
and all kinds of FOREST and ORNAMENTjVL TREES and
SHRUBS, ROSES, FRUIT TREES, fine specimen ARAUCARIAS
and DEODARS, and large TREES for Park Planting,
condition for removal.

Place, Edinburgh.

LAURELS for SALE.—Several Thousands of well
grown and thriving Laurel Plants, from 2 to 3 feet hieh, deli

vered at tbe Tisbury Station, on the London and South-Weatem
Railway, in quantities of not less than a thousand, at 308. per 1000.
Either a respectable reference or the money will be required before
sending the Laurels off. Post-office Orders to be made payable at
tbe Tisbury Post Office.

Apply to Mr. John Jeffery, OldVardour Castle, Salisburv.

_ Forest Trees, &c., at the Nurseries of
JOSEPH ROBSON and SON Bink To t Hexham,^ North
Twice Transplanted LARCH 1 t n
2-yr. Transplanted LARCH IJ

3-yr. isplantsd LARCH 3t
93 per 1000

200.M0 1-yr. Transplanted do.
],600,000 2-yr. Scotch Fir
600,000 1-yr. Transplanted do.
100,000 2-yr. Transplanted do.

1,000,000 2-yr. Spruce Fir
400,000 3-yr. do.
200,000 1-yr. Pinusaustriaca
200,000 1-yr. Pmiis Laricio
50,000 2-yr. Pinus Weymouth

100,000 2-jT. Silver Fir"
80,000 2-yr. Balm of GUead

,000,000 1-yr. Alder"" "'"
2-yr. Seedling do,

100,000 1-yr. Transplanted do.
400,000 1-yr. Sscamoro
100,000 2-yr. do.

The Nurseries _,, ^ „,„,
PRICE LISTS ready, which will be forri-arded

100,000 2-yr. Beech
100,000 2-yi-. Horse Chestnut

1,600,000 2-yr. Elms

0,000 1-yr. Spanish Hazel

horizontalis)
30,000 2-yr. Chinese Arbor-vitss
20.000 2-yr. American do.

4.000,000 1->T. Thorn Quick
100,000 1-yr. Laurel
30,000 2-yr. do.

well stocked with FOREST TREES.
application to

hill, Co. Meath, Ireland.
Drumlargan and Garradice Nurseries, Summer-

Special Offer tO Gentlemen and Others about to Plant.
GEORGE CLARKE begs to utlVr, if the selection is loft

T.r,r. ^ J?™self, choice EVERGREENS in great variety, CONI-FERS, RHODODENDRONS in all coloiu-s, DECIDUOUS TREES,
&C.. at £2 10*., £.5, and £10 per 100.
Oeo. Clarse has for the past 20 years been extensively engaged in

Landscape Gardening an^i Planting by contract ; he fiiids that
flupplymg plants on the above system proves very advantageous to
the purchaser, as betakes especial pai us to select those only which

success almost
_,. ^„ «.„»,<,

planting he replaces all failures within _ _ _.
Extensive Collections of all the best kinaa of Itoses. Frmt Trees!

KC. CATALOGUES on application.

«,S'1S^.^^'K^V^"''^T?" ?y'v,S-' Leigbam Court Road. Streatham ;and Mottmgh.im. Kent. S.E.

Autumn Planting.

PETER LAWSON and SON, at the jiresent most
suitable time for Transplanting CONIFEROUS and EVER-

GREEN TREES and SHRUBS, have to state that their stock of

those IS very large and in he^Ithy condition.

Special offers for large quantities will be made on application.

Edinburgh and London.

ORTY^THOUSAND COMMON^ AURELS,
all sizes from 1 to 4 feet.

Wm. Wood & Son, Woodlands Nursery, Mareafield, Uckfleld, Sus.iex.

THIRTY TH0US.4ND Dwarf-trained FRUIT TREES
in the finest health and \'ieour.

Wu. Wood & Son. Maresfield, UckHeld, Sussex.

rpEN THOUSAND LAURUSTINUS,
JL well-grown, handsome and bushy.

Wm. Wood & Son, Maresfleld, Uckfield, Susses.

QEVERAL ACRES of extra large well-ffi-oO ORNAMENTAL TREES for park planting and immed:

Wm, Wood & Sos. Marestield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

MANY ACRES of STANDARD. HALF-STANDARD,
DWARF. PYRAMIDAL, and TRAINED FRUIT TREES,

consisting of Apples, Pears, Plums, Peaches Nectarines, Apricots,
Cherries, ic. Wm. Wood & Son, Maresfield, Susses.

QEVERAL ACRES of well-frrown EVERGREEN andO DECIDUOUS SHRUBS. AMERICAN PLANTS. CONIFERS,
and ORNAMENTAL TREES. For CATALOGDES apply to
Wm. Wood & Son, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield,

CHARLES NOBLE has a large quantity to offer of the
undermentioned, by the dozen, 100, 1000, or 10.000 :—

Dwarf ROSES of all the finest kinds, large bushes, 2 to 3 f et high.

I
Sample and

I
required.MANETTI RO.SE S^0c1vS.\°ery fine, 1-vear.

DEUTZIA CRENATA llore-pleno, very flue, 1-j

STRAWBERRIES. 2^, Qd. per 100. or 21.i, per 1000 :—
British Queen

|
Frogmore Late Pine Oscar

Empress Eug^me La Constante Wonderful
Sir C. Napier

]
Marguerite

| Prince Arthur.
Sunningdale Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

FOREST TREES, &c., at the Nursery of the late
David A. Reid, Park Attwood, Bewdley, Worcestershire —

LARCH, li to 2 feet, 10s. per 1000 ; 2 to 3 feet, 12s. Gd. per 1000

;

2ito31 feet. IS.'!, per 1000 ; 3 to 4 ft., I7s. Gd. per lOOO LISTS of other
TREES sent on applicition. Apply, with reference or remittance, to

James Riddell, Steward, Park Attwood, near Bewdley,

To Gentlemen and Otbers.
JOSEPH SMITH, JuN., has to offer One Million and

a Half Transplanted LARCH of all sizes up to 6 feet, very pno.i
A large stock of RHODODENDRON.S, ASH. ALDER, BEECH,
BIRCH, CHESTNUTS, ELM, WVCH do.. Narrow-leaved SILVER
FIR, SCOTCH SPRUCE do., WHITE AMERICAN HAZEL,
OAKS, POPLARS, PRIVET; PINUS AUSTRIACA and WEY-
MOUTH; QUICK, SVCAMORE, WILLOW, LAURELS, BER-
BERIS of sorts, &c. Price on application.

Moor Edge Nursery, Tansley, near Matlock, D'Jrbyshire.

-NEW CATALOGUE just published

SPONSFORD AND SON are prepared to offer the
• following well-grown NURSERY STOCK :—Fruit Trees in all

I

forms ; Standard and Dwarf Rosea ; Chinese Arborvltfes, 1 to 6 feet

;

' Aucubas, Laurels, Variegated Hollies (fine), Ligustrum ovalifoUum,

I

MULBERRIES (above 2000 well-grown of all sizes, special ofTera to
the Trade), Azaleas and CameHia.s, weli'set with bloom ; Hyacinths,

I

Tulips Crocuses, &c. CATALOGUES free.

Seed and Plant Department: Brixton Place; Nurseries: Lovigh-
1 borough Park, Brixton, Siirrey, S.

PLANTING.

WILLIAM PAUL
(Son and Successor to the late A. Paul),

Begs to call attention to the following ARTICLES, to the CDLTURE of whi-rh his NURSEKIES of FIFTY
ACRES are principally devoted. The quMlily of the Stock is, he believes, equal to any in the Kingdom, and the
prices low as possible.

'

ROSES.
STANDARDS, IS*, per dozen, and upwards I CLIMBERS, 6s. per dozen, and upwards
DWARFS, 9s. „ „ I

FORCING, 24s. „ „
First and Second Prizes were awarded to his Ccllections at the International Horticultural Exhibition, and Ihey

have taken Prizes wherever exhibited.

FRUIT TREES.
Trained PEACHES and
7s, e,d. to 10s Gd. each
nd PLUMS, Is. 6d. to 2s.

Standard and Half-Standarc
NECTARINES, very fine

Standard APPLES, PEARS,
each.

Standard WALNUTS, very fine, 2s. 6rf. each.
PYRAMIDAL APPLES, PEARS, CHERRIES, and

PLUiMS, Is. 6i. to 2s. 6rf. each.
Do. do., Pi-uiting Trees, 2s. 6d. to os. each.

Dwarf APPLES, PEARS, CHERRIES, and PLUMS,
Is. to Is. 6d. each.

Dwarf-trained PEACHES, NECTARINES, and APRI-
COTS, 3s. 6d. to Ss. each.

Dwarf-trained APPLES, PEARS, CHERRIES, :uk1

PLUMS, 3s. 6d. each.

FILBERTS, of sorts, 4.!. to 9s. per dozen.
GOOSEBERRIES and CURRANTS, 35. to 4s. per dozen,

correct to name.These are in fine health, and may he relied on

GRAFS VINES.
PLANTING CANES, all the best sort.i, 2s. 6d. each, and upwards.
FRUITING CANES, 7s. 6rf. each, and upwards.

Between 1000 and 2000 splendid Plants of these are now ready for deliveiy

HARDY PICTORIAL TREES for the Decoration of Gardens, Parks, and Pleasure Grounds.—His Collection o

these was the only one showa at the late International Horticultural Exhibition, and was universally lulniircd'

Collections from 18s. to 42s. per dozen, according to size and rarity.

EVERGREENS and HARDY FLOWERING TREES and SHRUBS.—1000 species and varieties, including the

New AUCUBAS, the best and most popular kinds, of various si^es, by the dozen, hundred, or thousand.

WEEPING TREES and CLIMBING PLANTS in great variety.

ZONAL and NOSEGAY PELARGONIUMS.—The original Collection of Beaton's Hybrids, 9s. per dozen ; liis

New Set of last Spring, Is. 6d. to 3s. 6d. each.

For description and details of the above, see PRICED CATALOGUES, free by post on application. Inspection

of the Stock respectfully invited.

All goods delivered free of carriage to London ; if a Ton weight of Trees be ordered at one time they will be Laid

free of charge in the Trucks at any London Goods it-ailway Station.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS, N.

AMBPiOISE VERSCHAFFELT, NUESERYMAN,
GHENT, BELGIUM,

OFFERS THE FOLLOWING NEW PLANTS.

GREENHOUSE.
AZALEA INDICA CKTSTALLINA.—Bright rose salmon colour,

finely spotted, very fine form and free bloomer. I2s.

CAMELLIA MRS. DOMBRAIN (figured in the " llluatration
" Horticole").—Beautiful rose, extremely tender, and one of the
finest imbricated forms, l2s.

NEW AUTUMNAL CHRYSANTHEMUMS (published in the
" Illustration Horticole'").—Seven beautiful varieties ; the set, 16s.

HARDY.
ALNUS AUREA (the Golden Alder Tree).—This will be one of the

finest Trees. It is the common Alnus, with splendid golden
leaves, &s.

PEAR BEURR^ DE FROMENTEL (figured in the "Illustration
Horticole ').—One of the best Pears sent out, Ss. This fine Pear
obtained several Prizes.

RHODODENDRON ARCHIDUC ETIENNE (lately figured

HARDY.
RHODODENDRON EXt^UISlTUM.—Light rose, with large red

spots, very fine, Ss-

RHODODENDRON ORATIOSUM.—Lilac rose, very delicate, with

large spots, verj' fine, 8s.

RHODODENDRON MADAME RUDOLPH ABEL.—Great im-

provement on Rhododendron Prince Camilla de Rohan ; spots

"Illustration Horticole").—BVauUmr "white''' flowers.
s black spots. Good plants, 12s. ; strong plants, £1.

, the "lUua.
It out. 8h.

3 distinct, very remarkable, Ss.

WEIGELA PURPURATA.—One of the most distinct

obtained; the blooms are large purplish red, and of much
effect, 4s.

GYNERIUM ARGENTEUM FOLIIS VARIEGATIS.—I beg to

cffer fine well-rooted plants, ^rown in pots, of^thls heautifiil

legated Gyni '
..---.— .-^ >.

Mr. Rendatler. Good plants, 7s. (

-by

The NEW GENERAL CATALOGUE, No. 79, is ready, and may be obtained free by writing to AMBROISE
VERaOHAEFELT, Ghent, Belgium. A Coloured Drawing of the New Tea Rose Isftbelle Sprunt may be also

obtained free.

AMBROISE TERSCHAFFELT recommends his Monthly Publication, the " ILLUSTRATION HORTICOLE.''
Each Number contains Three Coloured Plates of the best and newest plants. Price Hs. 64, a year, free. A Specimen
Number may be obtained free.
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The Finest New Hardy Plant of the Year.
PAUL'S NEW DOUiU>E SCARLhiT THORX,

awarded First-class Cwrtiflcate Royal Botanic Society and
lobernatiOQal Ercbibition.
" Deep cJirmine-red, double and vlKorous, fhr surpassing the old

double i'ink"—Editorial o/Qanienertr Chronicle, May 24, 18U4.
" ' '

, Crf oacb. See Pali. & So.v'.-*

Old Cheslmnt Nuraerles, N.

New Weeping Elms.
ULMUS SUBEROSA PENDULA, 7s. Cut. each.

ULMUS SUBEROSA PENDULA MICKOPHVLLA, 7s, 6rf. each.

WM. WOOD AKD SON wuuia particularly beg to

solicit attention to the two above-named magnificent
Weeping Kims, being varieties of Ulmus suberosa, which have been

r Uckfield, Sussex.

and Dovel appearance, e

cultivation.
Woodlands Nurseri, Maresfield,

SEEDLING aud TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES
of all sorts, includinp a very large stock of strong Transplanted

LARCH. SCOTCH and SPRUCE FIRS. SILVER FIK, and all sorts
of Hard Wood. PRICE LIST on application.

Through rates to all parts of the kingdom.
R. MnanisuN. El-m. N D.

To Gentlemen Planting.

G FROST be^s to mi.r l;n-r .|u;intiti«s of ^ne. Traiis-
• planted LARCH,! to ;; I^^^^t ; Si'RLCE. 1 to 2 feet : SCOTCH,

1 to 2 feet; SYCAMORE, 1 to 3 feet ; LAUREL, 1 to 4 feet, and
600,0(10 BEECH for Hedges : also an immense stock of 1 and 2-year
ENGLISH OAK. 1-vear TURKEY do., 1-year EVERGREEN do.,

l-year SPANISH CHESTNUT. 1-year HORSE CHESTNUT, 1-year

tiUlCK, 2-year SCOTCH. SPRUCE. BEECH, and APPLES.

FRUIT TREES, FOREST TREES, and CONIFERJS,
Grovm at their Nurseries. Cullenswood, Ranelagh Road, Dublin

;

and Willort Br-"^, and respectfully invite inspection of the same.
CATALOGUES of the above forwarded post free on application.

North Road Nursery, Sleaford, Lincoln.

FRANK WARWICK begs to call the attention of
Noblenien, Gentlemen, and others to his Stock of the following.

Prices on application.

LARCH, li to2, 2to3,4toflfeet I BERBERIS AQUIFOLIUM,
SPRUCE. I to li, 2 to 2\ feet | „ j. toji, li to 2 feet

SCOTCH. \\ to 2, 2i to 3 feet BEECH, 2i to 3, 3 to 4 feet

BLACK THORN, 2 to 2i feet | PRIVET, li to 2, 2 to 24,2* t

LISTS of other NURSERY STOCK on application.

1 3 ft.

w Irish Yews, Hollies, and Privet.
WRIGHT, East Retfonl, Nottlns:hamshii-e, begs

[I to IS inches, S«. por 100 , I fine spcci;r:ens,
) li foot, 13s. 6d. per 100 I from 15a. per dozen to

„ 2 to 2J feet. 20jj. per 100 ' 3*i. Cd. and 6s. eacb
HOLLIES, fine plants, removed last year. 2 to 3 ft., 26a. to 36s. per 100

PRIVET (Evergreen). 6 to 9 ina. I PRIVET. 9 to 12 ins., 4» per loOO
3s. per 1000 I „ 2 to 2i feet, 125. per lOOO

CATALOGUES of TREES, SHRUBS, 4c., on application.
Terms Cdsh. or references from unknown correspondents.

Northampton Nurseries.

JOHN PERKINS, Senior, begs to caU tlie attention
of Noblemen, Gentlemen, aud others engaged in Planting, to his

2,000,1100 WHITE THORN QUICK, 2 and 3 Teartf '

Also large quantities of

Pinus austriaca, 2 to 3 feet
;
Hornbeam, 3 to 4 feet

Berberia Aquifoliuni. 11 to 2 feet ,

Oa.]L&, English, 3 to 4 feet

Ditto dul-

Green Box, li to 2 feet

Laurels, 2 to 3 feet

Portugal Laurels, H

Ditto, Turkey, 4 to C feet
Elms, English, C to 8, 8 to 10 ft.

Do., HimtingdOD, 6 to 8, StolOft.
Chestnuts, Spanish, IJ to 2 feet

Ditto Horse, 4 to 6, to 8 f
Ditto ditto. 2 to 3 feet Sycamore, 3 to 4 /feet

ETergreen Privets, 2 to 3 feet
| Beech, 3 to 4 feet

Birch, 3 to 4 feet ' Cedrus Deodara, 5 to 6, C to 8 ft.

J P.'s stock of all kinds of Fruit, Forest, Ornamental Trees, &o..
is very extensive, and this season remarkably fine, and in OAcellent
condllion for removal having been fre<iuently transplanted.

J. P. having such an immense quantity of Black Thorns, Larch,
and Spruce Firs, will be pleased to make a special offer where large

*-•""
"--i required. An inspection of the above is respectfjfiy

cation to 62, Market Square, Northampton.

ANDREW G. DALY, Newry, Ireland, will Sell
Cheaply to the Trade :—

200,000 strong Bedded and Transplanted LAURELS
60,000 Strong 3-year3' ditto ditto
10.000 strong Transplanted MAHONIA AQUIFOLIA
100,000 sf.rong 1-year Bedded ditto ditto
300,000 good well-grown 1-years' .Seedling ditto
10,00fi S to 4 feet SCOTCH FIR (seed from Scotland), removed

last year
100.000 fine 2-year8" old 1 year bedded BERBERIS DARWIXIl
200,00<) good Seedling ditto ditto
20.000 small hardy LAURUSTIXUS, from layers
2,000 strong Furnished Plants, ditto

100.000 strong 1-year MANETTI STOCKS
L'OO.Oiio strong RHODODENDRON STOCKS. 6 years old
20O.W0 'j-yeai-3' Transplanted THORN QUICKS

1,000.000 strong well-grown 1-year Seedling ditto
1,000 Pillar Upright IRISH YEWS, trained to one stem, 6 to

fe feet, splendid .shape, true Florence Court variety
20,wo small IRISH YEWS, of different ages and heights

600 5 to 6 feet WELLINGTONIAS, hardy, 3 to 4 a. through,
grown on d4bris of granite.

The Nurseries are filled with large well-furDlshed Saleable Stock
of AMERICAN PLANTS, CONIFER.E, SHRUBS, and FOREST
TREES, and his Six Greenhouses are replete with all the London
and Conlitiental Novelties in Greenhouse Plants, Ac.
The above wilt be offered at low prices to the Trade on application,

aod, if agreed on, delivered free in Liverpool or Glasgow.

The Earliest Pea in Cultivation.
Sutton's Ringleader.

^UTTON .\Ni. SONS have ag:ainO the pleasure of oflferlng this unrivalled
EARLY PEA.which still retains Ita^Oflitton

the forwardest and best Early \

oduced. The v ' "
'

'

I Prn
expressed ol its

' ither Early Pea. One

rith another Crop nearly a fortnight
)rtj other Early Peas are ready.

Retail price, 2s. per quart.
Lowest price to the Trade may be bad on

application.

SiTTTON & Soss, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

The Earliest Pea Grown Is
pARPENTER'S EXPRESS, gathered ontbe7thMay,
V_^ (see Testimonials), THE EAiiLiHST date on record, price 3s. per
quart. The usual discount to the 'I"rade.

Edward CAnPESTER, S -ed Merchant and Grower, Brighton and
Sussex Seed Warehouse, DO, St. James's Street, Brighton.—Oct 20.

Dickson's "First and Best" Early Pea.
I^RANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS are

gratified to know that this PEA has a^in this season given
universal satsfaction, and is pronounced byliundreds of the first
Gardeners in Britain, and other competent Judges [confirmed also
by their own repeated trials against all the best Early Pe.as of the
day), to be the very beat First Early Pea ever oflered for general good
qualities, viz., earliness, productiveness, and succession of crop.
"First Ciop" (or "Ringleader") may, on some soils, be a day or so
earlier, but it is altogether a veiy inferior Pea, as every one fi-eely

admits. New Seed can now be supplied from a very large bulk,
which they have grown to meet the great and increasing demand.
Price la, 6rf. per quart. Price per bushel to the Trade on application.
The Old Established Seed Warehouse, 106, Eastgate Street, Chester.

rriHREK-TEAR ASPARAGUS PLANTS, 15s.X . per 1000 ; ^s per 100.
ONE-YEAR ASPARAGUS, 6s. per 1000 ; very fine.
SEA-KALE for Forcing, 10s. per 100. Terms Cash.
RicoAPD Walker, Market Gardener and Seed Grower, Biggles-

wade, Beds.

H.
Seed Fotatos.

AN-D F. SHAEPE are now offering HYATT'S
PROLIFIC KIDNEV, DAINTREE'S EARLIEST,

floe 1 qtiality, free from dis nd ftt 1

I Growing Establishment, Wisbech, Cambridgeshire.

Cucumbers, Cucumbers.

J HAMILTON, CuCT'MBER Seed Grower, offers again
• two of the largest and handsomest Cvicumbers ever raised in

Great Britain, the BRITISH VOLUNTEER and INVINCI RLE, 33 to
39 inches in length (see daraener.*' Clnonicle, Oct. 27). The latter
took the two head prizes at the Great Horticultural International
Exhibition at Sooth KensinKton, in May last. Also a new and
distinct variety called the NEEDLE GUN, great bearer, black spine,

prettiest and best of all Oucumbf"" '--".-->--. --

ible, 2s. Cd. per packet each,
Wellingtoh Place, near Cai-lisle.

Glass for Garden Purposes.AMES P II I 1. I, I ] s AND CO.
beg to submit their RKhucliU PRICKS as follows:—

PROPAGATING

inches diann

Bedded in and covered with Mosa, instead of the

LACTOMBTEK.S, for Testtog the Quality of Milk.
Four Tubes . . . . 4». Od.

I
Six Tubes . . . . c«, (k/.

With Stands complete.

WITH
OPEN TOPS.

Sheet Glass.
n Acent.fi lor H A hti pvc iMun^^

PLATE.

BAi'SfJ^P °"'' O^ntune WHITE LEAD, Ciasos's PAINTS,
7.lvU.™ canons colours, ground ready for use.

rIS^oSdt'"JJI.<^S''2 PLATE GLASS, SLATES of all sizes,BRITISH PLATE. PATENT PLATE ROLLED PLATE CROWNSHEET, HORTICULTURAL, ORNAMENTAL, COLOl7RED,^a
every description of GLASS, of the best Manufacture, at the lowest
terms. Lists of prices and estimates foi warded on application to

James Phillips & Co., 180, Bishopsgate street Without. E.C.

s-

ILVER SAND, Peat, Loam, Mould, Rotted Manuij;,
Guano. Cocoa Nut Fibre, Grotto Material. Gravel, Turf, Edging

Tiles, Pots. Sticks. Stakes, Gishuist Compouncf, Tobacco Paper,
other Garden requisites in any quantity at moderate prices, al

J. Frter's. Clarendon Nurseries, Camberwell New Road,

Fumigate your Greenhouse witli
riT B A C C TISSUE.
_L Will Destroy all the lust eta and not Injure Ihe Plants.
Price 3s. Grf. per lb,, caniage free, to be had of Messrs. Roberts

k Sons, Tobacco Manufncturers, .W, St, John Street, Clerkenwell,
E.C., and of all Seedsmen and Nurserjmen.

Destroy your Insect Pests.
PRESERVE YOUR PLANTS and TREES.

DZSTROY ALL PLAST pESXa,
. Sfii> Gke: I Bla<

. _ Scale
Tnaip I

AuEnicAN Bliqbt | Mildew,
Without Iniury to the most delicate Plant or Tree, by using

FOWLER'S GARDENERS' INSECTICIDE,
pronoULiced by all who have used it to be far superior to any

other remedy. Ooe trial will prove its eificacy. Testimonials
forwarded on application. Pnce is. Gti., 3a., &f. 6d., and 10«. per Tin.

Geo. & Thomas Fowlkr, Worth Street, Brighton; and of Hooper
& Co., Covent Garden Market, W.C.

/ T.ISHURST COAl-
VT POUND, whether used
against Insects and Mildew, on
Growing Plants, or as Wmter
Dressing on Trees at rest,

should be dissolved 48 hours
Before use. Thia gets nd of
Etnell, and if the Solution be
decanted, prevents anv staining
of foliage. A strengtn of fl^ora

Sold Retail by Nurserymen

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT

Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for
AYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZEPRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that you get them

Observe the mark Satnor, also the corporate mark Obtain
Warranted, without which none are aenuine.

S. & C. reeret having to caution Gardeners and others, but arecompelled to do so, in consequence of an imitation, "

quality, having been sold for the genuine one, and whicL
many cjuiplaints to be mode to tliem of Knives which i.-^,^ ..„!, u*
their make, all of which are warranted both by Sellers and Makers

S. & C.'s Pruning and Budding Knives are tbe best and the
beapest in the market.

Paston Works. Sheffield. Established upwards of 126 years.

I which has caused

QWING WATER
KJ BARROW.—This is the
best and cheapest artlcleyet
introduced for use in Gar-
dens, Farm Yards, &c. The
Water may be dipped out, or
the Tub tilted and poured
out, or by merely raismgtho

Carriage Kiid to any station
on Great Eastern Line.

POWERFUL GARDEN ENGINE, suitable for the above, price -le^.

IMPROVED WATERand LIQUID MANURE CARTS.

REEN'S IMPROVED NEW PATENT
GARDEN ROLLER.

The above Rollers possess many advantages over all others. They
G

led inwards, thus avoiding the unsightly marks left by other
Rollers.

Diameter, 30 inches ; Length 32 mches, £7 10

17

4 10
3 10
2 15

Prices for Rollers fitted with Shafts suitable for Pony or,Horse
Power, fVeo on application.
Delivered carnage paid to all the principal Railway Stations and

Shipping Ports in En::land.

TiiouAs Green & Son, Smithfleld Iron Works, Leeds; 64 and 65

BlacUfrlars Road, London, .S. j and 19, Eden Quay, Dublin.

N.B. All Orders executed on the day they are received.

To Market Gardeners and Others.
CARDAOE PLAXTJ5,— East Hum, EntieM Nonpareil,

Robinson's Champion Drumhead, 'In. per lOoO.

RED CABBAGE PLANTS, is. per lOoO, extra fine. Terms, cash,
I will challenge England with I'lauts, the Stock true, and can be

.^rown by
d-grower, Biggies-

E
To Farmers, Gardeners, and Others.XCELLENT CABBAGE PLANTS

(Stocks not to be surpassed) can be supplied in any quantities
as follows :—
ROBINSON'S CHAMPION la
DRUMHEAD (finest selected), 'la. 6d. per lOtkk

ENFIELD MARKET (finest selected), " ""

TRUE DWARF NONPAREIL (earUeat
RED DUTCH for Pickling, 6s. per 1000.

Special prices given for large quantities.
A remittance or reference to accompany all orders.

Frede. Gee, Seed Merchant and Grower, Biggleswade, Bedfordshire.

s HAW'S TIFFANY.
For samples and prices apply to

J. Shaw & Co., 29, Oxford Street, Manchester.

aiivaiilages are—Portability, not Fixtures, removable at

;, no Woodwork or Partitions to impede Ventilation or breed
, Hay Rack dispensed with as unnecessai?, increased width

(opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, Loudon, W., where the

PRIZE MEDALS AWARDED to GREEN'S PATENT
LAWN MOWERS.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, LONDON, 18C2.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, DUBLIN, 1866,

The above Lawn Mowers have proved to be tbe best, and have
carried oflf every Prize that ha.'t been given in all cases of Com-
petition.
" '• '- -" -nspectable Ironmongers, Seedsmen, Ac, In the

^^j^

AGRICULTURAL and HORTICULTURAL
IMPLEMENTS and MACHINES of every description.

IMPROVED IRON STABLE FIITINQS.
HURDLES and CONTINUOUS IRON and WIRE FENCING.

Palisadine Entrance and Field Gates. Plain and Galvanised
Wire Netting.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS and GARDEN ROLLERS.
Garden Engines, Syringes. Water Barrows, Oraamental Garden

Seats, Chairs, Tables. Iron Fountains, Vases, &c.

IRON and BRASS BEDSTEADS, in gre^t variety.

Washing, Wringing, and Manghng Machines.

IMPROVED SAUSAGE MACHINES and FILLERS.
Separate Illustrated Price Lists free on applicatio-

Thomas Grbkh & Sow, Smithfield Iron Works, Leeds.

Show Rooms opposite the Smithfleld Cattle Market, North Street,

Leeds: 64 and 56, Elackfriara Road, London, S,, and 19, Bden
(^uay, Dublin.
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Rhododendrons.
TOnN WATERER'S DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
J of UARDY SCARLET and other RHODODENDRONS is now

cubllshod and will be lorwarded on application It faithfolly descnbes

thA colours of the new varieties exhibited by him at the Ro>al

Botanic G^dens, Regent's Park. An Abridged List of popular

CONIFERS, with heights and pricM, is likewise combined

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey, near Sunmngdale .Station,

South-Western Railway.

N EW HARDY RHODODENDRON,
MICHAEL WATERER—This Rhododendron has hitherto

been exhibited undertho name of ANNIHILATOB, but it Will be sent

out under the above name. It is undoubtedly the most brilliant-

coloured late hardy free-blooming Rhododendron yet offered

Orders are now being taken for Plants to be sent out in the Autumn
at31s. G</

" '^ **"

Hardy Scarlet and otter Rhododendrons.

WH. ROGERS, Red Lodge Nuiscry, Southampton,

. can otrer splendid named vaiieties of the above, strong

Inisl.y Plants, well set with t'l»°"li''«^"J'i,J"'» R"!?"'"; 'Sfm^r'
M. per dozen; also a general NDRSERl jJOCt of f RDIT,

FORE.ST and ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS, extending

over 00 Acres. Detailed CATALOGUES and every information

may be had on application

American Plants, &c.
ATEEER ANi. GODFREY'S PRICED and
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of RHODODENDRONS

and other American Plants l...r this Autumn, will be sent on appll-

cation The Catalogiie also gives a summary of their General

Nursery Stock, probably the most extensive in the kingdom.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

w
THK QUEEN, without any exception the best

WHITE RHODODENDRON yet raised.—Robust grower, deep

treen foliage, late and free flowering, trusses large, full, compact,

twl semicircular, footstalk, short and stiff, colour white, suffused

*t. blush mauve, changing to the purest white, clear alabaster
___ __ . linding one of

uMv K^"- - " —' ^ bloom longer than most
other Rhododendrons, a peculiarity probably accounted for by its

hitherto refusing to produce seed, an advantage all Rhododendron
growers well understand. All who visited the International Eihi-

biiion will remember tho transcendent superiority of The Queen over

every other white Rhododendron exhibited. It is proposed that The

surprise that its sole possession by the Advertiser should have called

forth tho envious jealousy of certain Hosourarle Mkn. Hence a

story industriously circulated in the Trade that The Qd ' *

I has been seen, and in will

possession it is to bo found. The whole undivided stock
Lands of Coables Noble, Bagshot, Surrey.

the

Winter Flowers.
RHODODENDRON PKiECOX, the best of all Winter-

blooming Plants, can now be supplied. Compact Bu'^hos, with
from 20 to 100 bloom buds, at 3s.'.Ga. to Vs. (!<'. each, with usual

discount to the Trade, by the Raiser,

Isaac Davis, Larkfield Nursery, Wavertree, near Liverpool.

High Beech.
JAMES CRAWFOKD has to offer a fine CoUecfion of

RHODODENDRONS and A2ALEAS, tine Specimens, for

immediate show, and in good condition for Transplanting. Also 1000

line AZALEA INDICA, well set with bloom.

Rhododendron cUiatum and dauricum.
ISAAC DAVIES can supply beautiful Bushes of the

above, with flower buds, suitable for Potting. Prices for large
quantities very low.

Larkfield Nursery, Wavertree, near Liverpool.

GREENHOUSE PLANTS to be SOLD.— A small
Collection containing prettily grown specimens 2 to 3 feet in

height of the choicest sorts of AZALEA INDICA, CAMELLIA,
and RHODODENDRON ; some choice FERNS, MELOCACTl, &c.

;

also 10 Hardy Hybrid RHODODENDRONS, comprising John and
Mrs. Waterer, and other fine sorts. To be seen at

Mr. Dandv's, 12, Medina Villas. Dalston Lane, Hackney, N.E.

A
Chrysanthemums.

DAM FORSYTH begs to inform hie Friends and the

Hla facilities for housing thorn have beengreatiy increased, and tho_
interested in the cultivation of this favourite flower will find this i

good opportunity for seeing tho various modos in which it may bi

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM can now send, post free for six postage

stamps, Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,
including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his NEW and PRICED
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS.
No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, S.E., a mile from Sidcup Station of New
North Kent Line of South Eastern Railway.

M
Cupressus Lawsonlana argentea.

ESSRS. WATERER and GODFREY are now
sending out this Plant.

Good stout Plants^ li foot high and bushyj at 21s. each."
by the Royal

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

o FFER TO THE TRADE.
CYCLAMEN EUROPIUM, per IM roots 10s. Gd.

HEDER.EFOLIUM, per dozen 5«.

MARMORATUM, per dozen 7s. Crf.

NOBIl.E ETQUADRlCOLORIFOLmM,mixed,perdoz 9a

„ ODORATUM, per dozen 7^. 6d.

„ REPANDUM. per 100 roots 25s.

FRITILLARIA GR^CA. per 100 roots 7s. Cd.

SCILLA NIVALIS, per lUO roots 7s. (id.

sHa , Jun., Erfiirt, Prussia.—Oct. 27-

Amaryllis.
TAMES GARAWAY and CO., Durdham Down
fJ Nurseries, Bristol, offer, from their unequalled stock of thi
above-named favourite flower, strong Bulbs ol unnai ' " "
and others that have bloomed with them during the tw
at 5s., 7s. 6rf., and 10s. 6rf. each, or 60s., 80s., and 105s. per dozen
James GARAW^r & Co. 'a GENERAL BULB CATALOGUE for

the coming season is in the Press, and when ready will be forwarded

H
New Double-flowered AmaryUia.

LAURENTIUS, Leipzig, begs to call attention to

may be seen in the "Illustration Horticolo," and Ihe
Garten Mapazin." Strong-flowered Bulbs, ISs
His AUTITMN CATALOGUE r(No. 36) is just out, and contains

o ft,ii H^.,..,^f '*'-n abov^, together with PRICE LISTS "

' " ' ' ^ "'
' of a large number

,^ . ^ )n application (by ppaid letter) to him or to his Agents, Messrs. BtreAU & Blackith,
Cox. a t^uay. Lower Thames Street, London, E C
The Horticultural Establishment of H. Ladkentius, Leipzig

Sutton's Unrivalled Collections of Bulbs.

Ctirriago Fr(

QUTfON'S GUINEA COLLECTION of BULBS forO BLOOMING in POTS and GLASSES.
SUTTON'S GUINEA COLLECTIONS for BEDS and BORDERS.
For particulars see SUTTON'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE, which

may be had gratis and post free.

SCTTON & Sons, Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

Hyacinths and other Dutch Bulbs.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to acquaint theii-

numerous Patrons th.it they have received their usual Con-
signment of Choice HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUSES. 4c.
PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE post free on application

Highgate Nursenes, London. N.

100,000 Hyacinths, Tulips, Jonquils. Narcissus,
and Crocus.

HENRY STROUD, Nurseryman, Green Lanes,
stoke Newington, N., has just purchased in Holland the

above surplus stocks, and now ofl'ers the following Roots for £1,
package included:—30 HYACINTHS, choico varieties; 150 choice
Early TULIPS, 4 sorts: 200 mixed CROCUSES, in 8 splendid varie-

ties ; 12 large NARCISSUS, 12 SWEET JONQUILS, and 1 LILIUM
LANCIFOLI UM RUBRUM or ALBUM. Half the above for lOs. Qd.

Fine LILIQM LANCIFOLIUM RUBRUM or ALBUM, 6s. per
dozen, 4(i,m. per 100. All orders to be pre-paid.

Dutch Flower Boots.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS have
received, from the best Growers in Holland, a very largo

I:nportfttion of the aboTe, and have the satisfaction to say that the
BULBS are unusually large, sound, and well ripened, and for which
early orders are requested to ensm-e the best Boots.

Flower Roots of £2 value will be delivered free of carriage at the
principal Railway Stations and Shipping Ports throughout the country.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUE and all particulars free

by post on application.

The Old Established Seed Warehouse, IOC. Fastgate Street, Chester.

PAUL AND SON'S ROSES and their CATALOGUE.
—DESCRIPTIVE LIST is now ready. For general prices see

large Advertisement last week.
" ' " rould remind tl

loving Roses.
The." Old " Cheshunt Nurseries, N.

ROSES.—Extra fine Standards, at from I5s. to 18*.
per dozen ; 100s. per 100.

Do. Dwarf, extra fine, at from Os. to 12s. per doz. ; 63s. to Sis. per 100.

Do. New Sorts ol 1S6C. at 24s. per dozen.
DESCRIPTIVE LIST on apniicaiion.

) Smith, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Seedling Hybrid Perpetual Roses.

D
(see Minutes, Sept. 1860.)

UCHER, HoRTicuLTEUR., Chemin des Quatro-
Maisons, Guillotiere, Lyon (Rhoi

54. ANTOINE DUCHeK (D.).—Very vigorous-, flowers erect, can
paniform, full and very well shaped; bright red; finer ar:

darker than Madame Domage ; very good for forcing.

71. MADAME PULLIAT (D.).—Very vigorous
; . flowers modiui

size, globular, erect, and very well shaped; dark rose colon;

blooms pernetually.

PinK""«: ; blooms perpeiually.

39. vILLE DE LYON (D.).—Very vigoroiw ; flowers erect, very
large, globular, very full and well sbaped ; dark rose ; excellent
for forcing.

Price 25f each. The fiv. 3 for K.m.

Dutch Flower Roots.
A RCHIBALD HENDERSON !

Jr\- begs to announce that he has
received from Holland a largo
Consignment of BULBOUS ROOTS
in fine condition. I

DESCRIPTIVE and PRICED
CATALOGUES aro now ready,

;

ntainlng practical directions for
e succosslul cultivat'— *"' —*

ction of Bulbs, in F
and the Flower Garden,
Also a DESCRIPTIVE PRICED

LIST ofall the best GHAPE VINES

Roses, Fruit Trees. Conifers. Forest Trees. £cc.

JOHN CRAJSSTON hcy.s to direct attention to a large
and superior Stock of ROSES, FRUIT TREES, CONIFERS,

FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES. &c.
His Nurseries extend over upwards of 60 Acres, situated in the

I of the county of Hereford [which is acknowledged to possess
lest soil ai

' " ' - • --" —'---- -- -
" ™

/ other CO
tvei7'descriptio

advantageous Prices will be giv
Planting undertaken by Contract or otherwise.

r Hereford

Fruit Trees, Roses, Evergreens, &c.W KNIGHT begs to inform intending Planters
• that ho has many Thousands of the above, with every other

ORNAMENTAL TREE and SHRUB, in tho finest possible
condition, at reasonable prices. An Inspection is respectfully
invited. DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES free.

The Nursery is within two minutes' walk of the Hailsham Station
(South Cuu.st Railway).

had gratis and post free upon
application.

Sion Nursery, Thornton Heath,
Surrey ; and at the East Surrey
Seed Warehouse, College Grounds,
North End, Croydon.

I

New Catalogue of Plants, Dutch Bulbs, &c. !

ROBKRT FARKER begs to announce that his NEW :

CATALOGUE, conUining Select Descriptive and Priced Lists
of New, Rare, and beautiful Greenhouse, Hardy and Stove Plants,
Hardy Ferns, Fruit Trees, Grape Vines, Roses, Rhododendrons,
Sweet Violets, &c., Amaryllis, Crocuses, Cyclamens, Gladioli,
Hyacinths, Lihums, Narcissus Tulips, and other Bulbs, is now

i

published and will be forwarded to applicants.
j

Exotic Nursery. Tooting, Siurey, S.

Floral Nursery, Hailsham, Sussex.

IHRUIT TREES.—The finest collection in England.
2000 sorts are grown in all manner of training, and are freo

from insects, mealy-bug, or chlorosis, with which trees in some

A Quarter of a Million of Fruit Trees.
THOMAS WARNER begs to remind intending Planters

and the Trade, that his Nurseries, which occupy upwards of

All the New Fuchsias of 1866.

HCANNELL has got a splendid Lot of all the above
• at Ss. per dozen (Nonpareil excepted), strong, established

Plants, and will make fine Specimens for Euiibitlon next season ; pack*
age included. And all the above kinds in strong-rooted little plants
sent free by post, and warranted to arrive sale, fi-esh, and in good
condition to any part of the United Kingdom, Os. per dozen. And
all tho best older varieties at 4s, per dozen.

Ii'uchBia Nursery, Woolwich.

p n E A p

12 of the best NOSEGAY PELARGONIUMS, including Pinlt SteUa
and Lo Grand, Bs.

12 of the best ZONALS.mcluding thenew double Glr'--
-*-*'' "-

12 of the best NEW FUCHSIAS &.. ; 12 best older

Retail, may be had free ou

) mile and a half from tho

MAGNIFICENT PYRAMID FRUIT TREES.—Fine-
grown Bearing Trees of PEARS on Quince Stock ; APPLES

on Paradise; CHERRIES on Mahaleb; PLUMS, Sc. Special
quotations on application.

I

JoHH Cranston, Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

!
Dwarf-trained Trees by the 1000, 100, or dozen.

^—f—T
^;^^

—

7?,—^ ' A PPLES, PEARS, PLUMS, CHERRIES, PEACHES,
j: ±j 2%. n X a

. j-y_ ^^^ NECTARINES. Fine, flat, weU-tnuned, of best quality,

Rici , Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

package included.
PELARGONIUMS, French and English show varieties, our

selection from a large healthy stock. 39. per doz.
CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, good named sorts, S«. per dozen,

20s. per 100.

GARIBALDI PICOTEES. fine for forcing, 3s. per doz.
PINKS, from a good collection, 2s, per doz.

RICHARD SMITH'S FRUIT LIST contains a
Sketch of the various Forms of Trees, with Directions for

I

Cultivation, Soil, Drainage. Manure, Pruning, Lifting, Cropping,

I

Treatment under Glass ; also their synonymea, quality, ^ize, form,
skin, colour, flesh, flavour, use, growth, duration, season, price, &c.
Free by post for one stamp.

I
RicoABD Shitd, Nurserjinan and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

NEW CATALOGUES
for the SEASON of 1866 and 1867.

No. 1. ROSES.—A Select List of all the best varieties in cultivation.

of Fruits.
No. 3. CONIFER-S, ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS.—

Contains all varieties worthy of cultivation, with interest-
ing notes of description, height, size, native country, &c.

No. 6. GENERAL PLANT CATALOGUE,
The above will be forwarded free on application to

JouN Cranston. King's Acre Nurseries, near Hereford.

Fifty Acres of Fruit Trees,
APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS, CHERRIES, PEACHES,

NECTARINES, and APRICOTS in every form desired for
Fruiting.

RicHARn SuiTu, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

ALL-TRAINED TREES~oFBEARINGSI2E^Our
Wall-Trained Fruit Trees this season are very fine, and

Include PEACHES, NECTARINES, APRICOTS, and FIGS, suited
for planting in houses for Immediate Fruiting. An inspection Is

respectfully invited.
•t & Son, Nurseries, Kingston, Surrey.

H

Fleea Nordmanniana.
JOHN GRIER begs to inform admirers of Coniferae that

he is Commissioned to DISPOSE of a very HANDSOME
SPECIMEN of the above. It is 17 feet high, perfectly shapely and
symmetrical, and was planted in its present position three years ago ;

consequently is in a condition to remove with perfect safety. Price

OLLY BERRIES and APPLE PIPS from cUoieest
, Devon and Somerset Cider Fruit.—A large quantity lor Sale,

For price, &c., apply to Robt. H. Potnter, Taunton, Somerset.
N.B.—Foreign Orders (lowest charge being guaranteed) to be for-

, », . ..- V- ._
jjQj.g^ Seed Merchants,

N EW AND BEAUTIFUL PLANTS.
JUGLANS MACROPHYLLA.-From the North of China ; leaves

upwards of 3 feet long, and the frmt 16 tn 20 in a cluster. It is
perfectly hardy, and altogether one of the most beautiful foliage
plants ever introduced. Strong Plants, 21s. each.

VXUS ADPRESSA STRICTA. — Has leaves precisely like
T. adpressa. but every plant is furnished with a strong lead, which
i» —^^ .,„ f^Qjjj ^ gi^jg branqh. Fine Plants, lOs. 6d. f

— " '

Standish has a splendid lot of
sine, with every form and varies __

Also a fine stock of MALE PLANTS and
or A. jap. vera, irom bs. to 2Is. each.

ATHYRIUM GORINGIANUM TRICOLOR,
beautiful hardy variegated Fern. One canL.
beautiful object than a plant of this growing o

opening to the fall of the flower, and having i

truss has the appearance of a mass of snow. Plants lOs. 6d. each.
A few extra strong, with flower buds, 21s. each.

Besides the above, Jobn Standish has a large and fine Collection of
RHODODENDRONS, and all kinds of SHRUBS, CONIFERS, and
FRUIT TREES in the finest possible condition for transplanting.

CATALOGUES of the above can be had on application to
The Royal Nurseriei, Ascot.

Keele Hall Beurre Pear.

WILLIAM GEORGE CALDWELL begs to intimate
that he has a fine stock of healthy Plants ot the above PEAR

Knutsford Nurseries.

w.
Cherries

Peaches and Nei

Chestnut (Spanish)

ThoNu
( and Prices c

, Wo irsh.

Splendid Grape Vines of all the finest varieties in
cultivation.

WILLIAM BARNES begs to announce that he has
now a very fine selection of the above to ofl'er, both

FRUITING and PLANTING CANES, all very strong short-
jointed, well-ripened wood, and will produce a fine crop of fruit

next spring.
The great demand W. B. has had for Grape Vines these several

years past, and the many applications for them being late ii
"

obtained on application.Sorts and Prices c

Camden Nursery, Camberwell, S.
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New General Plant Catalogue.

BS. WILLIAMS' NHW PLANT CATALOGUE,
• containing mnny really Rood Novelties, and cnrefully selected

LISTS of STOVK. GREENHOUSE, and HAIIDV PLANTS, is

now ready and will be forwarded post free to all applicants.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries. Uolloway, London, N.

New Pelargoniums.
CHARLES TtJhNER is now prepared to execute orders

for HOVLE'S and FOSTER'S beautiful SEEDLINGS. The
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE which is now ready also contains
LIST.-5 of thy finest ZONAL PELARGONIUMS in each class,

FTNKS, AI'llICULAS, CINERARIAS, &c,
Tlic Royal Nurseries, Slough.

Wholesale Catalogue of Nursery Stock.
GEORGI-: JACKMAN and SON'S PRICED and

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for ISGfi and spring 1867, can
be had free on application, comprising Fruit Trees, Roses, American
Plants, Conifers, Clematises, Evergreen and Decidiou.s Trees and

Early Spring Flowers.
WEBB'S GIANT POLYANTHUS and COWSLIP,

with all the best varieties of Double and Sincle PRIMROSES,
PANSIES, &c., with Seeds of single varieties. LIST of prices of

nd mngiiificent
T V Plants of the above to offer, in various sizes, including every

variety worthy of cultivation, all finely grown, and full of flower buds.
Sorts and prices can be obtained on application.

Camden Nursery, Camberwell, S.

CHARLES NOBLE'S TRADE CATALOGUE is now
ready, and can be had on application. It contains a select

assortment of Roses, Rhododendrons, Fruit, Forest, and Orna-
mental Trees, &c.^ Suaningdale Nursery. Bagshot.

SEE BARE AND SUGDEN'S ADVERTISEMENT,
p. 1060.

BULBS and CLIVEDEN PLANTS for Spring Blooming.
BARKS PRIZE CALCEOLARIA.
NEW Villi.A CORNCT.i SEED .itirt PLANTS.NEW LAPACEIHA ROSEA SEED.
UXrSLIH'MKIi A.MARYLLIS, tc.

New Grass Seeds for Exportation.
SUTTON AND .SONS have received their supplv of

NEW GRA,SS SEEDS of the present season's growth iii fine
condition, and will be happy to forward lowest price per ton or cwt.
on application, CATALOGUES gratis and post free.

SoTTOs A Soss. Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Re,ading.

LUlnm lanclfoUnm.
SUTTON AND SONS h.ive received several varieties of

the above splendid LILY in fine condition.
For descriptions and prices of each see SUTTON'S AUTCJIN

CATALOGUE, which nmv be hart gratia and post free on application.
ScTTON & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establiah[iient,Keadlng.

€fit (BarlretteriS'Clirotttcle.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER Z, 1866.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING 'WEEK.
f Royal Horticultural f Floral and Fruit Com-

Nov. fiJ mitteos). at Soutii Kensington ..

(Ditto [Scientific Discu.isionl
- Royal Horticultural

South Kensington

A SHORT timp back one of oiir correspondents
called attention to a remarkable Grape Vine
gi-ondng in the Nui'sery Garden of Mr. IvAY, at
Finchley (see p. 757), and described it as not
only cariying an unusual quantity of bunches of

Grapes, but most of the bunches being in
point of size of more than usual proportions.
Many of them -were described as being of
2 lb. weight and upwards, a size 'which is not
att.ained under ordinary circumstances, 'where
the crop is confined to 12 or 20 bunches upon an
established Vine, and certainly something vei'y

remarkable whore the bunches are produced by
the hundred. To this samo Vino we invited
attention some few years since (see Gnnl. Citron.,

1862, 7.39), but the melancholy death of Mr. Kay,
a few 'weeks later, prevented our object in then
referring to it, from being realised. The
fine old Vines at Cumberland Lodge and
Hampton Court are pretty well known, but
in those gardens, though the bunches are
numerous and the Grapes excellent in quality,

the bunches rarely exceed from half a pound
to a pound each in weight. Still the total

•weight produced is enormous, and leads

one to a.sk, if a single Grape Vine, 'with

roots uncontrolled, will assume such unusual
proportions with such remarkable and desirable
results, are wo right in confining our house
Vines to a single rafter, theii' roots being of
course restricted in the same proportion ?

This is a grave question, which is worth dis-

cussing at the present time, and we hope our
great growers, ourMEUEDiTns, Hllls, Fo'wlers,
Thomsons, Speeds, and others, 'will not .shrink

from gi-appling with it, and from giving
their opinion upon its philosophy. It would also

be veiy interesting to learn the size and history
of anj' other large Vines in the counti'y, and at

the same time to get some account of the average
'weight of the crops produced. Some 30 years
back, there was a forcing gai'den connected with
the Royal Palace at Kensington, situated in what
is now the Palace Gardens. Upon the foreman's
cottage, an old-fashioned house of large size,was
a Black Esperione Vine, which covered the whole
of the south front of the house, the west gable,

and a considerable length of wall at the east

end of the house. Altogether something like

200 superfici.il yards wore covered by this one
Vine, and from it there were annually cut several

hundi-eds of perfectly matured bunches, many
of which found their way to the Royal table as
hothouse Grapes. Wo forget the exact history
of this Vino, but according to the statement of

Mr. John Aiton, who had the charge of the
Kensington Gardens, it had then been planted
more than half a contuiy, and for many years had
produced large crops of excellent fruit. Another
Vine of unusual size forthe kind, 'was the Muscat
of Alexandria, now known in the trade as

B.VRNES' Muscat, growing in the garden of

George W. Norman, Esq., at Bromley Common.
This Vine, 20 years back filled a house some
30 feet long and of proportionate width, and
annually produced beautiful crops of splendidly
matured Grapes. At tho time Mr. Barnes
took charge of Mr. Norman's (;arden this

Vino was in delicate health, and upon examining
the border he found that the Vine had scarcely

any roots in the border proper, but that one main
root ran away into the subsoil—whither Mr.
B.iRNES knew not, and he was afraid to trace it.

He therefore set to work to cultivate the few
surface roots which were found around the main
stem, and by the judicious application of .surface

dressings and bottom heat, succeeded so far as to

restore tho old plant to complete health and
remarkable vigoiu-. Upon that Vino we saw for

many years remarkable crops, dozens of bunches
weighing from 3 lb. to 4 lb. each, and finished

with that peculiar " mint mark " of a master
cultivator, a rich transparent amber colour, and a
hammered surface to each berry. At the time we
speak of, 20 years back, Mi-. Barnes told us that

Mr. Norman had an account of Grapes cut from
that Vine for 80 years pre^viously, and how long it

had been in bearing before that he did not know.
The dates we have cited woidd make it more than
100 years old, and a few years back it was still in

full 'vigour.

We might cite examples of other large Amines

which we have seen in different parts of the

countr}', but these are sufficient to show that con-

stitutionally the mo.st delicate, as well as the

most hardy of Grapes are capable of extending
themselves 'with a superior result much beyond
the limits con.sidered nece.?-sary, and generally

assigned to them. This naturally gives rise to

the question, is our modern system of confining

each Vine to a single rafter the correct one, and
'will the practice stand the test of critical exami-
nation ? We think not, and for this reason. If

we trace the history of our great exhibitors we
shall to a large extent find that in Grape growing
their .success is coeval with the youth of their

Vinos ; that after a few years cropping they
only attain superior results by concentrating the

vigour of a strong Vino upon a very small crop

of fruit ; and that as they cease to follow this prac-

tice they inevitablj- retrogress in the roll of prize

takers. We might intensify these facts by
epecifjTng individual examples of our theory, did

we not wish to abstain from being invidious. If,

however, the reader 'will calmly examine for

himself, ho 'will, we think, arrive at our
conclusions, and if he does not, it will be in

cases where there has been, or is a constant

accession of new Vineries, and 'where conse-

quently young Vines are regularly coming into

a fruiting state.

Now, in the case of Mr. Kay's Vine, cer-

tainly planted upon a Vine-gro'wing soil, but
without any special care to foretell its superior

success, not only are large crops produced
annually, but large crops of large fnut, many
of the bunches (Hamburghs) 'weighing 3 lb. or

4 lb. each, a result rarely indeed attained upon
Vines under the restrictive process of manage-
ment. There must be a reason for this success,

and what is that reason ? Mr. Kay'.s Vine
is not nearly so large as the Vines at Hampton
Court and Cumberland Lodge ; but, as wo have
before remarked, it differs from them in the

size of the bunches it produces, and in its

remarkable vigour. The average size of the

bunches at Hampton Court 'would scarcely

exceed half a pound in weight; those at Cum-
berland Ijodge the last time we saw them were
larger, but Mr. ICiY's Vine carries 300 bunches

of from 2 lb. to 5 lb. each ; and therefore, taking

the average, this small Vine produces as great a

weight of fruit as the 2000 bunches produced

upon the large Vine at Hampton Coiu't.

The Finchley Vine was planted only 10 years

ago, in a span-roofed house some 90 feet long

by nearly 20 feet in width. Its lateral branches

leave the main stem, which crosses the house

near the centre, at right angles, and arc
carried along to each end. The border received
no particular care in making, beyond good
drainage, as it is foiTned of such an umnium
yatherum as results from carting, in soil from
any convenient building sites whore the surface
could be obtained, and the only manure applied
is (he annual surface mulching of dung.

It must, however, be recollected, that the soil in

the vicinity of Finchley is peculiarly suited for

Vine growing. At Colnoy Hatch a disciple of tho
late Mr. Crawshay produced remarkable Grapes
which were shown regularly at the llegent

Street meetings of the Horticultural Society,

and Dr. Lindley has repeatedly stated that no
preparation whatever was made before planting
these Vines, beyond that of trenching the ground
in tho ordinary manner; and tho only fire-

heat employed was an Arnott stove introduced
into each house in the autumn season to di'y the

atmosphere. But tho Vines found all tho nutri-

ment they required, and hence the soil was as

good as if tho border had been made in the most
elaborate manner.
What Vines particularly require is soil that is

fresh, and such as has not been previously used
for garden purposes. Secure this, with tho

surface Grass upon it, and as it may be hea'V}' or

light, add a certain amount of material to secure

porosity without making it too heavj' or light,

and it will bo odd if Vines do not grow vigorou.sly

in it. We recollect being at the late Mr. John
Willmot's at Isleworth, on tho occa.sion of his

planting some Hamburgh Vines on the back
wall of a lean-to Pine stove, and which after-

wards produced some Grapes of more than usual
excellence. The pathway was formed of

clinkers from the fires, and brick nibbish of all

kinds, which for years had been soaking up
manure-water from the adjoining dung linings.

The only care taken in planting was this :—one
man with a pickaxe grubbed out the holes,

another threw in a barrow-load of loam, and a

third planted the Vines, wluch Mr. Willmot
trod in with about the same care that he won Id

a common Laurel or Larch. But, as has been
remarked in these pages. Vines in the valley of

the Thames, from its rise down to Gravesend,

grow with great luxuriance in the natural soil, or

rather in the red sand and gravel which it over-

lays. The soil is of course an alluvial deposit,

rich in vegetable matter, and in this plants of

all kinds grow with great luxuriance—the Vine
particularly so. The difficulty however in Vine
management is to know at sight a soil in which a

Vine will grow satisfactorily ; and hence in the

absence of that knowledge, it is better to make a

little admixture in the shape of compost than to

run any risk of ultimate success.

While on the subject of A^ine soils, we may
state that we have seen this season upwards of

2000 pot Vines, in a nursery establishment, not
one of which was in a marketable condition. They
had been potted in a sound second-spit loam, inter-

mixed, we 'were told, 'with lime and night soil. But
the roots would scarcely touch it, and where they

had gone into it, they looked like anything rather

than Vine roots. Now this was a soil to which
we should not have objected at sight for a Vine
border, and yet anything so unsuited to Vine
culture we never met with. We mention the

fact to show that even fine-looking soils are not

always suitable for certain plants, and to point

out the impropriety of one man maintaining that

we want nothing but pure loam for Vine culture,

because another altogether differently situated,

and perhaps upon another geological formation,

has succeeded from the use of that material.

We have to announce the death of an eminent
Spanish botanist, Don Vicente Cutanda, which took

place on the 23d of last July. Don Vicente Cutanda
was born in 1804, and had been Professor ofBot.iny

in the TJniversity, and in charge of the Botanical

Gardens at Madrid, since 18J6. He was also a Member
of the iloyal Academy of Sciences from its commence-
ment, and was author of the " Flora of the Province

of Madrid."

The papers announce the death, on the 18th

ult., at Munich, of Dr. Von Siebold, the well-known

Japanese traveller, to whose energy and perseverance

we are indebted for the introduction of so many line

plants from Japan, before the incursion on that flowery

island of our own intrepid collectors, Mr. R. Foktvne
and Mr. J. G. Veitch. He is said to have died of

typhus. Dr. Siebold had reached the age of 71,

and we remember well with what energy only a

year or two since, at the Brussels Congress, he pro-

pounded his views respecting the variegation of plants,

a brief account of which we shall shortly lay before our
readers, as a memorial of their author.

Our correspondent Mr. FisH informs us that

there is stiU a prospect of the proposed Show of the
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KoYAL HoBTiCTJLTURAL SOCIETY at Bury St.

Eilmund's taking place. The Council had indeed

declined, as stated by us at p. 1018, on account of the

nnsuitableness of the only site which, as it seemed, was

available; but a change has been brousht about by

local effort, and not onlj;has a free site, close to the

new railway station, and just opposite the Eoyal Agri-

cultural Society's show ground, been obtained, but a

very satisfactory beginning has been made lu the

establishment of a guarantee fund. The site has been

given by Mr. Gut, of the Angel Hotel, and a better

one, Mr. Fish informs us, could not be found, vve

also learn that still another site would be available il

thought preferable to that just mentioned.

Professor Asa Gbay is publishing in the

columns of the "American Agriculturist a series ot

popular articles on the Feetilisationop Plants

In the "Oueenslander" we observe that Dr. AUKch is

giving a series of Letters on Geology and Chemistey.

Ti,g Satal Mercury, in an article on the

botanist Gehbard, who died recently at Madasascab

savs—"South Africa numbers many men who, devoted

with an earnestness to the pursuit of botanical science,

are more often than otherwise undervalued in their

arduous studies and labours. The time, it is hoped,

however, ivill come when these men—these real bene-

factors of the human race—will be duly and thankfully

acknowledged. The discoveries of Mr. Geesabd m
this Colony were Mknowledged in most flattering terms

by thelate'Dr. Haevey and SirWilliam J. Hookeb;
and since his departure from Natal to Madagascar

Sir Henby Baekly practically expressed and

appreciated his services. In one of Geeeaed's
last letters he says, 'Sir Heney is more than a

father to me.' In a short notice like this, it would

be invidious to name all who bear testimony to

our friend's perseverance and unwearied exertions

in exploring the most' remote nooks and corners

in search of new plants. In Haevey and Sondee's
" Plora Capensis " he has added many new genera, and

upwards of 1.50 species, the greater number of these

being discovered by his individual exertions alone.

Wben we considerthat Ecklon and Zeyhee, Professor

Mbtee and other eminent collectors, had beeuover
nearly the same ground, we need not add this as

another proof of the industry which gleaned so rich a

harvest. Geeeabd left Natal in April, 1865, and

arrived at Madagascar during the following month,

where he made large collections of plants, insects,

birds, &c., on the coast line between Tamatave and
Mahambo. At Foul Point he fell a victim to pesti-

lential marsh fever. The death of so accomplished and
indefatigable a naturalist, far away from friends and
home, is with much sincerity deplored by a numerous
circle of friends to whom he had endeared himself.

We understand that a Photogeaph of the

Executive Committee of the International Horti-

cultural Exhibition of 1866, by Mr. Veenon Heath,
is now ready for distribution, and may be had on
application to Mr. Dean, 3, Denmark Villas, Ealing.

Many persons having expressed a desire to possess

some somenir of the Great International Horticultural

Exhibition of 1866, we may add that some views of

the Exhibition have been prepared by the same artist,

and also by Messrs. Cundall.
—— We invite the attention of our readers to the

movement now on foot for the purpose of obtaining

Tobacco for Hoeticultueal use free of duty. The
absolute necessity for the frequent fumigation of plant

houses for the purpose of destroying or preventing the

attacks of insects injurious to vegetation, is so well

known to cultivators that we need only refer to it

iu order to show what a great advantage it

would be to gardeners to be able to secure

genuine tobacco instead of the preparations now
resorted to, without being mulcted in the heavy
excise duties which are properly enough imposed on
tobacco when used as an article of luxury ; the more
especially so, inasmuch as they are not legally per-

mitted to cultivate the plant for themselves, even for

this special use. Concessions have been already made
by the authorities to farmers and Hop growers, and
there is reason to believe that concurrent action on
the part of horticulturists would secure for them a

similar boon. We shall be happy to receive letters

from our readers expressing their views on the question,

which would, no doubt, strengthen the hands of those

who are taking an active part in promoting the move-
ment, and who propose to proceed by memorial and
deputation.

New Plants.
.539. RODEIGUEZIA Batemani, Popp. at Endl. Xor.

Oeii. et Sp., vol. i. t. 70, alias Burlingtonia rubescens,

Lindl. Bot. Beg. xxiii., sub 1927.

Racemo plurifloro, bracteis trijingiilaribus, caiinatLs, acutis,

ovaria pedieellata noii omnino tyquantibus, sepalo superiori

cuneato, oblougo acuto, iDferiori subvequali curviilo acuto.

pebilis cuneatO'Obovatis, obtuse acutis, mbello utrinque ante

basin an^ilato, lato UgiUatu antice dilafcato, enaai-giiaato,

carinis geminis per medium, ante basin utrinque in plicam
extrorsam escurreutibus, columnae bracbiis erectis Lanceis

acutiusculis.

This elegant plant was discovered in 1830 by Poppig,

in Southern America, growing on Calabash trees. He
returned home to Leipsio in 1833, and Mr. Bateman,
then a very young man, having paid him a visit, as

we have no reason to doubt, Poppig named the plant
Rodrimezia Baternani. And in calling it Eodriguezia,
he did well to avoid the erroneous name of Burling-
tonia, a useless synonym for Rodriguezia, as any one
can ascertain by consulting Ruiz and Pavon, Fl. Peruv.
Prod. tab. 15. It is, no doubt, a piece of ill-placed ser-

vility to perpetuate such faults. Thirty-six years after

Its first discovery, we are happy to have the plant in our
stoves, thanks to Mr. Linden. We owe the possession
of flowers to him, and have others|before us raised in the

gardens of the Lord Bishop of Winchester, under the

care of Mr. Lawrence. The plant has small bulbs, long

leaves, and a spike of whitish flowers, with a purplish

violet' hue, and which are as large as those of

Eodriguezia Candida. It is, no doubt, a desirable

plant for cultivation.

340. T>i.MiKi'iiirir fPEniLONUM) PABCUM, JJcM./.

Caul. >Mi-i M'! ' -'iii-
1
H'sso, ancipitilineari, foliislineari-

liL'nliti ij.' .|;.|iii
. Ills, rficemis paucifloris lateralibus,

br:i>t.i~ III (ii-nli^, ^i :irii..^if^ quam ovaria longepediceUata
multo l>revif..ribus, sepalo dorsali ligulato, obtuso acuto,

petalia angustioribus, sepalis lateralibus in mentum curvum
eemilunatum obtusum extensis, labello a basi ligulato dila-

t,ato bilobo, basi infima punctato, columna apice quadriden-

A very poor-looking species, with a branching stem
in the way of Dendrobium ramosissimum, R. Wight,
having narrow grassy leaves 2 to 3 inches long, and
racemes of small greenish-yellow flowers. It was
discovered by the Rev. Mr. Parish in Burmah, and has

ith Messrs. Low & Co.

341. BlFEENAElA INODOBA {Lindl.), $. XANTHINA,
Lind. Mchb.

It is very remarkable to see a splendid yellow variety

of this well-known plant with green or purplish flowers

and a purplish lip. It was introduced by M. Linden
from Bahia. S. O. Rehb.fil-

PARISIAN GARDENING.
[The following remarks are condensed from a Report drawn up
by M. A. Brongniart of a visit made by the Council of the

Society for tbe Encour-agement of Horticulture in the City

of Paris, to Muette, Passy.]

In 1855 there were introduced into the Bois de
Boulogne, in order to form groups of a special character,

plants with large foliage from tropical regions,

such as Bananas, Cannas, &c. The.se plants, put in the

open ground during the fine season, and watered
abundantly, grew admirably, producing a fine eSect by
their grand and remarkable forms.

It was necessary to have an establishment to raise

these plants, and glass houses to place them in during
the winter. The farm Georges, at Passy, was taken
for this purpose, which comprises a surface of 25,788

metres (upwards of 6J acres). The actual commence-
ment took place in 1856, and at the end of 1865 there

were 21 glass houses of different dimensions, either in

extent or height, occupying on the ground a surface of

about 4500 metres (upwards of one acre), and giving

6300 metres (about U acres) of glazed surface. The
expense of the construction of the glass houses, com-
pleted in 1865, including the apparatus for warming,
amounted to 311,000 francs (over 12,000^.). Eight
small glass houses, occupying 800 metres of ground
are now being buUt ; these are low buildings destined

to take the place of some 5000 glazed frames, the

glasses of which are turned to account. The surface

of the ground covered with glass, either in houses or

frames, amounts to about 1 hectare, or 2 acres

1 rood 35 perches. Each of these different glass

houses has its own heating apparatus, but all are

warmed by a circulation of hot water, the varied

arrangement of which has allowed useful compa-
risons to be made.
The small glass houses now being built are to be

warmed by an apparatus for the circulation of hot

water, whose boilers of small size are heated by jets of

gas. This manner of heating, already tried upon two
of the glass houses, has given excellent results; it

j

allows the temperature to be regulated at will without

!
any attention to the firing so long as no change is

required, it allows simplification in the heating, and
at the price at which gas is furnished in Paris

(15 centimes—about IW.—the cubic metre), it appears

to produce an economy of 30 per cent, over other modes
of heating already in use.

In 18R5 it became necessary to devote a larger space

to raising plants for the open air, perennial and
annual ; for this purpose a branch establishment was
made in the Bois de Vincennes, occupying 54,560

metres (about 13* acres), which would further be in-

creased to 80,000 metres (about 19J acres) by adding to

it a part of the trenches of the fortifications. From
the first year the branch establishment of Vincennes
produced 431,430 plants for the ornamentation of the
gardens of the city. The flower garden of La Muette
furnishes 1,143,995 plants, making thus a total of

1,575,425 plants distributed by these two establish-

ments in 1865.

It was found necessary, moreover, to add to these

two gardens two large nurseries, which are placed

under the same management : one near the pond of

Auteuil, meant principally for coniferous trees, the

other at Longchamps, for trees and ordinary shrubs to

supply the public gardens iu Paris. Paris also established

in 1859 a large nursery at Petit-Bry-sur-Mame, upon
ground of 160,000 metres (about 39i acres) in extent,

the object of which is to raise plants with lofty trunks
for planting in the line of streets. It contains more
than 100,000 trees, which will form good stems, suit-

able to be transplanted when of large size for the boule-

vards, the avenues, and the open spaces in the city.

If a calculation be made of the cost of the plants

which are sent out from the flower garden of Paris of

all kinds, rare or common, large or small, for orna-

menting the beautiful gardens established in
_
all

quarters of the city by the municipal administration,

it will be found that each plant costs 13 centimes
(about Ijci ) ; this is scarcely more than the value of

the most common annual grown in the open air, while

the average value of each plant sent out from the

flower garden is estimated at 60 centimes (about h%d.).

A system of exchange has for some time been adopted

by the managers of the Paris flower gardens, which,

without extra expense, increases the ooUeotions, and
in addition fosters the multiplication of new and rare

productions. But it is well understood that these are

exchanges of plants for plants, the price put on each is

only for the convenience of exchange, so as never to

interfere with the commerce of horticulture—a com-
merce so important to Paris and its environs, and
which the city of Paris seeks only to encourage and not
to compete with.
By good management, and by the introduction of

novelties, as well as byeconomy, both ineonstruction and
cultivation, the management of this establishment has
been able to distribute profusely in all the public
gardens a great variety of plants, and thus encourage
in the people a taste for flowers, and amongst amateurs
a desire for the embellishment of their gardens. It has
thus rendered a true service to the commerce of horti-

culture, and by the pupils which it forms it raises up
skilled workmen possessing the best principles of

science. The flower garden of the city thus becomes
a real practical school of horticulture. The director

who so skilfully manages these matters, taking advan-
tage of a fortunate circumstance, has the most remark-
able plants which grow in this garden painted by a
Belgian gardener, M. Philippe Labotte, who entered
in 1864 as a common employe at the flower garden of

Muette, and who has been found to be a skilful artist,

and at the same time a clever geologist. Formerly
a pupil at the School of Mines at Namur, ruined

by two successive fires which destroyed liis hor-

ticultural establishment there, he was compelled

to earn his livelihood by working as a comniou
gardener. After a year of this hard labour, in which
he showed himself a skilful horticulturist, M. Alphand
discovered his talent as a painter in water colours,

when he was employed to paint the most interesting

plants in the establishment. M. Labette's drawiiigs

are remarkable in every respect by precision in details,

truthfulness iu form and colour, and the ease with

which they are executed; they form a collection of

water-colour paintings equally interesting for the

objects they represent, as well as for the artistic talent

displayed in their production. M. Labotte has been

already honoured with a prize at oue of the cshows of

the Imperial and Central Society of Horticulture.

NOTES ON CONIFERS.—No. XI.

Sequoia sempeevirens.
(ftiiicIi«/«i/roMp. 071).

The explanation of a quantity of acorns having been

found in the stem of a Red-wood tree enveloped by
120 layers of annual growth, is that there is a wood-
pecker in California (Melanerpes formicivorus of

ornithologists), the carpentero of the settlers, which
has the habit of piercing the bark of Oaks and
Pines with holes, in which he inserts acorns, thus

storing them up for future use. The holes are nicely

adjusted to the size of the acorn, which, when driven

iu by the energetic blows of the carpentero, can with
difliculty be extracted. Dr. Newberry says that the

bark of the Pinus ponderosa^ or Western Yellow Pine, is

particularly thick and cork-like, and is divided into

plates of from four to eight inches in breadth, with

smooth surfaces. Into these plates he tells us that

the carpentero sometimes inserts acorns in such
numbers that the trunk appears thickly studded with
wooden pegs.

Wheu the curious and unexampled habit of the

woodpecker in question was first announced
^
in

this country it was received with suspicion,

on the ground that there was no instance known
among birds of anv species making provision for

the future. We had provident ants, provident

bees, and various other provident insects—we had
plenty of provident rodents—mice, lemmings, beavers,

squirrels dormice—but birds, so far as known, were

utterly improvident ; and, in truth, there seemed

no particular reason why they should be provident.

Their gi-eat powers of flight enable them easily to

migrate to any climate they please, and if they cannot

get food or comfort in one, they have the means of

seeking it in another. It may be, however, that like

the Red-wood itself, this woodpecker has come down
to us almost unchanged from the Miocene epoch, and

that this habit was one developed before migration was

known to birds—for that the migration of birds was
an instinct of comparatively late appearance seems

pretty clear. ...
We ourselves received from California a piece of

timber and bark cut off the outside of a Pinus ponderosa,

riddled with thimble-shaped holes made by this wood-

pecker, each about as large as a man's middle finger, and
about li or 2 inches deep. This specimen we gave to

Sir W. Jardine, in whose collection it no doubt still is.

The squirrels find these stores of acorns extremely

convenient, and they become the occasion of unending

battles between the carpentero and themselves. Mr.
Simson, a Oalifornian settler, gives the following

account of one of these amusing scenes. He states that

he had seen the birds " bore the holes, put m the

acorns, hammer them well in, and take them out

again in spring." (Proc. Roy. Phys. Soc, 1854 p. 1).

On one occasion, in the time of a great flood, his

party were encamped on a kind of island that had

escaped the inundation, and having nothing better to

do, watched the operations of these birds—
" There were six or eight of them at work on a tree in

which there was a squirrel who had made his house m a hollow

at the root of a branch. The squirrel would pop out his head

and look at them ; and the moment the coast was clear he

would mn out and tear and scratch away at the bark to get at

the acorns which had been pegged in ; and when the birds

saw him they would all attack him and he would run

like lightning down the tree, and up the other side and into

his hole again, and then peep out and watch another chance to

do the same, evidently having great fun. This contmued for

about three days, untU at last one of the party knocked the

squirrel's head off with a rifle ball, and rid the woodpeckers of

their persecutor."

Whether the woodpecker finds a sound acorn or a
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grub in the shell ia spring probably does not muoli
matter, so far as the question of food is concerned, a.s the

Melanerpes genus of woodpecker feeds both on fruit

and insects, but it would certainly be a more compli-

cated case of instinct if it stored the acorns up to pro-

cure an insect afterwards, than if it did so only to

procure an acorn.

But the Jlount Diablo trouraiUe is chiefly striking

from the testimony it bears to the long continuance of

the routine of Nature. A hundred and twenty-seven
years ago, possibly thousands of years ago, the

Californian woodpeckers were hammering acorns

into the bark of the Eod-wood as they do now, and
but for man and his encroachments might continue
to do so for thousands of yeara to come. Now that

man has entered on the scene, it is doubtful whether
any Melanerpes formicivoiiis will remain to hammer
in acorns by the end of another 127 years, or any lled-

wood trees remain in which to peg them.
Our correspondent above qiioted wonders that this

tree finds so little favour in England, and his surprise

is not unreasonable. That a tree invested with so much
interest from its antiquity, its associations, and its

almost supernatural size, distinguished for the excel-

lence of its timber, as well as the rapidity of its

growth, and the seeds of which, from the accessi-

bility of its native locality, are easily procured
and consequently cheap in price, should not be
largely introduced, is scarcely natural. There must
be some reason for it. It can hardly be said that it is

not hardy ; other trees from the same locality thrive

well enough in England. Pinus ponderosa,P.Sabiniana,
P. iusignis, Cupressus macrocarpa, and others are fairly

hardy here, and so is this species. The reason probably
is, that it is not equally suited to all districts.

Thanks to the kindne.ss of Mr. Charles Palmer, of

Manchester, a young Dendrologist with an especial

afl'ection for Conifers^ we have in our hands materials

from which to arrive at some conclusions on the
subject. Mr. Palmer has with great care and labour
collected a vast amount of information as to the
hardiness of different species of Conifers and other

trees in this country, more especially during what we
may call the test-winter of 1860-61. This information
he has tabulated in large ledgers which with rare

liberality he has placed in our hands, with the invita-

tion to make use of the materials so collected, and we
think that from his materials and others already in our
possession we may occasionally be able to offer some
practical suggestion which may be of use.

The first idea which naturally occurs to one with
regard to the growth of the Red-wood in Britain is,

that as in its native country it is nowhere found very
distant from the sea-coast, it may be a maritime
species, and will only thrive in those parts of the
country which are within a moderate distance of the
sea breeze.

On e.vamining Mr. Palmer's tables we find that
although in the main they lend some support to this

view, the exceptions are so numerous as to render it

almost certain that other circumstances have an
important bearing upon the successful cultivation of

the species.

The general result of Mr. Palmer's tables shows the
worst effects at 113 places in England, Scotland, and
Ireland to have been as follows, viz. :—

Exigland .

Scotliind .

Ireland .

KUled. Injured. Total.

It is to be observed that in a large proportion of the
cases reported (at least 14 out of the 40) as " injured,"

the injury consisted simply in the leaves being
browned, which is a very common event in all seasons.

Out of the above 113 places, 3S lie within 10 or 15 miles

of the sea coast, and 75 are more inland. Of the
former (those to a certain extent within the influence
of the sea breezes) 30 either escaped entirely v.'ithout

any injury at all, or the worst injury done to them was
slight, and at the remaining eight places trees were
killed only at two, the others, however, having them
much injured. Of the 75 places beyond the influence

of the sea breeze, 47 suffered only slight injurj^ or
escaped altogether ; at 21 the worst effects were serious

injury to the trees, and at seven death ensued. These
data give the following proportions of worst effects :

—

tree which should be placed in an exposed situation.
The very contrary is the case—not one of the instances
reported on by Air. Palmer as having been growing in
ashclf.ri 1 iliiiilcn hus injured at all. The present
Lord A.l-.c" ii. ,,[ Sr,,i|,nid 'found his Eed-wood trees
at tlir (

nrii
,

.. 1. i.rinlriit Oil .shelter as to lead him
to say iliiii 1 lirv .MriiiL'd t'j thrive best under the shade
of taller trees ; and Mr. Fowler, the gardener at Castle
Kennedy, who has had as much practical experience as
most men, gave the following as the result of his
experience in 1853 :—" A number of plants of Tax-
odium sempervirens at Castle Kennedy have sufferril

very much. This has been occasioned, perhaps, moir
by the cold winds than the severity of the frost. This
isaphnit nliirli slicjuld never be placed in an expased
situation; imin' of the other species in the collection
have licci] iniiiivd in any extent." But Miss Florence
Nightingale lias taught us that fresh air and exposure
are not necessarily convertible terms. She can give
the one without the other in the sick room, and there
seems no good reason why we should not be equally
successful in our plantations.
We are unable from our data to draw any

general inference regarding the effects of aspect.
The trees seem to have suffered indifferently in all

kinds, and not in one more than another ; at first we
were inclined to expect that we should find that a
northern aspect would prove better than any other, as
happens with many exotics that put out their young
shoots too early for this climate. But that does not
seem to be the case with this tree. It puts forth its

young leaves about the 15th of May, and ceases growing
about thp 15th of September.
There can be no mistake, however, about a low and

damp situation being most unfitted for it. It likes a
rich deep soil, and does not do well in poor or damp
ground. Drainage may cure the latt«r evil, but in low
situations the air may be cold and damp even after the
soil is dry. What seems to fit it best is an airy position,

in which it is sheltered from too powerful bla.sts.

These often break off considerable pieces of the soft

green leaders.

The species was first discovered by Meuzies, in 1796

;

and again by Douglas in 1830 ; but was not introduced
into Europe until 1840. No older specimens than
27 years of age can therefore be met with, and of
course no very large trees can be expected. The largest

that we have a note of are the following (all above
30 feet in height) ;—

C.istle Martyr, Cork. -'iS feet higU (measuremait taken in

l;l.!,l,.i^,, I'.tl M t.iM.iic. 50feethigh(1802).
M .'.I : I ' H

. ,, JO feet high (1863).

Mi I

.
. M, 381 feet high (1862).

N. til. .-..I,,' .
,
Mil-., :. f-.t high (1803).

Cucrdon IlaU, Lanuiishiru, 35 feet high (1862).

Penrhyn Castle, Carnarvon, 324 feet high (1863).

Roasio Priory, Perthshire, 32 feet high (1863).

Cole Orton, Leicester, 30 feet high (1862). It was 3,5,

but lo.st .*) feet blown oft by wind.
ilsbonio, Isle of Wight, :iO feet high (1862).

fSinglotoii, C.irmarthon, HO feet high (1862).

To which Mr. William Earley, at p. 950 of this Jom'nal,
enables us to add one which must be probably the
second or third tallest in the kingdom :

—

Essendon, Herts, S,5 feet high (1866).

We shall be very glad if any readers of these papers
will add to the list. A. M.

Coast Districts

More Inland dis

tricts .. ,, Three fifths.

Fonr-flfths, One-fifth.

Twc-fiflhs.

showing a certain (although not a very great) prepon-
derance in favour of the coast districts.

Another element, however, which seems to affect

this species still more, is situation and exposure : of
these the most prejudicial is a low and damp situation.

At 21 places which are reported as having had the
trees growing in high and exposed situations, and 19
others where the situations was low, the proportionate
results were—

Not
injured. '"'""*

injured.

Showing that in exposed situations only a seventh were
seriously hurt, while in low situations they amounted to

three-fourths. The degree of injury which was
sustained by those of the exposed marked ' injured' was
also not severe, but chiefly fell upon those in the inland
counties. It must not theno« be inferred that it iB a

Home Correspondence.
Picea cephalonica.—It may tio inliTosling to many

to know that this very beautiful Sihcr I'ir does well in

the north of England, when planted in situations

where it is shaded from the morning sun in spring, as

recommended by Mr. Barnes (see p. 1021). In the
grounds here is a very fine robust promising young
specimen of it. It is more than 13 feet high, and the
spread of the branches is 38 feet in circumference, the
girth of trunk 22 inches, and the growth of the leading
shoot this season 2 feet 4 inches. It is fully exposed to

the west, gets all the afternoon sun, and has to bear
the brunt of western gales, which are sometimes
terrific. At about 50 yards' distance to the east are
some very high trees, which shade it from the morning
sun. It was planted 10 years ago, and during these
last seven years not a bud or shoot has been
injured by frost in spring. It is a well-furnished
symmetrical tree, feathered beautifully with branches
to the ground ; and if no mishap befal it, it will in a
few years be a very grand specimen. It stood the frost

of December, 1860, uninjured ; indeed, no winter frost,

however severe, seems to damage it in the least. It is

the young growth, which it makes early in spring,
that suffers from late frosts. The young growth of
P. Webbiana, bracteata, Frazeri, and other Silver Firs
also suffers in like manner from late spring frosts,

When these trees are planted on hill sides exposed to
the west, or in situations where they are .shaded
from the morning sun, they succeed admirably; in

such situations they do not generally begin to grow
so early as they do in places fully exposed to the
morning and midday sun ; and if they do make a little

growth early, and a frost comes, they do not suffer

from it, as the frost is all gone and the
trees are dry before the sun reaches them.
I have often seen the young growths on large trees of

the Cedar of Lebanon killed by late spring frosts on
the side of the tree exposed to the morning sim, when
not a single shoot has been in the least injured on the
side exposed to the west. I have observed the

same thing, not only in regard to other Conifers, but
also as respects many evergreen trees and shrubs.

All gardeners know what the result is if the sun conies

on a plant when frozen ; and that a plant, when frozen,

if well syi'inged with cold water, shaded before the sun
comes on it, and kept cool, will receive very little injury.

If planters attended to these matters we should hear

less complaints about trees being killed or doing badly.

As Mr. Barnes very justly remarks, " In tree culture
there arc many and various circumstances, such as situ-
ation, climate, and attention to various matters, which
exercise considerable influence over the result."
I have often noticed that P. cephalonica, 'Webbiana,
Frazeri, and others are omitted from many nursery-
men's lists. I presume this is so through there being
no demand for them

; planters being under the
erroneous impression that they are too tender for this
climate, when in reality they are the hardiest of trees,
staiicliii--aiiy (li-ivf di' (V....-I in winter,and if planted on
liill I

''
.

I! i , ill': west, or in situations shaded
rMiiMii; ,ii. 11,1 liny rarely or ever suffer from
late >iiniiL' ini-i I In " trees are so beautiful and so

iutcrestiug at all seasons of the year, and especially in

winter, when all is bare and desolate, that they should
be extensively planted in pleasure-ground ana planta-

tion. They are perfectly hardy, and will succeed well

if plaiile.l in I lie si I mil e. lis that have just been recom-
meiiiii'l i'lir ilieni .1/ s,'"/, Stourton. Yorkshire.
AdiijiU.il iliai, iliis liiaiiiitulFir is atBictonall that
Mr. liarjies dBselil)e^ ilj to be; yet I may fairly ask
whether he is not carrying local dictum too far into

the domain of public doctrine respecting it ? Let Mr.
Barnes, then, give us his experience of the " Princess
Pinsapo " at Bictou ; and invite all your " old practical

observant planters, young authors, and converters of
timber ;" yes, and botanists, lovers of the beautiful, too,

all over the United Kingdomj to give us their notes
and experiences upon and witli these beautiful trees

;

then it may be decided whether the "young author"
is justified or no in theeulogium he has pronounced in

reference to Pinsapo, Senilis.

Paint for Rothrmses.—Twelve montlis ago I had a
house built for the cultivation of Cucumbers and pot
Vines in winter, and I have not been able to use it yet,

owing to the disagreeable and poisonous smell given off

by the paint when the house is closed and becomes
heated. Indeed so poisonous is the smell that the
foliage curls up, and m a few days drops off, and the
plant dies ; in fact it kills everything. I have no
hesitation in saying it is the paint, as there are no foul

drains connected with the house, and it is not from the
pipes, for they are not painted. I notice that when
the house becomes warm the paint becomes soft, and a
shiny substance appears to come upon it ; in fact the
paint has never been dry, for when warm we can scrape
it off with the thumb-nail. I have left air on night
and day for months, but whenever the house is closed

and warm the smell comes on, and it is as bad as ever.

Can you or any of your readers suggest a remedy?
T. Secord, Gr. to Colonel Lot/d, Hawkhttrst, Kent.
[What kind of paint was used? Eds.]
Atwuba japonica. — Will some one of your many

readers impart, for the benefit of the subscriber in

particular, and of all interested in general, a little

information upon obtaining berried plants of our
common Aucuba japonica. I have a nice strong_ male
plant just bursting into flower, and which I -wish to

introduce among some small pott«d female plants. My
query is, how shall I find young plants at this time of
year "that are in a flowering state, or is this the season at

all for such work, and if not, when shall I be likely to
realise my purpose ? I would not ask to occupy valuable
space, if I did not feel that the same point may be of

interest to others, unless, indeed, it is owing to my
own stupidity. If. I)., Winton. [Gather' the pollen

and keep it dry in a close paper till you can get the
females in flower; then apply it with a camel's hair

pencil. Ed.s.] Has anybody fruited the Aucuba to

perfection in the open air ? I mean fertilised the plants

and all " iu the opentiir, and ripened and coloured the
berries thoroughly ? S.
Messrs. Lane's lanje Grape House.—ilessrs. Lane

deserve credit for the manner in which they conduct
most matters connected with cultivatior. For years

past their Vines and other fruit trees in pots have
been the admiration of visitors to our metropolitan
shows. They have however yet another treat for the
public in .store. Thej^ have at present a span-roofed

Grape house, 120 feet in length, 24 feet in width, and
some 13 feet in height, literally one mass of Grapes,

from end to end, ripe and ripening, and such clusters !

Why, some of them could not possibly weigh less

than between 3 and 4 lb. each. They were ripe

in the end of September, and with good manage-
ment will lost till April. Some of the sorts_ are

not so well coloured as could have been desired,

a circumstance doubtless owing partly to the unusually

wet and sunless season which we have experienced, and
partly also owing to the low damp situation in which
the house is built. The border—a very naiTow me,
with a hard beaten road in front of it—is certainly

covered with frame lights to throw off wet, but as the

house was not in the first instance intended for a

Vinery, little preparation was bestowed on it. The
result neverthele.ss has been most satisfactory; the

crop, when fully ripe, being worth, at a mode-
rate calculation, not less than 200?., while the

outlay has been comparatively little. The Vines

were merely induced to break naturally in spring,

and no fire-heat was applied until after the turn of

the season. Among the sorts are Bucklaud Sweet-

water, which being at the warm end of the house,

is exceedingly well coloured; Trentham Black, not

quite .so satisfactory, but yet juicy and good ; Foster's

Seedling, an excellent late white Grape; Mill Hill and
old Black Hamburgh, with wonderfully fine berries;

Lady Downes' Seedling, one of the best of late Grapes

;

Black Alicante, another excellent late variety, which
also succeeds admirably in pots. Other sorts consisted

of Barbarossa; Chaoush, a white kind, with long

tapering bunches, in this instance somewhat watery

and by no means rich in flavour ; Raisin de Calabre,

fleshy and good; Bowood Muscat; Duchess of

Buccleuch, excellent, the Muscat flavour belonging

to it being well developed; Frankenthal, one
of the most useful of all the varieties of Black
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Hamburgli; Tope liiimbtirgb, also a lino showy
Grape; West's St. Peter's and Trebliiano, the last

ivitli very lari:e and liue bunehos. Associated with

these were, moreover^ Muscat Hamburgli, wnmlerfully

fine, each bunch weighing between 3 and I lb. 'riir,\

were, however, red, not black; but it ouLiht to be

mentioned that there were no fewer than yi bunehos

ou one rod. Amateurs, especially, should jiaj; a visit

to this house, in order th.at they may see with what
ease, under certain circumstances. Grapes may bo

grown in perfection. /.

Pterocania caucasica.—As this tree is comparatively

rare, and probably few will answer "W. M. E.'s" query

(p. 1201), I hasten to state the little I know upon the

subject. I only know one other plant besides the one

at Cambridge, and that is a mere bush in a gentleman s

garden at Bury St. Edmund's. It would not be wise

to generalise from such limited experience, but the tree

seems to me but little adapted for forming an avenue

;

and for such an object could not for one moment
compete with Ailantus glandulosus, which it much
resembles, the Ailantus being by far the nobler

tree of the two. A full account of the Pterocarya

will be found in " Loudon's Arboretum." Eeference

is there made to large plants of it at Croome,

in \'\'orcestershire, and at 'V ersailles, where it flowers

every year. It is described as forming a broad-

spreading tree, about 30 feet high, and although

affected by frost, is sufficiently hardy to be classed

among ornamental trees of the third rank. It is readily

increased by layers. Care should be taken to train it

to a single stem, and also to plant it on poor soil to

ensure its wood ripening. Mr. Loudon also recom-
mends its being worked on the common W,alnut, either

at the collar to form dwarf bushes, or standard high
for trees, as probably inducing greater hardiness. If

used for avenues this would be the best mode of pro-

ceeding, and so treated it would have a striking and
novel appearance. A Practical Sand.
Lilimn aitrafiim.—Is Lilium auratum thoroughly

hardy ? I believe it is, but want to know how it has
behaved with such of your correspondents as have
planted it out. S.
Keckierri/.^Vfheu travelling through the Lake

District during the past few weeks I was several times
arrested by a very sweet perfume resembling somewhat
the odour of the Meadow Sweet. I was some time
before I could discover from whence it proceeded, and
at last found it was from the dead leaves at my feet.

The tree our driver called a Heckbarry tree, and said

it bore dark, rough berries; certainly not Sloes. I

shall be much obliged by your giving me the correct
name. if. S. S. [The twigs and leaves sent are those
of the Wild Cherry, Cerasus Avium, which bears in
some districts the name of Hegberry. Eds.]

Jtools and Leaves.—I have to thank Mr. Fish for his

prompt and courteous replies to uiy questions ; but as

they are not satisfactory to me, I may be allowed, with-
out any wish to occupy unnecessarily your valuable
space, to make a few farther remarks. The guano is

said to be an unfortunate case (see p. 924) ; heavy dews
will readily decompose guano, and I know this to be a
most unfortunate case for the fanner when such takes
place without any rain to wash it into the ground.
The thing is a positive loss. I believe there is scarcely
a farmer in England but what would cud. use llii's

statement. It was only last spring, when w- IhhI in

contemplation the top-dressing of about -a liinnlrcd

acres of Grass here, that a neighbour foj.l m,- i,\\y

season he put on 90Z. worth ol" liisl-.l;iss ^'unihi, mucI lie

did not think he got onoshiilini: m n liirii, Mmplj from
the fact that it did not rain until tlic cl<w and mui had
finished the work of dccouipositioii on the surface,
where the Grass leaves had signally failed to appropriate
the escaping ammonia. I believe with Mr. Pish that
for the tap-root of a Carrot or a Parsnip to ramify near
the surface, which it would do if it found food there,
would be ruin, hut to do so after it had descended a
foot or 15 inches into the ground would not be ruin but
gain—hence the wisdom of burying their food so deep.
Some few years ago a gardener, whose name I forget
[Mr. Earley], was highly commended in the Gardeners'
Chronicle for growing some excellent Salsify, I think

;

and if my memory serves me rightly, fliis was his
common-sense plan. Many would indeed be very thank-
ful to Mr. Fish if ho could show them how to grow
these crops as well (or better) without manure as with
it. AVe should hail the information that would enable
us to save between 3/. and il. an acre for manure. I
am aware that crops are not grown solely or chiefly for
the amount of food the.v can consume, but, I repeat, if

leaves have such a power of feeding as contrasted with
that possessed by roots, and the food is found in the
air, let us have a large leaf-surface. I do allow that
large-eared Wheat is better than long-strawed, but I
fail to see what this has to do with the argument. The
question in my mind is this,—have the roots or the
leaves most to do with the secreting of both straw and
ears? The Vine illustration is .said to be equally
unfortunate. I quite believe much depends upon the
top treatment of Vines, but I was not aware that good
crops were constantly obtained from leaf and stem
feeding alone. The emission of roots from the stems of
Vines is a powerful evidence to me of their determined
struggle to feed by root, either in the earth or in the
air ; it is root-feeding in either case. I am now quite
convinced that I have not understood the meaning of
the heading " Theory and Practice of Ventilation ;

"

my simple idea of it was, that it was to show the neces-
sity for, and to teach some better method of admitting
the external air to horticultural buildings, but now I
begin to think it means something else, and embraces
the manufacture of certain gases. This I infer from
what Mr. Fish says respecting the Fuchsias : he seems
willing that the manure-water plant should be placed
out of doors, hut the clean-water plant is to be in an
atmosphere charged with carbonic acid gas and
ammonia (a condition only attainnble by artificial

means and without "ventilation")—then he thinks

their growth would be nearly alike. I meant thom
Doth to be out of doors, so as to test what their roots

would do for them while their leaves had the full

advantage ofunlimited ventilation. But even supposing

tliom indoors, I believe it is simply impossible to grow
fir.st-rate Fuchsias without good roots and good soil.

Indeed, almost every day's practice shows us the

necessity of roots, not only .as mechanical fi.xtures, but
as the principal feeding media of the vegetable king-

dom. Were it not so, we should not hear so much
about root lifting, pruning, healthy action, &c., and I

think the teaching of horticulturists has been in this

direction ; but if they and I have been wrong, I for one
bow with submission, but without practical proofs I

am likely to remain sceptical. I confess that I have
not read carefully the long articles that Mr. Fish has
wTitten on ventilation, and henoe^ perhaps, the reason

why I do not fully understand him ; thus in one line

he says the air is not in any sense food for man, but is

essentially_ food for plants. I have been taught to

believe it is about as much food for the one as it is for

the other, and their method of using it is much the
same, only one takes what the other re.iects. Then it

is said, the purer it is the sooner it will starve both

;

yet, he says, pure air is the life of man. If I understand
the meaning of the expression " pure air or oxygen,"
Mr. Fish means that pure air is oxygen; then, I say, on
the ground that the purer air is the sooner it will destroy

both, pure oxygen is 'destructive to animal life. We
often read and hear of the purity and bracing effects of

mountain air, and experience proves that it is so ; and
as Mr. Fish says, and no doubt with truth, that an
atmosphere charged with carbonic acid gas and
ammonia will destroy human life. Then there must
be small quantities of either in mountain air, yet we
find the Pinus tribes luxuriating on their sides, and
often in isolated patches, where, even supposing there
was a decomposition of their fallen leaves going on,

the rapid current of air would sweep the liberated

eases out of the patch before it could reach the living

leaves in any quantity ; this brings me back to the
fact that the vegetable kingdom depends more upon its

roots than it does upon its le.aves for support, and to

consider that the assertion that plants receive ten
times as much food through the medium of their leaves

as they do through their roots was either a stretch of

the pen, or of the imagination. 2). Suchannn.
Cofoneaster Berries.—Are the berries of Cotoneasters

eaten by game ? Jl.

Apricots, 2rf. per peei:— In that charming and
instructive book, "The Land of Israel," by the Rev.
H. B. Tristram, we read (p. Gl.";) : "For nearly an hour
we wound under the grat«ful shade of Walnut trees,

or gathered melting Apricots, Plums, or Mulberries at

pleasure from the overhanging boughs. There was no
orchard robbing in this—the lanes were strewn with
f^allen fruit, and Apricots were selling at 2d. per peck.

In many of the gardens we observed the preparation of

Mush-mush." The lanes and gardens referred to are

those in the environs of Damascus. Mr. T. thinks the

Apricot to be the Apple of Scripture. " Apples of gold

in pictures of silver." Prov. xxv., 11. In the same
work are notices of plants which seem unknown in our
gardens. The Eictem, Genista Rajtem, is alluded

to in glowing language: it may have been intro-

duced, but it is not much known ; it would
jirobably thrive in Devon and Cornwall in the
open ,T,ir, and to a certainty in our greenhouses.

Mount Hermon seems particularly rii-h in plants.
" Prunus syriacus, a most exquisitr little .<lu'ub," was
discovered there. Altogether llrruK.n added aUspecies

to our catalogue of plants." The Lebanon seems
equally prolific. Among " numbers of plants new to

us, of the true Lebanon Flora, was a beautiful little

Jasmine ? covered with fragrant white flowers."

An experienced naturalist, like Mr.
_
Tristram,

wTiting thus, seems to open up a hew field

of exploration to our professional collectors. Any
enterprising nurseryman sending a collector to

Palestine would be probably well rewarded. A nursery

farden, or part of one, entirely devot«d to the plants of

'alestine, their Scriptural names, as far as possible,

added to their modern botanical appellations, would
soon become highly popular, and be most interesting.

Many beautiful herbaceous plants seem to have come
under the notice of the accomplished author of this

valuable book, most of which would probably flourish

in the open air in England ; it is therefore quite

probable that while we have been exploring the

farthest cornels of the earth for novelties in

plants, we have had many close at home. The
oft-agitated question among travellers as to whtit

is the true Apple of Sodom seems now set at rest ; it is

the Calotropis procera, "the strangest and most
tropical-looking shrub we ever saw, having hollow
puff-balls bjf way of fruit, and this is the true Apple of

Sodom, with cork-like thick and light bark,

wrinkled and furrowed, and huge glossy leaves rounder
than those of the Laurel, and almost as large as those

of the Caoutchouc tree. It was now both in flower

and fruit. The blossoms were like those of some
species of Caper, and the fruit like a very large Apple
in shape and colour, golden yellow and soft to the
touch, but if ripe cracking like a puff-ball when
slightly pressed, and containing only a long thread of

small seeds in a half-open pod with long silky fila-

ments." r. S.
Blaclcherries.—Wha.t is the best kind or kinds of

Blackben-y for cultrivatiou in this country? Do the
great American varieties do much good, or is it best to

resort to our own breed ? S.
Allamandas.—I have grown all the varieties of

AUamanda with tolerable success ; but the following are

the kinds to which I now wish to direct attention, viz.,

A. Schottii, A. Schottii Hendersoni, and A. Hendersoni.
There is a striking difference between Schottii 'and
Schottii Hendersoni, in size of flower and leaf, and

more particularly as regards freeness in blossoming, all

points in which Schottii Hendersoni has greatly the

advantage ; indeed, so much is this the case thatSchottii

has been discarded by me for some years. I have
young plants of Schottii Hendersoni from late spring

cuttings in flower now, and they will continue in that

condition during the greater part of the winter, so that

the free way in which this variety flowers is undoubted.
About 13 months ago I got from Mr. Bull a very small
plant of his AUamanda Hendersoni, which was grown
on through the summer ; it was in bloom in May, and
is in that condition now, though its beauty is nearly

over, the plants having been shifted to a cool house.

The blossoms are very large ; some flowers of Schottii

Hendersoni may equal them in that respect, but not
the general bloom of the plant; nor do I think them
so numerous in the cluster as in Hendersoni. My plant
has also been dwarfer in habit than A. Schottii Hender-
soni. A word for the much-abused A. violacea;

that it is difficult to grow there can be no doubt, and
unlike other Allamanda.s there is no hope of getting it

to fiow'er upon the sappy green wood of summer, a

circumstance which naturally makes it a late autumn
bloomer. Now it is somewhat difficult to ripen the
summer wood of a plant well, and at the same time
induce it to keep all its foliage in health and beauty.

This however can be done to some extent at least, and
what affords instruction and amusement to one person
is a perfect " bore " to others. My plants of this variety

are flowering at the end of every branch ; even a

cutting with two shoots has not failed to produce good
coloured blooms on both shoots. To effect this there

must be no summer stopping. The plants should be
grown in a rather dry heat, and allowed as much light

as possible. The fruiting Pine stove is a good place for

it. John Richardson, Southend Gardens, Darlington.

Trillium sessile.—is Trillium sessile a "more orna-

mental species than grandiflora," and how is it best

cultivated? S.
Classification of Bedding Pelargoniums.—I cannot

agree with your correspondent (seep. 996) in dividing

this class of plants as_ he has done into bicolors,

tricolors, versicolors, unicolors, &c. First, all plain-

leaved varieties should be called Selfs, whether the leaf

be white, yellow, green, or bronze. This would include

such sorts as Christine, Madame Barre, Tom Thumb,
Marechalde Chanflourd, &c. Secondly, Zonals should

all possess a zone clearly laid on, whether the leaf be
green, yellow, or any other colour. This section would
comprise Madame Vaucher, Clipper, "White Perfection,

Adonis, Vanquisher, Mrs. Milford, &c. Thirdly, varie-

gated kinds, possessing two, three, or more colours,

should be called Variegated, whether they are silver or

golden-leaved. Tinder this head would be included
Golden Chain, Golden Fleece,'Flower of the Day, Burn-
ing Bush, Mrs. Pollock, Lucy Grieve, Lady Cullum,
Bi.iou, Brilliant, and others in this way. This mode of

classification would be simple and easily understood by
all, the whole being arranged under three distinct

classes. Mr. Groom calls such sorts as Mrs. Pollock,

Lucy Grieves, &c.. Golden-variegated Zonals ; and
Burning Bush, Quadricolor, and others in that way.
Silver-variegated Zonals. Why should he call them
variegated zonals ? We have a true class Zonals, a class

Variegated, and a class Selfs. J. G.
Fern-leaved Beech.—^1 send you a bough of a Fern-

leaved Beech, thinking it may be an interesting

example of the admixture of blood in grafted plants,

viz, of stock and scion after years of growth, or the

tendency of sports (I imagine the Fern-leaved Beech to

have been a sport) to return to the parent type. The
tree from the middle of which the branch was
taken, far above Fern-leaved growths or the point of

junction of stock and scion, is of goodly size,

some 10 or 12 years old, and is growing on the estate

of Charles Allen, Esq.. of Lyngford, Taunton. The
branch was removed unaermysuperint€ndence,asowing
to the greater vigour of the common form it seemed
probable if the latter were left that it would overgrow
the Fern ptrowths, and as a likely conse(juence,thewholo
tree might revert to the normal variety. Robert H.
Poi/nter, Taunton. [The bough sent divides into two
branches ; on the smaller of the two the leaves are all

of the Fern-leaved variety, while on the other the
leaves are like those ofthe common Beech, but coarsely

toothed, so that they are in fact intermediate in form
between the type and the I'em-leaved variety. Eds.]

Quercus Saven-scroftiana (see p. 1018).—I have
grown what I consider to be Quercus Ravenscroftiana

for some years, and it has in some seasons jiroduced

acorns which have never come to perfection. I have
always called it Quercus salicifolia. The accompanying
specimen of (Quercus glabrata is from a tree which this

sea-son is covered with acorns, which I hope may
mature themselves, if so I will make it known to you.

Wm. B. Page, Southampton. [The specimen sent as

Q. salicifolia is quite a different thing from that

described by Mr. Murray. We shall be pleased to

receive some of the fruits of Q. glabra when ripe. Eds.]
South American Oaks.—Mr. Murray says (see

p. 1018), that "it has generally been supposed that no
Oaks occur in South America." This supposition is

not correct. There are districts in New Granada
between 6000 and 7000 feet above the sea level, in

which Oaks form a large proportion of the arborescent

vegetation. I cannot vouch for there being more than
one species, but probably there are more.^ I have also

seen an Oak in the province of Caravaya in Peru, and
have gathered its acorns. J. Weir.
Fruiting ofPassiHoraqnadrangularis.—SomeremaxVs

have been made (see p. 993) on the tropical fruit-

house of P. L. Hinds^ Esq., Byfleet, in which allusion

is made to a plant of Pa-ssiflora quadrangularis, or West
Indian Granadilla. bearing 22 fruit, and also to 32 ripe

fruit having been previously taken from it. May I be
permitted to state that a plant here of the same
Passion-flower, growing in a border at the back and
trained to a trellis under the roof of a small lean-to
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-— "—.— I', . ;;i..-..-tmg of upwards of 70 fruit, was
nearly ripe, one of which I have forwarded for your
inspection. I may mention that quite one-third of
the crop was taken off each time after the fruit began
to swell off. Y- ^lohol, DHnkslotu, Park, Bur,/ St
J^dmuniTs^ [Many thanks

; yours we believe to be
the true I', quadrangularis; that grown by Mr Hinds
bears much larger fruit. Eds.]

I :iccas.-~A reply at p. 1021 induces me to remind
your readers what valuable and noble aids they have
towards varying and adding grace and distinction tothe flower gardens by the judicious use of Yuccas. We
talk about subtropical plants, but it would be desirable
to know which of them surpasses in any way well-
developed specimens of Tuoca recurva, a plant that
gives as distinct and graceful a feature to the flower
garden a^ anything that could be carried out of the
stove and greenhouse during summer, and yet which is
as hardy as a British Willow, and handsome at all
seasons. I need not describe the majesty of its habit
and the grace of its lines, as so many must have seen
tho.se fine specimens in Mr. Veitch's flower garden at
Chelsea, and those who have not seen them may soon
develop others equally good by planting clean young
suckers or plants in a good free soil. I have seen
people stewing ragged Solanums and ghastly rubbish of
the stove all the vvin ter, and running with clouts to keepthem from the cold blasts of autumn or the hailstones of
early summer when in the open garden, while none of
these noble 1 uccas could be seen in the place, though
one ol them is worth a hundred of the inferior sub-
tropical plants I have alluded to. They are equally
well adapted for the geometrical and English style of
laying out gardens, or in other words, they are suited for
every kind of pleasure garden under "the sun. Y
recurva is, perhaps, the most valuable of all from its
noble habit and the size to which it attains; but
gloiiosa IS equally useful, and one called glaucescens
which has Its flower buds of a pinkish tinge, looking
striking among the white flowers, and with leaves of a
very pleasing glaucous colour, is a handsome kind Y
canaliculata, or concava, is also hardy enough, and fme
though slow in growth ; and doubtless there are others
ol the same family and even others of widely difl-erent
families though like m habit, much hardier and better
for outdoor gardening than we suppose, yet none oftnem so far as I know, surpass or equal the first-named three. They are so pre-eminently distinct,
haidy, and beautiful that no garden should be without
them. Let them not be stuck in out-of-the-way
by-places where sun and air cannot get at them as is
usually the case, but let them be planted well and in
the open In a picture.sque garden a small irregularmound planted irregularly but tastefully with the
various species would look very well indeed, particu-
larly if the groundwork were of the fine variegated
Ivies that are now being so freely propagated in many
nurseries. Recurva. ^ • o uj

Lilmm fes(aceum.~Thm fine Lily, the L. e.xcelsum
or some catalogues, is now pretty common in gardens,
but I do not think it is generally known that so far
irom being a native of Japan, as some authors and most
tradehsts inform us, there are good reasons for
believing It to be a hybrid. This much is certain : DrVon hiebold never met with the plant in Japan-
whether more recent collectors have done so would be
an interesting inquiry It appears to have been
first brought into general cultivation by Mr F A flaage
ot Lrfurt, who states that it was detected by Inm
inabatchofMarta"on Lilies received from Holland,
though oddly enough the Dutch and Belgian nurserv-men knew nothing of the plant, and were among the
first and most eager to purchase stock. The Haarlem
growers rerarded it as a degenerated variety of theMartagon tily

; Mr. Haage himself believed it to be a
hybrid between the common White Lily and the Lcroceum, but the opinion of M. Spae, author of aMemoire sur les Especes du Genre Lis," that its
parents a,re the L. oandidum and L. chalcedonicum, is
tar more likely to be correct. Though it does not develop

lc.r':,lih ^ll..l,, .IS iK'ing nearly destroyed by it.
II .s IS liuucirr „]j|y tlie case willi late sorts, or if»ui earlier ones it happened when lli.v were m-ed-
lessly left lying m the ground Ion- unVi- ll„ v wn-,.
ripe, and might have been dry I .,1 M\ ,,u,,
comparative e.xemption from di.'seas.' 1 lUnbiii,- to
planting varieties a^ early as possible, the bulk ofwhich are early in maturing their produce, and also to

n.Lu ''"y'S, up quickly in warm weather, which,though somewhat limiting the crop, a.ssists in pro-ducing one generally healthy and good-flavoured. Igrow no Potatos for sale, simply for trial and home
consumption. If " H. .S." wishes to obtain a few
improved kinds, I would advise him to select by my
description in the article alluded to the best therementioned and get them from the trade. I have no
special method of planting, but give all the room I can
possibly afi^ord. A. D., Mayhush.
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Foreign Correspondence.
Flora of Europe.—There was one subject in parti-

cular to which I wa,s very anxious to draw the
attention of the Congress, namely, the publication of a
^lora of Europe Such a work is much wanted, and a
Longress could do a great deal towards its production
by the joint action of delegates from the difl'erent
European countries. 1 ivrote fully on the subject, but
tne letter could not have arrived in time * The
subject, however, should not be aUowed to drop, but
should be mooted at the meeting of the British Asso-
ciation or other suitable occasion. At all events I
trust it will receive attention in Paris next year.
,
.f'a/m.—Wherever the Nekau Palm of New Zealand

IS accessible to the mining population of New Zealand
It IS scarified for the sake of the edible central portion
of the apex of the stem, and thus it must in many
districts there share the fate of the Australian Cabbage
i-alm (Coryphaaustralis), which is annihilated now inmany localities.

Bardiness of Australian Ferns. ~YoM appear
sceptical as regards the amount of endurance of cold
and even frost possessed by Ferns (see p. 365). But I

remark how far south in New Zealand Fern trees
'"

grow
;
and in our Alps I have seen them in sheltered

valleys at a height of 4500 feet. Wherever Hymeno-
phyllum tunbridgense occurs, there all the small
kinds mentioned by me may be grown. After losin"
their fronds from the cold they will spring out again
Irom the rhizomes

; and even Tree Ferns will need in
such localities but very slight protection for a few
months. Ferd. Muller, Melbourne

:;; -;.--,;-; "" "v^uiic^u. j-uouKuiiuoesnoiaeveiop
Its radical foliage m autumn, like the White Lily it isone ol the earliest to throw up its stem in spring-
further it has niuch of the habit of the L. caudidum
as well as Its fragrance; while the influence of the
pollen of h. chalcedonicum is clearly shown in its
pendent flowers with their half-reflexed segments, as
well as in the chamois or buff colour, naturally result-
ing from the admixture of its vermilion with the
virgina white of the L. candidum. Moreover, thewhite downy margin distinguishing the foliage of themale parent is equally present in the hybrid plant in amodified degree

; and it is worthy of remark, that the
L. testaceum never ripens perfect seed, which in itself
IS a strong proof of its hybrid origin W. T.

.„'^*?"''.-?'}4"',?'-,T^«™'t me to tiiank your corre-

h^ovot?* \^< ^^^"^ P,--^.*' f""- ''is offer to let mehave 1 bushel of three distinct varieties of Potatos to
test the relative eflects of soil and situation in regard
to them but I must respectfully decline his proffered
gift, solely on the ground that the space at my dis-

fSJ °°'.^''™i^ i my growing such quantities ofseed of varieties which w;e hold in this locality to be soexceedingly inferior to kinds we have, and although
twI-MVP""^™ ''*'', ?''-'<'''"ie ^''^ in view, yet I fearthat little good would be obtained by the course heproposes, or any interesting information elicited, unless
reports of a similar character could be obtained simul-
taneously fr9m all parts of the country. With regardto the quantity of diseased Potatos amon^ his cropsfhe
IS in tfiis respect by no means singular. Since Ipenned the article to which he refers (see p. 945) diseasehas exhibited itself with great virulence in this

Societies.
Royal Horticoltoeal: Oct. 27 {WcM,i S/iowl.-On this

v^STw.o nfT^ an exceUent display it both fraits and
IlriH^i\ i"

""'„'•-'«" Mr. Sago. sr. to Earl Brownlow at

J?^''?''' H"? ,"
'^oU'^'^tK'n in which there were 24 varieties

Sfn^AT*"? r' ",=»"<==«<'" of terbs. and another of

S^„ !^fY?
EjrieyandMr. Young also furnished collections

?i^ff *. j.'o- ^^^ ^'^ eo°^ examples of Leeks, Onions(white and red), Beet-root ; a very fine dish of Tomatos, excel-
lent Parsnips, French Beans, Scarlet Runners, CarrotsCucumbers some fine Cauliflowers, Bed Cabbage, Curled
Kale, &c. Mr. Earley contributed London CauUfiower in fair
condition, Pine-apple Beet, Scorzonera, J.anies' Intermediate
Carrots, and Brussels Sprouts from home-saved seed. He had
SSr™/ pT '===':«U™t Salsafy, ShaUots, and a dish of PeascjUed The Champion of Paris, This, Mr. Earley says, is oneof the most useful late Peas he has yet had to deal with
Ihis collection contained moreover some fine sticks ofWilliams' Matchless Improved Celery, a dish of Tomatos, &c.Mr. \oung contributed various kinds of Onion, alsosome exceUent Celery, Savoys, and CauUflowers, and very
fine Potatos and Turnips. The last-named exhibitor alsoreceived extra prizes for coUcctions of Apples and Pe.ars

:

amongst the latter were fine fruit of Beurr« Diel. Xe PlusMeuns, Ch-iumontel and Althorp Crassane. Of Apples, thebest were Alfnston, Golden Pippin, Blenheim Pippin ScarletAdmirable and Hertford Beauty. A smaU dish of Str.awberrieswas exhibited by Mr. Perkins, gr. to Lord Hemiiker.

wJ;„^ ^ T^'^}^P "^t^^^ "' APP'-^"' amongst whichwere the useful little Sam Young, Cox's Orange Pippin theGooseberiy Apple, Feam-s Pippin, ComUh GiUiflower andothers. From the Garden of the Society at Chiswick cam'o oneor two varieties of Grapes, and a large coUection of Pears

Notices of asoofes.
Le Jardm Fruitier du Museum, ou Iconographie de

toulesjes Especes et Varietes d'Arbres Fruitiers
cultives dans cet Etablissement, avee leur Descrip-
tion leur Histoire, leur Synonijmie, Src Par
J. IJecaisne Membre de I'Institut, Professeur de
Culture au Museum d'Histoire Naturelle. Paris

-

Firmin Didot & Co.

We have received a number of parts in continuation of
this magnificent work (noticed in detail by us in
previous volumes), and they equally bear out the
commendations to which we considered the former
portion was justly entitled, whether as regards the
excellence of the drawings or the letter-press.
Prolessor Decaisne, we are convinced, describes faith-
lully, without favour or flattery, the subjects as theycome before him and in many cases ho gives also
descriptions of the subjects by other good authoritiesWe shall give some extracts, with occasional remarks
relating to varieties that we consider most Interesting
to British cultivators.
PCcher Tardif des Mignots.—heaves with reniform

glands; flowers large, pale. Fruit large, rather
longer than broad; cavity at the footstalk small ; skin
yellowish where shaded, washed with cherry red next
the sun, and somewhat marbled ; flesh partin" from
the stone, melting, white, except surrounding the
stone, where it is rayed with violaceous red, the
rays becoming bright red as they extend outwards,
juicy, sugary vinous, and rich. Stone rugged, swelled
out towarcs the summit, where it is abruptly attenuate

the environs of Paris, and lliiii ih< ,„, i,,

the work was from a standi id m ,, ii,||\ •', iT'i"
" '"

circumference); and he ad. is iini ,,| ;.,,,,,.„ ..]',:
grown against a wall the fruits acquire a larger size andmore colour. ° ' ""
Poire Seriuge.—Tree pyramidal, vigorous, and prc-ductive; shoots flexuose, olive-coloured in the shade

purplish red next the sun ; leaves ovate, acuminate'
pubescent and dentate. Fruit middle-sized, ovalluclining to obovate, a little depressed at the ends-
stalk long, moderately thick, a little thickened at i's

iw^hf'T'
""'^ the fruit and spur; eye large, open, in aslight depression; skin citron or pale yellow, smoothwith some russet specks; flesh white, very melting'and sugary, Ripe in August. The Poire Scringe orBeurre Seringe was obtained by M. Nerard, nursery-

F?b;hit- ^''"'p'.'l^'^tT "i^
^^rJed a Silver Medal at theExhibition of the Horticultural Society of the Khone

It wa^ named in honour of Nicolas-Charies Seringe, thecollaborateur ofM. de Candolle, andafterwardsProfesso?

iul83o
°'*' '''^ ''°™ in I'/'O, and died

ii^ri';f-'^T"^"r''/-^?'-"'rree pyramidal, very^uoious, and an abundant bearer; shoots erect, rather

and folded "^.^iT'^' ^^T °i?^''
somewhat acuminated

or nS ' i^''"'^ ^J^*"^-.
Fi-uit middle-sized. Oblong

hen? ivl f'""/-
"' *« ,^talk, which is long sh anlbent; eye placed in a shallow depression, rather open-skin rough, with reddish-brown russet ; riesh yellowfsh-

rX'-m^^f^hY^'r' '^'^ther. granular, fweet and
' tw. ' ^Jrr„f •

"^ prepossessing appearance, but

i flesh Rfnenshf^P^'l'"^ ^^JY" excellence of its

Kch ZAlJ^^T"'^f\?^'"^ ^""P'' sometimes tillmarch. Dedicated by M. Bivort to the memory ofDenis-Anguste Affre, Archbishop of Paris, wlmfell a

riilTint""'-''"^''^ ^™« been struck bv a baitwhile interposing between the combatants on the
lamentable.'Jothof June, 1848
Picher-Brugnon Oathoye. Gathoye Nectarine—

Leaves with few globose glands ; flowers large. Fruit

Si t^'T' " '''*^'; ''"''" rouaiish; sk?n brilliant
red, sometimes very deep red next the sun, pale orgreenish yellow on the shaded side; flesh parting f?om

sliM.Hw-'
"^ite, except near the stone, where it isslightly tinged, with violet red, melting, sugary and

rich. Ripens lu the end of August or beginning ofSeptember rabout the same time as the Viotette

handsome and excellent variety could be charged isthat it IS rather smaU ; but this is fully compensated bythe delicacy and richness of its flesh. This is a very
aistinct sort as to its leaves and flowers, although its
flesh appears to resemble that of the EIruge:

flnLr' wi M "^,1 '''?. reniform glands and small
flower», while the Gathoye is described as having
globose glands and, large flowers. We may furthe?
state that Its flesh is white, and, unless among recent

I'n L""!'
*'''%'' "^^ ""'^ Nectarine that has^globose

glands, large flowers, and melting flesh, not yellow!

„i?.ti K™'^ ™, Orange agrees with this as regards theglands being globose, the flowers being large? and the
flesh melting, but it is decidedly yellow ; whereas thenesh ot this is pale greenish-white like that of the

melffn; flf 1
'"'

^''T'^Z^'"' '?" P°^^ Nectarine withw tif» I « """J
Slobose glands, except the Boston,

but the latter has small flowers. The Gathoye
Nectarine, therefore, differs from all others formerlyknown in having large flowers and pale whitish
Hesh, and hence must be considered a perfectly
distinct variety, more so, indeed, than is generally

h„f„
'^'^e with uevv varieties. It is described isBeing rather small, but on measuring the drawing

we find It IS 2,1 inches in diameter, or fully 6A inches
in circumference; and it tinnofirc +« !,«„.. i j

Iti r reached its destination. Eds.

in circumference; and it appears to Lve broad
luxuriant foliage, so that there is the probability that
It can be grown to a much larger size. It was received
into the collection of the Museum at Paris from
Belgium, where it was propagated by M. Papeleu
Picher-Brugnon Cerise. The Cherry Nectarine—

Leaves with reniform glands ; flowers small, pale red
Iruit small, round, of a brilliant shining red next the
sun, and of a delicate yellowish-white on the shaded
side [in size, gloss, and tinge of colour, it very much
resembles a good-sized Cherry] ; flesh pale citron
parting from the stone, which is small roundish-oval'
and sometimes slightly tinged with red ; flavour sweet
and agreeable. Ripens in the beginning of September
and in succession. The tree is very productive, anei
the fruit has an elegant appearance at the dcssirt
from its brilliant cherry colour. [This was grown and'
fruited many years ago in the garden of the Horticul-
tural Society, at Chiswick. It might be grown in pots
and would then be very ornamental for placing on the
table.]

Pt'c/;cr-n«/«.. — Leaves serrated, glandless; flowers
large, tree dwarf, rarely exceeding 2 feet in height, with
little distance between the leaves, and having more
resemblance to a spur than a clean stem. Fruit'smal]
roundish [colour of skin and flesh resembling that of a
badly coloured Noblesse] ; flesh parting from the stone
but with better flavour. Professor Decaisne state."'
that this variety reproduces itself almost exactly from
the stone. It appears to have been long known iu
France, for it is mentioned in the Catalogue des
Chartreux iu 1/52 as a sort which is put in a box
pot, or vase, and placed ou the table with its
fruit. [From this it appears that pot-culture of
fruit-trees had been practised for more than a century
but more so for ornamental purposes than for
use, which latter is but of recent date, though it
has made great and rapid progress—whether to reach
its highest point, and thence retrograde, less than
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aiiollier ceutury will determine, for tilings do not now
remain in stain quo. The probability is, however, that

pot culture, or some modilicatiou of it, will continue

whilst space can be found for the bases of the pots; and

when these are found too contracted for the roots, two
semicircular pieces may form, when joined, a sjjirai

cavity, soiliething like an Archimedean screw, in which

the roots may wind their way to any length ; whilst

old soil can be removed, and newadded at any point.]

Poire Carriere.—This is a small early Pear, of a

pn-iform shape, bright red next the sun, with a longish,

rather slender stalk ; ripe in the end of July or begin-

ning of August. Flesh white, breaking, sweet, but

usually very dry, therefore not to be recommended.

Nevertlietes, owing to its early ripening and brilliant

colour, in which respect it resembles the Poire

Vermilion, it is very remunerative, and this shows

how much these properties take with those w;ho are

not connoisseurs. The original tree, it is said, still

exist* at Poncet. department de Seine-ct-Ma.me. M.
Armand Louis,' who possesses several of tliese trees,

two centuries old, states that the fruit of each brings

annually from 150 to 200 francs.

PecJier-Brugnon, Pifamston Orange.— This is the

well-known Pitmaston Orange Nectaiine. Professor

Decaisne says it is to be recommended on account of

the size aiid beauty of its flowers, which render
it a very ornamental tree; but still more for its

delicious fruit. It is, he says, a precious variety,

although somewhat tender. In the climate of London
it provas a free and vigorous grower, yet it has been
observed that several of the fruits raised, like this,

by the late Mr. ^'illiams. although very rich, were at

the same time of a rather tender habit.

The Soianz'caZ i/ajrazi'ne for the months ofSeptember
and October gives us representations of the following

plants : — Rhododendron Fortuiiei, described in our
volume for 1859, is said to be closely allied to E.
Griffithiauum ; it has flowered with Mr. Lu.scombe, of
Kingsbridge, Devon, and proves to have fine trusses of

lovely pale rose-colouredfragrantflowers.—//fJ- ^ft/f/o^m,

a fine Japanese Holly, hardy at Kew w'hen trained
against a wall, but not flowering there, though blooming
freely in a temperate house. The leaves aro 6 to

7 inches long, paler than those of the common Holly

;

the flowers yellow-gi'een, in dense axillary heads, and
the berries globose, bright red.

—

Stinileya rerina, a
distinct and rather handsome Orchid from Veragua,
a bulbless epiphyte, with one-flowered peduncles much
shorter than the leaves, the flowers of a pale waxy
straw-colour, the lip large yellow, with a semicircular
ruff of plaited folds at the base of the disk.—Kierem-
lergia J'eitchii, a pretty little South American herb of
prostrate habit, with slender branching stems, obovate-
oblong leaves, and bell-shaped pale-lilac flowers having a
very slender corolla-tube an inch in length ; it was intro-
ducedbyMessi-s.Veitch&SonsfromTucuman.

—

Kremp-
fei-iti Poscoeaiia^ a beautiful-ieaved dwarf Scitamineous
plant, long since introduced, and probably long since
lost to our gardens. It has a pair of orbicular-oblong
horizontal leaves, of a bronzy-green, zoned with pale
green, and between them sessile white flowers; and has
been re-introduced by the Messrs. Veitch & Sons.

—

Calogyne corrugata, a pretty white-flowered epiphyte,
introduced from India to the Royal Gkirdens, Kew. "'It

will not thrive in the East India house, but is quite at
home in the coolest part of the Cattleya house." Its

wrinkled pseudobulhs are peculiar, and the hlos.«oms
are in three-flowered racemes, the lip being .stained

with yellow, and streaked with orajige on the disk
Cotyledon fascicid-aris, a pretty succulent Cai)e shrub
introduced by Mi-. Saunders, and having obovate-
cuneate cuspidate leaves, and scorpioid panicles of
liendulouscylindrieo-campauulate flowers, the segments
of which are'duU red, edged with green.— f^Iypto-
strobus petididws, from a plant which has this ye.ar

flowered at Kew. " Its similarity to the Taxod'ium
distichum is very striking. Like that plant it has
pendulous spikes of male cones, with one or few female
cones at the base of the spike, and sheds its ultimate
branches annually, but it difl'ers in the foliage not being
distichous, in the scales of the cone not being
peltate, but arising from one point at the base
of the cone, and in the winged seeds. The
habit, too, is very remarkable, o\\ing to the
great slendcrness of the twisted stem, decurved
branches, and peotinately disposed branchiets." It
grows 40 feet high.

—

Seliptentm Cofnla, a beautiful
\Vest Australian annual everlasting, growing from
r> inches to 2 feet high, w'ith slender branches, each
terminated by a large white or yellow flower-head, the
white-headed form being the H. Cotula, and the ydlow
the H. citriuum of authors. The plant is gray with
w^eak woolly huii-s, and bears filiform leaves. It was
introduced by Mr. W. Thompson.

—

BoliophyUum
reticuhfitm, a curious Bomean epiphyte, introduced by
the Messrs. Veitch &Sons. It has a prostrate rhizome,
with solitaiy ovoid pseudobulbs at intervals, each bear-
ing one largish, cordate ovate, pale green leaf, beautifully
reticulated, the veins being marked out of a deep green
cxilour; the flowers are white closely streaked with
purple lines, and grow in short two-flowered racemes.
—Musschia WoUaHom, "a beautiful plant introduced
from Madeira to Kew about 10 or 12 years ago,
where it has since flow^ered annually in a cool green-
house." It is a large-leaved under shrub, with a naked
stem, terminated by a crown of leaves, and pyramidal
panicle, the flowers being yellow with a c.vlindrical
tube shorter than the reflexed lobes. It is closely
allied to Campanula.
In the September number of the Journal of Botaiii/

is a plate illustrative of Dr. Dickson's paper on the
stamiual arrangement* of Potentilla and I>.ut1allia ; and
in that for October is a figure of Calluna atlaniica, the
Newfoundland Heather, which the editor regards as
specifically distinct from the Heather of Europe,
distinguishing the former by its closely adpressed leaves,

its naked pedicels, and its ovate inflexed sepals and
petals. The Calluna vulgai-is flore-pleno of German
gardens is said to agi-ee in foliage with C. atlantica, and
may possibly belong to it, as it does not stand the Con-
tinental winters in the open air, but is treated as a

greenhouse plant, while in Ireland it has been observed
that Newfoundland Heather always suflers from frost.

The revision of the order Araliacea; by the editor is

continued.
The Florist and Pomologisf gives in its September

number a figure of the double-flowered Fern-leaved
Chinese Primrose, Primula sinensis fdicifolia Jlore-
pleno, while that for October is illustrated by a plate
of the new Dipladenia amabilis.

In the Floral Magazine are figures of the Ivy-leaved
Pelargonium Silver Gem, H. P. Pose Mrs. Ward,
JJrceolina pend^la, and Orchid maoidata snperba

;

Dipladenia amabilis, Clem-aiis rttbeUa and C.lamtginosa
Candida; and H. P. Base Mrs. John Berners'. The
two Roses mentioned are English seedlings to he let

out by Mr. Ward, of Ipswich. The Clematis rubella
is a tine rich reddish-violet variety, one of Mr.
G. Jackman's charming race of hybrids.

The GLiDiOLUS.—An interesting series of papers
ou this most beautiful of autumn flowers, to which,
though, I cannot say with the old Trojan hero, "et
quorum pars magna fui," I yet was enabled to con-
tribute something, appeared in the Chronicle at the
close of last year, too late. I fear, to be as useful as
they might have been, had the spirit moved the various
writers a little earlier. With a view to improvement
on this score, I venture to give a statement of my doings
for 1866, in the garden, and at the exhibition tables.

"

I planted 500 best bulbs in five beds of 100 each
(commencing about Feb. 6^ and getting all in by about
the 20th) in the richest soil I ever used for this flower,
it being composed ofabout one-half of sods left to rot for
two years, and the remainder of rich old manure.
The beds were made in December, and the soil turned
and mixed on every possible occasion up to
planting time. Each bulb had sharp river sand
placed under and over it as usual, and fully -1 inches of
the same rich soil was placed over all. The nice green
shoots began to appear about April 12, and all were well
up about the middle of May (with just nine deaths),
a very small percentage, but 1 had gone over my bulbs
very carefully before planting, and thrown out every
one that showed symptoms of unsoundness, little black
marks on the corner of the bulb being a sure sign of
future decay. I top-dressed twice iu June with rich
loam, and mulched all in July heavily with good old
manure ; I gave water moderately until about July 1st,

and then very heavily for three or four weeks, during
the melting weather of that period, using strong
liquid about twice a week, and ceasing watering
finally about August 1st, when a considerable change
of temperature occurred. The results were magni-
ficent : I had splendid spikes in profusion. I exhibited
on nine occasions, taking eiglit first and one
second prize, one of the former a silver cup.
I have just taken up those 500 bulbs, with the excep-
tion of a few still (October 25) in bloom. Many came
up doublets, and there were several triplets ; about a
dozen turned yellow just before blooming and died off,

and alx)ut another dozen, which had bloomed earlj',

were rapidly becoming black, and so of course worth-
less ; also there was little or no spawn ou this entire
lot of 500. (Mem. I shall iu future take up any choice
.sorts that bloom early, very soon after they have done
flowering. It does not sceni to do the slightest harm to

take them up quite green and full of sap, provided about
18 inches of the stalk be left to wither gradually.)

My spawn ot last season, and my undersized bulbs I
grew in two large beds, in nice light rich soil, with a
good deal of sand. Many of them have bloomed,
giving fair medium-sized spikes, and all have taken up
m prime health, nice and plump and fleshy-looking, and
nearly every bulb, from the size of a marble upwards,
was well laden with fine healthy well-developed spawTj.
Those little matters are well worthy of the considera-
tion of Gladiolus growers. If you drive them, that is,

grow them very rich, you obtain grand spikes ofbloom,
some deaths, a fair increase of bulbs, and little or no
spawn. If you adopt the opposite sj-stem, and use light
rich sandy soil, you obtain moderate blooms, no deaths,
and an immense progeny of juveniles.

Next,as;to novelties, I obtained as usual all Souchet's
new sorts for 1805 (three bulbs of e.ich). Of Milton,
one made no sign, never came up, and the other two
grew on weakly, turned yellow in July, and died ofi";

oould not stand training (to use a sporting phra.se) ; so
I have never seen Milton, but I am informed by those
who have, that it is a fine flower. Of Newton, one
bulb died, and two bloomed fairly, giving a curiously
coloured flower, rosy crimson shaded, dark brownish red
feathers, white throat, extra fine shape; will, I think, be
a line flower, hut will require an extra firae season. Of
Byron, all three bloomed well, and increased freely

;

colour rich ponceau, whitish straw throat, violet blotch,
medium-sized bloom, middling shape. Next comes
Shakespeare, a splendid flower, a rich creamy white,
vea-y light "Hia* feathers, throat straw and magenta
shaded, shape first-rate, spike excellent. And. last of
all, we have Eurydice, magnificent, white ground, rosy
violet feathers, brownish shaded throat, large flower,

very fine spike. I really do not know which of these
last two flowersmost to admire ; both arehght grounds,
both are very beautiful, and in my opinion, a great
advance on any existing variety. Ourfriend "D.,Dear'
(bo mean judge of what a good flower should be) con-
siders Eurydice as good fully as one of Standish's very
l>est, which it resembles, namely, Eleanor Norman, but
I must say I Hke the foreigner much more. Shake-
speare and Eurydice are both fine vigorous growers,
and seem first-rate in all respects. If I were pressed

to choose between the two, I think I would give the
palm to Shakespeare for distinctness of style and colour.

The flowers of 1864 (Souchet's) have, on the whole,
done very well. Madame Furtado is very fine as a
light flower; Meyerbeer very rich as a dark shaded
red ; Madame de Sevigne A 1 in her own waj-, a
decided beat on such fine sorts as Le Poussin, &c. ; and
Fulton, a most splendid shaded scarlet, but a little too
thin. My seedlings of 1864 have grown well, and many
have bloomed ; but while several good flowers have
appeared of fair average merit, and distinct enough in
themselves, still there are not more than two or three
which promise to be decided acquisitions. The seed
sown wheu ripe in September, 1805, in pans, and
planted out in April, and the seed also sown in the
open ground in April have done very well, having grown
wonderfully during the moist weather of September.
The frost which we had on two or three nights does
not seem to have cheeked them at all. And also two
beds of seedlings which I left out la-st winter have done
very well, but were later in .starting and blooming than
those planted in spring. There is a numerous lot of
novelties offered this autumn. Some 16 or 18 varieties

have been announced by M. Souchet. I have ordered
thi'ee bulbs each of these, and shall be entirely satisfied

if the lot gives me half a dozen sorts as good as the
gems of this season just passed.
"What the famed Ascot Nurseries of Standish & Co.

are alx>ut to offer this autumn I know not, but I
cannot refrain from stating that several of the flowers
raised by Mr. Standish at Bagshot or Ascot pleased me
very much this last season . I may particularise specially

The Colonel, Ensign, Lucy Neal, and Carminata

—

four as distinct and good flowers in their way as any in
cultivation.

Finally^ I was strongly inclined last autumn to apply
the pruning knife freely to the list of Gladioli at present
in cultivation; however, I thought it best to wait a
little, and the result shows I was correct in doing so,

as it would have been very diilicult, nay, almost
impossible, to have made up the classes for the exhibi-
tion tables for the early shows commencing at Kings-
town on August 16, without the aid of such good old
standard varieties as Madame Binder, Joan of Arc.
Archimedes, Isolino, Madame Souchet, Madame de
Vatry, Due de MalakofT, Comte de Morny, &c. I
believe these and many other varieties of the same
standing are still indispensable for those who gi'ow and
exhibit largely. James F. Lombard, Dublin, Oct. 26.

ffie apiaiy.
Mead ob Metheglix.—Dr.Bcvan, in his admirable

work, "The Honej; Bee," has given a very elaborate
account of the philosophy of fermentation and pre-
paration, not only of mead, but of other descriptions of
wines. To any one about to engage in the manufacture
of any kind of British wines, the chapter treating on
this subject will be found of very great value.

Few persons, perhaps, have any adequate idea of the
importance of mead in the domestic relations of our
early ancestors. No other wine was then known
among the aristocracy, nor had beer or cider become
the established beverage of the lower classes. At all

the feasts and wassails of the princes and grandees ofthe
e,irly British period, mead or metheglin was the ouly
intoxicating drink ; hence it may readily be imagined
how important a matter really good honey-wine was
considered. It will not therefore surprise any reader
of English history to be told that " at the courts of the
Princes of Wales the mead-maker was the eleveuth
pei-son in dignity, and took place of the physician."
Queen Elizabeth is said to have been very fond of
mead, but her drink was so extensively disguised by
spices and herbs as to almost destroy its character as

an ancient English beverage.

I cannot enter at length into Dr. Bevaa's remarks
relating to the principles of wine fermentation. A
perusal of the entire chapter would well repay
any one about to embark in the process of
manufacture. A few hints here may not be unac-
ceptable. " The best temperature for carying oa
fermentation is about 54' Fahrenheit." '' Dry wines
and fine wines are much more durable than any
others ; and those that would perish in cask may
be preserved j'ears by bottling." Cookery books and
good housewives abound in receipts for wme-making,
which are often very fanciful and absurd, recommendf-
ing the introduction of articles which in their very
natures counteract the production of good wine.
Hence we are sometimes presented with such miserable
mawkish stufl^, as disgraces the name of wine, being
only rendered tolerable by the brandy which has been
added to it, and which ui some degree covers the
crudene.ss and insipidity of the compound, and
moderate^'its hostility to the peaceof our stomachs."

Queen FUzaheth^s Becipe for Mead.— '* Take of
Sweet Briar leaves and Thyme, each 1 bushel, Rose-
mary half a bushel. Bay leaves 1 peck. Seethe these
ingredients in a furnace full of water (containing pro-
tjably not less than 120 gallons) ; boil for lialf an hour

;

pour the whole into a vat,_and when cooled to a proper
temperature (about 75° Fah.), strain. Add to every
6 gallons of the strained liquor, a gallon of fine honey,
and work the mixture together for half aa hour.
Repeat the stirring occasionally for two days; then
boil the liquor afresh, skim it till it becomes clear, and
return it to the vat to cool : when reiluced to a proper
temperature (about 80' ?) pour it into a vessel from
which fresh ale or beer has just been emptied ; work it

for three days, and tun.
" When fit to be stopped down, tie up a bag of beateo

cloves and mace (about half an ouuce of each),aad
suspend it in the liquor from the bung-hole. When it

has stood for half a year it will be fit for use."

In a somewhat curious book on bees, by Dobrogost
Chyhnski, a Pole, we find the following recipe. A»
the practice of mead making has continued much
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more general in the northeni countries of Eiirojie

than in Britain, we may naturally look for the liest

instructions from sucli a soui-ce as the author of the

book under consideration, if we could consider him as

quite reliable :
—

" To %i gallons of water put 12 gallons

of honey and 12 lb. of Hops ;" (Query, is not the
proportion of Hops excessive?) boil over a very

slow fire till the whole is reduced one-third. Care
must be taken that the fire is not too strong, yet the

heat must increase gradually; from a sudden ami
excessive heat, a burnt taste will be communicated to

it. From the boiler empty it into a large tub or

barrel, which must be deposited in a warm place

during eight days, so as to undergo the process of fer-

mentation ; afterwards it must be filtered through
a woollen filter into a barrel, and placed in a

cellar for use. The older it is, the better

and stronger it becomes. After it has been 12 months
in the cellar it may be bottled, and kept for

years. The peasantry (in Poland) generally keep it in

barrels, where it is preserved as well as in bottles for

many years. But be who wishes to preserve it for half

a century or so, must bottle it."

The author believes Miodomel, as he calls the afore-

described beverage, to be a most useful preservative of

health, as well as an excellent remedy for many
diseases ; for instance, half a pint of good old Miodomel
taken every second night before going to bed improves,
and even restores, if weakened, tne power of digestion

;

if the liquor be very old, a wineglassful is quite

sufficient and more effective. Taken instead of

ale or porter, it is a
^
preventive against

gout and rheumatism ; it is also an excellent

remedy for measles, given with the object of allaying

the thirst of the patient. All who desire to live to a

good old age should take the advice of our author and
quaff miodomel : it has a very invigorating effect on
the old. "Who then would not drink mead ? Out of

the many recipes which I have collected from various

authors, and related in this and preceding papers, I

have no doubt that any one desirous of attempting the

making of good mead will be able to select the one
suited to his taste ; or may, by a modification or com-
bining of the different directions, succeed in producing
a beverage not to be despised. Htjdromel.

EemomI of Nadirs.—In reply to " A Novice " (see

p. 926) regarding the quantity of comb required for

the third box, I beg to say that a full box of combs is

what ought to be given if it can be had, and which he
himself has an opportunity of having for another year

if he removes the nadir from the 9-inch hive after the

bees have abandoned it for the winter, taking them-
selves to the top one. If the bees are too numerous
for the one box, a 2-incb eke may be required ; then in

spring remove the eke, giving them the box of comb,
and this will be found of more advantage than if the
nadir had been allowed to remain as it is during the
winter. I may here mention that if his hive has not
movable bars, it should have had, and frames to the
centre, so that he could have deprived one or two full

combs. As to the depth of sheet for a nadir, I

commonly fill them to within 1 inch of the bottom.
When I fix combs that have been bred in, to bars, I

split my bar in two, paring the cells to the centre
partition as far down as the thickness of the bar, and
then screw the two halves of the bar together with the
edge of the comb between. Wm. Thomson, Blanlyre.

Garden Memoranda.
Peteh Law-son and Son's NnnsEHiES, Edin-

BUKGH.—Among the many interesting and instructive
reportsofthe horticultural establishmentsofthe country
which from time to time have appeared iu your
columns, little or no notice has been taken, for a
lengthened period, of the more important Scottish
nurseries. It is my purpose to place some of the more
salient features of these establishments before your
readers, so as to enable them to form some idea of their

extent and commercial importance, showing also the
growing interest of this well-to-do people, in all

branches of horticulture and arboriculture.
The nurseries of Messrs. Lawson k Son comprise

the great subdivisions of Bangholm, Chancelot, Golden
Acre, Lilliput, Wardie, and 1\ indlestrawlee, and repre-
sent in toto 300 acres— a very large gardening farm
certainly, and capable of turning out an immense quan-
tity of nursery stock. It is scarcely possible to shut out
from the imagination, considering the many contem-
porary nursery c ^-t;lllll^lllll(llts throughout the country,
the question wliy ihc ininkil does not become glutted,

and sales at a 'l(:i'l Inrl,, Iimmi such large quantities of
the various cuiuiuoilitii/.^ as breadths like these
unquestionably furui.^h. On making an observation of
this kind to Mr. Syiue, the principal director of this

huge establisiiment, he smilingly rejoined, " I'li give
you an instance of one item in our business, and you
can draw your own conclusions accordingly. We
contrive to have as nearly as possible 20 millions of
seedling Larch yearly, and out of that number we have
rarely left more than enough to supply our two-year-old
trade." Other things appear in somewhat similar
proportions, though as in all other commercial concerns
an extra stock of one or more things may stand over,

just as the market fluctuates, and demand decreases.

Before entering into details, one thing forces
itself upon the eye and is entitled to a record. In
wandering over the length and breadth of these
divisions there is little or no waste ground observable

;

none needlessly occupied with that "drawn up"
unsaleable stock which sometimes strikes the eye, and
is about as unprofitable as " Wheat choked with the
Tares." Fancy stock of all kinds predominates.
Couifera; and other choice lawn plants, both small and
laise, at all times find a ready sale in connection with
tihe numerous country and villa residences which are
cropping up, more numerous than the Coral Islands,

rnund every centre of commercial importance. Trans-
Ijhuiting is, as it ought to bo, the order of the day,

engendering, as it does, a density of habit, a general
sturdiness of appearance, and a large proportion of

additional rootlets in a circumscribed compass, which
enable some, even of the more choice things, success-
fully In icHsl fill' ri'.;c>urs(if a severe winter.

'I'll.' ("nil. i:r li:i\c hiili.Tto becu the backbone of
llio (Miiil.inr c-iilili.lniic'iil (if this house, and they are
spUniliill\ niuTN, nfril in character and kind along the
principal drives and avenues which intersect the
ground in various ways. The additional 100 acres
which have been recently secured, and which are now in

course of probationary treatment for arboricultural
work, give scope for carrying out the designs of the
firm in providing a supply of general stock com-
mensurate with the increase of the business. This
course has been steadily persevered in for the last two
or three years, and the work of reformation has been
going on to such purpose as to become tangible to the
occasional visitor, and doubtless profitable to those who
are immediately concerned.
Among the more prominent groups of Conifers stands

out Cupressus Lawsoniana. This is one of the most
remarkable plants for variation from seed in the whole
group. The varieties range from a straight, stiff,

formal and bushy growih, through various inter-

mediate forms to a sort of handsome loose pendent
habit. One very pretty form, not generally knoivn,
which surrounded this clump, and made a very
effective front row, is what is called nana. It is of
pigmy size, and quit« as much of a " dwarf" as Thuja
aurea, but holding to the pyramidal form and feature

of Lawsoniana. A fine golden form of the type is in

process of propagation. It is not of that sickly

wah hue which is common to most variegations in

Conifers, but broad, bold, and well defined. In close

alliance with Cupressus is Thuja gigautea, which is

well represented here by a specimen plant of that fine

dark metallic lustre which at all times commands
admiration. Thuja Lobbii, too, was growing ram-
pantly, and as seen here, and everywhere, is one of the
first trees a novice would select, and not be disappointed
with. Thuja Wareana is said to be very hardy, and is

certainly a most attractive subject, having prominent
claret-coloured stems and branchlets, very symmetrical
and proportionate. Thuja Vervreneana is a fine form
of the occidentalis type, and is one of the sports which
occasionally occur; it is of Belgian origin. Nor
were the Japanese, ChiLCse, and Nepalese forms of

Arbor-vita; less interesting or beautiful. They are a
grand group of formal-looking shrubs, well suited for

the " dress portion" of a landscape. Of Junipers and
Cyprecses there seemed to be no end—the Caucasian,

the Spanish, the Alpine, the Mexican, the West Indian,

the Virginian, the Tetragonal, the common, and
several other sorts of Junipers .standing out here and
there as we passed along ; while in Cypresses we noticed

the Upright and Weeping Evergreen, the large-coned,

and the twisted variety from Bhotan, all in a thriving

condition.
Wellingtouias are represented in considerable num-

bers, and seem to luxuriate well in the centre of Mid-
Lothian. One of the best plants in the country, said to be
the "first plant raised from a cutting," was taken from
this nursery by some of the members of the Engineers'
Association, at the price of 25 guineas, and presented to

Robert Napier, Esq., of Shandon, in whose grounds it

is now progressing satisfactorily. This is probably
almost the only example of a Conifer that succeeds

unexceptionably well fVom cuttings. If it would only

realise the expectations which were first formed of its

value as a hardy plant, and as a timber tree, it could

be multiplied to an almost indefinite extent, and take

the place of such resinous and valuable wood as Larch,
which is a precarious subject in the woods and planta-

tions of the country.
We now come to Cedars, and the veiT first in

importance is Cedrus atlantica. The stock of this

tree here is almost unlimited, from 5-feet plants to

year-old seedlings. This Cedar seems to be rapidly

gaining in popular favour from its general hardihood,

remaining as it does quite unscathed in exposed
situations. A very pertinent question was raised at a

private meeting of horticulturists by Mr. Jas. MTSTab,
as to what was the best Conifer of recent introduction

that would withstand the rigours of our climate and
remain ornamental from bottom to top 20 years hence.

Some put forward Picea Nordmanniana, but the
majority seemed to prefer the Atlas Cedar. The
Deodar is well represented at Bangholm, but numbers
of this fine ornamental tr^e succumbed to the rigours

of 1800-61, and there has been less disposition in

Scotland to plant it since. The Araucaria imbricata is

open to the same remark, and there does not seem the
same disposition among nurserymen to propagate it,

which clearly shows a lapse in the demand. All such
trees that ?row, however slowly, in winter cannot
resist with impunity severe frost, and this is one of the

very first to feel the eff'ects of it.

Looking at the Pinus tribe any one stepping into a

large nursery can see at a glance the popular favourites,

rendered either so from their usefulness as timber trees,

or for general ornamental purposes. Scotch Fir, both
" native " like the oysters, andHaguenau,are represented

by millions, breadth after breadth of them catching the

eye and growing luxuriantly. Black Austrian too,

which is a far more ornamental tree, but liable from its

great weight of branches to be blown down in exposed

situations, is represented in quantities. The Cembra
or Swiss Stone Pine is largely grown, and from its

greater elegance of form is not so objectionable as the

former after attaining the dimensions of a tree. But
what will some people say to a stock of between 3 and
4 millions, from one-year seedlings upwards, of the

Corsican Pine—Pinus Laricio ! This Conifer is valuable

in the first place, because vermin—I mean game—^do

not destroy it so readily as some of the commoner Firs

in a general plantation ; and, in the sn-ond place, if lias

been proved l(. be a most valuable »on.l, used cliiclly

l\\- the l-'rench fur masts in .ship-building. It would be
illllu>s^illll' li> see a finer or a more extensive batch of
I,mil I, I II lib common and T^Tolese, from the seedling
lud fii 'two years' transplanted" stock^the young
seedlings but sown on the 28th of April, and the beds
from end to end a mass of verdure. The old jilanta-

tions appeared to be free from bug, and presented a
picture of health. But we must pass along these

quarters of Norway and Black American Spruce, and
only mention that we recognised the Weymouth, the
Mountain, and tlie Maritime Pines growing in

quantities, and ovideufly quite at home, to nave
another peep al tin' I'inrium, and single out some of

the less oommnn liinii- « hirh tickled our fancy.

Of course Pircii jNnnliuanniana ranks in the first

place almost liy universal consent, and we do not

want better proof than the general scarcity of half-

specimen plants in our nurseries ; but the young stock

is by no means limited, albeit we could easily

predict it will soon be utilised ; 1 cwt. of seed has been

sown out of doors in this establishment, and plants

progress very satisfactorily. Even a better plant

than Nordmanniana is found in nobilis, in so far as

growth and colour of branches is concerned, but I am
afraid it will never become so handsome or symmetrical
a tree. Its hardihood is a matter of general notoriety,

and some of the more advanced specimens have been
bearing cones here. There are two distinct varieties,

the glaucous one being much the finest ornamental
tree. The Douglas Fir, Abies Douglasii, is grown
largely and seems to be much in demand in some
quarters. We have no great faith in this Conifer for

exposed situations, but where shelter can be given, it

makes a most handsome specimen, such as the one at

Hopetoun House for example. Abies Hookeriana is a

very pretty dense form, with numerous small leaves,

its glaucous colour, too, adding to its decorative import-

ance. Abies Menziesii is a very handsome Fir, with
beautiful foxbrush-like laterals, made up of leaves of the

darkest green. There are several very graceful forms

of Abies Morinda or Smithiana which are worthy of a

place in any Pinetum. Picea amabilis is a good thing,

but there are several varieties under that name, which
is rather confusing—all, however, are meritorious.

P. cephalonica is not in such demand, owing to its

young growths being generally destroyed by late

spring frosts. P. prandis, lasiocarpa, and Pinsapo are

growing in quantities, and are all gems of the first

water. Pinus Benthamiana is a noble stalwart-looking

subject which commands admiration ; and so is

P. koraiensis, which is of the Cembra type, but having

white incurved spines. Space will not penuit me to

dwell upon the different forms of Pinaster, Strobus,

and other sections, each having their representatives

well defined in the long borders that intersect the ground
and form it into divisions. The rarer forms are being

continuallv worked up in a series of low pits specially

designed for this use, and there are thousands

of these grafted plants turned out annually which
have succeeded in the most unexceptionable manner.

We are aware that a feeling exists against any
Conifers that are not seedlings, but it is an indisputable

fact that most of the choicer subjects grown so

successfully by Mr. Fowler at Castle Kennedy are

gi-afted plants, and we do not see any good reason why
this should not be the case. It is a matter of

judicious selection entirely, for if the stock be

healthy and the scion and it properly manipu-
lated upon, it ought to do as satisfactorily as a

Rhododendron or an Azalea. Many may require

balancing with the knife in their younger stages, but

that is a very simple matter. Such sorts as Abies

Cranstoni, a handsome-growing plant, with foliage

much after the style of a vestita coccinea Heath,

Picea bracteata, Piniis koraiensis, and numerous others,

were well-formed vigorous plants treated in this way.

A very magnificent plant of Abies orientalis, about

12 feet high, clothed abundantly with branchlets,

arranged in the most pleasing manner, guarded the

entrance to one of the departments.

Very nice scroll patterns laid out on Grass, filled

withmany varieties of Ivies, Yews, Cotoneasters, Heaths,

and Whortleberries, appear to much advantage at the

main entrance, in connection with an ornamental

vestibule and waiting-room. The dumpiness of these

beds was relieved by picked specimens of the Lawson
Cypress ; while flowering plants were introduced into

detached clumps, presenting a very pleasing whole.

The Rhododendron ground is hidden from this by a nice

leafy screen, and contains all the choice varieties with

which to furnish the annual detachment of 10,000,

which is periodically prepared. Ponticums are to be

seen in any quantity, which, along with Brambles,

Rubus ciesius, fruticbsus, &c., Japanese, Chinese, and

Nepalese Privet (Ligustrum), the Common Berberry,

Mahonia Aquifolium, the Laurel, Cerasus Lauro-

cerasus (which are cultivated by the acre), form most

excellent cover for game. Game clearly prefer an

open cover, and any shrub that furnishes protection

and does not too much shut out the light, will be found

suitable.
, , „ . ^. , .

Holli&s are a capital stock, the varieties being

numerous and beautiful, Among them one could not

fail to admire Golden Queen, which would make a

splendid decorative line of the character of the Golden

Arabis. One, very prominently clouded with gold upon

a large ovate pale green leaf, is named Hodginsii varie-

gata, being a sport which originated in this nursery.

Another very good one is caUed handsworthieusis, one

originating from the stock of Fisher, Holmes & Co.,

of Sheffield. But what is to be said of Acer Negundo
among variegated trees, or, more correctly speaking,

Negundo fraxinifolia, which after all partakes more

of the character of an Ash than a Maple, that is grown

in such quantities here V We can easily see th^ it

would be a splendid continental plant, but we fear
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that our climate is too moist and cold for seeing it put
on its best attire.

;

Porest trees, as may be expected in sucli an arrea2;e,

are largely represented. It is not .^n nuich the Ijarch,

the Spruce, the Scotch Fir, and tlic i );ik, \\ hiih every
house in the trade endeavours to koep iij^ :i -lurk of; but
it is the Elm, and the Beech, which lattur i.s nun uugaging
attention for its wonderful durability under water. It

is found on e.xamination that most of the old Roman
bridges, at least the buttresses of them, have been
founded upon Beech ; and then the Black Italian and
Lombardy Poplar in this land of coal and iron of ours

are valuable for pit props, and grow faster into money
than any other tree. We cannot however dwell upon
a mere catalogue of names unless they present some
object of interest or utility to the general reader.

Suffice it to say that the stock of most things is of a

magnitude which people must see to form an adequate
conception of Let us not forget to mention a

splendid "weather-beaten" plant, which is all but
unknown, and which of all thing.s, with impunity defies

the salt-water blast : look to the quantities |of that

fine hoarj-Iooking subject, something after the colour

of Cerastium tomentosum, with the small tiny opposite

leaves, and you will find it is the Sea Buckthorn
(Hippophae rhamnoides).
or fruit trees innumerable, from the Vine and the

Castle Kennedy and other Figs in pots, to the Gooseberry
and the Currant in the open border, there seems an
unlimited supply. Vegetable seeds, both agricultural

and horticultural, are proved in the trial ground, and
many bushels of the commoner sorts are gathered on
" our own " premises. There seems to be a routine of i

nursery cropping, very much after the same style as the '

rotation of agricultural husbandry. On the preparation
of the ground must depend much of the success of

(

these great breadths of seedling trees, Conifers and
other sorts, which attract the eye, and show scarcely
a speck or spot to mar their uniform vigorous
aiipearance.

The plant-houses are commodious enough for the
character of material with which they are filled. They
by no means at all impress one, however, with that im-
posing grandeur which these structures in a great firm
such as this, might be expected to possess. When we
look at the nursery proper, and the numerous seed and
business oflices which honeycomb " George IV. Bridge,"
the floors of which are burdened with the immense
supply which must be continually kept in stock, we
must be excused for indulging in the comparison of the
"mountain and the mouse." Business of course
regulates all matters of this kind, and the cultivation
and propagation of indoor plants on a large scale has
never been attempted. There seem.s, however, to
be some move making in that direction now, as a nice
class of miscellaneous plants is being introduced, such,
for instance, as some of the more choice dwarf Palm.s,
\vhicli are gaining ground rapidly since brought
lirominently into notice in these pages. Ferns, foliage

plants, and a few Orchids are to be seen, some of
them doing very nicely. Camellias, Azaleas, and
uiiscellaneous greenhouse stock are being rapidly
propagated, and the stock in this way nas very
much improved since our last visit. We should
like, however, to see a spacious house erected for
showing off the beauty, the elegance, and the grace of
the miscellaneous subjects above noticed. What with
l)eautiful flowers and foliage, now handsome, and again
grotesque, intermixed in artistic harmony (for although
we all admire the "natural" in a land.sciipr, ne mn-l
not allow a war of races to the discoinliliin\ il init

extermination, of some of the less rani|i:iiil in "ui-

greenhouses) there would be a zest created within the
breasts of all who came under such influonoo which
might be fostered, but never e.Ktirpated, and the trade
and cause would thus mutually flourish.

The staff of hands occasionally employed in the
nursery establishment under the spirited superin-
tenderce of Mr. Syme is 110 men, and 205 women;
and even at the lowest ebb we were told that there
were 70 men and 80 women constantly employed.
Such is a brief abstract survey of by far the largest
establishment of its kind in Scotland, or perhaps in
the United Kingdom. J. A.

Bii'ihl. r n-.'ninmeii'l- :i mixlurr oIN.k-'.mH, nil c, I' amber,
,,;itiiir:il. Ml. I iliur. iMtli iii^i-tciirv ..l'-iiirp:iste, as

an H-ivM-tililr liiiii lor nils. Ac. 'I'll.- nils on my
premises did resist it, however ; but tlie following,

which I find in Patent Office Report, Department of

Agriculture, 1863 (p. 272), I have tried with the most
satisfactory results. I had previously used a mixture
of strychnia, corn meal, and sugar with moderate suc-
cess. I keep my premises comparatively free from rats

and mice by giving them poison at all .seasons of the
year. I never place poison for rats in my house, in
summer, but give them plenty of it at the barn when-
ever they appear. Thus can you exterminate rats, and
yet be free from the offensive results of having them
dead in or about your house. The recipe from Patent
Office lleport is as follows :

—
" Mix 1 ounce of finely-

powdered arsenic and 1 ounce of lard with meal into a
stiff dough ; put it about the haunts of the rats. They
will eat it greedily, and it makes them so thirsty that
they will die near the water, of which they drink
until they burst

!

" I cannot vouch for the bursting,
but they partake readily of the poison, the arsenic
being sweetish and not at all offensive, and thereby I
have rid my place of them repeatedly. I place pieces,

the size of a large pea, on chips within their reach

:

being careful to put it out of (he way of the poultry.

Miscellaneous.
Orange-tree Plagues.—"The Coccus hesperidum,

of which mention has been made, as one of the
afflictions from which the Orange trees have suffered
seriously, is an insect well known to English exotic
gardeners as attacking the Orange trees in greenhouses,
kc. It is one of the 43 species of the genus Coccus
(order Hemiptera), and is commonly known as the
greenhouse bug. It is oval, oblong, brownish in
colour, and covered with a sort of exuding varnish.
The male Coccus of this species is a minute fly. The
female having no mngs when young, runs over the
tree.s, and finally settles upon some leaf, where she
deposits and hatches an infinity of eggs, and then
perishes. The more distinguished species of this genus
is that which feeds chiefly upon the Cactus Opuntia,
which is therefore denominated the Coccus Cacti, and
the origin of which has been traced to South America.
This species is the valuable (though no less destructive)
Cochineal insect of commerce. Frequent manipulation
and treatment with any pungent insoluble powders
(not injurious to vegetation), such as peppers, raw
sulphur, &c., are amongst the best of corrective
appliances as against the Orange-tree Coccus. The
Ligrima is one of those maladies which commonly
result in all organic bodies as the effect of exhaustion,
and is probably due in these islands to the unchecked
depredations of the Coccus. It is a degenerated form
of orange dew, otherwise known as Orange manna."
Consul Vine's Report.
To Destroy Sats. — Mr. Kelsey, of New Jersey,

writes on this subject thus :
— A recipe from the

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensulnff tceek.)

At this time of the year it is of the utmost import-
ance so to arrange stock in houses as to secure a due
proportion of space to each plant. All retarded
autumn flowers should have as light a situation as

possible. Above all things, if not already done, let

every sash receive a thorough washing, both those of
the houses and also those of the frames or pits. In
order to keep glass clean as long as possible, let mats
and covering of all kinds be constantly suspended on
rails or posts. This is absolutely necessary, not only
for the glass, but for the sake of proper economy.

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLANT HOUSES.
Conservatories will now require considerable nicety

of management. Atmospheric numidity cannot by any
means be entirely dispensed with, yet this if unskilfully

applied will produce drip. The best plan is to keep as

low a temperature as can possibly be allowed, say from
40' to 45' at night, and to leave a little back and front

air on all night if the weather is at all favourable. The
front air must be very moderate, or the atmospheric
moisture, instead of passing quietly away by the back
apertures, will be condensed as it arises. AVith a good
roof covering in the ca-se of small conservatories, 40°

would be suflicient, and then there would be atmo-
spheric moisture enough at all times without the
special application of water.
Cape Heaths.—Let these have careful attention as

to watering. Keep up a quiet ventilation day and night
if possible ; let the air steal in moderately, and give
little fire heat.

Pelaegoniijms.—Give air whenever the weather
will admit of it ; but avoid cold draughts, and keep out
frost should it occur. On the other hand, be careful
not to use too much fire-heat. Training and shifting

must also receive attention.
Roses.—Tender sorts will soon require protection,

and therefore materials for that purpose should be got
ready. The tops of standards, worked on ordinary
stocks, may be guarded by means of straw bands bound
iiinongst and over their branches, or by light canopies
lirmly fixed. Beds or masses of certain kinds of Teas,
or other tender kinds, should have some porous mate-
rial strewed amongst them, to afford a little protection,
especially during severe v,^eather. Cocoa-nut refuse or

even a coating of half-decayed leaves would answer the
purpose of protecting their stems a little. Four or five

inches of such materials may keep them safe in the
event of a severe winter. If it is desirable to protect
the tops efficiently, mats thrown lightly on them will

suffice, takingcare, on the breaking up of frost, to expose
cautiously, and not until after they have become thawed.
Sons,—Compost yards, if not already filled with

the different soils used for potting, must have imme-
diate attention whenever the weather is dry. One of
the most important points in this department is to see
that the drenching autumn rains have every facility

for escape. The best of soils, be they ever so well
harvested, will become soured in a very short period by
the lodgment of stagnant water. A good compost
yard on this account should be a steadily inclined
plane, and the soils or composts should invariably run
the way of the descent in parallel ridges.

FORCING GARDEN.
Cucumbers. — Attend closely to tlie.se ; a little

neglect now would render all previous pains and labour
useless. Give air as often as the weather will permit,
but make it a point to shut up warm. Use additional
coverings on cold nights, which will save fuel, and be
better for the plants.

Pines.—Much winter watering of Pines in pots is

rather a doubtful proceeding ; a better way with general
stock is to cover over the pots with Cocoa-nut refuse, or
some 'such material, 2 or 3 inches thick, provided the
bottom-heat is in proper condition.
Vines.—If any portions of the stems of Vines about

to be forced are near the influence of hot-water pipes,

they should be bound with Moss, old mat, or any other
material, to ward off the dry heat. Keep the tempera-
ture low at present in houses started. Do not give

air unless to depress the thermometer, or to avoid a
superabundance of rank steam from fermenting matter.

Let the syringe be applied two or three times a day,

suffering the wood to become dry between the
applications.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Trench, dig, and ridge every spare inch of ground

this is particularly to be observed in gardens inclinini

to a clayey texture. During frost let the manure
necessary be wheeled out for the whole of the spring
cropping, laying it in heaps, either on the spot where
t will be wanted, or as near as possible to it. That
portion not required for immediate digging in should
be piled in small mounds and covered over with soil to
prevent loss by evaporation.
Feuit Trees.—As soon as the leaf is fairly down,

planting may be piished forward with vigour. With
regard to bush fruit, if dressings with hot lime and
soot when the trees are wet were more attended to, we
should not hear so much of the ravages of birds upon
the buds, and we would recommend their application
also to standard Plum trees wherever practicable, as
they not only keep them free from Moss and Lichen,
but assist in the extirpation of those insects, in the
search for which birds commit such ravages.
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Autumn Soi^ng.
ODAMS'S WHKaT MANLKK.
ODAMS'S PRF.PAKKI) TEllUVIAN GUANO,

rjiHE PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
X MANURE COMPANY (Limited).

Chief Offices—100, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.
Irish Branch— 40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

Edward Bell, 48, Marine Parade. Brightoi
Ricliard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot, Herts.
Thomas Knight, Edmonton, Middlesex.
Robert Leeds, West Lexhara, Norfollt.

George Savill, Ingthorpe, near Stamford.
Sanmel Jonas, Chrishall Grange, Essex.
Charles Dorman, 23. Essex Street, Strand.
Thoinns Webb, Hilaersham, Camoridgeshire.
Jonas Webb, Melton Ross, Lincolnshire.

Maiia^iJm Director—Ja,iues Odams.
BaHfcfTS—Messrs. Barnetts, Hoares & Co., Lombard Street.

tSoiwii/orjj—Messrs. Kingsford ft Dorman, 23, Essex Street, Strand.
Auditor—J. Carter Jonaa, Cambridge.

This Company was originally formed by, and is under the direction
of Agriculturists, circumstances that have jiistly earned for it another
title, VIZ. :

—"The Tenant Farmers' Manure Company."

Its Members are Cultivators of upwards of 50,000 Acres of Land,
which has t)een for years under management with Manures of their
owa Manufacture. The Consumer therefore has the best guarantee
for the genuineness and eGQcacy of the Manures Manufactured by
this Company.

A Prospectus will bo forwarded on application to the Secretary, or
may be had of the Local Agents. C. T. MacAdam, Secretary.
Chief Offices—109. Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

rp H JS LONDON MANURE COMPANY
J (ESTADI.ISnEDl810),

Have now ready for delivery in dry fine condition,
CORN MANURE, for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPERPIlOSi'HATES of LIME
PREPARED GUA.'JO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA,
ihouse; SULPHATE of " •'

"ufflc'es, 116, Fenchurch Street. E.C.

Leigh, who prosidoil, t)io proceediugs opoiieil

with an elaborate and somewhat tedious paper
by Dr. IIawksley, in which the Karth
Closet scheme was advocated, even for the
metropolis, where some millions have j ust been
spent on drainage.

Dr. Hawksley proposes to divide the metro-
polis into 500 sections—the present water-closets
to be replaced by earth-closets, 4 lb, of earth per
man per dii-m, being supplied for deodorising
purposes. In each section will be a number of
men with horses and carts, and pails, who will
call at the houses every morning, between the
hours of six and nine A.M,, for the removal of the
soil to a general depot, where kilns will be
erected for drying it, and sending it away for

agricultural purposes. The value of the product
he estimates to bo as follows :—For each indi-
vidual, 14.S'. per annum—total sum, 2,100,000/.
Expenses of collection, 62;}, 250/., and balance of
profit, 1,470,750/. Supposing that 7s. a-head was
given to each per.son in every habitation for this
refuse material, the amount would be 1,050,000/.,

leaving a balance to pay for pails and manage-
ment equal to 426,750/. The lecturer concluded
by stating the following as the propositions he
had arrived at, after considering carefully the
whole cfuestion :

—

1st. That the refuse organic matter cast free in human com-
munities, is of an immense amount ; that it i.s of great vahie
if well applied, but that it is ;i i-. -f _i. ii \ u i. 1, .Liid

increasing evils to the public lir il i; ' :i isu
great liraiu on the resources ,,( ;i ,.

i , ,,i Ihe
pouple. end That the present

-ili«,

L A W K S
' MANURES.

Dm- '\Tuii:!.' fi.niiifactured by J. B. Lawe3 for the present
'' I- 1 iL'iLiJy for delivery at his Factories, at the

iLNIP MANtJRE, and BONE £ t

..6 6

suri''i;rii"-
LAWKS- siri
BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES

LAWES' WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
MANUR?:S 8

CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.. .. 12

These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through the
appointed Agents in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices
iirying according t t of carriage.

E.C. ; and 22, Eden Quay, Dublin.

/^OCOA-NUT KEFUSE
^-^ is becoming scarce, the

old reserves will soon be gone.

Now sold in bagfi, 1 for 2s., 10 for

10«., 20 for 30»., 50 for 663., 100

for £6.

Fourpenco allowed for each

b-ig returned carriage-paid.

A Rallw.iy Truck-load (not in

bags), 40s.

Toatage Stamps or Post-office

Order, payable to J. Barsuam &
Co., Kingston-on-Thames, S.W.

Wheat Y^M^i^ Sowing.

DOWN'S FARMERS' FRIEND, for preventing the
Smut in Wheat, and the Ravages of the Slug, Grub, and

Wireworm. A 9d. packet is sufBcient fur Six Bushels ot Seed Wheat,
'tvhich can be dressed and fit to sow in a quarter of an houi'.

Testimonials from the largest Wheat Growers in the Kingdom,
bearing testimony to its great power and efficacy, may be had of

Prepared at the Manufactory, Woburn, Beds.
Cadtion.—To guard against fraudulent imitation and consequent

disappointment, see that the signature of Henry Down is on the label.
Agents in every Town throughout England, Scotland, and Ireland.

SILVER and GOLD PHEASANTS for SALErm~fiUl
plumage. Price £2 2s. for the Silver, and £2 10s. for the Gold.

Address, Colonel Saunders Davies, Pentro, Newcastle Eralyn.

G
Farm Poultry.

REY DORKING tOWLS, of purest breed, in any

breed known.
Improved NORFOLK TURKEYS, large, hardy, and good breeders.
AYLESBURY and ROURN DUCKS.
Imported BELGIAN HARE RABBITS, for size and early maturity.
BRAHMA-POUTRA, CREVECCEUR, and LA FLECHE FOWLS,

for constarjt layers.
Priced Lists and Estimates on application.

John Bailt & Son, 11.3, Mount Street, London, W.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1866.

S FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
( Central Farmers' Club (Mr. J Howard

Monday, Nov. 5.; on Tliintrs in America), at Salisbury
( Hotel-6 P.M.

"Wednebdat, — 7—Rojal Agri. Society of Enffland—Noon.

The Leamington " Sewage Conference " seems
to have been less effective than might have been
expected. The time for a thorough discussion oi

the subject was insufBcieut, and the resolutions,

though expressing accurately, we believe, the
truth upon the subject, will not carry the weight
which was anticipated.

After a preliminary address from Lord

tr, i: .ip i!i,",. '" ! ., .iti.iU ol lifu and UoalLb, viz.,

IK I'
I , itiT we drink, as to lower the

111 i:
i

I
II li; |i

:
I much jreneral disease, and to

iv^y i.}'hl._ii,i: II -I 11 I
I 111' most fatal and widespread

nn.a-. :'.iii 'I'h.d iln i i i' 1 1' I t<. (that is, the existing
.furin;,' system) i.s an i, ' i ^q lining to end. and is

apiiblc of any .sati-,1 i
i

i ...inent, 4th. That the
ployinent uf earth fi r i- in , i niiorising, and utilising

the material in question, aiiplicd on the principle of detail,

affords a complete, practical, and highly profitable method of
accomplishing all the objects of the sewage system.

Mr. Heron-, the Town Clerk of Manchester,
who argued strongly in favour of some such
scheme as Dr. Hawksley had described, said

that the system now in operation at Manchester
was to collect the refuse from the places where it

was deposited at every house, and send it for

miles away by rail into the agricultural districts

for manure. The Corporation removed in this

way about 100,000 tons annually, at an expense
of about 20,000/., and the sum they received
from agriculturists as tie price of the manure
was about 10,000;. He believed the system in

operation at Manchester was the best known plan
that any large town could adopt. It was far

better to have a convenient privy and dry ashpit

than a water-closet, and as a sanitaryarrangement
it was very much superior ; and untU our great
sanitary luminaries had shown the public a better
system applicable to large towns than any yet
offered, it would be hold by many to be the most
desirable plan for .such towns to adopt. These, at

any rate, were the opinions entertained at Man-
chester with regard to this question.

Mr. Menzies, of Windsor, stated his experi-
ence of the agricultural demand for house waste
of the kind referred to by Mr. Heron. At
Aldershot the whole sewage had been collected in

tanks to bo dried with ashes and sold, but even
in that poor district no one would buy it, and it

ultimately had cost Government 500?. or 600?.

a-year to cart it away. That plan has now been
abolished, and Mr. Bl.\ckbuen, who has a con-
cession of the sowago there, is utilising it by
irrigation over Italian Rye-grass, with what
results as yet we do not know.

Mr. MaoParlane, of Glasgow, stated that
the plan adopted there is the daily removal
of excreta by the dustman from dry closets

without the use of any earth or other deodoriser.

He believed medical men were of opinion that
the effluvium is not injurious uutU putrefaction
commenced, so that if it were removed once in

24 hours there would be no need of earth. We
can hardly imagine anything more oilensivo

than the plan as thus described of the Glasgow
householders.—Mr. James advocated the Earth
Clo.set from his knowledge of it on Baron EoTn-
scniLD's estate in Buckinghamshii'e.

The second day's proceedings included papers
by Mr. Menzie.s "On the Separate System of

Sewerage," and by Dr. Carpenter and Mi-.

Lath.im on the Croydon experience. The former
defended and developed the maxim—•'

' the rainfall

to the river and the sewage to the land." The latter

described Croydon in 1848 and 1866 respectively

—its drainage having been carried out during
the interval—and gave an elaborate account of

the irrigation with its drainage water of Mr
Mauuiaue's farm at Beddingtoii.
The jiroceedings were brought to a close by an

animated discussion of the various resolutions in
which it was proposed to embody the results
which had been arrived at. Mr. G.\rnett
proposed

—

" That after a careful consideration of the valuable informa-
tion submitted to it, this Congress is of opinion that the Rystuin
of allowing cxcremcntitious matters from houses to pass into
drains and sowers and pollute the rivers, is in all cases highly
objectionable, and ought, as far as practicable, to be prevented."

Mr. Latham urged that the words " drains
and sewers " should be left out, and this, after a
vigorous protest from Mr. Heron, of Man-
chester, was at length carried by a large majority.

A second resolution, moved by Dr. Carpen-
ter, of Croydon, and carried, declared that

—

" The system of dramage, when carried out in a scientific

manner, removes the difficulty which arises from the present
noxious plan of polluting the rivers of England, but that
there are circumstances under which other systems may be
applicable."

After voto.s of thanks to Mr. Hitcuman, of
Leamington, who had organised the discussion,
and to Lord Leigh, who had presided over it, the
Conference broke up. It will be seen that the
Croydon experience has carried the day amongst
the variety of rival opinions and contrivances
which received attention during the meeting.
And this, as against the advocates of Earth Closets
for great towns, it undoubtedly deserved to do.
An actual success, however it may fall short of
the theoretical result, is certainly to be preferred
to a mere promise of better things, based though
it bo on pi-obability.

Of all the weeds which infest the soil there
are none more trying to the farmer than the
various species of Dock. Their herbage is

innutritious, and the acrid and astringent naturo
of their seeds causes them to be neglected by
every species of bii'd. Their large and deeply-
sunken roots ; their broad leaves and spreading
branches, are both of them a plague, and their

seed-producing power is so great that a small
plant is capable of bringing to matiu'ity several

hundreds of seeds. Our more common agrarian
species are distributed aU over the world,
tracking cultivation, for it seems impossible to

get any bulk of agricultural seeds without a
greater or less admixture of the Docks.
The number of native species is variously

estimated at from 8 to 13. We shall however
only choose to dwell upon the following :

—

1. Rumex obtiisifoIiiH, RniaiMcaved Dock
2. „ cii«|in .

I'liil 1
'. v.-dDock

.3, „ pall, -I M,
I
h.k

1. The Broad-leaved Dock may be readily distin-

guished by its broad slightly waved leaves, which are
more or less blunt at the apex. Of this there is a more
pointed-leaved form, which has been by some named
11. acutus, but we incline to consider these only as
varieties. The Broad Dock is the one universally met
with : it will be found on the sides of paths and under
hedge-rows in the meadow, whilst the arable laud is

sometimes most seriously infested with it. It has
tapering fusiform root-stocks, which vary in size

according to age ; in young plants they are about the
size of a Radish, in which state, on being ploughed up
and brought to the surface of the soil, they should be
hand-picked, but unfortunately, from their colour
being so near that of the soil, such small objects are

not attended to; so, while Couch, from its whiteness, is

picked up with readiness, even a worse enemy escapes.

If Bock roots, of whatever size, are left on the surface

of the soil, they soon send out librils from the side next
to the ground, and with no firmer hold these plants

will send up their stems, and very rapidly produce
their seeds.

Again, if not ploughed up, but hoed off, it too

frequently happens that several flowering branches

follow instead of a single one. To understand this, we
should take up a Dock of the second year just as its

central axis is being grown, when it will be found
that the brown tap-root is surmounted on the top by a

whitish or greenish stem ; if this latter be so cut as to

leave any part behind, the plant will infallibly bud out

again, but if we cut it below this, the tap-root can no
longer send out buds ; hence, then, in using the hoe, we
.should endeavour to cut thera off low enough btitnot
too low, or so much root will be left on the divided

top that it will send out root fibrils, and our pest will

not be destroyed. These remarks will apply with
equal force to the next species, which, indeed, in as far

as the farmer is concerned, has a very similar habit

and history.

3. The Curled-leaved Dock is probably the commoner
species, though it and the previously named are usually

found in the same places, the former predominating
where the soil is drier, the latter in moister situations,

and hence road sides, on the slopes between the road
and the hedge, and the damper parts of the sound hay
field, always yield it in abundance. It is readily dis-

tinguished by its longer, narrower, more acute, and
wavy leaves, which are crisped at the margin much
after the manner of our grandfather's shirt frill. The
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sced-]iroducing poAvci^ ol' this imil the pro(H'iliii£;

species are enormous; we lia\i' csliuiutcd tm u sin;jlo

plant, for Rumex obtusLlulius 13,UU0, and li. crispus

10,000 seeds—of course they will each vary iu lliis

respect.

During the present ° summer some of us have
auuised ourselves by stripping olf Dock seeds ^of the

two .species just named ; they grew in :i

which w.as not over remarkable for the

grown Docks, for wc had several I'arl !

picked up before and after \\ Iic;i(--"\'

grown from the seed lcg;ir\ l.ll I'j

Well, wc very soon got 1 i iniil- by iim

following the reapers for ubuul an 1

afterwards estimated to afford as many
A friend of ours assured us that he had given 3rf.

the thousand for i)icking up Dock roots ; what a cost

might not (his.W>lill!-rl,l:iiI'

Mheat
s of its

c roots

h had

112,11)0 seeds

11 (he Kli lllil\ of seed pro-
t offer prizes
to be pulled
linn- ill this
.,{ 1. .llccted

: lo hrarthe
crcul prizes

durr.l I

forthclH'st .ollrrllnn of |ln,>K> 111 II,

up by the roots, ami ;i~ «r :_t| Lm-.-

competition, it is lo It hn|iiil thnl -on

in this way. At all c\ciit- il h;i~ :ii

kiiuUy gentleman who di.-U'ibutcJ Ih-

vary the nursery rhyme as follows :—

Hickoi-y dickory Dock,
Ye come of a very bad stock,

Here's liall-acrowu
For cutting tliem down,

Hickory, dickory Doclc.

A very bad stock indeed, but with powers of endur-

ance and of reproduction to such an enormous extent

that those who insist upon it that every plant has its

use may well expect to discover some important end
in the creation of these Docks.

3. The Marsh Dock is far too common in some of

our wet marshy meadows. Its foliage is similar to that

of the Curled Dock, it however differs in its fruit; at

the same time the variations in this respect are so

variable in all the species that we incline to think that

characters founded thereon are of little value ; at all

events there can be but little doubt that this and
perhaps other ATater Docks is carried to the arable in

the meadow hay, which latter, if it be allowed to get too

old before being cut, will have perfected seeds of Dock
which may be sown on the iir;ibh- !;ind ; aiMlwhrrrM-r
it is so used, a good crop I 'I' H".], ,il -li of lli^ ino
first-named forms, is ccrtnin lo ir oh -omo ImIkio

this to be a constant source of ( ho miMlih l.

Sometimes hay of this character liiids its way to the

farm from town stables. Much of the Grass land of

Somerset lies on river flats, and is highly productive of

hay, but it is oftentimes of a mixed and coarse descrip-

tion, left as long as possible before cutting to ensure
bulk ; this usually finds its way to the town inns, and
so it happens that the farmer who supplies them with
straw to bring back the manure brings back also the
seeds for a plentiful crop of Docks.

4. The Dense-leaved Water Dock we take to be a
water form of the E. crispus, and we have but little

doiilil that it, too, would develope this if its seed were
traiislcrred to the arable land, but fortunately it does
not liiid its wav to the rick to any groat extent, as it

bolonu'S to the ditch and Ihr »:,lol-rourM., II is hoiT a

wecd.'from blocking U], -t rr:i,ii-. .ohI fro,,, ,i- 111:0-1.

dithcult togetridot, il,r oiili m:,j hmr; v.r In ii

perlcct its leaves, and Ihr rool- will sooner or lalor

deca.v. This method, indeed, can be adopted with all

the perennial species when they grow in positions

where they cannot well be rooted out.

5. The Sorrel Dock belongs to a division in which
the foliage is intensely sour from containing a large

jiroportion of oxalic acid, which being separated yields

the " salt of sorrel " of the druggist. This plant is a
weed in the pasture, inasuinch as it ililutcs the herbage
with iiiniitritious. if not with iiiiurious malirr; it is

got rid of by close and lon--coiiliniicd denasturing.

In making hay year after year the Jsorrcl-sccd ripens,

and the whole plant has done its duty for that season,

and so cutting it then does not injure its succession
;

besides, it usually seeds with other pasture weeds in

the general greed for hay, by which wc lind that iiiiub

hay is spoiled in its inuat« qualities, bo-ido- olion li. ium

so by weather by delayingitscuttim; loo lonLr. ami ilim

the aftermatli is never so good, while ilio nuailow li\

this means receives a pei-manent injury and robbery.

0. The Sheep's Sorrel is a weed of the sandy arable
field, which increases with great rapidity if the
land be not carefully hoed and cultivated. T( is

said to be a sign of poverty, and with us it is ln-ld llial

where this Sheep's Sorrel prevails. Barley -honlil br
sown late on acoount of the poverty of th. soil. \Vr
however took a dilTerent course tliis \oar, dcoinno; llml

as the soil in question was -amlj nini i,o,.r, 'jimmi would
want a longer time to devo|o],o it-rh : wv Mrvi' loM il

was wrong and would not do, hnl as il oocurrcil thai no
one had ever tried it, we sowed this field first with

pecks an acre, and it was the largest crop on
the farm.

liberal mamu'ing, constant cropping, and the never-
ceasing use of the hoe will soon cure this—a matter of
importance where you wish to let land well, as few
people will care to give a high rent for land where the
Sheep's Son'el abounds to any great extent.

Wo have penned these few remarks upon
Docks and Sorrels, as they are admitted to be
some of the worst weed-pests of the fai-m, and
the conclusion at -nliich we have anived may be
summed up in a few words as follows :

—

Never let Docks seed on the farm. If thoy
liave seeded and grown plants, hand-pick them as
clean as possible. Do not sow them -with seeds.
Do not sow them with over-iipe hay. Do not
so'w them in your manure. B.

OXE PECK OF WHEAT PER ACRE.
Yestkkday. the 2Uth Oct., I supervised the putting

in of half a peck of "Wheat on half an acre in my
U acres chapel land. The rest of the field was drilled

to-day with 4 pecks per acre (my usual heavy-land

quantity), but half an acre on one side of the thin-

sown was drilled with 3 pecks an acre. It is on a

Clover lea, mown for hay and then manured and fed,

according to my usual custom. The dibbling of the

half acre employed one man to dibble and five women
to drop a whole day, that is, from half-past r, lo,", iai.

The cost is—one man, 25. 6rf.; five wonnn, al in/,

Is. '111.; or at the rate of !.'!«. !<'. per acre. In oiflinn)

dibbling il onl.i ivqiiiies l\io uonicii or ^-irl- lo -Iro,, lor

eachdibbli'r.liul ilmi llio,.oo,li,lii.rnohlvanh r;,,olr..l,i

droppedilll.Mllr ,|llil>lo|l,,|r-, IIM| lllllr- \ai'.Mimrioui

five grains to a dozen. In my case one Ucruel only

was dropped iu each hole, although occasionally two
would slip in, and sometimes one would drop outside.

The total quantity delivered to the women was three
quarters of a peck, and when their bags were emptied
in the evening, and the contents accurately measured,
more than a quarter of a peck was returned, so that, as

on former occasions, rather less than one peck per acre

was disposed of.

The Wheat was white Club-headed Rough Chafl",

weighing G3 lb. per bushel. I sold 30 quarters of it

yesterday at C7«. per quarter. The field on which it

grew produced a fraction over 4i quarters per acre, aud
as the peck an acre was grown in that field, it yielded

quite as much as the average of the field, although
somewhat less than its adjoining half acre.

Yesterday the dibble holes were all left open until

they had finished, and then one stroke of the light

harrows covered them.
(

As a certain friend of mine doubted whether one
peck of seed per acre would allow one kernel to so

many holes as 6 inches by 41, I sat down quietly in

the evening, weighed half an ounce of the seed we had
been putting in, and then counted the kernels. The
result is as follows :—Weight of .seed per bushel, 63 lb. ;

half an ounce gave 424 kernels, therefore 1 peck would
give about 213,696 grains, aud as there are 43,.")60

superficial feet in an acre, 1 peck would give almost
five kernels to each square foot.

The dibble holes, 6 inchcsl.y .-.. Mould 'A\r about five

ilihlil.' Iioles to each squaiv looi. ., Ili:ii in [,i,l one
111 . Ilie course of a day inmlr In- 000 .IhiMo holes.

This 1 , done by walking baokuards, ;iiid workin.L; with
an iron dibble in each hand.

On looking at these dibble holes (five to each squ.are

foot) before they are covered up, every impartial

obsei'ver must feel that the plants of AVheat w ill be
fully thick enough. Liebig says, justly, that II10

greatest enemy to a Wheat plant is anutlaa' Wheat
plant, for they both require the same kind of food, and
tight for it when too closely packed. The resiill is

then the same as with an over-crowded planlalion

of young trees—they are crippled and stunted, .Now

if one peck per acre gives five plants on every square
foot, one bushel per acre will give 20 plants for every
square foot, and 2 bushels per acre would give
10 plants for every square foot, one fine plant of tillered

Wheat will require at least half a square foot to itself,

111 order to get 5 quarters per acre from one jiec 1, ••(

seed, each kernel should produce four average ears, i<(

W kernels to each car. Tlie power to do this does not

depend upon the seed but on the rondilioii oftliosoil,

both as to tillage and food for the planl, Hllnse are

ample, instead of four ears we shall probably ',;el an
average of six ears, or 240 for one; that is 210 pecks
for one, or 7k quarters of Wheat per acre. 1 hope to

get nearly as much as this next year if a fine season.

I lately heard that one of the women droppers was last

year fractious and captious, and neglected her work on
my peck an acre, so that the plant was not so regular

as it ought to have been. Let me advise my brother

farmers always to sow the very best seed, well dressed,

aud then passed through the blower to get rid of the
light or imperfect grains. I know that in too many
instances tail or inferior corn is sown as a matter of
economy—a ruinous and false economy.
AVhenever a farmer desires to get a large return of

seed from some particular sort of Wheat, he carefully

plants it in his garden, one kernel in a hole, gives it

ample space, aud gets an enormous increase. IhniiiL'

thus accumulated a stock, he pursues an onliiol\

opposite course in his fields. This is incon-i-icol ,ind

illo'.'ieal. and we must draw the inference that his licld

onliuilion is so imperfect and inferior to his garden
th:it hr has no faith in its power of producing a

W'lij should not our land he gardened ? It can only
be done by an additional investment of labour and
cai>ital, and a diminution in tenable area. I once
said to a faj'mer, " Why don't you farm your garden
the same as you do yom' land ?"—" Oh !

" said he, " it

would not pay ; we should not grow enough." I never
heard a stronger reason for gardening the land.

There can be no doubt but that thick sowing causes

immense loss to the farmer and to the country. As
soon as by high feeding and rich manuring the land

becomes forcing, we hear it said, " I get my crops laid

aud spoiled."

I lay down as a principle that land can hardly be too

rich lor Wheat. Put your kernels in at a proper

distance in a rich garden, and what a crop you will

get ! but crowd the grain iu as on an ordinary tield, and
it will be destroyed. Some folks are afraid to sow
earlv, because they will sow so much seed. Thin
sowing, like sewage, has had many warm opponents,

but the truth will utimately prevail : and we shall

probably live to see experiment and calcidations over-

coming mere ideas and strong prejudices arising from
old customs under different^conditions from those of

the present day.

My hope, therefore, is in the future. J. J. Mechi,
Tiptree. October 27.

P.S. Thin sowing won't do Avitli bad unclean farm-
ing and imperfect tillage. In weedy undrained land,

where the furrow slice presents an unbroken twitch-

bound and, almost inseparable slice, over which
common wood harrows (rakes) with teeth worn down
to a stump, dance over the clods, but make no tillage,

it would be absurd to expect a great crop, even with
abundant seed. On drained and deeply cultivated

lands, worked by perfect implements— good iron

barrows with steel teeth, you get a perfect commi-
luition and friable intermixing of the seed-bed inwhich
I ho drill can comfortably aud safely deposit its seed.

Krall,!, in too many instances, the old imperfect rolls

Old niipUinentsare in antiquated uniform correspond-
on. r Hilh the jtumble-down dilapidated sheds and
buildings.

THE CLAIMS OF TETERINARIANS.
[On the recent opening of tlie winter session at tlie Albert

Veterin.ary College, Professor Gamgee made the following

i-eniarks.]

In years past, at the commencement of each winter
ses.siou, he had endeavoured to point out liim vast and
important were the scope and objeoi- id ilu vileriuary

art. It had been his aim toseciur ini|irovoineiits in

their own ranks, and to point to Ihal ovrnvhelming
amount of work left undone which could so profitably

engage the precious time of some of the best heads in

the country. It was obvious that the profession

generally had not understood, and had not been
encouraged to understand, how it could serve this

country by controlling the spread of pestilence and
securing the steady and abundant supply of wholesome
animal food for a hard-working and ever growing
population. They had lost upwai-ds of 300,000 head of

cattle in less than 18 months. They had lost at least

20 times that number since 1842, and by the combined
and intelligent action of their Veterinarians all might
have been saved. He used the word advisedly. Had
they known how to respect and utilise veterinary

knowledge, and to marshal their available strength,

not a single animal should have lallcii a victim to lung
disease or rinderpest. Thai lluir llo.ks couliuued to

suffer from periodical invasion- of sm ill-imx, .and their

markets were still deluged wild llio ].oi-onons saliva of

the murrained oxen of tho Coidin. ul, were further

illustrations of their weakiio- and imperlecd apprecia-

tion of available means. He had too much reason to

know that the loss incurred for years past had been
due to that ill-defined and indescribable influence

which ever retards good -works. In everything they

found parties of action and parties of station. For
years they were insisting on the great evils attendant

on our importation of diseased foreign cattle. The
farmers, and of course all cattle dealers, dreaded any
impediments put in the way of exposing such animals
ill their open faii-s and markets. At last the cattle

plague came, culminating the disasters of nearly, a
(piarter of a century's negligence. Veterinarians had
no locus standi. They spoke, but spoke utterly in vain

on the origin, nature, and means of extirpating the

malady. A Royal Commission was appointed, and,

( \.i\ "one must admit, with marvellous good effect.

'I oi thil Commission brought to light no fact to prove
11, al the veterinary advice offered in August 1865,

niiiilod the contempt it received. On tlie contrary,

ivor\lliiiig had tended to iiidiciito llie lolly of non-
ivlia'iiro in the la-ofr-siou « bo-o diii.i il was lo deal

Hilh a raltle dl-ea-o qlloslion, lion romidotidy their

jirolessiou was ignored was proved by the liuyal Com-
mission, which was composed of eminent men, but,

with one single exception, not veterinarians. The
great question of the day, as affecting veterinary

medicine, wa-s—How could they elevate the standing

of a body of men whose knowledge and usefulness

should command respect and encouragement, and
whose obscurity was fraught with danger lo tho public

interests 't He held it as proved, that if in the summer
of 18iM veterinarians had been held in the same estiimi-

tion by Government as Professor Bouley and his col-

leagues were in France, they would have l)een spared

the loss of several millions sterling. They asserted,

aud still persisted in the assertion, that such a murrain
travelled in oljedience to known and unchangeable
laws—a knowledge of which enabled tin 111 with most
liositive certainty to produce or to dr-iroy so torrible a

disease. In a report presented to I'.uli uiienl in 1863

he drew special attention to the imrely contagious

nature of cattle and sheep plagues jiroper, and sug-

gested that an inquiry, which he ha<l the honour of

conducting for the Privy Council, should be continued,

with a view to develop the means at tlioir disjiosal for

controlling the propagation of di-oa-o amonL'-l their

domestic animals. It was deeinod Id m vain, as

there was no prospect of the insiiiiinon oi rational

measures. The Government could iiol, mid iho people

would not, move until taught to do -o by -onie such
events as those they were still wiliio--iiiu. and now
there was great danger of the benefits t o be derived from
hard-earned experience being lost from the forgetful-

iiess of those who thought lightly of times past and
trusted to Providence for the future. Entertaining

the view- that it was the primary object of their pro-

fession to study the best means for the prevention of

maladies, much attention had been directed in the

College to the practical working of some efficient

system directed against the disseminatiou of foreign

disorders.

Some persons had charged him with stepping from
his special province in encouraging the formation of a

company destined to revolutionise the wretched system

of town dairy management, and another for securing

the slaughter of fat foreign stock at their ports and
establishing an efficient system of quarantine for

foreign store cattle. He should never cease to lahour
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at those important subjects, ami, liiiviii;; a fair jirospirt

of success, \\ould exert himself to (lie iiliiuist m cany'

ing out in the best practicaJ method meiLsuivs \\lii.li

hail been devised and fostered for the permanrnt L-nn i

' of the country. There was ample room for asloui-li-

ment that nianv who were expected to ivorl- imiIi

them should i"ii, llic aUia>.s laivc body of |ir,,,,lc mIi"

called oul KrM and lv> lh:,„IJnl,- liill . all l„.,r:ll Mv
Clode's last lT|i-rN Matrd thai in thr «,vk cndniu

Sept. -23 the niiinLor of IVrsli rases ..r riiideriicst onlj

amounted to cr, it must not be forgotten that a small

capillary tube 1 or 2 inches long might be charged with

suflicient poison to exterminat*", in the process of its

reproduction, the whole horned sto(d< of the United
Kim;doiii Nnt onlv had tlirv it si ill amongst them,
but llnlland, llial iiMiall: Mi|i|iliril iliriii H ii li enormous
auantili.^ nl' raiilc ami sIhtii. was viiHrnn;,' more and
more. In the week ondin': the lath nl' September
there were T.MO fresh cases of |ila',;nr in (he provinces

of. South Holland, I'treeht, and North Holland, while

for the week ending the loth of .June, the com-
paratively low numtier of 29 1 had been touched. It

could not, therefore, be said that they should be
satistied with their laboni-s and attempt no more.

They most introduce the fovei'jn stnek market-^ svstrin ;

theynm-l leiell thrir Vetrl-ill;,riail, the ail ,i( ill-l^eel.

ing callle alive and dead; and llie\ -la .old lie « ell ]m,i

for keepiii- disease m elieek nillier than for einm- il ;

they must introduce a sound, general and i ilieieiit

.system of live stock insurance, and a- tin r.-nll Ihey

would secure cheap and wholesome meal loi ilai ijeiiiilc,

and, at the same time, the prosperity ol' (heir fanners.

In the course of some general remarks on the status

of the profession, the Professor said that the Govern-
ment and the public had no right to complain of

veterinarians until they had done for them far more
than they already held out any hope of granting. On
the other hand, he was not the one to forget that there

were charms and privileges incidental to the study of

veterinary science which offered in themselves much
encouragement. Indeed, the number of members of

the profession was so small that none need be idle.

They wanted more and better men ; and hard-working,
intelligent students never could regret engaging in

scientific pursuits which provided ample scope for

intellectual development and the enjoyment of many
of the best sweets of life.

In conclusion, he said the course of events was
turning more and more in their favour. 'Hiey had to

seek encouragement in the records of other professions

which had risen almost within the memory of living

men. The immediate predecessors of Brunei and
Stephenson were not the engineers of the present day.

and although they might not be spurred on to exertion
as they were by the introduction of steam power,
nevertheless they must have acquired greater im-
portance in the eyes of the Legislature and the public
since the cattle disease had had to engage so much of

the time and attention of her Majesty's Ministers, and
had convulsed the country from one end to tire other.

What they must now be anxious to see was, that their

will and power to save the country were appreciated.
They; did not aspu'e to form part of any commission
appointed to incxuire into the nature and progress of

human cholera or small-pox, but when a veterinary
question arose they hoped not to be treated with
supreme contempt. They must grow to have that
confidence in themselves which would inspii'e confi-

dence in others, and people must learn to look on them
as well worthy of their support. They would say ndth
a great writer that Nature would bring "all this in

time. Eolation is her remedy." "The destiny of

organised nature is amelioration, and who could tell

its limits ? It is for man to tame the chaos : on every
side, whilst he lives, to scatter the seeds of science and
of song, that climate, corn, animals, men, may be milder,
and the germs of love and benefit may be multiplied."

row no enrii, they iiroduee no live slock. Our
iiia-s prnhahlv pliliiled tl fur sheller, mid cut
ehes wllleli liv,|lielillvnin liaradel tn tllem a>

M llielhed ,,( dnnni.'.'e V.llll Wlliell tlieV were
liled. l;nl 1li.i,e diiis are eniir; draiiia'^e and

(- la

hove
|,la

lotcd ; and I a
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presenting an msurmounlnlili'
of stock. The cost of tri m
hedt^cs will be P^d. per cli:iiii, iT c 1llr>

»"lll:i"l!' :|
.' '

'I. .11 nlii,-|i nun |„„,i|iii hcursed
^^M„-l I

:
:

„,.. M/,,,|,;|| | | ,r V : , IV I no n 1| , •» thlH
»tlli''li"n ":Mi, 111 iii;iiiy [iliic-s, ;ni,l ('..niiiiigavery
inailequate fence against cattle and sheep. The cause
of this is very obvious. Improjjer tools are used, and
labourers totally unacquainted with the proper mode of
trimming hedges are employed. How frequently we
see on a wet morning in harvest-time men and boys
all slashing away at the roadside hedges with all sorts
of tools—reap-hooks, broad-hooks, antiquated bill-

hooks, and, in short, every sort of weapon but the
proper one. I would ask. Is it likely that the chance
labourers upon a farm so provided will cut hedges with
anything like skill or judgment? On the contrary, is

it not the fact that, in nine cases out of ten, good
hedges are spoiled ? They are cut down instead of up

;

the bottom is cut away too much, and the top generally
scarcely cut at all. No fence can long survive summer
trimming and broad tops, the constant drip of which
kills the roots. The lateral and lower twigs should not
be cut too close, but the top should be cut away and
trained into the same shape as the sketch which is

before you. Even under the best system of trimming,
I think it is desirable occasionally to allow the hedge to
run wild for a year only; and I found it answered
very well to abstain from trimming ne.xt to the
Clover or Grass seeds which were to be fed with
sheep in the summer ; for, in the first place, the nuisance
of the small pieces, which somehow or other are
always left to annoy the sheep, is thus avoided, and,
in the next place, there is no opportunity given
to the lambs to browse upon the young shoots, which
they are particularly fond of doing. Although I
deprecate most strongly, for reasons already given, an
unnecessary number of fences, I am convinced that
true economy points to the maintenance of good strong
fences, and such as really will answer the purpose for
which fences are made. And this will not be found to
be a work of any difficulty, if only a little attention
and method are shown in their management. If
possible, only one, or at most two, men should be
employed to cut the hedges on a farm, and great care
should be taken to furnish them with proper tools.
A few lessons, and a little firmness at first, will be quite
enounh to teach a handy labourer how to do his work,
and I believe that the very fact of his having a
particular branch of labour entrusted to him operates
as a stimulus to do the work well. On very light land
I have sometimes observed old trimmed fences become
a little cankered on their lower stems. This, however,
has been entirely remedied, and at a small cost, by
throwing up the soil to the roots on each side, and
indeed it is not a bad plan to treat one or two fences
in this way every year. The soil is naturally washed
away after a lapse of time, and I know nothing that
renovates a weakly fence more. The system of
pleaching fences is so generally adopted in this district,
that it appears necessary to say a few words respecting
it. The skill of the workman is quite as important in
this branch of hedge cutting, as is the one I have just
considered. Great care should be taken to cut down all
the large and thick pieces, and to lay or pleach only
those that are likely to live under the operation. The
Iileachers should not be too long, and plenty of stakes
should be used. On pastures 1 think it desirable to
use binders on the top, otherwise the cattle are apt to
disturb the pleachers with their horns, and materially
injure the fence in its early growth after cutting. At
the time of pleaching, the ditch, if any, should be well
cleared out, and all weeds well cleaned away from the
roots of the thorns, fresh soil should then be thrown up
and worked well into the face of the bank ; the back
should also be reduced to its proper size, and left with
a sufficient slope. Many old banks are much too large,
and may be reduced with great advantage; but care
and judgment are required even here ; for if a bank is
cut down too steep and too close, the roots of the fence
are exposed, and will gradually die away. On sandy
soil also the turf will not take again, and a continual
raw bank will remain a great eyesore and a constant
nuisance. Great injury is often done to the young
shoots of the fence during the first summer by cattle
and sheep, especially the latter; and wherever it is

practicable I would recommend that all stock should be
kept away from newly pleached hedges for the first year.
Although gap-stopping can hardly be said to comeunder
any of the three heads which form the subject of this
paper, I cannot conclude my remarks without saying a
few words on that branch of hedging, which I humbly
think requires more attention and a better system than
generally prevails. I fear it must be admitted that
some gaps are inevitable, and as they must be stopped,
it is desirable to ascertain the best mode of doing so.
The very common, but very injurious plan, of thrust-
ing large masses of dead thorns or trouse into the gap
is very objectionable. It not only entirely destroys all
chance of any of the remaining live wood from shoot-
ing out and filling up the vacant place, but it fre-
quently increases the size of the gap by kiUing all the
live hedge on each side of it. I believe the best, and
certainly in the end the cheapest plan, is to use what is
called Scotch fencing. Stout larch, ash, or hazle stakes
should be driven into the ground about 18 inches, at
intervals of six or eight inches, in a line with the grow-
ing fence, another piece of the same thickness being
nailed upon the tops of the stakes to keep them in
their places. If this work is properly done it will last
many years, and long before the stakes are worn out
the gap will be filled up, the natural tendency of a
white thorn fence being to extend itself in all direc-
tions. This simple method thus answers two objects
—that of stopping the gap, and at the same time allow-
ing the fence to fill itself up of its own accord. All
other systems of gap-stopping are merely temporary.

and must be constantly renewed at considerable cost
and trouble.

Mr. Es'AN DATIB3 .said they were in a mucli better state
tb regard to tb'

than they were in 1 1

of setting quick t

pLanting it vei-ticall

it .at .about an angit
Some of the best fenci

id tbe state of their heilges
' 'f the country. The plan

illy adopted, was that of
iry's plan was for planting
the roots plenty of room,

planted almosthe had
,

horizontally. He spoke very highly of a White-Thorn pL.. _.
fence, a model of which he produced. He wished to do away
with those large hedges that occupied so much room, and acted
as a kind of cover for partridgesand otheV game. Theywanted
to grow more beef and mutton, and to do away with many
useless hedges.
The Rev. R. More said for his own part he was very much

in favour of continuous iron fencing, which could be put up at
about 2s. per line,al yard.
Mr. Keary said he was also much in favour of iron fencing,

because it was both economical in price and the space it
occupied, and was also very durable. The strained wire
fencing was cheaper than the iron fencing referred to by the
Rev. Mr. More, and could be put up at about is. 2d. a yard
hneal. Ordinary posts and rails cannot be put up, and find
the timber, imder about 14(^ or lod. a yard, and they were not
near so durable.
He wished to speak against unnecessarily larg^ fences, as he

beUeved the wedge-shaped fences were the best-thick at the
bottom and t.apering upw.ard. In those large fields in Norfolk
these kind of fences are the best for sheep.

CEOPS FOR DAIRY STOCK.
It will not be expected that the cultivation of

these crops should be described here, nor that their
relative nutritive values should be estimated by the
light either of experience or of chemical analysis. At
present, a mere list will be given of these crops, with a
reference to their probable yield per acre, the period of
year during which each is available, c&c. (1.) Pasturage.
—The Grass of old meadows of good quality is the best
possible summer food for dairy cows. They will thus con-
sume from Icwt. upwards ofgreen food daily. The annual
yield of Grass from meadows will vary from 7 tons per
acre during the season up to 14. It is available in this
climate generally from early in May till the middle of
November, or later, during which time an ordinary
cow will consume from 10 to 14 tons of green food.
(2). Hay, well made from good meadows, is the very
best winter food for dairy cows. It is economised by
the addition of straw and roots and meal, &c., but when
given alone must be supplied at the rate of J cwt. daily,
or thereabouts, a head. (3.) The Clovers afford capital
grazing for young stock, and on arable dairy farms to
milch cows also. They may yield on good land, well
cultivated, in two or even three cuttings if the season
be favourable, 8, 6, and 4 tons respectively per acre ; or
from 16 to 18 tons per acre during the season. If the
cattle are foddered, as in small dairies they may be,
these and other green foods must be supplied at the
rate of fully 1 cwt. each cow daily. They are available
from June or July till October. (4.) Vetches sown in
October, and again in April, May, and June, may be
made to provide a succession of food all through the
summer, commencing in May. They yield one
cutting, which may furnish from 6 to 10 tons of green
food per acre ; a very succulent food if given before its

flowers appear—then, indeed, ' less food than physic,'
and they are therefore the better for being cut 12 or
24 hours before use, in order to wither and harden
somewhat. They may be given with good effect
cut up along with straw or chafl'. (5.) Rtje cut green
is one of the earliest of spring foods ; sown even shortly
after midsummer some sorts will not come to ear
before winter, and are available early in April, yielding
perhaps 4 or 5 tons per acre of green food, and more as
the crop approaches maturity, when of course it

becomes less useful as food. (6.) Italian Rye-grass
is one of the best forage plants for cows when cultivated
liberally. If manured abundantly after each cutting,
especially if the dressing can be washed in by irriga-
tion, another cutting, weighing 12 and even 18 tons per
acre, will be ready in a few weeks. And as many as
five heavy cuttings have been obtained from it in the
season on the liquid manure farms of Ayrshire. When
sufficiently ripened, it is the best possible cut food that
can be given to cows, inducing an abundant yield of
excellent milk. (7.) Lucerne, on deep, rich, and
sheltered soil will also yield a succession of cuttings of
excellent food for cows, weighing, if the intervals
between the rows be forked and manured after each
cutting, from 6 to 8 tons per acre each time.
(8.) Sainfoin may be classed with the Clovers as to
quality and quantity of produce, but can rarely be cut
more than once a year. It is available for several
years on the same land, requiring of course to be
manured if constantly cut; suitable for rocky and
calcareous soils, where Clovers are not generally so
successful, and yielding probably 10 to 12 tons of gn^ii
food, under ordinary management, per acre. (9). i/oA
soccAafs^Ks, a newly cultivated Grass, may be menlii m i

here as likely to be serviceable in small and hauselml I

dairies late in the autumn, till when the plant is bitter.
It yields an enormous weight of coarse herbage, which
when ripe is sweet and palatable. (10.) Oorse crushed
and given with other food is liked by cows, and has
been successfully used in dairies. It is available
during November and the winter months, and, given
at the rate of 2 bushels of the bruised material along
with Carrots, and a little hay, is one of the best winter
foods for cows in milk. (11.) Sape is useful in early
winter,less liable to affect the taste ofthemilk than some
other green foods, and a very succulent and palatable
food. Capable of being mown and brought in daily
from the field, it is available as a daily food during
September, October, and November, and indeed forms
a ])ortion of Mr. Horsfall's feeding of his well-managed
dairy herd. A crop of Rape will yield from 10 to as
much as 20 tons of green food per acre. (12.) Cabbages
of various sorts, open and hearted, early and late, are
liked by cows, and may be made to yield a succession of
food from May all through summer, and on till the end

of the year. Land yielding successive crops of
Cabbages may be made to yield an enormous weight of

'

food—even -10 or 50 tons per acre during the season.
Not more than half a cwt. a day, supplemented with
more substantial food, should be given to a cow ; and
care should be taken to remove any spoiled portions of
the food, which, if consumed, would greatly aggravate
the disagreeable flavour which, under the most careful
management, they will give to the milk. (13.) Turnips
common and Swedish, are given to cows-the former
in early winter, the latter on till towards spring. They
will yield from 10 up to 20, and even 25 tons per acre, but
they are faulty, owing to the taste which, without specia 1
management of the milk, they give to it ; 60 to 80 lb of
these roots daily, along with an unUmited supply cf
straw, is an ordinary daily ration. These roots
are less liable to affect the milk if steamed, or even
if merely pulped ; 15 or 20 tons of common Turnips
per acre, and 12 to 15 tons of Swedish Turnips are
an ordinary crop, but they are liable to so many
casualties from weather, insects, &c., that no great
dependence can be placed on them in a small dairy.
(14.) Mangel Wurzels are the best root crop for winter
and spring feeding of milch cows. They give a slightly
bitter taste to the milk, and their extreme succulence
as food is not favourable to the richness of the milk.
Not more than J cwt. should be given daily when they
are the sole dependence along with straw; and a smaller
quantity along with richer food is better management
in butter dairies. Thirty tons per acre can be grown
more easily than 20 tons of Turnips, and towards
spring especially they are better food per ton. (15.)
Kohl Rabi, or Turnip-stemmed Cabbage, is a hardy
and useful crop on dairy farms, yielding perhaps 12 or
14 tons of stems, and a useful top as well, which cattle
eat with relish. (16.) Carrots, especially the large
Belgian sorts, can be grown with great advantage on a
dairy farm, and while 12 to 14 tons are a good ordinary
crop, as much as 20 tons have been grown per acre.
They do not give a disagreeable taste to the milk, and
are extremely palatable to the cattle. Half a cwt. a
day might be given along with other food. (17.)
Parsnips, while not so palatable as Carrots, and more
proper to be given in a steamed or boiled mess, along
with other food, are even more nutritive, and enrich
the milk. Of the large Jersey Parsnips 10 or 12 tons
per acre have been grown. (18.) Potatos are seldom
used in the cow house. When steamed, if at hand in
sufficient quantity for such a use, they, however, are
excellent cow food ; and even raw they have been used,
but with less advantage. Now-a-days, when 4 or 5 tons
per acre are a good crop, and il. a ton an ordinary
price, they are not likely to be put to any other use
than that of human food. (19.) Chicory is good food for
cows.

^
You prepare the soil by thorough cleaning early

in spring, applying a good coat of rotten dung. Drill
4 lb. of seed per acre in March, in rows 9 inches apart.
Single thern out when 5 inches high to 6 inches apart.
The crop will continue luxuriant under good manage-
ment for 6 or 8 years. Let it get of full growth, and
then cut it down before flowering and carry it to stock
in the house. It may be also depastured with sheep,
but the other is the more productive use of it. (20.)
Straw of our various corn and pulse crops is used as
winter fodder in the cow yard. Cooked Bean straw, if
the crop has been well harvested and cut before it was
dead ripe, is an exceedingly nutritious fodder. Pea
straw, if free from mildew, is also good food ; and clean
Wheat and Oat and Barley straw is often almost the
sole fodder of dry cows and young stock through the
winter, with a very few Turnips. If a portion of the
straw be cut to chaff, and wetted with a hot and salt
sort of Linseed soup, made at the rate of about half
a pound of the Linseed to each of the cattle, store
stock can thus be kept in very good condition through
the winter. (21.) Meal of the various grains Wheat,
B.ariey^ Oats, Beans, Peas, also of Linseed and Indian
Corn, IS used more or less in cases where rich feeding
of dairy cows is adopted. Bean and Barley meal are
probably more commonly used than any other, and the
former seems especially fitted as food for cows in milk

;

a pound or two sprinkled in the course of the day over
the ration, cooked or otherwise, as the cow receives it,

is generally well repaid. The relative uses of Barley
meal and malted Barley have already been referred to.
The experience of most practical men seems to be in
favour of the malt. The only exact record of experience
on the subject, however,—that of Dr. U. D, Thomson,
of Glasgow— asserts, what theory would predict, the
superiority as food of the Barley which has not under-
gone the malting process. Linseed, ground or bruised,
forms a useful addition to the steamed or boiled mess
given to the cow. The whole-meal of Wheat, so long
as T^'hcat is no higher than ijs. a bushel, ought to
li-rlirv <i.rae of the highri- pi-,-.] i'm-l, i.ne has been

I'll hithertoto u.s' i .'. nl' our various
' iiiring seeds is aim. t- f rattle foods.

1,111-. Ill nike stands highe>l ..ii i h.. Ii-i, mil is the most
costly. The cake from crushed Rape-seed is coming
into use, and Mr. Horsfall's experience with it has
already been described. Cotton-seed cake produced
from decorticated seed is also taking a high place among
other cattle foods. (23.) Carob Beans, an importation
from the Mediterranean, a sw eet pod eaten with great
relish by sheep and cattle, is spoken of as capital food
for milch cows. (24.) Molasses, when cheap, were
sometimes used as food for dairy cows, and 3 or 4 lb.

thrown over a mess of cooked chaff and a few Turnips
induced alarger consumption of comparatively unpalat-
able food. In Dr. Thomson's experiments molasses
were proved to be a useful food. (25.) Of all the foods
used in milk dairies, where cows are fed nearly all the
year in the byre, nothing equals brewers' grains; from
2 to 4 pecks daily are given to each cow. Patience is

required at first in inducing them to eat it or any
other unaccustomed food; but by gradually mixing
a little with their ordinary ration they will ultimately
take it greedily. Grains from the smaller breweries are
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liclicvcd to be the best. The.v and the waste liquor of

ili-iilleries arc used largely in town dairies. Uoth,
linivcver, diminish in value with ever.v improvement in

the processes adopted for extracting the iuitriti\e luirt

of them in bremna or distilling. (Sfi.l .v./// >h"uM be

placed within reach of the cow, and a lump to Vu-W at

in her mtinger is perhaps better thnn the direct

addition of so many ounces daily in her food. Morion's
Jf.nnlhooA- ofDainj Musbamir// { Wnnie 4' Co.).

THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
The summary of Cattle Plague returns for Great

Britain for the week ending the 2rth nit. has been
issued from the Statistical Office at the Cattle Plague
Department,'! Privy Council Office. It shows that

15 attacks were reported to have occurred during the

week ending the 27th of October, being an increase of

9 on the lu'evious return. Fresh outbreaks took place in

four furms or jilaces where cattle are kept, the number of

such outbreaks in t he previous week being 3. Thenumber
of healthy calllr slmijlitcrcd to prevent the disease

extending to tliciii \i;i- ''.
I (luring the week. Thedisease

is reported to h:i\.' |uv\iiil.d during the week in the
following si.\ pell.\ .<L's-ii>ual divisions of England, viz.

:

—Northamptonshire— Daventry, 1 attack; Essex

—

Rochford, 7; Cheshire—Northwich, 1, Prestbury, 2;

Lancashire— Araounderness, 3; Yorkshire, North
Biding—West Bulmer, 1. Since the commencement
of the disease 51 in every 1000 of the estimated
ordinary stock of cattle in Great Britain are returned

as having been attacked. The total number of sheep
reported to have been attacked up to the date of this

return is 682G. No cases among sheep have been
reported during the week.

Home Correspondence.
Beer, Seer. Beer.—In your leading article of

Oct. 22d, I read
—

" Everywhere when the condition of

the labourer comes up for consideration this great evil

of beer drinking holds the foremost place
;

" and so it

alw.ays will, and probably will come up more and more
with the rise of wages so long as it is only talked about.

Eor instance, Mr. Essington tells us poor food and
bacon po.ssibly drive a man to drink ; then, again, bad
houses drive a man to drink ;

poor food and bad houses
are the conseriuence, not the cause of drink in nine
cases out of ten. Many years ago two men in my
employment as farm labourers were found fighting in

the village street at Christmas. I discharged the
aggressor at once, he found employment elsewhere, and
on his casual return to the village, told mo that

my doing so had taught him the evil of drink, and
that he had given it up. I found on inquiry
that the cause of the quarrel at Christmas
was a dispute about beer in the previous harvest.

I then said to my managing man, "I intend
to give no more beer," he replied, " Then, sir, you will

not get your work done." I rejoined, "I can easily

give up my farm ; I have made up my mind, I give no
more beer." I have had neither trouble nor fighting

since. Not so my neighbours, who give beer; dis-

turbances, discontent, refusals to work ; in one case the
discharge of a foreman, and a sad suicide from beer
given in harvest. Begin at the beginning; give no
beer; discourage drinking in every way, by example as

well as precept; but leave off talking of labourers

driven to the beershop. The surest way to do so is

to give beer, the very worst of " doles." Your readers

may be referred to many articles in the Agricultural
Journal and your own Paper in support of what has
been said. The question must be liberally met. I give

men 4?. [extra?] per week in the harvest; youths, 3s.

;

boys. Is. 6d. or 2». In some cases it finds its way to

the savings bank, or puts clothes on the backs, or shoes
on their feet, but it does not drive them to the beer-

shop. J. C. C.

The Leaminriton Conf/ress : Sewage and Earth
Closets.—Mr. Hitchman deserves the thanks of every
agriculturist for getting together such a Congress of
intelligent men, practically acquainted with the
subject to be discussed

—"The Sewage of Towns."
This subject is growing in importance daily, and it is a
matter for congratulation that it has been so ably
discussed. The proceedings will, we hope, be placed
before the public in a condensed and readable form.
We trust it will undergo much further ventilation,

and ultimately be brought to bear practically upon the
British public. " Waste not, want not " is one of our
oldest and most homely aphorisms, and truly a waste of
one of our most useful fertilisers, amounting in money
value to some 20 or 30 millions aunua.lly, is no trifle.

It is worthy to be taken up as a national question,

and to be dealt with by the Legislature. We commend
it to the new Chambers of Agriculture, and more
particularly to the Central Chamber, as coming within
its jjrovince as a commercial question for the benefit

of agriculture through legislative enactment. When
we look at our country's insular position, our limited
boundary.and the small extentofour productive landsin
connection with the millions of population we have to

feed, we are sometimes impressed with fears

and forebodings that there may come a time when
England may have to depend much more upon her own
soil for food than happily she now does. Strange
things do occasionally occur. Nations [?] are uprooted
and gone in " no time." These new and most awful
inventions of destruction in war have placed Britain in

a somewhat doubtful position compared with her
fonner safety. Be these crude notions what they may,
it behoves all classes of our countrymen to aid to their
very utmost in contributing to the productiveness of
British soils. The Congress at Leamington have satis-

factorily shown that much good may be derived from
utilising town sewage and human excreta. Not that
this is a new discovery—it is as old as British agricul-

ture, but they bring it before the public in a new form
and under various phases. Irrigation, deodori'^ation,

absorption, filtration, <tc., were discussed. Irrigatimi

from sewers obtained most favour, and earth closets for

human excreta appear to stand next in estimation. .\I1

agree "that no one system can be laid do\vn which will

be suited to all towns," and further we gather that all

agreothat something should be attempted to prevent this
woeful wastoand lo.ss of valuable fertilising matter. How
then is it to be accom))lished ? is the question. One town
may be so situated as to give unmistakeable evidence
that the conversion of all sewage and excrementitious
matter into fluids for irrigating purposes is best;
another town may as readily prove that earth-closets
and dcodcirisiiig is best; a third may adopt both systems
with pnifil ill suitable districts. The tiling can be
done if wurlli llic tioing. Unquestionably the carrying
out of this expansive system would involve much cost
and domestic discomfort at first, but this would soon
be got over, and the value of all such refuse would be
some compensation for it. We have sanitary boards
everywhere now, who compel the removal of all these
"nuisances," even at the present time. They only
want utilising. The great question for the consideration
of Government is the compulsory one. Shall every
householder be compelled to preserve his household
refuse for utilisation under proper regulations? In
every corporate town or where local boards are esta-

blished the plan could readily be carried out, but in
villages and small towns difficulties might arise—these
for the present might be left out. The larger towns
would present a better organisation, and soon derive a
substantial benefit. Britain is yet able to maintain its

large population if all is done for its agriculture that
can be done. China maintains a population far more
dense. The more scientific applications are brought
into requisition, the greater the produce of the land

;

consumption of roots and cereals should increase

—

consumption of veal and lamb should decrease, if waste
is to be avoided. 0. F.

Royal Cornwall : The Lamh Disease. — Dr.
Edward Crisp lately delivered to the Royal Cornwall
ARricultural Association a lecture on this subject.

He commenced by ubacrving that a great deal of mystery
and obscurity prevailed about the disease in lambs, especially
the discsisc where parasites existed in the lungs. It must not
be supposed that all lambs died from that cause, although
there was no doubt that tens of thousands did die from it in

this country ; and it was especially important to remember in
speaking of the disease in lambs—that if a lamb happened to
have these parasites in its limgs, then any depressing disease
with which it might be attacked would be sufficient to cause
a fatal resvdt. The additional irritation, depression, and
wasting which the parasites in the bronchial tubes caused to

it, would be more than it could bear up against. They might
have known the case of a man who, while brushing his teeth,

had got a piece of one of the bristles from the brush into the
trachea, and the irritation caused by it had at times been such
that the assistance of a surgeon had been known to be
required to remove it. The imtation caused by parasites in

the lungs of lambs was much of the same character. He pointed
in iUusti-ation of his subject to coloured drawings of the
windpipes and principal bronchial tubes of an ox, a sheep, and
a lamb, explaining that he had not attempted to introduce
the smaller bronchial tubes, there being 200 or 300 of them
in connection with the lungs, and said that persons fre-

quently committed a great mistake in assuming, when they
found no parasites on opening only the larger tubes of a
sheep or lamb, that there were none in the lungs. Tliat

very morning on opening the larger bronchial tubes of a
lamb, the lungs of which had been sent him, very few
parasites were found, while in the smaller tubes, portions of

which ho had opened, he discovered a very large quantity ; in

fact, the smaller tubes were almost filled by them. And here
ho would just mention that the parasites were the same as

those found in the calf. In the lamb to which he had referred,

he found a great many in the lungs ; and knowing as they did
that one great function performed by the lungs was oxidation
of the blood, they could well understand that when the lungs
were filled with these entozoa, the lamb must readily succumb.
Ho referred to drawings of the four or five species of entozoa
magnified found in sheep, commencing with the lowest grade,

the cystica—Acephalocysts, or bladder worms, which were
very common, he said, in sheep, oxen, and pigs, and were in

reality larva or baby tape worms ; the strongyli—strongylus
fihiria, the nematoideum ovis Rudolphi, the strongylus
paradoxus, and the fluke, Distoma hepatieum, pointing out
their distinctive forms and appearances. The Lost-named of

these, and other forms of entozoa, he explained, passed the
early part of their existence in the bodies of water snails, or
the larva of some insect, and were afterwards perfected in

those that happened to swallow them. These flukes, it was
supposed, were taken into the stomachs of sheep while grazing
on wet and marshy land ; and cvei-y farmer knew they caused
a great deal of sufifcriug and destruction of animals. Some of

the entozoa possessed the generative organs in one and the
same individual, and this was the case with tape worms.
In others the male and female organs were joined in the
same individual, but in the strongyli the males and
females were separate and distinct, the latter being rather
larger than the former. He contended that the history

and cause of this disease in sheep had been satisfactorily

made out. The strongyli produced their young by eggs,

the young being not unfrequently extruded from tne
eggs when leaving the body of the mother ; and as they
were exuded rapidly from the egg, it could be easily

understood that when once they get into a few sheep,

the field in which they grazed would soon be thickly sown
with these eggs. If heidthy lambs were turned into that

field they would be sure to take some of the eggs and young
worms into their system in the herbage, and thus become
diseased. A very foolish thing was often done by farmers in

tuiTiing their lambs into a field of Clover which had been eaten

down close by sheep ; because if any of these sheep had been
suffering from worms, nature tried to get rid of the irritation,

as in the case of poison, by evacuations, and large quantities

of old and young worms, with their eggs, passed off in the

mucus from the nostrils and in the excrement. In this way
the ground, especially in the case of overstocked fields,

became thickly sown with them ; and if lambs were placed in

such fields they were almost certain to obtain the eggs or

embryo worms in the herbage. Since he had been in this

part of the country, his friend Mr, Tucker, who took great

interest in this disease, had furnished him with some practical

and important facts, to which he would refer, as he was sure

they would prove instructive. He had always maintained

that the history and cause of tbia disease was tolerably well
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them well, and ao to support them th:if 11 11 Mi.r
tbc storm. As ho had said, Mr. Tucker li ,1 im hi 1,1 Ijim
with some important facts, one of which was tliat a guntlcinan
of the name of Rundle, who occupied Catchfrench farm, had'
a number of sheep which were perfectly healthy and free
from the disease. He Ijought 20 lambs at Camelford market,
however, and after these reached his farm 14 of the 20
died with every symptom of parasitic disease. The other six
were in a dangerous state, but they struggled through. He
now came to a most important fact which ho desired to im-
press upon the minds of agriculturists generally. This disease
had not appeared upon Mr. Rimdle's farm before the arrival of
these lambs ; but this year his lambs were affected with the
disease, having been put into the field which had been
occupied by those that had died, and he had lost 20 out of 40
of them. He then sent the others to a farm near Dosmary
Poo!, in a different district, and they were all, he believed,
doing well. This showed that it was always well to remove
sheep or iambs to another locality as soon as it was found
that they were affected with the disease. That morning he
and Mr. Tucker had called on Mr. Hamley, of Badwa, who had
until lately 70 lambs in a good state of health. Ho had lost
10 out of the 70. There could be no doubt, from the account
given of the disease, as to what the 10 dird Mf Mr Hrtmley
allowed one of the 60 lambs to be killed f-n ii , . ,tMii, iii-.n.

At first, on cutting into the lungs, no pai.t 1: mj
many persons imder such circumstantiN '

\ tii,

"Oh, we have made a mistake—there i.s il^ |. n ih .h .vise

here." Such persons, however, woidd have been iiltugcthcr
wrong, for he found that the smaller bronchial tubes were full
of the stronff;/li : in fact, there were thousands of them, so that
the greater part nf the luiigw was filled up, and therefore
renden-l n -.l,-,-: f,,v tl,,' ^iii )".-.- ..f ,,, i, I., ting the blood. But,
in ;ti|riiti..( !.. M ' n M lungs, he found also
in tin i tiie hair-headed worm,
iu Kti.ii i..i,i,.i.u,. .

,
.11,.. ji-i ^.1,1, ;.i.tt, bvit the digestive

stomai.li \'..i.-. -lI- .. L-L!'. L_iL_il 'vviLli v.uiiua; ao that there were
three causes tu aecuuut for the illness of the animal. The
worms formd in the lungs only might, perhaps, occasion
death, but, at any rate, the worms all tended to weaken it

and to impoverish the blood, and it was almost impossible to
effect a cure. He now came to the question of treatment.
\VTiat was a veterinary surgeon to do ? "Was he to touch the
worms in the lungs? and u so how was he to get at them ?

They had heard, no doubt, of lambs being placed in a room
and made to inhale chlorine gas ; but great care was required
in trying this remedy, and he scarcely thought that faimcrs
generally would take the trouble to apply it properly. If they
could get a proper building or room that would allow of the
admission of the requisite amount of air and no more,
diseased lambs would, he believed, derive great benefit from
inhaling the chlorine gas. As he had said, this remedy required
great care. A gentleman in Devon whom he should vi^it next
d-ly, had informed him that a veterinary surgeon had nearly
killed a lot of 24 of his lambs by putting them into a small
ehccsehouse, packed tight, and making them inhale chlorine
gas. It actually killed 16 of them instantly, and one of
his laliuurers was very nearly iioi.soned iu getting the i.'ther

gas, which the lambs inhaled, and by that means he believed
a great many worms were got rid of. But there was yet
another, and very important medicine, and that was turpen-
tine, for the removal of those worms from the stomach and
intestines. If they gave a tablespoonful of turpentine and
linseed oil to a lamb about twice a week— perhaps a dessert-
spoonful of turpentine would bo best to be^ with—the
worms would be killed, and he had not the slightest doubt
that the action of turpentine was positive and certain, ifor

turpentine and oil would not only remove worms from the
stomach, but also a great many from the coeciivi. Referring
again to the importance of removing lambs when attacked
with the disease, he .said that Mr. Tucker had informed him
that the steward of the Earl of St. Germans had told him he
had lost many lambs by the disease, but since he had removed
them to fresh pastures he had not lost one. It was not every
person who possessed a wide range of land to enable him to do
this, but where it could be done he was sure such removal
wruld be always attended with great benefit, and he attached
more importance to change of locality than to any medicine
that could be administered. The effect of medicine, he
admitted, might in some cases be doubtful, but he did think
that good food and a change of locality would generally have a
very beneficial influence, because he believed that a good deal

of lamb disease had been occasioned by that forcing and over-

stocking system which was far more prevalent now than it

was 20 years ago.

Alter referring to the disease in fowls and pheasants by
these parasites, ho proceeded to offer a few words on the cattle

plag'ir. 'il>-M+ '.vhv'b ttte>' pf>r}iri)-i« knf^w (f^-; than they
did al"'"' ' I' I .ii'i> .I1 ' > • I K. I

.
'.'.I ,

n.it i..(, jii the minds

had died from it ; and he kn
Harvey, of Norwich, did not

n-|,adsecna
Mill .li-'- IS,.'. Thousands

1 iii.stance in which Mr.
re than 600 out of 2000

lambs,"^ the remainder having died of the cattle plague ; but
there was this difference between the disease in the ox and
the disease in the sheep, that in the former the paunch was
generally filled with dry food, as also was the third stomach,
which was often round and hard ; bnt this he had never seen

in sheep, and that was why he believed the disease was not so

destructive to sheep as it was to oxen. Now the great error

with the Government had been that they did not report the
sheep plague, for it was only very recently that this had been
done, and the week before the last it was reported that

90 cows and oxen had died of the plague, against 208 sheep,

being more than double the number ; and yet two or three
gentlemen in the House of Commons not long since asserted

that sheep could not be affected by the disease, and no person
was there to contradict them ; but that the disease was as

positive and unmistakeable in sheep as in oxen there was now
not the slightest doubt. Dr. Crisp then referred to the steps

which the Government had taken to suppress the cattle plague
after it had made its appearance in this country, stating that

he had always from the first held that the only mode of

effectually getting rid of the disease wis by stamping it out.
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They had been labouring under disadvantages, wluch he hoped
would be corrected hereafter, ^\^lat they wanted was a
central head for agriculture, for at present they had no
scientific body of any description, and he believed that had
the Government taken his advice at the outset, they would
have saved the country millions of pounds. He also believed
that one great evil imder which they laboured was that the
agricultural body had no head. What they wanted was a
board of agricultui-e, and a Veterinary College that could stand
on its o^vu merits, with scientific men to support it, and to

give it repute.

AV.iTEKFOED : Farming in Ireland.—At, a late meet-
ing of this Society, Mr. Fisher asked, Is the farming of

the district improving and extending, or is it retro-

grading ? He said :

—

I'ou are all aware that there has been a great decrease
in the production of cereals—that the exports of

AVheat, flour. Barley, and Oats, have greatly fallen

away ; and we hoped you would at least compensate us
by an increase in the exports of butter and of meat.
Our shipments show that the export of cattle from
Waterford in 1862 was .W,639 head ; and in 1865 it had
fallen to 10,622. "We may well ask, what are you
.gentlemen farmers and tenant farmers doing with your
land ? The export of sheep in 1863 was 36,660 ; in

1865 it was 31,901. There is a slight increase in the
export of pigs and of butter ; but with the facts before

us, we may well say, what are you doing to ensure the
progress of our common country ? The number of

cattle exported from Ireland in 1863 was 399,261 ; in

1865 it was reduced to 232,652 ; of calves there was a
reduction from 42,387 to 14,082 ; of sheep there was a
decrease from 517,233 in 1863, to 332,831 in 1865. Mr.
Thorn estimates the value of live stock exported in 1863

j

at 8,563,319?., and at his prices those of 1865 were only
6,075,000?., thus showing a decrease of nearly two
millions and a half. The rural population uf Tn^land
has within the past twenty years been Ic^snuil by two
and a half millions, but the value of the njiicuiliirul

produce has diminished in agreater ratio. Willi ihc^o
facte!, how can the press say Irelaml i^ piMiic --iug, or
(hat agriculturists are performing llinr imn liens'? I
received a short time since a docuiiinii uiili regard to
Flax, issued by Mr. Donnelly : I fmiii.! lluit the county
Waterford, with an area nf nrarl\ half a milHon of
acres, had only 153 acres of Flux. ami tlial this year there
were 34 acres less than in LSiT.. I Ic.iiihI that counties in
Ulster were growing 30,liiiii ami :;ii.iiiiii, and one even
.50,000 acres of Flax, and my allrniinn was attracted to
the question. I found tlir -iilnli.m |i. ho. the want of
labour. The province of Muii-lrr liail nii area nf

6,067,731 acres, while Ulster had .j.ir.t';''! a.-i-,-, vrt llir

population of Munsterwas l,513,.").",:i |i(iv,,ri>. u lule ilnl

of Ulster was 1,914,553, being a dill, rrmv ,,| liiii.iiiiii

persons ; and upon examination I discovered tliat the
northern province had 170,300 families engaged in
agriculture, while the south had only 118,093 families
so employed. The population of Ulster exceeds that of
Slunster by 400,000, but the value of the agricultural
produce of the former is greater by four millions ; tliat

is, about 10/. per head, or 50/. for each male adult.
This proves that it is not the extent of land, but the
amount of labour applied to land, which produces
wealth. If we are to be wealthy and prosperous, we
must apply more labour to the land, and wc may
depend upon it that our wealth and r.ailriitfdiif^s « ill

largely increase. An idea has inir>iiinHairl\ (al,. ii

possession of many landlords that it i^ ilnii- miin-i {\

get rid of small fanners, and encouniL-r lai_a IkiMiu-'-,

I doubt the policy as regards the lamllniilv, lull I ran
have no doubtas to the in.iuryto Iri'laiirl uliirli r.^uli-

from this consolidation. Nay, in this ranuiii',' s.iriiiy

we have a proof of what small farmers may do. Jl r.

Carroll, who has only 25 acres, has distanced all com-
petition. I would invite all the gentlemen and laud-
owners now present to join us in getting rid of a piece
of legislation which is one of the curses of llio .ountiy.
I mean that which encourages the removal .a laliMur, r-

from the country into the towns—which cimiin K Ham
to walk miles to their work, and thus stiiit-^ the land "f
its labour. Proceed in yoiu- laudable task of procuring
the erection of labourers' cottages, and get rid of the
law which attaches a penalty to the residence of the
poor in the country, while it throws the support of
sick farm labourers upon the overtaxed towns. Away
with the notion that labour applied to land does not
pay, that the consolidation of farms increa.ses the
wealth of the country. "Wliat we want is an appor-
tionment of land to the industrial capacity of the
people. "We require more farmers, more labour.
Farms ought to be diminished in size ; the number of
farmers ought to be increased. — Abridged from
" Waterford Mail."

Farmers' Clubs.
BiBNST.iPLE: Questionjsfor Discussion.—th.e'Vie.v.

Mr. Breretou delivered the opening address of the
session, and said : I do think that this Club possesses
now in a remarkable degree the two great evidences of
success : the one, the satisfaction of its old members

;

the other, the readiness of other gentlemen not onlyto
regard us with favour but to become members, we
owe this state of things partly to our performances,
though much also to our promises. With regard to
our performances I do think that during the last year
we nave been able to obtain for the profession and
occupation of farming in this neighbourhood such a
public recognition as it thoroughly deserves. When
the farmers of this neighbourhood formed themselves
into a Club, the importance of the step taken was recog-
nised not only by all thoughtful men in the neighbour-
hood but by very distinguished men indeed; yet I
miist acknowledge that our performances have not
Quite equalled our promises, and on one point I hope
that during the coming year we shall be able to carry
out more effectively an important part of our pro-
gramme than during the past year—I mean our
monthly meetings for discussion. I very much hope

that the members will think it a matter of import
ance by their punctual attendance lo encouragi
these meetings. We propose that they should he
held on the last Friday of every month at the
hour of half-past 3. Last year we drew up before
hand a programme of a series of subjects for dis
cussion, but we think, after the experience we have
had, and taking into consideration the many interrup-
tions that may occur, it would be desirable merely to
select from month to month the subject to be so dis-
cussed. I have had the opportunity of talking with
some gentlemen of influence in the neighbourhood,
who have expressed a desire and readiness to assist by
coming to give lectures or to take part in disnission's
which may arise on subjects that seem of iniiimlaiiec
to the Club. Lord Fortescue will be glad ,il any lime
to come and help us in any way, and also .Sir .sialliinl

Northoote. I may mention also that Mr. Nicholas
Whitley has kindly promised to give us a lecture. Of
course, to a certain degree, we must consult the conve-
nience of those gentlemen ; but I think we may, during
the coming winter, have the advantage of listening to
some gentlemen whom the agriculturists of this neigh-
bourhood, and even in a wider circle, would be proud
to listen to. Without, therefore, on the present occa-
sion selecting a definite programme, but leaving it

to the committee, according to circumstances, to
choose the subject for future discussions, I would
still venture to remind you that all the subjects,
numerous as they are, that are of interest to
the farmer can really be classed under five simple
head.s. First of all must be what concerns the land the
farmer cultivates, including with the land questions of
soil and climate, which must be primary questions,
since they more than any other determine the practical
bias of a farmer's business. The next great class of
subjects to be considered by agriculturists will be with
reference to the plants the farmer should grow on the
land he occupies ; and it is necessary that he should
have a knowledge generaUy of plants, so as to form a
selection, and, having formed a selection, that he
should obtain an accurate knowledge of the nature of
the special plants which he chooses to grow. And I
may mention here that it is not only questions of soil

aud climate that will decide that selection of plants,
but more, perhaps, than anything else, a question of
market. I have read, in an old account of Devonshire,
that about the middle of the la-st century a great deal
of the land in this neighbourhood, particularly that
around Combmartin, was entirely devoted to the
culture of Hemp and Flax. I think there is very little

Flax grown in North Devon at the present time, and
the principal reason is the great dilUcuUy in finding a
market for the fibre. One of the gravest questions
which we touched upon last year was as to whether it

is better to grow corn or to grow Grass, and of course,
to a certain degree, it depends on the soil and climate,
but principally on the market. The point to decide
is whether, even if you are very favourably situated
for growing corn, the price you can obtain for it is

a remunerative one. But the third great class of
subjects will have reference, not to plants, but to
the animals which the farmer selects for the land he
cultivates ; and here there is greater facility, perhaps,
for change, because it is more easy to turn from
keeping one class of animals to another—to change one
peculiar kind of sheep or bullock to another than to
change the course of cropping. But this facility of
change, from the readiness with «luch the animals
may he removed, is in itself a temptation which the
farmer ought to avoid ; that is, he ought beforehand to
be so well acquainted with the characteristics of the
different kinds of animals that if, owing to a change of
market, a substitution is rendered desirable, he does
not make it hastily or experimentally, but knowing the
nature and qualities of the animal he is about to
substitute for that previously reared. Here are three
,'reat classes of subjects, then, ivhich farmers' clubs
ought to consider—the land, the crops, and the animals.
But besides these there is another very large sphere for

the farmers thoughts and consideration—the men with
whom he deals ; and I think the subjects connected
with this division ought to come under our considera-
tion as a club. These are principally three. The
farmer deals first with the o\vner of the land;
in the next place he buys of, and sells to, a very
large number of different tradesmen and others

;

and in the third place he hires labour. I
have only to allude to tnese departments of a farmer's
business to remind you how important it is that the
relations of landlord and tenant, of purchaser and
dealer, ofmaster and servant, should be thoughtfuUy and
carefully weighed by a body of men who in their daily
life are constantly obliged to act upon considerations
which may not only to themselves but to the whole
neighbourhood prove to be of vital consequence. I have
only just now, on turning over one of the papers lying
on this table, seen my own name alluded to in an article

in which the writer expres.ses a regret that when I was
in the neighbourhood of Tiverton and an allusion was
made to the question on which a controversy has
sprung up between Canon Girdlestone and the farmers
of that district, I had not thought it my duty as Presi-
dent of this Club to take a part in the discussion. In
my opinion the relation between the employer and
employed is such a serious one that no one ought ofl'-

hand to hazard an opinion about it. However, as

President of this Club I should like to introduce this as

one of the special subjects of discussion
—

" The relation

between the employer and the employed." I should not
enter upon it more as the farmer's friend than as the
labourer's friend ; for I have long persuaded myself that

the truest friend ofthe labourer is he who begets in him
an increased interest in his employer and his real work.
Well, gentlemen, I might seem to have exhausted all

the subjects a farmer or a farmers' club is interested

in ; but I must remind you that there is one more, viz.,

the farmer himself—the man who, at the penalty of

loss, and perhaps ruin, is obliged to deal with land,
with plants, with .animals, and with his fellow-men.
How is he to maintain the position he holds ? How is

he to improve that situation and improve himself?
Surely there is another great range of subjects that
may in course of time occupy us as members of a
farmers' club ; and the allusion made to a school in
this rieighbourhood which I have been interested in
establishing must be my excuse for venturing lo say to
those gentlemen present that the education of them-
selves- of that class to which they ought to feel proud
to belong—is a subject which is well deserving their
serious attention. I have made these few remarks,
gentlemen, to you on the present occa.sion only as indi-
cating the kind of subjects to which I think we may
through the coming year—and I hope for many years
to come- bring carefully and thoughtfully, and with
the kindest disposition, the influence of this very
important Club to beai-.

Docking.—At a late meeting of this Club the Earl
of Leicester made the following remarks upon the
homes of our labourers ;—Some 30 years ago there
was so great a surplus of labour in this county that it

was evidently to the interest of the owner and occupier
of land to endeavour to diminish the population, and
means were extensively taken to promote the
emigration of our labourers to distant colonies. Since
the Act called the New Poor Law came into operation,
the supply has been about equal to the demand, but
during the last year, in spite of every advantage from
the application of machinery, there has been in many
districts of this couuty a great scarcity of labour. I
will endeavour to point out what I consider to be the
causes of this evil and its remedy, and in doing so
I will state the facts as they exist on my oivn estate,

which I believe is a fair example of the majority of
landed estates in this country. Previous to the passing
of the important measure of 1865, by which the area of
rating was extended, it had occurred to my mind, as
well as to many of my tenants, that it would be
desirable to provide houses for the labourers in the
parishes in which they were employed, though by so
doing the probable certainty of increased rates was
incurred ; after the passing of that Act, I do not think
the question admits of a doubt. I am the owner of
521 cottages, supplying probably about 450 able-bodied
labourers. I calculate that 950 labourers are required
to cultivate my property, thus leaving 500 to he
obtained who are not resident upon the estate. I will

divide the laljourers employed into what I will call

the home and foreign supply. The home supply can
always be depended upon ; they have constant employ-
ment, and although wages are nominally 10s. per week,
yet, owing to the system of piece work (a system as

beneficial to the labourer as it is profitable to the
employer), I think I may state their earnings to be
13s., with a considerable increase in hay and corn
harvest. They live in good houses, and I may
say that, with hardly an exception, owing to
the untiring energies of my late agent, Mr. Keary,
and my present agent, Mr. Slicllabear, they live

in decency and comfort; they almo.^t all have good
gardens, and for these and their Ihuim's, which are let

by the week, they pay .an aveia'/o leiit nf 3/. 17s. id.

per annum. These men will n inaiii lai the estate; but
of what does the forei:Ju Miinily e.ai.- i-l-lhose 500
men who are required piMpiaiy lo eiillivalc the land?
They have no certainty of constant employment.
Under the most favourable circumstances, if living

within the parish, they occupy houses that have
been built upon the speculation of a remunerative
return upon the outlay, and to afford this they have to

pay 4?. or 5/. a-year for a meagre dwelling, in which
they cannot live decently or comfortably, and they
rarely have a garden. But in very many cases they
have also to walk three or four miles to and from their

work in all weathers; they have not the same attention
in sickness or ill-health as those resident on the estate,

and there is not, and cannot be, any tie to bind them
to it. I say it is much to the credit of those men that
they are seeking happier homes and better masters;
and in these days of increasing intelligence, and,
consequently, more rapid and direct communication
with the reiit of England, I believe that the scarcity of

labour we are now experiencing is merely the com-
mencement of what will be seriously ielt in oiir

agricultural districts unless an immediate remedy is

applied ; and the only remedy is to build as speedily as

possible suflicient cottages for the larger proportion, if

not for all those required to cultivate the laud, either

upon the farm or in the parish where they are

employed. I have no hesitation in saying that where
there is a deficiency of cottages, the supplying that
deficiency is one of the best investments a landlord

can make. Admitting that the rent received

from the labourer would not pay a remunerative
interest upon the outlay, I much question whether
the existing rents of land can be maintained without
further cottage accommodation, but I am satisfied that
rents may be considerably increased when Ithere is a
sufficiency of homes for the labourer. During the
existing lease there is not one of my tenants who is not
willing to insure me 5/. per cent, interest upon any
sum I may expend upon providing homes for his

labourers where they are required, and the time is not
far distant when the first requirements of a farm will

he, not ample farmsteads, but suflicient cottages. Now
a word as to the plans and the details of letting these

cottages. It may be thought that this is solely a
landlord's question, but it is not so. All that we may
attempt to do upon such occasions as the present to

improve the physical and moral condition of the

labourer is of little avail, unless he has a home suitable

to tiie wants of himself and his family, and I have
found my tenants not only eager to promote these

associations, but ever ready to co-operate with me in

educating, clothing, and attending to the wants of those
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they employ. I believe that my cottages are now
constructed at the least pos.sible cost, with the greatest

amount of convenience and accommodation required

by a labourer and his family, and I much doubt
whether the cottages I have built since 1S6S at

Tittleshall, Dunton, 'Weasenham, West Lexham, and
Flitcham, can in any way bo surpassed. They are

substantially built, of the best materials, and I have

not attempted in any way to make them ornamental

;

the doing so would not only materially increase the

original cost, but add greatly to the expense of keeping

them in repair. The cost has been from 100/. to 115«.

per cottage, not including carriage, which is done by

my tenants, and may be estimated at 12?. per cottage.

These cottages, as well as all others on my estate, are

for the use of the labourers employed upon those farms

to which they are contiguous, and I consider it right

that the tenant should have the nomination of the

occupant, but that in every case the cottagers should

hold direct under their landlord, pay their rents to

him, and not be removed except by his consent. It

has been said that an Englishman's house is his castle,

but this must not be applied without reservation to

the cottage of the labourer. I find that, whether from
an eagerness to obtain a.ssistance towards the payment
of their rent, or a dislike to turn out their children

when married, over-crowding will gradually and
certainly ensue, with the necessary accompaniment of

want of decency and comfort, unless strict rules are

laid down, and they are strictly enforced. As a rule,

the children, when married, must seek another home,
and no lodger should be permitted without special

permission. I have now stated what I beUeve to be

the chief cause of the evil which is beginning to affect

us, and appears likely to increase. It has long been a

source of misery to the labourer, and I have a firm

conviction that the comfort of a convenient residence,

the wages we can afford to give home associations, and
the supervision that would not be obtained in a strange

laud, will retain for us that greatest source of our

wealth, the muscle and sinew of the agricultural

labourer. ^^^^^^^^^_^^

Farm Memoranda.
13r-\dfosd Abbas : A I'isit to a Model Farm.—

Professor Buckmau's farm at Bradford Abbas is for the

most part situate ou a geological formation upon
which there has Ijeen considerable discussion amongst
some of the leading geologists. At the top of the upper
lias, and having superimposed the freestones of the

inferior oolite, is a bed of sand, in Gloucestershire

about CO feet in thickness, in Dorset more than double
that—this, it is contended bj some, should be con-

sidered as part of the upper has, while others place it

aspart of the inferior oolite rock. The whole land, though
not visited by the flint drift, is strewn with flint cores,

chippings of flints (flint flakes), flint implements,
such as celts, arrow-heads, scraping iniplements

—

rjrattoir of the French,—and knives and tools of

various kinds, of which the Professor in iiis farming
has gradually collected a most interesting series,

which he has laid before the members of the

Archajological Institute. In reference to the
farming, we would say that it has been marvellously

altered for so short a time as three years ; Couch,
Thistles, and weeds of all descriptions— which,

certainly, when the Professor entered on the farm,

seemed daily to rise up as if in revenge for his having
written so much about them—are rapidly diminishing.

Each year about 50 acres are cultivated by steam a foot

deep, and the so-called Clover-siok soil yields fine

Clover crops. The Barleys are remarkable for quality,

and in the late awkward season were all harvested
before the bad weather, a result obtained by thinner
seeding, and sowing as early as possible. It would
appear that on this farm every crop becomes, as it

were, the subject of experiment, inasmuch as each field

is cultivated according to its condition and circum-
stances, the time of sowing, the quantity of the seed

sown, and the results are all noted in a book, and so iu

18G5 the different fields cropped with Barley were
ascertained to give the following results, the observation

of which was of signal service in arranging the crops
for the following year :

—

Resulk of Barley Crop for 1865.

Nu. 6
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year entirelj' to single cork Ijinls and pairs of hens and
pullets, instead of two peiis consisting of a cock and
two hens as formerly. The alteration apiiears to hare
been brought about by the increased favour with which
the classes for single cock birds and pairs of hens and
pullets had been regarded by exhibitors, and will be

NOTEMBEK: Selection of Seed Wheat (continued

from p. 1033).—The Mungosweils Wheat, No. 11, is

another of Mr. Shirreff's sorts, resembling Hunter's

in sample, but said to be somewhat earlier, and to tiller

more freely ; but apparently not possessed of that fixity

of character which has given Hunter's its reputation.

No. 12 is Hunter's, one of our oldest standard

White 'Wheats,;iargely grown in Scotland, where it has

been known for 60 or 70 years. In some of the earliest

highly beneficial to buyers, as they will be able to

secure difl'erent strains of blood witliout pun ImsiiiK

two or three extra male birds, as was frociucutly the
case. The poultry will be shown in entirely new pens,
giving more light and greater facilities for inspecting
the birds, these having been made after the prize

Calendar of Operations.
and most extensive comparisons of Wheats, Huntei-'s
came out in quality and quantity together, with more
per acre than any other kind, and while many of its

rivals have possessed but a short-lived reputation, it

retains the character with which it started. The
following description of it is by Mr. Hope, of Fenton
Bams :

—

" It is aWhite Wheat, though in some seasons many
of the grains are very high-coloured, clear, and flinty,

dcsimi adojifed by tlif C.mn.'il. The ( Jallcri.'s, mid
what is iinw Icrniod tlie Imiileuient Bay in liuigley

Hall, will be reserved for the e.vhibitiou of implements
and other articles connected with the Show, of which,
owing to there having been no Royal Show and the
few local meetings, a large display may be anticipated.

which mi'.;ht make those unacquainted with it imagine
it wjs niixnl with red. The straw is of moderate
len:4(li, I In- lar medium-sized, the chaff smooth and
thin, but \vith a short sharp awn, and the prickles are

neither too closely nor too widely set. It possesses a
hardy constitution, withstands well the winter's frosts,

tillers freely in spring, and is as little liable to disease

as any variety I am acquainted with. Por more than
a dozen of years it formed the standard by which I

tried .all other varieties, and it still continues
unquestionably the favourite Wheat with the great
majority of farmers in the Lothians. I have tried
against Hunter's various English Wheats, such as
Taunton 'Dean, Tall Cluster and Dwarf Cluster
Kent White, and other varieties without any distinc-
tive name ; but though they sometimes grew of much
finer [quality the first year after they were imported,
they rarely yielded so much grain, and always rapidly
deteriorated. The Chiddam and Pearl Wheats,
though fine in quality, never yielded within a quarter
per acre as compared with Hunter's."

No. 13 is Hopetoun Wheat, a variety originated by
Mr. Shirreff, of Haddiufjton. It possesses a stiff, tall

straw, a long ear, and is a productive sort, of good
quality, perhaps not quite so hardy as some other kinds.
It is a smooth-chaffed White Wheat, and has a magni-
ficent appearance when growing, and consequently
sometimes disappoints sanguine growers. It has been
extensively sown both in Scotland and England, and
does not appear to be losing favour.
No. 14 is an ear of Fenton White Wheat.
About 11 years ago a plant of Wheat bearing three

ears on a remarkably stiff and short straiv was pulled
by Mr. George Hope, of Fenton Barns, E. Lothian, out
of a quarry in his farm, on the debris of which it had
accidentally grown. The grains which these ears con-
tained on being sown for a few successive years pro-
duced enough to seed a field ; and as the Wheat
retained during that time the characters which distin-
guished it at first, Mr. Hope sent it into the market as
a new variety, and the Fenton White Wheat accord-
ingly is now known in every part of the country. It
is characterised by a moderately large ear of even
shape, on a straw not only remarkably short, but

remarkably various in length. The consequence of
this latter pecuUarity is that its yield of grain generally
exceeds the expectation formed of it by those who see
it before harvest for the first time. Its performance
has always exceeded its promise during the years that
I have known it. This abundant yield is no doubt the
result of the distribution of the ears through various
heights above the land ; there is not that crowding of
them which there would be if they stood all on one
level. And this one sort accordingly exhibits in itself

a result which can be obtained in other cases only by
mixing two or three sorts together which grow straw of
various lengths.

There can be no doubt that the productiveness of a
crop is due, among other things, to the use it can make
of air and sunshine ; and many sorts of Wheat, the
ears of which when mixed shall grow at different

levels above the hand, will, just as Fenton Wheat is

found to do, yield all the more abundantly from this

one cause. And the practice which seems to be
increasing, of using mixed Wheats for seed, may receive

its justification in this way.
Mr. Hope says :—" The heads of the Fenton Wheat

are larger than the Hunter^s, and it comes into ear a few
days earlier ; the grains, also, are rather more closely

set ; the straw is much firmer and shorter, and with
the peculiarity of being different lengths from the same
stem, which causes the sheaf to be a mass of heads,
from the band upwards. It should be out when the
grains are soft, otherwise the appearance of the sample
is impaired ; but when cut green it has the clear and
flinty look characteristic of Hunter's, so that it is

scarcely possible to tell the one sample from the other.

I confess, the quality is more easily affected by the
weather than some other kinds, as, when stacked

damp, the grain gets dull and dingy. It is, however, by
far the most prolific W'hite Wheat that I ever tried,

whether sown in autumn or spring. It is far from
being a great crop in appearance

;
judging it when

growing, or even after it is cut, you are apt to think
little of it, and it is rarely that you feel satisfied, or

that its superiority is manifested until it is put into

the sacks. The weight of straw per acre is frequently
as great as that of crops a foot taller. I have found
from several experiments that the weight of the straw
averages about one-fourth more than the weight of the
grain, which is just about the ordinary proportion of

other kinds of Wheat. What I esteem its chief quah-
fioation, is its strength of straw; if it is lodged, most
other kinds would be useless. It is, therefore, well

adapted for high farming, which is happily now the
order of the day, most farmers having discovered, that
if manure is dear, land is still dearer, with its accom-
panying expenses. Six years ago I sowed a 2'1-acre

field, one-half Hunter's Wheat, and the other half
Fenton, the difference in favour of Fenton was fully

two quarters an acre, from Hunter's being completely
laid ; since then, I have entirely confined myself to the
growing of Fenton, except an occasional acre or two of

any new well-recommended variety."

Besides the kinds thus named, we have among Red
WheatsHickling's Prolific, Golden Drop, Kentish High
Back—the two last resembling the Nursery Wheat,
and the Blood-red Wheat—a long and stout-strawed,

large-eared kind. Piper's Thick-set 'flTaeat is another
red sort, easily recognised by its very short straw and
close-set stout ear. Clover's Red is of vigorous growth,
straw long but thick, so that it is not likely to fall. It .

is a Cambridgeshire Wheat, and is there being preferred

to the Burwell Bed, a variety of the Golden Drop class.
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Ainoiii:; wliite Wheats, again, the \r\\-i

a short-strawed sort, is of remarlviihic

and productiveness, and very extensively

(No. 15). Morton's Eed-straw Wheat, too, best of a

creat number compared by Mr. John Morton, of

Whitfield Farm, Gloucestershire, long cultivated there,

and extensively grown elsewhere, of large and heavy
grain of good quality, and characterised especially by a

red-coloured straw which becomes yellow on being dead

ripe. The " Eclipse," a very long-eared sort, was
another l>nid marked out as good by Mr. Morton's
e.\periiueuis, wliicli were reported in the lirst volume

of the Kiii^lisU A:--i icultural Society's Journal.

In the last ive liave, besides No. 15, the Velvet-eared

White Wheat, one of our best sorts as regards quality

of grain, two bearded Wheats of a coarser description

of grain. The Cone or Rivet Wheat (No. 17—not a

very characteristic ear) is a very productive, but coarse

sort. The ears hang as they become ripe and lose their

awns. It is later than any other kinds and not exten-

sively grown. It is, however, often chosen by allotmeut

cultivators and cottagers, to whom a large brown loaf is

of more consequence than a smaller white one.

No. U'l, Egyptian Wheat, though strongly recom
mended by some writers as a productive sort, does not

gain way in ordinary agriculture. The appearance of

its ears would lead one to believe its productiveness

per acre.
, , „

On the fixity of characters possessed by these varie-

ties of Wheat, we quote the following remarks from

Mr. Shirretr, whose name has been already often

referred to. He speaks thus of the failures of attempts

to alter the character of varieties.
" In illu.strating this it may be mentioned that a few

seeds of the Fern or April Wheat, which is a summer
variety, and a few seeds of two of my new bearded

autumnal varieties, were put into the ground on

March 15th, April 15th, and May 15th. The March
seeding put forth ears and ripeneil in the usual way.

In the case of seeding in April the summer variety

eared well, while only two puny ears came forth from

the autumn Wheats, the remainder being a tuft of

leaves. With the May 'seeding the summer Wheat
eared with rapidity, while the autumn varieties con-

tained a cluster of Grass and did not ear until the

following season. The non-earing of autumn varieties

when sown late in spring may be held to be the chief

distinction between spring and autumn Wheats, and I

have witnessed the non-earing alluded to in different

parts of the world, and witnessed the loss of crops by

the one kind of Wheat having been sown instead of

the other. These two Wheats are so distinct in their

natures that I believe human power cannot impart the

earing habit to an autumn variety, and vice versa. But
while advocating the stability of the varieties of the

Wheat plant, I have lately had satisfactory evidence of

more than two kinds arising from the seeds of one ear.

Such a result is to me both new and unexpected ; and
while announcing the fact, no remark shall be hazarded

without further experience. New varieties do most
certainly arise from time to time, and are known as

sports which have baffled investigation. The appearing

of a new kind does not, however, materially affect the

question of the stability of well-defined varieties,

because both the old and new remain distinct, and it is

only the addition of another sort without the old one
being altered.

" The ear of the Wheat plant is presented in endless

colours, textures, and forms. The chaff is the cradle

and the clothing of the grain. The red and white, the

thick and the thin, the rough and the smooth, and the
bearded and the bald cliaffs may all have admirers ; but
this diversity forms no guide whatever to the quantity

and quality of the seeds. The notches on the ear also

differ materially, and there is a popular and perhaps
mistaken dislike to the notches being far apart.

Viewing the process of evaporation, the lodging of the

crop, and the beating or threshing of it by wind, a

cross-set or club-shaped ear is manifestly disadvan-

tageous. Provided the ear has a sufficient number of

notches, perhaps the wider they are apart the better.
" The beard or awn which characterises some varieties

of Wheat has also been the subject of popular and
mistaken dislike, which doubtless arose from the Eivet
Wlieats having long been the only cultivated varieties

with beards. But the Rivets are peculiar, having pith

in the straw, a pendulous ear, and flour so coarse as to

be chiefly used for dusting purposes. The beards also

often disappear on the crop reaching maturity, in con-
sequence of the pendulous ear swinging and rubbing
on the elastic stalk. With other Wheats the case

is different ; the ears being upright and the beards
projecting at an angle, form a strong spring,

which is a considerable protection against wind, and
is also the means of admitting air into the sheaf.

In several places during the present season the

effect of the beard lessening injury by wind was wit-

nessed, and last year its drying property by admitting
air made a difference of 9s. a quarter on the first day
of new Wheat being exposed in the market of this

Elace. While I am aware that the chafl' and beards
ave no relation to the grain, it may be mentioned as

a singular coincidence that on examining the grain of

the present crop of a collection numbering about
150 kinds of British Wheat, excluding Rivets and
curiosities, in every cla.s3 the bearded varieties were
found to have the finest qualities of grain."

i"y ROBERTS' PATENT SPOON REST.

Notices to Correspondents.
Chicory kob Grazing : A Ji T. The soil should bo prepared

by thorovigh cleaning early in spring and a good coat ef

rotten dung applied. Di-ill 4 llj. of seed per acre in March
in rows 9 inches apart. Single them out when 5 inches high
to 6 inches apart. The crop will continue luxuriant under
good management for six or eight years. After full growth
is obtained cut it down before dowering and carry it to stock
in the house. It may also be depastured with sheep, but
the other is the more productive use of it.

great
Jiu i.hilncr MorlH being
TCllKN GAKDKNH, aa

id IiiBCcta, take up little

1 Incur no furtherlabour
and oxpeiiHO, aa rto "grown" Edgings, couhb-
quontly being much cheapor.

GAHUKN VASKS, FOUNTAINS, 4c., In

Artificial Stono, of great durability, and In grout
variety of design.

F. It G. RosiiKii, Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street, Black frlni-B, S.

; Queen's Uoiid Went,
Chelsoft, S.W, ; Klngsland Road, KlnKHliuid, N.E.

Solo London Agents for FOXLEVS TATICNT GARDEN WALL,
ItHlCKS. Illustrated Price Lints free by post. The Tmdc HUppUed.

OKNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatoriea,
Halls. Corridors, Balconies, Ac, as clieiip and durable aa

Stono, in blue, red, and buff colours, and capable of forming a variety

of dusigns,
A1.S0 TESSELATED PAVEMENTS Of mora enriched designs

than the abovo.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walla of Dairies, Lardcra,

Kitchen Ranges, liaths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Paving
Bricks of great durability, Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, Wall
Copings, Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, Slc.

To be obtained of F. & O. Rosher, at their Premises as above.

SILVER SAND (REIGATE, best quality), at the abovo
addresses—148. per Ton, or Is. 3d. per Bushel ; 2s. per Ton extra

for delivery within three miles, and to any London Railway or Whaif

.

Quantities of 4 Tons, 1«. per Ton loss.

FLINTS, BRICK BURKS or CLINKERS, for Rockeries or Grotto
Work. F. & G. KosnER.—Addresses see nbove.

N.B. Orders promptly executed by Railwuy.

N~D SONS,
8, Crescent, Cripplegato, London, E.G.,

BELL and IIR.\SS FOUMORRS to HER MAJESTV.

JOHN WAltNEU
?i 8, Crescent, Cripplegato,

This arlmirable appendage to the Dinner Tabic was invented as a

remedy for evils which are apt to beset the best of carvers. Atten-

tion is called to some of the ndvant-igos aiising from its use, to

Ist. There is much ii 1 the dish for the operations of the

2d. There is no fear of the handle of the spoon getting into the

disb, and it is consequently kept clean.

3d, The spoon is always in its place, and ready for use.

4th, The dinner cloth is kopt much cle.aner; and finally, the

Spoon Rest is an ornament worthy of a place on every well-furnished

It may also bo considered a handsome and acceptable present.

Price in German or Nickel Silver £1 10

Packing Cases la. u;ich.

The Spoon Ji4!sts are maile in a varifti/ of Elegant Patterns.

Orders accompanied by remittances will receive prompt attention.

This Invention Is manufactured exclusively by Messrs. Howks
& Browktt, Birmingham, to whom all Trade Orders should be

addre-ssod.

PATENT
THE

AMERICAN CAMP STOOL.
This is a most simple and durable little Chair for Cricket Grounds,

Kscursionists, Tourists, Croquet Players, and Volunteer Camp
Grounds,

It can bo folded into the moat compact form, and stowed away
into the smallest possible compass for Travelling.

Price for Single Chair . . .

.

5s. each.

Price for Lota of Six or upwai'ds.. jE2 10a. per dozen.

"THE RANTOONE."
(Secitbed bt Royal Lbttkrs Patent.)

Manufactured in Wrought Iron of different sizes, with all the Latest

Improvements.

It is Light, Compact, and Symmetrical in appearance. Can be

propelled at the rate of from 8 to 12 miles per horn-, and will bo found

unequalled as a means of healthy, agreeable exercise andamixsement.

The simplicity of this invention is its great recommendation.

Heretofore carriages of this kind, known by the name of Velocipedes,

have lacked power, and have been found to be cumbersome, bulky,

and laborious to work. By an ingenious Combination of Hand Levers

and Treadles connected to the Cranked Axle, these objections arc

overcome, and the operator is enabled to work with the hands and
feet at one and the same time. To one of the Hand Levers are

attached a Brass Chain and Pulley, which communicate with the

Axle of the Guide Wheel, and by this simple contrivance the Can'iago

may be turned in any direction required, and with the utmost ease.

It is in itself a gymnasium in miniature ; for by its peculiar action

all the principal muscles of the body are brought into play, and thus

judiciously developed, none being overtaxed, as is often the cft.se in

rowing, fencing, dumb-bell exorcise, &c.

No. 3.;.
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HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.—Medal, 1862.

Invented bv the late Sir Joseph Paxtox.
Manufactured in London ; Newton in Carimel, Lancaahiro;

Gloucester; CoTentiT ; Paisley, and Aberdeen.

HOT-'ff'ATER riPES and CONNECTIONS, SADDLE
and other BOILERS.

Estimates, with Printed Price Lists, and Free Delivery at Principal

Railway Stations for {Quantities.

J. B. Bro ' "- -"-—>-

Thames Stre

Clieap Greenhouse Stoves.

DEANE AND CO.'S Patent VENTILATING and
SUSPENSION STOVES ai-e simple, cheap, and efficient ; have

been largely adopted and approved ; will burn many hours mthout
attention, and at a small cost for fUel. P:-tcea of Suspension Stoves,
20s , 3(is . 3Ss., and upwards Ventilating Stoves, 50s., Gos., 70s., flO.s.

HOT WATER APPARATUS for Conservatories, Greenhouses,
Hothouses, Forcing Pits, &c., erected and fitted up complete.

DtANE & Co., 46, King William Street, London Bridge, E.G.

Established a.d. 1700.

L.1HSSIK nxi.fMAn Q, juu>vw«. .. Pft II Mall East. London,

S^HANDBOOK of VI'nE and FRUIT TREE CULTIVA-
TION, price Is. ;

post"— • -'
. Is. Id.

HOT-WaTEK APPARATUS, of every descnp

fixed complete in any part of the country, or tbe mat
oilers, Pipes, &c.. delivered to any Station.

Estimates on application.

J. JosEs & Sons, G, Bankside. Southwark. London, S.E.

Marhiiu' miule, 6 feet by
i\ , Gbized lis., are kept in stbc
orks, 1-21, Bunhitl Row, E.G.
RAFTKRS, SASH BARS, &c.

MKLON LIGHTS,
U thick, anglftzed

Fiosbury Steam Joinini: V
GREENHOUSEe

"
^""

Heating by Hot Water.

WJ. HOLLANDS. Iron Merchant,
« 31, Banl side, London, S.E.

HOT WATER PIPES, hum StocK, per yard :—2-incli, Is. 2d ,

3-inch Is lOd and 4-inch, 2s. W. BENDS, fromStock, Is.Cd., 2s. 6rf.,

and 3s. eacb. THROTTLE VALVES, Ws., 13s.. and 14s. each. Other

Connexions at equallv low prices, and all goods of first-cl.iss manu.
facture. Estimates given, and orders by post punctually attended to

the

H
Heating by Hot Water.

OT-'VTATER PIPES, at Wholesale Prices, -with

Elbows. Syphons, Tee Pipes, and every other connection

;

' " ' 'is, Saddle, Conical, Cylinder, TanrLAR,
1 2is eaih. Improved Boilers and Iron Stands to

work, (kis. ertch. Valves from 10;?. 6ti. each. Patent
,
Furnace Doors, Furnace Bars, Supply Cisterns,

H or- WATER" APPARATUS
(Portable) for Heating Greenhouses, Pits,

Jtrames, Fern Cases, Churches, Chapels, Schools,

ITivlls, &c., with expedition and economy, fiom
£2 10s. complete.

Illustrated Price List, with testimonials, to be
bad on application. Enclose a stamp.

J. llissrrr,

Winst anley Road, Clapham Railway Junction,

rpo BE SOLD, THREE GREENHOUSbS,
1 together. 24 feet bv 18 feet, with Piping, Boiler,
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Post fvea for 13 stamps,

rpHE ORCHARD in the FLOWER GARDEN,"
X by Jas. Ponsford. Full directions for Fmit Growing in

i
Small Gardens, of the

jrnoR, at Lougbboroneb Park. Brixton, S. ; or 171. Fleet St., E. C-

" Ouvrage Couronne "

Of the Imperial Society of ITortlcultmo of Prance.

FRUIT TREES: their Scientific and Trotitablo
Culture. With 101 Enpravinga From the French of

M. Dc BnEirii,. Adapted for English Cultivators. Price Gs. M
,

bound in cloth.

From the Field:—"^ Will unquestionably teach how to prune and
train fruit trees lo perfection,"

From the Journal of HorlicuUure :—" ITas the rare merit of
always keeping to the point, and the rare ciiarm of luwditv. The

Steam Cultivation.

FACTS of INTEREST to the FARMERS. By John
Fowler & Co. : Revised and Amenrlud by William SutTH, of

Wooiston, Uletchley Station, Bucks. With an Appendix showing the
present aspect of Steam Cultivation.

May be had of Mr. Ssiitd, post free, fo 14 postage stamps.

Foolscap 8vo, cloth liiup, Is.,

A HANDY BOOK of the LAW of FRIENDLY
SOCIETIES in ENGLAND and WALES, with the Statutes

regulating them, and all Forms and T.ibiea necessary for practical

purposes. By H. F. GinBOSs. LL.B., B irrister at Law,
London : William Tkoc, Pancras Lane, Cheapside, E.C.

ROF>: S"S0R~LTNDLEY'S INTRODUCTION to

BOTANV, 1th Edition, with Corrections and Additions, in Two
Vols. 8vo, with Six Copper Plates and nunieroua Wood Engravings.

Ice 24o. cloth.

London : Lonomass, Green & Co., Paternoster Row, E.C.

Now readv, in post 8vo, pi-ice &s. 6d.,

OCCASIONAL ESSAYS, viz.. 1. The Invisible
World ; 2. Address to the Warwickshire Nat, Hist, and

Archfeoi. Soc. : 3. Agriculture : 4. Landlord ; 5. The Battle-Line of

History. By Ciiaxi-m., When Hoskyns, Author of " Talpa, or the

Now ready, in One Vol., post 8to, price Jfts- Qd. cloth,

A HUNTER'S EXPERIENCES in the SOUTHERN
STATES of AMERICA; being an Account of the Natural

History of the various Quadruiieds and Birds which are the objects

of Chase in those Countries. By Captain Flacr (The Ranger).

London: Longmans, Green, 4 Co., Paternoster Bow, E.C.

Now Ready,

WEIGHTS and MKASUHKS -.f ALL NATIONS,
Witbtl.Cir l;: li-'-

1
.|"--. 'I'-nts.

TO BE LET, a SMALL NURSERY, 6 miles from
London, 20 yenrs' Lease, rout moderate.

ApplyJ,o X. r .

rru BE 1. i 1,

J- consoquem I

PONTEFRAC'l' ; i

Ground, well Ht-. i i .

iciloi. M.

Bosto

1m !.. hudfast, the
l:' \<;::h Nursery

nado to Mr. John

Lan

TO BE Siiil'
DWELLIM II

andabout H A''l- - !
i .

GKOUND. well .,L c.
ry. Walnut, uall .i

Hanwell. MidtQesex.

I whole hold on Leaao for
, the very low Rent of £80

u'ther particulars, cards to view. &c., appiv 1

t Sons. Surveyors, &c-, Kilburp, MiddloBex, N.W.

rpo BK sold, witli Immediate Possession, the
-L LEASE of an old-established NURSERY, about 33 years un-

I, and within a few mih^s ..r Covent (iardou Market. 'I'licre

rpo BK Ll<ri\ for a Term, a good STOCKX FARM, of 4711 Acres, witb good Residence, near
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VIOLA CORNUTA—NEW SEEDS of the BEST VARIETY.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
HAVE MUCH PLEASUEE IN OFFERING NEWLY-HARVESTED SEED OF THIS VERY

STRIKING PLANT FOR FLOWER GARDEN DECORATION.

Dutch and other Bulbs.

BS. WILLIAMS is now prepared to supply splendid
. roola of HYACINTHS, TULIP-S, NARCISSUS, CROCUS,

&c., &c. All the roots are selected with great care from the best
growers in Holland.
A PKICEU and DESCRIPTIVE LIST sent post free on.ipplication.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Holloway, London, N.

Hyacinths for Exhibition.

QUTTON AND SUNS beg

100 very choice sorts £4 4
60 „ 3 10
50 „ 2 2

Full ilesoriptions having so recently appeared in the Gardening Papers, Messrs. V. and SONS do not th

neressary to again refer to them, but they conlidently recommend the Plant as one of the most useful ever g
for Flower Gardening.

There being more than one variety in cultivation, the Seed offered is saved from the very best only.

Price per packet, 6d., Is., and 2s. 6d. each.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, fe W

ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OP A CENTURY.

BUTLER,
McCULLOCH, & CO.,

SOUTH ROW, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON,
Seedsmen to Her Majesty's Commissioners of Woods and Forests,

To the Commissioners for the Colonies,

To tlie Hortieulttiral Societies of the Punjaub and Bombay, &c

HOLDERS OP PRIZE MEDALS FROM INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITIONS OF 1S51 AND 1S62

CHOICE COLLECTIONS of BULBS, all of the FIRST SIZE and aXJALITY
For Conservatory' Decoration. I For Flower Garden Dfcor\tion

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6. No. 7. No. 8. No. 9. No 10 No 11 No 12
£5. £2 10s. £1 5s. £1 Is. 1.5». 10s. 6(/. | £5. £3. £2. £1 5s £1 Is 10* Gd

For Conservatory and Flower Garden Combined.
No. 13, £o OS. No 14, £2 12s. 6d. No. 15, £2 2s. No. 16, £1 Is. No. 17, 15j No 18, 10s 6,1

All Orders amouniing to £1 Is. and upwards sent carriage paid

ILLUSTRATED PRICED CATALOGUE, containing full details of these Collections, post fiee on appluation

Companv the A^ri Hoi

Kcw &c 5cc &c

CARTER S ( I

ROOrS cout ,

The aboie forwarded
the above for post office oidei lilt i /

PRICE LISTS Kratib and
i
u^t

JiMrsCniTFn^Co 237 and '3S Higli Holb.

Carter's Dutch Bulbs

NEW HARDY CLEMATISES.

Clematis rubella.
Veiy rich velvety claret; the deepest coloured Clematis yet

offered. Very distinct, and having the advantage of flowering CO to
70 per cent. Of blooms, with five and six sepals. First Certificate,

Royal Horticultural Society.

Clematis Prince of Wales
Largo Qowers, of a rich deep violet purple with red bars down tlio

centre of each sepal. A decided iuiprnvement on C mbro violacea

Firat Certificate, Royal Horticultural Society.

MESSES. GEOEGE JACKMAN & SON
Have much pleasure in announcing that they are in a position to send out the above CLEMATISES, that are
distinct, and can with confidence recommend them " amonsst the best of hardy Climbers, if not the very best
Ornaments for AValls, TrelUs Work," &c.

j . .-

Early orders will secure the strongest Plants, which will be sent out strictly in rotation first week in October.

The " Floral Magazine," in the October Number, mil insert C. KUBELLA and C. LANUGINOSA CANDIDA.

Strong Plants, with bine, 1| to 2^ feet, 21s. each.

T!ie laual allowance to the Trade.

Coloured Drawings, by Andrews, for Twenty-four Stamps,

WOKING NURSERY, SURREY.

TiLst published

BULBS and THEIR CULIURE See Ouginal
Article m AUTUMN SUPPLEMENT to CARTERS

GARDENER'S and FARMER'S VADE MECUM.
JAUI.S CABTI.R & Co., 237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

Post free. 12 stamps ; gratis to Customers.

Carter's Dutch Bulbs.

Just published,

QPRING FLOWERS and SPRING GARDENING.O See Original Article in AUrUMN SUPPLEMENT to
CARTER'S GARDENER'S and FARMER'S VADE MECUM.

James Cahter & Co.. 237 and 238. High Holborn, London, W.C.

Post free, 12 stamps ;
gratis to Customers.

BARE & SUGDEN'S
AUTUMNAL FLORAL GUIDE TO WINTER

AND SPRlNa GARDENING
May be had on application.

IN'EW VIOLA CORNUTA SEED, the be.it rarietv.—Respecting the I
BARR'S PRIZE CALCEOLARIA.-Saved by Mr. James from his

value and importance of this plant, see notices in the Gardeners' prize flowers, 2s. 6d. per packet.
Chronicle, September 16 and 22 ; also October 0, pp. 876, 900. I ,,,,„, ^^..^y, oT7l:'T^r rvn a». a r.-i-. t yt. ,t u .j .- .i. r"" by Messrs. Findlay, Drenett, Miller, and Bennett

i

UNBLOOMED SEEDLING AMARlLLIS.-lIybrlds of the finest
nj 1.„. " ' * 'I varieties cultivated, and esppcfi^d tri Tkr^iliir.n flnnrfi^

beauty, 4s. each, 42s. per doze
. and 2s. 6d. per packet. varieties cultivated, and expected to produce flowers of gi

NEW LAPAGERtA 'ROSEA SEED, 13. C.i. and 2s. Od, per packet.
' "

HEW COLLINSIA VERNA SEED, Otl. and Is. per packet. ' VALLOTA PURPUREA, 1S,«. per dolen.

BTJLBS and PLANTS for SPRING BLOOMING.
100,000 CLIVEDEN DAISIES, Pink, Red, .and White, 3s. per doz.

21s. per 100
100,000 VARIEGATED ARABIS, a fine permanent edging. 3s. W,

per doz., 2Is. per 100

200,000 MYOSOTIS STLVATICA (Forget-me-not), Is. 6il. per doz.,

fine permanent edging, 3s. 6*/,

f00,000 TULIPS. 8(1. to 2». 6d. per doz.,
S00,KKI0 CROCUSES, Is. M. to 4s. per 100, 14s. to 30
100,000 SNOWDROPS. 2s. Crf. per 100, 21s. per 1000
i«,000 SCILLA SIBIRICA and AMlENA,2s.M.perdoz..l8.s.perlOO

. per 1000

IRIS, ANEMONES, RANUNCULUS,

10s. 6d. 1

100,000 STACHYS LANATA,
per doz., 21s. per 100

POLYANTHUS, WALLFLOWER, PHLOX, ALYSSUM, HE-
PATICAS, Jic.

Gem Plant Case.

COLLECTIONS of BULBS for Blooming In-door Decoration, 10s. ed., 15s. 6rf., 21s., 30s., 42s., 63s., and 210s.

COLLECTIONS of BULBS for Out-door Decoration, IDs. 6d., 15s. 6d., 21s., 30s., 42s., 63s., and 210s.
COLLECTIONS of SPRING-BLOOMING PLANTS, 12s. 6d., 25s., 50s., 100s. to 200«.

BARR AND SUGDEN,
12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C. Gem Plant Caee.

Editorial Commiin s should bp addi essed to " The Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letttrs "The Publisher," at the Office. 41, Wellington Street. Covent Garden. London. W.C

a Xhe said Count;-.—Satcbdat, Norember 3, 18C6.

of Whitefriars, City of London, in the Co. of Middlesex, and Published by the laid Juieb MiTtHB
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Splendid Grape Vines of all tlie finest Tarletles In
cultivation.

WILLIAM BARNES begs to announce that he has
row a ver\- fire sotection of the above to offer, both

FEDITING (md PLANTING CANES, all very strtng slioit-

jointeci, well-iipenod wood, acd will produce a Qne crop of fruit

nest siring,
Tlio great deniaDd W, B. hxi had for Grape Vines these seyeral

years p.,st, and the many applications for them heinglate in the season,
when he found it somewhat difficult to supply the sorts and quantity
required, has induced him to erect a new house, entirely for their
cultivat'on, which has produced upwards of 200 Frultutg Plants, that

Forest Trees, &c., at the Nurseries of
JOSEPH KUBiMJN AXii SDX, Bank Foot, Hexham,

offer, grown t

Sorts anrl Pni 1 be obtained on application.

Keele Hall Beurre Pear.

WILLIAM GKORGE CALDWELL be^s to intimate
that he hfls a fin-; stock ofhealtliy Pliinta ot the above PEAR

described in tianleiierji' Chronicle of Dtceuiber 17, lS6i, page
1-;04J,

which he hsis

Strong Plants,
Kii

I Mr. Hill. G-Ardener, Keele Hall,

.econd size, 3s. Q(l. each,
tsford Nuraeries,

w.

Peaches and Net

Chestnut (Spanish)
Hornbeum

Larch and Scotch Pir
O.Hk (English)

Withy
Quick (strong trans-
planted)

Common and Fortn-

Sfiniples and Prices can be had c

. I Laurels

Roses, &c.

applicntion at

Orchard-liouse Trees for Planting-out In Orchard
Houses.

I
r'TrMT- .n:ilf Standards and Standards; fine

- * liom pots; average price 5«. each. Trees of

!^
' IXTARINES.—Hflif Standards and Standards,

^"M li -, [; ' I i-iits; average price 5s. each. Trees of extra
siz?. -,!<. 'I'/, eioh. The abovewillbear a full crop next season, having
been grown in large orchiira houses.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES for POT CULTUP.E.
APRrcOT?;.— Fiue [lyianiids ami bushes, bearingtrees, from pots ;

1 I

I \ ii\l-:s.—Pyramids and bushes, bearing

I 'I ^.I^IES.—Pyramids, bearingtree3,from

At t i-.-.,--i.M:i„:;..-
"
h.. -, :- 6-r each.

QTRONG and V\]

, upon application

'><; FKUITING VINES.
;ludirtg all the ! adinc varieties,
ripened Canes, many of which,
8 to 16 bunches of Grapes next

MAGMFICENT PYRA.MID FRUIT TRl^ES.-Finp-
grown B-^arine Trcas of PRAR.S on Quince Stock ; APPLES

on Par.idii^e; CHERRIES on Mahaleb ; PLUMS, &.C. Special
quotatior s on application.

w :VLL-1RA1NI
Wall-Trained I

ncio PEACHES, NV

im; size.—Ou

• fc Soy, Nurseries. Kingston. .Surrey.

r,TKl'IT TIlliES.—The finest colleciion in England.
I .nnn ,„...„ .., gro„[, ^^ „|| „,aiiner of training, and are free

gratis, i.n application to J. Scott, TheNu

large btock to ofler of
.^.. ........... ...^,j,,,^,j,. „u,„ itoSfeet
LIGD.STRUM OVALlFOLinM, 1 to 5 feet
SIBERIAN AHBOK-VIT^, 5 feet, flne specimen.

w Araucaria imbricata.—Surplus Stock.
ILLIA.M SKIKVLM.;, Walton Nur.^.rv, Liverpool,

4 feet high, healthyiffer 10.000 of the above, ftom 2
well-grown plants with pood roots.

2 feet. I8.t. per dozen ; £G IO5. per lilO.

3 fteb. 24». per dozen ; £8 15s. per lUO.
4 feet, 36s. per dozen ; £12 lOs. per lUO.

FORTY THOUSAND COMMON LAURELS,
all sizes from 1 to 4 feet,

Wm. Wood & Sow, Woodlands Nursery, jVlai-esfleld, Uekfleld. Smsex.

'"PHIETY THOI SAND Dwarf-tr.iined FRUIT TREES
4- in the finest health and vigour.

Wii. tVooD i t

''PEN THOUSAND L A U K U S T I N U S,
-L well-grown, hmdsome and bushv.

<J E V E R A L A C It E 6 Of extra larre well-.'O ORNAMENTAL TREES tor park planting ' '

effect. Wm. Wood & !5o.v, Maresfield, Ucicfleld, .Si

d immediate

'TANDARli, HALF-STANUAEU and DWARF
J ROSES, by the 100. 1000. and dozen.

Wu. Wood k So». Jliiresield, near Uckfield, Sussei.

MANY ACRKS of STAiNDAKU, HAl.F-STANDARD,
DWARF. PYRAMIDAL, and TRAINED FROIT TREES,
iig 01 A'plos, Pears, Plums, Peaches, Nectarmes, Apricots,

A\ M Wood & Son, Maresfleld, Sussex

Less piT lOflO,

To the Trade.W POWER, NuiisERVM,\N, Waterford, offers on
• reasonable terms:—

600,000 LARCH, li to 2 feet I ^ ooo w.\ LvrTS 10 to 14 ins
100,000 LARCH, 2 M 3 feet 50<l,(Mi

1 1
- .1,1 V i

'
-^.e-llings

20i0OO ALDER.'s to Tfeet I L-od i, .:
( , r^

'^"

10,000 HAZEL 4 to ,i feet ' li .

.„'.

A Quarter Of a Million Of Fruit Trees.
iHO.MAS Warner begs to remind intending rianters
, and the Trade, th,at his Nurseries, which occupy ^upwards of

CATALOGUES, Wholesale
applicaticn.

'I'lie NiiTsi?ries, Leicester Abbe'

Retail, may be had free on

mile and a half from the

Fruit Trees, Roses, Evergreens, &o.
\\[ K.MGlir begs to infoim inteiuling Planters

r,r.J . t. .'.'l-n'?? ^"S,
"""y Thousand^ of the above, with everv otherORNAMENrAL TREE and SHRUB, in the finest possible
able prices. An inspection is respeetlully'E PRICED C.\T.\LqGUliS_fre

(South Co,ist kailwaj ).

Floral Nursery, Hail^ham, Sussex,

Roses Fruit Trees, Conifers, Forest Trees, &c.UHN CRA.NSTON be»s to diiwt attention to a large
j3,.™P="''?r, Stock_^of ROSES, FRUIT TREES, CONIFERS,

FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREE:
His Nurseries extend over upwards of 60 Acres, situated in

e of the county of Hereford (which is acknowledged to po:
"of Fruit an.' " *

"

1 well stocked

the fir

.

I growth of Fruit and Forest Tre

s Prices will be given,
^_. .. , . ) by Contract or otherwise,

r HerefordNurseries, Kit

T
To Gentlemen and Others about to Plant.HOMAS SAMIASON lugs to call attention lo his

,rcv°,^H"^i,','?„*'.°°''
"'' EVERGREENS and SHRUBS, OKNA-MEN 1 ,VL TREhS, FKl IT and FORKST TREES ot every descnp-

tio:i. linsES. KLOWKK.S, Sc, CHRYSANTHEMUMS in 100
varieties

;
CEURU.S DKODAKA from 3 to 15 loet ; THUJA AUREAm nac speeiniens. All the i,bove are offered at very low prices,

The Nurseries, Preston Road, Y'eovil, .Somersetshire,

L,„„^
, Planting Season

ARCH (Native and Tjrolese), SCOTCH FIR (Tnie
Native), SPRUCE. OAK, ASH, ALDER, BEECH, PRIVET,

lo^,,";',!
''^"'''„'''' fUREST and ORNAMfiilTAL TREES and

^^^V.^f,:^"-^^^-
^'""1' 1'RKES, fine specimen ARAUCARIAS

and DEODARS, and large TREES for Park Planting, now m fine
condition for removal,
.^CATALOGUE.S with sizes and prices, sent free on application to

to,j^ Nurserymen, Seedsmen, .and Florists, 1, Waterloo
Edinburgh.

L'

-i^.^S*:^^ 9^^^ "f ^^rcli and Scotch Fir Plants.
^0 KL HlsriiSED OF. about 200,ui)0 LARCH and
, SCOTCH FIR, planted as 1-year Seedlings in the Spring of
'•i, li'.ve not suite been removed, aud are ni.w from 2 to 41eet
jve s.ouud, o; very g.;oil qualitv, Fi.r particulars appiv to"•, Rufford, near OUertoii, Notts.

SALK.— Sev. ral Ihoiisands of well-
1 g Laurel Plants, from 2 to 3 feet hich, dcli-
station, ou the Loudon and South-Weot„rii

nd, at 3US, per looil

tbeTirburyp'Vtoffiec!'
'"°""'""'*"' """'" " oe made payable

Apply 'to Mr, John Jeffeov, Old Wardeur Castle. Salisbury.

North Eoad Nursery, Sleaford, Lincoln.
piRANK WARWICK begs to call the attention of
1, Noblemen, Gentlemen, and others to his Stock of the following.
Prices on application.

LARCH, li to 2, 2 to 3, 4 to 5 feet I BERBERIS AQCirOLIUM,
SPRUCE, 1 to IJ, 2 to 2i feet 1 to It, li to 2 feet
" "' 3feet BEECH. 2i to 3. 3 to 4 feet

2ifiet IPBIVET.II to2,2to2!,2ito3(t.
pplication.

SCOTCH, U t

BLACK THORN, 2 t

LISTS of other NURSERY STOCK (

w Irisli Yews, Hollies, and Privet,
WRIGHT, E.ist Retford, Nottinghamshire, begs

I

IRISH YEWS,"L'ito3ff,30.«.p.lOO

9 to 12 inches, Ss. per 100
1 to li foot, IM. 6d. per lOO
t to 2| feet. 208. per 100

4 feet, 3fis. per 100
a m 8 (t., Ill fine fltoci:r:etJ

from 16$. per dozen i

"
r. 6d, and 6s. each

HOLLIES, flne plants, removed last ye.ir. 2 to 3 ft., 2fc. to 36». per 100
PRIVET {Evergreen!. 6 to 9 ins., | PRIVET, 9 to 12 ins., 48 p«r 1000

3x. per 1000
j „ 2 to •-!} feet, \1». per lOOO

CATALOGUES of TREES, SHRUBS, Ac, on application.
Teims Cish. or references from unknoivn correspondents.

CHARLES NOBLE ha^ a large quantity to offer of the
undermentioned, by the dozen"; 100, 1000, or 10,000 :—

Dwarf ROSES of all the finest kinds, Jorge bushes, 2 to 3 f<;et high,

sr\':i-rT ' '" :"!"\ '"r~,"u-i'v fine, i-year. ..

Ti'
\ Sample and

11
I ir. V price if" 1-- . 1 required.

British Queen
Empr6f.s El

'

Sir C. Napii

North a
TOHN PERKINv ~

} ofXoblenien. Geii
Large Stock

1
FroEmTo i>ate PmL

,
_ _ _

,. ___ ( LtCoustaute Wonderful
r

I
Marguerite

|
Prince Arthur.

Sunningdfii.^ N'ii-—rv, p^t^phot, Surrev

•n\ Nurseries.
'- -- to call the attention

!

•

'
r -i encaged in Planting, to his

-^,.<.<_.u..m BLACK THORNS, for

2,000,000 WHITE THORN QUICK, 2 aud 3 Yoars'" Trunspianted!
Also large qu>intities of

Pinus austnaca, 2 to 3 feet Hombf

Ditto dulc

Green Box, 1) to 2 feet

Laurels, 2 to 3 feet

Portugal Laurels. U to 2 feet

Ditto. Turkey, 4 to 6 feet
Elms. Engtisn, 6 to 8. 8 to 10 ft.

I

Do., Huntingdon, )Jto8, 8to 10ft.

evergreen iTivets, 2 to 3 feet Beech, 3 to 4 feet
Jtrch. .t to 4 feet Cedrus Deodara, 5 to 6, 6 to 8 ft

J P.'s stock of sti kinds of Fruit, Forest, Ornamental Trees, Ac,
" ~;ry extensive, and this season remarkably tine.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUES aent post free on appli-
ation to 52, Market Square, Northampton.

l.OOO I-yr. Larch
t.iHH) 2-yr. Seedling do.

200.01H) 1-yr. Transpl.-inted do.

liiiiu wt Qilead
Alder

. Seedling do.
l-yr. Transplanted do.

\CUKS of well-ffrown EVERGREEN and
- -^11 RUBS, AMERICAN PLANTS. CONIFERS,
lAL TREES. For CATALOGUES apply to

vjs, Woodlauds Nm-sery, MaresfielJ, neiir UckQrid,

R'
OSES. —NEW CATALOGUE just published and

..otit po.st free on -ipplication to
Wv W .^-c «,v, M,.r,1,l,|, Uekfield, Sussex.

QEEDT.lO of all :

LARCH. M-

1

of Hard Woui
SILVER FIR, and aU sorts

To the Trade.
\^7INTER and SPHIM; T'l ii\vr-T;i\rT PLANTS.—

' V KIS. AZALEAS.

. iMy low prices,

^ 1' 1,^.11 ; t
itjoiniug the Rail-

V V Our stock of Soft-wood
and New Holland Plants is e

greater thi

G
To Gentlemen Planting.

FROST begs to oHiT large quantities of fine Trans-
LARCn, 1 to ,1 feet ; SPRUCE. 1 to 2 feet ; .SCOTCH,

1 to 2 feet; SY'CAMi
600,000 BEECH tor II •

. ); .f | r.nr

ENGLISH OAK, 1.1 li
I

i
i i . 1 \ KRuREI

1-vear SPANISH C III -
I .M I .i : ]

i M: -
I , i IIE-T^UT,

QUICK, 2-year SCOT' II, -' 1:1 '
', 111 1

' II, uul .-l I'PLES,
LIST of NURSERY STOCK on ai-plication,

Nurseries, tjampton, Devon,TO "^T " H " "E T~~R A D
500,000 2-yr. Transplat ted QUICK'S, 1 to .li feet.
200,000 1-yr. Seedling gUKR.'^, .; t . IJ incliea.

20,000 2-yr. CRAB .STOCKS, J'..;; r-, r

100,000 2 and 3- vr. TraD.spl.nitr.i I. \ !;cil, I to S* feet.
6000 RED GRAPE:md VII I'l il;i.\ I'l RRANTS.
2000 Standard PEARS, i- r.i 7 ! . t s',ins

Prices and snmplesou application to \Villi.\m Coces, Old Nu:
D'nmgton, Si-a.ding.

To Cultivators of Succulent Plants, &c.
TCOOPblK, Holms.1.1.. Ko;,<L Rei-atp, Surrey, has a

• largo CoIleaiM'i . -i I vri.i'ST PLANTS, &c., Including
',

. ALOES, HAWORTHIAS,
!

I 111 \..\T1PES, &c. ; also a great
-^ -is, mauy of which are very

about 450 varieties
AGAVES. TESTun
many New Pl.ints r,u-.

interesting. Orders ]

Autumn Planting.
PETER LAWSON a.ni. SU.N, :.t the present most

suitable time for Transplanting CONIFEROUS aii-l EVER-
GREEN TREES and SHRUfis. have to state that their stock, of
those IS very large and m he ilthy condition.

Special offers for laj-ge quantities will be made on application.

__^_____^____^_^ Edinburgh and London.

New Weeping Elms.
ULMUS SUBEROSA PENDULA. 7.t. 6rf. eich.
ULMUS SUBEROSA PENDULA MICROPHVLLA. 7*. 6d. eacb.

Vyil. WOOD AND SON would particularly be? to
V f solicit attention to the_two above-named magriificent

suberosa, wh(.;h hiive been
ty admired.

thick '.7

Weeping Eims, being varieties of Ul
raised Irom seed m their Niu^eries, and h:

The gracefully weeping

ely .

presenting a vtry InteroBtlni
;t from all other varieties In

r UckSeld, Sussex

10",000 2-yr. Beech
100.000 2-yr. Horse Chestnut

1,500,000 2-yr. Elms
600,000 l-yr. Ash
100,000 3-yr. do.
60,000 1-jr. Spanish Hazel
50,000 l-yr. Aracia
100,000 l-yr. Common Broom
70,000 1-vr. Scotch Laburnum
40,000 l-yr. Cvprus (upright and

) 2-yr. American do.
1.000,000 l-yr. Thorn Quick

Forest and Ornamental Trees, &c.
THOMAS KK.NNt:l>y am) CU., Nuksi.kyme.v and

SEEnsuKD, Dumfries, have this seison a very l.irge a

Planting, or for giving immediate v

tion aiid improving i.t Ornamental P.irks, Pleasure Grounds, kc,
and which they are selling at extremely moderate prices. CATA-
LOGUES furnished on application.
*»» Dumfries is most couveniently situated for the speedy trano-

miBsion of goods to all paitsof the United Kingdom.

100,000 2-yr. do.

TheNiu^t ^ ^
PRICE LISTS ready, which will be forwarded 1 ^^
Michael Burse, Dfumlargan and Garradice Nurseries, Summer-

hill. Co. Meath. Ireland.

ANDREW G. DALY, Newry, Ireland, will Sell
Cheaply to the Trade :—

200,000 strong Bedded and Transplanted I^AURELS
60,000 stroiig S-years* ditto ditto
10,000 strong Transplanted MAHONIA AQO'IFOLIA

10,000 3 to 4 feet SCOTCH FIR (seed from Scotland), removed

bedded BERBERIS DARWIXIl
last year

100,000 fine S-years* old _

200,00'! good Seedling ditto ditto
20.000 small hardy LAURUSTINUS, from layers

1,000,000 strong v

grown on dObns of granit
cries are fiil.-d mth '

CAN PLANTS, CO
TREES, and his Six Grceuhouj^es are Tepleto with all the London
ai'd CoiitiLentrtl Novelties in Greenhouse Plmts, &c.
The above will be ottered at low pries to the Tride on application,

and, if agreed ou, delivered free in Liverpool or Glasgow.

To Gentlemen engaged in Planting.
^OOLE ANi> (JO. beg to call atteution to their very

extensive Stock of
EVERGREEN and FLOWERING SHRUBS,
HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES,

To Gentlemen and Others.
JOSEPH SMll'll, JuN.. has to otier Oue Million aud

a Half Traii-pl.uu.i-il LAHCH of all sizes up to 6 feet, verv good.
A large ^MilI. -[ i: IMI" -hKNDRON.S, ASH, ALDEK. BEECH,
EIRUH, CIII>JM I-, KI.M. WVCH do., Narrow-leaved SILVKR
FIR, SCOlVll M la <:K J,>., white AMERICAN HAZEL,
OAKS, POlLAK^ I'iUVl';T; PINUS AUSTRIACA and WEY-
MOUTH; yUICK, SYCAMORE, WILLOW, LAURELS, BER-
BERIS of soi^. &a. Pnce on application.

Moor Edge Nursery, Tansley, near Matlock, D'^rbyshire.

SPONSFORU
• following well-i:

forms ; Standard an 1

Aucubiis, Laurels, \ 1

MULBERRIES (ali..',

prt'i'ared to otter the
-Ti.i.K :— Fntil Trees in all

: Ari.,.ivih..>s. I too feet;

Brixton Place ; Nuraeriea : Lough-

MhKls iU III* \i; \ —Fine Plants for immediate
. iiTe t, tnm o t-j 6, 7. aii«l 10 leet high, aafe to transplant, at
per loot. Some extra-sizt-d s^tcimens, 16 to 2i) f«et, at 'itt. per

it. Most of the plants offered are in Large Puts, makmg their
iioval certain beyin

'

Ma . The Nurseries, Bristol.

Wellingtonia aurea varlegata.'

RHARTLA.Xi) begs to oHer good Plants of this most
• beautiful Tree. 1st size, very choice, 8 to 12 Inches. £f. 6s.

;

2.1 size, goo.f. 6 to 7 inches, jE3 3«. Received 1st clues Certificate
IVom Ro\iil Horticultural Society ; and for History ol Parent Tree,
see Oartieiurn' Chronicle ol October 6. page 048.

(. HROMOLITHOGILAPHS by Messrs. Day & Son, free by po*t for

25 stamps. The Lough Nureenes, Cork.
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s^;:

New Grass Seeds for Exportation.
UlTON AM) M)NS havf umumI ilini supply of

\SS SEKDS of tlie prfsi-iit Mason's growth in fine)

, ....^ svill be hnppy tn f.-rwanl 'owcst price per ton or cwt.

cpplicanon. CATALOGUES gifitis and post free.

ScTTON 4 Sons Rojal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading.

"ITT T "oV'^S (TU 'a"M P i"0 N S W ED E .

Copy of a letter im ui t *«— ,.^-..a't froni Mr. J, W. Halse, Secretary of the

Sidm'outh, vSidbury, Saleombe Regis, and Branscombe Agricul-

turBl Association :— " Sidbury, October 26th, 1800.

"OenUemen. — I am happy to infon " '"' "'

Meeting ol the above Associatic

1 that I

, held at Sidmonth u

rwiiole'of tiie'PrizesYor Swede Turnips

, Sir, yours respectfully,

. the Annual
the 23rd inst.,

. — . ' awarded to your

Chanipio'nSwed'e"s.Vrownfroni seed supplied by you during the past

9B, Secretary."

.1 the First Prize

at'the foliiwing Agricultural Meetings this year r—Royal East Berks.

Roval South Bucks. Carlow co., Bicester, Woodstock, 1 nnces

Ulsborough, and Kibworth. Messrs. Sdtton wiU be glad *" *""-

from other Customers who may havo been successful wi

Champion Swede, but who * --™^»
I not competitors

a Seed Establishment. Reading.

of the

COCUA-MJT KE>'USK
is becoming scarck, the

old reserves vnll soon be gone.

Now soM in bags, 1 for 2fi., 10 for

lOx., 2 for 305., 50 for Gl3s., lUO

for £6.

Fourpence allowed for each

tj8g returned carriage-paid.

A R.iilway Truck-load (not In

bugs), 40s.

Postage Stamps or Post-offico

Order, payable to J. BARsaAM &

Co., Kingston.QD-Thanies, S.W.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(ESTABLTSnEDtS4n).

Have now rra-iy Inr delivery in dry fine condition,

CORN ^.^ \':rvv i , Si-niin Use
DISSMi A I .

I .-I I.
I hreR-.ing Pasture Lands

Iso GenuHi
Dock War

SALT. &c.
Ullloes, U6, Fenohurch Street. B.C.

Ml \To MANURES
'IAN (JrANO. aud > . _

bULPHAi'E of AMMO.NlA,_FLSHE
E. Pdrskr, Seorotary.

AWES'
JLJ The Manure.s manufactured by J. B. Law
season of 1806 are now ready for delivery i

' '
"^

lollowing prices, per ton :

—

MANURES

LAWES' SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME from BURNT
BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES 5

LAWES' WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
MANURES 8

CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.. .. 12

These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through
appointed Agents in all pai-ts of the United Kingdom, at pi

varying accor^mg to cost of carriage.

Genuine I'eruvian Guano direct from the Importers. Nitrate of

Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market prices.

Address, Jobs Benvet Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge,
- ". ; and 22, Eden Quay, Dublin.

G'
Winter

8 H I.' K.S r COM-
POUND, whether used

against insects and Mildew.
Growing PUuts, " "^ ^

Dressing on Ti

should be dissolved 48 houra
Before use. This gets rid of

S^IvS^ smell, and if the Solution be
decanted, prevents any staining
of folLage. A strength of f "

"

Trees at rest.

Sold Retail
and Seedsme:

,

3e., and IOj;. 6d. e;ich.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT
CANDLE COMPAQ

Autumn Sowing.
ODAMS'S WHEAT MANURH.
ODAMb'S PREPARED PERUVIAN GUANO,

3 PATENT NITRO-THOSPHATE or B
MANURE COMPANY (Limited).

Chief Offices— 109, Fenchurcli Struet, London, E.G.
Western Counties Bianch—Queen Street, Exeter.

Irish Branch— 40, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

Thomas Knight. Edmonton, Middlesex,
Robert Leeds, West Lexham, N< rf Ik.

George Siivill. Inpthorpe, near Slamrord.
Samuel Jonas, Chrishall Grange, Eisex.
Charles Dorman. 23, E&ses Street, Strand,

Thomiis Webb, IIildei"sham. Ct

Jonas Webb, Melton Russ, Lin
Managing Director—James Odams,

Banitfcs—Messrs. Barnetts, Hoares & Co., Lombard Street.

Solicitors—Messrs. Kingsford & Dorman, 23, Essex Street, Strand.

Auditor—J. Carter Jonas. Cambridge.

This Company was originally formed by, and is under the direct ion

of Agricultunsts, circumstances thrit h.ive justly earned for it anothei

title, viz. :—"The Tenant Farmers' Manure Company.'"

Its Member^ are Cultivators of upwards of 5^,000 Acres of Land,

which has been for years under management with Manures of theii

own Manufacture. "The Consumer therelore has the best guarantet

for the genuineness and efficacy of the Manures Manufactured b]

this Company.
A Prospectus will be forwarded oh apfilication to the Secretaay,

Fumieate your Greenhouse wltli

Destroy your Insect Pests.
PRESERVE ^ul'K ri.ANI^S and TREES.
You MAT Easily Destroy ai,l Plaht PfcSTS,

Red Spider
|

Grkek and Bi,Act I Ant8
Mealt Bub Flt Soai.e

TllRIF I
AuERIOAtf BLrORT | MiLDBV,

without inlury to the most delicate Plant or Tree, by ufiing

FOWLER'S GARDENERS' INSECTICIDE,
pronoiuiced by ail who have used It to be far superior to any

—y One trial will prove its efBcacy. TeutlmoDlau
application. Price 1«. 6d., 38., 6a. Cd., and KJd. per Tin.

Geo. tt TeoMAS Fowlbr, North Street, Brighton ; and of Hoopir
& Co., Covent Garden Market. W.C.

other retnedy.

Wlieat Sowing.

DOWN'S FARMERS' FRIEND, for prpvenUng th<j

Six Bushels

which can be dressed and flt to sow in a quarter of ai

Testimonials from the largest Wheat Growers i

„ Gnib, .

SeedWhi

the Kingdom,
and efficacy, may 1 ' ' '

Agents, who are appotnteS for every distnct.

Full directions for use are given with each packet.

Prepared at the Manufactory, Woburn, Beds.

Caution.—To guard against fraudulent imitation and

disappiiuitment, ne^ that the si^aturo
""'

Agents

'

'^

and expense, as r>o "grown
quently being much cheaper.

GARDEN VASES. FOUNTAINS, Ac. In

Artificial Stone, of great durability, and in great

variety of design.

F. 4 G. Rr-sHER. Manufiicturers, Upper Ground
Queen's Road West,
Road, Kingsland.N.E.

Street,

_ V be bad of tbe Local Acents.
ChiefOfflces—103. Fei

, Secretary.

ROSES, FRUIT TREES, EVERGREENS, &c.

PAUL & SON,
THE OLD CHESHUNT NURSERIES, CHESHUNT, N.,

HA\'E NOW EEADT THEIR

DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LISTS OF
ROSES, FRUIT TREES, BRIEF LIST of EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS SHRUBS and TREES, BULBS, &c.

Also to the Trade, SPECIAL WHOLESALE LIST for 1866.

ROSES, VINES, FRUIT TREES (Standards, Tj-ramids, and Trained), LAURELS and CONIFERiE,

in cpeoifil quantities. Orders are solicited for

PAUL'S NEW DOUBLE THORN, 0. OX. COCCINEA PLENA.
Aw.\RDS.—First-class Certificates Royal Botanic Society and International Exhibition.

*' Deep carmine red, double and vigorous, far surpassing old Double Pink."—See Editorial, Gardeners

Sole London Agents t- r i > > \ i ,i 'i

BRICKS. Illustrated li 1

ORNAMENTAL i'AVLNG '1 LLES for Conservatories,

Halls. Corridors, Kalcoules, &c., as cheap and durable oa

Stone, in blue, red, and buff colours, and capable of forming a variety

of designs. . , , , .

Also TESSELATED PAVEMENTS of more ennchod designa

than the above. ^ , . t j _
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dalnes, Larders,

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Pai^tig

Bricks of great durability, Dutch and Adamantine CUnkers, Wall

CopinKS. Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, &c.

To be obtained of F. ft G. Rosher, at their Premises as above.

SILVER SAND (REIGATE, best quality), at the above

addresses—14s. per Ton. or Is. 3d. per Bushel ; 28. per Ton extra

for delivery within three miles, and to any London Railway or Whan.
Quantities of 4 Tons. la. per Ton less.

FLINTS, BRICK BURRS or CLINKERS, for Rocherlea or Grotto

Work. F. ft O. Kosher.—Addresses see above.

N B, Orders promptly executed by Railway.

JA JUL Hj G 0.PHILLIPS AMD
)g to Bubmlt their prices as foIiowB :—

GLASS for ORCHARD HOUSE.S,
As supplied by Item to Mr. Rivers, to the Royal Horticultural Society.

and to most of the Nobility, Clergy, and Gentlemen of the United

Kingdoi

Each Box contains 100 feet. The prices only apply to the s:

Squares 20 by 12, 20 by 13, 20 by 14, 20 by 16.

IB Stated.

Third ditto
Seconds
English

Tbe above urice
Stock size

Chronicle, May 24, '.

Standards or Pyramids, 10s. 6d. eacli.

Usual discount to (hr Trade when three take.

AMBROISE VERSCHAFFELT, NURSERYMAN,
GHENT, BELGIUM,

OFFERS THE FOLLOWING NEW PLANTS,

salmon colour.

GREENHOUSE.
AZALSA INDICA CRVSTALLINA.—Bright i

finely spotted, very fine form and free blooiuer, lis.

CAMELLIA MRS. DOMBaAIN (flpirod In the "Illustration
"Horticole"),—Beautiful rose, extremely tender, and one of the
finest imbricated forms, 12*.

NEW AUTUMNAL CHRYSANTHEMUMS (published In the
" Illustration Horticole").—Seven beautiful vanetiea ; the set, 1&.

HARDY.
ALNDS AUREA (the Golden Alder Tree).—This will be one of the

finest Trees. It Is the common Alnua, with splendid golden

RHODODENDRON ABCHIDUC ETIENNE (lately Hgured In
"llluatralion Horticole*').—BeauUlul white fli>wers, i

s black spots. Good plants, 12« ; strong plants, £1.

HARDY.
RHODODENDRON EXQULSITUM.-Llght rose, with large red

spots, very fine, 8e.

RHODODENDRON ORATIOSDM.—Lilac rose, very delicate, with
large spots, very fine, fc.

RHODODENDRON MADAME RUDOLPH ABEL.—Great Im-

provement on Rhododendron Prince Camllle de Rohan ; spots

more distinct, very remarkable, 8s.

TEA ROSE ISABELLE SPRUNT (lately figured In the "Illus-

1 Hortic >").—One of the best Tea Roi

OYNEBIUM AROENTEUM FOLIIS VARIEQATIS.—I beg to

offer flue wel!>rooted plants, grown iu pots, of this beautiful

true variegated Gvneriuni, wliich is the good variety sent out by
Mr. Rendatler. Good plants, 7«. 64. ; bix plants, ^i.

•irn.i,''''"'
'^'^^^ GENEKAL CATALOGUE, No. 79, is rcatJ}-, and may be obtained free by writing to AMBROISE

VhKSUHAFFELT, Ghent, Belgium. A Coloured Drawini of the Kew Tea Hose Isabella Sprunt may be also

obtaintd free.

12 by 9
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Wholesale Catalogue of Nursery Stock.
< EORGE JACKMAN ani> SON'S PRICED and
' DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for 1860 and spring 1807, Ciin

be had free on application, compriaing Fruit Trees, Roses, American
Ptnnts, Conifers, Clematises, Evergreen and Decidious Trees and
Shrubs, and transplanted Forest Trees, &c., kc.

Wokin? Nursery, Surrey.

G'^

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM can now send, post free for six postage

stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their variotiea, 3fl pages,

including prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of bis NEW and PRICb-D
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS,
No. 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery, S.E., a mile from Sidcup Station of New
North Kent Line of South Eastern Railway. ^ ,

RAYNBIRD, CALDECOTT, BAWTREE, DOWLING,
AND COMPANT, Limited,

Corn, Seed, Mandbe, and Oilcake Merchants,
Address, 89, Seed Market, Mark Lane, E.G.; or Basingstoke.

Samples and Prices Post free on application. Prize Medals, 1851

for Wheat -. 18G2, for " Excellent Seed Com and Seeds.

CLIMBING DEVONIENSIS.— This b.

having obtained a First-class Certificate '
"

cultural Meeting, S. J. Pavitt is induced'" "

tiful Rose
__ the Royal Horti-

offer his fine plants of

. .
1 thoroughly

; valuable climbing variety. Eitra

strong plants, on clean stems, with shoots from 3 to 7 f3et m length,

•2s. 6(i. each. Special offers to the Trade, when taken by the dozen

or hundred.
Rose Cottage Nursery. Bathwick, Bath.

Seedling Hybrid Perpetual Roses.
Handsome, new, and distinct from any previously raised.

Honorable Mentiou of the Horticultural Society of the Rhone
(see Minutes, Sept. 18GG.)

DUCHER, HouTicuLTEUR, Chemin dea Quatre-
Maisons, Gmlloticre, Lyon (Rhone).

64. ANTOINE DUCHER (D.).—Very vigorous; flowora erect, cam-
panifomi, full and very well sh.iped ; bright red; finer and
darker th.an Madame Domage ; very good for forcing.

71. MADAME PULLIAT (D.).—Very vigorous ; flowers medium
size, globular, erect, and very well shaped ; dark rose colour

;

bloom^i perDetually.

pink, new colour ; blooms perpetually.
43. M. PLAISANCON (D.)—Very vigorous; flowers erect, vory large

globular, full, and very well shaped; dark cannino; oloum
perpetu.iily ; very good for forcing.

39. VILLE DE LYON (D.).—Very vigorous; flowers erect, ver
;0. globular, very full and well shaped ; dark rose ; excelleui

Dutch and other Buihs.

BS. WILLIAMS ia now prupared to supply splendid
• roots of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, NARCISSUS, CROCUS,

ic. &c. All the roots are selected with great care from the best

growers
'

pi
Dutch Flower Roots.

RANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS have
from the best Growers In Holland, a very large

importation of the above, and have the satisfaction to say th.at the
BULBS are unusually large, sound, and well ripened, and for which
earlv orders are requested to ensure the best Roots.

fho Old Established Seed Warehouse. 106, Faatgate Street, Chester.

New Catalogue of Plants, Dutch Bulbs, &c.
f>OBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW

t CATALOGUE, containing Select Descriptive and Priced Lists
of New, Rare, and beautiful Greenhouse, Hardy and Stove Plants,
Hardy Ferns, Fruit Trees, Grape Vines, Roses, Rhododendrons,
Sweet Violets, Ac, Amaryllis, Crocuses, Cyclamens, Gladioli,
Hyacinths, Liliums, Narcissus, Tulips, and other Bulbs, is now
published and will be forwarded to applicants.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.

SuttOE'3 Unrivalled Collections of Bulbs.

may bo had gratis and post free.

, Royal Berks Seed Establisliment, Reading.

Carter's Dutch Bulbs.

N
s In cultlTatiOD,

No. 2. FRUIT TREES. — A 'Doscriptivo List of all the cholcost
viirietiea of Fruits.

No. 3. C0N1FI5R.S, UKNAMBNTAL TREES and SHRUBS.—

ing Qoteii of descripti _ _ _
No. 4. TRANSPLANTED FOREST TSeES,

underwood, tic.

No. 5. GARDEN and AGRICULTURAL SEED and ROOT
CATALOGUE.

No. 6. GENERAL PLANT CATALOGUE.
Tlie above will be forwarded free on application to

Joiix Crahhton, King's Aero Nurseries. no.ar Hereford.

Orchis maculata superba.
DREGHOKN AND AITKJiN, NuRSEnYMEN,

Kilmarnock, N.B., can supply fine strong Qoworing Roots of
this very beautiful hardy ORCHIS, at 3^. 6tt. each ; extta strong, &s.

D. & A. possess the largest stock in the Tiade of this splendid
Plant, and were the first to introduce it to the Public. TheyrecoivecT
a First-class Certificate for spikes exhibited by them at thu QIasgovi
and West of Scotland Horticultural Society's Show in July las;. The
Roots now offered have been grown in the soil where It is indigenous,

American Plants, &c.
WATERER AND GUDl-'IiEY'S PRICED

]DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of RHODODENDRONS
and other American Plants for this Autumn, will be sent on appli-"-'- The Catalogue also gives r " "-- - "- --•nmary of their General

Rhododendrons.
JOHN WATERER'S DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

of HARDY SCARLET and other RHODODENDRONS is now
published and will be (orwarded on application. It faithfully describes
the colours of the new varieties exhibited by him at the Royal
Botanic Gardens. Regent's Park. An Abridged List of popular
CONIFERS, with heights and prices, is likewise combined.
The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey, near Sunningdale Station,

South-Western Railway.

been exhibitedunderthe name of ANNIHILATOR. but it will be sent
out under the above name. It is undoubtedly the most brilliant-
coloured late hardy free-blooming Rhododendron yet offered.
Orders are now being taken for Plants to bejent out in the Autumn

Winter Flowers.
pHODODENDRON PRECOX, the best of all Winter-

ing Plants, can now be supplied. Compact Bushes, t

from 20
discount

1 IW bloom buds, at 3*. (kl.

3 the Trade, by the Raiser,

Davis. Larkfleld Nm-sery, Wavertroe,

Qd. each, with usual

r Liverpool.

Rhododendron ciliatum and dauricum.
ISAAC DAVIES can supply beautiful liushos of the

above, with flower buds, suitable for pntting ; also, In pots,
R. GIBSONlIandDEUTZIACRENATAFLOKE PLENO. Prices
for large quantities very low.

Larkfield Nursery, Wavertreo, near Liverpool.

M Berried Aucubas for Winter Decoration.
AULE AND SONS ofl'er nice bushy PUiuts, well set

th from 40 to 60 Berries, at 21s, each, and upwards, according
the quantity of Fruit.

tdi' The Berries sown in the Spring will furnish a large proportio
of Males for Fertilising.

The Nurseries. Bristol.

Berried Aucubas, Berried Aucubas, Berried Aucubas,
ADOLl'H STELZNER, Nuusekyman, Ghent,

Belgium, beg.s to offer in fine bushy pi luts AUCOB.4
JAFONICA, about 1 to lifoot high, IJ to 2 feet through, with 20
to 60 berries, at 14s. to 21», each ; ditto, with 60 to 100 berrie-
26s. to 42s. each ; ditto with 100 to 150 hemes, 42a. to G3s. each ;

3 fine
3 feet through, with 'nearlv

iVRDYand GREENHOUSE FERNS,
ry cheap.

Amaryllis.
JAMES GARAWAY and CO., Durdham Down

Nurseries, Bristol, offer, from their unequalled stock of the
above-named favourite flower, strong Bulbs ol unnamed Seedlings
and others that have bloomed with them during the two last seasons,
at 5s., 7s. 6d., and 10s. 6rf. each, or fiOs,, 60s., and 105s. per dozen.
James Garawat & Co.'s GENERAL BULB CATALOGUE for

the c_omlng season Is In the Press, and when ready will be forwarded
post free on applicatioi

IT & Co , Durdham Down Nun , Bristol.

New Double-flowered Amaryllis.
HLAURENTIUS, Leipzig, beps to call attention to

• his New AMARYLLIS ALBERTI, doublo-flowered, fine
and well shaped, bright scarlet and crimson-tinted, of which repre-
sentations may be seen In the "Illustration Horticole," and the
"Garten Magazin." Strong-flowered Bulbs, 12s.
His AUTUMN CATALOGUE f(No. 35) is just out, and contains

a mil description of the above, together with PRICE LISTS of
NOVELTIES, BULBS, AZALEAS, &c., and of a large number of
Plants at Trade prices. It can be had gratis on application (by pre-
paid letter) to him or to his Agents, Messrs. Betuam & Black.itu,
Cox's Quay. Lower Thames Street, London, E.G.
The Horticultural Establishment of H. Laorentids, Leipzig,

Germflny.

w To Gentlemen about to Plant.
ILLIAM BARRON be?s to offer the followius
valuable TREES and SHRUBS, of which ho has a surpluj

2 ft.'

4 ft. to 5 ft., each,

:

•J >, 1 11'. I.U a iL., eacD, ^s. bu.
CRYPTOMERIA JAPONICA, 1 fl. to 2 ft,, per 100, 209,
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 12 in. to 18 iS., per 100. 20*

>. „ 18 in. to 2 ft., per 100. 40s.

>t ,. 2 ft. to 3 ft., per 100, 60s.

^ ^ n M ^ ft-i POr dozen, 12s.
PICEA NOBILIS, 8 in. to 12 in., per dozen. 185.

' to 2i n., each, 10s. 6rf. to 15s.

r LOBBII. 18 in. to 2 ft., per 100, 4(THIJJA ME^ZIESIIc
2ft.1

,

II „ 4 ft. to 5 ft., per dozen, 36s.
PYRAMIDALIS, 2 ft. to 3 ft., per 100. 42s.

^ y SIBIRICA, 18in. to2fl., perlOO, 26s.
WELLINGTONIA GIQANTEA, 4 in. to C in., per 100, 60d.

It •( 9 in. to 12. in., per doz., 12*',

» „ 18 in. to 2 ft., per Uoz.. 24s.
" " to 3 ft., per d02,, 42s.

,
per 1000, 40s.

to 12 in., per 100,20s.

T^T, rT™™» • " 2 ft. to 3 ft., per 100, 6U«.
DEDTZIA CRENATA FLORE PLENO, Oin. to 12 in, p. 100, 4ft*.

Special Prices to iho Trade ou application.

Elvaston Nurseries, BoiTOwash, near Derbv.

Kew, &c., JS[i

CARTER'S GUINEA BOX of DUTCH FLOWER
ROOTS contains— 12 choice named Hyacinths for pots or

glasses, 12 mixed Hyacinths for borders, 4 varieties of Polyanthus
Narcissus, 12 Pheasant's-eye Narcissus, 12 double white sweet-scented
Narcissus, 100 yellow Crocus, 60 blue Crocus, 12 choice mixed double
Tulips, 12 choice mixed single Tulips, 4 white Lliies, 60 Snowdrops,
25 finest mixed Anemones, 26 finest mixed Ranunculus, 12 double
Due van Thol Tulips, 12 double Daffodils, 4 Tiger Lilies.

The above forwarded on reoolpt of post-office order for 21s. ; half
the above for post-office order for 10s, 6d.

PRICE LISTS gratis and post free.

Jaues Cabter & Co., 237 and 238, High Holbom. London. W.C.

Carter's Dutch Bulbs.

Just published,

BULBS and THEIR CULTURE See Original
Articio in AUTUMN SUPPLEMENT to CARTERS

GARDENER'S and FARMER'S VADE MECUM.
James Carter & Co., 237 and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

Post free, 12 stamps ; gratia t "

WHITE RHODODENDRON yet raised,—Robust grower, deep
green foliage, late and free flowering, trusses large, full, conrpact,
and semicircular, footstalk short ana stiff, colour white, .suffused
with soft blush mauve, changing to the purest white, clear alabaster
or wax-like, of unequalled shape and substance, reminding one of
the petals of the Water Lily. It remains lu bloom longer than most
other Rhododendrons, a peculiarity probably accounted for by its

hitherto refusing to produce seed, an advantage all Rhododendron
growers well understand. All who visited tho International Exhi-
bition will remember the transcendent superiority of The Queen over
every other white Rhododendron exhibited. It is proposed that The
Queen should assume her throne in 1807. All and everybody who
wish to enjoy her regal sway should apply at once, as all ordera will be
executed in rotation. The price will be 31s. 6d. each, and the Trade
will have four plants given for three ordered. It need excite no
smpri.'ie that its sole possession by the Advertiser should have called
forth the envious jealousy of certain Honouiiable Mkw, Hence a
story industriously circulated in the Trade that The Qn:

1 assumed :

: THIS RnoDoDENDROM has been seen, and
) be found. The whole undivided stock i

NoBtE, Bagshot, Surrey.

The

Early Spring Flowers.
WEBB'S GlANt POLYANTHUS and COWSLIP,

with all the best varieties of Double and Single PRIMROSES,
PANSIES, &c., with Seeds of single varieties. LIST of prices of
different kinds on application to

Mr. Weds, Calcot Gardens, Reading.

WILLIAM BARNES has many Thousand magnificent
Plants of tho above to offer, In various sizes, Including every

Camden Nursery, Camberwell, S.

Cupressus Lawsoniana argentea.
MESSRS. WATERER and GODFREY are now

sending out this Plant.
Good stout Plants, U foot high and bushy, at 2Is. each.

It has been awarded Three First-class Certificates by tho Royal
Horticultural Society of London, Royal Botanic Society of London,
and .It tho Crystal Palace ; and may be justly represented as a dis-
tinct and very beautiful plant, and one that will become a general
favourite. Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

Carter's Dutch Bulbs.

Just published,

OPRING FLOWERS and SPRING GARDENING.
yj Sea Origin.al Article in AUTUMN SUPPLEME.ST to
CARTER'S GARDENER'S and FARMER'S VADE MECUM.

Jamls Calitlk & Co.. 237 and 238, High Holbom, London. W.C.
T' ' i'l ,1 : htamps

; gratis to Customers.

\riOLA CORNUTA, the True Stock.-New Seed of the
V above now ready, in packets 6d., Is., 2s. 6d., and 68. Price tc

High Holbom, London, W.C.

To the Trade.
FOR SALE, in consequence of the expiration of a

Lease, a large quantity of STOOLS, surrounded with fine
layers, of Mulberries, Limes, Planes, Magnolias, Azaleas, Lilacs,
Aucubas, &c. ; also quantities of various sized Limes, Mulberries,
Poplars, Laburnums, Planes. Scarlet Thorns, Lilacs, Aucubas,
Euonymus. Magnolias, White Rhododendrons, Althreas, Ivies, Bga,
Grape Vines, fine standard and trained Fruit Trees of all sorts;
75 yards of clipped Beech hedge, 6 feet high, 3 feet wide, and other
general Nursery Stock, which may be seen and selected from dally at

J. Frv , Clarendon Nurseries, Camberwell New Road,

/'^HEAP PLANTS.
12 Of the best NOSEGAY PELARGONIUMS, Including Pink Stella

and Le Grand, 8s.

12 of the best ZONALS, including the new double Gloirode Nancy, Vs.

12 of the best NEW FUCHSIAS, 6s. ; 12 best older varieties, 4s.

12 of the best NEW VERBENAS. 3.t.

Or the above Collection, all established In small pots, for £1 6s.,

package included.
PELARGONIUMS, French and English show varieties, our

selection, from a large healthy stock, 3s. per doz.
CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, good named sorts, 3s. per dozen,

20s. per 100.

GARIBALDI PICOTEES, fine for forcing, 3s. per dot.
PINKS, from a good collection, 2s. per doz.

3 Nursery, Norwich.

N EW AND BEAUTIFUL PLANTS.
-From the North of China; leaves
. the fmit 16 to 2u in a cluster. It is

perfectly hardy, and altogether one of the most beautiful foliage
plants ever introduced. Strong Plants, 21s. each.

T^VAUS ADPRESSA STRICTA. — Has leaves precisely like
T. adpressa, but every plant is furnished with a strong load, which
it makes even from a aide branch. Fine Plants, 10s. &d. to 31s. 6d.

NEW AUCUBAS.—John Standish has a splendid lot of Seedling
Plants of his own raising, with every form and variegation of
leaf, 6s. to 2l8. each. Also a fine stock of MALE PLANTS and
of A. jap. vera, from 5s. to 21s. each.

ATHYRIUM GORINGIANUM TRICOLOR. — This is a most
beautiful hardy variegated Fem. One cannot conceive a more
beautifVil object than a plant of this growing on a shady bank or

t of doors. Strong Plants, 21s. i

RHODODENDRON CHIANOlDlfes.—This is a pure white from the
opening to the fall of the flower, and having an immense compact
truss has the appearance of a mass of snow. Plants 10s. Cd. each.
A few extra strong, with flower buds, 21s. each.

)BX Standish has a largo and fine Collection of
all kinds of SHRUBS, CONIFERS, and

Besides the above,

.

CATALOGUES of the a

N £ W
The Royal Nurseries, Ascot.

C L E mTtiTeT,HARDY
CLEMATIS RUBELLA.—Very nch velvety claret; the deepest

coloured Clematis yet offered. Very distinct, and having tbo
advantage of flowering 6u to 70 per cent, of blooms, with five and
six sepals. First Certificate, Royal Horticultural Society.

CLEMATIS PRINCE of WALES—Large flowers, ol a rich deep
violet purple, with red bars down tho centre of each sepal ; a
decided improvement on C. rubro-violacea. First Certificates,
Royal Horticultural Society,

Messrs. GEORGE JACKMAN and SON have much pleasure in
announcing that they are in a position to send out the abovu
Clematises that are distinct, and can with confidence recommend
them " amongst the best of hardy Climbers, If not tho very best
ornaments for walls, trellis-work,"ic.
Early orders will secure the strongest plants, which will be sent

out strictly in rotation first week In October.
The "Floral Magazine," in the October Number, will Insert C.

rubella and C. lauugirosa Candida.
Strong Plants, with bine, 1 J to 21 feet, 21s. each.

The usual allowance to the 'I'rade.

Coloured Drawings, by Andrews, for 24 atamps
Woking Nursery, Surrey."
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LUlum lanclfollum.
SUTTON AND SONS have received several varieties of

the above splendid LILY in fine condition.
For descriptiona and prices of each eoo SUTTON'S AUTUMN

CATAXiOGDE, which may be had grntis and post free on application.
» & SoMs, Royal Boikshire Seed Establis it.Keadlnc-

B.
New General Plant Catalogue.

WILLIAMS' NEW PLANT CATALOGUE,
mtaining many reallvRood Novelties, and carerully selocted

S 01 STOVK. GREENfiOUSP:, and HARDY PLANTS, la

eady and will be forwarded post free to all applicants.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Holloway, London, N.

SEE BAKE AND SUGDEN'S ADVERTISEMENT,
Onrdener^ ChronicU, Nov. 3, p. 1060

BULBS and CLIVKDEN PLANTS for Sprinc Bloomlne.
BARK'.S PRIZE CALCEOLARIA, 2s. 6d. per packet.
NEW VIOLA CORNHTA .SEED. lit. and is. 6d. per packet.
NEW LAPAGERIA ROSEA SEED, Is. M. and 2s. M. per packet.
UNBLOOMED AMARYLL1.S. *c.
CLUMPS nf LILY of the VALLEY, Winter Blooming, Is. 6(i. each

;

12 for 17s.

Exhibition of Chrysanthemums.
JOHN SALTER'S m.igniticent UOLLECTION of

CHRTSANTHEMims Is NOW in BLOOM. The Winter
Garden is open every day except Sunday. Admittance free.

Versailles Nursery, William Street, Vale Place, Hammersmith, W.
{ne.ar Kensington Railway Bridge.)

Chrysanthemums.
ADAil FORSYTH bt-frs to inform hia FriendB and tho

Public that his extensive Collection ot CHRYSANTHEMUMS
is NOW in FLOWER, and may bo seen every day (Sundays excepted!.
His facilities for housing thorn have heengreatlyincrcascd. and those

Newington, N.

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT
and PROVIDENT SOCIETY—The NEXT MEETING f.ir

Admission of Members will be held on MONDAY EVENING NEXT,
at the Green Dragon Hotel, Bishopsgate Street, R.C., at h o'clock.

William Heale, Secretary.
The Secretary will be in attendance on the Tuesday and Wednes.

day, at the Exhibition in the Guildhall, to answer any inquiries, *o.

GRAND FLOWER and FRUIT SHOW and BAZAAR
in nid of the BENEVOLENT FUND of the UNITED

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, and tho FUNDS of the ALBERT
ORPHAN ASYLUM, on NOVEMBER 13th, 14th, and 15th, in the
Guildnnll of the City of London, by permission of the Corporation.
Schedules and all particulars mav be obtiilned of William Heale,

14j_ George Terrace, Brook Street, Upper Clapton, N.E.

s and Fniit by 10 o'clock on Tuesday,' November 13.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY of LITERPOOL.—
The FOURTH GREAT EXHIBITION of CHRYSANTHE-

MUMS and FRUIT will bo held in .St. George's Hall. Liverpool.

, Basnett Street, Liverpool. Roni. W. Keb, Hon. Sec.

9riie ®atlreneriS'€iirontcle.
SATUnDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1866.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.

a\-7,^vj^,^.v^°^" li' United Horticultural (Flower and Fruit

TBi-ir..D "v,
' — 15 ( Show), at Guildhall Noon.

«.T„nn..' ,-( Royal Horticultural CWcekly Show), atSATuaoAi. —. !•} South Kensington 2 p.m.

We take an early opportunity to remind those !

of our readers who may bo interested in the
|

question, either in their own behalf or in that
of their dependents, that a Gahdbners' Exami-
nation will be held in tho course of next month
by the Examiners of tho Eoyal Horticultural
Society. The examinations for the present year
will bo based on the programme of the Societj'

of Arts' Examinations in Botany, Floriculture, '

and Fruit and A'egetable Culture, which has
been already given in our pages, and will take
place at South Kensington on Tuesday, tho 1 8th
of December. The Council of the Eoj-al Horti-
cultural Society have decided that only one
examination shall be held during the present year;
but according to tho recommendations of the
Education Committee of that body, as printed in

the " Proceedings" of the Societyfor 1865 (p. l.iS

d scq.) it has been determined that two exami-
nations, namely one at Ijadj' T>ay and ono at

Michaelmas, shall be held in future years.

AVe need not stay hero to jioint out tho
advantages which cannot fail to result to such
of the rising generation of gardeners as maj'
pass creditably a practical examination of this

kind, held under the auspices of a body, which,
whatever its shortcomings, is tho chief centre of
horticulture in this counti-y. ' The advantages
will be all the more evident when it is remem-
bered that part of the scheme proposed by
tho aforesaid Committee and approved by the
Council, is to keep a register of successful can-
didates at these examinations, which register

will be made accessible to Fellows and others
who may desire to consult it.

The students employed in the Society's Garden
at Chiswick, have, as a matter of course, to

undergo these periodical examinations ; but the
advantages offered are by no means confined
to young men actually employed by the Society.

On the contrary, they are open also to the
following classes of young gardeners :

—

"1. To gardeners who have been certificated

by the Society of Arts in Mensuration, Book-
keeping, Practical Geometry, Botany, Flori-

culture, or Horticulture. These candidates, if

they gain certificates in respect to the culture

of fruits, vegetables, and flowers, and show a fair

amount of skill in surveying and plan-drawing,
and of taste in laying-out gardens, will receive a
diploma conferring tho title of Associate of
tho Eoyal Horticultural Society. Candidates
under this head, who have previously obtained
tho Society of Ai'ts' Certificates in Botany and
Floriculture, or in Botany and Fruit and
Vegetable Cultm-e, will have their travelling
expenses paid, if they obtain the Eoyal Horti-
cultural Society's Certificate in either branch of
practical garden'.ng.

"2. To anj' other gardeners who can present
a written recommendation from either a Fellow
of tho Eoyal Horticultural Societj-, the President
of any Floral or Horticultural Association
acknowledgedby the Society,or the Director ofany
public park or garden. Candidates of this class,

however, even though they obtain a certificate,

will have to pay their own expenses.
" To the candidates who enter under either of

the foregoing heads. First and Second-class Cer-
tificates will be granted if thej' pass a satisfactory

examination in respect to the practical operations
of tho fruit, vegetable, and flower gardens.

'

' A medal will bo annually given to tho can-
didate who, having taken a Certificate of the
Sociotj- of Arts in Botany, Floriculture, or Hor-
ticulture, shall also gain at tho examination of

the Eoyal Horticultural Society, the highest
number of marks in practical gardening."
Wo may add that the names of candidates

must be sent in, not later than Tuesday the 11th
of December, to tho Secretary of the Eoyal Hor-
ticultural Society at South Kensington, from
whom fiu'ther information, if required, may be
obtained, on application bj' letter or personally.

The question to which we briefly alluded last

week—that of obtaining Tobacco Dttty-fbee
for horticultural use—has made some progress

during the time which has since elapsed ; indeed, in

the words of a correspondent, "it must secure the

earnest and active support of all who have any-
thing to do with gardening, whether as em-
ployers or employetl." The subject was discussed

last Tuesday at the meeting of the Committees
of the Eoyal Horticultural Society ; and the

concession which it was proposed to take steps to

obtain was considered to bo one of such import-
ance as to form tho subject of a recommenda-
tion that the Council should take action there-

upon. The latter body, as we are informed,

realising its advanced position in the horticul-

tural world, though desirous of further information

and reserving the full discussion of the matter till

its next meeting, nevertheless entertained a'stron^

feeling in favour of the proposal, and expressed
its willingness to place itself at the head of the

movement should additional information prove
confirmatory of its convictions. The action of

such a body, representing the national head and
centre of Horticulture, if woU supported by the

members of the horticultural profession genernllj%

would no doubt have great influence with the

authorities, when the question comes to be sub-
mitted to them. Tho result of tho reduction of

tho duty would, it is estimated, bo to reduce tho

price of horticultural tobacco to something like

8d. per lb. At present either tobacco or some in-

efficient substitute forms a considerable item in

the annual expenditure of gardeners and nurserj'-

men, ^nd one which presses heavily on this bi-anch

of industry, though its influence is but little

felt by the revenue. Much injurj' is often done
to valuable crops, indoor as well as outdoor, by a

habit engendered through the cost of the remedy,
of doing with as little of it as possible ; though
it may truly bo said that prevention would be
far better than cure, in tho ease of all tho evils

and attacks for which tobacco is the remedy.
A correspondent has suggested to us that "an

association might be formed, a small subscription

being paid by members to defray working
expenses; and that each member might bo
furnished with a list of persons likely to be
interested in the question, from which he would
be requested to get as many signatures as possible.

Such an association would soon obtain a mass of

signatures from all parts of the country, at

very little expense, and which would greatly

strengthen the hands of a deputation." If,

however, the Eoyal Horticultuial Society wiU
take up the matter in earnest, such an associa-

tion as that above suggested would not be

required ; though a proper memorial, duly

signed, might very much help the Society in its

action. We may suggest that such of our

readers as maythink the movement of importance

to horticultiu'ists, should write a brief letter to

that effect ; and if sent to us, we shall be very

happy to place any such letters in the hands of
the proper authorities. It is desirable, however,
that they should be sent in at once.

In winter tho Atjiosphere of London, and
of many of our great cities and towns,
is contaminated by certain minute bodies
vulgarly termed " blacks." They belong neither
CO the vegetable nor to tho animal kingdom, but
they have a powerful influence on tho former,
for they aro deadly enemies to all breathing
surfaces, and though they have not j'ct caused
civil war and bloodshed like their human name-
sakes, yot if the tale of death were carefully

summed up, we doubt not that our own
"natives" would head tho fatal list by
a long way. How then fares it with the

vegetation subjected to their pernicious

influence ? Thousands of expiring and leaf-

less shrubs furnish a reply. The once hand-
some and healthy Araucarias planted in front

of Tattersall's at Knightsbridge, and now
draped with filth and soot, can answer tho
question. The young Pines and evergreens
planted annually in the Ecgent's Park Botanic
Gardens, to dwindle and die, could also a tale

unfold ; the handsome lIolUos and Yews and
other shrubs planted in the new Avenue Gardens
in tho same Park might bear witness; and
many other cases which we could enumerate,
were it necessary, would tell the same talo of

how they are deprived of life by the vUe
atmosphere.
Not so with the Deoiduotjs Tree or Shrub ;

not so with those beautiful Eosaceous bushes
which are the glory of tho grove in all temperate
climes. After summer's fitful fever they '

' sleep

well," and when "people return to town,"
and when the flues begin to vomit forth poison

and smut, they are casting away tho leaves that

have done their work, and retiring within them-
selves, so to speak, and thus they remain till the

winter is past, safer from deadly vapours than
the Esquimaux in his snow-hut is from cold. The
consequence is, they grow nearly as well in

London as in the countiy I When the fires

begin to go out in spring, and the air of towns
becomes more free from evil humours, then they
burst out into leaf and beauty—clouds of light,

fresh, living, perfect green, on which the bunches
of pink Hawthorns love to display themselves.

What sight on earth can equal the bursting into

leaf of deciduous trees in temperate and northern
climes ? Nothing more beautiful, nothing more
magical should we see, even if it were possible

j
to pass high over earth, like the swallow in its

;
migration from the wolfish north, with its Pines

and weird Heaths, to the south with its Vines
and Oranges, and to the tropics with its Palms
and giant Bamboos 1

Nothing can equal the freshness and joy of an
English spring. Why, then, should we not take

advantage of the fact, and make our springs in

town more English still, by developingthose plants

most suited to it, and which flourish as well in

towns as out of them, instead of everlastingly pur-
chasing evergreens which are doomed to perish

sooner or later ? We have repeatedly noticed

that Peaches, Almonds, the double and other

ChoiTies, and the numerous exquisite trees and
shrubs allied to these, flourish and attain the

same perfect shape in towns and cities that they

do in the countiy, while beside them, valuable

evergreens are but the ghosts of what ever-

greens should be. Supposing for a moment that

evergreen trees and shrubs throve as well within

city influences as deciduous ones do, it would
even then be questionable practice to use

them extensively, because tlicy do not gladden

us with that floral bcnu'y which deciduous trees

are wont to put on ; their verdure in the parks

and open spaces goes for little in winter, as at

that time people do not frequent the parks,

except from necessity, nor is it desirable that

they shoiUd do so till our atmosphere is purified.

They do not keep time with our suns and seasons,

so to speak ; and they are not so beautiful,

because not so changeful, as the deciduous kinds.

They do not flower or fruit conspicuously, as

many deciduous plants do, and they tend to

pi-eserve a disagreable moisture around us in

winter, which we are certainly better without.

We are quite convinced that if the expense
and trouble taken to plant evergreens in towns
were devoted to the best of our deciduous trees

and shrubs, a beauty would result to which our
towns are at pi'osent strangers. Even in parks
and places where ono would be led to expect a
tolerable display of fine flowering trees, the

shrubbery vegetation is so intolerably poor
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and monotonous—so deyoid of variety and

interest—that we do not wonder at town planters

falling back on the evergreens, and planting

nought else around theii- churches and squares.

We need hardly allude to the result. A fine

double Cherry, pyramidal in outline, and hung
with snowy bouquets, seen against one of our dark

churches, would be more beautifxil than aU the

evergreens within foiu' miles of Charing Cross.

And it IS but one of a host of beauties, many of

them far more beautiful objects when leafless and

at rest, than debilitated soot-varnished " ever-

greens." Even the genus Pyrus alone would fiu>

nish a grand array of beauty, but those who seek

through aU our floweiiag deciduous trees and

shi-ubs, from the tall Acacias to the dwarf early-

opening Daphnes, may find a selection which,

judiciously arrange!, woidd create a higher

beauty in the town g irden than has yet been seen

in it. There is nothing to be found in this great

gardening country superior to many parks

where the common Hawthorn is freely planted,

when it is in ilower—say, for instance, the

rolling park at Dropmore, or the many acres of

this tree in the park at Dublin; and all who
know what beauty occurs among deciduous trees

will have no difficulty in imagining how beautiful

our parks could be made by tastefully grouping

and cultivating other fine flowering trees of

equal or nearly equal merit. AU the Crataeguses

do well in the London clay, and indeed the same
is true of the majority of deciduous shrubs, down
to the pretty dwarf speci3s of Prunus. It would
be a great benefit to town gardening, if landscape

gardeners were cooped in town for some weeks in

the dead of winter, instead of being permitted to

run about the sweet country : then they might
consider our real wants. Meantime we strongly

advise city planters to pay more attention to

deciduous vegetation, and then their efforts will

not be thrown away, as they too often are at

Our readers will obseiTe, from a letter pub-
lished in another column, confirmed by an official

intimation which has reached us, that notwith-

standing the obstacles which at one lime threat-

ened to prevent the experiment from being tried,

the RoT.ii HoiiTicuLTUE.u. Society vnll next
year hold a Show in the Province.?. It has
fallen to the lot of Bury St. Edmund's to be the

first provincial town thus honoured—for we
gather from the expression of local opinion on
this point, that it is regarded by the towns-
people as an honour—and both the local Horti-

cultm-al Society and the Corporation have reso-

lutely met and conquered the difficulties which
at first seemed all but insurmountable. An
unexceptionable site has been provided, fi-ee of

cost, a guarantee fund of 600/. has been sub-
scribed, and a working committee has been
named to co-operate with the representatives of

the Royal Horticultural Society. It remains only
for the horticultural talent of East Anglia to

bestir itself, so as to be prepared next July to

assert its claim to an honourable po.sition on the

prize lists, and for metropolitan and other

exhibitors to do their best to support it.

We look upon this as one of the most
important movements which have ever been
made for the advancement of Horticultui-e, and
as evidence of the desire of the present advisers

of the Royal Horticultural Society to do their

utmost in behalf of the cause of which they are

virtually the national representatives. A great

Horticultural Show in the provinces cannot fail

to make its influence felt ; and by promoting
meetings of this sort in different and widely
separated locahties, the great Metropolitan

Society wUl most effectually stir up the garden-

ing spirit of the country, already aroused by the

great International Show of last Maj'.

ORCHIDS AND THEIR CULTIVATION
No. XIV.

{Continued from ji. C84.)

To enumerate all the species of Lycaste and Maxil-
laria that have been introduced and have pa.ssed

through the hands of botanists, woidd be a work of

supererogation, looking at the subject from a horticul-

tural point of view. It has been my aim all along to

treat upon species and varieties that have been found
worth cultivating from their decorative character, anil

the field before me, even with such a restriction, is by
no means circumscribed, as witness the increasing
novelties that are pouring iu and swelling the already

large number cultivated in the best collections of

Europe. The beautiful L. Skinneri having been
already noticed, I pass on to those that remain.

Lycaste aromatica (Mexico).—A plant having large

pseudobulbs and leaves in the way of Skinneri, and
producing from the matured growths numerous flowers

of a yellowish cast pervaded by a slight tinge of green.

It is one of the least ornamental of the tribe, but its

flowers have a powerful aromatic fragrance.

i. cruenta (Guatemala).— The pseudobulbs and
foliage of this are after the character of those of

Skinneri. It is easily detected however by the prac-

tical eye from its being a little more roundly ovate in

the bulb, and shorter and broader in the foliage. Some
of the varieties produce large and handsome flowers

having broad sepals and petals of a bright yellow
colour, with a very prominent calceolate acuminate
labellum of the same ground colour, but with two deep
crimson blotches on either side. It is of the easiest

possible culture, requiring a large amount of water iu

the growing season, and the pseudobulbs will plump
up and maintain a more vigorous constitution if

manure waterings are occasionally resorted to. It

generally blooms iu March and April, and each flower
will remain good for four weeks.

L. Seppei (Mexico).—This also is after the Skinneri
style of growth, and is so similar to that sort in general

appearance, as with difficulty to be distinguishable until

the blooming season. It has very distinct and beautiful

flowers, about two-thirds the size of those of Skinneri,
and of same formation, having yellowish green sepals

and petals, with bold sienna blotches, the petals being
yellowish green towa-rds the base, and the lip pro-
minently adorned with dullish crimson spots on a
yellow ground. Its season of flowering is August and
September, and its duration about four weeks,

L. fulvescem (New Grenada).—This has beeo
recently found b.v collectors iu ransacking the Andes of

New Granada for the rare and beautiful Odonto-
glossums. It is well worth growing in a large collection

for its extremely interesting form, and the flower itself

is not without beauty. In form it partakes more of the
general characteristics of a Maxillaria, being closely

allied in this respect to the extremely beautiful M.
venusta; the placing of them, however, is not my
concern, as I only give their general features and
cultural hints. The pseudobulbs of this sort are more
in the style of those of an Aoineta, and it has pale

green leaves with prominent venation. The plant is of

rampant growth, the roots not only being greedy of

moisture, but the pseudobulbs themselves drmk it up
likeso mauypumpkins. Thefloweris composedofoblong
acuminate sepals and petals, the latter a little shorter

than the former, the ground colour being a raw sienna
running into creamy white towards the base of the
column. The labellum is about half the length of

petals, and of rather a brighter colour, bristling with
long dense hairs, which contrast well with the long
arched pure white column. Its period of flowering

is March and April, and its duration about four weeks.
L. ijiganiea (New Grenada).—This is well-named

from the immense size its bulbs attain, for they can be
grown to rival many of the species of Anguloa. It is a

spring-flowering plant of the Deppei type, but not at

all equal to that sort for general beauty, and from the
large space which it occupies it cannot be tolerated in

a choice collection, and can only be admitted in

hrge collections upon sufferance.

L. Barrkonia (Brazil).— This is the tetragona of

Lindley, and a very beautiful plant it is, all Imi

eclipsing the famous Skinneri itself. It is well kmrnu
from the oblong, tapering, four-sided form of its

pseudobulbs, which have the further distinguishing

badge of a black band between the summit of the
pseudobulb proper and the base of the leaf. It differs

from the whole of the race in producing two and three-

flowered peduncles as a rule. Most of the others

occasionally produce a two-flowered but never a three-

flowered peduncle. It also differs from the others in

having sepals and petals roundly ovate and nearly

uniform, giving it a most handsome outline. It,

like the Maxillarias, has a peculiar .iointed dull crimson
labellum, clothed with hairs, and which is seen to

advantage planted in the centre of the rich creamy
white flower. It blooms best after a good Ion" resting

period, when water has been withheld ; but it has this

drawback—its flowere are often buried, the peduncle
not being long enough to overtop the foliage. This
deterioration is, by the way, peculiar to the whole
race. There are many forms of this plant,

which have been elevated by some to specific names,
but the difference in my opinion is too infinitesimal to
warrant specific distinction. It is a plant which can
be grown to a very large size, and is well worthy of a
place in the choicest collections. To a beginner it is

most valuable, because it is not easily killed, and pro-
duces its inflorescence very regularly iu the spring
months under the most trying circumstances. Warm
conservatory treatment suits it admirably, and it will

live and endure an atmosphere occasionally oscillating

between 35° and 40' as a minimum.
L. Schilleriana (Central America).—This, like Onci-

dium bifolium, Cattleya Aclandise and marginata, and
even Lycaste Skinneri itself, was a rare plant until
Orchido-raania seized hold of not a few of our wealthy
commercial lords, who in turn induced several of our
enterprising nursery firms to send out collectors to

search in places almost inaccessible, and in many
cases where no European foot had ever trodden, for

that sort of vegetation which ambitious Europeans
longed to possess. This is probably the most beautiful

and withal the most curious form of the fulvescens

type. It, like its compeers, is of free growth, and
blooms at midsummer from the matured growth. It is

larger than fulvescens, of much the same colours, with
a larger and much more beautiful labellum, and !is a

whole presents a very grotesque configuration. It is a
sort which all lovers of the curious should grow.
Looking to its habitat it would not be safe to risk it in

a temperature lower than 45°.

There are only three Maxillarias which are gene-
rally cultivated in the collections of this country, and
all three of them are distinct and good, such as in

fact call forth general admiration.

Maj^illana picta (Brazil). — This is a handsome
dwarf-growing species, with conical pseudobulbs,
ik inches long, carrying a terminal pale green leaf of
from 12 to 16 inches m length, of lanceolate form.
The flowers come from the matured growth in single
file, as many as from three to six to a bulb ; the sepals
are broader than the petals, yellow in front, while the
back part has a white ground stained with yellow and
blotched transversely with purple ; the labellum has a
cream ground-colour, with rosy spotting, and is broad
at the base and tapering at the extremity ; while the
column is very prominent and of a rich cinnamon
colour. The period of flowering is September and
October, and its duration from three to four weeks.
M. tenmfolia (Mexico).—This can be grown to form

a beautiful specimen, and will never e.xceed ordinary
bounds. It differs from most of the others in its

mode of growth, the pseudobulbs being like so many
bulbils strung together on short perpendicular foot-

stalks. In form they are ovate, and they each carry
long linear acuminate leaves, which render it a very
graceful object even when out of flower. The flowers
proceed from the base of the matured growths, and
when the plant is in good condition come in consider-
able numbers. They are only about half the siae of
picta, but the bright crimson barrings on a yellow
ground render it a very conspicuous object in a general
collection. Its period of flowering is March and AprU,
and its duration about four weeks.
M. venusia (New Grenada ; Ocana).—This is unmis-

takeably the gem of all Maxillarias, wdiether we regard
the fragrance or the quiet beauty of its flowers. In
the evening a few expanded flowers will completely fill

the air of a plant-room with their fragrance ; and it is

one ofthe few rarities and novelties that at the present
day engage particular attention. Unfortunately it is

a scarce, and therefore a high priced plant, but it is to

be hoped that some of the colli'ctciis « ill stumble upon
a large batch of it, so as to 111 ii uiiliin the reach of
all Orchidoculturists. Onem imi niiv pieces of it have
been in the country, at least iu Lumpcau collections,

for years; but it has been so shy in flowering that it is

but recently that its merits have become known. It

luxuriates in a cool atmosphere, and flowers freely in
such an element. It has the long angular-pointed
form peculiar to Lycaste fulvescens, Schilleriana, and
that breed ; the sepals and petals, however, are much
more attractive, being of the purest ivory white, and of

great substance. It has a small golden labellum orna-
mented with crimson blotches, which the long sepals

and petals, and the somewhat pendent position which
it naturally assumes, in some measure serve to conceal.

Such is a resume of the best foims of Lycaste
and Maxillaria at present in cultivation. The
majority of them are first-rate plants, and well worthy
of general patronage. No one, not even the veriest

tyro in Orchid culture, need have any doubt about
successfully cultivating them. They require the very
same winter temperature which would be given to a
house of Pelargoniums, and give far less trouble in

successfully wintering them. I .am amazed to hear the
doubts that are frequently expressed by gentlemen,
who say they would "go in for this sort of thing "if
(liry ."iiW ensure the lives of the plants they buy.
Our tiling I unhesitatingly aflirm : take any of the
sprrii-s 1 have yet described in this series of papers;

plant it in a pot amongst elastic flbry material such as I

have endeavoured to describe ;
give it abundance of water

during the growing season (for it is part of my plan to

introduce a compost which water will almost
instantaneously rush through) ; admit air to the house
as you would do to a Pelargonium house, and winter

them accordingly, and I will engage for a success

beyond anticipation. Of course the gardener must
have his eyes open, and keep his plants proportionately

dry in very cold weather, else some of the pseudobulbs
in the grossness of their growth, might rot away, and
the plant might succumb altogether. But the sanie

remark is equally applicable to any race of exotic

plants. Compare the lovely inflorescence of some of

the more beautiful Orchids with that of other natural

orders; estimate the effects they produce generally

upon all who come within their influence; look at the
suitability of this very group, of Lycaste Skinneri for

example, for drawing-room and indoor decoration, and
especially for a never-failing supply of " winter

"

flowers ; and the cost of securing and rearing them is

amply compensated by the fund of delight and pleasure

which such a variety of beautiful, curious, and alto-

gether unique forms call forth. James Anderson,
Meadow Bank.

THE AUSTRALIAN TREE PERNS.
In the Gardeners' Chronicle for the 20th October

last I have read an interesting communication by
" J. G. B." on the Australian Tree Ferns, in which the

author states, " there seems a prospect of a considerable

amount of confusion arising respecting them," and in

order to do what he can to prevent this, purposes " to

give a description of each, and bring together the
synonyms of the same species." Thau this, a more
desirable task he could scarcely have set himself, and
he might with truth have stated that a considerable

amount of confusion alread.y exists on the subject

—

among authors as well as cultivators. Having myself
paid some attention to the question, and having access

to a considerable number of living plants of these

Australian Tree Perns, I am obliged to differ with
" J. G. B." in some of the conclusions he has arrived

at Should this meet his eye, I trust he will do
me the credit to believe it is not from a querulous
disposition that I make the following remarks, but

simply to assist in elucidating facts.

With reference to the .species mentioned in the first

paragraph of the paper, I fear I cannot throw more
light on the subject than "J. G. B." has done. I may,
however, state that two plants exist in the collection at
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6Iasne¥in, botli of which are marked Cyathea inodul-

laris; one is from the Polyaesian Islands, the otiicr

from New Zealand. That from the former has shining
black raohides to the fronds, which are covered when
young with long dark-brown shaggy scales, and are

smooth. The other, from New Zealand, has also fronds

with dark rachides covered with shaggy brown scales,

but the colour of the rachides is less dark and that of

the scales light brown. The plant from the Polynesian
Islands is the youngest, and has fine gracefully arching
fronds, fully 16 feet long. The New Zealand plant has

much shorter and stirfer fronds. They are, however,
evidently only varieties of the same species.

With reference to Alsophila australis, R. Brown,
it is very easily known, though frequently misnamed in

collections. The largest pla,nt at Glasnevin has a stem
close on 6 feet high, which is covered with the bases of

the old fronds, these being very rough, with strong
raised points ; the interstices are crowded full of old

rootlets, which latter character will at once serve to

distinguish it from the sjjecies named in the paper
Alsophila Leichardtiana. In younger plants beginning
to make stems, the raohides of the fronds are dark
brown, and only rough at their base, whereas the
fruiting fronds on the large stems have their rachides
light-coloured and nearly smooth.

I might here risk a conjecture, which I have no
means of further proving at present, respecting the
plant called A. Loddigesii, Kunze, which Baumann, in

his "Index Filicum," marks Nova Hollandia, without
doubt, though Kunze, as quoted by Moore in his "Index
Filicum," makes the following remark, " Patr. ignot., vix
dubie australis." May this not be the variety with
rachides nearly or quite smooth, which "J. G. B."
states the aborigines of New Holland distinguish, and
apply a different name to ? My reasons for so conjec-
turing are the following. At Glasnevin there is a
plant under the name of A. Loddigesii, Kunze, which
was received from a celebrated continental collection

about 15 years ago. It is now just beginning to form a
stem, and has fronds bearing a good deal of general
resemblance to those on plants of the true A. australis,

which are about the same age, but the rachides of
those of A. Loddigesii are not half the diameter of
those of A. australis, and are nearly quite smooth.
It is altogether a more graceful plant. Another plant,

which may be this species or variety, is at Mr.
Bewley's, of Rockfield, under a different name. The
latter has a slender stem, about 5 feet high, with a
lovely head of gracefully recurving fronds. A more
beautiful object than it is, one could scarcely imagine
in the whole vegetable kingdom.
Next in the paper is the plant which the author

states " has been published iu three different places
under three different names," the meaning of which
may be, that three different authors have each given a
different name to the same plant, but which " J. G. B."
states must henceforth be known by Dr. Mueller's
name, Alsophila Leichardtiana, because it is the
earliest, and must consequently take precedence. Is

this the case ? The question may be solved by
reference to John Smith's collection now at the British
Museum, in which the plant is named by that dis-

tinguished author on Ferns, Alsophila Moorei. The
date attached to the label will show whether Dr.
Mueller's name has precedence or no. "When first

found by Mr. C. Moore, of^ Sydney, specimens were
sent to Kew, previous to its being sent in a living
state, when Mr. Smith at once saw that it was a new
species, and named it accordingly. Sir W. Hooker's
name, A. Macarthuri, was subsequently applied, I
am informed, to specimens sent to Kew by Mr. Veitch,
of Chelsea. Leichardt could hardly have had much to
do with this Fern, but I shall now leave the name to
be finally settled on the ground stated by " J. G. B.,"
namely, that of priority.* The species is a very dis-

tinct one, and there are two varieties of it at Glasnevin.
The one with the highest stem measures nearly 6 feet,

and is clothed from base to top with the long very
rough bases of the fronds, which are closely placed
together, and have their interstices filled with the
remains of the permanent linear brown scales, which
are so abundant about the summits of the stems. I

have not seen roots in the interstices, as is always the
case in A. australis. The rachides are dark brown,
and remarkably rough, and the lower pair of pinna; are
very distant from the next pair, and mix with the
scales at the summits of the stems. The plant sent
from Australia as the true A. Macarthuri, Hook., differs

from the former in having the stem more slender, and
bare of the bases of the fronds nearly half way up. The
bare part is marked with pretty ovate scars, and the
upper portion is rough lyith the bases of the fronds
and scaly interstices, as in the former variety. The
only differences I see in them are the partially naked
and more slender stem of the one, the fronds of which
have not shown the distant pair of pinn:ie, and the
pinnules are shorter ; they seem to be only mere varieties

of one species, and that a very beautiful one.

With respect to the plants named in collections

A. excelsa and A. Cooperi, I have no reason to doubt
that " J. G. B." is correct in considering them the same
species. There is a fine specimen of the former at

Glasnevin, with a beautiful clean stem, marked with
lon» oval scars, but it is slender when compared
with some others. It is, I believe, the first plant of
the kind that was introduced livin» to Britain, and
came from Australia, asasmallplantina Wardianca-ie,
17 years ago. It thus affords us some means of judging
of the rapid growth of tliis species. Many of the
plants which are now distributed in European collec-

tions are the offspring of this individual. The
stems of the young plants afford only a faint idea of
the beauty of older .stems, when they get clear of their
fronds, and marked with the scars.

• 0r- Muellers name appears to Ia.%ve been first published.
We find no publication nf Mr. Smith's earlier than the present
year. Eps.

There is another splendid species at Glasnevin, which
bears some resemblance iu form of fronds to those of
A. excelsa, but the stem is altogether of a different
kind. It was sent from Sydney marked Alsophila sp.

nova. The stem is now ."i feet 'high, and bears at its

apex a fine head of fronds, each from 7 tnS feet long. It

is bare of the bases i>r IVoimIs :m(l in:M-ki-(l willi ovnl
scars, roughishbutncn pricKlv, 11 s.m'ius ;i lapid ;;ro\vri-.

judging from the grc:i I distaiice the Insrs nf tlie scius
are from each other in forming the spire, being fully

5 inches. The rachides are covered with short brown
ovate acuminate scales, which are curved and strongly
serrated on their margins. No fruit has yet been pro-
duced, and I do not possess further information on this
plant at present.

Alsophila Rebecca;, Mueller,' and A. Robertsiana are
both unknown to me, in either a living or a dead state

;

consequently, I pass them over, and also Dicksonia
antarctica.

Respecting Dicksonia Youngii, C. Moore, I do not
agree with J. G. B.," who state.'! that "this plant is

evidently not safely separable from D. squarrosa.
To me this sentence is obscure, but I presume it

means that he considers the plants having the names
of D. squarrosa and D. Youngii to be one species.

If this be so, I cannot agree with him ; nor do I
suppose he can have seen fertile living plants of
the latter. The differences between them are so great
that any person endowed with an acute sense of touch
would feel the difference, without the aid of his eyes.

In D. Youngii the fronds are softer to the touch, and
have not that rigid harshness so well known .in D.
squarrosa. The pinnoe are placed alternately on the
rachis, and fi'om 3 to 4 inches apart; whereas in

D. squarroia they are so close together as to be imbri-
cated. The colour of their undersides is also different.

In D. squarrosa, where they are turned up, they have
a slight silver colour ; whereas in D. Youngii they are

nearly the same colour on both sides. There is little use
in pursuing the distinctions further,they are so evident,

both in stems, fronds, and fructification. The largest

plant at Glasnevin has a slender stem, nearly 3 feet high
which is covered with the bases of the fronds, and
clothed with long yellow brown hairs at its apex. It has
just produced a fruitful frond, which is in the centre

of the plant, the outside fronds being barren. D. M.

MR. T. N. MILLERS VINERIES AT BISHOP'S
STOBTFORD.

As the culture of Grapes i.s now becoming of vast

interest, I have thought a description of some vineries

recently erected, may be a subject worthy of your
columns. Mr. Miller's vineries are situated in the
vallev of the Stort, at the southern entrance of the
town, and but slightly above the level of the river ; the
soil loose alluvial loam, aud from the small flints

mixed with it, evidently calcareous. It is highly

fertile, as vegetables and fruit trees grow in it with
great luxuriance. The site of the enclosure—3 to 4 acres

in extent, is sheltered, and admirably exposed to the
south-west, so that iu sunny weather iu summer the
heat is almost tropical. The vineries at the north-
east side are lean-tos, sloping to the S.W.
The first range is 130 feet long, ground width IB feet,

in two divisions, 65 feet in each, one for Black
Hamburghs, the other for Muscat of Alexandria; the
Vines are in their third year, planted outside in a

raised border, 2 feet 6 inches deep, resting on a pave-
ment of asphalte; the Grapes on all are very fine,

shouldered bunches of Muscats, weighing from 3 to

4 and 5 lb. each, and the Vines are in the highest state of

health and luxuriance.

The second range, in a line with the above, is 100 feet

long and 13 feet wide, in three equal divisions, one for

forced Black Hamburghs, one for early Muscats, and
the other for pot Vines, which are plunged in a pit in

front in tan, heated by 4-inoh hot water-pipes ; the back
border of this department is planted with Muscats,
trained as pyramids to upright iron rods; they aiv

planted about 3 feet apart, and be.ar most abundani
crops. This method of culture is not common, but
seems both interesting and advantageous.

The most remarkable of the Vineries here is a span-
roofed one, 200 feet loug, 30 feet wide, 15 feet high in

the centre, and 5 feet high at sides ; there is not per-
haps in England a Vinery more interesting and
promising. It is divided by glazed partitions into

three divisions ; one 60 feet in length, planted with late

Grapes—Lady Downes', Black Tokay, and one or two
other kinds of late black Grapes ; theyare in their second
year, and are allowed to bear some three or four
bunches each. These are really magnificent, the beiTies

so large, with such a dense bloom, and so finely

coloured ; the Vines are planted on each side, and the
canes all reach and meet at the top of the roof; they
are stout as a moderate-sized walking-stick, and the
foliage large, healthy, and beautiful. The second
division is 100 feet in length, planted with Black
Hamburghs, all in the same healthy vigorous state as

those just described. The third division, 40 feet in

length, is devoted to Muscat of Alexandria Grapes,

equally healthy and luxuriant. There is one very

remarkable feature in this fine Vinery ; on each

side the central path, extending the whole
length of 200 feet, is a row of pyramidal
Vines, 3 to I frit apart trained to upright rods; the

effect; V. ' \ i I'lnt'iil. They are merely temporary, as

it is 1 1
i uf will soon be too densely shade!

forth' I
II. This .sea.son they have ripened

their Iniii 111 iioLi^lily, even close to the ground, from

10 to 15 feet from the glass.

As the borders of this house are perhaps on an

original plan, and may be worthy of imitation, a

description of them will not be out of place. There is

no connection whatever with the outside; the

foundations of the walls are solid brick, so that

not a root can get through. The soil being a sandy

I loam, resting on gravel, no drainage wa< required
so that the borders—the wli"l.' wiiltli of Uie house-
were formed with turf p:mv.| ,,i1 iIh .surface of
the enclosure, manure, ami Lum - Ikhh ;. ;in inch
to 1 inch, mixed with hn -r

i

c- llic "screen-
ing's" of hones n-pfl for u n 'j'.ii inrnposl was
(lini iiiixr.l u!il, 111. ,,ii 1,1 11, . 1,,,,,.,. u, a depth
of-JS in,.|„ .; ,1 I,,,- ,„,„ .-I 111, .1 ;.,,.l I,, . iiliOUt Ifoot
iilii.M' till' siiHiHv Ml' ii„. ...,l .,i,i.„i, ,1 li;n not been
stirred since tlir- L'riiilii'l u;,. pn imh ,1, nml llssUI'face,

from being iiiiicli ii>.„|, I,. n mi im"'i1ii-iI.\ s.iliil. This
is so contrary in iirn'i i, , in 11, r ir in which A'ino

borders are of ten trcaiLd that it is worthy of inquiry
if the surface of Vine borders should or should not
be solid.

There is no question about it here, for Vines in more
luxuriant growth and in finer health were never seen.

Another question respecting the advantage of planting

Vines inside instead of outside seems also set at rest

;

there is no doubt but that the cliinato of the house
affects greatly the climate of llir (;ii-lli umlii- its roof,

and gradually warms it tii ;i ilc|iili nut siilliciriitly

appreciated or known. As a niiiltii nt rmns,
,
inside

Vine borders require some atluiiLimi with regard to

water, but it will be found that a much less quantity ii

required than is generally thought necessary.

A few words as to the rather novel mode of roof venti-
lation practised may be acceptable. All the roofs are
fixed, the rafters 21 inches apart, and all are glazed
with large pieces of 21-oz. glass ; every fourth piece
in the span-roofed house at the apex of the roof on
each side is of an extra size, 4 feet long, 21 inches wide,
fixed in a frame (in a slide), which is kept closed by an
iron weight fixed to a cord ; when air is given the
weight is lifted and the frame let down, when it is

closed the frame is drawn up and the weight keeps it in
its place. The sashes for the admission of air below are
3 feet by 3 feet 10 inches, and are on hinges on each
side of the house, the lower part of the apertures about
18 inches from the surface of the ground outside.

There is one fact of consequence connected with this

inside border 30 feet wide, and that is the water
required to keep the Vines in their present robust
health. On inquiry, I learnt that a sound watering
was given towards the end of March last, and the same
once a month till the middle of August ; no water haa
been given since. This seems to settle the matter as to

the oft-agitated question respecting the eligibility of

inside Vine borders, to which no artificial coverings are

required to keep ofl' the hea\.\ niins of w inter, and no
thick covering of manure to um limi ulun forcingis

commenced. No Grape grown- o., si . nm ihe Vines in

this tine house would ever think ot luLikiug his borders

outside, and I think I may add that no expensive and
often injurious contrivances for heating Vine borders

need be resorted to, the climate, as in the countries

where Grapes grow and ripen without artificial aid,

giving sufficient heat to the soil, which is never cooled

down to the temperature of the earth outside.

I have only to add that any of jour readers interested

in Vine culture would meet with a courteous reception

from Mr. Miller or his gardener, Mr. Warden ; and if

it is only to witness the efi'ects of unhealed inside

borders, a visit to the Bishop's Stortford Vineries will

well repay the amateur. T. K.

ICE HOUSES.
Ice is, in sultry weather, not only a luxury, but

may almost be regarded as a necessary of existence,

and fortunately in most large towns (London, Liver-

pool, and Manchester for instance) it may be obtained

at a price scarcely prohibitory even to the working man.
The Norway or Wenham Lake ice is much superior

to British ice in its refrigerating influence, inasmuch
as being congealed at a lower temperature its cooling

properties are greater than that from our own lakes or

livers. The ice in our own ponds may be formed at the

(,iii|iri iliiveof 20', thatis 12' below the freezing point,

wliili il,:ii which we procure from abroad, from colder

rill, Hi , may he congealed at zero, or even 10 to 20°

hrlmv I [lilt starting point of Fahrenheit's thermometer
—hence, taking weight for weight, the imported ice is,

to use a familiar term, three or four times colder than

that congealed in our own waters.

In properly conducted establishments the dessert,

after it is dished up and before it is sent to table, should

be placed upon ice iu a refrigerator or cellar for an

hour or two, uot to freeze it, but to cool it to a

temperature that during the hot season m ill be grate-

ful. Again, thecook, confectioner, butkr, and dairymaid

cannot achieve the best results without the assistance

of ice ; the fishmonger finds it iudispciisalile for the

preservation of his stock-in-trade ; and the Mark Lane
Express recommends ice for the cooling or setting

of meat and poultry before it is sent to market. We
are becoming a more luxurious people, and no doubt

these suggestions, though they look absurd at the

present time, indicate what will be considered neces-

saries in the course of a few years. In America ice

is a necessary with all who can afford it ; in our large

towns, where it can be procured cheaply, it is the

sa ne, and will become more so.

Practically, when ice absorbs caloric or heat it

becomes water, or melts, and when the heat thus

absorbed is removed, the water again solidifies and

becomes ice. For a similar reason, butter and all

animal fats and fluids become liquid or solid according

to the quantity of caloric they absorb or give out. The
farmer, whose butter in summer is so liquefied that

it cannot be handled, and whose poultry, beef, mutton,

and pork are so soft that in going to maikit the meat,

by the shakingto-and-fro action of tlir limn s. muimgoes

a sausage-making process by no mean- laMnralile to

its market value, must bear in mind that .m i.\cess of

caloric is the cause of all this loss, and that at the

season of the year when the inhabitants of our towns

are being almost roasted alive, an excess of caloric is
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the most worthless thing in the world that he can
send them.

Ice in some situations maybe preserved in a very
simple manner, whilst in others the utmost care is

insurticiont to secure a supply. I knew an ice-house

near Newmarket where it was merely necessary to throw
in 10 or 20 cart-loads of ice during the winter, and shut
the door, and there it would be found without any
further trouble through the following summer in

abundance. Other wells, filled with the most scrupu-
lous care and containing scores or even hundreds of

loads, often scarcely yield a sufficient supply for an

ordinary establishment. The great secret, however,

appears to be that the situation where the house is

formed should be dry and well drained, and then success

is certain. Some few years back, when directing the

improvements of a neglected estate in a Western
county, I had orders to'fiU the ice-house, but findmg
it in a very dilapidated condition, without either a

drain or sufficient roofing to keep out the rain, I

preferred to make an ice stack. Therefore, selecting a

place which w.is upon the island of the lake that was
to supply the ice, but well protected from the sun by
tall Beech trees, a large hole was excavated some
12 feet in diameter, just deep enough to allow the drain

from the bottom sufficient fall to empty itself into the

lake at low-water mark. This being done, a layer of

faggots was placed over the bottom of the pit, and some
old wattled hurdles around the sides, against which
some 4 inches thick of "Wheat straw was placed. Then
the filling of the pit commenced, the ice being pounded
as finely as possible, and run together with all

the force at command. Over each layer of ice

4 inches in thickness boiling water was poured,
the object being to fill up the interstices, and cement the
ice into a solid lump. The process of collecting was con-
tinued until the stack was some 15 feet in height—5 feet

below the ground level, and 10 feet above. If was then
thatched (first covering it with hurdles) with straw to

the thickness of 1 foot at the least, and was left clean
and tidy for the chance of success.

About May in the following year a part of the roof
fell in, but upon examination, though the ice had
diminished in quantity, it was found that there was
still a very considerable lump left. However, as the
fimily was not coming that season, and as it was not
expected to last two years, little care was taken to pre-
ssrve it, bejfond the covering of straw, and consequently
the rain as it fell soaked into straw and earth alike. In
the following summer the pit was examined, and the
straw thrown out, when several tons of ice still

remained. For more than 22 months the pit had been
filled; for quite 15 months, beyond the covering of
straw, it had had no protection from the weather, yet
the ice had kept better than in many wells that have cost
hundreds of pounds to build.

One of the greatest mistakes in the management of
ice houses is that of opening them at mid-day when
the air is warm. The right time is early in the
morning, and then, if possible, they should be entered
from the top, and not, as is the usual custom, from the
side. I had some 20 years back a large ice well, but
the supply, while procured by opening the side door,
was not equal to the demaiid. Reasoning upon the
fact, that each time the side door was opened a
quantity of warm air was let in, and that this would
liquefy a certain quantity of ice before it was reduced
to the proper temperature, I determined to take the
supply from a "manhole" at the top of the well, and
from that time for many years afterwards the supply of
ice was extended six to eight weeks longer than in
preceding years ; the simple fact being, that warm air

being lighter than cold, it could not enter the well
when opened from the apex. W. P. A.

ON THE PLANTS OF THE LAKE
DWELLINGS.*

By Dr. Oswald Heee.

The remains of the plants of the Swiss Lake
dwellings are found lying in the lake mud, or buried
under a bed of peat several feet thick. Professor Heer
divides those hitherto found into—1. Cereals ; 2. Weeds
of the corn field ; .3. Culinary vegetables ; 4. Fruit and
berries ; 5. Nuts ; 6. Oil-producing plants ; 7. Aromatic
plants ; 8. Bast and fibrous plants ; 9. Plants used for

dyeing; 10. Forest trees and shrubs; 11. Mosses and
Ferns ; 12. Fungi for kindling fire ; 13. Water and
marsh plants.

1. Cereals.—The small-grained, six-rowed Barley
(Hordeum hexastichum sanctum), and the small lake-

dwelling Wheat (Triticum vulgare antiquorum), were
the most ancient, most important, and most generally
cultivated farinaceous seeds of Switzerland. Next
to them come the beardless compact Wheat
(Triticum vulgare, compactum mutioum), and the
larger six-rowed Barley (Hordeura hexastichum den-
sum), with the two kinds of Millet, the common
Millet (Panicum miliaceum, L.), and the Italian

Millet (Setaria italica). The Egyptian Wheat (Triti-

cum turgidum, L.), the two-rowed Wheat (Triti-

cum dicoccum, Schr.). and the one-grained Wheat
(Triticum monococcura), were probably, like the two-
rowed Barley, only cultivated as experiments in a few
places ; and the Spelt (Triticum Spelta, L.), which at

present is one of the most important cereals, and the
Oat (Avena sativa, L.), appeared later, not till the
bronze age, while Rye was entirely unknown amongst
the lake dwellings of Switzerland.
The Millets are undoubtedly spring crops ; in fact

all the other kinds of cereals appear to have been the
same. Consequently the colonists must have prepared
and sown their fields in spring, not in autumn ; and
the corn was probably housed at the end of summer,
and no after-crops secured. The lieds of goat's and
sheep's dun g discovered in the lake dwelling of Roben-

'^ From Keller's Lake Dwellings of Switzerland.

hausen seem to indicate that the fteces were allowed to

accumulate in the stalls, in order to be used for

manuring the fields. Bread was made only of Wheat
and Millet, the latter with the addition of some grains

of Wheat, and, for the sake of flavouring it, of Linseed

also. Barley bread has not yet been found, and it is

probable that Barley was eaten boiled, or more probably

parched or roasted. The small, six-rowed Barley of

the lake dwellings is the sacred Barley of antiquity.

The small lake dwelling Wheat (Triticum vulgare

antiquorum) is probably the oldest sort ; it is the most
prevalent cereal in all the older lake dwellings, and it

was cultivated down to the Gallo-Roman times.

We know very little as to the agricultural tools,

though several implements have been found which are

considered to belong to this class. Neither do we know
how the corn was gathered, though in all probability it

was not cut just under the ears (a mode which is

represented on some ancient Italian coins), but the

straw must have been taken up with it, otherwise there

would not have been the seeds of so many weeds with
the com. It was then, probably, trodden out to

separate the com from the husks (thus the Roman
term triticum from triturare), and after being cleaned,

the Barley may have been freed from its hard parts by
a club. Implements of this kind appear on coins of

Metapontum, amongst agricultural tools, and several

clubs have been found at Robenhausen. The women
of Southern Africa are mentioned by the Livingstones

in their travels as having to perform this operation

with a kind of pestle and mortar. We know how the

com was crushed and ground ; it is needless here to

refer to the corn-crushers and mealing-stones found in

nearly every settlement. Some of the meal was then

made into bread, of which charred portions are still met
with. In other cases the grain was probably roasted,

then crushed, and put into the pipkin, and the mass,

after having been somewhat soaked, was then eaten.

The Spaniards, when they conquered the Canary
Islands, very singularly found this mode of preparing
corn food prevalent amongst the aborigines; they
adopted this custom, and have continued it to the

present day. The com there is still roasted in ovens,

prepared for this especial purpose, then ground, placed

in goatskins, and thus stored. This " Gofio," as corn-

meal is called, when thus prepared, forms now the food

of the lower orders of the people in the Canaries, and
may certainly be considered as the oldest form of

making use of corn.*
Parched Barley was the sacred corn of the ancients,

and took a very important place in all their sacrifices.

2. Weeds of the Corn-fieJd.—Some of these were
indigenous, and others had been introduced with the

cultivated plants, and been sown with them. The
latter were either permanent or mere transitory occu-

pants of the ground. Some are charred, and most
unquestionably were mixed with the com when it was
burnt. Others are found in great abundance in the

mud, and when the Wheat wa-s cleaned, had been
thrown into the lake as refuse. A fact of great interest

is the occurrence of the Cretan catchflj' (Silene cretica.,

L.), in the remains of the lake dwellings, as it is not
found in Switzerland and Germany ; but, on the con-
trary, is spread over all the countries of the Mediter-
ranean, and is found in the Flax-fields of Greece, Italy,

the south of France, and the Pyrenees. The presence
of the corn bluebottle (Centaurea Cyanus) is no less

remarkable, for its original home is Sicily. As it had
already appeared in the corn-fields of the lake dwellings,

it indicates the way by which corn had come into the
hands of the colonists.

3. Culinarji FeffrfaJ/fs.—With the exception of

Peas, no culinary or garden vegetables can, with any
certainty, be mentioned as belonging to the stone age.

The Celtic dwarf field Beans (Faba ^uilgaris. Mch.),
appear in the bronze age of a strikingly small size, such
as are never found afterwards. The Lentil also (Ervum
Lens, L.), belongs to the variety known as the small or
field Lentil (E. Lens microspermum).

4. Fruit and Berries.—Fruits like Apples and Pears
are found in the lake dwellings, burnt, and in a very
fair state of preservation ; on the contrary, stone fruit

and berries have not been burnt, and therefore only the
stones and the hard seed-shells still remain. The
Apples are chiefly cut into two parts ; seldom into
three : the smaller ones are left whole. The sour Crabs
must have been of considerable importance as an
article of food, as we may learn from the large quantity
of their remains, and their general diffusion amongst
the lake dwellings. Together with these wild Apples,
there were found at Robenhausen a considerable
number of a larger kind, which probably were a culti-

vated variety. Pears must have been less common, for

only a few specimens have been found at Wangen and
Rolienhausen. The fruits of the Service-tree have also

been foundlat'.Wangen and Robenhausen ; stones of the
cherry—in fact of the sweet cherry—only at the latter

settlement. The Plum (Robenhausen) is the nearest
to the Bullace (Prunus insititia arenaria. Fab.). Sloes

were gathered by the colonists, and also Bird Cherries
(Prunus Padus, L.) in great abundance. Stones of the
perfumed Cherry (Prunus Mahaleb, L.) have been
found at Robenhausen and Parma. Grape-stones are

found at Castione, near Parma. Raspberry, Blackberry,
and Strawberry seeds are found, the latter the rarest of

the three. The seeds of the Dog Rose, the common
Elder, and the dwarf Elder, are met with in abundance.
On the other hand the seeds of the Bilberry are rare,

and the Red Whortleberry or Cowberry does not
appear to have been eat«n, for only its leaves are found.

Stones of the Cornel Cherry are met with abundantly
at Castione, and the berries of the Wayfaring tree

occur in several lake dwellings.

5. iFirfs.—Beech-nuts are found abundantly; they
were probably used as food, and perhaps oil was pressed

from them. The Walnut was met with at Parma.
The Water Chestnut (Trapa nataus, L.), which now
only exists in Switzerland in a tarn in the canton of

Lucerne, but which is found both at Robenhausen and
Moosseedorf, formed doubtless an article of food, as it

does at the present day in Upper Italy.

6. Oil-producing Plants.—A whole cake of the seeds

of the garden or opium Poppy was found at Roben-
hausen ;

probably these seeds were pressed for oil, or

they may have been eaten, scattered over the bread.

7. Aromatic Plants.—The Caraway seeds found at

Robenhausen were probably used as condiments for the
food.

8. Bast and Fibrous Plants.—The Flax of the lake

dwellings is not the common Flax. The small-leaved

Flax (Linum angustifolium, Huds.), which is a native

of the countries of the Mediten-anean, from Greece and
Dalmatia to the Pyrenees, mav be considered as the
original stock of the cultivated Flax of the lake dwell-

ings. The presence of the Cretan catchfly proves that

the colonists got their Flax seed from southern Europe.
A little flat slab consisting of Flax seed, wholly or

partially burnt, was found at Robenhausen : possibly

it may have been a kind of Linseed cake, intended to

be eaten by the colonists.

9. Plants used .for Dyeing. — The Weld (Reseda
Luteola) may probably have been used for dyeing the
linen cloth.

10. Forest Trees and. Shrubs.—"No great change
appears to have taken place in the forest flora since the

age of the lake dwellings. It is worth mentioning that

at Robenhausen there were found portions of twigs

and remains of the leaves of the Mistleto (Viscum
album), the sacred plant of the Gauls.

11. Mosses and Ferns.—Moss was undoubtedly used

for stopping the holes in the walls of the huts, and also

for bedding.
12. Fungi. — The common tinder Fungus, which

occurs in nearly all the lake dwellings, was probably

used for procuring fire.

13. Water and Marsh Plants.—The character of

these remains shows us that, at least at Robenhausen,

the lake dwellings did not stand on the deep clear lake

bottom, but on muddy shallows grown over with vegeta-

tion ; and also that the growth of peat had already

ijegun on the shore.
(Tobc Conlinned.)

* Odyssey, ii. 354. Telemachus does not take bread for his

voyage, but meal in ekins.

Home Correspondence.
The Boyal Horticultural Societi/ in the Provinces.—

Your readers generally, and those in East Anglia in

particular, will be pleased to learn that a great

Horticultural Show will be held at Bury St. Edmund's
next July, under the auspices of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society, simultaneously with, and contiguous to,

the Royal Agricultural Society's great Show. The
question was finally decided on Tuesday at the Council
Meeting at Kensington. Bury and its neighbourhood
offer a fine site, a guarantee fund of COO^, and all the
local co-operation possible. It is presumed that

this Show may involve an expenditure of 1000/. or
1200/. The terms offered are an equal division

of the profits between the local guarantors and
the Royal Horticultural Society. They are alike

fair, liberal, and honourable to both parties con-

cerned. The basis of the Show being thus suc-

cessfully laid, or the skeleton provided, the whole
energies of the provinces must be put forth to clothe

that skeleton with so much substance and beauty as to

make the Show itself a credit and honour to all con-
cerned. We hope to have, and doubtless shall have,

many metropolitan exhibitors, and we bid them
prospectively a hearty welcome. It is of the first

moment that they should come to instruct and gratify

the provinces. But what is wanted is not so much
that the Royal Horticultural Society should bring
down bodily one of the London shows—exhibitors,

plants, and all—here, as that the best productions of

the provinces should also appear. There are many
good things in the way of fruit and plants scattered

up and down through the country that are never seen
at London Shows. These might with the greatest

propriety, and a good chance of success, put in an
appearance at Bury. Thus, while country exhibitors

will doubtless learn much from those who come from
the metropolis and other large towns, these might
also pick up some in,struction from rural cultivators,

and it is only by a happy combination of the two classes

of exhibitors, that the full measure of success that this

bold and generous movement demands, can be
ensured. I trust, therefore, that no country exhibitor

will shrink from contending for the prizes offered by
the Royal from the fear of being beaten. The honour
of a close run under such circumstances is infinitely

to be preferred to any number of merely local prizes

;

and if a single prize should fall to our lot, the money
value of it even will probably exceed a score of pro-
vincial prizes, as I understand the prize list will

probably amount to nearly or quite 400/. It is also

of vital moment to the future of horticulture that this

first provincial show of the Royal Horticultural Society
should be triumphantly successful. Perhaps nothing
could give a more powerful stimulus to the improve-
ment and extension of our art than an annual excur-
sion of this Society into the provinces. Its mere
presence would dispel, as with a gleam of sunlight,

many antiquated notions, rural prejudices, and ex-
ploded practices that linger in and rule the
many retired nooks and corners of the country.
Neither could the country air fail to confer a reflex

benefit on the Society. It would rub off the dust and
dispel the smoke that is apt to adhere to and becloud
the vision of everything that is permanently Ifixed in

London. The wants of the country would be better

known and more wisely met—in the matter of plants
and seeds distributed, for instance. The sphere of its

operations would necessarily be widened, its income
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augmented, and its inlluonco prnljubly so niucli
strengthened, tliat it might speedily become in fact and
in name, the Royal Horticultural Society of Great
Britain and Ireland, instead of London only, as
at present. Thus every exhibitor who comes
to liury, will not only add to the richness
and grandeur of the Show, but tend to establish
a precedent for, and the practice of. an annual
visit of the Boyal Horticultural Society into the
provinces, until the whole of the country has felt its

tiuickeniag power, and been horticulturally revived by
its presence. I therefore earnestly invite all local

societies and exhibitors, not only in East Anglia, but
throughout England, Scotland, and Ireland, to
co-operate with us in this Show ; and shall be happy to
receive the names and addresses of any intending
exhibitors, so that all particulars and schedules of
prizes maybe duly forwarded to them. .Z>. T. I'ish,

Hardwieke Mouse, Bury St, lEdmnnd's, Suffolk^
Member of the Local Committee.

Saxifraga Fortunei.—So freely does this flower in
October, when there are not over many things where-
with to decorate the greenhouse and conservatory, that
it is a decided acquisition to the indoor depart-
ment. It also flowers boldly .and profusely when grown
in the open air; but whether it is hardy or not I
cannot say. The flowers are pretty, and singular from
having one petal very much more elongated than the
others, like sarmentosa. It is freely cultivated in any
ordinary potting soil, and grown and plunged in pots
in the open air in summer will come in for a fine bloom
in October, when it may be taken indoors. It blooms
at a season when but few things are to be had in flower
indoors, and nothing of its colour or style. R.
VassiAora laurifolia, or Water Lemon.— As this

fruit is becoming popular, and as I have groivn it

successfully, perhaps a few remarks concerning its

culture may be interesting. Supposing that you have
a plant well established in a C-inch pot, say in January,
sliift it at once into a 12-inch pot, and place it in a
stove where there is a bottom heat of 80° and a top heat
of 65'. If all go on favourably the plant will be weU
established by March, and then comes the final shift,

which must be into a box or tub 3 feet in diameter,
2 feet 6 inches deep, and provided with good drainage

;

or, still better, into a bed suited for Pines. The soil

which I find best is good turfy loam, rough peat, and
silver sand in equal parts. Train the branches
upwards to the roof, along the lightest part
of it, and a.s near the glass a.s practicable.

Let the laterals hang down from the roof,

and they will grow and produce flowers freely

by July. These must be fertilised with the pollen of
Passiflora coerulea, or some othercommon kind, as their
own pollen will not fertilise them. The plant will

require abundance of water at the root, and if this be
supplied, the fruit will swell rapidly and be ripe in about
six weeks. The fruit has a pretty appearance, being
about the size of a hen's egg, and in colour a bright
yellow. Of the flavour I cannot say much, as, like

that of mo.st other tropical fruits, it is rather inferior.

The plant will continue fruiting until Decemberj when
it should be kept rather dry at the root, and m the
temperature of a Pine-stove. About the first week in
March give a good watering at the root, which will

excite the plant into growth again, and the flowers will

soon appear and continue all the summer. I consider
Passiflora laurifolia to be one of the easiest of fruits to

cultivale. A. B.
Pterocarya caxicasica as an Avenue Tree (see p. 1021 ).

—I may state that we have a tree of the above here
upwards of 30 feet in height and the same across the
branches, vrith a clear stem of more than 10 ft. and some
15 inches through. This tree grows in somewhat strong
soil on a bank sloping to the east. Amongst other fine

trees in its immediate neighbourhood are good speci-

mens of Salisburia adiantifolia, Lucombe Oak, Purple
L'eech, Occidental Plane, Tulip tree, Catalpa syringe-
folia, &c. The latter two flower freely, and amongst
such remarkable trees the Pterocarya is conspicuous
as regards its habit of growth and beauty of foliage

;

while during the last two seasons it has flowered freely,

its long pendulous spikes adding considerably to its

graceful appearance. Several years ago it lost its

leader, and some strong shoots that succeeded got

injured in a storm and had to be removed so

that the head is bush-shaped. The branches bending
outwards and upwards are well balanced upon the
trunk. Of course branches had to be removed
to bring the tree up to its present height ; but this

should be done when they are young. The leaves

are now going ofl'; they have been sliowing yellow
amongst the green for some time. Could the young
trees be induced to ^ow less freely, so as to ripen their
wood thoroughly, it would be a desideratum; they
would be better able to withstand the assaults of
wind and weather. Failing that, I should hesitate to

recommend their being used as avenue trees ; still, an
avenue of such trees as that just mentioned, rightly
placed, would have a very striking appearance, and be
much admired. Since writing the above, I find that
one of your correspondents has thrown a little of the
wet blanket upon the Pterocarya, holding up the
Ailantus glandulosa as by far the nobler tree of the
two. As regards this, I would only observe that each
have their individuality, and the landscape gardener
alive to the charms of variety will find room for both
—using each effectively, according to situation and
circumstances. T. C. E., Melbury, Itorset.

Heating.—Yon suggest (see p. 1018) to "Cornu-
biensis" that if bis small greenhouse is so situated as

to admit of it, he had better heat it from his kitchen
'ooiler. I have a case in point here, and if any further
details of it would be of use to him I shall be happy to

supply them. I think if this matter were better under-
stood among amateurs it would be oftener resorted to

;

it might also be made available for heating rooms in

houses without the inconveuience and dust of fire-

places, and with verj' little increase in the exjpendi
lure of fuel, as Ihc kitchen boiler will be
often found distributing its precious heat along
with its contents up the chimney. To the front
of my house was added a small oflice, where it was
inconvenient to carry up a chimney, so I resolved on
heating it from the kitchen-boiler. The pipes in the
oflic« are made of zinc, as they take up less room and
radiate quicker than cast-iron; the flowand return from
these are gas pipe, at i\d. per foot, and the result is

everything that could be desired. In the morning I
often find the pipes quite warm, showing that circula-
tion goes on long after the fire has gone out, owing to
the heat in the range and brickwork. The
water in the pipes is not connected with
the water in the boiler; this can only be done by
keeping the pipes on a level with the boiler, or it must
have a lid screwed down ; indeed the plan is attended
with_ many inconveniences. My boiler is a common
cast-iron angle one, with a loose lid, with the pipes
passed through it ; the rapidity of circulation is very
great. If the stop-cock is turned ofl', and the water in
the zinc pipes is allowed to cool down to the tempera-
ture of the room and then turned on, in a few minutes
the whole is again up to a heat little under the water
in the boiler. The iron pipes are covered with felt, and
let into the wall behind the chair rail. No one coming
into the room has any idea that pipes are there. I
believe that all this can bo carried out without a boiler
where tlie fire-place will admit of it, by a simple
arrangement of one^r more pipes rouna it. I had one
made of syphons and elbows to fit the two sides and
back of the fire-place in the servants' hall in my
employer's house ; from this the water is carried in
lead pipes to a large cistern at the top of the house to
supply baths, &c., and it does its work well. D.
Buchanan, Dyrham Park, Barnet.
Bomegranates.—You observe (see p. 1017) with

regard to the culture of the Pomegranate, that you
have never heard of the fruit coming to perfection in
England. Your remark, strictly speaking, refers to
open-air cultivation, but it may not be uninteresting
to your readers to be reminded that this fruit was
successfully ripened in my garden under glass without
heat last year, and sent up to the meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Society for exhibition; when my
gardener, Henry Downing, received a First-class
Certificate for his successful culture. I may remark
that the fruit was of the finest appearance and flavour

;

and I intend to send other specimens this month for

exhibition, although the fruit is not quite so large as
that which I sent on the former occasion. T. Chrissell,

Norlury Park, near Dorking.
Lilium testaceum.—l have been much interested by

" W. T.'s" note on this fine plant, which is as fine and
useful as any Lily in cultivation. If a hybrid between
candidum and chalcedonicum it grows as freely, but
stronger than either, under equal circumstances. I
have planted a wide tuft of it in deep, free, and rich
loam, and a similar patch of croceum and candidum
beside it ; testaceum came up more boldly, grew much
stronger than either, and flowered nobly at upwards of
6 feet high. Though the colour is not so decided or
attractive as in many of the other Lilies, yet its efl'ect

is very fine and thoroughly distinct. When well
grown the bulbs attain a very large size. It is admir-
able for the centre of a bed of Lilies, or the hack part
of the mixed border, or the front of the shrubbery, where
it might be advantageously planted along with the late-

flowering and magnificent L. tigrinum Fortunei. W.
The Finchley Vine.—This is well worthy the attention

directed to it in your leading article of last Saturday,
and it is without doubt the most remarkable Vine in
the country. I have seen both the Hampton Court
and Cumberland Vines, and also those of Mr.
Meredith, and some otlier great Grape growers, but
this is, both for size of bunch and tree, the most
remarkable of all. Unquestionably the production of

such large Vines as those at Cumberland Lodge and
Hampton Court is merely a matter of sufficient space
for root and top, and with that the Vine may be grown
to a much larger size than it ever attains there ; but the
production all over an immense tree, of bunches which
could not be put in one's hat without inconveuience,
is quite another matter. I went to see the Vine at the
latter end of August, and at that time it bore about
300 magnificent bunches of Grapes, weighing from
2 to 5 lb. each ! The Vine enters at one side of a span-
roofed house, and the bunches at the extreme ends
of the opposite side are quite as fine as those in the
most favoured part of the house—a remarkable fact

when we take into consideration the discrepancy that
usually exists between the bunches on an ordinary
cane even with our best growers. It is remarkable,
too, that no such precise pains were taken with the
planting, as is usually the case where they grow Grapes
well. The border is not at all raised above the level of
the ground, and is annually covered witli stable
manure just in the old-fashioned way ; it is 4 feet

deep, and about 15 feet wide ; it is made on a hard
clay bottom, and there is a lot of brick-rubbish inter-

posed between it and the soil ; and it slopes to a drain,

which runs along the front. The soil is such as could be
got from any building sites in the neighbourhood,
sometimes sandy, occasionally of a stifl" and unctuous
clayey texture, with now and then a lot of brick

rubbish, in short, anything that came to hand B.
Hard Soils.—The controversy which has taken place

with reference to the relative merits of hard and culti-

vated soils has been highly instructive, but though much
useful information has been adduced upon both sides,

yet it appears to me that the most natural inference to

be drawn from the fact that trees succeed so well upon
so-called hard soils, has been overlooked, viz., that the

roots are kept in a more moderately dry state than they

could be in otherwise cultivated ground. It is a well-

known fact, that fruit trees, say Apricots, often show a

hardihood and freedom of growth, aucompauied by an

unwonted Ibrtility, under what might be considered
advursu trc:itriiri,i 'n„, i.:

, ..,„.,. ;.,||,.„,,p,-„.oiit i.i •.i.me

fartsofthe i - ..i i;.,,! i i i„nMiin, ;,,|,| Hrrls.
say in SOIIIr

:
i l i i, ,i i ,:iii,|,. ',•,,, rhirlly

Uponanuncllll:.! m i i-i _..,, tnnu -ni imiIi i lih-li-ilinu
of chalk, whiL-li r.M.> siiiui-hki' iliniuju ilu-, ,, „.s.

In the localities ju,st adverted to, tin- r:nih(r ilh^ in-es
are away from dug and cultivated soil-, iln- .icuirr is

the success as regards their healthy gronUi ami IniiHul-
uess. Chalk is invariably an active agent in regard to
matters connected with drainage; it is in fact an
absorbent and a very cool substance, generally asso-
ciated with a subsoil of gravel, which also abstracts
moisture. The best trees with which I am acquainted
have on the one hand the foundations of an old house,
dry to a degree in connection with their roots

—
" a hard

soil," in fact a walk or pathway, and below a subsoil of
marl, chalk, and gravel, making on the whole as dry
a soil as it is possible to conceive. The fact is

that a wet soil, or indeed too much moisture in any
shape, is most injurious to trees, especially Apricots.
All of us know that a soil trodden hard upon the sur-
face is little if any harder than soils generally are, at a
foot in depth. The fact is, the hard upper soil carries
the superficial rains away, thereby aiding in keep-
ing the under soil dry. Dug ground, on the
other hand, not only allows the rains to penetrate it,

but from its looseness absorbs and retains an excessive
amount of moisture. It has been recommended to
ram the soil around plunged pots of Apricots firmly
down, for the simple reason, that hardness keeps it dry;
in that way outside moisture cannot be so readily
transmitted through the pores of the pots to the roots

;

but, on the contrary, the harder outer soil may
absorb some of the excessive moisture from the
soil within, and thus act as an assistant drainage
agent. Why, may I ask, are there so many failures
with Apricot trees when grown in pots? The
answer is, at certain seasons they are kept too wet.
Apricots cannot in moderation be kept too dry during
their season of rest ; and a very moderate amount of
moisture should only be given them whilst they are
in flower. Under ordinary circumstances, as soon as
they are taken into the orchard house they have to
submit to copious waterings, in a soil already over
sodden; they therefore soon become gorged with
crude sap, of which they cannot get rid; and the
already prepared sap of autumn which is by nature
destined to carry the tree over its flowering jieriod,
becomes deranged; the consequence is, the embryo
germs are jerked ofl', and the tree yields itself up to an
excess of leafage and of growth— conditions wholly
at variance with the requirements of a following
season. William Barley, JDigswell.
Ventilation.— 1 have read carefully most of Mr.

Fish's articles on this subject, but I must confess
myself obtuse enough not fully to understand all his
assertions. The stereotyped dogmas respecting plant
food especially require examination. I will go lurther
than Mr. Buchanan, and assert that the theory of leaf-
feeding rests on no scientific foundation. Allow me to
refer Mr. Fish to a very able paper on the " Nutritive
Constituents of Water," by Professor Schultz-
Schultzensteiu in the Journal of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society, in proof of what I now advance.
The Professor distinctly asserts "that the theory of
nourishment by means of air is in the most decided
opposition to all practicalexperience." This is verydecided
language, which, however, points in the right direction.
Mr. Fish appears to me to be in error when he says
that because the atmosphere influences the growth of
plants, therefore it feeds them. Certain conditions of
the atmosphere would be destructive to all life,

animal as well as vegetable; but this is no reason
why I should believe that other states of the
air should induce either animals or plants to " eat it,"

and on that account increase in bulk. Leaves have
often been compared with lungs, but Mr. Fish com-
pares them with the stomach, or at all events to a
mouth as regards its relation to the stomach. Analogies
of this kind tend to obscure the subject, and mislead the
reader. If Mr. Fish will clothe his ideas in language of
a strictly scientific character, theditf'erence between him
and his opponents may not be so great as at present it

appears to be. Of course Mr. Fish does not expect
that I should prove that plants do not feed through
their leaves; the shades of Aristotle and Whately
forbid such a thought; it is quite sufiicient for our
purpose if it can be shown what the functions of the
leaf really are. All that experiment has yet been
able to prove, is that the leaf elaborates the sap.

This has been proved by the most accurate
experiments. Poisons administered at the root have
been traced through the entire circulating medium of

the plant. Some interesting experiments on this

subject are recorded in the Journal of the Royal
DubUn Society ; and also, if my memory serves me
rightly, in Balfour's Botany. But have any experi-

ments been conducted to prove that plants derive any
of their food through the medium of the leaf ? If so,

where are they recorded ? I am well aware that the
venerable names of lugenhousz, Saussure, and Liebig
might be quoted by Mr. Fish in support of his

theory ; but I will not accept the ipse dixit of

any man, however high his name may stand, who
does not clearly prove by experiment or observa-

tion a doctrine in natural science. The idol of the
theatre is no less dangerous than the idol of the
forum, and is no less fatal to the advancement of

inductive philosophy. It has been, I believe, a
favourite doctrine with the air-feeding theorists that
plants grow more rapidly in the light of day than in

the darkness of the night ; but what do such theorists

say to such facts as have lately been mentioned in tlie

Gardeners' Chronicle, about some plants growing
much more rapidly by night than by day? Very
injurious facts these, I am afraid, to the ' aeronauts !

'

If, as has been long maintained, plants feed on the
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oajboiiic acid gas of the atmos;)here; and if, as lia-

teen often asserted, the process is reversed at ni!;hi

that plants then throw off carlponic acid ;iiid iiili:il'

oxyaen—what becomes of Mr. Fish's air-ealiiiL; di'i'm i

Verily in that case tlie life of man is also tlic lile "i

plants. My firm conviction Ls (a conviction founded
oa experience, and capable of proof) that the be.st

ventilator for both farmer and gardener is a good-sized

manure heap. J. D., Kildare.
The Oranrie Trees at Gnnnenbnry.—Yonr corre-

^ondent " W".," (.p. 995) has scarcely .stated the case fairly

as regards these trees. To select two large old trees

as the subject of his uncompHmentary remarks, with-

out knowing their history, and without allusion to the

numbers of other Oranges, especially to the Tangiermes,

all of which are in fidl health and beauty, is to commit
an act of inj ustice to those who liave charge of the trees.

Sucteen years since the trees were all but destitute of

foliage, one had received great injuries in coDsequence

of which the trunk had been deprived of bark for a

considerable distance, in feet, in so bad a state were

they at th.at time, that they were doomed to destruction.

Mr. ]?ors.vth, however, pleaded for them, and has

succeeded in restoring them to their present condition,

which, considering the circumstances, is an anything
but unsatisfactory one. In addition to the Tangierines

the visitor can hardly fail to notice the fine Conifers

here, especially a noble Cupressus ma«rocarpa, fine

specimens of Pinis insignia, Pinsapo, the Golden Tew,
&c. Tliese are remarkably line plants, all the more so

when it is remembered that they have been trans-

planted within but a few years. Visitor. [We can
fully endorse "Visitor's" statements. Eds.]

Iresine Beristii.—l am ready to confirm Mr.
Simpson's assertion (see p. 1020) respecting this being
a first-rate acquisition as far as bedding is concerned.
It does either for ribbons or edgings, and if spared I

shall use it largely next season, as it puts Amaranthus
ruber and Perilla nankinensis quite in the background

;

with me the latter is almost iuenective, while the Iresine
is the admiration of all who see it. Henrti Morris,
Gardener to W. P. Sfntve, Esq., Coed Park. Taibach.

Sequoia sempermrens.—An error has inadvertently
crept into my paper (see p. 1013) relating to this tree.

Nettlecorab, Surre.y, should have been Nettlecomb,
Somerset. In addition to places already recorded

wti.ere fine trees of it exist, may be named Eastnor
Castie, Herefordshire, where there is a tree, which in

186-3 measured 33 feet in height. A. M.
Moots and Leaves.—I see no useful public benefit to

be obtained by pursuing this discussion with Mr.
Buchanan. As long as facts and principles are not

attacked, every writer is entitled to enjoy his own
opinion of another's productions. It was only natural,

perhaps, that your correspondent's ideas upon what
ventilating papers should be, and my own, should

be different. When he goes down a little deeper into

first principles, he will find that the true theory and
practice of ventilation, and of manuring also, demands
in all cases, if not a knowledge of the manufacture,"
at least of the wise " application " of " certain gases."

Had he accompanied me through the composition
of the atmosphere, he would also have known
that mountain air does not sensibly vary from that

from any other district, and contains exactly the same
per centage of carbonic acid gas, which I suppose even
Mr. Buchanan will admit constitutes the chief and
most important food of plants, whether found in the
earth or the air, albeit it is " a certain gas." Doubt-
less plants feed through both roots and leaves, and it

is of less practical importance to know the exact pro-

portion consumed by either, than to see that both are

plentifully supplied with that of the best quality. I

adhere to'all I have written on the subject. A T- Fish.

Bedding Chri/saiithemum. — The inclosed is the
Golden Gem Chrysanthemum, which I find one of the
best of bedders, for let the weather be ever so wet or

dry it always look gay. I really wonder that it is not
more grown as a bedder. I have now a bed in full

beauty, which has been much admired since last July.

The dark Calceolaria is not equal to it for a ribbon

border or bed. B. D. [The specimens are very much
like the variety called Bob.—Eds.]

Socfetfesf.
Royal Horticultural : Nov. 3 ( Weehly Sioip).—Mr. Forsyth,

Nui'seryraan, Stoke Newington, contributed on this occasion

six. neatly trained Pompon ChrysanthemumSj conspicuous
among which were the white and lilac varieties of Cedo
Nulli. The same exhibitor also furnished six Standard
Pompons, the prettiest amongst which was Andromeda, a
variety well adapted for this mode of training. Mr. B. Poi-ter,

gr. to the Hon. A. P. Ashley, Copt Hall, Essex, had 12 cut
blooms, and an extra priae was awarded to Mr. P. C. Dickens,
Vine Cottage, Flood Street, Chelsea, for cut flowers of the
three varieties or sports of Queen of England Chrj'santhemum.
As regards Vegetables, Mr. Earley had an extensive collection,

in which there were some 33 varieties. Among them were
Champion of Paris Pea, Tomatos, Cauliflowers, some excellent

Salsafy, Beet, Scorzonera, and a dish of Black Potatos, the
under-akin of which is quite black, a colour which also per-

vades the flesh throughout. Mr. Young, gr. to R. Barolay,

Esq., Highgate, likewise showed a good collection of Vege-

tables, amongst which were examples of Snow's Broccoli,

Cauliflower, Savoys, and a collection of Onions, amongst which
one called Ox-horn, tiiough worthless, was remarkable for its

singular ahapo. He had moreover a very xisefulsort of Cabbage
Lettuce, named Admirable, Mr. Brown, gr. to R. Wyatt, Esq.,

Wandsworth Lodge, Upper Tooting, stood third in point of

merit ; his collection contained some very fine Parsnips. At
this show there was a good display of fruit. Mr. Toimg
received an extra prize for a collection, conspicuous in which
which there was Robson Pippin. Yellow Ingestre. Scarlet
Admirable, and Montreal Pippin Apples. An extra prize was
also awarded to Mr. Dixon, gr. to Lady Holland, for another
collection, in which were fine specimens of Ew*>ef Beurr^ ajid
Beurr^ Diel pears ; and of Rymer, Blenheim Orange, and
Hibston Pippin Applc3- A° extra prize was also awarded to
Mr. Brown for fine examples of BeurrS Diel, Gilogil, and
Easter Beurr^ Pears ; and to Mr. Earley far two dozen dishes
of fruit, conspicuous amongst which were Cox's Orange Pippin,
iSam Young, and Golden Harvey Apples. His Winter Nelis,

the chaii".

i;v.,-rl(ili- St. (Germain Pear.s, were nK<;wi.sc^

rloy hitil, moreover, six varieties '.•£ Britisb
I wltc examples uf AthyriumF.-f.Parsousiii'.
I iro f^randidens. Lastrea dilatata lepidntn
L ;ind Sfolnpendrium vulearo laceratuui.
- .lUm .iwardc-d ti' twn I'iiie-apples. wliioli

M, ,-1. ... M-. ..1 .\| il-^rlM ll.tU. SolihuU.
'

- '^ ^^
.

i
! ' I'Uiders, Esq., in

; !'. ! ! .. iM. (.;!.
I >, ;md the usual

. ii'i- li el i'. n hi i.l'\ 111.' ( 'liairman offered
a few rem.-trk=i nn the different subji.'ct.s exhibited. Cuscuta
reflexa. a sweet-smelling parasite, bearing little white
blossoms, not unlike those of the Lily of the Valley, first came
imder notice. It was shown by Mr. Bull, growing luxuriantly
on Ivy. Various Ci^cutsis. especially one which gives a reddish

,

appearauce to Furze bushes, and the ordinary Clover Dodder,
were then alluded to, after which Mr. Saunders said that after
attempting the culture of certain tropical kinds, he was
obliged to give them up, owing fo the great difficulty
which he experienced in confluing them to the plants
on which he intended them to grow. A yellow-
fruited form of the common butcher's Broouj (Ruscus
aculeatus) next received attention, as did also a fine specimen
of the cone-lifce inflorescence of Gunncra scabra, a herbaceous
plant with large Rhubarb-like leaves, which in judiciously-
selected situations produce a very striking effect. One little

drawback belonging to it, however, is that it is not perfectly
hardy, but it was mentioned that if it ig protected with some
dry ashes, and covered with straw, or Fern leaves, on the
apprpach of winter, it may be induced to survive even very
severe weather. The leaves die down, but they come up fresh
again in spring.

Nov. 6 {Floral CnmnitUe).—In addition to the Dodder
mentioned above, Mr. Bull sent various other plants, among
which were the charming Lapageria rosea in blossom,
various dwarf Palms, and a small collection of
Orchids. The yellow -fruited Butcher's Broom, to
which allusioii has just been made, was furnished by Mr.
Shortt, gr. to Lord Eversley at Heckfield. From Messrs. Lee
came out specimens of that most beautiful Isia-like plant,
Schizostylis coccinea, which oven thus late in the season is

producing freely out of doors handsome spikes of rich aaucer-
shaped crimson -scarlet flowers, each about as large as a half-
crown, and densely covering the spikes on which they grow,
quite 6 inches in length. This wag first brought into notice
by Messrs. Backhouse, of York, and when shown by them
some 12 months or so ago, received a First-class Certificate.
From Mes.srs. E. G. Henderson came plants of the silvery-
leaved Grass called Poa trinalis argentea elegang. This has
hitherto been known under the wrong name of Cynosurvis
cristatus foliis variegatis, a name under which it received a
First-class Certificate ; now, however, that it has flowered it

proves to be a Poa, and will henceforth bear the name just
quoted. Mr, Forsyth, gr. to Baron Rothschild, at Gumiersbm-y
Park, Ealing, showed aa extremely well-flowered plant of

Anthurium Scherzerianum. -T. Bateman, Esq., contributed
cut blooms of Clematis Jackmanni, which was stated to have
been in flower without intermission for three months ; and ic

was also said that the blossoms will bear with impunity a
largo amount of frost. The new purplish lilac Dendrobium
bigibbura was shown by Messrs. Veitch, andinteresting groups
of Orchids and other plants were shown from the Society's
garden, from which likewise capio cut specimens of the
following fruit-bearing plants, viz., Cratsegus coccinea, laden
with large round bright crimson fruit ; C. ovalifolia, furnished
with smaller and duller red fruit than that of coccinea

;

C. prunifoiia, less effective than either of the last-named
kinds ; C. Aronia, with large yellow fruit ; C. heterophylla,
stiUcovered withleaves, andalso with small oval, dull red haws ;

O. maroccana, with lar^e red haws ; the spiny C. Crus galli,

with medium-sized red fruit ; C. caudata, with small orange
red haws ; and the well-known C. pyracantha, loaded with
fruit. The same collection also contained fruiting specimens
of the common Yew ; Eugenia Ugni ; the Arbutus, or Straw-
berry tree; Holly; a shrubby Hypericum ; Cotoneasterfrigida,
loaded with beautiful dense clusters of coral-Uko berries

;

C. nummularia, wejl furnished ^th oval hri^ht red fruit

;

C. obovata, bearing little black bciTiea ; Q. buxifolia, with
smali red berries ; Berberis aslatica, with oblong red fruit

;

Bigg's Everlasting Grab, with comparatively large reddish-
,

orange fruit ; Snowberry tree (Syinphoricarpus racemosus)

;

common Privet; Arum zebrinum, fumished with compact
headsof or;in';'" riln-nr-l fruit; and Phj^olacca dccandra, also
producing ''' ' 'I "f I'' n'kbciTy-like fruit.

Nov.G^F. .-From .Mr. For-syth. gr. to Bavou
RothschiM. i. '

. .. ; . Park, came a raagniflt'ent fruit of

Charlotte K LL._Li; i i'lixL .ipple. the weight of which was
9 lb. Two other fruit of Smooth-leaved Cayenne Pine-apple,
ojich weighing 7 lb., were also shown by the same exhibitor.
From Mr. Downing, gr. to T. GrisseU, Esq., USTorbury Park,
near Dorking, came fair specimens of Pomegi-anate, which
were however scarcely ripe. Some account of the conditions
xuider which Mr.fDowning produces these fruits will be found
in another column (see p. 1069). Mr. Melville, Dalmeny Park,
near Edinburgh, showed a Grape called Champion Frontignan,
which was not considered so good as the Muscat Champion,
raised by him some time ago. Mangos, ripened
at Chatsworth, wei-e contributed by Mr. Taplin ; they

,

^ere equal in size, though not quite so highly coloured
as some ripened in Lord Powis' garden at Walcot in Shropshire
in 1826, and figured in the Transactions of the Society, about
that date. Some Royal Muscadine Grapes, ripened out-of-doors,
were ahov?n by the Rev. Geo. Kemp. From Mr. Downing
came very fine specimens of Gloria Mundi, Emperor Alexander,
Blenheim Orange, Wellington, Alfriston, and Barcelona
Pearmaiu Apples. Mr. Cos, Bedleaf, furnished beautiful
examples of Beurr6 Clairgeau Pear ; and Mr. Whiting, of the
Deepdene, had Boswater Pear, and other fruits. Prom Messrs.
Veitch came a collection of Beets, among which Nutting's
Dwarf Red was stated to be one of the best.

Store Newtnqton Chrys
Exhibitions, bothof cut blooms and plantsin pot-
plentiful on this occasion, and altogether the SI i

to have been fuUy equal to its predecessors. Uf
[

beautiful collections were contiibuted by Mr. I'l

George, gr. to Miss Nicholson. Of Pomi>ous. .'-ii. i :'.-_-. .u.

received a 1st prize for well-managed pUmt* of iiliii„

Cedo Ni^li. General Canrobert, Duruflet, and Trevenna.
Mr. Butcher made a good 2d. In the class of Pyramid;U
Pompons Mr. Forsyth was again 1st, and Mr. Butcher
2d. Of Standaixl 'Pompons Mr. Porsyth, who was first,

had excellent plants of Mr. Murray, Cede Nulli, Bob, Gulden
Aurora in unusually good condition, and Inimitalole. In the
class of large plants in pots, Mr. Forsyth was 1st ^th beautiful

examples of ilma, Golden Christine, Annie Salter, Gen. Bain-
briege, and Mount Etna. Mr. Butcher also had a good collection.

A Silver Cup was awarded to Mr. George for Gulden Hermine,
Prince of Wales, Alm.i, Lady Hardin;,', Golden Christine, and
Littie Harry, all well grown and beautifully flowered. In the
class of pLants with single stems only, Mr. Forsj^h received a
1st prize for Virgin Queen, Christine and its goldeiji variety,

and Alma. Six Pompous, with single stems, were also shown
by the same exhibitor ; they consisted gf Cedo Nulli and
its lilac and golden varieties, Dtu-uflet, H<516ne. and Andromeda.
Cut blooms of the following were shown by Mr. Morgan, of Ply-

mouth, to^whoman extra 1st prize was awarded, viz., Judo,
Piincess of Wales, Mrs. Brunlees, Venus, Dr. Brock, and
Hereward. Mr. James had a 2d prize for Golden Beverley,

ileruwura. vii...n:i. Alnnai, s^iim WcLk-r, Venus, and Virgin
toucan. In t!ii- -I;'^y-,f \ii.--"!vnM--' Mr. .Ti7,ip-i had alst prise

fur Marynn I' ..i- -!! I'mm -i \iieuioues, Louis
Itunaray.i ;ii, ' ; i M 'i M uiameGodereau.
Mr. Snar-', l';i 1

. .1 .
'.vrjil in this class.

An exci-U.;ur -..li--:! .i -: : ''-^\'^^ •.- «hown by Mv.
Mocham, whn funli^hed Lady lUirding, Prince Alfred,

l^ueen of England, Jardin des Plantes, Novelty, Alfred
Salter, Princess of Wales, Empress of India, Lady Slade,

Golden Beverley, Prince of Wales, and Cherub. From Mr.
Rowe, gr. to Mrs. Lewis, Roehampton, came Empress of India,

Princess of Wales, Queen of England, Prince Alfred, and other
equally fine blooms, for which a 1st prize was awarded. In
large collections of cut blooms the Istpi-izewas awarded to

Mr. Jamos, who had charming examples of Prince Albert,

Lady Harding, John Salter, Nil] Desperandiun, GoUatlj,

Prince Alfred, Queen of England, Golden Beverley, and others

equally good. Mr. Rowe was 2d.

In the Class of 6 Blooms, Mr. Abr-ams, Clapton, showed fine

examples of Empress of India, Nil Desperandum, Lady
Harding, and oriierg, Jn the maiden class for tI8
.same number Mr. Pei-rin, Kingsland, received a Ist pri«|f

fur very fine blooms ; and Mr. Hutching, Stoke JSew-
iii-t >>L. !-. r.. 1 I _' i i']i.'.c in the same claRs. Mr. Jame»
r':< 1. ! .1

1
r r fine blooms of John l^alter, and

Mr, >:. Li. !
I i I. I'iUf'.l -,)Kicimen3 of Golden Beverley. A^

rt'-aiil- ih.w l-nu.U, ,t I'irst-ulass Certificate was awarded tO
Mr. For.^yth fur Friiie<jsiy, a sport from Prince of Anemones. -^

promising white variety was also' showu by Mr. Morgfin.

NflUccsf of iSooJtiS.
Mamiel de VAmateur de Frails. Premiere paHiet

I'Arboriculture Fruitiire, en Dis iefom. Par M.
Ed. Pynaert. ( The Amateur's Fruit Manual. Fruit
Tree Culture, in Teu Lessons.) Gand, 1*16, 8vo,

pp. 388, with many Woodcuts.

Amongst the many thoughtful contributions to horti-

cultural literature which have emanated from Belgiaa
authors, the work of which the above is the title

deserves to occupy a meritorious position. Happily
blending theoretical teaching with practical illustnt-

tion, the author systematically and progressively lays

before his reader all the more important facts connect6(J

with the culture of ffuit trees.

The principles enunciated are sound and applicable
to our hardv fruit trees, and relate to all temperate
climates, and the work may be safely commended not
only to English amateurs but to those who have made
horticulture their profession. M. Pynaert's first

lesson is an elaborate e-vposition of the important facts

in vegetable physiology on which the various operations

in fruit culture depend, describing the two systems of

organs belonging to a tree, the aerial and subterranean.
He explains the importance of maintaining an equili-

brium of action between root and branch that primarily
Nature has established, and which by a rude and incon-
siderate plan of pruning is not unfrequently disturbed.

Thanks to the teaching of Knight and Lindley, and to

the practical and illustrative reasoning of Rivers, we,
in this country, are fully alive to thS value of the
cultural systems which M. Pynaert describes —
systems which in the culture of fruit trees tend to

induce precocity, promote fruitfulness, and improve
the quality of our fruits, and the practice of which
distinguishes our a^e as a progressive one in the garden-
ing art. In practically dealing with the important
matters that are comjirised under the heads of stoclt

and scion, we may incidentally remark that those who
prepare our fruit trees have great power for good and
for evil ; they may by justly arid carefully apportioning
the various scions to the differently constituted stocks,

do much to promote success in fruit culture, or tnay
may by carelessness produce irremediable mischief
We cannot venture in this short notice to follow

M. Pynaert in the careful examination he pursues of

the various parts and functions of fruit trees. The
e.xplanations he gives of the use of the ta^i-roots, the
form and utility of the large and small ramifying roots,

the structural peculiarities of thestemand the branches,

&c., provide the amateur with • information on anjr

point in the practice of fruit culture that may present
itself. In his second lesson the author treats of th?
formation and arrangement of the fruit garden, andtis
remarks on this important matter are cliaracterised

with great judgment, and are as applicable to this

country as to Belgium. He says (p. 36) :
"We compre-

hend under the generic denomination of fruit garden
all enclosures reserved specially for the culture of fygiit

trees, and under this title we treat equally the orchard,

which is the fruit garden of the farmer. Up to this

time the orchard is the sole kind of fruit garden
properly called that we find in our countrj-, because we
have the habit of so completely utilising the soil, that

not only are our market gardeners at the same time
fruit-growers, but very often fruit trees arc intciiiiingled

in pleasure gardens, amongst slmili, ;iliiit-;, and
flowers." And further on he says. '

I - ivutors,

who are certainly our superior- i ,.,.:,.-,. li fruit

nr?, hiTC long since proved llul in iMililmg each
1' III' culture we arrive nearer perfectiou, and we

II 1 ilii proof in the hundreds of acres exclusively
li viitnl to Peaches and Grapes for the table at Mon-
treuil and Thomery."
The orchard system for the permanent and extensive

culture of Apple trees is one that may be commended,
just in proportion ns the plan of half lillinj our kitchen
gardens with liuit ticc^ may be condemned. We should
like to ser ilif [ilni recommended by M. Pynaert
of devoting a -pan,' ..I ;.;round exclusively to fruit trees

within a garden more generally carried out. The plaj)

of heavily cropping and manuring fruit trees is one
that tends more than anything to injure the trees, an(jl

deteriorate their produce.
M. Pynaert is essentially practical in all the mattera

he discusses. In regard to the soil of the fruit

garden he says (p. iO) : "A soil deep, of a mean consist-

ence, neither too light nor too compact, friable and ^
little gravelly, containing a certain quantity of lime or

chalk, and equal proportions of sand or clay, is that

which in general best suits fruit trees. Chalk is natu-

rally favourable to all Nature's -'essences,' but it is
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indispensable to stone fruits, such as Peaches." Hero
we hare a confirmation of Mr. Eivers' theory con-
cerning the value of chalk in soil for fruit culture.

Under the head of distribution the ainateur has the
various questions of aspect and position fairly dis-

cussed, and the requirements of different trees duly
pointed out. He is further guided in his clioioe of
varieties by carefully selected lists of the best fruits in

each section—Pears, Apples, Plums, Peaches, &c.—and
these are cla.ssified by their periods of ripening, their
applicability for standards or espaliers, and their
suitability for different aspects. The third and
remaining le.ssons treat of the multiplication of fruit

trees, and the principle and practice of pruning and
training, and into these matters the author enters very
fully, giving copious illustrative sketches ofthe systems
of grafting, training, pruningj &c. In fruit tree manage-
ment no point is left unnoticed, or without comment.
M. Pynaert's lessons very completely elucidate the
theory and practice of fruit-tree cultiu'e. He exhibits
a great and accurate and varied acquaintance with the
subjects he treats, and although not expounding any
novel view, or facts previously unknown to English
gardeners, the most enUghtened may peruse his work
with profit and satisfaction, and the large majority of
amateurs will find in the pages of this "Manual of
Fruits " an amount of instruction that will well repay
a careful and considerate perusal.

The employninit t,( Eiiu.v I'lijwehi^^g Tulips
especially, as n ell as other fSpjiixG-FLOWEKiNG Bulbs,
for window and conservatory decoration, is a most pleas-

ing and worthy use of this highly popular tribe. It is

satisfactory to notice what a growing taste there is in

London for exterior window gardening ; in fact, no one
can pass through the most fashionable districts of the
great metropolis, with his eyes alive to note what of
orticultural interest meets the line of sight, without

being struck with the rapidly developing taste for orna-
mental whidow-boxes of tne newest and choicest designs.

To keep these gay and attractive is a very easy matter
during the summer months, but to attain this much
desired result during the winter and spring months is

not so easy, if a judgment be dravra from what is easily

to be observed. A dreary-looking and stunted Aucuba
or two, or a Box plant in a Uke flourishing condition
unable to draw any subsistence from the dry and
ofttimes starved soil about their roots, literally to them

" a wretched land
That yields them no supplies ;'

for frequently water is supposed not to be needed
during the winter and early spring months, albeit a
rapid evaporation is constantly taking place.

Sometimes a result not much more valuable is

attained by filling the boxes early in March, when
nipping and husky east winds prevail, with spring-
flowering bulbs from the forcing house. The con-
sequence can easily be surmised—bhgiited plants,

attenuated flowers, and a thorough disappointment. In
one fashionable square I saw in March of the present
year the tenants of three or four boxes in just such a
pitiable plight ; rude winds have no sympathy with or
mercy for weakly constitutions in the department of
the horticulturist.

Window boxes can be made ven' gay indeed in
the early part of the year, provided the bulbs are
planted in the boxes at the outset, and so
Ijecome inured to all the vicissitudes of the uncertain
early spring time. Hyacinths, Narcissi, Tulips,
Crocuses, Snowdrops, Scillas, and Aconites can be
grouped together, and a long succession of bloom
secured. I have always found pieces of turf, used to
the depth of 3 inches, a capital drainage for window
boxes : and on these should be placed a soil well
enriched with rotted manure, and rendered friable by
the use of sand. Coinmon road-sand is easily got, and
*' the plants delight in it

—
" to borrow a stock phrase

from the Fat Catalogues.
Plenty of bulbs sliould be used; they require but

little root room, and will make groivth however tliickly

they may be quartered together. Hyacinths and the
Polyanthus Narcissi can be planted low down, almost
on the turf drainage. Tulips should fonn a stratum
above these, planted in the angles of the larger bulbs

;

a higher formation can be composed of Croouse5,
Scillas, Snowdrops, and Aconites. These last should
be about an inch beneath the surface of the soil, and
that again 1 inch beneath the level of the edges of the
box ; water freely, and finally, cover the whole with a
coating of coal ashes, forming a kind of sloping roof to
throw offthe rain, and to serve as a protection from frost.

As soon a-s the shoots begin to penetrate the coal

ashes, they can be removed, no rigour of weather will

prevent their giving forth the beautiful flowers looked
for ; for (to use another stock phrase), " their well-
being is less dependent upon the mysteries of the
gardening art, than that of almost any other class of
plants in cultivation." Mysteries of the gardening art

!

Alas, for Fat Catalogues, is gardening involved in
mysteries ? Well enough it might be, where these are
appreciated.

I neither like Moss nor Cocoa-fibre as a covering for
bo-xes planted in this manner. They hold too much
damp. I have tried both, and fall back upon the
friendly and simple coal ashes. Plants, when used
among bulbs—in a box for instance, where crowding
cannot be avoided—are often injurious to the latter,

because of their retention of moisture beneath their
foliage. There will be plenty of foliage from the bulbs
themselves to relieve the colour of the flowers, if foliage

be required for that purpose.
Then for conservatory decoration, how easily are

Tuhps and the beautiful varieties of Narcissus grown !

The former particularly, as they are thelniost showy of
the spring-flowering bulbs, and can oe retained in

bloom for a long time. A grower in the Jlidlmd
districts, famous for the display of Tulips made in ihr
conservatory from the middle of December lill ,M:u,
prolongs the bloomofhisflowers by carefully tviii-';i|. HI,
of silk round onnli flower, just as it reaches its <iill ^i/.r

using a colour Miiiil:ir In Ihat of the flowers,
of manure Ironi :i «|,r],( Imlbed, mixed with 1..

loil, and sand, fnnjis ;im excellent compost In

I'l.iitv

1.1, l.'iil-

ruiip.
Three bulbs in a .'i^-pot are enough, space and .li-i .,,

,

alike considered. Weak liquid manure, or Mihihil
guano-water, can be advantageously admiiiisleinl ;i,

the flowers show colour, and till they are well deve-
loped. The plants like plenty of moisture, provided
good drainage is secured.

Narcissi are the most accommodating things for
spring use ; under the mast adverse circumstances
they will flower. They make but little root, and are
content with a small space. Yet to do them well, they
should be liberally treated. Varieties like Florence
Nightingale, Lord Canning, and others, will produce
15 and 20 flowers on a truss under moderately liberal
treatment. They are most effective for grouping in
the conservatory, and the delicious fragrance they
exhale makes them the more valuable. The following
varieties are fine and distinct :—Gloriosa, large pure
white, with orange cup, rough on the edge, yet one of
the best ; Grand Primo, pale lemon, with gold cup

;

also the white variety of Grand Primo, with bright
yellow cup, large and fine ; Florence Nightingale, white,
with orange cup ; Bazehnan Major, large white flowers,
with deep gold cup, one of the best, differing from the
white Grand Primo only in the deeper colour of the
cup ; Sulphurine, pale lemon, with gold cup ; Lord
Canning, lemon, with deep golden cups, larger than the
foregoing; Bathurst, pure white, with bright oranse
cup, very good and showy ; and Sir Isaac Newton, pale
yellow, with deep golden cup, more showy than the
majority of flowers of this ground colour. These are
all weU worthy cultivation.

The following 12 early single Tulips comprise the very
best sorts for pot culture. Self colours : White Potte-
bakker; Proserpine, silken rose; Van Vondel, silken
crimson, sometimes streaked with white, very fine;
Vermilion Brillant, rich vermilion; Van der Neer,
purplish violet, fine ; and Tellow Prince. Edged flowers

:

Keizer's Kroon, bright red, edged with yellow, very
fine ; Eose Grisdeline, rose pink and white, very fine.

Striped and flaked flowers : Cramoisie Eoyale, rosy red
and white ; Eoi Pepin, pure white with crimson flakes,

very fine ; Fabiola, rosy violet and white ; and Queen
Victoria, pure white, pencilled and tinged with crim-
son. Other sorts can also be selected from the list of
kinds adapted for bedding, given at page 1022.

Finally, plant early; some sorts keep well, others
very badly. Plant not later than the end of
November certainly for beds ; for pots plant by the end
of October or early in November. Quo.

A SEiaHBOUBiNo cottage bee-keeper being about to
take the honey from three of his stocks on the 30th of
September last, I offered to do it for him if he would
give me the bees at Sd. a swarm. This he gladly agreed
to do. I therefore took over the box and
apparatus for smoking them down with fungus
(as the driving plan, which I should have pre-
ferred, would have been too tedious), along with
three canvas bags to hold the bees. As each hive
was cleared of its occupants, the latter were at once
swept out of the box into a canvas bag, and hung up
in an airy passage to recover ; all the empty worker
comb, dark as well as light, was cut out in order to be
sold to me as wax, and the business got over to the
satisfaction of both parties. Hanging the bags of bees
round the baiiket in which the necessary materials had
been carried, I took them to my own garden, about a
mile off, and then opening them, I placed over each in
the garden house a straw vat, which I had smeared
with a little honey. This was in order to get them out
of the bags, without domg which I could not have
united them properly to my own hives. The vats
were propped up with wedges all round to give air.

Early the next morning the bees had ascended, all but
a few dead ones, and the vats were closed all round to
keep them safely till evening; the necessity of which
precaution will be seen when it is told that the edge of
one of the vats having been raised at midday for a few
minutes, the stock—a strong one, it was the best of
the lot—pounced out like a swarm, and I lost it.

Wishing to unite the two remaining stocks to one
weak hive, I tried the plan of knocking them both out
together on the ground, over one another, having
sprinkled each as they were knocked out with sugared
ale. I am afraid, however, that this double union was
the cause of an unusual amount of fighting, as I am
sure there were a pint of dead bees, if not more, on
the ground in the morning. The dead ones too extended
for a greater distance from the hivethan I had ever found
them do in similar circumstances. In other respects
this simultaneous union of two to one appear^ to have
answered, and the hive is now the most populous in my
apiaiy.

I have, however, some misgivings about the queen.
Can it be that when three queens had to fight it out,

they were all destroyed in the confusion ? And what
is the way of knowing in spring (or now), that a hive
is queenless ? JSovice.

X [[Instead of choosing the easiest and least tedious plan
for accomplishing your object^ you seem to have
adopted the most difficult and tiresome, and with but
very partial success. Instead of the entire affair occu-

Ijying a great part of two days, the whole might have
lieen accomplished in little more than as many hours,

deducting the time spent in going to and fro. Having
previously decided on uniting the bees of two of the
condemned stocks to your own, you should first drive

; ]ins.^il)li. drive the hens- of llri other
i.irkly

rk, lo li,

111

l\.-.,\\

of tlu

When
liivetobe
iettled, or

I - Inyniii' own garden, drive cut llio

-inirjihriH'd into an empty one.
i"U;inl^ (ALuing, as may bo preferred, having spread a
large cloUi ou the ground, tilt up a little on its edge
the now tonantless but comb-furnished hive, which
is to receive the united bees, then knock out in
succession the two lots close to the hive, mingling
them together; there will be a grand rush into the
interior. In this operation sprinkling with sweetened
Uquor is unnecessary. Although other methods of
uniting bees may very frequently succeed, yet we
know of no safer course of proceeding than to
thoroughly drive out the bees of the two stocks, thii
one to be strengthened as well as the one condemned.
The same applies where two or three are united
together.

To show how rapidly operations of this nature may
be performed, a sliort tune since, at 4 o'clock in the
afternoon, we drove out two miles into the country.
Without any assistance we turned up and inspected
the interiors of seven hives, decided which three of
them should be broken up, drove the bees in succession
into three empty hives, tied them up in cloths, cut out
the combs containing brood, which we wrapped up
carefully to prevent injury to the brood, partook of a
comfortable tea with the mistress of the apiary, and
returned home. Having left two of the lots of driven
bees at a friend's, the remaining and strongest lot was
taken a little further, and transferred into a frame
hive, whose queen and bees had come to grief a short
time previously. The bees were knocked out and
made to enter ; the hive and its coverings put right
and secured, and all accompUshed satisfactorily by
7 o'clock ; thus the entire time occupied, including the
journey out and home, and the social meal, was only
three hours.

It is not very easy to find out now if tlie hive
possesses a queen. Try the effect of giving the bees a
few pounds of food at night during the space of a week,
and see if this excites them to collect and carry in

pollen. In spring, watch and compare with other
stocks the number of pollen gatherers. With common
straw hives, how difficult—with moveable frame hives
how easy, to ascertain all that may be desued on such
points of doubt and uncertainty !]

Garden Memoranda.
Ctfaethfa C.vstle, Merthyk Ttdfil, the

Residence OF R. T. CEAWSHAy,EsQ.—One of the first

things that interested us hero was the pretty little

Campanula pumUa alba, edging some Eose and other
beds near the house, and very charming its little

dwarf and snowy belt looked. In moist soils and
climates where it does not go off too soon this is a
valuable little plant for the purpose, and also for

rockwork. It was pleasing to find that all the hardy
things were not thrown away, and there were actually

thousands and thousands of Sweet Williams among
the Eose beds scenting the whole place, and here and
there some pretty old plant not often now to be seen
in your " good garden." But we suspect the dear old
things have to thank Mrs. Crawsliay for their lives, as

she told us of having to "protect" them from the
gardeners, and we noticed some planted close against

the Castle, just under the windows, evidently there to

be out of the way of any horticultural Vandal. It

reminded one of Mr. Henry Kingsley's" Argosy"
paper ; and really, ladies, we advise you to follow suit,

and if your gardener happens to believe in naught but
tenderlings, take the Lily, the Harebell, the Flower-
de-Liice, the Porget-me-Not, the American Primrose,
the sweet Polyanthus, and the various spring bulbs

under your own care. They are the very flowers for

ladies, sweet, vividly coloured, not requiring any long-

continued daily messing like pot plants, surrounded
by delightful associations, and growing away rapidly

when once well planted. Doubtless, too, a little

perseverance and success would soon win 'over

the most obdurate of those not acquainted with their

beauties, and make the gi'eatest Goth of a gardener

take kindly to thoiu.

But Jlr. Crawshay. while admiring these sweet old

herbs with his accomplished lady, has also an unusual
degree of respect for a good old herb of the New
World, Ananassa sativa. He took us to look at

about 40 fine ripe Pine-apples, cut and lying on
a table, and surely it was a sight to be proud
of, for better fruit are seldom seen than were
many of these. But we did not require the

sight to convince us of the gi'and way in which
Pines are grown here, as Mr. Crawshay's gardener,

Mr. Hannan, took the first prize for the best collection

of Pine-apples at the Eegent's Park in July, and also

for the best single specimen. There are nearly

2500 plants grown. The varieties are somewhat
numerous, but although many are grown, none are

liked so well as the Black Jamaica, though of course

the Eipley Queen, Moscow Queen, Lemon Queen, and
Smooth Cayenne are cultivated and almost indis-

pensable. One called the Antigua Queen is admired in

consequence of its resembling the Black Jamaica in

eating qualities, and it is a good rich-looking fniit.

The Smooth Cayenne is of course the best to swell and
ripen during the winter, as Mr. Barnes so conclusively

proves at Bicton. They consider the Enville a very

fine handsome variety, and few people have better

opportunities of judging. Black Prince is often

a noble-looking fruit, numbering 14 or 15 pips

deep, somewhat after the Enville in growth, but more
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difficult to finish properly. It S'l's "H :it lif li"»oin

sometimes, after one has made «i> his nundio luivr a

first-class fruit in a few days. Of coui-se the Providence

comes in for a good deal of space, but raastly tor

exhibition purposes, and not for its eating qualities.

It looks well on the table or the exhibition bench, but

has not the crowning virtue of a good flavour, ihis

kind is mostly grown planted out, as it comes much

larger in that way, owing, perhaps, to an excess ot

moisture. , ,, , , - .

The Black Jamaica is considered the best winter

Pine of any kind grown. There were nearly .300 plants

of it ready and preparing to fruit during the autumn

and winter. Mr. Hannan hoped to have 100 fruit of it

ripe on Christmas Day, and had over /O on the last

All the plants of this variety are grown m U 14, and

15-inch pots, and plunged m tan beds. These are

found to be quite large enough, and very often the best

fruits are in the 12-inch pots. A little liquid manure

is used during swelling. The plants are from 19 or 30

to 2-1 months old, or thereabouts, when the truit is cut.

There are, as may well be supposed, many houses

devoted to Pine-growing—lean-to, span, half-span, and

^Th?Grape is equally well attended to, and upwards

of 70 distinct kinds grown, the greater number

recently planted in very large Vineries, with borders,

&c constructed on the best principles. One magnifi-

cent lean-to, about 105 feet long and 20 wide, was

recently planted with mixed kinds for late fruiting,

and doubtless when they arrive at a bearing stage the

sight will prove very imposing. It contains 24 difierent

kinds of Tines—Lady Downes' Seedling, Black

Alicante, Burchardt's Prince, Muscat Hamburgh, &c.,

among the best known, all doing well and looking m
good condition. Mr. Crawshay is very fond of Bar-

barossa, and gives it a leading ptee here. The chief

peculiarity of the house is that the great outside

border in front is covered with a house of its own, so

to speak. A well-made glass frame runs from the

front of the lean-to to the front margin of the border,

and covers it completely ; and of course the heat is

uotin the least obstructed, while the border is kept

perfectly dry. Such a covering might be well utilised

in a garden," and what good gardener could rest satisfied

to see such a great expanse of border unoccupied ?

Bedding plants, which usually require very little water

dtiring the dull months, might be preserved in boxes,

and numerous other uses might be made of it accord-

ng to the circumstances of the place. A great quantity

of rain falls about here, and renders such effective

protection necessary.

In another span-roofed Vinery 31 diflerent sorts are

planted, including Duch&ss of Buccleuch, Royal

Vineyard, Tynninghame Muscat, Foster's Seedling, and

others ; as well as some Swiss Grapes,and Cape varieties.

This house with an adjacent one will prove an excel-

lent trial ground for many of the newest sorts recently

introduced. In an adjacent house several kinds are

"rafted on the Hamburgh, by way of experiment. One
of the Muscat houses which displayed an unusually

fine crop of fruit, had the border outside, but heated

and covered with glass, supported on irons driven into

the border and at the sides and front. It can, of course,

be warmed and protected at discretion. There is a

Peach wall 280 feet long, a late Peach wall 141 feet long,

and numerous other structures suited for forcing and

fruit growing on a large scale, besides the plant depart-

ment, to which space prevents full allusion, and all m
the finest condition, with every promise of a vas

increase of interest within a few years' time. Viator.

The Temple Chrts.inthemums.-These are now

in excellent condition, and as usual form a great treat

to Londoners. In Mr. Broome's best border is a fine

display of flowers, among which the following are parti-

cularly worthyof notice, viz„Prince Alfred, General and

Lady Slade, Mrs. Haliburton, Cherub, Aiireum multi-

florum, a compact medium-sized yellow, and Gloria

Mundi, another charming yellow, apparently a sport

from that fine flower Jardin des Plantes, than which

few yellows are so bright and handsome. Conspicuous

among other flowers are likewise Oliver CromweU,

Venus, Golden Beverley, Lady Harding, and Prince of

Wales, all of which are at present in great beauty.

Mr Dale's best blooms, like those of Mr. Broome, are

under cover. The most beautiful among them

are General Slade, Venus, White Globe, Progne

Cherub, and that still fine Anemone-flowered kind

Fleur de Marie. His beds this year are also excellent.

The contents of two are especially worthy of record.

In the centre of No. 1 is Gerbe d'Or, bright yellow

;

encircling which, in bands, are Aurora Borealis, orange

;

Mr Murray, violet-rose; Miss Talfourd, white;

Liliputienne, brown; and General Canrobert, yellow.

No 2 contains the same centre piece as the last,

around which are bands of Aurora Borealis, Duruflet,

pink Salamon, crimson ; M. Rousellon, and Mrs.

Julia. The best self-coloured beds are Salamon,

crimson ; and Drin Drin, which is still one of the

most eflective yellows for out-door puriMses.

(ivnicil jilauls which were groiving in the jiyramid-

Miii'.; days; Willi fresiiwatcr shells, tishcs, remains

of insects, and so forth, and a swarm of organic bodies,

which, for the most part, are represented without

alteration in Egypt at the present time. Besides two

iorts of grain—Wheat and Barley—he found Tefl'

(Eragrostis abyssinica), the Field Pea (Pisum arvense),

the common Flax (Linum usitatissimum)—the latt«r

having, in all probability, been cultivated as an article

of food, as well as for spinning. The weeds are of the

familiarkinds; Wild Radish (RaphanusEaphanistrum),

Corn Chrysanthemum (Chrysanthemum segetum),

Wartwort (Euphorbia heliosoopia). Nettle-leaved

Goosefoot (Chenopodium murale). Bearded Hare's-ear

(Bupleurum aristatum), and the common Vetch (Vicia

sativa). The relics of manufacturing art consist of

fragments of burnt tiles, of pottery, and a small piece

of twine, spun of flax and sheep's wool, significant of

the advance which civilisation had made more than

5000 years ago. The presence of the chopped stra,w

confirms the account of brickmaking as given in

Exodus, and by Herodotus. Journal of Botany.

Miscellaneous.
Plants of Ancient Egypt.—?rot Unger, in a paper

communicated to the Imperial Academy of Sciences at

Vienna, shows that Egyptian bricks contain a variety

of evidence, preserved, as it seems, in an impenshable

form. He has examined a brick from the pyramid ot

Dashour, which dates from between 3400 and 3300 B.C.,

and found imbedded among the Nile mud or slime,

chopped straw, and sand, of which it is composed,

remains of vegetable and animal forms, and of the

manufacturing arts, entirely unchanged. So perfectly,

indeed, have they been preserved in the conipact

substance of the brick, that he experienced but little

or no difficulty in identifying them. By this discovery

Prof. Unger makes us aociuainted with wild and

Calendar of Operations.
(For the pn.niing week.)

The advantage of getting the roots of fruit-bearing

ti'ees in some degree under command, by keeping them
near the surface, is universally admitted ; but even

now the system is not so generally followed as it ought

to be. For the formation of fruit-tree borders, no

general rule can be laid down which would be apph-

cable to all cases : the practice must be regulated by

the quality of the soil and by the nature of the sub-

soil. That in which almost all kinds of fruit trees are

the most productive and the most permanent, is what
is called strong loam;" that is, loam rather inclin-

ing to a clayey than to a sandy texture.
_
Perfect

drainage is, however, essential in such soil, more
especially if the under stratum is a stiff' clay. To faci

litate this, and to prevent the roots from penetratmi

into bad soil, a layer, 6 or 8 inches thick, of stones_

brick-bats, or other hard rubble, should be spread evenly

over the bottom as trenching proceeds, observing par-

ticularly to make the bottom of the border quite

smooth," and with a regular fall of six inches from the

wall to the tile-drain, which must be laid along the

front, a few inches below the bottom of the border, to

carry off' surplus water. The depth of soil should be

governed by its texture and quality. Of such as is

now treated of, two feet in medium depth will be amply

suflicient for the support of any tree whatever. If of a

more clayey nature, 15 inches at the wall, gradually

deepening six inches to the front of the border, is a

proper depth. In very light soil, a greater depth should

be given, say 2 ft. or 2 ft. 6 in. Where the subsoil is not

wet, nor in any other way inimical to vegetation, the

layer of rubble at the bottom may be dispensed with.

As we would diminish the depth, so likewise we would

increase the width of wall-borders. Some writers have

advised them to be as wide as the wall is high ; but

this is a somewhat objectionable rule. For a 12-feet

wall (and for permanent trees none ought to be lower)

the border should be at least 18 feet wide ; if 20, so

much the better: but in that case the necessary walk

along the front might be made to pass over the pre-

pared ground, so that the roots could extend beneath

it In all cases, the surface of the border ought to be

somewhat higher than the level of the walk, more or

less, according to circumstances. Where a garden is

so unfortunately situated that thorough drainage is

impracticable, the borders for the finer kinds of wall

trees may with great advantage be elevated a foot or

more above the general surface. It is scarcely neces-

sary to observe, that no stimulating manure should be

mixed with the soil in which fruit trees are planted.

If these hints, and those we have from time to time

given upon planting, be acted upon, and the branches

are allowed ample space to extend, there will be but

little necessity for root-pruning.

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLANT HOUSES.

Continue to remove plants getting out of flower from

the conservatory, in order to make room for Chrysan-

themums and others which are coming into beauty.

AVhile the present mild weather continues, let the

temperature be kept as low as possible.

AcHiMENES.—A batch of these may now or soon be

started. They may either be grown in pans or pots,

according to ta^te.

AuKicuL.iS. — Give these air on all favourable

occasions ; remove dead leaves, and water sparingly.

Bedding Plants.—During the present favourable

weather give air freely during the day.

Calceolakias.—When a shift is required it is a

good practice to sink the ball a little, in order to admit

of a top-dressing of fresh mould being put over the

riper parts of the young wood. Thorough drainage,

too, is a point to which particular attention must be

paid.
Camellias.—Any now coming into blossom should

be carefully attended to. Air must be given them
whenever tiie weather is favourable.

Chinese Pkimulas.- Continue to keep forward

plants of these well attended to with water. As soon

as any in beauty have faded, replace them with others

coming into flower.

Pelakgoniums. — Plants of these intended for

flowering early should be placed as near the glass as

possible. Let the night temperature range between
40' and 50°, and see that none of the plants sufi'er from

want of water.

Violets.—The beauty and fragrance of these will

be increased by letting them have plenty of air when-

ever the weather is sufficiently mild for that purpose.

FORCING GARDEN.
Cpctmbees. — Be content with only moderate

forcing at this season ; hut keep down thrips and red

spider in houses heated with hot water by maintaining

a moist healthy atmosphere.
Pines.— Plants intended for fruiting during the

summer must now have careful attention. Let them
have a steady bottom-heat, and a top-heat of about (55°

at night, allowing the thermometer to rise 10 or 15°

higher during the day time.

Vines.—Examine fermenting material upon borders

of the early house, in order to see that it does not get

either too hot or loo cold. Avoid a high temperature

at night, and admit air freely in fine weather, using the

side ventilators only, when it is showery.

HARDY FRDIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.

The prevalence of rain lately will have made heavy

land much too wet to be worked with advantage ; it

will therefore be best to defer for a time all labour

which involves the stirring of the soil. In the absence

of other work, deciduous hedges might be trimmed,

prunings collected and burnt, rotten leaves and dung
for composts turned, stored roots examined, &o. On
wet days straw mats might be made.
Fku'it Trees.-According as the weather is more or

less favourable, the various operations of planting,

pruning, nailing, or digging, amongst the smaller fruit-

trees, should be forwarded. With regard to the latter

work, the ground being lightly turned over, chiefly for

the sake of neatness, and not for the purpose of crop-

ping, it might be done when digging in other cases

would be injudicious. Preserve cuttings for propaga-

tion of the best Gooseberries and Currants; also

suckers of Raspberries to make new plantations.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON.
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T^OWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH nnd
X? CULTIVATOR may be SKEN nt WORK In every Agricultmal
County in England.
For pfirticulara apply to John Fowleb & Co., 71, Cornhill, London,

E.G. : iin<» Stoam Plough Works, Leeds.

than other kinds of Driving '.

Manufactory: Armit Works, Greenfleld, near"Manchester.
Warehouse: 81, Mark Lane, London, E.C

Mr. H. Fekrabke, AKent.

Eht Agricultural (Saiette.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1866.

TllE Committee of the Central Farmers' Club
did well to accept for the first lecture of their-

session Mr. Howard's account of what he had
seen during his recent toui- in America. Mr. J.

A. Clajike was unable, owing to his official

connection with the Steam Cultivation inquiry

of the Eoyal Agricultm-al Society, to read the

paper on that subject with which the winter's

meetings in the Club House were to have been
opened; and Mr. James Howasd having
devoted the comparative hoUdiiy which cattle

plague and its consequences had given him,
to an agricultural tour through the States, was
prepared with an extremely interesting journal to

takes its place. The lecture founded on this

journal we have given in the following pages,

its description of " Things in America " gives a

glowing account of what Anglo-.Saxon energy has
accomplished in the West, and it will be read with
great satisfaction on both sides of the Atlantic.

Both sides were represented during the discus-

sion which followed it. H.M. Consul at Chicago
bore testimony to the high value (in the interests

of international good will) of the frank and
cordial admiration with which Mr. Howard had
spoken of American industi-y and manners ; and
on the other hand there was a slight expression

given to the reaction which so much praise of

Jonathan might have been expected to produce
in the minds of an assembly of Enghsh farmers.

Mr. Thomas, having heard of the great scope

for agricultural enterprise in the far West,
wished to know whether the sons of wealthy
farmers, for example in the Eastern Counties
who might expect to be started <at home with
4000/. or 5000?. apiece, would command as good
a position and as gi-eat success if they should
take their "portion" across the Atlantic and
invest it in one of the enormous prairie farms
of which we had been told. Mr. Howard's
serio-comic answer to this inquiry was received

with great laughter. He said that, whether
it was to bo taken as an exact reply or

not to the question, one of the first entries

he had made in his memorandum-book
upon the other side, was that it is of no
use to send a fool to America. Of course there

was immediately a somewhat peppery rejoinder

to this, but it was hardly listened to, and the
assembly were evidently with Mr. Howard
when he declared, that although he had meant
chiefly to amuse them with a joke, yet there

was a certain amount of criticism really intended

by his remark ; and that if young men, distin-

guished perhaps chiefly as good cross-country

riders, whose career hitherto had given little

more than a certain amount of aptitude for the

employments, and a keen relish for the enjoyments
of country life, thought to succeed amid the

shrewd hardworking agriculturists of the North-
western States, they would find themselves
mistaken.

There is no better lesson to be got out of Mr.
Howard's admirable lecture than the value

which American experience teaches us of a

thoroughly good common education during
youth, and an early introduction into the labours

and responsibilities of professional life, in order

to professional success, whether in agriculture or

any other occupation.

The title of the lecture—" Things in America"
—^justified one of the subsequent speakers in

his reference to other stations on the Western
Continent for the agricultni'al emigrant. If

any one desii'ed to spend 10 or 15 years in

laborious money-making, with the intention of

returning to his own country for the education

of an English family, he recommended emigra-
tion to the territory of the Argentine Eepublic.

A correspondent there, whose letters were read to

us, gives most hopeful accounts of the prospects

of the sheep farmer in that country. And
certainly a small capital goes a great way
where 2 per cent, per month is to be had for

the use of it. For '2H001. the tenancy of

14,000 acres had been obtained, along with
the stock upon that area of 0000 shee]!,

500 or 600 cattle, and 200 or 300 horses.
The prospects of the Colony are improving,
and if ever the question—What is the best laud
for the English agi-icultural emigrant ? should be
discussed before the Jjondon Farmers' Club, the
experience which was thus related to us pointed
all in the direction of tho country to the north
of tho Eiver Plato. We only add on this Jpoint
that oui- correspondent Mr. LATHAir, who has
occasionally sent us agricuItm-al reports from
that country, has written a book, giving all his
experience as an agricultui-ist there in full detail

;

and that Messrs. Longmans have announced it

for sale.

Hoping th.at the Cattle Flague has at length
for tho present timo virtually ceased, we have
this day given the full statistics of the disaster
which has during tho past 1 5 months befallen so
many counties. The extreme inequality of the
attack, which would have made a national insur-
ance fund so valuable an assistance, iwill be seenon
reading the figui-es in another page. Cheshire
well-nigh ruined, while the sister dairy county
Gloucestershire has been barely touched, and
other contrasts in the northern counties of the
Island quite as great, make us regret that public
opinion was not early enough directed to mutu.al
help as the only palliative that was possible. The
results, as read in connection with the whole
live stock of the country, do not appear
to have been so terrible as wo know them to have
been in particular localities. About one-
twentieth of the cattle of Great Britain have
disappeared ; and a charge of 5 per cent upon
the whole, if it could have been levied and
distributed accordingly, would have spread the
birrdeu so that it would have at least been
tolerable. The following are the figures which
Mr. Clode gives us as the aggregate result of

the Cattle Plague up to October 27, so far as the
facts have been reported to the Statistical Office :

Of the Estimated
Ordiuary Stock
of Cattle, tho
aggreg.<iti
number of re
ported Attacks
have been
Of the Number
of Cattle
Farms &c. where
the Disease
been reported to
exist, the aggre-
gate number of
Attacks have

Of the" Total
Number of
Attackn whose
results have
been reported,

KUled '
.

.

Died
Recovered .

.

35.024
51.210
n.'m

100.000 100.000 '100.000 100.000

14 .584
"1 .610

13.800

13.900
62.337

23.703

PARISH ROADS.
I suppose we are all agreed that the minimum of

friction, jarring, and jolting is desirable as a matter of
comfort and economy. Many an old vehicle and horse
might last years longer on a level well-made road,
although they would soon come to grief when
encountering the "jogs" and "jounces" of ill-made
parochial roads, of which I am sorry to say there are still

too many, even in my own neighbourhood. As turn
pikes are nowiust abolished, one naturally asks the
question—are these excellent highways (now that they
have pas.'ied into parochial management) to be
assimilated to the ill-conditioned state of our local

roads and byeways ? If so, road travelling will be otill

further discouraged. There are several gross and
flagrant errors and omissions in parish road manage-
ment that merit our censure, especially as they are
both costly and injurious to traffic.

For instance, a quantity of gravel is shot down and
.spread, but never again attended to in any way.
Horses soon establish a smooth foothold in a deep
middle furrow, and a smooth track on each side for the
wheels, forming two narrower furrows. .As the animals
very naturally avoid the intermediate ridges, we thus
get two receptacles for water with shoulders to prevent
its running oil' the road; the consequence is

a saturation which penetrates and softens the
road, and thus we see these ruts and ridges

remaining until the road is again mended, _
pro-

bably for a couple of years or more, the inter-

mediate ridges being scarcely worn. So a most
important duty is neglected, viz., that of watching the

road occasionally after the gravel is spread, and raking

the young or newly-formed ridges into the nascent

furrows, thus causing the horses to feel for a new
footing, and by ropeatuig tlie operation sotiio half ilozcn
tnncs, getting an ovcnly worn surl:i,'r, ruiui.lcd, and
hii^h.'st ill the irii.ldl... .s.illKit 111,. wi.lcrll..ns,|uirkly
to ciirli sHir, 111, IS l,.|,viii:; th,- n,:„l 1,1^-1, :u„l ,lrv, tlio

grout i«iint Ix'iiig to iircv,'iit uatur iroui .slugnuting on
the surface.

Thus the road gains constantly in compactness and
durability. A labourer with a common rake will
regulate a long road at a very small cost. He should
also be provided with a stone hammer to break any
large stones that will not bind, or that form bumps
above the surface. These two important operations
are almost invariably omitted in most parishes, and
consequently much inconvenien,;e and loss results.

Again, as to the time of road mending, I have been
annoyed a whole year by a qu<antity of loose stones
being shot down in dry March and rolling about all

summer, a portion of them finding their way into the
adjoining ditches. So long as parish road mending is

left to the caprice or crotchets of local and annually
changing surveyors, we can hardly e.xpect much
improvement, for ideas vary from brickbats to stones
picked from the fiold.Sj the latter varying from
the size of cricket balls to that of eggs ; and
as there is no raking or breaking, but merely a
shooting down, it is easy to imagine the uncomfortable
consequences. This is a great financial mistake,
which insidiously abstracts from the farmer's pocket,
through the medium of surveyors' rates, breakages,
broken knees, and waste of power, a sum much greater
than that required by a more perfect management,
such as we see on our great public roads. It is a
common thing to elect as surveyor a farmer who won't
spend money; and thus neglect soon resultsin evidence
of false economy ; after a heavy shower one can at onco
detect the weak places on a road. Little pools, having
no means of escape, except by soaking into and
weakening the road, indicate the necessity for a few
shovelsful of gravel. I have seen the very worst
management where the road runs up and down hill.

Here it is of the utmost importance that the crown
of the road should be kept highest, and that the rapidly
gathering water should have means of escape into a
ditch at intervals on the hill. Instead of this, and
for want of a grating or two and pipes under the road,
the rushing torrent ro.ars down to the bottom of the
hill, or down the middle of the hollow road, carrying
with it into the ditches cartloads of gravel from the
torn and furrowed road.

There is one verj; important matter that should be
observed and particularly attended to. However
well made the road may be, Grass will grow on its

untrodden sides, and this Grass has the power to raise

the sides many inches in the course of a few years, and
this is how it occurs ;—Fine Grasses of the cereal tribe

require much silica : this silica is prep.ared for them
from the pounded and aerated surface of the road, and
carried to them by the road-washings. Consequently
these Grasses multiply their roots to such an extent
among the subterranean gravel that the quantity of
vegetation thus formed forces up the earth or sides of
the road, and causes a high ridge, where before none
existed, thus preventing the escape of water and injuring

the road. This Grass should be annually removed
before it takes too strong a hold of the ground.
The growth of these ridges, forced up by sub-

terranean vegetation, suggests many reflections.

Antiquaries may no longer wonder at finding the
architecture of ancient nations many feet below
the surface. Vegetation has forced the earth above
them, or engulphed them. Place any substance on a
good Grass Held and it will soon disappear; neglect

your gravel walks for some years and they will become
a miniature pasture, with the gravel some depth
beneath. Buildings are said to settle down in course

of time, but it is really active vegetation, aided by
worms, that swallows them up. The sides of roads are

particularly encouraging to the growth of fine Grasses,

because of the amount of available silica and alkalies,

and particularly because the Grass thus placed avails

of a rain-fall probably six times as great as on ordinary

Grass, for all that falls on the bare road flows to the
Grass.

A practical farmer who visited me said he always

manured his Grass land with gravel from a pit, and it

answered admirably. The gravel was soon ' appro-

priated" by the Grass, whose roots enveloped and
embedded it.

Besides, there is always moisture under a stone in

the hottest summer day, and thus the water is retained

for the thirsty Gnss roots.

If you pull up a tiny plant of Grass, growing in your
gravel walk, after rains when the gravel is loose, you
will be astonished to find what an immense bunch of

roots it has in proportion to its surface growth, and
how much fine grit it has appropriated and attached

to those fibres. Vfe can thus easily conclude what
soils suit fine Grasses. How soon a dressing of chalk

lumps disappears from the surface, and in old Grass

pasture what a tangled web of fibrous roots arrest

the rainfall, and appropriate much of it. It is this

power of arresting surface water th.at prevents

the immediate action of drains in coarse water-Grass

pastures. But as these are gradually superseded by a

better class of Grasses (the seeds of which should be

sown), drainage will act more perfectly.

To return to new roads, let us hope that more coun-
ties will avail of the new Act, by which local mis-
management will give place to uniform and sensible

action. J. J. Mechi, Tiptree, Nov. 5.

P.S. Where roads have been long neglected, it is a
good plan to pick up and sift the sides and put the
gravel in the middle of the road.

A certain farmer, when surveyer, used to fill the
centre or foot furrow with gravel, which caused the
horses to shift their track, still there was no raking or
levelling, but the middle was thus kept highest.
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CATTLE PLAGUE ENQUIRY—rC'oM/«»«eJ;.

(This Eeturn gives tjie Total Number of fees in Great Britain, which have been ascertained from the Official Information received at thebtatistical OlUuo from Inspectors. All "Back" Cases arc included in Column 8).
vu to lue

piyiSIONS

COUNTIES rilOFER.

SCOTLAND.

I Wigtown .,

i Kirkcudbright

i Dvunfrie^

i Jlosburgh t.

> Selkirk
; Poobles
r Berwick
! H.-iddincrton ..

) Edinburgh
t Linlithgow .

.

i
Lanark ,

.

! Ayr
1 Renfrew

[ Dumbarton .

.

Stirling

1 Clackmannan
Kinroia
Fife .

.

I'crth ..

Forfar .

.

Rincardino .

.

Aberdeen "
.

.

Banff "
.

.

Elgin .

.

Nairn .

.

Jl

23

VI. 33

S3

327,500
61(),34.'i

'702,9,53

12S,41U

l()()..'i34

227, S09
3ll2,<>.rt

179,H2
294,025
81,113

3C8,S6r

2.083,126

204,800
295,975

29,440
4»,'il3

328,427

}, 614,003

1 InTemes.9
I Iios3 and Grqroarty

.

I Sutherland ..

Caithness '
.

.

Orkney,'and ,.

35,703
34,608
44,304
16,084

2,027

4,970
16,199
9,669

13,01S

8,029

56,200
75,544
21,513

8.253
57,831

10,564
21,396

2,104

4,028
27,297
66,150

29,645

21,529
183,451

86,542
30,406
5,399

4,098

Total Number of Dlncasod Cattle
reported since the Commencement

of the Disease.

Not?,—These Columns afe coneoted
for " Back Cases " and for
any additional information
received since the last Report.

3,691
4,110

7,727

1,209

8.298

1.363

3.359

20.763

20.933

17.9V8
9.481

35,359

371,480
310,537

100,885
125,831
193,288

91,414
113,479
23,070

100,014
262,973
26,503

34,318
700,621

63,405

86,392

9,468
22,450

93,685
494,635
156,653

41,073
109,292
66,409
69,078
19,862

From the Cowmenrament of the Disease.

73 fd a I

piseascd Sheep.

t See Note on previous pagi

CATTLE PLAGUE IN GREAT BRITAIN.

^eels
Ending

Jun^24

July 1

Nmaher cf Cal;lie lesorted AS bgviug been
Attacked, Killed, Died, and JBecovered
diuing each Week from Cemu»enqement
of th« Outbreak, ^e iiatc.

1,361

1,293
1272
J,22T

1,003

1,145
1,281

1,175

1,270

1,436

2,364

1,955
2,210

3,158
8,761
4,316
3,011

10,922
12.468

13,146
12,744

13,397
14,.320

15,706

13,113

1,103

1,639

6,112
5,427
6,328

7,669
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CATTLE PLAGUE.
Betfbns for "Week ending November 3.

The return of the reported cases of mlllr iibL'ito

in Great Britain, for the week ondin-' Siinnliv,

November 3, states the following fads ,--']' in '
<;iiiii>

Slague, which has prevailed in Great ihitaiu ^^iuco

une, 1865, has now so nearly cerused to exist that

during the week ending November 3, only two animals
are reported as having been attacked; this is a decrease

of 13 on the return for the previous week. It is hoped
that thi^ is the last weekly return that will be

necessary in recording the progress of a disease

which so recently as February in the present year

attacked 15,706 cattle in one week, and which in

the aggregate has attacked 253,725, or one in every

19 of the estimated ordinarj^ stock of cattle living. A
fresh outbreak took place in one farm; the number
that appeared in the last return was four. Not any
healthy cattle have been slaughtered during the week
from having been in contact with diseased animals.

The cases reported are for the following two petty

sessional divisions of England—viz., (Warwickshire)
Warwick, one attack; (Yorkshire, North Hiding)
East Bulmer, one. No cases of cattle plague in sheep
have been returned during the week ; the total number
reported to the date of this return is GSiJG.

THINGS IN AMERICA.
[Tbe following paper was read on Monday evening last by Mr.
James Howard, uf Bedford, before the London Farmers'
Club.]

Me. James Howakd prefaced his paper by observ-
ing that since be arrived in London he iiad been
told that a great many persons expected to hear a great
deal in the way of anecdote. Much had been said and
written about America for amusement and in a sati-

rical strain, and he had no doubt that he could amuse
them with a number of anecdotes ; but he thought
that in addressing the members of the Parmers' Club
he should take a business view. He should be very
soiTy if any gentleman had taken the trouble to come
there from a long distance in tiie hope of being
amused : his object was to instruct. Mr. Howard then
proceeded to say : Some 30 years ago, when a boy at
Lome, a well-known American, Dr. Eisk, was a guest of
my father's. At night, it was a great treat to me to sit

up and listen to his glowing descriptions of that great
country across the Atlantic. I formed, at that time,
a strong desire to go and see the land which, to my
youthful mind, seemed to present so many attractions.
The occupations, however, of a busy life prevented
the realisation of these aspirations. In the spring
of this year circumstances (no Royal Agricul-
tural Society's Show) seemed to favour the accom-
plishment of my long-cherished wish. I accordingly
determined to go and see for myself a country which all

the older countries of the world have begun to regard
with so much interest. "When I sailed across the
Atlantic I had not the remotest idea of giving publicity
to any account of my trip, much less of addressing this
large and influential Club. However, as the Club was
in a difliculty, caused by Mr. Algernon Clarke's
inability to fulfil his engagement to read a paper on the
subject of steam cultivation, I very reluctantly con-
sented to fill the gap. I may, perhaps, be pardoned in
making just one reniark upon the subject which was
on the card for discussion this evening. 1 am convinced
that on both sides of the Atlantic it must ere long
excite more interest than it does at present. Steam has
slowly, but not less surely, superseded every other
power with which it has been brought into competition

;

and I most thoroughly believe it will, before many
years, be the chief motive-power employed in tillage

operations tliroughout the civilised world.
Extent.—America is a country which must be seen

to be understood. You may read volumes of books
about a distant land, but a short visit will impress the
mind more deeply, and afford more correct views than
all the books you can collect. I had read much and
heard much about America before going, but my mind
was not impressed with anything like an adequate idea
of its vast extent or its great resources. I went, I
should remark, from New York through Indiana,
Ohio, and Illinois, to Iowa, beyond the Mississipni,
and back through Illinois. Ohio, Pennsylvania "to

Washington, Virginia, and New Jersey, to New York
again • thence to Newport and Boston, through the
New England States to Saratoga, and once more to New
York. The enclosed land of America—I allude to the
States, I leave out Mexico, Canada, and the other
territories—amounts to the enormous breadth 01400
millions of acres ; the unenclosed, or uncultivated, to
about a billion and a half—figures which seem to dwarf
Great Britain into a mere speck upon the map of the
world. The area of the United States alone is bigger
than the whole continent of Europe. Notwithstanding
the vast extent of the territory indicated by these
figures, the whole has been surveyed, and those portions
which are likely to be settled within a reasonable time
are mapped, divided into townships, subdivided into
"squares," sections, and again into subsections. The
roads and cross-roads are also laid out, and the widths
determined. These several divisions are numbered
and registered both in the office of the Surveyor-
General at Washington, and in the Counties Register
olhces of the several States. No question, therefore, of
title can arise, and land in America can be transferred
as readily as Bank Stock.

The People.—\ have said that America is a country
which must be seen to be understood. I may say the
same of its people. It is notorious how little the people
of France and England, although such near neighbours,
understand each other ; but then they speak different
languages ; but to me it is passing strange, that people
peaking the same language, reading each other's perio-
cals and literature ; a people of the same race, descend-

rmfs in tlip main of tbe same parent stock, slionld rntrr-

l;im sui'li iTroiieousviews respecting eachol her as lio ilu'

AnHTic;ins and English. It is difficult to say wli.ihrr

tlic Anioricans know lessof the English nr tin' Kn^li-h
nj' ilic Americans; but I incline to the lai h r (i|iiiiimii,

ami I'nr. this reason: where, you_ nirri wiili uim>

Englishman who has been to America, you meet wiih
ten Americans who have been to England. Again,
it has been too much tbe fashion with our public
writers to hold up the American people to ridicule,

to represent them as rough, ill-mannered, boastful,
unprincipled, with scarcely a redeeming feature.

I cannot, of course, vouch for what they were in years
gone by, nor can I say they are altogether free from
the vices attributed to them. I do not maintain that
in etiquette or personal manners they come quite up to
the English standard. But any deficiency in this
respect is more than compensated for by the absence of
that stiffness and formality of the one class of English,
and of the extreme servility of the other class. The
Americans certainly can " brag ; " but then, as
J. A. "Wright, a large Pennsylvaniau ironmaster,
whom I twitted with this propensity, replied, *' Yes,
we acknowledge it

;

" adding, " you will remember we
inherit it from you." If asked the question, I should
be obliged to confess they have shot I'ar a-head of the
old country in the art of boasting. But, to speak
seriously, I do believe the American people have been
misrepresented and traduced by some of our public
.writers, in a way that no other people on the face of
the earth have been. Three of England's leading
commercial men, who, after having visited America,
hava published to the world their ideas of America and
irt« people—I allude to Mr. ^Vhitworth, of Manchester,
an engineer of the highest celebrity, and subse-
quently more widely known by his improvements in

guns; Mr, Chambers, the great publisher of Edinburgh

;

and lastly, Sir Morton reto—these gentlemen, in my
opinion, have in their oooks done not only much to
enlighten us upon things in America, but they have
done justice to the American people. Our professional
writers have done them as great injustice. I went to
America with a good many of the prejudices of English-
men, expecting to find at least the bulk of the people
rough, " rowdy," uncouth, and vulgar. Dickens, the
Trollopes, and other writers might have met with the
characters they have portrayed. I can only 'speak of
the people as I found them. I travelled some 5000 miles
without once being subject to insult or rudeness of any
kind; I mixed with all classes—for there are no first,

second, and third class on^ their railways or steam-
boats—and I met with nothing but civility and polite-
ness. The working classes are well-behaved, and as a
rule, are better educated and more intelligent than our
o^Ti. The wealthier cla.sses I found to be communica-
tive, openhearted, and hospitable ; indeed, as pleasant
and agreeable a people as I could wish to mix with. I
could give you many instances of what weknow as " good
breeding," but as it would be foreign to the objects of
this Club, I forbear. I will, however, mention one
circumstance. At Pittsburgh I went to the bank \vith

ray letter of credit, which I handed to a clerk, to draw
some "greenbacks." A grey-headed gentleman,
evidently one of the principals, came up, and " guessed
I was a stranger in their city." I said, " Yes, I was
from England." He asked whether he could be of
assistance, in giving me letters of introduction to the
manufacturers. I thanked him, telling him to whom
I had letters of introduction ; finding I was in good
hands, he said how pleased he should have been to
have facilitated the objects of my visit. This is one
instance among many of people upon whom I had not
the slightest claim, giving themselves trouble to make
my visit pleasant and agreeable. I went to a large
number of manufactories in various branches, at all of
which I was received with the utmost politeness, and
shown the various processes without the least reserve.

American Agriculture.—I must now direct your
attention to the real business of this evening's meeting,
viz., the agriculture of America.

America has been atyled the granary of Europe ; it is,

doubtleaa, the largest corn-growing country in the world. It
ia mainly upon its agriculture that the progress of the country
depends ; its manufactures are comparatively unimportAnt, as
from three-fourths to seven-eighths of the population are
engaged in agricultural pursuits. Although we may learn a
good deal on various subjects from our go a-head kinsmen in
the art and practice of agriculture, the old country is in the
position of teacher. As might be expected in a comparatively
new country, the agricultiu-e, as a rule, is rough, iind far
behind that of England. That the farming should not have
the neat and finished appe.irance which it presents in England
and Scotland is not to be wondered at, when the deamess and
scarcity of labour are considered, and when it is remembered
how large a number of the cultivators of the soil were not
brought up to the business of farming. A very large proportion
of the farms in the older States have been reclaimed from the
primeval forest: forhundredsuponhundredsof miles thestumps
uf the larger trees still remain in the fields, no that the date uf
the settlement of the locality can be calcidated by the
number of the stumps remaining. In the rocky and stony
districts the stones still remain p2ed in heaps, the pluugh and
the reaping-machine having to thread their way between
these stumps and heaps of stones. The system pursued in
clearing the land of timber is as follows ; In the fall or autumn
the underwood is tut and piled. In the winter the trees are
felled on to or toward the stacks of underwood, which are then
set on fire. After this, the small stumps are extracted by a
crab, worked by oxen or horses : the larger stumps are left to
rot. The ground is then ploughed, or, as we should think,
scratched over. Two or three crops of Indian|Com are taken,
in order to get rid of the second growth of underwood ; when

"^
til the larger stumps

"

arises wholly from the climate, I have some doubt. I think
want of care in preparing the land, selection of seed, and
subsequent stocking, have something to do wdth the miserable
condition and appearance of the American pastures. If sheep
are depastured on youjig permanent Grasses, a good pasture
must not be expected, even in our more humid climate.
After having travelled for weeks through the old forest-laud,
with its blackened stumps and zigzag rail-fences (or " snake-
fences," as they are called;, to get a view of those grand, open

priirie-lands is a relief scarcely to be described. In the wooded
'li^tiiri the toil of clearing and bringing tlie land into culti-
\ III..n is immense. On the prairies the settler has no such
lai.niir

: It..- hriSHimply to ph^M-)i \)y t}i.- tn-nund and sow the
-''-'i. 'I'Ih- |ir-.iiMf 111!']-- in :.i 111...-

1 Ill-is—flat, somethintr
'i'--'' ''"

I " .
-""I '' I - I'l i I

!

I
- I'llive in, without

in Til my ]..ii 1.- .1 ii... •( .1 I
:.. Mic eye cim reach.

'lli(;ii IIh.jc ,Lir III.- lullii)- ],i.,iii. , 1, .>!
I i-:l slight undulating

sui-f;ice and some wood -far less monutoiiuus than the flat, but
not, to those who have an eye to beauty, so inviting as the
high rolling prairies. The most beautiful country for farming
I saw in America was in Iowa, across the Mississippi

;

indeed, it is one of the most picturesque coimtries I
have ever looked upon. Fine land in this State is to
be purchased at less than it would let for in
England ; but more on the price of land presently. This
fine State e^n'-iiir '^n niilUons of acres, only eight millions of
which ail' i(

[

f "111..T cultivation. The system generally
pursiu'i 111! Ml I I

.
I

,
I

1 1 [iiig is one of exhaustion. The evils
of thi:^

1 ; .
. _'iuning to be felt in the older-settled

States ill in. ^iiiLiUy .aid steadily diminishing yield. There
can be no duuht that the e\'ils of such a course wih be much
more generally and serioualy felt unless a change of system bo
adopted. Rotation is little observed. Root crops, except
Potatos, are rarely seen. Crop after crop of corn is taken from
the soil without anything in the shape of fertihsers being
returned. The bones of the country are either thrown away,
or, when coUected, are exported. So also of the Linseed and
Cotton-cake— as there is very littlu native demand, they are
exported to Europe. The in-^r m nnii md feeding stuffs is
practised by a few, but th>: > .

,

ii 1 1, . voeption. An old
farmer on the banks of till.' W

.
.i i.

, m.t, toldme he had
grown grain crops—genei;dK Imnui > i r.—fur 35 years in suc-
cession, with scarcely a dr^j^-^iag ui lu.aiui.;, and that the last
crop of Indian Com had yielded uu less than 80 bushels an
acre. The land, as you may suppose, is remarkably rich ; but,
as a shrewd Quaker farmer from Ohio, who joined us about
an hour after, remarked, such a course was too common, but
that it must come to an end—that he had cleared no less than
600 acres of land himself, had brought up a large family and
settled them in farms, and had found it most profitable to
keep plenty of stock, to observe a proper rotation, and to deal
with the soil libei-ally. The farms are mostly small—averaging
about 100 acres. In the Western country they are larger,
many being 50U to 1000 acres. One gentleman, Mr. Sullivant,
in Illinois, who invited me to go and see him, farma
70,000 acres, and does it systematically and well. A large
proportion of the cultivators are what may be described as
working farmers—men of rough exterior ; but, owing to the
admirable public-school system, they are generally faij-Iy

educated. The immense circulation of most of the agricm-
tural journals is a proof that) they are a reading people. The
New York Tribune issues a weekly number, in which great pro-
minence is given to agricultural matters. The issue I found to
be over 200,000 ; the American AgriculturUt, 150,000. The
larger and more opulent farmers are very gentlemanly and
intelligent men ; know well what is going on In England—
I thoujiht, sometimes, better than many English farmers.
There is another, and this a very large, class in America—

I

mean ai 1 1 ai .. u r f . ir [ i lu IS . Doctors, lawyers, bankers, mer
chanta. m.ii.iii m i ii. i ^ -all seem possessed with the same love
for fariniiij .. ;.' n. i A .n this side. I met with many of this
class, fur ilic a. .(iii~iiiun uf land is so easy. I found, how-
ever, that they Lul<l LLc same tale amateur farmers do on thi^
side—viz., that farming was a very pleasant occupation, but
that it did not pay. The Wheat and other ceresU crops are
much shorter and lighter than we grow in England—I should
say fully one-third less, 30 bushels Wheat beinpf considered a
good crop. Indian Com yields far more—100 bushels an acre
are occasionally raised ; but 50 to 60 bushels Is considered a
fair^crop. It is highly prized, is often cut green for fodder,
and attains a height of 12 feet. The feed iu an acre is some-
thing wonderful. It is given to all kinds of stock. I find my
own farm horses do well upon the grain.
Agricultural Machineru.—The tillage of the land is so mixed

up with the question of the implements used, that wliatUttlo
I have to say will be imder the head of " Agricultural Ma-
chinery." Iu England, as you are uU aware, an enormous
demand has set iu during the last 20 years for improved agri-
cultural implements. This has mainly arisen from a more
correct appreciation of the value and advantages of good
machines. In America, owing to the high rate of wages and
the difliculty of ol>taining an adequfite supply of labour, agri-
cultural machinery calculated to save manual labour has been
an absolute necessity. Without the reaping machine the crops
could not be harvested, and without the threshing machine
they could not be brought to market. Hence the trade in
agricultural implements has reached gigantic proportions.
From uiquiries I made I found that at least 100,000
reaping and mowing machinijs are made annually in the
States. 1 was there during the harvest— everywhere
the reaper was to be seen going. The scythe or the sickle
was just as exceptional as the reaping machine was in
England ten years ago. The threshing machines are
almost exclusively worked by horse-power. One farmer
on the banks uf Lake Ontario, who had 10 horses yoked to his
threshing-machine, seemed much surprised that in England
we did all our threshing by steam power. He had never heard
of such a thing. The implements of the farm, if we except
reapers, are of very inferior design and build to our- EngUsh
machines. I thought one great want iu American farming
was good steerage drills and horse-hoes to follow. In a country
where labour is so scarce and dear, the hoeing of the com crop
by animal power would be an immense boon. The drilib are
not made with a steerage ; consequently, the drilling is bad,
rendering the use of the horse-hoe impracticable ; and, as
labom' is so dear, in most cases the com and the weeds seem
to be left to grow together until the harvest. To a fariner in
the north of New York State, on whose land I went to see
some reaping machines at work, and whose Barley was full of
Thistles, I said, " If that crop had been in England, we
should have cut out the Thistles." He replied it would
not pay, adding he did not mind Thistles, for he always
had a good crop of Wheat after. Nearly the whole of the
implements are furnished with a seat for the men to ride

—

—the idea being to get more work out of the labourers.
I found the prairie farmers very desirous of having a good
'gang-plough," as it is called, on which the ploughman could
ride. I told them if the men had easier work, it would he at
the expense of the horses. As reaping machines are used, and
in consequence open furrows undesirable, the land is

frequently ploughed as follows : A short ridge is set iu the
middle of the field, the plough passing not only up and down
each side, but a furrow is taken off in going round at each end.
By this means the plough is always in the ground, and the
whole field ploughed without leaving an open furrow. A field

may also be commenced by ploughing a furrow all round the
outside, and finishing in the mid<&e. The American farmer is

not satisfied, as we jire, with one team ploughing an acre per
day ; but expects from each team of'a pair of horses 2 acres to

2^ acres. I rather doubted so much being done ; but was over
and over assured by both masters and men that 2J acres
were not at all an unusual day's work. The furrows
I must tell you, are over a foot wide—none of your fancy
ploughing-match style. The land is also generally much
lighter than our English soils, and the depth of the ploughing
ia, according to my notions, very much too shallow—a fault

not at all uncommon on this side the Atlarrtic. Steam ploughs
have not yet been introduced. Several attempts have beea
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made ; but as all the schemes have been with eng^incs to tr;iTcl
'

over the surface after Romainc's plan, no wonder tlicy have
not succeeded. On the prairies there would be no difficulty in

constructing machinery capable of breaking up 20 or even
25 acres of such land per day, and this with only three men.
Whoro labour is so searce, and time such an object, the advan-
tage of the steam plough would bo immense. In Iowa I saw
a very simple and efficient apparatus called a "horse pitch-

fork " for raising crops on to the stack, a' horse simply draw-
ing the load over a pulley. I also saw a hay-loader at-

tached to the rear of a waggon, and which gathered up and
elevated the crop on to the vehicle, thereby saving much
manual labour.

live Stock.—Although the territory of the United States is

so much greater than England, the live stock is by no means
in the same proportion. The cows and other honied cattle,

according to the census of 1860, .amoimted to about 17 millions,

about double the estimated number of the United Kingdom

—

2i millions of the cattlo were returned as working oxen. The
sheep, on the other hand, fell short of the estimated English
number by 2i millions; whilst the pigs exceeded by 10 times
ournumber, reaching the fabulous number of 33 millions, or
just about as many pigs as people. The bulk of the cattle I

saw were of the Short-horn type. Aldemeys and Ayrshires
are much in repute for dairy purposes ; but, as in England, the
Short-horn is the prevailing breed. The sheep of America
are of a very nondescript character, generally miserably bred
and ill-looking things, about half the size of the English.
Flocks of Leicesters, Southdowns, and merinoes are to

be found, but they are exceptional. There is one
matter—an important one to an Englishman—viz., the quality
of the meat. Whether it be the climate, the food, or the cooking,
I don't know, but the beef and mutton are most inferior, taste-
less, and tough in the exti'cme. Pork i.s tolerably good. The
national importance of paying mure attention to sheep is

being urged upon the American farmer by the daily as well as
by the agricultural press, an increase in the supply of wool
being deemed an absolute necessity, five millions sterling
having been paid to England for woollen goods in 1865. The
draught horses used in America are much smaller—very
different from our English type. They are well-bred, clean-
legged, and active. The "Kentucky thorough-bred," as it is

called, is the favourite breed. 1 saw an entire horse of this

breed upon the farm of Mr. Emery Cobb at Kankakee, in
Illinois. He was made, ;is our Secretary would say, "all over
like a hunter." I could have picked out of Mr. Cobb's team a
good many "weight carriers," which would fetch fancy
prices at Tattersall's. I did not see in the whole of my travels
what I call a good stout draught-horse. At the railway
stations in Philadelphia and elsewhere are to be seen
horKcs of the cart breed, " raised," as I was informed,
in Ohio and Pennsylvania. When the Americans grow
bigger crops, as I am sure they might do, they will
want bigger horses in their reaping machines ; and when
they stir their land deeper, which I am sure they ought to
do, they will, if they do not adopt steam, require horses
of greater weight. In some districts I visited, horses are
shod with malleable cast-iron shoes, which are fastened
without the use of nails. They simply clip the foot, and are
secured by rivets. I have a specimen on the table, which I

intend to try. Dairying is an itnportant branch of rural
economy in America. A very novel feature is the introduction
of the factory system. lu Oneida Co., N. Y. S., there are
about 40 cheese manufactories, or "Associated Dairies/' as
they are called, having 10,000 cows. I have only time to
glance at this subject. The advantages claimed arc that the
farmer's family is relieved of a good deal of dnidgei-y—that by
the employment of a skilful superintendent a more uniform
and better quality at less cost is obtained, and, of course,
higher prices realised. Messrs, Moore, cheese merchants in
Bufialo, told me that for two or three years past their
shipments of factory cheese had commanded the highest
prices in the Liverpool market. Three of the cities of
America most interesting as agricultural centres, are,

undoubtedly, Buffalo, Chicago, and Cincinnati. Buffalo is

situated at the eastern extremity of Lake Erie. In this
city, remarkable for many things, grain elevators have been
erected to facilitate the rapid discharge of cargoes. Upwards
of 20 of these gigantic automatic labourers have been built,

which are capable of unloading vessels nt the rate of 100,000
bushels per hour, and also of storing about 5,000,000 bushels
in their capacious chambers, Watson's elevator, which I

ascended, standa 260 feet above the water, worked, of course,
by steam-power. Four vessels can be brought alongside it,

their cargoes taken out and transhipped or stored simulta-
neously. By this promptitude, a whole fleet of ships has not
only been cleared, but has left the port within 36 hours of its

arrival. Cincinnati I did not visit, owing to the prevalence of
cholera, but notmthstanding the presence of this dire enemy
in Chicago, I did venture to spend several days in that most
wonderful of all the American cities. Thirty years ago this
place was a mere village. So recently as 1840 the population
was less than 5000 ; now it numbers over a quarter of a
million. I will not take up your time with a description
of its splendid streets and public buildings, its 120
churches, nor its rising manufactories, for one might
write a book upon this extraordinary city. It is

at this point that the mind first becomes impressed
with the vastness of the territory which lies beyond the Ohio,
Mississippi, and Wisconsin—a country which, whether for
area, productions, resources, or people, is becoming the noblest
and grandest part of the republic. I will not weary you vnth
statistics of the trade of Chicago in agricultural produce.
Suffice it to saj that upwards of 50 milliun bushels of cjm ire
annuallj cv] rttl—tbit 1 400 000 ] it,s in 1 oo 10 I nttl ire

anmiilU 1 1 t 1 tl t r ^ ^ t
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Cattle AIukLt JIj it.ii.3 hue bcm lud out -m imple rid
way station built into \hich nme great railwiy companies
run their trams , 1 j miles of sidmgs or branches have been
laid down water supply laid on, com and hay bams erected
a great hotel a bank aud a Com Exchange have been built
in tact, every sort of convenience and accommodation for both
mau and beast have been well considered and provided for at
this great cattle mart of the West.
Agyieultural Meetingn.^Soon after my arrival at New York

I heard of a great trial of reaping and mowing machines by
the New York State Agricultural Society at Auburn, to which
I at once set out. No less than 60 machines were exhibited
for the prizes offered, the Government of the State having
liberally voted the necessary sum to cover the expenses of the
trials. These trials were conducted in a very different style to
those which prevail in England. In the first place, three
weeks were set apart for the purpose of testing the machines
on various crops, and under varying circumstances, A long
list of instructions to the judges, directing their attention to
the various points deemed essential, drawn up by a committee
of makers and farmers, had been prepared and printed. The
jury consisted of the old English number of 12, with a pre-
sident, a secretary, and a chief marshal. These judges were
subdivided into committees, some to decide on mechanical
arrangements, others on the quality of the work performed.
Then there was the time committee, the dynamometer
committee, and the committee of description. After the
trials were over, the jury remained at Auburn two or three
days to draw up their report, and a second and final meeting

to settle the awards was fixed to be held at New York on
September 1st. the prizes being subsequently declared at a
meeting held at the New York Stiitc Fair at Saratoga, on
September l,?th. The pains taken in preparing the points
to which the attention of the judges should be directed, the
various modes in which the machines wero to be tested,
the subdivision of the juiy, the length of time devoted
to the purpose, and the careful report, containing a record
of facts rather than of opinions, seemed to me to be a
long way in advance of our English mode of conducting
such trials. One of the exhibitors said to me that the
gi'cat use of these trials was that the experience gained,
and the careful record of every fact elicited, were a means
of teaching manufacturers their own deficiencies. Tlii^^

cannot be accomplished l>y a society unless the same car^'

and time be taken as is the practice on the other side <[

the Atlantic. I was so struck with the careful preparation
of the points to which the attention of the judges was
directed, and with the whole arrangement, that I at once
wrote to Mr. Hall Dare upon it, and I hope the imple-
ment committee of the R.A.S.E. will make some inquiry
into the plans I have allude.l to. We had a good deal
of discussion at Auburn as to which country the invention
of the reaping machine really belonged to. Of course, the
Americans claim the honour. Our countrymen acro.ss the
Border dispute the claim, maintaining that to Scotland the
merit is due. Now, if it be a question simply of priority of

invention, neither is right ; I must put in a claim for

England ; the inventor of the main elements of the reaping
machine was a Bedfordshire man, Mr. Salmon, of Wobum. In
1807 he patented the piinciple of the reciprocating action of
the knife, without which none nf our reapers would be of the
least use. He also invented the finger guards and the dividing
appliance, and, more still, he made his machine with a self-

acting rake to deliver the com at the side in sheaf. Not-
withstanding, however, these prior English and Scotch
inventions, it is undoubtedly to America that we are indebted
for the reaping machine in its present practical form—indeed
for a machine that can be worked economically. In America
such a machine was a necessity years before any need of its

assistance was felt in England, owing in the one case to a
superabundance and in the other to a scarcity of labour. I

met with one circumstance which reflects so much honour
upon the class of agricultural machine-makers in the
States, that I cannot forbear mentioning it. Two large rival

manufactories stand on opposite sides of xhe street, belonging
to two different men. The one is a sharp man, of good com-
mercial knowledge ; the other is a clever mechanic as well as

a superior-minded man. The former had made money ; the
other had, notwithstanding his immense business, got into

difficulties. His rival across the road, on hearing it, generously
came forward and advanced 10,000^ to carry him through his

difficulties. I think that a circumstance which reflects credit

not only on the individual, but on the coimtry which produces
such a man. I found the American manufacturers not only
intelligent, but a high-minded class of men. There appeared
to be an absence of that narrowness of feeling too often
observable among rivals in trade. Perhaps the breadth of

country has something to do with the breadth of their views.

I was struck with one aiTangement which exists in America.
Owing to the number of patents, the leading builders of

reaping machines some years ago found themselves constantly

in collision with patentees and each other. To obviate

this serious difficulty a number of the principal

makers and patentees united, and made a common
stock of their own and a nucber of other patents
which they bought up. W. Allen, Esq., of Aubum, was
appointed theii- attorney and agent. Under this arrangement
the maker can have the use of any or of all the patents, but he
only pays a royalty upon such portion as he may choose to use.

Although such a combination may look something like a
"monopoly." it is not so in reality. At aU events, it Is in

this case directly in the interest of the farmer, inasmuch
as he is not the victim of the dog-in-the-manger practice ; and
as the patentee or nnn who may bring out anything good is

not shn1 ont it i- :^}'-'< ridvantageous to him. as he can join

and jiviil 1^'
t
' tlii^ general stock of inventions. At

Sarat.iL'.i l !
i. • i'|Mirtunity of seeing one of their great

State fir icrmed. Here I found a grand array

of agiii-nl' Ml ,1 III I Kii;i ly, particularly of reaping and mowing
machines. i,:nxe slieil.s -vere also erected in another part of the

ground for the display of domestic wares and machines, such
AH cooking stoves, cai-pet-sweepers, Potato-parers. and dairy

utensils. This department was the chief centre of attrac-

tion to crowds of ladies. Other sheds were devoted to

horticultural products and appliances, and the separation

of agricultural implements from these other branches greatly

facilitated the object of the visitor who wished to see and
examine the agricultural machinery. At our Royal Agri-

cultural Meetings, owing to the mixture of agricultural,

horticultural, and domestic wares, I have found it impossible

to make a thorough examination of the agricultural machinery.

I think the Royal Agricultural Society of England would do
well to turn its attention to this subject, for these agricultural

gatherings are not only marts, but great educational insti-

tutions, andeverj' facility should be given for the acquisition

of knowledge ; at least it ought not to be rendered as difficult

as possible. There is one feature about the agricultural meet-
ings of America which our meetings in England are too

generally assuming—namely, they are degenerating into mere
gala days, instead of sober business meetings, The trotting

races :i't
- ' i' . '' i' li took place on the show ground,

were v,i" ij' md absorbed much attention, whilst
on thi 1 I !

I uihI not a single candidate put in an
appe;ii(iiu iiiir I.I Jilieral prizes were offered, so little

interest was teit. in this practical part of an agricultural

meeting, I found the American people at their agricultural

meetings, as elsewhere, polite to strangers. I paid for

admission, like any other visitor ; but as soon as the .s.-cretarj'

heard that I was upon the ground, he came to me with a
handsome rosette with the word "guest" upon it. k; .netting

that he had not known of my visit earlier. The exhibitors,

both of machinery and live stock, were also equally polite,

taking great pains to explain to me the merits of their

machinery and the points of their animals. I should take up
too much time to speak of their show animals. The
superiority of their Short-horns is notorious. Singularly

enough, the first prize Short-horn bull at Saratoga I found was
got by my own brother's bull, the 2nd Duke of Thomdale.
The climate evidently suits our English breeds—the Aldemeys
or Jerseys, the Ayrshire, the Devon, and the Hereford, all

seem to thrive, and have their respective champions ; but the

Short-horn, as here, has the lion's share.

Schools.—Tho public schools are so prominent and dis-

tinguishing a feature in America that 1 cannot pass this

subject over without a few words. Whilst rehgion has been

allowed, as 1 think wisely, to take care of itself, education has

been fostered and endowed. The value set upon it by all

classes throughout America, and Canada too, ie something we
have no idea of at home : it is not compulsory, but it is

enforced by public opinion, found more stringent than any
law. Take a drive into the country, and every two or three

miles you pass, in places often apparently without a popula-

tion, neat and commodious school buildings, whilst in the

cities lai-ge schools eoiifnmt yuu in almost every street. The
plan of supportiii M,. i-uMi. s. bonis varies in the different

States. In m-'i. ' '< H'ln-tisof land are set apart, the
.1.

. 'led to the education of the
11 : Ides the schools are supportedpeople. In thu

'

by a r,atc based upon tho valuation of property or business-
income of tho district. In tho Now States the Government
ha.-^ invariably set apart a certain portion of tho land for this
object. Formerly l-36th of all the land in the State was thus
set apart ; but such importance is attached to this question of
education, that Congress has latterly increased the school
lands to l-18th. Ttio affairs of the Bchools are under tho
direction of committees chosen by the people. I was
assured that the religious differonccs of tho people wero not
found to be a disturbing clement : that the Bible was the only
relifrinus book used : tlvd prayer was ofTei-ed daily, bntb at Iho

never bu educated as they ought to be, withnut Government
passes some more comprehensive scheme than wd*havo at

present, i-et me ask you not to go away with tho idea that
religion is not cared for, or that nothing scarcely is done to

provide for tho religious wants of the people. The religious

an-angemcnts are excellent, and the church accommodation is

far in advance of that in this country, notwithstanding tho
existence of our richly-endowed establishment.

Con^'lusions.—The advantages which America offers

are so great, that when you consider the prosiiects

present and future to themselves and their famihes,

the wonder to me is that so few are willing to make a

present sacrifice—that so many remain in the Old
Country is most marvellous to one who has paid a
visit to the New. Here we are so over-populated, that

thousands of young men are unable to obtain suitable

and remunerative employment, or to embark in

business ivith any fair prospect of success. Farmers
and their sons find it equally difficult to settle. The
consequence is that rents in this country have been

forced up to an artificial standard. What with an
increased rental, the higher rate of wages, a lower

standard of prices, the greater risk from disease in

stock, and undimini.shed taxation, I cannot see how
the present race of farmers, except a few favourably

situated, can hope so to increase their capital as to

become possessed of the means of settling their families

in respectability. If we could add a Lincolnshire or a

Norfolk every year to this little island, the whole

position of things would be changed; there would

be room for everybody. It is .iust this power
of expansion that makes all the difference between
America and England, One fact will throw some light

on this part of my subject. If the United States were

so thickly populated as England and Wales, the popu-

lation would amount to the enormous number of

924 millions. From the natural resources of America,

from its varied soil and climate, its boundless beds of

coal and iron, which are in proportion to its breadth of

territory, it would be as capable of supporting this

immense population as is England of supporting its

present number of inhabitants. Among the advan-

tages offered by America to the agriculturist, the low

price of land is unquestionably the greatest. Splendid

land can be purchased in the newly-settled States at

the low rate of two dollars an acre. I believe if bought

direct from the Government the price is only a doUar-

and-a-quarter. Of course, as the districts increase m
population, the price of land goes up, so that on the

banks of the Hudson and about Philadelphia I found

land as dear as in England ; whilst close to Dubuke, m
Iowa, the finest land was not more than 5/. per acre.

By the " Homestead Law." every head of a family who
desires to settle in America, and become a naturalised

subject of the United States, receives from the Govern-

ment 160 acres of land, substantially as a free-gift.

Each of his sons, too, on coming of age has the same

advantage. Surely, such munificence is enough to

tempt some of our strugghng industrious, but over-

weighted farmers to cross the Atlantic in search of a

country where there is so much more room for their

energy. The American farmer has no rent day to

haunt him ; he pays neither tithe nor church-rate ; the

poor-rate is a bagatelle, and there being no game-laws,

there is no fear of being eaten up. " But how about

wages ? " some one will a.sk. Well, they are high, and

that is about the only drawback I know—20 dollars a

month and board, or about a dollar and a-half a day

without board. The men work long hours, and the

amount expended in labour per acre, notwithstanding

the high rate, is not greater than in England, Another

advantage the American farmer possesses is, that his

horses cost him less to keep. We say, "Idle

horses eat their heads off:" over there, when not

wanted, they are turned off to Grass, to grow into

money. Again : very little of the hindrance and

loss we have to contend with through rainy

and uncertain climate are known. I have said I only

know one drawback which the American farmer has

to encounter, viz., wages. There is another I had well

nigh forgotten ; An English farmer, should he desire

to purchase an American machine, does not have to

pay a shilling duty upon it; but not so with tbe

American. Just for the advantage of a few wealthy

manufacturers, who are an infinitesimal portion of the

community, that great country allows itself to be

taxed on its iron, on its machinery, on its clothing,

and in a hundred other oppressive ways, \\ hen the

agricultural and consuming classes once turn their

attention to this subject of Protection to the manu-
facturer, those duties, I do not question, will go with

one fell swoop; at present public attention is distracted

by the great political difficulties of the country. In

Canada the rate of wages is lower, being only half-a-

dollar per day, and a dollar in harvest, without beer.

As they are paid in gold instead of green-backs,

the difference is not so great as it appears. I found

it was more common to hire land in Canada than

in the States. Some verj; fine land near Toronto,

about 12 miles in the interior, was let at 12*.

per acre. The tenant, an Englishman, seemed well

satisfied with tho change he had made. Barley fit for

malting is gro^vn here, and exported at good prices to

the large brewers in the States. Canada to the farmer

offers a fine field, but to the trader or manufacturer it is
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nnt be compared with tlie States. If I were to 1)c

asked, what is the best part of the States to setllo in ?

I should say one of the Noi-th-westeni Slates-

Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin ; Michi^jan would bp the best

for corn growini; and stock raising. 1 incline, ho"-

ever, to think that more money is to bo made out of

the Vino and Cotton, and that there is a fine field open

in North Carolina, Texa.f, and California, rienty of

land is to be had in North Carolina at 20 to 2.5 dollars

an acre, which will produce a bale of ci't^in ]'i<rarrr.

I should, however, roconimend any <n\r - nui 1"

America not to be in too much of a liunn :'ii 'ni ..'il'"-

down. Travellina there is chivi]! : the fati- Iihmi LkIihi

to Chicago, a di.M:nic,. ..r IJnn ,inlr>, i- ,inl.> L', .Inllaix

lessthau 4/.inM,,rn, i In Ivi-linI »«-.. "I '.'

too near a rail\v.i.\ : m .Vim n ;!, .ml " .'^i i'~i '.'''.^

the farms imiueai.itrly ;ul,|..iiiiu^ a r.y.\\v.iy.m.,^:i.{v I,

owing to the losses tUroush the cattle i,'cttius killcU by

the pa.ssing trains, from tho lines not being fenced in.

I could say much more on this head, but must draw my
remarks to a oonLliiMou. -\lt liou^di a better feeling is

sprinuiug up ihan |.r,^ail^l duiur.' the war, there IS

not that cordialiiv laiu.vu the two countries which

should exist bclvnan tuo Mirli comniumties. America

is our natural, and ought tii be our firmest ally: as

we begiu to know and understand each other better,

let us hope that on both sides of the ocean there will

be an absence both of acts and words calculated to

provoke or keep up irritation or ill-feeling. There

Lave been undoubtedly faults on both sides ; 'tis to bo

hoped that the present Government will do all that can

honourably bs done to bring about a better under-

standina. and that without delay. When a man has

visited England and America he has seen the two most
wonderful countries the sun has ever shone upon.

Never before, in the history of the world, w:«>

there ever gathered together upon so small an .area

such numbei-s, so much wealth, such a develop-

ment of industrial enterprise, so well governed, and
such a practical and common-sense people as are to

be found in old England. Ou the other hand, never

before, in the history of the world, has there been anj;-

thing like the rapid growth of America : so vast a terri-

tory jioopled so q^uickly, its resources Meveloped so

speedily, its institutions so completely ami well

organised, and such progress made in the industrial

arts. In America, you find everywhere the same
activity, the same reliant enterprise as at home. The-c
traits of character are undoubtedly somevrhat inten-

.sifiod by 1'tf^ '! MM'-l-inces and perhaps tli^:' f-l'-inl^^ of

that conn': >i I witnessed the hr : : i
i

''

social I'f.i. , .;„'liout the States, i' -i :
:
,j i .ai

these quaiii ir
, iii-i r m1 of feeling anything iiki' n ii a.n il

jealou.sy at thewoiulerlul results everywhere visible, i

was impressed more fully with the causes of the true
greatness of my own country. I felt proud in the
remembrance that America was the offspring of
England ; that the old country had been reproduced on
so grand a scale in the new; that the character of
the parent stock was so stamped upon and so appa-
rent in the vigorous growth of its olT-shoots : not
only the blood, but the ideas, the laws, the religion of
England, exist and flourish in the United States. The
Anglo-Sa.xon race ou American soil is asserting its

supremacy on a gigantic scale, as well as with cha-
racteristic energy and vigour. One very remarkable
phenomenon is, that notwithstanding the immense
number of immigrants from the other nations of

Europe, the English type of humanity is ever,\"la

n

predominant. Like its own great river, the V.

sippi, which receives immense numbers of triluia[>

streams that are blended with and become one i;n-.ii

current, so with all the races which flock to Ainerica

:

they feel the force of, and become blended with the
grand current of Anglo-American life. In a genera-
tion or two the French, the Kui 'i ili I-

i aiii, and
the Celt, lose everything of til. a . iietness,

and nothing is left of their nail.-

name. The language, the iden-, i

enterprise, and what was .so thoroughly exemplified
during the late deplorable war, the courage, the pluck
of England— all live in America, and seem to be
uniting to form the greatest and most powerful empire
the world has ever seen.

lit the
dual, the

Home Correspondence.
TUck and T/iin Seeilhi,,.—As there is a mistake of

some importance either made by me or your printer in
my letter dated Oct 10. ivilli 'ymu- ].r'nnission I will

correct it. In that letter tlir]iiii|irr l).iy~Mr "any work-
house-school " aj-e referiail l.i 'I'lir mi^ak. 1 lu^li i,,

have corrected is in this liulr m.ril .(««, ami lor \>liirli

I wish to substitute our, or our n-ork.'ionse, namely,
the workhouse which stands ou the border of
my parish ; and my statement must bo confined
exclusively' to this workhouse, called the Tendring
Union ^\ orkhouse. To this workhouse boys' school
I have several times for nearly 20 years taken small
bags of grain from heaps or sacks at random, but each
of the small bags containing not less than a quart, and
requested that the boys there would place a ticket on
each bag, showing exactly how many grains of tho
Wheat in each bag a peck of it would allow to be
dibbled into each square foot of an exactly measured
acre of land. Tho last time this was done was two
years since, when I took either six or eight of such bags
of grain, and a ticket was made out by one or
more of the boys and placed on ejvch bag when
they were returned to me, giving the exact
number of seeds that a peck measure would allow
for each square foot of an acre of ground. Suppose
I did not make these calculations ; and suppose
I had a peck of Wheat which I wished to have
accurately spread over a given quantity of land, say an
acre for example, how should I know how far distant one
seed should be put in fromanother?—orlmavsay, how
many seeds to put into each square foot of tiie ground

of the acre, unless I had previously ascertained how
many grains my peck of Wheat contained ? Foryouall

know very well" that a peck, or any measured quantity

of one kind of Wheat, may contain as many more
.seeds in number than that measured quantity ol

another kind, and it may be the same or nearly so in

different years and under diflerent circumstances of

tillage, &c" of the same kinds of Wheat, and of any
other kind of cereals ; and hence, I have always

previously a.scertaiued how many seeds a given quantity

of il contained before I commenced putting it into the

i;roiind. To talk, therefore, about seeding an acre of

linil with any measured quantity, amounts to nothing,
an. I even less than nothing, if there be such a thing.

iiiilr>s the number of seeds in the measured quantity
h.' Inst ascertained, and a calculation made as to how
ilislaiit apart one seed is to be placed from another

;

but who does this among all the thin seeders ? I never
knew but one that did, and ho was the late Mr. Piper,

and he generally brought a sample of his W^heat to me
for me to make the calculations for him, and hence, all

that he wrote about his seeding with a peck an acre,

and the increase of a peck, might be relied upon ; but I

place no reliance whatever uiimi any stat.'iiients from
given quantities by mea-in.- .ir-- .1 anl. - il... number
of the seeds were jisceii 1

.i
' i.artthey

should he put in befoia- i
, and for

my ^art I should as somi i....|i.ii.' ,J .. k s mili nr Tom
Jones to demonstrate for mo the 17th problem of the
First Uook of Euclid, or to square the circle, as

accurately to spread a peck of any kind of cereals over
an acre, or any quantity of land, unless I had previously
instructed him how wide apart one seed was to be put
into the ground from another. But we hear and read
about the wonderful improvement made in modern
fanning; but in what does it consist ? I know not, as

TuU ciutivated far better than land is now in general
cultivated ; and as for seeding, Xenophon, the philo-

sophical and learned Greek, has informed us that the
perfection of sowing Wheat is to spread the seeds
evenly, and to separate every seed one from another.
But do Englishmen do this? No; then in the art

of seed i n L r . T: n J I i ,1 1 farmer is far behind the Greek.
Oeo. V' '' f 'r\ona(fe, Oc^ 31.

The i i I have seen several tables pre-
pared a- 1

-11'.
I

,
i ilireot us in our estimate of the

most nutritious articles of food, both those for con-
sumptiou by men and by stock. I was in hopes last

yeai", when the visitation of rinderpest was imminent,
we should have seen some practical manual put forth
for the working class, to aid them when meat seemed
likely to advance to a prohibitory price, how to apply
their earnings in procuring from vegetable produce
the lar^o-t a'ii..niit of muscle and flesh-forming
clement- I; .: !iii<, those living in the country
who !ia\.

:
,.ni 1 libit of garden ground, might

be prolii a'.i.i :; 111 i.'.l what crops would yield them
in intrinsic value, not in weight or measure merely, the
best return. Potatos, the great resort in our times,
are, if we are rightly informed, worth only about one
to seven in comparison with Beans, besides presenting
the great risk of a season of blight. Gardeners, too,

are ranch interested in the sulyeot, and might be led to
anticipate and hasten the possible change which further
enlightenment might induce from Potatos and
Turnips to Peas and Beans. In former times I believe
poor people grew Beans and Peas in their plots, but
I'olatos. which brought ijreater return.s, have gi-eatly
.li-i.l". I ili in. There has been, I am iulornied, a

:

i'
' -' .1 which from its title should supply the

Mil. liii ,. i. 1, I am in search of—" Practical Dietaryfor
1-amilies, .si.iiools, and the Labouring Classes," by
Dr. Edward Smith; but in the extract I read I
oteerved the poor arc chiefly urged to spend their
money in bi*ead and milk, and preference is even given
to Maize over flour. Surely for our towns' population
this advice would end in a fanciful result, and the milk
part would have little more reality than the Irish
herring in (h.^ w,.lLknowu di.sh of Potatos and point,
wliilsi M - I ! I in Dr. Playfair's Table (pub-
li^laini .

:

\i February, 1865) in comparison
Willi lloui ;i- i

I
-IIS! I.. 11. Is it m the power of your

correspondents to give a correct estimate of the book
I have quoted, and information of the relative value of
substances for food as a practical guide for both
purchasers and growers ? W. II.

Beer, Beer, Beer.—The remarks of one of your
correspondents on the subject of beer in your last
Number, make me venture to trouble you with a few
lines on the plan of hooks as a counter-attraction,
which we have found to work well here for many
years. We have been careful to keep entirely out of
our lending library the books which are so often given,
simply because nobody can be found elsewhere to afford
them house room, and we select the books ourselves
for the various readers. From intimate knowledge of
their tastes and powers we find that we can suit them
much better than they can suit themselves. The books
themselves we, or some one of us, almost invariably
read through, to be sure that there is nothing objec-
tionable, and we " '

'
'

'
'

'

labourers short -'

ture or stirriiv-- 1 ..

tales such as Jli--

voluraei stone

jst the agricultural
r l.'unded on) real adven-

i a
. and among the women

I Leisure Hour," shilling
--- . are invariably favourite

reading. We find that the wish for "a book "

is usually followed by a wish for "a Siiiidav
book " also, and by selecting these with tlie

greatest possible care—to be thoroughly entertainin--
as well as instruotive—we usually find tlrem as care
fully read, if not more so, than the weekday volume.
Such books as Bible history in consecutive narrative,
explanations of the Miracles or Parables, are most
sought for. Under this system of book-lending we
have found for years that our own people are much less
addicted to wandering from home after working honrs
than where some such general amusement for the
evening is not supplied ; and on leaving, even to go to

some considerable distance, they apply from time to

time for the supply of books to bo continued, oifl

eourse, inau entirely private lending library like oura,

there is some expense in .
lima np the books at first,

but a couple of pouud-i ml!. l.\ kml out in volume*
from 1*. to 3s. 6<i. .earli laml l:ir:.;ei-iiriced books
often not suitable), would go lar, and the comfort ot'

l)eing possibly the means of reclaiming some poorer
neighbour from the temptations of the public-house, or

of enlivening long and painful sickness, is an ample
reward for the thought and labour requisite for the
thorough working of the plan. S. E. D.
Michaelmas Henis on Corn Averages.—I again avail

myself of the return of the close of the farmer's year Ut
send you, for the information of your agricultural

readers, and more especially those who may have
adopted the system of corn rents, based on the average
price of Wheat, or of Wheat, Barley, and Oats, a stats-

ment of the average prices, founded on the returns
published weekly in the London Gazette. For the
year ending Michaelmas, 186(>, the average prices ars
as follows ;

—

Wheat 46«. lOJrf. per Imperial qr,

ISiirky 34 4j
Oats 24 OJ

The highest and lowest prices during the same period
are as follows :—

Wlieat, July IV, 1866 ..
j

65 11) Oct. 3, 1865, 40 10

Barlov, Oct. 2, 1866 ..1 40 1 Oct. 3, 1865 21111

Oats.'jiUy 10 ii 17, 1866 20 7 Oct. 3, 1865 20 2

Lowest price.
Dlftc:

Charles M. WlUich, late Secretary and ActHar)/,

Uniuersilif Life Assurance Society, 2, Moiilpelier

Siiiiare, Rutland Gate, Son). S. [P.S. I aunex a table

showing the fluctuations from week to week, producing

the above results. The changes likely to take l)la<ie

before this time next year may render it useful for

reference.]

Weekly aver.\gb Phice per Impbri.vl Quarter in E.noland
ASD Wales for 53 Weeks, enoiso Michaelmas 1S66 :—

London Gazette.
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Tlic followin.!,' now Members were elected :

—

Allison, JauiQS John ; Snndorlacd.
Beaver, James ; West Draze Farm, Swindon.
Body, John ; Wittersham, Staplehurst.

DyKe. Francis Hart ; 3, Sluseiiin Street, York.
Hock, Thomas Pi-anois; Kinnslow, Bridgnorth.

Rhodes, Arthur ; Twyford House, Bialiop Stortford.

riN.i\CES.—Major-General the Hon. A. N. Hoot),

Chairman, presented tho report, from iiliirli it

ippeared tliat tlie Sfcretar.vV n>ri'iiit< durin-j tho pa-it

three miailli^ bad been duly rxaiiniud b^ ilir.Com-
mittee, and In- Me.ssrs. Qiiilter. Hall. \ Cn. Ilie Snrirtv',^

aei'onnlaiitv. and found correct. Tbe balance in tho
hands ol' the bankers on the 31st Oct. was \20Hl. Os. lid.

The i|uarterly statement of subscriptions and arrears

to 3»tl[ September, and the quarterly cash account, wore
laid on the table. During the recess the Secretary
issued a circular to those members owins 21. and SI.

eacli, and the committee recommend that another
circular be sent to those members in arrear for the
previous and present years. The Committee recom-
mended that the sum of 1000?. be sold out of the funds.

As a means of inducing defaulting members of the
present year to pay up their subscriptioDS, the Com-
mittee recommend that the last number of the Journal
should be sent to each with a circular. This report
was adopted.

Journal.—The President reported that Mr. Cole-
man havin;4 travelled more than 500 miles to collect

materials for a Report, which he had been requested to

write for tho Jourual, tho payment for which, at the
usual rate, amounts to 12/. 13s., the Committee
recoraniend that an additional sum be given him for

travelling expenses.

Essays.—In Class V. the two competing Essays
are adjudged not to possess sutUcient merit to
entitle either of them to the prize. This report was
adopted.

House.—Major-General the Hon. A. N. Hood pre-
sented the report, informing the Council that the
works for the improvement of the house have been
completed, with the exception of coloiu'ing, papering,
and linal painting ; and submitted the report of the
architect, Mr. Fowler, who appears to have carried out
tho work in a satisfactory manner.

" Royal Agricultural Society of England,
i2, Hanover Square.

(To THE House Committee.)

"Gentlemen,— I beg leave to report that .-iccording to your
instructions leceivcd on the 1st August last, I prepared the
necessary workint,' drawings and specitication f<ir cirryin^' uut
tbe alterations determined on by the C'l.ui; ;i , i| ..n tlr

tenders wore obtained, and that of Mr. M:iiii

to 59S/.) being the lowest, was accepted. I

commenced on the 28th August, and are m-v ci i : i, lh .

1 am happy to be able to state that, noLwiLii.it.nului^i Mil

great disadvantage of very unfavourable weather, I consider
that the work has been done in a very satisfactory manner,
aaid I believe the alteration will be found a great improve
ment to the Society's premises. I may mention that the uew
rooms are not yet papered, as it was impossible for the uew
plastering to be sufficiently dry to receive the paper. I did
not include that iu the contract, although it was of course
included in my estimate of 870f., authorised by the Council.
Since the completion uf the works 1 find that a complaint hiis

been made by the Secretary of the Zoological Society that
flomo of their chimneys smoked, and having iuvestiigated
the matter I find that the complaint refers to two flues in a
stack at the back which was thought to be disused and was
not, therefore, carried up ; by carrying up these flues the
objection will be removed, and I therefore beg to recommend
that this should be done ; the expense will be about bC.

•" I beg leave also to certify that Mr. Manning is now entitled
to receive a further payment of one hundred and thirty
pounds (l;iu'.) on account of his contract, making with the
two previous payments the amount of 550L — 1 have the
honour to r,c, Geutlcmeu, your obedient and' faithful servant,

"CuARi.ES FowLEB, Jun., Architect."
" 12, Funiival's Inn, Nov. 6, 186G."

A claim having been made on the Society for
parochial rates, the Solicitors were instructed to resist
it, and by the accompanying letter it will be seen that
two-thirds of the rate will be remitted on the certifi-

cate of the Registrar of Friendly Societies. The
Committee recommend that such cortilloate be
obtained.

(Parocfiial Assessment.)
" 13, Suffolk Street, Pall Mall East. ^; V

, \.,v 2.

" Dear Sir,—On the further hearing of tie' -
i i, - .ppi-il

this morning, the magistrates reduced the :i . ,: . ;i ihe
Society's house from 240/. to 80i.—the lafti i ... ...i ,. |,i,

Kciitini,' the value of that portion of it which i^ l.i...| li\- the
"' '.!"'.

i c |.i. .1. nsi.ience- but subject to the further

further than the occupation of the S.
:

!
.

..." As the
residential portion of the proraiscH 1

. .: .

,
i . .i money

interest, we felt from the first tliii ii . ,.m|.ti.iu from
assessment could not be successfully uiaiot.uned.

(Signed) Gahkahd & James."
H. Hall Dare, Esq, Secretary,

Royal Agiicultural Society of England.

The Committee have also to report a claim has been
made by the Metropolitan Board of Works for a Main
Drainage Rate, and recommend the Solicitors be
iiislru'ted to resist it. This report was adopted.
EiiutATioN.—Mr, Dent, M.P., stated that the

Comiuittee have received a report from the Oxford
Examiners, and have allotted the prizes offered by the
Society as follows :—
To Junior Candidates, who were distinguished in the

Goneral E.'catnination.

king .

.

I.ovctt

Chubb
Higham
Bay ..

Sariicnt
Luxton
Mortin

1 First Division 14^, 71. each.

1 Second Division, Gl., 3t. each.

;i}

Seoond Class

( *r
.i 5

( .)

(£,10
} 2 n

5 also pa(w9d in Third Divi.'don ; 1 failed.

A. Poll.wd . . )

J. Lake . . ... First Class
C. J. Lan.gley . . )

Hill
Bovoy
Rudd
Mackwood ..} ^ 3

10 in 3d Class -5 did not pass.

List H. Jbniors.
Piirg Mathemalm.—li entered : 3 obtained more than half

marks ; 10 others passed ; I failed. Chubb, U. ; King, 4f. ;

Mortimer, 4(.

Mechanics and Mechanuim —2 entered : no prize.

ChemUtT}/,—No entry.

liisT 11.—Seniors.

MathiTumiks.—21 entered: Five obtained more than half
marka ; 13 pas.scd ; 4 failed. ' Langley, -5f. ;

* Pollard, b1,
\

Bovey, 21. ; Lake, 2(. ; Rucid, 2(.

C'liemu(rt/.—2 entries :
' Ivingdon, 51. ;

* Pollard, 2t.

Phimifitoiiy.—Sentries: " Sanders, 5^ ; Pollard, 31.

ijCdUigy.—No entry.

Expenses for printing special examination papers at
the last Oxford examination, postage, &o., 11. is. Sd. to

be paid.

That a grant of ^l. hs. each should be made to
Professors Price and Daubeny for conducting the
Society's recent examinations at Oxford, accompanied
by an expression of thanks on tho part of the Society
for their attention aud courtesy.

50 entries for tho next Cambridge examination in
December.
The Committee have had before them the question

of excluding from their examination those who had
obtained prizes at previous examinations, and recom-
mend that there be no restriction, except as to those
who have obtained the 1st prizes in their special

subjects (Mechanics and Chemistry applied to Agri-
oulture.)

This report 'was adopted.
Steam Cultivatiok.—Lord Vernon stated that the

Committee have to report that, in pursuance of tho
plan sketched out by them in a previous report, and
approved by the Coun(dl, two Committees of Inspection

were appointed. consisting of the following gentlemen:

—

Committee No. I.—Mr. J. .\lgernon Clarke, Secre-

tary and Reporter; Mr. B ibert Leeds; Mr. J.

Nicholson.
Committee No. 11 —Mr. Howard Reed, Secretary

andRcpirtrr: M;- .T Hicken; Mr. J. Herasley.

The ( :i
i

I r _'an work as soon as the state of

the h:ir\ i
i r.spective districts would permit,

aud h:i\r III I
li ' I -iirtory progress, notwithstanding

till' very unbivonrable character of the season for an
live. ligation of this kind. The Committees have
M-iird the counties of Bedfordshire, Berkshire, Bucks,
( :iii]liriclirp«hire, Essex, Gloucestershire, Hampshire,
1 1 ril'inKliiiiv Huntingdonshire, Kent, Norfolk,
Ni.itliaini.ii.iishire, Oxfordshire, Suffolk, Surrey,
,sii..r\. \\ lll^llir6and Warwickshire. In these coun-
ties more tliaii 50 farms have been inspected, and a

large amount of valuable information collected, which
will be embodied in reports by Mr. Clarke and Mr.
Howard Reed, and published in the next No. ol the
Journal. If the weather should remain favourable

the C)ommittee hope that the inquiry may be com-
pleted by the end of the present month.
Bury St. Edmunds' Meeting.—Colonel Chal-

liner l;ported the r!Coinminlatio:is of th^ Committee:
1, that the preliminary prize .sheets lor Stock and
Implements be distributed among the Members of the

respective Committees for revision, and to be submitted
to the Monthly Council in December ; 2. That the

Meeting be held in the week commencing Monday,
July 15, 1867.

This report was adopted.

Committee of Selection.—The President stated

that—
1. In accordance with the instructions received by

the Council in August, the Committee have to report

that the six ex-ofhcio Members of this Committee for

18ti8, will be
President.—Mr. Tliompson.
Chairmen of Committees. —Finance, General the Hon.

A. N. Hood ; Journal, Earl Cathcart ; Chemical, Mr.
Lawes; Stock Prizes, Lord Walsingham: Implement,

Colonel Challoner; Country Mcftin.-, Ijord Tredegar.

The Committee would suggest tli:it for the short

remainder of the year 186G, the six clec:tod members of

this (ijommittee should be chosen from those who have

up to this time acted as a Provisional Committee, and
they accordingly mention the names of— (1.) The Earl

of Powis, (2.) Lord Vernon, (3.) Mr. Druce, (4.) Mr.
Randell, (5.) Mr. Torr, (6.) Mr. Jacob Wilson.

2. The Committee recommend that the vacancy in

list of Vice-Presidents caused by the death of Mr.
Raymond Barker, should be filled up by the election of

Mr. Jonas.
3. The vacancies in the Council caused by the

resignation of^ Mr. Hamond and the death of Mr.

Henry Wilsi.ii. li;nr ii"w to be filled up. The name of

Major A\ iN'iTi. uf siuwlangtoft, having been brought

before tbr (' niii' il by Mr. Torr, previously to the

appoiutuifiil of the Committee of Selection, the

members of that Committee feel that the claims of

Major Wilson are so great, more especially in con-

nection with the approaching Bury meeting, that they

ii;i\i' '.'ri:!! ]ilr:i-inv in (lirowiir^ their weight into the

,,..|1,. Ill
['.., iiT III- iippMinliiieiil, 'I'lic "llii-r v;icancv

ll„.i |.,. ,.„;„. :,,., I li.HiM be lillr.l ii|i liv lbi. flection of

.Sir'llLUi'j \inie iliiit .jr;ill.-m:in.iiiadditi"ii ti> bis other

recommendations, being a resident in District A, in

which there are iZS Subscribing Members of the

.Society. District A is at present represented by only

two Members of Council.

This report w:is adopted.

The President having proposed that Mr. Jonas be

elected a Vice-President in the room of the late Mr.

Bayraond Barker, the nomination was seconded by

Lord \V:i

el.rl,.,! :i \

rii.-na>
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eravity, uniformly descends below the aclive soil, and
there, upon diKsina a section, layer upon layer of each
successive liming the land may have undergone will be

found deposited. Lime not only enables crops of

superior quality and bulk to be produced ; it enhances

the effect of undecomposed manure, by calling into

action that which may have been lying dormant.
Manure, however, ought never to be laid upon the

land immediately after liming, because quickhme will

drive off all its ready-formed ammonia. Lime destroys

marsh and heath plants, such as Moss, Heath, Bent,

and sour Gra-sses, brings up sweet herbage with

natural Clover, and completely renovates the herbage.

All fodder is found more nutritious when grown upon
land sufficiently limed. The quantity of lime required

varies in proportion to the dryness of the soil, its

stiffness, and the amount of vegetable matter it con-

tains. Poor arable lands are soon worn out by repeated

liming and cropping. To exterminate Moss, sour

Grass, &c., the lime must be applied in a live state.

Generally speaking, the more completely and immedi-
ately quicklime is incorporated with the soil, the more
effectually the slaking is accomplished in connection
with the soil, the better. In overspreading Grass,

however, where there is no intention of destroying the
herbaee, it is better first to slake the lime in the open
air, reducing it to a powdery condition, and applying
it in the form of mild lime. In this state the quantity
of quicklime still contained in it should, however, be
sufficient to effect the necessary chemical changes in

the soil ; from this its ultimate efficacy depends.
Quicklime should never be applied to light or thin
soils, sands or gravels. Magnesian limestone has an
effect similar to that of the mountain limestone. It is

a carbonate of magnesia, in combination with
carbonate of lime, and becomes caustic in burning, but
must be used more sparingly than lime destitute of
magnesia, since it reabsorbs carbonic acid more slowly,

and remains longer caustic. Its application is more
properly made to arable than to Grass land, as Wheat,
Barley, and all cereals require magnesia for the perfect
development both of their straw and corn. Chemically
supplying to the plant both lime and carbonic acid,

lime, as an alkaline earth, neutralises the humic and
other acids naturally formed in soils, converts inert
vegetable matter into stimulating food for plants, and
aids the mineral decomposition of iron, manganese,
alumina, potash, soda, ammonia, and silica in soils.

To its perhaps over-stimulating effects, in fact, may be
traced the origin of the adage, " Lime enriches the
fathers, but impoverishes the sons." Lime, however,
does not necessarily exhaust the soil, unless applied
with unsparing prodigality. The apparent exhaustion
it produces is only perceptible in cases where the solo
application to the land has consisted in laying on
successive doses of lime, and where the supplies of
other manure have been too scanty. It is where lime
alone has been applied that abundant crops are
followed by exhaustion. The presence of mild lime in
the soil assists in the formation of nitrates ; and the
production of nitre or saltpetre is dependent upon
those properties of lime whereby nitric acid is

engendered from vegetable matter. That invaluable
salt, nitrate of lime, is always to be found in old
compost-heaps. ' Under ordinary circumstances,' says
Professor Way (Boyal Agricultural Society's Journal),
'and with the presence of moisture, lime is capable of
liberating one half the ammonia contained in a soil.

In the case of ammonia locked up in the soil, lime may
be the remedy at the command of the farmer, his
means of rendering immediately available stores of
wealth which can otherwise only slowly be brought
into use. In this view lime would well deserve the
somewhat vague name that has been given it—namely,
that of 'a stimulant '—for its application would in
some sort be an application of ammonia; whilst its

excessive application, by driving off ammonia, would
lead to all the disastrous effects which are so justly
attributable to it. I do not wish to push this assump-
tion too far ; but if there be any truth in it, it points out
the importance of employing lime in small quantities at
short intervals, rather than in large doses once in
many years.'

"

Miscellaneous.
SALE OF THE DURE OF HAMILTON'S STOCK.

The whole of the famous stock in the Duke of
Hamilton's Home Farm, Jlerryton, was brought to
the hammer last Tuesday (6th inst.). Merryton. it may
be stated, is situated on an eminence overlooking the
river Clyde, about two miles distant from both Hamil-
ton Palace and the burgh of Hamilton, and is

about four miles distant from the Motherwell Station
of the " Caledonian '_' line, and about three miles from
the Hamilton terminus. Omnibuses were provided,
and were continually plying to and from these .stations

for convenience of parties attending the sale. This was
by far the largest sale of its kind that ever has taken
place in Scotland, and it is below the estimate to say
that 2000 people were congregated together to see it.

The half of that number at least was composed of
persons interested and engaged in agricultural

" matters, who evidently anticipated an unprecedented
sale, and it is only simple justice to say that Mr.
Shirlaw and his sons, who occasionally relieved one
another from 9 in the morning till 5 at night, handled
the hammer with much dexterity and to some purpose.
The entire proceeds 'of the day reached the handsome
aggregate sum of 4286Z.

As it may be generally interesting we give a sort of
an analysis of the stock, with the names of buyers, and
particulars of the more choice lots.

There were .about 220 of the swine trilie, comprising
"large," "middle," and "small" breeds, from the
stocks of Messrs. Wainman, Duckering, Sterne, and
Finlay, which realised in toto upwards ol^ 500?.
In sheep there were some vei-y superior animals,

comprising 4 pure-bred Leicester shearling rams, which
have obtained first prizes this season at Edinburgh and
Alnwick, the best one, bred by Rev. W. Bosanquet,
being knocked down to Mr. Drew (who managed the
Home Farm for the Duke, and who has taken a lease

of it now on his oivn account) for 23/. The next best

one was secured by Mr. Bruce, Aberdeen, for IZl., and
the other two.which realised 12/. 10s. and 9/. respectively,

went to Mr. Fleming, Kilkcrran, and Mr. Drew.
The whole of the 77 Leicester ewes were secured
by Mr. Drew at prices varying from 8/. 10s. to 31.,

the majority of them being (il. and over. Cross-
bred lambs, of which there were 103, fetched from 22s.

to 24s. each.
The famous Ayrshire stock of cows, which has

always been a prominent feature at the Home Farm,
had eager buyers, especially those of them that were at

all "well come." Such of them as did not fetch a
price over 20/. had no formal pedigree, and did not
impress practical buyers, who study the desirable

points of excellence of the cow kind. "Jamie," says
one of the on-lookers to his ' cronie,' " she'll no bring
muckle siller that aue—she's nae petigi-ee." The
largest sum realised for Ayrshires was 50/. for "Black
Cow," who had gained 1st as a 2-year old in milk
at Hamilton in 1863, 1st at Kilbride for the best cow
in milk, and silver medal for best of all the prize cows
in 1866 at Kilbride—a place where many good animals
of the kind are brought forward. The cow is a 5-year
old, and was bought by Mr. Fleming, Kilkerran.
" Blackhouse." now 4 .years old, was the first prize
heifer at the Eoyal Agricultural Society's Show, New-
castle, in 18S4, and was knocked down to Major Hamil-
ton, Dalzell, at 37/. The mother of the former, although
12 years now, obtained the premier prize at the High-
land Society's Show, Glasgow, as "best cow in calf,"

and fetched 30/. from Mr. Fleming. The Duke of
Buccleuch purchased a very fine 3-year-old, Airblaes,

a prizetaker, too, for 35/. The Duchess of Athole
secured " Mary " at 23/., Kilbride at 20/., and Castle-

ton at 21/., all very good cows. Mr. Fleming, in

addition to "Black Cow," obtained Dandy-at 33/., one
of the very best 3-year-olds in the herd, although never
exhibited ; and Stranger, also a capital 3-year old, at

34/. Sir Edward Colebrooke, Mr. Lyall, Old Mont-
rose, Sir Alexander Maitland, and Mr. Drew, were
purchasers of some of the best of the herd at prices
varying from 20/. to 30/. Both 1 and 2-year-old

heifers, and even calves, realized considerable
sums, varying from 5/. to 25/., one black and white calf,

of considerable form and feature, realising 15/. Bulls
were by no means much sought after, being com-
paratively less meritorious than the cows. Dreghorn,
a four-year-old of good form, fetched 21/., and Brockie
and Stranger each realised 19/. 10s. and 10/., by no
means large prices. A very promising one-year-old,
named Pettigrew, fetched 13/., after some spirited

bidding. In all they comprised 143 lots, and although
some of them were well sold, many of them did not
realise the prices anticipated.
There were 39 samples of horses of the Clydedale

breed ; many of them, the mares especially, of first-

rate excellence. The sale, which had been kept up
with unflagging animation throughout the day, seemed
to have culminated at this point, and it required all

the efforts of the posse of police to maintain order, all

seemed so eager to be immediate spectators of the
respective lots. The first one exhibited was a brown
mare " Jess," 5 years old, bred by Mr. Buchanan,
Coldroch; sire Sir Walter Scott, gained 2d prize at
Highland 'Society's Show at Kelso as a 2-year-old in
1863, and 1st in Hamilton as a 3-year-old in 1864 ; this

fell to Mr. Drew at 5"/. " Jane," 6 years old, which
gained 1st prize both at Hamilton and Gla.sgow in

1863, fell to Mr. Drew at 35/. Another 6-year-old
black mare named Missie, caused considerable excite-
ment, owing to her fine form and condition, and was
eventually knocked down'to Mr. J. Hunter, Auldhouse-
burn, at 73/. A fine 3-year-old bay mare " Mall," fell

to the Duke of Buccleuch, at 63/. ; and a very good one
of the same colour was secured by Mr. Jas. Bell,

Woodhouselee, Dumfries, at 48/. A 4-year-old bay
mare, " Darling," was bought for Lieut.-Col. Lund,
Woodford Park, Lancashire, at 44/. ; and " Bess," a
3-year-old of the same colour, which was 1st as a 2-year-
old at the Highland Society's Show in Inverness
in 1865, and 1st in Kilbride a year later, was bought
for Major Stapleton, Myton Hall, Torkshire, at 47/.

A fine-formed brown mare, " Kate," fell to the bidding
of Mr. Drew, at 69/. "Maggie," of the same colour,
an 8-year-old, which gained 1st prize at Hamilton, and
1st at Glasgow in 1862. 2d at Battersea in the same
year, and 1st at Kelso in 1863, after some brisk bidding
fell to Mr. Drew, at 75/. The next lot was a beautiful
bay mare called " Rosie," the gem among the Cl.vdes-

dales at Merryton, 4-years-old, bred by Mrs. Barr,
Barrangray, sire Garibaldi, gained 1st prize as a
1-year-old at Kelso in 1863, 1st as a 2.year-old at

Eo.yal Society's show. Newcastle, and also at Stirling

in 1864,' 1st at Highland Society's Show in Inver-
ness in 1865, and 1st at Kilbride in 1836. A buzz
of admiration pervaded the multitude as they
swayed to and fro to catch a glimpse of this fine

piece of " horse-flesh" 'cantering up and down the
enclosure. The first offer made was 80/. and then 90/.

and 100/., in 10/. bids, not [the least faltering or vacilla-

tion up to 200/. The battle now remained between
Mr. Drew, the entei'prising tenant, and Mr. M'Inlay,
the horse-dealer in Glasgow, who was evidently
working on commission, and there was scarcely a
murmur until the hammer fell at Mr. Drew's bidding
of 220/.—a large sum certainly for a draught mare.
A spontaneous and general cheer rose from the
onlookers in admiration of Mr. Drew's indomitable
pluck. The same buyer also secured a 2-year-old

filly, bred by Mr. Pollock, sire Champion, at 73/.

;

ana another one nearly as good for 66/. John Balfour,
Esq., of Balbimie, Blanc Kerr, Esq., of Castlehill, and

5Ir. Kirkwood, Killemiont, also obtained good horse?
at prices varying from 35/. to 47/. Such are some
of the more important features of the sale. The
day was somewhat unpropitious, but it did not seem to
damp the ardour of agriculturists, who had flocked

from all quarters, many of them from considerable

distances, either to see or take a more active part in

the day's proceedings. A suitable and substantial

repast was provided for all and sundry ; in fact, every-

thing seemed to be devised, not only in this way, but
both ill transitu back and forward^ to the railway

stations, for the comfort and convenience of all with-

out let or hindrance. The Duke's trustees, Lord
Southesk and Major Hamilton, as well as the principal

officials on the estate, were present throughout the

day, and evinced unmistakeablo interest in all the pro-

ceedings. A.

Salberton, North Devon {Wages).—T\ie following

correspondence has arisen out of Canon Girdlestone's

letter on this subject which has already appeared in

our columns ;

—

"Oct. 2V, 1866.

"Sir,—In an account of tin agricultural meeting .it Wood-
bury, given in the Devon Weekly Times of the 26th of October
inst., you are reported to have spoken thus :—

*" I wish to remark tiiat I hjive seen, pcrh.ips with some
little degree of pain, some reflections which have passed

throu(»h the public press— I don't mean the press ot this

county, but the press of England, for it was mentioned in a
letter "in the Timeit th.at in this county wc 'were giving most
niggard wages to our labourers. Now, I cannot endorse that

opinion, because I do not believe that in this county^ the

labourer is badly paid. I don't me.an to say that he is'paid as

be ought to be—that is quite another question ; but th.at he is

p.aid small and nigg.ird wages, and such that he cannot live

on, that I absolutely deny.'
" In three letters which have lately .appeared in the Tim

after a four years' intimate personal acijuaintance with every

farmer and Labourer in my large parish of Halbei-ton, in North
Devon, I deliberately made certain statements respecting the

wages of agricultur.al labourers. The sum .and substance of

my statements briefly i.s—that in Halberton, certainly with
rare exceptions, and to the best of my knowledge in much of

the surrounding district, the wages of the common agri-

cultural labourer are no more than 8s., and sometimes only 7t,

per week, often but partly made in coin. Will you be kind
enough to do me the favour of informing me—first, whether it

is to my letters in the TimeJi that your remarks above quot4!d

referred ; secondly, whether in that case you intended by
those remarks to qiiestion the accuracy of my statements,

'"'

merely to avow your opinion that a labourer who receives i «.

or 8.«. a week, sometimes only partly paid in coin, is not
' badly p.aid ' ?

*
' Your obedient servant,

" S. T. Kekowich, Esq., M.P." " E. Girdlestoni!."

" Pcamorc, Oct. 2!1, 1866.
" Dear Sir,—The remarks which I made at Woodbury on

Wednesday last are correctly .stated in the K.toh WeeU;/ Tiraa,

although the report is more full in the Srrter Gautte, which I

will tjtkc the liberty of sending to you. They had reference to

two letters, the one from Mr. Biddell, near Ip-tvich, the other

written by yourself, .and both inserted in the Times. I

certainly concluded from those statements lth.at they .applied

to a large part of the county, and not merely to the district in

which you reside. With regard to the cases mentioned by you of

Labourers in your own parish I have no reason to doubt your
accuracy, but I demur to the opinion that low wages are

generally paid to the labourers in this county. I well know
th.at there are districts in which the amount is f.ar too small

:

but I also believe that throughout the greater part of this

county the wages of agricultural labourers were never BO

high.
" It is very difficult for me to give an answer to your second

question, viz.. Whether it is my opinion that a labourer who
receives "a. or 8-<. a-week is badly paid—as it must depend on
a variety of circumstances, whether ho is an able-bodied

labourer, capable of doing m.any kinds of work : whether ho
h.as task-work during a great part of the year, and the amount
paid for it ; whether he pays rent for his house, and whether
he has perquisites, such as liquor, allotment-ground, and com
.at a reduced price. You are well aware that the rate of wages
depends on supply and demand, the prices of the necessaries

of life, .and the capacity of the labourer to do his work. One
man will cam 12.*. per week, and another only 8r. a-week by
his labour. The question of his having a wife and f.amily

has nothing to do with the amount of his wages, although the
number of his family and the want of means to provide for .

them must fully entitle him to the charity of his neighbours.
A very respectable farmer told me a few days since that tho
wages which he gave were 10.*. .and lis. a week, three quarts of

cider a day, a cottage rent free, besides task-work, and that
he believed it to be the general rate of wages in this district.

My own observ.ations, derived from the applications to the
Board of Guardians, would lead me to the same conclusion. I

give 13.*. a week to those who work constantly for me. Some
vi tlicm pay ].». a week for rent, and others live rent free. I

;il . i il i-i inal labourers at 15k. a week, but they arc men
. i r

: i _,a great quantity of work of different kinds,
I ;

I,: : i- ther they .are better off than others, as they
]>i. I ,1 II irnt. and have no allowance of liquor. I have
Liii.li..iii'utx-J til ascei-tain the amount of agricultural wages
paid in the M idland counties, and compare it with that paid in

our own coimty, and I find that in the former wages v.ary from
lis. to 14s. a week, but from this must be deducted 2s. a week
for rent ; besides which, there is no allowance for liquor,

which costs Is. Gd. a week, and the necessaries of life are

dearer than in Devonshire, so that I much doubt whether the
labourers in the Midland counties arc better off. However,
I will not pursue this matter and subject further, or discuss

the various matters entailed in your statement, as they would
lead me far beyond the limits of a letter.

*' I remain, dear sir, vom-s f.aithfully,
" The Rev. Canon Girdlestone.''' "S. T. Kekewich."

" Canons House, Bristol, Nov. 1, 1S66.
" Dear Sir,—The sum and 5\ibstance of your repl.v seems to

be that in your speech you did refer to one of my letters in tho

Time.<: that you concluded my letter applied, not merely to tho
district in which I reside, but to ' a large part of the county of

Devon ;' and that, in'your opinion, whether a roan who receives

7s. to 8s. a week is 'badly paid 'or not depends upon his

having or not having in addition certain other sorCiilled

Frivileges which you enumerate. In my letter to the Times
plainly stated that 1 vouched for wages in ray own large

parish only ; had good reason for believing that the same
rate prevailed in the surrounding district, but never said a
word about 'a large part of the county of Devon.' I plainly

stated also in the same letter that the labourers to whom
my remarks applied were able-bodied, and had not only
no addition whatever to their wages of 7s. or 8s. a week,
except cider, often very bad, but did not receive tho

whole even of that small pittance in coin. You will,

1 hope, therefore, agree with me that it would have
been better if you had read my letters more attentively
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jefore yon mado remarks in public about them. I am quite

iware tbat in some parts of the county of Devon wages

ire higher than in Halberton and the neighbourhood, for

I havo ah-oady sent labourers for better wages into South

OevMii. At the same time the facts which I have before me
leavr me to believe that the extent of the county in which

•eally fair wages prevail is not very largo. My idea of

certainly very different from yours

.d in your reply to me; and, as regards your r-

nf wages in Devonshire and i other placea, I have at

_ inent a very large number of applications for common
igiii iiltural labourers, from almost every part of England, at

.vagca varying from 15^. to 20s. per week, with, in almost

jvery case, house and garden rent free, as well as other

idditious too many and various to be enumerated in a letter.

[ shall, of course, feel myself at liberty to make what use I

jleise of this correspondence, and remain
" Your obedient servant,

' S. T. Kekewich, Esq., M.P." " E. Girdlestone."

Notices to Correspondents.

30FFAL0 Grass : Subscriber. We cannot find that it is known
hy EngUsh seedsmen. " Esparcette " is common Sainfoin.

J ExTiNCTEOR : Cor. The addresses are 36, Howard Street,

Glasgow; and 3, Red Lion Street, St. Ann's Square, Man-
chester.

1. DE SoRA : B J. This gentleman and his poultry establish-

ment are a fiction. There is no such place or person.

JiNE Months' Imports : R.—

Animals, Livhig—Oxen, Bidls, and
Cows No.

Calves
Sheep and Lambs
Swuie and Hogs . . ....

Bones, burnt or not, or aa animal
charcoal . . tons

Flax (di-essed and undressed), and
Tow or Codilla of Flax—from,
Russia cwta,

HoUafid
Belgium
Other coimtries

Hemp (dressed and vindressed) and
Tow or Codilla of Hemp—from
Russia

Austrian Territories

British India
Philippine Islands.

.

Other countries
Hides, untanned — Dry— from

British East Indies
Other countries
Wet— From Argentine Con

federation and Uruguay
Brazil
Australia
Other countries

Hides, tanned, tawed, curried, oi

dressed (except Russia
Hides) lb.

Hops cwta.

Oil seed cakes..
Potatos .

.

Provisions—Bacon and Hama
Beef, salt

Fork, salt

Cutter
Cheese
Eggs

Saltpetre
Cubic Nitre

Flaxseed and Linseed
Russia, Northern porta qrs.

Ports in the Black Sea .

.

British East Indies
Other countries .

,

Tallow—from Russia . . cwts.

Timber and Wood, &c., sawn or
split . . . . . . lasts.

taves, not exceeding 72 inches
long

Timber or Wood, itc, not sawn or

split

Wool—Sheep and Lambs' : fr:?m

Hanse Towns and other parts

of Europe . . . . lb.

British Posaessiona in South

British East Indies
Australia
Other Countries .

.

Alpaca and the Llama Tribe

Yeast, dried cwts.

Com—Wheat—From Russia cwts.

Prussia
Denmark
Schleawig, Holstein, and Lauen-
burg

Mecklenburg
Hanse Towns
France
Turkey and Wallachia and Mol-

Egypt
United States
British North America .

.

Other countries
Barley
Oats

Indian Com, or Maize
Wheatmealand Flour—FroroHanae

Towns
France
United States
British North America .

.

Other Countries .

.

Indian Corn Meal

Quantities Imported.

1865.

146,359
41,565

507,209
79,571

936,578
139,430
137,803

620,287
553,734
175,823
130,967
747,748
572,740

296,428.920
93,294

145,476
660,127

3,391,191

30,771

1,124,651

18,394,153

17,708,620

11,719,971
99,793,149

12,319,741
1,682,090

83,281
6,083,641

197,024
405,676
357,602

1,037,672

486,770
10,063

854,212
292,392
786,865

5,907,876
5,700,703
348,309
637,517

4,047,717

173,971

1,756,149
214,721

159,183
124.276

5,335

151,452
23,347

660,807
56,301

953,136
47,875
99,924
70,741

104,359

71,337
140,996

6,248,684
31,944
90,341

443,653
561,309
152,594
149,120
787,232
520,780

266,620
183.810
162,874
91,378

213,811

1,223,614

49,358

12,444,289
16,414.105

102,047,664
15,642,189

2,620,035
84,526

5,297,827
3,127,739

389,497

147.223
573,828
659,424

8, 320, .351

/CHEAPEST and BEST IKON HURDLES, FENCING,
Vy wire Netting, Chaff Cutters, Oat Bruisers, Bean Mills, Steam
Engines. Lawn Mowura, Conaervatorlos, Greouhouscs. Hot-water
Apparatus. Estimates furnished, and skilled workmen sent to all

parts of the country,
John n.ivD & Co.. 4«. Cannon Street, E,C.

Small Kabbits. Hares, &c.
Smallest Kabbits .

.

Pheasantries, Small
Birds. &c

Aviaries, Window Guards,
Ac

Aviaries.'Window Guards,
&c. ..

"

Aviaries. &,c.

Light,
j
Medium

Jap Qal
I

Jap Qal

. 10 1 10
2 8

Quantities of 100 Yards or upwards delivered free at all Railway
Stations and Shipping Ports in ttngland.
*» Every description of Netting warranted to Rive satisfaction,

and if not approved will be exchanged, o;- umy be returned uncon.
"tionally.

" " " OWN ac uo.—uraces.'JUUBteisi, i^annonotrc .

3 Street, E.G.

Iron Hurdles, Fencing, and Gates.

COTTAM'S HURDLES arc ma.li' in the beat

of superior Wrought Iron. SIIKKP HURDLES, from
CATTLE HURDLES, from 48,

each : CONTINUOUS FENCE, from
8d. per foot ; FIELD GATES, from
2&S. each. Illustrated Price List
application.

ENTRANCE GATES, RAILING,
and IRON WORK of every descrip-

tioQ. Designs and Estimates free of

COTTAM A; Co.,

No. 2, Wlnsley Street

(opposite the Pantheon),

Oxford Street. London, W.

OHN "WARNER and SONl
8, Crescent, CrlppIeRato. London, E.G.,

BELL and BRASS FOUNDERS to HER MAJESTY.

. A L V A N 1 S E D NETTING.
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GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION^Class IX., No. 2119.

Mr. gray begs to call the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, Nurserymen, Gardeners, &«., to his

NEW OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,

A„l,„^«,le,l»pH bv nneiieal iiid.'es to be a great improvement on every form of Tubular Boiler -yet introduced.

Itlas^io'ld itsJlf'superior ]o all other' Boile^rs for quietness of action and economy of Fuel, doing its woric w.th

one-third less the amount required by any other^

Exlrtict from Report in GiKDENERS' Chronicle of International Exhibition, May 24, 1862, page i"6.

^p?=Ve'X°eT:!^S^e.rnVofas\Sr«Inyrt5r^
with tbe fire. The usual I furaace bemg a parallelogram 1

doubt an improvement.

had on application.e^ Thiy are made of all sizes, which, irith prices, nmj

J4MES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
DANVERS STREET, PAULTON'S SQUARE, KING'S ROAP, CHELSEA, S.W.

BEARD'S PATENT.

GREAT INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION .t BOTANICAL CONGRESS.

HOTHOirSES for the MILLION.—Medal, 186:!
INVENTED BY THE LATE SiR JoSEFB PaXTOS.

Manufactured m London; Newton in Carimtl, Lajicashirti
Gloucester; CoventiT; Paisley, and Aberdeen.

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LISTS will be sent on application t
Messrs. HEReM.is k MoaTOS. 1. Pall Mall East. London, SW.
Also, a HANDBOOK of Vl.SE .and FKUIT TREE CULTIVA

TION, price Is. ; post free. Is. Id.

Hot-water Pipes, with Elbows and ConnectlonB,

B
HEATING by HOT WATER.

The Improverl
CONICAL BOILERS,

For Heating Pinerius, Uoiiservat/'rles

Greenhouses, Matiaions, Ilalld, Wai
houses, &c.

Solely Manufactured by
Burt & Po
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KOT-WATER PIPES and CONNECTIONS, SADDLE
ana other BOILEKS.

Estimates, w;th Printed Price Lists, and Free Delivery at principal

' ' " ' ..- douse and Manufactory, 148, Upper

Heating by Hot Water.

WJ. H L L A N Jt iS, Iron Merchant,
• 31, Banl side. London. S.E.

HOT WATER PIPES, Ii.,rn StocK, per yard :—2-inch, la. 2d
,

inch Is. lOd. : and 4-inch. 28, Ad, BENDS, fi-om Stock, U.fid., )is. Rrf.,

".and 3s. each. THROTTLE VALVES, 10s., 13.'*., and Uj». each. Other

;
Connexions at eiiuiilly low i^rices, and lUl goods ol" first-class manu-
!fecture. Estiniattis given, and orders by post puictually attended to

thes

Heating by Hot Water.

HOT-WATER I'lPES, at Wtinlr-nlp
Elbows. Svphons, Tee Pipes, and -w.ry c<

Wrought and Cnst-lrou fJoilers, Saddle,
lii>Ti Stands to

/ c-ich. Patent
apply Cistenjs,

Onn CUCUMBER and MELON BOXIv-
i^y '\J and from 400 to 500 LIGHTS for PITrt : -

STOCK Glftzeil and Patoted complete, ready i-m ..h

Pacted aad sent to ali parts of the kingdom, PubliL
~ - - - He

Re!
1 EngVind.

The Only Stove without a Flue.

NAiSH AMI .IOYCE\S P,\TENT, for

AIRINO. DRTING. and WARMING HALLS,
SHOPS, ROOMS, Ac, a new especial Stove fur Con-
servatnric;, rjrccnli'.tise". Fruit-Ripuiiing. Sc. : to Burn
withoxitr^-li-litinf; ail winter by filling with iuel every
12 liom^f. 1 Ni|i' i:ttiii'?, any degreo lequired, without

fSgiiin.

MlNrlNt: aiMi SAUSAGE FILLING and MASTI-
CATING M \CIILVK.->..| the 'est makers, 10s. CJ.

The LOTTAOE KNIFE CLEANER is the nn!y lapid
CleiiiiLT itiul Polisher of Knives at a moderatB price.

3s. liii. to 111,'-- ml. Prospectus pust paid.

CHEAP FIKE3.~The Radiating Fire Balls save half
the Usual cansumptiOQ of tMe). One Shilling packet of

the fire every dny, lasts all Winter,
monger, 2.i3, Oxford Street, W.C. ; and Stove Dep6t,

s HAW'S TIFFANT.
For samples and prices apply to

J". SnAw & Co.. 2U. Oxford Stn-et, Manchester.

C
Asphalte Roofing Felt,

ONE PENNY per Square Foot.

R G G N AND C 0., Manufacturers,
/ 63, New Earl street, 1 T ...„^„„ tt. f,
1 w' Ry^^^ ct,.«,.t ' t

London, E.C.

d ^ KKl'lNH^lUSES, Span or Lean-to, Ornam-ntal oi

VT Plain, always in Stock, Glazed withL'1-oz., and Painted ready
fur Fixing. To bo seen ^ rectod.

Span-roof, plain, 2i) feet*» inches long, by 13 feet wide.. £31

t, loiig by 13 feot wtde, plni

A diLto s

Also. aLeau-to lyfcot Ion/ by lOfeotSincheswlde .. 2a

A ditto 28 feet loug by 10 feet 9 inches wide . . . , 32

Also, a large Stock of Greenhouse and Pit LIGHTS, of various
sizes, kept In s'ock, and a large Stock of v.arious-sizod 1, 2, 3, or 4
Light Garden FRAMES, mide portable, of diflorout shapes.
Greenhouses mauo to order. Glazed with 21-c'z., at Is. 3d. per

sqn;
wo-iiicb Lil

;. three tin_ .

W. S. uses only tne best Yellow Timber for Horticultiu^l Work.
Estimates given lor effectually Healing by U't Water.

SW" Nute the Address—Wm. Smith, Hothouse Builder. Turnham

Apply, stating terras and capabilities of Machine, to J. Akdehson,
The Gardens, Newstead Abbey, Nottingham.

B'

Strei . Loiid.-n, E.G.

D
Cheap Greenhouse Stoves.

EANE AND CO.'S Patent VENTILATING and
SUSPKNSION STOVES are feimple, cheap, and efficient ; have

1 largely ad.ipted and approved; will bum njiny hours without
nUoii, and at a small cost for fuel. Pr"--" » SM^pM^i^ion Stoves,

Os.. 30s., 38s., and upwards. Ventiiatn-.- ^-w- .- ,
. 70s., 90s.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS for ' i '
i oenhouses,

Hothouses, Forcing Pits, &c., erected ;r, i i; li.te.

DiASEi Co., 4G, King William Sti'-Li, l. 1,1, I'.i ; skl. E.C.

EsUWiBhed a.d. inX'.

MJaON LIGHTS, Machine made, 6 feet bv 4 feet,

l\ thick, Qnglazed 5s., Glazed Us., are kept in stock at the
Finsb.iry St:cam Joini-e Works. 1-21, Bnnhill Row. E.G.

Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for

SAYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE
PRUNINa and BUDDING KNIVES, aee that you get them.

Observe the mark Sa>nor, also Lhe corporate mark Obtain
VVarrantkp, wittiout which none are genuine.

S. & V. reeret having 10 caution Gardeners and others, but are
compelled

n sold for the c le, and which has caused
mplrunts to bw made to them of Knives which were not ot

ke, all of wiioh are warranted both by StIIors and Makers,
and Budding Knives ate luo oest and the

Faxton Works, Sheffield. Established upwards of 125 y

G REEN'S IMPROVED NEW PATENT
GARDEN ROLLER.

riie above Rollers possess many advantnges over all others. They

turned Inwarda, thiia avoiding the unsightly marks left by other
BoUers.

Diameter, 30 inches ; Length 32 mchea, £7 10

„ 24 „ „ 28 „ 4 10

„ 'iO ., „ 22 „ 3 10

„ 16 ,. ,. 17 „ 2 In

Prices fbr Pvollers fitted with Shafts suitable for Pony or|.norsa
Power, free on application.
Lelivered cirnage paid to all the principal Railway Stations and

Shipping Ports m Endand.
Thomas GREKK& Sox, SmithBeld Iron Works, Leeds; 64 and 65

Blackfririrs R.nd, London, S. ; and 19, Eden Quay, Dublin.
N.B. All Orders executed on the day they n

PRIZK MEDALS AWARDED to GREEN'S PATENT
LAWN MOWERS.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, LONDON, 1862.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, DUBLIN, 1865.

The above Lnwn Mowers have nroved to be the beat, and have
cRi'ried off every Pnzo that has been given in all cases of Com-
petition.
Sold by all respectable Ironmongers, Seedsmen, &c., In the

Kingdom. Illustrated Price Lists lYeo ou application.

A GRICULTTIRAL and HORTICULTURAL
j\. IMPLEMENTS and MACHINES of eveiT description.

IMPROVED IRON STABLE FIITINQS.
HURDLES and CONTINUOUS IRON and WIRE FENCING.

Palisading Entrance and Field Gates. Plain and Galvanised
Wire Netting.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS and GARDEN ROLLERS.
Garden Engine.-*, SvriiiKes, Water Barrows, Oniamentai Garden

Seats, Chaiis Tables. Iron Fountams. Vases, Ac.

IRON and BRASS BEDSTEADS, n, ^-i-L-t variety.
Wnshlng, Wimt;!;,/. .,.,.1 M ,1,, :,: . \l.i, Im,....

IMPROVED SAU^.\' I v:\'iiri '

1
M LEKS,

Sepanite Illustiaii-i r
1 i. iti"

Quay, Dublin.
Blackiriant Koad, Luudou,

RTTTANY COWS.
The only breed of Cattle

that have escaped the Rinderpest.
The nobility, gentry, and others

are respectfully informed that
they caii be supplied with the
abi'Ve beautifiil and profitable

Little Anliuals (oalved and down
calving), in any uumber, at the
shortest noti>''^ T' o rr.-it

Sf^ cess and en,. > ' -

have atten'li:>i 1 h .!..-.!
educing the pure breed of tn^ •

1

YOUNG BULLS iilwa\s.

ALDERNEY and GUERNSEY COWS
descruttion, as to age, colour, and time of calv»ig.
Apply to the Agents of the Exporter, Messrs. Rooertsos & Co

,

M
Mr. J;n
Porti'ii

Hendon, Middlesex.
ESSRS. PROTiihUiil': AM. .MORRIS will SELL
by AUCTION, on tlie Pninis.^, lU-u>Um IVrk Nnrsory,
>ii, MiiMlus.'x, S'.W ,r.„ M(i\h.\V, S.,v l-j. una two following
It II n'r|. ,-': -K-l- -(:-, (.,|,;r .,| '].. Kx CUUtora Ol tll-3 latO

I (—..I .1 ,
, ' v, !., .,,.- 1,11 . Accounts, the First

'I III ['" L rlitdlng an unlimited
' '

I
I

' m:uh Shrubs m largo

oeu Holltca. 2 fuet ; {JOUO Box, I to i leet

;

Ligustruui ovallfohum -, 3000 Rhododon-
ico Firs ;

InOO strong tii-.h Ivies, I'hil-

fncluding English and Scarlet Oaks, Sycamores; I'OO Limes, to

8 feet; Spanish and Horse Chesnut, Laburnums, Beech and Birch.

Scorch Firs, Scarlet Thorns, Planes: flue Fruit Tiei-s, co.npriHing

lOOOStau.lard and Dwiirf-ti aniud Aipl.--, P.-ii-, ''" D'varf.'m;ne:t

Peaches. N. ctiniM'S, Ai^rJcnt^ Plmn - < ' n '.

( ;..... 1..
, r..'^

Itmo Red. lil.ick, ami WlntiJ Cunaiii -, M . ..,-.;. - ,

May bu \iL-wud I'VuT to tile Sale. li'. '.i ' 1 >! < Mie

Sale of Dutch Bulbs, Standard Roses, Fruit Trees,
Conifers, &c.

Essu;^ rRnTTTi"!:"!-: ^^Il ^rrijnns '.viii skllM^

of llHnilMimu STANDAllD aii.l DlVA
finest varieties in cuttivivtion ; alao a .

Evergreens, selected FRUIT TREES of the choicest varieties, &i

Hurrty AMERICAN PLANTS, boautiluDy furnished with
BuTS ; C imbira, sorts, Ac.
May ho viewed Mcrniiig of tialo. Catalognes had at tho Rooms,

and of tlie Auctioneers and Valuers, American Nurseries, Leytou-
Bione, N.E. _ _

Bulbs, Greenhouse Plants, Fruit TreesVa«.

MK. J. C. Si'l'V: \s -,!i -l-;i ', lu MTTin.V, at
hisOreatl!" ' ' ! "ii. W.C, on

MONDAY, Niv, I. '
I

;
ri-ely, some

INDIAN AZAl.l- - ...i .
: , ,

- . .1 ,,1LS, IRUIT
TREES, LAUKM..^, !|:, -,,,

, .-.M.ir, . ilmii.t of BULBS
from Holland, in hil< t" su.t imv.aio l.uicr>.

Ou view tlid lloriiins wl .Sale , and Catalogues had,

Orchids.
~

1!. .T. C. STETESK will SELL by .irCTIOX, at
t Rooms, 38, King SIk-i, r.....-.t r,,,i.,,-n-r, ,,„M

. E^q., COLLI-

33, Crutched Friars, London, K.C.

3. Portland Street, Southampton.

Barnefi, Surrey.
To Market Gardentrs and Othei

TO RE LKT, on LEASE for Seven Tears from
Michnelmas laft, ab-^ut 30 ACRES of valuable and rich

1 In view the Morning of Sale, :iiid tJ:ital'>,.;uLj liad.

Consignment of Plants from Holland.

Mil. J. C. SXEVE^S will SELL bv AUCi'IOX, at

his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covont G.irden, W.C, on
WEDNESDAY, November 14, at hall-pnst 12 o'clock precisely.

Dwarf-trained and Pyramid FRUIT TREES, SHRUBS,
CONIFERS, HOLLIES, Standard and Dwarf ROSES, and a lino

t planting.
1 Catalogues had.

- of Castleuau

Climbing Plants, Stan fin

J. C. STt!!'vi->~
M'-

, Surveyo's, &c., Kilhui-n, Middle:

mo BE LET, with Immediate VX consequence of the preeent Proprietor being bedfast, the
PONTEFRACT NURSERY, containing about 12 Acres Nursery
Ground, well stocked with Shrub, Fruit, and Forest Trees, in good
aleablo conoltion. In the Forest Trees will be lound from 200,000 to
UO.nUO Larch, fiom 2 to 4 feet.

For further pariicuh.rs application to bo made to Mr. John

f-^p; . Specimen Conifers,

-
I I i.v .AUCTION\ at

. i-..v.iit Garden. W.C, on
[I v,t IJ u'Ciock precisely, a Cul-

v,iif-traiiied Fruit Trees, Orua^
standard Rcses, and a good

Nursery Stock.

1. i-i wx-ll srutcd l..r the purpose in all rrspuct;
1 Spntig Water. Tho talcer wdl he required t

:i«>u bv a cumpetuut per.^on to be agnod o
"^ " * the Growing Crops, if any,

"

M

i
the Prt

1
H.mm

R. .lAMES H. GHEKN instructed by JEr,

his Grounds, as above,

r IJ o'C'ock. his well-selected

BOR-VIT,E, from ii to fuet

t the Officios of tho , 72, King S

I

Biggleswade, Bedfordshire.-Important Sale.

ME^-^SRS. (Ji-)iNDEli AKD Si)N will SELL by
AUCTION, without Reserve, on MONDAY, TUESDAY, and

THURSDAV, November 12, 13, and 16, on the Premises,

the Japanese Nurseiics, Bicvle^wid^-, at 10 for 11 oC'ock
I conditions on which tt ey precisely, enchday, the NIIK^^KHV STOCK, including fine

Evergreens and Conifers.' S:,.u..-, ( >i .ni.r.'iilil p-' '-^ o,__„.
e the Teniiiit will

i-establishcd NURSERY, about 33 years t
lieu, atiu witiiin a lew miles of Covoi.t Garden Market,

'"'

Two Acres of cipital Land stocked with thriving young
u and other Shmbs, Seven GreenhouKes, several Pits and Fi
nities of Soft-wooded Plants, a Six-roumod Dwelling Home,
1 bhop and fixtures; altogether it piesents a rare opportunity,
ig held at a veiy low Rental. Part of tho Purchase-money to be
. down, at tlie option of the purchaser, and the remainder to
am at f) per cent, un Mortgage for three years.
>r particulars apply to Prothkroe k .Vioniiis, Leytonstone, Essex.

Boston Lane, near Turnpike. Hanwell, Middlesex.

Forest

Green and Viiriegated II-i

other Arbor-vitses, Green m.
Deodara, Englis

Chestnuts; Purple, Conn
FrUit Trees, including
Applej, Pears, Plums.

ncn Cliine;

,
Raspberries, Gooscboirie;

Pinoi

;s, Apricott

oars irom September 29, 1«06.

)r further particulets, cards tc

KB & Soss, Surveyors. Sc, Kilhui

very low Rent of £80

&c, apply to Messrs.

^alcs bfi Auction,

M
To Market-Garde

, J. S. (iOM>[*'
RTUSIT, AKD OrUKRti.

icU-d bv Mv. Cr.or

20011 Stai

Half-standard,' and Dwarf Roses, Rhododendrons,' Camellias, and
Azaleas, including the best varieties in cultivation.

May be viewed prior to the Sale, and Cttalogues had on tho
Premises; of Mr, Thosias Avres ; or of Messrs. Cowdkr & Sow,

Estate and Land Agehts. Auctiuneers, &c,, Biggleswade, who will

forward same on application. .^^^___^_^
To Market Gardeners and Others.

-^ 1 R. W. T. ATWOUK will SELL by AUCTION, by
.

'- I direction of Mr. Poupart, who is quitting the premises, near
[. Mi and Crown Ion, AJina Road, BluyAnchor Road. Bermondsoy,

I .n THURSDAY, November 15, at 11 o'clock, the remaining
- 1 ' mK and CROPS, comprising 2 Tumbril .:nd 3-inch Wheel Market,

^. ..I L.-, Bock and Spring VV.iggons, Chaise Cart, 80 3- Light Boxes and
J/giits, Garden Tools, Barrows, Firewood, Old Iron, and various

Tho Crops conjprise a quantity of excellent Sea Kalo (for forcing)

Rhnbai'b, P.araiiips, Celery (fi'r marketiiig), and other Crops.

May be viewed the d.ay before and Morning ol Sale. Citalogues'-" " ' " '-- " a Premises; andoi tho

AUCTION, ..

Road. Jfiincr
at iz for 1 o'ci

GROWINti t

els. My 1-1

May be v.,....,u ..... ,...» ..,, •. ......^, ...... ^, ,---

tho Premises, and at the Offices of the Auctioneer and Trade val

lU, Bucldetsbury, E.C.

M

M'

Bydnope Nurseries, Darley Dale, Matlock.
R. JOHN ELSE begs to ,sr.,t,. ih.t li.- Im^ hp.ni

le had gmtis on applicatiou to the

Matlock, Derlaysliire.
1 instructions troin Messrs.

' l.l- by AUCTION at the above
. 1

,
X.nvnit.er 17, 600,000 LARCH

. .!.,!> JOO.OOO Transplanted QUICKS,
..iy be had OQ applicfttioQ

Auctioneer, Matlock Bridge, Derbysh:
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ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OP A CENTUEY.

BUTLEE,
McCULLOCH, & CO.,

SOUTH ROW, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON,

Seedsmeu to Hcrirajesty's Commissioners of Woods and Forests,

To the Commissioners for tlie Colonies,

To the Horticultural Societies of the Punjaub and Bombay, i'c

UOLDEES OF PUIZE MEDALS FKOM INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITIONS OF 1351 AND 1862.

CHOICE COLLECTIONS of BULBS, aU of the FIRST SIZE and QUALITY.

FOK C0JJSERV.4T0KT DeCOEATION". I FOR FLQ-n-ER GARDEN DECORATIO.V.

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6. No. 7. No 8. No. 9. No. 10. No. 11. No. 12

£5. £2 10s. £15*. £lls. los. lOs.Sd. | £5. £3. £2. £1 5s. £1U 10s. 6<l.

Fob Consebtatort and Flower Gardes Combined.

No. 13, £.5 5s. No. U, £2 12s. 6d. No. 15, £2 2s. No. 16, £1 Is. No. 17, 15s. No. 18, 10s. 6if.

AU Orders amotmiing to £1 Is. and upwards sent carriage paid.

ILLUSTK.\TED PRICED CAT.VLOGUE, containing full details of these Collections, post free on application.

bearin<

nearly

THE EARLIEST PEA IN CULTIVATION.

SUTTON'S RINGLEADER.

SUTTON & SONS
Have again the pleasure of cffciing this unrivalled EARLY PEA,

which still retains its position as the foruardcst and best Earli/ variety yet

introduced. The various trials made both in Public and Private Gardens

luUy confirm the confidence Messrs. SUTTON expressed of its superiority

over every other Early Pea. One of its merits is that the pods come into

all at the same time, so that the haulm can be cleared away and the ground planted

a fortnight before other Early I'eas are ready.

Retail price, 2s. per quart.

^^ Lowest price to the Trade may be had on application.

THREE-TEAR ASPARAGUS PLANTS, 16s.
per 1000 ; 2s per 100.

ONE-TEAR ASPAR.\GUH, lis. per 1000 ; Terv flue.

SEA-KALE lor ForciDg, 10s. per 100. Terms C;»3h-
RicHARD Walker, Market Gardener and Seed Grower, Biggies.

To Market Gardeners and Others.
/"lABBAGE PLANTS.—East Ham, Enfield NonpareU,

Market Gardener and Seed-grower, Bigglea-

E
To Farmers, Gardeners, and Others.

XCELLENT CABBAGE PLANTS
(Stocks not to be surpast^ed) can be supplied in any quantities

DRUMHEAD (finest selected), 2s. per 1000.

ENFIELD MARKET (finest selected), *2a. per 1000.
TRUE DWARF NONPAREIL (earliest and best), 2s. per 1000.
RED DUTCH for Pickling, 4s. per 1000.

Special prices given for large quantities not to be undersold.
A remittance or reference to accompany all orders.

Fredk. Gee, Seed Merchant and Grower. Bij^gleawade, Bedfordshire.

Seed Potatos.HAND F. SHAKPE lire now offerin- MYATT'S
PROLIFIC KIDNEY, DAINTREE'S EARLIEST,

WEBB-S IMPERIAL KIDNEY, FORTY-FOLD, FOX'S SEED-

Seed Growing Kstablis , Wisbecti, Cambridgeshiri

Tlie Earliest Pea Grown is

CARPENTER'S EXPRKSS, gathered outheTtiMay,
{see Testimonials), THE EARLIEST date on record, iwce 3s. per

quart. The usual discount to the lYade.

SUTTON AND SONS, ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

F
Dlcl:soii's * First and Best" Early Pea.

RANCIS ic ARTHUR DICKSON ic SONS are
gratified to know that this PEA has again this sea.son given

universal satisfaction, and is pronounced by hundreds of the first

Gardeners In Britain, and other competent Judges (confirmed also

bv their own repeated trials agnimt all tiie best Early Peas of the
d.'w), to be the very best First Early Pea over offered for general good

"iS, and successiou of crop.
1 some soils, be a day or so

. .. -_^ _ . rior Pea, as every one freely

,ow be supplied from a very large buiK,
meet the great and iiicreosiog demand.

Price lft'."6d. per'quart. Price per bushel totboTradeonapplication.
The Old Established Seed Warehouse. 100. Eastgato Street, Chester.

BUTTON'S RINGLEADER PEA.O The EARLIEST in CULTIVATION.
The following Seedsmen have already ordered a supply direct from

Mtissrs. SiriroN :—
Messrs. Cooper & Bolton, 152. Fleet Street, London, E.C.

„ Wm. Hurst & Son. 6, Leadenhall Street. London, E.C"
„ Minier, Nash, & Nash, 00, Strand, London, W.C.
„ Nutting & Sons, 60. Barbican, Londoa, E.C.

Waite, Bumell. k Co., 181, Hign Holborti. London, W C.

„ Thorburii 4; Co., New York.
., Fisher, Holmes, 4 Co., Sheffield.

„ J. & C. Lee, Hammersmith.

TABEK'S EAELY PEEFECTION PEA.

IMPORTANT TO GENTLEMEN'S GARDENERS, MARKET GARDENERS, AND ALL CULTIVATORS OF
FIRST EARLY PEAS,

TMs PEA, which is now oifered to the Public for the first time, is admitted by all who have tried it to be the heaviest-cropping first early variety yet introduced. It will

supply a want which has lon^; been felt among the Cultivators of Early Peas, being surpassed by none in earliness, is very hardy, of strong robust habit, the haulm being well

covered with large pods well filled with fine flavoured Peas. To Gentlemen's Gardeners and Market Gardeners it will prove invaluable, as it is a matter of great importance to

obtain a crop combined with earliness ; being of a much stronger growth gives it a great superiority over the present race of small and delicate first early Peas now in use: and

possessing as it does the necessary quality of being a heavy cropper, will make it a valuable addition to our first early Peas. It is the opinion of many who have tried it, among
whom are some of the Firms named below, that it ^vill become the Standard Pea for general early use.

A long LIST of TESTIifONIALS could be added, but the following are deemed sufficient as showing the idea entertained of the character of the Pea by parties who
have proved it against all others ;

—

" 4, Baenett Street (Church Street), Liverpool, August 4, 1866.

••Deir Sir,—The Peas you sent me for trial, labelled Taber's Early Perfection, were sown beside
Dillistone'a, Carter's First Crop, Ringleader, and First and Best, but were not put in until .13 days
after these varieties, still yours were in flower and the pods fit to gather at the same time as Carter's

and Ringleader, with this difference, the crop was more than one-half larger, while the pods are also

longer and better filled. I consider it the best Early Pea, and hope you will have it to send out this

season.—1 am, yours faithfully, " Robt. W. Ker.
"Mr. Gko. T.UJEE." " Hon. Secretary, Horticultural Society of Liverpool."

" West Hall. Paglesham, Sept. 6, 1866.

r?^ "Dear Sir,—I am much pleased with your early stock of ^Vhite Peas. I drilled them in on
March 19, and carted them into bara on July 19, dry and hard, and thiol; ihem much superior to the
general sorts of First Early Peas, as they grow from 10 inches to a foot longer in the stalk, and blossom

very double and certainly yield better. I sowed some of thi

the First Earlics, and they came ready for table just as soon

when boiled, softer eatiog and superior in flavou, trul

in my garden a fortnight after some of

those, and longer in pod and larger Pea ;

" TuoMAS Stebhiso."

"Braintree, February 13, 1866.

" Dear Sib,—When you gave me a few of your New Early Peas last season, I had sown my trials

about three weeks—some 10 sorts of all the Early Peas from one of the London houses, and did not

expect yours to come in with the others, but to my satisfaction I found what you said about it correct;

being so strong and hardy gives it a great advantage over the small and Early Peas now in use, and I

found it a most abundant bearer. I never saw such fine large pods so well filled on any Early Pea

before. If you can possibly let me have half-a-peck for my own sovnng this season, I shall esteem it

favour, as I will grow no other for an early crop if I can get yours.—Tours tnUy,
" JoBK Clark, Market Gardener."

TABEK'S E^VRLY PERFECTION PEA may be obtained from the folluwm- FIRMS, who have already ordered theii- Stock.

Retail price, 2s. 6d. per Quart.

Hogg & Robertson, i)ublin
Toole & Co., Dublin
FarrellA Co., DubUn I

^Henderson i Co., Pine-applo Nui-acry,
j

I

Messrs. Barr & Sugdon, Covent Garden, London
,, Harrison & Son, Leicester

I ,, Freer & Son, 28, Digbeth, Birmingham
i „ Waite, Burnell, & Co., High Holborn, Lon*

1 .. Lowe & Co., Wolverhampton
Osborn & Sons, Fulh;im, London, S W
E. P. Dixon k Sons. Hull
Geo. Oibbs & Co., Down Street, Piccadilly,

London. W.
Saltmarsti & Son, Chelmsford
Mmier, Nash, & Co., 00, Strand, London,W. C.

Messrs. E. P. Francis & Co., Hertford

„ Eraser, Goad, & Katford, Bishopsgate Street,

Loudon, E.C.

„ Fisher, Holmes, & Co., Handsworth, Snemeld
„ James Dickson & Sons, Chester

„ Hurst & Sun, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.

„ Tremble It Sons, Penrith

Mrs. Dixon, 48a. Moorgate Street. London, E.C.

Mr. W. Skirving, Liverpool

„ John M'HaLtie, Chester

S H Clarke, Edgeware Road, London, W.

\, T. B. Thomson, 20, High Street, Blrmlnghara

„ W. Coker, Taunton
„ C. Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough

„ S. Brown, Sudbury
„ R. W. Ker, Basnett Street, Lircrpool

„ J. A. Baker, Grosvenor Street. Chester

„ R. J. Veitch, 51, High Street, Exeter

„ F. Gee, Biggleswade

This Advertisement will not be repeated.

Price to the Trade, on application to

GEORGE TABER, RIVENHALL, WITHAM, ESSEX.

Editorial Commimications should be addressed t"""''" "" '
"

! Oeiteof 1 _

;, Paul's, Covent Garden', in the eaid County-—SatdbOffice, No. 11, WeUington Street, Poriih of t

The Editor ;

" Advertisements and Business Letters to • The PublLsh" '
,
Fr^ciQCt of WJiitetr

, Xorember 10, 1&66.

. of Middlesex, and Paulislied by the said Jamm Mixri
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Books noticed ,

cClore 1000 t

Grape Vines.

PAUL AND SON have their usual fine Plants of the
leading Itinds of GRAPES to offer. Growing a larger than

usual quantity tbey sidvertise tliem, whicii they have not required

to do—a proof of their good quality.
The "Old" Cheshunt Nurseries, Cheahunt, N.

To the Trade.—Grape Vines.

TJ. BOOTH ciin supply extra strong Planting and
• fruiting CANES in variety. Prices on application.

Rainhill Nursery, Kainbill. Lancashire.

JOSEPH MEREDITH?as a beaiitiful Stock of VINES
fj for Sale, propag.ated from Vines which^ have borne the fruit

Late Grape Vines.
ALICANTE. LADY DUWNES', auit MUSCAT of ALEXANDRIA.~ MEltliDlTH has a splendid Stock of the above

sorts for Planting.
The Vineyard, Garston, near Liverpool.

!J.'

YINES, from Eyes.—Strong Fruiting Cant
7s. Gd, each.

I J. Peed, Effra Nursery, Brixton Cliurch, S.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON.

NOTICE—A MEETING of the FRUIT and FLORAL COM-
MITTEES will be held on TUESDAY NEXT, the 20th luBt., at
11 o'clock ; LECTURE at 3 o'clock. ^_
R~oy'al hortic u l t u r a l society.

GARDENERS' EXAMINATIONS.
NoTtcE.—The Council have appointed TUESDAY (December 18

next) for the above Examination, to be held at South Kensington.
Candidates' names to be sent to the Secretary not later than Dec. II.

For particulars of Examinations see No, Sof Society's Proceedings
In 1^(>5. farther infoi-mation may be had on application.

well-ripened Fruiting
price 5«. eacu ; als(J 300 m 'j-nn

Apply to E. MonsE

CASTLE KENNEDY FIG.—Plants of the above may
now be had at 10s. Cd. and 21s. each ; the usual discount to thu

Trade. Peter Lawsox & So>, Edinburgh and London.

LARGE REU GRAPE and NETTLE-LEAF WHITE
CURRANT PLANTS.—Several Thousand 3 and 4-yr. old,

warranted true to ."ort, will be Sold Cheap.
Tiios. MiTTON, Lanipton, near Hounslow, W.

' Examinatioi tlOi w
ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS, Regent's Park.—

' The days appointed for the EXHIBITIONS of PLANTS,
FLOWERS and FRUIT next year are—SPRING EXHIBITIONS,
SATUl'DAYS, March 23, April 13. and April 27. GENERAL
EXHIBITIONS, WEDNESDAYS, May 2i), June 19, and July 3.

By Order of the Council. J. De C. Sowebby. Secretary.

ORTICULTURAL SOCIETY of LIVERPOOL.—
The FOURTH GREAT EXHIBITION of CHRYSANTHE-

MUMS and FRUIT mil be held in St. GeorRe'a Hall, Liverpool,
NOVEMBER I'l and 22. Liberal Prizes will be awarded to Fnut
and Flowers. F.ntries Close Nov. 19. For Schedules apply to

4, Basnett Street, Liverpool. Robt. W. Keb, Hon. Sec.

EBB'S PRIZE COB. FILBERT and other PRIZE
NUT TREKS. I-IST of varieties and prices to be had of

Mr. Webb, Calcot Gardens, Reading.

MAGNIFICENT TRAINEO CHERRIES, PLUMS.
PEARS. APPLES. PEACHES. NECTARINES, APRICOTS,

&c. Special prices on application.

John Cranston, Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FRUITS, by
Tqos. RiTEBs, juat publiflhed, free per post for six stamp?.

, Sawbridgew

;G
Autumn 1866 and Spring 1867.

EORGE EDWARD'S CATALOGUES of FRUIT
TREES, ROSES, CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, HYACINTHS,
re now ready, and can be had on application at

1, King Street, Castlegate, York

237 A 238, High Holborn, London. W.C.

T U A KT, MTa C D 6"n"a L D^ an d C

Removed to 85, Southampton Row, Holborn, London, W.C.

G
Ness Walk Nurseries, Inverness.

JEAN VEKSCHAFFELT'S New Horticultural
Establishment. 134. FaubourK do Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium.

CATALOGUES Iree on application.

JAMES FAIKHEAD and SON, Seed Gkoweks and
Merchants, 7, BoroU|?h Market, London. S.E.

New and Genuine AGRICULTnEAL, GARDEN, and FLOVraR
SEEDS. Special prices and advantageous offers on application.

VERY G"A""R D E'N^ R E^Q"U rsTTTE
kept in Stock at

3 New Seed Warehouse. 237 & 23«. IllRh Holborn, London.

PYRAMIDAL APPLES and PEARS. — E.xtra size

Trees for Fruiting, stout, well branched, and of handsome
growth. Names and prices on application.

Also the GENERAL DESCRIPTIVE FRUIT CATALOGUE.
Stepben Urown, Seed and Nursery Establishment, Sudbury, buflolk.

Orchard-liouse Trees for Fruiting In Pots.

PEACHiSS, NECTARINES, APRICOTS, CHEURIES,
PLUMS, PEARS, and APPLES.

WiTTv 4 Son, The Nurseries, CottinRham, near Hull.

, the Seed Stores, Yeovil. .Sore

HYACINTHS.-
Mixed, 2s. (kl. F
Seed Merchants. Reading.

Finest Teamed Hyaclntbs.
SUTTON AND SONS can supply the above at 6«., 9s.,

and 12s. per dozen.
Royal Berks Seed Establishment. Reading.

isuallv fine and cheap ; OKNA-
F.VEftGREEN and DECIDUOUS
PLANTS. A choice Collection of
h. .\Maarlums, 4c.

TIL S, Covent Garden M.arket,W.C.

I : ^MEN.

—

Henley Brotheks,
h ~' i.i.t. Uolbeach, have still on hand
UW UKUPS and YELLOW CROCUSES,

vhlch tliey beg to oiler. Samples and price on application. Also a
quantity of small CROCUS, a great Bargain.—Holbeach, Lincolnshire.

(TPE R li LILIES, in 70 iinest varieties.
BULB CATALOGUE sent free.

Seed and Nursery Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk

r-'.!:

S'
Tulips.

SUTTON AND SONS can supply best varieties of
^^ EARLY, LARGE DOUBLE, and LATE TULIPS at very
moderate prices, which may be had on application.

Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

L""ILIUM LANCUFOLIUM.—Fine larg^Flowerinp
Bulbs f.f SPECrOSUM, RUBRUM, and I'UNCTATUM

ROSEUM at 12s, per dozen.
John filiun, The Nurseries, Brentwood, Essex.

Step;

Gladiolus.

JOHN STANDISH'S unrivalled Collection is now
ready for sending out, from 4s. to 60s. per doz.

CATALOGUES can be had on application to
The Royal Nurseries, Ascot.

GLADIOLUS.—Good Bulbs of Seedlings from all the
best varieties, £1 and 15s. per 100 ; £8 and £6 per 1000. Also a

small quantity of VALLOTA PURPUREA.
E. RoDou, Stamford.

STRONG STANDAEO and DWARF TRAINED

M^
Car JonN Cranh'

Mahaleb; PLUMS. &c. S]

series. King's Acre, near Hereford.

60
Notice.

.PAGE CATALOGUE of NEW PLANTS of II

now ready, free for one stamp.
'm. DiLLiSTONE, Munro Nursery, Sible Hedlngham, Essex.

Roses.

WM. PAUL'S PRICED DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE ofROSES is now ready, post free on application.

Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N.

CHOICE NASIED POLYANTHUS, new and splendid.
See Stiphen Bnow!<'s CATALOGUE.

Seed and Nursery Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

E
Roses.

P. FRANCIS AND CO.'S CATALOGUE of the
I above gratis upon application.

TheNu . Hertford.

Dwarf Tea Roses In pot:.
WILLIAM BARNES has now to offer a verv fine

Collection of the best TEA ROSES, all fine strong healthy
Plants. LIST of sorts and prices can be obtained on application.

Camden Nursery, Camberwell, S.

Just pubUsbed, the Second Edition of

CULTURAL DIRECTIONS for the ROSE.
By JouN Cbanstok, King's Acre Nurseries, near Hereford.

Free by post from the Author for 20 stamps.

A
New Catalogues.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSES.
A CATALOGUE of ORCHARD.HOUSE TREES.
A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of GRAPES.

Free per post on application to
Tho; 1 RlT , Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth.

To the Trade.
"IWO-YEAR SEEDLING OAKS. 3s. M. per lOOO,
. l-soar Seedling BERBERIS AQUIFOLIUM, 3*. per 1000.

CftOCUS. YELLOW ENOLISII, Us. per lOOO.

FaiNt Wariticr, North Road Nursery, Sleaford, Lincoln.

rflREES and PLANTS of all sorts and sizes in very
great quantity, of be.U quality and at moderate prices.

PRICED LISTS post-free on application.
iT.fi Dickson k Sons ("Old Established Nursery and Seed

Business "1. The " Newton " Nurseries, Chester.

LARGE PLANES and BIRCH ; large SPANISH and
HORSE CHESTNUTS ; large POPLARS and SPRUCE FIRS

;

largo COMMON and PORTUOAL LAURELS.
R. T. Pennett, Nursery, Park Lane, Tottenham, N.

To the Trade.
SEEDLING LARCH, NATIVE SCOTCH and

SPRUCE FIR, &c. An Immense stock at moderate prices.

R. MoBRisoN, Elgin, N.B.

SEEDLING OAK, ASH, ELM, BEECH. BIRCH,
SYCAMORE, FRUIT-TREE STOCKS, PORTUGAL LAUREL.

QUICK, &c. A very large and line stock very cheap.
R. MonaisoN, Elgin. N.B.

Strong Transplanted Quick.

WITTY AND SON have to offer strong QUICK, from
'ii to 4 feet high. Prices will be forwarded on application.

The Nurseries, Cottlnghnm, near Hull.

TWO MILLION strons Transplanted OUICK; also
stout HAZEL and HORNBEAM for Hedges. Prices on appl'

cation to John Cattkll, Westorham, Eent.

Strong Quick.

HAND F. SHARPE have for Sale a fine Lot of 3-yr.
• Transplanted QUICK, 3 to 4 f6et;high, and well-rooted. Price

very moderate.
Nursery and Seed Establishment, Wisbsch.

F
Railway Planting.

IVE MILLION Transplanted QUICKS, of superior
growth. Samples and prices on application to

m Hemslf.y, High Fields. Melbourne, near Derby.

Transplanted Larch.

JOHN CRANSTON otters splendid stout well-grown
LARCH, 3. 4, (>, and 6 feet high. Price {which is very low) wUI

bo aent on application, also samples if desired.

Larch, Larch. Larch,
WITTY ANTi SON otter 200,000 strong stout well-

grown LARCH, 2i, 3. 4. .''), and 6 feet higb. at low prices
wliich Will be aent on application.

Tbe Nuiseriea, Cottineham, noar Hull.

f-uitable fo

plantimr along a Road, Send particulars and prices t

InLOWER SEED, for Autumn and Spring Sowing.—
12 packets of the most showy Annuals for Ribbon Borders and

Spring Bedding for 14 atampa, post free.

NuNN a Hobday, St. Augustine's Nursery, Norwich.

Zonal Geraniums.
WITTY" AND SON liave to offer all the best sorts in

cultivation, from 4s. to Qs. per dozen.
The Nurseries, Cottiogham. near Hull.

CHARLES NOIiLE'S TRADE CATALOGUE is now
ready, and can be had on application. It contains a select

'of Roses, Rhododendrons, Fruit, Foreat, and Oma-
3, Ac.

Sunnlngdale Nursery. Bagsbot.

Larlx Essmpfeni.
AMBROISE VERSCHAFEELT, NuRsraiYMAN, Ghent,

Belgium, begs to offer beautiful PLints, 1 foot high, of the
above splendid LARIX, at 10s. 6d. each.

RITOMA UVARIA.—A few dozens of this beautiful
showy and hardy perennial, of the true kind, fine plants that

have bloomed this season, 12s. per doz.

The usual alio' the Trade. Package included.

, Lyiicombe Vale Nursery, Batb.'

R 1 N G L E AD E R PU T T N ' S
THE EARLIEST IN CULTIVATION.

2.S. per quart.

^HE
To the Trade.

ESSEX RIVAL PEA, in any quantity.
_L For price, &c., applv to

Tnos. Elev, Siblo Hedingbam. Halstead, Essex.

SPARAGUS^'LANTST^ beds, 14 yards by 4 feet,

3, 6, and 7 years old, for Forcing. For price per bed apply to

Frank Warwick, Plant and Seed Merchant, Sleaford.

A ' A R A G U S
strong .1-yr. Aaparagua Plants, 10s, per 1000.

WANTED, 2(Kt extra strong Forcic - *-"•"* ^"^ '

F G. Godwin, 3 and 4, Norfolk

N T S.

THREE-YEAR ASPARAGUS PLANTS, 1.5*.

per 1000 ; 2« per 100.

ONE-YEAR ASPARAGUS, 6s. per 1000 ; very fine.

RicnARD Walreb. Market Gardener and Seed Gruwer, Biggies-

wade, Beds.

Y
Giant Asparagus.-To the Trade.

OUELL AND CO. beff to ofter strong Plants of tlie

above at the following low prices :—

2.yr., very fine. lOs. per 1000
I

3.yr., extra fine. 16s. per 1000

4-yr., extra fine, for forcinp. 20s. per 1000.

Royal yurseriea. Great Yarroouth.

To Winter Cucumber Growers.

STRONG PL.INTS of TELEGRAPH, the best Winter
variety, safely packed any distance, Is. *" '= ''•'^ ""i-

«t Hoi T, St. Augustin 1 Nui-s.

Is. Cd. each.

Nonsuch lettuce.

WIVEEY begs to intoi-m the Trade that he can no«
• supply the above in sealed packets, with initials. Price ol

application. Ilanovor Nuisery, Peckhaui, S.E-

SEA-K.\r.K^-"(l.ll(«l sin.n'j Koots for Forcing
Apiilyt'.Mr ijai-la. »mi, Siilton, Surrey , S-

Extra fine Seakale for Forcing and Planting.

GEO. CLARKE
quality t

Nurseries, Stn

IrpRAllK PRICES'Mek. Euknahy, & DtNMAN, SoUcitors, East Retford.

L'"
^RGE SPECIMEN EVERGREEN SHRUBS, of all I X BERT cattell-s ECUi ,

the loading kinds, in heautifnl health, and will move with large HALl, CUCnMBEK., and other Seeds ol Choice \ eget.,!

j
halls or muss .,f fib, ou., roots. For prlc«, and particulars apply to

1
be had on a, V^^'^'^^^^^^^^

Westerh.in. Kent.
1 Chas. bouTHHV, Nurseryman, Claphani, o. «« .. ^^ ,
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Rhododendrons. „„
JOHN CATERER'S DESCKIPTIYE CATALOGUE

of HARDY SCARLET and other RHODODENDRON'S is now
piAilishecl and will be lorwarded on application. It laitMuUy describes

the colours of the new varioties exhibited bv him at the Koyal

Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park. An Abridged List ol" popular

CONIFERS, with heights and prices, is likewise combined.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey, near Sunningdale Station,

South-Western Railway

N EW HARDY RHODODENDRON,
ATirfT\FT, WATERER.—This Rhododendron has hitherto

.,':!. I .1 1.1 1. rtlienameof ANNIHILATOR, butitwiUbesent
, I. I M' mime. It is undoubtedly the most briUiant-

I, I
I 1 toe-blooming Rhododendron yet offered.

1, I
- .11. !, , '..;^^• taken for Plants to be sent out in the Autumn

.. (.„/, <..i^'u. Tbc usual discount to the Trade.

Joii.v WATEaEB, American Nursory, Bagshot, STirrey.

vithout any
JDRONyet

green foliage, late and free floweringj

and seinictrcul.or, footstalk short

the petals
other Rhc
hitherto refusing

ception the best

,
full, compact,

n\ie \Vater Lily. It remains i

3 Rhododendron exhibiti 1 1
it The

J her throne in Isin - "ly who
wish to enjoy her regal sway should apply at ...lire. ,'is:ill ..pl*.'i-s will be

executed in rotation. The price will be 31s. Cd. each, and the Trade

will have four plants given for three ordered. It need excite no
surprise that its sole possession by the Advertiser should have called

forth the envioiis jealousy of certain HosooBiLBLE Men. Hence a

story industriously circulated in the Trade that The QcEEsisnot
a new one but an old kind, shown under an assumed name. The
Advertiser would be glad to be informed

hands of Csa

.J Rhodop _ _

. found. T.ie whole undirided stock i

BLE, Bagshot, Surrey. ^___

I the

American Plants, &c.
WATERER ANB GODFREY'S PRICED and

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of RHODODENDRONS
BiDd other American Plants for this Autumn, will he sent on appli-

cation. The Catalogue also gives a aunimary of their General

M Cupressus Lawsoniana argentea.
ESSRS. "WATEKER and GODFREY are now

sending out thi.s Plant.
Good stout Pl-ants, li foot high and bushy, at 2Is. each.

It has been awarded Three First-class Certificates by the Royal
Horticultural Society of London, Royal Botanic Society of London,
and at the Ci7stal Palace ; and may be justly represented as a dis-

tinct and very beautiful plant, and one that will become a general
fiivourite. Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey^

Azaleas, Epacris, Ericas.
ATOUELL AND CO. be? to inform the Traile that they
X are in a iiosition to offer fine bushy Plants at reduced prices,

which may be had on application.

AZALEAS.
EPACP.IS,

flora cindidissima, and all the leading sorts
EIUCA GRACILTS. AUTUMNALIS, and HYEMALIS, 4S-pOts,

:, Great Yarmouth,

E~W C~
A~TTTL~

6 G D E S
for the SEASON of 1866 and 1S67.

No. 1. ROSES.—A Select List of all the best varietjios in cuItiTatioii,

the choicest
B of Fruits.

No. 3. CONIFERS, ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS.—
Contains all varieties worthy of cultivation, with jntorest-

s of description, heijpht, size, native country, tc.
No. 4. TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.—Plants fore

ood, &c.
No. 5. GARDEN and AGRICULTURAL SEED and ROOT

CATALOGUE.
No. 6. GENERAL PLANT CATALOGUE.

The above will be forwarded free on application to
John Cuanstov, King's Acre Nurseries, near Heroford.

J^EW AND BEAUTIFUL PLANTS,
JUG-LANS MACROPHTLLA.—From the North of China; leaves

upwards of 3 feet long, and the fruit 15
perfectly hardy and alt:o4,Ltber one of the most beautilVil foliage
plants ever introduced ^^tr

"'--^
• -

-

TAiUS AD^RES•^V sTl K
T.adpre&sa but e

NEW AUCUBAS—

J

Plants of h s 01

leaf, 5s. to 21s e I \

of A. jap. vera, tr

ATHTRIUM GOP IN I \

beautiful hardy \

beautiful object th ^
i_

Lt i t, is ^r<,

rockwork out fd r str ol Plants 2
RHODODENDROX CHLfiNOlDES —This

trong lead, which

I MALE PLANTS a

Early Spring Flowers.

WEBB'S GlAiNl roLVANTHUS and COWSLIP,
with alt the best varieties of Double and Single PRIMROSES,

TANSIES. &c., with Seeds of single varieties. LIST of prices of

different kinds on appl
Mr- Webh. Calcot Gardens. Reading.

WILLIAM BARNES has maiiv Thousand magnificent
Plants of the above to offer, in various sizes, including ever>'

variety worthy of cultivation, all fluely jtrown, and lull of flower buds.

Sorts and prices can be obtained on application.

Caradeu Nursery. Camberwell, S.

British Fern Catalogue.

ROBERT SIM e;in now send, post free for six postage
I stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 pages,

including prices of Hardv Exotic Ferns) of his NEW and PRICED
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS,
No, 7.

Foot's Cray Nursery.
North Kent Line of Sou' 1 Railway.

Sidcup Station of New

THOLETS.—The GIANT, bearing a finer tlower and
\ a more beautiful perfume than any of its kind, NOW in FULL
BLOOM, and will continue Blooming till April. Plants can be had,

about 24 inches in circumference, at 12s. per dozen. A sample
• " " - " ^ J of Violet Plants

•r, Thornton Heath, Surrey, S,

Gladioli, Gladioli, Gladioli.
^rOUELL AND VO. air 11 av ,^. luUng out fine Bulbs of
X GLADIOLUS P.RKN'H!,KVKN-^(S which is the finest and
andsomest of this m n.'i,iii' .:.t i,i:i-^ It is tho most brilliant and
hnwv variety suited f'T s':iiiiii'r and ^uUumnshow, as the following

.'• of .September
"

: spikes of Bi
report from the (?(ir<?<;"/>' eh

testify :—" Messrs. Youkll & Co
maKuificent. Among showy t this stilt stands in the

Samples and prices may be had post free.

CATALOGUES of their superb and extensive Collection of

Named Sorts may be had on application.

J
: Gladioli.

KEL"^.\T A\.' *=0.N beg to call attention to their
I splerjil' i

"- '' ^ ' 'lOLl, which comprises all the sorts
tiio largest in the Trade. As a proof
-Kj of their collection they have

']'!'.<{ at the Cry.stal Palace and Royal

worth gi

of theluxuiiL .

awarded the ! n 1

Horticultural Exti
PRICE

Selections left to J. K. & S., 3*., 6s.

to 1005. per 100.

ais. per dozen; 10s., 20s.,

The Nurseries, Langport, Somerset.

ExiilblUon of Chrysanthemums.
JOHN SALTER'S ni;i^nitl..oit COLLECTION of

CHRTSAMTHEMtlMtS is NuW in BLuOM- Tbe Winter
Garden is open every day except Sunday. A^niittAncc free.

VersHilles Nursery, William Street, Vale Place, Hammersmith, W.
(near Kensington Railway Bridge.)

Chrysanthemums.
ADAM FORSYTH begs to inform his Friends and the

Public that his extensive Collection of CHRYSANTHEMUMS
is NOW in FLOWER, ajid maybe seen every d;.y (Sundays uxcoptod).
His fiiciUties for housing them have beengi'L'^i' m.';. 1, i;ii Umse
interested in the icultivation of this favanm- .

. i ilnsa
good opportunity for seeing the various ni- 1.

. m ly 1,0

growoforthe decoration of Oreenhouseor <

'
. i--(mi.

Brunswick Nursery (opposite West 11 L.^;.ii.y lL'-llL). ^iL iLc

N E"^ HARDY CLEMATISES.
CLEMATIS RUBELLA.—Very rich velvety claret; the deepest

coloured Clematis yet offered. Very distinct, and having the
advantage of flowering 60 to 70 per cent, of blooms, with five and
six sepals. First Certificate, Royal Horticultural Society.

CLEMATIS PEJNCE of WALES.—Large flowers, of a rich deep
violet purple, with red bars down the centre of each sepal ; a
decided improvement on C. rubro-violacea. First Certificates,
Royal Horticultural Society.

Messrs. GEORGE JACKMAN akd SON have much pleasure in
announcing that they are sendihg out the above Clematises, and can
with confidence recommend them " amongst the best of hardy
Climbers. Strong Plants, with bme, IJ to 2i feet, 2ls. each.

The usual allowanoe to the Trade,
Colomed Drawings, by Andrews, for :i4 stamps.

Woking Nursery, Surrey.'

c HEAP
12 of the best ZOnJALS.includingthe new double Gloirede Nancy, 7s.

12 of the best NEW FUCHSIAS, 5s. ; 12 best older varieties, 4*t.

12 of the best NEW VERBENAS, 3s.

Or the above Collection, all established in small pots, for £1 5s.,

package included.
PELARGONIUMS, French and English show v-arieties, our

selection, from a large healthy stock, 3a. per doz.

CARNATIONS and PlCOTEES, good named sorts. 3s. per dozen,
20s. per 100.

GARl BALDI PlCOTEES. fine for forcing, 3s. per doz.
PINKS, from a good collection, 2s. per doz.
ISOLEPIS GRACILIS, is. per doz.

NuKN & Hobday, St. Augustine Nuraeiy, Norwich.

PAUL & SON'S ROSES, EVERGREENS, FRUIT TREES, &c.

Amongst EIGHTY PRIZES gained by their COLLECTIONS this year are the PREMIER PRIZES for CUT
ROSES at the INTERNATIONAL, NATIONAL, BIKMINGOAJI, BOTAL BOTANIC, and BRIfiHTON SHOWS,

AND EVERY PRJZE FOR NEW ROSES AT THE SUMMER SHOWS.

PAUL & SON,
OLD CHESHUNT NURSERIES, CHESHITNT, N.,

Beg to aoUoit orders for ROSES and other PLANTS now ready for deUvery. That the Old CheBhunt Nurserie s

still Btand unrivalled in the culture of the Rose, the numerous Awards of the year attest. General Prices as under.—

KOSDS, from our Stock of over 100,000 Saleable Plants.

Older kinds, Standard?, 2 to i feet, ISs. per dozen ; Dwarf St;md;u<ls. '. I'j 1 l""t, 12s. ;
Dwiu-fs,

er kinds, Standards, 24s. to 30s. per dozen ; Dwarf Standards,
;

NEW SOSES of 1866, .36s. to 42s. per dozen ; 3s. 6d. to 5s. each.

NOISETTE MARECHAL NIEL, Standards, 5s.; Dwarfs, 3«. 6rf.

to 12.!.

t, 18s.; JJwarfs, ISs. to 24s.

FB.TJITS, all healthy well-formed Trees,

LOE —This

APPLES.—Fine Standards, 18s. per dozen ; Pyramida, ISs.

to 24s. per dozen ; Dwarf-trained, 30s. tu 42s. per doz.

PE<\RS, PLUMS, and CHERRIES.- Stand;irds, 24s. per

doz. ; Pyramids, fniiting, 245. to 42s. per doz. ; Dwarf-
ti-ained, 42s. per dozen.

PEACHES, NECTAMNES, and APRICOTS.—Standard-
trained, 7s. 6d. to 10s. 6d. each ; Pyramids, in pots,

5s. each ; Dwarf-traaned, 60s. par dozen.

QUINCES, WALNUTS, MEDLARS, CRABS, SERVICE
TREES.—Standards, 2s. to 2s. 6d. each.

FIGS, in pots, 3«. 6ii. to 6s. each.

VINES, ex. size, Fruiting, 7s. 6d. to 10s. 6(f. each; Plant-

ing, very fine, 60s. per dozen.

GOOSEBEE'EIES and CURRANTS, ts. per do^en.

RASPBERRIES.—Summer, 16s. p. 100 ; Autumn, 30s. do.

STRAW'BERRIES, 3s, 6d. to 5». per 100.

Besidestheib Te Joun Sit

RHODODENIiRONs ^nd U
FRUIT TREES m the tinest i

CATALUOUES of the al
aheRoTa

CONIFERiE.—Our selection of 100 varieties, 1 to 3 feet, £10. PRICED LIST on application

Collection see Catalogue of International Horticultural E.^hibition

For eirt^nt of i

DECIDUOUS md ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGED TREES and EVERGREENS, for Town and Coimtry Planting.

RHODODENDRONS and AMERICAN PLANTS at PAUL'S American Nursery, High Beech, Loughton.

1^ PRICED DESCRIPTIVE LISTS of the above now ready.

PAUL AXB SON would invite an inspection of their Nurseries, extending over Slsty Acres, one mile from

Cheshunt Station, Great Eastern Railway. Omnibus from Waltham Station to Nursery Gates meets certain Irains.

BAEPt & SUGDEN'S
AUTFMNAL FLORAL GUIDE TO WINTER

AND PPEING GARDENING
May be h.ad on applic.-itinn.

p.—Respecting the BAKR'^^ mzr CM f'KOLARIA.—Raved by Mr. James fi-,

,
- ,1 1,1 and 22; also October

,
:

,;
I Eindlay. Drewett, Miller

M.V, LAf^Gi.l.'lA iai-SKA SEED, Is. 6d. and2,s.
NEW COLLIXSIA VERNA SEED. 6.1. and Is. par

:rtiaierg' '

Bennetti
I ""'J'

:r packet.

packet.

; AMARYLLIS.-Hybrids of the finest

,i expected to produce flowers of great

VALLOTA I'Ui'.rt'REA, 16,^'. per dozen.

BXTLBS and PLANTS for SPRING BLOOMING.
100 000 CLIVEDEN DAISIES, Pink, Red, and Wiite, 3s. per doz-

21,1- per 100

100,000 VARIEGATED ARABIS, a fine permanent edging, 3». CJ.

?er doz., 21s. per liiu

OSOTIS SyLVATICA (Forget-me-not), Is. M. per doz..

Ml. R/f nprinn
fine permanent edging, 3s. M.

THLOX, AITSSUM, HE-

SIES. HlaL,,rurplc,,andVenow 4s. per doz.,

IRIS, ANEMONES, RANtracrrLUS, POLYAUTHUS,

COLLECTIONS of BULBS for Blooming in-door Decoration, 10s. 6d., 15s. 6(;., 21s., 30s., 42s., 63«., and 210s.

COLLECTIONS of BULBS for Out-door Decoration, 10s. 6d., 15s. 6d., 2l5., 30s., 42s., 03s., and 210s.
COLLECTIONS of SPRING-BLOOMING PLANTS, 12s. ed., 2.5s., 50s., 100s. to 200s.

BARR AND SUGDEN,
12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.
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To the Trade, Sec.

LT. DAVIS Ii:i^ llio following to offef in
• good rUmts :-

Double White rnlMROSES I Double Dark Crimson PRIMROSES
„ Lilac PR15I ROSES I „ Dark AURICOLA.

Prices on aDDlieafion.

_ _ WANTED, DOUBLE YELLOW PRIMROSES.
Ogle's Grove Nursery, Hillsborough, Co. Dowb.

BOUCHAELAT AIN:fi, Lyons, Prance, oft'ers the
following Novelties. Spring, 1S67:—12 ZOSAL GERANIUMS

the aeries. 40 francs; 3 L.irge-ftowered do-, 20 francs ; 22 SINGLE and
DOUBLE PETUNIA, SO francs ; 16ITALIAN VERBENA. '10 francs ;

6 Self-coloured ditto. 'JO francs; 1 CHRYSANTHEMUM POMPON,
light pink, pointed white, new, 6 ftancs; 1 VERONICA, Iwiperial

Red. the lineat known, 10 franca. The whole Collection, 200 francs.

A Descriptive CATALOGUE forwarded on deraaiidl.y loiter i>ru]iaid,

C~U»iBIN(i"l)KVOiNlENSlS.^llii- i liinl i:-^''

'having obtained a First-cliUis Ccrtificati.' ii !. i' '.' il-ili-

cultvimJ Meeting, S. J. Pavitt is induced U- "i!"'' i
.

ni

the above as grown by him fur the last sevtn m
,

>
i

*
,

: i-jhly

proved to be a distinct and most vahiablo ctimhmg vnrieiv I'.xirn.

strong plants, on clean stems, with shoots from 3 to 7 iiet m length,

2s. 6d. each. Special offers to the Trade, when taken by tho dozen
r hundred.

Rose Cottage Nursery, Bathwick, Bath.

New Englisli Hybrid Perpetual Roses ana
ZONATK GERAXIUilS.

ROBERT WARD, Kaiser of the celebrated Eosc John
Hopper, has the pleasure to announce that he has ag;

iccessAit i

MRS. WARD, MR:^
See " Journal of Ilort

SepLeitiber and ()i,'iii

Dg the three following equally beautifVil ^

JOHN JBERNERS, and IPSWICH GEM.
iQlturo," June 26, and "Floral Magazine" for

•nr, 111 which they ;ire figured. A Descriptive
T. ni'r''i.-TM'-'-i ( 'o'r-,iirL"i I'lritns by Anarews

>
'

I

'

.
I

I \
" "' - lie the tinest

IK FITZROY
; \, ,,•1

I L->l;ii;i M>i .\! M.mwi NANUM.
I ir, ;ilsn ;i l:tLt,liliU lliilaLlutn.Hi uf the three
!.; -^l.tiups.

r 1 Li.oived for the above splendid Seedlings, to
:ti:;; the set of Roses for 2l3. ; the set of
ck^ige included,
r Ward, The Rosery, Ipswich.

Roses, Fnjit Trees, Conifers, Forest Trees, &c.

JOHN Cranston bens to direct attention to a large
and superior Stock of ROSES. FRUIT TREES. CONIFERS,

FOREST and OKNAMENTAL TREES, kc.
His Nurseries e.'ttend over upwards of 60 Acres, situated in the

centre of the county of Hereford (which is acknowledged to poRsess
the finest soil and climate for the growth of FniJt and Forest Trees
of any other county in England), and is well stocked with Trees of
eveiT description.

advantageous Prices wjil be giv
Planting undertaken by Contract or otherwise.

Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford

Dwarf-trained Trees by the 1000, 100, or dozen.

A1'L'].KS. i'KaJiS. PJ-UMS, CHKRUU'IS, i'EACKKS,
and NECTARINES. Fine, flat, ivcll-l.nunccl, of beat i.nmlity

RlCDARD SmII 1 and Seed Merchant, Worceater.

RICHARD SMITH'S FRUIT LIST contains a
Sketch nf the various Forms of Trees, with Directions for

Cultiv.'itinji, Snil, liriiiua^io, Manure, Pruning, Lifting, Cropping,
Treatnmit duI, r Cli^s ; also their aynonyraes, quality, size, form,
"'"'" ^

'

'. II H'liir, use, grow,tb, duration, season, price, &c.
Frei? t>y

1 and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Fifty Acres of Fruit Trees,
ArrLES, Vi^AliS, I'UIMS, CHERRIES, PEACHES,

NECTARINKS. and ATRICOTS In every form desired for
Fruiting.

Kii M,*ru) S\t(Ti[. \nisL'r)iiian ,'ind Seed Merchnnt. Worcester.

Orchard-house Trees Fruiting in Pots.
T)EACHKS, NKDTA KINKS. Al'lUCOTS. CHERRIES,
i. I'LIM^, i'K.Mls. MM' 1,1',-. \ IVF.S.and FIGS.

)vi; M- IIEUKIKS.

Worcester.

• ii-iTyman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

11 tine Standards, at from 155. to 18s.
per dozen ; IftO.t. per IM.

cation.
chant, Worcester.

To the Trade.
MATPEN FRUIT TREKS. RED and BLACK

CTIRK-XNT-^, A-^TAUAGUS UUOTS, STANDARD ROSES,
PRI\'I';r-., \i \ -ill. Ills stock of the above to offer. Prices and

11m. -
1 Merchants and Nurserymen, Leicester.

WA M .

- I I
; \ I \ K I ) TREES^BEARTNG SIZE.—Our

Wall-Trained Fruit Trees this season are very fine, and
include PEACHES, NECTARINES. APRICOTS, and FIGS, suited
for planting in houses for immediate Fruiting. An inspection is

respectftilly invited.
T. Jacrsow & .Soy. Nurseries, Kingston, Surrey.

Fruit Trees, Roses, Evergreens, &c.WKNUjHT begs to inform intending Planters
• that be ha,s many Thousands of the a±iove,with every other

ORNAMENTAL TREE and SHRUB, in the finest possible
;e.3«qnable _pricas. Au_ inspection is respectfully

utes' walk of the HaUsham Station

ham Sussex

A Quarter of a MiUion of Fruit Trees.
THOMAS WARNER l)t-s to remind intendin^: Planters

and the Trade, that bis Nurseries, which occupy upwards oi

70 acres, contain the .above, m addition to a most extensive stock of
Evergreens, Ornamental Trees, Roses, kc. All in a high state of
cultivation. An mspection is respectfully invited.
CATALOGUES, Wholesale or Retail, may be L-od free on

application.
The Nurseries, Leicester Abbey, one mile and a half from the

Midland Railwav Station.

w Fruit Trees.
OOD AND INGRAM wisli to call the .attention of
Planters and the Trade to tbeir large stock of the following.

beeilling, 12s per 100

,

Baiuet

which they are prepared to supply at very moderate r
' 'he quantity taken :—

APPLES Standards, Half Standards, and Dwarfs.
to the quantity taken :-

APPLES Standar<
APKICOTS, IHvari Maiden, cut back, and trmned.
CURRANTS, tine bushy plants, all the best kinds.

ell-rooted, Canes 1 inch roiwd.

GOOSEBERRias,
GRAPE VINES, from Eyes. Planting and Fruiting Canes.

NCTS and FU.BERT.s. ':

PEACHES. InvrirlM u I

PEAR.S, Stniiaai.K, I m
PLUMS, St:iii,lfM.J>, II :

C.\T.\l,ni,I I

TU..- Nil

NWFiLiLCo opposite Red Ll

Splendid Grape Vines of all tbe finest va^eta£S in
cultivation.

WILLIAM BARNES begs to announce that he has
now a verv fine selection of the above to offer, both

FRUITING and PLANTING CANES, aU very strong short-
jointed, well-ripened wood, and will produce a fine crop of fruit
next flprii]g.

The great demand W. B. has had for Grape Vines these several
years past, and the many applications for them being late in the season,
when he found it somewhat dlfflcult to supply tho sorts and auantlty
required, has mduced him to erect a new house, entirely for their
cultivation, which has produced upwards of 200 Fruiting Plants, that

In
'

offer, B

PINE RLANTS and VINES.—Thos. P.4pe has a
surplus Stock of strong FRUITING and SUCCESSIOS PWB

PLANTS to Disijuse of, consisting of Providence, Jamaicas, Mont-

CHARLES NUBLE lias a largr (|iiantity to offer of the
underinentloned, by the dozen, 100, 1000, o"r lO.OOO ;—

Dwarf ROSES of all the finest kinds, liirge bushes, 2 to 3 feet Jiigji,

and nearly as far thiTiu^'h.

"

SPANISH illK'-TStr^, veryflne, 1-ye.ar. ,
'"

/Sample and
-year. V price if

very fine, l-vear. I required.

TURK

DEUTZI 3-plei

2>. I

FrogracBritish Vuci
Empress Eugeme I La ConsUinte Wonderful
Sir C. Napier | Margu6rile

| Prince Arthur.
Sunningdale Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey

iddit : W. B. liaj

Contract Planting.—To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
/ ilIAKLES SUAIU'Eand t'li,, .N r kmnvMr.x, Sleaford,
Ky Lincolnshire, are prej.nred h, lurmsli ESTIMATES for the
rormatiou of NEW PLANTATIONS l,y Cnntr^ict, including Plants

Tlie best Evergreen Fence or Screen,
Paooc.iso Immsdiape ErFier.

rOHN CRANSTON can supply several Thousand

prices —Uudercliffe ( , Bradford, Vorksbir

Keele Hall Beurre Fear.
XyiLLIAM GEORdE CALDWELL boss to intimate
y V that he has a fine stock of healthy Ptants oi tho above PEAR

(described in Oarthner^ Chrmiicle of December 17, ISQ'ii page 1'2041,

' Special Offer of Larch and Scotch Fir Plants.

TO BE UlSPOSED OF, about 200,000 LARCH and
SCOTCH FIR, planted as 1-year Seedlings in the Spring of

Mr. .Ton» Woods, Forester, Rufl'ord, near OUerto;

Knutsford J

WV1R60 AND SON have a large Stock of the
• undermentioned FRUIT, FOREST, and other TREES to

offer this season, viz. :

—

Apples I Alder
Cherries I Ash

Chestnut (Spanish)

Peaches and Necti
Hornbeam

Larch and Scotch Fir
' 0.ak (English)

Withy
Quick (strong trans-
planted)

Common and Portu-
gal Laurels

Forest Trees
,S.amp!es and Prices can be had on application at
The Nursery, Wuijcisli, near Ruildford, Surrey.

Orchard-house Trees for Planting-out in Orchard
Houses

A PEICOTS.—Hiilf Standai.ls and standards; fine
,
from pots ; averago price fifi, each. Trees ofJr\^ beai

PE'VCHESa
beaniiK trees,
size, 7s. r.ri. e;ic

been grown i

NECTARINES,— Hrilf Standards and Standards,
til iiots ; average price oa. each. Trees of extra

bove will bear a full crop next seaeon, havli\g
chard houses

OKCnAitIi-HOU.SE TREES for POT CULTURE,
APRICOTS.

average price,
PEACHES

trees, from po
-PyramldB, bearing trees, irom

lids and bushes, bearing trees, from pots ;

Pyramida ani^ bushes, bearing

PEARS, PL L^
pots ; average ri

APPLES.-Pv,

Teos. Rn

ILL'S, 2fi. 6d. each.
Lu London,
rseries, Sawbridgeworth,

IHRTTIT TKEES.—The finest collection in England.
2000 sorts are grown In all manner of training, and aro free

from inseots, mealy-bug, or chlorosis, with which trees in some
Nurseries on calcareous soils are affected. Trees from such ahoutd
be avoided, as when once attacked they can never be cured.
A 92-page CATALOGUE and lar^e Supplement full of information

gratis, on application to J. Scott, The Nurseries, Merriott, Somerset.

County of Cork.
FOREST TREES.—-200,000 LARCH, 4 and 5-yr. old,

average height 4 feet, two and three times removed, 'and grown
in a cqld soil on a lii^h exposed situation. Hardy and well-rooted.
Quick transit to WaTes anu South of England. For particulars apply
to Aarnra Kenny, Nurseries, Newmarket, Co. Cork.

LARCH, IJ to 2 feet, lO^. 6d. per lOOU ; 2 to 3 ftet. Us. Gd. per 1000 ;

SifiSi feet, 15.*. per 1000; 3 to J fl., 17ti. Gd. per 1000. LISTS of other
TREES sent on application. Apply, with reference or remittance, to

James Riddell, Steward, Park Attwood, near Bewdley.

SEEDLING and TRANSPLANTED" FOREST TREES
of all sorts, including a very large stock of strong Transplanted

LARCH. SCOTCH and SPRUCE FIRS. SILVER FIR, and all sorts
of U^rd Wood. PRICE LIST on application.

Through rates to all parts of the kingdom.

JA31ES SHEPP.UO) has a large Stock to offL-,

COMMON LAURELS, from 1 to 6 feet
LIGUSTRUM OVALIFOLIUM,! tofifeet
SIBERIAN aRBOR-VIT^, 5 feet, floe specimens
AMERICAN „ 8 feet
COMMON PRIVET, 1 to 4 feet.

Prices on application.
The Nurseries, Bedford.

To Gentlemen and others engaged In Planting.
EVERGREENS.—The following will be otterca at

very nioduiate prices, all well grown andin excellent condition
for Transplanting.

Arbutus, 3

Alaternus. Portugal Laurels, 2 to 4 feet

macrocarpa, 2 to feet „ Laricio,

Prices, at per dozen or hundred, carriage paid
South Coast Line, on application to

ALKXANnsa Scott, North Gate Nursery, Chichester.

4i feet

I'i to 4 feet

to any Station c

TT'ORTY THOUSAND COMMON LAURELS,
i all slzoH from 1 to 4 fee t.

Wm. Wood & Son, Woodlands Nursery, Maresfleld, UcUfield, Sufiaex.

ril^lETY THOUSAND Dwurf.traJned"FRUIT TREES
-L in tho finest hcidth and vigour,

Wu. Wood & Sov. SlarL'^fluld, UckBeld, Sussex.

rPEN THOUSAND LAURU8TINU8,
J. well-Riown, hanrlsnme and busby.

Wm. Wof.D & So.v, Murchfield, Uckfleld. Su-ssex.

EVER A L A f K V. S .,f rxtra lar-r -nrell-grown

effect^ Wm.

QTANDAR

i<\ immediate

M"ANY ACKKSulbTAKD
DWARF, PYRAMIDAL, i

Dg of Aiinim, P.-— '"

s, 4c. Wm. Wo( ali Sos, M,.i. !! M. -

QEVERAL ACRES of well-grown IO DECIDnODSSHROBS, AMERICAN 11.

and ORNAMENTAL TREES. For CATAI.^
Wm. Wood k Gov, WootUapds Nursery, M.^ri

ROSES. — NEW CATALOGUE just pubU.shed and
sent post free on application to

Wv. Wood & Son, Maresfiold, Uckfiold, Susses.

The Finest NeVHardy Plant of the Year.
PAUL'S NEW DOUBLE SCARLKT THORN,

awarded First-class Certificate Royal Botanic Society and
International Exhibition.
"JJeep carmine-red, double and vigorous, far surpas-sing the old

double fink."—Editorial "/' Oanl^ners" Chronicle, May 24, 1864.

STANDARDS and PYRAMIDS, 10s. Gd. each. See Paul & Son's
CATALOGUE.

Old Cheshxmt Nu . N.

Autumn Planting.
PETER LAWSON and SON, at tlie present most

suitable time for Transplanting CONIFEROUS and EVER-
GREEN TREES and SHRUBS, have to state that their stock of
those IS very large and in heiltliy coodition.

Special offers for laigo quantities will be made on application,
Edinburgh and London.

Araucaria imbricata—Surplus Stock.
WILLIAM SKIHVING, Waltoa Nur-spry, Liverpool,

begs to offer 10,000 of the above, from 2 to 4 feet high, healthy
well-grown plants with good roots,

2 feet. IS,*, per dozen ; £0 10s. per 100.

3 feet, 24.1. per dozen ; £k ir,.,-. per lOn.

4 feet, 3fo. I'L-r iln/ui, . tlJ in^-. per 100.

North Eoad Nursery, Sleaford, Lincoln.
FRANK WARWICK U^- u, . :U1 the attention of

Noblemen, Gentlemen, and others to bis Stock of the following.
Prices on application.

LARCH, li ,to 2, 2 to 3, 4 to 5 feet I BERBERIS AQUIFOLIUM,
'TRUCE, I to U, 2 to 2ifeet | 1 to U. IJ to 2 feet
SCOTCH. H to 2, 2i to 3 feet BEECH, 2* to 3. 3 to 4 feet
BLACK THORN, 2 to 2i feet

I
PRIVET, IJ to 2, 2 to 2i, Sjt

LISTS of other NURSERY STOCK on application.

1 3 ft.

w.
To tlie Trade.

NoRSERTMAN, Wiiterford, offers on
reasonable tenns :

—

5,000 WALNUTS, 10 to 14 Ina.
"1 HOLLV, Ijjr. SeedUni!s

> HAZEL 4 to r, feet

30,000 ASPARAGU!^, 3-yr.

TWO HUNDRED .iiid FIFTY THOUSAND
LARCH FIK, 2 to feet hieh.

200.000 hanrtsoiue SPRUCE FIRS, 2 to Ofeet high.
Handsome SILVER FIRS, 6 to 10 teef. high.

Price on application to
Jons Cattf-ll, Nursery and Seed' Estiiblishment, Westerhara, Kent.

To Gentlemen and Otiiers.
TClSEI'li SMrrii, .hN,. Ill- In ml., III,,. .Milli,,, .mi
fj a I, . !

, ;

',•
.1

I M'. ! , >,.,, ^,„„1.

OAK.S, P01'LAP..S, i'lm
MOUTH"; WICK, syi .

Moor Edge Nurst-i

.\.N' IHZEL,

UELS, BER-

Garden, Lawn, or Park, \M

.

Milt
H. LANE iSD SON'S Ko-i c M \ I .

,.
.
r E.

„ I'UI ir l.M.M.iMiUE, and
TREE aiid SHRUB CATALOGUE, &c.

which may be had on applk
36 Nur-senes, .'" '

'

1 of their SLocli

and largest quantity of ARAUCARI.V IMBRICATA in Europe.

CEDRUS DEODAKA.—Fine Plante for immcdifite
effect, from 5 to 0, 7, and 10 feet hitih, 8.afe to transpLant, at

is. per loot. Some extra-sized specimens 1,1 to 20 feet, at 2a. per
foot. Most of the plants offered are In Largo Pots, making their
removal certain beyond a doubt.

Madle & Sons, Tho Nurseries, Bnstql.

R
Welllngtonla aurea variegata.

HARTLAXI) l)(L's tn uif.T -ond riiuits of this most
. beautil'ui Im i , i ^ i i. ;(..>, S to 12 inches, £6 fo. ;

good. .". '
, L I 1st class Ceittficate

om Royul Hnii , , .:

CnROMOLlTl'luUK.U'
26 stamps. Thu !,<

1 1 istory of Parent Tree,

Berried Aucubas for Winter Decoration.
MAULE AND SONS otler luir hu^hy i'Luits, well set

with from 40 to 50 Berries, at 21s, each, and upwarda, according
to tbe qufintity of Fruit.

J^ The Rerrios sown in the Spring wiU furnish a large proportion
of Males for Fertilising.

The Nurseries, Bristol.

To the Trade.
Alt/INTKR and SPRING-FLOWERING PLANTS.—
VV Our stock of Soft-wooded EKICAS, EPACRIS, AZALEAS,

and New Holland Plants is extra fine tbis year, and being much
greater than we can house, we ar* selling at unusually low prices.

T. Jackson & Sov, Nuraeries, Kingston, Surrey (adjoining the Rail-

way Station). S.W^^
To Gentlemen. Planting.

FROST be?:s to oticr large quantities of fine Tr.iDS-
I planted LARCH, 1 to 3 feet ; SPRUCE. 1 to 2 feet : SCOTCH.
feet; SYCAMORE, 1 to 3 feet ; LAUREL, 1 to 4 foet, and

u^„,>,wO BEECH for Hedges: also an immense stock of 1 and 2-yenr
ENGLISH OAK, l-vear TURKEY d'>.. 1-year EVERGREEN do ,

l-vear SPANISH CHESTNUT. 1-year HORSE CHESTNUT, 1-year
QUICK, 2-year SCOTCH SPRUCK, BEECH, and APPLES.

G

AKCTT (X:>ti'

Planting Season

SHRUBS. KdSKS, i'Ki:il- IRKh-, h,. ,] . r. All.VUCARIAS
and DEOD.lRS, and larijo TREKS ].,t r.irk l',:ii.tj.^, now m flue
condition for removal.
CATALOGUES, with sizes and prices, sent fVeo on application to

DicRsONs & Co., Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists, 1, Waterloo
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^IOL\ COItNUTA, the True Stork.—New Seed of the

V above now ready, lu packets 6d.. 13., 2a. 6d., and &s. Pnce to

the Trade on appllaition.

James Caktbb i Co., Scud Merchants and Nurserymen, 237 & 238,

High Holborn, Loudon, W.C

Seedsn

Works and'"'other Government I falace Company, the Agi-i-R'

Departmonta. the Royal Gardens, ;
ticultural Society of India, Ac.

Kew, ic, &c., &.C. ' &c., &c.

/BARTER'S GUINEA BOX of DUTCH FLOWER
\y ROOTS contains— 12 choice named Hyaonths for pots or

glasses. 12 mixed Hyacinths for bordenj, 4 varieties of Polyanthus

Narcissus, 12 Pheasant's-eve Narcissus, 12 doublew
'

Narclssm, 100 yellow Crocus, 60 blue Crocus, 12 chi

Tulips, 12 choice mixed single Tulips, 4 wbi
) mixed double
,60 Snowdrops,

25 finest mixed Anemones, "25 finest mixed Ranunculus. 12 double

i Thol Tulips, 12 double Daffodils, 4 Tiger Lilies.

The above forwarded on receipt of post-office order for 21fl. ; half

the 3 B for post-office order for 10s. dd.

PRICE LISTS cratis and post free.

I Carter & Co.. 237 and 23S, High Holborn, London, W.C.

Hyaclntlis and other Dutch Bulbs.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to acquaint their
numerous Patrons that thev have received their uaual Con-

Eignment of Choice HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUSES, &c.

PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE post frew on application
Highgate Nursenes, London, N.

To Nurserymen, Seedsmen, &;c.

JAMES FAIRHEAD and ;S0N, Seed Merchants,
7, Borou'.!h Miirket, S.E., have on hand Double .and Smplo

varieties of MIXED HyACINTHS for Borders, of finoqualltv; also

ENGLISH YELLOW CROCUS and Large Double SNOWDROPS.
Prices on applicitlon.

Sutton's Unrivalled Collections of Bulbs.

Carriage Eree.

CUTTON'S GUINEA COLLECTION of BULBS forO BLOOMING In POTS and GLASSES.
SUTTON'S GUINEA COLLECTIONS for BEDS and BORDERS.
For particulara see SUrTON'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE, which

may bo bad gratis and post free.

Sutton &, Sons, Roj'al Berks Seed Establlsbment, ReadiuR.

Dutch and other Bulbs.

BS. WILLIAMS is now prepared to supply splendid
• roots of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, NARCISSUS, CROCUS,

&c.,&c. All the roots are selected with great care from the best
growers in Holland.

A PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE LIST sent post free on application.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Holloway, London, N.

Butch Flower Roots.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS have
received, from the best Growers in Holland, a very largo

Importation of the above, and have the satisfaction to say that the
BtTLBS are unusually large, sound, and well ripened, and for which
early orders are requested to ensure the best Roots,
Flower Roots of £2 value will be delivered free of carriage at the

principal Railway Stations and Shipping Ports throughout the country
DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUE and all particulars free

R
New Catalogue of Plants, Dutch Bulbs, &c.
OBKRT PARKEK begs to announce that his NEW

' CATALOGUE, containing Select Descriptive and Priced Lists
New, Rare, and beautiful Greenhouse, Hardy and Stove Plants.

' ' "-ape Vi
--«'-

is Crc
. Tulip;,

1 will be forwarded to applicants.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.

JOHN KERNAN, Seedsman, 4, Russell Street, Covent
Garden, W.C, respectfully suggests this as the proper month for

planting HYACINTHS. NARCISSI, TULIPS, CROCUSES,
SNOWDROPS, and all other ornamental Spring-flowering Bulbs. He
has a very fine collection of Hyacinths of his own selection, all
named, which he is able to sell at 6.?. per dozen, and which be can
warrant to give more satisfaction than those puffed as iDargains at
135. per dozen. Border Hyacinths in distinct colours at 3.*. per
dozen. All other Garden Bulbs equally cheap. EARLY PEAS
OLIA'E RADISH, SHORT-HORN CARROT, and all other early
Garden Vegetable Seeds, Japan Flax, Fumigators, Syringes, Garden-
ing Knives, and other Implements ; Mushroom Spawn, Seakalo and
Asparagus Plants, Lawn Grass, true imported Guano, 4c.

Amaryllis.
TAMES CARAWAY and CO., Durdham Down^ Nurseries, Bristol, offer Bulbs of the above, unnamed Seedlings
that have bloomed with them durmg the past two seasons, and many
of which are now showing flower, at 5s,, 7s. 6d., and 10s. Gd. each, or
60s., 60s,, and 106«. per dozen.

Jaues Garawav & Co-, Durdham Down Nurseries, Bristol.

New Double-flowered Amaryllis.
HLAURENTIUS. Leipzig, be?s to call attention to

• his New AMARYLLIS ALBERTI, double-flowered, fine
and w«Il shaped, bright scarlet awi crimson-tinted, of wbich repre-
sentations may be seen in the " Illustration Horticole," and the
Garten Mairaziii.'" Strong-flowered Bulbs, 12a
His AUTUMN CATALOGUE '(No. 35) is just out, and contains

ir!V-k?^^,'^,';'^"^\?l'.,'^Il.?*'!^V°'"^,'
together with PRICE LISTS of''""'"" LEAS, Stc, and of a large number of

L- »-L.n bo had gratis on application (by pre-
) his Agents, Messrs. Betuau & Blackith

VIOLA CORNUTA.-NEW SEEDS of the BEST VARIETY.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
HAVE MUCH PLEASURE IN OFFERING NEWLY-HARVESTED SEED OF THLS VERY

STRIKING PLANT FOR FLOWER GARDEN DECORATION.

Full descriptions having so recently appeared in the Gardening Papers, Messrs. V. and SONS do not think it

necessary to again refer to them, but they confidently recommend the Plant as one of the most useful ever grown
for Flower Gardening.

There being more than one variety in cultivation, the Seed offered is saved from the very best only.

Price per packet, 6d., Is., and 2s. 6d. each.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

THE EARLIEST PEA IN CULTIVATION.

SUTTON'S RINGLEADER.

SUTTON & SONS
Have again the pleasure of offering this uurivalled EAELT PEA,

which still retaiQS its position as the forwardest ajid best Early variety yti

introduced. The various trials made both in Public and Private Gardens
fully confirm the confidence Messrs. SUTTON expressed of its superiority

over every other Early Pea. One of its merits is that the pods come into

bearing all at the same time, so that the haulm can be cleared away and the ground planted with another Crop
nearly a fortnight before other Early Feas are ready.

EXTRACTS FROM A FEW OF THE NUMEROUS TESTIMONIALS.
From Mr. Jonx Rattv, Garderitr to CotterlU Scholefield, Esq.,

TurviUf Park. Henley-on-Thames, Sept. 6.

" I have twice this season grown ' Suttou's Rlngioader ' Pea side

by Bide with ' Daniel O'Rourke ' and * DillUtone's Early," and ou each
occasion found ' SultOD'u Ringleader * 7 or 10 days earlier than either
of the other two."

From Mr. J. Damiels, Gardener to the Rev. C. R. Keene, Suvncombe
Gardens, HenUy-on-Thames. June 'M.

" I might notice that 1 have just flnlshed your * Ringleader ' Pea,

. March 20, with 'Dillistoae's,' but And them perfectly

From Mr. William Dowell, Oardener to Sir George Chetwynd,
(Jrendon Hall, Alherstone. May 24.

" Your * Ringleader ' is earlier than any Pea I have ever grown. I

shall gather a dish to-morrow morning, which is by far the earliest
we have had."

From Mr. W. Potey, Gardener to H. P. Best, Esq., Domtington
Grove, near Newbury, May 24.

"I planted your 'Ringleader' Pea on the last day of February

;

on the same day 1 planted ' Daniel O'Rourke* and other early sorts.

Your ' Ringleader is uncommonly well podded, and the poda are
filling fast. I have no doubt they will be cleared, and the ground
planted, before 1 pick from any of the other early sorts."

them the earliest I havo e r grown.
, and have found

from William Tuomas Hkw, Esq., Coombeshead, Tiverton, May 30.
•• Yoiir * Ringleader' Pea haa proved quite worthy of its name. 1

planted it side by side on the same day with ' Sangster'a No. 1'

iwhich has hitherto been my earliest}, but now the ' Ringleader ' has
blossomed at least one week before the others, and from all appear-
ance will be fit to gather quite a fortnight before them. My garden
Is in a very high and exposed situation, as well as rather late."

From Mr. Bailet Wadds. Oardener, Raywell, Brougb, May 29.

*' I have this year sown your 'Ringleader' Pea against youi-
'Early Champion,' which I have hitherto found the earliest in
cultivation, and 1 am glad to tell you that it came into bloom 10 days
earlier. It has been covered with blossoms from top to bottom. I

am sure it is a valuable addition to our early Peaa."

Extractfrom the Report on Peas grown at Stoke Ntwington in 1806
and 1866, July 28, 186a.

*'
' Sutton's Ringleader,'—One of the distinguishing characters of

this Pea is, that it produces pods from top to bottom in a very
unilbrm manner, whereas 'Dillistono's Early' produces them
chiefly at the top. These poda come to perfection all at once, and
the baulm dies immediately afterwards, so that once in bearing it la

i distinct and valuable
:ood for the table as any
2 foet 9 inches."1 the section to which it belongs. Height,

Betail price, 2s. per quart.

1^^ Lowest Price to the Trade may be had on application.

SUTTON AND SONS, ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

PLANTING.

WILLIAM PAUL
(Son and Successor to the late A. Paul),

Begs to caU attention to the foUowing ARTICLES, to the CULTURE of which his NURSERIES of FIFTY
ACRES are pvincipally devoted. The quality of the Stock is, he believes, equal to any in the Kingdom, and the

prii-ea low as possible.

HOSES.
STANDARDS, 15s. per dozen, and upwards I CLIMBERS, 6s. per dozen, and upwards
DWARFS, 9s. „ „ I

FORCING, 24s. „ „

First and Second Prizes were awarded to his Collections at the International Horticultural Exhibition, and they

have taken Prizes wherever exhibited.

FRUIT TREES.
SUmdard and Half-Standard Trained PEACHES and

NECTARINES, very fine, 7s^ 6d. to lOs. 6d. each.
Standard APPLES, PEARS, and PLUMS, Is. 6rf. to 2j.

each.

Standard WALNUTS, very fine, 2s. 6^. each.
PYRAMIDAL APPLES, PEARS, CHERRIES, and

PLUMS, Is. 6rf. to 2s. 6rf. each.
Do. do., Fruiting Trees, 2s. 6rf. to bs. each.

Dwarf APPLES, PEARS, CHERRIES, and PLUMS,
Is. to Is. &i. each.

Dwarf-trained PEACHES, NECTARINES, and APRI-
COTS, 3s. 6rf. to bs. each.

Dwarf-trained APPLES, PEARS, CHERRIES, and
PLUMS, 3s. 6d. each.

FILBERTS, of sorts, 4s. to 9s. per dozen.

GOOSEBERRIES and CURRANTS, 3s. to 4s. per dozen.

These are in fine health, and may be relied on as correct to name.

GRAPE VINES.
PLANTING CANES, all the best sorts, 2s. 6(f. each, and upwards.

FRUITING CANES, 7s. 6d. each, and upwards.

Between 1000 and 2000 splendid Plants of these are now ready for delivery.

HARDY PICTORIAL TREES for the Decoration of Gardens, Parks, and Pleasure Grounds.—His CoUection of

these \ya3 the only one shown at the late International Horticultural Exhibition, and was universally admired.

Collections from 18s. to 42s. per dozen, according to size and rarity.

EVERGREENS and HARDY FLOWERING TREES and SHRUBS.—1000 species and varieties, including the

New AUCUBAS, the best and most popular kinJs, of various sizes, by the dozen, hundred, or thousand.

WEEPING TREES and CLIMBING PLANTS in great variety.

ZONAL and NOSEGAY PELARGONIUMS.—The original CoUection of Beaton's Hybrids, 9s. per dozen; his

New Set of last Spring, Is. Qd. to 3s. M. each.

For description and detaUs of the above, see PRICED CATALOGUES, free by post on application. Inspection

of the Stock respectfully invited.

All goods delivered free of carriage to London ; if a Ton weight of Trees be ordered at one time they will be laid

free of charge in the Trucks at any London Goods Railway Station.

PAUL'S NURSEPvIES, WALTHAM CROSS, N,
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New Grass Seeds for Exportation.
SUTTON Axn SONS have received their supply of

_ NEW GRASS SEEDS of the present season's growth in flno

condition, and will he happy to forwnrd lowest price per ton or cwt.

on npplicatlon. CATALOGUES gmtia and post free.

Sc-TToN & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Reading. ^
Llllum lanclfoiium.

UTTON AND SONS have received several varieties of

the above splendid LILY in floe condition.

riptiona and prices of each see SUTTON'S AUTUMN
CATALOGUE, which may be had gratis and post free on application.

Sditon & Sons. Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment.Headintr.

s

PAUL AND SON'S ROSES
-DESCRIPTIVE LIST ia now

large Advertisement last week.
Fould remind tt

aoving Roses.
The "01d"Ch6shvi

B
New General Plant Catalogue.

S. WILLIAMS' NEW PLANT CATALOGUE,
I contninine many reallv Rood Novelties, and carefully selected
S of STOVt. GREENHOUSE, and HARDY PLANTS, ia

eady nnd will be forwarded post free to all applicants.
Victoria nnd Paradise Nurseries, IloUoway, London, N.

Wholesale Catalogue of Nursery Stock.
GEOROE JACKMAN and SON'S PRICED a

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for 18fi6 and spring lRfi7. -

be had fiee on application, comprising Fruit Trees, Rosea, Anieri'
Plants Conifers, Clematisee, Evergreen and Decidioas Trees !

.Shrubs, and transplanted Forest Trees, &c., tc.
Woking Nursery, Surrey.

s UARR AND SUGDEN'S ADVERTISEMENT,
pngo 1086.

IBCr.FK and CLIVEDEN PLANTS for SprinK Bloomins.
BARK'S PRIZE CALCEOLARIA, 2j. 6(1. por pncket.
NEW VIOLA CORNUTA SERD. U. and 2a. Bd. per packet.
NEW LAPAGERIA ROSEA SEED, Is. M. and 3*. 6rf. per packet.
UNBLOOMED AMARYLLIS, ir.
CLUMPS of LILY of the VALLEY, Winter Blooming, 1». M. each ; : Jjgi-g ^ fagt q{

STiie (SarUenersj'Ciitmttclr.
SATURDAY, NOVKMUER 17, 1S6G.

American Grape, as is known to botanisis,

produces often male flowers only, so that if

seedlings from this species be raised, a eertaiu

proportion of thorn usually prove barren, pro-

ducing nothing but male Howers ; but the case

is different with the Vitis vinifera, the species

whence our European Grapes have been produced,

and in which the blossoms are bi-se'xual.

Now, in the American hybrids this tendency

to produce perfect flowers is transmitted to the

seedlings, aU of which have proved to be fruitful.

This is in itself an interesting circumstance, but

what is, perhaps, of still greater importance is

this, that in the new varieties the hardiness and

precocity of the ono parent is combined with

the delicate flavour of the other. Another

circumstance that may possibly turn out

of very great practical importance depends

upon the well-known immunity of the

American Grapes from mildew, on which

account their introduction into France and other

Grape-growing countries has been counselled,

but the plan has not hitherto been adopted to

any extent, we believe, mainly on account of their

peculiar taste, so disagreeable to European
palates ; but if this defect can be remedied in the

manner just indicated, it is evident that we have

hero a fact of great value, not only in respect to

the Vine-growing districts, but also as regards

the amelioration of our own outdoor Grapes,

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUIN'
rnoyal Horticultural (Floral

Nov. 20< mltteesl.at South K(
( Ditto (Scientific DiacusEiom ^r

.,, ( Royal Horticultural (Weekly Show), at

-*l South KensioKton 2r

We have been asked lately what is the title of

a book which has been recently published

respecting GnowiNO Mushrooms in Coffee

opn^^Tii..-. iGRoraDS. If there is such a work, it has not

I

yet reached us, but in the mean time, we give

our correspondent aU the information we possess
' *

I on the subject.

Although we do not hear the cry of Cui bono?
j

Peesoon published in the third Volume of the

so often raised as heretofore, it must still be
|

" M5'CologiaEuropa;a," an Agaric under the name
admitted that the public in general, and properly < of Agaricus neapolitanus, which grows on Coffee

so on its part, looks with much more favour grounds at Naples. He describes it as a rather

on scientific experiments and speculations which
|

largo gregari()us white species, with an even
promise practical results, than on those which are

: funnel-shaped pilous, crowded rather narrow,

pursued from mere love of abstract science, '

decurrent gills, and a smooth equal stem, and says

without thought of immediate material gain, that it is cultivated for the table. His informa-

Uappy, then, ought to be tho.se workers who are tion appears to have been derived from Texoke
able to combine the utifc ibilri, and who, from who states that the Cofl'ee grounds are kept in ;

peculiar circumstances, have it in their power at
, moist place from eight to ten mouths before the

once to aid the progress of science, and to confer
j

Fungus makes its appearance, and that its first

present benefits on their fellow-men. Horti-
, discovery was accidental, some nuns in a convent

cultuiists are or might be in this fortunate i at Naples having met with it on a mass of Coffee

category ; their operations frequently are of the
|
grounds which had been thrown into a shady

greatest importance scientifically, as well as
[

spot of the convent garden. The Fungus proved

wages paid by manufacturers, the employment, as

easily reached, as it is amply offered by public

companies and private speculators, have made in

many villages a plain decrease in the number of

their working men. Houses are untenanted,

and the returns of the registrars exhibit fewer

marriages and births.

It is becoming a consideration of prime
importance to the owners and occupiers of the

land, how they may prevent any further exodus ;

and if they .are unable to compote with manu-
facturers and others in the amount of money
payments, they should give careful attention to

all other inducements by which they may interest

their working neighbour, and deepen his attach-

ment to his home.
Some progress has been made by benevolent

men with regard to the structure and convenience

of his cottage, but little has been done for the

CoTTAOE Garden. The experience, nevertheless,

of those who have shown a practical sympathy in

the matter, amply proves that a good garden, in

most instances, improves the condition, and so

fixes the interest and localises the attachment of

the cultivator. "While it provides a wholesome
occupation for his leisure, it adds to the sparse

comforts of his daily Ufe.

The owners of the soil may effectually co-

oDorate with its tillers, by attaching bettor

gardens, well protected and fertilised, to their

cottages, and by desiring their gardeners not

only to distribute seeds and roots, but to give

instructions as to their management.
The occupiers of laud may help by subscribing

to annual exhibitions, at which the best produce,

and the best gardens, should be duly rewarded,

and both classes may expect to have the hearty

aid of the clergy, who cannot fail to find in these

cottage gardens a congenial means of promoting

their work. That which endears a man to his

home, keeps him safe from many temptations-',

and gives him a more contented and thankful

heart.

practically. Take for instance, the case of

Hybridisation. The most determined practical

man cannot help seeing that the experiments he
makes in this department of his profession, are,

provided they be carefully and honestly done,

and faithfully recorded, so many gains to

science. There is, moreover, a fascination in the

practice of Hybridisation, calculated to endear it

to the most inveterate opponent of theoretical

speculations. The very uncertainty and diversity

of the results obtained, to say nothing of their

frequently valuable character, add additional

attractions to the practice of cross-fertilisation.

Let the reader, in illustration of our remarks,

turn to the glowing terms in which Mx. Rivers,
in the very interesting paper on Seedling

Peaches, iSrc, read before the Botanical Congress,

describes his successes, and profits by his failures,

and let him also bear in mind the practical results

obtained, the valuable additions thus made to

our repertory of fruits. Mr. Standisii, in his

paper on Hybridising Fruits, extracted from
the last Number of the " Journal of the

Eoyal Horticultural Society," and reproduced

in another column (see p. 1091), gives

similar testimony. This mention of Mr.
Standish's paper induces us to call the attention

of our readers to some experiments that have
been making in America with the view of

obtaining new and improved varieties of Grapes
for open air culture, and an account of which,

from the pen of Mr. IvES, is given in the

October number of tho " Gardeners' Monthly."
Some 40 varieties or more, it appears, have been
produced by fertilising the flowers of the
" Mammoth," a variety of the American Grape
(Vitis Labrusca), 'with the pollen of the Black
Hamburgh, and of the White Chasselas. The
seedlings so obtained are said to have none of

the disagreeable foxy odour peculiar to the

American Grape, but to retain the colour, size,

and delicacy of flavour of the other parent.

Crosses have also been procured between the

varieties obtained as above, and the Black

Hamburgh and White Chasselas, with the

following curious result among others. The

so good that attempts were made to grow it arti-

ficially, and for this pm-poso largo quantities of

Coffee grounds were collected from different

quarters. The mass was left to ferment in an

unvarnished earthen vessel placed in the shade,

and watered occasionally to keep up a constant

degree of moisture.

Tho exact affinities of the species have never

been determined, but it is clear that it belongs

to the division with white spores, and is allied to

A. Bubinvolutus, Batsch, which is much praised

by Dr. B^vdiiaii; but, as far as we could judge

from two or three specimens cooked imder his

own directions, praised far beyond its merits.

Another white-spored species which has been

found in wine-casks in Au.stria, and which has

been figured by Trattinick under the name of

Agaricus Markii, not Agaricus Marklini, as it is

given by Pries, has sometimes been confounded

with it, perhaps in consequence of its name. It ^i

.seems however to be a very different species, and '
'^

to bo a form of Agaricus lignatilis, which occurs

on decayed trunks at Burnham Beeches.

There is another Agaric which also grows on
Coffee grounds, of a very different affinity—A.

Coffeie, Viviani, with rose-coloured spores,

figured by its describer in his 'work on Italian

Fungi. It is closely allied to Agai-icus volvaceus,

which occurs occasionally in hothouses on tan,

or on decayed vegetable matter in the open air.

The taste and smell are not disagreeable,

but as it leaves a slightly bitter taste on

tho palate, it must be used, if at all, with caution.

Viviani found his plant on Coffee grounds which

had been left ""or some months to fei-ment in the

stove of the Botanic Garden at Genoa. Five

numbers of his work have appeared under the

title of " I Funghi d'ltaUa, descritte et illustrate

dal Professore DoitENico Viviani," each con-

taining ten folio plates. We believe that no more

have been published, tCnd the letter-press breaks

off in the middle of a description. M. J. B.

Anxiety is felt in some agricultural districts

as to the future supply of labour. The acc<3unts

of prosperity sent home by emigrants, tho higher

The Schedule of the great National Horti-
cultural Exhibition, to be held at Manchester

from the 7th to the loth of June ue.xt—a continuance

I

of eisht days—is a Uberal one, as it should be to secure

rounds are kept in a '

tlie sympathies of exhibitors, and induce them to leave
" " '

their" plants on show for so long a period. In this

resjject the International Show of last year has done

good service to the cause of exhibitions, by proving to

demonstration that most plants may be so left without

materia! injury ; and this is no doubt the first and most
important step towards a reformation of our shows

generally. The Manchester prizes amount to an aggre-

gate sum of 93W. 10s., distributed in the following iiro-

portions :
— Flowers : Amateurs, 4'25/. lOs. ; Flowers :

Nurserymen, 485i. ; Fruit ; Open, "il. The Show is to

be carried out by the Manchester Botanical and Hor-
ticultural Society, and is to be held in its Botanic

Garden ; and as subscribers to the Society are to be

admitted to the exhibition free, this consideration will

no doubt lead to a great e.vtension of membership.

The prices to bo charged are 10«. 6rf. on the first dnv

(Friday, June 7), 2s. Crf. on the second, and Is. on each

day of the following week.

It would appear from the letter annexed,

received a few days since by a lady residing in London,

that the store of Mr. Hullett's Earities is by no

means exhausted. This gentleman's name, it will be re-

membered, occurred some short time ago in connection

with certain mysterious communications relating to

the Mangosteen, a monster-fruited Passion-flower, and

other tropical fruits. As this is the first we have heard

about " green Peas," we presume we have here another

P.ission -flower, altogether distinct from the former. In

iim n<r Mirh of our readers as may be disposed to be

r, w(jnlil do well to endeavour to see and

I r iMi.vniL', or at least to require such a public

r\liiliili"ii and (rial as would enable them to purchase

with confidence. The letter referred to is tho

following ;

—

" Clarence Lodge, Cosb.-ini, Hants. Nov. !1, 186S.

" MMrlain I have a very few pLtnts tospare of ane»(ii'c/j/new

mafniifircnt fniUimi Pa.ssion-fluwcr from South America, and

I thought you might take one. This beautiful clfeber grows

very r.ipidlv and bears most abundantly at aU times of tbo

year The flowers are very sweet-scented and lovely, and

followed by large hlach fruit of delicious flavour. It is how-

ever as a vegetable it is most valuable, for the green fruit

boiled tasteslust like green Peas.
^ ,

"Price of each plant, gu.arantced to bear next spring, tii}0

miSiiea^.
" Believe me, Madam,

• " Vours very truly,
" J. HULLKTT."

ies Maudes tells us that the father of the

FiLSE Acacias, which has been standing in theJardin

des Plantes at Paris for two and a-half centuries, has

at last fallen through age. This ancient tree, whose

trunk was quite enveloped with iron plates, is regarded

ns the venerable ancestor or precursor of all the

Robinias or Palse Acacias now so abundant in parks,

promenades, plantations, and pleasure-grounds, and

was introduced to France "in 1615, at the cost o( a

thousand dangers, by the naturalist Jean Eobin."

.—• Among other curious varieties of British
Ferns, Mr. S. Applkby, of Doncaster, has sent us

one which he calls Asplenium marinum multi-
PINNITUM, and which he well describes as a

marvellous sport from the normal kind. The fronds
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are deeply pinnatifld throughout, ami tlif lolips whirh

are widened towards the apex, present the appearance

of a multitude of small crests. The rachis, moreover, is

ramified near the apex, forming several branches,

the pinna; of which are divided in a similar manner.

The fronds are quite sterile in consequence of the

exuberance of tlie frondage, and bear the same relation

to the species that the var. oambricum bears to the

normal Polypodium vulgare, except indeed that here

they are, iu addition, multifidly divided at the apex.

• The Nottinfjham and Midland Counties Horti-

cultural and Agricultural Society—a new i^ociety,

winch appears to owe its position ( (lir ,-uir.ss of the

Floral fete of last summer, held in .MUiMvlKin with

the visit to that town of the Bri(i~li A nition—has

just is.sued a schedule for a (JiivM' Iahiiution of

Fruits, Flowers, VcL-rtuhhs. riiid.VgriciiUural Produce,

tobeheldintheEsmniiniN Hi ilding at Notting-
ham, to open oiiTinii>cl:i> u. \1, the 22d inst and to

continue open till llie 2 Uh iiist. It is expected that

the show of Chrysanthemums and of Fruit will be both

choice and extensive, and some fine Farm produce

has been promised. The schedule extends to 123

Clasises.

NEW AND SELECT PBAES.

No. 6. Ame'Ue Le C/erc—This fine and very hand-

some Pear was raised from seed by the late Leon Le

Clerc, of Laval, who also raised that remarkable variety

Van Mons Leon Le Clerc, intending^ by unity

of names to immortalize himself and his brother

nomologist and friend Van Mons. AinelieLe

Clerc is a first-class Pear as to size and quality

;

its skin when ripe is pale yellow, dotted with

saiall russet spots ; it is perfectly melting,

iiiicy, and very good, ripening in November.

The tree which produced the fruit from which

the above outhne wa.s taken came from the

garden at Laval. It is a hardy variety aiid

very fertile, growing freely on the Quince stock.

DB. HEER ON THE PLANTS OP THE
ELAKE DTVELLINGS.

(Cmicliidltl from ji. 1068).

The results of the investigation of the Lake-
Dwelling Plants show that all the cultivated

plants indicate a connection with the countries

of the Mediterranean. Every kind of corn

came to them from that quarter. We have
seen that the lake colonists cultivated not only

the y.unc llnil-v but rvrii tlio snme variety, as

thr iiiliiil.ii .

- ''ill liiily. The lake

coli.iii-i- li I
' :i- I ho Egyptians.

Thr\ w.'iT 111... .Liili. 1 n III.- .-iiiiiii manner, for

in E'.'yiit Fhix t.H'k the lii>t place amongst the
plants used for spinnins and weaving. All the
muinniies are wraiiped in linen cloth, and in

the time of Herodotus the priest could wear
only linen garments. One of the plagues sent

by Jehovah upon Egypt was the destruction of

their crops of Flax and Barley by thunder and
hail (Exodus ix. 31). The cultivation of Flax,
and the art of weaving the thread may fre-

quently be seen on the Egyptian mural paint-
ings,* while Hemp was unknown as a plant for

making thread, and it is also entirely unkno.wn
in the remains of the lake dwellings. The
garden or opium Poppy is, indeed, nowhere
draivn on the Egyptian monuments, but, on
the other hand, it appears, together with the
ear of Barley, on a very ancient coin of Smyrna,
and also on one of Metapontum ; and this plant
must have been of some considerable import-
ance amongst the lake colonists, as they pro-
bably procured oil from its seeds.

Now, if we take into consideration all these
cultivated plants, broiight into our districts by
man out of the far East ; and if we further
consider the weeds which, contrary to his incli-

nation, came with them, and of which some
(especially the Centaurea Cyanus and the Silene
oretica) also indicate a southern origin, we can hardly
hesitate to assert that this agricultural knowledge came
into i)ur districts from the basin of the Mediterranean.
Even if we were ignorant of the absence of metals in

the older fettlcnients, we should be obliged, from the
character of their plants, to ascribe to them a very
great antiquity. The non-existence of winter corn, of
most of the culinary vegetables, and of Hemp, as also

of the domestic fowl, indicates a period reaching back
long before the Christian era. The Greeks and the
Romans had winter com, cultivated Hemp, and had a
great variety of culinary vegetables. The domestic
fowl is nowhere mentioned in Homer or Hesiod, but
in the time of Pericles it is spoken of as the Persian
bird, and it appears in Italy on coins of Neapolis,
probably struck about a hundred years before Christ.
To this it must be added, that the Roman authors
never mention a word about lake dwellings, and Pro-
fessor Desor .justly reminds us that Pliny had his villa

exactly in the place where there are numerous remains
of pile dwellings, but which had so completely vanished
from the memory of the people that they appeared to
hive had no suspicion of these ancient inhabitants of
the land. On the other hand, it is going too far, to
estimate the age of the lake dwellings at six or seven
thousand years—a view taken by M. Morlot.

If we look back three thousand years ago, perhaps in
the time of Homer or David, we shall find the same
cultivated plants in the East. Barley and Wheat are
often mc-ntioned in Homer, as well as field Beans and
Poiijiies, bill no mention is made of Rye or of Oats.
Ill the hook of Ruth, which probably was written in

David's fiiiic. as it relates to a family history of the
royal hoii^e, liarlcy and Wheat are frequently spoken
of; and the reapers of Boaz let Ruth have some of

their master's parched corn. Consequently, Barley and
Wheat were the chief kinds of corn in Palestine eleven

distinguished for the most part from the modem culti-
vated kinds by smaller seeds. Man has, therefore, in
cotirse of time produced sorts which give a more
abundant yieli^, and these have gradually supplanted
the old varieties.

hundred years before Christ. But they are mentioned, i We have, therefore, to consider the latter as the
together with the Spelt, a good deal earlier, viz.

Genesis, as having undoubtedly in much earlier time
laid the foundation of the civilisation which then
existed in Egypt.
In David's time (2 Samuel xvii. 28) Beans and

Lentils are spoken of as common food. And the Spelt
is mentioned elsewhere ; but nothing is said of Eye or
of Oats. Together with these, we have the kinds of
Wheat and leguminous plants which have been found
in the lake dwellings of western Switzerland, belonging
to the Bronze age. At that time bronze appears to have
been the metal most generally in use amongst the
Orientals and the Greeks. And it is mentioned every-
where in Homer. Bearing in mind the very slow
diffusion of civilisation in those ages, the supposition
may probably not appear too hazardous, that the lake
dwellings where the use of bronze was known may be
placed about this period.

The lake dwellings were inhabited during the whole
year, and the cattle were stalled upon them. The
manure which was found at Robenhausen proves the
latter proposition, and the undigested remains of food
prove the former. The cherry-stones with great

original stock from which the others have sprung.
Thus, probably, the small six-rowed Barley of the lake
dwellings is the original form from which the fourT
rowed Barley has descended. The axes of the ears
have become longer by cultivation, the spikelets are
pushed further asunder, and therefore the longitudinal
rows lie one over the other. We thus find only four
rows on the ears, and the form becQmes what is koofrn
as common Barley (H. vulgare). But there was also a
change in another direction. In the side florets the
pistils do not come to perfection, and consequently
only the middle grains are productive. Thus we get
only two. rows of grains, which consequently become
larger. And so by the lengthening of the axes of the
ears we get the two-rowed Barley (H. distichum, L.),
but by the shorter axes the "rice Barley" (H.
Zeocriton, L.). I consider, however, all these forms of
Barley only .as varieties of one species ; in fact, they
sometimes exhibit a transition from one to another.
The same thing occurs with the different kinds of

Wheat. I consider the small lake-dwelling Wheat as
the primitive form from which have sprung, by culti-
vation, the different forms, with the axes not fi-agUe

probability indicate the month of June ; the see'ds of
I

and with the grains easily detached, as they all are
very near to each other in character, and no
important and decisively distinctive marks are
to be found between them.*
The Flora of the Lake Dwellings consequently

announces to us that all the plants that come in
contact with man become changed up to a
certain point, and thus man participates in
the great transformations of nature, while the
wild plants which surround us at the present
day still grow iu the same forms as they did
three or four thousand years ago, and do not
exhibit the smallest change.

Sir ami Ciistwts 0/ the

Raspberries and Blackberries the middle and end of
summer ; the Sloes and the seeds of the Dog Rose
speak of the latter part of autumn or the beginning of
winter, when these fruits first become eatable after they
have been exposed to the frost ; while the Hazel-nuts
and Beech-nuts have reference to autumn and winter
as well as the seeds of weeds grown with the com and
separated from it by the colonists, and then thrown
into the lake.

Although the actual determination of the age of the
lake dwellings is doubtful, yet we may say with perfect
certainty that they are more than 2000 years old ; and,
with a considerable amount of probability, that they
reach hack from 1000 to 2000 years before Christ. In
any case the remains of plants have a very high
antiquity, and they throw some light on the solution
of the question, whether the species of plants have
undergone any change in historic time. With respect
to the wild plants, the question must be answered in
the negative.

^
The most careful investigation of them

shows a surprising agreement with the recent species,
and even small varieties of form have been retained, as
we see m the AVater Lily, the Fir, the Sloe, the Bird
Cherry, and the Hazel-nut. Professor Uuger has come
to the same residt by investigating the Egyptian
plants. But the case is different with the cultivated
plants, although some kinds—as the dense compact
Wheat and the clo.se six-rowed Barley— have
undergone no perceptible change, vet it must be
confessed that most of them agree "with no recent
forms sufficiently to allow of their being classed
together. The small Celtic Beans, the Peas, the small
lake-dwelhng Barley, the Egyptian and the small lake-
dwelling W heat, and the two-rowed Wheat or Emmer,
form peculiar, and apparently extinct races: they are

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF VENTI-
LATION.-No. XIV.
(Cmltinued/roMp. 1018.)

The quantity of water contained in the air

depends very much upon its temperature. In
this country, at a temperature of 50', it will

generally contain about 3 grains ; at 60', 4

;

and at TO', 5 grains. With this quantity the
wet-bulb thermometer will indicate 45°, 54',

and G3' making a difi'erence of 5, 6, and 7, be-
tween the wet and dry bulbs for three mea-
sures of vapour. Taking a wider range, and
the dew-pomt or saturation for easier compa-
rison, air at 32' can only hold 2.1 grains of
water in a cubic foot, whereas air at 70" can
hold 8 grains—a difference of nearly G grains
to the cubic foot. Again, with the dry and wet
bulbs, both at 40°, a cubic foot of air can only
hold 2.9 grains—a difference of over 5 grains
between 40' and 70'. Neither does this in-

creased capacity of air for water simply keep
p.ace with its elevation of temperature. Like
a ball running down a hill, which gathers new
momentum as it rolls until it acquires a speed
out of all proportion to the force that started
it, so the air as it gets heated drinks out of
all proiiortion to the mere addition to its tem-
perature. Saturated at 20" with 1.3 grain per
cubic foot, it holds only 2 grains at 30", slnd

2.9 at 40". Thus for 20" there is only a difference

of 1.6 grain. Starting with 3.9 for 40; we have
4.1 for 50 , and 5.8 for 60' ; showing a difference
of 2.9 grains, or nearly as much again as for the
first 20". Proceeding from 60°, at 70" the air

will carry 8 grains of vapour per cubic foot; at
80", 11 grains—showingadifference of 5.2 gi-ains.

Once more starting with 80", we find at 90*

the air can carry 14.8 grains ; at 100", 19.8 grains

—indicating an increase in the last 20° of 8.8 grains.

These facts are sufficiently important to demand
reiterating in a tabulated form :

—

According to Mr. Glai.sher's sixth table, which gives
the weight iu grains of a cubic fcot of vapour at all

temperatures from 0° to 100°, under a pressure of
30 inches mercury, " the capacity of air for moisture
doubles for a rise from 0° to 16° ; from 16' to 33° ; from

The following is the manner in which we should place
them :—Triticum vtilj^arc, Vill. I-'our-rowed e.ars ; spikelets
with 2—4 gi'ains falling out when ripe ; axes not fmgile.

a. Triticum antiquorum, M. ;—Small lake-dwelling Wheat.
Ears awiHess, short : the grains very much rounded, small,
and closely pressed together ; spikelets with 3—4 ripe gi-aius ;

palea, shai-ply carinated on the back from the very bottom,
shorter than the glume, and ending in a small tooth.

i». Tr. sativum. Lam. :—Common Wheat, Ears either with
or without awns, spikelets with 2—.1 ripe gi-ains ; palea nearly
of the length of the glume, cariuated only in front ; grains a
long oval, blunt.

c. Tv. durum, llcsf. :—Hard Wheat,
with 3—4 grains; palea narrow, i
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33° to 33°; from 52° to 73' : and fn.iii 7''. I" '.n;'; so that

if the quantities of water held in ^oliil mu In' tnkeu iaa
geometrical progression, the teminTatiiir iiirnsises in a

quioker ratio than the terms of an arithmetical pro-

gression." It thus appears that the capacity of air for

aqueous Y.apour does not follow the same ratio as the

temperature, the capacity for moisture at any

temperature being less than the mean of equidistant

temperatures ; for example, at 50' the elastic force of

vapour, measured by the column of mercury it. will

sustain, is 0.361 incli, and at 70', 0,733 inch ; if, ' I ;

^
i

fore, two masses of air, the one at 50' and tli'
'

at 70° (both saturated with water) be mixed 1 1

.

the compound will take a mean temperature " '••

but the elasticity of the mean of the two .pnnii n << "1

vapour will not correspond with 60°, bi!( ''>\
. '>, I'l'i" ilie

elastic force of vapour at 60" is 0,318, wliil-- Ibi: ini;ni

of the forces of 60* and 70" is 0.517. Takiug
a wider range the differences between the two
means of temperature and vapour become more
apparent. The mean of the two temperatures, 70° and
32 , is 51°. The mean of the elasticities of the vapour
of these two degrees of heat is 0.457 inch. The elasticity

of vapour at a temperature of 51° is 0.374 inch,

whereas 0.-i57 inch is the amount of vapour held in

suspension by the air at a temperature of 56'. 5. Hence
it follows that whenever two volumes of air of unequal
temperatures are brought together, there will not only

be an equalisation of heat and vapour, but an excess of

moisture beyond what the mean temperature can carry,

and part of the water must be precipitated. As these

facts are of the utmost importance not only throughout
the wide domain of Nature, but also within the nar-

rower spheres of our artificial atmospheres, it may be as

well to demonstrate them by a reference to the actual

quantity of water existing in the air as well as by the

varying elasticities of vapour at different temperatures.

For instance, the mean of tlie two temperatures 30° and
70° is 50°. The mean quantity of vapour for these two
temperatures is 5 grains per cubic foot. But the vapour
per cubic foot at a temperature of 50° is only 4.1 grains.

Hence nearly 1 grain per cubic foot is deposited as the

result of the naingling of these two different tempera-
tures. Upon this important fact—that the increased

capacity of heat for aqueous vapour does not follow the

same ratio as the temperature, the watering of the
world rests. Had they corresponded, there could

have been no deposit of dew, rain, or snow ; the
atmosphere might have been freighted with its in-

valuable load of water as now, and yet the thirsty

riven earth, and drought-baked mountains have
exerted their supplicatory, attractive, and electrical

forces in vain. Temperature and vapour being exactly

proportioned to each other, the air could never have
relaxed its grasp of the water, and the case of the
world would have been ten thousand times worse than
that of the quenchless maddening thirst of those on
board of a burning ship at sea. There might have been
water in plenty, in the heavens above, in tlie earth
beneath, and an ocean of water under the earth-
in fact "water, water everywhere;" and yet the
thirsty, scorched, blasted earth, might not have received

,"' a drop to drink."

The present arrangement is the more marvellous as

we take into account that there seems no physical
reason for the present diversity ofprinciple upon which
the respective additions of heat and moisture are

added to our atmosphere. Beaconing from analogy,

one would have expected them to have proceeded on
the same plan. Air expands in bulk in the same ratio,

for every increment of heat added to it at all tempera^
tares. On the contrary each separate temperature
carries its own .special quantity of moisture, and the
rate of increase does not keep pace or harmonise with
the increments of heat. Upon this difference the
throbbing life of the world is suspended, and we can
only adore the Infinite Wisdom that meets us in such
nice but vitally important arrangements, and pass on.

Returning to our figures, it will be seen that there is

a difference of 5.1 grains of moisture per cubic foot

between a temperature of 70° and one of 40°. I

choose these two temperatures advisedly, because 70° is

a temperature often maintained during cold weather
in plant stoves and forcing houses ; and many, perhaps
most gardeners, consider it safe to admit the external

air at 40°. I will also adhere to them for convenience,

and to prevent the necessity of frequent illustration.

Of course the force of the following remarks is not
dependent on these particular figures, but applies to

any other variety esisting between the external and
internal atmosphere. One of the chief facts that I

have been anxious to impress upon all throughout this

paper is, that these two atmospheres, the external and

our western borders. The north wind again brmgs with

it a reminder of the Arctic regions. It is not quite so

obvious why the south wind should be so cold occa-

sionally, only that it is sometinirs M-il'tcil to ii^ ari-nys

a cold continent, and sudden delnvs^lnl IS nririii|jri;itmv

often precede those electrical m- mlur rh:nrji' wIim'Ii

portend rain. But apart from Hit- a''''i>|.>iii:Ll [nvmii-

stauces determining the direction of tin nii' nirn-nls,

and the ratio of speed that measure lli-ir inn, llic

temperature of the air may be accepti'd ;i> ;i ^iimdanl

III -urement of its vapour. Viewed in this liyht the

i of admitting cold air into hothouses becomes
I \ ely alarming. Every cubic foot of air admitted

temperature of 40° to one of 70° is prepared to

and does do so, over 5 grains of water from each

foot of the warmer air. Taking a house contain-cubic „. .^•^ „

ing 900 cubic feet of air, and supposing that the

entire volume of its atmosphere is changed only 12 times

an hour, or every five minutes, for say 12 hours in the

day, the quantity of water removed by the ventilation

would be nearly a hundred weight—at the loss here

given. This may be thought an extreme supposition

;

but those most conversant with the constancy and

rapidity of air currents mil pause before they pronounce

it greatly exaggerated. The exact figures are of no par-

nlti

them is incalculable,

liigh was proved by e.\

warm day of 12 honr-

condition of the i

Illy 3i feet

[lired in a
- Hvoirdu-

ON HYBRIDISING FEUITS.

Having been occupied for many years in hybridising

plants, and being very fond of it, I at length turned

my attention to fruits.

I commenced with Grapes. JT.\ (jhjfcl was to make
the Muscat easier to cultivate, iukI mm r, hm' the size of

the Froutignan ; also to make tlir Im u- , cim sc kinds of

a better flavour, and to improve tlie larly ones. I

began, in the first instance, with the Muscat of

Alexandria (one of the most difficult Grajies to

cultivate) and the Troveren Muscat (a remarkably free

grower, but a lone time in coming to maturity). It is

,_'h not so highly muskta
i to obtain Grapes less

rtly right ; but I was

,
Ibi

cuusistcut ivith

,vth.

internal, vary not only in temperature, as all know, but
in the quantity of water which they carry, which
many seem altogether to forget. Cold air as a rule is

dry air. Its dryness may generally be measured by its

temperature, and exceptionally by the direction from
which it comes. Glancing at the map of the world, it

is easy to see why an east wind should be a dry cold

wind. It sweeps across cold countries at low tempe-
ratures, and the passage over the German Ocean is

too short a journey to greatly modify its cha-

racter. It is equally clear why a west wind
should bring us warm moist air, especially in the

winter, spring, and early summer months. It comes
laden with a heavy burden of water from the Atlantic,

the temperature and amount of which being both
sensibly augmented by the warming effect of the Gulf
Stream, the ameliorating force of which is expended on

ticular consequence, but it i

know the enormous loss of moisi 1

1

sion of cold air involves, and to lu

reducing that loss to a minim
efficient ventilation and healthy gi

The first great principle in skilful ventilation is to

admit little or no cold air at all. We have already

taken one step to limit its quantity. By moving the

internal air much less external will be needed. All the

cultural advantages of mere motion may he secured

without it. Neither does the air become so speedily

exhausted of plant-sustaining properties as many
suppose. What is consumed in the day, under the

influence of light is partly returned to the air during

the darkne.'w of the night. Besides it is easy, as I have

alrea/ly shown, to restock the air with plant food. II

food and strength can thus be secured to plants without

the external air, why should it be admitted in spring

and early summer to our plant house, where its Eastern

palate licks up water with the ravenousness of a tongue

of fire, and the chilling coldness of one of ice ? vV ell,

it is rather humbling to our science to have to confess

that it is admitted not because plants need it, but

because we have not yet learned the art of controlling

and regulating temperature without it. The fierce

beams of the strengthening sun run up the tcmiirra-

ture under gla-ss, and air at any degree of cold is s\\,|,t

into and through a semi-tropical climate to k, rji il

down. Now it would surely be more in accordauc

c

with philosophy and common sense to adopt some

measures to prevent the temperature from rising sn

high. Nature's antidote to an excess of heat is not

always an inroad of cold. She very often intercepts

the heat by the intervention of a shade m the form of

a cloud. There can be no good reason why we should

not do likewise.
. , ...

My first antidote then, to an excessive loss of water is

shade. I meet the objection of our sunless skies in two

ways. First, they are not sunless. At the very season

when the danger from admitting cold air is greatest,

the sky is often clear for weeks, and sometimes months.

The sun's power is out of all proportion to the mean

warmth of the air. Frosty nights succeed to hot da) s.

and keep down the general temperature. But the sun s

power on our glass-houses is often excessive, and our

young growtlis frequently suffer from an excess of heat,

and It may be light also. My next mode of meeting

the objection against curtailing the light is the common-

sense one, that of two evils we should choose the least.

We sufler much more from an excess of heat, and the

excessive ventilation it necessitates, than we should

from a more general adoption of shading. E.xcept in

extremely bright and hot weather the shading need

not be so thick or continuous as to preclude the

necessity of admitting any of the external air, but

it ought to be worked as a means of reducing the

amount to a minimum in ungenial weather.

One most effective means of lessening the amount of

both shading and air is to cut off the internal supplies

of heat. "VVhen bright days are expected the fires

should be drawn right out at 5 o'clock in the morning,

and the hot-water pipes emptied of their hot and

refilled with cold water. The usual mode of damping

down fires for the day is most disastrous. Often the

heat is kept up till after noon, and the sun and fire-

heat meeting m the same atmosphere causes a strain

on the juices of plants beyond all calculation. No
wonder that they often droop and flag ; the marvel is

that they do not wholly perish in the dry scorching

air The air is inexorable in its demands for water.

The heat quickens its thirst. It bends down and drinks

from every available surface of water, and sucks out

the juice from every living thing. In such circum-

stances it is becoming drier every moment. Every

degree of heat quickens its absorptive power, and lessens

the quantity to be absorbed. The air becomes dry

out of all proportion to its temperature, tor in giving

the amount of vapour held by specific degrees of

heat, of course it is presumed that water is accessible

to the air. In glass houses this is often not the ca.se.

Little or no evaporating surface is provided, and what

there is, is not disposed in the best manner for use.

The living plants are probably the only sources of
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here during these last 12 months we have used no less

than 91 lb. of it, costing, at 3s. 6rf. per lb., 16/. 9s., which
it will be seen is no inconsiderable item of expense in

a gentleman's establishment. We have about 11,500 ft.

of glass to fumigate. Now, if the duty was taken off

tobacco for horticultural purposes, the quantity just

named, at the price you suggest, viz., 8d. per lb., would
only amount to 31. 2s. id., thus effecting a saving of

13/. 6s. 3d. in one year's consumption. It is surely

therefore, a matter of the greatest importance to all of

us to aid you in obtaining for us, duty-free tobacco.

I am glad to find that a movement has been made in

this direction by the Royal Horticultural Society, and
I trust that there will be no backwardness on the part

of any who profess to have any interest in the move-
ment to strengthen their hands iu the good work
which they have undertaken. Thomas Hast, Gr. to W.
H. P. Weston, Esq., Wolmton Souse, Dorchester.

In reference to the question—" Tobacco duty-free for

horticultural uses," and the obtaining signatures to a

memorial for that purpose, I would respectfully suggest

that in order to save expense, gentlemen interested in

the question, and living in the various towns and
villages throughout the countiy, be requested to obtain

signatures (gratuitously), and forward them to you or

to the Eoyal Horticultural Society. For myself I shall

be happy to devote a few hours in and about this

village towards furthering your views in this matter.
Geo. H. JaiTa, Bury Nursertj, Edmonton. [We have
received numerous other letters on this important
subject, and shall ourselves be happy to do all we
can to further the progress of so desirable an object.

Eds.]
Fruiting of Aiteuha Japoiiiea.—In answer to your

correspondent " R." (see p. 1043) I may state that I

have fertilised a plant in the open air, and succeeded in
getting fruit on the shrub " all in the open air."

B. F.
Gardeners^ Benevolent Institution.—I beg to thank

" W. A." for his communication on this subject at

p. 972. Will you kindly allow me to tell him why I
am not a subscriber. It is simply this : because there
are so many pensioners that have never been sub-
scribers. This may be called selfishness ; so be it ; still

I confess I cannot understand how gardeners can be
expected to join an institution where the non-subscriber
is allowed a pension as well as the subscriber. Suppose
two men start life together : the one, frugal and homely
in his way of living, and desirous that he may
not be an incumbrance to any one in his old age, at
once decides to become a subscriber; the other,
spends all as fast as he earns, laughs at his friend's
c ireful ways, and tells him he hopes he shall never
want a pension, and if he does, he has plenty of
friends to get him one. I do not wish to ca.st any reflec-
tion on thenon-subscribingpensioners, but I do sav,and
I am not alone in this opinion, that their admission
makes young men careless, and acts as a strong pre-
ventive to their joining. What we want is this ; to be
entitled to a pension after a certain age, provided we
are out of a situation by accident, or became physically
incapable of taking one; and to let every gardener
understand that he must not expect help from the
Institution in his old age, if he does not put his
shoulder to the wheel when he is young and able. A
scale of subscriptions might easily be made to suit
men of all ages. If something of this sort were done,
we should hear of no rival societies, for I believe
almost every gardener would join it ; but as the rules
now stand, others like myself find it more prudent to
join some friendly society. Ubi mel ibi ape.':.

Which is the Best of the Edible PassiJIoras .'—The
recent comments in your Journal on the Water Lemon
(P. laurifolia) and the Granadilla (P. quadrangularis),
induce me to send a few words in favour of P. edulis,
which I will venture to say is much superior to either.
I have tasted the Granadilla and Water Lemon in
good condition, but never found either of them at all

equal in flavour to even an imperfectly ripened fruit of
edulis. There is also the great fact in favour of edulis
that it may bo grown witn the greatest ease in a cold
greenhouse or conservatory; and it fruits abundantly
without " artificial setting," whereas both the other
species require liberal stove treatment and artificial
impregnation. The long streaming shoots too of
edulis look very well in a show house or conservatory
with a fruit in the axil of nearly every one of its firm
glossy leaves. A dish of this fruit is a real addition t'o the
dessert, its peculiar acidulous flavour when ripe being
very agreeable to many. On the other hand, the fruit
of the large kinds is frequently no better than a
thoroughly well-boiled Cabbage stalk served up with a
little flat ginger beer. I may add this Passion-flower is

about the easiest of all fruits to grow, and hangs for a
long time in perfection. Such is luy opinion. Am I
right? Passijiora.

Iresine Uerbstii.—As Mr. Bennett is praising him-
self, and everybody else is praising Mr.B. for having
introduced this plant to the public," will you allow

me to put in a word for the parties who first exhibited
it at the New Plant Show of the Royal Horticultural
Society—Messrs. Herbst & Stenger, who first recom-
mended it for bedding ; and for the reporters of the
horticultural press, who were the first to write about
this " gem for the flower garden." Notwithstanding,
however, all that has been written in its favour, it is
patent to most gardeners that the plant is not only a
failure for the summer garden, but a decided disfigure-
ment to it in many neighbourhoods. During the late
autumn it is certainly very beautiful for a few weeks
previous to being thrown awav, but wherever the
C oleus and Amavanthus do well, it is miserablv inferior
to them : they are effective from the first day ; it is a
nuisance for the first three months after it is put in
the open air. However, a friend «{ mine is collecting
experiences about it of which ho may let you have the
benefit some day, which may prevent mauy of your
readers from being led to use aplant extensively, which

in many districts of the country mil prove a disfigure-

ment to the garden during the finest part of the

summer. For those who have only to provide for

an autumnal effect it will prove useful. Stef.

Hardy Bedding Plants, ^'c.—The desirability of

using as many hardy plants as possible in our bedding
out is beginning to be fully reco,gnised. That the
practice will save horticulturists some trouble and
much expense I have no doubt, and still less of its

adding much to the interest and variety of the flower
garden. We have as yet merely dipped into the rich
mine of hardy plants with a view to finding fit subjects
for bedding-out ; what has been done seems merely
the result of chance, and doubtless a full examination
of the qualities of the great number of hardy
herbaceous and Alpine plants that may be grown with
ease in our climate at all seasons, will yield a good
result. There is one fact that I wish particularly to
point out to all who are interested in hardy bedding
plants (and who is not V), and that is, that not a few of
them bloom much longer—much more like bedding
plants, in fact—if fresh planted every year. The
fact that a plant is quite hardy does not justify
us in leaving it alone for years, if by a contrary
course we may produce an end that all desire

—

long continued bloom. Much, or nearly all of the
continuity of bloom displayed by ordinary bedding
plants, is the result of the fresh planting of young
plants every year. Suppose our climate suffered
Geraniums, Calceolarias, &o., to live through the
winter, would their second year's bloom be anything
like what we are now accustomed to ? I think not.

Their bloom would "come to a head," and perish,
much like that of many herbaceous plants. Therefore,
if we expect hardy plants to give us all the good they
are capable of, we must treat them, in a great number
of instances, pretty much the same as tender bedding
stuff, /. e., plant afresh every season. This particularly
applies to such things as Viola cornuta, which has
proved itself so useful as a bedder during the past
season. Of course it will best apply to tilings that
grow and root quickly, and that flower in propor-
tion to the vigour and continuity of their growth.
Achillea aurea is a pretty yellow species, which
makes a very respectable bedding plant the first year of
planting, but comes into flower and has done with it

the following ; therefore the way to succeed with it

and plants of like character, is to take them up when
the tenderlings are removed in autumn, and divide
and put them in stock in some snug nursery beds of

j

finely-pulverised earth, where they may remain till

the following spring, when they may be put in posi-
tions designed for them. And what a luxury will it

not prove to have one's best bedding plants so arranged
during winter that a thought need not be bestowed
upon them after being planted in their nursery. Of
course such plants as the variegated Arabises, the
beautiful Polemonium cceruleum varicgatum, Dactylis
glomerata variegata, Sempervivum californicum, the
silvery Saxifragas, Gnaphaliums, and Cerastiums, the
new Poa, the variegated Daisies, the dwarf Antennaria
tomentosa and the several kind of Pansies, are among
the best bedding plants in existence. By making
free use of what hardy beddiufj materials we are
already acquainted with, the judicious gardener
may save himself much trouble. By the way, the
Cliveden Pansies, so famous for the spring garden, will

be found equally useful for the summer season, if

propafiated in autumn, and planted out in spring. The
blue, lor instance, will be found quite as good as Viola
cornuta, and the other colours are equally valuable in

their way. It is verj' likely the blue one would prove
even better than cornuta during a dry season in

ordinary soils. Of course there are hardy flower-
garden plants that will not bear the annual removal
that I advise for the free-growing and flowering kinds
—the Tritomas, for instance, and some of those above
enumerated when .a particular end is desired; and the
flowering kinds will require the change much more
frequently than those grown for the beauty of their
leaves. Others, again, will prove best during the
second year of their blooming, and of these I may
mention two of the finest plants in existence for

autumnal gardening—the fine white variety of
Anemone japonica, arid Rudbeckia Neumanni. These
furnish a long-continued bloom, and on rich soils are
truly fine for positions that require rather tall-growing
subjects. W. S.

The Plants of Palestine.—I admire the idea of your
correspondent " T. E." (see page lO-U), and can
imagine the pleasure and interest which such a collec-

tion as he has suggested would excite, if all the plants
of Palestine were arranged in a spot where they could
be seen, and have the names attached to them by
which they are mentioned in sacred history, as well as

the scientific names by which they are known to
botanists. But I fear it is almost impossible that such
a pleasing dream can be realised, especially when we
consider the great difference that exists between the
dry and burning atmosphere of the Holy Land, and
that of the comparatively cold and variable climate of

England. Even the few shrubs and plants that might
flourish with us during summer in some sheltered
situations in the Isle of Wight, or the warmer parts of

Devon and Cornwall, would probably not be able to
survive the long-continued state of moisture to

which they would be subject during winter.

With regard to the " Apple of Sodom," I can hardly
think that this oft-agitated question among travellers

can be said to be set at rest by the simple statement
quoted from Mr. Tristram's work on The Land of

Israel." Nor can I conceive upon what ground the
opinions of previous writers, as well as those of travel-

lers and botanists, both ancient and modern, should
have been so unceremoniously cast aside, and " Calo-
tropis procera, a strange and most tropical-looking

shrub, with hollow pufl'-balls by way of fruit." pro-
nounced to be the true Apple of Sodom. Hitherto I

have been led to believe that this remarkable fruit

which every traveller has noticed for its beautiful
form and attractive appearance, is the produce of
Solanum sodomeum, a plant which grows abundantly
on the shores of the Dead Sea, and is stated by the
naturalist Hasselquist, who examined it on the spot,

to have its fruit attacked by a species of (3ynips, which
punctures the rind and converts the interior into a dry
powder like ashes, while tlie outside retains its usual
size and alluring aspect.

" like that fair fruit

"Which grew in Paradise, the bait of Eve,
Used by the Tempter."

Now, from what has just been stated, it appears to me
that the fruit of Solanum sodomeum, from being " fair

without, and full of ashes within," is more likely to be
the fabulous Apple of Sodom than the pod of Calotropis
procera, which although resembling ' a large Apple in
shape and colour, and cracking like a puff-ball when
slightly pressed, contains only (instead of ashes) a long
threa,d of small seeds in a half-open pod with long silky

filaments," characteristic of the natural order Ascle-
piadacese, to which Calotropis belongs. B.
Polemonium cceruleum variegatum.—Since I wrote

the articles upon " Bedding-out " which recently
appeared in this Paper, I have received from Mr. D.
Thomson, of the Gardens, Archerfieldj some specimens
of the Polemonium cosruleum variegatum; and I
cannot feel that the list which I gave of plants most
deserving of culture is complete until I nave a.dded

this very beautiful variety. The habit is that of a
graceful, feathery Pern, having its fronds edged with a
bright, silvery variegation. Its medium height and
compact habit render it available alike for the centre

or outer circle of a bed, and its cheerful charming
appearance, which pleases the sight,' without tiring it,

like so many of our gaudy bedders, mil make it a great

and general favourite. Mr. Thomson will have from
the floral brotherhood the hearty thanks, which I am
already privileged to offer him, for the introduction, or
rather the restoration, of this lovely plant. If I am
not mistaken, he was the editor of another delightful

re'- publication, i. e., Centaurea ragusina, and has
therefore a double claim upon the gratitude of gar-

deners. I have also to thank Mr. Tyermau, of the
Liverpool Botanic Gardens, for plants of the Viola
lutea and montana. As they are not in flower, I can
only say that the habit of the former is particularly

neat and pretty, giving me a strong presentiment of

further merit; but that the latter appears to have
straggling propensities, and to be what is termed in our
Nottinghamshire phrase " a rawmer." S. R. H. If I
mistake not somebody has been inquiring about the
culture and propagation of this fine plant. On good
garden soils generally I think it will be found as easy of

culture as its plainly-dressed poor relation, the common
Greek Valerian. It is however apt to go ofl' on a very
wet clayey soil. It flourishes finely in deep rich loam,

and makes a very attractive variegated object. As
regards the propagation, it is effected by simply
digging up well-established old plants and pulling them
in pieces, and then planting them immediately in a
nursery-bed of good soil. I have " propagated it " in

the month of August by digging up the old stools,

pulling them in pieces quickly, and then popping the
whole lot into water but for a moment, to counter-

act the rapid evaporation of the period. Generally
speaking I should say the best plan is to divide it

in early autumn, so that it may he nicely established

in the nursery-beds before mid-winter ; hut doubtless

on the majority of soils it will prove as easily managed
as the variegated Cocksfoot, that is when once
established. But I may remark there is much differ-

ence between getting well-established old roots and
miffy specimens in small pots. W.

Inflorescence of Orchids.—It is stated in reply to a
correspondent (p. 1018) that branched spikes of

Burlingtonias are abnormal. Practically I am inclined

to join issue with your finding, because it frequently

occurs in both Burl'ingtonia decora and rigida, samples

of which I now send you. Cultivation does certainly

work wonders in many samples of vegetable life, and
Orchids, though considered precariousasagroup,formno
noteworthy exception. In this particular, however, it

is so decided in the specimens grown here year after

year by mere ordinary routine, that I look upon
branched spikes as the normal characteristic of the

two plants m question. I am not inclined to fall out

with the Professor for dubbing them Rodriguezias,

and I can confirm practically that even R. secunda
occasionally produces branched spikes, but so seldom,

that their aopearance might e considered abnormal.

There is this saving clause uiat ought to be taken
into consideration, however, and that is that the

suljsidiary spikes seldom shoot forth their inflorescence

until the main or terminal one has shed its flowers.

It is no less, albeit, a branched spike on that account,

and doubtless similar to " A. D. B.'s." With reference

to Lycaste Skinneri, Pleione Wallichii, and Cypri-

pedium barbatum, two-flowered samples of which I

have enclosed, there can be no doubt that the appear-

ance of two-flowered peduncles is purely abnormal.
How to account properly for this occasional freak must,

I presume, remain an open question ; at least it has

never been satisfactorily dealt with either by physiolo-

gists or botanists, and I cannot presume to discuss

the question. As a cultivator, with my eyes open to

abnormal productions of this kind, I may he permitted

to say that such are not produced by cultivation,

properly speaking ; in proof of which I might cite that

there are many plants of Lycaste at Meadow Bank with
pseudo-bulbs twice the dimensions of those wiiich have
produced the two-flowered peduncles. Any increase in

inflorescence dependent on bulk or r.ather solidity of

pseudobulb shows itself in the number of distinct

peduncles that are formed, and not in the branching of

the original flower-stalks. I have had, for example,

prior to 18fi6, as many as 12 peduncle? proper to a
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pseudobulb ; but I observe that additional experience

and more liljoral cultvire has, in one instance at least,

laid the basis for 16 flowers making their appearance
at different stages, some in flower and some onl.v

showing. In respect to the Pleione, this is the first

time I have seen the variety sent take after that

fashion, and on examination I find it is the produce ol

the weakest bulb of the mass. In Cypripediums it is

doubtless also a rare occurrence, although good
instances of the kind were exhibited at the Inter-

national Show in C. barbatum and C. hirsutissi-

mum, and these did not escape the Professor's

eye, as he particularly alluded to them at the
Congress meeting. J. Ayiderson^ Meadow BanJc.

[We have to thank our correspondent for the speci-

mens he was good enough to forward to us, on some of

which we may report further at another time. In the
meantime, with reference to this question of branching
of the inflorescence, we think Professor Reichenbach
hxs been misunderstood. He does not say that branched
inflorescences do not occur in certain species of

certain genera, but he maintains that there are other
genera, of which Orchis may be mentioned as one, in

which branched inflorescences do not occur, though it

is hard to say why not. The tenor of Mr. Anderson's
remarks as to the vveaker pseudobulbs producing two-
flowered peduncles in Pleione, and as to the effect of

cultivation in augmenting the number of flower-stalks,

rather than in causing the increased ramification of a

few, is in accordance with what we know as to the
formation of flowers in general. As a rule any-
thing that tends to arrest growth, aft«r a certain

stage of development has been reached, is favourable

to the production of flowers. It is worthy of remark
that many of the Orchids which do not usually

produce branched flower-stalks are "indefinite" in

mflorescence, while the branching genera ordinarily

produce cymes, /. e. definite inflorescence. Eds.]
Hothouse Shading.—What is the best material, and

what the best means of shading stove plants under
glass, so as to prevent scorching on the one hand, and
weak growth from too much shade on the other?
I believe a discussion on this subject took place at the
International Congress, but I cannot glean auythin;
very definite from the reports I have seen of the dis.

cussion. It will, I think, be admitted by all vvho have
any pretensions to either horticultural or floricultural

knowledge, that it is asubject of paramount importance.

I have from time to time visited most of our principal

nursery establishments and private places where plant-

growing is the great aim, but in no one instance do I

remember to have seen a well-devised system of

shading. The rule appears to be a permanent summer
shade, either of tiffany, scrim-canvas, hessian, frigi-

domo, or what is worse, the glass bedaubed with a
whitewash-brush. Is permanent summer shade the
right method ? or do we in our cloudy isles at times
reciuire every ray of light we can command ? If roller-

blinds are used, is there any material made sufficiently

strong to bear the constant strain, and yet at the same
time admit sufficient light into the house ? Is the
material better fixed on the exterior, or in the interior

of the house ? Is there any fabric made at the present
time that will effectually answer the double purpose
of shade by day, and cover by night—in the one case

to moderate the solar rays, and in the other prevent as

much as possible terrestrial radiation ? I think I hear
Mr. Warner say, "' Double-glazing is the cure ;" but is

it really true that the hot, invisible midsummer sun's

ray will never leave a nasty brown blotch upon your
pet under the double glass roof ? Enquirer, Wilton. [The
model exhibited by Mr. Hewlett at the Congress for

night covering and shading by day is still to be seen at

the Royal Horticultural Society's meeting room. Eds.]
Viola cormtta.—Allow me to ask Mr. Bennett through

your columns whether he thinks the horned Violet

superior to Campanula carpatica for edgings. The
latter is a great favourite, and I am somewhat fearful

of dismissing the Campanula for the Violet. The scent

of course is a great recommendation, but for profusion
of bloom and colour, is not the old Campanula best ?

The Violet is perpetual-flowering I believe, but wher-
ever I have seen it, it has not been gay. The Campa-
nula is a blaze, and with picking the seed off it will

flower pretty well for four months. It seems ungrate-
ful to a new favourite, but I cannot help saying that,

from all I have seen, the Viola cornuta has been
immensely over-praised. Will Mr. Bennett and others
take the Campanula as a standard of comparison, and
then we shall know better what to do with it. D. T. Fish.

The Orange Trees at Gunnersbnry.—Allow me to
state that I regret having specially singled out the
large Orange trees here as an illustration of my com-
ments on those at Holland House. The words escaped
me in a moment of inattention, and naturally enough,
from having been led to visit Gunnersbury to see those
very specimens, in consequence of a laudatory article

that appeared a couple of years ago in one of your
contemporaries. Even the worst of the Gunnersbury
trees are better than many to be seen in good places,

and therefore I must apologise to Mr. Forsyth for the
seemingly ill-natured allusion which escaped me when
slightly impregnated with bile. I need scarcely add that
few places display better gardening than may be seen at
Gunnersbury. W. 1 was glad to see "Visitor's"
statement about the Orange trees at Gunnersbury. I

have known the trees at both places for many years, and
was surprised at the uncomplimentary character of the
remarks on the Gunnersbury trees. I am pleased to be
able to confirm "Visitor's" statement, and to teU all

good gardeners that they will see many other things
that will repay a visit to Gunnersbury, as well as the
Orange trees that "' Visitor " so correctly describes.
Doubtless the trees at Holland House are
very fine, and have been so for many years.

They are so good as to be well able to stand alone,
without any attempt to bolster them up by disparaging
those to be seen elsewhere. If I mistake not, many of

them belonged to Louis Philippe, and were brought
over by the late Lord Holland's then head gardener,

Mr. Scobie, about or during 1818. They were carefully

tended, and well managed for many years by him, and
(^ertainly have long been perhaps the finest to be seen
in England. Your correspondent has correctly

described their general appearance and winter
quarters. The summer quarters of the finest—those
which stand in front of the Orangery-have not been
so clearly defined. Behind them is the Orangery

;

on the left, standing with one's back to the Orangery,
is a wall I should think 30 feet high ; on the right,

high trees, shrubberies, kitchen garden, &c. The
terrace, or rather square of gravel (on which they are
placed) slopes to the south. In front of that is a
kitchen garden,hounded by plantations abutting against

walls, other gardens, houses, &c., right down to the
Holland Arms on the Kensington Road. Thus the
trees can scarcely receive a breath of wind, unless from
the south, and even that is carried mostly over
them by the sheltering walls, &c., in front. Mr.
Scobie's great aim—and I presume the same practice is

followed still, although I have not the pleasure of

knowing the present gardener—was to keep the trees

very cool during winter and spring. They were placed
out at the end of May, and flowered and ripened their

growth out of doors. Hence, I believe, his great
success. There was another point : the trees seldom or
never fruited. I think this had much to do with their

great luxuriance. The cool regimen does not suit

fruiting orange trees in this country. They will

live, grow, and flower well, if merely excluded from
frost in winter, and exposed in sheltered positions to

the summer's sun out-of-doors, but to have fruit worth
eating, or to keep fruiting Orange trees in health, more
heat IS needed. It is rather a singular reminiscence
that some ten years ago Mr. Scobie and myself drove
to Gunnersbury. He was fascinated beyond measure
with some fine Orange trees laden with fruit, and came
home grumbling about his own huge trees having
none. Were he alive now, poor fellow, he
would well remember the advice I gave him.
The reasons I advanced were so convincing to him
that I believe he was ever afterwards content to let

his trees rest and be thankful, without their burden of

golden fruit. I should be glad to learn if the fruitless

'( of course I do not mean absolutely) regimen is still

pursued at Holland House. I should also like to hear
Mr. Forsyth's opinion upon the question of fruit or no
fruit for out-of-door trees. Quereus.

South American Oaks.—In reference to this subject,

let me refer
"'
A. M." to a notice of Mr. Linden's cata-

logue at p. 903, where Oncidium cucuUatum is said to

be" found on Oaks {irouve sur des Chenes), near Las
Vetas, in the Colombian Cordillera. Q.

Study of Fungi.—yfhen commencing the study of

Phanerogamous botany, I gave up the Grasses in

despair. But happening to be in France, I purchased,

for local use, the Flore Parisienne." The work was
prefaced by a key, on what may be termed the

dichotomous or branching method, which made every-

thing so easy, that naming all the Grasses became
comparatively child's play. Now, when I began the
Agarics, I experienced the difficulties described by
your correspondent Mr. Marshall (see p. 997), and it

occurred to me that the same dichotomous system might
be applied to them also. As a sample, I append the

genus Coprinarius so treated. The mode of using the
system is so self-evident on inspection, that

no explanation is needed. Like aU other "royal
roads," it has its imperfections. If you miss
a single link, the whole chain is gone, and on lately

submitting the scheme to our greatest living authority,

I was told that the discriminating marks of Fungi were
often not sufficiently clear and definite to yield to so

unbending and rigid a system. I believe this opinion

to be sound. It might be difficult to find diacritical

marks even between genera such as Coprinus and
Coprinarius. As, however, the subject may interest

other readers besides your correspondent now under
reply, perhaps you will think the following paper
worth printing :

—

CoPBINARlUa.

1. Gregarious in huudreda |disseminatua.
Not so gregarious . . . . . . . . ) 2,

2. Sporuleg bla-'k, pUeus not yellow . . .- 1 3-

Sporules ferruginous, pileus yellow (viscid) f 7

3. Pileus membranaceous, gills pale pinkish
brown, or brown

Pileus aubcamose, gills clouded,

4. Pileus campanulate, disk nifescent, margin \

pale aulcate (dififers from A. plicatilis in
[

not having a fleshy colljir) \ striatus.

Pileus hemispherical, disk dirty white, I

margin purplish, not sulcate . . .J papyraceus.

5. Pileus clay-white when moist, stem"!
whitish (viscid) .. . .. . . [ semiovatus.

Pileus cinereous when moist, stem rufescent j 6.

6. Margin of gills white (never viscid) . . . . ^ papili

,, ,, cinereous ) fimiputri

7. Stem pure white (not very tender, except"!
at the margin, gills clay-coloured, mode- F

rately broad) fvitelhnu;
Stem yellow J 8.

8. Pileua plicate, gills nearly free, reddish "i

brown, stem equal (_titulana.

ghcd 11 11)., and (ho whole of the row from which it

^ lalic ./. K.
Late Inlenialiunal Exhibition.—The gardeners'

cause generally is nut to be benefited by giving scho-
lastic prominence to a few even of the most successful
a.spirants to horticultural honours. With an efficient

modern education, where can a better school for an
aspirant to full gardening practice be found, than those
in which our gardeners receive their instructions?
Such schools are capable of sending forth Paxtons, and
are numerous enough in the form of first-class gar-

dens throughout the land. Is theoretical teaching
or aptness in answering questions at examinations
one and the same thing witti that untiring energy, and
constant forethought, so necessary to carry on properly

a first-class garden, or for the production of objects of

first-class horticultural merit ? Though these quali-

ties may be attainable combined, they are not neces-

sarily twin associates, and I am opposed to the principle

upon the simple basis that by elevating a few you
do not attain, but rather retard, the end in view,

namely, that of advancing the cause of horticulture.

Then, as to the International, what had the original

promoters in view ? Was it not the advancement of
horticulture and of all associated with gardening ? This,

I believe, was the prevailing desire of every subscriber.

Would it not, then, be promoting those views still

further, to give a decided prominence to the only pre-

vailing desire which caused the success attained ?

namely, that of continuing in the same groove, by
having an annual exhibition of two or three days*

duration, moderate in its pretensions, yet sufficiently

interesting to gain the general favour. With funds in

hand as a guarantee, to support any occasional reverse,

I am convinced of the practicability of such a plan.

It has been seen what a day or two at a shilling rate is

capable of producing, and the impetus given to the
calling is without question. William Earlet/, Digswell.

ClassiJication of Bedding Pelargoniums.—Your cor-

respondent " J. G.," in p. 1014, inquires why I classify

Mrs. Pollock, Burning Bush, &c., variegated zonals ?

Simply because there is a great difficulty in finding a
more appropriate term. These andothersimilarvarieties
in that section, are certainly nothing more or less tuan
zonals. "J. G." cannot say Lucy Grieve, Lady CuUum,
or Italia Unita, are without zones, nor are they less

bright in their colourings than the sorts he names.
Should any of the kinds which he has selected as zonals,

break into variegation, producing foliage with red and
bronze zones, are these, when perpetuated, to be dis-

carded from the zonal type? I believe it is not
generally known that white and yellow margins
proceed from a marking or stripe on the upper side of

the " petiole," radiating to the veins at the disk, from
whence it extends and disperses round the leaf. This
I discovered from close observation ; it lead» me to

cherish the hope of shortly raising, or seeing produced,
varieties marked and coloured entirely contrary to the
many beautiful sorts recently introduced. To obtain
foliage with yellow or white disks, it only requires the
marking alluded to in the leaf-stalk to be reversed to

the under side. This is not improbable. I really must
differ from "J. G. " in respect to gold or silvtr-

variegated being sufficiently definite. Golden Cliain,

with Flower of the Day, must not be classed with Lady
CuUum or Italia Unita, the latter named having zones,

the former being without. What is required is confu-
sion remedied. By adopting the system of " J. G." the
classification would remain as it has done for the last

20 years. As we advance in new varieties, so we must
provide .them with suitable classes. Wm. Q-room,
Ipswich.

attenuated

S. S.
Broccoli.—To-day (Nov. 7) I have cut some fine

heads of Backhouse's Winter White Broccoli ;
growing

by its side is Snow's varietv, which as yet shows no
sign of flowering. Both kinds were sown on the
l-lth April. Have any of your correspondents cut any
other early sort ? J. C. Nicholson, Thirklehy Park.

JLarge Celeri/.—Mr. Thomas Young, Gr. to Crawshay
Bailey, Esq., Aberaman Park, Glamorgan, had a stick

of Celery taken up the other day in the kitchen I chryaanthi

garden there which, when properly washed and cleaned, occupied a

Foreign Correspondence.
Age of Wellingtonias. — Will your contributor

" A. M." be kind and explicit enough to indicate his

authority for stating in your columns for October 13,

that the age of a tree of Wellingtonia " was calculated

by Prof. Asa Gray at 3000 years," that this was the
first published estimate, and that it " was deduced by
mistake," the Profes.sor having fallen into the error of

reckoning the earlier growth as no more rapid than
the later, &c. " A. M." has been in some way misled ;

for all three propositions are simply incorrect. It was
Dr. Lindley himself who, when he proposed the genus
Wellingtonia, gave currency and credit to the idea that

the large tree in question was over 3000 years old ; and
the first note that I published upon the subject was to

show that this and similar estimates were wholly

unwarranted and extravagant, pointing out also, I

believe, the probable source of error by which " A. M."
supposes me to have been deceived. A. Ch-ay, Cam-
bridge, Mass., Oct. 30. [With reference to this state-

ment, it may be mentioned that Prof. A. De Candolle

showed at the late Botanical Congress a slip of paper

on which upwards of 1234 annual rings upon the

trunk of a Wellingtonia were marked (see p. 516).

Eds.] __

United Horticultural : Nov. 14 to 17.—A Flower and Fruit

Show, which was well supported, and exceedingly attractive,

has been held this week in Guildhall, under the auspices of

thia Society, in conjunction with a Fancy Bazaar, which took

place at the same time in aid of the funds of the Albert

Orphan Asylum. Itwas opened by the Duke of Edinburgh on
Tuesday last, when there was a large attendance, which has

been well kept up during the other (three) days on which the

show was open. Let u^^ hope therefore that there may be a

good surplus to hand over, not only to the Albert Asylum but
ulsu to the Gardeners' Benefit Fund associated with the

Hoi-ticultural portion of the display.

Along the sides of the body of the hall, alternately with

bazfuvr stalls, were arranged groups of Ferns, fine-fuliaged

plants, and Chrysanthemums in pots ; in the centre was a

tastefully-contiived floral design, the work of Mr. Crute. one

of the Society's most active members ; and right and left of

centre-piece were tables covered with cut blooms of

n. Fruit, which was plentiful and good,

by itself, and another was chiefly devoted to
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ot Ep<;o 1 vh 1 o had some well filled hanging ba kets by
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f Hb
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„,„.„.. „ ^, _ _ Wilkiia Lq Lejt n Mr
W U. Ill r la|t Mr Oi. rt Mr Crant and Mr
Wyno 1 nbob Hit J f 1 nji ttily matchelll ssoms

An un^ V ti s 1 tht diff ent c lie ti ns from the c-^hi

bit J st named we remaikedchain ing exampleb of Colden

Beverley Ja dm des Plantes Wbite (- Inl

since brought out, with the help of other botanists, the

remniuder of the work up to the first part of the

gixli'iiili Ml'! l:i>t volume, which I'niil iln- Mir r*iij,uli-

fi.i-, I
, 11 pen. Casimirli '' '''.' 'i- sou

pir i.
I

, III grandson of til' .
i n-i.has

ali-,^,,..;\ ..mil niiuttMl several memoir- i
> u.i- riMlroiuus,

and is now engaged in preparing a mouograpli of the

PiperacefE, which will form a part of the yet uncom-
pleted sixteenth volume.
The section before us contains the whole of that

numerous and diSicult order the Euphorbiaceie,

except the tribe Euphorbiae, which had been already

monographed by Boissier in the first section of this

part published nearly five years ago. Including both
sections the volume contains nearly 1300 pages—

a

singular contrast to the early volumes of the work, the

first 1300 iiages of which contain no less than 63 orders,

and a remarkable testimony to the progress of

botanical discovery during the past half century.

If M. De CandoUe has limited the Prodromus to

the Dicotyledons with the view^ of revising the

early volumes—and we hope this is the reason, for

the description of the whole vegetable kingdom, as

its title implies, was the original plan of the work-
it would be difficult to estimate what space would
be required for the fii'st 63 orders, when all the

additions are incorporated, and the whole species are

described as fully as in this monograph of the Euphor-
biaceEC. Dr. Miiller might have greatly increased the

size of his volume had he not to a considerable extent

reduced species which former authors had established

to the position of varieties. Dr. Lindley in his
" Vegetable Kingdom " (1847), estimated the order as

containing about 2500 described and undescribed

species. The two authors of this volume describe in
Prince of Anemones, Lady

j
^1] 3137 species."•'""" '"''' "" Dr. Miiller has with great care traced the synonyrny.

„.ten hunting out forgotten names, and always clearing

up the difficulties that beset the history of species.

The extensivelibrary of M. DeCandoUe has supplied him
with the means of doing this most exhaustively. He has

II t f Chrynithi-nuni i

t the res lit of fertilising the

1 1 ee kept for two n onths in

ated leave 1 Pchirtomums came
E 1 Htnderbon contributed

tar<-i leaved Cr sb calle 1 Poa

name vhicb h uld 1 e bb rtened

eapec ally those from Mr George

1 1 n 11 (to whom a piece of plate

I t * nsfict -v

f 11 1

I L nl a •» I tb

ngtui h<id a charmingly mixed group of

eties and Pompc nfl the last 1 oth in the shapt

mils Mr Bikei g t i U 33 t Esq
bowe 1 ai mtei t H

antbemuras ^ llcnt

E G Hei
II 11 Mr I mf

Ml n

Mrs \\ Holborn
Laiy Harlu g ^

Prii ce

An ng Anem i

Cbeiub Emp ess of India
Alfred, and Pi in ess of Wales
sorts the most conspicuous wei
Marg.aret, Fleur de Marie, .an

only new kinds shown
Mr. Heale, Upper Clapton ; and White Princess,

flower from Messrs. E. G. Henderson.
In the ckiss devoted to designs for dinner table decorations,

and hand bouquets, Mr. Howard, gr. to J. Brande, Esq., _. ^
Balbam, stood pre-eminent, his designs being charming

]

alsoexaminedallthegreatherbaria,andhasconseqnently
illustrations of good taste and airangement, and his hand

, go^p^ed for himself almost all the plants described

;

bouquets
Forsyth, gr.

Ealing, also i

^ir^-sss, T-ss^rsbiirp^: I ---'^i'fp^-^^iis \:^^i^±^f^}^
. beautifully-made hand bouquet. Cut himself seen it. The work is a thorough and elaborate

flowoi^s, cnnsistmgof Orchids, and the produce of other stove monographby an ableandacute botanist of a family that

and greenhouse plants, were furnished by Mr. Wilson, Mr. needed very much a complete revision, and from this
Baker, Mr, Ward, and M ' ' • ^ j-=— Ji ... ,. . ,.

with well-executed wax fio'

Rhodes, Sydenham
The most remarkable features of the r

August. A neat desipi, covered
, „g\j^^ „( yiew the work is all that could be desired,

irs, was furnished by Mrs. Osman
jguphorbiaceous plants are extremely variable, and no

_ devoted to Fnut doubt the examination of so large a series as has come

r.=,o »u„ magnificent Pme-apples which" it contained from under Dr. Miiller's inspection would tend to modify
Mr. Forsyth, gr. to Baron Rothschild at Gunnersbury, and the one's impression of the hmits of specific forms. No
large and fine collection of Grapes from Messrs. Lane, of Groat

, Jggs Jlj^n 31 different forms of the genus Bicinus have
Berkbampstead ; among the latter were said to be bunches

j j^ described, most of them aS species, and all of

rtt'^f,.**i'he s^L?SL°aSrs1iord\Xri;ru=-fS l

them havm^ .permanent ch^acters£ which they co^

examples of Vines in pots, in the treatment of which they are
|
be distinguished. These are all reduced to the we\\-

usuaUy most successful. From Mr. Meads, gr. to Raikes known species E. communis, tlie tastor-oil plant. 'I he
Cunie. Esq., Minley Manor, Famborougb, also came three 1 Greek alphabet is exhausted to find distinguishing
unusually Sue bunches of Muscat of Alexandria Grape

;
they marks for the Varieties of Sebastiana (Tragia) cornicu-

were beautifully ripened, exbibiting m they did m a high
,

j j f y,^^^]^ ^ad been considered good species,
degree that fine t'ria.m hue which this Grape should , '."""j ^_:";i>:.'^'_:"_';i''„ „,. „„„»„;,; „ i„„„ „?„i,t „f „

have when ill 7'ijil

1-2 lb. 2 oz. Mr. Till.i

also showed good 1

Forsyth's fruit of c

weigh less than 9 lb.

Cayennes, Prom Mr. .Jefferson,

Worksop, came a very fine blood
and some good Pines also camo
Leaf, Esq.
Very fine Dessert Pears came

Giahurst Cottagi

W. E,

d he had also . .

Garnsell, Esq,,

Pine, which weighed 7 lb.,

from Ml-. Page, gr. to W.

Mr. Sidney Ford,
Mr. Turner, gr.

"""wSiled'ToUeeUvdy ' Anl bfttis 'proofs oTcu^taiTing weTos'e'srg'ht oTsome
'..f Portland, and others, 1

interesting plants, such as the Stringwood of St.

Is the Pine-apples, Mr. > Helena, One of the few recent plants which, hke the
ild Pine-.apple could not Great Auk and the Dodo among birds, are believed to be

beautifully ripened
, extinct as living organisms, and are only known from

""
dried specimens preserved in herbaria. This plant, the

Acalypha rubra, was collected by Roxburgh in

St. Helena in 1814, and could not be found in 1843.

Wihion, Esq., Dr. Miiller takes from it the interest that it had
rd, ^r- .*o ' derived from being believed to be extinct, by referring

„ ^ ^ „ T ;.
,'" ''^'^' I it, as only a variety, to A. reticulata, which besides this

MrX°Serf-RXS- Nur'^rr^,''"sw1i:
!

includes eight forms, mostly described by other

Smoe Esq and Mr Turner, I
authors as distinct species, and all from Madagascar,

_ „f Baking "peara ; and Mr. I Mauritius, or the Comoro Islands, on the opposite side

showed Pears. In the collections 1 of the African continent.
just named, we noticed beautiful

j

-^ipg do not object to the limits which Dr. Miiller
seckel, Beun-i de Capiaumont

!
• ^ j^; species, but we certainly cannot agree with

t^liea;fa"ndSs e^qXlne'!^'
,

- ^-'ty ^^k"" H- ^^r'^"'^^^
¥\'^'' ''''T

°' ^"^

^^„.vo ..... ,..„ „ ..„,„dent condition, especially coUec-
i

Volume, and by which he appends his name to many
tions both of dessert and culinary kinds, from Mr. Webb, of

1
well-known species mthout m any way altering the

Caloot, near Reading, in which there was not only large nomenclature. The definition of a species has hitherto
usual amount of biiUiant^

°°!!'"'i;„w been the description of an object iu Nature. The
„„„„»., ..inw,,,,, „n.-,^ ,-» •

o o
group of plants included under a species agree so far

that the specific character is a particular account of

each individual. "VPTiere two or more permanent forms
awarded equally to Mr.

^
are recognised under one species the practice has been
to consider the originally described, or the most

From Mr. Mort
Streatham, cai

Neale. Stoke .\.j

from the <hll, ;
-

specimen,. , '

bn

Wellington ; as well as of King of the Pippins (large and beau-

tiful), Court Pcndu Plat, Bibston, and Fearn Pippins. The Pr
dent's prize for the best dish of Apples was awarded equally to
Turner, gr. to J. Hill, Esq,, and Mr. Parsons, gr. to R. Atten- ^^ ^„„^, _..^ ^ , __
borough, Esq., Tumham Green ; Mr. Mortimore

;
Mr. Turner,

, abundanTfonn, ~as tlie species, and to refer the others
Slough; Mr. Scarfe, gr. to T. Ronaldson, Esq.; and Mr.

I as varieties differing from that in some one or more
. Filberts and Cob-nuts peculiarities. Dr. Miiller, on the contrary, makes some
BarrweU, Onions from

!
specific hke generic diagnoses to consist of the charac-

Newton also showed Apples.^

Among Miscellaneous subjects we
from Mr. Webb, Cucumbers from Ml. __, . ... . ^,

Messrs. Cutbush, Potatos from Mr. Ford and Mr. Webb, from
j

ters which several groups of plants have m common, so
whom came a long kind named Webb's First Early New

jij^t g^ the generic character includes all the Species, the
Telegraph, which was Commended We also noHced acut

specific includes all thevarieties. Adifferentvalueisthus

^Sa^^r^-^!^.\^srh%'r^Vn--: oT^S^T^^^^^^^^
Hyde Park, showed
places that are either
laid out by him.

Notices of iSoofes,
Frodromm Systematis Naturalis Regni Vegetahilis.

Editore et pro parte auctore Alph. De CandoUe.
Pars XV. Seotio posterior, sistens Euphorbiaceas,
auctore Joh. Miiller, Argoviensi. Paris, 1866, 8vo,

pp. 189-1286.

The Prodromus is nearing completion. Another
part will contain the remaining orders of the Exogens,
and so overtake that large division of the vegetable

kingdom to which the work is to be restricted. The
work is a literary wonder. Not only has it been steadily

prosecuted for more than 40 years, but it has occupied
the attention of three successive generations of the
same family. The first volume was published in 18ii4

by Aug. Pyr. De Candolle, who lived to see the seventh
volume issue from the press. Alph. De Candolle had
assisted his father during his life time, and in 1841 he
took the entire direction of this great work, and has

while the diagnosis of one species of which only a

single form is known is a description of that form, that

of another is the description of properties possessed in

common by several plants, which have other points by
which they can be distinguished. "Were it for no other

reason than the maintaining a uniform value for the
diagnoses of aU the species of a genus we should object

to this innovation. We shall better explain Dr. Miiller's

method by giving our readers an exatnple. Take
Ventenat's genus Agyneia, which contains the two
species A. bacciformis and A. affinis. The generic

description is sufficient to separate these two plants

from tneir nearest allies, but yet it is so general as to

be equally applicable to both species. The first species

contains three distinct forms, and for his specific

definition our author selects those characters which
they have in common, and which are not possessed

by A. affinis. He does not reach the plant, but
stoDs at some peculiarities which are true of the

three groups a, 0, and 7, and only deals with the plant

in his diagnoses of the varieties. But, on the other

hiuij. his description of A. affinis descends at once to

the speci'al form of plant with which he is dealing. In

this way Dr. MiUler alters the value of the specific

designation. Thus Agj'neia bacciformis of Ad. Jussieu

is only a, n.niiin 1
"Miiil Arg. ; while A. bacciformis of

the Prodi '' - varieties a, $, and 7. Dr.

Miiller ci.m i
: ilirratiou suflicient to justify

him in a].]!' iMiiii- In- muiie to his improved species.

Thus we have Riciuus communis, Miill. Arg., instead

of Linn. ; Croton scaber, MiiU. Arg., instead of 'Willd.

;

Mercurialis perennis, Mhll. Arg., instead of Lmn.

;

and Jatropha urens, Miill. Arg., instead of Linn.

And this love of change is carried even into the

nomenclature of the genera: thus, the Jatropha

of the Prodromus is- Jatropha, Miill. Axg. and

not of Liim., although the Linuean genus covered

all the subsequently established genera, which Miiller

includes in it ; and in the same way the name of

Linnieus is supplanted by Miill. Arg. after Croton,

and many other genera. We can see no satisfactory

reason for such innumerable changes ; they seem only

to unnecessarily augment the already enormous
burthen of names and synonymy with which Botany is

encumbered.
Dr. MuUer adopts Karsten's observations in regard

to Coelebogyne (an uni'ortunate hybrid word, hot

improved by Brauu's alteration into Cajlebogyne, h^re

adopted by the author, who has not noticed that John
Smith wrote it ditferently), which were too generally

ridiculed by botanists in tliis country. They give the

only satisfactory explanation of the ripening of the

seeds in a dioecious plant, without contact with

the stamin-al flowers. Mr. Smith succeeded in

raising plants from the seeds of his female plants,

and he could not discover any poUen-bearing

organs connected with them. In the discussion that

arose out of this curious fact it was maintained by
Naudin and Decaisne that the_ female plauls could

produce perfectly ripe seeds; KInt-i li htld that the

seed was without an embryo, bin liad in^-lrad a bud;

Braun determined that the seed cuutained a, true

embryo, but he discovered a pollen grain on the stigma,

although he could not trace its origin ; Karsten noticed

that some female flowers occasionally bore a somewhat
deformed stamen, the anther of which contained

perfect pollen ; and Miiller, although he has not seen

a female plant that was staminiferous, sees no reason

for doubting this observation, as a similar phenomenon
has been frequently observed in other Euphorbiaceous

genera.

Tlip Xovpiiilier niimlier of the Botanical Magazine
riipi I';,- '!l!i-fr;itMiii. of the following plants;

—

i;, /;',,/, a most remarkable South

All 1 111 V-i ,< jii.i.M. , Mii> plant, not yet introduced, but

of which a drawing has been sent over by Mrs. Barber,

of Graham's Town, after whom the species was named
by the late Dr. Harvey. It has a large depressed

tuberous root as large as a Turnip, a very short stem

furnished with linear-oblong acute spreading leaves,

3 to 4 inches long, and a large sessile globose capitulum

of dull purple flowers, specked with yeUow in the

disk, and fui'ther remarkable in the genus for

having these five lobes extended into slender tails,

an inch long, the points of which cohere, so that

they form an arch over the flower, like the Ceropegias.

It is a native of 'Ka&xhsi.—Nierembenjia riviilaris,

a beautiful little traiUng perennial, with slender root-

ing stems, variable oblong or oblong spathulate leaves

on long petioles, and almost sessile flowers, consisting

of a broadly campanulate Hmb, If inch across, of a

yellowish white, elevated on a slender tube 1 to 2J in.

long. This species, which has been introduced by

Messrs. 'Veitch & Sons, abounds by the sides of the

Plate Kiver, witliin high tide mark, its flowers rising

above the dwarf Grass ; its flowers are sometimes tinged

with rose-colour.— iVo<,v?((z bicoloi; one of the minute

Orchids, often cast aside by cultivators as mere
botanical curiosities, but really found on close exami-

nation to be remarkably beautiful ; this is described as
" a perfect gem." The whole plant is frequently not

above IJ inch high; it has equitant sword-shaped

somewhat oblique leaves, and nodding racemes
^
of

numerous small flowers, which have the sepals greenish

white, and the petals and lip rosy lilac spotted with

purple towards the base. It is a native of Guatemala,

and grows upon Oaks— Oli/phaa Monteiroi, a tropical

shrub, belonging to the Tihaceaj, with slender

glabrous branches, ovate oblong acuminate serrated

leaves, and small cymes of yellow flowers ; uninterest-

ing for garden culture ; it is a native of Benguek.
— Vanda Beiisom, a R-angoon species, allied to V.

Eoxburghii and concolor, but ;difi'ering in the length

of the flower-spikes, in the absence of all tessellation,

and in the spotting of the flowers ; the leaves are disti-

chous and obliquely toothed at the top, the flower-

spikes much longer than the leaves, the flowers rather

distant, white outside and yellowish-green, thickly

dotted with reddish-brown inside, and the hp rose-

coloured, terminated by a broad kidney-shaped bifid

apex. It has flowered with Messrs. "Veitch & Sons, ol

Chelsea. , . ,, .

The Florist and Fomolagist for this month gives an

illustration of Pelargonium Dr. Sogg, one of the

advanced varieties raised from Beaton s stock. It

belongs to the snme class of colours as Amy Hogg, but

a hroi

with moll
desirabli

The J-7

—P,

(lower, and has a deeper colour,

i-i-d blue tint; altogether a very

i,r present collections.

. liguresthe following subjects:

a well-known Californian(-11/011 jajj i<ll/(Ulud\ <i Ma;ii-&u""u v><vi..v.i_u..*^

species, introduced by Mr. Veitch about 10 years since,

well worth bringing again into notice; it is one of the

rich a^ure-flowered kinds in the way of P. speciosus, and

probably one of the best among them.—Pelargomums

(Fancy) Si/lria and Liberty, two of Mr. Tiu-uer s seed-

lings, the former a beautiful delicate pink, the latter

a rosy crimson with white centre.— Souchet's niadwlus

Milton, a grand-looking creamy-white variety, tinted

with rose, flaked with carmine, and feathered on the
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lip with purple.

—

Alternanthera sessilis amcena, one of

tlio new dwarf coloured-leaved bedding plants, not one

of which — Alternantheras spathulata and sessilis

amcena, and Teleianthera ficoidea versicolor—is^ in

our estimation, so good as the older A. paronychioides.

The Journal of Botany has two plates, representing,

one the fossil Lepidodendron and Calamites restored,

and the other various structural details of these and
some allied plants.

Mb. Salter's CnRTSANTHEMUJis.—A more charm-
ing exhibition of these glorious autumn flowers than
that which is now on view in Mr. Salter's nursery,

"William Street, Hammersmith, it would be diflicult to

find. It tills two long houses placed in the form of a T,

and there are also borders full of Pompon and other

varieties in beautiful condition out of doors.

From among the dense mass of large-flowered sorts

indoors the following, though not new, are well worthy
of notice.

Conspicuous among Tellotvs were Jardin des

Plantes, Mrs. Miles, Golden JEtermine, Plutus, and
Yellow Perfection.

Among Whites the best were Beverley, White

Sueen, virgin Queen, Florence Nightingale, Mr.
aliburton, and Eve.
Blushes consisted of Her Majesty, Little Pet,

Princess Marie, Queen of England, Venus, Princess

of Wales, and Lady Carrey,

Be
kinds comprised Lady Slade, Luther,

1 Princess of Hesse.
,i;s were Prince of Wales, finely in-

led with violet; Prince Alfred, paler,

incurved ; Ranunculus, Dr. Rozas, and

• Lit,

r

and also

Mulberry.
Oit.ixi.iES consisted of Orange Perfection, Little

Harry, llev. J. Dix, Sparkler, Golden Eagle, Antonelli

Mr. Brunlees, and Golden Ball.

Among Reds were Progne, Lord Clyde, Julie

Lagravere, Sanguineum, Hercules, and Gen. Hardin
fiHowNS comprised Gen. Slade, Saiunarez, Sir

Staflbrd Carey, and Abbd Passaglia.

Among varieties sent out last spring, the more
remarkable are Sylvia, medium sized, incurved,

.silvery lilac in colour, and of fine form ; Mr. Glad-
stone, reddish chestnut, finely incurved, a rich-looking

fine flower; Crimson Velvet, deep velvety maroon
;

Hereward, rose lilac, with a silvery back; Golden
Beverley, a good yellow ; Countess of Granville, a
useful white conservatory flower ; Compactum, a small

peaxjh-coloured kind, with silvery shade; lona, clear

citron yellow, large and showy; and John baiter,

reddish crimson, shading ofl' to yellow in the centre—

a

hold showy flower.

Among Seedlings not yet sent out the following are

worthy of notice, viz., Countess of Warwick, straw-

coloured or sulphur-white, fully as large as

Prince of Wales ; Madonna Mary, sulphur, with
a yellow centre ; Lady Talfourd, peach, with a

silvery back, medium-sized, and globular; Dr.
Lindley, a promising orange-amber flower; Yolande,
blush, with a yellowish centre ; Faust, in the Way of

Rifleman, but darker and better in habit ; Purpureum
elegans, violet-purple, medium-sized, good ; Ossian,

hlao shaded violet rose; and Gold of Ophir, deep
golden yellow, with brown tips to the petals. There
are other Seedlings yet to flower,' of which we may have
something to say hereafter. New Pompons are also

not yet in blossom.
In a border out of doors the following Pompons

are now to he seen in beautiful bloom, viz. ;—Salamon,
rosy carmine ; Madame Pauline Deschamps, rosy blush

;

Mademoiselle Marche, Bijou del'Horticulture, sulphur
white ; Helene, rosy carmine ; Canary Bird, yellow
with dark centre ; Calliope, reddish brown ; Citronella,

clear yellow; Julia Englebeck, bufl'. with brown
centre ; Medora, rosy violet ; Madame Chalonge, blush
with a yellow centre ; Gapella, brown mth a yellow
centre; Mr. Shirley Hibberd, an Anemone Itind,

rose with golden centre ; Fairest of the Fair, lilac

;

Mrs. Dix, rosy-lilao ; Drin Drin, clear yellow ; Gra-
ziella, blush, with a darker centre; Prince Victor,
chestnut ; and Comte Achille Vizier, buff, with a brown
centre. These are all suitable sorts either for in or out-
door decoration.

Management of Swarms.—Suppose one obtains a
swarm, which, hiveu in a common straw hive, itself

swarms the same season, what management would
be best? Would you prevent swarming, or, if

unable to do that, return the swarm or swanns ? If

so, what would be the best mode of performing both
operations 'i" I had a fine swarm, which itself gave out
two swarms the first season ; I wished to return the
swarms, but the mode recommended by Payne of
dashing out the bees on a gravel walk appeared so
formidable that I dislikedtryingit. I havesinceseeu,how-
ever, at p. 189 of the tSth edition of Taylor's " Beekeeper,"
what appears to be a preferable mode of reunion. He
says, " If a cloth is spread on a table placed in front of
the old hive at dusk, the bees of the swarm can be
jerked out upon it iiu'l L'uiilril ic, its mouth." I .should,

however, be glad trj knnw wli.ther this would do as a
general mode of retuniins swarms, for Taylor merely
says of it that it is " often the be.st time for making a
reunion, for 1 have usually found that all the queens
except one are ejected on the day of swarming." It
appears, therefore, that it is advised only under certain
circumstances. Might not swarms be returned to the
old hive in the manner that one swarm, or stock, is

united to another, namely, by knocking out the bee;

on a cloth between two sticks, and then placing over
them the hive to which they a,re to be united p A. B.

[By scientific bee-masters it is generally considered

judicious to endeavour to prevent the issue of a suanii

from a swanu of the current season. It is ^visc, il

possible, to neutralise the first incUnation to swarm by
aflbrdiug the bees every help and inducement for

making the best use—to their owner's advantage—of

their superfluous energies.

If a swarm should issue in spite of all precautions
(we are now speaking of the case as regards bees in

straw hives only), we should be governed by certain

considerations.

1st. If the queen should be an old one, it might be
desirable, and it would be a good opportunity, to take

steps to obtain a more juvenile successor.

2d. If the summer be but little advanced, there
would be a fair probability of the young swarm, if

allowed to stand, establishing itself as a prosperous
stock, the more so, if a little timely and judicious

assistance were rendered.
3d. If second or other swarms should happen to

arrive about the same time, we might, by the union of

one or more of them to the maiden swarm, set up such

a strong population as would have little difflculty, in

ordinary seasons, in filling the hive with combs, and in

laying up sufficient provision for the coming winter.

4th. The decision to be arrived at wovild be governed
by the desire on the part of the owner to increase, or

otherwise, the number of his stocks. Sometimes an
augmentation of the apiary, with sacrifice of honey
prospects, is more a desideratum than having a

(ewer number of stocks of concentrated strength, with
a view to honey gathering only.

If the return of the bees to the parent stock is the

course determined on, the old queen at the head of the

maiden swarm, or whatever it may be called, should be

captured and removed. To effect this object, as soon

after hiving as the emigrants are settled, knock them
out on a large white cloth. Many will take wing,

returning to the parent stock still stationed on its

accustomed stand. Now search for the queen, who will

most likely be running about on the cloth ; if not at

once discernible, turn over and separate any small

masses of bees which may be inclined to congregate

together. If still invisible, tilt the empty hive on its

l.ili: If; 1—one of
limi; I'hu-nix.intlieway

of Punch, unihi varicdy which withstands bad weather
unusually well ; Tiara, crimson with a purplish shade,
leaves plaiu—a beautiful late autumn bloomer ; Salmon
Nosegay, salmon, trusses and flowers large, smooth and
abundant, leaves plain, dwarf and compact, and one
of the most etfective amongst numerous associates ; Sir

Joseph Paxton, bright orange scarlet, trusses large

and produced in groat profusion, leaves zonate, a very
showy fine kind; Cardinal, another orange-shaded
scarlet, trusses large, leaves plain ; Prince of Orange,

also belonging to the same class, dwarf, compact, and a
free bloomer; Waltham Lilac, a true Nosegay, with
plain leaves and fine trusses of a lilac hue, shaded with

rose ; Peach Nosegay, nearly similar in colour, but not

so eflfective as the kind last named ; Nimrod, orange-

scarlet, and of fine form, trusses large and produced in

great profusion, leaves conspicuously zonate, one ofthe

best, either in or out of doors ; Village Maid, rich deep

rose with a large white blotch on the upper petals, habit

dwarf and compact, leaves zonate, a charming variety,

the two colours in the flowers contrasting well with

each other, and it stands wind and weather well.

Among other varieties we noticed Monte Rosa, a rosy

crimson of fine habit, plain leaf; Celestial, magenta-

shaded crimson, compact, plain leaf ; Lord Chancellor,

reddish salmon, trusses large and abundant, leaves

coD.spicuously zonate, habit good, altogether an excel-

lent kind both for indoors and out ; and Dr. Hogg, rosy

crimson, darker in colour and somewhat better m fohn

than Amy Hogg, to which it otherwise bears some
resemblance, itsleaves are zonate. The kinds just named
may now be considered established, but of seedlings,

both of last year and this, Mr. Paul has some thousands,

from which someihing good may be looked for.

Among Pelargoniums in pots was Blue BeU, a soft

bluish-lilac kind, which, on account of its colour alone,

is well worth attention ; as is also Waltham Seedling,

which is one of the most effective of all deep crimson

varieties.

Some of the best of the tricolor-leaved Pelargoniums

have been grown here this season in the shape of

^ ^ Queen of

among scarlets, Dr. Lindley made a good

edge at one end of the cloth, and narrowly watch the standards, and when skilfully associated with plants of

bees as they stream towards its friendly shelter. The a ditterent form they have had an exceltot ettect.

queen at length being captured, the rest of the com- j
The most conspicuous among them

munity will of their own accord return to their old Tricolors

quarters under the parental roof. ^''S!??; ,.^ i,. j <. i , j t a.^
But even now the bee-master must look out for Of the difl^erent kinds of nursery stock under glass the

squalls. In the course of a few days several young young Vines m pots must not be overlooked lor finer

queens ivill be ready to emerge from their cells, and a
I

or better canes than are here annually raised exten-

swarm will, in all probabiUty. again come ofl'. If these
]

sively from eyes, it would be difficult to find. Seyefal

returned, another issue may possibly take place in a houses are filled with them ; and in others we noticed

day or two. But having once decided on returning the berry-bearing Aucubas and other choice shrutjs, ot

first swarm it is well to go properiy through with it. which there is an excellent collection.
,

"^ " * ^' Roses, as may be imagined, occupy a conspicuous

position in this nursery, and when in full beauty an
inspection of them is indeed a treat. Among late

autumn-flowering sorts some of the best we found to be

Prince of Wales, Macaulay, Gloire de Dijon, Lord Clyde,

Louis Odier, Sir J. Paxton, Jules Margottin, Madame
Falcot, Aimee Vibert, Louise Darzens, Prince Camille

de Rohan, Rubens, Glory of Waltham, Mrs. Bosanquet,

La Brillante, and the well-known Souvenir de Mal-
maison. These and a few others have blossomed freely

until very lately this year, and even now a good

bouquet might be gathered from them. Of Teas and

other tender kinds in pots there are wonderfully large

quantities in excellent condition. Marechal Niel, Mr.
Paul is of opinion, will doubtless be found to be a good
autumn-blooming Rose.
One of the most remarkable features of these

nurseries is the splendid collection of evergreens and
other ornamental trees which they contain, and which
afford to those engaged in planting almost everything

that could possibly be desired in that direction. In
addition to common evergreens, of which there are

several acres in various stages of groivth, there are rare

and beautiful trees and shrubs in abundance. In
forming this collection Mr. Paul tells us that he set

out under the idea that the trees and shrubs usually

chosen for new plantations are too much ahke in

character, the result of which is tameness and

monotony. To obviate this he has gathered together

trees not only widely different in aspect, but also such

as are varied as much as possible in the forms and

colours of their leaves.

In order to show that this object has been attained,

we may mention for instance that we met with forms

of Oak, Ash, Acacia, Elm, &c., as pyramidal in

growth as a Lombardy Poplar, and weeping trees

innmnerable. As regards diversity of foliage there

were the needle-leaved Pines as a starting point, from

which we may pass onwards to the large leaves of the

Magnolia, Catalpa, Paulownia, and others with

large compound leaves. We noticed many beautiful

varieties of hybrid Service, and here also should be

classed the Araorpha, the Aralia, the Ailantus,

Walnut, and others. Form is not however the only

point which has been kept in view, colour has also

hatl a due share of attention, white, yellow, and purple

being well represented. Of white or whitish-leaved

shrubs the most striking were : Abies alba glauca,

Chamneoyparis sphajroidea glauca, Euonymus japonicua

argenteo-variegatis, E. radicans variegatus, Juniperus
virginiana glauca, Ligustrum ovahfolium variegatum,

OsmanthusAquifolium variegatus, Picea nobilis glauca,

Pinus Strobus nivea, Rhamnus foliis argenteis (particu-

larly clear and bright), AcerNegundo variegatum (in

large quantities), Hydrangea japonicavariegata, PhUa^
delphus coronarius variegatus, Populus argentea vera,

Pyrus Aria, Shepherdia argentea, Tilia argentea, and
Ulmus campestris foliis argenteis.

The following have a yellow aspect, and are equa,lly

beautiful, viz. :—Aucuba japonica limbata, A. japonica

bicoior, A. japonica maculata, Ohamsecyparis sphse-

roidea variegata, Elseagnus pungens variegata, Golden
Hollies, a fine collection ; Juniperus virgmiana foliis

Pursue the same plan, only remembering that there

may be two or more queens with thesecond exodus of the

emigrants. It may therefore be advisable to knock out

the bees in two or more lots on separate cloths. Those
having no queen will soon return home, others that

exhibit any disinclination to depart can be examined
in detail, remembering that the young queens will be

much more active than their mother was. The plan

recommended by Taylor may often succeed very well,

but we think it safer to remove the queen or queens

prior to returning the swarm.
If the capture and removal of the queens is not

considered important, or the necessary operations

appear too formidable, though in truth they are very

easily carried out, there is no doubt that the swarm
may " be returned to the old hive in the manner that

one swarm or stock is united to another," as described

by our correspondent. There is, however, much more
risk of a general fight among the bees, attended with

considerable loss of life, often continued until the

supernumerary queens are disposed of. In our own
practice, this course has often proved quite satisfactory,

but we have more than once lost a stock by it through

all the queens having been destroyed in the meUe.'\

Garden Memoranda.
Mr. Wi lliam Paul's Nursery, Waltham Cross.

Few suburban nursery establishments possess more
real interest than this for all lovers of out-door stock.

Its proximity to the Waltham Railway Station, and
the short time it takes to reach it from London, are

all' points in its favour not to be overlooked, for, by
means of the circumstances just named, the dingy

interior of city counting houses can readily be

exchanged for sweet converse with the Queen of

Flowers, with whom Mr. Paul's name has been long

and honourably associated. His nursery is con-

veniently laid out in rectangular quarters, inter-

sected in the middle by a broad gra.ssy promenade
bordered with Conifers and choice shrubs, and deco-

rated with beds of gay-flowered Pelargoniums, which
this season, even despite the wet. have been the admi-
ration of all who have seen them. But a few weeks
ago, when our notes were made, they were in great

beauty. Most of them are descendants of the late

Mr. IJeaton's Nosegay and Hybrid Nosegay breeds, of

which Mr. Paul became the fortunate possessor, and as

objects of decoration, both indoors and out, it would be

diflicult to overrate their value, inasmuch as they

continue in flower for a very lengthened period, and
apnear to stand vicissitudes of weather better than any
other class of bedding plants. Mr. Paul has had
hundreds of varieties of Pelargoniums planted out

side by side this season, partly in order to test their

powers of battling with sun, -wind, and rain ; and never

has the pre-eminence of the Nosegays for out-door

work been more clearly established than it has been

this year.

Of Nosegays, hybrid Nosegays, and Zonals, we
noticed glorious masses of the following,fiz., Rebecca,

bright cherry, dwarf and compact in habit ; St. George,

crimson scarlet, trusses very large and compact, and
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aureis, Ligustrum viilRare variegatum, L. japonicum

variegatiira, L. liicidum variegatum, Retinospora pisi-

I'era a\iron, Taxus baccata variegata. Thuja orientalis

I'liliis aurois, C'astanea vesoa varieaata, Fagus sylvatica

variesata, Fraxinus aucubrefolia, Quercus Cerris varie-

gata/Suiibur\i5 nigra foliis aureis, Spiraea opulifolia

lutea (very beautiful), Symphoricarpos vulgaris folus

aureis, Ulma^ montana variegata.

Purple-foliaged subjects seemed less abundant than

those of other colours. We however remarked

Berberis vulgaris foliis purpureis, Corylus Avellana

purpurea, EuonjTnus atropurpureus, Fagus sylvatica

purpurea, and Quercus nigra, all of which are ot a dark

purple or blackish hue. Many trees and shrubs have

now a«umed their autumnal tints, and broad masses ot

s.virli't and gold are occasionally met with. 01 scarlet,

the most conspicuous were—Quercus coccinea, Liquid-

ambar, Rhus typhina, Pyrus arbutifoha, Cornus

alba and Acer circinatum ; striking aniong

vellows were Juglans amara, Gleditschias, Acer

Negundo, Liriodendron, Betula, Kolreuteria, Tilia

alba Acer striatum, A. colchicum rubrum,

Populus laurifolia, Cerasus Padus, Salix purpurea,

Fraxinus, and others. Pyrus Malus Toringo, which is

a beautiful spring-flowering tree, is now covered with

bright yellow pomes ; the Crataegus coccinea maxima
ancf C.'Layii have fine red berries; and a species of

Cotonea-stei- is in places covered with berries just begin-

ning to colour.

Collections of Hollies (81 sorts) Ivies (« sorts), and

Yews (24 sorts), are planted together by the side of one

of the walks, in order that they may be seen side by

side, and judged according to their respective merits.

The stock of fruit trees is another feature to which
special attention ought to be directed, and to give some
idea of the extent of this department we may mention
that it comprises some 5000 standard Apple trees, and
between 2000 and 3000 Pear trees, besides large quanti-

ties of beautiful healthy pyramids, three and four years'

old, and of trees for espaliers and bush culture. In
addition to these there are also Peaches, Plums, and
Cherries for orchard-houses, and trained trees of all

descriptions for walls.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

Althottgh the weather is still comparatively
favourable, all half-hardy plants intended to be win-
tered out of doors should now or very soon receive

some kind of protection. Various materials are used
for this purpose, but the principal point to be aimed at

is to keep the plants dry, as well as to protect them
from cold ; for it is well known that they will endure
a much lower degree of temperature without injury if

the ground is dry below them, and if the stems are

kept dry, than when in a wet soil, and exposed to rain.

Deciduous plants may be tied together as soon as the
leaves have fallen ; the ground about their roots may
be covered with ashes or Cocoa-nut fibre, and the
stems thatched over with Fern or straw. Evergreens
m.ay be protected with a covering of mats, or some
other material of that description, put on so as to open
towards the north in favourable weather. Leaves,
ashes, old tan, and many other articles are all useful,

and can be got together now for the protection of
tender herbaceous plants. Branches of Evergreens
are also extremely valuable for tying against plants on
walls. Mats should now be got in readiness for cover-
ing frames and pits.

FLOWEB GARDEN AND PLANT HOUSES.
Advantage should be taken of frosty weather, should

it occur, to do any rough work in the principal part of
the pleasure-ground, such as pruning trees and shrubs,
the doing of which involves a considerable mess, which
can be more easily removed in hard weather. A similar
opportunity should be taken to wheel old exhausted
soil from the flower-beds, and to replace it with fresh

material, as this kind of work can be done during frost

in half the time that it would take if done when the
ground and walks are soft, and with a tithe of the
lujury to both which would inevitably occur in the
latter case. At this time of the year, it often happens
that severe frosts follow heavy wet. Wlien plants are
overdone with moisture, they are more susceptible of
frost than when moderately dry. It is therefore good
policy to guard .as much as possible against extremes of
either one or the other.

Auriculas.—Should frost occur, a double mat ivill

be advisable over the Auricula frame at night, but
should it be possible, even in severe weather, to give
air by all means let it be done.
Bulbs.—Tulip beds will be more safe covered than

exposed ; and Ranunculus and Anemone beds had
better be thrown up, in order to sweeten and insure
the destruction of insects, &o.
Polyanthuses.-These will, perhaps, now claim

extra notice. Those on beds, if parted at the usual
time, will often have the collar exposed too much, and
the roots comparatively bare ; independently of this,

earthworms may have drawn leaves, &c., into their
holes, which, with their castings, give the beds an
untidy appearance. One plan of avoiding these results
is to carefully fork up the soil, so as to disturb the
fibres of the plants as little as possible, removing the
rotting or broken leaves; then, with a mixture of
deaayed leaves and cow-manure, which had been
prepared, and under cover some time previously, go
carefully over the bed, filling up all inequalities,
placing a couple of handfuls round each plant ; in fact,
giving them a complete top-dressing. This operation
will prove highly beneficial : and its result wUl be a
strong and vigorous start in the spring.

FORCING GARDEN.
Cucumbers.—Give those growing in pits all the

light possible by taking off the covering early in the
morning, and keeping the glass clean. Be careful that

red spider does not establish itself upon plants, which

may be the case in Pine stoves, where the drier atmo-

sphere favours its increase.

Pines.—Let the temperature of fruiting pits range

from 65' to ciO' by night, and from 65' to 75° during the

day ; bottom-heat should be about 80'. Admit as much
fresh air as possible, moderating the quantity when
the ivind is very keen. The day temperature, and

moisture, should be regulated by the clearness of

the weather and the amount of air which can be

admitted. Do not on any account allow the moisture

to be in such abundance as to condense and run into

the plants. Crownless and deformed fruit are the

result of moisture beiu" allowed to accumulate in the

hearts of the plants at the time the fruit is coming up.

Where the pot system is practised, the plants in all

stages should be examined once in two or three weeks,

and a portion of those whose roots have made the

greatest progress should be repotted.

Vines.—If the outside border of the early house is

not already covered with litter, this should be done at

once. Unless the roots extend into the interior of the

house, the border should be covered with 18 inches of

fermenting material, such as stable litter and leaves, to

produce a gentle warmth in the soil before the inner

temperature is raised higher than 50'. Before the

litter is laid on, all loose or exhausted soil should be
scraped off the border as far as the roots, and replaced

by a top-dressing of charred turf, crushed bones, char-

coal, and fresh horse-droppings. The inside border

should also have the exhausted soil removed, and be

top-dressed with a similar mixture. Commence with
a gentle heat of from 45' to 50° night temperature, and
from 50' to 60' by day.

HARDY FBDIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.

Examine fruit and root stores to see if all is in a

state of good preservation ; any fruit still out of doors

should now be gathered. Where fruit rooms are not
furnished with a stove or a coil of hot-water pipes,

considerable dilBculty is often experienced at this

season in excluding cold and damp. Of the two,

perhaps, the latter is the greater enemy. It may,
however, be remedied by spreading some unslaked
lime in wide pans or drawers, exposing as much as

possible of its surface to the atmosphere, and
exchanging it for fresh as soon as its absorbing
powers are somewhat exhausted. Frost should be
excluded if possible ; but if this is to be effected by the
aid of artificial heat, the latter should always be used
in connection with ventilation, that the moisture
evaporated may be allowed to escape. If there are,

however, no such conveniences, the simple means of

matting up the doors and windows must be adopted;
and if, in spite of these precautions, the internal tempe-
rature falls below the freezing point, care must be
taken to prevent a sudden thaw by keeping the room
close and shaded for a short period after the return of

warmer weather. This points out the advantage of

constructing such places on the north side of a wiul, as

they are thereby preserved from extreme heat in

summer and from sudden variations in winter. Many
of the finest dessert Pears require placing in a tempe-
rature of 60° for a few days previous to use ; there
they will become quite ripe and will attain their full

ricliness of flavour, while they would have lain in the
cool fruit-room shrivelling till useless.

Peas and Beans.—Those who reside in very favour-
able localities may now make a sowing of these for an
early crop. The seeds should be sown on the leeward
side of low ridges, the crowns of which will protect

the young plants from cold winds, while the hollows
between will aid in keeping the soil dry. Some
chopped Furze, or other similar material, should be
sown alongwith the seed, to prevent the depredations
of mice. There is a chance, in warm dry localities,

that these early sowings will produce good crops ; but
in medium or late situations the chance of success is

very small. In the latter case there is less trouble,

and more certainty, as has been previously stated, by
sowing in boxes or turves early in spring, and planting
them out with a slight shelter towards the end of
March.

STATE or THE WE.iTHER AT CHISWICK
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LA WES' MANURES.
The Manures tnanufactured by J. B. Lawes for the present

Roa.^im of 1800 are now ready for delivery at his Factories, at the
loll'iwing prices, per ton:

—

LAWES* PATENT TURNIP MANtJRE, and BONE £ s. d.

SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME 6
LAWES' SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME trom BURNT
BONE or MINERAJ. PHOSPHATES 6 6

LAWES" WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
MANURES 8

CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.. . . 12

These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through the
appointed Agents in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices
varying according to coat or carriage.
Genuine I'eruvian Quano direct from the Importers. Nitrate of

Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
American and other Cakes at market piices.

Address, Joqn Hennet Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge,
E.C.; and 22, Eden Quay, Dublin.

Autumn Sowing.
ODAMS'S WHEAT MANURE.
ODAMS'S PREPARED PERUVIAN GUANO,

THE PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY" (Limited).

Chief Offices— lo!), Fenchurch Street, London, E.G.
Western Counties Branch—Queen Street, Exeter.
Irish Branch— 40. Westmoreland Street, Dublin.

Directors.
Chairman—John Clayden, Littlebury, Essex.

Deputy-Oiairvian—John Collins. Argyle Horise, Holloway.
Edw.ird Bell, 48, Marine ParaOe, Brighton.
Richard Hunt, Stanstead Abbot, Herts.
Thomas Knight, Edmonton, Middlesex.
Robert Leeds, West Lexham, Nurfoltc.

George Savill, Ingthorpe, near Stamford.
Samuel Jonas, Chrishall Grange, Essex.
Charles Dorman, 23, Essex Street, Strand.
Thomas Webb, Hiidersham, Cambridgeshire.
Jonas Webb, Melton Ross, Lincolnshire.

Mana^f^iiiff Director—James Odaras.

Bankers—Messrs. Barnetts, Hoares & Co., Lombard Street.

Solicitors—Messrs. Kingsford & Dorman, 23, Essex Street, Strand.

Auditor^. Carter Jonaa, Cambridge.
This Company was originally formed by, and is under the direction

of Agrlcultunsta, circumstances that have justly earned for it another
title, viz. :—"The Tenant Farmers* Manure Company."

Its Members are Cultivators of upwards of so.i'OO Acres of Land,
which has been for years under management with Manures of their
own Manufacture. The Consumer therefore has the best guarantee
for the genumeness and ofBcacy of the Manures Manufactured by
this Company.
A Prospectus will be forwarded on application to the Secretary, or

niav be had of the Local Agents. C. T. MacAdam, Secretary.
Chief Offices—109. Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

1^ H h LONDON MANURE COMfANl
(ESTABLISBED1S40),

7 ready for delivery in dry fine condition,
.NURE, for Spring Use
5D BONES, for Dressin

SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUACJO
MAJ4GEL and POTATO MANURES

Also Genume PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA,
es Dock Warehouse; SULPHATE of AMMOMA, FISHERY
SALT, Ac. E. PunsER, Secretary.
Ufflces. 116, Fenchurch Street. E.C.

(CILVEK SAM), Peat, Lonn. Mould. Rotted Manure,O Guano, Cocoa Nut Fibre, Grotto Material. Gravel. Turf, Edging
Tiles, Pots, Sticks. Stakes, Glshurst Compound, Tobacco Paper, and

,
requisites in any quantity at moderate

J. Frve ., Clarendon Nu Hwell New Road, S.

B INGLE Y HALL, BIRMINGHA M.—
The EIGHTEENTH GREAT ANNUAL EXHIBITION of

PAT CATTLE. SHEEP. PIGS, DOMESTIC POULTRY. ROOTS,
CORN, and IMPLEMENTS, will be held in BINGLEY HALL on
SATURDAY, MONDAY. TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, aud
THURSDAY, December 1, 3, 4, 5, and G.

For Special Railway Arrangements see the Advertisements and
Bills of the several Companies.

CU K Z N HALL, BIRMING HAM.—
The SEVENTH GREAT ANNUAL EXHIBITION of

SPORTING anJ other DOGS will bo held n> CUKZON HALL.
BirmiDKhim. on MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNKSDAY, and
THURSDAY, December 3, 4, 5, and 6—the week of the Cattle and
Poultry Show. ForSpecial Railway Arrangements see the Advertise-
ments and Bills of the several Companies.

^iie Egitcttltural (Saiette,
SATUMDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1866.

An Order in Council was issued in Tuesday's
Gazette, permitting once more, under certain

restrictions, the importation of live cattle from
abroad. Certain lauding places are to be licensed

for the reception of foreign cattle, proper sheds
or other receptacles are to be provided for them
there, and in these they are to be kept at the sole

charge of the owner or consignee, "without
being in contact with any other animals what-
ever, subject to the supervision and control of

the Commissioners of Customs, and in accord-
ance with any regulation made by them, for such
period, not exceeding in any case 28 days, as

may be from time to time prescribed by the
Lords of Her Majesty's Privy Council."
Such cattle then need not be slaughtered at

the place of landing, but may be removed at such
time to such place, and upon such conditions, as
the Lords of the said Council, or any two of
them, may fi'om time to time direct.

All this of course is subordinate to any existing
rule with reference to the country or place per-
mitting or forbidding importation thence.

This order reopening live cattle trafBc with the
Continent is thus hedged about with conditions,

suflicient, we imagine, to make it not only safe

but inoperative.

There is a footpath lying through certain
plough-land fields in the parish of Barking,
Essex, from which we venture to say the intelh-
gent wayfarer learns more of practical and suc-
cessful agriculture in a single season than is often
acquired, either by farmers upon ordinary occu-

pations, or by agricultural students in class-

rooms, during a whole lifetime. Nowhere is there

morn energetic or successfiil cultivation of the soil.

We have seen during the past eight months from
that thoroughfare many successive crops already
harvested from the same fields :—Cabbage plants

which had been dibbled in 12 or 15 inches apart
last autumn, "bunched" as Greens, and sold for

12/. to 1.5/. per acre in the months of March .and

April, have been followed by an early Potato
crop worth 20/. an acre in the month of August,
aud those by Greens for bunching again, which
will fetch 8/. to 10/. per acre before Christmas.
Elsewhere triple rows of Cabbages planted
last September, with wide and thick-sown
rows of Eye between adjacent threes, wore
tied up towards the end of March, and sold

as single early Cabbages in Easter time at the
exceptional price which at that season they
command, and realised no doubt an enormous
sum per acre. The intervals between the Eye
were ploughed and dunged, and towards the end
of May Cucumber seed was dibbled in double
rows, and the young plants, sheltered by tall

rows of Eye, soon spread over all the inter-

vals between them ; and in August aud Septem-
ber another most valuable crop was sent daily

into m.arket, and another great revenue per acre

was obtained. The Eye was cut and sheafed and
carried away, and the whole land was cleaned
and dunged .and deeply ploughed, and it is now
covered with a foot or 15-inch crop of j'oung

Cabbage plants which will be ready to be sold,

bunched as Greens, and worth 8/. to 10/. per
acre a few weeks hence.

In yet another instance the early bunching
Cabbages aud subsequent Potato crop were
followed by an acre or two of seed-bed, on which
Cabbage plants were grown for dibbling in

before October for a crop of early Cabbages next
spring, or for a bunching crop of Greens during
the current year. And there the tenant told us
he got his plants by moonlight work. It was
during one of the few dry intervals we have had
this summer, when the morning's ploughing
would have got too dry for seed before the even-
ing, that, ploughing from the afternoon on till

midnight, he got the seed sown in aud rolled down
before the drying daylight, and thus obtained a

"plant" when his neighbours failed. The rain

which ultimately came produced a wonderfully
fine bed of plants ; and the atlvantage of three

weeks in the forwardness of the crop next spring

which may thus have been secured, may make
all the difi'erence between 10/. and 20/. per acre

in the sale of the produce.

The soil is light and deep on gravel, so that it

has the advantage of good natural di'ainage ; and
being ploughed always to its fuU depth and
heavUy manured in the intervals of rapidly
succectling crops, we suppose that nowhere is

more food for man per acre got than here. Only
Cabbages, and Potatos, aud Cucumbers have
been named, but Onions, a wonderfully fine crop

this year, though difficultly harvested, and
Kidney Beans, Leeks, Savoys, Eed Cabbages,
Carrots, Parsnips, Celery, and Parsley, are all

grown most luxuriantly. And the skill of the

tenant is taxed so to allot his crops that there

shall be a pretty even amount both of labour and
of marketing to do throughout the year.

The farms thus managed, though generally

small, require a largo capital for their efficient

working; but whereas in ordinary agriculture

much of the tenant's means is invested for a

slow return, often indeed not till halfway or

more through a long lease, here much of his

money is turned over twice or thrice a year. He
pays for manure and horse corn and hand labour

in the spring and summer, and the produce of it

all is realised in three months' time. There is

thus an extraordinary stimulant to everything
like activity and promptitude. lu London, close

by, he can get by return of post the cm-rent

worth of everything sent up to market ; what-
ever it be, " ware " or "waste," the market value

of what is sent is got at once. Mr. Adams, one
of the largest market gardeners in this neigh-
bourhood, and therefore in the world, informed
us that during the first year of the I'otato rot,

having been early convinced that the crop was
to bo an utter failure, he put on every hand and
horse he had, and his crop, in a half-ripe, half-

rotten state, was sold before his neighboui's had
realised the nature of the disaster. And in

ten weeks' time, on the land thus cleared, there

were 20/. worth of Cabbages per acre. There

is thus in the daily market and varying

weather, and active open soil and ample
supply of manui'e, a greater premium upon

industry and energy than Qidaki anywhere else
in English agriculture. The night-work, too,
which IS so large a part of tho London marketing,
falls in with tho system of constant "drive"
which land, and labourer, and farmer all submit
to. The result is better on the two extremes
of the scale than it is on the intermediate stage.

The land grows in fertility constantly. It shows
no symptom of wearing out. Constant tillage

and constant sale of produce do not injure it

under the plan of constant dressings of town and
stable-dung. Its tenants, too, grow wealthy.

The labourers share somewhat, no doubt, in the
advantages of all this industry. Wages are high,
2.5. Qd. and S.s. a day, with constant opportunities

of earning much more at piece-work. And large

sums are paid almost all round the year for

tho labour of women and children. Nevertheless
expenses are very great. Cottage rent is high,

and irregular work and irregular payments lead

to much other ii'regularity. There is a great
deal of excessive drinking, which tells on the

majority of the labom-ing population. A steady
man may, however, here more easily step out of

the ranks of the mere labourer, or help and
educate his children for an upward step more
efficiently, than is possible elsewhere.

The relations of the Agricultural Society to the
subject of Agricultural Education must certainly

come up again for discussion before some early

general meeting of the members. Did our
readers see the report of the Education Com-
mittee, given on page 1079 last week, which was
adopted by the Council at their last monthly
meeting ? The main facts are that '

' a grant of

5/. 5s. each has been made to Professors Price
and Daubeny," and that they have conducted the

Society's recent Oxford examination, and allotted,

so we gather, about 100/. in sums varying from 1/.

to 7/. among 18 of the candidates who competed.
These sums were awarded for the most part for

distinction in the general examinations, which
take account merely of the elementary parts of

preliminary education, and the chief rivalry

evidently lies in the mathematical department.
No fewer than 14 juniors and 21 seniors entered

for prizes to be given in " Pure Mathematics ;

"

and we see that there are 50 entries for the

Cambridge examination in December. These are

not many certainly out of the tens of thousands
of farmers' sons who are now at school ; and it

can hardly be supposed that the '

' grant of ol. os.

each," which is formally published as the pay-
ment which two distinguished Oxford Professors

have earned by undertaking the distribution of

100/. in small prizes amongst those sons ofmem-
bers or of farmers who have gone up for examina-
tion in pure mathematics, &c. , is really a discharge

of the instructions given by the Charter, and
amounts to that '

' promotion of the education of

those who are dependent on the cultivation of the

land for their support " which is therein required.

The only part of the Education Report that

appears to us to be at all in keeping with the

intention of the Charter is that which describes

the competition for the Society's prizes for

acquaintance with the agricultural applications

of mechanics and of chemistry, of physiology

and geology. But this could hartlly be called

a competition at all ; for among tho junior

candidates only two entered for the questions on
mechanics, and neither earned a prize, and no
one appeared to answer the questionsin chemistry.

Among tho seniors there were two candidates in

the chemistry and physiology examinations

—

none in that upon geology.

We cannot see how it is possible to avoid the

opinion that so far as this is a conti'ibiition to

either tho general or the professional education of

country boys, the whole affair is a failure. In

tho first place it is impertinent to the objects of

tho Society ; and in the second, whether perti-

nent or not, it is such a mere drop in the ocean of

effort that is now being made as to be wholly

inoperative. In so far again as it is a contribu-

tion to the professional education of farmers' sons,

with which alone the Society has any right to

interfere, the whole thing seems ludicrously

inadequate.
Professors Price and Daubeny, to whom the

grant of 5/. os. each by special vote of the

Committee, formally adopted by the Council, is

officially announced, have very kindly undertaken,

at the request of the leading members of the

Society, a task which would have been worthy of
them had any considerable body of candidates

been presented to them for examination, but such

a company will never be attracted by the offer of

40-shilling premiums, even though so much as
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fivc-sninea fees be "voted" and "reported,"

"adopted," and officially announced, to the

distinguished University Professors who under-

take the award of them.

VILLAGE LECTUUE.
[Fi-agment o£ a winter evening's lecture " On the Matura!

History of a SunljCaiu."

I AM going to speak about an nbsent friend. Since five

o'clock this afternoon we have been, as you iire aware,

comparatively in darkness. By the constant revolution

of this earth upon itseh; being carried round mth it,

we went just then behind it from the sun, into its

shadow, which, therefore, we call our night. About

12 hours ago this daily turuin" of the earth upon itselt

brought us into daylight, and as this earth revolves

from west to east, the sun, of course, appeared to rise

and cross the sky from ea.st to west, and until five

o'clock this evening this neighbourhood received the

full Intluence of its beams ; but now th^ earth itself has

come between and cut them off. In — hours time,

however, we shall have again revolved within the light

How beaming from the sun upon the other hemisphere,

and day mil break again. The Sunbeanl, therefore, is

to us just now an absent friend—and yet not altogether

so ; there are mirrors in our sky which reflect it to us.

Tbe planets and the moon receive the solar light and
send it back to us. We see them by a portion of their

daylight, for which, of course, they are indebted to the

sun. The sunbeam is reflected from their surface to

our eyes. It is a sunbeam, therefore, though we caU it

moonlight. Being, however, somewhat altered in its

natui-e by its reflection from the surface of the moon,
we may call the sunbeam, though it be a moonlight
night, one of our absent friends. Well, I think we
may venture to discuss its character, though we be
behind its back. No one shall have a charge of

incivility for this to bring against us, for I have
nothing ill to say of it. It is our friend ; our very life,

let alone our luxuries and comforts, would be impossible

without it. There are men, iiideed, even yet I believe

so convinced of this, so impressed with a sense of this

wonderful influence for good exerted by the sun upon
the earth, that they worship it. It is their God, and
undoubtedly a knowledge of the benefits we thus derive

ought to influence religious feeling everywhere. It

will not lead us, with the followers of Zoroaster, to adore
the God of day, as poets call the Sun, but it may surely

deepen our impression of the benevolence of Him who
made the sun, and moon, and earth and its inhabitants.

Let us consider how we ourselves are situated in
reference to this siibject. The frosts of winter, as you
know, loosen our soil for us, preparing seed-beds for our
husbandmen ; in the cool moisture of otir spring the seed
we sow there germinates, and the blade appears ; the
summer sunshine ripens all our crops, and the calm
weather ofour autumn enables us to harvest them. It

is the fashion to decry our English climate, and invalids,

perhaps, have reason to dislike if ; Iml in -iiite of fogs,

and rains, and snow, we area milioii. ih.I ni' invalids,

but of labourers and traders. No mI lnr iml inn does so
much from year to year in priiiwiitinn t.. its numbers,
and no other has a climate so suitable for labouring in.

I believe it is the fact that in hardly any other country
does a labouring man find so many da^s per annum fit

for field work as here. How is it on other parts of the
earth's surface? Tunnel through this gi'eat round hall,

the world, in that direction (-sN. 20"), and in 3000
miles yoil would come out upon its surface at a spot
where it is colder now than ever it was known to be
in England in the depth of winter. It is night there
now, but their last sunset happened long ago; a
constant night of many months in length has now set

in. Beneath the surface of the land perpetual frost pre-
vails; above it, snow and ice acc«mulat« for nine months
of the year, melting away in June, July, and August,
beneath a summer sun of six months' length, hut just
enough to let the Moss and Lichen grow. What causes
the inhospitable rigour of that climate ? How comes
the contrast it presents to this P Now tunnel on the
othei- side, and after a passage through the earth as far

in that direction (S. -» 25°) you will emerge upon a
very different scene. It may be by a river side, and all

around you is unparalleled luxuriance—unrestrainable,
indeed, so that man can hardly make impression on
it, and the land is left for the most part to the tenancy
of wild beasts ; or it idajf be that you light upon a spot
at a distance from a riVer, and then you are in the
midst of a rocky or a sandy desert. It is night there
now, just as it is with us, but day will break at six
o'clock to-morrow; the sun will cross the sky right
over head ; its burning rays have long since parched
the land, so that nothing green is seen ; no vegetable
life is possible, and, indeed, excepting ttavellers in the
hurrying caravan, no other life is possible.
What causes this variety of circumstance upon the

earth—this heat so destructive in dry places, so pro-
ductive of luxuriance by the river side—this pleasant
variety of season to which we owe the produce of our
soils in England—this Arctic severity bj' which the
polar regions of the globe are locked up in almost
constant winter. The distribution of the sunbeam on
the rounded surface of the earth explains it all. It is

evident that if, when the sun is in the south, we take
two eciual parcels of sunbeam, so to speak, i. e., two
portions such as would be intercepted by two round
ballsof equal size, the one falling on the earth at the
equator, and the other at the pole, that the formei- will
strike it from the zenith of the spot where it alights,
while the latter will reach it from the horizon of its
landing place ; the latter will thus of course have
travelled through a idUch greater thickness of air than
the former—in fact, if the otie passes through 50 miles
of air, the other has gone through more than 600 miles
of air ; and so it is that while a certain portion of the
sun s light and heat is absorbed by the air at the

equator, twice or thrice ass much is absorbed in our
latitudes, and many times as much is absorbed at the

pules. And then thiuk of the varying quantity of

surface which the remainder has to serve for ! If the

sliailow of the ball be one square foot at the equator,

with the sun overhead, it will be ten or more at the

poles, with the sun on the horizon. The same quantity
of sunlight which falls upon a given extent of ground
at the equator becomes spread over many times that
quantity at the poles, owing to the increasing obliquity

of tlie surface there to the direction from which the
sunlight comes. And thus the 80 (?) per cent, of

solar light and heat which reaches the earth at

the equator may he all accumulated on, say, one
acre of land, while the very small per centage which
alone is efficient at the poles is distributed or diluted

over 10 or 12 times that extent. It is the same sun in

all these instances, and the sunbeam ere it enters our
atmosphere, or is so unequally distributed on our
surface, is as hot and bright in each—but no wonder
that its iuflufuce is .so small in our part of the world
aihl sii :_'iiMt I'lsewhere—and no wonder that the varia-

tin[i> 111 the quantity of light and heat which fall upon
till' earth, owing to the varying inclination of its

surface from the sun, shoidd snow themselves
^
in

differences as great of all the plants and animals Uving
on that surface. So that, travelling from the equator
to the poles, and starting from the countries of the
Palm, you come to where^the Cotton plant and Sugar
Cane prevail, and passing these yoii reach the Rice
plant and the Maize, and after these the Orange tree

and Vine, and after these the Grasses, stich as Wheat,
Barley, Eye, and Oats, and the pasture Grasses of our
fields, and after these you pass through woods of Larch
and Pine, dwindling as you go still further north, until

a stunted Willow, or perhaps a bit of Moss or Lichen
struggling through the snow, is the last specimen you
find of vegetable life. On this jourtiey, too, you have
seen the lion and the tiger, the elephant and camel, the
hippopotamus and crocodile, succeeded by the antelope

and deer, the horse, the ox, the sheep, the hog, and these

by fox, and wolf, and bear, until the seal, the walrus,

and the whale, are alone found able to withstand the

cold. It is the varying distribution of the sunbeam
then, upon the surface of the earth, that calls out those

striking differences of produce which travellers record.

And as regards our own case, it is the varying inclina-

tion from the sun of this part of the surface of the

earth as the year proceeds, owing to the earth's daily

revolution being upon an axis inclined to the plane of

the orldt in which its annual revolution is performed^
I say it is owing to the varying quantity of sunbeam,
as the year proceeds, which therefore falls upon a given
space of ground, that the different seasons follow one
another. If a permanent addition to this quantity
should take place here, our present mode of agriculture

would be impossible ; we should have to give up Wheat,
and Grass, and roots, and grow the Indian Corn and
Cotton plant of the hotter States of N. America. If

this quantity were permanently to lessen, England
would become another Lapland ; our trees and hedge-
rows would die off; our Wheat and other corn and
Grass would be replaced by the Mosses and the Lichen,
on which the hardy reindeer could alone obtain a
sustenance. The actual mode of life and industry tlien,

which everywhere prevail, is the consequence of that
particular share of light and heat which falls upon that
.spot. To the sunbeam do we owe all the main comforts
of our dwelling-places.

And it is not to the needs alone of human nature
that the sunbeam ministers, but to its capacity for

pleasure too. It gives to man a dwelling fit for living

m, and it abundantly supplies his store room with the
necessaries of life, but it is also lavish of the ornament
with which this dwelling-place is everywhere be-
sprinkled. Where in aiiiifioial mansions will you find

the beauties of that azure ceiling which it has spread
above our heads? Or where the gorgeous decorations
of that splendid cornice work with which at sunset, and
at sunrise, this ceiUng is surrounded ? In what apart-
ments of the wealthy do you ever see the walls adorned
with landscapes or with portraits so beautil'Ul as those
of Natutfe painted by the sunbeam, or where the
pattern of a carpet, equal in the richness of its colour-
ing to that whicn it has spread beneath our feet ? The
.sunbeam is God's agent in this work of beautifying
earth. The beautiful in form has, of course, a being,
independent of it—but all the beautiful in colour is

itself the sunbeam. The light reveals the one, but, as
will immediately appear, it is itself the other. One
half of this round world is necessarily always hidden
from the sun. The shape and outline of the beautiful
of course are there, although unseen, upon that
ilarkciuiil surface; but in the absence of the light no
rnloiiriim I- possible. No sooner does the revolution of
tin rarih iiiKin itself, however, bring this shaded side
within thu light of day, than every beauteous form
receives its tint of loveliness. The blush that comes
before the morning sun, the azure sky, the verdure of
the Grass, the lovely pencilllugs upon the leaves of
flowers, the lustre of the dewdrop, the briUiancy of
precious stones, and of the rainbow, and humming-
bird, and butterfly, and of the thousand-coloured
things which everywhere appear, then first receive
their being. Light is the very paint whose colours they
exhibit, and in its absence they are colourless. Sow
wonderful the picture which it thus is always colouring
within the circle of the earth upon that hemisphere of
day at which the sun is always looking [ The western
side, with the revolving earth, always coining into
lighti the eastern always going. The former bringing
on the scene all Hfe refreshed by sleep ; tlie latter
taking from it man fatigued with labour, to the shaded
side for rest—and all within these limits covered over
with the ocean blue, or on the land with all the colours
of the seasons and the climates. At either Pole the
white and blue of snow and ice ; over one temperate
zone, the pleasant green of spring ; over the other the

ruddy hues of autumn ; and in the torrid zone the dark
rich verdure of extreme luxuriance, contrasted here
and there with the blankness of the burned up degert
—the whole within a gorgeous framework, painted on
the one side by the rosy dawn, and on the other by the
sunsets of a thousand landscapes. God has given to us
minds able to receive most pleasurable impressions of
the beautiful, and He has given to us bodies furnished
with the means of gathering most mihtttely, and
conveying most exactly, these impressions to the mind
which dwells within ; and has He not surrounded both
by scenes mOst exquisitely fitted to gratify these finer

sensibilities with which He has endowed us. The
Sunbeam is indeed as much the decorator as it is the
fertiliser of the e.arth. J. C. M.

S.\ND AND ITS MASTERS.
Undeb certain conditions, the sands which underlie

the waters of the ocean, and have been formed either
by agencies no longer in operation, or by running
waters and other existing phenomena, heap up dunes
or hillocks, and ridges along the shore. This apparently
simple process is thus analysed by Jobard : "When a
wave breaks, it deposits an almost imperceptible line of
fine sand, the next wave brings also its contribution,
and pushes the preceding line a little higher. As soon
as the particles are fairly out of the reach of the water,
they are dried by the heat of the burning sun, and
immediately seized by the wind and rolled or borne
farther inland. The gtavel is not thrown out by the
waves, but rolls backward and forward until it is worn
down to the state of fine sand, when it, in its luni, is

cast upon the land and taken up by the wind." This
ordinary action is, of course, greatly intensified when-
ever a storm arises from the sea.

The sand thus transferred from the control of the
waters to that of the air, is urged forward by the
breezes, and rolled up the gentle ascent of the .shore,

until plants, pebbles, or other slight obstructions arrest
its course, and permit the accumulation of a heap. In
this way an irregular hue of somewhat conical hillocks
is formed, which may reach a height of even 500 or
600 feet. By the same agency a second row of dunes is

built up within the first, and then a third and a fourth,
until these natural ramparts may form a belt of fortifi-
cations several miles in width. Thus does the ocean
rear mighty and effectual barriers against its own
incursions.

But ." Forwards " is as truly the motto of the sand-
dune as ever it was of old Marshal Bluoher, and the
hillocks of the shore may^ become as formidable
invaders as the sand-waves of the desert. The blown
dunes advance landward often at a rapid pace, and if

not arrested in their course, fields are rendered barren,
plantations buried, and the dwelling of man over-
whelmed. Instances of this oU a scale of alarming
magnitude may be found on the coasts of France,
Prussia, and Denmark, and the total area of the sand-
dunes of Western Europe has been estimated at nearly
a millioU acres. This enormous extent of sand-covered
soil would have been far less had mau learned to
imitate Nature—a lesson which he has had to be
taught in the bitter school of experience. Where
hmuan agency has not interfered, tlie sand-dune and
its counterbalance, if we may so speak, may often
be found side by side. The rampart heaped np by
winds and waves needs but to be consolidated to
become a benefit instead of an injury. This is accom-
phshed by the quiet but mighty influence of vegetable
life.

A goodly number of plants hasten to make the arid
ridge their chosen habitat. Chief among them is the
Sand Reed (Ammophila arenaria), provincially known
as the Marram or Brent, a humble Rush, growing to a
height of but a couple of feet, but sending its'root-
fibres to a distance 20 or 30 times as great beneath the

f
round, binding together the loose and incoherent soil,

t flourishes only in an atmosphere charged with saline
particles ; and the seemingly barren sand is to it a rich
and nutritive earth. Having accomplished its special
work, that of arresting the drifting mass, this lowly
plant vyithers and dies, and adds to the soil its quota of
fertiUsing matter, preparing the ground for other
races of vegetable organisms, so that at lenf;th " the
wilderness' may "become a fruitful field," even by
means of agencies apparently so inadequate. But
man's interference with these natural compensations
has furnished a singular and instructive chapter in
the history of physical geography. The Sand Reed
is found to possess vai-ious economic properties.
Cattle feed on its leaves, and poultry upon its

seeds, which have also been made into a coarse kind of
bread; its fibres yield material for cordage, its roots
are fitted for fuel, and the entire plant is used for
thatching. With a degree of blind improvidence
scarcely credible, the plants thus given to check im-
pending injury to field and dwelling are recklessly torn
up by the roots, to satis.'y the necessity or convenience
of the moment.

This practice has been continued for centuries ; and
there is reason for supposing that the present condition
of the coasts of France, Prussia, and the Netherlands,
already alluded to, is due to the destruction of dune-
plants in past ages.

" Before the occupation of the coast," says a writer *
to whom we are indebted for several of the foregoing
facts, " by civilised, and therefore destructive man,
dunes, at all points where they have been observed,
seem to have been protected in their rear by
forests, which serve to break the force of the winds
in both directions, and to have

i

im. -ly

clotli<:d themselves with a dense growtli '

. "HS
plants. Grasses, shi-Ubs, and trees win. !

\ i-. has
assigned to such soils. It is observed in Eiu"jjr lliat

dunes, though now without the shelter of a forest
country behind them, begin to protect themselves as

Hon, G. P. Marsh, " Man and Nature." IflUi.
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soon as humaQ trespassers are excluded, and grazing
animals denied access to them."
Among the dimes of our owu island, those of Com-

\Vall have acquired an interest in antiquarian eyes,

from the disinterment some 30 years since of an ancient
church and oratory at Perranzabulo, which the drift

had hid for centuries. The Scottish coast also^ furnisjies

some remarkable deposits ; in one of them lies buried

what Hugh Miller graphically termed " an ancient

fossil barony," with remains of a manor house, and its

humbler surrounding cottages; and it would appear

that the catastrophe thus geographically recorded was
due to the wasteful ignorance of the former peasantry

of the district, for an Act of Parliament of the time of

William III. details the mischief occasioned by the

"bad practice of pulling the Bent and Juniper," and
strictly prohibits such destructive acts in future.

Similar legislative measures have had to be adopted in

continental countries. In one instance, however, the

fault was certainly not with the people. King Friedrich

Wilhehn the First of Prussia being sadly in

want of cash, a certain Herr von KorfT, a
devoted Bismark of the olden time, offered to fill

the Royal purse to overflowing if he were allowed

to remove something quit^ useless. The delighted

monarch at once gave his Eoyal consent (as who
would not to such a proposal?), and the loyal Herr
Proceeded to strip the sand-hills of the "Prische
ehrung " on the coast of the forests which clothed

and consolidated them. He sold the timber, raised the

money, relieved his sovereign, set free the sands to

march inland, fill harbours and channels^ and damage
fisheries, and thus completed an enterpnse which the
State would now jjive millions to undo. It is only of

late years that 'nations have woke up to a sense of the

folly and danger of an indiscriminate destruction of

vegetable life. On the continent the nature, laws of

formation, and means of control of sand-dunes have
been carefully studied, and various reparative measures
adopted, mostly at public expense. The natural vege-

tation of dunes appears to be remarkably extensive

;

those of Jutland having been found to yield above
230 species, and those of the Prussian coast two-thirds

as man.v.
Practical men have anxiously investigated the be.^t

methods of stimulating and accelerating these growths,

and both in the old and new world the Sand Reed and
plants of similar habit have been extensively planted
on moving dunes, and afterwards, when a soil has been
formed, shrubs and trees have been established on tlie

once shifting and arid wastes. The Birch in Denmark,
the Maritime Pine (P. maritima) in France, and the
Ailantus (A. glandulosa) in Russia, have been employed
for this purpose with great success. Many thousands of

acres have tnus been reclairaed, and modern science has
made some progress in repairing the mischiefs wTought
byignorancein daysgoneby. Thus, educated man asserts

his superiority to Nature by improving upon her
processes. Yet, we repeat, the history of sand-dunes
IS but an elaborate comment on the truth that ifwe
would make Nature our friend, when she seems most
adverse to our interests, it must be by a reverent study
of her laws—the laws of her all-wise Creator, and an
humble imitation of her methods, tf^. S. Oroser,

B. Sv. {ill Science-Gossip).

this improvement is not only attainable, but is actually

taking place. And, believing that improvement makes
most progress in those districts where there is a simul-

taneous amelioration of the whole state of society, and
not distinctively ofany one class,I rejoice to believe that

on the whole a cheerful view may be taken of the con-

dition and prospects of those who work for wages in

this country.

But it is said thnt the Ulir 4 of t)eTonshi?'edo not i

teplied tliat

ut at truth

p;ti-t.s uf Eiifil.'ni.l !,
,
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woiild know to be in certain situations the tokens, not only of

a wholesome, but of a comfoi-table home ; and even scantier

sleeping room than prevails in model houses would not seem

to you so necessarily connected with indecency and immorality

as many speakers and writers on the subject pronounce. For

you would know that whatever might be the case with bodily

health, yet decency and morality do not depend upon cubic

feet or partition walls ; but that virtuous families are never

too poor to provide sufficient screens; while no buildmg

arrangement where virtue is absent will ensure punty.

Your visit, therefore to your labourer's cottage would

not, I am well aware, produce m you at once the feelmgs

of disgust and indignation which many express at the

ordinary abode of the English labourer. If in your visit

30U found the inside of. the cottage clean, the children

healthy, the wife busy, and, perhaps, the grandfather or

ffi-andmother watching, one the pot. the other the infant, you

would be very httle disposed to pity the inmates or condemn

the hon e \on would not notice or look for m^iy of those

dcf ts ^hi h I '.untary inspector m.L,ht finl it his d itv t

1 t-t to y ur Bo H f I '" '

\ad heilth 1

h u^^e hlthv h
wretche hiess I

\
hthitthiswiet U I I i

uricia \i.d inl\ u w uli 1 disposed t h t n vith tt>,rti n

to in\ onewh c uUitallp int out my ru i;>onable \nd hopeful

mems famehuritin And thtiu is one pnnciple which the

instincts, of V ur own profession w lUd peculiarly recommend

to you \'iz., that thube social evils to which so many homes

owe their wretchedness should, hke injurious weeds, not be

merciv smothered and supijressed, but searched to their very

r.iatN "and bv cmniilett.; iiud pcrsuvering exposure destroyed.

X,,.,>. '-;'i, ,. .; ].,.;ii! ,^j,;.', in .1 li -lyipy home is the last noticed

]„ ,, I, ,., , ;-i . .irtched home— I mean the

1,1 1 1

... 'I'll must acknowledj»e I so

1 ,1 L I

, , ,, 1,, , , ,1 ,,..;, 1,, . :.L , .is to be convinced that in

iiu iu"iu.uiv iiiot..uioo,-. iL^ v, li^uLi^ducssof the inmates is to be

traced tu, or at least is inseparable from, the utter unfitness of

the cottage to be a human abode. Whera this is the case the

employer, who would be bis labourer's friend, may in many
cases be so in a quiet and effective manner. An honest

representation to the landlord of the true state of the case will

not often be unattended to, when it comes from the occupier of

the farm for the benefit of which the cottage was erected or is

maintained. There can be httle doubt that in many cases the

landlord or his agent would have pleasure in responding to

the appeal of the tenant ; all the more if they felt that it was
disinterestedly made for the sake of improving the labourer's

condition, and not merely to throw upon the landlord some
share of the employer's own obligation. There are other cases

in which the cottage of the labourer belongs to owners on whom
the employer has no claim, and who, perhaps, will not listen

to any considerations of fairness or generosity, who have either

no motive or no means to make their property more habitable.

But even in these cases the employer can with less invidious-

ness than almost any man bring the power of public authority

to bear. It might be a very false step for a clergyman or a

medical man to become an informant, or to meddle with indi-

vidual cases when they are concerned with whole communities

;

but this objection would never apply to a farmer pressing the
citse of his own labourer's wrongs.

But after giving the utmost allowance to the
argument that a bad house makes a bad borne, no man
who has had much experience of the more favourable
aspects of the English labourer's home will hesitate to

look to other causes of mischief. For, improve the
houses as we will, unless other things are improved, we
shall still be far from our wishes. Is all as it should be
as regards those public and other influences that ought
to bear upon the labourer's own character ; and so

upon the comfort of his home ? How about his educa-
tion ? hisrehgion? how about his amusements and
his friends ? how about his shops and purchases? Is

there not room in some of these things for the employer
to be a friend to the employed—for the master to do
good service to his servant ?

[Mr. Brereton concluded with a discussion of the political

aspect of his subject, and of the possibihty of a poUtical solu-

tion of some of the difficulties sun*oundiug it.j

union workhouses to Is. 3d., Is. Ad., and upward;

opinion that the condition of the labourer,

Year

wages and
better now than it ever had been before.

ago he had giound thousands of bushels of Barley for

human food, but they had not heard of such a thing for the

last 15 years. The labourers now ate as good bread as the

farmer or the squire of the parish—that was to say, if he was
industrious and economical. Then there was another thing

that had been done for the labourer during the last few years.

They would find in almost every parish a charity-school where
the children were taught sufficient to enable them, if they had
anything like thrift or talent, to get on in life. There was
another fact when they looked back to the time he spoke of.

there were no railways to bring such exhibitions as the Bath
and West of England and the Royal near to us, and the people
in the west were Lsolated, and had not the enjoyments they had
now. Now there were cottage-garden and other exhibitions,

whereas then there were the viUaee revels, where the men tore

the fie h off each others' back like wdld beasts, and fought
like demons That was a bad state of things, but it was very
-} ff ? t now The mechanic was better educated, better fed,

I \ d and more so, and, he believed, contented, with
tptions. While they had been making progress in

there was one thing in which they had stuck fast

1 irers lived in the same cottages which had been
t i hundieds of years ago. He maintained that it was

the imperative duty of the landlord or the owner of the parish

to see that this was no longer allowed to continue ; and he
thought that if the clergyman of the parish or the tenant
made proper representations as to the actual condition of the
cottages, the evil would be speedily remedied. In his opinion,

this was where they ought to begin, if they wished to improve
the moral tone of agricultural labourers as a class. E\'ery

house ought to have at least three bedrooms—one fur the
father and mother, one for the daughters, and one for the
sons ; then some sort of self-respect would be engendered.
Not only were the cottages in a bad state, but the farm-houses
were worse. Some of them had stool for three or four
centuries, and they were built in most unhealthy situations,

where no provision whatever had been made for drainage. It

behoved the landlords to provide more decent accommodation
for their tenantry.
The Chairman, whilst admitting the advantage of putting

out work by task, pointed out some of the difficulties that
presented themselves. There was the want by the farmers,
for instance, of a system of comparison, in order to be able to
satisfy themselves and the labourers that certain work was
executed in a superior manner. There was also another point
worthy of consideration—viz., whether early education could
not be brought to bear on the excellency of future labour. In
some parts of England the greater poi-tion of the work was
done by what were known as gangs of labourers ; but the evil

of this system was that the gang-masters were often persons
who, although they knew their work, were not fit to have
under their control a large number of young boys and girls.

This system did not prevail in Devonshire, but he had always
thought that it would gradually show itself, because it was
economical and successfid ; and he was anxious to see if it was
nut possible for them to anticipate in Devonshire that system
by endeavouring whilst the labourers' children were still at
school to employ them in some useful way that would serve
them as a sort of apprenticeship to their future work.

D:

Mr. Andrew (Tark Gate) moved, "That this meeting
cordially approves of the sentiments contained in the excellent
lecture the President has just delivered, and would particu-
Laiiy impress the importance of paying wages according to
merit, and that more attention be given to the improvement
of labourers' cottages." He highly approved of the principl_
of making a distinction in the remuneration of the skilled and
unskilled labourer ; the better class of men would thus get
better wages, and the stigma thrown on agriculturist;
body, that they did not sufficiently pay their labourers would
be removed.

Mr. F. Maunder thought the lecturer's suggestion, that the
employer should take an interest in the cottages of the
labourer, and use his efforts to procure from the landlord
improvement, was a most excellent and important one, and
he was sure that it would be well received by the agrictilturists
of North Devon.
Mr. Johnston would like to be informed on two points,

whether there was any difficulty in obtaining the labour
required by the agriculturists , and, secondly, whether, in
the opinion of those gentlemen present, the wages they
gave to their labourers were as much as tliey could afford ?

Now, he would tell what his experience on the labour question
was in a colony where he resided for the greater portion of his
life—what made the bulk of the emigrants, after a short
experience, discontented with their new position and wish
they had never left England : and that was the want of educa-
tion for their children. They saw very plainly that by
removing to a country which was on the borders of savage
land, their children would take a step nearer to barbarism.
Another thing which made the colonists discontented with
their position was the want of medical advice, and it led him
to suppose that if the poorer inhabitants of this country could
obtain greater facilities for attendance when they were sick,
and if also there

"
' ' '

'
' *

they became old,

in balancing whe
Mr. Wm. Thor

had been started

in itself th;

if labourers
wages beiii

There

1 made for them when
gieat weight with them

It the country or not.
if ever any public works
Hid they had always found

'<f 111'" i!.i - seokiiig to be employed—a proof
iij^\;i^ l.ibour abundant in the country; and

._ iiui -M nlmndant here, we should not hear of
V'jv tlmn in any other part of the country.
nt in the country, however, for skilled labour.

It appeared to him that if any improvement was to be made in
the condition of the agricultural labourer here it must be by
some system to be adopted among the farmers of doing their
labour by task-work, which would enable the skilled man to
earn a larger amount of wages than he now did,

Mr. J. B, Rock said he recollected that about the year 1828
the very best labourers in this neighbourhood earned 10»y.

a-day, whilst provisions were quite as dear as now. A few
years after that, they rose to U. 2iL a-day, and after the
establishment of the Poor Law Board and the erection of

ON THE UTILISATION OF SEWAGE AT
CROYDON.

IMr. Baldwin Latham, C.E., read a paper on this subject
before the Sewage Conference at Leamington, from which we
make the following extracts.]

The population of Croydon at the present time is

nearly 50,000, and the sewage is disposed of at four
principal outfalls :

—

Croydon Town, on the land at Beddington,
270 acres of which are under irrigation.

South Norwood and part of Addiscombe, on about
37 acres of land at Blind Corner.

Thornton Heath, on about 30 acres of pasture land
and market gardens.

Upper Norwood, into metropolitan sewers.

I may mention that at the two principal outfalls,

viz., Beddington and South Norwood, the sewage,
before passing on the land, is strained to keep back the
more crude portions, wtiich experience shows are
objectionable when passed on the land at the same time
as the liquid portion. The solid matter thus kept
back, after being mi.xed with street sweepings or earth
and allowed to stand for a few days until quite solid and
free from odour, is used on the land in conjunction
with irrigation with great advantage. The reason for

keeping back the solid matter is principally to guard
against nuisance, as such matter lying on the face of an
irrigated field, and exposed to the action of the
elements, would become a nuisance until absorbed or
deodorised by the soil ; there is also another reason,
which is, that solid matter in a crude state, as it exists

in sewage, together with the action of water, is found
to injure the produce. The liquid portion of the
sewage, containing all the matter in solution,

much finely-divided matter in suspension, after leaving
the filter in which it has been strained, is brought to

the head of each field by a channel. At the Beddington
outfall the channels are all open, but at Norwood the
principal channels are covered in : earthenware pipes
are used for this purpose ; and the sewage is afterwards
distributed by open channels or carriers.

The Croydon system is very^simple and most efifectual,

and may be carried on in various ways, according to
the configuration of the land. The sewage can at all

times be applied to the plant, for it never comes in
actual contact with the plant itself ; but runs in a thin
film over the surface of the ground at the root of the
plant. The result is that the sewage may be applied
during all stages of the growth of the plant up to the
time of cutting the crop, and it only need be with-
drawn from the land a very limited period previous to
the time of cutting. lu carrying out this system it is

absolutely necessary to prepare the land for the recep-
tion of the sewage, by carefully levelling it, so that no
holes or uneven places may exist. An uneven place
will certainly retard the flow of the sewage ; and if the
sewage should be allowed to stagnate, owing to the
unevenness of the ground, it will effectually destroy
instead of invigorating the growth of the crop.

The sewage of Croydon varies in bulk from 50 to
120 gallons per head per day of the population.
In all works for the utilisation of sewage, simplicity

is the great object to be attained, and it is surprising

how Nature will assist the simple efforts to aid her in
the fulfilment of her pm-poses ; whilst on the other
hand the most expensive systems, if not in accordance
with her simple teaching, must turn out to be failures.

I will now endeavour to show that the system of
utilising town sewage, as practised at Croydon, is in
unison with the known principles that govern the
growth of plants; but to a mind trained under the
present practices of the agriculturist, the presence of
so much water as is contained in sewage is looked upon
as baneful rather than of value, and its effects if

poured upon land throughout the entire year are
considered to be ruinous. The fertilising matter of
sewage as applied in irrigation is principally in
solution; now, as fertilising matter in this "state
is much more readily absorbed by the land, the plant
has its food presented to it in a state ready for assimi-
lation ; the consequence is it grows rapidly, and as
the period of its growth is greatly shortened, a greater
number of suitable crops can be taken from the same
ground in a season under the irrigation system
than under the ordinary process of farm manuring.
The obvious difference between the system of manuring
with solid manures and with sewage is this, that the
solid manures are applied to the land, while the sewage
is applied more directly to the plant ; in both cases the
land IS the medium of applying the nutriment that goes
to build up the tissues of the plant, but if a given
amount of fertilising matter in a dry, and also in a
Uquid state, are applied, the liquid manure is at once
food for the plant, while delays must take place before
the solid manure can be assimilated by the plant,
for solid manure must be exposed to atmospheric
influence until it becomes soluble, and then it must be
taken into solution by water before it is food for the
plant, so that it is quite obvious, all other matters being
equal, that a greater number of crops can he taken from
the same area of land under the liquid manure system
than under the dry manure system, and which is

equivalent to an increased area of land, but with this
advantage, that there is but one rent or first charge
upon the land.

Water alone has a special value as the medium of
fertilisation, and the results the author has been able
to arrive at, from his experiments on extensive irri-

gation works in which water alone has been used,
show that every thousand tons of water per acre are
worth one pound sterling value per annum. Such is

the enormous quantity of water that enters the roots
of a plant, that common Grass with a moist soil will
evaporate 10 tons of water per day, and if this rate is

only carried on for half the year it gives 1800 tons of
water per annum as the amount exhaled by 1 acre of
Grass plants. If such is the amount of water requisite
for the healthy growth of one or two crops of common
Grass, how much will be exhaled by the plants on a
sewage irrigation field where four, five, or even six
crops are taken in the season ?

It is generally supposed that sewage is not appli-
cable to land throughout the entire year, and that the
fertilising matter of sewage applied in the winter
six months is lost : but this view does not accord with
our experience at Croydon, for we find the purification
as perfect in winter as in summer, and that we get the
full benefit from the application of sewage applied
throughout the entire year, which may be accounted
for by the simple fact that the purification of sewage is

due to the affinity soils have for separating the ferti-

lising matter from the sewage, and holding it until
required by the plant.

Clay soils have a much greater affinity for fertilising

matter than porous sandy soils, and it is partly due to
this property that clay soils excel in productiveness
any other when treated with sewage. For utilising
sewage the soil performs the three-fold action of
extracting the fertilising matter, the filtering it for the
food of the plant, and lastly, retaining it until required
for the use of the plant. That this is the probable
explanation of the process may be gathered from the
fact that clay soils, though less mechanically absorbent,
but having a greater affinity for fertilising matter than
sandy soils, purify sewage more effectually, and produce
better and heavier crops. Again at night, when the
growth ofthe plant is at rest, and yet tlie circulation
of the sap is going forward (being kept up by the
process of evaporation from the leaves of the plant,

and the capillary attraction of the roots), it is found
that the guano matter prepared in the soil is partially

evaporated from the plant, which would go to show
that it has been fitted for it, and only needs the active
property of light to properly utilise it. Again, probably
the best proof that the soil attracts and retains the
fertilising matter of the sewage is found in the fact

that the first crop of the season on a sewage-irrigated
farm will nearly equal in weight one-half of all the
remaining crops of the season ; which shows that the
fertilising matter stored in the winter has been made
use of by the plant in the. spring.

The produce of the sewage-irrigated farms of Croydon,
unlike that of ordinary farms, is always in a state of
growth, not quite so active in winter as in summer

;

yet at no time can there be said to be an entire cessa-
tion of growth. This in a great measure is due to the
temperature of the sewage, and also to the effects of its

motion over the surface of the land. The value of the
temperature of the sewage cannot be over-estimated in
a country similar to this, in which excessive changes of
atmospheric temperature often suddenly take place
which injuriously affect both plants and animals. The
value of the high temperature of sewage is more
particularly demonstrated in the depth of winter, and
during long and continued frosts ; and it is rather a
remarkable coincidence, that when the greatest degree
of temperature is required the sewage possesses it;

that is, the temperature of sewage has been found by
the author to increase with the period of duration cf
frost. This is probably owing to the stagnation .of

surface water, and also to the habits of the people, as
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much less cold «aler is used in the depth of winter
than at other times. So great is the value of temiiera-
ture, that a crop under sewage irrigation may he seen
growing even at the time of severe frost. The author,
from au experiment made during the winter of 1861
upon the irrigation fields at South Norwood, and
carried out during a period of severe frost, was enabled
to cultivate a crop of Kj'C-grass, which was only soivn

in the early part of the month of November, and when
measured at Chri,stmas the same year, was found to be
fi inches in height, and then growing luxuriantly.
During the following year six crops were cut, the lost

of which was within one week of Christmas Day, 1865,

The 1st crop measured I length.

Grand total 187 inches, or 15 ft. 7 in. in height, which
realised about 10/. per acre, or when calculated by the
inhabitants contributing to the sewers, the money
received for the produce was equal to 6*. per head of

the population. During the present year, live crops
have been taken from the land and have realised

equally good prices. Crops nearly as good have been
taken for six years from the sewage-irrigated farm at

Beddington.
The soil' at Beddington is sandy upon a gravel

subsoil, while at South Norwood the soil is clay.

Prior to the application of the sewage to the
clay soil at Norwood, it would not pay to take the land
for ordinary farming purposes at 20*. per acre ; but
since the application of^ sewage to it, the Local Board of

Croydon have had an oiTer from Mr. Cousins, the
present tenant, which shows that he is mlliug to give
16/. per acre rent for the land, and sewage for a term of
12 years.

The great result to bo arrived at in the utilisation of

sewage is the prevention of the pollution of rivers—in

short, the purification of the sewage before being turned
into any stream;andupou this head the results are most
satisfactory. In the case of Croydon, the sewage of that
town, after being utilised, positively contains less total

constituents than some of the water furnished by the
public companies to the metropolis. The sewage, after
passing over the land, has been found to contain the
following amount of foreign matter :^

'
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ul.dl, but

(VhiuU tlii.'i rain was

too high a degree, hut must allow of tlie evapnniliim "1

writer with a certain degree of rapidity. Areteiiiivf

soil, on becoming saturated with moisture during

winter, lies too long in a wet and unworkable condi-

tion, in consequence of which such soils cannot be pre-

ijared and sown until late in the season. We may tnus

liiivc in one locality a fall of 40 inches per annum
liriuluciug less injui-ious effects than a fall of only

2.") inches" in another locality, where the soil is of a

iiioio retentive character. Ineed discuss this point

no longer; foritcannotbutbeevi.l.'iii i" 'fl il^'l ii'l"""

any conclusions as to the suitaliilii, ' ili lnn.iir

of this island for the cultivation

must know not merely the average

also something of the manner m — --

precipitated, and the nature of the sods—whether

porous or retentive, whether drained or undrained.

Without such evidence no trustw.nlliy r..Liclusions

can be arrived at. Th.at there is :inythuiL: sporial ui

the circumstances of the Irish laruur ivii.k'riiig

pasture land more valuable to him than arable. 1 have

yet to learn. In fact, whatever special circumstances

are at work, the result is more likely to be the reduction

of the area under Grass than its extension. Capital of

late has been made out of the statistical tables of the

year 1841, in an attempt to prove that the great increase

in the area under Grass is entirely due to the conver-

sion of a large area of waste land into Grass land, and

not to the reduction of the area under arable culture.

That a large area of land has been reclaimed during

the past few years I think you will all admit ; but I

doubt whether you will place any reliance upon
calculations grounded on the statistical tables of 1841.

Even had these statistics been reliable, it is important

to know where the line of demarcation was drawn
between Grass and waste lands. I fear in the present

day many would be puzzled to know under what
division to classify their laud. That the diflerence at

the present time between Grass and waste land is very

slight, I think is proved by the following extract from a

speech delivered m the House of Lords in JIarcb last

:

—" 125,U00 acres of land which last year was noted as

waste, have this year been added to our Grass lauds."

Now, gentlemen, with this fact before us, need we
longer puzzle ourselves to account for the great increase

of the area under Grass ? It appears, after all, but a
very simple process—merely subtraction from one
column and an addition to another ; for gentlemen like

you, versed in such matters, need not be informed that

it is an utter impossibility to convert waste land into

Grass, '' worthy of the name of Grass," in the space of

one year. I need not, however, go into the realms
of uncertainties in search of evidence in support of

my position, but would ask your attention for a
moment while I quote from the admirable statistics

of Mr. Donnelly for the years 18G5 and 18G6.

Under the head " Grass Land in 1865," we find

9,701,63.3 acres ; and in 1866, 10,002,058 acres

:

being an increase in one year of 210,425 .acres of Grass.

Now, in referring to the area of waste lands, we find

there were iu 18(1,",, 4.520.446 acres ; and in 1866,

l.,ll:^Js2. Iiriii-';; drrrra^,. in lli,. \2 mciitlis „( s.;,c,.-,s

a..iv- ;
liiil a^alli-1 llll- n • ll,l\r JIOJJ:, ll|rn•a^r in Ihr

wasti: laud Here ucluaily i^ouvtrted mtu Gnis.s, we still

have 123,767 acres to account for; and this can be
accounted for in no other way than on the supposition
that the acreage under arable culture has been reduced
to this extent. That this is the true explanation is

jiroved by an inspection of the cropping statistics of
18!i5 and 1866. In 1865 there were 5,618,403 acres

under crop, and in 1866, 5,519,678 acres, showing a
decrease of 128,725. Whatever, then, the great increase
of the Grass was formerly due to, I think the fact

cannot be denied that during the past year, at any
rate, the increase is entirely due to the reduction of
acreage under arable cultivation. I believe it is

luitlicr to the circumstances of the Irish farmer, the
physical features of the soil, uor the climate of the
country that we may look for the explanation of such
a large area of the country beiu" under Gra.ss. I think
it is rather in this direction the explanation may be
sought—the unsettled state of the country, and the
poverty and non-residence of the great body of the
landed proprietors. In confirmation of this view, let

me take you back to the statistical table. The value
of the grazing stock iu Ireland is 29,660,000^. If we
have 9,821.862 acres of Grass, this will represent a
capital of 60.s. id. per acre. We must not, however,
overlook the fact that this portion only maintains
this stock, with the exception of sheep and young
cattle, for one half of the year ; for the remainder
there being at least one million acres of green crops
yearly at disposal. I feel, therefore, perfectly justified

in putting the capital per acre of Grass at 2/. I
will not trouble you with any inquiry as to what
per acre we should place the capital on an arable

farm. I think if I say 6/. I shall be certainly under
rather than over the mark. If I am correct in my
calculation, then it would appear that, during the piist

twelve months, by a conversion of 123,767 acres of
arable land into Grass, a capital of nearly 500,000/, has
beeii removed from agriculture. All along, you will

have observed, I make this a proprietor's tiucstiou. I

do not believe the bond Jide tenant has anytliiii;^ to do
with the increased acreage under Grass. While the
proprietor is laying down his hundreds of acres in

pasture, how few tenants are putting their land in

Grass ! A large proportion of laud laid by iciiants has
been put into Grass during the pa-I !> i\

has almost entirely been done thmu-li
the landlord. You ask me what has lii,

iH'H-'. -h!. .pf the landowner to

has this much

capital sunk on L'raziin; as i/ood as his 5 per cent, on

his capital sunk in arable culture; while on the area

under Grass he only risks one-third of the amount ol

capital he does on the area under cultivation. \hii

may ask why, if it is a risk, does he allow any of 1 1
1

-

capital to be thus employed ? I answer, i t is em pi " \ • > I

simply because he recognises that property ha-s " ii-

dutiesaswell as its rights," and that he must make
some show of his recognition of these claims. I thinli-

however, the day is not far distant when this vi™ "I

his duties will be exploded, and landlords will If a ni

that to hold large areas of half-cultivated land in tlair

own possesision is not the way to benefit a country or a

people ; and that, if they are not prepared to invest

their own capital in the proper cultivation of the soil,

they will confer a great boon on their countiy, their

tenantry, and themselves, if they will let it to those

who, with capital, industry, and intelligence, are pre-

pared to undertake the tisk.

BKiiNTEEE. — At the annual meeting of the

Labourers' Friend Society the other day Colonel

Western, who presided, said he should be glad to

see landlords and tenants meet together to see

whether they could not find some means by which
they could bring about an extensive employment
of machinery in this district. They had advantages

there for such work which were not seen in many
counties. Essex was a flat county, and most of the

farmers held large fields, and he thought that con-

sidering the great difficulty they had in finding labour,

and considering also the opportunities afforded to the

labouring classes of getting better wages than it was the

interest of the farmers to pay here, they ought to think
whether they would not be driven somewhat into a
corner unless they adopted some such plan as he had
suggested for bringing machinery more into play. He
thought also they might well consider whether they
should not try to keep their labourers at home, by
having comfortable cottages for them, and showing, as

he had no doubt most of them already did, that they

really felt an interest in their welfare. When he saw
what was going on iu this and other counties it seerned

to him that the time was arriving when the cultivation

of the land woidd be carried on under a different system

than at present. Of course landlords must give long

leases to make it worth the while of the tenant to

expend his money, for it was utterly impossible to

expect a man, who" held his tenure on an uncertainty,

to lay out any amount of capital.

Sir T. B. Western, M.P., said : When he came
down there to-day his first question was as to the

number of candidates for the birizes and the opinions

of the judges, and he was happy to hear that an old

man in his employ had received a prize for long

service. It was an unusually long service of 56 years

and 2 months, and he was exceedingly glad to find there

was another man who had served almost as long,

namely 52 years, and there were some of 30 years, and
other long services. One great benefit derived from
these societies was the encouraging long services, more
especially among agricultural labourers. Tt bad been
said the supply of labour was falling uir, l.nl uliat was
the reason for this? Why did lie n lalMunrs leave

them? They left them because tluy cent I '.zel better

wages elsewhere, and if this continued, it would be

absolutely necessary that they should supply their

places by other means. As to the question of machinery,

he should not enter into that, in the presence of his

friend Mr. Mechi, who not only enliglitened|them by his

speeches, but whom they also welcomed there with the

greatest pleasure.

The Chaikman g.ave "The Visitors," with the

health of Mr. Mechi, whom they were alwiiys glad to

see among them, for whatever might be their own
individual opinion as to Mr. Mechi's theories, they
could not but be sensible of the services he had
rendered by his experiments, and his pleasant, genial

speeches, to the cause of agricultural improvement.

Blr. Mechi said they were met there !- ei_lil .e in . . easi.n

which occrured very frequently, he w;e i i. ' i ill nvn
the kingdom. In times to come, wh.n ir -n - uii.-

more fully developed, their infliiencc -ii ^ ' ilen. .,..nMl>e

dindeed i^ Tvtc ..Ir^a^Iv .-.
I ! :. \\ oil. p.issing

1 rep.iir, .and where the farmer could
'-m account of the trees, and yet had

I. r ,11 II, -, inekiding h.alf the roadway round
r

,

, .vild not be expected to prosper
,
,ind it would thus also be more

111, 1 111,11,1,1 ti ^'.-"t a fair rent for his land. When
11 he bad putted down almost every fence on hia

lad now 1.32 acres without a fence, except a small
I ditch, would they not agree thjit he was in an
i.q position coiup.arcd fotliose wlio were surrounded

itli

it pa

ithi!

1,1 ,lav, aii,l was t.ilil liV lliij II, ii|,|,
, .1 |,, I, 11 .il i iiiin.i-. that

he was doing very badly wuU U1..1 laiin, e-t i... paid a high
reutal. aud had uncomfortable fences and small tields, and he
W.IS losing money by it every year. He named no names,
but the spot was not a hundred miles from that place.

Before he left this point let him s.ay that there

wjis one thing which must be done in agricvUturo if they
wished to make it pay, .and that was, that a larger capital

than was now generally the case must be invested by
both tenant and landlord. If he had made many v.aluablo

chjvnges on his f.arm it had not been done without a large

expenditure of money, aud if they would produce more
com and stock they must invest more capit.al in the soil. He,
with his modem ideas' about farming, had come to the con-

clusion that if they wanted to make a profit out of the farms
it must be by a very Large addition to their live stock. With
deeper cultivation, which could only be attained by using
more horses or steam-ploughs, he could not farm his land

profitably under a tenant's capital of 14?. per acre, but 16/.

would be better. The capital of the United Ivingdom was not
more than! 4/. per .acre, aud therefore there was room for

vast improvement in this direction. There was one other

point which their Chainn.an had already eloquently descanted
on, and that was the increasing scarcity of labour. Labour
w.os slipping away from them, and while the men were paid

better wages and were better fed in other parts, it woidd
continue to Blip away. Statistics showed that the number
of people employed in connection with agriculture remained
statiunaiy, or rather diminished, whereas in the manu-
factuiiu" districts it was increasing from some-
thing like 15 to 18 or 20 per cent. Thi.s w.as very

importjint to their interests as agriculteri-t^. ;in,| if liehoved

them to see if they coidd not by ^, ' 'l in the
services of those men who were so n.

.

, i,, n farmf.

Now came the question. What wa.s t ail their

Chairman had veiy properly said th.tL 11.^ 'ij pi., uf good
cott.ages was the first consideration. ;uad if they regarded the
health of the labourers and their families, he (lAIr. Mechi)

shoiUd say, good water secondly—and he was exceedingly

pleased in going over the Maynard estate to find a pump of

pure water placed against every cottage. By neglecting the

health of the labourer and his family they would bring them
on the parish nates, and these would become, insidiously but

certainly, a great tax on the farmer, who had to pay them.
There was another means which he hoped many of them had
adopted for keeping their labourei-s .at home, and that was
paying them by piece-work. He h.ad a character perhaps

among his agricultmal friends of being expensive, but

he maintained, and he wa': ]T']v,r,--5 t,. iii.-r, tliat the

labour on his farm was di: 1
! n nv fai-m

in the county of Essex. lai
1

i

'
1

i 'inng by
piece-work, and what v... ; , ,, -1: 11, > heard

great complaints in the J.,,., .11 1 .alu-i plae.- of the

low wages paid to agiicidtural labourers, but he rather

thought that those complaints were sometimes grossly

exaggerated, and though the weekly rate of wages was said to

be 11.,-., his men earned on the average, taking all circum-

stances together, not far short of 40/. a year.

One gi-eat benefit of piece-work was hav: _
work done in a short space of time, while the lu

able to be better fed, and their physical couaiti.

improved, and they ^M 1
,

'^,1 al- > t,i piy ni 1

rt week for a good 1
1 1

1

'
, a 1

1
1

1 1

1

1 1

1

rickety tenement. I
ihe h

fldl amount of work 11 inin niiin . , mi lliin

moral condition weie iiiipii.,„u i.y ll.eii eaiain;.;

v/ithout any deterioration or loss to thei

strongly on this point, because he k
they would

s. l-iut it

ill-ll the a-elicyof
as liic resilience or

do wilh this ques-
tlie laudland at a

luscious of the great value his capital is

atiug over his property, employini

from this to the cmi
which was a very lai

.1 to endeavour
great industrial occ.
this could only be di

say it behoved
with the other
and thev knew

Bright—he'

by the investment of a much In ,
:

'.apital, and certainly also by the investment of aeonsi,!, i
!

.amount of intelligence. This of course implied that a 1

many old prejudices must be given up. and so far as ]iisi,\n

personal position was concerned, he confessed he was not sur-

prised that some 20 years ago, when he dashed into A^ricul-
- - _i i:,„ —!—:.,i„„ ..™v..3^

jj^ j^g

sitit It

apsiug

abundance of labW, causing a good home deman'ii for B°''4ose''sSairbirds which «„= »o u»„.,., .,. .^=... „...,
farm produce, thinks his returns of 5 per cent, on his

I without which their crops would be destroyed by insects,

engine, wl
engine in Essex :

clays.— not then li n ,. .l,.-. ,,ii , .,n ip.lii.^ eLays,

which he was tol.l .vanild ., .. ,dli.i-.\ In--, iiqie., .inU every-

thing else ; and then he went into garden cultivation,

cidtiv.ating deep, not bringing up the bad soil to the top, but
sifter it had been stubbed up leaving it to the influence of the
air, that great fructitier of all soil. Then again he did not see

the benefit of hundreds of ugly PolIards_ and large fences
which took up a deal of land, and stood in the w,ay of the
plough. Was he to be told now that .any one of these things
was useless or unprofitable ? Certainly not. He saw they all

agreed with them, because they were now constantly practi.''ing

them. He came to-day through a country where he saw a
collection of Pollards such as he beUeved did not now exist in

the coimty, and he said to a friend with him, a practical man
and once the sfewjird of a Large estate, " Wh.at is the value of

those great ugly Pollards, taking up such a sp<ace of land, and
spreading their roots far into competition with the growing
corn ? " He replied, " They are not worth half-s-crown a-piece

when they are cut down," and he believed him, for he remem-
bered selling many for a shilling a-pieee when he cleared

a farm for his own tenant. Timber was a landlord's

prejudice ; but he (Mr. Mechi) did not want to deprive

the land of trees in their proper pl.aces. He liked a

proper place, for it was a refuge
useful to them.

He stated that tb. j

was owned by lili: i-i

ny 10orl2. That seen
li'eved it w.as quite true.

it agricultural duke

His

somewhat sharper in the gri i

were. The nobleman he b i
i

and liberal landlord, and li

tenants beat me now." N-av

He had heard of one large 1

line wages.
He spoke

:w that by these means
of superior power and

judgment, and able to do a Large .amount of work. They
mightdcpend upon such men. and he might mention thatmany
of his own men had been with him 22 and 2.3 years, and had
dug the foundations of his new buildings, dug his drains, .and

everything. They were strong young men when they

came to him, and piece-work would always bring them strong

useful men, for men of that kind would of course go where
they would have the opportunity of m,aking the best of their

own powers, of which they were conscious : aud they might
ill ].iaiil upon it that if they paid all their men alike they paid

liiarU fnr their labour. He had had no difficulty with his

nil n I \iepting this year—when so many had expciienced

..iniilar ilifficiUtics, and they then seemed to have the slightest

possible idea that they were not .n w.-P paid as they might
day by Mr.

!
lit the ownership

|, II I lialf the Land in

H-, 111 I li.df the land in
1 .a monstrous proposition.

He w.as visiting some years
Scotland, and after he had

about with two pair of horses all day he said

Well, your Gr.ace, how much land have you in Scot-

ply was, " 1 don'tquite know, but takingwater,

and waste, .and'moors, .and so oii, something about a miUion

acres, but my neighbour h.as a great deal more than

1 have." That was independent of his estates in this

country, and therefore he did not at all discredit the assertion

that half the land in Scotland was held by 10 or 12 individuals.

But he did not think there was any disadvantage in this,

agriculturally speaking, for he was bound to say that this

very nobleman was among the foremost in improvement, not

only in Scotland, but in England, and he was surprised at the

amoxmt of energy which he displayed in reg.ard to agri-

cultural improvement. He said to him, " Mr. Mechi, I have

taken a Large slice of the Government loan for drainage, .and

if they would have allowed me 1 would have taken .all the

money they offered, but they would not let me have it." He
(Mr. Mechi) might add that he recollected that Scotchmen

took the whole of the first Govemmeiil '
1

1
f, t b i',ia:.'e, .and

the Englishmen who had let the 11)1), : a ii i nk care

that on the next loan a reserve shun 1 : a niilyso

much should go to Scotland, .and i

i

' i itiun to

England. This only show
,11 they

I.""My

nrd who liad

estate 25 per cent., and he only hoped the profits of the

fjirming were such as to .allow an equal per ccntage of

improvement on the farmer's part. He had the pL

knowing many people with large estates, and he

say the greate'st improvements were_going
"

Let them look, for ' "' "^ '

l)ound to
those estates,

stance, at the iTuke" of Bedford's estate.
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I
hia tenants, and the con&eiiu
men on his farms who \V'_i' l i i

capital, and the estate !
country generally waa bciii ; i !

laid out, and the large uxJlh: i

years he had been talking aboirt

nasty subject, but Which he called a r

i class uf
a lai^e amount of
or value, and the
<:. amount of money
omployed. For 23
me people called a

5 glad

of th-

t also, which he
cat (i:ini:er wa.s

LitturL-. ;i,n.l th.it

^erf lik.lv tube-

to fiiid that in that lieigttfaou^Tiood Ihey had remedied their
deficiencies in this respect, and the sewage of the town
was applied to its proper object, the fertilisation of the
land, and at Bridgmarsh frftin, only 16 inUcs off, 150 men with
a 20-horse-power engine were employed in merely making
bricks for the new tunnel which was to come into Essex
bringing the London sewage, und Mr, (iffin, who was a largi

farmer, t<ild him the tuim. ! .v.!'
.. , .,

a half of his land, jftia L-
some, and possibly hv n); ' ' jo

sewage from London. T1i(.M' \v i-^ hi Tii m \>i.

should like to mention. Ho heard that ;i

likely to befall British manrufactures and agi

to a great extent machinery and implement;
rated. He understood that already a gLrnlloiu;iii near th:it

town, whose machinery wa^ uso>l f^r thi? purpusc ,.f m innf.ic-

ture, had been rated, and fhnt tlir inrn-.is,. in .-li.it-v w;ts

something like 200 per cent., .ni.i ir w... .[>n\>- ,!. ,r il, n if this

held good as regarded tb<j i(npli.iii.:ii',-^ mi nnuui'.i' imx. it

would equally hold good as regarded the iuiplciu'Jiit.^ uf a.^ri-

culture, and perhaps eveh their scientific friends who used the
scalpel would be assessed. In conclusion he could only thank
them for the kindness with which they had hstened to his

remarks, and he would add that if he could do anything to
foi-ward agricultural improyement it wordd afford him the
greatest possible pleasure. He believed himself that the most
important work in England was filling the British stomach,
and if thty a.sked their manufacturing friends there whether
they wi. ,fi ['} 'it ^.>ats or their dinners for a month, he
was;ifr,i Mid suffer. ,

"The Vice Presidents," with the
health uld.

.L', hi responding, said a certain section, he was
sorry to say, of the radical press was very fond of crying down
societies of this kind ; dnd their arguments amounted to

something of this kind—The landlord and the farmer, when
they had taken all they could out of the labourer for 30 years
and found they had no furthei use for him, just before they
turned him out either to mend the roads or find an asylum in

the union-house, brought him up, made a speech over
him, and gave him a pair of breeches. Well, he thought
Serhaps ther

[e did n
agricidtu

! wit than wisdom in all this,

were not hard masters in the
i in the manufacturing' world,
uch were the exceptions and

executors the first honour
lesser quantity and defect
part of the work was beau
The men who worked 1

1

3^ awarded them rcsiK-un
presented to him for the .

ihinery. Some of
miles, drawing their tackle after thorn,
paid 5g. per mile for travelling expenses,
off without a breakdown or accident.

only on the grounds nf

they did so. The main
it and regular.

I M.kle bad T^, rtl., and
I iIl.j's engineer had 1/.

1 1 1' .u of his englue and
>elied .T2, 28, and 25

Their ownet-s Were
Everything passed

Faversham, Kent: jVoi'. 14.— At the annual
ploughing match this day a novel feature was exhibited,
in a competition among steam ploughmen. It was
mentioned at the subsequent dinner that William the
Conqueror bad said, "I subdued the inhabitants of
other counties, but with the men of Kent I formed an
alliance." Whether the agricultural implement makers
can say, " we have subdued the farmers of other
counties " in respect to the use of machinery or not,

we cannot say ; but it is plain from a report of the
proceedings of this Society, which we have received
just as we] go to press, that they may say, "with the
farmers of Kent we have formed an alliance."

This year's competition lay amongst 31 horse-ploughs,
all of which were "turn-feist,"—4-horse teams with
ploughman and driver to each.

In steam ploughing there were seven sets of tackle
in competition. The Kentish men do not believe in
" cultivation;" that is, the use of " diggers," or that
form of scarifier termed a " cultivator." The ploughs
were all of Fowler's patent. The windlasses and
tackle were—five of them by Messrs. Howard, of
Bedford; another partly after the Bedford system, and
partly Fowler's ; while the seventh was Fowler's com-
plete, which includes the engine. The other six

engines were all made by the well-known firm in con-
nection with traction engines, viz., Messrs. Aveling
and Porter, of Rochester.
No. 1 was ploughed by Messrs. BLaxIand jind Marten, of

Faversham. They had a Fowler's plough and Howard's
windlass, standing porters, snatch-blocks, and anchors, with
Aveling's running porters on the ploughing side. This work
was well done, but the "pitch" of the shares was not exactly
regular, so that the furrows were not equally pressed. The
quantity done on this plot was 3 acres, 1 rood, 5 perches, and
the time :i hour^ '.j minutes. There were seven men employed.

Lake, of Minster, with the
1 ait the windlass was fitted

k. The plough was started
^ ^fhifted, and one plough had
eaused so much delay that at

for four I'M ..-.-. -. I. It! I'l. :ii.:i

to be ruiiiuVud. iin.->u .iKUUjae
2.15 P.M. only 2 acres r.) perchy;
50 minutes. There were five u

No. 3 was ploughed by Mr. Henry Pye, of St. Mary's, his
engine being the same as was used at the Salisbury meeting
in 1857, and it has gone through every alteration whicli
Mr. Fowler's ingenuity suggested up to the present cliji

drum. The anchor to which this engine worked is of wooden
frame, and was also made by Messrs. Ransome for the Salis-
bury meeting. It has never been any expense, and although
it is clumsy in appearance, in the soft state of the soil here it

did its office well. This tackle altogether worked well. The
time here was three and a half hours for 3 acres 27 perches.
This work was easily done by five men.

No. 4 was ploughed by Captain W. Gillow, of Woodnes-
borough, near Sandwich. Althoxigh the commencement of his
work waa not good, his man pulled himself together so well
afterwards that the 3d prize was awarded for this work. The
furrows were well turned ; 3 acres and 20 perches were done in
exactly four hours.
. No. 5 was done by Messrs. Robert Neame and Abbot. This
work was lemarkably even, and the ends were so well carri-^d

out that the judges awarded for it the 1st Cup. It was done
in 3 hours and 60 minutes, and the land measured 3 acres and
15 perches.
No. 6 was Mr. Thomas fjake's, of Tong, Kent. This plough

was an old wooden one, and one of the first made by Messrs.
Ransome &, Sims after Fowler's patent. It was fitted, too
with Kentish mould-boards, or "reiats." The work, wa.«,

however, capitally done, excepting that the furrows were
"coupled," that is, two lay closer together than the others.
T he quantity done was 2 acres 3 roods and 5 perches in
4 hours and 25 minutes.

No. 7 was done by Mr. Mansfield. This was cxceedinoly
g;ood work, apart fi-om the ends ; but the headlands were
ridiculously large, and the quantity done less than that for
which was awarded the 1st prize. The judges said they were
very loth to pass this work by without confeiring on its

The Slates of the Sii-er I'lale : Iheir Iiiduslries and
Cmmnerce. By Wilfrid Latham. Longmans, Green,
&Co.

The speech of the Rev. E. Smythies at the Farmers'
Club last week was an opportune advertisement for
just siioh a book as this. He told us that for iAml, liis

son had obtaineil the oecupation of alniul ii s.iuare
miles in one of the territories here dexribed, and the
ownership of the stock with which the occupation of
that area could be commenced, namely GOOO sheep,
500 or 600 cattle, and 300 horses. And he read to us
a letter in which the prospect of setting good fortunes
in a very few years was confidently entertained. Mr.
Latham, who ha.s been Ion" resident in the country
which he describes, and who has been kind enough
frequently to communicate of his experience to our
columns, gives in detail his conclusions on this subject,
and they appear to agree very fairly with the judgment
at which Mr. Smythies' correspondent, after a much
shorter stay, has arrived.

The very promising account which has been laid

before the Farmers' Club will no doubt lead to many
inquiries about the countries bordering on the River
Plate, and Mr. Latham's book is just in time to answer
them. It de-scribes the country in detail; liuenos
Ayres, the capital of it, its railways and industries;
the aspect of the territory around it; the sheep
and cattle estancias in which its agriculture is

prosecuted ; and in particular the business of sheep
farming, giving full particulars of management
There are chapters on the utilisation of River
Plate beef; on agriculture, or the cultivation
of the soil of the country ; and on the ample and pro-
fitable field which it affords for capital and labour.
The book is intended for residents in the country as
well as for intending emigrants to it. And there is

much therefore on that true economy of management
which is prescribed by science, which is calculated to
instruct and benefit the resident agricultural popula-
tion, as woU as on the commercial aspects of their
business which is meant for capitalists about to invest
in it. It is the latter portion of its pages which the
English farmer must study for the benefit of any son
whom he proposes to send out ; and he will find in
them plenty of encouragement and instruction.

We shall from time to time give passages from Mr.
Latham's pages for the purpose of keeping his work
before our readers ; and to-day \ve give an account of
the great sheep estancia.s to which so largo a part of
his very instructive volume relates.

tiiru happens to range at about 80' Fahr.,tho perspiring
mvA is lairly smothered, and overwholnieu with the
intended kindness.
The life of a shepherd in the camp is solitary

enough ; a man who does his duty should never leave
his flock, until, at least, they are shut up at night ; tmd
then not for long. It is not always that a llocdc is shut
up in the " corral ;" in fine weather they are left on
the " rodeo,' ' a hare piece of ground near the house,
to which they are driven to pass the night, where they
have more space, are kept cleaner, and can rest per-
fectly quiet ; in wet and dirty weather it becomes
impossible, without serious prejudice, to put them into

"corral," on account of the acoumulitinr! -I' ( \ci-o-

ments and mud. Under these i-\f i

stormy nights, the shepherd is requ ill ji -lUi

his flock, riding or walking round tin n ' tul.iitido"

them), to prevent their driving before the ^viil(^ and
rain ; in heavy gales there have been instances of large

numbers being swept aivay, running before the blastj

and, encountering a swollen brook, plunging

Farm Memoranda.
Sheep Estancias near Buenos Atres.— Sheep

estancias are of various extents from half a square
league to four and five or more square leagues. There
are combined cattle and sheep "estancias " of very
much greater extent; many proprietors count from
20,000 to 100,000, and in some instances a still greater
number, of sheep in their possessions.

An establishment of this class consists of an estancia
house of more or less pretensions in size, round about
whioli there generally are plantations of Paraiso,
Acacia, Poplar, Willow, Sluiberry, and some few
sturdy " Ombu " trees ; also in some cases Peach
plantation.s, out-oflices, sheds or " galpones," horse
corrales " or pens, and sheep " corrales." These

" poblaciones," habitations, with their foliaged sur-
roundings, stand out clear in the plain, and are seen
for considerable distances. Travelling farther and
farther out into the plain they become fewer and
further apart. On different parts of an estancia there
are erected the huts of the shepherds, with their
" corrales," called " puestos " or stations, which, with a
certain extent of ground, are allotted to the diflerent

shepherds or " puesteros " for the run of the flock under
his care. For the maintenance of the " puesteros,"
the meat of a wether (capon) is allowed between three
or four of them, the skin, tallow, and grease being .set

apart for the proprietor, and collected periodically.

The " puestero " provides his own " Yerba" (Paraguay
Tea) and sugar, and, if he indulges in the luxury, his
own biscuit and salt.

Fuel he provides himself with from the stems of the
hard Thistle, " bisnaga," or the excrement of the sheep,
cut out of the corrales in solid cakes and dried, dried
cattle droppings, and animals' bones. He makes his
fire either in the open air, in the centre of his hut, or
under a shed outside ; he runs a long spit, " asador,"
through the meat, and sticks it in the ground with an
inclination over the fire. There are many, however,
chiefly foreigners, who show more refinement, and possess
a table and chairs. r!\ iiiL'pan and saucepans, plates,

knives and fori anl hiII -^et a benighted traveller,

ling their li" iitahi} , dr.un to a good stew, with
rice and eggs, in ulilitiMii in the customary exceedingly
sweet roast or " asado," laid out on a clean table cloth, a
cup of genuine congou or souchong, with ewe's milk,

and the never failing " drop " of spirit to drive the cold

or keep the heat out ; and last, and best of all, a hearty
English, Irish, or Scottish welcome. If there is a tidy
" wife " in the cabin, a clean pair of sheets and a

blanket, and a gay quilt to sleep under. In some rare

instances, a *' beautiful Jither bed," brought all the
way from the " Quid Conthry," will be produced
for hitrhly honoured guests, in which, if the tempera-

foremost into it, under the influence of the hinder-
most, and perishing to the last.

In the daytime, in a storm, they are very apt to
drive, and especially in a dust storm, by which, occa-
sionally, great losses and considerable inconvenience
through tue mixing of the flocks is incurred.
The ordinary routine of the shepherd's duties is to

take out his flock of a morning, as early as possible in
the summer time, while the dew is on the thitsty

Grasses, and return with them at sundown, taking
them to the natural drinking places, when there are
any ; and in drought.s, on those establishments where
wells are sunk for the pun>ose, to drinking troughs
supplied by dra^ving water with what is callea a
"manga" (or sleeve), a Ihil: canvas bag, with a hoop
at the upper end. ant a mpr at each extremity, so
arranged that the " iiiaii:ja

" lilU 'in jiart) and comes
up doubled until out of tlie well, nlien the uptierend
or mouth is elevated, and the lower drawn oilt, shoot-
ing the water into the trough or drinking pool. The
drawing of the water is done by a horse.

In the winter time, and especially while hoarffosts

and cold dews are on the tender Grasses, the sheep are
not taken to the pasture until the sun is well up and
the frost dispelled.

The events of the sheep-farmer's year are those of
" seiialando," or the marking, the cutting of male
lambs, and the shearing.

All the men and women of the district are nut in

requisition for the shearing, for which they are paid per
100 head the usual price of -IP^, making, with the tying
of the fleeces, a cost of about \$, or Id. per sheep.

All districts possess their musical geniuse.s,

"paisanos," or country folk, who "strike the light

guitar," and sing impromptu ditties. These gentle-

men bring their guitars to the shearing, and, the
work of the day over, a fire is lit in the open,_ the
"asado" is put down to cook, and the ''ting-ting"

commences; laughing, chaffing, singing, and dancing
are the order of the night, until the fires go out, and
the parties stretch themselves out to sleep.

In the majority of flocks, there is no separation of

young or old, and the rams run all the year round with
the flocks exposed to the same vicissitudes ; there are,

in consequence, lambs the progeny of under-aged
half-grown ewes, and aged and toothless ones ; and
though the lambing faUs chiefly in the spring and
autumn, there are more or less lambs dropped through-
out the year : the rams, too, are put into the flocks at,

or left in them from, an early age. These various prac-

tices are very great stumbling-blocks to the improve-
ment of the sheep, prejudicing the weight of fleece, the
soundness of the wool development of the animals ; a
marked tendency—indeed a positive degeneracy—to

delicacy, is the consequence, which a modification of

system, practice, and the use of stronger and healthier

rams will alone correct.

The true principles of breeding are little known, and
less practised. Onmany establishments of some preten-

sions there is a flock of finer sheep kept at the estancia

house for the purpose of furnishing rams to the other

flocks. These sheep are of Merino origin, and cer-

tainly are as fine in wool as the average of Spanish
Merino fleeces. These, though having a little extra

attention, and in some instances sheds for protection,

have been treated as breeding flocks in the same way
as the others, all .ages procreating and lambing, and
all seasons of lambing. These fine-wool flocks have

almost everywhere diminished in the w'eight of wool

yielded, in some instances not averaging over 2} lb. per

fleece. From such flocks the rams for the cross-bred

flocks (jlestiza flocks) have been drawn ; hence it is

easy to account for the general character and deficien-

cies of the wools of these countries ; and it accounts

for the: still (compared with other wool-producing

countries) small value of the individual sheep.

There are other estancias, on which a much higher

class of sheep are bred, for the sale of rams. A con-

siderable nmnber of fine Sa.xony and Negretti and
Bambouillet rams and ewes have been imported, the

rams of which in most instances have been put into

the Merino flocks with great advantage, though by no
means as the rule, with all the benefits that would
have been attaiic 1 •<„ a L.tin- ss'stem of management.
The same pra' i

'' lilipd, as that with the

Merino flock- i Mnved with these higher

classes in the iii:ij' 'I i'.> "'' •-.-•<.

There are other establishments again where the pure
breed of these imported varieties is maintained, and
where there are large, and in some cases, costly sheep-

houses and sheds, " galpones," and paddocks fenced in.

On these " cabaiias," pure-bred and various grades of

crosses are produced for sale of rams. Pure Negretti

or Rambouillet, and crosses of the two : crosses of one
or the other with the Merino, and with cross-breeds to

meet the fancy of the buyers. I do not hesitate to

pronounce this intermixture of breeds as very bad
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practice, tending to obliterate anything like a definite

type. The sheep-farmers are inconstant; one year

they will put into their flocks rams of Rambouillet

cross, another year they will supplement these witli

Negretli, and another Merinos, in the same flock.

It is true that, with the rapid extension of sheep-

faiming, and the comparatively small proportion of

high cast rams at present bred, and, moreover, tlie

comparatively recent introduction of the Negretti and

Eambcuillet breeds, something of this was inevitable.

The rams and ewes imported from Germany and

France possess various degrees of merit, and, sold By

auction, fetch prices accordingly. Sums equivalent to

from 15/. to 150/., even 200/., have been paid for rams.

Some few of the British breeds have been ike-

wise introduced, Leicester, Southdown, and Shropshire,

and there are cross-bred flocks from these.

Miscellaneous.
Tie Earth Closet—Amo-a^ other benefits conferred

on us by the Irish convict system, we may rank the

adoption of Mr. Moule's earth closets, and the applica-

tion to the land of sewage thus deodorised. Coal i^hes

from the pri.son fires are used, and the medical officer

of Smithfield and Lusk says that "the closets have

proved a complete success. They yield a large quantity

of manure rich in carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, and

other useful elementary principles. The manure is

applicable to many of the ordinary purposes of guano,

and is e.xtensively employed on the farm," where, the

Eoman Catholic chaplain adds, " the produce is truly

wonderful." We cannot tell whether Lord Robert
Montagu will accept this as a stumper. But it is

well to have the experiment tried under the direction

of a good agriculturist, and with the help of men vvho

may at some future time be of service to the farming
interest. There will be less temptation to crime if our
dangerous classes learn practically the meaning of the
" fortunati nimium," and if they once have a stake

in the land, they will have some respect for its laws.

^Economist.

Calendar of Operations.
November : On Wintering store Cattle—This was

the subject of a capital practical paper by Mr. Ford,
of Eushton, near Blandford, read before the Blandford
Farmers' Club. The following is the substance of the

advice he gives :—
" It is acknowledged by all xiractical men, that it is

advantageous to keep as much stock as we can po-ssibly

accommodate; and it especially behoves farmers to

adopt the best and most economical system of winter-
ing their flocks of .sheep, as they are one of the main-
stays of farms, especially of very poor farms.

I winter my sheep on Turnip land (in favourable
weather), and let them lie as regular over the land as I

can, for the benefit of the succeeding Barley or Oat
crop, givinjj them straw with a liberal allowance of
roots, and h.iy nii,>c a day, until my curs begin to lamb.
I then givr tliciii hay tmrr a (l:i\ , and mots as before;
inbad wcallirr lakiiiL; iliriii nil llalaiidat night, and
putting thciu ill .some sheltci'cd

mg that the health of all animals depends much ou
protection from the inclemency of the weather.

" I believe that lambing well much depends on the
regularity of feeding through the winter. On many
occasions I have remarked how much food is wasted by
ill-bred animals of every kind, especially by those that
have bad constitutions, and by those also that have an
inaptitude to fatten ; whilst at the same time I have
also observed, that a well-bred animal with good con-
stitution has been damaged, or ruined for want of
proper food and general good management. How
necessary, then, is it, that the farmer sliould attend to
these matters and keep his eye daily on his flock, and also
upon his shepherd and upon his herdsmen.

" Frequently has it occurred to me that we suffer
great injury by neglecting our flocks, even for the
shortest period ; a day or two's neglect may require
weeks of reparation.

" The same principles apply to cow stock. It is

necessary that they should have a yard and a com-
fortable well-strawed shed to lie in, and it is essential
that the shed should lie open to the south. You will
find that in ^ood and well-littered lodging-places the
stock will thrive much faster than they will do even
with a greater quantity of food consumed in discom-
fort and in undue exposure to the weather. 1 have
often seen stock in winter ' stuck ' up under a hedge
with unhealthy coats, especially in damp situations,
with food apparently plenteous ; but owing to exposure
to the rigours of winter they have been so poor in the
spring as to be worth less money than they were worth
in the preceding autumn.
"I am fully persuaded that there is more profit

arising from good feeding and nursing stock well, than
there is from keeping them in the open fields the
greater part of the winter, or in wintering them with
straw alone (a most cruel way) in the straw yard. I
feed a quantity of stock with straw, to which 'is added
a small quantity of roots and cake. The winter months
being the proper time for threshing Barley especially,
and also a good portion of other crops, we can always
afl'ord to give the stock plenty of straw for food, and for
bedding to make them comfortable.
" You will find that by giving store stock in the

straw-yard 1 bushel of pulped roots (which is

inexpensive) mixed with straw chaff or husks of corn,
and 2j lb. of Linseed-cake per day, or i lb. of green
German Eape-cake, the cost would be for cake about
id. per day per head. There are different opinions
respecting the most economical cake. I am inclined to
give the preference to Linseed-cake ; but if the manure
from the Rape-cake is equal to the mauure from the
Linseed-cake, the Eape-cake may possibly be the more
economical cake of the two, as its cost is les^.

" It is highly necessary that we should be very par-

ticular as towhat stuffs we purchase for feeding purposes,

as there are so many advertised as being something

extraordinary."

Mr. Ford then refers to Thorley's cattle condiment,

as having failed, in his case, to be of any service. He
proceeds :

—

" A judicious outlay of money and a proper applica-

tion of the food purchased will always well repa.v us.

One thinf; is certain, that an animal starved in winter

will require half a summer to get it into store order

;

but an animal well wintered is half-summered ; the con-

verse also being true, viz., that a well-summered animal

is half wintered. This then shows us the necessity of

proper feeding, and also of general good management,
and regularity of feeding."

To the above remarks we add an extract on a sub-

ject to which Mr. iord refers, from another lecture

given during the previous month before another

Dorsetshire Farmers' Club, by Mr. W. C. Spooner, of

Southampton. Mr. Spooner's remarks related prin-

cipally to the subject of winter food for a breeding flock,

and in the course of it he compared Linseed-cake with

Rape-cake. The experience of Mr. Lawrence, of

Cirencester, has been already quoted; and his

method of avoiding the risk attending the use of the

latter has been described. The following sentences

compare it and other cakes in point of composition

merely.

Eape-cake has 23 per cent, of starch, gum, and sugar,

but of albumen 29 per cent, or nearly 2 per cent, more
than Linseed-cake, and about the same of fatty matter.

But notwithstanding this, we know from a number of

experiments that Eape-cake will not put on the same
amount of fat as Linseed-cake, however desirable it may
be for young animals at an early stage, given in the

straw-yard, and for milch cows, the cost being con-

siderably less. There are some cakes, however, which
contain a much larger amount of albuminous matter.

Poppy-cake has 35 per cent, as compared with 27 in

Linseed-cake, but only 5 per cent, of oil ; and this points

strongly to the fact, which has been proved, that this

is excellent food for lambs or ewes for the production

of milk. The decorticated Cotton cake is still richer in

flesh-making properties, also in oil; which may be

accounted for" in this way, that it contains less woody
fibre. As I liave observed, however valuable Rape-cake

may be for young animals, containing as it does so large

a proportion of flesh-making properties, yet in the

latter stages of fatting it does iiot produce the result

that may be expected from the increased quantity that

can be given for the same money, as compared with
Linseed-cake. The same observation will apply, in a

somewhat less measure, even to decorticated Cotton-

cake, which however contains 16 per cent, of oil, and a

very large quantity of albumen. This may be explained

by the fact that what can readily be digested by one

animal is not suitable to others. The taste and
digestibleness of food as well as its mere composition

affect its influence in the feeding process. It has been

found advantageous to mix various kinds of food

i.'iw null to.gether, and whenever a change is made it should be

„„ „e.,r 1-i'imv gradual, whether from Grass to roots, from Turnips to
on ueai, niiow-

1

g^^,gjjj,g^ p^ fj.^^j pjjg iji„(j of cai((, to another; and thus

decorticated cotton-cake has been found to produce

greater results if given with Linseed-cake than if given

alone. One thing should be borne in mind, that its

value is greater'for the manure heap than Linseed-

cake, because so large a portion of albuminous matter

passes through the animals. The same remark also

applies to Rape-cake, which can be bought at a cheaper

rate than Linseed-cake.

Mr. Spooner has also given his opinion on concen-

trated cattle foods. He says, "When horses get old

their teeth often get out of order and become sharp

and irregular at the edges so as to wound the gums ; or

perhaps a molar tooth gets broken ofl', so that its

antagonist becomes long and projecting, and in time
prevents its neighbours from doing their duty. WTiilst

the old man under such circumstances can resort to

the dentist, or to soup, or to the sausage machine, the

old horse is expected to masticate as well as ever.

Here then is a case for the cattle food ; and hence the

marvels it effects in such a case by supplying nourish-

ment in the form of meal, doing that for the old horse

that he could not do for himself. Again, when a horse

gets old his digestive organs frequently beconie
weaker, and advantage is often derived from giving

him tonics and cordials. Although the best tonics are

bitter, hot, and disagreeable, such as gentian, ginger,

Peruvian bark, or preparations of iron or copper, yet,

fortunately for the compounders of cattle food, there
are others, though less potent, that are by no means
disagreeable, such as liquorice, cascarilla bark, aniseed,

caraways, and a few others ; so that by giving meal
thus sweetened and slightly flavoured with salt, the
digestion of the old horse is stimulated and coaxed,

and his condition improved. It is true that this effect

can be produced as well by giving the animal his food
properly gi-ound, or in the form of meal, and if need be
assisting him occasionally with some tonics or cordials

;

but there would be nothing mysterious in this, and
John Bull is fond of the marvellous."

ROBERTS' PATENT SPOON REST.

This admirable appendage to the Dinner Table was invented as a

remedy for evils whichare apt to beset the best of carvers. Attention

is called to some of the advantaRcs arising from its use, to wit :—

lat. There is much more room in the dish for the operations of tho

2d. There is no fear of the handle of the spoon getting into tha

disb, and it is oonse'iuently kept clean.

3d. The spoon is always in its place, and ready for use.

4tb. The dinner cloth is kept much cleaner ; and finally, tha

Spoon Rest Is an ornament worthy of a place on every weU-fumis'hetl

table.

It may also be considered a handsome and acceptable present.

Price in German or Nickel Silver . . £1 10*.

Packing Cases, Is. each.

Thf Spoon Rests are made in a variety of Elegant PaUenis.

Orders accompanied by remittances will receive prompt attention.

This Invention is Manufactured oxcIu.iively by Messi?. Howes

& Browktt, Birmingham, to whom all Trade Orders should bo

addressed. ___^^

THE

PATENT AMERICAN CAMP STOOL.
This is a most slmplo and durable little Chair for Cricket Grounds,

Excursionists, Tourists, Croquet Players, and Volunteer Camp
Grounds.

can bo folded into the moat compact form, and stowed away

into the smallest possible compass for Travelling,

Price for Single Chair 5s. each.

Price for Lots of Six or upwards . . £2 10*. per dozen.

"THE EANTOONE."
(Secured i Royal Lettlrs PATtsT.)

, with all the LatestManufactured in Wrought Iron of different s

Improvements.

It is Light, Compact, and Symmetrical In appearance. Can be

propelled at the rate of from 8 to 12 miles per hour, and will bo found

unequalled as a means ofhealthy, agreeable exercise and amusement.

The simplicity of this invention is its great recommendation.

Heretofore carriages of this kmd, known by the name of Velocipedes,

have lacked power, and have been found to be cumbersome, bulky,

and laborious to work. By au ingenious Combination of Hand Levers

the Cranked Ailo, these objections are

is enabled to work with the bands and

time. To one of the Hand Levers are

d Pulley, which communicate with tl\

id by this simple contrivance the Carriago

;ion required, and with the utmost e

and Treadles

overcome, and the operato

attached a Brass Chain s

Axle of the Guide Wheel, i

may be turned in any dire

It is in .tself a gyranafiium in miniature ; for by its peculiar action

all the pi acipal muscles of the body are brought into play, and thus

judicioub'y developed, none being overtaxed, as is often the case in

rowing, ftiicing, dumb-bell exercise, &c.

Price, \\ith 2ft.6-in. Driving Wheels, for Youths, £10 IO5.

„ 3 ft. „ Adults, £1'2 1'25.

3 ft. 6 iu. „ „ £U14,s.

Closed Packing Case extra, £1 10«. ; Skeleton ditto, is,^.

Notices to Correspondents.
AND Salt: A M, Sussex. Either of them may be

(iseful as a manure. 30 bushels of soot broadcast T^er .^cre

over gi-owing "Wheat is the best way of applying the f..'i nior ;

and one or two cwt. broadcast per acre also over luxuii:Lnt

Wheat, or over a growing Mangel crop, may be a goud way
of applying the lattei'.

Deodorisation of SE^VAGE : Mr T Rose's letter has arrived

too late for insertion this week.
Lime ob Makl: JGR. The answer to your question depends
—1st, on the composition of the marl ; and 2d, un the
composition of the soil. If the latter is light, and the
former is richly calcareous, we would rather pay half piice

for marl than full price for lime.

THE ELEVATOR RIFLE.
DESIGNED for TRAVELLERS, EMIQKANTS, ORNITHO-

LOGISTS, SPORTSMEN. *c.

IXVALUABLE for HOUSEHOLD DEFENCE.

Great Reduction in Price.

3C or .52-l)oie now selling at £i is.

CHARLES POMEEOY BUTTON,

U2 and 143, Che-ipside, London, E.G.
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DUNCAN'S WIND-RESISTER WIIEAT.-The
Subscriber begs to intimate that as the limited supply of the

Panlathio Mill, ramoustio, Forfarshire.—Nov. 17,

To Market Gardeners and Others.

CABBAGE PLANT.S.— K;.^t Ham, Kiitield Nonparoil,
Robinson's Champion DrumlioHiJ, J.s-, per looo.

RED CABBAGE PLANTS. Li. por luw, oxtra line. Term-s, cash.

I will challenge England with Plants, the Stock tnie, and can bo
warnvnted. All grown by

RiciiARD Walkeb, Market Gardener and Seed-grower, Bigglea-

wade, Bed.s.

To Farmers, Gardeners, and Others.
EXCELLENT CABBAGE i'LANTS

(Stocks not to bo 3urpa.s:;ed) can bo supplied in any quantities

as follows:—
ROBINSON'S CHAMPION (an extraordinary large sort), 2$. per 1000
DRUMHEAD (finest selected), 2s. per 1000.

ENFIELD MARKET (finest selected), 2a. per 1000.

TRUE DWARF NONPAREIL {earliest and best), 23. per 1000.

RED DUTCH for Pickling, As. per lOOU.

Special prices given for large quantities not to be undersold" '" "ccompany all orders,
:r, Biggleswade, Bedfordshire.

Seed Potatos.

HAND F. SHARPE are now offering HYATT'S
• PROLIFIC KIDNEY, DAINTREE'S EARLIEST,

WEBB'S IMPERIAL KIDNEY. FORTY-FOLD, FOX'S SEED-
LING EARLY OXFORD, and manv other Early nod Late varieties,

The Earliest Pea Grown is

CARPENTER'S EXl'KLS^, -:a!i.n.-d on the 7th May,
(see Testimonials), TUK c.iRLLtsr date on record, price 3s. per

quart. The usual discount to the Trade.

Dickson's "First and Best" Early Pea.
FRANCIS A: ARTHUR DICKSON dc SONS are

giRtifiod to know that this PEA has again this season given

jiversal sutisfaction, and is pronounced by hundreds of the first

of crop,
me sons, be a day or so
Pea, as every one freely

_. New Seed can now be supplied from a very large bulK,

which they have grown to meet the great and mcreasing demand.
"

! Is. 6d. per quart. Price per buahel to the Tradr " ..^ ..:—

TRAINED FRUIT TREES, from 30s. per dozen for
Cash; consisting of PEACHES, N KCTARINES, APRICOTS,

PEARS, APPLES, PLUMS. CHERRIES, &c., all in excellent con-
j:.:__

j^jjjj f^^^ f^j. tijjingdiate planting. Also general NURSERY
STOCK at very low prices.

Eli L Tin
, Lcwisliam Park Nursery, Kent.

To Gentlemen and Planters.—Surplus Stock.
r AKiil. 'r!;iii-,|,l;uiiMl KVKiiGREENSandCONIFERS,
IJ In. Ill 1 t- s in-i. hi/ii ,

ju.iKi.M. uMMON LAURELS, 2 to 4 feet;
|-.(i(i,iii'0 ASH. h..r,i -i I.,, I !urt ;Um<' M illion LARCH, from 3 to 6 ft.

;

Out' MUliuii llAWTliUiwS (jUiCK, from 2 to 4 feet ; largo APPLE
TREES, for UroimrdH ; PVUAMIU and TRAINED FRUIT TREES,
in full bearing.
I.CATALOUUES and Special Prices may be had on application.

. Da ION, White Cross Nui-serles, Hereford.THE T R A
2-yr. TransplaLted QUICKS, 1 to 31 feet.

J 1-yr. Seedling tJUlCKS, to 12 inches.
J 2-yr. CRAB STOCKS, 2 to 3i feet.

100,000 2 and 3-vr. Transplanted LARCH, 1 to 3J feet.

D E.

6000 RED GkAPE and VICTORIA CURRANTS.
2000 Standard PEARS, 5 to 7 feet stems.

Prices and samples on application to William Cocks. Old Nurseries,
Donington, Spalding.

To the Trade.
R A W A Y

Ash, 1, 2, and 3-year heediings
Ash, transpl.-inttd, 2 to 3 feet
Aucuba japonica, berried
Beech, 1 and 2-ycar Seedlings
Birch, 1 to 2 feet, transplanted

FRUIT
Apples, very fine dwarf-
Apricots, standard-

Tbe Old EstablUshert Seed \ tfi. Eustifate Street. Chester.

To Gentlemen engaged in Planting.

TOOLE AND CO. beg to call attention to their very
extensive Stock of

EVERGREEN and FLOWERING SHRUBS,
HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES,
FRUIT TREES, FORcST TREES, and CONIFERS.

Grown at their Nurseries, Cullenswood, Ranelagh Road. Dublin ;

and WillorL Bray, and respectfully invite inspection of the

Chestnut, Horse, 1 to 2 feet,
tracsplanted

Elm Wych. 1 to 2, 2 to 3, and
3 to 4 feet, transplanted

Larch, extra fine, 1 to IJ, IJ to 2,

2 to 3, and 3 to 4 ft. , transplanted
TREES.
Peaches, very fine dwarf-trained
and standard-trained

Pears, very L'ue dwarf-trained

I, Bristol.

p OCOA-NUT~ REFUSE
^-^ is bocomlng scarce.

Now sold In bags, 1 for 2s., 10 for

IC,?., 2 for 30«., 60 for 6Ga., 100

for £G.

Postage Stamps or Post-offlce

Older, payable to J. Barsbam &

Cij., Kingston-on-Thames, S.W,

Fumigate your Greenhouse withTISSUE.
CATALOGUES ot the above forwarded post free on application. & .Sons. Tobi

Irish Yews, Hollies, and Privet.
WRIGHT, East Kettorcl, Nottinghamshire, begsw

i to 8 ft., in fine specitnens,
from l&s. per dozen to

I 2\ feeti 208. perlOO ' 3s. G(l. and 6s. each

HOLLIES, fine plants, removed last year, 2 to 3 ft., 25s. to 35*. per 100

PRIVET (Evergreen), fl to 9 ins.,
|
PRIVET, 9 to 12 inc., 43. per 1000

?REES. .,

from unknown

4,000,000 1-yr. Larch
600,000 2-yr. Seedling do.

200,000 1-yr. Transplanted do.

1,500,000 2-yr. Scotch Fir

600,000 1-yr. Transplanted do.

100,000 2-yr. Transplanted do.

1,000,000 2-yr. Spruce Fir
400,000 3-yr, do.
200,000 1-yr. Pious austriaca
200,000 1-yr. Plnus Lariclo
60,000 2-yr. Pinus Weymouth
100,000 2-yr. SQver Fir

, - - , - - 2-yr. Seedling do.
100,000 1-yr. Transplanted do.
400,000 1-yr. Svcamore
100.000 2-yr. do.

100.000 2-yr. Beech
100,000 2-yr. Horse Chestnut

1,600,000 2-yr. Elms
600,000 1-yr. Ash
100,000 3-yr. do.
60,000 1-yr. Spanish Haael
60,000 1-yr. Acacia

100,000 1-yr. Common Broom
70,000 1-yr. Scotch Laburnum
40,000 l-vr. Cyprus (uprigUtand

horizontalis)
30,000 2-yr. Chinese Arbor-vltaa
20.000 2-yr. American do.

4,000,000 1-yr. Thorn Quick
100,000 1-yr. Laurel
30,000 2-yr. do.

Clerk ei

The Nurseries are well stocked with FOREST TREES.
PRICE LISTS ruady. which will be forwarded on appl

Michael Burile, Dnimlargan and Garracbce Nurserif

hill, Co. Meath. IrL-hui.l.

Summer-

!, and 3 to 4 feet.

Huntingdon Nurseries.

WOOD AND INGRAM offer the following at extremely
moderate rates, according to the quantity taken :—

ASH, 2-yr. Seedling, and in Drills, li to 2 feet.

BLACKTHORN, l-yr, fine.

CHESTNUT, HORSE, 1-yr.. and 6 to 8 feet, transplanted.

ELMS, NARROW-LEAVED ENGLISH, 2 and 3-yr. Seedling and
isplauted, IJ
PRDCE, -

fir; WHITE (

FIR, BALM of GILEAD, li to2. and2to3feet.
FIR. WEYMOUTH PINE, 2 to 2i, 4 to 6, and 5 to 6 feet.

HAZEL, U to 2, and 2 to 2i feot.

GORSE, 1-yr. Seedling,

MAPLE, COMMON, lyr. Seedling, extra fine.

JUNIPERS, 2i to 3, 3 to 3i, 3i to 4, and 4 to 6 feet ; extra fine, and
bushy.

OAKS, 2-yr. Seedling, and drills, 2 to 3 and 3 to 4 feet.

OAKS, TURKEY, 2-vr. Seedling, fine.

POPLAR, BLACK ITALIAN, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, 6 to G, to 7, and 8 to

10 feet.

POPLAR, ONTARIO or AMERICAN. 2 to 3 and 12 to 10 feet.

WHITE THORN QUICK, .3-yr. Seedling,
ARBORVIT.^, AMERICAN, U to 3* feet.

ABB0RV1T.>E LUBBII, extr.i fine specimens, 3 to 7 feet.

ARBORVIT.'E, SIBERIAN, 1 to IJ. IJ to 2, 2 to 2i, and 3 feet.

AUCUBA JAPONICA, extra fine hardy specimens, Itoli, 1* to 2,

BERBERIS AQUIFOLIUM, 1 to li, Ij to 2, and 2 to 2i feet.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, very fine. 3 to 4. and 4 to 5 feet.

CUPRESSUS MACROCARPA, potted, 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

LAUREL, COMMON, 1 to li ana 2 feet.

LAUREL, PORTUGAL, very fine, 1 to 4 feet.

PLANE, ORIENTAL, 2 to 3, 4, and 5 feet; extra, to 10 feet.

PLANE, OCCIDENTAL, 3 to 4, 5 to 0, to 7, and 8 to feet.

YUCCA RECURVA. fine specimens, li to 2j feet.

ROBINIA INERMIS, fine Stnndard-s, to 7 leet stems.
W ILLOW. WEEPING, to 7 feet, and fine Standards.

N.n. CATALOGUES scrit free on application.

/ ^ I S H U R S T C M-
VT POUND, whether used
against Insects and Mildew, on
Growing Plants, or as Wmter
Dressing on 'Trees at
should be dissolved 48 hours
pefore use. This gets rid of
smell, and if the Solution be
decanted, prevents any staining
of foliage. A strength of from

-for

Sold Retail by Nui-serymen
and Seedsmen, in boxes, Is.

3d., and 10^'. Hd. each.

Wholesale by

PRICE'S PATENT

s HAW'S TIFFANY
For samples and prices apply to

J. SuAw & Co., 29, Oxford Street, Manchester.

George Hall, late Manager to the late SajTior'a Firm
]U: \s ^. .uR M TtARS IN TUEIK EMhl-or.

GEO. HALL .\M. SON'S Celebrated PRUNING ant]

BUl>I>lN<i KNIVK^. tie, may be obtained from the niosl

respectabip Nurserymen and Seed Merchants in the kingdom ; also

America, France. Germany, Holland, Prussia, Russia, &c.
N.B. We onlv make one quality, the best that can be manu

factured, regardless of expense, the same as the late Saynors alway;

made during their lifetime, with all the latest improvements.
Horticultural Cutlery Works. Sheffield.

PAMES WATTS and CO. Hothouse Bullders
• and HotWatfr Apparatus MANDFArroRERS,

Jit, Old Kent Road, London, s E

200'
Strong ZINL HAND (.L VSSEs, ill sizl^i

References to the Nobility, Gentry, and Trade in most of thi

Counties in England

GREENHOUSES, Span or Lean-to, Ornam'^ntal
Plain, nlwavs in Stock, Glazed with 21-oz , and Painted ready

for Fixing To be seen erected
Span roof ]>! un, JO feet 9 inches long, by 13 feet wide £31 d

A ditto of s imc -ize. ornamental 35

A ditto 33 Icet long bj 13 feet wide, plain .

.

47

A ditto 8.ime size, oi-namental 64

Also, a Leiu to ly feet louK by 10 feet 9 inches wide .. 22

A ditto -H feet lung by 10 feet 9 inches wide . . . 32

Alfao. a large stoi,k of Greenhouse and Pit LIGHTS, of variou

size', kept m -itnok. ind a laige Stock of \ arious-sized 1, 2, 3, or

Light Giirdeu 1 RAME'i, mido portable, ot different shapes
ordei. Glazed withGreenhou

square loot
Two inch Lights made and Glazed with 21 oz , at Od. per squa

foot, three times Painted. __
W. S. uses only the best Yellow Timber for Horticultural Work.
Estimates given (or effectually Heating by Hot Water.

SS" ^ote the Address—
Wm. RiiiTii, Hothouse Builder. Turuhara Green, W.

H
z.. Boll

OT-WATER APPARATUS, of every description,
flv^^ ooinpleto In any part of the country, or the materialB,

Pipes, 4c.. delivered to any Station.
Estimates on application.

J. J o';'g_B & SoKs, 0, Bankslde, Houthwark, London, S.E.

Heatlnp; hv Hot Water.
J. IT o I, I, \ \ i> s, Iron Merchant,

' ndon, S.E.
HOT WATER iii i

.
., per yard :-2.1nch. l». 2d..

inch,l«. lOd. jiiuil
:
i, ,. : i/ i; kNUS, fromStock, l8.tld.,2a. Cd.,

id Us. each. THKul l l,i, v Al- Vl-.s, iu«., I3s,,and 14^. each. Other
Connexions at equally luw pnceH. and all goods of first-cla-ss mauu-
facture, I'^timates given, and orders by post punctually attended t

thes.-
'-

W

H^
Heatmp: ty Hot Water.

\\ \TI'l: I'll'KS, at Wholesale Prices, with

Improved Boilers and In
lull Valves from lOs.OtZ. each. Patent
Inn,-,, Furnace Bars, Supply Clatemii,

HOT-WATER PIPES and CONNECTIONS, SADDLE
other BOILERS.

Estimates, with Printed Prict Lists, and Free Delivery at principal
Rftilw.iy Stations for Quantities.

J. B. Brows & Co,, Wareh.
Thames Street, London, K.C

I and Manufactory, 148, Uppei

D^
Cheap Greenhouse Stoves.
N" <'ii.\S Patent VENTILATING and

1

1
> N "- 1

'

I \' KS are simple, cheap, and efficient ; have
:

I
i i i)'|/roved; will burn many hours without

'
:

' '-t for fuel. Prices of SuBpension Stoves,
1 II]. ^^ li I:, Ventilating Stoves, 60s., 60s., 70fl., Ms.
ll'ARATUS for Conservatories, Greenhouses,HOT-W

Hothouses, Forcing Pits, ice, erected and fitted up complete.
Deani; & Co., 40, King William Street, London Bridge, E.G.

MELON LIGHTS, Machine made, 6 feet by 4 leet,

li thick, Qnglazed 5s., Glazed lis., are kept in stock at the
Finsbury Steam Joining Works, 121, Bunhill Row. E.G.

HOT- WATER APPARATUS
(Portable) for Heating Greenhouses, Pits,

Frames, Fern Cases, Churches, Chapels, SchooU,
Halls, &c., with expedition and economv, from
£2 10s. complete.

Illustrated Price List, with testimonials, to be
had on application. Enclose a stamp.

London. S.W.

The Only Stove without a Flue.

NASH AND JOYCE'S PATENT, for
AIKING. I'RVING, and WARMING HALLS,

"^" w especial Stove for Con-
lit-Ripening, &c. : to Burn
by filling with luel every
degree required, without

' I'lLLlNG and MASTI-'
I makers, 10s. Orf.

Th. ' i I
\'

; 111, I

I
I WER is the only rapid

CluLii. .1 r, lit a moderate price.

CIIKArFIRKS,—The Radiating Fire Balls save half
the usual consumption of fuel. Ono Shilling packet of

119, Newgate Street. London, B.C.

Hot-water Pipes, with Elbows and Connections,

HEATING by HOT WATER.
The Improved

CONICAL BOILERS,
For Heating Pineries, Conservatories,
Greenhouses, Mansions, Halls, Ware*
bouses, &c.

Solely Manufactured by
BcRY & Poi-LARD (Successora to John

R. Peilt, late Stephenson & Pedl).
These Boilers are adapted for setting

arrangement, requiring

NO BRICKWORK SETTING.
These Boilers have for their dura-

bility and economy attained a cele-

ty far .surpassing any other Boilers

;r iiivciiLed. They have been for

nv years p ist in use at many Public

17, New Park ti outhwark, London. S.E.

ArANSTON'S PATENT FuILDINGS for

\J horticultdre.
" Dry Glazing without Putty."

" Glass without Laps."

"Ventilation without Moving Lights."

Highly Commended by t e Royal Hort cultural Society South

Kens ngto

James C aN!>iov A cl it

Work II fehgate Str et B rm ngham

Henri J Growtaqe Manager 1 Temple Row West Birmingham
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Oil Faint no longer Necessary.

esoeUeni
two-thin

pHEAPEST and BEST IRON HURDLES, FENCING,
v^ Wire Netting, Chafl" Cutters, Oat Bmisei-s, Bean Mills, Steam
Eogines, Lawn Mowers, Con.serviitohes, GreenhouseK, Hot-water
Apparatus. Estimates furniahiicl, and skilled workmen sent to all
parts of the country.

John Botb & Co,. 48, Cannon Street, E.C.

>\1!1M'S PATENT BLACK VARNISH
I

\ , I k. Wood, or stone. Tlija Vai-nish is an

I amt on all out-door work, and is fully

1 1 iiii\ be applied by an ordinary labourer,

..i [i..„...ii>;. and is used cold. It is used In tbe

Gardens, and at the Beats of many
uuiiLuou;,!., LLC uobiiity and gentry, from whom the most flattering

teetamonlals have been received, which Hu-l ft Smith will forward on

appu^tion.

From Major Rt. Bell. Sandhoe, Northumberland.

reqiurea i

grounds a
hundreds oft
grounds at Wmdaor C

" 1 have much pleasure in saving I have known yoiu Black Varnish

to be used for some time by friends of ~'— ""' *'"" "" -""•'^

highly of it, which has induced
s,. ^.,^^, -Jey all speak

uiKu.j ». ... "^.v» — .- -J get the quantity I have from

you. That I haye used looks remarkably well."

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at Is. 6d. per gallon, at the

Manufactory, or Is. 8rf. per gallon paid to anyStation in the kingdom.

Apply to Hill ft Smitb. Brierly Hill Iron Works, near Dudley, and
22, OMnnon Street West, E.C., from whom only it can be obtained.

OHN "WARNER axd SONS;
8, Crescent, Cripplegate, London, E.G.,

BELL and BRASS FOUNDERS to HER MAJESTr.

Poultry .

.

Poultry
Small Rabbits. Harea, &c.
Smallest Rabbits .

.

Pheasautries, Small

Avjaries.tWipdow Qy^ds,
&c. .. '

Apiaries. &c. ._^

Light. ^Medium
|

Strong.
, strong,

JapGal Jap C.nl Jap Gal Jap Gal

3i .i'l
'i .:.

3i0 4.i .1 41

4i 5i U o,

S jo 10 9|

ll|l li I IS

1 r 1 10 1 10
2 3 i 6 2 S

1 OJll li 1 4 17

14 M ,17 -.

23 2 3 2 6

PUMP, fitted with J. W. i Sonl
Metal Bucket and Valve, which

,
for Wells

in. long .. 3 ft. Cin. ..

in. short, with 15 feet
of lead pipe attached,

No. 42.

IMPROVED LIQUID
MANURE or GENERAL
PORTABLE P U M P.—These
Pumps are flttjd with J. W. ft

Sons' Patent Bucket and Valve,
apd cannot clog in actiop. The
Barrel is made of Galcanised
Iron, not lUtqly to corrode, and
can bo raised or lowered at plea-
sure on the stand, the legs of
which fold together, and it may

.'.2
j

be carried -with ease by one man
to tank or pond.

I, £2 T5s. ; 2-inch
Tlie

.2 14

WARNERS' PORTABLE FIRE or GASRDEN ENiGINE.

JFor use bv one Person
No 5i7B, ditto ditto, on Wheels

TUie aboie are complete themselves, and may be alwjiyi* kept
filled with water, and ready for

Lttt&r to 'Jhe Times, July 23, l&GC,//-.om E
A RfiAl FiRK EXTISGOISUER.

To the Editor of The Time?.
"Sir,—I feel sure you will kindly all.

D small Gardoi

:J\\ whi

How caused
ap one of these amall

1 the roon;! with one

quite alone at the moment, yet before
u, ._ ....._ , : _. ^g^^ bed). I had completely

exhausting the Engine, and
r didarrlve, we very a

subdued tbe fire of

the other.
" So fierce was the fire that the lead of the

and the casements themselves were burnt off their hinges.
" 1 will only ada, that by God's.raercy, the house was s.\ve(

small Engine. Had it not been at hand and in order, most s
Cassiobury would be now a heap of ruins.—Toui-s faithfully,

"Cassiobury, Watford, July :.'()

" ""-6 Engine, even when full, runs so
1 might draw it. and also work it.'

light on the floor, tliat any

Quantities of 100 TJirds or upwards delivered free at all Railway
Stations and Shipping Ports in Kngland.
*^* Every description of Netting warranted to give satisfaction,

and if not approved will be exchanged, or may be retxu!ned uncoa-
ditionally.

J. B. Brown & Co.—Officas. 00 (late 18). Cannon Street. London. E.C.
Warehouse and Manufactory, 14&, Upper Thames Street, E.C.

Iron Hurdles, Fe&clng, and Gates.
/^OTTAif'S HURDLES are made in the best manner
Kj of superior Wrought Iron. SHEEP HURDLES, from 4s. j

CATTLE HURDLES, from 4s. \\d.

\bs. each, lllusti-ated Price List < _
appbcation.

ENTRANCE GATES, RAILING;
and IRON WORK of every descrip-
tion. Designs and Estimates free of

COTTAM ft Co.,

No. 2, Winsley Street

(opposite the Pantheon),

Oxford Street. London, W.

WANTED to HIRE for Three Months, a
TRANSPLANTING MACHINE.

Apply, stating terms and cap.ibilities of Machine, to J. A>c
The Gardens, Newstead Abbey, Nottinghiini.

gOO^'

Caution to Gardeners.—WHen you ask for

SATNOR AND COOKE'S WAURANTEl) PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that you ^et them.

Observe the mark Satnor, also the corporate itiarK Obtaik
Wareantud, without which none are genuine.
S. ft C. regret having to caution Gardeners and others, but are

compelled to do so, in consequence of

cheapest in the c

1 Works, Sheffield. Established upwards of 1

GUMMING & EDMONDS,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

LILLIE BRIDGE, RICHMOND ROAD, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOrSES, and GL.\SS STRUCTURES of every description (either in Wood or
Iron) Man'ifactured by Steam Power Machinery.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS fitted up complete with Uieir PATENT TUBULAR ARCHED SADDLE BOILER
and all the latest improvements.

Designs and Estimafei pycpnrcd and foricarded free on appUcaiion.

HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION.
AVVARDED A PRIZE MEDAL, 1862.

INVEN'TKO AND PATENTED UY THE LATE

SIR JOSEPH PAXTON.

.MANUr M TORIES -LONDON! NEWTON I\ CARTMEL, UNCAfeHIRE,
0L0DCB'5X,rB, CO\CNTB\, VBEBDELN, uid PAI&LEY

c e-is) tliin to bmld them, nathmtr ni r ,jmip!e thin to rcinovD them "—Daiiy NclVb^

DUUADlLITr.

KEUUUIEMJSNTS

^^^^ , A* HORTICCLTtlKE.

lUusti-ated Pn.,' 1,1,1^ uiil ;., -. hi .11 |.i. ii.i,>; ,,
,

, . . "iii.iiunii.il Cuuse
to special sizes and designs; also tor iltaung Apii;a\iLus, iixni cMinpirti.-.

HEBEM.A.N AND MORTON, 7, PALL MALL EAST, LONDON, S.W.

A HANDBOOK of \TNE and FRUIT TREE CULTIVATION, as adapted to the ahoyo Patent Hothouses, may
be had of Mr. IpEitEMAN. Second Edition, price Is.

;
post free, Is. Id.

WBOUGHT-IEON WINE BINS.

BUEY & POLLARD
CALL ATTENTION TO ANNEXED SKETCHES OF THEIR WINE BINS.

NobleiUi Geutleraeu

,

Wine Merchante, and

Hotels are now being sup-

plied by BvKY & Pollard

with their

WROUGHT-IRON BINS,

made to any size for their

Cellars, economiBliig space,

coat, &c.

Apply, giving dimensions

of Cellar,

BUEY Axu POLLARD, PARK IRONWORKS, 17, NEW PARK STREET,
SOUTHWAUK, LONDON, S.E.

Estimates Free. Cellars fitted complef'^ in any pari of the Kingdom.
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Glass for Garden Purposes.

AMES PHILLIPS and
bee to submit their REDUCED PRICES as follows

PROrAGATlNG

Enoh ^!

In diameter . .
j
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NEW TARIFF OF GLASS AND HORTICULTURAL GOODS.

THOMAS MILLINGTON,
GLASS AND COLOUR MERCHANT,

87, BISHOPSGaTE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E.G.
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/Price Fivepence.
(Stamped Edition, 6(^

Allamanda Scliottii

;ruelty to 1122 6

CattiP, stall feeding

Muictiester Exhibition

.

Oranse trees at Hoi

Hent. rftdiatinn of .

Ilpylnnd, death of V.

Iresine Herbstii

S^
Finest Named Hyacinths.

N AND SONS can supply the; above at 6s., 9.!.,

and 12s. per dozen.
Royal Berks Seed E.stabHshment. Ueading.

, tlio Sood Stores. Teovil. Soir

To Nurserymen, Seedsmen, ftc.

JAMES FAIUHKaU and SON, Seed Merch.\nts,
7. Borf.Uili Market. S E., h.^vo on hand Double and " '

applic

Hyacinths and other Dutch Bulbs.

WM. CUTHUSH AND SON beg to acquaint their
numerous Pntrons tliat tliev have receiTcd their usual Cou-

slmment of Choice HYACIN'IUS. TOLIP.S. CR0C0KE3. &c.
PP.ICEt) DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE post free on application

Hi«hgate Nursories, London. N.

SUPEllB LILIES, ia 70 finest varieties.
BULB CATALOGUE sent free.

SxeFHEH Baows. Seed and Nursery Establishment, Sudbury. Suffolk

Tulips.
SUTTON AND SONS can supply best varieties of

EARLY, LARGE DOUBLE, and LATE TULIPS at Tery
moderate prices, whicli may be liad on application.

Royal Berks Seed Establisbniout. Reading.

W^M. PAUL'S PUICe'd DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE ofROSES Is now ready, post free on application.

E p. FRANCIS AND CO.'S CATALOGUE of the
, above gratis upon application.

Dwarf Tea Roses in pots.
WILLIAM BAKNES has now to offer a very fine

Collection of the best TEA ROSES, all fine strong lieiltby
Plants. LIST ol sirts and prices can be obtained on application.

Camden Nursery, C:imber(rell. S.

c
Just published, the Second Edition of

ULTURAL DIRECTIONS for tbe ROSE.
By John Ckanstos, KiDg's Acre Nurseries, near Hereford.

Free by post from the Author for *iO stamps.

A
New Catalceues.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSES.
A CATALOGUE of ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES.
A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of GRAPES.

pIlOICE N '

<d splendid.

ADIANTIIM FAULKYKXSK (True). 'J1,^^ ea
;e, 3U. fid. Usual allowance to the Trade.
RuiiT. T. Veitcu, The Nurfierie<!, Exeter.

Larix KsempferlL
A MBROISE VERSCHAFI-'ELT, Nub.servman. Ghent.
r\. Belgium, bei^s to offer beautiful Plants, 1 loot high, of tUe
above splenatd LiRIX, at 10s. 6rt. each.

TRITOMA UVAUIA.—A few dozens of this beimtiful
showy and hardy perennial, of the true kind, fine plants that

hare bloomed ttiia season, 124. per doz.
The usual allowance to the Tra^lo. Package included.

James Kitlev, Lyiicombo Valo Nursery, Bath,

HOD0DENDRbN7for~Cnver or Underwood Planting,
or otherwise.—Fine strong Plants, Lay-rs from Stools of tbe

common varieties, f.om 12 to 18 inches high, price £5 per lOtK), cjsh.
Samples sent if required.

Apply to Mr. Euitahd Marlk^, Eccleston Lodge, Prescot.

rpi

Busmess,' ) The" Newtou" Nu j.i, Chester.

Herbaceous and Alpine Plants.
THOMAS S. WARK'S rRlCl!:i> CATALOGUE of

HERBACEOUS and ALPINE PLANTS, &c,, may now be had
post froe on application.

Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham, N.

W^
, Nurseries, Huntingdon.

-Holbeu.ch, LiocolDshire.

I?(il. : I I l.S, CLAUDE and GARIBALDI.
; li( ' t;

I

It-., at «s. per dozen; also DOUBLE
NEAPOLITAN \'UjLETS. at 3.i. per dozen. Ter-ns cash.

Apply to J. Smith, Kiclilesmere Road, Bury St. Edmundp.

Carteh's New Seed Warehouse, 237 &

GAJtlJEN REQUISITE
kept in Stock .it i

~""l, Hiah Holbom, LoDdoD. " I

, Clonmol. Ireland.

Grape Vines.
JOSEPH MEREDITH has a beautiful Stock of VINRS
*J for Sale, propagated from Vlues which have borne the fruit
«hicb hiis tal£en from time to time so many First Frizes.

The Vineyard, Garston. n-ar Liverpool.

J MEREDITH has a splendid Stock of the aboT
• sorts for Planting.

To the Trade.—Grape Vines.

TJ. BnOTll nil .ii|>i,ly extra strong Planting
• Fruiiiiis.' ' 'A X i;-^ i;i V im.-tv. Pric-s on application.

U:Litiliill Niirsi-rv, li'unhill. LancJishtre.

Grape Vines.
PAUL AND SON" have then- usual fine Plants of the

lcn,ding kinds of GRAPES to offer. Giowins: a liirger than
usual quantity they luivorl.i'-e triein, wliicli they have not previously

UTRONGO —Upwiini

J. pEKn, Effra Nu

lailTING VINES.

f which!
Ill S to 10 bunches of Orapet

-' Tton" Nursories, Che-iter.

'•n^ Fruiting Canes, in

ry, Brixton Church, S.

[TINES, HAMBURGH, fro

M
II Eyes, ia Pots, 2-yr. old,
III ripenerl, to b-i Sold Cheap.
lener, Fa.^e Green, Tottenti^nn.

A^
)YI;\MlliM, \l'l'

P.UIT CATALOGUE,
iuient. Sudbury. Suflolli.

Orchard-house Trees for Fruiting in Pots.
)E.VCHliS, iNKOI'AKINES, APKICiiTS, CHEKRIES,

PLUMS, PEARS, and APPLES.
WiTTv & Son, The Nurseries, Cottingham, near Hull.

M^

WEBB'S PRIZE COB, FILBERT and other PRIZE
NUT TREES. LIST of varieties and prices to be had of

Mr. Wedd, Calcot Gardens, Reading.

CASTLE KENNEDY FIG.—Plants of the ahove may
now be had at lOs. 6d. and 21s. each ; the usual discount to the

Trade. Pkter Lawson & Som, Edinburgh and London.

[AMES FAIRHEAD and SON, Seed Gito^'Eits aud

I SEEDS. Special pnces and advant;igenu8 otlers on applic

Qki i Davison, Hereford.

w Zonal Geraniums.
ITT If AND SUN have to otter .all the best sorts :

from 4s. to &. per dozen.

PHILIP LAMUS is now
LE GRAND OURANIOM. 1S0(

.

ever raised, at 11.'.^. per dozen, package included. Te
Nur.seiT. Bejitey Heath. Kent, S.E.

Transplanted Larch.

JOHN CRANSTON otiei-s splendid stout well-grown
LARCH. 3. 4. 5. and C feet high. Price (which is very low) will

be sent on application, also samples if desired.
1. King's Acre, near Hereford.

Larch, Larch, Larch.
WITTY AND SON offer 200,000 strong stout well-

grown LARCH, 2i. 3. 4. 5. and 6 feet high, at low prices
ivhich will be sent on application.

H. 4 R. Srii , Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

Gladioli.

SUTTON'S LIST, containing the sorts most worthy of
cultivation, including those to which Prizes were awarded at the

Crystal Pnlace and other Shows, may be had gratis and po't frea.

Sutton & Soss, Itoyal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

/^i LA]JlOLrr"iir200 new and splendid varieties, inVX four .sectton.s of E;irlv .iiid Late kinds,
BULll (' \ I'.\i,'m:ii, ..,.;,t free.

Stepreh Browk. Seed an I \ i - '
, liment, Sadburj, Suffolk.

GLADIOLUS.—(in,

best varieties. £1 liinl I

small quantity of VALLu I'

60
Notice.

PAGE CATALOGUE of NEW PLANTS of 1866
now ready, free for one stamp.

'«. DiLLiSTONE, Munro Nursery, Siltle Hedinghara, Essex.

w
free oi

HOLK^^ALE CATALOGUE of GfclNERAL
NURSERY STOCK, containing 60 pages, may be had post
lam.hcatio- "

. The Nu i, TunbridRe Wells.

pHARLES NOBLE'S TRADE CATALOGUE is now
V_/ ready, and can be had on application. It contains a select
assortment of Rosea, Rbododendrons, Fruit, Forest, and Orna-
mental Trees, &,c.

Suonlngdale Nursery, Bagshot.

GENERAL NURSERY STOCK of large extent,
beauty, and health, and at prices to meet all purchasers.

CATALOGUES on aBpllcitlon to
J. Scott. The Nurseries. Mon-iott, Somerset.

The hest Evergreen Fence or Screen,
PronocTNo iMMKniiiE ErPEcT.

JOHN CRANSTON .an supply several Thousand
AMERICAN ARUOR-VIT.*). S, 0, to" 8 feet in height, most

desirable where an iinniediate Fence is required. Price on application
Nurferles, King's Acre, near Hereford.

To the Trade.
SEEDLING LARCH, NATIVE SCOTCH and

SPRUCE FIR. kc. An imnieose stock at moderate prices.
R. Moiinison. Elgin. N.B.

SEEDLING OAK, ASH, ELM, BEECH, BIRCH,
SYCAMORE. FRUIT-TREE STOCKS. PORTUGAL LAUREL,

QUICK. &c. A very larce and fine atock voi"y cheap.

Strong Transplanted Quick.
WITTY AND SON have to otter strong QUICK, from

2) to 4 feet high. Prices will be forwarded on application.
Tile Nurseries, Cottingham. near Hull.

Strong Quick.

HAND F. SHARPE have for S.ale a fine Lot of 3-yi-.

• Transplanted QUICK, 3 to 4 feet high, and well-rooted. Price
very moderate.

i Seed Establishment. Wisbsch.

F
Railway Planting.

IVE MILLION Transplanted QUICKS, of superior

w ANTED, 100,000 Transplanted QUICK, fMm 15 to

18 inches. S;iniplea and price for cash to be sent to
R. Sawter. Florist, Sic, Southampton.

LARGE PLANES and BIRCH; large SPANISH and
HORSE CHESTNDTS ; large POPLARS and SPRUCE FIRS ;

large COMMON and PORTUGAL LAURELS.
R. T. Pennett, Nursery, Park Lane, Tottenham, N.

EIGHT MILLION FOREST,: EVERGREEN, and
other TREES of every size and sort in cultivation, fine rooted

hardy stuff. CATALOGUES on application, with terms for free

delivery. __Prices very low.

H. & R. Stir, , Skerton Nu , Lancaster.

Planting.

WM. PAUL befjs to refer" intending; Planters of
ROSES, FRUIT TREES, SHRUBS, &c., to his Advertise-

menthol laet_week, p.

Padl's Nui'seriea, Waltham Cross, N.
PRICED DEfeXIRlPTIVE CATALOGUES on applioatio

L'3: & 238. High Holbiirn, London. W.C.

G DH-irBTUBS. SKEnsMES, and
Ness Walk Nurseries, Inv

"EAN VERSCHAEFELT'S New Horticultural
Establishment, 134, Faubourg de Bmxelles, Ghent, Belgium.

CATALOGUES Iree on application.

UTTON'S RINGLEADER
I THE EARLIEST IN CULTIVATION.

2s. per quart.

IHE [ESSEX RIVAL PEA," in any quantity.
Fnr price, 4c., appiv to

Taos. Eley, Sible Hedingham, Halstead, Essex.

TTthe Trade.—Eaphanus caudatus (True).

UTTON AND SONS (an supply the above on liberal
Terras. Lowest once on application.

Sutton & Sons, Seed Merchants. Reading.

T->APriANUS CAUDATUS, True. — Sealed P<.cket?,

J. t containing 12 Seeds of tills NEW RADISH, will baforwarded
post free on the receipt of 2a. 6d. in postage st'inip", with address.

*^,• Ttie Trade supplied by lUO or lOiiO.

Wis. MiiDLE ii Sons. Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Bristol.

SPARAGUS, 2, ST^nd 4-yr. old, \ ery strong, to be
Sold Cheap. Inquire of

M. RocoFORD, Market Gardener, Pitge Green, Tottenham, N.

S P A R A G U S PLANTS.
WANTED. 200 e ng Forcing ASPARAGUS PLANTS,

i. NoifolfcMantet Hall, r--
-'---

"iHREE-TEAR ASPARAGUS PLANTS, 15s.

per IDOO ; 2s per 100.

ONE-YEAR ASPARAGUS, ti*. per 1000 ; verv fine.

licHARD Walkee, Market Gardener and Seed Grower, Blgglos-

CATTELL'S PURPLE-TOP
_.- BEET, CATTELL'S ECLIPSE BROCCOLI, KIRKLEES
HALL CUCUMBER, and other Seeds of Choice Vegetables, may
be had on application to

Extra fine Seakale for Forcing and Planting.

GEO. CLARKE has iiinuv Thousjuds of the tintj

quality to offer this season. Prlces6s.,7s. 6ti.,10s..andl.';s p. li

I Nurseries, Strcatham Place, C«ixton Hill,S.E.:&Mottingham,Koi
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Orcttard-nouse Trees for Plantlnff-out In Orchard•^
Houses. , „ J , c

APRICOTS.—Half Stauiliiifll and Standards; fine

lie.nnig trc-fii. from pots; ivcingo piioo 6j. each ''"" "'

lach.

PE.\ullKsniii! ixECTAP.lNES.-Hilr Standards and Standards.

p.irinc trees from pots: iiTO'ago price 58. each. Trees ol extra

i"Vs Cri. caeli. The above will bear a full crop next season, having

eon grown in lai'ge orchard bouses.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES for POT CULTORB.
APRiCOTS.—Fine p>Tamlds and bushes, bearing trees, from pots ;

^'^MMil I- V 11,1 Nt. I \ I :
I NF.S.—PyramidB and biuhes, bearing

1^1 ir- I'l : .
. ,1 liTiiS.—Pyramids, bearinKtrees,Itom

s & Soy, yurserios. Sawbridgeworth.

D
To Market Gardeners and^rcliardlBts.

,ONaLD and son, of the Goldworth Nursenes,

Woking, Surrey, hiire an unu^imlly lf^rg6„stock^of Standard,

Hiilf.Stnnd
CHERRIES, oft lie 1

the usuul Trade pru IS it is necessary to clear a portion of the

hare expired. A PRICED LIST may be

vrly orders are requested.

\v ViKGO AND SON h;ive a lar^e Mock of the

. ur.derroentioned FRUIT, FOREST, and otbcr TREES to

i Airier

3
I

AsU
CiiestDut (Spanisb)

I HotE.beHiu
I and Necta- 1 Jlazel

f Withy

Common and Portu-
gii] Laurels

Larch and Scotch Fir Privet

'«k (EngUsli) Koses, &c.

samples and Prices can bo had on itppltcation at

Thw Nursery. Woneish, near Guildlord, Stirrcy.

To the Trade. ^^ , ^-
MATDEN FRUIT TRHES. RED and BLACK

CURRANTS. ASPARAGUS ROOTS. STANDARD ROSES,
PRIVETS, &c. A surplus Stock of the above to offur. Prices and
aiiuiples on ajiplicatiun to

Hakrison & Son, Seed Merchants npd Nurserymeo. Leicester.

I^KAlNlilU FitUiT TRKKS, from 30.s'. pe
- Ca-h; consisLinK of PEACHES, NECTARINES

dozen for

W
and (it f:r irjiinediate piatiLiug. Aiso general NURSERY

K lit very low [.irices.

Eliza TnoMpaos, Lewisham Park Nui'sery. Kent.

aLL-'I RAIN KU TREKS of BEARING SIZE.—Our
Wall-Trained Fruit Trees this season are very fine, and

ude PEACHES, NECTARINES, APRICOTS, and FIGS, suited

respectful
houses for Immediate FruiLing. An inspection

IV invited.

T. Jacssos a Sow, Nurserlea, Kingston, Surrey.

Kland.IjiRUlT TREES—Tne tiLest collection in E
JJ 2000 sorts .iro grown in nil manner of training, and
fiom itisects, nieaiy-buif, or chlQro9is, with wliicli trees in Home
Nurseries on calcireous soils are Hffccted. Trees from such should
be avoided, a.s wh';n once attacked they can never bo cured.
A 9i'-i-age CATALOGUE an^i larje Supplement (\ill of information

irratis, on application tu J- Sci'ir, The Nur'^eries, Merrlott. Sonerset.

Hardy Ornamental Trees, Slirubs, Boses, &c.
NEW PLANT,

\K\v POT'T^T.K SCARLET
; ' lii, 10s. 6tl. each,

' :i|ipllcation to

PAUL Axn Sf

THORN^. Seefoi
DESCRIPilVE LIi

Pau

SEEDLING and
of all sorts, inch:

LARCH. SCOTCH an
of Hard Wood. PK

Through 1

.1.1) i- KEST TREES
Transplanted

il.VERFIR, and all

kingdom.
lu. N.B

LARCH, &c., at the JSursery of the late David A. Beid,
Park Attwood. Bewd ley, Worcestershire :—LARCH, IJ to 2 feet,

lOtf per 1001) ; 2 to 3 feet, 12,«. per 1000 ; 2i to aj feet, 143. per 1000 ;

3 to 4 feet, 16s. per 1000; PEAR STOCKS, 2i to 6 feet, Us. to 40«.

per 1000. LISTS of other TREES sent on application. Apply, with

r Bewdley.

F
County of Cork.

OREST TREES.—200,0(1(1 i,.\(;'i

height 4 feet, two ami ;

Quick t ) Wales and Soutli

iKki , Nurt

CEDRUS DEUDARA.—Fine Plants for immediate
effef-.t, from 5 to 6, 7, and 10 feet high, safe to transplant, at

Is. per foot. Some extra-sized specimens, 15 to 20 feet, at 2.*. per
foot. Most of the pliints offered arc in Large Pots, making their

removal certain beyond a noubt.
Ma E & Sons, The Nnreerleg. Bni^tol.

R
Wellingtonia aurea varlegata.

HARTLAND begs to ofler guod PLuits of this most
» beautiful Tree. 1st size, very choice, S to 12 inches, £5 &«.

;

le, good, fi to 7 inches, £3 3s. Received Ut class Certificate

rom Roval Horticultural Society ; and fnr History of Parent Tree,
lee Oardener.s' Chronicle of October 6, page 948.

CHROMOLITHOGRAPHS by Messrs. Day k, Son, free by post for

!5 atanips. The Lough Nurseries, Cork.

To tlie Trade.
WINTER and SPRING-FLOWERING PLANTS.—

Our stock of Soft-wooded ERICAS, EPACRIS, AZALEAS,
and New Holland Plants is extra fine tbls year, and being much
greater than we can bouse, we are selling at unusually low prices.

T. Jacssos & Son, Nurseries, Kingston, Surrey (adjoining the Rail-
way Station), S.W^ ___^

New Catalogue.
THOMAS S. WARE'S GENERAL AUTUMN CATA-

LOGUE, containing Lists of EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS
TREES and SHRUBS, ROSES. CLIMBING, HERBACEOUS, and
ALPINE PLANTS, Sc, is now ready .ind will be forwarded post
free on application.
The Nurseries adjoin the Railway Station. Tottenham, Middlesex.

Fruit Trees, Roses, Evergreens, &c.WKMGET begs to infonu intending Planters
• that he has many Thousand-- of the above, with everv other

ORNAMfciNTAL TREE and SHRUB, in tho finest possible
condition, at rensoniible prices. An Inspection is respectfully
inrited.

'-" '""
The

(South Coast Railw
,

.

Flora l Nursery, Hail'ham. Sussex.

Roses, Fruit trees, Conifers, Forest Trees, &c.
TUHN CRAISSTON beiis to direct attention to a large
fi Jind superior Stock of ROSES, FRUIT TREES, CONIFERS,
FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES, &c.
HiS NurberiL's uxtend over upw,i,rds of 61) Acres, situated in the

centre of the county nf Hereford (which is acknowledged to possess
tho ft'iest soil and climate for the growth of Fruit and Forest Trees
of any other county in England), and is well stocked with Trees of
every desoriptinn.
DKSCRlPaiVE PRICED CATALOGUES will be forwarded on

application, and to Purchasers of large quantities Special and most
advantageous Prices will be given.

Planting undert iken by Contract or otherwise.

ONE THOUSAND COMMON MONTHLY ROSES,
strong blooming plants, EOs- per 100; 1000 CRAMOISIE

SUPfiRIEURE, do., 27s. per 100; HOTISE CHESTNUT, »xtragood.
2(00, a to 9 feet. 40«. do. ; 1000 Bushy PORTUGAL LAURELS, well
roote«i, 2 to 3 feet, 40s. per 100 ; 6(K) ENGLISH TEWS, 2 to21 ft-.66»-

Kjr
100 ; 500 extra fine well-iooted and beautifully furnished

EM LOCK SPRUCE, fit for single specimens. 4 feet, Vis. per doz. ;

DERBERIS DULCIS. 2\ fet. U's. per 100.

A. Godwin k Sons, Ashbourne, Derbyshire.
This Advertisement will not be repeated.

Autumn Planting,

PETER LA'WSON anu ^^l*^^ ;it the present most
suitable time for Transpl:\iitiii- CONIFEROUS and EVER-

GREEN TREES and SHRUBS, have to state that their stock of

those IS very large and m healthy condition.

Special offers for large quantities will be made on application,

Edinburgh and London.

Contract Planting.—To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
CHARLES SHARPE.\ND CO.. Nitrskuymkn, Sleaford,

Lincolnshire, are prepared to furnish ESTIMATES for the
Formation of NEW PLANTATIONS by Contract, Including Plants
Planting and FilliBg up for two years.

The Nurseries, Bedford.

Araucaria Imbricata.—Surplus Stock.

WILLIAM SKIRVING, Walton Nur.serv, Liverpool,
begs to offer 10,000 of the above, from 2 to 4 feet high, healthy

well-grown plants with good roots.

2 feet, 18s. per dozen ; £6 10s. per 100.

3 feet, 21s. per dozen ; =£8 15s. per 100.

4 feet,

:

-, £12 1 :. per 100.

T THE TEAB
500.000 2-yT. Transplai ted QUICKS, 1 to 3i feet.

200,000 l.yr. Seedling QUICKS, to 12 inches.
20,000 2-yr. CRAB STOCKS, 2 to 3| feet.

100,000 2 and S-vr. Tiansplanted LARCH, 1 to 31 feel.

6000 RED GltAPE and VICTORIA CURRANTS.
2000 Standard PEAKS, 6 to 7 feet stems.

Prices and samples on application to Willi A« Cocks. OidNu
Domngton, Spalding.

TWO HUNDHED and FIFTY THOUSAND
LARCH FIR, 2 to (i feet high.

200,000 handsome SPRUCE FIRS, 2 to Ofeet high.
Handsome SILVER FIP.S, f. to 10 feet high.

I'rice on application to

Jontl Cattell, Nursery and Seed Establiahnient, Wcsterliam, Kent.

To Gentlemen and Others atout to Plant.

THOMAS SAMPSON In-- tn nil ntt.ntion to his
extensive stocll of EVEl: r\^ i.

I slimiRS. ORNA-
MENTAL TREES, FRUIT and 1

'

'

tion, BOSES, FLOWERS, S.

CEDRUS DEODAK.A li ,

icimens. All the above are

. rUKMUMS in ito
I

,
THUJA AUREA

t very low \

The Nurseries, Preston Road, Yeovil, Somersetshire.

TMPROVEMENTS.—Gentlemen wishing to makeX Alterations or Improvemonta in Pleasure Qaraen. Kitchen
Garden, Lawn, or Park, would do well to consult
H. LANE AKD SON'S ROSE CATALOGUE,

„ FRUIT CATALOGUE, and
TREE and SHRUR CATALOGUE, 4e.

which may 'je had on application at

The Nurseries, Bcrkhamiisted, Herts.
An inspection of their Stock is earnestly requested. The finest

and largest quantity of ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA In Europe.

SUPERB NEW LATE GRAPE-MRS. PINGE'S BLACK MUSCAT.

Nurseries, King's r Hereford

Extra strong Trained Fruit Trees.
QALTMAKSH AND SUN have a large Slock of theO aboie to offer at moderate prices, consisting of Dwarf and
Standar.l-trained PEAi.HUS. NEl^TARlNES. and APRICOTS;
Dwarl-tiaiuod MORELLo and lUlfDUKE CHERRIES, PLUMS,
PEARS, Sc, all true to name, niid coiiipri^ing tlio best varieties in

CATALOGUES with further partiuilars and price on
apii I'ltlon. Mnnl.h: is, Chelii

LUCOMBE, PINCE, & CO.
Beg leave to imll the attention of the Publie to this exceeiiingly fine and highly valuable GRAPE, which may now

be seen in great perfection at their Nursery. It has been awarded a First-class Ceitificate by the Eoya! Horticultural

Society of London, and elicited the praises of numerous eminent Hortictilturists. It is essentiaUy a late Grape,
possessing high Muscat flavour. It will keep in perfection until April.

VINES will be ready to send out in August, 1867, at the following prices :—

Strong Canes, £1 Is. each ; rruiting, £2 2s. each ; Extra strong, £8 8» each.

^^ Orders uiill be executed in ntrict rotation as receired.

Copies of the numerous Testimonials now in their possession will he forwarded upon apjilication.

EXETER NURSERY, EXETER.

T
A Quarter of a Million of Fruit Trees.

UOM.Ai W.AUNbR beg.- to remind intending Plant
and the Ttade, that hia Nurseries, wlilch occupy up'

oultlvation. All intspt

Wholesnle or Retail, r

,
Leicester Abbey.

Mrdln \ Sl.^t^o

stock of I

„ . state of
ispectfully invited. CATALOGUES,
*

^;)ltcat'Dn

mile and a half from tho

, Jcc. All in a high f

•ly invited.
iip;)ltcat'D

Fruit Trees.
^\7'00D AND INGRAM wisli to call the attention of
» V Planters and the Trade to their largo stock of the following,

which they are Dtep.ared to supply at Very moderate rates, according
to the qiiantity taken :—

APPLE.S, Standards, Half Standards, and Dwarfs.
'

APRICOTS, Dwait Maideo. cut back, and trained.
CURRANTS fine bushy plants, all the beet kinds.
OOO-SEBERklES,
GRAPE VINES, fro

Layei-s. wl^
NUTS and FILBERTS, ,',11 s

PEACHES, Dwarf M:ii.ic'h t

PEARS, Standards, ]iw:,rrs,

PLUMS, Standards, Hnlf St,

CATALOG HESitu;
The Nu:

, PI a

c'HARuE.^ N0J3LE has a lar^e quantity to offer of the
"'"•""leiitioued, by the dozen, 100, 1000, or 10,000 :—

-^ -'f all the fiueat kinds, large bushes, 2 to 3 feet high

y fine, l-year.

. .T-i'uClvS."

/ Sample anc

\ price i

\ required.
i/c,jiz.i.i ^r,i-,.Ny\i Auore-pleno, ve'ry llae,'l.ycaf,

-STRAWBERRIES, 2... 6d. per 100, or 21s. per 1000—
Britisli Queen 1 Frognv.re Lit. Pine I O-car
fcrnpre-s Eugenie L, Constante -Wonderfal
Sir c. N.pier

| Marguerite
| Prinee Arthur.

Sunningdale Nursery. Bsftsliot. Surrey

F
•

To tie Trade.
OK SALE, in consequence of the expiration of a
Lease, a large quantity of STOOLS, surrounded with flno

lajers ot Mulberries, Limes, Planes, .Magnolias, Azaleas, LilacsAucubas. 4c.
; also quantities of various sized Limes, Mulberries

Poplars, Laburnums, Planes, Scarlet Thorns, Lilacs, AucubasEuonymus, Magnolias, White Rhododendrons, Althmas, Ivies, FigsGrape Vines, fine standard and trair-"" ^— " "" ' - .
' *

76 yards of clipped Beech hedge, 6 fet
general Nru-sei7 Stock, which may be s

NEW SEEDS in SEALED PACKETS for SEASON 1867.

B. S. WILLIAMS,
VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDOM, N.

HAM PLEASVKF, IN OFFERING

THE FOLLOWING NEW KINDS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS.

The Oraugefield Dwarf Prolific Tomato.
This Tariety was a sport from the old Large Red

Tomato, selected and perpetuated by Mr. McLachlan,
Gardener to J. B. Houston, Esq., Orangefield, near
Belfast, Ireland. After 4 years' careful trial it has heen
proved to be undoubtedly the finest Tomato we poBBess.

v.—Very dwaifj but strong in habit ; never shows any

it than L ._

indoor culture in t

climate) Tomatoes
stand lorcing without drawing, and'any

Tomato,
here (through th

perfect! out of doors. It Will
of culture will not

following Testimonials from well-

Its superior

Fi-om Mr. W. Thohsos. HeM Oardrntr to His Grace the Duke of
Bu3cleuch, Dalktitli Palace, Se-.tland.

"The rlonta jou .sent me of your Lwarf Prolific Tomato fruited
abundantly. Its being so dwarf, while its fruit is aa fine as the tall
variety, m;ikes it a great acquisition."*

From Mr. J. Bisset, Head OarOtner to the Right Hon. the Earl of
Seft'jn, Croxlelh Park, ntar Liverpor.l.

" The Dwarf Prolific Tomato iLtroduced by Mr. McLachlan I have
grown fnr the two preceding years. It is the beet of the lartto fruiting
Tomatoes, is Vt;ry dwarf and compact in growth, either planted ouc
in a border or in pots ; is a great bearer, and the quality excellent.'

Mr. W. Allan, Head Oa/rdiner to Otc Right Hon, Lord

" HavinKgro'
, house with the Large Red, I consider it superior— *'e following reasons :~It is particularly d
ducttve; fruit quite
Large Red. As the Tom:
climate, I can confidently
those who wish an abimdant supply

large and (with nic) mucli earlier than t
Seldom ripens out of doors in tl

the Orangefield variety to 1

1 moderate space."

From Mr. GEoncK Grieve. //.

Marquis of Londonden
'

' I have gi-ei '
iipenor
•: gre^t

consider it a great aoqiiisition for indoor culture."

From Mr. Bubns. Head Oardetur to J. L. W. Naper. Esq.,

Lo'ughcrew, OldcOstle, Ireland.
" I feel much pleasure in being able to testify to the good quality

of your Tomato. It is the very best I ever grew; very dWarf; an

esoeUent bearer ; fruit large, of beautiful colour."

Price 2s. per packet.

Williams' *' Alexandra '' Broccoli.

An excellent new variety, a truthful description of

which 18 subjoined. We fiilly anticipate timt ihi$ kind,

when tried, will take the leading place amongst tho many
varieties of Broccoli nov? In existence.
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AMBEOISE VEKSCHAFFELT, NURSEKYMAN,
GHENT, BELGIUM,

OFFERS THE FOLLOWING NEW PLANTS.

GREENHOUSE.
AZALEA INDICA CRYSTALLINA.—Bright rose salmon colour,

finely spotted, very fine form and free bloomer, 12s.

CAMELLIA MRS. DOMBRAIN (figured In the "Illustration
"Horticole").—Beautiful rose, extremely tender, and one of the
finest iiiibriented forms, 12a-.

NEW AUTUMNAL CHRYSANTHEMUMS (published in the
" " Illustration Horticole")-—Seven beautiful varieties ; the set, 16*.

HARDY.
ALNOS AUREA (the Golden Alder Tree).—This will be one of the

finest Trees. It is the common Alnus, with splendid golden
leaves, 8».

PEAR BEURRfi DE I'ROMENTEL (flgiusd in the "Illustration
Horticole "),—One of the best Poars sent out, 83. Thio fine Pear
obtained aeveral Prizes.

RHODODENDRON ARCHIDUC ETIENNE (lately figured
"llhis-

-'
•' " ' ' -' ' *

HARDY.
RHODODENDRON EXQUISITUM.—Light roso, with large red

spots, very fine, Ss.

RHODODENDRON QRATIOSUM.-LUac roao. very dolicat*. with
large spots, very fine, 8s.

RHODODENDRON MADAME RUDOLPH ABEL—Great im-
provement on Rhododendron Prince Camille de Rohan ; spots
more distinct, very remarkable, 8s.

GTNERIUM ARGENTEUM FOLITS VARIEGATIS.—X beg to

offer fine neU-rooted plants, grown in pots, of this beautiful
true variegated Ovneriuin, which is the Kood v.irioty sent out by
Mr. Rendiitler. Good plants, 7s. 6d. ; six plants, £2.

The NEW GENERAL CATALOGUE, No. 79, is ready, and may be obtained free by writing to AMBROISE
TERSCHAFFELT, Ghent, Belgium, A Coloured Drawing of the New Tea Rose Isabelle Spruut may be also

obtainfd free.

AMBKOISE VEKSCHAFFELT recommends his Monthly Publication, the "ILLUSTRATIOST HORTICOLE."
Each Number contains Three Coloured Plates of the best and newest plants. Price 145. Qd. a year, free. A Specimen
Number may be obtained free.

HILL'S JUNE BROCCOLI

E. P. FRANCIS & CO.,

HAVE GREAT CONFIDENCE IN RECOMMENDING THE ABOVE BROCCOLI

TO THE GENTRY AND PUBLIC GENERALLY.

They have had the opportunity of seeing it gjow during the last three seasons in the gardens of K. Han bury, Esq.,

Pole.s. Ware, and they have no doubt but that its local reputation will soon become generally established.

Its special value is derived from the fact that its season extends from the last week in May to the end of June—
thus supplying a want that has long been felt, by filling up the time between the ordinary Broccoli and Cauliflower

e, and exceedingly close and white ; and the flavour all that could

Ntmerous Testimonials haie been received, but the following from Mu. Merkick., Gardener to Russell EUice, Esq.,

Brickcndonbury^ Meris, has been selected.

Hill's June Broccoli growing the last thr

New Grass Seeds for Exportation.
SUTTON AND SUN'S line re.-eiv,d their supply of

NEW GRASS ^V.VA'^ f 1!,., i,rusoT,t seanou's growth I ii fine
condition, and w;li i.. in; i

i v iri lowoht prtco per ton or Cfft.

Su'
pphc

Fiblmnment, R^Artlne,

DUNCAN'S W
Subscriber boEn

abovo iaahoady neirly exhiuiatcd, the price will bo no'

p^r Uushel, or Seven Gulncfts per QuRrter. C'lsh 1

order. For description aee previous Advertiaemeut
C'lironiLle, p. 901.

J Don , Fnnlathie Mill. Carnoustie, ForfnrBhire.—Nov. IT-

in ;rrowth, has close white heads of a medium .__ ,

Broccoli and Cauliflower reason together. This year I

kupt till the end of Jxme by moving it t

seasons, and think it the very best' yet brought out. It Is hardy and strong

J in the end of May and continues throuiih Judo, su much wanted to join the
as late as the ICth o!" June in the open quarters, and have do doubt it ecu"

border, by which time Cnuliflowors are well in. U should be grown in every garden."

To Maxlcet Gardeners and Others.
CABBAGE PLANTS.—East Ham, Enticld Nonpareil,

Robinson's Champion Drumliuad, 2s. per 1000.

RED CABBAGE PLANTS. 4.i. par 1000, extra One. Torms. caah.

I will challenge England with Plants, tijo Stock ti-uo, and can be
warnintod. Ail grown by

Ric
le.Beda,

. W«i. Market Gardener and Seed-grower, Big

Seed Fotatos.

HAND F. SHARfE are now nftcrins HYATT'S
. PROLIFIC KIDNEY, DAINTREE'S EARLIEST,

WEBB'S IMPERIAL KIDNEY, FORl'Y-FOLD, FOX'S SEED-
LING, EARLY OXKORD, und manv utiitr Eiriyiiiid Late V

flue in quality, fiee from diseiiue. and at low pnct-B.

Seed GrowiH); Kstabllshiiient, Wmbech, C!tinbridgesbln

piAErENTF,
vy (sex Testini
quart. The umi

Sussex Seed W,^'

The Earlleat Pea Grown is
'S, Ui S^, giitllijl-ua on

S'^
EARLY PEA, 1

Mebsru. SuiToN expressed of Its

superiority over evoiy otlier Burly Pea. One
of Its merits is that the haulm c;\a be cleared
away and the ground planted witb anothef
Crop nearly a lortiiight UeforB other Early
Pi>as are rearly. Rolail price, 2h. per quart.

.. .. .. _ X, .. ^
J uadon

To the Trade.
a U T T N ' S K 1 N O L E A D E R PEA.
iO The EARLIEST in CULTIVATION.
The following Seedsaaen bave already ordered a supply direct from

Messrs. Sctton :

—

Messrs. Cooper & Bolton, 152. Fleet Street, London, E.C.^

Price in Sealed Packets, 2s, 6d. each. Post Free,

THE NURSERIES, HERTFORD.—1866.

I^ricc to the Trade upon application.

Wtii. Hii
Mil
Nutting &

Walte. i;i

Thorbai',
J. Dob-, .1

Osborti ..

Mr W. B. Sm.ile, r,

„ P. J Perry, B.i

. Bni

,, F. Aliman. Uorsbam, Suas*

UNDER THE PATRONAGE OF HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN,
AND MOST OF THE NOBILITY AND LANDED PROPRIETORS THROUGHOUT BRITAIN.

FRANCIS & ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS,
THE OLD ESTABLISHED SEED WAREHOUSE,

106, EASTGATE STREET, and the "UPTON" NURSERIES, CHESTER.

THE BEST EARLY PEA IN CULTIVATION-DICKSON'S 'FIRST & BEST."

FRANCIS AND ARTHUR DICKSON and SONS are giatilied to lind that this Pea has again this Season (1866) given universal satisfaction, and is pronounced by the

most experienced Gardeners in Britain, and other competent Judges (confirmed also by their own repeated trials against all the Early Peas of the day), to hj fuc very

best FIRST EARLY PEA ever offered for general good qualities, viz., Earliness, Pkoductitene3S, and Succession of Ckop.

Retail Price, Is. 6d. per Q,uart. Price to the Trade on application.

The following TESTIMONIALS, which have been received with many others of an equally eatisfactory nature, will sufRciently establish its claim to be considered th»

"FIRST & BEST'' EARLY PEA;—

tlve, of good flavour

From Mr. Geouge EDWAiiD.'i, Gardener to the Ho

First and Best' Early Pea is quite ten days earlie

1 every respect a flrst-ciass Early Pea."

From Mr. James Tukmeb, Gardcwr to BASii Fitzhekbekt, Esq.

"Swynnevtou Pail;, Staflorisalrt

1 tfaa much pleased with youf^^rat
'^^^^^l\\^^'J]}[J^^J^^ ioi^\^\

From Mr. J. Gaudner, Gardens' to the Hon. E. S. P. Jeuvis.

"Little Aston Hail, Warwickshire.
" 1 have grent pler\suro in giving you my opinion on the merits of your • First and Best' Rarly Pen.
sowod It by the side of Sangster's No. 1 cm a south border, where it proved to be fully lO days earlier

Tour Pea grows about 2 feet in height, is very productive, of excellent quality, aiid,

^o^^:^ti:ist^\!^^:^c^^^^:^^'^^

I may add, very'bardy.'

From E. C. Walker, Esq.
" Lend Works, Cheater.

"Tho now Pea yon sent mo was aown on March 2, by the side rf a row of Daniel O'Rourke. I

fathered a good disli from youta on June 12, aort was unable to galher from Ltaniel U'Rcuihe'fl until
une )ii. 1 consider your Pea a most valuable Introduction, It ie a good bartrer, and excellent on

the table." _ _
S.NEVD, Esq.

" Keelc Hall. Staffordshire,
porting favourably of the Early Pea you sont me for trial. Tlicy vrere

day (March 17) aa Smigstor'a No. I. Cartel's First E:irly, Suttoi 's Early Cttampiin,
d iJillislone's Early ProliSc, and prOvoU earlier by some days than either. lJilli^tODc'& comes in ue:>.t

"ja

»;»Mr. W. Hill, Garde)

i have great pleasure i

I- (Mb
y Pro
prolific a

The "FIRST and BEST" EARLY PEA

, but it I

F-om Mr. Witliam BnowN, Gardiner to ^. S. Dvgdale, Esq.

" Merevale Hall, Warwickalxire.

before Sang.ter'» No. 1. U apiie jis tu bu thi best Elrly

lleut'itmd for lorciug in pots, or for oicl
' Your Eirly Pea oamo into bearing tnn days t

e culture.'
Pea tb«

From Mr. 'Wiii.iam Landon, Gardener to A. R. B. Kkight, E^iq.

"Downton Caslle. Ilei-efordfehire.

" I bag to stite tbat your Eary Pea has provoji HmU
'"^^^JJ S''"J'^'g.°']""p''.°'s'u. i'i''aua'ii''cti'is'U

From Ml- Wm. Whitakeb, Gardener to the Right Hon. Lord Ckewe.
" Crewe Hall. C;ioshire.

"
I can bear my tcsliiront to tho oarliness, good flavoui-, and productWeneB-s ol y.mr new Burly Pea,

wliicli I consider to bo thovery o.irliesi ..nd bet Pea for

before Sanestci " " " .Your Pea i.^ much superior to Dilliatom 1 every respect."

u^' luu days

h, London, W.
. _., __, _ jporatio

FUbcr, Holiues, & Co., Slicllleld

L be had TRUE from the following SEEDSMEN, who have aheady ordered a supply direct ;—

Messrs. Hogg & feobertson. Mary strcBt.-Eublini I
Mes»;;s. Simon Loui, Freres, Metz, Franco

Uownie, Laird, &La.ug,Edii,bur(!b! Mr. lAnst_Ben.u}^, irra.t

Sutton & sons. Heading 1

„ Dickson & Tnrnbull, Perth, N B I

„ Platil & Son, Erfiirt, Prussia '
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TO THE TRADE.

C A E T E E ' S

LIST OF NEV/ AND CHOICE SEEDS FOR 1867.

TwrpTrATiTrR Avn ro hRvp much pleasure in introducing their important SET of ENGLISH and CONTINENTAL NOVELTIES for 1SG7, and they thmU it is

to themsefves toS thar?hey have'not ta any former year offered a SET of NOVELTIES of such comparative excellence and intrinsic merit.

- VISCARIA CARDINALIS.
... TTi..^—in ftf n.. pvrccfiiti'lv liritliaTit and showy character, colour brilliant magenta (a

of which there are a profusion, la its way, ui ^ " „' , ^ofwhichthcro are a profusion. .. ,,„„,„„_,
the Scarlet Linuni, to vruicu it is a very suitaUe cimpani ._

WHITLAVIA GLOXINIOIDES.
1 » «..»!»,- hnvir.iT thp same habit as W. erandiflora, with the adiition of a multitude ol

0,^JKWaXto';SfthV.rcr'tl'a Corona

NASTUBTIT7M TOM THUMB EOSE.
Ah enllrelv new colour in Nasturtnmis; bahit similar to .bcarl.t To,n Thomb Nasturtium, c^oiu-

the exact counterpart of Trci.tham Rose Geranium,

LTJPINTJS HYBRIDUS ATROCOCCINSUS.
ferlHinlv the most showv Lupin e<er Introduced; large Handsome splices of bloom, colour bright

crirSson scarlet S white- tip. This Lupin is not to be confounded w.th Lupmus aibo-coccineu.s,

Introduce'! by us In l«t)4. from which it is quite distinct.

TEOP^OLUM LILLI SCHMIDT CRIMSOIT.
.V bright cnn>son variety of Lilli Schmidt.

»,* A Colo.

SCHIZANTHUS OCULATUS ATROPTTRPUREUS.
A Seedling of S. grandifl'iru.s OLUhitus, with larpj handsnmo blooms of rich crimson purple, '

black eye.

ECHIZANTHtrS GRANDIFLORUS ALBTJS.
Another Seedling of S. crandiflorus o.^ulatus, with large pure whito blooms, with sulphur cyo

The aboTe varieCie-s are by far the most sbuwy ot the havdy Schizantbus, and will t:ike rank in

Ilrst class of hardy Annuals",

CHRYSANTHEMTTM DUNBTETTI, Wew Double Golden.
A Sccftlinj frcm the annual Chrysanthemum tricolor, with floweis as double as Truff.iut's Pf.

Aster, colour bright golden yellow, similar in habit and bloom to the Chrysanthemur
double wliite, which was introrhiced by us in ISGi, and gave such genera', s itisTaf^tion, and to i

I'ji n;:; a very suitable companion.

CLARKIA INTEGRIPETALA, New Double White.
A new doul.lo wluto variety of the wliole-petallo 1 Clarlcias, pure wl.ite, and vcr? double,

NEMOPHILA IlACUIiATA GRANDIELORA.
A Seedling from the popular niaculata, the flowi; s of whicli aio of Lhu circumference ol j

(p of the ahf'Ve uill he puhlished in Xoi'ember.

Viola cornuta.
iTch has been said and written about this splei

Dianthus dentatus
I

Herbaceous Pink, which fl-iwei-s the same se.

' plant is dwarf, tutty. ami covers itself with a'
c flowers. Very well adai>ted fur edgings, oi

} stock, which borders or rockwork.

F offur at a very low pric

Begonia Pearcei CVeitch).

The plant Is of dwarf habit, utid w;ll

Schizostylii^
New Irld, attaining a hei^lit

like floiPcrs of a beautiful bni

Biiccessively on spikes, from [ii<- i'

introduced from South America, with largo
;

3 borne on slender stems well above the leaves,
,

ich isof a dark vulvety gi-eon traversed by pale

, while the under side la of a dull red colour.

Linum Macrayi. i

Chili, with larpre orange-coloured flowers.
' ' prove quite hardy.

Chrysanthemum Louise Honnoraty.

Chrysanthemum japonicum filove pleno.
(Xew Double J:-.it3ne.>*e v.m, Ne-v F.mcy Varieties.}

Thin new tribe of Ciirvsanthe nam is particularly rccommonrte
reeling convinced that thi planiR nised from this seed wiU nlwa,
i-ary la shiipe and colour of its ilowecs.

Coreopsis philadelphica.
Perennial Composite, which flowers the fir<;t year when so.vi

its largo lloivorsiire of a fine yellow and vory oiiiamental.

Aucuba japonica.
Berries gathered from pluits hjbridizod with the different newly

introduced varieties from Japan.

Celosia pyramldalis nana aurantiaca.
Annual, from Cochin China ; erect, from 15 to 18 inches, leaves oral

acuminatod, of a bright greon. Tinisses pyramidal, of a brilliant bi;^

yellow. Pine uovetty for forming masaes which will contrast nicely

with the foUowinij.

I

Celosia pyramldalis versicolor.
Annual, from Cocliin China, from 2 to 3 feet high, btLshy from the

bottom, with oval leaves, acuminated, of red broivn. All tha spiicoi

teiminated by bright carmiue trusses before opening pass gradually
to violet carmiiio. Ha:idsomo pi int for raassjs.

Celosia pyramldalis versicolor var. hybrida
foliis atrobrunneis.

Avanety which wo believe a hybrid of C. p. versicolor and C. p.

nana aurantlACi. Ic is distinct from tho former by its Ibavon, of a
darker cilnur, and its (lower tru3<ius, which have a slight tiugd of
orang). Whether livbrid or not,, it i.s at all ovouts a pretty foliaged

SUB-TROPICAL NOVELTIES, WITH ORNAMENTAL FRUIT OR FOLIAGE.
Giant White Eg-g Plant.

The fruits ofthis variety are throe tnnus larger than those of the
old variety. Half-hardy trailer, and very ornamental.

Giant Striped Ee:g Plant, from Guadaloupe.
The fruits are equallv of extraordinary Rize, and their variegation

Is very constant. Like the foregoing. It will be more effective when
planted as a single specimen than in masses. It is desir-nblc that

tho curious fruiia of these two vari-'tles are well expo=ed to view.

Half-hardy trailer, and very ornamoutal.

Black Egrg Plant, from Pekin.
fSolanum melongena pekinense niyrum.)

Tall plant, Irom 2 to 3 fr^et high, the stems and large fruits of

which are black and shiny ; its leaves are equally of a bLackish Rreeu.
Handsome plant, which, by its tall habit, may be classed among the
picturesque omaraental kinds ; very effective as single specimen, or

or in groups of two or three, on lawn*. Ac. Half-hardy trailer, and
very ornamental,

ChamsBpeuce diacantha,
A beautiful sUvijiy spiny nerbaceous plant, of magnificent effect as

'
, .

..
. ----[.iQgthe pa*^!

Datura gig-antea.
Annual species, resemhtim; D. quercifolia, from which it dlff

however, by a habit less hii*h and laitjor in circumference, wl:

renders it very desirable ils an iso ated plant on the lawu.

Digitalis tomentosa.
Herbaceous plant, very distinct from D. purpurea by it-* flow

which are more erect, of dark purple colour spotted with bri
' very hairy.

liagenaria angoiensis.
ica, whicli it resenibl- •*

latterspecios, are whitf.

Itsprettylrutts, smooth, per'iuctly globular, of the size of an Orange,
are prclu?ely blotchotl wnlte on green ground ; very well adapted for

covering trellis-work, Ac.

Nicotiana grandiflora purpurea.
Gigantic annual plant, which by Its large purplish-red Uowers la

almost as striting as by itw tall habit. It belongs to that picturesque
j

class of plants which are now so much in favour for the decoratloii of
parks, &c.

ORNAMENTAL GOtJKDS.
!

la verrucosa.
; la'

I Park,

Lagenaria natalensis.

Lagenaria sphserica.

Flowers lartre and wid>; open, snowy wliite, with bright yellow

stamv-n. Frmt of the hize of an Orange, smjO|b, of a darii-gieeu

colour, marbled ail over with white.

Iffielothria cucumerina.
Small Cucurbit fnni China, with smooth foliage and yellow

flower?. The fruit voiy smooth, of the thickness of the finger, and
about U inch long ; cm be pickled like Ghirkins.

Agrostis Steveni.
Two to three feet high, remarkable through the elegance of Its

filume, which is as graceful as those of the known Agrostis with
arger dimeoiiions.

Andropogon Allionii.
Herbaceous; about 20 inches high, plume reduced to simple ears,

of which tho floircrs, eoged reddish brown, are very long bearded.

Andropogon ischsemum.
Herbaceous or annual, according to situatioa ; remarkable from

its hilken floweis, produced in brush-shape at tne top of the flower

Chascolytrum erectum.
Herbapeoua ; if this plant,, of which the flower resembles thoss of

Briza major, is not new in a botanical view, it is nevertheless true
that it bus not before appeared in European gardens, where, indeed,
it is worthy to take a place among the Ornainental Grasses,

Chloris myriostachys. i

Elegant Grass nf more than C feet high; rc-markable from Its I

velvety and silky plumes. ;

Andropogon formosum. i

Herbaceous. This hanusume plant forms specimona of a s\7.e to
|

which none of the Grasaea in our gardens approach, a plant 2 years
old measuring already over 9 feet in height and more thau 18 leet
in circumference, of a very majestic appearance.

Penicillaria spicata.
From Africa, annual, stems from 4 feet, leaves rather large,

reminding one of those of Mais, Triii^ses long, almost cylindricJ, largo

Sorghum nankinense.
From central China, herbaceous, from 4 to C feet high, large

narrow leaves, margined with dark purple, plume large and compact,
from 14 to 16 inches long, of a bronzy red.

Sorghum tataricum.
Annual. This kind doss not rank inferior to the Sugar C^ne, but

Is more remarkable than that by the shape and position of its large
bunches, and the dazzling whiteness of its secjs. which might be used
lor tho manulacture of excellent bread Ua green stems give very
cood fodder for Horsea and Cattle,

NEW ORNAMENTAL GEASSES.
Chloropsis Blanchardiana.

I Herbaceous, 3 feet and more in height, of bright green. Tho great

beauty of the plant consists in its ro.^y-t^nted flowers, in the shape of

a bottle-brush. Grown in tul'cs, so as to fonn a sheaf, and the plant

is of an admirable efloct.

!
Eleusine tristachya.

1 From the Indie?. An annual of short growth ; very pretty and

I

ornamental.

Eragrostis elongata.
Annual, very much resembling our Poas. but distinguished from

them by the size of Its large plumes. Afiiicplant for edging on lawns.

Panicum compressum.
Long narrow foliage, plumes of medium size, firm, full of seeds,

graceful, of a beautitm green. This plant may become a good fodder
plant, and is a very ornamental kind.

Panicum fruinentaceum.
From the Orient. Herb.aceous or annual, according to the situa-

tion and mode of cuituie; leaves long, narmw, and plentiful;

I, compact and erect, producing pleaty

Panicum jumentorum.
Herbaceous, of the same habit as P. compressun:, With Which it is

nearly allied; it differs from it by its plumes being twice as large,

more open, and more rich u
' '

' '

become d lodder plant.

Pentameris airoides.
plant very much like Ayrostis Stcvenl, with which it could be

confounded if it were not for tha plumes, which are not so large.

Phleum Boehmeri.
Herbaceous ; 14 to 18 inches, haulm almost deprivud of leaves,

tenniuated by a very long ear.

,eeda. A pretty plant, which might

Setaria persica.
Annu-al ; haulmii 22 to "Jt; inches, in little tufts, leaves smooth, a

little lai-ge. truss compact, m shape of a cylindrical ear, long. Pretty
plant, of which the seeds may be used in different w.ays.

XTralepis Cuprea.
Herbaceous, 20 to 28 inches high, with long narrow leaves of a hand-

some grcon ; a flne plant for edgings.

1^* I'rice of the above to the Trade on application.

Lappago racemosa.
From tho South of Em'ope. annual or perennial according to

circumstances ; remarkable for tho .sinsxi'arity of its ears, which are

finely bearded. Border plant.

Panicum marginatum.
Annual ; haulm about 12 nu-hcs hi^'h.

Panicum proliferuin.
Annual; vcrj' much allied to P. fruinentaceum, described bofure,

but only half as large; hand.iome panicule; fine plant for Lawns ana
meadows ; rich in seeJs, which may be used for various purposes.

Carex Granji.
Perennial plant, with long recumbent, foiiageof a handsome green ;

fine plant for moist situations, and to grow alongside ornamental

Carex pendula.
Herbaceous plant, of which the habit represents that of a Di-acena ;

it Is tufted and vory handsome in foliage, with flower stems aboa.

3 feet nigh ; a picturesque plant lor mouit situations.

CsTperus killengioides.
Dw.arf and very tuited plant, scarceh 10 inches high, producing a

number ol flower stems; pretty plant lor the neighbourhood of

artificial water,

Andropogon bombycinus.
From Persia, 12 to 16 iuchoa high. A plant highly recom inended

for window gardening.

Cenchrus Isevigatus.
Annual, from the South of Europe, reminding very much of

Lappago racemosa, described before, differing from it by its long

ears. Plant lor edging.

Dactyloctenium aggyptiacum.
.(Vnnual, still handsomer than Eleusma rigida, of which the descrip-

tion follows. This httle Grass, of which the haulms may re.acu

Ifi inches, may be used for the same purposes.

Eleusine segyptiaca.
Small annual scarcely 10 inches high, in close tufts, with thick

short ears. Pretty plunt fur edgings or to plant along lunmng

Eleusine rigida.
Annuil, very pretty, in close tufts about 12 inches high, tho

numerous stems tennmating in a bunch of 3 or 4 oars. lis dwari

habit renders it very applicable for edgings and even pot culture.

JAMES CARTEll and CO., SEED MBRCHaNTS, 237 & 338, HIGH HOLBOaN, LONDON, W.C.
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Dwarf-trained Trees 1)7 tlie 1000, 100, or dozen.

APPLES. PKaRS. plums, CULKIUES, PE.iCHKS,
S-ECTARINES. Fine, fl.lt. mined, of best quality

1 and Seed Merchant, Worcei

K^;
I I lis FRUIl' LIST contains

-lis Forms of Trees, with Directions I

., Manure, Pruning, Lifting, Croppii

Free by ijost

Ric Sun id .Seed Blerchant, Worcester

Fifty Acres of Fruit Trees,

APPLES, PKAKS. PLIJIIS, CHERKIKS, PEACHES.
NECTARINES, imd APRICOTS in evoiy toini desired for

Fruiting. ,„
RicHAiiD Smith, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Orcliard-liouse Trees Fruiting in Pots.

"PEACMIKS, NEi TaIUNKS, Al'lilCOTS, CH1;;REIES,
PLUMS, PEARS, APPLES, VINi

I Mel
1(1 FIGS.

ircostei*.

I'KAhS, PLUMS, (JHEKKIES.
. ' , .., "i,>i.irJ Houses.
II.

''
I iliant, Worcester.

FKUIT TREKS, f...

50,000 to select from
conditi'iii for plantiiiE,

1 aod Seed Merchant, Worcester.

ROSKS.—Extra fine Standards, at from Ids. to I85.

per dozen ; inoa. per 100,

Do. Dwarf, estra fine, at from 9s. lo 12*:. per dou. ; 63s. toS4s. per 100.

Do. New Sorts ol iseii. at 2)v. per dozen.
DESCRIPTIVE LIST on applicntion.

, Nil eryn 1 and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

lUKTY "THOUSAND COMMON LAURELS,
'

all sizes ft-om 1 to 4 feet.

M. Wood & Son, Woodlands Nursery. Mare&field . Uckfield, Sussex.

TRlHTY THOUSAND Dwarf-trained FRUIT TREES
in the finest health and vigour.

W«. Wood & Son. Mare&flelri, Ucktield, Sussex.

T EN THOUSAND
well-grown, hand

Wm. Woe '
"

L A U" It U S T I N U 8,
6 and busby.

Mare&field, Uckfield. Sussex.

SEVERAL ACRES of extra large well-pr
10 ORNAMENTAL TREES for park planting and immediate
effect. Wm. Wood & Son, Maresfleld, Uckfield, .Sussex.

M'ANY ACRES of STANDARD, HALF-STANDARD,
DWARF. PYRAMIDAL, and TRAINED FRUIT TREES,

consistlDg of Ai'plos, Pears, Plums, Peaches, Nectarines, Apricotr

Cherries, 4c. Wm. Wood & Son, MaresQeld. Sussex

and ORNAMENTAL TREES.
Wm. Wot.DA Su.v, ~

Sussex.

EVERGREEN and

r Uckfield,

ROSES. —NEW CATALOGUE just published and
sent post free on application to

Wm. Wood & Sow, Maresfleld, Uek fietd. Siissex-

XSPBERRllS^Cornwell's Seedlins, 12.?. per 100

;

Cuthiigli's Prince of Wale's, ifis. ; Sclater's Semper F'delis. 20s.

;

Cartel's Prolific, 10s. ; Red Prolific, 8s. ; Double Bearing, 8s. ; EvaQs'

White. lOs.

STRAWBERRIES.— British Queen. Admiral Dunda.=, Sir Charles

Napier, Ele;iiior, Oscar. Rifleiiinn, Myatt's Eliza. Keens' Seedling,

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM can now send, ])ost free for six posta

stamps. Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties,
""

inoUiriinK pricea of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his NEW s

New General Plant Catalogue.
WILLIAMS' NEW PLANT CATALOGUE,
itainiiig many really Rood Novelties, and carefully selected

LISTS of STOVE. GREENHOUSE, and HARD? PLANTS, ia

now ready and will bu forwarded post fie© to all applicants.

B.

a and P;iradiso Nurseries, Holloway, , N.

Wholesale Catalogue of Nursery Stock.
/^ EORGE JACKMAN ami SON'S PRICED
VJT I

EORGE JACKMAN ami SON'S "PRICED and
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for 186fi and spring 1857, can

be had free on application, comprising Fruit Trees, Roses, American
I'tants, Conifers, Ciematihcs, Evergreen and Decidious Trees and
Shrubs, and transplanter "

"

"

Woking Nursery, Surrey.

Early Spring Flowers.
WEBB'S GIANT POLYAISTHUS and COWSLIP,

with all the best varieties of Double and Single PRIMROSES.
PANSIES. &c., with Seeds of single varieties. LIST of prices of

different kinds on application to
Mr. Webu. Calcot Gardens. Reading.

WILLIAM BARNES has inany Thousand msg:n
Plants of the above to ofl"er, in various sizes, includiu

variety worthy 01 cultivation, all finely grown, and full offlowt

Sorts and prices can be obtained on application
Camden Nursery C^mbernell S

Llllum lanclfolium.
SUTTON AND SOiNs ii.i.r i.iiMN.il ,

_ the abo'Je spliiMl 1 I .! 1 . V m '
.

For descriptions and pii' - > .. 1

CATALOGUE. wMchmav t.^ 1, , . , :
,

Sdtton & SoMB, Royni Hail.-.r. \< . ! I. m'

V^EE BARK AND SUGDEN'SADVKRTISEMENT,O Gardeners' Chrovicle-, Nov 17, r>- 1086.

BULBS and CLIVKDEN PLANTS for Spring: Blooming.
BARR'S PRIZE CALf^ROLARIA, 2s. 6d. por packet.

NEW VIOLA CORNUTA SKKD. U. and 28. (W. por packet.

NEW LAP^GERIA ROSEA SEED, 1«. 6rf. and 28. Od. per packet.
QNBLOOMED AMARYLLIS. I

Exhibition of Chrysanthemums.
JOHN SaLTKR'S magnificent ( OLLKCTION of

CHRVSANTHEMUMS ia'NOW in BLOOM. The Winter
Garden is open every day except Sunday. Admittance free.

Versailles Nmswry, William Street, Vale Place. HiimmerBmlth, W.
(near Kensington Railw.iy Bridge,)

Chrysanthemums.
ADAM FORSYTH bi-s to inform his Friends and the

Public that his extensive Collection of CHRYSANTHEMUMS
is NOW in FLOWER, and maybe seen everyday (Sundays excepted).

His facilities for housing them have been greatiy increased and thoao

interested in the cultivation of this favounte flower will find this a

good opportunity for soeinK the various modes in which it may be

grown for the decoration of Greenhouse or Conservatory at this season.

Brunswick Nursery (opposite West Hackney Church). Strike

Newii.gton, N. .

Dutch and other Bulhs.

BS. WILLIAMS is now prepared to supplv splendid

• roo s nf HYACINTHS, TULIPS, NARCISSUS, CROCUS.
&c &c All the roots ue selected with great care from the best

growers n Holland
V PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE LIST sent post free on application.

V ctoria and Farad e Nuiseries, Hollowjiy. London. N

^MZ \^ ':?ur\i>:yt>

VIOLA CORNUTA, the True Stock —New Seed of the
above now ready, in packets Qd U 2s 6d aLd 5s Price to

the Trade on appliaitioii.

Jamkb Cauter a Co.. Seed Merchants and Nurserymen, 237 & 238,

High Holborn, London. W,C.

Ji^:.':^

Amaryllis.
n\n\WAY AND CO., Diiidham Down
:: r. r Bulbs of the above, unnamed Seedlings

; In III dunnii t-he past two seasons, .and many
^ flower, aL Sa., 75. 6d., and IO3. Crf. each, or

Prmce of Wale

aspa"ragus, , 3s.

I 20a.

per 100.

Robert, late Ge : Con: I, k Co., opposite Red Lion, Barnot.

Splendid Grape Vines of all the finest varieties in
cultivation.

WILLIAM BARNES begs to announce that he has
now a vei-y fine selection of the above to offer, both

FRUITING and PLANTING CANES, all very strong sboit-

jointed, wcll-iiponod wood, .and will produce a fine crop of fruit

next spring.
The great demand W. B. has had for Grape Vines these several

years past, and the many applications for them lieing late in the
when ne found ii

reqilired. has ir

t difficult to supply the sorts and quantity

sizo or qua
: W. B. lias many hundreds of fine Plants to

obtained on application.

. Durdhara Down Nu . Bristol.

worth growing, and probrii

of the luxuriance and exc*'

awarded the First Prizes .

Horticultural ExbibitioTl^ ,1.

PRICE CATAL',
Selections left to J. K. k

to 100». por 100.

r:iU attention to their
iicii oomp'ises all the sorts

ilie Trade. Asa nroof
I tioM they have been
! vl Palace and Royal

1 ipplioants.

The Nurseries. Langport. Somerset.

To the Trade, &c.
DAVIS has tho foUowr

good Plants :L
Double White PRIMROSES

„ Lilnc PRIMROSES

CLIMBING DEVONIENSIS. — This benutiful Eose
having obtained a First-class Certificate at the Royal Horti-

cultural Meeting, S. J. Pavitt is induced to offer his fine plants of

tho above as grovm by him for the last seven yeai-.s, and thoroughly
proved to bo a distinct and most valuable climbing variety. Extra
strong plants, on clean stenis, with shoots from 3 to 7 f3et m length,

6rf. each. Special offers to the Trade, when taken by the dozen
L" hundred.

Rose Cottage Nu , Bathwick, Bath.

LAEGH YKLLOW liI'TriT f'Hi'Crs, 10s. per 1000.
LARGE RLUE Ijl"|i Ii l:- ' - '

' iwr 1000.

L.VRUE WHITE nil' 11 I
I " ^ I- Ii/. per 1000.

fiLAliMl.US lillEM 111 i
, I

.-1 I lierlOO,84«. per 1000.

SEA KALE, Svears. 1. ' ' 1". )"'. 1 ImrlOOO.
(lOOSEliEllKlES and II Kli.vM.^, in iio varieties, Ss. per 100

TRADE NURSERY LIST
En . Nu

_ . application to
ii-ymnn, Malton, Yorkshire.

12 of t ^

! A P PLAN T S .

\^.~yi.\\ IM i,\i;f;uNIUMS,includiiigPink Stella

, all established in small pots, for £1 5».

ISOLEPIS GRACILIS, 4s. per doz.

Nus . St. Augustine Nursery. Norwich.

NEW CATALOGUES
for the SEASON of 18CU nnd 1867.

No. 1. ROSES.—A Select List of all the best varieties in cultivation,

fully and faithfully described.

No. 2. FRUIT TREES. — A Descriptive L-.st of all the choicest

varieties of Fruits.

No. 3. CONIFERS, ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS.—

-Plants for c

N^ RHODODENDRON,
; —This Rhododendron has hitherto
t ASNIHILATOR.butitwillbesent

t.ndoubtedly the most brilliant-

KlKidodendron yet offered.

1 I'.n.iitsiobe sent out In the Autumn
^.jui.t to the Trade,

an Nursery, Bagsbot, Surrey.

Dutch Flower Roots.
T71RANCIS ^ VRIHUR DICKSON & SONS have
P r I. e 1 fro n the best Growers in Holland, a very large

e above and have the satisfuction to say that the

I ly large, sound, and well ripened, and for which

_ _ _. lipp

a Xn E PRICED CATALOGUE and all pai

by p st app cati n „
Tl « Old Estab she J Seed Warehouse, 106, Eastgate Street. Chester.

New Catalogue of Plants, Dutch Bulbs, &c-

ROBKRT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW
CATALOGUE, containing Select Descriptive and Priced Lists

of New, Rare, and beautiful Greenhouse, Hardy and Stove Plants,

Hardy Ferns, Fruit Trees, Grape Vines, Roses, Rhododendrons,

Sweet Violets, kc, Amaryllis, Crocusea, Cvclamene, Gladioli,

Hvaoinths, Liliums, Narcissus. Tulips, and other Bulls, is now
will be forwarded to iipplicants.

Exotic Nursery, Touting, Surrey, S.

Sutton's Unrivalled Collections of Bulhs.

ClUTTON'S GUINEA COLLECTION of BULBS for

k> BLOOMING in POTS .and GLASSES. „„„„^„,
SUTTON'S GUINEA COLLECTIONS for BEDS and BORDERb.
For particulars see SUTTON'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE, which

Ruval Berks Seed Establislment, Reaainc
Illy bo hud pratis anH po

STiie ©arUenerj^'Ciirotttcle*
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1866.

THE QUEEN, without iinv exception the best

WHITE RlinDuDENliKli.V yet niisctl.—Robust grower, deep

With soft blush

llu

.lour white, sutfused
,iUite, clear alab ister

1.0. reminding one of

r should L

! Ml;:

I but
Trade that Tue Qcei

old kind, shown under an assumed nan
would be glad to bo informed when, oe w«i

I is to be found. The whole undivided stock i

\aLEs Noble. Baiishot, Surrey.

No 5 GARDEN and AGRICULTURAL SEED and ROOT
CATALOGUE.

No. 6. GENERAL PLANT CATALOGUE.
The above will be forw

Jonn C«, Kmg's
applies

llereford.

EW HAKDY CLEMATISES
-Very rich velvety claret ; the deepest

N
CLEMATIS RUBELLA. . ...

coloured Clematis yet offered. Very distinct, and having the

advantage oF flowering 60 to 70 per cent, of blooms, with five and
six sepals. First Ceniflcate, Royal Horticultural Society.

CLEMATIS PRINCE of WALES.—Largo flowers, ol a rich deep
violet purple, with red bars down the centre of each sepal ; a

decided improvement on C. rubro-violacea. First Certificates,

Royal Hoiticultural Sotiety.

Mebshs. GF.ORGE JACKM-AN asd SON have much pleasure in

announcing that they are sendihg oat the above Clematises, and can
with confidence recommend them "amongst the best of hardy
cumbers. Stronn Plants, with bine, Ii to 'i\ leet, 21s, each.

The uhual allowance to the Trade.

Coloured Drawings, by Andrews, for 24 stamps.
Woking Nursery, Surrey.'

American Plants, &c.
il AND GODFREY'S

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of RHODODENDRONS
r American Plants for this Autumn, will be sent on appli-

cation. The Catalogue also gives a summary of their General

M^
Cupressus Lawsonlana argentea.

ESSRS. WATEKER and GODFREY
sending out thiii Plant.

Good stout Plants, Ii foot high and bushy, at 21s. each.

It has been awarded Three First-clase Certificates by the Royal

Horticultural Society of London, Royal Botanic Society of London,

and at tho Crystal Palace ; and may be justly represented as a dis-

tinct and very beautiful plant, and one that will become a general

favourite. Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

? now

Rhododendrons.
TOHN WATERER'S DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
O of HARDY SCARLET and other RHODODENDRONS ia now
published and will be forwarded on application. It faitbfullydescribos

the colours of the now v.arieties eshil

Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park. At
CONIFERS, with heights and prices, ia likewise

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey, near Sunningdale Station,

South-Western Railway.

Few subjects connected with Hoiticulture

have provoked so much discussion as the

question of tho Acclimatisation of Plants.

This is of paramount importance to gardeners

in every climate, and as there is still much

to bo said on either side, we need make

no apology for reverting to the subject. As

in all similar controversies, a great deal

of unnecessary difference of opinion has arisen

from the vague and even somewhat con-

tradictory iuterprefations of terms in common
use. For our own part we consider acclimati-

sation to imply not merely the
_
introduction of

any given plant or animal into a country

presenting but little or no difference in its

climatal conditions from those of its native one,

but also such an amount of change in the habit

and conformation of the plant, as to enable

it to accommodate itself to different climatal

conditions.

At first it may be that great care on the part

of tho cultivator is necessary, or the existence of

the plant will bo imperilled ; while in not a few

instances, tho plant is so little pliable, or our

io-noi-ance of the proper means of making it

so is so great, that nothing in the way of acclima-

tisation can bo effected, but in tho face of the

numerous instances familiar to every cidtivator

of alterations having taken place in particular

plants, in respect to their degree of hardiness,

their- period of flowering, their habit, &c., we are

somewhat at a loss to account for^ the objections

that have been raised to acclimatisation.

When we find such names as those of _De

C'anpolle, Lindley, Eegel, on the one side,

and Dakwin, Sohubeler, Clos, IlABERL^ijroT,

on the other, we are inclined to think that the

main reasons for the difference in opinion must

reside in the different way in which the word
' acclimatisation ' has been understood by these

writers and observers ; and in truth, if by accli-

matisation be meant a' process whereby sorne-

tting entirely new and heretofore foreign
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to the plant is set up, we should side with

lilSDLT.T and others who dissent from the

possibility of such an occurrence. But if,

as *e believe, this acclimatisation process

uerely fosters and promotes the deralopraent of

qualities generally latent, or manifest to on'y "

slight extent, we cannot see the force of the

ohjeetions raised against it. Looked at in the

light Tve have just mentioned, acclimatisation is

merely a re-ult of that inherent power of variation

which nil organised beings have ;
and as our

knowledge, nowmost incompleteand fragmentary,

of the causes inducing variation, increases, so

will our power of acclimatising plants become

greater. A paragraph in one of Mr. Rivers

papers presented to the Botanical Congress

(see p." 732) is to our mind very suggestive

ia this respect. He observed during a .spring

frost that some Cherry blossoms with widely-

spreading petals had the tips of their pistils

killed by the frost, and that although the

germs swelled, after a little while they all dropped

off. In other flowers, the petals of which were

incurved so as to protect the pistils, the fruit set

healthily ; and hence, asks Mr. ElVERS, " would

it not be possible to originate varieties of fruits

from seed, giving blossoms with large incurved

petals, so as fully to protect the parts of

fructification ? " To this question the answer

must surely be in the affirmative.

If we look to the Potato, what a difference

there i=! between the reputed wild form from the

Andes, and the varieties now grown. Where the

hiulm used to die off in late autumn, there are

now many varieties in which it shrivels in early

summer, and not only are they earlier, but they

are more productive. Dr. Sagot, to whose

treatise on the effects of cultivation and domesti-

cation in plants and animals we may have again

occasion to refer, mentions a fact of some
importance with reference to acclimatisation,

namely, that variation is more likely to take

place in individual plants grown near the

northern limits of their distribution, and that

from such, therefore, ameliorations of race can

most easily be obtained.

Looking, then, at acclimatisation as a result

of that inborn capacity for variation and adapta-

tion to circumstances which all living creatures

have to a greater or less extent, we cannot but
believe that with time, method, and perseverance,

far greater things may be accomplished in this

way than are j-et dreamed of.

Not long since it would have been impossible

to have given a satisfactory reply to a question,

which at this season of the year is frequently

a-ked. Why do the Leaves fall ? True, there

wore plenty of reasons cited, but they were for

the most part merely hypothetical. Some said,

that as the leaves were gorged with sap, their

functions became in consequence impeded, and
at last the leaves died and were pushed off from
the tree by the current of the sap. Others said

it was the bud, that nestled in the axil of the
leaf, that quietly removed the parent leaf as

itself increased in bulk—a strange theory, when
it is considered how many more leaves there are

than bnds ! A third notion was, that as the

leaves died mortification ensued, a line of demar-
cation was formed, and the dead portions became
separiited from the living—a notion evidently

derived from the experience of the sui'geou

rather than from that of the vegetable anatomist.

Another of these guesses, and one apparently
which finds much favour with compilers of
" popular " books, attributes the fall of the
leaf to an incrustation or deposit of

earthy matters in the cells of the leaf in

autumn ; this goes on, according to our theorists,

to such an extent, that the celts become blocked
up, lose their powers, hence dry up, shrivel,

and fall to the ground—true enough, but not
sufiBcient to account for all the phenomena. On
turning from these speculative explanations to
others offered in more recent times by scientific

observers as the result of personal observation,
we find so great a conformity of statements in
all more important particulars, that it can hardly
be doubted that we can now, at least in a general
way, answer the question as to why the leaves
fall. Several independent observers, among
whom Dr. Ijm.ur, of Liverpool, is one, have
arrived at the conclusion that the fall of the leaf
is due to the formation of a layer of colls,

arranged in a plane different from that of the
rest of the tissues, thus gradually severing the
leaf from its support, much as a knife-
blade would do, and moreover serving as
'athin'skin to protect the surface of what would.

otherwise, be an open wound. The cells of this

dividing layer, as shown by Inman and confirmed

by MOHL, contain a quantity of starch, a sub-

stance not found in the adjacent cells. This

dividing layer seems first to have been clearly

.observed by Link; Inman, Schacht, and

Mettenitjs confii-med its existence, and MoHL
has added largely to our knowledge of it. We
have yet to learn why this peculiar layer is

formed. As to the period of its first appearance,

that is known to precede the fall of the leaf by

but a short interval, though indications of its

future formation exist from a very early period.

The first stage in the development of the leaf, as

shown by EicHLEK, and recently confirmed by
Dr. W. E. MoNab, is constituted by the appear-

ance on the side of the stem, of a minute process

called the "hypophyU," from which, and not

directly from the stem itself, the leaf originates.

Whether when the leaf falls, the separation takes

place immediately from the stem, or between

this hypophyU and the leaf it supports, is not a

matter of practical importance, and does not

affect the explanation above given as to the

cause of the defoliation.

We have to draw the at tention of those of our
readers concerned in the Diseases and Injukies of
FoBEST Tkees to two important German publications

recently issued.

Dr. Ratzeeuesh's " Waldverderbniss " (Destruc-

tion of Forest Trees), of which the first volume has

just appeared, is a quarto book with 35 lithographs

and numerous woodcuts illustrative of the diseases and
injuries of forest trees, and especially of those caused

by insects, squirrels, and other creatures ferce naturce.

I)r. MoElTZ WiLKOMM's treati,se, " Die Mikros-
copischen Peinde des Waldes," is, as its title implies,

particularly devoted to those injuries, or " enemies," as

the title has it, which need the use of the microscope

for their investigation, such as fungous moulds, &c.

It likewise is well illustrated by coloured plates. Both
works may be obtained through Messrs. Williams &
Norgate.

• Two names ought before to have found a place

among our Obituaey notices—one that of Professor

Gaspaeini, of Naples, a well-known botanist, and one
of whose latest contributions to science was recently

noticed in our columns (p. 94-,) ; the other that of

M. Hetland, a veteran artist, to whom the elder De L, -
. , -, i, ^ - . -j. r. , > *i * c j

Candollb owed the illustration of a large number of |

Madeira, or that weed of Greens, or tliat fixed

- - determination to take the conceit from out of that

tileating for their mas, 'and the green loaves cotne
again ?

'
"

Then the hunting-cap changed into a soft " billy-

cock," and the pink, and the cords, and the tops, into
a Norfolk jacket, and knickerbockers, and ankle boots

;

and another apparation, stalwart and ruddy as the
first, stood, witla a breech-loader on his broad shoulder,
and said, " Let me suggest the gun : think of the pure,
bracing, moorland air; of the grouse, rising with a
whir and with a crow, and then tumbling with a thud
among the heather; of the dinner and the rubber in

our cozy shooting lodge; of the weed and the whisky,
' as ye tell how they fell.' Think, O think, of the grand
excitement of deer-stalking ! the first distant sight of

some glorious stag, the antlered monarch of the waste

;

of the long, the subtle, the laborious stalk, when brain
and body, mind and muscle seem to glow, like the
wheels of swift machinery, and to gain from the grand
excitement of the hour a strange, victorious energy

;

and then the crisis, the awful ectasy, when the rifle is

raised, and the stricken deer takes his last wild
leap, and falls with a crash to die. Think, too, of quiet,

pleasant days with genial friends in bright sunny Sep-
tember; of truthful 'Don,' stanch upon his point, and
'Belle' backing him, 60 yards off; of the panniered
pony with the welcome lunch, and the laughing girls

who spread it for us beneath the brave old oak. Recall

those frosty mornings in December, quickening the
blood and sharpening the wits, and the cheery congress

of shooters, keepers, beaters, and retrievers, forming
into line along the grassy ' riding.' Listen again to the

nimble sticks, clattering amid the trees, gaily^ as

shillelaghs in an Irish row, and ever and anon beating

a mad tattoo, with an accompaniment of yells, hardly

to be surpassed by betting-men, or any other lunatics,

and called forth by an ambition, ever fruitless, to ' stop

that rabbit back.' Hearken once more, for there is a

cry of a still intenser interest : a voice as full of deep
emotion as if the owner had roused a buffalo, or

flushed his uncle's ghost, is heard to shriek, 'Mark
woodcock !

' and we bring him down, as he glides

into the open, to the immense disgust of Smith,
outside the covert, who has just raised his gun to fire.

Think, finally, of wild ducks, quacking out of sedgy

streams, and of glad retrievers springing from the bank,

and shaking the water from their glossy curls, as they
lay the mallard at your feet I

"

And I said, " Knickerbockers, thy words are true,

but they tell not all the truth. Thou hast been reticent

with reference to mournl'nl hours, wlien the lordly

stag was startled by thy rifle, a moment sniffed the
taiiited gale, and then trotted quietly away, disdainful,

as the gillies winking near, and the deerhound growling

at thy side. Thou hast said nothing of other feverish

and fretful days, when, owing to ' that confounded old

the plants described hy him.

A GARDENER'S DREAM.
I BELIEVE that tobacco was made to be smoked, and

not being an aphis, nor a red spider, nor a mealy hug,

nor the Dean of Carli-sle, I smoke it. I had attached

myself, consequently, the other evening to the slimmer
end of a big Broseley pipe, and my mind in musing
about many things,

" Tenui mcditiimir avenft,"

settled finally, like a weary butterfly upon a Rose, on
the recreations and amusements of lite. And when I

.asked myself which of them all brings the longer and
the larger happiness, there appeared amid the smoke, a

medium of communication so frequently adopted by

our old friends the Genii in the " Arabian Nights,"

the vision of a man. A bright, ple.Tsaut, healthful face

smiled beneath a cap of glossy velvet; two diamond
eyes sparkled in the head of a golden fox, which
fastened the folds ot a snowy neckerchief, white and
smooth as the petal of a Camellia; a coat of scarlet,

glowing like a Poinsettia, was buttoned over a blue

bird's-eye vest; and warm, easy, well-fitting, thick-

ribbed "cords" disappeared into a pair of pale brown
" tops." " There never, my boy," he gaily observed,

"can be the faintest whimper of a doubt that the
greatest fun in all the world is the fnn of riding to

hounds. To leave a discomfited host of skirters and
craners, drawn up aghast at a sconding stile, or gallop-

ing ruefully by some chilly stream in search of ford or
bridge; and then pressing on pasture, and pulling in

plough, to have 40 minutes, and ' who-op ' in the open !

By Jove, old fellow " (and here he fenced at my ribs

with his hunting-whip),
" Kings it makes Gods, and meflner creattires kings."

And I made answer to this festive phantom in breeches,
and I said, " True, crimson spectre, true. Hunting is

undoubtedly of sports the Pope, but, alas ! not more
infallible. It happens to its keenest sons sometimes,
to be yearning for a start at one particular corner of a

gorse, just when the fox goes away best pace in a
precisely opposite direction ; and then, O brother of

the gamboge boots, the riding after hounds is vanity.

And the wind of horses is an uncertain thing; and the
stub, and overreach, and pointed stake, are perils, great

and hateful; and banks are treacherous, and ditches

blind : and there is ever a maniac, or a rushing
chesnut to jump upon us when we fall; and clays are

succulent, and many blacksmiths fools, and it saddens
the horseman's heart to hear, ' Mr. Jones, sir, you've
lost a shoe;' and the dogs of shepherds are accursed
things ; and bird-tenters, holloaing as though they saw
the fox. are men unfit to live ; and yes, I see your
derisive smile, and I quite agree that hunting is,

despite these drawbacks, the cheeriest pastime and the
bravest exercise that stirs the sportsman's heart ; but
after all, sweet vision of the speckled vest, it lasts but
four months of the year, and much of this time may be
lost and null, being 'suUied by a frost;' and tell me,
what shall mournful hunt«rs do when lambs are

bumptious Brown, thou didst " never shoot so infa-

mously,' and thy gun seemed to he under a fiendish

power, and would not bear upon the game. Reserve
has padlocked thy sweet lips, my friend, and memory
lost the key, as regards a certain other woodcock, which,

twice spared by thy mercy, fell stone dead for Brown-
Brown, the vain-glorious—Brown, the hateful, who
last night flirted with thy lady-love, and will to-night

proclaim to a large assembly how splendidly he wiped
thine eye. Thou art oblivious, moreover, of mornings
wretched, when thou oamest home to breakfast

blue with cold and black with disappointment, and
the great retriever had snarled significantly, eying thy
gaitered calves. And thou hast not forgotten to forget

those chilly nights, when 'flight time' found thee

shivering like the Willow- above thee ; and the ducks
had a prior engagement. Thou ha.<t not been garrulous

how poachers poach ; how foxes (not that I love them
less) abduct the sitting partridge, and mowers smite

them with the ruthless scythe ; how chough and crow,

and chattering pies and jays feast on the pheasant's

egg ; how weasels drink, like Freshmen wine, the dying

coney's blood. ' Silent, oh Moyle,' hast thou been on
pointers, chasing recklessly the flying leveret and

barking, as though they sang to their keepers, ' Whistle,

and I'll come to thee, my love,' when I've put up all

the game.
" And yet as the old lady, improving Cowper, was

kind enough to say of her country—

"England, with all thy faults, I cannot help loving thee still
;

'

SO, malgri defards, I rejoice with you in dog and gun.

Shooting (I exclude of course, the unmanly massacre

of tame pheasants, driven into a corner and there shot

down, 10 yards from a dozen breech-loaders, amid a

villanous stench of saltpetre), shooting is one of those

exercises which make Englishmen quick and capable

of work above more sedentary folk ; but I am inquiring

now for some recreation of a more sure and a more
lasting quality, one which may reasonably refresh body
and mind, net only in the autumn and winter, but in

the spring and summer of the year."

As the word "summer" passed my lips, "a change
came o'er the spirit of my dream." I stood by a broad

river, now flowing in such lucid transparency over its

shallows, that every pebble, polished bright, was .seen

distinct and clear, the larger stones rising above the

stream, half wet, halfdry, like those timid bathers who
dread their primal plunge, and now deepening into

darker pools, where the swift waters seemed to rest and
pause, on their journey to distant seas. And I was
admiring the trees, which came down the sloping

l)aiik>, a? it were, to see their loveliness in that shining
nini'i i!i.l llie great mountains far away beyond,
\iii

,
' f jubilation drew my gaze to a gentle-

Ill I . and a Tweed .suit, who stood, or, more
tviiim ill) ,.;i ikuig, capered, upon the opposite hank.
He pointed to a msgnifn'ent salmon, its silvery scales

shimmering in the sunlight i this beautiful example of

Sigmatismus is entered at Stationers' Hall, and to

imitate it much is felony)—such a one as you have
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pwn at Mr, Grove's in Bond Street, and \vpic:hing over

80 lb. He roared across the river Kingsley's line,

"Was ever s.ilmonyet that shone so f.airf"

together with an invitation to dine ; and in two
seconds, as ever in dreams, we had dined e.\ceUently.

and I wa,s sitting in his snuggery, an apartment
adorned with rods, and nets, and gaffs ; with fishing-

boots, whicli he called his " Wade-Mecums ;
" with a

small library of books, all filled with fly-leaves; with
boxes of feathers, fluffs, and furs ; and having, over the
mantel-piece the usual perch, enormous, with his eyes

half out of his head, from surprise at his own obesity.

Forthwith he commenced an elaborate dissertation on
the life of a complete angler. It was a life, he said, of

calm contentment, and of a sweet and thankful peace.

It was pa.ssed amid scenes of surpassing beauty, the
wild grandeur of Connemara's mountains, the solemn
stillness of Norwegian fiords, the cheerful loveliness of

Scotland's lakes, the sunny song-fraught charms of

England's meadow-stroams. To enhance, at intervals,

these simplejoys, Iht-v.^ witc such excitements as I had
seen tliat day— thf t.'i:int tlsh, fast hooked, and fighting

for his life, now ^hfotini^ away like a rocket, now fling-

ing himself in noble rau'e above the stream, now drop-

ping, plumb and ponderous, down—testing in every

way, not only hook and line, and rod, but human
pluck and .skill—at last defeated, gaffed, and brought
ashore! Then spake he glowing words of trout and
grayling, perch, and monstrous pike. He showed me
flies, which the oldest, wiliest, most abstemious fish

could not find in his heart to pass, rushing blindly to

his mournful doom, just a.s one sees some ancient
bachelor go mad for Miss in her teens. For several he
had special names. That was "The Barmaid," sure

to charm the topers of the deep; this was "SjTen;"
there "Bonue-bouche ;" and here was "Look-and-Die."
He gazed as fondly on his Limerick hooks as though

they were Irish eyes. Then he showed me knots
which were never loosened, and nooses which were
ever free. He taught me how to gather and to throw
the castnet ; and I, his pupil apt, caught—my first cast

—his lamp, cigars, and whisky. Finally he adjured
me. by his rods, to fish—fish always, and be blessed,

" O Pescatore," I answered sweetly, " in this alone
our hearts conspire, that if I do, I'm blest. Tour line

is not mine, friend. My angle has been obtuse, my
fishing common plaice, from ray youth. I shall never
be a .judicious Hooker. I get entangled in the branches
of trees, my king-fisher ; I bring ashore decaying
sticks, and long, green, trailing weeds. And when, at

last, the long-sought crisis comes, and the float, supine
and motionless so many dreary hours, awakes to active

life ; and my happy heart beats in unison, pit-a-pat,

with its rise and fall, until down it goes, disappearing

in the deep : and I give him time, ' to make assurance
surer,' and finally strike and bring out my prey ; it is

always the old eternal snig, which, but a size larger

than the bait itself, not only contrives to gorge it

wholly, but to fix it by some disgusting process in the
centre of its slimy form. I can bear no more.
Dissolve, vision. Vanish, gentle Angler. Go !

"

(To be Contimierl.)

NOTES ON CONIFERS.-No. XII.

Sequoia (Wellingtonia) oiuantea.

Were we writing a full account of the different

speoies on which we touch, we should have to occupy
many columns with information relating to this tree,

with which the reader either already is or ought to be
familiar, and which he can easily acquire by turning

back to the past numbers of this Journal, Not having

suoh atask here before us, we shall confine oureelves to

some of the less generally known j)oints, and chiefly to

those which involve some correction of previous con-

ceptions ; and it is right to mention that some of our
information is taken from the last number of the
" Pinetum Britannicnra."

The correction of the extreme age at first allotted to

it by Dr. Lindley, although a correction of previous

misconception, certainly cannot be called a point

little known, for every one now knows that the

number of annual rings in any of the stumps of

Wellingtonia which have yet been counted, does

not exceed 1300 or 1,300.* And it is generally assumed
that as the stumps of which the annual rings have

been counted belong to trees of the first rank in size,

that therefore 1300 to 1500 is the measure of the

individual life of trees of this species ; and consequently

Lindley's eloquent burst of enthusiasm on the subject

when "he first heard of their dimensions and sup-

posed age has been sneered at or ridiculed as absurd.
" What a tree is this," said he ;

" of what portentous

aspect and almost ftibutous antiquity ! They sayt that

* We ..wo- nn npol..i,T. to Prof. Aaa Gray (which we beg bim
to ai.'i't) t . li.'i'i.-; in one of our previous papers (Oct. 13)

stateii' rmtbor with whom originated the idea

thattli. i
I!... mi^ht be 3000 years. On referring to

the P(..f' . :
- III r which we hadiu ourminil'seye (not for

conflrmati.in of hia st.'itement, which we need scarcely say we
at once admitted, but to find a clue to the origin of the error),

we are unable to find any probable explanation of it, nor can
we trace its origin.

t Who 8.a,v? It is obvious that Dr. Lindley must have heard
of some caicuLation. Even supposing "they -say" to be an
editorial fiction, he could not have inia;rined 3000 years, which
comes so near the incorrect number that might be deduced
from Prof. Gray's tree, that the Professor himself says in his

prologue to its correction in the paper above referred to (.Ysa

Gray, in "American .Tonrnal of Arts and Sciences." 5d Ser,

xvil-, p, 440, 1Sj4), " If the tree increased in di.ameter at the
same rate throughout, there would have been 2076 annual
layers, which, alh^wing 24 years for the tree to have attaiuod

tihe height of 25 feet (the height at which the section was
taken) would give it an age of 3000 years from the seed. This
corresponds so closely with Dr. Lindley's estimate that we may
suppose him to have employe.! eqviivalent data in a similar

manner," But at the time Pr, Lindley wrnt*? there were no
equivalent data, nor data of any kind, in this country. It

teems more, probable that he had received some garbled
account of thl number of annual rings from America, and it

the specimen felled at the junction of the Stanislaus

and San Antonio was above .5000 years old ; that is to

say, it must have been a little plant when Samson w.as

slaying the Philistines, or Paris running away with
Helen, or ,'Eneas carrying off good Pater Anohises
upon his filial shoulders."
Now, although the individual specimens whose rings

have beeti counted wore only about 1'200 years old, we
do not think that it by any means follows that some of

their'neighbours may not have been a great deal oldar

—

nay, that they may not have almost reached the pooh-
poohed antiquity of 3000 years ; and we are able to cite

Prof. Asa Gray himself as to a certain extent support-
ing a more extended age than 1200 years. In his paper
already referred to, althouah he repudiates 3000 years
as its age, he gives it one far beyond the age shown by
the counted rings. He admits 20Gfi years as possible

(the highest possible), but considers that more probably
it did not antedate the Christian Era.

_
Now in the

first place there is no physical impossibility opposed
to their reaching 3000 years. As is pointed out by Prof.

Gray and other writers on the subject, we know
Tew trees which are on good grounds believed to

be 2000 years old, and when we come to the Cedars
we expect to be able to prove to the reader's satis-

faction that reckoning by the rate of growth of

younger plants at Lebanon, of which there are portions
in this country, the old trees in the Cedar grove there
should be at least 3,500 years old. The growth of the
.annual rings misleads us in our calculations of age
only when it is misapplied. If we take the outer
rings, and finding that so many occur in an inch,

estimate the whole interior of the tree at the same
rate, we shall greatly overrate the number of rings,

in the same way that we should equally underrate their

numbers if we started from the centre and reckoned
only from the breadth of a few of the inner rings.

'The following were the rates of growth in a stump
examined by Dr. Torrey, and as it corresponds with
the general result obtained from the stump whose
dimensions Professor De CandoUe gave at the recent

International Congress, we may take it as fairly repre-

senting the average rate of growth :—

The 1st inner 100 rings occupied 17i inches.

4th

„ 10th
., 11th

„ 13th

Dr. Torrey's stump measured 24\ ftet in diameter,

and Professor De Candolle's 26 feet 5 inches, or about
75 feet in circumference. But there aie trees still

larger than these; there are several 90 feet in circum-
ference. The tree at Ca'averos known by the name of

the " Miner's Cabin," is 80 feet in girth ; the " Three
Graces," growing on one root, is 93 feet in iraited

circumference ; and the one known as the " Father of

the Forest," which, although long since fallen, is still

a curaberer of the ground, measures 112 feet in

circumference (Dr, Bigelow says 110, or about 36 feet

in circumference), and, it is said, must have been
450 feet in height.

This tree must therefore have had a diameter of

Hi feet more than Dr. Torrey's; which, to equal it.

would require a circlet of 8 feet addilioual to be applied

all the way round the trunk of his tree. How many
years would it take to grow this ? How many annual
rings must be applied outside of his specimen to make
it so much larger ?

It is clear that if we take 'the rate of growth at

which his tree was growing when cut down, that is,

the outer rings, we shall not over - estimate the
number. We must take it fairly, however; and as in

it there was a sudden diminution of active growth
during the last 100 years, it having only grown an inch
during that period, in opposition to about a foot in

each of the previous 100 years for some centuries, we
think it would be scarcely fair to take the inch as the
standard for every future 100 years growth. We regard
the inch in the final 100 as rather the indication that
the tree had reached its full maturity and had stopped
growing; and that until it reached this period of

decadence, it went on growing at the rate of about a
foot in breadth (3 feet in diameter) in 100 years,

without allowing for any small addition after having
stopped growing. This would give us upwards of

3000 years as the period of life of the " Father of the
Forest;" but 'as we have 100 years to add in Dr.
Torrey's for an inch after cessation of active growth,
some allowance of a similar nature should be
made in it too which might bring its age

up a few hundred years farther. Those who
doubt the possibility of trees reaching such a great age,

should be thankful that we let them off so easily, for

we might have taken our stand upon the inch rate of

growth in the last 100 years in Dr. Torrey's tree, as the

normal rate after a tree had reached 35 feet in

diameter, and on the strength of it have raised the age

of the " Father of the Forest " to 8300 years, or even

more, for the breadth of the annual rings has to go on
progressively diminishing ad inHmtum.
Some correction has also to be made upon our old

ideas regarding the distribution of this tree in Cali-

fornia. Until within the last few years it was thought

that the Wellingtonia was limited to two stations.

Four, or perhaps five (possibly more) are now known,
all lying on the western slope of the Sierra Nevada., at

the same altitude, and extending with interruptions

for 120 miles or more, apparently indicating that at

one time it had occupied the whole of the western

woiUd be curious if the Dr., although not misled by Prof, Gray,

were after all misled by inaccurate information drawn from

the vaiy tree counted by the Professor. A. M.

flank of that range at a certain height, forming a belt
ilong the mountain, which had been subsequently
broken up by the creation of valleys, ravines, gullies, &c.
The localities now known are— 1, the Calaveros, or

" Mammoth Tree Grove," where the tree was first met
with, near the head waters of the Stanislaus and San
Antonio Rivers, lat. 38' N. and long, 13n' W W-. and
about 4590 feet above the sea. Tlic n\imbcr of trees

still standing there is about 200, of which 92 are of
large size.

2. The Mariposa Grove, above 50 miles distant froijj

the Calaveros Grove to the south-east, and about 5000
feet above the level of the sea. The trees are spread
along a lateral valley, on the flank of the main ridge, in

two groves about half a mile apart, known as the upper
and lower grove. The number of trees of fair size in

the upper grove is said to be 450, in the lower nearly

200, or about COO in all.

A third grove, known as the Fresno Grove, lies eight

miles south-east of the Mariposa Grove m Fresno
county. It lies in a sheltered valley, and consequently
the trees are of great size ; two of the largest measure
each 81 feet round the trunk at 3 feet from the eround.
Another grove has been discovered further south and

east, about" 50 miles from Vesalia. Jlr. Blake, who
reports its discovery (Proc- Calif Acnd. Nat, Sc i,,

P, 201. 18")3), .says that it lies upon the Kaweeah or

Four Creek river. We do not find any river called

Kaweeab in our maps, but there is one spelt Caweha
about the place, and we imagine that must be it.

This is probably the same station as that noted by
Prof. W. Brewer, of the State Geological Survey of

California, in a letter to Sir Wm. Hooker, published in

the Proceedincs of the Linnean Societ.v, vol. viii.,

p. 274, Jan. 1865, in which he says, "An interesting

discovery this year has been made of the cxiftence nf

the big trees in great abundance on the western flanks

of the Sierra Nevada, in about lat. 30' or 37'. They
are very abundant along a belt at 5000 to 7000 feet

altitude for a distance of more than 25 miles, some-
times in groves, at others scattered through
the forests in great numbers." He adds that he
found trees there larger than they occur in the
Calaveros and Mariposa groves, and concludes, " Ther*
seems no danger of the speedy extinction of the species,

as it is now known in quite a number of localities, and
contrary to the popular notion there are immense
numbers of younger trees of all sizes, from the seedling

up to the largest."

Where this "number of localities" is he docs not

mention, and we have failed to discover any other well-

authenticated stations than those above mentioned.

The tree has been said to have been also met with in

Carson Creek, a few miles to the north of the

Mammoth Tree Grove; and Carriere (Traite Gen.
de Conif.) states that an officer of the French navy
brought cones identical with those obtained in

California from a latitude about 10° north of those

localities ; but the identity of those cones with those of

the AVellingtonia has been doubted. 'Vague nnautlien-

ticated statements have also been made that it has been
met with in various other parts of the Sierra Nevada,
but without attaining the gigantic dimensions of these

in the Groves above mentioned.
Various reports of its having been found in other

more distant districts have also from time to time got

into currency. For example, in an account of tlie

Alpes Californiennes given in a San Frauciscn French
newspaper of 17th November, 1864, and professing to bs
derived from the " Travaux de la Commission Gio-
logique de Californie," it is stated that pr. Cooper say*

that he saw in the mountains of San Diego, some treej

of which the foliage, according to his belief, was inter-

mediate hetween that of the Wellingtonia and Ee4-
wood. These must have been old trees of the Sequoia
sempervirens, which we have already explained in our
notice of that tree assume the imbricated foli.age of thd

Wellingtonia. In the same article it is said that " ths

author saw in 18i9" (that is the year before the dis-

covery of the Wellingtonia) "upon the lofty plateaux

which are crossed by Lassen's route (now part of the

county of Shasta) trees, the bark of which had all the

characters of that of the Welbngtonia, notwithstanding

that their size did not exceed 3 or 4 feet in diameter."

The tree which this eentleman saw may he some-

thing new, still to be sought for, but the locality is too

far out of the range of the Wellingfonias, so far asvct

authentically ascertained, to allow us to assume (with-

out better evidence) that it can have been that tree-^

the rather that the range of the Wellingtonia ha*

a well-defined position in relation to the geological,

geographical, and climatal features of the country in-

consistent with its occurrence at Shasta,.

The mention of the date of the discovery of the

trees suggests the inquiry who really did first discover

them. Of course the native Indians were the first

actual discoverers. They knew them, admired them,

and cherished a superstitious reverence for them long

ere Columbus set sail for the West. They call them
Wa-wo-nah, or Great Tree, and speak of groves not

yet discovered by the settlers, where are trees still

more gigantic than any yet seen by the white man.

But who of the reading and writing races first cast

observant eyes upon them ?

It has been said that Douglas had done so. In

speaking of the Red-wood and its dimensions he had

characterised it in terms which were not inapplicable

to the Wellingtonia. "The great beauty of Californian

vegetation is a species of Taxodium, which gives the

mountains a most peculiar, I was almost going to sa.v.

awful appearance" (Hooker's Companion to Botanical

Magazine). But this deceived no one at the time.

Nuttall properly referred the remark to the Sequoia

sempervirens, and it was only afterwards, when the

Wellingtonia was discovered, that it was suggested

that Douglas's remark applied to it. 5Ir. William Lobb
has shown, however, from the route followed by

Douglas, and which is perfectly well known, that he
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never came within 120 miles of the nearest habitat ol

\Vellingtonia.

The credit was at first Riven to Mr. Lobo of having

been its discoverer, the seeds which he sent home to

Mr. Veitch having been the means of spreading it*

renown far and near throuahout the world ; but it was

already well known in California before he visited the

grove—in fact, it was the reports he heard of it, which

drew him there,—still it was he who was the

means of the discovery being made known to scientific

men, and on that ground, although not actual first

discoverer, his name must always go down to posterity

in connection with the history of the tree. Ihe

claim to actual first discovery, we believe, lies between

three gentlemen, named respectively Mr. Dovvd, Mr.

Wooster, and Mr. Whitehead. Mr. Dowd's claim to

the credit was first brought forward in a recent article

in ' Blackwood's Magazine." It is there said tha; m
ISoO Mr. Dowd when out hunting was led by a

herd of deer which he was following into the Big Iree

valley. "He stopped as one enchanted, feeling like

Gulliver when lost in the field of Barley in Brobdignag

—the deer were forgotten, and he gazed with utter

astonishment on monsters of vegetation, such as he

had never even dreamed of as existing in the world.

He told his companions of his adventure on his return,

but all laughed at his story as a bare-faced attempt to

impose upon their credulity. It was with the greatest

difficulty he succeeded in inducing some of them to

accompany him to the spot and verify his statements

by actual inspection and measurement."
This narrative does not leave on our minds the

impression of ^genuineness. It reads like the account

that might be given by some person who had not been

there, trying to describe the efiect which he imagines

the sight of the trees would have upon him. But it is

a curious thing about all the works of Nature, that how-
ever grotesque, singular, and contrary to rule they

may be, and however much surprised the description

of them would lead us to expect to be, we are never so

when we see the things themselves. We may feel awe
or curiosity, but we never feel wonder or surprise.

The whole thing is so well put together, and every
part is so well proportioned and fits so well into its

place, that we see the most unusual forms without the
least amazement. We feel as if we had not come upon
anything out of the way. A cameleopard or an
elephant seem the most natural things in the world,
and when we go to Sydenham to see the Wellingtonia,
our surprise, if any, is that it is so much smaller than
we expected. Its proportions are so perfect that we
have a difficulty in realising the fact that it is 31 feet

in diameter at the base.

We therefore doubt the tale of Mr. Dowd's sensa-
tions. We do not dispute that he may have been the
discoverer of the trees—we only cannot believe that he
felt as the writer in " Blackwood " says he felt.

Mr. Wooster's claim rests upon his having inscribed
his name (more ^n^/ico) upon the bark of one of the
trees

—
" J. M. Wooster, June, 1850

; " but it appears
that Mr. Wooster disclaims the credit, and gives it to
a companion of his, Mr. W. Whitehead, and the
account given of his discovering them strikes us as vastly
more accordant with human nature than that of
Jlr. Dowd. He made it while tying his shoe ! Mr.
Hutohins, in his " Scenes of Wonder and Curiosity in
California," speaking of Mr. Wooster's title to the
discovery, says, " Since writing the above we have made
the acquaintance of Mr. Wooster, who disclaims all

title to the discovery, although of the same party, and
gives it to W. Whitehead, Esq., who, while tying his
shoe, looked casually round him andsaw the trees, June,
1350." This is far more natural than the magazine
writer's conception of the proper mode of making the
discovery. It obviously would never have occurred
to that writer that men might pass through the grove
without noticing the gigantic size of the trees; and yet
what more likely than that men, not botanists, who
have been in the habit of passing through forests,
many of them of great trees like the Eed-wood or
Sugar Pine, and with their minds full of something
else, and neither thinking of trees nor accustomed to
bestow a thought upon them, might pass these giants
without observing them? It would only be when
something gave them pause and allowed their attention
to|wander to surrounding ob.iects,that the extraordinary
magnitude of the trees might strike them.

It is very probable that Mr. Dowd and Mr. White-
head may have both made their discovery within a
very short time of each other; we have the date of
Mr. Whitehead's, but in the absence of precise data
for fixing the time of the year 1850, when Mr. Dowd
made his, we for our parts rank ourselves on the side
of the man who made it when tying his shoe. A. M.

NEW STR.^AVBEREY PAN.
It will readily be admitted that in forcing Straw-

berries it is a matter of the very greatest importance
to secure to the plants as far as possible those natural
circumstances they enjoy and thrive under in the open
borders. To guide us in the management of the Straw-

i!''''^j ,° introduced into the forcing house, we
should make ourselves acquainted not only with the
circumstances that act favourably and conduce to the
highest development of the fruit when grown in the
open air, but also to those peculiarities of soil and con-
ditions of chmate that exert a prejudicial influence
;'P°° }\- .T® ^"^ ^^^ Strawberry luxuriant and
Iruitful m rich retentive loams, which afibrd unfailiu"
supplies of moisture; and weak and unfruitful when
grown on poor sandy soils, or where the subsoils are
gr.iyelly or open and stony, rendering the supplies of
inoisture, so much required by the plants from the time
ol flowering to the maturity of the fruit, failing or
uncertain. Strawberries grown in pots and placed in
tlie forcing-house are liable to sufier, even under the
best manaaemont, from dryness, and occasionally from

too much water. To prevent the too rapid drying up

of the soil of the Strawberry pot, and to aiford an

additional evaporating surface two plans are called into

use, one consists of the employment of slips of turf cut

to the width of the shelf and placed upon it, the pots

resting directly upon the turf. The other is to place

an ordinary shallow pan beneath the Strawberry pot

:

the objection to this is that the water passing through

the soil of the pot is retained by the pan, and the roots

often stand in water. The pan I have invented is not

liable to this objection ; but in keeping the lower

roots cool, and in aSbrding a certain amount ol

evaporation, it presents the same advantages as the turf,

and is superior in"convenience.

The accompanying figure may assist the following

explanatory description of the pan. The pan is made
to suit the ordinary 32-sized or 6-inch not ; it is 4.inches

high, 7i inches in diameter, and it is thus large enough
to allow the Strawberry pot to be placed within it.

leaving a space of about an inch all round, which can

be filled with sand or soil. The pan has a hole at the
bottom, but a circular rim, 1 inch in height, surrounds
the hole, and on this the pot rests. Between the cir-

cumference of the pot and the ring there is a space
which holds water enough to keep the sand moist if

replenished about twice a week. The obvious advan-
tages of the use of this pan are the greater security of
the roots from dryness and the additional evaporating
surface afforded by the soil in the pan, which being
immediately beneath the foliage provides a congenial
atmosphere for the plant, and this has the effect of
keeping down that pest in the Strawberry pot^red
spider. William Ingram^ Belvoir.

Home Correspondence.
Old Muscat of Alexandria 1'inc.—Having remarked

in your columns some inaccuracies in the account
given of my old Alexandria Muscat Vine, I think it

may be agreeable to you to have them corrected. The
Vine in question does not fill a house, nearly half the
house being occupied by a plant of the same variety,
which I have been always told was raised from a
cutting. No bottom-heat was ever applied. I can say
nothing decisive as to the age of the older, or indeed of
either plant. My friend, Mr. W. Barnes, to whom it

is so greatly obhged, and who has never ceased to
regard it with a kindly inteiest, has an impression that
I told him many years ago, that I was in possession of
a book which belonged to my grandmother, which
mentioned the weight of the Grapes about 80 years
previously. This may have been so, but at any rate,

I have no recollection of the circumstance, and
have searched for the book in vain. My full belief

however is that the Vine was planted by my grand-
father, who was a most ardent horticulturist, and
probably about the year 1765, when he was making
extensive alterations in the house and grounds. He
died in 1787. I may add that my recollection of the
Vine extends back to my infancy, say for 65 years, and
that it has always been a large plant in my time. I do
not even recollect the planting of the younger Vine.
The berries in former days were much smaller than at
present. Pines were grown in the pit below the Vine,
but not in my time. Geo. W. Norman, Bromley.
Arrangement of Plajits at Exhibition,^.—The early

announcement of horticultural exhibitions to be held
in the ensuing year on an extensive and costly scale,

and the preparations for others, not yet advertised,
which are making in many places, denote the progress
of that spirit of enterprise which is becoming so general
in the gardening world, and which is watched with so
much interest by those who know the happiness and
believe in the influence of horticulture. It is to them
a high gratification that the excellence attained by the
industry and skill of the gardener should be more
worthily appreciated, and such appreciation should be
to the cultivators and exhibitors themselves a very
great encouragement, not only to hold fast the vantage
ground which they have won, but to press on to further
conquest. Among the chief of recent improvements,
the more graceful arrangement of plants and flowers
for exhibition is one to be specially retained and
promoted. Calmly and complacently for many years
we florists enjoyed the sweet conviction that all our
public displays were managed with consummate
elegance and taste. We went on ordering our tables
by the mile, and our green baize by the acre, and when
our plants and our spectators were compressed
together in a small tent, like biffins in a barrel,
we knew that we were heroes, and our hearts were
glad. The English flower show somewhat resembled
the English dinner of the period, at which huge joints
and massive corner dishes were set at once upon the
board ; and you were as sure to meet the Pimelea,
Chorozema, &c., in the same form and in the same
proximity at the one, as the saddle of mutton and
boiled turkey, vis-a-vis, at the other. At last there
was heard an uncomfortable whisper, that our system
was a trifle heavy and monotonous, and that they did
these things better in France, preferring beds and
banks, and thus imitating Nature more, and serving
tables less. And then we saw with our eyes that which
we had heard with our ears ; and at the shows of the
Eoyal Botanic Society, at the beautiful exposition of
American plants, and, finally, at the triumphant Inter-
national Exhibition, all doubts were dispelled. That

there is no difficulty in following these excellent
examples, and no additional expense, the writer of this

article has proved in practice. If the money, usually
expended in wood and drapery, is appropriated to the
making of beds and mounds, a clever gardener with
some good spadesmen will soon make, under an ample
lanvas roof, a pretty miniature garden, adapted to
display the plants entered for competition to the
greatest possible advantage, and to enhance an hundred-
fold the comfort and enjoyment of the spectators. S.

Iresine Herhstii.—I have forwarded to you some
shoots of this plant, in order that you may judge of its

merits when grown for indoor decoration. I cultivate
it in a cool greenhouse along with Chrysanthemums,
&c., and it is very effective, the colour being almost all

that can be desired, and it succeeds in a low tempera-
ture, when neither the Amaranthus nor the Coleus
would live. J. Watson, Caseivick. [The shoots sent
are very well coloured. Eds.]

A'je of WeUingionias.—Now that the question as to
the age of the "big tree" is again raised, it maybe
presumed that we shall soon have this vexed subject
cleared up ; for it cannot be denied that there is no
phase of vegetable physiology more in want of a
thorough investigation thnu "animal rings." All
unsophisticated lovers of Nature, nnd students of her
mysterious laws, must hail with joy the prospects of
a thorough clearing away of the mountains of mist that
still envelop this hazy subject. Senilis.

Pelargonium Sports.—I enclose a sport taken from the
old Purple Unique, which I think may be of interest in

connection with the enquiry, lately made in your
columns, with reference to " sports." The pink variety
of Unique Pelargonium enclosed was taken from a

plant of the old purple variety, which is a standard
some five feet high, and rather aged ; it was produced
upon a rather unusually robust shoot, which had been
somewhat abruptly bent back. Does not this imply^ a
passibility that one of these two varieties originated in

a sport from the other ? I am indebted to my friend

Mr. Ruffett. of Brockett Hall, for the specimens in

question. William Earley, Digswell. [Of the origin

of this and sports of a similar character from Unique,
some account will be found in our volume for 1861

(p. 945.)—Eds.1
T/ie Orange Trees at Holland Hou.se.—ln answer to

j'our correspondent "Quercus" (see p. 1093), I beg to

state that the nearly fruitless regimen is still carried on
here, which I believe to a certain extent accounts for

the healthy appearance of the trees. The system I

pursue is to keep the house in which they are placed

during winter quite cool, giving just enough fire to

keep out frost. The trees are turned out to their

summer quarters about the end of May, when they
are top-ares.5ed with a mixture of cow-dung and
horse-droppings, well mixed together some time
previous to use ; and two or three times during
the summer, before watering, I sprinkle a little

guano over the top-dressing, allowing one handful
to each tree. They are well watered overhead
with the garden-engine occasionally during hot dry

weather, and they are taken into their winter quarters

about the beginning or towards the middle of October.

Some of the largest trees which had become rather

sickly were submitted to a severe cutting back during

the spring of 1864, and the result has been very satis-

factory, as their present appearance denotes, for they

have made free growth and large healthy foliage.

I consider the past summer to have been very

advantageous for the well-being of Orange trees out of

doors. I shall be pleased to make the acquaintance of
" Quercus," aud to show him the trees at any time he
can find it convenient to call here. C. Dixon. If
" Quercus" had recently visited Holland House, and had
" thepleasureofknowinglthepresent gardener,"he might
have saved himself the trouble of wrongly explaining

my explanation, and of telling your readers that

these fine Orange trees stood where they did not stand,

and that they were protected and sheltered by high

surroundings which were scarcely within sight of the

veiT beautiful and healthful large specimens that took

my attention so much. The smallest and worst speci-

men of the collection—and very diflerent they are to

those fine plants I have described—stood in the

position described by " Quercus." The fine specimens

had no more shelter than they would receive in any

ordinary well-placed garden. So that instead of not

receiving a Ijreath of wind, as stated by "Quercus,"

they had an abundant share of it, and looked none the

worse. Of course "the cool regimen does not suit
' fruiting ' Orange trees in this country." If you want
to fruit the Orange well, the treatment must be

different in every way. Hundreds of gardens exhibit

specimens of fruiting Oranges ; very few indeed such

densely headed fresh green flower-garden ornaments as

those trees at Kensington. W.
Adiantum farleyense.—l have heard from many that

Adiantum farleyense does not come true from seed,

and a small plant purchased from Mr. R. Veitch, of

Exeter, has grown to be a nice plant of Adiantum
cuneatum. Of course I was very much disappointed,

but knovring Mr. Veitch to be a gentleman who would
shrink from anything like unfair dealing, I made up
my mind to call at his nursery, and when he took

me to one of his houses, the moment the door
was opened my eyes sparkled with delight to see

a most beautiful specimen of Adiantum farleyense,

surrounded by a fine healthy stock of young ones. It

was not till then that I made my complaint, which was
soon explained by the information that the plants then
before! my eyes, and my plant (cuneatum) were from
the same seed batch. It appears that these were the
first to grow away in the seed pans, and were pricked

off to give room for those which were very slightly

advanced. The first pricked off grew away freely, and
were sent out at a high price, but in a short time
were sent back, being nothing but cuneatum ; those

which were the most sluggish in their growth, have
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nearly all turned out to be true farleyense. The pinnules
on the youni; i)lants are nearly as large as those on the
large specimen plant. No lover of Ferns should be
without this plant, which is as free to grow as it is

beautiful. Jf. C
l'eitfi!afion.—WU\ you allow me to remark— just

merely to insinuate, as Captain JIarryat would say

—

that a great number of your readers would be extremely
obliged to Mr. Fish if he would condescend to alight
from the very elevated regions which he is traversing,

and settle himself for a few hours on a range of forciii'-;

or plant-houses. Even the humblest thought of the
" ventilation of the spheres " is beyond the gra.sp of the
minds of most men. I have been quite appalled by
Mr. Fish's flights through the awful region called space,
or what the iihilosopher of Chelsea calls the "Cathedral
of Immensities ;

" and can think of nothing celestial

that can illustrate his grasp of the subject, though
perhaps of small earthly things, the description m
Mr. Lowell's book of the American Eagle may be
compared to it: "His right wing dips in the
Atlantic, his left in the Pacihc Ocean, his
beak threatens Canada, and his tail throws a
' shadder 'o'er the Gulf !

" I admire Mr. Fish's energy
and ability as much as any of your readers, but surely
a paper or two would suffice for treating of the theory
of the subject as elaborately as the most scientific

readers could desire ! Unfortunately at present I find

the majority of gardeners avoid and despise " theory,"
and no wonder wuen one considers how much unproved,
and vague, and unprofitable matter they have been
told to accept. But so far as I understand, the best
efforts of our leading men in science are in search of
stern ascertainable facts and clear understandable
truth, and I think anybody who has 'paid even the
least attention to the works, lectures, or experiments
of such men as Professor Tyndall, must confess that
though dealing with the dee])est mysteries of Nature,
they are practical to the backbone, and by no means to
to be classed with what a great number of educated
and half-educated Englishmen call theory. There is

no dividing gulf between our highest and most accom-
plished workers in science, and the humblest searcher
after truth. A. B.
AUamanda SchoUii.—Mr. Willcocks will pardon me

for correcting a mistake he has made at p. 1020, under
the head " Allamandas." At the time A. Schottii was
raised at Springwood, it was the seat of Richard
Watson Barton, Esq., not R. W. Boston, Esq. D.
Walker, gr. to H. Seed, Usq., Dunorlan, Tunhridge
Wells.
Orape Mildew.~I have a bouse of Grapes (chiefly

Hamburghs) almost entirely destroyed with mould or
decayj and that too in a very short time—two days.
Is it m consequence of the wet season ? The house
has been gently warmed for this past month, and
appears dry and in good condition for the preservation
of Grapes ; the Lady Downes' stands it better, but I

am afraid of its keeping. Have you heard of any other
case of this description ? T. S. [The attacks of Grape
mildew, which yours probably is, are very rapid. You
can do little now beyond clearing away the decayed
Grapes, and applying sulphur to any which is not
much injured. Eds.J
The Plants of Palestine.—Va recommending a gajden

of these interesting plants (see p. 1044) I had in mind
only those of Hermon and of the Lebanon, many of
which are in our gardens ; and if we may believe what
we read in " The Land of Israel," many are yet to be
introduced, and are well worthy of it. As to the plants
of the almost tropical valley of the Dead Sea, they
would require very different treatment; they were
entirely absent from my mind when I recommended a
Scriptural garden. I was indeed so taken with the
botany of the mountains, as to forget the valleys. There
has probably never before been such a thorough bota-
nical exploration of Palestine as that carried out by
the Tristram expedition ; and this induces me to doubt
if the Solanum sodomeum which was once found per-
forated by a species of Cynips, and its interior dust, is

the true Apple of Sodom. The valley of the Dead Sea
was so thoroughly gone over by the above-mentioned
botanists that no such plant as the Solanum, with the
remarkable tradition attached to it, would have
escaped such explorers. They were there at different
times for weeks, and the plant if not in fruit would
have been noticed in some of its stages of

fowth if it existed there. The Calotropis grows in
ubia and in the valleys of Abyssinia, and is

remarkable for its deceptive fruit. There is, however,
no end to controversy on Scriptural plants and trees

;

witness the " Lily of the Field," about which no two
agree ; and again, the " Mustard Tree." The late Dr.
Royle identified it as the Salvadora persica, the Moomen
or Tooth-brush tree of Abyssinia, the fruit of which
"grows in clusters of mucilaginous berries, the size of
our Red Currants, each containing a seed about as
large as a Peppercorn ;" these if eaten in quantity leave
a warmth in the palate like pepper. I do not remember
the argument Dr. Royle used, but I presume it might
be the hot nature of its seeds. " It forms a dense
bush, and its thick, velvetv round leaves, of a bright
green, form an excellent shade." Many years since
the Broussonetia papyrifera wa.s thought to be the
" Mustard Tree," owing, as far as I can recollect, to its

seeds being of the same size, and so exactly like the
seeds of our common yellow Mustard, when a little

faded from age
;
yet the tree, even in this country,

attains a height of 20 feet. The question is—Is it

found in Palestine ? I almost fear not. T. R. [One of
Dr. Royle's arguments as to the identity of the
Salvadora with the Musta,rd of Scripture was founded
on an alleged close similarity between the Arabic
name applied to the Salvadora and the Greek word for
mustard. Eds.]

The National Horticultural lExhihition at Man-
chester.—I^be schedule of prizes (see p. 1089) has,
undoubtedly, been prepared by wise heads and generous

hearts, and it reflects inucli credit on the taste and
liberality of the floral brotherhood at Manchester.
Quod facio, valde faeio, was the motto of the great

commercial city when she collected together the
Treasures of Art, and there is no declension in her
munificence, now tlmt she essays to assenilile the
masterpieces of flor.ll >kill, 'riicivriin li[Mi"f.'nr:i^t"the

.success of tlieexperi)iiri;i m iMj rvj nd lo ili.TxInlnlion
itself; but every true limiinili niivi iiiii.^l IitI mii .iiixions

hope that the ronli.luiice which tliu proiiiol.-rs liavc

ill llirs.viii]iatliy and support of the puhlir, by an
ol marly liilli)/. in prizes alone, may be i-licirfiilly

ilil,\' jiistiliod. It is interesting and iiii]iortaiiL

gardening world that such a noble enterjirise

should prosper. I have scrutinised the schedule
critically, and can find but one omission, which I ask
permission to notice, as being a very loyal subject of
the queen of flowers, unworthily called to assist in her
councils, and to exercise judicial powers in her
courts. There are no prizes ofl'ered for the Roses
of amateurs; and there are no prizes (although
Roses in pots are to he very handsomely' rewarded)
for the cut Roses of nurserymen. The contribu-
tions of the former might not render material aid,

although several must feel, in common with myself, a
desire to co-operate in such an undertaking, were the
invitation given, and the season propitious; but
the southern nurserymen would readily bring
many boxes of beautiful Roses, which would
greatly enhance the attraction of the Show,
at all events upon its opening day. As surely as on
the ".shilling days," when the great pictures of the
country were at Manchester, a crowd might be seen
gazing intently upon " the poor young chap as

pisoned hissen " (the Death of Chatterton), so would
there be certainly an admiring throng around these
lovely realities, which none can paint. So prophesies
S. R. S.
Radiation of Heat.—M p. 1020 " J. S." states that

clouds do not present any greater mechanical obstruc-
tion to the upward passage of heat than the same
vapour in an invisible condition. This statement is

surely opposed to all experience. How many times
have gardeners found that as soon as the clouds
disappear the thermometer runs down with an ugly
rush, and artificial heat has to be instantly generated
to counterpoise the loss of the heat-preserving and
heat-reflecting cloud screen. And all this difference is

experienced without any change in the hygrometrical
condition of the encircling air. Even the mere
mechanical texture—if I may so speak of such aerial

productions— of clouds is difl'erent from invisible

vapour. The moisture is at least gathered together in

thicker masses. This is demonstrated by tne mere
visibility of clouds and the invisibility of vapour. The
augmented power of clouds over that of mere vapour
as conservers of heat is nightly proved to thousands of

observant gardeners. During a cloudless and there-

fore dewle.ss night, let the clouds be suddenly rolled olf

the sky, and dew at once falls. Why ? Simply from
tile increased energy with which radiation works in the
absence of such mechanical barriers. Were it true
that invisible vapours offer the same resistance to the

atoms of atmospheric air. That force would be greater
in dry air than in moist. In this way dry air might
check radiation. There is only one fart (hat si/cmis to
mo at all to favour"J. S.'s " theory, uliicli i, to the
eU'ect, as I understand it. that mo'isi air i< a better
heat-preserver tliaii

same. It i.s (lii-,

the heat tliat \a

latent heat, that

liberated, and b:

dry, all otlu-r

alori

vith till

I uIh tb.

iMble liout. The libi-rated

ii'uce upon the air, little or
lich will be covered over
I'd of its heat ; and it will he

observed that the inthience upon plants of the two airs— wet and dry respectively— is the point under
discussion. It must also be borne in mind
that although heat radiates from bodies in all direc-

tions, virtually the heat radiated from living bodies
on the surface of the earth into the air becomes, when
there is much disparity between the two and in the
absence of clouds, an upward current. The clear sky
has not consistence enough to intercept or send
the heat back, for it is a bad radiator. In reality,

it is almost impossible to separate radiation from con-
duction. It is easy enough to speak of the darting ott

of heat from any part of the surface or substance of
bodies in straight lines ; but how does the caloric get
away ? It can only be removed by the ministry of the
air. And the air is not a vacuum nor unresisting
spirit, but a radiating, conducting, reflecting, absorb-
ing, tangible—I had almost said active agent in
the matter. As a rule, the power of matter to
conduct heat may be said to be determined by
the compactness of its atoms or its solidity.

Hence iron conducts heat faster than wood, solids than
fluids, fluids than gases ; and possibly cold dry air in
this one respect, faster than moist air. The atoms are
more closely compacted together, and heat might be
supposed to pass more readily from the one to the
other. The effect of moisture added to the air is to

lighten it. The air atoms are thrust further asunder
by the intervention of vapours between, or the mixing
of water among them ; but the time occupied in
travelling from one spot to another is not wholly, nor
chiefly determined by the distance between the two

—

more often depends upon the character of the road and
the motive power employed. It is so in this instance.

Heat travels faster on the moist road than
on the dry one, and for this reason, that water
conducts heat faster than air ; and this increased
velocity, induced by moisture, more than counter-
balances the closer proximity of the atoms, or curtail-

ment of the distance in drier air. Hence it happens
that moist places, at times, not only feel (which I admit
is a rather uncertain guide), but actually are so much
colder than dry ones. Within a mile of where I write,

at only about 100 feet lower down, the night temper-
ature averages five degrees below that of this place.

The dews are also constantly heavier in damp situations

than in dry ones. These may safely be accepted as a
measure of the energy of radiation. The faster heat is

radiated from living surfaces the more copious the
deposition of dew, and vice versa. The heavier the dew

removal of heat as clouds, then no more dew would he
I

the greater the loss of heat. Hence, where there is

deposited in the one case than in the other. But not
only does observation show a difference between the
two, but I believe science reveals the cause of this

difference. Looking at the theory of dew, as being
based on the principle of a mutual exchange of heat

most dew, there also has been the greatest loss of

caloric. It thus follows that moist air loses heat by
some means at least faster than dry air. Allow me to

cHnch these arguments with a statement from the
Pall Mall Gazette of October 23. It is taken from the

between bodies, it is obvious that the rate of ' Report of the Metropolitan Sanitary Commissioners :—

exchange must be affected by the relative I

" For every inch of water drained off which would

position of the contracting parties. A clear air, 1
otherwise pass into the air as vapour, we are told as

whether wet or dry, is'a grasping trader in heat. It
j

much heat is saved per acre as would raise 11,000 cubic

takes all it can from everything, and gives but little
|

feet ofair one degree in temperature. The dew point

back. Clouds, on the contrary, trade on the principle i is also raised, hence less mist and dampness

of reciprocity ; they give and take in about equal pro-
\

and greater comfort. A farmer, says the Parlia-

portions. In many places they give back to particular
i

nientary Report on Drainage,^
^
was

^
asked the

pots more than they receive ; in most, nearly all, they
j

effect of some new draining. '

'
' " "

' All I know is,' he

give as much. Hence, when plants, which radiate

heat rapidly, send forth their caloric, it impinges
against the surface of the cloud, and is sent back again.

Consequently the surface of the earth and the surface

of the cloud, radiating with nearly equal force, tend to

maintain an equihbnum of temperature, and no dew
can, under such circumstances, be deposited. The
absence of dew proves that there has been no loss of

heat. Thus the clouds act as mechanical barriers to

the removal of heat. Were they formed of tinfoil itself

perhaps they could hardly act with more energy as

conservers of heat than their light fleecy masses do
now. But, although water in all states radiates

heat, it is doubtful whether in the state of invisible

vapour, it radiates more powerfully .than air atoms
themselves. Unless it can bo proved that it radiates

more heat down to the earth than air, or as much as

clouds, I do not see how " J. S.'s " statement can be
sustained. I have said that clear air takes much heat,

and radiates but little back. It is extremely doubtful,
however, whether cold dry air radiates as much heat as

cold wet air, both being still and in the same state of

transparency, for dry air is more compact than moist
air. The effect of compression on air, as on more solid

substances, is to raise its temperature. The heat dis-

tributed overor among the air is concentrated into less

space, consequently there is more of it in a given spot.

Just as hammering contracts the atoms of iron together,

and brings the caloric into a burning focus, so does

compression tend to warm the air. In this way dry-
ness would .add to its warmth. And so far dry air

would actually be warmer than wet air under the same
conditions. And in reference to radiation, its energy
must be largely determined by the medium in

which it takes place. The thinnest screen will

destroy half its power. It works with greater

or less force according to the difference of tempe-
rature between the cooling body and other things

contiguous to it. It is quite possible, too, that

its energy is checked by the adhesive power of the

replied, ' that before it was drained I never could go

out at night without a great-coat, and now I never
put one on. It just makes all the difference of a coat

to me.' " I must say I thoroughly agree with the

farmer, and still believe in my protecting great-coat of

dry air. D. T. Fish.

Rovil. HOKTICULTUKAI.: .V,u , „i/» , 'JO.—G. F. WUsoil, Esq.,

F.R.S., in the chair. Alti- tin- ili.tii.nof threenew members
and the affiliation of two Sotiutios, tUo Rev. Joshua Dix offered

a few remarlcH on the different objects exhibited. Alluding to

the yellow-fruited variety of Butcher's Broom (Ruseus aculea-

tus), which was shown at the last meeting (see p. 1070), it was
stated that it was found by Mr. .Shortt m the woods at Heck-
field, au interesting fact, inasmuch as we have In this yellow-

fruited variety not only a new fol-m of a well-known shrub,

but also a new British plant.

Nov. 20 (Floral ComutiUee).—Mr. Bateman furnished a cut

flower spike of Odontoglossum HaUii, a fine kind in the way
of hystrix; from the collection of Mr. Tui-ner, of Manchester.

From Mr. Ward, gr. to Arthur Berrington, Esq., Pant-y-

Goitre, near Abergavenny, came the branched spike of Bur-

lingtonia decora picta, to which reference has been made in

our columns (see pp. 1048, 1092). In this instance the

terminal and the subsidiary spikes were all in perfection

at the same time. It was stated that the terminal spitce was
not fully opened before the others began to expand. A Lycaato

came from Mr. Richards, gr. to Lord Londesborough, and
' Mesinopsidium sangnineuin" from Messrs. Backhouse. Two
Ipomteas, one a blue variety, and Begonia phyllomaniaca, of

which a full account has been given at p. 313, were contii-

buted by Mr. Earley, gr. to F. Pryor, Esq., Digswell. Mr.

Salter received First-class Certificates for Chrysanthemums
Faust, Countess of Warwick, and Lady Talfonrd, three kinds
described by us last week (see p. 1095;. Mr. Salter also

exhibited a sport of a new colour (rosy purple) from Cedo
Nulli, which promises to be an acquisition. Fi-om the

Garden of the Society came various Chinese Primulas,

a bright red-flowered Bouvardia named Hogarth, the
useful Justicia speciosa, various Zonal Pelargoniums,

Libonia fioribunda, covered with orange and red Cuphea-like

flowers, and various littlo plants of Erica hiemalis in full flower.

From Mr. Lawrence, gr. at Farnham Castle, camt i basketful of
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Coccocypsclum refloxum. a little tmiling plant, ornamented

with bjHi(^9ome Lapis lazwU-colouied berries. Major CLirk

contributed a luxuriant mass of HjTuenocallis littoralis, which

he stated f,TCW and flowered bai-utifully treated as a palustrjan

in a tank among Water Lilies. From Mr. Ingram came

examptos of hie Strawberry Pan, of which a full account will

be found in another column (see p. 1116).

Noo. 20 {Fruit Com:>iittee).--Ur. Ruffett, gr. to Lady Palmer-

ston, at Brockett Hall, showed 11 dishes of Apples, among
which were Court of Wick, Cox's Orange Pippin, Margil, Coe's

Golden Drop, Braddick's Nonpareil, Sam Toung, and Ribston.

He also sent some good Chaumontel Pears. Fn ;ii ^U- ''

—

Redleaf, came Waltham Abbey Seedling and i

:

'
: ^ N '

'

Apples, and very good Chaumontel and Wint- i i

!

Mr. Earley likewise sent a collection of Apil. ::.

of Cox's Orange PfpriT-. F,-i.7.-- P-'n-i-'. ^^'""'^.."zl ^'':

Pippins, and Sam V'l;'! i i"
^''' ' \ ''n auiC dinerciit

kinds of Celery, am •, i^ ''
'

,,,,, s were Incom-

parable, and Veitcb^ -
1 1

^^
i :

1. -treds, Iverys

Nonesuch and Cole- I' i m U >! i. n.n: hue Salsify and

Scorzonera, grown in the way described at p. .^.3 of our volume

for 1863, were shown by Mr. Earley, who had also a most

excellent. Brussels Sprout called Earley's Selected Prize

Brussels Sprout. The stems of this variety were quite 4 feet

in length, and covered with sprouts from top to bottom. Mr.

Stewart, gr.. NunehamPark, showed Nuneham Park and other

Onions.

LinneaN: i\'oi'. I.-G. Bentham.Esq., Presidtnt.in tb.:'<1i nv

C Pryen, Esq., M.D. ; Gerhard Kreflft, Esq. ; G. M
and H. PoweU, Esq., M.D., '-^"^ ^""

ing papers \

, bv 111

from their V' 'i 'i,
'

'

"'' '

cells occupied by the

long stalks, others a

the ant hills, but i:

2 elected Fello^vs

oftheSeUr-i'
J. Shortt. The native inn i i

n,,

u Manga and Puttu Kai. It is met
ills of the white ant, and is found

. . :<ire superficial caverns, springing
\..a\y from the floor, never from the
its themselves. Some grow with
ssile. It is not commonly found in

1 the Coimbatore district it is met with in

about one out of 20 or 30. When fully grtfwn the Fungus
attains the size of an Orange. 2. Syiwpsis of Diatnraan-n

collected b\i Dr. BarU! Li/alh R.N., duHng the s",-r.;/ t,/ !/,

Nortk7C'-sf 'roast of Brilhh Nnrth A-iiurica, by F. Kitten. K-'j. ;

communic;ited by Dr. Hooker. .3. LUt of II, >- Chi''n:,,-,

collected iii Iceland, Faro, and Noiicay, by Dr. W. L. Lindsay.

—A. Experimental Jnvestigatwiis teith Cestoid Entozoa, by Dr.

Cobbold. 5. E7tumeyation. of the Species of Acanthacete of

India, Ceylon, Burmah, and the Malatjan Peninsula, by Dr.

T. Anderson. The author having revised the African and most
of the Asiatic species, though hesitating to decide on the

limits and affinities of the genera until the American
species have been also examined, nevertheless is of opinion

that the limits of the Asiatic genera, and of the larger

groups, such as sub-orders and tribes, will not be mate-
rially altered when the entire order comes to be revised. The
views he has adopted concerning the limits and relations of

genera, and the grouping of them into tribes and sub-orders,

are essentially different from those of Nees von Bsenbeck,
whose division of the group into two sub-orders, by the
nature of the placentivl processes of the seed, he regards as

exceedingly unequal. In the arrangement he himself
proposes, the sub-order Thunbergidese is separated from
Ruellidcfe .and Acanthideae by the nature of the calyx, the
itstivation 'of the corolla, and the peculiar processes which
support the seeds; while the Rucllidese and Acanthideie.

almost co-extensive with Nees' great group of Echmatacanthcie.
are readily distinguished from each other by the estivation of

the corolla, which is strongly contorted in tlie first, and
irabricited in the second. In Ruellideje the tribes arc
established on characters taken principally from the calyx, and
form of the seed ; in Acanthideie they are easily distinguished
by the fonn of the coroll^i, the number of stamens, and the
condition of the anthers. The paper, which was a very lengthy
one, was chiefly occupied by a technical account of the species,

Noi'cnilifir 15.— G. Bentham, Esq., President, in the chair.

E. Atkinson, Esq., and the Rev. C. H. Middleton were elected
Fellow,". Mr. Stainton exhibited two living specimens of
Statluiiupoda Guerinii, a small moth not previously seen
alive in this country. Mr. Couch exhibited specimens of a sea-
weed, Halyseris polypodioides, found attached to a etono
brought up by a Cornish fisherman from a depth of 15 fathoms,
in September, 1S65 The following papers were read :—1.

M)nog aj^h crth Ba bi tirp inth De$cription>t of at I the Genera
ai i Sf . U ( I n^l Munro, C.B. The author was
acquaint 1 with o tuei i md 166 species of the group Bam-
busee wbi h ht IiviIlI mto three tribes: Anmdinariee, con-
tainmg i {>li qt\ IJimbii'^t.e proper, containing 5 genera; and
the Berr\ be irmg i> imboob containing 8 genera. A sample
c f Tabasheer burnt out of Dongia Bamboo from Cachar, was
exhibited and also a fine specimen of Bambusa stricfci,

showing the dense strong rods used for spear handles. 2.

JWi J 7 j/l r fl ifnus Lemonias, irith Tt-'f^r, '<•'> •-•>'' >-\fai}e>t

3} 0/ the British JV/»'-.,'. . •
i '/

.
„., ,,i),er

ft i %7i that genu-i, 1., \ ' ;:
i
! j

- r>,m-

thi, 1 1 !. lKj Oneof these fungi f.'i.i- I ii..\v^'eiiu&,

de Jk x'-l \ under the name of Wynnea, to Mrs. Lloyd Wynne,
wh 3 ha-^ made an especial study of the Fungi of Denbighshire.
It has I conmon stem, 3 mches high and | inch thick, and is

repeatedly divided upwirds, its subdivisions being elongated
into earsh iped cups ot 2^ to 3 inches long, smooth externally
but wrinkled withm ha'vmg incuired margins variously
divided, and being sometimes proliferous. The substance was
described as being totally different from that of Peziza, though
the fungus itself wasclosely allied to P. leporina and P. onotica.

4. Gitffl, Copal from Old Calabar, by Andrew Murray, Esq.
A fine specimen, produced by Mr. Murray, showed concentric
layers like an agate. It was found on the sea coast, and hence it

wasargued that itwas probablywashed out of thegroimd below
the sea by the waves, like amber : and, if so, it would follow
that there must have been a comparatively recent depression
of the crust of the earth at that place. 5. A Letter addressed
to Dr. David Moore by Miss S. M. Hamilton, or Grey Toioi,
Nicaragua, on the so-called Gum Copal or locust Tree Gum
of that Country. Miss Hamilton, referring to Dr. Wel-

paper on the Copal Gum (see p. 294, 1866),
in reference to the Nicaragua tree, that if an
be made in the bark the gum flows out, hardens,

and is as clear as amber, but whether an incision be made or
not, the gum will flow, and generally exudes from the root,
sinking of course into the earth, where it remains until dug
up either purposely or by accident. In the earth it becomes
encrusted, and is harder and more brittle than when taken
fresh from the tree. As the gum flows every year, enormous
quantities are often found in the earth, but that it does gi'ow
upon trees now, and is not (in that country at least) a fossil
resin, was stated to be a positive fact.

witsch's

Notices of ISoofes.
Ftitigi SrUannioi exsiccati, a M. C. Cooke eollecti.

Cent. I., II. 8to. London : E. Hardwicke, 192,
Piccadilly.

The utility of collections like the present, when cor-
rectly named, and the specimens well selected, can
scarcely be exaggerated. Several very extensive collec-

tions, as tho.se of Desmaziere?, Mougeot, and Nestler,

&c., have had a good sale on the Continent ; but all

attempts of the kind have hitherto failed in thi.s

country, partly from want of support, andpartiy from
the large percentage which is charged for selling books
which are published by the authors themselves. Mr.
Cooke has made a good beginning, and we sincerely

hope that he may meet with such encouragement as to

enable him to continue his very useful undertaking.
At present the specimens are almost entirely confined
lo Epiphytal Fungi, but he will doubtless give others

I < he proceeds. Unfortunately the octavo form which
lie has selected is not well calculated for every tribe of

i'ungi, and has in all probability prevented his

giving duplicate specimens, which are extremely
desirable where they require microscopical examina-
tion. It should be remarked that the .specimens are

merely placed in a common covering, so tliat, where it

is wished, each may at once be transferred to the
Herbarium, which is often the best way of disposing of

such collections, especially where one is so fortunate a-s

to possess duplicate copies. Amongst the more
interesting species we may notice Torrubia ento-
niorrhiza, Peronospora obliqua. Venturia Myrtilli,

T'stilago Salveii, and .Ecidium ParnassiK. There are

-everal other species in the collection which an
idvanced Mycologist would be glad to have, while
the student will find a safe guide everywhere. We
have great pleasure in recommending the work to such
of our readers as are interested in these obscure but very
curious plants.

Books Received.— Outlines of political Hcoaomy .-

by G. H. Smith. (Longmans. 8vo, pp. 70). A treatise

written in an easy familiar style, so as to render it

serviceable to junior students. It may be recom-
mended as a desirable addition to the garden library,

treating as it does on the subjects of Labour, Value,
Demand and Supply, "Wages, and the like, in which
gardeners, like other people, are not a little interested.

The Englishwoman's Sevietv. ( Kent & Co.) Under
this title a serial has made its appearance, destined to

appear monthly, with the main object of improving the
condition of working women—a praiseworthy object

enough. In an article on the scarcity of good maid-
servants the TVTiter points out, among other causes
of degeneration, the want of supervision over the
female servants in farm-houses. Belgravia is the
contested title of a new "monthly," issued under
the editorship of Miss Braddon. There are so many
similar serials now, that a new comer .should possess

greater claims to a right to compete in the race for

public favour, than we find in the present publication.

Odds and JEnds, No. Ifi: Spain in 1S66 (pp. 39).

(Edinburgh : Edmonstou & Douglas). A very readable
account of the present condition and prospects of

Spain. If the writer dispels some of the iUusions that
invest our notions of Spain, he at least holds out some
hopes for the future. The aridity and desolation which
form so unpleasant a feature of large tracts of this

country are attributed in some degree to the " innate
hatred " of the Spaniard for a tree. " If he does not cut
it down for firewood, he cuts it down because it only
serves as a harbour for sparrows that eat his grain."

Nothing can remedy the evils caused by devastating
torrents of water, sweeping everything before them,
and leaving barrenness and aridity, but a "strong
energetic action on the part of the people to replant

and irrigate."

Teade Lists Received.—We have before us the
following trade catalogues :

—

Hooper S( Co.'s (Covent
Garden) Autumn Catalogue of Flowering Bulhs. W.
Chater's (Saflfron Walden) Catalogue of Holli/hocis.

Maurice Joung's (Milford) Catalogue of Nurseri/

Stock, in which we notice a new Weeping Birch, found
in the neighbourhood of Milford, said to be one of the
most beautiful of weeping trees ; its habit is to creep
on the ground, in which condition it was discovered

;

it has been with some difiiculty grafted, and now
forms a most ornamental plant, its branches being not
larger than a fine string, drooping for several feet : it is

now offered for the first time. John Cranston's (Here-
ford) Catalogue of Transplcnted Forest Trees ; also by
the same, Descriptive Catalogue of Conifers, 4'c., and
Descriptive Catalogue of Selected Roses. Thomas
Sampson's (Yeovil) sheet list of Flower Roots. George
Edward's Catalogue of Roses, Fruit Trees, ti|'e.

Dreghorn S( AHIcen's (Kilmarnock) Catalogue of
Bulbs ; also Catalogue of Gladioli and Roses. Louis
Van Houtte's ( Ghent) Catalogue d'Oignons a Fleurs.

dFlortsts' iPlotocrsf.
The cultivation of the Hyacinth in Water is a

practice so generally followed as almost to require an
apology for a reference to it, seeing that "cultural
hints " are widely diffused on every hand from a host
of horticultural teachers. Judging from a perusal of
some of these, there arises before me a sense of super-
ficial theorizing, as though but few of the writers had
ever mastered the practice for themselves, and had
hurriedly caught at any waif or scrap of information
that came floating down the stream of time, irre-

spective of its relative value to those so advised.
It is a pleasant "labour of love" during the winter
months to watch the gradual development of
roots, then foliage, and lastly spike and blossoms
of a Hyacinth in a glass, and numbers do it with more
or less of success attending their pains, with a real zest

and a quietenthusiasm only kno^TO to those who thus
attempt to anticipate within doors the "charms of
returning spring."

Hyacinths can be easily grown in water, and
grown well. As soon as the bulbs are obtainable
they can be placed in glasses, but September
and October is a good time for doing this. Wasted
and shrunken roots bring disappointment, so do those

that have begun too much to exhibit their shoots.
Easy as is the process, yet I think the conditions
under which Hyacinths are gi'own in glasses are really
less favourable than those under which they are culti-
vated in pots, and in order to ensure success, good and
sound bulbs should be used. Therefore don't defer
getting the bulbs. To say " Nature has undoubtedly
declared herself in favour of planting the Hyacinth
in October and November," and then to go on thus

—

" yet, without disputing her authority, we would say to
the lovers of this flower, make your first planting as near
the 1st of September as possible, and your last about
the 31st of December," is just so much bosh," for the
last planted roots will flower nearly as soon as the
former. Tou cannot keep them back, they will flower
at their appointed time, for " Nature has undoubtedly
declared herself" as plainly on this point, as on the
other.l

1 have adopted the practice for several years of using
fresh rain-water, into which I place a few pieces of
charcoal, just suflioiently small to pass through the neck
of the glass. I rarely ever change the water, and simply
keep the glasses filled up as evaporation takes place,
using however for this purpose water of the same or
even a little higher temperature. The water from the
very outset should submerge the base of the bulbs

;

and when the plants make rapid growth, as they will
do when they have grown about 2 inches, the glass
should be filled to the brim with water. I have found
this an excellent practice ; the bulbs absorb water freely.

Light and air are indispensable—the latter can be given
in a sitting room at intervals without inconvenience.
When the glasses are placed in a window, light
shelves can be thrown across for that purpose, and a
slight iron rod will keep them quite secure. In the
early stage of growth any amount of air, cold as it may
be, so that it does not produce frost, can be given ; but
when the spike is pushing, a little caution must
be observed, for a certain susceptibility appears to be
apparent, and cold draughts will sometimes do injury.

The " prepared Cocoa-nut fibre and charcoal" recom-
mended as a substitute for water, does not, in my
experience, so completely "supersede water" as is

asserted. I tried it in half a dozen glasses, against
water in a like number, and I am compelled to take
exception to two .statements made respecting it, viz.,
" that the bulbs root freely into it," and produce much
finer spikes of bloom than when cultivated in water."
In a glass filled with the preparation referred to, it

really becomes a soddened solid mass, which the roots

did not penetrate, rather they forced the bulb upward.
I had to tie my bulbs down like soda-water corks to

cause the roots to penetrate the preparation. Myflovyers
in water were quite as fine as those in the preparation,
and I had not to run the risk of breaking the glasses,

and of injuring the bulbs, after the blooming season was
past, when I sought to clear them of their contents.

Manures, or stimulants of any kind, should be
altogether avoided by those unacquainted with their

properties. I once settled in a very summary manner
the fair prospects of several bulbs in glasses by the
incautious use of a fancy manure.
Anything else in water except Hyacinths and

Polyanthus Narcissus will bring disappointment.
Crocuses, Tulips, and even miniature Hyacinths may
be said to have begun in vanity ; certain it is they end
in vexation of spirit. Even Narcissi in water grow
so tall that they get be,yond the range of the Hyacinth
support^ and lop over m an unwieldy manner, like a

man with an insecure foothold because of a slight

derangement at the other extremity.

Some sorts of Hyacinths in water do not do well.

The high coloured varieties of the red class are diffi-

cult to manage; there seems to be a weakness of

constitution associated with high, or rather deep
colours in this section. Argus, one of the single blue

class, is in the same category ; how seldom is a really

good spike of this variety seen in a pot, even when
grown by Messrs. Cutbush or Paul. I have tried this

variety in a glass on several occasiras, and have not

succeeded in getting a creditable spike ; it will flower

prematurely. I am trying it again this year, and am
endeavouring to avoid any prematiu-e development by
keeping a glass inverted over the crown of the biUb.

So far the development looks more encouraging than
formerly. The inverted glass is often useful in partially

arresting premature flowering.

With the exception of Lord Wellington, a beautiful

double-blush variety, one of the easiest for cultiva-

tion in water that I know of.and which invariably comes
fine, the single varieties should always be selected

for cultivation in glasses. Among those unacquainted
with their relative value there is a strong prejudice in

favour of double varieties, the popular opinion being

that double are always superior to single flovvers. This

is the opposite of the truth in regard to the Hyacinth.
Thomas Hogg gave in 1822 a list of Hyacinths which
comprised 124double varieties, but only .50 single flowers.

Until recently the Dutch raisers turned their attention

to double in preference to single flowers ; now, in every

dozen so-called new Hyacinths, a very small propor-

tion indeed are double flowers.

A few varieties well adapted for glasses are con-

tained in the following list :—Annie Lisle, Duchess of

Richmond, La Dame du Lac, Robert Steiger, Princess

Charlotte, and Madame Hodson, single red; Baron
von Tuyll, Mimosa, Prince Albert, Grand Lilas, Charles

Dickens, and Hegulus, single blue ; Grand Vainqueur,
Mont Blanc, Kroon Princess, Themistocles, Anna
Paulowna, and Grandeur ii Merveille, single white

;

and Anna Carolina, Heroine, and King of Holland,

single yellow, This is intended as a popular list;

there are plenty of higher-priced kinds. Generally,

the above can be obtained at a moderate cost. Quo.

G?nrf!'o/j.—The Editor of the "Floral Magazine"
remarks that he has found this year more certainly
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than ever, tlint «iiiall bulbs produce as effectivf t.pikis

of blocm, and oven prrlnps more effective than larger

bulbs. Have mir li inline izrowers yet determined upon
the best time (n iilnnt (iladioli? I notice an account
of very surrf'.-;>.|ul onri}" jilanting, and have seen this

season a fine collection that was not planted till June.
Would Mr. Lane or some of our good growers kindly
state the best time to plant on the generality of soils ?

Srenchleyensis.
Gladiolus Spmen.—Ihe " spawn " of Gladioli, that is

to say the young crop of corms formed around the old

one, should never be allowed to dry. The whole crop
of the young corms should be separated and placed in a
pan of rich sandy soil, and placed in a cold frame pro-
tected from frost ; or it may be planted in a bed in the
open ground if the bed is provided with protection
from frost by means of a surlace covering. The great

Soint is to keep the young progeny from ever becoming
ry. W. S. S.

Questions o.\ M-\n.\gemext.—I am much obliged
to you for so kindly answering my former queries,

and if not trespassing too much on your space and
courtesy, should he glad of still further assistance

from you.
You would do a service to many bee-keepers by

giving general instructions how to manage the common
swarming straw hives of the cottagers most profitably
without depriving. In Dublin very pretty dishes of
white honeycomb are carried alrout for sale on men's
heads ; it brings a good price per lb. This has
evidently from its shape been taken from the common
straw hives, and must be the best part of several joined
together in one dish, although from the combs being
set up on end, one against the other, the larger in the
centre, they appear as if they were all out of one.

What is the best mode of carrying full glass supers,
whether framed octagon ones, or bell-gl;^ses ? And
whether top or bottom up ?

Do you manage to get off your supers without
smoke ? It would be desirable to do it, as tobacco or
other smoke gives a ta.ste to any unsealed or hquid
honey.

Is seeing brood in supers through the glass sides, or
windows, the only way of knowing that it is there ?

And must all the bees be di-iven out before it can be
cut out ?

When one window only is put in a hive, which do
you consider the most useful place, the back or front ?

When deciding on the proper time for putting on a
super, is crowding at the mouth the only sign by which
to be guided in the case of a hive unfurnished with
windows ?

In the November Number of last year you say you
usually before winter remove a frame from each side
of your bar-and-frame hive, and replace it in spring ; do
you mean that you lay by the frame and comb full of
honey, and replaie them both in the spring ?

In the saini' N miil)er you mention that the bees in a
populous liar-;nid-rraine hive, the top ofwhich had been
so ill-made lliat the tops of the frames were virtually
exposed, passed through the winter unhurt. Did this
take place in a winter of ordinary severity ? That it

did so appears almost impossible.
What cement do you use to cement down the covers

of the bar-and-frame hives before winter ?

[We cannot attempt now to enter into the general
management of bees in common hives, as the subject
would require more space than we have at present at
command. The Irish hives are made very deep, wide
at the ba.se, and narrowing to a cone shape at the top.
In the latter part of the receptacle the honey, almost
entirely free from pollen or brood, is stored. The hive
is also elevated to a considerable height by ekes or
" raisers," as they are called, of which two or more are
sometimes added. The Irisli are, we believe, alive to
the advantage of taking up the swarms of the current
year instead of old stocks, which latter is the usual
English custom. Hence the superior quality of the
honey brought to market.
Full supers, whether of glass or any other material,

if to be carried any distance, had better be reversed.
We do not use any smoke in the removal of supers.

To timid operators the use of a few jjuffs of fungus
smoke will oft«n be found of some service in rendenng
the bees less irritable.

The presence of brood in supers is of course usually
discovered through the glass, but any super may, if

liked, be taken off and turned up for inspection.
This, however, we should be slow to recommend for

general adoption. We never try to dislodge the bees
to cut out the brood comb, but simply reverse the
super, and with a curved comb knife, excise every
portion of it. The combs being at this stage of
their construction very fragile, are incapable of
bearing much disturbance in the way of driving out
the bees.

The window can bo placed in any part of the hive
most convenient for the owners. The back is usually
the best situation if ea.sy access can be obtained.
Crowding at the mouth of the hive is one. of the

signs of the desirability of at once giving additional
room, but it cannot be said to be the only sign. The
general appearance of activity and strength will enable
the observer to arrive at a safe decision.

When, before winter, we remove side frames from
OUT large hives, we either make the combs available
for our own use, or for adding to the stores of less amply
supplied stocks. Combs with honeyj sealed or unsealed,
are never put by to be replaced in tne following spring.
In April frames, with or without empty combs, are
inserted. We usually have a large number of such
combs in readiness for this and other purposes. Those
who work frame hives extensively soon become alive to
the great importance of having a large reserve of such
combs ready for any emergency.

We had .some extremely cold weather in the winter
;dluded to. The hive was about the strongest in the

apiary when we saw it in the March following. We
have Known other instances in which bees have passed

safely through the winter in hives with the tops very

much exposed. It is probable in such a condition' that

injury from internal moisture is altogether avoided.

The bees of course should be strong in numbers.
We use no cement for covers or any other part of our

hives. Of late years we have even discontinued alto-

gether any screwing down of our covers. The use of

screws was found to interfere serioasly with speedy
manipulation. A small weight may, if liked, be tempo-
rarily put on, but is not necessary if the tops are

properly made, according to the directions given in

former Numbers.]

Garden Memoranda.
Me. Eivees' Nursery, Sa-svbbidgewoeth {con-

eludedfrom pane 1021).—Another striking feature at

Sawbridgeworth is the training walls for standard or

rider trees. The,se are about 10 feet high, the upper
1 only being formed of boarding. They are made of

poles firmly placed in the ground at convenient
distances, and weather boarding nailed across them.
All the bottom space between the poles is left vacant.

Standard trees are then planted on each side of these

wooden walls; the south side being devoted to

Peaches, Apricots, &c., the north to Pears, Plums, or

Cherries. These wooden walls possess two great

advantages over brick or stone ; they are cheaper,

and they are moveable. No sooner do the

borders appear to get tired of any particular tree,

than down come the walls, and they are erected on
new and fresh soil. Such walls for dwarf or standard

trees might readily be placed in the iron sockets already

described, and tenants' trees in pots or tubs be trained

against them ; trees and walls alike to be removable at

pleasure. :

It used to be said that men planted Pears for their

grandchildren, whereas grafted plants bear plentifully

the second season. Mr. Rivers, by his skilful

graftine, &c., can nowtaste his seedlings in a few years.

Good-sized orchards can also be furnished at once,

and a plentiful crop immediately produced.

A year or two ago several acres of ground were
planted with pyramidal Pear trees from 10 to 18 feet

high, and 3 or 6 feet through, and the trees look

adinirable, notwithstanding a severe cutting in, and
promise waggon loads of fruit next season. Apples,

Cherries, Plums, and in the southern counties even

Pe.aches, Nectarines, and Apricots, may all be treated

in the same way, and fruitful gardens introduced at

once.

Much of Mr. Rivers' success is owing to the care

that he has exercises in the selection of stocks.

It has been found extremely difficult to find a suit-

able stock for some varieties of fruits. The Quince,

for instance, valuable as it is for most, does not
suit all Pears. In cases of this kind the expedient

of double-grafting has been most successfully adopted.

The object of this is twofold : one is to secure a

congruous union, causing the stock and scion to grow
or expand in equal ratio ; the 'second and chief object

is to induce greater fertility. The intervention of a

middle or mediating stock between the root and
bearing top or branches, certainly has this tendency.

Double budding is also practised here with the

same results. Seedling Peaches are budded with a

sort of Magnum Bonum Plum, with large leaves

and good habit, and on the shoots of this the desired

varieties of Peach are again budded. The union
effected in this way is most perfect and healthy. For
strong-growing Bigarreau Cherries the Mahaleb stock

is grafted with a kind of MorcUo, which is then

worked with the Bigarreau.
Those Pears, again, that do not bear freely on the

Quince are treated thus. Any of the numerous
varieties that unite freely with the Quinces are

regrafted with, say Gansel's Bergamot, and on thLs the
shy bearers or indifferent growers on the Quince, are

worked. The results of this double grafting are most
satisfactory. It has not been found necessary to treat

Apples in this manner. Both the two varieties of the
Paradise stock—the Nonsuch and the broad-leaved—
root freely close to the surface, are very healthy, and
keep pace" in their growth with most varieties of Apple
grafted upon them. Neither has a dwarfing fertility-

inducing stock yet been found for Plums, although
it is hoped that the sm-ill Mirabelle Petite may prove

of great value for this purpose. Perhaps the deve-

lopment of this theory of double grafting is the most
important service that Mr. Rivers has yet rendered to

horticulture. As a rule, grafting has merely been
practised as a mode of increase. Those stocks most
easily raised from seed or propagated by cuttings have
been used. The most rapid growers have been in

greatest favour; the stocks that would push the

scions or buds a yard long the first season were held

to be the be.st. In a wordjfoung trees have been raised

especially to sell. Mr. Rivers combines in his own
person the functions of both raiser and producer of

fruit. Hence, without sacrificing an atom of vigour,

he resolves upon securing fertility. He grows

trees, it is true, for sale, but before parting with

them he lays in them the basis of fruitfulness. They
are brought up, educated, bred in fact, for this expi-ess

object, and under ordinary circumstances, with common
skill, they not only may, but must be fruitful. I

believe that double or treble budding or grafting with

a view to the improvement of constitution; and as a

direct means of promoting fertility, is still in its

infancy. I look to it with confidence as a means of

delivering us from the evils of Grape shanking, the shy

blooming of various plants, and many other cultural

difficulties. Possibly too by the intermixture of sap

through a wider diversity of conducting and modifying

tissues than has yet been attempted, it may ultimately
yield us hybrids of greater value and certainty than
those recently described in your columns, and perhaps
ecmalling those we now obtain from seed.
The measure of Mr. Rivers' success may be gathered

from the fact that his demand treads hard upon the
heels of his supply. The character of that suppl/
may be judged from the fact that the number of fruit

trees grown here will average from 10,000 to 12,000
per acre; and particular varieties are grown by the
acre. I noticed probably 20,000 pyramidal Cherries of
the Duko tribe in one place ; they were beautiful
trees on the Mahaleb stock. The two kitchen Plums,
Belle dc Septembre and Prince Englebert, are also

grown by the thousand as standards for orchards ; the
same may be said of favourite Apples and Pears a.s

pyramids. In addition to all these. Quinces, Rasp-
berries, Strawberries, and a large collection of Currants
and Gooseberries are grown. The latter is especially

extensive, and I understand that in addition to a large

home and European trade, that a very large business

was done in Gooseberries with America before the war.
Almonds and Mulberries are also grown largely in pots

and otherwise, and I ob.served in one of the orchards
some good plants of several varieties of the Service

(Sorbus domestica), prettily furnished with their large

showy fruit. Walnuts of several varieties are also

grown in quantities. Nor must I forget to note the
new Blackberry, or Bramble, an ever-bearing kind of

Rubus, with large fruit of good flavour and extra-

ordinary fertility ; and the Belle Agathe Cherry, which
is worth gi'owing as an ornamental tree, independently
of furnishing a dish of Cherries all through September
and October. The flavour is distinct and peculiar,

although not first-rate. All this may be inferred from
the fact that the birds refuse to eat, while the wasps
were greedily devouring it at the time of my visit. Of
the peculiarities of the tastes of the latter I have had
another striking example this year, in the fact of their

eating all the honey out of the Tritoma, while no other

insects, except one or two of the large humble-bees and
the peacock butterflies, would touch it.

Placed upon a considerable elevation, and bounded
on one side bythe read from Sawbridgeworth, and a well-

wooded park beyond, the nursery is well sheltered from
the soutli-east. The other boundaries seem to melt
into arable or pasture land, and 'the whole surface is

diversified with here a gentle slope, there a fine vallejr.

and again a stretch of level ground. The cultural and
climatic advantages of such a surface will be at once

obvious to practical pomologists. Some of the south

banks are almost as good as orchard houses themselves

for tender varieties of trees. Ground disposed in this

irregular manner Ls also sure to be thoroughly drained.

Nearly the whole nursery had that appearance of

friability which is one of the most valuable results of a

dry bottom. The soil itself is well-nigh as varied as

the surface. Large portions of it consLst of light

loam resting 'on sand ; others alluvial loam, with

a substratum of brick-earth; and a stronger loam,

resting on a solid calcareous clayey bottom. These

soils are not only found more or less here through

large tracts of the nursery, but are also intermixed m
all possible proportions. Hence almost everything can

be well grown here.

About 20 acres are devoted to Roses, and other orna-

mental shrubs and trees. An enormous quantity of Roses

are grown in pots; they are placed on dung during

summertogivethemvigour. Therewere someflne plants

ofMarechal Niel, and the cUmbing Devoniensis,

which is equal in all respects to the other, and makes
shoots from 3 to fi feet long the first season. Nothing
can exceed the beauty of these two Roses, and every-

one should plant tbem on walls forthwith. A large

collection of Tea and other Roses in pots for forcing

is grown. I also noticed some enormous breaks of

standard Roses. I found, however, that these are not

so extensively grown as formerly, and I was glad of it.

Few things can be more stiff and inartistic amid garden

scenery than a Rose bush elevated at the top of a

straight stick. At one time the higher they were the

better they were liked; so that a lady would have

required to walk on stilts either to see the beauty or

enjoy the perfume of her Roses. For some years pa.st

we have been getting closer to the ground, and I

believe the Rose will speedily get back to mother earth,

which it ought never to have left. Instead of standards

weshallhavepyramidalRosesworkedlowontheManetti
stock, with the collar of the buds just covered. H hen

they are planted in a strong clayey loam they become

objects of great beauty in an incredibly short time.

There can be no question about the superiority of

pyramids over standards as objects of artistic beauty

;

and just as light expels darkness, so will pyramids drive

standards out of our gardens. .,. ^ , ., . , .,.
Having mentioned the Manetti stock, it is only right

to state that Sawbridgeworth may be considered its

English birthplace. Some 40 years ago a single cutting

was sent to Mr. Rivers, with the intimation that it

might prove a valuable stock. Now about 100,000 are

annually raised here for home demand and for

exportation. I also observed some select and

valuable trees and shrubs, one of the most striking

and useful being the smooth-leaved Purple Beech.

The leaves are much larger than the common
variety ; they differ from it also in coming copper from

the first, and'continuing so till they drop in the autumn,

whereas the other has a semi-green period of shorter or

longer duration at both ends of the season. This was

very apparent at the time of my visit, as a fine tree of

the common Purple Beech (Fagus ferruginea) nearly

80 years old, was nearly green, whereas the other was

of the deepest purple. A large stock of the last sort is

grown. Another very peculiar-looking Beech was grow-

ing on the lawn ; this was the Cr&sted Beech (Fagus

cnstata'), which produces its leaves in whorls, and hi^

a grotesque appearance. Sawbridgeworth is also rich

in Maples. Acer colohicum is a vigorous-growing
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T HK LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(K!,TAIlLISIIKDl84(t).

IlnTO nnw ronrlv Un dollvury in dry flno coodltlon,

(.iM; N M ANI'i; I':, l-r Sprtng Uao
I H^^^ il,\' K.I ) lloNl'.s, u>r Dressing Piiaturo Lauda

, 116, FonchuroU Street. E.C.

LA W E S ' MANURES.
The Manures munufactured by J. K. Lawes for the proaont

soiiKOu of 1800 are now ready for delivery at his Factories, at the

loUowlng prices, per ton :—

LAWKS' PATENT TURNIP MANORE, and BONE £ s. d.

SUPERPHOSPIIATK of 1,IME (i fl

LAWES' SUPKHPIIOSPHATE of LIME from BURNT
BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES 5 5

LAWES' WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
MANURES 8

CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.. ..12

TUcao Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawks, or through the
appointed Agents in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices

varying tiocording to coat or carriage.

Genuine Peruvian Guano direct from the Tmportery. Nitrate of

Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
jUuerlcan and other Cakes at market prices.

Address, Joiis llENNET Lawks, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge,

E.C. ; and 22, Eden Quay. Dublin.

TAN, GRATIS, in the iramediats neighbourhood of
Covent Garden Market.

Auply to EssK.x .fe Sons, li8, Stanhope Street, Claro Market, W.C,

SILVER SAND, Peat, Loam, Mould. Rotted Manure,
Guano. Cocoa Nut Fibre, Grotto Material, Gravel, Tnrf, Edging

Tiles, Pots, Slick.s. Stakes, Gishurst Compound, Tobacco Paper, and
other Garden requisites in any quantity at moderate prices, at

J. Fryer's, Clarendon Nurseries, Oamberwell ifow Rond, S.

pOCOA-NUT REFUSE
V^ the

soon be gone.

Now sold in bags, 1 for 2«., 10 for

IC.')., 2 for 303., 60 for CSs., IM
for jEO.

Fourpeoce allowed for each

Dug returned carriage'pald.

A Railway Truck-load (not In

bags), 40«.

Postage Stninps or Post-offlco

Order, payable to J. Barsuam &

Co., Kingaton-on-Thnmes, .S.W.

Farm Poultry.

GREY DORKING FOWLS, of purest breed, in an;
numbers.

Imported TOULOUSE GEESE, the largest and most productlvi

BRAHMA-POUTRA. CREVECCEUR, and LA FLECHU FOWLS,
for conBtatit layer*.

Priced Lists and Estimates on application.

JoiiN Raii.y & Son, 113, Mount Stret;t, London, W.

BRITTANY COWS.
The only breed of Cattle

that have escaped the Rinderpest.
The nobility, gentry, and others

are respoctfiuly informed that
they can be supplied nith the
above beautiful and profitable
Little Animals (calved and down
calving), In any number.

Cow Into the country, has induced hlr

abroad, by appointing experienced Age
be m now enabled to offer the pi "

choicest stock that can be obtained, at prices which defy aU compotl-
tion. The low cont, together with the nigh milkine qualities of this

Breed, render them of gieat value to the cottager, as well aa the
fiincy stock-keeper and dairyman.

YOUNG BULLS always on sale. BRITTANY SHEEP, 25s. each.

ALDERNEY and GUERNSEY COWS and HEIFERS supplied

38, Crutched Friars, London, E.C.

SWING WATER
BARROW.—This is the

best and cheapest articleyet
Introduced for use in Gar-
dens, Farm Yards. &c. The
Water may be dipped out, or
the Tub tilted and poured

rbyr ely mlsingthe

detached. To hold about
30 or 3G gallons, price 42^.

Carriage paid to any station
- -^=' —^=^srz£:ii-^^^ on Great Eastern Line.

POWERFUL GARDEN ENGINE, sultablefor the above, price 468

IMPROVED WATERand LIQUID MANURE CARTS.
Cataioffues on application.

Manufactured by W. S. Boulton, Roae Lane Iron Works, Norwich.

.bility, ..1, .umovable at

pleasure, no Woodwork or Partitions to impede Ventilation or breed
Vermin, Hay Rack dispensed with as unnecessary, increased width
and depth of Feeding Troughs, Water Cistern, and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent over-gorging. Cleanly, durable, and impervious to

infection, being all of iron. Price of Fittingn per Cow, bbs.

ProHpectUBcs free of Cottam & Co.. Iron Works, 2, Winaley Street
(opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W., wh'i

!!
, ,!, nH to the

iii>lii> I iliLitr SuedH to

'II lis to Uio very Linciunt nuinner lu wli'leh

oir export packing is carried out :

—

ttly 0,/roin A. N. Ei.la, Ea<\.. Queenalown,
Cape of Good Hope.

" I mny mention that the case referred to

_ ts In splendid order, looking us fresh after
three lu.'nthn' sea and six weeks' land carriage as If only yebtorday
packed."

From niT'in RoM.siv. V.h'\., Shnnohae, Ciihui. May 5, 18Cfl.

"Thot
.rthe!

M(ii/ 7. I80C.

ledH, a'nd am

mogreatorplLM'-i.i. i-i .
'- nu,

From Mr. Z. W" '.
.

"The Uras.-i n:. l

comesafe to lir.i,.i l i, ,. i .

happy to inform you that llify havu come up quite tu mysatlsfactli

From Mr. Jas. Dalk. Orange, New South Wales, Scpletnber 20, 1800.
' I have the pleasure to infonu you that your seeds have given

great satiafaction, and I now send you a larger order."

All Seeds properly packed and delivered free to ship side. Special
quotations glveo for lai go qu-tntltlcs. A liberal uP ' '

bhippers. 'B, Reading.

/QUEZON HALL, BIRMINGHAM.—
V^ Tlia SEVENTH GREAT ANNCJAL EXHIBITION of
SPORTING aod othor DOCS will bo held In CQUZUN IIAI.L.
BlrmlnKluini. on MONDAY. TUESDAlf, WEDNESDAY, .inU
THUR.SDAY, Dccenibor 3, 1, o, nnU U—tho week of tho Csltlo and
Poultry Wliow. For Special Railway Arrangemonts see the Advoitlse-
metita and Dllla of tho several Companies.

B INGLE Y HALL, BIllMINGHA M.—
The EIGHTEENTH GREAT ANNUAL, EXHIBITION of

FAT SHEEP. PIGS. DOMESTIC POULTRY. ROOTS, CORN,
and IMPLEMENTS, will bo held In BINOLEY HALL on
SATURDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, and
THURSDAY, December 1, 3, 4, 6, and li, when Prizes amounting to
^2W0 will bo given.

The Exhibitors and tho Public will be admitted to Bingley Hall to
witnesa tho JUDGING of the Sheep, Pigs. Roots, and Corn, on
Saturday, December 1, at a.m., upon payment of lOs. each. The:

the Poultry Departmeut until after tho
Judging is completed.

The PRIVATE VIEW will tako placi on Monday, December 3.

THE ROYAL BERKSHIKE ROOT SHOW.— The
TWELBTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION of MANGEL WURZEL.

.SWEDE and other TURNIPS, KOHL RAW, Sc, will bo held at
READING on SATURDAY, December I.

Latest day for rocoivlng Roots, THURSDAY, Novembar 20.

For further particulars apiily to Sutto.v & Soss, Reading.

Eixt Agricultural (Bu^tttt,
HATUnnAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1866.

FORI

1b
MEKllNGS FOR THE TWO FOLLOWING WEEKS

Dec. I-.

I Exhibition of the Midland Counties
Agrii'ullurul Society at Ilinalcy Hall,
blrmuigham.

2J

It is iustructivo to contrast the proceedings of

the Eoyal Horticultural and tho Royal Agricul-
tural Societies in the matter of Education. The
former, in obedience to its general retainer in

behalf of horticultural progress and improve-
ment, fools bound to promote the education
of gardeners ; the latter, in obedience to special

instructions in its Charter, feels bound to pro-
mote tho education of fanners. Their courses

are, however, divergent from the beginning. At
tho very outset they part. Tho former confines

itself to gardeners. No inquiry is made into the
education of gardeners' sons ; but lads who have
chosen the occupation of a gardener for their

life's maintenance and pursuit are the body to

whom its efforts are directed. The latter looks
after tho education of tho sons of farmers, whether
they are to be agriculturists or not. There is

no security whatever that tho boys whom it

desires to see well educated shall become '

' culti-

vators of the soil." The Society does not con-
fine itself to farm apprentices or agricultural
students—of whom a noble constituency exists

worthy of all its efforts. But whoever has been
bred upon a farm or whoever is recommended by
a member is open to the rewards it offers and the
examinations it conducts.

In a second particular the two Societies differ

even more than in tho first. The Eoyal Horti-
cultural Society addresses itself ( 1

) "to gar-

deners who, &c."—and (2) " to any other

gardeners who, &c." And having these before

it, their knowledge of their art is tested. They
are o.xamined in respect to their knowledge of

the culture of fruits, vegetables, and flowers,

theii' skUl in surveying and plan drawing, and
their taste in laying out gardens ; and there-

upon proceed the awards. They are nominated
"associates," and receive the payment of their

expenses, or they receive class certificates—and
every year a medal is awarded to tho man who
stands highest on tho lists. And " who are

the gardeners who may thus eomo forward?"
They are such as have passed the Society of

Arts' examination in Mensuration, liook-keeping,
Practical Geometry, Botany, l''loriculture, or
Horticulture.
The Royal Agricultural Society gives no such

honorary distinction as " association " with
itself; no diploma is conferred, and no practical
knowledge is tested. It seeks for small boys
who are still at school, and these it tests in the
elements of preliminary and general education,
and to thom it gives small sums of money as
prizes ; and the five-guinea fees which the distin-

guished examiners whoso aid it seeks, receive,
loom largely as they are paraded on tho general
field of the winnings it confers.

It makes no inquiry into knowledge of soil,

or plant, or animal. Tho Society will not lend
itself to the application of mero technical tests.

Th.at would degrade and vulgarise its connection
with the education of those " who are dependout
on the cultivation of tho land for their support."
It is not content with "Practical Geometry"

—

nothing , less than "Pure Mathematics" wiU
satisfy it.

Let no one imagine that those who protest

against all this are not alive to the need of a
thorough general education ; that, for example,
we do not sympathise with Mr. Aolajjd when he
longs to see all the boyhood of our agriculture
thorough masters of the first two books
of Euclid, or thorough masters in any othor field

where the general powers of mind have been tried

and educated, and equipped. Everybody knows
that nothing can make up for tho want of a good
preliminary and general education before the
boy takes up tho work of preparing for the
ultimate special occupation of the man. Where
wo believe that Mr, Aclanb and his friends are

wrong, is in dragging an Agricultural Society in

where it has no business to be—in presuming
that the existing agencies, whose proper field it

is, are inadequate, or if inadequate can be
helped by such a more impertinence as a farmers'

club necessarily is in such a place.

The whole thing, as, judging from tho reports

of tho Education Committee of tho Society, its

present action now appears to be, betrays tho

ludicrous and paltry pettiness which is sure to be
displayed wherever grand ideas and small means
are attempted to be developed or administered

together—wherever, indeed, any one, whether ha
bo individual or Society, steps out of tho homely
field of proper duty, and aims at tho heroic or ideal

with means and aptitudes barely adequate to the

discharge of its daily and undoubted obligations.

The questions connected with Cottage Allot-

ment Ground so closely affect both tho pro-

prietor and occupier of land, that a few remarks
upon them cannot here be out of place.

The most important considerations a landlord

should have in view in appropriating ground for

allotments should bo those of inducing tidy and
industrious habits, and so assisting those in

whom such virtues are found by giving them
the opportunity of properly and profitably spend-

ing any spare moments in providing a stock of

vegetables to supply their daily wants.

To this end, then, only just so much groimd
should be lot to each as ho can well manage, for

if he has often to quit his daily work to attend

to his garden, the results, it is to be feared, will be

hardly such as to be profitable to him. One object,

then, being to induce tidy habits, it is a matter

of gi-eat importance that a landlord should in the

first place see that tho piece of ground is well

and neatly laid out, and to this end it is advi-

sable that it should be traversed in its centre by

a hard road wide enough for the passage of a

cart. By neglecting this we find that there is a

waste piece of ground used as a general road,

which if not hero and there occupied with heaps

of manure and compost, is made a receptacle for

weeds, being itself a weed nursery. Next we
would have tho plots divided by hard paths,

either of gravel or any material that would bind

and bo easily kept clean. If these paths are of turf

they will be certain to have weed Grasses, such

as Couch, Eiorin, Lop, and others, perhaps

mixed with Bindweed, Knotgrass, Dandelion,

and many other weeds, aU of which only afford

trouble by preparing seeds for tho garden itself.

Now, if a garden so divided could be

inclosed with a strong iron fence, aU the

better, as thus would be got rid of a harbour

for small birds, snails, and slugs, as weU as

vegetable pests, which, as it belongs to no one in

particular to keep in order, either is wholly

neglected, or as each may do his bit at different

times and in a different manner, tho result is a

yeiy ragged untidy appearance. Now a garden
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ao careftiUy arranged might properly command a

little more rent than the undivided field coiild be
let at, and at tho same time an allotment would
be a coveted acquisition, so much so indeed that

Bome restrictions might be enforced, such as the
following :•—

Allotments to bo let to sober industrious men.
They are to be well cultivated and kept free

from weeds. There should be a periodical

application of manure. The same crop should
not be grown per|)etually. In order to stimulate

to a due observance of such rules we have fotmd
the establishment of a Cottage Garden Society

having for its object the awarding of prizes,

consisting of tools, garden seeds, or even money,
for some of tho best tended and cultivated

allotments, productive of great good ; more
especially if combined with a village show of

Vegetables, fruits, and flowers, as on the giving
of the prizes the cottagers can all be called

together, and some kind remarks can be made
upon either progress or short-comings and theii'

causes, and remedies be pointed out.

It was at a meeting of this sort that wo took
occasion to point out the short-sightedness of a
cottager growing only the three following crops :

Potatos ' Potatos ! Potatos ! Year after year
have we seen the whole allotment solely occupied
with Potatos ; or if Cabbage have been planted,
it has been at the edge of the ground, with the
Potatos, or, if Beans, in the rows with the same
crop. Thus it is that the crop is oftentimes small
both in quantity and size, little heed being paid
to the fact that the garden, like tho fields in
which they work, requires a rotation.

Why should not the poor man have a choice
of vegetables, such as Peas, Beans, Parsnips,
Carrots, French Beans, Greens, Cabbages, &c. ?

They are all even more nutritious than Potatos
;

their seed is cheaper, and cultivation less
laborious; and however scanty may bo the fare,
that the cottager can afford to eat with theni,-
other vegetables are equally good if not better
with the scrag of mutton, bit of pork, and ba^on
than the everlasting Potato. Still it is true that
this tuber is easy of gi-owth, and it yields a
quantity of so-called satisfying food, but we
quite incline to the belief that but for
this, better things would have been grown, and
tho poor man, instead of relying upon the
Potato, which really is of low feeding value,
would have had recourse to more muscle-making
vegetables, and, fm-ther, if he could be but
properly taught, he would renounce much of
his beer and cider, and exert himself to gain
more of a nourishing meat diet.

As regards this affair of meat, it is curious to
find that as the labourer learns to be satisfied
merely with what fills his stomach, the more he
wants of stimulants; thus the Tunes Corre-
spondent, speaking of the recent increase of the
consumption in Ireland of whisky and beer, says

:

—"There is no doubt that drunkenness in
Ireland is to some extent increased by the high
price of animal food." Poor food quite increases
the appetite for drink, and hence we shall find
drunkenness ever attendant upon poverty.

It is then an important point to teach the
labourer to prefer a better kind of food than the
rnere Potato affords, and there is scarcely another
Idnd of vegetable that does not possess higher
nutritive powers than the Potato. Let, then, the
landlord, the clergy, the farmers look to this, by
aiding tho poor in theii- garden work, teach
them to want better food and less drink, and
they will ultimately become worth better wages;
but as a'farmer we have no hesitation in saying
that a labourer who is satisfied with a stuffing of
Potatos, and can only work upon the stimulation
of drink, is scarcely worth employing at all.
We pen these remarks in all earnestness, as

food seems Ukely to be dear this winter; the
Potatos are decaying, let the cottager then see to
putting in some winter Cabbages. Lot us all
look to him in spring, and give him some better
seeds than he can buy. Thanks to the Messrs.
bUTTON, who h.ave kindly aided us in doing this
we have a show of vegetables, solely from the
villagers of a small pari.sh, better than can be
shown m many large towns, and we feel quite
sure that there are few seedsmen who would not
aid m so good a work. We want then allotments
to be put mto the occupation of the poor manm a nice tidy state, so that they can be so
kept. We want the cottager to be encourao-ed to
vary and increase his vegetable food, both in
quality and quantity, to which end wo would
give assistance in seeds, in prizes for the best
vegetables, flowers, &c., and best kept allot-

ments, taking care that even the'- worse kept
should have a memorial of some sort ; this our
Cottage Garden Society last year provided in the
shape of three Wooden Sprjons. These, we are
happy to find, have not been deserved- -this
suromer. B. "^.

/I It was an extraordinary account that Mr.
HoWAED gave the other day at the Central Farmers'
Club of the enormous circulation of agricultural
journals in America. Of the American Agrietdtiirist
no fewer than 150,000 copies are sold. No wonder Jlr.
TnxFOED was astonished, and strove to explain the
contrast which is presented in this respect by the two
English-speaking peoples on opposite sides of the
Atlantic. According to him, the reason why the
American farmer reads is because he has nobody to
talk to. Men who live miles apart and rarely meet
find books and papers to be more necessary than those
who are continually in each other's society, and hear
every market day whatever may be stirring in the
agricultural world. We fear the different circuinstances
which are thus insisted on are insufficient to account
for the difference to which Mr. Howard adverted.
We have before us Mr. Allnutt's list of new
books published up to November 7 during the current
year, which is issued by him in connection with the
useful agricultural library he has now for several years
established*, and what a miserable list of agricultural
publications does it present ! A hvi shilling manuals,
chiefly on Poultry, seem with the weekly or monthly
periodicak to represent nearly all that has been issued
from the English press for agricultural readers. And
we believe neither authors nor pubhshers have any
reason to be proud of their connection with this par-
ticular department of English literature. The standard
works on English agriculture, those of Loudon, Low,
and Stephens—Agricultural Cyclopaedias, such as
that issued 12 or 14 years ago by Blackie—.are 10, 16,
and 20 years old, and while the whole face of English
agriculture has been renewed during that period, no
sufficient work exists which adequately represents the
progress and the change. Bi.ackie's " Cyclopasdia of
Agriculture" ought to have been rewritten long ago.
We presume, however, thiit lack of purchasers and
readers among English farmers and farm studeirts^nd
^irentices, render it an unprofitable undertakingTX

.
In the National Agricultural Report recently*

issued at Washington, we read of a new method o"f

preparing bones as a manure, which does not, however,
we imagine, differ materially from that process of
reduction by fermentation, which as Mr. Puset pointed
out, bones undergo when thrown together along with
damp ashes. Professor Ilienhof, in Russia, we are
told, lately discovered a method of dissolving them,
which must prove highly economical and suitable
wherever wood-ashes are cheaply secured. This new
process of treating bones consists 'in mixing them with
wood-ashes and slaked caustic lime, .and keeping the
mixture constantly moist. As in the preparation of
lye for manufacturing soap, the alkaline carbonates in
the ashes, such as carbonate of potash, are, by the action
of caustic lime, converted into free, caustic potash,
attacking and quickly dissolving the bones. Suppose
the wood-ashes to contain about 10 per cent, carbonate
of potash, and that 4000 lb. of bones are to be worked
up : then we take 4000 lb. of ashes, 600 lb. of caustic
lime, and 45001b. of water; a ditch some 3 feet
deep, of such width and length as to hold 6000 lb. of
the mixture, is dug, and near it a second ditch, being
some 25 per cent, larger, and both fined with boards.
The lime is then slaked, and, when crumbled to a
powder, mingled with the wood-ashes, and 2000 lb, of
bones are piled up in layers and covered up with the
mass in the smaller ditch, -3600 lb. of water added,
and the whole left to itself From time to time small
quantities of water are added to keep the mass moist.
As soon as it is found that the .bones are so far
decomposed that when pressed between the fingers
they are soft and cnimble, the second portion, i. e.

the other 2000 lb. of bones, is brought into the larger

.joumey without making anv provision for their suste-
nance. The endence of three veterinary surgeons
showed that the death of the animal at Banningham on
i^^ ' '"iSeptember was due to its having been deprived

ot lood for a long period. They also agreed in stating
tliat ruminant animals require food at more frequent
intervals than other animals, and that gastro-enteritis
S^d other diseases had been more frequent of late
lAconsequence of the long journeys which cattle had to
talje without food and water being provided The
defendant, who stated that he had understood that the
beasts would not be delayed in transit, was fined 5/ and
costs, amounting to 26/. 6^. <Sd. The money was paidOn Saturday the Norwich magistrates also adjudicated
upon a charge of cruelty, arising out of the circum-
stances already detailed, against Mr. Aldous, a railway
official. The defendant was fined 51. and costs, amount-
ing to about 30?.—We have known cases ot recently
calved cows 24 hours and more upon their railway
joumey, unfed and unmilked all that time where
excessive cruelty to animals has been permitted
and heavy penalties as much deserved as were properly
inflicted on Messrs. Aldocs and Wosdswoeth.
—7 The Bingley Hall Exhibition, for which such a

promising list of entries had been announced, including
the usual proportion of Short-horn, Hereford Devon
and other cattle, will this year be shorn of this portion
of its attractions. A deputation from the Council of
the Show—Messrs. C. M. Caldecott, G. C. Adkins
and Howard Litckcoce, with Mr. Ltthall the
Secretary, attended by appointment at the Offices of
ttie Privy Council, in Downing Street, London, on
luesday last w;ith the object of procuring a relaxation
of the recent Orders in Council referring to cattle
shows and markets. Mr. CAtDECOTT having stated
the object of the deputation, and fully explained the
precautions taken by the Cattle Show authorities to
prevent the communication of infection to the animals
to be exhibited, his Grace promised to forward the
decision of the Privy Council by that night's post
which was accordingly done in the following com-
munication :

—

" Privy ComicU Office, Cattle Plague Department
Princes Street, Westminster, S.W,,

November 20, 1866.
" Sir.—I h.ave been directed by the Lords of the Council to

inform you that they have considered the subject brought
under their notice this morning by a deputation from Ihe
Birmingham and Midland Counties Cattle Show Society • and
Jliat their lordships do not consider it prudent to m-aut a
•'•ensef.jr a Cattle Show on the conditions requested as the

imty of Warwiolc cannot be deemed to have been free from
iease for a sufficient period to justify the issue of a license,

either for a market for store animals or for an exhibition
consistently with the provisions of the Orders of Council of ttio
I th and 13th inst. I am. Sir, your obedient servant,

" H. D. Hahness.
" John B, LvrnALt, Esq., Cattle and Poultry Show

Offices, Stephenson Chambers, Birmingham.

'

The deputation were informed by the President that
in the event of permission being refused for the
exhibition of cattle there would be no restriction what-
ever placed upon the :other departments of the .show
The exliibition this year will, therefore, consist of
Sheep, Pigs, Boots, Corn, Poultry, and Agricultural
Implements and Machinery, the entries [of which are
sufficient to fill the building. -

The Pall Mall GazMe gives an interesting
account of a contest between his Grace the Duke of
Argyll and H.M. Commissioners of Woods and
^P'S'-'V reference to the assumed right on the part
of the Queen to the foreshores of the country—that
part of the soil of the realm which lies between high
and low-water mark, on the seashore and in tidal rivers
"The process," we are told, " by which the Commis-
sioners operate in establishing their claims as
described by the Duke of AhotlL, is well worthy the
attention of the public. They attack such individuals
as are least likely to resist; preferring, in the fust
instance, claims of so small an amount as to be scarcely
worth resisting. If, however, the claims are resisted,

„„„„ „„^„„ .„ „.„„„„„ ,1,™ .uBwii^r
the Commissioners quickly drop theh- proceedings in

difch and covered in laye'rswWh Ihe firs™ ^^s tand
*"*

Pfresh"!^"!™??' ^'^
^^'i^"^"

themselvj to
left to decompose. After the whole mass has under- ^,T 1,1nnl IL? ^^"^ "P^rations, where they
gone decomposition, it is suffered to dry by removing ",?„A'^Pr„ ?P?°- ^^^ troublesome customers; theirp'one decomposition, it is suffered to dry by removing
it. and lastl.v, to facilitate its reduction to powder,
mixed with 4000 lb. of dry turf, or some other dry
vegetable earth. The mixture is repeatedly stirred
about with a shovel, and may at once be brought upon
the fields.

.' ^8 are §lad to report an instance of justice
vigorously administered in a case where heavy
penalties are much oftener deserved than inflicted.
On Saturday last, at thejShire Hall, Norwich, William
^^ ordswoeth, a cattle dealer,was charged by the Royal
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals with
cruelly abusing and; treating" "four steers. It

appeared that the defendant consigned four steers

!? o",*!
^^

f
^' *® railway station at Kendal on

tile ^4tli of September, after having inquired by
wliat tram they would go. He was told that they

"'""r,/'!.
'f .''<' 'i^'^'l by a special, which would

reach Melton,m Suffolk, much sooner than an ordinary
goods train; but he preferred the latter, and the
animals were despatched accordingly. The cattle did
not arrive at Trowse station (Norwich) until 48 hours
had elajised

; they were detained some time at the
station and were ultimately driven about 16 miles to
the village of Banningham, but during the whole time
of their being in transihi they were unprovided with
food,andontheiramvalat their destination theysufiered
very much from exhaustion, to which one of them
succumbed. The ground of complaint, therefore,
against the defendant was that he neglected to avail
himself of the fast train, and sent his beasts on a long

' At 200, Fleet Street, E.O,

..^.^j ^.*,.,,v.u u|jvu icoo nwMuicsuuit! cusLouiers; Dneir
present object being r.ather to establish precedents
than to obtain any immediate increase of revenue
The example in which the Duke of Aegtll has
been concerned quite bears out the extraordinary
account which is thus given of the proceedings of a
public office. A prolonged correspondence has been
published in a Parliamentary Paper, claiming on the
one side a rental or^fine for the liberty which the Office
was prepared to grant to his Grace to build a pier upon
the foreshore of his own property, and resisting on the
other, by a reference to the practice of the Office in
other cases, the attempt to establish by force ofaccumu-
lated precedents claims up to that date new in Scotland
which when resisted are immediately dropped'
lest one conspicuous failure should seriou.sly
afi'ect the success of the whole scheme. The
protest of the Duke of Argyll ou this subject
addres.sed to the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury
has resulted in an amendment of " the law rela-
ting to the Woods, Forests, and land revenues of
the Crown, which will transfer all such part* and
rights and interests as belong to the Crown of
and in the shore and bed of the sea, &c., from
the management of the Commissioners of Woods
to !the management of the Board of Trade"
1,^^'^"^'^"""'" '^^^ *'^8 -''''" ^"^^ Gazette, "the
Board of Trade is about to tread in the footsteps of the
Commissioners of Woods and Forests in the matter of
the foreshores of the United Kingdom, time will show.
The subject is one of incalculable importance both to
landowners and to the Crown ; for, if the claims of the
Crown are established, the loss and inconvenience to
pnvate individuals may be enormous, and the gain to
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the Crown proportionably great ; the price rl;icefl nii

the foreshores being an arbitrary price, small wliilst

the right is being insidiously established, but capable

of being boldly increased ad libitum, as soon as

it has been established by a sufficient number of

precedents."

UliYING OF GRAIN.

The continued wet weather during the late harvest

directs attention naturally to the importance of

systematic and eiiectual arrangements for drying and

storing of corn. Hitherto there has been little or no

advance in this direction in this country, and the

method usually adopted has been that of the ordinary

kiln, without any or with scarcely any improvement

which modern science and skill have adopted m other

operations. Various plans have been at different times

suggested, and many years ago Mr. Bodmer had a plan

which he patented for submitting the corn to a stream

of dry air, the corn being kept continually m ruotion,

so that every grain was brought into contact with the

air There were also other plans on the same principle

brought forward, but the idea never seems to have

taken root in this country. It appears according to

the Times correspondent at Verona, that there the

Government have adopted a system of this character.

He says, " It is a patent of a Frenchman, Devaux by

name, and is most complete. , . . ,

" Everyone knows how difficult it is to preserve gram

for a long period from damp, worms, rats, and other

' small deer,' and a system that will effect this is worth

much expense when this is compared with the value of

the lives that depend on a due^suppjyof wholesome

food. The reser

130 in number, i

in height, ami
pierced with sin;

cylinder of the

.nteuded to convey the corn are

r tUrm being 42 feet (Austrian)

I -(iii;ire, made of iron plate

vi:\\\ over its surface. A hollow

^„..u..c. ... V... .-- luut^il. also pieroed with holes,

runs up the centre of each reservoir, and communi-

cates at the bottom with a tube through which a blast

of air can be driven by a fan when reciuired. I was

informed that each reservoir will contain 1000 mea,sures

of 15 lb. AVhen a new supply of gram is to be brought

in it is run into the establishment m railway trucks,

and the sacks are emptied into square receptacles-,

consisting of large iron boxes let into the ground, and

from this time forth the food is touched by no hand of

man till it is taken hot out of the oven m the form of

the excellent bread supplied to the soldier To carry

the corn to the top of the reservoirs aii endless leather

band, covered on its exterior surface with a number of

buckets, is employed. The apparatus on this principle

most familiar to the general reader is probably the

machine used to clear the channel of a river from mud.

As the hand revolves by the action of a steam engine,

each bucket scrapes up its share of grain and conveys

it to the top of the house, dropping it into long iron

troughs, which pass over the tops ot a 1 the reservoirs.

"On each trough works an Archimedean screw,

which passes on the corn without ceasing to its furthest

end, or drops it into any selected reservoir by the

opening of a small door in the bottom of the trough.

1*liere is, of course, a door above each reservou-

When one is liUed the door is shut and the next

opened, and so on. If the Wheat or Oats are dry and

clean when put in, the natural circulation of air

through the centre shaft and the. holes m the exter or

of the iron reservoir cases is sufficient to preserve it tor

some time ; but if more drying is needed or it be

required to guard against, worms, &c., ihe top ot the

centre tube is closed, and au- blown into it from under-

neath. The draught, having no means of exit except

through the numerous small holes, is thus driven

through the corn, and not only dries it but creates

such I vibration as to render the life of any worms

that may be in it such a burden to them that they

cannot enjoy domestic ease or bring .up.tteir young,

but are driven, Tantahis-like, to despair in the midst

of plenty. But even thi.s is not considered sufficient

The great weight in each reservoir might cake some of

the corn at the bottom, and in any case a httle

circulation is good for it, so shutters are provided at

the bottom of the reservoirs, near the ground, to let

out the com when necessary. Spouts under the

shutters convey the gram into troughs with

Archimedean screws; anS these lead it, tumbling over

and over, to the endless band and buckets which raise

it aaain to the top, where it goes through the usual

routine, bavin'.; bwii wH mixed on its way. Then

there 'U-c sloain mills l'"r -rinding, steam apparatus for

mixiu" Ihf dnu-li, and small carriages^to run the bread

into the ovens, of wlii(;li there are 12."

A commencement, however, seems to have been

made in introducing this system into England, and

a company is carrying it out on a large scale A
aranary has been erected at Canada Wharf, Kother-

Bithe (capable of holding about 50,000 qrs.) which

granary is likely to be considerably increased, ihe

fnvention, it is hoped, will be a great boon to the grain

trade and the public at large. Since the granary was

opened in June, 1865, its value has been tested m
bringing into condition, in a veiy .short space of time,

and at a very moderate expense, p.arcels of gram

arriving after a long sea voyage in a heated condition

and by keeping in good condition the gram warehoused

in the granary. .. „ ,,

The secretary of the company writes as foUows:—

"To show that this system of granary is now

beginning to be .appreciated as it should be, I may

mention that the Lombardo-Venetian Railway

Company constructed three years since a granary at

Trieste capable of storing 100,000 qrs, of gram, which

is now working to the entire satisfaction of the

company. It is probably the largest granary m the

world. The Austrian Government constructed tor

military purposes two granaries of between 30,000 and

40,000 qrs. each, one at Bruck and the other at Verona,

the latter dcscrilicd by the Times correspondent.
Aniidicr I'C 12.ooo (|rs. exists at Liverpool ; and I may
ay thai in all IIksc un-anaries, hard labour being

supcrM.Kil li, ^Ir.iiii 1I..1M I', the cost of working is less,

ami tlir ni.rk i. L. Urr .Ima-, and they thus give the
greatest ^ali-tari u.n i„ ili,.|r owners and the public.

The diiTitors imII have ph'asure in allowing any of

your rcadrrs to insiicrt Uic.ir premises on applying to

me for an (irdcr for that purpose."
"A Colonist," writing to the Times, refers to the

means adopted in Ceylon as regards the Coffee cro]i, 1

and says ^—
" Cotfee is cultivated in Ceylon at from 1000 to 'looo

feet of elevation above the sea. The lower grown
Coffee is ripe some weeks before that grown on the
higher ranges, and the weather and climate of the
lower lands are generally more favourable to the

processes which have to be adopted. These, so far as

they are cari'ied on at plantations, are to pass, it

through a machine which deprives it of its pulpy, juicy

covering, to wa.sli the mucilaginous matter from the

beans (still covered with a parchment skin), and
afterwards to dry them.

" As often happens after a few partial gatherings, a

crop of many thousand bushels becomes ripe alto-

gether, and requires to be gathered at once, or the fruit

will fall to the ground; much anxious care and
watchfulne.ss is required to dry all otf without injury

to the quality and value of this very delicate staple.

On the lower estates, thanks to a powerful sun, this is

generally accomplished by spreading the Coffee to dry

on the barbecue or mortar-laid platform, or even on
mats. But on the higher plantations, where the rains

fall almost continuously during the earher monsoon
months, artiiicial means have to be resorted to so as to

dry the produce that it may be sent to the shipping

port in good condition, to be finally prepared and sent

to Europe. Mr. Clerihew's patent, of which a model
appeared at the Exhibition of 1861, accomplishes this

object perfectly, and is almost universally adopted in

this island. It consists of fanners, worked by a water-

wheel or any other power, to draw a stream of dry air

through the floors of a building on which the wet parch-

ment Coffee is laid, sometimes 1 8 inches thick. By these

simple means crops which would otherwise have rotted

in the store are made to reach the port in the most

excellent condition. Cannot something like this be

applied to corn in wet seasons, first to the ears

accurately taken off by a machine for that purpose, and
then to the straw ?

"

The importance of the subject at the present time

cannot be overrated, .and the suggestion is thrown out

that to each corn-milling establishment, where the

business is sufficiently large to warrant it, au arrange-

ment of a similar kind to the above should be attached

in lieu of the old-fashioned kilns wdiich some of them
now possess. The proprietors would then be enabled

to apply the .system to and turn to account the home-
grovTO damp AVheat of their own neighbourhood, which

without it could not be used. Journal of the Society of
Arts.
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THE CATTLE PLAGUE.
The Weekly Return of the reported cases of Cattle

Plague ill Great Britain, published by authority of the

Lords of the Privy Council, for the week ending

Saturday, iNovember 10, intimated that five attacks ot

cattle plague had occurred in Great Britain during the

week ending November 10, being an increase of three

on the Return for the week preceding. The Return of

the reported cases for the week ending Saturday.

November 17, makes the following statements:—

During the week two attacks of cattle plague are

reported to have occurred in Great Britain, being a

decrease of three on the previous return. l^Yesh out-

breaks took place in two farms or places where cattle

are kept ; the number in the week preceding was three.

No healthy cattle were slaughtered during the week
from having been in contact with diseased animals.

The attacks reported are for the following two petty

sessional divisions of England—viz. (Lincolnshire,

Kesteven Division) Ness, one calf; and (Cheshire)

Ea-st Bucklow, one heifer; both these animals were

slaughtered by order of inspector. The number of

animals attacked since the commencement is 253,732,

and 52,415 healthy cattle have been slaughtered to

prevent the spread of the disease.
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Much may be said as to the classes of persona included

within the term "working classes." The electoral statistics

only included in it persons supporting themselves by daily

manual labour. Some have limited the meanhig to such as

are in the receipt of weekly wages, and some would limit the

term " workers " to such as are employed in the production of

wealth. It might seem also a condition of such appellation,

that the person should stand in the capacity of servant or

worker for others, and not as worker on his own account. On
the other hand, we must remember that in many industries

the workers are paid by the month or quarter, such as seamen
and domestic servants. The practice is very general also of

paying by piecework rather th.an by the day or week, in many
cases the master contracting with one workman, and the

workman making a sub-contr.act with other workers. In the

same manner, though in a strictly economic .sense, we should

consider as workers only such as are producers of wealth
:.
we

cannot exclude from the general appellation and received

nic.anin.T of working classes, large numbers of domestic

servants, soldiers, police, Sic. For practical purposes, there-

fore, we must take within the meaning of working classes all

who, whether ,as workers for others or as workers tor them-

selves, are employed in manual labour, be it productive of

wealth or uot.
Properly to appreciate whether the wages are high or low,

we should have regard to the nature of the education and
training necessary before a person is in a position to earn full

wages, the fatigue, the discomfort, wear and tear, and danger

attending different kinds of labour, its healthiness or un-

healthiness, and tho pleasure or repugnance with which the

labourer performs it. But our object is not to estimate the

remimerative chariietcr of wages, but simply to ascert.ain.the

amount of earning of the labouring classes. In so doing,

however, it is not sufficient to consider the amount of money
wages, but we must add the money value of food, house

accomraod.ation, or other perquisites usu.ally given in some
industries. Such are, generally, the principles I have adopted

in the following estimates.

Upon the basis 1 have already mentioned, the numbers of

workers or earners of wages in the difierent occupations in the

United Kingdom are as follows : t^

Males, 20 to 60 .

.

Males \inder 20 .

.

Females, 20 to 60 .

Females under 20

3,800,000
08T,0OI>

1,830,000
84!l,000

643,500
122,000
328,000
110,500

1,180,000

240,000
513.000
188,000

6,523,500
1,355,000

2,671,000
1,147,000

2.127.000 |l0.69f,000

The wages, details of which .ar

each bltmch of industry, -' '

geneml averages l—

INCOME OF THE WORKING CLASSES.

[Tbe following is .in estimfito of the earnings of tho Working
Classes of the United Kingdom, prepared by ProfeaBor

Leone Levi for Mr. Bass, M.P.]

In accordance with your instructions, I have instituted

a careful and searching inquiry into the earnings of the

working-classes nf the United Kingdom, and I have no'w

the bill!. Ill- til ; -I ' i-thnate of such earnings, which I

Iji^vi .1 r -I
I

'
'

1 ]ivtsonal inquiry, and the use of

t^j. 1,. ,1 information within my reach.

] .;,
,

;

of sucTi information, and the

prill. ! I 1
i-irsuingthe inquiry. For the

nui.i!
'

1 iipLvLil in the different occupations I

hnv , .1 .

' ii-us of" 1861, adding for the increase of

. .iiit year C per cent, for England and
t,ri, -. in the List cL

Males, 20 to 60 .

.

Males under 30 .

.

Females, 20 to 60

Females under 20

England* Scotland.

And the toUl earnings are as follows :—
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than the estimate made by Mr. GLidstone, whn ]0:ui

amount at nearer 250.000,000/. than 200,000.0(mi/, m.
greater than the estimate I have made myself in ;i i>:iJ)l

before the Statistical Society, " On the Di3trib\itioi

Productiveness of Taxes." founded, howevoi-, inincip;

the Cansus of 1851, * previous to the gi-eat adva:

wages, t and exclusive of the entire number in the rec

parochial relief. J In this calculation, moreover, the
of domestic servants, soldiers, and police, &c., aro inc

with the money value of food, &c.
The distribution of the total earning, accordin^c to

tries, has been found to be as follows :

—

illy on

indus-

Agriculture ..;

Textile fabrics . .
j

:

Metal manufac-
tures . . .

.

Buildin^r trades .

.

Shipping railways
Articles of dress .

.

Domestic service
,

Labourers indefi-i

nite .. ..

Others .. ..'

1,500,000 31,500,000

3,500,000 ,42,500,000

1,200,000 '27,700,000

7,000,000 133,000,000
— 115,000,000

8,000,000 :
60, 000, 000

311,500 000 42,700,000 64,100,000 i-llS.SOO.OOO

Prom these estimates, it appears that the average
a working raan is, in England, '223. tid. ; in Scotland, 2o». Gd. ;

and in Ireland, 14s. 4(i. per week. Frequently, however,
there are more workers than one in a family. In a family of

five, generally two, or even three, persons are earning some-
thing. ^Vssuming then, that there are two earners in each
family, and taking the average wages of men. women, and
children as a basis, the average income per family may be
estimated at 32s. id. in England, 20i'. Crf. in Scotland, and
23.^ 6./. in Ireland. These are the geiicr;d results I ouino to.

At best, it is an cst:n,,it.' ,
L'l' i!

." .^.Tull'. ,! il,l,.l, and
will be found asnciir 1

'
*

', ! .!
.".'; ..ininiry

admits of. IshouI>l . :
i :' ,:.:.

,
;

, nn'MiiLe

of the workingr-dr i.
.

,
; LimMc

portion of tin"" :!'^'
I
'

i ; . ,. m, from
friendly <.,'•]'-, i..'! i. •

i ;i i, ii.,.. .j and
gardens. (... '

i
.

;
i

.
;!

i I imdal
clubs, A:e. !

' ;i.
. . !.;; .Munts,

thuugh, uu IL.' V,;,..:,, il... .Li.,. :;:,! v. , ! [
1 .. [,. ,,,.i .- ,;, ,,l,,rable.

TRIAL OF MOWERS AND REAPERS.
[The following are tlie regulations by which this competition

at Auburn, New York, was directed this yoar.J

1st. No machines will be allowed to enter after the
second week preceding the time fixed for the com-
mencement of the trial. The object of this regulation
is to allow ample time for the arrangement of the
grounds.

3d. The judges, the president and secretary, and a
committee of the officers of the Society will be on the
grounds at the beginning of the week preceding the
trial. They will cause

—

(a) The grounds to be staked
off into lots of exactly one acre, by stakes 3 feet long
by 2i inches wide; the number from No. 1 upwards
will be placed on the top of the stake and turned
inwards towards the lot ; there will be a space of 2 feet

in width between each lot. (i) To cause a headland
six rods in width to be mowed, and the hay removed
from the lot before the commencement of the trials,

(c) To have the following implements ready upon the
grounds before the commencement of the trial:—

A

platform scale ; a pair of small scales ; a speedometer
(in case one end of the lot cannot be seen distinctly
from the other, poles will be provided as guides) ; a
dynamometer; a measure for side draught; a 2-foot
rule ; a measure tape 100 feet long ; two of 5 feet long

;

a portable forge ; a pair of compasses ; a machine for
testing the temper of knives : a sector ; blank books
and lead pencils for each of the judges ; a carriage for
the conveyance of the judges to and from the grounds
to their lodgings, if the trial grounds are too far from
their lodgings. Dinner will be furnished on the field.

A carpenter with his tools to be present. A sufficient
number of policemen will be provided to keep intruders
off the ground.

3rd. The chau-man of the board of judges will prepare
a series of slips of paper numbered from one upwards.
Each competitor will draw one of these, and the number
so drawn will be the number of the lot to be mowed
by him.
4th. The judges will be sudivided into the following

committees :

—

1. Oi> Grai7is ami Grasses.—They will report to the chair-
man of the judges on the following points ; (a) The kinds of
gram and Grass growing in each field. (i>) If there are
different kinds of grain or Grass growing in the field, they
will give their names, and estimate the proportion which
each kind bears to the whole amount, (c) State the average
length of each kind of Grass or grain, also thickness on the
^o'^nd. (rf) Give the names of tlie weeds growing in the
field, their proportions, average length, and their toughness of
stalk, (e) Estimate the total amount of Grass or grain on an

With income-tax, being incomes of lOOi. and upwards, was, in
the year ended the 5th of April. 1864, England, 276,514,250/.:
Scotland. 27,137,918^ ; Ireland, 23,123,333/. ; United Kingdom,
326,775,5011. Assuming tUat a very small proportion, if any,
of the income of the working-classes is charged with income-

*.!,„ i„i.i
^ ^1 ^jjg United Kingdom thus ascertained

Earned by
Working
Classes.

England
Scotland
Ireland

United Kingdo

311,500,000 276,500,000
42,700,000 27,100,000
64,100,000 23,100,000

418,000,000 _326,700,000 745,000,000

1 the estimate then given.'The increasing population, i,,t.iuj
ii upwards of one million and a-half.

t An advance of 5a. per week on 11,000,000 workers gives :
total, per annum, of 143,000,000?.

t Nearly one million in number, whose income, even at 10.*
per week, would give 26,000,000/.

II, , I.. w ;
1 ,

,
. ,.; ,,

,
.
; i|ij:i, from which

1'. o/i tirujhc and 7". <.v.— iiii-7. L'oiiiiiMLtcu will ascertain:

((i) The exact weight of each machine when ready for work.
(6) The price of the machine at the shop of the maker, (c) If

any extras are sold with the machine, they will say wliat they
are. ((0 If there is a diflEerence in price when i!x"ti-;ifl I'n witli

them, they will statowhat it is. TheC mi;.. ..i ;•

will (rt) give a general description of I I
'

. l,i;; . I'.

will describe minutely those portions .! i,, i ,, n

are peculiar to it, and which constitni.' ii m.ii i In ih: >
,

(c) They will point out any departures from t;st;iV>lished

mechanical principles in its constiiiction, giving their reasons
in full.

3. The Committee on Mechanical Amm-i' inmh will ascertain
and record: {a)Thenumberof horses re. [i;ii

. ) f .v. i. li innehine.

(6) The number of men, and the cij.i ' ';
! ;

' Mn^yare
employed, (c) The kind of material u i

:
; miction

of eachmachine,andtheopinionof its iliii . ,.. .. i iivamiue
the workmanship of each machint.-. ,nul ..i.iU i^ic nature,
locality, and probable consequence of each defect, (t) The
metals that are used for journal bearings. (/) Observe the
machine after it has been used, and state what parts have
been heated, and to what extent, (</) Bxamino them carefully
after they have be^n used, to see if any part has been unduly
rubbed or worn. (A) Observe the facilities for oiling each p-irt

of the machine, and for easiness of access to each bolt, screw,
and nut. (i) What arrangements are made forcutting stubble
at different lengths. (j) In what manner are the gravels
delivered, behind or at the side, (k) The relative portability
and compactness of the machines. (() The contrivances
adopted for the security and comfort of the driver.
{•It) Ascertain the temper of each knife. This committee will
adopt some scale of numbers, by which they may express the
relative values of the machines on such of the above points as
are reLitive in their scope.

4. The Committee on QualUi/ of Work will-(a) Assume
the number 40 to represent the best woi-k that can be done.
The number 30 as representing the best work that can be done
with a hand scythe. The number 20 as inferior to any work
that would be tolerated by a respectable finncr. The i^'radation
uf wi.ii-k will! iL- expressed by numbers ii, '

. i
!;:. h ,' l.. Ihcsc.

(.r ,/t Tlicstundiird speed to which c
i

. ..[ucstcd
tn o.iiifnnn, is 1 acre per houi'. (/») 'll.. il' >itifular
attention to the .speed of the machine ut t hi' iim.' ..t i-I< 'urging.
i'ur this purpose they will be furnishetl witli a siicortome*'er,
which, in connection with the time occupied, will enable
them to ascertain the maximum and minimum speed at which
each will operate usefully, (r) Observe the evenness of the
cut: whether it is higher at n-t- '-n! tb in thf nfhcr. and
whether it is scalloped. Ttii-^

i :i i . t, i \o when
the machine is moving at tbf -; ,i ,,

i
, :. thour.

((/) The condition of the Of.i- .; i ;lii_riti3
evenly spread or in ridges. i j ) i i. mi.. aiuLi i. .mjs the
Grass in the best condition for drying io tho njList perfect.
(e) Tho length of stubble left by each machine. To accom-
plish this, numerous measurements shoidd ba made in at least
10 different portions of each lot, average taken. (/) See if

any spears o£ Grass or gi-ain have been dniwn out by the
roots ; if so, stato the proportion, (j/) What is the appear-
ance of the cut end of the machine stubble ; is it clean cut or
torn off ? (h) The closeness with which the machine cuts up
to obstacles, such as stones, stumps, and fences, (i) State the
condition in which the machine leaves tho gravels ; whether
in the best condition for the binder or not. (j) Is the grain
beaten out by the action of the machine when moving at the
standard speed? (k) The condition of the Grass or grain with
respect to wetness or dryness. The Committee on Time will
note—(a) The exact time of starting each machine. (0) They
will observe the time occupied by each stoppage, stating its

cause, and specifying those which were occasioned by the
fault of the machine, and those which were not connected
with the machine. N.B. It vsdll be distinctly understood that
no credit will be given for rapidity of work done by hurrying
the horses. It is the desire of the society that the manu-
facturer should move the machine at the speed which he
deems best adapted to show its merits, (e) The time of final
stoppage of each machine, (d) In the dynamometer trials

they will note the exact length of time that the dynamometer
is applied to the machine while in motion, (d d) In these
trials the machine will be set to cut the stubble 3 inches in
length, (e^ In tho trials of minimum speed, they will note
the exact time a machine is passing over a given space.

5. The Committee on Di.nensiojis will make and record the
following measurements :—(a) The length of cut. This measure-
ment will be in all cases the length of the actual cut. not the

IS gathered by the divider, (ft) The diameter and breadth
of the driving wheel. If the wheel is not smooth, state the
length and breadth of the projections, and their distance from
each other, (c) The number of vibrations of the knife to each
revolution of the driving wheel ; also the length of each
vibration, (rf) The advance of the machine while making one
vibration, (e) The length of the base of each tooth of the
cutter, and the distance of the apex from the base. (/) The
breadth and thickness of each end of the cutter bar. The
material, whether of wood, steel, or iron ; also the same
dimensions for the finger bar. The weight of the knife and
cutter bar will be noticed. (g) The distance between the
fingers or guards ; length of the vibrations, and whether it is

greater or less than the distance between the centre of the
guard fingers, (h) Is the knife sickled-edged or smooth i

(») The diameter of the reel, and the number of its revolutions
in relation to the driving wheel, (j) The pitch of the gearing.

(jj) The angle at which the cutter and guard finger meet in
severing the crop, (k) The length of the Pitman rod, and its

weight and material, (k k) The width of the finger at the
point where the face of the cutter section meets it, and'atthe
point where the apex meets it.

6. The Dynamovieter Committee will— (a) Ascertain the
total power required to operate each machine while cutting.
(6) The power required to draw the machine over a smooth
surface with the knife in motion but not cutting, (c) The
power required to draw the machine over a smooth surface,
the knife being in repose, (rf) Measure the side draught.
The dynamometer will t>e applied once across the field and
back. The four machines consuming the le.ost power on the
first trial shall be tried again ; and if the consumption of
power remains relatively the same, the trial will be final. If

otherwise, the trials vrill be repeated until the committee
s.atisfy themselves which really is the most economical of
power. When all these points have been accurately deter-
mined, the judges will consider them and decide—(a) Which
is the cheapest machine ; (b) The most simple in its construc-
tion; (c) The most durable; (tZ) Which requires the least
power; (c) Which has the least side draught. - This will be
determined by its capacity to perform a given amount of
work, in a workmanlike manner, in a given time, in the
most economical way. (/ ) Which does the work in the least

time ; {g) Which does the best work
;

(/<) Which is managed
with the most facility. In determining the last question, they
will consider— (i) Which is the most portable when in opera-
tion, or otheiTvise ; {j) The arrangement for throwing in or
out of gear ; {k) Accessibility of parts for convenience of
oiling, tightening nuts, .fee. ; {i) Convenience and safety of the
driver ; (»i) Readiness with which the machine may be
brought into perfect opei-ation from a dead stand, and quality
of work with slow motion ; (n) Time and room occupied in
turning and avoiding abrasion of the turf ; (o) Adaptation to

111! tutting at different heights, and to cutting
'll!'

: lirass. When the judges have determined
til' > -II I! , ihey will proceed to decide which of the
ui.ii.Kiin_.-, i.-- ijv>i adapted to the use of the farmer, by having
the gruatcbt number of merits and the fewest defects.

5th. In case two or more machines should approach
very near to each other in merit, the judges will give
such machines new trials, as in tangled Clover, on soft
liottoms, on stony surfaces, and such other places as
seem best adapted to settle their relative merits.

Gth. Only four machines shall be in operation at
once, and each machine shall be attended by a member
of the Time Committee all the time thai it is in action.

7th. The machines will be tried in the order of their
numbers. Lot No. 1 will be cut lirst, No. 2 next,
and so on.

8th. The trials will commence at 8 a.m., and continue
until 6p.m., with an intermission ofone hour for dinner.

9th. Each competitor will furnish his own team and
driver.

10th. It is of importance that each machine be put
in complete running order before coming on to the
ground, and the knives should be perfectly sharp
before the dynamometer trial takes place. No allow-
ance will be made by the judges should this precaution
be neglected. Competitors should be well supplied
with oil, wrenches, and duplicate parts of the machine.

11th. A lot will be provided in which competitors
may try their machines previous to entering upon tho
regular trial.

12th. No persons will be permitted to go upon the
grounds while the trial is proceeding,except competitors
and judges.

13th. The police will prevent all persons handling
the cut grain, except the owner and his men.

14th. The chairman of the judj^es will tabulate the
reports of the sub-committees, and will draw up a full

report of the trial.

15th. Exhibitors shall present no other machines for
trial than th.ose which they habitually furnish from
their shops to their customers. The object of the
Society is to furnish for farmers the best machines in
actual use, and they do not wish to countenance any
other, and they desire none others for trial than those
in market for farmers' use.

Entries to be made at the Secretary's office at least

one week previous to the trials.

VILLAGE LECTURE.
[The following is a fragment of a winter evening

lecture, given some time ago in a country school-
room, on " Wages and Savings Banks."]
No doubt labouring men have an influence on the rate of

wages, bvit it is a round.about one. They cannot directly
influence the rate of wages by merely intimating their dis-
satisfaction with it. It is not so much by direct action here
that they can benefit themselves, as it is by tho direct and
indirect influences of all that numerous class of institutions
which may be called savings banks, that this is to be done.
Wages are the market value of labour. Goods aro cheap or dear
according to the relations between tho supply of them and tho
demand for them. If the market be full of any sort of
commodity demanding a sale, and there bo few buyers, of
course the value of, that commodity will fall, altogether
irrespectively of the original cost of the commodity itself. To
be sure, If that be very high, then no further supply will bo
brought in until, the stock being cleared, tho unsatisfied
demand begins again to raise its price ; btit the truth is

that the price of any article is determined simply by tha
relation between tho demand for it and tho supply of it

—and labour is just like any other commodity in this
respect. The value of labour is beyond any direct control,
for just as the price of English Wheat or American Cotton
rises or falls according to the proportion between the
quantity wanted and tho quantity offered in the market,
between the demands of the purchaser and tho supplies of
the seller—so the value of labour rises or falls according to
tho proportion between the number of men wanting employ-
ment and the number of employers wanting men. Take the
case of the agricultural labourer, for example, and you will havo
abundant illustration of this fact. Some years ago I obtained
information about the rate of wages paid for agricultural
labour in all the counties of England, and most of those of
Scotland, and there were wonderful differences between them,
not only in the value of day labour, but in the prices paid for
piece work. And the causes of theso differences are perfectly
obvious. Wages were lowest in those counties where the least
employment was offered, where no manufactures were carried
on, and where, the land being wholly in Grass, there was tho
least agricultural labour as well. Take Durham with its coal
pits, or Lancashireand its cotton mills, or Berwickshire with its

energetic arable farming, and you havo higher wages than in
the cases of Dorset, Wilts, or Somerset, without manufactures,
or with plenty of Grass land. It is not the fault of tho
employers—it is the inevitable consequence of the competition
which obtains among the labourers themselves for what work
there is for them. If you were to force a farmer to pay more
wages than the natural rate according to the supply of labour
in the market, you would simply diminish his ability to
employ labour at all. And of course the same truth holds in
the manufacturing as it does in the agricxdtural business. There
is a certain propoi-tion of the produce which, when turned into
money, must be reinvested in the labour n-xessary for tho
production of the next crop. If that proportion has to bo
divided among a greater number of men, there will be the less

for each ; if among a smaller number, each will have tho
more. Take the case of IreL-ind, where \Qd. and 1?. a-day .aro

first-rate wages. There is a certain population upon the land
who must find support upon it. If we abruptly raise the rate
of wages among that large number of people to the rate of
more favoured disti-icts, we shall have absorbed aU the produce
of the land to pay for the existing crop, and we shall havo
nothing left either for their maintenance or ours for another
year. Hard-hearted farmers of Somerset, Wilts, or Dorsetshire !

why, they are as good-natured and as willing to benefit their
neighbours as those of Durham or of Berwickshire—it is not
their fault that wages are low ; if with their agricidtural
population wages were forcibly raised to the rate at which
they stand in the Northern counties they would be ruined,
and what is more to our present purpose, tho business cf
farming would be ruined, by which any wages at all aro
provided. Farming, of course, like any other business, must
be profitable to be kept going—the more profitable it is, tho
more energetically will people engage in it, and the greater
will be the demand for labour, and the higher will be its valua
in the market. In this way no doubt the rate of wages may
be intixienced ; but let us not think that they can be raised by
main force or by the more carrying out of a resolution. They
are a grototh ; we may sow the seeds of the plant—labourers
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may do that far more efficiently than employers, and what
they are we shall consider presently—but we cannot call ii

fuU-growTi into existence at once. It we do, it will die all the

sooner for our pains, and we shall find that it has exhausted
the soil from which it drew its nomishment.
Xow of course these remarks apply to labour in other

trades and businesses as well as that of farming. Wages
everywhere are just the market value of labour, and that
is arrived at by simple agreement between the buyer and
the seller. Sometimes farmers refuse to supply tho markets
because grain is low in price ; well, I admit most thoroughly
the right, and I rejoice that right can to some extent bt
exercised.— I admit most thoroughly the right of labourers tc

refuse to take their labour to the market at any existing

prices with which they may be dissatisfied. As regards their

strikes, however, of course I do not admit the right of the
majority of anybody of working incu who may think their

labour is insufficiently remunerated to coerce a minority who
may be satisfied to continue at existing wages. The conscience
of any man in his cooler moments will tell him just a'l pLiinly
as I do that, however absolute his light to refuse his own
labour except for a higher wage, or to join with others who
may think with him upon the subject, ho has no right what-
ever to force any one who may not be of his opinion on the
subject. And if we leave the question of the right tc strike
for higher wages, and come to think upon the wisdom or the
expediency of doing so, which after all is practically the
most important point, I am afraid we shall very rarely
indeed find that these strikes have been of anj' use to labouring
men. The fact is that ivith the keen and constant competition
amongst employers it must be very rarely indeed— I should
say never, except to withstand some similar move amonfj the
men—that they will band themselves together against the
working man : and it is in this competition amongst his

employers as hinderingtheirunion, and in the importance which
it is to them that their capital should be kept fuUy at work—it

is in these rather than their power to strike that the safety of

the workman lies. Well, but to return to the farmer. He is

bound to sell his Wheat before the rent day comes, on which
the landlord and the tradesman will be presenting their

claims upon his purse, and then he must just take the market
price for his goods, whether that may have been affected or

not by his keeping all his grain at home. And labourers, I

imagine, find themselves bound to accept employment too,

I. c, to sell their labour before their rent day comes as well, at
whatever wages the labour market offers, whether their

resolution hitherto to keep at home shall have raised the rate
or not. Land-owners, farmers, manufacturers. Labourers—all

must submit to this law. There is no such thing as a duty to

pay a high price for com upon land because farmers and land-
owners are complaining, neither is there any such thing as a
duty to pay a higher price for labour because at any existing
rate labourers may be very badly off. The wages paid for labour,
excepting where kept back by fraud, involve no question of

duty at all—they are the simple commercial results arising
out of the demand for and the supply of the article of which
they are thus the value.

Well, now, how can wages be raised? In only one,

as I believe, of two ways— either by diminishing the quantity
of labouring jjower offered, or by increasing tho quantity
of emplnyincnt for it offered. And we may depend upon it

that emigration is beneficial, not only to those who go, but
also to those who remain at home. In this way, by diminish-
ing the number of labourers, and in any other way by which
the means of labourers can be increased so as to enable them
to retiiin their labour and not sell it at a low rate, may
wages be raised. And as regards the demand for labour,
that may be increased by everything which tends to
increase the intelligence and energy of employers- I have
heard of landowners requiring tenants to pay a certain
rate of wages to their men. Xow it needs no prophet to
f< retell the failure of any such attempt as that to interfere
with the natural condition of the labour market. Nobody can
permanently alter the prevailing rate of wages by mere force
of will ; but landlords may influence the rate of wages by any-
thing which shall tend to the energetic cultivation of their
land. Let the methods to be adopted, however, be what thev
may, they must act, not arbitrarily or by mere force of will
on the result, but upon one or other of the two means to that
result—the quantity of labour offered on the one side, and the
quantity of employment for it offered on the other—upon the
relation between which the whole affair hinses. And here let

us make a i-emark on the relations of machinery to labour.
Working men are apt at the first sight to tiiink that machinery
is their enemy ; they understiud how wages depend upon
there being but few labourers offering their services perfectly
well, and when a machine is constructed which can do more
work by itself than a hundreil hands could do by them-
selves, they can see plainly enough that it is just the same to
them aa if 100 fresh labourers had come to compete with them
for their work, and so to reduce wages ; but then they forget
that wages also depend upon the quantity of work there is to
be done, and if any one fact within the limits of observation
be unquestionably and unmistakably tnce, it is this, that
machinery has had a most marvellous influence in increasing
the quantity of work to be done. It docs, no doubt, in effect

rHds far to tb.

i, as it were, 1000
but by reducing

jases the demand
be done than the
therefore, from

add to the quantity of labn^r-,

quantity of employment f-r l
'

'

fresh hands, and so teivi-^ ^ i

the cost of the munufactur'- i u .

for that article that far niurc .
i

1000 fresh hands can overtak
machinery taking labour out of the hands of the industrious,

it has increased it a hundredfold. Ail Manchester, and a
score of towns in the north, are ready to prove as much.
Listen to the history of one case. Ninety years ago, 50,000
men were employed in the cotton manufacture. Well, Richard
Arkwright, a barber of Sheffield I think, invented contrivances
by which the spinning of the cotton was taken out of the
hands of all these people, so that whereas bejore it was done by
hand labour it was now done by machinery. Did he. therefore,
injure the working man? So far from that, it is tho ti-uth

that wherexs 50,000 hands used to be employed in the manu-
facture of cotton, there are now more than 2,000,000 hands
employed in it ; and I believe the history of the silk, the
woollen, the iron manufacturer proves with equal force that so
far as the interests of society are concerned, well considered
self-interest may be safely left to its own guidance in the
matter of machinery as in every other thing. And in agricul-
ture the same law holds true—it will prove no exception to
the rule. I can just remember the year 1820, when I

believe, threshing machines were first introduced into these
parts, and I can remember the incendiary fires of those times
in consequence of the ignorant rage, for so it was, of the people
against these machines. Well, but who fears these machines
now ? Are agricultural labourers any the worse off because
the flail has been taken out of their hands ? I will venture to
say that more wages have been paid by the farmers of England
during this year 1866, with all the machineiy they employ ; and
we may depend upon it that good machinery in agriculture,

as in every other manufacture, is part of that system which
employs the most labour.
What I am trying to do is to impress upon individual wcrk-

ing men that so far as the genend rate of wages i.^ concerned,
it is almost beyond their individual influence ; of course everj'

one can, by intreaaing his own skill and his own habits of

attentivoness and carefulness, render his own labour mora
valuable, but he gets higher wages by increasing the quality
of bis services ; and what I say is that, take any given quality

of labour, its value is almost beyond the control of individuals
—it is the result of the general state of the labour market, the
general relation of supply and demand aa regards that pnrticu
lar commodity which wo call labour. You sec tho effect of

this relation between supply and demand in the different

wages obtained by different styles of workmen, .t: for instance
farm labour.ers. carpenters, mc^'b "»!=. Th" simple reason
here, as everywhere else, lies in t]v iin'i

i lihour to be
done compared with tho numli- i i

' i ors who are
qualified to doit. Andif youask n, i i^i. thcnumber
of such labourers does not in creas. it . in,! t it -^ in all sorts
of labour sn that wages might be alike in .^II, tho answer
appears in the expense attending the acquisition of a know-
ledge of the different trades. It costs a father nothing to send
his son to the ploutrh, and the boy begins to receive waftcs
according to his ability at once ; but it does cost him some-
thing to apprentice his son to a blacksmith, a carpenter, or

painter, and this lad must be content to receive nominal
wages for several ycirs before these higher wages can be had
at all. Well, then, the point to which we are brought I believe
to be this, that while, of course, everyone can improve himself
in skill and all the other things which make up excellence as
a workman, and so acquire a higher rate of payment for his
labour, yet that as regards the working classes generally the
rate of wages is beyond direct control. Before leaving this

point, I would just refer to the existence of co-operative

societies of workmen clubbing together to provide the neces-
sary capital, and formed with the view of not only earning
their ordinary wages but of dividing among themselves the
profits of the business also to which, being their own masters,
they are of course entitled. I should be very glad if these
societies were all in a flourishing condition, as 1 have heard of

some that they are. But I confess I do not expect to see
them generally succeed. I see too many instances where
masters, having the entire control of their own business, fail

imder circumstances in which others have succeeded, not to
know that a promptitude and vigour and unity of action, so to
speak, are needed in the conduction of business which a
co-operative society of workmen, each with a voice in the con-
dHction of affairs, is not so likely to exhibit. It may be
opposed to this, that this co-operative system is just that to

which all our railroads owe] their existence—that a railway
company is just a co-operative society of workmen. Well,

and may not the experience of these railway companies be
taken as fuU proof of what 1 have said on the subject? How
many of them have satisfied their shareholders ? They are no
exception to the general rule of ill-success, which holds true,

I believe, of the co-operative societies of other labourers which
exist. And I confess I look for more influence both on the
condition of working men and on the rate of wages too in the

operation of savings banks than in any of those schemes
which workmen have devised for escaping the harshnesB
and hardness of their masters by taking the business of

masters on their own shoulders. /. C. M.

Home Correspondence.
London Sewoffe.—My attention has just been drawn

to a letter which appeared in your Paper a few weeks
since, from the pen of Professor WrJghtson, in answer
to one of mine which was inserted in the Times. Allow
me a few words in reply. After reiterating a truism,

to the effect that the "sewage question is a grave
one," the Professor j;oes on to say that it is very
"vexatious to see facts questioned which have
long since been fully pi'oved." My idea, Mr. Editor, is,

that if they have been so " fully proved," it is scarcely

worth his while to be "vexed" that they should
now be called in question; but does not the truth

ooze out a little further on, when he tells

us that this so-called " fact " lies at the very foundation
of Mr. Mouie's system of earth closets? And the
Professor exults no little to find me tripping over
a "clerical error" of Mr. Bateman, C.E. ; but really

if Mr. B. be correct in all other particulars, it does not
so much matter whether the 400 acres are removed to

the depth of 3 feet or 6. Besides which, a Professor of
Agriculture should be aware that there are not many
places where the soil is (i feet deep, or 3 either ; and
therefore it is probfible that much more than 400 acres

would be required ; indeed, if 3Ir. Moule's idea of
having a "barrowful or two of earth" to empty all

slops into! is to be realised, why then 4000 acres
will not suffice, notwithstanding that the earth
is to be used " several times over." But does
the Professor in reaUty think that there will

be no escape of ammonia or other gases in that delight-
ful process of drying of which he speaks so compla-
cently ? If he does, I do not ; and yet I am not so
" profoundly ignorant " of all Mr. Way has written us
he imagines. Let the Professor place a shallow disli

containing dilute acid in an earth closet,—or still

better amongst the mixture from one when being dried
—cover the whole with a bell-glass ; and after it ha.s

been standing for a few hours, if upon evaporating off

the acid he does not find salts of ammonia formed J
will frankly confess that even such "advanced
thinkers " as myself may occasionally be in error. So
also if he uses a bell-glass with a ground
stopper and finds that upon removing this

he cannot divine the contents of the glass by the odour
from the same, I will again make a like concession. Of
course the Professor has many times explained to his
pupils the nature of tho chemical change which takes
place when the fumes of hydrochloric acid and the
vapour of ammonia come in contact. Let him
make this very simple experiment by dipping a glass

rod in the above acid, and then inserting it into the
bell-glass as already described, and he will detect an
abundance of ammonia present, proving to a demon-
stration, whatever maybe said to the contrary, that the
earth does not deodorise ; or these gases would not find

their way throuf^h it, but would be retained within its

pores. No one will dispute that if a " pint and a half" of

earth be thrown upon a foecal deposit there will be a
less amount of smell got from it in a given time—that
does not prove it to have been deodorised however : if

the same matter were put into a bottle it would not
smell through it, but I should be loth to say that the
bottle had deodorised it nevertheless. But inasmuch
as the soil, being porous, will not wholly prevent the
escape of noxious gases, I imagine that danger might
arise were earth closets to be generally adopted, for it

must be remembered that the gei-ms of disease often

pxist where no smell is appreciable. Again, the
Professor is wrong in asserting that T "confuse the

deodorising power of soils with the different pro-
perty of removing certain organic and inorganic
substances from solution." To put him right
in this particular I would just observe that
the above refers to dcodorisation, and what follows
will have reference to the other thing. He says
water "may be partially robbed" of its potash
or phosphoric acid in filtering through the soil, and at
the same time wash out an equal or greater quantity
of lime from it : in answer to which I would say
that it is exceedingly im])robable, seeing that both
potash and phosphoric acid are very soluble in water,
and lime only sparingly so. If my " objection " is more
" frivolous" than this refutation, it is not worth much
at any rate. The Professor pulls me up very uncere-
moniously for doubting the infallibility of Mr. Way;
but is he not treading upon that gentleman's corns
when he says, " no one dreams that such matters are

removed by the physical attraction of soils under con-
sideration ? " Now Mr. Way says distinctly that the
soil has the power to attract these substances from
sewage and store them up for the use of the plant.

What does the Professor mean by his concluding
paragraph? Does he mean that my theory is at

present unfounded, but can easily be proved to be
correct? or that proofs of its erroneous teaching
could be easily supplied ? Really these Professors should
write more reliable English. Thomas Rose, C.E.
["Eeliable English" is itself most untrustworthy if

offered as a specimen of the language in which Professors
should address us. Ed."'

The Neiv Wairr DrJIf.—On the I7th ofNovember last

year I wrote yu a K ttnr respecting a new principle of
water drill, which h;i'l jn-l been patented by Mr. C. S.

Billups. In that Ir-ttc-r f ventured to express a very
decided opinion upon the merits of the drill. But.
perhaps, I had better quote in extenso the words I
then used. '' It is so much superior in every sense to

any other principle I have witnessed, that I conceive
many who possess old slide drills will feel disposed to
pay the patentee a fee, and have them adapted to the
new system, and assuredly all who purchase new drills

will not do so, if they are wise, until thty have care-
fully examined Mr. Billu])'s most simple, light, and
efficient implement." Strange enough, on the l/th of
November I again find myself similarly occupied ; but
this year, instead of employing terms of prediction, I
have to communicate words of fact. I may, however,
in passing, observe that the predictions I ventured
upon 12 months ago have received a literal fulfilment,

and several old slide drills have during the year been
altei-ed to the new principle, and I believe some parties,

who at that time were contemplating the adoption of

the water-drill system, have wisely waited, seen, been
convinced, and as the result purchased drills a la mode
Billups. But I write more particularly now to give
the results of my own experience during the last few
months. Although fully convinced of the superiority

of Billups' principle, I yet felt the desirableness of

those convictions being confirmed by actual experi-
ments, made on my own farms, and which would be
under my ovra. observation and inspection, without
let or hindrance, during the whole of the season.

On Thursday the 15th of March, I accordingly sowed
one acre of Poland Oats in the middle of an 18-acre

field with this new drill, the remainder being sown
with my old cup drill. I watched these narrowly from
seed-time to harvest, but without at any time or in

any particular discerning the slightest drawback. The
manure was distributed viith the greatest possible

regularity; the plant was as good, and the growth
as vigorous and uniform as could be desired, and in no
sense was the acre inferior to the remainder of the
field. But to be doubly sure, or rather quadruply
sure, I did not allow this single experiment, conclusive

as it appeared, to satisfy me, but repeated it in three

fields sown with Coleseed early in July, a 30-acre field

and two 20-acre fields. In each case a certain numbtr
of drills were sown in the middle of the field, the
remainder as before being sown with the old cup drill.

To be brief, I would simply say that in each the

results were equally satisfactory, and fully confirmatory

of my previously expressed opinions. I am therefore

driven to the inevitable conclusion, that if Billups'

drill discharges the liquid with equal regularity, and
secures as vigorous and uniform a growth of the crop,

and is withal much lighter and easier of draught than

any other yet invented, it must be the best drill for the

farmer to use. In this drill you get rid of the great

cumbersomeness of the cup drill, and without the

sacrifice of any of its good qualities. I don't know
what Mr. Billups' arrang:ements are with manufac-

turers, or whether his drill will be shown at the

Agricultural Hall next month; but doubtless any

one seeking information, or contemplating the adoption

of the water-drill system, now so constantly increasing

in favour, will experience no difficulty in obtaining

the requisite particulars. Alfred S. JRusion, Ayleshif

Mors?, Cbaiieris, Soi\ 1".

Thiu'is in ^;»e/-(t.'a.—Though much pleased with

3fr. Howard's paper on " Things in America" (p. 1076),

there is one point, and a serious ons, which requires

correction. We are told that American farmers pay

no rent, are exempt from tithe. Church-rate and game,

and that their poor-rates are a mere bagatelle. Some
lines lower it is stated that iron, clothing, and a

hundred other things, are taxed for the benefit of the

manufactures, but that when public attention ceases

to be distracted by the present political difficulties,

these taxes will be done away. Now, it is well known
that long before the war. protective duties formed the

great bone of contention between the North and South,

and probably contributed, quite as much as the slave

question, to cause the civil war. It may, therefore,

fairly be doubted whether the North, now victorious,

will be willing to reverse a policy which has been

maintained for years with increasing perseverance.

But putting this ajicTe. any one would infer from Mr.
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Howard's paper that, bating the taxes on consumable

irticies,an American has onlyatrifling poor-rate instead

pf the heavy burthens underwhich we poor Englishmen

groan. But did Mr. Howard never hear in America
that, in addition to income-tax, there are heavy loca!

rates, besides direct taxes, paid to the State in which

the property is situated ? I am not in a position to

give the particulars of these taxes, nor have I had the

advantage of visiting America, but it lyould be

interestuig if some impartial person would give us, m
figures, the sums actually paid in direct taxation by a

farmer in New Tork or Pennsylvania, holding a farm

worth, say, 10,000 dollars. Even before the war it was

a fallacy, thouRh a general one in England, to suppose

that there were few or no taxes in America. (?. k
The Period, of Edncnt!on for the Working Cla —

-A the children I tl

iiiyfrom school, I t

I heir .school iuHi

ences strengthei J

Vi'e may have the mo t

It is much to be
working classes ar. i i!o

n

often happens thai a- I'ln

weaken, other and wmuL'
the former soon drift away
improved implements and machinery on our f m
but in order to have the land thoroughly culti tel

clean and free from weeds, two things are nece sa

first, the size of the farm should be suitable to th

machinery employed, and sufficient time shoild be

given f ;r the machinery to operate. And so it si o 11

b,' ill n f'l'i; In educating children who have b t

liiM 'Mni?d for their schooling ; for to u k

s:i[ ' " I ".^ress, the number of children t b

taii-j! !
'

I I I'c suited to the teachers employed a 1

by iiaviiig a school in every parish, the evil arising trom
a large number of children going and coming a long
distance to and from school w'onld be avoided, and
there would be a great advantage in iii^iii;v.; ii^? of the
same school for the older boj's nf \ i-'i' during
the wdutcr mouths. Andtoestalil I \ rws and
right principles in the minds of i !

; m ,j .v niust

be aprolongedapplicatio;; iii'ii-i ii' •
'
.^.' . .,,''.]

to the mind, for giving' '
.
-

.

minds a good helpins t :

teach them how best to li"l:' , inin-. :',,. m i h.t.- n-.,.

through liie; and in order lu appreciate the importance
of prolonging the period of education to the working
classes, we must feel^and acknowiedge the true relation-

ship we owe to one another. So that whatever amount
of wrong may attach itselfto any iiart oftliecommunity,
arising from inetliciency and ignorance, is sure to atfect

the interest cl the uhnlo, (dtlicr directly or indirectly,

and thercf'iu \',,' laitiio' Imm,ii' tho younger members
of the \vni;,,v . .

;
. ii:<i " -'Ives at tho same time

inauy«a\ , :i m i ii; all we can to prolong
theperioil i;l' lli.ir i lucaiiuu, uveu beyond the time
when they leave schoul and enter upon the duties of
life, by exercisuig our influence as employers, farmers,
masters, mistresses, and others; for we should all

remember that in advising and enforcing what is best
for others, we are also doing at the same time what
is best for ourselves, B. Saiislei/, Perrysjield Farm,
Oxled, Surrey, Nor. 17.

An Appeal io Non-Sesideiit Landlords.—There is a
subject of great importance to the agricultural classes,
and wdiich I think has been, in many instances, over-
looked by the landlords, and I beg to draw your
attention to it. I do not mean to assert that country
gentlemen as a body are guilty of neglecting the
comfort and well-being of their labourers, or that they
do not attend to the wants of the poor and aged on
their estates ; but I fear that this remark will not hold
good in numerous instances where the landlords do not
reside on their property. They are apt to consider
that the Poor-law provides suflicient relief in these
cases, or that it is the duty of the clergyman to make
up the deficiency if any exists. I believe that this is a
great error. The Poor-law undertakes (and perhaps
wisely) to provide only the bare necessaries of life

;

it does riot contemplate giving any comforts. The
outdoor allowance of a sick labourer is never equal to
his full wages when in work, nor would it be right that
it should. Consequently, he is under the necessity of
running into debt, and those who have been much
among labourers can alone know what privations
sickness, even for a few weeks, entails upon a family.
These are the occasions when the resident landlord's
assistance is so useful, and it is seldom refused. It is

quite true that the clergyman and his wife are most
anxious to render every assistance in their power; but
how limited are their "means of doing so ! The livings
vary from lOOl. to iOOl. a year, the ^smaller sum being
the more general one, and the clergy Imve great diffi-
culty in providing for their own lamilies. Is it just
then that the landlord should throw the duty of assist-
ing the sick and the aged upon them? Is he not
equally bound to attend to the wants of his labourers,
whether he resides on his estate or not ? The parish
allowance to an old man or woman who is past work,
is 2s. 6d., and sometimes 3s. a week, and the sum of
81. a year is to provide them with lodging, food, fire,
and clothing

! It is evident that if they obtain no
relief beyond this pittance, they must suffer severely
both fVom cold and hunger. "VToidd it be too much to
ask the landlord to give 2 per cent, of his income
as a fund to be entrusted to the clergyman of the
parish for the relief of the sick and the aged ? The
clergyman is generally well acquainted both with
the character and the necessities of his paiibhiouer^
Supposmg the rents of a parish to amount to 5000/ a
year, 2 per cent, would only be 1001. a year, a sum that
it IS hardly believed would be grudged, and jet it
would greatly tend to diminish the sufferings ol the
poor were all non-residents to give that amount It
would increase the clergyman's influence in his piu^h
and would enable him to establish proMdmt dubs
which are the best mode of assisting the poui I have
resided for above 40 years in a neighbourhood wheie
there are few resident landlords, and I know how much
their assistance is required. £. L. [It is certainly
desirable that every one should do his duty,—landlords.

whether resident or not, as well as other people ; and

there is no harm in any one recommending 2 per cent,

as the measure of a man's charities. We imagine,

however, that the fund for relief (whoever had the

administration of it) would be shorn of its existing

dimensions if it were limited to one-fiftieth of income.

And we believe that more is better done by men look-

ing after their own gifts than by entrusting them to

another, even though he be the clergyman. Ed,]

Societies.
Morayshire: iV'oti. Q.—Seapiug hy Machinery.—

The following report on this subject was adopted at

the re ent meet n of th So ety —

Th Ud
d Th

h gh b w D hy I q
that of .iny of the othei.s, yet. frum the less breadth cut, the
heavy draught, and its requinng a driver and man for tilting

the same as a two-horse machine, the difference in price is not
enSicient to recommend its extensive use on the larger farms.
As to the two-hor.se manual delivery machine, the work clone

w.aa very satisfactorj' ; and from the care and workmanlike
manner in which some of the men turned off the sheaves, the
most perfect work was done by this class of reapers. We mav
instance Miss Paul's farm at tlattor, of Kndo.ss. Everything
was done in a very neat aiil -m ' i i i 'aiucr, and such as
1' ft nothing to be desired. !'. incnda itself very
strongly in the managemcn' :

.. !nne. A hand is

exclusively employed in walkin ; 1" i. v 1
1

machine along the
edge of the uncut corn to lift up auy stalks which may have
fallen over in a different direction from the general lay of the
coi-n, the effect of which quite perfectly prevents any
straggling of stubble. Your oomToittee now come to the
two-horse self-delivery. The cutting with this machine
is equal to the others, and the delivery into sheaves very
fair, and, with a little further improvement in the deliver-
ing arrangement, will very probably come into general use.
The work done .at the Home Farm of Altyre by two of these
reapers was fully equal to the average of the whole work
inspected. From the superior work done by all the classes of

reaping machines, we do not hesitate to recommend the
emyjloyment of them on all farms. At the same time, to do full

justice to both machine .and crop, a careful prep.ar.ation of the
land is necessary, broad ridges, thorough h-arrowing. furrows
well filled \ip, Large stones carted off, and the land well rolled.

It is also of the utmost importance to have the knives
regularly and properly sharpened, and the gearing of the
machine frequently oiled. Your committee must not, however,
omit to mention that this has been a favoui-able year for the
trial of reapers, crops being generally light. Notwithstanding
this advantage, we inspected several fields where machines
were at work in heavy crops, and the work done was sufiieient

to recommend their general use. Some disadvantage attend-
ing the use of reapers is caused by occasional breakages ; and,
from the closeness and compactness with which the stalks are

put together in a sheaf, it is more difficult in a harvest like

the past to get the crop into condition for stacking than when
it is cut with the scythe ; but it is more than compensated by
the neat, clean, and tidy way in which the crop can be lifted,

Tho sheaves shotild be of a small size. In many of the reapers
examined, the draught was heavy ; and in otlic! s the horses

b.ad to go too fast, in order to get up the requisite cutting
speed ; while some, from the small breadth of travelling

wheel, were liable to sink in soft soils, thereby increasing the
draught, .as well as injuring the young Grass. The two-horse
reapers cut, in favourable circumstances, from eight to ten
acres per da,v. cmployiuEr eight or ton hands bcsidi'S the raker

iu • : .
: (,.|t'l,,:i^ f,l:-m>, M.;. . ll":..e r-:.l:i, Altyre;

(,i .: .Ill-field, Nctherton, HiUhoad, West Grange,
Ii I II (on, Coltfield, Ardgay, Kintrea, Ream,
isi, -; iiic, liinksfield, Orbliston, M.ains of Orton.
^\iiii II ' imnittee hope that improvements on reapiug
machines may be effected hy the makei's, they would urge on
farmers and their serv.ants to see as to the proper preparation
and culture of the land, and the working of the machines, so
that they may be more extensively used throughout the
country. For this end, your committee would recommend
that rrizes of a fair value should be given for competition to
.servants in charge of machines, who would excel in the
matii<i;craent and keeping of them in repiur, as well as in the
tilting of sheaves a proper size, and that arr.angements shoidd
be made by another harvest for this purpose. The committee
take this opporttmity of conveying their thanks -for the great
courtesy shown by all the gentlemen on whose farms tiie

machines were at work, and their williitgness and readiness to
afford every information as to the working and expenses.

Gjeobgb Brown, Westerton.
Robert Walker, Altyre.

.John Ferguson, Grange.

Mr. Gedde,s, in proposing the health of their patron,
the Duke of Eichmond, said : In his Grace's presence
I need not say what I could say; but I can bear
testimony to the just and liberal manner in which he
acts to^\ard» his tenmtiv I can sas' that he wishes no
man to sit upon his land who would not be able to paj
hib lent and makea luchhnod fiom his land besides
I am suie his Glare miM nii m (o give us hi
issistiuce ashe has hull i

i 1 hope we shall

nevei do anvthin4*to i ii hiess and that
Itl lilinn wbl.b 1, 1m liUlnu,, WUUS

T'l I '"I ' ' I \Us.ud I tanassuievou that
il u il I

' lis been, my great desii e to do
Ul HI in

I I

II 'lie the interests of the Moiav-
shiii 1 umus t.iui) because by promoting their
inteiests m whatever way I can, I believe I am
promoting the interests of agriculture in this part of
the country I certainly have inherited large posses.

sions in the.se parts ; and if I speak for a moment of

myself, I must apologise to you, and confess that it was
in consequence of the w"ords which were u.sed by my
friend Jlr. Geddes in introducing my health, which has
induced me to do so. I received from my father, I may
call it, a very loyal tenantry with the property ; and
one of the pieces of good advice which he gave me
and which I have, and which I .shall always endeavour
to act up to, was—"Keep on good terms with your
tenantry, and they will prove the very best friends you
have, and the only way you can keep on good terms
with them is by treating them as they ought to be
treated. Treat them as your friends and as yoiir equals,

and not as your servants. Give them the land upon
terms wh ch th y ought to have it on—terms on which
tl ej w 11 1 e able to pay you such a rent as it ought to

1 d leave them an ample margin to live in

1 omfort, and in prosperity." In these

t deal is talked of about setting the
f tl country at variance with their land-

1 d b t I m self do not believe in anything of the
knJ It n le that, in some small corners of the
e np e s ha tate of things does exist ; and if it does

t T f el perfectly certain that the landlord is

n 1 t fa It as the tenants in those parts. I
1 1 eve f the tenants are treated as they deserve to

be t ated— s large and important body of the com-
m n ty as body who have it in their power to exercife

a g eat deal both for the weal and for the woe of

tho e who a e lependent upon them, if they are made
f el th po tion which they do occupy and which

they ought to occupy, and if they are made to feel that

the landlord depends upon them quite as much as they

depend upon the landlord, we shall liear few of those

mischievous addresses in which it i- iiil'iidod to place

the two classes at variance. 1 '''i ii \ m have a

prosperous and happy and condn'' i' ; \ . it goes

a great deal further than it at firs I -i in ni" ns lodo—
it permeates, ifl may use the expre.ssion, down through

the tenantry to the labourers of the country ; and
there is nothing more certain, as may be instanced from

what has taken place for many years in the country,

than that we are all apt, I do not care in what station

we are—we are very apt to ape the habits of those

immediately above "us. If the tenants upon the pro-

perty are such as I believe the tenantry upon the

Gordon estates to be, then the labourers have a good

example set before them, and one which they would do

well to imitate ; and if the tenantry are such a.s they

ought to be, the labourers will be found happy and
comfortable, and they will strive to act up to all the

good qualities which they see in the tenantry whose

servants they are. I believe by this means the three

classes I have spoken of—the landlords, the tenantry,

and the labourers of the country—being united

together in one common bond of amity and friendship,

we need not fear anything like a democratic revolu-

tionary feeling getting" hold of the country ; but that wa
have one of the best means lor the welfare and stability

of the country.

Farmers' Clubs.
Faebingdok: Nov. (S.—Mamial Lahour and Us

Relations to Agrimltitre.—Mr. Charles BeWier, of

Little Coxwell, gave a lecture on this subject. He said

;

Tl,,- r„^i 1 am old ciioii-li to remember the times gone by,

^^^^^
. ,, ,,.;

, , -r,--"- M, ,.v"....s of tho
:

•
• ' Milation"

I

' made,

j

I! -times
,, ,,

,
I. , ,r lU'i allotment

I
I

,

I

i r the purpose of
"',.,, •

,
« nf thcmenwho

,,,";', ,,,",: ,,,.,, ,; ,1.,
I ,,i:,

,•.., „f tho towiLs, and

,,,.1, ,,',,, 1,1 Lines of ..iir villafics, " standing all the day

III, .1, no man had hired them." Those were days
. I, ,, ,1, I,, uts were made in paiishes for some of tho

111,11 -,']> iiel no regxil-ar work to go from farm to f.arm,

to be paid at a low price, and put I., ain- wm-l: the f,armers

thought proper, that the parish rate, mijlit !" kept dowri,

and something had in return for tl.e hennten.ince tho

law compelled us to give. Men at ihu tme r,cie sent,

in gangs to work on the roads wheie there was no one

tosuperintend them, and where their time v-as frequent y

v/orsc than wasted Their weekly pay was then gradually

doled out to them .nd received without thanks <.i platitude

Thoi ,1 it the end of I weeks
ill 1 soul t. gelhcr and the

tn go to but =pent then

off garments i f tli ii i

'

colour sh.tpe oi 1 1

1 n

they were but il 'i

who had hearts th 11 ill I in i
t I '

mlseiy In th .si ilns m uiiiii in le 1 man i

louerpavtban .me who hid iwite and the
„^ ,„„

l,argc tanulv "eidd go on r Sattirdav nu;ht to tne o».i«eei

male a report of the number of his chddren and demand of

the pansh ofheers a eertam sum pel head, te. add to his wages

and make the total amoamt equal to what the distnet mafeis

trates considered enough to keep them aU above starring point.

Thev were times when a horse-power threshing machine was

looked on by the labouring man as a foi-mid.able rival in the

labour market, and their dislike to machinery at last grew so

strong that thev banded themselves togetlier. committed acts

of violence, smished some of the threshing machines to atonis,

and in many pl.aces lighted up the flames of the

tho stackyards of their employei _ „_ times when

".gncultuic hid not advanced so tar'as toVhow that heaths and

uld be piofitablv cidtuated bya piditious applica

11 e 1 II It » IS kn jwn t 1 the few stiU tbei e v ere

I 1, s 11 tith tl 1 '•imc >nd

1 il tb 1 n

I

^ know that no
t work, need be

, I. ,
II tbeie is an

.ue.=„..,.. .e id f 1 liiii 1.1 nils m 'irt " °«'>'.|3'

evei-y department of labour the general lem II k 1.S - moiewors-

neople are needed I do not say that in the dead time if

winter, men who prefer chance pi6cs work to steadv tegular

th it «
Tin /

honest s

long
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new
supp
lab

metiraes find difficulty in ol taming a

1 contrary is generally the c^'^e I

1 ast wab the expen iiture for manmi
th agriculture 1.0 greit

been Slid and wrjttu

low
might vilb tiuth 1 i^ it

rent and taxes give tb 1

of the net returns f tb 11

or any otboi e upl ^ r-* I 1

there is m 11 i I

woods and fii

hoilbs ml c I

considered m ill !

tion addition il c II ii I

bine toincieiac the \

time many are driwn
the cities and towns 1

for seTige are being 1

operations are pushed forward—

i

are multiplied—the ti lo of emigrition
stronger m 1 the true \\ rkin man la 1

position t that h tuuicilj ipicd f

minywiuHb miti^ s>.ltLt th ji t

tion instead f as f i iu"i ly 1111.1 usl> w
the many seeking woik to d Ul this i'

sime time thit machinery of ill kmds to

in frep use Let me ask m what state w
l3e without the steain threshing

pai 1 I bcliev it

elsewhere In

1 at the

uld agricult ire now
-\vith t th b 1st

rakes the b ji

And yet

undei tl

Thou I I

spoiling, n U
barns if l-'bo

it tog3thi.i I

you eo il I tell

vhit St II

the SLarib

lU

deraned in th
the evils that
gay that n J g
ings T do u

111 been by manj pen

-I

Himpshii
year he had c

onlj spare

ibu 1 lU aistti h t 1dm that 1 ist

e piece of Oats fit to cut and he could
foi the woik that one man mowed

before he could have another to help him Tb*- con
sequence was, that the estimated loss of corn tliat fell out
the land and was wasted was 1 quarter per
value equal to the reot of that piece. Lt

(Question
;
your answer will perhaps pro

probably in
ask another
orrectness of

I paid them
mob that I have stated. Is thi

would nit gladly have employe'
well durin,' part of the present yt ' > 1

1
ive obtained

them? I'ltrthur— is there a farmv! 1.1 im 1- ,

,
.vho was not

obliged to lenvo undone, or poolp.inji, .,, :.ij 'Aork on his

farm simply bccau.se he could nut, at the proper time,

obtain a sulTicieut number of " hands " to do it ?

The Fi'ttuy : What remedy can be brought to bear ; whatcan
be done to enable us to do more farm work at the proper time,

and thus prevent loss, waste, and disappointment? My
opinion is summed up iu a few words :

" The more extensive

use of machinery ;" and should the case be met in that way,
what effect will be produced? I answer, to the country
generally, a saving of much that at presfint is wasted in the
field. If we by the aid of machinerj' increase the quantity of

grain .and hay secured in good condition, it will show itself

again in increased supplies of beef, bacon, and mutton

;

common materi.al things though they be, they are not

altogether unpalatable to Englishmen; and if our suppli .

of these good things can be increased, who will 1m

benefited? All, but more particularly agricultural lahouri 1

and those who at present get but a limited and
meagre supply. I once beard of a gentleman of this

neigbbo'irhood who told the members of a benefit club,

just before they commenced their annual dinner, that it was
fortunate that rich men could not eat more than poor ones ; for

if their powers of consumption were not limited, they would
eat up all, and there would be none left for poor men. I do
not agree with him, in thinking that the upper classes would
if they could prove themselves to be like r;,'yp'.t,iu l'..u.sts:

but I repeat my opinion that a more c:.' " in'-

chinery will be more beneficial to the so j,

than to those who at present have abiiu- 1 .

Again, the labour market, like all other in' l '-d

by supply and dcm.iud—a brisk demand, ci'iiiN-i -

supply, must result in a higher price, andsolLliaabi
all manual l.ah.rar ousts more than it did formerly,

good result also show itself in the following wage
the future, a gind. steady, sober, skilful labi'in-rr w
likely to have a suitablo and comfortable li .11 di

and offered tohiui. near to his work, thi'. 1
.

may help to mike him more inclined to 1 .
'

tion? and if so. r .it i^'C improVLMnent nii;'
'

>

of necessity. In 1

only here an<l tli.

of benevolent ;tti I h

alone on such i,^m. > I

(

will progress at a lv.mu

let the time onco arri

situation, unless a si

near to his work ("not ..

then,andnottillthen, will til- ini i'.! ii fp-r'-'itly

see be swept away, and 'I id S m ' ' d-nl.

An extension of the ii-f 'i n | i ', 1 ivs

been sooner or later cisi|.i I .. dh .:, mi i mr
labourers, and a proportion, dLi .,d'-.uiLj ill Lli_ .idn ii -' lin-

ings. We cannot enforce thrift and piovideiiee ou those who
have the power of laying by for a rainy day, but we can recom-

mend temperance and carefulness : and I trust that, in the

future, drunkenness and its consequences, pauperism, will

decline ; that young working men will provide for sickness and
old age : that, when aflliction comes on them, they will not. as

at present, be go wilUug to lean on the relieving officer and the

parish for support, but, instead, will be able to turn on their

own savings which they collected,
" Not for to hide them in a b.ank.

Nor for a tr.ain attendant.
But for the glorious privilege

Of being independent."

And now, if I shall not be trespassing too much on your time,

I will add a few words on birini: and hiring-f.airs. I have
always considered the system of hiring, or yearly-work eon-

tracts, to bo good, both for emvl".-'- ml iii[il'i><-l, inure

particularly so in the case of you n^ ,1 1 1 i d t vby
it is prevented the roving and run d !'' ;' ' to

place for work. It prevents the 11;. luu: id .:;uid..f

the weekly poy : uid urpl" -i : I, ir I
u uui -'v. )•!,

week is bettor til ,11 I'l-H' "1 •
•

1
'

1
- md

I think if yuu 1

' . .-
1

.;.d

generally find id 1 1
!.' in '

|

' 'Id,

and orderly tli 1 n ' n-' n 1 l.'i , Id" di 1

•
1 . i-i , u; l. n

respectable Indginns tu wliioh hn rotires at night, while iho

other too often spends his time and his money in those vile

debasing places, the beershops 1 And when Michaelmas
comes, the hired servant receives & few pounds ^ wages, when
the _wand»r6r has empty pockets and a damaged character*

)u proved

;

WUl not a
?—that in

up, the work
1 1 we depend
111, the work

1

1 4 pace : but
id to reject a
do obtained
do himself),

^- pioducti\e of neirly all

g classes and they almost
It from these annual gather

1 n and I have never heard
„11 and eSeot the true intent

u I fill I think that a bettor plan
h 1 I le wo bieak up that at prusuiit in

I I luch evil exists in connccti n with
tl I 1 I isk are there any 1 irge githeriiigs of

I

I vh tl lb lowda consist if the upper middle or

classes wheio unmixed good is f und ' Itegistration

liveitisements will not mswer instead of hiiing fairs

i I must be pers nal interview 3 bi twpcn masters and those

they wish to engage for their seivice Imagme a case You
advertise fol a carter or shepherd Perchance five or six

persons seekine situations appear at your house on the stated

day foi applie iti n They ha^ e walked
cnf,a"i nd al the the'

th t

I 1 I

1 Ij k 1 II I

n the fair div the
1 ts seeking employ
servants A small

I re 18 none of that
nd upr ai that is

1 nly pi ice of meet
1 buutlUE, show men
mg but their hideous

walk home
with the loss t I

and igain M\
affords the onli ml
have been informed tb t

Corn Exchange is open f

ment and all person
charge is made f i

crowding an 1

espeueneed 1

mg and whei
make it almost 1

noises Coull not simil 1 jiins e ad pted heie with advan
tage in connection with our \grieuliural Library * I come
now to othei points objected to by many —viz the noise of

the so ciUtd music the songs of the ballad singers the
I 10 n-cf thola1s-nd lisses ihe shouts and laughter of the

11 and the iir f,
ilirity that occurs m going to ani

1 fi m th f 11 H it let me ask agim are there any
till s f tl 11 h I mildle classes of society where

]\ I ] it f th 1 ht wort and deed Is not

1
ixcdgdisiiottobefouni

1 1 1 hta es pUce in eonnexi n
1 1

I

1 le md also much that might
1 , I theis of the young people who
g t 1 tl ei lutnotleivethelrcbildien to

go wl ith whom they plea e and return

hoi Bef re we itteinpt to put it do wn
let 1 1 ejuiitij fill IS at 11 esent almost the

only plaoo wuore rho poor have amusement and recreation,

and I would say, lot us not too hastily rob them of that little.

If the rich have their balls and concerts, their picture-

galleries, their fox-houuds, and field sports, shall the agricul-

tural poor have nothing of the kind? For my part I should

regret to see the abolition of hiring-fairs, unless some well-

considered practical plan for the business part could be

devised ; and 1 should regret the putting down of the astonish

ing .shows, the shooting galleries, the swings, the thro\ving at

snuiT-boxes, the fine-shaped wooden race-horses of the round

.abouts, that now cause laughter and merriment, unless some

thing different, as harmless, as attractive, could be esta

blished on their ruins.

The Rev. H. B.nnNE said, in regard to hiring-fairs, he would

endeavour to put the matter before them as it presented itself

to him, as the incumbent of a large parish. He felt himself,

when every hiring-fair came round, that on that one daj- he

got the home-woA of the year al'on-t o-in-oV uioduii» Tin

evil produced amongst his par

to the ompluyors, that if

them to be necessary they v

if they could the evil, an
endeavour to iiiipross uy

desirability of void in d 1

give them an idd 1
o d

were likely t" !• ! 1 d,

to induce tho inu- id 1
.'

way much evil ami \viijiig-i

iuilged by

. hired the

. which they
I best efforts

, .md in that

Balltmahon : Stall Feeding.—At the last monthly

meeting of this Club Mr. Vigors read a paper on this

subject, from which we make the following extracts :—

Before entering on the system of feeding, it is

necessary shortly to describe the sheds for tying up the

rittlo. TIio best position, we think, will be the north

;i 1 nil 1 Id of the yard; the floor of the shed should

HI I 1 iiibly higher than the yard ; there should be

L dii- iidu ill tlie heads of the cattle of about 3 feet,

which ran be inli n-d :il uithcrend; some recommend
the sheds tn Im ,,i.nii in in nil, but, from experience, we
recommend tlm rnml " ill to be built up half-way, and

shutters so plauuil I lial t Imy can be opened or closed at

will, as we have found that when frosty, cutting winds

prevail, the cattle thrive better when protected from

the cold than when left exposed. The time to put the

cattle in the stalls, we would say, is the beginning or

middle of October. The description of stock, the best

we could get in the neighbourhood—Short-horns or

Devons, in good condition ; the time to feed, 6 in the

morning, 12 o'clock, and 6 in the evening: quantity

at each feed must be partly regulated by the size of the

animal and the judgment of the feeder. We would

say about three stones at each meal, always taking care

that none is left in the feeding trough after the animal

leaves off eating. Whilst feeding they should be well

curried and cleaned, as nothing will make a beast in

the stall thrive better than cleanliness and good

currying. The beds should be carefully looked to, and

no wet litter left under them; they should then be

left to themselves, and not disturbed till feeding time

a^ain, when the same process should be gone through.

After the cattle have been si.x weeks or two months

feeding tliey should get about 4 lb. of cracked Oats

each as a separate feed every day. Some mix the

cracked Oats with the Turnips, dividing it over each

feed, which we believe to be very good, the Turnip

beins sliced, as should always be the case. The cattle

will lill iliiuisolves (luicker, and with less labour than

il llm 'rnniiiis were given whole, and will have more

"ui- '(':ui'i';nirs mode of feeding :—Turnips sliced raw,

as mucii as the beast will eat ; Linseed per day, about

2 lb • bruised Oata per day, about 5 lb. ; and chopped

straw about 10 lb. How prepared; place o lb. ol

chopped straw and 24 lb. of ground Oats on a flagged

or tiled door; boil 1 lb. of Linseed iu U gallon of
water for about two hours, gently

;
pour water and all.

boiling hot, over tiio heap of straw and Oats : mix well

with a shovel ; let it blend for one or two hours, and
give lo the cattle while warm, to be multiplied accord-

ing to the niuulior ul lirii-K Iu iliiidv Thno of feeding:

r> or fi in tliu iiiiin, II luu.l ul riiK Turnips
;
from

3to 1, straw aun, rdm:; d. iiiipuiid d i.r 10, the ccioked

food, as above; 12 ur I, a IduJ ol' raw Turnips; and
at fl a second feed of cooked food, and at night a little

straw in the rack^

Farm Memoranda.
Ayrshike: Iliiilnl of ruicc—The practice of Icttin"

the milch cows dihnwinK' is prottyiiimmonthrougliout

Ayrshire, particularly in dairii n i 1 i-i r -utlc. This

consists in the farmer lettine- 1

1

K nf cows—
or, if he holds two farms, 1 1 !

inmgonthe
out-farm, it may be—to a pri.ru. i milkiuan at so

much per head per annum. Tlie farmer provides all

requisite accommodation for the cows, and for manu-
facturing and storing the produce ; a dwelling-house

for the ' bower " and family ; all the dairy vessels and
implements; and as much summer grazing, with

certain specified weights of house food, as may be

agreed upon, fodder and chaff being usually allowed at

discretion ; whilst the bower takes the whole charge

and management of the cows, and runs the risk of a

greater or less return from the season or other causes,

but permitted to change the produce into cash by
whatever sy.stem seems to him best. Any cow getting

blind in the paps, or otherwise hurt, is removed by the

owner and a fresh one supplied ; and the number of

calves to be brought up is according to bargain, or else

a drawback is allowed for each calf reared. Present

rents per cow range between SI. and lli^but the rent

much depends on the quality of the Grass and the

quantities of feeding stuffs and roots bargained for.

These rents enable us to see that the cows set abowing
must generally give rather more than 5 Scotch pints

per day for out-season ; but '" the bowers " are sharp

fellows, seldom taking cows but on really good grazing

farms, and with them the Grass is always supplemented
by good allowance of house food.

By the above practice the utmost is realised out of

the cows. The bower and his wife, and daughters as

well perhaps, giving their undivided and most careful

attention to the dairy, can make more by it than the

owner possibly could do, with all the other branches of

farm business resting on his mind ; and these, as well

as the dairy-servants, needing constant and separate

oversight. "Hardly will a dairy stock of cows make
sufficient return of profits for even the moderate

maintenance of a family, unless under the daily and
steady supervision of the farmer himself occasionally,

and of his wife and daughters at all times.

From one-third to one-half of all the calves are

diimially reared on each farm. These are generally

Liuey-calves, excepting perhaps one or two bulls at

most. The others are usually sold to butchers as

"slinks," and a wretched state of meat it is to set

before any rational being. The newly-dropped calves

or "slinks" ordinarily fetch from 5«. to 7s. each,

although presently (March, 18S5) they are selling at

from 7s. to Us., and the farmer receives back the
" yearning," or stomach. There are always a few calves

fed here and there, but veal feeding is far from being

common in Ayrshire. With the good demand existing,

it is probably more profitable to make butter in the

fore-end of the season, till the cows are all calved and
the Grass well forward. It is the gastric juice with which

the skins of the stomachs are impregnated that gives

out to the water in which they are steeped (forming

"rennut") lliu uiragulating virtue, and the stomach of

acalf lull Inra rnrtniaht or so must of necessity be more
stroufly iin|iru.;niiteu than that of one having got only

twoor'lhiud iiuoils. Occa.sionally the " slinks " do not

get even one meal of milk, but are sent off direct.

Slink veal has at least one good property, however—
that of moderating the surgeon's bill fjr salts (Epsom)

!

Too little ottnntion, generally, is bestowed in the

select 1.111 I.I tliuM. quey calves for rearing only from the

known uiiu'l imluliurs of the stock. Cows occasionally

"pick-ui"ill ' (alii.rlion), and when that happens with

one the other calvers iu the byre from involuntary

sympathy are prone to follow suit. A cow haviiig

once "picked-calf" may as well be immediately

fattened off or parted with, as she is not likely to ba

profitable for the future ; and that is another good

quality of the Avrshires, that they at any time and any

age readily fatten and pay well as heelers.

The voung calves get warm milk morning and

evening for the first six or seven weeks—drinking out

of " lu"gies," as no suckling is allowed—and for some

time longer a less rate of milk or whey, with Linseed-

meal bruised oil-cake, or other food, stirred in
;
and

getting latterly during the daytime the run of soma

sheltered croft or paddock near the homestead, iill

rising three years old the yonnkers get in most cases

iust the run of the farm, lying out generally the whole

year round; but where not regularly housed during

winter, having at least partly enclosed sheds for

shelter and receiving allowances of the usual nourish-

in" yett-strae diet. Many steadings now comprise

'straw-yards" with roofed sheds surrounding, in

which the queys are wintered on the Oat-stravv and

water ; and during their third suiamer a large

proportion of them are grazed on old Grass taken

for that purpose at some of the public lettings.

The queys having been mostly brought up on

very bare pastures, when exported to Ireland, lor

instance, thrive amazingly afterwards upon the

luxuriant Grass lands of Evin. Making due allowance

for all fatted off,—either young or old, male or female,—

for deaths and abortions, &c., there must be from 8000 to

10,000 head of cattle annually exported from Ayrshire,

and presently fetching high prices, higher than they
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Dnlgig, ten of his young Ayrshire cows avera^ied

10/. 55. 9rf. each, for ilr. Campbell is hardly less widely

known for his good Ayrshire stock than he is for his

celebrated breed of greyhounds. Since the ' Inter-

national show " at Paris in 1855, many herds of first-

class Ayrshires have gone to Prance and other parts ot

Europe, and an increasing demand has existed through

more years back from all parts of our own kingdom

and colonies. Many of the upland (or hill-country,

rather) farmers, who have all good extents ol old

Grass, bring up all their calves, besides buying in Irom

their neighbours lower down; and those breeders who

have acquired a name for prize cattle act in a like

manner, purchasing wherever and whenever they come

across a fancy young animal to their minds, ihe

county has almost been clear of pleuro-pneumonia or

other cattle diseases for several years past.

In all dairies of from 15 cows and upwards a bull is

kept for service. The bulls are generally fattened, and

sold when from four to five years old. If very good, or

prize-takers, they may be and are kept for several

years longer, seldom becoming vicious when ageing, as

in most other breeds. "Geordie," by the more
attentive farmers, is usually confined to the house

during the " rutting-season," and literally kept on

Clover, so as to be in good fettle for " olBciating," and

the farmers (and haply their wives even more) thus

know to a day almost when each cow should calve.

The heifers usually take or get the bull when rising

three years old, and properly ought not to breed at an

earlier age, as it stints their growth. An Ayrshire

milch cow is in her prime about six years old, and
continues in good milking condition till 12 years or

upwards ; but that depends greatly upon constitution.

Mr. Sturrock's Report, in the Highland Societi/'s

Transactions.

„. thereabouts, are pulled first, and topped and tailed

and filled into carts before the remainder is lifted and

thrown into heaps.

Ploughing Stubbles before winter should be prose-

cuted vvitli diligence as long as the land is dry. It is

the advantage of steam-power for cultivation that a

larger portion of this work can be done in the dry

autumn months earlier in the season. Especially on

clay soils is this work advantageous. Such soils are a

fuller storehouse of the food of plants than any other

—what is wanted is a key which shall unlock these

stores of wealth. Water is the key by which such

stores are made accessible in other oases—or rather it

is the messenger or warehouseman who enters and
dispenses or administers the contents. On light and
well drained soils it has free ingress and egress, and
performs its office perfectly. But on clays it cannot

enter; in fact, its influence there often is to shut the

door the firmer against attempts at entrance. AVhat
is wanted is some master key, by which admission may
Ije obtained—steam tillage accompanying land drainage

is, we firmly believe, such a master key, and by its

influence on clay lands they are to receive an immense
increment to their productive powers. To plough
lands when wet, even though it be before winter, is

turning the key upon the stores of food clay lands

contain, and locking them up the firmer from the roots

of plauts.—The ploughing of lea land for Oats or Beans
to bo sown in the following February and March should

be completed as soon as possible. It is well to use the

skim coulter, and so provide for the complete burial of

the green surface.

The Hop-Garden.—Oa farms where Hops are grown,
the work in October and November includes stripping

off and tying up the haulms from the Hop-poles after

the picking, and stacking away the poles ; in cutting

larches for -Hop-poles, cleaning out ditches in planta-

. tions, commencing winter's draining in all instances
MlsceUaneous.

i not less than 4 feet deep, and throwing and sorting

Food Imports. — The quantities of the various
;

Hop-poles. Teams are employed in carting off poles

principal articles of food below mentioned, and now from grubbed Hop-grounds, in carrying the Hop
admitted duty free, were, according to a Board of

j
haulm to our fold-yards, and in ploughingand autumn-

Trade return, as follows for the respective periods :— sowing of Tares and ¥/heat.
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Planting Season

T AECH (Niitive ami Tvioleso), SCOTCH FIR (True
Li N»tiy<=). SPRnCE. OAK, ^80. ALDER BEECH PRIVET

knd DKO'UARS. and Urgo TREES lor Park Planting,

condition for rcinov
CATALOGUES, ! and piices, sent frat

To Gentlemen and Planters.—Surplus Stock.

LARGK Transplanted EVEKOKEENS iina COMFERS,
from 4 to » IVet high ; 20.000 COMMON LAURELS, 2 to 4 feol

;

600 000 ASH. from 2i to 4 feet : One Million LARCH, from 3 to 6 ft
.

One Million HAWTHORN QUICK, from 2 to 4 ftet : largo APPI.K
TREES, for Orchards; PVEAMID and TRAINED FRUIT TREES,

iCATALOUUES and Speciiil Prices may bo had on application.

, Whits Cross Ni Hereford.

To Gentlemen and others engaged in Planting.

EVERGREENS.—The lollowing will be offered at

very moderate yrices, all well grown and in excellent condition

lor Transplanting.

Arbor-Tit£e, 4 to 5 feet ' Euonymus, 2 to 3 feet

Box In variety, 2 to 3 feet ! Laurustinus, 1 to 2 feet

Arbutus, 3 to 4 feet
;

Pnillyreas, 3 to 5 leet

Alaternus, 2\ to 5 feet i
Portugal Laurels. 2 to 4 feet

Cupressus Lawsoniana, 3 to » feet Pinus austri.aca. 3 to 4i feet

„ uiacrocariia, 2 to G feet „ Laricio, li to 4 feet

Prices, at per dozen or hundred, carriage paid to any Station

rpc

EVERGREEN

;

1 :\IEN i-AL _. . .

FRUIT Tl;EKS, FOR.'.ST TREES, and CONIFER,!:.

Grown at their Nurseries. Cutlenswood, Rinelagh Head, Dublin
;

and Willon. Brav. and rospectftillv invite inspection of the same.

CATALOGUES of cho abope forwarded post free on application.

The usual discount to the Trade.
Westmoreland Buildings. Dublin.

Fore.^t ar,'-; Ornament-i Trees, &c,

THOM.\S Ki ' I'i ! '
" .N'uKSEin-MES and

SSEOSMEV. I

.Slock nf H.IUI

DECIDUOUS i.ii I 1. : . 1 >

To Land Owners and the Trade.

FOR SAl.K. 2110,1100 CltAli. stiiiii-, lir Stocks or

Gaps in old Feiicos-che,ip; >rith tr,-.!isp1antod FOREST
'REES, Ac , very reasonable, .,,„,-
WANTED, at cash prices, B;dded WELLINGTONIAS, QUICK,

,iid Wrought HOLLIES, in quantities.
Joseph TanMnuK & Sons. Penrith, Ciimherland.

Seed Polatos - Ertp; Second Early Kidney.
i\N iind Seki) Merchant,
in introducing the above valuable

G KEEN'S IMPROVED NEW PATENT
GARDEN ROLLER.

rne above Rollers posiess manv advantages over all others. They
parts, and are free to revolve on the axis, affordln;

and .which they i neiy moderate prices. CATA-
LOGUES furnished on application. ' ^ , ..
",* Dumllics IS most conveniently situated for the speedy trans-

mission of goods to all parts of the United Kingdom.

TOSF

llorill : .;. .-.-. . .
-

BERIS ol!,oas, .'.t. iTiL. Ml

Moor Edge Nursery, Ta

.\l iiKl:, BEECH,
.v.-d SILVER

ii: \X HAZEL,
l.i 1 .V and WET-
L.VCltELS, BER-

r Matlock. DTbyslii

w Irish Yews, Hollies, and Privet.

WIUGHT, East Ketford, Nottinghiimsliire

„ {ltnl2 1ncliL-s, Ss. pcrlOn
„ ltoUfnot.l:W.(i./. peril

I

IRISH TEWS, Hi toSft, 303. p. 100

,, 3 to 4 feet, SS.-*. per 100
"

'
" ~

1 fine ftpoci:

fro dozen
3s. 6d. and bs. encb

[IJLLIEsi fine plaiit.s. removed last year. 2 to 3 ft;.,25s. to 35s. per 100

RIVET (EverKrerii). tJ t^j !» ins., I PRIVET, f) to 12 irs.. -la. per 1000

3.*. per lOOii I „ 2 to 2i feet, 123. per 1000

CATALUGUKS of TREES, SHRUBS, &c., on application.

Terms Cash, or refcrencea from unknoffn correspoadent3.

AI.Ier.lito2&2 to3 tran.np!ant

Ash, 1, 2, and :i-year Seftilings

Ash, transplanted, 2 to 3 feet
Aucuij.1 japoiiicn, berriert

To the Trade.
TAS. GARAWAT and CO.
O offer

Chestnut, Hoi-se, 1 to 2 feet,

transplanted
Elm Wych. 1 to 2, 2 to 3, and

3 to ! leet, transplanted
Larch, extra fine, 1 to U, IJ to 2,

aiitfd 2 to 3, and 3 to 4ft., transplanted

FRUIT TREES.
Apples, very fine dn-arf-trainwU | Peaches, yery fine dwarf-trained
Apricot's, do, and standard- and standard-trained

tralnoil Pears, very fine dwarf-trained
Cherhes, do., do. Plums, do.

Nectarines, do,, do. '

1 appli

, Ox i: Cn., Unrdham Down Niii ri.^'o!.

To Gentlemeii about to Plant.

WILLIAM B.\RUON bocs to offer the following
valuable TREKS and SHRUBS, of wliich he has a hUipliis

:-tock, at very rclnccd rates, viz. :

—

ABIES DOUGLASIl, 18 In. to 2 ft., per 100. 75s.

„ ,,
2 It to 3 ft., pur 100, 100b.

4 ft. to r. ft ,
.virli .'.. M.

PICEA NOBILIS, KM

THUJA MENZIESH

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA.

luO, 20«.

lift., per 100, ^ft-i.

per 100, fiOs.

„ „ uiD. to iz. in.perdoz., 12tf.

„ „ 18 in. to 2 ft., per doz., 24.1.

,, ,. 2 ft. to 3 ft., per doz., 42s.

BERRRRIS DARWTNII, in. to 9 in., per 1000, 403.

COTOXEASTEK SIMMONDSII, f) in. to 12 in., per 100,20s.

,, 2 ft. to 3 ft., per 100, 603.

DECTZIA CRENATA FLORE PLENO, 9in. to 12 In. p. 100, 403.

Spi'cial Prices to the Trade on application.

Elva-ston Nurs©rie.s, Borrowash, near Derby.

Potato, which obtained the First Prize for a single dish
Price per peck, including bap, Gs.

P, J. Pfrhv has also a limited stock of the following valuable

NE PLUS ULTRA.—The earliest Potato in cultivation.

ROYAL ALBERT.—One of the finest and mobt productive Early

White UmutmI p.it.'it...^ Kimivn.
EAKI I 1 >:

I
: • i St >MERSET RED —Of this Potato. Mr.

Mavl.i; ,,/v' (,'M..,,,,^. October 0. ISGG. p.946:—
"Till- Ls .'[ic i.[ tlic t)--;t Second Early Round
putJit- 1. iiLMutiliillv iiLttud hkin, boils perfectly

wbiU- .L' 1
Lii thiit i-:iu bL-.l--[red."&c.

riK'u of tilt-' ;ii' ''1 '" .' perpeck.

THOMSON'S Sl^J'llt ;
i-^ Ibe Bleeding; of

Vines aaor Pruuim: i ; < "
i . ih- l-amping of Gtraulums

and ottii^r C'utf.n:= \*:'-\ •' >< i".>t-tuti; and it has been used
sucpe-^'jfunv i'l '(I -I I

I
. , '

1
'

.
,-, i.f .-iH doscriptions,

Miiiiiiln nil, ,1 I I :
hy JoDN Young & Sos, Dalkeith,

Fumigate your Greenhouse withTOBACCO TISSUE.
Will Destroy all the Insects and not Injure Uie Plants.

Price 3*-. 6d. per lb., carriage free, to be had of Messr.s. Robertj

k Sons. Tobacco Mannf*ic' "

G
Winter Dress all Fruit Trees with

I 5 TI r K S T COMPOUND.
Ooptf of a Letter from Mr.

RiVtKS, Nuriferics, Snr-
hrulgeivorlh, Ha-tn,-22dOct.,

" I must tell you what I

heard to-day from a very clever

;!entlemiin farmer, Anthony
Bubb, Esq., cfWiiconibe Court.
Gloucester. He has a wall to

Lcli Peach trees are trained.

1 1, Last autumn they were in

wretched blighted state. As
desperate remedy he unnailed

water ; his trees, all but the

greater taclliticn for titrnlriK, and the c

Dlamotor, 3il Inchon : Lonpth 32 inches, £7 10

„ 24 ,, „ 20 „ 4 10

„ 20 „ ,, 22 „ 3 10
! 15

l;ellvored carnage paid to all the principal Railway Stations aod
Shipping Ports In En;;land.

Thomas Uhebn & Son, Smithfleld Iron Works, Leeds; 54 and 65
Blachfiiars Road, London, S. ; and 19, Eden Quay, Dublm.

PKIZK MlDUALS AVVAULJKU to (jHiiiKN'S I'ATE^^T
LAWN MOWERS.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, LONDON, 1802.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, DUBLIN* ISGs!

The above Lawn Mowers have provad to be the best, t

carried olf every Prize that haa been given in all cases

petition

4,000,000 l-yr. Larch
600,000 2-yr. Seedling do.
200,000 l-yr. Transplanted do.

1,600.000 2-yr. Scotcn Fir
fiiO.OOO l-yr. Transplanted do.
100,000 2-yr. Transplanted do.

1,OJO,000 2-yr. Spruce Fir

2,0lKi.(itMt 1-^1, AIH..I
3uu.iMi(j L'-yr, Seedling dn.
liHi.ooo l-yr. Transplanted do.
4(<0,000 l-yr. Svcamoro
luO.OOO 2-yr. do.

The Nurseries are well stock&i
PRICE LISTS ready, wliich will be f

MicuA '• ••
'

2-yr. Beech
lOii.OOO 2-yr. Horse Chestnut

1.500,000 2-yr. Elms

60,f«)01-yr, Spanish Hazel

Red Spider Magnified.

1 clean and vigoron.s ir

The
._ u-sual offensive

it docs not blacken the &

Foi- Orchard-
strength ; when used
njured

pictures of henith. The
) not painted is in a half-

J blighted state. He used
same dressing to his Apple

Tids to do the same.
s against my walls in

ovo, more efficacious

t. sulphui-, &c. ; and

Tree;

GISHURST COMPOUND is sold Retail by Nurserymen and
sedsmen. In boxes. Is., 3s., and 10s. Qd. each.

Wholesale by Price's Patent Candle Coupanv, Limited, Belmont,

G APJiKN BORDER EDPtlXG TILES, iii great

variety of t.nttenis and material, the plainer sorts being

%siKtiallv suited for KITCHEN GARDENS, .is

thev harbour nu Slugs and Insects, take up little

roniii, .'iiui oiico put down incur no further labour

and expense, as f*o "grown" Edgings, conso-

<luontiy boiug much cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, ic, In

Artificial Stone, of great durability, and in great

CheUe'ft, S,W. ; Kmgsland Road, Kingsland, N.E.

Sole London Agents for FOXLEY'S PATENT GARDEN WALL
BRICKS. Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied.

RNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories.
Halls. Corridoi-s. Balconies, Ac, as cheap and durable as

le, in blue, red, aud buff colours, and capable of forming a v:iriety

I enriched designs

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies. Larde
Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other SUble Pavi

Bricks of gre.at durabilitv, Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, W
Copings, Red and .Stonew.are Dmin Pipes, Slates, Cements, &c.

Tu be obtained of F. It G. Rosher, at their Premises as above.

SILVER SAND (REIGATE, best qualitjO. at the above
addres.se.';—14s. per Ton, or Is. 3d. per Bushel ; 2s. per Ton eiLra

for delivoi-v within three miles, and to any Loudon Railway or Wiiarf.

Quantities" of 4 Tons. \s. per Ton less.

FLINTS, BRICK BURIIS or CLINKERS, for Rockeries or Grotto
Work. F. & G. RosHEB.—Addrevflca see abo^e.

JT B. Orders promptly executed by RaJway.

C
Asphalte Roofing Felt,

ONE PENNY per Square Foot.

RO G G N AND C 0.» Manufacturers,
. New Earl Street,

London, E.G.

I : I >REE PIAZZAS, LIVERPOOL .

iS. 32.9. per dozen, 8 feet by
, viirirnisothei-sizes ; a large quan-
r.UU'AIJLINOS m:\de up to any

cings, 2a. Ctl. per pair

:

Loin Cloths, &c. 600 I.

per dozen ; Capos with si

woollen, Qs. M.
I lid. ; L;irge Capes lit

Sic. Patent Felt, id. per foot.

p ^t'cnARDSON, Bfl, Eubton Road, London, N W.

AGKK Ifl niU\L and HORTICULTURAL
IMPLEMENls and MACHINES of every description.

IMI R0\ 1 D IRON STABLE FIITINGS.
HURDLES and CONIINUOUS IRON ;u.d WIRE FENCING.

Palisadmg Entrance and Field C it.^^ riii . rn.^l Galvanised
Wii

MOLLERS.GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWi i,

Garden Enk-lnes, Svnnges. Water I 1
-

.
r J Garden

Seiits, Chaii-s. Tables, liv^n 1 - . . \ ^, Hi-.

IRON and BKASS BEDSTEAD.^, m pre .t viriety.

Washing, Wrmging, and Ttlangliog Machines.

IMPROVED S.\DSAGE MACHINES and FILLERS
Separate Illustrated Price Lists free on apiiiivxitm

TnoMAS Greli* & Sox, Smithfield Iron WoiKs. Leeds.

Show Rooms opposite the Smithfleld Cattle Market, North Street,

Leodh ; 54 and 56, Blackfriars Road. London, S., and 10, Eden
Quay. Dublin.

George Hall, late Manager to ttie late Sayuor's Tirm.
Ue was r<.n 30 YtAits is tueik Employ.

/^ EO. HALL AND SON'S Celebrated PRUNING and
VX BUDDING KNIVES. &c., may be obtained from the most
respectable Nurservmon and Seed Merchants iu the kingdoai ; also

America, France. 6eriuany, Holland, Prussia. Russia, &c.

N.B. wo only make one quality, the best that can be manu-
factured, regardless of expense, the same as the late Saynors always
made during their lifetime, with all the latest iiniirovements.

Horticultural Cutk-ry Works. Sheffield.

c tl !
I -T ll;()NHmiDLES, FENCING,

,
o.at Bruisers, Genn Mills, Steam

'
;

V it. .lies. Greenhouses, Hot-water
ii:i'.ii.ij< I, iLiid skilled workmen sent to all

i Co., 48, Cannon Stre

(^ ALVANISED WIKE CABLE .STRAND FENCING,
or for FARILS, PARKS, and GARDENS.

Tlie OKIOIN'AL INVENTORS and MANUFACTURERS.

The CHEAFEST. STRONGEST, and NEATEST FENCING in USE
THOUSANDS of MILES of this FENCING have been SUPPLIED

by us at home and abroad. U sustains no injury by being

trespassed v

CONTINUOUS IRON FENCING, GATES of all kinds.

PATENT STRAINING PILLARS, 4o.

GALVANISED WIRE NUTTING fur POULTRV, Ic.

GALVANISED SWING WATER BARROWS.

LAWN MOWERS, GARDEN ROLLERS.
ASPHALTE ROOFING FELT, Id. per square

MoTLET i Qkehk.
Illustrated Catalogues and Estimates free

B. BROWN AND CO. 'S
NEW IMPROVED PREJIIUM WIRE NETTING.

Mostly used for

Small Kabbits, Hares, &c.

Smallest Rabbits.. ..

Plieasantriee, Small

Aviarl'e'e,',Window Guards,

&o. . .

'

Light.
I

Medium! Strong. st«)ng.

Jap'Gal Jap Gal | Jap G.al JapJGal

2i 3i 3» 41 (

3J 3i U 4. (

4t 4} 6};(

6i 6i Ci!l

S ,0 10'0 91 I Oijl li

111 li 1 liil 4 ll 4

1 7 11 10 1 10 2 2

oiantitios of 100 Yards or upwards delivered free at all Railway
. .*., 1 chinnin,, Pnt.f. ill Knffl.anu.

satisfaction,

uuantitioa oi iw ....«., .^. .....-.-.-- -

Stations and Shipping Poits in Engl.and.

•_• Every description of Netting wairanted .- - -

and if not approved will be exchanged, or may be returned „.

ditionally. „ ... .. ..

I B Bbown&Co.—Ofaces,90(latol8),CaunoiiStreet,London, E.C,
,..' _. 1 TLI R...tn..„ 14H IlnnSP ThnTTlfiR St.rai'.t. R.C.

J B Bbown&Co.—Ofaces,90(latol8),CaunoiiStreet,London, Jl

w'arehouso and Manufiictory, 148, Upper Thames Street, B.C.
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OHX WARNER and SONS;
8, Crescent, Crippieniite, London, E.G.,

BELL and liBASS FOUNDERS to HER MAJESTi'.

CAST-IRON

Metal bucket and Val

cannot clog iu

not exceeding

Ileiglit,

II. lor Wei

HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.—Medal, 1862.
IXTESTED BV THE LATE SiR JoSEPlt PaXTON.

M anil fiictured in London ; Newton in Cartmel, Lancashire

;

Gloucbster; Coventry; I'aisley, and Aberdeen.

No. 42.

IMPROVED LIQUID

SJ in. short .. 1

2*i 3 ft. 3 in,

. 3 ft. 6 in

. 3 ft. in.

. 3 ft. iu.

, short, with 15 feet

.2001

. 2 14 ! to tank

Price of ^J-inch Liquid Manure Pump,

MANURE or GENERAL
PORTABLE P U M P.—These
Pumps are fitted with J. W. &

£ g fj
i

Sons' Patent Bucket and Valve,

2 J Q and cannot olog in action. The
1 g Barrel is made of Galvanised
2 1

I

Iron, not likely to corrode, and
can be mised or lowered at plea-

sure on the Btand. the legs of
which fold togethei', and it may

IJ 14

. byo

WARNERS' PORTABLE FIRE or GARDEN ENGINE.

No. 66S1.

For use by one Person price £3 2s.
No. 647D, ditto ditto, on Wheels „ £2 10s.

The above are complete in themselves, and may be always kept
filled with water, and ready for use.

Ullei- to The Times, ./h/j/ 23, ISO&.from Earl Essex.
A Real Fiue ExTinauisHEit.

To the Editor of The Times.
" Sir,— I feel sure you will kindly aUot a small soace In the Times

to these few lines, as tho best medium through which I would urge
everj- householder who dreads firo to have on each floor of bis houho
one or more pmall Garden or other Engines on wheels, always charged
and in good order, in case of Are.

in a lariie two-windowed unoccupied bedroom. How caused ,..

all a great nustoiy It is my tn^t.trii to keep one of these small
Engines on en^i. 'i.-^ '- *^-- < '-- T was in the room with one
of them. It w.

I
.

:i ]
i hiins, Bhutters. casements,

and cornicL" ': i^r and cracking from floor
to ceiling. \ v .

. .

.....

subdued tlie liix V... ..i,u

when assistance and mo
the other.
" So fierce was the flro that the load of the casements v

and the casements themeeWes wore burnt off their hinges.
" I nnll only ada, that by God's mei'cy, the house v.

small Enaine. Had it not been at hand and iu order, most ..

Cassiobury would be now a heap of ruins.—Yours faithftilly,
" CassioDury, Watford, July 20. •

"The Engine, even when fuli. runs so light on the floor,
woman might draw it. and also work it."

elted.

sated by this

Oil Faint no longer Necessary.

[ILL AND SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VARNISH
r preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish is .ir

for oil piunt on all out-door work, and is full'
It may be applied by an ordinary labourer,

testimonials have been received,
application.

From the Right Hon. Lord Green
" Lord Greenock has seen the Pati

,
iroofl Etui, Tliirak

1 has heard it highlyMessrs. Hill & Smitb, applied mth ^ „.„ „,
recommended by friends who have tested it extensively.
'-'- -^ casks of about 30 gallons each, at la. 6d. per gallon, at theSold

Manufactory, or Is. 8rf. per gallon paid to any Station in'tho kingdom.
Apply to Hill & Smith. Brierly Hill Iron Works, near Dudley, and

22, Cannon Street West, B.C., from whom only It can be obtained.

1' I
i:ii r i.idTS ivill be sent on application to

Messrs, Hihlmax & RU.inuN, 7, P;ill M.all East, London, S.W.
Also, a HANDBOOK of VINE and FRUIT TREE CULTIVA-

TION, price Is.
;
post free. Is. Id.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, of every descrip
fixed complete in any part of the country, or the mati

viz.. Boilers, Pipes, ic. deliveicd to any Station.
Estimates on application.

J. Jones & Sons, 6, Bankstde, Southwark, London. S,E.

Heating by Hot Water.WJ. HOLLANDS, Iron Merchant,
• 31, Banl'slde, London, S.E.

HOT WATER PIPES, txum StocK, per yard ;~2'lnch, U. 2d ;

3-inch, Is. lOd. : and 4-inch, 2s. id. BENDS, from Stock, ls.6rf., 2s. 6d.,
and 3s. each. THROTTLE VALVES, lOs.. 13s., and H.t. each. Other
Connexions at equally low prices, and all goods of flrst-class manu-
Ihcture. Estimates given, and orders by post punctually attended to
thes

ORANSTON'S PATENT BUILDINGS for
V^ HORTICULTURE.

" Dry Glazing without Putty.''
" Glass without Laps,"

"Ventilation without Moving Lights."
Highly Commended by the Royal Horticultural Society, South

Kensington.

Heating by Hot Water.
HOT'WATER PIPES, at AVholesale Prices. witK

Elbows, Syphons, Tee Pipes, and every other connection-
Wrought and Cast-iron Boilers, Saddle, Conical, Cylinder, TueeLAE,
and Elliptic, from 24.f. each. Improved Boilers and Iron Stands tO
use without brickwork, r"" ' " ' " -- -

- -

Valves, Improved Furn; . _

1 Castings of every description

TAMES WATTS and CO, Hothouse Builders and
tJ HoT-WATEn Appakatds MAWuFArTDREHS, 353, Old Kent Road, S.E.

900 CUCUMBER and MELON BOXES and LIGHTS,
yO V7 V/ and from 400 to 500 LIGHTS for PIT3 of all SIZES kept in
SIOC'K. Glazed and Painted complete, ready for immediate use.

all parts of the Kingdom. Publii; and Private"'-'-•- - approved scientific

Trade'"""'""'"
"'""-'""" "'^'«'-«""'"' ^-^ '"« ~'

Packed and _. ^
Buildings. Warehouses, &(

ic.al principles. References
' " " Engl;1 most of the Coimties ii

J the Nobihty, Gentry, and

Cheap Greenhouse Stoves.
DEANE AND CO.'S Patent VEiNTlLATING and

SUSPENSION STOVES are simple, cheap, and efficient ; have
been largely adopted and approved; will burn many hours without
attention, and at a small cost for fuel. Prices of buspension Stoves
20s., 30a., 3Ss., and upwards. Ventilating Stoves, Sue., 60s TOa 90s

'

HOT-WATEH APPARATUS for Conservatories, Greenhouses.
Uuthousea, Forcing Pits, &c., erected and fitted up complete.

Deane li Co., 46, King William Street. London Bridge, E.C.
Established a.d. 1700.

The Only Stove without a Flue.NASH AND JOYCE'S PATEiNT, for
AIRING. DRYING, and WARMING HALLS.

SHOPS, ROOMS, &c., a new especml Stove for Con-
servatories, Greenhouses, Frult-Ripeiiing, &c. : to Burn
ivitbout re-lighting all winter by filling with luel every

( 12 hours. Temperature, any degree required, without
'^aryiug. Price from 1:^3. (id. to guineas.
MINCING and SAUSAGE FILLING and MASTI-

CATING MACHINES of the best makers, 10s fid.

The COTTAGE KNIFE CLEANER is the only rapid
Cleaner and PolLsher of Knives at a moderate price.
3s. Gd. to 10s. firf. Prospectus post paid.

CHEAP FIRES.—The Radiating Fire Balls save half
_„_ the usual consumption of iUel. One Shilling packet of

Four, red hot iu the fire every day, lasts all Winter.
S. Nash, Ironmonger, 253, Oxford Street, W.C. : and Stovo Deofltt

119. Newgate Street. London. B.C. *^
'

Hot-water Pipes, with Elbows and Connections,

AND POLLARD.B

Plnns and Estimstea free on application. Descriptive Book fully
illustrated, post free for 20 stamps, ft-om tho Author and Patentee,
Jambs Crax&tox, Architect, Birmingham.

Works : Hlghgate Street, Birmingham.
Henut J. Gbowtaoe, Manager. 1. Temple Row West, Birmingham.

HEATING by HOT WATER.
The Improved

CONICAL BOILERS,
For Heating Piueries, Consenatorio.i,
Gioenhouaes, Mansions, Halls, Ware-
bouses, &c.

.^ulcly Manufactured by

i: ! :: - i-Jsimat Pcill).

' I iptcdfor i-ettiiig
I :uuiexi;d filiHcli

! I' .- i 'I LAnn's ill proved

NO BKICKWOHK SETTING.
These Boilers have for thoir duri-

bihiy and economy attained a cele-
brity far surpassii^ any other Boilers
ever invented. They have been for
many years pjst in use at many Public
Establishments, Royal Botanical Gat-
dens at Kew. at tho Regent's Park,
the Crystal Palace, and at most of tho

Nobility's and Gentry's Seats throughout the United Kingdom.

17, New Park Street, Southwark, London, S.E.
, Park lion Works,

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Cla.ss IX., No. 2119.

Mb. gray begs to call the attention of tlie Nobility, Gentry, Nurserymen, Gardeners, &c., to his

NBW OVAL TUBULAR BOILER,
Acknowledged by practical judges to be a great improvement on every fonn of Tubular Boiler yet introduced.

It has proved itself superior to all other Boilers for quieliuess of action and economy of Fuel, doing its work with
one-thu'd less the amount required by any other.

Extradt from Report in Garde.ners' Chroxicle of Internatioiiitl Enhilition, May 24, 1862, page 476.
" Tbe upright fbnn of Boiler is usually mndo on a circular plan, I rather than a square, it seems feasible that the Boilers on tho ovaj

but tbe oval form given to Mr. Gael's Variety of it Is Eaid to be plan should bring the tubes wore completely witbm range of the
prefei-able in consequence of its bringing the tubes in closer contact burning fuel; and this being so, the change, though a alight one
.fith the Are. Tbe usual form of a furnace being a parallelogram 1 is no doubt an improvement."

1^" Thiij arc Made of all sites, which, with print, may be had on applicalioii.

James aray, horticultural works,
DANVERS street, PAULTON'S square, KING'S ROAP, CHELSEA, S.W.

WROUGHT-IION WINE BINS.

BURY & POLLARD
CALL ATTENTION TO ANNEXED SKETCHES OF TUEIR WINE BINS

Noblemen,

jSi

Gentlemen,

AViiie Merchants, and

Hotels arc now being- sup-

plied by BURV & POLT.AKD

with their

AVROUGHT-niON BINS,

miide to any size for their

Ct'lUir.?, economising space,

cost, &c.

Apply, giving dimensions

of Ceili,

BURY A_Nr. POLLARD, PARK IRONWORKS, 1", NEW PARK STREET,
SOUTHWARK, LONDON, S.E.

Ccflari fitted complete in .any part of the Kingdom,
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PRICE SIXPENCE.

On Xorembcr 28, ditched in a handsome U'rapper, mid containing

Six on Toned Paper,

\ pages of Letterpress and 20 Illustrations,

THE CHRISTIVJAS NUSV3BER OF

ONCE A WEEK.
BRADBURY, EVANS, and CO., U, BOUVERIE STREET, FLEET STREET, E.<J.

HOT-WATEE PIPES and CONNECTIONS, SADDLE
and other BOILERS.

EstiDiates, with Printed Price Liflts, and Freo Delivery at principal

Railwrvy Stations for Quantities.

CO T T A M AND M P A N
CossEiiVATonT and Hotuousb Buii.or.BS, ic.

Iron Worics, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London, W.

PLOUaU and
WOKK io every Astlcultural

County m Eni^laiid.

For p.iiticulavs apply to .Iodn Fowler & Co., 71, Oornhill, London,
E.C. : and Steam Plough Works. Leeds.

w-

• Estimates given fixed ooi

ietii to Finn, oa application tc

COTTAM&Co.,
Iron Works,

2, "Winsley Street.
(oppisite the Pantheon).

Oxford Street, London, W.

g) (^^^
liiade, 6 feet by 4 feet.

_ , „ _, _ _ .Glazed llj,, avo kept ]n stock ut the
Finsbury Steam Joining Works, 12], Hunhiil Row, K.C

.

Great International Horticultural Exhibition 1866.

Perfect System of Ventilation and Glazing.

ManufActiired by Messrs. Sanders, FKuffiia, k Co., Victoria Hortl
cultural Works, Biiry St. Edo^uud's.
See l:uge A'lvertisemeut in Gardtneri' Oironicte of Nov. 10. 18G6

J'
AMES PHILLIPS ash (JO.

beg to submit their prices as foIlowH :

—

GLASS for ORCHARD ilOUBES.
As supplied by them to Mr. Rivers, to the Royal Horticultuia! Society,

and to most of the Nobility, Clergy, and Gentlemen of the United

Kingdom.
Each Box contains lOo feet. The prices onJy apply to tho >ize3 stated.

Squares 20 by 12, 20 by 13, 20 by 14, SO by 16.

Third ditto
Seconds
English

.. 17». Od.

. . 18». M 3f«(. oa.
279. <ld.

not returnable.
209. Od.

.ncluda the boxon, which
Stock size, lo-oz., in 100 feet boxes, boxes Included.

These prices only apply to thn sizes stated.

4th s. 3rds.

34 by ft 1 ». <t. s. d.

16 „ 10 Us fl 1» 6

16
i." U \

11 by 9
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THE AERIAL CHAIR.

.' Ill 11:1 !i III

WONDEi IL APPLiCATION OF THE PRINCIPLE OF OSOILLATION.
FOR THE GARDEN, CONSERVATORY, AND NURSERY.

Entirely " Self-actiiif," the operator requiring no assistanoo whatever, and so easy of motion that a Child can propel itself to any desired altitude without the slightest

danger of accident. It has been pronounced a marvel of ingenious mechanism, and cannot fail to become a necessai-y adjunct to every well-appointed Garden and Nursery,

while for Invalids it will be hailed as a means of recreation and hygienic exercise never before offered them. They are very easily fitted up in any ordinary-sized room, and can

be attached to the reiling by means of a few common iron bolts. The only instructions necessary for the use of this invention are, that the person upon being seated simply

presses the feet against the footboard, which will at once set the Chair in motion.

For Gardens or Lawns the " AERIAL CHAIR " can he seoured to tlie branch of a tiee or to the framework of an ordiiiary Swing.

Jlanufactiu-ed of "Wrought Iron, in three different sizes, to wit :^-

Sizs No. 1, suitable for Cliildren price £2 2s. | Size No. 2, suitable for YoalliS £2 10s.

No. 3, suitable for Adults £3 3s.

These prices include packing, but not calriagi-. The suspending rodA are about 8 feet In length. Extra rods can be obtained, if I'eijuired, at 2s. 6^. per foot. The Seat to

the "AERIAL CHAIR" is of wood, and moveable. Iron Seats, in imitation of Cane, can be had at 1.5s. each.

Attached to the head-board of the "AERIAL CHAIR" is a brass label, with the following words:—"ASraAi, Chair. SECtinnD r,v Royal Letters P.\teXt. Manuimc-
TCRED DV PliVTON & PETTnX, >.[eT.\I.L1C BeDSTEAD itANt'FACTTHEES, BlKJiraOHAM. CilABLES PoMEEOT BuTIOX, PbOPRIETOK, NoS. 112 AND U3, ChEAFSIDE, LoNDO.N."

TRADE MARK-" AERIAL CHAIR."-TERMS CASH.

All Orrlffi must be aceompaiikd villi a Citji Reference or Remillonce to

CHARLES POMEROY BUTTON, Nos. 142 & 143, CHEAPSIDB, LONDON, E.G.

F.ilitorial Commun ictitions should br addressed to" The Editor; " Adrertla

Bee, Nu.41, Wellington Street, Pai-ieb of .-^t- Paul's, CoventGurdL-u." hi the said Couoty.-S ivemberSl, l&JG.

.London. W.C.
ilishcd by the aaid Jams^ \LiTCi
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ids. Mr. Batem m's
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON.

NOTICE—A MEETING of the FRUIT and FLORAL COM-
MITTEES will be held on TUESDAY NEXT, December 4, at
11 o'clock ; LECTURE at 3 o'Ciock.

JUNE7, andcontiimo tillJUNElS.
Schedules, 4c., may be obtained on application to Mr. B. Findlai

Curator, iJotanic Gurdeii, Manchester ; or from the tindersigned
H. Secretary.

Carlton Buildings, Cooper Street, Man'^hester.

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.AMES CARTER and CO.,
Seed Faumeiis, Merchants, and NcnsEnTMEN,

L'37 A 23.\ High Holbom, London. W.C.

JAMES I-'AIRHEAD and SON, Seed Growers and
MKncnANTfl, 7, BorouRh Market. London. S.E.

New and Genuine AGRICULTURAL, GARDEN, and FLOWER
SEEDS. Special prices and advantageous otTers on application.

Ness Walk Nurseries, Inverness.

Q jj jj g Q L M A N,
fJ Ndrskryuas and Seedsman,

Burgess Hill, Sussex.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S New Horticultural
Establishment, 134, Faubourg de Bruxellea, Ghent, Belgium.

CATALOGUES free on application.

Genuine Garden, Agricultural, and Flower Seeds.

PAUL TOLLARD, Seed Grower and Merchant,
2il Quai de la MCgisstrie, Pari*, France.

SPECIAL PRICED LIST of NEW SEEDS, in Eagliah weights
&nd Inoney, post free on application.

To the Trade.—Grape Vines.
J. BOOTH can supply e.\tra strong Planting and

• I'ruitlng CANES in variety. Prlc-s on application.
Rainhill Nursery, Hainhill. Lancashire. _^_^

Grape Vinea.
JOSEPH MEREDITH has a beautiful Stock of VINES

for Sale, propagnted from Vines which have borne the fruit

which has taken from time to time so many First Prizes.

The Vmeyard, Garston, u:ar Liverpool.

Late Grape Vines.
ALICANTE, LADY DOWNES', and MUSCAT of ALEXANDRIA.

J MEREDITH ha3 a spleudid Stock of the above
• sorts for Planting.

The Vineyard, Garston, near Liverpool.

VINES, from Eyes.—Strong Fruiting Canes, in pots,

7s. Gd. each.
J. Pbed, EQra Nursery, Brixton Church, S.

,

Pines.

TO BE SOLD, about Four Dozen good strong healthy
Plants of QUEENS, for Early Prmtiog.

For prico, &c,, iipply ta Jas. Wuelan, Gardener, Araban House,
High Beech, Lou^;hcun, Essex,

IJVOR SALK, 70 PINE PLANTS, some Fruitinu^ and
Jj Successions; also some RHODODENDRONS and RHODO-
DENDRON ARBORETUM, and five others, best varieties; also

EIGHT MUSCAT HAMBURGH VINES.
Apply to the Gahdener, The Mount, Upper Norwood, S.

VV^
Mr. Webb, Calcot Gardens, Reading.

CAS'l'LK KENNEDY FIG.—Plants of the a'bove may
DOW bo had at 10^. Gd. and 215. eacb ; the usual discount to the

Traile. rKTiii Lawsom t So». Edinburgh and London.

Orcliard-liouse Trees for Fruiting In Pots.
)E.VC11KS, NECTARINES, APUICOTS, CHEKKIES,

PLUMS, PEAK.S, and APPLES.
WiTTT & Soy, The Nurseries, CottinKham, near Hull.

MAGNIFICENT PYKAMID FRUIT TREES.—Fine-
grown Bmring Trees of PEARS on Quince Stocit ; APPLES

on Paradise; CHERRIES on Malialeb; PLUMS, So. Special
quotations on application.

UTTON'S RINGI, EADEIt
I THE EARLIEST IN CULTIVATION.

2s. per qu.irt.

rpx
To tlie Trade.

ESSEX RIVAL PEA, in any r

For price, ic, appli- to
Tiios. Elev, Sible Hedinghain. Ilalstead, Essex,

c"(HARLES TDRNER having- harvested a quantity
the above flrst-cliiss early variety, is prepared to offer it in la

r small quantities. Pric

The Earliest Pea Grown is

CARPENTER'S l';.\l'l;i:ss

(see Testniin,,;,! ,. ,„

quart. Theusiril i
•

Edwabd C»l.il :. .

,

Sussex Seed \V:,^. I. .,
,

i .,

1 thoTthMiy,

jr, Brighton and

To the Trade.

I
SUTLER, Mcculloch, and CO. have to offer the
J undermentioned. Prices on application.
SAKGSTER'S no. 1 PEAS | TELEGRAPH POTATO (Wohli)

PRESIDENT POTATO (Webb).
Covent Garden M.arket. London, W.C.

WH E E L E R'S MILKY W II I 'l' E
is the BEST of all POTATOb.

^X\Kf PROLmC
\M1RA" BROCCOLI.

Tiiliuhi'l . .iLiidOf

B. S. Williams, Vict.. ii:i .; i -i les, Hollovv.iy, Lotiilon.

Raphauus ua-udatua (True),
supply Si

lATUS. in I , 2s. Ci/.,

Royal Berks Seed Estiblis , Readlas

RAPHAiNUS CAUDATUS (The Snake Kadisii).—
Six Seeds ot this iiiglily commended Vegotable free by post for

13 stamps.
T. Ji & Sox, Nursery, Kingston, Surrey.

John Ca , Nurseries, King's Acre r Hereford.

TRAINED FKUiT TREES, from 30». per dozen for
Cash; consisting of PEACHES, NECTARINES, APRICOTS,

PEARS, APPLES, PLUMS. CHERRIES, 4c., all in excellent con-
dition, and lit for immediate planting. Also genei-al NURSERY
STOCK at very low prices.

Eliza Tiigupson, LewLsham Park Nursery, Kent.

M AGNIFICKNT TRAINED CHERRIES, PLUMS,
PEARS, APPLES, PEACHES, NECTARINES, APRICOTS,

Special prices on application.
John Cranston, Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

RAPHANUS CAUDATUS, True. — Sealed Packets,
containing 12 Seeds of this NEW RADISH, will beforwarded

po.st free on the r.^ceipt of :.'.). iiil. in postage stamps, with address.
*^* Tlie Traile supplied by 100 or lOUO.

Wm. M*clk & Sons, Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Bristol.

M YATT'"S Scarlet LINN^US RHUBARB ROOTS,
vory stronjr, for Forcing, 30s. per 100.

a Jackson, Blakodown, near Kidderminster.

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FRUITS, by
Tuo8. Rivers, just published, free per post for six stamps,

ries, Sawbrldgeworth.'VS

THREE-YEAR ASPARAGUS PLANTS, lo*.
per 1000 ; 2s per 100.

ONE-VEAR ASPARAGUS, Cs. per 1000 ; very fine.

RicHABD Walker, Market Gardener and Seed Grower, Biggles-

wade, Beds.

E

W
W

Roses.
P. FRANCIS AND CO.'S CATALOGUE of the,

» above gratis upon application.
The Nu rseries. Hertford. i

Roses. I

M. PAUL'S PRICED DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE ofROSES is now ready, post free on application.

,

Paul's Nurseries, Waltham Cross, N. '

ANTED, STANDARD HYBRID PERPETUAL
ROSES, by the lOO or 1000. Address, stating lowest price, to

X. Y, Z . </it>-ilniFrs' Chronicle Office. W.C.

PYRAMIDAL APPLES and PEARS.— Extra size
Trcos fur Fruiting, stout, well branched, and of handsome

growth. Names [in^I prices nn application.
Also the GENERAL DESCRIITIVE FRUIT CATALOGUE.

SxEPiiF.N BiiowK, Sued and Nursery Establishment, Sudbury, Suflollc.

QTRONR STANDARD and DWAKF TRAINEDO APPLES and PEARS ; fine Transplanted LARCH FIR, from
U to 6 feet ; a choice collection of CONIFERS and EVERGREENS
and a General Nursery Stock. Prices on applicati'

Extra fine Seakal.
/:i EO. CLARKE h 1

VJ^ quality to offer this ^1 .

iiig and Planting.
i-.inds of the finest

:: rKl.,10s..andl.is, p. 100.

.
^ K. : &Mottinghaoi, ICeet.

Cui , The Nurseries, London Road, Cheltenham.

Christmas Trees.
rpEN THOUSAND handsome-grown SPRUCE FIR,

c
Just published, the Second Edition of

ULTUKAL DIRECTIONS for the ROSE.
By JoDN CnANBTuN. Kin^'fi Aero Nurseries, near Hereford.

Free by po,st from the Author for ^0 stamps.

60
Notice.

PAGE CATALOGUE of NEW PLANTS of 11

f now ready, free for one stamp.
Wu. DiLLiSTONK, Munro Nursery, Sible Hedingham, Essex.w HOLESALE CATALOGUE of GENERAL
NURSERY STOCK, containing 6G pages, may be had post

free on application t

I, The Nuraerios, Tunbridge Wells.

CHOICE NAMED POLYANTHUS, new and splendid.
See STKPnBN Buown'i CATALOGUE.

Seed and Nursery Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

GENERAL NURSERY STOCK of large extent,
beauty, and health, and at prices to meet all purchasers.

CATALOGUES on apolication to
J. Scott, The Nurseries, Merriott, Somerset.

Zonal Geraniums.
WITTY AND SON have to ofier all the best sorts in

cultivation, from \s. to fla. per dozen.
The Nurseries, Cottingham , near Hull.

CALCEOLARIA, Herbaceous, of choicest strains,
established plants in small pots, 208. per 100.

MONOCHuETUM ENSIFERDM, blooming plants, 9a. per dozen.
Trade price on application to

H. A R. Stirzak eh, Hkerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

Biggleswade.
INE DOUBLE HOLLYHOCKS, a magnificent strain,

0; BOX EDGING, 3,i, per dozen yards : BOX
)r 24 ins., 16.s. per luu. Terms oash,
IValkkr, Market Gardener and Seed Grower.

ANTED, a few CEDRUS DEODARA, 3 to 4 feet,
established in pots. State price per dozen to
Wood & Inouau, NuraerleH, Huntingdon.

ANTED, strong ENGLISH OAK, 6 to 8 feet,
straight and good rooted.

J. C. WusELEB & Son, Gloucester.

F

W
W

H OLLY BERRIES and OAK NUTS.
For price per Bushel apply to

r>. H IliGGiNs. Clonmel, Ireland.

Strong Transplanted Qulcli:.

WITTY AND SON li:ivi- to olfer strong QUICK, from
'2i to i foet hiRli. rrii-iis will be forwarded on application.

Thi ugUan r Hull.

Strong QulcH.

HAND F. SHARPE havufor Sale a fine Lot of 3-yr.
. Ti-ansplautedQUlOK, 3 to 4feot;hlgh,and well.rooted. Price

vory modorate.
Nursery and Seed Establishment, Wisbech.

F
Railway Planting.

rVE MILLION Transplanted QJICKS, of superior

EIGHT MILLION FOREST,; EVERGREEN, and
other TREES of every size and sort in cultivation, fine rooted

hardy stufT. CATALOGUES on application, with term.s for free
delivery. Prices very

"

H. & R. Stii , Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

G

A

To the Trade.
EG. R. DAVIDSON ufters Two Million 1-year-old
THORNS, 9 to 15 inches. Free from mildew, and healthy.

Samples on application.
Newry Nurseries, Newry, Ireland.

>ORTUGAL LAURELS, 5 to 7 feet, well furnished
Plants. Price per dozen or 100 on application.

[
James Bird, Nurseryman, Downnam.

CORNS (ENGLISH), fine sound Seed.
Price upon application to

W. DiLUST^)Ni!;. Munro Nurseryj Siblo Hedingham, Essex.
N.B. 60.000 strong ASH PLANTS to offer.m

Larch, Larch, Larch.
WITTY AND SON otter 200,000 strong stout well-

grown LARCH, 2i, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet high, at low prices

which will be aent on application.

The Nurseries, Cottingham, near HulL

PLENDID^LARCH, 3 to 4 ft., at unprecedented prices;

HAWTHOR'N quick, do. do.; AVENUE TREES; large

EVERGREENS and CONIFERS; magnlflcent TRAINED PYRA*
MID and STANDARD FRUIT TREES. Special prices given.

-- BEET, CATTELL'S ECLIPSE BROCCOLI, KIRKLEES
HALL CUCUMBER, and other Seeds of Choice Vegetables, may
be had on application to

John Cattell, Westerhiim, Kent.

EVERY GARDEN REUUISITE
kept In Stock at

CAnTER'u New Seed Wartliyusf, -237 i "-' W. Hit;h Hylborn, Loudon.

PAMPAS GRASS.- ^>l

Dozen, Mil

Prices according l' ii

Pots, by the

Finest Named Hyacinths.
UTTON AND SONS can supply the above at Gs., 9^-.,

and I2s. per dozen.
Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

^

Surplus Imported Bulbs.—See
A R R AND S U G D E N ' S

larKe Advortiseniout. p^wo^^J^!

Q U P iTii B" L 1 L i E 8, 111 70 finest varieties.

lO BULB CATALOGUE sent free.

Stephes Brown, Seed and Nursery Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk
_

B

TO THE TRADE.—A Quantity of YeUow, Blue, and
Striped CROCUS, TOURNESOL. REX RUBRORUM, and

other TULIPS, to be Sold Cheap.
, The Bedford Conservatori J, Covent Garden Market, W.C.

To the Seed Trade.
NEW ANxVUALb and PERENNIALS for 1867.

W THOMPSON, Tavern Street, Ipswich, respectfully

• announces that his list of NOVELTIES for the present

Autumn is now ready, and may be had on application.
.

Gi^oll.
SUTTON'S LIST, containing the sovU most worthy of

_ cultivation. Including those to which Prizes were awarded at the

Crystal Palace and other Shows, may be had gratis and post fres.

SuTTOM k Si>N3, Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

LXDIOLI in 200 new and splendid varieties, in

four sections of Early and Late kinds.

BULB CATALOGUE sent free.

Stephen Bhown, Seed and Nursery Establishment, Sudbuiy. Suffolk.

r^ LADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSISandBOWIENSIS,
Or 2«. per dozen; extra large roots, 2s. 6d. ; per 100, fl'Om 10s. ;

choice named Hybrids of GANDAVENSIS, from 4«., 6s., and 9,s-. pjr
Ilowering roots of best qualit;^.

A
', The Seed Stores, Yeovil, Somerset.

DLVNTUM FARLEYENSE (True), 21s. each; exlia
3Is. M. Usual allowance to the Ti-ade.

iiT. T. Vkitcu, The Nurs eries, Exeter.

and sizes iu very
moderate prioea.

PIiICED' 'lists post-ftee on application.

Dioiisorf it Sons, (" Old Established Nui'sery and Seed
.,") The " Newton" Nurseries, Chester.
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THE Q U E E X, without any exception the best
WHITE RHODODENDRON yet raised.—Robust grower, deep

^reou foliage, lato auii free flowering, trusaes large, full, coinpact.

and seinioircular, fooUtulk short and stiff, colour white, suffused
with soft blusb mauve, chaoglng to the purest white, clear alabaster
or wax-like, q( unequalled shape acd substance, reminding one of

the petals of the Water Lily. It remains la bloom louger than most
other Rhododendrons, a peculiarity probably accounted for by its

hitherto refusing to produce seed, an advantage all Rhododendron
(growers well understand. All who visited the International Exhi-
bition will remember the transcendent superiority of The Queen over
every other white Rhododendron exhibited. It is proposed that The
gueen should assume her throne in 1867- All and everybody who
wish to enjoy her regal swayshould applyatonce, as all orders will be
executed in rotation. The price will be 3ls. 6d. each, and the Trade
will have four plants given for three ordered. It need eKcite no
surprise that its sole possession by the Advertiser should have called

forth the envious jealousy of certain Hoxodraule Men. Hence a
alory industriously circulated in tne Trade that The Qdeks is not

- - '•
-^ name. The

and m whose
o be found. The whole undivided stock is in the
s Noble. Bagshot, Surrey. .^.^__^_^_^_hands of C'h

American Plants. &c.
WATEREK AND GODFKEY'S PRICED and

DESCRIPTIVE CAT^VLOGUE of RHODODENDRONS
and otLer American Plants for thi.s Autumn, will be sent on appli-

cation. Tlie Catalogue also gives a summary of their General
Nursery Stock, probably the most extensive in the kingdc

Knap iliU Nursery, Woking, H rey.

M
Cupressus Lawsoniana argentea.

ESSKS. WATEKEK and GUDFKET are now
sending out this Plant.

Good stout Plants, li foot high and bushy, at 2ls. each.

VIOLA CORNUTA, the True Stock.—New Sued of the
above now ready, in packets Gd., Is., 2s. Gd., aud 5s. Price to

the Trade on applia^tioc.

James Cahteb & Co., Seed Merchants and Nurserymen, 237 « 238,

High Holborn. London. W.C.

CEDKUS DEODARA.—Fine Plants for immediate
efrei:t, from 5 to 6, 7. and 10 feet high, safe to transplant, at

K*. per foot. Soma extra-sized specimens, 15 to 20 feet, at 2^. per
foot. Most of the plants offered are in Large Pots, makmg their
removal certain beyond a doubt.

Madle & Sons, The Nurseries, Bristol.

Hyacinths and other Dutch Bulbs.

WM. CUTJiUSH AND .snX 1„ , i,, ;„ quaint their
numerous Patrons that tii. I (heir usual Con-

signment of Choice HTACINTll,-, I III- i rsES. &c.
PRICED DESCRIPTIVE C.\i.\ I' ", I i. ,

,,. i, l^ on application.
Highgate , Luuau

Sutton's Unrivalled Collections of Bulbs.

and at the Ci'ystal Palace ; and may be justly represented
tinct and very beautiful plant, and one that will become a general
favourite. Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

Rhododendrons.
TOHN W.VTERKK'S iiESCKIl'TIVE CATALOGUEO of HARDY sCAi:i,l-;i' :u]a i.tliL'i- i;iIODODENDRONS la now
published and wil! Ijl' (mi n u.i.;.i liii ;i]'[ihc:itiuii. It faithfully describes
the colours of the uuw vannUcs ciUilntud by him at the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park. An .\brii4ged List of popiUar

' "
-s and prices, "

'" '

-- ^.6aeshot.Sa
South-Western Railway.

NEW HARDY RHODODENDRON,
MICHAEL WATERER.—This Rhododendron has hitherto

been e.\hibited under the u^ime of ANNIHILATOR, but it will be sent
out under the above name. It is undoubtedly the most brilliant-
jioured late hardy free-blooming Rhododendron yet offered.

out in the AutumnOrders are now bemg takeij for Plants
It :ils. 6(1 each. The usual discoimt to the Trade.

Jobs Waterer, American Nursoi-y, Bagshot, Surrey.NEW CATALOGUES
for the SEASON of 1866 and 1S67.

No. 1, ROSES.—A Select List of all the best varietios in cultivation,
fully and faithfully described.

No. 2. FRUIT TREES. — A Descriptive List of all the choicest
v.irietiea of Fruits.

No. 3. CONIFERS, ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS.

-

Contains all varieties worthy of cultivation, with interest-
ing notes of description, height, size, native country, &c.

No. 4. TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.-Plants for cover and
underwood, &c.

No. 6. GARDEN and AGRICULTURAL SEED and ROOT
CATALOGUE.

No. 6. GENERAL PLANT CATALOGUE.
The above will be forwarded free on application to

John Cranston, King's Acre Nmsenes, near Hereford.

THE TRADE.—oO,000 CARNATIONS.
PICOTEES, and PINKS.

CARNATION GARIBALDI, scarlet. Clove-scented, 2s. 6</ perdoz
IGs. per 100.

'

Do., t

;euted, 2*. per doz., 10s. per 100. Choice named

per 100 pairs,

FICOTEE, Clo
C,-;. uer dozen nairs.

r 3s. per dozen
La. iiicj iiiD iiii auiuug ueaitny pianis.,
) TKITOMA UVARIA, strong flowering, 4s. per dozen,

r, Jun., NmserjTnan, Stone Hills, Higbam, Norwich.

EG. HENDERSON and SON have pleasure in
• oflenng the following as first-class NOVELTIES in their

respective classes. Full descriptions are given in their CATALOGUE,
forwarded on application.

POA TRIVIALIS ARGENTEA ELEGANS (First-class Certificate)— i'he most elegant silver-leaved Meadow Grass. 2s. fid. each
Tos.perlOO.

S?^^,^,^^^'^^A^-^LOWERINGPINK,MOSTWELCOME.3s.6f;.NEW FLAKED-FLOWERED CHlNESfc PRIMULA (t^-st-c ass
Certificate), 3s. Gd.

NEW ANEMONE-LEAVED CHINESE PRIMULA (First-class
Certificate), 7s. Gd.

NEWCAMELLIA JAPONICA ELVIRA BIANCHINI, GENERAL
CIALlJlNI. ZORAIIJE VANZI, I'U- and 4'^ each

^'"^
CAI^DIUM EMPEROR NAPOLEON. 10s. 0,/.; C. ALPHONSEKARK, 10s. 0(/. Curljlicates awarded Lo eauh variety.
Allamanda Henden

o ". .«-, »s. & T*. 6rf.

Rerberidopsi8corall:na,os.&7s.6d.
Camellia coccinea lloce pleno

foliis variegatis, 5s. to 10s. Gd.
Camellia japonica variegata,

3s. 6d.. 5s.

Camellia Saaanqua variegata,
3s. Gd 6s.

Coleua Gibsoni, 2s. 6d., 3s. Gd.
Clematis lanuginosa uivca 63
and 7s. foi.

Clematis rubella, 21s.

„ Prince of Wales, 2Is.
Dactyhsglomerata elegantissima.

yd. and Is.

Dipladenia amabiiis, 33, Gd., 5s.

t. Gd.
Dieffenbachia

t i, 3s. C,d., 5s.uiuueuuacma granois
Dioscorea AntBctochili

lOs. 6rf.

Dianthus Quetieri, 3s. 6d.
Epacris hyacinthiflora fulcena

3s. 6d.
""hpua,

Epacris multifiora, 3s. Gd.
Gxirdeniaflondavarmgata. 7s Gd

10s. 6rf.
'^ ,*""».,

Gastronema sanguineuni, fine
apricot-scarlet, or orange-red
flower, 3s. Gd.

Geranium Gioiro de Nancy, best
now aouble-flort'ured

FUCHSIA NORFOLK HERO

-

variety, '

Maranla Li
L-i, I'a. C<i.,3s. 6(i.

,, splendida. i2s.

„ Veitchh, i)is.

,, Van den Heckei, 3s. 6rf. & 6s.
MonochEotum Lemomeanum,

beautiful, 3s. Gd.
Nepenthes maculata, 31s. Gd.
Orchis maculata superba
Paaaiflora macrocarpa, " ~

'

uortuKuidL'i) t

Polygala Puurtale&i, 3s. Gd. ' [2is.
Rtitinospora leptoclada, 2s. 6rf. to
Rhododendron Veitchii var. liovi-
gatum, 21s.

Rhod. Helena, 7s. Gd., IQs. Gd.
„ Princess Alexandra, His. 6rf.

Rogiera gratissima, 5s. to 10s, 6d.

Selagiuella Martensii yariagat^,
2s. (id,

Sphaeele ca;rulea,2s.6d. [i0s.6d.
Sphajrogyne cinnamomea, 7s.6U.,
Sedum japouicum folium variega-
tum, .is. Gd.

Thuja pUcaU pygmtea, 5s. to 15s.

IforiLi

bright I

Urceoli^™ ««.^b, _.«.
Veronica fruticosa glauca, 2s. 6d.,

Yucca fllamentosa meldensis, 6s.
Tacsonia Van Volxemii (fine

climber), 2s. 6d., 3a. 6d.
L magnificent double-flowered
ri'lt^iiui (iroportions, combii ing

" '" The sepals aio

Carriage Free.

BUTTON'S GUINEA COLLECTION of BULBS forO P.L00inNG in POTS and GLASSES.
SUTTON'S GUINEA COLLECPIONS for BEDS and BORDERS.
For particulars see SUTTON'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE, which

miy bo had gratis and post free.

SoTTos Si. Soss, Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

The
r petals evt
Its group I

corolla ..

VIOLA CORNUTA
( « .It te.iVar'.aj). c». par dozen, seed erf. and Is

WplliUjStp)) Nufseri, St. ;ohL-s Wood, J.oodon, N.W.

ExceUence and Economy.HEROWN has to otter as follows :
— GOLDEN

• YELLOW CROCns, 1st size, 3*. Sd. per 100; DUTCH
YELLOW Ditto, Is. 6rf. per 100 ; WHITE, BUJB, STRIPED Ditto,

''shAllOTS, 24s. percwt. | POTATO ONIONS, 2s. Cci. per stone.
Special offers to the Trade on fipplication. CATALOGUES, post

ree, on application.
H. Brown, i. Commutation Row, LiTerpool.

N-
Now Ready.

EW and HARDY CLIMBING PLANTS, well
adapted for Covering Verandahs, Trallis Work, Walls. Por-

ticoes. PilIiFS, and Festoons ; aUo a good Hardy and Permanent
Bedding Plant

—

CLEMAT15 RUBELLA—Very rich velvety claret, the deepest-
^ "'

yetoffered. First-class Certificate R.U S.
" " WALES.—Large flowers of a rich deep

'

tre. First-class Certf-

coloured Cle
CLEMATIS PRINCE (_

violet purple, with red bars t

ficate R.H.S.,
Messrs. George Jaceman & Son have much pleasure in informing

the Public that they may rely on the imdermeutioned Firms having
the above New and Hardy Clematises true to name ;—
Messrs. T, Bunyard & Son, Maid- Messrs. Jacob-Makoy, L., et Cie,

,, Uatlantyne & Son. Dalkeith
„ Baker,G. 4 Son, Windl^sham

Mr. Barker, J. C, Godalming
„ Cocker, J., Aberdeen
„ Cattelt, J., Westerham
„ Cuudrey, T. W., Birmingham
„ Chuuviere. Rougier, Paris
„ Chapman, Jesse, WeybvidRe

Messrs. Dickson, J. Sl Son, Chester
Mr. Felton, Charles, Birmingham
Messrs. Fisher, Holmes, k Co.,

Sheffield

„ Glendinning & Son, Chiswick
„ Henderson, E. G. & Son,

„ Lee, J. & C, Kammersmitb
,. Laird & Sinclair, Dundee

Mr. Morrison. R., Elgin
„ Nelson, John, Bristol
., Oldroyd, H. J., Shrewsbury
„ Perkins, John, Sen., Nor^-

„ Paul, Wm., Waltham Cross
Messrs. RolUsson & Son, Tooting
„ Shaw & Co., J., ManchesteiT

Mr. Spence, E. B., Darlington
^

R
New Catalogue of Plants, Dutcli Bylbs, &p.
OBKRT PARKEH begs to aniiouuce that iiis NgW

i and Priced Joists
Hardy and Stove Pl^ts,

V CATALOGUE, containing Selei
of New, Rare, and beautiful GreenhL. , ^ „.„ ._,„„. ,^ » i»ui,3
l^irdy Ferns, Fruit Trees, Grape Vines, Roses, Rhodpdendtonsi
<.^.^^t- Violets, &c., Amaryllis, Crocuses, Cyclamens, Gladioli,
Ilyauinths, Lilmms, Narcissus, 'Tullp.s, and other Bulbs,
published and will be forwarded to applicants.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.

»- li Cutbmh's Prince of Wales, Igf. ; Sclater's Semper Fidelis, 2Qs. :

Carter's Prolific, lOs. ; Red Prolific, 8s. : Double Be^ng, 8s. : Evans'
White, lOs.

STRAWBERRIES.— British Queen. Admiral Dnndas, Sir Charles
Napier, Eleanor, Oscar. Rifleman. Myatt's Eliza, Keens' Seedling
Princo of Wales, Black Prince, 2^, per 100 ; or las per 1000
Strong bearing GOOSEBERRIES and CURRANTS, 16s. to 20s

per 100; ASPARAGUS, 2-year, 2s. Gd. ; 3-year, 35.; 4-yoar. 43.
per 100.

RoBKHT, late GEoaoE Cornwell & Co., opposite Red Lion, Barnot.

w. VIRGO AND SON have a large Stock of the
undermentioned FRUIT, FOREST, and other TREES to

Peaches and Necta-

Chestnut (Spanish) planted)
Hornbeam "

Larch and Scotch Fir I Privet
Oak (English)

j Roses, &c.
s.im]jles and Prices can be had on application a
The Nursery, Wonersh, near Guildford, Sm-rey.

^
To Market Gardeners and OrcliardistB.

T^ONALD AND SON, of the Goldworth ^m-mw^,
JL/ Woking, Surrey, have an unusually hir^''' ^tod; uf S(.:iri,iai-,i

Half-Standard, .md Dwarf APPLES. PEAR-^, riJ'My ;md
CHERRIES, of the most choice and poinil.u kmdi, -.vlnLh lliuy are
now prepaied to offer in quantities, at a cuiileiMlilr.' icdu-.tMu '>ii

the usual Trade piices, as it is necessarv t > cl-.:ir :\ luntinn of Iho
land, the Laases on which have expin.ii. A I'l'.KKD LIST maybe
had on application, and early oivKi -. :u l' imju. .tL->l

Dwarf-trained Trees b.v the looo, lOO, or dozen.
A PPLES, PEAKS, PLUMS, i;l|!:uun-S, PEACHES,
-C\ and NECTAKINES. Fme, flat, wuU-tniined, of best quality
and true to name.

3 Smith, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Wore ester.

RICHARD SMITH'S ERUIT LIST contains a
Sketch of the various Forms of Trees, with Directiops for

Cultivation, Soil, Drainage, Manure, Pruning, Liftijig, CroupinK,
Treatment under Glass ; also their synonymes, quality, size, mrm,
skin, colour, flesh, tlavour, use, growth, duration, season, price, &c.
Free by post for one stamp.

RicnARP Smith, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Fifty 4crss of Fruit Trees,
PLES, PliAfiS, PLUMS, CHERklES, PEACHES,
NECTARINES, and APRICOTS in eiery form desired for

Rn"* it» SjiiTii, Nuiseryraan aad Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Orchard-liouse Trees Fruiting In Pots.
>EACHKi5, WEijTAKINKS, APRICOTS, CHKKRIES,

PLUMS, PEARS. APl'LKS. VINES, and KIOS
RioRAKD S.\iiTji. Nurseryman and Seed Merciiant. Worcester.

U'llAiMlD AFPLtS, PEAKS, PLUMS, OilEltiUliS.
Beautifal Trees for Garden or Orchard Hou.^es." ~

:tii, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Wo

, A., Ohe;

Messrs. Witty & Son, Cottinghal
Mr. Ivery, William, Peckham

An additional List will be advertised.
Strong Plants, jrith bine H to 2i feet, 2U. each.

Dratrings, by Andrews, (or
Woking Nursery, Surrey.

"\riOLET, QUEEN of VIOLETS.—This variety has
V proved itself to be the most beautiful Double Violet ever sent

out in every respect. It is quite hardy, an abundant bloomer,
bothinor out of doors, and for its delicious fragrance it is unequiiUed.
Colour white, tinged with violet j in size and shape of flower it

resembles very much the well-known lar^e douljIe-t)lo3somed Cherry.

The undermentioned Trade Firnjs have been supplied in quantity
Abbott, Mr. E., Ardiegh

Uoshell, Mr. F., Borough, London
Bunyard &, Sons, Messrs., Maid-

Lavies, Mr. L. T,, UUlsborough
JJaries, Messrs. James &, Co.,

Chester
Dickson, Messrs. Jamea, Chester
DillistoneS Co., Messrs., Sturmer
Dillistone, Mr. J., Ramsgate
Dillistone, Mr. James, Royston
Downie, Luird, & Laiug, Messrs.,
Edinburgh and London

Dreghorn & Aitken, Messrs.,

Fisher, Holmes, & Co., Messrs.

Henderst^ Messrs. E. G., on.
P John's Woocf, London
Harrison, Mr. J., Darlington
Hume, Mr, Vi. P., Gloucester
Kii-tland, Mr. J., Stoke Newington

Lucombe, Pince, & Co., Messrs.

Meikle, Mr. J., Folkestone
Moore. Mr. W.. East Dereham

,Mr. R., Elgin, N.l

^ .
H. J., Shi

P»ul,^r. Wm., Waltht
Parker, Mr. R., Tooting
Parson, Mr. J., Leamington
Pilgrim, Mr. Ed., Cheltenham
Poynter, Mr. K. H., T;iuiiton
Ponsford k ^-::, ^f:-- r-^ RrisI

Perry. Mr I' .' i-...; m .

Press, all II .. i :i'l'.'i

Rollissoii .'.
I

"I

. F. a, 1

Plants lor sj

perlUO. TIk
A List of a

offered, I Papers.

Smith, Mebo.o. * . * ^.., —
bclater & Co., Messrs., Heavitr
Exeter

Sutton St Sons, Messrs., Reading
Stedman, Mi . J. , Thorpton Heath
Tiley, Mr. E,, Bath
Tomkins, Mr. F. H., Birmingham
Veitch, Messrs. J. tL Son«, DHelsta
Wjl.ianis, Mr. B. S., Hollow ly

Webb, Mr. p^ Reading
Wftltivn, Mr. H., Burnley
Ware, Mr. 'T., TottcnLam
Wood if Soifs, Messrs,, Mareslield,
Sussex

jw can be supplied in extra strong
Is. Gd. each, ISs. per d zen, i-r £5
J Tiade.

will be published m future
' :m imiug j-iist of nearli 20 othsr v^int-
n application, fost PfllcB Orders pa>;-bieI

ties of Violets, &<;

on Castle Uedrng.

I
Wa. DiLj-iBiosE, Munro Nur&ery, Sible Hedingham, Essex

TTIKUIT TREJiB, for Walls apd Espaliers.—Upwards ofX 50,000 to select from, carefully trained, ftnd in the healthiest
condition for planting.

Richard Smith, Surseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

T> OSES.—Extra fine Standards, at from \os. to iSaf
per dozen; 100s. per 100.

;, Jit from !',s-. to Vis. per doz. ; 63a. to 848 per 100.

Xt
Do. Dwarf,
Do. Now S.

Roses, Fruit Trees, Conifer
JOHN ORAiNbTuN b.-.- \

and superior Stock of Ri )^
I

FOREST and ORNAMENTAL i

His Nurseries extend over u; <

centre of the county of Herefonl i

1 .^^erchant, Worcester.

Forest Trees, &c.

I stocked with Trees of
every descriptio
DESCRII^TIVE PRICEp CATALOGUES will he forwarded Qn

.pplication. and to Purchasers of large quantities Special and most
advantageous Prices will be g

1 hy Contract or othe

EpRUIT TREEg.—The anest collection in England;
2000 sorts are grown in all manner of training, and are free

a application to J- Scott, The Nu

W^
respectfully invited

T. J*CK5( , Nurseries, Kingston, Surrey.

Extra strong Trained Fruit Treeg.
SALTMAKSH a.np ,>h.n ,,,., ;i lai^e Stock of the

above to offer at ;
, ...Dsisting of Dwarf and

Standard-trained PEAi li >JNES. and APRICOTS;
Dwarf-trained MORELI. , I . i KE CHERRIES, PLUMS,
PEARS, ic. ah true r.. i ins - -

cultivation. CaTAIju.: .
i

j b and pric

A Quarter oi u iviiiiiuu ul Fruit Trees.
THOMAt) WaK.NLK i.l., Lu i.muid intending Planters

and the Trade, that biM Nur^fjnes, which occupy upiffU'ds oi

Evergreens, Ornamental l^eae. Roses, &c. All in a high state of
cultivation. An inspection is respectfully invited. CATaLOOUES,
Wholesale or Retail, may be had tree on application
The Nurseries, Leicester Abbey, one mile and i^ half from the

w Fruit Trees.
OOD AND INGMH wish to call the attention of
Planters and the Trade to their large stock of the following,

prepared to supply at very moderate rates, according

.*i-rivii.^v^|ij, jjwiiri inaiuuu, cut oacii, ana iraineu.
currants; fine bushy plants, all the best kinds.
GOUSEBEMERIES,
GRAPE VINES, from Eyes. Planting and Fruitini? Canes.

(jutud, Canes 1 infh rpuijd.
NUTS and FILnER'r
PEACHK.s, [r.virt _M:

PEAllS, .)[.Wi>l.u.i.-.. I

PLUMS,
.;['ES iiiiJ I'riLu.s un application.

The Nurseries, UuntiiigdQn.

County of Cork.

FOREST TRE:ES.—iiUU,UUU LARCH, 4 and 6-yr. old,
average height J feet, two und ihreu times removed, and grown

in a cuiu boil on a nigh exposed situation. Hardy and well-roQted.
Quick transit to Wales and South of Eugland. For particulars apply
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The Finest New Hardy Plant of the Year.
PAUL'S NEW DOUBLE teCAKLLT THORN,

awiirded t^irst-clnss Certiflcato Royal Botanic Society and
iDteniatioDal ExbibUlou.
"Deep carmiue-red, double and rigorous, far surpassing the old

double fiiih ."—Editorial of Gardeners CJironicle, May 24, 1864.
STANDARDS and PYRAJillDS, 10a. 6d. each. See Padl & Son's

CATALOGUE.
Old Cheshunt Nuraerles. N.

LARCHr&cTat'the Nursery of the~ialie P^vid ATEeid,
Park Attwood, Bewdley, Worcestershire :—LARCH, IJ to 2 feet,

10s. per luOO ; 2 to 3 feet, I'.'s. per lOlll) ; 2i to 3* feet, 14.t. per 1000 i

3 to 4 feet, 16s. perlOOO; PEAR STOCKS, 2i to 6 feet, 15s. to 40a.

ptjr 1000. LISTS of other TREES sent on application. Apply, with
reference o

iRii , Steward, Park Attwood,

:

To Gentlemen and Planters.—Surplus Stock.
LAKGE Transplanted EVEUGKEENS and CONIFERS,

from 4 to B feet high ; 20,000 COMMON LAURELS, 2 to 4 feet;
600.000 ASH, from 2i to 4 feet ; One Million LARCH, from 3 to 5 ft.

;

One Million HAWTHORN QUICK, from 2 to 4 feet; largo APPLE
TREES, for Orchards ; PYRAMID and TRAINED FRUIT TREES,
iu full bearing.n.™.,^,.r,^„ ,^ .

....
s may be had on application.

, Hereford.

H
Forest Trees, &c.

£NRr MINCHIN has the foUowing to offer Cheap,
all Transplanted and well rooted :—

SPfiUCE FIR, from 2 tu i feet 1 SCOTCH FIR, f^om 2 to 3 feet
LARCH FIR, from 3 to d fi'tt ] ASH, from 3 to 5 feet

PlNUSAUSTRIACA,4tooft. Large Specimenand otherCONIFERS.
Prices on aoplication.

The Ntiraeriea. Hook Norton, Oxon.

Tansley Nurseries, near Matlock, Derbyshire.
JOSEPH SMITH, Sen., invites Planters and the

Trade to inspect his Nursery of 80 Acres of high land. The soil

Is of a fibrous nature, and the Plants take up with excellent roots,
sux:h at) to ensure the best success in their removal.
The NuFbery tontains many Hundred Thousands of RHODODEN-

DRONS. COMMON and PORTUGAL LAURELS, BOX, BROOMS.
BERBERIS, HOLLIES. PRIVETS, i'EWS, 4c. The FOREST
TREES aru very extensive, of all the leading kinds; there are
16 Acres of LARCHES, of different sizes, and all others in propor-

.d on application as above.

T V Our stock of Sun-wu.^ik-.
and New Holland Plants i.s cx._ ....
greater than we can house, wo are selling at uuusually low prices.

T. Jackson & Sow, Nurseries, Kingston, Surrey (adjoining the Rail-

To tlie Trade.
FOR SALJil. iu consequence of the expiratixm of a

Lease, a. l*rge quantity of STOOLS, surrounded with fine

layers, of Mulberries. Limes, Planes, Magnolias, Azaleas, Lilacs,
Aucubas, &c. ; also quantities of ranoos sized Limes, Mulberries,
Poplars, Laburnums, Planes. Scarlet Thorns, Lilacs, Aucubas,
Euonymus. Magnolias, White Rhododendrons, Altbieas, Ivies, Figs,
Grape Vines, fine standard and trained Fruit Trees of all sorts;
75 yards of clipped Beech hedge, 6 feet high, 2 feet wide, and other
general Nursery Stock, which may be seen and selected from daily at

T. Fryer's Clarendon Nurseries, CamborwoU Now Road, S.

BLACKTHORN, LARCH, and SPRUCE.
LARCH, 3 to 4 feet | SPRUCF^ 3 to 4 feet

,, 4 to 6 feet BLACKTHORN, U to 2 feet
SPRUCE, 2 to 3 feet

1 „ 2 to 3 leet

Jnax Pereiks, Sem., having an immense stock of the above, will be
give special quotations to any parties who contomplato

planting, on applic
52, Market Si][uaTe, Northampton

To tlie Trade.
TAS. GAR A WAY a>O offer

Alder, lito2&2 to 3 transplanted i Chestnut, Horai to 2 feet.
Ash, i, 2, and 3-year Seedlings
Ash, transplanted, 2 to 3 feet
Aucuba japonica, berried
Beech, 1 and 2-year Seedlings
Birch, 1 to 2 feet, transplanted

FRUIT TREES,
Apples, very fine dwarf-trained I Peaches, very fine dwarf-trained
Apricots, do. and standard- and standard-trained
trained | Pears, very fine dwarf-trained

3 to 4 feet, transplanted
Larch, estr* fine, 1 to IJ, IJ to 2,

I
2to3,and3to 4ft.,tranflplantea

Chen
Nectarines, do., do.

Plums, do.

PLANTING.

WILLIAM PAUL
(Son and Successor to the late A. Paui,),

Begs to call attention to the following ABTICLES, to tlio CULTURE of which his NURSERIES of FIFTY
ACRES are principally devoted. The quality of the Stock is, he beheves, equal to any in the Kingdom, and the
prices low as possible.

ROSES.
STANDARDS, los. per dozen, and upwards I CLIMBERS, 6a. per dozen, and upwards
DWARFS, 9s. „ „ I

FORCING, 24*. „ „
First and Second Prizes were awarded to his Collections at the Intcrnfttional Horticultural Exliibition, and they

have taken Prizes wherever exhibited.

I'RUIT TREES.
Standard and H.ilt- Stajidard Trained PEACHES and

NECTARINES, very tine, 7« 6d. to 10s. 6rf. each.
Standard APPLES, PEARS, and PLUjliS, Is. 6d. to 2s.

each.

Standard WALNUTS, very fine, 2s. 6d. each.
PYRAMIDAL APPLES, PEARS, CHEBRIES, and

PLUMS, U. &i. to 2s. 6d.
Do. do., Fruiting Trees, 2s. 6ii. to .5s. each.

Dwarf APPLES, PEARS. CHERRIES, and PLUMS,
Is. to Is. 6(7. each.

Dw.arf-trained PEACHES, NECTARINES, and APRI-
COTS, 3s. M. to .5s. each.

Pwarf-trained APPLES, PEARS, CHERRIES, and
PLUMS, 3s. M. each.

FILBERTS, of sorts, 4s. to 9». per dozen.

GOOSEBERRIES and CURR.U^TS, 3s. to 4s. per dozen.

These aj'e in fin£ health, and may he relied on as correct to name.

GRAPE VINES.
PLANTING CANES, aU tlie best sorts, 2s. 6d. each, and upwards.
FRUITING CANES, 7s. li</. each, and upwards.

Between 1000 and 2000 spbnditl Plants of these are now ready for delivery.

HARDY PICTORIAL TREES for the Decoration of Gardens, Parks, .and Pleasvire Grounds.—His Collection of

these was the only one shown !it the late International Horticultural Exhibition, and was universally sdmicfifl.

Collections from lys. to 42s. per dozen, according to size and rarity.

EVERGREENS and HARDY FLOWERING TREES and SHRUBS.—1000 species and varieties, including the

New AUCUBAS, the best and most popular kinds, of various sizes, by the dozen, hundred, or thousand.

WEEPING TREES .md CLIMBING PLANTS in great variety.

ZONAL and NOSEGAY PELARGONIUMS.—The original Collection of Beaton's Hybrids, 9s. per dozen; W«
New Set of last Spring, Is. &d. to 3s. 6rf. each.

For description and details of tb« abpve, see PRICED CATALOGUES, free by post on application. Inspection

of the Stock respectfully invited.

All goods delivered free of carriage to London ; if a Ton weight of Trees be ordered at one time they will he laid

frse of charge in the Trucks at sjiy London Goods ilailway Station.

PAUL'S NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS, N.

AMBEOISE VEKSCHAFFELT, NURSERYMAN,
GHENT, BELGIUM,

OFFERS THE FOLLOWING NEW PLANTS.

GREENHOUSE.
AZALEA INDICA CRYSTALLINA—BrlKht rose salmon colour,

finely spotted, very tine form and free btoonier, 12s.

CAMELLIA MRS. DOMBRAIN (Oguied in tlio " Uluatratlon
•• Horticole").—BeantifuJ rose, extremely tender, and one of the
finest linbricuted t'erins, Via.

NEW AUTUMNAL CHRYSANTHEMUMS (published in the
" Illustration Horticole'').—Seven beautiful vwieties; the set, Ills.

HARDY.
ALNUS AOREA (the Golden Alder Tree).—This will be one of the

finest Trees. It is the common Alnue, with splendid golden

with large red
HARDY.

RHODODENDRON EXQUISITUM.—Light
spots, very fine, 8a.

JIHODODENDRON ORATIOSUM.—Lilac rose, very delicate, with

large spota, very flue, 6«.

RHODODENDRON MADAME RUDOLPH ABEL.—Great im-

provement on Rhododendron Prince Camille de Rohan ; spots

more distinct, Yory reniarkable, fis.

TEA ROSE iSABELLE SPRUNT (lately figured in the " Illua-

tration Hortioole "J.—One of the best Tea Roses Bent out, 8a.

WEIGELA PUErURATA.—One of the most distinct varieties

obtained; the blooms aie lurgo purplish red, and of much
etlect, 45.

GTNERIUM ARGENTEUM FOLIIS VARIEGATIS.—I beg to

offer fine well-rooted plants, grown in pots, of this beautiful

true variogated Oyneriuiu, which is the good variety sent out by

Mr. Rendatler. Good plants, 7$. 6d. ; six plants, £2.

The NEW GENERAL CATALOGUE, No. 79, is ready, and may be obtained free by writing to AMBKOISE
VEKSCHAFFELT, Ghent, Belgium. A Coloured Drawing of thu New Tea Rose Isabella Spruut may be also

obtained free. tt-- .
AMBKOISE VERSCHAFFELT recommends hi^ Monthly Publication, the "ILLUSTRATION HORTICOLL.

Each Number contains Three Coloured Platea of the best and newest planta. Price I4s. 6;^. a year, free. A Specimen

Number may be obtained free.

3 HOIJODENDRON, for Cover or Underwood Planting,
.\j i>r otliorwise.—Fine strong Plants, Layirs from Stools of the
tiiiiiitn v;ir kt-lCH, from 12 to IS inches high, i>rlco £B per I'l'tO, caab.

C^
Formation of NEW i'LAN'l'ATii iNS t.v Cmitmct, liit:lu'Jiii

Planting and FUJuik' up lui- Uvm VL-ars. '_ ,^____
The best Evergreen Fence or Screen,

JOHN CRANSTON run sv

AMERICAN ARBOK-VIT.E, 6,

desirable whore an iinmediate Fence is t

Nurseries, Kint^'s Acre,

rrTQ Th e TRADE

pply several Thousand
8, to' 8 feet tu height, most
jquirod. Price on application,
near Hereford.

and OTHEKS.
LARCH, 1 J 4 feet.

5 feet.

T
CATALOGOE, with Prices, gra__ _

& Son, Cottingham; and No. 7, Market Place, Hull.

D E.
""0

IT'^B. E T R~
f>00,000 2-yr. Transplat ted (JUICKS, 1 to SJ feet.

'JOO.IMK 1-yr. Soedliii^' (QUICKS, U to 12 inches.
20,000 2-yr. CRABS'!

6000 RED GRAPE ini

2000 Standard PEAHt
Prices and samples on applici

Donmgton, Spalding.

laiitf'l LARCH, 1 to 3* feet.

1 VICTORIA CORRANTS.

OWIL i Coc&s, Old Nurseries,

To Nurserymen.
WANTED, several Hundred good healthy Plants of

the ABIES DOUGLASII (Vancouver's Island kind), from
C inches to 2 or 3 feet high. Address answers, stating age, size, &c.,
and lowest pnce delivered at St. David's Station, Exeter, to

Messrs. H. k B. J. Ford, 2.% Southernhay, Exeter.

Planting Season
LARCH (Native and Tyrolese). SCOTCH FIR (True

Native), SPRUCE, OAK. ASH. ALDER, BEECH, PRIVET,
and all kinds of FOREST and ORNAMENTjU. TREES and
SHRUBS. ROSES. FRUIT TREES, fine specimen ARAUCARIAS
and DEODARS, and large TREES for Park Planting, now m flue

condition for removal.
CATALOGUES, with sizes and prices, sent free o

DicKSOKS & Co.. Nurserymen, Seedsmen, i

Place, Edinburgh.

CHARLES NOBLE has a large quantity to offer of the
undermentioned, by the dozen, 100, 1000, or 10.000 :—

Dwarf ROSES of all the finest kinds, large bushes, 2 to 3 feet high
and nearly as far through.

SPANISH CHESTNUTS, verv fine, l-yaar. .

THORN, very fine, l-veai". ' I Sample and
TURKEY OAK, very fine, 1-year. > price if

MANETTI ROSE STOCKS, very fine, 1-year. \ required
DEUTZIA CRENATA flore-pleno, very fine, 1-year. '

STRAWBERRIES. 2s. 6d. per 100, or 21s. j>er 1000
British Queen | Frogmore Late Pine
Empress Eug^me
Sir C. Napier

|
marg

Sunningdale >

(Jscar
Wonderfiil

I
Prince Arthur.

, Bagshot, Suney

Game Covert, Forest Planting, &c.
T? ^ C M T '1*^ CT .-.«„.„

^l^g folio

EKRBERIS (m sorts). ^

ASH, OAKS, BEECIi,
strong well-rool

RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, bushy, well-rooted plants, t

Do. HTBHIDUM, 6 to i: ,

Jaues Suixa, Darlo;

I. per 100.

Lr Matlock,

4,000,000 l-yr. Larch
CuO.iiOO 2-yr. Seedling do.
2W.I.UU0 1-yr. Transplanted do,

1,600,0*10 2-yr. Scotch Fir

i.oOO 2-yr. Spruce Fir
400,000 3-yr. do.

20(",000 l-yr. Pinua
-yr. PmuB Laricio

„,, l-yr. Finns We;
100,000 2-yr. SUver Fir
60,000 2-yr. Finns Weymouth

2-yr. Balm of GUead
000,000 l-yr. Alder
300,000 2-yr. Seedling do.

IW.OOO l-yr. Transplanted do.

4o0,000 l-yr. Sycamore
100,000 2-yr. do.

100,000 2-yr. Beech
100,000 2-yr. Horse Chestnut

1,600,000 2-yr. Elms

[) l-yr. Spanish Hazel

) 2-yr. American do.

1,000,000 l-yr. Thorn Quick
100,000 l-yr. Laurel
30,000 2-yr. do.

, BcR&K, Drumlargan and Garradice Nurseries, Summer-
hill, Co. Meath, Ireland,

Huntingdon Nurseries.

WOOD AND INIjKAM otter the following at extremely
moderate rates, according to the quantity taken:—

ASH, 2-yr. SeetUing, and in Drills, li to 2 feet.

BLACKTHORN, l-yr., fine.

CHESTNUT, HORSE, l-yr.. and 6 to 8 feet, transplanted.

JiLMS NARROW-LEAVED ENGLISH, 2 and 3-yr. Seedling and

p. and 5 to 6 feet.

6 to 6 feet. ^ ^, ^
FI K, BALM of GILEAD, IJ to 2. and 2 to 3 feet.

FIR. WEYMOUTH PINE, 2 to 21, ' *" = ""'' '= -^

HAZEL, li to 2, and 2 to 2} feet.

QURSE, l-yr. Seedling. ^ . ,

HOLLY, 3-yr. bedded, transplanted, 6 to 9 inches, 9 to 1

li, 1) to 2, and 3 t '

POPLAR, BLACiE ITALIAN, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, 6 to 6, 6 to 7, * 8 to 10ft.

POPLAR, ONTARIO or AMERICAN, 2 to 3 and 12 to 16 feet.

WHITE THORN QUICK, 3-yr. Seedling,

ARBORVIT^, AMERICAN, U to 3i feet.

VKBORVIT^ LOBBII, extra flne specimens, 3 to 7 feet.

ARBORV1T.E, SIBERIAN, 1 to li, li to 2, 2 to 21, and 3 feet.

AUCUBA JAPONICA, extra fine hardy specimens, Itoli, IJ to 2,

2 to 21 and 3 feet.

BEECH PURPLE and COPPER, 5to 6, and 6 to 8 feet.

BERBERIS DDLCIS, 1 to 2, and 3 to 4 feet.

BERBERIS AQUIFOLIUM. 1 to U, IJ to 2, and 2 to 2i feat.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, very fine, 3 to 4, and 4 to 6 feet.

CU PRESSUS MACROCARPA. potted. 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

LAUREL, COMMON, 1 to li and 2 feet.

LAUREL, PORTUGAL, vevy fine, 1 to 4 feet.

PLANE ORIENTAL, 2 to ?•, 4, and 5 feet; extra, 9 to 10 feet.

plane! OCCIDENTAL, 3 to 4, 5 to 6, 6 to 7, and 8 to 9 feet.

YUCCA RECUR VA. fine specimens, U to 2jfeet.

ROBINIA INEKMIS. fine Standards, to 7 feet stems.

W ILLOW, WEEPING, 6 to 7 feet, and fine Standai'ds.

N.B. CATALOGUES sent free on application.
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TO THE TRADE.

CAKTEE'S
NEW AND CHOICE VEGETABLES FOR 1867.

.AXTON'S PROLIFir EAELY L()N(l-POI) PEA.

We have mucli

pleasure in intro-

ducing tljis valu-

able variety, ruiaeti

by Thomas Lax-

ton, Esq., Stam-

ford, to the notice

of the Trade. Some

pods (in a gieen

state) were ex-

hibited by us at

Mark Lano in

June, 1865, averag-

ing 11 and 12 Peas

in a pod, and they

were pronounced

by several eminent

members of the

London Seed Trade

to be an exceed-

ingly fine variety.

For a second Early

Pea, and a Pea

for early sowing

in autumn, there

is no Pea of a

similar class in

cultivation to equal

it, and we feel

every confidence

that it will be in

general cultivation

in a very few years.

The Pea has the

same habit and

characteras "Dick-

son's Favourite "

and " Auvergne,"

excepting that the

pods are nearly

DouuLE the size of

these varieties.

The additional

Testimonials re-

ceived by us during

the past summer

fully corroborate

our own opinion as

to its being a

*' First-class Pea."

/h Sealed Quarts

and Pints.

New Tom Thumb Peas.
THE PEABODY.-A very dwarf prolific branching late variety, of Tom Thumb habit- helpht

nVlnr '. ^T.
^'''"''' '""^ '"^ productive. " The Peabody" is a later variety than the Dwarfaienoo, to which it forms a good euccessiou. Offered for the first time in sealed packets.

"DWARF" WATERLOO ILATE BRANCHING MARROW.-A dwarf variety of tall Rovalctorla or ;v<.terloo Marrow, nf T^a, Thumb habit ; height, 16 inches; the most valuable dwarf
offered

;
very dwarf, good flavour, and very productive. Offered

Extract/rom "Joui-nal
of Sorlicutture."
Sept. 4, 18G0.

" As the raiser of
this Pea, my object in

lalt

, ublic
judgment alone ; but
that the condemna-
tioDs contained m the
letters alluded to are
not universal, 1 have
proof abundant in
flattering reports of
the successes of other
growers who have
volunteered their
opinions, 'An Ama-
teur" appears to have
assumed
been announced
the best Pea in culti-
vation, and to have
condemned it as not
answering that de-
scriftion ; he may

Pea or plant.

Had Messrs. Carter
announced it as such
they could hardly have
been liable to a charge
cfdeception; but they
have in their descrip-
tion of it, I think.
been singularly mode-

behove to betheorigiu

Gangster's J?io. 1 ;

to suppose there were
three varieties, yet the
produce in the grow-
ing state will show but
one character, with
very slight variations,
and this is not the only
Pea which exhibits
such a tendency.
' Dickson's Favourite '•

has been likened by
high authority to the
variety in question,
and hasprobably origi-
nated from crossing
two Peas of a similar
class. Dickson's par-
takes of a like mixed
character of seed, and
the variations in the
growing produce are
also insignificant. It
is a churactoristic
of many crossed Peaa
to show in their pro-
duce after the second
generation seeds like
both parents and
intermediate, and
po&sibly this may
explain the appear-

leral and late cropping i

for the flrst time in sealed packets

Carter's Summer Broccoli.

i^f^i^^h!"" ^n'^Tl^ ^!^^
enormous close white heads, having the desirable merit of being fully a fortnight

he >a.l^ T ? T'""
''''^" "'^''=^ '' was selected, and which has hitherto been considered

mLlZl
^"'^^y \7"'^-"-'- Carter's Summer Broccoli may be had lit for use In June, hS

dl t^ct fr?^T T. !r"''
'^"'^^ '^^""'^ "^«<=^^>-^ ^-^ Cauliflowers. The seed of this var etv i,dlitmct from all other iorti. Iq sealed packets.

• This
as "Laxton's Prolific

.

Early Long-pod

"

" " inct in seed
rth from " D .

3 Favourite," and

Sims^s Mammoth Tomato.
ety of the Cherry Tomato, very early, of extremely robust habit; requiring littlo

. large and smooth, in Grape-like bunche.'i, averaging from 4 to 20 fruits. This variety
na» raised by Mr. Si g 3. Gardaner to — Weddowson, Esq., Dulwich Common, and is much recommended.

In sealed packets.

New Potato, The Ash-top Fluke.
A hybridized Seedling from the Aah-leaf and the Fluke Potato raised by a Bedfordshire

gardener, who lias grown it for 5 years. The stock was purchased by J. C. & Co. in 1S65, and grown by
their St. Osyth Seed Farm, where they have tboroughly proved its excellent qualities,
rrectly describes The Ash-top Fluke as follows :—" I can -recommend it with perfect
jcond early Potato—considerably earlier than the ordinary Fluke Potato—with" -- a good keeper, and when boiled is very mealy and of most excellent flavour. I

last 6 years, and during that time I have shown it against all the leading

them last

The Raiser c

confidence as a
handsome tubers , ^

have grown this Potato for
sorts and it was always considered to be the best.

A nurseryman |ln the neighbourhood where The Ash-top Fluke was raised describes it as *'

a

genuine Seedling Potato, selected from a batch of Seedlings sown in 1860,jand grown on since then by
the Raiser. It comes on directly after the Ash-leaf, is a goud ciopper for the garden, but does not
produce like coarse field sorts ; it is in good condition up to the end of January or middle of Februarv.
1 have seen the Potato several times at a Cottage Show and admired it much : you may depend upon
what the Raiser says about it, as I have known cum for years."

fXICES OF THE ABOVE TO THE TSADE ON APPLICATION.
*,• A List of Wholesale Purchasers wiU shortly be Advertised in these Columns.

JAMES CARTER and CO., 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
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THE VERY EARLIEST AND BEST PEA IN CULTIVATION
IS

SUTTON'S EINGLEADER.
This iinrivnllcd EARLY VARIETY still retains its position as the
•ardrst ,n/i/ best Pea yet introduced. The various trials made both in

iid I'livrite Gardens (reports of which wiJl be found below), fully
ronfirni the ciiiitidence we had ot 1/5 suprriorittj over every other Early Pea
ii/ rultlvtition. The Plants are thickly and uniformly covered with well-
filled Pnds. One of its chief merits is that the haulm can be cleared away,
and ;the ground planted with another Crop nearly a fortnight before other
£arly Peas are ready.

Retail Price 2s, per quart.

!^ Lowest Price to the Trade on applicatioti.

EXTRACTS FROM A FEW OF THE NUMEROUS TESTIMONIALS RECENTLY RECEIVED.
f stoke Neroington iExtractfrom the Report

" ' Sutton's Ringleader
'

tho growth quite reRulrir, '.

compared with' Dillistcirii'\

words, it is decidedly ]e^^

poets are regular in outlino, witli a ivnt beak, and are produced
both in pairs and singly. One of its (listingmshing charaolera is, that

3 which It belongs
" In 18(35 and 1660 * Dillistone'

stood sido by side, and these two ]

i n distinct and valuable
nnil ns pond for the table as any
Height. I'toetU inches.
Early' and 'Sutton's Ringleader'

No. 1
' Is distinct from ' Bishop's

Frovi Mr. Jamm Ddorett, Oardf^ner to the Rev, J, Wilder, Sulham,
August 22.

" I have proved your ' Ringleader' Pea to be the earliest, I sowed
' Ringleader ' side by side with ' Daniel O'Rouiko,' and gathered the

' Kingleader' nine days earlier than ' Daniel O'Rourke.'
"

From Mr. Joon Rattt, Gardenfr to CotteriU Scholefleld, Esq.,
Turville Park, HenUii-on-TlLfimes, Sept. 6.

found * Sutton's Ringleader ' 7 or 10 days earlier than either

of the other two "

From Mr. Joseph Hinsow. Hiffh Street, Sxitlon,

1 your ' RmgleaHi '
"

r grown."

From Wm. Thompson, Esq., Weymouth, January 12.

" I tred your ' Ringleader ' Pea last year against ' Sangster's No. 1 :*

they were each sown on the same day, but your 'Ringleader' was
10 days earlier in ripening than ' Sanyf^ter's No. 1.'

"

From Mr. William Dowell, Gardiner to Sir George Chetwynd,
i^-endon Hall, Atherstonc, May.

" Your 'Ringleader' is earlier than anv Pea I have ever grown. I

hhall gather a diaU to-morrow morning, which is by far the earliest

wo have had."

I the last day of February ;

day I planted ' Daniel O'Rourke' and otter early sorts.

Your 'Ringleader' ii
' " --'-'-' -

filling fast. 1 have 1

'I planted your 'Ringleader' Pea
' ' '"uiielO'f

nonly well podded, and the pods

From Mr. J. Daniels, Oardener to the Rev, C. R. Keene, Smjncomb
Oardena, BenUy-on-Thame^. June 20.

" I might notice that yoiu' ' Ringleader' Pea, sown December 20,

Is flrst-rate, perfectly distmct, and much the earliest Pea I have ever
grown. I havealso another crop nearly ready, sown March 20, with
* Dfllistone's,' but find them perhctly distinct."

r than ' Dillistone's,' and

. . ill be cleared off the ground before the others have done
blossoming. I consider the ' Ringleader ' the quickest Pea of any of
the early sorts grown."

) the earliest Pea 1 have ever mot with, and

From Mr. Georoe Scrtmger, Home Park, Snnningy May 2D.
" I have groat pleasure in reporting favourably of your new earl

Pea ' Ringleader,' They wore sown the same day as five of the moi
popular early sorts. 1 gathered from it on the 20th of Maj-, which :

H days earlier than I shall off any of the other varieties. It is ala

very iirolific."

Ringleader,' 'Sutton's Champion,' ' Essex Rival," and ' Dillist-

Early Prolific ' Peas. * Sutton's Ringleader ' was just coming in the
3d of May ; the others a week or so later."

From Messrs. Dodsok & Sons, Ti'oodlands N'ursery, Isleiror h,

October 21.
" We tried your ' Ringleader' Pea last season with 'Dillistono's,'

and it was from a week to 10 days earlier. It is certainly tho earliest
Pea that has come under our notice."

Brltlflh Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT Slfil can now send, post free for six postage

stamps Part I. {BrlU«h Feme and their varieties, 30 pageB.
including nricos of Hardy ExoUc Ferns) of his NEW and PRICED
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BUrnSH and EXOTIC FERNS,
No. 7.

Font'H Prav Nnrserv, S.R., a mile from Sidcup Station of New
North Kent LiiiO nrs,,uth Kiuitem Railway^

Wholesale Catalogue of Nursery Stock.
/<E0K(;K .lAiiKMAN AND SON'S riUCEI) and
V_T DESCitllTlVE CATALOGUE for lafW and spring 1807, can

? had free on application, compristng Fniit Trees, Roses,jA.merlean

Woking Nursery, Surrey.

Early Spring Flowers.
WEBB'S GIANT POLYANTHUS and COWSLIP,

with all the best varieties of Double and Single PRIMROSIfiS,
PANSIES, Ac, with Seeds of single varieties. LIST of pricee of

different kmds on application to
Mr. , Calcot Gardens, Reading.

LiUum lanclfoUum.
QUTTON AND S0N8 h;ivc n.viv.-d s.

kJ the above siilrmii'l I.i I i

For descriptioi

Exhibition of Chrysanthemums.
TOHN S.\LTER'S magniticent COLLECTION of

O CHRYSANTHEMUMS la NOW in BLOOM. Tho Winter
Garden is open every day except Sunday, Admit

Amaryllis.

JAMES GARAWAY and CO., Durdham Down
Nurseries, Bristol, oflor Bulbs of the above, unnamed Seedlinga

that have bloomed with iaem during tho past two seasons, and many
of which are now showing flower, at Sa., 7*'. Od., and 10«. 6d. each, or

6'W,, 80s., and 106*. per dozen.
sGa E Co., Durdham Down Nurseries, Bristol.

Gladioli.
KELWAY AND SON bet: to call attention to their

splendid Stock of GLADIOLI, which comprises all the florts

worth crowing, and probably the largest i^ the Trade. As a proof

of the luxuriance ani excellence of their collection they have been
awarded the First Prizes oflered at the Crystal Palace and Royal

The Nurseries, Langport, Somerset.

CLIMBING DEVONIENSIS.— This beautiful Rose
having obtained a First-class Certiflcato at the Royal Horti-

cultural Meeting, S. J. Pavitt is induced to offer his fine plants of

the above as growD by him for the last seven years, and thoroughly

proved to be a distinct and most valuable climbing variety. Extra

strong plants, on clean stems, with shoots from 3 to 7 faet in length,

Cd. each. Special offers to the Trade, when taken by the dozen
1- himdred.

3 Cottage Nnrficry, Bathwlck, Both.

A
New Catalogues. «„„.,^

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSES.
A CATALOGUE of ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES.
A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of GRAPES,

Free per post on apflicationt
9 4; Son, N'urf ,, Sawbridgeworth.

S ROSES and their CATALOGUE.
; LIST is now ready. For general pricea seo
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lind their friends that the present time is

The following Seedsmen have already ordered a supply direct from Messrs. Sutton

Messrs. Cooper & Boltmi, 152, Flovt Street, London, E.G. _ _ Messrs, Fisher, Holm_es. & Co., Sheffield,

' Old" Cheshunt Nu riea. N.

Wm. Hurst >?

Minier. Na.sh. ,\
'

Nutting& Sun-,
Waite, Burn. 'I ,

Tborburn&O..
,

J. Dobson ii, .5011S

Henry Clarke ii, t

, London, E. C.

id. London, W.C.
.Mfidon. E.C.
ii Holborn, London, W.C.

J. & C. Lee, Hammersmith.
James Veitch 4 Sons, Chelsea, S.W.

„ Austin & McAslan, Buchanan Street. Glasgow.
„ Osbom & Sons, Fulham, S.W,

Mr, W. B Smale, Barton, Torquay.
,, P. J. Perry, Banbury.
„ F. Allman, Horsham. Sussex.

SUTTON AND SONS, SEED GROWERS and MERCHANTS, READING.

SUPERB NEW LATE GRAPE-MRS. PINCE'S BLACK MUSCAT.

LUCOMBeT PINCE, & CO.
Ceg leave to call the attention of the Public to thi.s exceedingly tine and highly valuable GRAPE, which may now

be seen in great perfection at their Nursery. It has been awarded a First-class Certificate by the Koyal Horticultural

Society of London, and elicited the praises of numerous eminent Horticulturists. It is Msen(Mffy a late Grape,

possessing high Muscat ilavour. It will keep in perfection until April.

Undoubtedly the very best late Grape, ivith trite Muscat fiavour.

VINES will be ready to send out in August, 1867, at the following prices:—

Strong Canes, £1 Is. each.; Fruiting, £2 2s. each; Extra strong Fruiting, £3 3s. each.

l5<g° Orders will he eicculed in strict rotation «s receircd.

Copies of the numerous Testimonials now in their possession will be forwarded upon application.

EXETER NURSERY, EXETER.

New General Plant Catalogue. _
BS. WILLIAMS' NEW PLANT CATALOGUE,

• containing many really Rood Novelties, and carefully selected

LISTS of STOVE, GREENHOUSE, and HARDY PLANTS, is

DOW ready and will be forwarded post free to all applicants.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Holloway, London, N-

B
Surplus Imported Bulbs.—SeeAKE AND SUGDEN'S

large Advertisement, page 1153.

VIOLA CORNUTA var. PURPLE QUEEN.

The Purple variety of this beautiful Bedding Plant, so much admired during the past season. This variety is the

one grown by Mr. Bennett, Head Gardener to G. S. Foljambe, Esq., Osberton Hall, Notts, and was lately the

cause of some controversy in the Horticultural Papers. At one time it was supposed to be identical with the lietter

Itiiown variety gro\vn by Mr. Wills, but upon comparison a decided difference was found both in the colour of flower

and habit of growth (vide Journal of Horticulture of November 20, page 384). Jn the article here referred to,

Mr. Wills suggests that Mr. Bennett's variety should be called " Purple Queen," and his own " Mauve Queen."

B. S. Williams has secured Mr. Bennett' sentu-e stock of Seed, and can therefore warrant it the variety grown by

him ; he has also taken up Mr. Wills' suggestion by calling it PURPLE QUEEN, in contradistinction to the ILauvc

vfiriety now in general cultivation.

Per Packet, Is. and 2s. 6d.

None genuine unless hearing B. S. Williams' name and address.

VIOLA CORNUTA (the MAUVE QUEEN variety), 6<;., Is., and 2s. &d. per packet.

RAPHANUS CAUDATUS (the Wonderful Radish), Is. per packet, containing three good seeds.

A LIST of VEGETABLE SEED NOVELTIES for 1867 free by post on appUcation.

All Packets of Seed post paid. Beavier Seeds carriage free to all parts of Great Britain and Inland.

B. S. WILLIAMS, VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, N.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 1, 1866.

MEETINGS Foil THE ENSUING WEEK.
fRoyal Herticultural (Floral and FruitCom-

'I'trEiDW, Dec. i\ mittees), at South Kensington .. ..Uji.m,

( Ditto tSclcntiflc Discussion) 3p.it.

_ /Royal Horticultural CWcckly Show), at
hxTUHDAT, Bj South Kensington 2 p.m.

A FEW weeks since we called attention to

some Vines of exteaokdinary Growth, and

we did so for the purpose of raising the question

whether or not tho plan now so commonly

adopted of limiting the development of the plant

to the length of a single rafter is a good one,

supposing the object to be tho production of a

continued succes,sion of sound fi-uit, highly

flavoured and well coloured, with berries and

clusters of average size and weight. The Vine,

we know, is a plant of almost unlimited growth ;

indeed, some scarcely credible dimensions have

recently been ascribed to one growing near Santa

Barbara, in California ; the stock of which, it is

stated, is 10 feet in circumference, whUo the

branches are trained on a trellis 60 feet in

diameter, and the crop, consisting of several

thousand bunches, has been estimated to yield

18,000 lb. of fruit. Whatever credence may be

given to this traDs-Atlantic story, the well-known

fact remains that it is the natural habit of a Vine

to extend itself freely in all directions, and
_
to

produce an enoi-mous surface of leaf, which

leafage, exerting as it does a powerful influence on

the juices of the plant, must also materially affect

the character and quality of the fruit. Now to

limit the gi-owth of a Vine within so narrow a

compass as is the case when the single rod and

spur principle is adopted, must bo to disturb

if not to revolutionise the constitution of the

plant ; and although the matter may right itself
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to some extent by the reciprocity of action which

the roots and leaves of a particular plant -will

set up between themselTes, yot we cannot resist,

the conviction that something of the old nature

wiU remain in the stock, and that to the violence

offered to this surviving element is often due

the shanking, the bad-colouring, the deficient

flavour, and other such-Uke evils of which

Grape growers have to complain. The balance

of power is destroyed, and the living machine

will no longer work as it ought to do.

That great results may be achieved by the

restrictive system we admit, and, indeed, the

annals of "Grape growing supply abundant

evidence of this fact. Monster bunches may be

caught just when the Vine has been worked up
to its highest pitch of vigoiir ; but then follows

the decadence to which we formerly referred, and

without a succession of Vines we are apt to look

in vain in the future for similar extraordinary

produce.
TVo have been led to revert to this subject

through reading an account given in a northern

contemporary, The Farmer, of a large and
vigorous Vine which is to be found among the

Scottish Highlands. This Vine, which is growing
at Kinnell, in Perthshire, is described as being

36 years old, and fiUs a lean-to Vinery, which is

89 feet long from east to west, and has a perpen-
dicular front elevation of 5 ft. , and a sloping roof

of ISj ft., equal to about 229 superficial yards of

glazed surface. It covers the whole house ; and
its stem before branching off is 6 feet long by
l(i inches in circumference. It is in healthy
vigorous growth, produces highly-coloured fruit

ofsufficientexcelleuce to carry off first prizes, and
has for the last four seasons borne an average
crop of about 600 bunches. Mr. Mtjerat,
the excellent gardener at Taymouth Castle,

gives the following particulars respecting
this great Vine of the Grampians. "The
estate of Kinnell was purchased by, I believe,

the first Marquis of BREADALB.iJfE. In the
year 1830 the late Marquis, who then resided at

Auchmore and KinneU, planted this Vine, a true

which has perfoTmed its functions and the parent

stock. The separation of fruit when ripe is

strictly of the same nature, as also the fall op
BRiUfCHES, which in Vegetable Pathology is

known under the name of Cladoptosis. If we
take the Pear as an example, and examine the

surface from whence the stalk has separated,

with a pocket lens, we shall see that it is

sprinkled with a quantity of shining meal-like

cells, which however do not form a continuous
stratum. It is very possible that there may be
something more than mere mechanical agency in

the separation of the- fruit, for as every one
knows who has attended to fruit gathering, the
merest touch is often sufficient to cause the
separation, so slight indeed that one can
hardly believe that without some vital action,

so great an effect could be produced.
In the instance of the Pear the case is not ended

by the separation of the stalk. A rough, unsightly
budless base still remains, which decaying might
prove injurious to the shoot below, and the
removal of this is effected by the successive
splitting off of several little discs, the separation
of each of which depends on the formation of
intermediate cells, as in the case of the leaf and
the fruit.

A similar phenomenon on a large scale takes
place in many other trees, especially in the Oak
and WiUow. In the former the separation of
branchlets generally takes place while the upper
portion is stUl living; in the latter more fre-
quently where decay is already completed. In
either case the ground under the trees may often
be found thickly strewed with twigs or large
branchlets, each of which presents a clean
transverse section through the bark and wood.
In the WiUow it is not always easy to detect the
separating cells, but in the Oak there is often no
more difficulty in doing so than in the Pear.
The subject is well worth a more minute

examination. The explanation possibly consists
in the fact that the ]iart to be separated no
longer sends back anything, and is not capable
of receiving a further supply, and in consequence

Black Ilamburgh, in a small lean-to gi-eenhouse, ! the tips of the cells beneath throw out a distinct
the then gardener being Mr. Eobeet Gardiner, growth, which ultimately effects the separation,
late general manager at EgUuton Castle, whom ' As far as we have seen, the production of the
I succeeded in 1S32, and had the pleasure of

j

scattered cells is confined to the wood, but we
training the young Vine ' how to shoot ' for two . would not assert positively that this is the case,
years. The natm-al soil at Kinnell is of a light

j

The premature fall of sterile or superabundant
sandy texture, the subsoil being gravelly, and flowers, or of imperfectly formed fruit, belongs
consequently dry ; but a good border for the

|

to the same category ; or even where there is no
Vine, or rather Vines, for there were at first ' superabundance, deficient or redundant nourish-
more than one, was made with soil taken from

j

ment arising from continued drought or moisture
the old groimds of Finlarig, where there were

|

may have a precisely similar effect. M. J. S.
then some rich deposits of vegetable mould from ' '

the old trees which still adorn the grounds around I 'We have to record the Death of Mr. Joseph
that ancient ruined residence, and last restin
place of ' The Campbells.' But, apart from this
border, I consider that the extraordinary luxuri-
ance and success of the Vine is owing to a wide
excavation that was at one time made immedi-
ately in front of the border for an Asparagus
plantation, and which was filled up to the depth
of 4 feet with the same rich soil from Finlarig

;

hence the abundant range for the roots of the
Vine, and in proportion to which so have its

branches extended.
"The original house has been added to, the

last ' eke ' having been made a few years since
;

and from the vigorous rampant gi-owth, even at
the extreme ends of the branches, I make no
doubt but that, were the Vinei-y much farther
extended, its present spread might soon be
doubled. I m.ay state that, in regard to regular
annual crops, I have never known this Vine to
fail, either in quantity or quality, the first being
invariably highly coloured, and such a thing as
shanking, or any other disease that the Vine is

heir to, has never yet found its way to Kinnell."
The important question, to which we shoidd be

glad to find our leading Grape-growers addi-ess-
ing themselves, is whether or not, for general
purposes, such instances as the Vines at Kinnell,
Pinchley, and Cumberland Lodge, do not indi-
cate that Vines might very well be permitted
to occupy more space—to be allowed, in fact, to
approach something nearer their natural habit

—

than is generally allotted to them at present;
and whether this mode of giving vent to pent-up
energies might not be curative of some at least
of the evils from which, under the highly arti-
ficial conditions in which they are grown, we
too often see them suffering.

The fall of the leaf (see p. 1114'. is not the only
phenomenon in the Vegetable Kingdom which
depends on the formation of a new set of cells,
making

;
a line of demarcation between a part

Henderson, which took place on the 22d of November,
atWentwortU Woodhouse, wherehe terminated in 1863
a service of nearly 50 years under the late and present
Earl FiTZWiLLlAM. He was a man of a very high
tone of mind, and acquired a surprisins; stock of know-
ledge on various subjects, notwithstanding the constant
demands on his time as superintendent ofthe Gardens,
first at Milton, and afterwards at Wentworth. He had
a fair knowledge of Latin and Frencb,wa.s an admirable
draftsman, and besides possessing very extensive
botanical information, he was a good ornithologist and
entomologist. His botanical researches were not con-
fined to Pha;nogamoas plants, as he made the minute
structure of Crj'ptogams an especial study, and was one
of the first to discover the antheridia of Ferns, though
he failed to recognise their real nature. His
paper on the germination of Ferns in the " Magazine
of Botany and Zoology" in 183" made him generally
known amongst botanists, and in consequence of this
and other researches he was elected an Associate of the
Linnean Society, an honour which he well deserved.
Ferns were certainly his favourites in the vegetable
world, and the collections at Milton and Wentworth
were amongst the most important in the country. He
was happilyencouraged in his pursuits by his employers,
and he was not the only domestic in the establishment
who did good service to science, for Mr. Artis, the
house steward, was well-known for his archaeological
researches, and his work on the " Vegetation of the
Coal Measures," while the discoveries of Mr. Simmons
are recorded in Curtis's " British Entomology." Mr.
Henderson's health unhappily failed about three
years since, and for the last year he never left his bed-
room. He has left behind him few more useful
members o( society, and none more deservedly loved
for his kindly disposition and numerous sterling
qualities. M. J. B.

M. EuoiiNE Forney, in a paper lately read
before the Societe Imp(«riale d'Horticulture at Paris,
seeks to establish as a general rule, that the more
northern the latitude whence our Fruit Trees have
originally sprung, the longer is the time requisite for
them to form their flowers. Thus, fruit trees originally
natives of warm counties produce their flowers on the
young shoots ; those derived from temperate countries
iin the wood of last year, and those indigenous to
luLther latitudes on the three-year-old wood. M.
Poenet cites many instances in p'roof of his assertion,
maintaining that many of the apparent exceptions are

dne to the trees say of tropical latitudes being natives
of the mountains. Ac. Stdl, making due allowance for
these sources of error, we cannot but think the excep-
tions to the rule laid down by M. Forney are so
numerous as to outweigh, the rule itself. Nevertheless
the subject is one that has been too much neglected,
and promises to reward the observer with valuable
results both in a practical and a scientific point of view.

"We understand that the magnificent collection
of Orchids at Meadow Bank will furnish to th«
meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society on Tuesday
next, the 4th inst., among other things, a spike of
Cymbidium giganteum with II flowers, and possibly
also a spike of the lovely Odontoglossum Alexandra)
with 12 flowers, the largest number that has yet been
seen on plants grown in this country. A most magni-
ficent new Saccolabium will, we hear, also be shown
from Jlessrs. Veitch & Sons' estabUshment.

5Ir. Bull has sent us flowers of one of
M. Van Houtte's charming hybrid Gesneraceous
plants, the EucodoNopsis nigelioides. They are
very beautiful, and combine the elegant form arwf size
of the drooping Gloxinia, with the soft colouring and
elegant markings of some of the rosy-flowered Tydseas.
The habit is dwarfish, resembling that of Gloxinia. It
was raised from Encodonia Ehrenbergii (Scbeeria
lanata) crossed with Nsegelia zebrina spleudens.

; "We are glad to be able to announce, that owinj;
chiefly to the exertions of our indefatigable correspon
dent Mr. Fish, the Guarantee Fund in support of
the Eoyal Horticultural Society's Show at Bury
St. Edmund's, next summer, now exceeds 1000/. Mr.
Fish's suggestion that local and other special prizes,
in the form of Cups, should be added to the Schedule,
which we reprint in another column, is also, we learn,
being well responded to. The Ladies' Cap of 25 guineas
for Orchids is already secured, as also is the Town
Cup, and the Borough Members' Cup ; while the
Suffolk Gardeners' Cup and others will be forthcoming
in due time.

_

SAEEACENIAS.
Pitcher plants are so quaint in their organisation,

so striking in their appearance, that they attract the
attention, both of the professional and the amateur. It
is hardly necessary to remind the reader that under the
common name of Pitcher Plants, several very distinct
groups of plants are included, and that sometimes
Cabbages, Lettuces, and other plants become excep-
tionally, and for the nonce, eutitled to the designaition,
inasmuch as they occasionally produce pitchers. Some-
times the pitcher is formed from the mere rolling in
and union of the edges of a leaf, somethnes from the
dilatation of a leaf-stalk into » funnel or horn-like tnbe.
The North American Sarracenias aflbrd good illus-

trations of the latter, and with the closely allied I^ar-
lingtonia from California, and the Heliaraphora from
British Guiana, constitute a very well marked natural
group, confined to the American continent, and in the
case of Sarracenia purpurea extending from Canada to
Florida, and thus evincing a capacity for existence
under widely difierent climatal conditions. The head-
quarters of the genus may, however, be considered to
be the Southern States of the great trans-Atlantic
republic. The flowers of the Sarracenias are remark-
able for their large petal-like, umbrella-shaped stigmas,
which conceal the stamens, much in the same way as
those organs are covered in Iris by the petaloid styles

;

but this great size of the stigma only exists in Sarra-
cenia, and is not found in Heliamphora, while Darling-
tonia is intermediate between the two in having a
slightly five-lobed stigma.
The structure of these pitchers, judging from that of

S. purpurea, is broadly this : there is an outer and an
inner epidermis, or skin, consisting of cells with a wavy
outline, and permeated by .stomata or pores on both
surfaces; froin the inner epidermis, or that forming
the lining of the pitcher, project numerous coarse,
conical hairs, whose points are directed downwards, as
if to prevent, the escape of any insect that may be
enticed into the pitcher by the water therein, though it

is hard to see what benefit can accrue to the plant by
its thus serving as a beetle-trap. The cellular tissue of
the pitcher is loose and .spongy, permeated by pitted
ducts and thick-walled wood cells, but destitute, so far
as we have observed, of true spiral vessels. The
structure of the stem is decidedly exogenous,—a point
of some consequence in a botanical point of view, as it

was at one time questioned whether these plants were
truly Exogens or no. Since then, however, the
germination of some of the species has been observed,
and two long linear cotyledons have been seen. Seed-
lings do not appear to be common, aud are unknown
in this country.
Doubts have sometimes been raised as to whether

the water that is found in the pitchers is secreted by
those organs, or whether it comes from without.
Certainly in some of the species drops of Water may be
seen through the transparent tube, while the mouth of
the tube is still closed by the lid.

The different species of Sarracenia are distinguished
one from the other by the form and arrangement of
their pitchers, and the size and colour oftheir flowers,

—

the latter probably being of more consequence than the
former; for instance, the pitchers of Sarracenia flava
vary a good deal in size and form, sometimes being
scarcely distinguishable from certain varieties of
Sarracenia Drummondii ; but Sarracenia flava has, as
its name implies, a yellow flower, while S. Drum-
mondii has a purple one.

S. psittacina, the Parrot-like Sarracenia, is new in
cultivation, having been only recently introduced into
this country. We shall take an early opportunity of
giving, by permission of the Messrs. Veitch, a woodcut

'

of this pretty species. Of S. purpurea there are two
varieties, one wholly green, the other with the pitchers
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of a rich purple. Of S. flava there are, as already said,

apparently many forms. We need not here give the

synonyms for the generally accepted names ; they

may be found hy those who care to seek them in

Torrey's and Gray's " Flora of North America," vol. i.,

p, 59, wherein the substance of Groom's monograph of

these plants is embodied.
Some little while since the S. purpurea was recom-

mended as useful in cases of small-pox ; but the most
that can be said of it is, that it is harmless. Accord-

ing to the old doctrine of signatures, the spotted

S. variolaris, or S. Drummondii, ought to be useful in

this complaint, but we suspect they are as inert as

their purple brother.

AH the species of Sarracenia are now, we believe, to

be met with in cultivation in this country, and it may
he of service to some of our readers to give the follow-

ing table, by which the different kinds may be easily

recognised :

—

'

J J Pitchers erect 2,

I Pitchci'.s spreading horizontally .. S. psittacina.

, j
Pitclicra distended in the middle .. S. purpurea.

"
I Pitchers trumpet-shaped .. ..3.
(Lid of pitcher erect 4.

Lid of pitcher bent over the mouth
of the tube S; variolaris.

, I Pitcher spotted .at the upper end . . S. Brutataondii,

( Pitcher not spotted 5.

t J Flower yellow S. flava.
•'

l Flower purple S. rtibra.

THE AUSTEALIAN TREE FERNS.
iNthe Gardeners' CT.ro«;ci'«(seep.l066)therearesome

notes from me on the Tree Ferns of Australia, one state-

fflelit in which I now wish to amend, in consequence

of having received further information on one of the

species hy the last mail from Australia. By reference

to the notes in question, it will be seen that I have

GOincided with "J. G. B." in considering Alsophila

eSceisa and A. Cooperi as one and the same species. It

may also be observed that I mention a large-growing

plant in the Glasnevin cohection, which was received

trader the name of Alsophila species nova, which I

considered very distinct from any of the other kinds

mentioned by either " J. G. B." or myself; but knew
nothing more of its history when I wrote. Being i

desirous to obtain as much information as possible on i

this plant, Mr. Moore, of Sydney, was requested to

furnish it, as far as ho clc.irlv could. His reply just

receiv'l ; i!h i'..i1m>>.^i .

" The Tree Pern resembhng
j\.1poii'i i

. '
I

\ Mu as sp. nova at the time,

isaii;i[r. . !i, , 1 was named by the late

.Sir W ,
ll""k<i-. .\N< ' II '

' Cooperi, in compliment to

Sir Daniel Cooper, \\\v> u,<.k Imiiii- with him some fine

plants, and pre.sented iliim i'. I\( « ," This beingthe case

I have no doubt of tlir um plunts, A. excelsa and

A. Cooperi at Glasnevin, Ijcini; ili.4.mct specifically. It

is most difficult to form a critical opinion on many Tree

Ferns, judging of them only from young plants or

from piecesof the fronds of old ones. It is necessary

that the whole plant, when well developed, should

be seen before a sound judgment can he given on

them. As the two plants in question now stand :it

Glasnevin. A pxcolsn, and A. Cooperi, each with a stem

fully ." r.-i li'^' H.H marked nitli the scars of the

fallen I' • . :- ii" 'lilti'iili v in recognising them
as di-iniri i.ir |ihh_'iiv4 IVoiii yiiuTig plants, it is very

difficult lo disiiimiii.sh Ihem. Probably one of the

best characters of distinctness is to be found in the

scales, which are so abundant on the rachides. In

A. excelsa they are nearly twice the length of those of

A. Cooperi, of a pale fawn colour, almost pellucid

vmder the microscope, with ciliate margins, and soon

becoming deciduous and falling off the rachides
;

whereas in A. Cooperi they are dark brown in colour,

of thicker consistence, falcate in shape, with the

margins strongly serrated, but not so much so as to

deserve the term ciliated. They are, moreover, persis-

tent on the rachides.

The pinnre "I' A. Cooperi are longer than m
A. excelsa, with f lie pinnules wider, and the plant is of

softer texture. I should hope the fruit will display

some further good characters. I have thought it right

to follow vep my observations at once with this note.

which may be taken for what it is worth. D. M.
[We may expect that some matters connected with

Australian Tree Ferns will be cleared up satisfactorily

soon, Mr. Moore, of Sydney, having been appointed

by the Government of New South Wales, to take

charge of the goods from that colony to the Paris

International Exhibition, which are expected to reach

France in March or April. Eds.]

HARDY PICTORIjVIj TREES.-No. I.

In the autumn of 1861 I endeavoured to show (see

13. 770), that the scenery of gardens, parks, &r
, might

be improved byintroducing more plpnliftilly ircr< with

white, yellow, and purple leaves. Tin- natural laiilines

of different trees was also pointed onl asuorthyof
more attentive consideration, and the use of berry-

bearing trees, especially for winter, strongly recom-

mended. The interest which the public took in my
collection of "Hardy Pictorial Trees," shown at the

International Hortiiaill oral l-;\iiiliiti"n in May last, has

again drawn my attenthiii I" ilns .^nlijici, ami I iinipose

now to enterinto fullrr 4clail, aii<l li. riimish dosmp-
tions of a few of the most prnniinBnt and interesting

kinds, under the heads of " Form," " Colour '' and
" Berry-bearing Trees." In the present paper I shall

confine my remarks to " Form," and assuming that the

spreading' form, which is the commonest in Nature, is

already more than sufficiently recognised, I will pass

that by in order to dwell more fully on the " Pyra-

midal " and " Weeping " forms.

Trees and Shrubs of Pyramidal Growth.
Aiies excelsa pyramidalis.—Evotgceen. Height, 1-00

feet. This is a vigorous-gro-fring variety of the Spruce

Fir, of close habit, presenting to the eye a dense mass
of dark impenetrable verdure. It forms a fine single

tree, and is quite worthy of a good position on a lawn.
Cupresstis sr-mpervirens (the common Cypress).

—

Evergreen. Height, 30 feet. One of the handsomest
and most vigorous of pyramidal evergreens, but suitable

only for sheltered or elevated situations, as in exposed
and low damp places the tree is usually injured or

destroyed by frost in a young state. Once it becomes
old <and lo.ses the vigour of growth con.sequent on youth,
the tree is hardy enough.

Cupressns #o)v((oiti.—Evergreen. Height, 30 feet.

This is somewhat similar to, but of smaller growth
than the preceding, pleasing by the refinement of its

beauty rather than bj; its boldness and rigidity. It is

also somewhat tender in ayoung state north of London,
although some beautiful oldirees are often met with
there.

Ilex Aqtdfolimn argentea striata (the TJpright Silver

Holly).— Evergreen. Height, 20 feet. The only

naturally pyramidal form of the variegated Holly with
which I am ae(iuainted, although Hollies in general,

improving under a free use of the knife, may be cut into

this form if roriuired. This kind has leaves broadly

edged uith hriLdil silver.

Ile.r J.i»iln!,,nii iji-ata.—Evergreen. Height, 30 feet.

One of I la- liaials.imest of the green Hollies. The
leaves avr railiir smull, .lavk i/rci'ii, ovate, of great sub-
stancf, .and lliirl,h -r1 im tlic l.nna'hes.

Ilex /,<,/.,,,:,;, (the .Mniorra Holly).—Evergreen.
Height, :;o led. This i!> uf free and r,apid growth, and
quite distinct from all other kinds. The leaves are

broad, pale green, smooth, and the branches are usually

thickly set with berries, which remain on the tree

during winter; a very handsome tree.

Jmiiperus excelsa.—Evergreen. Height, 20 feet.

We have here a very beautiful and hardy Juniper of

close growth ; the whole tree of a greyish tint. Like
most qf the Junipers, it appears to thrive best in a

lightish soil.

Jiimpenm /rm/r^i!,?.—Evergreen. Height, 30 feet.

Similar to tin- la^t, but of more rapid and difi'use growth;
thetr: . :.

,
.

'.. rlully fragrant.l

,/i/,- ,/,,,•.—Evergreen. Height, 12 feet.

A vrii mai |iiaiii.with reddish leaves, producing a
distinct and pleasing effect among other shrubs and
trees, csjiecially in the winter.

jnmpenis hilteriiica (the Irish Juniper).—Evergreen.
Height, 20 feet. A greyish-looking plant of close

com] I LTMivlli, and neat in the extreme. Excellent

forliulil ^andv -nills.

Jintip, ri<s /;,w,«;,/»ai<n'rfn (theUprightRed Cedar).

—Evergreen. Height, 30 feet. This is a very beauti-

ful close-growing variety of the Red Cedar, apparently

but little known, but valu.able for its dense tufls of rich

dark fohage and great hardihood, and thriving in almost

any soil.

Pimis inr/mo.—Evergreen. Height, 100 feet. The
true Corsican Pine is one of the grandest and most
beaiitifnl of strictly pyramidal Pines, so hardy and so

I'rr'- llial it deserves a fuller rcrr,-nil aai than it has

liitla iln met with at tlie liaial- ul plaulers. Some
spl.aidal ...lumnsof it exisi ai I'imiimi li.nl Hall, near

uhirhaiv liiirll, ,..ii.: hiimii :ri|f.= fn =00,Camlii
.-,- //,

lb
Q

gree
leaves, quili- Mist in. a inm. i n- .ii la r uinn- "i rx. i-roci

Oak, and very hardy.
Taxus haecala faMigiata (the Irish Tew).—Ever

green. Height, 20 feet. One of the most rigid and
darkest of evergreens, the leaves being of a blackish

green. Good for groups, lines, or avenues. Very hardy,

rowing in any soil.
.

Taxus baccata pyramidalis.—Evergreen. Height.

20 feet. This is apparently a hybrid between the

common and Irish Yew, less rigid and dark than the

latter, more diffuse, but still of pyramidal growth

A handsome tree, of free growth, and very hardy.

Thvja [ii{ia>ttea.—E-7ergreen. Height, 30 feet. A
beautiful tree, the colour a rich Grass green. It should

be removed yearly in the nurseries, or does not trans-

jilant well.

T/mJa pyrnmJrfn^M.-Evergreen. Height, 20 feet,

This tree, comparatively but little known, is one of the

loveliest of the Arbor-vities, and very hardy. The
branches, which are pale green and fan-shaped, turn

their edges outwards, which character is at one distinct

and pleasing.
Almis avpJe>tl!folia.—I>ecidnous. Height^ 30 feet.

The !iand-oini~! of the Alders ; the growth is regular

and thr lr,i\r- liiK Iv cut.

_F,a/,r„,;.v ,,„.«.,;.*//««.—Dcolduous. Height, 20 feet.

Alai-LT iiii|.l(-l.'avrd .\sh, of a dark green -hue. Very
efferlnr Ml liiu.J |.|anl

Pf,/i"/n, /',,,/,.;;,»/./ (the Lombardy Poplar).—
Decidn.His, Jloi-lil. inn I'eet. A most desirable tree

for breaking the sky outline of plantations, being of

distinct form and rapid growth. Hardy, thriving in

any soil, the leaves dying off bright yellow.

Pi/rus Aria (the White Beam Tree).—Deciduons,

Height. -Ill feet. A handsome tree, with large simple

leaves, white on their under side. Hardy, free,

distinct, and effective.

Quereun pedunciilata fasf.lgiata (the Pyramidal

Oak).—Deciduous. Height, 50 feet. A yery desirable

large pyramidal tree, of regular growth and great

beauty. .

Robinia Pseud-Acaeia pyramidalis (the Pyramidal

Acacia).—Deciduous. Height, 40 feet. A beautiful

tree ; leaves clear light green, hardy, and of rapid

growth.
Snmhiieiis pwamidaUs (the Pyramidal Elder),

Deciduous. Height, 12 feet. A distinct tree, produc-

ing dense tufts of dark green leaves. „ ,

Uimiis «io»«(«e»ia?w.—Deciduous. Height, 30 feet.

Apparently an upright variety of the English Elm

;

of regular, rapid, and handsome growth.

rflmiis montana fastigiafa (the Pyramidal Mountain

Elm).—Deciduous. Height, 30 feet. A hardy free-
growing kind, with large dark leaves. Distinct and
effective.

As already stated, I have in the preceding brief list

selected only a few of the most marked in character, and
those which I conceive to be the most generally useful.
This list might, if desired, be considerably extended.

Weepino Trees anu Shrubs.
Cotoneaster aiieropbi/Ua.—Evergreen. Height, 4 feet.

This is a beautiful plant for beds or the front of
shrubberies, the dark green leaves and scarlet berries

producing a nice contra-st in the winter. There are
severiil other kinds, of which C. buxifolia and C.
marginata may be instanced, which, as well as the
species described, form beautiful evergreen weeping
laivntreeswlion 'jiaflrd mi .'.-feetstemsoftheHawthorn.

Ilex Aqtiif:. Inn,: ,u,nh,l,i (the Wecplng Holly).—
Evergreen. nrr_.lii, in foot. A really pendulous
variety of the coiniiioii Holly, producing its bright red

berries in great profusion. It may be grown from
its own roots as a weeping pyramid, or be budded on
tall stems of the type, and in either case it is a valuable

addition to our hardy evergreens.

Ilex Aqmfnlimn alho-marginata pendida (the

Weepihg Silver Holly).—Evergreen. Height, 12 feet.

Equally valuable with the preceding, either a.s a

standard or pjTamidal weeping tree.

Abies excelsa jwyidvla (the Weeping Spruce Fir).

—

Evergreen. Height, 40 feet. There are several

varieties of this tree, which doubtless have been
selected at various times by different observers. They
vary much in character, and while all are interesting,

some only possess the regularity of growth and lini,shed

beauty which make them desirable in formal g,ardens.
_

Glj/ptostrobus pendulas.—Evergreen. Height, 12 feet.

A distinct and beautiful weeping tree, with light green

leaves.

Juniperus communis pendnla.—Evergreen. Height,

12 feet. A weeping form of the common Juniper, of

free elegant growth, and very hardy.
Jvniperns" ohlonga pendida.— Evergreen. Height,

10 feet. A variety of smaller growth than the preced-

ing, with long flexile branches, producing a small tree

of perfect beauty.
Jnniperiis virginiana I'M-jfiw.-Evergreen. Height,

20 feet. A weejjing variety of the Red Cedar, witH
bright grass-greeu leaves, far superior to all other

weeping forms of this tree. This and the two pre&e(t

ing varieties of Junipers rank among the most beautiful

of small weeping trees, and should abound in all suitable

positions,

T./ '">',.., ,'; r>"' .'.'...' Pvorgreen. Height, 12

feet. \^,>'
. .: ih,-.||'i' Iraved weeping Yew,

of vi.- .
•! -I

.
! i-iii. a nd very hardy.

7', .' i: -mreen. Height, 10

fefi ,. ii
'>

i lang Yew, of smaller

groulii '. r,
I

!. ^ I. . - .:---aut.

.J,,,,,,.,,,,,, ,,,;,„ ,
,

i ilicWeepingAlmond)
—DeoaluDUs, lU-i'^lil, 1- loi-i. A distinct form of a

well-known and valuable spring-flowering tree.

Betida alba pendida (the common Weeping Birch).

—Deciduous. Height, 50 feet. These trees, being

raised from seed, vary in character, some being much
more pendulous than others, and assuming the weep-
ing habit at -an earlier age.

Petidn Irrr-iniatn pendnla (the Cut-lcaved Weeping
Bircli: -Do.nlnnus, Height 50 feet. The most
beani iliil "I i ia' La niis, the barkwhite; hard.?, and free,

the IraM'Slinoiv nit.

Crafa-rriis uxi/ricanfha pendula (the Weeping Thorn).

—Deciduous. Height, 12 feet. So regular in growth
and so pendulous is this variety that it forms a very

elegant tree for planting singly on lawns, when grafted

on stems of the common Hawthorn. It is also very

suitable for planting in shrubberies.

Cerasus Chamrecerasits (the Weeping Cherry).—:

Deciduous. Height, 10 feet. This also is a beautiful

lawn-tree ; when worked on 5-feet stems of the common
Cherry it forms a neat and compact pendulous head.

Fagi(s sijUatica pendida (the Weeping Beech).^
Deciduous. Height, 30 feet. This, when worked on
stems of the common Beech, 8 or 9 feet high, forms a

capital arbour, the branches soon reaching to the

ground, the broad leaves forming a complete screen.

Fraxinus excelsior pendnla (the Weeping Ash)—
Deciduous. Height, 30 feet. A noble weeping tree,

also suitable for arbours, hardy, and of rapid growth.

Fraxinus lentiscifolia pendnla (the Chinese Weep-
ing Ash).—Deciduous. Height, 20 feet. Of smaller

growth than the preceding ; the branches small and

flexile, very pendulous.
, , ,,, ^ .j i, i j

Fraxinns excelsior aurea pendnla (the uold-barked

Weeping Ash). — Deciduous. Height, 15 feet. A
beautiful half-pendulous tree, the yellow bark of the

br,anches having a fine effect in the winter, when the

tree is denuded of its leaves. „ . ,

Gleditschia _Bo//.s»'.—Deciduous. Height, 10 feet.

One of the most graceful of small pendulous trees.

Lignstrum viilgare variegatum (the Variegated

Privet).—Deciduous. Height, 6 feet. When worked

on 5-feet stems of the Common Privet this forms a very

graceful pendulous tree, the golden hue of the leaves

showing to great advantage.
, , ,„ ,:,, •

Populus (irandidendata pendnla (the Weeping
Poplar).—Deciduous. Height, 30 feet. There are

several varieties of Weeping Poplars, but this is one of,

if not the best.
. -,,,.,

Querrns pedtmcnlata pendnla (the Weeping English

Oak).—Deciduous. Height, 40 feet. Thisforms a fine

feature in the landscape when of some size and age.

There are also weeping forms of Quercus Cerris

(Turkey Oak) and Quercus Tauzin, both highly

ornamental. .

Salix babyloniea (the Weeping Willow).—Decidu-

ous. Height, 40 feet. One of the commonest and
most'beautiful of pendulous trees, which can scarcely
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be misplncod in r'nntin;; whcrn (ho weeping form is

de?iro(i.

Snlix americana pafJiiln (llif ^lr.n.'n 'W.-pinpr

AVillow).—Deciduous, llciulil. 201, '• -ntli

:uk1 more decided!}' ]Hiiilul(ias lini: r iin:-::_

forms a graceful l;nvn tree when vtlr^l .in i.in- ul

ilio common kind.

Salia: Caprea iiendula'XVne Kilmarnock Weeping
AVillow).—Deciduous. Height, 10 feet. Leaves larger

and shoots stouter than either of the preceding ;
forms

a dense umbrageous tree when worked on stems or the

common kind.

.S'^//.r Wohei/aun. — Deciduous. Height, 10 feet.

Certainly one of the prettiest weeping trees when

worked on stems of the common kind ; the leaves are

of medium size, almost round, and thickly set on the

branches.
-cr

•
1

1

Sophora japonica pendida.— Deciduous. Height,

12 feet. A decidedly pendulous tree, with dark green

leaves.

Tilia alba pendula (the "Weeping Lime).—Deciduous.

Height, 20 feet. A beautiful weeping tree ; the leaves

white on the under sides.

Plmus micropln/Ha }icnrf«/a.—Deciduous. A weep-

ing Elm, with very small leaves, forming a pretty tree

when worked on G-feet stems of the common Elm.

Vlmits montava pendula (the Weeping Mountain
Elm).—Deciduous. Height, DO feet. A handsome
broad-leaved variety, with dark green leaves. Distinct

and remarkably effective.

UJmns rvoosa pendida.—V>ec\A-Uawi. Height, 25 feet.

This is more thoroughly weeping than either of the

preceding forms, often making shootsraany feet in length

in a single year.

As with the pjTamidal forms, so also with the weep-
ing, it would be easy to extend the number of varieties

;

the preceding Ust is merely a selection of those which
seem to me the most valuable.

If it were desirable to extend these descriptions,

proceeding from tlie form of the tree to the form of

the leaf, I might associate together the following:—

Trees and shrubs tmth laru' ... ./... ' h„res, includ-

ing Mahonia Aquifolium, .\iii : : .'-a, Ailantus
glandulosa, Aralia japom . ;

i i- of sorts,

Fraxinus of sorts, Juglans ul _ li , Kl.u- lyphina, and
the like.

Trees and shrubs with larffe simple leaves, including

the Aucubas, Laurels, Portugal Laurels, Photinias,

Yuccas. Maples, Snanish Chestnuts, Catalpas, Tulip
Trees, Magnolias, Pauloivnias, Planes, Poplars, &c.

Trees and shrubs with small simple leaves, em-
bracing the Conifers, with their needle-shaped leaves

;

and the Berberis, Box, Phillyrcas, Yews, and tlie like.

I apprehend, however, that these are so familiar

to all hkely to be engaged in planting, that to

descrilie them would be superfluous. Suflicc It llicu to

record them here, ami to remark that the 1"-! ronii-

qf them should not be lost sight of wlien nnkiii,'

arrangements for planting. Let it beremeiulM.icil tliat

well-arranged plantations should comprise the \vide>t

possible diversity both in form and colour. William
Paul, Paul's Nurseries, Wallham Cross, iV.

WIGANDIA CAKACASANA.
" If well-groivn, and formed into a bush, feathered to

the surface of the gi oiind, this plant must have a very
beautiful appeavaiice with its large clusters of delicate
lilac flowers, A^hich continue to open in succession for

a long time. But if formed into a sort of stake with
a few leaves and flowers at the top, as is too frequently
the case with stove plants, it will be found to possess
little claim to attractiveness." So wrote Sir J. Paxton,
in his " Botanical Dictionary," of this useful, but then
little-known plant. The Wigandia caracasana now
takes its place in the front rank of fine-foliage plants
for the decoration of the subtropical garden during
the sumrner season, and even at an advanced period of
the year it is almost the only plant that retains all its

freshness and beauty—not a leaf was in,iured by the
c;old nights and slight early frosts ofthe present autumn.
Its power of resisting cold is greater than that of the
well-known Castor-oil plant, for after many of the
young leaves and a few of the old ones of the latter
have suffered, the fornier remain quite fresh and
good. This simple fact proves in the strongest possible
manner, how indispensable it is that collectors of
pl.ants should be most careful in noting exactly the
localities in which they are found, and giving every
particular respecting climate.
Treated as a stove plant, the "Wigandia never attains

to its full beauty. It stands perfectly the temperature
of the conservatory. It is not, however, in the stove
or conservatory, but in the subtropical garden, that
this plant is found in all its grandeur and beauty. It
there attains in one season a height of from 3 to 1 feet,
with leaves 2 feet 6 inches long and 1 foot 6 inches
broad ; and in this state it may be considered as more
orn.amental and better suited for beautifying the sub-
tropical than when grown for several successive seasons
This last remark refers to the plants when used for
beds, but as single specimens on Grass larger plants
have a very noble appearance.
Thepropagation of the plant is ofthe easiest kind. Side

shoots taken off in February or March make excellent

regulating process that must take place would very

much retard their progress.

Tlio A^'isandia delights in a rich light soil, and if the

bottom is ""well drained so as to admit of very copious

w atering, success is certain. E.

plants for turning out into the beds in ^lay •

It
.June,

up

rted i

otli..)' pr. 1.
.

i .1 Miaturiafplaccd round the base of the
V""' -

'•'" ••' ^•\ be preserved through an ordinary
wiiii< 1. i.i'i !i' 1 irom the roots a number of young
plauis ivould . uiue up in the following summer. This
plan however is not recommended, as the plants would
bo promiscuously scattered over the bed, and the

Home Correspondence.
So.i/emte du Coniirt P,rir.—')[ Ihi.,, one. of our newer

French Pears of first-class e.xrrlleure, in season in

tictober and November^ a representation was given in

your columns early this year (see p. 31). The fruit is

large and obovate, the skin is smooth, and of a pale

greenish colour, with here and there irregular patches
of russet on the sunny side, which is also frequently

flushed with red ; the eye is small, and set in an even
basin; the stalk is short and thick, and is inserted

obliquely : the flesh is* white, very .iuicy, tender,

buttery, rich, and melting Specimens of this variety

were submitted for the opinion of the Fruit Committee
of the Royal Horticultural Society at their meeting a
short time since, and were " pronounced to be excel-

lent." In short it is one of the finest Pears of its

season, and is eminently deserving of recommendation.
In size it is equal to a Duohesse d Angouleme, but it is

much superior to that variety in flavour, which is more
like that of Marie Louise, or Glou Morceau. It keeps
longer fit for use than most varieties, a point not to be
overlooked, for many good Pears have only a very short
season in which they can be called eatable. This
is not the case with Doyenne du Cornice, for if ripe

and good to-day it will be good to-morrow, and for

many days afterwards. The tree is hardy and a good
bearer, succeeding well on the Quince as a pyramid or
standard. A. F. B.
The Tritoma.—the Tritomas are so conspicuously

beautiful when other things begin to succumb before

the gusts and heavy rains of autumn, that no excuse is

needed for recommending them. It is not alone as

component parts of large back ribbons and in such
positions that these grand plants are useful, but in

almost any position in the garden. Springing up as a
bold close group from the green turf away from
brilliant surroundings, they are more surprisingly
beautiful than when associated with bedding plants;

and of course many such spots may be found for them
near the margins of the choice shrubbery iu the
generality of pleasure grounds. It is as an isolated

group flaming up amid the verdure of trees and
shrubs and Grass that their dignified aspect and
brilliant colour are seen to best advantage. My
object in writing this note is to say a few words about
the desirability of paying more attention to the two
better kinds—glaucescens and grandis, and to make a
few remarks on others of the family. T. Uvaria '

became very common some years ago; but though a
good kind it is superseded by T. glaucescens, which is

a most free and abundant bloomer, continuous to

llowertoo if the soil is deep and moist. One of the
most effective displays of colour I have ever beheld
ivas at Mr. Parker's nursery at Tooling, where there
are large numbers of this plant in long beds ; the
effect being as fine as if a line of the 1st Life Guards
in scarlet tunics were displayed across the nursery. I
believe Mr. Parker has a large stock of these
plants, and he has done very wisely in increasing

them so as to make them cheap for us. It seems
to me we do not sufficiently appreciate the
advantage of good hardy plants, however much we may
grumble at the consumption of coals. Here are the
finest of all autumnal flowers, never causing a farthing

of expense for wintering, planting, replanting, &c., but
merelyasking for a little ordinary preparation of the soil

atfirst,andyettheyaremerelygrownas ad,iuncts even in

good gardens, and in many you can scarcely find them.
There can be little doubt but glaucescens is the most
generally useful plant, flowering profusely no matter
what the weather, in August and September, and
coming in at a time when people frequent the country
garden so much. Next to it in importance, and greater

than it in stature, is T. grandis, which comes in very
late, and flowers till the late autumn. The steins grow
to SIX or even seven feet high, sometimes throw out a
side spike, and flower away if the season prove mild, till

Christmas or even till the end of January. T. Rooperi,
withwhich thishas been confounded, appears to mequite
a different plant, one of very strong Agave-like habit of
leaf, and flowering very late—so late indeed that it is all

but useless for open-air work, though I am told it

makes a useful pot plant, and flowers indoors in winter.
Do any of your readers know anything about it in
this way ? T. serotina would seem to be a variety of
Uvaria, and not far removed from " Parker's grandis."
T. media is not worth growing, so far as I have
observed, in consequence of sending up its steins so
very late in autumn. 'The best of all those dubious
kinds is one called grandiflora, which is more distinct
than the others, forming a sort of large corm-like base,
and producing, when in good soil, large heads of finely

coloured flowers. So much for these not often seen
kinds or species. The important fact is that we have
two kinds^ glaucescens and grandis, that make a
splendid display on any soil, and only require tasteful

planting and arrangement to produce a noble feature
m the flower-garden in autumn. The London clay is

highly inimical to most kinds of herbaceous plants,
but by making some preparation in it for these plants I
have found them do nobly, and have no doubt that they
may be grown to perfection in all parts of these islands
without any trouble beyond planting in good and deep
soils, and with some deepening and '"making" of the
soil in poor and very .shallow ones. TT". jR.

Autumn Fhwers.—The great Statice latifolia, with
its large spherical head of minute lavender flowers, is a
fine autumnal plant; a remarkably fine plant indeed in

heavy soils, and may be grown well everywhere. Lobelia
Tupa, on good warm soils, makes magnificent bushes,
almost rivalling the Tritoma in attractiveness. I have

failed to keep it alivo diiringtho winter en the London
ilay, but in the two Dublin Botanir (jaidcns it forms
great stools like any ordinary hardy herb. Doubtless
it would do likewise on most well-drained and good
garden soils. The new white Anemone Honorine Jobert
is one of the best plants in existence for autumn work.
In rich soil it flowers for months, and the fine white
flowers, with yellow centres, produce a most pleasing
effect when seen in quantity. It is as freely propagated
asanything inthewayof a plant,and becomesestablished
at once, though it is best when about a year planted.
Anemone japonica, too, is well known to be a very
useful autumn plant, but when I say that it is quite
inferior to the foregoing, your readers may have some
idea of the value of the white one. The Aster family,
though weedy as a rule, furnish some good things that
flower at the same season, and among the best of them
elegans, turbinellus, Amellus, Nova;-Anglire, repertus,
and versicolor, all really good, particularly the first,

second, and sixth. Polygonum Sieboldii flowers in
autumn, and often makes an imposing object, though
the colour is not striking. Of course, and finally, we
must not forget Rudbeckia Newmauui and Sedum
Fabaria, both excellent for the open garden in
autumn. S.

Cups for the Itot/al Horticultural Society's Burjf
Show.—We are requested to publish the following
letter, which has appeared in the Bur;/ Post ,—It is

of the utmost importance to the future of horticulture
in this county that the first show of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society in the provinces should be successful.

The wider the interest excited, and the more attractive

the prizes offered, the more certainly will success be
achieved. The giving of local and provincial prizes in
kind will do much to widen the one, and enhance the
value and increase the attractiveness of the other. In
fact, the more cups given for special objects the more
exhibitors, and vice versa. No mere money prizes,

although on this occasion they will be liberal, have
such an attractive power as gold or silver cups, or
other prizes in kind. Therefore from the Royal Society
downwards I hope cups will be given. Perhaps the
Royal would venture on a 20 guinea gold cup for

Orchids, which would bring some of the large growers to
Bury. The local Societies in Bast Anglia are ready to
follow suit with cups Ibr their special favourites. We
have already the promise of five guineas from Wood-
bridge for Picotees. Doubtless they will readily change
their guineas into a silver cup if desired, and it is

almost equally certain that Ipswich, Cambridge,
Norwich, Eye, &c., will each present their cups. Then
their are the boroughs iu East Anglia. Bury will no
doubt take the lead. Ipswich, Cambridge, Sudbury,
Thetford. Norwich, &c., will follow. Other large towns,
such as Stowmarket. Newmarket, &c., ought also to be
represented by their cups. The borough and county
members would join in this graceful service to the
constituency and the county. And this is an object in

whichallpartiesmightcombine. Instead ofeach member
presenting a cup, the two for each borough—^\vhere there

arc two—and each division of the county might present

one. The counties themselves should also be represented

at the Bury Show. There is no desire to make this

specially or exclusively a Suflblk show. Suflblk in general

or Bury in particular will have the honour of the real

presence of the Royal, but the iulluence and benefit of

the show are designed for the \vholo of the provinces,

and, indeed, for all England. It will be open to all

England, and therefore prizes may be given by Lincoln,

Cambridge, Norfolk, Essex, &c., as well as Suffolk.

Professional prizes, such as the press, the law, the

clergy, medicine, &o., horticulture, and agriculture,

might also be offered. The University of Cambridge
should also share in this matter, either the different

colleges offering imps, or the University as a whole.
The Albert College at Framlingham, the Grammar
Schools of Bury and Ipswich, and the various scholastic

institutions throughout the county, should be invited

to participate in the ofl'ering of cups. Thus an
interest for horticulture would bo excited among
the young that might be of the highest import-
ance as an antidote to vice, and a source of the
highest gratification and the most refined jileasure

in after life. I shall be happy to receive the
names of gentlemen. Societies or Institutions, towns or

counties, who are prepared to participate
^
in the

honour and pleasure of presenting prizes in kind, and
cheques for this pm-pose will be handed over to Mr.
Cooper, the banker, and acknowledged by him, as

Treasurer to the Local Committee, or by the Secre-

tary. A list of such subscriptions will also be pub-
lished by mo weekly. The wishes of the donors will

be as much as possible consulted in the objects for

which these prizes are given, but in case of twoor
more cups being oflered fxir one prize the final decision

must rest with the Exhibition Committee, consisting

of the Local Authorities and the Royal Horticultural

Society. I will receive subscriptions for the Suflblk

Gardeners' Cup, iu postage stamps and money orders.

'io allow as many as possible to join in this prize, I
suggest that the subscriptions do not exceed Ss.

per gardener. D. T. Fish, Hardivick House, Bury St.

Edmund's.
Selations of WelwitscJiia.—The papers on Conifers

publishing in your pages rather go beyond my powers
of reception and intelligence. They are too strongly

Darwinian forme. I am beginning to think that there

may be something in Mr. Darwin's speculations ; but
it seems to be unphilosophical to use "a hypothesis

which is probable but cannot be verified" (as John
Stuart Mill describes it) to establish the relations of

"IVelwitschia to the Gnetacea;. Surely that ought to be
done by the plants themselves. ^.

Clematis Jackmanni.—At a recent meeting of the
Floral Committee, Mr. James Bateman, of Biddulph
Grange, Congletou, produced some blossoms of tlie

above excellent out-door creeper, which were stated to

have been taken from a plant that had been in con-
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the 9th November. I had the seed I'rom

Till this year I fjenerally sowed the seed of

tinuous bloom for three months previously. It was
also said that the blossoms would bear with impunity a
large amount of frost. I can corroborate both these
particulars, as at the end of July last I obtained from
llps?rs. Jackman & Son a small plant of C. Jackmanni.
and planted it on a south-west wall, but in an e.xposed

situation. It soon threw a shoot of 3 feet in length,
which produced about 20 blossoms. They begau to
expand in the second week of September, and the
last of them are opening to-day (November 28th)

under the influence of the bright sunshine.

The colour on opening is a flossy crimson purple,
becoming paler with age. It is a free and continuous
bloomer, and having borne without the slightest

symptom of check in any v.-ay the sharp frosts of the
past three weeks, its hardihood is beyond doubt. On
the same wall, and under exactly similar conditions,

C. lanuginosa, planted in December last, has flowered
very freely and continuously. Though not such a rapid
grower as the preceding, its blossoms (opening with a
beautiful shade of mauve lilac, likeivise paling in
colour with age) are produced in large clusters,,

making a fine display on a wall. The last-named
ceased blooming about a month ago ; it wants more
sunshine than the other variety. The roots will

be covered up with some litter in a few days.

I imagine this will aUord sulficient protection

in very had weather. It is to be hoped that the fine

hybrids of C. lanuginosa produced by Mr. Cripps, of

Tunbridge Wells, will prove equally hardy with the
species (C. lanuginosa) from which they are evidently
mainly derived. Where slow-growing creepers are
required for covering W'alls of dwelling houses, the
varieties of the Clematis above-mentioned are invalua-
ble in suitable aspects. They deserve to be used
extensi^ 1> i ii i jiiu-pose, a.s there is no doubt they
soon w 1 1

,
" . /(/ Dean, J^aling, W.

l'>ii:'' I - rowing the Poinsettiapulcherriraa,
what i.^ ! ae Ik.l .aeihod of causing it to break so as to

form a busb ? 1 have tried piuchiug and tying down
the shoots, but have hitherto failed to obtain more
than two or three shoots from a plant. J. Stanlei/,

Beckenham. [The Poinseltia is not easily induced to
break freely when headed down or stopped, and large

,
mc

bushy plants are often made up of several smaller ones !
Sir

grown together in a mass. Eds.] i be lli'

Crops at Jiicton.— We have been favoured so far i really

with a beautiful November, scarcely any rain, but dispo.sal ! As it were a thousand pities that such
sunshine daily, the nights ranging from 48' to 56'. On I marvels should be dispersed or lost sight of altogether,

Thursday morning, the 22d ult., we had a slight frost,
1
1 would suggest the formation of a museum or

which touched a little the out-door beds of Hehotropes i museum-catalogue, in which everything that he has at

and Dahlias, French Beans, and Scarlet Eunners ; lill I any time oU'ered to anybody should at once be inducted,
then we had it summer-like, gathering Scarlet Runners,

i
I shall, myself, be able to contribute largely, and so,

&c., out of doors daily. It has been a splendid autumn
1
1 doubt not, will other of your correspondents.

for storing roots in fine condition. The Voiaio
\

Rmiims Expectat. [We have some materials for such
crop in this locality for miles around is, taking a catalogue, and should like to make it as complete as

the average, fully half rotten and gone, and the
I
possible before publication. Eds.I

heads (

Dublin, ^ „

this and several other sorts Tn the last week of April or
first week of May, and the result was that I could
never cut a respectable head of Snow's variety before
the middle of February. Mr. Nicholson will doubt-
less find his crop of Snow's a useful succession to Back-
house's variety. Angus Mcintosh, The Castle, Castlerea,
Ireland.
Sadiation of Keai.—l can only very briefly again

make my protest against Mr. Fish continuing to assert
that clouds (i. e. visible vapour) present a mechanical
obstacle to the passage of heat in any sense which is

not also true of invisible vapour. As I said before,
any one may convince themselves by actual observation
that the rate of loss of heat by radiation depends on
the hygrometrical state of the air, and that it is greatest
when the air is driest. A slight frost with much
vapour is much more injurious to vegetation than a
much greater amount of cold with dry air ; that is to
say, the amount of damage done to tender vegetation
on a cold night is no measure of the amount of cold.
Again, drainage improves the climate, but this is

because the soil is capable of being warmed to a greater
depth, and so more heat is stored up to be yielded
again to the atmosphere ; the closeness of the undrained
soil prevents the heat from travelling downwards. J. S.

Atmospheric air, absolutely humid, holds dissolved
at the temperature—

Of 32* the ISO part of its weight of water.

59 the 50 ,, ,,

8(i the j'o „ „ „
113 the Jj „ „
140 the Vj
167 the i „ „ „ (Lislk).

Consequently

—

32° + 2" = 69* )

59 -)- 27 = 86 I

86 -^ 27 = 113 ) Ah above.
113 + 27 = 140
140 -I- 27 = 167 )

Consequently, as the Ik
progl-e-icll. illf < :,|rr ify

to be no end of the rarilie:

arithmetical
:i :r for water
~ Iscriber.

!d seem to
',;:(, tor there
pkieed at his

tubers are still rotting in store. We had here but
little rain from the 1st of June till the first week in
September, and the Potatos, though small in size, were
most abundant, and of excellent quality. It rained
little or much every day throughout September, after

which disease and decay set rapidly in. The change
was certainly very favourable for Turnips, Swedes, and
Mangel. The pastin-e Grasses have been and still are
most abundant and good, and our corn harvest in this

locality was one of the most beautiful ever remembered,
the corn being good both in quantity and quality, and
saved without trouble and with very little expense. I

never before saw it and the straw of such a fine bright
brimstone colour. The Apple crop, where the
orchards were in a healthy condition, was heavy, and
the fruit fine and juicy, yielding more cider than was
expected. James Barnes, Bicton.

Broccoli.—Mr. Nicholson (see p. 1093) inquires if

any one has cut any earlier sort of Broccoli than
Backhouse's Winter White, which he cut Nov. 7th.

He also states that he has Snow's variety growing
by its side that was sown at the same time, viz.,

April 14th, which showed no sign of flowering.

Surely, therefore, your correspondent cannot have
Snow's variety true. I enclose for your inspection two
heads of Snow's Winter Broccoli, the seed of which
was sown April 16th, from which we have been cutting
heads as fine as those sent ever since the first week in

October (a good month before Mr. Nicholson), and we
shall be able to cut similar heads for another month
to come, so that I cannot think Backhouse's kind
superior to Snow's, even in point of earliness. I have
a spurious kind of Snow's Broccoli sown at the same
time, which shows no signs of flowering yet, but this is

from purchased seed. The former, which is genuine
stock, I have grown and saved for these last 25 years.

I). Jndd, HaivJcsione, Salop. [The heads in question
w^ere of medium size, white, close, and good. Eds.]
Permit me to inform Mr. Nicholson that we have been
cutting Osbom's Broccoli, V>'hite Cape, Purple Cape,
Snow's Winter, and Walcheren, since the last week of

October^ up to which time we had a plentiful supply
of Cauhflowers, We have strung up in a cool shed a
large quantity of Brocoolis by their heels, which will

keep good three weeks. I prefer this mode to laying
them amongst sand or soil. Osborn's Broccoli is one
of the best earlies, only it must be planted very early

or very late, and be well exposed to the sun's
influence, otherwise it damps oH'. P. Middlefon, The
Gardens, Wi/nnstay, Rhuabon, I^orth Wales.
Seed of Snow's Winter White Broccoli was sown here
the last week in March and again in the middle and
end of April ; between 500 and 600 heads have been
cut from the first sowing, about the same number is

now in use from the second, and we have a similar

piece to follow, in December and January, from the
last sowing. We find that there is no variety of

Broccoli for autumn and ivinter use which suits

us so well as Snow's. F. N., Hants. 1 sowed
Snow's Winter Broccoli on the 30th of March,
planted it out on the 3d July, and cut a few very fine

benefit to the Coverumcnt, and a loss to the public
Would not spriiikl

daiuiiv,' M,l,..-. I,

quahih' /'

Bl''. !

ith salt water suHice to simply
',\iug its necessary

'

1
I'' 1 ulii) were present at

r,e Git_;i. i.ii.i :mi.] J ..,,u. .bl.utt liuld the other day
m St. George's Hall, Liverpool, must have been struck
with the magnificent specimens of this Grape from
Mr. Rabone, gr. to C. M. Camjibell, Esq., Wood-
seat, Derbyshire, and also from Mr. Freeman, gr. to the
Earl of Derby, at Knowsley. The former showed two
bunches, weighing 94 lb. ; they were in every respect
perfect examples of good cultivation, and well deserved
the 1st prize which was awarded them. These, as well as
those from Knowsley, were from Mr. Meredith's stock
at Garston. The whole Show was a great improvement
on that of former years, both as re.gards Chrysanthe-
mums and fruit, and well deserved the support it

received from an overflowing .stream of visitors. H.
Saxifraga cordifolia.—Amongst the many pretty

and useful plants that have been brought to light of
late for early spring decoration in outdoor beds none
are superior to this purple Siberian Saxifrage, which
produces large masses of shining evergreen heart-
shaped leaves of large size ; it withstands the most
severe winter, and in April j)ushes up purple Hyacinth-
like spikes of flowers, which are most pleasing in
appearance. It is well adapted for single beds, edged
witli Aiabis, Pans.v, or similar flowers, or for the
central rings in larger mixed masses. Besides, as an
old perennial, it divides iiio-t readily, and accommodates
itself freely to \'\u- m hi . Iiiit.s necessary to this class of
plants, in ordi! •

i for the gayer occupants
of summer. /' -

Anachari.i Msi.i.fj!, .'.., i.- This weed has latelybecome
very troublesome in the Alster, and in the canals near
Hamburgh. I should be glad of any information
i-ospectin^ the best m':'r.ns of dcstrnying it. P. am Sndc.
[Our correspondent i

ing to this pest in '"
i

pamphlet published li, Mi
may state a singular i:i

knowledge \yith refe 1 1 1 1
i

,
-

some time since it \v:i^ \ i ,

front of the Palm Hon , k
but supplanted by Niieli.i il ;.

Exhibition Arraiu/emaU.—

information relat-

1 -, and also in a
lull, of Ely. We

< ,-iitly come to our
:

' lilt—that whereas
:il in the lake in
,. a.-i this season all

j;ds.]

Agreeing as I do with

Earlj/ Beas.—As the season has again come round
when we have to think about sowing Peas for an early

crop, it is rather puzzling to know which kind to sow,
for if we take up your Paper we there find that Sutton's
Ringleader is advertised as the earliest in cultivation

;

Carpenter's Express as the earliest Pea grown

;

Dickson's First and Be.st is stated to he the very best

first early Pea ; and Taber's Early Perfection, offered

for the first time, is recommended as the heaviest-

cropping first early variety yet introduced. Here we
have many qualities recommended, but it is not con-
venient to the majority of cultivators to purchase so

many kinds, and my experience leads me to aflinn that
this is not necessary. Of Taber's Perfection Pea I

know nothing except from the advertisement, and if

the fact can be established that by sowing one of the
three first all the qualities belonging to the others can
be obtained, I consider that it will be an advantage
to everybotiy. It is to be regretted that the
trial of Peas at Chiswick this season proved
a failure, otherwise cultivators of Peas would
have had some standard to go by. Still I

think much good may be done by gardeners record-

ing their experience in the matter. In further-

ance of that object I will mention a few facts. On the
1st of December, 1865, 1 made a sowing of six sorts of

Peas, one long drill of each in an open quarter of a

garden exposed to the east-north-east winds. The sorts

were Sutton's Ringleader, DillLstone's Early Prolific,

Dickson's First and Best, Carpenter's Express, Daniel
O'Rourke, and Advancer. On the 25th of April, 1866,

Ringleader, DiUistone's Prolific, and Dickson's First
and Best, were in full flower, while Carpenter's Express
and Daniel O'Rourke were just showing their flower-

buds. On the 2oth of May a dish of Peas of good
quality and fit for use was gathered from the three

first, and from the two last Peas were gathered on the
4th of June, and from Advancer one week later. This
variety, although a little later, is by far the best Pea.
No doubt soil and situation \vill make a difference in

the time of gathering ; but I am convinced, and I do
not hesitate to state, that Ringleader, First and Best,

and DiUistone's Prolific, are the same Pea. I am also

of opinion that Express and Daniel O'Rourke are

identical. G. T., Stansted, Sussex.

The Tobacco Question.—Apropos of the endeavour
to obtain tobacco free of duty for the use of the horti-

ciUtm'ist, and the many suggestions already made as

to the manner in which it may be possible to di.stri-

bute it amongst those who require it for such a legiti-

mate use, permit me to suggest, that much of the
" damaged weed," periodically taken from the bonded
warehouses to the public destroyer—especiaUy as much
of this has been of the very best quality originally—

may be of the utmost worth for horticultural pur-

poses. And further, whether it may not be possible,

by mixing this with proper quantities of undamaged
tobacco, to make it unfit for humanuse. -Let us do all

that is necessary in the way of keeping out unprinci-

pled speculators, and at the same time let us try to

.ave much which has hitherto been destroyed with no

the remarks of "H." (see p. 1116) in regard to the
arrangement of jjlants at exhibitions, I may add that
the failures of many of our provincial Societies, to say
nothing of Chiswick, are dou'btless due in some
measure to the unvarying sameness of the subjects

exhibited, and to the stifl' formalities that char.acterise

flower-show arrangements generally. What is

wanted by all societies as aids to the exhibition, is

what is called in stage parlance a good property-room

—

a reserve, in fact, of decorative plants
^
and trees to

make backgrounds, assist in the formation of groups,

and to fill up gaps in the little landscape which a
show should represent. Those of your reader.s who
attended the meeting of the I'l iii-'i .\— u' i.itlxi at

Nottingham, and took part ill ' ; i ilio

Exhibition building, wdll rem ;
r m r.il

arrangement of the annexe, 'ii '--i' I m '
' o', I nut

by Mr. Ingram, of Belvoir. The tent poles, which are

generally so unsightly, were in this case made efi'ective

features in the enclosure, being formed by means of a

succession of circular beds into pyramids filled with
flowers, producing a striking and at the same titue

pleasing effect. Could not this idea be carried out in

some of our forthcoming exhibitions ? T. S., Mansfield.

Sequoia sempervirens (see p. 10-13).—A tree of this

Sequoia, growing at Shuckburgh Park, Warwickshire,
measiures 38i ft. in height and 5 ft. 4in. in girth at

the base. It lost from 2 to 3 ft. from its leader by frost

in 1861. Cupressus macrocarpa and C. Lambertiana
are of the same height as the Sequoia jast alluded

to. T: M., Shuckburgh Bark, Warwickshire.

Foreign Correspondence.
Garden Labels.—Can you not induce some of your

manufacturers to produce some good permanent
metallic garden-labels, with fused metallic writing, or

with the coloured letters burnt in, as in glass-work, by
igneous fusion? Assuredly the process would_ not

require extraordinaiy ingenuity, and with British

appliances could be readily carried out. Labels of all

the readily cultivated trees and shrubs would sell well,

even at a high price, and how much would Siey add to

the beautiful appearance of any garden of public

instruction ! Indeed, smaller labels ofsuch sorts would

be bought for every collection of house plants pos-

sessed by intelligent proprietors. The fifth volume of

my "Fragmenta" will appear before the end of the

year. Ferd. Mueller. [The realisation of our corre-

spondent's wishes might be forwarded if the Royal

Horticultural Society, or the Society of Arts, would-

ofler a prize for the best labels of the kind men-
tioned. Eds.]

^ocirties.
EoTAKiCAL OF EDINBURGH! Nov. 8.— Pi'of. Balfour, Hou.Sec,

in the Chair. The following communicatioDs were read: -I. On
Plants collected at Otago, New Zealand. By Dr. W. Lauder
Lindsay. 1, Fungi ; 2, Mosses and Hepatics ; 4, Ferns, In

speaking ot Tree Ferns, the author remarked that 6.SI per

cent, of Olago Ferns were arborescent. These Tree Femsrank,
as regards beauty, and frequently as regards height, girth,

and usefulness, with, the exogenous forest trees with which,

they are generally more or less intermixed. Cyathea Smithii

is the most common species in Otago. Dicksonia squarrosa

and D. antarctica are also marked Tree Ferns of the district.

In the South Island of New Zealand, Tree Fevns are

associated with glaciers, snow, and other evidences of an
alpiue .ind ri^-orous climate. There are also found bordering

on glaciers Fuchsia trees and Cabbage Palms associated

with Ai-aliacese, Myrtacese, and other trees usually regarded

as denizenii of comparatively warm climates. The
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largest glacier. Mount Cook (13,000 feet elev., in lat. 43^
dcg.), which firives rise to the Waivan river, descends
as luw as .51)0 feet above the sea level on the west coast of
Canterbury, and within eight miles from the aea. On both
sides of this glacier luxuriant forests of Tree Fenis, Cordy-
lines, Myi-taceiB, and other temperate and aub-tropical types
are found. At no great distance from these glaciers are found
true Palms (Areca sapida). In the mountainous forests and
ravines of Nelson Tree Perns ascend to 2000 feet. The acclima-
tisation of New Zealand Ferns in Britain has been lately
attracting the attention of horticulturists. Dr. Lindsay, how-
ever, doubts whether these plants will be hardy enough t..

stand the severest British winters without pr- i l .-. T,
classification and nomenclature of New Zealaiil ' >

us with some notable instances of the proiit-ii- :
i

reference to climate, and in the definition of kmi r i, -|.

and varieties. Dr. L. states that 30 species havo i.<-Lii lii.iUL

out of Ophioglossum vulgatum, 20 different names arc
given to Pteris aquilina (the common Bracken), and
about a dozen species have been manufactured out
of Lycopodium clavatum. The variability of the
species of New Zealand Ferns is remarkable. This,
was illustrated by species of Asplenium, Lomaria, Aspidium,
Hymenophyllum, &c. II. On the Sclaginellas cultivated in
the Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh. By Dr. W. R. M'Nab.
The author gave a revision of the Selaginellas cultivated in
the Edinburgh Botanic Gai-den ; the Royal Gardens, Kew

;

Messrs. Veitch & Sons' Nursery, Chelsea : and Messrs. Jackson
& Sons' Nursery, Kingston. London. He pointed out the
fusion that

met with the <

dried specime:

'^{•-l rfj.irliiig the names of the different
lie synonymes. The species were

' ssor Braun's "Revisio Selaginel-
miiided 44 species. Thirty-seven

pMnn^->n, iMit the author had not
' - ii .luded in Braun's list In

I
i iper was illusti-ated by

.: "llections examined.
111. j.\eiP LocuUti'-." .."'.. /,,.

.
/'... ^

,-..,'>id- Edinburgh. By J.
Sadler. Mr. Sadler rend a c-uamuuication from Dr. G.Dick-
son on the preparation of skeleton leaves. A solution of
caustic soda is made by dissolving 3 oz. of carbonate of soda
(washing soda) in 40 oz. (2 pints) of boiling water, and adding
li oz. of quick lime previously slaked ; boil for 10 minutes,
decant the clear solution and bring it to the boil. During
ebullition add the leaves ; boil briskly for some time,
say an hour, occasionally adding hot water to supply
the place of that lost by evaporation. Take out a
leaf and put into a vessel of water, rub it between the fingers
under the water. If the epidermis and parenchyma separate
easily, the rest of the leaves maybe removed from the solution
and treated in the same way, but if not, then the boiling must
be continued for some time longer. To bleach the skeletons,
mix about a drachm of chloride of lime with a pint of water,
adding suflBcient acetic acid to liberate the chlorine. Steep
the leaves in this till they are whitened (about 10 minutes),
taking care not to let them stay in too long, otherwise they
are apt to become brittle. Put them into clean water .ind
float them out on pieces of paper. Lastly, remove them from
the paper before they are quite dry, and place them in a book
or botanical press. Specimens so prepared by Dr. Dickson were
exhibited, and presented to the Museum.—Sir W. Jardinc,
Bart., sent ripe specimens of the fruit of Passifiora edulis,
P. quadrangularis, and P. macrocarpa, produced at Jardine
Hall. Theyhad been tested as articles of dessei-t, andpronounced
to be good. Mr. Gorrie exhibited a ripe fruit of Passifiora
laurifolia. or W.iter Lemon of the West Indies, grown and sent
to him by P. L. Hinds, Esq., of The Lodge, Byfleet. In a
letter which accompanied it, Mr. Hinds remarks ;— '* I have
been rather amused to observe the inaccuracy of description
handed dow^l by various writers in regard to white spots on
the orange coloured fruit of this Passifiora." On this fruit,
during a long lifetime, he has seen many thousands, and
never detected a white spot on any one of them. "With
respect to the Passifiora macrocarpa, he questions the state-
ments made of its being a new fruit, being of opinion that it
is neither more nor less than the ti-ue P. quadrangulari.s, with
which he has been acquainted for upwards of 60 years, and is
now freely producing it at his place from plants originally
imported from the West Indian Islands, and his fruit has
varied from 5 lb. to nearly 8 lb. each. What is known and
grown in this country as P. quadrangularis is quite a different

" 3 he has seen imported

Notices of aJoo&g.
Contributions to the Flora of ilenfone. Parts I. and II.
By J. Trahevne Moggridge. Ijondon : Reeve & Co.
8vo. 1866.

Some of our readers may remember the pleasant letters
from Mentone, written by Dr. Bennett, and published
in our columns. To many al.so the volume published
by the same accomplished physician, under the title of
"Mentone and the Eiviera," may be familiar. The
glimpses of the vegetation of this delicious region
thus afforded us often led us to wish for a more
detailed account from the pen of a professed botanist.
Our wish bids fair to be fulfilled. Two Parts of an
illustrated work on the Flora of Mentone are now
before us, the result of the labours of Mr. Traherne
Miii;i,'ridge, who has had the advantage of the assistance
of St. Ardoino, who is preparing a flora of the "Alpes
maritimes. Each Part contains 25 coloured illus-
trations, with accompanying letterpress. The plates
are beautifully executed by the author himself, and
though artistically rendered, are faithful portraits. In
most instances (it had been better in all) carefully
drawn analyses showing the more important structural
peculiarities are given. In the letter-press the author
not only gives the characters of the plants he figures,
together with references to various authors who
have wi-itten on them, but adds comments of his own,
which show not only his ability as an observer, but also
his appreciation of scientific botany. While he does
not neglect the critical examination and comparison of
the plants before him, he is evidently fullv alive to the
exceeding interest attaching to their life 'history—and
t'uis he does not set before us a mere technical descrip-
tion, which, however desirable, is after all only a means
to an end, but he takes the opportunity to intercalate
among the descriptive portions of his book notes on the
manners and customs, so to speak, of the plants he
has met mth. The calling renewed attention to these
points constitutes one of the obligations which lovers
of natural history are under to Mr. Darwin, who, by
his papers on the processes of fertilisation in plants,
on ihe habits of climbing plants, &c., has, together
with others who have been stimulated by his example,
not only added substantial benefits to vegetable
physiology, but opened up a most interesting depart-

ment of science, and one in whirih tlie amateur muv
work pleasantly and profitably. Many per>.iiis
atli-artcd Iiy the beauty and charm of flowers have
desired to learn something of botany, but have been
dismayed by having a "Flora" put into their hands,
containing nothing but a dry technical description of
the various plants, without a hint that botany com-
prised anythmg beyond the discrimination of a broad-
leaved plant from a narrow-leaved one, and so on.
As well might the medical student when he " grinds
up the bones," imagine that having learnt their con-
I'nrmation he had nothing more to learn as to their
uses, or as to the appearance and functions of the other
jiortions of the economy. Even the stamp collectors
mvest their hobby with more interest than many
botanical writers do theirs. It must not be imagined
that we wish to depreciate the importance of descrip-
tive botany, but we regret that it has been made to
appear as if it were the end of botanical studies, instead
of as a most potent means to an end. A few more
papers such as those to which we have alluded, the
introduction into descriptive works of points of physio-
logical interest, a showing forth of the fact that
there is a science of homologies for plants as
well as for animals, will go far to redeem Botany
from the charge of being a mere science of names, and
will attract to it votaries now repelled by the unin-
viting aspect it is made to wear. We have not space
for many comments on Mr. Moggridge's plates, but we
may call attention to the series of forms of Ophrvs
which he figures, and which show that the Bee Orchis,
the drone, the spider, and other varieties are forms of
one species, the Ophrys insectifera of Linnaeus. Mr.
Moggridge's remarks on the relation that exists
between the forms of these flowers, and the
order in which they flower are exceedinglv curious
and worthy of attention. His statements "are con-'
firmed by the experience of the Eev. G. E. Smith, as
related in his delightful book on the plants of South
Kent many years ago. We have ourselves seen a
monstrous flower of O. arauifera. Hud., with 3 lips

;

one, the normal one, had the ir shaped marking
characteristic of the aranifera-form, while the
supernumerary lips were more like those of the
common Bee Orchis.
Many of the plants figured by Mr. Moggridge are

already in cultivation here, as the iVnemones. the
Pritillaries, Narcissus, &c., but others might be iutro
duceU with advantage.

iPIorists' i?lotocr*(.
In a preceding paper on tlie cultivation of the

Hyacinth IN Water, occurs a pas,sai;e which reads
somewhat oddly, and which requires a slight amplifica-
tion in order to present the exact meaning I intended
it to convey. The passage referred to the placing of
an inverted glass over the cronn of a Hyacinth, in
order to avoid " premature development." This was a
comically negative and somewhat Milesian method of
stating the point. By "premature development" I
meant the putting forth of an ill-developed spike of
bloom before any growth was made by the foliage.
This would, I fear, be the inevitable fate ot a great
many of the Hyacinths planted (in water) " on the 31st
of December," unless they had been preserved in a
very diflerent manner from that usually observed in
the London seed houses ; it is frequently the fate of
strong bulbs planted at the most favourable time, and
this " premature development " arises generally from
some defect in the constitution of the plant, or the
soundne.ss of the bulbs, or to the water having become
fetid, and the rootlets decayed in consequence". When
the roots remain sound, an inverted glass will bring up
the foliage, and so the flowering wiU be partially
arrested, and to some extent postponed, and the spili'e

thereby strengthened. A wine-glass or a child's
tumbler answers this purpose remarkably well.
A few varieties betray a strong tendency to become

rotten at the roots. Voltaire, a w-eU-kiiown blush
white single flower, and a very vigorous grower, will
often go oB' in this way ; the roots become soft and
pulp.y, and the water emits a most disagreeable odour.
In this state the plant is apparently beyond recovery,
and if not at once thrown away, a miserable apology
only for a spike rewards the labour of the grower. It
would seem that no rinsing or cleansing of the roots, or
frequent renewings of the water, changes the fatal
conditions. But that they may be changed is

shown by the following fact:—About the middle
of October I placed in a gla.ss a very strong bulb of
Voltaire, S. W., which readily rooted, as it always
does—lustily, as well as plentifully. A few days ago" I
observed that the roots had all become pulpy, and the
water highly disagreeable. The roots were entirely
removed, and the base of the bulb thoroughly cleansed
by the use of a soft brush ; the glass was well scoured,
and the bulb again placed in fresh water, where it is

rooting freely, with an entire absence of its fonner
unfavourable conditions.
In common -nith all window plants a little attention

must be given to the occasional cleansing, of the foliage
of the Hyacinths. Dust will gather, and requires
removal. The leaves being concave in form, readily
allow of dust being deposited on their surface. A small
piece of sponge and some clean water can be used for the
purpose of keeping in good health these " little apostles
and botanic ministers at large." as Theodore Parker
termed window plants, in one of his exquisite'sketches.
The style of glass used for the growth of Hyacinths

should be that represented by the pattern registered by
Tye, of Birmingham. Handsome vases of the same
shape are also among the samples of the recently intro-
duced Etruscan pottery. It is time the old-fashioned
chimney-glass—so difficult to provide with a support
for the spike, and still more so to keep in an erect
position— was entirely banished from our houses.
The modem form is now produced, both from glass
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and pottery, of very handsome designs, and when not
u.H(l for tlic Hyacinths, forms a capital receptacle for
cut flowers.

I fear that the present method of exhibiting
Hyacinths in glasses is one open to grave objection.
The bulbs are often grown in pots, and some days
previous to the show transferred to the glasses. That
this method is adopted was very evident at the spring
show of Hyacinths of the present year at the
Eoyal Horticultural Gai-dens, South Kensington.
Not only should the Hyacinths be grown in
the glasses from the commencement, but there should
be a stipulation that they have been cultivated within
doors, and not in a greenhouse. When resource can
be had to the greenhouse it places the exhibitor at a
decided advantage, while they are not fair specimens
of indoor cultivation. There will be no more effectual
guarantee for the observance of such a rule than there
is in the case of the prizes offered by the proprietors of
the Gardeners' Chronicle for indoor plants : but there
is ,an indirect appeal to the honour of the exhibitor,
which it is to be hoped, for the sake of our profession,
will not be altogether disr^arded. Quo.

Oladioli.—As my name has been mentioned by
"Brenchleyensis" (see p. 1118) in reference to Gladioli,
I would, in proof of my statement as to small bulbs
producing as good spikes as large ones, mention one
or two facts in corroboration of this. When I received
the bulbs of Souchet's new varieties last autumn, I was
half-inclined to write to Paris, and complain of their
size, for not one of them was larger than a well-grown
Dutch Crocus. However, having had experience of
the blooms produced by small bulbs, I did not do so,
and from all of them I had fine spikes of bloom—some
of them even threw up two and three stems. Again,
there was one of Mr. Standish's varieties I was very
anxious to keep, but I had lost the large bulbs. I had
five or six of the spawn, not one of them larger than
the kernel of a Filbert ; they were planted m a pot
and turned out into the border, and every one of them
threw up a good flower-stem.

I do not think the precise time for planting is a
matter of much importance, and it must depend on
soil and situation ; if these be damp, I should say defer
planting until April, but if otherwise, plant in March.
I do not find that they suffer if they have 'speared' 2 or
3 inches before they are put into the ground. The
cause of the disease to which they are subject I do not
know, but never plant, in the main beds at least, any
bulbs that have black spots onjthem, for if you do, the
chances are a hundred to one that there will be a
blank in the bed. The spawn lought never to be
allowed to get dry. Tlie Editor of the Floral Magazine.

'Ef)t flptari).
The Egyptian Bee.—The introduction into this

country of the Egyptian bee has naturally excited
considerable interest among lovers of bee-culture.
Having, since the early part of this past summer, been
in the possession of three stocks of this beautiful
species, it has occurred to me that a short description
of it, and of its introduction into Europe and England,
with the results of the experiment, will not be unin-
teresting toyour readers.

To Mr. Woodbury, of Mount Eadford, Exeter, we
are indebted for the successful naturalisation of this

species, so far as England is concerned ; and I also must
here acknowledge my indebtedness to his researches
and ivritings, for the greater part of my own knowledge
respecting it. I shall have to draw largely from his
experience in the course of the followmg paper or
papers, and shall not further allude to my authority, or
apologise for the frequent use I may thus have to make
of it. My own immediate opportunities for observa-
tion have only tended to prove the correctness of all

that has been advanced by him.
For some years past. Dr. Gerstacker, a German, has

advocated the acclimatisation in Germany of the
Egyptian bees. Apis fasciata, believing them to be
possessed of attributes, which would render them a
very valuable acquisition. These attributes are their
great beauty, and their supposed unwillingness to use
their stings. Mr. Woodbury himself endeavoured to
procure three colonies direct from Eg,vpt, but failed,

owing to the unwillingness of the Egyptian people to
permit of any apiarian emigration.
At length the Berlin Acclimatisation Society took

the matter in hand, and their agent Herr Vogel, suc-
ceeded in overcoming all difficulties. From his
account I will give a few extracts. Ages ago, bee-
keeping must have been extensively practised by the
Egyptian people, but as civilisation has sunk, bee-
culture has a&o greatly lessened, and is now almost
entirely confined to a few Arabs who are settled on the
land, and to a few Copts. The majority of the bees are
in Upper Egypt, while in Middle and Lower Egypt
there are very few apiaries. The hives used are chieily

of earthenware, and are sometimes of a cylindrical

form, made of the Nile mud. These cylinders are
about 3 feet in length, by 15 inches in diameter inside,
" The hive is closed at both ends by means of
circular discs made of the same material; and
the entrance, which is but small, is made in

one of these discs. * * * The cyUnders lie in
a horizontal position, and are placed, like draining
tiles, under the shade of a tree.* * * The hive of the
stock imported into Germany, was a cylinder only
about one-third of the size of the usual hives, made so
small purposely^for transportation. The imported stock
was a second smaU swarm^ which.issued in the latter

end of March. An artificial increase of stocks is not
known. Bee-caps are unknown. The Egyptian bee-
keepers always approach their bees with their faces un-
protected, hive the swanus, and deprive the bees of
honey according as they have gathered."
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" As but a few Fellalis and Copts keep bees, it

requires a '^ond ileal of time to find out an apiai^. A
Europeiii ubci does uot know the Arabian language,
can ill I

I jiiiiry mostly only by chance. Slore-
ovti. ;i 1 li lie so intolerant as often to throw
gre;ii iii;iiiiiiii in i ho way of discoveries of this kind
in Egypl, wliieh dilheulties cannot often be overcome

;

and travellers are frequently attacked by robbers. In
Manzur a Copt keeps bees, and is said to be the
Egyptian master of bee-keeping. Herr Hammer-
schmidt, a photographer, went to this man in 18C3 to

buy a stock for ihe Berlin AccUmatisation Society

;

the gloomy, distrustful, and very superstitious Egyptian
did not, however, give a decided answer. Not even a
dead bee, which was to be sent to Berlin as a sample,
could Mr. Hammerschmidt obtain from him. l^or

15 to 20 thalers (2Z. 5s. to 3/.) only was he willing to

part with a dead bee. Herr Hamraenschmidt fortu-

nately succeeded, in 18G-1, in finding out a small apiary
in Old Cairo. The proprietor, a Fellah, who had been
brought up in a European family, gave a bee a.s

a sample, and parted with a small swarm for a
considerable sum of money." He could only be
induced to do so, however, by being told " that his

name would not only be mentioned in Europe, but
become immortal. This alone had the desired eflect.

" The Egyptian bee, which is distinguished from all

other known varieties by its small size and light

pubescence, is spread over the whole of Egypt ; Arabia,

m nature African, has likewise the Egyptian form of

honey bee. The Syrian bee differs only from the
Egyptian in being somewhat larger, and having a

hairy yellow corselet ; it is in other respects so much
like the Egyptian variety that it may be considered as

belonging to it.

"As the sub-tropical zone is the home of the
Egyptian bee, it was feared that this variety, which
exists only in hot countries, would soon perish in the
climate of Germany." Herr Vogel however does not
believe that if introduced into Germany or England
the bee would perish on account of the climate. In this

supposition he has been proved to be perfectly correct,

as hitherto they have been propagated with facility,

and have thriven remarkably well. But we must not
anticipate what will have to be related in due course.

Herr Vogel draws comparisons between the climate
and temperature of North Germany and Egypt, and
comes to the conclusion that " the Egyptian bee is

quite at home in our summer." He also gives a series

of reasons, much too long to be quoted here, to prove
that it is able to bear the winter of North Germany
equally well with our northern bee. He says, " The
Egyptian stocks are quiet in winter. During only the
most severe cold {3rd and ttli January), they caused a
low humming to he heard, just like the German and
Italianstooks." Accordingto experience,theproduction
and supply of animal warmth fs intimately connected
with the process ofbreathing and nutriment. The more
severely the bee is attacked by cold in winter the more
food it consumes, and the more it accelerates its

breathing, until by actual roaring it produces that
degree of warmth necessary for its existence." In the
centre of a dense cluster of bees in the heart of the
hive, the temperature can be sustained at from 53' to
69" Fahrenheit, while a severe frost prevails outside.

Herr Vogel examined an Egyptian stock on the 16th
of January, 1865. Observing the bees flyinj very
strongly he could not repress his curiosity. He says,
" When I merely looked over the floor of the hive, I

was greatly delighted, for but a few dead bees lay there.

The stock was perfectly healthy, and the queen, with
her abdomen full of eggs, paraded the combs as if in

summer. In 200 to .".00 colls, eggs and larvEc were
found." No trace of any dysentery was to be dis-

covered in any of the Egyptian stocks on the 28th of

January. He adds, " these ob.servations speak strongly

for a fortunate wintering of the Egyptian bee." S.

Sevan Fox.
(To be Cantinued.)

Garden Memoranda.
Mr. Bateuan's Obciiid.s, &c., at Kntpeeslet.

—Mr. Batemans name has been so long a-ssociated with
the progress of horticulture as to have become familiar

to all who have interested themselves in this useful

branch of science and art.. As a country gentleman he
has poured out his wealth in embellishmg the gardens
at Biddulph Grange, and reforming the general con-
figuration of the surface to so good account as to form
an interesting theme and study to every landscape
gardener. The general undulating surface which is

in so ranch demand at the present day for decorative
gardening, had long ago engaged his consideration, pro-
bably not so much from the general diversity of
surface point of view, as more especially to secure
shade and shelter for plants that cannot endure
the rays of a scorching sun, or the torturing blasts^if

trying wiuds. As these gardens have been so minutely
described and commented u]}on in the Gardeners'
Chronicle from 1857 to 18G3, it is no part of my plan or
project to wander over the same ground. It may be
here remarked however en passant that Mr. Bateman
has not contented himself with simply providing the
funds ; but, like the bees about which we hear and read
so much, he has been a hard-working student .all his

life, from the time he matriculated at Oxford
and attended the botanical classes of Professor
Daubeny, up to the organisation of the Tuesday
scientific meetings of the Royal Horticultural Society,

at which he has all along taken a prominent part.

Among Orchid groivcrs and Orchid amateurs he is

well-known from the interest which he has ever
manifested in the pniiularisation of this tribe, and the
diligence of his resuarches regarding local habitat, as

to altitude, temperature, condition of growth, and
other essentials which ^n so far to render their cultiva-

tion more easy, His collection of this tribe is almost,

if not allngotlior, at Knvporslov Hall, which lies sonic
|
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There is cviilciitly a cortaiu originality of II -dil

brought to bear upon the construction, fmiii, inii

position of the houses which does not stop slmrl licir.

but is recognisable in the several contrivances wliicli

have been specially designed to carry out the ideas of
the experimentalist with reference to modes of growth.
The great feature of the establishment is novelty, com-
bined as far as possible with a certain degree of

elegance, which is at all times very pleasing. Tnere is

great incongruity in having valuable plants, producing
beautiful inflorescence, huddled together in rickety
houses, ill-ciiiisirniti'd both as to exterior and interior,

and with tini-liiiius iind linings, pots, pans, blocks, and
sufh like, I'll ,1, 'ilniltill, — rvcrytliing, in fact, positively
ugly but the llowivs tlieuLsclves. Much of the success
of an exhibition, for example, depends upon a metho-
dical and systematic arrangement, and the principle of
order in ail its details ought to be fully recognised, at

all events in the cultivation of flowers and beautiful
foliage, which are grown for the diflijrent phases of
beauty they present to the eye. A certain degree of
neatness, without any approach to extravagance, is

manifest at Knypersley.
Another characteristic feature, in so far as regards

the cultivation of Orchids, is the smallness of the
houses; indeed many of them, so to speak, are like rabbit
warrens. So far as my experience goes, they have
their advantages and disadvantages. It is highly desir-

able, in order that success may be ensured for a large

and general collection, to have a variety of climate, and
that must have been the leading idea of Mr. Bateman
and his gardener, when they planned the construction
of them. It is also an advantage to have a circum-
scribed atmosphere^ as pre-senting less obstruction to

the permeation of light, which acts such an important
part on the life and well-being of a plant. No matter
now efficient a system of heating and ventilation may
be, if the houses be lofty and the plants proportionately
far from the gla.ss, so much more will the physical

system be weakened, and the vigour of the plants

aflected. But we must debit against this the sudden
vicissitudes of such a climate, which is the greatest

drawback that it presents. The argument might be
successfully resisted for cool-house temperatures, where
artificial heat is not' in such demand. It comes,
however, with irresistible force, and must break every
barrier of opposition, where a tropical temperature
must be maintained. "With the thermometer out of

doors oscillating between 10° and 20', and a minimum
heat of 60° to be maintained, there is the strongest

argument possible for the volume of heated air being
somewhat regular, which cannot be the case in small
narrow houses, unless they be double glazed, which I

hold to ho neither necessary nor eflicaclous. Upon the
whole, having seen and reported upon, aforetime, the
best collections in the country, I am confirmed in the
opinion, and will give my vote in favour of, a limited
atmosphere where the pressure of cold does not act

with such force as to necessitate a great play ofartificial

heat. In other words, tropical and semi-tropical

houses may be from 20 to 24 feet wide ; temperate and
cool houses 10 or 12 feet. The height may be regulated
in accordance with the stature of the plants. Houses
should never be lofty for this tribe of plants. Mr.
Bateman fully recognises this as an axiom, and so do
Messrs. Bucker, Day, and AVarner, as well as most
other holders of " valuable stock."

Then as to houses with a northern a.spect for cool

Orchids, Mr. Bateman himself is the originator

and expounder of the idea. I was inclined, at first,

to reject the whole thing in <o?o, but in the very hot
months of June, July, and August, both in England
and on the Continent, I can see some appreciable

advantages to be gained. The tropical sun pumps out
the sap to such a degree by evaporation, that the
corresponding process of absorption at night fails to

drink in an adequate supply, unless the gardener resorts

to frequent syringing overhead as the sun wanes in the
atmosphere. " Ayont the Tweed " there is little

difficulty in replenishing all the sources of demand.
As winter houses, in any climate where artificial culti-

vation is going on, they cannot be desirable, because
a full play of light when the sun is low in the horizon,

is one of the greatest blessings in the economy of plant
life, and it brings with it a degree of heat which is

extravagantly rejected. The question is narrowed to

this issue, and it is not at all a doubtful one, for it

stands in the relative proportion of 9 to 3. It is a

matter for consideration whether these houses could
not be utilised for the pre.servation of bedding plants,

for instance, and proper winter houses for Orchids
provided. Were this done it woidd be an unquestion-
able gain, but that is a pound, shilling, and pence
question, about which gentlemen can think and act for

themselves. Some Orchids grow and thrive in very
unlikely places; but if a general collection is

formed, unless the whole be broken up into sections,

and treated systematically, there would be more
hospital plants than a "board of health" would like to

cater for.

In one of these "north houses" was growing the

cool section of Orchids. All, or nearly all of them, were
planted into rather elegant-looking pots, with abund-
ance of holes perforated round the sides, some of a

round and others of square outline. Each was fur-

nished with a saucer for keeping up water supply, and

many of the plants so treated seemed quite at home.
In the hands of a novice this mode of treatment woull
not be a safe one, because it is equivalent to hup-
hazard watering, charging as it does the atmosphere

with a volume of moisture by day sufficient to upset

and endanger the system, and totally at variance with

!iiid |i:iilif, I" I'li'ii'li :i rri(uisite suppiy. Jlcrc was
L'liiuiii',' :i M rv Mil" iiliiil of Odontoglossum Warneri.
II is of tlh (',i\:iiiii-ii type, with a very prominent
laliclluiii, uiiilf i;ri)iiud with sienna spots, the basal

iiortion yellow. Oiio oV the best plants I know of
5pideudrum vitollinum maju.s, was growing luxu-

riantly, with numerous flower spikes. This is

clearly a warm greenhouse Orchid, and when it attains

specimen size few plants are more striking or better

adapted for winning general applause ; the soft con-
colored vermilion tint which pervades it is pre-

possessing. Epidendrum myrianthum is a good
growing plant, and worthy of a place in general collec-

tions ; the handsome appearance Which it presented

here might serve to establish its renown. Odont«glos-
sum nfcvium was finely represented, and no member of

this choice family is more relished than this, unless it

be the charming O. Phatenopsis, which up to this date is

worth more than its weight in gold, and is likely for

many years to continue so. Maxillaria venusta had
not escaped Mr. Bateman's critical eye, and he must
have been early in the field to secure such a prize, a
splendid example, which must have been in his plant

room under cultural care for years. It was growing in

one of the perforated pots_ referred to in a cool tempe-
rature, and to say the least, that othfr growers may
profit by it, it was "at home." DeudnilMiim sini-insnm,

which many, at one time, pooh-poob I'd 111 Mil its -liyncss

in producing inflorescence, and from it^ l|lll^tilllKll)le

character as a decorative plant, shoidd be proved
to be appreciated. Some of the varieties of it are

unquestionably beautiful and less shy than others, and
Mr. Bateman's plant, we understand, is one of that

number. Its vigorous pseudobulbs, and the gigantic

size to which it has attained, clearly show that it holds

a marked place in the estimation of the Orchidophilists

at Knypersley. Epidendrum cnemidophorum, too, in

which Mr. Skinner so greatly delights, is growing here
well, but its tall gaunt ungainly appearance is ' dead
against it," and the flowers, although beautiful enough,

are scarcely a recompense, or rather a set-off, to vindi-

cate a claim for general cultivation. The famous

Dendrobium Falconeri, which obtained a special mark
of distinction at the " International " for the profusion

of its blossoms and the cultural skill brought to bear

upon it, was "resting " here for a short time prepara-

tory to the summer campaign of growth. Seemingly
all that is necessary to induce inflorescence is a long

period of rest, and a period of rapid growth ; and in

respect to this, which baflles some of the most expe-

rienced growers, Mr. Sherratt is entitled to speak with
a great degree of confidence.

In the Mexican house was one of the best examples
of Aerides affiue to be seen anywhere, with five

branched spikes each a yard long, forming graceful

festoons of that captivating purplish rose colour, which
it takes some cfibrt to withdraw the eye from. Epiden-
drum prismatocarpum was growing and flowering with
profusion, ami iinlliiir: inn be a better representation

of quiet lovidi:. iiniliis B. fragrans was producing
fine racemi- ' li : ured flowers. Some people

sneer at OncilniiiH, I. ii my one who knows the group
well, and has seen it well represented, would summarily
rebut any impeachment upon them as a whole.

Oncidium sessile is a most beautiful thing, and so is

O. crispum, both of which were in fine condition. I wish

I could say as much for O. Lanceanum, which holds a
queenly place in the family, but is so subject to disease

as to be scarcely ever in a position to be out of "qua-
rantine." Viindi "iiteiiKiiini is almost a traditional

plant at Kiiv]' r !i> Mi I'.iitemau holding one of the

very earliest', ii imi ili fust of the importations to the

country. It is :i iiiidli r-loaved variety, shorter in the

internodes, and probably a freer bloomer than some
others at present under cultivation. It was in process

of blooming when I saw it, and I was told that

_ . . , which may be partly

I rerl in a temperate house. It

li\ of a first place; its noble
li'iiescence at all, strikes every

III urn and Fropedinm Lindenii,

III two of the most wonderful
editing as they do when in

iiiid universal admiration, were
iinefy and cultivation. Odon-

i-ses a conical sort ofpseudo-
- I^iii, and is not at all unlike

iiu, which is exciting so much

it never fails

owing to its 111

is a grand pin

iippearancc, ii 1

1

one. Cypripedii

two connate sji

plants in cnlli

blossom miiili i'

well represeiii.

toglossum ail- 1

bulb, with a li

the beautiful in

attention now.
In the Ea.st Indian house Dendrobium taurinum at

once attracts observation. There are very few plants

of it in the country now alive, some of them having

succumbed in our best collections. It is evidently a
critical suljject in any hands, but Mr. S. finds it " to do
well and bloom regularly." Angriccum caudatum is a
pretty minute form of this interesting family, not at

all of course to be compared to sesquipedale, which
commands admiration wherever seen, and like a trust-

worthy friend improves on acquaintance. Sacoolabium
curvifolium, guttatum, &o., were in considerable num-
bers, and so too the beautiful Aerides Lo'bbii, Schroe-

deri, and all the finer and rarer things common to East
Indian collections. Coelogyne pandurata must not be
omitted in this enumeration, as it has for a length

of time been so well handled at_ Knypersley.
^
It

is more curious and grotesque-looking than beautiful,

but it has many admirers.

In another temperate house were among others

specimens of the following :—Ada aurantiaca, a fine

semi-terrestrial plant of free habit, that blooms in

autumn, and which is not generally found in collections

;

Cymbidium Hookerianum, which is a form of gigan-
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teum, but of course very rare ; Ejiideudrum nemorale,
producing panicles of flowers larger and much after the
same form and colour as Barkeria spectabilis, a gem of

the first water—E. amabile is, in its way, scarcely less

beautiful; Leptotes of sorts— the common bicolor had
been artificially fertilised and i>roduced a marvellous
array of capsules. Mr. Batemau's idea was to test the
Talue of some suggestion thrown out that these seed-

pods were a capital substitute for "Vanilla. Disa
grandiflora was well grown, -and so of course was the
famous Dendrobium Wardianum, a specimen of

which, covered with its gorgeous flowers, was exhibited

at one of the spring " Tuesday meetings" of the Eoyal
Horticultural Society. Two plants of Orchids remain
now to be specially noticed, that were subjected to such

a degree of suflerance as quite e-\ceeded the bounds of

contemplation ; they were Vanda teres and Peris-

teria elata. The latter exceeded in dimensions and
density of pseudobulb anything that I had ever seen :

and the wonder is how, with the apparent drawbacks
of three months' warm greenhouse temperature, such a

size could be produced in tropical vegetation. The
practical eye could at once see the wisdom of this treat-

ment, and could estimate the amount of flowers which
each spike of this plant will produce. Vanda teres is

treated in exactly the same way, with the same success.

Instead of being a shy-flowering plant it only wants a

correct mode of treatment to induce inflorescence.

So much for the Orchids, .but that only presents a
quota of what is to be seen even at Knypersley. A
large orchard house 182 by 20 feet, of span-roofed
form, and furnished vrith hot-water pipes, was like a
miniature fruit garden, with a little of all sorts; Grapes
were planted in the centre and doing luxuriantly,
while Pigs, Peaches, and Strawberries, each had a place
in this artificial grove. Of Figs there seemed to be
almost an unlimited supply, for there were some of

them to be seen in most of the fruit houses. Peaches,
Nectarines, and Vines each had houses for themselves.
Tropical fruits of all kinds, from the Passionflower to
the Mangosteen, hold a place in the establishment ; and
warm and suffocating as some of the tropical Orchid
houses are, they are temperate in comparison with
the one in which the miscellaneous collection of

tropical fruits was growing. A very convenient
and spacious luncheon-room formed a portion of
the block in which the glass houses stood. Altera-
tions and imjjrovements are continually going on. A
new set of ofljce houses, with commodious gardener's
cottage, have been recently erected. Eoad making
and macadamising is going on with spirit, so that
Mr. Pateman, while active abroad in promoting a love

for horticulture, is no less energetic at home, employing
labour in no limited degree, and thus rendering many
a humble home happy and comfortable. J. A.

Miscellaneous.
Sicilian Ferns.—X vriy inti renting work has lately

been pubhshed .by .Al. Augusts Todaro, on the Perns
that grow spontaneously in Sicily, and in the adjoining
islands. The author deserves much praise for his work,
more especially as the study of Cryptogamous plants is

generally too much neglected by botanists, even in coun-
tries better known than Sicily as regards natural history.

Amongst the species described in this work there are
but few new ones, and many are equally common in

France, such as the Polypodium yulgare, Aspidium
Filix-mas, Asplenium Ruta-muraria, Scolopendrium
vulgare, Uet«rach otticinarum, Pteris aquilina. This
last, one of our commonest Ferns, is not rare in Sicily,

where it likes shady places. It is to be regretted that
the author has not divided his Flora by zones ; a little

more detail in botanical geography would have broken
the uniformity of an arrangement almost exclusively
descriptive. Cosmos.

Boraije.—Borage is a rough plant, with fusiform
roots, oblong or lanceolate leaves, and blue panicled or
drooping flowers. The phnt came originally from
Aleppo, but is now naturalised in most parts of Europe
and America. It is frequently found on dunghills and
heaps of rubbish. Parkinson, who died about lU-lU,

states that it grew plentifully in Kent in his day.

Borage was formerly in great request, being reckoned
one of the four cordial flowers. " Very light," says an
ingenious author, " were those sorrows wliich could be
driven away by Borage." Yet Borage flowers are at

least innocent, which is more than can be said of many
other general remedies for care. The whole herb is

very succulent, and very mucilaginous, having a
peculiar faint smell when bruised. The plant is now
seldom taken inwardly. The young tender leaves may
be used as a salad, or as a pot herb. The flowers are
one of the chief constituents in the composition of a
cool tankard. Borage is a pretty annual, and is raised

from seeds, and in order to have it young all the year,

it should be sown in spring, summer, and autumn,
either in drills or broadcast, from March to M.iy.
"When the plants come up thick, they must be thinned
to nine inches asunder. They will not bear trans-
planting, in consequence of the length of their tap
roots : at all events, if the operation be attempted, it

must be done when the plants are very young. It sows
itself in autumn, and likes a dry soil. Borage ought to
be cultivated in the vicinity of every apiary, as it is a
plant to which the bees resort with great avidity, it

being excessively rich in honey. Journal of Agri-
culture, iV. S.

Wine Plants.— An enterprising fmn in Pennsyl-
vania has been doing a brisk trade in " wine plants

"

at 40 dols. per 100—the said wine plants being, it

appears, bits of Ehubarb roots. Journal of Agri-
culture, N.S.

Hushes.—Mr. Button Cooke, in " Once a "Week,"
ascribes theorigin of the phrase "not worth a rush,"
to the practice of strewing the guest rooms in country
houses with "rushes" before carpets were invented.
Distinguished guests were alw;vys honoured with the

greenest and freshest rushes as a matter of course,

while worthless guests were obliged to be content with
the second-hand rushes which had been laid down in

honour of their predecessors.

Calendar of Operations.
{Fur the ensuing week.)

The season of the year has arrived when everything
in the shape of flow'crs is scarce. Fruit-bearing plants
will therefore now be in requisition, and foremost
among them may be mentioned the different kinds of
Aucuba, Solanums of various sorts, and last but not
least, the small fruited sorts of Oranges. These will all

form plants suitable either for room or conservatory
decoration. A very good effect may also be produced
by bringing prominently into view plants with hand-
some foliage. "What can he finer, for example, than
Ferns when well grown ? The Poinsettia pulcherrima,
Calathea zebrina, Bracffina terminalis, and many other
plants of a similar description are also valuable, on
account of their beautiful and highly-coloured leaves
or bracts.

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLANT HOUSES.
"While the weather is still favourable look carefully

over half-hardy stock, and ifany has not already received
sufiicient protection, let no time be lost, in rendering it

as secure as possible for the winter.
CiKNATiONs AND PicoTEES.—These are apt occa-

sionally to have small portions of soil lodge in the axils

of the leaves. These must he carefully removed, for

should they be damp and wet, serious injury to the
plants will most certainly be the result. Carnations
and Picotees, too, if kept close, will contract mouldiness,
being liable to the attacks of parasitical Fungi. The
leaves afl'ected must be cut away ; and, if possible, the
affected plants removed from the others, giving j)lenty

of air, the want of which, and late planting, supermduce
these evils.

Climbees.— Attention should now be paid to
securing a-s much light as possible in all plant-houses

;

where the rafters or roofs, therefore, are used as

trellises for Climbers, the latter should he reduced
within convenient bounds. Late-flowering sorts as yet
unpruned will now^ he sufiiciontly ripened for the
purpose, bvw little more should be done after removin--
the decayed leaves than to prune the weakest shooi

their final pruning should be deferred till March r

April. If larger and stronger shoots are cut now, thi j

are apt to commence growing, in spite of the moderate
temperature, and thus expend the strength which
ought to be reserved till spring. The shoots of

Maurandyas should be considerably reduced in bulk, as
they are affected by the slightest damp during winter.
Pansies.—Those on beds should, if in exposed

places, be protected if severe weather should set in

;

the best material for the purpose consists of small
branches of the Spruce Fir.

Pelahgoniusis.—Give air whenever the weather
will admit of it ; but avoid cold draughts, and keep
out frost. On the other hand, be careful not to use too
much fire-heat. Training and shifting must also receive

attention.

SoLAum Capsicastbum.—As even small plants of

this bear berries freely, the following hints as to its culti-

vationmaybeworth attention:—If good-sized specimens
are wanted in a comparatively short time, let the young
plants be introduced into warmth early in spring, and
as soon as they have started freely into growth shift

them into lar.ger sized pots. "NVhen potted place them
again in heat, giving_ little water for a time ; but
syringe overhead-ioccasionally in order to keep t'ue

atmosphere moist. After that, water with water
of the same temperature as that of the house in

which they are growing. They will now succeed
perfectly well under the kind of treatment usually
given to plants in a growing state, paying
attention to stopping all straggling shoots, so as to

induce a compact pyramidal nabit. For ordinary
purposes 0-inch pots are large enough. About the end
of June they should be placed out of doors in as hot
and sunny a situation as possible, when they ivill keep
flowering and set fruit better than they would indoors.

In September let them be moved under glass, where,
when covered with brilliant orange-scarlet berries,

they are extremely; ornamental. Indeed few plants

can be compared with this for winter decoration, and
what is important, the hemes are so permanent that
the bushes bearing them retain their vivid colouring
for several months at a time. The soil most suitable

for this Solaunm is a light fibry loam intermixed with
a little peat and sand.
Veeonicas.—Andersoni, Lindleyana, and meldensis,

are charming plants for the decoration of conservatories
at this season, and should be everywhere grown for that
purpose. They may be made to form standards, and in

that shape produce a good effect when intermixed with
low-growing plants.

FOnCING GARDEN.

CUCTJMBEES.—Give those growing in pits all the light

possible by taking off the covering early in the morning,
and keeping the glass clean. Be careful that red
spider does not make il;s appearance, which may be
the case in Pine stoves, where the drier atmosphere
favours its increase.

Pines.—Do not allow cold weather, should it occur,

to seal up the ventilators ; the admission of air must,

of course, be gradually reduced in accordance with the

season, but this is a very different matter from almost
discontinuing it. Let water be very sparingly used
during the present dull weather, but have an eye to

those plants which stand near flues or hot-water pipes,

as they are liable to get dry before their neig'hbours.

Vines.— In some instances houses from which the
fruit has been cut will long before this time have been
converted into greenhouses ; the Vines under such
circumstances require to be kept cool and dry, and the

plants want very ne:u"ly the same treatment ; frost

,

however, must be carefully excluded. "While the plants
are in these temporary situations, particular care
should be taken to keep them perfectly clean and free

from insects of all descriptions, or these latter will leave

broods behind them, which will be very troublesome
another season.

HARDY FBUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.

Examine fruit and root stores to see if all is in a state

of good preservation. The dressing of fruit trees

against walls with Gishurst Compound, or a mixture of
a little lime, soot, a,nd tobacco water (water in which
tobacco has been boiled), with a small quantity of glue
to fix the mixture to the trees, should now be pro-
ceeded with. Few troublesome pests to fruit trees can
withstand this simple recipe; and as fruit trees

are so liable to the attacks of insects, it is well
worth the trouble of applying it. After the trees

are dressed, proceed actively with re-training. Take
grafts of any good kinds of Pear and Apple which it

may be desirable to increase, and lay them well into the
ground on the north side of a wall. The wood for this

purpose should be the well-ripened shoots of this year

;

and care must be taken to provide only such as are
healthy and free from all kinds of insects. Cuttings of
choice Gooseberries and Currants may be put in
Handsome standard Currant trees may be quickly
obtained, by splitting up old bushes that have many
stems. Take them up wholly with plenty of roots,

divide them into single stems, trim the roots, and spur
the shoots up the stem, as it will bear all the way up

;

shorten in the shoots which are to form the future
head to within 5 or 6 inches

;
plant in good rich soil,

and tie them to a stout straight stake, and a standard
is at once obtained.
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Beason of IStiO nri3 ntiw icuily for delivoiy at hi.s Fiictoiics, at the
tollowiug pricuM, per ton :—
LAWES' PATENT TUKNIP MANaRE, and BONE £ s. d.

BONE or MlXEIlAJi i^UOSPHATEft
LAWES' Wli

^ "

MANURES
LAWES' WHEAT, BARLEY, CiKASS, and MANGEL

CONCENTRATED CORN" and GRASS MANURE.. ..12
These Jl.-inures c;iii he obt:aned of Mr. Lawes, or through the

appointc-il A-i'ii'' '•' '" ';it- '^•' tlio Unitod Kmgdoui, at prices

Genuiii'' I'l "! .' ' '1.1(11 the Importern, Nitrate of

, Kiiou muiiy, JjabliL
i.Adoiiiido Place, London Bridge

T HK LOJ^iJUN MAJSUKE CUMi'AJNy
(Established 1840).

HfivT? now rcaHv for delivery m di'y fine condition,

Ci'KN 'I \NI'i;i-:, for Spring Use
KS, for Dressing Pasture Lands

Pi; I

lATESofLIME

Offices, 116, Fenchurch Street. E.G.

pUCOA-NUT ItKt'USE
^^ is becoming scarok, tho

old rcaervea will soon be gono.

Now suld in bags, 1 for 2a., 10 for

ICs., 2 for 30s., 60 for 6Cs., 100

for £6.

J Foui-pence allowed for each

^ bag rotunied carriage-paid.

A P.-iilway Tnjck-load (not in

bags), 40s.

Postage Stamps or Post-office

Order, payable to J. BAnsnist &
Co.. Xiiigstoii-ou-Tluiines, S.W.

ur Greenhouse witli
'J' 1 S S IT E.

Ihc l'lunt3.

I- i.o in
St. John

Mw
Ckricenweii

Red Spider Magnified

his trees clean and vigorous i

hia wall trees annually, and tells all his friends
I ahali certainly serv
the same manner,
than the usual otl'ei

lb does not blacken the shoots oi

For Orchard-houso Trees, oz
strength ; when used stronger i

GISHURST COMPOUND is

Seedsmen, in boxes, Is., 38., and
Wholosalfl by PaicF-'s Patent C

COMPOUND.
Copy of a Letter from Mr.

RiVKUS. Nurseries, S(i<(

hnttgeworth, Berts, 22d Oct. ,

1801.

" I mast tell yoa what I

id Lo-day from a very clever
tleiiiaii farmer. Anthony

iJurjU. Esq., of Witcombe Court,
iJl'-ucoster. He has a wall to
which Peach trees are trained.
Well, last autumn they were in
a wretched blighted state. As
a desperate remedy he unnailed
them all, early last February,
and gave all but one a thorough
painting with Gishurst Com-
pound, 1 lb. to the gallon of
water ; his trees, all but the
one, commenced to grow
l;ivoiu-.ib!v in spring, and are

ires of health. The
painted is in a half-
ited state. He used
dressing to his Apple

killed tho woolly
ely, and has

sold Retail by Nurserymen and
10s. C(i. each.

Handle CourAur, Limited, Belmont,

introduced for use in Gai--

dens, I-arm Yards. &c. The
Wiitt.r may be dipped out, or
the Tub tilted and poured
out, or by merely raising the

Carriage paid to any station

POWERS UL GAUDLN ENGINF. suit tblo for the above, price 45a

IMPROVED WATERandLUiUlD MANURE CARTS.
Catalogues on application.

Manufactured by W. S. Bocltos, Rose Lane Iron Works, Norwich.

\r btable Fittings just secxired by Patent

I
I Woils ' Uinslcv Street

ct London W
lmport>int Improvements

"ITiOWl.KirS PATENT STKAM PLOUGH and
JL' OUL'I'I VATOll may bo SEEN at WORK in every AgriciUtuialy Agi

& Co., 71, Conihill, London,

^TOIh .. ,M M.hl,-ntal]iet,'le.-t AVELINO
1 ^'' i"l.iM 'I' II 'IT'ItAL LOCOMUTIVE EN-

GINES uiK Nirr w. IXIIIlilTEHthlsyoarattlieSMlTIIFIELD
CLUB SHOW -but they will b? lepiesented at Messks. CROSS-
KILL'S IMPLEMENT .STAND, No. 33, near tho Liverpool Road
Entrance, underneath the large Clock.

THE IMPKOVED LEATHER DRIVING STKAPS
for MACHINERY are stronger, more durable, drive betti.i

,

other kinds of Dri

Manufactory: Arniit Works. Greenfield, near Manchester.

(Ml II 7, ON HA L L, It T it M T N O H A jr.—
.V^w.Il'"

f^l^VKNTll (JIll'IAT ANNUAL EXHIBITION of

o^^'- .
^' II"'' """' '""'^ -il' I"' held in CUItZON HALL.

Birinni|;hiini, on .Mi)Nh\i, MIISDAV WEDNESDAY •"''
THURSDAY, I .,,,i. ,

,,"/'*• '•^ ^H^.F'^^L'^.} ^

Poultry Show. Jmi II

mentsand PilN m 1 1,

Important Reduction in the Prices of Portable
Engines for 1866.

pLATTON, SHUTTLEWORTH and CO., Engineers,
\j Manufacturers of Port,ableand Fixed Steam Engines; Machinery
for Pumping, Hoisting, Grinding. Sawing, &c. ; Engines for Steam
Cultivation, .Self-moving EnginesforCominou Roads and Agricultural
Purposes generally.
Stamp End Works, Lincoln; and 76, Lombard Street, London;

also at Lowougasse No. 44, Landstrasse, Vienua ; and Gegeuuber
dom Bahnhof, Pesth.

Descriptive, Illustrated, and Priced Catalogues Free per Post,
Special Drawings when required. Tlio best Steam Threshing
Machinery made

1^ T. ARCHER'S " K R I G I DOM 0."
J • Patroni-sed by Her Majestv Tho Queen, the Duke of North-

umberland for Syon House, liis Grace tliu Dnko of Devonshire for
Chiswiek Gardens, Professor Lindlev for the Hoilicultural Society,
Sir Joseph Paxton for the Crystal Palace. I'.oyal Z'lological Society, 4c.

PROTECTION from the SCORCHING RAYS of tho SUN.
"FRIGl DOMO," a Canvas made of P.itont prepared Hair and

Wool, a perfect Non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping, wherever
it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted tor all Horticultural
and Floricultural pui-pnses, for Preserving Fruits and Flowers from
the Scorching Rays ot the Sun, from Wind, horn Attacks of Insects,
and from Morning Frosts. To be had in any required lengths.

Two yards vnde Is. 9(i, per yard run.
Four yards wide 3». 6ti. per yard.
An improved make, 2 yards wide . , Is. 0(Z. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide . . 2s. 8d. per vai'd run. Also
FRIGI DOMO" NETTING, 2 yards wide. Is. id. per yard run.
E1.18BA Tbomab Archer. Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7, Great

Trinity Lane, Cannon Sti-eet, City, E.G., and of all Nurserymen and

T AND DR.ATNAGE, YkWs\ BUILDINGS, and
JJ LAIiorkKRS- <-oTT.\';RS_Th,^M> several works can be<> ;.t ! I, .111' I

:!!:
' 1.

I

!... I

, ii.| - I; ! 'ii on landed property.
I

'

' -\' ' s of the best and
!-ii;ilities of each case,

-''''
i

''\ \- '" 1 '..I
'

I ::i"(it.. so that they c

, Wliitchall I'l

-Apply to Mr.

Share Department.
THE CONSEltVATIVE LANU SOCIETY.—

SHARES may bo taken out daily at the Norfolk Street Offices,
or Investors at a distance can be enrolled as Members by corres-
pondence. Present rate of interest, 6 per cent, per annum.'payabli

. The taking

, Secretary.

rpHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.X Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

To LANnowNKRS, tqe Cleroy, Estatk Agents. Suhvetoes, &o., ik

following works of Agricultural Improvement, the whole oiitlay and
expenses m all cases being liQuidatod by a lent-cbarge for 25 vears.

1. Dramage, Irrigation, and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial pm-pose,

Landowners assessed underthcprovisionsofanyAct of Parliament,
Royal Charter, or Commission in respect of any public or general
works of Drainage or other improvements, may bon-ow their pro-
portion.ate share of tho cost, and charge the same with the expenses

Subscription of Shares in a Railwav 01 Canal Company.
No investigation ot title la requlred,'ana tho Conmany being of a

strictly finaoctal character, do not interfere with the plans and
execution of the Works, which ore controlled only by the Govern-
ment Enclosure Commissioners.
Apply to Granville R. Rtder, Esq., Managing Director, 3, Par-

liament Street, London. S.W.

Tnu

! li A LL, lilRMINGHAM.—
iil 'IREAT ANNUAL EXHIBITION of
i' iMESTIC POULTRY. ROOTS, CORN,I

,

lil bo held in BINGLEY HALL on
.\iu:>L..vi, TUKSDAY, WEDNESDAY, and

'. ccmbur 1, 3, 4, l>, and 0, when Prizes amounting to

and the Public will bo admitted to Blngley Hall to
I *;lNO of the Sheep, Pigs, Roots, and Corn, on
I'l I. 1' '-I A.M., upon payment of lus. each. There

! tho Poultry Dopartraent until after tho

I .1, .( will take place on Monday, Decembers..1 iliur:! until 5 o'clock, 5k. ; after that hour, la.

' bo open on Tuesday, Wednesday, andThe Exhibition will ai

Thursday. Admission 1$.

For Special Railway Arrangemonta see the Advertisements and
Bills of tho several Companies. John B. Lvthall, Secretary.
OfllceH—Stephenson Chambers, Now Street, Bimiinghani.

CENTRAL CHAMBER of AGRICULTURE.
NOTICE of ANNUAL MEETING of MEMBERS.

Mr, a. Plll, Chairrnan.
Notice Is hereby given, that tho ANNUAL MEETING ofMEMBERS will take place at the SALISBURY HOTEL, Fleet

Street, London, on WEDNESDAY, December 12. at 3 p.m.
Charles Clay, Hon. Sec. pro tern.

BUSINESS.
To Confii-m the proposed Constitution and Laws of the Chamber.
To Receive the Report of the Council.
To Elect the Officers for next year.
To consider Regulations respecting the Importation cf Foreign

Cattle, and tho general Cattle Trade of tho Kingdom.
And other general business.

Temporary Offices, Walton, Wakefield, Nov. 30.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY of ENGLAND^
-The GENERAL MEETING of Members will he held at tho

Socioty^^IIouse, 12, Hanover Square, on WEDNESDAY, December 12,

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY- of ENGLAND.
—The President requests that any Members of the Royal

AKricultural Society who will honour him with their presunco at
CONVEUSAZIONl tobeheldathisHouseon TUESDAY tho 11th.
and WEDNESDAY the IJth of December, will intimate their
intention to the Secretary of the Society, 1:', Hanover Square,
when Cards of Invitation will 00 sent.—Kirby Hall, Nov. l.sOO.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 1, 1866.

TWO FOLLOWIXa WEEKS.

Binulcy ilall, Bir-

MEETINGS FOtt
Mi-NDAT, Dec. 3)
Tic.DiT, — 4(EsliiWti

TuoiisBii. '— O)
°'

MOMJAT, — 10-v

Wbdneidit — \l
fsmithfieia Club C.ittle Show, at

Tito's" y"' — 13 f '^°''

FiiiDit, — Ul
:i-icuUurat Hal), Iil

ROYAL AGKICULTUKAL SOCIKTY of ENGLAND.
ESSAYS and REPORTS—PRIZES for 1807.

I. FARMING of HUNTINGDONSHIRE.
TWKSTV-TIVK S0VEHKIGN.S will bo given for tUe best Report OQ tho

Farming of Huntingdonsbire.

II. FARMING of WESTMORELAND.
TwKN-TY-riVE SoTEREic.vs will be given for the best Hoport on tho

F.iriiiing of Westmoreland.

III. FARMING CUSTOMS and COVENANTS.
will be given for tlio best Essay on Farming

Cujs'c

So

Covenants existing in England.

IV. PLOUGHING-IN GREEN CROPS.
11 be given for the best Ess.ay on the Result

of Ploughing-in Greon Crops for Manure, and the crops best adapted
for tile purpo.se.

V. LOANS for E,STATE IMPROVEMENTS.
TwENTy-rivE Sovereigns will bo given for tlio best Essay on Land

Drainage and Improvoment by Loaua from Government or Public
ompames.

^^ DRAINAGE on GRASS LANDS.
Ten Sovereigns will be given for tho best Essay on the Drainage of

Grass as distinguished Irom Anahlo Land.

VII. FARM POULTRY.
Ten Sovereions will be given for tho beat Essay to point out how

far the Rearing and Management of Poultry on an ordinary fiirni are

capable of improvenieut and profitable cxtonslon.

VIII. DISEASE IN SHEEP.
FivTEEN Sovereigns Will be given for ,in E.ssay on the best Treat-

ment of AtfoCtlons of the Bladder amongst fattening Sheep and

IX. LABOURERS' DWELLINGS.
TwtNTY Sovereions will be given for the best Ess.iy on the Latest

Improvements in the Construction of Dwellings for tho Labouring
Classes.

TwENTV-riVE SOVE
of the Rise and l^rogress of Herefords.

XI. ANY OTHER AGRICULTURAL SUBJECT.
Ten Sovereigns will be given for the best Lssay on any other

Agricultural Subject.
For further particulai's as to Conditions, Jic, apply to

11. Hale Dare, Secretary.

12, Hanover Square, London, W.

We are authorised to say that Mi-. H. S.

TuoMPSON, President of the Eoyal Agriculttiral

Society of England, proposes to make the Sinitli-

field Show the occasion of a reunion of the

members at his house. Ho therefore requests

that any members of the Society who will favour
him with their presence at Conversazioni to bo
hold at his house on two of the evenings of

tho Smithfleld Show week, will intimate their

intention by letter addressed to tho Secretary of

the Society, 12, Hanover Square, when a card of

invitation will be sent.

Mr. Thompson will, we are also informed,
endeavour, by a short address to the members of

tho Society at the half-yearly General Meeting
(to be held on the 12th of December), to initiate

a discussion on some points of jiromiQent interest

to agriculturists. We hope, therefore, that tho

General Meeting of Members at the Society's

Eooms on Wednesday, December 12th, will bo
larger than it has hitherto generally been.

There is no namo better known as an
exliibitor at tho Great Midland Poultry Show,
which is this day opened, than that of Mr.
J. K. Fowler, of the Probendal Parms, Ayles-

bury. His geese, weighing 70 lb. and SO lb. the

three (a single bird has been known to weigh
more than 3-llb. at three years old) ; his Dorkings,

weighing 8 or 9 lb. each at 12 months old ; his

ducks, kept at tho very ma.ximum of size and
weight by having the choice of many thousand

birds annually at his disposal— many other

breeds of poultry exhibited by him, for he keeps

and breeds them nearly all, are known not only

in Bingloj' Hall, but in Australia, in the States,

in Canada, on tho Continent, and in almost

over}' county in the United Kingdom, for he

sends them everywhere. And yet it is not tho

poultry yards or the various breeds of birds kept

in them which most strikes the visitor to these

Farms—it is the general aspect of good manage-
ment shown over 400 acres or thereabouts of

good rich land which he here sees well drained,

weU fenced, weU. divided, well cropped, well

stocked, that is both gratifying and instructive.

Tho Probendal Farms include nearly 400 acres,

of which 200 are plough land—a rich adhesive

loam on the Kimmeridge clay. The heavy clay
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is di-ained 4 foot dopp and 1 1 yards apart, and tho

lighter land is upwards of 20 j'ards apart. The

general level of the land is flat, affording Tory

impcrfectsnrfacedrainage; but theunder drainage,

combined -with the ordinary ploughing in lands,

keeps the whole in diy and working order. The

original quality of the soil is well brought out

by this drainage, and maintained by liberal

manuring from the town close by, and fi-om the

manure dealer also (for nitr.ato of soda and

superphosphate and guano are purchased in

considerable quantities), and from a large stock

of cattle, sheep, and pigs kept on the place. It

is also maintained bv deep and thorough tillage,

for the steam cultiyator has been long employed

;

and it is exhibited in magniBcent crops of Wheat

and Beans, and Barley, roots, and Cabbages, and

Clover.

The rotation of crops adopted is as follows :

—

(1) Eoots, (2) Wheat, (3) Barley, (4) Beans,

(.5) Wheat, (G) Clover, (7) Wheat. The Wheat
stubble receives 15 to 20 tons of farmyard or

town dung, and is then cross-cultivated deeply

by steam-power in the autumn,—Siirrn's

grubber and windlass, manufactured by Howakd
of Bedford, being driven by a lO-horse

|

power engine. In the spring the land is again

scarified by steam power, and thereafter 1 cwt. of

guano is sown per acre, and harrowed under.

After this the land is either ribbed by horse

ploughing, and sown with Mangel Wurzels and
with Swedes upon the i-idgelets, or these are

sown upon the flat in rows 29 inches apart. The
whole of the roots are carried off the land, and
large quantities of Mangel Wurzels are sold to

dairymen in tho town and neighbourhood. The
land is then ploughed up, so as to cover the

;

leaf of tho crop, and drilled with AVheat.

After Wheat the stubble is cross -culti-

vated by steam power—one cwt. of guano
or nitrate of soda per acre is sown in spring, and
Barley is drilled. The Barley stubble receives

10 loads of dung per acre, and is cross-cultivated,

"smashed up," as Mr. SlllTil calls it, 8 or 10

inches deep, and left till January. It may or it

may not then receive a horse-ploughing, and the

Beans are dibbled by hand in rows 22 inches

apart and 4 inches between the dibs. Horse-

hoe and hand-hoe keep the land clean ; and the

Bean stubble is ploughed and drilled with "WTieat.

This is hand-hoed clean in spring, and sown w^th

121b. ofBed Clover-seed—the Clover crop is mown
twice for hay in the following year, and horse-

ploughed and sown with W^heat. There are thus

three crops of Wheat and one of Beans, Barley,

Clover, and roots, respectively, in the seven j-ears.

And when we saw them before haiwest was
completed there was an enormous bulk of every-

thing upon the land.

The steam power used in cultivation is a great

advantage to the farm in point both of efficiency

and of cheapness. Mr. Fowler was for some
years in the habit of hu-ing apparatus for steam I

cultivation, and paid 15s. an aero for one smash-
|

ing up, and 25.s. an acre for double cultivation,
j

The cost, now that he has pru'chased his own set

of tackle and engine, does not exceed 7s. an aero
;

and 40 to 50 days' work in the year virtually

accomplishes the whole tillage of the farm.

The stock of the farm includes a capital herd

of Short-horns, which is rapidly growing in

interest and importance, including now about

three dozen animals. It originated in purchases

at Sir G. Kn'IOHTlet's sales, and from Mr.
La-svfohd of Southcott. The bulls latterly

emploved have been PiiixcE Chrtstiax (22,582)

of the Yardley herd,which Mr. Straffoed lately

sold at such very high prices, and 8th BakO'
Wetherby, from Siddington, a son of 7th Duke
OF York (17,754). Great and massive substance,

and good quality and colour—all the beauties

and merits of the breed—are well illustrated.

The flock includes 120 cross-bred (Cotswold

and Down) ewes, of which about 40 are displaced

every year by as many ewe tegs, and the lambs

are sold fat off the Grass every year. It is

attempted to unite long wool with dark faces

and Down quality of mutton, by using rams,

cither Cotswold or Oxfordshire, according to the

tendency of the flock in any year. If the wool

gets close and short a Cotswold ram is employed,

as it has been this season.

Pure Berkshii"e pigs are bred, and Mr.
Fowler's stock, like those of liis neighbour' Mi-.

Allexder, have been well known for their

quality. About eight sows are generally] kept

in farrow, and a ready sale is obtained for theu-

produce at 3 months old for brooding pui-poses.

Ihe Poultry we have already referred to. All

tho largo breeds of fowls are kept—Dorkings,

Cochins, Brahma Pootras, Crevecoeurs, IIou-

dans, Toulouse and Eniden geese^also Ayles-

liurv, Eouen, and East Indian Ducks. The
Dorkings are originallj' from the stocks of

Lady Holmesdale and Admiral Hoenry, and
make great weights—good chickens, 7 months
old, reaching 14 lb. a couple. Tho Brahma
Pootra breed are believed to be tho best for the

farm, being capital layers and nurses, and
becoming very heavy at an early age.

The Aylesbury duck is of course tho favourite

at its home,— 20,000?. worth ofthese are annually

sold out of the district ; early birds fetch 12.s. to

as much as 16s. a couple, and are fit for table at

8 weeks old. The villages and cottages are full

of them. All round Aylesbury in March and
April—reared under hens, coddled up in baskets,

wrapped in flannel by the fire-places, fed on
boiled greaves. Barley-meal, bullock's liver, and
making an awful mess everywhere. Among so

many, and there are thousands in a single

village, Mr. Fowt^er, a resident, has the first offer

of any birds which turn out of unusual size, and
his flock is thus always kept at the highest

standard of quality.

One more point must be mentioned. The
allotment system is in vigorous and most liberal

exercise for the benefit of the labourer on the

farm. A fair agricultural rent is charged for the

allotments, but it goes to a prize fund ; and the

land devoted in this way is thus a clear addition

to the wages, given, too, in a manner which acts

as a stimulant upon industry, neatness, and
providence—all of them qualities of the highest

importance to the master as well as to the man.
Tho whole occupation is a capital specimen of

good and thorough management, and one leaves

it with the feeling of having received a most
satisfactory lesson on the advantages to the

farmer and the farm, of sufficient capital liberally

and intelligently administered.

We see that Mr. Fowler is to state his

experience in steam cultivation at an early

meeting of tho Eoyal and Central Bucks Agricul-

tui'al Society, and" wo shall take care to lay his

statement immediately before our readers.

The suddenness, and even the quantity, of

recent floods has been attributed to the extension of

land drainage. This is not altogether fair. The ordi-

nary agricultural drainage of land increases its capacity

for water. Undrained land is more likely to pre-

sent an impervious surface, off which water will flow at

once, than if it had had 4-feet drains every eight or ten

yards apart cut in it. Any improvement, however, of

outfalls, and straightening of surface-ditches—arterial

drainage, in shorti—no doubt does tend to hasten the

flow of surplus water ; and to this extent Mr. Ceomp-
TON, of Jlanchesfer, may be right in the following

letter which he lia.s addressed to the Times .—
" Excuse me for pointing out that, owing to the extensive

drainage of land, the rivers of tho country will in futun! he

.subject to sudden risings to a degree which h.as hitherto been

very luiusnal, and that if the residents on their banks look

back to the averages of many years, and do not take into

account the disturbing cause which I name, they will probably

Fuffer from great disasters. I pointed this out to an old friend

of mine, Mr. Robley, who told me tb.at he luid lately been to

his native place in Cumberland, and found a brook dry which
in his youth was never dry, but a trout stream ; and that on
making inquiry he w.a3 told that the drainage of the lands

.above enabled the water to pass off so quickly that the old-

fa.shioned slow percolation which rendered this brook a stream

through the summer had ceased, and the brook is, at that

season, dry. In former days there were hollow places on the

surface of fields where in hcivy rain the water would form
ponds, and not disappear for days or weeks ; .butjat tho pre-

sent time these places have been so drained that the water
parses off .at once into the rivers. A^ain, the soil formerly

.absorbed an enormous .amount of moisture which could not
escape from it till it was either overcharged, and then the
water formed pools on the surface, or slowly found its w.ay to

the rivers ; but now the rain, almost as fast as it falls, can be

seen issuinR from the tile dr.ains and flowing into the streams,

rendering floods in the rivers intense, but brief."

The proper incidence of road charges was well

put by the Chairman of the Edinburs;h Chamber of

Agriculture the other day :—" What is the vahie of

land without roads to it ?" was pertinently asked. The
on-ners of real property are the persons for whose
benefit roads are made and maintained. Their rent

roll is in proportion to the means of access and of

intercourse with which their land is provided.

Tenants pay annually, in their rents, the sum which
the original and annual costs of roads amount to.

Sir. M'Combie's view therefore is that the benefits and

the losses of making and maintaining, or not making
and maintaining, public roads are primarily an owner's

question, and that the burden falls naturally on owners.

The better the access for stock and folk and for the

commodities which both require—and for the trans-

mission of which roads were made and are maintained,

the higher the rent the land and house must yield to

the owner. The inference of course must be that the

necessary revenue now collected in so expensive a

manner by toll-bars must be displaced by a rate upon
real property.

We must for the present be content with merely

directing the attention of our readers to the very able

letter of Mr. Eansome on the " All England " Plough-

ing Mali lies, in which his firm have during the past
autunm 1;ikrn so jirnminent a part, and won so much
distinction. Wv iiiriy berenffor re-discuss the points

)

at i-Mir lirliiirii II-, iLicaiiulnir it must suffice to admit
tluitwc L'lvallj

1
in Irvtlir -tat us here, where agricultural

cuei:-'y IS piiivi'il tu ha evtrywhere in operation by the
rivalry of local matches—where the adjudication is

distributed, varying, it may be, with everj' kind of local

circumstance, or constant, it may be, in spite of
varying circumstances—where experience proves that
life pervades the whole agricultural body, and is

exhibited often most vigorously at parts furthest from
any centre— to the state of things in Prance, or even
in the United States, where the organisation of agri-
cidtural competition may be far more perfect, and the
scheme of adjudication completer and more exbausf ive
—but where the whole effort of the country seems to
be concentrated, and the judgment of the ordinary
working farmer, for whose benefit the affair must be if

it is to be of any use at all, is in danger of being alto-

gether shut out by the elaborate nature of the scheme
devised for his instruction.

The advance in the price of meat during the
past few years is of coiu'se e.vplaiued by the greater
quantity of meat consumed, and the wide margin for
better 'housekeeping" which improved wages have
given the labouring class. A Northamptonshire cor-
respondent of the " Journal of Sanitary Improvement"
writes :

—

" I have for some years had .an opportimity of watching tho
trade at a b.akcr's. Four or five years ap:ii tlic dinners sent by
working people to the b.akcr coiim-i^I i>i tn. tiling but
Potatos, Ijut during the Last two yeai- 'i ii i" - a I'utatoa
have Ijceu replaced by meat and puilin -

• ,'
; I'l.tatos,

meat pies, btdlock's hearts, ratil.it-, f m1- sent by
persons whose parents never t 1

~ t ! - a :
I

i mils. Ihc reason
is that into ithis town of it' a a '.'.n ta tiiere have been
introduced, in addition to tL' i f sUoemaking and
silk-weaving, the manufactiii. .1 i

,
,
iiuais clothing, the

omamenuU finish of ladies' b....u- .ui.t -hacs by the sewing-
machine, which'are largely employed in tho making up of these
several tr.ades, giving wages to hundreds of boys and girls who
formerly, at the same .age, earned little or nothing. If this can
be done In a am.all town, what must be the additional wages
earned and spent on meat in the great manufacturing towns of
the kingdom? "

On this the Farmer says :—" Let us turn this sug-
gestion into figures. Professor Leoxi Levi puts down
the total workers in the United Kingdom at over
10,000,000. Suppose we allow 5,000,000 only to have
shared in the great increase of wages, and that these
consume, as tliey would .at the least, an extra 2 lb.

of meat per week, this would give an extra con-
sumption of 10,000,0001b. per week. Now, according
to the latest statistics, we have about 5,000,000 horned
beasts on our farms. Beef is the favourite food of
working men. and eating more meat is the first luxury
to which a hard-working man naturally turns."
Of course such an increase in the demand where there
is so limited a supply, is quite enough to account for

enhanced prices.

• Mr. Hudson, of Ca -II. a r ,
Xmi'"'' . 1 i^ made

a fruitless protest again a i n for

store stock. His letter t" i a '! a < 'I!., of

the Cattle Plague Oflice, In- i a iail,|i-la -I. In it

he says :

—

'* I hope you will not permit the markets and fairs to he
open .again for .store cattle for at least six months to come.
The cattle plague seems nearly stamped nut, Ijut so sure as
you open the m.arkets and fair- u, -1, ,11 .laaiii suffer from the
horrid disease. There will Iil an] limii a i lucii who will send
some of the foreign cattle inti. Ila- . .anii v. mi I disseminata
the disease throughout the 1 iiai a- liii. -\liaatdy the drovers

and dealers are contravening tbe Orders of the Prlv,v Council.
Hundreds of Irish cattle .ai-e being brought weekly to Trowae,
Norwich, and East Dereham by r.ail. They are then put into

a field near the station, .and on the following d.ay or two .are

sold, and driven by road through the county without being
there 28 days. Depend upon it, if this system is suffered to go
on, we shall soon have the plague raging in this county
again. Therefore I hope you wUl not allow the fairs and
m.arkets in this county to be opened again for at least

six months,"

Mr. Getelin, C.E., Author of "Poultry
Breeding in a Commercial Point of View," asks how it

is that we import about 400 millions of eggs per annum
from continental markets, and yet poultry fetches

higher prices there than in the London wholesale

market. He believes the reason to be that there i8

something radically wrong in our system of selling

poultry, and that if we can introduce a more equitable

system to the poultry breeders, the supply of poultry

will at all times be equal to an increasing demand at

prices far more remunerative to the breeders and far

less onerous to the public.

" When a breeder or dealer consigns a quantity of poultry to

a salesman, and fixes the selling price, it is more than proba-

ble that he will never receive a farthing for the consignment,
as he will be informed th.at the market being overstocked, tho

quoted prices coiUd not be obtained, consequently Ms poultry

became unfit for human food, and was condemned as such by
the Sanitary Inspector to be destroyed. On the other hand,
if he consigns without fixing the selling price, he trusts

entirely to the honour of a tradesman, who not having to

dread an investigation as to the tiaithfulness of his account of

sales, can ch.arge one price to the purchaser, and return a con-

siderably less one to the breeder, charging, besides, tho usual

commission. Salesmen arc mnrcnver nf a most independent
disposition, the more so becaa iii \ I- a a laal in their own
perishable property, and arc ;

i
' a la'aiLut to its utter

destruction it they canua i i in a they quote to

poulterers ; thus the inevit n i n ai i- that tuns of our
choicest animal food are now aniiuaiiy destroyed, and tho
iDreeding of poultry considered uuprufiiable. Well may the

French be puzzled to explain how it is that 400 million eggs

per annum are imported int« England where poultry is so

cheap (according to the accnuut of sales they receive of their

consigmnent), that they cannot buy them at the same price in

the cheapest market of France."|

The remedy proposed by Mr. Getelin is simple

enough. Tbe system of Dutch or Drawback Auctions i

for the sale of poultry, he says, in the Paris markets
j

has greatly promoted poultry breeding in Prance, and
|
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cannot fail to do so lioro, as tho broodor will Ihoii l)i^

able to roly on a truo nrcnunt n|' salu ;
kiinrks on!, uiid

favouritism by the aue-tiuueer M'ill ])q impossible, as

the first bidder (wliicli is uccessarily the highest bid in

a descending scale) becomes the purchaser. The follow-

ing, therefore, is his scheme :

—

Considering the extraordinary development of poultry
breeding in EngLind within the last two years, as is evidenced
by the thousands of exhibitors iu upwards of 100 annual
poultry exhibitions, and that most poultry breeders ar<j

persons of high social position, who, on this account, are often

at a loss how to dispose of their surplus etock to the best
advantage, it would seem a comparatively easy matter to form
a sufficiently powerful Association of Poultry Breeders with
the following objects :—

1. To establish and promote the Dutch or Drawback Auction
System in selling wbolcs;alo the produce of poultry

2. Ti I receive consignments of live and dead stock in large or
small lots for the daily sales, and of choice breeding
stock for a weekly sale. The produce of sale, less the
usual commission, fo be remitted the same day to the
consigner.

3. To promote the sale of dead poxiltry by weight, so as to
enable the public to judge between the comparative cost
of butchers' meat and poultiy.

4. To bccoTiio a mcditmi of intercommunication between
pMiiltry liri-^'-^;--' in this and foreign countries, and to
pv '?:! ' "I*

'
'Ti-'cding generally.

The A '
! I :ilso with great advantage to itself

andtlici'i ni mial enter mto contracts with hotels
and pul^Uc iu.^:uiiii>.ii.^ for the supply of poultry, eggs, etc.,

and by purcha,:=ing the necessary daUy stock for these contracts

at their sales by auction would thus promote the success of

the new system at once.
Spacious and convenient premises centrally situated for a

wholesale poultry market can easily be found in London

;

therefore it must depend on the breeders and public them-
selves whether they continue to submit to the present unfair
system of selling, or whether by a well-organised Association
they will substitute the Dutch Auction sales— and Siiles by
weight to fancy prices in the sale of poultry.

EECENT PLGUGHINU MATCHES.
About a moatli ago there appeared in the AgricitU

iural Gazptteci leading article upon the subject of our
attendance and success at the autumnal ploughing
matches, and, although the writer was complimentary
to my firm in his remarks upon our ploughman's
performances, the tone of the article was condemnatory
of the idea that such competition by the ploughmen of
implement makers was advantageous to the progress of
agriculture, and after citing, in support of this view,
portion of a record of a trial which occurred at Kings-
cote 00 years ago, the writer appealed to my firm to say
what quantity of earth was moved and at what cost, iu

the trial for which our ploughmen won the prize at

Kingscote on Sept. 6, 1866. It so happened that in the
two weeks succeeding the one on which the article

appeared we were prevented from preparing a suitable

reply to the question, and to the article as a whole

;

but, although somewhat tardily, I wish now to write to

you the substance of what is to be said on the other
side of the view raised by the article in question.

The land ploughed by us at Kingscote ou Sept. 0,

18C6, was half an acre in area, disposed iu a piece
210 yards long by Hi yards wide. This was ploughed
with a furrow 8 inches broad, of which there were 50
in the piece. The depth being 5 inches, the soil

moved was therefore 336 cubic yards. The cost of

doing this was the value of the time of two horses
and the ploughman for H hours—the time in which
the work was accomplished. By Morton's book on
" Farm Labour." page 85, the value of the horses may
be put at 3.9. ; the ploughman at 18.?. per week is, say

Is. 6d. ; in all 4*. Gd. The distance walked by the
horses in ploughing.would be at least 7 miles, including
the turnings.

To compare this with the Beverstone plough two
very important points are omitted in the article, namely,
the length of the land and the width of the furrow
on that occasion. For presuming the acre ploughed
by that plough were laid out in a slip of the same
width iu 1808 as in 1866, say llj yards, it would be
420 yards long, there would be no more turnings for

the whole acre than there were in our half-acre, and
consequently much time would be saved— say, at

1 minute for each turning, there would be 50 minutes
saved. Again, assuming the furrow in 1808 to have
been double the width, say 16 inches, that we took in

1866, precisely the same result as regards turning would
be the case ; and again, the horses would in this

instance walk no further for tho whole than ours did
for the half acre.

But. assuming that in 1808 'the land was laid out of

the same length, viz., 210 yards, that it was in 1866,

it would then be double the width ; and assuming that
the furrow was then as now 8 inches in width, the
calculation will stand thus -.^

h. m.
Totiil recorded timo 4 35
Deduct for turning, .s.ay one minute c^ck furrow,

onlOOfurrows 1 40

Net time left for plougliing 2 55

in which time tho horses must walk ISJ miles, which,
with IJ mile allowed for turnings equals the total

distance travelled per aero. This gives a speed of

4i miles per hour, ivliirh, sn far as I know, exceeds the
capability of (lie In, I Ihh-is, even if a man could be
found to pcrliinii ii, .mi ) almost twice as fast as

horses usually wulk in iilmr^liing.

The conclusion, then, is that in 1808 the furrow must
have been wider, or the land laid out much longer, or
possibly both ; hut in either case what becomes of the
very extraordinary merit of the Beverstone plough ?

And, again, if it were such a wonderful implement,
what has become of it ? Why has it passed out of use,

and is now an unknown implement ?

We manufacture for export iron ploughs in con-
siderable numbers which turn a furrow 13, 15, and
18 inches wide, and from 4 to C inches deep. But

altlioiigli I lir\ -Arc llgured iu nil our catnloguc;-, of wliirli

lie nnMlhil,' ili.i.is:ni(ls of .i.pics, llicsf plutlglis ;irc not
iHki'd Inr \\y tlic British faruicr. Prum the diagram we
I liiiik ii.i,.iiil\ the Beverstone w.i,sorthis character, and
ITiil.iMv 111. .same reason which prevents our wide
linrnvi iili.ughs being asked for has caused it to be
lul-golluil.

To my mind it is clear, upon the evidence before me,
that the case cited by the writer of the article must
offer other features before it can lay claim to any
extraordinary merit, and I fancy if you have read thus
far you will think there is scope for further examination
or for a revision of the conclusions of the article.

I apprehend the writer does not intend to question
the value of ploughing matches to the farmer and his
men—on that 1 believe there can be no two opinions

;

and this being admitted, it is diflicult to avoid the
conclusion that the higher the quality of ploughing
shown onsuch occasions,the greater will he the stimulus
and interest of the matches. If, by opening a class for

all coiners, skilful ploughmen can be brought from
a distance, a similar effect is produced to that of
International Exhibitions. These ploughing matches
are organised by farmers who may be fairly presumed
to know their own interests better than any one

;

they regulate the conditions of entry, the style of
work to be done, and every other detail, and the very
general adoption of an open All England cla.ss, is a
tolerable proof of their estimate of its value. These
classes are for the reward of the highest merit pro-
duceable ; not merely for local merit—that finds its

reward in other classes, from the hoys' class up to the
class for winners in previous years, so that it has its

full scope. The competitors in the All England class

are often those who have won in every other class in
previous years—farmers' sons, or unusually good men
who go almost at a bound to the top of the tree ; and
generally the ploughing in this class is most strikingly
superior, not only in general style but in all tlie

essential points of good ploughing, to that done in any
other class in the field. Our men stand on exactly
the same footing as other competitors in these classes.

We sell to any one who chooses to buy them the
best ploughs we make. We are members of every
society where that is necessary for competition, we pay
the entrance money where that is necessary, and our
men keep the whole of the luonr-y they win without
any alteration in their ^\:i-.'^, win ih.r they win much
or little, and without dedii' imu .iliiny sort for expenses.
" Browbeating of local men ' is :i, tiling totally unknown.
We always receive a hearty welcome not only from
masters but from men, each enjoying to see such
work as we must do to win the prize, and also

enjoying to see any local man do better. Through
all our contests during the last few years I assure
you that between our men and local men there
has never been the least ill feeUng or disagreement.
I can scarcely imagine any contest more genuine than
a well-conducted ploughing match, and I am persuaded
it would be a valuable help to the improvement "I

agricultural mechanics if oilier classes of machinery
could be subjected to similar competitions. Each
match lasts some hours ; from first to last it is open to

the inspection and criticism of all classes, and it i

curious to note towards the end of the contest how the
crowd draws towards the best piece ; but before even
the judges come near the field the competitors with
their tools and horses, and, in some instances, the
general public, are removed from the field ; even the
secretary rarely is present during the judging.
As a matter of fact I know that these contests have

greatly improved the ploughing of the men against
whom we compete in the All England classes —
partly because their masters have bought them
better ploughs, and partly because tliey have
striven more to do their best. They have also

greatly improved our ploughs. How could they fail to

do so ? Competing in every county in England, on all

kinds of soil and doing all sorts of work, such a body of
experience becomes collected together as is attainable
in no other way, and must produce improvement. You,
I think, will not be the one to say that taking England
through there is not yet room for the improvement of

ploughs and ploughing. How often must you have
seen in your rambles through the country, an ill-con-

structed plough, drawn by four horses in a line, doing
work at a great cost to the farmer, which was so imper-
fectly done that it had better have been left alone.

And how can manufacturers better or more legiti-

mately show their productions than by exhibitin;^

them at work all over the kingdom ? AVhat way can
be devised so likely to winnow out all fancy improve-
ments, and lead to the introduction of all that are good
andsuhiJ-nnti-i! "^ ^Yr• fi;ii| nn advertisement so effective,

becaii-. I' '1
: : n.., and so free from all the

objecti.il ' .

' I. '

1
iird advertisements. Our

plougli- :i;i' ; ii'iiir-' I [ii i;' uiy into districts where they
never were liel'ore ; where I might almost s<ay there
were none but local-made ploughs before, and whether
in our hands or not, they come out prize winners. By
the last mail we heard that at the last match at

Northam, Australia, one of our Newcastle ploughs had
won the Champion prize. This was not sent out by us

for that purpose. It is one taken from an ordinary
importer's stock, without our knowledge nv inter-

ference in any way, and was the only ],l,.imli "f "ur
make in the field. How could theystaml tints, nirir

the sharp contests of the last four years, unless they
possessed very great merit ? If they possess this

merit, how has it been obtained but by constant
competition, and has not that competition then been
of real service both to the agriculturist and to us ?

This is the conclusion denied by the writer of the
article with which I cornmenced, and I hope I have
without unnecessary prolixity shown that there is at

any rate a good deal to be said against the correctness

of his conclusions.

I trust you will excuse my troubling you with this

Inng letter. Tlii' authririlv of tli.- A:,rl,;il/ „r<il (lazrlte
is so gi-fiit that I did not like an ariirkj so nearly cou-
ecniiiig us to pass u itiiont remark, although too late to
expect publication. Rohcrt Churies Uansoiiu; (Mi. 1866.

VUjEAGE LECTURE.
[The following are the syllabus and extracts from a

village winter evening's lecture on a " Drop of Water."]
Most of the enjoymont of tho student is, I think, owing

generiilly rather to tho associations of his subject than to its
otvn mere self—more to the chords it stiikes than t.. its

unassisted note. For no new fact ever enters an alrca.ly well-
stored mind and merely talces its jilai^o ; ehords of ]i:i) ny
arc strucli with those .already thtr. - 1 1

i
-m- i. , i. ,,i.-

it with music. And tho pleasurLs - i ; ,
, ,,,.

in a great measure due to this cm ,
i

: , ,i|i .f

ideas. Our little drop of water w ili
;

i -i; iim ii.i- ihi :

" The veiy law Ili.il I
.' h- nai-

And bids it ;, '
; ii ,

i i-iiiircc

—

That law has i . li .
,.:

i K),hci-e.

Andholdstl, ,
i ,. i ,

1
1-- n- rnnrsr."

However, it is not to the- ,
' M !, i' 1, ,

II, it a
subject owes its power t' I ) -I -

'
:

-
:i. |

;
i i -Ins

lecture to show how a do-], -i ii ,
,' .|.,\--

ment, whether directly 1.1 i- ' Jt

is well before commencing li..^ .ii... u..,^l.,ll -
i vi-

a mind full of its merits .and importance. Ii - iit

subject—a small affair, not visible from till iim
room : and yet this drop could be di.sti-ibut . .

,

:'i

room so that every culiic inch .should hav. i:
;

i

. ,i liti

of musk, they say, has filled for 20 years sut-ci.-ssivc r..iiT[iH full

of air without diminishing in weight : every breath there
during all th.at time contained some of it, as the smell could
testify, and yet no waste could be detected by tho balance.
And a drop of water too, wo may believe, contains an incon-
ceivable number of atoms. .V small building, cert.ainly, but
who shall say bow many building stones .arc use.l in its

erection. Uninteresting to the uninsti-uctej eye, and yet in
the light of the a,ssociations to which 1 have referred, 'tis not
too much to say the ai-chitecture is magnificent.

Let us approach our subject then -with a due idea of its
dignity : as we would a great building to study its architec-
ture, its material, its inhahit.ants ; as we would a curious
instr xmcnt to learn its stn ct c i id its ise i rather as a
raif,hty terntoi-y of which we hive to learn tl c geogiaphy itfl

shape its oiigin its nat i its i olucts its po] ulation
jTirst the Sh ] of this gre ttca toi\ The Iroi as every

nnekniws s gl 1 1 perf ct siheie T k asitinterof
ce of V id thr e i shai e \ i cho It it where
there is th th t t c si k to a s i i i 1 d is

socn as It 1 a t 1 ft L t w U
g ther It ell

I "
I

T ke ny th
n anne V

1

r

which a t
I

f

watei The c 1 r

atti cl on or attr cti i f h II 1

1 articles tc ching n an ther f w 1 h
posed I s lid thisattiacti n c\] it 1

f mat lid m a wire o stmit, f in t

the stiain bon e -witho t breaking In i 1 i i t s

meas red by the dilhci Itv which a swimmer w 1 1 h in
passing through it In a ol d where particles have j rft V a tl r V si ai c t has It r 11

u u I n 1 J
I

1 le
liq id bodv Is an indi aiuil in a e uwj f t t n v il

withm that ciowd ^ow it is not in c 41 t inj
cent al mfi len e that they aU arrai ge the s Iv 1 d i

common cent e A speaker 1 ight get i p 11 the 1 1 U f the
crowd and everyone tryii g t get 1 e 1 hi the wh le wo Id

soon become a circle he long ithc ei tre There is however
nothmg of this kmd to e\j-lain the 1 u ducss f the diop
Thatn xvlem c t 1 11 t ated in an thei w v Ir

North Wales I 1 me an im6-.:pect 1 vi t r

4)
seeing tl

together Th I 1 I cei la 1 fti

movenent and tv ds wl n the 1 II

instin tive clinging of sheep to she ]

a gathering round a leader that pr I el
which they trooped together an I s j

attraction then of particle to piiti le 1 the
roundness of the drop of water
Theie is another species of attraction -with which thia

attraction of cohesion must not be confounded— I mean the
attraction of gr.avitation. It is the hitter attraction which
exists between masses at a distance. It is the former which
exists within a single mass between its particles. " The kaw
which moulds a tear" is not the law which bids it trickle from
its source. It is the molecular attraction which suffuses tho
whole eyelwll -with the tear which overflows at one side of it

;

but it is the .attraction of gravitation— th.? attiactii:m of this

great SOOO-mOe-thick mass on which we stand, that pulls tho
drops one after another out from between the eyi-lid, mi) l.i.ls

them trickle from their source. It is the m-.l -
'I n- ,;ii 1. H..n

—tho intim.ate influence of particle on ) 1
:i' -lii'i a

liquid mass that makes it round; it is :
;

i;
1 1 i-f

gravil,ation that makes that rounded in;. uils

.another mass elsewhere. The Law th.at naniM.. -1 1. ir mi ilmt

made the earth a sphere is one thing. The km- wlii.-h makes
tears trickle from their source, and that holds the iilauets in
their course, is another and altogether different thing.

The attraction of graWt.ation, which is the cause of weight

—

the force by which the earth pulls towards itself all its outside
pieces, is known to exist .at distances among the stars ; and
there is no reason to doubt that this molecular attraeli.in is

also common to .matter everywhere ; and the roundness of

the e.arth and moon and sun is evidence that all were liquid

once, and that those which now ai-e solid cooled after their
molecular attraction had the full influence on their shape
which it has on anv other drop.

This, thm. is the prin.-iple ..f the nrcliitertni-.. ..f this ...-est

buikUii;--, lli-.lT-..|,.-lv-it.-i.,-iii(ltlnsf,,nir-i,n-l-. I
'.- .:.i i. li-.n

•ill ;

tlu^ f

1 the sponge or in a lump of sugar, u-hicli spreads
the shower throughout the soil, or which in drought waters
the roots of surface plants from stores of moisture to which
the drought has not had access. And this attraction is of
most iuipoviant use in the processes of animal as well as
vegetable untntiou, as might be illustrated at length, but I

am afraid of getting prosy, so let us turn to what is generally
connected with i:ioetry enough.
[Then follows a discussion of the properties of Light, and of

the explanation of the Rainbow.]
Secondly, now for the Origin of the drop. I shall continue

to treat our drop of water as a great territory. I do not foi*get

that I h.ave to treat it geographically. Notwithstanding that,

it is quite proper that I should ask about its origin. We may
speak of the origin of an island and even of a continent. Somg
countries have had their origin in volcanic action ; the very
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iusccts, and
labours of those wunli ^inl

resnlr of tides and river "'

washed together. I will t

history of which is mavvelli

burial .:iu-in.l. V

was sent from below
been made by coral

their shoi-ea bv the
Others :i;,'aui are the

Lt;i

dm
, and has risen from the waters as the

1(.\ Lid rises with every fresh hillock. A
vcr '

i ['ui-tion of its substance is the bodies of

di;;Ll :i.iu;;,uMui-. 1 iic liMne and other rivers which there flow

intu thd t.t.1. cuiiUiiu in their waters vast myiiads of freshwater

animalcules, and the water of the ocean there contains vast

quantities uf salt water animalcules, aud when these waters

nimgle, as neither class of animalcules can live under the con-

ditions proper to the other, an inconceivable destruction of

life ensues, and the skeletons of the slain form one-third or

evea more of the whole substance of the land. It is proper to

refer to this in a lecture on a drop of water, for it is the inhabi-

tants of these drops of water that have the credit of erecting;

Holland. That is the origin of that one territory. Now what
is the origin of this other mighty territory, our drop of water?

It falls fr. .m the cLiuds. Well, what is the origin of the cloud ?

Tho .lin ii..i< i^riMunding the earthisa mixture of different

(iKit .11 T
I

I It besides these there is au atmosphere of

Writ .
, \, Li,r dries up and disappears; it is not the

nil ,, ,; I
1. . it, as sugar is dissolved in water; this

(jiMii ."
I

1 ' Kould go on even more rapidly if there

WLi. :. :
I

'
I iiponit. The rapidity of this drying up

du*]" 11 ( I ' 1. mainly on two things, the quantity of

v.-,0' 1 :
I

I i
. Space about it, and the quantity of water

will" li iii.i
-i

' 111 tuntain in aninvisibleform. And this—
the quantity of w:\ter which can exist as air in air—depends
wholly on the temperature. A certain quantity can exist as
Invisible vapour at a temperature of 60° of the thermometer, a
larger quantity at 80'. There is much more water in an
api'Lir. iitl_\- 'Iry -Tuly ^n\i.:A. Ih.iii in a misty November air.

TJir 111 'i-ii:. -- il.ji.[) \~. 1111I '<ii rlio actual quantity of water
pri-.iii lii ,1 ^'1'. i;i -pi , I nit 111! tli>' < pi. Lutity which that space
is .xiiii ,|!.|.' |.i I li,.' lip, ;unl til'.' 'in.iiitity which can exist
iiivi-M';.- it iiii' iirii ;l^.;.> vt-'iy i.i-pidly uii the heat increases. A
sii'I'lin I i'! >; li-.i! ^vill easily reduce the ability of the space
t" ii iM . K I in II invisible form below the quantity actually
pr... 11, ,:: i I'l II the difference becomes visible, is

sqiK .'
i MiiT, .1 ii ucrc, into the form of cloud orfog. And

the fall I if temjicraturc neeessaiy to produce this cloud may
easily arise in various ways. Thus a wind sweeps over the
country, up the valley, over the hill top, and down the other
Hide ; it is warm enough below to hold all its moisture clear,

hut up aBove it falls below the necessary temperature, and so
a cluud-capped summit shows itself. That cloud is not
stifciouary, though it seems so. Why docs the cloud retain its

place, while every particle of which it is composed is blowing
away at such a rate? The air, as it comes up the one aide

of the hill, loses its warmth, and its moisture is condensed,
and as it blows down the other side, laden with the watery
particles, it regains its warmth and there again dissolves, the
cl'iud makiii:r "n .'>v ^i-Ir f>^ f:ist as it loses on the other, and
so the appeur ('I. r 1 i. litis falling of temperature then
is the cause >t \iid the misty particles multiply
aud thicken t-

j

1 irms, aud uniting as they fall, a
shower of r.iin t i' - pi r .-, 1 in; drops increasing in size as they
fall. A rain gauge on tiie top of Vork Minster gave less rain
in the year than one at the foot, and the explanation is, that a
rain drop taken out of the clouds and brought to the earth is

like a wine bottle taken from the cellar and brought to the
dining room, both come from a colder place, and so they both
receive moisture condensed upon them from the air around
them ; they both become bedewed, and the drop that reached
the ground would generally be larger than that which fell

upon the tower, because it would have a longer time during
which to receive this deposit of dew upon its surface. Well,
then, that is the origin of the rain-drop ; it rises from the
surface of the earth, obedient to the laws which regulate the
process of evaporation ; it exists as vapour in a clear, trans-

parent state, and as it coola it assumes the form of these little

vesicles or water bladders, which together form the cloud,
and these then break, and drops are formed and fall, and if

there be a sun we have the rainbow. And here you may see
the poetry of the thing, the pleasurable association of ideas to
which I referred. Every drop is taken from its sphere of

earthly usefulness, snatched away from tasks of driving mills,

or floating ships, or feeding jilants and :inimals ; it maybe
bitter, muddy water hero ilrtll-l )> in^ii; ,,ii iiiii'niity, but
when it leaves this earth its -h- 1 : 1: .1.. i

;' i.i.iunts

invisible to heaven, and theiv, 1 ]
;

,
: '. ; ,

i ..f the
great source of Light, it shinus, :i ;.. \ 1 m .1,. !. il-. .! clem

—

^^o much then for the second part oi tuc suI.ijl'cL—Ihu ungi
the drop.
The third point I have to name is the Nature of the drop of

water ; and here again it is quite consistent with the geogra-
pliical treatment of our subject that wo ask about its uature.
The Bass on the coast of East Lothian is a volcanic rock, Ice-

land i:i a little better than a cake of slag over a smouldeiing
tire. Holland is an oozy flat saved from the waters, made up
of ])article3 once endowed with life. What is our drop of
water? it also is made up of particles, an inconceivable
number collected in the spherical form. What are they? Why,
they are watery particles, no doubt. Well, but suppose you
know exactly how many particles existed in this drop—what
is each of them made of ?

[Then follows a discussion of the Chemistry of Water.]
But water never is a mere union of o,xygeu and hydi-ogen, it

{i 30 powerful an absurl.ient and a solvent that it always does
crmtain a number of ^i'' ';:.i. ^ ^v'lirh do not properly form
part of its own siili-t : .-. ' :' t. fi.^re our next question,
which inquires intu Mi 1 i

1 r contents of a drop of

water, is a most imiiui 1,1; I i.^c is not a drop of water
m the world, uulesa iL be lioL iL^j.ii the hand of the chemist,
which does not contain mauy thiugs besides itself. A rain-
drop is the purest water naturally that is, but it contains
many a thing beside water. You have seen how vegetation
revived with the first shower after a season of di'ought, how
the thirsty ground di'ank up the welcome draught, and how
the drooping pLants regained their vigour. Did you think
that all this was just a c;ise of thirst removed and satisfied

?

That shower was meat as well as drink. Each drop contained
within it particles of food for plants. The air conhiins a kind
of gas whiQh I have not named as yet-carbonic acid gas, and
on this plants fee*i. Water will absorb it. 1 have a jar full

here. I pour in a little water and shake it up. If the water
now has absorbed any, it will show it by converting this lime
water into chalk and water, as you see it does. And air con-
tains ammonia, the vapour of spirits of hart.shorn—in very
small quantity to be sure, but though little ia quantity,
enough, aud water absorbs that too.

Well, among the things that every drop of rain-water brings
down, are carbonic acid gas and ammonia, and these are the
two substances out of which the most of every plant and tree
is made. A tree is not made out of the soil—a part of it is, but
only a small part. The air above a tree is 20 times as heavy as
the soil below it, so that there is plenty of stuff in the air out
of which it may build itself up, and it is not only heavy
enough, but it contains the right things ton, and these are the
carbonic acid gas and ammonia to which I have referred. If

you burn a tree up you send back into the an- all that came
from the aii*, and you restore to the soil the ashes, which are

I the soil. The charcoal or caj'bon of the I

i oxygen of the air, and passes off in the
i I i^as, and it is this bumhig and rotting of

t the soil that, with a similar burning of

I'.^-s in the shower, but let the sun
iitcn up the scene, and there shall
us bow, connecting all in one, and
liiivui tlio beauty, iirilli.iiicy, and

. the ;

• bodi..

r is v..

.! t.| I' I
-, Mill I if which yilants Imii' I up 1 h^ >. - ; m !

, 1
'j'

1 u

i.s by Lhfir leaves, which absorb Lhia catuuuii: .iciii unceliy
,

and by their roots, which suck up the ram-drup hiden with it,

that the process of vegetable nutrition is kept up. Well, this

CO^ and NH^ are among the products of the rain-drop ; but
suppose we take our drop of water just before it enters the
roots of a plant, shall we find nothing else in it but these ?

Yes, it will contain portions of every soluble substance it has
met with in the soil—it will contain a little pho.«phorus, that
singular substance that burned so brilliantly in oxygen gas, a
little common salt, a little lime, a little flint, a little potash, a
little iron, all of which the plant needs for food.

Well, our drop of water which fell from the clouds has
traversed air and soil before it reaches the roots of the
plant it is destined to feed, and has picked up a little here
and a little there, till it is in itself quite a respectable bill of
fare for the plant to pick and choose from. And you will
observe that while no doubt it is in itself useful as foud at the
dinner table of the plant, its chief importance arises out of its

being such an exceUeut waiter ; it is not so much for what it

for what it brings, and its importance as a mere vehicle

of food for plants cannot bo oven-ated. I may.say that as a
farmer, because I know from experience the enormous increase
of fertility that arises in a soil, I do not mean Irom adding

J re, or from growing better sorts of plants, or from adopt-
. more thorough cultivation, but from simply enabling our

di-0|is of rain waterto put forth all the activity as waiters at the
dinner table of the plants of which they are c;ipable, for that is

the simple effect of draining the land, which is the improve-
ment to which I allude. To drain the land is not to get rid of
ater, but to make uso of water. For fancy a soil full of

ater, so that any rain which falls on it just rolls over its

surface into the next ditch. Why, the plants on such a soil

uuld starve. For you must remember that a plant in the
soil is just like a man would be who was chained by the leg iu
the larder. The larder may be full of food, but as soon as the

had eaten all that was in his reach he would starve,

though in the midst of plenty, that is he would do so if there
not a contrivance iu operation for carrying the different

dishes by him as he stood, so that he might take a bit now
and a bit then, just as they i^assed, just as he pleased. Now in
well-drained soil our drops of rainwater are just such a con-

trivance as this. They dissolve out the nutritive part of the
soil ami carry it l)y the roots of the plants on their road
to !)i' -ii!. -t "ii.ii;i, -.. I hat they may take a bit here and a
bit 1 I

,
'

-':. and thus they are fed; but if

till.' I
III I : II

;
1

:
n water soon fills it, and then no

mi>r I >iii .. Ill 11. IN III tlic water is stagnant in the land ;

there ts no current liiciuyhit; the dishes in the larder .are

lymg still on their shelves, and as soon as the poor plant has
eaten up all the food around it, it must starve, for it cannot
go in search of food like an animal ; it is like an animal
chained by the leg ; it is stationary, and must die if food be
not brought to it. The fact is, the plant finds in the soil the
very particles it needs as building material. Our drops of

water in a weU-drained soil are the waiters or the hodmen who
bring this building material to the growing plant. Plants are

at once the masons who put them together, and the building
that is in process of erection, and the whole procedure goes on
under the eye and according to the laws of that Great Master
Builder who contrived the whole wonderful system of

vegetable growth, and confers the life which puts it in
exercise. Well, then, the products—the contents of our drop
of water form not the least important section of the subject.

And now we come to the last point for consideration, the
Population of this vast territory. Now in the very little that
I shall say on this subject I sh^ speak of what has been seen
in particular drops of water. It is not asserted that with
every draught of water we swallow myriads of living animals,
at any rate I shall confine myself to what has been seen in
selected drops. We must not, however, approach this part of

our subject in the spirit of mere catalogue writers or
enumerators. The common way which ia adopted to excite

one's wonder in a general view of N.ature is to take some small
particle of matter hs a starting point, and to think of Nature
spreading upwards, as it iTses, into stage after stage of gi'cater

m.agnitudes, until you are lost amid the distances andvastness
of iistronomy. Would ni>t the better method be to select as

unit some vast mass .nii 1 IIl i im, and to think our way
froru it down throu : i md increasing immljers,

reaching a tolerable . 1 1 ile, as one would think,

where wo reach a pa, 1 ; in . "ur unassisted senses arc

adapted, for what a miiiLUwac ui oijjects present themselves
to them ; reaching, ^owover, fur beyond their power to see, so

that with every fresh addition to their power fresh numbers
become visible, and reason allows the imagination to go
beyond what the utmost aid of art makes visible, so that I

think the wonders of the microscoije are even greater than
the wonders of the telescope. Sometimes a single statement
strikes more effectually than a long harangue. Well, in the
space of many a single cubic yard more than 70,000,000,000,000

of animalcules are believed to live and move and have their

being. Why, there are not half so many blades of Grass in any
English county.
[Then follows a reference to Microscopic Discoveries.]

Well, we have referred to some of the points which
a drop of water incbidea :—its shape as caused by the
attraction among its particles, .and as producing the brilliancy
of tho dcwdrop and the glories of the rainbow ; its origin in
tbc r .n-!r-'v--Lti-i nr cnoling of the inrisihlf w.it-?rv va]i..ur of

tiu' ,-., -1 .t r. ,
! .Minpi.iin.i nf llic tv.M -.s,-., :.xv-i.'n and

liv.il . ,,
I

! .|'.;.-I^, ;i htllcl L'V..i-Vliiiii'; tli;,t l-sulublc
whi. .. .n; ..I . .!:.> .iit.uus . i; .Miih.ibit..:it>„ ,1 nmll itu.ie w.

no 111,1:1 e..;iiiiu;iL.._i-. Every one uf tliC^.j pomta mi„-lit,...f coL

be diycu.:iscd iu large detail ; but slight as our examination
may have been, it will deserve a heavier censure than it in

by that, if it should it fail to lead the mind from Nature up to
Nature's God. Think of the wondrous picture which all this

gives us of His power and care. Take as two groat extremes
united in Him—power over magnitudes and care for particles.

As regards the former, see how one law affects all magnitudes
alike, providing with equal certainty for the form of a
aud for the shape of a drop. And as regards the latter, look at
attention bestowed upon minutest points. Surely the
wondrous detail of His providence ia taught us by the
microscope. And a drop of water, whether as throwing light

upon the constancy of one great plan, or as making manifest
the minuteness of dehiil into which every portion of that plan
is cairied, may furnish a useful contribution to the science of

natural theology ; and I will end accordingly with a reflection

(a conceit, as perhaps it may be called) which is, however,
fairly enough suggested by our subject, in which (itself and
its associations) we have seen there is so much. It may be a
little subject, notwithstanding all its fulness ; but there is

no magnitude, however great, that is not made of littles ; and
ju3t as the whole of earthly matter is a collection of particles

appearing but one to au eye at a distance great enough to see

the whole at once, so I beUeve it may be said of all kinds of

truth, how many soever the flepartments under which it his
been studied, they exhibit perfect harmony and unity of

design to those whose ment;d eye can take in all. There may
be subjects innumerable and diverse extei-nal to the mind,

just as the .lr..p- iii^

of knowlc'l M : I

spread thn 111.
1

.i: 1

:

making e.^rli 1- \ ! I

I. .ini..M., ..f all. The
:' .. hieh the minds oi

,
;st as

. . . ..liichsee.s thcniu. .,t its
u 1' " I i''i(lar set of drops, i'lM

1
. n.ii sun

iiat IjMVV will show itself, thu ID-lh;.-.!.. ama iiiiJs>L ^iiiriuUS of
larthly things ; resting, indeed, at either end upon" the earth,
but culminating yonder—^leading the mental eye where heaven
alone ia visible.

The man who has no sxmshine of this kind, and looks upon
such facts as press themselves upon him, sees but the gloomy
shower,—or feels it, rather,-and hears the thunder of the
storm, and thinks that all is evidence of evil influence and
God's displeasure ; while he on whom the sun of knowledge

arisen sees every fact a gem of beauty, and all together
form the many-coloured beautiful harmonious arch of truth,
a glorious monument, which (as He remembers of the rainbow)
God himself has built to teach His truthfidness and mercy.

CORN GROWING IN IRELAND.
A PAPER read by Mr. Robertson before the

CbemiCO-Agricultural Society of Ulster, given in your
Paj^er of the 17th, tries very laboriously to establish

that corn-growing in Ireland is more advantageous
than Grass.
Whatever may be the case on the north-eastern side

of Ireland, such is certainly not the case in the south
and west.

A glance at the rain-map in any Physical Atlas
will show that the rain-fall of most part of Munster
is the largest in Europe, a few small patches (the
extreme end of Cornwall and Brittany, &c.,) alone
equalling it. And the uncertainty of the Wheat crop
and ill-ripening of fruit, even wall fruit, show that
this heavy rain-fall is accompanied by a want of sun-
light and heat. Any one who has lived in the south of
Ireland knows that it is a mild, damp climate, with
little heat in summer, or cold in winter.
A better climate for Grx^s can hardly be conceived.

No one who has not seen it could believe the sole of
Grass that can be got iu the third year on land laid

down in high condition. It grows nearly all the year
round, and with the present prices of stock and dairy
produce, gives a return under this climate nearly
double that which would be attainable under a drier
climate, or by arable culture. Some arable culture is

necessary, no doubt, for the sake of straw and roots in
winter, and us a means of further improving future
Grass. But practically, that is the limit of its pro-
fitable use.

As to employment of the people in tillage, there is

far more profitable employment, certainly for one
generation, and probably for two, in draining the land
that wants it, and getting rid of useless fences and
making good ones.

But it is said that the landlord is to blame for the
increase of Grass, and that the " bonu fide tenant

"

(whatever he may be) " has nothing to do with the
increased acreage under Grass."
The fact is, that even before the famine the better

class of tenants in the south, I mean those holding
more than 20 or 25 acres, were increasing their Grass
and tilling less. They had found out that it paid
to manure less, tillage better, and leave more in Grass.
The tillage crops were better and the Grass afterwards
better still in consequence of the previous heavier
manuring. Then, lower prices of corn consequent on
the repeal of the Corn Laws, increased this disposition.

Then the improved price of butter, nearly double, and
lastly the late great advance in the price of cattle and
sheep, have completely established the greater profit of

Grass, even on light land, that under another climate
would be far fitter for tillage.

The consequence is, that in spite of old habits of

Potato tillage, tenants are yearly tilling less, and the
common recognised sign of a failing farmer is, " he is

tilling a deal of his land."

Landlords are no doubt running a race with their

tenants in laying down land to Grass, for the simple
reason that it pays. Even inferior Grass, much as it

deserves blame for other reasons, pays more than the
rent the land was formerly thougnt worth. If it did

not, nothing is more certain than that self-interest

would soon force the great majority to let it.

But there is an increasing number of resident

landlords, who are farming fairly well, and find that
they are making a clear profit over all e.xpenses and
interest of 50 per cent, and upwards above the former
rent of their land.

In many districts a class of dairymen has sprung up,

who hire the cows annually at SL, U/., and even 101. per
cow. They give really good security for the rent, and
many have so prospered as to be able to pay in advance
half the rent of 20 or more cows to needy owners.

The result is so paying, that many of the larger

tenants thus let their cows, and landlords of course do
the same, and even from inferior Grass thus make a
large profit.

This is the true expla,nation of the increasing incli-

nation of Irish landlords to take land into their own
hands. On the great estates, no doubt, it cannot be
done to any appreciable extent; but on the smaller

estates, of say 5000 acres, whenever the landlord is

resident, it will almost invariably be found he is

increasing steadily the land in his own occupation.

Capital enough to buy as many cows as the farm will

feed, is all that is wanted. However poor and worn out,

it will pny inni-f^ thnn the old rent the very first year,

and as tlir < • v> -. it will give a large profit, the
calves broil .i

:
1. i: - 1

ii increased stock wanted. Of
coursetheii :iii i|i;n\ h 1

iks and sometimes losses, but so

there are witli touants. So large and safe, however, has
this system become, that I am certain nothing but the

mutual good-will between landlords and tenants, which,

in spite of talk and agitation to the contrary, 1 am
thankful to say prevails on the great majority of estates,

hinders landlords from getting rid of tenants to a very
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large extent for the sake of the additional profit to he
thus made.

I have troubled you at some Icnf^th on tliis subject,
because it lies at the root of tlie Irish laud question.

I do not care to ask any one to adopt my views,
though they are the result of many years' practical

experience. If they are true, and there is (he prnllt

to be made out of the land in tlic \v:iy I Imvc
above described, and which I have ininlr ,ii,\-rli' for

many years past, they will undoubtedly iui)\c ilnm-
solves. It is simply impossible to stop tlio force of scll-

iiiterest, where a large and rightful profit can be made.
It is clear even that any Landlord and Tenant ^Vct

that should unduly press on the landlords would react
most injuriously on the tenants themselves, because
without any purposed ill-will or intention to resist

the altered law, it will add another silent and still

stronger motive to those already leading landlords to
take every opportunity that offers of farming their
own land.

As a sincere well-wisher to Irish tenants, I am
convinced there is no possible substitute for good-will
between tbem and their landlords. An Irish Landlord.

THE CiTTLE PLAGUE.
[Wc bst year, about this time, publislied the reference to this
subject made in the opening address to the Society of Arts
by the Chairman of its Council. We now give the remarks
which Sir T. Phillips. Q.C., the present Chairman, made on
the same subject at the meeting last "Wednesday, which
commenced the Society's current session.]

In the opening address of the last session my pre-
decessor directed the attention of our members to a
disease which had appeared amongst cattle in this and
other countries, to which the name rinderiJest or cattle
plague had been given. On that occasion extracts
were read from a paper on the murrain which appeared
among our cattle in 1769-70, written by Mr. Dossie, a
member of one of the then acting committees of
the Society, and printed in 1771.* Although the
disease is believed to have visited this country on
several occasions in the 17th and 18th centuries, it is

doubtful whether it prevailed here from 1771 until the
recent outbreak.
In 1665, 1714, 1745, and 1769, the disease appeared in

England, and on some of those occasions proved for a
considerable period extensively fatal. The disease which
appeared in 1745 continued its ravages until 1757; and
previous to each outbreak here the disease prevailed in
Western Europe,and is believed to have been imported
into this country on each visitation. Wherever,
during war, herds of Eassian or Austrian cattle
followed the movements of armies, the plague appeared
and spread through various countries, and France
received the disease many times in the last and present
centuries.

It has been stated, on reliable authority, that from
1711 to 1714 Western Europe lost 1,500,000 head of
cattle by the plague, whilst from 1745 to 174-3 three
millions of cattle are believed to have perished from
the disease in Western and Central Europe. No
accurate record exists of the mortality in our own
country, but in Cheshire, which then as now
experienced the severity of the disease, 30,000 head of
cattle died or were destroyed in a few mouths during
the pestilence which commenced in 1745.
The recent outbreak began in the summer of last

year, and the disease ivas- first recoLjiii'Tvl in (he ni^i'-'h-

bourhood of the metropolis in lln' ni-mlli n|' ,)nnr
under circumstances which inilirii,,( ii,:ii tlnMiMliM-
politan market was the centre I'min uiiirliit nnliiilrd.
spreading with much rapidity to the dairies of the
metropolis and its vicinity, and exteuding with fatal
and alarming celerity throughout the greater portion
of the kingdom. That it was introduced from abroad
is a conclusion now generally admitted. The experi-
ence we have obtained identifies the English cattle
plague with the rinderpest of Eastern Europe,
which has usually received the disease through cattle
sent into Poland .and Hungary from the "liussian
steppes, where they are fed in large numbers in the
provinces watered by the Dnieper and its tributaries.
Large herds are yearly driven to Poland, Galicia,
Hungary, and other portions of the Austrian
dominions ; and those countries were, in 1S62 and
186.3, visited by the disease, and lost large portions of
their herds.

The cattle plague may be described as a disease of the
class of contagious fevers. How long the morbific
matter may remain inactive, or how rapidly, or to
what distances it maybe diffused, is unknown, but that
it is contagious in a remarkable degree, and may be
conveyed in a virulent form by almost any animal or
substance with which it has been in contact, are con-
clusions supported by all the experience we have
acquired.
No specific has been discovered which neutralises or

expels the poison, and the disease has hitherto proved
fatal to a very large proiportion of the cattle attacked.
The progress of the disease in this country was for

some time most rapid and it was regarded with terror
in many parts of the kingdom : the follouing extracts,
showing the number of cattle attacked in particular
months, are taken from the returns published weekly
under the authority of the Privy Council, and are
inserted in order to show first the increase, and next
the diminution of the disease:—

1805. .July 2,290
,, October T,985

1866. January 49,280

,, February 56,.542

,, May 8,985
August lU

,, October 21

It will thus be seen that the progress of the disease
was slow from July to October, and most rapid from

(hat . Pi'hi

'Journal," Tol. xiv., p. 105, &c.

lion it attained its maximuni
srvrrity, and aliiTivanls rajiidly diminished.
The slorli of rattle in Great Britain before the out-

break has been thus returned :

—

Engl.aud 3,383,.10!)
Scotland 988,637
Wales, with Hlonraouthshirc . . .083,701

1,9.1.1,047

The numbers attacked in each of those divisions are
thus given :—

EiiKland
Scotland
^Yalcs

The numbers that either died of the disease, or were
killed to arrest its progress, are enumerated thus :—

England
Scotland
Wales

The numbers recovered or unaccounted for are thus
enumerated :—

England
Scotland
Wales ..

21,689

10,707

1,117
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week ending Saturday, the 21th of November, makes
the following statement t

—
" The present return shows

an increase in the number of reported cases of cattle

plague ; during the week ending the 24th of November
seven attacks are returned as having occurred in Great
Britain, being an increase of five on the previous
return. Fresh outbreaks took place in two farms or

places where cattle are kept ; the number in the week
preceding was also two. Nine healthy cattle were
slaughtered during the week from Imviiur been in

contact with diseased animals. 'rii-iUhi- rcixirted

are for the following two petly inns of

England—viz. (Lincolnshire, Hoilim I .
..i":i ivirton

and Skirbeckj two bullocks and inn iK'ilfis; and
(Lancashire) Bury, one cow, one heifer, and one calf;

of these animals two bullocks and one cow died, and the
others were slaughtered by order of inspectors. The
number of animals attacked since the commencement
is 25.3,739, and 52,424 healthy cattle have been
slaughtered to prevent the spread of the disea.se."

Heeefoedshibe Chamber of AghicpltIjee ;

Regulations for the Sale of Cattle.—Mr. Duckham
read a paper on this subject at a recent meeting of this

Association. He said:—That pleuro-pneumouia and
foot-and-mouth disease with cattle, and small-pox with
sheep, were imported, is, I consider, placed beyond
doubt from the following facts :—Fir.st, they were not
known in England a few years ago. Touatt. in his
" Treatise on Cattle," published in 1834, does not even
mention the foot-and-mouth disease, and only gives
what he terms "an interesting account of pleuro-
pneumonia,'' extracted from a veterinary work by
SI. Lecoq, of Lyons, who stated it to be " a malady
confined to a certain district in France called Franche
Comte." Tct the names of each of those diseases are
now Ix'^nirio n^ familiar to the ears of the English
farmir i- li.ini linid words, and last year and tlie early
part '<( ihr ii'i'scnt year they were extremely rife

throiigiinut Eir_'l;md. Secondly, their speedy extermi-
nation under the recent sanatory and restrictive regu-
lations for the removal and sale of cattle, furnishes
strong presumptive argument that they are of foreign

origin, and capable of being guarded against. As
regards the small-pox in sheep, that, too, appears to
have been unknown to Touatt, as it is not mentioned
in his treatise on slieep, puhli-shed in 1837; and, thanks
to the judicious regulations this year adopted at tlie

ports of disembarkation, our flocks have recently been
more than once saved from that virulent, contagious,
and infectious disease. In the Session of 1863,

Mr. Holland introduced a Bill with those objects in

view, which was withdrawn under apromise from the late

Government that a similar mea-sure should be sub-
mitted by them during the next session. That promise
was fulfilled ; but principally owing to its dealing with
that contagious and infectious disease, commonly called
" foot-and-raoutli disease," it was successfully opposed

;

and each time that I had the honour of forming oue
of a deputation to wait upon Sir G. Grey, in January
and February last, for the purpose of urging the
painful necessity of more stringent measures being
adopted to prevent the introduction and spread of
disease throughout the kingdom, that gentleman told

us that when the Government introduced a Bill with
those objects in view the farmers themselves opposed
it ; wherea.s, the opposition to the Bill was raised first

by the cattle salesmen of the London market ; secondly,

by the city authorities ; and thirdly, by a few farmers
who were connected with that market. Thus, a
measure which had so much good attached to it (and
I have no hesitation in stating would, had it passed,

have proved a great blessing to the nation),

*as frustrated. The arguments used to obtain
that end were :—First, the serious consequences
whicli the passing of such a measure would
entail upon those connected with the cattle trade

;

secondly, that the public wopld not be benefited by
such an Act ; and lastly, that the disease did not affect

theme.atof animals killed whilst under its influence.

There can be no question that the first of those
reasons was perfectly correct ; the cattle trade would
have been materially aS'ected by the Act, for at that
period such was the disgraceful state of the packets,

the railway trucks, and other conveyances used in the
trade, that animals, however healthy they may have
been when they left their pa,sture.s, rarely escaped
falling under its influence within a very brief period
of their importation ; it was. therefore, obvious that

they would most probably have had to undergo a
quarantine upon their arrival, before they could

be submitted for competition—besides which, sliould

they fortunately have escaped contagion, and
then have met a dull market, such was the poisoned
state of the atmosphere of the Metropolitan and
other great markets from that continued feeding

of disease, that the holding over of animals from
one market to the following was usually attended
by its symptoms, and therefore a compulsory
sale would almost invariably have to be submitted
to. Much of this would have been corrected by
the sanitary regulations provided for in the BiU.
. . . . The development of the railway system
abroad, as well as at home, renders preventive measures
more than ever requisite ; and it becomes a matter
worthy of the serious consideration of the Government,
whether the slaughtering of imported foreign cattle

should not continue to be enforced at the ports of dis-

embarkation ; and I am certainly inclined to endorse
the opinions expressed by the Ear! of Lichfield at the
Staffordshire Quarter Sessions, viz., that none but fat

stock should bo imported from abroad. On the other
hand, I know that there are many who feel that a
resumption of the general trade must take place as

soon as possible. In that case I think certain ports
should be licensed for importation, that each animal

should be branded, showing the date of its landing, and
be sulimitted to a quarantine of 28 days before being
removed inland. That the thorough cleansing and
disinfecting of all packets, canal boats, railway cattle-

trucks, a:nd cattle-pens should be provided for. That
the oS'ering for sale in any public market or fair, or
driving along any highway, or depasturing upon any
common or unenclosed land, any animal whilst suffer-
ing from any known contagious or infectious disease
shall be considered a punishable offence.

Ultimately the following resolutions were adopted,
the last three being submitted by the Chairman, and
the first by Mr. Carpenter, seconded by Mr. Taughan

:

" That in the opinion of this meeting the recent Order of
Priry Couneil empowering the opening of markets .^md fairs
wa.s premature."

" That the regulations at present in force requiring the
.sLaughtering of foreign cattle at the ports of disemb.arkation
should be continued as the future regulations for the foreign
cattle trade."

"Th.at the thorough cleansing and disinfecting of all

packets, canal boats, railway trucks, and pens used in the
cattle trade should be strictly enforced under Government

" That the offering for sale in any public market or f.air, or
driving .along any highw.ay. or depasturing upon .any common
or vmenclosed land any .anira.al whilst suffering from .any
known contagious or infectious disease, should be apunisbable
offence."

In the course of the discussion it was stated that the
license had been granted for the opening of the Here-
ford market ; and the Mayor said the Town Council
were anxious to open the market, but he was sure they
would do everything in their power to meet the views
of the agriculturists.

Hadleigh.—At the recent annual dinner of this
Society Mr. Hawkins reminded the members that they
had begun 20 years ago with the intention of carrying
out the objects of a farmers' club. They had however
fallen away from that idea, and, as such a club, they
were now a sort of nonentity. He should like them to
do either one thing or another—either resuscitate
this " dead man," or sink the idea of a farmers' club
altogether. He thought a farmers' club ought to
start with the motto adopted by the Royal Agricul-
tural Society—" Practice with Science," these being
the tributary streams to feed that great Society. The
first thing such a club should possess was a good
library. 'When their forefathers died all their
knowledge died with them, because they never
recorded any facts; a man spent half a lifetime in
acquiring knowledge, in the other half he used it for

his own benefit, and when he died his knowledgeall went
with him. And that was the way they would still go
on, unless they adopted the system of recording results.
When he looked round and saw so many young men
who [wanted to look into the subjects that might
come helbre them in their avocations, he thought there
ought to be books to which they could refer. It was now
more essential than ever. Suppose, instead of spending
SO guineas a-year about a stock show, they were to
spend 30 guineas for a set of botanical works, to make
the farmers acquainted with what they saw in the
fields. When they knew the habits of a plant, they
knew how to destroy it ; and when they knew the soil

to which it was indigenous, they would know whether
it would grow -with their crop. He fancied that an
agricultural library, giving the result of experiments,
and a knowledge of what was going on, was of the
utmost importance to a farmers' club. Many topics
were brought before them in an erroneous point of
view, which farmers' clubs ought to correct. If they
had read the speeches at the agricultural meetings
during the year, they would have found that the aris-

tocracy had come to the universal conclusion that their
lands were not half-tilled, and that it was owing to the
ignorance and poverty of their tenants. There were a
great many things that were called agricultural
improvements that were not undertaken by tenants

—

things which their landlords thought they ought to do
—because they did not know how to do them. It was
the business of a farmers' club to show them. There
was not a land-valuer or farmer who could get up and
state the value of agricultural improvements. Suppose
they took draining. Just look at the diversity ofopinion
that existed upon that subject. One said that alarmer
who drained his land ought to have 10 years' security.for
the improvement, and another said he ought to have
20 years'. If a gentleman took a Government loan to
improve his estate, he had to pay 6i per cent, for 21
years, i. e., il per cent, for interest, .and 3 per cent,
sinking fund ; and if that principle were correct, surely
a farmers' improvement must be worth 21 years to
him. But he had never known any gentleman who
w,Ts able to make interest on his money ; he generally
had to lose about 3 per cent., and the tenant paid it.

Why was that ? If they spent 100/. in improvement,
about 35 per cent, went in engineering, and plans,

and superintendence, that was of no earthly use to

the farmer. In fact, half the people who came to
drain land did not know half as much about it

as the farmers themselves. These were things that
ought to be taken up by a farmers' club, because,
whatever they might say of the aristocracy, avarice w.os

a thing they could not bring to bear upon them ; he
never saw a gentleman who wished to take advantage
of an improvement if he was convinced it was wrong to

do so. Suppose a former were to drain a 10-acre field,

and leave one acre in the middle undrained,
and the club paid him the loss, the advantage of the
drainage would be made clear ; but there was no man
who could say what was the value of drainage. In very
dry seasons the drain did not pay a farthing, and there
was interest and compound interest to be tidded to the
account for those years ; and if a farmer had only a

year's interest in the improvement,his security would be
gone before he began to re£ip the advantage. Then,
again, there was chalking and draining the land: look
at the diversity of opinion there was. They had seen in

the JSconom!.':t a paper on the late Mr. Pusey's tenant-
right system, and this showed the ignorance of the
land-taluersand land-agents examined before the House
of Commons. Mr. Tollemache's steward wa.s a.«ked how
long chalk would be of benefit to the land, and he said
it would work out in about four or five years, but every
farmer knew that was just when it began to pay. When
men who were supposed to know things made such
assertions as that, and such ridiculous answers were
given, it proved that they did not know anything
about it. If they would read " Corbet's Digest of
Tenant Eight " they would find that hardly a land-
agent that was examined knew what customs prevailed
25 miles .away from his home. These people were not
fit to take the management of estates, and that was
how the country gentlemen got so misled about agri-
cultural improvements. Therefore he thought it was
the business and the duty of farmers' clubs to enter
upon these inquiries. This would he far better than
having their stock show, at which there was never
anything worth looking at, except two or three horses
that had much better be shown at the county meeting.
There was one thing that must force itself upon landed
proprietors, viz., the position of tenants .and labourers.
There had been long tliscussions about paying loww^ages,
and Mr. Girdlestcne wrote about the wages in Devon-
shire; but Mr. Brereton had t.aken up the subject, and
based his arguments upon political economy, whicn was
the only thing a man could do to estimate the value of
labour. The farmerhad nomore control over the price of
labour than the manufacturer, or anybody else. Neiw,
they could not secure much labour on their farms
except that of a migratory kind ; they were men who
lodged at beer-houses, and if they read one evening in
a penny paper that good wages were given 15 miles oflf^

the next morning they were of!'. Other men did the
same thing, and so it happened that just at this foons
there were four or five times as many men as were
wanted. That could not be the case if they
had sufficient cottage accommodation, because they
would then be able to make their men comfortable and
well off. But as long as they had that migratory
class of labourers, the moment they heard that hay-
making was begun by somebody who was a weefc
earlier than themselves they were off, and they had to
depend upon men who came up from more backward
districts. That wa.s a thing that must force itself upon
the consideration of the agricultural classes of the
country.

Occasional Essai/s. By Chandos Wren Iloskynsi
Author of" Talpa ; or,the Chronicles ofa Clay Farm,
"Inquiry into the History of Agriculture," ho't

Longmans, Green & Co.

None of our readers need an introduction to the
author of this little volume. His graceful pen and
admirable powers of illustration have often adorned
our pages. The "Occasional Essays" here collected

have, however, none of them previously appeared in

these columns; and we are the more anxious that

the charming papers here bound up together—a:

lecture " On tlie Invisible World," an " Address to the
Warwickshire Natural History Society," papers oA
" Agriculture " and on " Landlord," and a lecture dtt

the " Battle-line of History,"—should be made kno*n
through the Agricultural Gazette. We have oco*'
sionally urged in reviews the great advantage to the
farmer and the countryman of occasional excursions
outside the hard and beaten path of daily persona!
experience, and he could not have a better or more
delightful guide than Mr. Hoskyns.
We take two passages from his pages in illus-

tration of this—both of them having a connection
with country life, and both therefore the fitter for

extract here. The first is taken from the lecture on
the "Invisible World."

Vegetable growth.—" When people look at the bulky.
stem of an Oak or Elm tree, they commonly speak of
it as one of the productions of the earth. They could
hardly for a moment be led to suppose that the phrase
they use is. in the sense in which they mean it;

incorrect. Tliey can see the tree, and they see ths
ground it grows on ; both are solid, and tangible, and
visible to the eye, and they can see nothing but the
most obvious conclusion, that the ground produced the
plant. It bears it, at any rate; so it does our beautifuV
spire of Boss Church ; but inasmtich as that is built of

stone, the earth may with more physiological accuracy
be called the producer of the sjiire than of any tree

that ever grew. For, in that invisible ocean of air

which bends the branches of the tree, and stirs the
weathercock of the spire, there wanders about a little

insignificant-seeming quantity of a certain other gas

which I have not yet named, so scantily distributed

as to form only one part in 2500 of the atmosphere, and
though perfectly invisible, yet so heavy compared with
the rest, that it may he poured from one glass into

another, like water. Its name is carbonic acid, and if

I omitted to name it to you before, you will believe it

is not for its want of importance, when I tell you that
to this invisible tenant of the air, and not to the solid

ground, is due the groivth and bulk of the timber tree,

and of all the forests upon the face of the earth, and of

all the coal-beds under it.

" To those who may not be already familiar with the

process, I fear I shall hardly have time to describe

here, in sufficient detail to make it fully intelligible,

the system of the nutrition of plants from the atmo-
spiaere. This you can get from books, and we must
hurry on to other realms of the Invisible World.
Mrs. Marcet, Dr. Carpenter, Professor Lindley, the

Baron Dutrochet, and the experiments of the great

De Candoile will best furnish this beautiful chapter

of natural history : how the little leaf, stimulated by
the action of the sun upon its surfaces, sucks in
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carbonic arid froni Iho air, decomposes it, reieclini,' 1ho
oxygen (for which we who want it arc nrach obliged),

and retaining the carbon (for which again we are

obliged, it being poison to our lungs, and constantly
thrown off by them) ; and how the watet putflped up
from the groimd through the vascular tissue of the
stem and branches undergoes similar decotnposition

in the olcTer laboratorj; of the leaf—jieWs up its

oxygen to the air, and its hydrogen to the carbon,

•wliich now begins to organise as real ' sap,' and com-
mences its downward journey through every portion
of the tree laden with liquid wood, and forming the
new tissue of this year's growth underneath the bark

;

jnst as a bee gives its honey to the hive, formrhg the
cell and its rich contents, as dear old Dr. Watts used
to tell us.

"Tou will see, from this very brief explanation,
enough to make it understood that the growth (that

is, the new deposition of wood) of a tree is not
upwards from the ground, but downwards from the
leaves, the water drawn up from the earth being
chiefly for its use as water—in fact, a raoistener and
vehicle for the conveyance and distribution of the food
to every portion of the plant, much in the same
manner as our food is moistened in the mouth by
saliva to smooth its passage down the throat."

We take another delightful extract from the
" Address to the Warwickshire Natural History and
Archaeological Society."
Fhld Mfftinris.—" I believe that every member who

was present at last year's meetings of the Field Branch
of the Society will admit that I am appropriating no
vain or rash compliment to it in congratulating it upon
its progress and the heightening interest of its trans-

actions. I think we have done wisely in assembling
at last, at a winter meeting, in order to enjoy a
review (to which the contrast of season brings
additional force) of the warm, sunny holidays of

summer; the cheerful and healthy rambles through
new and varying scenery ; the broken and lost country
paths, where every blunder of the way aided the
puqiose of exploration ; and, by disclosing some object,

or eliciting some remark, made the loss a gain.

Perhaps we are too apt to undervalue the accidents of

nature—that beautifully-dishevelled array—that ' dis-

cordia concor.?,' in which .she presents herself to the
inquiring eye of the naturalist. It is necessary to

keep reminding the indoor student that the jealous
divisions of natural knowledge into distinct sciences
is the work of books. It is their office and their

duty ; but we should use them as servants, not as

masters. Nature is all one—indivisible though
infinite; and, so to speak, innumerable. It is the
limitation of our faculties, not of anything in Nature
herself, that compels separation of pursuit and subject,

and subdivision into chapter and verse. This is more
powerfully felt, though vaguely and insensibly con-
veyed to us, by one day out of doors, surrounded by
men of science (how'ever each may have wisely
compressed the channel of his studies in a special

direction) than it ever can be inculcated by books
themselves ; and in this lies" the special and felt

privilege of these field meetings. If man be the
' Interpreter of Nature,' here we are at the very .shrine

of knowledge—all high priests, if we choose to become
so—ministering to, and necessary to, each other ; for

the very limitation of our faculties to special paths of
knowledge becomes the self-evident bond of natural
union between mind and mind—between man and
man. The narrowness of our capacities—this element
of our weakness, displays itself as a source of power in
compelling union.

" i'or I am not one of those who think that knowledge
puffeth up. I hold the diametrical opposite of that
idea; and believe there never wa-s a greater heresy
in the world of secular truth. It is ignorance a,lone

that can exalt a man's knowledge in his own estima-
tion. And I make bold to say that, whoever has
met with that strange phenomenon, a really learned
and clever man, proud and boastful, has met with
a chimera whose relative organisation his eye
misapprehends. The inflation, he remarks, is not in

the learning of the man, but in the ignorance of the
beast. ' With all thy getting, get understanding '—
appeals most truly and mo.st beautifully to the moral
unity and reality of all knowledge—let me say of all

true science. The Hand of Creation is not divided
and at buffets with itself. ' Intellectual' and 'moral'
are terms of our manufacture—the coinage of our poor
mint, that can only strike one image and superscrip-
tion at a time. It is not so in nature. There is no
antetype to be found for any such separation there.

We do not even know that matter itself can be
dis.sooiated from its effects upon the perceptive faculties

of the mind any more than on our outward senses;

much less can the impressions and operations of the
mind, which knowledge generates, be divided oS' and
kept apart, and labelled 'intellectual' and 'moral,'
except in the mere nomenclature of language, as the
physiologist professes to divide the names and functions
of those vital organs of our bodily structure, which
we well know to be co-ordinate in their functions and
co-essential—in reality inseparable.

" The realms of natural science are so boundless-
its structure so indivisible and perfect in itself, that
the tiny threads by which we strive, each upon his

own small tract, to trace out the parts of the great
pattern, furnish, as we climb them, the best of all

antidotes to self-conceit. At every step the path
widens— the horizon opens—the breadth and com-
plexity of the pattern increases

—
' Alps rise on Alps,'

and the scale of creative power outgrows the reach
even of imagination to follow, till to know that we
indeed know nothing is the only formula in which the
petty thing that we call knowledge can measure or

sxpress itself."

Let this charming passage tempt all our readers to
OTOcure the little volume from which it is taken ; and

they will join with us in the expression of our gratitude
to one who has now for so many years done so much
to open the eyes of agriculturists to the hitherto
invisible world of beauty and enjoyment in the midst
of which their daily occupations lead them.

Me.
Farm Memoranda.

R.iNDALL's Farm at Cradbuet: "Sheep
versus Cul/le."—ln the ndmir.ihle practical lecture
given by Mr. Torr Inst summer before the English
Agricultural Society on this siiliject, the following
account was given of Mr. Eandall'.s management :

—

On all second-rate Grass lands sheep have been and
can be made far more {itofltable than cattle ; and in
the improved state of snch lands by draining, &c.,
sheep can now flourish and do well, where in former
times it would have beei* folly to have placed them.
There is not a greatet improvement in farming than
an allowance of oilcake to grazing sheep. I have
used oilcake largel.v, both for cattle and sheep on first-

rate land, and sold bullocks last year under four years
old at '15/. each from Grass. Mind you, the land was
worth over 100?. per acre, and the beasts had 8 lb. of
oilcake per day, and they paid well for their summer
grazing. This system only applies, perhaps, to feeding
off the cattle or sheep more quickly, and on real good
pastures ; on second-rate land young steers are grazed,
without the oilcake, mixed with sheep. Now, it is

here that a vast improvement may be made, simply by
increasing the ntimber of sheep and lessening the
number of cattle—thus, say, instead of having one
steer on 2 acres, and two sheep per acre, we put one steer
on 4 acres, and fotir to six sheep per acre, and give
the .sheep oilrnko. This ofens a large field, and in all

tolerabl) iliv di^lrirls it can be done to greater profit,

as will cMiiiiiMlly lii< found, than the absurd process of
breakiii;-' nji iJrii^s liuid because it does not improve.
Why, how can it do so if farmers won't do anything to
it ? This I know too well is often the case in my own
immediate neighbourhood. The next, and perhaps a
greater necessity, is that of keeping sheep on the cold
strong lands of England, supposing such lauds have
been well drained, "nithout which it is useless to
suggest any improvement of the sort. The drains on
Grass land need more expense, because they should be
as deep, and more close, even than on tillage, which
has advantages as to percolation and atmospheric
influence from cultivation, especially with the use of
the steam plough.
When the Water is thoroughly taken out of Grass

land, and yon dress with almost anything, say common
Wheat chaff, cut straw, lime and salt, or, better still,

a few crushed and rotten bones, and put on plenty of
sheep, with oilcake, the change is magical (as I could
show you on many a score of acres in my own occupa-
tion), this management befitting almost all the second
and third-rate Grass land. I aver that now is the
golden opportunity for putting this ^reat^I may say
national—experiment in practice; lower cattle and
more sheep, and larger remuneration for the tenant,

I have not had very great experience myself in
keeping a large number of sheep on cold clay lands,

because that is not the character of my farms—I am
in a much better position in respect of sheep. I shall,

therefore, refer to the practice of Mr. Charles Randall^
who carries it out better than any one I know ; and I
shall speak of his experience in detail, and tell you
exactly how things are done on the estate of the Due
d'Aumale, at Chadbury, near Worcester. 1st. Where
the land is exclusively in Grass. 2d. Where there is

some arable land, or where some of the Grass land may
be broken up. And I shall assume that it is strong

land, because there is no need to tell people how to

grow food for sheep upon light land.

As to the first, 1 believe there is no mode of sheep
farming practicable but to buy in ewes, sell off the
lambs, fat as many !is can be made so, the rest as

.stores, then feed off as many of the ewes as are too old,

or otherwise unfitted, to breed again. Lambs cannot
be wintered with any certainty of success upon Grass
land, more especially where that Grass land has been
thickly stoclied

_
with sheep during the previous

summer. Assuming, then, that this is to be the sort of
sheep management adopted, the question is how to

keep the greatest number in the most profitable

manner—or in other words, how to make the
most money per acre by them. Three-fourths
of the land should be kept entirely free from
stock from the end of October, by which time the
rams will be taken from the ewes, until the lambing
begins. On the other fourth the ewes will be wintered
hurdling it over as a green crop, at the rate of about
one quarter of an acre per day to 100 ewes, and giving
with it sufficient hay, cut into chaff, to keep them in

condition. When near to lambing, h lb. of oilcake per
day should be given to each ; or if the Grass land is

poor, this may be done throughout the winter with
benefit both to the land and sheep. The land upon
which the ewes have been thus wintered .should then
be mown. As the ewes drop their lambs, turn them
into the fresh pastureSj continuing the daily J lb. of

cake with a little hay-cnaff. When about a month old,

the lambs will try to join the ewes at the troughs, and
then a small piece of the field should be hurdled off,

and a little oilcake and chaff placed in low troughs,

the lambs having access to them by means of a " lamb-
gate "—viz., a hurdle with upright revolving bars,

9 inches apart. As the lambs take to the cake, the

allowance to the ewes must be reduced, so that the

5 lb. per ewe will not be exceeded for ewe and lamb
together. In this way one-third more ewes and lambs
may be kept upon the same land than could be main-
tained in good condition without assistance. A larger

proportion of the lambs wiU be ready early for the

butcher, makingthe best price ; and such as do not get fit

to kill will pay for their cake by being strong, healthy

stores. Every grazier knows that such lambs will go on

anil thrive witli little risk or loss ; while he equally well
lied si-oiiring lambs are dear at
ill !« hi I'muiiril condition, and
liir, in:ik NIL' mom for a new lot

;

li.i ilii,^ riiiisuniption of cake,

y become .capable of koepiuj( a

knows that
any price. Tin
may soon go 1 1

and the laml
gradually and
greater stock.

The chief objection to this kind of sheep farming is,

the liaviiig to buy in annually fresh ewes; for, belt
remeiiiliirnl, llii ,v hit nnl sold for their good qualities
—thev :irr cillirr ul i m ill-rur'med, have lost a'quarter,
or arc nllinuisr l.inl .-^iirklrrs.

To obviate this obiiclion I will adopt the second
proposition : If there is no arable land, break up some
of the Grass land—the worst—breed and feed off the
wethers at a year old and the draft ewes, keeping on
the ewe lambs for stock. The management of the
ewes and lambs will still be much the same up to the
middle of June, after which i

time the lambs must
depend upon the produce of the arable land. They
cannot be made to do well after they are weaned upon
the pastures where they have been kept with the ewes.
Assuming, then, the worst—that the land in tillage

is rinv. tlir crops to be grown upon half of it (the other
liill iiltiriKilely being Wheat) will be Mangels,
I :ibli:r4i'-, Knhl-rabi and Vetches. These crops may
wilh rirl:iiiity he grown upon clay land, where it is

always dillicult, and_ sometimes quite impossible, to
grow Swedes or Turnips. In the northern portion of
the kingdom, where the climate is more favourable to
the latter crops than to Mangel, these would be substi-
tuted. At present we leave the men of the " far

north " to take care of themselves, as they are well able
to do. The Vetches will be useful to put the yearling
ewes upon, and the old ones when their lambs ate
weaned, and should be eaten through iron hurdles.
While this crop is being got through, the pastures will

get fresh, the best of them to feed off the draft ewes,
the others to carry the stock ewes til! tupped. Of
Kohl Rabi a few acres should be grown and stored as
Mangels, r. e., with the roots and crowns left on, and
covered with soil only, and kept until a fortni^
before the ewes begin to lamb. These pulped and
mixed with chaff will greatly improve the milk, and
should be continued after the ewes have yeaned, uirttl

an abundance of Gra.ss makes them no longer neces-
sary. Early Cabbages, planted in October upon Wheat
stubble, well mashed, will be ready when the lambs
are weaned, and with them must be given some hay-
chaff, and to the wether lambs \ lb. of cake ; some cut
Mangel of the previous year (for these may be kept
till July)ma3' also be added, and will make the Cabbages
last out as lon» as may be necessary. The late York
and Drumhead Cabbages will .succeed the early ones,

and carry on the lambs until it is time to plough up
the land for Wheat and put the lambs to Mangels.
This should be done in yards ; the roots being pulped
and mixed with Wheat-chaff, and Wheat-straw out
into chaff. If a little hay can be spared to mix there-

with so much the better, but it is not essential. It is

quite necessary, however, that feeding sheep should
have cake or corn (the former the better), and hay-
chaff mixed with it. Malt coombs and bran are useful
additions, vchere they can be bought at 5?. per ton. In
this way all the Wheat-straw that is not required for

cutting in chaff will be converted into good manure,
and in order to economise the straw it is well to cover
the yards 1 foot, and the shedding 2 feet thick, with
burnt soil. It will very rarely happen upon a farm
such as we are a.ssnming that clay cannot be found to

burn. There is usually plenty of such raw material
to be obtained from road-sides, hedge and ditch banks,
borders, &c. The portion of this with which the open
yard is bottomed will absorb the urine, and improve
the quality, while it increases the quantity, of the
dung-hea]), and that which goes dry, as it should do,

into the shed, must be turned as often as required until

it becomes so saturated with dungand urine that turn-

ing no longer provides dry bedding for the sheep. It is

desirable, then, where practicable, to cover these ashes

over with fresh ones, but this cannot always be done.

Carting upon that sort of land in muter is a question

of frost or no frost ; but it is not material beyond the
saving of straw. If fresh ashes cannot be obtained,

straw must be used upon the old ones. When the

feeding is over, they are useful, mixed with superphos-

phate, to apply by the drill to the green crops.

It must not be supposed that the sheds necessary for

this purpose are expensive erections. A thatched roof

upon posts 5 feet high, the sjiaces between the posts on
the north side being filled in with two rows of wattled

hurdles, one on each side of the posts, and rammed
between with straw, is all that is required.

Such is the practical experience of Mr. Eandall with
a large flock of sheep on a very cold clay soil, a soil

that IS a good deal below the average of land which
may be termed sheep land. Of course I need hardly

say he has not a large number of cattle ; but he has ii

considerable lot of sheep—sometimes from 600 to 800

feeding sheep.
Here let me put on what I call the crowning pomt

of wool, now the staple, not only in a mill but on a

farm. Sheep, as it were, standing still, grow wool <

and at anything like late prices of this article, and
under a certain zone of latitude, it is doubtful whether

a wether could not be more than self-supporting, by
yielding annually his fleece, and thus pay a profit for

two succeeding summers. This I advance not against

early return and maturity, but to illustrate my views

a-s to the advantages of sheep under tavourable circum-

stances. To take another point, a friend of mine, whS
has had 18 sheep of me during the past 18 years, and
has engaged the 19th ram to put on his old time-

honoured Lincoln flock, realised at the April fair of

Lincoln 51. each for 200 hoggets, barring a " tenner "

returned for luck. Well, now you have here, say

three hoggets, making 15/., versus a very good year and
a^haif old steer, or, m many counties, a two years' old.
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EGBERTS' PATENT SPOON EEST.

This admirable appendage to tlio Dinner Table was invented as a

remedy for evils which are apt to beset the best of carvers. Attention

is called to some of the advantaces arising from its use, to wit :—

1st. There is much more room in the dish for the operations of the

> fear of the handle of the spoon getting into the

isequentlT kept clean.

is always in its place, and ready for use.

3r cloth is kept much cleaner ; and finall.v, the

worthy of a plac<

.Insl for one moment see the great disparity in value.

Referring to use of artificials ; these hoggets, of course,

had all they liked, and a little more, in their feeding-

troughs: my huUocks had not quite their fill. Still, I

freely admit, the profit is on the improved Lincolns,

and not on the Short-horns, or any of the other cattle

trihes.

I was going to say something ahout the soil on which
wool grows best. On my own farm I find that I can

grow better wool on some portions of it than on others.

In the south of Lincolnshire, about Spilsby, wool

grows in a most extraordinary manner; if you go

further north, say as far as Fifeshire, or further south

than the English Channel, the quality of the wool falls

off. It then becomes hair or moss. The valuable fine

lustre wool is pretty nearly confined to a few degrees

of latitude, not only in England, but nearly all over

the world. So that the space being limited, there is

little or no danger of wool ever glutting the market

any more. The present unjust warfare, however, is

against its price ; but on this I will not dwell. Wool
will ever bear a great value ; and even if 800 sheep be

kept where 600 were kept formerly, there are 800 men,

and far more, perhaps, in comparison with the 600,

who now wear a good broad-cloth coat instead of

miserable fustian ; and so it will continue to be. And
let me add to this requirement of the outer man, that

the inner man tends to a mutton chop against a dear

piece of roast beef, for reasons that the Inland Revenue
could e.\plain.

Miscellaneous.
Smithfield Club Ca/fle ,S7(0ir.—Yesterday extensive

preparations were made at the .Agriiultural Hall for

the ensuing Smithfield Club Cattle Show, which, in

consequence of there being no show for cattle this year

at Birmingham, will be larger than that of any previous

occasion. The Show will be divided into 56 classes

—

viz., 34 devoted to various specimens of cattle, 18 for

various breeds of sheep, and four for pigs. Among
those who have made entries are the Prince of "Wales,

who, it is understood, will this year send stock from
his own estate at Sandringham, while the Hon. Colonel

Hood's name will represent that contributed from the

Royal Flemish and Home Farms of Windsor. The
Duke of Richmond, President of the Club this year,

competes in the South Down sheep classes. Lord
Walsingham in the Leicesters, and the Marquis of

Exeter, Lord Berners, the Earl of Faversham, the

Earl of Tarborough, Lord Tredegar, and other

members of the aristocracy iu the Devons, Shorts

horns, and other classes of cattle ; while Earl Radnor,
with his celebrated Coleshill breed, will compete for

the pigs, to which classes the minor hall will be in the

main devoted. The stalls for the cattle and sheep in

the grand area have been enlarged, and a variety of

improvements made in the shape of ventilation and
water supply, as well as for the general convenience

and comfort of the public. The implements will have
to be in their places in the galleries by Thursday night

next, and the cattle and other live stock not later than

10 P.M. on the night of the Saturday following. The
judges will make their awards on Monday, December 10,

after which the Show will be open to exhibitors, the

members of the Club, and such of the public as are

disposed to pay an entrance fee of 5s. On Tuesday and
three following days the general public will bo admitted

as usual at the charge of Is.

The Exhibition Week in Birmingham—The annual

exhibitions in Birmingham, which are so attractive to

those who are interested in agricultural and other rural

pursuits, take place in the coiu-se of the ensuing week,

the private view bothin Bingley Hall and CurzonlHall

being fixed for Monday next, the 3d of December.

The show in Bingley Hall will this year lose what has

hitherto formed one of the most important divisions,

;

in the absence of the cattle classes, the Privy Council

having felt compelled to withhold the requisite license, iianufactured

But while all who take part in these meetings must
regret this, there is everj' reason for thankfulness that

,j ^^ ^^^ o„„m.„,ea, ,u ap„earauc„. v

the cattle plague has now almost entirely disappeared
I „„,;^ ,^, rate of from s to 12 m.ie, per houriandwiu bo

and w;e may fairiy hope that.m another year the show
i ^„/„,,,„„^^,^,„^<,th,„thy,^„,,„ee..ereiseandan,use

will be again complete in all its departments.

Notwithstanding the restriction we have referred to,

the exhibition in Bingley Hall will be one of very

great interest, the entries of sheep and pigs being most
satisfactory; while the entries of poultry are more
numerous than on any former occasion, with.we believe,

a single exception. Additional space will be available

for this part of the show, and the means will thus be
aflbrded for making a complete and satisfactory inspec-, .,,.,„.,_,., .,.,.. , ,,

tion of the several varieties. When we add that there '

Axle of the Gmdew heci, and by this s.mpio conir,,

will be a large collection of agricultural implements may be turned m any du-oct.ou required, and w.th

and machinery, a good show of roots, grain, &C., we, I.sm itself a gymuaa.ummmmiaturo; for by

shall have said enough to prove that there will be 1

''"<'"= P™':'P--''">«'=i«»°f"'<''""'y»"""°"si.tu

sufficient within the Hall pleasantly and profitably to j-''»'ii=i<"^ii"'<='<'i°P'=''."°"<'>'»'°eoT6rtaxed, as is

occupy the time and attention of visitors. With regard '"'"'e. f""'"?. dnmb-beii exercise, &c.

to the prospects^of the exhibition of dogs, we can speak
]
-p^^,,^ ,vith 2 ft. 6 -in. Driving Wheels, for touths, £10 10s.

'

" "
'' ' '

,
Adults, £12 12s.

£14 lis.

SSRS. SUTTON solicit the
avour of Orders from those about to
take out SEEDS to the COLONIES,

submit the following from amoni: many
Testimonials recently received, as to the

LipERioH quality of their Seeds to

sualiy export od frrml this country, as

well as to the very .<ll".>iit i.>nm>.T in which
their export packii .

nii.-i'u' —
JulyOyfrom A. N I

,

:

,

' 'i'^/oi()77,

C.'j .

"Imaymontii-n !l '' n,.- .
i . r^UTred to

lid orck-r. lonlaiii; iis ircsh after

,nd carnage as if only yesterday

ROMSAT, Esq., Sfiianghac, Cliin
" The box of seeds and roots have
3 gre.ater pleasure for a long time than the exeelh

rom Mr. Z. W. Weli,s. New Plymouth, A'

ofthese seeds."

__, _ „ . , Zealand, May 7, imQ.
and other seeds sent by tbo Sbelbume

:op^able present.

.. £1 10s.

hand. I have tried sauiplos of the Grass seeds, and am
happy to inform youthat they have come up quite to mys.atisraotlon."

J*VoT7i Mr. Jas. Dale, Orange, New South Wales, September 20, 1866.

"Ihave the pleasure to inform you that your seeds have given

great s.atisfaction, and I now send you a larger order."

All Seeds properly packed and delivered free to ship Bide. Speci(»l

quotations given for large quantities. A liberal .allowance made to

Hhippels. Sutton & Sons, Seed Grower-=, Reading.

To Market Gardeners and Others.

(PABBAGE PLANTS.—East Ham, Enfield Nonpareil,

Waleer, Market Gardener and Seed-grower, Biggies*

H.
Seed Fotatos.

AND F. SHARPE a

PROLIFIC KIDNEY,
WEBB'S IMPERIAL KIDNEY,
LING, EARLY OXFORD, and m

offering HYATT'S
DAINTREE'S EARLIEST,
FORTY-FOLD, FOX'S SEED-

E:irly iLDd Late varieties.

Seed Growing Est ishu
id nt lo

nbridfjeshir

2d. There is n.

dish, and it is co

3d. The spoon

4th. The dine

Spoon Rest is an

It may also be considered a handsome anii

Price in German or Nickel Silver

Packing Cases, Is. each.

The Spoon Rests are made in a variety of JSlegant I't

Orders accompanied by remittances will receive prompt

This Invenlion is Manufactured exclusively bv Messrs. now£s

t Urowett, Birmingham, to whom all Trade Orders should be

addressed.

THE

PATENT AMERICAN CAMP STOOL
This is a most simple and durable little Chair for Cricket Grounds,

Excursionists, Tourists, Croquet Players, and Volunteer Camp
Grounds.

It can be folded

into the smallest possible compass for Travelling.

Price for Single Chair os. each.

Price for Lots of Sis or upwards . . £2 lO*. per dozen.

Choice Seeds, worthy the attention of all Gardeners
and Seedsmen.

BACKHOrSE'S WINTER WHITE PliOTECTING
BROCCOLI. Crop very short. 2s. per packet.

MATTHIOLA BICORNIS.—This night-scented Stock has proved
itself a delightful acquisition to the number of our Hardy
Annuals. The powerful and yet delicate perfume of its flowers

strong as to arrest special attention at several

hundred yards' distance ! Crf. per packet.

MAl.COMIA INCRASSATA.—A distinct species of Virgin Stock
re-sembling the well-known M. mantima in general appearance.

It is, however, of more robust habit, with larger, brighter

coloured, and more enduring flowers—points ot much import-

ance in an Annual so e.\tenhively cultivated. Is, per packet.

VERONICA GLAUCA.— A hardy Annual from Greece, forming
dense tufts 3 to 4 inches high, covered with deep and brilliant

blue flowors. When grown in a .mass the effect is very pleasing.

Gd. per packet.

INVINCIBLE SCARLET SWEET PEA. Gd. per packet ; Is. 6rf.

LINARIA ALVIXA—One of the prettiest of dwarf Pvock plants.

Fi-eo and very continuous in flowering. '^ ' " ' *" ~

situations. r>d. and l.«. per packet.
Perennial in favourable

Bs.

"THE EANTOONE."
(Secdhed dt Roval Leitebs Patest.)

rith all the Latest

It is Light, Compact, and Symmetrical in appearance. Can be

unequalled as a means of healthy, agroeabh

The simplicity of this invention is its great reconomendation.

Heretofore caiTiages of this kmd, known by the name of Velocipedes,

have lacked power, and have been found to be cumbersome, bulky,

and laborious to work. By an ingenious Combination of Hand Levers

and Treadles connected to the Cranked Axle, these objections are

overcome, and tho operator is onablerl to work with the hands and

feet at one and tho .s.^nle time. To one of tho Hand Lovers arg

attached a Brass Chain and Pulley, which communicate with the

anco the Carriage

£ peculiar action

to play, and thus

ofteu tho case in

with equal satisfaction ; the entries exceed in number
those of last year ; all the leading breeds will be well

represented, and there will be a marked improvement
in the fittings and general arrangements. This show,

like the one in Bingley Hall, is now firmly established

in public favour, and the gentlemen who undertake its

management possess, as Ihey well deserve to do, the

entire confidence of the exhibitors, the prize list and
regulations having been judiciously arranged, and every

detail of the exhibition receiving the most careful

attention. "We may add that, as usual, the railway

companies have decided upon very liberal arrangements

for special trains, this accommodation being, in fact,

extended from year to year to new localities.

New Seeds in Sealed Packets for Season 1867.

S. AVlLLlAMS. Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,

, a., has pleasure in ofl"erinR the
)lIowii]i,' ii.' A ';;, I-.; \". .;.'taMe Seeds :—
THE .M \ . i I

II '
. 1>WARF PROLIFIC TOMATO.—This

metv w ;^ '
' old Large Red Tomato, selected and

perpetini I i M M l,iri;l:in, Garde:ier to J. B. Houston, Esq.,
"iciti. n-;:u- li'jiiu^t, irulaiid. After four years' careful trial it

i uroved to be uuduubtedly tho finest Tomato we possess.

_
." shows any

L greater quantity of

fruit than has ever been seen on a Tomato. la well juiapted for

indoor cultm^e in those parts where (through the humidity of the
climate) Tomatoes rarely come to perfection out of doors. It will

stand forcmg without diawmg, and any amount of culture will not
destroy its productivene>^s. The following Testimonials from well*

known practical Gardeners, to whom it was sent for trial, testify to
its superior merits.

From Mr. W. TnoMsos, Sead Oardener to His Grace tho Duke of
Buscleuch, Dalkeith Palace, Scotland.

Tho plants vou sent me of your Dw.arf Pmliflc Tiimato fruited

abundantly. It's being so dwarf, while its fruit is as fine as the tall

variety, makes it a great acquisition."

From Mr. J. Bisset, ffead Gardener to (he Right Hon. the Earl of

Sefton, C'roxteth Park, near Liverpool.

" The Dwarf Prolific Tomato introduced by Mr. McLachlan I haV8
grown f'>r the two preceding years. It is the best of the large fruiting

Tomatoes, is very dwarf and compact in growth, =" *•"' *

in a border or in, pots

From Mr. W. Ali.ax, Bead Oardenrr to tue Ki-ht Hon, Lord
Lurgan, Broumlow UouS'\ I .

" Haviue grown tho Orangcfiold Tom ' snaeon in

a house witli the Largo Red, I coriv.. ; a variety,

forthefoltowmgie.asons:—Itispartir .M)' as pro-
'

'
" ", quite as largo and (wi' i iiirrlhantho

As the Tohiato sfcldoin npLTis nut, '( iloi^rs in this

confidently recommend tlie Orangofleld variety to all

those who wish an abiuidant supply in a moderate sp.ico."

i^roni Air. Geobge Grieve, Head Gardener to the Most Noble the

Marquis of Londonderry, Mount Steuart, Ireland.

" 1 have groat pleasure in bearing testimony to the superior

qualities of the Orangcfield Dwarf Prolific Tomato. From its great

productiveness, combined with its dwarf compact habit of growth, I

consider it a great acquisition for indoor culture."

From Mr. Bcrns, Head Gardener to .1. L. W, Naper, Esq.,

Loughcretc, Oldcaslle. Irehmd.
" I feel much pleasure in being able to testify to

of yom- Tomato.

3 ft. 6 in. „
Closed Packing Case extra, .-£1 lOs. ; Skeleton ditto, IS.-*

excellent t

the good quality
very dwarf; aa

Notices to Correspondents.
Royal Agricultural Society : Subscriber. Get any member

to propose you for membership ; or write to the Secretary,

and he will at once remove any difficulty.

THE ELEVATOR EIFLE.
DESIGNED for TRAVELLERS, EMIGRANTS, ORNI"

L0GI3TS, SPORTSMEN, &c.

INA'ALUABLE for HOUrSEHOLD DEFENCE.

Great Reduction in Price.

36 or 52-bore now selling at £4 4s.

CHAELES rOMEEOT BUTTON,

142 and 143, Cheapside, London, E.J.

; fruit large, of beautiful colour."

Price 2s. per packet.

WILLIAMS' "ALEXANDRA" BROCCOLI.—An excellent new
variety, a truthful description of which is subjoined. We fully anti-

cipate that this kind,when tried, will take the leading place amongst

Winter Wh
Kni^rht's Protecting. It has

s between t

forming large solid heads, somewhat conical i

y hardy constitution ; the merit of

^

-
- . ;hape, and aa white

most Cauliflowers, added to a distinct peculiarity of growth quite

characteristic. The crown, as it becomes enlarged, is most finiily

enveloped m abundance of leaves until it approacbes maturity, and

is at its best for cooking when the upper parts of the leaves {which

are in more immediate contact with the apex of the conical-shaped

crown) rrflex abruptly and reveal, for the first time the tip of pure

white As the finest of White Broccolis it is without a pai-allel ;
anrt

for cold northern siiuiilions, owing to its constitutional hardihood, it

will be h'Oked ui'OU as a boon.
. .w a ^»

If sown at tho latter end of April, it will come in for use the fli-st

week in May of the following y

"-A List of tho '

;. 6d. per packet.
have o pply direct from

1 the Horticultural Papers in aahort
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PAUL & SON'S ROSES, EVERGREENS, FRUIT TREES, &c.

Amongst EIGHTY PHIZES gained by their COLLECTIONS tliis year are the PREMIER PRIZES for COT
ROSES at the INTERNATIONAL, NATIONAL, BIRMINGHAM, ROYAL BOTANIC, and BRIGHTON SHOWS,

AND EVERY PRIZE FOR NEW ROSES AT THE SUMMER SHOWS.

PAUL & SON,
OLD CHESHUNT NURSERIES, CHESHUNT, N.,

Beg to soUeit orders for ROSES and other PLANTS now ready for delivery. Tlial the Old Cheshant Nurscrie
still stand unriTalled in the culture of the Rose, the numerous Awards of the year attest. General Piices aa under.

KOSES, from our Stock of over 100,000 Saleable Plants.
Older kinds, Standards, 2 to i feet, ISs. per dozen ; Dwarf Standards, h to I foot, 12s. ; Dwarfs, 9s. to 12s.

Newer kinds, Standards, 24s. to 30s. per dozen ; Dwarf Standards, J to 1 foot, ISs. ; Dwarfs, 18s. to 24s.

NEW ROSES of 1866, .36s. to 42s. per dozen ; Ss. 6d. to Ss. each.

NOISETTE MARECHAL NIEL, Standards, ,5s. ; Dwarfs, 3s. 6(;.

FRUITS, all healthy well-formed Trees.
APPLES.—Fine Standards, IBs. per dozen ; Pyramids, 18s.

to 24s. per dozen ; Dw.arf-trained, 30s. to 42s. per doz.

PEARS, PLUMS, and CHERRIES.- Standards, 24s. per
doz. ; Pyramids, fruiting, 24s. to 42s. per doz. ; Dwarf-
trained, 42s. per dozen.

PEACHES, NECTARINES, and APRICOTS.—Standard-
trained, 7s. Gd. to 10s. Sd. each ; Pyramids, in pots,

5s. each; Dwarf-trained, 60s. per dozen.

QUINCES, WALNUTS, MEDLARS, CRABS, SERVICE
TREES.—Standards, 2s. to 2s. 6d. each.

FIGS, in pots, 3s. 6d. to 5s. each.
VINES, ex. size. Fruiting, 7s. ed. to 10s. 6;/. each ; Plant-

ing, very fine, 60s. per dozen.
GOOSEBERRIES and CURRANTS, 4s. per dozen,
RASPBERRIES.—Summer, 16s. p. 100 ; Autumn, 30s. do.
STRAWBERRIES, 3s. 6rf. to 5s. per 100.

A VAN GEERT, Nuusery.man, Ghent, BeKium,
4^moSat" n'u''ot?d™priic,,'v,°."!I'°«

""" """'""'« ""='°' "' '"»

100 young INDIAN AZALEAS, cbolco varlotle.?, with flower
buds, and in small pots, 63j.

™ ?occ°A A^omuff' "
'""f

\°'^"'=»' 1 '"">' '''* »"«

60 ALSOPHILA EXCEllsA. flio nlant»"'42» ^ '^'

60 ,, small, 21jf.

26 GYMNOSRAMMA WETENilALLlI lit
100 LATANIA BORKONICA, a Palm for cooi homos 16»
25 CHA1L«R0P.S HUMILIS, One young ptont«M«
20 Choice ORCHIDS, 60s.

' ' vw.ua, ii«.

60 GI.OXINIA.S of sorts, 2I«.
60 ACHIMENES of sorts, 10a.
12 DASYLIRION of sorts, fine plants. 3fl«.
" '"AVE SCniniGERA,«troii|f, 42».

lOfl (

12 MAGNOLIA TIKi

I, 30s.

12 MA
puiin Ki. V -I, .-,

, ,,',.,., i„
100 ASCLliPIAS TUUEKiJ.^A, .ilroTigruuls 2H '

"

25 Sorts of Choice HERBACEOUS P^EUNIES l"s Bt/
12 „ TREE P.EONIES, 30s.

'
' '

100 TtTLIP TREES, 2 feet high, 163.
60 VIRGINIA CREEPERS, 128. U
50 GLYCINE SINENSLS, strong plants 26s
50 CHAM^CYPARIS SPH/EROIDEA FOLIIS AUREIS,253.
12 ACER NKCnNDO FOLIIS ARGENTEIS ^J^"

'^'"°' -'"

12 AKEBIA ygiNATA. OS.

•ir.io, u*.

100 GHENT AZALEAS of sorts, 03».

CONIFERJi!.—Our selection of 100 varieties, 1 to 3 feet, £10. PRICED LIST on application. For extent of our I

iJ's Ac'

Collection see Catalogue of International Horticultural Exhibition.

DECIDUOUS and ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGED TREES and EVERGREENS, for Town and Country Planting.
RHODODENDRONS and AMERICAN PL.iNTS at PAUL'S American Nursery, High Beech, Loughton.

^- PRICED DESCRIPTIVE LISTS of the above now ready.

PAUL AND SON would invite an inspection of their Nurseries, extending over Sixty Acres, ono mile from 1

Cheshunt Station, Great Eastern Railway. Omnibus from Waltham Station to Nursery Gates meets certain Trains, i

rpAN, GR.VTIS,

Apply to Essex ,t Soi

,
may be had on apphcation fr

,
Harp Lane, London, E.C.

nediate neighbourhood

QILYEK SAND, Peat7
^3 Guano, Cocoa Nut Fihn
Tiles, Pots, Sticks, Stakes, i

;

other Garden requisites in iu,

J. Fryer's, Clarendon .Sn

AliTEURIUM SCHERZEEMNU M.

HUGhIi)^'' & CO.
HAVE .}UST RECEIVED FRiOI THE NATIVE LOCATJTY IN CO.STA RICA A tSUPPLY OF

ROOTS OF THE ABOVE-NAMED RARE AND BEAUTIFUL DWARF FLOWERING STOVE PLANT.
the purposes of

_.
. - .- . ou„nTl?i y—l^ --> i-

' — • ' ^'"'^ i' CATTLEYA DOWIENSIS, but until they
eceive flowers it is offered as CATTLEYA SPECIES from Costa Rica.

PRICES OiV APPLICATION.

They are in the finest possible condition, varying in length from 3 to 12 inches, and are admirably adapted either for growing into Specimens
ipropagation. The roots break freely both from the crown and also from eyes, which are plentifully distributed along their whole leuo-th.

& Co. have also received from the same country a fine CATTLEYA, which they have every reason to

CLAPTON NURSERY, LONDON, N.E.

EICHAED DEAN
(ASSISTANT SECRETARY TO THE LATE INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION AND BOTANICAL CONGRESS),

SEEDSMAN AND FLORIST, EALING, LONDON, W.,

DEPOT FOR NEW AND CHOICE VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS, &c.

RICHARD DEAN begs to his numerous Friends and the Public generally that he has secured several

which Avill shortly be oSered for the first time.

ry desirable NOVELTIES,

A CATALOGUE OF NEW AND CHOICE VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS
is now in course of preparation, and will be forwarded post free to any address.

SURPLUS IMPORTED BULBS,
IN FINE CONDITION.

20 PER CENT. LESS THAN CATALOGUE PRICE.

CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION.

HYACINTHS, Mixed Border, Paiton Bedding, Pompon, fine Named Yarietieo.

NARCISSUS, Garden Varieties.

TULIPS, MLxed Early Single, Paxton Bedding do., fine Named do.

TULIPS, Mixed Early Double, fine Bedding do., Late and Parrot Varieties.
CROCUS, Purple, Striped, Golden Y'ellow, White, Cloth of Silver, Scotch, Versicolor, and Alixed.
CROCUS, New SeedUng Varieties, such as Albion, Albertine, La Majestueuse, Mont Blanc, Ne plus Ultra

Albert, Queen Victoria, Sir Walter Scott, Sulphureus, New Golden Yellow, Vulcan, and Mixed.

^^T^^^^T^^P?^^^ I

I^I^S
I

TRITONIAS
I

CROWN IMPERULS
BULBOCODIUM VERNUM SPARAXIS BABIANAS SCILLAS

Best Variety of VIOLA CORNUTA, Is. and 2s. 6i^. per packet.

Imported LILY of the VALLEY, clumps, Is. 6<f., or 12 for 17s.

BARR AND SUGDEN,
12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C. Gem Flaut Caee.
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HOT- WATER APPARATUS
(Portftblo) for Heating GreeiiliouseB, Pits,

FriuHcs. Forn Cases, Churchte, Cbapolg, Schools,

IIi!;s, Ac, with expedition and economy, from

Illustrated Price List, with testiiiionlala, to ba

id 00 application. Enclose a stamp.

J. MUS8F.TT.

Winatanley Road, Clapbaui Railway Jmiction,
London, S-W.

HOTHO0SKS for the MILLION.—Medal, 1862.

INV£KT£D BY TDK LATE Sitt JoSEPH PaATOK.

Manufactured in London; Newton in Carimel, Lancashire;

[AMES "WATTS axd CO., Hotkouse Blildebs
' and Hot-Watkh Ai-i-aratus Manukactdueiis,

363, Old Kent Koad.London, &.J;..

OnnCUCUMBEiiaudMEL0^ BU\1 b rndLlOHTS,
/CU\r nil sizes, Glazed and Pamttd coujplote leady for imme-
diate use, piickod and sent to all parts o( the Kmgdom
StronB ZINC HAND GLASSES, all sues
Referc-ncos to tho Nobihty, Gentiy, ind Trade m most of tho

Coimties in England.

Hot-water Pipes, with Elbows aad Coanectlons,

T-d"' POLLARD.B U R T

WARMING PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
Latest Improvements in

HEATING by HOT WATER.
The Improved

CONICAL BOILERS,
For Heating Pineries, Conservatories,
Greenhouses, Mansions, Hulls, Ware-
houses, &c.

Solely Manufactured by
ni-ISui '

'

K. l\
Tlieac By:

Bri

>tupL

irk.

) adapted lur isettiog

Burt & Pollard's improved
mgement, requiring

NO BRICKWORK SETTING.
'liL'se ISuilors hiwQ for their dura-
! i !..v ittained a cele-

i!iy other Boilers
have been for

;it many Public

17, New Park Street, Southwark, London, S.E.
D, Park iron Works,

c RANSTON'S PATENT BUILDINGS
HORTICULTURE.

" Dry Glazing without Putty."
" Glass wllbout Laps."

"Ventilation without Moving Lights."

Highly Commended by the Royal Horticultural Society, South

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LISTS wiU fee sent on, WPjjcaJ^OJi ^^

Messrs Hereuan Si Morton. V, PftU Mall East, London," S. w.

^Uso, a HANDBOOK of VINE and FRUIT TREE CULTIVA-
TION, price Is. ; post free. Is. Id.

C T T A M AND C M P A
OiNsmVATORT and Hothopse Bch.ders, &c.,

[mil \V..rkj, -, Winsley Street, U.vlord ;5tri.'et, London,!

SAIUil.l-; lli'lLERS.

HOT-WATER PIPES.
2 3 4 inch.

Is. Gd. 2s. \d. 2j.-. 9d. per yj

Matarials supplied

Oxlord Street, London, W.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS, of every description,
fixed complete in any part of the country, or the materials,

z., Boilere, Pipes, &c., delivered to any Station.

Estimates on apphcation.
J. Jones & .Sons, 6, Bankside, Southwark, London, S.E,

HOT-WATER PIPES and CONNECTIONS, SADDLE
and other BOILERS.

Estimates, with Printed Price Lists, and Free Delivery at principal
Railway Stations for Quantities.

J. B. Brown & Co., Warehouse and Manufactory, 148. Unoer
Thames Street, London, E.C

^^

Clieap Greenliouse Stoves.
DEANE AND CO.'S Pateut VENTILATING and

SUSPENSION STOVES are simple, cheap, and efficient ; have
boon largely adopted and approved ; will burn many hours mthout
attention, and at a small cost for fuel. Prices of Suspension Stoves,
20jf., 30s., 386., and upwards. Ventilating Stoves, 50s., 60s 70s 90*
HOT-WATER APPARATUS for Conservatories. Greenhouses.

Hothouses, Forcing Pits, &c., erected and fitted up complete.

Deane & Co., 4G, King William Street. London Bridge, E.C.
Established a.d. 170O.

Tlie Only Stove without a Flue.
IVTASH AND JOYCE'S PATENT, for
±^ AIRING, DRYING, and WARMING HALLS,
SHOPS, ROOMS, &c., a new especial Stove for Con-
servatories, Greenhouses, Fruit-Ripening, 4c. : to Bum
without re-lighting all winter by tilling with iuel every

t i:; hours. Tempeniture. juiy .k>L'n:e required, without

mi'n'-"
"" '

"
'" '"

"'""'

CATINi. .; \i 111 M
TheC'.. 1 1 \,;i. K .

3s. Ca. tOlOtf, M. 1 ;

CHE^VPFIRE.s I

. ,, the usual consumi-t ,.

Four, red hot in the fire evor>- a n
,

S. Nash, Ironmonger, 253, Oxfori

119, Newgato Street, London, E.C.
. W.C. ; and Stove Depot,

WROUGHT-IBON WINE BINS.

BURY & POLLARD
CALL ATTENTION TO ANNEXED SKETCHES OF THEIR WINE BINS.

Noblemen, Gentlemen,

"Wine Merchants, and

Hotels are now being sup-

plied by BUKV & POLLAKD
with their

WROUGHT-IKON BINS,

ade to any size for their

Collars, ccouomisiug space,

cost, &c.

Apply, giving diuiensipna

of CeUar,

BUEY AND POLLABB, PARK IRO^'\\'ORKS, 17, NEW PARK STREET,
SOUTHWMiK, LONDON, S.E.

Bitimaie9 Tree. Cellars Jilted co))ipkie in any part of the Kingdom.

NOVEL INVENTION.

WILL BE EXHIBITED AT K. BOBY'S STAND, No. 10, BINGLEY HALL, BIRMINGHAM; and at

STAND 103, 8MITHFIELD CATTLE SHOW, ISLINGTON HALL, LONDON,

GPtETTON & ABBOTT^S
PATENT INVENTION FOR REMOVING BROKEN BARLEY,

ADAPTED TO BOBY'S PATENT SELF-CLEANING CORN SCKEEN.

AWARDED FIRST PRIZE MEDAL AT THE INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL EXHIBITION AT VIENNA, 1886.

, . i the Author aud I'j

, Architect, Blmimgham.
Works : Hlghgato Street, Bmmngham.

t J. Orowtaok, Manager, 1, Temple Row West, Binuiughai

MESSEITGER, Midland Steam Power
•i .1' .-ii Works, Loughborough, Hot-Water Apparatus

;:k^ ;iua Iinylcments connected with Horticulture, and which
nth uuquaJifled approbation, is prepared to give reference to
' " "' worjis entrusted to him and pre-eminently answering

*ructed.
with or without putty.
ER forHeating and Ventilating

. MihM Builc,
Tubular
a shallow stokoholq. and _ .„„„ ,, ,,„ ,„,^
or the fire as can possibly be obUUned, the whole of which
easUy cleaned ; o^ it is an important fact that out of upwards of

k ri"
^ ™***^ "^™ ''^^ improved principle not one has

T. G.'Mess
BJ; t?'JJT^S^** ^^*'-^,^ '**'°.?'® °^ double) is effective, simple.

^Designs and Estimates suiplied for all kinds of Horticultural
o answer the pxirpose for which they may

Works, and guaranteed t

Merch.ints, and Maltsters these Machiues are of especial value. Li consequence of the above
iample of Barley can now be rendered perfect in one operation, Messrs. GKETTUN and ABBOTT'S

tent Apparatus removing ail the BiU'ley broken by tlie Threshing ilachine (which up to the present time has been
" " ^

"
' '

"'
' uU the thin and re/use Gr;

I

Stones,an unpgssibility) ; and BOBY'S Patent Self-cleaning Corn Screen removin;
t!»:i-., m one operation. It is equally well adapted for AVheat.

Several of these Macliiues are now at work at Messrs. Bass & Co.'s, Burtou-ou-Trent ; and at Messrs. Gilstraps*,
Newai'k ; and at other largo Breweries and Maltiugs, to whom intending purchasers can be referred if required.

An Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue ol the above Invention will be forwarded post free on application to

the Xiivtiil.tpi's,

MESSRS. GEETTOK and ABBOTT, BURTON-ON-TRENT
;

or to the Sole Mannfactuj-er, ROBERT BOBY, St. Andrew's Works, Bury St. Edmund's, Suffolk.

^^ Thii above Machines can ahQ bu obtainedfrom all respectable Jronmongtrs and Implanent Agents.

AT STAND No. IQ, BINGLEY ILVLL, BIRMINGHAM CATTLE SHOW; AND
STAND 103, SMITHPIELD SHOW, ISLINGTON HALL, LONDON,

WILL BE KSHIBITBD

BOBY'S
PATENT SELF-CLEANING CORN SCREENING MACHINES

WHICH HAVE OBTAIHEU SLXTY FUiSX-CLASS PRIZES AND MEDALS.

1^" Six Thousand of these Machines arc now in use, and continue to giee great satis/aolion.

Nearly Two Hundred of these Machines have been supplied to Messrs. Bass & Co., and Messrs. AiLsopps, of

Burton-on-Trent i and Messrs. Gilstr.U'S, of Newark; to whom intending; purchasers can be referred if required.

It is impossible for any good Corns to pass through ^vith the light. They are very simple and easily worked, and not

liable to get out of order. Price ft-om £9 and upwaj-ds.
Also will be exhibited on the same Stand, B.AKLET AVELLERS, BOBY'S NEW SCREEN for SCREENING

M.\LT, and BOBT'S PATENT DOUBLE-ACTION HAY-MAKING MACHINES, which have obtained more
Prizes in four years than all those received by other Makers put together.

MANUFACTORY : ST ANDREW'S WORKS, BURY ST. EDIklUND'S, SUFFOLK.
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w Heating by Hot Water.
HOLLANDS, In on Merchant,

ana j«. eiicu. ruivtJxiijCi v ji.uv j^a, nja.. i^n.,a.na its. ci

Connexions at equally low prices, and all goods of first-c

facturo. Estimates given, and orders by post punctually a
tbes

Heating by Hot Water.
HOT-WATER PIPES, at Wholesale Prices, with

Elbows, Syphons, Tee Pipes, and every other connection

;

Wroueht and Cast-iron Boilers, Saddle, Conical, Cylinder, ToiiuLAn.
and Elliptic, from l'4«. each. Improved Boilers and Iron Stands

i Castings of everv description in stock, at
Mr. LVNCU WillTK'S iroi

'"

friars Bridge, London, S. Pric .ppllcation.

Asphalte Roofing Felt.
ONE PENNV per Square Foot.

CR a G H AND P 0., Manufaptubpji^,
(-03, N^w Earl Street, > , ^.^^^ p ,,

" '

134, Bread Street. /
^'^^'^oii, Jfi.t..

69.GEOKGE SQ.. GLASGOW; 2,<;OREE PIAZZAS. LIVERPOOL.
Caution to Gardeners.—wEen^you asiTor

SAYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE
PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see thnt you ^-et them.

Observe the mark Savnor, also the corporate mark Obtain
Warrantbd, without which none are prenuino.

S. & C, recret having lo caution Gardeners and others, but are
compelled to do so, in consequence of an imitation, of common
quality, having been sold for the genuine one, and which has caused
many complaints to be made to them of Knives which were not of
their make, all of which are warranted both by Sellers and Makers.
" & C.'s Pruning and iiudding Knives uio cue uesc and the

cheapest in tbe i ir^el

Paxton Works, Sheffield. Established upwards of 125 y

OHN WAKNElt and SONS,
8, Crescent, CripplQ^ato. London, E.G.,

BELL and BRASS JTOUiTDERS to HER MAJESTY.

PATENT CAST-IRON
PUMP, fitted with J. W. ii Soss*
Metal Bucket and Valve, which
cannot clog in action, for Wells
not exceeding 2f> feet.

Diam. Ueight.
2\ in. short .. 1 ft. 7 in,

2i in. long .. 3 ft. 3 in.

3 in. long .. 3ft. Gin. ..

3| in. long ..3ft, Gin. ..

4 In. long . . 3 ft. 6 in. .

.

2iin. short, with 16 feet
of lead pipe attached,

A'i'

tlxing
long, do. do 2 1'

ce of 4i-inch Liquid Manure Pump, with legt
ble Rubber and Canvas Suction ripe, 2a. 6a.
3l Is 27J inches long, and the legs are 6 feet high

IMPROVED LIQUID
MANURE or GENERAL
PORTABLE p U M P.—These
Putiipa are fllted with J. W. &
Sons' Patent Bucket and Valve,
and cannot clog in action. The
Barrel is made of Galvanised
Iron, not likely to corrode, and
can bo raised or lowered at plea-

sure on the 8t*nd. the legs of
which fold together, and it may
be can'ied with case by orje fifuu

to tank or pond.

8. £2 lU i
2-lnch

WARNERS' PORTABLE FIRE or GARDEN ENGINE.

niled with water, and ready for «

Letter to The Times, July 23, 180G, /row Earl Esbbx.

A Real Fibe Extinouisueii.

To the Editor of The Times.
" Sir,— I fee! sure you will kindly allot a email space In the fPim-ea

to these few lines, as the best medium through which I would urge
every hoiisBholfler who dreads fire to have on each lloor of his house

lUllGarden or other Engines on wheels, always charged

fearful of a

ii«ht,..

3 0ffi

windowed unoccupied bedroom. How caused i

all a great mjatery. It is my "custom to keep one of these small
Engines on each floor. In two minutas I was in the room with one
of them. It was like a fm-nace. The curtains, shutters. casemeDt^,
and cornices of both windows were burning and cracking from flour
to ceiling. I was quite alone at tbe moment, yet before asslhtance
arrived (most of the servants having gone to bed), I had conipleLcly
subdued the Are of one window without exhausting the Englni

a assistance and more water did arrive, we very s

the other.
" So fierce

and th
*' I will only ada, that by God's mercy, the house was'saved by thi

extinguished

melted.

small Ennlne. Had It not been at hand and in order, ni-o.- ..^^u.bu,j
Cassiobury w ould be now a heap of niins.—Yours faitiifully,""

'
----- -r_

"Essex.
light on tbe floor, that any

^ jwaheapofi-
'Cofislobury, Watfoid, July 20.

*' The Engine, even when full, runs so
woman might draw it, and albo work it."

Glass for Garden Purposes.
A M E S PHI I, L 1 I' ts \ N D CO.

bog to bubiait thuir REDUCKl) PiacES as follows:—

PROPAGATING

2 inches in dlnnietor

7

HYACINTH and FLOWER DISHES.
6 iop^cs .dinoitter .. .. I«. (Id. |^ ^nc|L!MI dlurpotet- .. ,.10

12 ipclujg diftnuHif;r . . . . gv, Qiif,
'

Ilyacintli Dishes afo iutondod to contain a number of Roots
Bedded in and covered with Moss, mstoad of tlio coininon Hyacinth

8 6 i 24 „ 12 (J

Painted and Glazed with 16-oz. Sheet Gloss

»LATe"
^^°^*'^ """^ HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT ROUGH

*AINTs'''m
!'^''' ''P'"""*' WHITE LEAD, Carbon's PAINTS,

,i:'^,VV, " '

''"'
' " '" '

' '
^I/aTES of all sizes,

'V .,.';
",'''

:
'

I

;
I

; ;
i .i f,KI) PLATE. CROWN,

^llLAl'i'STund l;i:.-,i ii;i).\ iii j; D I .; ,>. KKNCINCi,
-' Wji-e NoUiuy, Chuii CuLUi,-,, (ul, l,i,n.,^i.s, c^.^y Mills, Steam

3, Crjr].4LTviit',irio3, Uruuuhuuaes, Hot-water
- rurnlshod, and skilled workmen sent to all

parts of the country.
Jous Bovn & Co., 48, Cannon Street, E.G.

(J
A L V A N I S E D WIRE

PRICES of NETTIMCJ, 24

B
1., SuiTuy LttDo, IJattolHuii, H.W.

Seed Drawers Wanted.
WANTED, a CASE or UAUDUN SEED UKAWEUS,

to HUlt a BpttCOU hcl Nlu;ia t,y 11 Icul, IliKll, t.'i COUtalU UljOUt
Eighty UtUtfOtH. Apply, :(,ini,,- |.,,ilj>:i,::i l|ii.i;,to

WANTKJ) to I

SUED nUSINI'
Addi-om A. i!„ euro

Londoi), E.C,

i| \ l,L I.SKRY i,ii(

111 SINESS.
H, lio, Jiiirblcan,

Buckingham shire.

TO BE LET, a EAKM <jf 2()() Acies sound Land,
with Rooa House and Buildings, ono nillo tVoiii Wiiislow

Station. Two-thirds raaturo, one-third Arable. Entry Lady-day 1807.
Apply to Mr. Tiios. C. Scott, Land Ajtent, ID, King's Anns Yard,

Moorgato Street, London, E.C.

T
To Seedsmen, Potato Growers, &c.

RE LET, till Michaelmas, I8G7, :il>nut GO ACRES
of productive ARABLE LAND at Loytonstone. Iiuniediato

Barnes, Surrey.
To Makkkt Gardknehs and OxnEiis.

TO BE LKT, on LEASE for Beven Yearn from
Michaelmas last, about 30 ACRES of valuable and rich

MARKET GARDEN GROUND, situate In the rear of Castlonau
Villas, near Hammersmith Suspension Bridge.
For particulars as to Rent, &o., apply to Measra. Stilkmaw ft

Soliciiors, 10, Southampton Street, Bloomsbury, W.C.

;

. iJAitKit & Sows, Surveyors, jic., KUburn, Middlesex, N,W.

T^ BE LET, witli Imraeu:
n.sfii|iinnco of the death of the latu ccupfer, the PONTE^
' NI'K^Kin', 'Containing about 12 f^res Nursery Ground.
"I ''! AiMi : 111 nil, i-'rult, and Forjj Trees, In goo(' "

'"

li 11: III Trees will be loui. . from ;:00,000

in

1 good saleable

Mr. L.

Boston Lane, near Turnpike, Hanwell, MidcUesex.

Hares, Dogs, Poultry, &c.
AH kinds of Qame
Small Rabbits, Hares, &c

Ditto Ditto .

.

100 Yards and upwarda Ci"
f w,\'i'ia! (;ISTKR^
II -n: \\i> FENCING.

Light,
per

Yard.
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PATRONIZED BY ROYALTY.

J. WEEKS & COMPANY,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

EXTRAORDINARY ACHIEVEMENTS OF

WEEKS'S ONE-BOILER SYSTEM.
THE DISTINGUISHED CArABILITIES OF THIS LONG-TRIED SYSTEM THROUGHOUT THE UNITED KINGDOM AND THE CONTINENT

ENABLE IT NOW TO STAND FORWARD AS THE CHASIPION AND

MOST SUCCESSFUL OF ALL SYSTEMS OF HEATING BY HOT WATER.

THK KOLLOWIXO INTERESTING STATISTICS ARE CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE TUAT

WEEKS'S IMPROVED UPRIGHT TUBULAR BOILERS

ARE PERFORMING THE MOST GIGANTIC OPERATIONS ON RECORD, AND BANISH ALL DOUBTS AS TO W^OSE IS

THE MOST POWERFUL BOILER EXTANT.

No other Boiler cau have any pi-etensions to such an exposition of achievements

as the following ;

—

Upwards of FOUK MILES of PIPING, fixed oa WEEKS'S ONE-BOILER SYSTEM, are employed to HEAT
the various COMPARTMENTS of the ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S GARDENS, KENSINGTON.

TOTAL LENGTH OP PIPING IN MILES AND FEET ;—

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETT
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETV'S GARDENS .,

TEDWORTH. WILTS
HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF LEEDS
MR. WOODROOFE'S, HARROW ROAD
M. LOUIS VAN HODTTE, BELGIUM
MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON, WELLINGTON ROAD .

MESSRS. A. HENDERSON, PINE-APPLE PLACE
BOTANIC GARDENS, LIVERPOOL
ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY', LONDON
WEEKS'S SHOW ESTABLISHMENT, CHELSEA ..

MESSRS. SMITHS', DULWICH
BOTANIC GARDENS, COLOGNE
LORD BOYNE, BRANCEPETH CASTLE
MESSRS. JAS. DICKSON 4 SONS, CHESTER ..

MESSRS. F. k A. DICKSON, CHESTER
J. SPODE, Esq., RUGELEY
WHITECHAPEL UNION
SIR GREVILLE SMYTH. ASHTOJ' COURT, BRISTOL

"00

900
.5100

5000
•1300

2-100

3800
3600
3500
3000
4000
3000
4000
200
2800
3200
•2300

2000
3700

And many others too numerous for publication.

AMONG ITS MANY ADVANTAGES WE QUOTE THE EOLLOWIKG :—

1st. Being of Cast Iron it is rendered infinitely more desirable than if made of Wrought Iron.

2d. The Heating surface exposed to the action of the fire surpasses all other Tubular Boilers ; hence its power for Heating Miles of Pipiii^^ in one Appjtratus.

3d. By this great Heating surface a vast saving of Fuel is effected.

4th. All Gardeners know that by means of Weeks'a Tubular Boiler night stokcring is abolished.

Illustrated Pamphlets iind Estimates for Building and Heating, Free, on application to

JOHN WEEKS AND COMPANY,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,

KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

I i,^.„^ hST . Ki
" .''

.'v
"Mrcssedto" The Edltoi--' Advcrtiscnieots and Business Letters lo The PubllsUer." at the Office. 41, Wellinfrtoa atceet, Covent Garden, London. W.C.

n« x'ii'ivii^Ji. I. r-o""?" ,""'""'' Messi-3. BaAOBuEY. Evans.* Co.. Lombard Street. Precii.ct of Whitetrlars, City of London, In the Co. of JUddlesex, and PnOlisbed by the said Jiaiii Maiibeitj
0«ee,^o.41,WeUm6tonbtteet,Pa^uhofSt.Paul^,CoTentUaIden,mtheia^dCounty-SAI«aDiI,December 1,1866

o i^
,



THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE.

No. 49.— 1866.]

A Mewspaper or Rural Economy and General News.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 8.
f Price Fivepence

( Stamped Edition, 6-^.

Amaryllises

), double cropping..

THE GARDENERS' CHRONrCLE and AGRICUL-
TURAL GAZETTE of SATURDAY NEXT, December 15.

will contain full particulnre of tlie SHOW of STOCK and IMPLE-
MENTS at the AGRICULTfRAL HALL, ISLINGTON.
ADVERTISEMENTS l"r" v-' r '^nld be sent to tlie Office

not latci- than THUKSDA I >i ; .i- fir Six Stamps.
41, Wellii.r .111, W.C.

NATIUNALllOinii .

—The aboYo EXlIli;!
JUNE 7, and continue till ./U,

Schedules, &c., may be obta
Curator, Hotanic Garden. Manchester

H _.
Carlton Buildings. Cooper Street, Manchester.

application to Mr. E. Fixdl.m
; or from the uadersigiied."'

II, Secretary.

W^
Roses.

N. PAUL'S PRICED DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE ofROSES is now ready, post free on application.

i Nui'acrles, Waltbam Ci-o

Growing Specimens of
FIROMI'S SUHRADEKI, tlu> iNEW FORAGE

) ORASS. may be seen on MESsns. SUTTON'S STAND, No. 89,
NciKIll UALLERY ol tho AGRICULTURAL HALL, duvinf the

1\1

Q U T T U N0_ _on,sT\

X^liW VI 1,1

1\ ,,•, M,.-..

i;S, SUTTON'S

1 VOLUNTEIiR CUCUMBER,
iiii'n o{ tlio above excellent Cucumber will

Jl'TON'S STAND at the CATTLE SHOW.
;s, and perfectly straight.

To the Trade.
THE ESSEX RIVAL PEA, ia .my quantity.

For pno-i;, kc , appU- to
Tnos. Klet, Sible Ileilingiinin. Hiilstead, Essex.

To the Trade.
BUTLER, McCULLoCH, and CO. have to offer the

undermentiontjii. Prices on iipplicntion,
SANGSTER-S NO. 1 PEAS | TELEGRAPH POTATO (Webb)

PRESIDENT POTATO (Webbl.
Covent Garden Market. London, W.C.

W
13 stamps.

T. Jackson & Sox. Nursery. Kingston, Surrey.

Grape Vines,
JOSEPH MEREDrril li:.s a benutifiil Stock of VINES

for .s.alo, ,,v';i "•n| fon. Vines which liave borne the fruit
which has takiM ' m ! i

,
r i,n>/ ^1 many Fii-st Pnzes.

11, ' I ^ I

• I -tun, n ar Liverpool.

i rape Vines.
. , :iuu MUSCAT of ALE.XANDRIA.
splendid stock of the above

sons for Planting,
eyard, Qarston, near Liver]totl.

To the Trade.—Grape Vines.

ALICANTE, l.Alji 1«,

T MERliDlTU 1.

Thi

T J. I'limting

"\riNES, IVOIII JiiC—.SiioHi l,„lUI,i Cuifs
V u. 6,1. each.

J. ri:L-n, Eifra Nursery, Brixton Church. S.

)YR.'VM1D APPLCS, FKAKS, PLUMS, CHERRIES.
)(..qi,ti(,,i Tr'""; 'V..- <;ir icn or Orchard Houses.

r.i' II \ 1; II -
1 :

II 'I (II I I unl Seed Merchnnt, Worcester.

M'

W 1 T r Y AND SON have to ofier strong
RED CURRANT TREES at low prices, bv the 100 or 1000.

The Nurseries. Cottingharo. near Hull.

r i Son, Edinburgh and London.

W^
T3APHANUS CAUUATUS, True. — Sealed Phukets.
XV containing 12 Seeds of this NEW RADISH, will be forwarded
post free on the receipt oft'.-!. 6rf. in postage stamps, with addresa.

*v' The Tr;i<1o supplied by 100 or 1000.

Wm. M^CLt 4 s. iN>i, Xurs'rymen and Seedsmen, Bristol.

, Calcot Gardens, Reading.

DWAKF HYBRID PKUrKTUAL ROSES.—All the
leading varieties, £3 per 100; extra large, £4 per 100; price,

'

per doKcn, 12^.

H. CoiTix. Xur-serymap, Shirley, near Croydon, Suney, S. i

RapHanuB caudatus (True).
iUTTON AM> .'SUNS ..m supply Seed of the True
3 SToott of RAPHANUS CAUDATUS. In packets at Is., 2.?. 6tf.,

d 5j(. each, post free, Price to tho Trade on application.
Royal B.-ri;3 Seed Establishment. Reading-

H'
Clonmcl, Ireland,

DWAKF MOSS HOSES.—Strong wcU-rooted Plants
(2-yr. bedded) of the above, suitable for planting out or potting,

21s. per 100. A remittance or refu-rence is respectfully requested
troni unknown Correspondents.

F1F.1.D Brotuebs, Tarvin Road Nurseiy, Cheater.

c
Just published, tlie Second Edition of

ULTURaL directions lor the ROSE.
.' By Jon\ CnxNsToy, King's Acre Nurseries, near Hereford.

Free by post from the Author for 20 stamps.

New Catalogues.

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSES.
A CATALOGDE of ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES.
A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of GRAPES.
^ Free per post on application to" "

& Sot*, Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth.

K US A U L) A
. per packet,
npi.v mm

B. S. Williams, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper llolloway.

B
S

Surplus Imported Bulbs.—See
R K A N I. 8 U G JD E N ' S
__^_ large Advorti.somerit. pape 1160.

FineBt Named Hyacinths.
UTTON AND SONS can supply tho above at 6,*., 9s.,

and 12s. per dozen.
Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

MIXED HYACIKTHS.-Large quantities of the
above to offer to the Trade, Double and Single varieties.

Prices on application to
James Fairoead & Sos, Seed Merchants, 7. Borough Market, S,E.

SUPJiKB LILIES, in 70 finest "^^i^tiii:
BCTLB CATALOGUE sent free.

Stephen Brown, Seed and Nursery Establishment. Sudburj', Suffolk

PHILIP LaDDS is now sending out Smith's
LE GRAND GERANIUM, the finest Bedding Nosegay ever

raised, in large TO-sizepow, at 128. per dozen, pftckage included. Terms
Cash. Nurseiy, Bexley Heath, Kent, S.E.w HOLEMALE CATALOOUE of GENEKAL

NURSERY STOCK, containing 66 pages, inay be had post
free on applicatii

•s. The Nurseries. Tunbridce WelLs.

GENERAL NUESEKY STOCK of large extent,
beauty, and health, and at prices to meet all purcUaseM

CATALOGUES on application to
J. Scott, The Nurseries, Merrlott, Somerset.

JOHN GIBSON, JuN., begs to anuounto that he is
prepared to Furnish PLANS and ESTIMATES for LEVYING

OUT OBOUND attached to Mansions .and Villa or other
Reaioences. or for the FORMATION of PUBLIC PARKS orGARDENS, and to carry out the same by Contract or otherwise.

Addresa Mr. John Gibeo!*. tun.. Surrey Lane, Battersea, S.W.

JAMES FAIKHEAD AjnTsdl^SEEiTGltowEEs^iSd
McacHANTB, 7, BorouKh Market, London. S.E.

oJifSo""' t'oouln'' AGRICULTCRiVL, GARDEN, and FLOWER
SEEDS. Special prices and advantageous olTerB on application.

_ Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds]TAMES C A K T E K and CO
t> Seed Fabmibs,'Mebcua»ts, and Nobsp.btmes

2374 238, High Holborn, London. W.C.

G U N N
No:

N D P E T K I £,

Ness Walk Nm^eries, Inverness.
, and Florii

rEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S New Horticultural
Establishment. 134, Faubourg de Bruxelles, Ghent. Belgium

CATALOGUES free on application.

P
Genuine Garden, Agricultural, and Flower Seeds.
AUL TOLL.VltB, Seed Grower and Merchant,

^^.. '^^' Q"*^' ^'^ ^^ MtgissC-rie. Paris, France.
SPECIAL PRICED LIST of NEW SEEDS, in English weights

and money, post free on application.

T

E

HKEJi-YEAK ASPAKAGUS I'LANTS,
per 1000 ; !.< per 100.

ONE-YEAR ASPARAGUS, to. per 1000 ; very fine.

RicnABD Walkeb, Market G.ardener .and Seed Grower. Biggles-

i^XTKA STKUNG SEAKALE and ASPARAGUS for
FORCING, exceedingly fine and clean grown.

Prices on application.
MES Dickson & Sons, Newton Nurseries, Chester.

Fifty Acres of Fruit Trees,
APPLES, I'KAUS, I'LCMS, CHERRIES, PEACHES,

NECTARINES, and APRICOTS In every form desired for
Fruiting.

Riiinnn SMrTii, Nurserrnian and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Orchard-house Trees Fruiting in Pots.
PEACHES, .NKi TARlXiiS, Al'RlCOXS, CHERRIES,

PLUMS. PEARS. APPLES, VINES, and FIGS.
RicnABD Smith. Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcestei-.

FRUIT TKEliS, for Walls and Esnaliers.—Upwards of
50,000 to select from, carefully trained, and in the healthiest

condition for planting.
Richard Smith, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

AGNIFICENT PYliAMIlTFRUIT TRIiKS.—Fme-
grown Bearing Trees of PEARS on Quince Stock ; APPLES

on Paradise; CHERRIES on Mahaleb ; PLUMS, ac. Special
quotations on application.

Jons Cbanston. Nui^eries, King's Acre, near Hereford.

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of FRUITS, by
'

Teos. RiTERs, just published, free per post for six stamp?.
Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth.

Extra fine Seakale for Forcing and Planting.

GKO. CLARKE has raanv Thousands of the tinest
quaUty to offer this season. Prices 6s.,7s. 6d., 10s., and I5s. p. 100.

Nurseries, Streatham Place, Brixton Hill, S.E.;&MottiDgbain, Kent.

TEN THOUSAND handsome-^rown SPRUCE FIR,
from 3 to 5 feet. Price per dozen, 100 or 1000, on aoplication to

Wm KvionT, Floral Nurseries. Hailsliam.

rr^RADE PRICES of CATTELL'S PURPLE-TOPX BEET, CATTELL'S ECLIPSE BROCCOLI, KIRKLEES
HALL CUCUMBER, and other Seeds of Choice Vegetables, may
bo had on application t

Hardy Ornamental Trees. Shrubs. Roses, £ec.
NEW PLANT.

PAUL AND SON'S NEW DOUBLE SCARLET
THORN. See former AdTertisement. Standards, los. Gd. each.

DESCRIPTIVE LISTS of the above post free on nppUcatton to
Paul & Sox, Old Cheshunt Nurseries. N.

,L, Westerhnm, Kent.

E Y GARDEN REQUISITE
kept in Stock at

V Seed Warehouse, 237 & 238, HiKh Holborn, London.

Gladioli.
SUTTON'S LIST, containing the sorts most worthy of

cultivation, including those to which Prizes were awarded at the
Crystal Palace and other Shows, may be had gratis and post frea.

SuTToif & SoKB, Royal Berks .Seed Establishment, Reading.

GLADIOLI in 200 new and splendid varieties, in
four sections of Early and Late kinds.

Siun <Ba<
JUJLU t^ATALi

Gh
J. ScnTT, The Seed Stores. Yfovil, So

60
Notice.

PAGE CATALOGUE of NEW PLANTS of 1866
now ready, free for one stamp.

'M. DiLLisTONE, Muuro Nurseij, Sible Iledingham, Essex.

Planting.

WJI. PAUL heRS to refer intending Planters ol

ROSES, FRUIT TREES, SHRUBS, &c., to Ills Adveitlse
mcnt oi last week, p. 9110.

PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES on application.
PiLL's Nu )8, Waltham Cr( . N.

Contract Planting.—To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
/"1HAKLES SHAHPEand CO., Nuhsekymen, Sleafoid,
Kj Lincolnshire, are prepared to tumish ESTIMATES for the
Formation of NEW PLANTATIONS by Contract, Including Plants
Planting and Filling up for two year^.

"The best Evergreen^Feuce or Screen,
PaonoiiNu Immediate Effect.

JOHN CRANSTON can supply several Thousand

required. Price
King's Acre, near Hereford.

TURF~for SALE.—A quantity of Turf, used "at"tliR

late INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION,
is now to be Di.sposed of. The Sward ia in good condition, Imviiig

been kept cut duiiug the Sunitner. Must be cleared at once.

I

Price on application to Mr. Oiuson, liattersea Park, S.W. ; or on
[
the Ground, Cromwell Road, South Kensin^on, W.

TREES and PLANTS of ail sorts and sizes in very
great quantity, of best quality and at moderate price.a

PRICED LISTS post-free on application.
Jaues DicR<io» ic Soss, (" Old Established Nursery and Seed

Business,"') The " Newton" Nursenes, Chester.

ACORNS (ENGLISH), fine sound Seed
Dplication to
y, Sible Hedineham, Essex.

I'L.VNTS to offer.

t .Samples iu'Europc, li,-;. :uui 'Js. Gd. per 1000 cash, at

Strong Quick.
AND F. SHARPK have for Sale a fine Lot of 3-yr.
Transplanted QUICK, .'! to 4 feet high, and well-rooted. Frlcff

y moderate.
Nursery and Seed Establishment, Wisbech.

Railway Planting.
——

H
FIVE MILLION Transplanted QLJICKS, of su

giowth. Samples and prices on application to

John HtMSLEV, High Fields, Melbourne, near Derby.

rriREMRLE'S F(.»REST and ORNAiMENTAL
X GROUNDS. Prices and every mformation free.

Messrs. Joskpb Tremble k Suns, Penrith, Cumberland.

Planting Season.RANSPLANTEU LARCH
and other Nursery Stock offered cheap by

Wm. tjRQDHART &, SoNS, Duudce.

SPLENDID LARCH. 3to4ft.,at unprecedented prices;
HAWTHORN QUICK, do. do. ; AVENUE TREES : large

EVERGREENS and CONIFERS; muenifloent TRAINED PYRA-
MID and STANDARD FRUIT TREES. Special

i
rices given.

EIGHT MILLION FOREST, EVEROREEN, and
other TREES of every size and sort in coltivatii.n, tine rooted

hardy stuff. CATALOGUES on application, with terras for fra»
delivery. Prices very low.

ADIANTUM FARLKYLNSE (True), 21s. each;
extra size, 'Ms. Cul Usual allowan^^e to the Trade.

RoBT. T. Veitch, The Nursenes, Exeter.
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Early Spring Flowers.

WF.nB'S GIANI POLYANTttUS and COWSLIP,
with all the best varieties of Double and Single PRIMROSES,

PANSIES, &C.. with Seeds of aiiigte varieties. LIST of prices of

diirerent kinds o') application to
Mr. WKhit, Calcot Gardens. UcadinK.

,7'

Exnibitlon of Chrysanthemums

JAMES GARAWAY and CO., Durdhaiu Do
Nurseries, Bristol, ofloi

tliat hare bloomed
of wLich are now sboning flower

£U{{., 60«., and I05s. per dozen.
6d., aad lOs. 6rf. each, >

'&"carDui^bani Do^vn Kurseries. Bristol.

Gladioli. ^ .

JKELWAT AND SOiN be? to call attention to their

• splendid Stock of GLADIOLI, whieh compiises all the sorts

worth /rowing, and pr"^-"'" *" ' °* " *'"' ^"•''' *= « "'•'^"*^
. „i the 'Trade. As a oroof

ji5 exceiience of their collection they have been

fiwajded"the Mrst Prizes oflored at the <frjstal Palaca and Royal

Horticultural Kxhibif
'""" ' "

The Nurseries, Langport. Somerset.

V'
riOLA CORNUTA, MAUVE QUEEN, PURPLE

—New Seed of the above now ready, iii packets 6d.,

Is., 2s. 6rt., and OS. Price to the Trade on appUcatioc.

James Carter & Co., Seed Merchants and Nursei7men, 237 & 23S,

High Holborn, London, W.C.

H.

W American Plants, Sec.

ATERER AND GODEKEY'S PRICED
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of RHODODENDl:'
her American Plants for this Autumn, will be sent on :i.

The Catalogue also gives a summary of their Gen
V- Stock, probably tLo must extensive in the kingdom.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey^

Viola coinuta.
CANNELL has i?ot 500 Dozen in fine condition uf
both PURPLE QUEEN, direct from Mr. Bennett, and

MAUVE QUEEN, which originally came direct from Mr. Wills,

therefore mu^t be true. Six of each kind s«nt safe, fresh, and free

per post for 50 stamps ; £1 per 100.—Fuchsia Nursery, Woolwich.

Good and Cbeap.
I. GODWIN offers at
undermentioned low urices, to

fleet an early clearance, all fine Bulbs

, 4«., &<-.

Cupressus Lawsoniana argentea.
MESSRS. AVATEKER and GODEREY are now

sending out this Plant.

Good stout Plants, l\ foot binh ;md biiahy, at 21». each.

It has been awarded Three First-class Certificates by the Royal
Horticultural Society of London, Royal Botanic Society of London,
andat the Crystal Palace; and may be justly represented as a dis-

tinct and very beautiful plant, ivod one that will become a general
avourite. Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

F.

Rhododendrons.
JOHN WATERER'S DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

of HAUUY SCARLET and other RHODODENDRONS is now
publisiied and will be forwarded on application. It faithftilly describes
the colours of the new varieties exhibited by him at the Royal
Botanic GardenH, Regent's Park. An Abridged List of popular
CONIFERS .with heights and prices, is likewise combined.
The AmeriGin Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey, near Sunningdale Station,

South-Western R;iilwav.

New Catalogue of Plants, Dutch BiQbs, &c.
EOliKRl' l'ARiefc;R begs to announce that Ms NEW

' CATALin,rK, eontaiuiug Select Descriptive and Priced Lists
of Nww, U-in , ami I'Uiiutlful Greenhouse, Hardy and Stove Plants.
Hardy FL'n,^, IniiL Trees, Grape Vines, Roses, Rhododendrons,
Swcui \"ijh.'[-. .';l., Amarvllis. Crocuses, Cyclamens, Gladioli,
Hyacinth.-, Lilmms, Narcissus, TuUps, and other Bulbs, is now
published and will be forwarded to applicants.

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.

Excellence and Economy.

H BROWN h.lS to Olir! - \

"-:-
• YELLOW CROCUS, Lvt -

i'ELLOW Ditto, U. M. per IQV -.
^\ I' i i i

-
i

,

Is. Gd perKii'. Twelve best Iar,^'e 11 ..!. I . ii.. ..-, l.

DOUBLE una SlMiLE SNOWI'Uui'-:, 1.. l--'. t,. . . l

'M I
.

-
I iiiiha, in great variftv, moderate.

iBACCO PAPER, W. per lb.

"iLDEN

KEX RUBRORUM and TOUR.
NESOL, Is. 6d. per doz., 10^.

per 100.

CROCUSES, large Dutc;h Yellow, from Is. per 100 ; do.. Blue, from
Is. dd. perluO; do.. White, from Is. 6rf. per 100 ; do., Striped,
from Is- !)</. per 100.

SNOWDROPS, Double, 2s. ; extra large roots, 2s. 6d. per 100.

JONQUILS, Single, sweet scented, U. M. per doz.
Clumps of LILY of the VALLEY, U. Gd. earh. 15s. per doz.

All orders of lOs. carriage paid.

3 and 4, Norfolk Market Hall, Sheffield.

err.:. :

, stronjr, free from sulphur,
11 article yet introduced. Is. Gd. P'

: ; strength, 2i lb. cuty-ft-ee Tobi

1 appl

N
Bhowit, 4, Commutation Row, Liverpool.

W CAT ^r L~0 ~(J U E S
tor the SEASON of i860 and 1867.

No. 1. ROSES—A Select List of all the best varieties in cultivation,
fully and faithfully described.

No. 2. FRUIT TREES. — A Descriptive List of all the choicest
varieties of Fruits.

No. 3. CONIFERS, ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS.—
Contains all varieties worthy of cTiltivation, with interest-
ing notes of description, height, size, native country. Ac.

No. 4. TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.-Plants for cover and
under\vo6d, &c.

No. 5. GARDEN and AGRICULTURAL SEED and ROOT
CATALOGUE.

No. C. GENERAL PLANT CATALOGUE.
The above wiU_be fonv.arded tree on application t

John Cranstos, King's Nurseries, Ilereford.

CALCEOLARIA, HEKBACEOUS, of choicest strains,
established plants in small pots. 20s. per 100 ; MONOCHjETUM

ENSIFERUM and SERICEUM MULTIFLOllUM, bloomini! plants
IPS. per dozen; PASSIFLORAS, hardy varieties, l!s per dozeo

•'

TACSONIA VAN VOLXEMII and BIOLLISSIMA, 12s. per dozen
RED FAIRl'ROSES.es.perd— - '"^"" rr,,. „,.>-.

Trade price per 100 and dozei
Skerton Nurseries, Lancaster.

very moderate quoted (:

100 young INDIA^ AZALEAS, choio 6 varieties, with flower
buds, and in small pots, 63s.......

best varieties, 1 foot high and
! plants. 25s. _ [busby, lU5s.

100 Double 6aMELLIAS,
100 YUCCA ALOIFOLLA,
50 ALSOPHILA EXCELSA, fine plants,

small, 21s.

25 GYMrfoGRAMMA WETENHALLII, 12i.
100 LAT WIA BORBONICA 1 Palm for cool houses, 3
.ffi CHAMjEROPb HUMILIb fin young plants, 21.i.

. AGAVE CHIDIGERA t ong i^

LL trong plants, 30*-.

L s. Ibusliy, 84*.

,, ,, . , ,,
n dne named varieties,

ilAG ULI_ UoM u\ ANA rong plants, 30s
! MACR PHYLLA 1 foot high, 24«.

PURPUKE \ t ong bushy plants, 18s.
00 AbCItP AS TUBE

I. US PjEONIES, 12.«. 6rf.

R IDEA FOLIIS AUREIS, 25».
ARGENTEIS, 9a.

L PLt V 125.
unkn vn orrespondentjl.

outn behadon application
" H rr Lane, London, E.G.

Now Published.

A RCHIBALD HENDER-
SON'S DESCRIFTIVE and

PRICED CATALOGUE of FRUIT

TREES, VINEr<, ROSES, and

GENERAL NURSERY .STOCK, is

now ready. Can be had Gratis and

Post-free ujion application.

.Sion Nursery. Thornton Heath,

Surrey ; and at the East Surrey

.Seed Warehouse, College Grounds,

North End, Croydon.

Now Ready.
"lyEW and HARDY CLlMlilXQ PLANTS,

adapted for Covering Verandahs, Treliis Work, Walls
" '

Festoons ; also a good Hardy .and Pern
Bedding Plant—
CLEMATIS RUBELLA Very rich velvety claret, the deepest-

coloured Clematis yet offered. Flrst-clase Certificate R.Il S.
CLEMATIS PRINCE of WALES.—Large flowers of a rich deep

violet purple, with red bars doivn centre. First-class Certi-
ficate R.H.S.

Messrs. Gzoace Jacrman & Son have much pleasure in Informing
the Public that they may rely on the undermeutioned Firms having

8'TRONG and EXTRA STRONG FRUITING VINES.
upwards of I'lHiii from Eyes, iticludinii all the l-ading varieties,
tiiiit, <-l.i-.e-)'>itit.'.| thi-iT-Am.'li)\' rni'ii.,'.! Canes,.mai*y of which,

.1 ill !-. . 1,1 ].i-. .'I'.'.' h. Ill - ! Ill bunches of ©rapes tt«xt

J-»
\M'l;l- l;l;l( ^ (..muiii-^ ^r.Jl^DK, 12«. per 100;

L i.' Ciithii-sh's Prince -if Wales, Ifo. ; Sclater's Semper FidelLs. 20s.

;

Cartel's Prolihc, lOs. ; Red Prolific, at. ; Double Bearing, 8s. ; Evans"

1. Admiral D ,

, Keens' Seedling

, late Geohge Cor; L & Co.,bpposite Red Lion, Barnet.

W.
Cliernes

Peaches and Necta-

! Alder

Chestnut (SpanistfJ
Hornbeam

Larch and Scotch Fir
ees Oak (English)

Samples and Prices can be liad on
The Nursery, Woner.sh, near Guildlord,

Privet
Roses, &c.

.ppUcation at

Dwarf-trained Trees by the 1000, 100, or dozen.
' PPLES. PEARS, PLUMS, CHERRIES, PEACHES,

NECTARINES. Fine, flat, well-trained, of best qualityA
Rici Sjhtd. Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

RICHAKU SMIfH'S FRUIP LIST conUins a
Sketch of the various Forms of Trees, with Directions for

Cultivation, Soil, Drainage, Manui'e, Pnining, Lifting, Crupping,
Treatment under Glass ; also their synonymes, quality, size, form,
skin, colour, flesh, flavour, use, growth, duration, season, price, &c.
Free by post for one stamp.

Richard Smith, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Roses, Fruit Trees, Conifers, Forest Trees, &c.
JOHN CRANSTON be-s to direct attention to a hirge

and superior Stock ot ROSES, FRUIT TREES, CONIFERS
FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES, &.c.

His Nurseries extend over upwards of 50 Acres, situated in the
centre of the county of Hereford (which is acknowledged to poRsess
the finest soil and climate for the growth of Fruit and Forest Ti-ees
of any other coxmty in England), and is well stocked with Troea of
evei7 description.

advantageous Prices will be piven.
Planting undertaken by Contract or otherwise.

Nurseries, King's Acre, near Hereford,

Extra strong Trained Fruit Trees.
SALTMARSH and SON have a l^r -, .St.,.-k of the

above to offer at moderate Drices, ^ ^
i n i und

Standard-tramed PEACHES, NECTARIN. ,
> mts

;

Dwarf-trained MORELLO and MAYDUKl i MS.
PEARS. 4c,. nil true to nmne. and conipi.-. ..'s in

sroCK at very low prices.

li .iOjt. per dozen for
(. rARlNES, APaiCOTS,
^. &c., all in excellent con-
Also general NURSERY

5. Lewi-shara Park Nursery, Kent.

, Cocker, J., Aberdeen

„ Chauviere. Rougier, Pans
,, Chapman, Jesse, Wevbridge

Messrs. Dickson, J. &Son,' Chester
Mr. Felton, Chai'les, Birmingham
Messra Fiaher, Holmes. & Co.,

Sheffield

,, Glendinning &. Son, Chlswick"
"

" ~ & Son,

„ Lee, J, &, C, Hammersmith
,, Laird & Smolair, Dundee

Mr. Murrison. R., Elgin
„ Nelson, John. Bristol

„ Oldroyd, H. J., Shrewsbury
„ Perkms, John, Sen., North-

ampton
„ Paul, Wm., Waltham Cross

. Rollisson & Son, Tooting

,
Stelzi , A., Ghent
Verachaffelt, A.. Ghent

.. Williams, B. S.. Holloway
Messrs. Witty &. Son, Cottinghai

Henderson

;

London
Ml-. Ivery, William, Peckham

An additional List will be advertised.
Strong Plants, with bine li to '^i feet, 21s. each. The usual

Woking Nursery, Surrey.

HENDERSON and SON have pleasure in
ing the following as flrst-class NOVELTIES in their

respective classes. Full descnptionsare givenin their CATAXOGUE,
E.

r-leavod Meadow Grass. 28. Gi. each,
75s. per 100.

NEW PERPETUAL-FLOWERING PINK, "MOST WELCOME."

NEW ANEMONE-LEAVED CHINESE PRIMULA (First-olafi
Certificate), 7s. Gd.

NEW C/VMELLIA JAPOMCA "ELVIRA BIANCSINI," C
"GENERAL CIALDINI, and C. "ZORAIDE VANZI," 21j

and 42s. each.
CALADIUM EMPEROR NAPOLEON, lOs. Gd. j C. ALPHON.-^l

KAHR, 10a. Gd. Certificates awarded to each variety.

fill

3s. 6d., 5s.

Bougainvillea lateritla, 6«. & 7«. Gd.
Berberidopsiscoralhna, 58.&7«.6d.
Camellia coccinea flore pleno

foliis variegatls, 5«. to lo^. Gd.
Clematis lanuginosa niwa, &a.

Dactylisgloraerata elegantissima.

Dieffenbachia
7s. 6d., lOs. 6d.

Dieffenbachia grandls, 3s. Oct.,

Monochretum Lemoineauuin,
beautiful, 3s. Gd.

Orchis macvUata superba

___... ilcBfonnis, 3a. Gd.

Primula intermedia, 6s.

., cortuBoideti amceoa, 'i'*. M
Rogiera gratissima, 6*. tolo«, i)i/

Saivadora persica (Mustard trui

of Scripture), 3«. Gd.
Skimmia fi-agrans, 58.
" cinnamomea, "is.C'd.

Thuja pi

TacsoniaVanVolxemii,2<s.6^, wX'd
i filamentosa meldensls, 6s.

, rich colour, and great depth of flower. The sepals

^ - substance. The rich '

corolla is proportionately large, the folds or petals even
It IS by tar the most remarkable flower in its group ev
and uniquely betiutifnl in elfect.

VIOLA CORNUTA (Wills' best variety), fia. per doxcu.
Wellington Nursei-j-, St. John's Wood, London, N.l

triRUIT TREES.—The fiuest collection in Enghmd.
2000 sorts are grown in all manner of training, and aro free

from insects, mealj-bug. or chlorosis, with which trees in some
Nurseries on calcareous soils are affected. Trees from such should
be avoided, as when once attacked thev can never he cured.
A ;i2-page CATALOGUE and \:\r<u Supiilement lull of informatioo

gratis. <jn arij'iii: ."
'
- i

••^ M. i riott, Somerset.

1 1 ; M >
,

1
;
! \

I : I

;
' ; SIZE.—Oui-

Li ;
very fine, and

WALL-'l l> \1

Wall-Ti I

include PEATIl I -,

for planting in hm
respectfully invited.

T. Jacrsc < i Son, Nu

A Quarter of a Million of Fruit Trees.
THOMAS WARNER begs to remind intending Planters

and the Trade, that his Nurseries, which occupy upwards oi

70 acres, contain the above, in addition to a most extensive stock of

Evergreens, Ornamental Trees, Roses, &c. All in a high state of
cultivation. An inspection is respectfully invited. CATALOGUES,
Wholesale or Retail, may be had tree on application
The Nurseries, Leicester Abbey, '"

'

'

Midland Railway Station.
! mile and a half from the

WOOD AND INGRAM wish to' call the attention of
Planters and the Trade to their large stock of the following,

which they are prepared to supply at very moderate i-atoa, according
to the qiiantity taken ;—

APPLE.S, Standards. Half Standards, and Dwarfs.
APRICOTS. Dwart Maiden, -^ut back, and trained.

CQRRANTS, fine bushy plants, all the best kinds.
GOOSEbERRIES, „ „
GRAPE VINES, from Eyes, Planting and Fruiting Canes.

., Layers, well-rooted. Canes 1 inoh round.
N UTS and FILBERTS, all sizes Up to 4 to fi feet.

PEACHES, Dwarf Maiden, cut back and trained.
PEARS, Standards, Dw«rf3. and Pyramids.
PLUMS, SUndards, Half St^indards, and Dwarfs.

CATALOGUES and Prices on application.
l"he Nurseries, Huntingdon.

Forest and Ornamental Trees, &c.
THOMAS KENNEDY and CO., Nursekymen and

Seehsmen, Dumfries, have this season a verv largo and superior
Stock of FOREST. FRUIT, and ORNABiENTAL TREES,
DECIDUOUS and EVERGREEN SHRUBS, 4c.. adapted either
for extensive Planting, or for giving, Immediate effect in the forma-
tion and improving ct Ornamental Purks, Pleasure Grounds, &c.,

and ,which they are selling at extremely moderate prices. CATA-
LOGUES furnished on application.
*#• Dumfnes is most conveniently situated for the speedy trans-

mission of goods to all parts of the United Kingdom,

Tansley Nurseries, near Matlock, Derbyshire.
JOSEPH SMITH, Sen., invites Planters and the

Trade to inspect his Nursery of 80 Acres of high land. The soil

is of a fibrous nature, and the Plants take up with excellent roots,
such a.-^ to ensure thu btst success in their removal.
The N' r - I . . ,' i.!.^ iii:my Hundred Thousands of RHODODEN-

DRON- , ,\iMii\ I. „i iORTUGAL LAURELS, BOX, BROOMS,
BEKl;i H I I li s. PRIVETS. " ' "" " ™
TRl-:i - I' I TiMve, of all i

lo Al-h'- I \..\\:> II l'..-i, of diflerent j

tion. I'nres nioJorate. which can be had oi

ThTrTY thousand stout a;
LARCH, 24to4feet, 18a. ner'lOOO; S*

stout, exti-a, 45s. per 1000; SPRtJCE. single

fine. 2 to 3j ft., 14s. per 100 ; BOX, Green an
2 to 3 feet, 10s. per dozen ; QUICK. 15 to 30
Further particulars upon application t<

Nursery, near Hereford.

To Gentlemen and Planters.—Surplus Stock.
ARGE Transplantnl EVKK' • l; I'KNs mmi ( nM FKlts,

1 from 4 to s fi "
'

"

600,000 ASH, from 2* to 4 I-:

One Million HAWTHORN
TREES, for Orchards; PYt!
in full boanng.

1 TRAINED FKUl
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FOR SEASON 1867.-NEW SEEDS in PACKETS, Post Free.

B. S. WILLIAMS,
VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.,

nAS PLEASURE IN OFFERING

THE FpLLOWING NEW KINDS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS.

The first two named are both valuable acquisitions. "WILLIAMS' MATCHLESS HED CELERY i

best, and the DIGSWELL PRIZE ENDITE has given gi-eat satisfaction this season.

The Orangefield Dwarf Prolific Tomato.
This variety was :i sport from the old Large Red

Tomato, selected and perpetuated by Mr. McLachlan,
gardener to J. B. Houston, Esq., Orangefield, near
Belfast, Ireland. After 4 years' cai-eful ti'ial it has been
proved to be undoubtedly the finest Tomato we possess.

Descriptios.—Very dwarf, but strong in habit ; never shows any
sign of being stunted or diseasdd; bearing a greater quantity of
fruit than has ever been seen on a Tomato. Is well adapted for

indoor culture in those parts where (through the humidity of the
climate) Tomatoes rarely come to perfection out of doors. It vriU

stand lorcrag without drawing, and any amount of culture will not
destroy its productiveneiis.

Williams' Alexandra Broccoli.

An excellent new variety, a truthful descri-ption of

which is subjoined. "We fully anticii)ate that this kind,
when tried, will take the leading place amongst the many
varieties of Broccoli now in existence.

Description.^^0 dimbta
Knight's Protcrtnic 1' hi
forming large >.. hd in i

i

crown) reiles abruptly and reveal, for the first t

white. As the finest of White iJroccolis it is without'a parallel ; and
for cold northerrv situations, owing to its constitutional hardihood, it

will be looked upon as a boon.
If sown at the latter end of April, it will come in for use the fii-st

week in ilay of the following year.

Price 29. 6(1. per Packet.

Williams' Matclileas Red Celery.
This variety still maintains its roputatimi. It is now universally

grown and evei^Tvhere approved of. New Seed, saved from the
original stock,

—

x, - , -n i *Price l*. per Packet.

Digswell Prize Endive.
A Green Curled variety very much superior to the old "Green

Curled.

"

Wherever this valuable Endive has been grown it has given the
greatest satisfaction. It is invaluable for its hardihood and good
hearting qualities. It is advised that plants for out-door winter use
be dibbled out in a light border early in September, the crowns
an inch below the surface, with light earth pressed to them. Seed
from original stock,

—

Price l6'. per Packet.

Malvern Hall Melon.
Scarlet flesh ; a valuable variety. This kind bas been

proved by the side of 30 of the best to be the earliest to

ripen and the freest in setting its fruit. The following

description of it by Mr. Edlington, head gardener to the

Earl of Sti-afi'ord, "Wrotham Park, in the Scottish Gardener,

conveys a very just idi n of
' '

'

"

" 1 have no hesitation ni

rriies. He writes

L- above Melon is second
'jp nirther. and

t,
' Tho Malvern Hall is most

deliclously flavoured, remarkably thin skinned, a very free setter,

and carlv. These properties, in my judgment, constitute a flrst-clat>8

Melon. The Malvern Hall is nicely ribbed and moderate in size :

those I grew this season averaged 2ilb.—a size I consider amply
large enough for ordinary desserts. Tboae who have not grown the
Malvfern Ilall I recommend to do so^ and those who have will, I

think, agree with my remarks."

Price Is. 6d. per Packet of 6 Seeds,

The following Seedsmen have obtained tbeir supply direct from here :

—

Messrs. Hogg & RobertsOD, Dublin
Hooper ft Co., Covent Garden, W.C.

„ Hurst & Son^ 6, Leadenhall Street, L
„ Roberts A Sons, J., Cenbigb
„ Sutton k Sons, Reading

Dreghorn & Aitken, Kilmarnock, N.B.
Fan-ell & Sons, Feargus, Dublin
Fisher, Holmes, & Co., Sheffield
Garaway & Co., Bristol
Hamilton & Wright, Croydon, S.

„ Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, S.W.
Mr. Barratt, Wakefield
„ Barratt, Bury St. Edmund's
„ Dean, Richard, Ealing

NOTICE TO FRUIT GROWERS.

To the Trade.
WINTER and SPi;lM --I- LOWERING PLANTS,—

Our stock of S..lt-wn.,fU'.| EUlCAs, KPACRIS, AZALEAS.
and New Holland Plants is extra Hnc tlila year, and being much
greater than we can house, we are selling at uuuiiuftlly low prices.
T. Jackson & Sow, Nui-sorlca, Kingston, Surrey (a<|)oinlng tho Rail-

way Station), S.W,

Forest Trees. &;c.

HENRY MINCHIN has the followmg to offer Cheap,
all Ti-ansplanted and well rooted ;—

SPKUCE FIR, from 2 to 4 feet 1 SCOTCH FIR, from 2 to 3 feet
LARCH FIR. from S to 6 feet | ASH, from 3 to 6 feet

PINOS AUSTRIACA,4to 6 It. Large Specimen and otherCONIFERS.

CEDRUS DEODARA.—Fine Plants for immediate
effe<;t, from 5 to 6, 7, and 10 feet high, safe to transplant, at

Some oxtra-sizcd specimens, 15 to 20 feet, at 'in. per
foot. Most of the plants offered Large Pot^. making their

I doubt.
Sons, The Nurseries, Bristol

,, , vu u .cvi,
I

BLACKl'flORN, IJ to 2 feet
SPRUCE, ^ to 3 feet

| „ 2 to 3 leet
John Perkins, Sen,, having an Immense stock of the above, will be

glad to give special quotations to any parties who contemplate
planting, on application to

52, Market Square, Northampton.

To the Trade.

J AS. GARAWAY and CO.
offer

Alder, lito2& 2 to 3 transplanted
I

Chestnut, Horse, 1 to 2 feet,

Ash, 1, 2, and 3-year Seedlings transplanted
A^h, transplanted, 2 to 3 feet Elm Wych, 1 to 2, 2 to 3, and
Aucuba japonica, berried 3 to 4 feet, transplanted
Beech, 1 and 2-year Seedlings Larch, extra fine, 1 to Ij, IJ to 2,

Birch, I to 2 feet, transplanted
I

2to 3, andS to 4ft., transplanted

FRUIT TREES.
Apples, very fine dwarf-trained I Peaches, very fine dwarf-trained

trained
Chemes, do., do.
Nectarines, do., do.

Jas. Garawav & •

and staudard-

and aU kinds of FollEST and ORNAMENTiVL TREES
SHRUBS, ROSES, FRUIT TREES, fine specimen ARAUCARIAS
and DEODARS, and large TREES for Park Planting, now in fine

i and prices, sent free on application to

LARCH, &c., at the Nursery of the late David A. Reid,
Park Attwood, Bewdley, Worcestershire :—LARCH, li to 2 feet.

10s. per 1000; 2 to 3 feet, 12k. per 1000 ; 2Jto3i feet, 1**;, P>Ji

.h, Steward, Park Attwood, n

CHAS. DALY AND SON, Colerain«, Ireland, will Sell

l-iF. Seedhng THORNS, at Is. M. per 1000; 1-yr. fine. 2t. per
1000: 2-yr. Transplanted, Qs. per 1000; 4-yr. do., lis. tid. per 1000.

COMMON LAUREL, 1 to 2 feet, 12s. 6d. per 1000 ; PORTUGAL do.,

twice Transplanted, 1 foot, 5s. per 100; CRAB STOCK, fit to work,
20«. per 1000; CHINESE ARBOR-VITjE,, 2 to 3 feet, IGs.jiei

IRISH TEWS. 1 to 2 feet. Transplanted, 10s. pe
TREES and SHRUBS Clieap.

All orders through Htrnsx & Son, Seed Merchants, London, to

FOREST

will be madejpayable, will prompt

T
6000 RED GUAPE and VICTORIA CURRANTS.
2000 Standard PEARS. 6 to 7 feet stems.

Prices and samples on application to William Cocbs, Old Nurseries,
DomngtoD, Spalding.

, J. HOUSE,
EASTGATE NURSERY, PETERBOROUGH,

IS NOW PREPARED TO SESD OCT

THE SEEDLING APPLE "LORD BURGHLEY,"
FOR WHICH HE WAS AWARDED

A FIRST CLASS CERTIFICATE AT THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, MARCH 21, 1865.

In the "Journal of Horticultui-e and Cottage Gardener" of March 28, 1865, the following Notice appears in
connection with the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society (Geo. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S., in the
chair :—" A seedlin^r Apple, of unusual excellence at this season of the year, -vras exhibited by Mr. House, of
Peterborough, and which has been named 'Lord Burghley.' It is of medium size, roundish, and slightly flattened

;

is somewhat bluntly angular on the side, and ridged on the apes, this being caused by the prominent termination of
the side angles. The skin, on the shaded side, is of a deep golden yellow, and on that next the sun of a deep clear
shining crimson. The whole surface is dotted over with large russet specks, like the Golden Reinette. The eye ia

somewhat closed, and set in a pretty deep basin, which is uneven in consequence of the angles which terminate
there. Stalk half an iuch to tm-ee quarters long, frequently a mere knob. Flesh yellowish, very tender, leaving
but little mark in the mouth, very juicy, sweet, and with a fcne Pine flavour and lich aroma. This delicious Apple is

now in perfection, and has the appearance as if it would keep for two months hence. Apart from its excellent
quality, it is highly urnamental, and has a tenderness of flesh and a flavour similar and equal to Cox's Orange
Pippin. It was awarded a First-class Certificate."

In the Gardeners' Chronicle of March 2-5, 1865;—*' A valuable hardy-looking seedling Apple, named 'Lord
Burghley,' from Mr. House, of Peterborough, to which a Certificate was awarded."

The following TESTIMONIALS have also been received by Mr. HorsE:—
Messrs. Uivebs & Co., Saflvbridgeioorth, Man-ch 16, 1S05.

-Tour Apple is remarkably handsome and sound, and on
t he finest dessert Apples known."

good flavoured."

Mr. Mathesoh, Goff'dtner at BuryhUy Sail, Sta/m/ard, March 24, 1

" Sir,—Your dessert Apple is the best I have ever seen."

Mr. Davie, Gardener at Orton Ball, April 7. 1866.
" Sir,—Tour Apple ' • ...

Id flavour."
Likably sound, handsome, and excellent

After the Testimonials from such eminent Fruit Growers as those enumerated, nothing more need be added
by J. H. to assure those who plant this Apple that they may anticipate the most satisfactory results.

Price of fine Maiden Trees, 6s. The usual allowance to the Trade.

The Stock being limited, the Price cannot ds reduced before the year 1868.

EASTGATE NURSERY, PETERBOROUGH.—December, 18GG.

4,000,000 1-yr. Larch
600,000 2-yr. Seedling do.
200,000 1-yr. Transplanted do.

1,500,000 2-yr. Scotcn Fir
500,000 1-yr. Transplanted do.
100,(iOO 2-yr. Transplanted do.

1,000,000 2-yr. Spruce Plr
400,000 3-yr. do.
200,000 1-yr. Pinus aufltriaca

200,000 1-yr. Pinus Lariclo
60,000 2-yr. Pinus Weymouth
100,000 2-yi-. Silver Fir
i^O.OOO 2-yr. Bahn of Gilead

2,000,000 l-yr. Alder
300,000 2-yr. Seedling do.
100,000 1-yr. Transplanted do.
400,000 1-yr. Svcamore
100,000 2-yr. do.

and

200,000 2-yr. EngUsh Oak
20,000 2-yr. Evergreen do.
100,000 2-yr. Beech
100,000 2-yi'. Horse Chestnut

1,500,000 2-yr. Elms
500,000 1-yr. Ash
100,000 3-yr. do.
60,000 1-yp. Spanish Haeel-
60,000 l-yr. Acacia
100,000 1-yr, Common Broom
70,000 1-yr. Scotch Laburnum
40,000 1-yr. Cyprus (uprightand

2-yr. American do.
4,000;000 1->T. Thorn Quick
100,000 1-yr. Laurel
30,000 2-yr. do.

Huntingdon Nurseries,

WOOD AND LNGKAll offer the following at extremely
moderate rates, according to the quantity taken:—

ASn, 2-yr. SeetUing, and in Drills, IJ to 2 feet.

BLACKTHORN, 1-yr., fine.

FIR. WHITE and BLACK AMERICAN,
6 to C feet,

FIK, BALM of GILEAD, U to 2, and 2 to ;

FIR. WEYlifOUTH PINE, a to 2*. 4 to 6, a:

HAZEL, li to 2, and 2 to 2* feet.

GORSE. 1-yr. Seedling.

, 3 to 4, 4 to 6, and

MAPLE. COMMON, l-yr. Seedling, !_ __.

JUNIPERS, 1\ to,3,3to3i,3i to 4, & 4 too feet; extra fine, and bushy.
OAKS, 2-yr. Sefidling, and drills, 2 to 3 and 3 to 4 feet.

OAKS, TURKEY, 2-yr. SeedUng, fine.

POPLAR, BLACK ITALIAN, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, 5 to 6, 6 to 7, & 8 to 10 ft

POPLAR, ONTARIO or AMERICAN, 2 to 3 and 12 to IG feet.

WHITE THORN QUICK, 3-yr. Seedling,
ARBORVIT^, AJVIERICAN, 1* to 3i feet.

ARBORVIT^ LOBBII, extra fine specuuens, 3 to 7 feet.

ARBORVIT^, SIBERIAN, 1 to IJ, li to 2, 2 to 2i, and 3 feet.

AUCUBA JAPONICA, extra fine hardy specimens, Ito li, l^to 2

2 to 2i and 3 feet.

BEECH, PURPLE and COPPER, 5to 6, and 6 to S feet.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIA.NA, very fine, 3 to 4, and 4 to 6 feet.

CUPRESSUS MACROCARPA. potted, 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

LAUREL, COMMON. 1 to li and 2 feet.

LAUREL, PORTUGAL, voryfine, 1 to 4 feet.

PLANE, ORIENTAL. 2 to 3, 4, and 5 feet; esti-o, 9 to 10 feet.

PLANE, OCCIDENTAL, 3 to 4, 5 to 6, 6 to 7, and 8 to 9 feet.

YUCCA RECUR VA. fine specimens, li to 2ifeet.

ROBINIA INEK.MIS,-ftne Standards, to 7 leet stems.
WILLOW, WEEPING, 6 to7 feeb, and fine Standards.

N.E. CATALOGUES sent IVee on application.
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The Earliest Pea Grown is

CARPENTEirs KXPUESS, Ratlinod on the 7tli May,

(see TostlmouUlM, lUts.iiLiEsr date on ntcoi.D, price 3». per

quart. Tbe usual discount to the Trade.

Edward Carpenter. Seed Mercliant and Grower, Brighton and

Sussex Seed Warehouse, 06, .St. James's Street, Brighton.

POYNTER'S EARLIEST and BEST PEA, the

hardio.* and earliest out, price only Is. 3d. per quart. .See

Advertisement, p. 1180 of this week's Oardeiurs' Clirontcle.

To be obtained Retail in London of Messrs. Jas. Veltch & Sons,

Ciiolsea, S.W. ; and Mi-. B. S Williams, Uolioway, N.
;
"M

through any Seedsman, in one quart packages only, with iraae

Mark. the Crown and Koyal Oak, and blue label. None othergoniumi.

RoBtBT H. PovNTEit, Seedsman, Jfcc, Taunton, Somerset.

c
To Market Gardeners and Others.

AUB.AGE rLANTS.-K;<,4 ILnn. Knr,rl,i Nonpareil,

imrranted. Ali grown by

Richard Walkeh, Market Gardener and Seed-grower, Biggies-

SUPERB NEW LATE GRAPE-MRS. PINCE'S BLACK MUSCAT.

lucombeT^ince, & CO.
Beg leave to cull the attention of the Puhlic to this exceedingly tine and highly valuable GEAPE,which may now

be seen in gieat perfection at their Nuraerj-. It has been awarded a First-class Certificate by the Koyal Horticultural
Society of London, and elicited the praises of numerous eminent Horticulturists. It is esseniialhj a late Grape,
possessing high Muscat flavour. It will keep in perfection until April.

Undoubtedly the eery best late &rapc, with true Muscat ftaeour.

VINES will be ready to send out in August, 1867, at the following prices ;

—

Strong Canes, £1 Is. each ; Fruiting, £2 2s. each ; Extra strong Fruiting, £3 3s. each.

I^ Orders will be exeeutcd in strict rotation as rceeiecd.

Copies of the numerous Testimonials now in their possession will be forwarded upon application.

EXETER NURSERY, EXETER.

CLEARING OFF

SUEPLUS STOCK OF IMPORTED DUTCH BULBS.
THEY ARE IN FINE CONDITION.

20 PER CENT. LESS THAN CATALOGUE PRICE.

CATALOGUE ON AFPLICATION.

HYACINTHS, Mixed Border, Paxton Bedding, Pompon, fine Named Varieties for Indoor Decoration.

NARCISSUS, Garden Varieties.

TULIPS, MLxed Early Single, Paxton Bedding do., fine Named Varieties for Indoor Decor.ition.

TULIPS, Mixed Early Double, fine Bedding do.. Late and Parrot Varieties.

CROCUS, Striped, Golden Yellow, Cloth of Silver, Scotch, Versicolor, and Mixed.

CROCUS, New Seedling Varieties, such as Albion, Albertiiie, La Majestucuse, Mont Blanc, Ne plus Ultra, Prince
Albert, Queen Victoria, Sir Walter Scott, Sulphureus, New Golden Yellow, Vulcan, and Mixed.

SINGLE SNOWDROPS I IXIAS I TRITONIAS | CROWN IMPERIALS
BULBOCODIUM VEKNUM | SPARAXIS | BABLANAS SCILLAS.

Gem Plant Case.

Best Variety of VIOLA CORNUTA, Is. and 2s. 6d. per packet.

Imported LILY of the VALLEY, fine large clumps for Winter Blooming, Is. 6rf., or 1'2 for 17s.

BARR AND SUGDEN,
12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.

UNDER THE PATRONAGE OF HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN,
AND MOST OF THE NOBILITY AND LANDED PROPRIETORS THROUGHOUT BRITAIN.

FEANCIS & AETHUE DICKSON & SONS,
THE OLD ESTABLISHED SEED WAREHOUSE,

106, EASTGATE STREET, and the "UPTON" NURSERIES, CHESTER.

THE BEST EARLY PEA IN CULTIVATION—DICKSON'S ' FIRST & BEST."

FRANCIS AND ARTHUR DICKSON and SONS are gratified to find that this Pea has again this Season (1866) given universal satisfaction, and is pronounced by the

most experienced Gardeners in Britain, and other competent Judges (confirmed also by their own repeated trials against all the Eariy Peas of the day), to be the very

best FIRST EARLY PEA ever offered for general good quaiities, viz., Eakliness, Productiveness, and Succession of Crop.

Retail Price, Is. 6d. per Q,uart. frice to the Trade on application.

The following TESTIMONIALS, which have been received with many others of an eouallv satisfactory nature, will sufficiently establish its claim to be considered the
"FIRST & BEST" EARLY PEA:—

From Mr. Gi:orge Edwards, Gardener to the Hon. E. Coke.

tive'oZo'od«^,o",^?a'S''^"'^"^''' ''.";!"= '» ""y' .arlierthan C»mel'o'RoSi\'iS5''Sj,'dV.tive, or good flavour, and in every respect a first-clasa Early Pea."
* yui aw

,
ver^ prouuc-

From Mr. J. Gardner, Gardener to the Hon. E. S. P. Jehvis.

From E. C. Walker, Esq

gathered a good di
June 24. •

the table.

"Lead Works, Cli eater.

a good bearer, and Bxcellent

From Mr. W. Hill, Gardener to R. SneiO), Esq.

I linve great pleasure in reporting fflv^.,r.Ki.. „.• ...„ ,.
" ^eelo Hall. Staffqrdshi

lay (llurch 17) a

proved earlier by

From Mr. James Turner, Gardener to Basil Fitzherbeut, Esq.

"Swvnnerton Park, Staffordshire,

mch pleaasd with your ' First and Best 'Early Pea. _ It was sown here od the same day, and

Sangster'a No. 1.

vouT is excellebt

From Mr. "William Brown, Gardener to W. S. Dugdale, Esq.

"Merovale Hall, Warwickshire.
" Your Early Pea came into bearinK ten days before Sangster'a No. L It appears to be the best Early

Pea that we have. It is an excellent kind for forcing In pots, or for orchard-home culture.

From Mr. William Landon, Gardener to A. R. B. Knight, Esq.
" Downton Castle, Herefordshire. ^

" I beg to state that your Early Pea has proved itself to be a great acquisition as regards earlir

;?^^^i^i^]gSSH£l!Si^:FH^^
3 prolific as yoiirs."

B days than e

i From Mr. Wm. Whitaker, Gardener to thi Right Hon. Lord Crewe.
Ire "Crewe HatI, Cheshire.

'D, '* I can bear my testimony to the earlinose, good flavour, and productiveness ot your new Early Pea,

3tt ! which I consider to bo the very earliest and best Pea for a first crop. It came into bearmg ten days
' before Sangster's No. 1. Your Pea is much superior to DiUistone's in every respect."

Messrs. Ilurst & Son

e "FIRST and BEST" EARLY PEA. can be had True from the following SEEDSMEN, who have already ordered a supply direct

:

I. Simon Loula Frdres, Metz, FranceCo'iplrVMn'rS.^S iSft; S"„' !& I

Messr.,. Dicfeon t Tumb^l. Perth, N.B. , ^...„. o.,™. .„.,. .,„.., ^..^ -

J. 4 C. Lee. Hammersmilh, London w I
" fl"'" *So_n,^Erfiirt. Prussia _ |

Mr. Thos. Cliarnios, Hizh Street, Exi
Dlcksons & Brown. 43, Con oration Strae'
Fisher, Holmes, i Co.. SheffleW
Hoge S Robertson. Mary Street, Dublin
Domile Laird, k Lning, Edinburgn
Sutton & Sons, Heading P. S. Robertson & Co!, Edinburgh

'

P. Tellard, Paris, France
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TO THE TRADE

CARTEE'S
NEW AND CHOICE VEGETABLES

FOR 1867.

LAXTON'S PROLIFIC EARLY LONG-POD PEA.
We have much pleasure in introducing this valiuible variety, raised hy Thomas Laxton, Esii., Stamford, to the

notice of the Trade. Some pods (in a green state) wero exhibited by us at Mark Lane in Juno, 1865, averaging

11 and 12 Peas in a pod, and they were pronounced by several eminent members of the London Seed Trade to bo an

exceedingly fino variety. For a second Early Pea, and a Pea for early sowing in autumn, there is no Pea of ^

similar class in cultivation to equal it, and we feel every confidence that it will be in general cultivation in a very

few years. The Pea has the same habit and character as " Dickson's Favourite " and " Auvergne," excepting that

the pods are nearly double the size of these varieties.

The additional Testimonials received by us during the past summer fully corroborate our own opinion as to

its being a "First-class Pea."

Extract front "Journal of HoRTicuLTURt:," SeptembfT 4, 18M.
" In February last 1 purchtied a quart nf Laxton's Prolific Fean,

sent out by Messrs. Carter. With me I find it is a very good second
early variety, certainly much larger in the pod than the other Peas
of its class

; quite equal to them in flavour, and ripening about the
samo time. I have now growing three rows, 12 yards in length, and
each row is loaded with fine largo pods. I intend to cultivate this
variety largely uext seafion."—W. Woollet, Bunbury, September, 1860.

From Mr. H. Mat, The Hope Nurseries, Bedalf, rorkahirc.
A-n^uiil23. 1866.

" I observe a person styling himself 'Amateur,' in the Journal
of HorticuUi'rc, speaking disparagingly of yoar Pea, Laston's Prolific.

n, in sealed packets, ahd have
"

mse, lot *"

others must be who look for improveme:
Pea or plant.
" Hod Messrs. Carter announced it as such they could hardly have

been liable to a charge of deception ; but they havemtheir description
of It. I thmk. been singularly moderate and faithful.
" My object, however, in troublintc you is to explain what I believe

to be the origin ol the three so-called varieties in the seed alluded
to by An Amateur.' The variety in question is the result of a cross
between 'Beck's Pnzetaker' (true), and • Sangster's No. 1 ;' and
although the appearance of the seed, aa evinced in my own sample,
would lead one to suppose there wert three varieties, yet the
produce in the growing state will show but one character, with
very slight variations, and this is not the only Pea which exhibits
such a tendency. 'Dickson's Favourite'' h-Ts been likened by high
authority to the v.ariety in question, and has probably originatedfv«™ „..„==..,„ ,^„ D , .

-=~|jia,,. clais._ Dickson's partakos of a
tho growing

ft-om crossing two Peas of s

combat the opinions expressed in letters from 'An Amateur' and ' Psf

the appearances alluded to."—Thomas Laxton.

• This
' distinct ii

"Laxton's Prolific Early Long-pod" is
seed and growth from " Dickeou's Favourite/" and all

In Sealed Quarts and Pints.

New Tom Thumb Peas.
THE PEABODY,—A very dwarf proliflo branching late variety,

of Tom Thumb habit ; height 16 inches
;
good flavour, and very

productive. "The Peabody" is a later variety than the Dwarf
Waterloo, to which it forms a good succession. Offered for the first

time in sealed packets.

"DWARF" WATERLOO LATE BRANCHING MARROW._A
dwarf variety of tall Royal Victoria or Waterloo Marrow, of Tom
Thumb habit; height, 16 Inches; the most valuable dwarf Pea for

general and lato cropping ever offered ; very dwarf, good flavour, and
very productive. Offered for tho first time in sealed packets.

Carter's Summer Broccoli.
A new variety, with enormous close white heads, having the

desirable merit of being fully a fortnight later than Carter's

Champion (from which it was selected, and which has hitherto

been considered the latest variety in cultivation). Carter's Summer
Broccoli may be had fit for use in June, thus filling up tho gap
which formerly existed between Broccolis and Cauliflowers. The
seed of this variety is distinct from all other sorts,

lu sealed packets.

Sims's Mammoth Tomato.
Mammoth variety of the Cherry Tomato, very cirly, of extremely

robust habit ; requiring little support ; fruit very large and smooth,

in Grape-Uke bunches, averaging from 4 to 20 fruits. This variety

was raised by Mr. Sims. Gardener to — Weddowson, Esq., Dulwich

Common, and is much recommended.

In sealed packet^.

New Potato, The Ash-top Fluke.
A hybridized Seedling from the Ash-leaf and the Fluke Potato

raised by a Bedfordshire gardener, who hns grown it for 5 years. The

stock was purchased by J. C. & Co. in 18G5, and grown by them last

season at their St. Osyth Seed Farm, where they have thoroughly

proved its excellent qualities.

The Raiser correctly desoribea The Ash-top Fluke as follows :—" I

can recommend it with perfect confidence as a second early Potato

—considerably earlier than the ordinary Fluke Potato—with hand-

some tubers ; It is a good keeper, and when boiled is very mealy and

of most excellent flavour. I have grown this Potato for tho last

6 years, and during that time I have shown it against all the leading

sorts and It was always considered to be the best."

A nurseryman in the neighbourhood where The Ash-top Fluke

was raised describes it as " a genuine Seedling Potato, selected trom

a batch of Seedlings sown in 1800, and grown on since then by the

Raiser. It comes on directly after the Ash-lcaf, is agoodcioppcr

for tho garden, but does not produce like coarse field sorts ; it is in

good condition up to the end of January or middle of February. I

have seen the Potato several times at a Cottage Show and admired

it much ; you may depend upon what the KaiKer says about it, as I

have known him for years."

W
Surplus Importod Bull)s.-See
K AND SUGDEN'l

Hyacinths and other Dutch Bulba.
M. CUTIICMI
nimiui 011.1 ralrnii.

ipniiient of Cliolco In A
riUCKD DESCRII'I

SON Ihu to acquaint their
rycolvod tliolr UHual Coii-
<. CR0CC.SK3, 4o.
''. post fVet: ou aiiplicatlon.

v^;

B.

f all klndti of Violet Planta

1 Heath, Surrey. S.

New General Plant Catalogue.
1. WILLIAMS' NKW I'LANT CATALOGUE,
containing many reallv good Novelties, and carefully selected

LISTS of .STOVE. GREENliOUSE. and HARDY PLANTS,
now ready and will be forwardet" post free to all applicants.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Holloway, London,

British Fern Catalogue.
ROBERT SIM can now send, pnst free for six postage

stamps, Part I. (British Ferns and their variotiee, 36 pages.
incUulinir prices of Hardy Exotic Ferns) of his NEW and PRICED
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS,
No^ 7.

'h Cray Nursery, S.E., a mile from ,

e of South Eastern Railway.

Wholesale Catalogue of Nursery Stock.
i^EORGE JACKMAN and SON'S PRICED and
V_J DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for IRUB and spring 1887, can
be had free on application, comprising Fniit Trees, Roses. American
Plants, Conifers, Clematises, Evergreen and Decidioii-i Trees and
Shrubs, and transplanted Forest Trees, Ac, &c.

Woking Nursery, Surrey.

c
RoseB.

HAELES VERDIER Fils (ex-Partner in and
o tho Into Firm of Vktou VEUDiKn P(to, and Cn.
s'lHMhw.^, l.>. Rue Duni6ril, Puris, bogs to inform

puWislied hts NEW

1Jii«lis.—K.xtra tini' Standards, at from 15,«. to \8s.
^ per dozen ; lOOs. per 100.

Do. Dwarf, extra fine, at from Os. to 12s. per doz. ; G3s. to 81s. per 100.

Do. New Sorts of IfiOfi. at 24.S. per dozen.
DESCRIPTIVE LIST on application.

RirFi.vHD Smith, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

LUlum lancifoUum.
aUTTON AND SONS have rcocivcd several varieties ofO the above splendid LILY in floe condition.
For descriptions and iiriocs of each see SDTTON'S ADTtIMN

CATALOGUE, which may be bad gratis and post free on application.
Sdtton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establisbment.Readin!:.

Eiit ®arlreners;'©hrontcle*
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1866.

of the ahore to the Trade on appHcnfm

Seed Mcrchtuits and Nurserymen have ah'cady ordered a supply dircit from

our Establishment :—
Methven, Thomas, Prince's Street, Edinburgh
Morris-s Mr. P., Philadelphia, U.S.A.
Wewton, W. C, 12, Beaumont Placo, Bristol
Nutting k Sons, Barbican. E.C.
Palmer, J.. Market Cross, Walea
Plowman. James T., Mallow
Pontey, Mrs, Plymouth
Porter, R., Seertsman, Oswestry
Rose. George, Bamsley
Sang k Sons, £., Kirkcaldy
Saunders, W.. Seedsman, Ac, Aber,ffa''enny
Shaw Jno., 29, Oxford Sweet, Mancheator
Small, Francis. Glasgow
Smith & Simons, Buchanan Street, Glasgow
Sutton i Sons, Reading
Thomas, W Exchange Street, Wolvorliampton
Thornton & Sons, James, Union Street. Glasgow
Thorburu & Co., Now York, U.S A.
Troughton, H., Fishergate, Preston
Turner, C , Royal Nursery, Slough
Walte, Bumell, &, Co., 181, High Holborn. LonUi-c. W.C.
Wabhbum & Co., Boston. U.S.A.
Watkinsf>n, Henry. Market Place, Manchester
White, Gooi-ge, Moss Street, Paisl

Dickson & Sons, F. k A., 106, Eattgate Street, Che;
Dickson k Sons, James. 102, Eastgate Street, Chehter
Dods, W., Haddington
Dreghorn & Aitken, Kilmarnock
Drummond Brothere. George Strett, Edinburgh
Edmondson Brfithers, Dame Street. Dublin
Fowler & Co., Argyle Street. Glasgow
Godwin, F. G., Norfolk Market Hall, Sheffield
Havwtiod, Jamts, Tealby, near Market Rasen
Hume, W P., Exotic Nurtery, Gloucester
Hurst k Son. 6, Leadenhall Street. E.C.
Jenkinson, M , Higherlands, Newcastlo-under-Ljno
Jones, Em&, 13. Market Place, Wrexham. N.W.
Juhlke & Co., Ferdinand, Erfurt
Lawson & Son, Peter, "iS, King Street, Cheapside ; and Edinburgh
Low, F. C., Drapery. Northampton
Mackintosh, K. T.. Melbourne Place, Edinbu.gh
Marshall, James, Montrose, N.B.
May, Saniuel, Wade Lane, Leeds
Mellor, Matthew, Bad Haye Garden, Leek

Vlek, James, Rochester, U.S.X

JAMES CARTER and CO., 237 and 238, HIGH HO^pBORN, LONDON, W.C.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING "WEEK.

T^«,. 1^/ Royal Horticultural (Weekly Show), at^" "i South Kensinrton

There is so much justice in the remarks of our
confrere M. CAERr&EE as to the nature of what
botanists are pleased to call Species, that we lay

the substance of some of his recent observations

on this knotty point before our readers for their

consideration. Species, says (in substance—^we

do not here quote ipsissima verba) the Editor of

the " Revue Horticole," are a contrivance of

human ingenuity, individuals and not species

having been the work of the Creator.

Alluding, then, to the way in which so-

called species are made by naturalists, good,

bad, or indifferent, according to the degree

of sagacity and research of their authors,

or, to the excellence of the material at

their disposal, M. CARRliJRE puts an imaginary

case of plant derived say from China, and
supposed to be a new or undescribed form.

Finding no trace of the plant either in hooka or

herbaria, the botanist describes it carefully, puts

it into what ho considers to bo its proper position

in the arrangement he adopts, gives it a

name, and thus launches the supposed novelty

into the sea of botanical literature. But

the individuals examined so carefully are

frequently very imperfect, or they may be

more local variations from some other

form, known or imknown. When it is

remembered how wonderful is the vari;ition

that frequently manifests itself among seedlings

derived from the same source, it must be

admitted that species making is rather hazardous

employment. What, asks M. Caerieke, would

happen if seedling varieties of our supposed new
plant could be sent to some Chinese botanist ?

Would he not, provided he were ignorant

of their source, pronounce them to be new-

species i* Could he be blamed if he did so?

Assuming the correctness of this, we perfectly

coincide with M. CAERlfeEE, that naturalists

would do well more fully to realise that they .are

not so much species-makers as uomeuclators

;

that they .att.ach names to forms, often upon_

very insufficient grounds, upon the basis of

characteristics (characters as a botanist would

say) which arc really not characteristic, but

fleeting, trivial, mutable, mere accidents, so to

speak, pertaining to the individual, and not to

any aggregate of individuals as a whole. Turning

to some practical illustrations of M. CaebiJike's
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views, wo find that he considers that Acer

Opalus, A. opulifolium, andA. polymorphum are

merely forms of A. monspessulanum, and this

again he considers to be probably a Tariety of

A. creticum. M. CAKRiiRE also considers

Cytisus alpinus to be merely a variety of

0. Labm-mim, as seedlings fi-om the former

always produce a certain number of forms refer-

able 'to the Laburnum type. Indeed, in some

seasons, the seeds, though carefully selected,

produce C. alpinus, while at another time

they yield C. Labiu-num. Hybridisation, says

M. CAKRifeRE, is all but impossible m this case,

fi-om the peculiar structure of the flowers.

Baaing his inferences on similar premises, our

ingenious confrere refers all the true Mulberries

to one and the same type.

Now all this may be true, but it would be

undesirable for scientific purposes, stiU more so

for hoi-ticultural or commercial objects, to lose

.sight of these forms, and to swamp them all under

one common designation. Names they must

have, but they should be names about which

there should be no mistake, such as should not

mislead the student, nor beguile unwary

purchasers—names expressive of the reputed

degree or quality of the form to which they ai-e

applied ; and if Latin words must be used for

international convenience, then, as it will be

otherwise often impossible to avoid the confusion

created by the similarity of scientific with

garden or commercial nomenclatirre, we can only

repeat the suggestion to add the word " Hort."

after the name of the plant, to indicate its degree,

a plan long since partially adopted in technical

books, but capable of much more extensive

application.

A Correspondent puts before us the follow

ing inquii'y concerning the Planting of

CnURClIYAEDS :
—

" We have lately, at a considerable exiiense, esta-

blished a cemetery in our parish. We are anxious to

keep the churchyard (which is very extensive, and now
pcrniMently closed) in excellent order. We are

widening the paths, removing the old iron rails round
monuments, and levelling where possible, at the same
time paying every respect to the feelings of the

parishioners. Now. with regard to planting, what do

you recommend ? We are rather against flowers, but
in favour of Cypress, Deodars, Berberis, &c., but a

few hints from experience would be thankfully

received."

It seldoms falls to the lot of even great men to

have such important duties assigned to them as

the planting and beautifying of a fine old church-

yard. The old sepulchi-al Yews have held their

own in our churchyards for hundreds of years

against all comers, and as we venerate the trees,

we unconsciously honour the planter who had
the generosity and the forethought to do us such
signal service.

As we have no other guide than the above
somewhat meagi'e outline of what is roquii'ed, we
will proceed as if the venerable edifice were before

us, ranuing east and west, and as if the western
door were in the centre of the churchyard, so that

a walk, running north and south, would be the

gi'and promenade. The north entrance would,
therefore, be the point fi'om which the best effect

is to be produced. Be the other paths as they may,
this one should be the midrib, and should take

the church with its sm-roundings on one side, and
on the other side the effect should be that of an
amphitheatre, and not that of an avenue, avoid-

ing that egregious blunder we see everywhere of

planting tall-gi-owing and wide-spreading ti-ees

near buildings, which in time they must buiy
beneath their shade. The outline of the ground
only should be planted with the largest trees,

and the furniture of the general platform should
bo made up of two kinds—the bushes or tufts, and
the starers or more ornamental plants.

The Deodar (Tree of God) can hardly bo
excluded from the post of honour when we
come to consecrated ground, although it is a
large-growing tree, and may eventually cumber
a good deal of ground. At the extreme points,

therefore, near to the wall of the churchyard, lot

these be planted at not less than a chain length
(HO feet) apart. The Cedar of Lebanon is, but for

the name, a better chm-chyard tree than the
Deodar ; its dignity and bearing when old are
beyond aU praise, and we should plant or rather
scatter three or four through the open spaces.
The planting of a churchyard should not make
it a wood, or even a shrubbery ; for although the
tombs should be shaded like a good pictm-e, still

the " summer sun should shine sweetl}' on the
graves." Then comes the Yew—and when we
speak of the Yew, we mean the English,

and not the garden Yew—for there ;is a groat

deal in a name. In the days of the Bowiers

(Bowmakers) and Fletchers (Arrowmakers),

Yew tree was war material. The triumphant

enti-y into the Holy City was celebrated annually

on Palm Sunday by the distribution of small twigs

of Y'ew and Willow ; and the honoui-ed dead were

borne thi-ough the Lych Gate, and under the

churchyard Yew trees to their last resting place.

The Yew has therefore prescriptive rights and

important claims to our regard, for it gave the

palm to gladness, a brand to warfare, and

a canopy to death. It is extremely suitable

for the present pui-pose, being a tree of small

size and of evergreen habit, very long lived, and

hardy iu the highest degree, bearing the most

inclement weather without flinching. It has

moreover been pruned, clipped, and mutilated

perhaps more than any other tree. In the tier

next to the Cedars the ground should be well

studded with English Yew trees. The tree

commonly called Iiish Yew is specially excluded

:

it is all too stifi' and club-shaped. Next comes

the Juniper family (not Cypress) ; they are

to bo had of all sizes, from the mere
dot up to th.at of a small flame-shaped

ti'ee, and the creeping and dwarf bushy
kinds are invaluable for covering the

ground like some thick carpet. The creeping

Cotoneastcrs will hang over banks handsomely

;

and the blue and gold of the Periwinkle and
St. John's Wort may be used for the same
piu-pose for the sake of variety. All herbaceous

plants, and whatever is not of the natui-e of

pei-manent planting, should be excluded. Tufts

of Box may dot the gi'ound ; and this being a

very slow-gi'owing plant, and inconspicuous,

might occupy waste spaces profitably near the

eye

the water whose temperature is from 52° to fiO', but
the highest temperature in which they ai-e met with is

9.3'. Tney are monocellular in the hottest, filamentous
iu the coolest waters.

Those who are desirous of availing themselves
of the ExiMiNATiONS of the Eoyal Horticidtural
Society are reminded that Tuesday, the lltli inst., is

the last day for giving notice of their intention to.

present themselves for examination on this occasion.
The examinations are to commence on the 18th.

We may again mention that the site of the late
International Horticultural Show, being about to be
levelled, the Tuef used for covering the banks must
be at once removed. The turf itself is in capital
condition, the Grass having been cut several times
during the summer. Mr. Gibson will give any
information required respecting it.

—— We learn that the Royal Horticultural Society
propose to give a Cup at the ensuing Show at Bury,
and it is further proposed that the award for the Cup
iu question shall be made by the " Ladies of Bury."

A gaedener's dream.
{CmidmUiifmnip. 111.1.)

The Angler vanished, andwas followed bya succession
of tableaux vivants, representations of our sports,
pastimes, and recreations. The gentleman rider, pale
from training, and excitement too, but cool and brave
as Curtius, came down at .speed to the broad, sullen
water, and cleared it, while a thousand cheered. The
gentleman " whip " sat upon his dark handsome drag,
driving with a quiet and graceful ease his high-bred
four-in-hand. Cricketers, rejoicing in youth and healti,
lithe of limb and sprinpr as deer, made magnifioent
hits to square leg for six, and' ran with the speed of
Fortunio's Lightfoot to achieve the distant catch. The
yachtsman, all sails set, steered past the winning buoy,
and great guns boomed his victory. The oarsman
pulled his long, steady stroke, and his eye flashed with
a righteous pride, as the men of his university, or the
boys of his school, were shouting his well-won praise.

_ „ The tennis-player stood, racket m hand, watching the

The "main' ornam'ental features "shoidd '^be 1'^'! ^ '' cijme bounding from "the service-side," fore.-

got from the double-flowered English Gorse,

and the Eose family ; the Gorse to be so scattered

in .small groups as to produce in its season the
" gold " amid the " green." When the Gflrse is

not in flower it is always neat, and wears no
varnish on its foliage like the Holly and the

Berberry ; it is therefore easily kept in har-

mony with the small leaves of the C'ed.ar, the

Juniper, and the Yew. About three paii's of

L.aburuums might be planted, and weeping
trees might be introduced at discretion, as

space would admit, the Weeping Elm being by
far the most appropriate. We should plant a

grafted Elm tree (the Chichester Ebn) between
each Cedar, on the outline, as it is a time-

honoured practice to h.ave these tall Elms in

churchyards. The Ayrshire Eose will be found
useful to run up against walls to any height, or

to cover disagreeables, being a spiny shrub of

rapid gi-owth. Other Eoses on stems, never to be
cut back till they get as large as haycocks, may
be planted here and there in open spots. The Eose
harmonises with other shades of colour, and the

gi-ound strewn with Eose leaves, whilst some
blossoms are still perfect and some in bud, wiU
be so well suited to the place and to its asso-

ciations as to bear us harmless against the charge
of excess of love in recommending the intro-

duction of the Queen of Flowers.

M. Beongniakt has recently laid before the
French Academy, in the name of M. Arthur Gbis,
an account of a series of researches on the Develop-
ment and Resoeption of Amylaceous matter,
contained in the tissues of trees. His conclusions are
that the nutritive substances occupy the amyliferous
tissues of the trunk of trees during the greater part of
the year ; and that the time during which the tissues
.are deprived of it is of short duration, and ought to be
counted

_
not by months but by days. The starch

secreted in summer seems to remain unchanged during
the ripening of the fruits. There are only two great
movements of the nutritive matters in the interior
of the trunk of trees : the genesis of these matte's in
summer, and their resorption in spring. In studying
this important phenomenon more closely, M. Geis has
observed that the resorption of the amylaceous matter
was at its height during the development of the leaves

;

that it also accompanied the development of the flowers
in those trees where the flower precedes the leaf, as in
the Almond, the Plum, the Apple, &o., though then
less .abundant and less deep, inasmuch as it did not
extend to the older tissues ; but that it did not occur at
all during the development of the fruits. These facts
are, he observes, easy of explanation, for it is well
known that during the development of the leaves and
flowers, the respiration of the plant, which absorbs
carbon and exhales oxygen, is very active.

The plantations of Majorca Island, .says Les
Monies, have given this year an abundance of Cotton
of better quality than the most excellent Cottons of
America.

Professor Bkewer states that plants of the
lower order grow well in the hot salt-springs or
Getsebs of California. They are more abundant in

seeing all its varied course, calmly waiting its final faU,

sending it like a bullet into the Dedans (friends will be
pleased to accept this intimation, and to duck their
heads if they want their eyesight), and so winning the
set. Archers, with yew bows, and archeresses, with
beaux yeux, were fiUed with the " sacra auri fames,"
a,nd yearned to hit the gold. The billiard-player,_ a
little over-perfumed by stale tobacco aud gas, but with
a marvellous eyesight and power of cue, screwed in
from spot, and played from half a dozen cushions, or
with " no end of side," his clever cannon-game. The
skater glided on the frozen lake, at ease and happy on
a single leg, as the still heron on its distant shore.
Bowls slowly travelled towards the "jack" along the
level sward, while solemn faces, smoking long pipes of
clay, watehed the insipid, though once royal game.
Croquet-players, with smiles too thin to veil tlie scowls
beneath, and with tones which said, " I assure you,
darling," but which meant, "Oh you horrid cheat!"
placed lovely boots upon the boxwood ball, and routed
the flying foe. Skittles fell with a dull, rumbling
sound

;
quoits rang upon the iron " hob;" single-sticks

resounded like the brattling horns of deer; and every
sport, amusement, recreation, game, went on in full

force before me.
Not one of them fulfilled my heart's desire ; and yet

I was interested in them all (barring the bowls),
e.xperienced in most, and expert in some. Horses have
I loved fondly ever since a subtle groom slipped noise-

lessly from his seat behind me ; and, fear giving way to
pride, I cantered in alone to my applauding friends, as

Gladiatcur won the Derby. Guns I have held since, a
mere child, I stole away to neighbouring corn fields,

making. friends with a youthful "bird-tenter," who
loaded a long single birrel with the bowl

_
of a broken

pipe, and who taught me, after many twitchings and
bhnkings, to bring down the sedentary " spink." All
English sports and games I have loved and love, and yet
they satisfied not my present need. " Give me," I cried,

"something more continuous than these—something
which may occupy the thoughts, aud employ the
actions of my leisure, not in summer only, as cricket,

nor iu winter only, as the chase, but alike in every
season of the year; and, more than this, through all

the different phases of my life—youth, manhood, and
old age."

Whereupon, and as in a dissolving view, the whole
scene faded from my sight, and in its place appeared
before me the semblance of a man. He wore a loose

picturesque costume of velvet, and had a pleasant,

handsome, intellectual presence, despite a superfluity of

hair, which showed that the proprietor was not enrolled
in Mr. Truefitt's " Toilette Club." " Essay," he siid,
" some nobler exercise, worthier the mind of man.
Try painting,—try 'the artwhich baffles Time's tyrannic
sway,' which lives exultingly in a glorious world of its

own, which, lodging in an attic, and looking out on a
London fog, can surround itself with the magnificence
of a palace, and the scenery of an Italian lake. Or
try music—music, which evokes the heroism, exalts the
piety, and soothes the sorrows of mankind."

" Alas ! " I replied, " I have tried, and failed ; and
you might aswell essay to teach a boot-jack chemistry,

or listen for a symphony from your garden rollerj as

tell a man to be an artist. Art is not precisely what
the old lady thought it was, when she asked the .son of

Canova ' whether he meant to carry on his father's

business?' It is indigenous to the soil in which it

grows, and there only can it be seen in its perfection,

toil may transplant, and by incessant care yon may
obtain a" similitude ; but there will ever be the same

'

ad difference which exists between two plants of
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Coleus Verscbaffeltii—the one in ;i stoic, (lie ntlicr in
acold clay soil; or between a goklmi r:i-lr, li-inL; fnnu
his aerie, like a kint; from his thinn,., Huh •, sohnni
grace and beauty, and the same liinl, licuil-hioki-u,
diseased, and draanled in a cage. I\o. friend, earnestly
as I adiuire and love the arts, I am not to be an artist.

When I had progressed as far as ' Home, sweet home'
on the Ilute, I felt that I had climbed my height ; and
^as a painter, my career was stayed by an incapacity,
stubborn and chronic, to prevent the distant objects of
my landscape from advancing boldly in a line and
occupying the riitirc f'Toground."
He favduivd iiic u iili u smile, half pity, half disgust,

as though 1 m-rr (iiii> (.r (hose unhappy cripples whom
one meets somftimfs, strapped to a board upon castors,
and propelling themselves along our pavements; and
then he was gone.
Then came, last scene of all to end this strange, and

to me eventful history, the final ghost ; and I felt a
presentiment, nay, a conviction, as he took the chair
opposite to mine, and filled the large white bowl of his
pipe, that he possessed the power to dispel ray doubts,
and to reveal the object for which my spirit yearned.
He gave me that assuring smile which one sometimes
sees upon a partner's face, when, wanting the odd trick
to win a rubber, and having realised six, he holds the
last trump card in his hand. The smile lit up a face
which you could not mi.sti-ust, frank and truthful,
" fresh as English air could make it," and bright with
the afterglow of sixty summers. He was tall, erect,
and active, and though Time's snow lay on his broad
Ijrow, his winter days were those of a merry Christmas,
when the air is pure and bracing, and the heart full of
love; and hope. He took a few preliminary pufls to
test t)he quality of my Latakia, and then addressed me
thus :—" i^ou probably possess among your paternal
pictures the portrait of a gentleman, looking for his
spectacles, with the object of his search on the top of
his forehead ; at all events, you are his true ti»sni»n,
and the family likeness is very mterestiflg. Permit me
to sii-jr',i ;,ii :i,I,i:i;,,i, i„ il,r L'allcry—youjself wlth a
''!'•"'" "'

- ":';' I - zing, heads up, over
ihstiiii ',1

! >
. ;v close to yoiu' feet.

lull shoiil.l ],: I
;],. -',!, uur ul' the most Charming

ever told, of the I'renuli guuUeman -who <;ame home
one day in a melancholy, discontented mood, envying
his rich neiglihonr, whom he had ju.st left, starting for
atoHrin an flr-an! r.'|!v;iau'n. with courier and valet,
and every In Ml,- n, ! :,|i]aiiiiiij -luttcrly of his own
scantymean. -Ii. .,

]
-.' him ;; h ivic|h«1 prisoner at

home, hkf a .l-nk- i i..-|hav,| on : union. In this
unmanly and unlliankfLd temper, his eye happened to
turn towards the western heavens, a,nd there he saw
that wondrous spectacle of beauty, the sun going down
in glory. Awed by that sublime splendour, the dark
spirit of evil fled, as from Saul, wlieu David took a
bar]), and played with his hand ; and gratitude and
sweet content returned with the thought that not in
the whole world could traveller find a lovelier .scene
than this. The sun set upon a wiser and a happier
man. Henceforth his eyes, and ears, and heart were
opened, to see, not only such scenes of grandeur as
that wlii.'li liad just passed away, but traces of a divine
beaiU\ in llii' minutest works around him; to hear
'the maiiitol.l ,oii chimes' of bird, and breeze, and
stream ; lu luvc l,hem one and all. The ue.xt morning
Monsieur Alphonse Karr beg,an that ' Tour round my
Garden,' which I now urge you first to read, and then
to realise. Ton call yourself a gardener and a florist,

but if you were so, earnestly and thoroUL-lily, yon
woidd not be now inquiring -what recreation brini;- I"
man, the longer and larger happiness. Yon would
ha.ve known ere this that ' gardening,' as Lord Bacon
telle us, ' is the purest of human pleasure.s, the greatest
refreshment to the spirit of man,' and that 'the life
and felicity of an excellent gardener is ' as truly now as
wrhen Evelyn wrote, ' to be preferred before all other
diversions.'

Hear evidence which you cannot di.spute, bnt must
sign, seal, and deliver, as .your own act and deed. This
very day, in the most dismal month of our English
year—

' No sun, no moon.
No mom, no noon.
No vember,'

you have had your chief enjoyment from your garden.
.Ifter breakfast you went into your rosery, and you cut
a bouquet from Gloire dc l^ijon, Jfadame Masson,
Jules Alargottin, Madanip Doniage, Senateur Vaisse,
and Souvenir de la JIalniaisnii,* wlii.li, placed on your
writing table, brightened your room throughout the
day. Tired with a long correspondence and other
business, you refreshed your spirit with a survey of
your little greenhouse, g!iy with Chr.vsanthemums,
with those Hybrid Pelargoniums, which recall so
pleasantly dear, quaint, old Donald Beaton, with
Epacris, Primula, and Fuchsia, and sweet with Violets,
Mignonette, Genista, and Heliotrope. At luncheon
you feasted on the half of a Marechal de la Cour Pear,
whose growth you had watched for weeks, and which
weighed 18 oz. when it fell. In the afternoon vou
opened, with the keen, glad interest which a schoolboy
feels when he outs the string of his hamper from home,
a bundle of new Rose-trees from one of the great
nurseries, disposed them in your rosarium, and helped
to plant. Then you superintended the arrangement
of your small winter garden, the Thujas, Aucubas,
Gold and Silver Hollies, Arabia, Ivies, and Heaths,
which you keep in pots for the purpose, and which are
to ' cheer the ungenial day,' until the Snowdrop and
Crocus, the Tulip and the Hyacinth, proclaim, as
heralds, another festival of flowers. Then, having
looked into your fruit room, and counted, like a miser,
your golden store; having glanced with a paternal
pride over your numerous progeny of 'nursery' stock.

the rising generation of dan. Ills and li.lirs, ulioaoio
rule the beau-mondo of l^c;, \oii mni mio vom
vinery, and cut those grand IhuhIi, ^ ot .Munats ami
Ilamburghs, which not only aiadu yuu a dcsscrl lit

for an emperor, but, taken in part to 'a sick neighbour,
brought you a far greater luxury—' the luxury of doing
good.'

" And so it is, that every day brings to a gardener its

.sjiecial interests. There is always something worthy of
his care and admiration, some new development of
beaut.y, some fresh design to execute, some lcs.snn to
learn, some genial work to do. Stormy days, wliirh
mar the sportsman's hopes, affect him not. In his
stove,_gay now ivith Achimenes, Dracamas, Crotoiis,
Ardisias, Begonias, Ipomoeas, Amaryllis, and with man,\
a lovely Fern and Lycopod, he finds perpetual summer

;

in his orchard house and in his conservatory, perpetual
spring.

"And not only is the gardener's happiness thus in its

duration sure, but it is in its peculiar essence of a very
sweet and gracious quality. It ministers health to the
body, and it ministers health to the mind. It brings
pure air to the lungs, and pure, reverent thoughts to
the heart. It makes us love our home, content and
satisfied with those true pleasures which neither sting
nor pall ; and yet, when we leave that home, it follows
us wheresoever we go. As

' Ml pf.aces, which the eye of Heaven visits.

Are to .1 wise man ports and happy havens,'

so in all gardens, and in all gardeners, we find a home
and brothers. There is always a welcome, always a
sympathy. In horticulture there is less rivalry, less
jealousy, than in other enterprises, becau.se, first of ah,
the very practice of it tends to make men generous and
wise, and because the arena is so large, and the spheres
of excellence so numerous, that none need interfere
mth his neighbour, or insist on riding his hobby. I
can thoroughly enjoy White's Orchids and Black's
Piuetum, Brown's Orcliard House, and Green's
Fernery. They in tiu-n rejoice in my Eoses. I do not say
that there are no en^Tings and no disaqjpointments,
but that these are fewer in horticulture than in any
other recreation ; and it is so, because ' Nature never
did betray tlae heart that loved her,' never failed to
instruct the humble student of her wisdom, nor
refused to smile upon the fond admirers of her
beauty."
I looked up to express my consent and penitence, but

my ghostly adviser was gone. I awoke from my dream,
and from my doubts. My eyes were opened from a
darker blindness than sleep, and I had learned to
verify in the happiness of a life, the lessons of iny
Gardener's Dream. S. R. B.

11. Ill

.l-'lii.lioii IVoin the
I li;, •!;. ill-' " Well,

I ihr-i- ilowris to my
kind Iricnd, indeed

lOt, you are not likely
idd so much to the

1 excellent condition, Nov. 15

ZONAL PELARGONIFMS IN WINTER.
The rain of a gloomy December day has driven me

into my house of Zonal Pelargoniums, now in full

bloom. I am temporarily a prisoner, but cannot be
idle. How beautiful these Pelargoniums are! how
gorgeous the colours ! and what a contrast they present
to the leafless trees and sombre evergreens which I
have just quitted. Scarlet and other warm-coloured
flowers which abound here, seem to me particularly
cheering in winter. I know of no flower, not even the
varied and gorgeous Chrysanthemum, more lovely;
and there is none so useful for bouquets at this season
of the year. Conspicuous among them for freedom of
flowering, and variety and novelty of tint, are Beaton's
II\liriiN and their successors, which are literallycovered
\i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

"I 's, and seem as if they would go on blooming
ilii'oin;li(iiit the winter. Judging from present
aiipeavaiires I think I am right in assuming that these
hybrids bear the same relation to the ordinary Zonals
that the Perpetua,l Carnations and Perpetual Roses do
to the common kinds of those flowers. On analysing
them and arranging them as to colour what a charming
variety they afford ! Of pure whites, Madame Vaucher
and Virgo Maria are perhaps t'ne best ; Bride is white
with a crimson eye, and Madame Werle is creamy
white laced with crimson ; Peach Nosegay, dark lilac,

is particularly lovely ; and Village Maid, which is of a
clear deep pink with a large well-defined white spot on
each upper petal, is a very decided advance on Helen
Lindsay and Mrs. Whitty ; Mrs. Wra. Paul, for size

and form, is conspicuous among the light pinks.
Alexandra and Dr. Hogg are the best among
the bluish purjjles. Perhaps the greatest g.ain among
Beaton's hybrids and their descendants, is the multi-
plicity of rose colours of various shades—colours
previously unknown among Zonals ; Monte Rosa,
Naiad, Zephyr, Dryad, Amy Hogg, Celestial (very
lovely). Wood N.'iTnph, and Tiara are beautiful in this
class. Indian Yellow isstill alone as a yellowish orange,
and Salmon Nosegay is a distinct and pleasing colour,
prohfic, and showy. Among the various shades of
carmine and cherry-colour. Duchess, Banneret,
Minstrel, Rebecca, and Waltham Nosegay are pre-
eminent. Of orange, Nimrod, Sir Joseph Paxton,
Prince of Orange, and Orange Nosegay are the best.

Of scarlets, we select Cardinal, Waltham Pet, .and Dr.
Lindley. And. lastly, of blood-crimsons, remarkable for

depth and solidity of colour, there are Ossian, Crimson
Queen, and St. George. Here are Vt variefiies

selected for perpetuity of flowering, and described as

they now are, which it will be readily conceived Ls not
exactly as they appear out of doors in summer. But
though difl"erent they are equally beautiful, many of

them even more beautiful. The rain having ceased, I
end my sojourn in this Pelargonium house by gathering
a bouquet of the flowers adding thereto a few leaves

of tlie plain green, the black zone, the red zone, the
gold, and the silver, which the above or '

you must; at least, if I m
to reject a new irica ih.i

beauty of your gaiilcn m \

But something remains |., I.. ,,1 a imM nlture
and management of tlm-i

,
,,: i

.. ,, imialely
involves no new study m i

!
. ment

I
liny or .strike yomi'.' i.lani- iii'\ln ,,r .lum. Con-
liiiiic 1" niiot 111. in into larger pots xs tlic roots fill

'lic|"||s Ihc.i orcimu iill the end of July. Pick off
ilic irii-.i- ill il. Ml I I'd'ore expansion during June,
lol.^ ml \ii-m.i, II I raging a free growth, till by the
(ml oi .Sr|iii inl.i I' ihr. )ilants are covered with'new
trusses iicvinmn- lo c\|iaiid. Now, wherever the plants
may Imvc hcin lthwii, uiiether out of doors or indoors,
remove them to a li-clit airy house, continuing to water
freely, and using just so much artificial heat as may be
necessary to dry up the moisture of the house, which
if in excess, damages the flowers. Do not water the
leaves nor spill water about the house. Give plenty
of air in fine weather. By following this plan certain
Pelargoniums may be had under glass at mid-winter,
as gay and beautiful as in our parterres in summer.
Wm. Paul, Waltham Cross, iV.

been hi Nlnaihl

Win
hll'c

1 Ihc hoii-.' I- lillcil

of this, ami (\allv off with a liouquet lit to

Meeting a great amateur gardener in i

CLIVEDEN IN AUTUMN.
Like a transfer from Earl Street, Seven Dials,

to some cosy spot in Arcadia, was this autumnal
Cliveden visit to me, though Mr., Fleming pro-
tested against the selection of the time. But I
could not have gone at a better, because I saw
the spring 'flowers in their nursery quarters, and
the planting going on ; besides, the leafage of the trees
did me as much good as the sight of the beautiful
mixed Primroses and Pansies unfolding their blooms
pretty freely under the influences of autumn.

I do not wish to tell of the Asparagus beds, but of a
seedling plant about an inch and a half high
with which the alleys between them were filled

densely. That is our friend Myosotis sylvatica,
the delightful Wood Forget-me-not, which for
many_ weeks " next June wdl do more to beautify
with its exquisite blue these shady wood walks and
great flower-garden beds than any exotic plaut in the
garden. There seems to be as much of it here as would
plant a dozen large gardens. Mark how easily it is

grovvm, in the often unused Asparagus alleys. And so
with the white variety of this Myosote, not so fine as
the blue, but still useful as aflbrding variety, and also
the Silene and Wallflowers ; while here and there a
4-foot bed, or two or tlu'ce of them, are seen among
the vegetable slips filled with the pretty double Daisies
which flower so profusely here. Nothing in the world
is easier of culture and propagation than these. After
taking them out of the beds in spring they are popped
into the kitchen garden ground, and they increase almost
a,s fast as greenfly. For instance, six plants of a new
kind were <)btatned here in spring, and now they have
increased t o m n !

I mi' .Vlong l3orders in the several
divisions III i

^ mien are numerous rich beds
ofPolyanll i

1
1 1 ro,ses casting up fresh blooms,

and those rh ,ii i.\ -Loloiuud thoroughly useful and hardy
Cliveden Pansies are also dotted over with fine flowers,
and probably these will go on flowering during the
winter if it prove uiild.

Sinli iiminliiics of seedling and cutting, and divided
s|)riu.' Illml ' Where are they all going to ? There
was no! one ]iiii in the great garden that runs from tie
house to the Thames, but they had just planted thg
"Duke's Garden," and soon the large one would have its

winter stock. This was the time for arranging the garden
for spring, and certain it is that if all your readers could
see even the effect of the arraiigements immediately
after being planted, they wonl.l mwr .lonht the success
of the movement nor its ailapi ilnlhy lo every British
garden in some degree. -Most innovations of this

sort are met with a doubt, and often with ;l

sneer. But this little garden, with its beds on
the turf and borders around, is not the place to talk

of doubts and sneers, for it was alight with diminu-
tive and in many cases beautifully-marked vegetation,
though it was but a few days since the bedding plants
were taken away. Here, for instance, is a border
that catches the eye at once from its neat-
ness and the polished tone of earth-biting vege-
tation that enlivens it. The margin of the border
is a slope, a foot wide or so, of Aubrietia, inside of which
runs a dense line of healthy Arabis lucida variegata

;

then there are little triangles of dwarf Phlox, met by
others of Aubrietia grandiflora, the divisions between
the triangles being of the same dwarf polished Arabis.
while a line of the larger A. albida variegata backs
that, followed by red D.aisi&s, then blue Pansies, and
finally, dwarf yellow Wallflower. This, as well as other
borders here, was quite ornamental at the end of October,
and will continue so more or less till the final burst
of vivid colour in April, May, and the early part of
.Tune. The dw.arf plants of best kinds are used
here in nearly every bed, and with good taste too, as

the beds and garden are small and select. The new
variegated Aubrietia is used as a tiny edging round
Daisies and Hepaticas, and looks very well indeed

;

while the finel.y variegated Arabises glint in diagonal
lines through .Gentiana acaulis, and run round beds of
Hepatica, and there are other pretty arrangements
which hesitation to occupy your valuable space forbids

me to describe.

A few wordsfor summer andother subjects. Alternan-
thera paronychioides has proved very good inilpod here.
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looked like Utile tinnps of Strawberries floating m
cream. Subtmiufal iilaiits have done famously here

this season. Feidinandas have grown to 30 feet high

from G feet ! Terns did remarkably well ; I allude to

such as Polypodium aureum, Davallia canariensis,

and Aspidiuni moUe, while Isolepis gracilis grew

as free as a native Grass. Solanum cinereum i.s

a very remarkable species—the largest and most

singular I have ever seen, as grown here. The leaves

arc 2 feet 6 inches by 2 feet, and very imposing, the

stem being covered with short stilT down, just barely

covering short sharp spines. It bad been taken up a

week or so with the other tender plants, and is now in

a cool house, looking very grand. Cannas have been

perfectly lu.\uriant, and associate grandly with the

Pampas Grass. There was a splendid bloom ot Gladioli

at the time of mv visit, thousauds of Brenchleyeusisand

the vars. of Gandavensis. They were all planted in the

month of June. They are planted ad lib. in the kitchen

garden and out-of-the-way places, and if you ask why,

because a couple of arm/uls were wanted for cutting

every morning. 7T\ H.

A CAMELLIA HOUSE.
Ix these days, when .so much attention is being paid

to horticultural structures, and when so many of them
are springing up mushroom-like around us, it may be

well to bring before the notice of your readers the

engineering, more especially with reference to

adaptibility for plant cultivation, so that lauded pro-

prietors and other gentlemen of affluence may the less

readily err in sanctioning unsuitable erections. Much
of the success of plant cultivation is due to a practical

recognition of the question, and it falls within the

province of every horticulturist.

Such a house as the engraving represents would not

be ' out of place " in any position in the demesne. It

is admirably suit«d for construction on a lawn as

a detached building, or at either side of a mansion, to

which it could be joined by a corridor or corridors of

similar construction. It is 100 feet long, 22 feet

6;inches in height from the floorto the highest point, and
8 feet to the lowest. As will be observed from the

section, there are slate tables 30 inches from the floor, and
3 feet in width, for specimen plants of dwarfer dimen-
sions. The centre bed is about 16 feet in width, and is

represented as a bed of earth, either to receive

permanently such specimens as Camellias, or for

plunging such things as Tree Ferns, Palms, and the
like in pots. There is abundance of head room, and
sufficient breadth for either of these subjects becoming
under wise culture conspicuous objects of attraction.

The outline is so planned as to keep the smaller subjects

on the stage surrounding the house as near the light as

possible, and this can be done by a break in the centre

of the roof, which instead of detracting from, rather

enhances its beauty. A set of cast-iron oniamental

velocity in the currents, at the will of the cultivator,
which is an exceedingly clever hypothesis, I am inclined
to look upon them not as acquisitions, nor yet as
embellishments, but as an unnecessary luxury. The
greenhouse architect, in my opinion, can easily provide
for ample ventilating media; if not deemed sufficient
bythe ordinarymode ofmoveable top and bottom sashes,
what is easier than to resuscitate the Polmaise system ?
The numerous recesses in accordance with that sy.stem
keep up, if not controlled, a perpetuity of motion not at
all times agreeable to the senses. For a common green-
house temperature the ventilation provided for here
will be sufficient, and so.will the heating power. If, how-
ever, a stove temperature should be in demand, it would
require nearly double the amount of pipes. Bottom-
heat could be secured by introducing four additional
pipes in the centre bed, and were the house to be used
in this way, I would recommend that ventilation should
be carried on by an aperture on a level with the hot-
water pipes, running the entire length, so that the air
could be heated before finding its way among the
plants on the stages and in the "bed. This is a matter
of so much importance that it cannot be too forcibly
enjoined. Mr. Thomson of Dalkeith, when he was so
successful in forcing Grapes for his employer's table at
Christmas, introduced the external air by means of
pipes into a perforated tube running "lengthways
parallel to, and on a level with, his heating pipes. Mr.
Carmichael's plan at Sandringham, as detailed at

'V/^

.Ir It
- It- It- If- Ir- II— If— ir- \r~ It— If- Ir^ IralajplrfllB'

present engraving, ;is representing an erection which I

consider well suited, not only for Camellia culture,

but for plant purposes generally. As a greenhouse or

stove conservatory it is commodious enough for .nny of
the gigantic Ferns and Draraena.'s, most of the
Cycads, and the great majority of the less majestic
Palms, which comprise the most beautiful and
picturesque of all tropical foliage. The Tihodo-
dendrons from the Himalayas, an<l the .Aloes and
Yuccas, which are geographically distributed over
a large portion of the temperate and semi-tropical
zones, if well attended to in other respects, would
find a suitable home in this artificial climate.
Chinese Azaleas, and those New Holland and
other plants which find so much favour with
exhibitors at our great shows, could be successfully
cultivated and shown off to much advantage in such ,-.

a house, because it is .specially designed to afford
luicommodation for a much greater variety of
plants, as to stature, than most of those generally
erected.

Architects in general, when preparing plans for con-
servatories contiguous to mansions, are apt to lose

sight of utility in their
desire for elegance and
profuse embellishment,
and on that account very
costly erections are raised,

totally unsuitable, not
only for encouraging the
growth of plants, but for

keeping them in a decent
stati of inflorescence for

a few days. It is a well-
known fact that many
of the hardier Conifcra^,

however well prepared,
ill a few months look
iniserable,niaiul) through
the influence of subdued
light, which is one of
the most detracting con-
ditions a plant could be
subjected to, engendering
a feeble constitution, plant sickness, and death. All
this is brought about by those fine "architectural
lines " and " a;sthetic proportions," which may present,
when put into form, a noble exterior, but lamentably
fail to secure the object for which they were expressly
designed. What can be more incongruous and ugly
than an elaborately finished interior, gaudv with
colours of blue and gold, tesselated pavement of various
shades, marble statues, and great mirrors reflecting the
poverty of condition of the plants themselves, as re-
presented in their etiolated stems, flaccid foliage,
and iubttanceless flowers. Could such a scene or
wTeck be tolerated for a week out of doors ? and yet
thousands of pounds will be expended in rearing such
structures.

I claim theu for this plan utility combined with
ell gance, which ought to be recognised as the funda-
mental L'i-(,iuMl«(.rk of all horticultural ,.,vrti,iiis |

!"' ii "! ''"consideration of il inrnl m.

n

au'l ' I'.'iilli ii;i!,]i those whose csik i kh. v iiiiiil,.,
tli.iii to [iLal. u lib confidence, whcllinr \n: uunlil not

;

to discuss a lew of the modes in uractice of greenhouse

pillars is rendered absolutely necessary by this mode,

'

but something of the sort would have been required
under any circumstances, and I am not sure, for horti-

cultural purposes, if these are not more suitable than

p. 733, of introducing top air at night in his Vineries
through gratings inserted in the wall, is also an
advantage which fruit culturists would do well to note
and recognise.

Such are a few of the more salient points that
occur to me in detailing the plan and placing it

before your readers. I shall be glad to explain any
abstruse or moot point that may be raised. As
to the probable cost of such a building, that
depends entirely upon the specifications, but T
have no doubt that Mr. Ormson, who has carried
out my views in the annexed engraving, would
furnish to any one an estimate thereof. A.

girders or tie rods, forming, as they do, sjilendid

groundw ork for climbers, which could be fastened from

pole to pole if necessary. Probably the house would

have been better 34 instead of 32 feet in width— if lor

no other purpose than to keep the pillars ofl" the
p.ath, but that is a matter entirely of detail, not inter-
fering with the main object of the design.
As wood is by far the best non-conductor, where

there is such a quantity of glass I should deem it

desirable to introduce it,' at all events in the astragals
where practicable, forming the main stays or rafters
of iron, partly from necessity where the outline is some-
what curvilinear, and partly for the sake of elegance.
Of course nothing less than 21-oz. glass should ever be
employed in a house of this kind, and I have no
objection that it should be introduced in the wav
Mr. Fish suggests.

As to ventilation, which is scarcely less important
than configuration, ample provision "has been made,
and as there are so manymethods in practice in the mere
mecbanii'al application of an apparatus, that can bo
I'l-t loll I o the engineer employed. \\\v.\\ «c litivr to
i'Im-i' ii|"iii more particularly i.s, lin« ui> -IimuM -t
:iir III motion—the particular poiiiis ol in-T.-s and
egress; and with all deference to Mr. b'lsh's powerful
advocacy of auxiliary contrivances to induce variety or

theory and practice of
\t:ntilation.-no. xv.

(Cmdiuiud/m.a p. 1001.)

Neithee is the loss of the water the only evil.

The indirect effects of its removal are almost equally
injurious For ner\ particle of water removed, two
or till

1
II ti h - supposing the air bad been material,

<'l' '111 1 li It 1 1 hind in the place of the heat absorbed,
and it is deposited just at

^ and ui)on the very spot

! from which the water
I has been removed (scien-

I

tific readers will please

I
excuse this mode of

J putting it, for the sake
of the vividness of the
illustration). Hence the

^ plantsarenotonlyrobbed

^ of their sap. which is

I
their life blood, but

I chilled with cold as well,

I
just when heat is draw-

I iiig out the sap with

]

greatest force : the rapid

o evaporation of it from
^ their surfaces is well

nigh freezing them with
cold. And this happens
over the whole surface.

Flowers are drained and chilled as well as leaves,

and it is therefore no wonder that these, especially

of stone fruits, often droop and die in consequence.

Their outside covering being generally thinner than
that of leaves, they are more speedily drained of their

juices. Sudden depressions of temperature are also

more fatal to flowers than leaves. It is hardly possible

to estimate the whole cooling effect of evaporation

from the surfaces of plants. The table I have given,

showing the rapidity with which the wet-bulb thermo-
meter cooled, may give some idea of it ; but the efiect

of a moving current of cold air sweeping over warm sur-

faces, or through a hot moist atmosphere, must be seen

to be appreciated. Ice can also readily be pro-

duced in the hottest weather by evaporating liquids

of stronger volatility than water. And something very

like ice is often formed on the surface of leaves and

llowers in hothouses by evaporation alone. "When
the surfaces of living plants are sprinkled over with

water, as is sometimes done during bright sun-

shine to check evaporation, what is termed scalding,

frequently occurs. So much is this the case that the
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practica is universally condemned, and dead surfaces

only should be sprinkled or sjTinged under such
conditions. But the scalding is seldom more or less

than severe frosting. Evaporation produces sufficient

cold to chill the tissues, and the symptoms, nay more,
the thing itself, are analogous to ordinary frost. The
upper surface of Vine leaves often suffers in the same
way, hence sufficient air should be given early, even if

it mvolves a considerable sacrifice of heat to
gradually dry their leaves before the sun acquires
great power. Otherwise the heat will dry them so fast

that they will be not so much scalded as chilled.

My general remedies for all tliese evils would be
moderate shading and a cool inside ; shading, in fact, as

a means of perpetuating that coolness, and by such
means protecting our watery vapour alike from the
encroachments of a cold dry outside and a hot dry
inside air. Another help in the same direction is to keep
the internal air moving. A moving atmosphere will not
get heated to excess so rapidly, and will be less injurious
if even over-heated than a stagnant one. Vegetation
in a moving atmosphere will also be in a better position
for resisting an excess of heat or drought ; hut it ought
to he easy to guard against an excess of either, for
neither, nor all of these expedients, are designed to
supersede the necessity of efficient ventilation by the
admission of external air. Only they will enable us to
limit the amount admitted, and to exclude it

altogether when it would obviously be injurious.
Presuming, however, that it is to come in, the fore-

going facts and principles will have established the
necessity of raakmg these preliminary arrangements.
First, it must be warmed before it comes in ; secondly, it

should be watered in all cases,andwashed where needful,
before it is admitted ; and thirdly, drinking fountains
should be kept running for it inside, lest it should not
have got enough water outside, so that it may quench
its thirst on pure water, and not upon excessive
draughts of the sap of plants. The heating of the
air, and the modes of doing so before admission,
will be more properly discussed hereafter. Perhaps no
better idea of the best mode of watering and washing
the external air before admission could be given than
the Polmaise wet blanket. For watering only very
coarse flannel, wool netting, or even rough canvas
would suffice. In towns, or near iron furnaces or large
manufactories in the country, where the air is laden
with soot, dust, or other impurities, the sifting

material must be close enough in texture to keep out
the impure atoms. In all cases and at all seasons
where it is necessary to admit cold air to houses at
high temperatures, I would recommend that the

'

ventilators be protected with some textile fabric kept
moist by capillary attraction, or a gentle flow of water

j

from a perforated pipe. Two great advantages would
result from this arrangement. One is, the air would
absorb in its passage through, at least that portion of
water (perhaps more) that was due for the mean of the
two temperatures — the outside and the in ; so that

j

it would enter furnished with part of its proper
complement of water. The next advantage is that the i

obstruction to this passage of the air would partially

heat it before it got through. In cases where the air is !

very foul, and water and expense no object, a delightfully
salubrious atmosphere maj^ be prepared in a heated
chamber with jets of water intercrossing each other in

all directions. In that case the air would enter the
house through drains in a saturated and perfectly clean
state.

presuming, however, that this would seldom be
done, I recommend drinking fountains for the
air after it is admitted. Advisedly I have stated
that the water should be kept moving. One
reason for this is, that the air will lap up more
water when the water is in motion than when
at rest. Another is for effect. It is 'generally said

that English landscape gardeners fail in the disposition
of water. It is certain we have lost one of the rarest
])leasures in exotic gardening for want of its employ-
ment in a running form in plant houses. There "is

no reason, either of a physical or monetary
kind, why some of them should not be enjoj;ed

in almost every glasshouse. Leaving this hint
to work out its legitimate fruits I hasten to notice
another reason why such a liberal provision for water
in the atmosphere should be made. The cold roof, as

well as the hot and cold air, is' constantly robbing the
air of water. The temperature of the roof, unless
covered or double-glazed, must of necessity be much
colder than the air it encloses. Its heat can never exceed
the mean of the outside and inside atmosphere. Thus
in a frosty night, with the inside at 60' and the outside
at 20', the mean of the roof could not exceed, in a
clear night it would not amount to 40'. The heated
air is of course constantly' beating against this cold
surface, and every time it touches it it leaves its

moisture sticking fast to the glass. The quantity of

water abducted in this way is very great, and obtrusively
intrudes itself upon our notice in the form of a deposit,

ending in drip on the inside of the glass. Every
cubic foot cooled from 00° to 40' would lose one-
half, or 2.9 grains of moisture, and as the whole internal
atmosphere is constantly impinging upon and pre-
senting fresh surfaces to the cold glass, it is probable
that at least two-thirds of the entire aqueous vapour
is thus lost.

In iny next paper I shall endeavour to point out a
remedy for this state of things, but in the mean time
it is desirable to bear this heavy abstraction in mind
in making provision for a proper supply of water in

the air. where flues or stoves are used for heating
purposes, they also absorb water, and their drying
powers must be counteracted by placing evaporating
pans on their hottest surfaces. The same contrivances
are equally useful although not so essential with hot
water pipes. A few weeks' use of the dry and wet bulb
thermometer will determine how much evaporating
aarface is required for a given space at any temperature.

Of course the hotter the water becomes the faster it

will evaporate, and rice rersd. In pans placed
on hot-water pipes there is no danger of the
steam or vapour ever getting too hot. Those, on
the contrary, cast on the pipes may sometimes send
forth steam hot enough to scald near the boiler. The
safest way is to empty them entirely when there is any
danger. I also recommend the general air moisteners
to be distinct from the heating apparatus. A small pipe
from the boiler, however, to heat the water at will
would be a great improvement. It would give us the
option of distributing any amount of vapour by simply
raising the temperature of the water, and thus prevent
the general warmth of the house from being expended
in its elevation. Of course advantage might also be
taken of the usual modes of damping stages, floors,

walls, &c., the spots where the sun's rays strike being
the grand focusses for lifting the water.
Having said so much about furnishing the air with

water, it must not be supposed that I advocate this
being done to excess. For some purposes, such as Fern
and Orchid culture, at certain seasons a saturated
atmosphere is best. Then the wet and dry bulb
thermometers will read alike. From this point the
drier the air becomes, the greater the diversity between
them. For quick succulent growth, whether of
flowering ])lants or fruit, the wet bulb should read
t' lower than the dry. Plants grown for their foliage
should also have more moisture than those grown for
flowers or fruit. The ripening period, whether of
flowering or fruit-bearing plants, should also be drier,

indicating 10' or 15° between the wet and dry bulbs.
But even in this stage excessive dryness, especially at
night, should be avoided. In nature we find that
although the ripening season is seldom or ever a rainy
one, it is generally distinguished by heavy dews. Our
leaves under glass are deprived of this, and I believe
some of the difficulties we occasionally experience in
finishing off fruit—Grapes especially, arise from their
being kept too dry. Possibly the sap becomes too
inspissated to convey the delicate food meant to give
the final piquancy to the fruit, through the daily con-
tracting, because rapidly consolidating interstices of
vegetable tissue. Be that as it may, I cannot believe
that Nature sends her copious dews in vain, and an
equivalent for them ought to be furnished in artificial

culture. Again, in the dormant stages of life of suc-
culent plants. Orchids, &c., great dryness is necessary.
The absence of water can only keep them at rest ; and
as rest at one period seems to be the one thing needed
for successful growth at another, of course it must be
enjoyed. The wet bulbs mav then read from 13 to 30',

if so much disparity can be obtained in our climate,

lower than the dry. Again, in dull weather in winter the
whole of the conditions necessary to secure the proper
araount of moisture must often be reversed. When ripe

fruit is hanging in houses, or succession Pine plants
growing in pits, any sm-face that could possibly evapo-
rate water should be covered over. I saw a powerful
illustration of the necessity of this last year ; a house of

fine Muscat Grapes went off suddenly, as if from
damp. The whole floor was perfectly hard and dry

;

air in abundance had been given, frequent fires used,

no rain admitted, nor a single pot left in the house. One
thing only was forgotten : a small square tank in one
corner of the house was left uncovered. The dry air

had travelled often enough, and with such good effect

to this tank, as to lift and distribute throughout the
whole house sufficient water to rot most of the Grapes.
There was positively no other cause, and this proved
sufficient. B. T. Fisi.
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Home Correspondence.
Seat and l'e>itilntion.—\r\ common with many of

your readers, I have felt not a little interest in Mr.
Fish's papers on Ventilation. One cannot help admiring
the fulness, the fluency, and occasionally the vigour of

his style, which would often do honour to a practised

professional writer. It is to be regretted, however, I

must say with "A .B.," that he has not limited himself to

the more practical departments of his subject ; for he
has shown that at present he is not master of

the theorii of ventilation. Besides, having strayed into

the sciences of heat and meteorology, and having
speedily got beyond his depth, he has fallen into various

errors of no common magnitude. It was, to say the
least, venturesome to write on matters for the successful

treatment of which he has probably had no scientific

training, and in reference to which he did not possess

the most recent information. It is true that he under-
stands Dr. Wells' Theory of Dew. That is now so well

known that Mr. John Stuart Mill, in his great work
on Loj^ic, employs it as an illustration of both the
inductive and deductive methods in scientific inquiry.

Mr. Fish, besides, knows how to ascertain the hygro-
metrical state of the atmosphere, and some other things.

I do not wish to undervalue his attainments, but
the knowledge he possesses, seems to make up but a

poor preparation for the discussion of some of the

most difficult questions in physics. To go no further

back than his answer to "J. S.," printed at p. 1117

of your Journal, that paper contains more errors

than ho could count on the fingers of one hand.

It would he easy, did your space permit, to prove this

in detail ; but it may be sufficient to point, as a speci-

men, to the error into which he has fallen as to the

modes of the propagation of heat, in col. 3, p. 1117. In

a former paper he recites, I might say, parades the

terms radiation, conduction, and convection, as if he
understood them. In the passages referred to at

p. 1117 he ascribes the ascent of currents cf heated air

to conduction, whereas every tyro in the science knows
that they are due to convection, and indeed are em-
ployed as one of the most common illustrations of the

latter principle. It is impossible, he says, to separate

radiation from conduction, still confusing, I suppose,

conduction with convection ; and if not, the difficulty

! In Iiinisclf, for most peofile are
irlies ol' heal are more distinct
he matter of radiutiiin, he asks,
I :iway ? It seems he has never
I ics of the projjagation of heat,

viz., the ciiii nil i!ir,,iy and the vibration theory,
rorn'S]iin,(i;;, •<. ilic two theories of light which have
•I'^i'l''' '• 'li^igcs of the scientific world, since the
• '"' 'i II; Ik usand Newton. With this confusion
ol I' " itnl 'iiitiness of information, one cannot be
suiiiuscd ihaL ho has refused to accept the view of the
action of aqueous vapour on radiation, tendered to
him by " J. S." I am not concerned to defend " J. S."
throughout. If he has said that visible clouds and
invisible aqueous vapour offer precisely tlio same
amount of obstruction to radiation, he has af-
firmed what has not yet been ascertained, and what
perhaps can never be proved. Perhaps all that
" J. S." meant was that aqueous vapour presents
a barrier to radiation as well as cloud vapour. How-
ever that may be, " J. S.," or rather Professor Tyndall,
is unquestionably right in maintaining that invisible
aqueous vapour has a much greater power of inter-
cepting and returning radiant heat than dry air has.
If Mr. Fish has been consulting only the older books,
it is not wonderful that this principle is totally new to
him, for it is only recently that it has been discovered
and established. I cannot find a trace of it in the
works of Daniell, Humboldt, or Lindley. Probably
it was dimly seen, or at least suspected, by the observers
in the Gardens of the Eoyal Horticultural Society at
Chiswick. I have reason to know that Mr. liobert
Thompson (v,diose 40 years' services to meteorology have
not yet received the public recognition which they
deserve) was in the habit of dreading clear nights and
very dryair in spring,when there was no moisture in the
air to obstruct the escape of heat by radiation. Indeed,
one can scarcely have attended to the phenomena of
the red moon (la lune rousse of the French) in April,
and the nip which Rhododendrons annually suffer
between the 20th and 30th of May—in ray neighbour-
hood it is generally on the 27th—without forming
some rude guess of the kind. Be that, however, as it

may, it is now admitted by all men of science that Dr.
Tyndall has established the principle referred to by
demonstrative experiments; and that, by the aid of
the superb apparatus at his command in the
Koyal Institution of London, he has done so in
a manner which precludes all dispute. I refer
for details to his interesting volume on "Heat
considered as a Mode of Motion." His method is

substantially this : he directs a stream of radiant heat
(say from a cubical vessel with boihng water or a red-
hot ball within it) through a tube, open at both ends,
and directed to the pole of a galvanometer or thermo-
electric pile, which of all instruments is the most sen-
sitive to heat. Into the tube (which however he did
not find essentially necessary to his experiment) he
introduced in succession first dry air, and then air in
varying states of humidity. The increase of moisture
invariably caused an augmented recession of the index
of the galvanometer, corresponding to the fall of a
thermometer. In short, these numerous and varied
experiments showed that, in intercepting radiation,
moist air, in the proportion of the aqueous vapour
present, acted with 30, 40, 50, CO, 70 times the energy
of the dry air in which it was diffused. And
comparing the action of one atom of vapour
with that of one atom of air, he calculates

that the power of the former is 1G,000 times that
of the latter. However these quantitative results

may be modified by future inquirers, there cannot be
the slightest doubt that the principle, viz., that
aqueous vapour possesses a vastly greater power of
intercepting radiant heat than atmospheric air simply
considered, has been fully and incontrovertibly
established. The fact is allowed by all men of science,

and is confirmed by everything that is known in
meteorology. As an established truth it has been
introduced into Dr. Atkinson's excellent edition of

"Ganot's Physics," which is now used as a text-

book in the universities, and into the admirably
aiTanged and clearly reasoned "Treatise on Heat," by
Dr. Balfour Stewart, the highly accomplished Super-
intendent of the Observatory at Kew. Dr. Tyndall,

according to his wont, contents himself with a popular
enunciation of the practical results of his discover.v, in

words already cited by " J. S.," but which are of suf-

ficient importance to warrant their repetition. He
says—" No doubt can exist of the extraordinary opacity

of this substance (aqueous vapour) to the rays of

obscure heat, particularly such rays as are emitted by
the earth, after being warmed by the sun. Aqueous
vapour is a blanket more necessary to the vegetable

life of England than clothing is to man. Eemove for

a single summer night the aqueous vapour from the

air which overspreads this country, and you would
assuredly destroy every plant capable of being destroyed

by a freezing temperature. The warmth of our fields and
gardens would pour itselfunrequited into space, and the

sun would rise upon an island held fast in the iron grip of

frost." ("Heat Considered asaMode of Motion," p. 403.)

Now, Mr. Fish has probably heard that " facts are

chiels that winna' ding, and dinna' bear disputing."

Let a fact be established, as Dr. Tyndall has established

his, and any general argument against it, however
plausible, must either he fallacious in itself, or must l:e

deduced from false premises. Mr. F.'s attempts, in the

present instance, do not touch it. He is iudjed a
doughty controversialist. He will not yield an inch,

he says, till he is convinced that he is wrong ; in which
resolution I decidedly sympathise with him ; but then

he should be open to conviction, and be willing to

receive it from any quarter. If he will take my counsel

—and it is most friendly, I assure him—he will read

carefully the books above mentioned, particularly those

by Tyndall and Balfour Stewart. If he declines, it

w'ill only be because he is not willing to be convinced

;
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iiud if he does read them and is not convinced, it is

to be feared that some will say that he is incapable of

understanding the subjects he professes to discuss.

Some of tliese subjects are of no inconsiderab'e diffi-

culty. Dr. Tyndall has shown a different spirit. After

a careful and copious statement of his remarkable

discovery, he modestly expresses his regret that the

incompleteness of his knowledge prevented him from

making application of it to meteorology. This mighty

climber of Uie Alps, who did not shrink from attempt-

ing the JIatterborn, is too cautious, it seems, to

soar to heights of science to which his knowledge

and culture' do not amply warrant him to wing his

flight. But Mr. ri.sh has already ruslied m where

Tyndall feared to tread. Mr. F., I think, is bound to

excuse, or at least palHate his temerity by more carelul

study, and if he has not magnanimity to acknowledge

in print that he has erred—that is an amount of virtue

not to be expected from most men—the world perhaps,

ill-uatured as it is, will be satisfied if he observes a

sacred silence on the subject. J. S. Secundus.

Neio Late Grape—Vi ill any of your gentle readers

and impartial correspondents give me the benefit of

tlieir opinion as to the merits of Mrs. Pince's Black

Muscat Grape, which is said to keep well till April .f'

IF. L.
i:oer!/i-een Beds.—Beds and borders which often

lay bai-o for many months in winter, may be

made to wear a very pleasing aspect, with little

expense or trouble, by introducing Evergreens,

which may be had at most places. Small points

from shrubberies, cut into lengths of say

6 inches, and set upriglit, either riblion fashion or

formed into beds accordiim !. ' ^ 1 a very good

effect. I would suggest \ ;
i il ll.v, Common

Holly with berries on it. \ >
: i i;"\, Aucuba

iaponica, Yew, Common L.iurcl, Ji.ilj.i!--. and Scotch

'Pir. Stachys lanata, and Cerastium, might be used

for edging or for small corners with advantage. The
slirubs just named will retain their colour from
November until March, and I consider them much
better suited for the purpose than Variegated Kale.

T. C, M'arwick.
Samieenias.—Your Paper of the 1st inst. contains

(seep. 113S) an interesting article on " Sarracenias,"

relating to which the writer has made a mistake of

considerable importance, which I trust he will pardon
me lor noticing. At the end of the second paragraph
in the article alluded to, it is stated that " seedlings do
not ajipiar to be common, and are unknown in this

country." It might, as the sequel \y\\\ prove, have been
better for the writer, when treating on so doubtful a

subject, to have stated, that in so far as he was then
aware of, the case was such. I have now to state

jiositively that seedlings of Sarracenias are not unknown
in this country, presuming that Ireland is included in

the '\this country.'' On two occasions seedlings of
Sarracenias have been raised at Glasneviii, tirst in the
autumn of 1850, and again in the spring of 1351. I
have however freely to confess, that I was not then
aware of any particular interest being attached to the
matter, thinking the same thing had been frequently
done at other plant establishments, and, cuusequently,
no further notice was take.i of it, than that appertain-
ing to the mere botanical question of the plants being
exogenous or endogenous. Mr. D. Orr, w lio sowed the
seed and managed the young plants until they were
distributed pretty freely in exchange for other plants,
states that he sowed the seeds on the surface of rotted
Sphagnum, which was placed in a common flat or pan
for pots to stand in, and slightly covered them with a
very tliin dustingof propagating sand, covering all with
an ordinary bell-glass, at the outer edge of which
he occasionally poured water, so as to keep the
Sphagnum within the glass constantly saturated. We

\

are not now sure how many days it took until the
seeds germinated, not having made any note of the cir-
cumstance at the time; but so far as we can now
reckon, it may have been about four weeks. The
young seedlings came up quite thickly, and procrressed '

favourably, so as to make plants about I 'r m h lii_-li

the first summer. The species was Sarraccii i; i i
.'

which at all times requires more heat thin ; i, ,

sorts ordinarily met with in cultivation; r.iii . i|i,,;,ir
,

the young plants were kept in a warm house dm uig
the lirst winter, which had the effect of preserving them.

|With reference to the botanical question, the cotyledo-
nary leaves were slender, awl-shaped, solid projections,
one longer than the other, but not such as to leave any
doubt that the plant was exogenous. The solid awl-
shaped leaves continued to get longer according as they
were produced, to the number of G-8, when they
became tubular, but no lids were produced on them
until the plants were more than half an inch high.
1). M. [Will D. M.,-' when he has an opportunity,
be good enough to forward us some seedling Sarracenias
in different stages? Eds.]

Brocco/(.—Seeing in your Paper of the 17th of
November (see p. 1093) that Mr. J. C. Nicholson, of
Tliirkleby Park, had cut some fine heads of Backhouse's
Winter White Broccoli on the 7th of that month, I
beg to state that I have cut the same kind from the
30th of October up to the present time. To-day
(December 1) I have cut my largest head, which
measures 8 inches in diameter. Backhouse's is the
earliest and hardiest kind of Broccoli I have ever
crown. There are several heads of it coming forward.
It was sown the last week in April and planted out in
June. Robert Stokoe, Gardener to U. C. Marshall,
Esq., Westtoood Hall, Zeeds.

VillageMaid Petargoniitm.—In your report of Mr. W.
Pauls nursery (see p. 1005), Village Maid is described
as a rich deep rose, with a large white blotch on the
upper petals

;
habit dwarf and compact, leaves zonate—

a charming variety, the two colours in the flowers con-
trasting well with each other, and it stands wind and
weatlier well." I may add that this variety merits
the description just given, for out of 70 varieties that

I proved this summer, none looked better than it, and

in wet weather this kind was gay, while the other

varieties had done flowering. It is well worthy of a

place in all gardens. S. I)., Sunderland.

Sardy Bedding Plants (see p. 1093).—Have any of

your correspondents employed the different varieties

of Clematis as bedding plants, or have they only used

them for covering walls, trelliswork, verandahs, &c. ?

If they have not tried them as bedding plants, my Xaat

season's experience of them treated in that way may
not be without interest. About three years ago I

noticed that several of our "stooleries" flowered

profusely in the autumn close to the ground.

I therefore concluded that if Clematises were

pegged down like Verbenas they would make
good and permanent bedding plants. Last summer
I tried the experiment, which has proved a perfect

success—so much so, indeed, that I intend to use
]

Clematises next season on a larger scale than I did last

year, and to note the result. Being interested most in

the hybrid seedlings raised in .our establishment,
|

of w hich Clematis Jackmanni and rubro violacea
j

are the type, I experimented upon these autumn-
flowtring varieties, for which I shall prepare beds

during the winter months by turning in a liberal
j

quantity of first-class rotten manure, and, if near
|

at hand, a fine mixture of calcareous soil. By the i

end of March or beginning of April, I hope to
j

plant out the Clematises, pruning them back to

within five or six breaking buds—that is from i to '

6 inches from the surface—in order that the plants

may start from the back buds. I will then peg them
I

down as they progress, as one would Verbenas, taking !

care that this is done before they have made too much
,

growth to get entangled with each other. By the first

week in July they will commence flowering, and will

,

continue profuselj; in blossom till the end of October.

Should any one wish to have a succession-bed, instead

of pruning back early in April, he should merely
cut back the young wood by ,the end of May. !

This will induce the back dormant buds to burst, '

and the plants will come into flower about August, and
will continue in beauty till the blooms are destroj,'ed

by frost in November. The advantage which
the hybrid seedlings possess over some of the other
varieties, is that after they are once established you can
prune them back by the end of November, clear the
bed of the bine, and allow winter bulbs (which can
be planted amongst them) to flower before they make
growth in the spring. G. J., jnn., Woking Surseni.

1

The Food of Plants.—lu reply to "J. D.," I may •

observe, that it is a fact proved beyond all controversy
that leaves give out both water and gases. The strong
probability is that as their structure is so pervious they
also take them in. The likelihood of their doing so is

strengthened by the fact that the size, vigour, and
healtlifulness of leaves is largely dependent upon the
quantity of suitable food present in the air ; and that
dews and rains seem to have a direct and immediate
eS'ect upon foliage; but, leaving presumptive evidence,
I come to direct experiment. Begonia, and many
other leaves laid upon pure silica, or suspended
in a moist atmosphere, will not only grow, but
emit roots and form plants. How are they fed for

a month or two in the absence of roots ? Even
" J. D." must admit, solely through the leaves
themselves. The same is true of cuttings. Some
cuttings continue three or four months without roots
How are they fed during that period ? Many cuttings
again will root much sooner the more numerous the
leaves left upon them. How can that fact be accounted
for, except on the"principle of leaf-feeding ? Again,
sn.spend leaves of many Perns in a moist atmosphere,
and they will live, and produce young plants on their
extremities. Such varieties as the Plafycerium
or Acrostichum, alcicorne and grande will live for

years suspended on a hard block of wood or
impenetrable stone, their large prostrate fronds
growing down and entirely covering the roots witii a
thick, and as far as a passage through is concerned,
impenetrable sheath. They are solely sustained
1 > the atmosphere. Then there is the case of ever-

' cens newly transplanted. Is it not true that
I lipy imbibe water and food from the air ? and are not
over-head watering, genial showers, and a saturated
atmosphere desired for them for that reason ? Iam aware
that it will be contended that these act chiefly as checks
to perspiration, and that the tree lives or thrives in the
interruption of root action, in virtue of the husbanding
of its internal resources and the expenditure of the
organisable matter it already contains. AVhile attri-

buting all due importance to these, I think the facts
here stated amount in their accumulated force to all

but a positive demonstration that leaves inspire as
well as perspire both water and gaseous food. Even
Mr. Knight, perhaps the most careful experimenter
we have ever had, believed in leaf feeding, and dis-
tinctly states that, " if a branch be taken from a tree
when its leaves are matured, and one leaf be kept
constantly wet, that leaf will absorb moisture and
supply anotherleafbelow it on the branch." D. T.Fis/i.
Limefor Peaches.—The more proofs of successful cul-

ture on chalky soils the better. I have never doubted
that fruit trees may be, and aresuccessfuUygrown on soils

in which chalk is found. The d iflicnlty over large tracts of
this country would be to find soil not calcareous to grow
them in. The fact is,clialk, in some of its forms, isan im-
portant constituent of probably nine-tenths of the soil of
this country. Fruit trees, per force, grow in it whether
they like it or not. The question, then, is narrowed to
this—is the presence of chalk a mere coincidence ? or
does it sustain the important relation of cause to the
gratifying efl"ects of health and fruitfulness ? I cannot
admit that this question is by any means settled. For
first, it is well proved that an excess of chalk is un-
favourable to successful Peach growing. I have never
seen them long lived or healthy on the chalk forma-
tion. The roots (I write from actual observation) seem

to skim over and turn away from it. Lumps of chalk
in the soil are .scarcely ever encased in roots— old mortar
frequently is, but probably the roots are in quest of the
hair, of which they are ravenously fond, and caro
nothing for the lime which is incorporated with it.

Again, it must also be granted that Peaches grow and
fruit well in soils almost destitute of chalk. Conse-
quently chalk is not essential to their well-being.
Further, Peach trees cannot consume chalk as such.
It is surely possible for Peach trees growing in
ordinary earth to manufacture their modicum of
chalk, without having the ready-made article
thrust upon them whether they need it or not.
When our most eminent cultivators are laying down a
law, that whatever is found in plants or other produce
should be applied to the soil in the form in which it is

found, it is time to return to the study of first

principles, and reconsider the whole subject of the
action of inorganic manures. Deferring this to a more
convenient opportuuity, I will only state here that the
action of these is more chemical and mechanical than
manurial. Not but what the addition of lime,
magnesia, alkalies, &c., to soils entirely without thein
may be of service, but their chief functions are solvent
and texturial. In no case can they be absorbed and
assimilated at once, or in their perfect state, as hinted
at by your correspondents. And hence I repeat the
reasons assigned for the use of chalk by M. Brehaut,
namely, that it would enable Peaches to set without
dropping, because it formed part of their stones, is
" unphilosophieal and insufficient." The additional
cases cited by " Facile Princeps," prove that both
Peaches and Vines will grow on chalky soils, which I

have nowhere denied. It remains, however, to be
proved that they grow in virtue of the chalk. In
reference to the French Vineyards—a dry bottom, a
warm position, and the bright sun, have nrobably
more to do with the quality of the wine than tne
chalk ; whereas the choice of the French husband-
man may be determined solely by use, custom, or upon
economic grounds, as soils too thin and poor to grow
aught else produce good wines. Besides, I believe

chalk is more suitable for Grapes than it is for Peaches ;

although I have yet to learn that they contain as much
lime as Peach stones, or that the best wines owe any
of their excellence to an excess of lime in the Grapes.
Fjrcelsior.

A Prolific Pear Tree.—I have in my garden a
pyramidal Beurre de Capiaumont, which nearly every
year, since it was planted in 1855 or 1856, has yielded
two distinct crops. This year it did not wholly cease
flowering, from the usual period up to about the
middle of September, the greatest quantity of bloom
being in July. I have already gathered from the tree

two crops as formerly ; the first, early in October, not
a good one, as many of the blooms were destroyed by
frost and chilling winds ; the second, last week, better

as to quantity, and there now remains upon the tree

(22d Nov.) a profusion of little Pears, varying from the
size of the ecg of a linnet to that of a pheasant,
and some rather bigger. Although these are all as

hard as stones, strange to say they are attacked by
multitudes of little birds, which have eaten up
numbers of them entirely, and damaged many others,

even of the smallest size. I have, however, now pro-

tected the fruit, and as the tree still retains

its foliage, although those around it are for

the most part leafless, it is very probable that
I may yet obtain a third crop, fit for dessert, of fairish

size and more numerous than the two others put toge-

gether, without reckoning the very small ones, which,
of course, will come to nothing. Is not this a most
singular occurrence ? The tree has never been root-

pruned, but is regularly pinched during the summer,
and it grows upon a ' rab ' subsoil, overlaid with carted

loam about 20 inc'ues in depth, and is exceedingly
healthy, without the slightest appearance of canker or
moss upon it which attack its associates; yet the
shoots are less exuberant than those upon them. Upon
examining the roots, I find that although the tap ones
have penetrated into the rab, there is an immense
cluster of newly-formed ones in the upper soil, which
do not extend far, and to that circumstance, I suppose,
may bo attributed its extreme healthiness and fecun-
dity. Amateur.
Double Cropping Vines.—In your volume for 1861,

p. 733, will be found a full account of a Vine on
which I am about to make a few remarks. Several
other papers have also appeared in that and other
years on the same subject ; I think the last notice of

how it was going on was in December, 18G.3. I have
no doubt that some, like myself, have thought that the
Vine in question could not continue to ripen two or

three crops in one season for many years, and my
saying nothing about it for so long a time is very
likel.v to have led them to think they were right. The
bearing of three crops in one season I have never
attempted to repeat, but it has borne two crops with
undiminished vigour till this summer. In early spring of

this year I fancied the buds were going to break very
weakly, and that the Vine had done its work. Being
anxious to save it, however, I determined to sacrifice

tlie crop, whatever it might be, by rubbing oU" all

buds as fast as they appeared, except some at the

rootend. Thislcontinuedtodotill that bud had formed
a shoot with leaves enough to prevent bleeding when
I should cut out the old stem. In due time this was
done without bleeding, and in order to show you that

my fears as to its weakness were groundless, I send you
a leaf from the warm end, and a tendril gathered at

30 feet from the commencement of growth ; also a

piece of bark at the same point of growth to show its

colour, which indicates its ripeness. The shoot is now
36 feet long, having been accidentally broken off twice,

which, of course, has prevented it attaining a greater

length. Probably I should not have sent you this just

now had you not asked for instances vvhere Iruit

trees were growing in hard soil. This Vine, as yoii
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will see by the reference giveu, has beeu planted nine
year*. It is planted close to the corner of the house or
pit, on the northern side, and being in the framing
ground, we are continually walkinj; and wheeling over
its roots. It has nothing to save it, and it has never
had a handful ofanything to help it since it was planted
in natural soil, if it can be called soil, as previously
described. The leaf measured, when fresh gathered, 15
inches each way. Jasper Slandslill. [A fine leaf. Eds.]

RoVAL Horticultural: D.:r. 4 (Snnitiiic M€etiiig).~J.
Batcni;m, Esq.. F.R.8., iu the chair. After the election of new
members, and the usual announcement of awards had been
made, the Chairman offered a few remarks on the different
wubjects exhibited. A case of hermaphroditism in the common
Aucuba, furnished by Mr. Staudish, '-f the Royal Nurseries,
Ascot, first came imder notice. The plant in question, a seed-
ling with the cotyledons still attached to it, contrary to the
usual habit of Aucubasj bore hermaphrodite flowers, a circum-
sLince of considerable importance, provided the peculiarity
can be perpetuated, inasmuch as artificial fertilisation will not
Lave to be resorted to, as it is now ; but in time, it is hoped
that bees and other insects may effect this purpose for ua.
It was considered worthy of a Certificate, which however the
Committee ultinvUrlydpTiitcd an withholding until it had borne
fruit. AltriLiiiiii w;i'. ijf\t .|inTi,-.-i t., a nice collection of
berry ^>,uiiil; I'l^ii'-^- '!"' "iJ"-;> I'Iimt k;ible for the beauty of
their b.u-k, fi..iii .Mr. Wui. r.ml. -A Waltham Cross ; and then
an iipiiyht gTowiut; vari<jty uf Taxud udpressa, called T. a.

strictii, from Mr. Standish, was adverted to in terms of praise,
inasmuch as it was said that any new addition to hardy ever-
greens is invariably received with delight, especially in the
north ; and as the variety of Yew in question is a free-growing
evergreen, with a much better habit than Taxus adpressa, it

could not tail to receive a more than ordinary welcome.
Concerning a fruit of Passiflora macrocarpa which was exhi-
bited by Mrs. Tenuant, The Glen, Innerleithen, it was
remai'ked that it was as large as any Melon, and it

was only wished it was as good ; but the eatable part,
the jelly-like pulp in which the seeds are embedded,
is small and not very agreeable to the palate. It was stated
to be nearly alUed to P. quadrangularis, and to occupy

the sake of their fruit, a remark which Mr. Bateman immedi-
ately recalled ; for he said that at that moment he had for-
gotten Mr. Hullett's variety, which, however, he had no doubt
was the same as P. macrocarpa. An extract from a Trade list,

ill which the wonderful properties of Mr. Hullett's kind are set
forth, was then read, and it was hoped that some gentleman
who had tasted Mr. Hullett's fruit, would kindly come
forward at the next meeting of the Society and state
his experience in reference to it, as well ay any one who may
have seen those Durions and Mangosteens, which, according
to Mr. Hullett, have been fruited in this country. Attention
was then turned to Orchids, which were shown in considerable
profusion, illustrating that by means of a collection of them,
plant-houses might be kept nearly if not quite as gay in
December as in June. Mr. Rucker's Orchid-houses especially
were stated to be at present in wonderful beauty. From that
collection were exhibited spikes of the hybrid Calanthe
Veitchii, one of the most effective of winter Orchids, far
outstripping in beauty even its parents, the Calanthe vestita
and rose-flowered Umatoaes. From Mr. Rucker also
came the true Epidendrum vitellinum majus of Lindley's
"Sertum Orchidaceum," and other fine Orchids. A plant
of the Mexican Laelia furfuracea, which was shown by
Mr. Low, of Clapton, was stated to be the true kind, most of
the varieties so named being L. antumnalis, which is very
different from furfuracea. Prom Mr. Low also came a plant
of Eriopsis rutidobulbon, a flower-spike of which was shown
by Mr. Bateman, and of a yellow Oncidium, contributed by
Messrs, Backhouse ; it was stated th^t it was deliciously sweet-
scented. A new Epidendi-um, shown by Mr. Cooper, Old Kent
Road, was named by Mr. Bateman E. Cooperi, in compliment
to that gentleman. Mr. Anderson's flne .spikes of Odon-
toglossum Alexandne, and of Cj mbidium giganteum alluded
to last week (see p. 1138), were then adverted to; it

was stated concerning them, especially the glorious O.
Alexandne, that they were not only the finest that had ever
been shown in this country, but that no such beauty as they
exhibited had ever been approached even in the countries of
which they are natives. From Mr. Anderson also came some
charming varieties of Lycaste Skinneri, which formed an
agreeable contrast with a pure white-flowered variety of the
same plant which was shown by Mr. Wilson, gr. to W.
Marshall, Esq., of Enfield. After alluding to certain obscure
small-flawerod Orchids which were to be sent to Mr. Wilson
Saunders to be figured in his " Refuge " for botanical curiosi-
ties of little horticultural interest, Mr. Bateman adverted to a
Masdevallia, which he said occupied one extremity of a large
genus, in which are some most remarkable Orchids not yet
imported, but which he hoped some day to see in cultivation.
At present we have only two fine kinds, one white, the other
scarlet- Attention was then directed to a drawing of M.
elephanticeps, a showy kind well worth introducing, as well as
to others. Masdevallias, it was stated, being somewhat tender,
required special care in importing ; M. Warscewicz was said to
to have brought one of them safely to this country in a cigar
box. Next came Messrs. Veitch's magnificent Saccolabium
called 'Riganteum, concerning which the following letter from
them was read :

—
" We send for exhibition to-day a fine new Saccolabium,

imported from India during the spring of the present year
under the name of Saccolabium giganteum. It is evidently a
free grower and an abundant flowerer, besides which, as will
be easily discovered, it is most delightfully scented. The
credit of its introduction is due to Lieut.-Colonel Benson of the
Indian army, who Wiis also the fortunate introducer of the
fine Vanda Bensoni, lately figured in the " Botanical Magazine."
We also send a specimen of Saccolabium violaceum for com-
parison."
To the last it is evidently allied ; but in beauty it greatly

supersedea it. The name proposed for it ia Saccolabium
densiflorum. Attention wiis then directed to the number of
fine new Orchids which had been exhibited t<} the Society
during the year now aboutto close. There were, Mr. Bateman
stated, no fewer than five. First came Dendrobium thyrsi-
florum, shown in June last by Mr. Wilson, gr. to W, Marshall,
Esq.. a mass of white and gold, which at the time was
mistaken for a white variety of D. densiflorum. Next
came I). MacCarthias, which has been exhibited by
Mr, Bateman ; but at that time he had no idea that
it would prove to be a plant of so much beauty as it has done,
its flowers keeping fresh and good for two months at a time.
A third is Cattleya Dowiana, also shown by Mr. Bateman, but
a plant with which Messrs. Veitch's name must likewiiej be
associated, A fourth is the Saccolabium densiflorum men-
tioned above, from Messrs. Veitch ; and the fifth and last is

the Mesospinidium sanguineum shown at the last meeting by
Messrs. Backhouse, of York—all (Orchids of great beauty and
easy management ; it was hoped that next year might be
equally fertile in the production of fiist-class novelties.

As this was the last meeting of the year, the Rev. Joshua Dix

nioveda vutt..i iLu.k-. wLk.'h was .seoonded by Mr. Wil^-on,
to all who hail iMnti ilmteii lu these moetings during the year,
and he trusted tb;it ihnini,' m-xt season they might be equally
well supported. A vote of thanks was also given to the Chair-
man for the interest he had always evinced in matters con-
nected with these Tuesday meetings, to the success of which
he has largely contributed,

Dec. 4 (Floral Commute'').—To Messrs. Veitch was aw.rdod a
First-class Certificate for their Saccolabium densiflorum.
They also exhibited Odontoglossum Ehrenbergii and other
Orchids. Messrs. Low showed, among other things, a good
example of the true Odontoglossum Insleayii. Saxifraga
tricolor, a charmingly-variegated kind, was shown by Mr.
Standish, who received for it a Special Certificate, and
also a First-class Certificate for his new Yew. A yellow-
flowered variety of Celosia pyramidalis camo from Mr.
Buchanan, gr. to Captain Trotter, Dyrham Park, Bamet

;

and Mr. Tui-ner of Slough showed a basketful of seedlings
of Adiantum farleyense, most of them bearing fruit,

and all differing more or less from the parent. From
Mr. Cooper came the pretty little Sophronitis grandiflora,
fine flowered plants of which also came from the Society's
garden. To Mr. Marshall was awarded a First-class Certificate
for his pure white variety of Lycaste Skinneri. Mr. Bull
furnished a fine panful of the silver-tipped variety of Selagi-
nella denticulata, and Mr. Wm. Paul showed cut flowers of his
hybrid Nosegay Pelargonium, of which further notice \vill be
taken in a future Number. From the garden of the Society
came Bouv.ardias, Primulas, and Orchids.

^
Dec, 4 (Fruit Committee).-'Mi: Cox. Redleaf, received a

Special Certificate for a fine collection of Apples, in which
were good fruit of Ribston Pippin, Court of Wick, (lolden
Harvey, Golden Russet, Golden Winter Pearmain, Scailet
Pearmain, Harvey Apple, Nonpareil Russet. Sam Young, Cox's
Orange Pippin, Christie's Pippin, Golden Reinette, Blenheim
Orange, very fine ; Golden Knob, Feam's Pippin, Pack-
horse, Seek -no - Farther, and Bedfordshire Foundling.
From Mr. Smallcy, gi-. to the Hon. A. Seymour,
Norton Hall, Daventry, came a spike of Bromelia
Commelyniana, 22 inches in length, coveied with fruit,

not unhke that of Coe's Golden Drop Plum. The plant on
which it was grown was stated to have occupied for five or six

yearsa position among other plants, which it overtopped, in the

centre of a temperate plant stove, where it was allowed to grow
without any restriction or distm-bancc. Two fine Pine-apples,

to which Special Certificates were awarded, were showm by
Mr, Douglas, gr. to F. Whitburn, Esq.. Loxford Hall. They con-

sisted of Charlotte Rothschild, 8J lb. ; and Smooth-leaved
Cayenne, 7 lb, 10 oz. From Mr. Jack, gr. to the Duke of Cleve-

land, Battle Abbey, Sussex, came the pink Brinjal-like fruit of

Holboellia latifolia, which on tbeing tasted proved insipid.

Mrs. Tennant sent the Urge Granadilla already adverted to ;

and from Mr. Wrench came a small collection of Onions, grown
in Bediordshire.

><rotices of aJoofeS.
The Vegetahle World, &c. By Louis Figuier.

Translated by W. S. O. Svo., pp. 571, with numerous
Illustrations. London : Chapman & Hall.

The original work of M. Figuier, of which the present

professes to be a translation, has been very favourably

spoken of by competent reviewers ; we have not at baud
the French version to refer to, and hence in the following

remarks we must distinctly be understood to refer to

the translation. We may at once say then that the

volume before us presents contrasts that are violent

and painful. Artist, engraver, printer, paper-maker,

publisher, have all done their parts well, so that had
one to judge of their work only, the verdict could only

be couched in terms of unqualified praise. The typo-

graphy is clear, the paper is satiny, the illustrations are

many of them beautiful, and the woodcuts are excellent.

In these respects then the work is tmourragede luxe.

When we come to examine the subject matter we find

that the object of the work is to give a popular (!)

account of the structure of plants, the conformation

and uses of their several organs, their classification, and
their geographical distribution.

We can quite believe that in the original volume
these objects have been fairly carried out, and if the

reader fail to do justice to M. Figuier, we are con-

vinced that such failure is due to the way in which the

English version has been laid before the public. So
numerous are the errors it contains, that we are

almost inclined to think that by some accident we
have an " unread " proof before us; but as the errors

are not merely typographical, but pertain to matters of

fact, the supposition, however charitable, is not tenable.

In the earlier part of the volume the errata, though
still tolerably abundant, bear but a slight proportion to

those to be found in the latter half of the book. As
the star-gazers in the early part of the evening, on a
recent occasion, saw but a few stray meteors, while

those who braved the chilling blasts of early morn were
astonished with the sight of countless multitudes, so

the reader will find, as he proceeds in the perusal of

this volume, errors, blunders, and misstatements in

increasing number and intensity, till, like the star-

gazer, he will become too astonished and bewildered to

be able to keep an accurate account of their number.
That we may not be thought unduly critical, we

select a few examples of the translator's skill. Speaking
at p. 397 of the pistils of the Ranunculus (Buttercup),

we are told that they " are disposed in an oblong, pro-

longated globulous head or capitulum, having a short

beak enclosing a single ascending and anatropal ovule,

which become achenes after a time." Not a very clear

account of the pistil of a Buttercup. The translator

is not much more intelligible, when at p. 459

he speaks of the Elm, Ulmas campestris (sic .')

'• Each flower," says our translator, " always without

corolla, consisting of a calyx of four or five lobes, with

four to five stamens opposite to these lobes, having

bilocular anthers opening from without by five longi-

tudinal clefts; a free two-celled ovary containing asingle

anatropal ovoid." Rather an amazing account that

!

In the section relating to natural familiesof plants, the

translator states that he has departed from the original,

and has followed the system of classification most

received where the English language is spoken. From
internal evidence we discover that the system proposed

by Dr. Lindley in the " Vegetable Kingdom " is the

one intended, but who could have guessed it from the

following diagnostic character of Hypogynous E.xogens,

which we arc seriously told at p. 3G7, "are distin-
guished by the total absence of floral envelopes, and
among them the presence of petals seems to be of little
moment. Flowers bisexual, unisexual, separate, or on
the same plant

; stamens entirely free from the calyx
or corolla."? i.dT
As to the names of the orders and species, it

would puzzle the most acute botanist to know what
our translator can mean. What are the " Faltiacea:,"
" Crotalaceaj," " Tremdudacero ? " What can the
Mastive tree (Pulmia atlantica) be? But these are
probably rare exotics, and not familiar to us. Not so
the Pansy ; we thought we did know a Heartsease, but
we are deceived, at least if the following be a correct
description (p. 371) :

—"In the Pansy the upper petals
and laterals are directed above, and only the lower one
is directed below, and generally the stigmata is inceolate
and globulous."
One more instance: the fruit of the Lime is de.scribed

as "acoriaceous indehiscent, cupular, unilocular by the
disappearance of the dissepiment, and only contains
two seeds by abortion." But we shall weary our
readers. We can only say, in conclusion, that it has
seldom or never occurred to us to have to note so many
gross blunders in any book that has come under our
notice, and the extreme carelessness or ignorance of
the Editor is the more lamentable as the " get up " of
the book leaves nothing to be desired.

lie Jardiii Fridtier du Museum, ou looiiographle de
toutes les Especes et Tarietes d'Arbres Frnitiers
ciiHires dans cet Flablixsi ,i., at ,,,,, /,,., Descrip-
iiou, leur Misioire, h'i'r ^ \r. Par
J. Decai.sne, Membre ih- i I , ; i l'r..resseur de
Culture au Museum d'lli>luii, \:i;iii lie. Paris:
Firmin Didot & Co.

(,VoiitbiKcdfrom p. 1046).

Poire Fondante de Malines.—Tree pyramidal, and
au abundant bearer ; shoots rather slender, or of
medium thickness ; leaves oblong-oval or elliptic,
narrow, but broader than those of the Winter Nelis

;

petals obovate or sub-orbiculate. Fruit middle-sized
or rather large, oblong, very obtuse at the eye and
stalk, sometimes cylindrical ; stalk rather more than
an inch in length, tolerably thick, sunk at its insertion

;

eye in a slight depression ; skin thickly speckled with
yellowish brown ; flesh white, very melting, some-
what granular near the core, sugary, very" slightly
musky, with a perfume which resembles that of the
Beurre Diel. Season, October and November. [This
excellent Pear, which is one of the seedlings raised by
Major Esperen, must not be confounded with tlie

Bonne de Malines or Winter Nelis.l

Poire William Prince.—Fruit middle-sized, obovate,
smooth, greenish yellow; flesh white, very melting
and juicy, but not highly flavoured. [Probably both
French and English climates are too cold for this
American variety.]

PtcJier-Brugnon Newington Edtif. The Early Neic-
iiigton Nectarine.— [It may be observed that we have
attached the name of Brugnon or Brinion to some
Nectarines. The French, on the other hand, include
all Nectarines under the general name of Peach,
but distinguish the Nectarines by adding that
of Brugnon, or Pecher-Brugnon as above. It
is observed of this variety tiiat it is not likely
to have an extended cultivation on account of its being
a clingstone. It appears that in the time of Miller,
whom Professor Decaisne quotes, clingstones or firm-
fleshed Nectarines were not so objectionable ; for he
says it (the Newington) surpasses in goodness nil other
Nectarines, and perhaps all fruits in the world. Some
do even yet prefer it before the melting Nectarines, but
it must be well shrivelled against a south wall, or as a

.standard in a warm climate, like that of .\merica or
Australia.]

Poire de Nantes.—Tree pyramidal and vigorous;
shoots olive-coloured on the shaded side, reddish
brown next the sun ; leaves oblong-oval, acuminate,
dentate. Fruit middle-sized or rather large, oblong
pyriform ; eye level with the end of the fruit : skin
smooth, citron yellow, sprinkled with small brown
dots, and of very delicate texture, so that it shows
the least bruise ; flesh white, very melting, with
abundance of sugary, slightly perfumed juice. Season,

end of August. This variety was discovered by M.
FrauQois Maisonneuve, horticulturist at Nantes, and
received a 2d prize at the meeting of the Society

d'Hortioulture de la Seine in 1852. [It must not be
confused with the Beurre Blanc de Nantes, described

and figured by Provost in " La Pomologie de la Seine-

Inl^rieure." It is described by DeLiron d'Airoles as a
Pear altogether of first-rate quality ; but the extreme
delicacy of its skin will be against its sound appear-

ance after carriage to market.]
Poire Lesihle. — Syn. Bergamotte Leseble. Tree

adapted for a standard inthe open ground. Fruit middle-

sized, roundish or Bergamot-shaped ; skin citron yellow,

sprinkled and marbled with reddish brown ; eye placed

in a depression more or less deep ; segments of the

calyx erect ; flesh white, very fine, melting, very

juicy, sugary, with a slight Fjuonillet perfume. Season,

September and October. Hovey, in the " Magazine of

Horticulture," describes it as only half meltiuj. In
that case, as we have so many perfectly melting Pears

ripe at the same season, we may do without it.

Poire Madame Elisa.—tree pyramidal, vigorous,

and very productive; shoots erect, strong, olive-

coloured on the shaded side, reddish brown with a violet

tinge next the sun ; leaves large, thick, oval, snb-

cordiform, dentate, with the edges turned up. Fruit
rather large, pyriform ; stalk moderately thick, about
an inch in length, inserted somewhat obliquely ; eye
open, in a shallow depression ; skin yellow, marbled
and spotted with russet ; flesh white, tinged

with salmon-colour, melting, sugary, and rich.

Season, October and November. This was named
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in comiiliraeiit to Elisa Berkmans d'Hej'St-op-deu-

Berg, wife of a Belgian pomologist. [We have

observed tlint in the case of a fruit or (lower

being named in compliment to a lady, ami more
especially to a Madame, such fruit is generally found to

possess considerable merits. There may be two reasons

for this: first, were it not so, it would not likely be

proffered ; and second, there is the stronger probability

that the compliment would not be accepted if the subject

were not possessed ofpraiseworthy qualifications. Now,
the Pear Madame Elisa is described in the Ami. de

Pomolog. Betge as having the flesh fine, melting,

buttery; its juice very abundant, sweet, With a most

agreeable perfume ; and doubtless when thus found it

had received its name. But Professor Decaisne informs

us that the variety VaVies much : according to soils and

seasons it is middle-sized or large, with the skin green

or yellow, with flesh melting or half-meltine, white or

tinged with rose-colour, sugary or very acid.]

Poire Theodore ran Mons.-tKe vigorous, and ,an

abundant bearer ; shoots of medium thickness, very

flexuose ; leaves glabrous, or slightly pubescent, cordi-

form ovate, acuminate. Fruit large oblong pyriform,

obtuse at the stalk, which is short and of medium
thickness; eye large, placed in a regularly-fonned

shallow cavity ; skin very smooth, greenish-yellow,

changing to citron-yellow at its complete maturity,

finely dotted with brown, and marked with a large

patch of fawn round the insertion of the footstalk
;

flesh white, fine, very melting, sugary and rich, ivith

somewhat of a citron perfume. Season, October, and
will keep till towards the end of November. This is

one of the many seedlings raised by Dr. Van Mens, and
named after his son, Cbnseiller a la Cour d'Appel de
Bruxelles.
Poire Grand Soleil.—Tree pyramidal, very fertile

;

shoots fawn or somewhat ash-coloured ; leaves Lanceo-

late, rounded at the base, and acuminate, their margins
crenulated or nearly entire. Fruit above middle size,

oblong obtuse at the eye and stalk ; the latter is short,

thick, and fleshy; eye open in a shallow depression,
skin covered with cinnamon russet, intermixed
with ferruginous spots ; flesh yellowish white,
very melting and su.gary, with a rich acidu-
lated, perfumed juice ; it resembles in flavour the
Beurre Boso—and this says much for it. Season,
November, and sometimes keeps till January. This
excellent variety was raised in the garden of Major
E-speren at Duffel, at the foot of the wall of a brewery
called the " Grand Soleil," and from this the tree takes
its name.

0» the Aiwtomi/ of Vertebrates. Vols. I. and II.
Fishes, Reptiles., Birds. i-c. By Richard Owen, F.K.S.,
Ac. Svo. London : Longmans.

It was a happy thought of the Messrs. Longman
when it occurred to them to place at Professor Owen's
disposal all the blocks employed in ilkistrating the
articles on the comparative anatomy of the higher
animals given in Todd's Cyclopjcdia of Anatomv'and
Physiology. There is no department of hitman
knowledge wliich requires so much illustration as
that of the kindred sciences of Zoology and Anatomy

;

and perhaps, we may also say, that as regards the
highest groups of animal life, there is no one single
individual in this or any other country capable' o!
doing such justice to the subject before us as
Prof. Owen. We are glad, for his own sake, that
the author has not attempted a complete treatise,
embracing the structure of the lowermost creatui-es,
for it is quite impossible, now-a-days, that any one
person should be able to do justice to the whole
science, except it be treated in a very rudimentary
manner. Fortunately, however, the publishers, with
a very legitimate view to their own interests, as well
as to those of the public, have cast this new work into
a shape very closely corresponding with the previous
' Lectures on the Invertebrate Animals," by the same
author; so that any person having in his library the
former work will naturally be desirous, on grounds
independent of the intrinsic merits of the present
treatise, of possessing the present volumes, which, in
some sense, may be regarded as a continuation. Prom
what W3 have above stated, however, it mu«t not be
concluded that all the woodcuts are taken from the
Cyclopredia referred to, for we recognise some from
other works, and several which appear to be entirely
new. At all events, by the result we obtain two
(and are to have three) beautifully illustrated volumes
forming an indispensable constituent of the library of
every man of science, and of every properly educated
gentleman.
Turning to the matter of the first volume we

rnay as well say at once that a detailed criticism in
these pages would be quite out of the question. Never-
theless we entertain our own views about Professor
Owen's manner and method. We doubt either the
necessity or policy of introducing the microscopic
characters and illustrations. We do not share his
opinions as to the "ideal archetype skeleton," or
as to his Ideal vertebra," or his notions respecting
the nature and position of limbs. We regret to see
that when commenting (at p. 203) on Mr. Goodsir's
terms—- myotome," " sclerotome,'* &c., the author
remarks— II the itch of change be uncontrollable
X would suggest 'osteomere,' ' scleromere ' 'npu-
romere, &c.' For our omi part we prefer Professor
Goodsir s nomenclature to Professor Owen'.s, and are
at a loss to perceive why the latter authority is so
.anxious to set aside the well-chosen words of the
lormer. Again, ma,king due allowances for the extent
ofthesulyect, we think that Professor Owen ha;; notdone that justice to other labourers which he ou^ht
to have done. Thus, when he describes (p. 4.37) the
structure of the tongue of the chameleon he .'peaks
avourably enough of the writings of Dr. Hyde Salterbut makes no allusion whatever to the elalrorate
memoir of Mr. Zagla.s, which appeared in Goodsir's

" Annals of Anatomy and Physiology." One more
word and we have done. Figs. 210 and 211 are attri-

buted by Prof. Owen to Windischmann; but to the

best of our recollection, the illustrations in question

represent appearances which Mr. Drummond himself

showed us wlien he was engaged in Writing the article

"Sympathetic Nerve" for the Cyclopicdiabetore referred

to. In fact, they are Mr. Druramond's own original

drawings, and the omission of his name is a serious

slip of the pen. Palmam qui meruit ferat.

The remarks above made in reference to the first

volume are for the most part applicable to the second.

In some respects, however, the second volume is an

improvement on the first, several new and useful

woodcuts having been introduced. We are not among
the number of those who demand that every work of

this comprehensive kind should be supplied with new
figures. Of course, in original memoirs and papers
communicated io scientific societies, such a feature is

essential. The last figure in this volume exhibits a

restoration of the Archeopteryx, a mere glance at which
must be sufficient to convince any non-anatomical
reader that the animal is a genuine mesozoic bird,

having very little in common with the reptiles. Drs.

A. Wagner and H. von Meyer, it will be remembered,
were of opinion that this interesting relic represented

a sort of feathery reptile allied to the Ptcrodactyles or

fl.ying lizards. The researches of Professor Owen, and
the clear expositions ^ven by Mr. Henry Woodward,
have finally set this point at rest. The long tail, conse-
qnentupon the increased number and axial development
of the COCrVL" 'l! V rlri>r:i'. ilhl>';'!' :l liliiri' Lir;ii'r:llised

iyyte thanv, r^n - ..,:i , •

'. \\-
' :..'.'<':) '•

!.^r^'-, but
in the youii . i

:
" ' ^ \

'
:

'

': :

'

'!!, we
have a SOIIH >'; il •l:,::].! -;t'i'm|'1 :: i1m- li'ud of

development. Speaking of ostriches, one sues in

Professor Owen's work the disadvantage of employing
old figures which are in any respect inaccurate. The
woodcut No. 11, p. 1.", certainly conveys to the general
reader ' the notion that the ostrich is furnished with
two claws or talons, one at the end of each toe of ihe
didactyle foot. This error has been handed down from
book to book from the time of Cuvier, in whose
" Regne Animal " it occurs—at least in Orr's English
edition, and also in Mr. Dallas's reprint of articles in

the " Circle of the Sciences," where the same figure is

employed. We remember a gentleman bringing the foot

of an ostrich to a learned Society, to show this absence of
the claw on the smaller toe, which (in consequence of
his having been misled by these fi'_'iir i li r. LMnled
as an abnormal development. Iiil. '. ' -i i'ai

majority of naturalists who have trii-i :
:iy,"

and have not taken the trouble to r\ i i n- i|i '••{ lor

themselve-s, are still convinced of the existence of iwo
claws on each foot of this bird.

We do not care to revive the old controversy respect-
ing man's position in the scale of animated nature, but
certainly there are no such distinctive cerebral or
other zoological characters as would warrant his sepa-
ration into a subclass under the title of Archencephala.
Let us say, therefore, that wo do not think the
" Cerebral System of Classifio.ation " will stand. It is

essentially defective. Referring to the homologies of
the bones of the limbs. Professor Owen makes the
following remarks in a foot-note :

—

" The fact of the homologous bones being determin-
able in the pelvic limb * * * * does not make the
grasping organ of the ape the less a ' hand,' nor does it

prove the lacerating organ of the lion to be no paw, nor
the swimming organ of the seal to be no (in. Professor
Huxley, however, by pointing out those homologies
between man and the ape, under colour of a new
element in the question, probably persuaded the
' working men,' for whom, as Government Profe.ssor in
the School of Science, he selected such subjects of
instruction, that it was- an important argument in
favour of their ape-origin. So speciously, indeed, was
this old elementary fact in zootomy set forth, that the
propounder succeeded in deceiving some non-anatomical
authors into a belief that he had really made a dis-
covery" (p. 292).

However refreshing passages ofthis kind may be to the
reader who has waded through pages of dry anatomical
detail, we cannot but express regret that the ilistin-

guished author should still continue to display so
much animus towards his not unsuccessful anatomical
rival. At p. 273 two other well-known anatomists
(Mr. Flower and Professor BoUeston) are alluded to
m scarcely less significant terms.

The Zonal Pelargonium is generally speaking of
(ree and easy growth, possessing colour in flowers or
foliage of almost every hue : it is as well suited for the
cottagers window of six Canes of glass, as for the
Italian tCTrace of some noble lord's mansion. Wliat
would our gardens be without it ?
The first point in its culture is to secure nice healthy

plants as early as possible iri the spring—say February

;

not merely any varieties which come first to hand, fori
contend it is as easy to grow the best of everything in
Its class, as It IS to grow inferior sorts. I admit that
™ere IS sometimes a diflSculty in knowing which are
the best, but a be.ginner, who would not require more
than SIX plants, 'I should recommend Tto commence
with the following :—

1, Dr. Lindley, oriinge scarlet ; 2, Beaute de Suresnes,
lively rose pink; .3, flliite Perfection, pure white;
4, Madame Ninette Sachero, salmon suffused with
scarlet; 5, Fair Rosamond, salmon, crimson centre,
w-hite margin ; (1, .Kstival, bright rose cerise. If
12 plants and 13 varieties are required, add—7,
Inquisitor, brilliant scarlet; 8, Eunice, rosy scarlet;
9, Marion, soft pink ; 10, Mar(5chal Fore,y, deep scarlet,
white eye ; 11, Roi d'ltalie, or.ange shaded ros.v-
salmon; 13, Beauty, white, salmon tinted centre; "or
Masterpiece, rose salmon shaded. The above are all

finely-shaped flowers, with bold and solid trusses, free
habit and good growth; possessing good foliage, and
not to be beaten in their respective colours.

Supposing, then, plants are in possession, and only in
4S or 150-size pots, and require shilting, the most suitable
soil would be a mixture consisting of one-third
loam of a yellowish turfy nature, or from the top-spit
of an old pasture laid up for two years, and turned
over to the action of the atmosphere; one-third of
thoroughly decayed manure from an old Cucumber
bed, or, what is better, cow-dung well-weathered ; one-
third .silver sand, adding a gOod proportion of fine char-
coal and peat earth. Cocoa refuse, or leaf-^mould. It is

not Well to give too great a shift at first ; if well rooted
in a 48-pot, the change from a 48 to a 24 will not be
too great—pots which have been well-burnt and new
ones are preferable, at the bottom of which cover the
hole with an inverted oyster shell, or piece of crock,
over which, to preserve good drainage, take either the
coarse siftings of peat or turf, about the average size of
a Walnut, and on the top of this lay a few pieces of
charcoal with about two dozen pieces of i-in. bones or
a small quantity of bone-dust ; h'anspose the plant,
flret carefully removing aU the crocks it previously
had; fill up and around firmly with prepared soil;

place in a frame or greenhouse as near to the glass as
possible, in a temperature of 50" to 60° Fahr., allowing
air, pure and fresh, to circulate freely about each plant
on all occasions.

If the plant is intended for exhibition in June, it

will require shifting in April into the blooming pot
or pan ; and to make the shoots pliable, and to bring it

into whatever form or shape is thought best, delay
giving water till the shoots show signs of withering ; a
slight twist with a tie will bring it to the required
place. The most desirable form for an exhibition
table would be that of a mushroom. I would strongly
urge upon gi'owers the conical or pyramidal formj a
new feature for the growth of these plants, which when
well organised, will prove exceedingly interesting and
highly appreciable. So soon as the plants become well-
rooted (better understood as pot-bound), liquid manure
may be given to them twice a week. Do not allow the
plan(; at any time to droop for want of water, and bear
in mind always that plenty of air—not currents of air

passing through or around the plant, but a free and
general ciiTulation, is conducive to the health, free-

flowcving, and full development of colour in the leaf

and flower.

Perhaps the Cape varieties will never be so much in
vogue as pot plants—they do not possess such bold and
showj- nor so well-formed flowers ; still there is a great
diversity both of colour and foliage amongst them, and
many will ever remain favourites for tlie variety of
scent in their foliage. "To grow them successfully, the
soil prescribed will suit them well, with the addition of
a little more peat earth, and a drier and rather warmef
temperature for the freer flowering of them. Many
being tiiberous-rooted are better grown in pans, and
kept ne.arer the surface of the soil. The more
succulent kinds must not be watered so freely.

After the season has passed by—one, however, can
hardly use such an expression, for the Pelargonium i*

always in season, so cheerful and bright is it either in
foliage or flower: when October's sun hastens through
its meridian, and its shadows are long, still on and on
it lingers, through November, even at Christmas a wee
bit still lingers, till spring time is brightened by its

beauty—there must be a period of rest; and if the
Pelargonium is a good-natured plant, and does not
require so much as many of its congeners, it must not
be over-worked. So soon, then, as it has efifected the
purpose of growing into a good plant, covered itself

with bloom, and taken ofl' the first prize on account of
superiority of gi-owth, let it have rest; cut off all

flowers; stop back the growth to the required forrn;

expose the plant to mature the wood before housing it

again, and so soon as new signs of life appear, reduce
the plant into a smaller pnt '

"

or house till it begins to gi

"

encouragement that can b

lawful ambition and desire i >

whether the plants are to siac
not, bear in mind if worth groning they ai'e worth
growing well. J. J. C/iater, Gonrille Xurieries, Cambr.

Hyacinths in Watek. — Tour correspondent
"Quo" is in error when he sajs (p. lUS), that some
Hyacinths, and particularly the higli-coloured or dark-

red varieties, are dillicult to manage if cultivated in

water ; and that single
.
Blue Argus is in the same

category. The only good reason that can be given for

this mismanagement is, that some varieties of ifyacinths

are extremely scarce, on account of the demand every
year being greater than the supply. The bulbs some-
times furnished also want the age required to give lYilI

satisfaction.

The fact is, that all Hyacinths, old as well as new,
with the exception of extra late-flowering double sorts,

can be grown very easily in water in glasses, and do
admirably in it under proper treatment. In September
or October let the bulbs bs placed in glasses filled with
rain-water, keep the gla.sses filled up, if, by means of

evaporation, the water should subside in them, and
change the water if it becouios foul, which seldom
occurs. The glasses should be placed in a window or

Wardian case, the cover of which should be open as

much as possible, only closing it at night and in time of

frost. Give air, and allow tlicni to have as much sun-

shine as possible.

All the single and double-flowered early varieties can

be grown, vrithout exception, extremely \veU in this

manner.
For miniature Hyacinths I would recommend not

half-crown bulbs, which are now used for th.at purpose,

but iiiU-grown Hyacinths with small bulbs. Among
double-flowered kinds especially are some marvellously

fine things in all colours, well worth attention. It

cool frame
-ne all the
'I'ring the
excel ; and

exhibition table or
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would be something new to see at exhibitions small
bulbs, some of which are scarcely larger thau a nut,
bearing great spikes of beautiful blossoms; and as far as
price is concernetl, with a few exceptions, they are
within the reach of everybody.

I recommend also, as something extremely beautiful,

the following association : place seven bulbs ofthe single

white La Caudeur in water, in a china dish or bowl,
coveringthebulbs with green Moss as the flowers appear.
"Wlien fully developed, the latter standing up above the
Moss have a fine effect, scarcely sui-jjassed by anything
in the way of flowers.

Scilla sibirica, treated in the same manner, does well
in water in a dish ; also the earliest Due van Thol
Tulips, such as the red, the rose,the yellow, andthe gold-
striped varieties, together with Tennillou Brillant, as
well as all the varieties of Crocus versicolor.

Sprekelia formosissima placed in water in a glass, as
soon as the flower buds appear, does likewise exceed-
ingly well. Narcissi, too, can be grown very dwarf
if they are placed in a window near the glass, and
kept cool; too much warmth makes them become tall.

6. W. F. S., Saaiiem.

The Egyptian Bee (continued from p. 1143).—
Mr. "Woodbury having a.scertained the fact of the
successful introduction of the Egyptian bee into
Germany, put himself into communication with Herr
"Vogel, and after a short delay received from him a
letter signifying the transmission of a fertile Egyptian
queen. Accordingly, on the 30th of July, I860, there
arrived a weighty deal box, in which the queen and her
few retainers were supposed to be imprisoned. Not a
sound, however, could be heai-d, so that it was with
considerable doubt and anxiety that he forced open
the cover, to the under side of which, on removal, he
found a small cluster of bees attached. They had con-
gregated here to be removed as far as possible " from a
large square piece of dark-coloured hone.T-comb, out
of all proportion to their wants, a portion of the
contents of which having escaped, had so clogged
and soiled the unfortunate little prisoners, that
few indeed were able to use their wings. Onj
separating and carefully examining this cluster, I
found it to consist of worker bees, so similar to
Ligurians that I could not at that time detect the
slightest difference ; two or three small but very hand-
some drones, the whole Iwiug in a sad plight ; and what
seemed to be a diminutive Ligurian gueen, in nearly as
had a case as the rest. This certainly appeared very
small change for my outlay, and it was with no
very pleasant feelings or agreeable anticipations that I
proceeded to make the necessary attempt at placing my
forldm Semiramis at the headof a small lot of Italians,

which, having themselves failed in the attempt to
raise a queen, appeared more likely than any others to
tender their allegiance to an alien monarch. I, of
course, took the precaution of presenting to them this
aspirant to the vacant throne in a queen cage, through
the bars of which her future subjects were at liberty to
make her acquaintance." It was well he did so,

as her attendants were immediately violently assailed,

and dragged out dying or dead. The following day,
finding the hive tolerably quiet, the queen was
liberated from her cage. Suflice it to say that the
experiment was successful, in so far as that she was
received by her new subjects in a very satisfactory

manner. Mr. Woodbury, by careful strengthening of
the stock by the addition of combs containing well-
matured brood, succeeded iii strengthening the colony
suSiciently to be able to raise a few queens from the
foreigner before the season was too far advanced. On
the 7th of August he first commenced queen-raising
operations. I cannot here enter into details of his
manipulations, but the course of procedure was much
the same as that described iu our early articles on
Artificial Swarming. " The first queen was hatched
on the 22d of Augiist, just 15 days after the formation
of the little artificial colony."
During the latter end of August and the first week

in September seven more young queens were batched
out. One of these perished, the rest were fecundated
by Italian drones. The eldest princess commenced
laying eggs on the 9th of September, and the rest

followed m due course.

To quote Mr. Woodbury :
" The spring of 18G0 was

of course looked forward to with great interest, and
found me in possession of eight fine Egyptian colonies,
which had passed the ordeal of an English winter
perfectly uri-scathed. In point of fact, the original
EgiTitian queen (owing doubtless to the evtra care
and pains bestowed upon her), was at the head of by
far the strongest colony in my ajiiary, whilst the seven
others would compare advantageously with any se^en
of my Italian stocks that could be selected, and I
looked forward with much delight to the accomplish-
ment of the pleasing task of propagating what I at that
time believed would turn out to be a race of bees
superior even to the Italians in docility and beauty.
But here occurred a mischance which in its results
gave me the first hint as to the true character and
disposition of my African protegees." S. Sevan Fox.

(.To be CorUinuei.)

Feeding Bees. — I want your advice on a small
matter concerning my bees. Some three weeks ago I
made my man lift some of the hives that I could not
see into, to ascertain how they were as to weight. He
fancied some to be light, so having several small supers
of honey not finished (and unsealed some of it), I put
one on each hive ; in some hives the bees went
at it^ with great vigour,

^
in others hardly at all.

How is this ? What conclusion am I to draw, and how
long shall I leave them on ? One of the super.^ is a
Neighbour'.s glass globe, and I see there is a considerable

amount of steam generated \vithin it. Does this
matter? G. W.
[We always consider it to be bad practice to put on,

or to leave on, supers for feeding ill-provisioned hives,

unless with the intention ofinducing the bees to abstract
the hooey and convey it below. Supposing a hive to be
almost entirely destitute of food in the stock-box, and
a partly-filled super is given, unless the whole mass of
the bees ascend and take up their quarters iu the super,
the food is of no use to them at the very time that it is

most wanted. In seasons of great cold, when a very
large consumption of food is nece.ssarj- for enabling the
bees to sustain the requisite amount of beat, not a bee
could leave the main cluster to ascend into the super
for food without being quickly chilled to death.
Therefore, although in the immediate vicinity of ample
stores, the bees must perish of starvation. This will

frequently occur during long-continued hard frosts,

even iu the main body of the hive. The bees will have
consumed all the stores within their reach, but if they
attempt to shift their quarters to another part of the
hive, great numbers of them fall victims to the chilling

temperature even of the interior of their domicile.

We should recommend the immediate removal of

the supers, unless in any cases where the bees are
actually quartered in them, and even then you run the
almost certain risk of the queens breeding in them in
the spring. Uemove, therefore, and if you are really

apprehensive of a hive being without enough food to
last till February, choose a fine warm day, and give an
inverted bottle containing 3 or 4 lb. of sugar syrup,
removing the emptied bottle the following day. This
quantity may do tiU I'ebruar.v, or if you can give a

second bottle full, so much the better.

The condensation of steam in the super will tend to

make the interior of the hive damp, particularly if the
water be not readily carried off outside the glass. At
any rate the super cannot be otherwise than injurious

to the bees.]

Garden Mesioranda.
RAPES AT COOMBE ABBET, THE SEAT OF THE

ARL OF Craten^, KE.tR COVENTRY.—More remark-
_.ble Grapes than those at Coombe Abbey, taking
everything into account, it would be diflicult to find

;

and Mr. Miller, the gardener there, may well be proud
of his success in Grape growing. His Vineries are all

lean-to houses, in one long handsome range, which was
built .about five years ago by Mr. Gray, of Chelsea

;

they are about 10 feet high nt back. 5 feet high in

front, and about 15 feet wide. The front wall rests on
piers, the borders being made both outside and inside.

The first and greatest care in making these borders was
to have them well drained. Along the front of the
border outside runs a large main drain, into which
transverse drains are led ; then there is a bottoming of

some 2 feet in thickness of brick rubbish, and on the
top is placed the soil, which was put in with but little

preparation, in the shape of lai^e fresh turfs, rough and
unbroken almost, just as they were du" from the fields.

The Vines are planted inside, but their roots are at

liberty to travel outside if they choose, and which they
doubtless do. The Hamburghs, Muscats, !tnd other
white kinds are planted, 3 feet apart: the LadyDownes'
and other late black kinds, 4J feet apart, Mr. Miller

being of opinion that Black Grapes require more room
to bring them to perfection than white kinds. In
early houses the Grapes were all cut, but the Vines
themselves were in capital condition. The first house-
ful of fruit entered was one of Muscat of Alexandria
and Canon Hall Muscat, with which were associated

a few white Tokays. The Alexandrian Muscats were
a splendid crop, regular both in bunch and berry, the

former averaging about 2 lb. each, and exhibiting that

fine amber colour which can only be obtained under
first-class cultivation.

The next house to which we came is considered the
pride of the place, and wonderful indeed it is. It is

filled principally with Lady Don-nes' Seedling iu fine

condition, the crop being heavy .and the bunches about
15 in. in length, well shouldered, and averaging about
2 lb. in weight per bunch ; some e%'en exceeded 3 lb.

(a veryheavy weight forLady Dovvnes'). The hemeswere
large, bluish black, and covered with a fine bloom.
Grown in this style, what a splendid late Grape this

is ! Oldaker's West's St. Peter's, although good,

looked a dwarf beside it ; Trentham Black was very

good ; and when it is well grown, few Grapes can equal

it in flavour. Baibarossa was also grand (Gros Guil-

laume is, however, the proper name of this Grape, the

true Barbaro.ssa being red or grizzly). One Vine of

this wa.s bearing 11 noble bunches, each averaging

7 lb. and upwards, finishing off well. Mr. Miller

prunes it somewhat on the long rod system,

observing it to bear best on young canes.

There are. moreover, two Frankenthals, young plants,

bearing enormoas crops. It is an event worthy of

notice to gel one bunch of Frankenthal to weijli any-

thing like Gib.; here hung bunch after bunch, each

averaging from 5 to 6 lb. ; the berries were large, and
almost black, but not quite perfect in that respect,

which was not surprising, the Vines being too heavily

cropped ; but who could have the heart to destroy a

bunch like one of these ?

The next house is principally filled with Black
Hamburghs and Frankenthals, also bearing heavy

crops averaging about 3 lb. per bunch. The Golden
Hamburgh was doing well here, being large both in

bunch and berry, and very beautiful. Foster's White
Seedling was also very fine, and it is a variety much
esteemed by Mr. Miller. It is a fine Grape, and well

flavoured, and when grafted on the Hamburgh, as Mr.
Hill of Keele Hall has it, it is magnificent, equalled

only in point of beauty by a Mu.scat of Alexandi-ia.

Several other sorts are gro -vn by Mr. ililler, but these

are the most important. Black Alicante, which is the

best late Black Grape of all, appeared to be absent.

Fine examples of this kind were grown last summer by
Mr. Rawbone, gr. to J. Campbell, Esq., Woodseat,
neir Bocester ; they were really magnificent, and did
Mr. Rawbone much credit.
Mr. Miller h:is thus far been very successful in Grape

cultivation ; but the Vines, it must be remembered,
are all young. It therefore becomes a question how
long they will continue to produce such noble crops,
grown in the manner in which they are at present, and
confined to the .same space. Experience has proved
in other cases that after a few years they begin to
produce smaller and smaller bunches every season. As
was stated in a leading article a few weeks ago (p. 1041),
the Vinerequires more headroom—more space in which
to develop itself, than is generally allowed it, in order
that it may continue to produce the splendid bunches
which it furnishes in a younger state ; but is it not the
same with the Apple, the Pear, the Plum, &c. ? By
allowing root and branch both to grow, do we not get a
greater, a longer continuance of crops of fine large
fruit than we can obtain by any pinching or dwarfing
system? The noble Vine at Finchley is a case in
point. In the large conservatory in the Royal Horti-
cultural Societ.v's garden at Chiswick, the Vines while
young nearly all produced crops of about equal merit;
but durin^theselast two seasons the largesthunches, and
the best Iruit, have been produced on those Vines
which have been allowed to develope themselves most.
Some say that with only one Vine it takes long to fill

a house ; but this need not occur. Take, for example,
vineries as they are usually planted—those at Coombe
Abbey, for instance. What should be done is to select

one or two of the strongest and most promising Vines
in each house, and encourage growth in them by every
possible means. By taking up one or two fresh branches
from the bottom every year, and cutting away the
other Vines as room might be required, ip the same
manner as is frequently practised with regard to fruit

trees on garden walls, a Vine might in a very short
time be induced to fill a very large house, without loss.

What says Mr. Miller to this plan ? A. F. B.

Miscellaneous.
Treatment ofAmanjJUsesfor Autumnal Blooming.—

The great scarcity of flowers during the months of

October, November, and the early part of December,
for decorating the conservatory and drawing-room,
induced me to try the experiment of so far altering the

habit of some of the varieties of the genus Amaryllis, aa

to enable me to depend on their blooming in those

mouths as strongly and regularly as they usually do in

the spring. Success attended my practice. The opinion

ofthe late Jlr. Knight on the growth of bulbous plants

in general, furnished me with an admirable ground-
work for cultivation. '' Bulbous roots increase in siae,

and proceed in acquiring powers to produce blossoms

only during the periods in which they have leaves, and
in which such leaves are exposed to light ; and these

organs always operate most efficiently when they are

young, and have just attained their full growth." Bear-

ing these important facts in mind, we will suppose a
moderate collection is in hand, and the object is to

induce the bulbs to bloom in autumn. In the first

place they should be potted in December, using pots in

proportion to the size of the bulbs. The soil I have
found best suited for their growth is two-thirds light

turfy loam, and one-third of half-rotten leaves .and

coarse river sand, draining the pots well, and using the

compost in as rough a state as possible. If additional

stimulus is required, it may be supplied, when the

leaves are fully formed, in the shape of manure-water
every second or third watering. In potting them,

keep two-thirds of the bulb above the earth in the pot.

They should now be plunged in a pit or frame near the

gla.ss, and where there is a moderate bottom heat to

encourage the bulbs to root freely before they com-
mence growing by the leaf ; and to accomplish this, the

bottom heat should be considerably in advance of the

top. WTien the roots have made considerable progress

towards flUing the pots, they should be removed to a

light house, and be placed near the glass. The tempera-

ture should be kept between 60' and 75°. The increase

of both light and heat will cause the bulbs to grow

rapidly, and great care should be taken not to injure

the foliage ; if any blooms appear they must be removed,

and water supplied when requisite. By this treatment

the plants will in a short time possess a strong and

healthy foliage, at which time manure-water may safely

be applied with the best eftects. Whenever the appear-

ance of the leaves indicates suspension of growth,

w.ater .should be gradually withheld; but they must
still be exposed to the utmost amount of light and heat,

until the leaves become of a partially brown or yellow

colour, when they may be removed to a dry cool place

until wanted for blooming. By the above treatment

they will generally be in a perfectly ripened state by

the end of April or e.arly in May. I do not agree with

those who advise that, during the period of the plants

rest, they may be shaken completely out of their pots,

for I find they bloom much stronger by being allowed

to remain in the pots in which tbey grew. It is not

material where they arc kept during their repose, pro-

vided they are kept dr.y. Towards the end of August
preparations may be made by commencing with all or

part of the stock ; the pots should be well soaked with

water, and then plunged in a mild bottom heat in any

pit or frame that may be at work. When the flower

stems have advanced or 7 inches in height they may
be removed to a stove to open their flowers, and after-

wards placed either as ornaments for the conservatory

or turned out intova.ses or ornamental pots for decora-

ting the drawing-room. By the above management I

have found those varieties enumerated below bloom

quite as strong as they usually do in the spring ; John-
soni, reginfe, vittata, reticulata, and Ihc-ir allies,

frequently have three or four spikes of bloom, and

attain the height of from 3 to 5 feet. Immediately after
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they liave done blooming they should be partially

-haken out, disturbing the roots as little as possible,

and repotted as before advised; placini; them ma
bottom heat until the roots have taken hold of the soil.

List of varieties grown to bloom in the autumn :—

Johnsoni, Johnsoni-regina;, regin3e,_ reticulata, vittata,

Arkermanni, concinna, grandis, insignis, picta, Solan-

dritinra, vitl:ita, Sweotii, marginata conspicua. nobilis,

marginata von\ista, aulica, and others. Spencer, in

Journ. Hort. Soc.

Moles at Iheir Menh.~\i is hardly possible to con-

caive, and quite impossible to describe, the fury with

which the mole eats. It hunches its back in a most

curious manner, retracts the head between the

shoulders, and uses its fore paws to a,ssist it in pushing

the worm into its jaws. In this respect there is a

singular resemblance between the mole and the car-

nivorous chelodines of America. I have kept several

of these reptiles, and have always noticed that

they ate exactly after the fashion employed by the

mole, seizing their food in their jaws, and tearing it to

pieces by the aid of the armed fore paws—one foot

being applied at each side of the mouth, so as to push

the food forwards, while the head draws it back. How
the mole a.ssumes this peculiar attitude I cannot

conceive. I have often seen it engaged in eating, and

have sketched the creature while so employed; but,

when the mole has been dead, I have been unable to

place it in the proper attitude, though anxious to do so

in order that the artist might be able to make his

drawing properly. From seeing the animal eat, I can

readily conceive the fury with which it must_ be

anima'ted when it fights, and can perfectly appreciate

the truth of the assertion, that it has been observed to

iing itself upon a small bird, to tear its body open, and
to devour it while still palpitating with life. Nothing
short of this fiery energy could sustain an animal in

the lifelong task of forcing itself through the solid

earth ; and it may well be imagined that when two
male moles of equal strength happen to meet, the

combat must be of the most furious kind. Somes
ifUhmt Mamh.

F/ii/siotoghal Sffeeh of Fei-fiimes.—Cnton, Hippo-
orates, and other ancient doctoi-s, classed perfumes
among medicines, and prescribed them for many
diseases, especially those of a nervous kind. Pliny

idso attributes therapeutic properties to various
aromatic substances, and some perfumes are still used
in modern medicine. Discardintr, however, all cura-

tive preti'iKinii^ for iiprfumes, I think it right, at the
same time, I nulrit tlic doctrines of certain medical
meuwhohiiM ilnl tlicy are injurious to health. It

I'au be proM'ii. mi the contrary, that their use in

moderation is more beneficial than otherwise ; and in
cases of epidemics they have been known to render
important services, were it only to the four thieves
who, by means of their famous aromatic vinegar, were
enabled to rob half the population of Marseilles at the
time of the great plague. It is true that flowers, if

left in a sleeping apartment all night, will sometimes
cause headache and sickness, but thi^ proceeds not
from the difi'usion of their aroma, hut f^rom the car-
bonic acid they evolve during the night. If a
perfume extracted from these flowers were left open
in the same circumstances, no evil effect would arise
from it. All that can be said is that some delicate
people may be affected by certain odours ; but the same
person to whom a musky scent would give a headache
might derive much relief from a perfume with a citrine
basis. Imagination has, besides, a great deal to do
with the suppcsed noxious effects of perfumes. Dr.
Clnquet, who may be deemed an authority on this
subject, of which he made a special study, says in his able
" Treatise on Olfaction : "— We must not forget that
there are many effeminate men and women to be found
in the world who imagine that perfumes are injurious
to them, but their example cannot be adduced as a
proof of the bad effect of odours. Thus Dr. Thomas
Capellini relates the story of a lady who fancied she
could not bear the smell of a Rose, and fainted on
receiving the visit of a friend who carried one, and yet
the fatal flower was onlj; artificial." Were any other
argument wanting to vindicate perfumes from the
aspersions cast upon them, I would say that we are
prompted by a natural instinct to seek and enjoy
pleasant odours, and to avoid and reject unpleasant
ones, and it is unreasonable and unjust to suppose that
Providence has endowed us with this discerning power,
to mislead us into a pleasure fraught wilh danger, or
even discomfort, mmmel's Bonk- of Perfurn en.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

The chief thing to be attended to in reference to
glasshouses at the present time is to keep as low a
temperature as is consistent with the health of the
inmates, as a hot close atmosphere would, in a few days,
do more injury than could be repaired during months
ot care alter the mischief is done. Ventilate with
judgment

; but let there be ventilation even where
the most tender plants are kept, although it be at the
cost of a httle extra fuel, to maintain the necessary
temperature in connection with a circulation of fresh
air. A\ atermg will also require to be done with
great caution, and we cannot perhaps do better than
repeat the directions which we have so frequently
given, VIZ., never to water till the soil immediately
below the surface is suflicientiv dry to warrant a full
supply. Ho careful to prevent sourness; as, if this
takes place, and is not rectified, the loss of the roots
will be the inevitable consequence. Avoid spilling
water on the floor, and endeavour to maintain a sweet
aud not over-damp mu- overdry atmosphere.

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLANT HOUSES.
Should the weather prove unfavourable for out-door

work, prepare labels for all ornamental trees and

shrubs; and when well painted, and thoroughly dry,

they can be put in their proper places. Crocuses and

other bulbs should be protected from the ravages of

mice, for which traps should be employed before they

do any mischief. If there be any choice seeds of Rho-
dodendrons or Azaleas which it is desirable should be

saved, they must be seen to at once before the seeds

drop out.

AuRicriiS.—These should now have little water

and plenty of air ; keep the plants clean both of dead

foliage and green fly. If the soil become green on the

surface it should be loosened, but not so deeply as to

disturb the roots. Should severe frosts occur, a slight

covering will be necessary at night.

Cakx-itions an'd Picotee.s.—Keep the pits or

frames containing these as opea as possible whenever
the weather is at all favourable.

^
Water sparingly.

Too much moisture and not sufficient air are sure to

induce spot : cut away all decayed foliage.

CiXERARiAS.—Give those intended for flowering in

May their final repotting; they should have plenty of

room, and the side shoots should be tied or pegged out
as soon as they are long enough. Never use more heat
than is sufficient to keep out frost.

Dahlias.—Examine the roots of choice kinds occa-

sionally, to see that they are not rotting at the stem

;

if so it will be best to cut away the part aflected, and to

dry the root, if at all damp. Much depends, however,
on the convenience at command for wintering them

;

under a stage of a greenhouse is the most general

practice, but here it is often too damp ; neither should
they be placed in a situation that is too airy, as many
kinds will dry up. They must be placed beyond the
reach of frost.

Pansies.—Those in pots miust have plenty of light

and air; the lights should bo taken quite off on all

favourable opportuniti*.
Tulips.—Hoop over beds, and cover .should severe

weather occur. The tops of the spikes being near the
surface, this precaution is absolutely necessary.

FORCING GARDEN.
CrcUMBERS.—These must now have careful atten-

tion. By a proper arrangement of the ventilators a
constant circulation of air should, if possible, be
secured whenever the weather is at all favourable.

Peaches.—Those in pots may soon be brought into

the house, and plunged in Oak leaves that are in a
slightly fermenting state: from 55° to 60' in the
plunging material, whatever it may be, will be suffi-

cient during the first month. The atmosphere should
range from 45' to .50' by night, and from 55° to 60"* by
day. Syringe during fine weather, but never when it

is damp.
Strawberries.—Where very early Strawberries

are required, some of the strongest plants of Keens'
Seedling may be brought into a pit for starting, but no
artificial heat need be applied for the first week or
10 days. Let the plants be freed from decaying leaves,

and top-dress the surface with rich loamy soil, having
a sprinkling of soot in it, to drive out any worms which
may be in the pots.

"V ines.—Let the heat of the litter about the roots of
Vines recently started be daily examined; and see

that it is regularly kept at a temperature of 60', until
the rods are coming into leaf, when a slight increase
of heat should be obtained. It will be well, however,
not to exceed 70' for some time yet, as too great an
amount of root-heat produces a weakly growth. The
temperature of the atmosphere should be kept at 50' by
night and 00° by day until the buds are all starting,

when a rise of one degree each night may be indulged
in until it reaches 58' or 60', with a corresponding
increase by day. It will not, however, be safe to go
beyond G0° by night, and a smsiU portion of air should
be always allowed, to keep the atmosphere sweet and
in motion. With sun-heat, should it occur, a rise of
10', with a gradual increase of air. must be obtained
as often as possible, and to assist in this the heat in the
pipes must be increa,sed early whenever there is the
appearance of sunshine. Vines in pots are greatly
benefited by being plunged in a gentle bottom-heat, and
their shoots should be depressed, so as to cause them to
bre.ak all the buds. The atmosphere for the.se should be
similar to that for Vines established in the border.

hardy fruit and kitchen garden.
The fruit room will now require daily attention.

Fruit least likely to keep should be picked out for
immediate use, or when they decay they will injure
that which is sound. Let an uniform temperature be
preserved, and give sufficient ventilation to allow damp
to escape.

Rotation of Crops.—Previous to the general ma-
nuring and trenching of vacant ground, the rotation of
crops which are to be cultivated upon it during the
ensuing summer should be decided upon. One of the
first principles to be attended to in this arrangement is

that no annual crop be grown for two successive years
on the same plot of ground. Another variation should
be made by taking care that those crops which imme-
diately succeed each other are not such as are liable to
be preyed upon by the same kind of insect, as their
increase is encouraged to a fearful extent by thus
putting in their way the food of which they are most
fond. It is important that both the manuring and the
depth of the trenching be regulated by the requirements
of the crops ; and their rotation should be so arranged,
that the ground be not trenched to the same depth for
two successive seasons, but so that different portions of
the soil be brought to the surface in turns. The peren-
nial or permanent crops will of course form a class by
themselves, as they do not require a change of situation
for many years ; but when this is necessary with any
portion of them, the ground from which they are
removed will fall into the ordinary rotation in the way
of a regular exchange. By cultiv.ating the Celery and
Cardoon on the Scotch or wide-bed system, a large ridge

of soil is thrown up between the trenches, the surface
of which is very well adapted for the cultivatiou of
dwarf Peas, Beans, Spinach, Turnipsj and similar vege-
tables; observing, however, that only the earlier

sowings of these several crops should be made on these
ridges, that they may be removed in due course before
the ground is required for earthing up the principal
crop. As a matter of course this arrangement must
not interfere with the very earliest crops of Peas, &c.,
which are generally allowed a place on the side borders
near the walls. For the latest crops of Peas, &c., a
portion of ground must be allotted, which, with that
occupied by the Celery and Cardoon ridges, mil
generally amount to about one-third of the ground
occupied by annual vegetables. The extensive turning
over which the Celery and Cardoon soil undergoes
acts admirably in preparing the ground for deep-
rooting plants, such as Turnips, Carrots, Onions, &c.,

and in the following year may be devoted to the
cultivation of the Cabbage family, whose roots are
confined more nearly to the surface. If the vegetable
garden is so large as to allow of the cultivation of a
portion of the general Potato crop within the walls, it

will form a fourth course in the rotation, and will come
in after the Brassica tribe. Working upon this system.
Cabbages have been planted during the autumn on
ground which had been occupied by late summer
Turnips; and the ground which now requires trench-
ing is that from which the later Turnips, Onions,
Carrots, Beet, &c., have been removed, and which will

next spring be planted with Cauliflower, Broccoli, &c.
Preparation for these should be made by trenching in a
very heavy dressing of manure, which shall serve for

that and the succeeding crop; as the last few years
have fully convinced us of the impropriety of planting
Pot,atos on ground recently manured.
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5 Clay, Hon. Soc. pro tem.

BUSINESS.
To CoTiflrm the proposed Constitution and Laws of the CTiainber.

To Receive the Report of the Council.

To Elect the Officers for next year.

To consider Regulations respecting the Importation cf Foreign

Cattle, and the geueml Cattle tra
And otUer ger

Temporary Offices, Walton, Wakefield, Nc

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY of ENGLAND.
—The GENERAL MEETING of Members will he hold at the

Society's House, U', Hanover .Square, on WEDNESDAY, December 12,

at 12 o'clock. By order of the Council,

London, December 1st, 19C6. H. Hall. Dare, Secretary.

SMITHFIELD CLUB CATTLE SHOW. -The
SlXTy.EIGlITH AXNUAL SHOW of FAT STOCK. SHEEP,

PIOS, KOOTS, SEEDS, and AGRICULTDK4L IMPLEMENTS,
will be held at tho AGRICULTURAL HALL. LONUON, lOtb, lUh,
l'2th. 13tli, and 14th UECEMRER. Opening day, MONUAY, Twop.m.
Admission. Five Sbir ""

'
'^ '....

CMITHFIELD CLUB CATTLE SHOW,O AGRICULTURAL HALL, LONDON.-Openine day, MON-
DAY, lOtb Decembor, Two o'clock. Adiuiasion, FIVE SHILLINGS.

QMITHFIELD CLUB CATTLE SHOW,
k? AGRICULTURAL HALL. — TUESDAY'. WEDNESDAY.
THURSDAY', and FRIDAY', llth, 12Lh, 13th, and Htb December.
AdiuiBsion, One Shilling.

CATTLE, viz. :—DEVON BREED, HEREFORD,
SHORTHORNS, SUSSEX. NORFOLK. LONG-HORNED.

SCOTCH HORNED, SCOTCH PULLED. IRISH BREED, WELSH
BREED. Admission. One Shilling.

SHEEP, TL!.:—LEICESTERSHIRE BREED,
COTSWOLDS, LINCOLNS, ROMNEY MARSH, SOOTH

DOWNS. HAMP.SHIRE DOWNS, SHROPSHIRE DOWNS,
OXFORD DOWNS, MOUNTAIN BREEDS, YORKSHIRE, BERK-
SHIRE, ESSEX, SUFFOLK. PIGS. Admission. One Shilline.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRICUL-
TURAL GAZETTE of SATURDAY NEXT. December IS,

will contain full particulars of the SPiOW of STOCK and IMPLE-
MENTS .at tho AGRICULTURAL HALL, ISLINGTON.
ADVERTISEMENTS for this Number should be sent to tbeOfBce

not later than THURSDAY. A Copy sent for Six Stamps.
41, WeUmeton Street, Strand, W.C.

Eixt ^gncttltuial (Saiette.
SATURDAY, DECEMBER S, 1866.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
. Dec. 10-v

I Great Show of the Smithflcld Club in the
Agricultural Hall, Islington.

M.INDAl
TIESD41
Wepnesday, — la >
Tbcbspai, — 13 I
FaiOiv, — 14 J

mf Central Farmers' Club (Dr. Voelcker
i Manures), at the Saliahm-j- Hotel- G p.m
rGeneral Meeting Smithfleld Club a

.,J cultu'al Hall. Islington—1 1

'"j General Meeting "
t Salisbury Hntel-

]2> General .Meeting of the English Agricultural

MONDHY,

T0E9DA
e Agri-

tiug Farmers' Club at the

( Society at HaaoTCr square—Noon.

It will be seen in our short report elsewhere
of the Show during the past week at Bingley
Hall, that a pen of pigs exhibited by Messrs.
Howard, of Bedford, has been disqualified
because their dentition is pronounced by the
veterinary referee to indicate that the animals
are not of one litter. It is impossible that this

"indication" can much longer be allowed to
override and quash all other evidence which may
be offered of tho truthfulness of the certificate

of age on which animals are now admitted to
these shows. We have now particular know-
ledge of at least throe examples in which we
cannot doubt that the certificates were true, not-
withstanding that on the veterinary report of the
dentition of the animals the}- were pronounced
false. One of these was the case of a pen of pigs
exhibited at Carlisle some j'oars ago by Mr.
Scott Hayward, of Folkington, Sussex, whose
name is mentioned in another column. Another
was an instance of pigs exhibited by Mr.
Benyox, M.P., of Englefield, Reading, whose
Bailiff, the late Mr. HoKSBUEGli, was kno-wn to
us as a perfectly trustworthy man. We have not
forgotten Colonel Pennant's entry at Bingley
Hall two years ago. And now Messrs. Howard
are paraded as defaulters in this good company.
It is plain that we cannot tie honesty and care-
lessness so constantly together as is necessary to
explain this perpetual failure of honourable men
in the hands of Professor Gamgee and his
coadjutors.

Our live stock are improving year by year

;

there are many indications of age which no longer
hold true in agricultural experience. Size and
weight and maturity are attained earlier from
generation to generation ; and this dentition is no
exception to the general rule of progi-ess—it is

both earlier and uneven—and on both grounds
its indications ought not to be trusted. There
have been pens of sheep in Bingley Hall whose
dentition was just as inconsistent with the idea
that they were of one age as that of Messrs.
Howard's pigs. A rule which, by its rigid
application, should single out the rogues who
might intrude themselves amongst a company of

honest men would be serviceable ; but this is a
rule which seems hitherto to have selected for its

victims the exhibitors of most uniiuestionablo
honoui-.

On general grounds the indication which it

rests upon must be pronounced altogether doubt-
ful—in particular instances it has proved beyond
a doubt to be altogether untrustworthy—and
in its result it mixes up rogues and honest men
without distinction. Need we offer any other
reason why it should be at once abandoned ?

As the growth of Cabbage for farm pui'poses
is yearly extending, a few notes upon experi-
ments in its cultivation can hardly fail to interest

'

the agriculturist. I

Dui-ing the past season it was determined to

set apart a piece of ground which had last year
been cropped with llape, and fed off' by sheep

—

with Cabbage, but as we had no plants, and if

they could have been procured tho expense of

transplantation, added to the cost of the plants

themselves, would have been serious, we were led

to try the effects of drilling the seed, and after-

wards thinning them out in the same manner as

we proceed with Mangels and Swedes.
As a preparation for the crop the ground was

ploughed to the depth of 7 inches, and then well
dragged down and cleaned. Upon this was
drilled the following four sorts of Cabbage, in
rows '20 inches apart :

1. Oxheart.
2. Thousand-headed Cabbage.
3. Drumhead Cabbage.
4. Buckman's Purple Winter Green.
These forms it may be interesting to short!}'

describe.

1. The Oxheart is a somewhat small heart-

shaped Cabbage, quick in growth ; it has the
property of readily turning in and hearting, and
when young it is a delicious table vegetable just

at the time that other sorts are too hard and
strong flavoured.

2. The Thousand-headed Cabbage is not a

hearting species, and sho'ald more properly be
called a "Green." It is ciuick in growth,
branches into many heads ; but though it looks

large, its loose growth renders its weight of

produce less than woidd at first be supposed.
This is the Chou a mitlc tetus of the French ; it

is a very hardy variety, and has been cultivated

for spring feed for sheep, which are very fond of

it, as indeed they are of all the Brassica tribe.

3. The Drumhead is well known as an agricul-

tural Cabbage, and is more especially treated

by transplantation—in fact the young plants

frequently have two shifts from the seed bed.

•1. This Purple Winter Green was derived in

our .series of experiments upon WUd Cabbage
seed obtained from the rocks at Llandudno in

North Wales, and is curious amongst others as

an evidence of the almost endless varieties

which this wild plant is capable of assuming
under cultivation. As yet, indeed, this variety

is by no means fixed, as fi'om this, which is our

first crop from the selected plants which were
seeded, we have what might become several very
distinct varieties of Greens.

BroccoU from this source has proved so hardy
as almost to defy our winters, and this Green,

which makes a large heavy head of loosely

packed leaves, -will in spring shoot up as many
branches as the Thousand-headed.
Such were the different kinds of Cabbage

employed in one experiment of about 3 acres
;

they had no properties of growth in common, but
as they were drilled in the following order the

diflerent rows could be well observed, and the

effects of colour were somewhat curious.

Order of drilling :

—
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asserted that milk sucked from the mother was more
nourishing than milk taken from the pail. Of course

good digestion, as we all know, depends on the manner
of taking our food, and an enforced slowness of feeding

may be useful in that way; but more than this was

asserted :—" My opinion," said Mr. Kemp, "is that

sucking from the cow ensures a stronger animal, and

one that will bring most money in the end. And what

is remarkable in connection with this plan is the fact

that one-third less milk than that which is necessary

iVom the pail will suffice. I cannot explain this; butmay
it not arise fromthemilkpassingdirect intothe stomach,

and not coming in contact with the atmosphere?

Again, with reference to the sheep, he said
:—

'
Except

in the case of some unfortunate ones, the lambs are all

allowed to follow their dams. And what is remarkable

in connection with the milk taken by the lamb direct

from the udder is that one-half is found more nutritious

than double the quantity of cow's milk given from a pail

or keg." None of the subsequent speakers referred to

this point, and we should be glad to know in what way
it was ascertained by Mr. Kejip that this is so. The
rest of the discussion reasserted what isthe ordinary

experience, we believe, in all parts of the island. Thus
Mr. Kemp said :—

" When the calf fed from the puil is between four and six

weeks old it will be well to commence artificial feeding.

Farmers .-u-e not agreed .is to the best kind of lu-tilicial fond,

but, so far as ray experience goes, notbiii. i - i' i i.i i.

nourishing thiUl .1 mixture of ground Lit I
i

But before they are weaned a sm,all qu.inl i

!

i I

'

i

;

of dry oil-cake should be given, and coiitiin: i m,iI il : h. y n >

turned out to Grass the following spring. At tius rare, and
assuming that the animal is then 14 months old, the expense
of artificial food will be 1?. 13s. This sum does not include

the value of ground Linseed and Rye meal. Tho plan I have
mentioned, of continuing to give oil-cake from the time of

weaniug mitil sent out to Grass, would be the means of

strengthening the constitution, ensuring a rapid growth, and
i-endering the animal less liable to many diseases prevalent in

this country, such .as qu.artei--ill, &c. If to be fed off .at the
end of two years, 14 lb. of oil-cake and 4 lb. of grrdn [daily]

(Oats or Rye) should be given during tho last three months.
If the animal be not fed off until the end of his third year, he
should receive no oil-c.akc or grain during his second winter.

But every farmer knov,^ I ;: i: tl,. miMal fed off in his third
year will, on account I if i, 1 como nearly to their
fuU size, take on fat ni.r : : less expense, than in
his second year, and li ,r .: .' :n,.d will do. I have
known cows fed on h.ay and o llj. of cake daily, thrive and
milk well."

Mr. Hendeie said, '"With regard to artificial feeding,

he agreed very much with Mr. Scott. He would not
go altogether into artificial feeding, but some was
necessary for stiff cattle that had not good breeding, to
try to put them fast into condition. Ifthere was fo he a
projif (it all, fhe sooner if -jrns made the belter; and if
thfre was to be a toss, the sooner it was over the bettei:"

A very animated discussion has lately been pro-
ceeding in the columns of the Edinburgh Agricultural
papers, on the valuation of manures by the chemist
—the assertion on the one side being that, various as
the commercial value is of many of the ingredients
used in their manufacture, the attempt to force a
fixed formula of valuation on the public mind is

necessarily mischievous. Of course the value to the
farmer of any manure that he cmploys^an be known
and realised only by himself It depends on the price
of his produce, on the character of his soil and crops,
and on his own skill in cultivation; but hiiving to
buy certain ingredients in manures for the necessities of
his land or of his plants, he is certainly assisted by a
foi-mula, which, applying fixed valuations as nearly
accurate as may be to those ingi-edients, enables him to
judge by the difference between the resultant estimate
and the actual market price, where he can get these
ingredients cheapest. In a recent letter, which appears
to bring the discussion to a conclusion. Professor
Anderson says:—

Itv sat .

I originally devised by Mr. Way a good
many years since, I have explained the principle on which
these tables are based in my ' Elements of Agricultural
Chemistry,' published in 1S60, rem.arking at the same time
that they must not be implicitly relied on. but must be ILable
to constant modifications : and I have since, more than once,
stated that I no longer use them, but that when I am asked
to give an opinion on the value of a manure, my estimate is
founded on the current m.arket price of similar articles at the
time. I have always m.aintained that it is not the business of
the cheiniat to fix the system on which a manure should be
valued, but that it should be a matter of mutual arrangement
Iwtween buyer and seller ; and this is the case in almost every
department of commerce except the manure trade ; so that
when the chemist is asked to give an opinion as to the value of
any other article there are well recognised rules on which ho
can fall back. The manure dealer .and the farmer have come
to no arrangement, and the chemist has been forced to form
the best estimate he can, by comparison with one another of
nianures of known composition and price, and, if bis expe-
rience is sufficiently extensive, I believe his estimate is gene-
rally a very fair one. For my ovm part, I avoid giving an
opinion on the v.alue of a manure (unless it is obviously .adid-
terated or Inferior) except where it is specially demanded, and
I am bound to s.ay that, for once that the request comes from
the manufactm-er, it comes 10 times from the farmer ; and, as
far as I can judge, the opinion expi-essed is generally more
satisfactory to the latter than to the former, and often
protects him from serious loss."

Among a number of adulterating substances
specified in a paper read before the last meeting of the
Social Science Association is one called Concentrated
Aleand Porter Wort, manufactured by the Concentrated
Wort Company of Margate, to which has been given the
name of " Grainstone." This concentrated wort is made
of malt and Hops, in the ordinary way, and reduced by
a patent process to a solid hard substance. To convert
this substance into beer, porter, ale, or stout, more or
less water has to be added, according to the strength
required, and when thus liquified, it is fermented and
racked, off into ca,sks, in exactly the ordinary way.—
Why this apparently honest character should" be
paraded on the same form with a number of undoubted

rogues wo donot understand. " Grainstone " does uotseem
to be more dishonest than dried milk. There is plenty

of roguery in the milk tnule as well as in the beer

trade, but concentrated essences of the genuine article

are in neither case deserving of anything but com-
mendation.

• The agricultural Editor of the Field thus

describes his experience in the cultivation of Fenu-
greek, the drug which is so largely used in the

manufacture of spiced cattle foods :

—

'
' We have experimented on its growth in this country in two

very opposite districts, namely on the cold and stony Cottes-

wolds and in the south-west of England—and in both have
succeeded in raising the seeds with as much certjiinty as th.at

of the Sainfoin, and for this purpose the new stock of seed
from the druggist will .always answer. We have found it

best to drill the seed in April in rows of about 1.5 inches

.apart. It comes up very readily, and as it advances is simply
hoed to keep it clean. In October the seeds in the long foliate

pods become ripe, and these and the whole herb have then
the strong ,aromatic smell for which the pl.ant is remarkable.
Now, wo have remarked th.at carters .and others who have to

do with horses frequently employ this seed .somewh.at exten-
sively : but at the present time it is deserving the especial

.attention of the i^riculturist from the fact that it forms the
principal flavouring in the much-vaunted and be-puffed

cattle feeds." of which we have now so many manufacturers.
It is not .surprising that these should multiply, when it Is

known that ordin.ary feeding stuffs, worth .scarcely more than
nne penny the pound, .are .said to be highly concentrated
nt*V f'v.r) when flavoured with Fenugreek, and sold at from

'li:- ton weight. Still, that the carter will make a
,. I cat Ills food with rehah when only a small

I
li 1; ; htirse powders—of which this is a constant

iii^r-lie;]'. — i3 stirred up with it, is quite certain, and
we all know how a sweet-smeUing hay is relished before
a sample without such savour, .and its consequence, flavour.

Reasoning from this, we have this year sprinkled some
powdered Fenugreek seed over some seed hay that had been
much exposed to weather, .and the result is a s.ample that
certainly smells equal to the best. Further, a mixture of a
Uttle powdered Fenugreek seed in pigs' food makes these
anim.al3 eat with a decidedly greater relish ; so that, from all

the circumstances of the ciise, there is r-M- :i :.. 1 "i \ that
the Fenugreek will ultimately become an i. - ;r .

farm m,anagement. At .all events there seei . 1! ! :

for submitting to the exaction of so 1

dcm.anded for its mixture when we can .--.- l,.,-i1. ii

iiursclves, .and in all our oxperlmen(^3 herewith wo may be
certain that what we h.avo to deal with is perfectly harmless."

On Friday of last week a very handsome service
of plate w,xs presented to Mr. H. Scott Hatwaed, to

whose farm at Folkington, near Eastbourne, we have
more than once referred in these columns. Sir, Hat-
ward has for a number of years filled the office of
Chairman to the Eastbourne Board of Guardians, and
they have thus united, with his other friends, to give
him a testimonial of their esteem and regard on the
occasion of his leaving Sufspx for the occupation of a
farm in Gloucestershire, which had been for many
generations tenanted by members of his family.

TRADE IN FOREIGN CATTLE.
Mp.. Ikwin read a paper on this subject last Wednes-

day before the Society of Arts, from which, a,s reported
in the ' Journal ' of the Society, we make the following
extracts :—

1. Relations to Cattle Disease.—Why the foreign
stock should, in the minds of thoussinds of our agricul-
tural population, be placed under a species of ban, I
cannot understand, unless it is that the importation
prevents the high prices which would inevitably have
ruled had we not been permi'ted to resort to our
neighbours, and avail ourselves of such surplus quan-
tity as they can afford to send us ; for although it has
become almost an accepted fact that the cattle plague,
of which we are now happily all but free, was brought
to us from abroad, I cannot find any direct evidence to
that efl'ect, neither can I trace any bearing on the
direct importation of either pleuro-pneumonia or foot-
and-mouth disease, much anterior to both diseases
being well known as existing in England and also
Ireland ; and as far as the rinderpest is specially con-
cerned, the Royal Commis.sion of 1865 failed to esta-
blish anything conclusive as to direct importation

;

and the veterinary authorities?, to whom we look for a
satisfactory solution, are even now undecided, and,
what is not unusual, very far from undivided in their
opinions on the subject.
With a pecuUarity essentially English, tho rinder-

pest, when it first broke out, was at once pronounced
to be a foreign importation—that, at all events, w.as
agreeable to our notions of purity in our own herds,
and, luckily for the theorists, the Revel cargo had been
in the Metropolitan Cattle Market .some few days prior
to the disease having been first observed, and it was
concluded, as a matter of course, that our alleged first

direct Baltic importation had subjected us to the
ravages of aterrible scourge. Grantingthat the opinion
of an eminent veterinary authority is indisputable,
viz., " that the first time cattle should be introduced
direct from countries ea.st of a line from about Memel
on the Baltic to Trieste on the Adriatic, we should
undoubtedly have the steppe-murrain, or cattle-plague,"
I ani at a loss to understand how we have escaped the
pestilence for so many years, for the Revel careo was
not the first direct importation from Russia via the
Baltic, but the third, though uot in such large quanti-
ties; and although the Royal Commission in their
report seem to attach no importance to the theory
of the Revel cargo having done the mischief com-
plained of, it may be as well to state that some
10 or 12 years ago a quantity of cattle from St. Peters-
burg was landed at Hull, and, I believe, sent into
Lincolnshire ; a second direct importation was brought
to Loudon in 1860 from St. Petersburg, the cargo from
Revel being the third instance—part of the latter
having been sold in the Metropolitan Cattle Market
about the 2nd June. 1865, and, coinoidentally, the
disease was first observed some 17 or 18 days after, on
or about the 19th June, and, subsequently spreading,
had by the 14th October extended to 29 counties in

England, 2 in Wales, and 16 in Scotland, and was still
advancing; the early cases in the provinces being said
to have been traced to cattle which had been exposedm the Metropolitan market for s.ilo, a noteworthy cir-
cumstance, inasmuch as part of the Revel cargo was
sold at Hull, and theiire seiif tu :\laiiclipster and other
Ijlaces, whence no :n..: i,.. , ,,,, said to have been
communicated to 111.

: . i;i ,:i iric-ts. In the mean-
time, the disease hnd ! :,,

,

, 1 into Holland—ako
by cattle sent from iLj .'.lu'irujHilil^in market^whence
it spread to Belgium and France, but in the two last-
named countries the stamping-out measures which
were at once put in force, had the efleot of preventing
any alarming spread, whereas the temporising policy
permitted in Holland and Great Britain, has had a
most disastrous effect, some of the Dutch provinces still
suffering severely.

2. Quantity Imported.—Alter the removal of the
prohibition and the almost equally restrictive duty on
cattle, no material importation was received in this
country till 1816, the numbers standing as follows :—
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obtain a steady and reliable supply, in addition to

occasional shipments from

—

. Port of

Shipment.
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lieing a wonderfully linu pair. ilrs. Soainons is again

the Teiiiis ricfi-Lr ul' Ajiesbury ducks, lier 1st prize,

drake and one duuk, « oighiug 18 lb. ; the 2d prize,

drake and duck, loj Ih. The Rouens have at last

beaten the white birds, Mr. Shaw's 1st prize pair

wci;,'liin'.: 10 lb., :ind Sir St. C4eorn;e Gore's 2d prize pair,

ISl'll.. 'iri-- SriMi..!i'- Hliil,. ^Mii.lrrniid ^n,,<.., weigh-
in- ..,-; II- :

'i
-

i ill llir-ilr,~ HiT. ill-lrirl fact,

nil ilir .1.
,

'.. Mr. \rliiiihihiil -.r:i,\-. weigh-
ill-.: ."I'.i', lli All- Siiiinr- s iiKnitli- iilil niiitr i;ander

and goose \\eigh 121 lb., Mrs. Arbuthnott's f! months
old gray gander and goose weigh 423 lb. Mr. John
Siuitu is again the champion with turkeys, one cock

and hen weighing 19} lb., and a C} months old pair

weighing 39J lb.

The days of e.xtravagant prices for fancy poultry may
bo said to have departed, but that breeders enjoy a

large deniand for high-class birds appears from the

sales of last year, the particulars of which have been

kindly supplied to us by Mr. Lythall, the Secretary.

A pen of tliree Cochins was sold for 2al. ; two Cochin
cocks made 10/. each ; one game-cock was sold for 20/.

;

a pen of three Rouen ducks for 15 guineas, and a pen
of three game-bantams for the same. But ordinary prices

ran as follows :—23 Dorking cocks made Us. per bird,

and 100 other Dorkings averaged 20*. per bird—the
class in by far the largest demand. Spanish was of

limited sale—two cocks fetching two guineas each, and
20 other Spanish Sos. per bird; 11 Cochin cocks,

beside the above-mentioned special ones, made 7'2s. 7d.

per bird,and 63 other Cochins, 36*. per bird ; 30 Brahmas
were sold for 28s. per bird, and five Brahma cocks at
SS-f. per bird. Only si.t Malays found customers, at

24*. Gd. per bird ; the same number of Cr^ve Cceurs at

2 guineas per bird ; nine Hamburg oock.s make 39*.

per bird ; and 02 other Hamburgs, 21*. dd. per bird.

Xine Polish fowls were sold at 19*. 5rf. per bird ; and
one cock at 4 guineas. Three Cuckoo Dorkings were
sold at 2Ss. per bird ; three La Fleche at 33*. id. per
bird ; and three Andalusians at 21*. 8d. per bird.

Thirty-two game fowls fetched 3.3*. (id. per bird.
Thirty-three bantams sold at 25-!. each, and bantam
cocks at 52*. 9rf. per bird.

Forty-five ducks (being the high-priced pen) sold for
23*. 9(1 per bird, 12 geese at 31*. 3rf. per bird, and 18
turkeys at 37*. per bird. It must be remembered that
the great majority of the pens in Bingley Hall remain
unsold, because of the prohibitory figures set

upon them by their oi\'ners,—most of the specimens
here competing for honours being the best brood stock
from the various parks, yards, and establishments,—
so that the actual value of the birds shown is very
greatly above what we might infer from these averages,
which are, with a few exceptions, only ordinary trade
prices for really well-bred fancy stock.
We naturally find the pigeons in a loft, and here

they occupy about 40 cages more than usual in their
favourite galler.v. Of course, the settlement of com-
parative merits is in the very best of hands. Mr. Cottle
has no superior in the abstruse and delicate learning
which treats of myriad points and markings, and
Harrison Weir has the same unrivalled eye and pencil
for a homing or tumbling "dow" as for a wild bird
whirring from a brake. There is a very close compe-
tition in every class; the most extraordinary merit
being observable among the pouters, runts, white
fantails, other fantails, owls, barbs, and dragoons.
Mr. John Sally's runts weigh within a shade of 5 lb.
the pair ; and conspicuous for rare merit are Mr.
V\ ickmg's white fantails, and a complete novelty
appears m the shape of some wholly " black Jacobins"
Ul the class for new varieties.
DoGs.-The seventh display of canine merit in

Birmingham is bigger, better, richer, and more pro-
mising than ever. No matter that the managers have
sought to limit the show by admitting only three
instead of four dogs for a guinea subscription, and by
raising the 4*. entrance fee to 5*., the entries have come
in some 00 stronger than last year, now numbering
830

;
and the Curzon Hall is so inconveniently full that

a yard at the back has been converted into a menagerie
of mastiffs, Newfoundlands, and St. Bernards, relieving
the galleries, we suppose, of the weight and power of
the show, on the same principle which m an implement
exhibition always places the steam-engines and heavy
work down stairs, and at the same time enabling each
dog in the hall to stretch himself over a few inchesmore
space than was enjoyed before. A main attraction this
year is provided in the new "fittings," while the new
star gaslights decidedly add to the prettiness of the

whole spectacle. Running very rapidly through the
clas.ses we note an increased number of bloodhounds.
Air. Harrison s " Dalesman" and Mr. Cowen's " Druid "

being still unapproachable (metaphorically, we mean •

by no means m reality). Mr. Stock's " Empress " also
L'^ here, mth her children and grandchildren per-
vading this division of the Show. Deerhounds are
more numerous and improved, Colonel Inge showing

his matchless old '' Vn'i^nf " nr,/i ««.,;„ +v.« «„„

each, or 12 classes of pointers in all. Major Stapylton's

"Pero" is here; but we miss Mr. Smith's old lemon-

coloured dog " Major." The lemon-and-white pointers

again attractedmuch ofthe attention of the j udges, so that

this sort is still the fashion. Mr. Whitehouse has contri-

buted a good many specimens. The setter classes have
been subdivided so as to suit all tastes as much as

possible; and it is observable that the Irish have
decidedly advanced in merit, though it has been
feared that they were retrograding. Last year the
retrievers were divided into two classes, " wavy " and
" curly " coated ; this year a new class of " other than
black " gives the liver-coloured a chance. The curly
dogs have generally been the favourites, but on the
present occasion they are distanced by tlie wavy, the
judges reporting that they have rarely seen so good a

class. T.Kre are large entries of spaniels of all sc

generally c jinl in merit to those of last year, which is

saying a great deal, seeing that these classes are always
good at Birmingham. The " sporting " half of the
exhibition winds up with a curiosity class of foreign

dogs. Among the other dogs " we find a grand class

of mastiffs, much improved now people have learnt

that every big and threatening dog is not a mastiff.

The grand St. Bernards appear for the first time in a
class to themselves, and a superb show they are, both
the rough and smooth varieties. In fact, a great
feature in the hall is the presence of Mr. Macdona's
rough dog " Tell " and his " Victor " and " Bernard."
The Newfoundlands are hardlyas fine as usual, thesheep-
dogs more numerous and good. Since the demise of
old " King Dick," and the suffocation of Mr. Price's
"Romany" on the railway when going to Sheffield,

the bulldog show lacks superlative merit; still, it is

large, and is evidently highly appreciated. Bull-
terriers were not recognised at the first starting of these
shows ; now they fill two classes of large and small, and
Mr. Hinks takes the 1st and 2d prizes in both. Smooth-
haired and black and tan terriers abound for their
admirers, and if you think that you know a Skye from a
Dandle Dinmont, or a broken-haired dog, study the
separate sorts here, and you will find that you are
mistaken. Pugs are as gruff-looking and as dear as
ever, Italiau greyhounds are so extremely fine that
their whole class is " generally commended," and after
a bit of fun, a capital lot of toy-terriers, we find some-
thing novel in the foreign class, consisting of some
specimens from China and Japan. From the Times of
December 3.

feel sure that benevolence is not the real nor the proper origin
of employment. Labour is offered on the one side and
employment for it is offered on the other, in 99 cases out of
every 100, not by benevolence but by self-interest. Every one
of us, you know, is endowed with certain means and abilities
and IS posse8.sed of certain w.ants .and desires. Well ! it is these
independently, I do not say uuaccomp.inied by, but indepen-
dently of anythins like kind feeling and benevolence, that are
the great causes of the work that is done from year to year Inany country. It is in the operation of these abilities and w,ants
possessed in various degrees by different peoole, and not in
the e.\-ercLse of their sympathies and charities thatemployment
IS provided. The farmer, the manufacturer, and merchant are
all pursuing their own interest, and so is every labourer, in the

to be done. And I am not saying
t either nf any class of men or of
1" .,11- tliis. There is a sort of

'^ conscience ever smote
''

'
d and family interests.

I 'II -^ II. itnd especiaUy for those
e liiuh lieiiied the faith." Well,
provided, not by the charity of my

work they do and i

anything dispara;

again his matchless old ' Valiant," and again the fine
bitch Vengeance.' Greyhounds are not particularly
nieritorious here; about as many as u.sual, and
iicludmg Mr. Paulkner's "Felix "and Mr. Muggle-
ston s l<ellmonger," that were winners last vear
1 oxhounds are few, not only because of the tinie of
jear, but because all the local packs have just now
changed mastership-the Albrighton, AVorcestershire
VVarwickshire. and Bicester hounds being thus in

s&'t.''%°'^'-,
^""'•'^ '"'""'^'^ ^°d harriers don'°

show. The beagles are in good force, and of considn -

.iiJie merit. Large classes, numbering no fewer tliun
8.i entries, present the public with plenty of tii-
lavourite spry fox-terriers, and scarcely one is i.,

mnnnS^ 1,1 " ?°' ^^^>y B°'"^- One aim of themanager» has been to provide many classes as a means

first plt'ib!,'il"^/*,'™^™"'
P'j^''-'- ^"'1"=" tl'e Show was

now tft}"^ *i'"'''' ^T" ?"* '^" «'^'«^'=« f"!- pointers;

for nl,T
^'™

''l'^"'',
f"-"" '"'•Se- medium, and small ^

lor champions of each size, and again for two sexes of

,

VILLAGE LECTURE.
[The following are fragments of a winter evening's
Lecture given in a village school-room many years
ago on " Our Relationships."]

1. Setj-lor^.—I believe that an intelligent regard to self-
interest, and the rivalry and competition which arise out of it,

are right in themselves and productive of good, and that
.any one who says that they are contrary to sound moriUity
only needs to carry out his principle far enough, and he will
find himself very soon in the ranks of the socialist or the
communist. The instinct of self-preservation, in which all

this rivalry originates, is doubtless an Oliginal and essential
principle of human nature, and however liable, like every
other good thing, to abuse, its results on the whole are
beneficial ; and whether we see labouring men in their
numbers bidding against one another for work, and so reducing
wages, or merchants in their rivalry bidding against one
another for custom, and so reducing the price of commodities,
or manufacturers in their competition with one another intro-
ducing machinery, and so reducing costs ; as we believe that,
however liable to abuse it may be, and however liable to
degenerate into mere selfishness and self-gratification, yet this
instinct of self-preservation in which all this striving
originates, is of God and not of 8atan—so we may be sure in
its results it will be good, .and not evil. Surely it only needs
for the vindication of this principle that I point out how after
all it resolves itself into a mere case of faithful stewardship,
for when striving after self-improvement, whether ic be in
mental or in material wealth, I am but putting to their proper
uses the opportunities, abiUties, and faculties—in short the
" talents " which have been committed to my care. And let
me remind you that this principle of self-love is sanctioned
and endorsed by the very spirit of the Gospel itself—it is made
the very measure of our benevolence, and every one of us is
comm.anded—" Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself."
If there be one verse which more than another on that subject
might be made the text or the motto of a sound political
economy, I believe it is the one just quoted. It sanctions the
principle of self-love, which, whether ignored or condemned,
as it is by Christian socialists -so called—irW^ operate, to the
confusion of all the misguided but benevolent schemes they
have imagined. I understand it to say—the stronger this self-
love may exhibit itself in you the better, provided, whatever
its degi-ee, that too be the degree of your love to your
neighbour

2. Master avd Sei-mnt.-l wish in this Lecture to illustrate
the power and the importance of this principle of self-interest
and the way in which it comes into operation in our relations
to those around us. The first thing needed by anyone who

aid discuss the relations between the employer and the
ployed obviously is a spirit of the most thorough impartiality

and evenhanded fairness, for if there be one general idea with
which anyone may safely commence the study of the subject.

t bcmg th . , - -„ , „. „.
neignoour, but by the ordinary instincts and abiUties ofhuman nature I, a labouring man, as every one among ;is iswho does his duty, take my share of their employment and I
receive my wage without being beholden to any m.an what-
ever for it. The value of my work is determined just in theway in which the value of every other marketable commodity
IS arrived at, namely, hy the relation between the supply of itand the denuand for it. I receive that value in monc^ I have
given It in labour, the balance is exact, and let me say it for
it IS the simple truth, I owe ! no man even thanks. There arefew thmgs, I feel sure, that tend more to the substantial
welfare of working men than the maintenance of goodwill
between them and the other classes of society but valuable as
this feeling may be, let us not aim at the maintenance of it by
pret«nding what is not the case, that anything like indebted-
ness exists, or that gratitude is due in the matter of wagesand employment. The labour given is worth the wales
received. I believe that every man, whether labourer or
employer, acts on the average as he thinks best for his personal
interest, and It is weU for us all, we may be sure that we areguided thus, for I have little doubt that the mass of mistaken
and oflicious benevolence which would otherwise be let looseamong us would produce bitter and mischievous fruit. The
fact 13, as I have said, landowners and farmers, farmers and
labourers, manufacturers and mechanics, are all guided on the
great scale and in the long run just by the average of those
ordinary self-interested feelings which are every day resulting
in the multitude of separate bargains between individuals of
either class. Let no one think that in translating this beauti-
ful motto. Live and let hve," into the mercantile principle of
each actmg for his own interest, I aim at destroying what

ight say was all the moraUty of om- business relations-
there .are justice, and honesty, and other essential principles
to guide us here, but why should any one try to fix the idea of
personal obligation on either party to a purely business trans-
action. Why should the idea of Protector on the one sideand Protected on the other, be so dear ? I see no sanction for

' - not that the rich employer is to take
, H-atively poor labourer, hiif.

'

to love his neighbi
gratitude is due from any

We may be

this —that human nature _. „„„.^ »., ,„.
rich and in the poor, in the labom-er and his ,.^,,.„,„. , ^^^

may have been laUed patient .and enduring, and
nployer ; and

though _
others hard and overbearing, somV bene"volenTMd"others
cruel, and so on, yet, take a crowd of the very men who areadmirmg or condemning, as the case may be, and place themm the circumstances at which they are looking, and we may
confidently assert that on the average and m the long run
they will themselves turn out in the very way which thiy are
praising or condemning in others. Human nature is aUke in
al and the influence of circumstance does on the great scale
t.ll „- all alike -a useful truth to be convinced of, first,

the .student of our subject be a servant or a master
vr-r his opinion be, if he covUd only be induced, when

'Ins subject, to s.ay within himself, whether of his
"

'S'"! o'
^"^ me only .stand in that man's shoes,

i.u 1 shaU see out of his eyes," it would in a great
I lid to the removal of aU that anger and bitterness

e'rSiTf„"'^KitJ.1-7iff'.'° .-company the

vbcthci

discus!

that a
bound in gratitude to' any

of the relations'betweVn' tTem:" i'beTerVen
"".ght to prosper without being beholden i e

itnde to any one whatever for it imHoi. r^
except himself, ' ..««..vi„ ;, „..„: ,""^ lor it under God

3t himself. I consider it must be proof of so3tl,i„„

bour be needed before I
1 manage to maintain myseif,"and I

the Bible. ^.„ „, „ „
of his comp.aratively poor Labourer, butuTat 'ev"ery
*" '"'"' ''" ""•-''- himself

; it is not 'that especial
class to .any other, but that we

. be sure there is room enough for
between classes and individuals without

"•^^ '
' I" 'I the case—that generosity, or charity orkmd h- ,11. 1 iMtr.ii.itre, or anything of the sort, has or ought

to hu\e any immediate influence in the ordinary afl.airs of
business. And let us not fear that this doctrine altogether
puts benevolence out of sight or operation. I feel sure that
the most intelligent benevolence will sanction what I have
said, though of course it will include the other half of the
subject too. The whole truth as regards master and servant
presents two aspects-m the one it exhibits to us two honestmen who are actuated by no other sentiment than that sense
of justice which claims its due, exchangmg with one another
labour for money, according to the market value of the former
and in the other it presents to us these same men .as equals in a
far hisjher sense than that in which they are respectively
master and servant, as neighbours claiming mutual symp.athy
and the expression of that sympathy to the extent of their
respective abilities. I believe, then, that the relationship of
m.asterand,servantis precisely that of any other two who are
dealing with one another in any commodity whatever.

3. Individiinlitv.~l must confess that I have referred in this
Lecture more to that independent individuaUty of which we
are the subject, than to the relationships which we ought to
maintain towards one another. I have not by any means been
running away from my subject in doing this. People are
mistaken if they think^hat relationships can be created and
broken up at the mere word of command—they are a natural
growth arising out of the nature of the Individuals betweenwhom they exist. I have often heard of men, respectable in
years, in sUtion, and in we.alth, lamenting the failure of those
relationships to which they had been accustomed amongst the
different chisses of society in years gone by—lamenting the
loss of that respect which they conceived was no longer
exhibited as it used to be by young men towards the aged—
by labouring men towards their employers—by the middle
and the lower classes of society towards the upper. Now let
me say it by the way, I beUeve they are mistaken in all this.
Of course they have their memories to judge by, but then we
younger men have the written records of the times to which
they refer ; and I believe that so far as any real, sincere,
intelligent, and indepen<lnif~ior let me use that word once'

-so far as any iiit.-lli-.iit i-vl independent feeling of
goodwill between the -li

was stronger than it i^ i

in another direction - 1

1

corrected by insisting -.i

relation.ship of which th- _

surprise them to be told that their
precisely that of all those whose radical and revolutionary

concerned, it i .

.

I
'

1
1

'

1 1 their great error Hes
1

1

lilt thing was to be
' '' I Vance of those forms of
nted the decline. It might

this particular i

ideas are their most extreme abhorrence ; for what i... .„
search of but just an improved set of relationships which'they
think are real and positive existences in themselves alone .and
obtainable by mere force of will, whether through Parliament
or otherwise. But relationships are not actual things

; they
are, to repeat the word, more relationships between actual
things

: you cannot obtain them by labouring for them
directly, but only by hibouring upon the things themselves
between whom you want the relationships to arise. It is just
by working upon individuals, by the acknowledgment of their
independent individuality, and by bringing such motives to
bear upon them as shall alter their wills and tendencies that
the rehitionahips between them arc capable of alteration.' Let
us not then look so much to Government or Parliament or
Politics to effect anyalteration incur socialpositionwhich seems
desirable. Government has very little power—I might say no
power at all—in this respect ; all that it can do for our good
besides restraining the wrongdoer, is to abstain from meddUng
with that natural play of affinities out which, of course, the safest
and most lasting because the least artificial relationships can
alone arise, whether in the matter'of our social or commercial
interests. People talk much of the evils which they find in
society, but the only w.ay to correct them is to correct the
evils which exist in the individu.al pieces of which society is

'

Society is faulty because individuals are at fault •

society on earth will improve, and whenI individuals i
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individuals shall be perfect, it will be the advent of heaven.
Society is just, as it wore, one of those compound substances
of which the chemist instructs us. It is made up of atoms
each of which has an individual existence, and is possessed of
<;eiiaiii |i

I
i. I i^ (uil as are the atoms, so is the compound

which ':i .'; iL-ate. The chemist knows thiit it is of

no u :
, 1 uf the reLationships as being at fault

yelationships arc
"

of tin -i In- the:
iins lliul-atoms, n he could alt' r tiir rli

selves, then the reiati'iiis udl.h ixi-i |m:\s,,i, ih, i^.ht

change to his mind, ainl ; In' i > ~iiU in l^ I it l.c lUil. 1.1,1
,

1,1 it so
long as the atoms maint.iiu lli.u ihuaiici-, tlicii innniuiuid
will maintain its nature. Will, tbun, I believe I have been
right in speaking less of relationships than of the atoms
themselves between whom they .ire to subsist
Let no one think that by settling the relatione of the
dLtfereut classes in society he will put everything to
rights. Government may be related to subjects, taxers
to the taxed, those who make the laws to those who
obey them, capitalists m.ay be related to labourers,
masters to servants, with absolute justice, and yet 1 believe
that society migat tumble to pieces and anarchy result out of
it all. as it has done with monarchies and empires and
republics enough before now. The Millennium of happiness
for which we look will not be the creation of mere politicians,
whatever the instrument, whether a Reform Bill or a charter, by
which they expect to accomplish it. It is not by the coiTection
of mere relations that everything is to be put right. Masons
know this well enough. The curve, as has been well said,

may be turaed most tnily. and brick laid to brick most
perfectly, the relations of the p.arts may be absolutely correct,
and yet, remove the centering, and the arch shall tumble. The
fault was not in the relations of the parts, but in their
individual quality. The bricks had nut been burnt perfectly,
or the materi.al used had not sufficient strength, and no skill

in putting them together could make up for th.at. Just so in
human societv—the work nf improvement must proceed in
indiviiln iN l.-'f...-.- it will .li,.w it«.jf in n.ations. The requisite
stain 1 11 .1 .1 IN la . Ill 1 ; .

1 : m r 'i iiLilividual pieces before
the I"! I

'
1 the perfect arch, firm,

useful .1 I
: • filiated state of society

may In- i-aiijiii i. Mill' niii'ini h.ii t itrtme in the hearts uf
indiviJutiN bL-fure it will .sln.w itself in the condition of
nations. No doubt there is a good time coming—good materi-
ally as well as raor.ally and inteUeetu<ally, - for prophets as well
as poets tell us that ; but let us not think that it is to be the
surprising consequence of some new discovery which is all at
once to remodel the form of society. It will be but the latter

*nd of a process which has long since begun. The time of it

will not come upon us all .at once : it will not arrive until each
of the intervening mimites, with all its efforts and results,

shall have passed us by, and neither will the goodness o: it

come upon us by surprise. The standard of excellence which
-shall then prevail will have been achieved by the successive
experience 'of all the intervening stages of quality. Like all

other gi'owths, the result will be produced by the continual
addition of atoms, and the man who has crushed an evil habit
in himself, and done one single .act for the real benefit of his
neighbour, may be more tiaily said to have helped on that good
time for which all mankind are looking than the whole race
of political speechifiers ; for it is just as eac/t of us improves
that all of us improve : it is just as individuals rise that the
whole body will rise in the scale of excellence and happiness.
That is the gre-at lesson for each of us to keep in mind. Our
individuality on

*

the other. Ci . _

attention from the one, and innate selfishne^;

us apt to forp't ttf "tlt.^

that in a nm^l n
beyond all hn i i

or faUiHg for I

no possibility lit li-li' i"i

now surround him and
also remember that he
together by strong sympathies, on whom mntual influence
not only a possible but an unavoidable thing - a body which in
virtue of the^e sympathies and this influence rises or falls in
the scale of excellence with every step in advance or retreat of

every one of its luember.'i. /. C. M.

nished for want of ships, the stock, which is very
considerable at this time, is almost entirely in the
hands of exporters, and consequently not available.

The prices are very hi«h. However, this tendency to
rise, we are assured, will not be prolonged ; the abund-
ance of the harvest, the want of ships, and besides, the
approach of the dull season will necessarily cause the
price, if not to bo lowered, at least not to rise. From
" Cosmos,'' 2Ul November, IStJC.

Home Correspondence.
TAe Biriiiiii'ili mi Shmr /'/i/v.— l''i)r Slime years past

farmers and vitli riiuirj iirole.ssur.shavL' bfuii at variance
as to the statu ol' dcntitiuu being an iul'allible test of
the age of pigs, especially when these animals are not
only highly-bred but highly-fed from their birth.
Several of our most distinguished noblemen, landed
proprietors, and farmers of the highest respectability,
nave been subjected to theannoyance at the Birmingham
and other shows, of having their pigs disqualified by
the veterinary surgeons on the ground that the state of
dentition did not accord with the age stated in the
entry. In our case, the finest pen of pigs in the class
was disqualified, not on the score that the age was
understated or incorrectly entered, but on the ground
that the state of dentition indicated that the animals
were not all of one litter. It happens in our case
there is proof conclusive that the pigs are of one litter.

We have three farm homesteads, each a mile asunder.
The showpigs were bred andrearedatoursmallest home-
stead, where only one sow is kept, and where no other
litter has been bred for 12 months. The show pigs
have never been mixed with, nor had they ever seen,
any other pigs until sent to Birmingham. We offered
to the committee to prove this by many witnesses, but
the members of the committee present expressed
themselves satisfied with our statement without
hearing the evidence with which we were prepared.
By the rules of the show the decision could not be
reversed. AVe publish these facts not so much in
defence of ourselves as in the interest of science, and
in order that some reliable experiments may be set on
foot to test the veterinary theory. We intend, at the
next Birmingham Show, to e.xhibit the heads of six

pigs of the same litter, and to invite the Veterinary
College to have the pigs marked at the time of^ their
birtli, in order that there may be no mistake. Hoping
that other exhibitors will also make experiments of
this kind. James ami Fred. Sowartl, Bedford, Dec. i.

Society's Journal for ISfiii :— 1, On Disinfectants and
1/xperiments on Carbolic Acid ; 2, On the Compasition
ot Or.ange Globe Mangels—Bulbs and Tops; 3, Field
Experiments on Clover-seeds; 4, First Report with
1 rof. Coleman on the Improvement of Grass-land on
the Manor Farm, Braydon, Wilts.
Dr. Voelcker has in preiiaralioii for the next volume

ofthe Jounitil-l, ,\ I'tiprr .m ||„. .'liair^'f- which take
place in Gr;i>- hihI Clnvir iluiii,- h,

,

-intiking and in
the stack; 2, .\ sIimiI r.i|at ,„i 1 irlil l^xin riiiients with
crude p-itash .salts and cumuiua s.ilt un Mangels.
Dr. V^oelcker reported that in a recent visit to

Switzerland he found that irrigation witli town sewage
on meadow land had been practised for more than 300
years in the immediate neighbourhood of Lausanne,
and that the general experience there agreed well with
that in England.
The following analyses were made by the consulting

chemist for members of the Society.

Anahjseis maOe /or Membtra t,f the Rittjal A<)fU:v.ltv.Yal Socielt/ of
Bnskmd in 18CU.

Guanos 21
Superphosphates and similar artificial manures . . 92
Nitrate of soda and salts of ammonia . . . . 20
Ilcfuse manures 27
Hone-dust 14
Limestones, m.arlM, and other minertils . . . . 32
Soils 27
Waters 30
Oilcakes .. .. .. 51
Feeding meals and vegetable production.s . . . . 13
E.xamination for poison . . 2

Tliis report was adopted.
Ilin si; -.Maj.ii- (I,.,,, (lie Hon. A. N. Hood reported

thai I lir rial nil-:, In, rill,. Ufgistrar of FriendlySocicties,
with ri'i;;n'i| Inllir rai in;; uf the house, had beenreoeived.
The builder's alterations in the house having been
completed according to the contract, the balance duo
is now recommended to be paid, together with the
architect's commission, amounting to 49/. 17s. This
report was adopted.
Implements.—Colonel Challoner reported that the

committee recommended that the words "including
steam engines not qualified to compete for the above
prizes" be added to the miscellaneous awards in the
prize sheet.

EDUC.iTiojf.—The Earl of Powis reported that the
Committee had followed out the scheme of prizes
offered in the last lleport, in connection with the
Oxford Local Examinations, and had made the following
award of r rizes —

HARVEST IN RUSSIA.
The year IS'JIJ may be considerel as one of the most

remarkable years in the annals of agriculture in Russia.
No harvest to be compared to it for plenty can be
remembered, especially in the southern provinces of
Russia. The quality however of the corn, although
excellent, has been surpassed in other years. The most
favoured provinces are

—

1. Podolia, where the harvest of Wheat and Rye is,

especially in the valley of Kodgma, most abundant. In
ordinary years, where 10 to 1.3 hectolitres have been
produced, this year 13 to 21 hectolitres have been grown.
The supply from Podolia to the Odessa market, before
the closing of the navigation, has been estimated at

more than 2 millions of hectolitres, or 5J million
bushels.

2. A great abundance of corn of the second quality
Bias been produced from the province of Kiev, at the
iirice of 7 francs 45 centimes to 10 francs 40 centimes
the hectolitre, taking into account the distance of the
places of production from the ports of exportation.

<)dessa calculates on an arrival of two millions of

hectolitres, one this autumn, the other next spring.

3. The province of Cherson, of which 75 per cent, of

lhe total production {more than two millions of

hectolitres) will be delivered at Odessa before the
K'losing of the navigation. A considerable quantity has
already been despatched to England.

4. Bessarabia, of which the southern part has been
especially favoured. Whilst, tjiken as a whole, the
harvest in this province, as in Cherson, is far beyond
the average, both as regards quantity and quality, it

will be diflicult to state precisely the quantities which
may be expected to arrive at Odessa from Bessarabia,
as that must depend on the state of the navigation of
the Dniester. It is calculated that the arrivals, which
have already commenced, will give a supply of 52,000
hectolitres before the closing of the navigation.

5. The province of Ekaterinoslaw has only had an
average harvest. The ports of the Sea of Azov are the
jirincipal outlets for the produce of this province, and
therefore it is expected that it will not add to the sup-
ply of the port of Odessa more than 200,000 hectolitres.

it appears from these statements that the total export
of corn of this year's growth, from the port of Odessa,
durinj5 the current autumn, will exceed six million
hectolitres. The arrivals are effected without inter-

ruption, and although the exportation may be dimi

Soc(c«cs. 1

ROYAL AGR1CULTUR.\.L OF EXGLASD.
Monthly Council : Wednesdaij. Dee. 5.—Present

—Mr. H. S. Thompson, President, in the Chair: the
Earl of Powis, the Earl of Shrewsbury, Lord Chesham,
Lord Tredegar, Lord Vernon Lord Walsingham,
Major-General the Hon. A. N. Hood, Sir Watkm W.
Wynn, Bart., M.P. ; Mr. Barthropp, Mr. Cantrell,
Colonel Challoner, Mr. Druce, Mr. Brandreth Gibbs,
Mr. Hornsby, Mr. Jonas, Colonel Kingscote, M.P.

;

Mr. Lawes, Mr. Milward, Mr. Pain, Mr. Randell,
Mr. Read, M.P. ; Mr. Rigden, Mr. Torr, Mr. Wells,
Major Wilson, Mr. Jacob Wilson, Mr. Frere, and
Dr. Voelcker.
The following New Members were elected :—
AUender, Henry James, 6, Belmont Road, Liverpool.
Chandler, W. B.. Sutton, Woodbridge.
Clarke, John Algernon, Long Sutton.
0.%kley, George, Gieeuhurst P.ark, Godstone.
Ward, F. W., The Lea Farm, Cleobury Mortimer, Salop.

Finances.—Major-General the Hon. A. N. Hood,
Chairman, presented the report, from which it appeared
that the Secretary's receipts, during the past three
months, had been duly examined by the Committee
and by Messrs. Quilter, Ball, & Co., the Society's

accountants, and ^found correct. The balance in the
hands of the bankers on the 30th November was
1110?. 13*. 8rf. The Committee think it their duty to

the Council to mention the fact that the present rate

of expenditure exceeds the income, and beg to suggest
that this subject may become one for future consider-
ation. This report was adopted.
JouBNAL.—'i'he President reported that the prize

"of 10/. in Class VIII. Miscellaneous—" Experiments
on the Potato crop," had been awarded to the Essay
bearing the superscription (G. M.) The Committee
entertained some doubt whether these letters can be
considered a motto as required by the conditions of
competition, but as they have not been seen by either of

the judges it is thought sufficient to announce that for

the future, letters, whether the initials of the writer or
not, will not be considered a motto, and essays bearing
letters only as marks of distinction will be disqualified,

'rhe writer was ascertained to be George Maw, Esq.,

F.S.A., Benthall Hall, Broseley, Staffs.

Chemical.—Mr. Wells reported that Professor
Voelcker delivered last season the following lectures

:

1, on Disinfectants ; 2, On the conditions to be observed
in carrying out Agricultural Experiments in the Field.

Dr. Voelcker reported on the experiments which
were made under his direction on different farms. In
no instance was the use of potash-salts for root crops

found beneficial, and in some cases crude potash-salts

somewhat diminished the produce. He ascribes this

to the cold and wet season, and the Committee suggest

that the same experiments should be repeated for a
succession of years on light as well as on heavy land.

The instructions for carrying out field experiments
wil^be printed in the next volume of the Journal,

and persons willing to undertake them are

requested to communicate direct with_ Dr. Voelcker,

who will gladly render every information and assist-

ance in this desirable work, which, in order to be

practically useful, should be taken in hand by as many
as possible.

Dr. Voelcker contributed the following papers to the

tute, J L k
C. J. Lang ey \
Fou Ox S

Wolve hamp n h up
U k ng n
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W. Mo me De C n y Sch
ton House be, ^orthampton, XL

List II.

—

Prizes given to Candidates who, having passed the
Preliminary Examination, are distinguisJud in any of the
subjects mentioned in the R. A. S. E. Prise List.

Seniors.

C. J. I.tniili-, A'i.iiii,t..ii House So. (Mathematics), 51.;
A. Poll.ir.1, I :

I
1 ituto (Mathematics), 51.; H. T.

Bovey, CliM
1

I
I : 1. unities), 2(. ; J. Lake, Alfred Ho.

Se., Bow (Mith mill 1, J/,; u. P. Rudd, Ciarendon House
(.Mathematics 1, li. . V. 1;. Kinj^don, R. A. Coll., Cirencester
(Chemistry), ,U. ; A. roiliird, Liverpool Institute (Chemistry),
2;. ; J. W. .Sanders, UUesthorpe House (Physiology), 5^ ;

vV. Pollard, Liverpool Institute (Physiology), 2;.

JUIilORS.

P. Chubb, Mansion Ho. Se., Exeter (Pure Mathematics), it. ;

E. King, Abington Ho. Se., Northampton (Pure Mathematics),
U. ; W. Mortimer, Devon County Se. (Puie Mathematics), 4(. :

List III.

—

Mechanics applied to A^ricuUvre.

F. B. Kingdon, Royal Agr. Coll., Cirencester, bl. ;_H. R.

n .1 1,-1 Agriculture.—V. B. Kingdon, Royal
A-r 1 I 1 1 ster 51.: J. L. "Waldoii, Devon County
SlIi.iI, I m 1; liiildard. Royal .\gi-. Coll., Cirencester, 41.

Ill all tliLsu h^ts, where prizes of the same v.alue are given to
more than one candidate fur the same subject, the candidates'

names are arranged in alphtlbetical order.

The whole number of candidates was 45. The
number eutered fur the first Cambridge Examination
in 1865 was 120.

Those entered at the first Oxford Examination in

1866 were 45. This apparent diminution arises from
the fact that at first it was supposed that every agricul-

tural candidate who passed the examination would
receive some prize. The masters therefore entered all

their agricultural pupils for Cambridge ; but finding

afterwards that the prizes were limited, entered for

the Oxford Examinations only their best scholars.

Mr. Pinches, Hon. Sec, of the London district for

the Oxford Examinations, informs our Hon. Sec. that

the Prizes offered by the Society at the last Oxford
Examination had not become sufficiently known, and
that should the Society offer any Prizes for the year

1.^67, he would be able to assist in distributing the

notices.

With regard to the Cambridge Local Examinations

to be held during the present montli, the Council have

determined upon offering the following Prizes :—

I. To Candidates who answer papers to be set in Mechanics
and Chemistry as .applied to .\gricuUure. Open to

Seniors and J uuiors who have passed the Preliminary
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Kx :' I M ve. and also to any young men
u,,l ,

.

I !^ of a^e (duly recommended).

,M,., , II i.- i|ii>rh 1 to Agriculture .. .. If*^-

Chemistry ajiplicd to Agi-ieidture . . . !«'•

II To Candidates who obtain certificates, regard being bad

to their place in the General Class List.

Sf<iJor.s a 1st prize of
-^J-

/uniflrj, a 1st priKe of '''•

III. To Candidates who (having passed the Preliniinary

Examination) are distinguished In any of the following

special subjects :

—

Seniors.- . . . e n
„ . . „ ( Pure Mathematics, a 1st pnze of .

. jJ-
Section K

-J
^ppiic<j jl^theraatics, a 1st prize of nl.

Section P. Chemistry, a 1st prize of .. '
Section G. 1. Zoology, and the elements of

Animal Physiology, a 1st prize of ol.

2. Botany, and the elements of

Vcgetoble Physiologj, a 1st

prize of • ^'•

3. Geology, including Physical Geo-

graphy, a 1st prize of . . . .
5i.

No student will be examined in more than one of

these three divisions (1, 2, 3). 1 j

Juniorg.
. , t • r cr

Section 7. Pure Mathematics, a 1st prize of .
. 5(.

Section 8. Mechanics, a 1st prize of .. •• 5i.

Section 9. Chemistry, a 1st prize c
'

d 1. -,« f (a) Zoology, a 1st prize of
Section 10. | Jjj' Botany, a 1st prize of

^

No Student will be examined
two divisions («) and (&).

A sum of 30(. wUl be given away in secondary prizes of not

less than 2/. each, according to the discretion of the Committee.

Serentv-four Candidates are entered for these

prizes. Of these, 21 are Seniors and 45 Juniors, while

10 are entered for tlie Special Prizes in Mechanics and

Chemistry applied to As^ricultiire, of whom two are

also entered amongst the Seniors.
|

The Council also offer (besides the foresoing prizes)
^

1 Senior Scholarship of 50Z., and 4 Junior Scholarships
,

of 20^., to be competed for at the ensuing Catnbridge
'

Local Examinations in December, 1866, limited to

sons of tenant farmers, or of owners, if not exceeding

500 acres, occupying their own land, on the following

conditions :—
That the Senior Scholarship shall only be given on

condition that the scholar spend a year with a practical

agriculturist, to be approved by the Education Com-
mittee, or at one of the agricultural colleges, such as

Cirencester, Glasnevin, or the Agricultural Department
at Edinburgh, and that the money shall not be paid

until a testimonial as to good conduct and industry

be produced, at the end of the year of scholarship,

froin the body or person under whom the scholar has

studied.
|

That th? Junior Scholarships shall only be given upon
condition that the scholars spend a year at a school to

be approved by the Education Committee, and that

the money shall not be paid until a testimonial as to

good cohduct and industry be produced at the end of

the year ofscholai-ship from the person under whom the
scholai.-i have studied.

These Scholarships will be awarded according to the
order in which the candidates stand at the Cambridge
Local Examinations.

|

Seven candidates present themselves for the Junior
Scholarshi^^.

The Council have again obtained the assistance of
Mr. Eesant, of St. John's Coll., Cambridge (Senior
TVrangler, 1850), to examine in Alechanics applied to
Agriculture, in conjunction with Mr. Amos, the
Society's Consulting Engineer ; Mr. Liveiug, Professor
of Chemistry in the University of Cambridge ; and
Profe.sior Voelcker, the Society's Consulting Chemist,
will conduct the examination in Chemistry applied to
Agriculture.
Bury St. Edmund's Meeting.—The Earl of Powis

stated that the Committee had accepted the offer by
the Local Committee, of prizes for plans for Labourers'
Cottages, subject to Mr. llandeU's suggestions, of which
the Local Committee present approved. The Local
Committee were requested to provide com in the straw
for trials , hay straw, cabbages, clover, and other forage
as agreed on last year. The Secretary to confer with
Mr. Brandrtth Gibbs, and send information as to the
kind and quantities required. They recommended that
the Society's surveyor go down forthwith to stake out
the roads and approaches to the show yard, and that
he submit a plan for a smaller size of boxes for ponies
to the next meeting. This report was adopted.
Poultry Prizes.—Major-Geneml the Hon. A. N.

Hood having advocated the offer of a sum not exceeding
2001. in prizes for Poultry at the Bury Show, the motion
was seconded by Mr. Barthropp, and opposed by Mr.
Torr and Mr. Milward ; the motion was ultiniately
cirried by 12 ayes to 5 noes, and a Committee, consist-
ins of ilajor-General the Hon. A. N. Hood, Jlr. Read,
M.P., ilr. Barthropp, Mr. Cantrell, Mr. Druce, Mr.
Brandreth Gibbs, and Major Vrilson,was appointed to
carry out the necessary arrangements.
Committee of Selection.—The President stated

that the Committee recommend Sir Edward Kerrison
be elected a Vice-President to fill the vacancy caused
by the death of Mr. Pisher Hobbs, and take this
opportunity of expressing their deep sense of the great
services rendercii liy Ihiit .m'

i i,i i|,is .Society
from the time ol' il- Ini n, :i ,

.

;
;, |„ -,,..,.,.^t jimt

a paragraph be hi-rii.,i ,;, i
,

I: s. il ,71 General
Meeting on Utdm-div urj, . ..;,!, ,.n,, „( the "reat
regret occasioned by his death to all his late colleagues
on the Council.
Mr. Davies, of Mere Old Hall, Cheshire, having been

proposed by Mr. Dent to till the vacancy caused by
the election of Mr. Jonas as Vice-Presideut, and the
Commit^tee, having ascertained that District (C) in
winch Mr. Davies resides, contains 502 members of
tlie Societ.y, and is represented by only 4 members of
(.ouncil. Mr.Davies is recommended by the Committee
accordingly As the names of the six elected
luenibers of the Committee have been so recently
l.'eforo thp Council for electiou,.it is proposed that they

shall O'in'iiuie in oHi^e for the coming year, with the

exiei'ti'iu "f Lord Vernon, who is going to the coii-

tinent and Mr. Jacob Wilson, in consequence of his

great distance from London, thus leaving two vacancies

to be filled up by the Council.

On the nomination of Mr. Torr, seconded by Mr.

Randell, Sir Edward Kerrison, Bart., M.P., was

unanimously elected a Vice-President of the Society

in the room of the late Mr. Fisher Hobbs, whose loss

was deeply felt by the Council ; and Lord Walsingliam

took occasion to pronounce an eloquent eulogium on

the capacities for business and the straightforward

honourable character of Mr. Fisher Hobbs, who was

always ready to give the Society his best advice and

The President, in the absence of Jlr. Dent. M.P.,
proposed, and Mr. Milward seconded, Mr. D. R. Davies,

of Merc Old Hall, Knutsford, Cheshire, as a Member
of Council in the room of Mr. Jonas, elected a Vice-

President.
Cattle Plague.—Lord Walsingham reported that

the Committee had drawn up a series of resolutions as

follows :

—

The points to which the Committee particularly

wish to draw the attention of the Council are ;

—

1st. The Importation of Foreign Cattle

;

2d. The re-opening of Fairs and Markets; and
3d. The necessity of extending the time during

which the powers granted to the Privy
Council under the Acts of the last Session

may be exercised.

TFith respect to the first point the Committee
believe that the existing restrictions are probably
sufficient for the present, but they think that
unless they are made permanent, it will not be
considered worth while to erect lairs for the purpose
of carrying out regulations which may be only of a
temporary nature, and that consequently such as

relate to quarantine will become inoperative. The
constant presence of the disease in various parts of the
Continent of Europe, makes it extremely probable
that except under very stringent regulations the
disease will constantly be re-imported, and they believe

that it will eventually be found that nothing short of
permanent regulations for killing animals intended for

slaughter at the ports at which they are landed will pre-
vent its introduction, and that with respect to Store
Cattle, the Regulations should be of such a permanent
character, as will lead to the provision of such build-
ings as will be necessary for carrying out an efficient

system of quarantine.
With respect to the 2d point adverted to by the

Committee, they think considerable danger will be
incurred by re-opening fairs and markets at the present
time, except under the restriction of immediate
slaughter. With reference to these and the remaining
point submitted by the Committee, they recommend
that a deputation be authorised by the Council to

seek an interview with the President of the Council,
to represent their opinions on this subject, and
to call the attention of the Government to the
importance of obtaining, if necessary, parliamentary
powers, so that the trade in cattle may be placed upon
such a footing as may ensure the greatest amount of
security to owners of cattle, and that at the same time,
the dealers and importers may know under what
restrictions the trade is to be carried on, and be
encouraged to provide such appliances as may enable
them to conduct their business with the least possible
inconvenience to themselves, and the smallest risk to,

aud interference with, public interests.

This report was adopted, and it was resolved that a
deputation from the Society should wait on the Lord
President of the Privy Council, at the Privy Council
Office, on Friday the 7th inst., and impress on his
Grace the above resolutions.
The Annual Reports of all the Standing Committees

were presented by the respective Chairmen.
The Standing Committees for 1367, viz., Finance

Committee, Journal Committee, Chemical Committee,
House Committee, Implement Committee, Veterinary
Committee, Stock Prizes Committee, General Bury
Committee, Show-yard Contracts Committee, and
Education Committee, were appointed.
The Live Stock and Implement Prize Sheds for t]ie

Bury Meeting were settled at a Special Council, which
met by order of the President at the rising of the
monthly Council.

Bath and West of England. — The usual
monthly meeting of this Society was held on Tuesday
last.

Salisburi/ Meeting, 1SG7.—This meeting was fl.xed
to commence on Monday, June 10th : the entries for
Stock and Implements to close on April ISth ; those
for Poultry, on the 10th of May.
The Stock Prize Sheet was accepted and con-

firmed, and ordered to be printed and circulated, sub-
ject to the condition that in case any description of
stock shall be forbidden by legal authority to be exhi-
bited, or if exhibited, shall be required to be slaughtered,
the prizes for such stock will not be giveu. The
Society's prizes for stock amount to 1100?.; those
offered by the Local Committee to 501.. with an addi-
tional sum of lOOZ. towards the expensesof a Dog-show,
supposing the Society should consider it desirable to
hold one, which, however, they have decided not to do,
unless owing to legal difliculties or prudential con-
siderations they are unable to hold a full show of
cattle.sheep, horses, and pigs. In the prize sheet, Devons,
Herefordshire, and Short-horn Cattle are placed on the
same footing. In the Sheep Classes several additions
have been made to those of the Hereford Show : prizes
are now offered for Leicester, Cctswotd, other long-wool.
Southdown, Hampshire Down Shropshire, Oxford
Down, Somerset and Dorset Horn, Sand Mountain
Sheep. In the Horse cla,«ses there are prizes of
3o;. and 15/. for agricultural stallions, foaled before

1865; 20?. and 10/. for agricultural stallions foaled
in 1865; 15?. and 5?. for mares and foals or in
foal ; 20?. and 10?. for pairs of agricultural horses
foaled before 1802; and 20?. and 10?. for ditto,
foaled after January 1st, 1862. In the Hunter
classes, 25?. and 10?. for mares or geldings foaled
before January, 18G3 ; 25?. and 10?. for diito foaled
in 1803 ; and 15?. and 5?. for fillies or geldings
foaled in 1864. In the Hack classes, 10?. and 5?. for
mares or geldings to carry not less than 15 stones

;

10?. and 5?. for ditto to carry not less than 12 stones;,
and 10?. for the best mare or gelding pony, not
exceeding 13 hands high. The prizes offered by the
Salisbury Local Committee are 10?. and 5?. for five
four-teeth Hampshire Dorni Sheep, to be shown in
their wool, aud aftenvards shorn in the yard ; and 10?.

and 5?. for five six-teeth or full-mouthed ewes, subject
to the same conditions ; also, 20?. in sums varying from.
5?. to 2?. 10s. for Berkshire pigs ; and 3?. 10s. for sheep-
shearing. In order to assimilate the practice of this
Society to that of the Royal Agricultural Society of
England, it is one of the special conditions on the
prize sheet that sheep exhibited for any of the Society's
prizes must have been really and fairly shorn bare
after the 1st of May in the year of exhibition, and
a certificate of the date of such shearing must b&
forwarded to the Secretary on or before the 1st of Juno.
The Poultry Prize Sheet was accepted and confirmed

;

and the Stewards of Horticulture aud Music were
authorised to make arrangements on the same scale as
those of last year.

MIDLAND counties AGRICULTURAL.
BiNGLET Hall, Birmingham.—The absence of

the Cattle classes from the area of Bingley Hall is a
great blow to the interest of the Show; and through it
a blow at the interests also, it would appear, of some of
the showmen whose stands are generally so attractive.
The cattle being absent, it has apparently been assumed
that agriculturists would not attend; and the seeds-
men in particular appear to have therefore thought it

was not worth their while to make the usual exliilSitiou.

of their wares. Messrs. Sutton, of Reading, promise,
we believe, and others no doubt also engage to make up
for this at the Agricultural Hall, but their absence on
the present occasion ma^ in the meantime be taken,
we imagine, to illustrate in a more naked form than it

generally appears, the motive which lies at the bottom
of all the effort and display that is annually made ; aud
one is left-to regret that public spirit is not sufficient,

to take the place of mere personal interest, when the
latter, as on the present occtision, may have proved in-
adequate. After all, the attendance in the Hal! has
not fallen so much below that of previous years as
might have been expected. We learn from the Midland-
Counties Serald that the attendance has really fallen
little short of that of 1815, while the business transacted
has been even greater.

Certainly it is not because there are not as good
specimens as ever of our green crops in the country
that they do not appear upon the seedsmen's stands this
year at Birmingham. The show at Reading, by which
Mr. Sutton's customers are induced to send their roots
for use at Isliugfon and at Bingley Hall, was, we believe,
finer than ever : aud Messrs. Grilliu & Co., and
Proctor & Rylaud, the manure manufacturers, have a
remarkably fine display of roots beside the super-
phosphates, &c., on which they are supposed to have
been fed. The general display of roots in competition
for the prizes offered by the Society and others, has,
however, not been so good as usual. Mr. Moore's
collection of Mangels, Swedes, and Carrots, for Messrs.
Proctor's Silver Cup, is, however, first-rate — the
Mangels weighing 32 lb. apiece, the Swedes 11 lb., and
the Carrots nearly 5 lb. ; and Sir W. Heathcote's is

very good; but there are only three competitors.
There is a good show too in competition forllessrs.
Griffin's Cup, and the Cabbages shown are generally
splendid. Sir AV. Heathcote carrying off the prize.

Mr. Robinson, of Derby, shows as usual the best
Cabbages in the Hall, and extraordinary growths they
are, weighing 45 lb. apiece. For the rest, the Kohl
Rabi are good, the Mangels and Swedes and Turnips
pretty well—the Potatos few but fine. On the whole,
this part of the Show is shorter than it has been iu •

previous years.

We presume that on the whole, even excluding the
Cattle classes, which fill so large a space in the Cata-
logue, but are excluded from the HaU, the same
must also be said of the other portion of the exhibition.
Excepting Shropshires, which are shown in unusual
excellence and evenness of character, the Sheep classes
are hardly up to the mark of previous years, while the
Pig classes are evidently much below par. Among
eight pens of Leicester wethers Mr. Foljambe as
usual takes the prizes, and Mr. Walmsley, of near
Bridlington, is 3d; Mr. Bradshaw's sheep are coni-
meudcd ; and so are Mr. Herrick's. Five awards iu a
class of 8 show considerable merit.—Five entries of
Long-woolled Sheep, "not Leicesters," include Mr.
Wigmore's and Messrs. West's grand upstanding Cots-
wolds, with wonderfully fine wool. Mr. Tombs' pea
is commended. Mr. Bradshaw's sheep are apija-
rently the so-called "Barmshire" breed of largo-
framed white-faced Leicesters, which evidently cannot
hold an equal place in such a class with well-
bred Cotswolds.—In the South Down classes we
have the usual display of beautiful quality, and
more than usual size. Lord Radnor's sheep are this

year 1st in the younger class, owing their place ti>

the greater size aud excellent quality they exhibit, aud
also probably to the fact that the majority of tlie

judges are Shropshire men, who look for greater size
and weight than in the highest quality of South Down
sheep is generally exhibited. Anyhow, Lord Wal-
singham's beautiful pen stand 3d in the place of 1st,

where hitherto they have been.—The Shropshire
sheep make a capital display, with less variety

|
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of character than has been sometimes seen ; still

even now there are evidently two sorts—one with
black faces and coarser heads, the other with lishter

faces and altogether greater quality ; the latter, how-
ever, carry quite as much mutton as the former, and
nothing can be better than Mr. Smith's pen of five fat

wethers under 22 months old, which carried off the

prizes iu their class.

There is a very large class of pens of three fat wethers

of this breed, and here Mr. Nock, of Sutton Maddook,
takes 1st prize, and with it a number of other distinc-

tions, for which our prize list must be consulted.

They certainly were a pen of remarkable quality

and weight. Among the single wethers, for which
Messrs. Mapplebeck & Lowe offer a prize, Mr.
Beach, of the Flour Mills, Dudley, carries off the

cup, tind his sheep is at the same time a good

advertisement of " Beach's Farinaceous Food."—There
are short elnsses, but very good ones, of the 0.xford

Down breed—ana a very excellent sort they are shown
to be. The Duke of Marlborough and Mr. Overman
are ] st in the two classes of these Downs and the cross-

bred sheep alongside them, which are virtually the

same description. Mr. Caswell shows some very

excellent Lincoln sheep ; and there are good classes of

ewes in all the breeds, excepting perhaps the Shrop-

shires, which are not in any force.

The Pig Classes, as we have already said, are

inferior. Very few 10 months' fat pigs are exhibited

;

and of these, one pen, Mr. Cartwright's, are alone

thought worthy of a prize. Larger classes of older pigs

are shown. Major-Gen. Hood's, from the Prince

Consort's farm, are as heavy and good as ever, and take

the 1st and 2d prizes. In the oldest class, Mr. Steam is

1st with a splendid black pig, showing first-rate con-

stitution and hair as well as splendid quality ; Lord
Radnor is 2d; and Mr. Duckering, of Kirton Lindsay,

is 3d with his enormously large sort.

One of Messrs. Howard's entries is disqualified,

because the dentition indicates that the pigs are not all

of one litter, as they are declared to be. Messrs.

Howard's protest will be seen in another page, and we
cannot doubt that the system which makes these indica-

tions overrule all other evidence of truth and honesty

must ultimately be abandoned. The classes of breeding

pigs are better than those of fat pigs. The Berkshire,

that most useful of all the breeds, makes as usual a

very fine show. The other large-breeds class is not so

good, and extremely various; it is here Messrs. Howard's
pigs are disqualified, and a very fine pen they are. Mr.
Turner, of L^ppingh am ; Gen. Hood, of "Windsor ; and
Mr. Mangles, near "Ripon, are respectively 1st, 2d, and
3d in a small class of the smaller breeds.

The Implement department is larger than usual, and
it must suffice to say that all the leading manufacturers

are exhibitors. We did not notice any novelties, and
;is we shall no doubt have a splendid collection of

implements to record next week—already collected in

the Agricultural Hall at Islington, we shall defer our
remarks upon them.
The Poultry show, which has been of unrivalled

excellence, is referred to in another column.

The following is the List of Awards ;—

SHEEP.
Judges.— George Cureton, Beam House, Shrewsbury ; Henry

Fookes, Whitecbureh, Blandford, Dorset; Edward Gougb,
Gravel Hill, Shrewsbury.

LEICESTERS.
Three Fat Wethers, not exceeding 22 Months old.—1st, 15/.,

and Silver Medal as breeder, G. S. Foljambe, Osberton Hall,

Worksop, Notts; 2d, 101., O. S. Foljambe; 3d, 5(., George
Walmsley, Rudston, Bridlington, Yorkshire. Commended:
William Perry Herrick, Beau Manor Park, Leicestershire:

Christopher James Bradshaw, Alstoe House, Burley-on-the-

HUl, Oakham : William Browne, Higbgate Farm, Honie-on-

Spalding Moor, York.

LONG-WOOLLED SHEEP NOT BEING LEICESTERS.
Three Fat Wethers, not exceeding 22 Months old.—1st, 15?.,

extra prize of 10 gtiineas, given by W. D. Bl-omley, Esq., M.P.,

for the best pen of Long-woolled Sheep, and Silver Medal as

breeder, John Wigmore, Bickerton Court, Much Marcle, near
Bymock, Herefordshire ; 2d, lOL, Thomas George West, Green
Hill Farm, Blctchington, Oxford ; 3d, 51., John Wigmore,
Bickerton Court. Commended : John King Tombs, Langford,

Lecblade, Gloucestershire.

SOUTH AND OTHER DOWN SHEEP.
Three Fat Wethers, not exceeding 22 Months old —1st, 15^,

the Birmingham Linen .and Woollen Drapers' prize of 10/. as

the second-best pen of three fat wethers, and Silver Medal as

breeder, the E.arl of Radnor, Colcsbill. Highworth ; 2(i, 10(.,

Lord Sondes, Elmbam Hall, Thetford, Norfolk ; Hd, .5/., Lord
Walsinphnni, Morton ILill. Tlictford, Norfolk. Highly Com-
mcndcil T .nvl WiViivhnn

Thrri r t \\ ' !l .
' iiir'j-j.but not exceeding34 Months

old,— I
I ;

,
,

I M .

I

il ;i.s breeder. Lord Walsingham,
Merti II !1 .- ' I Radnor, Coleshill, Highworth.
ConiUi'-l.'-i'-d - Ljld W.d' !ll^)..Ull.

SHROPSHIRE SHEEP.
Five Fat Wethers, not exceeding 22 Months old.

—

20 guineas (given by Edwin Yates, Esq., ex-Mayor of Birming-

ham), and Silver Medal as breeder, Henry Smith, Sutton
Maddook, Shiffnal, Shropshire. Highly Commended: Lord
Wenlock, ' Boui-ton Cottage, Much Wenlock. Commended :

Lady Willougbby de Broke, Compton Vemey, Warwickshire :

Lord Wenlock, Escrick Park. York.
Three Fat Wethers, not exceeding 22 months old.—1st, 15/.,

extra prize of 15/. (given by the Linen and Woollen Drapers of

Birmingham as the best pen of three Fat Wethers ; extra

prize of 10 guineas, given by C. N. Newdegate, Esq., MP., for

the best pen of Shropshire Sheep in this and the following

class : and Silver Medal as breeder), Thomas >ock, Sutton
Sladdock, Shiffnal ; 2d, 10/., George Anderson May, Elford

Park, Tamworth; :>d, 5-'., Lady Willougbby de Broke,

Compton Vemey. Warwick. Highly Commended : Lord
Wenlock, Bourton Cottage, Much Wenlock. Commended

:

Lady Willougbby de Broke ; the Earl of Aylesford, Packington
Hall : Tboma.s Manscll, Adcott, Salop.

Three Fat Wethers, exceeding 22 but not exceeding
34 Months old.—Ist, 10/., and Silver Medal as breeder, Joseph
Beach, The Ilattons, Brewood, and Flour Mills, Dudley. No
other pen sent.

Single Shropshire Wether of any age.—Prize 5/. 5.s^_(gi' -

Brewood. Highly Commended : Henry Smith, Sutton
Maddock, Shiffnal. Commended : Earl of Aylesford,

Packington Hall.

OXFORDSHIRE DOWNS.
Three Fiit Wethers, not exceeding 22 Months old.—Ist, 10/.,

and Silver Medal .as breeder, the Duke of Mcirlborougb, Blen-
heim Palace : 2d, 5/., Nathaniel Stilgoe, Adderbury, Oftford-

shiro. Very Highly Commended: Samuel Druce, Eynsham,
near Oxford. The Class Highly Commended. .._

CROSS-BRED SHEEP.
Three fat Wethers, not cxiuodiiig 22 Months old.—Ist, 10/.,

and Silver Medal as brit -l i .Tim iIm
i m.in. Bumham Sutton,

Bumham Market; 2(1,
'

:
i stilgoe, Adderbury,

Oxfordshire. Commciiii. ! ^tilgoe.

LEHl.-l I.l: l,H 1
~,

F.at Ewe of any age, having bred one or more Lambs.—1st,

5/., Silver Medal as breeders, James and Edward Findall,
Knapton Hall, near RUlington, York ; 2d, 3/., WiUiam Browne,
Higbgate Farm. Holme-on-Spalding Moor, York. Highly Com-
mended : Christopher James Bradshaw, Alstoe House, Burley-
on-thc Hill, Oakham. Commended : James and Edw.ard
Find.all.

LINCOLN AND COTSWOLD EWES.
Fat Ewe of any Age, b.aving bred one or more Lambs.—1st,

.'J/., and Silver Medal as breeder, John Henry Caswell. L;uigh-
ton, Folkingbam. Lincolnshire ; 2d, 3/., F. and G. West, Green
Hill Farm, Blctchington, Oxford. Highly Commended : John
Henry C.asswell. Commended ; John Henry Casswell : Exe-
cutors of Thomas E. Marshall, Briinston, near Lincohi.

SOUTH AND OTHER DOWN EWES,
Fat Ewe of any Age, b.aving bred one or more Lambs.— 1st.

Hi., and Silver Medal as breeder. Lord Sondes, Elmbam Hall,

Thetford, Norfolk; 2d. 3/., Duke of Marlborough, Blenheim
Palace, Woodstock. Highly Commended : Lord W.alsingham,
Commended : Lord Walsingham.

SHROPSHIRE EWES.
Fat Ewe of any Age, having bred one or more Lambs.— Ist,

51,, and Silver Medal as breeder, Joseph Beach, The Hattons,
Brewood ; 2d, 3/., Samuel Wilkes, Tong Norton, near Shiffnal.

FAT PIGS.

•Tddges.—John Moon. .Maristow, Roborougb, Plymouth:
JobnB. Spearing, Ncwp.. II (" ^li,', liuliud.

Three Fat Pigs of one 1, i : ..Inig 10 Months old.

—1st, 10/., Thoni.as L M i -ht, Melville House,
Fife, and Newbottle. N.-i i ii miii n mi.. No other prizes
awarded from want of nieiil.

Three Fat Pigs of one Litter, not exceeding 15 Months old.

— ist, 10/., .and Society's extra prize of 51. 5s. as best pen in
this and preceding class, Major-General Hon. A. N. Hood,
Cumberland Lodge, Windsor, Berks; 2d, 51., Major-Gen. Hon.
A. N. Hood ; 3d, 3/., Thomas Henry Ashtou, Cliff Hall,

T.amworth.
Fat Pig exceeding 15 Months old.—1st, 6/., Samuel G.

Ste.am, Brandeston, Wickham Market, Suffolk ; 2d, 4/.. E.arl

of Radnor, Coleshill, Highworlh ; 3d, 2/., Richard Elmhirst
Duckering, Nortborpe, Kirton Lind^-ev, Lincolnshire Highly
Commended : James and Frederick Howard, Britannia Farms,
Bedford. Commended : T. S. Wilkins, Peddemore Hall,

Sutton, Coldfield ; Richard Elmhurst, Duckering.

BREEDING PIGS.
BrRi-Tsmnn Btieed.

Five Pigs .if ..III- III;. I, iM-di.i. : ..nd m.f ,,.,i.ling

6 Months old- 1 i i 'i
!

< ' i.. ,
i - i. ty

as best pen iif !: I

.

i
'1'

' .
i i,.'"-'j.b

Smith, Honk-\ III Ai.h I, . ..d, .
,

ii.i.diiii Imm-h. Kiirhcs

Green, Birnunnli.uii . .„i, .i,'., .J..l,u Ldn.odo, A.,t...u Ku.id,

Birmijlgham ; Silver Medal, John King Tombs, Langford,
Lecblade, Gloucestershire. Highly Commended : WiUijmi
Yells, Round Robin Farm, Highworth, Wilts.

Pigs of other Large Breeds.
Five Pigs of one Litter, exceeding 3 and not exceeding

6 Months old.—1st. 10/., and Silver Medal as breeder, Thomas
Bantock, Merridale Hou.se, Wolverhampton : 2d, 5/., W. B.
Wainman, Carhead, near Cross Hills, Yorkshire : 3d, 3/., W. B.

Pigs of a S.mall Breed.
Five Pigs of one Litter, exceeding 3 and not exceeding

6 Montb ill! —It 1"'
,

^'i i irty's extra prize of 51. 5g. as best
Pen nf II f

^1] 111. iiiid Silver Medal as breeder,
Samui 1

I -11,
I 11, Wickham Market, Suffolk

2d, .v.. .M ii .1' I. ; li \ X. Hood, Cumberland Lodge,
Windaui , ,;d, -j .. tj'_ .1^- .^1 ai„l>-s, Givendale, Ripon, Yorkshire.

CORN.
Judges.— J. Mathews, Edgbaston House, Birminghai

Edward Davenport, Erdington.
White Wheat: Samples of 1 bushel each.—1st, 2/. 2.<.,

John Wigmore, Bickerton Court, Much Marcle, near Dymoek,
Herefordshire (T.alavera) ; 2d, 1/. Is,, Colonel Loyd Lindsay,
M.P., Lockinge, Wantaec, Berks (Talavera).

Red Wheat: Samples of 1 bushel each.—1st, 2/. 2/1,,

Colonel Loyd Lindsay, M.P. (Nursery) : 2d, 1/. !«., Thomas
Horley, juu.. The Fos,se, near Leamington (Nursery).
Barley : Samples of 1 bushel each.—1st, 2/. '2s., Joseph

H. CliirV-, \ltw..,..l II..OKI' M.iidenhe.ad (Golden Melon)
"'

1/,1.- I;. lull liii'i'ii
i

pM Ciangc F.arm, Hengrave, Bury
St. f.di 'I

1 1 I
..I I

I I mid selection).

(»\i I inch.—1st, 2/. 2-t., Frederick
Lytb.ill, ^iiiid I Mil, I: lulling-

; 2d, 1/. Is., George Dunkley,
lUngstb.irpc, N..rthauipt.in,

Beans : Samples of 1 bushel each.— 1st, 2/. 2s., Frederick
Lythall, Spittal Farm. Banbury ; 2d, 1/. Is., Fi-ederick

LytliaU.
Peas (White) : Samples of 1 bushel each.—1st, 2/. 2,*.,

Joseph H. Clark, Altwood House, Maidenhead; 2d, 1/. 1

James & Frederick Howard, Britannia Farms, Bedford.

Peas of .any other variety : Samples of 1 bushel each,-
1st, 2i. 2s., Frederick Lythall, Spittal Farm (Blue Field) : 2d,

U. Is., George Dunkley, Kingstborpe, Northampton (Maple),

ROOTS.

Judges.—J. Mathews. Edgbaston House, Birmingham

;

Edward Davenport, Erdington.

A Silver Cup, or an.v other article of plate, of the value of 10

guineas, given by Messrs, Proctorand Ryland, of Birminghi

as a prize for the best collection of the four following varieties,

namely—Long Mangel Wurzel, Globe Mangel Wurzel, Swedes,

and Carrots ; six roots of each to be shown for this prize alone.

-John Moore, Warwick.
A Silver Cup, or other article of pl.ate, of the value of 10

guineas, given by ^lessrs. Griffin. Morris, and Griffin, of

Wolverhampton, for the best collection of Long Mangel
Wurzel, Globe Mangel Wurzel, Swedes, and Ox Cabbage

;

roots of each kiu-l to be shown for this prize alone
;

Mangel Wurzel to be selected from crops of not less than

2 acres, the Swedes not less than 5 acres, and the Cabb.age to

be field culture— Sir William Heatheoto, Bart., M.P., Hursley

Park, Winchester.
KoHL Rabi (0 .specimens),—1st, 21. •2s., Joseph H. Clark,

Altwood House, Maidenhead, Berks ; 2d, 1/. Is., Colonel North,

M.P., Wroxton Abbey Farm, Banbury (Green).

Bottm

Loni; I

Swb

PI. (6 specimens).- Ist, 21. 2s., Lord
iilioad; 2d, 1/. 1«., Samuel Robinson,
r, near Derby (Robinson's Improved

1 : l'..loiiol North, M.P., Banbury.

<,)-l.it, 21. 2.-,, Allan
rl lii,,,' 11,,I- .ind

prospective aboUtion

Pollok, i.isnini !: Ill

Robertson's Imi-,, ,,; i
''

I

Mi,, r |'
i Ml ,:'::

Select Pui-iilr I',
I

'I II,,, . I, V, ,

mi,',,..',

Adderbury td • ,1, , 1 m, -, ,,,i , ,,, .],

Yellow); Chalk, llMl.,;l,d, ll.uL, iUl,::. l.i,,L, i.i-,a-

Wolverhampton.
Common Turnips (6 specimens).-let, 2/. 2s., R. H. Masfen,

Pcudeford, Wolverhampton (White Norfolk); 2d, 1/. Is.,

George Mangles, Givendale, Ripon. Commended : Allan
Pollok, Lisinany, Balluiasloe, Ireland (Prentice's Improved
Yellow) ; Sir William Heathcote, Hiu-slcy Park, Winchester
(Grey Stone) : George Dunkley, Kingstborpe, near Hampton
(Green Barrel).

Carrots of any Variety (0 specimens).- 1st, 2/. 2s., G. S.

Foljambe, Osberton Hall, Worksop (Altringham) ; :2d, 1/. Is.,

G. S. Foljambe (Altringham). Commended : John Moore,
Warwick.
Ox Cabbage (0 specimens).—1st, 2/. 2s., Samuel Robinson,

Melbourne, near Derby (Robinson's Champion) ; 2d, 1/. Is.,

Frederick Lythall, Banbury (Robinson's Champion).

Kidney Potatos (12 specimens). — 1st, 2/. 2s., George
Dunkley, Kingsthorp, Northampton ; 2d, 1/. Is., George
Dunkley. Commended : George Mangles, Givendale, Ripon :

Samuel Robinson (Prince of Wales).

Round Potatos (12 specimens).— 1st, 2/. 2s., John K. Fowle,
Prebendal Farms, Aylesbury; 2d, 1/. Is,, George Dunkley,
Kingstborpe, Northampton (Victoria). Commended : Jobu
Sbackel, Blenheim House, Small Heath, near Birmingham
(Red Regents).

Edinburgh Chambee of Agkicultuee: Eoad
Eefonii.—This subject was discu.ssed before the late

meeting of the (Chamber. Mr. M'CVjmlnc in the chair.

Provost Pagan, of Cupar-Fife, who 20 years ago
stirred up the country on this subject by his publica-

tions and most able advocacy, moved
"That the Chamber deeply regret the failures of the several

attempts which have been made to pass a General Road Act
for Scotland. But the Chamber have the s.atisfaction of

knowing that so many as 12 Scottish counties have pro

and obtained Acts for the immediate or prospect

'

of all tolls and pontages within their own bounds,

In supporting this resolution he gave a detailed narra-

tive of the movement for the abolition of tolls from the

time that he published his work upon the subject in

1S45, directing particular attention to the report of the

Royal Commission on the question, and to the Act
which was brought in by the Lord-Advocate, giving

it as his opinion that perhaps one reason why that Act
failed was that it did not adhere sufficiently close to

the recommendations of the commissioners. He also

referred to the abolition of tolls in Ireland, and to the

various local road-acts which had been passed of late

years, pointing out the peculiar provisions of the.se

local acts, and the defects of each. He deprecated the

practice of counties going into Parliament for local acts,

on account of the expense and the trouble they gave rise

to, and he was sanguine that country gentlemen might
now be persuaded to go in for a general bill.

Mr. Geoege Davidson, Dean Park, seconded

Provost Pagan's resolution, referring to his able

exposure of the evils and errors of the present road

system, which would be looked back upon as one of

the strangest anomalies of the present age. He alluded

to the enormous expense of keeping up the tolls, the

inconvenience and often danger to which they sub-

jected people at night, and the discreditable shifts that

were often resorted to in order to avoid them.
Mr. P. M'Lagan, M.P., moved :—
" That the Chamber .are of opinion that a General Road Act

for Scotland should be forthwith prosecuted and passed by
Government on the principles and recommendations contained

in the report of the Royal Commissioners on Scottish roads,

viz. :— 1 , The liquidation of road debt by owners of lands and
heritages ; 2, The consolidation of turnpike, statute labour,

and bridge trusts : 3, The abolition of tolls and pontages,

statute labour, assessments; 4, The maintaining and repairing

of roads to be borne equally by owners and occupants of lands

and heritages ; 5, The expense of new roads and bridges to

be home by owners of lands and heritages."

Mr. M'Lagan thought there was a good reason why
the Chamber should go forward at present with a

memorial to the Government, seeing that Lord Derby
was in power when the Road Commission was ap-

pointed; and his Government would be inclined to

do something in the way of carrying out the recom-

mendations of the Commissioners.

Mr. Duncan M'Laeen, M.P., said that Mr. M'Lagan
had remarked that the fact that Lord Derby's Govern-

ment was in power when the Royal Eoad Commission

was appointed made the present time peculiarly favour-

able for pressing the Governmen(*to 'bring in a Bill

upon this subject. There was a still stronger reason

in the same direction to be found in the fact that

Mr. Walpole, the new Home Secretary, was the same

Home Secretary that issued the Royal Commission.

They could now go to Mr. Walpole, and tell him that

he appointed the Commission, and that they had now
a strong claim upon him to urge him to carry into

effect the report of the Commission which he appointed.

They had, in the report of the Royal Commission, a

nucleus of legislation which had received great con-

sideration from all the commissioners. The best policy

w:is to stick entirely to the recommendations of the

report without amendments or qualifications. He
thought that they had a capital opportunity at present

of pressing the question. That Association was a

power in the State, if it was discreetly worked. He
wished them all success in the cause ; and he should

be very glad if he could lend a helping hand, along

with Mr. M'Lagan, to carry on the proposed measure.

Mr. Scot Skieving proposed the adoption of the

last resolution, which was as follows :—
" That a memorial to the above effect be submitted by the

Chamber to the Right Hon. the Homo Secretary, the Lord

Advocate, and other members of her Majesty's Government

;

and petitions presented to both Houses of Parliament, praying
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tbcin to tJiko up aTid settle the question on tbo principles .and

recommendations foresaid."

Mr. Skthving referred to the unanimity which

prevailed at the meeting as a proof of the growing

strength ol' the feeUng against tolls, a.s ho was perfectly

r-ertain that 10 years aao many of those present would

hare supported tolls. "^Railways would knock the tolls

domi in the end, because they cut away the argument

that he who used the road should pay for it. The

present sy.stem, by placing bars close to the railway

gates, was to force the people who used the railways to

pav for the roads.

Mr. M'CoMBiE, before putting the resolutions, said—
11859, and
!, unless, it

1 be found to support the present

*V.: Ill, I I lintAiniug the public roads. The
., ,-, 1,1 ;. ,1 I

. , . I . interest involved, is inconsistent

with -ill u..iaou. i.i^.u. .4' economic management of large

numcyod concerns, and b;xs already resulted in tiie loss of a

million of money to the unfoi-tunate tr-aiiickers in it. I see

the gi-oss debt of the tmnpike reads in 1S59 amounted to

2,822,006?., while the ti-usts were only able to pay 45,000i. of

interest, which represents a capital of not more than 10«. per

pound of the real debt. Hence a dead loss of upwiirds of a

million of money ; and hence, I say, it may be assumed that

the present sy.stem is doomed. I concur heartily in the

recommendation of the Royal Coramiseionera that all road.s,

bridges, and ferries trusts in every county should be consoli-

d.atcd into one tnist—that the toll system should be abolished,

as a system of coUecting money at an absurdly extravag.ant

rate—aa a system, besides, not consistent Mntb tb.- ^^o we live

in—inconsistent with the necessities "t lln .. -tiin it ^ew
out of~a system terminated when tin invipili ..-iK ceased

to be through routes by the opf'niii^ i
:'

> i lil viys—and
.altogether a thing of the past, which llir pii'^int mi. I future

have no need of, and which the.y ought n.tt to be called upon
to pay for. But how is tliis to be done—how, regard

being had to all the interests involved, is
_
this great and

neces.s.ary reform to be brought about ? The ditSculty does not
appear to be so mucll hoir it is to be done as jWjo is to do it,

The lite Lord Advocate brought in an excellent bill in 1861,

showing how it could be done ; and for myself, I have no diffi-

culty a^ to the Aotp or the ipho either. The various county-

trusts being consolidated into one, and tolls abolished, 1;he

making of new roads, and the m.aintainiug of old and new,
.sh...u],l lie borne by the parties whose they are, and for whose
bcuctit the roads are made and m.aintained. Now, who are

they ? 1 imhesitatingly assert they are the owners of berit.aHcs

of all kinds, whether landed proprietors, house )iioprieturs,

mine proprietors, or others. What is the value of hunl in :iny

p.ai't of this country withovit roads to it? Thi? Ixtttr tlir

accesses for stock and folk and for the commodities both

require—and for the In-ansmission of which mainly roads

were and are made and niaint.ained— the higher the rent the

land prodvices to the landlord. Had the landowner not
invested in the making and maintaining of roads to his

property, his rent-i*oll must have been greatly loss than it

is. His tenants just pay annually the sinn his investment
in roads is worth in addition to what bis land would have been
worth without it. Tlic rn,ads arc of ..^uch vit.al and primary
interest to lli" l-ii.n-iv.l, tlvit I 1. »,'•,,„ n,,.,„ .,., ,„!,liti.,ns—

.l.s part^ ,ni,| l„.tM, ,|i._,,|,| .
,

,!,,,',
I, ,,,.!. ,,,,] pp,H-

buil.liiv.- ,ii '• ! - ' i,t I'T t'.i I. ;i,, M : 1
i^.'s would

liiM I., iiii I., traffic would have bcLiinc-uclod; the roads
li, '

I ; id opened up mineral fields, and improved
]i ! I ,. direction, converting what was fonnerly a
Willi. Ill- i; :. productave .ogricultiiral land. Now, the
owners have gut all these benefits and blessings—their farms
have let, their villages have been feued, an outlet for their
mineral wealth has been foimd — clcg.ant society has svir-

rounded them, and all because of what?—because they wd.sol.v

invested in road-making. Nor is it different in the case of
railways or canals. Without local reads, and good roads too.

whore is their Inc.al ti'afiic to come from, or be discharged?
My view of the matter is, that the blessings, the benefits, or
the loss of making and maintaining or not making and main-
taining: oiu- public roads is primarily an owners' question, and
that the binikii of makJng the roads falhi n.aturally on
i.wners. I kimw it has been said that the '2,000,000^ of road
debt sboiibl 111 it lie laid upon the proprietors, .and it h.as been
i!i-t,iiii'i 1 lil i; ]iniy.rietorsh.ave paid in .an increased purchase
jiviii r I rill V ' I U fnnncd to their respective purchases at the
liiiii' if 111' ir I'lii 'Ihtsc. But first, if the proprietors are not
liiiMi', nil mil- ill' can justly be charged : siicniid. proprietors
at the time of conti-acting the debt lir.i i .iM-.-fur unt
paying it; but third, the propiictn f

i

'!,
i, juircil

estates m.ay possibly have some cxcm , h -. innl
let ncmdbt n ofra
n ^ n the I ut f

ed n I f If I r h se
bt he has h s relief af,a n t h s
a d the r predecessors for reals

h k their mone
— J re of the old
road debt unpa d bj th u- r deb o ) I es
"iga nst the r pr deees o rs n ay not be
b h give and to

recommend
d del ts nd
they woul I

wo Id have n
h d that railway

t made ha e 1 r ad lebt o even for
ua oadsnade—b 1 1 have already uffie ently

let together, and the rent given is the rent the two combined

are worth to the tenant, and no sensible man will offer

iniiro : aiid I take it that it a Landlord prefers dealing with

a man who is not sensible, the rent be will draw

in the end will bo less, wh.atever more it may .appear

on paper. The BiU of the late Lord Advocate, to which

1 hjivc aheady adverted, gave substantial effect to most

of these views. It (1) abolished the tolls, statute .service, and
bridge money ; (2) consolidated the statute labour, turnpike,

and bridges trusts of each county into one trust, and provided

one ni.anagement ; f.1) it gave a certain voice to the tenants in

the mamagement of the roads ; (i) road debts were to be

valued by Sheriff, and made a charge on the owners of lands

and heritages ; (5) the roads were to bo maintained by an
assessment, half payable by owners .and half by occupants,

and any new roadswere tobeuiade at tbo cost uf owners. That
w,as, on the whole, a well-conceived attempt at a general

settlement of the question, and 1 hope, with modifications, it

will be revived by his successor, if not yet promoted by
Mr. Moncrieff himself ; but it ought to be a compulsory, and
not a permissive measure. Such a measure deserves, in

my humble apprehension, the support of this chamber of

pi-actieal men. With these remarks 1 put the resolutions to

the meeting.

The resolutions were all unanimously adopted.

Farmers' Clubs.
CiREXfESTEE : TJie Manaiiement of a Lirilit Zand

Coliirold Farm.—'MT. Dewe, of Calcot Fiirm, Kings-
cote, lately read the following paper on this sub.iect

before the Cirencester Farmers' Club :

—

In treating of the management of a Cotswold farm,

the sub.iect is so extensive that we can only very lightly

touch on many points. I will divide it tinder the
following heads:— 1, The n<a.tiire and quantity of the
stock to be kept: 2, The general manngemoiit of the
land itself, and the rotation of crops best adapted to

our district ; 3, The tenure of the land best ad.^^ted to

a Cotswold farm.
Tlie Nafmv and QuaniUii of Stock to he kept.—

With regard to stock, which perhaps is the most
important sub.iect on all light lands, this alone has
furnished matter for several lectures. It is, therefore,

only necessary to say that every good farmer will keep
the largest .stock which his land will carry; that such
stock should not only be the best of its kind, but that
which is best adapted to his particular farm. The light

land of the Cotswolds not only requires enriching
as far as possible, but it requires the Largest amount
of consolidation, and this is mechanically done by the
treading of the sheep. Sheep, therefore, ought to

be the mainstay of a Cotswold farmer ; and I think
we may assixme a1i om
long-wool sheep, nil

are decidedly tlio In

breed rams which ;ii

may buy in and fat ;

lh;it nothing answc

that the fine, estrly maturing.
I till

iititude

iirding
.\' IIIMIU

grea.te.st

he
Th 1 Etc

f e re e pt and d
u n y 1 m n b ntcre t he a*,

lb any the pa t cue -ned Th
thro ghti 1 k tratbe to meet wh

: donend
be and

l.ictter than keeping a regular
Hock of breeding ewes, and selling t!ie produce fat at

from 1ft to 15 months old. VTlth regard to rattle, T

think we should ki. Ill ir-i imum:!! !" miln
into manure, and ' '

'

"i

is left to each pnv-
1

1

1
'

''•
1

to his discretion. I
i niiiii mpii -- li i 1

your minds that cattle mily snrrped to tl:

extent when they supply the land with a good and
valuable mantjre, a.nd not the mere straw and tvator

which we so frequently sec. This end isbest, :iltained

by an allowance of cake and Turaips wliile in the
yards. I am very unwilling to refer to my own per-
sonal practice, but I will iust mention how I manage
this part of my farm. Keeping a good many horses
both summer and winter, all of which eat corn to a
considerable extent, I have all the maniu-e from my
own stables and from the cart horses put each morning
into large yards with sheds. For some time in the
winter cattle tread this dung, and then they are moved
to other yards, and a good number of breeding sows
are substituted for them. Thus the different kinds of
manure are most cfTectually mixed as they .are made,
and I may add that I do not have them turned up and

1 1 at termed spit dung, but it is filled

nto the arts an 1 carted in its green stiate on the land,

and I feel confident that manure thus treated is far

better an 1 stronger than that which is kept a long time
anl thoio ighly rotted Mv plan is to keep about 2.i

breed n sows They hve on Turnips, Mangels, grains,

n-een ^ etches ^c when they are not suckling their

p gs They bree I about tOO pigs a^year, which, as they
are a lar^e sort br ng al out V. each at seven weeks
oil anl they v\oild irohably be worth inore had I
m Ik to g Te them Ho ever, I find this plan more
remunerative than e ther rearing them to a greater
a^e or fatt ng them as except during the time when
they are actually suckl ng their young, tlie sows co.st

ver^ 1 ttle By tl s ueans I believe I make the ordi-
nary faim ya d n auure r ch and good at the least cost.

Gene al Mmiar/e e t oj ihi Land.—With regard
to the general management of the land itself, and the
cro) let ad p el to the Cotswolds, we will presume

111

1 lb I be rt g e th t o u] a ts ^h I I pa bo h lebt a d
maintenance to the extent of o e half an I that tbev should
1 e a.ssessed aecordinglj But t occ rs to n c that this objec
t on has been m d tho t bought for ( ) so far as ounent
leases are ooncemod, these must regulate the liabUity of
pal-ties ; and (2) so far as future leases are concerned, if an
occupant is to be assessed 201. per annum for a road debt, he
will just otfer 211/. per annum of less rent. If I am taking a

^ 1 :

:
r.iise as many animals one year with

I ill an average of years to pay 500f. of
11 1 find that 1 have a shilling" a pound

11 I'ldition, and sixpence per pound of
iliiin loads of access to the farm-in place

of offering .'iiJ0(. of rent 1 will only offer 46a(. 10<. ; and every
sensible offerer will do the same. The matter just comes
back on the landlord ajiam, and 1 .apprehend it would bo best
to lay it direct on him at first. Roads being part of the land-
lord's property, the property and the roads to it go and are

farm whir
anothi

rent o

?1 eel 1 1

Id be kept clean, and to this end the
all o 1 s autumn cleaning. This
11 ttended to on our land, as by
ork no m the .spring is very much
p n 1 e no doubt that the less we

1 ave to work o r la 1 the spring and summer the
better The „reat oh ect s to keep the moisture in the
land as much a. po s ble and, at the same time, by
ha-ving a fine tilth, to give it every opportunity of
absorbing and retaining that moistuVe. I think that
many of us plough our light lands too much ; if the
farm is clean, the less we do so the better ; and, except
for deep winter ploughing, I fancy the cultivator
(either horse or steam), the skim plough, the
horse and hand hoe, are all that are necessary

;

but it is of the greatest consequence to
keep our light soils consolidated by me,ans of
frequent rollings, workings, and harrowings, thus
working it firm and fine, which is the greatest advan-
tage against drought. Depend upon it, ithe driej the

season the more you should horse-hoe your Turnips
An admirable 'plan after they have been hoed several

times is to take out the hoes and substitute points,

which will readily enter the laud and stir the soil

several inches deep, giving air to the roots. Under
general management we must very briefly consider
rotation. This subject alone is sufficient for a lecture

;

we will, however, consider it briefly. It will be taken
for granted that a certain quantity of Sainfoin is always
kept down on a Cotswold farm. The ordinary four-
course is too well known to require remark. I antici-

pate that the five-course or two years' seeds is pretty
generally practised on our hills. This system, being
inexpensive to work and easier for the land, as well as

allowing a larger amount of stock to be kept, is very
popular, but for my own part I am inclined to think that
a six-course is best where the laud is farmed highly, and
when good crops of Turnips are grown, and consumed
with cake or corn on the land. The course I refer to

is "WTieat, Oats, or Peas after the Turnips, followed with
Barley laid down with seeds to be left down two years.

The reason that I pi'efer this plan is that you are less

liable to Clover sickness. The quality of the Barlej is

so much better that the extra price will nearly make
up for the smaller crop, and more particularly that tbo
Barley, not being so heavy, the seeds are apt to be
much stronger and better. In this manner you may
frow the largest amount of corn at the least expense
uring the six years, but it cannot be recommended

except under a liberal treatment of the land. A small
dressing, say 1 cwt. of nitrate of soda and 2 cwt. of

salt, will be found to pay if applied to the Barle.y crop.

We mill next say a few words as to the very sheet-

anchor of Cotswold farming—viz., the successful

management of the Turnip break ; and on this .subject

allow me to call your particular attention to a point on
which I think very strongly, and one on wdiich I espe-

cially invite full and earnest discussion this afternoon

—viz., is it necessary or even desirable to put the

farmyard manure on the Turnip fallows ?—I decidedly

say no. Not only can you get your land ready more
quickly, and keep the moisture in it more surely, by not

doing so, but on a thin soil is it reasonable, whether
under a four, five, or sLx-courso shift, to put everything
on the Turnip land, andithen to leave it for tlirec or

four years to take its chance ? Let us see what a good
farmer does who follows this pkn ; 1, He puts aU the

dung on the fallow, either in spring or autumn. 2, He
gives a large amount of the other produce of his farm
^viz., hay'—to be fed off on the land. 8, He puts all

tlie artificial manure on the land in the shape of super-

lili'isiiliate. t. If he gives cake or corn, which he
riiliil.i.i does, that is also consumed on the Turnips.

."i. 'J'lii' inilk of the Turnips themselves are. or ought to

1)1, r.iiusumcd on the land. Is this plan reasonable?
Is it common sense ? Long before the turn comes
.again, the goodness is all washed or dried away. The
best farming is to put your manure on the young
.seeds, either in the autumn or early in the spring. It

is gradually wa.shed into the ground, and not only
improves the seeds, but it increases the bulk of their

roots, which, as they decay, give a gradual food
to the Wlieat; but I also believe that the Wheat
derives a, good deal of actual benefit from the manure
itself, and even that .some good eUoct is left for the

following Tuvnii) orop. For 1-1 years I have, as

a rule, grown all my Turnips with artificial manure
;ilono, and h-ave frequently raised over 20 tons per

aore from 2 cwt. only of super]>hosphate, soivn

with liquid drill. This has not been done only on a

small scale. I have grown upwards of 2000 acres in

this manner, and have only had to re-sow on two
occasions. One year we wintered 2300 sheep, another
upwards of 1700 ; so that theory has been backed by
practice. It may, and probably will be, said by many
that they have advocated this plan ; but I say without

fear of contradiction that the usual plan on the Cots-

wold Hills has been, at any rate till very recently, to

put the manure on the Turnip break. On strong lands,

where they grow their Swedes and remove them for

feeding cattle, it is quite right to do so, but on our

light land—^«'here as far as possible the Turnips should

be fed on the ground not only to enrich but consolidate

it—two sma-ller dressings during the rotation must
be far better than one over-dose. After writing the

above it struck me that there was one gentleman
whose opinion would stand higher and carry more
weight in this room, and I may say county, than that

of any other person ; a gentleman who is at the same
time the most practical and the most scientific of the

day in his own profession, one whom we all knew and
valued, and whose departure from among ils caused

every Cotswold farmer deep regret. I need hardly

say i refer to Dr. Voelcker. I wrote and asked him if

he would kindly give me his opinion on this point.

His letter is so interesting, that I feel sure I cannot

do better than read it to you in full. He says ;—
" My dear Sir, — In accordance with youi* request, I

send you a few lines conveying to you a very decided

opinion respecting the application of dung to our light

Cotswold soils, and the proper kind and q lantity of artificials

useful to the Turnip crop on s ich 1 1 V o I mam yeais

ago I tried a gi-e.at v.ariety f m t p
Turnips gi-own on light land an 1 l

baling reference to these expe in t

Royal Agiicultunil Society. In c I

ments, and what J have seen s lbs 11
have come to the conclusion that t

put dung on the Turnip fallow J 1

may .add on most thin soils. For y n I

vocate for putting the dung on the s v i

the Turnip fallow- and to grow the r ntir Iv with super

phospliate. My reasons for recommending this plan are based

on .actual observation in the field during i number of years in

which 1 enjoyed the pleasure is we 1 b i
"it f mmg m

personal contact with almost all o i
it it Ic

hill fju-mers ; and I remember nctl pn
.sion on my mind than when I op f

Turnips can be gi-own on these brash u ire

—and, what is more, when acti ally tl e ^ i
of iha

vegetable remains from previ s crops a e 1 nc i off s me of
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the finest crops of Tiimips I ever saw on the Cotswolds, were
grown with nothiupr bitt ashes ; and as the organic matterswhicli
are left in the soil in the shape of roots, la.alf'd6Cayod stems,
leaves, be, are destroyed in paring and biiniing, and as these
ni,itters under ordinary cii'cunistances produce ammonia on
deeoiuposition, it appeared to me at once most probable that
ammonia was not wanted in a Tuniip manure on our thin,

brashy, Ootswold hill soils : and as I fnuinl, niiiroover. in the
red ashes a very considei*ablo propi rti 'i f iiVi -^Intp r.f liin-'',

it struck mo that purely mineral il ;'. : '.ill il br
applied to the land in an aviiililil- i : i

' l.-it.l'M

root crops more than any other ki!J. I lii f in tl-,-

able fact that Tmnips can be giuwu ^,. :,: i
' '

- In s

.alone, g.ave the first impetus to a series uf 1 n -mi ' ]i ir-.

which I continued and varied year after ; i
:

li i

farm. To my astonishment, 1 found t)i ir I
I

'
>'

Kmestone soils, Turnips -are kept back by In m s il i i .mire

to an extent that, in years when the Turnip rly is p;uticnl;u-ly

busy, the yoimg plant grows so slowly that the tly h.as time to
devom- the plant completely ; whilst on land not so dunged,
its growth is much more rapid, so that a good m.iny
pLants escape the ravages of the fly, even in unfavourable
seasons. I have seen land manured in spring, sown three
times over, ;uid the plants of each sowing eaten off by the
fly before it had a chance of making a fair start, whilst
adjoining it, .and on precisely the same sort nf linri not dunged,
the fly apparently did little or no ci,ii:t:i_-<- tn fli' I'tnnip plant

;

or, r.ather. I should s,ay. the pliut i.n Mu Ini.l not dimged
mfide more growth th.aii the tly couM c:;t. .M-r< 'vlt. I foimd
that on such light land the direct ai'ijliijatii.'n oi ammoniscal
salts, instead of pushing on the plant as generally .assxiraed,

in reality retarded the first gi-owth of the seedling Turnip in a
most striking manner, and that on our hills, nitrogen .applied

to the land, either in the shape of nitrogenous organic nuitters

or in the shape of ammoniac-d v^dt^, i n. Iv it ,
.
r 1^ i'. im Im i:il

to Turnips, and frequently ilil :iii i' :
iln . h.;

infancy from which it did U't |iir I
liiit

in my experiments I got iiivaruMy ! —
i

'
i mi-'- ' irli

th.an without ammonia in the .artinciais wbati 1 tned. Aj,Miii.

I found that a superphosphate, rich in soluble phosphate, and
entirely free from nitrogenous or ammoniacal constituents,

gave a better crop than the more expensive superphos-
phates which are made entirely from bone, or from
bone material with the addition of .ammoniacal matters.

I remember well the time when superphosphate w.as

sold in Cirencester market, which was considered very
good when it contained about 1^ per cent, of sduble and the
same proportion of insolulil- ).:, .-ih ,t, ,i iiii, and which
was sold for ratller morr i: .

i . rirencester

market can get .at prescni, i' n' ' it shall cou-
t.ain not less than 20 or :;:; ]>.( ' M' ! - liiiil.- ii'm. pliate. This
ccrt.ainly is a great imprnvriiiLut in a loauure of so much
importance to the CotswoM farmers. If farmers were always
wise, and if they did not sometimes buy the cat in the bag,
I am quite sure 2? to 3 cwt. of a superphosphate warranted to

contain 20 t'- !':• j" r cent, of soluble phosphate would be an
ample flr.'^.in_' (.. Tuniip^ on light land. Indeed, a kirfje

dose I ]in\-' In'iii I
']'' ivt produce an effect .at all corrcsimnd-

ing to the KT. ,1.) ..ullay fin- m.amlre. And as I l.cllcvo a

farmer, when he buy.-, artilicials, should at niv.. ._"• lii^ (n.inry

back, with .a good pereeut.age for the outl i i i "i i
i i. t<i

which he applies them—.audi nevergoti I

'I'

with 4 or .5 cwt. than with 2^ (provided the su] i.,
>

,
i is

rich in soluble phosph.ate)— I am of opinion 1 li it ii i- i a i>lc

to apply more than 2^ to :1 cwt. at the most to our thin, lime-

atone hill land. Dung is far better .ai>pliod to seeds, than to
the Turnip fallow. Applied as a top-dressing to young
seeds, it helps them on wonderfully : .and you know, when
the seeds are good, the Wheat is sure to do well afterwards.
My .advice, therefore, i.s_ simply this : Top-dress your seeds
with dung, .and grow your Turnips with nothing but 2^ cwt.

of good miner.al superphosphate. " A. Voelckee."
" 11, Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, Oct. l.'i, 18G(>."

I trust that we may have time briefly to discuss how
far steam cultivation is adapted to our light soils. My
own experience on a .somewhat deeper and better staple

is that it is most desirable for deep winter ploughing
and for cross cultivating in the spring. Having done
more than 700 acres, I have had good opportunities
of watching, and I ara personally satisfied with the
results, but nope to hear the opinions of those more
experienced this afternoon.

Tke best Tenure of Lnnd.—WiVa regard to the
tenure of land best adapted to the Cotswolds, it is

impossible to do more than take a passing notice. It

is of the greatest importance to the comfort and well-

being of all concerned, and one of such wide scope that

I dare hardly mention it in so short a paper. It has,

however, struck me that the same taking on which
both estates of Lord Tarborough are held on the Lin-
colnshire wolds, and which has been the means of

increasing their value tenfold in less than a centur.v, is

particularly applicable to our light lands. I can speak
from actual knowledge that it is one under which the

tenants thrive and do well, and that the same families

have occupied the farms for several generations ; and
that, moreover, the very best relations exist between
landlord and tenant. In no country do I know any
tenantry apparently more prosperous, or an.y who
spend so much money in artificial food, chiefly oilcake,

and certainly none who ride such excellent hunters,

and, by keeping large and well-bred studs of fashion-

able horses, induce the dealers frequently to visit

their fairs, and I feel confident that by their

management in this respect they combine a
good profit with much pleasure. I wrote to

one of their first men to send me down the exact
terms of tenure of their hill land, and I cannot do
better than read his answer :

—
" You will observe that

everything is left to arbitration and the custom of the
country, and if a tenant improves the land he is fairly

reimbursed. I think this is the best and fairest arrange-
ment, and next to this the Scotch plan of 19 years' lease,

which leaves the tenant to do pretty nearly as he likes

till the last four years, when he is strictly bound
down." On this subject also I particularly invite dis-

cussion this afternoon. The Lincolnshire tenure is the
following :—Yearly tenancy ; no agreement except the
quantity of acres and the amount of rent; the land to

be farmed in a good and husbandlike manner

;

allowances, the custom of the country ; the incoming
tenant to pay for oilcake consumed by cattle and sheep
(not by horses) as follows—one-third of last year's

cakes, one-sixth of year before; marling allowed on a
seven yeius' scale running out one year for every year

;

bones or other approved artificial manure, on the
following scale—two-thirds for the last year, one-third
for year before; underdraining when tiles are found

by the landlord; no iillnwiiinc providrd ..nc crop is

taken, when no crop is liikm i In u Imli om-i is allowed ;

when the tenant lind^ lilos and luliuiir. the whole
allowed on a five years' scaU- ; lito untguuig tenant to

sow all the land in due course for Wheat, or allow the
landlord or incoming tenant to do it, and the same
on land for spring com ; the outgoing tenant has
the power of doing all the work on the larm accord-
ing^ to the wish of the landlord or incoming tenant,
which is to be allowed for ; the outgoing tenant can
stock the new seeds up to Nov. 2.3 with lambs, and he
allowed the seed bill, or stock up to the end of his

tenure without any allowance ; herbage on lands
broken up for corn or fallow allowed up to the end of
his tenure ; all matters are to be settled by arbitration,

one to be ajipointed by each side, they appointing their

umpire belore entering on their business: if the out-
going tenant neglect to appoint an arbitrator at a certain
time named, the landlord can appoint a valuer, and his

award to be final ; all hay, straw. Turnips, and green
crops to be consumed on the premises. Under this

agreement many tenant farmers .spend a full rent in
corn and cake consumed on the Turnips and on the
seed in summer. Our own land abounds in the car-

bonate of lime, and I fully believe it will honestly and
fully repay a liberal expenditure in oil-cake, which con-
tains so large a per-centage of phosphate of lime. And
this, I think, is even more valuable when consumed on
our Gra.ss grounds in summer, and wiU improve them
more rapidly than any other treatment. In conclusion,
gentlemen, let me beg of you not to imagine that
in mentioning Lincolnshire I wish in any way to di-aw

an undue comparison. I am personally acquainted
with most counties in England, and I know of

no two which so much resemble each other as

this county and Lincolnshire. They both have
their rich low lands, .ind they severally contain about
200,000 acres of light l.ind of very similar character,

producing large numbers of the finest sheep in the
world. Le.ss than a century ago the wolds of Lincoln-
shire were mere rabbit w.arrens let at from 2*. 6r!. to

5s. per acre. Now there is the greatest competition
for farms at upwards of 2os. per acre. Each county
rejoices in kind and liberal landlords, and an intel-

ligent and improving tenantry. Gloucestershire

boasts a Beaufort, and Lincolnshire responds vnth a
Yai-borough. Botl^ these noblemen have for many
years kept a first-rate pack of hounds at their sole

expense, and it is indeed a pleasant and truly

English sight to see them surrounded by their

friends and tenantry on a November morning by the
cover side, or, later in the year, when they assemble
as efficient and well-mounted yeomanry; or once
again, when in the summer the tenants compete in the
show-yards of Badminton and Brocklesby, under the

immediate presidency of their respective landlords.

If a stranger goes on the Cotswolds in the summer he
will find the names of Hewer, Lane, Game, Fletcher,

Barton, and many others associated with the finest

flocks of sheep in this or any other county. If he visits

the same district in the winter he will as surely find on
the bleak hills, and with but little shelter, the wildest

and stauuchest fo.xes. In the more fertile plain he will

see the leader of steam cultivation in our county, who,
though he has levelled miles of fences for his steam
liloughs, still retains some weIl-known_ hedge-rows—

a

more sure find than many large covers in less favoured

counties. Such tenants, I say, combining the energy

for busine.ss with the manly feeling for sport, will

always command the good-will and respect of their

neighbours and landlords, and as long as such good

feeling exists, Gloucestershire may indeed be proud to

have landlords who, by their kindness, consideration,

and liberality, command such tenants, and tenantry
who, by their skill in their profession, their true love

of sport, and their success in always having so good a

show of foxes, make Gloucestershire equally well-known
as a sheep-breeding and fox-hunting county.

[We think we may well offer our congratulations to

the Managers of the energetic Farmers' Club at Ciren-

ce.ster, upon the very excellent Papers which have

been read and discussed before it since its re-establish-

ment last year.]

in estimating it, and forming a judgiucut on Iho
Brittany breed.

Number of d.ayH' milk-
ings during the tlial

Average number of cows
milked daily .

.

Milk, measured in dairy,

that used by calves not
included
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Aver.age of seij days'
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Average milking per cow
for 11 months .

.

D.aily .average per cow . -

Milk used fresh .

.

Milk for butter-making

Butter produced.

.
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We have here a very readable and satisfactory

number of this useful monthly periodical. The
Brittany Cow, described by a French writer, and well

illustrated ; the Breeding and Management of Cattle,

not a very detailed or practical treatise, but an enumera-
tion and description for the general reader ; Mr. Soot

Skirving's Bird Life in Shetland is a very graphic and
extremely interestingpaper,with goodwood-engravings;

Mr. Ewart's capital and practical discussion of Methods
of Peraianently Improving Estates ; the 'Veterinarian,^

with monthly notices, and statistics, fill the pages of

one of the best numbers of the Joumal of Agriculture

that we have seen. We quote the following account

of a herd of Brittany cows :—
"I here produce the result of my herd, generally

consisting of 40 cows, a bull, and some calves. This

note gives a summary of the produce, and the most

exact idea of the medium value of the breed ; for my
herd is selected from specimens of medium size, but

embracing the highest milking qualities.
" The herd also comprehends a great many young

animals in calf for the first or second time. The pro-

duce is evidently diminished by this circumstance.
^

' The heifer grows and gives milk. The milk gives

up a part of the food to the muscles and the bones. The

full-grown cow, on the contrary, tums all into produce

at each milking, and gives the sum total of its milking

value. , . . , i J
" This condition of the Kergonan herd is to be noted

" 197 animals have passed through my byres ; S3 were
bought at Quimper, or in the neighbourhood; 114 born
at Kergonan have been reared or sold young. I do not
reckon those which, purchased by me, have been sent

to diS'erent places without staying in my byres.

"The average duration of lactation in the herd is

from 11 to 12 months. I have animals which, with
full Grass, cannot be dry for 15 days without being
inconvenienced.
"The generality give a calf every 10 or 11 months.

Few reach a year, 'the slow breeders are quickly sold

;

there are few of them.
" Cows of from four to seven years, 11 hands high,

and weighing about 6 cwt., give with mo. in a good
season, from 1 gallon 6 pints to 3 gallon ;

'
j

.i
,

'^ •-.' milk
per day, during two or three months

;

' Voni

1 gallon 2^ pints to 2 gallons \\ pini ;
ui

.
l> ironi

5^ pints to 7 pints, up to the seventli miinih "1 -"-la-

tiou. The most inferior give from 1 gnllou 21 pints to

1 gallon fi pints after their first and second calving

during two or three months; then at the seventh
month of gestation from i\ to 1 J pints. When animals

of this age are fatigued, the milk is suppressed about
the seventh month. The size of the mother enlarges

rapidly after that.

My cows, as indicated by- the measurement, are

of moderate size. The Brittany cow, in fact, varies

from 11 to IIV hands, whereas the average of my herd

is about 11 hands, according to a.ge.. But their weight

is greater than that of ordinary animals of the same
size.

" I like a straight full trunk, a light head, and short

legs ; fine bones, useless parts awanting ; a square

utlder, full behind, spread out in front ; the skin supple

and yellow, the marks good ; butter animals ; milk and
animals with rich milk, butter fine.

" One of my masters. Count Kergorlay, who possesses

many fine cows, has somewhere written that the

Cotentin breed is the best breed for milk in the world,

and that he has nowhere tasted better butter than that

cf Isigny. I agree with him. The Cotentin breed in

Cotentin—famous butter, exquisite, well-made, and
made from the Grass of Cotentin or Canisy.

" The Brittany "oreed, in the same kind of pasture,

produces the same butter ; her udder swells, and she

becomes, in her turn, in proportion to her size and her

food, one of the best milkers in the world.

'"The Brittany cow is met with in all the Cotentin

markets.
" In order to compare the digestive power ot breeds

—that is to say, the faculty of transforming food into

produce—we have taken a term of comparison which
is deficient in fixedness, and consequently in positive

value. Wc have inquired as to the milk produced by

each breed in difi'erent localities, from a determinate

quantity of hay and its equivalents.

"The same kinds of forage varying in nutritive

value according to soil and preparation, a hundred
kilogrammes of a particular kind of food do not produce

the same results in the same animals in different

localities, in consequence of these elementary diffe-

rences.
" There is often a difl'erence of from 10 to 15 per cent,

in the value of the hay in different meadows—of good

quality, nevertheless, and well made besides.
" But in order to estabhsh the quality of- the

Brittany breed as to rent-paying and food-transforming

power, I use the mode of comparison which has been

iidopted at Kergonan. The hay of the first quality was

sold in 1864-65, on account of the extraordinary price

which 'it brought, namely, 3/. 19.?. 4*fZ. the ton. The
horses only ate of it. The second quality of hay was

consumed'by the cows and the sheep. I consider it 15

per cent, inferior to the first. It was caught in a storm,

and slightly discoloiu-ed. The cows consume about

22 lb. of hay, or its equivalents, per day and per average

animal, or 4 per cent, of their weight. The average

produce of milk per cow being rather more than 5J
pints, in 1865 the consumption rose to 6 lb. 9| oz. of

hay per Ij pints of milk.
' But in the 26 cows milked during 1865 there are

14 or 15 young animals from two to three years old.

Hardly half of the food passes into milk, the other

half passes into the body. There remains nearly 3 lb.

5 oz. of hav per If pints of milk. And, reckoning the

quality of'the hav, and its proportion to the total food,

it is fair to reduce this figure 4 per cent. The next

remainder, therefore, is about 2 lb. J oz. of hay per 1}

pints of milk.

"The value of If pints of milk is about IJt?.; 21b.

I oz. of hay cost nearly \d. at 2?. 7*. 7ld. per ton, the

average price at Quimper. There remains a halfpenny
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per l?i pints for various expenses and for profit, in

addition to the manure; say nearly oj pints of milk at

nearly IW. per day, or nearly 21. "s. 7id. per year and
per cow, exclusive of manure.
"I am no enthusiast; I am captivated by nothing

rural ; the nett gain is my economical programme

;

the drawer full, economy, comfort. Therefore I value
the Brittany cow. She is a milker ; she lives on any-
thing ; she fattens on little ; she suits everywhere ; in

abundance she grows and continues good. She
maintains herself on the heath, and in the evening she

sleeps beside her m;>stcr, whom she nourishes. I know
her ; I know no fault in her."

Farm Memoranda.
Mehse of Bekwicksiiire : Bee. 1.—The month

just closed has been the best of its year. The
2i inches of rain which fell in the first half were
rendered harmless by a succession of hard breezes

;

and two or three days of dry frost served to check the
growth of Turnip shaw:?, without imparting much of a
wintry character to a month otherwise so fine and
mild. TV'ith a root crop so very late and promising,
farmers may be excused if they have left their Swedes,
at least, to the chances of winter growth. On strong
clays, where the roots are miserable in the extreme,
there is the more need of hope, and this delays IVlieat
sowing. We have cleared a piece of our best Swedes,
and intend to proceed while good weather lasts. The
crop is some 12 tons where we have seen the double,
which speaks largely to blanks and small. The
quality is fine, and nothing lost by mildew, as there
was last year.

On poorer land, White Turnips have come to be a
fair crop, and hoggs have a beautiful lair. Fattening
cattle are few—little more than half of what used to be
fed—and it cost a world of trouble to get those few.
Our usual trade over the border was "prevented by
arbitrary authority, although disease was extinct;
and many of us were fain to buy mongrels and Irish
at forced prices. Kelaxation, when it came, could only
benefit a few. The worst feature of Privy Council
Orders is the administration thereof. " Justice " makes
no distinction between wilful and unwitting transgres-
sion. The accused is condemned already.
Corn is much improved in condition lately. A good

deal of Oats and late Barley was out in October, and
seemed little better than muck. Much, too, was no
better in the stack. Corn would seem to be our " sheet
anchor" just at present. The " all Grass " idea of
theorists is at a discount. J. T.

Calendar of Operations.
DecE-MBEE : T/ieori/ of Cattle Feeduig. — The

following is extracted from " Morton's Farmers'
Calendar ";—It has not been attempted in this work to
give such detailed explanations of agricultural influ-
ence in scientific terms, as are generally referred to by
the fanner under the common name of " theory ;" but
the use of such terms in past pages on cattle food
makes it necessary to refer to the explanation which
the chemist gives of the process of cattle feeding. The
question—What is the value of a ton of Turnips?—is

one to which half a dozen men will give half a dozen
answers. Its power to produce meat, on which its
value depends, is due not only to its composition,
which varies in the half dozen different cases, but on
the character of the machines through which it is
passed, and on the skill with which the nrocess is
conducted.
I suppose that two lots of rags of equal quality may

be served out to two paper-makers, and the one shall
make more profit of them than the other, owing to the
two last considerations. But if the rags are of diflerent
quality to begin with, the difference in the result would
be greater still. Aud this is the position of the
farmer :—The food he grows differs wonderfully in its
quality, according to soil aud climate; the machines
he uses differ exceedingly in their character ; the
judgment and skill he employs varv between the
extremes of folly and wisdom. No wonder then that
we have not yet agreed -.is to what is the value of a ton
of Turnips, or of any other article of food. Mr. Mechi
tells us in the south that no profit is to be made of
feeding meat—that the meat manufacture'is, in fact, as
regards the farmer, useful merely as a manufacture of
manure. There is many a larmer, both south aud
north, who knows better. In order to the attainment
of their experience, probably the first particular rule
IS to have special regard to the capabilities of your
machines for converting the raw material—the food—
which you are to manufacture into flesh.

It is only a well-bred animal which can make the
full use of liberal feeding. You must be acquainted
with the needs and the powers of the breeds you feed
as well as with the general rules aud truths of animal
nutrition. And now let us consider what those
general rules and truths are. It is only within the
past few years that the theory of food in relation to
growth has been fuUy developed, and growth has been
recognised as a simple building up aud aggregation of
the materials which the food contains.
The chemist divides the constituents of food into

three great classes. The first two include all that may
?u °li™5'^ ^^,^y '

t'"* incombustible part—the ash-is
the third. This ash is soluble or insoluble ; the latter
part consists chiefly of phosphoric acid and lime
which, coustituting two-thirds of the bones of animals,
IS called bone earth. This earthy part of the ash thus
supplies the animal with the materials for the formation
of Its bony skeleton. The saline soluble part of the ash
ot lood IS m.ade up chiefly of common salt and
nuosphate of soda, which two combinations enter
largely into the composition of blood. It also contains
^its ol potash, which abound in the juices of flesh.
Ihe sahne matters thus supply the blood, the flesh,

and various animal juices with their necessary mineral
niii^lituents.

The organic part of food which bums away is made
up of a number of organic substances, as starch, gum,
sugar, fibre, albumen, &c., and these may be grouped
into two classes—the fli-st including constituents rich

in nitrogen, and the second constituents free from
nitrogen.

The nitrogenized ingredients include albumen,
gluten, casein, legumin—substances uearly identical

with each other. The second class includes oily

matters, starch, sugar, gum, pecten— a jelly-like

substance found in Carrots, Mangel Wurzel, Turnips,

and other roots—and cellular fibre. The nitrogenized
compounds generally contain about 16 per cent, of
nitrogen and small quantities ofsulphur, or phosphorus,
or both ; and are hardly, except in this last particular,

distinguishable from each other. They are all made
up of a substance, protein, and this sulphur or
phosphorus, and so they are called protein compounds.
These protein compounds are necessary to the food

of animals. Dogs fed on starch alone will die. A
sheep feed with food perfectly free from protein com-
pounds died on the 30th diiy. The practical value of
oilcake. Beans, grain, &c., as compared with foods
poorer in nitrogenous matter, proves the assertion that
protein compounds are needed. The non-nitrogenous
compounds are also necessary. A goose was fed on
albumen—white of egg—without the addition of any
other food, and died in about six weeks, having lost a
great deal of weight. All classes of ingredients are
needed to make a perfect food.

The non-nitrogenous compounds contain large
quantities of carbon, and their use is to burn as fuel in
the lungs, and so to maintain the heat of the body ; or
to be placed as fat in the fatty tissues of the growing
body; or to be converted into fat and placed there.

The proteiu compounds, on the other hand, which are
almost identical in composition with flesh, go to build
up the flesh of the animal. Tou have in food, as stated
by Dr. Voelcker :

—

1. The earthy substances, phosphates of lime aud
other bone materials. The saline substances—chlorides
of sodium and potassium, sulphate and phosphate of
potash and soda, aud some other mineral matters occur-
ring in food—supi>ly the blood, juice of flesh, and
various animal juir.'~ \\\t]\ the iieccssar>' mineral con-
stituents. 2. AlliiKiirii, -liilin, legumin, and other
nitrogen-con tainiii-' |iriihi|.l,~ of food, furnish the
animal with the maimaU m|uired for the formation
of blood and flesh ; I hey are called, therefore, flesh-

forming substances. 3. Fats and oily matters of the
food are employed to lay on fat, or to support respira-

tion and animal heat. Starch, sugar, gum, and a few
other non-nitrogenised substances, consisting of carbon,
hydrogen, and oxygen, are used to support respiration
—(hence they are called elements of resjnratiou)— or
they produce fat when given in excess. Starch, sugar,
and the other elements of respiration alone cannot
sustain the animal body. Albumen, gluten, or any
other albuminous matter alone does not support the
life of herbivorous animals. Animals fed upon food
deficient in earthy phosphates or bone-producing prin-
ciples, grow sickly and remain weak in the bone. The
healthy state of an animal can only be preserved by a
mixed food which contains flesh-forming constituents
as well as heat-giving principles, and earthy and saline
mineral substances in proportion, determined by expe-
rience, and adapted to the different kinds of animals,
or the particular purpose for which they are kept.

That, then, is the theory of growth, and the practice
agrees with it. Thus : a child grows ricketty, its bones
are not well built and vigorous if fed perpetually on
arrowroot and starch food; milk, containing the
phosph.ate of lime, its bone earth, must be supplied
along with such food.

Again , food rich in albuminous matter, in protein
compounds, as Bean-meal, oilcake, &c., is in practice
found the most productive of rapid and muscular
growth. Again: food rich in oily and starchy matters
is in practice found the most fattening of any sorts
of food.

Again : animals exposed to cold—breathiug a colder
and therefore a denser air, containing more oxygen or
fuel-burner per cubic foot—animals exposed to cold,
requiring therefore greater expenditure of fuel to
maintain the animal heat—do not in practice prosper
as if kept in warmth and dryness ; most of their food
goes as fuel; a i|reat de;d of their food is wasted and
burned up within them.
Again : animals allowed to run about and take

nuiscular exercise, thereby increasing the rapidity of
respiration, keeping the bellows blowing at the fire

within the lungs, do not in effect increase in fat or flesh
as when kept within bounds and hindered from running
to and fro. In all these particulars, then, the
experience of the farmer tallies with the theory as
laid down by the chemist and animal physiologist.

Testimonials recently received, as to the
GREATLY sL'PERiOK quality of their Seeds to
tliose usually exported from this country, as
well as to the very eltlcient manner in which
their export packing is carried out ;

—

July9,/rQm A. N. Ella, Esq., Queenstown,
Capf of Good Hope.

*' I may mention that the case referred to
was in splendid order, looking as fresh after
six weeks' land carriage as if only yesterday

I RoMSAV, Esq., SJianghae, China, May 5, 18G6.
seds and roots have arrived, and nothing has given

for a long time than the excellence ofthese seeds."
1 Mr. Z. W. Wells, Neto PbjmmUh, Xem Zmlaiul, Man 7, 1S66.

"The Grass and other seeds sent by the Shelbunie to me, have
come safe to hand. I have tried samples of tlio Grass seeds, and am
happy to inform youthat they have come up quite to mys.atisfactioo."
From Mr. Jas. Dale, Orange, Xeir .South IFale^, September- 20, 1S66.
" I have the pleasure to inform you that your seeds have given

great satisfaction, and I now send you a larger order."
All Seeds properly packed and delivered free to ship side. Special

quotations given for lai^e quantities. A liberal allowance made to
Shippers. Si'Tton & Soss, Seed Growers, Reading.
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the Bristol and Bath marUts with Gieen Peas) to Din el O Rourke,
Sangster s or Dlllistone s Th6\ call it Poi mer s > trl e t and say
it IS the haidie t and earliest Pea out I offer it as tccoiid to none
and at the rea-sonable pr ce of 1 od per luut

K BIRTH P I NTER Seed 1 lan and Nurserjman iaunt n

Smlthfield Club Cattle Show

IMIl Hl\L PCPPLE lOP SWEDE, and other TURNIPS. &c
PRICK LISTS 10 be had gratis at the Stand.
James Cahter & Co., Seed Farmers and Nursei-vraen, 23? & 23S,

High [lolborn, London, W.C.

SmltMeld Club Show.

WM. SKIRVING begs to announce to his Friends
and the Public that he will attend, as usual, the SMITH-

FIELD CLUB SHOW, at No. So, GALLERIES, to EXHIWT
of SWEDES, which have proved superior to all other

Swede Turnips in cultivation _ _ „
TURAL SEICDS of the most approved kind?.—Liverpool, Dec,

I take I for AGRICIJL-

HENRY DEWAR and SON beg respectfully to offer
Seed of their very superior IMPROVED SHORT-'TOP RED

BEET, which was awarded Two First-class Certificates at the
Gardens of the Royal Horticultm-al Society. South Kensington, on
Nov. 7 and Dec. ii, 1865 ; also Seed of their solid crisp white
NORTHUMBERLAND CHAMPIO.V CELERY, which was
awarded a First-class Certificate at the lntern,ational Show, South
Kensington, Dec. 9, 18C5. In addition to the First-class Certificates,
the Silver banksian Medal of the Royal Horticultural Society was
awarded for the above Beet and Celery.

In sealed packets only, stamped with our name in full, at U. per
packet each. Price to the Trade on prep.aid application.

.Seed Establishment, 97, Grey Street, Newc istle-on-Tyne.

VV to the Public and the Trade the above excellent BROCCuLf^
which has been in the possession of Mr. David Barchard, of
Thirtelby, in Holderness, for sevenil years, and they have no doubt
that its local reputation will soon be generally established. Its
great value is from the fact that its season extends from the Latter
end of May to the end of June, thus supplying a want that has long
been felt, 'by filling up the time between the ordinary Broccoli and

Sealed packets, price Is. ikl. each.
Ji-romllr. David WADnis..iiAM, M:uht nanlmtr, TliiTteUni.

"Gentlemen,—I have kn"wn 'iv r,.. .., Uroccoli for several

years, aud consider it the l.e.t Li.a a. ' la.. ..oil in cultivation,
coming into the market aftei .ili ' r.. uu done."

• Gen
Frc t Tiioi

loceoli many ye:

) Broccoli."
t.ugli.i. r iiiu;.

Notices to Correspondents.
Abortion- : ICi/fj. This .serious evil is often produced by the
cows feeding on old pastures on which the old Rye-grass
stems have not been mown, and which often contains Ergot.
Remove the cattle and change the food as much as possible.
If hay have been given, change it for straw and oil-cake, and
separnte immediately the animals that have aborted, or
threatened to do so.

BiRnEN Field; Corre-iio-.tdeat. If not poisoned you should be
able to fertilise it by adding veijetable and mineral manures,
and probably the best plan will be to try Buckwheat and
plough it in. If you can get a compost made of lime
and any vegetable refuse as a dressing, apply it liberally.
We do not suppose the 1 md will be fit for Sainfoin for a
year or two.

S.H.T : -V Y Z. i cwt. per acre wUInot kill weeds on light land.
You must get the weeds up by scarifying, harrowing,
gatheiing, and burning. Earlier in the yearyou might have
done a good deal to it by mere sunshine.

Choice Seeas, worthy the attention of all Gardeners
a.nd Seedsmen.

BACKHOUSE'S WINTtR WHITE PKOTECTING
BROCCOLI. Crop very short. 2s. per packet.

MATTHIOLA BICORNIS.—This night-scented Stock has proved
itNClf a delightful .acqmsitiOQ to the number of our tiardy
Annuals. The powerful and yet delicate perfume of its flowers
resembles that of the Stock and Sweet-scented Clematis com-
bined ; and the scent of a large bed throughout the summer
evenings was so strong as to .-urest special attention at i.everat

hundred yards' distance ! iid. per packet.

MAl.COMIA INCRASSATA.—A distinct species of Virgin Stock
resembling the well-known M. mantima in general appearance.
It is, however, of more robust habit, with larger, brighter
coloured, and more enduring flowers—points ot much import-
ance in an Annual so extensively cultivated. Is. per packet.

VERO.SICA GLAUCA A harxly Annual from Greece, fonhmg
dense tufts 3 to 1 inches his'h, covered with deep and brilliant

blue flowers. When gron'

Gd. per p.acket.

INVINCIBLE SCARLET SWEET PEA

effe.

per packet

;

6d. aud Is. per packet.

Trade Prices will be supplied on applicatioi

Jas. BAcknoL'SG & SoK, York Nurseries.
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Seed Potatos.

HAND F. SIIAKl'K are imxv oHVTiug MTATT'S
. PROLIFIC KIIIXKV. IIAINTIIKE'S EARLIEST,

WEBB'S IMFEIUAL KIDSKY, FUU'l'V-KI PLD, FOX'S SEED-
Early jiDd Lato

ambridgeshir

Now bold ii

OCOA-KUT KEI'USE
Is becoming scarce, the

1 will ;

1 for 2s., 10 for

ICs-., 2 lor 30s., fiO for Cfc., 100

for £G.

Fourpence allowed for each

Dag returned carriage-paid.

A Railway Truck-load (not in

bags), 40s.

Postiige Stamps or Post-office

Order, payable to J. Barsham &
Co., Ktngston-OD-Thames, S.W.

MAN URB COMi'A.N Y
a 1840),

Have now ready for delivery in dry fine condition,

CORN MANURE, for Spring Use
Ul.SSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUAMO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA,
ex Dock Warehouse; SULPHATE of AMMOMA, FISHERY
SALT. &c. E. PuaSEB, Secretary.

Ufficcs. 116, Fenchurch Street. E.C.

L
of ISOO aio imw ready for delivery at hia Factories, at the

lollowiiig prices, per ton :—

LAWES* PATl'INT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE £ s. d.

SUPERFHO.'^PnATK r.f LIME COO
LA\\E.S' SUPEKPIIU^:;P1IATE of LIME from BURNT
BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES 5 5

LAWES- WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
MANURES 8

CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.. .. 12 U

These Maniu-es can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through the
appointed Agents in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices
varying according to cost oi carriage.
Genuine Peruvian Guano diiect from the Importers. Nitrate of

Soda. Sulphate of Ammonia, and other Chemical Manures.
Aruericiin and other Cakes at market prices.
Address, John Heknet Lawes, 1, Adelaide Place, London Bridge,

E.C. ; and 23. Eden Quay, Dublin.

riiHOMSON'S STYPTIC prevents the Eleedinj: of
X Vines after Pruning or Grafting, the Damping of Geraniums
and other Cuttings after they .ire potted ; and it has been used
successfully in Graftiog Fruit Trees of all descriptions.
Manufactured and sold Wholesale by John Yousg k Sox, Dalkeith,

N.B., and may be had of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen in bottles at
"' " """ None ia genuine without the

Winter Dress all Fruit Trees with

Copy of a Letter from Mr.
Rivers, Nurseries, Saw-
brUlgeworth, Sei'ts, 22d Oc(.,

1861.

" I must tell you what I

heard to-day from a very clever
gentleman farmer. Anthony
Bubb, Esq., of Witcombe Court,
Gloucester. He has a wall to
which Peach trees are trained.
Well, last autumn they were in

a wretched blighted state. As
a desperate remedy he unnalled
them all, early last Februarj-,

and gave all but one a thorough
painting with Gishurst Cora-
pound, 1 lb. to the gallon of
water ; his trees, all but the
one, commenced to grow
favourably in spring, and are
now pictures of health- The
tree not painted is in a halt-

deai blighted state. He used
the same dressing to his Apple

n _. c- ij m K I trees ; it killed the woolly
Red Spider Magnilied. Aphis entirely, and has made

his trees clean and vigorous in their growth. He intends to naint

his wall trees annually, and tells all his friends to do the

1 shall certainly serve all my young Peach * '""* "" "

of clay, soot, s'ulphi

the walls."

, to the gallon will he found a good
not blacken the shoots oi

Orchard-house Trees, oz

strength ; when used stronger i t buds on weakly t

Injured.

GISHURST COMPOUND is sold Retail by Niu-serymen and
Seedsmen, In boses. Is., 3s., and lOs. (id. each.

Wholesale by Price's Patent Caudle Company, Limited, Belmont,
Vauxhall, London, S.

Gishurst Compound has i

butr ' "' "
""

ARDEN BORDER EDGING TILES, in great

variety of patterns and material, the plainer sorts being

especially suited for KITCHEN GARDENS, as

rthey harbour no Slugs and Insects, take up little

room, and once put down incur no f\irther labour

ft and expense, as r'.o "grown" Edgings, conse-

/ quently being much cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in

Artificial Stone, of great durability, and in great

variety of design.

F. k G. Rosoeh. Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street, Blackfriai-a, S. ; Queen's Road West,
Chelsea, S.W. ; Kingsland Road, Klngsland, N,E.

Sole London Agents for FOXLErS PATENT GARDEN WALL
BRICKS. Illustrated Price LLsts free by post. The Trade supplied

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatories,
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, 4c., as cheap and durable as

Stone, In blue, red, and buff colours, and capable of forming a variety

of designs.

Also TESSELATED PAVEMENTS of more enriched designs
than the above.

WniTE GLAZED 'TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies, Larders,
Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Groovedf and other Stable Paving
Bricks of great durability, Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, Wall
Copings, Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, Sec.

To be obtiiined of F. & G. Rosheb, at their Prenuses as above.

SILVER SAND (REIGATE, best quality), at the above
addresses—14«. per Ton, or Is. 3d. per Bushel ; 2a. per Ton extra

for delivery within three miles, and to any London Railway or Wharf.
Quautitics of 4 Tons, Is. per Ton less.

FLINTS, BRICK BURRS or CLINKERS, for Rockeries or Grotto
Work. P. & O. Ros HER.—Addresses see abo^e.

N B. Orders promptly executed by Railway.

TAN, GRATIS, in tlie immediate neighbourhood of
Covent Garden Market.

Auply to EssK X &Sos3, 28, Stanhope Street. Clare Market, W.C.

BARLEY. OA'rsV &c., CLEANSEdT 7lJHIFIED7an7l
BLEACHED by a Patent proco8.i, without the slightest Injury

to growth, &c.
Apply to Rev. R. Pottf;r, M.A,. Bcdworth, Nuneaton,

Greenhouses of Improved and Portable Construction

JOSEPH S lil ITH 's
'^

HoHTlcrLTuiiAL AVoiiics,
^' Now Road, Haiiiiiiersmitli.

SPAN-ROOFS—21 ft. by U fr,. C in., with Stage . . £32 0«.

„ 24 ft. by 9 ft. Gin. ,, ..27
„ 23 ft. by 12 ft. 9 in. „ .. 37 (I

30 ft. by 19 ft 70
LEAN-TO._17 ft. by 7 ft. . . .

.

i.--, lo
„ 211 ft. by 9 ft. 9 in 21 o

21 ft. by 12 It. 9 in mo
21ft. by 13 ft ii7

Fifty strong 2-in. Lights, 6 ft. 8 in. by 4 ft.. Glazed 21-oz., and well
painted, £40.
Twenty ditto, 5 ft. S in. bv 3 ft. 7 in., ditto, £14 10s.
CONSERVATORIES, GtlEENHOUSES, or VINERIES made t-

order at Is. 3d. per f lOt.

MELON FRAMES of an improved make, ready at low prices.
Estimates for Heatinc etlectually by Hot -Water.

A VINERY or PEACH-HOUSE, 41 ft. by y ft . with 14 fi

Rnfters, £40.

Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for
SAYNOK AND COOKE'S AVARRANTED PRIZE

PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that you get them.
Observe the mark Savnor, also iho corporate mark Obtain
WAKnAKTicD. without which none are genuine.
S. & C. reL-ret having to caution Gardeners and others, but arc

compelled to do so, in consequence of an imitation, of common
quality, having been sold for the genuine one, and which has caused
many complaints to be made to them of Knives which were not of
their make, all of which are warranted both by Sellers and Makers.

S. & C.'a Piunmg and Budding Knives are tne oesu and the
cbc^pcst in the market.

Paxton Works, Sheffield. Established upwards of 125 years.

WING WATER
BARROW.—This is the

best and cheapest article yet
introduced for use in Gar-
dens, Fanu Yai-ds. &c. The
Water may be dipped out, or
the Tub tilted and poured

•icwraR-—[A| out, or by merely raising the
:iffl,T*wV llHi Handle it can be placed on

the ground, and the Fi-ame
detacbed. To hold about
30 or 3G gallons, price 42s.

Carriage paid to any statiOD
^"^ ^-^ on Great Eastern Line.

POWERFUL GA IM'KN KNulNK, suitable lor theabove, price 46s

IMPROVED WATLKaiidLK^UlD MANURE CARTS.
Catalogues on application.

Manufactured by W. S. Boulton, Rose Lane Iron Works, Norwich.

GALVANISED IRON WATER CISTERNS.
Cheap, light, and durable, will not rust or corrode, and

keep water perfectly sweet.

To hold Each.

30 gallons, 20s. Od.

50 gallons, 24s. Od.

SO gallous, 32a. Od.

100 gallons, 38s. Gd.

li'j gallons, 45s. Od*

loO gallons, 49s. Od.

200 gallons, 653. Od.

250 gallons, 73s. Od.

300 s :. Od.

With Lid and

Brass Tap.

GALVANISED WIRE STRAND CABLE FENCING.
GALV^VNISED IRON ROOFING.
IMPROVED GALVANISED WIRE NETTING.
HURDLES, HURDLES, HURDLES, Is. 9d. to 3s. 9d. per yard.
PATENT STRAINING PILLARS, &c.
GALVANISED IRON PUMPS.
GALVANISED SWING WATER BARROWS.
LAWN MOWERS, GARDEN ROLLERS.
ASPHALTE ROOFING FELT. Id. per square foot.

Motley & Green.
llluotrated Catalogues and Estimates free on application.

12. Great George Street. Leeds.

Oil Paint no longer Necessary.

HILL AND SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VARNISH
ffir preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish is an

xcellent substitute for oil paint on all out-door work, and is fully

two-thirds cheaper. It may be applied by an ordinary labourer,

requires no mixing or thinning, and is used cold. It is used la the

grounds at Windsor Caatle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many
hundredsof the nobility and gentrv, from whom the most flattering

testimonials have been received, wnlch Hill & Smith wiU foi-ward on

application.

From CiiAS. E. B. Smedlf.t. Esq., Tlic Orange, near Boslon.

much pleasure In giving you a reply to your inquiries about
'I have had from you
stations fullv. and as ._. _

fencing, gates, and other wood
,. ^ . and I can with safety recommend it as the

best and cheapest article that is yet out. Wishing you every success."

Sold 111 ca.'iKs of about .3(1 gallons eacn, at Is. Qd. per sallou, at the

Manufactory, or Is. Sd. per gallon paid to any Station in the kingdom.

Apply to Hill & Smith. Brierly Hill Iron Works, near Dudley, and

22, Camion Street West, E.C, from whom only It can be obtained.

Aaphalte Roofing Felt,
ONK I'KNNV pur S.iu;tre Font.

CROGGON AND CO., Manufacturerb,
j-es, New EariStreot, I .„„^„„ „^
( 34| Bread Street, ' jl'Oidon, E.C.

59,GEOKGE SQ.,GLASQOW; 2. OOREE PIAZZAS, LIVERPOOL.
/ lOTTAM'S PATENT PORTABLE UNITED
KJ cow FITTINGS.

Veriiiin, Hay Itatk uispensed witt
and depth of Feeding Tioughs, W iter Cistern, and latent Drop
Cover to prevent o\er i,orL,iiig Cleanly durable, and impervious to
infection, being all of iron Piico of Fittings per Cow 55«
Prospectuses free of Cottam & Co., lion \\ orks, 2, \V insley Street

(opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W., wliero tho
above are exhibited, together with several important Ituproveinenta
in Stable .Fittings just secured by Patent.

H N W A It N K 14 and SONS,
8, Crescent, Cripplogate, London, E.C,

BELL and BRASS FOUNDERS to HER MAJESTY.

Metal bucket and Valve, which
jcannot clog in action, for Wells
not exceeding 25 feet.

Diam. Height. £ s. d.

21 in. short . . 1 ft. 7 in. . . 1 1

of lead pipe attached,
ready for fixing .. 2

. long, do. do.

.

IMPROVED LIQUID
MANURE or GENERAL
PORTABLE P U M P.—These
Pumps are fitted with J. W. t
Sons' Patent Bucket and Valve,
and cannot clog in action. The
BaiTel IS made of Galvanised
Iron, not likely to corrode, and
can be raised or lowered at plea-

sure on the stand, the legs of
which fold together, and it ma''
be carried with ease by one man

Price of 4i-inch Liquid Manure Pump, with legs, £2 15s. ; 2-incli

Flexible Rubber and Canvas Suction Pipe, 2s. 5d. per ifoot. Tho
Barrel is 271 inches long, and the legs are 5 toet high.

WARNERS' PORTABLE FIRE or GARDEN ENGINE.

No. 508).

For use by one Person price £2 2a.

No. 647fl, ditto ditto, on Wheels £2 10s.

The above are complete in themselves, and may be alway.f kept
filled with w.ater, and ready for use.

Letter to The Times. July 23, 180C./rom Earl Essex.

A Reai Fire ExTiNooiseEE.

To the Editor of The Times.
" Sir,—I feel sure you will kindly allot a small space in the Txmts

"
' '

I through which I would urge

Qoflirt
Last night, just as I was going to bed, I was startled by that most

fearful of all cries. ' Fire, fire !
' 1 soon learned that a fire was raging

in a larse two-windowed unoccupied bedroom. How caused is to ua
all (y great mystery. It Is my custom to keep one of these small

ce, The curtains, shutters, casements,
of both windows were buniing and cracking from floor

to ceiling. I was quite alone at the moment, yet before asslstanco

arrived (most of the

Engines on each floor. In t

of them.
""- '" ^

subdued t 9 0f c

having gone to bed), I had completely
I window without exhausting tho Engine, and

,ance and more water did arrive, we very soon extinguished

the other.
** So fierce v

I will only add, that by ciod's mercy, the house v
- " "... .. -..___.

.^mj [jj ppjg
-Yours faithfully,

"Essex.
ight on the floor, that any

night draw It. and also work ii
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H OTHOUSES for the MILLION.—Medal, 1862,

^MaDiifacturetl in Loudon ; Xe^rton in Ciirliiiol, Lanaisliire

Gloucester; Coventry; i'liislcy, and Aberdeen.

TION. pru-. 1

^ ' ._ ^ . -

TtOT-W VI Li Mils uid CONNECTIONS, SADDLE
Xl an<n>ther BOILERS , ,

Estimates, with Printed Price Lists, and Free DeUvery at principal

Railway Stations for Quantities.way Stations for Quantities. TT^no,.
B. Brown & Co.. Warehouse and Manufactory, 148, Upper

Cheap Greenhouse Stoves. ,„^,^^ ,

DEANE AND CO.'S Patent VENTILATING and

SUSPENSION STOVES are siniplCj cheap, and efficient ;^nave

been largely adopted and appr ^ _ _ ; without

^^^_^ _,_ r Suspension Stoves,

20r"3te.?3is.7 and upwards" Ventilatinc Stoves, 60a., 60s., 70jf., 9"
attention, and at a small cost for fuel. Pri^

HOT-WATER APPARATUS for Conservatories, Greenhouses,

Hothouses, Forcing Pits, &.C., erected and fitted up complete

Dea»e& Co., 46, King William Stii ' '

- -*" i^—'—

Established a.d
, Loudon Bridge, E.G.

CO T T A M AND
Conservatory and Hoth

Ironworks, 2, Winsloy Street,

SADDLE BOILERS.
20 24 30 Inches long.

46«, C5s. 92s. 6(/. each.

HOT-WATER PIPES.
2 3 4 inch.

Is. 6tl. 2s. Id. 2s. 9d. per yard.

Materials supplied as above,

or Estimates given fixed com
plete to Plan, on application to

COTTAM & Co.,
Iron Works,

2, Winsley Street.
(opposite the Pantheon).

Oxford Street, London. W.

COMPANY,
:oDSE Builders, Ac,
Oxlord Street, London, W.

,

BtM

The Only Stove without a Flue.

NASH AND JOYCE'S PATENT, for

AIRING, DRYING, and WARMING HALLS,
SHOPS, ROOMS, &c., a new especial Stove for Con-

I 12 hours. Tempei
varying. Price Tvo

, any degree required,
___.&/. to fi guineas.
iUSAGE FILLING and MASTI-MINCING and

CATING MACTIINI'
The COTTAliK KNIFE CLEANKR is the oidy rapid

Cleaner .iiid 1'oIisIh.t of Knives at a moderate price.

3s. Gd. to His. M. Fro^ipyctiis post paid.

1 the fire every day, lasts all Winter.
H, Ironmonger, 253, Oxford Street, W-C. ; Linster Terrace,

; and Stove Depflt. 119, Newgate Street, London. E.C.

>t-water Pipes, with Elhows and Connections,

P L L A K D.

HEATING by HOT WATER.
The Improved

CONICAL BOILERS,
For Heating Pineries, Conservatories,
Gieenhouaes, Mansions, Halls, Ware-
houses, &c.

Solely Manufactured by
Bdev & PoLLARi> (Successors to John

R Peill, late Stephenson & Peill).

These Boilers are adapted for setting
in Brickwork, or annexed Skctcli
shows Bdry & Pollard's improved
arrangement, requiring

NO BRICKWORK SETTING.
These Boilers have for their dura-

bility and economy attained a

Establishraeots, Royal Botanical Gar-
dens at Kew, at the Regent's Park.
the Crystal Palaoe, and at most of the

Nobility's and Gentiy's Seatb throughout lllie United Kiiigd(
Releiences wheiethi-v h i -

'^

'
^ ' " ' ^

Price Lists on applicitit

7, New Park '=ltrpet -^out

c KAiNbiUiS to P-VIKNT tSUlLDINUS
HORTICULTURE.

" DiT Glazing without Putty."
" Glass without Laps."

" Ventilation without Moving Lights."

Highly Connuended by the Royal Horticultural Society, South

De8cnpti\ e Book fully
) Author and Patentee

Work-s n ghgite Street Birmingham
HenrtJ Growtaoe Manager 1 Temple Row West Birmingham

HOT-WATER APPAEATtIS, of every description,

fixed c'lmplete in any part of the country, or the materials.

Boilers, Pipes, Itc, delivered to any Station.

Estimates on application.

J. Jones & Sons, 0. Biiukside, Southwark, London. S.E.

Heating by Hot Water.

WJ. HOLLANDS, Iron Merchant,
• 31, Banl:fiide, London, S.E.

HOT WATER PIPES, from Stoctt, per yard :—2-lnch, Is. 2d.

;

J-inch U lOd. ; and 4-inch. 2.t. 4rf. BENDS, from Stock, la.6d., 2s. 6dl.,

and 3^. each. THROTTLE VALVES, 105., 13«.. and 14s. each. Other
Connexions at equally low prices, and all goods of first-class manu-
facture. Estimates given, and orders by post punctually attended to

H
Heating by Hot Water.

OT-WATEK I'llTS. V "Wholesale Pricea. with
Elbows, SyplK'N '[. ', i^i'l evei-v other connection;

'rought and Cast-Ire;, i
: i <'<mical. Cylinder, Tubdlak.

id Elliptic, from 21,- i
'

,
i lioilers and Iron Stands to

io without brickwork, " ,. i, \ i,\us from 10s. G(i. each. Patent
alves, improved Fuinacc Dours, IXimace Bars, Supply Cisterns,

Id Castings of everv description in stock-, at

Mr. LYNCH WHITE'S Iron Wharf, Upper Ground Street, Black-
frlars Bridge, London. S. Price List ou application.

JAMES WATTS and CO , Hothouse Builders and
Hot-Water Apparatcs Mawdfactuhers, 353, Old Kent Road, S.E.

TWO HUNDRED CUCUMBER and MELON BOXES and
LIGHTS, and from 400 to 5UU LIGHTSforPITS of all SIZES kept in

STOCK. Glazed and Painted complete, ready for immediate use.

Packed and sent to all parts of the kingdom. Public and Private
Buildings. Warehouses. &c., Heated on the most approved scientific

and economical principles. References to the Nobihty, Gentry, and
Trade in most of the Counties in England.

MELON LIGHTS, Machine made, 6 feet by 4 feet.

_ li thick, Unglazed 6s., Glazed lis., are kept in stock at the
ibury Steam Joining Works, 121, Bunhill Row, E.C.

Seed Drawers Wanted.
WANTED, a CASE of GAKDEN SEED DRAWERS,

to suit a space feet broad by 9 feet high, to contain about
Eighty Drawers. Apply, stating particulars and price, to

R. & C, Gardeners' Cliroiticle Office, W.C.

AW'S TXFFAN
For sauuples and prices apply to

J. Sbaw & Co., 29. Oxiord Street, Manchester.

JAMES PHILLIPS awd CO.
beg to submit their pnces as follows :—
GLASS for ORCHARD HOUSES,

As supplied by them to Mr. Rivers, to the Royal Horticultural Society,
and to most of the Nobility, Clergy, and Gentlemen of the United

Each Box contaioa 100 feet. The pricea only apply to the sizes stated.

Squares 20 by 12, 20 by 13. 20 by 14, 20 by 15.

16 oz. to the foot. 21 oz.

Fourth quality .. .. 16a. Od lOs. 6(/.

Third ditto 17s. Od 22s. Qd.
Seconds 18s. 6d 26s. Od.
English aos. Od 27s. Od.

The above nrices include the boxes, which ai-e not returnable.

16 to 17 oz. to the foot.

SMALL SHEET SQUARES.
In 100 feet Boxes.

6iby44 7 by 6 7i by 6i > , „.
8i by 0^ 9 by 7 9i by 7i ; * * '-^' ""'

10 by 8 lOJ by 8i .

.

13s. Od.

Boxes 2s. each, returnable at full price.
London Agents for HARTLEY'S IMPROVED PATENT ROUGH

11 by 9
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CHEAPEST antl BEST IRON HURDLES, FENCING,
Wire Nettinc. Chall" Cutters. Oat Bruisers, Bean Mills, Stoan

Engines. Lawn Mowers, CouservatoiiGS. Greenhouses, Hot-w,"
Apparatus. Estim .isliod, and akiUed workmen sent to all

John'Boyd & Co., 48, Cannon Street, E.G.

Small Rabbits, Hares, &c.
Smallest Rabbits

.

Pheasanliica, Small
Birds, &c

Aviaries, WiodowGoards,
&c

Aviariea,'.Window Ouarda,
&c

Aviariea, &c. ..

... - , " L ' ... Ufii
V Jt i' -ti ''

1-. '-' '* '• "'
'' tJ-J (JJiO H

4*0 Si O-M UCi (MiM 8 jOS 10

8 10,0 91,1 Oi 1 U 1 4 17

11 1 li I li;l 4 14 17 ..

;1 7 iI 10 1 10:2 12 23 2 3
I2 3 '2 G 2 6 2 8 ..

I
.. I ..

tiuantitles o
- " JDS and S

Every desci'iptii:

i all Railway

,71, (. illl, Lou.
E.C. :u ii.i -v.,,,, ri..,: , ^\. ,,

I
.,

n^RK l\iri;n>, 1
!p i.i ,

I r.vAi DRIVING STRAPSX for hi M ill N i.i, 1 .,i. -, ..J, more durable, di-ive bottur,
and cost lu,„ Lh,u. , .11,^1 ki.„i.. ..1 Driving Belts. SPECIAL
STRAPCJ for l'(.)UTAIiLE E.NGIXKS. Price Lists free by post.

Tuknkr's Patent Strap and Hoae Oompauy.
Mauufiictory : Armit Works, Greentteld, near Manchester.

Waroliouae; SI ,Mark Lane, London, E.C.
Mr. H. pEnKAiiKB, Afient.

Tot
By Appointment

. HOR-
Ma ISUO.

. Suo ND Floral Conurls^,

J GEORGE, Artist and Builder iu Natural
• and AuTinciAL RocitwoiiR. of every description.

U, Ilaicourt Street, Marylebone Uoad, London, W.

tV'o'r o u g ]

r

" "^

T" "1,.' ' .'

The Council of tl, 1
: .

for the best PLAN> :
1

I . \ 1 I
-

a First Premimu of :;ijininii,.. ,

On and after the 24th Wuv.i.
tOfrether with a Lithograpi].<l •

iiipetitiou.

Ill be sent
ndv. which

veyor. Town Hall, Liverpool.
)Mi-. E. U RouM

Farm Poultry.

GREY BORKING EOWLS, of purest breed,
numbers.

Imported TOULOUSE GEESE, the largest and mo3t pr

and early maturity.
BRAHMA-POUTRA. CREVECtEUR, and LA FLECHE FOWLsi

WROUGHT-IRON WINE BINS.

BUEY & POLLARD
CALL ATTENTION TO ANNEXED SKETCHES OF THEIR WINE BINS.

Noblemen, Gentlemen,

FRONT \//£W |5il
Wij'c Merchants, and

Hotels are now bein^ sup-

plied by Biuiv it PuLi.Aitu

with their

WEOUGHT-IKON BINS,

made to any size for their

Applj', giving dimensions

of Collar,

BURY AND POLLARD, PARK IRONWORKS, 17, NEW PARK STREET,
SOUTHWARK, LONDON, S.E.

Eitimaies Free. Cellars fitted complete in any part of the Kingdom.

NOVEL INVENTION.

EXHIBITED AT E. BOBT'S STAND, No. 10, BINGLEY HALL, BIRMINGHAM; and at

STAND 103, SMITHFIELD CATTLE SHOW, ISLINGTON HALL, LONDON,

GEETTON & ABBOTT^S
PATENT INVENTION FOR REMOVING BROKEN BARLEY,

ADAPTED TO BOBY'S PxVTENT SELF-CLEANING CORN SCREEN.

AWARDED FIRST PRIZE MEDAL AT THE INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL EXHIlilTION AT VIENNA, 1SG(3.

For Fiinuers, Merchants, and Maltsters tliese Machines are of especial value. In consequenee of the above

adaptation a sample of Barley can now be rendered perfect In one operation, Messrs. trRETTON and ABBOTT'S
Patent Apparatus removing all the Barley broken by the Threshing Machine (which up to the present time has been

an impossibility) ; and BOBY'S Patent Self-cleaning Corn Screen removing !iU the tiiin and refuse Grains, Stones,

&c., iu one operation. It is equally well adapted for Whe^^t.

Several of these Machines are now at work at Messrs. Bass & Co.'s, Burt(jn-on-Ti'ent ; and at Messrs. Gilstraps',
Newark ; and at other large Breweries and Maltings, to whom intending purchasers can be referred if required.

An illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue ot the above Invention will be forwarded post free on application to

the Inventors,

MESSRS. GRETTON and ABBOTT, BURTON-ON-TRENT ;

or to the Sole Manufacturer, ROBERT BOBY, St. Andrew's Works, Bury St. Edmund's, Suftblk.

1^^ The abo^ve Machines van also be obtainedfrom all rea-pcctoble Irmimungcrs and Implement Agents.

AT STAND No. 10, BINGLEY HALL, BIRMINGHAM CATTLE SHOW; AND
STAND 103, SMITHFIELD SHOW, ISLINGTON HALL, LONDON,

WILL liE EXHIBITED

BOBY'S
PATENT SELF-CLEANING CORN SCREENING MACHINES

WHICH HAVE OBTAINED SIXTY FIRST-CLASS PRIZES AND MEDALS.

I^f Six Tltoumnd of these Machines are tioto in use, and continue to give great satisfaction.

Kearly Two Hundred of these Machines have been supplied to Messrs. Bass & Co., and Messrs. Allsopps, of

Burton-on-Trent; and Messrs. GlLSTRAPS, of Newark; to whom intending purchasers can be referred if required.
It is imposMble for any good Corns to pass through with the light. They are very simple and easily worked, and not
liable to get out nf Ml. 1,.|-, rii,r frniii CO 1 u].wiii-,l,.

Also will li. rxhil I ..n ilir -unir Siinnl, IIAHl.KY AVELLERS, BOBY'S NEW SCREEN for SCREENING
MALT, and JidliVS I'AI I.N'F I .di: lllJvAC'l'KiX HAY-MAKING MACHINES, whieh have obtained more
Prizes in four yr:ns tl,:,ii Ml lli.-.r l,.^,.i^r,l l.v utlin ^!llk^ls put together.

MANUFACTORY ; ST, ANDREW'S WORKS, BURY ST. EDMUND'S, SUFFOLK.

F^

w-i^;',;:

' iTi;r required for Building
Ml ^;ooll ordor, about 80 feet Ionj{

KSKOUSEaiKi other fLANTS,

1. iiUi^'H Road. Chelsea, S.W.

SMALL NURSERY and

To Seedsmen, Potato Growers, &c.
B LET, tiU Michachujis, iS(J7, about 60 AGUES
'oductivid AUAllLE LAND at Leytonstunc. Itnniodiato

lis apply to Messrs. Dbivbb & Co., Auctioneers, Surveyors
Agouts, 4, iVhitehail, S.W.

TO BE LET, with Immediati-
uonsoqueuce of the death of tbo latn Oc<

FRACT NURSERY, containing about 12 Aci
well stocked with Sbtub, Fruit, and Foraat Tr.
contiitioii. In the Forest Trees will be louii 1 li

Larch, from 2 to 4 foet.

For further parllcuUr-s apply to Mr, T Jowei
Trustees of the late S. Hcholey, Pontefraet.

To Market Gardeners and Others.
^0 BE LET. theEvtriiMv, 'iMiUKNS ;,1

a Nobleman's RoHi<li'Tf ...... \.

aatu between the (Jrcal. \\ ' ! - 'i' \^

1 only eiKht n
rd) I

~~piing Gardens, S.W.

TotiiUl, Plymoutli.— To GarUeners and Otters.

TO BE LET. b) Tl]
from Chnstniiis, IHCH, a

HOUSE, GARDEN, and VV.
Parisli of Charles, PlyTnoutli,
Wood, Gardener and Soedsm:
ment la. Ir. Op. or thei-eabuut
occupied :

, being allowed to :

. __ 14 years,
or DWELLING
r Tothill, in the

t the latter at the
expiration of his Tern .

Teuderfi for taking the above Premises must be left at the Offices

of Mr. Ldxmoork, Solicitor, Argus Insurance Office, Courtonay
,
Plymouth (where the t

a required to accept the highest Tender.
, Plymouth.—September 16.

SaUiS 6p gluction.

M^;

AZALI-:
approv,.
EPACi:
STAN I i.

Nursi
1 iiUijvo i una of llic Auctic
, Leytonstone. Essex, N.E.

ILDY AMERICAN PLANTS,
iS, ic.
atalogues may be had at the
leers and Valuui's, American

SALE THIS DAY AT HALF-PAST 12 O'CLOCK PRECISELY. I

600 Lots of Choice Plants and Bulbs from NorfolK
and Holland.

Ma. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at
his Great Rooms, 38. King Street, Coveat Garden, WC, on

SATURDAY, December S, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, an
immense assortment ol HARDY and ORNAMENTAL TREES and
SHRUBS, consisting of Specimen Conifers, Kalmias, Honey-
suckles, Euonymus, Box, Vmcas, Laurels, Ligustmms, Berbens,
Privet, Cotoneasters, Forsythias, Jasrainums, Lilacs ; Standard,
Dwarf and Pyramid Fruit Trees, Cmrant and Gooseberry Bushes,
Raspberry Canes, Rhubarb and Asparaprs Roots, Standard and
Dwarf Roses, Carnations, Picotees, Pinks, Hyacinths, Tulips,

Crocuses, Narcissi, GLidiuli (many varieties), Ac, a'l in capital

condition and ready for immediate planting.

On view tile Mornin^' of Sale, and Catalotries had.

Bulbs from Holland. Fruit Trees, Koses, Shrubs, &c,
:\TK. -L I'. Sll,VI',.\.s uill Slil.I, 1i\- ArclJOX, at
xVl l,is(;roat liu.in., :;. Ivii.^ Mr.jtt. r.Aui.i Uai.ien, W.C, on
WEDNESDAY. Hi't./iiiLii Vl. M liall-pa-t I'J ollotk i.rocisely, an
as-sortnient "f tirst-class BULBS from HolL.nd STANDARD and
DWARF FRUIT TREES, SPECIMEN CONIFERS for Lawns,
1000 DWARF ROSES, Rustic Stools, Baskets, ic.

On view the Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Standard Koses. Bulbs from Holland, Fruit Trees, &c.

Mlt J. C. STEVENS will SELL by -i.aCTli>X, at

his Groat Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Gar len, W.C, on

SATURDAY, December 16, at half-past 12 o'clock pr.

BULBS from Holland.
On view the Morning of Sale, .and Catalogues had.

To Private Buyprr: ,inti the Trade.

Tl

Goiaworti, 'Woking, Surrey.

M
Building Lanp.

ESSRS. WATEUER and SONS
'N oil TIIUUSDAV, I»ecember 20,

I

'. I' I M'tdworth, t

vill SELL by
Lt 11 for 12 o'clock

3ne mile fi'^m the
ider an Assignment
II GREEN HOLLY.

150 .St;»ii

„ ,—

-

1^- (g:

Savin, &c. ; a handsome Chestnut
ordrivo, 13§ hands high "

'

&c. ; also a piece "'"
'

iiti Seedling Birch and Holly,
?.), Striped Box, Magnolias,

.., , very fast, and quiet to ride

Load of Meadow Hay, and Garden Tools,

valuable FREEHOLD BUILDING LAND,
^^ , _„, ... , . . .

Hook H»ath,

Star 'PuDiTc-hoii.se, 'about U mile 'from Woking Station with a south

aspect and a perfectly healthy situation,

picturesque views, which cannot be imagi

May be viewed one week previous to »,»« ..i».
,

had upon the Premises, and of Mo.ssis. Waterer & Sous, Auctioneers
and Valuers, Chertaoy, Purrey, who will forward them on application

by Post.
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GOOD SEEDS-CARRIAGE FREE.

SUTTON & SONS,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN,

FOYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

THE VERY EARLIEST AND BEST PEA IN CULTIVATION IS

SUTTON'S RINGLEADER.
Retail Price, 2s. per quart,

EXTRACTS FROM A FEW OF THE NUMEROUS TESTIMONIALS RECENTLY RECEIVED.

Extract/i-om tlielttpoi

tin and small as
other
The

i on Peas grmni at Stokf Netchiglon m
18C5 o«d 1866.

•' ' Sutton's Ringlcader.'-In 186G the sample was true throuRb.

the LTowtli quite rcRular, wiry, the leave» a light gret;

.(iiiimml witti'Dillistonii'BEarlv.'or'Sangster'sNo. 1

wni'tiN it is riGcidediy less le:iry than either of those ^

i.ols iiro ick'uhir in «.utltne, with a neat beak, and are produced

fioth in pairs and singly. One of its distinguishing charflcters is, that

it produces pods from top to bottom in a very unijorm manner,

wherenfi ' Dillistone's Early ' produces tbem chiefly at the top.l

" There can be no doubt that this is a distinct and valuable

variety, the earliest in cultivation, and as good for the table as any

In the section to which it belongs. Height, 2 feet 9 incbw.

"In 1805 and i860 'Dillistone's Early ' and 'Sutton's Ringleader

stood side by side, and these two Peas are as distinct as Oranges are

from Lemons, or as * Sangster's Xo. 1' is distinct from 'Bishops

Longpod.'

"

, Gardener to the Rev. J. Wilder, fiuOiam,

August 22.

" I have proved your ' Ringleader ' Pea to be the earliest. I

• Ringleader

'

Frovi Mr. Joun Rattv, Oardener to Cotterill Scholefield, Esq.,

TurviUe Park, Henley-oji-TiMmes, Sept, 6.

"
I have twice this season grown ' Sutton's Kingloader' Pea side

by side with ' Daniel O'Rourke ' and ' Dillistone's Early,* and on each

found ' Sutton's Ringleader ' 7 or 10 days earlier than either

t. Sigh Street, SiUton, near Ely, Sfpt. 16.

your 'Ringleader' Pea 2 yearn, and have found

( Mr. James J)v

them the earliest I have ever grown."

From Mr. Bailev Wadds, Oarclener, Ravwell. Brou-gh, May 29.

"I have this year sown your 'Ringleader' Pen against your
'Earlv Champion,' which I have hitherto found the earliest in

cuitivation, and 1 am glad to tell you that it came into bloom 10 days

earlier. It has been covered with blossoms from too to bottom. I

am sure it is a valuable addition to our early Peas,"

From Mr. J. Daniels, Gardener to the Rev. C. R. Keene, Swyncomb
Gardens, Henley-on-Thames, June 20.

" I might notice that yoxir ' Ringleader' Pea, December 20,

the earliest Pea I have ever

(rown. i liave also another crop nearly ready, sown March 20, with

DilUatone's,' hut find them perfectly distinct."

From Mr. James Pearsok, Gardener to H. Bentley, Esq.,

Woodlasford, Leeds, May 'lb.

" Tour ' Ringleader' Pea is 6 days earlier than * Dillistone's,' and
s the most promising Pea I have grown."

and will be cleared off the ground before the others have
blossoming. 1 consider the * Ringleader ' the quickest Pea of any of

the early sorts grown."

From Mr. M. Mavdew, Onrdetxer in Dr. Stephens, Gothic Lodge,
Tivickenliam, May 2(j, 18(15.

" Voiir * Ringleader' is the earliest Pea 1 have ever met with, and
I good cropper."

Kn, JJoiiie Park. Sonning, May 2Ll.

eporting favourably of your new earl
sown the same dny as five of the moa

the 26th of May, which i

14 days earlier than I shall off any of tho other

, ,

.

sowed c

Ringleader,' ' Sutton's Champion,' ' Essok Rival,' arid 'Dillistone's
Early Prolific' Peas. 'Sutton's Rinplcider' was just coming i

( May ; the others a week

From Messrs. Dodson & So:
October 21.

" We tried your ' Ringleader' Pea last

Woodlands 2i'ursery, Islewor h.

they were each
10 days earlier in ripening thi

From Mr. William Dowell, Gardener
•endon llatl, Atherstone, May.

day, hut your 'Ringleader' wa
Sangster's No. 1.'

"

Sir George Chetwynd,

Your 'Ringleader' i

filling fast. I have i

planted, before 1 p.cl

U r. Best, Esq., Donnimjton

. podded, and ths pin

SUTTON'S UNRIVALLED COLLECTIONS OF SEEDS.
For the KITCHEN GARDEN.

A COMPLETE COLLECTION for ONE YEAR'S SUPPLY, with

Instructions on Cultivation £3 3

A COMPLETE COLLECTION, ditto 2 2

A COMPLETE COLLECTION, Jitto Ill

A COMPLETE COLLECTION, ilitto 11
A COMPLETE COLLECTION, ditto 15

Sent Carriage Free by Rail.

No. 3.

No. 4.

No. 5.

For the FLOWER GARDEN.
A CHOICE ASSORTMENT of GEKM.\N and ENGLISH

FLOWER SEEDS of all the most approved kinds . . ..£22
A CHOICE ASSORTMENT of ditto

A CHOICE ASSORTMENT of ditto

A CHOICE ASSORTMENT of ditto

A CHOICE ASSORTJIENT of ditto

Sent Free hii Fast or Mail.

SUTTON'S SPRING CATALOGUE AND AMATEUR'S GUIDE FOR 1867,

CONTAINING MUCH VALUABLE INFORMATION,

IS NOW IN THE PRESS.

Will shortbi be ready, and forwarded on receipt of 12 Stamps; Gratis to Customers.

SUTTON'S SELECTED FARM SEEDS.

SUTTON'S SKLEOTED

YELLOW GLOBE MANGEL.

Saved from large roota, a heav]

cropper, thrives In all soils.

SPECIMENS OF

SUTTON'S

IMPROVED VARIETIES

OF

AGRlCtrLTURAIi

ROOTS
WILL BE FOUND ON THEIR

STAND No. 89,

NORTH GALLERY,
DUKINO THE

SMITHFIELD CLUB

CATTLE SHO'W^,

And Orders will be received

at very moderate prices.

PRICED LISTS gratis and

post free on application.

SPECIMENS OF

SUTTON'S

IMPROVED VARIETIES

or

AGRICULTURAL

ROOTS
WILL BE FOUND ON THKIR

STAND No. 89,

NORTH GALLERY,

DUUINO THE

SMITHFIELD CLUB

CATTLE SHOW,

And Orders will be received

at very moderate prices.

PRICED LISTS gratis and

post free on application.

SL'TTON'-S CHAMPION SWEDE.

SUTTON'S NEW lELLOW

INTERMEDIATE MANGEL.

A most desirable kind, very fine

shape, free ITom roots, and produces

great weight per acre.

SUTTON'S GRASS SEEDS FOR ALL SOILS.

SUTTON AND SONS, SEED GROWERS, READING.
* wini^J^^hv*^?^"'"" M^'i""'

should be addressed to " The Editor ;

" Advertisements and Buslnesg Letters to " The PuliUsher." at the Office. 41, Wellinrton Street, Covent Garden. London. W.C.

Office Ko 41 VpllTn^trr.Ht^f*V\^u^.^^^ Street. Prr-einct of Whitetriars, City of London, la the Co. of Middlesex, and Published by the said Jm
umce, 1*0.41, W emngton Street, Pariah of St. Paul's, Coyent Gaiden,ln the said County.—Satobdas, Decembers 1866

1 MiTiHEWs at the
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SATURDAY, DECEMBER 15.
/Price Fivepence.
(Stamped Edition, QJ.

A?iic«ltiire.Chnmbcrof.ll99r,120C h i Labourer, farin 120S h
KeddinEOut 1!Tj 6 ' T.-iti, floral 119t; 6— winter \ryi i- , MaTiiHL*. Hnpliciition of VtOG c

Bpps, Esvptian i;:.' -l.t
, v^i, ,- \v.i: b

Fences 1208 6

— Nottinglmn
— Itoynl Aer

SmithfieldCiub..
, 1199 a-liOO i

LADY DOWNES' SEEDLINfJ, HAMPTON COURT. iTTiVERY GARDEN REQUISITEBLACK HAMBURGH, and MUSCAT of ALEXANDRIA :
Hi kept in Stock at

. 6d. each.

____^- Jackbojt i Sox, NurBericfl, Kltgston, S.W.

To the Trade.—Grap9 Vines.

rj.
BOOTK cm supply extni strong Plantinff and

• I'mtUng CANES in variety. Pric;s on appIic;xtion.
Hainhill Nuraery. Kainhill. Lancaslilre.

Grape Vines.
JOSEPH MEREDITH has a beautiful Stock of VINES

for Sale, propagateri from Vines which liave borne the fruit
which has taken from tinio to tima so many First Prizys.

The Vineyard, Garstop. n ar LiT^rpooL

Late Grape Vines.
ALICANTE. LADYDOWNES', ana MUSCAT of ALEXANDRIA.

J MEREDITH hns a splendid Stock of the above
• sorta for Planting.

_ The Vineyard, Qarstop, near I.iverpoo],

IK Lastgate Nursery, Peterborouiih, is now
to send out his S'EEDLINO APPLE " LOUD
For particulars of which see his long Advertisement
i' Clironicle of December 8,

NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, 1867
—The abovo EXHIBITION will open at Manchester oi

JUNE 7. and continue till JUNE 15.

Schedules, &c., may bo obtained on application to Mr. B. Fikdlat
Ciu-ator, Botanic Garden, Macclieater ; or from the undersigned,

IIekry WuiiffORTH, Secretary.
Carlton Buildings. Cooper Street, Man c heat er.

I
>W;v\l[|) APPLbS, PEAKS, PLUMS, CHERRIES.

L Ilonutif-il Treoa for Garden or Orchard Houses.
Richard Smith, Nurserj-man and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

MAGNIFICENT TRAINED CHERRIES, PLUMS,
PEARS, APPLES, PEACHES, NECTARINES, APRICOTS,

&.C. Special prices on application.

w I T T Y AND SON have to offer slvoiij
RED CtJP.KANT TREES at low prices, by tLa 100 or 1000.

Iho Nurseries, Cottinghnni, near Hull.

Zoological Gardens, Clifton.—Rose Show.
THE BRISTOL, CLIFTON, ar.d ffE;^!' of E.NOL.VND

ROSE SHOW wUl be held in the aboTO Gardens, TUESDAY,
June 25, 1807-

I

For particulars, apply to the SLcnETAnr, Zoological Gardens, Clifton.

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.
A M ii S C A K T E li and CO.,

CASTLK KENNEDY FIG.—Plants of the above mar
now be had at 10a. 6d. and 21«. each ; the usual discount to the

Trade. Fkteh Lawso.v & Sox, Edinburgh and London.

wEBB'S FRIZE COB. FILBEKT and other PIUZE
NtJT TREES. LIST of yarletioi and prices to bo had of

Mr. Wedu, Calcot Gardens, Reading.

SU T T W ' S A .M A T E U R ' S U U 1 U K
LS NOW ItEADV.

Price One Shill ing. Gratis to Cujstomers.

Gladioli.
QIUTTHN-\S l.l.r, -.;n;M,,,n.. -V . niM,twoi-thyof

7^. L A D 1 1
1 1 , 1 1 .> i '

G\

inh Town, N.W.

the best vai-iuties iu cultivation ; al- j N. w \ d i.. i ;.

of sorts, with prices, niav be hati on :iji[iiic:itton to
T. AxsELL, Camden Nursery, Gialtuu Ko;id. ICel

~To tlie~Trade." ~
~

THE ESSEX RIVAL PEA, in any quantity.
For price, Ac, appl? to

Taos. Elkt, Sible Hcdingham. Ilalstoad, Esaox.*
~To~the"Traded '

'

BUTLER, McCULLOCH, and CO. have to offer the
undermentioned, Pri

SANGSTER'S NO. 1 PEAS |

PRESIDENT POTATO (Webb).
Covent (iarden Market. London, W.C.w

237 4 2

. Mi
, Higli Holbnn

ST
M

JAMES EAIKHEAD and SON, Seed Groweks and i

JlttuHANTs, 7, Borough Market, London. S.E. I

New and Genuine AGRICULTURAL, GARDEN, and FLOWER
SEEDS. Spcci.'^l prices and advantageouB offers on applicatvon.

J'
T2A iT' V E R S C H A !• F eT7'FS~New^ HortTcIiTturril

Establisliniciit. 131, Faubotire do Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium.

^

OATALOOUE.S Iron on appl ication.

Genuine Garden, Agricultural, and Flower Seeds,
PAUL TOLLAM), Seed Grower and Mekciiant,

20, Quai do la M«gissOria, Paris, Franco.
SPECIAL PRICED LIST of NEW SEEDS, in English weights

and money, post free on application.

IS, The Nurseries, London Road, CbelteDbam,

B
Surplus Imported Bulbs.—See

A R R AND 8 U
Large Advertisement, page 1186.

IXEi3

Fifty Acres of Fruit Trees,
APPLES, PKARS, PLUMS, OJIEKRIUS, PEACHES,

NECTARINES, and APRICOTS in every form desired for
Fruiting.

fliciiARD SMiTrt, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Orcliard-liouse Trees Fruiting in Pots.
PE.iCHKS, NEUTAltlNES, Al'UlCOTS, GHEKRIES,

PLUMS, PEAR.S. APPLES. VINES, and FIGS.
RicmanSa i ni. Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

IriRUriTrtEES, for Walls and ¥«Maliers.—Upwards of
60,000 to select from, carefully trained, and in the hoalthiest

condition for plantini

YATT'S Scarlet LLNNJiUS RHUBARB ROOTS,
very strong, for Forcing, 203. nor 100.

JosEpn J\CKSON, Blakedown, near Kid lerminster.

Rapbanus caudatus (True).

SUTTON AND SONS lan supply Seed of the True
Sroct of RAPHANUS CAUDATUS, In packets at Is., 2«. 6d.,

and &3. each, post free. Price to the Trade on .application.
Royal Berks Seed Establishment, Reading.

RAPHANUS CAUDATUS, True. — Sealed Packets,
containing 12 Seeds of this NEW RADISH, will be forwarded

post free on the r.'ceipt, "!'
L',';. dit. in piist.a:-:e .stiniip^J, '

'

ASPARAGUS

' _ ,,
I cj

conditiou for plantinK.
D L N b Richard Sunn, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

MIXED HYACINTHS.-Large quantities of tho
above to offer to tho Trade, Double and Single varieties.

Pncea on application to
James Faihuead & Sow, Seed Merchants, 7, Borough Market, S.E.

UPERR LILIES, in 70 tincat varictieT.
BULB CATALOGUE sent free.

SiKPHEif Baowy. Seed and Nursery Eiitabliahment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

MAGNIFICENT PYRAMID FRUIT TREES.—Fine-
grown Bearing Ti-ees of PEARS on Quince Stock ; APPLES

on Paradise; CHERRIES on Mahalob ; PLUMS, &c. Special

I

quotations on application.

I

John Cr.\.k3ton, Nui-aeries, King's 4cro, near Hereford.

ONE-YEAR A.sr.
RiciiAHD Walker, Marku

wado, Beda.

PLANTS, los.

JOO ; very fine.

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOaUE of FRUITS, by
Taoa. RtTBRS, Just publinhed, tiea per post for sis btamps.

Nurseries, Sawbrldgeworth.

EXTRA STRONG SEAKALx. anrl ASPARAGUS for
EORCING, exceedingly lino and clean grown.

Prices on application.
Mrs Di.RsoN it Sons, Newton Nurseries, Chester.

BUTTON'S COLLECTIONS of SEEDS.
7 Fnr the KITCHEN GARDEN, 10s. 6d. to £& bi.

For the FLOWER GARDEN, 6a. to 4"^.

Prices and particulars gratis and post free.

wHOLESALE CATALOGUE of GENERAL
NURSERY STOCK, containing 00 pngea, may be had post
application to
TnoMAB Chipps, The Nurseries, Tunbridge Wella.

60
Notice.

-PAGE CATALOGUE of NEW" PLANTS of I86G
now ready, free for one stamp.

iTOXE, Munro Nursery, Sible Hedingham. Esaei.

GENERAL NURSERY STUCK of large extent,
beauty, and health, and at prices to meet all purchasers.

CATALOGUES on appllcition to
J. ScoTT. The Nurseries, Merriott, Somerset.

PHILIP LADDS is now sending cut 40 NEW
VERBENAS of 186G, strong healthy Plants, free by post,

for 7a. ; 20 of do. for 4*. Terms cash.
Nursery, Bexley Heath, Kent, S.E.

Wl
Roses.

PAUL'S PRICED DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOG L'E of ROSES is now roadj, post free on application.

Paul's NurBeries, Waltham Cross, N.

, Blakedown, Kidderminster.

TEA-SCENTED and HYBRID PERPETUAL ROBES,
Established In pots, for Forcing.

CATALOGUES of naines and prices on application to
[A3 S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham. Middlesex, N.

D WARl-' MOSS ROSES.—Strong well-rooted Plants
(J-yr. bedded) of the above, suitable for planting out or potting,
^ur mo. A remittance or reference is respectfully requested
unknown Correspondents.

FiKLD HnoTUEiis, Tarvin Road Nursery. Chester.

c
Just publlsbed, tlie Second Edition of

ITLTLIRAL DIRECTIONS for the ROSEj
Ey JouN Chanstox, King's Acre Nurseries, near Hereford.

I-'roo by post from the Anthor for 20 stamps.

New Catalogues

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSES.
A CATALOGOE of ORCHA,RD-HOn.SE TREES.
A DESCRIPTIVE C.VrALOGCE of GRAPES.

Free per post on application to
TuoMU Rivtns 1 So.i, >'iu«erie», Sawbrldjeworth.

TWENTY THOUSAND DWARF MAIDEN and
TRAINED FRUIT TREES, APPLES, CHERRIES,

PEACHES, and NECTARINES.

G
Extra fine Seakale for Forcing and Planting.
.EO. CLARKE has many Thousands of the finest
quality to offer this season. Prices 5s.. "s.Cti., 10s., and los. p, 100.

i,StreatLamPhii 1 Hill, S. E. ; & Mottingbara, Kei

^WO HUNDRED THOUSAND YEWS.
40,000 AUCUBA JAPONICA.

TnouAB Warner, Leicester Abbey Nurseries.

rpWO HUNDRED THOUSAND TREE BOX.
10,000 STANDARD ELMS.

TnouAS Warner. Leicester Abbey Nurseries.

' Hatch. Apply, stating price &c.,
Mr. Pantek, Golder'3 Gre

Rr"FRIEDRICH ADOLPHUS HAAGE. Juu.,
Seedsman and Florist, of Erfurt. Prussia, begs to announce

that his NEW CAT,\LOGUP: is now published, and can be obtained
of his Agents, Messrs. BttHAM & Blackitu, of Cox'a Qu;»y, Lower

THIRTY THOUSAND AMERICAN ARBOR-VIT,«.
10,000 PORTOGAL LAURELS.

Tnou.s Warner, Leicester Abbey Nurseries.

rpi

TEN THOUSAND handsome-grown SPRUCE FIR,
from 3 to 5 foet. Price per dozen, 100 or 1000, on application to

Wm KxiGHT, Floral Nurseries, Hallsham.

W^
S. k. Hi^ssey, Esq., 69, South Mall, Cort.

ACORNS (ENULI8H), fine Bound Seed.
Price upon application to
Munro Nursery, Sible Hodlngham, Essex.

~ ASH PLANTS to offer.

JORTUOAL LAURELS, 5 to 7 feet, well furnished
Plants. Price per dozen or 100 on application.

;Jaue3 Bird, Nurseryman, Downhara.

Strong Quick,

HAND F. Sn.\KPE have for Sale a fine Lot of 3-yr
• Transplanted QtJlCK, 3 to 4 feet high, and well-rooted. Prici

very moderate.
Nursery and Seed Establishment, Wisbsoh.

Railway Planting,

FIVE MILLION Transplanted QUICKS, of superior
growth. Samples and prices on application to

JoBN Hkmslkt, High Fields, Melbourne, near Derby.

IGHT MILLION FOREST, EVERGREEN, and
other TREES of every size and sort in cultivation, fine rooted

hardy btuff. CATALOGUES on application, with terras for free

delivery. Prices very low.

Thai 3 Street, Loii' n, E.t

Planting.

WM. PAUL hegs to refer intending Planters of
ROSES, FRUIT TREES, SHRUBS, ic, to hla Advertise-

ment of December 1.

PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES on application.

Pau iNu , Waltham Cross, N.

PRICED LISTS post-fre

Planting Season.EANSPLANTED LARCH
and other Nursery Stock offered cheap by

T
Noble Specimens for a Lawn.

WO DEODARS, 20 feet high, in SO-inch
pots, for SA1.E.

LARIA, VEKBENA, CYCLAMEN, GERANIUM, 13 stamps oncb.

Contract Planting.—To NoUlemen and Gentlemen.
CHARLES SHAKPE and CO., Nubsehi-men, Sleaford,

Lincolnshire, are prepared to tumlsh ESTIMATES for the
Formation of NEW PLAN'fATIONS by Contr.act, Including Plants
Planting and Filling up for two years.

The best Evergreen Fence or Screen,
Proiiucino Imm£ciate Effect.

JOHN CRANSTON can supply several Thousand
AMERICAN ARBOE-VIT.E, 6, 6, to 8 feet in height, most

desirable wUerean immediate Fence is required. Price onapplication,
Nui'^erics, King's Aero, near Hereford,
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Brltlsli Fern Catalogue.
.

ROBERT SIM can now send, post free for six postage

BfiinDS Part I. (British Ferns and thoir vftrietieg, 36 PWes,

Inoludln^^pnoJi. of II»rdy Kxotio Ferns) of his NEW and PWCED
DESCrTp?1VB catalogue of BKIl'lsn and EXOTIC FERNS,

^Foot's Crav Nursery, S.E., a mile fiom Sidcup Station of New
North Kent Line of South Eastern Railway.

New catalogue of Plants, Dutch Bulbs. .&c.

P)OBt:RT PARKEK bc£;s to announce tliat his INfiW

t CATALOGUR, oontiisiai Select iJcscriptivo ami iTicou Lists

of New, Rai e,»nd beantlful Greenhouse. Hardy and Stove Plantb,

) ardy Ferns, Fr-uit Trees, Grape Tines, Roses Rhododendrons,

Swoot Violets, ic, Amaryllis, Crocuses, Crclamens Gladiol^

Hyaoraths, LUiums, Narcissus, Tulips, and other Bulbs, is now

published and will be forwarded to applicants.

E.KOtic Nursery, Tooting, Smroy, S.

EG. HENDERSON and SON have pleasure m
. offerSTtho following as Brst-class NOVELTIES in their

respective elates. Full descnptions are given in their CATALOGDE,
lorwardcd on application. „ ..« ^ ,

POA TRIVIALIS ARGENTEA ELEG .4NS (First-class Certiacate|.

-The most elegant silver-leaved Meadow Grass. 23. 6d. each,

NEW'PERPETaAL-FLOWERING PINK, "MOST WELCOME,"

FLAKED-FLOWERED CHINESE PRIIIOLA
v\UTr'(Fii-st-cl.iss Certiflcate), 7s. &<t.

e'hONE-LEAVED CHINESE PRIMULA (First-class

new" CAMELLI

NEW CHINE.SE
'STEW.\IlTr*(Fii-st.class Certiflcatel,_7s_^6(i.

NEW A>

'.''"!^lTr.,r..r°'jAPONICA "ELVIRA BIANCHINI,"
"GENERAL CIALDINI, and C. "ZORAIUE VANZI,"
and V2f. each

."Sciiottii Hendersoiti, 3s.fld., 5s.

Bertolonia marL-aritacon, C3s.

Bignonia arcyiEea Vlolascens,

3.1- 6rf.. 5«.

Bougainviliealateritia, 6s. & 7s. Cd.

Berbe"rdopsiscorall:na, 6s.&7s.6d.

Camellia coccinca flore pie -

Dactyllsglomerata elegantissima,

Od.'and Is.
,

Dipladenia ftraabilis, 3s. Gd,

Dianthus Quetieri, 3s. Cd.

ALPHONSE
7. Certificates awarded to each variety.

Gastronema sanguineuni,

CALAmuil EMPEROR NAPOLEON,
KARR, " " "-•">--* ""-

Allaman'la II
apricot-scarlet, or orange-red
flower, 3s. fid.

Hex Fortunei, 2s. Cd., 3s. 6d.

Monoebretum Lemoiueanum,
beautiful, 3s. fid.

Rogiera i.M i' in '.
"

of Scriptme), 3n. tkl.

SkMmmia fragrans, 5s.

.Sphserogyne cinnamo
Thuja plicata pygmrea, 6s. to 15s.

Tacsoni.aVanVolx

FUCHSIA NORFOLK HERO.—A niaguific

v.iiictv, rif c^l^r-^'il ^i?.e .and wonderful pr.

(.r„„i r.i'r,., Ti. li I (i[,,ui-. and gi-eatdeptbof ill

double-flowered

Wcli.nst'

The sepals
substance. The rich violet-blue

eiylarge, the folds or petals even and neat.

Gniarkablo flower in its group over o8"ered,

il in effect.

s' best variety), Cs. per dozen,

ry, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.

Huntingdon Nurseries.

WOOD AND INGRA.M oftl-r the followins at extremely
moderate rates, according to the quantity taken :—

ASH. 2-vr. Seedling, and in Drills, li to 2 feet.

BLACKTHORN. 1-yr., fine.

CHESTNUT, HORSE, l-yr.. and 6 to 8 feet, transplanted.

ELMS, NARKOW-LEAVED ENGLISH, 2 .and 3.yr. Seedling and
transplanted, IJ to 2 feet.

FIR, SPRUCE. 1 to li. It to 2. 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.

FIR. WHITE and BLACK AMERICAN, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to 6, and
6 to 6 feet.

FI R, BALM of GILEAD, Ij to 2, and 2 to 3 feet.

FIR, WEYMOUTH PINE, 2 to 2i, 4 to 6, and 5 to feet.

HAZEL, 1! to 2, and 2 to 2) feet.

GORSE, l-vr. Seedling.
HOLLY, 3'-yr. bedded, transplanted, 6 to 9 inches, 9 to 12 inches

1 to 11, li to 2, and 2 to 2i feet.

HOLLY, VARIEGATED, 6 to 9, and 9 to 12 inches.
MAPLE, COMMON, li to 2 and 2 to 2i feet.

MAPLE, COMMON, lyr. Seedling, extra fine.

JUNIPERS, 2i to 3.3 to 3i, 3! to 4, s 4 tQ6feet; extra line, »na bushy.
OAKS, 2-VT. Seedling, and drills, 2 to 3 and 3 to 4 feet.

OAKS, TURKEY. 2-m-. SJeeilling, fine.

POPLAR, BLACK ITALIAN, L'to 3,3 to 4, 6 to 6, C to 7, 4 8 to 10 II

POPLAR, ONTAIIIO or AMERICAN, 2 to 3 andl2 to 10 feet.
WHITE THORN QUICK, 3-yv. Seedling,
AREORVITiE, AMERICAN, Ij to 3i feet.

ARBORVIT^ LOBBII, extra fine specimens, 3 to 7 feet.

ARBORVIT^, SIBERIAN, 1 to li, li to 2, 2 to 2i, and 3 feet.

AUCUBA JAPONICA, extra fine liardy specimens, Ito 1}, IJ to 2
2 to 21 and 3 feet.

BEECH, PURPLE and COPPER, 6 to 6, and 6 to 8 feet.
BERRERIS DULCIS, 1 to 2. and 3 to 4 feet.

BERBERIS AQUIFOLIUM. 1 to li, 11 to 2, and 2 to 2J feet.
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, very flne, 3 to 4, and 4 to 6 feet.
CUPRESSUS MA(;'l:oc.\Kl'..v, potted, 2 to 3, and 3 to 4 feet.
LAUREL, C.v,'-- I ,.i2feet.

LAUREL,?"! ' H. Ito 4 feet.

PLANE, 01:ii 'tKl5feet; 6xtra,9tolOfeet
PLANE, O' '

I
' to 6. to 7, and S to 9 feet.

YUCCA RErl I'. ' n.i-jijs, li to 2j feet.

ROBINIA l.NEK-MJ^, line standards, to 7 leet stems
WILLOW, WEEPING, li to 7 leet, and fine Standards.

N.B. CATjVLOGUES sent free on application.

I \I.:.MII ana lilDl.LL-^^I.M.X, li;s\ i.LT dozen;
( ... ijerduz. i TRITuMA UVAHIA. lis. p. doz.

id dozen on application to H. &.R. SxiRZAaER,

To the Seed Trade.-Contlnental Flower Seeds, &c.

1.1 VV. WENDEL, Seed Uhowee, &c., Erfurt, Prussia,
^ • begs to announce that his WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of

isn. Seedsman, &c.. High Road, n.inimersmith, W.

Dwarf-trained Trees I5.7 the 1000, 100, or dozen.

APPLES, PEARS. PLUMS, CHERKIES, PE.iCHES,
and NECTARINES. Fine, fiat, well-trained, of best quality

Ric: D Smitu, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

RICHARD SMITH'S EKUIT LIST contains a
Sketch of the various Forms of Trees, with Directions for

Cultivation, Soil, Drainage, Manure, Pruning, Lifting, Cropping,

Ti-eatmcnt under Glass ; also their synonymes, quahty, size, form,

skin, colour, flesh, flavour, use, growth, duration, season, price, &c.

Free by post for one stamp.
Ric Smith, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Roses, Fruit Trees, Conifers, Forest Trees, &c.

JOHN CRANSTON bogs to direct attention In a large

and superior Stock ot ROSES. FRUIT TREES, CONIFERS
FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES, 4c.
His Nurseries extend over upwards of 60 Acres, situated in the

centre of the county of Hereford (which is acknowledged to possess

the finest soil and cUraate for the growth of Fruit and Forest Trees
of any other county in England), and is well stocked with Trees of

eveiy descripti
DESCRIPTl

application, an
advantageous Prices will be given.

w.

Peacbea and Necta-

Forest Trees

Cliestnut (Spanish)
Hornbeam

Larch and Scotch Fir
Oak (English) Roses, &c.

Samples and Prices can be had on application at
The Nursery, Wonersh, near Guildford, Surrey,

W^

IpilUIT TKEES.—The finest collection in England.
2000 sorts are grown in all manner of training, and are free

from insects, mealy-buEt, or chlorosis, with which trees in some

WOOD AND INGRAM wish to call the attention of
Planters and the Trade to their large stock of the following,

which they are prepared to supply at very moderate rates, according
to the miantity iaken :

—

APPLES, Standards, Half Standards, and Dwarfs.
APRICOTS, Dwart Maiden, cat back, and tnuned.
CURRANTS, fine bushy plants, aU the best kinds.

1 Eyes. Planting and Fruiting Canes.

B

^\j nnAiHia, nne c

GOOSEBERRIES,
GRAPEVINES,:

., Layers, well-rooted, Canes 1 inch round.
NUTS and FILBERTS, all sizes up to 4 to 5 feet.

PEACHES, Dwarf Maiden, cut back and trained.
PEARS, Standards. Dwarfs, and Pyramids.
PLUMS, Standards, Half St.indards, and Dwarfs.

CATALOGUES and Prices on application.
The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

Sl'RUCE^

feet
SP^bCE,2to3feet

LARCH, and
I

SPRUCE, 3 to 4 feet
BLACKTHORN, IJ t 2 feet

glad to give special quotations to any parties who contemplate
planting, on application to

62, Market Square. Northampto

To the Trade.
G A R A W A Y

Ash, transplanted, 2 to 3 feet
Aucuba japonica, berried
Beech, 1 and 2-year seedlings
Birch, 1 to 2 feet, transplanted

Apricot'^, do. and

Chestnut, Horso, 1 to 2 feet,

traEsplanted
Elm wycb, 1 tc 2, 2 to 3, and
3 to 4 feet, transplanted

Larch, extra flne, 1 to 1}, IJ to 2,

2 to 3, and 3 to 4 ft. , transplanted

The Finest New Hardy Plant of the Year.
>AUL'S NE"^^ DOUBLE SCARLET TIIORX,—

-irded ^First-class Certificato Royal Botanic Society and

, far surpassiDK the old

Old Cheshunt Nurseries, N.
CATALOGUE.

CHAS. DALT AND SON, Coleraine, Ireland, will Sell
l-ir. Seedling THORNS, at Is. Grf. per 1000 ; 1-yr. fine, 2s. per

1000; 2-yr. Transplanted, 65. per 1000; 4-yr. do,, 12s. fid. per 1000.
COMMON LAUREL, 1 to 2 feet, 12s. G*. per 1000 ; PORTUGAL do.,
twice Transplanted. 1 foot, 5s. per 100; CRAB STOCK, fit to work,
205. per 1000; CHINESE ARBOR-VITiE, 2 to 3 feet. 15s. per 100;
IRISH YEWS, 1 to 2 feet, Transplanted, 10s. per 100. FOREST
TREES and SHRUBS Cheap.
All orders through Hurst & Sou, Seed Merchants, London, to

whom all accounts will be made,payable, will recciTe our prompt

LARCH, &c., at the Nursery of the late Da^id A. Reid,
Park Attwood, Bewdley, Worcestershire :—LARCH, IJ to 2 feet,

10s. per 1000 ; 2 to 3 feet, 125. per 1000 ; 2i to 3* feet. 14s. per 1000 ;

3 to 4 feet, 16,?. per 1000; PEAR STOCKS, 2i to 6 feet, 15s. to 40e.
per 1000. LISTS of other TREES sent on application. Apply, with

r Eewdley.

Planting Season
LARCH (Native and Tyroleae), SCOTCH FIR (True

Native), SPRUCE, OAK. ASH, ALDER, BEECH, PRIVET,
and all kinds of FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES and
SHRUBS. ROSES, FRUIT TREES, fine specimen ARAUCARIAS
and DEODARS, and large TREES for Park Planting, now in fine
condition for removal.

CATALOGUES, with sizes and prices, sent free on application to
DicKsoNs Si Co., Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists, 1, Waterloo
Place, Edinburgh.

To Gentlemen and Planters.—Surnlus Stock.
LARGETranspIantedEVKKMM iVs ., iM.i[i'i;s.

from 4 to B feet high ;
20.0ii'>

'
> 'M .. . .';..(;

500,000 ASH, from2i to4feet;<"- ' i
i

, n
;

One Million HAWTHORN QUlrK, n n _ i.. i . i in M'i'i.K
TREES, for Orchards; PYRAMID an.t TliAlMi^U 1 Kt 1 i li;t;Eb,
in full beaiing.

CATALOGUES and Special Prices may be had on application.

Geo. Davisos, White Cross Nui-series, H^ereford.

H ENRY MINCHIN has the following to offer Cheap,
all Transplanted .and t^" '"'

SPRUCE FIR, from 2

I rooted
. .

,
SCOTCH FIR. from 2 to 3 feet

LARCH FIR. from 3 to 6 feet | ASH, from 3 to 5 feet
PINnSAUSTRIACA»4to6ft. Large Specimenand otherCONIFERS.

Prices on application.

The Nurseries, Hook Norton, Oson.

Tansley Nurseries, near Matlock, Derbyshire.
JOSEPH SMITH, Sen., invites Planters and the

Trade to Inspect his Nursery of 80 Acres of high land. The soil
is of a flbrou-q nature, and the Plaiits take up with excellent roots,
such as to ensure the best success in their removal.

The Nurserv contains manv Ilundred Thousands of RHODODEN- -

DRONS. COMMON and PORTUGAL LAUKELS, BOX, BROOMS,
BERBERIS, HOLLIES, PRIVET.S, YEWS. Ac. The FOREST
TREES are very c-itensive, of all the leading kinds; tliera are
15 Acres of LARCHES, of different sizes, and all others in propor-
tion. Prices moderate, which cau be had on application as above.

Game Covert, Forest Planting, Sec.

JAMES SMITH offers the following :—
The RHODODENDRONS are fine bushy well-rooted Plants,

fit either for Woods or Pleasure Grounds : the LARCH are fine
stout Plant-s, bettsr cannot be grown; also PRIVETS, LAURELS,
BERBERIS (lu sorts), SCOTCH, SPRUCE, and SILVER FIRS,
ASH, OAKS. BEECH, BIRCH, PINUS AUSTRIACA, &c., all
strong well-rooted plants, a PRICED CATALOGUE of which will
be forwarded on application.

LARCH, good stout plants, per 1000 :—li to 2 feet, lis. ; 2 to 3 feet,
16s. ; 2i to 3i feet. 18s. ; 3 to 4 feet, 20s.

RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, bushy, well-rooted plants, 6 to
12 inches, 1055. per 1000.

Do. do., 9 to 15 inches, 18s. per 100 ; IGOs. per 1000
; per 10,000, £79.

Do. do., 1 to li foot, 23s. per 100; 220s. per 1000; per 10,000, £10.i.

Do. do., li to 2 feet, 30s. per 100; 290s. per 1000.
Do. HYBRIDUM, 6 to 12 ins., 30s. per 100; 290s. per 100.

pOCOA-NUT REFUSE
the

old soon be gone.

Now sold in bags, 1 for 2a., 10 for

mi., 2 for 30s., 50 for 66»., 100

for £6.

Fourpenco allowed for each

bag returned carriage-paid.

A Railway Truck-load (not in

bags), 40s.

Postage Stamps or Post-offlce

Order, payable to J. Barshau &
Co., Kingston-on-Thames, S.W.

CLEARING OFF

SURPLUS STOCK OF IMPORTED DUTCH BULBS.
THET ARE IN FINE CONDITION.

20 PER CENT. LESS THAN CATALOGUE PRICE.

catalogue: on apflication.

HYACINTHS, llued Border, Paxton Bedding, Pompon, fine Named Varieties for Indoor Decoration

.

NARCISSUS, Garden Yarieties.

TULIPS, Mi.\cd Early Single, Paxtou Bedding do., fine Named Varieties for Indoor Decoration.

TULIPS, Jlixed Early Double, fine Bedding do.. Late and Parrot Varieties.
CEOCUS, Striped, Golden Yellow, Cloth of Silver, Scotch, Versicolor, and Alixed.

CROCUS, New Seedling Varieties, such as Albion, Albertine, La Majestueuse, Mont Blanc, Ne plus Ultra,
Albert, Queen Victoria, Sir "Walter Scott, Sulphurous, New Golden Yellow, Vulcan, and Mixed.

SINGLE SNOWDROPS I IXIAS
| TRITONIAS | CROWN IMPERIALS

BULBOCODIUM VERNUM | SPARAXIS BABIANAS SCILLAS.

Gem PKint Cnse.

Best V.iriety of VIOLA CORNCTA, Is. and 2s. &l. per packet.

Imported LILY of the VALLEY, flne largo chimps for Winter Blooming, Is. M., or 12 for 17s.

BARR AND SUGDEN,
12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C. Gem Plant Case.
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BARLEY, OATS, &c., CLEANSED, PURIFIED, niul
BLEACHED by a Patent process, without the slightest JDJury

APPLEBY'S GENUINE TOBACCO PAPER,
in 2 lb. nnd 4 lb. packets.

'pit'd/rom the "Journal of Horticulture and Cottage Gardener,"

s equally well for the cold pit; while the Tobacco Paper is free
from any deleterious matter which can affoct even the most tender
plants."—/)., Deal.

Price on application to Uenrv .iVrpLsuv, Foreman to Messrs Ivery
& Son, Dorking, Surrey.

Winter Dress all Fniit Trees with.ISHURST COMPOUND
Coi)y of .

RlVER!
hrid-ju

Letter from BIr,

iVursmes, Sair.
orth,Ba-t3,22<iOcr,

tell you what I

heard
pentlemaa " farmer, Anthony
Bubb, Esq., of Witcombe Court,
Gloucester. He has a wall to
which Poach trees are trained.
Well, last autumn they

them all, early l^st February,
and gave all but one a thorough
painticg with Gishnrst Com-
pound, 1 lb. to the gall'

health. The
d is in a half-

deaJ blighted state. He used
the same dressing to his Apple
trees ; it killed the woolly
Aphis entirely, and has made

their gi-owth. He intends to paint

The Compound
than the usual oflFensiTe

it does not blacken the shoots (

f or Orchard-house Trees, o

strength ; when used stronger

. I belicvo,

of clay, soot, sulphur, &c.
;

the walls."

. to the gallon will he found a
>me buds on weakly trees m

HOT-^\^ATKU APPAU.ATUS, of every dcsi-ription,
flxoil coinpleto in any part of the country, or tho niatorlale,

viz., iioilers, Pipos, ic, dolivorod to any Station.

Estimates on apphcatlon.
J. JoNFia & Sons, 0, Hankslde, South wark, London, S.E.

HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.—Medal, 1862

Cunmel, Lancashire

;

- {%..

ILLUsrr.vri'lJ II K L lists «iI1 i sent on application to
iUessrs Hereuan i MrnTCN, 7, P%11 Mall List, London, S.W.
Also, a n\NDBUOK cf VINE and FRUli TREE CULTIVA-

TIUJJ. price la
, p St tree, te Irf

c OTTAM AND COMPANY,
CoxsERVATouT and Hothoc-se Builders, Ac,

Iron Works, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London, W.

latcrials supplied as above,
Estimates given fixed com-

plete to Flan, on application to
COTTAM St Co.,
Iron Works,

2, Winsley Street.
(opposite the Pantheon).

Oxford Street, London, W.

TAMES AVATTS and CO., Hothouse Bl-
and Hot-Watku Apparatus Manlfactckers,

353, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

injured.

GISHUItST COMPOUND is sold Retail by Nurserymen
Seedsmen, in boxes. Is., 3d., and 10s. 6(f. each.

Wholesale by pRrcE's Patent Cakdle Company, Limited, Belmi
uxhiUl, London, S.

but

i^^

put down incur no ftirther labour
and expense, as rto "grown" Edgings, conse-
quently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &C., In

Artificial Stone, of great durability, and in groat

Street, Elackfriars, S.
;

Queen's Road West,
Chelsea, S.W. ; Kingsland Koad, Kingsland, N.E.

Solo London Agents for FOXLEY-S PATENT GARDEN WALL
BRICKS. Illustrated Price Lists free by post. The Trade supplied

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Conservatoriea
Halls. Corridors, Balconies, &c., as cheap and durable as

Stone, in blue, red, and buff colours, and capable of forming a variety
of designs.
Also TESSELATED PAVEMENTS of

than the above.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies. Larders

enriched de.sign'i

Onn CUCUMBEKaud MELON BU.V.-
fy^yjyj all sizes, Glazed and Painted coni^kl

Smltlifleld Club Cattle Show.
PORTABLE WIND WHEEL

At BURY AND POLLARD'S STAND, No 123, GALLERIES.

Hot-water Pipes, with Elbows and Connections,

POLLARD.B

Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable Pavini
Bricks of great durability, Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, Wal
Copings, Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, &c.

To be obtained of F. & Q. Rosoeii, at their Premises as above.

SILVER SAND (REIGATE, best quality)-, at the above
addresses

—

lis. per Ton, or Is. 3d. per Bushel ; 2s. per Ton extra
for delivery within three miles, and to any London Railwav or Wharf
Quantities of 4 Tons. Is. per Ton less.

FLINTS, BRICK BURRS or CLINKERS, for Rockeries or Grotto
Wor.k. F. & G. RosQER,—Addresses see above.

N B. Orders promptly executed bv Railway.

K T AND
Contracts and Estimates oivex fop.

WARMING PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
Latest Improvements in

HEATING by HOT WATER.
The Improved

CONICAL BOILERS.
For Heating Pineries, Conservatories,
Greenhouses, Mansions, Halls, Ware-
houses, &c.

Solely Manufactured by
BcRV & Pollard (Successors to John

R. Peill, late Stephenson & Peill),

These Boilers are adapted for setting
Brickwork, or annexed Sketch

shows BCRY k POLLA
arrangement, requiring

NO BRICKWORK SETTING.
These Boilers have for their dura"

bility and economy attained a cele-
brity far surpassing any other Boilers
ever invented. They have been for

years post in use ajt many Public

HILL AND SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VARNISH
for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish is an

excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-door work, and is fully

two-thirds cheaper. It may be applied by an ordin.ary labourer,
requires no mixing or thinning, and is used cold. It is u,sed in the
grounds at Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many
hundreds of the nobility and gentiT, from whom the most flattering
testimonials have been received, which Hill & Sana will forward c

application.

F7-am R/cHARD Hemmino, Esq., Bordesley Park, WoJ'cestershin-
"Gentlemen,—I have great pleasure in stating that I h

approve of your Black Varnish, as a substitute for pa nt for
buildings, barn doors, gates, and especially when the wood has
previously painted in tho usual wav a few years before ; n th s

ticular case it leaves a very nice glazed surface, than wh ch not
could be better. The same observation also applies to ronwo k
every description, such as iron hurdles, &c. The Wrought
Barrow with apparatus for heating gas tar has been found o t

useful, and so great a convenience do I consider it that I shall b ^
you to send me another, as well as a cask of the Black Van sh f r

the tise of the property which I have in Warwickshire 1 lease to
send the whole by the same conveyance as before."

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at Is, 6d. per gal on at the
Manufactory, or Is. 8.f. per gallon paid to any Station in the kintcdom
Apply to Hill & Smith. Brierly Hill Iron Works, near Dudley and

22, Cannon Street West, E.C., from whom only It can be obtained.

o been for 20 years

^ .0 to Bdrt & Pollard, Park Iron Works,
k btreet So tl vark, London. S.E.

cCRANSTON S PATENT BUILDINGS for
HORTICULTURE.

** Dry Glazing without Putty."
*' Glass without Laps."

" Ventilation without Moving Lights."

Highly Commended by the Royal Horticullural Society, South
Kensington.

HOT-WATER PIPES iuid CONNECTIONS, SADDLE
aiidothtr ItoiLKHS.

Ii,fitimatcs With Printed Price LihtH. and Jroe Delivery at principal
Railway Stations for Quiintlttes.
J. B. Brown & Co., Warehouse and Manufactory, UB, Upper

Thames Street, London, E.C

W^ _ Heatlne by Hot Water.
J. HOLLANDS, Iron Merchant,

• 31, Banlaide, London, S.E.
HOT WATER PIPES, from StocK, per yard :-2-lnch, la. Zd. ;

3-inch, la.lOd. : and Much, 28. W. BENDS, from Stock. la.ed., 28 6d ,

andSs.each. THROTTLE VALVES,10«.. 13«., and 14«. each. Other
Connexions at equally low prices, and all goods of flret-claas manu-
facture. Estimates given, and orders by post punctually attended to

H
Heating by Hot Water.

OT-"WATER PIPES, at Whole3ale Prices, with
Elbows, Syphons, Tee Pipes, and every other connection;

*vioucht and Cast-Iron Boilers, Saddle, Conical, Cylinder, Tduulab,
.ind Elliptic, from 2is. each. Improved Boilers and Iron Stands to
use without brickwork, COa. each. Valves from 10s. 6d. each. Patent
Valves, Improved F^imace Doors, Furnace Bars, Supply Ctntema,
and Castings of every description in stock, at

Mr. LYNCH WHITE'S iron Wharf, Upper Ground Street, Black-
n-lars Bridge, London, 8. Price List on application.

HOT- WATER APPARATUS
(Port.ablo) for Heating Greenhouses, Pits,

Frames, Fern Cases, Churches, Chapels, Sohoola,
Halls, &c., with expedition and economy, f^om
£2 10a. complete.

Illustrated Price List, with testimonials, to bo
had on application. Enclose a stamp.

London. S.W.

The Only Stove without a Flue.

NASH AND JOYCE'S PATENT, for
AIRING. DRYING, and WARMING HALLS,

SHOPS, ROOMS, &c., a new especial Stove for Col-
sorvatories, Greenhouses, Fruit-Ripening, &c. : to Bom
without re-lighting all wmter by filling with luel every

i 11: hours. Temperature, any degree required, without
varying. Price from V2s. Gtl. to C guineas.
MINCING and SAUSAGE FILLING and MASTI-

CATING MACHINES of the best makers, lUs. fid.

The COTTAGE KNIFE CLEANER is the only rapid
Cleaner and Polisher of Knives at a moderate price.
3a'. iid. to lOs. Gtl. Prospectus post paid.

CHEAP FIRES.—Tho Radiating Fire Balls save half
the usual consumption of fuel. One Shilhng packet of

ot in the fire every day, lasts all Winter.
S. Nash, Ironmonger, 253, Oxford Street, W.C. ; Linster Terrace,

Bayswater; and Stove DepOt. 119, Newgate Street. London. E.C.

cneap Greenhouse Stoves.

DEANE AND CO.'S Patent VENTILATING and
SUSPENSION STOVES are simple, cheap, and efficient ; have

been largely adopted and approved; will burn many hours without
attention, and at a small cost for fuel. Prices of Suspension Stoves,

20s.. 30s., 38s., and upwards. Ventilating Stoves, 503., 603., 703.. OOs.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS for Conservatories, Greenhouses,
Hothouses, Forcing Pits, &c., erected and fitted up complete.

Deake & Co., 4C, King William Street. London Bridge, E.C.
Established A. D. 1700.

MELON LIGHTS, Machine made, 6 feet by 4 feet.

li thick, Gnglazed 5s., Glazed lis., are kept in stock at the
Finsbury Steam Joining Works. 121, Bunhill Row, E.G.

HAW'S TIFFANY.
For samples and prices apply to

J. SuAw & Co., 29, Oxford Street, Manchester.

Glass for Garden Purposes.
AMES PHILLIPS and CO.

beg to submit their REDUCED PRICES as follows ;—

PROPAGATING

HYACINTH and FLOWER DISHES.
6 inches diameter .. .. Is. Od. | y inches diameter .. .. 1 fi

12 inches diameter . . . . 23. 6rf.

Hyacinth Dishes are intended to contain a number of Roots

edded in and covered with Moss, instead of the

With Stands complete.

OPEN TOPS,

s colours, ground ready for v
OUGH PLATE GLASS, !

i, PATENT PLATE, roll:
SHEET, HORTICULTURAL, ORNAMENTAL, COLOURED, and

cry description of GLASS, of the best Manufacture, at the lowest
rms. Lists of prices and estimates forwarded on application to

James Phillips & Co., 180, Bishopsgate Street Without, E.C. _

E.
uinbertand for Syon' House, His Grace the Duke of Devonshire for

C hiswick Gardens, Professor Lindley for the Horticultural Society,

bi Toiseph Paxton for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, &c.

rPOTECTION from COLD WINDS and MORNING FROSTS.
FRIG! DOMO," a Canvas made of Patent preoared Hair and

\\ tol a perfect Non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keening, wherever
It IS ipplied. a fixed temperature. It is adapted for all Horticultural
ind Floricultural purposes, for Preserving Fruits and Flowers from
tho Scorching Rays of the Sun, flrom Wind, from Attacks of Insects,
and from Morning Frosts. To be had in any required lengths.

Two yards wide Is. 9d. per yard run,
1 our yards wide 3s. Qd. per yard.

An improved make, 2 yards wide , . Is. Qd. per yard.

An improved make, 3 yards wide . . 2s. 8(i. per yard run. Also
FRIGI DOMO" NETTING, 2 yards wide. Is. 6d. per yard run,

Elisha Thomas Archer, Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7, Great
Tnnity Lane, Cannon Street, City, E.C, and of all NurserjTuen au<l
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"XriOLA CORXTTTA, SrATIVE QTTEENj PURPLE
V Ql'EEX —NcT Seed of tho above now rca-ly, m packets Grf.,

Is-.. L's. Gd., and 5,1. rrlce to the Tmdo on application.

Jamfs GAnTFR & Co., Seed Merchants and Niirsorynion, S-f; & 2.">8,

High Holborn. London. W.C.

Viola cornuta.

HCi^NiN"ELL has pot 500 Dozen in fine condition of

• boUi PURPLE QUEEN, direct from filr. Bennett, and
MAUVE QUEEN, which originally rarae direct from Mr. Wills,

llicrofore must bo tnio. Six of each kind sent safe, fresh, and free

per post for 60 stamps ; £1 per 100.—Fuchsia Nursery. Woolwich.

tnOLA CORNUTA, var. PURPLE QUEEN.—The
V Purpio variety of this beautif\il_ bedding plant, the^gem of the

by Mr. Wills ; but upon comparison a decided difference w;is lound,
both in colour of flower and habit of growth. T'ide "Journal of
Hortfculture" of Nov. 20, p. 384. In the article here referred to Mr.
Wills suggests that Mr. Kennett's variety should be called " Purple
i;ueeD,"andhia own 'Mauve Queen."
Mr. B. S. Williams has secured Mr. Bennett's entiro stock of

Seed, and can therefore warrant it tho variety grown " by him." He
has also taken up Mr. Wjlls's suggestion, by calling it "Purple
Queen" in contradistinction to the mauve variety now in geneial
cultivation. Per packet, Is. and 2.1. 6d. Nono gunuino unless bear-

Ine; I). S. Williams's name and address.

VIOLA CORNUTA, the "Mauve Queen" variety, per packet,
Cd., is., and 35. Gd.

UAPHANUS CAUDATUS (the Wonderful RadLsh), t.t. per pkt.

A LLST of VEOETABLE SEED NOVELTIE.S for ISHr Ugo by
post on application.

All packets of Seed post paid. FIcaTicr Seeds cxrriago free te all

parts of Great Britain and Ireland.

ENGLISH SEEDLING GLADIOLI, O.i. par dozen.

B. S. Williams, Yictona and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Ilollowav,
London, N.

/:;.LADIOLI.—Collections contaiuinj^ all the finest
Vjf varieties in cultivation, many New, and offered for tho lint
time. 105s., 42s., 30s., 253 , 20s., 15s., and 12s.

Extra fine Mixed, 3». per dozen, 21s. per 100.

BRENCHLETENSIS, brilliant scarlet, the most showy of all,
""'"' '

ts, 3s. per dozen, 20^ "

GladioU.
^KEL^V"AY AND SON be^ to call attention to their

• splendid Stock of GLADIOLI, which comprises all the sorts
>rth growing, and probably the largest in the Trade, As a oroof

Selections left to J. K. & S., 3s., Os.,

.0 100s. per 100.^ The Nurseries, Langport, Someisi

American Plants, &c.
^TTATERER AND GODFREY'S PRICED and
V> DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of RHODODENDRONS

and otter Americm Plants for this Autumn, will be sent on appli-
cation. Tlie Catalogue also gives a summary of their General
Nursery Stock, probably the most extensive in the kingdom.

Knap Hill Nursery, Wokint;, Surrey.

M Cupressus Lawsoniana argentea.
ESSRS. WATERER and GuDEREY arc now

sending out this Pl.int.
Good stout Plants, IJ foot high .ind bushy, at 2l8. each.

It has been awarded Three First-class Certificates by the Royal
Horticultural Society of London, Royal Botanic Society of London
and fit tlie Crystal Palace ; and may be justly represented as a dis-
tinct and very beautiful plant, and one that will become a general

'
' Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey,

Rhododendrons.
JOHN -WATERER'S DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
tf r,f HARDY SCARLET and other RHODODENDRONS is now
published and will be lorwarded on application. Itfaithftdlvdcscribos
the colours of the new varieties exhibited bv him at the Royal

IS, Regent's Park. An Abridged List of popular'
1 and prices *" '' i-:--j

j,R!iirfihi-it.. S

South-Western Kailwav.

N E W C A T A L G U
for the SEASON of 1SG6 and 1807.lor tne skason of 1SG6 and 1807.

.
ROSES.—A Select List ofall the best varieties lu cultivation,

fully and faithfully described.
No. 2. FRUIT TREES. -A Descriptive List of all the Choicest

v.arietiea of Fruits.
No. 3. CONIFERS, ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS-

Contains all varieties worthy of cultivation, with interest-
ing notes of description, height, size native countrv ftp

Ko. 4. TRANSPLANTED FORSST tIeIsS-SL fSrrarer and
underwood, &c.

No. 5. GARDEN
.

" '

No. 0. GENERAL PLANT CATALOGUE.
The above will be forwarded free on application to

John Cuakstoh, King's Acre Nmsenes, near Hereford.

Now Ready.
NEW and HARDY CLIMBING PLANTS, well

adapted for Covering Verandahs, Trellis Work. Walls Por-

Sdm Plant-^^*^
Festoons; also a good Hardy and Permanent

CLEMATLS RUBELLA.-Very rich velvety claret, tho deopes^
^T ^Tmc Si?.'?SV?J*''

°^'^'"«''- First-class Certificate R. IlXCLEMATIS PRINCE of WALES.-Large flowers of a rich deep

fieat R H^S^'
^'^'^ ""^ ^^" '*°'^'^ centre. First-class CertU

Messrs. George Jackuan & Son have much pleasure in Informina

.hf «^.i'*'v^*' '^^i^ri^^y ^.S'y °" the undermeutioned Firms havingthe above New and Hftrdy Clematises true to name ;—
Messrs T. Bmiyard & Son, Maid-

; Messrs. Jacob-Makoy, L., et Cie.

„ Ballantyne & Son, Dalkeith
„ Baker, G. 4 Son, Windlesham

Mr. Barker, J, C, Godalming
„ Cocker, J., Aberdeen
„ Cattell, J., Westerham
„ Coudrev, T. W., Birmingham
„ Chauviero, Rougler, Paris
„ Chapman, Jesse, Weybridgo

Mes.sra. Dickson, J. & Son, Chester
Mr. Felton, Charies, Biimingham
Messrs. Fisher, Holmes, & Co.,

Sheffield

„ Glendinning & Son, Chiswick

Lilge
„ Lee. J. & C, Hammersmith
„ Laird & Sinclair. Dundee

Mr. Morrison. R.. Elgin
„ Nelson, John. Bristol
„ Oldroyd, H. J., Shrewsbury

Perkins, John,' Sen., North-

„ Paul. Wm., Waltham Cross
Messrs. Rollisson &. Son, Tooting
„ Shaw & Co., J,, Manchester

Mr. Spence, E. B., Darlington i

„ Stelzner, A,, Gh '

Versohaffelt', A., Ghent
Williama, B. S., HoUoway

Messrs. Witty iSon, Cottinghai

,, Hende.ov,,, jlj, vj. ot i

London
Mr. Iverj-, Wdliara, Peckham

vtr„„„ ™ .-^^ additional List will be advertised.
htrong Plants, with bine li to 2h feet, 2ls eachallowance to the Trade.

Coloured Drawings, by Andrews,

The

Early Spring Flowers.

WEBB'S GIANT I'ULYANTHUS and COWSLIP,
with all tho best varieties of Double and Single PRIMROSES,

PANSIES, &c., with Seeds of single varieties. LIST of prices of

different kinds on application to
Mr. Webb, Calcot Gardens. Reading.

JAMES GARAWAY and CO., Durdham Down
Nurseries, Bristol, oCcr Bulbs ol the above, unnamed Seedlings

that have bloomed with tiiera during tho past two seasons, and many
of wiiich are now showing flower, at 6s., "s. 6d., and 10s. Qd. each, or

Ws., SOs., and WSs. per dozen.
JAMES Garaway & Co . Durdhara Down Nurseries. Bristol.

Wholesale Catalogue of Nursery Stock.
i^EORGE JACKMAN and SON'S PRICED and
V_J DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for lSfi6 and Spring 1SG7, can
be had free on application, comprising Fruit Trees, Roses, American
Plants Conifers, Clematises, Evergreen and Decidioas Trees and
Shrubs, and transplanted Forest Trees, Ac. &c.

Woking Nursery, Surrey.

CEDRUS DEODARA.—Fine Plants for immediate
effect, from 6 to 6, 7, and 10 feet high, safe to transplant, at

Is. per foot. Some extra-sized specimens, 15 to 20 feet, at 3s. per
foot. Most of the plants offered arc in Large Pots, making their
removal certain beyond a doubt.

Madle k Sons, Tho Nurseries, Bristol.

FINEST NAMED HYBRID GLADIOLI.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
HAVE MUCH PLEASURE IN OFFERIXU

FINE BULBS OF ALL THE BEST NAMED VARIETIES
IN CULTIVATION.

Choice Selections at 5s., lOs., 153., 24s., and 36s. per dozen.

TWELVE SPLENDID NOVELTIES OF THIS TEAR'S INTKODUCTIOX FOR 63,s.

GLADIOLUS BRENCIILEVENSI3, por doz., 3s.
; per 100, 21J.

FLORIBUNDUS, por doz., 2s. 6ii. ; per 100, 16s.

OANDAVEN.SIS, per doz.. Is. 6tt. ; per 100, 10s. Ci(.

„ -N'E PLUS ULT.1A, per doz., Is. 9d. ; por 100, 12». Od.

GLADIOLUS INSIGNIS, por doz., 4s. ; per 100, 30s.

„ CARDINALIS, per doz.. Is, Hd. ; por 100, 123. Gel.

„ PSITTACINUS, per doz.. Is. ; por 100, Os.

„ SEEDLINGS, por doz., Cs. ; per IDO, Ki.

FINEST DOUBLE ITALIAN TUBEROSES, por doz., 3s.

tSy DETAILED PESCEirTITE CATALOGUES POST FREE OX APPLICATIOX.

ROYAL EXOTIC NTJRSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

jjiawinga, oy Andrews, for
Woking Nxirsery, Surrey.

Kow rcndy^ price One ShiUhgy Gi'atis to Customers^

SUTTON'S SPRING CATALOGUE

AMATEUR'S GUIDE for 1867.

(78 FACr.s.)

CONTENTS. i|"ra^
Part 1 includes a Descriptive List of the best vovieties of Vegetahl. \'"\^OnSi(

Seeds, with Instructions on Cultivation, and other useful information.

Part 2 gives a complete List of the choicest kinds of German and
English Flower Seeds, with Instructions on Cultivation, and the best
varieties of Bulbous and other Flower Roots for Early Spring Planting.

P.\RT 3 contains the best varieties of Greenhouse, Stove, and other Plants, with descriptions.

Part 4 comprises a detailed List of the various kinds of Agricultural Seeds, and useful Hints on the Cultivation
he New Forage Plant, liromus Schraderi, with illustrations uf the same in various .stages of growth. Also,

A COMPLETE CALENDAR OF OPERATIONS IN THE KITCHEN GARDEN
FOR THE WHOLE YEAR, to.

Trice One Shiliinf/. Gratis to Customers.

.SUTTON AND SONS, ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

PAUL & SON'S ROSES, EVERGREENS, FRUIT TREES, &c.

Amongst EIGHTY PRIZES gained by their COLLECTIONS this year are the PREMIER PRIZES for CUT
ROSES at the INTERNATIONAL, NATIONAL, BIRMINGHAM, ROYAL BOTANIC, and BRIGHTON SHOWS,

AND EVERY PRIZE FOR NEW ROSES AT THE SUMMER SHOWS.

PAUL & SON,
OLD CHESHUNT NURSERIES, CHESHUNT, N.,

Beg to solicit orders for ROSES and other PLANTS now ready for delivery. That the Old Chcshunt Nui-scrie
still stand unrivalled in the culture of the Rose, the numerous Awards of the year attest. General Prices as under.—

ROSES, from our Stock of over 100,000 Saleable Plants.
Oilier kinds, Stand.ards, 2 to 4 feet, 18j. per dozen ; Dwarf Standards, J to 1 foot, 12s. ; Dwarfs, 9s. to 12».

Newer kinds, Standards, 24s. to 30*. per dozen ; Dwarf Standards, J to 1 foot, 18s. ; Dwarfs, 18s. to 245.

NEW ROSES of 1866, 36s. to 42s. per dozen ; 3s. 6<;. to 5s. each.

NOISETTE MAEECHAL NIEL, Standards, 5s. ; Dwarfs, 3s. 6d.

FRUITS, all healthy well-formed Trees.
APPLES.—Fine Standards, 18s. per dozen ; PjTamids, 18s,

T,r^ }S.?'^t P" ^"^'^^
• Dwarf-trained, 30s. to 42s. per doz.

PEAilS, PL0MS, and CHERRIES.- Standards, 24s. per
doz.

; Pyramids, fruiting, 24s. to 42s. per doz. ; Dwarf-
trained, 42s. per dozen

PEACHES, NECTARINES, and APEICOTS.-Standard-
trained, 7s. Gd. to 10s. 6d. each ; Pyramids, in pots,
65. each; Dwarf-trained, 60s. per dozen.

QUINCES, WALNUTS, MEDLARS, CRABS, SERVICE
TREES.—Standards, 2s. to 2s. 6d. each.

FIGS, in pots, 3s. 6d. to 5s. each.

VINES, ex. size, Fruiting, 7s. Gd. to 10s. 6d. each ; Plant-

ing, very fine, 60s. per dozen.

GOOSEBERRIES and CURR.ANTS, 4s. per dozen.

RASPBERRIES.-Summer, 16s. p. 100 ; Autumn, SOs. do,

STRAWBERRIES, 3s 6d. to 55. per 100.

CONIFEEiE.—Our selection of 100 varieties, 1 to 3 feet, £10. PRICED LIST on application. For extent of our

T,T.„V?!i?';V,°°
^^^ Catalogue of International Horticultural Exhibition.

DECIDUOUS and ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGED TREES and EVERGREENS, for Town and Country Planting.
RHODODENDRONS and AMERICAN PLANTS at PAUL'S American Nursery, High Beech, Loughton.

^° PRICED DESCRIPTTV'E LISTS of the above now ready.

P-iUL A>"'D SON would invite an inspection of their Nurseries, extending over Sixty Acres, one mile ft'om

Cheshuut Station, Great Eastern Railway. Omnibus from Waltham Station to Nursery Gates meets certain Trams.
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ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT.

SUTTON'S UNRIVALLED COLLECTIONS Or SEEDS
FOR ONE YEAR'S SUPRLY.

SUTTON & SONS
Aro now prepared to receive Orders for the iibo\ e, the pri

For the Kitchen Garden.
I. I. A COMPLETE COLLECTION for ONE YEAR'S SUPPLY,

with Inatnictlone on Cultivation, £3 3s.

). 2. A COMPLETE COLLECTION, iu quantities proportionately
reducotl, £2 'Jj.

>. 3. A COMPLETE COLLECTION, ditto, £1 lis M
>. 4. A COMPLETE COLLECTION, ditto, f 1 Is.

). 6. A COMPLETE COLLECTION, ditto, 15s.
i

J. 6. A COMPLETE COLLECTION, ditto, 10s. Od. '

^•o J
). r. A COMPLETE COLLECTION, eltm qumtities, £5 5s.

1' '

Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7 free by Railway.
;
No. 5,

A LIST of CONTENTS of the above COLLECTIONS m;

The very EARLIEST and BEST

SXTTTON'S BINGLEADEE,

For the Flower Garden.
. A COMPLETE COLLEGllON of tlio oholccbt kinds

GERM.'VN and ENGLISH SEEDS, £2 2».

. A COMPLETE COLLECTION of ditto, £1 lis. Cii.

. A COMPLETE COLLECTION of ditto, £1 is.

. A COMPLETE COLLECTION of ditto, 15s.

. A COMPLETE COLLECTION of ditto, lOs. M.

ly be bad Gratis and Post Free on application.

PEA in cultivation i3 .

price 2s. per quart.

SUTTON AND SONS, SEED GROWERS, READING.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
DSSIKE TO DIRECT PARTICULAR ATTENTION TO THE

FOLLOWING NOVELTIES OF STERLING MERIT,
MANY OF WHICH ARE NOW OFFERED FOR THE FIRST TDlE.

Borecole, Veitch's Late Dwarf Curled.
This very excellent hnrdy variety should be generally cultivated.

It is of dwftrf habit, benutifQilv curled, and stands the coldeat
seasons uninjured. per Packet, Is.

Cabbag*e, Atkins' Matchless—VeitcVs
Improved.

^^Perfectly distinct from tho variety usually so'd .vj Atkins'
'warf, of very delicnte flavour, turns in quickly, and

ell. Per Ounce, Is.

VEGETABLE SEEDS.
Radish, Olive-shaped Scarlet with

White Tip,
Known also as " Tho French Breakfast Variety."

A very handsome and quick-growing variety, fine flavour, an
suitable for early forcing.

Per Pint, ?s, Gd. ; per Ounce, 4-^

Melon, Heckfield Hybrid, Green-fleshed.
ThiH fruit, which is remarkably liandsomc, averages from '2\ to 3 11

in weight, and wliether for flavour, free bearing, or good con.stitutior
is unaurp.'issnble. It has received many Prizes, including one at th
International Fruit Show of the Royal Horticultural Society i

it the Royal Botanic Summer Exhibition i

Per Packet, 2s. Qd.

Melon, Queen Emma.
A verv handsome lino flavoured variety, obtained from the Heck-

fleld Hybrid Melon, ciossed with Meredith's Cashmere. The flesh is

almost white, exceedmgly mtlting and juicy, and with a very thin
rind, its constitutioQ is excellent, and it will be fnund a very

j
deairablo variety. r for the dessert table.

Celery, Veitch's Silver White.
A variety of excellent flavour, beautifully solid and crisp, of' October, J8C2

; a Medal
medium growtb, and very hardy ; withstanding the wet when other 1861, '- '•-

varieties have perished. Per Packet, Is.

Cucumber, Dale's Conqueror (White Spine).
As an exhibition variety imequalled, length from 2 ft. S in. to 3 ft.,

flesh of excellent quality, very shy seeding ; has received many first
prizes. Per Packet, 23. Qd.

Cucumber, Masters's Prolific.
Without doubt the finest Cucumber in cultivation, being equally I T>oci Ta'hoT''a "Ra-rlTT "Pdv-fon+irt-n

suitable for summer or winter gruwing; very free bearing and of
*^®^' J-aDer S il-ariy JTerieCIlOn.

excellent quality. It ia a crL>as from tiie Sion House, but much ' Said to bo as early na any variety yet known, and a much greater
more prolific, and of a hardier constitutiou than that varietv. The bearer than any other first crop Pea ; of very robust habit and fine

fruit, which averages fiom 12 ti> 16 inches in length, is very hand- flavour, pods largo and well filled,

some, and the handle remarkably short. The flesh is of excellent ' Per Quart, 2s. 6d.

quality, and wo cannot too strongly recommend it.
I

_ . it •*. -u- ty t r>i -u
Per Packet, Is.

i

Tumip, Veitch s Red Globe.

Raphanus caudatus, or Rat-tailed Radish,
j

Jhise^euent^^^^^^^^^

Per Packet, Is. ! Per Ounce, 6((. ; per lb., &>.

S^
Lillum lanclfolium.
SONS li;ivr ivr.-iv.-d S(

CATALOG I

DOBSOiSti splrndKl i-rniKc.l
. Purchasers of tho above Seed aro

Collection NOW in BLOOM, from which our Stock
gathered in June last, and now being sent out by

"\VoodlandB Nursery, Isloworth, W.

ral varieties of

1 'I'A-'s AUTUMN
' un application.
iiLut.Keadinf*.

1* ItiMULAS.—
invited to Inspect our

packets, Is., 28. Qd.,

AUL AND SON'S ROSES and thoir CATALOGUE.
OESCIMPTI Vli LIST is now ready. For general prices see

largo
Paul & Son would

favourable for moving Roses.
lind their friends that the present time n

The " Old " Chcshunt NurEorles, N.

ROSES.—Extra fine Standards, at from 16s. to 18».
per dozen ; 100s. per 100.

' ' " " 12s. per doz, ; 63s. to Sis. per 100.

Roses.
CH.VRLES VERDIEIl FiU (ex-Partner in and

Successor to tho late Firm of Viciok Verdier Pire, .and Cn.
li. Rue DumCril, Paris, begs to inform

- Sil: , 6, Harp Lane, Great

The True v

FLOWER
Arundo conspicua.

This splendid ornamental Grass resembles in style of growth and .

bloom trie well-known Pampas Grass, but flowering nearly 3 month*
j

earlier than that variety, and lasting longer in beauty. When this

Aubrietia grseca,
la size of flower and depth of colour thi.s v.arlety is superior to any

yet introduced, and Is a vcrj' desirable plant fir borders or beds in
irl;^ spring. It_rccoivod a First-claes Certificate at tho Spring

Clianthus Dampieri.
Newly imported seed of guaranteed growth, and containing

varieties of several hbadcs of colour.
Is. and \in. 6d. per Packet.

Victoria Aster.
The finest Aster of recent introductiou, ir^ collections of 6 colours

separate. 3s. per Collection.

SEEDS.
striped Japanese Maize.

MagnificcDt ornftmental-fuliage plntit, growing 5 to G feet high;
the foliage is beautifully and evenly ribboned with alternate atripea
of green and white ; often in ita earlier stages of growth it is alto
stlipeti with roao. Is. per Packet.

Viola cornuta.
Ono of the moat use'^ul aa well aa most beautiful planta uaed for

flower-garden decoration. Tho foiingo is bright and striiting, and
contrasts moat etfectiveiy with ita lovely mauve-coloured bloaaonia.
with which the plant is loaded. Tina VioKt will prove a real
aequisillon. Is. and 2a. od. per Tacitet.

Xeranthemum annuum caryophylloides
flore pleno.

A really striliing vnriety of this well-known and favourite Evcrl.ist-

ing. Tlie doiiBo donblo llbwera are of a reddish white colour, atriped
or mnrhled with rose, red, crima m, and purple. The plant l« of a
regular compact habit, and a profuse hluomer.

Is. per Packet.

Pentstemon Jafifrayanutn.
A raagmflcoDt variety, with fli>wers of a brilliant azure blue.

Is. per Packet.

Sent out by other F
BEET, DEWAR'S IMPROVED SHORT-TOP.
BROCCOLI, CATTELLS ECLIPSE.

BACKHOUSE'S WINTER PROTECTING.
LETTUCE, ALL THE YEAR ROUND.
ONION, NUNEHAM PARE.

TBEBON.
PEA, LAXTON'S PROLIFIC.

„ POYNTBR'S EARLIEST.
„ THE PRINCE.

TOMATO, ORANGEFIELD.

PATEKSON-S NEW POTATOS,

THE FOLLOWING NOVELTIES
have been procured direct, and can be supplied at the Advertised Prices:—

AGROSTEMMA CCELI ROSEA, dwarf fringed.

CHRVSANTHEMUM DUNNETTII, new double golden.

INVINCIBLE SCARLET SWEET PEAS.
LUPINUS HYBRIDUS ATRO-COCCINEUS.
PECTIS GRANDIFLORA.
PURTULACA GRANDIFLORA. now double.

SANVITALIA PROCUMBEXS FLORE PLENO.
SCABIOSA NANA FLOKE PLENO.
SILENE PENDULA RUBERRIHA.
VISCARIA CARDINALIS.

For descriptions see CATAIOGOE.

SESCRIFTIVE CATALOGUES POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

\/luLi-.i.s.—THE GIANT, the most proliBc and
V perfumed, now full of bloom and buds.
Alao CINERARIAS, fine healthy planta, just coming Into full

bloom, in 48-si20 pots.
For Roots or Plants of either of the above, apply to II. Hawsins 4

BlSN -I, Mai s. Florists, konha

B.
New General Plant Catalogue.

WILLIAMS' NLW PLANT CATALOGUE,
many^ojvlly^ROod Novelties, an^^arefully selected

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Holloway, London, N.

w Hyadntlia and otlier Sutcli BulbE.
M. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to acquaint their

B
Surplus Imported Bulbs.—SeeAEK AND SUGD

large Advertisement, page 11.%.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1866.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
.;.,.,-„..- Ti«.. QfJIteyal Horticultural OVeekly &hoiv), at
SATIBD.VT, uci. — ^ South Ken&iugtoa 2 p.«-

TiiE information to be obtained concerning
tlio .HoKTicuLTun.VL Depammext of the great

French Inteknational ExniuiTioN of 1867

is not only exceedingly meagre and unaccount-
ably tardy, but as public journalists having tho

interests of Englisli exhibitors at heart, we are

bound to add, altogether unsatisfactory, even so

far as it goes. Mouths and months ago tho

English cultivators were invited to pledge them-
selves to become exhibitors, and up to the

present time they have sought in vain for any-
thing like a detailed schedule or guide, such aa

would enable them to set about making definite

preparations. Now indeed, in the month of

December, they get a general programme, as

it is called, in which 14 consecutive exhibi-

tions, extending over the whole period from

the beginning of April to the end of October,

are announced in terms so "general" that the

document is utterly useless as a guide in pre-

paring subjects for the respective shows. One
of the announcements of this belated paper, is

that a "detailed programme of the M compe-

titions will be publi.ihed before the end of the

month of July, 1866 !" But such a programme
is not forthcoming. It would seem indeed that

some document of this kind is iu existence, for,

thanks to the French horlicultural press, we were

ourselves enabled, some two months since, to givo

much fuUor information as to the sitbjects invited

to make up a certain number of the shows, than

is contained in the official papers only now issued

in this country; but even that information is

incomplete and practically useless, the number
of plants in the respective classes not being

stated. How is it, if this detailed schedule is

within the reach of French horticulturists, that

it is not also placed in the hands of those

who are invited to exhibit as foreigners?

Or, supposing that the document, whatever it

may be, which the French journalists have

quoted, is not sufficiently descriptive of the

several classes to supply what is wanted—how
is it that the detailed programme, which was to

be provided so long ago as last July, is not

yet circulated? The practical men amongst

tho managers should at least know that it

is utterly impossible for exhibitors to prepare

the respective subjects they desii-e to exhibit,

uidess this information is supplied to them
forthwith ; and we may assure them, from

some experience in the matter, that it is utterly
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impossible that so comprehensive an Exhibition

can be a success, unless greater promptitude in

these practical matters—matters of detail, is dis-

played.

This, however, we regret to add, is not the only,

nor indeed is it the chief complaint we have to

lodge against those concerned in tho manage-
ment of this Exhibition—whether it be Imperial

Commissions or Committees of Advice which

are at fault. Perhaps, for the reason we
shaU presently state, it is, after all, of

little moment to om- own plant and fruit

growers, and those of other foreign countries,

whether the detailed particulars wo have just

been referring to are supplied to them or not,

and possibly this may have been discovered at

head-quarters, and may account for tho delay.

We invite attention to the matter now because it

may not be too late, even yet, to adopt a remedy.

The gi-eat fault, then, of the whole scheme,

and that of which foreigners may justly com-
plain, since on the preceding occasions of an
International Exhibition the whole show has

been laid open to aU comers, is that foreigners

are virtually shut out from that to be held in

Paris. We saj^ advisedly—shut out, because

the conveyance of exhibition plants to long

distances such as are here involved, is so expensive

a matter, that no ciiltivator can be expected to

iacm' the outlay unless he has a reasonable

chance of getting some return for it by
sharing in the rewards. Now, the arrange-
ments in this case absolutely cut off all

foreigners from any hope of gaining any
tangible reward whatsoever. What says the
too brief programme before us ? At each of the
1-1 separate shows nominal prizes only are to be
given, and these are to be credited to the
exhibitor until the end of October as so many
marks towards furnishing a title to obtain a

at any one time ; but instead thereof a continuous

series of minor shows, spread over half a year,

not one of which, judging by the programme
before us, would haveimportanceenough, in itself,

to induce them to leave theu- homes, or to waste

their time and substance in travelling to see it.

Thus one of the most beneficial influences of an

International Meeting — that of facilitating

friendly intercourse amongst confreres from many
distant lauds, men who seldom have opportuni-

ties of meeting but for such general inducements

as these, must on this occasion be almost unfelt.

The only possible way, so far as we can see, in

which foreign exhibitors and foreign visitors

interested in the Botanico-Horticultiu-al section

of the show could now be brought to take more
than a casual part in it, would be to change the

programme so far as to convert one of the

14 shows—that at the opening perhaps (though
the time is rather early for a good show), or

possibly that at the beginning of Maj', into a

gi'and show, to which foreign contributors should
be specially invited, and at which the rewards
should be substantial, and held by the winners

;

and then to let the prizes for the remaining shows
fall, as appears to be intended, to be competed for

by the home growers among themselves.

Nothing can be more desirable about a
residence than good dry Eo.UJS akd Walks,
that can be used at all times with pleasure
and comfort ; and to accomplish this should be
one of the great aims of those concerned in

laying out gardens. In accordance with the wish
of a correspondent we therefore olfer a few
general remarks and hints bearing on the subject.

A carriage-drive may be from 10 feet to 15 feet

wide, according to its length and position. If

short, and the estate circumscribed, 10 feet will

depth of 9 inches, instead of 15, will be sufficient

for these, viz., 6 inches of stones and 3 inches of
good binding gravel, well rolled down uutU it is

firmly set.

When there is a quantity of sand in the gravel,
and consequently it is deficient in binding pro-
perties, it is advisable to mix with it about one-
fifth part of loam of the same colour. The drier

the loam is when mixed tho better. This, after

repeated rollings, will become very hard, and
will make one of the very best and driest of
walks. A thin coating of shell gravel wiU add
neatness and finish, and make it very pleasant
at all times to walk upon.
Where materials for making walks such as

those above described are only obtainable at a
high price, resort has been had to cement concrete,
and asphalte walks as a substitute. To make
the foiTner the earth should be taken out 6 inches
deep at the sides and -1 inches in the centre,

and the bottom should be made very firm with
any rough material—stones, brickbats, clinkers,

or such-like, broken tolerably small ; with these
mix one-sixth part of fresh lime, and fiU in to the
depth of ih inches. For the remainder mix one
part of good Portland cement to six parts of finely

broken stones, and lay this over tho surface to the
thickness of an inch and a half. This will make
a good solid walk, and wiU be free from weeds.
Drains must bo provided to carry off the
surface water in all cases. The following is

a plan recommended by the late Mr. Beaton
for making concrete walks, and which is

said to answer the purpose perfectly.

A layer of stones, brickbats, clinkers, or similar
rough materials, 6 inches deep, is first put in to

form a diy bottom ; then a layer of chalk or lime,

in the proportion of one to ten of the stones, this

being well rolled and watered, to the thickness of
3 inches, with a rise of 2 inches in the centre

;

over this half an inch of gravel and Ume, or fine

chalk, to be watered and well rolled, and finally

be sufiicient ; if large, and there is much traffic,
share of the great or substantial prizes which are 15 feet will not be too much. If the situation is
then, and then only, and on these conditions only,

|

tolerably dry, the earth should be taken out to a
to be distributed. In this counting up of depth of 15 inches at the .sides, rounding up in !

a. thin sprinkling of tho best coloured gravef,
sectional prizes, what chance has the foreign

i the centi'e to 12 inches. The road should have a again rolled until quite solid. Tho walk should
grower agamst the man who is on the spot, or l-inch drain on one side, and gratings should be I be 2 inches wider than necessary on each side,
sufficiently near to take pai-t m the several com- I placed at about 50 feet apart, to take away the ' to check turf or weeds from encroaching, and to
petitions .' ^ foreigner coiUd possiblyjom in all surface water. Under these gratings should be ' prevent rain water from getting to the foundation.

isphalte walks, as they are called—at least

those of a cheap character, for the genuine
material is more costly—can be made by
adding coal-tar to gravel, or pebbles, or

orevenmmostoftheseparateshows. If heisable made bricked holes or lodges, which should
to attend one or two or possibly three of them, as be carried down one foot lower than the cbain-
the special subjects he may cultivate may happen

I

pipe, for the purpose of receiving tho sediment
to determme him and if he is willmg to meet the

|
(which should be occasionally removed), while o

expenses oi such a hmited attendance, it is as
|
aUowing the water to pass'ofi' by the drain. !

stones broken smaU. ~ The quantity of tar
much as can be expected from him

; whereas the ' Rough stones may now be placed over the whole
' should be just sufficient to make tho hard

home grower has an opportunity to drop in at
1 gm-face of the drive 10 inches thick, and over material adhere, and if the tar is heated

every show, and at last, ir-om the very fact of
1 this 2 inches of stone broken small, 3 inches of 1

'^nioxo mixing, it will become more soUd than if
foreigners bemg necessarily absentees, would find 1 good binding gravel being placed on tho surface :

mixed cold. Tho bottom should bo prepared as
hrmsellmanoverwhelmingmajonty on thepoll. jand well rolled down until it becomes solid I

recommended for cement, and one inch thickness
ihat we may not; be charged with forcmg an The depth of material will thus be 15 inches over !

of asphalte will be sufficient tbr the sm-face,
mtei-pretation toreign to the words of the pro- the whole sm-face, and the road will be 3 inches which should be well roUed down immediately,
gramme, we extract those passages which bear higher in the centre than at the sides, which will ' A walk made after this manner wUl be quite free
on the point, andjvhich we think fully bear out

|

admit of the water passing ofl' freely and will ' f™m weeds, but the colour wiU be very dark and

<imu^ J T^^fiJ?' T .„, . . I thuskeepit always dry. Gratings will bo renuii-ed hea^-y and no surface mixture wiU permanently

exhS * * * and't^das^s^tt
sides of the road, but on one side the Prevent this. The disagreeable smell arising

their merit in four cateaories, under t£ heads of°Lt°P'P^^ maybe taken across to the drain on the
:

tiom the coal-tar, especially in hot weather, is

second, and third competition prizes, and honourable opposite side. Should the locality be very wet,
!

perhaps the greatest objection to their use, and
mentions. the road may be made upon tho surface "of the ]

is especially noticeable if there is any excess
" These prizes and honourable mentions will not be ' ground, the same thickness of material beinjr of tar.
v^rA^A aftpren.h cnm,„t,,t,mn h„t. ^n u„ „„...,

used, and the Same shape adopted as before L We remember some few years eince_ when at
awarded after ertch competition, but will be noted
against the name of the exhibitor, as titles towards
obtaining one of the great prizes which will be
awarded and distributed at the close of the Universal
Exhibition, on the recommendation of the Inter-
national Jury.
" The Jury for the Horticultural group will make

on the 20th October, 1867, a general return of the com-
petition prizes of various kinds, and of the honourable
mentions awarded after each of the 14 competitions.
On the basis of this return, taking into account the
number and the order of the prizes and the honourable
mentions obtained by the same exhibitor, the Jury of
the group will award the grand prizes, money prizes
and gold, silver, and bronze medals, which the Superior
Council may place at their disposal."

Verily, if the object has really been to
produce an International Exhibition, om- neigh-
bours have hit upon a most ingenious plai? of
" how not to do it

;

" for under such conditions,
we repeat, it is hopeless to expect that any
foreigner will take more than a very trifling
part, if any, in the affair ; whereas we know,
from information which has reached us, that had
a fair opportunity of carrying oflf the honours
they might win been afl'orded, a few at least of
our leading exhibitors would have gone over,
and contested keenly some of the first positions
in the show.
A similar objection applies, with almost equal

force, m the case of scientific botanists and hor-
ticulturists who may desire to take part in the
gathering as visitors. There is to be no one
point of attraction, and, so far as the published
information goes, nothing to draw them together

described. In this case the sides should be
soUed and turfed up to the height of the drive.
This raakes a di-y road, and in many places is

not objectionable.

Garden walks should always bo convex ; but
not to such an extent as to make them un-
pleasant to walk upon. Two inches rise in the
centre wiU be sufficient for a walk of 4 feet width,
the surface of which should be half an inch below
the verge at the side, and one and a half inch
above it at the centre. If the walk be 6 or
8 feet wide, 3 inches wiU be quite sufficient rise
in the case of straight walks, while those that
are cui'ved may be a trifle more, if in very damp
situations. Garden walks should be drained as
recommended for carriage drives, but the di'ain-
pipes may be smaller, and the gratings more or
less frequent, as the walk may be narrow or
broad.

We have seen excellent walks in our pubUc
parks and elsewhere, made with a layer of brick-
rubbish about 9 inches thick, broken fine at the
top and covered with shell gravel. This material
when rolled down, becomes very solid, and makes
a good dry walk, from the fact of its being all

di-ainage underneath. This is a good method in
all places, but is especially recommendable where
gravel cannot be readily obtained.

No plan, however, can be better for making
the walks than that described for carriage roads,
provided stone and gravel are obtainable. The

Brighton seeing some men emploj-ed on the
Marine Parade, making that popular promenade.
The materials used were pebbles from tho beach,
mixed with roughly-pounded chalk, such as was
carted out ft'om the foundations of the houses.
These ingredients were made up like mortar, and
laid on about 6 inches in thickness, and, judging
from the finished portions, some ofwhich had been
used for a long time, the result was aU that could
be desired. As it often happens that where chalk
is found in abundance, there is a great scarcity of

gravel, this method of using it as a substitute

might sometimes be turned to great advantage.
Shell gravel, which makes a very neat finish,

may be used to sui-face all kinds of concrete

walks, and if renewed occasionally will to a
great extent counteract the hardness of surface

which is one of the most objectionable features in

walks of this kind. E.

It is hardly possible to over-estimate the
importance of the Forests in India, or to speak too
strongly as to the necessity of active supervision over
them, not only as regards the revenues to be derived
from them, but also in reference to climatal conditions.
We shall take another opportunity of alluding to a
recent report of Dr. Andekson's on the subject, and
in the meantime we beg to call attention to the follow-
ing circular which has just been issued, the terms of
which, though open to hostile criticism, constitute a
move in the right du'ection :

—

" The Secretary of State for India in Council having resolved
to eend out five young men, properly trained and well educated,
from this country for service in tlie forests ol India, with a
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view to their being ultimately promoted to the superior po.it^

in that department, the following are the conditions require 1

of persons seeking to be nominated to one of theso appoint-

ments, and the advantages held out to them :—
" Candidates must be British subjects, and must be above

17 years of .igo. They must personally deliver the following

documents at the Revenue Department of the India Office

beforo noon on the 1st day of February, 1867 :

—

" 1. Their names and parentage,

and, if under age,

guardians.
" '2. A statement of the places of education at which they

may have been since they were nine years old, accompanied
by testimonials of good conduct during the last two years, and
proof of their having mastered the following branches of

knowledge :—
*' I. English writing from dictation, .and ISnglish com-

position.
" II. Arithmetic.
" III. Algebra, elementary principles, simple and quadratic

equations, ratios and proportion, logarithms, arithmetical and
geometrical progression.

" IV. Geometry (1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, and 6th books of Euclid)

and plane trigonometry.
" V. A good colloquial knowledge of either German or

French, with the facility to read and translate the works of

some classical writer in these languages.*
'* The candidates will then be directed to appear for medical

examination before the Indian Medical Board.
" Should such appear expedient, the candidates will also be

directed to appear before one or more examiners to test their

proficiency in the various branches of knowledge mentioned
above.

" Those of the candidates who will be accepted by her
Majesty's Secretary of State for India must then agi-ee to

undergo a regular course of training of two years and a-half in

the management of forests and the science of Forestry, in

surveying, road-making, and the natural sciences. For this

purpose those candidates who possess a sufficient knowledge
of German will be directed to proceed to Germany ; and for

those who are acquainted with the French language, the
course of training will be arranged in France.
" The course of training will commence on the 1st of March,

1867, and be concluded on 1st September, 1869. The arrange-
ments made for this purpose are detailed in a memorandum
appended to this paper ; but her Majesty's Secretary of State
reserves to himself the right from time to time to make such
altei-iitions in the course of studies and training as may appear
expedient.

" During the course of training the candidates will be
expected to conduct themselves throughout in a proper and
gentlemanlike manner, to obey the injunctions of the officers

and professors appointed to instruct them, to use due diligence

in the practical work and in their studies, and zealously to

improve every opportunity for learning that may be offered

them. Candidates who do not conduct themselves in a proper
and gentlemanlike manner, or who do not show satisfactory

progress in their studies, will be removed from the list of

candidates on the report of the officer intrusted with the
general direction of their studies.

" After completing the course prescribed, an examination
will be held by the officers and professors intrusted with the
instruction of the candidates. Those who give proof of a
satisfactory progi'CSS in the .subjects in which they had been
instructed will be nominated junior assistants in the Forest
Department in India.

*' According to the estimates framed, the cost of this train-

ing, whether in Germany or in France, will not exceed 500^
This sum will, it is beUeved, cover the cost of board, lodging,

.and instruction for the whole term of two years and a-haU.
To those candidates whose conduct and progress are satis-

factory her Majesty's Secretary of State engages to jjay a
stipend at the r,ate of 30?. for each half-year. This stipend
will be paid half-yearly on the recommendation of the officer

intrusted with the general direction of the studies and training
of the candidates
" Within a month of his nomination each nominee must sign

a covenant [in the form appended to the circular], describing
the terms and conditions of his appointment, and must embark
for India when required to do so by the Secretary of State in

Council, who will provide for the expenses of his passage.

Any nominee not embarking when required will forfeit his

appointment. Otherwise he will be allowed pay at the rate of

250 rupees (which is about the equivalent of 25^ in English
money) a month from the date of his signing the covenant.

" On arrival in India the nominee will be required to report

himself to the Government of India, or to the Government of

Bombay or Madras, in case he should be sent to one of those
presidencies, and he will then be posted to such part of the
forests as the service may require.
" On joining his post the nominee will become entitled to

all the rights and privileges in respect of pay and promotion
accorded to officers of the Forest Department by the rules and
regulations for the time being, and to leave of absence and
retiring pensions under the leave and pension rules of the
Uncovenanted Service for the time being. No rise of pay or

promotion will, however, take place previous to his passing an
examination in such one of the native languages as may be
prescribed by the Government under which he is serving.

" 1.

—

Memorandmn on tht Course of Instruction proposed.

" Those candidates who possess a sufficient knowledge of

German will proceed to Hanover and report themselves to Mr.
BURCKHAEDT, the Director of Forests in the former kingdom of

Hanover, who will undertake the general direction of their

studies and practical training.
" During the first year the candidate3«will be placed with

an executive forest officer in charge of a forest district

(OberfSrster), where they will serve their apprenticeship in the
practical work of a forester, and at the same time receive

instruction in the science of Forestrj'. They will be provided
with board and lodging in the family of the ' Oberforster.'

The Director will from time to time see them, and they will

occasionally accompany him on his tours of inspection.
** During the remaining three half-years the candidates will

live at Hanover, where they will receive practical instruction

in surveying, land-measuring, and road-making, and be taught
those branches of the natural sciences and the science of

Forestry which are requisite for a forest officer in India,

Certain portions of pure and applied mathematics will also be
studied.
" They will live either with the Director, or with another of

the principal forest officers at Hanover ; they will occasionally

accompany these officers on their journeys, and will from time
to time bo sent to different forest districts, to become
acquainted with the different kinds of forests, and the various

methods adopted for their management. Should such here-

after appear expedient, part of the time assigned to Hanover
may be spent at a forest school or at an university, as may be
arranged by the Director.

" At the end of the course of training the candidates will be
required to pass an examination in the subjects of their studies.

" The cost of board, lodging, journeys, and instruction has

been estimated as follows ;—For the ftrst year 1000 thalers, for

th' srrniid vcar 1500 thalers, for the last half-year 750 thalers ;

l.il.il, :•:.-.„ Ilialcrs, or 487;. 10...

"
J l.nse e;ijulidatc8 who are not acqu.ainted with Goi-maii,

but pnsscKs a sufficient knowledge of French, will proceed to

Paris jind report themselves to one of the principal officers at

the ' Ditrctwn Cii',it*ra[e ties ForHs' They will first spend eight
months in a forest district for practical training. By the
1st November, 18C7, they will proceed to Nancy, where they
will be received as students at the Imperial Forest School.

The course is biennial, and closes on 1st September, 180!>.

NEW AND SELECT PEAES.
No. G, Dana's Soveij Pear. — This pretty and

excellent Pear was raised from seed in the United
States by Mr. Dana, who dedicated it to his friend and
brother pomologist, Mr. Hovey, of Boston, Mass. It is

of the Seckle race, and like it in shape ; the tree is of

the same compact growth, but even more fastigiate,

equalling in that respect the Lombardy Poplar ; it is of

a free hardy habit, and bears well as a pyramid, either

on the Pear or Quince stock.

The outline given is that of a small specimen, owing

ill (

11 r
idards on dean little slim stems, they are

d foi table decoration niturally assuming

to the wet season ; under favourable circumstances it

will attain nearly to a medium size. It is quite green

when taken from the tree, but in ripening its skin

changes to a pale yellow, completely covered with light

russet. Its flesh is melting and juicy, its flavour more
delicious than that of any Pear known, being that of

the Winter Nelis, with a slight smack of the Seckle

;

its season is December till January. AVheu this pretty

and delicious Pear becomes known^ a dish of them at

the dessert will be as much sought aiter as a dish of old

Golden Pippin in the last century.

* A preference wdll bo given to those candidates who, in

addition to the above, have attained to a 'certain dettree of

proficiency in chemistry and physics, and who are practised in

free-hand and plan dra"wing.

WINTER-PLOWERING EPIPHTLLUMS.
It is much the fashion to seek after " good winter-

flowering things," but with all that, the finest of early

winter-flowering plants are but very imperfectly

known. These are the varieties of Epiphyllum truu-

catum. There isno otherwinter-floweringplantwhat-

ever that possesses half the useful qualities of this, and

yet how rarely is it seen well groivn in gardens ! I

have seen specimens of it i feet high and nearly as

much through, and as the branchlets hung pendulously,

as is their wont, and nearly hid the pot, while the top

was perfectly well furnished, it needs but a very slight

eflbrt to imagine what pre-eminently beautiful things

they must have been when in flower, just before and
about Christmas, according to the temperature to which
they are treated. And they have been grown larger

than that, and particularly well by Mr. Barneynow of

the Camberwell Nurseries, who worked his Pereskia

stock so that the Epiphyllum formed a diversified

pyramid. Of course they must be on the Pereskia

or on some equally good stock, to make them worth

growing ; for, judging from what is usually to be

observed, they make about as much growth in one

year on the Pereskia, as they;do in six on their oi\ti

roots. I know of nothing more tractable and more
thoroughly useful in the gardener's hands than a batch

of these exquisitely coloured and profuse-flowering

winter Cacti. When grown to a large size and well

flowered, no "stove or greenhouse plant" surpasses

them in beauty or in symmetry ; but the Epiphyllums

assume a most graceful outline without any training

or trouble, and instead of going back when they arrive

at "a certain age," like the usual run of specimen

plants, they go on improving from year to year with

very ordinary cultivation indeed. Established plants

will flourish away without potting for three or four

years at a time, requiring only to be watered moderately,

and if they be top-heavy from free development of

branchlets, to be firmly staked—which latter is best

done with a few iron stakes, supporting a strong wire

ring or two, concealed under the drooping ma^s ol

shoots. This, of course, applies to large plants.

As regards temperature, the most suitable is that ot

an intermediate house or warm Vinery.
,
The best

plants I have ever had to do with were in a stove

vinery, i. e., a stove with Vines overhead, and where

they were of course pretty effectively shaded dunnr
the summer months. But they are not fastidious, ani

Ui( piriMil hkooutliu. m olli ii ^outht m such plants;

indeed thev stem
i
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11 incc plants may be

grown from trail i I -.aw at Mr. Barnes'
Nursery neat bttLUt ul luiuotucd plants, from
12 to 18 inches across, juit opening into flower, that

were only grafted about this day twelvemonth. They
were grown on rapidly, and shifted into S2's during the

first summer of their existence, and in those 32-pots

they will remain for several years without requiring

a shift, and be just the very things for setting off a table.

The Poinsettia is our great gun at this season of the

year, and everybody takes some pains to h:i.ve it

nice, but it is quite inferior to Epiphyllum. By the

way, it should bo noticed that these last are often kept

too cool, and that intermediate or stove temperature is

that in which they best flourish. I would recommend
that no one should be satisfied with E. truncatum alon^

but should grow along with it the charniingly-coloured

varieties, Bridgesii, violaceum, spectabile majus, &c.,

and in fact any other variety that may be met with, for a

diversity of colour among these Epiphyllums very

much enhances their value. Veriumnus.

NOTES ON CONIFERS.—No. XIII.

Seijuoia (Wellingtonia) gigantea.
(Conduded/rOMp.Uie).

So much for the actual discovery of the tree ; but

there is another point on which general opinion is also

at fault, viz., who first introduced it into Europe ? The
credit of doing so is generally given to Mr. Lobb and

his employer, Mr, Veitoh, for whom he was collecting.

But if our information be correct, it belongs to

Mr. John D. Matthew, son of Patrick Matthew, Esq.,

of Gourdie Hill, near Errol.
. . .„ , ,„^„

Mr. Lobb returned fromCalifornia in December, 1853,

bringing his seeds with him, as appears from the

following remarks by Dr. Lindley in this Journal on

December 2-t in that year :—
. , ,. -m

" The other day," says he, we received from Mr.

Veitch branches and cones of a most remarkable

Coniferous tree, also Californian, seeds and a living

specimen of which have also been brought him by his

excellent collector Mr. W. Lobb, who, we are happy to

say has returned loaded with fine things." The extra-

ordinary Conifer referred to was the Welhngtonia,

and this announcement was the first of several notices

by the Doctor regarding it. .

Six months before that, however, Mr. Matthews

sou had written to his father, informing him of

the discovery of the giant trees, and forwarding a

sketch of some of them, a small branch and some of

itsseedn. His letter was dated 10th July, 1853, and

was received along with the seeds on the 28th ot

August following. The letter was pubhshed us extenso

in this Journal in the following year (10th June, 1854 .

It contains little but details which, then fresh and lull

of interest, are now old and well-known but it nxes

the date of the first envoi of seeds. The seeds aU

succeeded, and 11 of the plants reared from them

have been traced, and details regarding them given

in the " Pinetuin Britannicum." They are distributed

as follows ;—
, „.„ , _ ,

2 .at Goiu-die Hill, by Errol.

2 at Mayquick Castle, by EiToI.

2 at Ballendean, by Inchture.

1 at Kinnoul Nursery, Perth.

1 at Dr. Lyall's, Newburgh, Fife.

1 at Balbii-nie, Fife.

1 at Inchry House, Fife.

1 at Eglinton Castle, Ayrshire.

Perliaps [some of our northern readers may be able

to add to the list of these, the oldest plants m Eiu-ope'

of Wellingtonia gigantea.

The interest which attaches to these trees however as

the oldest does not extend to them as the tallest. Ihey

have been far outstripped by much younger plants.

The tallest of them is one of those at Ballendean,

which is 13i^ feet high, while we shall presently, see

that there are trees of 18^ 19, and 20 feet in height

growing elsewhere in Britain.

As might be expected from such growth (in little

more than 10 years) the climate of this country is

admirably suited to the Welhngtonia. Mr. PaWs
tables of the worst effects of the winter of 1860-61

give the following results derived from 123 places

taken indiscriminately.

Places at which jjmed .

J*.'""^", Injured.
plants

.r,,„rnn.

England
Scotland
Ireland ,

It thus appears that out of 122 places deaths

occurred at only 4, and at two of these Mr. Palmer's

notes show that the deaths were due, not to tbe weather,

but to the plants. That at two places plants actually

succumbed to the cold, however, does not mean that

all the plants died at these two places but only that

some of them which occupied the most unfavourable

position did so. One of these places is the Camiies, in

Perthshire. It is situated on one of the southern ranges

of the Grampian Hills at 600 feet above the level of

the sea, and the soil where the plants grew was POor

and shkUow.with an impervious till for the subsoil.

Mr Paterson, the gardener, wrote as follows :— Uui

Wellingtonias are all small ; some of them are m quite

sheltered places, others are more exposed. Those most

exposed suffered the most, other things being equal

;

some were only browned, others were killed or hurt so

much that they have never fairly recovered. In the

latter case the soil was shallow, and the subsoil so hard

will flourish in any warmish house, provided they be
.?; f"IL surface water could not sink away freely.

on the Pereskia. They may be worked on this at any

height that may be desired. When young, and as I

' Mr. Lobb's " living specimen ' excluded. Eds.
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The onlv other place ivhere the Wellmstomas wore

killed by tlie cold was at the other extremity ofour island

—BasingPark, Hamrshire. The situation is high, and

the vaJleys between the hills are cold, and the currents

of air there very destructive to trees, and it was m
them that the plants which suffered stood ; Larches,

too, which had been planted 25 years were killed there

in that fatal winter. "VVe therefore look upon bntli llic

Cairnies and Basing Park a-) containing sites wlii.li

are exceptionally unfavourable to all trees in very

severe winters, and no conclusion can be drawn from

them as to the general hardiness of Wellingtonia

throughout the country. '.

There is one thing, however, which force.s itselt

somewhat unwillingly upon our attention, and that is

that if this country be such a capital place for

Wellingtonia it cannot be an equally good one for the

Red-wood. In their native country we see that the

Wellingtonia is the mountain repre.sentativc of the

Bed-wood; each has its own climate and its own
conditions of life: what is favourable for the one is

unfavourable for the other, and vice versa; hence it

Would rather look as if we could not have both—at all

events that as the general climate suits Wellingtonia

so well, it is only in the warmer parts of the kingdom
that we can e.fpeot the Ked-wood to thrive.

In another point, our climate seems equally

to disagree with both, and that is — exposure to

high winds. Both are constantly browned by
these, and although they recover, it is a great

disfigurement, and in a succession of year.s must be
seriously injurious. Happily it is a fault which wo can
provide against. We can always take care to plant

them in situations where they are^ sheltered from the
prevailing blasts, and at the same time to give them air

from those quarters where they are free from much
danger of wind.
The following is a note of the height of some of the

best plants in England. They are chiefly taken from a
valuable return published in the "Transactions of the
Scottish Arboricultural Society," vol. iii., p. 53 (1865)

;

and some of them from measurements made two or
three years ago, the most of the measurements having
been taken about 1884. But the supposed ages of the
trees are given so far as known ; and as the earliest

importations of seed have been above specified, there
can be little difficulty in fixing an approximate date to
the measurements.
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at the present time situate at Waterloo near
Cosham in Hampshire, but whether from the
necessity of givins the plants change ot air, or from
what other cause we know not, the3^ or some among
them, seem to have been grown at Carlisle, some in

Derbyshire, others at Stony Stratford, and a few
perhaps at Hastings. The enterprising and somewhat
mercenary " amateur " whose name we have above men-
tioned does not appear to have published any general

catalogue of the novelties and extraordinary plants he
has imported and offered for sale. He does not, to the
great loss of the horticultural community in general,

make his plants known in the ordinary way, nor has he,

so far as we are aware, exhibited any specimens at

the meetings of the Fruit or Floral Committees of

the Koyal Horticultural Society, or at any of our large

metropolitan llower shows. We are sure that we give

expression to the feeling of the horticultural com-
munity when we express our regret that Mr. HuUett
should not have competed for (the Royal Horticultural
Society's Lindley Medal.
Such being the case, we have thought it desirable in

the interests of Horticultiu-c to draw up, from a large

number of letters that have reached us, a notice of

what appear to us to be the most novel and important
of the plants introduced so modestly. We must, in

justice to the importer as well as to our readers, say
that our list is necessarily a select one, our space not
allowing us to go further into detail. We must add that
the terms in which the plants and fruits are described,

are those made use of by the vendor himself, and that

we are not by any means responsible for their accuracy.
Mr. HuUett does not, moreover, do himself full justice,

fortbefortunate possessor of somany trulyextraordinary
novelties must surely be over-modest when he says, as he
does in a letter before us, that he has " nothing grand
or splendid, but very commonplace." But this may
have been in the infancy of his career. Now, his

collectors are spread over every land. His ships are
continually arriving from Borneo, from Java, from
South America, and elsewhere, freighted with what
even Mr. HuUett himself, as we shall see, admits to be
splendid things. On the Mangosteens and Mangoes
offered by Mr. Hullett, there is the less necessity to

dUate, as he has himself alluded publicly to their

wonderful qualities, and to the facility with which
cuttings may be raised and fruit obtained. Under such
circumstances it is no wonder that a much higher price

than ordinary is put upon them. Nor can we be
surprised that "hundreds of applications have been
received, from the humble amateur up to Royalty
itself." From a long list of other tropical fruit trees we
cull the following as being the most important ;

—

Platonia insitjnis grandiflora. — Tree very orna-
mental; flowers lovely, rose-like, of delightful fra-

grance, " followed by a fruit about as big as a large Pear,
and of the most delicious flavour imaginable," &c.
This is warranted to bear " fruit within 12 mouths,"
and cannot be dear at 3 guineas.
Monstera deliciosa.— Variety without prickles (!)

" MOST DELICIOUS " (the capitals are not our own), and
far superior to the common sort, and of a " bright gold

colour."
" Wonderful Frmting Cactus.—The flowers magnifi-

cent in the extreme, and the fruit exquisite. It

is perfectly new."
Entirely new Quava, imported by my collector

directfrom £io Ne(jro.—'!^h\s noble tree will grow in

either stove or greenhouse, and in the stove bears two
abundant crops every year. The fruit is exquisite,
with a delicious Pine-apple and Grape flavour, and
the scent of the ripe fruit very fragrant. The fruit

is as big as a small Melon, of a deep crimson, and most
abundantly borne by even young trees. Price of

plants, 21. 2s. each ; or very extra, Bl."
" An entirely new and delicious fruit from Java, of

which the Emperor Napoleon has had several, and has
expressed himself highly gratified with the plant."

This beautiful tree grows easily ;
" the flowers are

sweet-scented and large, followed by one of the most
splendid fruits known." " The Emperor's letter can
be sent to be read, if liked."

" New Seedling Grape, All the Year Jiound.''—" I

have now," says our lucky horticulturist in a letter

dated September 20, 1806 (it is to be noticed that, from
absence of mind probably, many of the circulars are

not dated), " I have noto new fruit, and the last old

was cut on the first of this month ! !

!

"

These ejaculations are not ours, dear reader; we
have hardly breath enough left wherewith to ejaculate

;

but to continue the description of this Grape—" It will

hang anytime whatever without bursting, and is a fine

noble Grape, with a peculiarly sweet scent. The plant
was raised from Lady Downes', and a Grape from
Brazil * * * / tnow you will marvel at its wonderful
keeping qualities, hanging 10 months on the Vine."
After this we do not marvel that the moderate sum of
5?. 5*. should be asked for a plant.

Of Passion-flowers, Mr. HuUett seems to have a
large assortment, since some are described with fruits

having the flavour of green Peas, some with fruit more
exquisite than that of thePine-apple,[somewith magnifi-
cent blossoms 7 inches in diameter, and with fruit from
y to 10 lb. in weight, while others are mentioned as

having " magnificent flowers a foot in diameter, followed
by one of the most splendid fruits known." Of this

latter kind, we presume, is the specimen with which
we ourselves were favoured in May last, and which we
transmitited to the Royal Horticultural Society's

Garden at Chisvvick, where we hope soon to see it in

flower, as it is described as "nearly like P. macrocarpa,
only much larger." To be sure, we are not quite clear

what P. macrocarpa really is. We have lately seen
some tvery large fruits of a Passion-flower, so-called

;

and if Mr. HuUett's fruits are much larger than these,

we should run a risk of confounding them with
Pumpkins.
We have Hot at present space enough at command

to quote more fully from this catalogue of rarities-
even a " crimson Pliahvnupsis " and other wonderful
Orrhiils. liiusi net Iciiipl us further.

Ill llir:r (lll)^ ol iiiiirvrl^ Hi- should HO moro helicve
all 111- SIT Ihiiii «r sliiiiilj .lislic'licvc everything that we
canuut SCO, but it uiiiy nut be unnecessary to suggest
that "rarities," such as those above mentioned, are
much better purchased from recognised members of the
trade.

Home Correspondence.
Oriental 3Ii/steries.—These are sold in envelopes or

packets at Is. per packet, each of which contains
25 " mysteries." In the state in which they are pur-
chased, they are of no apparent shape or make. Some
appear like pieces of a common lucifer-match ; others
like little dirty, irregular chips of a soft wood ; and
others, if I may so express myself, like nothing at all.

In this state they appear quite useless, and certainly
are not worth Is., but immediately upon dropping one
of them into a cup or saucer of hot water, it changes
into a star, a fish, a flower, or some other tangible
form. The change is instantaneously effected by coming
in contact with the water, and the worthless looking
splinter of dried wood expands to many times
its original size, and what is more, the specimens,
when so enlarged, are, many of them, highly coloured,
representing, more or less accurately, not only the
form but the colour of the objects for which they are
intended. As might be supposed, the quickness of
the expansion and the power of increasing to so many
times the original bulk, has caused many inquiries to
be made as to what the material could be of which these
"mysteries" are made, and whether that material,
whatever it might be, is treated chemically. I was
fortunate enough to have put into my hands a " mys-
tery '' of large size, containing more solid material
than those sold in the Loudon shops, and on close

examination I was enabled to determine the nature of
the substance, which is a simple vegetable tissue with-
out any preparation whatever. The plant yielding
it is a common one in the East, and is known as the
Shola (iEschynomene aspera), belonging to the Legu-
minosa; or Pea family. It is a marsh plant, and grows
in abundance in the lakes and jheels of Bengal, as well
as in other parts of India. If the objects are veritably

of Japanese manufacture, it would seem that the stems
of the Shola must have been obtained in the first place
from the East Indies, as the plant is not known to
grow either in China or Japan. It seldom attains a
greater height than 8 or 10 feet, and the diameter of
Its stems is not more than 2^ inches. The wood is

remarkably soft and light—so light indeed as to appear
nothing more than a mass of cellular tissue, and might
readily be mistaken for pith ; but upon microscopic
examination, the annular rings and medullary rays
are distinctly visible, though exceedingly fine. It

is the large amount of cellular tissue present which
causes so great a degree of expansion to take place.

When dr.v, and submitted to pressure, the cell

walls collapse, and are pressed against each
other, hut upon coming in contact with heat
and moisture when placed in hot water, the cells

immediately absorb the moisture, and regain their

natural bulk ; the effect of the moisture also expands
the vascular tissue or woody fibre, and in that way
causes the instantaneous opening of the chip-like

objects. The material is in common use amongst the
natives of the East Indies for the manufacture of

various articles, both of dress and domestic use ; its

extreme lightness recommends it for mahy purjioses,

such as fishing floats, swimming jackets, bottle cases,

but more especially for hats, as it is a bad conductor of

heat, and the hats can be made of almost any thick-

ness, and still be exceedingly light. For modelling it is a
favourite material with the natives, who turn out some
really beautiful articles with it. There is a very fine

model of a temple made of the Shola in the Ea.st India
Museum, and another in the Kew Museum. The stems
are usually cut about the months of April and May,
and are commonly sold in the bazaars at Calcutta.

From the foregoing description it will be seen how
simple in structure these startUng " mysteries " are,

and how easily and cheap they may be made. From a
very thin slice of the wood a large number could be
produced, and many such slices could be cut from one
stem. I believe that the " mysteries " hitherto sold in

London have all been imported from India or Japan,
but there is no reason why they should not be
made in this country, and perhaps at a cheaper
rate than purchasing them of the Eastern manu-
facturers. The material, if the demand for the
articles continued, could be imported in almost
any quantity from the East Indies, and by cutting the
stein up into thin slices, and then stamping the objects

out with a kind of die, thousands could be produced
and rolled into a small compass in a very short space
of time. J.

Hard Soil.—I think one or two of your corre-

spondents who took exception to Mr. Rivers' recom-
mendation of hard-rammed soil for fruit trees, could
scarcely have been acquainted with what actually takes

place under the circumstances. I will relate an
observation of my own in this matter :—Some years

ago, while working out the cultivation of large-bulbed

Cape and other Amaryllids, and acting upon the Dean
of Manchester's advice to use strong unmanured soil, I

built up the material in the pots as follows ;—The stiff

but rich Wheat loam of my neighbourhood was pulled

into pieces of various sizes, from that of a Walnut to

two or three times that size ; these were mixed
together, and strongly rammed into the pot in

successive layers, finally also round the sides of the

bulb. Strange to say, so complete was the drainage

structure of the mass that water passed rapidly through
it at once, and the soil retained this property for years.

I have also made the lumps form their own drainage.

merely using a small garden iiot to cover the hole in
the liirgcr one, and this wiUi iicrlcfa success. I
rciiHiiil,,.,- (|,;ii, A. .liiM.|i!iin:.' thriuM « .iii.lcrfuUy
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, indeed,
I found this to be the case on turning out the soil after
several seasons' growth of the plant. I have seen
Camellias potted in the same way with perfect success.

I do not, however, recommend the system in a general
way for Amaryllids, as I believe they are upon the
whole better grown in a light rich compost. S. T. C,

Hardiness uf Ferns.—As I said a few words (see

p. 412) resiicrliuu the hardiness of Adiantum Capillus-
veneris I imu 1 le^- to send .vou a pair of fronds cut about
a month api, fur the iluuble purpose of showing the
progress wliiili this Fern has made during the season,

and also of asking if you consider it the true kind. It

is what I have always looked upon as the true Maiden-
hair, and I am not acquainted with any hardy variety
like it. Two days after I wrote I had a farther com-
parative proof of its hardiness. We had then suflioient

frost to destroy the young fronds of Lastrea dilatata,

and also other hardy sorts, but the tender-looking
undeveloiied friiuds nf A. CapiUus-veneris remained
uiiliini, and iinw (Xnvember 28) we have had frost

enoii}:li tn finish flie deciduous fronds of Athyriura
Filix-firmiiia, but A. CapiUus-veneris has fronds in all

degrees of development seemingly unhurt. The patch
has been growing through a carpet of Lycopodium
denticulatum, and has been mucli admired. I hope
that Dr. Mueller is right in saying that the list of

Ferns which he gives at p. 305 will grow where
Hymenophyllum tunbridgense occurs. We know
that it occurs in England, and a small plant I
had in the end of summer is growing in the
Fernery under a bell-glass. Hardy J?erneries would
become doubly interesting by means of the introduc-
tion of exotics. The only protection a very small

plant of Woodwardia radicans had here last winter
was the Oak leaves that fell upon its crown. Its

fronds became brown through the winter, but the
plant has thrown up some fine fronds during the
summer, and it promises when full-grown to be a
beautiful object. Since writing the above I have had
the pleasure of reading the notice of Dr. W. Lauder
Lindsay's communication to the Botanical Society of

Edinburgh. Surely it is enough to make parties inte-

rested in the matter try again. If these Ferns of Otago
are associated with glaciers and snow, surely we may
expect some of them to pass through our winters

with very little protection ; but I rather suspect that

the glacier Mount Cook exists somewhat upon the

same principle that we see short icicles sometimes, in

very severe frost, hanging from the glass in plant-

houses in a temperature considerably above the
freezing point. They exist there because of their

connection with the glass; but detach them, and
they soon disappear. And I suppose the same thing

would happen with the glacier in question if a lower

portion was disengaged from the upper, even but a

few feet, so that it is quite possible that a teniperate

climate exists within a few feet of the positive ice a

long way up the mountain. The matter however is

capable of proof; I suppose the question will be—who
will be the first to risk a fine plant of Cyathea Smithii,

or Dicksonia squarrosa, or D. antarctica, out through
the winter. Although these may never stand, I

believe that many exotic I"ems that have been con-

sidered unfit for out-door cultivation, will yet he found

well adapted for the purpose. I infer this from the

vigorous growths which they make in the cold months
of spring and late in autumn. AVe see some tender

plants used for flower-garden decoration begin to

decline as soon as summer heat is on the wane, but not

so the few exotic Ferns which I have had under my
notice. They keep throwing up young fronds until

actually stopped by frost. D. Buchanan, DyrhamParIc,

Barnet. [The fronds are those of A. Moritzianum,

which is merely a large form of A. CapiUus-veneris.

Large Poplar.—A. fine specimen of Poplar that

stood in the grounds here was blown down on the

morning of the 7th ult. Its dimensions were as

follows :—At -1 feet from the base the circumference

was 15 feet ; at 38 feet high it was 12 feet, and the tree

was upwards of 120 feet in height. Robert Sowerby, jun..

Gardener, Neu'burgh Park, Yorks. [Our correspon-

dent will oblige us by stating what kind of Poplar he
refers to. Eds.]

International Exhibition Fund.—Vi ill the Com-
mittee entertain the idea of retaining the surplus, to

aid in carrying out a similar exhibition again to be

held in London ? There is no doubt that the Great

Show to be held at Bury wUl prove most attractive,

and bring numbers of people together to witness it

;

but after all, London is the place and head centre for

horticultural exhibitions, for the visitors are at hand,

and on account of their numbers profit is sure to be

realised ; therefore I should be glad to know that the

money already in hand was retained for the express

purpose of aiding in carrying out another International

Show for 18G8, if possible, on a grander scale than that

which was held in 1866. Great praise is due to Mr.
Fish for the zeal he is displaying towards the success

and importance of the first show to be held in the

provinces under the auspices of the Royal Horticul-

tiunl Society. The ofler of gold and silver cups, as

prizes, is good, and should be encouraged in every way

;

but I would insert them in the schedule principally as

prizes for amateurs and private growers, as cash in
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many instances is of more importance to nurserymen
than articles of plate. J''., jVorM Hants.

Winter Flotfer Beds.—One of your correspondents
(see p. HOG) recommends the use of cut branches oi

evergreens for the decoration of beds in winter. I my-
self many years ago adopted that system ; but I must
confess that I did not like to look upon beds or borders

treated in that way, the plan being too decidedly

artificial ; and frequently after a gale of wind large

portions of the cut branches would be strewn about all

over the place. Your correspondent says he considers

cut evergreens to be much better suited for the purpose

named than Kale, or Variegated Greens. I d9 not

know who your correspondent is, but I am convinced
that if he saw a flower garden done up with the true

improved varieties of Treble-curled Garnishing Greens
(or Kale), intermixed with dwarf evergreen shrubs, or

the flower beds, say, paneled and vandyked with dwarf
evergreens into different compartments, filling the same
with distinct shades of colour,dulyarranged andblended
together, he would say that they looked splendidly. Or
the Black Siberian Kale might be used say for a

ground colour, then variegated Hollies, either promis-
cuously or otherwise ; other Kales to give colour might
also be employed, such a.s white, crimson, &c.

Many sorts of plants could be used for eaging,

even dwarf green Ivy is an excellent ground colour
for the diflerent varieties of Kale as well as for

winter decor,ation. And again, the .same beds or
borders would during the summer look gay with
Scarlet or Variegated Pelargoniums in pots, whether
in flower or not,plunged among the Ivy. I consider that
variegated Greens or Kale are not appreciated so much
as they ought to be. Were people to see Miss Hope's
winter flower garden at Wardie Lodge, done up chiefly

with Kale and evergreen shrubs, it would induce
many to follow the example. Many are not aware, or,

rather, do not think, that the green Kale when planted
should be all laid down flat on the ground, the head
resting on the earth, and the stem covered out of sight.

This, I mean, should be done in the case of flower
beds. But as ornamental plants, in shrubberies, they
might be planted so as to grow more naturally. There
is a perennial Green which if improved in colour would
be valuable for the winter decoration of shrubberies.
I have just now a good many young plants from the
perennial sort, crossed carefully with the pure curled
white and crimson varieties. The young plants appear
as if crossed, for severalare coming whitishand assuming
various other shades of colour. Therefore I think I
have advanced a step in the right direction, jrilliaiii

Melville, Edinburgh.
Orchids.—I think Mr. Anderson is in error (see

p. IIB) in stating that Odontoglossum angustatum is

like the beautiful macranthum ; I presume he means
Oncidium macranthum, which has not conical pseudo-
bulbs, but rather flat ones, and which in habit is not
unlike Burlingtonia decora, making a rhizome 5 or

inches long from one pseudobulb to the other.
Probably he has only seen what has been sold for it;

his plant mil doubtless turn out to be Odontoglossum
coronarium. T. H., Orarelli/ Hill, Blrminuham.

Passijlora cceriilea.— As you have lately been talking
about edible and reputedly edible Passifloras, perhaps
you will allow me to put in a word for a highly
ornamental Passiflora, grown pretty freely in the
neighbourhood of Dublin and elsewhere, in the open
air ; but not so often seen about London as it ought
to be, though it flourishes very satisfactorily there,
as I write to state. I am in the habit of "taking a
breathing" round the outer circle of the Regent's Park,
and for some weeks past have been much struck with
the conspicuously beautiful a.spect given the front of the
superintendent's house in the Zoological Gardens, by
a plant of this Passiflora, which covers it. It is dappled
over with golden fruit, and at once catches the atten-
tion of all passers by. Now, if it is so grown ou the
cold and very bad clay of the Regent's Park, is it not
equally well suited to cover the southern sides of
countless houses about London that ai-e now devoid of
a decent "creeper" ? Mr. Stubbs, the gardener at the
Zoological, planted this about four years ago, in the
ordinary soil of the spot. Having fruited so n-ell this
year, it cannot be want of heat that it lacks in our
summers generally; and if occasionally cut off by a
hard winter, we need not be defeated by that, as it "is a
very rapid grower, and a young plant will soon again
cover the wall. Passiflora.

Olazing without Top PiUti/.—'Whow lately with Mr.
Barnes, in his nursery in Southampton Street, Cam-
berwell, I had an opportunity of examining some of
his houses that are glazed without any top putty, so to
speak, and felt convinced of the soundnessofthe practice.
Instead of putting any putty over the glass, the pane
IS simply pressed down into the under bed of the putty

;

that squeezes up, is cleaned off quite level with the
pane, none being left in the angle, of course. The
woodwork is well painted, and the brush allowed to
pass over the putty at the side of the pane, and a little
on to the edge of the glass ; and thus done, the water
shoots down it without obstruction from the mass of
cracked putty at the side, and finally, there is no washina
doivn of old putty, always a nuisance to the .gardener.
1 have no doubt the general structure of the roof
will last all the longer from being exempt from the
erratic slippings in of water between open cracks.
At all events, the sashes have been done four years,
have given our great Azalea producer much satisfaction
and are worthy of a trial by gardeners generally. S.

.
A Seedsman's Plea.—Do, Mr. Editor, lend your

influence on behalf of a body of men who really have a
grievance to put before you. I mean the seedsmen,—
those who are employed in the seed shops both in town
and country. We (by this I mean the body of asisis-
tants) hold a somewhat singular position in relation to
the great horticultural world ; we are in it, but scarcely
of it. We rarel.v, if ever, take part in any of its
movements, or directly assist its actions, though we

notwithstanding, perfonn some very important work
for it every week of our lives. Somehow or the other,
the principals of the strictly seed establishments appear
to take but little interest in what goes on among
horticulturists; they stand aloof from them as if they
had no identity of interest, not to mention the higher
principle of love of their art. The recently established
Horticultural Examinations—a very worthy and valu-
able movement— give to gardeners and assistants in
nurseries a fitting opportunity to raise themselves in
the social scale; for the possession of a certificate is a
moral lever, tlie worth and utility of which will
become apparent by and by. But this worthy move-
ment passes by us in our less favoured circumstances.
We are out of the sphere of its operations, for it is

practical knowledge that can alone gain the coveted
honour; and how rarely can we obtain practical
knowledge ! Look at our " surroundings "

! as Robert
Owen used to term it. Long hours of labour within
doors—a somewhat dirty and monotonous occupation,
unrelieved by any of those elements of poetry and
beauty, and that peculiarly pleasurable excitement,
that waits on the occupation of the gardener and
the nurseryman's assistant,—too often in low, ill-

ventilated, and unhealthy shops and oflices, pregnant
with a vitiated atmosphere, lighted with flaring
gas early in the day, and in dull autumn and winter
weather all day long, and late into the night,

—

poorly remunerated, under the very unexceptional
circumstances ; and, moreover, expected to have a good
knowledge of plants of all kinds (theoretically at least),
and to be able to answer all the many questions proposed
to us by persons who, strangely enough, appear to fancy
that our life has already been expended in cultivating
the very things this stage of existence is devoted to
selling. The seed trade is one dull, continuous, weari-
some round of monotonous employment, with little of
interest to enliven the toil, too often of a' very unsatis-
factory character both to the employer and the
employed. This is the grievance complained of To
the honour of some of the seed houses, both wholesale
and retail, be it said, that very liberal efforts are made
to mitigate, as far as possible, during the summer
months, by the introduction of short hours and terms
of absence, the disadvantages of the winter and spring
months. To labour from a.m. to 5 or p.m. is indeed
then a relief, and no firm suffers in any way by such an
arrangement ; but the large majority of the seed houses
have yet to learn, in some sense, the value of the
injunction, " muzzle not the ox that treadeth out the
corn ;" for long hours are the rule both during the
winter and summer months. And when the day of
labour closes, the wearied mind and jaded body, not yet
recruited for the waste in the dark season, is unfitted for
any physical, much less intellectual recreation. In these
days of excessive competition, the evil is unfortunately
furthered; and employment is sought in a more con-
genial atmosphere.andundermore attractive conditions.
It will be so until employei-s find it to be to their
interest, by liberal treatment, and a shortening of the
hours of labour during the summer months, to set off
the long toilsome days of the busy season, i. e., the
winter and spring months. Seedsman.
Downton Castle JSarlij Dwarf Cabbage.—Do any of

the readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle know aught
of an early Cabbage under the above name ? It is said
to have been raised at Downton Castle, Ludlow, and is
offered by two of the leading seed houses at Chester.
As I cannot find it in any other seed lists, I presume
the entire stock is in their hands, but the one house
must either have a larger stock of it, or else set a
higher value on the quality of the Cabbage than the
other, as in one list it is quoted at Is. per packet, in
the other at Is. Grf. per ounce. A piece of it, spring-
sown, is now "turning in" in "ray garden. It appears
to be a passable dwarf Cabbage, but the stock is much
mixed, as I find plants of Kale and some late Broccoli
among them. I infer that my stock is true, as it camo
from one of the Chester houses. I am further testing
it against Sutton's Imperial and Beck's Improved
Nonpareil from autumn-sown seed. A winter test of
Cabbage from spring-sown seed is hardly a reliable
one. Plants from seed sown in August, and which
" turn in " in the spring, give a much more reliable
test of the true qualities of the varieties under trial.
For an early Cabbage I have as yet found nothing so
good as Beck's Improved Nonpareil, and a true stock
of Wheeler's Imperial. S. W.
Autumn-flowering Hoses.—I gathered on December 3

from a dwarf plant in the open ground a magnifi-
cent half-expanded flower of H. P. John Hopper,
having plenty of substance, and great depth of colour.
It occupies a position fully exposed to the north-west,
and has no shelter whatever. It has made wonderful
growth this season on a strong clay subsoil, very reten-
tive of moisture, because somewhat low, and has
flowered very freely. Out of a collection of 10 varie-
ties of Roses it is the only one flowering at the present
time. This flower has been sometimes well praised,
and sometimes well-abused, but as a late-flowering
hardy variety, it is invaluable. Pichard Dean, Ealing.

Over-estimating Stock.—M^y I beg to call your
attention to a bad practice pursued by some of the
trade, viz., that of over-stating their stock offered for
sale—thousands where there are not hundreds. I went
the other day to the grounds of a party advertising
plants by the hundreds of thousands, but he could not
show ten thousand. This I believe was done with a
view to gain fictitious credit with the trade. One bad
effect of this practice will be to make buyers suppose
the market over done, and consequently to set little

value on the goods. Fair Dealer.
Ventilation : Radiation of Seat.—I am almost

equally obliged to those who have publicly found
fault with my papers on A^entilation as to others,
and there have been many among all ranks, from
the highest in the land to the toiling rank and
file of gardeners, who have spoken well of them

privately. If in travelling over such a wide field
I haye at any point taken a wrong route, my best
thanks are frankly tendered to all who have attempted
to set me ri"ht. I do not pretend to be master of the
subject. I have only attempted to pick up some
pebbles by the sea of science and the wider
ocean of Nature, and to present them, as well
as I could, to your readers. Appealing to my
papers to refute the charges of ignorance, shallowness,
and presumption which have been so freely made or
inferred, I pass at once to the subject under dis-
cussion. It is twofold, and may be stated thus : That
moist air retains or preserves heat better than dry
air ; and that invisible vapour offers the same amount
of resistance to the loss of heat by radiation as clouds.
If this is not a correct definition of the points in
dispute, of course " J. S." will correct me. Now, the
discussion is narrowed to the first proposition, as
"J. S. Secundus " gives up the second, which in fact,
was opposed to all observation and experience, as
pointed out by me at page 1117. It was to this point
chiefly that my opposition was directed ; and any one
re-readingmy letter at the abovepage willperceivethatl
wrote with much greater diflidence about the effects of

'

radiation through a clear atmosphere, whether wet or
dry. Now I wish frankly to confess, that Dr. Tyndall's
experiment seems to confirm " J. S.'s" first proposi-
tion—that the more moisture there is in the air the less

heat is lost by radiation. I shall probably have more
to say upon this part of the subject when I have read
the works so kindly recommended to me by
" J. S. Secundus." If Dr. Tyndall is right, then

.

our whole practice in reference to the protection
of tender plants is wrong. Let it be known
from the Land's End to John o'Groat's that an atom
of water resists the removal of heat ivith a 1600 times
greater power than an atom of dry air, and all tender
plants must at once be placed in the wettest localities.

Will Dr. Tyndall's theory save them from destruction
by frost ? We know that it will not. I leave it for-
" J. S." to explain why it is, that just where radiation
is nearly nil, on his hypothesis, the cold is most severe.
That it is so just where the "aqueous blanket is

the thickest," every gardener iu England knows. It is

obvious then that the blanket, whatever effect it

has upon radiation, does not keep in the heat
nor out the cold. And this is the sum of what I
have asserted in the matter, at p. 1117: — "That
moist air loses heat by some means at least faster

than dry air." It was this fact that led me tO'

write of the different modes by which caloric is

removed from one body or place to another. I question
very much if my critics can answer the question of how
the caloric gets away ? Certainly neither the emission
nor vibratory theories can help them much in the
matter, as no one can certainly say whether heat
comes to us or is taken from us by the one mode or the
other. That it comes and goes or abides with us, and
has certain effects upon all bodies, is about the sum
total of the philosophy of heat, as far as it is known, I
think also that even ' J. S. Secundus "will admit that
the change in the relative position of caloric by con-
vection, is affected by the character of the fluid operated
upon. The medium in which convection takes place
affects the process itself ; it forms, in fact, the carriage
of conveyance. And in conveying the warm passenger
it becomes warmed itself. It is in this special sense
that I spoke of the dilficulty of separating radiation
from conduction. The heat radiating from bodies-

warms the medium through which it passes. And
even in convection itself there is not only the bubbling
up or flowing off of hot atoms, but these atoms part
with their heat to others that they meet with or touch
on their journey. At the point of junction, part of
the heat is exchanged and transmitted from one to the
other. Thus the two modes which " J. S." pronounces
so distinct, at least touch at one point. The value of Dr.
Tyndall'sexperimentsdependsentirelyuponthemediumi
in which they were performed. If that medium, when
charged with moisture, was transparent as the natural
atmosphere when laden with the same complement of
water, it may be held to settle the question. Other
explanations must then be sought for the fact that the
more moisture on the surface of the earth or in the
air the greater the damage done by cold. Probably
they might be found in the accelerated power of
conduction or increased energy of evaporation. But
if the artificial atmosphere experimented upon was
chargedwith visiblevapour.or vapour of a greaterdegree
of opacity, than that found in the natural atmosphere,
why then ( I writeit with the utmost diflidence) they have
no value whatever, and only prove what has long been
well.known—that the thinnest screen of visible vapour
(clouds) will check the dispersion of heat by radiating
most of it back again. It will also^be necessary to note
whatbecomes ofthe heat. Is it absorbed by the water, or
reflected or radiated back to the centre? Another
vital point in the experiment is the time the water or

red-hot ball takes to cool in the different media.
To complete the chain of reasoning, a thermometer
was as needful in the centre as at the extremities of

the tube or apartment in which the experiments were
conducted. If the ball or water absolutely cooled
fastest in the dry air, then I have erred ; if not, then,
notwithstanding all that may or may not be proved
about radiation, I am right iu ray main conclusions.
This cooling body represents the plant in the conditions
under discussion, and the practical question is

narrowed to this—does that body cool by any means
(aster in a dry atmosphere than a moist one ? I

humbly submit that possibly "J. S. Secundus"
misapprehends the nature of Mr. Thompson's dread
of clear frosty nights, and the dry air in the spring. I
have a strong impression that he dreaded the latter by
day and the former by night. I have shown at the

page already quoted why clear nights are so cold. Clear .

air is a bad radiator as far as returning heat is con-

cerned, and the currents of heated air become upward
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cues. Hcuco the earth is rapidly cooled and tender
vegetation frosted. But this frost is less severe—at
least it does less mischief, when the air is dry than
when it is moist. Such is the life-long experience if

every gardener. On the other hand, under the gron in;^

power of a strengthening sun in the spring, tcn4'

r

blossoms, leaves and shoots may occasionally be injunil
by an excess of drought, especially on south walls or on
dry southern aspects. It was this, I believe, that
Mr. Thompson dreaded, and not dry frosty nights.
Few things can put a greater strain on the energies of

vegelable life than the extremes of heat and .-'
I

following each other in such rapid succession. 'I'i

heat of the sun will occasionally wither up, as wii n

broalli of lii'c, the delicate organs of fructification, aii'l

blast into utter barrenness the most promising prospt'et

of fruilfulness. l!ut it is the two extremes—the one |jy

day and tlie otlu.'r by night, and not the cold air ami
the dryness together at night, that are dreaded by
practical men. D. T. Fish, Dec. 10.

Sports.—Since I last wrote to you I have had several
more very curious sjiorts from my Pelargoniums.
One of the seedlings which showed no signs of sporting
all through the summer threw out two distinct sports
in the autumn. One is a beautiful golden tricolor, the
ol her is a silver tricolor. These sports appeared one
on each side of the stem, just above the position of the
cotyledon, and between them there were several green
branches. There are now three gold tricolor sports on
the plant, and one silver tricolor. The female parent
of this seedling was a green kind^ with a very dark
zone; the male parent was a variety known Ijy the
name of Queen's Favourite. The silver sport is very
much like Queen's Favourite, but what has caused the
plant to produce a golden tricolor ? I shall carefully
preserve this plant, and will exhibit it at one of the
hcientific Tuesday Meetings in the spring if I am
spared. I am still of opinion that variegated forms
cannot bo produced with any degree of certainty by
seed from variegated plants. Since writing my paper
on the sporting of plants I have tried some thousands,
on which I have bestowed every possible attention,
and I have not succeeded in saving any seedlings which
came up pure Albinos. I have found it impassible to
perpeluate any that have not more than three parts of
ehloropliyll in the cotyledon. J. Wills, Huntroi/de,
BurnU:,/.
FloKering of Knighfs Dunmore Pear.— Among

several very fine healthy young standard Pear trees
growing in the gardens here, is a plant of the Dunraore,
every ilower bud on which is now bursting into full

bloom. The tree is in most robust health, and has for
several years past borne excellent crops of fruit. This
season the crop was an average one, and the fruit was
therefore larger than usual. I have generally gathered
the crop towards the end of September ; it being an
early Pear the equinoctial gales blow the fruit off, if

not gathered before they set in. This season, owing to
the absence of any strong winds, the crop was not
gathered until the beginning of October ; since then
nothing has been done to the tree. A few days ago my
foreman drew my attention to it, and on examining it

I found some of the flower buds in full bloom, and all

the others all over the tree bursting into blossom.
I do not remember having ever seen anything like it

before ; I have oftentimes seen blossom buds on a few
spurs burst into bloom at this season, both on Pear and
Apple trees, as well as on trees of other kinds, but
I never saw all the flower buds on a tree bursting into
bloom at this season before. I cannot account for it.

Not a single blos.som bud on any of the other trees
shows the slightest indication of breaking. Of course
the crop for next year is gone. Can any of your
pomological correspondents throw any light on the
subject ? M. Saul, Slourton, Yorjcshire.
Planting Churchyards.—There is an objection to

planting many trees in churchyards, especially if the
space is limited. Families like their dead to lie

together. In order to gratify this natural desire, in
due time it would be necessary to cut into the roots

of the trees. The same objection does not so much
aflect cemeteries, which are larger, and more conve-
nient for large trees with wido-spreading roots. As the
churchyard mentioned at page 11G2 is to be closed, of
course the objection just alluded to does not apply to

it. I beg to recommend for such places Cypress,
Deodars, Irish Yew, Chinese Arbor-vitse, Cedar of

Leban "Weejiiug A.sh, AVeeping Willows, and
varii'jafed lliillies; and if trees which shed leaves are

not iilijiricd (i. Red Beech. For Winding unsightly
walk I ^^;uld recommend Irish Ivy, and a still

handsomer Ivy with broad and large polished leaves,

called Hedera Roegneriana. I gave this latter to my
friend the late Mr. Sturt, to ornament an unsightly
building at Critchill. Cotoneaster, when in berry, is

also good for the purpose, and highly ornamental. The
stoneless Barberry.so valuable for preserving, is likewise

a very ornamental tree. I have a fine tree of it here, and
also a beautiful funereal Deodar. I am likewise in
favour of Roses, of which the following are strong
growers and .abundant bloomers, viz. :— White : Acidalie.
Yellow : Gloire de Dijon, Triomphe de Rennes, and
Celine Forestier. Sose colour: AanaAlexieft', Baronne
Prevost, Souvenir de la Reine d'Angleterre, John
Hopper, and Sladame Clemence Joigneaux. Salmon-
rose ; W. Grifliths. Silvenj rose : Cecile Chabrillant.
Dnrlc crimson : Charles Lefebvre, Due de Gazes, and
Vicomte Vigier. Venj dark crimson : Prince Camille
de Rohan and Emporeur do Maroc. Vermilion-red

:

Due de Roliaii, and :\raniir,. Ticniardin. Scarlet-
crim.wn : Scuairiir \ ai-r. r/, ,//;, (/ ^MadameLouise
Carique. J'i',-i'l, -rrln^n,, : 'I'rimni.liede I'aris. Uliis/i

:

Souvenir du la .Mahiiai.-uii. 'J'lie-e are beautiful and
very hardy. It is of no use to jjlant less hardy and less

vigorous growers in exposed churchyards. They
should be on the Manetti Stock. Briar Roses are
unsightly objects. W. F. Sadch/ffe, Okeford Fitzpaine.

Gardeners' Benevolent Institution,—As I am a

liiiiiM lie[;lad to see it

Imi I tear this cannot
liat il may be clearly
er, conforming wiiii

liing 15 years, mal,i>

"f Ills requiring I lie

ids of GO years of -.vjiy

,rly 20 years.1 have bceu a subscriber for __ „

have many times solicited my brother gardener
become subscribing members ; but their reply has hi-vn
I Iril f hi'v would do no such thing, so long as the rulis
:

li
: 1 asthey were, for non-subscribers were allmved

\' ' I i\ileges with the subscribers. On thai point 1
']'•''• I "c. I consider the rule in question is unjust.

ell : .111 al t..all

1. 1 li.

like a beiielil iiisl il ill inn. I uniiM just ask them
w hat else it ought to bo ? Surely the voice of so many
members ought to have some bearing on a point that
requires reforming. J}. T. [Our correspondent may be
reminded, that a majority of members can alter any
rules from which they dissent at a general meeting, if

the proper forms are observed. But as bearing on
" D. T.'s" view of the case, it may be observed, that a
large proportion of the funds have been subscribed by
patrons who do not object to the present constitution
of the Institution. " D. T." must be aware that candi-
dates who have been subscribers for 15 years now come
on the pension list without election unless they are
more in number than the number of vacancies, when
of course an election is inevitable; but if all "D. T.'s"
friends and gardeners generally subscribed, the number
of pensioners might probably be so far increased that
the trouble of an election would seldom be necessary.
-Eds.]

Classification of Felargonimns.—Though several
letters have of late appeared in your columns on this
.subject, as yet no definite understanding has been
arrived at. Perhaps you will therefore kindly allow me
to submit the following system of classification for
approval or otherwise. I propose to divide the
cultivated varieties of this genus into 12 classes or
sections. The varieties comprising the first five

classes are adapted for pot culture only; while the
remaining classes comprise the most useful of oui
bedding plants, and most of them are also very useful
as pot plants, &o. The proposed classification is as
follows :

—

1. Cape species of Pelargo

They are produced in terminal
ire succeeded by fruit about the size
lie nliiti: lle,liv ni](l of whi.ih is very
el |.."l !,. I|.,:,;l;, .,1 111 lolirof

" -
i

I I -I :•
,

Il II a rr.nvned
' I.

I
.

'

I
' iiileiaial eavity

ill; -.1 . Ill
I III' l.iD.-.etids; the

I iMil.'i a ,-li. II. :i- I ii,' II, .-li is seldom
rl'l' "1 a: li in I liirkncss. Tills
> III 111.' Ill I IimIi. il ;;r,)WS well
iiiiil il, li.ii .. ei I.; ,,, ,,,. nf seeds

I nan a'lil Ihat Ihe alili.' ( . n i i . T < ..
, m rife-

riniil, uliirli IS a, iialive >.( Ihe \\i. 1
,.-,- also

siieeee.ls well in this couiilr.y, us dues likewise P.
( 'allleyanum, and other varieties. P. pyriferum pro-
dueis'liiic large fruit of a greenish-yellow colour in
abundaucc ; its pulp has a sweet aromatic flavour.
This is a most delicious fruit, either for dessert or for
preserving. The tree generally attains a height of
from 10 to 12 feet. The wood is very hard and strong

;

the leaves grow iu pairs opposite each other ; they are
of a blunt form, and measure about from 3 to 4 inches
in length. The flowers are like those of the Myrtle, to
which family the Guava belongs, and they are very
sweet-scented. P. Cattleyanum often produces two
crops in the year ; but I need not say much about its

cultivation, as this Guava is so well known at home,
or, at least, ought to be, as both it and the white
Guava are well worthy of a place in every collection

where there is accommodation for gi'owing tropical

fruit. They grow well in good loam, and are easily
propagated from cuttings or by means of .seeds.

James Hardie.

Soctetfcs*

2. Scented Pelargc
3. Show Pelargoniums.
4. Spotted or French Pelar-

ad-le Pela

Sectni^m- G.—G. Bentham, E.sq., President, in
the chair. H. Reeks, Esq., G. Urc Skinner, Esq., J. Gould
Veiteb, Esq., and II. J. Yeitch, Esq., were elected Fellows.
The following p.aper3 were read :—1. On Faiirojme, a new itjpt

of Centlpnic, ,hy Sir John Lubbock, Bart. 2. On tlie Italjits of
tlie lliipii-iidit:, by Thomas Edward, Esq. A new part of the
Ti-.an.sactions of tho Society was placed on the table for
distribution

Entomolooicu, Noie it 19 —Su John Lubb )ck FRS,
Piesidcnt in the chair Piofessor Westwood exhibited the
lupa case of ThecU B t 1 i I by Herr Dombski near
Ovfor I lemarkabl f t of a girth round the
middle of tho bol\

Yellow' or Gold-leaved
Pelargoniums.

10. Golden-variegated Pelar
goniums. [gouiums

11. Silver-variegated Pelai
12. Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums

The 1st class would comprise species such as ardens,

semperflorum, echinatum, abrotanifolium, &c. ; the
2d, such varieties as capitatum, citriodorum, Lady
Scarborough, &c. ; the .'id, would include those known as

show varieties ; the 4th, spotted or French varieties

distinguished from the show sorts by the spots

on the lower petals ; the 5th, the sorts known as Fancy
varieties; the Cth, varieties adapted for bedding
out, including such as Diadematum, Rollis-

son's Unique, Shrubland Pet, &c. ; the 7th would include

all varieties hitherto known as scarlets, zonals, &c

,

such as Tom Thumb, Christine, Madame Vaucher
Adonis, Clipper, &c. ; the 8th, distinguished only from
the rth by the form of the flowers or petals, would
contain such varieties as Stella, Cybister, Amy Hogg,
Le Grand, Indian Yellow, &c. ; the 9th, a new and very

distinct class, would comprise varieties with and with
out zones, such as Golden Fleece, General Longstreet

Beauty of Oulton, Mrs. Milford, &c. ; the 10th would
include all the yellow or golden-variegated varieties,

irrespective of zones, such as Golden Chain,

Mrs. Pollock, Sophia Dumaresq, Sunset, Lady
CuUum, &c. ; the 11th would include all white
or silver-margined or variegated varieties, with or
without zones, such as Flower of the Day, Italia Unita
&c.; and the 12th would comprise all the Ivy-leaved

varieties, with plain or variegated foliage, such as the
common White, the Crimson, peltatum elegans, ic
Your intelligent correspondent, Mr. Groom, has inti^

mated the probability of being able ere long to reverse

the arrangement nl' (lie markings in the foliage of such
varieties as Alis. I'nllnek, Sunset, &o., and certainly

leaves similar (n I lie I wo I enclose quite justify him
in arriving at lliis ei.Delusion. P. Grieve.

Veronicas, hardi/.—Can you recommend to me any
shrubby species of this genus likely to prove hardy for

planting on graves in a churchyard about midway
between Norwich and Ipswich, and within 25 miles of

the eastern coast ? V. Andersoni, Lindlej;ana, salici-

folia, speciosa, and others are, I observe, included in

nurserymen's catalogues of greenhouse plants. Does
V. Ilulkeana (Gardeners' Chronicle, 1864,, p. 120G c.)

fulfil the hopes of its hardiness, which were then and
there expressed ? P. P. [We fear the shrubby Vero-
nicas can only be considered as hardy in mild winters

and in favourable situations, and then several of them
stand without suffering material injury. We have no
experience of their behaviour in the eastern counties,

but V. Andersoni does well by the sea in Kent.

—

Eds.]

/ the tad likewise
of PapUio from the

1 Li I ci ity M iseum

I ( luton
1 1 ^ 1 ^ t -St I 1 a

nkal k jjiu ti- moth also Atk Ua
Mr Crot(-h exhibited no less tha ute
Coleoptera new to the British lists i li w

ijeen hitherto confounded with i
i

II wn
species Dr Knaggs sent for exbil iti li ^ draie
British moths Mr Stevens e%.hibited a pair of the fine

E leheirus Dupontimus from the Phihppme Islands Mr
III. \ t 1 s nt I 1 tc 1 lb 1 1 tj f th t t re of the

ill II r ti I r I ) 9 of

hU3

Buitoi II fcb 1 Wo t ool I 1 ble

strolls specimen of Pieris Pyi I t n s

colloetion thiee of the winf,3 of wh I t an
oidmary white Piens whdst the f I iied

like those of the Heheoniidn, He to k it mment
on the natuie and supposed ongin of such miractic species

cousileriuf, them as c\.aggciated instances of those analogies

which occui throughout nat 11 li tii„ f Mi Bvtea
views as laid down in the Ti f I T ittj

The o were on the other b i
vho

exhibited a veiy remarkal I t^m
butti.rfln.s of the g.,n is Di I led

tho fi,mdi,sresomUing%ai I

I
lo^a

Mr Bates also maintamcl 11 wn
an 1 s ipi 01 ted th m 1 y th i of

which he I'tate 1 th it he 1 a 1

cachcf which mil i k 111

m tho distiiot ^ 1

PI sol th so M
till. iL^cI 1 iicnt I I

Ml McLichUu ol I

Foreign Correspondence.
Palace Gardens, Gazeekeh, Caieo, Egypt,

JhIi/ 2S, ISGCi.— Tropical Fruits.~l Iiave just finished

^;illiorinK.'i fine crop of the Eugenia Jainbos or Eose

Ai)i)lo. The plant partakes more of the character of

a .shrul) than that of a tree, beingvery full of branches,

which have a weeping appearauce. The leaves are of a

long narrow lanceolate shape; the flowers are of a

greenish vcUow colour, and are formed like those of

the common Myrtle, but are much larger, and very

ids to which
1 eittnbuted

1 wings m the

PsocidTi WIS vei y 11 c t t led to infer tbit

the various spLCita had descended Irom one anti,cedent type

Nottingham and Midland Counties Horticultural:
There is perhaps no town in the kingdom which exhibits the

floral spirit 30 conspicuously as "old Nottmgham." Around
it are innumerable gardens, of all sizes and shapes, with glass

houses, frames, and pits to correspond ; the weary artisan

delighting as much in his tiny green'i'^-i-i—t h md-o^lass,

raultipUed by 20—as the wealthier 01 mi 1 1
in !,i > .n.^erva-

tory and orchard house. There are ix 1
n i close

at hand, and skilled workers iu gla- ,
I wood.

Thcraateriul fm- an c-xhibitor i". there I'l
^
i- '. m . ''/"yas

shown at th- :I..i ^I i-i' v, hich was held m hijuour of the

British A— '
1

1 i' "nly wants men of energy and
£'Oodt;i&t. t . i I

.1 i>!ay3 of scientific culture which

have iattuil. 1
• 1 nuiucnt. To Mr. Lowe, of the

Observatiirv Becstmi. i
iiiii ;.. nf all interested in orna-

mented' trees and h- .!:i .;
!' lid flowei's, and fruits, is

due fur the extensiv 1 ^ -^'-^ Exhibition iu August,

andnuwa'Min ti> Ml. \\' r \ i
'- i.'11-known horticulturist,

f,„ ti,,- 'M.vv-.fnl -! r .
! iiiViitiou building, which

^.,,l,|,
,

. Ill 11: ; ,
I -^I'ul, 80 far as the season

, „ , I
, I

1
1 ,

' 1 I if so much can be done

iu ,\, r , V .I..'. .1- well look forward with

bri^lit L i-.j. t-> Liij .ji.-'ii.l ,~
1 1

I'.v, .'.iiich is announced to take

placi3 next July.

The centre of the large building was occupied by some good

specimens of shrubs and trees, among which were a beautiful

Weeping Holly and Silvcr-varie^'atod Yew, large plants of

Pampas Grass, and a w i- I'ln ; \ ni'i/ -i iii ' U't' -u:^ Law-
soniana. These w.-i- ' '>! '; " i

'
'^' ^o"»

from their nurseri..- ! - <' '
1

M
1

-
1

.. iris. 01

NuthaU, sent an intn.' Ill; • r.ill. I ;i..n ..i li -im: Imh^. The
vai'iod and glowing colours ut tiie Lbry.s.iiitinjuuuii> ci.-iitrasted

most elTectively with this, foliage and fronds bemg placed

very tastefully in juxtaposition. Mr. Needham, of the

Nottingham Arboretum, was the hero of the day, with fine

handsome plants of this winter favourite ; and in cut flowers

the fir.'^t pn7.G w.is awarded to T. IJahhs, Esq., of Bristol, Mr.
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Gadd, gardener to Lord Middleton, contributed a good collec-

tion of'stove and greenhouse plants. The fi-uit was excelleut,

and could hardly have been surpassed, Mr. W. Iui»i-am, of

Belvoir, sending perfect collections of Pears and Apples ; and
Pines, Grapes, &c., being shown in admirable ordei- by M
Gadd, Mr. Hudson, gai'dener to J. S. Gregory, Esq., Mr.
Mitchell, gardener to T. Cross, Esq., Mr. Needliam, Mr.

Edwards, and others.

Owing to the short notice given, the show of agricultural

produce was on a limited scale ; but a very choice collection of

cereals was seut by Messrs. Bradley & Sons, of Halam Nur-

series : and Mr. Robinson's prodigious Drumhead or Ox
Cabbage, together with a selection of Roots contributed by
the Nottingham Mills Company, and some gigantic Turnips

from Linby, were objects of gi-eat interest.

An excellent band was in attendance.

Notices of aJooftsf.

De Genere Sa.vifraga, L. By Adolpli Engler. {The

Genus Saxifraga, 4r.) Halle, ISCO. 8vo, pp. C6.

For certain purposes cultivators are almost com-
pelled to have recourse to the genus Saxifraga, and
the consequence is that there is scarcely a little patch

of ground anywhere in the island devoted to the growth
of flowers in which one or more of the species is not to

be seen. But when it comes to a question of naming
the plants, it is very seldom that a name is to be had,

and when one is forthcoming, it is often very wide of

the mark. The pamphlet, the title of which we have
just given, is the production of a young German, a
pupil of two well-known botanical professors, Goeppert
and Koerber, and a student at the University of

Halle. Upon taking his degree a student is called

upon to defend verbally certain theses, and to furnish

a written dissertation upon some subject falling within
the sphere of his studies. With his theses Herr Engler
has taken care to be tolerably safe ; and we will not on
the present occasion attempt to meddle with them.
For the subject of his essay he has chosen the genus
Sa.xifraga. In the first place he gives au outline of its

history, beginning with Theophrastus and Dioscorides,
criticising briefly the various works in which it ha-s

been treated, or m which species have been described,

down to Haworth and Sternberg. The number of

... (Whole plant pubescent . . . . pubescens, Poun-.

^' I Whole platit glabrous intricata, Lap.

,(j I
Calyx not pubescent 19

'^
t Calyx pubescent obtusiSda, Dan.

,(, ( Leaves dark green, deeply toothed Iratiana, SchxUtz.

\ Leaves pale green, trifid at the apex 20

J,- f Petals longer than the calyx . . . . muscoides, Wulf.
'

\ Petals shorter than the calyx .

.

crocea, Gaud.

„, ( Stem ascending, thick multifid . . aquatica. Lap.

\ Stem procumbent, slender 22

^.T t Leaves long-stalked ajugEefolia, L.
""( Leaves sessile perdurans, W. & K.

^^] Lobes of the leaves obtuse '24

" \ Lobes of the leaves acuminate . . 25

., , j Leaves 3-partlte, plant glabrous .

,

Cffispitosa, L.

\ Leaves bitemate, plant hispid . . bitemata, Boisa.

rt- j Leaves indistinctly nerved 26

I Leaves distinctly nerved . . . . Camposii, Boiss.

C
Leaves 3 or 5-parted decipiens, Ehrh.

2Q\ Leaves trifurcate, the lobes agam trifurcate

(
trifurcata, Schrad.

q- f Sepals obtuse 23
"( Sepals acuniin.ate 31

(,n ( Stem naked, leaves lijiear . . 29
"'-

( Stem leafy, leaves spathulate

^(. \ Petals twice as long as calyx
*

( Petals equalling calyx
„ . ( Petals twice as long as calyx

\ Petals equalling calyx

„, I Petals acuminate
"^

\ Petals oblong 3i

j.T j Stem naked _.. sedoides, L.

planifolia, L.ap.

Facchinii, Koch.
androsacca, L.

Seguieri, Spreng.
.aphylla, Sternb.

"
\ Stem leafy Hohei .rthii, Sternb.

Floral Loto.—As holiday time is approaching,

may mention that Mr. Jacques, of Hatton Garden, has
brought out a new round game called Floral Loto,

designed to familiarise children and young persons

with popular flowers, of which some 120 sorts are

elegantl.y printed in colours, while the common name,
the Latiu name, and the sentiment connected with
each flower are given. It forms an amusing and
instructive game, especially interesting to juvenile

gardeners.

revised and enlarged edition (the fourth) of Mr
Darwin's Origin of Species (Murray), which now
comprises an historical introduction to the whole
subject, a classified list of the principal additions, some
of great importance, that have been made to this
edition. Fiill justice is done to Mr. P. Matthew, who
in 1831, and in our own columns in 1800, put forth

views very similar to those of Mr. Darwin.

European species which he admits is 98, which are
divided out into sections as follows :

—

,( stems with leafy shoots

t Stems without leafy shoots . . . . 10

^ J
Leaves furnished with crustaceous pores at the edge .

.

"
'( Le;ives without ci'Ustaceous pores .

.

2 f Leaves opposite 1 Calliphyllum, Gaud.
^ Leaves alternate

, f Leaves flat, stiup-shaped
1 Leaves not fiat but triquetrous C

r t Leaves obtuse, edge toothed .

.

2 Cotyledon, Gaud.
^ \ Leaves acuminate, edge entire . . 3 Kabschia, Engl.
„( Leaves obtuse 4 PoropbyUum, Gaud.

"( Leaves mucronate .. 5 Trigonophylluui, Gaud.
- ( Ovaiy adhering to the calyx . . C Dactyloides, Tausch.
'

"t
Ovary not adhering to the calyx S

a j Filaments wedge-shaped . . B
( Filaments linear . . 7 Hirculus.

g j Uairs of the leaves not articulated, filiform 8 Ai-abidia.

i Hairs of the leaves .articulated, club-shaped 9 Hyd.ltica.

,,-, I
Stem leafy 10 Micr.anthcs.

'"
1 Stem Itafless 11

.. I Ovavy atlhering to the calyx 12
\ Ovary not adhering to the caly.v 13

.„ J Perennial IX Nephrophylluni.
( Annual 12 Lob.iria.

-.^(Perennial 13 Micropetalum.
'

\ Annual 14 Cymbalaria.

Running over these rapidly, and selecting the
indigenous or commonly cultivated species. Section 1
is represented by oppositi folia; 2, by Cotyledon and
Aizoon; 4, by cassia; 7, by stellaris ; 8, by umbrosa
and Geum ; 9, by Hirculus and aizoides ; 10, by
granulata and tridactylites ; 11, by cernua and
rivularis ; 12, by rotundifolia ; 13, by hederacea and
Cymbalaria ; 14, by nivalis ; and the others, except
6 only, by little-known species. Section G is the
hypnoides group, to which nearly all the species
commonly used for rockwork belong.
As the pamphlet is not published, and this is the

first time, so far as we are aware, that the group has
been treated in this way, we will quote in preference
to any further remarks of our own, the authoi-'s
analysis of this section, trusting, as we part from him,
what indeed: we do not doubt, that he won the
dootorial honours that we are sure the treatise shows
he deserves.

Daottloides Grocp.

^ f Petals with a claw 2

\ Petals not clawed 4
? Not ahruljljy ; limb of leaf oblong, the base

2i cuneato pedemontana. All.
( Shnil.liy ; limb of leaf ovate or suborbicular . . . . 3

J
I Petiole many-nei-ved pedatifida, Sm.
t Petiole one-nerved, woolly . . . . gerauioides, L.

. ( Shouts -shrubby
. . . . 5

I Shoots not shrubby . . .
. '.,7

J I
Leaves distinctly nerved ; sep.aLs obtuse, .norvoki. Lap.

i Leaves not nerved ; sepals subacute 6
j^Limb ovate, the base cuneate, lobes lanceo-

'
{ ,.

.
late obscura. 0. .and G.

f Lunb f,an-shaped, lobes linear . , pentadaetylis. Lap.

i >^bu,,t,; imt hu.uing buds ..13
g 1

I. ..axes of tL-^ Ijuda lanceolate, keeled hyimoides, L.
i Leaves of the buds obovate, not keeled 10

J j Sepals acuminate . . .

.

gemmulosa, Boiss.
f Sepals obtuse i\

1 1 S""!'
confined to the r.adical leaves. . Haenseleii,' Boiss".

( Buds not confined to the radical leaves 12
Radical leaves short-stalked . . . . Reuteriana, Boiss".

. globulifera, Boias.t
Radical leaves long-sta]ied

I Sepals acuminate
( Lobes of the leaves obtuse .. !! " .'. " i

I Lobes of the leaves acuminate

20 ( Petals more than twice as long as the calyx
I Petals twice as long as calyx . . cxi

Books Eeceived.—As signs of the season we have
to mention the publication of various Almanacks, some
of general interest like the British Almanack (Knight
&Co.); others of more special interest to horticulturists,

such as the Gardeners' Year Book for 1807, by Robert
Hogg, LL.D. (OfBce of the Journal of Horticulture),

which will be found very serviceable as a handy book of

reference on general business matters, as well as on more
3

I

strictly horticultural subjects. A companion volinne,
^

!
comprising a more extended " directory," is announced

. I for publication early in the spring. Olenny's Garden

r,
Almanac (Lemaire) is heralded by an introduction as

well as by a preface. In these, as well as in some of the
articles that follow, the author gives a few autobio-
graphical details which are less likely to be appre-
ciated than are the useful practical hints that succeed
them. In a volume entitled The Elements
(Longmans), Mr. W. L. Jordan sets himself the task of
investigatin.g the nature and action of the forces which
determine the position and movements of the ocean
and atmosphere. The first sentence in the Preface will

suffice to show what the author's theory is. " The
theory of ' Counter-attraction ' does not supplant the
Newtonian theory of centripetal and centrifugal

forces, but simply defines the nature of the latter

force ; maintaining that the former is attraction pro-
ceeding from solar gravitation, and the latter attrac-

tion proceeding from astral gravitation." The work is

illustrated with numerous^ maps and diagrams.
A JSunter's Fxperience in the Southern States

of America. By Captain Flack. (Longmans.) This
is a very pleasantly-written account of life under
the greenwood tree, not, indeed, as depicted on the
stage, or described by the ballad-singer, but of actual

experience in Texas. Thedescriptionsofthevariousbirds,
beasts, and fishes, and of their manners and customs,
show the author to be a^keen observer. "Without dis-

paraging his powers as a naturalist we could have
wished him to have been something less of a sports-
man. Our interest in the various habits of the
various creatures, so graphically described, is too
often .shocked by the records of merciless slaughter.
Still the book is fresh and genuine, and so inter-

esting in its details that we cordially recommend
it to the perusal of naturalists. The New
Testament Sistory, edited by Dr. William Smith
(Murray), needs only to be mentioned, the well-

earned reputation of the editor rendering detailed
notice of this volume unnecessary. -BenedicHe, by
G. Chaplin Child, M.D. 2 vols, small Svo. (Murray.)
Dr. Child has here taken the separate verses of this
well-known hymn as so many texts for a popular
account of the marvels of creation. Written in a
reverential spirit, these volumes contain an excellent
account in simple language of the main facts in
astronomy, and of certain leading phenomena in

physics and natural history. Though written
in a "popular" style, the book is for its

scope very trustworthy. We can conscientiously
recommend it to the notice of our readers as well
suited to foster a taste for natural history, and to

inspire feelmgs of awe and gratitude towards the
Author of creation. We should have been glad if some
slight evidences of sectarianism which manifest them-
selves here and there had been suppressed—not that
they are in themselves ofiensive, but they are somewhat
out of place in a work of natural theology, and may
prejudice some against a really excellent work. As
an introduction to the study of the microscopic anatomy
of animal tissues, Mr. Brown's edition of Dr. George
Harley's Histological Demonstrations (Longmans)
may be recommended. It purports to contain the
substance of some lectures delivered at University
College, London, and gives concisely an account of the
manner of using the microscope, and of preparing
objects for examination. It is abundantly illustrated,

and will serve well as an introduction to more
complete treatises, "We have also to announce a

Pelabgoniums Flowering in Wintek. — Con-
siderable interest attached to two stands of trusses of
Pelargoniums, from Mr. Wm. Paul, of Waltham Cross,
shown at the last meeting of the Floral Committee.
I should iinagine they were shoivn for the purpose of
demonstrating that this class of Pelargoniums can be
had in bloom during the winter months, and certainly
for winter decoration nothing can be more charming
and attractive than plants having plenty of such
trusses of bloom as those referred to. At this season
of the year, when there is a dearth of "flowering
stuff," as the nurserymen term it, there is no reason
why Pelargoniums of this character should not be had
in flower in the greenhouse and conservatory, as well
as stowed away in pits merely for stock plants. I don't
know what Mr. Paul's method may be with his plants,

but some growers are in favour of a change of pots in
August, only just paring oS' the outside of the ball,

and not shifting into a larger sized pot, as that would
encourage too much growth, but merely adding a slight

stimulus, as it were, in the shape of some fresh soil.

There was a delightful freshness of colour noticeable
about the flowers produced, though some were a little

changed in character from being bloomed within doors.

Thus, in the case of Dr. Hogg, it was difficult to dis-

cover the darker shadeof colour overAmy Hogg claimed
for it, but judging, partially at least, from what I saw
at Waltham Cross, the new variety requires exposure
to the open air to touch up into more appreciable
effectiveness the deeper shade of purplish rosy pink it

undoubtedly possesses. The petals are broader and a
little larger than in Amy Hogg, and the trusses are

larger and more showy. Ossian, with its pale '" Cloth
of Gold" leaves, and ricncrimson scarlet flowers, slightly

suffused with violet, would be specially attractive in a
conservatory row. Beauty of Waltham was remarkably
fine ; the large trusses of flower, of a kind of magenta
crimson, of a very pleasing shade, formed one of the
most conspicuous objects in the stands ; and this, with
Crimson Queen, one of the deepest shades of crimson
to be found in the Nosegay section, the flowers

large but somewhat loose, and yet more than com-
pensated for by the profusion in which they are
produced in the truss^ are worthy companions of
the preceding. Tiara, rich magenta crimson, suffused
with purple, was very fine ; the colour—one of the
most striking shades of crimson yet produced—wanted
the density it attains out of doors ; and the trusses are
not so large as lighter shades of this colour, but they
are freely produced. Minstrel has a very novel shade
of salmon crimson ; the colour is a little dull, but the
petals are broad and of a good substance, and the
trusses large.

Of scarlet shades of colour there were Sir Joseph
Paxton, having more of salmon than orange, but very
showy ; Cardinal, which has apparently as little of the
Nosegay about it as any, flower very bright; Nimrod,

a

beautiful shade of soft orange scarlet, the flowers being
of good form ; Pillar of Beauty, scarlet, pencilled with
crimson in the centre of the flowers, there bein» also a
iustperceptibleshadeofj)urpleaboutthe petals. Ihardly
like Jlr. Paul's designation of " brick red " when describ-
ing the colour of this flower, but he may be justified in

the use of the term from his experience of it out of
doors. Other shades of scarlet were represented by
Dr. Lindley, soft salmon scarlet, flowers large, and
trusses very showy ; and Fulgens, bearing a great

resemblance to Cardinal, but with more fire in it.

Fulgens has foliage distinctly zonate; Cardinal has plain

leaves. Salmon Nosegay has a looseness and irre-

gularity about the truss, that in the case of cut
blooms somewhat mars its effectiveness; it has, how-
ever, a novel shade of colour, and there is a good deal

of purple distributed about its petals. Prince of

Orange is of a very rich shade of orange scarlet, having
one of those striking hues a florist would denominate
"telling;" the flowers are of good form, and the
trusses fine.

Of Lilac shades, there were Monte Rosa, bright

rasy lilac, medium-sized flowers, good truss ; and
Peach Blossom, rosy violet, the lower petals white at

the base—the colour appears to pale with age, but yet

has at any time a nice freshness appertaining to it.

Amy Hogg and Dr. Ho^ghave been already referred to.

Madame Vaucher, White Perfection, and Bride
represented the white flowers ; the flrst-named has
larger flowers than White Perfection, but lacks its

purity of colour. The flowers of Bride are pure white,

but have the centre prettily pencilled with carmine.
The foregoing sorts are mostly, though not exclu-

sively, of Beaton's race. It may also be remarked
that at this season the blue hues in tho.se colours

which possess them come out more distinctly than in

bright summer weather. After what was seen on this

occasion there can be no doubt but that this class

of Pelargoniums will be brought largely into use for

winter decoration, the proofs of their fitness having
been so unmistakably demonstrated. R. D.

[In the garden at Chiswick a house is still gay with
a collection of these flowers.]

Gladiolifor Winter S?oom.—By planting at different

periods, we obtain a succession of .these in bloom all

the summer months. The first lot is potted in Februarv,

and turned out: planting is then continued at intervals

'

up to July. These latter are inbloomnow, in December,
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My object in writiuj; tbis is to call tlie altcution of

gardeners wlio Iiavc muck winter decoration, to the
merits of this flower for such a purpose. It will bo
found that the bulbs planted in July will have thrown
up spikes, about to open into bloom, near the time we
generally expect frost. If they are carefully lifted, and
as many of them introduced into a thirteen-inoli pot
as it will contain, they will take very little harm by the
operation, particularly if placed in a cold Peach house
or pit, and well watered over head. Every spike will

open ; and the effect of these in a conservatory, among
Chrysanthemums, &c., or in rooms, has only to be seen
to be appreciated. Bowiensis is much the best for pur-
poses of this sort._ I also find it superior to Brench-
leyensis in throwing up a succession of bloom and
producing many more flowers to each spike. In ovu- soil,

moreover, there is little difference in the colour. I should
be inclined to consider that a little pruning of the lists

of this flower would be useful. Among a collection of
200 difierent varieties of the Gandavensis breed, I find

many onlydifl'erent in name—some not worth growing,
and several of the new ones not so good as many of the
older varieties. Boiriensis.

Wi)t flpfari?.
The Eototun Bee (continued fnm p. 1169).—

The mischance alluded to in my last chapter, as having
given Mr. Woodbury the first insight into the true
character and disposition of the African strangers, was
a regicidal attack made by the bees of one of the arti-

ficial swarms on their queen, wliich ended in her being
cast out dead. As Egyptian drones bad made their

appearance, this occurrence was in itself a small matter
in the eyes of so experienced a bee-master, and he at

once proceeded to adopt measure for compelling the
bees to raise a pure-bred queen. The victim to the
attack of her subjects was only a hybridised queen, and
as she had left brood in all stages of development
behind her, it was necessary to exchange these brood-
combs for others from the original stock. This,
however, which is usually a very simple pro-
ceeding, when carried out with Italian or
common bees, proved with these little Egyjitian
furies to be a very formidable business. They
poured out upon the operator with desperate malig-
nity, searching out every weak place in his armour,
and persistently followed up their attacks even into the
house. After the exchange had been efiected, it was
thought that the bees woiild become quiet and peace-
able, and quickly forget this little interruption of their
equanimity. But no !

" these indomitable little

AJnazons would have no truce^ but attacked and stung
all and sundry that ventured mto the garden, until I

became convinced that it was in vam to indulge
further a hope for peace, and was ultimately compelled
to banish them to a secluded position a mile and a half
distant. The remarkable display of spirit on the part
of my recent acquisition caused me to pause in the
attempt to propagate Apis fasciata;but it required
much more than this to force mo to the course which
I was afterwards compelled to adopt."
Mr. Woodbury having ceased to propagate these

bees, and having parted with a few stocks to
some of his friends, who were desirous of possessing
the variety, and were willing to brave all risks, fovrad

the Egyptian element in his apiary to be considerably
diminished ; nevertheless the few hives that remained
possessed quite a sufficient army of warriors eager to

do battle on the slightest possible provocation. " At
length the unwelcome conviction slowly, but surely;

forced itself upon me, that Egyptian bees were wholly
unsuited for experimental purposes when kept in r

garden adjoining a public and well-frequented through
fare. So long as they were not meddled with, they
were peaceable enough ; but let but a crown-board be
removed, and every bee that could fly was instantly on
the wing to resent the invasion, leaving the hive and
combs in the occupation only of the queen and such
juveniles as had never taken wing. How they searched
out and penetrated every weak point in the bee-armour
—how they crept up under the sleeves, and crawled up
the trousers, it boots not here to relate ; suffice it to

say, that if they had confined their attentions to the
actual aggressor all might have been forgiven, but such,

unfortunately, was not the case." The slightest opera-
tion upon an Egyptian stock provoked the bees to such
a degree of exasperation, that no one within a consider-

able radius was safe from their onslaught. A great
number of the passers-by in the adjoining public road
were attacked and stung; dogs and children were put to

mortal terror and pain ; and " a large school of young
ladies was not only frightened from its propriety, but
put to the most utter and ignominious rout." This
state of things could not be permitted to go on, and
Mr. Woodbury determined, at any sacrifice, to "stamp
out" the Egyptian element of discord, to tbe very great

delight of the members of his own household, who had
for a long time been almost totally debarred from the
pleasures of their garden. Mr. Woodbury concludes
his graphic account of these bees, and of their intro-

duction into this country, and of their subsequent
career while in his possession, by stating how he
disposed of them. "After transforming some, by an
exchange of queens, I had yet five remaining,
which I disposed of in the following manner:

—

three were exchanged for common stocks with my
friend Mr. S. Bevan Fox ; one I presented to Mr.
George Fox, of Kingsbridge; and the last, which
was a nucleus without a queen, I fairly stifled and
buried, thanking Heaven, as I trod the earth over the
grave, that I was at length happily quit of the
Egyptian Bee."

This, therefore, was the way in which I became the
proprietor of some of the discarded beauties. In tlie

case of two out of the three swarms I drove all the bees
out from two of my stocks, giving the bees only tor the

;mall arliliiial s'

aoated cnniljs.

rms. 'I'heso were transferred to the

111, liclpi'd on by the brood, have
become tolcrahlv ]iopuUnis colonies. The third bcirif

a fully establislied stock in a 10-frame hive, "a^
received as it stood, and a somewhat similar colony wa-
given in exchange, it being, however, necessary In

adapt the bars and combs to my frames, which ililVcr in

dhnensions from those of the Woodbury. Of my
subsequent experience with these bees, and of li"« I

have fared with tbem, as well as how theyhave fa nd witli

mo. I must leave for a future chapter. S. J?e.

(To be continued.)

an FvJ

A C'al cafrhiiifi Bees.—I was much amused to-day
(Dec. 11) with the vagaries of a cat among my bee-
hives. In front of a capacious shed in which several
hives are located, there is an alighting board for the
bees, running the entire length. On this the cat

careered to and fro, and having first eaten the few bees
that were lying out dead, commenced darting its paws
into the entrance of the hives. The bees came out to

see, and if necessary, to punish the cause of this un-
welcome disturbance, but T?ussy quickly pounced upon
these vigilant pickets, and apparently caught and ate
several of them ; not, however, without receiving a
slight sting from one of the luckless victims, as she
shook her head, looking considerably astonished. But
even this only seemed to restrain her for a short time,
as she quickly returned to the assault. How long this

little game might have continued, I •cannot say,

but I thought it quite time to endeavour to put a

stop to the murderous propensities of this feline bee-
eater. <S'. Sevan Fo.v.

Disposal of Soney Sanest.—In reply to "A
Cottager," we may state that we are always ready and
pleased to assist any inquirers who may desire infor-

mation on any points connected with the details of

bee-management. Messrs. Neighbour, of Eegent
Street, London, and other firms, ai'e in the habit of

purchasing honey-comb of first-rate quality; but it

must be unbroken and sent in the boxes or caps in

which it was deposited. AVe do not think that the
small quantity named by you, 12 lb., would make it

worth the expense and trouble of transit. It will be
better for you to dispose of it, even at a very moderate
price, in your own neighbourhood. When you have a

larger supply and early in the season, write to this

firm, and you may possibly find them ready to purchase.

Is there any small shop in your vicinity, or in an
adjoining town, in which, either with or without a
commission to the shopkeeper, you could put your
honey for sale ?

Garden Memoranda.
Metitven Castle, Perthshire, the Seat of

WiLLiAsi Smythe, Esq.—This fine old residence is

pleasantly situated in the midst of a noble park, on
the sunny side of that wood-crowned range of some-
what lofty hills which skim the southern banks of the

river Almond, five miles north-west of the city of

Perth. The Ca.stle occupies a fine position on the

depressed summit of a knoll which projects from the
hill-side, the ground from which undulates gracefully

downwards. It is a lofty, massive square pile of

building in the Scotch baronial style of architecture,

with four bartizans or watch towers, one at each angle.

The modern part of the Castle is supplemented
by a neatly-arranged and admirably-kept flower

garden laid out on Grass. Its walks and beds

are well proportioned, and the whole is sparsely

interspersed with statuary. From the Castle are

delightful views of considerable extent. That to

the east is over a fertile and well-cultivated district,

which is bounded by high grounds in the distance.

Immediately in front the scene is enriched by meadows
and ornamental plantations. Beyond, however, and
onwards to the right, the aspect of the country is of a

somewhat bleak and sterile character. The park con-

tains some 400 or 500 acres, and is irregular both in

form and surface, stretching out, as it does, over the

tops of the hills to the precipitous banks of the Almond,
which is its boundary in that direction. On the

southern side the public road from Perth to Crieff runs
along the edge of the valley for some considerable

distance. The high ground by which the Castle is

backed, is admirably clothed with excellent Oak,

amongst which are Birch and Scotch Pine, together

with an undergrowth of Hazel coppice, and
these woods have long had the reputation of

being so well managed as to produce a rental

equal to the best cultivated land on the estate. The
other portion of the park is magnificently wooded
in the shape of well-disposed groups and masses of

trees, and there are also numbers of remarkable single

specimens scattered aboutj which add a charm to the

picturesque character of this beautiful place. Amongst
the latter we noticed a huge Spruce Fir, 110 feet in

height, and altogether a very giant of its race.

Through these fine woods 6 miles of broad walks are

led, so as to display to advantage the interesting

scenery of the adjacent country.

The apnroach road from Perth is more than a mile

and a-halT in length. It enters the park by a neat

gate and handsome lodge at the village of Almond
Bank, immediately opposite a cascade, over which the

waters of the Almond pour with a pleasing murmur-
ing sound. At the entrance are some fine Spruce Firs,

aud a good example of Copper Beech. For some

distance the road passes through an avenue of stately

Oaks, on the left of which is a curling pond, on which

the national game is played in time of hard frost. As
we proceed the road sweeps past a silver-faced lake, in

which arc well-clad islands, the sinuous shores o

which are ornamented with many examples of beautiful

trees, amongst which Salix, Spruce Fir, and Weeping
Birch were most conspicuous. From this point the

road is judiciously led onwards across rising ground

through the park, displaying on either hand many fine
exaiuiilcs <>!' stately trees, until it reaches the Castle.
Anotli.-r lii-oad carriage drive outers tlie park by a neat
IihI.i' :iimI gate from the village of Methven on the
n.-inii idc. This approach is rather more than half
:i mile III length, and is ornamented on both sides with
many gigantic examples of flue timber trees. The two
admirable drives just aUuded to, unite in a broad
expanse of gravel at the western front of the Castle,
near which are some famous examples of Yews and
Hollies. On the base of a tree of the latter, which had
been cut down, 190 concentric rings could be counted
with the naked eye. Another admirable specimen
girths 8 feet in circumference at some little distance
from the ground. Scattered about on the sloping
ground near the Castle are also nice examples of
Deodars, Ilemlork Spruce, Chilian and Ceinbran Pine,
together Willi :iiMi( 111 TliMins. Associated with these
are moreovir ' xamples of Lucombe, Mossy
Cup, and ntli *

' II as many ancient examples
of Ash, Wiiliiiii ill 1 hr-imt. Of the latter a fine

grotesque old speciiiipu girths 14 feet at some distance
from the ground. There are also good specimens of
Weeping Ash and Copper Beech. Cryptomeria
japonica is here a beautiful tree, the delicate pale green
colour of its foliage assimilating nicely with the
weeping pensile form of an Abies Smithiana with
which it keeps company. A noble Ash which we
noticed girths 20 feet. Here and there many thriving

specimens of Conifers occur, conspicuous amongst
which are good examples of Thuja borealis, the
broad-leaved variety of Douglas's Fir, Lambert's
and Lawson's Cypress, the Pinus excelsa, and
others. Here, too, as at the "Cairnies" (see

p. 55) are many examples of Sikkim Ehododendrons,
which apparently find a congenial home on the sloping

sides of these granite-formed Scottish mountains.
Close at hand is the famous " Pepperwell Oak," said

to be the largest tree of the kind in Scotland. _ "In .

1722, 100 marks were offered for it; in 1796 it was
Uj feet in circumference; in 1835 it girthed 18 feet in

circumference, and contained 700 cubic feet of timber
the spread of its branches covered an area of 300 feet in

circumference." It is now said to girth 22 feet. There
is also here a noble example of the Cedar of Lebanon,
which contrasts admirably with the multitude of

round-headed deciduous trees with which it is asso-

ciated. On the low ground to the west of tbe Castle,

immediately in front of the kitchen garden, is a
lofty group of Ash trees, ;which overtops everything

in its neighbourhood. Some of the stems of the trees

of which it consists girth 14 feet in circumference.

Adjoiningthe Ashtreesjust named is a wallcovered wfith

climbing plants, amongst which are some beautiful

Roses, intermixed with many examples of Clematis,

Calycanthus, Aristolochias, Variegated Ivy, and winter-

berried creeping shrubs.

A broad walk leads from the Castle through a con-

siderable width of shrubbery plantation to a well-

sheltered portion of lower ground, sloping to the south-

west, on which the kitchen garden is situated. It con-

tains an area of 5 acres of excellent land ; its form is

that of a parallelogram running from east to west ; it

is inclosed by lofty brick-lined walls, and is subdivided

by another wall, running from north to south. The
north wall of the western division of the garden is a

fined wall 400 feet in length. These gardens were
formed some 70 years ago, by the late Mr. Bishop, an
excellent cultivator, who attained considerable emi-

nence as a planter and landscape gardener, and to

whom we are indebted for some of those beautiful

outlines of dark Pine woods which now grace so effec-

tively the northern slopes of the Ochill mountains.

The whole management of this fine property, too, had
long been intrusted to his care. In the western

garden is a very handsome recently erected range of

forcing houses. It is 180 feet in length, and is in

several divisions. Its central portion is 13 feet in width,

the end houses ofthe range being 2 feet narrower. The
whole is admirably heated by hot water, and the

aeration is eflected by means of the upright glass in

front, as well as by the upper portion of the roof

being made movable. In the first house are annually

grown excellent crops of first-class Grapes, con-

sisting of Lady Dowues' Seedling, Black Prince, and
Black and Golden Hamburgh. This latter variety,

however, seemed here to become unsightly, by reason

of the berries becoming brown and shanking off, except

a single bunch, which enjoyed a position almost in

contact with the heating apparatus, and which was all

that could be desired. The Vines in the second house

were also heavily laden at the time of our visit with

well-ripened Black Hamburgh, Grizzly Frontignan, and
Muscat Grapes. Another liouse was well furnished

with Black Hamburgh,EoyalMuscadine, Black Prmoe,

and Muscat Grapes, and they too were faultless both

as regards colour and size. The last house thi-ough

which we passed was devoted to the cultivation of

Peaches and Nectarines, which were chiefly produced

on trees growing in the free soil, and from which an

ample crop had been obtained. There were also some
good not specimens, and they, too, were producing an
excellent crop of well-coloured fruit.

A broad walk in front of the houses extends the

whole length of the garden, and is ornamented on
either side with gay flowering plants-: in some cases

the ribbon style is adopted, and beautiful variegated

plants are seen in contra.st with the best varieties of

Pelargoniums, Verbenas, Calceolarias, the whole bemg
diversified with rows of such dark-foliaged plants as

Perilla, Amaranthus, &c. In other parts the borders

are planted with herbaceous varieties of Phloxes,

Delphiniums, Lvthrums, alternating with Eoses,

Hollyhocks, DahUas, and Sweet Peas. German Stocks

too and Asters, as well as the finer varieties of that

glorious bulbous plant, the Gladiolus, were most effec-

tive in enlivening the gorgeous display of these long

beautifully ornamented borders. On the northern sida
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of the eastern division of the garden is a spau-roofed

greenhouse of considerable length, and 18 feet in widtli,

which, when we saw it, was tenanted with many good

examples of Liliums, Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, Heaths,

Achimenes, &c. Immediately in front are two long

ranges of w'ide pits, in which Melons are most success-

fully grown. The ground in front of these iiits is laid

out ornamently, and the beds were bordered with broad

bands of golden-foliaged and other Pelargoniums,

including masses of Gladiolus and other choice

flowering plants. „ , , n
The lofty walls of this excellent garden are we 1

covered with healthy, admirably-trained trees, which

usually produce good crops of Pears, Peaches Plum.s

or Apricots ; many of the latter consisted of the same

trees which were planted at the time when the garden

was formed ; there were also some excellent examples

of half-standard Apple trees which were laden mth
fine fruit. Gooseberries and Currants, too, were in

great abundance, and in the deep soil of this garden

produce mo.st excellent fruit. The whole of the

ouartersof the kitchen gardens were, at the time ot

our visit, fully cropped, and producing vegetables ol

superior quaUty, the garden having a full exposure to

the sun, and screened, too, in all directions from the

g iTh'eso extensive gardens and interesting grounds are

in the best st.vle of keeping, under the active manage-

ment of Mr. Whitton, the intelligent superintendent,

who has for the last 16 years carried out effectively the

whole of the improvements that have been can-ied on

here, as well as all the more ordinary gardening

operations. D.

Miscellaneous.
Flowers of Speech.—Vmt De CandoUe, at the late

horticultural banquet at Guildhall, drew attention to

the flourishing condition of science in countries with

a free pohtical system, and said that with a day's pay

of the millions of soldiers massed on the Continent

a conservatory might be constructed reaching from

Paris to Berlin, les! and instead of the "blood-red

blossom of war," they might grow " everlasting Peas."

Queetislalider.

Food ralue of flie Po^a^o.—There is probably no
other vegetable food, except wheaten bread, of which
so much can be fairly said in its favour. Its merits,

however, vary much with the kind of "seed," the period

of maturity, and the soil in which they are grown.

That kind should be preferred which becomes mealy
on boiling, and which, when well cooked, can be

thoroughly crushed with the finger. The Potato which
is knoivn as " waxy," and those which remain some-
what hard when boiled, do not digest so readily as the

meily kind, but for that very reason they are said to

be more satisfying. ... It is not material in

reference to nourishment, whether the Potato be
boiled or roasted, since in both methods it should be
well cooked. In point of economy and convenience,

however, it has been found better to boil than to roast

them ; for whilst the loss in boiling upon 1 lb. of

Potatos scarcely exceeds half an ounce, that in the

most careful roasting is 2 oz. to 3 oz. It is also more
economical to cook them in their skins, and to peel

them immediately before they are eaten ; but this is

not very convenient in many families, and the colour

of the Potato is not quite so agreeable as that of those

which have been boiled after peeling. "When they are

peeled before boiling, and particularly when they are

small, and the operation is performed carelessly, from
one-third to one-fourth of the whole weight of the
Potato is lost, and if there be no pig to eat the
peelings the whole is wasted ; whilst the weight of the
pesl which is removed after boiling would not amount
to more than 1 oz. in the pound. When Potatos have
been roasted, the loss in weight from the skin and dry-
ing is more than one-fourth of the weight before cook-
ing. An average sample of Potato, after it has been
peeled, contains 11 per cent, of carbon and 0.35 per
cent, of nitrogen ; and hence in each pound there are

770 grains of carbon and 34 grains of nitrogen, and it

is greatly inferior to bread. The economy of its use
depends upon its cost, so that in limes when Potatos
are sold at frf. and \d. per lb. they are a very dear
food as compared with household fiour, whilst they are

a very cheap food when produced by the labourer at

the cost of the " seed " and the rent of land. Thus, at

frf. per lb., only 102-1 grains of carbon and 32 grains of
nitrogen will be obtained for Id. ; when the cost is Id.

per lb., the quantities wUl be reduced to 770 grains
and 21 grains. When the labourer, however, can
obtain 50 bushels of Potatos from a quarter of an acre
of land, at a cost of about 30^. for seed and rent, he
will have more than 7 lb. of Potatos for Id., and the
quantity of carbon and nitrogen thus obtained for that
sum be 5770 grains and 200 grains. If, however, he
were to sell a large part of his crop at the market
price, he could procure with the money thus obtained
far more nutriment in the form of flour than would
have been derived from that portion of his Potatos.
The weight of Potatos which alone would supply the
daily nutriment required by a man would be about
6 lb. in reference to the carbon, and 8 lb. in reference to
the nitrogen; but when a labourer in the west of
Ireland lives upon this food he is allowed 10} lb. daily,
besides a large supply of butter-milk ; and as both of
these kinds of food are cheap in that locality, the pro-
ceeding is even then an economical one. Dr. E. Smith's
.Practical Dietari/.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

As the weather still continues favourable, if not
already done, trinraiing and cleaning out hedges
should receive attention before the season commences,
wheu other things will occupy all spare time. As

neatness should always be a leading feature in every

garden, everything that- can be done to promote this

should'be forwarded now, when little else can be per-

formed. Anything that appears unsightly, and that

will make manure, should be removed to the rot

heap ; this should be turned over occasionally and
covered with a little soil to prevent all noxious effluvia

from escaping. The soil also mixes among the decay-

ing vegetables, and becomes excellent compost. Soap-

suds have a good eflect on many kinds of vegetables,

and should not be thrown away ; they act beneficially

on soils where Cabbages are infested with the club, and
in some instances have been knovm to entirely cure

that disease.

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLANT HOUSES.

Seldom have we had such a fine season for out-door
improvements or alterations as that now about to close.

Tender plants are, however, in a somewhat forward
state, and it is necessary to keep them securely pro-

tected at night, as frost may come upon us when we
little expect it.

Caenations.—Continue to give these all the air

possible. If green-fly begins to be troublesome, remove
it with a camel-hair brush.
Pansies.—In some places these are showing a

tendency to bloom, arising from the past mild weather.
The blossoms, however, will be better removed, as their

being allowed to remain will only weaken the plants,

Pelaegonittsis.—Give air whenever the weather
will admit of it; but avoid cold draughts, and keep
out frost. On the other hand, be careful, however, not
to use too much fire-heat. Training and shifting must
also receive attention.

Pinks.—Soon after the shortest day the wireworm
gets more active and mischievous. If there is reason
to suspect that any of these lurk in the beds, cut a
Potato into quarters, inserting a skewer in each

;
place

them in various parts just below the soil, and examine
them daily. This is an effectual trap.

Tflips.—As yet there has been but little frost to

affect these. As they advance they will, however,
require strict attention to guard them from its ill

eflects, as well as from those of heavy wet.

FORCING GARDEN.
CucUMBEES.—Prepare fermenting materials for the

growth of these in frames.
Pines.—If in looking over the succession plants

any are observed to be unhealthy, the sooner they are
disrooted and repotted the better, choosing a mild day
for the operation. They will soon begin to make new
roots in the fresh soil, and will be re-established before
they are required to make a start. Those plants that
are in good condition at the roots, and not likely to
require the soil to be shaken from them, but merely
shifted into larger-sized pots, will do better if this is

deferred for some time yet.

Vines.—If there is ample means of obtaining a moist
atmosphere, it will be necessary to pay some attention
to this point during damp close weather; as it

possible to have more than is necessary for the health
of the Vine after it is in leaf. Keep watch sticks in
the fermenting material upon the borders, and examine
them frequently to see if the heat is regular.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Continue to trench, dig, and ridge every spare inch

of ground when frost permits, during which let the
manure necessary be wheeled out for the whole of the
spring cropping, laying it in heaps, either on the spot
where it will be wanted, or as near as possible to it.

That portion not required for immediate digging in
should be piled in small mounds and soiled over, to
prevent loss by evaporation. Much useful informa-
tion on this subject will be found in the Agricultural
portion of to-day's Paper (see p. 1206).
Fruit Teees.—mth regard to bush fruit, if, as we

have stated before, dressings with hot lime and soot
when the trees are wet were more attended to, we
should not hear so much of the ravages of birds upon
the buds, and we would recommend their application
also to standard Plum trees wherever practicable, as
they not only keep them free from Moss and Lichen,
but assist in the extirpation of those insects, in the
search for which birds commit such ravages. There
will, doubtless, be opportunities for proceeding with
winter pruning during this and next month, when
other work cannot be advantageously carried on.
Thin out the heads of standard trees, removing in the
first instance dead branches, and then all those which
are badly placed and which obstruct the free access of
air and light. Scrape ofl" moss and rough scaly old
bark from the stems; for the former grows at the
expense of the trees, and the latter serves as a hiding-
place for insects and their eggs. To destroy scale apply
Gishurst Compound at the rate of 8 oz. to the gallon
of water. Shorten the shoots of espalier and pyramid
trees so as to secure the development of the buds

;

likewise the points of the seoondai^ shoots, to favour
the formation of fruit-buds. In doing this, how-
ever, due attention must be paid to the habit of
the variety and the degree of vigour which the
individual tree possesses, otherwise barrenness instead
of fertility may be the result, in consequence of the
energies of the tree being directed towards the forma-
tion of shoots instead of fruit-buds. Prune and nail
wall trees, and be careful not to encourage too much
the more upright-growing branches, and those situated
near the top of the tree, otherwise those which have a
nearly horizontal position, or which are situated near
the ground, will be apt to die off. Wheu this is the
case they are not easily replaced, and valuable wall
space is wasted. Proceed with transplanting when the
ground is in a favoiu'able condition ; if not, better defer
planting till it be so. Mulch after planting. Prune,
stake, and mulch Raspberry plantations. Unnail Fig
trees, tie the branches up in bundles, and protect with
matsand straw.
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L ATVES* MANURES.
The Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawes for tlio present

sL-*suU of 18C6 aro now ready for deliveiy at his Factorioa, at tbo
lollowiug prices, per ton:

—

LAWKS' PATENT TURNIP MANURE, and BONE & s d.
SUPERPnOSPIIATE of LIME COO

LAW ES' SUPERPHOSPHATE Of LIME from BURNT
BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES 6 5

LAWKS" WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
MANURES 8

CONCENTRATED CORN and Gll^VSS MANURE. . .,12
Tlicso Manures can be obtained of Mr. L'awes, or through the

appointed Agents in all parts of the United Kingdom, at prices

Soda, Sulphate of Amnion:

; and 22, Eden Quay, Dublir

r ChGmicaf Manure

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
{EsTABLlSnEDl840).

Have now ready for delivei7 in dry fine condition,
CORN MANURE, for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Rxsturo Lands
SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUANO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Also Genumo PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA,

, 116, Fenchurch Street. E.G.

Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

To LANnowNEBs, THE CLEnGiT, EsTATE Agents, Sdrveyors, &a, IN
England and Wales, and in Scotland.

Tlio Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for tha

4. The Erection of Farm Houses, Lubourcrs' Cottiges, and other
Buildings required for Farm purposes, and the improvement
of and additions to Farm Houses and other buildings for
Farm pm'poses.

Landowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of Parliament,
Royal Charter, or Commission in respect of any public or general

1 the lands improved.
Tbo Company will also negotiate the Rent-charges obcalned by

Landowners under the Improvement of Land Act, 1SU4, m respect of
their Subscription of Share-s in a Railway oi Canal Company,

1 of the Works, which are controlled only by the Govern-
ncnt Enclosure Commissioners.
Apply to Granville R. Ryder, Esq., Managing Director, 3, Par-
iamont Street, London, S.W.

EUt ^gricttltttral (Saiette*
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 10, 18G6.

Ii' an agrioultural newspaper is ever read, it

must be at the end of such a week as has just

elapsed, when those who have not been able to

attend the agricultural meetings which have
been held during it wish to learn how they have
passed off, and those who wore present may
desire to know how their' live stock, or their

implements, or perhaps their speeches, have been
reported. It is probable, therefore, that a larger

proportion than usual of those who take this

Paper into their hands may really read it, and it

is even possible that the President and members
of the Council of the Eoyal Agricultui-al Society

of England may condescend to look at our
account of. the past week's proceedings, whether
at the Farmers' Club, the Chamber of Agricul-
ture, the Agricultural Ilall, or Hanover Square.
Wo aro the more anxious that they should do so,

because it is only to the last-named meeting, in

which they are personally interested, that we
shall here refer.

Wo there heard a very admu'able history and
discussion of the cuiTcnt events and mam
features, whether of achievement or defeat, of

British agriculture. The President has certainly

ofl'ered for future adoption a very admirable pre-

cedent, and it will be a gre,at thing for the utility

and authority of the Society if his successors shall

discharge, with equal ability and tact, tho duties

of their liigh iJosition, as he himself has read

them. After Mr. Thompson's lectm-e there

followed a vigorous and interesting discussion,

in which Mr. C. S. Ee.U), M.P., Mr. Sidney,
Dr. C'Kisr, Mr. Caird, Mr. Albert Pell,
Mr. DucKll.^it, and others took part; and such
a report of it as our limits permit, is given in

another page.

Before the delivery of the President's address

tho Repoiit of the Council was read, and moved,
seconded, and adopted without any discussion

;

and it is to this Report, read before a company
gathered evidently for the sole purpose of hear-

ing Mr. TuoirpsON's statement, that wo wish
at present to refer.

Ml'. Sidney spoke very forcibly of the import-
ance to agriculturists that they, their interests

and their proceedings, should bo imderstood by
the outside world, and he urged that a wider
publication on all these points than at present

exists, should be instituted by the Society—so

that Englishmen might know how much of theii-

national rank and character is duo to tho position

and performances of the English farmer. Now,

what^ will such an outsider as Mr. Sidney
had in his mind think on reading this Report ?

Wo can imagine him, before beginning it, saying
to himself—of the body speaking in it :

—

'_' We have hero the very best mouthpiece
which English agriculturo can be imagined to
possess—noble lords, largo landowners, well-
known farmers, successful implement makers,
intelligent and practical men, and men of
science. You cannot conceive a body to exist
which should speak at onco with more intelli-

gence and more authority to English agri-
culturists."

And this, which he supposes, we know to be
tho ti'uth. In the President of tho Agricultural
Society, and in the members of the Council, aU
the interests of tho land aro most worthily repre-
sented—he is quite right there.

And of tho body whom these address through
their annual Report, he might further say:

—

" The Eoyal Agricultural Society of England,
perhaps moro than any other that can be
imagined, is the vei-y audience which such a
mouthpiece must most anxiously desire. They
aro scattered over the counties in which, and
amongst the men through whom alone, the work
of the Society can be done. They are themselves
a considerable section of the farmers of England,
whose practice it is desired to improve ; and
being generally each of them the leading man in
his own locality, any influence brought to bear
on them will be most effectively distributed and
exerted."—And he is quite right here as well.

The members of tho Royal Agricultural Society
who are annually addressed by the Council are
generally tho leading landlords and the leading
tenant farmers of the country ; and, including
as they do men who have been in business, as you
may say, dm'ing the whole of the Society's

career, they have a knowledge of the
past as well as of the present, and
know the progress which English agriculture

has made, tho direction in which it is at present
tending, the position it has achieved, and tho
chief deficiencies of which it still complains.

Well! then, may not our "outsider," the
spectator of this Society's proceedings, say—" In
the annual address of such selected representa-

tives to such an important agricultm-al consti-

tuency, we may certainly look for the very
weightiest agricultui-al utterance of tho year.

Every twelvemonth has its special agricultural

history and lessons, which we shall find recorded
here."—Certainly there has been no want of

eventful agricultural history or lessons in 1860.

Even a mere spectator must know that. The
cattle plague, tho restrictions both on cattle

importation and on the home cattle traffic, the
price of meat, the miserable harvest weather,

the condition of the agricultural labourer—above
all, the movement towards an improved organi-

sation, by wliich tho tenants of the land, through
Chambers of Agriculture, can vu'go their views on
the Government of the day—all this is known
to evei'y one outside the agricultui'al world. " It

is these leading facts," he wiU therefore say,
" and the pregnant guiding jirinciples which they
illustrate, to which alone, amid the press of many
urgent topics, we can expect attention given in

the short annual statement of the Council to the
members of tho National Agricultural Society.'

And is he not right here also ? Unquestionably
he ought to ho.

We confess it was nothing less than startling

to ourselves, and no doubt to many others also,

to find that among the leading agricultui-al facts

of the year recorded in the Report read last

Wednesday is the important announcement that
" F. CnuBB," " E. King," and " W. Mortimer"
had won il. a.i a recent examination in Pure
Mathematics; and that Hill, Maokwood.Eiidd,
and many others had won similar distinctions at

recent examinations into their general educa-
tional attainments. We read also that these

young gentlemen were educated at Clevedon

College, Abingtou House, Devon County School,

&c. ; and nearly one-half the annual Eeport of

the Council of the Society is taken up with
announcements of this kind. Does anybody
doubt that if a reference to the occurrence in the

annual Eeport of tins extraordinary history of

detail, with which an agricultural society has

nothing whatever to do, had been made at

tho crowded meeting in the Society's Rooms
last Wednesday, it must have stai'tled_ the

company of practical and intelligent agricul-

turists, who, no doubt, thought they were there

united for the sole purpose of improving the

Practice and Science of Agricultiu-e. If this

outrageous anomaly had been referred to there
instead of here, the criticism must have com-
manded unanimous assent, and a weighty pro-
test fi'om all the mombers present might perhaps
have awakened tho practical agriculturists, both
landlords and tenant farmers, seated at tho
Council table, to tho wild guidance to which
they have hitherto submitted on this subject.
Wo must add that there is a serious side to tliis

subject, for the statement in tho Report iiicli-

Ciites both perversion of the Society's I'uuils and
neglect of the Society's duty—but, otherwise, it

would bo simply ludicrous.

Undoubtedly there is a large body seated at
the Council table who must know that they aro
being altogether led astray in connection with
this question of Agricultural Education. They
must know that a strictly professional Society
ought not, and that their leaders therefore have
no right, to devoto any of tho funds at their
disposal to tho promotion of general education.
They must know that even if general educa-
tion be selected as tho object to be aimed at, the
potty effort which alone can be made by them is

not only (strictly speaking) an impertinence, but
a ridiculously small contribution to the general
effort which is now everywhere being made.
And they must also know that the question of
professional agricultui'al education is now so
large and so increasmgly important as to fully
occupy and engage every effort which, among
the many objects justlj' claiming their attention,
they can possibly put forth.

The Council of the Agricultural Society, so far
as their position there is concerned, are nothing
if not agricultural. The members whom they
lead have united for agricultural objects only ;

and if they are themselves misled we necessarily
go all astray together, and tho body must ulti-

mately disperse. We submit to the agricultural
majority of the Council that they must insist upon
a stricter limitation of their proceedings to pro-
fessional agi'icultural aims and objects. What
tho sanguine educational movement led by Mr.
AcL,\i,'"D, and permitted by themselves, has
hitherto accomplished, may be seen in the
grotesque absurdity of the fa.ct that, in their

annual address to tho great national agricultural
interest for tho year 1S66, there is positively

more said about the 51. prizes won by a lot of
schoolboys than there is about the Cattle Plague !

We are informed that a deputation on the
Cattle Plague from the Central Chamber of Agricul-
ture will wait upon the Lord President of the Privy
Council on Monday at 3.30 P.M. The deputation will

meet at the Salisbury Hotel, Salisbury Square, E.G.

Owing to the urgency and quantity of other
reports we extremely regret that we are unable to give
the discussion which followed Dr. Voelckee's
admirable lecture on Manures before the London
Pai'mers' Club. It will appear next week.

Mr. Chawnek proposed to the Midl.and
Farmers' Club the other day the question of union
with a Central Chamber of Agriculture. Farmers'
Clubs, he urged, were of comparatively little value
unless through a central mouthpiece by which their

views could be urged upon Government. But if they
were to expect Government to provide a corresponding
Board or Minister with whom to discuss the points in

which they were interested, they must be prep.ared to

provide that Board or Minister with aU the informa-
tion thai niiglii ha asked ; for

—

"All I
i;

I lii . ^^Lrou^der th;it great commercial system
whi. :

:
i . come universal throughout the civilised

wuTii :i I had not had the boDefit of the principle

of fill iiiii' 111 n>M many instances. He, therefore, asked
that tiic agnculUirul community should be put in as good a
position as was occupied by the trading .and commercial bodies.

They could not ask for a Minister or for a Bo.ard of Agri-

culturo, or for a portion of the present Board of Trade, unless

they were prepared to do that which the trading or com-
mercial part of the country did. If they had a Minister or a
Board they must furnish to him all the facts the.7 could collect

connected with their position as cultivators of the land,

because it was upon the collection of f.acts that good sound
legislation could alone be based, rie had before him two or

three reports on agricultural matters relating to Ireland, from
which it appeared that little or no difficulty had been
experieuced in collecting statistics there."

The malt tax, the turnpikes, the law of settlement,

the guano monopoly, and other points needed dis-

cussion ; but if we want a central mouthpiece of our
own, and a special governmental department with
which to discuss them, there must be no flinching

as regarded agricultural statistics. ' If tbey asked

for a Minister of Agriculture they must be

prepared to place before him the facts, the only facts,

on which he could influence the Legislature, or exercise

any power in the Executive Government.
_
These

opinions were cordially adopted by the meeting, the

Earl of Lichfield, Messrs. Masfen, Pell, Mat,
and others assenting, and a deputation was appointed

to the meeting of the Central Chamber of Agriculture,

which has been held in town this week, a report of

which appears in another column.

— The Eev. E. W. Maemion, of Kilmeen, moves
the Registrar-General of Ireland to move the Eoyal

Agricidtural Society of Ireland to move the small
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farmei-s of Ireland to keep their farms clear of weeds.

In a lately published letter to Mr. Donnelly he

says :—" I Trrote to you about a year ago that my glebe

of 25 acres would be ready for inspection on 1st of

June of this year, and that my handy man would

undertake to have it free from weeds. I was anxious

to know if the Agricultural Society give prizes for

Ireland's rarce races—farms without weeds. It would

be an encouragement, not only to my steward, but to

others, if notice were taken of -m1i runi :iud prizes

(according to size and condili .:irded. If

Hive, I undertake to have i.i
'

!
i (25 acres]

clean as croquet ground on il" I i -
i

-111116 next.

This letter was forwarded to the A.^riculIural Society,

and read at a late meeting of their Council, whereu])on

Sir Peect Nugent observed that there was nothing

so much required in Ireland as clean farms. Lord
James Butler understood that there was a law by

which a man could be fined for allowing weeds to grow

wild in his fields, to the injury of his neighbours.

Major BoEKOWES said he was perfectly right. If his

next neighbour had a good crop of Thistles, and

he refused to pull them up after warning him to do so,

he could be summoned before the magistrates, and
fined. He had in fact knoivn a ca.se of that kind.

Moreover, road contractors were obliged to keep their

roads free of weeds.—The Secretary was directed

to reply that no prize was allocated for such a purpose.

"We fear that if the personal interest of the tenants is

insufficient to promote a good fallow, the medals and
prizes of a Society will be ineffectual.

A considerable increase in the number of cases

of Cattle Plague was shown in last week's Return
;

during the week ending 1st December, 32 attacks are

stated to have occurred in Great Britain, being an
increase of 25 on the previous Return. Fresh out-

breaks took place in G farms or places where cattle are

kept ; the number in the week preceding was 2.

Twenty-six healthy cattle were slaughtered during the
week from having been in contact with diseased animals.

The attacks reported are for Chippenham, 1 heifer;

East Bucklow {Cheshire), 1 calf; Amounderness
(Lancashire), 1 bullock; and {Torkshire, East
Hiding) South Holderness, 1 bull, 1 buhook, 9 steers,

4 cows, 11 heifers, and 3 calves. Of these animals,

1 heifer in "Wiltshire died, 1 calf in Cheshire was killed

by order of the owner, and the others were killed by
order of the inspector. During the week ending
Dec. 8, 11 fresh cases occurred, chiefly in Yorkshire,
being a decrease of IS on the previous week.

THIN SEEDING AT TIPTREE EiUlM.
It will be recollected by my readers that in my first

letter on Tiptree Hall farming I introduced to them,
as far as I considered I had authority to, a most
worthy neighbour of mine, who had become a farmer
through a fearful accident he met with in a railway
carriage in which he was travelling, which made it

impossible for him to follow his profession, which it

will be remembered was the clerical one ; therefore, by
the advice in the first place of a very excellent and
wealthy female relative, as I have previously explained,
he laid aside the clerical gown and turned farmer, at
first on a moderate-sized farm' which he rented, but
now, by the munificence of the lady to whom I have
above referred, and his own inherited property, he is

become of the wealthiest landed proprietors and the
most extensive farmer of the neighbourhood in which
he resides.

No man keeps his land in better heart or con-
dition, both the arable and grazing, than my friend does
his, and though few men see more farms and farming
than I myself do, and in various parts of the kingdom, I
unhesitatingly state that there is not in all England a
farm more skilfully cultivated in every respect^ and
which is paying better acre for acre, than is my friend's

at this time ; and the whole estate also is on a piece,
homestead and all ; in fact, everything is kept in the
very best ))ossible order, and every operation on the
farm done in the best possible workmanlike way. But
my friend is also blest with one of the best farming
bailiffs, though only a working man, I anywhere know,
having the most methodical head and being a good
manager of workmen.
Thus my readers will perceive that on such a farm,

under such management, and all the land kept in such
condition, the crops must be of the best kind, the best
yields, and of the best quahty ; and so they all are ; but
still not equal to what Mr. Mechi publishes his are by
an average of fuU 10 or 12 bushels an acre at the least.

It is therefore worth our serious inquiry as to how
Mr. Mechi produces these marvellous crops, for if they
are so abundant, and from what has been called mere
modicums of seed, it is quite certain that the lands in
England are not let at half their real value, and that
landowners are hood-winked or kept under a cloud by
their agents. But perhaps my readers may have
forgotten what Mr. Mechi writes his crops are, and so
here are his statements :—From'oue peck of seed, he
writes, he has gi-own 7 qrs. and 1 bushel an acre ; and
again, from another one peck he has grown 7 qrs. and
2 bushels an acre ; and again, from IV pecks, his
maximum quantity, in one year he produced 8 qrs. of
Wheat per acre, and from double that quantity of seed
in two successive years he produced 15 quarters, or
120 bushels an acre! Now I nievclv quote the
quantities of seed as Mr. Ml.'!-;

I
i l;;;,,. ;r :n t: ^^s

Icarenotwhetherhefor pec',
: ,

; for
not; but what I write is tli: . ij ' ,: \!i M hi at
Tiptree, in Essex, does produce tlie»u ui.ii vlUulij crops,
he is undoubtedly the most extraordinary farmer the
world has ever produced ; and it is quite certain that
when his race shall have been brought to a close, and
his caudle burnt out, the agricultural world wiU be
again in darkness, and the sun itself for ever afterwards

]\Ir. Mechi, Mr. W. C. Spooner, informs us in the

Ai/riculliind Gazette that the above described crops,

which appear so extraordinarily large to other persons,

are only failures " with Mr. Meohi among his experi-

ments, and should be acknowledged as such, because,

if I understand Mr. Spooner correctly, he writes, we
know Mr. Mechi to be enthusiastic and poetical when
advocating important principles. Now we know, and
experience has proved it countless numbers of times,

that enthusiasts and poets do take great licenses in

most things with which they meddle, but here we are

discussing matters of fact, and not enthusiasts'^ and
poets' licenses, namely, as to whether Mr. Mechi has

on his farm at Tiptree produced the crops which he
proclaims he has, and- which Mr. Spooner designates as

inere "failures." This is the subject to the inquiry

into which we are now engaged.
But to return to my friend and his fai-ming bailiff,

the latter of whom, with a first-rate ploughman, has

just arrived at my house, having at my request been

sent to me by their master. But before I admit them
into my study, as I intend to do, I must state that they

have brought a note from their master, in which he
laments that he is not able nor permitted to leave his

house, in consequence of the injury which had never
been completely healed, having broken out afresh, or

he would have been here.

But the bailiff and the ploughman are here, and now,
having desired them to be sent into my study, here

they are. "Well, bailiff, how was your master when
you left?"

—" Very bad, zir ; I haven't zeed un for vour
days."

—
" I am very sorry."—" It is a zad job, zir."—

"But what will Samuel (the ploughman) and you
have ? A jug of my best cider, or some of my best

ale ? "—" If you please, zir, we prevur zuin zider." The
cider was then brought in, and the bailiff and bis

ploughman having helped themselves to a tumbler-full

each, I put to them the following questious :—
" Your master, near two years since, sent you into Essex, I

remember ; and so bis note to me states—first, to go to Mr.
MecWs, at Tiptree Hall, and then to Mr. Fisher Hobbs's
beyond Colchester, for two breeding hogs, a boar and sow'

You went, I know, and brought away the hogs, for the sow
proved in pig, .ind I have one of the litter, a sow which is now
also in pig, and will pig in about three weeks. What do you
think of the breed of them?"—"They will not do, zir, for

varmers, being too tchort, the vhtch too tchort."
— '' So I

thought, bailiff. I do not ask you .anything about Mr. llobbs's

farm, as I have been at it with your master, with whom Mr.
Hobbs was very friendly. But did you see Mr. Hobbs ? "

—

"No, zii-, he wur away for his health ; but we zeed his looker
(farm bailiff), who gave us the hogs, and zent um to Colchester

in a cart to tll' train."
" Well, but what I want you for is to know what you saw

at Mr. Mechi's?"—"IjTothin, zir."
—"Nothing?"—"No, zir."

—"Did you see Mi-. Mechi?"—"The vamily wur not at home,
zir ; nobudy but a zai-vant, and zo we ax'd un if we might zee
tha Weeat and tother crops, Peeas and Ceeuus, an all, and he
zed he spozed we might- And I zed, whur be th' veelds of

ythin zeedin ? And he zed he did not know, but pointed wur
the Weeat veelds win*. And zo we went and walked all over
th" veelds, but could vind no thin zceding, but all ythicker nor
ours athum by two or dree or vower peck a zeed. .An zo we
zed we wur on the rung varm, and wur comin aw.ay, when wo
zeed a mon with a gun and dog over a hedge : an we ax'd un
if he cud tchow us whur tha thin-zeedud Weeat wur ? an he
zed thur war nun. We zed Mr. Mechi put in print he zeeded
wi' wun peck an acre, an had 232 peck of crop from ut ; an
then he loof'd an zed Mr. Mechi zeeded thicker nor othur
varmvirs did. An then we ax'd un whur th' eight quarters .an

acre wur grown in wun yeer, an vifteeu in two yeer ? when he
loofd agin, an zed, if we wanted ta see thin zeeding au good
variain, wo must go elsewhere ; an zo, arter we had walked
again over the veelds to look for thin zeeding, we cum away."

" But how wide were the rows of Wheat apart? Did you
measure the distances?"—"We did, an tha Weeat wur jvist

zix inches from row ta row, whur we wur told by another
mon it wur thin zeeded, and about zeven whur it wui- thick,

and tha zeed in tha rows wur dree times thicker nor we put
ours in at hum,"

" But, bailiff, have you not said to some one that Mr. Mechi
gi-ew 15, 16, and 17 quarters of Wheat from 1 peck of seed?"—" No ; I zed tha mon we zeed zed Mr. Mechi zed zo ta he ; I

didn't zay tha mon zed zo ta we, I zed tha mon zed th'

gentleman zed zo ta he."
" But what did you hear about Mr. Mechi's crops in genenil,

and what estimate did both of you make about them ?"—" Tha
mon wi' tha dog an gun zed tha wur about vlve and a half

quarters an acre on tha v.arm, an no more ; an as for zeeding,
he zed he knew zix an zeven peck, an zumtimes more, wur
tha usual quantity. We then ax'd un how .so little zeed an
such lai-ge crops got into print ? He zed tha looker (farm
bailiff) told Mr. Mechi what ta put in print, and if he zes a
pint a zeed an .acre only wur used, an tha ci*op wur vifteeu
or zixteen quarters an acre. Mr. Mechi would print ut."
" Then, bailiff, you learned nothing by going to Tiptl

Essex?"—"Nothin; but that all in print about it is

up by Mr, Mechi's looker, an Mr. Mechi puts all in piint
he zes."
" But did you notseethc noted looker, nor the workmen—"No, we got thxu- late, and they wur all gone hum. But

as we left the varm we ax'd a man whur we could get zum zider
and bread and cheese ?

' An he zed no zider wur zold there, but
the best old beer wur ou the heath, and he wud go'with us,

and when we cum to tha Inn it wur tha Spotted Dog, and zo
we went in and had zum good old ale an bread and cheese, and
thur we hurd all about Mr. Mechi's vjirming agin : and all zed
he wur a good master an' an extent man,
an haviu eight quarters of Weeat from c

land wi a peck a zeed an acre, di'ce or vowur
wur in the inn, zed they had worked on tha vani
and hadnever zeed less zeed put in nor ,•(!.- 1 V

an' as vor yield, they zed they knew v.

crops wur better, and they told thvir nam I i ,

" So then. Bailiff, and Samuel (the otii 1 r 1 ei

leiimt nothing by going to Tiptree in i;„,ai;.^ .- -

cept all that's in print is— &c."

But enough, and more than enough. T. B.

and 2

Nuthia,

Home Correspondence.
The Atmosjiheric CTncd.—In case you have not had

anythingabout the atmospheric churn in your columns,
I send a brief notice of my impressions about it.

Having an hour to spare when in London last week,
I paid a visit to No. 119, New Bond Street, where the
churn is to be seen in operation daily at 1 and 4 o'clock

- , , . .-. .^^.. ..-. ^,,.. «.^u. „„iv.a
I

P.M. That which I saw at work was made of tin,
enveloped lu mist or fog. But a certain apologist of [ cylindrical in shape, and capable of working a couple

of gallons of milk. It was worked on the prin-

ciple of the common plunge churn, only the
handle of the plunger was a hollow tube, into the top
of which a perforated wooden plug was inserted wi'h a
valve, so that when the plunger was pressed do^vn, air

was forced into the milk, and the effect was that in

11 minutes by my watch butter was produced. The
milk, about 6 quarts, from a London dairyman in the

vicinity, was warmed to about 08' Fahrenheit. I tested

it before and after churning, and found it equally

sweet on both occasions ; the quantity of butter made
seemed to be about J lb., very white, but quite sweet.

I took a similar churn down with me to the country,

and the next day tried it with 2 gallons of milk
which had stood about 20 hours. In 10 minutes
the butter came, but only § lb. I had the milk
taken out of the churn and let it stand 21 hours
more, when a good coating of cream appeared on
the surface ; this was churned again, but I think
it was once heated, and only 14 oz. of butter was
obtained ; again it was allowed to stand for 43 hours
longer, when cream was again formed on the surface,

and rather more than a pint was skimmed off. The
milk was then of course sour, and given to the pigs.

From this single experiment it would seem that the

churn does not take all the butter out of the milk at

once ; but I propose to make further experiments with
both cream and milk, which I will communicate if

vou think it desirable. Jas. Arch. Campbell, Hugbi/.

[Thanks-]
Cattle J?lague in Lancashire : Neio Precautions.—

The Justices have lately put forth a manifesto in respect

to the cattle-plague, with a view to prevent any out-

break on the taking up of cattle for the winter. The
Justices inform the owners of cattle in their jurisdic-

tion that any neglect to take proper precautions will

be considered in awarding compensation should their

cattle become afflicted. They advise that all shippons

and sheds should be disinfected by chlorine gas m the

manner directed by them as a local authority, and
practised by the county poUce (the system of Pro-
fessor Stone, of Manchester) ; and the Justices urge
this chlorine fumigation whether the farm premises

have been visited with the plague or not. They also

strongly urge that the farmers should prevent strangers

coming on their premises. The chief police stations,

19 in number, and several of the subdivisions, have
been made depots for the sale of the drugs and appa-

ratus used in making chlorine, and plain instructions

how to make and apply the gas have been set forth in

a pamphlet by Mr. Stone, the advising chemist to the

Justices. &

Societies*
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.

The Annual General Meetin-^ of tliis Society was
held on Wednesday last at tlieir house in Hanover
Square, Mr. H. S. Thompson in the chair. There was
an unusually large attendance of members, including

Lord "VTalsingham, Earl of Shrewsbury aud Talbot,

Lord Berners, Lord Tredegar, Sir MasseyLopen, M.P.

;

Mr. Acland, M.P. ; Mr. Holland, M.P.; Mr. C. S.

Read, M.P. ; Sir J. H. Maxwell, Sir ^Y. Stirling,

Major-General the Hon. A. N. Hood, Colonel Challoner,

Major Wilson, Captain Bavthropp, Professor Voelcker,

I)r. Crisp, and Messrs. S. Sidney, Torr^ Arkeh, Wren
Hoskyns, Prere. J. G. Sheppard, Hulton, Sandy,
Corbet, Bowly, B. Gibbs, J. Baldwin, Barnett, Buck-
ham, Moore, Stevens, and J. Gray.
Mr. H. Hall Dare, the Secretary, read the Report of

the Council as follows :

—

During the last half year 6 governors and 114 membera have
died, while 1 governor and 32 members have been elected, so

that the list now comprises 76 life governors, 82 annual
governors, 13S0 life members, 3972 annual membera, 15

honorary members—making a total of 5525.

The Council have elected Sir Edward Kenison, Bai-t., M.P.,

and Mr. Jonas, to supply the vacancies in the class of Vice-

Preaidcnts caused by the decease of Mr. Thomas Raymond
Barker and Mr. Fisher Hobbs. In filling these vacancies the
Council avail themselves of the opportunity of recording on
their minutes an expression of their sincere regi-et at these

losses, and their deep sense of the valuable services which
these gentlemen had uniformly and unwearyingly rendered to

the Socictv.

Major Wilson, of Stowlangtoffc Hall, Bury St. Edmunds, has

been cloctcd a Member of Council in the room of Mr. Hamond,
resigned ; Wir Henry Vane, Bart., of Hutton Hall, Penrith, in

the r.Mtm ...f Mr. Wilson, deceased; aud Mr. D, R. Davies, of

Mere Old Hall. Knutsford, Cheshire, in the room of Mr. Junas,

elected a Vice-President.
The statement of accounts for the half-year ended 30th June,

has been examined and approved by the Society's auditors and
accountants, and has been furnished to all membera in the

last number of the Jom-ngl.
The funded capital has been reduced by the sale 'of 1000(.

stock, and now stands at 18,027?. IQs. Gd. in the New Three per
Cents. This sale has been rendered necessary partly by the
cost of the addition of a new story to the Society's house,

which materially adds to the value of the pivi'ii'- -=
: it* 1 partly

by the appiopriation of a considerabl'/ :

' i' mtiLrh

iavestigationinto the results of the cult i'. i
: U by

steam-driven machinery in various part- •
.

i. ^ To
this latter object the Council determine 1 '

: .
; mi not

exceeding 1000?., and notwithstanding the wet ant amn con-

siderable progress has been made in the inquirj', the result of

which will be fully made known in the first nuaberof the
Journal for next year.
The implements for which Piizes will be given in the

ensuing year consist of fixed and portable steam cn^ncs, fixed

and portable threshing machines, finishing machines, hand
dressing machines, Barley hummellers, chaff cutters, mills,

crusher-!, oUcake breakers, bone mills, Turnip cuttei-s, and
field K^atcs ; and as a period of four years will have elapsed

sinee the trial of some of these classes of implements, it is to

be ant icijvited that many improvements will be exhibited at

Biirv^t K.i-"MMd°,
Til- . . iitn- -ting next year will be held in the week

cniiK,, I
'^;..

I \- the 15th July. Frizes to the amount of

2'>j";; .. 1^ I. vthe Society for Live Stock, aud ^'M)l. for

Impli'i,,. t,:-- uliil.'.-'To?. are added by the Suffolk Agi-icuUural

Society and the L^cal Committee. It is also proposed to offer .

200?. in prizes for Poultry, the Eastern Counties having long

been famous for their success in this department.
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The Education Committee have followed out the scbomo of

px'izcs offered in the last report in counection with the Oxfnvl
Local Examinations, and have made the following award

Thmia Oy,:. , ; ' /'. \ 1

"
• I i ivcrpool Insti-

tute, -/.
: J. I '

^ ::- • '• 'ii
. IK'sex, M. ; C,

J. Lanijloy, Mr, :,:, 11 ..
.

,

v,.i
:

,
,,/.

I'mir i.i O'.".' .^..". ," -1 ,, 1 1 Ul, Grammar
Sc, Wolverbampton, -^l. : U. 1. iJuvuy. Lifvcd.in Coll., North-
ampton, 21. ; C. O. Mauiiwood, Clarendon House, Kennlugt> n
Iload, 2f. ; R. P. Rudd, Clarendon House, Keimington Road, J/,

JUNIOIW.

Tiro 1,1 Oiford First Bhusmi.-K II. I'rl. M • ,.1, -l,i- Cr.
School, 7;. ; E. King, Abington 1

1

:/

Scnii in Orford Second Divlti,:, I
•• 'l.i 11, .use

Sc, Exeter, .3'. ; G.B.Lovett, Kiln- it. i.ll :-,.!,..,l, ; ;('.A.
Day, Clevedon Coll., Northampton, i(. ; c Hii^baui, <_'levcdon
CoU., Northampton, 1/, ; J. Luxton, Devon County School, II.

;

W. Mortimer, Devon County School, 1^ ; J, C. Sargent, Abing-
ton House Sc., Northampton, II.

List II.— PHzc/i. given to Candidates who, havinff passed the
Fi-eliminari/ Examination, are distinguished in any of the
subjects mentioned in the R. A. S. B. Prize List.

Sen-

C. J. Lali-1.

A. PoUard, I i

Bovey, Clevcin
Se., Bow (Mull
(Mathematics),

[louse Sc. (Mathematics), 51.
;

ito (Mathematics), 5i. ; H. T.
iiities), 2i. ; J. Lake, Alfred Ho.
K. P. Rudd, Clarendon House

, R. A. Coll., Cirenccste:
(Chemistry), 5/. ; A. Pollard, Liverpool Institute (Cherr.istry),

2(. : J, W. Sanders, Ullesthorpe House (Physiology), 51.

;

A. Pollard, Liverpool Institute (Physiology), 2(.

Juniors.

F. Chubb, Mansioii Ho, Sc, Exeter (Pure Mathem.atics), U.

;

E. King, Abington Ho. Sc, Northampton (Pure Mathematics),
4^ ; W. Mortimer, Devon County Sc. (Pure Mathematics), il.

List III.

—

Mechanics applied to Agriculture.

P. B. Kingdon, Royal Agr. Coll., Cirencester, 51. ; H. R.
Goddard, Royal Agr. Coll., Cirencester, U. ; T. J. Elliott,

Royal Agr. Coll., Cii'encester, 31. ; J. L. Waldon, Devon
County School, 3/.

Chemistry applied to Agriculture.—P. B. Kingdon, Royal
Agr. Coll., Cirencester, 5^ ; J. L. Waldon, Devon County
School, it ; H. R. Goddard, Royal Agr. CoU., Cirencester, 4(.

In all these lists, when? priz'^j -if tli-' same value are given to
more than one candidal '

[..i tl,. nm -ubjeet, the candidates'
names are aiT.anged in III]! '

ii '
' .-r.

The whole number III I
i 4.5. ,

Withreg-ard to the i uni li l_i Id Examinations to be
held during the present month, the Council have determined
upon offering prizes for the same subjects as before.

Seventy-four candidates are entered for these prizes. Of
these, 21 are Seniors and 4.5 Juniors ; while 10 are entered for

the special prizes in Mechanics and Chemistry applied to
Agriculture, of whom two are also entered amongst the
Seniors.
The Council also offer (besides the foregoing prizes) one Senior

Scholarship of 50?., and four Junior Scholarships of 20^, to be
competed for at the ensuing Cambridge Local Examin.ations
in December, 1866, limited to sons of tenant fanners, or of

owners, if not exceeding 500 acres, occupying their own land,
on the following conditions :

—

That the Senior Scholarship shall only be given on con-
dition that the scholar spend a year with a practical
agriculturist, to be approved by the Education Com-
mittee, or at one of the Agricultural Colleges—such as
Cirencester, Glasnevin, or the Agricultural Department
at Edinburgh—,and th.at the money shall not be paid
until a testimonial as to good conduct and industry be
produced, at the end of the year of scholarship, from
the body or person under whom the schohar has studied.

That the Junior Scholarships shall only be given upon
condition that the scholars spend a year at a school, to
be apijroved by the Education Committee, and that the
money shall not be p.aid until a testimonial as to good
conduct and industry be produced at the end of the
year of scholarship, from the person under whom the
scholars have studied.

These Scholarships will be awarded according to the order
in which the Candidates st.aud at the Cambridge Local
Ex.aminations.
Tho Council have .again obtained the assistance of Mr.

Bcj^ant, of St. John's College, Cambridge (Senior Wrangler,
1850), to examine in Mechanics applied to Agriculture, in
conjunction with Mr. Amos, the Society's Consulting Engineer.
Mr. Liveing, Professor of Chemistry in the University of
Cambridge, and Professor Voelcker, the Society's Consulting
Chemist, will conduct the examination in Chemistry applied
to Agriculture.
While heartily uniting with tho whole kingdom in the

thanksgiving for the abatement of the Cattle Plague, the
Council arc at the .same time sen.sible of the in}port.ance of

continuiTiL; Kmnv nf the existing restrictions on the traffic in
live .sti.i.k. mid Willi this view have instructed a deputation to

wait fu till. Lulls iif the Privy Council to draw theii- attention
to tho fuUuwiiig points:—1st. The importation of Foreign
Cattle ; 2d, The re-openuig of Fairs and Mai'kets ; and 3d,

The necessity of extending the time during which the powers
granted to the Privy CouncUunder the Acts of the last Session
may be exercised.
With respect to the first ii.iint, the Council believe that the

existioi:,' ii.'-tiiii i'liis lOL iitii'iably sufficient for the present,

but that iiiikiss they lire mrule perm.anent, it will not be con-

sidered wortli while tl- erect lairs for the purpose of carrying

out regulations which may he only of a temporary nature, and
that consequently such as relate to quarantine will become
inoperative. The constant presence of the disease in various

p.arts of the Continent of Europe ni.akes it extremely probable
that, except under very stringent regulatimis, the disease

will frequently be re-imported, and they believe that it will

eventually be found that nothing short of permanent regula-

tions for killing anim.als intended fur slaughter at the ports at

which they are landed will prevent its introduction, and that

with respect to Store Cattle, the regulations should bo of

such .a perm.anent character as will lead to the provision
of suitable buildings for caiTylng out an efficient system of

quarantine.
With respect to the 2d and "d points adverted to by the

Council, the.y think considerable danger will he incurred by
reopening fairs and markets at the present time, except under
the restriction of iraracdiate slaughter (hear, hear), and they
wish to call the attention of the Government to the import-
ance of obtaining, if necessary, additional Parliamentary
powers, so that the trade in cattle may be placed upon such a
footing as may insure the greatest amount of security to
owners of cattle, and that at the same time, the dealers and
importers may know under what restrictions the tnade is to
be carried on, and be encouraged to provide such .appliances as
may enable them to conduct theu* business with the least

possible inconvenience to themselves, and the smallest risk to,

and interference with, public interests.

On the motion of Jlr. Caldwell, seconded by Mr.

Ei.r.MA llr

wlii

suiiiniiiiiniislvii.lm.k'il; .•iflcr

Ki>iiii:.\i- iv;„l Ihr fuliuuiii- Addrcss,
luciitly Mid nariuly tuiljltiiided ;

—

Address op the Pebsidbnt.

Tho Royal Agricultural Society not having held a
country meeting this year, the Council lost their cus-
tomary opportunity of meeting the members of the
Society, and of manifesting, by the success of their
show, both the vitaUty of the Society and the steady
progics.s of British agriculture. I, therefore, takr lln~
u|iiiurluijity of making a few remarks on suni. ni I In

lopirs which possess most interest for agriciiliun i ni

the iireseiit time, in the hope that other auitleiucu
may join in the discussion, and give the meeting the
benefit of their experience and their opinions on those
subjects. I wish first to mention that I shall only
advert to those topics which possess a common interest
for all our members, and shall avoid all such as may
be likely to rouse feelings of antagonism and class
interest. I press this point strongly, because some of
these forbidden topics involve questions of gretit im-
portance, and, as Chairman of the Journal Committee, I
have frequently been urged to take steps to procure
articles on such questions as leases, tenant right, pre-
servation of game, &c. These and other similar ques-
tions are, no doubt, deeply interesting to both landlords
and tenants, and nothing can be more reasonable than
that men who have a common interest in any subjects
of this nature should meet and discuss them ; should,
if they think fit, write pamphlets and newspaper
articles, and endeavour, as much as possible, to enlist

public opinion in support of their particular views;
but when all is done, landlord and tenant must in the
future, as in the past, settle their mutual rights and
privileges by individual negotiation and agreement;
and in the great majority of cases such negotiations
will assuredly end in land being let at its market value,
such market value varying in some measure according,

to the security afforded to the tenant, that if he lays
out his capital on land that is not his own he will get
it back with fair profit. AVhilst, however, admitting
the full importance of this class of subjects. I do not
hesitate to state that the consideration and discussion of

them were not the objects with which this Society was
founded. I am one ofthose who took an active, though a
very subordinate part in its formation, and have been a
member of the Council from that time to this, and I can
safely say that the principal aim of the founders was to

promote the improvement and development of those
two great branches of iiidiistiy kiiinvnas -lock and crop
farming, upon which llm ii' Miii.v ni Imlh landlords
and tenants must uhiiiialolj ilrii.ini, innl in the prose-
cution of which landlords ami Irnaiits can heartily pull
together. I must here guard myself against the suppo-
sition that I mean to exclude from the list of subject:

properly occupying the attention of this Society such
questions as the education of the agricultural classes,

the best construction of labourers' cottages, and many
other kindred subjects. Nothing can be farther from
my intention. These subjects were set forth in our
charter, and naturally and properly occupy the atten-

tion of the Society at the present moment; but
improvements of all kinds, whether in education or in

farm buildings and cottages, require ample 'means, and
I repeat, therefore, that the first great object of the
formation of this Society was to increa.se as much as

possible the amount of wealth to be extracted from the
soil, leaving the apportionment of it between landlords,

tenants, and labourers, to be settled between man and
man at fitting time and place. Nor ij the sphere ofour
operations Ithus defined either a narrow or an ignoble

one. We may well be content to devote our energies

to the production of the great staple products which
must always form the principal bulk of the food of

man, and to produce this food in greater quantity
and of better quality than heretofore is one of those
highly gratifying results which, whilst improving the
position of the agriculturist himself, adds at the same
time to the comfort and well-being of even the
humblest classes of his countrymen.

Having thus limited myself at the outset, I will

first advert to the Cattle Plague. At this time last

year the (Council of this Society were exerting them-
selves to bring the collective weight of this and
other leading agricultural societies to bear in induc-
ing the Government to adopt certain stringent
regulations for preventing the movement of cattle

generally and for killing promptly these attacked by
the disease. The resolutions unanimously adopted by
the Council with this view were, as nearly as may be,

subsequently embodied in the Cattle Diseases Pre-
vention Act ; and, looking at the immediate check
given to the cattle plague when that Act came into

force, and its subsequent rapid and continuous decline,

few persons are now found to question the soundness
of the policy then pursued. The cattle plague

^
has

now for a considerable period been brought into

such narrow compass that we may reasonably hope
soon to see it altogether extingiiished ; and it seems
to me important that, whilst its disastrous efiects

are still fresh in our memories, we should not allow

our attention to be diverted from the true character

and results of this calamity until such regulations be
permanently adopted—be made, in fact, part of the law
of the land—as may give us all the security against its

recurrence which the nature of the case will admit of.

The late attack of rinderpest may be said to have

lasted little more than a year, for though the first

cases were observed at the end of June, 18G5, it had

not made very great progress before August of that

year, and by the end of August, 1886, the attacks of

the disease had been reduced within very narrow

limits. In point of duration, therefore, the great

visitation of rinderpest of the last century, which

lasted from June, 1714, to 1757, or thereabouts, varied

materially from this. But rinderpest, like other

lliings hiivils by railH:iy in the.se days, and in little
iinMc (hail thixn: mijiillis IVoni its first appearance it had
iiiv;idod iiKiiu than h;Uf Iho counties of Engknd and a
larjjo nortion of Scotland. The number of disetisod
animals which have died or been killed amoiiiilcil on
the 24th of November last to 200,M2. \.. i.lurii of
their value can yet be obtained, bul 1 '.u i: . i.i i;tge
value of 1801 head slaughtered in til W i, .n- of
Yorkshire, and applying that av. i .

i -
i;. .. lude

number, wc oblaiii a tut;il of ariiionii' Tin hinv-
VV1-, do,., 1

•, |,,v
, ul II,,. .,..„. ,1. .,|,

, 1,,-,, asacon-
'>'<-,', U' 11. II

'

;
. ..I ; ,
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, i,r the Cattle
'''' !''

~ I'l'
'

'.I '>' .... I .11 II not reported
toUiciusiJucL'ji.. 11v:l\,\ 1o...-.u.. i',|.r..::il,.o;iii:urredbythe

forced sales and prcuia,ture slaughter of young animals
in store condition, in consequence of tho panic caused
whenever the disease made its first apjiearance in a
new neighbourhood. On the whole I cannot rate the
national loss caused by the cattle plague at less than
three millious sterling. It is mortifying to reflect that
(humanly speaking) this great loss might have been in
great measure prevented if we had not been too proud
to profit by the experience of our own and other
nationswho had frequentlyhad to battlewith this terrible
scourge, and who had uniformly come to the conclusion,
after repeated attempts at cure, that immediate isola-
tion and slaughter of all animals attacked by rinderpest
was the only mode of escaping heavy loss. No doubt
some will be found to dissent from my conviction that
this great loss might have been almost entirely pre-
vented if our existing machinery for stamping out
cattle plague had been set to work on its first outbreak.
It will

_
be

^
difficult, however, to escape from this

conclusion if we compare the results of the " laissez
aller " and the " stamping-out " methods in the
summers of 1865 and 1866. Compare, for instance,
the month of July, 1865, with the month of September,
186G. In the former month there were 79 fresh
outbreaks of the disease, in the latter there were 74:
so that the number of new centres of infection created
were in each of these months nearly the same. In
the latter case, however, the stamping-out principle was
applied to these new sources of infection, in the other
they were left to increase and multiply. And what
was the consequence? Two months later the full

eflect of these new outbreaks would be fully seen ; and
we find in September, 1865, 954 fresh outbreaks attack-
ing 5200 animals ; whilst in November, 1866, there
were only 8 fresh outbreaks attacking 16 animals.
Why should not the 74 fresh outbreaks in September,
1866, have done as much mischief proportionately as
the 79 in July, 1865 ? Some will say that the disease
was worn out, had become less intense or less conta-
gious than it was a year before. This, however, is not
the ease, as throughout the whole of this visitation the
nature and character of the attacks have been remark-
ably uniform, and in the very latest cases, the disease
has shown itself just as contagious and just as fatal as
at the first commencement. I have already shown that
we, as a nation, have incurred a very heavy loss rather
than admit that our scientific means and appliances
are as insuffioierft now to cure or even mitigate this
disease as they were a century ago, in this country, or
as they are in other countries up to the present day,
but having paid so dearly for our experience, it would
be totally inconsistent with the business-like and prac-
tical character of Englishmen if we did not take steps

to profit by our past error, and to prevent our having
to buy our experience over again at the same heavy
cost. With this view the Council have within the last

few days sought an interview with her Majesty's
Government, and|we stated our unanimous conviction
that so far as the present attack of rinderpest is con-
cerned, it woidd be highly impolitic to relax the
restrictions which have proved so effective until a
sufficient 'time shall have elapsed without the occur-
rence of a single case to afford a reasonable probability

that the disease is extinct in Great Britain. With
reference to the future, we also pointed out the im-
portance of obtaining from Parliament, in a perma-
nent form, the power to revive at any time when re-

quired the existing machinei-y. That this machinery
is efficient for its purpose is proved by the fact that in

any of the later (mtbrcaks Ihc di.sea.se has rarely

extended beyond llir farms whom it lii-.-t iippoared.

unless from great apalliv and iM"jli:.iriioo on llio jiart of

the local authorities. If the piovi-uin- oidi,. ( :ittle

Diseases Prevention Act are not r. n I Hi. , will

expire next June, or at the end of i
:

i
i

in of

Parliament, and on any new outbnii .
i

i il.i i:i:ise

Parliament would have to be callod lo-e;iKi, or, if

then sitting, the tedious process of passing a bill

through both Houses would have to be incurred before

any effective measures could be taken, and we should

assuredly have again to pay dearly for our want of

foresight. The third point, which the Council consider

of equal, if not greater, importance than either of the

two former, is that the importation of foreign cattle

should be permanently placed on a safe footing. Tho
whole character of this trade has been changed I)y the

continued extension of railways on the Continent of

Europe, occurring, as it has done, simultaneously with

a great increase in the price of cattle in the English

markets. These two causes combined make it answer

to the importer to bring cattle from much greater

distances, and we can no longer consider Eotterdam

and Hamburgh as the ports from which only DnUli or

North German stock are brought here; but llioy have

become the termini of a great network of railways, at

the other end of which lie the great steppes of Eastern

Europe, from which the rinderpest is rarely absent;

and we are placed in nearly as much danger as countries

like Austria and Prussia, which, geographically, he
much nearer to the sources of infection, and which
have only kept themselves free from the most calamitous

losses since they have adopted very stringent regula-

tions as part of their permanent code, ready to be put

into active operation at the shortest possible notice.
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The store cattle imported are so limited in number
that it would not be difficult to establish an efficient

system of quarantine for them, and there can
be little doubt but that if it were once thoroughly
understood that in future all fat cattle must be slaugh-

tered at the ports of disembai'kation, arrangements
would soon be made by which it could conveniently be
carried out; and I am sanguine enough to believe that

after a time it would be conducive to the interest of

the importer, as it assuredly would be to that of the

consumer. Let it be assumed that convenient slaughter-

houses were constructed at the ports both of export

and import. In winter, when the passage is rough and
tedious, and the importers sufl'er great losses by general

deterioration and numerous deaths amongst their live

cargoes, they would slaughter the cattle at Rotterdam,
Antwerp, Ostend, and other convenient ports, and
during the winter months the meat could be brought
over in capital condition. During the summer months,

when fresh meat would not bear a sea voyage, the

animals must be brought over alive, but at that time of

year the passage loses half its teiTors, and the cattle

would be slaughtered at Hull, Harwich, or the port of

London. Even now fresh meat is becoming an article

of daily importation,andfrom the Board of Tradel learn

that in the month of ©ctober last no less than three
miUionsfourhundredandtwenty-eightthousand pounds
of meat, salted and fresh, were imported, of which
the greater portion was fresh mutton.

The next question to which I shall allude is

the Labour difficulty. All who are engaged in rural

])ursuits are aware that wa^es have risen very much
during the last few years, and that not only has labour
become a more costly item in farm expenditure, but it

is extremely difficult in many districts to obtain a

sulliciency of the right sort of men. Some years ago
it was very common to bear farmers severely blamed
for not giving high enough wages to their labourers,

and now it is equally common to hear the labourers
found fault with for asking extravagantly high wages.
In each case the complaints are equally unreasonable.
A farmer who should from kindness of heart give much
higher wages than his neighbours would soon find

himself in the Gazette, and it would be equally un-
business-like to expect that labourers should ask lower
wages than they think they can obtain. Several causes
have contributed to bring about the present scarcity of
labour in particular districts : the rapid expansion of

trade, the successive alterations which have been made
in the law of parochial settlement, and, above all, the
great increase in the facilities and cheapness of loco-

motion. The change is, therefore, likely to be perma-
nent, and it is an interesting question how best to deal
with it. A noble lord at an agricultural dinner in one
of the Jlidland counties, a few months ago, was so
much impressed with the importance of the question
as to suggest the possibility of applying the co-operative
system to agricultural labour. Judging from the news-
paper report of his lordship's speech, he did not do
more than throw out the idea with the view of
eliciting discussion. It does not appear to me that the
labourer could be made a sharer in the farmer's profits

in good seasons unless he could also bear his share of
the farmer's losses in bad ones, which he would
clearly be unable to do, but there is one mode in
which the farmer mi.ght admit his labourers to be
partners in his farm, which would, I think, go some
way towards sumiounting the present labour difficulty,

and would, with little cost to the farmer, be of incal-
culable benefit to the labourer. The plan I would
suggest is that the farmer should let to a certain
number of his labourers sufficient Grass land to enable
each of them to keep a cow, and that these allotments
should be the rewards of industry and sobriety. I
have for some years watched the operatio;i of two
modes of carrying this out, one plan being to let each
man a separate field of two or three acres, which is

much preferred by the men ; the other being to
devote two fields of considerable size to a number
of men, who use one in common as a summer pas-
ture for their cows, and mow the other for hay,
the separate holdings being marked out by a post
at each corner. The latter method is suitable for
large farms on which it might be difficult to find, or to
form, a sufficiency of small fields for separate allotment.
Both plans work well. The cost to the farmer is

trilling, as the cottagers are always willing to pay a fair
rent for (lie laud. To labourers with fiunilies the
advantage of keeping a cow can hardly be overrated,
but I do not think it advisable to confine it to fathers
of families, as a steady married man without children
is thus enabled to save a little money, and becomes so
much interested in his cow and his pig that the ale-
house is no longer the chief source of attraction during
his leisure hours. Those who are best acquainted with
agricultural labourers will, I feel confident, bear me
out in the assertion that a man who can ensure regular
woil, :il I'lir \\;i_Ts, with sufficient land to keep a cow
aii'l " iiiin even a moderately good cottage
am 'I and neighbours whom he has knoivn
friiiii li;- ( liiMli (!.i, will seldom be found willing to
exclmugc his position for the crowded courts and alleys
of the large towns, even by the temptation of con-
siderably higher money wages.

The Council have, during this year, devoted attention
to the organisation of a critical inquiry into the results
of Steam Cultivation on selected farms in most of the
counties of England. The high price ofmutton and wool
for several years has given such a stimulus to light land
farming that the strong Wheat lands have receded in
jjublic estimation, and are at present most in need of
improvement. Yet Mr. Lawes has proved that even
by the ordinary methods of cultivation, about 2 qrs. of
\vheat per acre may be grown on .strong land for
20 years in succession, without manure; and Mr.
Smith, of Lois Weedon, has carried this further, and

.shown that by a thorough disintegration of the soil,

and repeated exposure of a fresh surface to the ferti-

lising effects of the atmosphere, at least 1 qrs. of

Wheat per acre may be calculated upon as lii i ,. r i ;

produce of moderately good Wheat land fm-
,

i

long period. The only drawback to thi- i

result consists in the heavy cost of cultivating 1 1' -; iil

clays. The steam plough is the most likely agent to

get over this difficulty, and the able men who are at

present engaged in arranging the great mass of informa-
tion they have collected on this subject will, we trust,

be able in their reports to show us the extent to which
the employment of steam machinery in the cultivation

of strong land has been commercially successful,

and also to jjoint out any special causes which have
retarded its introduction and diminished its bene-
ficial effects, whether arising from the imperfections
of the machinery, or from modes of applying it.

One of the most promising features in the agricul-

tural prospects ofthe present day is the almost unlimited
demand which exists for many of tliose products
which our soil and climate are specially adapted to

produce in perfection. The western sides of Great
Britain and Ireland are peculiarly well fitted for the
breeding and rearing of live stock, yet our constantly
increasing imports show that the home supply is by
no means equal to the demand. If our acute but
misguided feliow-countryraen in Ireland would abandon
their Fenian follies and devote themselves heartily to

the cultivation of green crops and the improvement of
their pasture lands, they might appropriate a large

portion of the vast sums which are now expended in

bringing live stock from the most distant parts of
Europe. Even now there are more cattle in Ireland
than in England, 3,493,000 against 3 307,000, and that
number might with ease be very largely increased.

Dairy produce, too, has for some years home a very
remunerative price, and needs fear no competition
from distant countries. The effect of the cattle plague
on the supply of milk to large towns is remarkably
illustrated by the quantity of milk now conveyed by
railway for the supply of the metropolis. The seven
great Railway Companies, who principally conduct
this trade, have kindly furnished me with the
following interesting particulars. One Company
says that the increase in the quantity carried in
1880 above that in 1861 is 8i5 per cent. ; another
Company says their increase is 120 per cent. ; a third,

353 per cent., and the London and North-Western and
Brighton Companies state their increase at 50 and
CO-fold respectively. There are now more than 220
stations sending milk to London by pa.ssenger or special

milk trains, from distances varying from 7 to 190 miles,
for a charge varying from aminimum of a \il. to a maxi-
mum of 2d. per gallon for the whole distance. In the
last three months, September, October, and November,
1806, which are the worst months in the year for the
milk trade, no less than 1,052,000 gallons of milk have
been brought into London by rail, showing that we
should probably underrate the total quantity carried
for the year 1866 if we .stated it at 7,000,0110 gallons.

This is a remarkable instance of the rapidity wilh which
so extensive a trade in an article wlii'h i- ihilirult to
move in large quantity, and which .\ri uill not bear
delay, has been transferred to newandili-tant li^'alities,

when circumstances required it. It is to be hoped that
this large introduction of good country milk will effect

some improvements in the very unsuccessful mixture
which has hitherto been sold under the name of London
milk. The favourable prospects of which I have spoken
are by no means confined to the western side of England.
The drier climate of the eastern counties is specially

adapted for the growth of first-rate Barley, and the
value of a little extra quality in the sample was never
more highly appreciated than in the present season.
The landowners of the eastern counties, however, must
pardon me for saying that they do not make full use of
their advantages. Barley growers will all tell you that
they can only grow good Barley on good land, but a large
portion ofthelightsands have marl or clayiu their imme-
diate neighbourhood, and that marled sand will grow
good Barley is well known and extensively acted upon by
many of the leading agriculturists in that district

;

but there are still thousands of acres of poor weak
sands with marl in their midst which only require a
liberal application of it to double the value of the land,
and to grow better Barley than any yet imported.
To watch for and jjromptly seize any opening for

a profitable trade which the changing circumstances
of the times may afford, and especially to turn
thoroughly to account any peculiar advantages of
soil, climate, or position, requires not only the
shrewd sagacity for which our farmers are distin-
guished, but also a cultivated intellect, the result of
a really good education, which, unfortunately, many
of our farmers have not been able to obtain. In the
endeavours which the Council have lately made to fix

the attention of the agricultural world on this subject,
they have naturally felt that the amount of funds
which could be spared for this purpose was so small
as to be utterly inadequate to provide, or even
materially assist in providing, the means of education
for the most limited number of youths. They have
therefore adopted the only coursewhich was open to
them—that, namely, of offering a few prizes of
moderate amount for general competition, in the hope
that this practical expression of opinion on the part of
the Royal Agricultural Society would, at any rate, draw
attention to the question, and might be of some
value as an indication of the kind of education
which is most required for young farmers, and
in which they are most deficient at present.
By way of recapitulation I wish, first, to urge strongly
the importance of treating cattle plague like a confla-
gration, and that it is as much a matter of ordinary
prudence to keep up the machinery for stamping out the
one as it is to keep fire-engines and firemen ready at
a moment's notice to extinguish the other. Sjcondly,

I hope to see the method I have suggested of dealing
with our labourers generally adopted, and supple-
mented by others of a similar character, whereby we
may give the men l.i.'al iuti iT<t<, .and the strongest
i--ible inducement to e-(a1ili.-li a V\u<\ "f .s.avings-bank
:''U in his own pig-tyo aii'l citu-lmii^i', which is not

inilikely to lead eventually til the savir.;is-bank in the
neighbouring town ; but at all events this will increase
the self-respect of the labourers themselves, and enable
them to bring up their families in health and comfort.
Thirdly, the education of the rising generation of
fanners requires thoroughly overhauling and adapting
to the wants of the day. This movement has already
begun in one or two counties; but there are many
deep-seated prejudices to be removed, and there
is much vis inerticB to be overcome before our
middle-class education is brought up to the present
high standard of English civilisation. Lastly, under
the good providence of God, who has promised us a
return of "seed time and harvest" so long as the
world endures, the present prospects of English agri-
culture are highly encouraging. By means of the
improved facilities of transport, both by sea and land,
we are continually obtaining access to whole nations of
new customers, and as long as our foreign trade con-
tinues to increase so long will the consumption of our
home-grown commodities be such as to provide a
remunerating demand for all the beef and the beer,
the milk, butter, and cheese which the combined
practice and science of our farmers may enable us
to supply.
Mr. Thosipson concluded by inviting discussion

upon any of the points touched upon in his address.
Mr. IlEiD, M.P., was sure tbat aU the members of the

Society must feel deeply indebted to the Pfesideut for Lis
very able, learned, and valuable address, mid for givintf tliera

the opportunity of making tbat T'-^tiir- • nvthingmore than

President h.ad referred to th-' I i
;'

I 'i^tei-n counties
as growers of the best quality ni !

: j . .

'

.. ; in il> weregi-eater
injuries to the gi-owers of Baricy lbm lb iL .1 Lbe application of
marl .and clay, and it was impossible with.t he present oppressive
restrictions that the growers could do as they would otherwise
be .able to do. With regard to the President's very able advice
about giving labourers an interest in farms by appropri.atiug
to them a certain quantity of pasture, the farmers in the
Eastern counties were so badly off for pasture that they could
not find enough for their own cows. The way to deal with
the labour question was to give the men more task work and
less day work. The fanners of Norfolk had been taunted with
p.aying their agricultural labourers only 10s. or 12.*t. a week.
Now he had gone through the figures with respect to a thousand
acres of arable land for the last four years, during which the
price of Wheat averaged 55. (kl. a bushel, and the Labourers
were supposed to have received 10.'. a week, Jind ho
found that all these agricultural labourers had aetnally
earned from 30/. to 40?. a year, which would give
,an average of something like 13s. 6(/. a week. There were
certain classes of labour, such as the tending of stock and the
care of the improved implements, inwhich a man's head must be
employed as well as his hands, and for which farmers must
pay, not according to the amount of labour got through, but
accol'ding to the ability devoted to it. There were other
classes of work, such as ditching, draining, and that sort of
thing, in which a man required not only a head but a very
strong arm ; and at this work a skilled labourer could easily
eai-n long wages. But the system had been to bring all men
down to a certain level by paying so much a day or a week
instead of ti*ying to raise men to the highest level by resorting
as much as possible to task work. The present Report did not
come one hour too soon. Outside that room there had been
vague and uncertain reports with regard to the condition of
the Society, and it was pleasing under these circumstances to
know, that notwithstanding all they had gone through, instead
of the number of members decreasing by hundreds or thoxi-

sands, there was only a falling off of 97 ; and that they had
still, after all their expenditure. 18,000/. in hand, which was
fully enough for their wants. Then again it was pleasing to
hear that the addition to their house, which had been con-
sidered by some a nuisance to the neighbourhood and a dis-

figurement to the Square, had turned out a very profitable
source of investment for their funds. There were otherpeople
who contended, that after having selected the most out-
of-the-way and smallest town in the Eastern Counties to
hold their next year's meeting, the Council were
endeavouring to get up the best possible Show, and now
they were told that the town was not big enough to hold
them, .and that the railway could not accommodate them.
But although the Eastern Counties were bad enough, they
h.ad expansive power sufficient to make all the necessai-y pro-
vision for the Show Others thought that rather than devote
the 300/. to prizes for the education of tl c \\ I 1 ptnded
upon the cultivation of the sod for th 1 1 1 e

better to expend that amount m Lhr t 1

Schoolmasters and looking down tb a

eerfciinly discouraging to find that 1 inj,

especially upon agi !t e— 1 11 l j — t.n. so
little p.itronised by tl i i it the competition
Still, on the whole tl 1 ground to be satisfied

with its past pi gr I 1 itb present condition,
and to be hopeful fo f II n^

Mr. S. SiDNEV said he att n led the meetmg fol the pui-pose
of repeating a suggestion which he made on a formei occasion,

.and which at the present time seemed to him of great
importance, both as regarded the prosperity of the Society
and the progre.ss of agi-iculture in the country. It was evident
from the admirable and exceedingly useful address they had
just he.ard, that no one w.as more convinced than their Presi-

dent that no Society, whether scientific or political, could
flourish in this country unless it depended not only upon
what it had been doing, but upon what it was going to do.
Their Society had just passed through a year of Wal. Many
persons were prepared to prophesy that because they could
not hold their great annual g.athering this year, the Society
would at once fall into a state of dissolution, but it was evident
from the Report now presented, that although the Council had
not done all that he thought they were able to do, they had yet
done something very important, and no step it had taken
could be more important th.an the aiTangement of an
admirable machinery by which the pubUc would be furnished
with an authentic Report upon that important branch of
agriculture—steam cultivation. But they might go a great
deal further. The Society had been established more than
a quarter of a centuiy. Those who had had the opportunity,
time, and inclination to wade through the 50 volumes of

essays published from time to time, were aware of what the
Society had done, but the great body of the public were not
aw.are of the important services they had rendered not only to

British agi-iculture but to the whole world. The time had
aiTived when with the influence they possessed they might
build up such a monument to what had been done, and teach
such a lesson of what ought to be done, as would prove

the greatest possible adv.antage to agriculture, and confer
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eternal honour upon this Society. His sucfgCHtiun ums tli;it

they should undertake whiit Sir John Sinclair attuiuiiLcJ lung
ago, in which they would have the advantage of the aid uf
many thousands of subscribers from all the counties of
England, and a large Council, representing every description of
agricultui'al improvement. The Council should begin by form-
ing itself into a Committee to consider the best means of
carrying out the suggestion, and they would probably come to
the conclusion that the proper course would be to apisoint a
number of sub-committees, one to take up the case of live
stock, another that of cultivation, a third manures, and a
fourth mechanical progress. These committees to frame a
series of questions to be sent to all parts of the country, and to
prepare for the purpose a map of England, divided, not
according to counties, but agiicultural districts. They would
then find themselves, he thought, in possession of a sort of
voluntary and zealous standing Committee in every district,
through whom, by means of these questions, they would be
able to obtfiin information as to what was the position
of agriculture in all its branches when the Society
was established, aud what had been done since, and
then they would be enabled to give valuable information
to the world. Some years ago he endeavoured himself to make
a_sketch of British agriculture, but he felt diu-ing the whole
time he was engaged upon the work, and when he had com-
pleted it, that if a great Society like this had employed its
resources in the same direction, the result would have been
the collection of a quantity of informatinii f-)- t;v't^ ' "tcn=;ive
and authentic. They haa connected witli 1

1

- t n He-
men not only of great agricultiu-al kn ; . \ory
considei-able influence. He need onlyrei i

i i „ :,;;iiiien

whose services had been secured in drawiii^ ui^ tb.. i-^jit on
steam cultivation, and to Mr. Morton, whcp.se ' Encycloptedia
of Agriculture " was one of those works that did credit to the
coxuitry. Something, thei'cfore, had been done to carry out
the principle he advocated ; but it was one of those works
which no private individual could accomplish as effectually as
a Society like this, and it was the duty of these Societies to
undertake valuable works which could not prove remunera-
tive to individuals. He merely threw out tiae idea for the
Society to take up in a practicjirform. and it was really
important that the Royal Agricultural Society should take
some such step in order to put themselves right with the
outside public, who were ignorant of what they had been
doing. Nothing struck more those who studied year
by year the progress of agiiculture than to find
when they went into society which was not agri-
cultural how little justice was done to landlords and
tenants with regard to the progi-ess of agriculture. This was
not a time when they could afford to despise public opinion,
or to allow people to be ignorant when the truth was at hand.
An illustration was to be found in the case of the cattle
plague. It was extraordinary to see amongst men of a high
class of intellect the fallacy gaining gi-oujid that agriculturists
asked for compensation for compulsory slaughter of their
animals in order to put money in their pockets, when the
object wa«j to secure the supply of meat throughout the
kingdom. In his opinion a great agricultural Report such as
he referred to might be drawn up and published in something
like two years, and although it would cost something every
year, the money would be well expended in the reputation of
the Society, one effect of which would be to add to the
number of subscribers. It had been suggested that the
Society could not afford to spend money on this object, but
they had IS.OOOi. in the funds, and he was quite sure that if

they undertook such a work, they would receive a large
amount of assistance from other sources. He had heard it

suggested that they had no right to take the money paid for
life annuities till the expiration of the lives. Every
insurance company ought to, and every sound one did, invest
all the money paid into their hands to meet the claims
of the annuitants or insurers, and the liability of this
Society consisted not only in holding a Show, which was a
xoost expensive undertaking, and circulating the Journal
among the subscribers, but when those objects were provided
for, they were entitled to apply any portion of the remaining
funds to purposes likely to be useful to agriculture. He
apologised for offering these observations in the presence of so
many authorities on the subject, but he had done so in the
hope of raising the position of the Society, not only among
agriculturists, but the whole community.
Dr. Crisp had had something to do with the questioning

system, and he thought if such a plan were adopted by the
Society in this case, they would obtain a chaotic mass of
information which would be difficult to sift, and in which it

would be almost impossible to separate the wheat from the
chaff. He for one felt that he got a great deal for his money
in the shape of print, and he did not think any man could
object to paying the 11. for the quantity of information the
Society gave him. He had always thought, however, that this
Societyhad been the great olistructive to the progress of pi-actical
science. He acknowledged its good intentions, and the value of
the information it distributed, but he thought that it had pre-
vented Government doing what they ought to do, and that
until the Government took up the question of agricultural edu-
cationand progress, they would never have a good and efficient
system ; that until professors were appointed and remunerated
by the State, and their time given exclusively to the objects
which interested this Society, they would never have agricul-
tural improvement. The President had stated the losses by
the cattle plague at 3,000,000f., but it was not the mere loss of
the animals which they had to consider ; and if they took
into account the loss the farmer sustained by having his stock
confined to'a cei-tain district, and the suspension of breeding,
he believed the loss would be nearer 9,000,000/. Instead of
this matter being taken up in the first instance by the
Government, Professor Simonds and Mr. Eame were
appointed by this Society and the Societies of Ireland and
Scotland to investigate the cattle plague, and they had a very
short time in which to discharge the duty intrusted
to them. No doubt imder the circumstances they did
the best they could, but the Government had had
good warning from their ambassadors of the approach
of the disease, and yet it was left at last.for two gentlemen to
make a ha.sty investigation, and to report that the plague
could never leach our shores. The supply of animal food was
a matter most important with regard to the health of the
people, and they knew positively that it was impossible that
this countiy could provide the necessary quantity. He had
not the slightest doubt that before many years steamers
Would be fitted out to bring meat from South America,
Canada, Australia, and other parts of the world, in immense
quantities ; but let them look at the present condition of our
farmers as regarded the importation of disease. Four diseases
had specially claimed attention during the last few years—
pleuro-pneumonia, foot-and-mouth, cattle plague, and small-
pox. He went down a few weeks ago to investigate a case of
small-pox in sheep at Harwich, to which port a vast number
of sheep were brought from the Continent. A farmerwho had
small-pox amongst his sheep was obliged to confine them to a
certain district, and various restrictions imposed upon him, but
no compensation was given for animals destroyed by the dis-
ease ; and unless a very different system was adopted, and all

the animals were killed at the port on landing, or underwent
proper inspection, there would never be an effectual check
upon the spread of the disease. It was a very hard thing that
a farmer, through importing his stock from this district,
should have his sheep afflicted with small-pox, or any con-
tagious disorder, and should be denied compensation.
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were being built upon the bites of tho'se' pulled do' __,

every inducement was offered to bring back those who had
been so foolishly driven away. He only hoped that the
principle upon which they were now acting might extend
far and wide. But they had estabUshed also the principle
of cu-operation among the labourers. He could not for
a moment believe that the principles of co-operation,
as they understood them, could be carried to anything
like excess, between the capitalist and the labourer,
and in his own case, the system had worked most usefully.
He became connected with a very poor parish in tho
Midland Coimtics—a parish which was a byc-vrord in the
neighbourhood for constant dnmkennes^: :nv"' li'^-- I'tf-- and
irregular habits, although the people w-m.- ... .!..

I ni3 of
the most lucrative trades now can-icT . ., . i . i. On
going amongst them he put himself in . ,

: .i with
some of the originators of the co-operati\'i-' i;- .v.uli ivii;wof
trying how it would act in this parish. Tlicy had had
established there now, nearly 18 months, a small Store, and
with the result of inducing a habit of saving among these men,
who he was told had never anything in their pockets. But he
had carried the principle further, and had introduced, against
the advice of a clergyman of long experience of these people,
and in the face of three or four public-houses to a population
of GOOO people, the sale of an Englishman's legitimate drink,
and the store now did a very large trade in very
excellent beer, at from id. to -Is. per gallon, the
very clergyman who cautioned him against this step
acknowledging that the streets were quieter for it. Moreover,
they had closed one of the public-houses. They had establLshed
a reading room in connection with the store, and though there
was not a squire resident in the neighbourhood, only a small
sum of one guinea a year was subscribed from outside to
support this movement. "With regard to the question of
education, that was more a subject for Parliament than for
them, but still they might make some suggestion of practical
effect with regard to the instruction of children in, the union
houses. Many of them were Guardians of the Poor, and knew
that the system by which the money of the ratepayers was
applied in this direction was a very bad one. The teachers
were in many cases imperfectly eciiicated, if educated at all,

and the children were frequently brought into contact with
the very worst of characters. It struck him, and the sugges-
tion had been made to him by one of the most
excellent noblemen of England, to whom the country
was very largely indebted in the suppression of the
cattle plague, that they might in this matter follow to some
extent the metropoUtan system—that there might be in every
coimty a school to which poor children should be removed for
education the moment they come into the house, one or two
efficient teachers being provided for their instruction. This
was done in the parish of St. George in the East in London
with the most satisfactory result. There was a i-umour
abroad that an attempt was to be made to alter the character
of this Society by a change in that poi-tion of the Charter
which prohibited them from dealing with questions pending
in Parliament. He had been a member of this Society for
something like 2G years, and his own feeling was that nothing
could be more injudicious than such a step, but he was anxious
to hear from the President whether there was an intention on
the part of the governing party to propose any change in that
direction.
Mr. Edmonds, Rugby, complained that the Society persisted

in offering prizes for what they had already gut. Prizes were
offered for an improved Turnip-cutter, though in Gardner's
they had got all that was required. It w;is a very proper time
to offer prizes for steam cultivation, or for any implement,
when that which they had got was not doing its work
properly, in order to put makers on their mettle ; and if they
were to form a committee to look through the prizes, and only
retain them where improvements were wanted, it would be
vei-y much to the advantage of the Society, and of agriculture
generally. The question of the education of the poor
scarcely came within the scope of their objects, and in his
opinion that class was as well cared for by tho
Government system as it was possible for it to be.
Almost throughout the kingdom it was then our fault if they
were not well educated. What this Society was interested in
was the education of farmers. Millions of money had been
spent for the education of the poor, but no corresponding
movement had been made for the middle-class. The Society
had done much by its Journal and in other ways to improve
the education of the kingdom, and he only now asked them
to do as the rest of the world was doing, and move on. Mr.
Pell seemed very much afraid of an alteration of the Charter,
but if the Society was to represent agriculture generally, it

must take up every question connected with agriculture, even
if it should have a political bearing. Instead of 5000 members
they ought to have 50,000, and unless they made the
Society a great on'e, which could make its influence felt as
commerce did when commercial questions arose, they were not
toLl that the matter belonged to any particular party, but
when any question was mooted affecting agiiculture, they
were met with a statement that there was a party to protect
their interest. He wanted this Society to represent the whole
of the agriculture of the kingdom, and to he able to approach
the Government with a weight which should insiu-e a speedy
redress of their grievances.
Mr. Woods, as a practical man, was of opinion that

Gardner's Turnip-cutter was capable of great improvement,
and thanked the Council for the prizes offered for such im-
provements. He had for many years been an advocate of

sound practical education for farmers' sons, for he felt con-

vinced that from the number of amateur farmers in the
country attempting to teach practical men how to cultivate

their land gruat mischief had been done. His experience
was that that man was the best farmer who made the most
money oiit of his farm, and kept his land in the best con-

dition. In the part of the country with which he was
connected there was some years ago a farm, which was '

considered to be a very dear one, and when after a time the

farmer was ruined it was considered a case of great hardship.

Another farmer Ciime in at an increased rent, hut he was a
sound practical man, though he pretended to no scientific

knowledge ; and not only did he get a living out of the land,

but he placed five or six sons, who were now occupying some-

,

thing Uke 2000 acres, and were men of influence and affluence,

and he was himself at the present moment in a position to

retire. That man began with only sufficient capital for his

farm, which he had since made a perfect model. Teachers of

theory ami 1

Mr. Caiki
ingly able ;u

day had too much science and
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I vcd from the newspapers that
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' uf a cessation of the supply of
Icni.i ,n ;:, ,11 . iiiii ., ;i Mubjoct of importanco to the
agnculhuc nf tbiM cuuutry. About 15 or 10 yeais ago a good
deal of agitation arose from this question, and the Govcnmicnt
of that day gave orders to the Admiral on the Pacific station
to make some inquiry as to the probable extent of tho avail-
able supply. A report was made to the effect that in about
eight years from 1852 the supply would bo at an end
at tho rate of consumption then going on. Tho
rate of consumption had rather increased, and still
they had no proof that the supply had been mate-
rially affected. Recently, however, a report had como
into this country, that the prognosticated cessation was about
at length to be fulfilled. He understood that information of
an authentic charactiiF <,ii th.-; pninh w.m nnw in the hands of
the !.....

1 !)i,i. :
1 1. ..[!.; h.. ..H ...-'< .1 1), w I [,,. ( '..inica might do

;i ^''' ' '' I
I <. . ("iiment for any
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Mr. J. Lavs
, i : i in the North of Eng-

land, where 1.'
.

i I m, nf his labourers, apian
similar to tb;i I -i>.;;. n ..| !., i.. i (.-urge Manners the other
day. At the l.eyuiiiiiig ut this ye;ir he determined to give
one-tenth of his incuiuc fur the year, to be divided among
them in proportion to the amount of their wages.
A Mlmber : The profits of the farm ?

Mr. Lawson : The profits of my business — chiefly farming.
With regard to what had been said by Mr. Pell upon the
subject of co-operative societies, he observed that, slthough
there were 600 societies in the countiy, not half a dozen of
them tliought it to their advantage to co-operate in supplying
themselves with beer.
Mr. Symons had always understood that model farmers

always benefited the country by spending uselessly the money
which they could do very well without. He did
not see how fanners could raise the price of labour unless
with increased profit ; and he deprecated as an interference
with the independence of farmers any Government compensa-
tion for the loss of their stock, against which the proper pro-

Mi r.>i m',-., '.,,,1 iii.t Die price of labour would, like
an\ 1

1
i

.

.
' ,1 I

.

.
I

1
1

I ,y the law of supply and demand.
He I. ii

. ,
.1 i I

. iiers' wages had advanced more
th;ii; .. .[--..: j.jtinj rhe last seven years, but at the
saiN. iL.'

I i--nflab(.urwasrequired. Emigrationinthe
ruiMl i!

.
.

I i-udedto this increase. Formerly emigra-
timi

! ii .H as a sort of boon, removing the inferior
lal.tMui, I ., .uii i!i. icfore lessening the poor rates; but now
emigration took the best men, and inferior labour of every
description was the dearest. Higher wages were paid in the
north than in the south, but in the former case the labour
was cheaper in the end. Anything they could do for the
labourer ivas an admirable system, but his experience was that a
cottager who had cows of his own was almost imiversally not a
first-class labourer, because he took more interest in his own
affairs than in the farmer's. He kept 12 or li cows, and he
gave a man who had a large family the milk of one of them.
This was formerly valued at eight guineas a year, but was now
equal to 101. It would be a great advantage if the landlords
and tenants of England were to go hand-in-hand in providing
better and cheaper cottages fur the labuurer. which cottages
should be attached tu, .ml l.. iu.'n!. .1 iii, tLc rent of the
faim, and should be I .' - -.-l half of two
rooms. He allowed c\. ' ]uare yards of
Potato land in the fiel. I, ,\iii.ii ^ l- in ni.i v.Lluable than in
the garden ; and he pi(.->ia^:d tho ui-uiute, ijut the hibonrer
found the seed.
Mr. DucKHAM concurred vrith Dr. Ciisp that the actual loss

by the cattle plague amounted to three times the sum
mentioned by the President, and in some cases first-class

pedigree stock, which could not be replaced, had been swept
away. He covtld have wished that something more had been
said respectuig the prevention of contagious diseases. Very
severe losses bad l.icen sustained throughout the kingdom
from pleuru-]iir n ni i. ..-.uding, since its first visit to this
country, the 1 ^ cattle plague. Neither pleuro-
pneumonia ii ith disease were known in this
country SO-ji Li i_.i, ,.i i.th had been attended since with
great loss tu the i:uniiii,L; lutcresc, and he thought this Society
cou^d give very valuable iiid to the agriculturist by the expres-
sion of an opinion to the Home Office, in favour of establishing

a better system of supervision in the sale of animals in our
own market, as well as in the importation of foreign cattle.

Under tlie existing regulations both_ foot-and-mouth disease

and pleuro-pneumonia, and, thank 'God! the slaughtering
system, had nearly stamped out the plague. He trusted that
the noble lords and gentlemen of influence on the Council
would exert themselves to prevent the exposure of animals
suffering from other contagious or infectious disorders.

The President, in reply, adverted to the difficulty of find-

ing Grass land for the labourers in certain districts, and
suggested that if inferior Grass land were put into i;heir hands
they would be found to be the best improvers. As to Mr. Ton-'s

plan of giving milk to the labourer, of course the piinciple

might be carried out differently in different neighbourhoods,
and all he wished was that gentlemen should not condemn a
plan before they had given it a trial. Mr. Sidney's sugges-
tion as to the survey would be referred to the Council to be
dealt with upon its merits. With reference to what Mr. Pell

had said upon the subject of the Charter, he remarked that a
f.alse impression had got abroad, that the object of dealing with
the Charter was to do away with the restrictions npon the dis-

cussion of political questions in the Society. The intention
really was to remove any restriction, if any such existed,

which prevented them from taking up questions, which,
although they might be before Parliament, were not of

a political character, as, for instance, the question
of the cattle plague, with which they had to deal last

winter. Mr. Edmonds thought they should not offer prizes for
implements which already appeared perfect, but frequently
implements which had been thought perfect had been obliged
to give place when brought into competition with some new
invention or modification. It was a great object that all who
went into their Show-yard to buy should see exhibited there
the very best implement of the kind that could be got,

whether it was an old or a new one. The suggestion with
reference to the supply of guano he considered a very useful
one, and he should take the opportunity of ascertaining
whether any useful information was to be obtained upon the
subject, and if no information had yet been received by the
Government, a suggestion might possibly be made that the
Consuls on the spot should make inquiries, in order that an
authentic statement might he obtained.

Mr. Holland, M.P., stated that the Committee upon the
subject of the Charter met that morning and determined not
to recommend any alteration. In practice they had been
acting upon an amended Charter, and in the case of the cattle

plague they had been upheld in their proceedings by the
Privy Council, from whom tliey received the Charter. On
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i'ht b.
the other hand the Committee in coming tii tli

had retiavd to all the dangerous qucstiuus

brought before them if the present restrictions were retnoved.

Dr. Crisp suggested that a question of this kind ought to be
submitted to a General Meeting of the Society.

Mr. IIoLUND s.iid the Charter pointed out how many
members could call a General Meeting.
The Kcv. J. Nodder moved, and Mr. ArkcU seconded a vote

of thanks to the Auditors, which was ciirried, and Mr.

Ashbury and Mr. Corbel were re-elected to that office. Mr.

Sherborn was appointed a third Auditor in the place of

Mr. Stirling.

On the motion of Sir "W. Stirling, seconded by Mr. Cohen,

the most hearty thanks of the meeting were accorded to the

President, whose acknowledgment of this compliment brought

the proceedings to a close.

SMITHFIELD CLUB CATTLE SHOW.

AGKicuLTrEAL Hall, ISLINGTON.—This great

annual e.\hibition happily is not shorn, as its prede-

cessor at Bii-mingham has this year been, of its chief

attraction, and the Hall has, accordingly, been filled

Tvith crowds of spectators. The show is remarkable

rather for quality than quantity. Although the Devon
classes are as numerous as ever, and the Short-horns

not far off their usual standard, the show upon the

whole is short, and this is owing chiefly to deficient

Hereford and Scotch and Cross-bred classes.

The Devons are as good and beautiful as ever,

owing their attractiveness almost wholly to perfection

of form for ordinary spectators, and to quality

of meat for the more professional spectators. The
long line of apparently uniform and admirable
excellence which their classes e.thibits, is one ;of the

chief features of the show. Nine young steers, as

many 3-year-olds, 13 older oxen, and IC in the two
female classes, form a hitherto unequalled exhibition of

the breed. In the youngest class of oxen Mr. Overman's
prize steer is a wonderful specimen of mature growth
for two years .'and a half—showing well-covered rib and
loin and heavy flanks, and remarkable size for its age.

Mr. Smith's (Exeter) younger oj, with a curly coat

and even finer quality, is another extraordinary forward
animal.
In the three-year-old class the 1st prize poes to

Mr. Bond, of North Petherton, for an animal of

extraordinary size, very heavy and thick over back and
loin and rib, and with deep and heavy hind quarters.

The older class of oxen is a very good one.—Mr.
Farthing's 1st prize ox showing first-rate qualitj' along
with a very heavy and profitable covering of flesh,

owing, perhaps, some of the favourable impression
it makes to its close neighbourhood to a larger and
coarser beast which might very well have appeared in
the Sussex class.

The Female Classes are well filled, the" younger
class being headed by a great beauty shown by Mr.
Dashwood, of Hide, and the older by Mr. Farthing's
well-bred and well fed-cow.

The Hereford Classes are unusually short, but
contain some animals of great excellence. And one
sent by Mr. Betteridge, of Wantage, which promised
to stand highest in her class, was killed on the road to
the Show. Striking against a head bar as she was
being driven into the truck, she slipped back, and so
wrenched and ruptured herself that she had to be
destroyed. Three younger steers, placed 1st, 2d, and
3d, are shown by General Hood and Messrs. Shirley and
Taylor. Three 3-year-olds shown again by the former
two gentlemen and Mr. Betteridge are again 1st, 2d,

and 3d, and there is no difficulty in placing them in
this order. General Hood's steer being uncommonly good
both in form and substance. The five older oxen are a
very good class, Mr. Beach's 1st prize being a capital

specimen of the breed, and Mr. Heath's 2d prize beast
uniting good quality with enormous size. It is in the
Hereford heifer class, however, that the chief beauty of
the breed is shown. Mr. Arkwright's heifer is won-
derfully thickly covered, but perhaps rather small for

its age ; at any rate, beaten by many for its size, but
extraordinarily thickly covered with very fine and

j

excellent quality of flesh all along its back and sides.

It is the Shoet-horn Classes, after all, which are
the great beauty of the exhibition, owing their position
in this respect to the beautiful variety of colour as
well as faultless symmetry and extraordinarily early
maturity. Fifty-six entries compete for the prizes in
five classes.

In the class of Younger Steers, containing six entries,

Messrs. Leney, of Kent, took the 1st prize with a very
well-^rown ox, not fatter than, as generally seen,

breedmg stock is exhibited at the Koyal Agricultural
Society's Show, but evenly covered. It is iu the older
class of oxen, however, that we see the wonderfully
grand and massive character of the breed.
Mr. Taylor's 1st prize ox, and Mr. Bult's 2d prize ox

in the class of 3-year-olds, are remarkably fine speci-
mens, and there is to our thinking no finer class than
that of the older o.xen, in which Mr. Packe takes the
1st prize with a great and thickly covered white ox,
and the 2d goes to Mr. Rowland Wood's beautiful roan,
presenting in even better form the character of a good
Short-horn.
The female classes are very admirable indeed. The

roans showti by Mr. Stratton and Lord Feversham are
preat beauties, and it is a thousand pities that they
should be sacrificed to the butcher at 3 years old.

Among the Cows, Mr. Stratton's celebrated cow
Diadem attains the summit of her many honours by
carrying off not only the first prize in her class, but
the Gold Medal for the best cow or heifer in the yard.
She is a roan, showing great quality of breed, and even
greater skill in the feeder, of great length, and wonder-
fully heavily loaded over back and loins.
The Sussex Classes are pretty well filled ; some of the

entries very superior in quality to some mat could be
selected in the older Devon classes, from which indeed
they cannot be distinguished where the heavier speci-
mens of the latter breed are taken for comparison.
The Norfolks are a first-rate class, Mr. Hudson's

jiolled ox being a capital specimen of good breeding I

Class 23. Long-homed HcifersorCowsofanyage.— 1st, loi.,

and feeding. There is a very good but small show of § H- Chapman, of Upton ; Silver Medal to the breeder, E.

Lon^horns. i

^hapm.an
; 2d, 5L, Sir John Harpm- Crewe, Bart.

fPlfo *;«^ntnli TTnrnpd Clo«<!p« irf» vp-rv lilinrf infl flip ...^S'^"*^^
"^*' Scotch homed Steers or Oxen of any age.— Ist,ibe bcotcll tloinett Olasses are very snort, autt tUe

] 30;.. james Stewart, of 1, 2, and 3, New Market, Aberdeen;
Medal to the breeders, the E.v>;utors of the late CharlesScotchPoUed classes as good as have for many years been ' silv

seen. And the polled ox shown by the e.xecutors of the
late Mr. A. P. Gordon Cumming is an animal of extraor-
dinary quality, which contested for the honour of
being pronounced the best iu the yard. This distinc-

tion was, however, ultimately awarded to Mr. Harris's
extraordinary heavy and well-made cross-bred (Short-
horn and Polled) 4-year old, which had travelled 500
miles to the Show, girthing 9 feet 11 inches, and mea-
suring 5 feet 11 inches or 6 feet in length, and as
remarkable for the evenness of its covering as for the
extraordinary width and expanse of back and rib and
weight of flesh with which it is covered.
The following is the Award of Prizes in the Cattle

classes :

—

Smith, of Dufftown, of Banffshire ; 2d, 15/., the Duke of Rox-
burghe, of Floors Castle, Kelso.
Class 25. Scotch homed Heifers or Cows of any age.—Ist

15(., John S. Crawlev, of Stockw.jod, Luton ; Silver Medal to
I., . I i; I. ,. l,an, ArgyU; 2d, lOi., thethe breeder. Allan I

Duke of Sutherland,
Class 26. Scotch 1'

the E.tecutors of tLu
Altyre ; Silver Mod,
Andr
McCombie, of Tillyf.
' Stephi

' '^en of any age.— Ist, 30/.,

.
''! don Cumming, B.irt., of

Ici^, the Executors of the late
Peaiy, of Milton, Duff, Elgin ; 2d, 15i., William
~ ""'""', Aberdeen, N.B. Highly Commended

:

- Aberdeen. Commended; Duke of
Grafton and E. Ling, North Repps, Norwich.
Class 27. Scotch Polled Heifers or Cows of any age.—let,

15/., James Reid, of Gray.stonc, Alford, Aberdeenshire
; Silver

Med;il to the Breeder, William Hosie, of Archballock, Alford

;

2d, 10/., the Duke of Buccleuch. Commended : J. Shaw Leigh
Luton.

^€ X ..XT r „ c.-, T.. J , * *i L J ir - ^, , f Class 30. Wclsh Steers or Oxen (Runts) of any aee.—Ist.Market,Norfolk; Sdver Medal to the breeder Mrs. Clarke, o 20/., Henry Piatt, of Bryn-y-Newadd, Bangor; Silver MedalBurnham Market, Norfolk; 2d, 10/., William Smith, of to the Breeder, Hugh Hughes, of Crymlyn, near Aber, Bangor

:

Higher Hoopem, Exeter, Devon.
. , „ .v

2d, 10/., the Bight Hon! Lord Peurh|n; of Penrhra CaftleClass 2. Devon bteers, not exceedmg 3 Tears and 3 Months Bangor
J >

"* "^
uju ^.aouc,

old.—Ist, 3U/., Thomas Bond, of Park, North Petherton, Bndge- C^ss 31 No Entry

?'f^tn',''^w-fr'tV«*^'}.\"S''mll"„J''il„^^™''V''r"^^^^
Class 32. Cross or Mixed-bred Steers, not exceeding 3

?^' ,n,' w ,f ? n'- ? S Hoopern, Exeter Devon
; Years old.-Ist, 26/., James Stewart, I, 2, and 3, New MarCet,

3d, 10/. W.alter Kurthmg, of fetowey Court, Bndgewater, Aberdeen ; SUver Med.al to the breeder, William Thomson, ofSomerset. ,,,,!,: WUtown, Dumbreok, Udny, Aberdeen ; 2d, 15/., John K.
Class 3. Devon Steers or Oven nbovp ^iWivo nnri i Atf^nfiio t^__...,._.. * »^ '..-..", . „ .. • .' _ ' """" _^-, _ ,, 1 T ,r I, ;

.wiuLowu, uumorecK, uany, ADcraeen lia, 15/., jonn k.

snXr M;rt';'i™fo'"tlVl H
Farthing, of Curiypool, OharIynch,Bridgewater, Somerset ; 3d,

Walter Farthing; 2d, 20/., Major-General the Hon. ^^ i 33. Cross or Mixed-bred Steers or Oxen, above 3 Veal's

Tmgey, of ElImgham,Attleboro, Norfolk. Highly Commended,
: Silver Medal to the breeder. Alexander Cowie, of Orombly!Mr ra.U. -k annouth Isle of Wight.
I Bank, Ellon, Aberdeen ; 2d, 15/., Walter Scott, of Glendronach,

CLASS 4. Devon Heifers not exceeding 4 Tears old-^lst, Huntly, Aberdeen
; 3d, 10/., J and W. Martin, of Aberdeen.

2o ., John Dashwood, of High Street, Hyde. Isle of Wight
; Highly Commended : J. Napper, Horsham. '

Silver Medal to the breeder Stephen Bailey of Homshay, class 34. Cross or Mixed-bred Heifer,s not exceeding 4Barton Welluigton, Somerset
:

2d 15/., Walter larthing
; Years old.-Ist, 20/., Peter Beattie, of faunnydeer, InJh,

3d, 10/., Robert Farthmg, of Famngton Farm, North Aberdeen ; Silver Medal to the breeder, Alexander cirmock;
Udny, Aberdeen; 2d, 10/., RobertMoir, of Meikle Tarty, Ellon,

-1st, 25/., Walter Aberdeen.

Petherton, Bridgewater, Somerset.
Class 5. Devon Cows above 4 Years

Farthing ; Silver .Medal to the breeder. Sir A. A. Hood, Bart.,
M.P., of St. Andries Farm, Bridgewater: 2d, 15/,, Robert I SHEEP.
F.arthing ; 3d, 10/., WiULam Taylor, of Harptree Court,

I mi cju i * " i-i i i

Bristol. Commended : J. H. BuUer, Downes, Crediton. I

^^<^ SJieep in regard to quality have never been
Class C. Hereford Steers, not exceeding 2 Years and surpassed, and m respect to size and substance many

6 Monthsold.—1st, 20f., Richard Shirley, of B.aueottMunslow, classes have never been equalled. But in the pure
Church Stretton, Salop :

*iiv.'r Ab ri ,i to the breeder, Richard breeds—the Leicesters and Southdowns—there were
Shirley; 2d, 10/., Jt.j; ^

'
' " Hi.n. .\. N. Hood. I several pens where symmetry and fine quality of flesh

[ood"^
would have been far better displaced with the moreClass 7. Herefor.i - \.. ceding

3 Months old.—Ist, 3i''
,
M

,
:

i! tlie Hon. A. N. Hood ; • * *. , ,... ,. , - .* , . i j. x ii

SUver Medal to the bni 1.,, .Mjj i General the Hon. A. N. :

substantial realities which give increased weight to the
Hood :'2d, 20/., Riehaid Shirley, S:dop ; 3d, 10/., H. Bettridge, i

Butcher and a larger cut to heads of households,
of East Hanney, Wantage, Berks. ' The Leicesters, as usual, stand first in the Catalogue,
Class 8. Hereford Steers or Oxen above 3 Years and and the decisions of the judges were undoubtedly

3 Months old^ist, 30/., Joseph Beach, of The Hattons sound, as they conferred the honours at their disposal

?MrTey°?'2l,'^2«::'Vau|iriJw^s'NiXgSt^'f B^ ™ f.<^^P
that possessed every indication, of puri?y of

Ludlow; 3d, 10/., WiUiam Heath, of Ludham Hall, Norwich, breeding. This was not the casein every instance, for

Class commended. the old question— Where do licicesters end and
Class 9. Hereford Heifers, not exceeding 4 Years old.—1st, Ijincolns begin ? " might again have been fairly asked.

25/., John Himgerford Arkwright, of Hampton Court,, The 1st prize pen of Lord Beruers were remarkable for
Leominster: surer Medal to the breeder, J. H. Arkwright

; good size and substance, with quality both of mutton
2d, 15/., Phihp Turner, of The Lecn, Pembndge, Leominster ; „„a n +i,..i„4* i,..:^™ „!.-.. ^c „ „^ ™ i t f +i •

3d 10/. Jamei D. Allci, of Tiabuiy, SalisbuiyT WUts. Highly ^nd fleece the latter being also of great weight for this

Commended : Major-General Hood. Pure breed. This peu had conferred on it the additional
Class 10. Hereford Cows .above 4 Years old.—1st, 2.'i/., honour of the 20?. cup, " for the best Leicester,

M.ajor-General the Hon. A. N. Hood ; Silver Sledal to the Lincoln, Cotswold, or any other long-wooUed breed."
breeder, James Rea of Monaughty, Knighton

;
2d 15/., u. The honour of this prize is increased, when the almost

Farm Cheltenham
^'^^^- ^"'' '"'•' ''• "• ""'' °' El-^^tone

, perfect animals in the Cotswold class shown by Mr.

Cla'ss II. Shorthorned Steers, not exceeding 2 Years and ^'i^more are considered. Mr. Foljambe, pf Worksop,
6 Months old.—Ist, 20/., Frederick Leney & Son, Watering- Notts, who took 1st and 2d prizes at Birmingham, was
bury, Kent : SUver Medal'to'' the breeders, Frederick Leney <fe here unnoticed. In the class for light Weights
Son ; 2d, 10/., the Earl of Radnor, of ColeshiU House, ' (under 220 lb. live weight) Lord Berners was again 1st

' with a pen of firm sheep, of very fine character, but the
'^j'*,.™,!

I

fleeces of which were rather thin, while Mr. Foljambe
i' ,y"j,7i.

'. was again fairly beaten. Mr. Walmsley^s pen, from
iMtcn ;

i Bridlington, "iorkshire, in the heavier class, and
iii.Li'iily Mr. Bradshaw's, from Burley-on-the-Hill, Oakham, in
i • W.

I

the lighter class, and both of which were respectively

2d, were admirable specimens of this valuable, though,
at present, unfiishionable breed.

'The Cotswolds were only four pens, and the 1st and
,
Rowland Wood, of Clapton, Thr.apston, Northampton ; 2d, viz., Mr. Wigmore's and Mr. West's, stood just as

3d, 10/,, Richard Newcomb Morley, of Leadenham, Grantham, they did at Bingley Hall. Taking form, size, and
Highly Commended

:
w. Heath, Ludham Hall. : feeding together, we have never seen a better pen than

Class 14. Short-homed Heifers, not exceeding 4 \ ears old. , Ti^,. TvifrmnrA'*
—Ist, 25/., Richard Stratton, of.WaUs Court, Bristol, Glou-

I

m, " lo.'""' e
»•

i » i »•
cestc; shire : .SUver Medal to the breeder, Richard Stktton ;

'
^he Lincoms were only two pens the 1st being

2d. \r,i. Lord Feversham, of Duncombe P.irk, Helmsley ; 3d, nne. Woolly, and well led ; and the 2d, good and well
10/., Sir C. M. Lampson, Bart., of Bowfant Crawley. Highly ' fed, but irregular in size. The Kentish were also only

ndcd
: Earl R.adnor. Commended : T. Ferris, Manning-

1 two pens, but this somewhat peculiar breed—remark-
able for the way it is appreciated on its own ground,

cuivci juou u Lu ..uc luecoei '""^ ^^'^ "'^ mauucr lu which it is despised when
Richard stratton : 2d, ^5^ Jota^L^iT^of' Church'FarS; ' abroad --presented some signs of improvement in

Stroxton, Grantham ; 3d, I0/„ Charles Loney, of Leavers, E,Tst regard to the relative positions of back-bone and
Peckh,am, Hadlow. Highly Commended : Messrs. Howard, muscle, the former in this instance appearing not to
Bedford. Commended : Colonel Brise, Braiutree ; T. Game, have been deserted, and left high up in the cold by'"-*"'"""'

' the latter.

The class for " Long-wooUed Sheep, not being
Leicesters. Cots, Lincoln, or Kentish," was an interest-

ing one of five pens, for the 1st prize was taken by the
old.—1st,

i
winner in the Lincolns, and although here the decla-

Higliworth.
Class 12. Short-homed Steert

3 Months old.-Ist, 30/., George
Bridlington Quay ; Silver Mcdil i

2d, 20/., James 8. Bult, of Dodln
3d, 10/.. William Shaw, of Far '

Commended : E. L. Betts, Aj
Sisman, Kimbolton.
Class 13. Short-homed Steers

3 Months old.—Ist, 30/., C. W. Packe, M.P., Prestwold, Lough
borough ; SUver Medal to the breeder, C. W. P.icke, M.P. ;

cedin;; V, Yc,

Oxen above 3 Ye 3 .and

rd liruce, Pewsey ; R. Swinnerton, Nuneaton.
Class 15. Short-homed Cows about 4 Years old.— 1st,

ird Stratton, of WaUs Court ; Silver Med.al to the breeder,

Northlcach.
Class 16. Sussex Steers or Oxen, not cxcrcdingly 3 Years

old.—1st, 20/., John and A. Heasman, of .\ngmering, Anuidel

;

SUver Medal to the breeders, John and A. Heasman ; 2d, 10/.,

Lee Steere, of Jaye's Park, Dorking.
Ol 17. Sussex Steers or Oxen above 3 Ye

25/,, John Napper, of Lee Farm, Wisboro' Green, Horsham ; ration was " Lincoln and Leicester," the type of both

Silfh M " « *n°p''p''*r' f"^'^-'^^"'
"' !=""''=!'"'?'•

?„f- were so much alike that it was difficult to distinguishworth : 2a, 15/., G. C. Coote, of Tortington, /Vi-undcl ; 3d, 10/., ' it ,

,

William Sturt, of Feteham, Le.atherhead,
Class IS. Sussex Heifers, not exceeding 4 Years old.-Ist,

20/., John Shoosmith, of Berwick, Lewes : Silver Medal to the
breeder, John Shoosmith ; 2d, 15/., G. C. Coote, of Tortington,
Arundel.
Class 19. Sussex Cows above 4 Years old.—1st, 20/., John

and Alfred Heasni.an ; SUver Medal to the breeder, Charles
Ade, of Charleston, Seaford, Susses ; 2d, 15/., George Jenner,
of The Parsonage House, Udimore, Rye.
Class 20. Norfolk and Suffolk PoUcd Steers or Oxen of any

age.— 1st. 15/., Thomas Moore Hudson, of Castleacre, Brandon,
Norfolk ; SUver Medal to the breeder, Thomas Moore Hudson ;

2d, in/., D. Walker, of Panxworth, Norwich, Norfolk.
Class 21. Norfolk or Suffolk Polled Heifers or Cows of any

age.—1st, 15/., WUliam Postle, of Sm.aUburgh Hall, Norwich
;

Silver Medal to the breeder, Henry Birkbeck, Stoke Holv-
eross, Norwich; 2d, 10/., Lord Sondes, of Eknham Hail,
Thetford.
Class 22. Long-homed Steers or Oxen of any age.—Ist, 10/.,

R. H. Chapm.an, of Upton, Nuneaton, Warwick ; Silver Medal
to the breeder, R. H. Chapman ; 2d, 5/., Sir John Harpur
Crewe, Bart., of Calke Abbey, Derby,

them.
The Southdowns of course always form a most

interesting class. Lord Walsingham, it is clear,

reserved his greater force for this show, for he has in

some measure recovered his loss of position last week
at Birmingham. Here the Merton flock wins the 1st

prize in the heavy-weight yearlings, to which pen is

also awarded the Cup for the best pen of short-woolled
sheep. In the light weights, too, the Merton flock

is 1st. Lord Sondes was 2d in both the above classes

;

the Earl of Radnor and Mr. Foljambe coming iu 3d
with weak but very pretty pens. Too much attention

has been paid to form and symmetry in this breed, as

above represented, and also as further represented by
Mr. Eigden's pens. Fineness of quality and form will

not do in these days, when these traits are attained at

the expense of that size and substance whic'n

belong to thick "scrags," stout legs and (oh

the male sheep) good broad foreheads. The
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Merton flock seemed four years since to have
arrived at the happy combination whicli belongs to

form, size, substance, and fine quaUty. If this flock be
required to resume its recent hish position, former
conditions must be returned to. The Duke of Eich-
mond's 1st 2-shears were a grand pen, but this flock, if

the younger animals be fair specimens, needs to have its

weight and substance looked to if its present position

iu this particular would be repeated.

The Hants and Wilts Downs were well represented,

the backs and rumps of Mr. King's sheep being as good
as need be, a great thing to say in respect to these
usually defective points of this breed. Colonel Lindsay's,

M.P., and Mr. Canning's were also fed up to an
admirable touch. This large and hardy breed will

grow more and more in request as it becomes improved
by selection, and particularly as in-and-in breeding and
crossing cause flocks to degenerate from want of stamina
in their constitution, and want of substance, as

compared with the flabby fat to which they, under
these conditions of expediency, are sure to run.
The Shrop.shires here, as well as at Birmingham,

contained the most useful pens, taking weight with
quality of meat, of any class. Lord Chesham's 1st

prize shearlings contained oue sheep as good as was
ever produced, another that could not well be better,

but the third sheep, although good, was comparatively
mean. Thus a very irregular pen was placed 1st,

against Mr. .Smith's very even trio, all of which were
better than Lord Chesham's mean one, and but little

if any inferior to the medium sheep of his lordship's pen.
Jlr. Beach's capitally fed pen were greatly disfigured
by their shepherd attempting to add to the width of
their backs by cutting their wool as level as a table

!

Mr. Smith's 2-shears were a grand pen, for while they
were of the best quaUty they were fairly estimated to
weigh 25 stone, or 501b. per quarter net.
The Cifordshire sheep filled only one class, and that

for shearlings, the number of pens being si.t. Mr.
Druce's pen were great for weight of both mutton and
wool, and the Duke of Marlborough's were but little

their inferior. The Mountain, Eyeland, Cheviot, and
Dorset breeds filled three classes, containing eight
pens in all, the first kind having two to themselves,
and the last three being mixed together, the 1st honour
going to the Ryelands.
The " E.\tra Stock Sheep " consisted for the most

part of single animals, and although the list was long,
it did not create a very large amount of interest. In
the long-wooUed sheep, however, Mr. J. H. Casswell,
of Laughton, exhibited an extraordinary ewe as a speci-
men of his flock of Lincolnshire sheep. This sheep was
1st here, as well as at Bingley Hall, against Cotswolds
and other breeds, and some wethers as well as ewes. In
cross-breeds, Mr. John Overman was 1st, as usual, but
his Leicester Down sheep on this occasion were not
eiual in appearance to his previous elegant specimens.
The 2d in this, the Shearling Class, went to a cross
upon a cross, viz., to Cotswold and Oxford Downs.
Tho entries of sheep this year were 130 pens against

173 in 1865.

The following Is the Award of Prizes in the Sheep
classes-:

—

Class 35. Fat Wether Sheep of the Leicester Breed, 1 Year
oH (uncter 2.J montlis).—1st, 20/., Lord Bernora, of Kcythorpe
Hall, Leicester ; Silver Medal to the Breeder, Lord Bcrners

;

;d, 15(., George Walmsley, of Rudston House. Bridlington'
Yorkshire; .Sd, 5(., to William Browne, of High Gate Farm,
Honie-ou-Sp.aldiui; Moor, York. Commended : C. J. Bradshaw,
Burley-on-the-HUl.
Class 36. Fat Wether Sheep of the Leicester Breed. 1 Ye,ar

old (under 23 Sionthsl.each Sheep not to exceed 220 lb. live
weight.— l.st, -irii

,
I.rl n...n"i-! : Silver Medal to the Breeder,

Lord Bemcrs
.

i
i i.n-topher J.ame3 Bradshaw, of

- "'
'

' 3d, 5!., WiUiam Browne.
' '-'lei-ton H.all.

I "f tho Cotswold Breed, 1 Year
.. .John Wigmoro, of Bickerton

1
;
Silver Medal to the Breeder,

J n and George West, of Green-
I

.
id, 51., John King Tombs, of

i> -f the Lincoln Breed, 1 Year
- '/

, John Edwards, of Buck-
I-jushire

; Silver Medal to tho
I, IJ/., John Pears, of Mere

Commended : i

Class 37. Fi; V
old (under 23 M ,;

Court, Much M , !

'

John Wigmn-,-,
;

hiU Farm, lil,.l

Langford LecM i

Class 3S. lil ^i

old (under 2 ; M i

worth, Kimbnll. M,

Breeder, John i^ia^

Branston, Lincohi.
Class 39. Fat Wether Sheep of the Kentish or Romney

Marsh Breed, 1 Year old Omdi"r 23 Months).— 1st. HI.,
Frederick lliii-t,,,,, of Sm.-rth Uhf..r.l, Kent: Silver Mediil to
the i:,. -1 I, li. Iii.i M,r;,ii ,!, hi/ Marshall Cox, of
Wain I :,

:
',, r . ,, . ,,, . .

Ci ^
' !

^'
I I II

I -licep(uot Leieestcra,
Cotaw-.ri- ]

h. ,; ii. i:i. 1,1 1
,

, I, nM (under 23 Months).—1st, IJ/
,
Jiibu I'Mn-ards, of Uiiekworlh, Kimbolton : Silver

Medal to the Breeder, John Edwards ; 2d, 10/., Joseph
Newman, of Harrowden, Bedford.
Class 41. F.at Wether Sheep of the Southdown Breed, 1 Year

old (under 23 Months).— 1st, 20/., Lord Walsiu^^ham, of
Jlerton Hall, Thotford, Norfolk ; Silver Medal to tho Breeder,
Lord Wabiingham : 2d, 10/., Lord Sondes ; 3d, 51., The Earl of
R.adnor. Highly Commended : H. H. Penfold, Chichester.
Class 42. Fat Wether Sheep of the Southdown Breed, 1 Year

old (imder 23 Slonths), each Sheep not to exceed 200 lb. live
weight.— 1st, 1.51., Lord Walsingham ; Silver Medal to the
breeder. Lord Walsingham ; 2d, 10/., Lord Sondes : 3d, 5/.,

G. S. Foljambe, of Osberton Hall, Worksop. Highly Com-
mended : Earl Radnor. Commended : H. H. Penfold.

Class 43. Fat Wether Sheep of the Southdown Breed, 2
Ye.ars old (above 23 and under 35 Months).—1st, 20/., the Duke
of Richmond, of Goodwood ; Silver Medal to the breeder, the
Duke of Richmond ; 2d, 10/., Lord Walsingham : 3d, 5/., the
Earl of Radnor. Commended : W. Rigden, Brighton.
Class 44. Fat Wether Sheep of the Hampshire or Wiltshij-

Down Breed, 1 Year old (under 23 Months).— 1st, 20/-, StepbeL
King, of Bockharapton, Lamboumo, Berks : Silver Medal to
the breeder, Stephen King ; 2d, 15/., Colonel Loyd Lindsay,
M.P,, of Lockinge, Wantage ; 3d, 5/.,' William Brown Canning,
of El-ston, Devizes. Commended : J. & M. Arnold, Petersfield.
Class 45. Fat Wether Sheep, of the Shropshire Breed,

1 Year old (under 23 Months).—1st, 20/., Lord Chesham, of
Latimer Chesharn, Bucks ; Silver Medal to the breeder. Lord
Chesham

; 2d. 10/., Henry Smith, of Sutton Maddock, Shiff-
nail; 3d, 51., Joseph Beach, of Tho Hattons, Brewood,
Dudley. Commended : Earl of Aylesford.
Class 46. Fat Wether Sheep of the Shropshire Breed, 2

Years old (above 23 and under 35 Montlis).—Ist, 15/., Henry

Smith, of Sutton Maddock, ShilTnall ; Silver Modal to the
breeder, Henry Smith.
Class 47. Fat Wcthor Sheep of the Oxfordshire Brood,

1 Year old (under 23 Months).— 1st. 20/.. Samuel Dnico, of
Eyn.sham, Oxon ; Silver Modal to the breeder, Samuel Druee

;

2d, 15/., the Duke of Marlborough, of Blenheim Palace ; 3d,

5/., Edwin Freeman, of Chilton, Thame, Oxon. Highly Com-
raendod ; A. Rogers, Bedford. Commended : J. A. Mumford,
Thame; F. Street, Bedford,
Class 48. Fat Wether Sheep of any White-faced Mount lin

Breed, of any age.—1st. 15/., John Tapp, of Twitchcn, South
Molton, Devon ; Silver Modal to tho breeder, John Tapp ; 2d,
10/., William Smith, of Higher-Hoopom, Exeter.
Class 40. Fat Wether Sheep of any Bl.ack-faced or Speckle-

faced Mountain Breed, of any age.—Ist, 15/., Jonathan Peel,
of Knowlmerc Manor, Clitheroc, York ; Silver Mcd.al to the
breeder, Jonathan Peel ; 2d, 10/., James McGill, of RotchcU,
Dumfries.
Class 50. Fat Wether Sheep of the Rycland, Cheviot,

Dorset, or any other Puro Breed, not specified in any of the
foregoing divisions.—1st, 15t., J. B. Downing, of Holme Lacey,
Hereford ; Silver Med.al to tho Breeder, J. B. Downing ; 2d,

10/., James McGill, of Botchell.
Class 51. Long and Short-wooUed Cross-bred Fat Wether

Sheep, 1 Year old, under 23 Months.— 1st, 20/., John Over-
man, of Burnham Sutton ; Silver Medal to the breeder, John
Overman ; 2d, 15/., Z.achaiiah W. Stilgoe, of Adderbury
Grounds, Banbury ; 3d, 5/., John White, of Parsonage Farm,
Riekmausworth, Herts. Commended; G. Hine, Bediord.
Class 52. Long .and Short-wooUed Cross-bred Fat Wether

Sheep, 1 year old, under 23 months ; each Sheep not to exceed
220 lb. live weight.—1st, 10/., John Overmiin ; Silver Medal to
the breeder, John Overman : 2d, 5/., George Hine, jun., of
Oakley, Bedford.

PIGS.

This department was slightly more extensive than
on previous occasions, the number of pens being,

compared with last year, as 57 in 1865 and 61 in 1866.

Iu the aggregate form and quality there was, too, a
decided improvement; as there was an entire absence
of anything unsightly in the form of monster sows with
their flabby continuations, and of coarse hogs, with
leathery appearances at parts which long ago ought to

have been converted into York hams, rashers, and
"nice bits of streaky." The first prize pen under 6
months were neat whites, the breed of which is called
" Improved Warmington," a name that will be foreign

to most of our readers ; but as they come from
Warmiugton, in Northamptonshire, the native village

of the swine probably suggested the distinction. The
2nd were Bcrkshires. The class between 9 and 6 months
was a capital one, the 2nd prize being again Berkshire:

and they were enormous for size for their age, while
their feeding had been most skilful. Between 9 and
12 months there was again an extraordinary jump in

size, Mr. Cattle's "Improved Lincolns," the 1st prize,

fully supporting the character of the large breed. The
hogs, also, were not behind-hand in asserting their

reputation, for there were some monsters in the
class between 12 to 18 mouths. 3Ir. Coate, who had
got his swine herd too fine and delicate two or three
years since, returns like a breeder refreshed with
experience, and carries ofl' the cup for the best pen in

the Hall, and, of course, the first prize in this class.

The Earl of Radnor's 2nd were also great and well

fed, as were Mr. King's 3rd prize, "Improved Berk-
shires," the latter being very firm and fleshy. The
Messrs. Howard's Bedford pen were also admirably fed;

but the company of the older hands was too strong for

these comparatively young beginners. Mr. Sexton's
were also well done, but they were very uneven. The
extra stock pigs were single specimens, Mr. Stearn
again taking 1st with his perfect 17 months black pig,

which was in the same position at ISingley Hall. The
sight-seeing visitorsof the shilling days, and particularly

the ladies, appear to look upon this division of the
show as tho sensational department. It is certainly a

very funny as well as astonishing sight, for the perfect

rolls of flesh and fat—animate, certainly, but yet scarcely

able to move, resembling bolsters and woolsacks with
pantomimic-looking countenances and limbs—cannot
but greatly add to the pleasurable novelty which is

afforded by the "Cattle Show" to town-bred visitors,

while the judgment in breeding and skill of feeding

cannot but at the same time redound to the credit of

liritish agriculturists.

The following is the Award of Prizes in the Pig
classes :

—

Class 53. Pigs of any Breed, not exceeding 6 Months old.

—1st, 15/., Joint .\, W. Underwood, of JIanor House, War-
mington, Ounrlli^ \ r^'i i:i!i't-it ; ^il'.-.v M-^.li! fn the breeder,

John A. W. ill • '< '"' '''• Mi'. -hell, of Iver

Lodge, Iver. I i' I
,

'
-ii'i I:: h ird Pelham

W.an-en.of W'.ih: !]: r m ' 1 1
1 -

I ijommended

:

Major-General 11

Class 54. Pig,'

Months old.—Ist, 151

House, Lady Bank, Fife; Silver Medal to the breeder,

T. L. M. Cartwright : 2d, 10/., John Biggs, of Cublington,
Leigbton Buzzard ; .3d, 5/., the Earl of Radnor. Highly Com-
mended : J. A. W. Underwood : Major-General Hood.
Class 55. Pigs of any Breed, above 9 and not exceeding

12 Months old.— 1st, 15/., Christopher Cattle, of Wiseton
Grange, Bawtry, Yorkshire ; Silver Medal to the breeder,

Christopher Cattle ; 2d, 10/., Captain Richard Pelham Warren
;

3d, 51., George Mumford Sexton, of Wherstead Hall, Ipswich.

Highly Commended : A. Mainwaring, Basingstoke. Com-
mended ; J. Biggs, Leigbton Buzzard.

Class 56. Pigs of any Breed, above 1 2 and under IS Months
old.— 1st, 15/., John Coate, of Hammoon, Blandford, Dorset:

Silver Med,al to the breeder, John Coate ; 2d, 10/., the E.arl of

Radnor; 3d, 51., John Pittm.in King, of North Stoke, Walling-

ford, Berks. Highly Commended ; G. M. Sexton.

EXTRA STOCK.
Silver Modal to the exhibitor, for the best Steer or Ox in

Extra Stock, also 5/. prize, to Walter Farthing, of Stowey

CoTirt, Bridgewater, Somerset.

Silver Medal to the exhibitor, for the best Heifer or Cow in

Extra Stock, also 5/. prize, to J. M. Read, of Elkstone, Chel-

tenham, Gloucester.

Silver Medal to the exhibitor, for the best Leice.ster Wether

Sheep in Extra Stock, to George Walmsley, of Rudstone

House, Bridlington, York. Commended ; W^ Browne, Holm-
on-Spalduig Moor.

. ^ „ .

Silver Medal to the exhibitor, for the best Leicester Ewe m
Extra Stock, to Christopher James Bradshaw.

Silver Med.ol to the exhibitor, for tho best Long-woollcd

Sheep (not Leicester) in Extra Stock, to John Henry CasswoU,
of Langhton. Highly Commended : executors c.f T. 1) Mar-
shall ; Messrs. West. Comiiu-nded ; J. Edwards, Kinibolton.

Silver Medal to tho exhibitor, for the best Southdown
Wether Sheep in Kxtr; Stock, to G. S. Foljambe. Highly
Commended: Dukoof Richmond. Commended: J. Overman.

Silver Medal to the exhibitor, for tho best Southdown Ewo
in Extra Stock, to Lord Sondes. Highly Commended ; G. S.
Foljambe.
Sdvor Mod,al to the exhibitor, for tho best Short-woollcd

Sheep (not Southdown) in Extra Stock, to George Wallis, of
Old Sliiffnrd, Hamilton. Farriugdon. Highly Commended:
S. Kill;'. I.iiiiliirii,', ll.jrks; W. B. Canning, Devizes. Com-
men-U'l .1, I'lii'. .^"iith Molton.

Siht-i .M- 111 l.i llic exhibitor, for tho best Cross-bred Sheep
(Long ,iiid .'jb'jrt « uullcd Cro8.s) in Extra Stock, to John Over-
man, of Burnham Sutton.
Silver Medal to the Exhibitor, for the best Pig in Extra

Stock, to Samuel Geater Steam, of Brandeston, Wlekbam
M.arkct, Suffolk. Highly Commended : C. Cattle. J. H. Chuk,
Maidenhead. Commended : J. Saunders, Dorchester ; Earl
Radnor, W. H. Dunn, Huugerford.

SILVER CUPS.
A Silver Cup, value 40/., to the exhibitor, for tho beat Steer

or Ox in any of the Classes, to Richard Heath Harris, of Earn
Hill, Forres, Monayshiro. Gold Medal to the breeder, Alex-
ander Cowie, of Crombly Bank, Ellon, Aberdeen,
A Silver Cup, value 40/., to the exhibitor, for the best Heifer

or Cow in any of the Classes, to Rich.ard Stratton, of Walls
Court, Briatol, Gloucester. Gold Medal to the breeder, Richard
Stratton.
A Silver Cup, value 20/., to the exhibitor, for the best pen

of Lcicesters, Cotswolds, Lincolns, Kenti.sh or other Long-
woolled breed, in any of tbeClasaes, to Lord Beruers, of Key-
thor)ic H;dl, Leicester.
A Silver Cup. value 20/., to tho exhibitor, for the best pen

of l-vioi'l't S',iitliil.>wns, H:impshire, or Wiltshire Downs,
to l.'iV.I w ,1 ill, h nil, .,t Merton HaU, Thetford, Norfolk.
A ^il ' I -0/-, to the exhibitor, for the best pen

of sill I 'I Nliire, Cross-bred, or anyother breed of

ShC' ]i 1 |i 111 i ill Prize List) in any of tho CLasses,

to John (tvcrio.'iu, of Burnham Sutton, Burnham Market,
Norfolk.
A Silver Cup, v.alue 20/., to the exhibitor, for the best pen

of Pigs in .any of tho Classes, to John Coate, of Hammoon,
Bl.andford, Dorset.

The following are the Live-stock Judges :

—

CATTLE.
Devons, HliREFonDS, Sussex, Norfolk or Suffolk, Long-

horn, iTiisH, AND Cross or Mlxed-bred Cattle.— .T. Buckley,
The Cottage, Loughborough : J. Moon, Marlstow, Roborough,
South Devon ; R. J. Newton, Campsfield, Woodstock, Oxon.
Short-horns, Scotch, and Welsh Cattle.—Francis Fowler,

Henlow, Biggleswade, Beds : J. B. Thompson, Anlaby, Hull

;

Richard Milw:trd, Thurgarton Prioi-y, Southwell.

SHEEP.
Leicesters, Cotswolds, Lincoln, Kentish, or Romnev

M.VRSH, other Long-wools, Cross-Bred, Oxford, and
Mountain Sheep.—Robert Game, Aldsworth, Northleach ;

George M.ann, Scawsby Hall, near Doncaater, York : John
Painter, Forest Ro.ad, Nottingham.
Southdown, Hampshire or Wiltshire, Shropshire, Rve.

land, Cheviot, and Dorset Sheep.—C. Randell, Chadbnry,
Evesham : John Clayden, Littlebury, Saffron Waldcn ; J. S.

Turner, Chington, Seaford, Sussex.

PIGS.

A. F. M. Druce, Burghfield, Reading, Berks; John Brown,
Uffcott, Swindon, Wilts ; John Slater, North Carlton, near
Lincoln. __^

IMPLEMENTS.

The Implement Trade is well represented this year

at the Smithfleld Club Show, considering the limited

space which the Agricultural Hall affords for this

branch of our n.ationaI industry, which is annually

growing in popularity and importance. The exhibition

of seeds and roots is also highly satisfactory ; while

the et ceteras upstairs, downstairs, and in the arcade,

from "Extractum carnis" down to "the celebi;ated

American cocktail bitters," may not inaptly be said to

be indescribable. The fact that there was no suminer
meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society held during

the past season, gives to the whole omnium gatherum
something more than its ordinary Christmas welcome
and relish to both sight-seers and exhibitors.

In the Hall there are 33 stands downstairs, 133 iu

the galleries, and about 32 in the Arcade, with one or

two outside ; thus making a total of about 200.

To pay a passing notice individually to such a

number of exhibitors is, we fear, more than we can

condense into the limited space at our disposal ; and
yet there is hardly a single stand we can pass by m
silence without expressing an unfeigned degree of

reluctance. Some things, however, must be noticed

at length. On this head the orders of the day are

imperative, and therefore a long list of useful thiugs

must be taken for granted, as it were, as well known
and familiar to everybody.

"Muck's them'>tliir ! m. ,1," - lys the old proverb,

and tho first entry in t'l' ' I! :
' h.pud-manure cart, m

St.and No. 1, of Mr. llil
,

i '
:

' n. Berks, along with

pumping app.aratus. Hi i n, 1 i . ,
.t Co., Lincoln, exhibit

their well-known engine, llni.,l.iii_ uiacliines, and sawing

benches, WaUia, Haslar, it Stccvens, Basingstoke, show

an engine .and threshing m.achine, with a long list of bam
implements and apparatus. Richard Garrett & Sons .and

Richard Homsby ir Sons, on Stands 4 and 5, have each a very

valuable assortment. The former exhibit portable and traction

engines for all kinds of work, agricultural and engineering,

with threshing m.achines ; also their celebrated drills,

manure distributors, and horse hoes. The latter, besides

their usual show of field and bam machinery, come out

strongly this year in reaping machines and mowing machines

in great variety, single and combined, both manual and self

or mechanical, delivering the com in swathe or she.af : the

gi-ass outspread, and leaving a clear track for the return

te.aui. Their self-raker is on tho rocking lever or spindle

principle. Thus, on the top of a standard fom- or any

other desirable number of rakes revolve on a rocking spindle,

and gearing so constmcted as to sweep or rake the com cleau

off the platform with a horizontal movement- the lakes in the

opposite quadrant rising at the same time as high as the

st-widin" com, thereby performing the movement and func-

tion of the hand rake, or perhaps, speaking more correctly,

we should say, a close approximation to the automatic action

of tho hand-rake from the time it enters the corn to tho

delivery of the sheaf. It would require both mechanical and
mathem.atical drawings to do justice to the det.ails of

mechanism of this self-raker reaper, audits a!0</!(S operandi,

which is more th.an wo can devote to it. The endless

sDike-armod chain sw.athe delivery is both simple and effec-
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tive. Their mowers also merit a favourable notice. With
regard to the knife or cutting apparatus and movement,

opinion has recently assumed a controversial spirit, in which

the facts of the case are not very easily followed at times. We
hail this as a favourable omen for the future, without being in

the slightest degree prejudicial to the present, for, as in many
similar controversies, .all sides of the question have each much
to s.iy in its own favour. Thus the long stroke has something

in its favour, so has the short stroke—long cranks^ t'. short

cranks ; long shanks v. short shanks, tiliaa " pitmen " or con-

necting rod. But fiorther with this controversy we cannot go

at present. If we can find space for a separate p.Tragraph after

we have noticed the other reapers and mowers, we shall

return to it briefly. Suffice it to say .at present, that Messrs.

Homsby have adopted the common or short stroke, &c.

W. Tasker & Sons, Andover, show portable engines and

threshing m.achines ; and Mr. Burrell, Thetford, a traction

engine ,ind straw elevator ; Tuxford fi Sons, Boston have a

fine show of engines and threshing machines, and they also

exhibit their patent straw stacker .and improved circulal- saw-

On Stand No. i), John Fowler & Co., of London aud Leeds,

exhibit two of their superior traction engines-the one an

8-horse and the other 10—with a steam plough and cultivator.

Steam culture requires machinery of a very solid, substantial,

and effective kind, and this is what always characterises the

Stand of this now weU-known firm, presenting to the eye of

the most common observer a very interestmg and instructive

conti-ast as compared with the horse ploughs, cultivators, and

tackle of our forefathers, no later th.in the commencement of

the present century, while to the scientiflc mind it must
afford a very satisfactory index to tho march of improvement

in modem agriculture.

Passing over the next two Stfinds (10), Catchpool <t Thomson,

Colchester, threshing machine (11), and ^ernau & Co., Spald-

ing, fire engines, with a favoui-able notice, we come to the

well-known traction and portable engines of Clayton, Shuttle-

woi-th, & Co., which never fail to command the admiration,

and even to impress the mind with a just sense that the

powerful arm of steam has at length been successfully raised

in the cause of agriculture, both in the stackyard and field.

There must be something very vacant in the top stoi-y of the

agriculturist who leaves this Stand with any other conclusion.

Besides the .attractive exhibition of steam engines, this firm

has a fuU average of the kind of .articles usually shown at our

Christmas ni"''^nv'^

W. Ball ,v - " l-"i , ". \,., il, !i.i.' :, Lire, show their

waggons, "Mt ... li
. I ' .1 s, which have

longbeenfi : '
i

. I, i. ;
i

i l: . liui'S exhibits a

large port;it-l<' ,; liiij ui;]:, Willi .i li':! i oiler
;
the two

bearing a soincwLi.it sint,nihu- contr.ast to each other, ihe ono
for breaking corn, the other for breaking clods.

The Messrs. J. /z F. Howard, of Bedford, have an extensive

and highly valnalilo .issorlment of their stcruu and hor.-,L--

culture imiil' (.1' lit . iuiIImv l.tr'.'.'-l i,, '. Iiii; 'i;-. Tip. I iju

list of cat.il.i I . ;.
1

.

•'
I. ;

:

!

traction an I ' i

i

. . ;
.

il

and t.ackle < y}- ' iipI ! ti-i': ^ . n ^ .'i lui- l ii, p i

mometer for icsliu;,' ^uau';iil ; li lliia .in.tugciuLi.t i-^ U'lt

studied, it is happily unique, aud practically iustructive. The
whole Stand exhibits a very high stjindard of perfection in

agricultural mechanics. In other words, practice with science

is here very successfully exemplified.
' Henry Kinsey shows horizontal and vertical steam engines,

and Holmes & Sons, of Norwich, show a fair s.ample of their

tried and highly-prized bam machinery, seed and manure
drills. The Beverley Iron and Waggon Company exhibit their

reaping machine, sometimes termed the father of this class of

implements ; also their wheels, carts, and waggons, the latter

two with the necessary furnishings for harvest and other
work. These are all too well known to our readers to re{iuire

a single word of comment, and the same applies to the liquid

manure carts and other articles shown.
Ransomes & I^ims b.ave an excellent selection of their

portable engines, threshuig machines, and rot-ary screens.

They also show a new stone gi-ist mill, on iron frame, of merit

;

likewise fjc.an. Oat. and oil-e.ake mills ; light horse .and general

purpose ploughs, too well known to require any commend.ation
at our h.ands in this place.

Brown & May, Devizes, exhibit superior portable engines.

Woods & Cocksedge, Stowmurket. show vei*tical steam
engines and grinding mills with Fi'ench burr and peak stones.

There is obviously a growing demand for machinery of this

kind, and it affords us great pleasure in bearing testimony to

the gl-eatcr supply exhibited at our show meetings to meet
this increasing demand, and wc dn n^t think .any \vill find

fault with our remarks under this Si nnl \|, hen coupled with
the next, viz., E. R, 4; F. Turner. Ipswich, who also exhibit
snpi'i.i .ill nil , mills, with their well-known corn crushing
iinl '1

I "I nisccd and malt mills, Aie. This firm also
L\l. I 111 fixed steam engines, threshing machine,
i.ii> l', li , ,, 1, itc. Ashby & Jeffery, of Stamford, exhibit
giinniL, n.Lll,-. i.',it. Bean, and oilcake mills. We can also

speak from experience as to the value of their haymaking
machines. They also show fixed and poi-table steam engines,
threshing machines, &c. Mr. Humphries, of Pershore,
Worcestershire, has only one entry, a portable combined
threshing machine.
The Reading Iron Works, Berks, have a very large and very

fine exhibition of portable and fixed engines, threshing and
dressing machines. Their far-famed portable horse gear thresh-
ing machine, a s,ample of their saw benches, another of their

French burr stone grinding mills, haymaking machines and
horse rakes. Barley avellers, Oat, Bean, and oilcake mills,

chafE cutters, 4ic.

Burrows & Carmichael,|Banbury, show an excellent portable
engine and an American grist mill, and Philip & Henry Philip
Gibbons, W.antage. Berks, a portable combined threshing
machine. Marshall, Sons, & Co., of Gainsborough, Lincoln-
shire, a young firm of rising merit, exhibit portable engines
and sawing tables, circular saws. W. Alchin & Son, North-
ampton, a portable engine mounted on steel springs.
Wm. Crosskill & Sons, Beverley, show their serrated clod-

crushers, also a plain roller, wheels, carts, and waggons, a
patent Victoria reaping machine, a bone mill, &c. Robey & Co.

,

Lincoln, show port.able engines, a fixed vertical engine, and a
thi'eshing machine. Mr. John Tye, of the same place (Lincoln),
a grinding mill, with two pairs of French burr stones, another
with one pail- of French burrs, and a Bean mill.

Here ends the downstair show of Implements, and
we must postpone the remainder of our report until
next week.

Among the novelties of the Implement depart-
ment is a corn screen which Messrs. Ransorae are
bringing out. It is an oscillating sloping sheet of
pierced zinc, across which and lying loosely on it at
intervals of 6 or 8 inches, are light rollers which can
move freely up aud down in slots at either end, accord-
ing to the thickness of the grain that comes down to
them, which thus receives hindrance to too rapid a
motion off the screen—a sort of thumlj pressure above
each grain as it passes under—and at the same time a
surface rubbing, which helps to clean the sample. It
appeared to do very good work, and seems likeljf to be
a success. At another Stand we heard of a contrivance

for hindering the deposit of earth inside steam boilers.

It is said to act l)y setting up a particular electrical

condition—using for that purpose difference of tempera-

ture inside the boiler itself— by which acake if

ah-eady formed becomes detached, and by which such

deposits are hindered for the future. They said the

patent for America had been sold for some fabulous

sum, and that a company was to be formed for the

utilisation of the patent here.

The general conclusion regarding the Implement
department at which we arrive is favourable, and to

this rule there are very few exceptions. The show
of seeds and roots was fully more than a fair

average. The prime movers, or steam-engines, if

not more numerous, are well represented. Steam
and horse ploughs and cultivators are probably

below liar in point of numbers ; but not so in other

respects, as to intrinsic and eflTective merit. Hay and
corn harvest implements and machinery were never
so numerous or effective, more especially the latter

;

reaping machines also, and to such we may add horse-

power mowing machines. Scythes, bagging and reap-

ing hooks are fast disappearing from our exhibitions,

and it is high time that an effort should be made to

discontinue them in the field; for working them is a

species of slavery which requires a week's very trying

twisting ofthe ribs,backbone, and spinalmarrowto com-
prehend what it practically meant. In the stack-yard

and barn department the show is highly satisfactory

;

and in the preparation of food for live-stock, including
grinding-mills, chaff and Turnip cutters, corn aud cake

mills, steaming apparatus, there is unusual excellence

;

while the commercial and manufacturing firms of the

capital have overcapped all the previous Christmas
meetings held by the Smithfield Club, both as to the

number 'and character of the indescribable ef celeras

which they have poured into the Agricultural Hall.

.VXN'UAL Meeting : Sec. 11.—The Duke of Richmond presided,

and there were present, among the members. Lord Walsing-

ham. Lord Tredegar, Lord Bemers, Lord Fever.sham, M.ajor-

General Hood, Mr. C. Barnett, Mr. Druoe, Mr. O. W.allis, Mr.
J. Baldwin, Mr. C. Howard, Mr. Moore, Mr, R. Smith, Mr.
Ovcrm.an, Mr. H. Woods, and Mr. Wortley.
Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, the hon. secretary, read the minutes

of the last anmrnl meeting, which were confirmed, and he
then proceeded to read the annual Report. In this there was

,
i 1 . in' nf general interest or importance, except a reference

' *
1

I ,'tl.3 plague. With regard to this, the Report stated

1
1

' luncil had considered it their duty to give their

1 1
, i ins attention to this subject, it being a m.atter of

\iL.il iiupijitance not only to agriculturists and stockowners,

but also to the public at large, and after the most matiu-e

consider.atioli the following resolution had been agreed to ;—
" That his Grace the Pi-esident and the Hon. Secretary be

requested to wait upon the Privy Council to present three

recommendations—viz., that no fair or market for store stock

should be opened before the 1st of Api-il, that the greatest care

should be taken that tho regulations as to quarantine were
strictly carried out, and that permanent hlirs should be esta-

blished at the ports of disembarcation."
On the motion of Mr. Moore, seconded by Mr. George

Turner, the Report was unanimously adopted.
Lord Hardwicke was then elected as President of the Club

for ise8.

The following gentlemen were elected by b.allofc to serve on
the Council in room of the'eight retiring members :—Mr. John
Baldwin, of Luddington. ' Stratford-on- Avon: Mr. Richard
llorusbv.nf .Snittleiralc. (iianthani ; Mr. E. W. Moore, of Coles-

hiU. llijli ..II I'll
:

'li 1 1
11' Sewcll Read, M.P., of Plumstead

Hi
1

'ii \, liiMi Sanday, of HolmepieiTepont,
N, • 111 ' II I 1 11 ill. of Royston, Herts : Mr. J. S.

Tnin 1, I I 1
I ii„'- n > .liid. Sussex ; and Mr. Owen W.allis,

of Ovcr.st.mo, Xnrthampton.
This concluded the formal business of the meeting, and no

one accepted the inWtatiou given by the President for any
member to bling forward any subject for the consideration of

the Club.
A vote of thanks, moved by Lord Bemers, seconded by

Lord Feversham, was given to the President.
The President acknowledged the vote, and s.aid he desired

to state publicly the indebtedness of the Club and the public

to Mr. Brandreth Gibbs, for had it not been for that gentle

man's exertions there would have been no Show this year,

for it would not have been permitted. His lordship
alsti mentioned that he and Mr. Gibbs were that after
noon to wait upon the Duke of Buckingham with the resolu

tions passed by the Council of the Club, and adopted in the
Report, and also to .ask' if the regulations respecting the
slaughtering the cattle within four days after the Show and
within the boundaries of the metropolis would apply to the
sheep .and pigs.

The Centeal Chambee op Ageicultoee.—From
the late hour of the week at which this meeting was
held, and with the pressure of matter in connection
with old-established national societies pertaining to

agriculture, we cannot on the present occasion give
even a fair resume of what took place at the London
Coffee House. But there are a few points that are

worthy of notice at once.
Mr. Pell was called to the chair out of compliment

to the activity and energy which he had displayed in

bringing this movement to its present order of import-
ance. In opening his address, Mr. Pell reviewed the
Charter of the Royal Society, with a view to show that
it was not the intention of the Chamber of Agriculture
to usurp any of the functions of the Hanover Square
authorities, whose motto was " Practice with Science."
On this, he said, he was gratified to inform the meeting
that it had been unanimously decided by the Council of
the lloyal Society at their annual meeting that day,

that no attempt at any alteration would be made in
regard to this charter, and therefore, that politics

would be as rigidly excluded from their deliberations

as they had been hitherta This left a fair field with-
out fear of the two associations coming into collision.

Mr. Pell then touched on the grounds which some
portions of "the press" had assumed for ridiculing

them, to which he replied most satisfactorily, showing
that as farmers were isolated, and could not organise
themselves into a practical body at once in cases of
emergency, it was highly important aud politic that
local societies should be established for considering
their own special affairs, and that there should be a
central body or head for them to apply to, that the

Government of the day might be communicated with in

a manner as effectual as is done by commercial, manu-
facturing, and other compact interests. Now farmers
are sent " from pillar to post." This he illustrated by
the treatment they had received at the hands of the
late Whig Government when they (the farmers) were
in the greatest possible state of alarm and difficulty

in respect to the cattle plague. On one occasion he
was too early at half-past 9 a.m. to see Colonel Harness,
and too late at 2 p.m. When he did catch him, he
found him buried at the back of the Stationery depart-

ment of the Government. Even then, he found that
it was futile to attempt to check the relaxation of

orders, which was done at the instigation of borough .

members, and altogether in opposition to nearly every
practical and sorely perplexed farmer. Some other
equally strong points were made by Mr. Pell in sup-
port of his position, when he proposed that the rules

of the Chamber—a copy of which we must defer re-

cording—should be taken as read, which was agreed to.

In conclusion, Mr. Pell said 3,900 members had already

given in their names and subscriptions, and the Scot-

tish Chamber had formally intimated their intention

to co-operate aud act in unison with the Central

Chamber.
Lord Bemers then rose, and said that he had come

purposely to lend what influence he possessed to pro-

mote the association.

Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., then proposed Mr. Pell &s

chairman for the ensuing year, and after being seconded
by Mr. Duckhara, the proposition was carried unani-

mously. Mr. Wilson then proposed Mr. Jasper Moore,
M.P., as vice-chairman, which was seconded by Mr. T.

Horley, and carried in the same manner. Colonel

Halford proposed Mr. Clay as treasurer, and Mr.
Baldwin seconded it with the same effect.

In pursuance of business, the Chairman then said,

Mr. Horley would move a resolution in favour of a

deputation waiting on the Privy Council in the matter
of the cattle plague. This Mr. Horley did with much
force, adding that we could do better without cattle

dealers. Mr. Brewster seconded it, and related a case

that had come under his own experience, but as there

was no Chamber of Agriculture to take the matter up,

all he could do was to consult his own interest, and have
nothing to do with the animals which he had gone to

Crewe with tlie view to purchase. The case was, the

beasts were grazing in a pasture where fifty plague-

stricken animals had been recently buried ! Jlr. May,
of Elford Park, Tamworth, and Mr. Masfen supported

the resolution, when Mr. Read, M.P., moved tho

resolutions to be submitted to the Government.
Here a little difficulty arose. At the Council Meeting

,iust before, the words " foot-and-mouth" disease had
been added, at the suggestion of Mr. Duckham, to the

carefully prepared resorution, which proposed to make
the removal of cattle under tatal diseases an indictable

offence, and the punishment a fine or imprisonment.

This being done at the eleventh hour, the only method
was to propose an amendment, which was done by Mr.

T. Browne, of Norfolk, to the effect that the words
" foot-and-mouth" disease be struck out.

Mr. Duckham at once rose to reiterate the views

which the Council, in the hurry of the moment, were

induced to adopt. On this Mr. W. W.'Good rose to

order, on the ground that the resolution had not been

seconded ; in whose favour the Chairman of course

decided. Mr. Good then made a suggestion to the

effect that the words be quietly withdrawn, that no
appearance of a division of opinion might go forth to

the public. To this, however. Mi-. Duckham would not

agree, whereupon Mr. Good then said that he was

prepared both to second and support the amendment.
This he did by showing that it would be impossible to

carry on the necessary migration of cattle from Grass to

arable countries, and vice versa, under the restrictions

proposed. As instances, he gave the fact that for years

past the show stock at Bingley Hall and Islington,

although treated with the greatest care, had in a day

or two, or before the end of the week of their arrival,

broken out with this external disease. After some

other remarks about its connection with pleuro-

pneumonia, and the manner in which the simple

removal of highly-nursed cattle a few miles across

country induced the disease, and Mr. Duckham having

replied, the amendment was further supported by Mr.

Mere, from Shropshire, Mr. Learaon, from Norfolk,

and Mr. Read, M.P., who declared in favour of the

amendment, when the Chairman pertinently said, " I

recently removed cattle of my own breeding from one

farm to another fourteen miles off, and although they

started in perfect health, in a few days they all had
foot-and-mouth disease. Under this clause in an Act

of Parliament I should have been liable to an indict-

ment !

"

The amendment was then put, when it was earned

by a large majority, the original resolution, so far as

the words " foot-and-mouth disease" went, having only

five supporters, which result showed that the discussion

had been useful in eliciting facts, and in having the

effect of converting several members from their previous

hastily expressed opinions.

After the usual formal thanks to the Chairman, &c.,

&c., the meeting rose, the Chairman and councillors

remaining to form another council meeting, for tho

completion of some prelimiuary arrangements. The
resolutions to which we have referred we must postpone

till next week. __^

Farmers' Clubs.
London : Dec. 10.—TAe Afplication of Manures.—

Professor Voelcker gave an address on this subject

before a full meeting of the London Farmers' Club.

He said—It is no part of my duty to-night to have to

direct your attention to an agricultural discovery with

which I may be supposed to be more familiar than

others engaged in the practical pursuits of hfe. Agri-
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cultural novelties, emanating from scientific men, I am
sorry to say, seldom are such as to inspire j^ood farmers
with much confideuce in the wisdom, judgment, and
sound business character of their originators. If,

however, the subject on the discussion card has not
the doubtful ment of an agricultural novelty, nor the
charm of an ingenious invention, I In lir\r it Ins the
advantage of giving gentlemen a t: I "piiTlimily of
discussing the pros and contras ol' ('i!i:iiii )irr\:iiiiiig

practices of applying natural and arliliiial iiKuiiircs

to the land, or of reconciling many apparent contra-
dictions in the actual practice of different farmers.
In inviting discussion to-night, I hope those taking
part in it will not be satisfied by merely stating the
results of their actual experience, but that they will

also point out the reason why they prefer one practice
to another, and why the plan which is generally
adopted by intelligent farmers is not resorted to in
their case. Our practice as regards the best time and
most approved mode of restormg fertility to the land
by means of manures, evidently must greatly be modi-
fied, according to the chemical composition and pro-
perties of the fertilizers which we wish to employ, the
chemical and physical properties of the soil, and the
requirements of the plants which we wish to cultivate.
In order to be of any practical use, agricultural matters
should be treated rather in detail than in a general way.
It may be very useful to a country gentleman to have
some general ideas of farming; but I very much ques-
tion iniether such ideas alone would be of much use to
the rent-paying farmer, who, amongst other particulars,
must know exactly how and when to apply the various
fertilizers which practice has pointed out to him as the
most profitable for raising good crops of Wheat, Barley,
or Turnips. I therefore propose to treat my subject less

from a general or theoretical point of view, than to
enter somewhat into details respecting the most ap-
proved modes and periods of applying manures to the
laud. In the first place, I shall have to speak of the
circumstances which ought to regulate the manner and
the time in which farmyard manure is most usefully
employed, and then it will devolve upon me to offer

similar remarks on guano,bones,superphosphate,nitrate
of soda, and a few other artificial manures.

Faem SIasure.

The principal questions on the mode in which farm
yard manure should be used, and the best time at
which it should be incorporated with the soil, appear
to be the following. Should it be used long and fresh ?

or short and rotten ? Should it he carted into the field

and ploughed in at once ? or may it not be spread on
the land, and ploughed in at the convenience of the
farmer, without deterioration of its qualities ? Is it

desirable to distribute manure in a field in small heaps,
and to leave it in that state for days or weeks ? or
should the manure be spread at once, and may it be
left exposed to the air in such a state for some time,
in case heavy rains should set in, and the wet con-
dition of the land render the ploughiug-iu of the
manure undesirable ? What is the best time of the
year for carting manure on the land? Should this

be done in autumn or in spring ? or may it be done at
any convenient time, no matter what is the period
of the year ? To what crops of a rotation should farm-
yard manure be ased, where a sufficient quantity is

not produced for meeting the requirements of the
crops intended to be grown, and the deficiency has to
be eked out by the employment of artificial manures ?

On all these questions great variety of opinions pre-
vails. Allow me to state at once that I have always
been an advocate for putting the manure on the land
as soon as possible after it is produced, and that I

believe autumn manuring, as a general rule, will be
found more advantageous than spring manuring. It
is not enough, however, merely to give expression to
these convictions, for you will naturally expect me to
support them by such proofs as will carry with
them also conviction to your minds. In attempting
to do this, I do not wish to weary you with chemical
details ; but it will be necessary for a clear under-
standing of the subject, that I should speak as briefly

as possible of the composition of fresh farmyard
manure, and the changes which it undergoes in keep-
ing, or by exposure to the air. Chemically considered,
farmyard manure has to be regarded as a universal

and perfect manure. It is a universal manure, because
it contains all the constituents which our cultivated

crops require to come to perfection, and it is suited to

almost every description of agricultural produce. As
far as the inorganic fertilizing substances are concerned,
we find in farmyard manure potash lime, magnesia,
oxide of iron, silica, phosphoi'io acid, sulphuric acid,

hydrochloric acid, and carbonic acid ; in short, all the
materials, not one excepted, that are found in the
ashes of agricultural crops. Of organic fertilising

matters we find in farmyard manure some which
are readily soluble in water, and contain a large pro-
portion of nitrogen; and others insoluble in water,

and containing, comparatively speaking, only little

nitrogen. The nitrogenous matters are princi-

pally present in the droppings and urine of animals,
and yield ammonia on decomposition. The straw
or litter in the manure hardly contains any nitro-

gen, and on decomposition produces brown vege-
table organic acids, which pass under the name of
humic acids. These organic acids—which, as we have
just seen, are produced simultaneously from straw,

with the ammonia arising from the putrefaction of
excrementitious matters—have a great affinity for

ammonia, in consequence of which they fix it as

readily as sulphuric or any other mineral acid. For
this reason I may observe, in passing, that chemical
fixers of ammonia are perfectly unnecessary in farm-
yard manure in which a due proportion of litter is

Tised. Parmyard manure is a perfect manure,
because experience, as well as chemical analysis,

shows that the fertilizing elements are present in it in

stales (if combination which seem to bo specially
favoiiriihlc to the luxuriant growth of plants. And I

would direct special attention to the fact that fresh
farm-yard manure, although it has a strong smell,
practically speaking contains no volatile or free
ammonia; and I may add that I have also found none
worth mentioning in i.rrlV.IIy mllcn (hiii-; and, of
cour.se, where no frc i:i .-m^i j, clirmir.il lixers
of this substance arc (luiir oni. ni' plac,.. Ii is true
ammonia is produced almiKlaiiUy on (he dcrdiiipusition
of the urine and solid excrements of animals; but it is

equally true that during their decomposition peculiar
organic acids are formed in the rotten straw, whicli
efl'ectually bind the ammonia and prevent its escape
into the air. We have thus good grounds for main-
taining that artificial fixers of ammonia are neither
required for fresh nor rotten dung, and also for asserting
that both fresh and rotten dung may be freely exposed
to the air without loss in ammonia, for the former
contains hardlj- any ammonia in any form, and the
latter contains it in the form of ammoniaoal and volatile
salts. Farmyard manure, as is well-known, is subject
to the process of spontaneous decomposition, which
generally is called fermentation, but more appropriately
putrefaction. The nature of this process consists in
the gradual alteration of the original organic matters,
and m the formation of new compounds. All organic
matters, separated from the living organism, are af-
fected by putrefaction, some more readily, others more
slowly. These organic matters, which, like straw, con-
tain but little nitrogen, on exposure to the air and
moisture at a somewhat elevated temperature, decom-
pose spontaneously and slowly, without disengaging
any noxious smells. On the other hand, the droppmgs
of animals, and especially their urine, which is rich m
nitrogenous compounds, rapidly enter into decomposi-
tion, producing disagreeable-smelling gases. In a
mixture of nitrogenous and non-nitrogenous matters
the former are always first afl'ected by putrefaction ; the
putrefying nitrogenous matter then acts as a ferment
on the other organic substances, which by themselves
would resist the process of spontaneous decomposition
much longer. The disagreeable-smelling gases which
are produced during putrefaction arise from the
sulphur and phosphorus ofthe nitrogenous compounds
present in dung. A considerable proportion of this

sulphur and of the phosphorus loiiiliiiiis with hydrogen,
and form sulphuretted and iilhi-iilhnvli, dhydrogen

—

two extremely nauseous gases w hicli bol li escape from
fermenting dung heaps. The relalive proportions of

inorganic to the organic matters in well-rotten dung is

much greater than in fresh. This increase in mineral
matters can have only been produced at the expense of

organic substances, the quantity of which during the
process of fermentation must decrease in a correspond-
ing degree. Thus, whilst I found in fresh dung, dried at
213' Fahrenheit, organic matters 83.-18, inorganic sub-
stances 16.52 per cent.—rotten dung shows in 100 parts,
organic matters G8.2-1, mineral or inorganic matters
31.76. It is clear, therefore, thatduring the fermentation
of du ng much of the organic substances must become
changed into compounds which are readily soluble in

water, and easily washed out by heavy rains, or into

gaseous products which are readily volatilised. In
point of fact, both volatile gases and readily soluble

organic and inorganic compounds are formed. By far

the largest proportion of the gases which escape into
the air consists of carbonic acid gas, oxide of carbon,
and light carburetted hydrogen, or marsh gas ; and it is

worthy of special notice that no appreciable amount of
ammonia is dissipated. Now this is not a mere
assumption, but a fact which can be readily ascertained

by any one who has the skill of discerning the amount
of ammonia with accuracy. The practical result of

the changes which take place in fermenting dung is,

that fre.sli manure in ripening becomes more con-
centrated, richer in nitrogen weight for weight, more
soluble, and consequently more easily available to

plants, and more energetic in its action.

The percentage composition of fresh and rotten

manure, however, does not throw much light on the
question whether a dung derives any loss in ammonia
during ripening, and to what causes are really due
its deterioration by exposure to wind and weather.
But if a given weight of manure is put up in a heap,
and its composition ascertained from time to time, and
its loss in weight is simultaneously determined, then it

is clear it is possible to ascertain whether the rotten

dung which is produced from a given weight of fresh

contains the same, or less, nitrogen than was originally

present; and, by exposing the rotten dung afterwards
to heavy rains, we can also determine the reason why
it deteriorates so rapidly under their influence. This
I have done a great many years ago. Two cart-loads

of fresh farmyard-manure were placed in a heap Iset

against a stone wall, but otherwise exposed to the
influence of the weather.
Without entering much into particulars, I may

observe that, in the first experimental period, the
fermentation of the dung proceeded with rapidity, but
was unattended with any material loss of ammonia,
nor, indeed, any appreciable amount of the more
intrinsically valuable constituents of dung. At the

end of April (as will bo seen), the whole heap con-

tained almost precisely the same amount of nitrogen

which it contained when put up fresh in the preceding

November. During that period little rain fell, arid this

never in large quantities at a time; whilst in the

inteiwal of April and August rain was more abundant,

and fell several times in continuous heavy showers.

In consequence of this, soluble matters in the heap

were washed out, and with them a considerable portion

of available nitrogen and the more valuable mineral

constituents of dung were wasted. The general con-

clusion which may be drawn from these experiments

is evidently that manure loses no valuable fertilising

matters by simple exposure to dry air, and, I may add,

nor even by exposure to a broiling sun, but that it is

rapidly rleleriorated bv r;

illid.'uiahleliietsUiat I foi

the manure on the land as

veniently. Once pla' i I i

will hurt it, I believe
i

when rain falls, the solnlii,

the soil, where they are w;

,. Now it is upon these
I an argument for carting
inn as it can be done con-
II

. In iilier sun nor wind
lie ii-litest degree; and
lait r^ will be washed into

nd stored up there
for the use of plants ; for all soils—some in smaller,
others in larger degree—as is well known, possess
the power of absorbing and retaining, in a compa-
ratively-speaking iiis.iliilil iidition, the more
valuable soluble ferlili in/ eenslitueiits of dung.
If the manure is carted on lie il^ liliUiring the autumn
or winter, and spread at once, it ivill, even wlicu per-
fectly fresh, become sulUcieutly decomposed by the
time it is required by the spring crops, and the unne-
cessary expense of putting up manure in heaps, and
turning them over once or twice, and the lass attending
such turning, may be entirely avoided ; and this may
be done at a time when the horses have little or nothing
to do, and the fields are not injured by the horses
hoofs. I advocate autumn and winter manuring
because autumn and winter, generally speaking, are
the most convenient periods for carting manure.
There; is, however, not the slightest reason why this
may not be done at any convenient time through
out the year ; for, as I have said before, not even a broil-
ing sun dissipates any valuable fertilising matter from
manure.
Many persons, if I am not mistaken, entertain rather

erroneous views with respect to the desirability of
ploughing in the manure directly it is carted on the
field. I have, of course, no fault to find with this, if

their anxiety to plough-in the manure directly arises
from the wish that whatever can be done at once
should be done without delay ; but if this is due to the
fear that manure, if not ploughed-in directly, will lose

in fertilising quality, I cannot share their anxiety;
and go so far as to say that often it would be much
better to leave the manure freely exposed on the land
in wet weather, than to plough it in, and make a mess
on the land when horses and men ought to be kept from
it. Others take a middle course; and distribute the
manure iu small heaps, and leave it in this state until a
convenient time occurs for spreading and ploughing it

in. Now this, I do not hesitate saying, is an objection-
able practice ; for if heavy rain slinuld fall continuously
for a number of days, these small Inaje will be washed
out—at least partially, inconsi i|urnei' eT « hieh the por-
tions of thefield where the hea| is wile

I
ilaeeil will receive

too much of the soluble aud most fertilising matters,
and the crops there become too rank, and the produce
on the field will ripen unequally. I have observed
over and over again the injury which may be caused
by the objectionable practice of distributing manure
in small heaps on the land, and leaving them for

weeks together before spreading the manm-e. I would
therefore advise the manure to be carted on the field

whenever convenient, to spread it directly, and not to

trouble about ploughing it in at once if raiu should set

it, even if the wet state of the land should render it

advisable to keep horses and men from it for weeks or
mouths. The views whichjl have advanced, I am aware,

are not accepted as correct by some agricultural

authorities. Thus, for instance, 1 find in an article on
the farming of Leicestershire, in the last vol. of the
Journal of the Eoyal Agricultural Society, the following

passage :
" Lord Berners puts great stress on covering

up the manure when laid in small heaps on the land,

and cites an instance where the labourers were over-

taken by a thunderstorm while manuring for roots, the
ridges being opened and the dung carted on aud laid in

small heaps. A portion was covered with soil previous
to the storm, and the remainder left for a few days
exposed, the manure and treatment being in every
other respect the same ; but the difl'erence in the crops
was most astonishing. Where the manure was covered
the produce was nearly double. Nor did the difference

end with the root crops, for the Barley succeeding was
also very much better on the covered manure. This
scarcely accords with the scientific conclusions of Pro-
fessor Voelcker, who does not anticipate harm from
exposing manure if spread on the ground. Lord
Berners, however, is far too practical and acute an
observer to allow us to have the slightest doubt as to

his accuracy, and this is one of the instances where the

teachings of science and the facts of practice cannot be
easily reconciled." In explanation of this passage, I

would observe that I have not the slightest doubt about
the accuracy of Lord Berners's observation ; but that

I cannot recognise in it either an instance which shows
that the teachings of science and the facts of practice

cannot be easily reconciled, nor a proof that manure
sustains any loss by evaporation. Incidentally I

may also observe that I never taught to leave manure
in small heaps in a field, but that it should be spread

out at once. The real cause why, no doubt. Lord
Berners got a bad Mangel and Barley crop on that

portion of the field where the labourers were overtaken

by a thunder-storm appears to me a very simple one.

The field was a heavy clay land, and therefore it is not

at all surprising that where the manure was got on the

laud and ploughed-in before the rain interfered with

the operation, the Mangel and succeeding Barley were
good, and these crops turned out bad on the other

portion of the field simply because the land was messed
about after the thunder-rain, and not because the

manure lost in quality by exposure to the air. At all

events it is a fact well known to clay-farmers that on
stift' land a better crop is often obtained without any
manure when worked dry than with manure when
worked wet. With regard to the crops to which farm-

yard manure is best applied, I would observe that time

does not permit me to dwell on particulars, I therefore

will only notice that on farms on which farm-yard

manure is scarce, and recourse mustite had to artificials

the most economical plan to use the manure appears

to be to grow tbe root crops mainly with artificial
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perty of fixing nitrites Unlike silts of ammonia, nitrates

pass unchsuged thruugh the soil mto the drains and are lost

tovcgctatiun m^grcit measure if thej ire lulied to the

land in autumn or v^ inter

I Manint such is siilphito of

guano,^ the other hand
winter, and not too lite m
not desirable to ipj 1

crops. Autumn di

healthy and equal c

mamires and to spread the yard-dung on the seeds or

Clover-lay.

Artijicial Manures.—I now must hasten on, to offer

very briefly some observations relating to the manner
in which some of the more important artificial manures
should be used ou the farm. All concentrated manures,

such as guano, nitrate of soda, or superphosphate,

should always be mixed with some diluent or the other,

and applied in a finely divided state. Artificial manures
may bo conveniently flivided into nitrogenous and
phosphatic manures. The forniei-, as is well known,
are specially useful for cereals and Grass crops, and the

latter for root crops. Concentrated nitrogenous

manures, such as guano, nitrate of soda, sulphate of

ammonia, &c., I am of opinion should never be

ploughed-in deep, or applied with the drill, but be

spread, properly diluted with dry and fine soil or burnt

clay, vegetable ashes, or sifted coal ashes, by hand, or
^^^ _^^^^ ^ _^ _ _

better by the broad-cast distributer, and harrowed-m
, ^ent of the feitihsing n-ustituenta tf j^i

very lightly. Superphosphate and bone manures, on moreover, prevents the dustmg and l

the other hand, should be drilled-in at the time of of guano Jurmg "i

sowing the seed, "^hen the land is very light, or out
|

J^^Pf';^;;\°^,°/.^f"'J
of condition, so that rather a heavy dose of manure is

''""^*' ""^'""'' ^'

required, it seems to me advisable to sow a portion
broadcast, and to drill-in the remainder of the manure
with the seed. The state of preparation in which arti-

ficial manures are sold by dealers often is not what it

ought to be, and particular care should be exercised by
the farmer not to use any which are wet, lumpy, or

otherwise badly-prepared. This remarkapplies .specially

to bone-superphosphate. Even some of the most
respectable manure-manufacturers, I find, sell badly-

prepared bone manures—that is to say, manures in

which pieces of bone an inch long and longer, and
scarcely acted upon by acid, are plainly visible. This ^^^^.^^^ ^ ^^ ..^.^^ „,^
arises from a desire to convey the impression that the

j
ncithe'r^to spare*' trouble

the a for <

. 3 ail soils without
ammonia from •'ol il Ic

other amni ini ic^d n ^u

without risk of losing ^

In conclusion illuw

the mode m which „i

ore care should I <- t

in a gool mecb
^'n mthnut hiYUj^ 1

it reduced to powder
iviiii ury auu uuc =u.i - -y^": the sifted gumo with .1 ut xn c i 1

siftedcoal ashes, ^byhand^ or
j
j^g weight uf dry «<oU or ishcs siib

rollj prod
ired in spiing; and,

1 power f eliminating

^ ulp h xXi, f ammonia, and
s ti > 1 L. i-ii lied dnrmf, the winter,
ble fertilising inittcrs

tn tin iw L it \ few hints as regards
1 n L. n li'-d t the land. Much

i 1 t w cd up n it, to apply
t iinj should never be

1 nd any hird lumps in
I 1 I Uefere su\\'ing, to mix

^ht of s dt and double
I useful distiibuting
uano m the soil, and,
ss of finer particles

the field The mechanical
not quite so easy an operation as

agine ; "and this, I believe, is the reason why very
few farmers perform it properly. Allow me briefly to

describe a plan which I have found to answer well in

preparing guano for use : First sift off all the fine guano-
dust. Then mix the hard lumps left in the sieve with about
twice their bulk of sharp sand. Spread the mixture on an
even floor, and pass a heavy garden-roUerover it, or beat dov/n

the lumps with a wooden mallet. (The admixture of sand pre-

vents the caking of the guano, and greatly facilitates its

reduction to fine powder.) After the whole has gone through
the sieve, add salt in the proportion of two parts, by weight, to

one of guano. The moistiu'q imparted to the guano by the salt

prevents the dusting, which is a great inconvenience in sowing
by hand. Salt in conjunction with guano, moreover, has a
specific action on vegetation, which is specially beneficial to

crops on light scUs, I cannot too strongly impress you
expense in preparing guano pro-

of the year the labom'e

subject is more fitted for the consideration of the ot?ners of

the soil than for the tenant who has only a temporary_ position

on the farm, and who cannot be expected to invest his capital

in the erection of cottages, which he must leave without
receiving any compensation for the capital

Perhaps it is, but it must be remembered tl

pressure npun the l;indIord must cr.nio from the tcnant-faiTQcr

an.] iP.I fi-. !,; t:,.- l.ii ..II. I
. In- 1M-. Ivcs. Another means of

iiii]-i.... :"' .ii'.i i" ,1 1
' uii:rs, and one which has

n(..i I
.

:

..: : lid one which, as faras I

am ;l-.. II
. , i. I II. , -

1- !' II I , n .] V. II :i r.irm sei-X'ants, is that of

Uui-ing the greater part

d deal of time at bis own
disposal, and which might be employed in cultivatuig a
quarter or even half an acre of groi-md rented to him by ths
landlord or his own master. No doubt there would bo
numerous practical difficulties to be overcome before such a
scheme eould be fairly set agoing, but there can be no doub*.

of the various practical advantages which would be obtained
from it ; first, to the landlord, in the improvement of his soil

by the use of the spade ; to tlie farmer, by giving the labourer
a direct interest in the soil, and thus, in some measure, over-

coming the strong tendency to migrate evinced by our labour
ing population ; to society at large, by the iucrc

greater indu-li.- ii iir'ni.-, .'ii'l U >• ;tii|.i.."i-

confers on lli.
:

':
.

i i. I

Mi

bolder hiiii.M :. ..,..
the profit.-i \...ii'.i > ;

.1.; ^^i^ pi .>.>!

to turn tu g.....>a .o.^-.'iuit, LUmou kiiUie bu;ii.-; .

have hung so heavily on his. hands, and which
have been wasted and abused in the beer-sbop.

JEdiication.—We now approach a part of

of food, tho

manure is made from bone ; frequently, however, perly before sowing it : ten shillings or fifteen ahilling;

so-called bone-superphosphates are in reality made |

or even a pound, per ton win be well laid out, should

from mineral phosphate and acid, to which a few plums I

the labour of preparmg it m the way suggested by me cost as

of bone have been added. But, even should the\^^-^;^J^_l]^^I^^^^J^^^^^^
manure be made entirely from bone, it would be far

|
jg „o necessity of adding sulphuric acid to 'it, with a view of

better if it were thoroughly disintegrated, and sold fixing the ammonia. Nevertheless, the addition of sulphuric
in a dry pulverulent state. As regards the quantity acid to guano can be strongly recommended, for the reason

of superphosphate useful for root crops, I may
i

that it greatly increases the chemical efficacy which this

mention that sometimes mistakes are made by ^^^^^^^^'^ i^^^P^^j'^ °/ Pfo^"f"?f ^^
employing too much. As a general rule, 2,V to 3 cwt.

i

- ^^^--5^,°,^-^^^^^^^^^^
of a really well made and good superphosphate appears pemvian guano, on account of the large amount of soluble
to me an amply-sufficient quantity for raising a good . phosphate which it contains, is certainly more efficacious

crop of Turnips or Swedes, ou land in a fair agricul-
]

than guano in its natural condition, especially for root crops,

tural cor,ilitioii, pvoYided the superphosphate is i
However, the mixinf; .-f 'o,:ni.. :.iid ..il .f vitri-l, if I am

properly dilulcd with ashes or dn' soil before drilling,
!

"°*
?V, ,1' '5 "

.
'

'
'' ' "' ' '
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'

,
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'

'

'

'

or applied with the liquid manure drill. Considering
j
^j^ y^'^^^^^'^^™ ,^

'

,

'

:
',,

the great .advantage of distributing much more
j

just now, and then mi ,

, .. nh i j. i ii , . ji. in i

i i

uniformly Turnip manures by means of the liquid-
i phosphate, rich in solublo phosphate, y.ju will secure all the

manure drill than by the dry drill, I am surprised that '
chemical benefit which sulphuric acid itselfproduces on guano,

the former implement has not superseded to a greater I

'^"o'l ""•« conveniently, and thus be able to prepare, your-

l,™'i",?..T?^;T°'. l«l« i^*tf•. T^^r<:.-"J:°
,

you can taJerm'iSr^reUX";

.1.- wliich

1 hitherto
lauy cases

ubject of

paramount importance to* all, viz., the better education of our
farm servants. The time has, we trust, gone by when the
more ignorant a man was the bettor servant he was accounted,
and when schoolcraft was reckoned a disqualification rather

than otherwise for one occupying a subordinate prsition. In
strict justice, however, this remark can only be applied to

England, as north of the Tweed, among all classes, education
lias always been regarded as one of the greatest blessings, and
the scboi.)l chcrisl:icd as one of our best national institutions.

In 111. I'll ,1 •i-iiii-ls of Scotland the average time for a youth
tn .ii

".':.:, ,,i,Mut six years, and althungh towards the
cl-M .

I !
; ,, he is often obliged to work during the

suiiit:,.!, rii.. I- :ilways taken that he spend tho winter
muuLiia :u toLiiMijl. A ijlain but substantial English education
is thus received by all, and there a man who could not read,

write, and work the common rules of arithmetic, would, if

fully cninj^oit menfif^ be regarded as a disgrace to the paiish be
bclniiL'id to. Hnw different it is here, where the labouring
pojiul in..n 1 i>i I ffi- able to pay for education, and enjoy at
1l,i-i

I
. .

, I. s fur obtaining it, must have been painfully
.iii'l ; |. ! I'lLicnt to most. How few of our labourers

aw .ii''. I
'

.
ii.

. ii,ii,.. and write out an account of piece-work
performed by Ihem ! and how many of them are obliged, when
receiving payment of such, to append their mark instead of

their name! It is very difficult to discover any,reason fur

this state of things, for surely there is nothing in the general
1 1,..!.!. Im- lif the people which predisposes them to ignorance,

.
I i ..IV much i.[uestion whether for industry, honesty, or

qiudlcd or smpassed by the peasantry of

ill the nstaiicea '

ach

,lly tha:

little doubt that where water is at hand the appli
j
ofguano and'three of sup-rphosphafe made from coprolites, and

cation 01 superphosphate by means of the liquid manure
, containing, as it should do, not less than 20 per cent, of soluble

would effect a great saving in the purchased manure, ' phosphates, is an excellent mixture, and u fair dose per acre,

for we possess trustworthy experiments which show ' ^'^t- cereals, the proportions of guano and superphosphate

that half the usual quantity of superphosphate gave as should be reversed-that is to say, one of phosphate and three

large a crop of roots as double the quantity applied with "^ 8^^^"° '^°''^^ be employed,

the dry drill

5o)'f.«.—Bones in the shape of j-inch and even J-iuch pieces
are still used by some farmers. I do not think this is the most
profitable plan of applying' this important fertiliser to the land.
'
"

' .
,

.

.

. ,^^^ cheap, and prepared

ent p;-.

•ing bones
it the present time the

1 tde wiU have the effect

I'.ly the use of J or Jinch
; I believe bones partially

dition was )i.

altered cin-u'

of superacdiiiL; in-ir .n

bones. Even for pern
dissolved by sulphuric acid," will be found more profitabh-
than raw bone-dust. It is true the latter lasts longer
than the former

; bub it should be borne in mind that tho
purpose for which manure is put on the Land is not that
it should remain there, but that it should produce heavy
crops. Now, bone-dust requires a season or two before
Its act n becon es m nifest n the ne eased prod e ai d 11
the wl lie the cap tal vested u the pu ch-ue of the I u s
remains on the land w thout bea g much nte est wh b
-nely cannot be an dv ntage - . __

Id be the motto of the enl htened
if he wishes to m ke the n t f b in
profit of f m g I b 1 e I

otbe pu u t f 1 f

It

small
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soon as possible. This aiid subsoil-stirring may be
done either by steam-power or horses ; in either case
it ought to be done before winter.

Clayiiiri and Marling is worlc proper for the winter
months, though if it can be completed before the frost

has left, so much the better. Let us quote
an actual experience on peaty and light land soils,

thus described by Mr. Ahnack, in the AgricuUural
Sociefii's Journal. He says ;—1 have no hesitation in
saying that the value of many millions sterling is

buried under what is now comparatively unproductive
siii, in England alone. As an instance, I was shown in

Norfolk what a gentleman called his " hidden jewel,"

so near the surface, that one plunge of his walking-stick
convinced me that it would be prartieable to bring up
sufficient by merely ploughing dreply willi tlio common
plough the first time he broke uii llic Inml, which he
said be intended doing immcdiakly after the tithe

rent-charge was apportioned. On the surface was
light " fen," to a common observer apparently of little

value, yet immediately below was the valuable slate-

coloured clay, ready for its improvement. In the fens

near Downham this clay is fro\n 4 to G feet below the

surface. Pits are dug about G ft. by 3, and 3 ft. apart,

In rows, generally two rows in a chain (of 22 yards),

and they take out two or three spits deep of clay from
each pit. In digging one pit, part of the peat is put in

that which was last made. The cost varies, being

under or over bOs. per acre, according to circumstances

;

but it is very well repaid by tlie crops of Eed Clover,

Wheat, and Beans which the land will afterwards grow.

The farm of Mr. Cambridge, of South Eunston, may
be named as a favourable specimen of what has been
done for the soil of Norfolk, and to account for its

present productive state ; but so far from being a

solitary mstance of such improvements, the practice

has been almost universal throughout the county, the

quantity of clay applied varying according to circum-

stances. 51,055 loads of clay have been applied on this

farm to 28G acres, or, on an average, ISS loads per acre.

Mr. Keppel, of Lexham Hall, has made great improve-

ment in his light sandy land by claying at the rate of

50 loads per acre. Near Swaffham I observed some
men claying a field from a pit nearly in the centre of

it; ihey were paid at the rate of one halfpenny per

barrowfuU, or Id. per "load," their orders being to

apply 80 such loads per acre, making the cost of it

under 50s., though the work was done without the use

of horses; employment was thus found for more
labourers, without fear, too, of injury to the land by

its being cut in using carts when not sufficiently dry.

Chalk, also, as well as clay and marl, may be dug and
spread on light sandy soils in the winter months.
Fences give some work to do in December. It is

well to plant the Quicks for young fences as early as

possible in the winter months—though February will

also do very well—and to postpone the cutting back

and relaying fences till February.

Odds and HmJs.—The following is a picture of farm
management about this time of theyear, on a Hamp-
shire mrm, already often quoted in these columns :—

We have now finished Wheat sowing, with

the exception of about 12 acres, which we intend to

sow as soon as the Swedes and Turnipi are fed off. We
have been also engaged in carting loamy earth, to be

spread about C inches in thickuess over the bottom of

the farm-yard, which is our regular pr.actice after

removing the dung ; there to remain until the next

autumn, when it will either be removed with the dung
and carted on to the leas for Wheat, or else carted

separate from the dung on to the pasture land, for

which it proves an excellent dressing, with a slight

quantity of superphosphate of lime and Peruvian

§uano, applied just previous to spreading the earth,

ome of our men have been employed in planting

young Thorn plants, and cutting and making fences

for the protection of recently-planted Quicks. We find

algood and cheap fence can be made of stout wire,

strained from posts placed quite firm in the land, about

50 yards apart. At intervals of 3 yards stout stakes

are driven into the land, to which the wires are

fastened by staples : a sheep and cow fence requires

five wires, "the top wire being about 3 feet from the

ground, &c. Our stock of sheep on the sand farm con-

sists of 200 Southdown ewes to bring lambs, which are

folded every day on Italian Rye-gi'ass and one change

on to dry pasture, and -10 dry ewes fatting on Turnips,

Dutch Clover hay, &c., and half a pound Linseed cake

each per day. Fifteen ewes have dropped their lambs,

and, from appearances, we expect 100 lambs by the

14th of December. Our stock of sheep on the clay

farm consists of 170 horned Somerset ewes, about 60 of

them dropped their lambs last October, which, with the

ewes, are now feeding on cut Swedes, and Dutch Clover

hay, the lambs having Linseed cake and cracked Peas

in addition. We have 40 horned ewes also, dry, and

fatting on cut Swedes, hay, and half a pound Linseed

cake each per day.

The women have been employed preparing and
stacking Swedes in readiness for the cutter, gathering

acorns for the pigs, assisting the men spreading

manure, and forking out Grass from the fallows.

EGBERTS' PATENT SPOON REST.

This admirable apijendnge to the Dinnor Table waa Invented as t

remedy for evils which arc apt to beset the best of carvers. Attoiitioi

is called to some of the advantages arising from its use, to wit :

—

1st. There is much more room in the dish for the operations of tin

2d. There is no fear of the handle of the spoon getting into the

dish, and It is conso.iuently kept clean.

3d. The spoon is always in its place, and ready for use.

4th. The dinner cloth ia kept much cleaner; and Anally, tht

Spoon Rest ia an ornament worthy of a place on every well-furnished

table.

It may also be considered a handsome and acceptable present.

Price in German or Nickel Silver . , £1 lOs.

Packing C.iaos, is. each.

The Spoon Rests are vtade in a variety of Elegant Patterns.

Orders accompanied by remittances will receive prompt attention.

This Invention ia Manufactured exclusively by Messrs, IIowes

& Bbowett, Birmingham, to whom all Trade Orders should be

addressed.

THE IMPROVED LEATHER DRIVING STRAPS
for MACIIlNKRi' Aro Rtronpor, more dur.ahSo, drlvo hotter,

and cost lOKB thfin other kliKlr.ni' Driving Rolt8. SPKCIAL
STRAPS for rOllTADLK KNdl.VKS. IVJcoI-lstj free by po»t.

TuiiNKii's Patent Jitr.ap and Hoho Company.
MaTlufactory ; Armlt WorlCH, Orconfiold, nonr MancliMtcr.

Warchouao: 81 Mark Laiio, London. K.C.

Important Reduction in the Prices of Portable
Engines for 18G6.

riLATTON, SIIUTTLKWdRTIl and C'll., Enoinhrrb,
v..* Maiiur:iolnror».ili'urtabloandFlxcil.StoamEngino»,Machlnorj
for riuiiinnf, IIni»tiiiB, (irindini! .SawinB, &c. ; EnijlncK lor Steam
Cultivation, Soil inoviog Engines for Common Roads and Agricultural

Slnmii'End Works

dein Hnhnhof, I'esth.

Descrlptivo, Illustrated, and Priced Catalogues Free
Special Drawings wlion required. The host Sli

THE

PATENT AMERICAN CAMP STOOL.
This is a moat simple and durable litUo Ulmir for Cricket Grounds,

Excursionists, Tourists, Croquet Players, and VoMnteor t'iii;i

Grounds.

It can bo folded into the most compact form, and .stowed &w:i

into the smallest possible compass for Travelling.

Prire for Single Chair 6s. carh.

Price for Lots of Six or upwards . , £.2 lOs. per do/eii.

Notices to Correspondents.

Barking Thee-s ; Z. Kill the hares and rabbits. If you may
not, take as much thoroughly skimmed milk as required,

and mix it up with soot till about as thick as paint. With
this paint over the tree with a whitewash brush. It lasts

weU one seasou.

Cider : M N. asks if any of our readers will tell him the best

way of making cider, also the after treatment. He may be

surprised to learn that most of the cider that is made makes
itself, and is just old Apple juice.

GoRSE : MO. It is usually grown from seed—hoe In 20 lb. per

acre in March in rows about 18 inches apart. Cut every

other row during alternate winter.s. We believe some kinds

are propagated by cuttings.

"THE EANTOONE."
(Secured bt Royal Letters Patekt.)

Manufactured ia Wrought Iron of different sizos, with all the Latest

Improvements.

It is Light, Compact, and Symmetrical in appearance. Can be

propelled at the rate of from 8 to 12 mlleij per hom", and will be fl>und

unequalled as a meansof healthy, agreeable oxorcisuandnmusomont.

The simplicity of this Invention is Its great rcconimcndntion.

Heretofore carriages of this kind, known by the name of Velocipedes,

have lacked power, and have been found to be cumberBome, bulky,

and Inborious to work. By an Ingenious Combination of Hand LcrcrK

and Tre.idles connected to the Ct-ankod Axle, these objections aro

overcome, and the operator is enabled to work with the bands and

feet nt one and the same time. To one of the Hand Levera aro

attached a Brass Chain and Pulley, which communicate with th^

Axle of the Guide Wheel, and by this simple contrivance the Carriage

may be turned in any direction required, and with the utmost eoso.

It is in itself a gynin.'wium in miniature ; for by its peculiar action

all tho principal muscles of the body aro brought into play, and thus

judiciously developed, none being overtaxed, as is often tho ca.so in

rowing, fencing, dumb-bell exercise, &c.

Price, with 2 ft. 6-in. Driving Wheel.'!, for Youths, £10 lOs.

„ 3 ft. „ Adults, £12 12,v.

,, 3ft. 6 in. „ ,, £11 115.

Closed Packing Case extra, £1 lOe. ; Skeleton ditto, is.'*.

THE ELEVATOE EIFLE.
DESIGNED for TRAVELLERS, EMIGRANTS. OKMTHO-

LOGISTS, SPORTSMEN, &c.

INVALUABLE for HOUSEHOLD DEFENCE.

Great Reduction in Price.

36 or 52-bore now selling at £4 4^.

introduced for

Carriage paid to tiuy Ktatiun

:_ on Great EOijtcrn Luie.

POWERFUL GARDEN ENGINE, suitable for the abovo, price 46fl

IMPROVED WATERandLIQClD MANURE CARTS.

and depth of Feeding Troughs, Witcr Cistora. and Patent Drop
X- Cleanlv, durable, and impe '"

Price of Sittings per Cow, 65s.

M & Co., Iron Works, 2, Wmish
uuo i,„.«uw^^^„ „xford Street, London, W., w —

ab'oVe lire exhibited, together with several Important Improvements
tn Stab'e Fittings just secured by Patent.

CHEAPEST and BEST IRON HURDLES, FENCING.
Wire Netting, Chaff Cutters, Oat Bruisers, Bean Mills. Steam

Engines, Lawn Mowers, Conservatories. Greenhouses. Hot-water
Apparatus, Estimates furnished, and skilled workmen sent to ail

p;irt3 of the country.
JoiiN BovD & Co., 48, Cannon Street, E.G.

CHARLES POMEROT BUTTON,

.142 and 143, Cbeapside, London, E.'J.

Small Rabbits Hares, &c.

Smallest Rabbits .

.

Pheasantriea, Small
Birda.&c ..

Aviiirias. Window Guards,

&c
Aviariefi,W^'^'*°" Guards,

S jo 10 Oi I 01 1 li

lljl li,l H.l 4 k 4

1 7 il 10 1 10 2 2

Avi.ii

08 8

14 17

2 3 2 3 2 6

Oiiantitics of 100 Yards or upwards delivered free at all Railway

Stations and Shlppmg Ports in Kngland.
,. , „

» Every description of Netting warranted to give satisfaction,

and"if not approved wai be exchanged, or may be returned uncon.

dltionally.

J. B, Brows fit *J0.—umuea, uu iiiii<u loj, i.

Ware

G'
The ORIGINAL INVENTORS and MANUFACTURERS.

The CIIE.U'EST. STHOs,;ksT, .,.,1 .SK.MKST FEXCING In USE
THOUSANDS of MILES ..f tl.i. EENCING lu.vo l.ecn SUPPLIED

by us at borne and abroad. It sustains no Injury by being

tiespassed upon.
Pnce, with flvo . ... ~

mestr.ainingpoat, btay andsuiutt .juiw. w ... v. j»-.-j... --,--. ,--.

Five linesol Cablo Strandand Staples for woodon posts, ixi. per yard

HURDLES. HURDLES, HURDLES, Is. U. to 3... IKi per yard.

CONTINUOUS IRON FENCING, GATES of all kinds.

PATENT STRAINING PILLARS, ic. „„,„„„ ^
GALVANISED WIRE NETTING for POULTRY, 4c.

GALVANISED SWING WATER BARROWS.
GALVANISED IRON WATER CISTERNS.
GALVANISED IRON PUMPS.
CaWN MOWER.S, GARDEN ROLLERS.
ASPHALTE ROOFING FELT, Id. per square foot.

MoTLtY & Gbees.
Illustrated Catalopuea .and Estiraatea free on application.

U, Great George Street, Leeds.
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IPOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH and
' CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK in every Agricultural

a England.
For pirticnlars apply t(

E.C. ; and Steam Plovigh

.ToiiK Fowlci
Vorks, Leeds.

; & Co., 71, Cornhtll, London,

c
Aaplialte Eooflng Felt,

ONE PENNY per Square Foot.

ROGGON AND CO., Manufactukeks,
63, New Earl Street, ) t „„ jnn FT
o, D 1 c»,.»«* ' ^ London, jiy.L.

Seed Drawers Wanted. „.„„„
WANTED, a CASE of GARDEN SEED DRAWERS,

to suit a space 6 feet broad by feet high, to contain about

Eighty Drawers. Apply, ctating particulars and price, to

R. & C, QardenerH' Cltronicle Office, W.C.

GREEN'S IMPROVED NEW PATENT
GARDEN ROLLER.

The above Rollers possess many adrantages over all others They

are made in two parts, .and are free to revolve on the axis, affording

sreater laclllties for turmne, and the outer edges are roimded off or

turned inwards, thus avoiding tlie unsightly marks left by other

Diameter, 30 inches : Length 32 inches, X7 10

Rollei

I paid to ail the pi-incipal Railway Stations and

>y,*s Green & Son, Smithficld Iron Works, Leeds; 64 and 55,

friars Road, London, S. ; and 10, Eden Quay, Dublin.

N.B. All Ordei-s executed on the day they are received.

PRIZE MEDALS AWARDED to GREEN'S PATENT
LAWN MOWERS.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, LONDON, 1SC2.

INTERNATIONAL EXIIIRITION, DUBLIN, 1SC5.

The above Lawn Mowers have proved to be the best, and have
caiTied off every Prize that has been given in all cases of Corn-

Sold by all respectable Ironmongers, Seedsmen, &c., in the
Kingdom. Illustrated Price Lists free on application.

A GRIcrr TnRAL and HORTICULTURAL'
-TV IMPLtllLNTs and MACHINES of every description.

IMPROVED IRON STABLE FITTINGS. I

HURDLES and CONTINUOUS IRON and WIRE FENCING. I

Palisading Entrance and Field Gates. Plain and Galvanised
Wire Netting.

CREEN-S PATENT LAWN MOWERS and GARDEN ROLLERS.
1

Garden Engines, Syringes. Water Barrows, Ornamental Garden
Scats, Chaii-s, Tables, Iron Fountains, Vases, 4c.
IRON and BRASS BEDSTEADS, m great variety.

Washing, Wringing, and Mangling Sfachines.
IMPROVED SAUSAGE MACHINES and FILLERS.

Separate Illustrated Price Lists free on application
TnOMAs Grehh & Son, Smithfleld Iron Works, Leeds.

Show Rooms opposite the Smithfleld Cattle Market, North Street,
Leeds: 54 ai "^ '" ^i--'-'--— "—> ^ _.._,_. ... .

Quay, Dublin
Leeds: 54 and 56, Blackfriars Road, Loudon, S., and lit, Eden

A
Lawn Mower Repairs.

LEXANDER SHANKS and SON would suggest to

'he desirnbility .ind importance of
.. t , ;,,.,-,^ipr order before the com-

.1 i[ :iti.eution bo paid to this
! I 1'li.tl, becauae in the early

r Lawn W
mencement of the Mo
request some disappoin

spring the necessary t

bo addressed, Alex. Si'-anks & Son,

, London, E.C. (where Repairs are executed);
Manufactory, Dens Iron Works, Arbroath, N.B.

27, Lcadenhall Str

Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for
SAYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE

PULTNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that you get them.
Observe the mark Savnor, also the corporate mark Obiain
WAKrtANTED, without which uone are penuine.

S. & C, regret haviDg lo caution Gardeners and others, but are
compelled to do ao, in consequence of an imitation, of common
quality, hnving been sold for the genuine one, and which has caused
many complaints to be made to them of Knives which were not of
their make, all of which are warranted both by Sellers and Makers.

S. k C.'s Pruning and Budding Knives are Lne best and tho

SMITHFIELD CLUB CATTLE SHOW.
PORTABLE WIND WHEEL

AT BURY AND POLLARD'S STAND, No. 123, GALLERIES.

WROUGHT-IRON WINE BINS.

BURY & POLLARD
CALL ATTENTION TO ANNEXED SKETCHES OF THEIR WDfE BINS.

Noblemnn, Gentlemen,

Wine Merchants, and

Hotels are now being sup-

plied by Bury & Pollard
with their

WROUGHT-IRON BINS,

made to any size for their

Cellars, economising space,

Apply, giving dimensions

f Cellar,

BURY ANi> POLLARD, PARK IRONWORKS, 17, NEW PARK STREET,
SOUTHWARK, LONDON, S.E.

Estimates Free. Cellars fitted complete in any part of the Kingdom.

GUMMING & EDMONDS,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

LILLIE BRIDGE, RICHMOND ROAD, FULHAM, LONDON, S.W.

CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES, and GLASS STRUCTURES
of every deseription (either in "Wuoil or Irou) Manufactured by Steam Power Machinery.

HOT WATER APPAH.iTL'S FITTED UP COMPLKTE WITU THEtR

PATENT TUBULAR ARCHED SADDLE BOILER,
and all the latest Improveraenta.

Designs and Estimates prepared and fonvarded free on application.

Jj^UiJdU^JJUiXU^"^

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS,
COIIBINING STKENGTH AKD DURABILITY,

MANUFACTURED BY STEAM-POWER MACHINERY.

LOWEST PfilCES AND BEST MATERIALS.

ORMSON'S
PATENT WROUGHT-IRON MULTITUBULAR BOILERS.

PMICm ON APPLICATION.

IRON AND WOOD CONSERVATORIES OF THE MOST CHASTE AND ELABORATE DESIGN.

VINEPJES, PINERIES, PEACH HOUSES, FORCING HOUSES, GLASS CASES FOR WALL TREES, PITS, i-c,

Designed and Built, combining all the latest Improvements, so as to answer their intended purposes without risk of disappointment.

I^ Plans, Specifications, and Estimaies on application.

HENRY ORMSON, F.S.A.,

,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDER TO HER MAJESTY, AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF HER MA.JESTY'S
ROYAL PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS, AND TO THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCLETY,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, 8.W.
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Greenhouses of Improved and Portable Construction
MaV he SEES ErkcteD AT

TO SEP II SJllTH'S HoRTierLTURAL Woeks,
rf New Road, ITaminorsiuith.

srAN-ROOFS—21ft. by 11 fr.Cm.,witU Stage ,. ^32 Os.

•H ft. by 9 ft. in. „ ,

,

27

23 ft. by 12ft. in. „ .. 37 n

„ 30 ft. by ISi ft TO

LEAN-TO.—IT ft. by 7 It. 15 10

20 ft. by 9 ft. in 210
21 ft. by 12 It. 9 in 30

21 ft. by 13 ft 27

Fifty strong 2-in. Lights, 5 ft. 8 in. by 4 ft.. Glazed 21-oz., and well

''"TVmn'
.'"'

,1. Kv,-ift.7in..ditto,£U10s.

[;Oj\m I ,
•: i M , .:i;EENHOnsES, 01- VINERIES made to

MEIvt'.s 1 i: V >!
I

-
'

, la improved malte, ready at low prices.

Ij. Li.a;LU. 11 ilciiting etieetually by Hot-Water,

A VINKi;V or PEACIIHODSE, 41 ft. by 8 ft., with 14 ft.

OHN WAKNER and
8, Crescent, Cripplep-ato, London, E.C.,

BELL and BRASS FOUNDERS to HER MAJESTlf.

SONS,

The Best English Watches.
/':iOLDSMiT]is' ai,li.v.nc;k limited, Watch-
VT MAnrns, 11 .i; 12, t'nniliill. I.-rnInn, }^. ''

,
re'lu-'st tlio attention

of p.livl,:,s..,s U. riHir .shirl ,.l 1 m u,l, , „ .
, , ,.m Ir I'ATEST LEVER

\\ A'i'i 1 1
! , 11

'

• ,i,t M. ' ',,. h, . ,, thn premises.
\ r,',- :

. 1 . -i
'

,
.Mill a List of

ui'iiiii,i;s I'AO rKllKKITER IOC

Smolie. I'rioo Is. eacli for Fish-tall Burners.
To bo had Retail of Gasfitters and Ironmongers, and (Wholesale

only) of .Tniis Snnoi.t,, 41 & 42, Berwick Street, Oxford Street,

C'^:,

o^
All aiticlc--v iiiMiko'l in plain fiKurea.

Ornamental Gliisi. KmkIisIi nmi Foreign, suitable for Presents.

, Export, a,ijd Fuiulslnnt; Orders promptly executed.
London—Show Rooms, 45, Oxford IStreet. W.

Broad Street. E.G.

No. 35.

PATENT CAST-IRON
PUMP, fitted with J. W. & Sons'

Metal Bucket and Valve, which
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GENUINE SEEDS.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
UKi! TO ANXoUNCE THAT THEIR

CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS for 1867,

WITH LIST OF IMPLEMENTS AND OTHER GARDEN REQUISITES,

Is now Published, and will be forwarded Free on applieatioii.

THE ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

TO THE TRADE.

CAKTEE'S

(ARTF.K'S SELECT LIST or ICI Tf 111 N G iRDEN
' niid FLOWER SEED 5, inclmiitig tho clioiccst NO^ CLTIES ol
^ " ready, and may be hid ^ritis uid post Ilea on

applicatl

Jaues
High Holboi-0, London', W.C

& Co , Seed Merchants and Nursi

c
The Earliest Pea Grown is

/VKPENTEK'S EXPKESS, gathered on
' Testimonials),

1 Wa , 91',, St. Jair

NEW AND CHOICE VEGETABLES
FOR 18C7.

POyNTKli'S EAItLlKST ;,,m1 ]

tinrdiest and oiili': t < 'f,
i

: . ;

Advertisement, p. llNini tin- «,

To bo obtnined Ret.'u' m I. ,.
Chelsen, S.W.; and Mr H. S V. i!i i;,,

.

throuKb any Scerieman, in one quirt pacicn
Mark, the Crown and Royal 0;ik, and bine labc

RoiiEnT n. PoiNTtit, Seedsman, &c.. T:u

I i^. \eitch & Sons,

only, 'witli'Trato
N'oue othergcnmtie.

LAXTON'S PROLIFIC EARLY LONG-POD PEA.
We have much pleasure in introducing this vahmble variet}-, raised by Thomas L.vxToy, Esq., Stamford, to the

notice of tlie Trade. Some pods (in a green atalx;) were exliibiteJ by us at ifuik Lane in June, 1865, averaging

11 and 12 Peas in a pod, and they \vere pronounced by several eminent members of the London SeedTrarle to be an

exceedingly fine variety. For a second Early Pea, and a Pea for early so^-ing in autumn, there is no Pea of a

similar class in cultivation to equal it, and we feel every confitlence that it will be in general cultivation in a very

few years. The Pea has the same habit and character as "Dickson's Favourite " and " Auvergne," excepting that

the pods are nearly douiile the size of these vanetica.

The additional Testimonials received by us during the past summer fully corroborate our own opinion as to

ita being a "First-class Pea."

Extract from " Jodrxal of HonricCLTcnK," l<eptember i, ISrtO.
j

** In February last I purchased a quart of Laxton's Prolific Pcxt.
sent out hy Messta. Carter. With me I find it is n very good second
early variety, certainly mucli lartjer in the pod than the other Pe:ifl

of its cl.iss; quite equal to them in t'avour, and nponlne about tiio
|

s.ima time. I have now giowing three rows, 12 yards In length, and i

each row ia loaded with fine largo pods. I intend to cult'.vate this
variety largely next season."—W. Woollet, Bunbury, September, 1860.

From Mr. H. Mat, The Hope Ifurseries, Bedale. I'orkshire,
A^t0(st2Q, I8(J6.

'* I obsene a person styling hiraKelf Amateur,' In the Jovr/tal
vf Horticulture, speaking disparngingly of your Pea, Laston's Prolific.
had some of it last season, in sealed packets, and have found it a^.-i„.„ B„„ „„^„ . ,„._..

pod, aud the crop

1 Warehouse. Wi, Kastgato Street, Ch(
limited quantity to the

H
Seed Fotatos.

AXD F. SITAKPE are now offering JIYATT'S
PROLIFIC KIDNEY, _DAINTRRK;S I-IAULIEST,

fine in qu.ility, fie

Seod Growing Establishment. Wisbech. Camhridgeehi

To Market Gardeners aud Others.
/1ABBAGE PLANTS.—Jlast Ham, Enfield Nonpareil,
V-^ Robinson's Champion Drumhead, 2s. per 1000.
RED CABBAGE PLANTS. 4^. per 1000, extra fine. Terms, cash.

I vill challenge England with Plants, tho Stock true, and can bo
warranted. All groivii by

Ricu.uiD Walker, Market Gardener and Seed-grower, Biggies*

H^

bo who look for imprOYements in ull points i

flrst-clafls Pea, pods
extremely heavy; it

. fine exhibition Pea; what I had i

combat the opinions expressed in letters fiom 'An Amateur' and
others in your Numbers of the 14th and 21st of August, as I am
content to let the Pea stand or fall by the voice of public judgment
alone

; but that the condemnations contained in tho letters alluded"- universal, I have proof abundant in flattering reports of

to be the origm ot the three so-called varieties in the seed alluded
to by * An Amateur.' The variety In question is the result of a cross
between 'Beck's Pnzetaker" (true), and * Sangster'a No. 1 ;' and
although the appeoi'ance of the seed, as evinced in my own sample.

- - •-- suppose there

only Pea which exhibits
ideucy. ' Dickson'e Favourite ' • " '_"

authority to the v.iriety in question, and has probably originated
from crossing two Peas of a similar class. Dickson's partakes of a
like mixed character of seed, and the variations in the growing
produce are also insignificant. It Is a characteristic of many crosaoa
Peas to show in their produce after tho second goneration seeds
like both parents and intermediate, and possibly this may explain
the appearances alluded to."—Thomas Laxtos.

; the Internatioml Show, S'^uth
1 ' uiditmn to tho First-class Certificates,

leilal of the Royal Horticultm-al Society was
Beet and Celery,
ily, stamped with our name in full, at Is. por

packet each. Price to the Trade on prepaid application.

Seod Establishment, 07, Grey Street, Nowc;istIe-on-Tyno.

Conqueror Broccoli.
VyiTTY AND SON have the honour of Introducing

' This Prolific Early L<

In Sealed Quarts and Pints.

New Tom Thumb Peas.
THE PRABODT.-A very dw:irf prolific branching lata variety,

of Tom Thumb habit ; height 13 inches
; good flavour, and very

productive. "The Peabody" ia a later variety than the Dwarf
Waterloo, to which it forms a good succession. Offered for the first
time In sealed packets.

"DWARF" WATERLOO LATE BRANCHING MARROW.-A
dw.iif v.iriety of tall Royal Victoria or Waterloo Marrow, of Tom
Thumb habit ; height, 15 inches ; the most valuable dwarf Pea for
general and late cropping ever off"ered ; very dwarf, good flavour, and
very productive. Offered for the first time in sealed packets.

Carter's Summer Broccoli.
A new variety, with enormous close white heads, having the

desirable merit of being fully a fortnight later than Carter's
Champion (from which it was selected, and which has hitherto
been considered the latest variety in cultivation). Carter's Summer
Broccoli may be had fit for use in Juno, thus filling up tho gap
which formerly existed between Broccolis and Cauliflowers. Tho
seod of this variety is distinct from all other sorts.

Id sealed packets.

New Potato, The Ash-top Fluke-
A hybridized Seedling from the Ash-leaf and the Fluke Potato

raised by a Bedfordshire gardener, who has grown it for C> years. The

stock was purchased by J. C. & Co. in 1365. and grown by them last

season at their St. Osjth Seed Farm, where they have thoroughly

proved its excellent qualities.

Tho Raiser correctly describes The Ash-top Fluke as follows :—" I

can recommend it with perfect confidence as a seooud early Potato

—considerably earlier than the ordinary Fluke Potato—with hand-

some tubers ; it is a good keeper, and when boiled is very mealy and

of most excellent flavour. I have grown this Potato for the last

C years, and dmiog that time I have shown it against all tho leading

sorts and It was always considered to be the best."

Sims's Mammoth Tomato.
Mammoth variety of tho Cherry Tomato, very early, of extremely

robust habit; requiring little support; fruit very large and smooth.
In Grape-like bunches, averaging from 4 to 20 fruits. This variety
was raised by Mr. Sims. Gardener to - Weadowsoo, Esq., Dulwich
Common, and is much recommended.

In sealed packets.

A nurseryman In tho neighbourhood where Tho Ash-top Fluke

was raised describes it as "a genuine Seedling Potato, selected from

a batch of Seedlings sown in ISCO, and grown on since then by the

Raiser, It comes on directly after tho Ash-leaf, Is a good ciopper

for the garden, but does not produce like coarse field sorts ; it is in

good condition up to the end of January or middle of February. I

have seen the Potato several times at a Cottage Show and admired

it much ; you may depend upon what the Raiser says about it, as I

have known him for years."

Tricfs of the above to the Ti'ade on appUcaiiotK

ing Nurserymen have already ordered a supply direct from our EstabHshment,
lu addition to those advertised last week :

—

Stewart, J. & Sons, Dundao
OMroyd. W.. Shrewsbury
Veitch. J., & Sons. Chelsea
Wood & Son, Maresfiold
Hollamby, E., Tunbridge Well'

Austin k McAsian, Glasgow
Henderson, E. G. & Son, Sc, John's Wood
Godwin, F. G.. Shefllold
Lee, J. & C, Hammersmith
Platz i Son) Erfurt.

A Complete List mil he 2mbUshed ahorthj.

JAMES CARTER and CO., 237 and 238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

Sealed packets, prici

From Mr. David WADDixcnAu, Murl.-t <:,vf!nier, Thirttlby.
"Gentlemes,—Ihavo known tho Conqucnjr Broccoli for several

years, and consider it the best and latest Broccoli in cuitiv.'vtion.

and have l

V.V,—I have known tbo Conqueror Broccoli many yeai's.

"All the Year Round" Lettuce.
DICKSONS AND BROWN, Seep Merchants,

Manchester, have pleasure in introducing the above as tho
hardiest Winter Lettuce growu. It grows very compact, and is

beautifully white. Highly recommended also as a Summer Lettuce.
To be had in Sealed Packets only, price \s. 6t/. each, from D. & B..

or tho undermentioned Seed Merchants, who havo received supplies
from theoQ.

Mr. White, Gardener to T. Weld Blundell, Esq., says:—
" I made a s- owing of it alongside the Hardy Green Hammersmith

.

Both came up well. The latter r.an to seod ; All the Year Round
romained solid and good "

5 John Piatt, Esq.. M.P.
I's All the Year Round Lettuci

eintcr Lettuce I hu,ve

List of Seed Merchants who have obtained supplle

nets & Arthur Dlck.son &
Sons. Chester

, J. & C. Lee. Hammersmith
, Cooper & Bolton, London
. Stuart & Mein, Kelso, N.B.
, James Backhouse & Son. York
, Dickson & Co., Edinburgh

-Tyne
„ Downie. Laird ft Laing, Edin-
Mr. E. Cooling, Derby fburgli
„ Charles Turner, Slough
„ James Moldrum, Kendal
„ W. J. Watson, Newcastlo-oii-

Tyno
', Fisher,Hoiraes& Co., Sheffield I Mrs. L. M. Pontey, Plymouth

TAN, GRATIS, in the immediate neighbourhood of
Covcnt Garden Market.

Auply to Essex & Sox.s, 28, Stanhope Street, Clare Market, W.C.

Tf^IBROUS PEAT of first-class quality for Orchids,
-L Henths, American Plants, and all potting purposes, may be
obtained from Mr. Tqouas Jessop, Farningnam Wood. Kent.

It is deapatohed by the London. Chatliam, and Dover Railway in

tnicks of about 6 tons, to any station about London, and on the
Great Northern. Midland, and Groat Western Railways ; or fetched
in c.irta from the wood. It is extensively used aud appreciated in
tho Nui-series, and In tho Royal Parka and Gardens.

.u;.i

nd rublislied by t

' The Edit

Office. No. 41. \SeUingtOQ Stiei

111 the said Uouuty.- " " "
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Broccoli, early

Buttlier-s Bi nui

Cattle plasue

Lecture, village 1227

Ltthospermum fruticosum
Manures, .

.

Miinulus, shrubby
Manures, application of
Miinulus, Bbrubb;

,

Odontoglossum aiijnxstatum . IJiil '

Hyacinths ii

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIKTY.—
The folloniiiB are the DATES of the SHOWS for ISCV, viz. :—

FIRST SPKINU SKOVV, TUESDAY. March 19: SECOND SPRING
SEIOW, TUESDAY. April Ifi ; SPECIAL PRIZE &HOW. TUES-
DAY, May 7 ; GREAT SHOW, TUESDAY. June 4, to SATURDAY,
Junes; ROSE SHoW, TUESDAY', July 2.

RUYAl
The

HUKTIOULTURAL
EXHIBITIONS for 1867 will

SOCIETY'S GAKDENS, SOUTH KENSINGTON, on the following

TUESDAYS :_SPR1NG SHOWS; CAMELLIAS, HYACINTHS.
ftn<i other SPRING FLOWERS. March 10 ; AZ.ALEAS, ROSES,
and other SPRING FLOWERS, April 10; SPECIAL PRIZE
SHOW. M;iy 7 ; GREAT SUMMER SHOW, June 4. 5, 6, 7, and 8

ROSE SHOW. Julv 2.

GREAT snow if KITRI- ST EDMUND'S, July loth to the 19th.

Hb
Carlton Buildings, Cooper Street. Miinc

I Wuii

Zoological Gardens, Clifton.—Eose Show.
THK HKl.-s'lUL. OLIFION, and WEM 1' of j!;iN(iLAND

ROSE SHOW will bo held in the above Gardens, TUESDAY,
June 26. 1807.

For particulara, apply to the .SEraETABT, Zoological Gardens, Clifton.

u T T o M ' s A M aTteTTk '"^ u TiTt;
IS NOW READY.

Piice One Shilling. Gratis to Customers.

lUTTON'S SHORT SELECT SEED
^ may bo had gratis on application.

Koyal iJerks Seed Establishmetit, Heading.

For |>artlcular9, see page 1214.

EVERY GARDEN REQUISITE
kept In Stock it

UARTF.it'a yew Seed Warehouse, L'37 & 238, KiKh Holborn. London.

% & Co., 237. High Ttolbom. London, W.C.

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.JAMES CARTER and CO.,
Seed Farmkhs, Me

JAMES FAIRHEAD and SUN, Seed Groweks and
Mehcoants, 7, BorouBb Market, London, S.E.

CATALOGUI^S (i(

CASTLK KENNEDY FIG.—Plants of the above may
now be had at 10s, Cd. and 21s. each ; the usual diKcount to Ihu

Trade, Pitkh L^ws..N i .'^..v. Edinburgh and London.

T7»IGS f.i

±: Turkev.
Prolific, AtigL-i

— White Marseilles. Brown
I iii'k Ischla, White Ischla. Dwarf
1

1

' -s of the above, In i»ots, 3«. M. to

i.s. Sawbrldgewortli.

Grape Vines.
JOSEPH StEREDITH has a beautiful Stock of VINES

" Sale, propagatoii from Vines which have borne the fruit

which ti 3 takei I tini'j to t

The Vmo^ard, GiiD
,„y F.r
ar LiVL-rpool.

Late Grape Vines.
ALICANTE, LADY DuWNES', ami MUSCVT of ALEXANDRIA.
T MEKKDITil has a spleiulid Stock of the above
O • sorts for Planting.

Tlio Vineyard, Uarbion, nuar Liverpool.

S'
THDNI.J

__Genulne_ Garden, Agricultural, and Flo-wer Seeds.'
' \I:I1, Sill. (.TKOWElt and Meuchant,

' i " is'^ric. P.aris. France.
!

I
I i

' NKW SEEIjS, in English weights

"paui srics, Chester.

M R. FRIEDKICH ADOLPHUS HAAGE, J
T. of Erfurt, Prussia, bet

s now puDlished, a:id can be obtmned
r & Bl.vckitu, of Coil's Qudy, Lower

UPERR LILIES, in 70 finest varieties.
BDLB CATALOGUE sent free.

'iiE!f Brown, Seed and Nursery Establishment, Sadbury, Suffolk

B
H.

Surplus Imported Bulbs.—SeeRK AND SUGJ
large Advt-rtisement, page 121.^.

Surplus Flowerlni

Orf. each
;
good Planting Canes,

Kingston, S.W.

Page Green, Tottenham. N.

J HOUSE, Kastgate Nursery, fe
• prepared to send out his ^EQDL

BORGHLEY.- F"r pa

still

: Bulbs.
tity of TULIPS

moderate prices.

i:ihS, PLUMS, CHERRIES.
Ill en or Orchard Houses.

. I Hid Seed Merchant. Worcester.

MIXED HYACINTHS.- Large quaniiii
above to offer to the Trade, Double and dingle t

w
, Borough Market. S.E.

Hyacinths and other Dutch Bulbs.
CUTiiUSIl AM) Son beg to at^quaiut their
neroiis 1' itriiiM tliat thev have received their usual Con-
.rClioiiL' II VACI.STll.S, TULIPS. (JROCDHE:*, &c.

RICED DESiiLU'TiVK (ATA LOO UE poat, free on application.
llii , London, N.

Dwarf-trained Trees by the 1000, 100, or dozen."
".'i.UMts. cuKiauEs, peacuks
Fine, flat, well-tr.-iined, of best quality

ynian and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

M^^
Jon» Cb

Early Spring Flowers.
WEBB'S GlANl POLYANTHUS a

with all the bcstTOrleties of Double and Si

PANSIES. &c., with Seeds of single varieties,

diiferent kinds on apphcatic

id COWSLIP,
clePBIMROSES.
LI.ST of prices of

. Calcot Gardens. Reading.

I Mahalob; PLUMb, ate. Special

11 ies. King's 4cro, near Hereford.

Fifty Acres of Fruit Trees,

APPLES, PliAKS, PLUMS, UHEltKIliS, PEACHES,
NECTARINES, and APRICOTS In overy form desired for

Fruiting.
Richard Smith, Nurserym.an and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

PLUMS,
PEAKS, APl'I.KS

&c. Special riM u 'i

, King's Aci r Hereford.

:, Tunbridge Wells.

60
^otlce.

PAGE CATALOGUE of NEW PLANTS of 1866
now ready, free for one stamp

'm. DrLLJSTONE, Munro Nursery, Sible Hedingbam, Essex.

Garden and Farm Seeds direct from the Growers.
CHARLKS SllAliPK and CO. beg to intomi the

Trade that their WHOLESALE SEED LIST is now ready,
and wdl be forwarded post free on applicition.

Seed Warehouse, Sltalord.— Dei;. 23.

B,
New General Plant Catalogue.

WILLIAMS' NEW PLANT CATALOGUE.
containing many really good Novelties, and carefully selected

°- " '^-
and HARDY PLANTS, is

ec to all applicants.
flnl!,-,w.ay, London, N.

iny really gt

3REENH0

Planting Season.

Wsi. UanuHART & Sons, Dundee.

Orclia

PEACH l':.>.

PLUM

.1 iiwii .' Troes Fruiting in Pots.

. 1, T\k1M;S, aPKICOTS, CUniKRIES,
,
PEARS APPLES. VINES, and FJGS.

1. Nurseryman and Seed Merchant. Worcester.

Business;') The ' Ne

To Miirlcet Gardeners.
The Best Eaki,, In n.i, li.aiso Gbef.n is

SUTTO}<'S IMPltUVEU LAlU.Y CHAMPION (very
prolific, and with large pods). Lowest price per bushel on appli-

cation to Sltton & Suns, Seed Growers, Reading.

FKUrr TREKS, f
611,11.0 to select frO)

.serynian and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Mr. VVeuh, Calcut Gardens, Roadlng.

To the Trade.

THE ESSEX RIVAL TEA, in any qi

For price, &c., appW to

Tnos. Eley, Sible Hedingham, Halstead, Essex.

iv readj' po?t free on application.

rPEA- AL HOSES,

Just publlslied; tlie Second Edition of
CULTURAL DIRECTIONS for tlie ROSE.

By John- Ciianston, King's Acre Nurseries, near Hereford.
Fieu liy post from the Author for 20 stamps.

Seeds for 1867.—Choice Quality.

DORSON'S riiri|iiill,,l Strain of CALCE0L.4.EIA,
CINERAUIA, IKlMi.LA. and BALSAM, may be Imd

through all tiio piHuipitl s^.-iiMiien in Great Britain and Abroad ; or
of .T. DonsoN & Sons. Seedsmen, Isleworth, London, W.

G^
HULH CATALOOOE i

.' Establishment, Sudbury. Suffolk.

GLAUIDI
2». PIT .1

lll.liYENSISandBOWIENSIS,
r lols. 2.*. 6d. ; per 100, from 10«. ;

, 1 lAVENSIS, from 43., 6s., and 9.«. per

To the Trade.
"DUTLEE, Mcculloch, and co. ha

lermentinncd. Prices on applic
'
ro to offer the

POTATO (Webb)

w MILKY W H I X E

Seed Potatos.
TAMI'S FAIRHEAD and i-ON have to offer to the
fj Trade the following kinds of POTATOS ;_Eirly Handswonh.

Wonder Kidney. Early Ashieaf^Kidney^true). Mjatt's Prolific

Prices on applii 3 7, Borough Market. 1

Raphanus caudatus (True;.

SUTTON AND SONS can sunply Seed of the True
Stocr of RAPHANUS CAUDATUS. in packets at Is., 28. 6d.,

and 6s. each, post r " ' .-'"•

R~XPH.XNr~
contaii I-

i\ lis, True. — Sealed Packeta,
i N EW RADISH, will be forwarded

I '. in postage stamps, with address.
li. -applied by 100 or lOIIO.

EXTRA STRONG SEAKALE and ASPARAGUS for

FORCING, exceedingly fine and clean grown.
Prices on application.

James Dickson & Suns, Newton Nuiseiies, Chester.

Gladioli.

SUTTON'S LIST, cont.iining the sorts most worthy of
cilltiyation. Including those to which Prizes were awarded at the

Crystfil P,.!ace and other Shows, may bo had gratis and pO't frea.

SUTTOK & Sons, Royal Berks Seed Establishraeot, Reading.

Extra fine Seakale for Forcing and Planting.

GEO. CLARKll] has many Thousauiis of the tinest

quality to offer this season. Pr'ices6s,^73.6d., 10s., andlSs. '"^

Nurseries, Streatham Place, Bi iHdl,'S,E.;&'Mo"tting

Yellow Globe Mangel seed.

MR. S. A. DAIN TREE, of I'm Uiiiyt

Hunts, having a large stock of Ihe nbi

growth (from large selected roots), can su
-'"

low rate. Sample and price on application

Planting.
[. PAUL hegs to refer intendinsc Planter
ROSES. FRUIT TREES. SHRUBS, &c., to Lis Advertise

ment of December 1.

PKICKD DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES on application.

w* of

! Nun . Waltha . N.

Hardy Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, &o.
NEW PLA.^'"

PAUL AND SON'S Nl':\v

THORN. See former Advcrl I
I

DESCRIPllVELlSTSf"
, OldCli

in: I.!; SCARLET
-

. ' h, ins, 6.1, each.

gox HEDGING foi

Apply I

NK, M.irket Garden!

S .i. L E , 1000 yards,

ckley Road, New Cross. S.E.

Strong Quick.

HAND V. SHARPE have for Sale a fine Lot of 3-yr.

> Transplanted QUICK, 3 to 4 feet high, and well-rooted. Price

very moderate.
*

Nursery and Seed Establishn

EaUway Planting.

FIVE MILLION Trimsplanted QUICKS, of superior

growth, S.amples and prices on application to

JoBN HcMsLcY, High Ficlds. Melbourne, near Derby.

SPLENDID LARCH, 3to4lt., at unnrt
HAWTHORN QUICK, do. do.; AVENUE TREES :lar.ge

EVERGREENS and CONIFERS; magnificent TRAINED PiRA-
MID and STANDARD FRUIT TREES. Special prices given.

The best Evergreen Fence or Screen,
PhODOCINO IMSIEDIAII; ErFBCT-

JOHN CRANSTON oan supply several Thousand
AMERICAN ARliOR-VIT.-E. 6. 6. to 8 feet In height,

desirable wlur-- i iiui,,,- li ,;
> r,nvei8 required.

W^
Ives,

Seed, of his own
|

supply the Trade at a very

,11- Transplanted ENGLISH
, :.i i(,.i '.ii.w.ii-ds. Low 'st price per 1000 to

iLAiiu ^.Miiu, iNuraerynian. Worcester.
'

' To the~Trade.

ONE-YEAR ENGLISH OAK, fine, £5 per 100,000.
2-Tr. BKECH, fine, £6 per 100,000.

PAMPAS GRASS, in po's, evtm fine. 3 feet high. 30s. per 100.

FbedRi FEBB.IKS, Bedford Road Nurseries, Northampton.
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GOOD SEEDS-CARRIAGE FREE.

SUTTON & SONS,
SEEDSMEN TO THE QUEEN,

FOYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING.

SUTTON'S UNRIVALLED COLLECTIONS OF SEEDS.

No. 3.

No. 4.

No. 6.

For the KITCHEN GARDEN.
A COMPLETE COLLECTION for ONE TEAK'S SUPPLY, -nith

InstruL-tions on Cultiviition

A COMPLETE COLLECTION, ditto .

.

A COMPLETE COLLECTION, ditto .

.

A COMPLETE COLLECTION, ditto ..

A COMPLETE COLLECTION, ditto .

.

COMPLETE COLLECTION, extra quantities for a large Garden, £

Sent Carriaifc Free by Futil.

SMALL and COMPLETE COLLECTION can be supplied, price 10^

No. 1.

2 2
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Rhododendrons.
JOHN AVATEllKK'S DE^CKirriVE CATALOGUE

of HARDY SUAULET and othor RHODODENDRONS is now
publislied and will be lorw.iided on application. It faithfully describes

the colours of the new varieties exhibited bv him at the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park. An Abridged List of popular
CONIFERS .with heights and prices, is likewise combined.

"
' '

" ~ ".rSunningdale Station,

Wholesale Catalogue of Nursery Stock.

GEOKGE JACKMAN and SON'S PRICED and
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for ISOfi and Spring 18G7, can

be had free on application, comprising Fruit Trees, Roses, American
Plants, Conifers, Clematises, Evergreen and Decidious Trees and
Shrubs, and transplanted Fi

Woking Nurseiy, Surrey.

GERANIUM '*CHILWELL BEAUTY."—This really
fine variety may now bo seen in flower. It was raised this

season from seed sown last Autumn, and will be sent out next Spring,
at lOs. Qd. each.

Orders will bo executed in the order they are received, and the
price will not be reduced by me till the Spring of 1S6S. The Trade
will prefer this modo of putting it en commerce, to buying it asso-
ciated with inferior kinds. As the stock next Spnng mvist be small,
no discount will bo allowed.
Blooms werii sent to the Editors of the " Journal of Horticulture

and Cottage Gardener,'* and received the following notice :

—

"The si;edlins Pelargonium 'Chilwell Beauty' is flrst-rate, its

intense shade of cerise is distinct from any other kind ; if a fiee-

flowering variety it is one ol the beat hybrid Nosegays we have seen.

It Is darker llian Amy Hogj;, Dr. Hogg, or Rebecca, and will prove
a very efloctive shade of colour for bedding purposes.

J. R. Pearson. Ohitwell, Notts.
" Mite Ash Nurseries, Derby, November IGth. ]S6i5.

"Dear Sin,~H:iving seen a notice of your Geranium 'Chilwell
Beauty," In 'The Journal of Horticulture,' I was very anxious to see
the growing plant, as we are inundated with new varieties, the
majority of which are really not worth growing, I had the pleasure
of seeing your plants yesterday, and w.is glad to find that

ery truly. 'Edw
J ready for distri-

« Cooling."

Now Published.

A RCHIBALD HENDEE-
SON'S DESCRIPTIVE and

PRICED CAT..VLOGUE of FRUIT
TREES, VIN'E.?, ROSES, and

GENERAL NURSERF STOCK, is

now ready. Can be had Gratis and

Post-free upon application.

.Siou Nursery, Thornton Heath,

Surrey; and at the East Surrey

.Seed Warehouse, College Grounds,

North End, Croydon.

w.

Peaches and Necta-

Alder
Ash
Chestnut (Spanish)
Hornbeam

Larch and Scotch Fir
Forest Trees Oak (English) Roses, &c.

Samples and Prices can be had on application at

The Nursery, Wonorsh, near Guildford, Surrey.

Withy
Quick (strong trans-
planted)

T H R
Stronc Transplanted CRAB STOCKS

| Two years' SEEDLING ASH
Goosr '" "•-

Dwarf
GOOSEnEUHIKJ

LABl'HM M-
i

IVIES
|

Bos-leaved PRIVET
2 and a yenrs olA.Ni' A>Sl-ARAGUS ROOTS
GLADIOLUS of B^rta

|
TRITOMA UVARIA. &c., &c.

Quotations will bo given on application to Edward Taylor,
Nureeryman, Malton, Yorkshire.

RICHARD SMITH'S FRUIT LIST contams a
Sketch of the various Forms of Trees, with DirectiooB for

Cultivation, Soil, Drainage, Manure, Pruning, Lifting, Cropping,
Treatment under Glass ; also their synonymcs, quality, size, form,

lour, flesh, flavour, use, growth, duration, season, price, &c.
Free by post for one stamp.

Rk oSsin ;eryn 1 Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Roses, Fruit Trees, Conifers, Forest Trees. &c.

JOHN CRANSTON begs to direct attention to a large
and superior Stock ol ROSES. FRUIT TREES, CONIFERS

FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES, &c.

His Nurseries extend over upwards of 50 Acres, situated in the
centre of the county of Hereford (which is acknowledged to possess
the finest soil and climate for the growth of Fruit and Forest Ti'ees
of any other county in England), and is well stocked with Trees of
eveiy description.

advantageous Prices will bo giv

To the Trade.
T A S

.

G A R A AV A YO offer

Alder,lito2&2 to 3 transplanted
|
Chestnut.

Ash, 1, 2, and S-year Seedlings
Ash, transplanted, 2 to 3 feeL
Aucuba japonica, berried
Beech, 1 and 2-year Seedlings
Birch, 1 to 2 feet, transplanted

Apricot**, do. and

,

__ansplaQtBd
Elm Wych, 1 to 2. 2 to 3, and
3 to 4 feet, transplanted

Larch, extra fine, 1 to Ij, 1\ to 2,

I
2 to 3, and 3 to 4 ft

,

, transplanted

TRADE NOTICE.-SUEPLUS STOCK.

Twice TiiiNSPLANTED SCOTCH PINE, l-J to 2, aud 2 to 3 feet )

SPRUCE FIE, 1 to n, and li to 2i feet (

SEEDLING SCOTCH PINE, 2-yrs. old, prime stufi; at 3.(. per 1000,

at 20s. per 1000.

iSamjth's, Terms, ^c, on application to the Undersigned,

J. E. NELSON, THE NURSERIES, RINEFIELD, LYMINGTON, HANTS.

GENUINE SEEDS.

JAMES VEITCH & SONS
BEG TO A^JNOUNCE THAT TDKIR

CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS for 1867,

WITH LIST OF IMPLEMENTS AND OTHER GARDEN REQUISITES,

Is now Publislied, and will be forwarded Free on application.

Nurseries on calcj-rci

be avoided, as whun (

' A I)2-i)ag6 CATALOGUE

lorosis, with whlcti
affected. Treex from Mich should
thoy can never be cured.

tfo Supplement full of Information

w lerlcH, Merriott, SomorBot.

, KlngRton. Surrey.

B' ICH, and SPRUCE.
SPRUCE, 3 to 4 feet
CI^ACKTUOItN, IJ to 2 feet

SPIiUCE, 2 to 3 feet
| ,. 2 to 3 leet

JiiHN Ferkinh, Sen., having an Immense stock of the above, will bo
glad to give apeclal quotations to any parties who contemplate
planting, on application to

62. Market Square, Northampton.

LARCH, &c., at the Nursery of the late David A. Reid.
Park Attwood, Bewdley, Worcestershire :—LARCH, li to 2 feet,

per 1000 ; 2 to 3 feet, 128. per 1000 ; 21 to SJ feet. \\s. per 1000 ;

Planting Season
LARCH (Native and Tyrolese), SCOTCH FIR (True

Native), SPRUCE, OAK, ASH, ALDER. BEECH. PRIVET,
and all kinds of FOREST and URNAMENT.VL TREES and
SHRUBS, ROSES, FRUIT TREES, fine specimen ARAUCARIAS
and DEODARS, and largo TREES for Park Planting, nonr In flue

condition for removal.

CATALOGUES, with sizes and prices, aont free on application t

Tansley Nurseries, near Matlock, Derbyshire.

JOSEPH SMITH, Sen., inyites Planters and the
Trade to inspect his Nursery of 80 Acres of high land. Tho soil

is of a fibrou-s nature, and the Plants take up with excellent roots,

such as to ensure the best success in their removal.

The Nursery contams many Hundred Thousands of RHODODEN-
DRONS, COMMON and PORTUGAL LAURELS, BOX, BROOMS,
BERBERIS, HOLLIES, PRIVETS, YEWS, &c. The FOREST
TREES are very extensive, of all the leading kinds; there are

15 Acres of LARCHES, of different sizes, and alt others in propor-

tion. Prices moderate, which can be had on application as above.

CtEDRUS DEODARA.—Fine Plants for immediate
/ effect, from 5 to 6, 7. and 10 feet high, safe to transplnnt, at

Is. per foot. Some extra-sized r
~~'' " '~ "" """' "* ""

Ma

1 Large Pots, i

E & Sons, The Nurseries, Bristol.

WANTED, ENGLISH OAK, 7 to 9 feet; AUSTRIAN
PINE, li to 2 feet, and 2 to 2* feet; GREEN HOLLIES,

11 to 2 feot, 2 to 2! feet. They must all be good strong clean-giown

Plants, frequently transplanted, and that lift with good roots. State

qunntities and prices to

Fbawcis & Arthur Dickson & Sons, "Upton" Nurseries. Chester.

Forest and Ornamental Tress, &c.

THOMAS KENNEDY and CO., Nurserymen and
Seeosmen, Dumfries, have this season a very large and superior

Stock of l-dnEST, FRUIT, and ORNAMENTAL TREES,
DECIDUOUS and EVERGREEN SHRUBS, Ac, adapted either

for extensive Planting, or for giving, immediate effect in the forma-

tion and improving ct Ornamoutal Parks, Pleasure Grounds, &c.,

and which tliey are soiling at extremely moderate prices. CATA-
LOGUES furnished on application.

»," Dumfries is most conveniently situated for the speedy trans-

mission of goods to all parts of the United Kingdom.

Forest Trees.
IREDK. PERKINS begs to offer the following extra

fine Transplanted FOREST TREES.
PerlOOO, '

" " "
'F

ASU, 2 to 3 feet, very fine . 18
" ' 4 feet. do.

HORNBEAM, 2 to 3i fee

very fine

HAZEL, 2 to 3 feet, do.
LARCH FIR,

,

,„ „
I „ 4 to 6 ft..

Transplanted QUICK, 6s. per 1000.

Samples of the above forwarded on application tc

The Bedford Road Nurseries, Northampton.

H

THE ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

New Seeds.

AMILTON AND WRIGHT'S PRICED
J- J- CATALOGUE of NEW and CHOICE VEGETABLE and

FLOWER SEEDS, and PRICED LIST of GARDEN IMPLL.
MENTS and REQUISITES, is now publiahea, and will be forwarded

gratis and post free on application.

Collections of VEGETABLE SEEDS for large'and small Gardens,
" - n year's supply, at 633., 42s., 21s., and lOs. 6d. each.

;ies and quantity in each Collection, see CATALOGUE,
Surrey Seed Warehouse, Thornton Heath, S.

S eed Drawers Wanted.

WANTED .a CASE of GARDEN SEED DRAWERS,
to suit a space C feet broad bs 9 feet high, to contain about

Eighty Drawers. Apply, ntatlng particulars and price, to

R. & C, Qardsners' Chronicle OfBce, W.C.

CLEARING OFF

SURPLUS STOCK OF IMPORTED DUTCH BULBS.
THEY ARE IN FINE COXDITIOX.

20 PER CENT. LESS THAN CATALOGUE PRICE,

VATALOGVE ON APPLICATION.

HYACINTHS, fine named, in 20 varieties, at 205. per 100.

NARCISSUS (Garden), in 12 varieties, at 30«. per 1000.

TULIPS, splendid named Early Single, in 30 varieties, at 40s. per 1000.

TULIPS, splendid named Early Double, in 30 varieties, at 40s. per 1000.

CROCUS, Striped, Golden Yellow, Scotch, Tersicolor, and Mixed.

CROCUS, New SeedHng varieties, such as Albion, Ne plus Ultra, Sir- Walter Scott, Sulphurous, New Golden

Yellow, and Mixed.

SINGLE SNOWDROPS 1 IXIAS |
TRITONIAS 1 CROWN IMPERIALS

BULBOCODIUM VEENUM SPARAXIS | BABIANAS | SCILLAS.

Best Variety of VIOLA CORNUTA, Is. and 2s. Gd. per packet.

Imported LILY of the VALLEY, fine large clumps for Winter Blooming, Is. 6rf

<t
-^1^ BARR AND SUGDEN,

12, KING STREET, COVeNT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C. Gem Plant Case.
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ROSES.—Extra fino Standards, at from 15s. to \Ss.

pep dozen ; inns, per ion.

Do. Dwarf, extra flna, at from Os. to IS,*, per doz. ; f..1^. to 84s. per 100.

Vo. New Sorts ot l^BK. nt 24-'. per dozen.
DESCRIPTIVE LIST on application.

Richard Smith, Nurseryman and Seed Merch:int, Worcester.

c
Roses.

HxVRLES VERDIRU FiU (ex-Partner in and
Successor to the Into Firm of Victor Verdier PSre, and Cn.

Fils). N0RSERVMAS, 1:;, Rue Dumferil, Paris, begs to inform

1 k So.v, 6, Harp Lane, Grefxt

N
So. 2. FRUIT TREES..

No. 3. COXiriR'

Descriptive List of all the clioicest

I'fKNTAL TREES and SHRUBS.—
i!i'^ worthy of cultivation, with interest-

;.';n!i. Iieipfht, siiie, native country, 4c.
i'l:^;yT TREES.—Plants for cover and

!. I CULTURAL SEED and BOOT

.\T.VLOGUE.
u ..rtled free on application to
.\. 10 Xiuseries, near Hereford.

IBLECT IXOW Ti:il -^ for SHALL LAWNS
lO aii.l :

.'.:'. m:iiEN.S.

CAH.\GAN.\. ALIA.. , . : MU.A (Weeping), CH.4M.
l.AliU, FRUfKM- I . -

.
'

. .1, .TUBATA, all 2«. ltd. e.ach ;

AUBORE-CEXS lE.MiUl-A, i:ovv, ,i,^. lach. CALOPHAC.\
IVO' nAtMCi. and UALWUDE.VDRON AROENTEUM,
£9. Cd. each.

luu ..buve are all Siberian trees and shrubs, flowering in early

CVT la't'CF
sofC 1

CIV and
\LBO,
v.roR.
ILIUS.
NISTA'-" -<ILIKi'I.ir-i sij:li.'l'.v, Mi.l:li.\--.

I'I'KGA.S'.S, ,M I,! n,l. e:ich.

T' e iliov.' ivMutifiil v.in..ties and species ai-e grafted on straight
ij-fcet stems oi the Purple Laburnum.

l:Lvcs — m:w dark hlije, tlIOMTHe de Lonv.4.iN.
a.HIKE de MOULI.S.S, IIR. LI.VDLi;V,

IRIOJIL'
RUBRA.
SIBEKl,

philemu:*. graxdiflor
, PBI.NCE imperial, WHITE
l.RI.AN.
:iids With straight 4 to 5 feet stems.

D
'All the Year Round" Lettuce.

TCKPONS AND UROWN, ^ei-d Merchants,

Lettuce,
nch, from D. & B.,

id suppliesor the uudermentioued S««cl Merchants, who have
IVoiu them.

air. White. Gardeiin- In T. Weld Blundoll, Esq., my.i
" I mide a sowing of it '

..'.. ...
Bith came up well. Tin
reaiL-inetl solid and good/'

F.nttir Lettuce I bare ever ^

List of Seed Merchants who have obt-llned supplies :—
ilessrp. Hurst & Son, London

. Messrs. P. 3. Robertson & Co.,
„ J.mie^ Vuitch it Sons, Chelsea

j

Edmburgh
„ Fr.iucis & Arthur Dickson & i ., F. Fiirrell & Sons, Dublin

«,.,. nK...... I

^ s. Finney & Co., Giteshexd-
on-Tyne

, Downie, Lriird & Laing, Edin-
[r. E. Ci^oliiiir, Derbv [burgh
, Charles Turn-.-r, Slough
, Jimes Mcldruio. Kendal
,
W. J. Watson, Newcastle-on-,, E. (J. Hendersoi.iSon, London

.. Jiuiea Giraivavi Co.. Bristol

M Fisher,Holi..es&Co,.Sheffldid ' Mrs. L.'M. Pontey, Plymouth

H EN'RY DKW'All AND SON bes rospoot fully to offer
" '" IMPROVED SHORT-'rOP RED

First-class Certifliiates at the
al Society, South Kensington, on""-

'
-• •—'- solid criap white

SBY, which was
i the Ii.ternationd Show. Si>uth

tlio First-class Certificates,
Horticultural Society was

.IPIO.V

U'l.li.NDiU iNKW EAKLY GIANT KI.NG ROUND
3 POTATOS, wMianted true ; several Sacks to offer. Price

CATALllGUESo
r Colchcstei-, Essex.

SUTTON'S RINGLEADER PEA.

THE VERY EARLIEST AND BEST PEA

IN CTLTIVJ

SUTTON'S EINGLEADER.
Price 2s. per quart.

Tlifl following are Extracts from a fpw of the

.nmerons Testimonials recently received:—
Extractfrom the 7^,

H
Seed Potatos.

AND F. SH.ViU'ii; are now rfferin? j\IYATT'S*. PROLIFIC KIDNEY, DAINTREE'S EARLIEST
.Eilli'S IMPERIAL KIDXEY, FORTY-FOLD. FOX'S SEEd'

Ll.NQ, EARLY OXfORD, nnd many other Erirlvand Late van -

11, u lu quality, fiee from disease, and at low prices.
d Growmp Establibhment, Wisbech, Cambridgeshire.

TNew Dwarf Kidney Bean -Dickson's EclipseAMKS DIfKSu.N ,^„ s.i.\S hav.- cmitinued

1.':, ',,., '

''''
'
' IV' .-"^'^''" '''^inR afforded

Seed \Va
. I0:i, E,AStgate

[.•:ire a limited quantity to the
Chester.

The Earliest Pea Grown is
nARPENTEK'S EXt'RESS, gathered ontheTthMav
V_y (see Testimonials), THE EARLIEST date on rfcord Dries 3,t ner
quart. Th« asual discount to the Trade. '

^"''^ ^^ ^^"^

>i,,J"l*-^^S^^^^^^-^' ^^^0?*®/'=^''-',^ ^""^ Grower. Brighton andbusaex bued W:\reh.>nse, tli>. St. J.nmes's Street, Brighton.

POyNTI-,irS K.VULIEST I'.K^T PEA, the
Is :;,?, per quart. .See

through any See-lsin
Mark, the Crown and

Robert H. Pov

PEAS, True,

Blooming Roots, 13,3((
jer dozen, 10s. per 100

j

--. J.VI uii-i.-ri, I u.i, ucr qmi
, West End Nurseries, Ely.

'. ' j( at Stoke Xeiciiujlon in

iTLiple was true throughout,
• I >.. a light gi-een and small a.s

.- iiigster"s No. 1
' ; or, in other

3 distinguishing characters is, that
it 1 nil-.'. |n 1-, (I '[II ['I' t'l bottom in a very uniform manner,
\vlitn.:i.s ' Lii,li.,;u,ii.'^ i-;.ii>

' j'loduces them chiefly at the top.

" There can be no doubt that this is a distinct and valuable
variety, the earliest in cultivation, and as good for the table as any
in the'section to which it belongs. Height, 2 feet 9 inches.

"In 1SG5 and 186G 'Dillistone's E.arly*and 'Sutton's Ringleader
stoon side by side, and these t " .. .

.
- ^

' Sangster's No. 1' is distinct from "Bishop";

, Gardener in tJie Rev. J. Wilder, SuUiam,
Aufiust 22.

" I have proved your ' Ringleader' Pea to be the earliest.

From Mr. Jamei

From Mr. Jnns Ratty, Gardener to Cotterill Soholefield, Esq.,
Ttirvitle Park. JJenley-on-Thames, Sept, 6.

" I have twice this sea.'^on grown ' Sutton's Ringleader' Pea side

1 the earliest I have e

r. HigJt Street, Sutton, near Sly, Sept. 15.

' Ringleader" Pea 2 years, and have found
ergroivii."

From Mr. Geoboe Scrvmorr, Home Park, Soiining, May 20.

"I have great pleasure in reporting favourably of yournew early
_ ja ' RiDgle ider.' They were sown the same dny as five of the most
popular early sorts, 1 gathered from it on the 2t;tU of May. which '"

14 days o.trlier thau I shall offany of the other
...

very prolific."

3d of May ; the others a week c

Front Messrs. Dobsos & Soss. JVoodlands 2^nrsery, Ittlewortli,

October 21.

' We tried your ' Ringleader' Pea last season with ' Dill i stone's,
'

> 10 days earlier. It is certainly the earliest

om Mr. William Dowell. Gardener to Sir George Chetwynd,
cJrendon Halt, Athcrstone, JUay,

'our ' Ringleader ' is earlier than any Pea I have ever giown. 1

shall gather a dish to-morrow morning, which is by far the earliest

From Mr. W. Povet, Gardener to H. P. Best, Esq., Doniiington
Orove, near Neiebury, May 24.

"I planted your 'Ringlaader' Pea on ^he last day of February;-'-'---
J day 1 planted ' Daniel O'Rourke * -

New Catalogue of Plants, Dutch Bulbs, &c.
ROliKRT PARKEK hc-s to announce that his NEW

CATALOGUE, containing Sulcct Descriptive and Priced Lists
of New, Rare, and beautiful Greenhouse, Hardy and Stove Plants.
Hardy Ferns, Fruit Trees, Grape Vines, Hoses, Rhododendrons,
Sweet Violets, &c., Amaryllis, Crocuses, Cyclamens, Gladioli,
Hyacinths, Lilmms, Narcissus, Tulips, and other Bulbs,

New Bedding Plant.
ACHYRANTHES (IRESINE) AUREO-RETICU-

LATA, the new Golden-rayed Achyranthes.
Per dozen Plants, 10s. ; 25 Plants, los.

Jean VtRscHArFFLT's Nursery, 134, Faubouig de EnixcUes, Ghent,

To the Seed Trade.—Continental Flower Seeds, &c.
Ij"' W. WENDEL, Sekd Grower. &c., Erfnrt, Pni^-
JU . bet '

. Ma n. Seedsman, &c.. High Road, Hammer.'?mlth, W.

MESSRS. C. PLATZ and SOX, Erfurt, Prus.^i:.,
Seedsmen to H. M. the King of Prussia, beg to inform then-

Friends and the Trade that their SEED CATALOGQE for ISur is
now ready, and may be had post free on application to

Messrs. Ju.vo & ScnNEiDEit, Seedsmen, Cheltenham.
WELLTNGTONIA GIGANTEA, new seed, per 1000 seeds. G.-!.

I'INUS NORDMANNIANA, new seed, per lb., 10s. OJ.

H.
Viola cotnuta.

CANN"ELL has ?ot 500 Dozen in fino condition of
both PtIRPLE QUEEN, direct from Mr. Bennett, andM\UVE QUEEN, which originally came direct from Mr. Wii

therefoie mu^t be true Sit of each kind sent safe, fresh, and
per jost f r oO stamps , £1 per 100.—Fuchsia Nursery, Woolwich.

"XnOT-A COKXUTA, MAUVE QUEEN, and PURPLE
V QUEEN.—New Seed of the above now lea-ly, lu packets 6d.

1.1., 2s. 6rf,, and ri.«. Price to the Trade on application

jAMfs Carter & Co., Seed Merchants and Nurserymen, 237 & 238
High Holborn, London. W.C.

Just published, post free, 12 stamps.

Your 'Ringleader'^ is i lonly well podded, and th-j pods are
I doubt they will be cleared, and the ground

'Early Champion.' which I have hitherto found the earl!
... * »r-_^

^jjjj J jjj^ gj^ij j^ j^.ji y^^ ^^^^ j^ came into bloom 10 days
>ms from top to bottom. I

, Gardener to the Rev. C. R. Keene, SwyncombFrom Mr. J. Dan
Gardens, Heuley-on-Thames. June 20.

'J
I might notice that your 'Ringleader' Pea, sown December 20,

,' but And them perf ;ctly distinct."

isos, Gai'dener to H. Bentley, Esq..

t promising Pea I have grown."

s grown."

Ringleader ' iii

From Mr. M. MA.yuv:\v.OnnhnerJo Dr. Stephens, Gothic Lodge,

met with, and

Tirk-kruham. May 26. 1865.
" Your * Ringleader " i.s the earliest Pea 1 hav

a good cropper."

Price 2s. per quart.

Lowest 2^>'ice to the Trade on apph'catwu.

SUTTON'S NEW SEED LIST FOR 1867

and may be had Gratis and Post Free on application.

IS NOW IIE.A.DT,

SUTTON AND SONS,
Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment, Keaditig

C TRIERS G\RDE\£R'S and F.\RMER'S VADE
MLCUM for 18G7 contains a large amount of useful and

original pnctical inljrmation for the Garden and Farm, together
with the following Original Articles:—

On the Cultivation of Hardy Flowers from Seed.
How to Raise Hardy Flowers from Seed.

On Laying down Grass Seed for Permanent P.isture,

Booksellers,

Now Ready.

NEW and HARDY CLIMlilNa PLANTS, well
adapted for Covering Verandahs, Trellis Work, Walla, Por-

ticoes, PilUrs, and Festoons; aUo a good Hardy and Permanent
Bedding Plant

—

CLEMATIS RUBELLA.—Very rich velvety claret, the deepost-
coioured Clematis yet offered. First-class Certificate R.U.S.

CLEMATIS PRINCE of WALE.S.—Large flowers of a rich deep
"'olet purple, with red bars down centre. First-class Certi-
ficate R.H.S,

the Public that they
Jaci in informing

„ Biilantvne & Son. Dalkeith ! „ Lee, J. & C, Hammersmith
„ B.iker, G. & Son, Windl^ham „ Laird & Sinclair, IJundee

Mr. Barker, J. C, Godalming
;

Mr. M ^rrison. K., Elgin
„ Cncki-r, .T

, Abenleen „ Nelsoo, John, Bristol
" •' " ' " '

-^^

—

., 0:droyd,H. J., Shrewsbury

„ Henderson, E. G. & Son. „ Williams. B. S., Hollowjiv
London ' Messrs. Witty & Son, Cottlnghai

Mr. Itery, William, Peckham
An additional List will be advertised.

Strong Plants, with bine 1} to 2* feet, 21s. each. The usuj
allowance to the Trade.

Coloured Drawings, by Andrews, for 24 stamps.
Woking Nurserj-, Surrey.

UNITED HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
The Committee of tho above Society emphatically deny the

statements embodied in an article in the " Gardeners' Magazine' of
December 1st, headed "United Horticultural Society," and signed
by the Editor. Shirley Ilibberd, reflecting most unjUiStly upon the

attack upon a gjutleman who, hy his urbanity, and i.ibly

application under all circumstances connected

Secret Conclave " when we state our regret iu baing compelled to
and egotistical assertions, as we sincerely

leplore his sudden and unaccount
But as Guardians of the importi

sudden and unaccountable infatuat

established, we feel we have the responsibility of protecting
which the Society
jilltyofprot

(Signed) By order oMhe Committee.

,• This Advertisenrent t to the " Gardeners' Ma.:a:
_efiite the statements made by the Editor i

* Magazine" of Dec. 1. The Publisher having decllr

Inserting it, we hare adopted the present i

betore the Public.

I of bringing ii
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: postage
Brltlsli Fern Catalogue.

ROBERT Sm can now send, pr,st free for si:

st;imps, Part I. (British Ferns and tholr varieties,

in.:l"-(1lii|i prioob of Hamy Esolio Furns) of tils NEW nnri PRICED
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BKITISH and EXOTIC FERNS,
No. 7.
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July last, but wliicli has only just been published.

We hope to make our readers acnuamted with its

contents in our next impression. M. Cuatin further

tells us that some of the objections we raised last week

are met in a circular that is about to be issued. For

the competition in the case of the great prizes the

award will be made thus :—The total number of marks

won by any exhibitor in any of the " concours " will be

divided li.v' the number of the " concours " or competi-

tions in which he takes part ; hence Mr. A., who only

exhibits twice, and gains the first time 10 marks, and

the second time 8, 10+8=18, will have in the iinal

reckoning for the great prizes 9 marks, or 18 divided

hv 2, the number of "concours "in which he ha,s taken

n'art Mr B., on the other hand, who obtains 48

marks in 6 "concours," will at the final reckoning for

the " grand prix " have 8 marks only, that is to say, 48

divided by C. „ , . ii. i. j
As regards the Congress, that is a matter Beyond

the jurisdiction of the Imperial Commission, but M.
Chatin informs us that the Botanical bociety ol

France intends to organise an International Botanical

Congress, the programme of which will shortly be

issued.

The task of laying down with Grass Seed that

part of the Park around the Pahis Exhibition which

is called the English quarter has been entrusted to

Messrs. Cakteb & Co., High Holbom.

New Plants.

342. Sarracenia psittacina, Michmix.

Leaves short (3-4 inches), reclined, marked with white spots

;

tube inflated, with a very broad semi-obovate wmg ;
lamina

ventricose. recurved so as nearly to close the tube. Flower

purple. Tomy and Gray, Flora of X. Amenca. l., p. .59.

This elegant little species has been recently intro-

duced by Mr. Consul Schiller, of Hamburgh. Our
drawing was made from a plant in the collections of

Messrs. Veitch. As will be seen

from our reference, the species has

long been known, but it does not

appear to have made its way into

cultivation. It is easily recognised

by its comparatively small pitchers,

which spread horizontally, and by

the lid, which is hood-like, con-

tinuous with the tube, and so much
curved ^over its mouth as to leave

only a small nearly circular open-

ing. The colour is a purplish red,

spotted with white, in the way of

S. variolaris. The flowers, of which
we have seen only herbarium speci-

mens, are about the size of those

ofS. purpurea, and of a dark blood-

red colour. The plant is a native

of Florida, Georgia, &c. M. T. M.

persons employed in extracting the resin from the Sil

trees should be required to do so by incisions not likely

to prove injurious to the trees.

The chief difficulties in the way of preventing the

waste of valuable timber appear to consist in the

apathy and obstinacy of the zemiudars. They
are jealous of interference, and also fond

^
of

gain, and are not sufliciently advanced to appreciate

the value of preserving their timber if they could sell

it. The forests on the estate of the Palgunge Raja
" are very valuable, and are being utterly ruined." An
attempt was made to obtain a lease of the forests of

another of the proprietors of the Hazareehaugh district,

but it fell through in consequence of the innumerable
under-tenures and conflicting claims which it was
found impossible to reconcile.

Dr. Anderson has also prepared a forest budget,

containing a scheme for working the forests of Bengal
in three division.s, each to be under the control of an
assistant conservator. Great difficulty was experienced

in procurin" suitable men as overseers. A nursery of

temperate forest-trees was established at Darjeeling

(where, it may be remembered, the cultivation of

the Cinchona plant is carried on with so much
success) in March, 1865, and is now in a thriving

condition. The plants consist of Pine, the valuable

Deodar, Cypress, Oak, Chestnut, and others. Arrange-
ments have been made through the Colonial Office for

the supply of 20,000 seeds of Mahogany from the West
India Islands for the formation of Mahogany
plantations in the Terai. The successful cultivation

of Mahogany near Titalyah, raised from seed produced
in the Calcutta Botanical Gardens, proves that this

most valuable timber tree will find a suitable soil and
climate in the Terai. The trees raised in the Darjeeling
nursery will be planted on the surrounding hills,

which, says Dr. Anderson, have, by indiscriminate
felling, been stripped of the trees with which they
were covered a few years ago.

We may add that the destruction of our Indian

THE FORESTS OP INDIA.
>

Some imperfect forms of forest

c inservancy have been in existence

for some few years ; and in 1865

the " Government Forests Act,"
which came into operation on the l.st

of May of that year, was passed. It extends to the
whole of India, and gives power to the local autho-
rities to make certain rules, which are to have
the force of law, for the preservation of trees, and for
keeping clear the streams and canals passing through
or coming from Government forests, and which serve
for the transport of timber. Previously, however, to
this, the Government of Bengal had organized a system
of forest conservancy, and had appointed Dr. Anderson,
superintendent of the Botanic Gardens at Calcutta, as
Conservator of Forests. The first step taken by Dr.
Anderson was to issue a series of questions to the
commissioners of all the divisions of Bengal, requesting
information as to the extent of forest tracts, the nature
of the timber grown, and its value for building and
other purposes ; the method of transport, and whether
in any of the Government forests there existed any
restrictions as to the cutting of timber. The answers
to the circular, published a short time back,
are very voluminous, and in some cases contain
valuable information. One fact appears to be
abundantly clear, viz., that large forests of Sai
(Shorea robusta) and other valuable trees have been
greatly injured by a system of cultivation called
in Madras the kumari system, and in Eastern Bengal
the joom system. It may be defined as the clearing of
a patch of forest for cultivation by felling and burning
the trees, the patch being deserted, after it has yielded
one or two crops, for freshly-cleared patches. Where
such a barbarous and wasteful method of cultivation
prevails, it is easy to be understood that the forests
have been seriously injured. The assistant commis-
sioner of Dacca says, in his reply, "Joom cultivation is in
full play and is the greatest enemy of the timber. Tea
cultivation has also cleared much of the forest." It
may be urged that the forest tracts of India are so
enormous that the destruction of a comparatively small
portion is of no consequence, and that the natural
fertility of the soil would be suflicient to replace the
timber thus destroyed. It appears, however, that in
many parts of Bengal the timber near the great roads
or rivers is exhausted ; and although immense tracts of
valuable trees still exist, the cost of transporting them
oyer the cleared portions of forest to the river or
highway is too great to admit of being carried on at a
profit. The Government lessees appear to be fettered
with very few restrictions, except in the case of India-
rubber leases, where there is generally a clause to
prevent the extraction of the sap except between the 1st
of i\ ovember and the 30th of April in each year. Direc-
tions have also been issued in one district that th

forests has several times been_ brought before the
authorities ; and, in 1825, Dr. Wallich was sent to the
Upper Provinces, to inquire into and watch over the
extensive forests of the Empire, which were found to

be undergoing most wasteful and rapid decay. His
report was placed by the supreme Government with
the Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India.
Mr. Onslow, superintendent of the Nuggur Division,
reported so far back as 1847 that the splendid Teak
forests mentioned by Buchanan in his "Journey
through Mysore in 1800," had almost entirely disap-

fieared. An officer 'at Hydrabad was in want of some
igbt-coloured wood for picture frames, and he applied
to the regimental contractor. He was surprised " to
find that every third or fourth log in his great store
of firewood was most beautiful Satin-wood of large
size! Only imagine the victuals of a whole regiment,
not to say of a large community, being cooked
with Satin-wood !

" Efforts have been made from
time to time by the Agricultural and Horticultural
Society of India, by the offer of prizes for planta-
tions, and in other ways, to check the reckless
waste of timber, but apparently with little effect.

There is another point of immense importance con-
nected with the destruction of forests besides the
scarcity of wood which it creates. We refer to the
efiects on the climate. " By felling trees which cover
the tops and sides of mountains," says Humboldt,
" men in every climate prepare at once two calamities
for future generations—the want of fuel and the
scarcity of water." The presence of forest tracts tends
to mitigate the extreme heats of summer, and gene-
rally to render the climate more equable. There are
cases, of course, in which the rapid march of civilisa-
tion absolutely demands the destruction of forests;
but, on the other hand, there are many instances in
which forests may be preserved, and, by proper culti-
vation, made to yield a valuable and lasting supply
of timber. ^

BEDDING-OUT.
(.Conlinuetl/romj,. 1102).

It is a relief to turn from this utter divergence of
opinion between " S. R. H." and myself, to heartily
endorse his views in favour of room between flower
beds. Nothing adds more to the enjoyment and
dignity of a garden than wide spaces of turf between
and wide walks of gravel round the beds. I know-
many fine places spoilt utterly from contraction in
these matters. No general rules can be laid down.

Such things must be determined by the extent of the
garden. i'ft I will risk the statement here, that
Grass betivecn flower beds should never be narrower
than 3 feet, and need seldom be wider than 3or4yards,
and that waJks may vary from a 4-feet minimum to
a 12-feet maximum, according to their length and
importance.

I wish to concentrate all the practical skill of the
country into a burning focus, that will utterly con-
sume all pointers, dogs, vermin, and game, that
compete with our flowers in the matter of money, so
that we may lay the foundation of future success
in a liberal diet for our bedded-out flowers. If
" S. R. H." will help us to this, and he has done his
best here, we will forgive him even his preference for
Parsley. Bedding plants take more out of the soil than
a crop of Cabbage. To grow them in perfection the
ground requires an annual dressing of manure.
Nothing can exceed the niggardly tolly of some
employers in this matter. A farmer would laugh in
the face of any one who would order him to grow
Mangels or Turnips without dung ; hut in hundreds of
cases the gardener is required to cover his garden with
beautj; without an atom thereof. Making bricks without
straw is nothing to this. It is more like attempting it

without clay ; and yet in such cases scores, perhaps
hundreds of pounds are spent in plants_, pots, storage,
skill, all to be lost or but imperfectly enjoyed for want
of the basis of success—fresh soil or manure. "Be
generous, my masters, in this matter, and our happy
smiles of gratitude will make house and garden glad."
Meanwhile, let us also practise the utmost economy. As
the new styleof flower gardeninghasdoubled ourdemand
for manure, much may be done to meet it by
saving every particle of short Grass, all decaying
flowers, leaves, weeds, &o., and mixing them with soil,

to be persistently soaked with liquid manure or sewage,
and frequently turned during the summer. This makes
a valuable dressing. Liquid manure is also invaluable,
the daintiest and sweetest flowers licking it up with a

reli.sh, and, if applied early in the
morning, tliey will he all the sweeter
and the purer for their black
draught, and ready to welcome with
their brightest smiles their yet
sweeter sisters in crinoline when
they arrive on the scene.

I venture, even in the presence of
" S. R. H.," to call for three cheers
—yes, three times three (to drown
bis dismal howl), for the red, white,
and blue, and challenge him to place
these colours better for brightening
the effect of eivch than in the order
here stated. In fact, be no sooner
condemns them than he imme-
diately proceeds to practise what
he has condemned, by mixing
Purple King with Madame Vaucher,
and Stella with Centaurea. With
all due respect, I must add that
his criticism of our ribbon-borders
is altogether'.unworthy of his great

talents. He has seen 6 miles of

ribbon of the same pattern this

summer forsooth ! Well, what
of that ? So much the better,

say I, if it was all beautiful. Is his wife's bonnet-
ribbon less beautiful because there are miles of

the same pattern at Coventry, or any length of it to bo
seen on bonnets any day in Cheapside ? Is his picture

by Rubens less valued because others by the same
master adorn the picture galleries of every capital in

Europe ? No, no, if he is tired of seeing ribbons, let

him stay at home; that is my remedy. Compara-
tively few of those who possess these ribbons and
enjoy them have ever seen a mile, or 10 yards of such
in their lives. And if they had, their own would not
be a whit less beautiful on that account. " S. R. H.'s"

criticism amounts to nothing, only that he has been
satiated with beauty. The same feeling may be engen-
dered by exquisite pictures, sculpture, or even poetry.

The remedy is not that any of these or all of them
should be destroyed or removed, but that the mind
should rest. T\niile deprecating in the strongest

manner the making of all gardens alike, I am
yet perfectly aware that a thing of beauty is

not only a joy for ever, but the common property
of all as soon as it assumes a tangible form in

a garden. And just because it is the former,

the more widely diffused it can be the better, as

only thus can it augment to the full the sum total

of human happiness.
But your correspondent rushes off in a pet from

our ribbons to mixtures, on the ground that two
are better than one, and that mixtures produce less

sameness than masses of single colours. I demur
to both conclusions. Two are not always better
than one ; take for instance two desperate burglars in
a dark night in a lonely house. Or, more to the point,
take Heliotropes and Ageratums, crimson Salvias and
Scarlet Geraniums, or Perilla and Coleus. It is obvious
that for two to be better than one, the one must have
need of the other. And there must be congruity or sym-
pathy between them. Mixtures then are a confession of
inability to stand alone, or of weakness. Occasionally
they are lovely, but they cannot be justified on the
grounds taken by your correspondent. He has been
wisely chary of e.xamples, and of the two given one fails

for want of congruity. Stella mixed with Centaurea
is a beautiful crimson-decked lady stooping down to
comfort a blanched dwarf. Edged with it, the combina-
tion would be perfect. The assumed greater variety of
mixtures is altogether a mistake in large gardens. If
I have only six beds to fill, and mix two sorts in each,
of course there would be 12 instead of six varieties

present. And in this sense "S. R. H." may bo
literally right. But let any one try to fill an acre of
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flower beds on the mixed style, and I care not how well
it is done, intolerable sameness would be the result.

Only distinct masses can impart variety, As a rule,

wherever the number of beds exceeds twelve, 8 or 10 of
them sliould be massedwith single colours. If they
are larse the efiect may often be heighteaed by a broad
edging of an opposite colour, or they may be cut up
into different forms or planted ribbon fashion, but if

most of them are ; mixtures, the garden will lack
that distinctness and satisfying breadth of colour
which constitutes the chief charm of every well-
grouped flower garden.

While keeping my little craft all taut, ready at the
shortest notice to launch forth at the bidding of you
or your readers on the troublous sea of practical
illustration, I conclude at present by emphatically
endorsing and strengthening

^ if possible all that
" S. R. H." has said of the importance of future
culture and care, as being essential to the full

fruition of the happiness of bedding-out, for "none of
the Goddesses resents neglect so wrathfully, nor
repays attention so gracefully, as the Goddess ITlora."

A Practical Sand.

THE VINES AT COMBE ABBEY.
In reply to " A. F. B." (p. 1169), who has been

pleased to give so flattering an account of my success

in Grape growing at Combe, I must endeavour to say
what I can for or against the " one-Vine system." I

am yet a young gardener, but have had many opportu-
nities of seeing the various plans adopted for the con-
struction of Vineries, and likewise for planting Vines.
Like many others, I have had wild fancies about con-
structing houses, and planting; yet, when the task of

putting up a range of Vineries fell to my lot, I did not
see that I could do better than adhere to the lean-to

principle, at the same time that I took a-dvantage of

every means within my power of making houses,

borders, drainage, and planting, satisfactory to my own
mind. I have not chambered any of the borders

here. I am not an advocate for chambering,
nor do I believe in such extremes for bottom
heat, either from fermenting material or hot-

air chambers. I do not like the idea of thus
suspending the roots, as it were, between heaven and
earth. In this way there are two atmospheres brought
to bear on the border containing the roots, namely the
natural on the surface, and the unnatural from the
pipes in the chamber, so that the chances of extremes
of temperature or of drought, from either of the
surfaces, or from both together, is very probable, and
such as to be likely to do the work of injury to the
health of the Vines long before the danger is

even apprehended.
The mania for bottom-heat for Vines was at its

zenith about the time I was putting up the houses
here. I so far believed in a system of heating, although
not going to the extreme of chambering, that I laid a

series of hot-water pipes amongst the rubble drainage of

four of the early houses, one pipe inside and three out-

side. These pipes are seldom used, but I do not regret

having put them in, as heat can be applied at pleasure,

and when they are not used the border is still resting

on a natural bed of drainage.
With respect to the one-Vine system, so far back (as

nearly as I can remember) as 1857 orlS58, 1 was seized

with the one-Vine mania, now so contagious, and
communicated my ideas to one of the gardening
journals. I believe the article, which I cannot now
find, consisted mainl.y of a tirade against the present

system of close planting and prui-ing, and advocated
instead thereof the more natural method of having
but one Vine to a house, that Vine to be planted at the

end, and trained horizontally backwards and forwards
until the house was filled. This was, then, my
theory of endeavouring to maintain a more
healthy reciprocity of action between the roots

and upper branches of the Grape Vine. I should not

like to try it here without the full approval of my
employer, as my faith in the idea after a few years'

experience is considerably shaken ; and apart from
novelty, I fear there is little to recommend it. "We
may rest assured that the Vine at Hampton Court has

not existed there for so many yearn, without having its

merits as a single Vine, in a profitable point of view,

freely and shrewdly discussed by many who have
visited it, both of present and past generations. Most
of the large Vines are more the result of accident than
purpose, for in connection with their history

^
we

generally read of " ekes " being made to the original

box by which they were protected. The older the

Vines the smaller are the bunches,* but, if it followed as

a rule that the older and larger the Vine the heavier

proportionately were the bunches, then the large

Vine system would have no obstacle to its adoption.

We should all be rather pleased to follow it. On the

other hand, when we find that we can cut from Vines
two years planted bunches weighing 5, 6, or 7 lb., and
that these weights are realised for several years, then
the argument turns in favour of the universal system
of planting.

I do not question the probability of large old Vines
having better general health and more regular crops

than Vines planted closely and confined to space. Largo
Vines, if allowed to ramify over illimitable space, are

sure to meet in some direction with abundance of good
assimilable food, and cannot fail to be healthy when
beyond the influence of the gardener's confined borders,

chambering, heating, tampering, and the other anti-

natural mysteries of'quackish practice.

I am an admirer of Thomson's "Book on the Vine,"

but this, be it observed, was not written until after he
had had many years practical experience, and given to

the world invincible proof of his abilities as a successful

* Mr. Norman, at p. 1116, gives an instance which proves

the possibility of improving; the quahty of the fruit on an old

Viiie. Ed3.

cultivator of the Grape Vine. It would be well if

more of our acknowledged Grape growers would give a
few desultory articles on their experience. This would
bo something for us to go by,and far better than the non-
sense of striplings who too often fill up the pages of our
periodicals, and who are ready to boast of results long
before thej; have had the shadow of existence. The above
is my opinion of the " one-Vine system." Allow me now
to ask "A. F. B." what he would advise me to do with
the roots of the cut-away Vines, to enable space to be
given to the one or two Vines lie proposes to leave.

They are already so mingli-il tii;r.,liri- in the border
that separation would bo iiiLjii^-ilil" niihnut disturb-
ing those to be left. "A. I'. 11.' U iierhaps not a
disciple of the late Dr. Liudley, " M. J. B.," and
others. I am_ not myself, and would not hesitate to
cut away the Vines, leaving in the border such roots as
could not conveniently be got out. If death followed
as a rule, when live roots came in contact with dead
ones, fallen timber, or other similar woody debris, then
the face of this globe would have long ago appeared
minus that glorious vegetation without which it would
be impossible for man or animal to exist. Ti^tn. Miller,

Comhe Ahhfiii Gardens^ Dec. 11.

PLANTING CHUECHYAEDS.
The planting of churchyards and other cemeteries

(see p. 1162) is one of those religious subjects,

unhappily so feiv, which may be considered " without
controversy." Men are agreed, and always have been,
that a great respect should be paid to the burial places

of the dead. The only question is how it may be paid

most worthily.

Mere natural religion, the knowledge of good which
came with the knowledge of evil, taught mankind this

reverence. In a barren and dry land, where no water
is, the heathen has remembered dimly, and desired

earnestly, the fountains of eternal Truth. Gentiles, not
having the law, but doing by nature the things

contained in the law, have been a law unto themselves.

The Egyptians, who come first upon the stage of

history, as a great and a wise people, and whose earlier

records are written upon their tombs, not only

embalmed their dead with so much costly skill, that

their relics are extant unto this day, but erected over

them the grandest monuments which the world has
ever seen.

The Greeks accounted it the greatest dishonour
". . . . for bones to lie,

Tombless, with no remembrance over them ;

"

and tlieir belief, that the spirit of an unburied body
could not eater Elysium, is beautifully brought before

us by Sophocles, in the sad story of Antigone, who
sacrificed her life to save her dead brother from such
a fearful doom. They accompanied their dead to

sepulture with solemn processions and with mournful
music; they spoke over them those grand ovations,

which are still the admiration of the scholastic world

;

they erected such costly monuments, in the form of

pillars, statues, and temples, that Solon passed a law to

restrain and limit their extravagance ; they crowned
their tombs with flowers; they preserved them with
the greatest care and veneration, ever esteeming them
among the most sacred ties which endeared to them
their home and country. The term by which we still

describe any detached sepulchre, on an unusual scale

of size and workmanship, is taken from the grand and
elaborate tomb which Artemisia raised to the memory
of her husbaud, Mausolus, King of Caria.

The Ilomans treated their dead with the same pious

aflection. They carried them forth with the same
solemnities, sometimes upon couches of ivory, with
draperies of purple and gold. They erected monuments
by the roadside out of the city, where the bones or the

ashes were laid, until one of their highways, the Via
Appia, was like an avenue or street of tombs. The
marble monuments of the rich were enclosed and
planted round with trees, and some of them were of

such a costly character (the Pillar of Trajan was
140 feet in height), that restrictive laws, as in the case

of the Greeks, were passed by the two Antonines. On
the anniversaries of death, and on other occasions, they

visited their burial grounds, bringing offerings of

flowers and other sacrifices. It was death to remove a

body, or even bones. The most depraved shrank from
such a violation,

" Sacrilegae bustis abstiuuere manus."

That which natural religion, conscience yearning for

truth, had suggested to thoughtful hearts, revealed

religion, being the Truth itself, had always explained

and taught. Good men, under the Old Covenant, were
persuaded and convinced of a better land than Canaan,
and of a soul which should not die. They buried their

dead with a sure and certain hope, and they loved the

burial ground. So it was that the last thoughts of

Jacob turned, as he lay a dying, to that distant place

of rest, which Abraham bought. " with all the trees

that were in the field," for himself and for his children,

dead ; and Jacob " charged them, and said unto them,

I am to be gathered unto my people. Bury me with my
fathers, in the cave that is in the field of Ephron, the

Hittite .... for there they buried Abraham and

Sarah his wife ; there they buried Isaac and Bebekah
his wife; and there I buried Leah." So it was, that

old men prayed with good Barzillai, "Let thy servant,

I pray thee, die in mine own city, and be buried by the

grave of my father and my mother." And so it was,

that no heart could feel, nor tongue express, a more

tender, more devoted love than Ruth's,—" Where thou

diest, will I die ; and there will I be buried."

We know, moreover, that it was a custom of the

Jews, from hypocritical, as well as from real affection,

to " build tombs and to garnish sepulchres," and they

erected monuments, after the example of Jacob, who
raised a pillar over the grave of Rachel. Their

sepulchres, generally, were hewn in rocky, subterra-

neous chambers, but they had other places of burial.
Mana3.seh, we read, and Amon his son, and Josiah hU
grandson, were buried "in the garden of his house."
Ami ill ilio "I Irii of Joseph, the Ariniathean, rested
aivliil I'l I

r, ri Body, which in dying overcame
di:ii' Ill I

I ind re-opening for us the Eden and
111,. I'llMll inl <..,l

Alii I
I ill' \ I I iry, and when persecution had so far

ce:i^("l Hill I 'liii-lians might come forth from oata-
coinli ;mil rm iif the earth, where the tombstones of
tlic'li I'l li:"l lurn lhealtarsoftheliving,tovvor.shiptheir
risen Lord, wo know with what exceeding reverence
they honoured the graves of their dead. They loved to
revisit those secret scenes to which they had been
driven by the enemies of the Cross, and where, " with
doors closed for fear of the Jews," they had offered

prayer and praise. They built churches over the
graves of the martyrs. They set apart burial grounds,
which, with a trustful, truthful wisdom, they called
" Cemeteries," homes of rest and of peaceful sleep

until the Resurrection.
But the reverence of Christians differed as much in

form and character, as in its depth and wisdom, from
that which other men had shown for the bodies and
for the graves of the dead. Not by nicht, as with the
heathens, themselves in darkness, but in the glorious

light of day, went forth the funeral train ; not with
mournful music, the monotonous wail of hired
mourners, and the dismal sighing of despair, but with
triumphant psalms. Palm-branches of victory, and the
bright " hope, full of immortality." And, having th's

hope, the Christian cared not for gorgeous monument,
nor for pompous tomb, only that the graves of the deao
should be held sacred, and kept with reverential love.

Churchyards became, about the beginning of the
seventh century the place of Christian burial, and ever
since that time " God's Acre," " the field of God sown
with seeds of the ResuiTection," has been reverenced or

neglected, just as Religion itself has prevailed or

declined among us. We are now shaking off a great

apathy and disrespect in this matter, which had allowed
our grave-yards to be blocked by unsightly tombs,
inscribed with fulsome flatteries of the dead, to be
clothed with rank Grasses and noxious weeds, to be

crossed by footpaths wheresoever men willed to go, and
to be a public lounge and playground. Partly from
necessity, but still more from a righteous sense of our
duty, we are come to a better mind. The full church-
yard is closed, and the old edict of the Twelve Tables,
" Ne ill urle sepeliio" a law commended in all ages to

the common sense of mankind, has been revived in

force.

At such a stage of reformation it becomes a consider-

ation of high interest, how our cemeteries, disused, or

just now completed, may be most decorously treated,

so that they mav give comfort to mourners, and offence

to none. S. S. B.
(To 6e Coiifinnerf.)

NEGLECTED PLANTS.
Theke are in our gardens not a few rare and beau-

tiful plants, chiefly among the hardy and half-hardy

classes, which are theoretically beautiful, so to speak.

We find many among those who know such plants

pretty well, fully aware of their beauty and even
enthusiastic about it, but how often do we see the

plants in beauty ? I allude to such things as Trillitun

grandiflorum and Cypripedium spectabile, plants that

even under the most miserable conditions are fine when
in flower, but when well grown are surpassingly beau-

tiful. But how very rarely they are seen so.

I will begin with the fine North American Cypr'.-

pediiim speoiahile, so often imported by London nur-
serymen, so often added to Orchid collections, and so

often shown in a pot or pan among cool Orchids.

When well developed in the open air I know of no
hardy plant to equal this in nobility of chiselling, and
delicate purity of colour. The plant is as hardy as the

common Rhubarb ! It is a strong deep-rooting thing

when in a congenial soil and position, and therefore to

attempt its culture in shallow pans, Orchid fashion, as

I have seen some do, is quite useless. Doubtless a few

good plants may be highly desirable in pots, if these

are tolerably large and deep, and afford good room
for root-development ; but the truest and most

satisfactory way is to establish it as a free-

growing hardy perennial in the open garden.

Good strong roots should be procured, and in doing

this above all avoid the bulb man, whose hardy Orchids

are generally dried to death or just prepared

for rotting when put into the ground. I have grown

the plant very well in free sandy soil mulched with

cocoa fibre, arid in but a partially shaded spot ; but it

does not do much good in London latitudes gene-

rally if not accommodated with a shady nook and deep

moist soil. Doubtless in the north and west, and in moist

neighbourhoods generally, it will be found to do with

pretty full exposure, or m fact as a border plant; but

to grow it well I would not recommend that course for

gardeners generally. There are few gardens that do

not afford some shady nook near the houses, where a

deep hole might be dug and filled with rich peat or

spongy free loam mixed with plenty ofdecayed vegetab e

matter. In such a position it would luxuriate, but

also in any shady place where a deep and somewhat

unctuous soil exists. The best plants I have ever seen

were at Glasnevin, behind one of the ranges of plant-

houses there, planted close against the wall in deep

good dark soil—a mixture of free nch loam and

peat There is plenty of water about at all

times, and I never saw plants so well developed or so

fine I think they grew nearly a yard nigh, and the

flowers of such strong plants surpass in beauty any

other species we cultivate.

Trillium ^randijlorum is not by any means so dim-

oult to grow freely as the former, and yet it is very

rarelv seen in full beautv, though it flowers freely
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enouuh even in large 60-pots. But what a difference

between it in that state, and when its leaves get large

and fat, and the plant assumes its natural proportions

and becomes a free-growing herb of goodly size!

I have grown it beautifully in deep peat, shaded over

during the time the leaves were above-ground with a

dimmed hand-light, and in such position it produced

flowers as large as a Lily and white as the driven snow.

But it was at Biddulph Grange that I first saw this

plant in its true glory, forming bushes of the softest

and fattest green, more than 2 feet higli, and spreading

out as freely as any border herb. Every stem bore

traces of flower, and I can easily imagine what pictures

of beauty these plants must have been in .spring. They
wereplanted in avery shadyraoistspot,shadedby highly-

raised root and rockwork and shrubs, and perfectly

sheltered by the srme. I have occasionally seen it in

a less perfect, though flue condition, in shady spots

among American plants in peat beds. There can be

no doubt as to its requirements—a free deep soil full

of vegetable matter, and a shady position either in tbe

hardy Fernery or some depressed nook or other. Once
established, no trouble is required—no more than with

the noble Cypripedium.
Triteleia uiiijora is not by any means a difficult

plant to grow, but hitherto it has been a neglected one.

I used to see it flower most profusely in pots, and

thought it not hardy, but having put a bit out in pure

clay in a most unfavourable situation, I was surprised to

find my single weak root flowering boldly after two
bad winters in succession, and have now no doubt of

its thorough hardiness, and full confidence in its value

as an ornamental plant. In any ordinary soil it will

be found to grow and increase abundantly, and it is

distinct and beautiful enough to be associated with the

very cream of our spring flowers. It is capital for rock-

work, for edgings, for arrangements in the choice spring

garden. Its white flowers, faintly banded with pale

tilac, open only during bright days, and it looks at its

freshest and best precisely on those days and hours
when we feel most disposed to admire and visit it.

In fresh free soil in .sheltered positions it throws up
fl(jwers and leaf to a height of a foot or even more, but
not quite so much so in poor soils and exposed
positions. I have found it increase as freely as I could

desire—^like Garlic in fact.

Litkospennuiit fruficosiim is a comparatively
new plant, but one of the most precious gems ever
introduced to alpine or herbaceous collections,

perfectly hardy ; coming in too after the common
|
reaches 130', and in ordinary winters it seldom freezes

Iberis saxatilis goes out of flower, and thus prolonging
\
under this wall unless during very severe frosts. Some

the beauty and iuterest. It is sold in the nurseries as

corretefolia, and named in Botanic Gardens gibraltarica,

but neither of these have anything to do with its true

name. It is not unlikely to be I. contracta. How-
ever there is not much in a name to the gardener, but

there will be found a great deal in this plant, which

should be well represented in every garden. The
Ranunculus is of the common Crowfoot type, but has a

splendid double flower of glistening bronzy gold, nearly

as large as some of the Persian kinds ; and is quite

a remarkable plant, easyof culture and free to flower—

a

fine thing for all good collections of herbaceous plants.

The sweet and pure white Funkia grandiflora is the

last on the roll, and it is indeed, when well flowered,

a lovely plant; I wish somebody would tell us how to

flower it. I can only say that it is hardy, has flowered

pretty freely with me in a light very sandy spot, and
that wherever it can be found to flower freely it will

prove one of the most charming of herbaceous plants,

being so purely white, and very sweet. JI". R.

GRAPE GROWING IX THE OPEN AIR AT
BURT ST. EDMUNDS, SUFFOLK.

The fact that Vine growing was once common in

England and is now comparatively rare, is often

adduced in favour of the theory of a gradually cooling

earth, and a deteriorating climate. • Others meet the
apparent difficulty between past and present practice

by asserting that the Grapes and the wines produced by
our venerable ancestors were both alike worthless. It

is needless to add that such an opinion cannot be
sustained by any appeal to facts. In estimating the
comparative worth of home and foreign wines in the

olden times, it is necessary to bear in mind that the

chief home-growers were the abbots, monks, and friars;

that the wealth of the nation was then in their hands

;

that many of them were foreigners ; that most had
travelled in France, Spain, or Italy, and that conse-

quently they not only knew, but had the power of pro-

curing much of the best, from abroad. And yet wherever
these men formed a monastery, they planted a vine-

yard, and not only ate of the fruit, but drank of the

wine thereof. They did this on a large scale at Biu-y

St. Edmund's, where the extensive Vine Fields hold

^

\^

of the Vines here are as much as 80 years old. The
mode of training is a mixture of spurring and long rod.

The wall being so high, it requires
four or five years for the rods to reach
the top ; but the matter is so managed
that a portion of the old rods is cut out
annually. Others are constantly taken
up to succeed them, and the wall is

admirably covered— a credit to Mr.
Kemp, v.ho has managed them for the
proprietor for years. The cordons and
bush Vines only bear once on the same
rods, so that on each one or more rods
of bearing wood and of the current
year's growth to succeed it is found,
the old being of covirse cut out annually.
Mr. Darkin does but little in the way
of manuring. The borders are mostly
of the natural garden soil. Some parts
cf them have been treated to loam,
and occasionally they have had a rich
top-dressing of soil or well-spent
manure. The wide path under the
wall is as liard as a turnpike road, and
the cordon border is also solid. The
training rail for the cordons is formed
of deal 1| inch square, placed diamond
fashion into iron stands, made of 5-incli

iron, Ij inch wide, and 2 feet long. They
have a twisted bottom to prevent them
going too easily into the soil, and a

notched top thus V to receive the rail.

This gives the whole a neat appearance,

A stout wire would be preferable to the wooden rails,

and cheaper in the end. The chief sorts used on the
cordons and for bushes are the Black Cluster, Claret,

Miller's Burgundy, and JIuscadiue. I counted on one
bush of Miller's Burgundy, GO bunches. AVhen these

escape the spring frosts they are generally laden

with fruit.

The wall most seasons presents a fine display of

bunches, flavour and weight often equalling, sometimes
excelling hothouse Grapes. The following kinds are

cultivated on this magnificent wall ;— Claret, Sweet-
water, Grizzly Frontignan, White Frontignan, Black
Frontignan, Ciotat or Parsley-leaved, St. Augustine, a
fine black ; White Muscadine, Miller's Royal Musca-
dine, Miller's Burgundy, Black Muscadine, Dutch
Sweet-water, and Esperione.

There is also a good White and Black Grape from
Balaklava, of which a soldier, after eating of the Grapes
on those famous slopes, sent the eyes to the proprietor.

They are both good Grapes of vigorous habit, and 5»em
distinct from any English varieties I know. Besides

V
cordon rail

;

;, support,
.e foot in tbe
ground.

their imperishable name, near to the grand ruins of

what was one of the finest monasteries of old

and a very boon 'for rockwork. it""traverses" one 1
England. That they succeeded in growing Grapes

of the beds near the entrance of the subtropical !
well can not only be proved by the records of the

garden at Battersea, and Mr. Gibson can surely tell a past, but by the more forcible demonstrations of

tale of its beauty. Some people are very fond of blue
I

the .actual present. Grapes are still grown to great

flowers, and this is the truest of the true blues. !
perfection, and excellent wine made m Bury.

Gentianas are all very well no doubt, but diflicult to :
Through the kindness of Mr. John Darkiu, of St.

cultivate, and never presenting such a mass of Peter's Vineyard, the largest, but by no means the . .,

exquisite colour as this does. I shall never forget the only Gr.ape grower in the town, I .send specimens of I these there is a nice red Grape from a Geneva Vineyard,

beauty of a small mass of it on the rockwork at York
|

both. I think you will agi-ee with me that the Grapes
j

and a small oval-berried very early sweet Grape from
this year. It is a perfectly hardy evergreen, cheap, equal, and even excel, many grown under glass. Brighton.
and one of the best rockwork plants ever introduced,

|

Such a fact seems worthy of illustration and confirma-
1 A more interesting sight is rarely met with than this

not only for the beauty of its lovely blue and freely- 1 tion by a description of the character and culture of wall presents when covered with ripe Grapes. The
produced inflorescence, but also because so easy of ; this Vineyard in the Gardeners' Chronicle.

1 whole of the varieties do well. The smaller ones of

culture, and so safe when once established. It requires There are at least two modes of testing character, the ' course are perfect, and many of the others, such as the

to be pretty well established, however, before it flowers
\

external and the internal ; the accompanying surround-
, Esperione, Frontignans, and JIuscadines are as good or

profusely. If planted on rockwork the roots should ' ings, or the spontaneous outgrowth of the person or better than they are in Vineries. The Frontignans are

have an opportunity of descending into a body of I
thing judged. This Vineyard will come safely through

: especially fine without the least tendency to shanking
litable soil, as it is fond of rooting very deeply. On

the ridiculous "pockety" or rather pock-marked
rockworks so common in our gardens, especially about
London, it would have a poor chance, for even the
poor British weeds cannot find a home in them, so
badly are they suited to meet the wants of plants.

Scilta bifolia is decidedly a neglected but most
valuable plant, on which I have expatiated elsewhere.
It increases much more rapidly than sibirica, and
when seen in beds or large masses is very beautiful. It
is decidedly the best Squill, next to sibirica, and, all

things considered, Ithink it quite equal to that species,
flowering more regularly and profusely, and increasing
more rapidly.

Lilium testaceum (sometimes called excelsum and
Isabelliiium) is one of the noblest hardy Lilies we
have when grown well, and makes a magnificent
companion to the orange and white kinds. I put a
large patch of it under exactly the same conditions as
the white and orange, viz., with about 3 feet of free
good rich loamy soil, and found that it grew a foot
higher and stronger than either, flowering nobly on
every stem. It is as hardy as the common horse
radish ! Therefore it should be sought for and well
planted by every cultivator of Lilies.

Between the preceding and Lilium temiifolinm there
is as much difl'erence as between a humming bird and
a barn-door fowl—one being a rich creamy buff, and
nearly 7 feet high when finely grown, the other not
more than about a foot high, and with flowers as bright
as the flashing blooms of a Clianthus, and having the
distinguishing advantage of flowering in early summer
before any of the common Lilies think of opening.
However I must not dwell too much upon its beauties,
as it is very rare and dear, and therefore cannot be
euioyed by many till it has been freely propagated.

I must include Thalictrum minus among neglected
plants, knowing it and having proved it to afford as
lieautiful an effect in the flower garden as if the
Maiden-hair Fern were planted there. It only requires
to be established and to have the poor blooms pinched
off in tbeir early youth. It is wild in many parts of
the British isles, and rather abundant in some
;_

Finally, I will name Troltius napeWfolins, Iberis
correrefolia," Funkia grandiflora. and lianiincuhis

hullatus or grandiflmus Jl. j,l. The first is I think the
best of the fine family to which it belongs; it is of a
dark tone of golden yellow, and quite ea*y of culture.
1 he second is pretty freely grown in a few places about
London, but not at all in proportion to its merits, as
It IS one of tbe finest and noblest of all spring flowers,
Bewg white as white can be, large in truss and pip, and

both tests. It keeps company with only sheltering
j

or premature shrivelling

walls, genial skies, and warm dry foundations. It The gross produce is very large ; this season the
refuses to admit either north, east, or west winds, I wall has yielded 15 cwt. of Grapes. From that to a ton
let them sweep past ever so fiercely, or pipe : may be taken as an average crop. The cordons and
ever so softly, It will only receive or fraternise ' standards have yielded about 5 cwt. ; some seasons

with southern breezes. It also does all it can to keep
I
they reach 7 or 8 cwt. This spring several of these

off and out surly John Frost, by baring its bosom to were cut off by the frost. I think this might be easily

every gleam of sunshine, and husbanding it up during kept off by tying a little loose straw along the cordons
the day to fight John with during the night. Of I and up against the bush plants, until the middle of

course in this contest the Vines sometimes fail, unle:

assisted by artificial clothing in the form of canvas,
which, I believe, they never have received here ; but
they are more frequently successful in husbanding heat
enough to ensure a crop. In this warfare with the
elements the Vines are considerably assisted by the
nature of their heat preservers, and the character of
their foundation. They rest upon a thick wall
formed of lime and flints, backed up by a solid

roadway, foundations of houses, and rising ground,
90 feet high beyond. Hence all the heat absorbed is

preserved. Such a bank of deposit for caloric can-
not be broken, nor the wall ever be frozen through.
It also overhangs the Vines 6 inches beyond the
perpendicular, and thus throws off much of the
frost. The nature of the soil behind the wall pre-
vents it from becoming wet, so that there is little

or no cooling by chilling evaporation on its surface.
The entire subsoil is solid chalk, the soil light, the
site naturally drained very dry ; consequently the
growth of the Vines is thoroughly ripened. The wood
cuts in the autumn like a section of a stag's horn.
This imports compactness, hardness, strength. Even
the young shoots on such wood are much hardier than
those on soft spongy growths ; they can resist mode-
rate frosts. The sap seems—I believe is—thicker from
the first.

But it is time to leave the accompaniments, and
speak of the Vines themselves. And first of their
number and variety. The Vines cover a south wall
270 feet long by 22 feet high ; and a 7-feet border, nearly
200 feet long, with cordons a yard apart, trained about
1 foot from the ground ; there are al.so about 200
standard bushes a yard apart and a yard high, trained
to stakes on the French system. From the base of the
wall to the extremity of the cordons the ground falls

about 3 feet. First comes a path of about 6 feet,

between the bottom of the wall and the cordon border

;

then the cordon Vines sloping to the south ; and lastly
the bush Vines. It would be quite impossible to
manufacture a place more suitable for a Vineyard.
On Nov. 6th, with a brisk wind blowing, the therm-
ometer iadicated 7B° at aoon. In the summer it often

May. "This would also tend to retard their starting,

and thus lessen their danger indirectly, as well as by
its direct protection.

The Grapes, with the exception of those that are

eaten or presented to friends, are all made into wine

for family use. This wine, which has been pronounced
by many competent judges to be very excellent, has

been the usual drink of Mr. Darkin and his family

for years. It, I understand, entirely supersedes beer

and other beverages. D. T. F.

[Mr. Darkin has been good enough to send us

samples of the Grapes grown in this Vineyard, and of

the wine produced from them. The Grapes consisted

of Black Hamburgh, Esperione ; a very good oblong

Black Grape from Balaklava; Claret, Black Cluster,

Grizzly Frontignan, Muscadine, Miller's Royal Mus-
cadine ; and a white Grape from Baclaklava, more
oblong in shape than the Muscadine. They were all

good samples, well-ripened for out-door Grapes, and of

good flavour. The wine was slightly sparkling, and
pleasant, though scarcely equal in our opinion to some
of the samples recently submitted for judgment at the

Horticultural Society's Saturday shows, by Mr. Fenn,
of Wooc'slock. Eds.]

{Toht Coutiiiue'.l.)

Home Correspondence.
Cups .for the I/oi/nl UorllcuUiiriil Sociefi,'s Bvn.i

S/ioH'.—Allow me to inform those exhibitors who have
written to me on the subject, that these special awards
will by no means supersede the giving of handsome
money prizes. The rewards in kind will all be over and
above the money prizes given. The usual schedule,

which will soon be issued and forwarded to every

intending exhibitor, will probably amount to nearly

400Z. The special prizes may ultimately reach to

about one-half of that sum. Funds for the following

cups, or other articles if preferred, are already in

hand :—the ladies of Bury, from 25Z. to 302. for Orchids

;

the town of Bury, nearly 402. for Ferns, &c., say three

or four cups at 15/., 102., 72., and '52. ; the borongli

members, 10 guineas for 1st and 2d prizes for hand
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bouquets for ladies ; Stomnarket, a lO-guiaea medal for

the three heaviest bunches of Grapes ; Woodbridge
Horticultural Socie tj', a five-guinea cup for the best
Picotees grown by an amateur ; the county of Sullblk,
cup of nearly 30/., not yet finished nor approjiHated

;

and theSuffolk Gardeners' Cup, nowover 6?., not finished

nor appropriated. The Eev. P. Cheere, President of
the Bury Horticultural Society, will place a 10-guinea
cup at the disposal of the Committee—it may probably
be given for an essay on some branch of gardening.
The Boyal Horticultural Society will offer a cup
of 25 guineas, I hear, for fine-foliaged plants.

Others will yet be forthcoming. I have recently
appealed to all the neighbouring counties and
towns, and shall doubtless have favourable answers
from some. It occurs to me that intending exhibitors
might offer a special prize ; and nurserymen also. The
more that interest themselves in this way the more
successful the Show will be. Now that everything else

is secured, your readers will be pleased to learn that there
will be no lack of exhibitors. Already the best plant-
growers in England are writing to me for information
and offering their support. If Cheshire, Manchester,
or Liverpool growers come to Bury there can be no
lack of metropolitan exhibitors, and with these alone
the success of the show, in a cultural point of view,
will be complete. And doubtless they will come.
Every facility will be given to those who so largely

contributed to the success of the International, to

bring their best to Bury, and these master growers may
rest assured that the schedules and every possible

information will be sent to them at the earliest moment
after the arrangements are completed. Efforts will also

be made to secure the same terms of transit per rail,

as was given for the great show of last year. Any sug-
gestions from the large exhibitors will be thankfulfy
received, and as far as possible carried out. Communi-
cations may be addressed to Mr. Eyles, at the Eoyal
Horticultural Gardens, Kensington ; G. P. Clay, Esq.,

the Local Secretary, Bury St. Edmund's ; or to myself.

Mr. Samuel Barrett, of Hardwicke, has undertaken
to give or collect the following special prizes for

cottagers :~Por the best collection of vegetables grown
by a labourer, a three-guinea w^atch ; for the best kept
and cultivated allotment within the boundary of the
borough of Bury St. Edmund's, 1st prize, a guinea and
a half ; 2d ditto, one guinea. D. T. Fish, Hard. '

'

Souse, JBuri/ SI. Edmund's, Suffolk.

Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat.—I know not whether
your correspondent " W. L." (see p. IIGC) will consider

me an " impartial " person, but inasmuch as I have
recently, by the kindness of Messrs. Lucombe, Pince,

& Co.^ been favoured with a bunch of the Grape in

question, you will perhaps allow me to give my opinion

upon it, and not my opinion only, but that of many
ladies and gentlemen who tasted it. Of its keeping
qualities of course I can only speak from its appear-

ance, but inasmuch as there are qualities essential in'a

Grape to make it a good keeping variety, I believe

this to possess them in an eminent degree. First, a
Grape must be of strong and healthy constitution, with
the power of retaining its foliage late into the winter;

for so long as the foliage is upon a Vine the functions

of the plant must be going on, and the sap be in active

motion, as witness the Black Barbarossa and Alicante,

always two of the last Grapes to cast their leaves, and
(mark another fact) two of the last Grapes upon which
the fruit will shrivel. While the foliage remains
healthy, and dry fire-heat is not supplied beyond
what is necessary for the drying of the atmosphere.

Grapes of the autumn crop will retain their plump-
ness ; but the moment the foliage is off, the active

circulation of the sap ceases, and day by day the juices

of the Grapes evaporate and the bunches decrease in

weight. I have always considered it of the utmost
importance in keeping late Grapes to retain the foliage

as long as possible, and plenty of it, a practice rather

different to that of those cultivators who cut away the

laterals and reduce the foliage toa minimum just at the

time when the fruit is fully matured. Now this Black
Muscat, from the leaves upon the branch which I

received, strong, green, and downy as a Syrian, will, I

can see, retain its foliage late into the winter, and
hence I have faith in its.keeping qualities. Secondly,

the berries have strong footstalks, which it has been

remarked "do not know how to shank." Thirdly, the

berry is firm, with a strong, but not thick skin ; and,

finally, the footstalks, and this is a very important

point, are sufficiently strong to support the berries, one
might almost say at "arm's length," and without

pressing against each other. Compare this with a

Black Hamburgh or Muscat, with the berries over-

laying, and you will see in the free circulation

of air through the bunch of the Black Muscat
the reason why it should be a good keeping variety. I

have entered thus fully into these characteristics of the

new Grape because I believe them to be essential to its

maintaining the character which Mr. Elvers has

already assigned to it, that of being an early spring

rather than a winter Grape, and I need scarcely say if

his anticipations should be realised it will form a link

in the chain of supply of keeping Grapes of the utmost
importance,—a chain that a few years hence will bind

the supply of old and new Grapes together every

spring as surely as the telegraph when set in motion

conveys intelligence from one place to another. In
form the bunch partakes of the character of Black
Prince or West's St. Peter's, handsomely but not

heavily shouldered. The berries are medium-sized

oval, and nicely set on ; the colour nurplisii black in

the specimen received, but no doubt it will be quite

black under proper management. The flesh is iirm,

rich, and sugary, with sufficient juice, and possessing a

decided Muscat flavour ; in fact, unseen, it is question-

able whether an ordinary observer would know it by

flavour from the Muscat of Alexandria. I am
confirmed in this opinion by a number of first-

rate judges who tasted the Grapes I received,

and heurc 1

Black Muse:.
llcMt:,ti. n. ing the

. iii>t-rali-

variety. I cannot ruurludc \\itliout slating that llii'

above opinion is founded upon a bunch of Grapes by
no means well grown and not quite ripe, so that under
proper management I have not the slightest doubt the
Black Muscat will be found very superior to what
I have described it. So satisfied, however, am I of its

quality that I shall not hesitate to plant a house with
it directly it is let out. Win. P. Ayres, Nottingham,
Dec. 13. [For our own opinion on the crop of last year,
see p. 1107 of our volume for 1865. The sample sent
to us was of excellent quality. Eds.] Having had
practical experience of Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat,
and also having seen it in great perfection in April,
permit mo to express my candid opinion of it. It was
raised by Mr. Pince of Exeter, I believe in 18130. It

has the hardihood of Bidwell's Seedling, and sets quite
as freely ; in form of bunch it resembles Lady Downes',
and in flavour Canon Hall Muscat. Bidwell's Seed-
ling and Canon Hall Muscat are in fact in all proba-
bility its parents. I consider it to be the best late

Grape yet introduced, while for general purposes it is

second to none. I have forced it in pots with great
success. My only surprise is, that a Grape possessing
such good qualities should have remained so long in

comparative obscurity. T. S. Filler, Gardener, Llan-
gattock Park, CrickAowell. As a late Grape too
much cannot be said in favour of Mrs. Pince's Black
Muscat, for if planted in a house facing more east than
south it will hang well to the end of April. If required
to be kept longer, the bunches can be cut off and hung
in a dry room, where they will keep good to the end of

May without anything like waste. I saw the Vine
'

1863, fruiting in a tub, smothered among hundreds of
pot Vines, growing on for sale. Even in that unfavcur.
able situation it looked quite at home, producing five

handsome bunches of jet-black oval berries. In
the spring of 186-1 I saw 21 not at all fine canes
planted in the front of a small half-span-roofed
house, 26 feet long and 10 feet wide. I watched
the character of the Vine, which broke and bore fruit

freely. The berries swelled off and stoned in perfection •

then I saw the bulk of fruit the Vines were expected
to ripen. Judging from the size of the canes, I only
e.xpected to see the bunches colour like the old

AVarrington Gooseberry, or shank, but such was not
the case. The bunches and berries were of the size and
form of a well-filled bunch of Alexandrian Muscat.
In 1865 these Vines were more prolific, the bunches
and berries were much finer, keeping firm and free

from rot up to April, 18156. The Amines being impatient
of being longer retarded, whi^t fruit was left was cut

off and "hung in a dry room; and in this month
(December, 1866) I have had, the pleasure of eating

some of the fruit of 18G5. This year, 1866, the Vines
have over 3 cwt. of fruit on them; the bunches are as

large as in the previous year, but the berries are not

quite so fine nor so well coloured. The flesh is as firm

and crackling as an Alexandrian Muscat. The Muscat
flavour is easily detected, but it is not so high as it was
last year. The wani of colour is not owing to the

heavy crop, but to improper treatment. As soon as the

fruit showed colour the moisture both in the air and
at the roots was withheld, which was too soon for any
of our solid-fleshed Grapes, and this is the most solid

of any with which I am acquainted, and is a long time
after showing colour before it is perfectly ripe. The
constitution of the Vine has been thoroughly tested by
over-cropping and less than ordinary treatment. It has

not shown the least signs of shanking (and it has had
a good chance to do so), nor does red spider care to

attack the foliage. It must and will grow into favour.

W". Craggs, Larkheere, Exeter.

Srocco'/j.—Observing in your Paper (see p. 1111)

y spc.

id illi.

,|.li.

Ihe
rail- Ix.uii.ls (.r .•riti.'i-iii, to !« .[uoted correrlly. i said
(.see ji. llHi) "Odciiitdglossuin angustatum i)OS3es.sos a
conical sort of pscudobulh, with a clear shining skin,
and is not at all unlike the beautiful macranthura,
which is exciting so much attention now." It was only
therefore, in general terms that I alluded to it at all.

We have several plants at Meadow Bank which have
been guaranteed as the true Oncidium macranthura, and
we have several others of unnamed species, which look
so similar in pseudobulb and young growth, as at
the present stage to be almost undistinguishable.
Of course it has never bloomed in this country, but if

the inflorescence be at all approaching to the
grandeur of the sketches I saw at Stevena' Eooms,
it will be one of the brightest gems of our Orchid
stores. Along with the sketches I saw living plants
for the first time about the beginning of last July,
with pseudobulbs very much after the character which
" T. H." describes. They however are not quite so
long in the rhizomes as Burliugtonia, nor even as
Coelogyne pandurata; but the plants unmistakably
show in a slight degree the characteristic. After
growing them for several months I find them plump
up to be so fat and shining as in this respect to imitate
the " skin" or coat of Mr. Bateman's Odontoglo^sum
angustatum ; while at the same time they present a
compressed conical outline. Like all other plants they
vary in form of pseudobulb as well as in flower, which
gives colour for varied descriptive outline. Coming as

this does from Ecuador, at an altitude of 11,000 feet

above sea-level, it is likely to succeed in a moderately
cool temperature. J. A.
Autumn-JloweHng Roses.—In a small collection in

my garden,which is a rather light soil, fully exposed, and
at something like 400 feet above sea-level, I have this

month gathered fine beautifully coloured and highly
perfumed blooms of B. Souvenir de la Malmaison,
N. Opbirie (half a dozen blooms at least), H. P. Gen.
Jacqueminot, and T. Gloire de Dijon—the two last on
Tuesday, the Uth inst. During the last three autumns
Souvenir de la Malmaison has bloomed with me in
perfection till stopped by severe frost, and even now
there are several buds in various stages of progress
which will in all probability open during the present
month unless prevented by severe frost. A Resident
within three miles of Birmingham.

Shaktj Timber.—" How do you account for shaky
timber?" is a pertinent question, and one which is

often put to cultivators and converters of wood ; but
the answers given are in most cases more convergent
than consonant and convinciug. How often do we see

an Oak or a Spanish Chestnut, when felled, apparently
perfectly sound and thoroughly matured ; but in a few
months after, on being cut, presenting to the eye
nothing but a mass of fissures aud rends, and altogether,

comparatively speaking, a log of match-faggots, fit only
for fuel ! Surely our foresters, geologists, or physio-
logists can afford us some reason why timber becomes
shaky, and thus remove this matter from the category
of mooty subjects ? J. S.

Large Vines.—T\ie following are particulars respect-

ing the large Vine at the Viceregal Lodge, Dublin.
When I saw it six or seven weeks ago it was a perfect

picture of beauty. The whole house from end to end
and from top to bottom was black with highly-coloured
finely-flavoured Grapes. The following particulars have
since been kindly furnished to me by Mr. Smith, who
is gardener at the Lodge. He says :

—
" In the spring

of 1851 1 pkanted the house with Figs, and took up a
Vine shoot at one end, training it along the top to

economise the space until the Figs could take full

possession. In a few years it showed such fruitfulnefS

that I was induced to take other shoots along hori-

diffe'rent" statemenYs'libout Broccoii,''!" should*^iike to I
zontaily, and move out the Figs one after another. It

state that I have cut Backhouse's Winter White as now tills the house, which is 75 feet in length and

early as the 9th of October, being 11 days earlier than

Mr. Stokoe, of Westwood Hall, Leeds (see p.ll6G), and I

have been cutting from this variety every weeksince that

date. I have had a large north border planted with

it, and I have cut five nice heads to-day, the 12th inst.

My seed was sown in the beginning of April. I con-

sider that Backhouse's Broccoli is the earliest variety

which I have ever grown, and the hardiest. If Mr.
Nicholson (see p. 1093) would sow his seed in the

beginning of April, he would doubtless be able to cut

much earlier than the time he mentioned. George
Fairbanks, The Palace Gardens, Ripon.

Large Poplar (see p. 1193).—The Poplar, of which
I sent an account last week, I believe to be the Aspen,

or Populus tremula. I enclose a leaf Robt. Sowerby,

Jun., The Gardens, Newburgh Park, Dec. 19. [It is

P. tremula. Eds.]
Oncidium macranthum.—'W\\\ " T. H." kindly state

his authority for saying that the above Orchid has a

long rhizome between the pseudobulbs, because if he

is correct all the plants sold this year for it are wrongly

named, and yet Messrs. Backhouse's collector sent

home a coloured drawing of the plant made abroad, the

bulbs being conical and wrinkled ; and at the same
time a drawing of Odontoglossum ooronarium, the

bulbs answering to " T. H.'s" description of the

Oncidium. Linden has also sent over similar plants

as coronarium. The creeping rhizome and flat bulbs

certainly look much more like an Oncidium, but if so,

what is the wrinkled bulb? My answer must be—
wait and see when it flowers. By the bye, has any one

had a spike of O. luteo-purpureum (hystrix) quite

pendulous, with 12 or 13 flowers on it ? JT. Marshall,

Clan Hill, Fnjield.

Odontoglossum angustatum and Oncidium macran-

thum.—l am indebted to " T. H." (see p. 1191), for gmog
me an opportunity of explaining more precisely what

Oncidium macranthura is, and my allusion, in an off-

hand way, to its similarity to Odontoglossum angus-

tatum. "T. H.," however, does not render my

18 feet in width. The number of bunches this year is

aboiit 650, each weighing on an average nearly 2 lb.

Ours is not a Grape-growing soil—subsoil stifl' clay,

holding water to the entire exclusion of air. This of

course is cleared out and the border prepared. The
outside border was remade in 1858, and the roots laid

along in the same direction as the branches. The
inside border has been renewed since then." I may
add that Mr. Smith is about to extend the magnificent

ranges of glass already under his charge, for the

purpose of plant growing, as the stoves and greenhouses

are now overcrowded. J. D., Kildare.

A Seedsman's Plea.—Your correspondent " Seeds-

man " complains (see p. 1191) that the occupation of

assistants in seed shops is monotonous, uninteresting,

and in the winter and spring months very enervating,

from the number of hours in which young men
employed in that way are occupied. These evils are

by no means imaginary or unimportant, but they are

almost inseparable from the seed trade, for several

reasons which doubtless are understood by the

writer of the letter in question and others

actually engaged in the business. It is most

reasonable, however, that all should be done

which is practicable to ameliorate the condition of

seedsmen's assistants, and during the last 10 or 20

years we have repeatedly enlarged and improved by
means of thorough ventilation thepremises occupied

by our clerks and warehousemen. We were also among
the first to adopt the Saturday half-holiday, early closing,

and terms of absence in the summer and autumn
months movement. We moreover provide facilities for

cricket for summer evenings, and a commodious reading

room, furnished with a library and two daily papers for

all seasons of the year. It has also been our annual

custom to increase our number of assistants as fast as

increased trade required it, so as to curtail the hours of

labour as much as possible during the busy season,

which may be said to continue from January to April

inclusive ; and this latter object, which is the most

^lon ^^.Sri^^^l am l^r fr;;;^ l^^^^ .ud the mo,t dpcult t. carry out. (viz.. the
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shortening the day's labour in the busy season), could

bo furthered greatly if the public would send in their

orders as early as convenient after the publication of the

new seed catalogues, for the late hours are caused

principally by the too common practice of deferring

orders until the seeds are actually wanted for sowing.

Tour correspondent compares his occupation with that

of the gardener or nurseryman's assistant, adding that

it is less remunerative and far less interesting. The
latter may bo true, but we think (he cases must be

exceptional where the seedsman's assistant is not well

paid ; our custom is to raise annually, as a rule, the

salaries of all persons whom we retain in our

service, upon the principle that as they become
more intelligent and useful to us their services are

intrinsically more valuable. It should not be entirely

lost sight of, however, that in the garden and nursery

there is plenty of work to be done every day of the

year, whereas the seed merchant has to pay a whole

year's salary, though he has only five or six months
season for transacting his business, and one of the

results of this peculiarity of the seed trade is, that

though the principal and one or two of his chief

assistants have close work throughoutthewholeyear^his
clerks and shopmen generally have a very convenient
leisure for prosecuting their studies and .'recreations.

Su/ton if- Sons. Tour last week's correspondent

has truthfully set forth the claims of "a body
of men who really have a grievance to put before

you." That we as seedsmen belong to, and occupy
a position hy no means the least important in

the great horticultural profession, will, I think,

be readily admitted by all who are conversant
with the practice and details of the trade. Through
whom, I w'ould ask, have cultivators of the soil been
supplied ivith those marvellous productions in the
class of root crops which have recently gratified our
sight as part of the Smithfield Club Exhibition?
Assuredly through the seedsman^ who has grown,
selected, hybridised, improved, striven to excel other
competitors not less assiduous than himself, and then
di (fused throughout the country the article which is pro-
duced as the result. Through whose agency have those
changes in ourcereal crops been effected, which, working
hand in hand with advances in other branches of science,

have, within a few years, wrought a revolution in the
agricultural world ? Surely that of the seedsman, who
must be admitted to a share in the credit ; his position
in this case being, perhaps, more especially that of a
medium between the practical experimentalist, and the
general pubHc who profit by his labours. Whence,
again, have been distributed the valuable acquisitions
to the kitchen garden which have so increased the
variety of tastes and forms with which our tables are
furnished at every season of the year? Assuredly, in
great part, from the shop of the seedsman. In what
form have been originally given to the public very
many of the plants which, within the last dozen years,
have imparted to the gardens of our chilly clime
a semi-tropical richness and magnificence? In
the form of small paper packets, which, though
perhaps uninteresting in themselves, still contain the
germ which is to expand into such "a thing of beauty"m the hands of our skilful brother, the gardener

!

Lastly, through whose eflbrts chiefly have our spring
gardens been converted from a bare and dreary ivilder-
ness, to a scene of such tender fragrance and loveliness ?
No mean part of the display has been created by the
class of plants known as "bulbs," which form part of
the stock of a seed shop. If, then, the seedsman
occupies so prominent a position in the profession,
may we not claim for him the sympathy and fellow-
feeling of those who are engaged in its other
branches ? Speaking as an assistant in the London seed
trade, in which capacity I have been employed for
the last six years, I think I express the feelings of a
numerous and respectable body of men, when
I assert that, in comparison with any other
class in the same social scale, our privileses
are few, and our position unsatisfactory. A golid
education, some amount of practical knowledge, which
has to be acquired among plants themselves, a clear
bram, a quick hand— all are necessary in order to make
a good seedsman ; and then, what is our reward ! In
these days of "strikes" and " trades unions " on the
one hand, when the mechanic, it may almost be said,
does just as much work, obtains just as much remu-
neration, and labours just as many hours as he pleases •

and of our ' Early Closing Associations" on the other,
by whose efforts hundreds of establishments are
closed in the middle of the day on a Saturday,
and comparatively early on other days—in the
midst of all this the seedsman's assistant finds
hmiselt, with few praiseworthy exceptions, still
unaided by any such influences, and with longer hours
and usually less remuneration than a mechanic.We would (I think I may say, speaking for seedsmen's
asiistants as a body) willingly give to our employers the
usual amount of extra time which they find so valuable
in the busy months, if in return they would show a
desire to extend to us a little consideration during the
quieterseason We would cheerfully make anyreJson-ame amount of gratuitous " over-time " on every other
night, ifthey would only leave us the one evening in
the week, which m almost every other occupation on aooting with our own has become an acknowledged
ns itution. To ask then, that, subject to these cSn-

o'i !•' "f "f^-^
*"* permitted to leave business at 5, or

sl? rl°
"^

""if
',''"?-'"|°S tlje summer months, to have our

n^rS^^f^'''f"'"''"'='5'
tl>™"gliout the year, except at

fp.v» „f "i"'"'^™''
pressure, and to enjoy a fortnight's

leave of absence at a time of the j-ear when our
services may, with the least inconvenience, be dispensedwith, surely cannot be considered unfair or unjust. J F
it Z' i 'u'-~:'^t''-J°'i

obligingly inform me
Mi ,

'

I' ?u ^\ hy,b"dised with tie herbaceousMl nil IIS
^

I have tried to effect this object in various
« as s, (jut have not succeeded. Failure, perhaps, how-

ever, was owing to my want of skill in conducting the

operation. I should like to know whether or not any

one else has ever made the attempt, and if so, with

what result ? My reason for asking is because I think

were the beautiful markings of the finer herbaceous

Mimulus introduced into the flowers of Diplacus, there

would scarcely be found a more decorative plant than

the latter for the conservatory, and instead of the

blooms falling off soon, as they do in the case of the

Jlimulus, they would doubtless remain on for a much
longer time. Last summer, I had a Diplacus with

large orange-coloured flowers, in my greenhouse, nearly

4 feet in height, trained in the shape of a regular

pyramid, literally covered with blossom from top to

bottom, which produced a splendid effect, and it

remained in beauty throughout the greater part of the
season. What a gorgeous appearance, therefore, would
plants of this kind display if they possessed the spots

and stripes of the herbaceous Mimulus ! I am aware
that there are many varieties of Diplacus now to be
obtained from nurserymen, but none of them, as far as

I know, possess the markings I speak of. Is there any
reason, may I ask, why the Diplacus should not be
designated shrubby Mimulus in the same way as in

the case of shrubby Calceolarias ? Amateur.
Wellingtonia gigantea.—In addition to the sizes of

various trees of Wellingtonia gi'owing in diflferent

parts of Great Britain, mentioned at p. 1192, we think
it may interest some to know that there are now
growing in the grounds which were formerly the
nurseries of the late Mr. Veitch, at Exeter, two trees

of the following dimensions, raised from the seed
originally sent home by Mr. William Lobb. No. 1.,

23 feet high, girth of stem at base 5 feet 9 inches, cir-

cumference of branches 42 feet. No. 2, 24 feet 6 inches
high, girth of stem at base 6 feet 3 inches, circumfer-
ence of branches 46 feet. Both these trees were
planted in their present positions about 11 years ago,
and are considerably larger than any named in your
report last week. James Veitch 4' Sons, Moyal JSxotic
Nursery, Chelsea. There is a Wellingtonia here
21 feet in height, and it measures 27 inches in girth at
3 feet from the ground—it was planted in 1858. We
have several trees of Wellingtonia here, ranging from
13 to 17 feet in height, and tbey are all well feathered
quite down to the ground. W. A. Spreadbury, Egges-
ford, Wemhicorlhy, North Devon. Tour readers may
like to know the heights of 13 WelUngtonias which
were planted here from seed in 1855. I have also

given the circumference just above the ground, and
at 3 feet from the ground.

Height.

11 5i

Ft. In.
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» diph nf Medlars, Mr. Marcham,
„!.-, ,v..,,h-d 1 v-.-ire for a o-iUec-

^1 - I
i .1 =

, !. Cftdogan

tion also contalued small di8he3 of Black and White
Grapes, and a dish of Oranges. Mr. Earley had well-grown
specimens of Uvedale's St. Germain Pear, also some fine Glou
Morceau and Passe Colraar Pears, together with Ashmead's
Kei-nel, Sturmer Pippin, Cox's Orjiuge Pipp>n, and other
Apples. Mr. Young had some (jood specimens of Blenhi

Pippin and other Apples. J

S.
to E. Gates, Esq.. Hm
m of some 16 dishes of .\

Place. Sloane Street, rcc,

of Scarlet Crofton Appli-. I
!

.. hi bunch of

lt.ali.an Grass, gathered fr..iii '),•
;
mI i !li. i -uut de Cbam-

bord's country villa on tlic lid... near Venice, Charles

Webber, Esq., Winsland, Totnes, Devon, received a First-class

Certificate for examples of Black Worcester and Uvedale's

St. Germain Pears. Mr. Rivera, Sawbridgeworth, furnished
two beautiful dishes of English-grown Tangierine Oranges.
Mr. Youne likewise received a First-class Certificate for an
excellent collection of vegetables.

Stc. 15 {Weekly 57(0w).— Most of the plants shown on this

occasion came from the Society's Gardens. A small plant and
stand of cut blooms of a seedling Pompon Chrysanthemum
Alfred Chapman was sent by Mr. Chapman, Great Warley,
Essex. In the collection of plants from Chiswick were
Poinsettia pidcherrina, Aucubas, Solanum pseudo-capsicum,
and Cineraria platanifolia. Among plants at present in flower

in the Conservatory is -a fine specimen of Luculia gratissima,

whose fragrance scents the whole house.

Perhaps " G, "W. F. H." is stating what may be done
with small bulbs in Holland. That I think i,s no
reliable rule for us, looking at their differences of soil

and climate, and bearing in mind our cold and late

sprinss of the past few years.

I have simply to add that if any of the readers of the
Oardeners' Chronicle should be induced to make a

trial of growing the varieties of the Due Van Thol
Tulip in water in a dish, as recommended by
" G. W. F. H.," it will in all probability be the alpha
and the omesa of their attempts at Tulip growing.
The red, the rose, the yellow, and the gold-striped, are

not worth the trouble ; and they will be very much
disappointed. I have attempted to grow Tulips other-

wise than in pots—in sand, moss, water, and cocoa-fibre,

and have never succeeded to my satisfaction. They
are easily and simply grown in pots in a window, but
good soil and drainage are needed. Three or four bulbs

in a 32-pot will give a head of bloom worth a dozen

in water, if properly tended. There are plenty of good

and cheap kinds of early sinale Tulips, far more worthy
attention than the small Van Thols, such as Bruid
Van Haarlem, La Belle Alliance, Canary Bird, Couleur
Cardinal, Couleur Ponceau, Keizer Kroon, Moliere,

the white, striped, and yellow Pottebakkers, Reine des

Cerises, Rosa Mundi, Royal Standard, Thomas Moore,

I

and Tellow Prince, large in size, dwarf-growing
generally, varied in colour, and more brilliant and

Hyacinths in "Water.—There is a kind of plea- diversified than any other class of winter and spring-

sant confusion in the opening paragi'aph of the paper flowering bulbs. Quo.
of " G. W. F. H," under the above heading (see

p. 1168). He informs me at the outset that I am in error, rpuj CHRYSANTHEMUM is one of the most useful
and then, strangely enough, goes on to furnish a most I „f ^11 flowers, producing its blossoms at a season of
cogent reason to justify my position. I simply stated

| jhe year when conservatories and greenhouses would
(very tenderly and carefully, for itis dangerous ground I afford little beyond a green show, if cultivators had
to tread on), " that there seems lo be a weakness of

....
. . , , ,

™

dFlorigts' dFloton-g,

urtft ^pfavfl.

con.stitution associated with the deep-coloured flowers

of the red class," and that consequently they are diffi-

cult to manage in water. This was the result of my
uniform experience for the past five years, as a culti-

vator of Hyacinths in glasses. " G. W. F. H. " ha!
assigned a most excellent reason for such difficulty,

namely, that there is a great demand for these high-

coloured flowers, and that they have to be exported

before they are properly matured ; hence, an impaired
constitution, and the failure 1 have alluded to, making
it seemingly inevitable — the very reason that I

suspected was the true cause of the difficulty, but I

did not like to state it, fearing that I should lay myself

open to the accusation of reflecting on our Dutch
friends. Take a case in point : I am again growing this

season L'EtinceUante, S. R., a very deep-coloured

flower. I have never succeeded in getting a good

spike of this variety in a glass ; the attempt has

always resulted in an abortion. This season it has

rooted well, but I have to tend it carefully to induce it

to make its precious growth ; it is a decided

case of debility of some kind (not mis-manage-
ment, "G. "W". P. H.")— the case is hopeful, and
that is all. It is a case of " over-sweating," for which
your Haarlem correspondent is responsible, not I.

Till I saw bis explanation, I thought I might have

not this easily managed and much abused flower to

fall back upon. Instead of being roughly treated as it

often is, it ought to be tended carefully and have every

encouragement given to it by liberal cultivation.

Thrown into some odd corner, uneared for, it often

remains until the growing season is nearly past ; and
then a sudden fit of enthusiasm prompts its possessor

as he sets to in earnest to prepare for a grand

autumnal display. This is how the Chrysanthemum
too often gets treated in the country.

The great friend of the Chrysanthemum is the

Loudon and suburban gardener, rot because it thrives

better in the vicinity of the metropoHs, but, truth-

fully speaking, because he has studied the habits and
characteristics_of this favourite flower, and treats it

'to propagate aboijt

The Egyptian Bee (continued from p. 1169).—
Mr. Woodbury, having determined to get rid of the
Egyptians, made me what I then considered to be the
very liberal offer of two small artificial swarms, in

exchange for the bees only of iwo moderately strong
common stocks ; nor have I seen any cause to alter

my opinion, as he could easily have disposed of them
lo greater advantage to himself, to certain of our
scientific brethren, who would have been glad of the
opportunity of possessing and studying, to English
bee keepers, a new race.

Having had abundant opportunities of watching the
Egyptians and becoming acquainted with their

peculiarities of disposition and conduct during the
whole time of Mr. Woodbury's po-«session of them, I
naturally at first somewhat hesitated to undertake
their guardianship ; but considering that ray apiary is

more retired, and that my various hives are not subject

to such frequent manipulation and interruption as is

absolutely necessary with Mr. Woodbury's requirements

for the rearing of queens and rapid increase
^
of

artificial swarms, I determined to give them a trial,

and see what the result might be if the bees could be
allowed as much immunity from molestation as would
be compatible with a due regard for their prosperity.

I therefore took them into my possession with a full

knowledge of their previous character—much as a

mistress would take a doubtful servant, with the hope

that she might improve un ler a new system of tutelage

—being fully resolved to discard them without mercy
should they prove to be the cause of much annoyance
either to my own household, or to my neighbours.

The two small artificial swarms previously men-
tioned were headed by queens bred from the original

imported Egyptian. It is somewhat singular that both

these queens were discovered by Mr. Woodbury atliberty

at the same time in the parent stock, and were secured

by him probably before they had aa opportunity of

coming together in mortal conflict. As there were as

yet few, if any drones of Italian or other stocks, and
as Egyptian drones were then present in considerable

numbers, it was fair to suppose that these queens

should breed perfectly pure bees. They were, there-

fore, more valuable than the majority of the queens

previously raised by Mr. Woodbury ; and had 1 been

inclined to embark largely in the propagation of the

species, I could have done so with every prospect of

success. This, however, I was unwilling to do, fearing

to transform my town apiary of docile and well-accordingly. He does not be;,... .„ r--»—n , ">/ vi»..o..^.^ ^j -i-— ., -- .

the midille of June or early in July, but selects his behaved Italian and common bees, among whom itwas

cuttings immediately the blossoms begin to fade, and a pleasure to manipulate, into a perfect nest of furies,

takes especial care to keep the crown of the cutting among whom no one could venture without running a

uninjured. These cuttings are planted in 48-sized pots, great risk of paying a very severe penalty. I

four or five in a pot, and placed in a cool frame,
' resolved not to attempt to increase their numbers

;

abundance of air being given on every favourable
^
but after building up the "- ^'- •"''

opportunity. The time when the cuttings are taken

off has more to do with the successful production of

the splendid flowers annually exhibited at Stoke

Newiiigton, the Guildhall, Stratford, Brixton, and

other suburban shows than gardeners generally are
' coddled " it too much. I am glad to find there is no

|

aware of.

ground for fear on that point. Voltaire, Crown j ^o not in the present instance intend to write a

Princess of the Netherlands, Prince Albert, La Belle I

treatise upon the cultivation ofthis flower.although Imay
Africaine, Charles Dickens, Princess Clotilde, Lord . ^t some future time give my " experiences " as a Chry-
Wellington, and Anna Carolina have galloped away

, s^nthemum grower. My object now is mainly to point ^,„ ,

from it in the race of life, and left it far in the rear. And I

out that a great deal depends upon the manner and ! the head ofasmallartificialswarm,Umited,atthetimeot

then,S.B.Argus,thefavouriteofmyproteges.spokenof tjme of propagating; and also to bring under the ' ' - '' '- ''—- ' — "''"' " "^"'""^ °

so touchingly by me at p. 1118, the centre of my dearest notice of the readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle the

hopes, has quietly " skedaddled." " Where," asks the different ways of training, and the best varieties that

representative of the spasmodic school among Fat Cata-
, jj^ve come tinder my notice during the past season,

logue compilers, "where in the whole range of Flora's i On a former occasion Mr. Salter's fine collection

fifts will be found anything more delicious than the
; ,vas noticed, as also his new v.arieties. Those who

lyacinth?" Hooked forthisrichdelicacyin my Argus,
' ^islj to see a large collection, both of old and new

and suddenly, as it were, from the base of the bulb to '

varieties, will find no place where they can spend their

the crown of the promising shoot, it had become time more profitably than in admiring and noting the

a mass of corruption. The bulb was beautifully
; varied collection at the Versailles Nursery. Most of

rooted — it always does root well with me, but it the best varieties have been sent out by Mr. Salter;

does not get upward. Why is it that under the and he has introduced so many good ones, that it is

most careful treatment this has been my fate as a dijanult to find a new variety that surpasses those we
grower for five successive years ?—and always intenial already possess. The raisers of seedlings should turn

decay ! Importers of this variety know to their cost their attention to high-coloured flowers, and should

how many of the bulbs perish in this way before they '

take Lady Harding as a model.

have an opportunity to sell them.
. Mr. Forsyth, of the Brunswick Nursery, Stoke

I should like to see the " marvellously fine things in
| Newington, has during the last few years been one of

all colours," "among the double flowering kiiids" of our largest exhibitors of Chrysanthemums; and his

which " G. W. F. H." writes ; and which are said to be forte has been more especially manifested in producing

"full-grown Hyacinths with small bulbs," "scarcely trained specimens. At his nursery are to be seen during

larger than a nut*—bearing great spikes of beautiful the season a large quantity of standard, bush, and

blossoms," and within the reach of everybody, as far as "' ' ' " J'-j

price is concerned.
*' O, brother, speak with possibilities,

And do not break into these deep extremes."

Would Messrs. Paul or Cutbush like to send out to

pyramid plants, including all the best large-flowered and
Pomponkinds,especially adapted forexhibitionpurposes.

He has been most successful as an exhibitor. I have

for some years taken stock, if I may so term it, of his

_. ._ . productions, and I was pleased to see this year that in

their customers full-grown Hyacinths about the size of addition to the conservatory he had a new span-roofed

a nut? Already both these celebrated growers cata-
' greenhouse some 200 feet in length, with a wide path

logue three times as many single varieties as they do down the centre, fringed on each side with specinrens.

double, and of these double kiuds scarcely a third are
j
From the high road this had a novel and pleasing effect,

what are popularly termed cheap kinds ; and then the as one could see the whole length, and catch at a glance

term " all colours," as including double yellows—why,

Mr. Cutbush catalogues only one variety, and Mr.

Paul five varieties, not one of which are worth growing.

There is a popular liking for large bulbs, and importers

must follow this instructive preference ; and so, how
often does such a phrase as " the bulbs are unusually fine

and sound, and well m-atured " appear in the intro-

duction to the catalogues ! In the case of single flowers,

though the large majority of them have large bulbs, yet

in a few cases small bulbs and fine spikes are associated,

but rarely so in the double kinds, as far as my
experience has gone. If " G. W. F. H." will send to

the office of the Gardeners' Chronicle a collection of

these "marvellously fine things," I shall be happy

to grow them in glasses next season, and exhibit them at

one of the meetings of the Royal Horticultural Society.

ats—and nuts ; Walnuts and Co

the different hues, the colours being arranged so as to

prevent anything Uke monotony. Visitors were thus

tempted to make a closer inspection, and could not fail

to be impressed with the fact that the Chrysanthemum
is one of our most useful flowers.

Immediatelyon entering, on either sidewasafineplant

of White Trevenna, one of the most beautiful Pompons
yet added to collections. The white is so pure and the

blossoms so abundant and of such exquisite shape that

no one could fail to be struck -with this variety. Mr.

Forsyth told me it began blooming by the middle of

August, and he intended to pronagate it largely, and

no doubt it would be found useful to fill beds that had

received injury, or been destroyed by an unfavourable

season such as the past. There are several other

autumn-flowerirg varieties which would probably be

found adapted for the same puri)u.*e. W. K.
(Tn lie Cmdinatd.)

veak swarms into

opulous colonies,' to
" allow them to remain as

litlle disturbed as possible, to see if, under such

circumtt inces, the bees would he worse behaved than

any others. This principle I have carried out; no

attempt at any increase of the stocks has been made,

and I have still the two original stocks, and in addiriou

one which I subsequently had from Mr. Woodbury.
But I must go back to the time of their first arrival

under my care.
.

No. 1, the first matured of the two princesses,
*

.„e head of a small artificial swarm,Umited,atthe t

my receiving it, to four frames in what is styled a

nucleus box. Mr. Woodbury did not send the bees to

me until he had ascertained that the queen had actually

commenced laying eggs, and he was desirous of being

as certain as ii was possible to be, that she was fertilised

by an Egyptian drone, of which, as I said before, he

had an abundance in his apiary, no other drones

having then made their appearance. When she had

fully demonstrated her capabilities of performing all

the functions of a fertile mother, the little swarm waa

sent to me. The bars which sustained the comb,

being shorter than those which fitted in my own
frames, I was obliged, previously to transferring them into

my own hive, to fasten them by wires or screws to the

lower side of my bars. I took every precaution of

bein" thoroughly protected from the attacks ot the

bees, and, although every individual bee that could fly

seemed to leave the combs, and endeavour to wreak

its vengeance on my person, I escaped without a

scratch, and was enabled to effect the transference

with comparatively little difficulty to what 1 had

anticipated. I was, during the operation, much afraid

for the safety of the queen, as she was

almost entirely deserted by her subjects, and waa

racin" about the combs and the hive in a way that

made°me fear she would either be attacked by stray

bees or come to grief from the excitability of her own

subiects At length all was satisfactorily efiected, and

having made all snug I left the hive for a few days to

receive some acquisition of population from the young

bees which were rapidly hatching out from the brood

combs with which the nucleus was furnished. 3.

Bevart Fox.
.

(To hi Continued.}

Garden Memoranda.
Geimston Park, near Taecastee.—This is a

well-known seat of Lord Londesboroug'a, and at any

other season of the year a full account in the Chronicle

of the flower garden and grounds would be no more

than the place deserved. Knowing that Lord Londes-

borough was forming a good collection of Orchids, 1

called there a few days since to see what could be

found in bloom. A new span-roofed house in two

divisions has just been erected purposely for Orchids,

and those who advocate a close and dark structure for

these plants would get a shock to their nervous system

by dropping in at Grimston. Tbeie the Onliuls have

plenty of li'^'ht in winter, "hiih can be redu<ed at
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niS^^ure in summer by shading, and they can get

nlentv of ventilation at all times by the admission of

air between the pipes under the side stages. The

plants certainly like the treatment they get, lor they

are in capital health, and growing freely.
. ,• j

I noticed in bloom a superb block of Barkeria Lind-

levina- the lovely little Pleione maculata (by-the-bv

Ihave'seen the pots of this covered with Lycqpod,

which adds much to its beauty) Ccelogyne Rhodiana,

Odontoglossum maculatum, La:lia albida ; Odontoglos-

sum gloriosum, a very fragrant and bea,utiful kind;

and a fine strain of Odontoglossum Alexandra in

bloom, and showing a spike of 12 buds
.
There were

also several varieties of Lycaste Skmneri, the pretty

Oncidium cucuUatum, and Oncidiura racemosum—tbe

unoer lip of a pale brownish violet cplour, and the

lower lip deep lilac spotted with dull crimson. What

a "em is Laslia anceps grandiflora as seen here
!
and

Oncidium bicallosum is a fine variety and a free

bloomer I saw here a very fine plant of Cyinbidiuni

Mastersii superba; it was in fine bloom and is really

a "lorious Orchid. The finest strain of Sophronitis

"r.indiflora. called "superba," shone like a meteor, if

one of a brilliant scarlet colour has ever been met with.

It is a beautiful thing, but not very plentiful.

Then there were Dendrobium luteolum, Angrrecum

.se^quipedale, Phalienopsids.and Oncidium Cavendishii.

with others "all in their glory." Some weeks since I

saw Cattleya maxima blooming at Grimston, and must

confess to a disappointment in it. I think a good

strain of Cattleya Mossioe superior to it, unless indeed

we are to have several strains of maxima, and I have

seen one of the worst. I hope so at all events.

Just a word -about the conservatory, which is a large

and lofty structure adjoining the drawing-room.

Seeing it as I did, early in December, I never saw

so much flower in the same space at the same time of

the year. There were Tree Mignonette, Camellias,

Epacrises, Ericas,' Scarlet Salvias, the invaluable Early

Roman Hyacinth, Monochsetums, Chrysanthemums,

Tree Carnations, "Violets, and other things, forming a

beautiful bank of considerable length on either side,

which it would be difficult to match. Violets are

largely grown here and well, the Czar and Neapolitan

especially. These are planted out on north borders in

the spring, and are potted up in September. W.

Miscellaneous.
Vegefalle Products of the Tocuijo iJ/reA—There are

several species of indigenous Palms, and one, the

Cocoa-nut, is cultivated to some extent. Nearly all

the houses are thatched with the leaves of the Palma
redonda (Copernicia tectorum), and from the same
material straw hats are made. An excellent beverage,

resembling champagne, and quite as intoxicating, is

made of the Palma, or Corozo de vino (Acrocomia
solerocarpa) by felling the trunk, and cutting a hole

just below the crown of the leaves. When I was at

Guadima, the people had cut down several of these

spiny Palms in order to supply themselves with

"wine "for the Easter holidays. More useful still is

the Mapora, or Cabbage Palm (Oreodoxa oleracea),

which attains 60 feet in height, and is one of the

leading trees on the banks of the Tocuyo. The young
leaves yield an excellent Cabbage, which is so highly

esteemed in the West Indies, where the tree has

become scarce, that they are sent as acceptable

presents from one island to another. The full-grown

leaves are used for thatching, but by far the greatest

value of this Palm consists in the wood, which is

esteemed in Venezuela for shingling. A full-grown tree

I am told, will often yield 100 planks (each 6—7 varas

long and 1 inch thick) ; and 100 of these planks sell on
the banks of the river for 36s., and in Porto Cabello

for Zl. or Zl. \os. One of the most common trees is the

Mora (Broussonetia, or Morus tinctoria), which yields

the dyewood known as Fustic in commerce. A ton of

this wood brought to the river bank is paid for in

Tocuyo at the rate of \l. is. (8 pesos del pays), and
fetches in Liverpool from 5/. to 6/. It is a quickly-

growing tree of middle-size, only the heart of which is

used, and the fruit is eaten by the children. Guayacan
(Guaiacum officinale) is found in considerable abun-
dance. It is sold on the banks of the river for los. the
ton, and at San Miguel de Tocuyo for 1^. \s. to 1/. 4t.

per ton. The tree yielding the so-called " Balsam of
Tolu" (Myrospermum toluiferum) is sufficiently

common to be of commercial importance. The natives

call it " Balsamo," and attach great value to the resin

obtained from the pods. The resin exuding from the
stem now sells in London at the rate of 4s. per pound.
An allied species, known as Sereipo in the country
(Myrospermum frutescens), is equally common. The
balsam produced by this tree is entirely neglected.
The wood has, however, been exported ; and Mr. Polly,

of Porto Caballo, was named to me as one of those who
sent considerable quantities of it to Hamburg. The
Castor-oil_ plant, or Tartago (Ricinus communis and
B. inermis), is seen about all the settlements, and
supplies the inhabitants with oil for their lamps, the
wicks of which are made of home-grown cotton. It

seems to be the only oil-yielding plant of the district,

of which I noticed three distinct varieties. Sarsaparilla
(Smilax sp.) is seen wherever the forest is not too
thick; and a species of Vanilla, somewhat inferior
to the cultivated one, yet sufficiently good for
export, is frequently met with, and to some extent
collected by the natives. In times of scarcity the
people make bread of the root-stock of a Palm-like
plant (Zamia muricata), and they also eat the
farinaceous root-stock of a white Water Lily
(Nympha;a ampla), which they call " Naya." About
Guadima and the upper hills all the streams are full of
Water-cresses. Crin vegetal, or Vegetable Horsehair
(Tillandeia usneoides), covers some of the trees in the
greatest profusion, and is used for stuffing sofas,
nxattresses, cushions, &c. The fruits cultivated are

Nisperos, Bananas, Plantains. Tainarmds, Papaws,

Soursops, Breadfruit, ('oeoa-nut. Cacao, Coflee,^ &c.

The esculent roots principally grown are bweet

Potatos, Yams, Taros, Cassava root (two kinds), etc.

The only grain I noticed was Indian Corn, or Maize.

B Seemami,Beport on the Tocuyo Estate of Venezuela.

Burrowing Spiders.—M.any of the true spiders are

among the burrowers ; and, even in our own country,

it is possible to see a sandy bank studded with their

silk-lined tunnels. There is such a bank that skirts a

Fir-wood near my house, the material being the

loosest possible sandstone, scarcely hard enough in any

place to resist a pinch between the fingers and thumb.

About an inch or two beneath the soil this sandstone

is quite excavated by the spiders; and as the sandy

sides of their tunnels would fall in were they not

supported in some manner, every tunnel accordingly

is lined by a coating of tough webbing, very, strong,

very elastic, very porous, and yet not suffering one

particle of sand to pass through its interstices. Frou-

the opening of each burrow a web is spread, lookiuf

very much like a casting net, with a hole through it:

middle. From this again, radiate a number of separate

threads, which extend to a considerable distance from

the entrance. At the very bottom of its silken tunnel

the living architect lies concealed, its sensitive feet

resting on the web, so that it is enabled to perceive the

approach of the smallest insect that crosses the spot

which it has so elaborately fortified. Somes ttnihoui

Hands.
American Dried Fruits.—It is estimated that the

crop of dried Apples, Blackberries and other fruit,

which will be shipped from North Carolina during

the present season, will amount to more than

1,000,000 lb., worth at the North over 300,000 dols. At
High Point depot alone, 75,000 dols. worth of dried

Blackberries have already been shipped. Pulilic

Opinion. ^
Calendar of Operations.

(For the ensuing week.)

The weather being still comparatively mild, a good

opportunity is afforded for forwarding arrears, if any,

of late autumn work. At this time of year, when
home enjoyments occupy more than usual attention,

let every gardener make it his particular business to

contribute, as far as lies in his power, to the gratifica

tion and pleasure of his employers and their friends

The plant houses and their occupants will be of the

first importance at this dull season ; and to be appre-

ciated, they should be arranged in such a manner as to

display themselves to the best advantage. Great care

should be taken of plants now in flower, in order to

preserve them in that state as long as possible ; due
attention should also be paid to bringing others

forward, in order that a proper succession may be kept

up. Let perfect order and neatness be evident in

everything ; for if this point be attended to, it will

compensate in a great measure for the absence of a

more extensive floral display.

FLOWEH GARDEN AKD PLANT HOUSES.

Let perfect neatness prevail out as well at- indoors,

in order to compensate for the absence of more brilliant

attractions. Remove fallen leaves, and let the surface

of the soil in borders and clumps be forked over, or

made clean with the rake. The walks should be put
into perfect order, and, if necessary, receive a slight

sprinkling of clean fine gravel. Let drains and grids

be examined and cleaned; and if in very rainy

weather the water lies on any parts of the walks, let

the defect be remedied by introducing a new drain, or

by filling up the low places with new gravel ; nothing
interferes so much with the enjoyablenp.s3 of any place,

at this season, as damp dirty walks. If the turf is wet
in any part of the pleasure ground, the winter season,

during weather like the present, is an excellent time
for remedying it, by cutting drains wherever they are

required. In doing this, keep the drains at the greatest

passible distance from trees, to prevent their being
choked up by roots ; but in parts where the proximity
of trees is unavoidable, let them be filled with broken
rubble to within 12 or 15 inches of the surface, in

order that a passage may be secured for the water,

even if roots do enter the drains. In filling the latter

up with soil, let it be well rammed in, to prevent any
after sinking of the surface.

Caenations and Picotees.—During the present
favourable weather keep the frames open as much as

possible, and do not water unless the plants abso-
lutely require it. Keep green-fly down by means of
fumigation.
Dahlus —Let ground intended for these next year

be well trenched, throwing the surface up in ridges
with the view of exposing as much as possible of it to
frost. Examine roots of choice sorts now and then
to see whether or not they are in good condition.
Pansies.—Where these are grown in pots, prepare

soil for them now, in order that it may be ready and
in good condition when they receive their final shift.

Keep the plants hardy, and as near the glass as

possible.

Pelahgoniums.—Continue to give air whenever the
weather will admit of it ; but avoid cold draughts, and
keep out frost. On the other hand, be careful not to

use too much fh:e-heat.

FORCING GARDEN.
PiNES.-7During the next few weeks care should be

taken to limit the application of exiciting influences,

or the plants will be induced to grow at a rate very
disproportionate to the amount of light which they
are at liberty to enjoy. The object to be aimed at in

Pine-growing, is not the producing a large plant with
gross exuberant foliage, but rather the production of
small yet healthy plants, with short sturdy leaves,

while the roots are revelling in rich compost, which
they will continue to do even through the winter

months, if the bottom-heat is kept at from 80' to 85 ,

This end is not, however, to be obtained through
starving the plants by an inadequate supply of water
and soil, but by affording, along with a proportionate
quantity of these requisites, a free circulation of air.

If this point, in connection with a proper supply of

water, be duly attended to, and if a healthy root-action

be secured, the plants, though small, will be filled with
highly-elaborated sap ; and, as a natural consequence,
will produce large, well-swelled and highly-flavoured
fruit.

Vines.—Be content with moderate progress for the
present ; but take advantage of every fine day to allow
the temperature to rise 15° or 20' higher than that at

which it is kept during the night. Where the buds are

not yet broken, the rods may be syringed daily with
water, the temperature of which is about 70': and,
after the buds break, it should be used from 10' feo 15^

warmer. When sharp frost is expected during the
night, syringing in the afternoons should be avoided

;

as the water becomes congealed about the laps of

the glass, sometimes breaking it, and the front gutter

or spout for carrying away the water from the
roof becomes choked up with ice. Too much steam
from the vapour troughs has also a similar tendency.
Admit air on every favourable opportunity ; and
proportion the moisture in the atmosphere to the
amount of daylight. Be careful that the fermenting
material over the roots does not get too hot—

a

moderate warmth, not exceeding 75' or 80' in the
dung, is sufficient ; but, at the same time, it should
be frequently examined, that it does not lall too low
during cold weather, or the check will injure the
roots. Where Grapes are still hanging, remove the
faded leaves, which are no longer of any service to

the Vines, and prune in at once all spurs on which
no fruit is hanging.

HARDT FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
To prevent any difficulty in digging up Celery or

Cardoons, when the ground is hard frozen, let a
portion of each, about as much as will suffice for a
couple of weeks, be always under protection, either

by means of loose litter. Fern, or thatched hurdles, or

some other convenient material which will exclude
frost. These coverings should be put on while the

ground is in an uncongealed state, as it would otherwise

do harm rather than good, by preventing the sun and
air from acting upon the soil in case of a change of

weather. It must, however, be understood that the
portion which is covered up is not to be left untouched
till the arrival of frosty weather, but used in the
regular rotation ; and as the covering is taken off the
part for present use, it is to be moved forward to a

similar space beyond, so that a supply for the next
ensuing fortnight shall always be under protection,

except of course when the ground is in a frozen state.

If, by means of spare frames or other contrivances, a

portion of such crops as Parsley, Spinach, &c., can be
protected, the plan will be found very convenient when
the ground is covered with snow. Some Horse-radish,

Jerusalem Artichokes, Parsnips, &c., should be got up
and laid in moist soil for present use.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK. NEAR LONDO?*,

FortUe Week ending Dec 19, 1866, as observed at the Horticultural Garapns
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THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE anJ
IMPROVEMENT COMPANY. Offlces. 22. Whltehnll Place.

Under tbis Conip;iny'a Act Tenants for Life, Trustees, Mortgagees,
Guardians. Committees of Incompetent Persons. Beneficial Lessees,

i (Ecclesiastical or Mu

- - - of Faimhouses, Cottages for Agricultural
Labourers, and all kinds of Farm Buildings.

3. The Construction of Roads.
4. The Grubbing and Clearing of old Woodlands, Enclo Ing.

Foncine, and Reclaiming Land.
The owners of Estates, not entailed, who may be desirous to avoid

the expense or Inconvenience of a Legal Mortgage, may also charge
tneir Estates with an Outlay in Improvements under the simple and
inexpensive process of the Company s Act.

f tbeTenan

lerni oi rears lor the Kentcharge is fixed by tho Landowner,
3^ adapt the amo-unt of Annual Payment to the circumstances

istigation of Title being required, and the Charge not being
anectea oy Encumbrances, no Legal Expenses are incurred
The Arnangemonts for Effecting Improvements are threefold —
No. 1. The Works may be Designed and Executed entirely by the

Landowner's Agent, and the Company employed only to supply the
Loan and conduct the matter through all the official Forms for
Charging the Outlay on the Estate.

^0. 2. The Company will supply Plans, Specifications, and Esti-
mates for any Improvements to be executed by the Lando^vner's
Agent as under No. 1. In each of these cases the Landowner will ba
solely under the control of the Enclosure Commissioners.
No. 3. The Company will undei-tako the entire responsibility of tho

Improvements, prepare the Plans, execute tho works, and finally
charge on the Est^ite the actual amount expended, with their Com-
mission thereon, approved by the Enclosure Commissioners.
Landowners may thus obtain what assistance they require from

the Company, and no more, in effecting the objects in view.
Works of Drainage and other Improvements are aiso executed on

Commission for Landowners, who merely require the skill and
experience of the Company's Ofllcers and a Staff in constant practice.

Applications to be addressed to Horace Broke, the Secretary, at
the Office of the Company, 22. Whitehall Pl.ace, London. S.W.

To LANnowNERS, TUE Clercv, Estate Agents. Sdrveyohs, &o., im
England anu Wales, ANn in Scotland.

The Company advances money, unlimited in amount, for the
following works of Agricultural Improvement, the whole outlay and
expenses in all cases being liquidated by a rent-charge for 2.1 years.

1. Drainage, l.rigation, and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Recl.amation, Planting, for any beneficial purpose.
Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

Farm Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultm-al or farming

3. Jetties or Lindin? places on the sea-coast or on the banks 01

. The^ Erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and other
, and the improvement

; and other buildings for
rai'm pm'^oses.

Xjindowners assessed under theprovislons of any Act of Parliament,
Royal Charter, or Commission in respect of any public or general
works of Drainage or other improvements, may borrow their pro-
portionate sharo of the cost, and charge the same with the expenses
on the lands improved.
The Company will also negotiate the Rent-charges obtained by

Landowners under the Improvement of Land Act, 1804, in respect of

itrictly financial character, do i"""^ of the Works, which a

Uamtnt Street, London, S.W.

manui-ing. Ho thought that tho alleged safety
of manm-e, when once it is used on tho soil,

dopouds a good deal upon tho character of tho
soil. On his light land he kno'S' that the autumn
sheop-fold is not so rich as the spring sheeji- fold

;

one-half the Turnip fed off in the spring does as
much to fertilise the laud as the whole quantity
fed off before winter.

JIi'. Hudson, of Castle Acre, also referred [to

the experience of the Norfolk light land
farmer, and particularly to his own, as that of
a man who had been 40 years engaged as a
farmer of arable land, both light and heavy.
He concurred very much in what Dr. Voelcker
had said with regard to tho time and rflanner of
putting manure upon tho land. Ho had always
found that when manure was put on tho land
and spread immediately, it acted very differently
ft'om what it did under Lord Beunees' system
of covering it up in heaps, and not suffering the
worms to pull it in. Practical men know
that if they spread it on the land the -n-orms
will soon have a great deal of it in. He firmly
beUeved that if tho manuring of their Clover leas

in preparation for their Wheat crops were done
early, the result would be so much the better.
He had never found the sun produce any detri-
mental effects. He had some very tenacious land
in Norfolk, bought by his father in 18'26, which
he had occupied ever since. It had grown Wheat
and Beans alternately during the whole period. He
had had manure for Beans lying on the land for six
weeks before it was ploughed in, and he had
never found manure producing so good a crop
when it was ploughed in immediately. With
regard to what Dr. Voelckep. called artificial

years that when he used suporpho'iphatis lie did
not got HO great a quantity iif liarlc-y or Clover
as_ resulted from the use of bone-i, nor did ho
think the Wheat crop was so good. Ho believed
that bones were as good a manure as they were
21 years ago, and he intended to continue using
them.

Professor Voelcker closed the discussion -with
a reply to many of the questions which had been
put to him in the course of it.

He would not say with Baron Liebig that they must
manure the subsoil, but was inclined to think that
they should do all they could to keep the manure as
near the surface as possible, for the manurina matter
constantly found its way into the subsoil. But they
must modify their practice according to the character
of the soil. What Mr. Sewell Read said about some
light soils not holding manure for any length of time
was perfectly correct. On the light soils of Norfolk, of
the Lothians, and some other parts of Great Britain, it

would, he believed, bo well to manure just before the
sowing of the crop which it was intended to grow.
But, even with respect to the light soils, they might
modify their practice according to the system pursued
in managing tho manure. On light lands he should
not hesitate to cart perfectly fresh manure on
the land early in the season, because in fresh dung
very little of the fertilising matter was in a condition
to be immediately available for the plant. On such
land he would avoid carting rotten or turned-over
manure in autumn ; but he should feel less scruple
in carting manure just as it came from the stable

on to the land during winter, believing that it might
be left on the land in that condition for some time
without undergoing any serious loss. He thought the
subsoil was often poor because it was not properly
cultivated, and was in an unfit state for the reception
of manuring matters

;
perhaps the best remedy against

this evil was to work it well with the steam-plough.
With respect to the proper time of putting manure on
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The follo'wing is an abstract of the discussion

which followed Dr. Voelcker's paper before the

London Farmers' Club last week on the AppU-
cation of Manures. The main lesson of the
lecture, it will be remembered, was the uu-
profitabloness of dung-heaps, owing to losses not
so much by evaporation as by the washing effect

of rains. No ammonia flies off from a dungheap
during its putrefaction. There is as much
actually of ammonia in the reduced mass of a
rotten dung-heap as there was " potentially," to

use Dr. Uke's phrase, in the original bulk of the
fresh manure there hauled together. The loss

by washing, however, is very considerable ; and
on this ground it was recommended that dung
should be carried out to the field and spread,

wlifither it were frost or rain, or even scorching
Bummer drought. This recommendation, put in

the extreme form in which we thus heard it, is a
rather startling doctrine to those who have
hitherto been accustomed to manage their

manure as they supposed according to the
received lessons by the agricultural chemist. The
lessons taught by Dr. Voelcker's more recent

analyses were however sufficiently supported
by the experience of many of the gentlemen
who subsequently addressed the meeting.
Mr. Meciii advocated the covered shed, which

hindered the washing of manure by rain, and
recommended the immediate application of what
comes from the bullock, j ust as in the fold there

is the immediate application of what comes
from the sheep. If dmigheaps are to be advo-
cated because they bring the dung into the state

in which it can be spread and covered in—this

can be effected satisfactorily by using as litter

straw which has been cut into short lengths.

His own experience of Wheat after Clover, which
had been mown and then manured in this way,
proves that the immediate application of fresh

dung is an economical process. He had often had,

(in the two crops), 15 quarters of Wheat in two
years from an acre of Clover lea treated in

this way.
Mr. Read, M.P., rather controverted the ideal

that autumn is equally efficient with spring

eat advocate (though he was some time ago)
for applying nitrate of soda in large quantities.

He preferred mixing a little nitrate of soda with
2 cwt. of Peruvian guano and 2 cwt. of salt an
acre for the Wheat crop ; and he would rather
apply this mixture in two dressings than in one.
H, indeed, they could tell what the weather was
going to be in the last fortnight in June and the
first fortnight in ; July, they might grow almost
what they Liked ; but they could not know that

;

and in trying to get what their fi'iend Mr.
Mechi did—namely, 6 or 7 quarters per acre

—

they might get only three. If the season were
a dry one, they might be able to grow as

much as M!i'. Mechi ; but if there should be
a great deal too much wet, even he might find

that he had too much straw and too little corn.

He had several times with advantage mixed a
small quantity of superphosphate or dissolved

bones with Peruvian guano before it was applied
for Wheat. And as regards farm-yard manure
for Wheat, it could not be put on too soon after

the first crop of hay was off. To put the manure
on as soon as possible, and let the second
crop be well grown before it was fed off, was,
he believed, the best preparation they could have
for Wheat.

Here was the testimony of 40 years' experience
to tho value of top-dressings and the truth of

Dr. Voelcker's teaching. It was borne out
by speeches from Mi-. Everitt, of Norwich,
Mr. Ph. Fkere, of Cambridge, and Mr. Howard,
of Bedford. Perhaps the most important criticism

which Dr. Voelcker's statement received was
from Mr. E. Little, of Lanhill, Chippenham,
who is the President elect of the Club for the
ensuing year. He had suffered for many years
from the rotting of root crops grown with arti-

ficial manure. For the last two or three years
the evil had largely increased, particularly in

connexion with the use of superphosphate of

lime. Swedes and Turnips had rotted to a great
extent in the present year. He had a piece of

land used for Swedes, on which he mixed vege-
table ashes -with 3^ cwt. of superphosphate of

lime, and the result was that one-third of the

crop was rotten and not fit for use. He found
that roots did not rot with farm-yard manure
combined with a certain proportion of artificial

manure. Whether the result in the other cases

were owing to the use of too large a mixture of

artificial manure with the ashes he could not

toll ; but when a small quantitj' of artificial was
combined with a large quantity of farni-j-ard

manure there was no sign of disease. Dr.

Voelcker had recommended them to give up in

a great measure the use of bones, on the ground
that it took two or three years to bring out the

value of that manure. He dilfered from the

Professor on that point. He had found of late

manures (he would rather that name were i *•'^?'T' '"^'i^'' 'l'"Mr'''^ *}''''r" T^'^,"'?'
'?''

1 1 i. p i.-T J? J.1 • e .' applied too early. As to the application of nitrates to
changed to fer;tilisers

;
for there was m fact jiVht land, he would observe that he bad seen very

nothing ai-tifacial about them)—he was not now
|
great benefit arise from dividing artificial manures,
like nitrates or guano, into two portions. On.very
light laud he had seen manifest advantage resulting
from making the application of the top-dressing in two
doses. He also agreed with his friend Mr. Hudson
that nitrates— and this remark applied to nitrate of
soda especially—should not be used very frequently
on poor light land, and that on such land
guano, especially if mixed with superphosphate
and salt, was a better dressing for Wheat.
With respect to the application of dung to heavy laud,

he was perfectly satisfied that nothing was lost by
evaporation—that neither the sun nor the wind nor
frost would expel anything valuable from the manure
when it was once put on the land. But, at the same
time, it must be borne in mind that dung, when
ploughed-iu immediately ou very heavy land, produced
a mechanical benefit which ought not to be neglected

by the intelligent farmer. On very heavy land he
would certainly advise the ploughing-in of the dung as

soon as possible, if the land were not too wet, for when
that was not done on wet land the injury of ploughing
it in during winter might be worse than that of not

manuring at all. The mechanical harm that was done
by the consolidation of stiff clay land was sometimes
infinitely greater in amount than the good done by
manuring it.

He believed with Mr. Little that bones were as

good now as they ever were, and if they were as cheap
as they were five or six years ago he would not use a

particle of superphosphate, or of any prepared bones.

But, as bones were at the present time getting dearer

and dearer, they must try and make the most of them,
and this would be done by partially dissolving them in

sulphuric acid. Of course they could not expect to

derive the same advantage from 3 cwt. of superphos-

phate of lime as they derived from a heavy dressing of

good bone-dust. With respect to the rotting of roots,

which he was aware was often seen where
artificial manures had been applied to the land,

he would observe that he thought the time at

which the seed was sown had a great deal to do

with the preservation of roots. Sometimes a fortnight

earlier or later would make all the difference as

to whether roots kept well in the land or not. Mr.
Little observed that on land which was manured
with farmyard manure, roots did not go oil' so rapidly.

This might be due to the fact that farmyard manure
rather kept the early growth of roots in check than

promoted it ; whereas the application of special

manures like superphosphate promoted an unhealthy

growth, and brought on the young plant too rapidly.

If it were not supported in its growth sufficiently,

there would be a sudden check, and they well knew
that plants could not, any more than animals, stand

such a check.

• A COERESPONDENT of the Fall Mall Gazette

calls attention to the fact that Westmoreland is almost

the only English county which has absolutely escaped the

cattle plague, and he gives the following account of the

exertions of the local authorities which at any rate

contributed to this end. It will be seen, however, that

he does not give much credit to the justices for their

present course of proceedings in connection with the

subject ;

—

" Early in the course of the epidemic regulations were
enacted relating to the exclusion of cattle from other counties,

the police force was augmented to carry out these orders, and
a sort of martial law was enforced on tramps and pedlars

coming into the county. When one of these gentry happened

to cross the boundary on any of the roads leading from the

seats of infection, he found himself accosted by a guardian of
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the peace, who requested him to step into an adjacent hut, I more than ever convinced that the implement used
where he was subjected to a process of furaigation, which ,yas not ivide enough, and that the machine has not^

yet got over the amount of work it is capahle of doin:much as it soured his temper. Horse-
the borders were also stopped, while the

fe^t of their horses were carefully cleaned and washed. A
rigid system of restrictions on the movement of cattle within
the county was adopted, bearing hard on the farpiers, whose
holdings frequently consist of lands widely sepal-ated from each
other : but rendered tolerable by the clearness of the languiige

in wliich the orders were expressed, and by the practice

adopted by many of the magistrates of m.lking out the licences

themselves, and so saving the applicant all clerks' fees. Now
that the cattle plague is so nearly extinct, the time would
seem to have come for the abolition or mitigation of these

annoying restrictions on the movement of cattle from one
part of a farm to another. So long as the entry of cattle from
other counties waa prohibited there could be little danger in

Ssrmitting the movement of cattle already within the borders,

ut the sessions, with that propensity to put the cart before

the horse which appears to be innate in such bodies, h.ave, I

observe (by a majority of one), decided to abolish all the
special regulations for excluding cattle from other counties,

and to retain all the vex.atious and now unnecessary restric-

tions on n.ovemcnt within the county. In other words, these
sapient justices, who hiive never had disease in their house,
restrict the inmates from moving from room to room, bul
open wide the front door, and ask their neighbours across the
street, who arc not yet clear of infection, to come in."

The following is the memorandum issued by the
agents of the Peruvian Government respecting the
existing supply of guano, about which Mr. Caibd urged
at the recent meeting of the Eoyal Agricultural Society
of England, that inquiry should be made by Govern-
ment :—" In the year 1853, in consequence of a publica-
tion made in Lima, and which, like that now occupying
attention, gave very short duration to the guano of the
Chincha Islands, the Government directed that a
Commission composed of national and European
engineers should make a measurement of them. That
Commission, after a scientific and lengthened labour,
valued the stock of guano at 12,600.000 tons. Taking
this unquestionable antecedent, and seeing that there
have been extracted in the li years since elapsed a
maximum of iOO,000 tons per annum, or, say in all,

1,800,000 tons, the stock at the present time must
be 7,200,000 tons, or sufficient for IS or 20 years from
this period. Moreover, supposing for a moment that
this were not so, yet Peru not only possesses the guano
stations of the said islands, but also those of the
south, those of Bahia de la Independencia, those of
Santa, Guadalupe, Malabrigo, and the enormous ones
of the islands of Lobos, without taking into account
others not yet well known, of which not a single ton
has yet been extracted, and which contain guano of
the best quality."

On Monday last a deputation from the Central
Chamber of Agriculture had an interview by appoint-
ment with the Lord President of the Council (the
Duke of Buckingham and Chandos, K.G.), to draw
attention to the following points :—Firstly, the impor-
tation of foreign cattle ; secondly, the re-opening of
fairs and markets; and thirdly, the necessity of
extending the time during which the powers granted
to the Privy Council under the Acts of the last Session
may be exercised. The deputation consisted of Mr
E. D. Holland, M.P. ; Mr. C. S. Bead, M.P. ; Mr
Albekt Pell, of Haselbeach, Northamptonshire, and
others. The opinion of the deputation was in favour
of the abolition or alteration of the present restric-
tions upon the importation of cattle, and the embodi-

The fairest way of ascertaining the value of cultivation

done by steam power would be to find the exact strain

on the rope, and pay for the work done according to

the horse power per acre used. Farmers would then
be much better able to judge of the real value of steam
in the cultivation of the soil. Jo^n Fowler cf* Co.

horses at the price I have named, but cultivating
days a foot deep is something horses can rarely do, and
therefore comparisons are less satisfactory and more
diihcult. I tried what it would cost to work the
corners of those stiff fields a foot deep by manual
labour, and found, to my disgust, that it came to &d.
per rod, or over il. per acre.

This is my account with Messrs. Fowler & Co. :—

Depth.

12i

Me. C. S. Bead's Letiee.
For some time past, whenever I have met Mr. Greig,

he has endeavoured by able and ingenious arguments
to convince me that the cultivation of our light soils in
Norfolk could be performed at a cheaper rate by steam
power than by horses. I was always ready to admit
that steam«cultivation was much better, and in the end
much cheaper, on stiff clays ; but I much questioned if

shallow ploughing and grubbing by steam would
answer on light land. I suggested to Mr. Greig that
the best way of converting me from what he considered
my erroneous opinion, was to give us in Norfolk a
practical illustration of the amount of work steam
power could accomplish. To this he readily agreed,
and proposed to send down one of Fowler's double
engine sets of tackle, consisting of two 10-horse power
winding engines, which should work in various parts of
Norfolk, leaving me to fix the value of the cultivation
on my farm.
Our harvest in Norfolk was late and lingering ; so

that it was not until the evening of the 25th of Sep-
tember that the steam tackle arrived at Honningham.
The following morning the engines steamed into a long
20-acre field of Wheat stubble, which, as it proved
somewhat too lengthy for the w-ire-rope, was divided
into two portions. The field I wished to have grubbed
seven inches deep, and the work was performed to my
entire satisfaction. Considering that the tackle had
not previously been at work, it was wonderful how soon
all was set in order, and how very little time was lost
in adjusting the implement. A few stoppages, of
course, occurred at first; but after the tackle was
fairly started, there was no further hindrance, and the
work was finished in about 12 hours.
The next field was an Oat stubble of heavy land, and as well as a good-sized clay pitvery full of long Crab Grass. The weather was un- - - - -

= ^ '

£6114 6

The actual time consumed in cultivating the 147
acres of land was 133^ hours- and including removals,
brea-kages, and stoppages, which are given below, the
total time was 165 hours, or somewhere about 14 good
working days.

List of time occupied in removals, stoppages, &e. :—
•Twelve removals 6 hours.
.Meal times . . . . . . . , 14
Mould-board broken against a tree 1 ','

Altering ploughs for digging '.

. 2 ",

One skife and two digging breasts broken by tree i -,

root |- 1 >»

Waiting for coal and water .. .. , .. IJ ,,

Waiting for deep plough and cleaning boilers .. C \',

31 2 hours,

inusually

up witij

It may be remarked that the headlands are
large, but much of the land I had to squar. ,.,, -

horses had been partially ploughed by steam powv.
,

and though the fields were a good size and fairly square,
almost all of them have a tree or two standing'iu them

ment in a Government Bill of the recent Orders ,^
Council, so that the English producer should be
placed on the same footing with his continental
"fals in trade. Mr. Pell called the attention
ot his Grace to the constant evasion of the
Orders m the inland districts, which drew from the
Lord Pbesident the observation that the evasions
ot the Orders were almost entirely confined to Great
Britain, the foreigners being much more scrupulous
-Uis Grace said finally.that the present state of the cattle
plague would necessitate some Parliamentary legisla-
tion in the ensuing Ses-ion ; but that, meanwhile the
Lords of the Privy Council would be glad to receive
intimation of any infractions of Orders, and also such
iurther suggestions as agricultural societies could
lurnish, those oodles bearing in mind how much they
could aid the Government by enforcing in their own
locaities those regulations which had been framed for
the benefit of all parties.

FOWLEE AND CO. IN NOEFOLK.
Wb beg to forward you the result of a trial of steam

cultivation on the light laud of Norfolk. This trial
was undertaken to show the farmers of light land that
steam could compete with horse power under any cir-
cumstances whatever; our calculation being that by
displacing the same number of horses on a farm of light
land, the pecuniary result would be equally as favour-
able as on a strong land farm. This can only be done
by widening the implement to such a degree as to
make the draught equal to that required to pull it in
heavier soils, so that the full power of the engine may
be employed. If this be done, and it is quite practicable
to do It, the acreage of land ploughed will be increased
in proportion to the force required. It will, moreover,
be lound that light soils can be ploughed at a less cost
per cwt draught, than heavy land; and for this
reason, that the machine is often able to work
wlien It would be impossible on heavier soils, somat there, IS a saving both in time .and wageswith less risk of breakage to the machine itTelf'mr. Kead s letter only gives a summary of the work
^,^1°?, *"'. "^ f"™' '="' ^^^ subjoined report, ofwhich the details are taken from the diary of themanager of the ackle, will no doubt be corroborated
by the other gentlemen on whose farms the machine
wmhIl'"''''''.TP>y^^.- I" •'^^"I'l'S tWs report itwill be observed that we do not take a given number o"

^'',>^f
*e1j.tal time for which the men wer^ paid

^atislactorv as these, ovnov mo„to i,„„„ .a ^K:..cto.. as these .^.i^,^^^^-^:^, ^T^t.^.^^T^Ct^

favourable, as it rained more or less all day. Now and
then the scarifier showed signs of choking up from the
accumulation of Crab Grass around the tines ; but not
above two or three stoppages occurred. This field also
had to he done in two divisions ; 20 acres were well
grubbed at a depth of 8 inches. The enclosure con-
tained a large clay pit and some stadks, which together
with the headlands, occupied nearly 3 acres. The
tackle was 14 hours in this field. Another field of
Wheat stubble (14 acres) was capitally cultivated at a
depth of 9 inches, the time occupied being nearly six
hours. This was one of the best and quickest bits of
steam grubbing I ever saw. The tackle was now
removed into a large Barley stubble of 54 acres, which
I wanted ploughed 8 inches deep ; 50 acre-; were nicely
ploughed in 41 hours, and the field now looks very well,
without a furrow or seam in it.

The five-furrow digger was then set to work, and it
tore up and to-ssed about 9 inches of stiflish clay soil
over a surface of 9i acres in 12S hours.
I purposely left three acres of this field to test

subsoiling wiih horses against the steam culture. All
who witnessed the digging considered it the perfection
of steam cultivation, and agreed that the laud was left
in the best possible condition for either dry or wet
weather.
The three-furrow plough was now put to work on

one of the stiffest fields I have on my farm. The
plough turned over a 12-inch furrow regularly, leaving
it rather too much on its edge, and consequently it did
not bring so much dead soil to the surface as I
expected. Wishing to try the effect of deep cultivation
for Wheat, I pressed the land with a two-horse
Cambridge roller, applied a dressing of farmyard
manure and Eape-cake, and drilled it with seven pecks
of Essex Wheat per acre. I shall be interested to
watch the growth and yield of the crop on this field.

The digging-breasts were then put on the three-
furrow plough, and set to work in a 22-acre field
intended for Mangels in the spring. It rove up 12
inches of the stiff soil, and left the surface a sea of
great clods, which is surely a capital preparation for
.any fallow on such land.
The last performance of the steam tackle on my farm

was digging a small bit of Bean stubble, which will be
planted next year with Barley. It was drained last
winter, and has not yet recovered from the treading
and puddling it then received. This field had a
singularly stiff subsoil, and w.as hard work for the
engines to turn up at a depth of 10 inches. I am more
than satisfied with all the work that was done. I
prefer the digger for heavy land, and the grubber for
lighter soils. Ploughing is the least perfect operation,
as there is some difficulty without skimming in burying
all the stubble, manure, and Grass which may be on
the surface, or make neat work when the plough is
driven at a rapid speed. The large cultivator leaves
the land well broken, and in a good state for the eradi-
cation of Couch Grass and other weeds ; and it is only
when the engines are driven at different speeds that
any ridging takes place.

Well, now to the question of cost. I have made the
following calculation of what I ought to pay for such
tillage, namely :

—

^ ,^ 1. ^,'"- ^'"- '™- Sin. Sin. 10 in. 12 in.
Culhvatmg, 4j. 5«. e,. 7,. gs. Ss. 10«.
Ploughing, from 7s. M. to 12s.
Digging, from 9s. to 12s.

And I have not changed it, although I am sure that it
IS most unfair when applied to the deep cultivation

•
" Jam equally certain that the shallow

sily by farm

Mr. Greig assures me that he is perfectly satisfied
with my prices for the light land, and is more than
ever certain, from the result of this trial, that steam
will answer well in Norfolk.

I cheerfully admit that I am a convert to the belief
that, where anything like constant work is to be had, a
company or an individual who would let out steam
machinery of this description might secure a very
decent living, and make a good return for the capital
invested in the purchase of the tackle.

During the time Mr. Fowler's steam tackle was at
Honningham it did some very good work for my
neighbour, Mr. Stephen Hipkin. It ploughed a field
of Pea stubble 8 inches deep, and dug another enclosure
at a depth of 11 inches, and made most beautiful work.
The time occupied in ploughing these two fields of
IG and 10 acres each was 23 hours.

Mr. Hipkin expresses himself perfectly satisfied with
the steam cultivation, and is delighted at the state in
which his fallow field is left to receive the full
benefit of the " wets and drys " and the frost and
snow of winter. From Honningham the steam tackle
retraced its steps to Norwich, and in the immediate
neighbourhood of that city, at Crown Point, it

ploughed over 200 acres of the park that had been
laid down to Grass some three or four years since, and
which will long be remembered as the scene of the
wholesale ravages of the plague last year amongst the
cattle and sheep. As the land was intended for a
Wheat crop, it was the desire of the tenant, Mr.
Woolsey, to have the ley furrow turned over as flatly

as possible. I confess I was rather sceptical as to the
favourable result of this experiment. I questioned if

any advantage could arise from the application of so
ponderous a power to such shallow ploughing, and I
also feared that the operation would not be performed
with that evenness and neatness which are necessary
in preparing ley land for AVheat. That my fears were
groundless, and that the experiment was a complete
success, the following letter from Mr. Woolsey will at
once testify ;

—

" Kirby Bedon, Noi-wich, Nov. 28, 1866.
" Dear Sir,—Having been asked how Mr. Fowler's steam

plough did the work on the Crown PointyFarm, I beg to state I

ploughed 200 acres with it, which it did in a most satisfactory
manner. The Grass, in some places nearly 12 inches long, it

turned in very well about 4 inches deep, and .although the l.ind

was hilly, it ploughed it all an uniform depth —Youra
sincerely, " J. W, Woolsey."

Mr. Dodd, who also farms upon the Crown Point
estate, had 20 acres of land cultivated 8 inches deep in
eight hours. The quality of the work, and the time
occupied in performing it, are spoken of in terms of
high approval by Mr. Dodd. A removal of the tackle

to a distance of 22 miles was next determined on, as it

was considered desirable to exhibit the superiority of
steam cultivation in all parts of the county. On the
Dillington Hall Farm 50 acres of land were cultivated
10 inches deep. This is what Mr. Everington himself
says of it:—
" With regard to the steam cultivation, I am perfectly

satisfied at tlae way in which the work was executed, the only*

fault being that I ought to have had it directly after

harvest. Putting all the expenses together, the work of culti-

vating 10 inches deep does not cost quite 10s. per acre, which,
if not cheaper, is certainly much more effectually done than it

could be performed by horses.
" Dillington Hall.' " W. D. Everington.'

The next journey was to Castle Acre, that classie

ground of Norfolk agriculture, which will ever be
associated with the name of our champion farmer^

Jno. Hudson. It would be presumption on my part to

add any remarks on what Fowler's plough did at
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Castle Acre, and I therefore bring these rambUng notes
to a conclusion by appending the following letter from
Mr. Hudson. Claee Sewell Read.

plough and cuMvotor Theru can be but one opinion as to the Ibe great. I think upon a farm that requires 30 horaos,value of such .an implement to the farmer. Tho chief thing 20 mieht do whore the steam cultivator 1« always at hand

:

against it - the groat outlay
;

1201);, tor two engines and a
|
and the threshing nright"l'M"doiro"by "on" of the" engines •

plough seems a largo sum. Yet for a young man
|

besides, a good deal of money might bo earned by letting It
four-furro'

beginning business on a large "farm I think it would pay, aa 1 out to work on other farms In'tho neighbourhoodthe saving m the purchase of horses and horse-keeping would
|

" It was at %vork four and a-half days on roy farm hero in

Particulars of Work, from September 2oth to the Uth November, 1866

Name and Address of Employkk.
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otber nations in maoufactnres and commerce, and also

navigation, if it had not been for the adaptation ot

steam to manufacturing and other purposen, and 1

want to Icnow why agriculture should be exempt from

that sreat advance more than the other interests of the

kingdom. I am not at this time about to inflict on

you a Ion? paper upon the mighty influences of steam

as a civilising power, but I shall simply allude to it as

hearing on the study and science of agriculture. I

shall, therefore, pass over the enormous results of

steam-power in providing food for the people—first,

by threshing the corn, then in grinding it for tlae con-

sumption of the inhabitants of these islands, I snail leave

also for further consideration the uses of steam m
the various meat-producing systems of our country;

such as pulping and cutting roots, and cutting ohatt,

and steaming various condiments for the uses of our

cattle both in winter and in summer ; and althougli

these subjects are of immense importance in an

economic point of view, I shall confine myself to the

eS'eots of the use of steam in cultivation.

It may not be generally known that the attempt

to cultivate land by steam has been suggested for more

than two centuries. Prom a most interesting paper

read by Mr. James Howard at the Farmers' Club in

Jliiroh, 1832, I learn that in 1618 one David Ramsey
and a Thomas Wildgoose obtained a patent for "Newe,
apte, and compendious forms or kindes of engines or

instrumeutes and other profitable invemjous, wayes,

and meanes, for the good of our Commonwealth, as

well as to ploughs grounde without horses or oxen,

and to enrich or make better and more fertill, as well

barren peate, salte, and sea sande, as inland and upland

sjrounde, within our kingdomes of England and
Ireland, and our Domynyon of Wales ; as alsoe ....
to make boates for the carryage of burthens and
passengers runu vpon the water as swifte in calmes,

and more saff in stormes, than boates full sayled

in greate wynes." This same genius, David Eamsey,
took out other patents in 1630 and 1634,

embracing the same objects; and from the titles

of his patents, it is probable that he purposed not

only to ploush, but also to deposit manure and seed,

by'-' ! |i.i', r Vrhii'Ver may now be thouaht of

sti-: !i •'! '.. "-IS of those days doubtless

ill, In' ;
,1 .

'!-, Ill irlvs at the ominous fact that

sucli ;ui uxLimu^m -jLiome as that of ploughing
without horses, and by some mysterious agency, should

be associated with a name so near to that of " Wild-
goose." By the bye, a very old family in Aylesbury
still bears the name of " Wilgoss," and it is doubtless

the same name of Wildgoose gradually corrupted. In
the same year that Eamsey took out his last patent, a

William ]?arham and others had a patent granted for

a " certaine newe and readie way for the good of our
Commonwealth, for the earinge and ploughmge of land
of what kinde soever, without the vse or helpe of

horses or oxen, by meanes of an engine, by them newly
invented and framed, and not formerly practized or

vsed within our Kingdome of England or Dominion
of Wales, by the labour and strength of two men onlie

to drive or enforce the saide engine, and of one other
p'son tohould or guide the plowe or sullowe to be drawne
with the same engine, whereby greate benefitt and
comodytie mav arise to out- lovlnge subiectes," About
40 years after E
arose,' named Prai

three patents, hri

with animal powe:
Moore states " his

>r>se, another gen
'

! 1 lok out no less than
I'ljcct "the dispensing

. igiition," &c. &o. Mr.
go without horses.ihiue to

not only to the traction of coaches, waggons,
&c., but to ploughing, harrowing, and to every other
br.anoh of husbandry, as well as to " various branches
of manufacture where draught horses are no
employed." It is recorded in a periodical of the day,
that Mr. Moore had such faith in his inventions, that
he not only sold his own horses, but by his advice many
of his friends imitated his example, fearing their value
would be aff'eeted by the general introduction of his
machine. About the same time (1770) another
inventor appeared, a Jlr. Eichard L. Edgeworth
(father ot the celebrated Maria Edgeworth), who
patented an engine with an "endless railway,"
almost identical with that patented by the late
lamented Mr. Boydell. I will not burden you with
a description of any more of the numerous schemes
of the last, or the earlier ones of the present
century, which, although perh,aps amusing, would take
up your time, without affording an adequate amount of
information; but I will bring you down to 1810, in
which year a Major Pr.att obtained letters patent for a
steam-ploughing apparatus. Numerous patents were
taken out and attempts made to use steam for cultivat-
ing the land in the years 1833, 1834, 1836, 1837, 1813,
and in 1819. In 1819, Mr. H. Hannam, of Burcote,
near Abingdon, a well-known agriculturist, in con-
nection with Messrs. Barrett & Exall, constructed an
apparatus for steam ploughing which may be regarded
as the first attempt to work ploughs or cultivators by
the ordinary portable engine, and also to be the first
attempt to plough the laud by an engine stationed at
one corner or outside the field. Again, although ropes
were mentioned in some of the earlier specifications,
we have no evidence that wire ropes were ever
employed for steam ploughing until those supplied to
Mr. Hannam by Messrs. Barrett & Exall. Still, steam
culture had many difficulties and much obloquy to
encounter, and in reference to this subject, I now
again quote from Mr. Howard's paper ;—" Political
economists tell us that the ' machinery of a country will
naturally correspond with its wants, and witli thehistory
and state of its people." This is undoubtedly true, the
schemes we have described having been invented before
they were really wanted or before their need was felt
ior instance, not longer ago than the Shrewsbury
meeting of the Eoyal Agricultural Society of Englandm 184d, a model of Atzlar's American steam plough
was exhibited in a room at Shrewsbury, and the town

placarded informing the visitors of the fact, and yet no

one went near except two Eussians, who dropped in

towards night to look at it."

However, jumping over a great gap of time, I

shall now plunge in medias res, and say that in

1856, a shrewd, clever, practical Buckinghamshire
farmer, " William Smith," of Woolston, put these

crude theories into pr.actice, and commenced really the

cultivation of heavy clay land by steam power. Now,
gentlemen, I must at once say that one of the greatest

mistakes that has been made has been in calling this

system " steam ploughing." It is not, and it never

was intended to be in any way ploughing. Mr. Smith,

of Woolston, like many others, had observed that for

many years past all our great agricultural machine
makers had been inventing scarifiers, scufflers, grubbers,

skim ploughs, to raise to the surface those curses of all

strong land farmers—Couch Grass, Docks, and Thistles

—so that the autumnal suns and the frosts of winter

would kill them ; but what was the process ? What is

the process now carried on ? First the land is broken
up by four or five great heavy horses, then it is, to use

a country word, " thwarted " or crossed, and when that

is done, all the above implements are put in requisition,

to say nothing of my ancient friend that most elegant

and easily moved implement, the drag harrow, to do
what? "Why, to effect that which Smith's steam
cultivator does at its first operation, lay all the weeds
on the surface. Now, this is no exaggeration. Mr.
Smith saw he had a new power to use in the cultivation

of the land ; and he said we must have a new imple-

ment ; henceforth the plough must go, and he then
uttered this most truthful agricultural dogma, " The
plough is the farmer's best filth planter." Any prac-

tical man must see at once that the first operation of a

plough is to plant all the filth in the land, and that all

succeeding operations are but the means of getting it

again to the surface, that it maybe more easily destroyed.

I shall not enter into the vexata qucesth about
priority of invention, or which is the best system to

be adopted ; it has been so constantly before the public,

that I shall leave the agriculturists themselves to judge
from the effects they see on land which has been under
steam cultivation \yhich plan they deem the best for

their purpose ; but in a paper of this description, some
account should be given of the several systems now
in use.

I think I may say there are three plans in general use
which at present .take the lead—Smith's, Fowler's, and
Howard's. There are others of considerable merit,
such as Savory's, Coleman's, &c. ; but the above three
are in full operation, and have each produced extra-
ordinary results. The main features in these systems
are—1st, Smith's is essentially a grubber or cultivator,

and is worked by an ordinary stationary engine at any
part of a field, generally placed as conveniently as

possible for water, and then snatch-blocks or anchors
are placed at different angles of the field, and a steel

wire rope is passed round or across the field round
these anchors, and is wound and unwound on two
separate drums of a windlass placed near the engine
and turned in the ordinary way by a strap round the
driving wheels of both engine and windlass. The main
difficulty Mr. Smith had to encounter was to know
what to do with the slack rope, so as to pull the grubber
back again after it had first crossed the field,

and he at last succeeded in inventing a very simple
plan, which he called a "turnbow," and on which he
charged, I believe, a royalty of 20/. This plan of
Smith's was called the roundabout system. Mr.
Fowler's may be described as the direct system, as he
places his engine, a very expensive one, and not an
ordinary farm engine, on the headland of a field, and a
travelling anchor on the opposite headland, a wire rope
being attached to the plough, which is generally one of
four or five furrows, and hangs on the balance
principle. The rope passes round a most ingeniously
constructed apparatus, called a clip-drum, affixed under
the boiler of the engine, and winds up the rope, draw-
ing the balance-plough after it ; the furrow-plough,
which has been up in the air as it comes to the engine,
being on its return to the windlass on the opposite side
of the field placed into work by a simple movement of
the driver, and the furrow-plough, which has been in
the ground, takes it place in the air back again ; the
windlass also, in a most singular manner, being attached
to an anchor at one corner of the field, moves itself

along simultaneously with the engine. Mr. Howard's
plan is like Mr. Smith's, viz., the roundabout system,
but he has a frame for his implement carrying four or
five coulters, with points and shares both in front and
behind, so that this grubber or cultivator simply is

moved backwards and forwards across the field, without
the necessity of using Mr. Smith's turnbow. Mr.
Howard has made several mostimportant improvements
in his windlass, snatchblocks, and anchors ; and the per-
fection to which he has brought the manufacture of
the steel wire rope has been to a great extent the cause
of the successful adaptation of steam to the cultivation
of the land. Amongst others is that of a steam-engine
with the boiler placed transverse or across the carriage,
which enables the engine to travel up and down hills
with great facility. I shall only say that it seems to me
one of the great advantages of Smith's and Howard's
plans over Fowler's is, that it matters not if the field be
triangular, five-cornered, or ever so oddly shaped, or
whether it be up hill, down hill, or with high ridges
across the field, this roundabout system accomplishes
its work thoroughly, and by crossing every bit of the
land can be moved ; but with Fowler's system, moving
on the headlands, the fields must be square, and the
water-cart must follow the engine ; and on strong clay
lands, where steam cultivation is of such vast import-
ance, the kneading and treading of the headlands is a
matter of great detriment. The advantages which the
supporters of Fowlers system claim are — that the
traction being direct, the power of the engine to be

,
exerted is less, and that only about one-half the rope is

required to be used that the other two use. I have
thus roughly and veiy imperfectly given j'ou a slight
sketch of each of the rival systems, and will now
shortly give you two or three examples of each plan
where put into practice in different parts of the country.
I shall then conclude with my own practical results of
this mighty power now put in operation for tilling laud.
From a p,aper read before the Farmers' Club by

Mr. Chalmers Morton, as far back as 1863, 1 learn that
with Mr. Smith's apparatus—
" Messrs. Druoe, of Eynsham, farm about 900 acres of

arable land and 300 of pasture. They used to work 27 horses
and 22 oxen

; they now work the ssime laad with 19 horses—
8 horses and 22 oxen have been put down since the purchase
of Smith's tackle three years ago. They get over about
•^^^ acres of grubbing on the two farms each year. This spring,

the lighter farm of the two, Mr. Samuel Di-uce has got
about 70 acres worked one way, and has crossed the same
70 acres G and 7 inches deep in 20 days, including removals,
five in number. Coals, 8 to 10 cwt. a day ; oil. Is. 6<l. ; wages,
15s. 2d. ; water, nothing, being provided in every case by wells
close by. The whole cost of wages aud fuel is 2cis. 6d. a day.
The UO acres done in 20 days were .at the average rate ot
7 acres a day, or about 3s. Gd. per acre."
"Ml r ^owcrby of Ajlcsby Grimsby, who has had

Smith 3 ttckk smce September 1 ib50 had grubbed 1.300 acres
with one lope an-l is inw us ng his second rope, which had
done 1000 1 1 I

I
t 1; —inter and has done 300 acres this

spring Lit l i07j icrea, 6 to 8 inches deep,
in 116 d lys ii i r wages, coals, and oil, and 10^
a yeai foi i Ul beginning ot his experience.
This lSb( aiu

1 II 1 ., 6rf an acre over the whole.
This spang J(i i icii thit is 1^0 acn.3 grubbed one way and
crossed have been done in 33 days at a cost of 12/. 17s. Gd, for
coals, and 11 10s foi oil iol 5\ for w.iges, and 21. for repairs
—sol. in all or about 3» 4 ' an acre

This, I think, IS conclusive enough of Smith's tackle
—now I will take Mr Howard's apparatus :—

" Ml Pike of Stevington Bedford also on a heavy soil, has
grubbed 1j7 acies once, and 107 a second time-SM acres
altogether-5 to 3 inches deep, in 42 days, or about G acres a
day, spending about 251. in coals, 11. 15s. in oil, 301. in wao-es,
and very little on repairs—57i. in all, or very little more than

"Mr. Bray, of Pyi'go Farm, Romford, h ,- j:ulii~ 1 , j :.,.res,

and crossed them, about 9 inches dec-p, i i II, his
done it at a cost of 8i. 4s. 8rf. in co.al, 1/, i, ,:

, : i t luirs,
aud 20^ 10s. in wages, including all hors,.- 1 1

, ,
, i

, -i :
,

. lii .ill ;

being at the rate of about 4s. 3d. an acre."

So much for Mr. Howard. Let us now take corre-
sponding examples of Fowler's work.

" Mr. Fowler's apparatus is more costly than either Smith's
or Howard's. A larger capital is invested ; and it ought
therefore, according to a very general rule, to accomplish more
and cheaper work than its rivals. So costly is it, they say,
that it is not preferred by tenant-farmers.
"Mr. S. Plummer, of Peasemore, who holds 750 acres of

very stiff soil on the chalk near Newbury, bought Fowler's
engine and tackle in 1860, costing 780(. He has bought 800,
500, 500. 200, and 500 yards of rope in .all, at and since that
date. The whole cost of repairs, iucluding all the alterations,
and the rope aince purchased, has amounted to 320i. He had
ploughed G75 acres, and grubbed 2.078 acres, v.p to the end of
1862- The depth of the work varied from six to nine inches.
The tilth of the soil could not be better ; aud the produce is
much improved. The whole of the tackle is now in good
order, and the rope will last another year. Taking last year
by itself, 310 acres were ploughed, and 615 grubbed six to nine
inches deep, in 118 days, averaging nearlv eight acres a day,
at a cost of 87!. in wages, eu. in coal, li' 'm .,r, ,,, I ;, :,'

, in-
cluding purchase of rope and repairs — .'

,i i,,,r56\
per acre, one-third of which is plou;,-hiii i

i ,,i uber,
this includes the cost of rope, which tbu ,, ii, ; i. i uru- .li I unt.

" Mr. Frampton, of Benson, near WaUmglurd, has ploughed
196 acres and grubbed 119 acres in 61 days, at a cost of 42i. for
coals, 21. lis. for oil, 251. 6,*. 5U. for wages, aud hardly any
repairs—70!. in all, 43. tjd. all round, or if 6s. is charged for
ploughing, about 2s. Gd. for the grubbing."

So much for Mr. Fowler's apparatus, Ton will
observe that in neither of the above statements is any-
thing charged for interest of capital or wear and tear,
except in Mr. Plummer's.* This, most persons think,
should be charged ; and in the statement I am about
to make to you, you will find that I have added that
important item to it. But I hope when gentlemen try
to put these statements in comparison with tlie expense
of horse labour, they won't forget wear and tear there,
and that, on an average, a man is very lucky if his
horses last four years each, which, at £30 per horse,
aud selling him then at £6, is £6 per annum deprecia-
tion on each horse ; to say nothing of repairs of plough
tackle, harness, grease, oil, &o. Now, about five years
ago, having seen and fully made up my mind that deep
tillage was in future to be the sheet-anchor of good
farming, and autumn cultivation to be the means of
thorough cleansing the land, and having torn to pieces
two teams of horses, and broken lots of harness and
implements in this attempt, I went to see Mr. Smith's
stiff land at Woolston smashed up, and I came away
determined to use it as soon as I had an opportunity

;

but as my occupation at that time was only 200 acres,

about 105 being arable, I did not feel justified in pur-
chasing my own set of tackle, and I hired of Mr.
Moores, whose implenients and rope were very weak,
and he broke up about -10 acres each year, at'3,5i. per
acre twice over. The following year, Mr. Lewis Taylor
having purchased a new set of Messrs. Howard, I
engaged him to break up all my land that required
it at the .same price, and he did most excellent work

;

this convinced me, from the splendid crops of the next
year, how thoroughly efficacious the plan was. The
next year I took another farm of the same size, and at
once bought a set of Smith's tackle, and set to work
in earnest, and the first year—that is in 1801—1 smashed
up 150 acres twice over, at a depth of from 8 to
9 inches. The land was generally very tenacious clay,

and being a very dry hot year, it was as hard as iron,

pieces of clay came up weighing some cwts., and the
dry autumn killed nearly all the Couch-grass and
weeds of the farm. The year 1865 I did the same,
doing about the same amount of work, but this year
(1866) much more easily, and breaking it up 1 inch
deeper ; and I will now give you the result of my
operations as regards expenses. I must tell you that I
hire my steam engine, not having as yet a threshing

* The subject is however refen-e^ to in the p.aper in questi o:
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machine, and that is a heavy item. I will give it per
diem :

—

.c, ». rf.

Hire of engine— IS-horse power . . .

.

14
Engine-driver .. .. .. .. ..030
Windlnss.man 2

Two .ancbor-nieu 040
Two lads with rope porters 2

OQ and waste 10
Seven cwt. of coal . . ,. .. ., .. J M

Beer 10 pints per day (plus malt fcis). . .. l H

Interest ou eost of apparatus, 220^, and wear
and tear, at 12i per cent., on 40 days when
used .. 14

Water-cart, horse, and boy 4

Ki 12 2

Average 7 acres per day, or about 7s. 6rf. per acre-

Now, Rentlemen, let me at once say that I consider
price has nothing to do with the question, but I
mention this, that there shall be nothing to carp at
afterwards, that I was afraid to show my figures ; the
great point was that I had smashed up and made
useful thousands of tons of soil that had never been
disintegrated before, and never seen daylight. I had
brokea the ])an of the earth that had been trodden and
puddled for perhaps centuries by heavy horses year
after year, and by means of this smashing up had
rendered drainage on these stiff clays perfect. The
water which formerly stood up the furrows and all over
the land is now never seen ; and above all, I had broken
up all my land and completed everything in the way
ol autumn cultivation by the middle of October. I am
convinced that subsoils are often poor because they
are not properly cultivated, and they are in an unfit
state to receive manure ; but this system will alter

all that, and these poor clay subsoils will be found
rich in the best constituents of useful land. Now,
gentlemen, I am prepared for the remarks that pro-
bably some persons this evening may mention,
" AVhat have you done this year Y " I will ;tell

you. This autumn I have done nothing ; but I will
answer this question by asking another—" What
have you all been doing this autumn with your
Bentall's, your scarifiers, yiur Coleman's, you
Turner's, &c." I am aware that in the majority of
cases, where our harvest was so late, it was not
economical to bring it out; but I know that Mr.
Smith of Woolston, Mr. Howard, and scores of
others have done lots of work this autumn. But^^_^^^,
I will tell you what I did this spring; I had

j
pCTiTaps'^wrngtotheG

.32 acres of as stiff clay as any in this county, I the Grass, the fun-ow plough might be advantageously used

;

which had been underdrained, and only completed bv i
but as a rule be was ag-ainst the furrow plough for smashing

the middle of April. It lav in such a rough state, and "P;,"""!™ ""= ^™"' P'";'=ji;l<' ""^.' ''"'^'"/"'Jl''?™"/?!;^y CI. *u i 'i 14. -11 * —that thev wanted to get the noxious weeds on the top 01 the
flas so wet and soft, that it was almost impossible to ^^.j ^^^ ^^^ ^^ bury them. As had been weU hinted, the
put a horse upon it, and I fetched out my good friend

, yost of the steam engine should not be charged to steam
Smith, of Woolston, and I smashed the whole of it up ! ploughiui^ alone, fur other work could be done by steam. As
and made a good tilth in less than a week ; 1 drilled it

l
to Mi. Griffin's remark about horses, he (Mr. Fowler) once used

with Oats and Barley, and had as good a crop as could
|

the same objection to Mr. Smith, but he repUed that be

be seen in the neighbourhood, and 1 am fully confident *"

every day in tho year. He was much amused by the remark
of a pedlar who travelled past Aston for 20 years past, that ho
used to see tho scythe flash through tho corn, but ninco thoy
had hadstcamhodidnot»eo It at all; but the crops wore better,

as was instanced by tho fact that ho k^'CW 4 or 5 quartora of

Barley per aero on the wamo laud.
Mr. J. W. GRiFt'iN alluded to tho comparison betwoen Htonni

and horse power. If ho had -.r fn-io 1iU-,. Mr. F,.wl,.r-s, b,-

would Want to buy aomo usifui ...ii n .m >
i . . ./ <,.],

j

and wear one out and then blI I 1 1
h i i ,

!
i

i
,

.
i i

to lose 6/. a year for four years i
.

i

,

.
i i

,

bo useless at last. Mr. F(>\^ ! i 'i-ilin-ii thit .1 h .1 .-

would only last four \-t. 11 v. L 1 1, .Miiuct.

Mr. W. H. Rose ii^r 1 ! i nd an account of Mr.
Fowler's experiment^ :

i n i .
i

huu)^', where it had been
manured in the aanu- \v.i\ ml .nln Lt..i{by horsepower, and
iuformationonthe crop aitci-ward.s produced on the two pieces.

Hi', would ask both Mr. Taylor and Mr. Fowler whether they did
not think the better crops of which they spoke, were partly
owing to the manuring and high dressing. That was the way
to arrive at a correct idea 01 tho relative worth of the two
.systems.

Mr. Taylor said of course tliey had used manure and
dressing ; but there was a gi'eat deal of the land on the Aston
Hills that could not be ploughed by horses, which could
-•scarcely drag themselves up some of the steep sides of the
hills ; and even if they cuuki, a man could not hold the plough
there and walk up. He had no hesitation in attributing by
far the greater pai-t of the result of tho crops to the agency of

steam. There was one view of steam-power that had not
been alluded to—the moral effect. Of all the agencies of

civilisation there was nothing like steam ; and he was safe in

saying that it made all connected with it smarter.
Mr. Rose asked if Mr. Taylor could not plough the land with

horses, on the hills, how did he manage to cart off the crop ?

Mr. TA.YLOR replied that wheels were very different from
dragging a plough.
Mr. J. K. Fowler said it was not to be understood that

after farmers adopted steam thoy should keep no horses on
their farms ; for there were certain operations in which horses
would always be wanted. But it was not profitable to keep
the horses still in the stable merely because they had a steam
engine. Clover-ley, for instance, was one of the things for

which they might fairly be used for the tviming over of the

land. The entire superseding of horses by steam was never
intended by Mr. Smith or anyofthcpromotGrs of steam culture.

Looking at the compnrr "it im i iv.-i-'itw !v_-}it. it is immeasur-
ably in favour of strniM 1

1...' -
1

,i... . u was absolutely

impossible that all lb m i i
i nl.l do what the

steam engine coiiM ' I : 1 .
n^

. ut^d implement
thMt crmlii 1--.. deep 'ii- '1 II'

1 n\i.'nted harness
tlinl (..iM iM-\ . iin I

; <.;ii. ;''ii' im could; and

I

tip' I
.,

1 1, . i
! . .1 I M,.

,

I
. ..li drove like a

; slr'i._ ,,..!. r 1,1! :
!. ir I I. I I jiuU of horscs,

Mil'' i' - ii -ii I'l-' 1 1— disintegrated

t '. u ii contains reaches from 8 to 11
>:.').

.
Ill ii.iUy produced in the manufae-

i.iiu:.. lu bo between b and per cent.
Ml it. Alcohol is of cuurso made from tho

I' Ml of tho molasses, and from tho rofunc
>U is produced averaging about one-sixth

expuiti„„l,u,l..,l. ><

vation uf Ueetrout
valuable article of i Wo a

at present obliged to pay from Sg. to 10a. ijer gallon for this
artielL- imported , coidd wo not export it prohtabiy at 3^. or4ii.?

•'
li ill. 1 ill i\ iiik' themselves of the.se results, tried on a

l;ir-i I
h . or individuals could bo found willing and

aiii' I I :
I,

;
,i tuiieson such lands, for the manufacture

of It tt . I I
:

II
, .vhat a great facility would be afforded to

thesettlenient uf immigrants in communities around them.
Two or three hundred acres would be sufficient to produce a
comfortable income, and admit of rotation crops.

"I am of course ignorant of the cost of anch an establish-

ment, but one soui-co of econnniv -.viiiM h.- funnd in the fact

that where this root thrives }>'••. *
i '. 'diblc, not only

for the purposes of irrigation, i"

Another consideration
to the port, but I have no duuli 1I1

with tho actual demand, and if n
with a better excuse than we have

Uway.

1
ijt of the sugar

J '['i>ly would grow
ve .siiail bo furuibhod
: yet had for agitating

perhaps.

grazier th n a farmer if he meant to make a profit out

cf the vork of his horses His horses were intended to do the
work of the farm md not to be pampeied and sold for i lot of

n oney afterwards Perhaps he had overstated the

sajnufjaho 11 tl to f V t M

if I had not had steam, I should not have had a quarter
of corn ou those 32 acres. Now, gentlemen, I am sure
I have tired your patience, but I hope the interest you
all feel in this most important subject will be my
apology for keeping you so long. All honour, then to
the Buckinghamshire farmer Smith, of Woolston for

his indomitable pluck in bringing this system to per
fection. and to those public and spirited men, Me&srs
John Fowler and Howard, for the patience and skill

with which they have succeeded in still farther working
out this difficult problem.
The following discussion ensued :—
Mr. John Lucas said some of his ;aud was in such a con-

dition that a grubber could not do the work, and that this

must be done by the plough, the land was so stiff and wet

;

even tlie plough wuuld scarcely touch it with two men sitting

on the end of it. He had some Clover leu, and this he
ploughed, harrowed, and drilled by steam. Last year he
ploughed Beans in by steam, and they were not the worst
crop in the district, but the season was so wet that be could
not have got them in had he not used steam. He then read a Koiue Correspondence.
report of the result of a trial of steam cultivation on the light

, , . n 1 i
land of Norfolk, the result being that "the fairest way of Beet Stic/ar— As the subject ol Beetroot sugar i;

ascertaining the value of cultivation done by steam power present attracting considerable attention in Natal, I
wuidd be to find the exact strain on the rope, and pay for the

| Jq jyyself the pleasure of enclosing you herewith an
work done according to the horse-power per acre used."

I extract, and oopy of letter which we have received

somoftlffToamTn^Hdmeser^^^ the' last maiffrom the General Manager of the

beautifully done, and tho cost was 45. 6(i. per aero. He had Natal Land and Colonization Company at Durban,

only once seen it in Surrey, where the fields were too small for and we would feel obliged by your giving it

its use, and it would not pay for the moving. publicity in the Gardeners' Chronicle. As this
J.Taylor gave the results of steam culture ou Sir

|

gy^^jg^.^, aflects the interests of the Colony in

"Tho foregoing relates exclusively to the especially fertile

lands situated in the " thorn " valleys of our principal rivers,

because I think no other will equal them in the production of

the Beetroot. I am, however, satisfied from what I have seen
and heard that this plant will j ield a far heavier crop of food

for stock than any other 1 know of, upon all ordinary well-

cultivated 1 md in tho colony, and if this is the case, we have
the means within our reach to an almost unlimited extent.
" I commend these results of Mr. Landsberg's experiments

to tb.- .niwid-Titinn of iill cnnri-rned in the welfare and
prn-i, - - ,!" II,.' I- .i..ii\- !

I 111 i 'iMp.mies, and private land
bill

I

i
I

'
' ii 't the success of stock

fui t, 1: ' ,. > 1^ I .
'

I i'li than upon extenaivo
p-istui ( !.

I .r - tlic -.
1
;..>!-. ,Lti. :ii 1..11 of farmers to a product

wbieh SLCius to promisu an answer to questions which havo
hitherto puzzled the wisest among us.

" I have addressed this communication to you because you
have devoted especial attention to the agricultural progi-ess of

the colony.
(Signed) "T. Shki-stonk."

(Copy of Letter from Mr. Erich Landsberj,' to the

Honble. T. Shepstone, President of the Agricultural

Society in Natal :^
"Erichstein, October 1, 18GC.

" Dear Sir,—As I have seen in the Natal Ahrrit,->j something
about the cultivation of the Mangel Wurzel or Buyar Beetroot,

I think it to be of great importance and benefit for the Colony.

1 have cultivated now for about three years, and it has grown
remarkably well and quick. Last year I had only a small

quantity of seed sown month of October, and transplanted

month of November Vfter four mouths' growth I took them
up by twos ind threes and as they were grown to such a

larfeO size I was desnous to know the weight, and without
pick EC then thc-v \eit,hcd alwa\s between 20, 2.5, and 30 lb.

ai d hi, aftL.r ds tool a
m the ploughing field an
He had heard of people ploughing by horse-power 10 inches

deep ; but lie would tie glad to go any distance to see it. What
he would say was, " Let us stick to thisprinciple :—whatever
is to be obtained, go to steam and have deep cultivation,

especially on your heavy clay lands."

Mr. J. Crouch moved a vote of thanks to Mr. J. K. Fowler,

which was seconded by Mr. Bartrop, and carried.

A similar compliment was paid to the Chairman, Colonel

Caulfeild Pratt, on the mT)tion of Dr. Hooper, seconded by Mr.

Richard Fowler, ;md the meeting ended.

1 ! t of I8b4 1 left three plants for raising seed,

1 tb sfccoi d or third year. I expect they
I n I the weight at present is at least

h
! 1 1 1 lilt tanding from 1805, from the above

m Uoi \ the cithttl 6 eo I j ear about 501b. .Ul those

c Itivated till now with t n n l r great care, the soil first

digged with a spade. Ihc lo1_ f the rout is yellow outside

as gold, the inside not quite so dark; the stems coining out

of the root yellow, gradually turning green to the top ; the

leaves gi-een.
*' The seed was sent to me by Mr. Daniel Clode from tho

Cape Colony, as the real Mangel Wurzel or Sugar Beetroot

cultivated in Germauy ; but whether it is the same they

cultivate in France for sugar I do not know. If I can give you

any more information on that subject, I know I will do it with

the gi'eatest pleasure. '" I remain, &c.,

(Signed) " Erkh L.vndsberg.

Smithfield Club.—We continue our report of the

Implement Department in the galleries :—

Geortre Whitworth & Co. exhibit a large assortment of

samples of various kinds of manures. Larksworthy & Co.,

Anthony de Rothschild's farm at Aston CUnton. They had important degree, we hope that
been at work all the autumn, and found it impossible to use *'^^V ^ ^ ..„.,.. .^i„',„^ ^r^^-^n. r,t' vr
the cultivator in the way it was ordinarily used ; and they |

»iedium of your columns, some ol >c

of Lowesmoor Ironworks, Worcester, ploughs and ha
Headley & Son, Cambridge, wrought-iron water cart and

pumping apparatus, with a large 'show of cattle and pig

troughs. Cambridge & Co., Bristol, rollers, cham and tine

barrows, land pressor, Peirce, Hammersmith,

way
i using the plough. He would say, " Use your cultivator

to clean your Land." But they would find that the cultivator

would not supersede the plough ; but let them turn over the
land as deeply as possible, for the more they exposed the land
to the atmo3|ihere the better it would be. He agreed with Mr.
Fowler that steam cultivation was not altogether a question
of cost. If they once undertook to use steam for the cultiva-

tion of the land, they would not get the result all at once ; but
he would be bound to say that they could trace for years after-

wards laud that had been treated by steam. He was pleased

to find that Mr. Fowler did not omit to give honour to Mr.
Smith, who had done more to develope steam cultivation than
any other man. As to the difficulties of steam appliances he
did not see any. Sir Anthony's farm was at the top of

Vston Hill, and, notwithstanding the quality of the land, there

was not a square pole that they could not get at with
their implements, whether harrow, or plough, or cultivator.

In one place, the engine was 150 feet higher than the imple-

ment at work, which he ascertained by tho use of a spirit-

level ; and on one occasion, by an arrangement of rope they
could do an acre an hour. During the .short days ot winter
they worked 10 acres a day. But then it required only one
operation, and it was with the view of sowing Oats in the

spring. That was an example of what could be done by
steam. They could not perform impossibilities by steam any
more than by any other agency ; but the fact was, the diffi-

culty of breaking up the land was greatly reduced by the

employment of steam ; and ho had no fear tha.t farmers

employing that agency would ever regret it. He hoped never

to bo obliged to farm otherwise. Indeed, if they got a

fltearaer, there was other work on the farm that could be done
by it, such as threshing and grinding. He dared venture to

say he c'cftird find emf'l^yaie'nt on a (arm for a Efft'atn engine

through the
j

London,' cattle, sheep, and pig troughs ; water cart imd
our correspon-

] harrows, pumps; bam, stable, and garden machines, &c.

y..^>^w^ ^^j «^ c*— -" D - ..iformation as to Penny & Co., Line

the date supplied by these letters from Natal. G. E. .
malt and gravel :

Breijit, Secretary, 41, Threadneedle Street, E.G.
\ ™Tho?^Gibbs k. Co., corner of Half Moon Street, London

(Extract of a Letter from the Hon. T. Shepstone, ' (Seedsmen to the Royal Agricultural Society), have a splendid

President of the Maritzburg Agricultural Society, to coUection of dried specimens
0^ ins\mSv"ar?a^eed' ISd

the Editor of. the l/an7.6..^ Tnnes, containing letters
\ S-SeSo^ffof s?ecime^? ^fEngl^'^'d^^cJS^^wt:?'

from Mr. Ericll Landsberg, on the cultivation ot tbe
, jj^^eys and Oats, &e., in the ear. As u.sual, their samples of

Mangel Wurzel, or Sugar Beetroot, in the " thorn " L^j,;! j^'e in the highest degree attractive, but by far too

valley of the Mori Biver, Natal.) numerous to notiee individually or even in p-oups Their

'• Pietei-maritzburg, Oct. 3, 1866. show of roots is also good. Ihis bang l-e
«"'

X'
*^f ^^f*

" Mr Landbberir's nlants are CTown 18 inches apart in the I and root stands in the order of the Catalosue, we cinnot pass

rows! ihe rows themsetves Save^brsame dTstancI between,
!

it without notietoK the PleasanJ^and agr^uble rehef it ato^^^^

and the plants have had the advantage of irrigati

These particulars, added to the details given by Mr.

Landeberg's letter, will en.ible any one to c.ilculate for himself

the produce of an acre, and he will find that it realises the

prodigious quantity of 170 tons, taking the lowest weighing

roots he mentions, as an average.

"Mr Landsberg is one of our oldest colonists, and, from

my knowledge of his character, I rely implicitly on the truth

and moderation of bis statements.
" It must be borne in mind, that this experiment was but

on a small scale, say four or five rows, 50 or 60 feet long, in a

garden, but, as Mr. Landsberg says, ' without manure or great

care, the soil just di.ged with a spade.'
" Anyone acquainted with what colonists call the thorn

valleys of the Mori, and other of your rivers in Natal, will

know that much of their soil is extremely fertile, ansmg
probably from the various compoimds of hme bemg
mixed in such abundance with it. There are thousands of

aWeB ot land in those vSilleys belonging to public companies

to a successful stock and cattle breeaer who has plodded

through the previous stands of implements and machmery.

Mr Unite,' of Edgware Road, London, shows rick cloths,

.sheep netting, .and articles of this kind ; and passing over for

the meantime the next stand, we come to No. 43, the well-

known firm of Frederick Edgington k. Co., who, .is usu,al, have

a splendid assortment of riek cloths, tarpaulins, sheep netting,

J C Wheeler & Sou, Gloucester, exhibit a very superior

collection of roots and seeds. Some of the former possess very

high merit. The Messrs. Gibbs &, Co., of 20 and -26, Down
Street Piccadilly, Lon Ion, exhibit dried specimens, roots,

and seeds in great variety. The Cabbages are splendid. Kohl

Rabi also superior,

ordinary merit.

, whole, the collection possesses i

Mr B W. Paget, of MyddeWon Street, ClerkenweU, London,

has a large show of et ceteras, amongst which we "-" ""'"

mention rick cloths, t,irpaulins, horse cov— ""•^ "-

kindred character. The next is a imaU

only
d articles of a

isortmeut of seeds
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and roots by Isaac Wright & Son, Great Bently, Colchester.

Messrs. Baynbird, Cfddecott, i: Co., have a capital stand
illustrative of their ^fii-m as sellois of all kinds of agri-

ouUural seeds. Francis Morton & Co.. of Liverpool,

exhibit fair specimens of their iron ri'-'fin - mi i f n.-in™ th-^

former in the shape of models of ir.^ ' '
:

'
'

Dowling 4j Co.. a small collection vi i
i i

samples of manures, &c, Barr & Siv - ". '
Covcnt Garden, London, exhibit seed.^. ij-i;. .lu L .i .n i;

of horticultural things. Mr. Alway, of Pent^iuville, Loudon,
a lai-gc and excellent assortment of dairy utensils, by far too

numerous to notice separately, and too unifoiTn to make a
selection. Ilcurv Alhiutt, of fcthe Agricultural Library,

200, FIe?t -::
i :, iliiu-al books. Arnold & Sons,

vetcrinarv .' i
. a large assortment. Stand

J3. .Mi- \ i ricet Street publisher of agricul-

tural and !

. Tl-ii npnln-'--tnndT

tastiu- - -.1 baiuUc. <ji cvcu a ^.i-l^t at a knuwii.fc distance.

Mr. Herbert, of Gray's Inn Road, shows on Stand .55 an excel-
lent assortment of weighing machines and articles of this

kind ; and Mr.
feeders; Mr. Coudnn
for cleaning horses, a

felt, netting, <tc. Mi
ford, rick cloths, shcoj
Day, Son, &; Hewitt,

beth. steel-spring lever
t i in Road, flexible brushes

u it Co., asphalte roofing
! Wellington Road, Strat-

'II iiolting, <bc. The Messrs.
J street, Baker Street, stock

breeders' medicine chests, &c. Henry Denton, of St. Peter's
Works, Wolverhampton, sets of chain harness; and The
Driffield and East Riding (of Yorkshire) Pure Linseed Cake
Company, pure Liiisecd cak-e.

Alfred Hall, of Westbuiy Farm, Westbury, Wilts, exhibits a
most superior collection of roots of almost incredible weights

;

the heaviest specimens possessing theii- natural purity of
form. It is vci-y i-are that such is the case. The selection,

too, as a whole, is at the same time very uniform ; the Swedes
vying with the Mangels, and so on, as to the normal purity of
the diiteient kinds. Altogether we had very great pleasure in
the inspection of this Stand, which received general marks of
public approbation.
On Stand 64, the Gutta Percha Company show an inte-

resting variety of their manufactures : Mr. Hardon. of 3Ian-
chester, artificial feeding cake, but at too high a price for its
intrinsic dietetic value, we fear. Mr. Mason, Ipswich, shows
boilers and steamers; and Mr. Reynolds, Soho, London,
poultry fencing, game netting, &c. Holgate & Co., Dover
Road, mill-boards; Spratt & Co., Holbom, London, dog bis-
cuits and poultry meal; Tilbury & Co., brass manufacturers,
Upper Marylebone Street, sets of gauge mountings, steam

,

littings, &;c. ; Salkeld & Co., Am^can gristmills and washing
machines, mincing and sausage machines, wine and cider '

presses; and Mr. White, of the Borough, great variety of oil
feeders. Mr. Rosher, of Blackfriars, paving bricks and glazed

i

tiles for cattle houses, iic. ; Robinson & Neave, Barton-on-
i

Humber, valves for water and liquid manure carts. Mr. John-
I

ston, of Oxford Street, his familiar assortment of churns and
butter prints. Mr. John Milton Jones, Gloucester, foot
dressing and harness composition. F. C. Mathews,
Co., DrifficM, Yorkshire, artificial feeding cake.
The Messrs, Toole & Co., Dublin, show their combined reaper

and mower known as "The Monitor;" an American invention
and manufacture. It is reported to be a rival to another
American made machine, viz. Wood's. As a reaper it is a hand
rake machine, and its pectiliarities of mechanism demand an
experimental investigation, which they will no doubt in due
time receive.

Mr. Hodgson, of Louth, Lincolnshire, exhibits an assortment
of hay forks, rakes, and other hand tools ; and Mr. Hitch-
cock, of Southgate Tannery, Bmy St. Edmunds, patent
leather driving bands ; Hirst & Son, Halifax. Yorkshire,
washmg, wringing, and mangling machines, lawn mowers,
*c.

;
Hooper & Co., Covent Garden, seeds and roots ; James

Carter & Co., Holbom, exhibit dried specimens of seeds and
routs of fair quality. On the next Stand, l^cninmin Edgington's
well-known rick cloths. &c. ; Tuhn Ivt-incrton. of West
Smithfield, also shows rick clotb= md aiti.lLs of this kind;
and so does Mr. King, of Toulev ^cill; : Mr. Humphries, of
Walton-on-Thames, couUnuous-iictirii lift.^ ami force pumps.
Mr. Skirving, of Liverpool, exhibits a good selection of his

Swedes, also very excellent Kohl Rabi. As usual the Messrs.
Sutton & Sons, Reading, Berks, have an attractive exhibition
of dried specimens of the Natural Grasses, and also samples of
seeds, and line selections of roots. Cabbages of great weight
are shown, also fine specimens of thcii- improved Mantrels
Swedes. Potatos, &c.

j b
.

Two Lirge Loudon firms, S. Owen & Co. and the St. Pancras
Iron Work Company, cover the next two stands, the former
with hydraulic machinery and apparatu-s and the latter with
stable furniture, &c.

Messrs. J. & F. Hancock, Dudley. Worcester, exhibit their
pateut machines for the removal of the mUk from butter.
The washing of butter when newly churned to free it from the
butter milk often does an immense amount of hai-m to the
quality of the article, leaving In it much milic—which unfits
either for immediate marketing or for salting. The object of
Hancock s patent machine is thus manifest ; to those wholrive
not seen it, we may observe that its mode of action is to rress
the butter through a finely perforated medium, in threads as
It were

;
these afterwards being compressed, and worked in

the usual way with butter curds. E. Tinkler, Penrith, Cumber-
land, long an exhibitor at these and otheragricultural shows
exhibits several of his simnle patent churns. Messrs. Nalder &
Nalder, of Wantage, Be ks'aire, dressing machines and com
screens Mr. Ed. Weir, ui Holbom, draining instruments,
dairy utensUs. and laundry machinery for washing, wringing
and mangling. J. & A. Deane, London Bridge, an extensive
^sortment of saddlery, stable furniture, &c.: and Mr Read, of
Regent Circus, g.irdeu engines, and apparatus fnr watering
and washing, and also veterinary syrin"^- .ii,.,, . -tumach
pumps. &c. Bm-ney & Co., Mill Wall, V

I
.

i -.'nis
corn bins, cattle troughs, &c. Cottaui >', >

.

: lurnil
turc and fittings—a large assortment, .r > ul! - liimtbam'
Lincnlnshire, drills for com and general pun,os^s, Mr. RobyBury &t. Edmund's, corn screens and dressing machines : and
Mr. Downing, of Swan Lane, London, chaff and Turnip
cuttens, corn-bruising mills, &c. Thos. Lloyd & Son, Shore-
ditcb. London, «Pt^ nf flour miUs, com cnishers, and corn-grminu' i,,. ,1 imiIIs J. B. Brown & Co., Upper Thames
J,".'

'
' " mowers, of various sizes, washing and

' ^''"e nettmg, &c. Taylor & Co., White-
cui.s- Ml,.!,

i,,,.,|,, and fire engines, garden engines, &c.-a
large assurttnent. John G. Rollins, Old Swan Lane London
avariety of American chums, weighing machines, pumps. &cThe Messrs Picksley, Sims, & Co., Leigh, Lancashire, chaff
i-utters, Oat, Bean, and oU-cake mills. Turnip cutters com-bined reaper and mower. Stacey & Sons. Uxbridge chaff
cutters, horse-power, and harrows. Thos. W. Wedlake Hora-
Slin*;?' ^ u^?""*

portable engine, threshing machine, andvarious weU-loiown horse gears, hay-making machines, &c.Mr. Warren, Maldon. chaff and Turnip cutters, corn, cake andBean mills. J. w. Beauford & Son.^Iarch, Cambridgeshke
horse hoes. waRhmg. wi-inging, and mangling machinesMessrs. Amies, Barford, & Co., PeterboroughrgrindiDi? mill?

Grt'^"'^^^^"?^^^''
^''^^ ^"^ ^^^"^ rollers. &?Sm?h &Grace, Thrapston, grist mills, root-pulping machines, and

chaff cutters. Benjamin Kittmer, Fulston, Lincolnshire,

combined blowing and dressing machine.
Multer & .Wood, Upper Thames Street, London, reaping and

mowinr machines. These American-made machines are now
^n f t;rili tr to our readers than they do not require more than
( I

i- ]'!,: notice in a running report of this kind. In the
111 I ttes they have made themselvesequally well-known,

;

I

I;, and we -shall only further add, that they reflect

t. III
!

li
. rcdit on their enterprising manufacturer.

ijrigham & Bickerton, Barwick-on-Tweed, show reaping and
mowing machines : and S. & E. Ransome & Co., Essex Street,
Strand, show a variety of differential pulleys, lifting jacks,
with a long list of other articles too numerous to mention,
amongst which are -SMii^i 1 ^ . . - ,;.f wool.
Burgess & Key, of N :, London, have specimens

of their reaping and in i. ,. including their well

d'^Hvcrin^ reaper, aL
M'Cormick's sheaf-

aud combined mower and
mick's combined reel and rake has been before

time, so that its peculiar automatic
!) .

i li, Nil 111 is now generally familiar to farmers. From the
s.i,;.;r^.^ful position which this firm has long held in the hay
and coin harvest, then- mowers and reapers never fail to
receive a eoiTesponding fair share of criticism, and the more
than usual amoimt of rivalry this year at our Christmas
meeting is overflowing with pro and con. opinions, which form,
as already stated, a very interesting, and by no means unin-
structive controversy, in which all parties have, if we can
beUeve them, " the right sow by the taU." Some of the more
recently introduced machines have either shields to the
crank which actuates the knife, or else a highly set crank and
angular connecting rod, so as to prevent It from choking.
Jhis is one of those attractive new things that catch the eye,
and as the machines of the Messrs. Burgess & Key work with
a_ low-set unshielded crank, &c., an objection has thus been
discovered. Into this controver.sy we shall go more at length
by-and-by if we have time and space ; suffice it to say at
present, that as the cranks in question have been tried
without choking being experienced, or an objection
raised, what becomes of the mere opinions now raised on
the contrary ? We have not yet used any of these reapers, so
that wo cannot speak personally fi-om experience, but we
have not found any who ever raised the objection at issue,
hence the conclusion

: but of this more hereafter, when we
turn to the shortcomings on the other side.
W. Sawney, Beverley, Yorkshire, exhlbita com dres.sing

and screening machines, now for many years before the public,
with some other thmgs, and A. C. Bamlett exhibits his Grass
mower and combined reaper and mower. Bury <t Pollard,
Southwark, .show a portable windmill, dibbling machines, &c. ;

and W. Smith, of Kettering, Korthamptonshiro, his horse
hoes, winnowing machines, &c. W. M. Nicholson, Trent Iron
Works, Newark, Notts, haymaking machines, horse i-akes, and
a number of bam Implements; ,and E. Page .fc Co., Bedford,
dr.alnlng pipe and tile machine, chaff cutters, ijloughs
harrows, &c,

'

Samnelson & Co., of Banbury, exhibit an American
Dorsey self-raking reaping machine, with improvements.
Like Dorsey's machine of 1850, the rakes revolve on the top of
a high standard, and are guided by cams and a guideway so
constructed as to give to the rakes the required movements
in rising and falling, and sweeping the cut com horizontally
from off the platform. The crank of the knife is well shielded
the length of the knife bar and .stroke of the knife both double
or long, the former working at a considerable vibratoiy angle,
with a corresponding loss of time in crossing centres and
inequality of velocity and effective force of the knife. They
also show a manual delivery reaper, a swathe delivery one
Grass mowers. The workmanship is first-rate, and we have
great pleasure in seeing this firm show in the hay and com
harvest field with so much promise.
Mr. G. Ball, of Kilworth, Rugby, has .^ single entry in the

Catalogue, of "Cart for Agricultural purposes." R. Mason,
Alford, Lincolnshii-e, shows weighing machines of different
kinds, ikc. Turner's Patent Strap and Hose Company, Mark
Lane, Loudon (H. Perrabee, agent), exhibit a large assortment
of leather driving straps of different sizes and strength" ; .and
W. J. Irwin a verj- mlscell.aneous assortment, including atmo-
spheric chums, garden Implements, .sausage and mincing
m.achines, dairy utensils, A-c. Priest & Woolnough. lilngston-
on-Thames, Surrey, show their drills, horse hoes, Tumip and
manure drills, &c. Thomas Treloar, Ludgate Hill, sheep-
netting and stable bmshes, &c. ; and Mr. Bentall, of Maldon,
Esse.-c, chaff and root cutters, root pulpers, com. Beau, .and
cake mills, and his celebrated cultivators and scarifiers. T.
& R. Sheen, of Aylesbury, Bucks, chaff and Turnip cutters,
Bean mills, 4e. R. Maynard, of Whittlesford, Cambs., a port-
cable steam-power sifting machme ; and Mr. James, of Chelten-
ham, liquid manure carts, *c. Thos. Green & Son, Blackfriars,
a vertical steam cngtoe, lawn mowers, &c. W. Piekford
Wilkms, Ipswich, com grinding mills. C. Trowbridge,
London, weighing machines ; and Henry Strafford, Euston
Square, set of Coate'a Herd Book, &c. Taylor b Co., Loudon
Bridge, Chaff cutters. Oat and Bean mills, com bins, .\merlcan
box chums, ic. Carson t Tookc, Warminster, Wilts, chaff
cutters, cake bruisers, horse hoes, &c.
John Whitmee & Co., Clerkenwell, com cmshers, chaff

cutters, com grinding mills, and domestic flour mills. Ray
Mead, & Co., Upper Thames Street, London, engineers com
bins. be. Hill ii Smith, Bricrley Hill, Staffordshire, gates and
fences, ic. Burchfield & Son, West Smithfield, London chaff
cutters, weighing machines, 4c. Jas. Peene Rayne, Essex
root graters, ic. ; and Jas. Smyth &. Sons, Peasenhall,
huffolk, and Witham, Essex, their well-known lever seed and
manure drills. John Boyd ii Co., Queen Street, London,
lawn mowers, chaff and Turnip cutters ; Oat, Bean, Barley™u raalt mills, com bins. Iron hurdles, wire fencing, &c.

>\ . Brenton, Polbathie, Comw.all, a m.anual delivery reaping
machme, with a revolving cylinder, upon which the cutcom falls, and is thus easily discharged by the rakes, owing to
the leverage and rotation of the cylinder. The delivery is
therefore a back delivery, and consequently in the return
P»th of the team, unlass a track clearer Is used.

J. Hughes & Sons, Great Dover Street, Borough, and Mark
Lane. City, exhibit French burr and Peak miUstones, with the
rest of the machinery and apparatus used in the milling art.
W. R Dell.. if Mil,; I ,.,,, iiiither wcU-known house in the
same Ime of I I i .t"ive, shows millstones, with the
various et-cet 11

'
'

i
' i m . 1 1 of manufacture.

Charles eliix
,

\\ ,! , i;, i i, , xhiblta his patent cultivators,
horse hoe.s, ic ; anil .Jnliu \\'hitefield, Pi-eston, Lancashire,
his bnck and tUe machines. K. & R. Hunt, Earls Colne, Essex

steam-power^ Clover drawing machine, corn and seed
1", Turnip cutters, itc. ; and Chas.

1 imshes in variety. Jas. Ti-ee &
i 1 i^'es, barometers, .fee. Webb <b

H:. leather bands, buckets, &c.
ike, cultivator, harrows, ifec.

S.ilford, Manchester, show their
rii'Us sizes to suit their customers,

also com crushers, root washers, to. Hunt & Pickering,
Leicester chaff and Tumip cutters, cake breakers, and root
pulpers, farm_ and garden implements. John Baker, Wisbeach,
Cambs, blowing and dressing machines. Robert & John
Reeves, Westbury, homd manure drills, broadcast maniu-c
distributors, corn, seed, and manure drills, ic. And the last
stand in the gallety, ITo. 166. Coleman &, Morton, Chelmsford

dressing mach;
Topham, London. >

Co., Blackfii.ii- II

Son, Combs r

Thos. Smith, I|. ..

Richmond * i
I

celebrated chaff cul
crushers, root

hich are shown various sizes of Coleman's
ators, Hanson s Potato digger, horse gear, &c.

culti-

In the Arcade we have to notice samples of Baron Liebig's
extract of meat, washing machines, kitchen ranges, horse
shoes, knife cleaners, ambuLance vans, sewing machines,
waterproof clothing, and coffee mills, pianos and chicken
hatching apparatus, Chlistmas presents, and compressed
fodder

; and immediately outside the checktakers' entrance
W. \ ouiig, Edwards, it Co., of London, exhibit iu operation
then- heated air engine.

Such is the rurming record we give of the Smithfield
Club Christmas Show of the current year, 18GG. On
taking a re-perusal of it, there is somefhing very
monotonous in its style—enough to weary the patience
of anybody. But then mention one name, and fair
play immediately demands another, and so the story
runs, and so we have waded through the whole from
No. 1 to 166, one or two stands being empty. But full
of repetition as it may read, it is very remarkable how
few things are shown that farmers now-a-days can do
without

! "Were the yeomanry of old England in the
time of good Queen Bess to rise up and enter the
Agricultural Hall, it would bother them sadly to
comprehend the use of the one-tenth part of what is
exhibited. But we need not go so far back to find
perplexities in the minds of farmers as to the utility of
modern rnaohinery. Enough of this

!

Returning now, according to promise, to the reaping
machine controversy, can we say a word in conclusion
on this subject calculated to stimulate progress, so as
to drive Yankee-made reapers out of the Agricultural
Hall and our harvest fields next summer ? if nothing
can be dope, much may be said, and some rather terse
and ticklish questions asked, why they -are so con-
spicuous in strength and number at present ? for the
expense of conveyance to the American shipping ports,
and from thence to England, is something considerable,
to say nothing of the higher wages of the Union, as
the balance in this latter respect is probably not far
now from a state of equilibrium. The practical solu-
tion of the question probably hinges upon f!he greater
length of experience which the American agriculturists
have of reaping and mowing machines—the greater
necessity which exists on the other side of the Atlantic
for perseverance in the hay and com harvest field, and
the greater concord that exists for combining inventions
so as to improve individual reapers, with the greater
choice of selection of special mechanisms from e-xpired
patents. All this is evidently against us, but such,
after all, is only the more significant and pressing
a reason for our own farmers, inventors, and imple-
ment makers, doubling their progressive endeavours
for the future, and to be guided more by fact and field
practice than John Bull opinions, at which our trans-
Atlantic cousins laugh so profusely.
This naturally brings us to the crank question. Why

does not the crank of the Messrs, Burge.=s & Key's
machines choke ? Simply because it is out ofthe way
of the standing crop or anything to choke it. If the
long stroke machines choke, the admission is a fair
practical confession that they do not cut so clean and
low, or else that they throw, by some objectionable
means or other, the newly cut corn or Grass over
towards and en upon the crank and connecting rod. In
all other respects the rectilineal movement is better
than the angular, or rather the less angular and
vibratory and more uniform motion and velocity are
better than the greater angular and vibratory and less
uniform motion and velocity. There can hardly be
two opinions as to the soundness of this. No doubt
other mechanical questions at issue may be raised, but
only to be as easily solved in the field. As the Editor
of the Scientific American said in 1853, a good reaper
or mower may be summed up in two words, viz., "a
sharp knife," and the maxim, we own, comes home with
more telling significance on this side the Atlantic
than the other.

Cextbal Chambee of Ageicultuke.—At the
first general meeting of the members of this recently-
formed association, shortly reported in our last week's
Paper, Mr. Albert Pell, the Chairman, in opening
the proceedings, said that that was the first general
meeting of the Central Chamber of Agriculture—an
institution which had had its origin within the year
1866 ; but although its origin had been so recent, the
want of it was not of so late a date as the present year.
For a long time an almost universal feeling had been
entertained that something of the nature of that which
they were inaugurating that day was required for the
advance and support of the interests of the landowners
and farmers of this country, usually tenned the landed
interest ; but it was chiefly to the labours and exertions
of their honorary Secretary, Mr. Charles Clay of
Wakefield, that the meeting they were then holding
was due. After an address referring to the cattle

plague, the following report from the Council to the
Chamber was read :

—

" "Vour Council have to congratulate the members on this
their first annual meeting, on the very successful and in-
fluential position which the Central Chamber of Agriculture
has attained in so short a period. It is sufiiciently evident
from this success that such an a.ssociation was much wanted :

in fact, the very existence of the requirement is proved by the
readiness with which the country has responded to the invita-
tion of the promoters. It is scarcely 12 months since the
Chamber was introduced to public notice ; and at the present
time it numbers 90 subscription members and about 20 local
societies working in conjunction with and subscribing to the
funds of this Chamber and sending deputies to its meetings.
These local chambers may f.airly be taken as averaging
150 members e.ach, "which will give 3000 members, making
with the Central Chamber 3090 as the number of agriculturists

operating with the Central Council, whose opinions
may thus readily be obtained on any subject affecting the
agriciUtural interest. This your Council believe is a position
never attained in so short a time by any other agricultural
society, and we may contidently expect that another year will
at least double the influence of this Chamber.

" The Council report that the chairman has received a letter
from the sccietary of the Scottish Chamber of Agriculture
announcing the resolution of that important 'national institu-
tion to co-operate with the Central Chamber, and to contribute
to their funds, doing usthe honour of giving a seat a:-nJ?icio at
their Council boara for our chairman and vice-chairman or
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secretary, and requesting the same opport\inity to bo afforded
to them in our Council, '

"There is one feature of the establishment of the Central
Chamber of Agi-icultm-e which it wouM be wlH iiiitt.>l..sc

sightof. The Council conccivf lb it II,.' V JT..,.!
, i, , ,|,,, ,, I :, nii ,

for i^iving effect tu tho opininii- I 1,1 ii,].. i
! i" ,;i..

and agricultural societies on i|i !
. i. i i ,

i

;

i , 1

1

orto be broiig-bt before the C--.--

appointed, .i]->i-»>nriit'7 in tli.-' r. !. -^
i

The xcli)

general riili' . pi" n . I^'i; ii ,!
. .i . .

i .
..i i ; i. ! .| ,

,

ing effect, ulii^'li. il i-. [i -ii^l , -.mii.' >-
. .i-'c.-l im,i '.mi t .,.,^

Chambermigbt modify vv remove.
"The Council have pleasure in stating that, although only

in their infancy, yet they are ablo to meet all their liabilities

up to the present time, and have a balance in hand to begin
t£e next year with. A full statement of the accounts will be
published according to the rules, at the end of this month.
" A Council meeting was held on the 6th of November last,

when it was resolved that the Chairman should convey to the
Privy Council the unanimous opinion of the Council of the
Central Chamber in favour of continuing the then-existing
restrictions upon cattle traffic to the end of this year. Yovir
Council regret to say that, almost simultaneously, the Privy
Council, entertaining different views, issued Orders modifying
the old ones, and tending to a greater freedom in the trade
and movement of cattle. Your Council are of opinion that
this action of the Government was premature, ill-advised, and
likely to prove a source of future trouble, by a revival of the
cattlo plague : and they wish particularly now to call the
attention of the Chamber to the consideration of measures of
a permanent character, to be recommended for adoption by
thp Government and Legislature, to guard against foreign
infection, and any future outbreak of the cattlo plague or other
contagious disease."

Mr. C. S.Bead, M.P.J in moving a series of resolu-
tions containing suggestions for the future permanent
regulation of the trade and traffic in live stock, adverted
to what had been remarked by a previous speaker on
the subject of dealers. They had found out in Norfolk
that they could not only do without the dealer, bufc^ in
a great measure, without markets ; for the graziers
went direct to the breeders, and the cattle catee home
to their farms in much better health and condition,
and at a comparatively much cheaper rate than they
had ever done before. On the other hand, the result of
having no markets was that they had had no disease,

and up to the last fortnight there had been a marked
cessation of the foot-and-mouth disease. Norwich Hill
was re-opened about a month ago, and now they had
the foot-and-mouth disease jtretty generally amongst
them again. He then moved the resolutions as follows

:

" The Central Chamber of Agriculture, deeming it necessaiy
that permanent arrangements should be made by the Govern-
ment to regulate the trade and traffic in live-stock, so as to
prevent as far as possible the imt'. ; int ; i , lim and spread of
contagious and infectious dis./ ;lly recommend
the following suggestions :—l. M ; : i t ii^ ion of foreign
stock should be confined to cci-Luk p..' ,

- - luri ,\\y licensed by
Goverament, which ports should liu ptuwtlcd with suitable
markets, slaughter-houses, quamutiiie grounds, and officers.

That all foreign fat stock should be forthwith slauohtered at
such markets, and that all foreign stoi-e stock shoidd be
subject*5d to 23 days' quarantine before they are permitted to
remove inland. 2. That should the rinderpest or sheep pox
be again imported or break out afresh, slaughtering and
compensating powers, similar to those of the Cattle Disease
Act of February last, should at once be put m force, and the
district proclaimed 3 That stringent regulations should be
made with regard to the exD'^ditious transit and watering of

animals conveyed on railways and that a thorough cleanbing
cf all tru Ivs lens an I Intrs an! the

I
r i cr «i ice and

\Lnt It I I U f 11 1 I 1 1 1 by
G I f my

ui fu I t 1 1 li
I

1 i ulway,
ri in auj injikLt t I lu fab II i i^hil It, with
fine 01 impns nmcnt Tl i mspLCtion of
all dead mt.\t c^PLLLilIy tli it i ntnes known
tj be suffering fiom cattle il II enfoiced by
Oovemment

These resolutions havmg been seconded by Mr.
JMasfen, considerable dissussion ensued as to the
propriety of including in the 4th resolution, as an
offence punishable with fine or imprisonment, the
wilful exposure of animals suffering from " foot-and-
mouth disease;" and the balance of opinion being
against the retention of these words, they were
eventually struck out.

A unanimous vote of thanks having been passed to

the CHAIR3IAN, that gentleman, in acknowledging the
compliment, seized the opportunity to remove the
impression which rather widely prevails, that there is

some feeling of pique between the Farmers' Chib in

London and the Central Chamber of Agriculture. He
could assure the meeting that there was not the
slightest particle of such a feeling existent, so far as he
knew. The two institutions, it was true, were moving
in the same direction, but not in the same groove.

They were like two great armies, one on each side of a
river, moving in parallel lines in the same direction to

the attack on the same enemy. Whether they would
be able to bridge over the river and unite at a common
point hereafter, remained to be seen. At all events, no
effort should be wanting on his part to accomplish that
object, if he believed it would be for the benefit of this

Society and the older institution in Salisbury Square.
Thanks were also voted by acclamation to the

Honorary Secretary, and the proceedijigs terminated.

'/Vie Tuvntii-secoiid Aiuuial Report of llw Bullcy and
Sovth Hants Fanners' Club.

The contents of this little publication reflect more
truly the agricultural events of the year than that has
been done by the Annual Report of the Council of the
Royal Af^ricultural Society.
TVehave here (1) the Cattle Plague; (3), the Root

Show; (3), the Cattle Plague; (-i), the Game Laws;
(5), the Rinderpest in South Hants ; (6), the Cattle

Show. First, the Cattle Plague ; second, the Cattle

Placue ; third, the Cattle Plague. And this is how it

has filled not only the pages of this little book, but the

thoughts of all English farmers. The Committee of
the Club have reason to address the members of their
Society with confidence, and we will back their Report
nv'ainst that of the Royal Agricultural Society of
i:ngland as the better e.xpo.sition of the agricultural
inoceedings of the year.

" In presenting our. members with the 22nd annual
'' l"'il. 'I Ii:i\r lo explain, if not to apologise for, the

1 '
i!.i I'r-is that have, during the last ses.sion,

!' II I 11' Irloreyou—two only, the Rinderpest in

!

''Ill'
,.
:iii'l 111- I'reservation iiifiauie. The all-absorb-

ing character of the former In,' iiiiriing as it did
the means and the welfare' .1 ; i~ls, seemed to
deprive all others of presni I ;i,i i, , hiI by its many
phases proved suilicient to 'ic, uj.i tlm time of our
meetings. And now that we have reason to rejoice at
the disappearance of this fell disease, and to be
thankful that its visitation iu this county has been
comparatively so light, we can refer with satisfaction
to the recorded fact that all the measures to which the
stamping out of the disease is due were advocated and
approved of by this Club. The discontinuance of the
sale of cattle in markets and fairs ; the closing of cattle
trafiic on roads and railways, and more particularly
the discontinuance of the practice of sending cattle out
of London ; the general appointment of inspectors

;

the increased restriction on foreign importations, and
extra vigilance at the ports of embaraktion and
disembarkation; the immediate slaughter of all

diseased animals, as well as for food those also that had
been exposed to contagion ; the reimbursements to the
owners of a large portion of the loss ; the absence of
belief in any of the alleged cases of cures ;—all these
subjects found favour with the Club, and it is now
almost universally acknowledged that they have all

aided materially in consummating the object in view.
'* In addition to these, we urged the payment of the

moderate compensation of the carcase value for all

cattle buried through the disease, and a sj'stem of
Government insurance for the whole cattle of the
kingdom; and whilst the former measure would, we
believe, have greatly lessened the severity of the
calamity, the latter would have spread the loss more
equally over the whole kingdom, saved many from
ruin, and relieved all from an oppre.ssive load of
anxiety. It would, no doubt, have shortened the
visitation of the disease, and this without the expendi-
ture of a single penny by the Government, save the
expenses of management, a result which may be shown
by an examination of the statistical tablets, which
prove the loss to be within our estimate of 5 per cent.

" The subject of Game Preservation was ably
handled by Mr. John Twynaav who carefully separated
the use from the abuse of the privileges connected with
land, and pointed out how far national and individual
rights were aflfected. The subject of rating land on
which game is unduly preserved led to much discussion
and some diBerence of opinion, and it was thought
that this part of the subject might again be ventilated
with much advantage. The card for the present
session will show that our subjects are not yet

exhausted, and we respectfully invite the more diligent

attention of our members to their discussion.
" The results of the harvest, although by no means

favourable with respect to Wheat, are materially
enhanced by an improvement in prices which serve
opportunely to mitigate the many blows which the
business of agriculture has of late received, and to

afford a somewhat more favourable aspect for the
future."

Farm Memoranda.
D-iiBY Fakm M-iXAGEMENT. — 1. Dairi/iitg v

Gcaiijiy.— A tenant of Grass land has the choice of

many modes of turning it to account. If it be very
rich grazing ground, he may devote it wholly to the
feeding of beef; if very poor Grass land with some
arable attached, he may devote it wholly to the rearing

of young stock, bringing up at least 10 calves to every
cow he keeps : under more ordinary circumstances he
may keep either a butter dairy or a cheese dairy, or it

may be his interest to use the milk in fattening veal.

The nature of the market for his produce will probably
determine his choice. It is no part of our plan to

discuss the relative merits of grazing and dairying here,

but there is one point of the comparison which ought
to be alluded to, and that is the immense draught made
upon the resources of the land by any system which
involves the annual sale of the milk, either whole or

manufactured, as the sole produce of the land.

Milk contains a good deal of those parts of the earth
of soils on which their fertility very much depends. As
the sole food of young, it feeds their bones as well as

their flesh, and in its mineral part, therefore, is to be
found the mineral part of bones, as well as the alkaline

and other mineral substances held in solution in the

juices of the living animal.

If a cow yields 600 gallons of milk a year, then,

whether this be sold away altogether, or converted into

cheese for sale, or set for cream and made into butter

and skim milk cheese, or given to young stock to be

afterwards sold, these products being sold oft' the farm,

it loses in this way from 30 to 40 lb. of mineral matter
from its soil.

This is ncdoubt a small quantity ; but continued for

a long .series of years it undoubtedly tells upon the

fertility of the soil, and is a loss to which rich grazing

grounds, where full-grown animals are brought simply

to be fattened, are not subject. In illustration of the

perpetual drain of phosphates which the cheese manu-
facture entails upon the soil, it may be mentioned here

that the dairy pastures of Cheshire have been wonder-

fully improved by the addition of bonedust as atop-

dressing to the land, a manure which supplies just

those ingredients of which the cheese had deprived it.

But it must suffice here to say, in illustration of the

great benefits derived from boning pastures in Cheshire,

that the answers of the three principal prize takers at
the Chester show of cheese to the question : Has any
part of your dairy land been manured with hones?
were respectively as follows :

—

(1.) "80 acres were boned in MrA, 24 In 18.',3, .-vnd 4.5 In 1857
—boiled bones." (2.) " All the pastures h.ivo been boned
twice, and some thrice. The last time, partly, in 18.^)3, 1855,
and 1850." (3.) " With raw bones ; the gi-oator part three
times over."

2. The most Profitable use of Milk— This neces-
sarily depends altogether on the market. (1.) To sell

the whole milk direct to the consumer is of course
much the most profitable method. One nenny a pint
is a common wholesale price to the cowtceper. His
cows may yield under varying treatment from 600 to
1000 gallons annually, and thus return from 20/. to 33/.

annually apiece. (2.) To make milk into butter and
skim milk cheese, may, at the yield of 600 gallons

annually, and calculating 22 pints per lb. of butter and
15 gallon per lb. of skim milk cheese, yield as follows ;—

600 gallons of milk = 00 gallons of cream = 230 lb. £ i.

of butter, at IJ 11 10
540 g.allona of skim milk = 360 lb. of chcc«c,

at 3.1. poi- lb. 4 10

Total annual jield per cow .. ..£16

(3.) To make milk wholly into cheese, may, with a
yield of COO gallons of milk, result in 5 cwt. of cheese
per annum ; a very unusual produce however, and this

at 3/. per cwt., a very good price, results in an annual
produce of 15/. per cow, to which must be added, per-
haps, 21. worth of butter and bacon, or 17/. in all. The
more common produce, however, is

4 cwt. at 3' £12 o».

Together with the extras . . 2

Or, in all £14 per cow.

(i) To use the milk wholly for fatting veal, at the
rate of 10, 16, 20, 21, 27, 30, and 32 gallons in seven
successive weeks, using 160 gallons or thereabouts in
that time for the addition of 1 cwt. of veal to the
weight of the calf, will enable each cow thus to fatten
4 cwt. or more of veal per annum; and this at the
present Smithfield price for good veal, 7(f. per lb.,

would yield 13/. and upwards annually per cow. From
this, however, must be deducted the cost (not much)
of whatever other food the calves consume, and also a
certain sum at which the risk attending the manage-
ment of young stock must be valued—a risk which
does not accompany the other modes of turning milk
into money.

It may thus be assumed, after making sundry
deductions, that 20/., 16/., 15/,, and perhaps 13/., may be
taken as the produce of well-managed cows, iu milk,
butter, cheese, and veal respectively ; the value of the
calf, 10s. or 15s., when a week or 10 days old, has to be
added. It will, however, be generally felt that, except-

ing, perhaps, the first of these cases, these figures stand
too high for ordinary experience ; and certainly that
which is true of well-managed individual cows is not
necessarily true of a whole herd, however perfect the
management may be. In illustration of this, two facts

may be mentioned, one of which entirely corroborates

our estimate ; but the other, the more trustworthy of

the two, considerably discounts it. 1. The dairy

statistics of 15 farms in Gloucestershire already referred

to, prove that in the year of their collection 430 cows
produced 1604 cwt. of cheese, 5268 lb. of milk-butter,

11,4201b. of whey-butter, besides a sale of 354 calves

and of 1756 score lb. of bacon. The total sales at present

prices would stand thus :

—

£ s. <(.

1604 cwt. of cheese, at 3(.
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which ordinarily would fall to be mown, at lea.'it two-
thirds (26 acres), would be set free by the winter fooo

(straw and green crops) yielded by the 20 acres arable

;

and the stock capable of being kept on the remaininp
80 acres pasture, as compared with that on the 100 acre.'

of whole pasture, depends on the relative summei
produce of 66 acres whole Grass and li acres nftmn ill)

as compared with that of 50 acres whole i>:ivinir ;in
'

50 acres aftermath. There cannot be a douM limi ilu

former will yield more food than the latter, aud ;it Ih'

most productive time of the year, while the land

will at the same time, under this plan, be more likely

to inci'ease from year to year in value. It thus appears

that a larger dairy stock can be kept upon a farm so

managed, while, at the same time, one-half of the

arable land will be yielding its valuable produce of grain

for sale. Morion's Dairii Eaiitlhook. CWarne&Co.)
(?••> .,/.)

Miscellaneous.
mtchiii Mart for Fat Stock.—the past success of

Jlessrs. Pa'.;e, Harding & Eve has been somewhat
checked at the above institution, by the orders touching
the cattle plague. But from the excellence of their

arrangements, and their known trustworthiness to

carry out any engagements they may make, they were
enabled to obtain a special licence to hold a sale of

Christmas fat stock, that included cattle as well as

sheep and pigs. This sale came off on Tuesday last,

and although the day on which they were able to

announce this concession on the part of the authorities
was late, a capital show of beasts was brought together.

The number, however, was less than usual, the beasts
being only 87, yet, in point of size and quality, a
numberofthem could not well be surpassed. asthe prices
below will show. The sheep composed 110 pens, and
mostly of four or five each. Among these there were
.some ordinary fold-fed sheep, sonie of which were pure
Hauls, others were crosses of v.irimis kinds, as Cots
and Hants, Leice.ster and HmuIs, Linrnln and Hants, or
Wilts, and so on. The big nmils or Wills Downs are
held in great favour in this ucii^librnuhood, where
great size, combined with a fair share of lean, are
found to be more profitable for producing for

the London market "Where these sheep are
not bred or fed in their pure form, the hardiness,
quality, and size of the short-coated Down are retained,
or sought in connection with more wool, and the
earlier maturing qualities which belong to Leicesters
or improved Cots and Lincolns. The sheep reared and
fed in the field and fold in the common way, and which,
owing to the past wet season,were not so good as usual,
made prices ranging from 60s. to 75s. each. Mr.
Inskip's (Kneesworth) were well-fed crasses, apparently
Leicester-Hants,and they madeanaverageofSi?.5rf. each.
Sir. Bates, of Pigot's Hill, had some plain Hants, which
averaged 72«.9d. each. Mr.Sworder,of\Vestmill,had five
pens of immense Hants, and which w'ere so full of meat
and firm in hand that they made respectively 9-ls., 85s.,
SSs., 101s., and 95s. each. Mr. Marsh, ofLittle Offlev, had
seven pens of two sheep, short-legged, admirably-fed
Hants, which made an average of 106s. each. Mr.
•Sworder, of Willian, had twelve lots of shearling Hants
and Cots wold-Hants, which made an average of 85s. "d.
each, while four pens of five each were cross breds
under 12 months of age, which made an average of
67s. 9rf. each ! As the latter had been clipped as l.ambs,
and were of course sold as mutton, it will be concluded
these were extraordinary for their age. Mr.
Oakley's (Lawrence End) half-breds made from 53s. Gd.
to 82s., or an average of 71-?. Mr. Woodward,
of Aspenden, sent three fat Lincohis, which were sold
at 1025., 104s., and 103s. The biddings for the oxen
were cot so spirited as they had been on previous
occasmns. This is no doubt partly owing to the large
foreign supplies of middling and inferior carcasses, an'd,
in some measure, to the dull state of business generally
Jlr. Crouch, of Cainhoe. sent 12 Herefords, which
averaged 25?. As. ; Mr. Horn, of Clophill, six young
Herefords, which made 26?. 15s. each, and four young
(Short-horns, which made just 30/. each. Jlr. Fossey,
of Cuinberlow Green, had an extr,aordinaiT three-year-
old Short-horn, which was fed to the finest possible
touch and evenness of fat ; he made 47?. 5s. A short fat
cow from the same stall made 40?. Mr. Oakley
of Lawrence End, sent a good red Short-horn, which
made 42?. Mr. Lavender, of Bromham, had three
Short- horns, sold at 44?., 39?. 5s., and ill. Mr. Bolton, of
i utaoe, sent a large and highly fed Short-horn ; but
although he was several scores heavier than Mr.
Oakley s young ox, as he was more over-done
and far less even, he made only 2?. 15s. more
0'' .just 50?. This is one of the practical lessons
which these public sales—where practical farmers
meet practical butchers—are so admirably calcu-
lated to teach. When farmers have been further
taught, by the difficulties of the cattle plague restric-
tions, to deal more with each other, in regard to store
stock

;
and when the Government have been convinced

ol the necessity for licensing cattle-dealers, that the
present loose traffic in cattle may be checked; then a
central auction mart for fat stock, like that at Hitchin
w ill be more than ever appreciated.

Calendar of Operations.
West Sussex: !>«•. 17.-There is at present little

dumg on the farm but the usual routine. Wheat
sowing has all been done for some time, except small
pieces at er Rape, not fed off in time. And most of it
looks well

:
in some cases the slugs have attacked it,

and the weather being damp and mild favours them.
Mangel has been all got well up, and is rather a light
crop, and other roots are not so large as we expected
them to be, but are so regular that we have a fair crop
01 them, mates were a good crop, but were much
damaged by the disease before being taken up, and

many of them h.ave rotted since, and it is not likely

that so many of them will be planted next year.

The cattle market is not yet open, but still there

ire plenty of beasts to be got on commission, and at

fair price's. But there is a fear that the Orders in

(Council maybe evaded too much, and allow the disease

:n spread again. But both butchers and farmers have
nme difficulty in meeting with each other and coming
II terms, and the prices vary very much. Mutton is

-till dear, but there is a good supply, and the sale is

slow. But fat pigs get cheaper, and it appears that

fewer eat pork than used to do so ; there does not appear
to be so many pigs fatted, and what are, are bard to

dispose of, and lean ones are lower than they have been
for a long time. Stock sheep are very dear, but in fair

supply.
Our stock market that has been held in the streets

of Chichester, is now likely to be removed out of the
town, and not before time, as it has vastly overgrown
the room which it can legally claim. And it would
have been better had it been done before, as no doubt
the market might have been larger than it is now, as

many have been unwilling to bring stock, owing to the
difficulty of finding room for it. But, like many
necessary changes, it will cause a loss to some ; and
has been strongly opposed by the citizens. But a
sanitary commissioner has hinted rather strongly that a
change must be made, and that the city may have to be
drained, which will be a great expense. The Council
have agreed to remove the imirket, and are likely to

get a supply of water from a distance, hoping that
drainage may not be pressed upon them.
Our Christmas show has passed, but was a rather

tame affair, as there were no cattle, and but few shecii,

though they were good. The show of roots was good ;

but there were few exhibitors. There was some good
Wheat shown, and Barley that perhaps could hardly
be excelled ; but there are so few that show that the
competition is not great. O. 6'.

The following are good remarks ou Fences by Jlr.

Martinson, before the Newcastle Farmers' Club. He
says :—The ground intended for a line of new fence
should undergo deep ploughing or trenching at least 12
months previous to planting, and have all the weeds and
rubbish as nearly as possible eradicated : and a little

lime might be advantageously employed in ecom-
posiug any vegetable matter which may remain. The
stem of each plant, before being deposited, is cut
through to about 6 or 8 inches long, and then these
plants are placed as firmly as possible in their bed; a
furrow with the spade being made, in which the plants
are inserted, the roots are covered with soit, and that
soil compressed by the foot, more mould being applied
to fill the furrow. A sharp knife is used in cutting off

the stems close by the surface, and you cover these
cuts with a very light sprinkling of earth, merely to
preserve them from frost. They come away beautifully
in the spring after being planted now. About seven
or eight plants to a yard are enough. One advantage
of this mode of planting is that much less room is

required, as you dispense with the usual cast or mound,
and you can cultivate and crop your land much nearer
to the fences. This mode may be objected to ou wet
land, but such land should be drained, and that not by
an open ditch along the line of fence, but by a
systematic underground drainage. The proper season
for planting is from about the middle of October till

the end of March, or during the inertness of the sap.
The Thorns being now planted, it is desirable, aud

necessary, that they should be protected from injury
by the trespass of cattle and sheep. The best protection
is wooden railing. This precaution should be taken
immediately on the completion of the fence, or at least
before any animals have access to it. The protection
of these young hedges by railing is expensive, but yet
I am certain that the young hedges come to perfection
much sooner when thus protected. The hedge being
planted and protected, great care is to be exercised in
opening out those Thorns in spring which have been
covered up. This is best done by loosening the earth
with the hand, or with a small stick ; and lest injury
be done in this way to the buds, ueither a spade nor
any other sharp instrument ought ever to be used in
this operation. The most essential noint afterwards is

to keep the plants clean and free from weeds.
Mr. Martinson adds :—I have endeavoured to

ascertain the best time for cutting old hedges, in order
to secure the quickest growth, w-hich is a very desirable
object. I have found that those cut from about the
middle of February to the end of ilarch have shot
away again most vigorously, whilst those cut from
November to the beginning of February have been
much more tardy in shooting forth, and their shoots
have been neither so strong nor so numerous. In
these cases the hedges were much the same in appear-
ance and age previous to cutting. I am therefore
determined to confine the time of cutting, in future,
from the beginning of February to the end of March,
or to cut as nearly as possible to the rising of the sap,
and then the cuts or wounds have not so long to
struggle with the inclemency of winter storm.s.

Notices to Correspondents.
Book : 0,r. We do not liiiow any work which will te.ich both
Biirdening anc'. farming, unless indeed it be the Onrdeners'
Chronicle !

River B.VNKS : T.J. says, I h-ive some land adjoining the Severn
in Shropshire, just above its junetion with the Vyniwy.
The river rises in floods, and in winter nejirly 20 feet .above
Its summer level. The banks therefore are exposed to nnich
wear. The soil is a mixture of sand and clav. I should be
glad to know what plant or tree it wouMl.f )" i ti ciltlvale
on the sloping banks to protect them t . i.,.i. A
tree such as a Willow on the opposir.: l . .

i ; .
i l;es a

deep indent ou the hither side, s.. ,; ,:, i, ,
i inks

[Probably some of our readers may li,,v. m . -j li. iko to
relate which would be serviceable to our Correspondent
We imagine that Willow stakes drtveu in will take root and
ao hold the crumbling bank together.]

.ALVANISED
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HOTHOUSES FOR THE MILLION.
AWARDED A PRIZE MEDAL, 1862.

IXVEXTKO AND TATENTED BY THE LATE

SIR JOSEPH PAXTON.
MANUFACTORIES :-LOND0N; NEWTON IN CABTMEL, LANOASIIIliK

0L0UCEi3TER, COVENTRY, ABERDEEN, and PAISLEY.

Clothing can be more easy than to biiilfl tliem, nntjiiiig pic than t Dailii A'eira, Moy 22, 18C2,

SI.MPLICITY, _

DURABILITY.

Asphalts Roofing Felt,
ONK I'ENNV per S(,uaiu Koot.

/"1R0GG0N AND CO., Manufaotueers,
yy < (13, Now Enrl .Street, 1 , „„,,„„ ~ ,.

i 34: Uroad Street. (
'""Jon. E.G.

M.OEOKOE SQ.,aLA3GOW; 2, OOREE PIAZZAS. LIVERPOOL.

Caution to Gardeners.—When you ask for
JAYNOH and COOKE'S WAUItANTKl) FItIZE
5 PRUNING and BDDDINQ KNIVES, »co that you <ot them.
)Bervo the mark Sakkor, also the corpurato marlt Ohtain

Paxton Works, Sheffield. Kstahlished upwards of 126 ye.am.

RFCIUIIIEMENTS

V HnuTICULTrilE.

Lawn Mower Repairs.
ALEX.INDEU SHANKS a.nu SON would nugjfst to

their immcrous friends tho desirability and Importance of
haviiiK tlieir Lawu Moweri put into proper order before the com-
mencement of the MowlDg season. If attention bo paid to tliin

request sni]i,.- disafipoiiitment may be avoided, because in the early
si'MML' n '. tiiiio for repairinK Machines is to ,:ome extent

't of the press of business connected with the
I II .tcii of new Machines.

II
I I c:in be addrersed, Alkx. Siiankn & Say,

1,1 ui-*M.i, London, E.G. (where Repairn aie executed);
.Miiiiul.irtMiy. IJeiis Iron Works, Arbio,ith, N.ll.

Illustrated Piicc I

to special sizes ind d i

I
111 lication E tnmt(

\] \ 1 tUb, fixed complete1 t 1 II ilii

HEREMAN and MORTON, 7, PALL MALL EAST, LONDON, S.W.

A HANDBOOK of \TNE and FRUIT TREE CULTIVATION, as .adapted to the ahove Patent Hothouses, maj
he had of Mr. Herem.vn. Second Edition, price Is.

;
post free. Is. Id,

ntl.'illy practical, and are evidently written by one who

WROUGHT-IRON WINE BINS.

BURY & POLLARD
CALL ATTENTION TO- ANNEXED SKETCHES OF THEIR WINE BINS.

Nobl.

rRDNT \J/£W

Geiillemc-n,

Wine Sferchants, and

Hotels are now being sup-

plied by EURY & I'OLT-AnD

with their

WHOUGHT-IRON BINS,

mnde to any size for their

Cellars, economising space,

cost, &c.

Apply, giving dimensions

of Cellar,

BURY A.ND POLLARD, PARK IRONWORKS, 17, NEW PARK STREET,
SOUTHWARK, LONDON, S.E.

Estimates Free. Cellars fitted complete in any part of the Kingdom.

Tho nbove Rolle nil othcrn. They

fiflgei

turned inwards, thus avoiding the unsigbtiy ;

Diameter, 30 inches ; Length 32 Inches, £7 10

„ 24 „ „ 26 „ 4 10

„ 20 „ „ 22 „ 3 10

„ 16 „ „ 17 „ 2 16

nafie pam to ad fne principal Railway Stations and
«nipt>tng rorts in En tland.

TuoMAsUREtN& Son, Smitbfleld Iron Works, Leeds; 64 and 56,
Blactfriars Rosid, London, S. ; and 10, Eden Quay, Dublin.

N.B. All Ordera executed oo ths day thuy are received.

PIUZK MEDALS A WAUUKD to (iULEN'S PATENT
LAWN MOWERS.

INTERNATIONAL EXnilllTlON, LONDON, 1802.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, DUBLIN, 18G.5.

The above Lawn Mowers have provjd to be tho bi^at, and have
carried off every Prize that has been given in all cnsea of Corn-

Sold by all respectable Ironmongers, Seedsmen, 4c.. in the
Kingdom. Illu.strated Price Lists free on application.

AGRICULTURAL ;tiui HORTICULTURAL
IMPLEMENTS and MACHINES of every description.

IMPROVED IRON STABLE FiaTINi.JS.

HURDLES and CONTINUOUS IRON and WIRE FENCING.
Palisading Entrance and Field Gates. Plain and Galvanised

Wire Netting.

GREEN'S PATENT LAWN MOWERS and GARDEN ROLLERS.
Giu-den Engines, Syringes, Water Barrows, Ornamental Garden

Seats, Chairs. Tables, Iron Fountjuns, Vases, 4c.

IRON and BRASS BEDSTEADS, in gre a variety.

Wrtshing, Wringing, and Mangling Machines.

IMPROVED SAUSAGE MACHINES and FILLERS,
Separate Illustrated Price Lists free on appliCiitin-

Thomas Gbekn & Son, Smlthtield Iron Works. Leeds.

7 Rooms opposite the Smithfield Cattle Market, Noith Street,
'"' " - " " »---.— .- and 10, Eden

S. OWENS & CO.
(L.iTE CLINTON" AND OWENS),

M.\NUFACTURER.S OF

f PUMPS and HYDRAULIC MACHINERY,
wi]iTi:rRTAH^ ^^inrir IO^PO^ t c

THE LANrSCAPE SKETCH shows an ad«p(ation of THE IMPROVED HYDRAULIC E VM
Self acting Machine, suited for raising a Supply of \\atei for i se in Public and P vate Estnbl shn ect" Itsadoit

positions ua shuwn, but it is suited for any tituation wheie a Fall can be obti ned fron a Stream Brook or spr i g

S. OWENS AND CO. have fixed a great i 3 ng iio

d i

No. 37. IMPEOVED TEEBLE BARBEL PUMP'- with flOESE CtEAEING foi EiiMng « ater from DEEP
WELLS, for the supply of MANSIONS and PUBLIC BUILDING^

No. 28<7. DOUBLE BAEEEL PUMPS fur HAND-POWER for similar purposes.

S. OWENS AKD CO. Mnruf.cture and Erect everv description of Engineer's Work required in Public or Private Establiahmenta. such as

mips for aiiv I inpose on ti.e Inrtest or sn..-illest fciile, STEAM ENGINES, WATER WHEELS, TURBINES, WARMING and DKTINO
APPARATIS', BA'i HS, GAS WC>RKS and FITTINGS. Estimates furnished from Plan.i or on Inspection of poiitlon.

^5° lUiislrated Catalngues Free on cj^plicatioii.

! Gallons per day to ^ — ^z^— 5- —
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HOT-WATER APPAEATUS, of every d

fixed complete in aiiy part of tbe country, "" t̂he I_i.ju nxen cocipieto lu nuj ^-ini- "i >."" •.^^^^—

Yh Boilers, Pipes, &c.. delivered to any Station.

Estimates on application.

J. JoNEB & Sons, 6. Uank sifle, Southwark, London. S.E.
"

HeatlnK by Hot Water.
~

WJ 11 II I, I, A .X II S, Ikon Merchant,
, '

,
London. .S.E.

TKIT WA'n , I
^tooK, per yard:—2-incb, Is. 2a.;

,.,„„,, Is liw I 1
I' HEr}DS,fromStock,l8.M.,2s. M.,

and 3s. each. 1 1 1 1.> • I 1 1.1. . .VLVES, lOs.. 13»., and Us. each. Other

Conuoxions at equally luw pnccs. and all goods of flrst-class manu-

racture. Estimates given, and orders by post punctually attended to

H
Heating by Hot Water.

"OT-WATER PIPES, at Wholesale Prices, with

. Elbows, Syphons, Tee Pipes, and eve7 other connection

;

R-iought and Cast-iron Boilers, Saddle, Conical, Cyhnder, TtlBOLaa,

and Elliptic, ft-om 2te. each. Improved Boilers and Iron Stands to

use without brickwork, COs. each. Valves from 10.!. fti. e.lch. Patent

Valves, Improved Furnace Doors. Furnace Bars, Supply Cisterns,

and Castings of every description in stock, at

Mr LYNCH WHITE'S iron Wharf, Upper Ground Street, Black-

friars" Bridge, London, S. Price List og application

JAMES "WATTS .4ND CO , Hothouse Builders .in

d

Hot-Water ArrARATCS M *«L-FACTDBERS, 353. Old Kent Road, S.E.

TWO HUNDRED CUCUMBER and MELON BOXES and

LIGHTS and from 400 to 500 LIGHTS for PITS of all SIZES kept in

STOCK. ' Glazed and Painted complete, re.idy for Immediate use.

Packed and sent to all parts of the kingdom. Public and Private

Buildings. Warehouses, &c.. Heated on the most approved scientihc

and economicll principles. Re*'"-'"-"'° ^-^ '

HOT-WATER PIPES .and CONNECTIONS, SADDLE
and other BOILERS.

Estimates, with Printed Price Lists, and Free Delivery at principal

Railway Stations for Quantities.

Clieap Greenhouse Stoves.

DEANE AND CO.'S Patent VE.NTILATING and
.SUSPENSION STOVES are simple, cheap, and efficient ; have
largely adopted and approved ; will bum many houra without

, and at a small cost for fuel. Prices of Suspension Stoves,

20s., 30,!., 38.!., and upwards. Ventilating Stoves, SOS., 60s., 70s., 90s.

HOT-WATEK APPARATUS for Conservatories, Greenhouses,
Hothouses, Forcing Pits, &c., erected and fitted up complete.

Dkane 4 Co., 46, King William Street, London Bridge, E.G.

M^
Finsbury Steam Joinipg Wort:3, 121, Buah'iU Row, E.G.

JOHN WAKNEJi AND a O iS S,
8, Creacent, CTippIegate, London, E.C

,

BELL and BRASS FOUNDERS to HER MAJESTV.

the Nobility, Gentry, and 1

C T T A M AND C M P A
CoKSEnvATOBT and Hotoocse Bcildehs, Jtc,

Iron Works, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London,

SADDLE BOILERS.
ID 21 30 inches long

is, C&s. 925. Gri. each.

HOT-WATER PIPES.

Iron Works,
2, Winsley Street.

(opposite the Pantbeon).
Oxford Street, London, W.

N Y,

C KANSTON'S PATiiNT BUILDINGS
HORTICULTURE.

" Dry Glazing without Putty."

"Venti!u,tir)n without Moving Lights."
Highly Commended by the Royal Horticultural Society, South

PATENT CAST.IR0N| IMPROVED LIQUID
1-NURE or GENERAL

n for WeHfi '
PORTABLE P U M P.-Thesen, lor wens p„,„„ „,.„ f,... ... ., ,„ ,

>t exceeding 2

piam. Height.

long
3 in. long
31 in. long

, 3 ft. 3 ii

. 3 ft. 6 ii

. 3 ft. G ii

The

tady for Qxing

Barrel is made of Galvanised
Iron, not likely to corrode, and
can be raised or lowered at plea-
sure on tbo stand, the legs of
which fold together, and it ma^
be carried with ease by one man

I in.e of 4i-inch Liquid Manure Pump, with legs, £2 155. ; 2-inch
I I \ihle Rubber and Canvas Suction Pipe, 23. Hd. per rfoot The
I II rel is 27i inches long, and tho lens are o feet high.

W \KXERS' PORTABLK FIKE or GARDEN EXGINE.

A -W^ ' S TIF
For samples and prices apply

J. Shaw & Co.. 29, O.xford Street, Manchester.

ANT.
TJIOWLER'S PATENT STKaM PLOUGH and
-L CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at, WORK in every Agricultural
County in Eoj-land.
For particulars apply to John Fowler & Co., 71, Cornhill, Loudon,

E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.

Midland Steam Power Horticultural and Hot Water
Works, Loughborough.

V.rt,^u^?J^^r^^' ^™^^"^ Steam Power
_„ivaI?eM!4"uSr?,''^'

Loughborough. Hot-U'ater Apparatus

andTtXDuWm Fvh kT'^"'^ ?!-^>^^ International Exhibition, 1862,

?heRoyS'^ortat^u'r5l^^^"^?l^^
also a First-class Certificate by

r3w^; ^V^a^°^-''\
**=*tontee of many important improvements inBuildmgs and Implements connected with Horticulture and whichmeet with miqualifled approbation, is prepared to give reference tohundreds of^works entrusted to him Ld^eemin^Sy answering

^^t^^'^?.Zl°^^^193^7 ^ere constructedAny House Glazed oiiiKic ui u
The mode adopted by T. G. Messenger

Forcing Houses is partioularl'y successful

double, with or without putty.
for Heating and Ventilating

Ta'''ilT.lf^''"^ ?° """"^ '" thefxter^..,VM,nosSere '•'

s much surface to the' diieSf'theTrfS ™°'''- '"-i-r— " ""'>^" »nr.ace lo tne d.rec

£|ofrw^orSal'lp»^VXrp'r/i^rp^^e°,rn;n^?L°I

^S-^"-----ASst^iiSS^ss^

23 ft. by IS ft. 9 to.
" • S S

30ft.bynift. .. .
" • .1 2

-irff. hvTf, 'o

lolO
LEAN.TO.-lTft:byrft.

„ 20 ft. by 9 ft. In,
„ 21 a. by 12 It. Oic

.21ft. by 13 ft'.'

21
30

pafnfe'd*«^
'''"' "^'"''' "' « '" •=>' * "'.'Glazed 21:,

''''"°^Er.fm\So?Vc';.i-J'rl."ee._--='"..0" prices.

r ^^NERIES made t

vltiZJTJTl- '^'" iinprovea make, ready a

U^tera, £40 "^ P^^CH-HOUSE, 41 ft.' by ft., with 14 ft.

No. 66Si.

For use by one Person price £2 2s.
No. 64, B, ditto ditto, on 'WTieels „ £2 10s.

~,,,^ ^*J°^^ ^^ complete in themselves, and may be alway.s kept
filled with water, and ready for use.

Letter lo The Times, July 23, 18G6./rom Earl Essex.
A Real Firk Extingoisber.

To the Editor of The Times.
*' Sir,—I feel sure you will kindiv aUot a small space in the Times

to these few hnes, as the best medium through which I would urge
every householder who dreads fire to have on each floor of bis bouse
one or more small Garden or other Engines on wheels, always charged
and in good order, in case of fire.

r "Jr-'Vst night, just as I was going to bed, I was startled by that r-—*
fearfulofallciies. 'Fire, fire!' 1 soon learned that a fire was r

windowed unoccupied bedroom. Bow caused is

learned that a fire was raging

gysat mystery, ft ia my custom to keep one of these small

of them. It
each floor. In two mJnutas I i 3 in t

likeaftirn _„
of both windows were l

quite alone at thi

having gone to bed), I had

to ceiling. I

aniTed {most of th'
subdued the fire of one window

assistance and more water

cracking from floor

the othi
" So fierce

and th<
the fire that the lead of the casements was melted,

.. Y -..- - ,-— -,*'^ themselves were burnt off their hinges.* M^" °'"y ada. that by God's mercy, the house was saved by this
small Engine. Had it not been at hand and in order, most assuredlvn.,..,.K .. .

^ of ruins.-Yours faithfully.

" The Enj
• light (

ARCHEK'6

SFRmFTinvn °"
S°''° ^""^S '""' MORNING FROSTS.

yj fflt"u|r?u'=nrP.e'a'e^i"ntS-S
the Scorching Rays of the .Sun, Horn 'Wmd, from Attacks oTimect?and from Mormng Frosts. ToU had la any required fenrtbs'Two yards wide Is SiJ ner varH

'

Poiu- yards wide .. .. .. i!' X'i- P" ^''^

An improved make, 2 yards wide
3fi. 6d. per yard.

An improved make, 3 yards wide _
FRIGI DOMO" NETMNQ, 2 yari wtd^rTVr^eryar^'^n

ss~yisi-'--^^^^"-
" It is much cheaper than Mats as a covering."

HE IMPROVED LEATHER DRIVING STRAPS
for MACHINERY ore stronger, more durable, drive better,
cost less than other kinds of Driving Belts. SPECIAL

STRAPS for PORTABLE ENGINES. Price Lists free by post.
Tcrn£k's Patent Strap and Hose Company.

Manufactory: Armit 'Worka, Greenfield, near Manchester.
Warehou3e : 81 Mark Lane, London, E.C.

^_^_ Mr. H. Ferkabee, Apeut.

Great International Horticultural Exhibition 1866.

BEARD'S PATENT METALLIC NON-
CONDUCTING GLASS HOUSES.

Perfect System of Ventilation and Glazing.
Manxifactured by Messrs. S.vnders, Frewer, & Co., Victoria Horti-

JAAIES PHILLIPS AND UU.
beg to submit their price.-? ns follows :—
GLASS for ORCHARD HOUSES.

As supplied by them to Mr. Rivers, to the Royal Horticultural Society,
and to most of the Nobility, Clergy, and Gentlemen of the United

Each Bos contains 100 feet. The prices only apply to the sizes stated.
Squares 20 by 12, 20 by 13, 20 by 14, 20 by 15.

Seconds
English

The above nr
Stock s

ty .. .. 15«. od. ..
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BARLEY. OATS, .tc, CLEANSED, PURIFIED, and
BLEACHED by a Tatont process, without the slightest injury

to growth, &o.
Apply to Rev. R. Potter, M.A., Bedwortb, Nuneaton.

rilHOilSUN'S STYPTIC prevents the Blccdin?: of
X Vines nfler Pruning or Grafting, the Damping of Gerauiuras
and other Cuttings after they are potted; and it has been used
successfullv m Grafting Fruit Trees of all descriptii ns.

Manufactured and sold Whole.sale by Jonn Youno & Sos, Dalkeith,
N.B., and may be had of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen in bottles nc
3a. ©ich, with directions for use. Nona is genuine without the
signature ot Wsi. Thomson. __^___^„^^„_

Winter Dress all Fruit Trees witli

.ISHURST COMPOUND.
Copy of a Letter from Mr.

" I must tell you what I

hewd to-day from a very clever
gentleman farmer, Anthony
Bubb, Esq. , of Wit combe Court,
Gloucester. He has a wall to
which Peach trees are trained.
Well, last autumn they were in

a wretched blighted state. As
a desper.ite remedy he unnailed
them all, early last February,
and gave all but one a thorough
painting with Gishurst Com-
pound, 1 lb. to the gallon of

favourably in spring, and
now pictures of heulth. xne
tree not painted is in a half-

deal blighted state. He used
the same dre.-sing to his Apple

.1 J c ij 11* -a^i trees ; it killed the woolly
Red Spider Magnified.

Aphi. entirely, and has made
his trees clean and vigorous in their growth. Ho intends to paiut
his wall trees annually, and tells all his friends to do the same.
1 shall certainly serve all my young Peach trees against my walls in

the same manner. The Compound is, I believo, mora efficacious

than the usual offensive mixtui-es of clay, soot, sulphur, &c. ; and
it does not blacken the shoots on the walls."

I or Orchard-house Trees, ozs. to the gallon will be found a good
strength ; when used stronger some buds on weakly trees may be

GISHURST COMPOUND is sold Retail by Nurserymen and
Seedsmen, in boxes, la., 3s., and 10s. Gd. each.

Wholesale bv Price's Patent Candle Comfant, Limited, Belmont,
Vauxhalt, London, S.

Oishurst Compound has more recent testimonials to its efficacy,

but none more conclusive than the above, which has been published
before.

ryiHlfi LONUO]N MANURE COMPANY
J (Established 1840).

Have now readv for delivery in diy fine condition,

CORN MANURE, for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUANO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

Also Genuine PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA,
ex Dock Warehouse- SULPHATE of AMMOMA, FISHERY
SALT ic E. Purser, Secretary,
om es 110 Fenchurch Street E C.

Price Tlireepence, of any Bookseller.
CONTENTS of the NUMHER for tSATUKDAY LAST,
^ DECEMnKR 1.-., of

THE ATHEN/EUM.
JOURNAL of ENGLISH and FOREIGN LITERATURE,

SCIENCE, and tho FINE ARTS.
Thirty-two largo Quarto Pages.

Reviews of, wit

The Life and Times of Cliarlos
James Fox. By Eurl Russell.
Vol. 3.

Tho Russian GovemmoLt in
Poland. By William AnaoU
Day.

Tho Mysi

Adoption r. Annexation ; with
Remarks on the Mysore Ques-
tion. By Vishwanath Narayan
Mandlik.

From Waterloo to the Peninsula.
Four Months' Hard Labour in
Belgium, Holland, Germany,

Edward J. Waring.— Les
sons in Elementarv Physioloijy
ByT. H. Huxley, LL.D. — Tbt

Weekly Gossip.—The paies

Exteaots prom—
and Spain. By George Augustus

Commontary on the Gospel

/^HANDELIRHRiTi Bronzfi and Ormolu for DINING

-

V^ ROOM and LIHRARY. Candclabn "-
Bronze. Ormolu. China and Glahs. Statue
in a huow-rooni erected cxpresKly for thi-no

,
Om.ku. 4,'>, OxforJ Sr^rr ot, W.

r\SLER'8 CRYSTAL GLASS CHANDELIERS.—
r\\

^'«'!!'^ '^"'* '-""tros for Gas and Candles. Tablc-glaaB, ic,U aHs JJintier .S.tvicc8 for 12 persoim, from £7 lfl«.
Olasa Do.-<8crt hurvicos for 12 personB from £2

odlnr- -1 plain flgun

I
i, Broad Street, E.G.

r Novels :—Gemma .

' T. Adolphus Trollopc.—
^'"'

'9 Faith, by the Authoi

Organisation of the Empire. By

The Warmest, the Llghler.t, and the most Elegant
Covering lor a Bed, is the

EIDER DOWX (M IL'l', iiiuli^ l,v IIi;al .^- Hnx. price
I fr-ni •3-^. {.. Sr. r;„i„c.is. TIhjh- Gu(JSF, UOWN q'uiLt Is

filv. vrr- v.-iMTr i^.t
, .-nLirlublo, pilcu Irjiu lu«. to !««. Lists of

111 Coverlets of every make. List of

. Joseph Howe.—Books

Exploration Fund— Jerrold's
e at the Westminster School—

.^ The "Weather Reports"—

A

Reprint of the Pamphlets of the late Richard Cobden—Epping
Forest a Puhh^"-'- "- "" '- -'

Lichtenstein—Meeting of the Booksellers ofSweden, Norway, and

Fine Art Gossip.—The Royal Academy—Appointment of Mr.
R. S. James as Curator in the Life School—Catalogue of the
Exhibitions- Pans Exhibition: English '

--

Mr. A:
The Colli

Blacas Collection—The Decorati'
Brown's 'Cordelia's Portio

of Lowestoft Ch
The Parents of Christ Seeking Hii

it South KensinKtori—
of Buildings-Mr. "

L.
till w
LAW]

fo delivery at his Factories, at tho

i MP MANURE, and BONE i

LIME £

L\n I 1 II Vli. of LIME from BURNT
BONL o 11 i t W 1 li PHATES t

LAWE ^MIEVl BARLE1 GRASS, and MANGEL
MANURES

tONCENTR VTED CORN i

The e Man r 1 1

app nted V I

I

M. Alma-Tadema's 'Egyptian

Science.—On the Treatment of Pulmonary Consumption; by J.
Henrv Bennett. M D.—Buckmaster's Elements of Animal Phy-
M'"'l'-' ' < !.:! \!iK'oll—A System of Medicine ; by J. Russell

Ori^nal Papers.—Literary pirates- Copyright and Stationers'
Hall—Natural Selection-The End of all Things—Gossip from
Venice—Music and the Drama^Three Operas in Paris—Miss
Glyn's Readings—Sadler's Wells and the Adelphi Theatres-
Musical and Dramatic Gossip—Saturdav's Crystal Palace Concert
—Mr. A. Mellon's New Operetta—Madame Sainton-Dolby's Ballad
Concert—Subscription on fbehalf of Mr. Henry Phillips—Rossini
on Church Music—ContineiitHl Musical Affairs—Death of Hen-
Strauss ;

also nf Heir Kalliwoda—A New Management for the
Olympic—Mr. Toole—The Polygraphic Hall.

Miscellanea.—" Cut or Uncut "—steam Whistles—Lake People.

Tho Athenaeum m.ay be ordered of any Bookseller, or a Single
Coot will i.e forwarded on four stamps being sent to the Office,

20, Wellington Street, Strand, London, W.C.

I GRASS MANURE,
i of Mr. Lawes,
tho United Kingdoi

12
I

through the
prices ,

•r Chemical Manures.

\delaide Place, London Bridge.

DINNEFOED'S ELUID MAGNESIA.—The Medical
profession for 30 years have approved of this pure solution ol

I
Magnesia as the beat remedy for Acidity of the Stomach, Headache,

I

Heartburn, Gout, and Indigestion : and as a mild aperient it is

I especially adapted for ladies and children. Prepared bv Dinneford

I

& Co., Chemists, Ac, 172, New Bond Street, London, W., and s-l

throughout the world by all respectable chemists. Caution.—S^

LOCK'S PATENT POTASH MANURES.

This is the only "perfecl" MANURE ever yet olTerca to the Agiicultural Puhlic,

containing, as it does, that most important element of every cultivated plant

—

Potash.
It is far superior in efficiency to Peruvian or any other Guano, as it supplies every
constituent requisitefor each Special Crop.

Each Manure is specially prepared for the Crop for which it is intended, and is

sold in Bags containing the necessary Dressing for One Acre.

The WHEAT, BARLEY, and OAT MANURE will effectually prevent the
LODGING of the Corn, so frequent on lands deficient in Silica.

The CLOVER MANDRE is a cektain cuke for Clover sicivNESS, so prevalent in some Counties.

The GRASS MANURE contains an abundance of Silicate of Potash, which is by far tlie predominuting

element m all Gkassks, and wliich has never before been offered for Sale by any Manufacturer.

For full particulars see Circulars, for which apply to the

SOUTH of ENGLAND MANURE COMPANY, LIMITED, REDERIDGE, HAMPSHIRE,
who are the Sole MAKurACTtinERS.

«-* AGENTS WANTED for the UNITED KINGDOM.

GRAY'S OVAL TUBULAR BOILER.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Class IX., No. 2119.

Mk. gray begs to call the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, Nurserymen, Gardeners, &c., to his

NEW OVAL TXJBTJLAB BOILER,
Acknowledeecl by practical judges to be a great improvement on every form of Tubular Boiler yet introduced

It has proved itself superior to all other Boilers for quickness of action and economy of Fuel, doing its work will

one-third less the amount required by any other^ ^^
KelrncI from Report in Gardeners' Chronicle of International Exhibition, May 24, 1862, page 476.

"The uiiri'ht Inriii < f Boiler is usu.aUy made on .-v circuL^r pl.Tn,
|
rather than a square, it seems feasible that the Boil

but tlio ..Vi.rioim Knei. to Mr. Qhav's variety of it is said to be plan Bbounl

ni-efi.ral.lc. ill ui ii.sL-i|ii.-i.ee of its briiiginRthe tubes in closer contact buriiiiiK inel

Ttie usual form of a furnace benig a parallelugrara 1 is no doubt a
sVitb tlie 1

111! tlie

nd tliis

( completely i

Thiij are made of all .
which, with prices, mag he had on ap2}lication.

JAMES GRAY, HORTICULTURAL WORKS,
DANVERS STREET, PAULTON'S SQUARE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.AV.

Q\

and Perfumers,

' 'Hit Road, London, W.
^

1 II d N

E

WTeA K'

S

"gifts
nil Attraction.—ROWLANDS'

! 'riiuB a luxuriant Head of Hair.
tlie Skin soft, fair, nmx bloommg,

K'U'LANDS' ODONTO, or Pea?!
1 iutL-ness to the Teeth, and a piensing
t '-'O, Hatton Garden, and by Cheraiata
' " Rowlands'" Articles.

P„,.
^ ^^, Tea Cheaper than Ever.

HILLIPS AND CUMPANT'S TEAS
are Best and Cheapest.

STRONG BLACK TEAS, Is. firf., 2a.. 2s id
Very Excelleut BLACK TEA is now only 2s. 6rf per lb

PuiLLcps & Co., Tea Merchants, 8, King William Street. City,
London, E.U. ""

Rare choice genuine COFFEE, Is. id. per lb.A Price Current post free. Sugars at Market prices.
Phillips & Co. have no Agents.

Phillips & Co. <5cnd all Onnds carriaco fiee hv their own Vfinx

X DIGESTIN I
I

-1>.
.

i.M. . 'i: V .1 -|. '.Vl:i,', .

xport. by A, S. Stqcki-h, tW, Lunib's Conduit Street. W.C ; E
; Sons, Battv & Co., London; and George Edmonds,
Chambers, Liverpool. Retailed everywhere. Ask for " The '

Sauce.—Lea & Perrins'WORCESTERSHIKE SAUCE.—
This delicious Condiment, pronounced by Connoisseurs

"THE ONLY GOOD SAUCE," is prepared solelv by Lea & Perrike
The public are respectfully cautioned against worthless imitations

gld shoukl .-^L" tii;a Lra & Perrins^
S?'"®^ ^S^ °3 Wrapper. Label.

Mes> y & Sons, London, &c..

Is. per bos post free, 14 stamps.—Sold by Chemists, Tobacconists, &c.

JOHN GIBSON, JuN, hor^^ to announce that he isO prepared to Furnish PI. \ v-^ r.r, l r-^'TTMATES for LAYING
OUT GROUND attacli.ii l. m,, i ,. r.nd Villa or other
Residences, or for thi.- 1

! i
, 1 : i PUBLIC PARKS or

GARDENS, and to cany - i
• utract or otherwise.

Address Mr. John Oil'.-' .ii-.s,:,,
. l/me, Battersea, S.W.

BOROUGH <. 1 LIVERPOOL.
SEFTON PARK COMPETITION.

To Landscape Gardeners and OrHEns.
Tho Council of tho Borough of Liveroool ofler TWO PREMIUMS

for the best PLANS for LAYING OUT" the SEFTON PARK, viz —
a First Premium of 300 Guineas ; a Second Pi-emium ol'loo Guiueas.
The conditions of the Competition, together with a Lithographed

Contour Plan of the Site, will be sent to any address on recei^it of
Post Office Order for One Guinea, which latter will be returned if
PK-^ns are received according to the conditions.

for sending in tho Flans has been extended to Tuesday,

veyor. Town Hall, Liverpool.
Mr. E. R. Rongos, Architect andSur-

G
Farm Poultry.

EEY DORKING iUWLS, of purest Ireed, in any

breeil kno'
Inipruved NORFOLK TURKEYS, Urge, hardy, and good breeders.
AYLESBURY ai.d ROUEN DUCKS.
Imported BELGIAN HARE RABBITS, for size and earlv maturity.
BRAHM.V-POUTRA, CREVECfKUR, and LA FLECHE FOWLS,

WANTKII
SEE7) l:

Address A. 1!

London, E.C

\[.L NURSERY and
I'l SEED BUSINESS.

iNG & Sons, CO, Bai-bican,

To Seedsmen, Potato Growers, &c.

TO RE LET, till Michaelmas, 1867, about 60 ACRES
ot productive ARABLE LAND at Leytonstone. Immediate

possession.
tor terms apply to Messrs. Driver & Co., Auctioneers, Surveyors

and Land Agents, 4, ^bitchail. S.W.

To Nurserymen and Others.

TO GR LEI', immediately contiguous to a first-

class Railwav St.ition in the Midland Counties, a compact and
well-stocked NURSERY, with two extensive Vineries, together with
the m.iture and well-bearmg Vines, numbering about 160, which
comprise Whito Muscat, Black Hamburgh, and other choice
varieties; and also with the newly-erected Greenhouse, PottinK
Shed, Propag;iting House and Frames complete. There is a good
family and mat ket connection, and every convenient access to London
and tho principal towns of the neighbournood. The incoming
VaJiution is estimated at about £JoO. For further particulars apply to

A. R., 25, Bennett's Hiil, Birmingham.

TotliUl, Plymouth.—To Gardeners and Others.

rO lii: LLT. liv TL-ndtT. fur a term of 7 or 14 years,
In >

"

1 nil, ail that MESSUAGE or DWELLING
or- '

'
' 1 PREMISES, situate neirTothill, in tho

ir;r :iih, now ill the occupation of Mr. Francis
o<iii, :-iJian,as Tenant, containing by admeasure-
ciit III' .; I. iLiuuis. The above has been for niiiny years
icupiuii .IS ;i i.i;i •.i'.'u, is well suited for the purpose in all respects.

at 1

i^Spri

., being allowed to i

;ting-
I the latter at the

e to be Let may be seen), and in the meantime the Tenant will

low tho Premises on applic'ition.

Tho Setter suall noi be rc(|Uired to accept the highest Tender.
Argus Insurance Office, Plymouth.—September 16,
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WILLIAM S. BUETON,
GENERAL FURNISHING IRONMONGER,

BY APPOINTMENT TO HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCE OF WALES,

SENDS A CATALOGUE GRATIS AND POST PAID.

It loiitnins iipwai-as of SIX HUNDEED ILLUSTEATIOXS of his unrivalled STOCK of STEELING SILVEK and

ELECTEO PLATE, NICKEL SILVER and BRITANNIA METAL GOODS, DISH COATEES, HOT-WATER DISHES,

STOVES, FENDERS, MARBLE CHIMNEY PIECES, KITCHEN RANGES, LAMPS, GASELIERS, TEA TRAYS, UENS
and KETTLES, CLOCKS, TABLE CUTLERY, BATHS, TOILET WARE, TURNERY, IRON and BRASS BEDSTEADS,

BEDDING, BED-ROOM CABINET FUENITURE, Sec, with Lists of Prices, and Plans of the

TWENTY LARGE SHOW ROOMS,

At 39, OXFORD STREET; 1, 1a, 2. 3, & 4, NEWMAN STREET; 4, 5, & 6, PERRY'S PLAGE; and

1, NEWMAN YARD, LONDON, W.

TH£ PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR SILVER,
THE REAL NICKEL SILVER,

Introduced more than 25 years ago bv WILLIAJI S. BURTON, when Plated by

the Patent process of Messrs. 'Elkingfon & Co., is beyond all comparison the very best

article nest to Sterlinj Silver that can be employed as such, either usefully or

ornamentallv, as by no possible test can it be distinguished from real Silver.

A small useful set, guaranteed of first qu.ality for finish and durability, as follows :

—

Table Forks
Table Spoons .

.

Dessert Forks .

.

Dessert Spoons .

.

Tea Spoons
Egg Spoons, gilt bowls
Sauce Ladles
Gravy Spoon
Salt Spoons, gilt howls .

.

Mustard Spoon, gilt bowl
Pair of Sugar Tongs .

.

Pair of Fish Carvers .

.

Butter Knife .

.

Soup Ladle
Sugar Sifter

Fiddle or
Old Silver
Pattern.
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1 New Seed Warelioiise, 237 t 2:

REQUISITE
S. High Holbom. London.

CAJITEU'S NEW GAltDEN SEEDS for 18G7
PRICE LISTS, containing all tbo NOVELTIES of the seas

gratis and poat free.

James CAiixEa & Co., 237. High Ilolborn, London, W.C.

UTTON'S COMPLK TK r«
' and FLOWEK skKH-^

il.LKCriONSof GARDE^
ur NOW HEADY.
- "II ;qip!ication

beauty, and health, .ind at pric

Roses.

WM. PAUL'S PRICED DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOOtTE ofROSES ia now read J-, post free on application.

s Noraeriea, Waltham Crc , N.

Welliugtoiiias, %\i

Willows, seedling
Window gardenii

xiited

Proprietors of the Agricultural Gazette to the concl
that it would be beneficial to alt 2iarties if the Monday Edition
of this Journal tees Discontinued. The Transposition of
Articlet so as to find space for the Monday's Market Neirs
causes its partes to be incomplete in its f&rm.: and they have
therefore decided that aj'ter the 'ilst, onlj; one Edition should be

published. The News Aqevts irill tranmiit the Saturday
Edition to all Subscribers.

PAUL AND SON'S ROSES and their CATALOUUE.
—DESCRIPTIVE LIST is now ready. For general prices see

large Advertisement, p. 11S8.

Paul ft Son would remind their friends that the present time is

favourable for moving Roses.
The " Old ' Cheshunt Nurseries. N.

Just published, the Second Edition of
lULTURAL DIRECTIONS for the ROSE.
/ By Jons Cbanstoh, King's Acre Nurseries, near Hereford.

Free by post from the Author for 20 stamps.

LILIES, in 70 finest varieties.
BULB CATALOGUE sent free.

, Seed and Nursei-y Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk

riXED HYACINTHS.-

H
Surplus Flowering Bulbs.

BEOWN has still a quantity of TDLIPS and
CROCDS to offer at very moderate prices.

4, Commutation Row. Liverpool.

FIRST SPRING SHOW, TUESDAY, Marob 19: SECOND SPRINO
SHOW, TUESDAY. April 16 ; SPECIAL PRIZE SHOW, TUES-
DAY, May 7 ; GREAT SHOW, TUESDAY, June 4, to SATURDAY,
June 8; ROSE SHOW, TUESDAY, July 2.

NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION, 1867.
—The above EXHIBITION will open at Manchester on

JUNE 7, and continue till JUNE 16.

Schedules, &c., may be obtained on application to Mr. B. FindL4t,
Curator, Botanic Garden, Manchester ; or from the undersigned,

Hknrv WiiiTwoBTH, Secretary.
Carlton Buildings, Cooper Street, Mf ^ ^ -

^

HyaclntliB and other Dutch Bulbs.
"VXTM. CUTHUSH and SOiV beg to ac()u

'

Planting.
E. PAUL licjia to refer intending Plfmtcr
KOSKS, FIUIIT rilEKS, .SHRUBS, 4c., to liin Advertise

ent of December 1.

PKICKD DEKClllPTirK c.\TAI.ll(^UI!S on application.

w of

.
\\*:l I Cr089. N.

Railway Planting.
FIVE MILLION Tnmsijlanted UUICKS, of superior

growth- Samples and prices on application to
JoaM Hbmslby, High Fields, Melbourne, neiir Derby.

Strong Quick.HAND F. SHAUPE hare lor Sale ofine Lot of 3-j:r.

• TttinsplantedQUlCK, 3 to4feethigh,and weli-rooted. Price
very moderate.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Wisbech.
'

Plantlng^^aso£TRANSPLANTED LA
and otlior Nursery Stock offered cheap by

Wm. Urquhart & Sons, Dundee.

To Nurserymen.
BIRCH nnd LARCH, beautiful stuff, 2, 3,

CUAB, fine, where Thoni will not succeed,
Messrs. Theuble, Penritli.

fREES and PLANTS

(" Old EstablUhed Nursery and SV^if

The best Evergreen Fence or Screen,
PuOliUCINO iMMtDIATt EFyECT

JOHN CRANSTON oan supply several Thousand
AMERICAN ARBOR-VIT^, 5, 0. to 8 feet in height, most

desirablewheroan immediate Fence is required. Price on application.
NuDieries, King's Aa'e, near Hereford.

PYRAMID APPLtS, PEAKS, PLUMS, CHERRIES.
Beautiful Trees for Garden or Orchard Houses.

and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

Early Spring Flowers.
POLYANTHUS a

rieties of Double and Sing
PANSIES, &c., with Seeds of single varieties. I

' different kmds on application t

Dwarf-trained Trees by the 1000, 100, or dozen.
APPLES, PEARS. PLUMS. CHERRIES, PEACHES,

and NECTARINES. Fine, flat, well-trained, of best quality

Richard Smith. Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

.,,„.,,,,, Fifty Acres of Fruit Trees,

3 primroses' I A PPLES, PEARS, PLUMS, CHERRIES, PEACHES,
ST of prices oV -l\. NECTARINES, and APRICOTS in every form desired for

;, Calcot Gardens, Reading. n. Nurseryman and Seed Merchant. Worcester.

TAMFS FATHffFAn aatt. ^om r^^^ r^r..^^. «^A /^LADIULUS BRENCHLEYENSlSandBOWlENSlS,
_l AMEt5_J!AlttilEAU AND SUN, SEED Growers and I T «, n^r d^^Pn- PXtr* UrcrA r-.oK,. 9.. f.d : nfir 100. from 10..

rs, 7, Borough Market, London, S.E,
VJ 2s. per dozen; estra large r^ots, ^f. G(I. ; per 100, from ]

choice named Hybrids of GANDAVENSIS, fVora 45., 6s.,
" g roots of best quality.

Seed Stores, Yeovil, Somerset.

Genuine Garden and Agricultural Seeds.JAMES CARTER and CO.,
SEEn Farmers. MEBcnANTB, and Nurserymew,

_^___ 237 & -'38, High Holbom, London. W.C.

plendid varieties, in
!jate kinds.

EULB CATALOGCE sent free.

Stepoen Bboww, Seed and Nursery Establi.Hlmient, Sudbur}', Suffolk.

G'

'EAN VERSCHAf FELT'S New Horticultural
Establishment. 134, Faubourg de Bmxelles, Ghent, Belgium.

CATALOQUEa free op application.

F.
Card.

T. RODGER, Seed.s
10, Shipquay Street, Londonderry^ Irela:

Garden and Farm Seeds direct from tlie Growers.
CHARLES SHAKPE and CO. beg to inform the

Trade that their WHOLESALE REED LIST Is now ready,

and will be forwarded post free on application.
Seed Warehouse, Sleaford Dec. 23.

Orcliard-liouse Trees Fruiting In Pots.

PEACHES, NEUTARINES, APKICOTS, CHERRIES
PLUMS, PEARS. APPLES. VINES, and FIGS.

Richard Smith. Narser>'nian and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

condition for plantinR.
, Nurseryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

MAGNIFICENT TRAINED CHERRIES, PLUMS,
PEARS, APPLES, PEACHES, NECTARINES, APRICOTS,

&c. Special prices on application.
John Cean ON, Nu !B, King's Acre r Hereford.

wanted! an AGENCY for a flrst-class liONE MANURE.
The very Earliest and Best Pea in Cultivation.SUTTON'S RINGLEADER.

Vi^ Testimonials in last wee
Price 2.1. per quart.

—~
I

free on application t

s Cnipps, The Nurserios, Tunbridge Welld.

9 Paper. S
To Market Gardeners.

The Best E»blt Pka fob Picaino Green is

SUTTON'S IMPROVED EARLY CHAMPION (very
prolific, and with large pods). Lowest price per bushel on appli*

cation to SvTToN- A Sons, Seed Growers, Reading.

UTTON'S SHORT SELECT SEED
may he had gratis on application.

Royal Berits Seed Establishment. Reading.

S'

To the Trade.
THE ESSEX RIVAL PEA, in any quantity.

For price, &c,, apply to
Tnos. Elet, Sible Hedingham, Halatead, Essex.

The Earliest Pea Grown is

CARPENTER'S EXPRESS, gathered on the 7th May,
(see_TestimoniaIs), thf Earliest Date on record, price Zs. per

Sussex Seed Warehoi , St. James's Street, Brightoi

WHEELER'S MILKY WHITE
is the BEST of all POTATOS.

Seed Potatos.
JAMKS FAIRHEAD and SON have to offer to the

Trade the following kinds of POTATOS :—Early Handsworth,
EfiBei Wonder Kidney, Early Ashleaf Kidney (true), Mjatt'a Prolific
Kidney. Prices on application to 7, Borough Market, S.E.

KAPHANUS CAUDATUS, True. — Sealed Packets.
contaluingl2Seedaof this NEW RADISH, will be forwarded

post free on the receipt of Zs. 6d. In postage stamps, with address.

EXTRA STRUNG SEAKALE and ASPARAGUS for
FORCING, exceedingly fine and clean grown.

Prices on application.
James Dickson & Sons, Newton Nurseries, Chester.

Extra fine Seakale for Forcing and PlantlHg^
EO. CLARKE has many Thousands of the hnest

_. quality to offer this season. Prlce3 63.,7s. 6d.,10s., andl6s. p. 100.
Nurseries, Streatham Place, Bditon Hill. S.E. ; &Mottlngham, Kent.
G
M\i

O W ' S AMATEUR'S
IS NOW READY.

Price One Shilling. Gratis to CastometB.

AGNIFICENT PYRAMID FRUIT TRliES.—Fuie-
lie,aring Trees of PEARS on Quince Stock ; APPLES
CHERRIES on Mahaleb; PLUMS, Sc. Special

King's Acre, near Herefoi-d.

on Paradise

wALL-TRAINED TREES of BEARING SIZE.—Our
. . Wall-Trained Fruit Trees this season are very fine, and

include PEACHES. NECTARINES, APRICOTS, and FIGS, suited

for planting in houses for Immediate Fruiting. An inspection is

respectfully invited.
" " & Sow, Nurseries, Kingston, Surrey.

60
Notice.

PAGE CATALOGUE of NE\\^ PLANTS of II

now ready, free for one stamp.
Wm. DiLLisTONE, Munro Nurseiy, Sible Hedingham, Essex.

wEBB'S PRIZE COB, FILBERT and other PRIZE
NUT TREES. LIST of V 3 and prices to be had of

Mr. Webb, Calcot Gardens, Reading.

New General Plant Catalogue.

BS. WILLIAMS' NEW PLANT CATALOGUE,
• containing many reallvgood Novelties, and carefully selected

LISTS or STOVE, GREENHOUSE, and HARDY PLANTS, Is

ready and will be forwarded post free to all applicants.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Holloway, London, N.

Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Carriage Free
ARTHUR HENDERSON and CO. beg to anno

that their CATALOGUE of KITCHEN GARDEN .and

FLOWER SEEDS for 1867 is now ready, and will be forwarded free

on application.
Pine-apple Place, Edgeware Road, London, N.

Genuine Garden, Agricultural, and Flower Seeds.

PAUL TOLLARD, Seed Gkower and Merchant,
20, Quai de la Mfgissfrie. Paris, France.

SPECIAL PRICED LIST of NEW SEEDS, in English weights
and money, post free on application.

MM,RlEDRiCH
and Florisi

NEW CATALOGUE
Messrs. Beth a

,
London, E,C.

ADOLPHUS HAAGE,
'. of Erfurt, Prussia, begs to a

IS now published, and can be i

M & Bl.

CEDRUS DEODARA.—Fine Plants for immediate
effect, from 6 to 6, 7, and 10 feet high, safe to transplant, at

\s. per foot. Some extra-sized specimens, 16 to 20 feet, at 2s. per

foot. Most of the plants offered are in Large Pots, making their

removal certain beyond a doubt.

Madle & Sons, The Nurseries, Bristol.

Yellow Globe Mangel Seed.
L DAINTREE, of Fen Drayton, St. I'

. having a large stock of the above Seed, of his
growth (from large selected roots), can supply the Trade at a very

I of

TANSELLbegs to inform his Friends and the Trade
• that his usual large stock of DAHLIAS, both m pot and

ground root I

Sample and price on application as above.

the best varieties
prices, may re—
Camden Nursery, Grafton Road, Kentish Town, N.W.

fine condition for exportation, comprising
cultivation ; also New varieties of 1866. A LIST

with prices, ma^ be had on applicatii

Turkey, Early Violet, Black Ischia, White Ischia

Prolific, Angelique. Bearing Tie" -*•*'- "'-— ' '" '

bs. each, carriage paid t

cASTLE KENNEDY FIG.—Plants of the above may

HOUSE, Eastgatc Nursery, Petcrboroujrh,

1 the Gardener^ Chronicle of December 8.

^^ and DWARF TRAINED
15 APPLES and PEARS : fine Transplanted LARCH FIR. from

li to 6 feet; a choice collection of CONIFERS and EVERGREENS
, ^ , XT y Stock. Prices on application.

The Nurseries, London Road, Cheltenham.

QUEEN PINES.-4-OBtr
70 Suckers, rooted i

Succession, at 25. each.
Is. each.—To be had from

and Seedsmen, Dumfries, N.B.

Grape Vines.

JOSEPH MEREDITH has a beautiful Stock of VINES
for Sale, propagated from Vines which have borne the Ji-uit

which has taken from time to time so many First Pnzes.

The Vineyard, Garston, n ar Liverpool.

Late Grape Vines.
ALICANTE, LADY DOWNES', and MUSCAT of ALEXANDRIA,

MEREDITH has a splendid Stock of the above

nrr^WNES' SEEDLING, HAMPTON COURT,
BLACK HAMBURGH, and MUSCAT of ALEXANDRIA

each ; good Planting Caues,

Kingston, S.W.
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w VIRGO ASD SOiN" have a large Stock of the

, undermentioned FRUIT, FOREST, and other TREES to

IS si-ason, viz, .—
withy

-^u Quick (strong trans-

j

Chestnut {SpdniMb) planted)

Hoses, &c.

applicatlou at

The^yursery, Wonersh, near Guildford, Surrey.

ICHARD SMITH'S FEUIT LIST contains a

Sketch of the various Forms of Trees, with Directions for

Cultivation, Soil, Drainage, Manure, Pruning, Lifting, Cropping,

Ti'eatiuoiit uu-Ilt Glass; also their synonymes, quality, size, form,
^

-", growth, duration, season, price. &c.

Fix

.M;i l.l:S.

^eryman and Seed Merchant, Worcester.

-The finest collection in England,
of training, and are free

_1_ I'lJiio sorts are grown in all manner 01 i,raimue>

from insects, mealy-bug, or chlorosis, with which tiuv^ ^^^ ..v^..^-

Nurseries on calcareous soils are affected. Trees from such should

be avoided, as when once attacked they can never bo cured.

A 92-paK© CATALOGUE and large Supplement full of information

gratis on application to J. Scott, The Niu^eries, Merriott, Somerset.

The Finest New Hardy Plant of the Year.

AVL'S NEW DOUBLE SC.UILET THORN,
awarded First-class Certificate Royal Eotamc Society and

International Exhibition.
"Deep carmine-red, double and Yi|'oruiA&, liii ouiiiaMmt; m

double fink:'—Editorial 0/ Gardeners Chronicle, May 24, 1804.

STAN DARDS and PTRAMIDS, 10s. fJd. each. See Paul & Son

J, far surpassing the old

CAT^VLOUUE.
Old Cheshunt Nurseries, N.

LARCH, &c., at the Nursery of the late David A. Reid,

Park Attwood, iiewdley, Worcestershire :—LARCH, IJ to 2 feet,

10s per IIWO : :i to 3 feet, 128. per 1000 ; 2i to 3i feet, lis. per 1000 ;

StoJIeet, 10.^. per 1000; PEAR STOCKS, 2i to 6 feet, 15s. to 40s.

per 1000. LI.ST.S of other TREES sent on application. Apply, with

reference or remittance, to

JAMts RiDDELL. Steward, Park Attwood. near Bewdley.

Planting Season
LARCH (Native and Tyrolese), SCOTCH FIE (True

Native), SPRDCE, OAK, ASH, ALDER. BEECH, PRIVET,
and all kinds of FOREST and ORNAMENTjUj TREES and
SHRUBS, ROSES, FRUIT TREES, fine specimen ARAUCARIAS
and DEODARS, and largo TREES for Park Planting, now in fine

condition for removal.

CATALOGUES, with sizes and prices, sent free on application to

DicKsoNs & Co., Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists, 1, Waterloo
Place, Edinburgh.

Game Covert, Forest Planting, &c.

JAMES SMITH offers the foUowing :—
The RHODODENDRONS are fine bushy woll-rooted Plants,

fit either for Woods or Pleasure Grounds; the LARCH are fine

stout Plants, better cannot be grown ; also PK1VET.S, LAURELS,
BERBERLS (m sorts), SCOTCH, SPRUCE, and SILVER FIRS,
ASH, OAKS, BEECi£, BIRCH, PINU

.jll-r

i'ONTlCUk", bushy, well-rooted plants, 6 to

To the Trade.GAR A \V A Y AND CO.

Ash, transplanted, 2

Aucuba japonica, t

Beech, 1 and 2-year
Birch, 1 to 2 feet, transplanted

Chestnut, Horse, 1 to 2 foet.

^h. extra fine, 1 to li, H to 2,

o3,and3to 4ft., transplanted

FRUIT TREES.
Apples, very fine dwarf-trained I Peaches, very fine dwarf-trained

trained
Chen-ies, do., do.

Nectarines, do., do.

do. and standard-

Plums, do.

a appUcation.

Tansley Nurseries, near Matlock, Derbyshire.

JOSEPH SMITH, Sen., in-^^tes Planters and the
Trade to inspect his Nursery of 80 Acres of high land. The soU

is of a fibrous nature, and the Plants take up with excellent roota,
^^<•h as to ensure the best success in their removal.
The Nuvserv contains many Hundred Thousands of RHODODEN-

DRONS, COMMON and PORTUGAL LAUR.ELS, BOX, BROOMS,
BERBERIS, HOLLIES, PRIVETS. YEWS, 4c. The FOREST
TREES are very extensive, of all the leading kinds; there are

proper-

UTTON'S GUINEA BOX

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS

For one whole year's supply is forwarded

carriage free by rail on receipt of post-olhce

order for 21s.

PRICED LISTS gratis and post Q-oo on

application.

bDTTON & Sons,
Royal Berkshire Soocl Establiahment,

Reading.

Just puhlished. post free. 12 stamps,
Gratis to Clstomers.

CARTER'S
NEW AND CHOICE VEGETABLES

FOR 18G7.

LAXTON'S PROLIFIC EARLY LONG-POD PEA.

"We have much pleasure in introducing this valuable variety, raised by Thomas Laxton, Esq., Stamford, to the

notice of the Trade. Some pods (in a green state) were exhibited by us at Mark Lane in June, 1866, averaging

11 and 12 Peas in a pod, and they were pronounced by several eminent members of the London Seed Trade to be an

e.xceedingly fine variety. For a second Early Pea, and a Pea for early sowing in autumn, there is no Pea of a

similar class in cultivation to equal it, and we feel every confidence that it will he in general cultivation in a very

years. The Pea has the same habit and character as ** Dickson's Favourite " and *' Auvergne," excepting that

the pods are nearly double the size of these varieties.

The additional Testimonials received by us during the past summer fully corroborate our own opinion as to

its being a "First-class Pea."

Extract from " Jocrsal of Hobticpltcre," September 4, 18G6.

" In February last I purchased a quart of Laxton's ProHflc Peas,

sent out by Messrs. Carter. With me I find it is a very good second

early variety, certainly much larger in the pod than the other Peas

of its class; qmte equal to them in llavour, and ripening about the

time. I have now growing three rows, 12 yards in length, and
row is loaded with fine large pods, I intend to cultivate this

variety largely next season."—W. Woollet, Bunhurij, Scpttmber, 18G8.

Fro7n Mr. H. Mat, The Hope Nurseries, Bedate, Yorkshiret

Auymt 29, 18G0.

I observe a person styling himself 'Amateur,' in the Journal

of Hoi-ticuUure, speaking disparagingly of your Pea, Laxton's Prolific.

I had some of it last season, in sealed packets, and have found it a

flrst-class Pea, pods immense, 10 to 12 peas in a pod, and the crop

imely heavy; it is a fine exhibition Pea; what I bad came
very true."

Exlract frovi " Joorsal of HonTicoLTtrRE," Sept. 4, 18C6.

As the raiser of tMs Pea, my object in writing to you is not to

combat the opinions expressed in letters from 'An Amateur' and

others in your Numbers of the 14th and 21st of August, as I am
content to let the Pea stand or fall by the voice o( public judgment

alone ; but that the condemnations contained In the letters alluded

,0 are not universal, I have proof abundant in_ flattering reports of

,he successes of other growers who have volunteered their opinions.

An Amateur' appears to have assumed that it has been announced

as the best Pea in cultivation, and to have condemned it as not

answering that description ; he may have been disappointed, as many
othei-s must be who look for improvements in all points in a new
Pea or plant,

" Had Messrs. Carter announced it as such thoy could hardly have

boenliabletoacharge of deception ; but they have in their description

of it, I think, been singularly moderate and faithAil.

" My object, however, in troubling you is to explain what 1 believe
^•0 be the origin ot the three so-called varieties in the seed alluded

to by ' An Amateur.' The variety in qiicstion is the result of a cross

between ' Beck's Pnzetaker' (true), and ' Sangster's No. 1 ;' and
although the appearance of the seed, as evinced in my own sample*
would lead one to suppose there wore three varieties, yet the
produce in the growing state will show but one character, with

very slight v.u"iations, and this is not the only Pea which exhibits

such a tendency. 'Dickson's Favourite'* has been likened by high

authority to the variety in question, and has probably originated

from crossing two Peas of a similar class. Dickson's partakes of a

like mixed character of seed, and the variations in the growing

produce are also insignificant. It is a characteristic of many crossed

Peas to show in their produce after the second generation seeds

like both parents and intermediate, and possibly this raay explain

the appearances alluded to."—Tqomas Laxtox.

• This is incorrect, as " Laxton's Prolific Early Long-pod " is

distinct in seed and growth from *' Dickson's Favourite," and all

other sorts.

Per auart, 3s. 6d. ; Per Pint, 2s.

New Tom Thumb Peas.
THE PEABODY.—A very dwarf prolific branching late variety,

of Tom Thumb habit ; height 15 inches ; good flavour, and very

productive. "The Peabody" is a later variety than the Dwarf
Waterloo, to which it forma a good succession.

Per quart, 3s. ^. ; per pint, 2s.

DWAKF" WATERLOO LATE BRANCniJfG MARROW.—

A

dwarf variety of tall Royal Victoria or Waterloo Marrow, of Tom
Thumb habit ; height, 15 inches ; the most valuable dwarf Pea for

general and late cropping ever offered ; very dwarf, good flavour, and

very productive. Per quart, 3s, Gd. ; per pint, 2s.

Carter's Summer Broccoli.
new variety, with enormous close white heads, having the

desirable merit of being fully a fortnight later than Carter's

Champion (from which it was selected, and which has hitherto

been considered the latest variety in cultivation). Cai-ter's Summer
Broccoli may be had fit for use in June, thus filliii}{ up the gap

which formerly existed between Broccolis and Cauliflowers. The
seed of this variety is distinct from all other sorts.

Per packet, 2s. Gd.

Sims's Mammoth Tomato.
Manimoth variety of the Cherry Tomato, very early, of extremely

robust bablt ; requiring little support ; fruit very largo and smooth,

in Grape-like bunches, averaging from 4 to 20 fruits. This variety

was raised by Mr. Sims, Gardener to — Weddowson, Esq., Dulwich

Common, and is much recommended.

Per packet. Is.

New Potato, The Ash-top Fluke.

A hybridized Seedling from the Ash-leaf and the Flute Potato

raised by a Bedfordshire gardener, who has grown it for 5 years. The

stock was purchased by J. C. & Co. in 1SG5, and grown by them last

season at their St. Osyth Seed Farm, where they have thoroughly

proved its excellent qualities.

The Raiser correctly describes The Ash-top FKike as follows :—" I

can recommend it with perfect confidence as a second early Potato

—considerably earlier than the ordmary Fluke Potato—wiih hand-

some tubers ; it is a good keeper, and when boiled is very mealy and

of most excellent flavom-. I have grown this Potato for the last

6 years, and dming that time I have shown it against all the leading

sorts and it was always considered to be the best."

A nurseryman in the neighbourhood where Tiio Ash-top Fluke

was raised describes it as "a genuine Seedling Potato, selected from

a batch of Seedlings sown in I860, and grovm on since then by the

Raiser. It comes on directly after the Ash-lcaf, is a good cropper

for the garden, but does not produce like coarse field sorts ; it is in

good condition up to the end of January or middle of February. I

have seen the Potato sevei-al times at a Cottage Show and admired

it much ; you may depend upon what the Raiaer says about it, as I

havo known him for years.'

Per peck, Cs.

rrices of the above to the Trade on application.

The following is a complete List of Seed Merchants and Nursery-men who have abeady ordered theii- supplies

direct from cur Establishment up to the present time :

—

y^-i „,_ „ _^„ _ , __. „„„
original practical information for the Garden and Farm, together
with the following Original Aiticles:—

On the Cultivation of Hardy Flowers from Seed.How to Raise Hardy Flowers from Seed.
Ornamental Annuals.
Fine-foliaged Plants from Seed. And,
On Laying down Grass Seed for Permanent Pasture.

, ^ &c. &c. &c.

(tnntl'nil
""^^^ ^ ^°-' ^^^' "'S"^ Holbom, London, W.C., and all

Austin & MoAalan, Glasgow
Ailman, f redk., Horsham
Brotherton, W., Chapel Town, Leeds
Brown, Robert, Low Fell, Gateshead
Ball'our, A., Newcastle-on-Tvne
Barr & bugden, Kmg Street^ Covent (Jarden
Bndgford & Son, Dublin
t ixsbon, Jno., Abbey Nursery, Spalding
' hivas & Weaver, Chester
' iliiion, Jno., Meriden, near Coventry

per* Bolton, 152, Fleet Street, £..\2.

J .asland, B., Richmond, near Sheffield
ijickson & Co., Waterloo Place, Edinburgh
Jjicksons& Brown, 43 & 46, Corporation Street,

Manchester [Chester
Dickson & Sons, F. & A., 106, Eastgate Street,
Diclison & Sons, James, 102, Eastgate Street,
Dods, W., Haddington [Chester
Uregbom & Aitken, Kilmarnock
Drummond Brothers, George St., Edinburgh

HigherlandB, Newoaatle-
unaer-j^yne

Jones, Ellis, 13,MarketPlace,Wrexham,N.W.
Juhike & Co., Ferdinand, Ert\irt, Prussia
Lawson & Son, Peter, 28, King Street, Cheap-

side ; and Edinbmgh
Low, F. C, Drapery, Northampton
Lee, J. & C, Hammersmith
Milan, T., Doncaster
Maule & Son, Bristol
Mackintosh, R. T.. I
Marshall, James, Moiiliusi;, j

May, Samuel, Wade Lane, Lf
Mellor, Matthew, Ball Haye Garden, Leek
Methven, Thomas, Princes Street, Edinburgh
Morriss, P., Philadelphia, tI.S.A.
Newton, \V. C, 12, Beaumont Place, Bristol
Nutting & Sons, Barbican, E.C.
Oldroyd, W., Shrewsbury
Palmer, J., Market Cross, Wales

Porter, R., Seedsman, Oswestry
Platz & Sohn, Erfllit, Prussia
Rose, George, Bamsley
Sang & Sons, E., Kirkcaldy
Saunders, W., Seedsman, ic, AbergaVenliy
Stewart k Son, J., Dundee
Smith, R., Worcester
Shaw, Jno., 20, Oxford Street, Manchester
Small, Francis, Glasgow
Smith & Simons, Buchanan Street, GlasgOw
Sutton & Sons, Reading
Thomas, W,, Exchange St^ Wolvtrharapton
Thomson & Sons, James, Union St., Glasgow
ThorbuTQ & Co., New York, U.S A.
Troughton, H„ Fishergate, Preston
Turner, C, Royal Nursery, Slough
Vettch & Sons, James, Chelsea, S.W.
Vick, James, Rochester, U.S.A.
WaitB. Bumell, & Co.,lSl, High Holbom, W.C.
Washboum & Co., Boston. U.S.A.
Watkinson, Henry, Market Place,Manchester
White, George, Moss Street, Paisley

Williamson, George, Briston, near Thetford
Wood & Sob, Marcsfield, Dckfield

JAMES CARTER and CO,, 237 aiwl 238, HIGH HOLBOEN, LONDON, W.C,
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PAUL & SON'S ROSES, EVERGREENS, FRUIT TREES, &c.

Amongst EIGHTY PRIZES gained by their COLLECTIONS this year are the PREMIER PRIZES for CUT
ROSES at the INTERNATIONAL, NATIONAL, BIRMINGHAM, ROYAL BOTANIC, and BRIGHTON SHOWS,

AND EVERY PRIZE FOR NEW ROSES AT THE SUMMER SHOWS.

PAUL & SON,
OLD CHESHUNT NURSERIES, CHESHUNT, N.,

Beg to solicit orders for ROSES and other PLANTS now ready for delivery. That the Old Cheshunt Nurseries
still stand unrivalled in the culture of the Rose, the numerous Awards of the year attest. General Prices as under.—

ROSES, from our Stock of over 100,000 Saleable Plants.
Older kinds, Standards, 2 to 4 feet, 18s. per dozen ; Dwarf Standards, ^ to 1 foot, 12s. ; Dwarfs, 9s. to 12s.
Newer kinds. Standards, 24s. to 30s. per dozen ; Dwarf Standards, J to 1 foot, 18s. ; Dwarfs, 18s. to 24s
NEW ROSES of 1866, 36j. to 42s. per dozen ; 3s. 6a;. to 5s. each.

NOISETTE MARECHAL NIEL, Standards, 5s. ; Dwarfs, 3s. 6,!.

FRUITS, all healthy well-formed Trees.
APPLES.—Fine Standards, 18s. per dozen; PjT.imids, 18s. , QUINCES, WALNUTS, MEDLARS, CRABS, SERVICE

to 24s. per dozen ; Dwarf-trained, 30s. to 42s. per doz. TREES.—Standards, 2s to ''s tid each
PEARS, PLUMS, and CHERRIES.- Stand.ards, 24s. per FIGS, in pots, 3.?. 6rf. to 5s. each.

'
'

doz.
; Pyramids, fruiting, 24s. to 42s. per doz. ; Dwarf- VINES, ex. size. Fruiting, 7s. 6d. to 10s. 6d e.ich • Plant-

trained, 42s. per dozen. ing, verv fine, 60s. per dozen.
'

'

PEACHES, NECTARINES, and APRICOTS.—Standard- GOOSEBERRIES and CURRANTS 4s per dozen
t,.n;„..,i 7, KJ *„ in. R-/. each; Pyr.amids, in pots, RASPBERRIES.—Summer, 16s. p. 100 ; Autumn, 30s. do.
trained, 7s. 6d. to 10s.

. each ; Dwarf-trained, 60s. per dozen.
I
STRAWBERRIES, 3s. (id. to 5s. jier 100.

CONIFERyE.-Our selection of 100 varieties, 1 to 3 feet, .£10. PRICED LIST on appUcation. For extent of our
Collection see Catalogue of International Horticultural Exhibition.

DECIDUOUS and ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGED TREES and EVERGREENS, for Town and Country Plantmg.

RHODODENDRONS and AMERICAN PLANTS at PAUL'S American Nursery, High Beech, Loughton.

1^ PRICED DESCRIPTIVE LISTS of the above now ready.

PAUL AND SON would invite an inspection of their Nurseries, extending over Sixty Acres, one mile from
Cheshunt Station, Great Eastern Railway. Omnibus from Waltham Station to Nursery Gates meets certain Trains.

TT ENRY DEWAR and SON beg respectfully to offer

ni.fjo. ""u/l'
Hlolr »My suiiiiricir IMPROVKD SHORT-TOP BED

lin-hl, which wa« nwardod Two flrat-olsBH Cortlflcntos nt thoOarduns of the Royal Hortlciilturiil Society. South KenBlDKlon. oo
Nov. 7 and IJec. u, 1806 ; also Seod of thoir solid crlnD whltaNORTUUMDKllLAND CIlAMflON CELKRY, which vraS
aw,\rdod a tlrat-cla.™ Cortllloato at the Intomatlonal Show, South'•"—""•"" "—0,1806. In addition to tho Flnit-clam CorttacatM,

ilvor Isaiikslan Medal of the Royal Horticultural Society
Icil tor the above Beet and Celery.
lalcil packota only, Btarnped wit 1$. per

it, Newcafltie-ou.Tyno.

H.
Seed Potatos.

^ SITARPE are now offering M7ATT'S
1 ir KIDNEY, DAIN'TIIEE'8 EARLIEST.
i:i\l. KIlJXEY, FOKTV-FOLD, FOX'S 8KED-

'^'-'".
' .1 i.i ' I

'

'i: i>,aiid many utbtT Early ondLatovftriatlos.
tiuv 11. ,

:
. 'IN I'lsea-so, anJat low prices.

s.' I
I .r- ! -.ftljlishrnont, Wisbech, CambrldgCKhfre,

Seed PotatOB—Early Reliance.
HENRY MINCHIN has much pleasure in intro-

dviclng the above I'otato. It ia a flrst-mto cronpor, and cooit
llavoiir; fit for use about the same time an Myatt's iValileaf, but a
better cropper. The foUowiDg Testimonial 'is from Mr. C, Turner,
who has ootained a supply :—

"The Royal Nurseries, blough, Oct. 12, 1800.
" Dear Sir,—The Potato we found a very good ono. As a cropper

It is Ycry good ; in flavour, &c., it ia a very capital variety.—Youn*.
very truly, " Cuarlbb Turmeb."

Price 3s. dd. per pock. Price to the Trade on application.
• PRICE LISTS of PATERSON'S and other varieties free.

The Nurseries. Hook Norton, Oxon.

SPLENDID NEW EARLY GIANT KING ROUND
yj POTATOS, warranted true ; several Sacks to offer. Price

on application.
Also GLADIOLUS BRENCHLKYENSIS. (*s. per 100
Also fine Collection of ROSES, SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES, FERNS,

and SEEDS.
CATALOGUES on application to

E. AnnoTT, Jan., Railway Nursery, r Colchester, Essex.

POYNTER'S EARLIEST and BEST PEA, the
hardiest and earliest out, price only Is. 3d. per quart. See

Advertisement, p. USD of this week's Gardeners' Cttronicle.
To be obtained Retail in London of Messrs. Jas. Veltch & Sons,

Chelsea, S.W. ; and Mr. B. S Williams, HoUoway, N. ; and
thi-ough any Seedsman, in ono quart packages only, with Trade
Mark, the Crown and Royal Oak, and blue label. None other genmno.

Robert H. Foyntek, Seedsman, &c., Taunton, Somerset.

New Dwarf Kidney Bean—Dickson's Eclipse.
FAMES DICKSON and SONS have continued

confidence in again offenof; this m-i'.\ dislinct, and thoroughly

Seed Warehouse, 102, Eastgate Street, Chester.

UNDER THE PATRONAGE OF HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN,
AND MOST OF THE NOBILITY AND LANDED rKOPEIETOKS THROUGHOUT BRITAIN.

FEANCIS & AETHUE DICKSON & SONS,
THE OLD ESTABLISHED SEED WAEEHOUSE,

106, EASTGATE STREET, and the "UPTON" NURSERIES, CHESTER.

THE BEST EARLY PEA IN CULTIVATION—DICKSON'S 'FIRST & BEST.'

FEiVNCIS Ajro ARTHUR DICKSON and SONS are gratified to find that this Pea has again this Season (1866) given uniyersal satisfaction, and is pronounced by the

most experienced Gardeners in Britain, and other competent Judges (confirmed also by their own repeated trials against all the Early Peas of the day), to be the very

best FIRST EARLY PEA ever ofl'ered for general good rjimlities, viz., Eaeliness, Peoductiyeness, and Succession of Ckop. It will become as universally grown as their

" DICKSON'S FAVOURITE," which they had the pleasure to introduce some years ago.

Retail Price, Is. 6d. per Quart. Price to the Trade on application.

COMPLETE ASSORTMENTS OF CHOICE CONTINENTAL AND ENGLISH FLOWER SEEDS.
No. 1. A COMPLETE COLLECTION of the best and most .approved Continental and EngUsh varieties, £2 2s.

No. 2. A COMPLETE COLLECTION of ditto ditto .£1 10 [ No. 4, A COMPLETE COLLECTION "f ditto ditto £0 1-3 6

No. 3. A COMPLETE COLLECTION of (Utto ditto 110 I No. .5. A COMPLETE COLLECTION of lUtto ditto 10 6

COMPLETE ASSORTMENTS OF CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS FOR ONE YEAR'S SUPPLY.
No. 1. A COMPLETE COLLECTION of SELECT VEGETABLE SEEDS for ONE YEAR'S SUPPLY .Ki .3

No. 2. A COMPLETE COLLECTION of ditto ditto, in smaller proportionate qu.antities 220
No. 3. A COMPLETE COLLECTION of ditto ditto, in smaller quantities 110
No. 4. A COMPLETE COLLECTION of best kinds for a Small Garden 10 G

No. 6. A COMPLETE COLLECTION of the most select liinds for an extra large Garden, in proportionate quantities to No. 1 . . ..550
The above Collections contain the very best varieties of VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS of the respective kinds, and are recommended to Amateurs and others who

do not keep a professed Gardener, and are themselves at a loss to select.

FRANCIS <fe ARTHUR DICKSON & SONS'

CATALOGUE OF VEGETABLE ANB FLOWER SEEDS, ETC., FOR 1867,

with practical Cultural Directions, is ready, and will be sent Fost Free on application.

Their Seeds are all of the most select character, caoh Tttriety being saved from ihcliesl stock Isnowm of its kind.

All Seeds of £2 value delivered Carriage Free at any Railway Station. Floicer Seeds sent Fost Free, except heavy articles, smh as Sueet Feas, Lupins, #c.

106, EASTGATE STREET, CHESTER.—Dec. 29, 1806.
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-iriOLA CORNTJTA, MAUVE QUEEN, ard PURrLE
V ODEEN.-New Sued of the above now leijlj m pai,kets Ctf ,

is.. 2« Crf., and 6s. Price to Ihe Trade on applicntlon

i.Mis Ca»ti:k & Co , Seed Merchant.^ and hursoryraen, 23, & 238,

nicH Hnlboi-ti. London. W.C.
.

H.
viola coinuia. .

rA'N''>JFIJ, In* "ot .jOO Dozen in fine condition ot

V ,1 r' i
1 "I IFV direct from Mr. Bennett, and

J":.: , ;
'

-i^iuy rame direct from Mr.Hvills,

each kind sent safe, fresh, and freeMAU
per post fur :'' ^: i:iii' . *-

1

TlTIOLA UUKM lA

The PJants
cuttings till'

Apply to ^

ri-IHE 1.1

X New ].

c

rv iiKi.—Fuchsia Nursery, Woolwicb.

(TRUE).—The quickest and best

3g into a large and tnie stock.—100 Plnnts of Mr.

of the above beautiful and hardy Bedding Plant

f rnst-offlre order for I2s. C((., package included.

K'Li aiiH tiiftv; hy separating them now and by
,.r ri- , ..Ilia be made into thousands by apving.

.

'
.1 .." •,,, senmen and Seedsmen. Kelso, N.B.

jil on application to the Manager, C8, Welbock

IKRKNT and SEKD DIKIiiCXOHY of

I : HD COMPA NY will appear on January 1

i
i k'll pi'atis on application to 1

of 20 per cent, will be allowed on all Orders for Six

e Collections, Friends in a neighbourhood should theretore

unite and obtain the Garden supplies on the lowest possible terras.

Twenty per cent, will bo allowed to purchasers of Garden Seeds

when Six or more Collections are obtained at the same time, by the

London Seed Company, 68. Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square, Vv.C.

w ANTED, COMMON BRAMBLE.
State neiybt and Age, with price per 100 or 1000, to

StiautA Mein, Nurserymen, Kelso, N.B.

Gladioli.

JKELWAY ANii SON he^ to call attention to their

• splendid Stock of GLADIOLI, which comprisea all the sorts

worth growing, and probably the largest in the Trade. As a oroof

of the luxuri.idco and excellence of their collection they have been

awarded the Fust Prizea ofleved at the Crystal Palace and Royal

Horticultural Exhibitions in ISOi. lSfi5. and 1866.

PlilCE CATALOGUES free to all applicants.

Selections left to J. K. & S., 3s., 6s., to 3ls. per dozen; 10s., 20fl.,

to 100s. per 100.

The Nurseries Langport, Somerset.

MESSRS. C. PLATZ and SON, Erfurt, Prussia.
SEEDSuey to H. M. the King of Prussia, beg to inform theu-

Friends and the Trade that their SEED CATALOGUE for 1867 is

now ready, and may be had post free on application to

Me.ssrs. Jdkq & Schneider, Seedsmen, Cheltenham.

WELLTNGTONIA GIGANTEA, new seed, per 1000 seeds, Cs.

FINUS NORDMANNIANA, new seed, per lb., 10s. Gd.

To the Seed Trade.—Continental Flower Seeds, &c.
1T1 W. WENDEL, Seed Grower, &c.. Erfurt, Prussia.

- • begs to announce that his WHOLESALE CATALOGUE of
the above is now ready, and may be had free and post paid
application to his Auent,
Geo. Ma' , Seed.sman, &c.. High PvOad, Hammoismtth, W.NEW CATALOGUES

for the SEASON of 1866 and 1967.

No. 1. ROSES.—A Select List of all the best varieties In cultivation,
fully and faithfully described.

No. 2, FRUIT TREES. — A Descriptive List of all the choicest
varietiea of Fruits.

No. 3. CONIFER.S, ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS.—
Contains all varieties worthy of cultivation, with inters

s of description, height, size, native country, A<

NTED FOREST TREES.—Plants for cover a

No. 6. GARDEN and AGRICULTURAL SEED and ROOT

GOOD SEEDS, CARRIAGE FREE.

ROYAL BERKSHIRE SEED ESTABLISHMENT.

SUTTON'S UNRIVALLED COLLECTIONS OF SEEDS
FOR ONE YEAR'S SUPPLY.

SUTTON & SONS
Are now prepared to receive Orders for the above, the prices of which are as follows

:

CATALOGPE.

King's Acre Nu

SELECT FLOWERING TREES for SMALL LAWNS
and FLOWER GARDENS,

CARAQANA ALTAGANA, ARENARIA (Weeping), CHAM-
LAGU, FRUTESCENS (Weeping), JDBATA, all 2«, Cd. eacli ;

AHUORESCENS I'ENDOLA, new, fa. each. CALOPHACA
WOLGARICA and HALIMODENDRON ARGENTEUM,
2s. Gd. each.
The at)ove are all Siberian trees and shrubs, Sowering in early

beautiful), PURPUilEUS. PHRPUREUS FLORE ALBO,
PDRPnREUS QRANDIFLORUS. PURPUREns MAJOR.
PDRPHREUS ROSEUS, VERSICOLOR, SESSILIFOLIUS,
SESSILlFOLIUS STRICTA, NIGRICANS, and GENISTA
PDRGANS, aU Is. id. each.
The above beautiful varieties and species are grafted on straight

5-feet stems of the Purple Labumum.
LILACS. - NEW DARK BLUE, TRIOMPHE DE LOtTVAIN,

CHARLES 10th, GLOIRE DE MOULINS, DR. LINDLEY,
TRIOMPHE D'ORLEAN.S, PHILEMON. GRANDIFLOBA
RUBRA, VALLOTIANA, PRINCE IMPERIAL, WHITE
SIBERIAN and RED SIBERIAN.
The above .are low Standards with sti-aight 4 to 6 feet stems,

and are very ornamental.
PRnNns SINENSIS ALBA and RUBRA, 6teet stems, Zs."-" —•

Thob Rivers Bl Sow, Nurseries, Sawbridgewortb.

OSES.—Extra fine Standards, at from 15s. to 18s.
per dozen ; lOOs. per 100.

Do. Cwaif, extra fine, at from 9s. to 12s. per doz. ; 63s. toSls. per 100.

C„
Roses.

HARLES YERDIER Fils (ex-Partner in and
Successor to the late Firm of Victor Verdier P«re. and Ch

Verdier Fils), NoRSEBVMiK, 12, Rue DumSril, Paris, begs to Inform
Amfitem.3 and the Trade that he has iust published his NEWCATAI.OOnE of ROSES, which may be obtained free on application

.„ . .
.r .. ^

^ ^ g^^^ ^^ Harp Lane, Great- his Agents, Messrs. r! Sii
Tower Street, London, E.C

J^PAf^t. ^"1'* Trees, Conifers, Forest Trees. &c.OHN fcRAI^STON begs to direct attention to a lar^e

FOR^IsV^Ska^SlVN'TlTllEiriJ ™=^^' ^^'^^"^

™?." Nureerles ejtend over upwards of 60 Acres, situated In the
fh» «^. . .°°'^? ?

""^ Hereford (which is acknowledged to possessthe finest soil and climate for the gro>vth of Fruit and Forest Treesof any other county in England), and Is well stocked with Trees ofevery description.

auritST.!!? p'^^i'''^
CATALOGUES win be forwarded on

Sn^TeoCpric°es'^SfbeSvem '""^ """""''^ SpecUil and most

Planting midertaten by Contract or otherwise.
Nunrerlos, King's Acre, near Hereford.

For the Flower Garden.

No. 2. A COMPLETE COLLECTION of ditto, f 1 lis.

No. 3. A COMPLETE COLLECTION of ditto, £1 1«.

No. 4. A COMPLETE COLLECTION of ditto, ISs.

No. 5. A COMPLETE COLLECTION of ditto, 10s. M.

For the Kitchen Garden.
No. 1. A COMPLETE COLLECTION for ONE YEAR'S SUPPLY,

with Instructions on Cultivation, £3 3s.

No. 2. A COMPLETE COLLECTION, in quantities proportionately

reduced, £2 2s.

No. 3. A COMPLETE COLLECTION, ditto, £1 lis. M.
No. 4. A COMPLETE COLLECTION, ditto, £1 Is.

No. 5. A COMPLETE COLLECTION, ditto, 15s.

No. C. A COMPLETE COLLECTION, ditto. 10.i. 6.1.

No. r. A COMPLETE COLLECTION, extra quantities, £5 to. ! ; u . i> ;
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 free by Railway. J*'"^^ 01/ I'OSt Or Jiatf.

A LIST of CONTENTS of the above COLLECTIONS may be had Gratis and Post Free on application.

The very EARLIEST and BEST PEA in cultivation is

SUTTON'S BINGLEADEB, price 2s. per quart.

SUTTON'S COMPLETE CATALOGUE of GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS sent Gratis and Post Free on

application.

SUTTON AND SONS, SEED GROWEES, READING.

1867.

FIRST WEEK IN JANUARY WILL BE PUBLISHED,

FIRST EDITION, 25,000,

OP

BARR & SUODEN'S

GUIDE TO THE KITCHEN AND FLOWER GARDEN.

A COPY WILL BE PRESENTED TO EACH CUSTOMER.

INTENDING PURCHASERS WILL ALSO BE PRESENTED WITH COPIES

ON SENDIXQ THEIR ADDRESSES.

The GUIDE will embrace every Novelty and Speciality worthy of notice in FLOWER and VEGETABLE SEEDS.

Vegetable Seeds^ Carriage Paid.

Collections of Vegetable Seedg,

10s. &d., 21s., 30s., 42s., 63s., 84s., 10.5s., to 210s.

Flower Seeds, Post Pitld.

Collections of Flo-wer Seeds,

3s. &d., r,s. 6d., 7s. ed, IDs. 6d., 15s., 21s., 42s., 63s.,

84s., 105s. to 2I0s.

For full particulars of these Collections, see the Guide.

BARR AND SUGDEN, 12, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

KITCHEN GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS.

OSBORN & SONS'
SELECT LIST OF THE ABOVE MAY NOW BE HAD

ON APPLICATION.

In it, among other articles of sterling merit, especial attention is directed to the following :

—

gai-dei

foliage

- desirable pink variety, crisp a^d

thick paie green fleah, and weigh:

BROCCOLI, OSBORN'S WHITE WINTER.—Still pronounced by

some gardeners to be the beat. Per packet, 15. ttd.

LETTUCE. SCOTTS WHITE COS.—A very superior variety o

Parlg Cos. l*er packet, \s. 6d.

LETTUCE, BOWDEN'S BROWN COS.—Less liable to run than

any Lettuce we know. Per packet, Is. 6d.,

LETTUCE, STANSTED CABBAGE.—The best hardy winter

variety. Per packet, Is.

LETTUCE, BELLE BONNE.—A very superior summer Cabbage
Lettuce. Per packet. Is.

Special qmintions to the Trade of these may be had on application.

CELERY, FEAR NOT.-A
excellent in flavour. Per packet, Is.

"MELON, QUEEN EMMA.-This was raised at Heckfleld, and
pronounced by the Viscount Eversley and other connoisseurs to
be one of the best flavoured Melons ever produced. It hns a
good constitution, is a great bearer, well netted, thin ekin,

,_j
. . .. 2 to 3 lb. Per packet.

FULHAM NURSERY, LONDON, S.W.
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G
Wholesale Catalogua of Nursery Stock.

EORGE JACKMAN and SOW'S PKICED and
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE for 1866 and Spring 1867,

1 application, comprising Fruit Trees, Roses, Americanbo had fri
, ^ , ,, ^ _ _

_

Plants, Couifera, Clematises, Evergreen and Doclilioas Trees
Shrubs, and transplanted Forest Trees, &c,, &c,

Woklog Nursery, Surrey.

Amaryllis.
JAMES GARAWAY and CO., Durdhara Down

Nurseries, Bristol, oflcr Bulbs of the above, unnamed Seedlings
that have bloomed witL liiem durmg the past two seasons, and many
of which are now showing fiowor, at 5s., 7s. Qd., and 10s. 6d. each, or
00s,, SOs., and 105s. per dozen.

Jaues Garawat & Co , Durdham Down Nurseries. Bristol,

__ Brltisli Fern Catalogue.
XJOBERT SIM can now send, post free forXt stamps^ Part I. (British Ferns and their varieties, 36 paces,
includineprices of Hardy Kjcotic Ferns) of his NEW and PRICED
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS,
No. 7.

Foofs Cray Nursery-, S.E., a mile from Sidcup Station of New
North Kent Line of South Eastern Railway.

_ „ RhododendJonB.
JOHN "WATERER'S DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
tf of HARDY SCARLET and other RHODODENDRONS is now
published and will belorwarded on application. It faithfullv describes
the colours of the new varieties exhibited bv him at the Roval
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park. An Abridged List of popular

rith heights and prices, I

ID Nursery, " -
South-Western Railwav.

like'

RNew Catalogue of Plants, Dutch Bulbs, &c.
OBERT PARKER begs to announce that his NEW
CATALOGUE, containing Select Descriptive and Priced Lists

of New, Rare, and beautiful Greenhouse, Hardy and Stove Plants.
Hardy Ferns, Fruit Trees, Grape Vines, Roses, Rhododendrons,
Sweet Violets, &c., Amaryllis, Crocuses, Cyclamens, Gladioli,
HyaomthB, Liliums, Narcissus, Tulips, and other Bulbs, is now
published and will be forwarded to applicants.

Eiotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey, S.

Eixt (SartreneriS'eiirontcle.
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 29, 1866.

What is called Subtropicax Gardening is

now somewhat iirmly established amongst us. It
has withstood as severe a test during the past
summer and autumn as any it is Ukely to experi-
ence, and we may now with confidence discuss
the modifications and benefits it is capable of
lending to our popular style ofgarden decoration,
and suggest how far it may be wise or tasteful to
adopt the system in gardens generally.

First, then, as to its teachings. It has taught
us the value of grace and verdure amid masses of
low and brilliant and unrelieved iiowers, or
rather reminded us of how far we have diverged
from Nature's ways of displaying the beauty of

Previous to Mr. Gibson's inauguration of thi
movement in England, our love for rude colour
had led us to some extent to ignore the exquisite
and inexhaustible way in which plants are
naturally arranged—Fern, flower, grass, shrub
and tree, sheltering, supporting, and relieving
each other. We cannot attempt to reproduce
this literally in gardens, nor would it be wise or
convenient to do so ; but assuredly herein wiU
be found the source of true beauty in gardens,
and the more the ornamental gardener keeps
the fact before his eyes, the nearer truth and
success will be attained. Nature in jm
naturalibus is not a beauty to be added to
our gardens, but Nature's laws should not be
violated, and but few human beings have con
trayenod them more than the British horticul-
turist during the past 20 years. We must
conipose from Nature, as the best landscape
artists do, not imitate her basely. We may
have all the shade, the relief, the grace, and the
beauty, and nearly all the irregularity of
Nature seen in every blade of Grass, in every
sea-wave, and in every human countenance

;

and which may be found, too, in some way,
in every garden that affords us lasting pleasure
either from its contents or design. Well, thi

and a revolution of appliances would be neces-
sary, which are in nearly all cases quite im-
possible, and if possible hardly desirable. We
can, however, introduce to our gardens much
of the beauty siif/i/rsted by Battersea; we can
vary their contents, and render them more
interesting by a cheaper and a nobler system.
The use of all plants without any particular and
striking habit or foliage, or other distinct pecu-
liarity, merely because they are "subtropical,"
should be tabooed at once, as tending to make
much work, and to return—a lot of weeds ; for

weediness " is all that we can write of many
Solanums and stove plants of no real merit
which have been employed in this movement.
Selection of the most beautiful and useful from
the great mass of plants known to science is one of

the most important of the horticulturist's duties,

and in no branch must lie exercise eclecticism

more thoroughly than in the one under discussion.

Some plants used in it are as indispensable—the

different kinds of Eicinus, Cannas in great
variety, PoljTjinia, Colocasia, Uhdea, Wigandia,
Ferdinanda, Palms, Yuccas, Dracsenas, and fine-

leaved plants of coriaceous textrrre generally. A
few specimens of these may be accom-
modated in many large gardens; they will

embellish the houses in winter, and, trans-

ferred to the open garden in summer, will

lend interest to it when we are tired of the

houses. Some Palms, like Seaforthia, may be

used with the best effect for the winter decora-

tion of the conservatory, and stood out with the

best effect, and without danger in summer. The
many fine kinds of Dracienas, Yuccas, Agaves,

&c., which have been seen to some perfection at

our shows of late, are eminently adapted for

standing out in summer, and are in fact benefited

by it. Among the noblest ornaments of a good
conservatory are the Norfolk Island and other

tender Araucarias—these may be stood out for

the summer much to their advantage, because

the rains will thoroughly clean and freshen them
for winter storing. So with some Cycads and
other plants of distinct habit—the very things

we wish to see added to the present beauties of

the flower garden. Thus we may enjoy all the

benefits of what is called subtropical gardening

without creating any special arrangements

for them.
But what of those who have no conservatory,

no hothouses, no means for preserving large

tender plants in winter ? These too may enjoy in

effect the bea\ity which may have charmed them
in a subtropical garden. We have no doubt

whatever that in many places as good an effect

as any yet seen in an English garden from tender

plants, may be obtained by planting hardy ones

only 1 There is the Pampas Grass—when well

grown' imsui-jmssed by anything that requires

protection. Lot us in planting it take the trouble

to plant and place it very well—and we can afford

to do that, since one good planting is all that it

requires of us, while tender things of one-tenth

the value may require daily attention. There
are the hardy Yuccas, noble and graceful in

outline, and thoroughly hardy, and which if

planted well, are not to be surpassed, if equalled,

by anything of like habit we can preserve

indoors. There are the Arundos—conspicua and
Donax, things that well repay for liberal

planting, and there are fine hardy herbaceous

plants like Crambe cordifolia. Rheum Emodi,
Ferulas, and various fine umbelliferous plants

that wUl furnish effects equal to those we can
stove plants." The Acanthuses,

strangers, simply because we have not sufficiently

selected from and utilised the vast amount of
vegetable beauty at our disposal.

• We have already explained to our readers the
principal arrangeincuts hitherto made with rel'eronco

to the InteunationalHoetic'uli'Ukal Exhibition
to be belli in Pauis next year (see pp. 731) and 970). A
detailed Programme now before us, enables us to add
some further particulars. The Programme itself is too
lengthy for us to insert as a whole, but we have no
doiibt that copies may be obtained on. appUcation
to R. G. Wylde, Esq. (the Assistant-Secretary of the
Exhibition), South Kensington Museum.
In so far as the general arrangements go, but little

alteration has been made in the original plan (.see p. 7.30),

but the following are among the more important
additions ;

—

Each plant must be correctly labelled with its

scientific name (species and variety). In the case of a
new plant, the label must indicate the name of the
plant, the place from whence imported, and the date of

introduction. In the instance of a new seedling variety,

the exhibitor may attach to the plant a sealed envelope
containing the name that bo proposes to give to the
plant, which envelope will not be opened, unless with
the sanction of the exhibitor, if the plant is not deemed
worthy of an award. Plants that appear to have no
section in which they can appropriately be exhibited
may be specially allocated, on application being made to

the Committee of Advice [commission consuItative)^viho

will make arrangements accordingly. In those classes

where a definite number of plants is mentioned, no
exhibitor must show more or fewer than the number
fixed. In the case of ^' colhctions'^ where no special

indications are given in the Programme, it is to be
understood that only one plant of a kind is to be
exhibited. In the ?o/s " several plants of the same
variety or species may be e.xhibited where no indication

to the contrary is given. It is expressly to be under-
stood that all plants exhibited as new plants, either

seedlings or new importations, must nothave been
previously let out in commerce. Intending exhibi-

tors must notify before the 28th of February, 1867, the

classes in which they intend to exhibit^ and give full

details upon the points aheady mentioned by us at

p. 730. ,
In the case of British exhibitors the applications

for space, and announcement of intention to exhibit,

should be sent to E. G. Wylde, Esq., South Kensing-
ton Museum.
As to the fourteen consecutive sections or " con-

_jurs" into which the whole Exhibition is to be

divided, the plan adopted is, to have one leading

feature for each concours, and several accessorj; ones
j

thus each section is divided into " concours princiiiaux"

and " concours accessoires." We subjoin a literal

translation of some of the particulars relating to the

first Exhibition, which is to begin on the 1st of April

and end on the loth day of the same month, trans-

lating the French concours by the corresponding

term made use of in English schedules, viz., class.

FIRST EXHIBITION.
Principal Classbs.

General Exhibition of Camellias inSlooin (11 classes), viz. ;—
1. Species and varieties in collections. 2. "Lot "of 50 plants,

select [choiaies] varieties. 3. Lot of 25 select varieties. 4. Lot

of 12 plants remarkable for their growth Ideveloppement^.

5. Lot of plants remarkable for good cultivation. 6. Plant of

choice sort and good cultivation. 7. Lot of 25 varieties intro-

duced into commerce during or since 1864. 8. Lot of 12

varieties sent out during or siuce 1865. 9. Lot of 6 varieties

sent out in 1866. 10. Lot of new seedling varieties. 11. One
new seedling variety.

AccEssoRv Classes.

Seicln inlrodneed Stove Plantt (4 classes).—!. Lot of

pLints, various, 2. Lot of 5 now plant!

new plants of the same ge ' "'

ornamental point of view.
K,w S'edliiw Store Plli.lt. ,. -. --

seedlings. LI. SocJIing plant obtained on the eontment (thrc

specimens of the s:une kind may be exhibited in this class).

subtropical gardening has taught us that one of I produce by
the greatest mistakes ever made in the flower too, when well grown, are vei-y suitable to this

garden was the adoption for culture on a vast style ; one called lusitanicus, wifiich is beginning
scale of a few varieties of plants, to the exclu-

|
to get known, being of a peculiarly firm, polished,

sion of interest and variety, and too often of i and noble leafage. Then we have a hardy Palm

—

beauty or taste. We have seen how well the very much hardier, too, than we suppose it to

pointed, taperingleavos of the Cannacarrytheeye bo, because it has preserved its health and
upwards ; how refreshing it is to " cool the eyes "

1 greenness in sheltered positions, where its leaves

in the deep umbrage of those thoroughly tropical may not be torn to shreds by the storm through
Castor-oil plants with their gigantic leaves; all our recent hard winters, incIucHng that of

how grand the Wigandia, with its wrought-iion
texture and massive outline, looks after survey-
ing brilliant lines and richly painted leaves

;

how greatly the sweeping Palm leaves beautify
the British flower garden ;—and, in a word, the
Garden at Battersea has shown us the difference

between gardening that interests and delights
all the public, as well as the mere horticulturist,

and that which is too often offensive to the eye
of taste, and pernicious to every true interest of
gardening.
But are we to adopt this sj'stcm in its purity ?

Certainly not. All practical men see that to

accommodate it to private gardens an expense

Plant remarkable

.—1. Lot of

Lot of

—1. Lot of 1

uf the same genus.
or variety.
ined on the Continent

i'oody plants remark-
of the same genus.-

1860. And when we have obtained these we
may associate them with not a few things of much
beauty' among trees and shi'ubs—with elegant

tapering young Pines, many of which, like

Cupressus nutkoensis, have branchleis finely

chiselled as a SolagineUa, not of necessity show-

ing close resemblance, but sufficient to cany the

eye and mind from the minute and pretty to the

beautiful and dignified. By a judicious selection

from the vast mass of hardy plants now obtain-

able in this country, and by, where convement,

a!>sociating with them house plants stood out for

the summer, we may arrange and enjoy a beauty

in the flower garden to which we are as yet

',/,
, , ,

,'
I 1 classes).—!. Collection of species and

virict L^ 1 * )i ^i"n of Phalfenopsis (2*specimens of each

kind sh.j'uM i.e c.-sbibited). 3. Lot of 5 plants remarkable for

their growth. 4. Single plant remarkable for its development.

These extracts will show in what way the outline

already given by us at p. 970 is filled up. For further

details we must refer to the Programme itself, which

consists of no fewer than 41 quarto pages.

It appears that the Parisian horticulturists are

not much better pleased with the arrangements for

the forthcoming Ixteknational than are our oij-n

exhibitors. A memorial has been addressed to the

President of the Committee of Advice, pointing out

some of the objectionable features in the scheme, and

suggesting certain alterations.

n^e have on various occasions invited attention

to'the choice novelties which have from time to time been

obtained amongst Chinese Peimeoses, and we have

now oneortwomore to notice. One is a double fringed-

flowered sort, with blossoms of a lilac-rose colour, which,

so far as we can judge from one or two cut blooms, is

distinct, and therefore will make a desirable, as it is

a pleasing addition to the sorts already cultivated. A
second is single-flowered and fringed, and is to be called

SPLENDENS grandifloka ; it lias large flowers of a
dark magenta crimson, with a yellow eye, and will be a

showy varietv when vigorously grown : while a third,

remarkable for delicacy of tint, and to be called

Beautt, has the flowers of a pale soft blush, with a
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These havelarge yellow eye, very charming in its way.

been sent to us by Mr. E. Dean.
.—- We learn with great satisfaction that Dr.

Alexander Dickson has been appointed to the post

of Pkofessoh of Botany in Tkinity College,
Dublin, in the place of the late Dr. Haetet. We
venture to hope that the duties of the office he has so

appropriately beet> called on to fill, will not impede the

prosecution of those researches on the development and
growth of plants which Dr. Dickson has so successfully

carried on. It is a field of vast importance, in which
we English have few observers, and certainly none who
have done so much as Dr. Alexandee Dickson.

M. Cabei6ee continues to add interesting

details, from which we may hope in due time to arrive

at some more definite conclusions as to the phenomena
of Vaeiation. Having sown seeds of Sali.^ vitelliua,

many of the seedUngs turned out to be different one

from another, and from the parent plant. Some
seedlings with yellow bark, and others with very dark
rind, alike produced large, smooth, or glabrous leaves

;

but some of them formed buds the leaves of which
were small and hoary from the presence of silvery

hairs. In another instance the leaves were spirally

twisted, as in the Salix babylonica annularis. M.

for the reason that a bedroom window is generally

better adapted for the growth of plants than a kitchen

window, owing to the atmosphere being less hot and
dry.

Effects of Frost.—A. word now as to frost—the arch-

enemy of floriculture. When it is at all severe, the
plants should be removed from the window-ledge
either to a warmer room, or, failing that, to the
warmest and farthest-removed corner from the window.
As soon as you see those beautiful crystals form on the
glass you may be sure that it will not be long before

the frost makes itself felt in the inside. Should this

precaution not be taken, and the soil and plants be-

come frozen, let them then thaw gradually ; and the
most effectual way to do this is to place them in a dark
cupboard (not a warm one), and sprinkle them well

overhead with cotd water.

NEW AND SELECT PEARS.
No. 7. Beurre Clairr/eau.—It is now several years

since this, the most beautiful of all Pears, was intro-
duced. In size it is one of the largest, and in a warm
sunny climate, when its skin is covered with a fine
crimson tint, it is most ornamental as a dessert fruit.

With regard to its flavour, till 1805 it was disappoiut-
CaeeiJ:ee, however, does not tell us what, if any, I ing, as itsjuice was watery, with a great lack of sugar
precautions he took to prevent the flowers of

t'le mother plant from bein" influenced by the
pollen from some other Willow.

WINDOW FLOWER GARDENS.
[The gradual extension ofthe movement for

fostering a love of flowers among the working
classes, and for diffusing a charm over their too
often ill-conditioned residences, is matter for
congratulation. Not only in London, but in
Dubhn and other large towns, efforts are being
made in this direction ; and from a report before
us, we learn that Hull is not behindhand ;in

t'le good work. Nearly 4000 plants have been
distributed among 724 applicants, under the
superintendence of Mr. J. C. Niven,the curator
of the Hull Botanic Garden, and Mr. Peak,
the superintendent of the People's Park in\the
sxme town. The directions for the culture of
these plants, drawn up by Mr. Niven, are so
wellf adapted to the end in view, that we re-
publish tnem here in the hope that they may
Sirve as hints to others who are engaged in a
similar task. Eds.]

Waterhi;.—The first and most important
point is to guard against over-watering ; this
remark is more especially^ applicable to the
first month or two—as it will be readily under-
stood that in the process of removing a plant
from the ground where its roots are widely
spread, and placing them in the narrow limits
of a flower pot, a certain amount of injury is

unavoidable, and in order to allow the roots to
recover their power of healthy action, just
sufficient water must be given to keep the soil
moist, not wet—and to insure this a watering
once a week will be quite sufficient until about
the beginning of the year—or, if the plants are
in a room where there is no fire, once a fort-
night may suffice. One maxim in connection
with watering which ought always to be borne
in mind is, w-hen you do water, do it well and
thoroughly, allowing all the surplus to escape
at the bottom of the pot. It is usual to stand
the pots in saucers, and as a matter of clean-
liness it is advisable to do so, but never allow
the surplus water to remain in those saucers
for any length of time, as the air is thereby
prevented Irom acting on the soil, and the
result is that it becomes sour, and rots the roots.
Decayed SraHc7«!s.—Should branches decay,

a some will do even under the most favourable
circumstances, cut them back to a sound joint, that .„,
t > that part of the stem where there eitifier is or has
been a leaf. This being neglected, the decay may
from a single branch extend itself through the whole
plant. For the same reason it is advisable to remove
any decaying leaves, or those that have turned yellow— 'he latter, by a gentle pressure downward, will
generally break off at the bottom of the leaf-stalk.

Ventilation.—A word now about ventilation. Let
t le window be open as much as possible during the
day especially if there be a fire in the room, and at
night, when it would be impracticable to have the
Window open, place the plants on the floor, where they
will be coolest. Above all things avoid putting them
on a high shelf for the oft-repeated reason that
they are nicely out of the way,"—such a course

ivould lead to their being very soon out of the way
altogether.

Spring Growtk.-As the spring advances, and the
plants show signs of growth in the form of healthy
young leaves, take every opportunity of setting them
out of doors during the day in a sheltered corner,
where they will get a little sun, and above all things
never miss an April shower, which will be all the more
acceptable should it occur in March. A nice genial
.shower will do them more good in an hour than all the
artificial waterings and washings you can give.
Air Furijled hy PZa«<s.—There is with many persons

a prejudice against having plants in a bedroom, under
the erroneous impression that they poison the atmo-
sphere. The very reverse is the case. The leaves of
plants purify the air, filtering all the poisonous matter
out of it, and appropriatin'.; Iliiit poiMni'His matter to
their own growth. The saiur i,niiik 4 im^ not, how-
ever, apply to cut flowers. Tin ~l-, Ijijaiitil'iil as they

THE PHILOSOPHY OF PRUNING.
Peuning is one of the most important operations to

be appHed to plants, especiallyto woody plants. Pruning
in some sort has to be performed at all periods of their
existence and growth ; and upon all, from the lordly
forest tree, or the fruit-bearing orchard tree, of whatever
kind, to the humble bushes and brambles that yield us
their abundant and most welcome fruits, or the trailing
Vine that adorns our arbors, and covers our trellises
with its rich and tempting clusters of luscious Grapes.
Many herbaceous plants are also submitted to judicious
pruning, and yield in consequence an increased product
of fruit. Our ornamental gardeners and plant growers
practise pruning most admirably upon their house
plants, and by tneir successful methods of pursuing
the practice, they produce the most wonderful effects
in the vigour, thrift, symmetry, and blossoming of their
specimens, as may be seen especially at our noble
exhibitions. And yet, when we come to travel about
the country, and see the shrubberies, the parks, the
orchards, fruit gardens, and Vineyards, as they are,
we shall be struck with the great .amount of igno-

. - . . , J
ranee or neglect which is manifested in what weevery-

may be, do to some extent add tu thi; impurity, and where behold. Still more shall we be surprised when
consequently ought always to be removed from a we hear nurserymen and orchardists, men who have
sleeping apartment at night. I mention these facts I had opportunities for extended observations, and those.

and flavour, but last year it was not only most beautiful
but very good indeed. This season it has lapsed into
its usual character, thus showing that it requires a
warm exposure and good climate. The tree is very
hardy, and a most abundant bearer, and if well grown
is unrivalled as a market Pear in December, its usual
period of ripening. It does not succeed on the Quince
stock in all soils, but bears most abundantly even
when grafted on the Pear stock.

too, who are considered successful cultivators, advo-
cate the idea that trees should not be pruned at all.

An apology may be found for them in the many
instances of bad pruning that may frequently be met
with—they may say that uo pruning is better than
such mutilation—and with some varieties they may
have a share of reason on their side, since there are
many sorts that will very naturally produce an open
head, everywhere provided with abundant fruit-spurs,
those great desiderata of the fruit grower.
We prune our plants for the most opposite purposes.

We prune to make them assume some desired form

;

we prune to produce symmetry ; we prune to torture
them as much as possible from their natural habit.
Again, we prune to make them grow vigorously, at
one time ; and we perform other pruning operations in
order to dwarf and stunt our specimens, and to make
them as diminutive as possible. The experienced
orcharijist will tell you to prune the barren but thrifty

tree in order to make it productive of fruits, and he
may also tell you to prune one still more severely,

which has expended all its energies in fruit-bearing,
and appears likely to exhaust itself to its own destruc-
tion. Upon very high authority, supported by
universal and annual practice, the Vine-dresser will

advise you to prune your Vine in order to make it

fruitful, and he will also urge you to prune in such
a manner as to prevent over-production

—

he will further insist that you shall prune
again during the season of growth to promote
the same objects.

Thus it appears that the ends to be
attained by pursuing the practice of this
important operation are exceedingly diverse
and apparently contradictory ; nor is it any
wonder that the novice should feel bewildered

. in the midst of directions so opposite, nor
even that those who have grown grey in the
orchard, should have arrived at conclusions
so strange as those just mentioned—not to
prune at all. And yet, notwithstanding these
apparent contradictions, there is a reason
for each of these various modes, as well as for
the different seasons that have been recom-
mended for performing the several operations
of pruning.

It may be said that in the natural trees,
whether standing alone in the midst of a
prairie, thinly grouped as in the "Oak-
opening," or crowded together in the dense
forest, we may behold the most perfect models
of beauty and of fruitfulness—yet these have
never been subjected to the action of the knife,
the saw, nor the hatchet. True, and yet they
have all been pruned by Nature—she prunes
and trains magnificently, and gives us the
finest models for imitation, whether for park
scenery, as in the lone tree of the prairie,
or in the scattered groups of the island-groves
that are so often seen to rise above the level
of the broad savannah of the West ; or for a
forest of noble shafts, to be gazed at with
admiration, then felled by the ruthless axe,
and converted to man's economic uses, she
shows us a pattern in the dense Pineries and
other timber tracts of our country. All these
have been pruned into their present condition
by the hand ofNature. In the single specimen,
free access of air and light have enabled it to
assume its full proportions, developing itself

on every side, and giving us the grand,
majestic and beautiful object we behold with
so much pleasure. The winds have tossed its

branches and shaken its sturdy boughs—some
have been broken in the rude embrace, the
lower ones have quietly and gradually
yielded to the smothering influence of those
above them, which, in turn, have swept
downward their depending branchlets towards
the green turf beneath. In the groves, the

scattered trees have for a while enjoyed the same
opportunities for development, but at length their
branches have met together and interlocked in friendly
embrace. Those that were nearest the ground had
already begun to suffer from the effects of the denser
canopy above them, but the great sturdy boughs that
had shot upward so as to form a part of the crown

—

these are able to maintain their vantage ground, and
continue to be important members of the trees. In
these illustrations we have seen more of Nature's
training than of her pruning, but it must be remem-
bered that training is one of the objects, and indeed a
leading element of pruning, and is very properly a
matter for our consideration.
In the dense primeval forest we see Nature's pruning

exhibited upon a grand and perfect scale : tall, straight
and noble trunks rise majestically on every hand ; not
a twig nor limb appears to break the symmetry of the
gradually tapering shafts, that are clothed in bark
which does not mdioate that they had ever been
furnished with branches : and yet they have been so
provided from their bases to their summits, and Nature
has so neatly removed them that we cannot detect the
marks of her pruning saw. How this has been effected
may be seen in any dense thicket of forest growth. It
is simply a smothering of the lower branches by those
next above them, which has destroyed their vitality,

and their decay has soon followed ; while a new growth
of branches at a higher point, in turn performs the
same office of destruction upon those next below them.
As there is no outlet for the wood-growth but in an
upward .'direction, so upwards they must needs go, and
as there is no light nor air for lateral branches under
such a canopy of shade, death aud decay ensue, and
down these must needs come.

If it be asked why we must prune, it may bq
iswered, in general terms, that in the orchard, our

objects in performing this operation are two-fold
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1st. "We pruae for shape and comeliness, ami for the
removal of dead and dying brandies, in aid of jN'ature,
but workiuf? in sympathy with her. 2d. We prune for
the sake of inducing fruitfuluess. Let us consider some
of the principles that are to guide us m these operations.
The first object, that of producing the desired shape

of the future tree, is chiefly done upon the young
subject—even in the nursery row. The judiciou.s
pruner, being well aware of the upward tendency of
young growth, and that this is increased by the crowded
condition of the tree in the nursery square, seeks to
overcome the evil by proper pruning. If the growdi
be altogether upward, with no side branches the first

season, the stem will be slender, often so much so as to
bend with its own weight. The wise nurseryman
carefully avoids disturbing the leaves or the lateral
branches, well knowing their importance in forming
the woody trunk. At the proper season he trims his
trees down instead of trimming them up ; this he does
by heading them back to the height at' which he desires
them to form their branches—at the same time he
shortens-in the laterals, his object being, in both
instances, to check the upward tendency of growth by
removing the strong, terminal buds which would
naturally have formed the new shoots the coming
season. The result of this treatment is to call into
action several buds at the upper part of the stock.
These are to form the arms of the tree, and hence, a
very important part of the pruning and training of the
plant is thus performed at once by this heading-back
of the young
needed ;is (li

next .M'ii^i

rolls, nur \nu

be too nearly m:iluheil in

y tree. But turtiu

In-rlllr,-; 1 hr.V slioulll Iiot

siixiiglU ; and a tiugle one
among them, centrally situated, should be kept as a
loader, which should be stronger than the rest. Never
allow two shoots to remain, contending for the mastery,
but subordinate one of them by cutting, breaking or
twisting, so soon as it is observed, for, how beautifully
developed soever such a tree may appear when well
balanced, there is always danger of its splitting down
when heavily laden with fruit. This very common
error of our orchards used to be quaintly illustrated by
a dear old friend on the prairies of Illinois, who cited
the advice of a Scotch jockey to whom he had applied
for counsel in the purchase of a piece of horse-flesh.
" Ne'er buy a hor.so whose twa fore legs coom oot fra
atie hole ;" said he, and my friend Mr. Stewart applied
the same rule to his young fruit trees by never allowing
them to form two equal leaders starting from one
point. It is also important to have the lateral branches
regularly distributed on different sides. The height
at which the heading-back should be done will depend
very much upon the object of the cultivator, and
whether he desires to produce a high or a low head—

a

standiird, half-standard 'or a dwarf or a conical tree,
such as are often called pyramids. He will study the
wants of his customers, and will flatter their fancies
in this matter ; but we of the West have learned the
importance, for us at least, of trimming our trees
down and not trimming them up, as is ofi;en done by
tho.se who anticipate plowing and planting crops under
the shade of their orchards. We prefer low heads, and
often train them so that the branches reach the
ground when laden with foliage and fruit. The
proper point for bringing out the branches and Term-
ing the head will very much depend, however, upon
the habit of the variety, whether it be drooping,
spreading, or upright—the former will require the
branches to be started at a higher point.
The proper season for performing this kind of

pruning is in the early spring, after the severe frosts

of winter have been passed ; and with some kinds of
orchard trees, at the time of planting, when they should
always receive a severe pruning and a reduction of
their limbs, somewhat in proportion to the shortening
of their roots.

The second object of pruning being to promote fruit-

fulness in the trees it should be done chiefly in the
summer, or during the period of growth. At the same
time, or dui'ing the growing season, much may be done
to advantage both in thinning out and shortening in
such parts of the tree as may need these plans of
treatment. Various methods are pursued to produce
fruitfulness, all of them depending upon the fact that
this condition arises from the natural habit of the
tree to make its wood growth very freely for a series of
years, and then, while the growth by extension is

curtailed, to take on that wonderful change by which
the wood-buds are transformed into those that expand
into flowers and produce fruit. The study of these
changes is called morphology ; and when the tree has
reached this condition, it is said to have arrived at its

maturity.
After the tree has built up a complicated structure

of limbs and branches, with some consequent obstruc-
tion to the flow of sap, dependent upon the hardening
of the woody tissues and contraction of the cells, as

well as upon the tortuous course of its passage, it

appears to reach its maturity, and to come into bearing
condition. It ceases to make such free wood growth,
and prepares a set of buds which develope flowers and
fruit.

Now, this period of growth and unfruitfulness may
continue for a longer or shorter period in different

varieties of fruits, and the curtailing of this period is

the great object of the leading operations of summer
pruning, and of other methods of producing fruitful-

ness that may be classed with it under the second head
of the objects of pruning.
To appreciate their importance and the mode in

which the ell'cct is produced, we must bear in mind
the two great acts of vegetable life, the production of
wood and that of fruit, the one, multiplying the asso-

ciated buds or plants that make up the community of
buds which constitute the tree ; the other, producing
the germs of new plants that are to be separated from

the organism, and whicli
rate existence. Tlicsi'

antagonisfjc. The lii-l

of timber, to the buihlin
encouraged to do il- w
point, (hill ivr llliiv li;n.

which our IVuils,':,,, I.
•

ever, i.sllir ullnii:ilc di -

and ill OIU' illlliiilirlMr In

re prepared to set up a scpa-

lh:il I.

ill nl'

resort (o HI

s\a: and In

:i"re. This I-. ;mi i Hi,- i ,
: 1 :„i, .if ill,: iixhilll II.';, I uli:,N

ever threali'U.s tli,j viUilil.t uf it plant tends to make il

fruitful—calls into activity the iustinctive elfort t,,

perpetuate the species by the production of seed that
may be separated from the parent, and establish a
distinct existence to take the place of that, the life ot
which has been threatened.
The operations of summer pruning and pinchin.u

constitute an interference with the growth by exten-
sion, and threaten the life cf the tree. The entire
removal of all the new shoots and their foliage, and
the repetition of this operation upon the successive
attempts at their re-production by the tree, will cause
its death in a little wnile ; their partial abstraction as
practised in these operations of summer pruning and
pinching being an attack of the same kind in a smaller
degree, results in the formation of fruit-buds. The
operations of budding and grafting upon uncongenial
stocks, interrupting the circulation of the sap by
ringing, by ligatures, by hacking, twisting, and
bending downwards, all tend to the same end—tlnj-

check the growth by extension, they interfere i\ ith I li,'

wood growth, and they are attended by similar resulls,

since they are antagonistic to the mere production ol

wood, or to the growth of timber. Shortening-iu the
branches of some species, which form their fruit-buds
upon the shoots of the current year, has the effect to
give them a fuller development, if performed at the
proper season, but if deferred to a later period, this
process will have a directly opposite result, and will
cause an increase of the wood growth, at the expense
of the flowers and fruit.

The reason for pruning has been made the subject of
much discussion, and different periods have been
advised with great confidence by different authorities.
From this diversity of views it may be inferred that
all are somewhat right, or may be supported by good
reasons. This refers, of course, to pruning in its

general sense of trimming, and applies to the removal
of limbs of greater or less size. We always desire to
avoid ablation of large limbs, and we should endeavour
to provide against the necessity for their removal, as
much as possible, before their production, by a proper
thinning out of the branches in the young tree, taking
them away when they are yet small ; but when such
removal becomes absolutely necessary, from their decay
or injury, the operation should be performed late in
the autumn, when the tree is at rest, and the circula-
tion almost nil, because it is found that such large
wounds, which cannot be healed over by the deposit of
new growth, will, if formed at this season, dry in and
resist the action of the elements better than if the
section had been made when the wood was full of sap.

Mild winter weather, or the early spring time, is a
favourite time for pruning, because it is comparatively
a period of leisure ; the absence of foliage affords us an
opportunity to see the work before us, and to anticipate
its effects upon the configuration of the tree. So soon
as the buds begin to swell, and the foliage to expand,
pruning should ho arrested, unless in small trees,

because the sap is in active motion, and the material
called cambium is not yet developed; hence, the
wounds will bleed, and are not so readily healed over

;

besides, the bark at this season is very readily separated
from the wood, and bad wounds are thus frequently
produced by the pruner, which may seriously damage
the tree. Then comes a period when pruning had
better be suspended until the time the trees have com-
pleted their growth by extension, and formed their
terminal buds at the end.s of the shoots.

_
The precise

date cannot be given, but it is indicated with sufficient

accuracy by this mark in Nature's Calendar—the
formation and full development of the terminal buds,
and by the copious deposit of woody matter throughout
the tree ; the annual layer of fibres is then being pro-
duced, and the tissues are in the formation stage ; the
tree now possesses, in its own organism, the best of all

plasters to cure and cover the wounds made by the saw
and knife—it now possesses the true vis medicatrix
natures in the highest degree.
Por the removal of small limbs from young trees,

hardly any time can come amiss. 'Twere better to do
it out of season than to neglect it ; and it is a'good
rule to have a sharj) pr.unmg knife always at hand
when passing among our young orchard trees. There
is but one time when pruning should be absolutely
interdicted, and that is all the time (that the wood is

frozen. When so circumstanced it should never, on any
account, be cut or disturbed or handled in any manner,
not even to gratify your best friend by helping to a
few grafts from your tested tree of some coveted
variety. Let him wait for a thaw, or go away without
them, rather than commit such an outrage upon your
tree as to approach it when frozen.

While considering the question of the proper season

for pruning, there is one axiom of great importance
which should be firmly impressed upon the mind of

the orchardist. Much will depend upon which of the

two leading objects he may have in view—vigour of

growth and symmetry of form, or simply fruitfulness,

as the result of his labours in pruning his trees.

Pruning at one season will induce the former effect

;

at a different period of the year, the same work will

conduce to the latter results. Hence, the value of this

postulate, which is pithy, and easily remembered—
Prune in winter for wood, in summer for fruit.

American Gardener's Monthly.
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TIIM CFI/nVATfON OF THE SOIL,
I i:i I 'iiihliiii,/ \\,,ii,lorful in the capabilitie.f,
i>.:i"l ill,' .1,, '1,-1 iiiliiifss of the soil. I am not
111" I « II" I" 11, ,, III the exhaustion of the soil,

'III I'll • ii;iii"ii 111, III- (:,ii-litme that the land
iii'M'i' -1

1
,\ii:,i,-i, ,1, lj,ii II Kit it would become

u,d iiiiiif r,,iih ,,i,,| |i,n,|,,fiivc, if proper foro-
iind iii'i- A I

,,," iii,li,-i,'i v,,i',- brou'_'ht to bear

1,1 i.uU e, which

by CO
othci-

l.\ the best means of eradicating noxious
11,1 their progeny, but also a preventive
liiviug a chance to make their appearance

;

,:.^ moreover, and fully maintaining the
iial fallow for all succeeding crops. No
I her fallow is ever required when a healthy
', is maintained. Then the soil is at all times
li:,l, 1\ inn ,,, lull I ion for succeeding crops; and
iil.i ,1, :iii/ii,j ilii' i-rops as they succeed each
1,1,1111111- lu 111,' soil in the shape of manure,

or 111 .suuic ulliLL' luini, .-onie of the 'properties taken
from il, the land never gets tired, but greatly
improves in fertility. Thus I maintain that thorougn
methodical di'ainiige, deep cultivation, and thorough
surface stirring, form the basis of all good gardening
and farming.
To rest or fallow the soil for any length of time is just

so much loss ; but the greatest practical benefit results
li'ijiii 111 nil times maintaining a healthy surface. I .am

i\iiH,,l that the more industry we expend judici-
I'lisly ,111 llio soil, the more gratefully and bouiitil'ully

will it yield to us in return its bountiful or nscfal pro-
ductions. The soil itself,Irei,' 111. M'HiliI in my opinion
never get exhausted if proper!,! ihiukii;, 'I, Imt would
continue to improve in deptJi mi, I liililii.i in propor-
tion to the well-directed labour bestowed upon it.

It is true that the food of plants may be exhausted
by a continual succession of crops of any one family,
especially if through neglect or want of skill the
addition of such properties or elements as the soil stands
in need of, through this system of cropping, is omitted.
All cultivators well know the value of manure, when
judiciously applied, in assisting the luxuriance, health,
and vigour of theu- produce. Still, manures are only a
.secondary consideration. In the open ground they
may he supplied very liberally, but "without a good
system of drainage much of their fcitilisini; ]iro|HTties

will be lost. Deep culture, thai is, the lirenkiim lliningh
the subsoil to a con.siderable di-ptli, >,., ns tn pniviile i'or

a free circulation of air and natir; maintaining an
open clean surface, which Ls the best preparation for

succeeding crops, besides
_

extirpating^ troublesome
insects and their larva? ; sowing and planting mo4erately
thin, according' to the stniile of the laud, and the prepa-
ration iinili': liii'any iiiil iliese works efliciently,is the
mastri'iM,',',' ,,r,',ilii\:ili"ii When such operations are
fairl.\' iM't-rnriii,',!, lli,' s,iil will but rarely fail to yield a
satisliictory and bountiful return to the industrious
cultivator. James Barnes, Bicton.

THE MEXICAN AGAVE.
The American Aloe (Ag.ave americana) is a native

chiefly of Mexico, but it is found in other parts of

America. The precise date of its introduction into
this country is not known, but it is recorded that one
flowered in Lambeth in 1698. It grew to a height of

from 13 to 15 feet, and was considered very choice and
rare. The plant appears to have flowered in Paris in

1663, and at Leipsic in 1700. In 1729, and again in

17-13, two plants flowered at Hampton Court, it still

being considered a great rarity.

There is a popular notion regarding the Agave that it

flowers but once in a hundred years. The plants
cannot be said to flower more than once during their

life, but this flowering period may be at any age, and is

influenced by the soil and position in which they
grow. After flowering, the plants die, but new ones
are produced by suckers. Though the Agave itself is

of comparatively sl.iw '-inmlli, flii' (I, .hit siiik,-. which
shoots up fr,ini lli,' .','iil r,' ,ir lii.' iiil'i ,.r 1,. iv,'-. ,.ii the

contrary grows mtv r:,|ii,ll,\ , vniiiinu ,, lu'lulil i-r IVnni

20 to 30 or cvi'ii in li'i't, IVoiii III.' upper iiorlion of

which small branches are given off, which are

crowded with the yellowish-green flowers. At the
base these flower spikes arc nearly as thick as the ivrist;

the longest one ever recorded was 40 feet, and grew in

the King of Prussia's garden. The flower spike which
runs to this great height is a very striking object, being

of a remarkably straight groivth, and remaining in flower

for several weeks ; it contrasts lavouialily with the

great fleshy, rigid leaves, which aiiiiiniilly spring from
the ground withoutany stem inf, rveiiiii.'; those leaves

sometimes grow to a length of (1 feet, an,t remain per-

fect for many years. Interspersed through the fleshy

substance of these leaves is a large quantity of strong

fibre, much used for a great variety of useful purposes

in all countries where the plant grows. It makes
excellent , twine and cord of any thickness, and is

exceedingly strong and of a very clean appearance;
the fibres themselves are very regular and even.
Hammocks are constantly made of this- twine, and

strong aud durable articles they are. The fibre

has als, n imported into this country of late years
under the name of Jlexicau fibre, and it is much used

Ullhi

III ,>l,ll

ul Liu

Jiii'l,

\lii,'li

-hes,

lito

.ml rol;i;s,

diameter, were made of this fibre. Jti le iVeni

the fleshy part of the leaves by brni- ,- li, i, ili,u

macerating thein in water, and ali.iie.,, I- ,iing

them. This fibre has also been used lur |, inei makiug.
Important as is this product of the plant, the most
valued of all is the sap, which, when fermented, is
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kiolvE'ilpulque in Mexico, -vvhere it is much used as

""

Therefre three or four species of .Agave,aU of ivhich

vield a vinous sap, bui A. americana is the most

Important; of this, however, there .seems to be many

varieties, for in a very lengthy report received at the

yorelKU Ollice from the Consul at Mexico upon tne

cultiration and uses of the plant, he says that as many

as 10 varieties yield neither juice nor fibre, and are

consequently of no other use but for making hedges

he then enumerates 20 other varieties, each yielding

juice in greater or less abundance, or of different

'ThelntSctfon o( the use^of P^Klue into Mexujo

is said to have been " betweeu.the years lOip ™d 10™'

in the reign of the eighth King of the Mtec tr b^,

named Tepancaltzin, at whose court a rd-^tion of hi»,

named Pepantzin, presented himself and luformed

him that ills daughter bad
''il™.™''" « *M„« Xn?s

and aromatic liquid sprung forth from the Metl plants

in her garden. The King ordered her into his presence,

and she brought him a 'Tecometl,' or vase, ol the

litiuid she had discovered, which he tasted and then

ordered her to bring him more; and subsequently

becoming enamoured of the maiden, whose beauty was

great, and whose name was Xochil or flower, he

married her; of which union a child was born, to

whom was given the name of Meconetzin, or son ol

the Metl ' or Maguey, in allusion to the circumstance

which was the origin of his parents' first interview.

" Whether the discovery of the use of the juice ql the

Maguey he really attributable to the god Izquitioatl,

or to the Queen Xochil, there is no doubt that the

divers properties of the plant itself were known many
years before the discovery of Mexico by the Spaniards,

for not only is it mentioned as furnishing thorny

scourges as well as whips made of the fibres of the

plant's leaves, for the multitudes who annually met to

celebrate a festival in honour of the god Texcatlipuca, in

the great temple of Tenochtitlau (the modern Mexico),

but the use of the juice became so general that many
severe laws against the drunkenness resulting froni it

were issued by the ancient Mexican kings, mention

being made of a widow who sold it promiscuously

having been put to death by order of the King
Xetzahualcoqatl ; only women suckling infants, old

people, and soldiers upon the march, being allowed to

drink it.
' To the various uses to which the Maguey plant was

turned bv the ancient Mexicans, and which were so

much commented upon by the writers of the period,

may be added that of the making of paper from the

skin of the leaves, many curious old documents still

existing of that material, as well as the manufacture of

a kind of soap from the root. As to the extent of the

lands appropriated to the culture of tho plant, the

writers iii question give scanty information, but still

sufficient to show that it was cultivated on an extensive

scale in various districts of Mexico, whei-e the vassals

paid a great part of their tribute-money in clothes and
sandals made of 'ixtli,' or Maguey fibre, and it is

worthy of observation that the districts in question

were the most thickly populated of the ancient Mexican
territory, which is stated, perhaps somewhat vaguely,

by the old Spanish writers to have contained more than
30,000,000 inhabitants."

" Dr. Hernandez, a botanist who was sent to make
researches in Mexico by Philip II., in the year 1570,

makes mention of 10 different species of the Maguey
plant as existing within the Mexican territory, assign-

ing to each, under their Indian names, some peculiar

medicinal properties or domestic uses, while ancient
tradition, as well as the assertions of such of the
rural population as are employed in this branch of

industry, testifies to the existence of 30 different

varieties of the plant in the chief Maguey-producing
district of the plains of Apam.

'" The plant may be cultivated to a height of 10,000

feet above the level of the sea, but is cultivated with
greater success at a somewhat lower elevation, about
9000 feet, hut ceases altogether to grow at 5800 feet. It

requires an average temperature of 15° B. (66° P.), and
flourishes from that to 26' (92' ¥.), the most favourable
quantity of humidity in the air being about 35' to 50'

of De Saussure's hygrometer in dry weather. For the
complete development of its flowers it requires about
62° of heat (Centigrade) as a diurnal maximum. The
juice of the plant is the least mucilaginous in a some-
what clayey soil, but, if the soil be too dry, so many
mucilaginous particles are secreted in the juice that an
inferior kind of pulque, called ' ilachique,' can alone be
manufactured from it.

"The v:i.st JIaguey district (calculated to comprise
(iilii .'.(|nare lca:,'ues) is now entirely destitute of trees,

althouijh VL'sliges remain of Cedar forests having
formerly existed there, the soil being light, stony, and
apparently arid in many places ; indeed, nothing can be
less agreeable to the eye or promising in its general
aspect than these or any other Maguey plantations,
although so surprisingly productive."
There are few branches of agriculture, indeed, so

productive in any country as is the growth of the
Maguey, as is proved by the calculations given in the
report from which these extracts are made.
"The mode of propagation of the Maguey is

extremely simple. Before it dies the plant leaves a
family around it of six, eight, or more suckers, which
are left to grow for two or three years, and then dug
up with great care, so as not to injure the stem ; and
after all the leaves but three have been cut oS', the
plants are spread out on the ground for two or three
months, in order that they may partially dry, for if the
Maguey be planted too moist it rots, and a destructive
worm is often generated in it. The young plants are
afterwards planted out at little distances apart, and in
rows ; Barley, which is believed rather to favour their
growth, being very commonly sown between. The
formation of the leaves of the plant is admirably

adapted for supporting all meteorological variations.

\ hail-storm which would suffice for the destruction

of the Maize or corn crop, scarcely ieaves_^a trare ot a^

ssage upon their hard tissues; rain falls o" fro™

them, sun does not parch them, neither does frost dry

them up or cause them to wither ; and the plant would

appear, as it were, to secure just so much of the various

elements of the atmosphere around it a-s is nec^sary

for its nurture and development, and to cast ott the

rest. It is only towards the close of its life that it

begins to exhibit symptoms of being, affected by the

influence of the different seasons, yielding less juice m
cold, rainy, or tempestuous weather. In a good soil

the Maguey plant requires a period of from 10 to 12

years for attaining maturity, but at least 15 years in

soils of an inferior quality ; and thus the capital which

it represents, although eventually yielding so high a

return, remains unproductive for a lengthened period.

The plant, upon attaining its full growth, which is

easily discernible by its height and the prodigious

extension of its leaves, brings lorth a tall stem crowned

with yellow flowers, and then a certain amount ol

pruning becomes necessary, so as to form a kind of

reservoir in the centre, and what is technically termed

a "cara" or face around it, so as to cause the juice to

flow towards the same spot, and to facilitate the

extraction of it by removing some of the interior

leaves and thorns.
. . ^, ~, ,4.,

The belief which exists in the eflicacy of the

medicinal properties of the plant is universal among

the Mexican peasantry, to whom it has been handed

down from times of remote antiquity. Thus, the

juice of the leaf is said to be a specific for bruises and

contusions; the gum which is engendered in the

lower part ofthe stem to be a cure for toothache ;
whilst

various experiments upon the curative properties of

the plant under diflferent forms have been made by

members of the medical profession in Mexico with

satisfactory results. J.

by one or other of the various forms in which

artificial heat reaches them. I recollect once seeing a

collection at the Eectory, Trentham, where shutters

were so arranged as to keep the sun and rain oS; and

the plan succeeded admirably.

In using artificial heat to keep frost out of any

glasshouse, it is of the greatest service for the health

and welfare of the plants to have sufficient heating-

power to dry the house by daj without raising the

temperature too much. This of course must be done

during the hours that the house can be ventilated.

I dare not enter here upon the subject of wintering

half-hardy plants, alias bedding plants. If plants

could be said to sufi'er cruelty like animals I should

point out to the Society for Prevention of such Cruelty,

the London " cold frame," where our summer flowers

are wintered under glass with a foot of stable litter

over the glass to keep the frost out. In mild winters

the plan succeeds pretty well, but in severe frosts the

loss IS enormous. As it is the wind that carries the

frost through every cranny, and the damp that pre-

disposes the plant to freeze, it is easy to see that since

very dry peat will not take water, it is an excellent

material to plunge plants iu, where dryness is needed.

Hence the success of peat turf pits with glass overhead,

as may be seen in the reserve gardens at some of our

most noted show places for wintering such plants as

Calceolarias, and for early spring work.

From the time that the Lancashire Gooseberry

fancier placed pans of water under his choice bushes

that the vapour rising might feed the foliage and so

swell the fruit, the vapour theory and practice has

been held in high repute ; and I need scarcely remark
that this " cunning device" has been imitated indoors

in all manner of ways. Now I have often wondered

what kind of a burning desert it could be in Nature
that could yield such vapour as we see raised con-

stantly from hot flues or cast-iron pipes—for the article

that produces dry heat is not by any means thereby

qualified to produce vapour in a healthy state of plants.

The hot dry day with its full glare of light is unques-

tionably riiiht, but the hot dry night with its darkness
" If we take the Vine

ARTIFICIAL HEAT.
By far the most important agent in the culture of .

is as unquestionably wrom _

indoor plants is heat. The supplies of Ueht and water I for example, we have a plant that %yill bear more lU

are more or less intermittent, but iu the absence of :
usage than most plants, and yet live; but on the

heat plants cannot live. other hand, we have in the Vine a plant that tells

The management of artificial heat has been more ,
better than most other plants can do, when it is

isunderstood than any other subject that the !
^yell used. When a A inery has beep steamed

misunderstood than any
;ardener has had to deal with. Scientific treatises ou

-ieating seem to have been aimed too high, and conse-

quently to have missed their mark, for in my time

horticulture had but very rude heating gear. A brick

aud tile flue, with a rusty door and bars, usually placed

1 a vault like the dungeon described by Sir W. Scott,

where damp and darkness seemed to strive," was our

ordinary heating apparatus; and I must here remark

like a brewer's vat, it will not injure the

plants— it may even be of some service, a little better

than so much dry heat ; but surely this can be no
reason why the foliage should not bo supplied with

colder vapour, just as it would be in Nature after a

hot bright day. It may be difficult to explai n to a super-

ficial observer the difference between a Vine leaf after

a hot and dry night iu a house rightly called a forcing

that excellent Grapes and Pines were grown in houses 1
house, and a Vine leaf that has been grown under

thus heated, but extraordinary care and attention were ' glass without any fire heat. There wM be a crispness

needed for as the flues were over-heated or otherwise, about the leaf of the natural \ me that is not to be

the heat would be sulphurous or ambrosial. I am not, found in the forced one, and in the early morning the

however, going to rake up the embers of all the systems
;

hairs of the natural Vine leaf will wear the sun dew

of heating that have come under my notice during the
]

like a crown of jewels, and feel stiU as it it had been

last 30 years, nor I am going 10 praise or to blame clear-starched. Whilst, therefore, it may be necessary

manufacturers to sprinkle the walls and pathways 50 times a day to

Well may we admire the pious recluse who inscribed get healthy vapour, the hot pipes should not be
- - -

' sprinkled when they would raise clouds ol steam-
when they are only warm, it is quite another matter.

on his sun-dial—
I only count the hours that1 only count tae Dours mai are serene. ;

""^".^"''.'.—",.*"," ' 1 ' ^ . i*. i„.„i..

This. text applied to horticulture would set us all on J^^e
time

f^-.^the^r/^J^^^i-'-^^^lsM
is

^^^^^^^^^^^^

'if "tl':«'',;,,f°'-."°^/LT±P'5°^='^.*^''?;S Pine-apple will beL, not only with

vith much benefit, a teraperatm-e;et a"certain number of halcyon days, they could not
' fif"'* :, , .

fruit, pie great disturber of serenity is "-ind, but m™''|^ »
j^^ ^ generally given them-even an

under glass we can easily and effectuaUyexcude that
; , ^^^^l^\f bottom-heat apparently perfectly unnatural

where, however, this is done it is not all gain for
j^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^/^^^ ^^^^^^ g.^^ji^ ^^^ ,^^11

Darren 01 iruit. i,,.. -..„.*. u„i. ^..„i, z^ +i,„ ^irriA r-hoy^Mar nwithout a breath of air blossoms are uarrtu ui I'u'i^-
i rL„- >„ -x . u-.f ^,,„u

It is, therefore, much easier to find fault with the wind
! ^^^'jj^^t'. p!L!""„.

substitute for it

the rigid character of the

the support that Hyacinth flowers get from a glass of

water; and the gouty leaves of the American Aloe

would help my case, as they seem to bide their time,

till they are big enough to risk the flower and seed

business principally on their own account, and cer-

tainly without much dependence upon their roots for

support. I may have more to say on this subject at

some future time. A. Forsi/th.

A wel manaied fol'^eofthe Pine-apple, that we look iu vain to its

. ,, . , •„ f ^
well-managed

^[y selvage for nice tests of c imate, and I have
Vinery in this country will, for Grape^growmg, surpass P^^iy.e^^^^

the Pine-apple got iore support
any climate in the world. The artificial supply of heat f^^ the water stored in its sockets than it did from
we give IS on y to supplement the natura beat; indeed

'^°^ew roots and the hatful of soil that it had in the
the sun-heat, when bottled up in a glass-house fd ,

'^!i;;h3 If space would permit I might instance
brought under some sort of control, must be looked ^.^ i">.u f"^. _ii ^in^-c . _ f

, . =

upon as decidedly artificial. The culture of Alpine
plants is positively impracticable on account of the

difficulty of imitating their comforts in their native

habitats. Under the snow they enjoy dryness

and a perfect calm for months, and they are never in

darkness, for I remember right well that when the
snow-drift had made a clean sweep over my cottage in

the far north, there was still a " dim (if not a religious)

light " like that of frosted glass, to be seen through the
windows. The cold and the dryness that the Alpine
plants experience is quite constant ; we have no such
comforts to offer them in our gardens, and the calmness
and the light under the snow is perfectly inimitable by
anything that we could do. The man who has plodded
through life on level ground can form no idea of the
serenity of a wintry day in a wood of full-grown Scotch
Fir trees, as it is seen and felt on some spur of the
Grampians. The calmness and dryness during the
times marked on barometers as ' fair and frosty ' are
delightful. I have been assured by a gentleman who
had spent some years in Siberia that the dryness of the
air during the long frosts moderated the severity of the
cold; and we have it from those who accompanied
Captain Parry that they suffered most from wind
and thaws.
The summer treatment of Alpine plants is simple

enough, generally speaking. Their growth is sudden
and their growing season is soon over, and we all know
to our cost too well, that it is the winter season that
tries the skill of the grower of Alpines—damp, with its

train, or rather its trail of evils, slugs, snails, mice,
cum mtiUis aliis, destroyers all, preying upon the
defenceless plant during what ought to be its period of
rest :

" the pause between the world destroyed and
world restored." Now mark here how beautifully all

these evils are fenced ofl' by three or four months of

perfect safety under the snow ; while they are ruined

GEAPE GROWING IN THE OPEN AIR AT
BURY ST. EDMUND'S, SUFFOLK.

(Coiicluited/roid p. 1220.)

Having described the character and produce of this

model Vineyard, it is important to inquire—can similar

results be obtained iu others ? In many counties of

England, and in most parts of Suffolk, they can. Few
or none can command such a regal wall or just such an

excellent sheltered site. Butthese are notessential to the

production of good Grapes. In hundreds of gardens in

Bury, and on the gable-ends, sides, fronts, or backs of

houses, good Grapes are produced under common cir-

cumstances. The Muscadines, Claret. Burgundy, and

Black Cluster ripen well anywhere in the district on a

fence or common wall. As an instance among many,

others, the Muscadines of Mr. Clark, of College Street,

are as fine as Mr. Darkin's. In fact. Grapes are com-

monly grown in Bury and its neighbourhood.

Numerous cottage homes are embowered in the

beautiful foliage, and enriched by the luscious fruit of

the Grape Vine. What is possible in Suffolk is practi-

cable in many counties where it is scarcely attempted.

As a source alike of pleasure and profit Grape culture

ought to be extended. As an autidote to beer good

Grapes should be placed within the reach of the

labourer, and this cannot be done while the expense of

glass is necessary to produce them.
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Of course we owe something, perhaps much, to imr
chmate. Bury is so sahibrious that it has been called
the Montpellier of England. It is also dry. It rests
entirely on the chalk, and the rainfall only averages
about 22 inches. The average rainfall for the whole
county is 21 inches, and it varies from 15 to 35 inches

;

the latter it may probably reach this year. The
rainfall for the past six years within a few hundred
yards of St. Peter's Vineyard was as follows :

—

Ye.irs. Inches. I Ye.ars. Inches.
:S60 31.63 1803 1S,73
1861 19.50 1861 lo.fiS

1862 23.46 | 1865 28.23

The temperature of Suffolk takes a wide range
between the two extremes ; it is colder in winter and
hotter in summer than most parts of England. The
summer's heat seems also to have increased of late
years, owing to the clearance of wood and drainage of
land. From 1833 to 1812 the greatest heat recorded
was from 85° to 90°, and these at long intervals. Since
that period scarcely a year has passed without the
thermometer reaching to from 80' to flO\ In 1841 and
1846 the temperature reached 92' and 93° respectively
in the shade. Again, on the 23d of June, 1806, the
thermometer reached 90" in the shade at Bury. The
following Table gives the maximum and minimum and
mean temperature at a few miles from Bury for the
last seven years. A degree or two should be added for
the district around Bury, as it is generally warmer and
colder than the surroimding country ;

—

lianil," which can arrange a rilAon of " twelve l}iiiMts

"

lor its own, can have no Bymp;ithy nor fcUousliiii uitli

these iilagiarists; and though ho is angry with me lor

expressing a desire " to cool my eyes on the Parsley,"
he can hardly help joining in the indignant protest of
flower-loving Horace,

—

" imiUtorcs, sorvum pecxis, nt mihi sropo
BUem, SEepe focum vestri movSro tumultue !

"

Nay, he does join in it, "while deprecating in the
strongest manner" (p. 1218) "the making of all

gardens alike." I do not denounce ribbons eii masse,
only stereot.vpcs and wearisome repetitions. On the
contrary, there are gardens and positions in which,
arranged with originality and taste, they arc most
effective and beautiful. As a rule, nevertheless, I
prefer mixtures, as being less formal and artificial.

Nature mixes, but never ribbons. As to the seconi
point, namely, the situation of a garden, there certainly
exists the " utter divergence of opinion " alluded to by
" A Practical Hand." I have expressed my views on
the subject (p. 922), and I confidently ask your readers,
the floral hrotherhood, to compare them with those
adduced at p. 1192, and to judge between them. The
question is simply this. Shall we have our gardens in
sight, or out of sight ? And, unwilling as I am to
divide the House, I can have no doubt as to the result
of a division. The eyey, which rejoice to have flowers

ever before them, the eyes would have it. The floral

body would bo as the body of Argus, E.ves 100, Nose 1.

"Are flowers proper architectural embellishments?"
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Forest, near Lewes, Sussex, where it grows plentifully

and in grciit iierfectiou. S. ,1/. 0. Ruscus aculeatus,

commonly known as Biitulier's Broom and Knee
Holme, is abundant in the New Forest, Southampton

Common, and woods in Wiltshire. W. B P. [It is

common on tlio olialk in East Kent. Eds.]

f-,. ,
,

. .':/., T!nflerjlies.—\t may interest your

eutnn, '

'
: 1 I i !rrs to bo informed that I this day

(1),., III.
I

'

1
1 lured in (light a fine specimen of the

i3riiihl"ii, Uuilnlly. a. JSCai/es, M.D., Walden Mouse,

near SI. Muni Vrai/. Kent.
Geant des BataiUes and Oloii-e de Dijon Eases.—

AVhere out (lowers are largely in demand all the year

round, as they are here, a good stock of these Roses

will bo found very useful for cutting from. From a

plant of Gloire de Dijon growing against my cottage. 1

Lave cut a succession of beautiful flowers from the

early part of last May up the present time. Some of

the blooms were really superb, but the heavy and

constant rains we had this autumn disfigured many of

the kto ones. When grown in the .shape of dwarfs and

standards I find it a good plan to stop all the strong

early shoots when about 10 or 12 inches long, instead

of leaving them to grow their full length ; this keeps

the plants busby, and all the young shoots that grow

after the stopping show bloom freely. The plants are

later in flowering, but the ((uantity of blooms is very

considerably augmented. On plants treated in this

manner I have had a grand display of flowers and bud
this autumn, which would have been really magnificent

if the rains had not spoiled so many of them. The
fine fawn-coloured flowers of this Rose, if cut before

they are fully expanded, last a very considerable time

in a cool room when kept in water. G^ant des

BataiUes is well known. A large bed of it when in full

bloom is a very dazzling sight ; the beautiful brilliant

crimson colour of the flowers, approaching almost to

scai-Iet, is striking in the extreme. A stock of plants

furnish a supply of flowers constantly from June to

December. I have this day (December 2i) cut

some flowers that would be no disgrace to a prize

stand in June. There not having been any rain

lately, and the weather being very mild, the

flowers are very beautiful, and the colour exceed-

ingly delicate. These Roses are almost as readily

increased by means of cutting.s, as Laurels. About this

time last year, when cleaning among some Roses, I cut
ofi' a nuantity of the stragghng long shoots, to prevent

the plants being blown about by the wind. These I

made into cuttings, 4 to 5 inches long, and planted

them in common garden soil in a south-east aspect.

No more care or attention was given them, and about
one-third of them grew. They flowered nicely this

autumn, and are now very good plants. They root

freely, put in any time during the autumn or ivinter,

but they do best whenput in early in the autumn. Most
other kinds of Roses root equally well in this way.
There are few people who do not appreciate the beauty
of the Rose. Cut flowers for vases and indoor decora-
tion are invaluable, filling the rooms, as they do, with
delicious perfume. Few flowers are more easily grown
than the Rose ; it delights in good strong loamy soil,

and likes shelter, but should not be overshadowed by
trees. M. Saul, Stovrion, Yorkshire.

Wellinrjlonias.—In your notes on Conifers (see

p. 1192), allusion is made to a Wellingtonia growing
here, the then height of which, 12 feet, was communi-
cated to the Scottish Arboricultural Society I think in
18&1. I have this day had the dimensions taken of the
same tree, and they are as follows : — Height,
17 feet 5 inches; circumference of branches at ground,
36 feet ; circumference of trunk at base, 3 feet 7 inches.
The soil here is a loamy clay on limestone ; many
Conifers gi-ow well, but the Wellingtonia in particular
seems to thrive in it. A., Somerville, Meath.
In your list (see p. 1192) a "Wellingtonia appears as
growing at Singleton, Caermarthenshire, which is

doubtless intended for Singleton, Glamorganshire,
there being, I believe, no such place in Caermarthen-
shire. I beg to say that in measuring the highest
specimen in the Pinetum here, I find it to be 19 feet in
height. I may add that a similar mistake occurred in
your Paper of Nov. Sd (see p. 1043). The following
are the heights of a few of our best Conifers, viz. :—
Abies Douglasii, 28 feet ; Araucaria imbricata, 2-1 feet

;

Cryptomeria japonica, 28 feet ; Cupressus macrocarpa,
44 feet ; PiniLs insignis, 35 feet ; P. Montezumse,
20 feet; and Seciuoia sempervirens, 37 feet.
F. Lee, Gardener, Singleton, Simnsea. At
p. 1192 the heights of two specimens ofWellingtonia
are given from Devonshire—both referred to Bictou—
only one of these, however (18 feet high) is at Bicton

;

the .locality of the other (19 ft. 9 in. in 1863) should
have been Mr. Veitch's Nursery, Exeter. A. M.-—

•

Can any of your correspondents give us the present
dimensions of the following Wellingtonias ? Uflculme
Vicarage, Devon, 7 feet 10 inches high in September,
1858; HiUersdon House, Devon, 7 feet 8 inches high;
Congleton, Cheshire, 7 feet 6 inches high ; Acton Green,
Middlesex, 6 feet 9 inches high ; and Messrs. Back-
house's Nursery, York, 5 feet 9 inches high. The
above are all mentioned in the Oardeuers' Chronicle
March 12,1859, p. 218, and some in il;.- Ii t (innlcd
from are mentioned in vour Voluimr;

i

i

<i_' :j

Also the following—At Turkey Mill- ''•:, \,rit
9 feet high in October, 1801 {Oanl,,..,., (.;.,. ...ide
October 19, 18G1). At Kenfield Hall, near Canterbury!
13 feet 6 inches high in October, 1861 (Gardeners'
Chromcle, October 19, 1861). At Penny Hill, Bagshot,
11 feet 6 inches high in November, 1861 (Gardeners'
CA«mc7e, November 2, 1861). At The Grove (query
iheydon Grove), Epping, 14 feet inches high in
September, 1861 (Gardeners' Chronicle, October 12
1861; see also December 9, 1865, p. 1157, and a
5,V''"her two or three weeks previous). C P.
Iho following IS the height and age of a Wellingtonia
growing in the grounds of Mugdrum. Its height is
IJ leot fa inches

; the circumference of the trunk at 6

inches from the ground is 3 feet 2 inches. It is in its

eighth year. I saw Dr. Lyall's tree (see p. 1191), and on

measm-ing it, found it to be 14 feet 7 inches in height,

but the Dr. stated that it had thrice lost its top. Its

circumference at 6 inches from the ground is 3 feet

4 inches. The Dr., in answer to " A. M.," states that

he thinks plants of it were sent to Mcthven's nursery,

Edinbm-gh, and to Archerfield, East Lothian; but

perhaps some of your correspondents in these quarters

may be able to give you correct information on the

])oint. David Spiers, gr. to the Son. Mrs. Paterson,

Mugdrum House, Newhurgh, Fife.

Malformed Cj/clameus.—l have a number ofexamples

of Cyclamen persicum, mostly strong plants with large

roots, in 5 and 6-inch pots. They flowered abundantly

last season ; but many of the plants had the petals of

the flowers much twisted and contorted in a curious

and very disfiguring manner; instead of having fine

erect petals on straight and upright stems they were

crooked bent stems, bearing flowers with mis-shapen
imperfect petals. Often the flowers hid amongst the

foliage instead of standing clear over it, and indeed

many of the leaves and leafstalks partook of the same
character, and were puckered and ugly looking, such

as Currant leaves often are when attacked by insects.

On close examination there were no insects found to

cause the defect, and indeed I do not think the cause

can be attributed to either soil or treatment, as some
of the plants were almost perfect specimens, without
any signs of disease or malformation so apparent in

others. The same plants are now again coming into

bloom, and I am sorry to say that tbey are almost more
deformed than last season. Can you throw any light

on the cause of the affection, or its cure ? J. F. O.

[The defective growth and bloom of your plants appear

in part to be attributable to a check which they have
experienced from a severe attack of aphides or gi-een-

fly while in a weakly state, induced from a defective

condition of the fibrous root-growth. If the bulbs

have been previously neglected for any length of time,

it is probable that the root-fibres, upon which vigour

and health depend, would be much injured, and
in a great measure lost, and until a propor-
tionately healthy condition of these root-fibres is

restored, the after season's growth cannot produce
or sustain healthy leaves, or natural-sized flowers,

even though the bulbs be judiciously after-potted,

and in suitable soil. The healthy condition of

the leaves so as to form secretions necessary for the
production of bloom, will depend more upon a healthy
state, and a due amount of root-fibre, than upon the
size of the bulb or tuber, between which and the fibres

there should be an uniform and relative condition of

health, other conditions being equal. The size of the
pots in Cyclamen culture, therefore, should be regu-
lated by the amount of healthy fibres, and vital leaf-

germs on the crown, rather than by the mere size of

the bulbs. The puckered leaves and contorted stems
and petals are the usual indications of the efTects of an
attack from green-fly, in one stage or another, and if

not removed by the usual remedies, the parts so aflected

do not recover in the same season. The injurious effects

of bad potting in plants is an evil often underrated, and
seldom traced to its soirrce, but which, as regards injury
to the roots, often prevents the efficacy of external appli-

cations for the removal of injuries produced by insects.

Any impeded circulation or secretion in plants impairs
growth, by vitiating those elements of nutrition which
alone are productive of healthy leaves and flowers.

Some years ago it was customary to keep the bulbs of

Cyclamen for two or three years in the same pots, but
with the utmost attention this was only productive
of bloom, annually diminishing in size and vigour.
The mostjrecentjesults in their cultivation have shown
that the most healthy development of leaf growth for

after bloom has been the invariable result of adopting
an annual transfer of C. persicum in its varieties to
fresh soil by re-potting, and placing it in a genial green-
house temperature, where, preserved from all stagnant
air, damp, or frost, a slow but progressive develop-
ment of their growth and bloom takes place. W.']

Vines and Peaches.—I have a vinery, 20 feet long,
in which I planted the Vines in July, 1S65. They are
now about the size of one's little finger, and have ripened
about 10 or 12 feet of wood. Will you kindly state how-
many bunches I may let them bear this year, and if I
may begin to force soon after Christmas? I also planted
a Peach-house at the same time. This year I removed
two from a trellis to the back wall. This was done
about three weeks ago, and the trees had good roots.

May I expect a crop from them this year, and what is

the earliest time at which I may begin to force ? C. J.
[Your Vines being young and not strong, we would
recommend you in the first place to cut them back to
within 2 or 3 feet of where they were pruned to la-st year.
To do them justice, they should not be cropped at all

next season
;
you may, however, if a little fruit is an

object to you, take one or two bunches from each rod;
but do not force them; allow them to break as naturally
as you can, which they will do about the beginning of
March. Then assist them with a little gentle fire-

heat.
_
With regard to your Peaches, as you do not

mention the age or size of your trees when planted
last year, we are unable to say whether you may expect
a crop this season or not. The fact of their having
been removed lately will not prevent them from
bearing, all other conditions being favourable. If vour
trees are young (which we imagine they are) we would
recommend you not to force them for a year or two,
until they have acquired some size. J?.]
Shaky Timber.—A correspondent (see p. 1221) asks

" How do you account for shaky timber?" I would
beg to suggest one cause which I have ascertained,
viz., lightning. I had under my management for
several years a largo extent of plantation, covering
several thousand acres ; and it happened on this large
area that trees were frequently struck by the electric
fluid, which entered at the top and forced an irresistible

pathway down the whole length of bole, leaving, iu
most instances, only a slight groove in the bark, but
generally shattering and loosening the internal tissues

to such an extent as to produce the very condition
your correspondent describes. I have frequently seen
trees in a wood struck, and being left they would in a
few years heal over," and to the unobservant would
present a sound outward appearance; but generally
a practised eye wiU detect these lightning-struck trees

without difficulty, as in most cases a ridge, less or more
apparent, is formed by the closed and cicatrised bark.
I have had several of these trees cut down, and sawn
through, and nearly in every case have found them
shaky to the very centre, and I have regretted that,

when I had the opportunity, I never cut down
a fresh-struck tree. Perhaps some of your readers
may have this done when an opportunity presents
itself, and let us know in what state the tree is found
immediately after the fluid has passed through it. I

can say that I never have found a tree with the out-
ward mark just mentioned but what was shaky. I do
not say that every shaky tree has been struck, but I
think that the subject is worthy of being inquired
into, although we might not be able materially to pre-
vent the evil. If lightning is the cause, the only remedy
that strikes

i
me would be lightning conductors, and

these could only be ased with effect in large woods, and
very possibly they might cost more than all the timber
that would be struck. I have examined many trees in
various parts of the world, and I have found that a
greater percentage is struck than is generally supposed.
In mountainous districts, such as the Caucasus, the
Carpathians, and other alpine and wooded districts,

where thunder and lightning are upon a grand scale,

hundreds, I may say thousands of trees are to be
found lightning-struck, and I have no doubt " shaky

"

enough. John Scott, Merriolt. Somersetshire.

Foreign Correspondence.
Palace Gardens, Gazeereh, Caieo, Egypt:

Tropical Fruits.—I would beg to submit to your
notice a few remarks upon the Plantain tree (Musa
paradisiaca), which is now (August) in full fruit

with us ; indeed I may say it is seldom out of fruit,

yielding excellent and abundant crops all the year
round in Egypt. The bunches of fruit are sometimes
of a very large size. Last year I made a new planta-
tion, the plants at the time being from 4 to a feet high.

They are now from 15 to 20 feet in height, and
producing a splendid crop.

The tree has a soft conical stem, produced
from the stalks of the leaves, the leaves, as they
naturally decay, being always cut off as the tree

advances in height. The leaves at the top are from
6 to 8 feet long, and about 2 feet broad, from the
centre of which the fruit spike issues. Male and
female flowers are produced on the same spike. When
the fruit is g.athered the tree is cut off close to the
ground, and is reproduced by plenty of suckers from
the root, which, if not disturbed, ultimately become
large stools. This Plantain is a very ornamental as

well as useful tree, the fruit being much esteemed for

its fine soft luscious flavour.

Musa Cavendishii is also grown here with much
success, and produces fine large clusters of fruit.

Musas delight in a light rich loam, and require a very
liberal supply of water during theu- season of growth,
without which they will not furnish fine fruit. 1

may also mention that the dried bark or outside fibre

of "the tree is much used by the natives for tying;

indeed it is an excellent substitute for Bass.

The Sweet Sop (Anona squamosa), or Custard
Apple, is grown to some extent in this country, espe-

cially in the neighbourhood of Alexandria, where it

thrives well, and produces fine crops. The tree

attains to the height of from'.12 to 14 feet, tat has some-
what the form of a bush. It is a native of the East

and West Indies, and bears one of the most delicious

fruits I ever tasted ; it grows fully the size of a man's
fist, has a greenish-yellow colour, and a rough scaly

appearance, the rind being covered all over with small

knobs, like the point of a lady's finger.
_

The
pulp is most luscious, and is of the consistence

of thick cream. It has a fine aroma, and
tastes like cream, mixed with sugar. In a com-
munication I had from Mr. Rivers, Sawbridgeworth,

some time ago, he expressed a doubt about our Anona
being the same as a variety in his possession. Upon
thorough investigation, I find that he is correct, his

being the Anona Cherimolia, a native of South America
and Peru, where it grows to be a tree of considerable

dimensions. The fruit is rough on the outside, of a

greyish brown or nearly black colour when ripe. It is

considered one of our very best fruits, and is much
esteemed by both natives and travellers. James Hardie.

ENTOiroLOOrc^L: December 3.—Sir J. Lubbock, F.R.S.,

President, in the chair. Six new members of the Society were
elected. Mr. W. F. Evana exhibited a cuiisiderable number of

specimens of insects of different kiinl-^. riiii.ily int.-i.Icfl,

especially the pretty Lamellicorn Pyroni'ti i" ~:i'..i r.-:iiiil in

wool imported from New Zealand. Mr. si lin;. n i .iiiiiiti;.! n

minute moth, Gracillaria scalariella, rcavrl fr.uji tin- I;iiva)

which mine the leaves of the common Echiura in the South of

France, detected by M. Millifere at Cannes ; also another
Phycideous larva, which resides in goUs on Pistacia Lentiscua,

from Mentone. Mr. Janson exhibited a box of insects, chiefly

beetles, captured by Mr. Ham near Rio Janeiro ; and Mr.

Duer a chrysaUs of the common tortoise-shell butterfly, from
each shoulder of which depended a long and slender filament.

The Secretary forwarded a note on the use of mahogany wood
of Western Australia, which is not attacked by white ants.

Dr. Sharp exhibited a new species of Stenus taken at Southend.
Professor Westwood presented a short biographical memoir on
the late 9. Stone, Esq., whose collections of wasps' nests, 4c.

(as well as his antiquarian collections), had been presented to

the Museum at Oxford. He also read a letter fi-om Edward.
Holdsworth, Esq., of Shanghao, giving a description of thg
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oaterpillar of Bombyx Seleno ; and exhibited a number of

specimensof Liparis dispar, reared by Mr, Brings, of St. John's

College, Oxford, ahowing the variations which had resulted

from feeding some of the individuals on AVhitc Thorn and
others on l3m. The females of the latter were crippled and
the whole brood sterile. A considerable discussion took place

on the subject. The discussion commenced at the preceding

meeting on the question of mimetic analogies was resumed,

Dr. Sharp, Messrs. Bates, Belt, Staintou, Weir, Wallace,

M'Lachlan, Westwood, and the President taking part iii it
;

during which the immimity of the Heliconiidie from the

attacks of birds was confirmed by Mr. Belt, who had observed

a nest of a pair of insectivorous birds at Maranam in Brazil,

and had noticed that although they carried other butterflies,

dragon-flies, &c., to their youngj, not a single Heliconian

butterfly was taken, although flying about in great numbers
at the time close to the spot. Mr. M 'Lachlan read descriptions

of a new genus of exotic Hemerobiidw, and of a now genus of

Tsocidie.

Kottcts of iJoofeS.
Le Jardin Frititier chi Museum, ^w Pur J. Decaisne,

Menibre de I'lustitut.

(Continuedfrom p. 1108).

Peclter-Brugnon Stanwick. The Stanwick Nectarine.

—This is very well figured and described. It appears to

acquire at Paris a much darker colour next the sun
than that of any specimens we have seen produced in

England ; but at the former place it exhibits the same
general fault as here—that of cracking or splitting before

maturity. The account given of it m the " Journal of

the Horticultural Society " is quoted, and also that in

the " Revue Horticole." In the latter the " Due de
Devonshire " is by mistake substituted for the " Due
de Northumberland," when referring to the generosity

of the latter nobleman, in presenting the stock of trees

propagated from this unique variety, for the benefit of

the Gardeners' Benevolent Institution, t Professor

Decaisne, without wishing to raise any doubt as

to its having been raised from a stone obtained

from Mr. Barker, near Aleppo in Syria, is inclined

to believe that the Stanwick Nectarine may have
been derived from a European garden variety,

and remarks at the same time that no Nectarine has

been received from any ultra-European country; that

the Peach has not been found in a wild state in either the

cold or temperate parts of the extreme of Asia, in

China, or Japan ; and that the only species in the south
of Persia is the Ispahan, which, however, is there culti-

vated as a fruit tree.

Pcelier de Chine a Jleiirs de Camellia. Fortunes
CamelUa-Jlowered China PfacA.—Leaves with reniform
glands ; flowers very large, and very double, of a deep
purplish red. Fruit rather below middle-size, roundish
oval ; skin pale green,sometimes slightly tinged with red.

Peeher-Srugnon Sardieick's Seedling. — Leaves
glandless ; flowers large. Plesh parting from the stone,

greenish white next the skin, tinged with red at the
stone, juicy, sugary, and agreeably perfumed. Season,

end of August. [The tree is a vigorous grower, and it

is, as far as we are aware, the only Nectarine that has
large flowers, serrated leaves, and melting flesh; for

although the Newingtons agree with it as regards the
leaves being serrated, without glands, and the flowers

large, yet they differ in being clingstones instead of
having melting flesh.]

Peeher Gain de ilfon<r«»/.—[Resembles the Belle-

garde in appearance, but in this respect only, and is

noticed in order that it may be avoided. It was pur-
chased by M. Alexis Lep6re, of Montreuil, the well-

kno\vn Peach cultivator there; but finding it of
inferior quality, and utterly void of flavour, he refrained

from propagating and from selling it. In this he
doubtlessacted best not only for himself, but for others.]

Pieher de Chine ajleiirs de Sosier. Fortune's Eose-
Jtowered China Peach.—Leaves with reniform glands

;

flowers large, very bright red, and nearly double.

Pruit below the middle size, roundish; skin pale
greenish white ; flesh firmly adhering to the stone, at

which it is very slightly tinged with rose ; elsewhere it

is pale green, very juicy, sweet and agreeable. Although
not of the first excellence it may, however, give rise to

improved varieties from the stones. It ripened at Paris
as a standard towards the end of September.
Pieher Beurre. The Seurre Peach.—Leaves without

glands; flowers small. Pruit middle-size, deep red
next the sun, pale yellowish-green on the shaded side,

and sprinkled with small red dots ; flesh white, except
near the stone, where it is rayed with bright red,

melting, with abundance of sugary, highly perfumed
juice. Season, end of August. This Peach belongs to

the group of Madeleines (Royal George and Red Mag-
dalen of the English). It ought to be gathered before
it acquires perfect maturity, otherwise it becomes rather
mealy ; [but from this circumstance it appears well
adapted for carriage, as it may be packed before it gets

too soft ; and this is an object now that so many Peaches
are conveyed from the south, where they are generally
in superabundance in the season, to supply the demand
in the north where the climate is not adapted for

their production, except far .ihort of perfection and
with difliculty, whilst in the south an almost unlimited
supply might be obtained with comparative ease. Any
sort, therefore, that vrill bear carriage deserves notice.]

Poire Zcphirin-Origoire.—Tree pyramidal; shoots
slender; leaves oval or lanceolate; flowers very large.

Fruit middle-sized, or somewhat under, roundi-sh
turbinate ; stalk short and thick ; eye open, level with
the surface; skin smooth, citron yellow, sprinkled
with fawn or brownish dots, sometimes tinged with red
next the siiu ; flesh white, very fine, buttery, and
melting, with a rich, deliciouslyperfumed, sugary juice.

Season, September and October. This excellent Pear
was raised from seed by M. Gr^goirc, of Jodoigne.
The tree has the aspect of the Passe Colmar, of which
it is probably a descendant. The fruit resembles in
flavour that well-known sort, and some amateurs
think it even superior in point of fine delicate aroma.
According to the "Acn. Pomol, Beige," and the

"Pomol. de la Franco," it is stated to ripen from
November to February, instead of September and
October, as above, llcn'ce it appears to be one of those

sorts which vary much as regards the period of ripening.

Poire Sucre Jaune.—¥ruit roundish or Apple-shaped
middle-sized; stalk variable in length, of medium
thickness, sunk at its insertion, which is in the axis of

the fruit ; eye in a regularly formed depression ; skin

smooth, of a uniform pale yellow, regularly sprinkled

with very small brown dots; flesh white, fine, some-
what granular, very juicy and sugary, perfumed and
slightly musky. Season, September. This good Pear,

which is common in the department of the Lower
Alps, bears much resemblance to the Goubault Pear,but
diners in the time of its maturity, and in its flavour.

Poire de Fosse.—Fruit rather small, round or tur-

binate; stalk short; skin green or greenish yellow,

sprinkled with large fawn-coloured spots ; flesh white,

crisp
;
juice sweet and very musky. Season, end of

August. The Poirier de Fosse is plentiful in France,

especially in Le Perche, La Brie, and La Champagne.
The tree attains a largo size, and with trunks 6 to 7

feet in circumference are frequently to be met with.

It was described by Merlet in 1675.

Poi}-e de Tongres.—Fvuit large, 5J inches long and
12| in circumference, oblong, tapering, obtuse at the

stalk, which is generally inserted obHquely ; eye

situated in a shallow, regularly-formed depression,

segments of the calyx rather prominent and erect;

skin cinnamon-coloured in the shade, brownish orange

next the sun, sprinkled with some carmine streaks;

flesh very white, melting, juicy, sugary, rich and
perfumed, but not musky. Ripens towards the end of

October. This fine frait should be gathered before it

appears in full perfection ; this it acquires in the fruit

room, like Williams's Bon Chretien and Beurre
Clairgeau. The former of these, gathered before it

readily parts from the tree, it is well known, is rich,

juicy, and melting; but if it be allowed to hang too

long it becomes mealy, and disagreeably musky. The
above remark is therefore necessary to be borne in

mind as regards the gathering of the Poire de Tongres.

The Belgian pomologists are not agreed on the name
which this interesting fruit ought to bear. For my
own part, says Professor Decaine, I have not hesitated

to adopt that under which it was first figured and very

well described by M. Bivort in his " Album Pomolo-
gique," and likewise liu the " Annales de Pomologie
Beige." It is evident that a description accompanied
with a figure ought to bo preferred to an oral tradition,

when the choice and adoption of a name is concerned.

There is, however, a letter which I received from
M. Pynaert, one of the rli-efs de culture of M.
Van Houtt«, and as this is likely to be considered an
important fruit, a short extract may not be unaccept-

able. The Pear Durondeau, and not Durandeau, is

very generally cultivated under this name, and under
that of Beurre Durandeau in our Walloon provinces.

I cannot then understand why M. Bivort, and after

him the Pomological Congress of Namur, have
adopted in preference the name of Poire de Tongres,

especially as this last denomination implies an en-or

;

for the variety in question did not originate at the city

of Tongres, the ancient capital of Aduatiques, as

people might be led to believe, but by M. Dorondeau,
at Tongre-Notre-Dame, a small commune in the

vicinity of Ath.

Catalogues Received.—5. Brac/cer's (Wincan-
ton) Autumn Catalogue of Coniferce : a useful descrip-

tive list. T. S. Ware's (Tottenham) Catalogue of
Fverrjreens, Beciduom Trees, ^'c .• an extensive general

list. F. 4" A. Dickson 4" Sons' (Chester) Forest Trees,

^c. : well arranged and comprehensive, with the heights

carefully marked. J. Dickson t?' -Son** (Chester)

Forest Trees, ^-e. : similar to the preceding. W.
Urquhart S( Sons' (Dundee) Catalogue : brief, consist-

ingmostlyoftreesandshrubs. Perns, and Auriculas. T.

Sampson's (Yeovil) General Catalogue includes various

nursery stock. T. Cripps' (Tunbridge Wells)
Wholesale Catalogue of Nursery Stock : an extensive

and carefully compiled Ust. S. Stafford's (Hyde) Stove

and Greenhouse Plants, 4"c. contains amongst other

things an extensive descriptive list of Orchids and stove

plants. R. Edwards Sc Son's (Nuthall) Catalogue of
Ferns comprises many choice British varieties. J. J.

Chater's (Camhniga) Catalogue of Neie Pelargoniums
describes upwards of 300 sorts, arranged according to

Mr. Chater's classification. Sutton Sc Sons' Amateur's
Guide : a very extensive seed list for spring, vrith

descriptions and abundant cultural notes. JF. Barron's
(Borrowash) Select Catalogue of Ornamental Plants :

chiefly devoted to hardy trees and shrubs, and com-
prising an extensive list of Conifers ; the sizes of the
plants are given.—To this we may add, that Mr. Ward,
of Ipswich, has issued coloured illustrations of his two
new Roses, Mrs. Ward and Mrs. John Berners, and
also of three of Mr. Groom's new zonal Pelargoniums.
We have also received of Foreign lists the following

:

— Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie.'s (Paris) Fxtrait General
des Catalogues ; Ognons ct Fleurs; Supplement aux
Catalogues ; and Graines de Fleurs, all worth con-
sulting. Courtois Gerard l( Pavard's (Montreuil-
sous-Bois) List of Bulbs, Strawberries, S^c. C. Verdier

Jits' (Paris) des Fsphces et Varietcs du Genre Rosier, in

which, besides Roses, 9 of M. Bleu's new Caladiums
are offered ; M. Verdier also offers 100 varieties of

Pa;onia arborea, 25 of P. officinalis, and 100 of P. edulis

and albiflora : also 100 of Iris germanica. S.
Laurentiiis' (Leipzig) Plant Catalogue, in which,
among a variety of novelties, a fine double
Amaryllis, called A. Albert!, is announced. J. M. Thor-

ium 4' (^o.'s (New York) Wholesale List of American
groum Seeds comprises many interesting subjects, and
among them what is called the Whortleberry Tomato,
a new Solanum from California, producing edible fruit

described as having the size, colour, and general

appearance of the Whortleberry.

dFIorists' HFlotocrg.
Gladiolus Bowiensts. — Permit me to fully

endorse the remarks of "Bowiensis" (pp. 1196-1)7) as

to the superiority of this variety; it seems but
little known or cultivated, compared with Brenoh-
leyensis, but for general usefulness it is much
to be preferred. As " Bowiensis " remarks, you
may have it in bloom up to December. We began
cutting spikes from this variety—for the purpose of

decorating the Loan Exhibition held here this past

summer—early in July, at the rate of CO or 80 sjiikes

per week^ besides large quantities for other jninioses,

and continued to do so up till the middle of N ovember,
at which time the spikes were even finer than in the
summer, although not quite so bright in colour, and
this from bulbs, none larger than a good-sized Hazel
Nut, and the greater portion merely " spawn," about
the size of Peas. This is in fact the chief merit of this

variety, viz., its blooming from such small bulbs—

a

merit which I believe no other'variety possesses. A
good way of planting this variety in borders, shrub-
beries, &c., is to plant in clumps of say 20, from the
size of Walnuts down to that of Peas ; all these would
bloom in succession from July to November, and so

the clump would always look gay, instead of, as in the
case of Brenchleyensis, a bloom of a few weeks .in

duration. I may remark that they like plenty of

manure. Our best bed, which produced magnificent

spikes, was heavily manured at planting time (in

February—plant early) with pig manure, trenched in

;

this may not suit the more delicate French varieties,

but I can confidently assert that it does the variety in

question. Wm. Windebank, Jun., Bevois Mount
Nurseri/, Southampton.

Chbtsanthemums.-However small a place may be,

these showy winter-flowering plants cannot be dispensed
with. They even make cottage walls look gay at thia

season of the year. One mode of growing them is to

put in cuttings in August, numbering from six to 10 in

a 18 or 32-sized pot
;

place them in a close frame,

attend to shading and watering them until they are

rooted, and then harden them off gradually until they
will stand the open air. Attend regularly to watering,

and by the end of November they will be nicely in

flower, and being very dwarf and bushy will make
fine objects for indoor decoration. I may add that they

are not taken out of the cutting pot. Pompon varieties

are most suitable for this purpose, and have the neatest

appearance, but other kinds will flower equally well

under the same kind of treatment. W. Brown,
Meriiale Rail. ^^___^^^_____

The Egyptian Bee (concluded from p. 1223).

—

—After the lapse of a few days, when I considered that

the population had received a suIBcient accession of

numbers from the young bees, which were rapidly

hatching out from the Ligurian brood-combs, I trans-

ferred the contents of the nucleus-box, bees and combs,

into an eight-frame box, supplying them with four

additional combs chiefly of advanced brood, which I

had previously selected from another stock. It would
not have been safe to give this quantity of brood

earlier, as there would have been too scanty a

population to keep up a sufficient amount of heat,

or to have attended to the wants of the less

matured grubs, consequently a large proportion oi

the brood must have been sacrificed and destroyed,

which would have been not merely a loss of valuable

brood, but would have endangered the ultimate

prosperity of the stock, from the presence of a large

quantity of abortive brood. In giving brood-combs

to a weak stock, for the purpose of strengthening it,

it is always necessary to act with caution, otherwise

more harm than good may be done. The hive In

question rapidly increased in strength, and appeared

likely to throw off a natural swarm. To prevent this I

gave the bees a super, in which, while no attempt at

swarming took place, but very little work was done.

The bees, up to a very late period of the autumn,
always exhibited very considerable activity, and
appeared to be doing a great amount of real work,

though it ended in their being able to store suflioient

only for the coming winter's requirements.

No. 3 was an artiflcial swarm, very similar in

character to the other, and was headed, as before stated,

by a twin-sister of the queen of that hive. Mr. Wood-
bury did not send either of them to me, as ho did not

wish to remove them from the neighbourhood of his

Egyptian drones, until he had satisfied himself that the

queen had commenced breeding ; and I did not receive

the second small swarm until some days later than the

first. The history of this colony is much the same as

that of its sister hive. Similar means were adopted for

building it up into a sufliciently populous state

to enable it to shift for itself, but it has

never been quite so strong in bees, neither

did it succeed in storing enough food for the

winter's supply. It has had therefore to be liberally

fed. I do not think that it received quite so much aid

at the commencement by the addition of sealed brood-

combs from other stocks. The worker bees of this hive

do not all appear to be so invariably pure-bred, though

at the time of its first reception I thought the queen

rather the more beautiful of the two. The arones

were equal in appearance to their relations. They
were reared in large numbers, notwithstanding the

youth of the mother bees, in both hives, and were

active in flight on fine days up to the second week in

October. They are really beautiful creatures, far

superior to the Ligurian or common male 'oees. No
drones of anv other hives being-in existence, I had an

excellent opportunity, had I been so disposed, of pro-

pagating a large number of pure-breeding queens, but

I had not as yet overcome my apprehension of destroy-
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home apiary, nor couU I weli have kept the Egyptians

at a more distant one.

No 11 the last of tlie three Egyptian hives which

I obtained from Mr. Woodbury, was one of a totally

different character from either of the two just described.

It was a populous colony in a full-sized Woodbury

frame-hive. The queen, one of the batch raised Irom

the one originally imported, was fertilised by a

LiEurian drone, so that the workers, the majority ol

which were well marked, could not be quite pure, ihe

drone-s, however, exhibited no falling oB, and were, as

might be expected, very beautiful. Though contrary to

my own judgment, by JMr. AYoodbury's desire, the bees

were kent confined for 36 hours to. prevent their

veturaing to his garden, and endangering, the lijes of

his own young Ligurian queens in the vioimty of then

old quarters. This prolonged confinement I deeply

regretted, as although .the hive w.as stationed in a

darkened room, the excitement kept up by the bees

™s so great, thit thousands of them were destroyed,

and even after the liberation of the survivors, the work

nf death still continued, owing to a ruthless internecine

war I do not think the queen was lost or injured at

this'time, eggs and young hrv:e being found some days

liter when! effected the transfer of the combs into my
ciwn frames. This promised to be an operation of more

than ordinary diUioulty, having to secure with screws

every bar with its comb attached, to the bars of my own

frames It was, however, effected with much less diffl-

eiiltv than I had imagined would have been the case, by

first'driving all the bees out into an empty hive. Having

the combs free of bees, I was easily enabled to adapt the

bars to their new frames. As each was completed, it

from the flowers, leaves, and rind of the fruit of the

Bitter Orange, and other trees of the Citrus species,

which blend well together, and form an harmonious

compound. Bimmel's Book of Perfumes.

The Driver Ant.—Sometimes, as is usual in tropical

countries, the rain descends like a flood, converting in

a few minutes whole tracts of country into a temporary

lake. The dwellings of the driver ant are immediately

deluged, and, but for a remarkable instinct which is

implanted in the insects, most of the ants, and all the

future brood, would perish. As soon as the water

encroaches upon their premises, they run together and
agglomerate themselves into balls, the weakest (or the
' women and children,' as the natives call them) being

in the middle, and the large and powerful insects on

the outside. These balls are much lighter than water,

and consequently float on the surface, until the floods

retire and the insects can resume their place on dry

land. The size of the ant-balls is various ; hut they are,

on average, as large as a full-sized cricket-hall. One of

these curious balls was cleverly caught in a handker

chief, put in a vessel, and sent to Mr. F. Smith, of the

water, especially if unavoidably placed in the neigh -

bourhood of hot pipes.

Violets.—Both Neapolitan and Russian varieties

will now, or very soon, be in flower. Let the pits in

which the Neapolitan is grown have plenty of air while
the weather is mild.

FORCING QAEDEN.
During the occurrence of open weather, fire-heat

should be used with as much moderation as possible.

Keep an eye to the maintenance of constant successions
of crops.
AsPAB.iorrs.—Make a bed to come into use early.

On fine diiys draw off the lights, to allow the heads to

acquire their natural flavour and colour.

CucuMBEES.—Keep down thrips and red spider on
these by maintaining a moist healthy atmosphere.

Fios.—Trees in pots may soon be started, beginning
gradually at first, and increasing both heat and mois-
ture by slow degrees as the plants progress in growth.
MnsHEOOMS.—Prepare horse-droppings for beds to

succeed such as may soon become exhausted.
Peaches.—Give abundance of air during the day.

«^n'iilaced in its proper position; and when all the beater, and thus the threads are loosened easily. .
They

rambs had been so transferred, the bees were knocked are then carded, and are ready for weaving in the

nnt mi the ton of the bars, quickly finding their way usual manner. By this means a strong cloth is obtained,

below When I commenced the bees were very The thickest stalks also produce a thread suitable for

Siva"!! but the driving proved a wonderful sedative to the manufacture of rope. Mechanics' Magazine.

their irascibilitj', and I was but little molested after

having forced them to vacate their combs and cluster

British Museum, who has kindly presented me with
, keeping gentle fires at the same time, so that duri'ni,

several specimens of the insect. Hotnes wUhottl Jiands.
^j^g present mild weather little fire-heat may be

The Hop a Textile Plant.—M. Van der Scheldon i

required at night
makes use of the stalk of the Hop plant as a textile

. piNjjs.—Plants intended for fruiting during the
material by adopting the following process :—Alter the summer must now have careful attention. Let them
flowers of the Hop have been gathered, the stalks are

|
^^^^ a steady earth temperature, and a top heat of

cut, made into bundles, and steeped like Hemp. iUe ^,^^^^
g-o

j^j j^- (^j. jj j^ ^^^j ^^^ j,^j.jy ^^ ^^^Xi^ the
maceration is the most important operation, lor it it is

i general stock, which, however, must not be allowed to
not done with proper care, it is very difficult to separate : i^ggome drawn
the threads of the hark froni the woody substance. ViNES.-See that there is always a steady warmth in
After the stalks have been well steeped, tliey are then

| ^j^g covering on the outside borders of eariy houses,
dried in the sun, beaten like Hemp with a wooden .,.-.." . . . . - . .

in the upper box. There was a renewal of the fighting

amon" themselves after the operation was concluded,

Lid the hive shut up ; and I fear that it was at this

time that the life of the queen was sacrificed. After

several careful inspections, during which the

bees fully maintained their claim to the cha-

racter of little savages, I could discover no

trace of a queen or newly deposited eggs. I waited

some days for signs of the construction of any

royal cells, but discovering none, I at length inserted a

sealed royal cell from a Ligurian hive, not being

sutticiently enamoured of the breed of African savages

to take much trouble in the rearing of fresh royal cells

from the Egyiitian brood. On the following day the

queen had emerged, and apparently in a natural way,

but I could find no trace of her, or any other, and then

1 discovered the commencement of one or two royal

cells or combs, which had been bred in by the former

oiieen. In due time a princess was hatched out, but

I have always had strong doubts as to her being an

E"yptian at all, as her progeny are much more like

Ligurians. As the old bees died off, the hive seems

also greatly to have changed its character, for on the

"last occasion of my overhauling the interior, the bees

were as peaceablfi as those of any Ligurian stock in my
garden. I may then consider my Egyptian hives

to bo reduced to two, one of these being more
prized than the other on accoimt of the apparently

greater purity of the bees. From this one, if

then living, I hope to be able to raise a number
of pure queens next April and May, or before

the appearance of the drones of ordinary or Ligurian

stocks, as the drones of this species appear very early.

On coming into possession of the Egyptians, I

resolved to disturb them as little as possible. To that

resolution I have adhered, only meddling with them
when it was advisable to strengthen the hives by the

addition of brood-combs, or, later in the season, for the

purpose of ascertaining their capabilities for standing

tlie winter. When unmolested for some time, I have
found the bees as peaceably disposed, while in pursuit

of their daily duties, as any others. During the month
of October I inspected the interior of all the hives in

my home apiary to ascertain exactly how they

were provisioned and garrisoned for the coming winter.

Some hives have been broken up, the bees and combs
containing honey being united to others; some
which possessed a superabundance were deprived of

a portion, the combs thus obtained being distributed

where most needed ; and I must confess that while

the Ligurian and common bees exhibited but little

manifestation of anger, the two Egyptian hives which
may be considered as most pure, showed no decrease

in irascibility, as I was covered with assailants from
iicad to foot. The third stock, as previously stated,

allowed me to meddle with its contents almost with
impunity.
I have come to the conclusion that these very

beautiful insects are a decided acquisition to the
scientific apiarian, but my experience with them, as

regards their economic properties, has been as yet too
limited to warrant my recommending them to any
less experienced beekeepers. At some future time
I hope to be able to give them a good character as

lioney producers, but I much doubt their ever coining
up to the Ligurian or common bees in that respect.

S. Sevan Fox.

Miscellaneous.
Ean de Cologne.—Next to Hungary-w.ater, the most

ancient perfume now in use is Eau de Cologne, or
Cologne water, which was invented in the last century
by an apothecary residing in that city. It can, however,
be made just as well anywhere else, as all the ingredients

entering into its composition come from the south of

i'rance and Italy. Its perfume is extracted principally

Calendar of Operations.
(For ihe ensuing weeJc.)

Now is a good time for preparing a Eanunculus bed,

and as the roots will not require to be planted till

spring, let us hope to induce some of our readers to

attempt the formation of a large and effective bed.

Choose a spot in the lowest part of the grounds, where
the rays of the sun will only fall for about three or four

hours a day, either in the morning or evening, although

the former is much to be preferred. The soil of the

garden may be taken as it is, without any admixture,

unless it is very poor, when a little leaf-mould, or very

rotten frame manure, may be added. Dig up the bed
thoroughly to the depth of 13 inches, and leave it

rough until frost has pulverised it. Then level, and
after some heavy rains have settled the soil, any time

in Februai-y the planting may take place. In the

meantime, however, carefully survey the domain, and
cautiously choose the site, which should be such as

will best secure fresh air, moisture, and shelter in the

heat of midsummer. That done, boldly commence
operations, and in an hour or two you will have done
all that can at present be accomplished.

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLANT HOUSES.

Let neatness prevail in every department. Lawns
should be carefully looked over and cleared of dead
spray from trees, wonn-casts, &c. Walks should be

freed from weeds, and well rolled—operations which in

the majority of cases require attention rather than
much additional labour. In plant houses the principal

work will consist in keeping them and their inmates
scrupulously clean. Moderate fires, and frequent

washing will be necessary. Conservatories, and indeed

all show houses, should soon be tolerably gay with
forced plants, of which a supply must be kept up by
means of successions introduced into heat as often as

may be necessary.
Azaleas.— If an early display is required, a few of

the most forward plants should be placed where they
can have a temperature of from 50° to 55'. Water
carefully when necessary, and in mild weather venti-

late freely.

Camellias.—Some of these will now be in flower.

Water must therefore be liberally suppUed, and air

given tolerably freely during fine weather.
Chinese Peimeoses.—Plants in bloom should be

introduced to the greenhouse or conservatory, and
others "brought on to succeed them as their beauty
fades. Do not let them suffer from want of water.
Fobced Flowees.—These wiU at present consist

chiefly of Tulips and a few other early blooming bulbs,

of which successions, equal to the requirements of the
establishment, must be at short intervals continually
introduced into the forcing pi t ; as must also be Azaleas,
Roses, Lilacs, Rhododendrons, and plants of that
description. See that they have a healthy moist atmo-
sphere, which must not, however, be over warm. A
temperature of from 70' to 80' wUl be amply sufficient

for the present.

Jasminusi nudiflobum.— The bright yellow
Primrose-like blossoms of this hardy Jasmine have
such a cheerful look soon after this time of the year,

that a few plants of it should always be kept in pots

for decoration indoors, where, intermixed vnih green-
leaved plants, they have a fine effect.

Pelaegoniums,—These must be kept free from
dead leaves and insects. Specimens intended for

flowering in May should be placed as near the glass

as possible ; let the temperature at night be about 15°.

That for the later blooming plants should not be
above 40'.

Solanum Capsicasteum.— This, together with S.

Pseudo-Capsicum and other sorts bearing small round
bright-coloured fruit, are very useful at this season for
purposes of decoration. See therefore that those in

conspicuous situations do not suffer from want of

Attend to the stopping and tying in of young shoots
as they advance in growth. Let Hamhurghs have a
night temperature of about Co'. Muscats should be
kept 5° or 5" higher.

HARDY FRDIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
While the weather keeps favourable, fruit trees may

be planted. Where old trees too are not growing well,

a portion of the soil might be carefully removed from
their roots and replaced by better material. All
unoccupied ground should be rough dug, trenched, or

ridged, regulating these operations according to the
nature of tne'soil and the character of the preceding and
contemplated future crops. Keep frost, should it

occur, out of fruit rooms, and remove all decayed fruit.

Diligently proceed also with pruning, nailing, and
training.

Apples. —Let all trees infested with insects have a
thorough cleaning and washing with Gishurst Com-
pound, used according to Mr. AVilson's directions.

Cauliflowees.—Keep slugs from these, and should
severe weather set in, see that the plants are properly
protected.

Endive.—Continue to tie up some of the finest

heads to blanch, on dry days
;
protect also from hard

frosts.

Lettuce.—Protect in very bad weather, but expose
freely on all other occasions.

RnuBAEB AND Seakale.—Continue to introduce

into warmth successions of these, as plants in use

become worn out.

Ste.vwbebkies.—A few may now be pushed forward;

but do not drive them too fast, or the blossoms are apt

to become "blind." During mild weather those in

frames for succession should have plenty of air in the

day time, but at night the lights should be put on in

order to secure them against frost.
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THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
Incorporated by Special Act of r&rliamont in ISTtS,

To Landowkers, the Clckov^ Estate

Tho Compatiy adv:n
a Wales, and in Scotland,

^ __.^ .._ _.. money, unlimited in amount, for tho
foUowing works of Agricultural Improvement, the whole oiitlay and
ixpenses m all cases being liquidated by a rent-charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Irrigation, and Warping, Embanking, Incloshig,
Clearing, lleclaraatlon. Planting, for any beneficial pm-poae,
Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

FaiTn Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultm'al or farmiag
purposes.

of and additions to Tarm Souses and other buildings for

Fai'm pm'poses.
Lanaowners assessed under the provisions of any Act of Farliament.

Royal Cliarter, or Commission in respect of any public or j^eiieral

works of Drainage or other improvements, may borrow their pro-

portionate share of the cost, and charge the same with the eipeases
on the lands improved.
The Company will also negotiate the Rent-charges obtained by

Landowners under the Improvement of Land Act, 1864, in respect of

their Subscription of Shares in a Railway oi Canal Company.
No investigation ot title is required, ana the Company being of a

execution of the Works, which are controlled only by the Govern-
strictly financial character, do not interfere with the plai

execution of the Works, which r—
meat Enclosure Commissioners.

.

Apply t

SOUTHERN COUNTIES ASSOCIATION.
Pmj'ton;iSCG-*67—His Grace tue Dure of RicnuoNO.

Tho ANNUAL EXHIBITION of STOCK, POULTRY, IMPLE-
MENTS, FLOWERS, WORKS of ART, ic, wlU bo held at

BRIGUTON in JUNE NEXT.
SUMMARY OF PRIZES OFFERED:—

CATTLE.—Short-horns, £125 • Sussox, £125 ; other Breeds, £50.

SHEEP.—Southdowns, £90 ; Hants Downs, £90 ; Oxford Downs,
£90; Kent Sheep, £90.

HORSES.—Agricultural, £110 ; Hunters, £95; Hacks, £15 ; Ponies,

£10.
PIGS.—Berkshire, £32; other Breeds, £32.

POULTRY.—Various, £93.
The PRIZE LIST may bo obtained of the Secretary.

By order of the Council,
Yately, Famborough. G. B. H. Shote, Secretary.

Eixt ^sticttltttval (BK}tttt.
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 29, 1866.

We liave been mucli interested in tlio following

remarks in a recent number of the Times, occurring

in its re^'iow of the Smithfield Cattle Show :

—

" Some new features are presented in the machinery
for steam cultivation. Messrs. John Fowleb & Co.

Iiave brought out a sli-furrow plough, and a plough
turning eight furrows at once is being constructed.

Now, although this piece of information may appear
of slight importance, we believe that it is practically

one of the greatest steps yet made in steam-power
husbandry, because it involves a successful application

of the system upon light lauds. The vast advantage of

deep and expeditious tillage upon strong soils has been
proved in numberless cases, but farmers have doubted
whether acostly apparatus can profitably cultivate those

soils where a thin staple necessitates a shallow furrow,

and where a pair of light horses can plough with ease

li acre per day, with few interruptions occasioned by
w"et wcatlier. Norfolk is precisely the county to test

the (lucstion properly, and during the past two or three
mouths a pair of 10-horse engines (that is, one
" double engine set ") from the Leeds firm has been
making some extraordinary results upon the farms of

Mr. ClaeeSewellRead, M.P. ; Mr. J.OHN Hudson,
of C;istlc Acre ; and several other large occupiers." *

Now, as we happen to occupy a farm tho

whole of which is upon sandy loam, or elso the

brash of the inferior oolito, and as wo have
thereon pm'sued steam cultivation for tho past

thi'eo years, and are now preparing for the

fourth, we hope that tho foUowing notes on our
mode of procedure will not be without interest at

the present time.

It should be mentioned that our sand lands

rest upon tho pure sands of the inferior oolite,

which aro with us full 100 feet thick. Upon
these rest the lower bed of the inferior oolite

freestone, which makes the brash lands of the

higher parts of the farm.

When wo took to this farm in October, 180.3,

wo determined to uso steam cultivation for our
principal crop of roots of 26 acres, and so, having
hauled out all the dung wo could spare on the

Wheat stubble, it was ploughed in by two horses

to the depth of 6 inches, and left for the winter.

In the first week in March, 1864, it was
smashed up to a depth of 10 inches by a set of

Cambridge tackle, and afterwards cultivated and
cleaned by horse labour' preparatory to the
drilling of Swedes and Mangels, and in the
notoriously diy season that followed it was one
of the best crop.s of roots in the district.

In 1864, the same previous treatment was
employed upon a 40-acro piece after Barley, and
in tho first week of March, 1865, tho same
tackle was used in tho manner previously
desci-ibed. Hero tho crop of Swedes was
enormous — the judges estimated them at

41 tons per acre, and to them was awarded tho
Silver Cup by the neighbouring Agricultural
Society. The Mangels, of which there were
about 8 acres, were at tho same timo estimated
at a little imder 56 tons per acre.

In tho autumn of 1865 wo followed tho same
plan as regards ploughing in the manuro, and in

tho first week of May, 1866, the field of 30 acres

was broken up by means of a FoWler's " double
engine sot," tho whole being completed in throo

days, and the portion assigned to Mangels top-

di'essed with 3 cwt. of Peoutor's root manui'o to

the acre, and drilled with Mangel Wiu-zel on the
7th of tho month, and to this crop the Silver Cup
has been awarded this year. We are now busy
ploughing ill our manuro ou a oO-acro piece,

preparatory to tho same method of cultivation

for our root crop of 1867.

Here, then, it will be seen that we have
employed steam cultivation successfully for tho

last three years, and it has encoui'aged us to go
on—not indeed by steam ploughing, which wo do
not consider an advance, but by broad-soled
cultivators, which, while they thoroughly break
up the soil to a depth impossible by horse labour',

cut off underground weeds sufficiently deep to

make them harmless, and brings tho Couch,
Agrostis stolonifera, to which our light soils are

peculiarly liable, up to tho surface without that

cutting into bits which tho jjlough necessitates,

as the cultivator gets under it.

The cultivator too only brings a portion of the

subsoil to tho surface, while with us the plough
to the samo depth would make a surface of almost
pure sand. We think then that the first plough-
ing of from 4 to 5 inches covers up tho dun^
which rots and cuts off sui'face weeds which aro

mostly kUIed by the frost. The cultivator then
thoroughly incorporates tho soil and manure,
and the laud is ready for the crop in an incredibly

short space of time.

That ploughing in its progress looks noater

we are ready to confess, but wo look upon the

plough in its old estate as a clumsy antiquated

machrno which there can bo no reason for keep-
ing up in steam tackle ; and though it is true

wo have as above described used Eansome &
Sims', and Howard's ploughs to cover up
manuro at the fall, yet if our holding consisted

of a thousand acres instead of a third of that,

wo should employ a sat of tackle of our own to

smash up and mix manures in tho fall and to

cultivate in the spring, but as it is we con.sider

that light ploughing in the ordinary way in

winter, steam cultivation in spring, is not only

our best but our cheapest plan.

We aU know how work presses in the spriu;

if we have to get in Lent corn and prepare for

roots at tho samo time ; how much horse-power
is then required which would bo compai'a-

tively inactive during a great part of the

year ; how by steam cultivation for our main
root crop we are enabled to do with from two to

three less horses during the whole year, and,

indeed, wo consider that steam cultivation for

roots offers the following advantages :—
1. Tho soil is cultivated more expeditiously to

a greater depth, manure is more thoroughly
incoi'porated.

2. The root crop is increased.

3. The Barley crop is better in quality,* and
more in quantity.

4. Tho land is no longer Clover-sick, but
Clover and seeds aro mostly luxuriant after steam
cultivation.

5. Finally, the sa'ving in horse-flesh and horse-
keep nearly, if not quite, pays for the hii'o of the
machine, labour', and coals. Ji.

We lament to announce the Death of Mr.
James Maesii Read, of the Manor Farm, Elkstone,
Cheltenham, which took place on December Ifi, at tlie

early age of 41. Mr. Read was one of the foremost
pioneers of steam cultivation on the Cotswolds, carry-
ing out Fowlee's system with great energy and
considerable success on a farm of extremely various
soil and irregular surface. His experience of it has
been referred to fre(juently in these columns, and was
related by himself m an essay which was " Highly
Commended" by the Royal Agricultural Society of
England. He was also distinguished as a stock breeder.
His history of the Cotswold sheep was first pub
lished in the Agricultural Oaseite. His own flock
won many local prizes ; and his Hereford herd
gained him even more distinction than his flock. He
won prizes at Leeds, Battersea, and Plymouth, and was
successful as an exhibitor of fat stock in the Agricul-
tural Hall only a week before his death. We have lost

a valued correspondent, and it is right that his name
should appear in the list of those to whom English
agriculture is indebted for examples of enterprise and
public spirit.

Among other signs of healthful life and progress to
be put against Fenianism and other indications of disaf-

fection in Ireland, a number of most excellent and well-

" Ours in the steam-cultivatgd flcia fetched 543. per quarte
tliis year.

iii:ma'/fd I'lirmcr.s' Clubs must be named. At Alhy
1 IJallyiuihim we have repeatedly heard papers on

dillcrcnt brandies of farm practice, unexcelled by any
reported from any other quarter, even from Hanover
Square or the Farmers' Club. They aro sometimes
elaborate treatises.sometimcs short collcctionsof maxims
or terse accounts ofactual i-\]" ti<- .Iml :i! -' nhvays
characterised by practiral ;! I

.
i m know-

ledge. We aro to-day iml. K i

' 1'
i

i m i;iiON

and Mr. Davidson for .
.' ':. n' 1. inr Cattle

Feeding, before the Atliy FarnnTs' Club, and
a shorter account by Mr. Dovvdall, at Bally-
mahon, of the earlier process of feeding veal, may
bo still further shortened here. IIo places his
calf in a box with a wooden floor, C feet by 8 feet,

provides it with a muzzle, and keeps it clean and warm
on a good dry lair. He lets the cow suckle it morning
and evening, and gives it a midday meal from the pail,

which by-and-by has an egg beaten up with the milk.
At a month old he sops wliite bread in the midday
meal of milk. And at eight weeks old he has a well-
finished calf, worth &l., which will increase in value
up to 12 weeks at the rate of close upon 20s. a week.
This is the result of " keeping to " old Nature's laws,
for artificials cannot crush them out ; and it is related
as the experience of an Irish farmer. Can any English
feeder beat it ? So long as veal sells for from 8rf. to lOrf.

a lb., you can get a good price;for your milk in this WAy.

The need of Cattle Classes for the attractive-
ness of a Cattle Show has been illustrated by the
contrast between Birmingham and Islington at their
respective Shows this year. At Bingley Hall the
receipts have been about one-half those of previous
years, the attendance having been 61,530, 62,533,
41,8 Irl, and 21,511 respectively during the years 1863,
'61, '65, and '6G. At the Agricultural Hall we understand
that the attendance has been upwards of 150,000
during the week, many thousands more than has ever
previously been known.

Mr. WiLLOUGHBT WoOD thus' describes his
experience in Laying-down Land to Grass. We quote
from Bell's IVeekli/ Messenger :—I have adopted a plan
which with me has been successful, and I think would
be so generally on soils of a similar character to mine,
which is a clay, interspersed more or less with round
stones, on the formation of the variegated marl. The
fields on which the trial has been made had been
prepared the previous year by cleaning thoroughly
and manuring heavily, for Mangel or Swedes. In the
spring, at the usual time, I have sown, with the corn
crop; a mixture, intended to remain down two years,
consisting of Cow-"rass, common White Clover, a few
pounds of Alsike Clover, Italian Rye-grass, and some-
times a very small proportion of Timothy Grass. The
Grass seeds are usually sown a few days after the corn,
in order to secure a fixed tilth, and great care is taken
that the land is in a proper state—neither too wet nor
too dry. My first year's seeds are commonly mown, and
are, as a rule, a more than usually abundant crop. The
second year I generally find that the yield of lierbage is

nearly, if not quite, equal to the first. I ought to have
stated that, after mowing the first year's crop, I gene-
rally pasture the after-growth with sheep, which are
supplied with cake or corn. I continue this system
during the following years, usually contriving that the
field in question shall be pastured during some portion
of the year by either sheep or calves which have a
daily supply of artificial food. In this manner I have
been induced to leave fields down year after year, because
the supply of herbage which they yielded was so abun-
dant that they were more profitable in this state
than they would have been under a corn crop. Of
course I do not wish to draw a general inference
from my limited trials; but in this district, or in
others which have a similar soil and climate, I
should feel no hesitation in practising it on an
extended scale. It is a great recommendation, that
the yield of herbage is so considerable during the first

few years; and, according to my observation, the
more permanent Grasses indigenous to the district

gradually introduce themselves into the vacant spaces
left by the dying out of the biennial species. Of course
this process is greatly accelerated by putting on a com-
post in the spring, and sowing hay or mixed Grass
seeds among it. Ihave at this moment a field divided
into two equal portions, half of which was laid down
ac(!ording to the plan I have described, and the other
half with permanent Grass seeds of the most expensive
description. Wishing to give this portion every
advantage, it was limed previous to the com and
Grass crop being sown. Its high condition was proved
by its yielding, in spite of exceptionally thin seeding, a
very heavy crop of Barley. The first year's mow of
Grass was, however, miserable ; and the subsequent
herbage, notwithstanding repeated manurings, has
continued most scanty. The other portion of
the field is a complete contrast to this, presenting in
the fourth year after it was laid down every promise
of becoming a valuable permanent pasture. Most
persons, in walking over this field, imagine that the
facts are the very reverse of what is actually the case,
namely, that the worst portion was sown with tempo-
rary Grasses which have died out, and that the other
was sown iwith permanent Grass seeds. A friend of
mine in this neighbourhood laid down a field without
a com crop some years ago, with permanent Grass
procured from an eminent seedsman. Although
neither trouble nor expense had been spared from first

to last, the result was so unprofitable that, after waiting
in vain during seven or eight years for improvement,
he has broken the field up. During the last year or
two he has adopted my plan, with every prospect
of success. On a large proportion of strong lands,
the practice of keeping Clover and Rye-grass down
for two years presents many advantages. It is
a saving of expense both in seed and labour; it

rests the land, and improves its condition, while
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it allows of a rotation during lUiitli CI a r

occurs at longer intervals. If the reliitiv V" ;
mutton, wool, and corn, which have prevailed.Uiiii^

many years, continue to hold, an aero of good sliecr

pasture pays better than an acre of corn, ^\ hether

or not It is advisable to extend the time durmg

which land is allowed to remain in Grass will of

course depend upon many circumstances which wiU

occur in different cases. But it is important to know

that the occupier has it in his power to do this without

inouiTing loss. I consider tho Alsiko Clover quite

cSialtothe success of this pan, I"
^f

«}>"!*«

OTonortion of Cow-grass and Italian Bye-grass the

S?r will, of course, be guided by circumstances.

Where the Clovers are certain to stand, the proportion

of liye-grass may be reduced very low.

" T. B." AND MR. MECHI.

Toi--n correspondent, who signs himself " T. B.,"

whose object appears to be to write doivri Mr Mechi

says that I am his apologist, and that I stated that

tTe extraordinary crops whicli this gentleman claims

to have obtained were merely "failures. Now I do

not know whether this monstrous assertion, and

strange perversion of language, is to be s^enbed to the

potency of the beverage with which T B treated

kis visitors, and of which he may PO^^'Wy l-,^™ 1"^^-

taken himself, or not, but however well entitled he

may be to the character of a poet in respect to the hber-

ties he takes with facts and statements, he certainly

must lay no claim to that of a philosopher, ordihgent

searcher after truth. My acquaintance with Mr.

Mechi is very limited ; I have visited his fa,rm on two

occasions only, and years aao, when I saw large crops

procured at very considerable expense in the way of

manures. I am not the apologist of Mr. Mechi and

there is no reason why X shoiUd be, but I belong to

that large class of Englishmen to which I am pleased

to say the great body of farmers also belong, who

love to see fair play: who do not like to see a blow

unfairly given, or a statement misconstrued, and who

on such an occasion feel tempted to interfere, even at

the risk of calling down on one's own head the same

unfair misconstruction that Mr. Mechi has received.

Mr. Mechi, as I read him in the AijncidUiral Gazette,

stated that for many years past he had dibbled in a

peck of seed on an acre of land, and the yield on one

occasion was 7qrs. and 1 bus. whilst on the bulk of

his 'Wheat crop he drdled at the rate of 4* pecks, and

the result was higher. On this he is abused m no

measured terms for having, as was al cged, stated or

implied that it was his custom to drill the peck per

acre over the whole or the greater part of his farm,

whereas he said nothing of the sort. That Mr. Mechi

sots large crops of "WTieat we cannot be surprised, see-

ing that he applies at least twice as much manure m
his rotation as that used by ordinary farmers, his land at

the same time being well adapted for retaining manure.

But so far as the trial between 1 peck and 4i pecks

goes' it is verv much in favour of the latter, inasmuch

ts bv n-nvi :i'. ii.rlis cxlia seed per acre he gained C

buslirU III 'iiii'iAlr:! I'Ai'^'iisc; showing that moderate

seinliii" l:ililinii'_'li :ilii.\it inir-half that usuallyemployed)

is rcilly the best, as ivell as regards the enemies of tho

plant, considerably tho safest. I do not recollect any-

where reading that Mr. M. claims that he grew 15 qrs.

per acre two years following ; it must have been the

man who drank too much cider that said so, not he

;

" he didn't zay zo, but t'other zaid that he zaid zo
!

"

The 15 qrs., as I understood, not having the Paper

before me, were grown in two years instead of one.

My remarks on failures had no reference whatever

to thin seeding. Whoever tries many experiments

will meet with many failures, as I well know from

experience, but experiments are not the less valuable

because they are often followed by negative results.

Dr Voelcker says that all the experiments made with

potash this kst year have ended in failui'c. I am not

the least surprised at this, having expenenced tho

same result nearly twenty years ago, and I was then

struck with the importance of waiting till a plausible

theory was stamped by the seal of successful practice,

before it was recommended for general adoption. Air.

Mechi I should think, would be the last man to deny

that he has had many failures in his agricultural expe-

rience. The man who maintains that he has little to

learn, has, I fear, learnt but little. JF. B. Spooiier.

FARM BOOK-KEEPING.
It has been said that no business can prosper with-

out correct and systematic book-keeping. Whether
this applies to farming in its various branches is now
the question before us. I think we shall all agree that

the better a man understands his basiness the more
likely he is to succeed. Whilst I do not pretend to

say that book-keeping alone is to do this, I do insist

Ihiit it is one important meanSj and to a certain extent
a most effective means, within the reach of every
farmer. With all deference to my brother farmers as

a class, I do think it is this want of understanding
which is the most serious difficulty in the way of

progress ; intelligence, and a thorough understanding
of all the varied branches of the business, is now-a days
quite necessary to satisfactory and successful farming.

If we cannot have the good old times, with the old-

fashioned prices of corn, we must look to producing
cheaper and larger crops. The farmer, of all men, is

ever learning, and systematic and correctly kept books
are a most important source of information to his mind.
They form a most valuable work of reference ; but to
be either valuable or interesting they must be correct,
and to be correct they must be systematic. There
must be a proper set of books, correcting each other,
and the small casli book constantly corrected by the
caiih in hand, without which your books will be quite
incorrect, and if incorrect will bo comparatively

worthless With a proper system, however, and

ordinary attention, they may be absolutely correct.

,^oiiie people profess to keep account of their principal

transactions, but avoid a regular system of book-

keepin" under the false impression that it is too much
trouble. I am decidedly of opinion that correctly

kept books do save a good deal of time and trouble,

preventing losses, and are much less trouble than

loosely kept accounts. Such accounts cause endless

trouble from their very incorrectness. A proper

system may involve more writing, but it is not the

ivriting that takes the time so much as the knowing

what and where to write ; and how very much more

satisfactory to the mind to know that the books are

absolutely con-ect than the perplexing doubt as to

whether anything has been omitted, without any

means of ascertaining whether such is the case. There

are books specially prepared for farm book-keeping,

with printed forms, heading, index, &c., but I have not

yet met with anything printed at all calculated to save

time or labom-. On the contrary, they are generally

intended for one year only. A farm ledger should be

simple and comprehensive, should be properly paged

and indexed, so that any item, either of expenditure or

of produce, may be quickly found ; and it should be

a good large book, to last for many years. The larger

and the ofder the book the more valuable for reference.

The balance-sheet should be regularly made up at

Michaelmas. I prefer Michaelmas to either Christ-

mas or Lady-day, because immediately after harvest,

before any produce is marketed, we obtain the

account of one year's produce and one year's expen-

diture without being in the least mixed up with

other vears—a result which cannot be obtained

at any other time. Many farmers make no attempt,

or any pretensions whatever to book-keeping, and

assign as a reason, evidently satisfactory to them-

selves, that book-keeping takes too much time and

trouble ; and yet the same men will work hard all day

at the most menial drudgery, whereas ten minutes per

day spent in book-keeping might be of more real

bene fit than a hard day's work. A certain poet says—
"If ignorance be blisa,

'Tis foUy to 1)0 wise ;

"

but in this case ignorance is not bliss, 'tis misery.

Surely any intelligent farmer should be pleased to have

all the affairs of his farm in black and white before

him, and whilst he is delighted to see the records of the

good and profitable—the more profitable and the

most profitable—he must also know the worst, for

here, most emphatically, "knowledge is power." If

he does not fully understand where andlhow losses come,

how is he to avoid them ? In addition to the regular

set of books I would strongly recommend a debtor and

creditor account with each separate field, in a book kept

for the especial purpose, showing the exact cost of each

crop each year, and per contra creditor the produce. It

will be a most instructive hook. I will venture to assert

that it will prove several things most conclusively—

that there is no profit, but a certain loss ;
in the

cultivation of little fields you will find, in tho average

of seasons, the expenditure so much higher and the

produce so much lower per acre than a good-sized

field, that profits are out of the question. You wiU also

find that undraiued, wet, summer fallow-land is very

unprofitable ; that bad or cheap farming does not pay

;

but that high or good farming, in the average of

seasons, does pay. Modern agriculture, especially in

connection with modern macliinery, is changing the

character of the demand for labour. Time was when
any man short of a fool would do for an agricultural

labourer ; but now we must have intelligent labour, and

I suppose we must expect to pay for it. But the

demand for intelligence is much greater upon the

farmer himself. A few years ago a man doing as his

father and grandfather had done before him might be

considered a most exemplary character, but that won't

do now. We must be up with the times or go to the

wall. The man who neglects and repudiates book-

keeping will often be penny-wise and pound-foolish

;

whereas the man who has a proper and compre-

hensive understanding of the connection between
a judicious expenditure and its results, whilst he is

not lavish in his expenditure, will ever be ready

with a profitable expenditure. I believe if we could

only see and understand our business better we should

increase our expenditure to some extent, but we should

increase our profit in a much greater ratio. A farmer,

of all men under the sun, is most dependent ou his

judgment, and what so likely to guide and correct his

judgment as correct and reliable data upon which to

found that judgment? As in all other businesses, a

man with a small business may to some extent rely on
his memory, hut not so if his business be more exten-

sive. And" why should the farmer grope in the dark,

and guess, or jump at his conclusions ? A farmer's

book should enable him readily and explicitly to

answer any question that may arise in his own mind,
and in order to do this, all domestic and family expenses

should be kept quite separate from the farm accounts.

This does not entail any additional trouble; it is

simply entering sundry items in a separate book kept

for the purpose. Where in some cases a number of

farm men are boarded, this may be somewhat difficult,

but it can be done by charging the farm with the esti-

mated expense of their weekly board, and the farm
should bo credited with everything produced on the

farm, although it he consumed in the house. Per
instance, when a pig is killed for the use of the

farmer^s family, it can be entered as so many stones of

pork sold to self By this means you will not

only show what the farm is making in pigs,

but your domestic account will also be some-
thing reliable. The same remarks also apply to

everything consumed on the farm, such as horse-corn,

pig-meal, and seeds sown. For instance, in order to

ascertain what is the produce of the Oat crop, all the

Oats consumed must be entered as Oats sold to self,

and as com and pulse bought. When Oats are
relatively cheap we are apt to consume them freely,

but when they are relatively dear, and foreign produce,
such as Maize, Lentils, &c., cheap, as it has been for
several years, then we sell nearly all our Oats and buy
foreign com. Unless this planVbe adopted, our books
must be very inexplicable. By this means we can
know what is the exact produce of each crop, as well
as what the animals cost. In reference to farm seeds,
sometimes the seeds sown may be almost exclusively
the produce of the farm. At other times we purchase
a change of seed Wheat, or Oats, or anything else, and
why should not the account of Wheat sold, or any
other grain, represent the entire produce of the farm,
and the seed required be sold to self, and also entered
as seed or seed-corn bought ? By this means your
farming accounts will be much more comprehensive
and satisfactory, much more interesting and instruc-
tive at a future period. Thus, you may look over years
of accoiints of produce, &c., and see the exact average
produce per acre, the exact average price per quarter,
&c., and who will say that it is not both interesting
and instructive ? Anything worth doing at all is worth
doing well. There is pleasure and profit in keeping
correct books, but none whatever in keeping loose
accounts.
In conclusion, I may be allowed to remark that tho

man, especially the young man, without reliable data
upon which to base his thoughts and calculations, is

very apt in unfavourable seasons, or a succession of
unfavourable seasons and low prices, such as 1860, 1861,
and 1862, to become unnecessarily dejected, and perhaps
paralysed in his efforts, and in good seasons and higher
prices he is likely to become unduly elated. Not so
with the man who has registered facts to refer to, who
has the experience of years past to guide him. He
knows he can not only produce the average of past
seasons, but he knows, as surely as effects follows causes,
thatwith better cultivation and improved appliances, he
can and will exceed the average doings of former years.

[The above remarks were made by Mr. Stables at a
late meeting of the Croydon Farmers' Club. A dis-

cussion ensued, of which the following is an epitome :—

]

Mr. Beown said he had regularly kept his accounts
for many years, and he found it highly satisfactory to
look over them from time to time. In his books he
generally made some short remarks about the progress
made, and those remarks often acted as a guide to him.
By keeping accounts correctly, a farmer at the end
of the year was able to see what had been done during
the 12 months, and if he found that his business had
been successful he could congratulate himself ; but if

he found that he had been unsuccessful, then he could
take measures to improve his position. It was a kind
of check upon the farmer's doings. No doubt the
keeping of accounts took up a considerable amount of

time ; but they became very instructive. He had not
kept accounts of all trifling items, and in consequence
they would say, perhaps, that he had not kept them
correctly, but the way in vyhichhe kepttheni answered
every purpose of his own. Had he not kept his accounts
pretty correctly, he should never have got off the
property-tax in 1851. By showing correct accounts he
got off the property-tax for two years. When his

income was under 2007. he got clear of the property-tax,

and thus saved himself U. a year. When he went to

appeal he showed that he had lost 250/. clear money.
"But," said they, " how about house-keeping f

" He
confessed he never kept a house-keejiing account, but
he was sure it' would not reach 250/. He considered
his house-keeping came to about 200Z. ; and looking at

those circumstances he was struck off the list. They
would thus see it was advi.sable to keep correct

accounts. He generallymade up his accounts to October.

In 1851 he found his expenditure between 450?. and
460?. ; but lastyear it was nearly 700?. Still he got a
fair return. He believed tho more a farmer spent on
his land the larger would be his returns. He con-
sidered it would be well for every farmer to take

account of all items and balance them every week or

month.
Mr. HtTNT considered the subject of keeping correct

accounts was of more importance than many persons

considered it. Numbers of farmers did keep accounts

;

and instances were frequent where farmers had said to

him, " 'We must trust to your books, for we do not
know how our accounts stand." If he did not keep
books they would often both be in the wrong. For the

last 20 years he had kept books in farming. When he
commenced as a farmer he kept a diary of evcry-day

work on the farm, and this he continued with advan-

tage for seven years. The hooks he kept now were
what he called the board hook, the day journal, andthe
ledger. He always kept a separate debtor and creditor

account, and one for produce, stock, pigs, cows, horses,

&c., and of what he bought and sold ; and at Michael-

mas he took stock. His was a system he had adopted

with advantage, as it was exceedingly simple.
^
With

all transactions he had he sent out tickets, keeping the

counterpart in his board book. From that boolc he

entered the transactions in the day journal, and from

the journal into the ledger. By means of his books he
could take stock every year to within a few shillings.

All that was wanted was three books, which could be

bought for about 1?., and would last many years. To
illustrate the evil effects of not keeping correct

accounts he might mention that he knew a farmer at

the present time who had a dispute with another about

the supply of some hay. The dispute was that a load

more had been supplied than was acknowledged; and
in consequence of having no accounts he would no
doubt lose the value of the load of hay. He (Mr.

Hunt) had sold as many as 200 loads of hay in one year,

and had never had a dispute, and that he attributed to

his having kept correct accounts.

Mr. Wilson said he had hoped to hear more as to

which systems were the best for farmers to adopt ; but

it appeared most of them bad systems of their owa.
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111 some iT^jii'rts his plau was siiiiilai- (n lli;i( adnplcl

by ^Ii-. limil. He kept a diary iil' cvirylliiim lint

took place uiioii tlio farm. He had a lodger besides,

and one of Peat's account-books. The account-book
was a very simple one, and contained separate accounts
for every month in the yeai', one side for receipts and
the other for payments. He also kept a weekly wages
account-book and a stock-book, in which details were
kept with regard to the sale and purchase of stock,

grain, &c., and this he balanced at the end of the year.

Then he had had a field-book ; but the accounts of the
fields he certainly found diflicult to keep. However, ho
managed to keep them pretty accurately, as Mr. Fuller

could tell them, as he had just valued him out of

50 acres.

The Chairman said it happened in the early part of

his life that he obtained an appointment in the Court
of Bankruptcy, and while there he had many opportu-
nities of observing and considering how it was men
stumbled in their business. It occurred to him thatmany
of the mistakes made in life were not through extra-
vagance, but through the men not knowing in what posi-

tion their finances stood. That opinion was strengthened
by what was said by one of the Commissioners.
His words were, " If men kept their accounts better

we should have far less come into this court." He agreed
with the remarks made, that in order to keep accounts
properly several books were required, but it was neces-
sary these books should be clear and simple. He
believed Michaelmas was the proper time to take stock.

He had used Beasley's book, and he had found no
difficulty whatever with it. It set forth the whole of

the produce, and showed a distinct account for labour.

In fact, it was one of the most perfect books he had
seen. He had one in his possession he should be most
happy to show any of the members. He felt the
subject they had discussed that evening was a very
important one, and he was sure they were all convinced
that correct book-keeping in farming was as necessary
to success as in any other business.

AYRSHIRE DAIRY STATISTICS.
Most decidedly, that cow which gives the largest

return in butter or cheese, upon eriual feeding and for

the whole season's milking, is the best milch cow,
whatever her " points " may be. Too little circum-
spection in the choice of cows for holding on is given
by our farmers. If the milk from each cow was regu-
larly subjected to close scrutiny, and only those kept
on whose milk bore the test of rich quality along with
good quantity, a vast amount more money might be
realised in the aggregate. A capacious, well-formed,
and well-set udder, is certainly the chief point of

excellence to which a purchaser should look, who
intends to earn his living from the cow's produce,
whilst quietness and docility of temper probably rank
second. As a general rule amongst Ayrshires, the
larger cows yield more milk than the smaller ones, but
for several years back the tendency of selection by the
judges at cattle-shows has been to lower the breed in

size, and which, of course, affects the cows injuriously

also as beefers. The purest stock of Ajrshires is in
Cunningham and the northern parts of Kyle.
The Grass should always be allowed a fair start, but

the ordinary time of putting the cows on is the begin-
ning of May, and most of them are drying up in the
beginning of November, so that only six good milking
months can be reckoned upon in the year. The earlier

the cows calve, the sooner they dry up, and vice versd
;

although the milk may be greatly prolonged in either
case by plentiful house feeding. Except on farms in
close proximity to toivns, where a ready sale of milk or
butter can be depended on, early calving is the reverse
of profitable. Generally over the county the time of
calving is most convenient and remunerating, for the
earliest to begin from a month to six weeks before (he
Grass is ready ; and what number of calves may be
reared are thus most of them about off the milk when
cheese-making commences. But such farmers, for

instance, as Mr. Thomas Speirs, Skerrington Mains,
Hurlford, and Mr. Hugh AVoodburn, Annaudale, who
dispose of the whole produce nearly in the form of
milk or butter, time their cows to begin to calve so

early as before the new year, and thus have a continual
supply all year round for their customers.
The quantity of milk drawn daily from the cows

varies considerably in different animals, and also at
different times of the year in the same animal, accord-
ing to the state of the pasture or the measure of other
food she may be receiving. The reporter cannot set

down the average daily yield of milk from each cow,
all over Ayrshire, and for six months of the year, at
more than five Scots pints, equal to 15 imperial pints.

He is perfectly aware that is below the amount given
by most writers on the sulyect, yet is confident that
five Scots pints is if anything above the average, even
for the period stated. A'arious writers speak of
8, 10, and 12 Scots pints daily, or even more, and all

that is very true in some individual cases of extra-good
niilchers, for a short time in the height of their milk,
and the Grass at the best. Professor Lowe estimated
the total yearly yield of a cow, in good dairies and on
good farms, at 6000 imperial pints, which amount,
allowing 210 milking days, gives us 9i Scots pints per
day for seven months ! There is not a kind of cow on
the best Grass farm in the kingdom which will yield
such a quantity regularly for that length of time. It
just amounts to about 20^. worth of full-milk cheese
from each cow ! A writer in the Mark Lane Sxpress
(May 1863) stated the average annual produce of cows
at 4100 imperial pints each. Should liis average be
anything near the truth in respect to Britain at large,

then all the reporter can say is, that the Ayrshire
pastures, generally and proportionally, must be more
defective than even he supposed them, and that is poor
enough in all conscience. Our estimate for Ayrshire,
over all, would be about S400 imperial pints from each

row per annum.* Thefaultol'liicMii:illavrni'-'';iir"'lu<i.

over the county, if it is siiiall comiianil with (iIIkt

dairy couutips, must not atlarli in aiiv ili"^rfc in lh<-

cows ill thai llicv are llliahle In \uU move, liul

Shoulil l.r ],l; 1 inn-llv t" the u.airr;ii li.inr slate .iflhi

Gra-.alel -11.. u hat In a diliri, nrv in Inai-r U;:Vnv-.

Miieh deiieiid,, upon the assi.staiii Irrdinu' i'"i- '[Inv^
good and regular yield of milk. It is ] ilile that

house food may be given in such ne a inv as that the
cost will "owergang" the profit, but h ilh eh. r-c selling

at 12*. per 2-1 lb., and good Bean meal or Maize meal
to bo had under 20s. per 280 lb., or Oats for 15s. per
quarter, house feeding might bo profitably increajsed

over that presently supplied on the majority of farms.
Not only is the quantity of milk increased from extra
house feeding, but the quality is also improved, and
part of the expense is paid back in the richer manurial
composition of the dung. Salt given regularly to dairy

cows increases the flow of milk, besides rendering the
milk richer in butter and curd, and the allowance to

each in the best English dairy districts is from 3 to

4 02., never exceeding the 4 oz.
;
yet such a beneficial

practice is almost unknown in Ayrshire, although salt

can be had at {)d. per owt. Probably just as well, for

the cows must have good allowance of food when salt

is given along with it. It excites an appetite, and
unless that appetite be supplied, the beasts lose flesh

even more rapidly. Mr. Thomson, of Grange, who
manages in every department most systematically,

effects great saving of fodder by having it out into

chaff, and often keeps his cows for weeks together,

without^ roots, by substituting 12 oz. of treacle daily

along with the cut straw and meal. His average daily

allowance of Bean meal, whilst being given, is about
4* lb., and of roots 56 lb.

The cows when put on the Grass are generally in
the leanest condition of body. They get in most cases

literally nothing from the time they dry up until a
week or two before calving but bare Oat straw and
water, or, sometimes, that equally nourishing (!) food,

threshed Rye-grass, is substituted, if [the Oat straw
runs short. And thus the summer-flush and best of

the Grass, during May and June, mostly goes to

reclothe with flesh their wasted frames. Though it is

their nature to secrete a large quantity of milk for the
first two or three months after calving, the poor beasts

are neither in condition of mind (so to speak), nor of

body, to yield milk freely and copiously. The cows
now in Ayrshire are nearly in all cases most com-
fortably housed—in many cases better than their

masters and mistresses—and are generally well supplied
with dry litter to lie on, and fresh clean water to

drink
;

yet if a fuller allowance of more nutritious

food was given them throughout the whole year, the
cost would not be money thrown away :

" the cow
gives her milk by the mouth."
Varying according to season of year and quality of

milk, about 190 imperial pints, on an average, turn out
an Ayrshire stone, 24 lb., of new sweet-milk or full-

milk cheese. Fifteen pints per day will thus give us

14i stones of new cheese from each cow for the six

months, or 18 stones annually from each cow if all the
milk was converted into cheese. The season's make of
six months in some of the best grazing districts, as in
the parishes of Kilmaurs, Stewarton, Dreghorn, DaiUy,
&c., may average fully 16 stones; but against these we
can easily find other cold-clay districts, as in most
parts of the parishes of Kilwinning, Mauchline, Dairy,
Sorn, Stair, Coylton, &c., where the average will not
exceed 12 stones. Take it another way ; suppose that
all the stocks of 20 milch cows, over the county, turn
out on an average one cheese daily of 36 lb. weight for

the season of six months, that gives us only 135 stones

to each cow.
The reader will observe that " new cheese " is the

term used above. The cheeses dry in and lose weight
the longer they are kept. The amount of indnnk
may be from l-12th to l-16th part of the whole—that
is, if the whole " kano " is kept on hand by the farmer
till about Martinmas. The custom in most cases,

however, is to sell the whole season's make some time
during June or July, and deliver the cheeses into the
merchants' stores as made, in two or tliree separate
lifts, so that a share of the indrink thus falls upon the
merchant. Half a stone of indrink may therefore be
placed against the make from each cow. Cheese fairs

(three annually) were lately established at Kilmarnock
under the auspices of the "Ayrshire Agricultural
Association," the principal one being held on the last

Thursday of October, but these have been poorly
supported as yet by the farmers, only some 20 to 25 tons
being brought forward on an average at each, and it

may be years (if ever) ere they come to be much
patronised. Farmers, as a rule, will not readily " happ "

or " wyenn " in any direction save that which pleases
themselves, and haply in most cases rightly so, as they
ovight to bo the best judges of their own business.
Auld use and wont practice holds the reins with very
many, and this it is, we believe, not the high prices so

much, which continues the Bye-grass seeding custom
in these advanced times of farming.
The average number of cows in milk in .Ayrshire in

1856-57 was 33,573, but we may reasonably suppose a
greater acreage now under Grass, from green cropping
and corn crops gradually diminishing of late years, and
that more milch cows consequently will be kept—say
40,000. These, at 3400 pints of milk each, or 17i stones

of cheese (allowing for indrink) each, at 54s. per cwt.,

will give the value of the annual produce in milk—viz.,

405,000?. ; to which add the price of 39,000 newly-

i-odn

* In Morton's " Fanner's Almanack " for 1866. the .average

annual yield per cow in five known dairies is given .as 4992
pints, but which is stated as being above the average of ordi-

nary Gr.ass-fed cows. A Gloucestershire dairy is said to yield

about 4320 pints per cow, although we find "that the average
yearly yield of milk per cow .at Frocester Court farm, near
Stonehouse, in a dairy of 80 cows, was 3962 pints for the year
1663, .and only 3360 pints tor'l804, owing to the drought in the
latter year.

iug for abortions) at 7s. each,

e have the total value of
in the milch ('ows—viz., 113,650«.

'lie- In:,, I/, In,,,, ih,, milk iiiav hr ai.i.nrt iniied as
l"ll,,«.

,
Su,,! ,,Mi,ll-inil!i rli, .,-,., :;aMinn/.

; liall-r.nd-

liail ail, I -1,111, iiiilK ,-l,r,..,,. I',,, /,
; 1 , laittor-

linlk,su,jel-mill.,sKiiii-inilk, lU.UUU/, ; milk ^iveu to the
calves roared, 20,ouu;. The whey for fuelling pigs, over
and above. The "comparative insignificance of the
cheese-interest," so remark occasionally Messrs.
Primefat, Bullocks, & Co. of Dunse and Dunfermline.
Not so very insignificant, gentlemen, as ye would like

to think it.

Value of total annual produce from milch

)

Number of Grass-fed cattle annualli^ sold -j

and exported—say 9000, young .1 * '

'

at 8/. 10,^. per bead, exclusive ol

per bead formerly charged as calves

Grass-fatteningfof sbeep of all .ages .along "j

the coast, and pet sheep, drafted ewes,
&c., iidand ..

Value of the wliey for iiig-feeding .

.

maily sold \
g and old, I

3 of the 7i. f
calves . . }

.€118,050

7C,500

[10,000

41,500

18.000

£523,150

Deduct

—

Value of the Cabbage .acreage .. .. ,£8,000

Value of tbe Mangel acreage .. .. 16,500

Vjilue of the Vetches acreage .. .. 2,000

Vahie of Be.an-mcal and other feeding

)

stuffs given to milcb cowa . . . . j

The fodder is compensated for by tlic rn.anure. £481,650

Divide the la.st sum by the acreage in rotation-pasture,

including the rouped permanent Gra.ss—135,000 acres,

and we get the sum realised per acre of Grass-land over
the county—namely, 31. 10s., or an approximation to it

at all events. From the 3/. 10s. per acre deduct rent
servants' wages and board, keep for the farmer and
family, lime, deaths of cows, &c., and a nutshell will

hold in copper all that is left " to bank "—if any-
thing at all. A living may be made by dairy-farming
in AjTshire, but to " make money " by it is plainly

impossible. The dairy farmers are pretty comfortable,

however, for all that, and the outcry occasionally sent

forth, more so we suspect than their stock-and-orop
brethren in the shore districts; but they have far

from a " gentleman's life " of it,iu the usual acceptation

of that term—themselves, wives, sons and daughters,
literally "from cockcrow till noon, from noon till dewy
eve," and all the year round, being worked like slaves.

Still onr farmers' sons, and daughters as well, are

generally well-educated, and they are none the worse
of the hard work ; and no county in Scotland sends
out so many young men as land-stewards, &c., to

England and Ireland, proportionally even to size of

county, as does Ayrshire. Transactions of Highland
Society, ^_^^^^^^^^^^^

THE SEA PASSAGE FOR IMPORTED CATTLE.
[The following is a continuation of Mr. Irwin's paper

on the Foreign Cattle Trade, before the Society of Arts.]

In the regular e.attlc-boats (and, as fa:- as the import.at,ion of

Loudon is concerned, the rule is to have boats .'specially fitted),

attendants ai-e provided whose sole duty is to look after the
cattle, to feed them, to give thc:n w.atcr, and, in the event of

any bullock being off his legs, or \vh.at is technically called
" down," to get him up again on all fours, so that be m.ay not
be trodden upon by his foUow-bullooks. Every regard is paid
to proper ventilation of the vessels, so much so, indeed, th.at

on a recent inspection of some of the regidar cattle-boats to

London by Dr. Thudichum it was found that the ventilation

w,as so perfect that ho could suggest no improvement. On
arriv.al at the destined landing-place on the river the vessel is

put alongside the wharf -n-ithout any delay, and the discharge

of the cargo proceeded with as e.^peditiously as possible, which
usually occupies one to two hours, according to the state of the
tide, the vessels regularly constructed for such service gene-

rally, when fully laden, bi-inging from 400 to COO oxen, and
1000 sheep at one time.
The whole of the anim.als walk out of the holds by means of

inclined planes, and are at once claimed according to their

biunds by the respective consignees, who take charge of them,
wuter them, and lot them, until each man obtams the quantity
for which he holds bills of lading. The scene which occurs on
the landing of a cargo of cattle is something so bewildering to

the unpractised eye, that I can easily appreciate the feeling

conveyed of utter confusion and awful cruelty, especially it

(as occasionally happens) there are one or two casualties

amongst the cargo ; but, considering all the circumstancea,

the operation of landing can scarcely, if at all, bo much
improved. On landing, or as soon .after as circumstances will

allow, every animjil is examined by the veterinary inspectors

appointed by the Comniiaaioner of Customs, of whom there

are two for London, who are members of the Royal Veterinary

College, and perhaps more experienced than any other two

cha-

it I
, 1, , I, ,, ,,,,, ,11, , ,i 1; ,1 I he vetei-inary inspector,

(,11 i
,

,
,;,,,:: ,

I , I : I .ut if this assertion is

tcsl, ,| I,, II,, 1 1 ,1 [,,t~, II V ill '„ f,,und utterly uuton.able,

and in the opmion of those wdio are c.,iii| „. t, ,il t,, ,li-,us3 the

question, and who are actually conversiii 1
1

-nii li, 1 , ["s-tion

in force, any error will be granted tu 1 , ia I , I,
:

',, nither

than too lax a system in this respect. :s shin: ,- i,il,,\vcdto

leave the landing wharf until the medicii lusputtui h.is given

hia permission, after which the process of deUvcry yoes on,

and the clearing of a large cargo completed. The cattle .are, if

up on the Saturday, driven to the respective lairs of the con-

signees, or to the Cattle Market, as occasion requu-es, and after

sale are driven to the premises of the slaughtering butcher, or

to the abattoirs at the Cattle Market. At one time about one-

third of the cattle exposed for sale in the Metropolitan Cattle

Market were bought for sending into the country, but, owing
to the recent Orders in Council, this privilege has been with-

drawn, and I am told the consequence is enhanced prices in

many districts, where butchers are now compelled to come to

London to buy in the dead meat market. The question of

compulsory slaughter at public abattoirs having been so com-
pletely shelved by the report of the Committee on Trade in

Animals, calls for no remark. Assuming, then, that the impor-

tation of cattle from abroad is essential to our great meat-

consuming community, I submit that the arraugemcnts at

present in force are quite equal to the necessities of the occa-

sion, and although much might be said on the plea of

humanity, much more must be considered on the grounds of

necessity.
, . , 1. ^ 1

Without the supplies which we derive from contmental

Europe, we should unquestionably have to pay for meat ia
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I much lilgber price than
nbnoxiously higli prices,
I ve consideration how far

nportation of

which has been done, and their operations are now in fuU
force, such cargoes as they can influence bein^ landed
there and «ent at once to London to the cattle station
of the London and North-Wcstem Railway, in Maiden
Lane, Camden Town, whence they have to be driven only
500 yards into the lairs of the cattle market. The advan-
tages of landing cattle at places down the river consist
of an avoidance of a three or four hours' passage up
the liver, where the navigation is subject to trn^itpr
-'—pediments the higher the vessel has to ].in.,,,l uf. n,.-

autumn especially, when fog^ ) i il, i
and

England, and notal .1 \ > in )

wo are paying, ovoi J i i i

and hence it becnni.

the existing regul.in n '
. ^ .

foreign cattle shouM tn.- i.iluilcicd with. On this subject,

the spring of 18CC, a select committee was appointed to

inquire info the tr-ado in foreign animals, and although, in the
opinion of many gentlemen connected with the impoi-t trade,

several membei-s of the said committee entered on their

functions apparently with a decided feeling against the
present system, it is a noteworthy f.act that the report of the
committee, with minor recommendations, pronounced the
trade in foreign animals to be conducted in such a manner that
there was absolutely nothing whatever to improve. In the
inquny in question, after carefully going over the evidence
given to the coiiniuttee, one point has oceuiTodto nio as being
entirely avoided, and it is jul the more rem.arkable from the
fact tliat it is, without exceiition, the most disreputable
feature of the trade in animals, whether by rail or steamer,—

I

.allude to the cruelties of the di-overs who take charge of the ship
cattle on arriv.al in London. Why the men employed for such

j
as well .as other m
tion in a crowded
much .as the majority of collision
this side of Gravesend. It would therefore appear that the
benefits of landing places down the river, in direct communi-
cation with the London cattle market, are worthy of considera-
tion, .and the experience to be gained dui-ing the ensuing year

almost invariably the fact that the maj
when detained from that
the Lower Hope, a lit:'.

known it to be frc 1 1 , , ,

Haven hav. i

been compelled to

staiiil. but that there is a most marked difference in favour of

the foreigner is .an accepted fact, and I regi-et the circumstance,
not only as a question of hum.anity, but because I believe that
the ineguiarities of the casual drover, or "outsider," h.avedone
more than auj' other circumstance to bring the cattle traiiic in
Lond'.n into disrepute.

In the course of my usual vocation, which brings mo into
personal contact with most or nearly all the drovers who
frequent the river-side, for the purpose of receiving the cattle
brought int« London by way of the.'Th.ames, I have been struck
by the anomaly, con«dering the wages they have to pay, of
the master-drovers—a respectable and careful class of men, all

ch.arged with the responsibility of delivering v.aluable consign-
ments to theii- employers, the s.alesmen in the market—being
utterly un.able to obtain such assistance in theii- business as
will enable tliem to prevent the gross cruelties which are
observable on the occasion of cattle being either landed, or
driven, or exposed for sale in the market ; indeed it is no
luieommon occurrence that the cattle when in the market are
less tenderly used than occasion requires, .and this in the
immediate presence of the sjilesman, who is powerless to
check such brutality.
As a rule each master drover has leading men to t.ake

charge of each drove of cattle, and he usually trusts this
charge to those who have shown themselves trustworthy to a
certain extent, but his duties require his superintendence .at

v.arious points, and he cannot follow every p.articular lot of
attle he may have to attend to, consequently he must,

i in.lced I have
K having passed
Gravesend, and

^ - "!H0 liours, during
which time the cattle ot curse sulicr very considerably from

heat. The advantages are equally manifest to the
s he saves eight hours' fuel per voyage,
expenses, and .avoids the risk of naviga-
- fact of consider.able impoi-t.ance, inas-

will be the best criterion to work upon.

A Discussion ensued on the conclusion of Mr. Ii-win's p.aper,
In the course of which Mr. S. Sidney said his avocations
brought him eontinu.ally into contact with gr.azier3, wholes.ale
butchers, f.armers, and country gentlemen, and he was at a
loss to know where the author of the paper had derived the
idea that there was any considerable class of jiersnus ..yf-r.'is-

Ing the slightest political influence, wL" 1 1> li> J H i !,. in, , i,i

day to limit the impoi-tation of foreign I
, , ] f ,

understood the matter. Ho believed mor^T^S^ltT^s
f™T',? t,^^.,""'

over-driving of cattle than by the use of thegoad by the drovers. Animals that aiTived .at BlackwaU late

Sl.vif
mommg were driven through the streets at speeds

MaAetrd%b'?°?'
™J"»,"fl-^t'Ie; and between the CattleMarket and the Liverpool Road he had seen 10 or 1" beast>!down " from over^driving. He beUeved a large propSfono the London da-overs set their faces .against cmellj aS much

,
'". >:"mmunity at Large did. He considered the system

ly years past of carrying on the tr.ade
ills was one that had worked well i,,.

the metropolis Wiis one that had worked we'll i

period; but now that London h.ad incrc:ised t'o

so gieat that the
and public

traffic of the streets

,'S J^^J'Z? '*, !" "- -- • • i'"""^led that the driving of cittlo through the
The time would

ol clll.- Il;i,.u_li t lie .Streets would not li.i rier.-.s«Ti-vTiKVwlVpn
ab.itt.)irs w.iuld be established in .suit,.; h ,, m, il'i,,,. (ionsand the slaughter-house and cow-hou:-. •

-;,
,

:
,

,' ,,|,,i,^ri
'

Mr. WooDLEv, as one Largely eoniir,i,,| „,i| m,, ,'iSsn
trade, wished to state that, .asf.arashi- ..-.mj .

i , ,i , wei tthe reported cases of alleged cruelty on the purt'of the drovers"'^'
person might

eraUv

llr 11 supply.
bulk of them

ere required.

light have met -with

etlii

I fro the .leiy.est,

uld susta

I would not for
nder drovers .are them-
' their charge, but I a

hu are known .as "out-
;, are not to be trustetl.

ualtreated as they have

great measure, rely .

moment have it unih
selves guilty of all tti-

satisfied that the exti

sidcrs," called in on
And so long as cattle a
been, a stigma must attach to the whole class to which f refer
I h.ave mjself on many occasions interfered at the wh.arves
when I have observed .any cruelty being pr.actised, and it has
occun-ed that, when I have turned from the offender, he h.as
made the poor brute suffer all the more for my interference,
a circumstance, if unsupported by other evidence, in
itself sufficiently disgraceful, but I have the testimony
of some of the leading master drovers in London of a
con-oborative character. In conversing with them I
have asked what remedy they themselves would suggest,
but they seem at a loss to recommend any course, and can only
reply that they would be glad to find men who would do their

carefully .and more free from the unnecessary
reluct.antly obliged to pass over as thoughut,alitie;

strietedfoi.i '

i
i initted, but __

experience «. r , ;, :
,: : i . lbeiraporti-.nee of taking

every means I !,,. ,,, i,i. , :, Mii,|,ly as possible of healthy
meat. He laid stiess vii ' healthy ' meat, because infection
was just as much to be fe.ared amongst cattle as amongst
human beings ; but he could not support the -view which Mr.
Invin had enunciated, rather than stated fully, that rinderpest
w.aa not an imported disease, and therefore that it was not
necessary to have restrictions upon the foreign cattle trade."' "

four facts in connection with this disease
somewhat striking, eveu to persons not possessed
knowledge on the subject. It w.as in June, 18fj5,

they first heard of the disease existing in this country, and
then it was well known how large a proportion of cattle

1 .... .=__.. , .
]?j.^jj(,g^ ^y ^]jg adop-

Ther
which
of technical knowledge

had perished. When it first appeared
tion of sevei •

• •
-

Ireland pro
transmissio
result was tl

free from th..

unintemiptcdl>

checked at
id been taken to prevent the
rugLand to that isLand, and the
in;' exception, Ireland had been

luntry we allowed it to rage

I have Icai-nt with something akin to horror, that ^
the lower grades of drover society the great point ambitious
spints strive to attain is the superior dexterity with which
the stick con be so applied as to produce the keenest suffering
to a passmg bullock, and if the operation is neatly performed,
and the poor animal bellows out its agony and rushes franti-
-ally off, the operator is looked upon as thoroughly qualified

the cattle trade

'

that I learnt fro;

has been elevated to a

difficulties of managiir
that coercion of some

it would be ini]

tnalpraetiees at present

his profes.'

ot im.agin.ary. as every one connected with
1 vouch, but it was only a few weeks .ago
'
•"'" - :o that the pi-actice of cruelty

T LiiL quite conscious of the
b 1 lily in large droves, .and

i'it.ly necessary, as other-
^ I ILl- work done : but the

.-,. ^ . - --t only a scandal, but cause
actual destruction ef property, the value to the butchers of
the animals being very often reduced in consequence of
the bruising sustained by the superfluous thwacking they get.
The remedy is one of so simple a character that Sir Richard
Mayne could at onee materially reduce it, were the police
force instructed to keep a close watch on the men who are to
blame, and to press for heavy punishment at the hands of the
magistrate in whose district the offender shoidd be detected
In the case of foreign cattle driven to the Metropolitan Cattle
Market from the various Landing places on the rii-er, tlie only
rjutes which are permitted by the PoUce Commissioners
being clearly defined as .authorised for that purpose, and at
each landmg-wharf the roads, streets, A-c, to bo taken being
set forth on a large board, a little vigihmee on each hue ofdnvmg would be quite sufficient to deter even the most
accomplished -wielder of the goad, after a few cases had been
detected and hea\-ily punished by the magistrates, followed
by the withdrawal of the regular license which all drovers
reiurred to have. This, supplemented by placards in
metropolitan market, and lairs at the landing-whai-ves, woiUd'
I feel satuifled, have a most deterrent effect, and lead to much
alleviation of the suffering inflicted by the drovers.
Thames Haven is an out-of-the-way place, consisting of some

dozen small cottages, situated some nine miles below TUbury
on the Essex side of the river Thames, about 14 mUes above
the Nore, and m direct communication -with London by the
Tilbury and Southend line, and may be known to some
present as being a passenger route much used in the summerseawn between London and Margate and Hamsgate. Attention
having been drawn to it in 1856-5V, as a desirable handing-
place lor cattle, when a few cargoes were landed there fromBremen as an experiment, it was found that the anticipations
of the railway lessees in whose hands it then was vested were
well founded, and, had not the loss of the boat which was the
pioneer of the .sj^stem put an end for the moment to the
operation, there is no doubt the trade would have been
n™™„jni°S'^''',.^"H'=1"'=°"5'' bowever, a new Bremen.,,«««„.. „ ...J ,,.. _ , steamers to London, and.

... - -. The Government hesitated to
adopt stringent steps, and the disease spread ; but from the
moment they did .adopt really stringent measures it was
gradually lessened. The groot point to be considered was,
what system ought wo to adopt in future for regnlatuig our
foreign cattle trade! It .appc«i«d to him that we ought to give
every facility for the importation of cattle from countries
which had a clean bill of health, and th.at the most stringent
regulations should be enforced with respect to countries that
were not in that condition. Holland was one of the countries
where the disease was treated mildly ; the consequence was,
while we had succeeded in stamping it out, the rinderpest
still raged in Holhand. WiUi respect to the qu.ality of the
cattle imported into this country, it was pretty well known
that, as a rule, they were equal to the second-class meat, but
seldom equal to the first-class meat produced in this counti-y.
The best qualities of meat were supposed to go to the west-end
of London, and it w.as probable that as a rule the butchers of
that locality had very little to do witli f,:i-,;irii i,io:it. He a-Tred
with the author of the paper on th.ji

I
ULsti.iii nf tlu- iinj.nrtutinii

of dead meat, that where there wa> int a luaikct f.i the olbil
the beasts could not be slaughtere. I without r insidLrablr Ins."
But here again, they must look ahead. Ho believed the best
way of disposing of an anim.al was that when purchased it
should be taken to a well-regulated slaughter house, and there
slam, and aU parts of the meat distributed. Nothing would
be a more severe t.ax for the meat-eaters of the metropolis than
that they should be compelled to concentrate the work of
slaughtering in one or two places, and in the hot weather of
summer be obliged to distribute the meat from those spots
alone.
Mr. Bailey Denton suggested th.at the discussion shotild

not turn on the cattle phigue, but on the question treated in
foreign cattle. He thought an

1, the question

ixaggeratod, and he believed
ket all day and not see a single .act'

_ encetothe drivii.™ ' «.tii- ...

streets, he woiUd remark that the rout,
through streets in which the tnaflic w,,
manufacturers of meat, as he might st\ I

were not limited to the Jletropolitan M
He bought cattle in the couutrv I.ir ', b,
never s.aw the Metropolitan t iltl M
direct to his premises and si: IK ! ,,

and the carcases sold. The^v], :

fiplied by an extensiv, ,,,.a ,
i

'[11 imiii's of meat were sold daily. I„ „ «u=.o.ure ue
I " II them and himself of their businesses if 'the

'

""i"j^''?°
t-1'^en to public abattoirs, as had been

""'" <"'M- In the case of the great bulk of the meat onlyuuc i..i,.u¥.al took place, which was effected by the retailbutchers. With regard to the condition in which importeddead meat arrived, he could say even at the present seasonthe loss was very considerable, and the prices as weU as thesupply fluctuated very greatly. If the animals were broughtahve the prices could be better regulated, .and it was desirable
th.at m so valuable an article as meat the loss should be assmall as possible from deterioration.
Mr. BoN,SER said, with reference to dead meat importedfrom abroad, il^ was alleged that it sometimes came in vervbad condition

; but it must be borne in mind that this was anew trade, without proper organisation at present. It wasonly last summer that the first consignment of dead meatcame from HoUand, and a arge portion of it was shiughteredhv rvKr, unaccustomed to the work ; the consequence was the
,,-„.„.i !.„.„

condition than it would have

uld, therefore, be

cd here i

been if the slaughtering h.ad been properly done. Large
qu.antlties of dead meat were received from Scotland evefvday, m exeeUent condition, though the time occupied in the
tr.ansmission was longer than from Holland, being in the one
case 40 hotirs on an average, and in the other ,30 hours. Hebelieved when this trade had been longer established thearrangements would be such as to enable meat to bo receivedfrom HoUand in as good condition as that which came from
Scotland. He considered it undesirable to have unnecessarv
restrictions upon the live cattle trade As soon as it could bedone safely let the trade bo thrown open and let the exnortcisend the ,rt,..l„ H„,.i „, „,.„„ .. _..j_^j ^g found most
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paper, viz., our trade ._ „
important element had been omitted—that ..„„, .„^ .i„^„™„of the establishment of abattoirs. He would not state any
opinion of his own as to their desii-abUity, nor was he going to
endorse the opinion of Mr. Sidney, th,at the wholesale killing
of animals at the port of arrival w.as the wrong thing to do ;but he suggested to those who entered into the discussion to
consider whether the extension of abattoirs would not have
the effect of preventing a great deal of cruelty in the treatment
of the animals, besides other advantages. He could not quite
endorse the views of Mr. Irwin with regard to the freedom
from criielty which prevailed in the transit of cattle across the
Channel. Notwithstanding the excellence of the arrangements
in many respects, he had himself ivitnessed the greatest
cruelties m the sea passage.
Dr. Crispe expressed his astonishment that in the present

day any one should be found to support the doctrine of the
spontaneous origm of the cattle phigue ; moreover, he felt
certam that, during the incubation of the disease, it w.as
unpossible for any mspector to detect it so as to be able to
select from a herd of cattle those which were positively free
from mfection. His own impression was that untU all foreign
cattle underwent quarantine .at the ports where they landed,
or were slaughtered at those ports, we should never be free
from the disease. But the i-inderpest itself was a matter of
even less importance than other diseases. During the last
30 years there had been two other distinct forms ot disease
.among cattle viz., the foot-and-mouth disease, which, though
It seldom kiUed, deteriorated the condition of the anim.ah! very
much

;
and pleuro-pneumonia, which was more destructive

than the cattle plague There was no question in his own
mind but that the disease was imported into this country by
foreign cattle. He had been in the neighbourhood of Harwich'
where he had !en a great many sheep affected with smaU-pox,
which had been communicated by foreign sheep landed there
and in the early stage of that disease it was impossible for a
vetennary surgeon to detect it in the animal. He thought
there could scarcely be a person present who believed that the
foreign trade m cattle could be stopped entirely. It must
increase, but the countries mentioned in the paper were but
httle to be depended upon for our supplies, which, he thought,
ought to come m the form of dead meat from Canada, South
America, and Australia.
Mr. Rddkin believed the observations with respect to the

very objectionable practice of driving cattle through the
streets of London would bo endorsed by every person who

send the article dead
convenient
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suited for Its purposes nid ho b. lnvul fhi. tiniL nculd comewhen there would not be a smgle market of any kmd in the
'

Il 1,
''° """^ °™ objectionable trade which should bo

cast from the centre of a city it was the selling of cattle, and
the system of abattoirs at various points of the metropolis
ivould not only tend to the advantage of the trade, but to that
of the City itself.

'The Chaieman, Mr. C. S. Read, M.P., remarked that they
had heard the question discussed from all points of view
except his own, the fai-mer's point of view. This was a vers'
important discussion, but he thought it w,as to be regretted
that it had confined itself too much to the details of trade
rather than taking up the broad question in which all were
Interested-how best to supply this great country with meat
from abroad. As a farmer, he might say that they wanted no
sort of protection whatever. They did not dread competition,
but they did dread foreign diseases, and against them they
asked this country, and societies like this, to do all they could
to protect them. He not only asked that on the part of the
farmers, but also on the part of every consumer of meat in the
kingdom

; for he was sure if there was a re-introduetion of
the cattle plague, .and a recurrence of the sad devastation they
had witnessed during the last 18 months, it would not only bo
a most serious loss to the public, but cause .almost entire niin
to the agricultural interest. He was sure they would not
desire to separate without passing a cordial vote of thanks to
Mr. Irwin for his most comprehensive and valuable paper.

IRISH AGRICULTURE.
In Scotland there are four different classes of

breeders and feeders :—1st, the extensive tillage farmer,
who stall-feeds largely, and finishes off the stock for tho
market; 2d, the dairy farmer, -who produces cheese and
butter ; 3d, the hill breeder, who holds the best class of
hill pasture, such as the Cheviot Range. On this he
crosses the mountain breeds of cattle and sheep with
the Short-horn bull and Leicester tup, and with this
produce supplies feeder No. 1 with stock to consume
his Turnips ; 4th, there is the hill breeder, who holds
the higher ranges of hills, and breeds the mouutaiu
stock pure, and with them supplies dams of this breed
for breeder No. 3 to cross with on the better class of
hill pasture. By this arrangement, or even by a
farmer breeding and feeding the class of cattle and
sheep suited to his land, each finds a ready market for
their stock. It is not so here, where that foolish
system of Grass—Grass and all Grass—is the general
practice, filling the markets with half-fed stock, and
nothing to finish them on. In many of the late fairs
large lots of fine cattle were standing unsold, and
looking as if they understood that they had to go back
again to their bare pasture, to look all day for their
breakfast, and go to bed without their supper, and
their owners standing lamenting that they had not a
few acres of Cabbage or Turnips to give them to finish
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them off. The climate and soils here differ in some

'

respects from those of Scotland ; and, therefore, the
various classes of hreeders aud feeders must also differ

accordingly.

Here we have the valuable feeding Grass lands, of

which in Scotland they have very little :— 1st, we have
the srazier who holds the first-class Grass land, and
can tiuisli off his stock for the butcher on his Grass
alone ; 2d, we nave the grazier who holds second-class

Gra5S land, aud who either feeds or keeps a dairy ; 3d,

the tillage farmer who holds first-class tillage land, and
who finishes all his stock with root crops ; Jth, the
farmer who holds light second-class tillage land ; Stli,

the hill feeder (that should be) ; and 6th, the small
farmer under 10 acres. By such an arrangement, or

by every farmer understanding the system and stock
suitable to the farm he holds, and sticking steadily to

his system, there would always be a ready purchaser
for his stock, and the cattle would all be finished before

leaving this country, instead of English and Scotch
feeders getting them at a price that enables them to

make more profit for si.x months' keep than is generally

got for three years' reai'ing of them, and the production
of this feeding would give employment to all our
labourers.

First, then, I will consider the system suitable to

feeder No. 1, as I will here style him, and he has gene-
rally the lion's share of the profit from cattle' feeding

in this country. I need say little with regard to the
system carried on by them ; for, to those who were
fortunate enough to get possession of such lands, the
management of it is as plain .ns A. B. C ; in fact, these
farmers were born with the bite in their mouth. They
buy in part of their stock at November, run them then
on the Grass through winter, giving them some hay
during stormy weather; the rest of the stock are

bought in at spring, aud all are fed off on the summer
pasture. The owner only requires to have some know-
ledge of buying and selling to make a good profit ; and
if a new beginner does happen to make a blunder it

buying or selling, it is not much noticed, as they gene-
rally hold such land so cheaj), considering its great

value. Feeder No. 2, who holds second-class grazing
land, should also carry on the same system of buying
and feeding, or keep a dairy stock, and produce butter, for

which this class of land is suitable. If the feeding sys-

tem is carried on, a few acres of Cabbage and Turnips
should be produced annually,to finish offthe culls of the
stock for the Christmas market. The Grass being only
second-class, there will always be some of them
unfinished, and often 50 or 60 beasts will have to be
finished olf on a few acres of roots. For this purpose I

consider the concentrated system of stall-feeding best

—that is, pulping the roots, cutting the hay or straw,

and placing it in a large box, and pouring over it hot
gruel made of different kinds of meal and cake, and
allowing all to sweat together for some time. By this

method a larger number of stock can be kept on a
small quantity of roots, in order to meet a certain

market, which is often of as much importance to this

class of feeders as the quautity of beef put on. If the
farm is well sheltered, the stock can be kept on the
field, and finished in this way ; but when fed outside.
Cabbage should be used instead of Turnips, and
the meal given di-y. On this the cattle will scour
less, and do better than with Turnips aud cake
on the Grass. From the high terms in which Dr.
Cameron spoke of Cotton-cake, it might be valuable
for this class of feeding, for if any injurious effect was
seen on any of the stock, they could be sold without
much loss; but the danger of forming a ball in the
intestines of valuable store stock and causing their
death afterwards is the objection I have to using
Cotton-seed cake. Dairy stock answers on this class

of land well, and is generally found more profitable
on such soils; but to get the full profits of a dairy,
the manager requires to grow some roots, to keep
the cows up to milk during the winter. The best
roots to grow for them are Cabbages and Mangel
"Wurzel ; the fonuer for use in the early part of
the season, and the Mangels for spring. The roots
should be steamed and mi.\cd with bran and some
crushed grain—Oats is best—and on this they will

give butter as well as on the Grass, and the produce
IS more valuable at this period of the season. The
best breed of cows to keep for the dairy are those
having one or two crosses {not more) of the Short-hom
and the old Irish cow or pure-bred Ayrshires, which, I
believe, are the best dairy stock. Also the cross from a
Short-horn bull and an Ayrshire cow makes e.\cellent

feeding stock. The calves should be sold to Farmer
No. 3 to rear, after getting a few days on their mother's
milk, without which, to clear out their stomachs, many
of them would die. A first-class Short-horn bull
should always be kept, which woiild ensure them a
better price for their calves. This is much neglected
by many large dairy farmers in the south of Ireland,
and even proprietors who keep large dairy stocks run
with them a runt of a bull, and sell the calves to their
own tenants ; aud when asked why they keep such a
brute, they tell you, " We sell our calves, and don't
care." It is this selfishness which is so injurious
to the interests of all, both with regard to stock
and the improvement of the soil. Feeder No. 3,

or the farmer who holds good tillage land, should breed
and rear most of his own stock, and finish them all oH"
with roots grown by himself; and this is a class of
feeding which requires more talent and experience to
carry it on properly than either of the former systems,
there being more difficulties to contend with from
adverse seasons and other causes. But, again, farmers
of this class render more service to their country and
fellow creatures than any of the other grazing men,
as all he produces is the result of labour.

I wiU not here treat upon the rotation of cropping
to pursue, but taking it for granted that the system is

right, I will now describe the system of breeding and
feeding that should be adopted. According to my

system, a stork of strong three-part bred cows should I Tea, Barley, and Oatmeal is best, as one produces bone,

bekepttopiM-l.ireand r.ar the calves; two crosses i;!' "i"il;ir iiiu.rl,., :Mi"llir,- lean meat and another fat

the Siiort-lioiii Inill i> enough of breeding fo

purpose, ns anjiliiii- lii-lier bred would be too temlii'
1

for a profitable .'.Lock. Crosses from the Short-horn ami

Devon or Hereford are much used in England for

feeding ; aud from the Short-horu and Galloway,

polled Angus, and West Highland in Scotland. The
former I consider too light milker.s, and the latter

lietter adapted to hill breeding. The calves should

all be reared, and also those bought from the dairy

farmers, class No. 2, These calves should get six quarts

of sweet milk per day for the first six weeks, then three

quarts sweet and three quarts of skimmed for the

next fortnight, with some oatmeal gruel through it;

after that age the sweet milk should be stopped, and
4 quarts of skimmed milk per day should be given and
the gruel increased, by adding some Bean and Pea
meal to the mixture, to make them grow strong of

bone and muscle. This feeding chould be continued

till they are six months old, when they should be put
to winter keep, on Cabbage, Turnips, and stra\y; and
if the early matiu-ity system of feeding is carried on,

they should get i lb. of Linseed cake per day during

the first winter, but if they are kept till two and a half

years old before ptitting up to feed, they will do the

first and second winter on roots and straw alone.

During the feeding of calves on milk, they should be

kept in pens by themselves for some time after being

fed, or they will get the habit of sucking each other's

ears. They should be turned out in a paddock of short,

sweet pasture at night, but should be kept in their

pens during the heat of the summer days. Calves

that are reared on the pail should get the hand to suck

for some time when drinking their milk, so a.s to form

as much saliva as possible in the mouth, which helps

to digest their milk, and when the fingers are taken

from them they should get their milk and gruel

in a vessel wide and shallow, so as to keep
them sucking at it as long as possible. By
swallowing a quantity of cold milk quickly the calves

often take scour, and if not looked after many of them
will die. When a calf is noticed to have dysentery, it

should get a dose of castor oil to clear out all inflam-

matory matter in the bowels, then a little Wheat flour

gruel with some opium should be given to allay any
irritation. Lately I have used Day & Hewitt's

medicine, which I find very useful for this purpose.

Some breeders believe that eating straw kills many
young calves; but I think that the curdling of the

milk in the stomach causes this craving for foreign sub-

stances, and then the straws are picked up ; but I believe

thev are more the result of existing disease than the

cause of it. When a young calf appears to have curdled

milk in the stomach, it should get some soda to dissolve

it (or some of Killeen's calf medicine, which is a

judicious mixture for the purpose), and then a few

doses of castor oil to clear it ofl'. Many calves also die

of what is called joint ill. This disease proceeds from
curdled milk in the stomach also, which afl'ects the

joints, but this swelling is the result of the disea.se, and
not the cause of it. Black-quarter. carries off' a great

Ives, aud when once affected there is no cure

—

Jit, I would prefer the best
l,iii.-,ci ,:,lvr; :um1 til ilio beginning of winter, when
Ihr 'I'lirnip- aiv ijni iipc, meal is better than cake, but
as the Turnips get ripe arid the cattle more advanced,

cake can bo used to advantage. In England hay is

used largely instead of Turnips for feeding cattle; but
I believe more could be made by grazing the hay-

ground during the summer, and using straw; for,

along with Turnips, straw is as good as hay if properly

harvested.

There is a great diversity of opinion with regard to

the proper method of housing cattle when feeding off.

'There are several ways, aud each has its advocates, as,

for instance, there is the hamel system, the box, the

stalls, and the old coiurt system. I consider the hamel
system the best ; but it takes more room and more
bedding than the tying up. However, cattle thrive

very fast in them. A shed 14 feet square with a small

yard, same size in front, will do two large cattle, in

which they can move about a little, breathe the fresh

air, and ease their joints, and keep all itch from their

skin. Altogether, it is a more natural system than

being tied up by the neck. The box system I consider

the next best, and the box for a large beast requires to

bo 10 feet square. The manure made in these boxes is

superior to anything made by tying up, as it is always

under cover and receives all the urine, and by the

constant treading of the cattle it is kept from heating,

and remains in that state which is now recommended
as containing most strength. The old court system,

when the shed and yard was large enough to feed five

bejists together, was a good one, and although much
out of practice lately, it is again coming more into use.

I remember the cart going round each court with the

Turnips, and throwing them to the cattle as they went
round, and the same way with the straw. In this

manner one man could attend 50 cattle, as the Turnips

were carted to the trough for him, and the bedding

also. I remember my father turning out as good cattle

from these courts as I have ever been able to do since

by modern and more expensive systems. Tying up in

the stalls is the most general way of feeding ; and the

reason why it is so much used is the saving of house

room. It does for old, quiet cattle very well, but young
cattle are much better in hamels or boxes, and I think

a great deal of disease is brought on by crowding cattle

together in an over-heated house, where they breathe

only foul air, proper ventilation being often neglected

or not understood ; and no matter how well ventilated,

the air is not so good as when the front of a box or the

yard of a hamel are opened to the air.

I lately saw a very fine feeding shed, erected by Mr.
James Hardy on his farm at Chnstown, in the county

of Kilkenny. It is all under one roof, supported by
pillars, and covered with boards and asphalte roofing

;

each apartment holds three or four beasts, the Turnip.s-

are given throuah openings in the wall above the

feeding troughs, and the cart can go round the house

and leave the Turnips down at the outside, ready for

throwing in ; and the straw is also convenient, so that

one man attends a large lot of cattle. The Turnips aremany calves, ana wnen once anectett mere is no cure— ""u "^j" uuucuu^ a, .>w bo »"" "»
."."'"'i''-, , "ir" '- A^^'C„:„^

prevention is the only remedy, aud for this there are given just as they come from the field, the cattle oemg

many things tried, the most effectual I have vet found their own Tm-nip-cutters. "The quality of the manure,

being the use of a little Linseed cake to keep the
i

being always under cover, is excellent Mr. Hardy s

bowels regular. Some lands are subject to it-low, I

sysitem may appear rather a rough one to some feeders

damp land, and sudden cold, chiUing winds are of a more refined system ; but I believe that gentleman

mostlv the cause. Many hreeders put great faith in is well pleased with the quality of the cattle going out

inoculating with garlic. I would prefer giving a few to the butcher, the appearance of his green and gram

doses of garlic and sweet spirits of nitre, to purify crops on such valuable manure and last, but not least,

the blood the reduction of his labour bill. There is also much

There is gi-eat diversity of opinion when good, well- difl'erence of opinion about giving cattle cut or whole

bred cattle should be fed off some advocating putting Turnips. Those vyho are m favour of cutting say the

up to feed at one year and six months old, while others j

cattle fill themselves sooner and have more time to

are for keeping them another year. When the calves sleep and rest, but I am not yet convinced that this is

are well bred and well reared, I like them finished off , an advantage. Iilling the stomach hurriedly with a

for the butcher at two years old; but to do this the I

great weight of cold food can be of no advantage; and

stock requires to be well kept from the day they were I

the animal system is so beautifully arranged by an all-

calved,and always kept improving. They should also get wise Creator that a certain amount ol chevying the

some cut Vetches, or other soiling, when on the Grass food is necessary to form saliva, the great assistant to

in racks ; or if bog stuff can be had to bed with, better i digestion. As proof ot this, it is a well-known tact

to keep them in the sheds during the heat of the day (on ! that cattle fed on whole Turnips are sooner ready and

soil), and turn them out at night. A great number can more eager for their next meal than those led on cut

be kept on the pasture by this plan, but some prefer Turnips. Another great proof is, that when rattle are

keeping them altogether in the house on soil during getting a large quantity ol cake and gram if it is given

summer. They don't do so well, however ; neither do in the shape of meal or ground too fine, and pigs allowed

they thrive near so well on the winter keep afterwards, access to their droppings, they will not only consume

and they are also more liable to disease. When voung them, but even fatten on them, whereas if the cake is

stock are put to fatten at 18 months old, they should given in lumps and the corn only roughly crushed,

get an allowance of meal (bruised Oats and Barley) without kiln-drying, they will scarcely touch the drop-

from the first, about 2 lb. per day until the new year, pings of the cattle. But it is sometimes dilhcult to get

along with the Cabbage and Turnips ; Cabbage is best bought-in cattle, that never saw Purmps before to

to commence with, as it prevents any looseness from scoop for themselves and in such instances 1 think it

the change of feeding. After the 1st of January 2 lb. i

would be well to cut the Turnips into large slices lor

per day more meal should be added, consisting of Bean them; but when cattle are reared on the farm and

and Pea meal mixed, aud at 1st of March 2 lb. of accustomed to Turnips from the first, I believe they do

Linseed-cake per day additional ought to be given. On better on whole rurnips.
-* . . .'. ".. .. , J think feeders often make a mistake when buying

in cattle for the stalls, in selecting aged cattle at a large

price. I think well-bred two and a half year olds (or

even a year younger, if they could be got properly fed

up to that time) pay more from the rapid growth they

make, and they are always a great deal cheaper. No
doubt, the older cattle come out sooner; but this is no
advantage, as they then are ready when the growers

are sending out their culls, and beef is then at its

lowest price. I could always make more of ten well-

bred young bullocks, for six months' keep, than I could

of twenty aged ones for three months' keep. Young
farmers are often at a loss to know how to value a lot

of stock in a fair that they want to buy: there is

only one way of doing it, and that is to make -a

calculation as near as possible to what it will bring

when it is to be sold, and then some guess

can be made what could be given for it at the

time. About twenty-four years ago, my father went
to a situation where the gentleman was partial to aged

this feeding 1 have seen a lot of two-year-old cattle

average over 20?. at that age, which pays well. If the
cattle are run over till two-and-a-half years old before

putting up to feed, they should not get so much artificial

food ; for they will feed well on 2 lb. of mixed meal
per day throughout the winter, and by adding a little

cake at the finish, it will make them handle better.

Rape cake I consider is of no value as a feeding stuff,

and of Cotton cake I have not had much experience.

I once tried it, and lost some valuable sheep by it, and
since then I have been afraid to give it to store stock

;

but for finishing cattle it might be safely tried. Isee some
of our town friends are now recommending the Cotton
seed ground into meal, which they say is more free

from fibre than the cake. It is rather astonishing how
these gentlemen are so zealous in finding out what is

likely to be useful to the farmers.

Perhaps I may be a little prejudiced against foreign

stuffs ; but I cannot help putting much confidence in

feeding produced on the farm, and a mi.xture of Bean,
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loiiK-horned cattle, and they tied up a lot of five-year

old long-liorn heifers; there were also some good two
and a half year old cross-bred Short-homs—they were
also tied ; but the oiraer was rather against feeding

tliom at that age. However, when they went out, they
broHght as much as the aged cattle, although £5 per
head behind them in a fair when tied up ; and I have
often seen the same result since. With regard to the

(luantity of Turnips cattle should eat when fattening, I

believe the cattle are the best judges themselves. When
first put up they should get them sparingly and be made
to eaf more straw, but when they get accustomed to them
thoy should be allowed as many as they like to take.

There is a great deal said by chemists about the quan-
tity of water used by feeding on Tiu-nips ; but I believe

this is arranged better than human skill can do it.

Every one knows that cattle getting a full supply of

Turnips drink no water; and I should like to see it

calculated and proved by experiment whether a beast

eating twelve stones of Turnips daily, or one fed on hay
and meal, and allowed as much water as it like.?, would
have taken most water at night. Besides, there must
be some difference in the quality of water from the Tur-
nips and spring water, With regard to regular hour:
of feeding, Keeping clean, caring, &o., these matter.s are
now so well understood that I need not say anything
about them ; but very few farm-yards are con-
structed so as to allow feeders to do their cattle

justice, and many cattle are tied up in stalls because
they have not proper accommodation to do other-
wise. Even yards that are being erected at the pre-
sent time are ijut up on wrong principle.s, and cost-
ing double what one built and planned properly
should cost. Most of them are constructed to cause
a deal of unnecessary labour, instead of saving it—
indeed boxes, hamels, and courts could be put up at
le.s.s expense. No doubt, they might not look so well
as a square yard of large buildings, but they would be
more profitable. There should be no removing about
of manure several times a day, to the great waste of its

most valuable constituents and the loss of time. 13y
hauicis and boxes — oven fir the work-horses— the
)u:iiinrr ,r,nl 1 hf Miiiv-fl ;-;! iriinin periods by con

-

Irri '1; II ,:,.'; u .

'
I :! r.ittlo for mouths it

"^"ii
I

I
I

.
:

' ilk. An experiment
Willi ill ii'i- :iiiii !i j\i •. :i. III! .

:
' jHi; up in the stalls

was carried out by Mr. Tim ' n "li'U managing
the Clandeboye demesne fill' i

.
i' i, the result

being in favour of the ban I
. i I

i i.. and the
experiment was so minutely cliuu i uui aud described
by that well-known stock-feeder that the committee of
the Highland Society gave him a prize for the valuable
essay he wrote on the subject.

(To be Coalaaicd.)

prettiest of their kind, and for beauty, symmetry, and
plumage, unequalled. There has been of late some
other foreign sorts introduced into the kingdom, but I
would advise sticking to our established breeds. They
are acclimatised. The Houdans, a Prenoh fowl, is

probably the best of the recent introductions. In the
management of poultry, considerable attention and
close watchfulness is requisite to good success. One
cockerel to eight hens is the recognised number to
keep for profit; more will entail much, and many
extras. A hen under first-class management will bring
off three broods in a year. Their nests may consist of
the simplest contrivance, to be about 15 inches
diameter. Their coops, for the hen and young chickens,
should have covered tops. Their food as inexpensive
as possible, or the profit will be small, i. e., Potatos
boiled and mashed, Mangels cut into slices. Cabbage,
Greens, in moderation, corn of any kind sparingly, and
plenty of pure w.ater. If in confinement they" must
have grit and lime. A little straw, upon which grain
may be thrown, is very conducive to health in promoting
much scratching. In fatting, Barley meal is probaljly
the best food, mixed stiffly. If troubled with fleas use
flour of brimstone. If medicine is requisite, put
charcoal, camphor, or iron in their water. O. F.

Steam CiiJ/ii'a(ioii.—Oa behalf of steam cultivation
I thank Mr._J. K. Fowler for his article in your Paper
this week. Mr. Fowler met Mr. Griffin very fairly
about making a profit with horses besides obtaining
their work. Mr. Griffin knows full well that horses
just unhooked from the plough seldom or ever make
50Z.; and that they require after being unhooked a lot
of good costly stuff to make them worth that sum ; and
besides all that, he knows that they are liable to
numerous diseases and accidents. These 501. horses
are never all g,ain. Now I can tell. Mr. GriflSn that
if men of good judgment vrish to make a profit with
horses, they can do so better with the use of a steam-
engine than they can without one. Common sense
might tell him that if a number of horses are kept (and
I repeat w-hat I have long since said, that we shall
always be obliged to keep some), and a steam-engine,
the latter to take the heavy work, these young
growing horses would have the better chance,
even if kept at a much lower cost. Indeed
as their work would bo much lighter they
would need much less corn to keep them in
working condition. Here is some substantial evidence
upon the point. Last year I kept a strict account of
what my three horses did throughout the year. Here
'the sum total of it

—
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Home Correspondence.
-T"""' '/' ' /.—The improvement of our domestic

P'jiil'!
'

' ' Mil' one of the popular movements
ill 111' '•. 'i ./licultural progress, and almost uni-
ver.-;il ill uui 1 unil economy. The movement is not
confined to that eminently useful individual to whom
we are accustomed to look for our eggs and poultry
supplies—the farmer's wife, but poultry amateurs have
siu-ung up everywhere, There is scarcely a "London
Cit " who does not keep his yard of poultry at his " out-
of-town residence." This is highly commendable as
well as pleasing and useful, ft is not so much for
profit that so many amateurs are breeding poultry, as
for the interest and pleasure such engagements bring
wth^.them. ^Many breeds of our poultry are very

nice, others for the
I'i'auty, &c., so that
ors, and their con-

.
.— .- listiuct breeds are kept

uij. We rejoice at all this. It is a course deserving
of praise, and adds wealth and happiness to the
country. How pleasant and recreative at even it is
lor a busy ' Cit," or a country town resident, to have
a bevy of such handsome and attractive birds to com-
mand his attention, and give him health and quiet
employment after the r-l.. .- rnniiupment at office, study
shop, or counting-hoii I

i,
i

i
!

i day. To my mind
It IS beyond compni: i

,
i lil,, to cards, chess,

and the many alli i i
. nm, , and amusements

of theparlour. Tl i )- i " amateurs that I desire to
say a word or i ,, 'liry breeding. It is indis-
pensable to .^ 1

1

II. II breed from pure and good
stocks of wliiiiiii (!:_i,iy of fowl vou adopt. If
your accommodation for poultry is limited in extent,
you should adopt the quiet tribes, such as do well in
close confinement,, i. e., the Cochin China, Bramah
i ootra, or Malay kinds. They will almost prosper in a
tea-ehest. If space is plentiful you are independent,
and may adopt any variety you like. The Dorkings
are most serviceable as a whole, both as layers and
setters, and many .specimens are very pretty, and for
table fowl unsurpassed. They will bear rather close
confinement, such as a small yard, and would roost in
a hogshead. The Game variety is very handsome, and
the quality of flesh exceedingly good, but requb-e
pleuty of room for their active habits. The pencilled
Kaniburghs are the prettiest of our farm-yard poultryand the most prolific layers, but are small and rather
wild in character. The Black Spanish are very fine
.jel-Dlacks, and lay the large,st eggs and many of them,
ihese are very attractive to amateurs. The Black
Polands, with their lur i nnii 1 mil m,,, in,, i ,,,,i

',

.lustthe fowls for gi'iiil'
i i,

i i „ m, ,,1 ; V'i
of carriage, they al 11 :', ;'• ..i,,

i,
' ,' iV,

areof very usefulchiiiii'i-r. Th, piaL.i imk li.uuml.

nndlw "^ ^'^^^^
I'"'*^.*'

perlcct models of poultry,ana where amusement and recreation are chiefly prized

have rt„f'
Pl«"*'ns of any to adopt-the very'kind to

sSf imtiT ^J"™"" habits are so attractive, so fussy,

fn iil^^^'t^^t'
^urageous, and nresuming, that it isquite laughable to witness. The GameBanUms axe the

v-vsOne Horse :
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Ploughing .

igc of llSi days' work for my

Surely young horses under the eye of a good judge and
inanager might get as good a chance of paying some-
thing where a steam-engine is used, as where it is not

;

indeed practice has long since proved to me that the
evidence is greatly on the side of the steam-engine.
Now, I must look at your account from " Norfolk."
John Hudson, of Castleacre," says, "it smashed up

-to acres of Wheat-stubble, 9 inches deep, with the
cultivator. This and the digging I consider the best
part of it." Here then is another witness on my side
.showing the injustice the Council of the Royal Agri-
cultural Society did me at Chelmsford. My cultivator
then is the same that I am using now—Fowler's (a copy
of mine) was not in existence for years afterwards

;

be-sides this, Mr. C. S. Read's evidence goes for the
cultivator as everybody else's does. Mr. J. K. Fowler,
of Aylesbury, has given me my true position when
he "jumped over the gap of time" and placed the
Buckinghamshire farmer as the practical starter of
steam cultivation in 1856. The " Royals" may go on
as they like, the evidence is too complete for them ever
to get ahead of me now. My farm cultivated ever
since the Chelmsford meeting with the Chelmsford
implement is their master. They cannot withhold it
because it does not comply with prafctical conditions.
It IS the great stopper against their great 5001. prize
carrying honour with it. William Smith, WooUton,
SletcUei/ Station, Buclcs, Dec. 21.

embodied in that paper were not only received -with every
ittentiun by the Home Secretary, but theii- spirit very
jener.ally adopted bv other deputations, the Farmers' Club
ijeing the first of any of the Agricultural Societies that
nought the Government with reference to this terrible visita-
tion. The question came again under the consideration of a
full meeting of the members in M.arch ; since when the disease
would appe,ar to have been gradu,ally dying out, though the
Committee will, of course, be prepared for any farther action
which may be found necessary in guarding against the spread
or reintroduction of the dis6.ase.

At the Jlecting of the Committee in .January, the Cup for
the best Paper read during the .precediug year was unani-
luou-sly a-n'arded to Jlr. E. Edmunds, of Eugby, for his address
on Middle Class Eilucatioa. It is not, however, proposed to
continue this offer, as the award, under anything like close
competition, might appear to be invidious, or otherwise
uns,atisfactory in its results. It is still hoped that the
character of the Discussion Meetings may be mamtained
without such an inducement, and that members will continue
to send ia topics, bearing upon practical agilculture, scientific

any
^
collater.al question affecting the rural

ade fur the ensuing

The Committee cannot close this Report without some
expression of regret, which they feel will be shared by the
^enei-al body, at the decease of three of their oldest members.
•Since the last (ii'iioml !\I,.,-.Hiicr Mr, niinvl"« St.'V-i"j, ..f King-
.ston, NottiuL'- :

11. Ml III. '.,.1.1 I, ,,. :l ' f l.'^i^t'in

Suflfolk; .anil Mi,,. 'i .
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!'- well
known to nn'i
names stood deser
ture, and their losi

are with the cause
.and so sedulously.

edly high in the annals of British Agricul-
will be lamented by all whose sympathies

in support of which they laboured so long

Atht. — At a recent meeting of this energetic
Farmers' Club, Professor Cameron gave a very inte-
resting lecture on food for animals, from which we
make the following extracts :—

There is no question as to the advisability of keep-
ing fattening animals iu a warm place. If the tempe-
rature of the stall be equal to that of the animal's

body there will be less food consumed in the increase

of its fat ; because less of the fat-forming materials

will be expended in the production of heat. In this

sense, therefore, heat is an equivalent to food, but only
within certain limits. No matter how high the tem-
perature of the air may be, heat will bo developed

uld be evolved
I'l'v rli'iir. IV'rliaps

iiiiiiiiiil Mili-lanccs

III, riiiisC'iini'iiUy, an
ic heat of the sun,
,!-'iins maintained by
re. I do not know

been made ; but it would

Farmers' Clubs.
London.—At the General Annual Meeting of this

Club Mr. Corbet, the Secretary, read the following
Report of the Committee :—

In reporting mi 1]

IStio, the Couiiiiil 1 .
.

the expiration "l ii-

of the Club woiill ,i

done. It is sati>l.,Lb..t

fully realised, as duil
es have been added to the list

than has
establishment of the Soci

antUdates now
the Club appr

i-ts of the Club in December,
I c w.as little doubt but that by
iiths the monetaiy condition

'11 or better than it ever had
that this expectation has been

year no less than 97 new
Members—a larger

period
There are, further, nearly
oction, so that the reliable
closely upon (juo Members,
has Ijecn eiuililed to uicrcase

iinnual investment; and, since the list
1

1
lore stock has been purchased in the

ilmues the occupation of the rooms in
i! the same rent as heretofore, viz., 360?.
to a six months' notice from either side
niination of the yearly tenancy at Mid

Since the last Beport was agreed to, the Committee has held
loetings on the subject of tho Cattle Plague, and also

with Sir George Grey, at the Privy Council
J>resented, a copy of which has

The recommendations

I consequence, thi

to the I

had an inter
Office, when a Memorial
aheady appeared in the Club J'ournal

within the animal body. W
under such circumstances is i

it is partly owing to the fail

are bad conductors of heat, ai

animal, if sololy ilipni'lint u|i

would not liiivr ii- ill" !'--" I'l

it at asuflicioiiily In^h l.iiii"

that the experiment L

be worth the trouble to ascertain whether the centre

of the heart of a dead anijnal has the same tempera-
ture as that of the air when the latter is, say, 90° or
100'; I do not think it has. Perhaps the com-
bustion of carbon in the animal organism is in-

volved in the production of nervous force, and that

the evolution of heat is an incidental action. Be
the cause what it may, it is quite certain that heat is

developed in large quantity within the animal body,

independently of the temperature of the air. There
is, therefore, no object to be attained by having the

stalls heated beyond 70' or 80°. Indeed, it is to be
questioned whether or not stalls artificially heated are

ever properly ventilated. If they be not, the health of

the animal will suffer, and its appetite—so essential a

point in fattening stock—will become impaired. On
the whole, then, I think we may safely eliminate from
the facts I have detailed the following conclusions :—
Firstly, that animals, when fattening, should be kept

at a temperature not under 70° nor above 90' Fahren-
heit ; secondly, that the mode of heating must be such

that there is as little wasteful combustion of fuel as is

po,ssible under the circumstances; aud lastly, that no
motives of economy of fuel should prevent the feeding

places from being thoroughly ventilated.

The sheltering of animals is, perhaps, of more
importance than the heating of their bodies by the

combustion of fuel. Nothing lowers the temperature
of the surface so rapidly as a cold wind. Mr. Nesbit

relates a case bearing on this point, which is so

instructive that I shall repeat it to you. A farmer in

Dorsetshire put up 20 or 30 sheep, under the protection

of a series of upright double hurdles lined mth stra,w,

having as a sort of roof, or lean-to, a single hurdle, also

lined with straw. A like number of sheep of the same

weight were fed in the open fleld, without shelter of

any kind. Each set was fed with Turnips ad htjitum.

The result was that those without shelter increased m
weight 1 lb. per week for each sheep ; whilst those

under shelter, although they consumed less food,

increased respectively 3 lb. per week.

Linseed CaJce.—ln the year 1839 the average weight

of the horned beasts from Ireland sold in the London
market was only 640 lb., whereas at the present time

their average weight is about 7401b. This remarkable

advance in the production of meat is in great part due

to the cattle being more liberally supplied with food,

and that, too, of a more concentrated natiu-e. The
practice of feeding animals destined for the shambles

exclusively on roots, containing 90 and even 93 per

cent, of water, which once prevailed so generally m
this country, is now limited to the farmsteads of a few

old-fashioned feeders ; and the necessity for the

admixture of hi'^blv nutritious aliment wnth the bulky

substances whii li 'I'liriii llie staple food of stock is

almost univei-Milli i-i rn^iuM'il.

Of coucentrainl lomU used for fattening stock none
stands higher iii the estimatiou of the farmer than

Linseed cake, although it appears to mc that the price

of the article is somewhat too high iu relation to its

amount of nutriment, and that corn, if its price be

moderate, is a more economical food. Straw, Turnips,

and Mangels form the bone and sinew of the animals,

aud enable them to carry on the vital operations which
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to be groalfi' lliini il ivally is. If an animal wnr lr>i

exclusively lumn dil-calce, the sreater pari of ii woiiM
be appropriated to the reparation of the waste of the
body, and the rest would be converted into permanent
flesh—the animal's " increase." The addition of straw
would produce a still further increase in the animal's
weight—an increase which would bo directly propor-
tionate to the amount of straw consumed. Thus, it

will be seen that whatever the staple food may be, it

will have to sustain the life of the animal, and will be
principally expended for that pui-pose; whereas the
supplemental food will be chiefly, if not entirely, made
nse of in increasing the weight of flesh. To me it

appears manifestly incorrect to consider, as feeders
practically do, the value of Linseed cake to be seven or
eight times greater than that of Oat straw and 30 times
greater than that of roots. Let us assume the case of an
animal fed upon roots, straw, and oil-cake. 75 per
cent, of its food, say, is expended in repairing the waste
of its body, and 35 per cent, is stored up in its increase.
Now, if the three kinds of food contributed propor-
tionately to the reparation of the body and to its

increase, the roots and straw would bo found to possess
a far higher nutritive value, in relation to the oil-cake,
than is usually ascribed to them.
The quantity of oil-oako given to fattening stock

varies from 2 lb. to 14 lb. per diem. I believe there is

no greater mistake made by feeders than that of giving
excessive quantities of this substance to stock. If their
object in so doing be to enrich their manure heap, they
would find it far more economical to add the cake
du-ectly to the manure—or rather of adding Eape-cake
to it, for this variety of cake is fully as valuable for
manunal purposes as the Linseed-cake, and is nearly
50 per cent, cheaper. A larger quantity of oil-cake
than 7 lb. daily should not be given to even the largest
sized milch-oow or fattening bullocks. If a larger

"f fMi

. .. - - Uca: .spurious kinds had
been used, he never knew bullocks or milcli cows to
refuse it. This gentleman states that it is best given
in combination with Locust Beans, or a mixture of
Locust Beans and Indian Corn, and suggests the pro-
portions set down in the Tables as the best adapted for
lean cattle; but I think about two-thirds of the
auantitics would be quite sufficient.

Feed
per week. Per week

Rapc-cakc at 15/. 15s. per to:"
do.

do. do. :o

2 lOi

amount be employed it will pass unchanged throu'di
theanimars body. Young cattle may with advantage
be supplied with from 1 to 3 lb.—according to their
size—and from i to lib. will be a sufficient quantity
for sheep. Intelligent feeders have remarked that
cattle, which had been always supplied with a moderate
allowance of this food, fattened more readily upon it
during their finishing stage than did stock which had
not been accustomed to its use.
AduUeratioH of Linseed-cal-e.—The great drawback

to the use of Linseed-cake is the liability of the article
to be adulterated. The sophistication is sometimes of
a harmless nature—if we except its injurious effect
on the farmer's pocket; but not uufrequently the
substances added to the cakes possess properties which
completely unfit them to be used as food. Among,5t
the injurious substances found in Linseed and Linseed-
cake I may mention the seeds of the purging Plax,
lJarnel,.Spurry, Corn-cockel, Curcus3eans, and Ca^tor-
oil Beans. Several of these seeds are highly drastic
purgatives, and they have been known to cause
intense inflammation of the bowels of animals fed upon
oil-cake of which they composed but a small proportion.
Amongst the adulterations of Linseed-cake which
lower its nutritive value without imparting to it any
injurious properties are the seeds of the Cereals
and the trasses, bran, and Flax-straw. Little black
seeds belonging to various species of Polygonum are
very often present in even good cakes ; they are very
indigestible, but otherwise are not injurious Eape-
cake is stated to be occasionally used as an adulterant
of the more costly Linseed, but 1 have never met
with an admixture of the two articles.
Good cake is hard, of a reddish broivn colour

unilorm m appearance, and possesses a rather pleasant
flavour and odour: the adulterated cake is commonly
ot a grayish hue, and has a disagreeable odour A
weighed quantity of the cake-say 100 grains-in the
state of powder should be formed into a paste with an
ounce of water; if it be good the paste will be light
coloured, moderately stiff; and endowed with a pleasant
odour and flavour. If the paste be thin, the presence
01 bran, or of Grass seeds, is probable; the latter are
easi y seen through a magnifying glass—indeed, most
ot them are readily recognisable by the unassisted eve
they may, therefore, be picked out and their weight
determined. Sand-a frequent adulterant-may be
detected by mixing a small weighed quantity of the
powdered cake with about 13 times its weight of water
allowing the mixture to stand for half an hour and
collecting and weighing tho sand which will be fiund
at the bottom of the vessel employed. If there be bran
present it will be found lying on the sand, and its
structure is sufficiently distinct to admit of its detec-
tion by a mere glance.

Bape-calce.—'Ihii use ofRape-cake was limited almost
completely to the fertilising of the soil until the lateMr. Pusey, m a paper published in the 10th volume ofthe Journal of the Eoyal Agricultural Society of
Jtugland, advocated its employment as a substitute
lor the more easily Linseed-cake. The recommenda-
tion ol this distinguished agriculturist has not been
disregarded, and since his time the use of this cake as
a feeding stuff has been steadily on the increase, and at
the present time its annual-consumption is not far
short of 50,000 tons.
In relation to the nutritive value of Eape-cake there

exists considerable diversity of opinion. Mr Mechi
says :— 'I invariably give to all my animals as much
iiape-cake as they choose to eat, however abundant
their roots or green food may be. It pays in many
ways

:
and not to do this is a great pecuniary mistake,ivon when fed on green Eape they will eat Eape-cake

abundantly My cattle are now under coyer, eating
the steamed chaff, Eape-cake, malt combs, and branau mixed together in strict accordance with the nrol
portions named by Mr. HorsfaU in the 'Journal of

An intelligent Scotch dairy farmer boars tho following
testimony in favour of this cake :—

-

" I have tried Pea meal, Bean meal. Oatmeal, and
Linsocd-cake, and after carefully noting the results, I
consider Eape-cake, weight for weight, at least equal
to any of them for milch cows ; and, if I give the
same money value for each, I get at least one-third
more produce, and the butter is always of a very
superior quality. Two years ago I took some of my
best Oats (41 lb. per bushel), and ground them for the
cows; and although I was about one-third more
expense, I lost fully one-third of the produce that I had
by using Eape-cake. I always dissolve it by pouring
boiling water on it, and give each cow 6 lb. daily. I
have tried a larger quantity, and found I was fully
repaid for the extra expense. I generally use it the
most of the summer, but always during the spring
months. A number of my neighbours who have tried
It all agree that it is the best and cheapest feed for milch
cows they have used."t

The best kinds of Eape-cake come from Germany
and Denmark, When fresh, and of a pale green colour,
these foreign cakes are tolerably well flavoured, and are
but slightly inferior to good Linseed-cake. Most
varieties of this cake, however, contain a small propor-
tion of an acrid matter, which often renders them more
or less distasteful to stock, more particularly to cattle.

This substance may be rendered quite innocuous Ijy

steaming or boiling the cake ; either of these processes
will also, according to Mr. Lawi'cnce, destroy the dis-
agreeable flavour which Mustard seed—a frequent
adulterant of Eape-cake—confers upon that article.

Mola.sses or treacle is an excellent adjunct to the
cake, as it serves in a great measure to correct its

somewhat unpleasant flavour. Carob or Locust Beans
answer, perhaps, better the same purpose. It is

better, as a general rule, to give less Eape-cake than
Linseed-cake, unless the pale green kind to which I
have referred is obtainable ; that variety may be
largely employed. The animals should be gradually
accustomed to its nse. At first— in the case
of bullocks—they should get only 1 lb. per diem, and
the quantity should be gradually increased to about
4 lb. ; but I would not advise, under any circumstances,
a larger dailj; allowance than 5 lb. Given in moderate
amounts it will, supposing it to be of fair quality, be
found to give a better return in meat than almost any
other kind of concentrated food ; and, what is of great
importance, it will not injuriously affect the animal's
health. " Our experience of the use of Eape-cake,"
says Mr. Lawrence, " thus used (cooked) extends over a
period of 10 years of feeding from 20 to 24 bullocks
annually. We have not had a single death during
that period, and the animals have been remarkably free
from any kind of ailment."

Tests for Rape-cake.—Eape-cake of good quality
possesses a dark-green colour (the greener the better),

and when broken, exhibits a mottled aspect—yellowish
and daxk-brown spots. Sometimes a tolerably good
specimen has a brownish colour ; but tlie Geiinan and
Danish cakes are always of a greenish hue. 'The odour
is stronger than that of Linseed-cake, and differs but
little from that of Eape-oil. The only serious adulte-
ration of Eape-cake is the addition to it of Mustard
seed—sometimes accidentally, le.ss frequently, as I
believe, intentionally. This sophistication admits of
easy detection. Scrape into small particles about half
an ounce of the cake, add six times its weight of water,
form the solid and liquid into a paste, and allow the
mixture to stand for a few hours. If the cake contain
Mustard, the characteristic odour of that substance
will be evolved, and its intensity will afford a rough
indication of the amount of the adulterant. As some
specimens of genuine Eape-cako possess a somewhat
pungent odour, care must be taken not to confound it

with that of Mii.stard : but, indeed, it is not difficult to
discriminate the latter. The paste of Eape-cake which
contains an injurious proportion of Mustard has a
very pungent flavour.

Cotton Seed-cake is one of the most valuable feeding
stuff's that have come into uao of late vears. At
present, owing to the late American war, it is rather
scarce, but there is no doubt of its becoming, sooner or
later, a favourite with the British feeder. The
chemical composition of this cake shows it to be
4ightly superior to the best Linseed-cake, and as its

price is much lower than that of the latter, it may be
fairly considered a more economical food. Thc..^e remark

fatal

,vhat.

tancds, not frf)m its ])o.ssp.ssing any
lull l.irniiM.Ill- ..I'lU llal'd.'indi-

iiniulalllr' m, ihmI iiill.Hnlii- the
I'lif <(iiii|M..it i.ai oi ilii^ riikc varies
ulluwiug analysis of a sanijile from

one of the Western States of North America, im-
ported by Messrs. G. Seagrave and Co., of liiverpool,
was made by me : the specimen was one of the best
ever imported into England.

Oomposilion of DemrtkaM CMIon-Kcd catc.
W.ater 8.20
Oil lU.IO
Albuminous, or flesh-formiiiK piinciiilcs . . 40.25
Gum, sugar, &c 21.10
Fibre 9,23
Asb (mineral matter) 11.06

100.00

The purchaser of cotton seed-cake .should be certain
that it is not old and mouldy—which is frequently
the case. The recently prepared cake has a very yellow
colour, which becomes fainter as tho cake becomes
older. Freshness is a very desirable quality in every
kind of cake. I have known animals to have a greater
relish for, and thrive better upon, home-made Linseed-
cako than upon cake of foreign manufacture, of
superior composition, but of greater age. Eape-cake,
however, should not be used when too fresh, owing to
its acrid flavour, which time partly removes.
Palm-nut Meal is an article which has recently been

introduced as food for stock. I have recently examined
a specimen of it sold by Messrs. Wi^jht, of Eu.stace
Street, Dublin, and found it extremely rich in nutritive
elements. Except Linseed-oil and the seeds of a few
oil-bearing plants occasionally given to slock. Palm-
nut meal is the richest source of oil with which I am
acquainted. It contains about 27 per cent, of fatty
substances, 15 per cent, of flesh-forming elements, and
about 36 per cent, of digestible non-nitrogenous
matters. I would strongly recommend it as a suitable
food for fattening pigs ; but it is also an excellent food
for all kinds of stock, and at its present price I look
uriiHi ii 1.

1

1

I ipest source of reacly-formedfatty food.
" I I itute a useful food, more cspeciahy as

a li uni^ ,, ijuuct. It furnishes only fat-forming
matlrr, 111 uliirli respect 2J lb. of it are about cauiva-
lent to a pound of oil or fat from Liusced-cake, I'alm-
nut meal, or similar sources.
The learned Professor, on concluding his important

and practical paper, resumed his seat amid the warm
applause of his audience.

pply only to the sh

for the article prepan
i nferior composition , a i

use of the cake made I'l

vlirat.'d

Itekk ; Slock Farming in Ireland. — Mr. Fisher,
of Waterford, said :—I had not the pleasure of being
with you this time twelvemonth, as I was in Holland,
where I was surprised at the fjreat agricultural activity
which pervades that industrial people. The area of
Holland is not much greater than that of Munster, the
population is more than one half of that of Ireland,
yet her exports of butter and cheese are increasing,
while those of Irish butter have diminished. AVe have
been listening for years to assertions resjiecting the
improvement in Irish agriculture, but where are the
proofs that it exists ? I hold in my hand Mr. Donnelly's
last returns, and I find that the area under crops is less
by eleven thousand acres than it was last year. Tour
secretary tells us that there is less labour applied to
land in this district, and that it costs more ; his asser-
tions are supported by the emigration from Ireland,
which this year exceeded that of last year by nearly
twelve thousand persons. I think he has overlooked
one element of cost. The farm labourers have been
driven into the towns, and have to spend their strength
and time on the roads instead of in the fields. To
remedy this you must adopt Union Eating, and
encourage the erection of labourers' cottages. I am
rejoiced to see the feelings which subsist between our
noble Chairman [the Earl of Bcssborough] and his
tenants; there is mutual confidence and mutual good-
will. He has tried to improve the condition of tho
farmers, and he has not overlooked the labourers. I
therefore consider that if we want a .specimen of the
relation between landlord and tenant under the most
favourable circumstances, we can hardly select a better
illustration than tho Bessborough e.states. And what
are the results ? They are recorded in the facts that
there is from this and other districts round Waterford,
a decrease in the exports of cattle, of butter, and of
corn. I would call the attention of lliis mrctinK, and
of the Irish farmers generally, to tin fait Hlinliare
brought under our attention by the I,', ji-l in -(

'i iioral.

He tells us in his report that therearc ',i l.iiiiii mure milch
cows in Ireland than there were last year ; ihis would
be satisfactory if they were making money, but I hold
in my hand the reports of the London and Liverjiool
butter markets. It appears that the arrivals of Irish
butter in London from the 1st May to the 25th Sep-
tember this year, were 40,981 firkins, against 56,663 the
corresponding portion of last year. Then, if I turn to

ivnl" f
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this nood farming, or improved agriculture ? Already

the weather is tclline upon the condition of your stock.

That which was exhibited to-day was not in good con-

dition ; and what is to be the fate of this large over-

stock in winter ? It is very true that the exports pi

cattle in 1864, 1865, and this year were considerably

less than in 1863; but surely this ought to have urged

our farmers to have grown more food for the winter

;

but alas, they have not done so ! I was glad to hear

your lordship speak of being consulted by your tenants

respecting the investment of their savings, and I would

venture to suggest that, if you would set other Irish

landlords the example of encouraging tenants to buy

their land, vou would do vast good. The late Lord

Lieutenant mentioned to me that he had sold land to

the value of nearly 100,000;. to his tenants, some in lots

as small as 100/. I believe in my heart if this were

done, if the small farmers were made proprietors, il

their house and land were made their own, we should

soon see a better state of things than that which exists.

Waterford Mail.

The Almanacs.

"The Farmers' Almanac" (Ridgway), which Mr.

Cuthbert Johnson has issued now for 20 years, appears

to us fresher and heartier than ever. Beginning with

a cheery salutation to its readers—
*' V huppy and more prosperous year to aU our readers ! May

better prices and a far healthier season for their live stock

attend them than that of the year 1866 !

"—

it runs through the whole circle of agricultural

experience during the past year, and epitomises most of

the agricultural authorship of the same period ; and

presents the whole with the liveliest garnishing of

pithy maxims, poetry, and natural history

:

" And thus we wend our way to December 31 (we shall not

forget our readers on New Year's Eve), and towards the close

of winter, of whose "shipwreck " Ogilvy has sung."

Morton's " New Farmers' Almanac " (Cassell, Fetter,

& Galpin),—we take them in the order of their

publication—is a closely-packed compilation, lacking

the liveliness of its predecessor, but endeavouring to

make up for that by substantial information.

Thorle/s "Illustrated Farmer's Almanac" is the

same barefaced advertisement it has ever been. A
picture is given of the Celestials in council, in which
Jupiter and Ceres, Pan and Mercury^ discourse on
cattle plague, on the excellence of medicated food for

its prevention, on the merits of Joseph Thorley, and
the demerits of "one Lawless, a vendor of mineral
phosphates."
The " Rural Almanac," edited by contributors to the

Fifld, is a very handsomely illustrated thin quarto,

full of information useful to the sportsman and inte-

resting to the naturalist.

The "Illustrated Farmers' and Gardeners' Almanac,"
published at the Farmer office, 150, Fleet Street, is a
very thick quarto, weighing close upon one pound, and
a marvel ofcheapness—as compared with quality. It is,

more largely than we liadexpected to find it,areprint of

last year s edition, but there is a considerable quantity
of original matter added, and the illustrations,

especially those of horticultural subjects, are wonder-
fully fine.

Farm IVtemoranda.
Dairy Management.—The following is a con-

tinuation of the paper on this subject begun in last

week's Agricultural Gazelle

:

—
4. Farm Capital and Prqfit.—It is extremely dif-

ficult to apply an average experience to circumstances
which ought to be rather than which are, and so to
indicate the fair probabilities of this subject in those
cases where the proportion of arable land, and the
quality of the pasture land, and the accommodation
aflbrded at the farmery, are all what one would like.

The following is however an attempt ;—
The case is that of a 500-acre f.irm, of good ordinary pasture

and quality of soil ; the rent and taxes being 36a. per acre.
There are 380 acres of pasture arranged in convenient fields,
each supplied with water. There are 120 arable acres in
twelve lo-acre fields, or thereabouts. There Is accommodation in
yards .and st;ills for V2t} eows, and 30 heifer-calves, yearlings,
and two-year olds ; there are also sufficient pigsties, and there
is enough of dairy accommodation. Take the case of the
arable laud first :

—

Ai-al>le ittrtrf—120 acres may be cropped as follows :

—

than 400 tons a month. We will assume, therefore, that we
have thus 30,000 lb. of succulent food, or its equivalent,

suppUed daily by the farm throughout the year. This will be

enough for the ample keeping of

120COTV.S, atloOlb 18,0001b.

30 calves, at 40 lb 1,200,,

.TOyearUngs, at 801b. 2,400,,

30 two-year olds, at 120 lb 3,600,,

Consuming in all 25,2001b.

and still leave more than enough for the three pairs of horses

which will be required for the cultivation of the arable land,

and for the h.aulage needed on the pasture ; and it will more-

over en,able us to retain the 30 old cows which will annually

be sold until they are worth more money than they would
otherwise fetch.

The above, therefore, is the stock which may be kept upon
the farm. In most f.aims of this kind the whole force of the

land would not be so entirely devoted to the production of

d.airy produce as has been here imagined : a number of oxen
would be reared and grazed, .and a flock of sheep would be

kept. On this last point it may be observed that too many
sheep upon a daily farm are not allow.able : they interfere with

the qu.ality of the cheese produced. Where sheep are kept with

cows the cheese will neither make so well nor taste so well ; it

will heave, and otherwise exhibit the effects of fermentation .

.and it will be strong-tasted. This, whatever the explanation

of it m.ay be, is the experience of Gloucestershire dairy farmers,

and they therefore will not keep sheep on the cow pastures in

summer or autumn. During winter a breeding flock of sheep

mav be thinly sprinkled over the pasture fields with .advantage,

and if there is sufficient arable land, they ,and their lambs
may be kept on the Clovers during summer, or in pastures

set apart for them ; but they are never allowed to run in the

cow pastures while the cows arc giving mUk.
In the following rough estimate of the produce of the farm

they are left out of consideration, and the whole force of the

farm is assumed to be devoted exclusively to the dairy.

The following, then, is the probable produce of the farm,

estimating the money produce of the cows at what it would
be, supposing them let to an Ayrshire "bower" or a Dorset

dairyman.
Annual Produce.

LiBO bushels of Wheat, at 3s £390
760 bushels of Beans, at 5s 190

120 cows, dairy produce at i^^ 10s 1140

30 old cows, sold at 12( 360

00 calves, say 90

Total *2170

Annual Cost.

1. Rent and taxes, ;00 acres, ,at 36s £900
2. Seeds (501.) and manure (50(.) for tho arable land 100

3. Labour : arable land, 50s. per .acre . . . . £300
Do. p.asture land,* 5s. por acre . . . . 100

400

4. Tradesmen's bills, s.iy 80
3. Loss by death and disease of livestock, say 5 percent.

and by depreciated value of dead stock, say 10 p. eeut. 180

Total £1660

This leaves a clear profit of 510(. The capital re<iuircd for
such a busines includes

—

1. Rent and taxes for one year £900
2. Seeds and manure 1"0

3. L:ibour and bills 480

4. Live stock, 1-20 cows, at 18; £2100
30 yearlings. .. .. ISO
30 two-year olds . . . . 360

Swi'i say

. . 300

Total £4780

That a less sum than the 9(. per acre, which this amoimls
to, suffices for the management, after a fashion, of the dairy
districts of this country, a very little examination sufiiees to
determine. But, for the use of this large capital, the returns,
at the rates assumed, yield au annual profit equal to about
12 per cent., after deducting enough to meet the risks of so
large a stock of cattle.

Let me add as a postscript that the selection and
maintenance of the herd—gentle, regular, and punctual
treatment of the animals throughout the year; provision
of sufficient wholesome food for them, and abundant
water,with frequent changeof pasturage when at milk

—

these are the special maxims of successful dairying. If
on the one side of these we have the proper cultivation
and management of the land, and on the other, cleanly,
careful, and 'skilful management in the dairy, then a
maximum of dairy produce may be expected. But
this depends essentially on the health, and therefore
on the treatment, of the animals which yield it.

Morton^s Dairy Sandhook.i
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/^OCOA-NUT REFUSE
^-^ is becoming scarce, the
old reserves mil soon be gone.

Not sold ia bags, 1 for 2s., 10 foi-

ICs-., 2 for 30s., CO for CCs., 100

for £6.

Fourpenco allowed for each

bag returned carriage-paid.

A Railway Tnick-Ioad (not in

bags), 40s.

Postage Stamps or Post-ofllce

Order, payable to J. Baesoam &
Co., Kingston-on-Thames, S.W.

BARLEY, OATS, &c., CLEANSED, PURIFIED, and
BLEACHED by a Patent process, without the slightest injury

growth, &c.
Apply to Rev. R. Pqttek. M.A.. Bedwovth, N

L AWJiS' MANURES
The Manures manufactured by J. B. Lawes for the present

I of ] T ready for deliveiy at his Factories, at the
tollowing prices, per ton :—
LAWES' PATENT TURNIP MANORE, and BONE £ s. d.
SUPERPHOSPHATE of UME .. 6

LAWES' SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME from BURNT
BONE or MINERAL PHOSPHATES 6 6

LAWES' WHEAT, BARLEY, GRASS, and MANGEL
MANURES .. .. .. .. 800

CONCENTRATED CORN and GRASS MANURE.. .. 12
These Manures can be obtained of Mr. Lawes, or through the

"the United Kingdom, at prices

E.C. ; and 22, Eden Quay, Dublii

HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY
(ESTADLIBnEDlSM).

Have now ready for delivery in di-y fine condition,
CORN MANL'RE, for Spring Use
DISSOLVED BONES, for Dressing Pasture Lands
SUPERPHOSPHATES of LIME
PREPARED GUAvVO
MANGEL and POTATO MANURES

I PERUVIAN GUANO, and NITRATE of SODA,
ihouse; SULPHATE of

Omc'es. 116, Fenchurch Street. E.G.

InOWLER'S PATENT STEAM PLOUGH and
CULTIVATOR may be SEEN at WORK In every Agricultural

E.C. ; and Steam Plough Works, Leeds.
. & Co., 71, Comhill, London,

THE IMPROVED LEATHER DRIVING STRAPS
for MACHINERY are stronger, more dnrablo, diive better,

and cost less than other kinds of Driving Bolts. SPECIAL
STRAPS for PORTABLE ENGINES. Price Lists free by post.

Tprser's Patent Strap and Hose Company. '

Manufactory : Armit Works, GreenQeld, near Manchester.
Warehouse; 81 Mark Lane, London, E.C.

Mr. H. FEitRAREK, Agent.

Important Reduction in the Prices of Portable
Engines for 1866.

pLAYTON, SHUTTLb:\VORTH and CO.. Engineers,
Vy Manufacturers of Fortablcand Fixed Steam Engines, Machinery
for Pumping, Hoisting, Grindmg, Sawing. &,c. ; Engines for Steam
Cultivation, Self-movmg Engines for Common RoadsandAgricultui'al
Purposes generally.

Stamp End Works, Lincoln ; and 78, Lombard Street, London
;

also at Lowengasse No. 44, Landstrasse, Vienna; and Gegenuber
dem Bahnhof, Pesth.

Descriptive, Illustrated, and Priced Catalogues Free per Post,
Special Drawings when required. The best Steam Threshing
Machinery made.

LOCK'S PATENT POTASH MANURES.

This is the only "perfect " MANURE ever yet offered to the. Agiieultural Public,

containing, as it does, that raost important elernejit of every cultivated plant

—

Potash.
It is far superior in efficiency to Peruvian or any other Guano, as it supplies every
constituent requisitefor each bPECiAL Cro}!.

Each Manure is specially prepared for the Crop for which it is intended, and is

sold in Bags containing the necessary Dressing for One Acre.

The WHEAT, B.VRLEY, and OAT MANURE will effectually prevent the
LODGING of the Corn, so frequent on lands deficient in Silica.

The CLOVER MANCIRE is a certain cure for Clover sickness, so prevalent in some Counties.

The GRASS MANURE contains an abundance of Silicate of Potash, which is by far the predominatiHff
thment in all Grasses, and which has never before been offered for Sale by any Manufacturer.

For full particulars see Cii'culars, for which apply to the

SOUTH of ENGLAND MANURE COMPANY, LIMITED, REDERIDGE, HAMPSHIRE,
who are the Sole Manufacturers.

.* AGENTS WANTED for the UNITED KINGDOM.

Winter Dress all Frxilt Trees With
IS HURST COMPOUND.

Copy of a Letter fro

" I must tell you what
heard to<d»y from a very clover
gontlcniau farmer. Anthony
iJubb, K^'i.of Wii com bo Court,

favourably in >pring, en
pictures ol health,
not painted is In a

killed the woolly
rely, and lias mado
fie intends to paint

sold Retail by Nurserymen and

Injured,

GISHURST COMPOUND
Seedsmen, in boxes, \s., 3s., an
Wholesale by Price's Patekt Candle Company, Limited, Belmont,

Vauxhall, London, S.

Giahurst Compound has more recent testimonials to its efficacy,
but none more conclusive than the above, which has been published
before.

Asphaite Roofing Felt,
ONE PKXNV per Square Foot.

CROGGON Axn CO., Manufacturers,
r G3, New Earl Street, ) , „„^^„ i^ ^
i 34! Broad Street, ' [London, E.C.

60, GEORGE SQ., GLASGOW; 2, GOREE PIAZZAS. LIVERPOOL.

T? T. ARCHER'S "FRIGI D M 0."
XJ • Patronised by Her Majesty The Queen, the Duke of North-
umberland for Syon House, His Grace the Duke of Devon-shire for
Chiswick Gardens, Professor Lindley for the Horticultural Society.
Sir Joseph Paxton for the Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, Ac.
PROTECTION from COLD WINDS and MORNING FROSTS.
" FRIGl DOMO," a Canvas made of Patent preoarod Hair and

Wool, a perfect Non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping, wherever
It is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for all Horticultural
and Floricultural pui-poses, for Preserving Fruits and Flowers from
the Scorching Rays of the Sun, from Wind, Irom Attacks of Insects,
and from Morning Frosts. To be Lad in any required lengths.

Two yards wide 1;*. Od, per yard run.
Four yards wide Ss. Crt. per vard.
An improved make, 2 yards wide . . 1:*. M. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wide . . 2s. M. per yard run. Also
FRIGI DOMO" NETTING, 2 yards wide, Is. 6d. per yard run.
Elisha Thomas AitcnER, Whole and Sole Manufacturer, 7, Great

Trinity Lane, Cannon Street, City, E.G., and of all Nurserymen and

1 covering."

rX

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS,
COJIBINING STRENGTH AND DURABILITY,

MANUFACTURED BY STEAM-POWER MACHINERY.

LOWEST PRICES AND BEST MATERIALS.

OEMSON'S
PATENT WROUGHT-IRON MULTITUBULAR BOILERS.

PRICES on APPLICATION.

IRON AND WOOD CONSERVATORIES OF THE MOST CHASTE AND ELABORATE DESIGN.

VINERIES, PINERIES, PEACH HOUSES, FORCING HOUSES, GLASS CASES FOR WALL TREES, PITS, &c

Designed and Built, combining all the lateet Improvements, oo as to answer their intended purposes without risk of disappointment.

1^* PlanSf Specifications, and Estimates on application.

HENRY ORMSON, F.S.A.,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDER TO HER MAJESTT, AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURER TO THE COMMISSIONERS OF HER MAJESTY'!

ROYAL PALACES AND PUBLIC BUILDtNGS, AND TO THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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HOT-WATER APPARATUS, of every description,

tixL>d coinpleta In any part of the country, or the matehala,
{olk-is. Pipes, &c.. dotivered to anv Station.

iistimates on application.

J. JoxEs & Sons, C, Haakside, Southwark, London, S.E.

Heating toy Hot Water.
J. HOLLANDS, Iron Merchant,

SI. Banl: side, London, S.E.

HOT WATER PIPES, from StocK, per yard :—2-incli, is. -«

3*lnoli, Is. lOd. ; and 4-inch, 2s. id. BENDS, from Stock, Is.Crf., I's. fid

and as. each. THROTTLE VALVES, 10s., J38..and 14». each. Oth<

Connexions at equally low prices, and all goods of firat-class mini
fticture. Estimates given, and orders by post, punctually attended t

HOTHOUSES for the MILLION.—Medal, 1862.
Invented bv the late Sir Joslpo Pa.iton.

Manufactured in London; Newton in Cartrael, Lancashire;
Gloucester; Coventry; Paisley, and Aberdeen.

H
Heating by Hot Water.

nT.AVATF.K* riPES, at Wholesale Priceg, with
-. Tee Pipes, and every other connection;
(fillers, Saddle, Conical, Cylinder, Tdddlar,

h. Improved Boilers and Iron Stands to
'

.. CM.'li. V.ilvcs from 10s. Gd. each. Patent
,

n... ... t.',,,....,, ,. Bars, Supply Cisterns,

I Ground Street, Black-

H^ . J ;UTIONS, SADDLE

Estimates, with Pi-inted Price Lists, and Freo Delivery at principal

Railway Stations for Quantities.
J. B. Bnow.v & Co., Warehouse and Manufactory, 148, Upper

Tliiimes Street, London, E.C

HOT- WATER APPARATUS
(Portable) for Heating Greenhouses, Pits,

Frames, Fern Cases, Churches, Chapels, Schools,
Hails, &a., with expedition and economy, from
£*J lOs. complete.

Illustrated Price List, with testimonials, to be
had on application. Enclose a stamp.

J. Mpssett.
Winatanley Road, Clapham Railway Junction,

London. S.W.

Glass for Garden Purposes.AMES PHILLIPS and CO
beg to submit their REDUCED PRICES as foUowa :—

PROPAGATING

,

ii,i,L. -±i..vi LD ii.lLL Ll^i^ will liL I.,,. 1, M 1 iiL iiiiiu tc
Messrs Heueman k Morton, 7, P.1II Mall Eist, L- ndou, "^ \V
Also,' a HANDBOOK of VINE and FRUIT TREE CULTIVA-

TION, pnce Is. ; post fi-ee, U. Id.

Cheap Greenhouse Stoves.
DEANE ANB CO.'S Patent VENTILATING and

SUSPENSION STOVES are simple, cheap, and efficient ; have
been largely adopted and approved ; will bum many hours without
attention, and at a small cost for-fuel. Prices of Suspension Stoves,

, SOs., 38s., and upwards. Ventilating Stoves, 50s., 60s., 70s., 90s.
aOT'^WATER APPARATUS for Conservatories, Greenhouses,

liothouses. Forcing Pits, &c., erected and 8tted up complete.
Deane & Co., 46, King William Street. London Bridge, E.C.

Established j 1700.

c'10TTAM AND COMPANY,
CoNstRVATonr find Hothouse Bdildrhs, &c..

Iron Works, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London, W.
SADDLE JiOILERS

fAMES WATTS and CO., Hothouse Buildeks
' and Hot-Watfk ApriRATos Manufacti

ula Kent Ro d London b E

GKEEN'S IMPROVED NEW" PATENT
GARDEN ROLLER.

The above Rollers possess many advantages over all others. They
are made in two parts, and are free to revolve on the axis affording
greater lacilitias for turning, and the outer edges are rounded off or
turned inwards, thua avoiding the unsightly mai-ks left by other
Pollers.

Diameter, 30 inches ; Length 32 inches, £7 10
,. 21 ,. „ 20 „ 4 in
,. 20 „ „ 22 „ 3 10

lO „ „ 1/ „ 2 15
Pncea for Rollers fitted with Shafts suitable for Pony or Horso

Poiver, fi-ee on application.
Delivered rarnaee paid to ad tlie principal Railway Stations and

Shipping Ports m England,
Thomas Green & Son, Smithfield Iron Works, Leeds • 64 and 55

Blackfiiars Road, London, S, ; and 19, Eden Quay, Dublin.
'

N.B. All Orders executed on the day they are received.

PRIZE MEDALS AWARDED to GREEN'S PATENTLAWN MOWERS.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, LONDON. ]8(i2
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION", D0BL1N, IScl.'

The above L.awn Mowers have proved to be the best, and have
earned ofT every Prize that has been given in all cases of Com-

Sold by all respectable I onmongors See Israen &c in themedom Illustrated Pnce Lists flee On appl cation

HYACINTH and FLOWER DISHES
inches di.araeter . . . . Is. Od.

|
inches diameter .

.

i n
1"J inches dijimeter . . ..2s. 6d.

'

'

Hyacinth Dishes are intended to contain a miraber of RootsBedded in and covered with Moss, instead of the common Hyacinth

LACTOMETERS, for Testing the gu,ality of Milk
FourTuhts ., ., 4s,Bii, | Six Tufiee ' ^y""^-

10

. 11

Boxes 2s, each,''i-etun;able"at full price. " • ^ ^
Painted .and Glazed with IC-oz Sheet Gla.s9

a Agents for HARTLErS IMPROVED PATENT ROUGH
le WHITE LEAD, Carson's PAINTS
.
ground re.adv for use '

:L^TE GLASS, SLATES of all

rs, ground re.adv for
PLATE GLASS, oi^a icn or all «17M

Jaues PniiLips k Co,, 130, Bishopsgate Street Without. E.C.

d te se 1 acked and sent to al parts of the K ntd
St ng ZI\0 HAND GLASsE all s zes

Cou?ties"^°En°l "d
^"^ ' Gently and Trade n most of the

KANSTON'S PATENT BUILDINGS to
HORTICULTURE.

" Di7 Glazing without Putty."
" Glass without Laps."

" Ventilation without Moving Lights "
Highly Commended by the Royal Horticultui-al Society, South

c

^e*—<j

A'?i?J,*l?Ti'J''
''-^'^ '"'' HORTICULTURALXX IMPLEMEN'is and MACHINES of every description.

IMPROVED IRON STABLE FITTINGS
HURDLES .and CONTINUOUS IRON and WIRE FENCING

Palisading Entrance and Field Gates. Plain and Galv.anisod
Wire Netting.

GREEN-S PATENT LAWN MOWERS and GARDEN ROLLERS.
Garden Engines Syringes, Water Ban-ows, Ornamental Garden

Seats, Chaii-s, Tables, Iron Fountains, Vases, kc
IRON and BRASS BEDSTEADS, m great variety

Washing, Wringing, and Mangling Machines
IMPROVED SAUSAGE MACHINES and FILLERS

Separate Illustrated Price Lists free on application '

TuOMAS Green & Son, Smithfield Iron Works Leeds

I Sl°.T M °,Trt°?r™''
'"« S""''l'fioW Cattle Market, North Street,

lin.?nf)ubhn "
^'»''=^'"'' """I' London, S., 'and 10, Eden

ALVANISED IRON WATER CISTERNS
Cheap, light, and durable, wUI not rust or corrode, and

G^^arii?^ r^*^F^^ EDGING TILES, in gre.itV^ variety of patterns and material, the nlainer sorts beingespeciaUv smted for KITCHEN GARDENS, althey harbour no Slugs and Insects, take up little

aSd 'eJnl°.S°°
put down Incur no fartherlabourana expense, as do "gro"~ "' '

"

quently being much cheaper

aSI^S^i^J VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c.. In

rariSySfdesf^*
^^^^reat durabiUty, and in great

^t^k^t ^D^^^.V?^' l^njufacturers, Upper Ground
Street, Blackfnars, S. ; Queen's Road Wn^f
Chelsea, S.W.

; Kingsiand Road, Kingaland, N e'
Sole London Agents for FOXLEY'S PATENT aAPrurw ctt ^ t tBRICKS. Illustrated Price Lists fL by^pigye^V'^™'^.,^^^H'^

''mi^^c^^'^^ ^^y™.*^ "^^^ES for Conserv,.torie3,
ilalls. Corndore Balconies, ic, as cheap and durable a.»

,

m blue, red, and buff coloms, and capable of forrlJingTviieS

o
I enriched designs

Also TES.SELATED PAVEMENTS of]than the abcwe. "

—

WHITB GLAZED TILES, for Lintag Walls of Dairies Lardora
1^^.'?™,'^'"^='.! ^''i¥' *= Groovel and othersSle pS
Cooinls iS'lrt S,'"'"'' "^''^ S"^ Adamantine ClSersf wjl!Copmgs, Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements ScTo be obtained of F. & a. Rosuer. at their Premises as above.

CILVER SAND (REIGATE, best quality), at the aboveO addresses_14».per Ton. or 18.3<J, per pishel ; 2s per Ton estT»

S.^^^''^^i?fG^''R^„i^-^i'SS^,i-^^^^^^
by Railway.

G
keep water perfectly sweet.

nS?;t?d",%STrlX''2fs?aVpff;?',i'?S;A^,f^^^^^^
JAUE3 Cranston, Ai-chitect, Birmingh

n the Author and Patentee,

JOSEPH SMITH'S^ HoS°cuLTrEAL Work.
-i SPAN RonF«^S,",?''K"''i,'i?''™«"-™'">-"- ^f^ROOrS-21ft.bylla^0in.,withStage

.. «, n.

23 ft. by 12 fl. 9 ii. "
, „ „ 30 ft. by 10 It.

"

LEAN.TO.-lTfl.byrft.
„ 20 ft. by ft. 9 In.
„ 21 ft. by 12 it. 9 in.

c.,~ . .. 21 ft. by 13 ft. .

fifty strong 2-in. Lights, 6 ft, 8 in. by 4 ft.', ' Glared 21.c

30
27

, and wellpainted, £40.

oBSS!r°^--St^^^-RIESmadoto

Rafters, £40.
i JlAi-H-HOUSE, 41 ft. by o ft., with H ft.

GALVAUISED WIRE STRAND C4RTP FuwniwnGALVANISED IRON Tlhnm-an.^^^^^ FENCING.
.^^^r j^lX^EjU VYHtli &TKAND fGALVANISED IRON ROOFINGIMPROVED GALVANISED WIRE NETTTNnHURDLES, HURDLES, HURDLES l,^S?,^-PATENT STRAINING PILLARS ic' '°
GALVANISED IRON PUMPS '

GALVANISED SWING WATER B \RKnwsLAWN MOWERS, GARDEN ROITPl??^-ASPHALTE ROOt-ING FELT, W p^, s^io
Motley & Green

Ultutrated Catalogues and Estimates free on appUftJltlon,

S~"WT^{J^ WATER
BARROW.—This is the

best and cheapest article yet
mtroduced for use in Gar-
dens, Farm Tai-ds, &c. The
Water may be dipped out, or
the Tub tnted and poured
out, or by merely raising the
Handle it can be placed on
the ground, and the Frame
detached. To hold about
30 or 3(J gallons, price 42s.
Carriage paid to any station
on Great Eastern Line.

liK.x i:N 1

,
IN I'j, suitable for the above, price 16a

'ATLUabd LU^UID MAifURE CARTS.
Catalogues on application.

Manufactm-ed by W. S. BopLxoy, Rose Lane Iron Works, Norwich

Oil Paint no longer Necessary.

H
;,^'W*Sij^yutyV*.^i,^3^_^^^^2^

"ILL AND SMITH'S PATENT BLACK VARNISH
for preserving Iron Work, Wood, or Stone. This Varnish i

escellent substitute for oil paint
two-thirds cheape~ "" — '

r — all out-door work, and is fully
It may be applied by an ordinary labourer

-^— -_ „j i^iAiuft wi thinning, and is used cold. It is used In the
rounds at Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many
lundreds of the nobUity and gentry, from whom the r -' " -^ -

. per square foot.

12, Great George Street, Leeds?

requires no mi xing
.

TTT...
, .(jaatie, Kew Gardens, and at the seats. _

uLmiu-BusuiLnenobUityandgentry.from whom the most flattering
testuQonlals have been received, which Hill & Sjuth wUl forward on
application.

From Major Rt. Bell, Sandhoe, NoWmmberland.
1 have much pleasure in saying I have known your Black Varnish

to be used for some time by friends of mme, and they all speak
5i5^a.r^ iH V^^'^^ ^^ mduced me to get the quantity I have ffom
you. 1 hat I have used looks remarkably well "

Sold m casks of about 30 gaUons each, at \e. 6d. per gallon, at the
A ^^^E^'?; °^ 1^- ^^- P®"" S^^^o" Pa*<i to any StatioS in the kingdom.

oo-^J^P^y ^° S'^^ & Smith. Brierly Hill Iron Works, near Dudley, ana
22, Cannon Street West, B.C., from whom only It can be obtained.
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OHN WARNEE and SONS,
8, Crescent, Ciippiegate, London, E.G.,

BELL and URASS FOUNDERS to IIKR IIAJESTX".

Metal Bucket aud Valve, which
cannot clog in action, for Wells
not exceediug 2/) feet.

Diam. Ilelgbb. £ s. il.

21 in. short . . 1 ft. 7 in. . . 1 1

2i in. short, with 15 ibet

of lead pipe attached,
ready for tixing ..20

2 in. long, do. do 2 14

IMPROVED LlfJUI I>

MANURE or GENERAL
PORTABLE P UM P.—These
Pumps are fitted with J. W. &
Soss' Patent Bucket and Valve
and cannot clog in action. The
Barrel is wade of Galvanised
Iron, not likely to corrode, and
can be raised or lowered at plea
sure on the stand, the legs of

which fold togethei-, and it ma^
be carried i^lth case by one man
to tank orpotid.

Price of 4i-inch Liquid Manure Pump, with legs, £2 Vos. ; 2-inch
Flexible Rubber and Canvas Suction Pipe, 2s. 5il. per foot. The
Barrel is 27i inches long, and the legs are 5 feet high.

WARNERS' PORTABLE FIRE or GARDEN ENGINE

No. 5C8i.

For use by one Person prico £2 2s.

No. 647b, ditto ditto, on Wheels £2 10s.

The above are complete in themselves, and may be always kept
filled with water, and ready for »ise.

Letter to The Times, JuJy 23, lSC6,/roni Earl Essex.

A Rkal Fire Extiwouisqer.

To the Editor of The Times.
" SiK —I feel sme you will kindly allot a small space In the Times

to these few lines, as the best medium through which I would urge

every householder who dreads fire to have on each floor of his house
one or more small Garden or other Engines on wheels, always charged

and in good order, in case of fire,

*' Last night, just as I was going to bed, I was Startled by that most
fearful of all cries, ' Fire, Are !

' 1 soon learned that s fire was raguig

in a large two-windowed unoccupied bedroom. How caused is to us

nil a great mystery. It is my custom to kefep one of these small

Engines on each floor. In two minutas I was in the room with one
of them. It was like a furnace. The curtains, shutters, casements,

and cornices of both windows were bm-ning and ci-acking from floor

to ceiling. 1 was quite alone at the moment, yet before assistance

arrived (most of the servants having gone to bod), I had completely

subdued the fire of one window without exhaustmg the Engine, and
when assistance and more water did arrive, wo very soon extinguished

the other.
'* So fierce was the fire that the lead of the casements was melted,

and the casements themselves were burnt off their hinges.

^ " I will oiJy ada, that by God's mercy, the house was saved by this

small Engine. Had it not been at hand and in order, most assuredly

Caseiobury would be now a heap of ruins,—Yoms faithfully,

"Cassiobury, Watford, July 20. "Essex.

"The Engine, even when fuli, runs so light on the floor, that any
woman mignt draw it, and also work it."

s
J. Shaw It Co..

Caution to Gard<
QA'iNOR VM) n>n
>- ' IMIMN{ u I M I

Ohsoivo the ij I

niftn> compli

S

TIFFANY.

II L u bk for
>

1 I WILD PRIZE
th tt yi u get tliem.

1 1 jratB mark Odtain

I and others but arc

lie and which hjia caiiHod
e made tu thorn ol Knt es which i

make all of wbioh are warranted both by Sellers and Makerv
& C s Prunln„ and Buddint Knivcb aio the Dest and I

nostinthoniirkot
*a\ton Worl s sh ih II F tablished upwards of 125 rears.

Lawn Mower Repairs
A rrXVNDI K sll \MvS \ND snN i\ould suggest to

-t~\~ til u riuiii 1 n I I I tl I II il illtv and Importance of

s connected with tho

27 LeaJ^-nhilt stieet I in Ion EC (where Repairs f

r to the "Minuf ic \rbinith NB

C^OTTAM'S r \ I I ^ r I f)ia VBLE UNITEU

Then idvaut t^, -t. u i—1 (.itibility not Fi\tuii,s. rem vabio at,

pleisuie no Woodnorl r i faititions ta impede VentiKtion or breed
Vermm, Hay Rick dispensed with as imnocossary, mcreised width
rad depth of Feeimg Troughs Water Cistern and Patent Drop
Cover to prevent ovei gorging Cleanly durable and impervious to
infection, being all of iron. Pi-ice of Fittings per Cow, 55s.

Prospectuses free of Cottam & Co., Iron Works, 2, Winslev Street
(opposite the Pantheon), Oxford Street, London, W., where the
above are exhibited, together with several important Improv ments
in Stable Fittings just secured by Patent.

2 Poultry
l§ ISniallKabbit8,nttres, &c,

li Smallest Rabbits..
i. Window Guards,

Quantities of 100 Yards or upwards delivered ft-ee at all Railway
Stations.
*»• Every description of Netting waiTanted to give satisfaction,

and if not approved will be exchanged, or may bo returned uncon-
ditionally.

J. II. CnowN & Co.—Oll\ce9,90(latolS), Cannon Street, London, E.C.,
Warehoui ! and Manufactory, 148, Upper Thames Street, E.G.

Silver Plate.
GOLDSMITHS' ALLIANCE LIMITED beg to call

attention to the prices at which they are now selling tho best
WroughtLondon-made.SlLVERSPOONSand FORKS, and SILVER
TEA and COFFEE SERVICES.
The Pamphlet, Illustrated by Drawings, and containing the

Weights and Prices of articles required in family use, may bo had on
application, orv-=" " ' --- ------

- " - •

Goi
-

WROUGHT-IRON WINE BINS.

BURY & POLLAED
CALL ATTENTION TO ANNEXED SKETCHES OF TUEIK WINE BINS.

Noblemen, Gentlemon,

Wine Merchants, ami

Hotels are now being sup-

plied by BUHY & POLLAIID

with their

- ffEOUGHT-IEON BINS,

made to any size for theii

Cellars, economising space,

cost, &c.

Ap|)ly, giving dimensions

of Cellar,

BURY A.Ni> POLLARD, PARK IRONAVORKS, 17, NEW PARK STREET,
SOUTHWARK, LONDON, S.E.

EstimaUs Free. Cellars JiUid complete in any part of the Kingdom.

Tea Cheaper than Ever.
PHILLIPS ,vM. riiM|',\NY,'S TEASX AllC HI -I X H ' Ml M'KST.

STRUNd lil.Ai I ;i \ I /.:•»„ 2s. 4d.
Very ExcQllout bl..\' i. i i \ i 1 v 2«. Cti. per lb.

& Co.. Tea MciOinii:,.
,
i;ii„; (VlHiam Street, City,

! iiallway Sta r Marked

pHEISTMAS PRESENTS ami NRW TEAR'S GIFTS
V. ' fnr tliL' Promotion of Porson:il rnr.'ir.i, t;'i\\'i. \ vns"
M M'.ASSAK OIL create.? and siisi '

i ii. .,i .i ii:,ir,

llM\vi,.\':n-,' jv.\LYDORrender»l,l.. i,,ii,l'.

^iii'l . i.Lih.-iit.s all defects. ROWi,\ ! ..i ..,.. , r,,;,,-!

liearl-Uke whitiiu '
. 1 ' ,, ; . ' .mi^

i rorfum.
, the Urcath.—Sold

Ask for " Ao Articles.

PARKS
ilherwise.

sta, S.W.

BOROUGH of LIVERPOOL.
SEFTON PARK COMPETITION.

To Landscape GAnDEsm^ amu Orams.
The Council of tho liorouch of Liven-.,,,! ,.il,..r TWO PREMIUMS

for the best PLANS for LAYING i.>r I ,|: !
I l-,'. rM:i,,ii,, _

aFlrst Premium of aOO Guineas; a .^'
.

il ,h.

The conditions of the Competitii, I,, . ,
!' I. ii,t,,-:d

Contour Plan of the Site, will bo s^i. I .,., .11,. ,!', ,,l"

Post Office Order for Ono Guinea, \,
i ,

', i ,• i, ,,,,:! l„ : , 1 if

Plans aro received according to the coi,.liti,ii,s.

The time for sending in the Plans has been extended to Tuesday,

. , Architect and Sur-
veyor, Town Hall, Liverpool.

Farm Poultry.

GEET DORKING EOWLS, of purest breed, in any
numbers.

Imported TOULOUSE GEESE, the largest and most productive

ISRAHMA-POUTRA.
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THE AERIAL CHAIB.

WONDERFUL APPLICATION OF THE PRINCIPLE OF OSCILLATION.
FOR THE GARDEN, CONSERVATORY, AND NURSERY.

Entirely " Self-acting," the operator requiring no assistance whatever, and so easy of motion that a Child can propel itself to any desired altitude without the slightest

danger of accident. It has been pronounced a marvel of ingenious mechanism, and cannot faU to become a necessary adjunct to every well-appointed Garden and Nursery,

while for Invalids it will be hailed as a means of recreation and hygienic exercise never before offered them. They are very easily fitted up in any ordinary-sized room, and can

be attached to the ceiling by means of a few common iron bolts. The only insti-uctions necessary for the use of this invention are, that the person upon being seated simply

presses the feet against the footboard, which will at once set the Cliair in motion.

For Gardens or Lawns the.*' AERIAL CHAIR'* can be secured to the branch of a tree or to the framework of an ordinary Swing.

]Manufacturcd of "Wrought Iron, in three different sizes, to wit

:

£2 10s.Size No. 1, suitable for Children price £2 2s. | Size No. 2, suitable for Youths

No. 3, suitable for Adults £3 8s.

These prices include packing, but not carriage. The suspending rods are about 8 feet in length. Extra rods can be obtained, if required, at 2s. 6d. per foot. The Seat to

the " AEEIAL CHAIR " is of wood, and moveable. Iron Seats, in imit.ation of Cane, can be had at 15!. each.

Attached to the head-board of the " AERIAL CHAIR" is a brass label, with the following words :—" Aebial Chatr, sectkeD by Royal Letters Patent. Mantifac-
TOEED BY Peyton & Peyton, Metallic Bedstead Mancfactdrers, Bieminoham. Chables Pomekoy Button, Proprietor, Nos. 142 and 143, Cheapside, London."

TRADE MARK-" AERIAL CHAIR."-TERMS CASH.

All Orders must be accompanied with a City Jieference or Memittanve to

CHARLES POMEROY BUTTON, Nos. 142 & 143, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.G.

Edi'crial ConimuTiiciitlons should be addressed to " The Editor ; " AdYert
««. '^"It'^n oy Jamf.3 MATTHBwa. at the Office of Messrs Bhadbviit Ev*v
Office, Xo. 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's.Coyent Garden in the

tthe Office. 41, WeiUoston Street, Covent Garden. London. W.C.

t, December 29, 1866.
r hUddlesex, and Published b; the said Jaubs M&TrHSffs at tbe
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€fie (SattrenerjS' efironiclc I

H

OTHOUSES fov the MILLION,
invented by tho Isite

SATUBDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 186G.

A M U E L

Britain and Ireland,

G E R R W,

HOT-AVATER APPARATUS, of every d
fixed complete in any part of the country, or th

, Boilers, Pipes, &c., dollvored to any Station.

J.Jo

JAMES WATTS and CO., Hothouse Build h
Hot-Water Apparatus Manufacturers, 353. OldKen R d

Onn CUCUMBER and MELON BOXES and LICH
/WUVJ and from 4(J0 to 501) LIGHTS for PITS of all SIZES k
STOCK. Glazed and Painted complete, ready for imn
Packed and sent to all parts of the kingdom. Public d

Buildings, Warehouses, &c.. Heated on the most appro

and £Conomical principles. References to the Nobility, G
Trade in most of tho Counties in England.

/"IRANSTON'S PATE.N
\J HORTICULTURE, Highly Comr
cultural Society, South Kensington.

TER P PCS nd FITTINGS f h

TG. MESSENGER, the Proprietor of he
• Works, finding it necessary (through the great dem

Horticultural Buildmgs and Healing Apparatus) to

additions to his Premises, and to Fit the same with an
STF.AM-POWER MACHINERY, is now enabled to

Orders entnisted to him with the greatest dispatch,

lowest DOssiblo price consistent with good and substantia

EARTH CLOSETS AND COMMODES.
(Moule's Patent.)

THE EARTH CLOSET is inteuaed to remedy the evils arising from the common Cesspool
;

or as a substitute

forwi}«whcntheDrafnageisdefeet or the supply insuffieient ; .and as a means for preventmg any offensive

Smell ill Bedrooms, Hospital-wards, &c.

It is founded uDon the well-known power of earth as a deodoriser. THE EARTH CLOSET practically applies

this powerTfgiven nuantitTof tartrmSnically fulfilling the object, destroying all smell, and entirely preventing

noxious vapours and other discomforts ; the product being a valuable Manure.

The principle of THE EARTH CLOSET consists in an Appai-atus for Measuring .and Deliveriiig the requisite

qu.antity Jf Earth, and in a reservoir for containing it. The quantity of Earth required for eachiise of the Closet is

not more than 2 lb!, whilst its supply and removal are as easy as the supply of coal and the removal of ashes.

On view at Messks. WHITE AND CO.'S, 29, BEDFORD STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

Where Prospectuses and every information may be had on application.

w
fi tu J

the s lie Ug)

1 n St cl p r jarl — nch l8. 2<l. ;

it n NDS fr stock 1 I 2s. 6fl.,

1 1 V iL\ L 1 1 J nnd 14, each Other
pr CCS n 1 11 g ds 1 n -St class manu-

and order 1 y I o 1 1 unctually attended to

Dublin Exhibition Medal, 1868.
The ONLY PRIZ.E MEDAL for HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS

has been awarded to

TH P DENNIS HonTicui TUBAL Builder in
d H E d P

FTAL GEEEN OU E

L L OR H PD HOU ES

Th

ED ETAL P T L UTti, p
ED ]V ETA HA D L SS TRAMES

By Her Ma esty a Eoya Letters Patent

THE TERMINAL SADDLE BOILER —This is

superior to all .ithers. H.aving .in end piece which quite closes

Boiler itself form;, the ba 1. f tl- 1 imice ISo

eiiulred at the end Hi •> I
H sido

heat collects. Side flut,s

the Ijoiler. It is fitted with hollow furnac
more heating surface, just where the hre 1

1

power "
third

Holloway, N., Mr. W
to show it to any one who will call

culars, pr

J. IMI " " "

having adO[ t

applicatiji

The Works, Edward Street Bioufehto i Lane Manchester

QMITH, BECK, and BECK'S GREENHOUSE and
O HOTBED THERMOMETERS.—These Insti-unients are of the

very best construction, and at moderate prices.

31. Oornhlll, E.G.

BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

GUMMING & EDMONDS'
CAST-IRON TUBULAR ARCHED SADDLE BOILER,

FOR HEATING CONSERVATORIES, HOTHOUSES, CHURCHES, MANSIONS, &c., BI HOT WATER.

A BOILER of great power, economy, and quick action, combining all the advantages of the Saddle and UPRionT Tubular; nearly every portion being subject to the

close ii'd direct radiSng action of the «re. It is particularly adapted for fixing in low, swampy localities, for which purpose it will be found invaluable, and capable of bemg

Ect in'oNE-TBlED LESS BEl-1 11 tlian the Upright Tubular, or any other Boiler, either of wrought or cast-iron, of equal capacity.

A "WRITTEN GUARANTEE GIVEN "WITH EACH BOILER.

Prices and further particulars may be obtained of Hie Inventors and Patentees.

MESSRS. GUMMING and EDMONDS,
CONSERVATORY ARCHITECTS, HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, AND HOT-VATER APP.U.iTUS MANUP.^CTUREBS,

STAMFORD BRIDGE, FULHAM ROAD, LONDON, S.W.
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DOUBLE GLAZING.
NOTICE.

J. WEEKS & COMPANY
HEREBY GIVE NOTICE, that in iuture the HOOFS of FORCING and GREENHOUSES Manunatuica at their Stcam-Powcr Works may, at the option and free of any

amtiomlmt to the purc>mcr!-b,^r,X'<^xei on WEEKS'S DOUBLE-GLAZING PRINCIPLE.

This provisional arrangement, whenever called into requisition for conTerting Roofs to Douljle Glazing, will materially economise expense, and if never adopted will be

th T ornamental than otherwise. The cost of the whole Apparatus, when fixed and Glazed complete, is, from its simplicity, almost nominal beyond the expense of the Glass.

:^" Forfurther description see Aducrtisemeiit in lust xocek's Paper.

J. WEEKS AND CO., HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,
KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

T W A R N E Pv

AND SONS

Have much improved the

construction of their

GARDEN

ENGINES
in some important par-

ticulars for this Season.

They may be obtained

of the Trade generallj

throughout the Kingdom

at the following prices :

—

No. .547. 'WARNERS
best ENGINES, in Wood

Tubs, and fitted with

AVarner's Registeied

Spropders

—

24 Gallons, £6 10

14 „ 5 10

No. 547a. WARNER S

strong ENGINES, in Gal

vanised Iron Tubs, well

painted-

ID Gallons, £2 19

15 „ 3 14

24 „ 4 19

28 ,, 5 10

No. 579J. WARNER S

WATER BARROWS
thoroughly Galvanised

and well painted

—

20 Gallons, £2 2

30 ,, 2 13

.'IS „ 3 17

.50 „ 5 12

The 60-Gallon Barrow

is made extra strong

throughout, and fitted

with handle for two men

No. 5681, AMERICAN
ENGINE, is now well

Imown and appreciated.

It throws a continuous

stream, and is complete in

itself. £2 Is.

SYRINGES in great

variety, from 7». 6(/. to

18J. 6rf.

The DISC SYRINGE,
No. 6o7a, will recommend

itself by the ease with

which it is filled, and

non-liability to get out of

order. Pric» 9s.

JOHN WAENEPi & SONS, London, Manufactukers.
^JI^T A R N E R S

DESCRIPTIYE PRICE LISTS

AQUAJECT
Is recommended to the

notice of Horticulturists as

possessing the following

advantages ;—It is simple

in construction, portable,

and easily worked. It

throws a continuous

stream, and is low in

price.

The Aquaject, 30s.

The Small AQUAJECT
is the most perfect form

of Syringe yet introduced.

It throws a continuous

stream, with very slight

movement, and with it

blight, &c., is readily

washed from the under

side of foliage. 18*.

No. 35. WARNER'S
IRON PUMPS for Wells,

not exceeding 25 feet in

depth — 2^-in., 28.s. Qd.
;

3-in., 4U. ; 3J-in., 465.

;

short barrel do., 21s.

No. 36. IRON FORCE
PUMPS for raising water

above their level, or

Watering Yards, Gardens,

&c., through hose—2J-in.,

59.V.; 3-in., 65s.; ^m.,
77s. ; 4-in., 89s.

No. 36K FORCE
PUMP on BARROW, re-

commended for its great

portability and simplicity

of construction. £5 10s.

No. 42. WARNER'S
PORTABLE PUMPS on

Folding Legs, are of a

superior constniction.

Price bbs. ; Rubber

Suction, 2s. 6rf. per ft.

No. 597a. BRANCH
PIPES with Cocks and

Roses — z-iJX-t 3s. 6rf. ;

55.
; l-in., 6s.

No. 599. TAPER
BRANCH PIPES—i-in.,

4s. 9(f.
; l-in., 5s. 3rf.

;

|-in., 6s. ; l-in., 7^-

RUBBER HOSE in all

sizes.

FOUNTAIN JETS in

greatvariety, from8s.to25s.

.led on application.
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SAMUELSON & CO.'S
LAWN MOWING AND BOILING MACHINES.

EVERT MACHINE WAEEANTEU.

PRICES.

Delivered Free to any Railway Station in Great Britai

Cutting 12 iuclies wide, suitable for a Boy

Cutting li inches wide, suitable for a Buy

Cutting 16 inches wide, suitable for a Man

Cutting 19 inches wide, suitable for a Man and Boy

Cutting 22 inches wide, suitable for Two Men

Cutting 23 inches wide, suitable for Pony Power.

.

Cuttmg 30 inches wide, suitable for Pony Power.

.

Great Improvements have been made in these Machines during the last few years, in regard to all those small but important points of superiority which the practical workinff
of a Lawn Mower suggests ; while for elegance of appearance, lightness of draft, and efficiency in working they cannot be excelled. They possess the foUowin" advantages —

1st, Motion is given to the Cutting Apparatus by toothed gearing, which experience has proved to be by far the best method of drivin<r.

2d, The whole of the Driving Wheels are on one side of the Machine, a point of great importance in preventing damage to Shrubs "and Flowers when mowing round the
edges of beds.

'

3d, All the smaller working parts of the Machine are made of Malleable Iron, and are not liable to break.

Itlustratcd Friec Lists, loUh sckctiona from several thousand Testimonials, free hij post on application.

SAMUELSON and CO., BRITANNIA WORKS, BANBURY.
LONDON OFFICES : 18, CANNON STREET, E.G. WAREHOUSE (where Stock is kept) : 10, LAURENCE POUNTNEY LANE, E.C.

AND OF ALL SEEDSMEN AND IRONMONGERS.
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Greenhouses.

TOSEPH SMITH, N<« t-'-;'!- ""rrTriUViId 2i'o?O to ofler several well ." ';,.
i i,, i i,v ll'foet. £29.

Qln«8. Lean.to, 2iroot 1; I

I.; 1 1 Hot £65. Spr>ri,

'"','°l¥^°,t,'}'\'^'°.n' I,,;, . » 'l' Jv.i ir'.tby 15 feet, f3r

!!,,rwSL'°h'el4f?feii''i^V'fect C „,cb„, £«• 'strong Pjt or

Frames of an improved make, at low pncea, ^ ^ ^ ^i-ramos <« »?;'J'P^ ,^^ effectually Heating by Hot Water.

TS^i^NHOUSES for SALE, fit f»r ^«^?--
^jf,^'.

dV ","f.ir^tct??^ ?3^Ln-rr^r/eo?'i;v'i2'L?r/o^"r^do., :8 feet <.

y"^:»';.^./*>;/'^;^'J,\;,;;,,;,
''„„., ^ ,^j,Qf;j Lot of one, Two,

^P^" ';',
"

I 'i
' '

, \ ! ,i.\
'

1 I- \ \i I
- mftde to take apart.

?,",^., '".! \M| V^'-', ,,. ,',-itvofPITandGUEKN-
I

. 1 1, tided to personally.
'

, H : ! 'i"i\ 206, King Street,H01>
Ay.'

I III !
^ to invite inspection of hi3 large

"nnd 4-Light GARDEN FRAMES, made
..

, riKi,-; each. Light and Box complete. Also to a

,L.MiUL-SE, 22 ft. longby 12ft. 6in wide K^zed

with larcc-stzea I'l-oz., price £31. Also to a large Stock ofLIGHIS.

uitablo for Greenhouses or Fits. . -.rt -^ -»« i.^

PS oWen and Hothouaes, Conseiratories and yinenos made to

oi5er fromU Id. per square foot ; Apparatus for Ventilatme on the

bSt approved principle! S-in. yellow Deal Lights, glared ^.tj 15^2

painted three times, made to any size at 8<Z. per foot ; ditto with

Sl-oz at 9d. per foot; ditto ungiazed at A\d. per foot. Estimates

given for Heating bv Hot Water.
Address, Hnrticultural B'"''i'

King Street, Hammersmith

ivenfor Heating by Hot Water. „ ^ „ ttt i*« noi
Address, Hnrticultural Builder. Tumham Green, W., late of 194,

Caution to Gardeners.-When you asU for

QAYNOR AND COOKE'S WARRANTED PRIZE
O PRUNING and BUDDING KNIVES, see that you get

them. Observe the mark SiVNOit, also the corporate mark Obtain

Warranted, vnthout which none are genuine.

S. & C. regret having to caution Gardeners and others, but are

compelled to do so, in consequence of an imitation, of common
quality, having been sold for the genuine one, and which has caused

many complaints to be made to them of Knives which were not of

their make, all of which are warranted both by sellers and makers.

S. & C.'s Pruning and Budding Knives are the best and the cheapest

In the market.
, „,„,

Paxtoii Works, Rheffleld. Established upwards of 12.5 years.

T"^lll iMi'i;i7."rT) LEATHER DRIVING STRAPS
I

.11
1 V .'ire stronger, more durable, drive better,

an.i •
I l> Kids of Driving Belts. SPECIAL STRAPS

forI'(>i:i m:i I i.M.lNKS. Price Lists free by post.

iri;NEK a I'liLunt Strap and Hose Company.

Manufacfcorj- : Armit Works. Greenfield, near Manchester.
Warehouse: Si, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

Mr. H. Ferra

I, Chaff Cutters, Cake breakers, Turnip Cutters, Chums, Garden
Tools, &c. Improved Wire Netting. Delivered carriage free.

Price Lists per post.

BcBGEES & Kkt, 95, Newgate Street, London, E.G.
Works. Brentwood, Essex.

By Royal Letters Patent.

WELLS' i'dUTAI
VINERV, lrGl-^^.'l:

heat. Awarded a slLVK!: :\

GROUND
luiut artificial

ill Expcsition

Glass for Garden Purposes.

AMES PHILLIPS and
beg to submit their prices as follows :—

PROPAGATING

8 C I 24 , 12 6

Painted and Glazed with 16-oz. Sheet Glass.

London Agents for HARTLEYS IMPROVED PATENT ROUGH

FOR SALE, One HOWARD'S STEAM WINDLASS,
Complete, together with 1600 yards best Steel Wire Rope. Uni-

versalJoint, Patot Double Snatch-block, &c., &c. The whole of
the above valuable articles are nearly equal to new, having only
been used one short season. Proprietor's solo reason for selling the
above is bis having purchased a new Patent Traction Engine, with
Wmdiass, Drum, &c., attached. Also about 375 Yards of best quality
HALF-INCH CHAIN, equal to new.

For price and particulars apply to TnouAs Colset, Toddington,
Cheltenham.

s HAW'S TIFFANY.
For samples and prices apply to

J. SaAW& Co., 29, Oxford Street. Manchester.

F<

S
Universal Microscope. Price £5 5s.

M I T H, BECK, AND B E C E,
31. Comliill, E.C. ; late 6, Coleman Street.

*«* Catalogues sent on receipt of G postage stamps.

CHEAP PAVING TILES.— A Manufacturing- Firm
have a considerable stock of PLAIN and ENCAUSTIC TILES,

more or less damaged in the process of manufacturing, that they
would be willing to dispose of at orices below those of the commonest
description of paving materials. To Landed Proprietors they would be
invaluable for the Floors of Cottages, Farm Houses, &c. ; and would
be supplied at a very low rate.

Address, M., Post Office, Broseley.

, _. KITCHEN GARDENS, as they
harbour no Sings and Insects, take up little

room, and once put down incur no further labour
and expense, as do "gi-own" Edgings, conae-

quently being much cheaper,
GARDEN VASES. FOUNTAINS, &c., In

Artificial Stone, of great durability, and in great

variety of design.

F. & G. Rosn ER, Manufacturers, Upper
Groimd Street, Blackfriars, S. : Queen's Road

BRICKS. lUustrated Price Lists fVee by post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES for Coneervatoriea.
Halls, Corridors, Balconies, &c., as cheap and durable as Stone,

In blue, red, and buff colours, and capable of forming a variety of
designs.

Also TESSELATED PAVEMENTS of more enriched designs than
the above.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies Larders,
Kitchen Ranges, Baths, Ac. Grooved and other Stable Paving
Bricks of great durabUity, Dutch and Adamantine Clinkers, Wall
Copings, Red and Stoneware Drain Pipes, Slates, Cements, &c.

To be obtained of F. & G. Rosoer, at their Premises as above.

HLVER SAND (REIGATE, best quality), at the above
* addresses—14s. per Ton, or Is. 3d. per Bushel; 2a. per Ton extra

FLINTS. BRICK BURRS or CLINKERS, for Rockeries i

Grotto Work.

J. B. BROWN & CO.'S NEW PATENT B B LAWN MOWER.
MANUFACTURED BT

J. B. BBOWN & CO.,

U8, UPrEE THAMES STREET,

LONDON, E.C.

GUARANTEED TO GIVE

rERFECT SATISFACTION,

AND IF NOT APPROVED (J
I'

MAT BE AT ONCE EETUKNEI).

^
This NEW BB PATENT LAWN MOWER is Miiimractuiud b.v i\ifc>^.,>. j-.^jV. ;. .i;mj CO. ou their own Premises ia London, under their per.<o

It is worked by means of geared or toothed wheels, is quite noiseless, and is guaranteed to give perfeet satisfaction in every respect.

PRICES—Including Carriage to any Railway Station or Shipping Port in England.

10-ineh Machine i3 10

12-Lnch Machine 4 10

14-inch Machine ,5 10

1^-inch Machine 6 10

J
Sasili/ WorJ:eil by a JBoij.

0!

Ditto by a Man.

IS-inch Machine £7 10 Easily iForked by a Man

20-iiich Machine SOOi
22-inch Machine 8 10 Ditto by Two Men.

24-inch Machine 9 )

Et-ery Machine sent out is warranted to yive ample satisfaction, and if not approved of may be exchanged for any other size of Machine, or for

Machine of any other Maker, or may be at once rcinrned iincojiditionally.

the

J. B.

GREAT IMPROVEMENT

WITH REDUCED PRICE,

CO.'S NEW IMPROVES PREMIUM WIRE NETTING.
REDUCED PRICES, FEBRUARY 1866.

AND

GALVANISED AFTER MADE.

PRrCES PKR LINEAL YARD, 24 INCHES HIGH.

2^ inch
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Portable Engines.
/~(LAYTON, SHUT ILKWiili 111, and CO. beR to
KJ annonnce thivt tliey liavo miulii a c-nnsldomhlo REDUCTIONm the PRICE of thiiir POUT .VUl.K .STEAM ENGINES.
RovLsed Catalogues will bo sent on ai>ptication to CLAVToff,

SHuTTLtwoiiTii, & Cu.,*L!ncoln ; or TS, Lonibani Stioot, London, E.C.

CLAYTON, SHUTTLEWORTH
Enginkerb, Manufacturefs i~ i-. nr ^ i

Stiinip End Works, Lmuuln.
d Arik

No. 44, Lnndstiu

AND CO.,
: and FIXED
•'iiip, GriudiDK,
^I'vmg Euginos

I, liondon; also
Uu^onliber deni

i Priced Catnloguos, Free per Post.
Lwinga when requirod.
fiffsiiinjj Machinery m«de.]

E.
Professor Liiiii

for tUu Ciystiil i'ai,\i.

PROTECTION fixj

"FRIGI DOMO,"

Umi DOMO." — Patronised
(1, the Duke of Northumberland for

I I Devonaliiro for Chiswiok Gardens,
Dihiriil Society. Rir Joseph Paxtou

[, troiii attacks of insects,
equired lengths.

. !)(Z per yard r
ri'iir _\:i:il-:; w utr 3s. 6^_ pei- y,ird.
An improved make, 2 yards wide . . l.s. 9d. per yard.
An improved make, 3 yards wido . . 2«. 8d. per yard lain.

Also "Fi-igi Domo" Nettinfi, 2 yards wide. Is. 6^. peryai-dnm
Elisua Thomas AncnEn, \V'holo and Sole Manufactui'er, 7, Great

Trinity Lane, Cannon Street, City, and of all Nurserymen ana Seeds-

r than Mats as a coverinir."

Aaopted largely by Her Majesty's Government.
CdBaP, Llr.HT, AND DURARLE RoOKlNG.

CROGGON'S PATENT ASPHALTE ROOFING
FELT has been oxtonsively used and pronounced efficient

and particularly applicable for warm climates.
Ist. It is a non-conductor.
2d. It is portable, being packed in rolls, and not liable to damage

in carriiige.

3d. It effects a saving of half the timber usually requirod.
4th. It can easily bo applied by any unpractised person.
6th. From its iishti ess, weighing onlv about 42Ib. to the square of

100 feet, the cost of carriage is small. "

INOlJOROUS FELT, for Damp Walls and for Damp Floors,
under Carpets and Floor Cloths; also for Lining Iron Houses, to
equalise the temperature.

Price One Penny per Square Foot.
CROGGOX AND C'.).S PATENT FELTED SHEATHING for

coverinfiShii.s-B,..tN.i>,s.Vc.,nnd
DRY HAIR IKLT. In,- cnv^ring .Steam Boilers, Pipes. &c.,

preventing tlie Ra.liatii.n ul Ile.it. and saving 25 per cent, of Fuel.
Samitl'.-'i. tijstiinMi-,i;il>-, nirl full instructions on application to

Cro<;i. •. ,. I M
, J. \'..'_-^': I!

, I ,i ,; and at 2, Goree Piazzas,

Complete and Uniform Library Edition.
Just published, in El^ht Vols., 8vn. with Portrait, prico 6i. 5s. cloth,

ors;. J^.f. boundi^true-c^lfby Rivi.'re.

LORD MACAULAY'S COMPLETE WORKS-
Edited by his Sister, Lady Trevklvan.

London: Longmans, Green, & Co., Paternoster Row, E.G.

Revised and Cheaper Edition, to which are added 20 Illustrations by
J. Leech, in One vol. Svo, price 428. half bound,

BLAINE'S RURAL SPORTS; a Complete Account
lllistorical. Practical, and Descriptive) of Hunting, Shooting,

Fishing, Racing, &c. Revised, corrected, and enlarged, with OUO

;9. Git t Co., Paternoster Row, E.C.

Lady-Day Valuation of Farms, &c.
The Eighth Edition, in 8vo, price 10s. G<i.

gAYLDON'S ART of VALUING RENTS

Present Time by J. Cua
of Agiiculture," &c.

London : Lonqi

s, Editor of the "CycIop;odla

Green, & Co., Paternoster Row, E.C,

Dr. Thomas Bull's Two Manuals for Mothers.
New Edition, revised and enlarged, in fcp. 8vo, price 5s.,

HINTS to MOTHERS for the MANAGEMENT of
their HEALTH during PKEGNANCT and in the LYING-IN

ROOM : With Hints on Nursing, 4c. By Tuomas Bull, M.D.

By the same Author, New Edition, fcp. Svo, price 5s.,

The MATERNAL MANAGEMENT of CHILDREN in
HEALTH and DISEASE.
London : Longmans, Green, & Co., Paternoster Row, E.C.

01
for the diffeivn
purpose and ;i|>

FENDEI!,^
PIECES.-

deciding, 1

id the COLONIES
, next door to Somerset
nanufactured expressly
jcessary Outfit for every

Where Shall we Get Meat?
Just published, in fcp. 6vo, price 5^-. Gd., cloth.

THE FOOD SUPPLIES of WESTERN EUROPE;
being Letters written in reply to the question—Where if

England to get Meat? during a Tour in France, Switzerland, Belgium,
and Holland in the Autumn of 1805. By JosEru Fisheh.

London: Longmans, Green, & Co., Paternoster Row, E.C.

M
Now refidy, price ld.,'or 7a. per 100; by post, Is. Grf.,

R. WORMS' SYSTEM of CURE of the
RINDERPEST.

ViLLiAM RiDGWAY, 100, Piccodilly, W., and all Booksellers.

CATTLE PLAGUE,
is now ,. -.,

Containing; s >

i

and ChemicJ :

—Govcrnmeii'
Time—Rep'ui
gresses at Ilani'^

well as a lav^i li

POULTPV
. of VIEW

Choicest Rrfi."l

appliances f^r

-Professor Gamgee's Work
, demy Svo, cloth, price £1 Is.

tern Appearances—Microscopical

.[^ylu Square,

Sln\ i,s, ] ll;i:-|i;oXS, and GHIMNEY-
JiiVLTs of the ahnve are requested, before finally
WILLIAM S. BURTON':!* SHOW-ROOM.S. They

of FENDERS, STOVES, RANGES,contain such
CHIMNEY - PIECES, FIRE-IRONS,
MONGERY, as cannot be approached
novelty, beauty of dcsiy:u, or cxqin u ri^'ht

with standards,
rich ormolu ornaments, from £.'',.;

. ,.. imm
jElSs. to £100; firc-iroQS,fnmi.3fl. ;;-( i:.. t,, _ ; ]. i /,, |:i RTuN
and all other PATENT STOVES, with nvhatinj; hoarth-plates.

BEDSTEADS, BATHS, and LAMPS.
WILLIAM S. BURTON baa 12 Large Show Rcoms, devoted

exclusively to the separate display of Lamps, Bathe, and Metallic
Bedsteads. The stock of each is at once the largest, newest, and
most varied ever submitted to the public, and marlced at prices pro-
portionate with those that have tended to make his establishment
the most distinguished in this country.

Bedsteads, ftom 12s. ed. to £20 Os. each.
Shower Baths, from . . . . Ss. Od, to £6 0«. each.
Lamps (Moderateur), from . . 0*. Od. to £8 10s. each.

All other kinds at the .sAme rate.
Pure Colza Oil 4s. ;irf. per gallon.

CUTLERY, WARRANTED.—The most vaiied
assortment of TABLE CUTLERY in the world, all warranted,

t pnc s that a 3 remunemtive

31-inch ivory handlei

4-inch fine ivory handles
-inch finest Afilcan ivory handles .

.

Ditto, with silver ferules
Ditto, carved handles, silver ferules

Just pubhshed, price 6d., or by nost for 8 Stamps,

WATER SUPPLY to VILLAGES and FARMS.
By J. Bailey Denton.

Also, at same price,

ON the IMPORTANCE of SHELTER and
COVERING at the FARM HOMESTEAD, particularly in
the Dairy and Cheese-making Districts.

Also the Second Edition, at Three Guineas,

THE FARM HOMESTEADS of ENGLAND.
Cuai'Man &. Hall, PiccadUly. S.W

Now in the press, price Is.

FACTS of INTEREST to the FARMERS. By John
Fowler & Co. ; Revised and Amended by William Smitu, of

Woolston, Bletchloy Station, Bucks.

IMPROVEMENT COMPANY. Ortlces. 22, Whitehall Place.
TiiQ Right Hon. Lonl Rivkks, Chairnmu.
J. Bailey Dektow, Principal Engineer.

Under this Company's Act Tenants for Life, TYuKtoca, MortgageeB,
Guardians, Committees of Incompetent Persons, Bonoflclal Le.sBees,
Corporations (Ecclesiastical or Mimlcipal). IncumbontB, Charitoble
Trustees, &c., may effect the following Land ImprovoraentB, and
charge the outlay and esponsea on the estate imuryved, by way of
rcntcharge, to be paid by hall-yearly instalments, viz. ;—

1. AUworks of Drainage, Irrigation, W:irping, and Embankment.
2. The Erection of Farmhouses, Cottages for Agricultural

Labom-ers, and all kinds of Farm Biuldluga.
3. The Construction of Roads.
4. The Gmbbing and Clearing of old Woodland.s, Enclosing,

Fencing, and Reclaiming Land.
The owners of Estates, not entailed, who may be desirous to avoid

the CA_pense or inconvenience of a Legal Mortgage, mny also charge
their Estates with an Outlay in Improvements under the simple and
inexpensive process of the Company's Act.
The Toi-m of Years for the Rentchai-ge is fixed by the Landowner,

so as to adapt the amount of Annxial Payment to the circumstances
of the Tenants.
No Investigation of Title being required, and the Charge not being

affected by Encumbrances, no Legal Expenses are incurred.
The Arrangements for Effectmg Improvements are threefold —
No. 1. The Works may bo Designed and Executed entirely by the

Landowner's Agent, and the Company employed only to supply the
Loan and conduct the matter through aU the official Forma for
Charging the Outlay on the Estate.
No. 2. The Company will supply Plans, Specifications, and Esti-

mates for any Improvements to be executed by the Landowner's
Agent as under No. 1. In each of these cases the Landowner will ba
solely under the control of the Enclosure Commissioners.
No. 3. The Company will undertake theentire responsibility of the

Improvements, prepare the Plans, execute the Works, and finally
charge on the Estate the actual amount expended, with their Com-
mission thereon, approved by the Enclosure Commissioners.
Landowners may thus obtain what assistance they require from

the Company, and n
Worky Dr;

L.ludLI

. a effecting the objects h
i other Improvements are i

ners, who merely require the skill and
ly's Officers and a Staff in constant practice.

1 Cliff the Secretary,

THE
]

ToLA^

' mpany, 22, Whitehall Place, London, S.W.

LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament in 1853.

Right Hon. Lord Naas, M.P., Chairman.
Clergy, Estate Agents, Sdrveyous, &o., in

England and Wales, and in Scotland.
The Company advances money, unhmited in amount, for the

following MTOrks of Agiicultural Improvement, the whole outlay and
expenses m all cases being liquidated by a rent-charge for 25 years.

1. Drainage, Ivrigatiou, and Warping, Embanking, Inclosing,
Clearing, Reclamation, Planting, for any beneficial purpose,
Engines or Machinery for Drainage or Irrigation.

2. Fann Roads, Tramways and Railroads for agricultm-al or farming
purposes.

3. Jetties or Landing places on the sea-coast or on the banks of
navigable rivers or lakes.

4. The Erection of Farm Houses, Labourers' Cottages, and other
Buildings roquh-ed for Farm purposes, and the improvement
of and additions to Farm Houses and other buildings for
Farm pm-poics.

Landowners assessed under thoprovisions of any Act of Parliament,
Royal Charter, or Commission in respect of any public or general
works of Drainage or other improvements, may borrow their pro-
portionate share of the costj and charge the same with t

the lands improved.
The Company will also negotiate the Rent-charges obtained by

Landowners under the Improvement of Land Act, 1S64, in respect of
"leir Subscription of Shares in a Railway or Canal Company.
No investigation of title is required, and the Comnany being of a

strictly financial character, do not interfere with the plans and
of the_Works, which ai-e controlled only by the Qovern-

1 Napier, Managing Director,
3, Parliament Street, London, S.W.

Seventh Edition,

A HANDY BOOK of PROPERTY LAW. By Lord
St. Lkonards. With Index and Portrait of the Author. 3». M.

^^^ W. Blacrwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London,

Early in March will be published, pri(

Fourth Thousand, pnce Is. ; post free, 13 stamps,

A HANDBOOK of VINE and FRUIT TREE
-Ti- CULTIVATION under GLASS, with carefully prepared Lists
of Fi-uits and Vegetables, and Plans of Glasshouses, Hints for

-ing, &c., by
S Hereman, 7, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.

G
ŵill

stamps, s.'.

GEORGE Mill.
the PINE \wU
postage staiiqis

George Mills

KATISE on the CULTURE
'V. SEA KAIL, and ASPARAGUS
ri the receipt of 33. 6d. in postage

ciu'cte, Jan. 12, 1861,

USE on the CULTURE of
I by post on the receipt

White bone handles
Ditto, balance handles .

.

BUck horn rimmed shoulders
Ditto, very strong riveted handl
The largest stock in existence ol Plated Dessert Knives and Forks,

and of the New Plated Fish-eating Knives and Forks and Carvers.

WILLIAM S. BURTON, GENERAL FURNISHING
_ IRONMONGF.R by appointment to H.R.H. the Prince of

sends a CATALOGUE gratis and post paid. It contains
upwards of CuO Il!u.stnitions of his
Electro-Plate, Nickel Silver and Britannia Metal Goods, Dish Covers,
Hot-water Dishes, Stoves, Fenders, Marble Chimney-pieces, Kitchen
Ranges, Lamps, Gaseliers, Tea-Trays, Urns and Kettles, Clocks, Table
Cutlery, Baths, Toilet Ware, Turnery, Iron and Brass Bedsteads,
Bedding, Bed Room Cabinet Furniture, &c., with Lists of Prices, and
Plana of the 20 large Show Rooms, at 39, Oxford Street, W.
3, and 4, Newman ^''""'* " ^ ""'* " '"-— '- " '

Yard, London, W.
3, and 4, Newman Street ; 4, 6, and 6, Perry's Place, and 1, Newman

FERNS, Flowers, Fruits, Foliage Plants; Rules for
calculating Drainage, Earthwork, &c. ; a complete Code of

Operations, Advice to Beginners, Ac, &c. Order the ' GARDEN
ORACLE " for 1860. Price Is. Edited by Shiulei

*~

F.R.H,S., Editor of the " Gardener's M-i-gazine."

London: Groomdridge & Sons. 5, Paternoster Row, E.C.

, Esq.,

Humanity to Bees. Read
THE MANAGEMENT of BEES," bv W.

Pettitt, with the Illustrated Catalogue of ftlVES

M^
Drainage of Land.

F. HUMBERT, F.G.S., of Watford, Herts,
and formerly Senior Surveyor to the Tithe Commission, a

Land Surveyor and Land Agent, more than 20 years established in
practice, undertakes Works of Drainage either at a contract price, or
to lay out and overlook the same at a commission of 5s. per acre ; and
he has at his command a staff of experienced workmen. His custom
is to charge merely the cxpensea out of pocket in making the
preliminary Survey and Estimate where the works are not carried out.

THE SIMULTANEOUS RE-ISSUE OF

THE ENGLISH OYCLOPJ^DIA
IN CHEAP ^TOEKLY NUMBERS, IS NOW IN COUHSE OP PUBLICATION,

No. I. of "BIOGRAPHY," price 4d., ready this day.

*,* " ARTS AND SCLEXCES," First Monthly Part, prirai 2s. Cd., on tl.c 28tl.

.

LONDON BEADBURY, EVANS, and CO., U, BUUVERIE STREET, E.C.

ROYAL
Professoi _ _ _

of THIRTY-SIX LECTURES on APPLIED MECHANICS
aONUAT NEXT, February 26, at 12 o'clock, to bo continued on
each succeeding Tuesday, Wednesday, Thui^day, Friday, and Monday
t thes 3 hour. Fee for the Course, £3.

[ REEas, Registra

In tlio House of Lords on Satui-day tlie BUI
for the suspension of the Habeas Corpus Act
in Ii-olaud was brouglit up from the Commons and
read a fii-st time, when Earl Russell moved the

suspension of the Standing Orders to enable it to

pass thi-ough its remaining stages. The motion
having been agreed to, the BUI was read a second

andathii'd time. The House met again at 11

o'clock, and about half an hour after midnight
the Eoyal Assent, which had been received from

Osborne, was given by Commission, and the Bill

became law. The Cattle Diseases Bill was brought

up from the Commons and read a first time. On
Monday the Telegraph Act Amendment BLU, the

object of which was to give to the Lord
Lieutenant of Ireland the power of taking

possession of the telegraph wires in that country,

was brought in, and, the Standing Orders ha-sdng

been siispended, the Bill was read a thix-d time

and passed. The Cattle Diseases Bill was read a
second time, and the Standing Orders having

been suspended, the House went into Committee
on the Bill. The Earl of Axelib moved an
amendment to the 12th clause, giving the local

authorities power to slaughter or refrain fi'om

slaughtering animals certified to be recovering

from the disease. After a long discussion, the

amendment, which was supported by Lord

Stanley of Alderley, the Duke of Argyll,
the Duke of Bucoleuch, and other peers, was
negatived on a division by 52 to 15. An
amendment, moved by the Eaii of Licheield,

requiring inspectors to assign a reason for

entering a farmer's premi.ses prior to inspection,

was negatived on a division by 20 to 21. The
Bill then ' passed through committee, and was
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rcnil a tliird time and passed. On Tuesday the

Koyal Assent was given by commission to the

Cattle Diseases Bill. In answer to the Earl ot

Derby, Earl Gka:^ville said that measm-es had

lean taken to prevent the spread of the small-

pox in sheep, which bad recently broken out in

Northamptonshire. On the motion of Lord

Stanley of Aiderley, the Art Bill, authorising

trustees to lend pictures and other works of art

to the National Portrait Exhibition and the

Paris Exhibition, was read a second time.

On Thm-sday, on the motion of Earl EussELL,

addi-esses were agreed to in answer to the

Messages fi-om the Queen, declaring the readi-

ness of the House to concur with the Commons

in making provision for the Princess Helena on

her approaching marriage, and for the establish-

ment of Prince Aifred on his coming of

age. The Sale of Land by Auction Bill and

the Art Bill passed through Committee.

Li the Commons on Friday the consideration of

the Cattle Diseases Bill was resumed in Com-

mittee, when Sir Gr. Grey intimated his readiness

to divide the measure into two parts, the first to

include that part of it which related to com-

pulsory slaughter, compensation, and the prohibi-

tion to move cattle by railway ; the second to

embody the other and more permanent pro-^-isions.

Sir G. Grey subsequently consented to withdraw

the provision in the clause relating to the imposi-

tion of a cattle i-ate. The remaining clauses were

agreed to. Mr. Wabd-Hunt's Bill was then

committed pro forma. On Saturday the House

met at one o'clock, when Sir G. Grey moved
for leave to bring in a Bill for suspending the

Habeas Corpus Act in Ireland for six months.

After a long discussion the motion was carried

by 361 to 6. The Bill was then passed through

all its stages without further discussion. The
report of amendments on the Cattle Diseases Bill

was brought up and agreed to, and the Bill

was read a thii-d time and passed. The House again

met shortly before midnight, and went to the

House of Lords to hear the Royal Assent given to

the Bill for suspending the Habeas Corpus in

Ireland. On Monday the House went into

committee on the Cattle Plague Bill of Mr.
Ward-Hunt, the object of which was absolutely

to prohibit the movement of cattle on all high-

ways, railways, rivers, and canals up to the

25th of March next, with certain exceptions.

After a long discussion, several amendments
were agreed to, and on arriving at the 26th
clause the Chairman was ordered to report

progress. The National Debt Reduction Bill

and the Savings Banks and Post Office Savings
Banks Bill passed thj-ough committee. Mr.
M'CuLLAGH ToRRENS obtained leave to bring in a
Bill to provide better dwellings for artisans and
labourers in the metropolis and other large towns.
Mr. Clay obtained leave to introduce a Bill to

extend the elective franchise for cities and
boroughs by the creation of an educational
qualification. Mr. Bouverie obtained leave to

bring in a Bill to repeal certain portions of the
Act of I^niformity. The House went into Com-
mittee on Mr. Hunt\s Cattle Plague Bill, and
was occupied for several hours in the discussion
of the clauses. On Wednesday Sir C. O'Loghlen
moved the second reading of the Juries in
Criminal Cases BUI, the objects of which were to
empower the judges to discharge juries in case of
illness or inability to agree to a verdict ; to enable
judges to allow reasonable refreshments to juries
during a trial, and to take verdicts on a Sunday.
After some discussion it was resolved, "at

the suggestion of the Solicitor-General, to
postpone the second reading until the Exchequer
Chamber has given judgment in the case of
CnAiiLOTTE Wlnsor, by which the law wiU
practically be settled. The Telegraph Act
Amendment Bill passed through Committee.
On Thursday the House went into Committee on
two Messages from the Queen relating to a pro-
vision tor the Princess Helena on her approach-
ing marriage, and for the establishment of Prmco
Alfred on attaining his majority. The Chan-
CELLon of the Exchequer moved the grant of
a dower of 30,000?., and an annuity of 6000/. to

the PRlNCEiis, to commence fiom the date of her

marriage, and the grant of an annuity of 15,00(V.

to Prince Alfred, to commence from the day on

which he attained his majority. Mr. Disraeli

seconded the motion, which was agreed to. The

Chancellor of the Exchequer next moved an

Address to the Queen for the erection of a monu-

ment in Westminster Abbey to the memory

of Lord Palmebston. Mr. Disr.4j:li also

seconded this motion, which was agreed to.

The Jamaica BiU was read a second time. The

House resumed in Committee the consideration

of Mr. Hunt's Cattle Plague Bill, when an

amendment, moved by Mr. Ayrton, to allow

the movement of imported cattle within the

Metropolitan District, was carried, on a division,

by 156 to 102. Several new clauses were added,

and the Bill was eventually ordered to be

reported. The National Debt Reduction Bill

was read a third time and passed.

The Prussian Chambers were closed yesterday

by a Royal decree, and are to remain adjourned

for the remainder of the Session. In closing the

Chamber of Deputies, which was quite unpre-

pared for such a measure on the part of the

Government, the President expressed his hope

that the Prussian people would stand by theii-

representatives, and consider the constitution as

sacred as ever.

Accounts from Dublin state that the effects of

the proposal to suspend the Habeas Corpus Act

made themselves manifest even before it had

been carried into execution. On Satui'day

morning many of the Fenian agents from

America made preparations to leave the

counti-y, but before night upwards of 100 of

them were arrested. Numerous arrests have

since been made, including Patrick M'Donnell,

the " Vice Head Centre for L-eland," whose

apprehension is considered the most important

which has been effected since that of Stephen.?.

It is also understood that among those now in

custody are thi'ee general ofiRcers, four lieutenant-

colonels, and 25 officers of inferior grades, who
had served in the Federal army duiing the civil

war in America.

Return of the Court to Windsor.—The Queen
and Royal family arrived at Windsor Castle on
Wednesday afternoon from Osborne. On Thursday
Earl Russell had an audience of her Majesty. It is

understood that the Queen will lay the first stone of

the Central HaU of Science and Art at Kensington
in Jime next.

Court Arrangements.— It is announced that
the Queen will hold during the ensuing season, at

Buckingham Palace, five Courts for the reception

and presentation of a certain number of ladies and
gentlemen. They will take place on the 9th, 16th,

and 24th of March, at 3 o'clock, and on the 14th of

May and 10th of June at 4 o'clock. In order to avoid
fatigue to her Majesty, the number attending each
Court will be limited to 250. The Princess of

Wales will also, on behalf of her Majesty, hold
two Drawing Rooms at St. James's Palace, to

receive those who cannot be included at her
Majesty's Courts under the above regulations. The
Prince of Wales will also hold Levees at St. James's
Palace on her Majesty's behalf, on Wednesday, the
7th, and Monday, the 19th of March.
The Prince and Princess of Wales.—

On Friday the Prince and Princess intended to have
hunted with the Prince's hjulers at Windsor, but the
weather was so bad that it was determined not to
take out the hounds. Their Royal Highnesses
remained at Cumberland Lodge on Friday night, and
on .Saturday morning enjoyed an hour's fox-himt-
ing with Mr. Garth's pack, in the neighbourhood
of Virginia Water, Sunningdale, Sunninghill, and
Ascot. In the afternoon the Prince and Princess
returned to town. On Sunday morning their Royal
Highnesses attended Divine service at the Chapel
Royal, St. James's. On Monday morning the
Prince went to the South Kensington Museum,
and presided at a meeting of her Majesty's Com-
missioners for the French International Exhi-
bition of 1867. In the afternoon his Royal High-
ness went to the House of Lords, and in the
evening attended the performance at the Olympic
theatre. On Tuesday the Prince went to the House
of Lords, and in the evening the Prince and Princess
dined with the DiUce of Cambridge at Gloucester
House. On Wednesday morning the Prince presided
at a meeting of the Council ot the Duchy of Corn-
wall. In the afternoon the Prince and Princess left

town for Belvoir Castle, on a risit to the Duke of
Rutland. The visit of their Royal Highnesses to
the Earl and Countess Spencer at Althorj) HaU has
been postponed in consequence of the death of Lord
Clifden, the Countess Spencer's brother-in-law.
Return op Prince Alfred.—On Sunday last

Prince Alfred arrived at Spithead in her Majesty's
ship Racoon, from Gibraltar. His Royal Highness
proceeded to Osborne on a visit to the Queen, and
returned to his ship on Wednesday, after accom-
panying her Majesty to Gosport on her way to
Windsor. The Gazette of last night annoimces the
promotion of his Royal Highness to the rank of

Captain in the Fleet. The Prince has therefore
;r the rank of Commander.

The Cabinet.—A Cabinet Council was held on
Wednesday at the official residence of the Fir.st Lord
of the Treasury, in Downing Street. At the Court
at Osborne on Friday the Marquis of Hartington was
sworn in as a Privy Councillor, and kissed hands on
his appointment as Secretary of State for War.
Sir Charles Wood had an audience of her Majesty,
and resigned the seals as Secretary of State
for India. Earl de Grey had an audience and
received from her Majesty the seals of the India
Department.
The Peerage.—The Gazetteof Tuesday announces

the elevation of Sir Charles Wood to the second order
in the peerage, by the title of Viscount Halifax.
Parliamentary Movements.—Lord John Hay,

a yoimger son of the Marquis of Tweeddale, is a
candidate for Ripon, vacant by the elevation of .Sir C.

Wood to the peerage. Mr. .Susses Milbank was
announced on TTuesday as a candidate for Richmond,
vacant by the death of Mr. Dundas, but has since
retired in favour of Mr. Mamiaduke Wyvill, who
represented the borough for several years in the Whig
interest. The election for the City of London
rendered necessary by Mr. Goschen's acceptance of
office is fixed for Monday next. There is no opposi-

tion to Mr. Goschen's re-election.

The Government of India.—Sir Charles Wood
has concluded his Indian administration by creating
a fourth High Court for the Upper Provinces. Mr.
Justice Morgan, one of the High Coiul. Judges, is

Chief Justice, and Mr. Turner, of the Western
Circuit, is the second barrister Judge. Mr. Markby,
of the Norfolk Circuit, succeeds Mr. Morgan at

Calcutta. Sir Charles Wood has also recommended,
with Sir J. La^vrence's approval, a second and a
tliird class of the Order of the Star of India, for

English and natives of India.

The Baronetcy.—Mr. Stirling, of Keir, M.P. for

Perthshire, having submitted a statement of his

right to the baronetcy of Maxwell of PoUok to

counsel of the highest eminence, has been advised
that it has devolved upon him under the regTant by
Queen Anne, which extended the limitation to the

heirs of entail whatsoever in the lands and estates

of Lord PoUok, the second baronet. In accordance
with these opinions, and the wishes of his uncle, the
late Sir John Maxwell, as expressed in his 'settle-

ments, Blr. Stirling now becomes Sir WiUiam_Stirling
Maxwell, tenth Baronet of PoUok.
The Paris Exhibition.—Her Majesty's Com-

missioners for the Paris Exhibition of 1867 held a
meeting at the South Kensington Museum on
Monday. The Prince of Wales presided, and there

were present— Earl Granville, the Duke of Bucking-
ham, the Duke of Sutherland, the Marquis of

Lansdowne, the Marquis of Salisbury, the Earl of

Derby, Earl .Stanhope, Earl de Grey and Ripon, Lord
Elcho, Lord Overstone,Lord Taunton, Lord Houghton,
Sir G. Clerk, Sir J. Pakington, Right Hon. R. Lowe,
Right Hon. C. B. Adderley, Right Hon. H. A. Bruce,
Sir S. H. Northcote, Sir A. Y. Spearman, Sir R.
Murchison, Sir F. Sandford, Mr. Edgar Bowring, Sir

Morton Peto, Mr. E. Akroyd, Mr. Thomas Baring,

M.P., Mr. Charles Forster, Mr. T. F. Gibson, Mr.
W. H. Gregory, Mr. W. Smyth, Mr. AV. Hawes, Mr.
M. D. HoUins, Mr. Beresford-Hope, Mr. C. Duffin, Mr.
John Fowler, Mr. J. F. Maguire, Mr. D. Lupton, Mr.
Skvnner Miles, Mr. Redgrave, General Sabine, Mr. W.
Scholefield, Mr. F. Taylor, Mr. Thring, and Mr. Cole,

secretary. In opening the business of the commission,
the Prince delivered the foUowing address :

—

"My lords and gentlemen,— I have great satisfaction in
finding myself for the second time in the chair of thisimportant
commission. Since we met here last year considerable progress
h.is been made on the other sideof thewater fortbe Exhibition

of next year. Possession has been taken of the well-known
Champ de Mars. On it is now in course of erection perhaps
the largest building that has ever been constructed, surrounded
by a large park, with the Seine at the north side, both to be
made available tor the purposes of the Exhibition. The
Imperi.al commission propose to attempt much that has not
been tried before. Many things, although calculated to increase

the interest of the Exhibition, will be attended with difficulty.

I venture to state, on behalf of tiiis Commission, and especially

its committees, that we shall be ready on these and all other
points to give the best assistance in our power."

The minutes of the last meeting were then read,

and the business ot the meeting was proceeded with.

The Reform Question.—A deputation appointed

by a large meeting held in Glasgow was received by
Earl Ru.ssell at Downing Street on Monday.
Among tho.se present were Mr. Graham, M.P., Mr.

DalgUsh, M.P.. Mr. Dimlop, MP., Mr. M'Laren,

M.P., Admiral Erskine, M.P., Mr. Baines, M.P., Mr.

Crawfurd, M.P., the Hon. A. Kinnaird.M.P., Colonel
'

Sykes, M.P., kc. Mr. Dalglish read the resolutions
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adopted at the public meeting, which rcqucsti^d an

extension of the franchise and a re-distiilmtion nl

seats. He remarked that the meeting was attended

by about 3000 people of different grades from the

highest to the lowest, and introduced Mr. Govan, a

letter-press printer, who had moved one of the

resolutions. Mr. Govan hoped that in framing the

Bill the Government would introduce a comprehensive
measure. A Wl. rental in counties and a, Gl. rental

in boroughs would be sati.sfactoiy to the people of

Scotland. By an extension of the franclii.se the fair

character of the country would not be tarnished or

her stability endangered. Messrs. Cranstoun, Camp-
bell, and Muir coincided in stating that the Govern-
ment was strong, not only in its parliamentary
majority, but in the confidence of the people, and the

antecedents of his lordship and his colleagues

encouraged them in the hope that their interests

would be attended to. They trusted that not only
would a large number of working men be admitted
to the right of voting, but that there would be a

re-distribution of seats. Mr. Graham, M.P., said the
confidence of the country was so universal and so

unlimited in his lordship's deep and true interest in

the cause of reform, that whatever he proposed the
reformers of the country were prepared to support.

Mr. Dunlop presented a petition from the town of

Greenock, to the same effect as the resolutions

adopted at the Glasgow meeting, and remarked that

a re-distribution of seats was greatly wished for in

Scotland. Mr. Duncan M'Laren referred to the

progress made in education since the passing of the
Reform BiU, and said the holders of (U. houses were
as intelligent as holders of lOl. houses at the passing
of the Reform BiU. He deprecated a rating system ;

the lawyers in Scotland would not be able to tell

what a rating suffrage meant. A petition from
Paisley, praying for reform, was also presented.

Earl Russell, in reply, said :

—

" I Lave listened withpreat .itt

have made, and I can only say tl

my power, nor would it be my ili

of the me.asures which will be in

I may say, however, that any me;
will not be founded upon what

-v.ations you
I

>
. i; will not be in

ill the nature

uiL-.s tliui rsiiall be introduced
lay have been done m other

Llupl tllU >,l,u.S.a U-hK

• I'lmrcb. Asher
iMniutu peace and
sruid, they mtist

,^, ^.. ^ ^ Luid-ship and the

deputation which accompanied you have made. Thankiiig

your Lordship for the manner and courtesy of your communica-
tion, i remain, &c., " Russell."

Ou Saturday an address against ritual innovations

was presented to tlie Bishop of London by the Arch-

deacon of Middlesex and more than 220 of the clergy

of the archdeaconry. The Bishop replied at great

length. He said that he distinguished between

those ritualists who only attempted to revive in

parish churches what had always been the forms in

cathedrals and college chapels and those who adopted

Romish vestments and fonns in the celebration of

the Communion. The former, he thought, should

only be attempted with the consent of the

parishioners and the sanction of the Bishop. But

the ritualising of a more directly Romeward ten-

dency, was at least he feared engaged in by some

from a deliberate design to imdermine the ChiU'ch.

If nothing else would stop these men, he thought the

law must be defined by a declaratory Act of Parlia-

ment and Convocation.

countries- in France of the United States, or upon the institu

tions that the people of France may possess or that the people
of the United States may possess. I think it becomes us,

having had representative institutions for 600 years, to found
any amendments we may make upon these great representati'
institutions, not upon the state of foreign countries, but upon
our own experience. With regard to this question, I think you
will agiee with me that there are many elements to be con
eidcred in any system of representation. Property and intelli

gence must be considered, and not only these ; local circura
stances must likewise be taken into account. If, fnr instance,
we were to frame a plan of i.

i

c n' i i' ii intii I fr-.n;

numbers, and to give to each pl.i'- *':
i liiij;

to the number of its inhabitant.-, '

i

i
i

i

1

1
uIc

have as many members as the \mi"1' • ih,M..ui -i ^iinl

But considering how identical the ii,Li-ii.,-l.5 ...i Liu m ;
:

-li-

aiT, and how different and varied arc those of iSc'itln i i .

representation would not be fair. But we have 1" i

nothing theoretical ; we have to consider the proM.ii:

affairs. In 1830 and 1831, when Lord Grey madf lii jij-i
tions to Parliament on the subject of reform, the abu.sLS were
so gross and so glaring that, immediately the subject was
broached by Government, excitement ran all through the
nation, and there was an enthusiasm sufficient to cany the
propositions. But in those days boroughs such as Gatton and
Old Sarum, places virtually without inhabitants, were entitled
to send representatives to Parliament, while Manchester,
Birmingham, and Leeds had no members whatever. This was
BO striking that the people were quite willing to agree to
refoiTn the state of things. The present state of things
is wholly different. There is nothing so glaring and so
defective. The state of matters now is different in degree,
if not different entirely. It has seemed to me for some years
that, considering what we did in 1832, it is an obvious and,
I should say, a pressing defect that the skilled artisans in
our towns, men who have property and intelligence, are
to so great a degree excluded from the power of electing
members. Although the opposite position has beenmaintained,
I am convinced that the skilled artisan, if industrious and
frugal, cannot pay 10/. a-year ; that a man who receives good
wages, and who wishes to clothe and educate his children in a
manner that it befits him to do, cannot give 10/. for his house
in addition to his other expenses. But I am not going to
discuss with you the obsei'\'ation3 that have been made—the
10/. franchise for counties, and the 6/. franchise for boroughs.
I am not going to discuss the question, because it is evidently
a matter that must be considered by those who frame the
measure. The matter of redistribution of seats is one on which
there is much to be said, but it does not appear to me that the
defect is so enormous or so immediately requiring a remedy.
It is, besides, one of considerable diflBculty. When Lord Derby
prepared his bill, it was proposed that every 15 boroughs
should send a member. That would hardly be likely to form a
permanent settlement of the question. On the other hand, to
say that the number of representatives should be fitted exactly
to the amount of population would be so great a change that
I should say it would be entirely out of the question to hope to

'.thout saying whether
I ilo not intend to say

keep our counsel to
^ ,'ij^o in the House of
in;/ in a glass hive. I

i kIi-^'^ liivc take the
^l-L^s With wax, and I

,\s I li;ive .said, I do

arry such a measure in Piul
it would be mischievous . i i <

1 1

anything definite, becrm I '

sidering the measure \\ > i

ourselves. A member . ,ii i.i <i

Commons that we weic lil.'- i.i.

have heard that bees which 1;

precaution of filling up the part
think the bees in doing so are vo
not intend to tell you our inten
least until the Bill is introduced."

Revision op the Liturgy. — Earl Russell has
returned the following answer to Lord Ebury upon
the subject of the Revision of the Liturgy :

—

"Downing Street, Feb. 12.
" My dear Lord Ebury,—After consulting my colleagues,

and communicating with the jVrchbishop of Canterbury, I have
to state to you the decision of her Majesty's Government not to
propose the issuing of a Commis.sion for the Revision of the
Liturgy. The former Commission upon the terms of subscrip-
tion arrived at a conclusion which gave greater freedom of

opinion to every person in holy orders ; but a Commission for
the revision of the Liturgy would in all probability lead to
heated discussions, and its report, if it framed any, would be

iFornsn.
France.—The deputation appointed to present

the Address of the Senate to the Emperor had an

audience of his Majesty on Sunday. On receiving-

the address the Emperor said :

—

" This eloquent commentary upon my speech developes

what 1 merely pointed out, and explains all that I wished to

convey. You desire, as I do, stability, the rational and pro-

gressive development of our institutions, and the maintenance

intact of the national honour and dignity. This accord is a

force in the moral ;ts wu-ll as in the physical world, and obeys

general laws wlii li . mi, ^ 1 " violated without danger. It*"

not by daily -li I
'

I

' ii^is of an edifice that its coi

pletion is L i-l ^l ' nnment is not stationary. It

is advancing', ui i ... ; i Ivaiice, but upon firm ground,

capable of supii.-.iluit; j-.a,,! .lud Uberty."

The following are the most salient points of the

draught of the Address of the Corps L^gislatif in

reply to the Emperor's Speech :

—

" We are happy to state that the relations of France with

foreign Powers are of a pacific character. We still entertain

hopes of a reconciliation between Italy and the Papacy. This

reconciliation ia necessary for their interests, for the peace of

Europe, and for the tranquillity of consciences. The September

Convention, honestly cai-ried out, will be a fresh guarantee of

the Pope's temporal sovereignty, the maintenance of which is

Indispensable to the independent exercise of the spiritual

power. The country has received with satisfaction the assur-

ance that our expedition to Mexico is drawing to a close. The

United States ought not to take umbrage at the presence

of our troops in Mexico. To render their recall dependent

upon any other than our own convenience would be to attack

our rights and our honour, which your Majesty guards with a

solicitude worthy of Prance .ind of the name of Napoleon."

.\fter referring to .\]f.'eria, the law upon coalitions, agriculture,

T,),l ,„,Mi,. i,|,.t,-,i,.(i.,n t)i.' \ddress expresses satisfaction at

, I
, ill, |,. . ,

I

t M 1 I. 1. I. . t liken place in the finances, and
. :, .. Ill, different departments of the

I

, ,
I

ly saying;—''The stability of our

iii-LiLiiii'.!i- II' I I
. ! -.'.liKh repose upon the free and

soleuni right of voting', i.s by no means irreconcilable with the

judicious progress of our liberties. This your Majesty has

already proved. The experience of the past is a guarantee for

the futiu*e."

The Emperor Napoleon has addressed the following

letter to the Minister of the Interior in reference to

M. Hausmann's proposal to destroy the Luxembourg
Gardens in order to make a new Boidevard :

—

" I have paid a visit to the Jardin du Luxembourg, and am
convinced that there would be every advantage in leaving the

western portion of that useful promenade untouched. I request

you. therefore, to havelhe first plans altered accordingly."

M. Boitelle, Prefect of Police, has been appointed

Senator ; and M. Pietri, Prefect of the Department
du Nord, has been appointed to succeed him as

Prefect of Police. The Minister of Agriculture has

sent M. Delpeeh, Professor of Medicine ; M. Raynal,

Veterinarian ; andM. Alfort, to Germany, to examine
and report upon the trichinae disease prevalent in

pork. The Patr'ic says :

—

" It is rumoured that at a Cabinet Council recently held in

Washington, Mr. Seward presented the draught of a despatch
to the Fi-ench Government, manifesting the most concihatory

intentions tow.ards France, and intimatmg the readiness of the
United States to proclaim their neutrality in Mexico, subject

to certain conditions."

The same paper states that certain proposals, emana-
ting from the Emperor Maximilian, render possible

the return of .5000 French troops from Mexico by the

end of May. The Emperor has commuted to

10 years' hard labour in Algeria the sentence of

death recorded against the Zouaves who were
recently tried in the city of Mexico for mutiny at

Martinique. The Ciiiistittitionncl publishes an article

regretting the sentiments with which, according to

a recently published despatch of the Spanish
Minister at Vienna, the Austrian Government had
viewed the negotiations of Signer Vegezzi with the

Holy See. The article also expresses indignation

against the Spanish Ambassador for accusing France
of endeavoitring to profit by the speedy execution of

the September Convention in order to obtain from
the Pope humiliating concessions. It proceeds to

point out that the dangerous and fanatical party

who use this language have given the Pope no
efficient assistance, but have only proffered ra.sh

coimsels and perfidious insinuations ; whereas
France, even at the present time, is assisting the

Papacy to find both men and money. It is reported

that orders have been sent to the authorities

at Brest to continue to watch the Peruvian ironclad

G

Huascar, which has been detained in that port since

her arrival from the Thames on her trial trip, and at

the same time to observe the movements of an
English vessel suspected of carrying arms and
ammunition to the Huascar. M. Emile de Girardin,

M. Duvemois, and M. Vermorel are about to relin«

quish their posts on the editorial staff of the Pvensc.

Spain.—In the Chamber of Deputies on Wednes-
day Sefior Molina announced, in the name of the

press, that he intended to address a question to the

Government with a view to the improvement of the

position of journalism in Spain. On the demand of

the Government Sefior Molina postponed his

motion. On Thursday the Chamber rejected Sefior

Moyano's amendment to the Address, proposing

reductions in the Budget to the amount of

300 million reals. The Senate on the same day
appointed a committee to consider the Bill recently

introduced for the suppression of negro traffic in the

Spanish colonies. The proposal of the Committee
in reference to the Bill to prevent any person from
being at the same time a Government functionary

and a member of the Chamber of Deputies has been

adopted. The Diario Espanol of Friday says :

—

" The questions that may he raised by the execution of the
September Convention do not concern France .and Italy alone.

The Roman -v""^^'"'! nff'-'-t'i Cathohc interests, .and the
Catholic Pow.r- . .im ! I im tlte settlement of this question
to haz.ard or )

..
I

:

I i v.j the right, and it is their duty
to seek to di -of the political changes which
m.ay take pluL'. .i 1; i... .r i ibe departure of the French, and
even to oppose clian;^-es by every means in their power,"

Sefior Bermudez Castro, Minister for Foreign
Affairs, has forwarded to the Spanish Minister at

Florence a lengthy despatch, in reply to that of

General deUa Marmora on the Roman question,

Senor Castro's despatch says, in conclusion,

—

" Spain, faithful to her engagements, and strongly inte-

rested on behalf of Pontifical rights, is equally desirous of

mamtaining a good understanding with Italy."

POKTUGAL. — The Chamber of Deputies have
approved the Boundary Treaty recently concluded

between Spain and Portugal. The Government has

ordered General Prim to leave Portugal. A resolu-

tion deprecating this decision was moved in the

Chamber of Deputies, and was rejected on Wednes-

day after an animated debate. It is said that General

Prim will go to Gibraltar.

The Duchies.—It is stated that the Prussian

Cabinet, taking as a precedent the solution arrived

at in the Lauenburg question, has resolved to propose

to Austria to cede her rights of possession in the

Duchies in consideration of a pecuniary indemnity.

It is also asserted that Prussia is about to send

a Note to the Austrian Cabinet, declaring the

personal union of the Duchies with Prussia to be

the only solution of the Schleswig-Holstein question.

An address has been transmitted to Count
Bismark, dated January '23, and signed by Baron
Scheel-Plessen and 18 members of the Holstein

nobility. This addi'ess deplores the incalculable

mischief arising from the provisional state of things

in the Duchies, and the political agitation fostered

by the Duke of Augustenburg, and concludes as

follows :

—

' Wc xmhesitatingly declare that we consider the welfare of

our country can only consist in union with Prussia. We rely

upon the wisdom of the King for his Majesty to take all the
necessary steps to that end, and hope that he will maintain
the institutions peculiar to the Duchies which will shortly be
imited to Pruf>sia. We wish that this much-desired object may
soon be attained, in order that a state of uncertainty may not
inflict still deeper injury upon our countiy."

Prussia.—In the sitting of the Chamber of Depu-
ties on Friday, the report of the Committee on the

conclusion of a Navigation Treaty between Prussia

and England was read. The Committee, from reasons

of national economy, and having regard to the

principle of free trade, recommend the adoption of

the treaty. HeiT Orienwerder spoke against its

adoption, in order that foreign countries should not

believe that any understanding has been arrived at

between the Prussian Diet and the Government.
The Chamber finally agreed to the different Articles

and passed the whole treaty, a few members only

voting against it. A debate then ensued on the

resolution proposed by the Committee relative to the

measures taken by the authorities on the occasion of

the banquet given by the inhabitants of Cologne to

the members of the Prussian Diet. This resolution

was passed by a large majority. During the discus-

sion the Minister of the Interior justified the conduct
of the authorities. On Saturday a meeting of the

members of the Working Men's Association of

Berlin, called together by the President, Herr
Bandow, and attended by 3,000 persons, was dis-

solved by the police. The object of the meeting was
to express the approval of the working class of the

position taken up by the Chamber of Deputies. On
Monday Count Bismark addressed a letter to the

President of the Chamber of Deputies, declaring

that the resolutions of the Chamber relative to the

Duchy of Lauenburg, the Supreme Court, and the

Cologne Banquet were unconstitutional, and there-

fore coidd not be accepted by the Government. For
these reasons he returned the resolutions to the

President of the Chamber. At a meeting of the

advanced Liberal party, on Tuesday, it was resolved,

by 49 to 47 votes, to request the Government to

withdraw Count Bismark's letter, and to notify that

in case of refusal the Chamber would not discuss
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nny futnro Bills presented by the Government.

On Thuifiil.ay aftcrnLion Goiint Bismarck eom-

municatol to the C'hamter of Deputies a Royal

decree, oi-dering both Houses of the Diet to be closed

on the next day, and to remain adjourned until the

end of the present Session. This step was entirely

unexpected. Even HeiT Grabow, the President of

the Chamber of Deputies, was not awai'e that such a

measure was impending-. After the reading of the

Koyal order Herr Grabow said :

—

" 1 hope that the Pmssi.au people will stand by their

i-cpi-csontntivcs, and that they >vill consider the Constitution

.IS .«ai-i'c 1 as ever. I close the Session with the cry— '
Long

live tin- Kint'!'"

Ai STRIA.—A report circulated on Thursday on the

Bourse that the Emperor would shortly issue an im-

jmrtantmauifesto. The rumom-s of a Ministerial crisis

arc still prevalent. Disquieting war rumours are afloat

in the comnurcial circles of Vienna in reference to the

relations between Austria and Prussia. It is asserted

that Austria and Italy are about to conclude an
arrangement for the improvement of their mutual
consular and commercial relations. Austria, without

recognising the Kingdom of Italy, wiU consent to

extend the provisions of the Austro-Sardinian Treaty

of Commerce of 18.52 to all merchandise arriving

in Austria from any part of the Italian Kingdom.
The Emperor of Austria is said to be willing to

funiish the Emperor Maximilian with any troops he
may ret[uii"e, provided they be incorporated with the

Mexican army, and that all the expenses be defrayed
by Mexico. The Emperor Napoleon has sent the

Grand Cross of the Legion of Honour to the Austrian

Crown Prince. The insignia of the Order will be

presented to his Imperial Highness by the French
Ambassador, the Due de Gramont, on the return of

the Emperor from Hungary.
HuxGARY.—The Address of the Upper House of

the Hungarian Diet in reply to the Speech from the
Throne, expressing the same sentiments and wishes
a,s the Address of the Lower House, was agreed to on
Thm'sday by a large majority. The Transylvanian
Metropolitan, Monsignor Zaguna, took his seat in

the Upper House on Thursday, for the fu'st time,
and several Transylvanian Deputies also made
their first appearance in the Lower House. The
debate on the Address in the Lower House was
resumed on Tuesday, and, after a speech by M. Deak,
the Address was unanimously adopted. The depu-
tation of the Croatian Diet commissioned to jiresent

to the Emperor an address in reference to the union
of Hungary and Croatia was expected at Pesth on
Tuesday. The deputation was to be received by the
Emperor on Thiursday in the Castle of Buda.
Italy.—In the sitting of the Chamber of Deputies

on Thursday, Signor Minghetti made a speech in
which he expressed his approval of the policy and
fiuaucial proposals of the Ministry. He eulogised
General Delia Marmora's note to the Spanish
Government, and ascribed to that Power a wish
to change the nature of the September Convention.
Alluding to the Roman question, he said :

—

" The Caliinet to which I lielonged constiintly refused t"
discuss the cv, ijin ,Iiii,- v.liieU might .irise alter the dopartm-o
of tbeFrcnilMi...|. i[..iu l;,,iuc. Italy has only honestly t"
fulfil the mI)Ii_ iti, I, , ii;,|,.,^ei[ upon her by the September
Convention. A^ t.i llir liittire composition of the Pontifical
army, after the de.l:ii,iti..ii rercnth- made Lv the lo.iierial
Government to the FiMjeS ^i h:ite 1 iliink tho "it ili:nj cdiinet
should demand to here i -uvl ! i- .inM ^hv iiit< rv. iitinu nn the
pai-t of France in Rome ri.uei vhuuM" .<],.< tie iv.|iiii-cd to
declare that the preseui e in the t^t.ile.^ uf the Chmch of indi-
vidual French subjects docs uot imijly the presence of tho
French flag."

Cardinal Antonelli has addi-essed a despatch to the
Papal representatives abroad, wherein he communi-
cates the views of the Roman Government on the
manner in which the political, military, and financial
po-sition of the Holy See will be affected by the
execution of the September Convention.
Russia.—An official despatch has been addressed

by Prince Gortschakoff to Cardinal Antonelli, an-
notmcing to the Papal Government that Russia has
no intention of disavowing the sentiments recently
expressed by Baron Meyendorfi towards the Pope.
Diplomatic relations are, therefore, completely broken
off between RuR.sia and the Holy See.
Turkey.— Accounts from Constantinople state

that Kibrisli Mehemet Pasha has been ajipointed to
succeed Moustapha Pasha as Minister of Finance.
On the 14th iust. Dervish Pasha left with troops for
Tripoli. He was inve.sted with the rani and powers
of Extraordinary Commissioner for the pacification
of the Lebanon. It was stated that the Turkish
Government intended to institute proceedings against
the builders of the iron-clad frigates recently con-
stnicted in England.
Egypt.—The Sultan has telegraphed his approval

of the Convention concluded between the Viceroy
and the Suez Canal Company. The tei-ms of the
Convention will be given in extenso in the Impei-ial
Firman, which wiU be issued as soon as the report
of the Commissioners reaches Constantinople.

S\T!iA.—Advices from Syria state that on the
31st ult. 400(1 Turks attacked 1500 Maronites, com-
manded by Joseph Karam, at Benachev, five leagues
fi-om Tripoli. Kiu-am repulsed three "assaults, cap-
tured four guns, and matle several prisoners. Emin
1 asha (Bai-on Schwartzenburg) was uearlv taken
prisoner at the gates of Tripoli. Daoud Pasha was
collectmg reinforcements.

I>{pj ^ —Tiie distnrbaJioes on the North-West fron-

tier have been settled satisfactorily without warfare,

and the British forces assembled there have now
been withdrawn. Affairs in Bhootan are unsatis-

factory, and war Is again probable. The Armstrong
guns have not yet been retiuTied, and the Gooroo

Lama, who has returned from an unsuccessful

mission to Toivngsoo Penlow, states that that chief-

tain positively refuses to give them up, and has been
constraoting stockades, and otherwise strengthening

his position against our arms, and against the

Bhooteas, should they attempt to force him to comply
with the terms of the treaty. The rumoured
retirement of the Viceroy has been authoritatively

contradicted. The Postmaster-General of India,

amoug other improvements, is how arranging for a
weekly mail with England. Sir Bai"tle Frere had
presided at a public meeting for raising funds to

complete the Victoria and Albert Museum. Nearly
4000^. was subscribed at the meeting. The Bombay
Chamber of Commerce has petitioned Parliament for

an inquiry into the working of the Indo-European
Telegraph. The public health is satisfactory. The
new cotton crop will be short by 400,000 bales.

China.—A despatch from Hong-Kong of Feb. 1

mentions a report that a large rebel forco is within
30 miles of Nunkan (Nankin ?)

Japan.—Intelligence from Japan states that
Belgium is endeavouring to conclude a treaty with
the Japanese Government.
Australia.—A telegram fi-om Melbourne of

Jan. 2.5 .states that the severe drought which pre-

vailed has at length terminated, and rain has fallen

over the whole continent.

New Zealand.—Accounts from New Zealand
annoimce that General Chute had attacked and
captured a large rebel pah. The war was virtually

over, and the troops were leaving for England.
United States.—The New York press univer-

sally express extreme satisfaction at the Emperor
Napoleon's announcement of preparations for the
withdi'awal of the French troops from Mexico,
which they regard as an augury of peace between
France and the United States. The New York
Trihinr states that the Marquis de Montholon and
Mr. .Seward have had a final interview on Mexican
affairs, at which it was jxisitively understeiod that
the Emperor Napoleon had ordered the withdrawal
of all the French troops from Mexico, leaving
Maximilian to his own resources. A delegation of

coloured men has visited President Johnson, and
lu'ged upon him that, as the negroes are taxed, they
should be allowed the right of suffrage and repre-

sentation. In reply, the President declared himself
to have always been the advocate of the negro, but
he believed that the negroes in the South would not
be benefited by enfranchisement ; it would breed a
war of I'aces. The question was one for the people's

decision, and it would be tyrannical for him to

attempt to force it upon the people against their
will. President Johnson thought the negroes would
do better to emigrate than to remain crowded
together in the South. The delegation respectfully

expressed their non-concurrence in the President's
views. They have since published an address to the
President, controverting his ouinions, and declaring
them, besides, prejudicial to the interests of the
negro. A delegation from Montana has visited the
President to express satisfaction at his poUoy, to
whom he replied that he intended to adhere to the
doctrines expressed in his Annual Message, adding
that he was not a candidate for re-election, desired
no office, and could afford to do right. The Senate
have passed the Freedmen's Bureau Bill as
amended by the House of Representatives. The
House of Representatives have p.ossed a BiU
extending the privileges of the Homestead Law
to freedmen, and giving .SO acres of public land
in Missis.sippi, Louisiana, Florida, or Arkansas
to each settler, without distinction of colour, on
payment of 5 dollars at the time of settlement.
Over 10,000,000 acres have been appropriated to this
purpose. A BiU has also been passed by the House
of Representatives requiring foreign and non-
resident holders of American railway bonds to pay
taxes on their dividends. Both Houses have passed
a BUI forbidding the re-issue of the American register
to American vessels placed under foreign flags during
the rebeUion without special Congi'essional authority.
The Federal Commission appointed to investigate
the Bagdad affair have made their report, in which
the blame in the matter is thrown upon General
Crawford. The report also states that the Federal
soldiers engaged in the affair were acting contrary to

the orders given them, and that they were sent to
Bagdad at the request of the Mexican RepubUcan
authoi-ities to keep order. General Weitzel has
arrived at New Orleans. He has stated that he did
not thiirk Mexico worth fighting for ; and the
American officers on the Rio Grande are represented
as concurring in that opinion. Seilor Mackenna
(alleged to be the confidential agent of the Chilian
Government) and Dr. Rogers have been an-ested at
New York, charged with preparing a mUitary expe-
dition against Spain, in violation of the neutrality
laws. The grand jury have indicted them. At New
York the police have aiTested a man late at night
with a waggxm full of arms and ammunition.

H

O'Mahony claimed the property as belonging to the
Fenians, and the man, together with the arms and
ammimition, was discharged.
Canada.— The Canadian Commissioners have

faUed to agree with the United States Congressional
Committee of Ways and Means on the terms of a
new Reciprocity Treaty. It is supposed that the
treaty expiring next month wiU not be prolonged.
The Fenian alarm has abated at Toronto. Sweeny
is said not to be in Canada.
Mexico.—Despatches from the Rio Grande, pub-

lished by the Havannah Dinrio de la Marina, assert
positively that Bagdad was seized, sacked, and
defended by Federal coloured troops, led by Federal
ofBcei-s, some of whose names it publishes.
Chili and Peru.—luteUigence from Panama to

the 1st inst. .announces that Peru had formed an
offensive and defensive alliance with Chili, and
declared war against Spain. Three Peruvian
frigates and two corvettes had left to join the
ChiUan fleet, with orders to commence hostilities
immediately. The Spaniards at Lima had been
ordered not to leave the country, and to have their
names registered for sm-veillance. The Peruvian
Government had taken other precautions to have
reprisals in hand in case the Spaniards take posses-
sion of any part of the coast or inflict other damage.
The Spanish fleet had thoroughly blockaded Val-
paraiso, and an attack on the city was expected. It
was hoped at Lima that the other South American
Republics would join the aUiance formed between
Peru and Chili.

IJarllament.
nOU-SE OF LORDS.

Friday.—Zj/e-iJoo/.'.— In answer to the Earl of Malmkbbiirv,
who thought that the National Life-boat Institution was
inadequate to meet the demands upon it, and that the
Government ought to t*ake the duty ujjon itself, the Duke
of Somerset bore testimony to the vahic of the National
Life-boat Institution, and deprecated the idea that the
Government should undert.ake a duty which was .already
so efficiently iliselinre'ed by voluntaiy agency. — The Earl
of Powis enll i M 'ill II ti. the impediment ofTercd to the
beneficial \v

.
i i i

i :\-hlic Loan Acts by the Treasury
minute of i i : to reduce the interest below
5 percent.— ! 1 l:i iii lid the Public Loan Acts empowered
the Tl'casury to lis the rate of interest. At one time the rate
of interest charg:ed val-ied with the cuiTent value of money,
but as great inconvenience was found to arise from tim
practice, it was decided to fix a medium amount.^
Loid OvEnsi. en . VJi , ti ! +., ii.\- int.-rfi leiiei; l>y the Govcni-
mentwithtli "i.; e, i' ' ' ;li ] -.-ut moment the
intei-est cliiii i i !, eurrent value of
the money .i,].; I / i , ;, into Ireland,—
Lord ntlN.:.A,.-i Ulijl.Oe.l i'.hell.el C.l.le bad IjCCn SlUUgglcd
into Ireland from Scotland ; and if so, what steps h.ad been
taken to prevent snch a practice. He also asked whether an
Order in Council had been issued allowing sheep and Lamba
to be imported into Ireland imdev ccrt^ain conditions.—Earl
Granville replied that in one case anumber of sheep had been
improperly imported from Gloucester. The Lord Lieutenant,
under the advice of Professoi' Ferguson and another eminent
vctcrinarj' surgeon, w.os adopting every possiblemeasure to keep
the cattle plague out of Ireland.
SATrnBAV.— Sfa^cjision of the llahcas Cofpvs Act in Ireland.—

The House met at 4 p.m., when the Habeas Coi-pus (Ireland)
Suspensiiiu Act was brought ui> from the Commons and read a
fir^t tiii.i .-r:irl Tlr-tr-i' tlirn Ive.vct fl - ^.i-y.-iin.-ili .if tho
stall. in . '. r. . ! . ! ,1 -n K|M ,

- . 1, •',1 ii^hall
it= .

,••,•., 1:
1 r 1

1 re-ret
wLi. 1 1 !i ! ,,,,i._ 1 .-..ileoocut

ateuiii.n.ir, .-,i..,i.a..-4..u .j1 lU euii.-.Ulu.i.n. u. hvl.uia. but the
necessity was great, and the" step bad been rccouuuended by
the experienced wisdom of the Irish Executive. The Fenian
conspiracy, which had rendered this measure necessary,
was notoriously directed to the overthrow of the Queen's
.authority, to "the forcible tr.ansfer of property fi-om its

present possessors, .and to the subversion of all religion.

The conspiracy had been fomented and furnished with funds
from the United States, where large numbers of persons of
Irish birth and descent were settled, and the conclusion of tho
civil w.ariu that coimti-y had set free a large number of restless

and active men, many of whom were now in Ireland as
emissaries from the Fenian Brotherhood in America. The
ordinary processes of law had been put in force by the Irish

Government ag,ainst a number of persons, and judges and
juries had .alike discharged their duties, but it had been found
that other measui-es were required. The Lord-Lieutenant had
dcfelTed as long as possible any recommendation to
depart from the constatution, but it had been found
that the conspiracy was still spreading, that fresh

emissaries fl-om America were continually aiTiving, and that
large .sums of money were being sent over for the purpose of

exciting rebellion, and therefore Lord Wodehouse h<ad been
compelled to acquaint the Government that without greater
powers than he ordinarily possessed he could not be
responsible for the peace of Ireland. The Government could
not hesitate for a moment to .act upon that declaration, and
therefore, .although with regret, they had now to ask
the House to assent to this IBill, which wovdd for a
time suspend the operation of the Habeas Corpus Act
in Ireland, and would enable the Lord-Lieutenant
to aiTCst the foreign .agents who were now industriously

engaged in seeking to mislead the Irish people, and
to seduce the Iiish soldiers from their allegiance.

The standing orders were then suspended, and, on the motion
for reading the BiU a second time, the Earl of Derby said that
Ireland was at the present moment in a most perilous position,

and it was not the time to ask the Government to enter on a
special vindication of the step which they h.ad taken. If tho
Bill were necessary, then it was also necessary that it should
pass through all its stages without delay, and, therefore,

he gave bis cordial assent to the measure, at the
same time abstaining from enteiing upon any cou-
.sideiation of the causes which have led to the present
condition of Ireland. He could not, however, admit
that the Fenian conspiracy was entirely due to the closing of

the American war, because he knew that in lS5r» the Phoenix
conspii-acy prevailed in Ireland, -mid li.id numerous branches
in America. But the Govemim in n..

i
) , ir lesponsibility,

having proposed this measui. i
' ! i-e of Commons

having passed
1
it with a ver\ ii m minority of dis-

sentients, he hoped their lordslii 1 1
i il ! ml iicsitate to give

theii- unanimous support. The Bill was then read a second,

time, and subBequently pas&ed thi-ough all its stages. The.

IrUh nitgmphe. — Lord StakleV op Aldehlet laid
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seconded by Mr. Locke, and
|

-Mr. Cnii.r.Kus. on bcbalf uf tLu I

nting to the moti n 1 : ' ^ i ^iv. n f

... the Bill. -Mr. Clay movo.l i
: .

i

Bill to extend the elective franchise i i
-'

: ;
'

;

i

EnglandandWjUes, by the creation <.t .<• '

the rates.—The motion
supported by Mr. KiNX.

Government,
'

bring i

Civil Service Commis-sioners, and,

being satisfactory, should

,ed before the

such examination

_ : certificate which

wovd'ci entitle him to the exorcise of the francliise.

The subjects of examination would be readmg, writing,

speUiiiir. and the four rules of arithmetic. — Mr. Grkgory

seconded the motion, contending that the Bill, if passed into

law, would have the effect of admittmg the elite of the work-

ing classes to the possession of the franchise, whilst at the

same time it would not let in an overwhelmmg majonty

to counterbalance the superior claims of education ana

property.—Lord Elcho approved of the inteUectual test

which Mr. Clay proposed to supply, and described his

Bill as far moi-e intelligible and practical than the scheme

of Mr. Baines.—Mr. Horsman hoped that some one on the

Treasury bench would state what were the views of the

Government on the subject of reform, for which the leaders of

the Radical partv, -with Mr. Bright at their head, had exhi-

bited so much indifference, after all the pro-reform clamour

with which their names were associated out of doors. Mr.

Bright, for instance, so far from exploding at the scui-yy

manner in which refoi-m had been treated in the Queen's

Speech, had remained perfectly reticent on the subject. He
had exploded on Jamaica and the cattle plague, and had gone

off at half-cock on Ireland, but he had not a single word to say

on the subject of reform. In fact, it seemed as if the advanced

reformers in the House had been mesmerised by the passage

in the Queen's Speech. The present Bill, in his opinion, was
infinitely superior to that of Earl Russell, whose only idea of

refoi-m appeared to be to get a House of Commons elected by a

mob.—The Chakcellor of the Exchequer denied that the

Government were responsible for delay, and said tbat he should

probably be able in a few days to say when the information

they were collecting would be laid before the House. Mean-
while he flattered himself that on the subject of the proposed

Bill, neither his admiration for his hon. friend's abilities, the

curiosity of the House, nor any other consideration, would be

sufliciently potent U> extract fruin him a single particle of in-

formation. TheniMti.!. i".-i ! r.< i..l.ilf, n^ the Bill was then

agreedto.—Incoiui. i; i - n > . leave was given

to Mr. BopvERiE I" I
, :

. I

I
I

I

rtaiii portions of

the Act of Uniform,,.' " \- -
I u i n a Bill to make

Bankof England ,\: ' nn^forother
pm-poses.—Mr. Gci i i .t. i i . i ;i- i' i Bill to

extend the law ivliM : : / /
,
and to

make provision f--\ - ! ;. i, ' / ' :':rtuiii

ThcCnAh.'i ^
,.:. ..i... ! I.. ,

I

...r.'ss.

"Wedm"-) .. ^ ! ! I. ] I''! Tiverton, Breck-
nock, N'lH 'i I I' I ;:.( 'It ! [ :.!), the County of

Limericl;, ,i i. -:< i:;| ; ti I iHiiiuster. — Mr,
Gathok;-;} n > • • '! !:'..t '

. '-n i.fnnifdfor
the Univ, ! II' . :

- .; ... .
, :! -

t
.,

i ,
. , he h.id

elected t. i

!

l ; . ) ,
— sir B.

Bridges .i-...ii .i.. --
i i .i ^ i..i ;,,. 11...11.

I '.-[i.i.i'tmeiit

whether it v.,i^ lLl- uiUiiiii.^u d' the ij.jVi^iiiiiieui u. i>,cuiamend
the appointment of a day fornatiuual hint aiid humilijition in
consequence of the cattle jolague.—SirG, Obey said the Govern-
ment adhered to the opinion which they bad already ex-
pressed on the subject in the letter which he had addressed
to the Archbishop of Canterbury.— Mi 1 1 •

1 ,„m 1 x moved
the second reading of the Juries u> ' /''/, and
explained that his object was to cum - tu dis-

charj;;e jiu-ies in criminal cases when il -. 1 iri. .| Kin ..nsMnable
t-. .[p .' ilMt II,,'. A. ,1.1 ./!.. I.. ,1 vi.-rdii't; to enable juries
t

:
' : andalso to take verdicts

< 1 ^ I
' i.. '! byMr. Neate, supported

1. , Ml \^ vi Ki ], , .[.j. .-. 1
1

\ Ml t . Hardy and the SoLiciTOK-
Ot-Mi-KAL. Ji uaf^ tiUim.ialy ayicud to postpone the further
consideration of the subject until after the Court of En*or
had given its judgment in the case of Charlotte TYinsor,

now pending. The Telegraph Act Amendment Bill passed
through committee.

Thursday.—The ZOTrfo?i (CitJ/) Tr({fflc Rer/irlaiion Bill, after
some discussion, was read a second time, on the understanding
that it should be referred to a Select Committee of 12 members,
five to be named by the Committee of Selection. The R oyal
Family.—The House went into Committee on the Messages
from her Majesty relative to the establishment of Prince
Alfred and Princess Helena.— The Chancellor 'of the
Exchequer reminded the House of the contract between
Parliament and the Sovereign at each accession, which, while
it included all the exxienses of the training of a family, did not
mclude a provision fi.r the iiicmber-s of the Royal family as
they came of age and went out into the world. In the
case of Piiucess Helena, who, he said, even at her early
age had been the life and stay of her Royal mother
under her heavy bereavement, it was proposed to follow
the precedent of Princess Alice, and to ask the House
to grant to the Princess an annuitv of n'Kidf., and a dowry of
30,000?., to be settled as h-r M m i ini^hr du-ect. He pro-
posed, further, tbat the II tu an annuity of
15,000^ to Prince Alfred, 10 -. :i

: ihat contingencies
might aiise, either on the I'm!i .ti ^\u\ui:. a position else-
where, to some extent iudepcndciit of this countiy, or on the
event of his marriage, which would make it necessary to
review this arrangement.—Mr. Disraeli considered that the
proposals of the Goveniment were \^i,sc and well-considered,
and congratulated the Hon^'- nii fhi fr,,q]i opportimity of
testifying to her Majesty i'; t i, 1 affection of her
grateful and devoted peoi^le - '^1

1 ,f. referring to the
contingency mentioned by ij. ; ; , , ,,] the Exchequer,
suggested that it would be m il ^ii.iij,, to the Prince, and
less erabaiTassing to future I'arliainents, if it were now dis-
tinctly provided that the annuity should be absolute, or that it
should cease when he succeeded to the Duchy of Saxe-Coburg-
Gotha. He would rather see the grant absolute than the Prince
placu i in the invidious position of having the question discussed
herjiifter.—Mr. Hadfield asked whether the annuity would
be inalienable.—The Chancellor of the Exchequer replied
that it would be settled on such conditions as her Majesty
should direct. It would be impossible to define abso-
lutely the contingency in which the cessation should
take place, but suggested that he should wait to sec
the Bill.—After some remarks by Sir G. Bowyer, the resolu-
tions were agreed to, and ordered to be reported,
MonuuifHi to Lord Palnurston.—lhe Chancellor of the Ex
CHEQUER moved an address to her Majesty praying her to direct
that a monument be erected in "ft'estminster Abbey to tbe
memory of Lord Pa'merston. In this case, he said, a monu-
ment would be a tribute not of a Ministry or a party but of
Parliament and the nation. He referred to the precedents of
the two Pitts and Percival, and touched on the principal points
in Lord Palmerston's career, particularly on his comiection
with the extension of constitutional liberty on the Continent
and his deep and unfailmg interest in the suppression of the
slave trade. He eulogised his gonial temper, which was
incapable of enduring anger, his courage, his tact, and inge-

dtv and his old English delight in a good stand-up fight.

_ Vcniarked that though his Parliamentary successes

., iM.t due to mere rhetorical skill, his great speech in
I

, , A\ cd that he was capable of rising to the highest pitch

I . liimentary eloquence, and concluded by expressing a

: 1, 11 that as Lord Palmerston had been rewarded for his
' i.,,in-^l)v tin- attacliiiicnt and trust of aU classes of the

.|.; 1 1,1 i,, "I'll 1, 1" M" ill, de his memory would meet
: I I

.
,,,,

I ill jarties.—Mr. Disraeli, in

; ; il I I i I )
!

i
(

I
, eordiality with which his

I,-
,,1"

: li, f

I
.

I

.
. ,... M , ,| K, I li,. ] proposal to honour a states-

111 wlm I, ..I 1. 1 1
'

, l.ii.,| him. not merely th^ i.i, iii,,m "f

greataehii ,
1

in ilie tender tradition ^.i ' 'I ''

tiouand- ,' Mi B. Hope hoped tli .i
-'

, 1

monument v. , .iM -, \> ,, liiv as a work of art -,i n,, k. 01 oi,i

of thebuildmy m wbah it was to be placed.—Su J. rAKi>..i..-N

hoped that its completion would not be delayed so long as tliat

voted 1:^ years ago to the Duke of Wellio^on. The resolution

was tbeii agreed to.— On the second reading of the Jamaica
Guvenuiient Bill, Sir J. PAKlNOTONpressedthe House not to enter

on this occasion into a discussion on the recent eventsin Jamaica.

He concuiTcd in the Bill, though he lamented the necessity

for so retrograde a step. — After some remarks by Mr.
Hadfield, Mr. Crum-Ewing, and Colonel Edwardes, Mr.
Cabdwell said that though the Bill was but temporary in its

operation, he did not anticipate that the House, when in

possession of full information, would feel disposed to revert to

the old form of government. The Bill was then
read a second time. — Mr. Hunt's Cattle Plague Bill

passed through Committee with the addition of many new
clauses and with several amendments, including one moved by
Mr. Ayrton to allow the movement of imported cattle within
the metropolitan district, which was carried on a divi.sion by
I06 to 102. The ^'atioiial Debt Reduction Bill was read a third

time and passed.
~ iivAw- Disease in Sirine.—ln answer to Sir J. Walsh. Mr.

Bruce said that the attention of Government had been drawn
to the appearance of a new disease in swine, which rendered
the flesh poisonous and dangerous to human life, and that a
report had been made on the subject. The Queen's Universitt/

n Ireland.—In answer to Sir R. Peel and Mr. Lowe, the
Chancellor of the Exchequer said that the Government
intended to advise the Crown to make cei-tain alterations in
the Charter of the Queen's Univei-sity, on their own responsi-
bility, without first consulting the House. [Left sitting.]

(STitj) Jntrlligrnrr.

Bask Rate of Discount.—The Bank of England
on Thursday reduced their rate of discount from
per cent., at which it was fixed seven weeks ago,

to 7 per cent.

Money Market, Friday. — British Fukds :

Consols closed at .s74 to | for Money, and ,s73 to J
for the Account (March ,S).

—

Foreign : Greek, H
to 4 ; Mexican, 23S to f ; Spanish Passive, 27^ to ^ ;

Ditto Certificates, Kit to J ; Turkish, 18Ca, 38J to J ;

Brazilian Scrip, 2 to i pm. ; Egyptian Scrip, 1 to IJ
pm. ; Italian, lS(il, 005 to J.

isank of (ffnglnnti.

Other Securitifs .

.£11.015]

'. 12'971,C

Proprietors Capital . . £
Rest
Public Deposits (includ-
ing Exchcquer.SaTing8

ofNat* Debt, and I

Seven days' and other bills 410,9

Feb.22, 18C6.
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those of men, women, and children, the ages ranging

from 6 to extreme old age. No crockery, flints, or

warlike implements were found among the bones,

nor did any of the skulls show any mark of violence.

Jlrrtanir.

Despatch of Troops to Ireland.— Ou Monday
aiternoon an order was issued directing the

1st BattaUon of the Coldstream Guards to proceed

without delay to Ireland. No time was lost in

making preparations for depaiture, and they left

L. iiulon on Tuesday night, and embarked at Liver-

podl on Wednesday. The battalion consisted of

•Ji> oliicers and iA'J rank and file. The S3th Regiment,

collected from Manchester, Chester, Newcastle, and
Tynemouth, also embarked at Liverpool on
Wednesday. The regiment mustered 24 officers

and 743 rank and file. The Carabineers, from
Hounslow, have begun their march, and wiU also

embark for Ireland. The 75th Regiment, at Gosport,

and the 02d Highlanders, at Aldershot, have been

under orders for Ireland for some days past ; and
another Line regiment—probably the 1st battalion

Gth Foot, now in the Channel Islands—wUl proceed

to the same destination. It is said that the arrival

of the militai-y has given a sense of relief to the

smaller towns, where there was previously no
garrison whatever.
Arkest.s of Suspected Persons.—On Saturday,

before the intention of the Government to suspend

the Habeas Corpus Act was known, upwards of 100

American Fenians were arrested in Dublin, and
numerous others took to flight. Additional arrests

were made on Sunday and Monday, including Vice

Head Centre M'Donnell, and Austen O'Mealy, pay-

master of the Fenian agents in Dublin. Numerous
arrests have been made in Athlone, Limerick, Cork,

Drogheda, and other provincial towns. Many of

those arrested are from England, and belong to

London, Greenwich, Sheffield, Oldham, Ashton-uuder-

Lyne, Liverpool, and Hartlepool. Among the others

arrested the following were officers in the American
army :—Captain D. J. Mykins, 107th Regiment

;

C.iptain E. J. O'Doherty, aide-de-camp to General

Owen, Brigadier-General Gleeson, and his brother

Captain Gleeson. At Limerick foxrr non-commis-
sioned officers have been arrested on a charge of

Fenianism. A man named O'Neill, alleged to be the

Centre of Belfast, has been arrested in that city.

Warrants were despatched on Wednesday to Liver-

pool with a strong force of detectives for the appre-

hension of Fenians who fled to that port ou Satur-

day. Ou Thursday night the police arrested iu a
public-house at Dublin 18 persons, including 12

soldiers belonging to the (lOth Rifles, 61st Regiment,
and the .'ith Dragoons. Four of the civilians were
armed with revolvers, and two are " Centres. " A
detachment of the Mth Regiment assisted in the

arrest. The Freeman of Thursday says that the

capture of Stephens is now spoken of, as if some
clue had been received and the rewards offered were
doing their work.

Flight op Fenians.— There was a rapid migra-

tion of strangers from Dublin on Monday, and the

familiar Yankee hat and beard suddenly vanished.

Those who ventured to remain sacrificed their beards,

and the barbers had some hours' hard work. By the

steamers which arrived on Saturday night and
Sunday morning at Livei^jiool, a large number of

well-dressed and able-bodied men arrived from
Ireland. They were all Fenians, who, affrighted at

the measures adopted in Ireland, had thought it most
prudent to decamp. Some have since taken passage for

America, others remain in Liverpool and its neigh-

bourhood.

Firing on the Police.—On Saturday night a
body of armed Fenians, assembled for drill in a house
at CuUen, near Oula, in Tipperary, fired repeatedly

on a patrol of police, and shot one of the constables,

who has since died of his wounds. Among the

Fenians was a private of the 17th Regiment ou fur-

lough. The Fenians fled, but most of them are

knon-n, and some have already been arrested. On
Wednesday, in Newcastle, county Limerick, Head
Comstable O'Sullivan was shot by a man named
Geary, whom he was in the act of airesting. Geary
escaped, and it is reported that O'Sullivan, who was
wounded in the shoulder and body, has died of his

wounds. The report that the guard of a mail train

had been fired at while passing through Capel Street,

but was not wounded, and that a large force, with
artillery, was sent south on Sunday on account of

riotous disturbances, was without foundation.
Seizure of Arms.—Ou Wednesday the police

discovered in a house in a lane off Dame Street,

142 jjikes completed, and about 3ij pike handles iu a
rough state. The place seemed to have been
deserted for some days. A regular workshop was
attached to it.

The Courts Martial on Ff.nian Soldiers.—
The Courts Martial at Cork have been sitting for

some days, but the results will not be made known
until they have been submitted to head-quarters.
The trial of Private Rose, on the charge of having
told a police-constable that he was a Fenian, and
that Irish soldiers, if an insun'ection should occur,

would never fire upon the people, terminated on

Wednesday. At the trial of Sergeant Darrah, of the

2d Regiment, on Thursday, evidence was given that

he was a sworn Fenian, and was told by the Head
Centre that all commanders in garrison were to

be destroyed when the rising took place, and
that all soldiers not joining in the rising were to

be destroyed.

The Special Commission, which was adjourned

to Monday, not being reopened, has ceased to exist.

Another Commission will be appointed after the

assizes.

Attempted Assassination.—On Saturday night

Mr. Byers, the owner of a public-house at Glasnevin,

was quietly sitting in his parlour talking to a police-

man ofl: duty, when a car drove rapidly to the door.

He heard the .well-known voice of a customer, Mr.

Joseph T. Sutcliflte, a clerk in Balls' banking-house,

iisking for Is. to pay the fare, and in another minute
or two Mr. Sutcliffe stood beside him, pulled a

revolver from his breast-pocket, and shot him in the

neck. He was taken before the magistrate ou
Monday, charged with shooting Mr. Byers, but was
remanded, as the latter is not out of danger. The
prisoner alleges that he did not know the pistol was

Great Will Case.—The Irish Court of Probate

has been occupied for more than 20 days with a

wUl case, in which Sir Augustine Fitzgerald sought

to invalidate the will of Sir Edward Fitzgerald, the

late baronet, on the ground of mental imbecility and
undue influence on the part of Lady Fitzgerald his

widow. On Friday the jiu-y, after 10 minutes'

deliberation, returned a verdict finding the will

invalid, owing to incapacity and undue influence.

Accident on theNorth-Westebn.—ThePreston
branch of the London train, which left town at

."i P.M. on Thm-sd.iy, ran into a disabled engine

attached to a goods train a short distance from
Preston station. Two passengers were slightly

injured. The mails for Scotland and the North were
much delayed by the accident.

©ftituavB*
Thi. I tl-,.- r.f],

;"i - -^, at her resideiir.' ;•, 1' ! -!(.-et-

8he w.c .
:

'
: iu;.'hter of the secoui Mi, i'lili ;

sister i'l" 1 ii- !:'. i .i .1 John Thyniie, 1 '. h .-i -ub-

dean uf ^\^..l.],ui..-.Ui. the Duch.-^- ..f i;,, |. i ,,rd

Edward ThjTiiic ; aud aunt of Wf ]' i- '! I'lth.

She Tvas bom in 1795, and nuun i

: \ :\ .>f

Cawdor, by whom she had John i
;

:

]

- nl;

Lady Emily, married to the Hon. ' ' i i . in- I > us hI..
^
M.i'.

;

liady Georgiana, married to Mr. Juhii Balfuvir, uf Balbiniie

;

KiNNouL died on the 18th iiist. at St, Clair,

Torquay, where he had been residing for the last six months.
He w:is bom in 1785, and was consequently in his 81st year.

He succeeded to the earldom on the death of his father in

1804, and married in 1824 the second daughter of the late

Admiral Sir C. Rowley, G.C.B. By that lady, who survives

him, he leaves issue, Lady Louisa, married to Sir T. Mou-
crieffe ; Lady Fninces, mamed to Mr. R. Lloyd ; Lady Eliza-

beth, married to 8ir F. iVrthur ; and Lady Augusta, married to

the Hon. J. F. T. Fiennes; and three sons— George, Viscount
Dupplin, Captain iVrthur Hay, R.N., and Colonel the Hon,
Charles Rowley Hay, late of the Scots Fusilier Guards. The
late Earl was Lord-Lieutenant of Perthshire, and up to 1855

was colonel of the Perthshii-e Militia. He filled the high post
of Lord Lyon King of Arms in Scotland, an office equivalent to

that of Earl Marshal in EngLand. In politics he was a Conser-
vative, but of late years has been incapacitated by mental
infirmity from taking any part in public afTairs. He is suc-

ceeded in the title by his eldest son Viscount Dupplin, born in

1827, married in 1848 Lady Blanche Somerset, third daughter
of the seventh Duke of Beaufort, by whom he has three sons
and two dnu^'htcr^. He was fnrmcrlv in the 1st Life Guards.
buthci-.-tir. rliii l-'-'^ -tTi.-l -ill'--- I'-t-iiv Hv n--nvh.-- !i',- prin-
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the Hun. .M.ii^.Li.i. .-1.;. ' ; : i ' : ' '^l
> U.Jirr

Steele, of M-..yii;ilty. '-'.'Uiii M-i.
.

: .. ]!
: iiivo

in poUtics, and occasi(ni:UI', i—l I'M. m !!
.

! ''. r. tliu

House of Lords, In Lnr.i h.i'./ i. i \ii ! ii.i, :
,,-, i.s

Vice-President of the Hm.u.I ( Ti ^'l-', .'.li- n !,. ,.!- ini.i.j a
Priv> -CounciUor, and was rrcsidc-iit uf the Board of Trade
from February to June, 1859. He was also Lieutenant-Colonel
of the Tipi>ei-ary Militia. He is succeeded in his title and
est;ites in Ireland by his <.ldcst son, John Luke George,
Viscount Suiril.il' .

""Mi In f",'^.

Viscount tin i i l i i Iu -;iLiyat Dover House, White-
ball, in his 41st ;,. 1 la-htHon. Henry Agar-EUis,
Viscount and I', u i. i mi i ., f Gowran, in the peerage of

Ireland ; Baron .\Uu.ai. .uul Unon Dover, in the peerage of

Great Britain, was the cldust son of the Hon, George James
Welbore Agar-Ellis, by Lady Georgiana Howard, daughter of

the sixth Earl of Carlisle. His father, the late Lord Dover,
was a man of great promise, and his premature death in 1833
was considered by his political and literary friends a great
loss to the country. Viscount Clifden was for some years a
minor, and on reaching his majority he devoted himself to the
Turf. For a time he had one of the largest and most successful
studs belonging to any member in the Jockey Club, and his

success for a time was very great. He achieved the
double victory of the Derby and St. Legervrith Surplice in 1848,

won the Steward's Cup at Goodwood, the Ascot Stiikes in 1850,

the Liverpool Cup in 1851, and the Great v rt', vrt.-.Ti^birc

Stakes in 1852, He expended a princely :
i

;
. tmir

hia racing stable ; and a large accumulatr-
1

i
.

i \,..-d

in a few years in his exjienditun? on the Tm ;. ''.,:,,
;

,
i; i i.iyo

in 1861 he bmk-' np bW r.-.rin-r r^t.^iLbsluu^ia uud dL-vutcd

himself tu bom.; ]•:< 'iii
. I li I .-; il liiiF \>-,iy bum in 18'J5, and

man-ied m 18i;i, I i
ii i i.' ! Mr. and Lady Augusta

Seymour, by \\li.' '

. !

!
i hirr surviving, and a

son, the heir-Hi>p.ui III i.. lii'' f.iniil-, in.jiours, bom in 1863.

Shortly after the birth of his Hon and heir unmistakable
symptoms of weakness of constitution manifested themselves.
His illness at once excited alarm, and it was soon found by hia
medical attendants that softening of the brain had set in.

Latterly his disease became i confirmed malady On Monday
1 ch mgf nc( nrrcd which ended in hiH death m the course of a
ix.\\ h n-H
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He %\ IS tbe second
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of th 1 I II I 1 t,ducated at Trinity
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Tumplo m lSi4 lie h 1 1 been Lord Lieutenant of Orkncj and
ZLtluid since ISIO 1 u in 18 i) till 1835 he represented Kieh
muni III th TI H f I ruiii ns wWn m the Uttn ^ ii he
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ao-ini

I
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fur u 1 1
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Talbot 1 Muj lU^ W^ 1 I i Ij i U i 11 1 US

The Hon, Maubice R. Wingfield died at St, Leonards-on-
Sea ou the 14th inst,, after a short illness. He was the
brother aud heir-presumptive of Viscount Powerscourt, and
second son of the Marchioness of Londondeny by her first

marriage. He was formerly in the navy, but abandoned the

service and joined the 1st Life Guards as comet in 1861. He
was born in 1839, and was euusequontly in his 27th year.

The Hev. Sir John ^^.,l W-]
,

Bart., Rector of St.

Peter's, Comhill and \'ii f '
: i

, died on Wednesday
last at Belhus, Essex, tli i i

i -.n in-law, Sir Thomas
Leimard, after a long anl n.i .

i m ; mm., .s. He was the eldest

son of Alderman Sir .\l.Laln.,v v\ ,..-, J, who was twice Lord
Mayor, and M.P. for the City of London in nine successive

Parliaments. Ho was bom at Woodbridge, Suffolk, in 1796.

For some time he acte'! as secretary and chaplain to Queen
Caroline, and w.is ;dso domestic chai'lain to the Duke of

Sussex. He niai-i..' I, n i- > tl.. ! .m:1,;.'1 f \ inni -I Mi^bel.

He is succecl.'M ir .
,

i
. ;

,
. I .

.i,ris.

born at Cres.sin !
l

.l .!
i

! ;
i

!' . I r uf

Robert Hodgson, i:
i

, "i Ali'I- 'i:--. ukI -i .,n. ! I n 'lilrr of

the late General Uod;,'son. Tb^; bite baremet was the elder

brother of the late Mr. Western Wood, and of Vice-Chancellor

Sir William Page Wood.

Supplies of I'll

produce is alsn i

have made tb' l

consist of Boui i
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rOVKXT r,ARI>F.X.—Feb, 24.

Flowers cbictly consist of Poinscttia pulcherrima, Urcbit

Heaths, Chinese Primulas, Camellias, aud Roses.

FRUIT.
Oranges, per 100, 4s to 10a

Pears, kitchen, p. doz. 4s to
dessert, do., 4s to

"
Apples, per i sieve, 3s to 5s
Gi-apes, per lb., 10s to 18s

Lemons, per 100, 6s to 10s
Melons, each, 3s to 5s

Nuts, Cob, per 100 lb,,160s
— Filberts, per lb., 9d to Is

VEGETABLES,

Pine-apples, per lb., 8s to 123

Walnuts per bush., 14s to 20s
Chesnuts, per bush., 8s. to 163

Artichokes, per doz., 4s to 63

Asparagus, p. bxmdle, 8s to 12s

Beans, Kidney, p. 100, 3s to 4s

Beet, per doz., 2s to 3a
Broccoli,

X}.
bundle. Is to 23

Brus. Spfut-, p ', -i.ve,2sto3s
Cabb;,... ,

|. ,

.] '^l tols6d
Carrol ,

|.. ; M,. , M t(i8d
Cauliit.i'A, I-, p. ,|...-

,
js to 6s

Celery, per bunaie, l» to Is 6d
Cucumbers, each, 'As to 3s
Endive, per score. Is to 2s 6d
Garlic and Shallots, p. lb., 2s
Herbs, per bimch, 6a
Horse Radish, p.buud,2s6dto 4s

Leeks, per bunch, 3d
Lettuces, per doz., Is
Mushrooms,p,pott.,l86dto2s6d

Mustard & Cress, p. punn., 2d
Onions, p. bush,, 3s to 5s
— pickling, p. qt., Gd

Parsley, per >. sieve, Is to ls6d
Parsnips, per doz., Is to 2s
Potatos, York Regents, p. ton.

75s to 90s
— Rocks, do., 55s to 653
— Flukes, 100s to 120s— do. Kidneys, 8s to 12s

per cwt.
Radishes, p, 12 bun., 6d to Is

Rhvibarb, per bundle, 9d to Is
Savoys, per doz., 9d to ls6d
Sea Kale, per punnet, 2s 6

to 3s
Spinach, per bush, 3s to 4s

"Turnips, per bimch, 4d to 6d

NEWGATE.—Feb. 23.

Best Fresh Butter . . . . 18s. per dozen lb.

Second do, do. .. .. 12s. ,,

Pork, 4s. 4d. to 5s. 4d. per 8 lb.

HAY.—Per load of 36 Tmsses.

Smithfield, Thursday, Feb. 22,

Prime Meadow HaylOOs to 110s
Inferior do. . . 90 95
New do — —
Rowen .

Stra 30 42

, old
Inferior do. .. 110 12

Prime second cut 90 U
Inferior do. . , — -

Charles James Easton.

Cumberland Market, Thursday, Feb. 22,

Sup. Meadow Hay 105s to 114s I Inferior Clover .. 105s to 1183

Inferior do 84 90 New do; .... — —
New do — — Straw . . . , 42 47
Superior Clover 128 134 |

JosuuA Baker.

Wn
Fine Meadow Hay lu8stoll28
Inferior do 100 105
Prime New Hay . . — —
Inferior — —
Straw 37 40

, Thursday, Feb, 22.

Prime 1st cut Clover 130tol3;
Inferior do. do. .. 115 12(

Second cut do. .. 108 11'.

Inferior do 95 10(

Rowen — —
COALS,—Feb. 21.

Cowpen Hartley, ICs, ; Hastings Hartley, lOs. ; Hollywell
Main, 17s. ; Tanficld Moor Bntes, 15s. ; Walls End Harton,
15s. 9d. ; Eden Main 16s. 6d. ; Walls End Braddyll's Hetton,
173. : Walls End Haswell, 18a. ; Walls End Hetton, 18s. ;

Walls End Hetton Lyons, 15s. 9d, ; Walls End South Hetton,
173, 9d, ; WaUs End TunstaU, 15s. 9d. ; WaUs End Caradoc,
17s, 9d. ; WaUs End Hartlepool, 17s. 9d. ; WaUs End KeUoe,
17s.; WaUs End East Hartlepool, 173. 9d. ; WaUs End South
Hartlepool, 17s,; WaUs End Tees, 17s. 6d.; Shaw's Hartley,
l&s. 6d. ; Walls End North Staffordshire, 17s.—Ships at

market, 75 ; sold, 44.

HOPS.—Borough Market, Friday, Feb. 23.

Messrs. Pattenden & Smith report that the market during
the past week has shown somewhat improved signs of

activity, some considerable quantity of new Hops having
changed hands at a slight reduction on late prices.

METROPOLITAN CATTLE MARKET.
Monday, Feb. 19.

We have a smaller supply of Beasts. Trade is not very brisk,

yet prices ou the average have improved. The number of

Sheep is considerably less than last week. Choice quaUties
are readily disposed of at higher rates. Trade is slow for

inferior descriptions, but a good clearance is effected. Calves
are lower. From Germany and HolUvnd there are 1720 Beasts,

5620 Sheep, 138 Calves, and 100 Pigs; from France, 40
Beasts ; from Scotland, 800 ; from Ireland 250 ; from Norfolk
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and Suffolk, 1200 ; and 510 from the Northern and Midland

Counties.
8 (1 a d

Best Long-wools. 5 8 to 6

Do. Shorn . . . . — . .

Bwcs & 2a (jiuaity 3 8 — 50
Do. Shora . . . . — -

Lanibs " • ' „
Calves . . . . 3 8—6
Pigs

Best Scots, Hore-
fords^dic. .. 4 10 to 5

Best Short-horus 4 8 — 5

2d quality Bc;ists 3 Q — 4

Best Downs and
Half-bi-cda . . 6 4—6

Do. Shorn .. .. — ••

Beasts, 4520 ; Sheep fe Lamha. 17.200 ; Calves, 146 ; Pigs, 443.

Thursday, Feb. 22.
,

We h:ivc a larger sripply of Beasts, and a slow trade. Prices

on the average are about the same as on Monday last, but a

ole;u-ance cannot be effected. The number of Sheep is qmte

equal tu the demiuid, and late quotations ai-e barely mam-
t;»ned. Trade is slow for Calves, yet choice qualities are

not lower in price. From Germany and HoUaiul there are

01)8 Beastit, 3080 Sheep, 135 Calves, and 12a Pigs ;
from France,

:ii) Beasts.: and fi-om Spain, IOC Beasts.

« ,1 a dl s d 8 d
Best Long-wools. 5 8 — 60

.„...„,„_. ,. Do. Shorn .. .. — "
Best Short-horns 4 8 — 4 10 Ewus & 2d quality 3 8-50
2d quality Beasts 2 S — 4 Do. Shorn .. .. — ..

Best Downs and Laiuba — .

.

Half-bi-eds . . 6 4 — 6 Calves , . . . 3 8 — G

Do.Shoni .. .. — .. IPigs 3 — 410

Beast'', 1290 ; Sheep and Lambs, 5890; Calves, 161 ; Pigs,

165 ; Milch Cows. —.

MARK LAKE.—Monday, Feb. 10.

The supply of English Wheat was fair, that of Barley, Beans,

and Peas limited, with moderate arrivals of Scotch and Irish

Oats. Thoi-e were tolerably good imports of foreign grain fuv

this day's market. English Wheat met a good sale at full

prices for the best quaUties ; damp parcels were still dull, but

no lower. Foreign Wheat was in limited demand, but prices

were well supported. Town Flour was \inaltered. Country
marks were steady in value and demand. -French and
Spanish were offered on former teiTns. Americans not so

readily disposed of. Malting Barley was in good request at

Is. per qr. advance for all the best, and secondaiy sorts were
more saleable at full prices. Malt supported former rates

steadily. Beans were firm. Peas as before, Oats were taken
off to a moderate extent at rather less money for feeding

qualities, seed samples meeting more inquiry. Linseed was
fully as dear, and better to place. Rapeseed was dull, and
worse to seU. English Clover seed was held high. French on
former values. Foreign Tares abundant, prices steady. Large
Scotch very dear.

Price per Imperial Qdartep..
t

s. s.l

Wheat, Essex, Kent, ^Suffolk .White 38-5(J Red
.do.

Barl

— fine selected
— Talavera

,

Norfolk
Foreign

T, grind. &dist.,27sto3l3...Chev.
44-CO
33-37
23-31
12-25

Red.

36-37
3'1—40
35—39

— Foreign, .grindingand distilling

Oats, Essex and Suffolk
— Scotchand Lincolnshire . . Potato 1 23 - 28 Feed , .

.

— Irish Potato 22— 27!Feed ...— Foreign Poland and Brew 23—26'Feed ...

RvE 28—32 Foreign .

RvE-MEAL, Foreign
|

Beans, Mazagan 358 to 37a . . Tick 36—30 Harrow ,— Pigeon .... 39a to 43s . . Wuids. — |Longpod— Foreign Small 37—38 Egyptum
Peas, White, Essex,and Kent. .Boilers 37— 3f» Suffolk .— Maple, 35s to 40a. .Grey l35—37|Foi'eigu .

Maize White — Yellow .

Flour, best marks delivered . . per sack 1 38—46

1

— 2d ditto ditto!32—3a'Counti-y.— Foreign per barreli24—30 Per sack.

. Friday, Feb. 23.

Since the IGth inst. the weather has been of a more
winterly cliai-acter, with sharp frosts at night, and dry until
the 21st, since when it was raw and showery, here foggy. The
Wheat trade has continued in a veiy inactive state : the drier
samples of EngUsh being very scarce, are eagerly taken at full
prices, but all other sorts are neglected, Banat and South
Russian desciiptions being the turn lower. Fine Malting
Barley has been everywhere in request, and commanded an
advance of fully Is. per qr., whilst grinding fully supported
previous quotations. Oats were generally firm, and in several
markets realised a slight advance. Beans and Peas have
remained much the same as last quoted. Flum- has been
difficult of disposal. Fifteen grain-laden vessels have ai-rived
off the coast for orders. The sales have been Hmitcd. without
any quotable alteration in pricus, exccjit B;irlc>' for Spriuc

1 II \M'' It w:isheldshipment, which was 6d. per
with increased firmness, aiii I i

*;
:

i

which would previously have 1 ; , , i

there has been a .speculative iii'jUK 1 i. ; -ij

from the Black Sea, at about tliL- ]ihcLa now ,

cargoes, but no sales have ti-anspired. P»
value of Wheat remains unaltered. There
supply of country Flour, whicli

I'ks leave cfreel

280 lb. The stock j

The arrivals of Kii_

have been to a f.ii

moderate, and nf < i,,

very thinly attended, and but little bu;

I.:- Mt Wheat
jnt lor anived
Feb. 22.—The
an abundant

at 32s. 9d, per
estimated at 28,317 cwt.
ley, and Oats this week
eigu Wheat and Barley
morning's market was

transacted
X either English or foreign Wheat

; prices may be considered
..ominaUy as on Monday. Barley, Beans, and Peas were
steady, at our late quotations. The offers for Oats being below

unwilling to accept

Arrivals this Week.

3050 virs

Foi-cign
.

10,800 i

LiVEHPooi. Tuesday. Feb. 20^To-day'sln5irket was verv
fairly .^ttondcd. and for Wheat there was a moderately gooddemand at l-Viday's rates. Flour steady, and unchanged in
value. Indian Cora 3d. per qr. lower. Malt, Beans, and Peas

."tead*^"^^
"^ ^^^ demand at late i-atcs. Oatmeal

Averages.

Wheat. Barley. Oats.

POTATOS.— SoTJTHWARK, Monday, Feb. 19.

Dimng the past week the andvals coastwise have been

more liberal than for some weeks past, and also large by raU.

The trade continues in a very depressed state, at the following

niintations :—Yorkshire Fhikcs. per ton, 708. to 90s. ; ditto

Rcents, .^.Js. to 70s. ; ditto Rocks, 45s. to 503. ; DunI

and East Lothian Regents. 60s. to 70s. ; Perth, Foi-far, an^l Fife

Regents, 40s. to 55s. ; ditto Rocks, 40s. to 45s. ; French and
Belgian Whites, —s.

w Traveller in the Seed Trade.
ANTED, a YoungWan asTRAVELLERand CLERK,
—Mnst be of good address, active nnd porsevering. The situa

ill be i>eniimLt;iit. and iiuue need apply who are notable tc

and ability.—Address, ir

/rofticfe Office,' W.C.

W•AN I ; 1 M tiike charge the
Flower Departraents.—

A

w
. ;,^, ^„^ .^....E,^...,,..-—Apply, t>y letter

UangUolm Nursery, Edinburgh.

'AN'l'
I

, 1 ) T M A[ i: 1) I.VTELYmaOUSE^FOREMAN
R, who thoroughly understands the Pro-
[iird and Soft-wooded Greenhouse Plants,

grown in quantity.

—

Apply, statiDK terms and
leries, Banbury.

Mr. P. J. PE

\rANTED, as GROUND FOREMAN, a thoroughly
getic, industrious young Man.—Apply by letter, statingw-

references and wages required,
Chiswjck Nursery, London. W.

I Messrs. S. Glend

WANTED, in Middlesex, in a Private Establishment,
a Man thoroughly well up in FORCING, to take the entire

charge, with liberal treatment, both in wages and --' '-"

^TrANTED, u \M|s.,
VV Manage a Con :










